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PREFACE
TO THE FOURTH EDITION.
In laying the result of his labours before the public, the author wishes it to be distinctly
understood, that the present volume is not, as some might perhaps imagine, merely an improved edition of the Classical Dictionary of Lempriere, but a vvrork entirely new, and resembling its predecessor in nothing but the name. The author owes it, in fact, to himself to
be thus explicit in his statement, since he would feel but poorly compensated for the heavy
toil expended on the present work, were he regarded as having merely remodelled, or given
a new arrangement to, the labours of another.
So far from this having been done, there
in truth, but few articles, and those not very important ones, wherein any resemblance can be traced between Lempriere's work and the present. In every other respect, the Classical Dictionary now offered to the public will be found to be as different
from Lempriere's as the nature of the case can possibly admit.
It cannot be denied that
Lempriere's Classical Dictionary was a very popular work in its
The numerous editions through which it ran would show this very conclusively,
day.
without the necessity of any farther proof.
Still, however, it may be asserted with equal
safety, that this same popularity was mainly owing to the circumstance of there being no
Considered in itself, indeed, the work put forth but very feeble
competitor in the field.
claims to patronage, for its scholarship was superficial and inaccurate, and its language was
frequently marked by a grossness of allusion, which rendered the book a very unfit one to
be put into the hands of the young. And yet so strong a hold had it taken of public favour
both at home and in our own country, that not only were no additions or corrections m-ade
in the work, but the very idea itself of making such was deemed altogether visionary.
The
author of the present volmne remembers very well what surprise was excited, when, on
having been employed to prepare a new edition of Lempriere in 1825, he hinted the proThe answer received from a certain quarter
priety of making some alterations in the text.
was, that one might as well think of making alterations in the Scriptures as in the pages of
Dr. Lempriere and that all an editor had to do was merely to revise the references contained in the English work.
When, however, several palpable errors, on the part of Lempriere, had been pointed out by him, and the editor was allowed to correct these and others
of a similar kind, he still felt the impossibility of presenting the work to the American public in that state in which alone it
ought to have appeared, partly from the undue estimation
in which the labours of Dr.
Lempriere were as yet generally hpld, and partly from a consciousness of his own inability, through the want of a more extended course of reading, to
do justice to such a task. With all its imperfections, however, the edition referred to was
well received
and when a second one was soon after called for, the publisher felt himself
imboldened to allow the editor the privilege of introducing more extensive improvements,
and of making the work, in every point of view, more deserving of patronage.
The republication of this latter edition in England, and the implied confession, connected
with such a step, that the original work of Lempriere stood in need of improvement, now
broke the charm which had fettered the judgments of so many of our own countrymen, and
it then
began to be conceded on all sides that the Classical Dictionary of Dr. Lempriere
was by no means entitled to the claim of infallibility nay, indeed, that it was defective
When the ownership of the work, therefore, passed into the hands of the
throughout.
Messrs. Carvill, and a new edition was again wanted, those intelligent and enterprising
publishers gave the editor permission to make whatever alterations and improvements he
might see fit and the Classical Dictionary now appeared in two octavo volumes, enriched
with new materials derived from various sources, and
much fairer claim than
presenting a
are,

!

;

;

;

before to the attention of the student.
This last-mentioned edition became, in its tvu*n, soon exhausted, and a new one was demanded when the copyright of the work passed from the Messrs. Carvill to the Brothers
and more alive to the prospect of immediate
Harper. To individuals of less liberal
;

spirit,
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advantage, it would have appeared sufEcient to republish merely the edition in two volumes,
without any farther improvement. The Messrs. Harper, however, thought differently on
the subject.
They wished a Classical Dictionary in as complete and useful a form as it
could possibly be made and, with this view, notwithstanding the large amount which had
;

been expended on the purchase of the work, the stereotype plates were destroyed, though
still perfectly serviceable, and the editor was employed to prepare a work, which, while it
should embrace all that was valuable in the additions that had from time to time been made
by him, was to retain but a very small portion of the old matter of Lempriere, and to supply
This has now, accordingly, been done. A new
its place with newly-prepared articles.
work is the result not an improved edition of the old one, but a work on which the patient
labour of more than two entire years has been faithfully expended, and which, though comprised in a single volume, will be found to contain much more than even the edition of
Lempriere in two volumes, as published by the Messrs. Carvill. Whatever was worth
preserving among the additions previously made by the editor, he has here retained but,
in general, even these are so altered and improved as, in many instances, to be difficult of
recognition while, on the other hand, all the old articles of Lempriere, excepting a few,
have been superseded by new ones.
;

;

;

Such is a brief history of the present work. It remains now to give a general idea of
The principal heads embraced in the volume
the manner in which it has been executed.
are, as the title indicates, the Geography, History, Biography, Mythology, and Fine Arts
The subject of Archaeology is only incidentally noticed, as it
of the Greeks and Romans.
is the intention of the author to edit, with all convenient speed, a Dictionary of Greek and
Roman Antiquities, which will contain an abstract of all the valuable matter connected with
these subjects that is to be found in the writings of the most eminent German philologists.
Only a few, therefore, of the more important topics that have a bearing on Archaeology, are
introduced into the present volume, such as the Greek Theatre, and theatrical exhibitions
in general, the national games of Greece, the dictatorship and agrarian laws of the Romans,
and some other points of a similar kind.
If the author were asked on what particular subject, among the many that are discussed
in the present volume, the greatest amount of care had been expended, he would feel
Not that the others have been by any
strongly inclined to say, that of Ancient Geography.
means slighted, and the principal degree of labour concentrated under this head. Far from
it.
But the fact is, that in a work like the present, the articles which relate to Ancient
Geography are by far the most numerous, and, in some respects, the most important, and
In what relates, therefore, to the Geography of
require a large portion of assiduous care.
former days, the author thinks he can say, without the least imputation of vanity, that in no
work in the English language will there be found a larger body of valuable information on
this most interesting subject, than in that which is here offered to the American student.
In
connexion with the geography of past ages, various theories, moreover, are given respecting
the origin and migration of different communities, and some of the more striking legends of
antiquity are referred to concerning the changes which the earth's surface has from time to
Some idea of the nature of these topics may be formed by consulting the
time undergone.
following articles
JEgyptus, Atlantis, Gallia, Graecia, Lectonia, Mediterraneum Mare, MeNor is this all. Books of Travels have been made
roe, Ogyges, Pelasgi, and Phanicia.
to contribute their stores of information, and the student is thus transported in fancy to the
scenes of ancient story, and wanders, as it were, amid the most striking memorials of
the past.
The Historical department has also been a subject of careful attention. Here, again, the
origin of nations forms a very attractive field of inquiry, and the student is put in possession
of the ablest and most recent speculations of both German and English scholarship.
The
Argonautic expedition, for example, the legend of the Trojan war, events dimly shadowed
"
forth in the distant horizon of
gray antiquity ;" the origin of Rome, the early movements
of the Doric and Ionic races among the Greeks or, what may prove still more interesting
all these topics will be
to some, the origin of civilization in India and the remote East
found discussed under their respective heads, and will, it is hoped, teach the young student that history is something more than a mere record of dates, or a chronicle of wars and
:

;

;

crimes.
This subject
Particular attention has also been paid to the department of Biography.
will be found divided into several heads
biograpliical sketches, namely, of public men, of
individuals eminent in literature, of scientific characters, of physicians, of philosophers, and
:
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also of persons distinguished in the early history of the Christian Church.
The literary
biographies, in particular, will, it is conceived, be found both attractive and useful to the
student, since we have no work at present in the English language in which a full view is

The sketches of ancient mathematicians, and of
given of Grecian and Roman literature.
other individuals eminent for their attainments in science, will not be found without interNor will the medical man depart altogether unrewarded from a
est even in our own day.
perusal of those biographies which treat of persons distinguished of old in the healing art.
In the accounts, moreover, that are given of the philosophers and philosophic systems of
so sweeping a senantiquity, although half-learned sciolists have passed upon these topics
tence of condemnation, much curious information may nevertheless be obtained, and much
food for speculation, too, on what the mind can effect by its own unaided powers in relation
utmost importance to us all. The ecclesiastical biographies will
None of them fall properly, it
also be found numerous, and, it is hoped, not uninteresting.
is true, within the sphere of a Classical Dictionary, yet they could not well have been
omitted, since many of the matters discussed in them have reference more immediately to
to subjects that are of the

classical times.

The subject of Mythology has supplied, next to that of Ancient Geography, the largest
number of articles to the present work. In the treatment of these, it has been the chief
aim of the author to lay before the student the most important speculations of the two great
At the
schools (the Mystic and anti-Mystic) which now divide the learned of Europe.
head of the former stands Creuzer, whose elaborate work {Symholik und Mythologie der
and learning of
of the anti-Mystic school appears to be Lobeck, although many
eminent names are also marshalled on the same side. It has been the aim of the author to
give a fair and impartial view of both systems, although he cannot doubt but that the former will appear to the student by far the more attractive one of the two. In the discussion
of mythological topics, very valuable materials have been obtained from the excellent work
of Keightley, who deserves the praise of having first laid open to the English reader the
The author will, he trusts, be
stores of German erudition in the department of Mythology.
pardoned for having intruded some theories of his own on several topics of a mythologicctl
character, more particularly under the articles ^mazones, Asi^ lo, Odinus^ and Orpheus.
It is a difficult matter, in so attractive a field of
inquiry as this, to resist the temptation of
In preparing the
inflicting one's own crude speculations upon the patience of the reader.
mythological articles, the greatest care has been also taken to exclude from them everything
offensive, either in language or detail, and to present such a view of the several topics connected with this department of inquiry as may satisfy the most scrupulous, and make the
present work a safe guide, in a moral point of view, to the young of either sex.
The department of the Fine Arts forms an entirely new feature in the present work.
The biographies of Artists have been prepared with great care, and criticisms upon their
known productions have been given from the most approved authorities, both ancient and
modem. The information contained under this head will, it is conceived, prove not unacceptable either to the modern artist or the general reader.
In a work like the present, the materials for which have been drawn from so many
sources, it would be a difficult task to specify, within the limits of an ordinary preface, the
diflferent quarters to which obligations are due.
The author has preferred, therefore, appending to the volume a formal catalogue of authorities, at the risk of being thought vain in
so doing.
A few works, however, to which he has been particularly indebted, deserve to
be also mentioned here. These are the volumes of Cramer on Ancient Geography the
historical researches of Thirlwall
and the work of Keightley already referred to. From
the Encyclopaidia also, published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge,
numerous excellent articles have been obtained, which contribute in no small degree to the
value of the present publication.
In every instance care has been taken to give at the end
of each article the main authority from which the materials have been drawn, a plan generally pursued in Avorks of a similar nature, and which was followed by the author in all the
editions of Lempriere prepared by him for the press.
A fairer mode of proceeding cannot
well be imagined.
And yet complaint has been made in a certain quarter, that the articles
taken from the Encyclopaedia just mentioned are not
duly credited to that work, and that
the title of the work itself has been studiously
Of the fallacy of the first charge,
changed.
alten Volker) has reappeared under so attractive a form through the taste

The champion

Guigniaut.

;

;

any one can
ticles

by referring to the pages of the present volume where those arwhile, with regard to the second, the author has merely to remark, that in

satisfy himself

appear

;
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of " Encyclopaedia of Useful Knowledge" for the more vulgar one of
Penny Cyclopaedia," he always conceived that he was doing a service to that very publication itself.
At all events, the change of title, if it were indeed such, appears to have
been a very proper one, since it met with the tacit approbation of certain so-called critics,
who would never have allowed this opportunity of gratifying personal animosity to have
passed unheeded, had they conceived it capable of furnislung any ground of attack.
substituting the
"

title

The

account of Coins, Weights, and Measures, which accompanied the edition of Lemtwo volumes, has been appended to the present work in a more condensed and
It is from the pen of Abraham B. Conger, Esq.,
convenient form.
formerly one of the
Mathematical instructers in Columbia College, but at present a member of the New- York
bar.
The very great clearness and ability which characterize this Essay have been fully
acknowledged by its republication abroad in the Edinburgh edition of Potter's Grecian Antiquities, and it will be found far superior to the labours of Arbuthnot, as given in the Dicpriere in

tionary of Lempriere.
Before concluding, the author must express his grateful obligations to his friend, Francis
Adams, Esq., of Banchory Ternan, near Aberdeen (Scotland), for the valuable contributions
furnished by him under the articles A'etius^ Alexander of Tralles^ Aretmus^ Celsus, Bioscorides, Galenus, Hippocrates, Micander, Oribasius, Paulus ^gineta, and many other
medical biographies scattered thtoughout the present work. Mr. Adams is well known
abroad as the learned author of " Hermes Philologicus," and the English translator of " Paul
of iEgina."
Whatever comes from his pen, therefore, carries with it the double recom
mendation of professional talent and sound and accurate scholarship.

With regard
but

little.

to the typographical execution of the present volume, the author need
say
for itself, and for the unsparing liberality of the publishers.

The whole speaks

In point of accuracy, the author is sure that no work of its size has ever surpassed it and
accuracy he is mainly indebted to the unremitting care of his talented young friend,
Mr. Henry Drisler, a graduate of Columbia College, and one of the Instructers in the College-school, of whose valuable services he has had occasion to speak in the preface to a
previous work.
;

for this

Columbia College, August

1,

1842.

In preparing the present edition for the press, the greatest care has been taken to correct
any typographical errors that may hitherto have escaped notice, and to introduce such other
alterations as the additional reading of the author, and new materials, furnished by works of
a similar nature, have enabled him to make.
In furtherance of this view, he has appended
to the present volume, containing all that appeared to him important in the
number of the new Classical Dictionary, now in a course of publication from the London press, as well as in the numbers, which have thus far appeared, of Pauly's " Real-Enwhich constitutes, in fact, the principal
cyclop'ddie der Classischen Alterthumswissenschaft"
source of supply from which the authors of the new Classical Dictionary have drawn their
The articles contained in the Supplement will be found referred to in the body
materials.
of the work under their respective heads, thus enabling the reader to ascertain, at a glance,
what additions have been actually made.

a Supplement
first

Columbia College, March

1,

1843.
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ABA

ABA

AB-^, L a city of Phocis, near and to the right of
Elatea, towards Opus. The inhabitants had a tradition
that they were of Argive descent, and that their city
was founded by Abas, son of Lynceus and Hypermnes-

them by the fore part of their heads The truth is, they
wore the hair long behind as a badge of valour, and so
the scholiast on Homer means by avdpetaQ x^ptv.
The custom of wearing long hair characterized many, if

grandson of Danaus {Pans. 10, 35).

tra,

It

was most

in other words, Pelasgic oriprobably of Thracian, or,
Abae was early celebrated for its oracle of Apolgin.
lo, of greater antiquity than that at Delphi (Steph.
In later days, the Romans also testified respect
B.).
for the character of the place, by conceding important
to the Abaeans, and allowing them to live
privileges
tinder their own laws {Pans. I. c). During the Persian
invasion, the army of Xerxes set fire to the temple, and

nearly destroyed it ; soon after it again gave oracles,
in this dilapidated state, and was consulted for
that purpose by an agent of Mardonius {Herod. 8, 134).
In the Sacred war, a body of Phocians having fled to it
for refuge, the Thebans burned what remained of the
the suppliants
temple, destroying, at the same time,
to be
(Diod. S. 16, 58). Hadrian caused another temple

though

but much inferior in size. This city possessed also
Ruins are pointed out by Sir
a forum and a theatre.
W. Gell {Itin. 266) near the modern village o( Exar-

built,

cho.

AB.«ns, a surname of Apollo, derived from the town
of Abae in Phocis, where the god had a rich temple.
Herod. 8, 33.)
{Hesych., s. v. 'A6at.

—

Abac^num, a city of the Siculi, in Sicily, situated
on a steep hill southwest of Messana. Its ruins are
supposed to be in the vicinity of Tripi. Being an ally
of Carthage, Dionysius of Syracuse wrested from it
the adjacent territory,
part of

and founded

in its vicin-

of Tyndaris {Diod. S. 14, 78, 90).
ity the colony
Ptolemy calls this city 'A6dKaiva, all other writers
'ASaKalvov.
According to Bochart, the Punic appellation

was Abacin, from Abac,

ence to

its lofty situation.

"'

eztollere,^^ in refer-

{Cluver. Sic. Ant. 2, 386.)

Abalus. Vid. Basilia.
Abantes, an ancient people of Greece, whose

origin

probably they came from Thrace,
and having settled in Phocis, built the city Abae.
From this quarter a part of them seem to have remois

not ascertained

;

its name Abantias, or AbanOthers of them left Euboea, and seta third band,
tled for a time in Chios {Paus. 7, 4)
returning with some of the Locri from the Trojan war,
in part of
of
settled
were driven to the coast
Epirus,

ved
tis

to Euboea,

and hence

{Strabo, 444).

;

not

all

among

of the warlike nations of antiquity it prevailed
the Scythians, who were wont also to cut off the
;

hair of their captives as indicative of slavery
{Hesych.

—Bayeri Mem.

Scyth. in comment. Acad. Petr. 1732,
388) ; and also among the Thracians, Spartans
Gauls {Gain comati), and the early Romans {intonst

p.

As to the origin of this custom among the
Spartans, Herodotus (1, 82) seems to be in error, in da
ting it from the battle of Thyrea, since Xenophon {Lac.
Pol. 11, 3) expressly refers it to the time of Lycurgus {Plut. Vit. Lys. 1). The practice of scalping,
which, according to Herodotus (4, 64), existed among
the ancient Scythians {Casaub. ad Athen. 524), ana
is still used by the North American Indians,
appears
Romani).

owe its origin to this peculiar regard for the hair of
the head.
The greatest trophy for the victor to gain,
or the vanquished to lose, would be a portion of what

to

each had regarded as the truest badge of valour, and the
skin of the head would be taken with it to
keep the
hair together.
was a peaceful

On the other hand, shaving the head
and religious custom, directly opposed

to that just mentioned.
It was an indispensable rite
among the priests of Egypt {Herod. 2, 36) and even
the deities in the hieroglyphics have their heads with;

out hair.
Hence, too, may be explained what is said
of the Argippaei, or Bald-headed Scythians {Herod. 4,

No one offered violence to them they were ac23).
counted sacred, and had no warlike weapons. Were
they not one of those sacerdotal colonies which, migrating at a remote period from India, spread themselves over Scythia, and a large portion of the farther
;

regions of the

West

\

Abantiades, a masculine patronymic given

to the

descendants of Abas, king of Argos, such as Acrisius,
Perseus, &c.
{Ovid, Met. 4, 673.)
Abantias, I. one of the ancient names of Eubcea.
{Vid. Abantes.) Strabo (444) calls it Abantis.— XL
female patronymic from Abas, as Danae, Atalanta, &c.

A

Abantidas, a tyrant of Sicyon, in the third cenHe seized upon the sovereign power,
B.C.
after having slain Clinias, who was then in charge of
Clinias was the father of the celethe administration.
tury

brated Aratus, and the latter, at this time only seven
fate of his
Thesprotia, inhabited the city Thronium, and gave years of age, narrowly escaped sharing the
the name Abantis to the adjacent territory {Paus. 5, parent.
{Plut. Vit. Arat. 2.)
The Thracian origin of the Abantes is contestVid. Abantias II.
Abantis.
22).
ed by Mannert (8, 246), though supported, in some deAbaris, I. a Scythian, or Hyperborean, mentioned
as cited by Strabo.
lamblichus states that
They had a by several ancient writers.
gree, by Aristotle,
custom of cutting off the hair of the head before, and Abaris was a disciple of Pythagoras, and performed
Plutarch
suffering it to grow long behind (//. 2, 542).
many wonders with an arrow received from Apollo.
'
Herodotus informs
Vit. Thes. 5) states, that they did this to prevent the {Vit. Pythag., p. 28, ed. Kuster.)
enemy, whom they always boldly fronted, from seizing us (4, 36) that he was carried on this arrow over the

B

ABA

ABD

whole earth without tasting food. But there are strong
doubts as to the accuracy of the text given by WesseHng and Valckenaer. The old editions read (if tov
oioTov TTsptecpepe ovdev criTeofxevo^, which agrees with
the account given in the
Fragment of Lycurgns cited
by Eudocia {Villois. Anecd. 1, 20), where he is said
to have traversed all Greece,
holding an arrow as the
symbol of Apollo. The time of his arrival in Greece
is variously
given {Bentl. Phal. 95). Some fix it in the

3d Olympiad {Harpocr.
others

much

—

One

Suid.), others in

the 21st,

Pinweighty
dar, as cited by Harpocration, states that Abaris came
to Greece while Croesus was
An exking of Lydia.
traordinary occasion caused his visit. The whole earth
was ravaged by a pestilence the oracle of Apollo,
lower.

authority

is

:

;

being consulted, gave answer that the scourge would
only cease when the Athenians should offer up vows
for all nations.
Another account makes him to have
left his native
country during a famine {Villois. Anecd.
I.
c). He made himself known throughout Greece as
a performer of wonders
delivered oracular responses
{Clem. Alex. Str. 399) healed maladies by charms
or exorci.sms {Plato, Charm. 1, 312, Bekk.); drove
;

;

His oracles are
pestilence, and evils.
said to have been left in writing {Apollon. Hist. Comment, c. 4.
Compare Schol. Aristoph. p. 331, as

away storms,

emended by

Scaliger).

The money

obtained for these

have consecrated, on
Apollo {Iambi. V. P. 19), whence Bayle

various services, Abaris

is

said to

his return, to
concludes, that the collecting of a pious contribution

them, will make Abaris, travelling on his arrow, to be

him

moves rapidly

along, Runa, the scribe, prophet,
and, at the same time, the personification of
writing, as the source of all knowledge, and of safety to
man. Thus the legend of Abaris may mark the propagation of writing from the summits of Caucasus, fol
spreading civilization as well to the Greeks, aa the nathat

deliverer

;

For other speculations, compare
364) and Schwenk {Etymol.-Myth.
Andeut. 358), who see in Abaris the god himself, Apollo 'Acpapevg or 'A^aiof, "luminous,"'^ under the Macedonian form 'Mapi^, become his own priest {CreuzeT,'i, 1,
H. A city of Egypt, called also .4fam {'A6api^^
269).
tions of the North.

Miiller {Dorier,

1,

—

or Kvapig).
Manetho places it to the east of the Bubastic mouth of the Nile, in the Saitic Nome {Joseph,
c.

Ap.

1,

Mannert

14).

identifies

afterward called Pelusium

;

it

for the

with what was

name Abaris

dis-

appeared, when the shepherd-race retired from Egypt,
and the situation of Pelusium coincides sufficiently

with the site of Abaris, as far as authorities have
reached us. Manetho, as cited by Josephus, says, that
Salatis, the first shepherd-king, finding the position
of Abaris well adapted to his purpose, rebuilt the city,

and strongly fortified it with walls, garrisoning it with
a force of 240,000 men.
To this city Salatis repaired
in summer time, in order to collect his tribute, and
to pay his troops, and to exercise his soldiers with the
view of striking terror into foreign states. Manetho
also informs us, that the name of the city had an ancient theological reference {KaXovfievijv 6' utto rivog

formed the motive of his journey to Greece {Diet. apxaiag &EO%oyia^ Avapiv). Other writers make the
Hist, et Crit. 1, 4).
He formed also a Palladium out term Abaris denote " a pass," or " crossing over," a
of the bones of Pelops, and sold it to the Trojans {Jul. name well adapted to a stronghold on the borders.
Brucker {Hist. Compare the Sanscrit upari (over, above), the Gothic
Firmicus,l6). Modern opinions vary
Phil. 1, 355.
Enjield,!, 1 15) regards him as one who, ufar, the Old High German ubar, the Persian ebcr^
like Empedocles, Epimenides, Pythagoras, and others, the Latin super, the Greek VTrip, <Scc.
went about imposing on the vulgar by false pretenAbarnis, or -us, I. a name given to that part of
sions to supernatural powers
and Lobeck {Aglaoph. Mysia in which Lampsacus was situate. Venus, acCreuzer cording to the fable, here disowned {unriovficaTo) her
vol. i., p. 313, seq.) is of the same opinion.
{Symi. 2, 1, 267) considers Abaris as belonging to the offspring Priapus, whom she had just brought forth,
curious chain of connexion between the religions of being shocked at his deformity.
Hence the appellathe North, and those of Southern Europe, so distinctly tion. The first form Aparnis, was subsequently altered
indicated by the customary offerings sent to Delos io Abarnis {Steph. B.).
^11. A
city in the above-menThe same tioned district, lying south of Lampsacus (»S/c7?A. B.).
from the country of the Hyperboreans.
writer then cites a remarkable passage from the HialAbas, L or Abus, a mountain of Armenia Major ;
marsaga: "From Greece came Abor and Samolis, according to D'Anville, the modern Abi-dag, accordmg
with many excellent men ; they met with a very cor- to Mannert (5, 196), Ararat; giving rise to the souththeir servant and successor was Herse ern branch of the Euphrates. ( Fid. Arsanias.)
dial reception
IL A
The allusion here is evidently to river of Albania, rising in the chain of Caucasus, and
of Glisisvalr."
if
into
the
this
be
authenand
Abaris and Zamolxis
faUing
Caspian Sea. Ptolemy calls it Albanus.
passage
have been a Druid of the North, and On its banks Pompey defeated the rebellious Albanians
tic, Abaris would
the
the
Hebrides.
The
Vit.
of
the country
{Plut.
Pomp. 35).— HL The 12th king of ArHyperboreans
IV. A son of Metaneira,
doctrines of the Druids, as well as those of Zamolxis, gos.
{Vid. Supplement.)
resemble the tenets of the Pythagorean school, and changed by Ceres into a lizard for having mocked the
Others refer this to Ascalain this v>ray we may explain that part of the story of goddess in her distress.
V. A Latin chief who assisted .^neas against
Abaris which connects him with Pythagoras {Origen. phus.
Philos. 8«2, 906, ed. de la Rur.—Chardon de la Ro- Turnus, and was killed by Lansus. {JEn. 10, 1 70, &c.)
UnfortunateVL A soothsayer, to vvhoni the Spartans erected a
chctte, Melang. de Crit. vol. i., p. 58).
of Hialmar is by the ablest critics of the statue for his services to Lysander, before the battle
ly, the Saga
North considered a forgery {MiiUer's Sagabibl. 2, 663). of .^gospotamos. He is called by some writers Hahave been assumed for making Ab- gias {'kyiar).
Still, other grounds
Abascantus. Vid. Supplement.
aris a Druidical priest: and the opinion is maintained
181.
Abasitis, a district of Phrygia Epictetus, in the viby several writers {Toland's Mi^c. Works, 1,
in it was the citv of
Southern Rev. 7, 21.) cinity of Mysia
Ancyra, and here,
Higgins' Celtic Druids, 123.
Himerius
from
Bibl.
One argument is derived
{Phot.
according to Sirabo (576), the Macestus or Megistua

—

:

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

vol. ii , p. 374, ed. Bekker), that he travelled in Celtic
costume; in a plaid and pantaloons. Creuzer, after

some remarks on

this

history,

indulges in

an inge-

nious speculation, by which Abaris becomes a personification of writing, and the doctrines co?nmunicated by
well as the advantages resulting from these docit, as

and from science or wisdom in general. As
Runic characters of the North are here referred to,
" Rua part of his argument rests on the etymology of

trines,

the

"
" to
rim," to move rapidly along."
This, tofrethcr with the arrow-like form of most of
10
nic," rinncn, rune?!,

arose.

Abator. Vid. Philre.
Abdalonimos, one of the descendants of the kings
of Sidon. so poor that, to maintain himself, he worked
When Alexander took Sidon, he made
in a garden
him king, and enlarged his possessions for his disinCurt. 4, L)
terestedness.
Diodo{Justin, 11, 10.
rus Siculus (17, 46) calls him Ballonymus, a corrup-

—

tion of the true

name

Wesseling {ad Diod

as given by Curtius and Justin.
I. c.) considers the word
equiv-

S.

alent, in the Phoenician tongue, to

Abd-al-anim, " Ser-

AB£

ABI
Abellinum Marsicum. It is thought
by Cluver {Ital. Antiq. 2, 1280) and D'Anville {Geogr.
Anc. 57) to accord with Marsico Veterc
Vid. Supplement.
Abkllio.
Abgarus, I. a name common to many kings of Edes-

vus Dei jpmdatoris,''^ and thinks that the latter part of
the compound, a«im, may be traced in the name of the
god Anammelcch (2 Kings, 7, 3 1 ). Gesenius ( Gesch.
der Hebr. Sprachc uid Schri/t, 228) makes Abdaloninuis, as an appellation, the same with Abd-alanini,
" Servant of the
gods."
Abdkra, I. a city of Thrace, at the mouth of the
Nestus Ephorus (Steph. B.) wrote in sing, 'A5d7jpov,
The Clazobut the plural is more usual, tu 'ASdrjpa.
mej.ian Timesius commenced founding this place, but,
in consequence of the Thracian inroads, was unable to
complete it soon after, it was recolonized by a large
body of Teians from Ionia, who abandoned their city,
when besieged by Harpagus, general of Cynis {Herod.
1, 168).
Many Teians subsequently returned home
There
yet Abdera remained no inconsiderable city.

the Aciris

are several other accounts of the origin of this place, but
the one which we have given is most entitled to credit.
The city of Abdera was the birthplace of many distin-

20).

1

:

;

;

guished men, as Anaxarchus, Democritus, Hecat£Eus,
and Protagoras the third, however, must not be confounded with tlie native of Miletus. (Creuzer, Hist.
But, notwithstanding the
Antiq. Gr. Fragm. 9, 28.)

sa, in

;

called

Mesopotamia

;

otherwise written Abagarus,

Ag-

The first monarch of this name
barus, Augarus, &c.
{Euseb. H. E. 1, 13) wrote a letter to our Saviour,
and received a reply from him {vid. Edessa). The
genuineness of these letters has been much disputed
among the learned. {Cavers Lit. Hist. 1, 2. LardII. The name, according to some
ner's Cred. 7, 22.)
authorities, of the Arabian prince or chieftain who
into a snare, which proved
drew
Crassus
perfidiously
called 'A/cfiapof by Appian {B. P. 34),
his ruin
Crass. 21), Kvyapog {Dio Cass. 40,
'Apidfivjjg {Plut.

—

—

;

Abia, I. the southernmost city of Messenia, on the
Pausanias (4,
eastern shore of the Messenian Gulf.
30) identifies it with Ire, 'Iprj, one of the places offer-

ed by Agamemnon to Achilles {II. 9, 292). Abia, together with the adjacent cities of Thuria and Phera;,
separated from Messenia, and became part of the
celebrity of some of their fellow-citizens, the people of Achaean confederacy ; afterward they again attached
Abdera, as a body, were reputed to be stupid. In the themselves to the Messenian government. At a later
Chiliads of Erasmus, and the Adagia Veterum, many period, Augustus, to punish the Messenians for having
sayings record this failing ; Cicero styles Rome, from favoured the party of Antony, annexed these three
the stupidity of the senators, an Abdera (Ep. ad Att. cities to Laconia.
But this arrangement continued
4, 16); Juvenal calls Abdera itself, "the native land oiily for a short time, since Ptolemy and Pausanias
of blockheads" {vervecum patriam, 10, 50
compare include them again among the cities of Messenia. II.
^^
Martial, 10, 25 ;
Abdcritanapectoraplehis''^). Much Nurse of Hyllus, in honour of whom Cresphontes chanwas
the
limit
Abdera
of the ged the name of Ire to Abia.
is
of this
exaggeration.
{Paus. 4, 30, 1.)
It aftersir, a Scythian nation, supposed by the earlier
Odrysian empire to the west {Thuc. 2, 29).
ward fell under the power of Philip ; and, at a later Greeks to inhabit the banks of the Tana'is. Homer is
of its citizens to Eume- thought to allude to them, E. 13, 6, where for ayavuv^
period, was delivered up by one
;

—

;

A

Pergamus {Diod. S. Fragm. 30, 9, 413, some read 'ACluv
Under the Romans it became a free city {Abde- be identical with

nes, king of

re.

Bip.).

the Macrobii.

libera), and continued so even as late as the time of
It was famous for mullets, and other
Pliny (4, 11).
Archeslr. ap, eund. 7,
fish (Dorio, ap. Athen. 3, 37.
In the middle ages Abdera degenerated into a
124).

ra

—

named Polystylus, according to the
Byzantine historian, Curopalate ( Wasse, ad Thuc. 2,
Its ruins exist near Cape Baloustra.
97).
{French
II. A town of
Strabo,2, 180, ^ 3 )
Hispania Bsetica,
east of Malaca, in the territory of the Bastuli Pceni,
Strabo calls the place Avdrjpa
lying on the coast
(157).
Ptolemy 'ACdapa, Steph. B. 'A.68rjpa, a coin
of Tiberius Abdera {Vaillant, col. 1, p. 63.
Rasche's
It was founded
Lex. Rei Num. 1, 23).
by a Phoenito
and
is
to
cian colony,
the modthought
correspond
ern Adra.
{UkerCs Geugr. 2, 351.)
a
armour-bearer
of
Locrian,
Abderus,
Hercules;
torn to pieces by the mares of Diomedes, which the
the
had
intrusted
to
Bistones,
hero, warring agaiiist
very small town,

—
;

—

his care.

According

to

Philostratus (Icon.

Hercules built the city of Abdera
Vid. Supplement.
Abdias.

in

memory

2,

35),

of him.

Abella, a town of Campania, northeast of Nola,
founded by a colony from Chalcis, in Eubcea, according
to Justin (20,

1

).

Its ruins still exist in

Avella Vecchia.

Small as was Abella, it possessed a republican government, retaining it until subdued by the Romans the
inhabitants Abellani, are frequently mentioned by an;

the only fact worthy of record is, that
produced a species of imt, nux Abellana
or Avellana, apparently the same with what the Greek
writers call mpvov TIovtikov, 'HpaKTieitoTiKov or Af ttTov {Dioscor. 1, 179.
Athe7i. 2, 42).
The tree itself is the Kopva Hovtlk// , and corresponds to the
corylus of Virgil, and the corylus Avellana of Lin-

cient writers

;

their territory

—

{Fee, Flore de Virgile, 223.)
now Abellino, a city of the Hirpini,
the inhabitants of which were called,

naeus, class 21.

Abeli.inum,
in

Samnium

;

I.

for distinction'sake, Abcllinates

ru>l. 67).

—

II.

A

city of

—

Protropi {Plin. 3, 2.
Lucania, near the source of

By

others they are supposed to
The name 'A6ioc is
I. c.) to allude to their
living

thought by Heyne {ad. II.
on lands common to the whole nation, or to their having a community of goods, or perhaps to their povCurtius (7, 6) states,
erty, and their living in wagons.
that these Abii sent ambassadors to Alexander with
But the Macedonians enprofessions of obedience.
countered no Abii ; they only believed that they had
found them.
The name they probably had learned
from Homer, and knew that they were a people to the
north, forming part of the great Scythian race.
Supposing themselves, therefore, on the banks of the Tanais, they gave the name Abii to the people, who had

sent ambassadors, merely because they had heard that
the Abii dwelt on that river.
Abila, or x\byla, I. a mountain of Africa, opposite

Calpe (Gibraltar), supposed to coincide with Cape SerIt is an elevated point of land, forming a peninsula,

ra.

of which a place named Ceuta closes the isthmus.
Of the two forms given to the name of this mountain
by ancient writers, that of Abyla is the more common.
The name is written by Dionysius (Perieg. 336),
'AXvCtj.
According to Avienus (Ora Marit. "345),
Abila is a Carthaginian or Punic appellative for any

mountain." This name appears to have passed
over into Europe, and to have been applied, with slight
alteration of form, to the opposite mountain, the rock
of Gibraltar.
Eustathius (ad Dionys. P. 64) informs
us that in his time the latter mountain was named
Calpe by the Barbarians, but Aliba by the Greeks and
that the true Abila, on the African side, was called

lofty

;

Abenna
At what

Greeks Kwtj-vtjtik^.
by the natives, by the
time the present Gibraltar began to be call-

ed Calpe, is difficult to determine probably long antecedent to the age of Eustathius.
Calpe itself is
a strong
only Aliba shortened, and pronounced with
In the word Aliba we hkewise deOriental aspirate.
tect the root of Alp, or, rather, the term itself, which
may be traced directly to the Celtic radical Alb. The
situation of Abila gave it, with the opposite Calpe, a
;

11

ABS

ABO
conspicuous place in the Greek mythology.
culis Columnae, and Mediterraneum
Mare.)

—
(

Vid. HerII.

of Palestine. 12 miles east of Gadara
{Euseb.

A city

marked, blending with a remnant of the Siculi, sprang
the nation of the Latins
and between Saturn ana
the time assigned for the Trojan settlement, only three
;

'AdeX
under kings of the Aborigines are enumerated, Picus, Fau'Afine'yMv).
Ptolemy
supposed
the name Abida, an error
of
probably
{Man- nus, and Latinus. {Niebuhr, Rom. Hist. 1 62, Camhr.)
copyists.
nert,6, 1, 323.)— III. A city of Coelesyria, now Belli- As to the name of this early race, the old and genunas, in a mountainous country, about 18 miles north- ine one seems to have been Casci or Cassei {Saufeiits
west of Damascus.
Ptolemy gives it the common in Serv. ad xEn. 1, 10) and the appellation of Abov.

to refer to it

is

,

;

name

'A6iXa.
Josephus calls ii 'A6e/la, and also
'ASeXfiaxea, the latter coming from the Hebrew name
Abel Beth Maacha, or Malacha (Reland, Palest., 520).
a district of

Abilene,

Abisares.
Abitianus.
Ablabius.

{Vid. Abila III.)

Coelesyria.
Vid. Supplement.
Vid. Supplement.
Vid. Supplement.

Abnoba, according to Ptolemy (2, 11), a chain of
mountains in Germany, which commenced on the
banks of the Moenus, now Mayne, and, running between what are now Hesse and Westphalia, terminated
in the present Duchy of Paderhorn.
Out of the northeastern part of this range, springs, according to the
authority, the Amisus, now Ems.
Subsequent
writers, however, seem to have limited the name Abnoba to that portion of the Black Forest where the Danube commences its course, and in this sense the term
is used by Tacitus,
stone altar, with
inscribed, was discovered in the Black Forest in 1778
and in 1784, a pedestal of white marble was found
in the Duchy of Baden, bearing the words
These remains of antiquity, besides
tending to designate more precisely the situation of
the ancient Mons Abnoba, settle also the orthography
of the name, which some commentators incorrectly
write Arnoba.
(Compare La Germanie de Tacite, par

same

ABNOBA

A

;

DIANAE

ABNOBAE.

rigines

was only given them by

the later

Roman

wri-

(Heyne, Excurs. 4, ad jEn. 7.) Cluver, and
others, have maintained the identity of the Aborigines
and Pelasgi, a position first assumed by Dionysius of
ters.

Mannert (9, 436) thinks, that the
Halicarnassus.
Pelasgi were a distinct race, who, on their arrival in
Italy, united with the people in question, and that
both became gradually blended into one race, the
Etrurian.
Some are in (a\o\xT of writing Aberrigines,
and refer to the authority of Festus, who so styles them
as having been icanderers {ab, erro), when they took
possession of that part of the country where they subIn this Festus is supported by the
sequently dwelt.
author of the Origin of the Romans, but the opinion
is an incorrect one.
Aborras. Vid. Chaboras.
Abradatas, a king of Susa, who submitted, with
his army, to Cyrus, when he learned that his wife Pan-

who had been made

prisoner by the latter, was
by him with great kindness and humanity.
He was subsequently slain in fighting for Cyrus. His
wife, unable to survive his loss, slew herself upon his'
thea,

treated

corpse.

Cyrus erected a monument

to their

memory.

{Xen. Cyrop. 5, 6, &c.)
Abrincatui, a nation of Gaul, situate, according to
the common opinion, on the western coast, north of
the Liger, or Loire, and whose capital, Ingena, is
Panckouke, p. 4, and the Atlas, Planche deuxieme.)
supAbonitichos, a small town and harbour of Paphla- posed to coincide with Axraiiches {D\in. Geogr. Anc.
of
southeast
the
Cellar.
Carambis.
It
was
Ant.
If
we
follow
Ptol1,
161, 8chxo.\
gonia,
promontory
Geogr.
the birthplace of an impostor, who assumed the char- emy, this people rather seem to have occupied what
acter of ^sculapius.
Lucian (Pseud. 58) states, would now correspond to a part of Eastern Northat he petitioned the Roman emperor to change the mandy, in the district of Ouche, and
stretching from
name of his native city to lonopolis, and that the re- the vicinity of the Rille to the banks of the Seine
The {Mannert, 2, 167).
quest of the impostor was actually granted.
modern name Ineboli is only a corruption of lonopolis.
Abro, I. an Athenian, who wrote on the festivals
and sacrifices of the Greeks. His work is lost.
Steph. B.)
{Marcian,Peripl., p. 72.
Aborigines, a name given by the Roman writers {Steph. B. s. V. BuTTj.) II. A grammarian of Rhodes,
to the primitive race, who, blending with the Siculi, who taught rhetoric at Rome in the
reign of Augusfounded subsequently the nation of the Latins. The tus. He was a pupil of Tryphon. {Sutd. s. v.) III.
A
name is equivalent to the Greek avroxQoveq, as indigrammarian, who wrote a treatise on Theocritus,
According to the most now lost. IV. An Athenian, son of the orator Lycurcating an indigenous race.
credible traditions, they dwelt originally around Mount gus.
V. An Argive of most
{Plut. Vit. X. Orat.)
Velino, and the Lake Fucinus, now Celano, extending luxurious and dissolute hfe, who gave rise to the
This was proverb, 'kSptdvog [Slog {Abronis vita). {Erasm. Chit.
as far as Carseoli, and towards Reate.
and if Varro, p. 487.)
Cato's account {Dionys. H. 2, 49)
who enumerated the towns they had possessed in
Abrocomas, I a son of Darius, by Phrataguna, daughHe accompanied Xerxes in his Grethose parts {Id. 1, 14), was not imposed on, not only ter of Otanes.
were the sites of these towns distinctly preserved, as cian expedition, and was slain at Thermopylae. {HeII. A satrap.
well as their names, but also other information, such rod. 7, 224.)
{Vid. Supplement.)
as writings alone can transmit through centuries.
Abron or Habron. Vid. Supplement.
Their capital, Lista, was lost by surprise and exerAbronius, Silo, a Latin poet of the Augustan age,
He wrote some fables,
tions of many years to recover it, by expeditions from and the pupil of Porcius Latro.
Reate, proved fruitless.
Withdrawing from that dis- now lost. {Scnec. Suasor. 2, 23.) Vossius says there
and even at Tibur, An- were two of this name, father and son.
trict, they came down the Anio
Abronychus. Vid. Supplement.
temnae, Ficulea, Tellena, and farther on at Crustumerium and Aricia, they found Siculi, whom they subAbrostola, a town of Galatia, on the frontiers oi

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

The Aborigines are depicted by
expelled.
Sallust and Virgil as savages living in hordes, without
manners, law, or agriculture, on the produce of the
This, hov/ever, does not
chase, and on wild fruits.
with the traces of their towns in the Apendued or

agree
but the whole account was, perhaps, little else
nines
than an ancient speculation on the progress of manThe Aborigines
kind from rudeness to civilization.
The latter
are said to have revered Janns and Saturn.
taught them husbandry, and induced them to choose
settled habitations, as the founders of a better way of
;

life

From
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this ancient race, as

has already been re-

Phrygia, and, according to the Itinerary, twenty- four
It is recognised by Ptolemy
miles from Pessinus.
who assigns it to Phrygia Magna.
(p. 120),
Abrota, the wife of Nisus, king of Megaris. As
a memorial of her private virtues, Nisus, after her
death, ordered the garments which she wore to be-

come models

of female attire in his kingdom.
Hence,
robe
according to Plutarch, the name of the Megarian
{Quest. Grac. p. 294.)
a<pu6pufia.
Abrotonum, a town of Africa, near the Syrtis Minor, and identical with Sabrata.
{Vid. Sabrata.)

Absinth II.

Vxd. Apsynihii.

ABY
Absyrtides, islands
the Sinus Flanaticus,

at the

ABY

head

has been discovered in the Armenia* translation of the
named, as Chronicon of Eusebius. II. A surname of Palaepba*

of the Adriatic, in

Gulf of Quarncro

;

—

from Absyrtus the brother of Me- tus. (Vid. Palaephatus, IV.)
Abydos, 1. a celebrated city of Upper Egypt, northdea, who, according to one account, was killed here.
west of Diospolis Parva. Strabo (813) describes it as
(Hy^in. 2Z.—Strabo,3\5.—Mela,2, 7.—Plmij,2, 26.)
them Brygeides, once next to Thebes in size, though reduced in his
Apollonius Rhodius (4, 330) calls
and states {v. 470) that there was in one of the group days to a small place. The same writer mentions the
a temple erected to the Brj'gian Diana. Probably palace of Memnon in this city, built on the plan of the
Osiris had here a
the name given to these islands was a corruption of labyrinth, though less intricate.
some real apellation, which, though unconnected with splendid temple, in which neither vocal nor instruthe fable, still, from similarity of sound, induced the mental music was allowed at the commencement of
sacrifices.
Plutarch {de Is. et Os. 359, 471, Wy'.t.)
it with the name of Medea's brother.
poets to connect
The principal island is Absorus, with a town of the makes this the true burial-place of Osiris, an honour
same name. {Plol. 63.) These four islands are, in to which so many cities of Egypt aspired ; he also inmodern geography, Cherso, Osero (the ancient Abso- forms us that the more distinguished Egyptians freselected Abydos for a place of sepulture.
rus), Fcrosiud, Chao. {Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, 1, 137.) quently
Crenzefs Comment. Herod. 1,
Absyrtos, a river falling into the Adriatic Sea, {Zo'ega,de Obel. 284.
The more cor- 97.) All this proves the high antiquity of this city,
near which Absyrtus was murdered.
to
have
accounts
for
the
consideration
in which it was held.
and
rect form of the name, however, would seem
tradition reported,

—

been Absyrtis, or, following the Greek, Apsyrtis
Consult Grotius and Carte, ad Luc.
('Afvprig).
Pharsal.

3, 190.

Absyrtus

{'Aipvprog), a son of .^etes,

and brother

of Medea.

According to the Orphic Argonautica (v.
1027), Absyrtus was despatched by his father with a
of Jason and Medea, when their
large force in pursuit
discovered.
Medea, on the point of falling
flight was
into the hands of the young prince, deceived him by
a stratagem, and the Argonauts, having slain him,
cast his body into the sea. The corpse, floating about
for some time, was at last thrown up on one of the
islands, thence called Absyrtides. According to Apollonius Rhodius (4, 207), Absyrtus, having reached the

Adriatic before the Argonauts, waited there to give
them battle. Mutual fear, however, brought about a
the
treaty, by which the Argonauts were to retain
fleece, but Medea was to be placed in one of the
deneighbouring islands, until some monarch should
cide whether she ought to accompany Jason, or return

Ammianus

Marcellinus states (19, 12) that there was
a very ancient oracle of the god Besa in this place, to
which applications were wont to be made orally and
in writing. (Compare Euseb. H. E. 6, 41.) Abydos
is now a heap of ruins, as its modern name, MadfurU,
implies. The ancient appellation has been made to
"
abode, or habitasignify, by the aid of the Coptic,

—

common to many." (Creuzer,l. c.,1, 100.) II.
ancient city of Mysia, in Asia Minor, founded by
the Thracians, and still inhabited by them after the
Trojan war. Homer {II. 2, 837) represents it as under the sway of prince Asius, a name associated with
many of the earliest religious traditions of the ancient
world (vid. Asia). At a later period the Milesians
sent a strong colony to this place to aid their com
merce with the shores of the Propontis and Euxine.

tion,

An

{Strabo,li9l.~Thuc. 8, 62.) Abydos was directly on
the Hellespont, in nearly the narrowest part of the
strait.
This, together with its strong walls and safe
harbour, soon made it a place of importance. It is remarkable for its resistance against Philip the Younger,

Medea, accordingly, was placed on
and the young prince, by of Macedon, who finally took it, partly by force, partly
treacherous promises, was induced to meet his sister by stratagem. (Polyb. 16, 31.) In this quarter, too,
by night in order to persuade her to return. In the was laid the scene of the fable of Hero and Leander.
midst of their conference he was attacked and slain Over against Abydos was the European town Sestos
by Jason, who lay concealed near the spot, and had not directly opposite, however, as the latter was someconcerted this scheme in accordance with the wishes what to the north. The ruins of Abydos are still to be
of Medea.
The body was interred in the island. seen on a promontory of low land, called Nagara-BorBoth these accounts differ from the common one, nou, or Pesquies Point. (Hobhouse^s Jour. 2,217, Am.
which makes Medea to have taken her brother with ed.) Wheeler has rectified in this particular the misher in her flight, and to have torn him in pieces to take of Sandys (Fo3/'a^e,l, 74), who supposed the modstop her father's pursuit, scattering the limbs of the ern castle of Natolia to be on the site of the ancient
with her brother.

an island sacred

to Diana,

;

young prince on

the probable

route of her parent.

This last account makes the murder of Absyrtus to have
taken place near 1-omi, on the Euxine, and hence the
name given to that city, from the Greek rofi^, sectio ;
just as Absyrtus, or Apsyrtus, is said to have been so
called from utto and avpu.
{Hygin. 23. Apollod. 1,

—

9,

24— C2C.

N. D.

3,

Colchis.

Abui.itks.

The town of C?uicastles of Natolia and Roumelia.
ndk-Kalessi, properly called Dardanelles, has extendOver
its name to the strait itself (Hobhouse, 215).
the strait between Abydos and Sestos, Xerxes caused
two bridges to be erected when marching against
Greece, and it was here that, seated on an eminence,
where a throne had been erected for him, he surveyed
his fleet, which covered the Hellespont, while the
neighbouring plains swarmed with his innumerable

\Q.— 0vid,Trist.Z,9,\\.— ed

Hcyne, ad Apollod. I. c.) According to the Orphic
Poem, Absyrtus was killed on the banks of the Phasis, in

Abydos. The castles Chanak-Kalcssi, or SultanieKaiessi, on the Asiatic side, and Chelit-Bawri, or Kelidir-Bahar, on the European shore, are called by the
Turks Bogaz-Hessarleri, and by the Franks the old

Vid. Supplement.

Aburia Gkns. Vid Supplement.
Abornus Valkns. Vid. Supplement.
A BUS. a river of Britain, now the Htimber. Cam- troops. (Herod. 7, 44.) The intelligent traveller above
" The Thracian side of the strait,
den (Brit., p. 634) derives the ancient name from the quoted remarks
old British word Aher, denotingr the mouth of a river,
immediately opposite to Nagara, is a strip of stony
:

or an estuary.
The appellation will suit the Humber
extremely well, as it is rendered a broad estuary by
the waters of the Ouse.
Abypenus, I. a pupil of Berosus, flourished 268
B.d He wrote in Greek an hisforial account of the

Chaldeans, Babylonians, and Assyrians, some fragments of which have been preserved for us by Eusebins. Cyrill. and Svncellns
An important fraament,
which clears up some difficui'iea in .\ssyrian history,

and to this
shore, projecting from behind two cliflTs
extremities of Xerxes'
spot, it seems, the European
must have been applied, for the height of the
;

bridges

neighbouring cliffs would have prevented the Persian
monarch from adjusting them to any other position.
There is certainly some ground to believe, that this
was the exact point of shore called from that circumstance Apobathra (Strabo, 591), since there is, within
any probable distance, no other flat land on the Thra-
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Clan side, except at the bottom of deep bays, the
choice of which would have doubled the width of the
passage. Sestos was not opposite to the Asiatic town,
nor was the Hellespont in this place called the Straits
of Sestos and Abydos, but the Straits of Abydos.
Sestos was so much nearer the Propontis than the
other lown, that the ports of the two places were 30
stadia, or more than 3 1-2 miles from each other.
The bridges were on the Propontic side of Abydos,
but on the opposite quarter of Sestos ; that is to say,
they were on the coasts between the two cities, but
nearer to the first than to the last." (Hobhaiise, I. c.)
The ancient accounts make the strait in this quarter
seven stadia, or- 875 paces, broad, but to modern travellers it appears to be nowhere less than a mile
across.

sense, Diogenes Laertius makes a threefold division of
the Academy, into the Old, the Middle, and the New.
At the head of the Old he puts Plato, at the head of
the Middle Academy, Arcesilaus, and of the New, La-

cydes. Sextus Empiricus enumerates five divisions of
the followers of Plato.
He makes Plato founder of
the 1st Academy; Arcesilaus of the 2d
Carneades of
the 3d ; Philo and Charmides of the 4th ; Antiochus of
the 5th.
Cicero recognises only two Academies, the
;

Old and New, and makes the latter commence as above
In enumerating those of the Old
with Arcesilaus.
Academy, he begins, not with Plato, but Democritus,

and gives them in the following order: Democritus,
Anaxagoras, Empedocles, Parmenides, Xenophanes,
Socrates, Plato, Speusippus, Xenocrates, Polemo,
In the New, or Younger, he
Crates, and Crantor.
mentions Arcesilaus, Lacydes, Evander, Hegesinus,
Carneades, Clitomachus, and Philo.
{Acad. Qucbst.

AcACALLis. Vid. Supplement.
AcACEsiUM, a town of Arcadia, situate on a hill called Acacesius, and lying near Lycosura, in the southwestern angle of the country.

4, 5.)

Some make

the

8, 36).
epithet equivalent to fXTjdevog kukov TrapatTio^, nullius
aurf.or, ranking Mercury among the dei averrunci

mali

he succeeded

follow the distinction laid

down by Di-

deserting it ; while the New will begin with those who
relinquished the more obnoxious tenets of Arcesilaus,
and restored, in some measure, the declining reputation of the Platonic school.
II.
Villa of Cicero

338 or 340. He was suriiamed Mov6^0a2;-iOf (Luscics), and wrote a Life of
17 volumes of Commentaries
Eusebius, not extant
on Ecclesiastes ; and 6 volumes of Miscellanies. Acacius was the leader of the sect called Acacians, who
denied the Son to be of the same substance as the
Father. {Socr. Hist. 2, ^.—Epiph. Har. l^.—Fabr.
Bibl. Gr. 5, \^.— Cave's Lit. Hist. 1, 206.)— H. A

whom

we

the Middle will embrace those who, by certain innovations in the manner of philosophizing, in some measure receded from the Platonic system without entirely

—

(^Spanh. ad Callim. H. in D. 143.
Heyne,ad II. 16,
185).
AcACius, I. a disciple of Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea,

If

to above, the Old Academy will
consist of those followers of Plato who taught the
doctrine of their master without mixture or corruption ;

Mercury Acacesius ogenes, and alluded

was worshipped here {Paus.

in

—

;

patriarch of Constantinople in 471, who established
the superiority of his see over the eastern bishops.
He was a favourite with the Emperor Zeno, who proTwo letters of his are
tected him against the pope.

A

As to the quantity of the
near Puteoli {Pliny,Zl, 2).
penult in Academia, Forcellini {Lex. Tot. Lot.) makes
it common.
Bailey cites Dr. Parr in favour of its being
always long in the best writers. Maltby (in MorelVs
Hermann
Thes.) gives KKudrifiia, and 'AKud^fieia.
{adAristoph. Nub. 1001) makes the penult oS'AKadrjfiia
short by nature, but lengthened by the force of the accent, as the term was in common and frequent use.
(Compare the remarks of the same scholar, in his
'

I

work de Metris, p. 36, Glasg.)
AcADEMUs, an ancient hero, whom some identify
with Cadmus. According to others {Plut. Thes. 32),
Armenia he was an Athenian, who disclosed to Castor and
431, and Pollux the place where Theseus had secreted their

extant, to Petrus TruUo, and Pope Simplicius. {TheoHI.
dor. 5, 23.
Cave,l, 417.)
bishop of Beroea, assisted at the Council of Constantinople in 381. {The-

—

—

A

—

IV. A bishop of Melitene, in
Minor, present at the Council of Ephesus in
has left in the Councils (vol. 3) a Homily against
Cave 1, 417). V. A
Nestorius {Nicephor. 16, 17.
bishop of Amida, distinguished for piety and charity
in having sold church-plate, &c., to redeem 7000 PerHis
sian prisoners on the Tigris, in Mesopotamia.
death is commemorated in the Latin church on April
9th.
{Socr. 7, 21.—Fabr. Bibl. Gr. 5, 19.)
odor. 5, 32.)

—

—

Helen, after having carried her off from Sparta
said to have been highly honoured, on this acFrom him the garden
count, by the Lacedaemonians.
sister

;

and

is

of the Academia, presented to the people of Athens,
is

thought to have been named

AcALANDRUs,

Or

Graecia, falling into

{vid.

Academia).

AcALYNDRus, a river of Magna
the Bay of Tarentum.
Pliny (3,

AcACus. Vid. Supplement.
2) places it to the north of Heraclea, but incorrectly,
AcADEMiA, a public garden or grove in the suburbs of since, according to Strabo (283), it flowed in the viThe modern name, according to
Athens, about 6 stadia from the city, named from Acad- cinity of Thurii.
emus or Hecademus, who left it to the citizens for gym- D'Anville, is the Salandrella ; but, according to Manwas
with
a
wall
nert
the
It
surrounded
Roccanello.
nastics {Paus. 1, 29).
(9, 2, 231),
AcAMANTis, I. a name given to the island of Cyby Hipparchus (Suid.) ; adorned with statues, temples,
from
the
men
with
olive
illustrious
of
and sepulchres
prus,
planted
promontory Acamas. {Steph. B.) II.
and plane trees and watered by the Cephissus. The An Athenian tribe.
AcAMAS, I. a promontory of Cyprus, to the northolive-trees, according to Athenian fables, were reared
from layers taken from the sacred olive in the Erech- west of Paphos. It is surmounted by two sugarloaf
theum {Schol. (Ed. Col. l^Q.—Paus. 1, 30), and af- summits, and the remarkable appearance which it thus
forded the oil given as a prize to victors at the Pana- presents to navigators as they approach the island on

—

;

;

—

Suid. v. Mopiai)
The
thenaean festival {Schol. I. c.
suffered severely during the siege of Athens
by Sylla ; many trees being cut down to supply timFew
ber for machines of war {Appian, B. M. 30).

Academy

more favourable to philosophy and
Within this enclosure Plato possessed, as
the Muses.
a small garden, in which
part of his humble patrimony,
he opened a school for the reception of those inclined
to attend his instructions {Diog. L. Vit. Plat.). Hence
arose the Academic sect, and hence the term Academy
has descended, though shorn of many early honours,
even to our own times. The appellation Academia is

retreats could be

in
frequently used in philosophical writings, especially
In this
Cicero, as indicative of the Academic sect.
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this side, caused them, according to
Pliny (5, 31), to
II.
give the name of Acamantis to the whole island.
A son of Theseus and Phaedra. He was deputed to
accompany Diomede, when the latter was sent to Troy
to demand Helen.
During his stay at Troy he became
the father of Munitus by Laodicea, one of the daughters of Priam.
He afterward went to the Trojan war,
and was one of the warriors enclosed in the wooden
On his return to Athens, he gave name to the
horse.

—

tribe

Acamantis.

{Pav^. 10, 26.

—

Quint.

Sm.

12.

—

Hygin. 108.)
AcAMPsis, a river of Colchis, running into the Euxthe Greeks called it Acampsis from its impetuous
ine
course, which forbade approach to the shore, a, non,
;

ACC

AC A

Th's name more particularly applied or Taphians. According to some, it was derived from
month the true appellation in the interior was Acamas, son of Alcmaeon {Sfrabo, 462. Apollod. 3,
But the remark
Boas. (Arnan,Per. M. Eux. 119, Blanc.)
7, l.—Thuc. 2, IQ^.—Paus. 8, 24).
Acanthus, I. a city near Mt. Athos, founded by a just made relative to the silence of Homer about the
to oppose this.
More likely the apcolony of Andrians, on a small neck of land connect- Acarnanes seems
the continent. Stra- pellation was grounded on a custom, common to the
ing the promontory of Athos with
of
the
hair
of
united
the head cut
bo {Epit. I. 7, 830) places it on the Singiticus Sinus,
race,
wearing
very

—

Kdfiipig, infleciio.

to its

;

Ptolemy (p. 82), but Herodotus distinctly fixes
on the Strymonicus Siniis (6, 44 7, 22), as well as
Scymnus {v. 646) and Mela (2, 3), and their opinions
must prevail against the two authors above mentioned.
Mannert (7, 45 1 ) supposes the city to have been placed on the Singiticus Sinus, the harbour on the Sinus
as does
it

;

On the other hand, Gail (Geogr.
Strymonicus.
Anal, des Cartes,
d'Hirod. 2, 280.
Atlas, Ind. 2.
21) makes two places of this name to have existed,

—

—

p.

one on the Strymonicus, the other on the Singiticus
Sinus.
Probably Erissos is the site of ancient Acanthus. Ptolemy speaks of a harbour named Panormus,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, 1,
82.
probably its haven (p.

—

2^2.— Walpole's

Collect. 1, 225.)

The

Persian

fleet

suffered severely in
despatched under Mardonius,
and Xerxes, to
doubling the promontory of Athos
caused a canal to be
guard against a similar accident,
dug through the neck of land on which Acanthus was
situated through this his fleet was conducted.
(HeFrom the language of Juvenal (10, 173),
rod. 7, 22.)
^'
and the general sarcasm of Pliny (5, 1, portentosa
GrcBcicB mendacia''), many regard this account of the
canal as a fable, invented by the Greeks to magnify the
;

;

a intens., and Ace/pw, in imitation of the
cut their hair close in front, and allowed
it to
grow long behind {vid. Abantcs). The .^^tolians and Acarnanians were in almost constant hostility against each other, a circumstance adverse to the
idea of a common origin. It is curious, however, that
the .^tolians appear to have had no other
object in

short, (iKapri^,

who

Curetes,

view, in warring on their neighbours, than to compel
to form with them one common league
which
they would scarcely have done towards persons of a
different race.
{Mannert,^, AQ.) This constant and
mutual warfare so weakened the two countries eventually, that they both fell an easy prey to the MacedoThe latter peonians, and afterward to the Romans.
ple, however, amused the Acarnanians in the outset

them

;

with a show of independence, declaring the country to
free, but soon annexed it to the province of Epirus.
The dominion of the Romans was far from beneficial
to Acarnania ; the country soon became a mere wilderness
and as a remarkable proof, no Roman road
was ever made through Acarnania or ^tolia, but the
public route lay along the coast, from Nicopolis on the

be

;

Ambracian Gulf to the mouth of the Acheloijs. {ManThe present stale of Acarnania (now
thus increase their own re- nert,8, 60.)
expedition of Xerxes, and
nown. But vestiges of the canal were visible in the Carnia) is described by Hobhouse {Journ. 174, Am.
time of ^lian {H. A. 13, 20) ; modern travellers also ed.) as a wilderness of forests and unpeopled plains.
discover traces of it (Choiseul-Govffier, Voy. Pitto- The people of Acarnania were in general of less reII.
city of fined habits than the rest of the Greeks ; and from
Walpole, I. c).
resque 2, 2, 148.
words (Dial. Meretr. 8, 227., Bip.), xoiphKot,
Egypt, the southernmost in the Memphitic Nome. Lucian's
Ptolemy gives it a plural form, probably from the 'AKapvdvLog, their morals were generally supposed to
Strabo (809) be depraved.
Independently, however, of the injusthormj thickets in its vicinity, uKavdai
adopts the singular form, as does also Diodorus Sicu- tice of thus stigmatizing a people on slight grounds,
lus (1, 97).
Ptolemy places this city 15 minutes dis- considerable doubt attaches to the correctness of the
It is the modern Dashur.
tant from Memphis.
received reading, and the explanation commonly as-

—

—

A

:

AcARNAN. Vid. Supplement.
AcARNANiA, a country of Greece Proper, along

The natuwestern coast, having ..-Etolia on the east.
ral boundary on the .^tolian side was the Acheloiis,
but it was not definitely regarded as the dividing limit
until the period of the Roman dominion. (Strab. 450.)
Acarnania was for the most part a productive country,
The inhabitants,
with good harbours {Scylax 13).
however, were but little inclined to commercial intercourse with their neighbours they were almost constantly engaged in war against the JEtolians, and consequently remained far behind the rest of the Greeks
;

it.
Guyetus conjectures 'Kxapvevg, and
Erasmus, explaining the adage, favours this correction.
(Compare Bayle, Diet. Hist. 1, 40.) The Acarnanians, according to Censorinus (i). N. 19), made the year
consist of but six months, in which respect they resembled the Carians Plutarch (Num. 19) states the
same fact. (Compare Fahricii Menol. p. 7.)
AcARNAs and Amphoterus, sons of Alcmaeon and
Callirhoe. Alcmaeon having been slain by the brothers
of Alphesiboea, his former wife, Callirhoe obtained from

signed to
the

;

Jupiter, by her prayers, that her two sons, then in the
cradle, might grow up to manhood, and avenge their

Hence, too, we find scarcely any city of father. On reaching man's estate, they slew Pronous
importance within their territories; for Anactorium and Agenor, brothers of Alphesiboea, and. sooi) aiier,
and Lencas were founded by Corinthian colonies, and Phegeus her father. Acamas, according to some, gave
formed no part of the nation, though they engrossed name to Acarnania hwi vid. Acarnania. (Pa'>'s. 8, 21.)
Not only Leucadia, indeed, but
AcASTUs, son of Pelias, king of lolcos in Thessaly.
nearly all its traffic.
also Cephalenia, Ithaca, and other adjacent islands, Peleus, while in exile at his court, was falsely accUv<ed
in culture.

;

were commonly regarded as

a geographical portion of by Astydamia, or, as Horace calls her,
Hippoiyte, the
The monarch,
Acarnania, though, politically considered, they did not wife of Acastus, of improper conduct.
beloni/ to it, being inhabited by a different race. (JV/aw- believing the charge, led Peleus out, under the preThe Acarnanians and ^-Etolians were de- tence of a hunt, to a lonely part of Mount Pei'on. and
ncrt,^, 33.)
scended from the same parent- stock of the Leleges or there, having deprived him of every means of defence,
The left him exposed to the Centaurs.
Chiron came to
Cnretcs, though almost constantly at variance.
most important event for the Acarnanians was the ar- his aid, having received for this purpose a sword from
rival among them of Alcmaeon, son of Amphiaraus,
Vulcan, which he gave to Peleus as a means of dewho came with a band of Argive settlers a short time fence. According to another account, his deliverer
Peleus returned to lolcos, and slew
previous to the Trojan war, and united the inhabitants was Mercury.
There is some doubt,
of the land and his own followers into one nation.
the monarch and his wife.
His new territories were called Acarnania, and the however, whether Acastus suffered with his queen on
The origin of the name Acar- this occasion. He is thought by some to have been
people Acarnanians.
It was
nania, however, is uncertain.
Heroid^
apparently not merely driven into exile. (Ov. Met. 8, 306.
of
in
the
used
Homer, who is silent about it, 13, 25.—Apollod. 1, 9, &c.~-Schol. ad ApolL Rh. 1
age
name
the
he
mentions
.^tolians, Curetes, 224.)
by
though
the inhabitants of the Echinades, and the Teleboans
Ace A Laurentia, I. more properly Larentia

—
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ACE

ACE
{Heins. ad Ovid. Fast. 3, 55), the wife of Faustulus,
shepherd of king Numitor's flocks. She became foster-mother of Romulus and Remus, who had been
found by her husband while exposed on the banks of
'iie Tiber and suckled
by a she-wolf. Some explain

by making Lupa (" she-wolf") to have been
name given by the shepherds to Larentia, from her
mmodest character (Plut. Rom. 4) a most improba-

Sie tradition

t

;

We

an old poetic
cegend, in which the name Larentia {Lar), and the anwith
sustenance
imals said to have supplied the princes
{vid. Romulus), point to an Etrurian origin for the fable.
When the milk of the wolf failed, the woodtle solution.

have here, in

truth,

pecker, a bird sacred to Mars, brought other food other birds, too, consecrated to auguries by the Etrurians,
hovered over the babes to drive away the insects.
II.
The Romans
{Niebuhr's Rom. Hist. 1, 185.)
yearly celebrated certain festivals, called Larentalia.
a foolish account of the origin of which is given by
There is some resemPlutarch {Quccst. Rom. 272).
blance between Plutarch's story and that told by Herodotus (2, 122) of Rhampsinitus, king of Egypt, and
the goddess Ceres ; and it may, therefore, like the latter, have for its basis some agricultural or astronomical
;

—

rendered celebrated for the successful stand which it
made, with the aid of the British, under Sir Sidney
Smith, against the French, under Bonaparte, who was
The
obliged to raise the siege after twelve assaults.
strength of the place arose in part from its situation.
The port of Acre is bad, but Dr. Clarke ( Travels, 6,
89) represents it as better than any other along the
coast.
All the rice, the staple food of the people, enters the country by Acre ; the master of which city,
therefore, is able to cause a famine over all Syria.
This led the French to direct their efforts towards the
Hence, too, as Dr. Clarke
possession of the place.
observes, we find Acre to have been the last position
in the Holy Land from which the Christians were expelled.

AcELUM, a town of Cisalpine Gaul, among the Euganei, north of Patavium, and east of the Medoacus
It is now Asola. {Plin. 3, 19.—
Major, or Brenta.
Piol. 63.)

AcERBAS, a priest of Hercules at Tyre, who mar
ried Dido, the sister of Pygmalion the reigning mon
arch, and his own niece.
Pygmalion murdered him
in order to get possession of his riches, and endeavoured to conceal the crime from Dido ; but the shade

of her husband appeared to her, and disclosing to her
(Consult Baehr, ad Herod. I. c.)
AcciA, or, more correctly, Atia, the sister of Julius the spot where he had concealed his riches during
Cicero {Phil. 3, 6) life, exhorted her to take these and flee from tho counCaesar, and mother of Augustus.
Dido instantly obeyed, and leaving Phoenicia,
She was the daughter of try.
gives her a high character.
founded Carthage on the coast of Africa, ( Vid. Dido.)
M. Atius Balbus. {Cic. I. c. Suet. Aug. 4.)
II. Accios T.,
Aucius, I.
{Vid. Supplement.)
Virgil calls the husband of Dido Sickaius ; but Servi
a native of Pisaurum in Umbria, and a Roman knight, us, in his commentary, informs us, that this appella
was the accuser of A. Cluenlius, whom Cicero defend- tion of Sichcsus is softened down from Sicharbes.
He was a pupil of Hermagoras, and is Justin (18, 4) calls him Accrbas, which appears to be
ed, B.C. 66.
{Brut. an intermediate form. Gesenius {Phocn. Mon., p. 414)
praised by Cicero for accuracy and fluency.
legend.

—

—

makes Sicharbas come from Isicharbas ("

23.)

Acco, a general of the Gauls, at the head of the
confederacy formed against the Romans by the Se-

or

vir gladii")
qui gladio omnia
reject the explanation of Servius

Masicharbas (" opus

gladii,"

i.

e.,

If we
sua debet).
nones, Carnutes, and Treviri. Csesar {B. G. 6, 4, 44), the name Sichceus may come from Zacki, "purus,
by the rapidity of his march, prevented the execution Justus."
of Acco's plans ; and ordered a general assembly of
AcERKAE, I. a town of Cisalpine Gaul, west of Cre
the Gauls to inquire into the conduct of these nations. mona and north of Placentia ; supposed to have oc
he
of
death
was
on
and
Sentence
Acco,
pronounced
cupied the site of Pizzighelonc ; called by Polybiua
was instantly executed.
(2, 31) 'Axeff^ai, and regarded as one of the strongAce, a seaport town of Phoenicia, a considerable holds of the Insubres. It must not be confounded with
distance south of Tyre. On the gold and silver coins another Celtic city, Acara {'AKapa, Straho, 216), or
of Alexander the Great, struck in this place with Acerrce {Plin. 3, 14), south of the Po, not far from FoThe Hebrew rum Lepidi and Mutina {Mannerly^, 170) Tzschucke
Phoenician characters, it is called Aco.
Scriptures {Judges, 1, 31) term it Accho, signifying incorrectly reads 'Axepat for 'Anapa, making the two
Strabo calls it 'A/c^ places identical.
"straitened" or "confined."
II.
{Tzsch. ad Strab. I. c.)
city
It was afterward styled Ptolemuts, in honour of Campania, to the east of Atella, called
(758).
by the
of Ptolemy, son of Lagus, who long held part of south- Greeks 'Axep^ai, and made a Municipium by the RoThe Romans, in a later mans at a very early period {Livy,8, 14). It remainern Syria under his sway.
age, appear to have transformed the Greek accusative ed faithful when CapUa yielded to Hannibal, and was
Ptolemaida into a Latin nominative, and to have des- hence destroyed by that commander. It was subseat least it is so writ- quently rebuilt, and in the time of
ignated the city by this name
Augustus received
The Greeks, a Roman colony, but at no period had many inhabiten in the Itin. Antmnn. and Hierosol.
into
tants, from the frequent and destructive inundations of
having changed the original name before this
the Clanius.
{Frontinus, de Col. 102.
'Aktj, connected with it the fabulous legend of HerVirg. G. 2,
and
his
a
of
been
bitten
The Modern Acerra stands nearly on
here
cules having
225, et Schol.)
by serpent,
a
certain
leaf.
the
wound
the
site
cured
{Mannert, 9, 780).
by
{uKeo/iai)
having
:

—

A

;

—

{Steph. B.

Magn.

The compiler of the Etym.
of 'A/c^ to the citadel, but as-

V. TiToTiefiatq.)

limits the

name

its origin.
(Compare the
signs a similar reason for
learned remarks of Reland, on the name of this city,
Accho was one of the
in his Palest., p. 535, seq.)

a sumame of
Apollo, signifying "wnever young {Juv. 8, 128).
Another form
Both are compounded of a
is uKEiptKOfirig.
priv.,
Mol.
to
and
cut,
Kepau,
KEipu, fut.,
k6[ijj, the hair of
The term is applied, however, as well to
the head.

AcERSECoMES,

shorn,''

i.

e.,

were unable

Bacchus as to Apollo. (Compare the liat. intonsMS,
and Ruperti,ad Juv. I. c.)
more properly Acca, and
Aces, a river of Asia, on the confines, accoiding to
the bay, to v/hich it gives its name, which extends, in Herodotus (3, 117), of the Chorasmians, Hyrcanians,
a semicircle of three leagues, as far as the point of Parthians, Sarangeans, and Thamaneans. The terriCarmel. During the Crusades it sustained several tories of all these nations were irrigated by it, through
but when the Persians conof the Knights of St. John, means of water-courses
sieges. After the expulsion
it fell rapidly to decay, and was almost deserted till
quered this part of Asia, they blocked up the outlet.s
reand
made
the reopening of them a
of
the
Sheikh Daher, and, after him, Djezzar Pasha, by
stream,
The whole story is a very improbit one of the first
source of tribute.
pairing the town and harbour, made
Rennell thinks that there is some allusion
In modern times it has been able one.
places on the coast.
cities of Palestine,

which the

to take {Judges, 1,31).

Israelites

city is now called Acre,
lies at the northern angle of

The

;

ACH

A C H

it to the Oxus or Ochus, both of which rivers have
undergone considerable changes in their courses.
AcESANDER. Vid. Supplement.
Vid. Supplement.
AcESAS.
Vid. Supplement.
AcEsiAS.
AcEsiNEs, a large and rapid river of India, falling
It is commonly supposed to be the
into the Indus.
Ravei, but Rennell makes it, more correctly, the Jcnaub.
{Vincent^s Comm. and Nav. of the Anc.)
AcEsius, I. a surname of Apollo, under which he
was worshipped in Elis, where he had a splendid temThis surname is the same as 'A2,e^iple in the agora.
II. {Vid. SupKaKoq, and means the a verier of evil.

in

—

plement.)

Athcnaus, however (G, p. 270), accuse*
Euripides of borrowing from ihis poet. The number
of plays composed by him is not correctly ascertained.
Suidas {s. v.) gives three accounts,
according to one
of which he exhibited 44 plays ;
according to another,
30 while a third assigns to him only 24. Most of
only once.

;

the plays ascribed to him by the ancients are
suspected
by Casaubon {de Sat. Poes. 1, 5) to have been satyric.
The titles of seven of his satyrical dramas, and of ten
his tragedies,
still known.
The extant fragments
of his pieces have been collected and edited by Urlichs,
Bonn, 1834. He should not be confounded with a later tragic writer of the same name, who was a native
III.
of Syracuse.
river, which falls into the Euxine
on the eastern shore, above the Promontorium Heracleum. The Greek form of the name is 'Axaiovg, -ovvrog.
An his{Arrian, Per. Mar. Eux. 130, Blanc.)—

of

are

—

A

Vid. .^gestes.
AcESTEs.
AcESTODORUs. Vid. Supplement.
AcESTOR. I. an ancient statuary mentioned by Pausanias (6, 7, 2). He was a native of Cnossus, or at least torian mentioned by the scholiast on Pindar (0/. 7, 42).
exercised his art there for some time, and was the fa- Vossius {Hist. Gr. 4. p. 501) supposes him to be the
ther of that Amphion who was the pupil of Ptolichus same with the Achaeus alluded to by the scholiast on
but Boeckh throws very great doubt
Ptolichus lived about Olymp. 80, 83, Aratus {v. 171)
of Corcyra.
and Acestor must have been his contemporary. ( Sillig, on the whole matter. {Boeckh, ad Schol. Pind. I. c,
vol. ii., p. 166.
V. A general of Antiochus the Great.
Vid Supplement.
Diet, of Anc. Artists.)— U.
AcH^A, 'Axata, a surname of Pallas. Her temple {Vid. Supplement.)
Achaia, I. a district of Thessaly, so named from the
among the Daunians, in Apulia, contained the arms of
Diomede and his follovirers. It was defended by dogs, Achagi {vid. Graecia). It embraced more than Phthiotis,
which fawned on the Greeks, but fiercely attacked all since Herodotus (7, 196) makes it comprehend the
II. Ceres was
other persons (Aristot. de Mirah.).
country along the Apidanus.
Assuming this as its
also called Achaea, from her grief (a;^of) at the loss of western limit, we may consider it to have reached as
are
far
as
the Sinus Pelasgicus and Sinus Maliacuson the
Proserpina {Phit. in Is. et Os.). Other explanations
Con- east. {Mannert, 7, 599.)
Larcher {Hist. d'Herod.
given by the scholiast {ad Aristoj)h. Aeharn. 674).
v.
s.
Table
and
sult also Kustcr and Brunch, ad loc.,
Suidas,
8, 7,
Geogr.) regards Melitaea as the limit on
the
JEowhich
lies
of
the
main
branches
west,
AcH.«:i, one of the
great
considerably east of the ApidaThat Phthiotis formed only part of Achaia, aplic race. ( Vid. Achaia and Graecia, especially the latter nus.
pears evident from the words of Scymnus {v. 604).
article.)
AcH^MENEs, the founder of the Persian monarchy, 'EireiT' 'Axaiol TrapdXtoi (^Okotlkoi {Gail, ad loc.)
with the Homer {B. 3, 258) uses the term 'Axattda, sc.
according to some writers, who identify him
x'^P^^'^i
Giem Schid, or Djemschid, of the Oriental historians in opposition to Argos, 'Apyof, and seems to indicate
the
is
line
of
the
to
one
The
the
Peloby
former,
givscholiast,
{vid. Persia).
royal
according
genealogy
en by Herodotus (7, 11) from Achaemenes to Xerxes. ponnesus according to another, the whole country ocThe earlier descent, as given by the Grecian writers, cupied by the Hellenes {rrjv Truaav 'E/lA^i-wv yjjv,
II. A harbour on the northeastern
and according to which, Perses, son of Perseus and Schol. II. 3, 75).
Andromeda, was the first of the line, and the individual coast of the Euxine, mentioned by Arrian, in his Perifrom whom the Persians derived their national appella- plus of the Euxine (131, Blanc), and called by him
tion, is purely fabulous.
JCschylus {Pers. 762) makes Old Achaia {rrjv iralaLav 'Axaiav). The Greeks, acthe Persians to have been first governed by a Mede, cording to Strabo (416), had a tradition, that the inhabwho was succeeded by his son then came Cyrus, itants of this place were of Grecian origin, and natives
succeeded by one of his sons next Merdis, Maraphis, of the Boeotian Orchomenus. They were returning^
it seems, from the
Trojan war, when, missing their
Artaphernes, and Darius the last not being, howevFor a discussion on this sub- way, they wandered to this quarter.
er, a lineal descendant.
Appian {B. M.
Herod.
ad
makes
them to have been Achaeans,
67, 102, Schw.)
7,
ject, consult Stanley, ad lac. : Larcher,
but
in
other
I.
c.
Pers.
ad
JSsch.
coincides
and
Excurs.
with
Strabo. Miiller
11,
2,
Schiitz,
respects
AcHVEMENiDEs, I. a branch of the Persian tribe of {Gcsch. Hellcn. St'dmme, &c., 1, 282) supposes the
Greeks
to
the
founder
of
have
named
from
altered
the
true
name of the
Achsemenes,
purposely
Pasargadae,
From this family, the kings of Persia were people in question, so as to make it resemble Achcei
the line.
descended {Herod. 1, 126). Cambyses, on his death- {'Axaioi), that they might erect on this superstructure
III. A country of the Pelobed, entreated the Achsmenides not to suffer the king- a mere edifice of fable.
dom to pass into the hands of the Medes (3, 65). II. ponnesus, lying along the Sinus Corinthiacus, north of
A Persian of the .royal line, whom Ctesias (32) makes EHs and Arcadia. A number of mountain-streams,
the brother, but Herodotus (7, 7) and Diodorus Sicu- descending from the ridges of Arcadia, watered this reThe lat- gion, but they were small in size, and many mere winterlus (11, 74) call the uncle of Artaxerxes I.
The coast was for the most part level, and
ter styles him Achaemenes.
{Baehr, ad Ctes. l. c— torrents.
was hence exposed to frequent inundations. It had
Wcssel. ad Herod. I. c.)
AcHuEORU.M sTATio, I. a place on the coast of the few harbours not one of any size, or secure for ships.
Thracian Chersonesus, where Polyxena was sacrificed On this account we find, that of the cities along the
to the shade of Achilles, and where Hecuba killed coast of Achaia, none became famous for maritime enIn other respects, Achaia may be ranked, as
terprise.
Polymnestor, who had murdered her son Polydorus.
II. The name of Achseorum PortvTs was given to the to extent, fruitfulness, and population, among the mid-

W

.

;

—

—

;

—

,

;

;

—

—

;

—

the Grecian tribes.)
B.C. 484, the very

—

Its principal productions
dling countries of Greece.
were like those of the rest of the Peloponnesus, nameHcererCs
{Mannert, 8, 3S4.
ly, oil, wine, and com.
The most ancient name of this
Ideen, &e., 3, 27.)

find him conyear ^scnylus won his first prize.
tending with Sophocles and Euripides, B.C. 447.
With such competitors, however, he was, of course,
He gained the dramatic victory
not very successful.

searegion was .^gialea or .^gialos, Aiyia'Xo^,
It em
shore," derived from its peculiar situation.
braced originally the territory of Sicyon, since here
stood the early capital of the .^giaUi or /Egialenses.

harbour of Corone, in Messenia.
AcHiEUs, I. a son of Xuthus.
tive to the early
II.

A

movements of

tramc poet, born

at Eretria,

{Vid. Graecia, rela-

We

—

'*
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ACH

ACHAIA.
The

was defeated by the Lacedaemonian monarch Cleomenes. The Achaean commander, in an evil hour,
called in the aid of Macedon
for though he succeeded
tled in this quarter (Paws. 7, 1.
Strabo,3S3), obtain- by these means in driving Cleomenes from Sparta, yet
ed in marriage the daughter of King Sehnus, and from the Macedonians from this time remained at the head
origin of the ^gialii appears to connect them
with the great Ionic race.
Ion, son of Xuthus, came
from Attica, according to the received accounts, set-

tus

this period the inhabitants were denominated ^gialean lonians. Pausanias, however, probably from other

of

—

;

the

and

masters of the Peloponnesus.
a victim to the jealous policy of
sources of information, makes Xuthus, not Ion, to Philip.
The troubles that ensued gave the Romans
have settled here. The Pelasgi appear also to have an opportunity of interfering in the affairs of Greece,
spread over this region, and to have gradually blended and at last Corinth was destroyed, and the Achcean
with the primitive inhabitants into one community, league annihilated by these new invaders. {Vid. JE.iounder the name of Pelasgic ^-Egialeans {Herod. 7, 94). lia and Corinth.)
Mummius, the Roman general,
Twelve cities novir arose, the capital being Helice, caused the walls of all the confederate cities to be deAt the period of the Trojan war, molished, and the inhabitants to be deprived of every
founded by Ion.
The land was also converted into a
these cities were subject to the Achaeans, and ac- warlike weapon.
knowledged the sway of Agamemnon as the head of Roman province, under the name of Achaia, embraMatters continued in this state until the cing, besides Achaia proper, all the rest of the Pelothat race.
Dorian invasion of the Peloponnesus. The Achaeans, ponnesus, together with all the country north of the
driven by the Dorians from ArgOR and Lacedjemon, isthmus, excepting Thessaly, Epirus, and Macedonia.
took refuge in .^gialea, under the guidance of Tisa- {Vid. Epirus and Macedonia.)
The dismantled cities
menos, son of Orestes. The lonians gave their new soon became deserted, with the exception of a few,
what had been Achaia proper only three remainvisiters an unwelcome reception ; a battle ensued, the and
lonians were defeated, and shut up in Helice ; and at ed in later times, iEgium, yEgira, and Patrae.
In our
last were allowed by treaty to leave this city unmolest- own days, the last alone survives, under the name of
The entire coast from Corinth to Patras
ed, on condition of removing entirely from their former Patras.
settlements.
They migrated, therefore, into Attica shows only one place that deserves the name of a city,
(Paics. 7, 1), but soon after left this latter country for or, rather, a large village ; this is Vostitza, near the
Asia Minor (vid. lones and Ionia). The Achaeans now ruins of the ancient ^gium. {Mannert,8, 392.)
took possession of the vacated territory, and changed
AcHAicus, a philosopher, whose time is unknown.
league,

Aratus himself

fell

m

fallen in the He wrote a work on Ethics.
(Diog. Lacrt. 6, 99.)
and the other leaders
AcHARN^, 'Axapvat (or, as Stepnanus Uyzantinus
writes
the name, 'kxapva), one of the most
divided the land among themselves by lot, and hence
important
the old division of twelve cantons or districts, as well boroughs of Attica, lying northwest of Athens and
north
of
Eleusis.
the
It
furnished 3000 heavy-armed men
as the regal form of government, continued until
Paus. 7, as its quota of troops, wliich, on the supposition that
time of Ogygus or Gygus.
{Slraho, 384.
slaves
not
are
this
monarch's
After
6.
decease,
included, will make the entire populaPolyh. 2, 41.)
The tion about 15,000. {Thucyd. 2, 'iO.—Mannert,^, 330.)
each city assumed a republican government.
Dorians, from the very ftrst, had made several attempts This large number, however, did not all dwell in vilto drive the Achaeans from their newly-acquired pos- lages, but were scattered over the borough, which
sessions, and had so far succeeded as to wrest from contained some of the finest and most productive land
them Sicyon, with its territory, which was ever after in Attica. From a sarcasm of Aristophanes {Acharn.
Id. ibid. 332, seqq.) we learn, that
All farther attempts at 213.
many of the
regarded as a Dorian state.
Acharnenses (^kxapveZc;) followed the business of charconquest were unsuccessful, from the defence made
This borough belonged to the tribe
by the Achaeans, and the aid afforded to them by their coal-burning.
The result of this CEneis {Olvrjig), and was distant 60 stadia from Athens.
Pelasgic neighbours in Arcadia.
was an aver-sion on the part of the Achaeans to every- {Thucyd. 2, 21.)
Hence they took no part with the rest
Achates, a friend of ^neas, whose fidelity was so
thing Dorian.
of the (ireeks against Xerxes ; hence, too, we find exemplary, that Fidus Achates became a proverb.
them, even before the Peloponnesian war, in alliance {Virg. JEn. 1, 312.)
with the Athenians; though, in the course of that war,
AcHELoiDEs, a patronymic given to the Syrens 09
of Achelous.
{Ovidj Met. 5, fab. 15.—
they were forced to remain neutral, or else at times, daughters
from a consciousness of their weakness, to admit the Gierig, ad loc.)
I.
a
111
river
of Epirus, now the Aspro
Achelous,
Dorian fleets into their harbours.
{Thucyd. 1,
" White
and 115.—/d. 2, 9.—Irf. 8, 'i.—Id. 2, 84.) The Potamo, or
River," which rises in Mount Pinafter
in
the
wars
also
Acarnania
from -^tolia {Strab.
and,
their
dus,
Achaeans preserved
dividing
neutrality
but the result 450), falls into the Sinus Corinthiacus.
It was a
raised by the ambition of Macedon
large
The successors of Alex- and rapid stream, probably the largest in all Greece,
proved most unfortunate.
formed
and
at
its
of
Achaia
as
of
the
cities
raud
and
consider
to
mouth,
seemed
ander
by depositions
fair booty, and what they spared became the prey of sand, a number of small islands called Echinades.
Even after the Peloponnesus had The god of this river was the son of Occanus and
domestic tyrants.
Fable speaks of a
ceased to be the theatre of war, and a Macedonian Tethys, or of the Sun and Terra.
at the Isthmus, the public contest between Hercules and the river god for the
garrison was merely kept
The whole hand of Deianira. The deity of the Achelous assuTroubles seemed only on the increase.
to be infested by predatory bands, med the form of a bull, but Hercules was victorious
country, too, began
whose numbers were daily augmented by the starving and tore off one of his horns. His opponent, upon
At length, four of the .princi- this, having received a horn from Amalthea, the daughcultivators of the soil.
of Achaia, viz., Patrae, Dyme, Tritaea, and ter of Oceanus, gave it to the victor, and obtained his
pal cities
Another account {Ovid, Met. 9, 63)
their common safe- own in return.
Pharae, formed a mutual league for
The plan succeeded, and soon makes him to have first assumed the form of a serpent,
{Polyh. 2, 41.)
ty.
About and afterward that of a bull, and to have retired in
ten cities were numbered in the alliance.
was induced to join disgrace into the bed of the river Thoas, which thencetwenty-five years after, Sicyon
was denominated Acheloiis. A third version
the league by the exertions of Aratus, and he himself forward
was chosen commander-in-chief of the confederacy. of the fable states, that the Naiads took the horn of
its

name

to Achaia.

war with the lonians,

Tisamenos having
his sons

—

—

—

;

more important cities of the Peloponnesus
the coalition. Sparta alone kept aloof,
gradually joined
Araand, in endeavouring to enforce her compliance,

All the
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the conquered deity, and, after filling it with the various productions of the seasons, gave it to the goddess

of plenty,

whence the

origin of the cornu copice.

They

ACH

A

CH

and it was the stream over which the souls of the
The Acheron is representdead were first conveyed.
ed under the form of an old man arrayed in a humid

who pretend to see in history an explanation of this legend, make the river Achelous to have laid waste, by
its frequent inundations, the plains of Calydon.
'I'his,
introducing confusion among the landmarks, became
the occasion of contmual wars between the ^tolians
and Acarnanians, whose territories the river divided

ter

as above stated, until Hercules, by means of dikes, restrained its ravages, and made the course of the stream
uniform.
Hence, according to this explanation, the

tium, flowing into the Mare Tyrrhenum a short distance
below Pandosia.
Alexander, king of Epirus, who had
come to the aid of the Tarentines, lost his life in passing this river, being slain by a Lucanian exile. He had
been warned by an oracle to beware of the Acherusian
waters and the city Pandosia, but supposed that it referred to Epirus and not to Italy.
{Justin., 12,2.
river of Elis, which falls into the
III.
Liv. 8, 24.)
its banks were tem})les dedicated to
On
Alpheus.
Ceres, Proserpina, and Hades, which were held in high
river of Biihynia,
IV.
veneration.
{Strah. 344.)
near the cavern Acherusia, and in the vicinity of He-

it is

—

{Eustath, ad

Id.

Androm.

—
—21,Aristoph.

II.

167.

from
of

dess-nymphs, who dance around

the Acheloiis.

A river of Thessaly, flowing near Lamia.

— HI.

{^Strab. 434.)

AcHERUus, a borough of
(Steph. B.

Attica.

the tribe Hippothoontis, in
Aristoph. Eccles. 3<i0.)

—

Acheron, I. a river of Epirus, rising in the mountains to the west of the chain of Pindus, and falling
into the Ionian sea near Glykys Limen (TTiVKvg Al/ll^v).
In the early part of its course, it forms the Palus
Acherusia {'Axepovcia Aifivr]), and, after emerging
from this sheet of water, disappears under ground,
from which it again rises and pursues its course to the
sea.
Strabo (324) makes mention of this stream only
after its leaving the Palus Acherusia, and appears to
have been unacquainted with the previous part of its
course.
Thucydides, on the other hand (1, 46), would
seem to have misunderstood the information which he
had received respecting it. His account is certainly a
confused one, and has given rise to an inaccuracy in
D'Anville's map.
The error of D'Anville and others
consists in placing the Palus Acherusia directly on the
coast, and the city of Ephyre at its northeastern extremity

;

in the position of the latter
contradicting the

whom

No
they rely.
other ancient authority places the Palus Acherusia on
Pausanias (1, 17) makes the marsh, the
the coast.

very words of the writer on

fiver,

and the

have been situated in the interior
and he mentions also the stream Co-

city, to

of Thesprotis
cytus (which he styles vdup uTeprreaTaTov), as being in
;

the
ion,

same
that

quarter.

He

likewise states it as his opinvisited these rivers in the

Homer, having

course of his wanderings, assigned them, on account
of their peculiar nature and properties, a place among
the rivers of the lower world. The poets make Acheron to have been the son of Sol and Terra, and to

have been precipitated into the infernal regions and
there changed into a river, for having supplied the
Titans with water during the war which they waged
with Jupiter.
Hence its waters were muddy and bit-

position is called by Horace nidus Ache" the nest of Acherontia."
Procopius speaks
as a strong fortress in his days.
{Horat. Od. 3,

it

—

ad loc. Procop. 3, 23.)
Acherusia, I. a lake in Epirus, into which the
Acheron flows. {Vid. Acheron.) II. According to
some modern expounders of fable, a lake in Egypt,
near Memphis, over which the bodies of the dead were

—

being judged for the acauthority cited in supproper
port of this is Diodorus Siculus (1, 92).
the
examination of
passage, however, will lead to the
that
no
name
whatever
is
conclusions
1st,
following
given by Diodorus for any particular lake of this kind
and, 2d, that each district of Egypt had its lake for the
purpose mentioned above, and that there was not mere{Diod. Sic. 1, 92, et
ly one for the whole of Egypt.
Wesseling, ad loc.) III. A cavern in Bithynia, near
the city of Heraclea and the river Oxinas, probably on
the very spot which Arrian {Peripl. Mar. Eux., p

conveved, previous

to their

tions of their past lives.

it

flowed from Mount Sipylus.
Homer, in relating the
story of Niobe {II. 24, 615), speaks of the desert
mountains in Sipylus, where are the beds of the god-

A

its lofty

4, 14, et schol.

There was anwhich nothing farther
(8, 38),

—

rontics,

— H.

according to Pausanias

that,

A

Acheron Ti.\,

of their oldest religious rites, and was eventually used
in the language of poetry as an appellation, Kar t^oxw,
for the element of water and for rivers, as stated above

known, than

—

raclea.

gest river in Epirus and -^tolia, in which quarter were
the early settlements of the Pelasgic race, from whom
the Greeks derived so much of their religion and myHence the frequent directions of the Oracle
thology.
" to sacrifice to the
at Dodona,
Acheloiis," and hence
the name of the stream became associated with some

is

A

{Apollon. Rhod. 2, 745.)
T. a town of Bruttium,
placed by Pliny
on the river Acheron {Plin. 3, 5.) II.
city of
Lucania, now Acerenza, on the confines of Apulia.
It was situated high up on the side of a mountain, and

194.

The reason
Lysistr. 381.—Heyne, ad II. 21, 194.)
of this peculiar use of the term will be found in the
remarks of the scholiast. The Acheloiis was the lar-

('A-X^^oiov TTuv TTTjyatov vdcjp).
other river of the same name, of

col-

A

—

often introduced as a general repis likewise frequently used

Bacch. 625.

Eurip.

upon an urn of a dark

—

—

in the fertility that sticceed-

The Acheloiis must have
{Diod. Sic. 4, 35.)
been considered a river of great antiquity as well as
resentative of rivers, and
for the element of water.

reclines

In Virgil and later poets Acheron sometimes
II.
river of Brutdesignates the lower world.

ed.

celebrity, since

He

vestment.
our.

serpent denoted the windings of the stream, and the
bull its swellings and impetuosity, while the tearing off
of the horn refers to the turning away of a part of the
waters of the river, by means of a canal, the result of

whicn draining was shown

;

The

A

:

;

j

j

I

—

125, ed. Blancard) calls Tyndaridae.
Xenophon {Annames the whole peninsula, in which it lies,

ah. G, 2)

This cavern was two
the Acherusian Promontory.
stadia in depth, and was regarded by the adjacent inhabitants as one of the entrances into the lower world.
Through it Hercules is said to have dragged Cerberus
up to the light of day ; a fable which probably owed
origin to the inhabitants of Heraclea,

its

{Diod. Sic.

^\.—Dionys. Perieg. 790, et Eustath. ad loc.)
Apollonius Rhodius (2, 730) places a river, with the
name of Acheron, in this quarter. This stream was
14,

afterward called, by the people of Heraclea, Soonautes
{I,oo)vavT7}g), on account of their fleet having been
saved near it from a storm.
{Apollon. Rhod. 2, 746,
schol.

et

the

same

ad

loc.)

river

Are

the

Acheron and the Oxinas

1

Achillas, 1. a bishop of Alexandrea from A.D. 311
His martyrdom is commemorated on the 7th
II. An Alexandrean priest, banished
of November.
III.
with Arius, 319 A.D.
He fled to Palestine.
to 321.

(

—

—

Vid. Supplement.)
Achillea, an island near the

mouth of the Borys

thenes, or, more properly, the western part of the Drovius Achillis insulated by a small arm of the sea. {Vid.

Dromus

Achillis and Leuce.)
Achilleis, a poem of Staiius, turning on the story

of Achilles.

(

Vid. Statins.)

Achilles, I. a son of the Earth {yriyhrj^), unto
whom Juno fled for refuge from the pursuits of Jupiher to return and marry that
ter, and who persuaded
for this service,
him
Jupiter, grateful
deity.
promised
that all

should

who bore
be

this

illustrious

name

for the

personages.

time to

{Ptol.
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Phoenix as his first instructer {II. 9, 481, seqq.),V!h.iie
from another passage (7Z. 11, 831) it would appear,
that the young chieftain merely learned from the cen{Id.).
Lamia. His beauty was so perfect, that, in the judg- taur the principles of the healing art. Those, howment of Pan, he bore away the prize from every com- ever, who pay more regard in this case to the stateVenus was so offended at this decision, that ments of other writers, make Chiron to have had
petitor.
she inspired Pan with a fruitless passion for the nymph charge of Achilles first, and to have fed him on the
Echo, and also wrought a hideous change in his own marrow of wild animals according to Libanius, on
son of Galatus, remarkable for that of lions, but according to the compiler of the
V.
person (Id.).
VI. Etymol. Mag., on that of stags.
his light coloured, or, rather, whitish hair {Id.).
(Compare Bayle,
The son of Peleus, king of Phthiotis in Thessaly. Diet. Hist. I, 53.) Chiron is said to have given him
to
from
the circumname
have
been
a
matter
of
the name of Achilles ('A;j;tAA£Vf),
His mother's
appears
Biblioth., vol.

apud Photium,
—
The preceptor of Chiron
—IV.
or of the ostracism
II.

i.,

152, ed. Bekker.)
III. The inventson of Jupiter and

p.

(Id.).

—

A

—

;

A

—

stance of his food being unlike that of the rest of men
{a priv., and x'^^Vt ^'fmctus quihus vescuntur homiOther etymologies are also given ; but most
nes''').
(Compare, on this part of our
likely none are true.
Piol. Hcphast. apud
subject, the Etymol. Mag.
Photium, Biblioth., vol. i., p. 152, ed Bekker. HeynCf
ad II. 1, 1.
Wassenberg, ad schol. in 11. 1, p. 130.)
Calchas having predicted, when Achilles had attained
the age of nine years, that Troy could not be taken
as a goddess.
The scholiast on Homer, however (//. without him, Thetis, well aware that her son, if he
16, 37), states, that Thetis threw her children into the joined that expedition, was destined to perish, sent
fire in order to ascertain whether they were mortal or him, disguised in female attire, to the court of Lycomnot, the goddess supposing that the fire would consume edes, king of the island of Scyros, for the purpose
what was mortal in their natures, while she would of being concealed there.
difficulty, however, arises
The scholiast adds, in this part of the narrative, on account of the early
preserve what was immortal.
that six of her children perished by this harsh experi- age of Achilles when he was sent to Scyros, which
ment, and that she had, in like manner, thrown the can only be obviated by supposing, that he remained
seventh, afterward named Achilles, into the flames, several years concealed in the island, and that the
when Peleus, having beheld the deed, rescued his off- Trojan war occupied many years in preparation. (ComTzetzes {ubi su- pare the remarks of Heyne, ad Apollod.,l. c, p. 316,
spring from this perilous situation.
pra) assigns a different motive to Thetis in the case and Gruber, Worterbuch dcr altclassischcn Mythologie
of Achilles.
He makes her to have been desirous of und Religion, vol. i., p. 32.) At the court of Lycom" Rnconferring immortality upon him, and states that with edes, he received the name of Pyrrha (Ilvp/Sa,
this view she anointed him {Ixpiev) with ambrosia fa''''), from his golden locks, and became the father ol

some dispute among

the ancient expounders of mythology {Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod. 1, 558), although the
more numerous authorities are in favour of Thetis,
one of the sea-deities. According to Lycophron {v.
178), Thetis became the mother of seven male children by Peleus, six of whom she threw into the fire,
because, as Tzetzes informs us in his scholia, they
were not of the same nature with herself, and the
treatment she had received was unworthy of her rank

—

—

—

A

during the day, and threw him into fire at evening.
Peleus, having discovered the goddess in the act of
consigning his child to the flames, cried out with
alarm, whereupon Thetis, abandoning the object she
had in view, left the court of Peleus and rejoined the
nymphs of the ocean. Dictys Cretensis makes Peleus
to have rescued Achilles from the fire before any part
of his body had been injured but the heel.
Tzetzes,

Neoptolemus by Deidamiei, one of the monarch's
In this state of concealdaughters.
{Apollod. I. c.)
ment Achilles remained, until discovered by Ulysses,

who came
merchant.

to the island in the disguise of a
travelling
The chieftain of Ithaca offered, it seems,

various articles of female attire for sale, and mingled
with them some pieces of armour.
On a sudden blast
being given with a trumpet, Achilles discovered himself by seizing upon the arms.
Sta{Apollod. I. c.
The young warrior then joined
tins, AchiU. 2, 201.)
the army against Troy.
This account, however, ot
the concealment of Achilles is contradicted by the exof
Homer, who represents him as propress authority

—

following the authority of ApoUodorus, gives his first
name as Ligyron {Aijvpuv), but the account of Agamestor, cited by the same scholiast, is more in accordance with the current tradition mentioned above.
given to Achilles
Agamestor says, that the first name
was Pyrisous {tlvpiooog), i. e., " saved from the fire."

ceeding directly to the Trojan war from the court oj
his father.
As regards the forces whick
(iZ. 9, 439.)
he brought with him, the poet makes them to have
come from the Pelasgian Argos, from Alus, Alope, and
Trachis, and speaks of them as those who possessed
Phthia and Hellas, and who were called Myrmidones,

What

has thus far been stated in relation to Achilles,
with the single exception of the names of his parents,
Peleus and Thetis, is directly at variance with the au-

Homer, and must therefore be regarded as
The poet makes Achilles
a mere posthomeric fable.
no other child but himself; and
say, that Thetis had
though a daughter of Peleus, named Polydora, is mentioned in a part of the Ihad (16, 175), she must have
thority of

Hellenes, and

Achaei.
Hence,
{II. 2, 681, seqq.)
according to Heyne, the sway of Achilles extended
from Trachis, at the foot of Mount Q^ta, as far as the
been, according to the best commentators, only a half river Enipeus, where Pharsalus was situated, and
The Greeks, having made
sister of the hero. {Com'pa.re Hcyyie, ad loc.) Equally thence to the Peneus.
at variance with the account given by the bard, is the good their landing on the shores of Troas, proved so
more popular fiction, that Thetis plunged her son into superior to the enemy as to compel them to seek shelthe waters of the Styx, and by that immersion render- ter within their walls.
{Thucyd. 1, 11.) No sooner
ed the whole of his body invulnerable, except the heel was this done than the Greeks were forced to turn
by which she held him. On this subject Homer is al- their principal attention to the means of supporting
A part of the army was thereand, indeed, such a protection from their numerous forces.
together silent
the rich vales of the Thracian
danger would have derogated too much from the char- fore sent to cultivate
There are several passa- Chersonese, then abandoned by their inhabitants on
acter of his favourite hero.
of the incursions of the barbarians from the
ges in the Iliad which plainly show, that the poet does account
not ascribe to Achilles the possession of any peculiar interior.
{Thccyd. ubi supra.) But the Grecian archances of battle. (Com- my, being weakened by this separation of its force,
physical defence against the
and especially, 21, 166, could no longer deter the Trojans from again taking
id. 288
pare II. 20, 262
where Achilles is actually wounded by Asteropaeus.) the field, nor prevent succours and supplies from being

—

;

:

:

The care of his education was intrusted, according
.he common authorities, to the centaur Chiron, and
Piiosnix,

son of Amyntor.

20

to
to

Homer, however, mentions

,

Thus the siege was protracted to
sent into the city.
the length of ten years.
During a great part of this
time, Achilles was employed in lessening the resources
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of Priam by the reduction of the tributary cities of
Asia Minor. With a fleet of eleven vessels he ravaged the coasts of Mysia, mad*^ frequent disembarcations of his forces, and succeeded eventually in destroying eleven cities, among which, according to
Strabo (584), were Hypoplacian Thebe, Lyrnessus,
and Pcdasus, and in laying waste the island of Lesbos.
(Compare Homer, II. 9, 328.) Among the spoils of
Lyrnessus, Achilles obtained the beautiful Briscis,
while, at the taking of Thebe, Chryseis the daughter
of Chryses, a priest of Apollo at Chrysa, became the
pestilence shortly after apprize of Agamemnon.
peared in the Grecian camp, and Calchas, encouraged
by the proffered protection of Achilles, ventured to
attribute it to Agamemnon's detention of the daughter
of Chryses, whom her father had endeavoured to ranThe monarch, although deeply ofsom, but in vain.
fended, was compelled at last to surrender his captive,
but, as an act of retaliation, and to testify his resentHence arose
ment, he deprived Achilles of Briseis.
**
the anger of the son of Peleus," on which is based
Achilles on his part withdrew
the action of the Iliad.
his forces from the contest, and neither prayers, nor
entreaties, nor direct offers of reconciliation, couched
in the most tempting and flattering terms (//. 9, 119,
seqq.), could induce him to return to the field.
Among
other things the monarch promised him, if he would
foi^et the injurious treatment which he had received,
the hand of one of his daughters, and the sovereignty
6f seven cities of the Peloponnesus.
(J7. 9, 142 and
The death of his friend Patroclus, however,
149.)
of
Hector
(//. 16, 821, seqq.), roused him
by the hand
at length to action and revenge, and a reconciliation
having thereupon taken place between the two Grecian

(in
prophecy, II. 21,
452), in the Scaean gate, while rushmg into the city.
Hyginus states that Achilles went roxmd the walls of
Troy, boasting of his exploit
having slain Hector,
until Apollo, in anger, assumed the form of
Paris, and

A

slain

accordance with Hector's

m

slew him with an arrow {Hygin. fab. 107), but, with
surprising inconsistency, he mentions in another place
{fab. 110), that he was slain by Deiphobus and Alexander or Paris.
The scholiast on Lycophron, cited
above, says that the Trojans would not give up the
corpse of Achilles until the Greeks had restored the
various presents with which Priam had redeemed the
dead body of Hector. The ashes of the hero were
mmgled in a golden urn with those of Patroclus, and
the promontory of Sigacum is said to mark the
place
where both repose. A tomb was here erected to his
and
it Thetis caused funeral
near
memory,
games to
be celebrated in honour of her son, which were afterward annually observed by a decree of the oracle of

Dodona {vid. Sigaeum). It is said, that, after the taking of Troy, the ghost of Achilles appeared to the
Greeks, and demanded of them Polyxena, who was
accordingly sacrificed on his tomb by his son NeoptoSenec.
lemus, or Pyrrhus.
{Eurip. Hec. 35, seqq.
Troad. 191.— Ovid, Met 13, 441, seqq.—Q. Calah.
Another account makes the Trojan princess to
14.)

—

have killed herself through grief at his loss. {Tzetzes,
ad Lyci'phr. 323. Philostratus, Heroica., p. 714, grf.

—

The

Thessalians, in accordance with the
oracle just mentioned, erected a temple to his
memory
at Sigosum, and rendered him divine honours.
Every

Morellus.)

year they brought thither two bulls, one white and the
other black, crowned with garlands, and along with
them some of the water of the Sperchius. {Gruber,
Id.
Wbrterbuch der altdassischenMythologie, vol. i., p. 48.)
leaders, Briseis was restored.
(//. 19, 78, seqq.
246, seqq.) As the arms of Achilles, having been Another and still stranger tradition informs us, that
worn by Patroclus, had become the prize of Hector, Achilles survived the fall of Troy and married Helen ;
Vulcan, at the request of Thetis, fabricated a suit of but others maintain that this union took place after his
death, in the island of Leuce, where many of the an(iZ. 18, 468, seqq.)
impenetrable armour for her son.
Arrayed in this, Achilles took the field, and after a cient heroes lived in a separate elysium {vid. I.euce).
great slaughter of the Trojans, and a contest with the When Achilles was young, his mother asked him
god of the Scamander, by whose waters he was nearly whether he preferred a long life spent in obscurity, or
He decided in
overwhelmed, met Hector, chased him thrice aroimd a brief existence of military glory.
the walls of Troy, and finally slew him by the aid of favour of the latter.
(Compare B. 9, 410, seqq.)
Minerva. {II. 22, 136, seqq.) According to Homer Some ages after the Trojan war, Alexander, in the
Achilles dragged the corpse of Hec- course of his march into the East, offered sacrifices on
{II. 24, 14:, seqq.),
tor, at his chariot- wheels, thrice round the tomb of the tomb of Achilles, and expressed his admiration as
Patroclus, and from the language of the poet, he well of the hero, as of the bard whom he had found to
would appear to have done this for several days in immortalize his name. {Plutarch, Vit. Alexand. 15.)
VII. Tatius, a native of Alexandrea, commonly assuccession.
Virgil, however, makes Achilles to have
dragged the body of Hector thrice round the walls of signed to the second or third century of the Christian
the
it is
Roman
In
this
that
folera.
The best critics, however, such as Huet, Charprobable
Troy.
poet
lowed one of the Cyclic, or else Tragic, writers. {Heyne, don la Rochette, Coray, and Jacobs, make him to have
Excurs. 18, ad JEn. 1.) The corpse of the Trojan flourished after the time of Heliodorus, since they have
hero was at last yielded up to the tears and supplica- discovered in him what they consider manifest imitations of Priam., who had come for that ptirpose to the tions of the latter writer.
Nay, if it be true that Mutent of Achilles, and a truce was granted the Trojans sasus, whom he has also imitated, composed his poem
for the performance of the funeral obsequies.
{R. 24, of Hero and Leander before 430 or 450 of our era,
Achilles did not long survive his il- we must then place Achilles Tatius even as low as the
599.
Id. 669.)
Some accounts make him to have middle of the 5th century. {Sckoell, Hist. Litt. Gr.
lustrious opponent.
The common 6, 231.) According to Suidas, he became, towards the
died the day after Hector was slain.
But as the
authorities, however, interpose the combats with Pen- end of his life, a Christian and bishop.
thesilea and Memnon previous to his death.
(Com- lexicographer makes no mention of his episcopal see,
Quint. Smyrn. and as Photius, who speaks in three different places of
pare Heyne., Excurs. 19, ad Mn. 1.
1, 21, seqq.)
According to the more received account, him, is silent on this head, it may be permitted us to
as it is given by the scholiast on Lycophron {v. 269), doubt the accuracy of Suidas's statement.
{Photii
Id. ibid., p. 50.
and also by Dictys Cretensis and Dares Phrygius, Bibliothec, vol. i., p. 33, ed. Bekker.
Achilles, having become enamoured of Polyxena, the Id. ibid., p. 66.)
Equally unworthy of reliance would
daughter of Priam, signified to the monarch that he appear to be another remark of the same lexicographer,
his
on
of
become
condition
would
ally
receiving her that Achilles Tatius wrote a treatise on the sphere.
Priam consented, and the parties If this were correct, we ought to put him one or two
hand in marriage.
having come for that purpose to the temple of the centuries earlier, inasmuch as Firmicus, a Latin writer
"
Thymbrsean Apollo, Achilles was treacherously slain of the middle of the fourth century, cites the Sphere
Suidas, however,
by Paris, who had concealed himself there, being of Achilles." {Astran. 4, 10.)
wounded by him with an arrow in the heel. Another who is not accustomed to discriminate very nicely betradition, related by Arctinus, makes him to have been tween persons bearing the same name, here confounds

—

—

—

—

—

—
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him with the author of the " Introduction to the PhaeAcHiLLECM, a town on the Cimmerian Bosporus,
nomena of Araius" {vid. No. VIII.). Achilles Tatius where anciently was a temple of Achilles. It lay near
IS the author of a romance, entitled, Ta Kara Aevthe modern Buschuk.
(Mannert,^, 326.)
" The loves of
KLTV-nqv Kol 'KJuTo^uvTa,
AcHiLLEUs, I. a relation of Zenobia, invested with
Leucippe and
as
it is
translated.
Some
the
critthe
Clitophon,"
commonly
people of Palmyra, when they revoltpurple by
ics, such as Huet and Saumaise, have preferred it to ed from Aurelian.
{Vopisc.) Zosimus calls him Anhe work of Heliodorus but Villoison, Coray, Wyt- tiochus (I, 60). II. A Roman commander, in the
tenbach, Passow, Villemain, and Schoell, restore the reign of Dioclesian, who assumed the purple in Egypt.
pre-eminence to the latter. {Schoell, Hist. Litt. Gr., The emperor marched against him, shut him up ia
vol. vi., p. 233.
Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 9, p. Alexandrea, and took the place after a siege of eight
" The
"
Achilleus was put to death, having been exbook," says Villemain, is written under months.
131.)
an influence altogether pagan, and in constant allusion posed to lions, and Alexandrea was given up to pilto the voluptuous fables of mythology."
The remark lage. {Oros. 7, 25.—Aurel. Vict, de Cas. c. 39.)

—

;

—

Pictures of the utmost licenperfectly correct.
tiousness, and traces of everything that is infamous in
ancient manners, are seen throughout. Unchaste in
is

imagination, and coarse in sentiment, the author has
made his hero despise at once the laws of morality
and those of love. Clitophon is a human body, uninformed by a human soul, but delivered up to all the
instincts of nature and the senses.
He neither commands respect^ by his courage nor affection by his
in
the
writer's mind,
constancy.
Struggling, however,
some finer ideas may be seen wandering through the

AcHivi, properly speaking, the name of the Ach^an
Its derivation
race (^kxaioi) Latinized.
through the
^olic dialect is marked by the digamnmated .eound of
This appellation was generthe letter v {'AxaiFoi).
ally applied by the Roman poets, especially Virgil, as
a name for the whole Greek nation, in imitation of the
Homeric usage. In legal strictness it should have
been confined by the Romans to the inhabitants of the
province of Achaia.

AcHLYs. Vid. Supplement.
AcHMET. Vtd. Supplement,
and
some
and
Vid. Supplement.
AcHOLius.
pure
lofty aspirations contrasting
gloom,
with
the
chaos
of
animal
instincts
and
deAcicHORius, a general with Brennus in the expestrangely
His Leucippe glides like a spirit among actors dition which the Gauls undertook against Paeonia.
sires.
of mere flesh and blood.
He was chosen by Brennus as his
Patient, high-minded, re- {Paxis 10, 19.)
lieutenant, or, rather, as a kind of colleague, which ofsigned, and firm, she endures adversity with grace
preserving, throughout the helplessness and temptations fice the name itself, in the original language of the
of captivity, irreproachable purity, and constancy un- Gauls, is said to designate. Thus the true Gallic ap;

The

changeable.

critics,

while visitmg with proper

severity the sins both of the author and the man, do
not refuse to render full justice to the merits of the

work.

possesses interest, variety, probability, and
"The Romance of Achilles Tatius," says
siioplicity.
"
Villemain,
purified as it should be, will appear one
of the most agreeable in the collection of tne Greek
Romances. The adventures it relates present a pregthe succession of incidents is rapid its
nant variety
It

;

;

wonders are natural and its
what affected, is not wanting
;

style, although somein spirit and effect."

also, as rigorous in morals as a bishop should
be, praises warmly the elegance of the style, observing that the author's periods are precise, clear, and eu-

Photius

pellation was Kikhouiaaur, or Akikhoutaour, which
the Greeks softened into Kix<^fHog{Diod. Sic. frag. lib.

22

—

and 'A/cf;^(jptof (Paus.
and which they mistook for a proper name.

vol. ix., p. 301, ed. Bip.)

10, 19),

(Compare Thierry, Histoire des Gaulois, vol. i., p. 145,
and Owen's Welsh Dictionary, s. v. C'ycw'iawr.) Diodorus Siculus {I. c.) makes Cichorius to have succeeded Brennus.

AciDALiA, a surname of Venus, from a fountain of
same name at Orchomenus, in Boeotia, sacred to
The Graces bathed in this fountain.
her.
Vid. Supplement.
AciDiNus.
AciLiA, I. gens, a plebeian family of RcHne, of whom
many medals are extant. {Rasche, Lex. Rei Num.f
vol. i., col. 47.) The name of this old and distinguished hne occurs five times in the consular fasti, during
the time of the republic, and twelve times in those of
the

{Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 9, p. 131.)
Saumaise was of opinion, that Achilles Tatius had
given to the world two several editions of his romance,
and that some of the manuscripts which remain be- the empire, down
phonous.

long to the first publication of the work, while others
supply us with the production in its revised state. Jacobs, however, in the prolegomena to his edition, has

shown

that the variations in the manuscripts, which
gave rise to this opinion, are to be ascribed solely to
the negligence of copyists, as they occur only in those

words which have some resemblance to others, and in
which it was easy to err. Few works, moreover, were

The best
as often copied as this of Achilles Tatius.
>dition is that of Jacobs, 2 vols. 8vo, Lips., 1821, in
a
seen
be
which may
very just, though unfavourable,
critique on the editions of Saumaise and Boden, the
former of which appeared in 1640, 12mo, Lugd. Bat.,
and the latter in 1776, Svo, Lips. A French version
" Collection des Romans
of the work is given in the
Grccs, traduits en Fran^ais ; avec des notes, par MM.
Courier^ Larcher, et autres Hellenistes,^^ 14 vols.
l6mo, Paris, 1822-1828.—VIII. Tatius. an astronomical writer, supposed to have lived in the first half
)f the fourth century, since he is quoted by Firmicus
{Astron. 4, 10), who wrote about the middle of the
•ame century. Suidas confounds him with the indiTidual mentioned in No. VII.
possess, under the
" Intro<itle of Eloayuyjj eic ru. 'ApuTov ^aivofieva,
duction to the Phaenomena of Aratus," a fragment of
This fragment is given in the
lis work on the sphere.
Uranologia of Petavius (Petau), Pans, 1630, fol.

We
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to the reign of Constantine. {Sigon.
Fast. Cans.) The two most celebrated branches of
the house were those of Acilius Glabrio and Acihus
II. Lex, a law introduced by Acilius the
Balbus.
tribune, A.U.C. 556, for the planting of five colonies
along the coast of Italy, two at the mouths of the Vul-

—

turnus and Liternus, one at Puteoli, one at Salernum,

—

at Buxentum.
III. Calpur{Liv. 32, 29.)
Lex (introduced A.U.C. 686), excluded from the

and one
nia

senate, and from all public employments, those who
had been guilty of bribery at elections.
Cicero calls
it merely CaLpurnia Lex, but others Acilia
Calpurnia
Lex. {Ernesti, Ind. Leg.) IV. Lex, a law introduced A.U.C. 683, by the consul Manius Acilius Gla-

—

brio, relative

to

actions de pecuniis repetundis.

It

determined the forms of proceeding, and the penalties
to be inflicted.
(Compare Ernesti, Ind. Leg.)
AciLias, I. a Roman, who wrote a work in Greek
on the history of his country, and commentaries on
He lived B.C. 210, and was aeonthe twelve tables.
His history was translated into
temporary of Cato's.
Latin by an individual named Claudius, and was entitled, in this latter

Hist. Gr. 1, 10.)

language. Annales Acilienses. ( Voss.
II. Quintus, appointed a commis-

—

about 200 B.C.,

sioner,
colonists the

for distributing

among

the

—

new

III. A
conquered lands along the Po.
tribune, author of the law respecting the maritime colIV. Glabrio M., a coosui
onies.
{Vid. Acilia II."i

—

ACR

ACR
with P. Com. Scipio Nasica, A.U.C. 561, and the
{Liv. 35,
conqueror of Antiochus at Thermopylae.

24.— /fi. 36, 19.)— V. Glabrio M., son of the preceHe built a temple to Piety, in fula decemvir.
ding,
filment of a

vow which

his father

had

He

—

Compare Hasc, ad loc.)—Vl.

A

consul,
in the

pais.

A.U.C. 684,

management
appointed to succeed Lucullus
VH.
of the Mithradatic war. {Cic. in Verr. 7, 61.)
Aviola Manius, a lieutenant under Tiberius in Gaul,
AD. 19, and afterward consul. He was roused from
a trance by the flames of the funeral pile, on which he
had been laid as a corpse, but could not be rescued.
iPlin. 7, 53.— Ta/. Max. 1, 8.)—VHI. Son of the
IX.
preceding, consul under Claudius, A.D. 54.

—

—

A

consul with M. Ulpian Trajanus, the subsequent emHe was induced to engage with wild beasts
peror.
in the arena, and, proving successful, was put to death
by Domitian, who was jealous of his strength.
AciKis, now the Agri, a river of Lucania, rising
near Abaellinum Marsicum, and falling into the Sinus
Near its mouth stood Heraclea.
Tarentinus.

AciNDYNOs. Vid. Supplement.
Acis, a Sicilian shepherd, son of ^"aunus and the
He gained the affections of Galaijyrnph Simaslhis.
ta:a, but his rival Polyphemus, through jealousy, crushed him to death with a fragment of rock, which he
Acis was changed into a stream,
hurled upon him.
which retained his name. According to Sefvius (ad
CluveVirg. Eclog. 9, 39) it was also called Acilius.
fius places it about two miles distant from the modern
Castello di Acci.
Fazellus, however, without much
reason, assigns the name of Acis to the Fiume Freddo,
Sir Richard Hoare describes the
near Taormina.
Acis of Cluverius as a limpid though small stream.
I'he story of Acis is given by Ovid (Met. 13, 750, seq.)
Vid. Supplement.
AcokTBS.
Vid. Nicetas,
AcoMiNATOs.
AcoNxios, a youth of Cea, who, when he went

was founded
(9, 23.

Acraephnium
AcKAGALLiD.<E.

It

by Athamas,

Pausanias

— Compare

or

calls

by Acraethe place

Steph. Byz.

s. v.).

vid. Crauallidae.

—

Greek name of Agrigentum. II.
rivej in Sicily, on which Agrigentum was situate.
gave its Greek name to the city. The modem

AcRAGAs,

A

either

son of Apollo.

pheus, a

made when

erected also a gilded
statue {slatuam auratam) to his father, the first of the
Liv. 40, 34.
kind ever seen at Rome. ( Vol. Max. 2, 5.
fighting against Antiochus.

It

name

San

is

engraver on

I.

the

Blasio.
silver,

{Mannert,

9, 2, 354.)

— IH.

whose country and age

An

are both

He is noticed by Pliny (33, 12, 55), who
speaks of cups of his workmanship, adorned with
sculptured work, preserved in the temple of Bacchus
His hunting pieces on cups were very
at Rhodes.
famous.
(Sillig, Diet. Art. s. v.)
AcRATUs, a freedman of Nero, sent into Asia to
plunder the temples of the gods, which commission he
executed readily, being, according to Tacitus {Ann.
uncertain.

^^

cuicumque jiagitio promptits.^^

15, 45),

Secundus

Carinas was joined with him on this occasion, whom
Lipsius {ad Tac. I. c.) suspects to be the same with
the Carinas sent into exile {Dio Cassitis, 59, 20) by
the

Emperor Caligula, for declaiming
Compare Juvenal, 7, 204.

against tyrants.

AcRiuoPHAGi, an .^^thiopian nation, who fed upon
Diodorus Siculus (3, 28) says, that they
locusts.
never lived beyond their 40th year, and that they then
.

perished miserably, being attacked by swarms of winged
lice {TTTepcoTol ^Osipe^), which issued forth from their
skin.
The account given of their diet is much more
probable. The locust is said to be a very common and
palatable food in many parts of the East, after having

been dried

in the sun.

This

is

thought by some to have

constituted the food of the Israelites on the occasion

Exodus (16, 14). Wesseling (a<i Diod.
of this opinion.
But the salvim of Moses evidently mean quails, as the received version has
word.
rendered the
AcRiON, a Locrian, was a Pythagorean philosopher:
he is mentioned by Valerius Maximus (8, 7) under the
name of Arion, which is a false reading instead of Acmentioned

in

Sic. 3, 28)

is

to rion.
{Cic. Fin. 5, 9 )
love with Cydippe,
AcRisioNEis, a patronymic appellation given to
a beautiful virgin, and, being unable to obtain her, by Danae, as daughter of Acrisius.
{Virg. Mn. 7, 410,
reason o{ his poverty, had recourse to a stratagem. and Sermus,ad loc.)
sacred law ol)liged every one to fulfil whatever
AcRisioNiADEs, a patronymic of Perseus, from his
promise they had made in the temple of the goddess ; grandfather Acrisius. {Ovid, Met. 5, v. 70.)
and Acontius having procured an apple or quince,
AcRisius, son of Abas, king of Argos, by Ocalea,
wrote on it the following words : " I swear by Diana daughter of Mantineus.
He was born at the same

Delos

to sacrifice to

Diana,

fell in

A

wed Acontius." This he threw before her. The
nurse took it up, and handed it to Cydippe, who read
aloud the inscription, and then threw the apple away.
After some tune, when (Jydippe's father was about to
give her m .marriage lo anotner, she was taken ill jusi
before the nuptial ceremony.
Acontius thereupon has
ttned to Athens, and, the Delphic oracle having declared that the illness of Cydippe was the punishment of
her perjury, the parties were united.
Vid. Supplement.
AcoKis.
AcRA, I. a village on the (-immerian Bosporus.
— 11. A protnontory and town of Scyth((S/»a6., p. 494.)
ia Minor, now Ekervc or Cavarna
.AcHKADiNA, one of the five divisions of Syracuse,
and deriving its name from the wild pear trees with
which it once abounded (a;^;puf, a wild pear-tree). It
is sometimes called the citadel of Syracuse, but in

birth as Proetus, with whom it is said that he quarrelled even in his mother's womb.
After many dissen-

It was
coriectly, although a strongly fortififd quarter.
very thickly inhabited, and contained many fine buildto
Theil,
Ortygia.
ings, yielding only
(Laporle
ad Slrab., vol 2, p ^58, not. 3, French transl ) As
the
of
situation
and
its
.Achradina,
regards
aspect in

od. \fi.—Apo!lod. 2, 2,

I will

Du

modern

was driven from Argos. Acrisius had
Danae by Eurydice, daughter of Lacedasmon and an

sions, Proetus

;

oracle having declared that he should lose his life by
the hand of his grandson, he endeavoured to frustrate
the prediction by the imprisonment of his daughter, in
order to prevent her becoming a mother {vid. Danae).
His efforts failed of success, and he was eventually
killed by Perseus, son of Danae and Jupiter.
Acrisius. it seems, had been attracted to Larissa by the reports which had reached him of the prowess of Per-

At I-arissa. Perseus, wishing to show his skill
throwing a quoit, killed an old man who proved to
be his grandfather, whom he knew not, and thus the
oracle was fulfilled.
Acrisius reiffned about 31 years.
{Hygin. fab. 63.— Oc/i, Met. A, Jab. \6.—Horat. 3,
seus.
in

&c.—Paus.

2, 16, &.c.

Danae, Perseus, Polvdectes.)
Ac RITAS, a promontory of Messenia,
nesus.

in

—

Vid.

the Pelopon-

Now Cape Gallo
{Plin. 4, 5.—Mela,2, 3.)
or AcROTHotiM. The name Acroathos
denotes the promontory of the peninsula of

AcROATHos,

compare Swintntrn, Travels in properly
382 {French travsl.), and Gbller, Athos, now Cape Monte Santo. It is the lower one
dc Silu ct Ongine Syracusarum, p. 49, scqq.
of the two, the upper one being called Nymphaeum
Vid. Supplement.
AcR^A
By Acrothoum (or Acrothoi) is
(Promontoriiim).
AcKiEPHNiA, a city of Boeotia, situate on Mount meant a town on the peninsula of Athos, situate some
Ptous, tewards the northeast extremity of the Lake Co- distance up the mountain, and of which Mela observes
23

niort)

the

Two

times,

Sicilies, 3,

ACR

ACT

were supposed to live beman. (Compare Thu-

when he

he is thought, however, to
lived is uncertain
have been later than Servius. Acron's scholia on
s. v. 'Adug.
Horace have descended to us in part, or at least only
p. 26.
cyd. 4, 109.
a part was ever published.
—Strab. epii. lib. 7, 331.)
They are valuable on acAcRocERAUNiA, or AcROCERAUNii Montes. vid. Ce- count of their containing the remarks of C. .^milius,
Terentius
Julius Modestus, and Q.
raunia.
Scaurus, the oldest
AcRocoRiNTHus, a high hill, overhanging the city of commentators on Horace. Acron also wrote scholia
cited
also
are
called
which
erected
a
on
on
was
which
Terence,
citadel,
by Charisius, but they
by
Corinth,
Some critics ascribe to him the
This situation was so important a have not reached us.
the same name.
one as to be styled by Philip the fetters of Greece. scholia which we have on Persius. {Schoell, Hist.
\Z, 3), that the inhabitants

yond the usual time

— Stcph. Byz.

The

fortress was surprised by Antigonus, but recovered in a brilliant manner by Aratus. {Strab. 8, 380.
Pans. 2, A.— Plat. Vit. Arat.—Stat. Theb. 7, v. 106.)
*'

The

serves

—

Acrocorinthus, or Acropolis of Corinth," ob" is one of the finest
Dodvvell,
objects in

properly garrisoned, would be a place
It abounds with
of great strength and importance.
excellent water, is in most parts precipitous, and there
is only one spot from which it can be annoyed with arThis is a pointed rock, at a few himdred yards
tillery.
to the southwest of it, from which it was battered by
Mohammed II. Before the introduction of artillery,
if

Greece, and,

:

allotted to

— Scylax,

Litt.

Ram.

3,

326.)

in a special sense, the citadel of Athens,
an account of which will be given under the article

Acropolis,

Athenae.

Acrcpolita. Vid. Supplement.
AcROTATUs, I. son of Cleomenes, king of Sparta,
died before his father, leaving a son called Areus, who
contended for the crown with Cleonymus his uncle,

and obtained

it was deemed almost impregnable, and had never been
taken except by treachery or surprise.
Owing to its

through the suffrages of the senate.
Pyrrhus
of Epirus.
Plut. vit. Pyrrh.
Paris.
{Pau^. 3, 6.
II.
1, 13.)
king of Sparta, son of Areus, and
He reigned one year.
grandson of the preceding.
Before ascending the throne, he distinguished himself

number of men was deemed
garrison it ; ^nd in the time of Aratus,
according to Plutarch, it was defended by 400 soldiers,
50 dogs, and as many keepers. It was surrounded
It shoots up majestically
with a wall by Cleomenes.
from the plain to a considerable height, and forms a
it is clearly
conspicuous object at a great distance
seen from Athens, from which it is not less than forty-

by courageously defending Sparta against Pyrrhus.
{Plut. vit. Pyrrh.)
AcROTHOUM. Vid. Acroathos.
Acta or Acte, strictly speaking, a beach or shore
on which the waves break, from uyu, "to break."
According to A polled orus {Steph. B. s. v. 'Aktt]), the
primitive name of Attica was 'A/cr^ {Acte), from the
circumstance of two of its sides being washed by the

natural strength, a small
sufficient to

:

Strabo affirms that it is
perpendicular height, but that the ascent

Cleonymus,

—

it

in his disappointment, called in

—

The name

four miles in a direct line.

sea.

3 1-2 stadia

part of the peninsula of

in

to the top is 30 stadia by the road, the circuitous inflections of which render this no extravagant computaThe Acrocorinthus contains within its walls a
tion.

town and three mosques.

Athenoeus commends the

water in the Acrocorinthus as the most salubrious in
It was at this fount that Pegasus was drinkGreece.
(Dodwell, vol. 2,
ing when taken by Bellerophon."
All modem travellers who have visited this
p. 187.)
of
the
view obtained
spot, give a glowing description
from the ridge.
Consult, in particular, darkens Travels, vol. 6, p. 750.
AcRON, I. a king of the Caeninenses, whom Romulus slew in battle, after the affair of the Sabine women.
His arms were dedicated to Jupiter Feretrius, and his
wrth the Roman people.
subjects were incorporated
Propertius styles him Cctninus
(Plut. Vit. Rom.)
Acron, from the name of his city and people (4, 10, 7),

and also Herculeus (4, 10, 9), from the circumstance
of all the Sabine race tracing their descent from Hercules or Sancus.

—

11.

A

celebrated physician of Agri-

contemporary with Empedocles
Plutarch speaks of his having
(Diog. Lacrt. 8, 65).
been at Athens during the time of the great plague,
which occurred B.C. 430. He aided the Athenians
on that occasion, by causing large fires to be kindled

gentum

in

Sicily,

Acron is
{Plut. Is. et Os. 383.)
as the founder of the sect of Emgenerally regarded
or Experimentalists {Pseud. Gal. Isag. 372).
pirics
As this school of medicine, however, had a nmch lain their streets.

it is probable that he was merely one of the
class of physicians called TvepiodevTai, who did not
confine themselves to mere theory, but went round
and visited patients. His contempt for the mysterious
charlatanism of Empedocles drew upon him the hatred

ter date,

—

A

is

also applied by

Thucydides to that
Athos which is below the city

of Sane and including it.
Besides Sane, the historian
mentions five other cities as being situate upon it.

{Thucyd.

4, 109.)

Action,

a celebrated hunter, son of Aristaets and
Having inadver-

Auionoe the daughter of Cadmus.

tently, on one occasion, seen Diana bathing, he was
changed by the goddess into a stag, and was hunted
down and killed by his own hounds. (Op. Met. 3, 165,

The scene of the fable is laid by the poets at
Gargaphia, a fountain of Boeotia, on Mount Cithaeabout
a mile and a half from Platsea.
From a
ron,
curious passage in Diodorus Siculus (4, 81), a suspicion arises, that the story of .Actseon is a corruption of
some earlier tradition, respecting the fate of an intruder into the mysteries of Diana. Wesseling's explanation does not appear satisfactorv, although it may
serve as a clew to the true one. ( Wcsselingy ad Died.

seqq.)

Sic.

I.

c.)

AcT.ffius, the first king of Attica, according to the
was succeeded by Cecrops, to
ancient writers.

He

whom

he had given one of his daughters
{Pans. 1, 2.— Clem. Alex. 1, 321.) He
some Actaeon. {Strab. 397. Harpocr.
Consult Siebelis, ad Fans. I. c.)

—

—

in
is

s.

marriage.
called
v.

by

'Akt^.

AcTP., a freed woman of Asiatic origin. Suetonius
{Vit. Ner. 28) informs us, that Nero, at one time, was
on the [)oint of makuig her his wife, having suborned
certain individuals of consular rank to testify, under
From a
oath, that she was descended from Attalus.
passage in Tacitus {Arm. 14, 2) it would appear, that
Seneca introduced this female to the notice of the
tvrant, in order to counteract, by her

means, the dreaded ascendency of .Agrippina.
(Compare Dio Cass.
61,7.)
At least it is fair to suppose that
AcTiA, games renewed by Augustus in commemof that philosopher.
Acron wrote, ac- oration of his victory at Actium. They are also styled
this was the cause of their enmity.
in Doric Greek, on the Ludi Actiaci by the Latin writers, and were celebrated
cording to Suidas, a treatise
He appears also, in the suburbs of Nicopolis. Strabo makes them to
diet.
healing art, and another on
from the words of the lexicographer, to have turned have been quinquennial. Previously, however, to the
his attention in some degree to the influence of cli- battle of Actium they occurred every three years.

—

mate.
(Consult Sprengel, Hist. Med. 1, 273.) III.
Helenius Acron, an ancient commentator. The period

24

.

{Strab. 7, 325.)
AcTis, one of the Heliades, or oflFspring of the Sun»

ACT

ADD

who, according to Diodonis Siculus (5, 57), migrated
from Rhodes into Egypt, founded Ileliopolis, and

Actorides, I. a patronymic given to Patroclug,
grandson of Actor. {Ovid, Met. \3, fab. 1.)— II. The
sons of Actor and Molione.
{Vtd. Molionides.)
AcToKius.
Vid. Supplement.

The same writer
taught the Egyptians astrology.
states, that the Greeks, having lost by a deluge nearly
all their memorials of previous events, became ignorant
of their claim to the invention of the science in question,

and allowed the Egyptians to arrogate

selves.

Wcsseling considers

this a

meie

to

it

fable,

thembased

on the national vanity of the Greeks, who, it is well
known, inverted so many of the ancient traditions, and
in this case, for example, made that pass from Greece
into Egypt, which came in reality from Egypt to Greece.

{Wcss'ad Diod.

Sic.

I.

c.)

AcTisANEs, according

to

Diodorus Siculus

(1, 60),

a king of ^-Ethiopia, who conquered Egypt and deHe was remarkable for his moderathroned Amasis.
tion towards his new subjects, as well as for his jusAll the robbers and maleffictors, too,
tice and equity.
were collected from every part of the kingdom, and,
having had their noses cut otf, were established in
Rhinocolura, a city which he had founded for the pur-

We must read, no doubt,
pose of receiving them.
with Stephens and Wesseling, in the text of Diodorus,
instead of 'k/iaat^, for the successor of
'Afificoaig
Who the Actisanes of
Apfies cannot here be meant.
AccordDiodorus was, appears to be undetermined.
ing to Wesseling {ad loc), Strabo is the only other
writer that makes mention of him.
{Strabo, 759 )

AcTUARius.
Vid. Supplement.
AcuLEo. Vid. Supplement.

AcuMENUS.

Vid. Supplement.

bom at Argos, and
according to Josephus {contr. Ap. 1, 2), a
short time previous to the Persian invasion of Greece,
He
being a contemporary of Cadmus of Miletus.
wrote a work entitled " Genealogies,^^ in which he
AcPsii.AUS, a Greek historian,

who

lived,

gave the origin of the principal royal lines among hie
He made historic limes commence with
countrymen.
Phoroneus, son of Inachus, and he reckoned 1020
years from him to the first Olympiad, or 776 B.C.
have only a few fragments of his work, collected
by Sturz, and placed by him at the end of those of

We

Pherecydes, published at Gera, 2d. ed., 1824.
\cuTicus, M., an ancient comic writer, author of
various pieces, entitled, Leones, Gtmini, Boeotia,
&c., and ascribed by some to Plautus.
{Vuss. de
Poet. Lat.

c.

1.)

Ad Aquas,

ad Aquilas, &:c., a form common to
The Roman legions, on
very many names of places.
many occasions, when stopping or encamping in any
quarter, did not find any habitation or settlement by
which the place in question might be designated, and

AcTiUM, originally the name of a small neck of
land, called also Acte ('A/cr;?), at the entrance of the
Sinus Ambracius, on which the inhabitants of Anacto-

therefore selected for this purpose some natural object,
or some peculiar feature in the adjacent scenery.
Thus

rium had erected a small temple in honour of Apollo.
On the outer side of this same promontory was a small
harbour, the usual rendezvous of vessels which did not
wish to enter the bay.
Scylax (p. 13) calls this harbour Acte. Thucydides, however, applies this name
to the temple itself.
Polybius (4, 63) makes mention
of the temple, under the appellation of Actium, and

or an

Ad Aquas indicated

a spot near which there

encampment near water,

common

occurrence

is

that

&ic.

was water,

Another form of

which denotes the number

of miles on any Roman road.
Thus, Ad
"at the fourth mile stone," supply lapidem.

Ad Qwnfum, Ad Dectmum.

Quartum,
So also,

&c.

She married Hidrieus, her brother (such unions being allowed among
of Artemisia, asto
the
the
after
death
of
it as
Acarnanians.
Actium
the
Carians), and,
speaks
belonging
became famous, in a later age, for the decisive victory cended the throne of Caria. and reigned seven yc ars
which Augustus gained in this quarter over the fleet of conjointly v^ith her husband. On the death of HiMarc Antony. From the accounts given of it by the drieus she reigned four years longer, but was then
Roman writers, Actium appears to have been, about driven from her dominions by Pixodarus, the youngest
the time of this battle, nothing more than a temple on of her brothers, who had obtained the aid of the satrap
The conqueror Orontobates. Alexander the Great afterward restored
a height, with a small harbour below.
beautified the sacred edifice, and very probably a num- her to her throne.
She was the last queen of Caria.
^
ber of small buildings began after this to arise in the vi- {Qurnt. Curt. 2, 8.)
^
Sueton. Vit. Aug.
{Strab.225.
Adad, an Assyrian deity, supposed to be the sun.
cinity of the temple.
Hence Strabo (451) Macrobius {Sat. 1, 23) states, that the name Adad
Cic. ep. ad fam. 16, 9.)
" One"
{Unus), and that the goddess Adargatis
applies to it the epithet oi x^'^P'-^'^- It never, however, means
became a regular city, although an inattentive reader was assigned to this deity as his spouse, the former repwould be likely to form this opinion from the language resenting the Sun, and the latter the Earth. He also
of Mela (2, 3) and Pliny (4, 1).
Both these writers, mentions, that the effigy of Adad was represented with
There rays inclining downward, whereas they extend upward
however, in fact confound it with Nicopolis.
of
the
Selden {de Diis Syns, c. 6,
are no traces
temple at the present day, but from that of Adargatis.
some
remains
of
found
the
Pouqueville
Hippodrome synt. 1) thinks that Macrobius must be in error when
and Stadium. More within the Sinus -Ambracius he makes Adad equivalent to " On^," and that he must
{Gulf of Arta) lies the small village of Azio. Hence have confounded it with the word Chad, which has that

Ada,

the

sister of Artemisia.

—

n.—

probably, according to Mannert, originated the error
of D'Anville, who places Actium, in contradiction to
all ancient authorities, at some distance within the
bay.
Nicopolis, and
Pouqueville, 3, 445.)

{Vid.

compare Mannert,

8,

70.

—

meaning.
Adieus.

Vid. Supplement.

AoAMANTiEA, Jupitcr's nursB
pended him in his cradle from a

in

Crete,

tree, that

wno

sus-

he might be
heaven. To

found neither on the earth, the sea, nor in
AcTius, a surname of Apollo, from Actium, where drown the infant's cries, she caused young boys to
he had a temple. {Virg. Mn. 8, v. 704.)
clash small brazen shields and spears as they moved
AcTius Navius. Vid. Attus Navius.
.
She is probably the same as Amalaround the tree.
Actor, the father of Menoetius, and grandfather of thea.
The birth
AdamantTus. Vid. Supplement.
Patroclus, who is hence called Actorides.
of Actor is by some placed in Locris, by others in
Adana, a city of Cilicia, southeast of Tarsus, on
a
As
he
It was at one time a large and
is said to have been
the Sarus, or Sihon.
Thessalian,
Thessaly.
the son of Myrmidon and Pisidia, the daughter of ^o- well-known place, and was said to have been founded
and Gaea.
{Steph. B.)
lus, and husband of iEgina, daughter of the Asopus
by Adanus, son of Uranus
and to have conceded his kingdom, on account of the
AddGa, now Adda, a river of Cisalpine Gaul, rising
the Lacus Larius, and
rebellion of his sons, to Peleus.
{Ov. Trist. 1, 9.) in the Rhcelian Alps, traversmg
In the
Consult, on the different individuals of this name, the falling into the Po to the west of Cremona.
remarks of Heyne, ad Apollod. 3, 13.
old editions of Strabo, it is termed in one passage
;

D
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ADM

ADO

(204) the Adula (6 'ASov?mq), but this is an error of
the copyists, arising probably from the name of Mount

Adula, which precedes.

Tzschucke restores 6 'Ad-

Admo, an engraver on precious stones in the time
of Augustus.
His country is uncertain. An elegant
portrait of Augustus, engraved by him, is described by

Mongez, Icon. Rom. tab. 18, n. 6.
Ades, or Hades, an epithet originally of Pluto, the
AdonIa, a festival in honour of Adonis, celebrated
monarch of the shades afterward applied to the lower both at Byblus in Phoenicia, and in most of the GreThe term is derived by most etymolo- cian cities. Lucian {de Syria Dea. vol. 9, p. 88,
world itself
gists from a privative, and eldu, vidro, alluding to the seqq., ed. Bip.) has left us an account of the manner in
darkness supposed to prevail in this abode of the dead. which it was held at Byblus. According to this writer,
That this is the true derivation, indeed, will appear from it lasted during two days, on the first of which everywhat the poets tell us of the helmet of Pluto {kvvtj thing wore an appearance of sorrow, and the death of the
*At6ov), which had the power of rendering the wearer favourite of Venus was indicated by public mourning.
For farther remarks on On the following day, however, the aspect of things
invisible.
{Horn. II. 5, 845.)
the Hades of the Greeks, vid. Tartarus.
underwent a complete change, and the greatest joy preAdgandestrius, a prince of the Catti, who wrote vailed on account of the fabled resurrection of Adonis
a letter to the Koman senate, in which he promised to from the dead. During this festival the priests ot Bybdestroy Arminius, if poison should be sent him for that lus shaved their heads, in imitation of the priests of Isis
The senate answered, that the in Egypt In the Grecian cities, the manner of holding
purpose from Rome.
Romans fought their enemies openly, and never used this festival was nearly, if not e.xactly, the same with
that followed in Phoenicia.
On the first day all the citi{Tacit. Ann. 2, c. 88.)
perfidious measures.
Adhekbai., son of Micipsa, and grandson of Masi- zens put themselves in mourning, coffins were exposed
at every door; the statues of Venus and Adonis were
nissa, was besieged at Cirta, and put to death by Ju
gurtha, after vauily imploring the aid of Rome, B.C. borne in procession, with certain vessels full of earth, in
112.
{Sallust, Ju^. 5, 7. &c.)
According to Ge- which the worshippers had raised corn, herbs, and leteenius (Phacn. Mon., p. 399, seq.). the more Oriental tuce, and these vessels were called the gardens of AdoAfter the ceremony was over
form of the name is AtherbaL signifying •' the wor- nis ('Adcividof K^TTOi).
P'rom this the softer form Auherhal they were thrown into the sea or some river, where they
shipper of Baal."
soon perished, and thus became emblems of the prearose.
'I'he MSS. of Sallust often give Afherbal., with
which wo may compare the Greek 'ArupSac- {Di(d. mature death of Adonis, who had fallen, like a young
Sic. lib.M,fragm.—\ol 10, p 132, ed. Bip.—Polyb. plant, in the flower of his age.
{Histoire du CuUe
d^ Adonis: Mem. Acad, des Inscrip. <kc., vol. 4,
1, 40, &c.)
p.
Sovag.

;

—

m

the northern part of Assyria,
.^I>lABENE. a region
to :he cast of the Tigris.
During the Macedonian

136,

seqq.

and

1

sway, it comprised all the countr)' between the Zabus
Major at\d Minor. Under the Parthian sway it comprehended the country as far as the Euphrates, incluIt was afterward
ding what was previously Aturia.
the seat of a kingdom dependant on the Parthian power,
which disappeared from history, however, on the rise
of the second Persian empire. (Plin. 5, 12, &c.)
Vid. Supplement.
AniATOKix.

in Arg.

i^niMANTUs.

Vid. Supplement.

—

18, seqq

on

)

,

— Dupuis, OiigihC de Cultes,
1822. — Valckenaer, ad Theoc.
ed.

The

vol.

4, p.

^Adiuvid!^.

was used among the other herbs
because Venus was fabled to ha\e de-

lettuce

this occasion,

posited the Jead body of her favourite on a bed of lettuce.
In allusion to this festival, the expression 'A(5g>KTjiTOL became proverbial, and was ai)plicd lo
whatever perished previous to the period of maturity.
{Adagia Veteium, p. 410.) Plutarch relates, in his
life of Nicias, that the
expedition against Syracuse set
sail from the harbours of Athens, at the
very time when
the women of that city were celebrating the mournful
part of the festival of Adonis, during which there were
to be seen, in every quarter of the
city, images of the
dead, and funeral processions, the women accompanyHence an unfaing them with dismal lamentations.

viSoc

n. A daughtei
Oceanus and Tethys, whom Hyginus. in the preface
to his fables, calls Admelo. and a
daughter of Pontus
and Thalassa, which last was the offspring of .^ther
and Hemera
He(Horn. Hymn, in Cererem, 421.
vourable omen was drawn of the result of the expedisiod. Thcog. 349 )
TheocAt)metus, I. son of Pheres, king of Pherae in Thes- tion, which the event but too fatally realized.

Admete,

I.

(Vid. Supplement.)

of

—

and who succeeded his father on the throne.
He
married Theone. daughter of Thestor, and, after her

saly,

death, Alcestis, daughter of Pelias, so famous for her
It was to the
conjugal heroism.
friendship of

ritus,

has

m

his

beautiful

Idyll entitled

^AduvuH^ovoai^

us an account of the part of this
grand anniver^^
the Jindini;,^' i e.,
sary spectacle termed tj evpEoig,
the resurrection of Adonis, the celebration of it
having
been made by order of Arsinoe, queen of Ptolemy
left

Apollo
The god having been
that he owed this latter union.
banished from the sky for one year, in consequence Philadelphus.
Boettiger {Sahimi, p 265) has a very
of his killing the Cyclopes, tended during that period ingenious idea in relation to the fruits exhibited on this
the herds of Admetus.
Pelias had promised his joyful occasion. He thinks it impossible, that even so
daughter to the man who should bring him a chariot powerful a queen as Arsinoe should be able to obtain
drawn by a lion and a wild boar, and Admetus suc- in the spring of the year, when this festival was always
ceeded in this by the aid of Apollo. The god also celebrated, fruits which had attained their full maturity
He considers it more than probable that they
obtained from the Fates, that Admetus should not die {upia).
were of wax. This conjecture will also furnish anothif another person laid down his or her life for him, and
Alcestis heroically devoted herself to death for her er, and perhaps a more satisfactory, explanation of the
Admetus was so deeply aflFected at her loss, phrase ^Afiovidoc KfjTrot, denoting things whose exterior
husband.
that Proserpina actually relented ; but Pluto remained promised fairly, while there was ru)thing real or subAdonis was the same deity with the
inexorable, and Hercules at last descended to the stantial within.
Admetus was Syrian Tibmmuz, whose festival was celebrated even
shades and bore back Alcestis to life.
one of the Argonauts, and was also [iresent at the hunt by the Jews, when they degenerated into idolatry
of the Calydonian boar. Euripides composed a tragedy {Ezckjel,S, 14); and Tammuz is the proper Syriac
on the story of Alcestis, which has come down to us. name for the Adonis of the Greeks. {Creuzer's Syni>{ApoUod. 1, 8.—Tibull. 2, Z.—Hygin. fab. 50. 51, bolik, vol. ii., p. 86.) {Vid. Adonis.)
II. A king of the Molossi, to whom ThemistoAdonis, I. son of Cinyras, by his daughter Myrrha
&,c.)
He was ar{Vid. The- {vid. Myrrha), and famed for his beauty.
cles, when banished, fled for protection.
III. A Greek epigrammatic poet, who dently attached to the chase, and notwithstanding the
misiocles )
lived in the early part gf the second century after entreaties of Venus, who feared for his safety and Iced
him tenderly, he exposed himself day after day ii. »he
Christ.

—

—

ADR

ADR
the tusk of a wild
blood produced the

nunt, and at last lost his

life by
His
Ovid
anemone, accordmg
{Met. 10, 735); but acwhile the anemone
cording to others, the adonium,
arose from the tears of Venus. ( Bion, Epitaph. Ad. 66)
The goddess was inconsolable at his loss, and at last
obtained from Proserpina, that Adonis should spend aland the remainternately six months with her on earth,
This fable is evidently an alleing six in the shades.
of winter and
goncal allusion to ihe periodical return
summer. {Apolfod. 3, 14.— Op. /. c.— Binn, I. c.
"
Adonis, or Adonai," obVirg. Eel. 10. 18, &c.)
" was an Oriental title of the
serves R. P. Knight,
and the boar, supposed to have
sun. signifying Lord
killed him, was the emblem of winter
during which
the productive powers of nature being suspended, Venus was said to lament the loss of Adonis until he was
the Syrian and Aragain restored to life whence both
his death and celebragive women annually motirned
and the mysteries of Venus and
ted his renovation
Adonis at Byblus in Syria were held in similar estimation with those of Ceres and Bacchus at Eleusis,
and Isis and Osiris in Egj-pt. Adonis was said to
six with Venus
pass six months with Proserpina and

boar

whom

he had wounded.
to

—

;

;

;

;

;

from Adrastus, who founded in the latter a
temple to
Nemesis. {Strah. 588.
This etySteph. B. s. v.)
doubtful.
more corhowever,
mology,
appears very
rect one is given under No. 11.
The city had originally an oracle of Apollo and Diana, which was afterward removed to Parium in its vicinity.
Homer
makes mention of Adrastea, but Pliny is in error (5,
32) when he supposes Parium and Adrastea to have
been the same.
II. A daughter of Jupiter and Necessity, so called, not from Adrastus, who is said to have
erected the first temple to her, but from the impossibility of the wicked escaping her power: d privative,
and dpaci, '^tojlce.'" She is the same as Nemesis.
III. A Cretan nymph, daughter of Melisseus, to whom

—

A

—

—

goddess Khea intrusted the infant Jupiter in the
In this office Adrastea was assisted
her sister Ida and the Curetes {Apollod. 1, I, 6 ;
!»y
Callim. Hymn, in Jov. 47), whom the .scholiast on Callimachus calls her brothers.
Apollonius Rhodms (3,
the

Diclaean- grotto.

132, seqrj.) relates that she gave to the infant Jupiter a
beautiful globe {c(paipa) to play with, and on some Cretan coins Jupiter is represented sitting on a globe.

{Spanheim ad Callim. L c.)
Adrastus, I. a king of Argos, son of Talaus and
IJ. A son of the
{Vid Supplement.)
Lysimache.

whence some learned persons have conjectured that
the allegory was invented near the pole, where the sun Phrygian king Gordius, who had
disappears during so long a time but it may signify
merelv the decrease and increase of the productive
powers of nature as the sun retires and advances. The
Vishnoo or Juggernaut of the Hindus is equally said
to lie in a dormant state during the four rainy months
and the Osiris of the Egyptians was
of that climate
supposed to be dead or absent forty days in each year,
durm? which the people lamented his loss, as the Syrians did that of Adonis and the Scandinavians that of
Frey ; though at Upsal, the great metropolis of their
;

:

worship, the sun never continues any one day entirely
their horizon."
An Inquiry into the Symholiciil Lang'iase
of Ancient Art and Mythology {Class.
river of Phcenicia,
H.
Journal, vol. 25, p. 42.)

below

—

which
is

now

falls into

called

A

the Mediterranean

Nahr Ibrahim.

below Byblus.

It

At

the a,nniversary of
in the rainy season, its

the death of Adonis, which was
waters were tinged red with the ochrous particles from
the mountains of Libanus, and were fabled to flow with
his blood

But Dupuis(4,

bility, supposes this
tifice on the part of

p.

—

unintentionally killed

and was, in consequence, expelled by his
He took refuge as
and deprived of everything.
a suppliant at the court of Croesus, king of Lydia, who
After some
received him kindly and purified him
time he was sent out as guardian of Atys. the son of
the
was
to
deliver
who
Croesus,
country around the
Mysian Olympus from a wild boar which had made
Adrastus had the misfortune to kill
great havoc in it
his brother,
father,

the

young prince Atys while throwing

his javelin

at

Croesus pardoned the unfortunate man,
as he saw in this accident the will of the gods and the
fulfilment of a prophecy ; but Adrastus could not endure to live longer, and accordingly killed himself or.
the tomb of Atys.
{Herod., 1, 3S-45.)— III. A Peripatetic philosopher, born at Aphrodisias in Caria, and
who flourished about the beginning of the second cenHe was the author of a treatise on
tury of our era.
the arrangement of Aristotle's writings and his systhe wild beast

:

tem of philosophy, quoted by Simplicius {Prepjat. in
more proba- viii. lib. phys.), and by Achilles Tatius (p 82). Some
have been a mere ar- commentaries of his on the Timseus of Plato are also

121), with

red colour to

the priests.
quoted by Porphyry (p. 270, in Harm. PtoL), and a
None
treatise on the categories of Aristotle by Galen.
city of Asia Minor, on the coast of
of these have come down to us, but a work on HarMysia, and at the head of an extensive bay (Sinus AdStrabo (605) monics {irepl 'Ap/xoviKuv) is preserved in manuscript
ramyltenus) facing the island of Lesbos.
makes it an Athenian colony. Stephanus Byzantmus in the Vatican library.— IV. Father of Eurydice, and
V.
follows Aristotle, and mentions Adramys, the brother grandfather of Laomedon.
{Apollod. 3, 12, 3.)
of Croesus, as its founder.
This last is more proba- Son of the soothsayer Merops of Percote. He went
to the Trojan war with his brother, against the will of
bly the true account, especially as an adjacent district
was slain by Diomede.
bore the name of Lydia.
According, however, to Eu- his father, and
Btathius and other commentators, the place existed beAdrYa, Atria, or Hadria, I. in the time of the Ro-

Adramyttium, a

—

Trojan war, and was no other than rhe PedaThis city became a place
5, 32).
of importance under the kings of Pergamus, and continued so in the time of the Roman power, although
it suffered severely
during the war with Mithradates.
Here the Conventus Juridicus was
{Sfrab. 605.)
The modern name is Adramyf, and it is repreheld.

fore the
siis

of

Homer {PUn.

sented as being still a place of some commerce.
It
contains 1000 houses, but mostly mean and miserably
built.

Adramvitium

Apostles (ch. 27,

Adrana,

is

mentioned in the Acts of the

2).

a river in

Germany,

in the territory of the
the Eder.

and emptying into the Visuigis.
Vid. Supplement.
Adrantus.

Catii,

Now

Adkanub. Vid. Suf)pleinent.
Adrastea ( k6pdaTELa), 1. a region of Mysia,

in

Asia Minor, near Hriapus, at the entrance of the Proand containmg a plain and city of the same
poniis,
Dame. The aupellaiion was said to have been derived

mans
tarus,

a small city of Cisalpine Gaul, on the river Tarnear the Po.
Its site is still occupied by the

modern town of

In the ages preceding the Roappears to have been a powerful
and flourishing commercial city, as far as an opinion
mav be deduced from the circumstance of its having
given name to the Adriatic, and also from the numerous canals which were to be found in its vicinity.
Atri.

man power, Adria

SS.—Strab. 21H.—Justtn, 20, 1.—
had been founded by a colony of
Etrurians, to whose labours these canals must evito them by the
dently be ascribed, the name given
Romans {fossiones PhiUstina) proving that they were
not the work of that people. (Compare Midler, Etrvsk.^
The fall of Adria was owvol. 1, p. 228, in nolis.)

(Compare
Hin.

3,

Liv. 5,

16.)

It

the Gallic nations, and the conseing to the inroads of
Livy, Justin, and most
quent neglect of the canals.
of the ancient historians, write the name of this city
Adria; the geographers, on the other hand, prefer

87

ADR

ADU

Tn Strabo alone the reading is doubtful.
Manutius and Cellarius, on the authority of inscriptions

Atna.

and coins, give the preference to the form Hadria.
Berkel {ad Steph. Byzant v. 'kdpia) is also in favour
It must be observed, however, that Adria is
of it.
found on coins as well as the aspirated form.
(Rasche,
Lex Rei Num.., vol. 4, col. 9. Cellarms, Geogr.
Ant. 1, 509.) 11. A town of Picenum, capital of the
Here the famPraetutii, on the coast of the Adriatic.
,

—

—

of the Emperor Adrian, according to his own acThe modern name of the place
count, took its rise.
is Adri or Atri.
Adkianopolis, or Hadrianopolis, I. one of the
most important cities of Thrace, founded by and named
after the Emperor Adrian or Hadrian.
Being of comily

paratively recent date, it is consequently not mentioned
by the old geographical writers. Even Ptolemy is
silent respecting

it,

since his notices are not later than

The

of them, however, considered it very probably a name
for the Adriatic.
Strabo (123,) certainly uses it
in this sense ('O (T 'loviog koXttoc fiepog iarl tov
vi'V 'kSpiov ?,eyofi.Evov).
More careful writers, however, and especially Polybius, give merely o 'ASpiac,
without any mention of its referring to the Adriatic.
The latter author, although acquainted with the form
Adriaticus (rbv 'ASpiaTiKov [ivxov, 2, 16), yet, when
he wishes to designate the entire gulf, has either o
Kara rbv 'Adpiav KoTiirog (2, 14), or ^ /card rov 'A(^piav ^d?.arTa (2, 16). So, in speaking of the mouths
of the Po, he uses the expression ol Kara tov 'Adpiav

Hence both Casaubon and Schwei-

KoATcoL (2, 14).

ghasuser, in their respective editions of Polybius, are
wrong, in translating o 'Adpiaq by Mare Adriaticum

and Sinus Adriaticus.

Adriaticum

Hadriaticum) mare,

(or

called also

Sinus Adriaticus (or Hadriaticus), the arm of the sea

between Italy and the opposite shores of Illyricum,
Epirus, and Greece, comprehending, in its greatest exits
very advantageous tent, not only the present Gulf of Venice, but also
situation determined the emperor in favour of erecting the Ionian Sea.
Herodotus, in one passage (7, 20),
a large city on the spot.
{Ammian. Mnrccll. 14, 11. calls the whole extent of sea along the coast of IllyriEutrop. 6, 8.) Adrianopolis stood on the right bank cum and Western Greece, as far as the Corinthiai*
of the Hebrus, now Mantza, which forms a junction in Gulf, by the name of the Ionian Sea ('luvLog ttovto^^.
this quarter with the Arda, or Ardiscus, now Arda,
In another passage he styles the part in the vicinity of
andthe Tonzus, now Tundscha. (Compare Zosimus, Epidamnus, the Ionian Gulf (6, 127). Scylax makes
2, 22.
Lnmprid. Elasab. 7.) This city became fa- the Ionian Gulf the same with what he calls Adrias
mous in a later age for its manufactories of arms, and (to fJe nvTo 'A6piaq earl, Koi 'Wvtog, p. 11), and places
in the fourth century succeeded in withstanding the the termination of both at Hydruntum (Aifiijv 'Tdpovc
the reign of Trajan.

of

site

was previously occupied by a
ment named Uskudama and

this city,

however,

small Thracian settle-

:

—

—

Goths, who laid siege to it after their victory over the
Emperor Valens. (Ammian. Marcell. 31,15.) Hierocles (p. 635) makes it the chief city of the Thracian
province of Hsmitnontins. The inhabitants were probably ashamed of their Thracian origin, and borrowed
therefore a primitive name for their city from the myof the Greeks.
Mannert
(Vid. Orestias.)

thology

263) thinks that the true appellation was Odrysos,
which they thus purposely altered. The modern name
of the place is Adriunoplr, or rather Edrinch.
It was
taken by the Turks in 1360 or 1363. and the Em(7,

It continued
peror Amurath made it his residence
to be the imperial city until the fall of Constantinople
but, though the court has been removed to the latter
place, Adrianople is still the second city in the empire,
and very important, in case of invasion by a foreign
:

power, as a central point for collecting the Turkish
Its present population is not less than
II. A city of Bithynia in Asia Minor,
100,000 souls.
D'Anville places it
founded by the Emperor Adrian.
in the southern part of the territory of the Mariandyni,

—

strength.

—

and makes it correspond to the modern Boli. ^III.
Another city of Bithynia, called more properly Adriani
It is frequently mentioned
or Hadriani ('A<5pmvoi)in ecclesiastical writers, and by Hierocles (p. 693), and
there are medals existing of it, on which it is styled
Hence D'Anville, on his
Adriani near 01ym|)us.
map, places it to the southwest of Mount Olympus, in
the district of Olympena, and makes it the same with
the modern Edrcnos. Mannert opposes this, and places
it in the immediate vicinity of the river Rhyndacus.
rV. A city of Epirus, in the district of Thesprotia,
situate to the southeast of Antigonea, on the river Ce-

—

Its ruins are still

(Gruter, Inscrip.,

Adrianus,

a

p.

emperor.

He

fj

t€>

tov 'luviov koXttov

CTOfiarc,

however, respecting the Ionian
Sea, as named by Herodotus.
Thucydides, like Herodotus, distinguishes between the Ionian Gulf and
Ionian Sea.
The former he makes a part of the latter,
which reaches to the shores of Western Greece. Thus
he observes, in relation to the site of Epidamnus,
''Emdafj.vSg kart ttoTllc kv 6e^ia eaTzHovri tov 'IcJviov
is

silent,

These

koXttov (1, 24).
at a later period.

The

ideas, however, became changed
limits of what Scylax had styled

made synonymous with

'A6piaq, and

were extended

'luviog K6?^Trog,

and the western
the Ionic Gulf was re-

to the shores of Italy

coast of Greece, so that now
garded only as a part of 'ASpiac, or the Adriatic.
Eustathius informs us, that the more accurate writers
always observed this distinction (ol 6e uKpiCiaTepot
TOV 'Wviov fiEpog TOV 'Adptov ^aoi.
Evstath. ad Lhovys. Perieg.

v.

92).

Hence we

obtain a solution of

Ptolemy's meaning, when he makes the Adriatic extend along the entire coast of Western Greece to the
southern extremity of the Peloponnesus.
The Mare
Superum of the Roman writers is represented on classical charts as
coinciding with the Sinus Hadriaticus,
which last is made to terminate near Hydruntum, the

modern Otranto.

By Mare Superum, however,

in the

of the phrase, appears to have
been meant not only the present Adriatic, but also the
sea along the southern coast of Italy, as far as the Sistrictest acceptation

cilian straits,

which would make

fore,

very nearly,

later

Greek

if

it
correspond, therenot exactly, to the 6 'A(^pta(; of the

writers.

the
the
Aduatuci or Aduatici of Caesar (B. G. 2, 29), unless
as
a
is
to
be
the former appellation
regarded
general
one for the united German tribes, of whom the Aduatdc
mar.
Germ.
uci formed a part.
(Compare Tacitus,

This city is called 'Atovukovtov by Ptolemy,
2.)
and Aduaca Tongrorum in the Itincrarivm Anton
At a later period it took the name
and Tab Pcutivg.
of Tongri from the people themselves. Mannert makes
it the same with the modern Tongres. and D'Anville
The former of these
with Falais on the Mehaigve.
have been
geographers, however, thinks that it must
distinct from the Aduatuca Castellum mentioned by Gasc.

177.)

Roman

TOV 'Adpiov

Adrumetum. Firf. Hadrumetum.
AouATUcuM, a city of Gaul, in the territory of
named Tungri, who appear to have been the same with

found upon a spot
its earlier name.
DrinopoHs, an evident corruption of
name given to a
(Hughes'' Travels, 2. 236.)--V. A
the
Emperor Adrian or Hapart of Athens, in which
drian had erected many new and beautiful structures.

lydnus.

eTil TU)

p. 5).

(Vid. Hadrianus.)

Vid Supplement.
Adria.nus.
AdrTas, the name properly of the territory in which
the city of Adria in Cisalpine Gaul was situated.
Herodotus (5, 9) first speaks of it under this appellation (o 'ASpiag), which is given also by many subse(Compare Scylax, p. 5.) Most
quent Greek writers.

iE

AC

.EDI

which he places nearer the Rhine.
200.)
Aduatuci or AuuATici, a German nation, who oria part of the great invading army of
ginally formed
the Teutones and Cimbri.
They were left behind in
Gaul, to guard a part of the baggage, and finally set»ar (B. G. 6, 32),

{Manncrt,

tled there.

2,

Their

territory

extended from the Scaldis,

or Scheld, eastward as far as Mosae Pons^ or Mceslricht.
{Manncrt, 2, 199.)
Adulis, called by Pliny (6, 29) Oppidum Adulitarum, the principal commercial city along the coast of
It was founded by fugitive slaves from
^Ethiopia.
Egypt, but fell subsequently under the power of the
Ptolemy writes
neighbouring kingdom of Auxume.
the name 'Kdovlri, Strabo 'kdovTisl, and Stephanus
Byzantinus "kdov'kLg. Adulis has become remarkable
on account of the two Greek inscriptions found in it.
Cosmas Indicopleustes, as he is commonly called, was
the first who gave an account of them (/. 2, p. 140,
apud Monlfauc). One is on a kind of throne, or rather
armchair, of white marble, the other on a tablet of
touchstone (a;ro (Saaavirov ?J6ov), erected behind the
throne.
Cosmas gives copies of both, and his MS.
The
has also a drawing of the throne or chair itself.
inscription on the tablet relates to Ptolemy Euergetes,

of their father.

{Dorotheus, apvd Plut. Parall. 25.
277, W.—Heyne, ad Apollod. 12, 6, 6.) Telamon
took refuge at the court of Cychreus of Salami?, Peleus retired to Phthia in Thessaly.
{Apollod. I. c
Pherecyd. apud Tzctz. in Lycophr. v. 175.) From
Peleus came Achilles, from Telamon Ajax. Achilles
was the father of Pyrrhus, from whom came tlie line
of the kings of Epirus.
From Teucer, the brother of
while
Ajax, were descended the princes of Cyprus
from Ajax himself came some of the most illustrious

—

;

—

Athenian families.
II.
{Miiller, JEginet., p. 23.)
son of Arymbas, king of Epirus, succeeded to the
throne on the death of his cousin Alexander, who was
slain in Italy.
.^Eacides married
{Livy, 28, 24.)
Phthia, the daughter of Menon of Pharsalus, by whom
he had the celebrated Pyrrhus, and two daughters,
Deidamea and Troias. In B.C. 317, he assisted Polysperchon in restoring Olympias and the young Alexander, who was then only five years old, to Macedonia.
In the following year he marched to the assistance of
But
Olympias, who was hard pressed by Cassander.
the Epirotes disliked the service, rose against .^acides, and drove him from his kingdom.
Pyrrhus, who
was then only two years old, was with difficulty saved
from destruction by some faithful servants. But, beand his conquests in Asia Minor, Thrace, and Upper coming tired of the Macedonian rule, the Epirotes reCassander immediately
It is imperfect, however, towards the end ; alcalled .^acides in B.C. 313.
Asia.
though, if the account of Cosmas be correct, the part sent an army against him under Philip, who conquernot
off
was
same
was
broken
him
the
in
two
of the stone which
battles, in the last of
year
large, and, ed
{Pausan. 1, 11.)
consequently, but a small part of the inscription was which he was killed.
^Acus. Vid. Supplement.
lost.
Cosmas and his coadjutor Menas believed that
the other inscription, which was to be found on the
.^E^A, a name given to Circe, because bom at JEsl,
throne or chair, would be the continuation of the for- {Virg.jEn. 3,386.)
It was reserved
mer, and therefore give it as such.
^Eanteum, a small settlement on the coast of Troas,
It was founded by
for Salt and Buttmann to prove, that the inscription on near the promontory of Rhoeteum.
the tablet alone related to Ptolemy, and that the one the Rhodians, and was remarkable for containing the
on the throne or chair was of much more recent origin, tomb of Ajax, and a temple dedicated to his memory.
probably as late as the second or third century, and The old statue of the hero was carried away by Anmade by some native prince in imitation of the former. tony to Egypt, but was restored by Augustus. {StraOne of the principal arguments by which they arrive at io,596.) In Pliny's time this place had ceased to ex" Fuit ct
this conclusion is, that the inscription on the throne ist, as may be inferred from his expression,

speaks of conquests
Ptolemies ever made.
y

in

Ethiopia which none of the

{Museum der AUerthums- Wis-

senschaft, vol. 2, p. 105, seqq.)
Adyrmachid^, a maritime people of Africa, near

The

JEanteum"
lier is

Mannert asserts, that Lecheva(5, 30).
of Ajax on the sumin placing the

mound

wrong,

mit of the

hill

by Intepe.
^Eantides, I. one of the Tragic Pleiades.

{Vid.

Ptolemy {lib. 4, c. 5) calls them Adyrmach- Alexandrina Schola.) He lived in the time of the
.Egypt.
II. The tyrant of Lampsacus, to
ites, but Herodotus (4, 168), Pliny (5, 6), and Silius second Ptolemy.
Italicus (3, 279), make the name to be Adyrmachidae whom Hippias gave his daughter Archedice.
vEas, a river of Epirus, thought to be the modem
{'Advpfxaxidai). Hence, as Larcher observes {Histoire
d' Herodote, vol. 8, p. 10, Table Geogr.), the text of Vajus.sa,
Sea.
Isaac Vossius,
falling into the Ionian
Ptolemy ought to be corrected by these authorities. in his commentary on Pomponius Mela (2, 3, extr.),
The Adyrmachidae were driven mto the interior of charges Ovid with an error in geography, in making

—

the country when the Greeks began to settle along the
coast.
JEik, the city of king-^etes, said to have been situate
on the river Phasis in Colchis. The most probable

opinion is, that it existed only in the imaginations of
the poets.
{Manner t, 4, 397.)
.^ACEs, a tyrant of Saraos. deprived of his tyranny

by Aristagoras, B.C. 500. He fled to the Persians,
and itjduced the Samians to abandon the other lonians
in the sea-fight with the Persians.
He was restored
by the Persians in the year B.C. 494. {Herodotus,
4, 138.)

.Eacides, I. a patronymic of the descendants of JE&cus, such as Achilles, Peleus, Pyrrhus, &c.
{Virg.
jEh. 1, 99, &c.) The line of the JEacidae is
given
as follows : ^acus became the father of Telamon and
Peleus by his wife Endeis.

Peneus {Met. 1, 577). But
Vossius was wrong himself in making the verb conveniunt, as used by Ovid, in the passage in question,
this river fall into the

Ovid only means that
equivalent to ingrediuntur.
the deities of the river mentioned by him met together
in the cave of the Peneus.
^Edepsus, a town of Eubcea in the district Histiaeothe present
tis, famed for its hot baths, which even at
day are the most celebrated in Greece. The modem
name of the place is Dipso. But, according to SibIn Pluthorpe ( Walpole's Coll., vol. 2, p. 71), Lipso.
tarch {Sympos. 4, 4), this place is called Galcpsus
error of the copy(PaPu^V'Of ), which many regard as an
ists.
If the modem name as given by Sibthorpe be
is a corrupcorrect, it appears more likely that Lipso
tion of Galepsus, and that the latter was only anothei
name for the place, and no error.
^DESiA. Vid. Supplement.
called a Platonic, or perJEdbsius, a

{Tzetzes, ad Lycoyhr. v.
From the Nereid Psam175, calls her Deis, ^rjiq.)
athe was born to him Phocus {Hesiod.
Theog. 1003,
Cappadocian,
seqq.), whom he preferred to his other sons, and who haps, more correctly, an Eclectic philosopher, who livbecame more conspicuous in gymnastic and naval ex- ed in the 4th century, and was the friend and most
After the death
ercises than either Telamon or Peleus.
{Miiller, distinguished scholar of lamblichus.
^ginct., p. 22.) Phocus was, in consequence, slain of his master, the school of Syria was dispersed, and
fled from the
by his brothers, who
.^desius, fearing the real or fancied hostility of the

thereupon

vengeance

iEGE

JEGM
Christian emperor Constantine to philosophy, took refuge in divination. An oracle in hexameter verse represented a pastoral life as his only retreat ; but his disciples, perhaps calming his fears by a metaphorical interpretation, compelled him to resume his instructions
He settled at Pergamus, where he numbered among
his pupils the
Emperor Julian.
the latter to the imperial

After the accession of
purple, he invited ^desius to
continue his instructions, but the latter, being unequal
to the task
through age, sent in his stead Chrysanthes

and Eusebius,

Odessa.
Aedon.

his disciples.

{Eunap.

Vit.

JEdes.)

Vid Edessa.
Vid. Philomela.

between the Allier, the middle Loire, and the Saone,
and extending a little beyond this river towards the
south.
The proper capital was Bibracte, and the second city in importance Noviodunum. The political

^dui

{Statins, Thebais, 8, 4,

7,8)
of Lycaon, whom
.^Eg.«on,
fifty sons
II.
Jopiier slew.
{Apollod. 3, 8, 1.)
giant, son of
Uranus by Gaea. {Vtd. Supplement.)

one of the

I.

—

A

^G.(EUM MARE, that part of the Mediterranean lying
between Greece and Asia Minor. It is now called the
Archipeliigo, which modern appellation appears to be
a corruption of Egio Felago, itself a modern Greek
form for Kiyalov ireTuxyog. Various etymologies are
The most common
given for the ancient name.
is that which deduces it from
..figens, father of
Theseus the most plausible is that which derives it
;

Their confeder-(Edui, a powerful nation of Gaul.
ation embraced all the tract of country comprehended

influence of the

islands of the .^gaean Sea.

extended over the Mandubes or

Mandubii, whose chief city Alesia traced its origin to
the most ancient periods of Gaul, and passed for a

work of the Tyrian Hercules. {Diod. Sic. 4, 19.)
This same influence reached also the Ambarri, the InThe Bituriges themselves,
subres, and the Segusiani.
who had been previously one of the most flourishing
nations of Gaul, were held by the ^dui in a condition

fiwm J^gae in Euboea.
In all proba{Strab. 3fi6 )
is correct.
The ^Egean was
bility, however, neither
accounted particularly stormy and dangerous to navigators, whence the proverb tov kiyalov ttXeZ {scil.
koIttov).

{Erasm. ChU. Col. 632.)
a surname of Neptune,

.^G^us,

appellation to denote the
Mi'dier, Gesckichte, &c.
in notis.

givien

him

as an

god of the waves. Compare
{Die Dorter), vol. 2, p. 238,

a mountain of Attica, from the summit
Xerxes beheld the battle of Salamis. {Herod. 8, 90.)
According to Thucvdides (2, 19). it was
situate to the left of the road from Athens to Eleusis.
Mount ^tgaleos seems indeed to be a continuation of
approaching that of subjects.
{Thierry, Histoire des Corydallus, stretching northward into the interior of
When Caesar came into Gaul, he Attica. The modern name is Skaramavga. {CraGavJois, 2, 31 )

found that the^fEdui. after having long contended with
the Arverni and Sequani for the supremacy in Gaul,
had been f vercome by the two latter, who called
in Ariovistus and the Germans to their aid.
The
arrival of the Roman commander soon changed the
aspect of affairs, and the -^dui were restored by the

Roman arms
became,

in the country.
They
of course, valuable allies for CaRsar in his Gal-

to the chief

power

conquests.
Eventually, however, they embraced
the party of Vercingetorix against Rome but, when
the insurrection was quelled, they were still favourably
treated on account of their former services.
{Cces, B.
lic

;

G.

1,

^GALEOs,

of which

mer's Greece,

2. 3.55.)

Agates,

or .iSgusae, three islands oflT the western
extremity of Sicily, between Drepana and Lilybaeum.
The name ^gusa {klyovaa) properly belonged to but
one of the number. As this, however, was the prin-

and most

pellation

fertile one (now Favignana), the
apbecame a common one for all three. The

Romans

corrupted the

cipal

name

into .^gades.

{Mela,

Livy, however (21, 10, &c.),
uses the form JEgates.
The northernmost of these
2,

7.—Florus,

islands
i.

e.,

is

2, 2.)

called by

Ptolemy Phorbantia {^opBavrla),

the pasture-island, which the Latin writers trans-

late

31, seqq.)

-^ETA, or ^^ETEs, king of Colchis, son of Sol, and
Perseis, the daughter of Oceanus, was father of Medea,
Absyrtus, and Chalciope, by Idyia, one of the Oceanides.
He killed Phryxus, son of Athamas, who had
fled to his court on a golden ram.
This murder he
committed to obtain the fleece of the golden ram The
and
came
recovered the
Argonauts
against Colchis,
golden fleece by means of Medea, though it was guarded by bulls that breathed fire, and by a venomous dragon.
He was
{Vid. Jason, Medea, and Phryxus.)
.

by Bucina, i. e., Oxen-island, it being probably
This
uninhabited, and used only for ])asturing cattle.
island is very rocky, and bears in modern times the
name of Levanzo. The third and westernmost island

was called Hiera {'lepd), which Pliny converts into
At a later period,
Hieronesus, i. e.. Sacred island.
however, the Romans changed the name into Maritiit
the
as
farthest
out to sea.
Under this apma,
lay
pellation the Itin. Mant. (p. 492) makes mention of
but
errs
in
the
distance
from
it,
giving
Lilybaeum as
300 stadia, a computation which is much too large.

Off" these islands the
afterward, according to Apollodorus, deprived of his The modern name is Maretimo.
kingdom by his brother Perses, but was restored to it Roman fleet, under Lutatius Catulus, obtained a deby Medea, who had returned from Greece to Colchis. cisive victory over that of the Carthaginians, and which

—

—

Ov.
1, 9, 28.
Heyne, ad Apollod. I. c.
Met. 7. 11, seqq., &c.)
-^ETiAS, iEETis, and iEsTiNE, patronymic forms
from ./Eetes, used by Roman poets to designate his
{Ovid, Met. 7, 9, 296.)
daughter Medea.
JEga.
Vid. Supplement.
^G^, I. a small town on the western coast of
It contained a temEubcea, southeast of iEdepsus.
ple sacred to Neptune, and was supposed to have givII. A city
to
the
en name
{Strab. 386.)
.^gean.
III. A town
of Macedonia, the same with Edessa.
It appears
of Achaia, near the mouth of the Crathis.
to have been abandoned eventually by its inhabitants,
who retired to ^gira. The cause of their removal is
IV, A town and seanot known.
{Strabo, 386.)

(Apollod.

—
—

—

put an end to the

—

first Punic war.
Id.
{Liv. 21, 10.
22, 54.)
^GESTA, an ancient city of Sicily, in the western
The Greek
extremity of the island, near Mount Eryx.

ibid.

41.— Id.

writers name it, at one time ./Egesta {Alyecra), at another Egesta {"Eyeara).
The cause of this slight variation would seem to have been, that the
city was one
not of Greek origin, and that the name was written
it
In a later age, when the
from hearing
pronounced.
inhabitants attached themselves to the Roman
power,

they called their city Segesta, and themselves Segesaccording to Festus {s. v. Segesta), who states,
that the alteration was made to obviate an
improper
{Praposita est ei S. litera ne
ambiguity in the term.
tani,

obsceno nomine appellarelur.) It is more probable,
port of Cilicia Campestris, at the mouth of the Py- however, that the Romans caused it to be done on acramus, and on the upper shore of the Sinus Issicus. count of the ill-omened analogy in sound between
The modern village oi Ayas occupies its site. {Strab. Egesta or Egesta, and the Latin term egestas, *' want."
676.— Plin. 5, 27.— Lucan, 3, 225.)
Thucydides (6, 2) states, that after the destruction
iEo^A, I. a city of Mauritania Caesariensis. {Ptol ) of Troy, a body of the fugitives found their way to
surname of Venus, from her worship in the this quarter, and, uniting with the Sicani, whom they
II.

—

A

90

^Gl

JEGE
found settled here, formed with them one people, under
name of Elymi. In the course of time their num-

the

bers were

farther increased

already mentioned, accompanied them to Sicily, and
there became united to the object of his affection.
The offspring of this union was .^gestes. {Dion.
Hal. 1, 62.)
Both accounts, of course, are purely
fabulous.
In accordance, however, with the popular

by the junction of
This seems to have been the
generally-received idea among the Greeks, respecting
Its improbathe origin of the Elymi and iEgestaei.
legend respecting him, Virgil makes .^gestcs, whom
at first view.
When he calls, as already stated, Acestes, to have given
bility, however, is apparent even
still

some wandering

the

Achafii.

Romans became

first

masters of these parts, after the

Punic war, they readily adopted the current

tra-

dition respecting the peo()le of iEgesia, as well as the
idea of an affinity, through the line of /Eneas, between

themselves and the latter, and the legend is interwoven
Vid.
also with the subject of the -Eneid (5, 36, seqq.
From the circumstance of the Romans
.^gestes).
having recognised the affinity of the ^gesteans to
themselves, we find them styled, in the Duilian in" the kinsmen of the Roman
COC-

—

people."

scription,
P.

NATI

R. (Ciacconius, de Col. Rostr. Dutl., Luffd.
Bat. 1597.)
Cicero, too {in Verrem. 4, 33), adopts

Whatever our opinthe current tradition of the day.
ion may be relative to the various details of these legends, one thing at least very clearly appears, which
is, that ^Egesta was not of Grecian origin.
Thucydides (7, 58), in enumerating the allies of Syracuse,
of
Himera
as
speaks of the people
forming the only
Grecian settlement on the northern coast of Sicily ;
and in another part (7, .57), expressly classes the
.^gestaeans among Barbarians (Bap6dpcjv 'Ev£crra?Oi).
The origin of ^Egesta, therefore, may fairly be ascribed to a branch of the Pelasgic race, the Trojans
themselves being of the same stock.
{Vid. .^Eneas.)
Previous to the arrival of the Romans in Sicily, the
in
a
were
contest
with the
iEgesta;ans
engaged
long
inhabitants of Selinus.
Finding themselves, however,
the weaker party, they solicited and obtained the aid
of Athens.
The unfortunate issue of the Athenian

^neas

a hospitable reception,

when

the latter, as the

poet fables, visited Sicily in the course of his wander(7r</.

ings.

-^GEUs,

^gesta.)

La

kingof Athens, son of Pandion.

His

and when, after
legitimacy, however, was disputed
the death of Pandion, he entered Attica at the head of
;

an army, and recovered his patrimony, he was still the
object of jealousy to his three brothers, although he
shared his newly-acquired power with them.
As he
was long childless, they began to cast a wishful eye
But a mysterious oracle
towards his inheritance.
brought him to Trcezene, where fate had decreed that
the future hero of Athens should be born,
.^thra, the
daughter of the sage King Pittheus, son of Pelops,
was his mother, but the Troszenian legend called Neptune, not ^-Egeus, his father.
.^geus, however, returned to Athens, with the hope that, in the course of
a
At
years, he should be followed by
legitimate heir.

parting he showed ./Ethra a huge mass of rock, under
which he had hidden a sword and a pair of sandals :

when her child, if a boy, should be able to lift the stone,
he was to repair to Athens with the tokens it conFrom this
cealed, and to claim ^geus as his father.
deposite, .^thra gave her son the name of Theseus
When
{Qrjaeuc, from i9ew, i^^crw, fo deposite or place).
Theseus had grown up and been acknowledged by his
father {vid. Theseus), he freed the latter from the cruel

e.xpedition against Syracuse, compelled the ..'Egestaenew allies in the Carthaginians. These

imposed by iMinos {vid. Minotaurus) but, on
from Crete, forgot to hoist the white sails,
the preconcerted signal of success, and ..(Egeus, thinking his son had perished, threw himself from a high

came

rock into the sea.

ans to look for

and Selinus fell but .^gesta also
and the city remained under this new

to their aid,

shared

its fate,

;

control, until, for the purpose of regaining its freedom,
it
The change,
espoused the cause of Agathocles.
however, was for the worse and the tyrant, offended
;

.at their unwillingness to contribute supplies, murdered
y
part of the inhabitants, drove the rest into exile, and
changed the name of the city to Dicaeopolis, settling in
it at the same time a
body of deserters that had come
over to him.
The death of Agatho( Polyb. 20, 71 .)
cles very probably restored the old name, and
brought
back the surviving part of the former inhabitants, since
we find the appellation .-Egesta reappearing in the

tribute

;

his return

—

Plut.
{Apollod. 3, 15, 5, seqq.
The whole narrative respecting
Thes., &c.)
iEgeus is a figurative legend. He is the same as
"
Neptune ; his name Alyatog, indicating the god of
the waves," from alyeg. the waves of the sea, and
hence the Troezenian legend makes Neptune at once
Vit.

Theseus himself,
to have been the father of Theseus.
moreover, appears to be nothing more than a mythic
He is merely the type of the eslabUshment
personage.
of the worship of Neptune {Qrjatvg, from i?etj, d-^ffu, to
Even his mother's name, -^thra,
place or establish).
would seem

to allude figuratively to the pure, clear at-

mosphere of religious worship connected with the rites
first Punic war
{Polyb. 1, 24), and since the ^-Egestas- of Neptune, when firmly established.
{AWpa, i. e.,
ans, during that same conflict, after slaughtering a Car- alGpa, pure, clear air.)
So, also, the contest between
thaginian garrison which had been placed within their Theseus and the Pallantides {vid. Pallantides), would
walls, were able to declare themselves the kinsmen of seem to be
nothing more than a religious contest bethe Roman people.
{Zonaras, 8, 4.) It was this pre- tween the rival systems of Neptune and Minerva.
tended affinity between the two communities that pre- The worship of
Neptune prevailed originally in the
served ^gesta from oblivion after it had fallen be- Ionian cities {Milller, Darians, 1, 266), and the legend
neath the Roman sway, and we find Pliny (3, 8) na- of Theseus is an Ionian one
whereas the worship ot
ming the inhabitants among the number of those who Minerva, at Athens, dates back to the time of CeThe ruins of the place are crops. II. An eponymic hero at Sparta, son of .^oU
enjoyed the jus Latinnm.
found, at the present day, near the modem Alcamo. icus.
{Vid. Supplement.)
(Mannert, 9, 2, 393, seqq. Hoare's Classical Tour,
^GiALEA, I. according to the common account, a
the daughter
2, 61.)
daughter of Adrastus, but more probably
-.^GKSTEs, ^gestus, or, as Virgil writes it, Ac<estes, of his son ^gialeus.
{Heyne, ad Apollod. 1, 86.)
a son of the river-god Crimisus, by a Trojan mother, She was the wife of Diomede, and is said to have been
according to one account, while another makes both guilty of the grossest incontinence during her husband's
his parents to have been of Trojan origin.
Laomedon, absence in the Trojan war. {Apollod. I. c.— Ov. lb.
the Iliad, howit seems, had
given the daughters of a distinguished 350, &c.) The beautiful passage in
person among his subjects to certain Sicilian mariners, ever (5, 412, seqq.), where mention is made of her,
the
to carry away and expose to wild beasts.
story of her
They were strongly countenances the idea that
brought to Sicily, where the god of the Crimisus uni- improper conduct is a mere posthomeric or cyclic fable.
between Cythera
ted himself to one of them, and became father of
iEges- —II. An island of the ^gean,
tes.
This is the first account just alluded to. The and Crete, now Cerigotto. Bondelmonti {Ins. Arch.
other one is as follows : A
young Trojan, of noble 10, 65) calls it Sichilus or Sequilus, & corruption,
from the modem Greek eig Acyv^lav. {De
birth, being enamoured of one of the three females
;

—

—

probably,

^GI

^GI

—

III. The earliest name for the coun- money for the purposes of commerce, and used
Inc.)
regualong the northern shore of the Peloponnesus. lar measures, a tradition which, though no doubt unstill
to
their
true,
{Vtd. Achaia, III.)
early commercial
points very clearly
JEgialeus, son of Adrastus, by Amphithea, daugh- habits. {Straho, 375. Milan, Var. Hist. 12, 10.
Vid. Phidon.) It is more than probable, that their
ter of Pronax, and a member of the expedition led by
He was the only leader commercial relations caused the people of JEgina to be
the Epigoni against Thebes.
slain in this war, as his father had been the only one increased by colonies from abroad, and Strabo exthat survived the previous contest.
{^Vid. Epigoni.) pressly mentions Cretans among the foreign inhabitants
who had settled there. After the return of the HeracCompare the scholiast, ad Find. Pyth. 8, 68.
iEGiDEs, a patronymic of Theseus. {Homer, II. 1, lidae, this island received a Dorian colony from Epidaurus {Pausan. 2, ^9.—Tzetz. ad Lye. 176), and
265.)
.^GiLA, a town in Laconia, where Ceres had a tem- from this period the Dorians gradually gained the as-

Sinner, ad

try

—

—

Aristomenes, the Messenian leader, endeavoured
on one occasion to seize a party of Laconian females
who were celebrating here the rites of the goddess.
ple.

The attempt failed, through the courageous resistance
of the women, and Aristomenes himself was taken

cendency in it, until at last it became entirely Doric,
both in language and form of government. JEgina, for
a time, was the maritime rival of Athens, and the competition eventually terminated in open hostilities, in
which the Athenians were only able to obtain advantages by the aid of the Corinthians, and by means of

He was released, however, the same night,
{Herod.
by Archidamea, the priestess of Ceres, who had before intestine divisions among their opponents.
She pretended 8, 46, and 5, 83.) When Darius sent deputies into
this cherished an affection for him.
that he had burned off his bonds, by moving himself up Greece to demand earth and water, the people of iEgina,
towards the fire, and remaining near enough to have partly from hatred towards the Athenians, and partly
from a wish to protect their extensive commerce along
them consumed. {Pans. 4, 17.)
jEgimius, a king of the Dorians, reigning at the the coasts of the Persian monarchy, gave these tokens
time in Thessaly, near the range of Pindus.
{Heyne, of submission. {Herod. 6, 49.) For this conduct they
ad Apollod. 2, 7, 7.) He aided Hercules, according were punished by the Spartans. In the war with
to the Doric legend, in his contest with the Lapithas, Xerxes, therefore, they sided with their countrymen,
and received, as a reward, the territory from which and acted so brave a part in the battle of Salamis as
they were driven.
{Apollod. I. c.)
.^gimius is a con- to be able to contest the prize of valour with the Athespicuous name among the founders of the Doric line, nians themselves, and to bear it off, as well by the
and mention is made by the ancient writers of an epic universal suffrages of the confederate Greeks {Herod.
poem, entitled Alyifiw^, which is ascribed by some to 8, 93), as by the declaration of the Pythian oracle,
Hesiod, by others to Cecrops the Milesian. {Heyne, {Id. ibid. 122 compare Plut. Vtt. Thcmist.) After
I. c.)
The posterity of u3i^gimius formed part of the the termination of the Persian war, however, the
Their
expedition against the Peloponnesus, and the Doric strength of Athens proved too great for them.
institutions of ^gimius are spoken of by Pindar (Pyth. fleet of seventy sail was annihilated in a sea-fight by
or
model
of
and
of
the
as
the
rule
inhabitants
were driven
1, 124),
government Pericles,
many
forming
for the Doric race.
(Compare Miillcr, Dorians, vol. from the island, while the remamder were reduced to
prisoner.

:

The

2, p. 12.)

the condition of tributaries.

./EgimOrus, a small island in the Gulf of Carthage.
There were two rocks near this island, called
^gimuri, which were so named, because the Romans
and Carthaginians concluded a treaty on them. The

Cynuria, under the protection of Sparta
(Thucyd. 1, 105, and lOS.— Id. 2, 27.— Id. 4, 57),
and it was not until after the battle of .^gos Potamos,
and the fall of Athens, that they were able to regain
possession of their native island. {Xen. Hist. Gr. 2,

Am

modern Zowamoore

Thyrea

fugitives settled at

in

is the
iEgimurus of antiquity.
Vid. Supplement.
.^oiMUs.
2, 5.
Strabo, 8, p. 376.)
They never attained,
JEaisA, I. a daugnter of the river Asopus, carried however, to their former prosperity. The situation of
away by Jupiter, under the form of an eagle, from ^gina made it subsequently a prize for each succeedPhlius to the island of CEnone. (Compare Spanheim, ing conqueror, until at last it totally disappeared from
ad Callim. Hymn, in Del. v. 77. Heyne, ad Apollod. history. In modern times the island nearly retains
3, 12, G.—Siurz, ad Hellanic., p. bO.—Id. ad- Phcre- its ancient name, being called Egina, or with a slight
She gave her name to the island. Some corruption Engia, and is represented by travellers as
cyd., p. 178.)
authorities make Jupiter to have assumed, on this oc- being beautiful, fertile, and well cultivated.
As far
the
casion,
appearance of a flame of fire ; but this evi- back as the time of Pausanias, the ancient city would
same
is
from
of
the
another
to
have
been
in ruins.
That writer makes
fable, appear
dently
corrupted
part
which states that Asopus was struck with thunder by the mention of some temples that were standing, and of
for
to
the
him.
theatre
built
after
of that in Epithe
model
pursue
{Apollod. 3, 12, 6.)
presuming
god
large
The Asopus here alluded to, is the Sicyonian stream daurus. The most remarkable remnant of antiquity
which flowed by the walls of Phlius. It must not be which this island can boast of at the present day, is the
confounded with the Boeotian river of the same name. temple of Jupiter Panhellenius, situated on a mount
(Compare Pindar, Nem. 9, 9. Aristarch. ad N. 3, 1. of the same name, about four hours' distance from the
^—Pausan. 2, 5, 2.) II. An island in the Sinus Sa- port, and which is supposed to be one of the most anThe earliest ac- cient temples in Greece, and one of the oldest specironicus, near the coast of Argolis.
counts given by the Greeks make it to have been mens of the Doric style of architecture.
Mr. Dodwell
to have been called, while pronounces it the most picturesque and
originally uninhabited, and
interesting ruin
for such is evi- in Greece.
For a full account of the .^gina marbles,
in this state, by the name of GEnone
dently the me'~3ing of the fable, which states, that Ju- consult Quarterly Journal of Sciences, No. 12, p.
to gratify .^acus, who was alone there, 327, seqq., and No. 14, p. 229, seqq.
piter, in ord'
^GiNETA Paulus, I. Or Paul of .^gina, a celechanged a swarm of ants into men, and thus peopled
the island. {Vid. .^acus, Myrmidones, and compare brated Greek physician, born in the island of JEgina.
It
afterward
He
and
Pausan. 2, 29,
appears to have lived, not in the fourth century, as
Apollod. 3, 12, 7.)
took the name of .^gina, from the daughter of the Rene Moreau and Daniel Leclerc (Clericus) have asAsopus. {Vid. uEgina, I.) But, whoever may have serted, but in the time of the conquests of the Calif
been the earliest settlers on the island, it is evident Omar, and, consequently, in the seventh century.
that its stony and unproductive soil must have driven have very few particulars of his life handed down to
know merely that he pursued his medical
them at an early period to engage in maritime affairs. us.
.Hence they are said to have been the first who coined studies at Alexandrea some time before the taking ol

—

—

—

—

;

.

We

We

MQL

iEGI
this city by Amrou, and that, for the purpose of adding
to his stock of professional knowledge, he travelled not
in other countries.
only through all Greece, but likewise
Paul of iEgina closes the list of the classic Greek
the healing art fell, like so
physicians, for after him
many others, into neglect and barbarism, and did not
honours until towards
regain any portion of its former
As Paul made himself very able
the twelfth century.
in surgery, and displayed great skill also in accouchements, the Arabians testified their esteem for him by
Though he cannot be
styling him the accoucheur.
Garegarded as altogether original, since he abridged
len, and obtained many materials from Aetius and
Oribasus, yet he frequently lays down opinions of his
own, differing from those of Galen, and more than once

tion in this, as the harbour lay, not directly north, but
In the middle ages, iEgira
northeast from the city.

name

took the
It

is

now

Vostitza,

of Votstitza.

{Georg. Phranza,

2, 9.)

Vostica, a deserted place to the east of
the ancient ./Egium.
{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 8, p.

396.)
.^Gis, the shield of Jupiter, made for him by Vulcan (iZ. 15, 310), and borne also by Apollo (//. 15, 229)
and Minerva (5, 738). It inspired terror and dismay,
and, by its movements, darkness, clouds, thunder and

Hence, in
{II. 17, 594.)
lightning were collected.
later poets, it has also the meaning of a storm or hurricane. {JEseh. Choeph. 5Si.—Eurip. Im, 996.) According to some, Minerva had an aegis of her own, dis-

tinct from Jupiter's, and she placed in the centre of it
has the courage to refute the positions of Hippocrates. the head of Medusa but the Gorgon's head appears
His descriptions of maladies are short and succinct, also on Jupiter's shield. {Eustafh. ad II. 5, 741.
He frequently assumes, as Heyne, ad Apollod. 2, 43.) As Minerva typifies the
but exact and complete.
the basis of his explanations, the Galenian theory of mind or wisdom of Jove, there is a peculiar propriety
in her wielding the same aegis with her great parent.
It is in surgery particularly
the cardinal humours.
The
that Paul of ^gina appears to advantage, not only be- The etymology of the term alyig is disputed.
cause he had acquired more experience than any other common derivation makes it come from al^, aiyo^,
Greek physician in this branch of his art, but also be- " a goat,^^ and to have been so named from its being
In covered with the skin of the goat that had suckled the
cause he does not servilely copy his predecessors.
This derivation, however, appears to be
this respect some authors place him by the side of infant Jove.
Celsus, and on certain points even give him the pref- based entirely on an accidental resemblance between
One of the most curious chapters in that aiytg and al^, aiyog, and is evidently the invention of
erence.

—

;

—

is the one
part of his writings which relates to surgery,
which treats of the various kinds of arrows used among

the ancients, and of the wounds
The work of this physician, which
us, is entitled An Abridgment of
consists of seven books, compiled

by them.
has come down to
All Medicine, and

inflicted

from the writings
of the more ancient physicians, with his own observations subjoined.
It has passed through many editions,
The
of which the following are the principal ones.
Greek text merely, Venet. ap. Aid., 1528, and Basil.,

This latter edition is much superior to the
l^S8,fol.
former, as it was corrected by Gemusceus, and contains
Latin editions
his learned annotations.
Basil., 1532
:

and 1546,

Col. Agr., 1534 and 1548,/o/. : Paris,
Venet., 1553 and 1554, Svo
Lugd., 1562

/o/.

:

1532, /o/. :
and 1567, Svo.

:

This

of the Latin

last is the best

editions, since it contains the notes and commentaries of Gonthier, D'Andernach, Cornarius, J. Goupil,

and Dalechamp. An Arabic edition was published
Parts
also by Honain, a celebrated Syrian physician.
of the work have also been printed separately at various
times, and particularly the first book, under the title
of Prcecepta Salubria {Paris, 1510, ap. Henr. Stepk.,
A French translation
4to.
Argent., 1511, 4to, &:c.).
of the surgical writings of Paul of ^Egina was given in
1539, from the Lyons press, in 12mo, by Pierre Tolet.
The excellent version, however, by F. Adams, Esq.,
of Banchory-Ternan, Aberdeen, will supersede all
others.
Only one volume has thus far been published.

—

—

33, p. 186, seqq.
Schbll, Hist.
(Biogr.
II.
Lift. Gr., vol. 7, p. 256.)
modeller of .^gina,
There is some doubt
adverted to by Pliny (35, 11).

Univ., vol.

—

whether JEgineta was

his

A

own name,

or merely an

epithet designating the place of his birth. The former is
the more probable opinion, and is advocated by Miiller

{Mgin. 107.— SilUg,

Diet. Art.

s. v.).

"
iEoiocHUs, or iEgis bearer" (from alyic and

and fabulists. The true etymology is
from atcGO), at^u, " to move rapidly,''^ " to rush,^'' " to
arouse,'''' &c., and comports far better with the idea
of brandishing to and fro a terror- inspiring shield.
later writers

—

The meaning

of a coat of mail, or, rather, leathern
tunic, with or without plates of metal, belongs to another alyig, which is correctly deduced from ai^.

(Compare Herod.

4, 189.)

^Egisthus, son of Thyestes by his own daughter
{Vid. Airens.)
Pelopea.
Having been left guardian
of Agamemnon's kingdom when that monarch sailed
for Troy, he availed himself of his absence to gain the
affections of Clytemnestra his queen, and,
amemnon returned from the war, caused

when Aghim

to

be

On
{Vid. Agamemnon and Clytemnestra.)
the death of the monarch he usurped the throne, and
reigned seven years, when he was slain, together with
Clytemnestra, by Orestes, the son of Agamemnon.
slain.

— Hy fab.
—
{Vid. Orestes.
—
—jEsch. Agam. —Eurip.Paus.
Soph.
87, seq.

gin.

Electr.

2, 16,

Orest.,

tj-c.)

./Egitium, a town of ^Sltolia, northeast of NaupacIt
tus, and about eighty stadia from the sea.
occupied
an elevated situation in a mountainous tract of coun-

{Thucyd. 3, 97.) .^gitium is perhaps .^Egas
{klyai), which Stephanus Byzantinus places in .^toUa
.Egium, a city of Achaia, on thfe coast of the Sinus

try.

After the
Corinthiacus, and northwest of ^gira.
submersion of Helice it became the chief place in
the country, and here the deputies from the states of
Achaia long held their assemblies, until a law was
made by Philopoemen, ordaining that each of the federal cities

vous.

should become in

its

{Liv. 38, 7, and 30.

of rendez— Compare Polybius,
turn the place

2.

54, and 4, 7.)

According to Slrabo (385, 387), these
meetings were convened near the town, in a spot called ^narium, where was a grove consecrated to Ju-

Pausanias (7, 24) affirms, that in his time the
1;^"),
piter.
a poetical appellation of Jove. {Vid. .^gis.)
Achaeans still collected together at ^Egium, as the
^GiPAN, a poetical appellation of Pan, either from Amphictyons did at Delphi and Thermopylae. Achis having the legs of a goat, or as the
guardian of cording to Strabo, ,^gium derived its name from the
Plutarch {Parall., p. 311) makes it
goats.
analogous goat {al^) which was said to have nourished Jupiter
to the Latin Silvanus.
here.
The modem town of Vostitza lies in the im.^GiRA, a city of Achaia, near the coast of the mediate
neighbourhood.

Sinus Corinthiacus, and to the northwest of Pellene.
was a place of some importance, and the population
is supposed to have been from 8 to 10,000.
Polybius
(4, 57) makes the distance from the sea seven stadia
Pausanias, however (7, 26), removes the harbour
twelve stadia from the city.
There is no contradicIt

;

Vid. Supplement.
iEoLE.
Vid. Supplement.
.^GLEis
iEoLEs, a Samian wrestler, born dumb.
Seeing
some unlawful measures pursued in a contest, which
would deprive him of the prize, his indignation gave
him on a sudden the powers of utterance which had

,

^GYPTUS.

^GrPTUS.

been denied him from his birth, and he ever after spoke
with ease.
{Val. Max. 1, 8, 4:.—AuL Gell. 5, 9.)
^GLETEs, a surname of Apollo as the god of day.
"
(kiyTJjTTig, from (uy?.ij,
brightness. ^^) In the legend
given by Apollodorus (1, 9, 26) respecting the island
of Anaphe, the epithet -^gletes appears to point to
Apollo as the darter of the lightning also (Apollo Ful-

Compare Heyne, ad Apollod.

gurator).

1, 9,

26, not.

crit.

-^GOBOLUs, an appellation given to Bacchus at Potbecause he had substituted a goat in
the place of a youth, who was annually sacrificed
there,
(cif, and fiuTJiu.)
Compare Pausanias 9. 8,
vfhere Kuhn, however, proposes AiyoBopov for Aljo66Xov.
By Mgoholiumy on the other hand, is meant
a species of mystic purification. The catechumen was
niae in Boeotia,

—

of his dominions, the former fled with his 50 datigli*
The sons of
ters, and settled eventually in Argolis.
.^gyptus came, after some interval of time, to Argos,
and entreated their uncle to bury in oblivion all enmicousins in marriage.
Daty, and to give them their
naus, retaining a perfect recollection of the injuries thej

had done him, and distrusting their promises, consented to bestow his daughters upon them, and divided
them accordingly by lot among the suitors. But on
the wedding day he armed the hands of the brides with
daggers, and enjoined upon them to slay in the night
their

unsuspecting bridegrooms.

All but

Hyperm-

nestra obeyed the cruel order, while she, relenting,
Her father at first put
spared her husband Lynceus.
her in close confinement, but afterward forgave her, and

consented to her union with Lynceus. ( Vid. Danaus^
placed in a pit, covered with perforated boards, upon Danaides, <^c.
Apollod. 2, 1, 5., seqq.
Hygtn.
which a goat was sacrificed, so as to bathe him in the fab. 168, I70.--Ov. Heroid. 14, &c.)-n. An extenolood that flowed from it.
Sometimes, for a goat, a sive country of Africa, bounded on the west by part
bull or ram was substituted, and the ceremony was of Marmarica and by the deserts of Libya, on the
then called, in the first case, Taurobolium, in the sec- north by the Mediterranean, on the east by the Sinus
ond Criobolium. {Knight, Inquiry, &c., ^ 168.)
Arabicus and a line drawn from Arsinoe to Rhinocolu.^Gos POTAMOs, i. e., the goat's river, called also ra, and on the south by .Ethiopia. Egypt, properly
-Jigos Potamoi, and by the Latin writers JEgos Flu- so called, may be described as consisting of the long
men, a small river in the Thracian Chersonese, and and narrow valley which follows the course of the Nile
south of Callipolis, which apparently gave its name to from Syene (or Assooav) to Cairo, near the site of tho
a town or port situate at its mouth.
To the Nile, Egypt owes its ex{Herod. 9, 119. ancient Memphis.
Mannert thinks, istence as a habitable country, since, without the rich
St'.ph. Byz. s. V. kiybg Uoranol.)
that the town just mentioned was the same with that and fertilizing mud deposited by the river in its annual
called Cressa by Scylax (p. 28), and Cissa by Pliny inundations, it would be a sandy desert.
At three
But consult Gail, ad Scyl. I. c. as regards the different places, previous to its entering Egypt, this no(4, 9).
of
the
ble
stream
i.s threatened to be
in
its
course
phrase hrog Alyog irorafiov, employed
meaning
interrupted
by
by Scylax.
{Geogr. Gr. Min. 1, 439. ed. Gail.) At a barrier of mountains, and at each place the barrier is

—

—

—

./Egos

Potamos the Athenian

fleet

was

totally defeat-

ed by the Spartan admiral Lysander, an event which
completely destroyed the power of the former state,
and finally led to the capture of Athens. (Xen. Hist.
Gr. 2, 19.— Diod. Sic. 13, 105.— P/m/. Vit. Alcib
Corn. Ncp. Vit. Alcib.) The village of Galata probably stands on the site of the town or harbour. ( Cramer^s Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 330.)
.^GOSAGiE, a Gallic nation, who served in the army
He afterward
of Attalus on one of his expeditions.
assigned them a settlement along the Hellespont.
Casaubon, in his Latin version
{Polyb. 5, 77, seq.)
of Polybius, has " .^gosagcs {sive it sunt TcctosaSchweighaeuser, misled by this conjecture,
ges).''^
introduces TeKToaayag into the Greek text of the his-

—

torian in place of Alyoaayag, the common reading.
In his annotations, however, he acknowledges his preCompare the Historical and Geographical
cipitancy.
index to his edition, of Polybius (vol. 8, pt. i., p. 198),
in which he conjectures that 'Ptyonayeg, which occurs
in another passage of Polybius (5, 53), ought to be

written Alyoaayeg also.
iEoYS, a town of Laconia, on the borders of Arca-

and contiguous to Belmina. {Polyb. 2, 54.)
.^Egypsus, or more correctly .^gyssus, a city of
Mcesia Inferior, in the region called Parva Scythia, and
situate on the bank of the Danube, not far above its
mouth. It is mentioned by Ovid {Ep. ex. Pont. 1, 8,
dia,

Near this place, according to D'Anville, Darius
13).
Hystaspis constructed his bridge over the Danube, in
his expedition against the Scythians.
(As regards the
true reading, consult Cellarius, Geogr. 2, 468.)
JEgyptu, the inhabitants of Egypt. Vid. JEgyptus.
.^GYPTiuM MARE, that part of the Mediterranean Sea
which is on the coast of Egypt.
iEGYPTUS, I. a son of Belus, and brother of Danaus.
He received from his parent the country of Arabia to
rule over ; but subsequently conquered the land of
" the black-footed race"
(MeAa//7rd5wv), and gave it
his name,
.^gyptus was the father of 50 sons, and
Danaus, to

whom

Libya had been assigned, of 50

Jealousy breaking out between Danaus
slaughters.
and the sons of .^Egyptus, who aimed at depriving him

3i

The second cataract, in Turkish Nubia,
most violent and unnavigable. The third is at
Syene, and introduces the Nile into Upper Egypt.

surmounted.
is

the

From Syene to Cairo the river flows along a valley
about eight miles broad, between two mountain ridges,
one of which extends to the Red Sea, and the other
terminates in the deserts of ancient Libya.
The river
occupies the middle of the valley as far as the strait
called Jebel-el-Silsili.
This space, about forty miles
It conlong, has very little arable land on its banks.
tains some islands, which, from their low level, easily
admit of irrigation.
At the mouth of the Jebel-el-Silsili {Girard, Mem. sur
VEgypte, vol. 3, p. 13), the
Nile runs along the right side of the valley, which in
several places has the appearance of a steep line of
rocks cut into peaks, while the ridge of the hills on
the left side is always accessible by a slope of various
These last mountains begin near the town
acclivity.
of Sioot, the ancient Lycopolis, and
go down towards
Faioom, the ancient Arsinoitic Nome, diverging gradually to the west, so that between them and the cultivated valley there is a desert space, becoming grad-

and which in several places is bordered
on the valley-side by a line of sandy downs lying nearly
south and north.
The mountains which confine the
basin of the Nile in Upper Egypt are intersected by
defiles, which on one side lead to the shores of the
Red Sea, and on the other to the Oases. These narrow passes might be habitable, since the winter rains
maintain for a time a degree of vegetation, and form
springs which the Arabs use for themselves and their
The strip of desert land which generally exflocks.
tends along each side of the valley, parallel to the
course of the Nile (and which must not be confounded with the barren ocean of sand that lies on each side
of Egypt), now contains two very distinct kinds of
land the one immediately at the bottom of the mountain, consists of sand and round pebbles ; the other,
composed of light drifting sand, covers an extent of
ground formerly arable. If a section of the valley is
made by a plane perpendicular to its direction, the
surface will be observed to decline from the margins
of the river to the bottom of the hills, a circumstance
ually wider,

;

^GYPTUS.

iEGyPTUS.

also remarked on the banks of the Mississippi, the Po, was its grain, the growth of which was so abundant
other rivers. Near as to afford at all times considerable supplies to the
part of the Borysthenes, and some
much widen- neighbouring countries, particularly Syria and Arabia ;
Bcni-sooef, the valley of the Nile, already

ed on the west, has on that side an opening, through
which a view is obtained of the fertile plams of FaiThese plains form properly a sort of table-land,
oom.
the
separated from the surrounding mountains on
north and west by a wide valley, of which a certain
forms what the
proportion, always laid under water,
Birkel-el-Kuroon.
{Vid. Moeris.)
Near Cairo, the chains which limit the valley of the
The one, under the name
Nile diverge on both sides.
of Jibbel-cU-Nairon, runs northwest towards the Mediterranean : the other, called Jibbd-al-Attaka, runs
In front of these chains a vast
straight east of Suez.
plain extends, composed of sands, covered with the
mud of the Nile. At the place called Batu-cl- Bahara, near the ancient Cercasorus, the river divides into
two branches the one of which flowing to Kosetta,
rear the ancient Ostium Bolbitinum, and the other to
Damietta, the ancient Tamiathis, at the Ostium Phatreticum, contain between them the present Delta.
But this triangular piece of insulated land was in former times much larger, being bounded on the east by
the Pelusian branch, which is now choked up with
sand or converted into marshy pools while on the
inhabitants

call

;

;

west

it

was bounded by

the Canopic branch, which

is

now
and

partly confounded with the canal of Alexandrea,
But the correspondence
partly lost in Lake Elko.

of the level of the surface with that of the present
Delta, and its depression as compared with that of the
adjoining desert, together with its greater verdure and
fertility, still mark the hmits of the ancient Delta, al-

though irregular encroachments are made by shifting
banks of drifting sand, which are at present on the
increase.
Egypt then, in general language, may be
described as an immense valley or longitudinal basin,
terminating in a Delta or triangular plain of alluvial
formation being altogether, from the heights of Syene
to the shores of the Mediterranean, about 600 miles in
{Malte-Brun, Geogr.
length, and of various width.
;

vol. 4, p. 21, seqq.)

and

in

quently
their

times of scarcity or famine, which were frefelt in those countries, Egypt alone could save

numerous population from

starving.
Egypt, in
every other country on the globe, brought
forth its produce independent of the seasons and the
and while continued drought in the neighbourskies
ing countries brought one season of scarcity after anHence, too,
other, the granaries of Egypt were full.
Egypt became regarded as one of the granaries of
fact, unlike

;

Rome. (Aurel. Victor., Epit. c. 1.) The Rev. Mr.
Jewett has given a striking example of the extraordi*'
I picked
nary fertility of the soil of Egypt.
up at
"
random," says he, a few stalks out of the thick cornthe
number
of
stalks
counted
which
fields.
sprouted from single grains of seed ; carefully pulling to
order
to
see
in
that
it
was
but
each
one
root,
pieces
The first had seven stalks the next three ;
plant.
then fourteen.
then eighteen
the next nine
Each
Numerous canals
stalk would have been an ear."
served to carry the waters of the Nile to some of those
parts which the inundation could not reach, while ma-

We

;

;

;

chinery was employed to convey the means of irrigation to others.
Many of these canals still exist, many
have long since disappeared, and not a few tracts of
sandy country have displayed themselves in modem
formerly all was smiling and fertile.
Nearly the whole extent from the southern confines to
the neighbourhood of Thebes is one barren and sandy
waste.
Assigning to Upper Egypt an average breadth
often miles, and allowing for the lateral valleys stretchit is
supposed that the portion
ing out from the Delta,
of territory, at the present day, in Egypt, capable of
cultivation, may amount to about 16,000 square miles,
The total
or, in round numbers, ten millions of acres.
population is estimated at about two millions and a
half, which would give about 156 to every square mile.
Nearly one half of this territory, it is supposed, is either
or capable of artificial irrigation.
periodically- inundated,

times where

The remaining

part requires a

more laborious

cultiva-

and yields a more scanty produce. The inunda
ted lands, though they have successively borne one
crop, and frequently two, year after year, without intion,

1

.

Fertility of

Egypt.

Almost the whole of the productive

soil

of Egypt

and the Delta,
consists of mud deposited by the Nile
as in all similar tracts of country, is entirely composed
To ascertain the depth of
of alluvial earth and sand.
;

this bed, the

French savans, who accompanied the mil-

itary expedition into Egypt, sank several wells at distant intervals ; and from their observations have been

termission, for more than 3000 years, still retain theii
ancient fertility, without any perceptible impoverishment, and without any farther tillage than the adventitious top-dressing of black, slimy mould by the overWhere the inundation does not
flowing of the river.

wheat does not yield
reach, the crops are very scanty
but for maize and millet
obtained the following results.
First, that the surface above five or six for one
of the soil, as already mentioned, descends more or the soil is particularly adapted, and these, with rice,
less rapidly towards the foot of the hills, which is the lentils, and pulse, constitute the principal food of nine
reverse of what occurs in most valleys
secondly, that tenths of the inhabitants, allowing the exportation
the depth of the bed of mud is unequal, being in gen- of the greater part of the wheat produced.
Taking,
eral about five feet near the river, and increasing grad- then, into consideration the quantity of land once arable,
with
the
double
it recedes from it
that
covered
as
beneath
which
is
now
the
sand,
harvest,
ually
thirdly,
mud there is a bed of sand similar to that always and, of some productions, more than semi-annual crops,
The first-mentioned pe- the smaller quantity of food which is requisite to susbrought down by the river.
culiarity is satisfactorily explained by the absence of tain life in southern latitudes, and the extent to which
rain, which, in other countries, washes down the soil the more barren soil was formerly rendered available
from the hills, and, carrying it to the stream in the by the cultivation of the olive, the fig-tree, the vine,
bottom of the valley, forms a basin, the sides of which and the date-palm, we shall no longer be at a loss to
have a concave surface whereas, in Egypt, the soil is account for the immense fertility and populousness of
conveyed by the inundation from the river into the ancient Egypt, a country said to have contained in
One of the most celevalley, and the deposites, therefore, will be greatest former days 7,500,000 souls.
near its banks. The more rapid the current, also, the brated productions of Egypt is the lotus. The plant
smaller will be the quantity of mud deposited.
The usually so denominated is a species of water-lily
bed of quartzose sand upon which it rests is about {nymphota lotus), called by the Arabs nuphar, which,
the inundation, covers all the
thirty-six feet in depth, and is superposed on the cal- on the disappearance of
careous rock which forms the basis of the lower coun- canals and pools with its broad round leaves, amid
The waters of the river filter through this bed of which the flowers, in the form of cups of bright white
try.
sand, and springs are found as soon as the borer has or azure, expand on the surface, and have a most
Sonnini says, that its roots form
reached any considerable depth.
Ancient Egypt was elegant appearance.
remarkable for its fertility. The
a tubercle, which is gathered when the waters of the
;

;

:

:

;

—

staple

commodity
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boiled and eaten like potatoes,

it somewhat resembles in taste.
Herodotus
92) states, that the Egyptians not only ate the root,
but made a sort of bread of the seed, which resembled
that of the poppy.
He adds, that there is a second

wliich
(2,

species, the root of which is very grateful, either fresh
or dried.
The plant which was chiefly eaten by the

ancient Egyptians, and which is so frequently carved
on the ancient monuments, is supposed to be the
"
nymphtKa nelumho, or nelumbium speciosum, the sacred bean" of India, now found only in that country.
Its seeds, which are about the size of a bean, have a
delicate flavour resembling almonds, and its roots also
are edible.
The lotus of Homer, however, the fruits
of which so much delighted the companions of Ulysses,
is a
very different plant, namely, the ziziphus lotus
{rhamnus), or jujube, which bears a fruit the size of a
sloe, with a large stone, and is one of the many plants
which have been erroneously fixed on by learned commentators as the dudaim (mandrakes) of the sacred

The papyrus, not less celebrated in ancient
times than the lotus, and which is believed to have
disappeared from the banks of the Nile, has been rediscovered in the cyperus papyrus of Linnaeus.
The
colocasium is still cultivated in Egypt for its large esculent roots.
The banks of the river and the canals
sometimes present coppices of acacia and mimosa, and
there are groves of rose-laurel, willow, cassia, and other

Polyptere lickir, described by Geoffroy-Saint-Hiiaire
{Annales du Musium, vol. 1, p. 57), is a very remarka<
ble example.
That able naturalist observes, in genera.,
that the birds of Egypt differ not much from those of

He saw the Egyptian swan, represented in
Europe.
the temples of Upper Egypt, both in sculptures and
in coloured paintings, and entertains no doubt that this
all

was the chencdopex (vulpanser) of Herodotus, to
which the ancient Egyptians paid divine honours, and
had even dedicated a town in Upper Egypt, called by
the Greeks Chenoboscium.
It is not peculiar to
Egypt,
but is found all over Africa, and almost all over EuThe Ibis, which was believed to be a destroyer
rope.
bird

of serpents, is, according to the observations of Cuvier,
a sort of curlew, called at present Aboohannes.
Gro-

and Geoffroy-Saint-Hilaire have brought home
of this animal, which had been prepared and
entombed with much superstitious care. {Mimoire sur

bert

mummies

l^lbis,

par M. Cuvier.

writings.

shrubs.

Faioom contains impenetrable hedges of cacBut, though so rich in plants, Egypt

tus, or Indian fig.
is

destitute of timber, and

all the firewood is
imported
{Malle-Brun, Geogr. ,yo\. 4, p. 38,

from Caramania.
seqq.

— Modern Traveller (Egy
2.

The

pi), p. 18, scqq.)

Animal Kingdom.

animal kingdom of Egypt will not detain us

The want of meadows prevents the multiplicalong.
tion of cattle.
They must be kept in stables during
The Mamelukes used

keep a beautiful race of saddle-horses.
Asses, mules, and camels
There are also nuappear here in all their vigour.
merous herds of buffaloes. In Lower Egypt there are
the inundation.

to

sheep of the Barbary breed. The large beasts of prey
find in this country neither prey nor cover.
Hence,
though the jackal and hyena are common, the lion is
but rarely seen in pursuit of the gazelles which traverse
the deserts of the Thebaid.
The crocodile and the hip-

popotamus, those primeval inhabitants of the Nile,
»€em to be banished from the Delta, but are still seen in
Upper Egypt. The islands adjoining the cataracts are
sometimes found covered with crocodiles, which choose

The

tliese places for depositing their eggs.

voracity

of the hippopotamus has, by annihilating his means of
Absupport, greatly reduced the number of his race.
dollatif, with some justice, denominates this ugly animal an enormous water-pig. It has been long known
that the ichneumon is not tamed in Upper Egypt, as

Buffon had believed.

The ichneumon

is

the

same

an-

imal which the ancients mention under that name, and
which has never been found except in this country.
It possesses a strong instinct of destruction, and, in
searching for its prey, exterminates the young of many
The eggs of crocodiles form its fanoxious reptiles.
vourite food and in addition to this its favourite repast,
sucks
it
the blood of every creature which it is
eagerly
Its body is about a foot and a half
able to overcome.
in length, and its tail is of nearly equal dimensions.
Its general colour is a grayish brown
but, when
closely inspected, each hair is found annulated with a
Zoology has lately been enpaler and a darker hue.
riched with several animals brought from Egypt, among
which are the coluber haje, an animal figured in all the
hieroglyphical tables as the emblem of Providence
and the coluber vipcra, the true viper of the ancients.
;

;

— Malte-Brun, Geogr.,

vol. 4, p.

45, seqq.)
3.

Name

The name by which

of Egypt.

country is known to Europeans comes from the Greeks, some of whose writers
inform us that it received this appellation from -^gyptus, son of Belus, having been previously called Airia.

this

(Compare Eusebius, Chron.,

lib. 2,
p. 284, ed.
Zohrab.) In the Hebrew Scriptures it is styled
Mitsraim, and also Matsor, and harets Cham : of
these names, however, the first is the one most commonly employed. The Arabians and other Orientals
still know it
by the name of Mesr or Mizr. Accord-

Mail

et

ing to general opinion, Egypt was called Mitsraim
after the second son of Ham.
Bochart, however, opposes this ( Geogr. Sacr. 4, 24), and contends that the
name of Mitsraim, being a dual form, indicates the
two divisions of Egypt into Upper and Lower. Cal-

met {Diet., art. Misraim) supposes, that it denotes the
people of the country rather than the father of the
people.
Josephus {Ant. Jud. 1, 6) calls Egypt Mestra; the Septuagint translators, Metsraim; Eusebius
and Suidas, Mestraia. The Coptic name of Old Cairo
is still Mistraim ; the
Syrians and Arabs call it Masra
or Massera.
The other appellation, Matsor, as given
above, Bochart has clearly proved to mean a fortress ;
Egypt was so called, either from
by nature, or from the word
narrow, and which he thinks suf-

and, according to him,
its

being a region

tsor,

which

fortified

signifies
ficiently descriptive of the valley of

Upper Eg)'pt. Sir
{Origines, 2, 55) inclines to the first
of these two etymologies, because Diodorus Siculus

W. Drummond

30) and Strabo (803) remark, that Egypt was a
country extremely difficult of access ; and Diodorus,
speaking of the Upper Egypt, observes, that it seems
not a little to excel other limited places in the kingdom,
by a natural fortification {bxvpoTTjrc ^vockti) and by
the beauty of the country.
The third appellation mentioned above, namely, harets Cham, " the land of
Ham," seems to have been the poetical name for Egypt
(1,

the Hebrews, and accordingly it occurs only in
It is a tradition, at least as old as the time
was so named
of St. Jerome, that the land of
after the son of Noah.
Drum( Qucest. in Genesin.

among

the Psalms.

Ham

—

mond's Origines, 2, 45, seqq.) There may, however,
be reason to think, that the patriarch was named after
the country where it is supposed he finally settled.
Ii»
"
"
Hebrew, cham signifies calidus ;" and chom, fuscus,"
"
niger." In Egyptian we find several words which are
Thus j/^o/t,
nearly the same both in sound and sense.
^^
chmom, signifies ^^calor,''^ and x^l^^^ chame, niger."

called their country Chemia or
Chame, probably from the burned and black appearance
of the soil.
(Compare Plut. de Is. et Os., p. 364.
Calmefs Diet., art.
Shawe^s Travels, fol. ed., p. 432.
The Nile seems to contain some singular fishes hith- Ham.) The name A'eria has a similar reference, and
Of this the would seem to have been a translation of the nativp
erto unknown to systematic naturalists.
;

The Egyptians always

—

—

^GYPTUS.

^GYPTUS.

word, the primitive uvp denoting obscurity, duskiness.
Thus, the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius (1, 680)
to one
says, that Thessaly was called 'Hepta, according
of its soil
applanation, on account of the dark colour
was denominated 'Hepia for a
and adds that
;

Egypt

similar reason.
Bryant (6, 149), who cites this passage of the scholiast, represents it as a vulgar error
The
but his reasoning is, as usual, unsatisfactory.
etymology of the word Egypt has occupied the atten;

tion

and

baffled the ingenuity of many learned writers.
opinion is, that Alyvrrroc is com-

The most common

the Roman dominion, Thebais alone was regarded as a separate division of the country ; all the
rest of the land obtained no farther division than that

Under

Hence Pliny (5, 9), after
produced by its nomes.
mentioning eleven nomes as forming the district of
Thebais, speaks of the country around Pelusium as
consisting of four others, and then, without any other
division, enumerates thirty nomes in the rest of Egypt.
At this time, then, the nomes had increased to 45.

They became

still

farther increased, at a subsequent

by various subdivisions of the older ones.
Hence we find Ptolemy enumerating still more nomes

period,

posed of ala (for yaia), land, and yvirrog, or rather kSttTo^, and that, consequently, Egypt signifies the land of than Pliny, while he omits the mention of others reKopt, or the Koptic land. Others derive it from ala, and corded by the latter, which probably existed no longer
that bird
yii^, the black vulture, the colour of

(whence

"
the Latin subvulturius,
blackish") being, according
to them, characteristic of the soil or its inhabitants.
the primitive form to have been Aia
Cuphti, the land of Cuphti ; while Bruce says, that
the name given to Egypt in Ethiopia, means

Mede conceives

Y Gypt,

the country of canals.
Eusebius, who is supposed to
have followed Manetho, the Egyptian historian, states,
that Ramses, or Ramesses, who reigned in Egypt

(according to Usher) B.C. 1577, was also called
jEgyptus, and that he gave it his name, as has already
been mentioned. {Euseb. Chron. 2, p. 284, ed. Mail
et

Zohrab.)
4.

Herod. 2, 164).

Greeks called them, nomes

The Coptic word

is

Pthosch.

(Nofioi.
(

Chani-

VEgypte sous les Pharaons, 1, 66.) To these
succeeded the sixteen nomes of Middle Egypt {Strabo,
787), reaching to Cercasorus, where the Nile began to
branch off. Then came the ten nomes of Lower Egypt,
The whole numor the Delta, extending to the sea.
ber of nomes then was thirty-six, and this arrangement
is said by Diodorus Siculus (1, 50) to have been in-

pollion,

troduced by Sesostris (Sethosis- Ramesses) previous to
his departure on his expedition into Asia, in order that,
by means of the governors placed over each of these
nomes, his kingdom might be the better governed duand justice more carefully administerring his absence,
ed.
It is more than probable, however, that this division was much older than the time of Sesostris {Cham&c 1, 71), and the account given
pollion, VEgypte,
by Strabo. respecting the halls of the labyrinth, would
seem to confirm this. The geographer informs us, that
the halls of this structure coincided with the number
of the nomes, and the building would seem to have octo these various
cupied a central position with respect
,

districts,

many

own

days.

At

more of the nomes.

a

still

later period

A new

we

hear

little

division of the country

took place under the Eastern empire.
An imperial
Prefect exercised sway over not only Egypt, but also
Libya as far as Cyrene, while a Comes Militaris had
The power of the latter extendcharge of the forces.
ed over all Egypt as far as Ethiopia, but a Dux, who
was dependant on him, exercised particular control
over the Thebais.
This arrangement seems to have
been introduced in the time of the Emperor Theodosius, as appears from the language of the Notitia.
From this time, the whole of Middle Egypt, previously
named Heptanomis, bore the name of Arcadia, in honor of Arcadius, eldest son of Theodosius.
new
province also had arisen a considerable time before

A

Divisions of Egypt.

In the time of the Pharaohs, Egypt was divided into
The Thebais
the Thebais, Middle, and Lower Egypt.
extended from Syene, or, more correctly speaking, Phiand contained ten districts, jurislae, as far as Abydos,
dictions, or, as the

in his

having eighteen nomes to the north, and as
and thus answering a civil as well

to the south,

this,

named August amnica, from

its

lying chiefly along
It comprised the eastern half of the Delta,
with
a
of
Arabia
as
far as the Arabian
together
portion
Gulf, and also the cities on the Mediterranean coast as

the Nile.

Its capital was Pelusium
Syrian frontier.
of this province is mentioned by the ecclesiastical writers as early as the time of Constantine,
and it occurs also in the history of Ammianus Marcellinus (22, 16).
About the time of Justinian, in the
sixth century, the position of the various archbishopfar as the

The name

rics and bishoprics, all subject to the patriarchate of
Alexandrea, gave rise to a new distribution of provinces.
The territory of Alexandrea, with the western
portion of the Delta in the vicinity of the Ostium Ca" The First
nopicum, was called
Egypt," and the
more eastern part, as far as the Ostium Phatneticum,
was termed "The Second Egypt." The northeastern quarter of the Delta, on the Pelusiac arm of the
Nile, together with the eastern tract as far as the Arabian
received the
of " The First Au-

Gulf,

appellation

gustamnica," and had Pelusium for its capital. The
inner part of the western Delta, as far as the Ostium
*'
The Second AugustamPhatneticum, was named
Its capital was Leontopolis.
Thus the Delta,
with the country immediately adjacent, embraced four
small provinces.
Middle Egypt still retained a large
part of its previous extent, under the name of Middle

nica."

Egypt or Arcadia

QJieorj

AlytmTog,

fj

'ApKaSia).

as a religious purpose.
{Ritter, Erdkunde, 2d ed., 1,
Under the dynasty of the Ptolemies the num704.)

Memphis belonged to it as the northernmost state
but it was by this time greatly sunk in importance,

ber of the nomes became enlarged, partly by reason of
the new and improved state of things in that quarter
of Egypt where Alexandrea was situated, partly by the
addition of the Oases to Egypt, and partly also by the
alterations which an active commerce had produced
A change also
of the Arabian Gulf.
alotig the borders
took place, about this same period, in the three main
Lower Egypt now no longer
divisions of the land.
confined itself to the limits of the Delta, but had its
extent enlarged by an addition of some of the neighIn like manner, Upper Egypt, or the
bouring nomes.
Thebais. received a portion of what had formerly been
included within the limits of Middle Egypt, so that
eventually but seven nomes remained to this last-mentioned section of country, which therefore received the

and Oxyrynchus had succeeded it as the metropolis.
Amid all these changes, the Thebais was continually
It now received new
regarded as a separate district.
accessions from the north, and a double appellation
arose.
The northern and smaller portion, which had
originally formed a part of Middle Egypt, was called
" The First Thebais." To it was
appended the Oa-

name

of Heptanomis.

{Mannert, Geogr.

10, I, 303.)

;

Magna, and its Metropolis was Antaeopolis. The
southern regions as far as Philae and Thatis, including
" The Second Thea small part of Ethiopia, formed

sis

It seems unnecessary
Its capital was Coptos.
that gradually enpursue the subsequent changes
no
of
are
sued, especially as they
peculiar importance
either in point of history or geography.
(Compare
Hierocles. Synekdemos ; in Wesseling's Rom. Itin..
^to.—
1,
Mannert, Geogr., 10,
305, seqq.)
Amst., 1735,

bais."
to
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of the people of Colchis, he says, that they were a
colony of Egyptians, and he supports his opinion bv this
Diodorus Siculus (1, 31) states, on the authority of argument, that they were ^E7Myxpoe£ kcu ovXaTpixeg,
the ancient Egyptian records, that the land contained, or, " black in complexion, and woolly- haired."
These
in the time of the Pharaohs, more than 18,000 cities are exactly the words used in the description of unwriter
informs us, that, in doubted negroes.
and villages. The same
The same Colchians, it may be
the time of the first Ptolemy, the number was above observed, are mentioned by Pindar (Pyth. 4, 377)
there
is
an
with
In
this
latter
as
the epithet of KeXaivune^, on
statement, however,
30,000.
being black,
evident exaggeration. Theocritus {^Idyll. 17, 82, seqq.) which passage the schohast observes, that the Colassigns to Ptolemy Philadelphus the sovereignty over chians were black, and that their dusky hue was atIn this also there is exaggeration, but tributed to their descent from the Egyptians, who were
33,333 cities.
not of so offensive a character as in the former case, of the same complexion.
Herodotus, in another place
since the sway of Philadelphus did, in fact, extend (2, 57), alludes to the complexion of the Egyptians,
over other countries besides Egypt such as Syria, as if it was very strongly marked, and, indeed, as if
After relating the fable of the
Phoenicia, Cyprus, Pamphylia, Caria, &c. Pomponius they were quite black.
Mela (1, 9), and Pliny (5, 9), who frequently copies foundation of the Dodonean oracle by a black pigeon,
him, confine themselves with good reason to a more which had fled from Thebes in Egypt, and uttered its
moderate number. According to them, the Egyptians prophecies from the oaks at Dodona, he adds his conThis jecture respectmg the true meaning of the tale. He
occupied, in the time of Amasis, 20,000 cities.
number is borrowed from Herodotus (2, 77), and may supposes the oracle to have been instituted by a female
be made to correspond with that first given from Dio- captive from the Thebaid, who was enigmatically dedorus Siculus, if we take into consideration that Ama- scribed as a bird, and subjoins, that, " by representing
sis had extended his sway over Cyrenaica also, and the bird as black, they marked that the woman was an
Some other writers have left us expresthat this may serve to swell the number as given by Egyptian."
Herodotus, Mela, and Pliny, leaving about 18,000 for sions equally strong. ^Eschylus, in the Supplices
Egypt itself. Diodorus Siculus {I c.) gives the an- {v. 722, seqq.), mentions the crew of an Egyptian
The percient population of the country as seven millions, an bark, as seen from an eminence on shore.
estimate which does not appear excessive, when com- son who espies them concludes them to be Egyptians
The number would from their black complexion
pared with that of other lands.
seem to have been somewhat increased during the
irpETTovac & avdpe^ vfjioi ftelayxiiioi^
reign of the Ptolemies, and to have continued so under
yvioiai T^evnuv ek ire-K^ufidTCiv ideiv.
the Roman sway, since we find Josephus (Bell. Jud.
There are other passages in ancient writers,
2,
6) estimating the population of Egypt, in the time
of Vespasian, at 7,500,000, without counting that of which the Egyptians are mentioned as a swarthy peoAlexandrea, which, according to Diodorus (17, 62), ple, which might with equal propriety be applied to a
was 300,000, exclusive of slaves. When we read, perfect black, or to a brown or dusky Nubian.
however, in the same Diodorus (1, 31), that in his have, in one of the dialogues of Lucian {Navigium sen
" not less Vota.
vol. 8, 157, ed. Bip.), a ludicrous
description
days the inhabitants of Egypt amounted to
than three millions^'' {ovk c/larrovf elvai TpLUKoaiuv sc. of a young Egyptian, who is represented as belongthis
number
as
the
to
must
the
crew
we
of
a
vessel
at
the
Piraeus.
It
interpo- ing
regard
trading
(ivpidduv),
" besides
lation of a scribe, and must consider Diodorus as mere- is said of him, that,
being black, he had proto convey this idea, that, in more ancient jecting lips, and was very slender in the legs, and that
ly wishing
times, the population was said to have been seven mil- his hair and the curls bushed up behind marked him
The words of the original are,
lions, and that in his own days it was not inferior to this. to be of servile rank."
(Tw ^£ ov^Travrof 2.aov to uhv izakaLov (paai yejovevat ovTO^ de Trpog rt» fie'kdyxpovg elvai, koI irpoxtLkog kanal Koff Tjfiuq de ovk eXdr- Tt, Kai AeTTTOf dyav roiv CKeTiolv,
?/ kohjj dc,
Trepl iizraKoma^ fivpiudac,
Compare Wesseling, ad Kal kg Toviriau 6 nXoKafiog cvvEaizeipafiivog, ovk eXevTov^ dvai [TpiaKO<jitJv'\.
5.

Popula4ion of Egypt.

;

:

m

1

We

—

loc.—Mannert, 10,
6.

A

2,

309, seqq.)

few remarks relative

to the physical character of

this singular people, may form no uninteresting prelude to their national history. There are two sources

of information respecting the physical character of the
These are, first, the descriptions
ancient Egyptians.
of their persons incidentally to be met with in the anand, secondly, the numerous remains
of paintings and sculptures, as well as of human bodies,
It is not
the ruins of ancient Egypt.
preserved among
evidence derived from these difeasy to reconcile the
The principal data from which a
ferent quarters.
1. Accounts
is to be formed are as follows
cient writers

;

:

judgment

The expression, however,
the hair, seems rather to
applied
agree with the description of the bushy curls worn by
the Nouba, than with the woolly heads of negroes.
Mr. Legh, in speaking of the Barabras, near Syene,
dipiov

Cumplexion and Physical Structure of the
Egyptians.

If we were to judge from the
given by the ancients.
remarks in some passages of the ancient writers alone,
we should perhaps be led to the opinion that the Egyptians were a woolly-hatred and black people, like the
There is a well-known passage
negroes of Guinea.
of Herodotus (2, 104), which has often been cited to

which

(prioLv avTov Elvai.
is here
to

"

The hair of the men is sometimes frizzled at
says,
the sides, and stiffened with grease, so as perfectly to
resemble the extraordinary projection on the head of
the Sphinx.
But the make of the limbs corresponds
with the negro." (Legh's Travels in Egypt, p. 98.)

In another physical peculiarity the Egyptian race is
described as resembhng the negro.
iElian {Hist.
Antm. 7, 12) informs us, that the Egyptians used to
boast that their women, immediately after they were
delivered, could rise from their beds, and go about their
domestic labour.
Some of these passages are very
strongly expressed, as if the Egyptians were negroes ;
and yet it must be confessed, that if they really were
such, it is singular we do not find more frequent allu-

observation,
with the appearance of the people ; and it is well
known that he is in general very accurate and faithful

The Hebrews were a fair people,
than the Arabs.
Yet, in all the intercourse they had with Egypt, we never find in the sacred history the least intimation that the Egyptians
were negroes not even on the remarkable occasion
of the marriage of Solomon with the daughter of Pharaoh.
Were a modern historian to record the nuptials
of a European monarch with the daughter of a negro

in relating the facts and describing the objects which
In his account
fell under his
personal observation.

king, such a circumstance would surely find
And since Egypt was so closely connected,

this purpose.

more weight,

The authority of this historian is of the
as he had travelled in Egypt, and was,

therefore, well acquainted, from his

own

sion to the fact.
fairer at least

;

its

place.

first witli
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affairs

ward with the
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the Ptolemies, and afterEurope when it had become a
very singular, on the supposition

when under
rest of

Roman province, it is
that this nation was so remarkably different from the
rest of mankind, that we have no allusion to it.
seldom find the Egyptians spoken of as a very peculiar
These circumstances induce us to hesrace of men.

We

itate in explaining the expressions of the ancients in
that very strong sense in which they at first strike us.

—

which we may
form a judgment on this subject, are Paintings in
If we may judge of the
Temples, and other remains.
numerous paintcomplexion of the Egyptians from the
and in the tombs
ings found in the recesses of temples,
of the kings in Upper Egypt, in which the colours are
in a very fresh state, we must conclude that
2.

class of data, from

The second

preserved
the general complexion of this people was a chocolate,
This may be seen in the
or a red copper colour.
coloured figures given by Belzoni, and in numerous
"
Description de I'Egypte."
plates in the splendid
This red colour is evidently intended to represent the
complexion of the people, and is not put on in the want
of a lighter paint or flesh colour for when the limbs
or bodies are represented as seen through a thin veil,
the tint used resembles the complexion of Europeans.
:

The same

shade might have been generally adopted
a darker one had not been preferred, as more truly
the Egyptian
representing the natural complexion of
race. (Compare Belzoni' s Remarks, p. 239.) Female
a yellow or
figures are sometimes distinguished by
colour, and hence it is probable that the shade
if

tawny

of complexion was lighter in those who were protected
from the sun. A very curious circumstance in the
paintings found in Egyptian temples remains to be
Besides the red figures, which are evidently
noticed.

meant

to represent the Egyptians, there are other figSometimes these
ures which are of a black colour.
represent captives or slaves, perhaps from the negro
countries
but there are also paintings of a very dif;

which occur chiefly in Upper Egypt, and
of Egypt and Ethiopia.
In
particularly on the confines
these the black and the red figures hold a singular reBoth have the Egyptian costume,
lation to each other.
ferent kind,

priests, while the black figures are
represented as conferring on the red the instruments
and symbols of the sacerdotal office. " This singular

and the habits of

*'
which is often
representation," says Mr. Hamilton,
repeated in all the Egyptian temples, but only here at
with
this
distinction
of colPhilae and at Elephantine

may very naturally be supposed to commemorate
the transmission of religious fables and the social in-

our,

stitutions

from the tawny Ethiopians to the compara-

tively fair Egyptians."

It consists

of three priests,

two of whom, with black faces and hands, are represented as pouring from two jars strings of alternate
sceptres of Osiris and cruces ansatcR over the head of
There are other paintings
another whose face is red.
which seem to be nearly of the same purport. In the
temple of Philae, the sculptures frequently depict two
persons who equally represent the characters and sym-

two persons equally answering to
those of Isis ; but in both cases one is invariably much
older than the other, and appears to be the superior
Mr. Hamilton conjectures that such figures
divinity.
represent the communication of religious rites from
to
Egypt, and the inferiority of the Egyptian
Ethiopia
In these delineations there is a very marked
Osiris.
and positive distinction between the black figures and
those of fairer complexion ; the former are most frequently conferring the symbols of divinity and sovBesides these paintings deereignly on the other.
scribed by Mr. Hamilton, there are frequent repetitions
of a very singular representation, of which different
examples may be seen in the beautiful plates of the
*
In these it is plain, that
Description de I'Egypte."

bols of Osiris, and

the idea

meant

to

be conveyed can be nothing else than

the red Egyptians were connected
by kindred,
in fact, the descendants of a black
race, probthe
ably
Ethiopian. (Compare plate 92 of the work just
alluded to, and also plates 84 and 86.) In the same
volume of the " Description de I'Egypte" is a plate
Numerous figrepresenting a painting at Eilithyia.
ures of the people are seen.
It is remarkable that
•'
their hair is black and curled.
Les cheveux noirs
this, that

and were,

cr6pus comme ceux des
probably a correct account of the
hair of the Egyptian race.—3. The third class of data
for the present
investigation is obtained from the
form of the scull. In reference to the form of the
scull among the ancient Egyptians, and their
osteological characters in general, there is no want of informaet fris6s, sans etre court et

Negres."

tion.

nation

This

is

The innumerable mummies, in which the whole
may be said to have remained entire to modem

times, afford sufficient

means of ascertaining the

true

form of the race and all its varieties. Blumenbach, who
has collected much information on everything
relating
to the history of mummies, in his excellent "
Beytrage
zur Naturgeschichte," concludes with a remark that
the Egyptian race, in his opinion, contains three varieties.
These ^re, first, the Ethiopian form ; secondly,
the " Hindus-artige," or a figure
resembling the Hin"
dus
and, thirdly, the
Berber-ahnliche," or, more
properly, Berberin-ahnliche, % form similar to that
of the Berbers or Berberins.
It must be observed,
however, that Blumenbach has been led to adopt this
opinion, not so much from the mummies he has examined, as from the remains of ancient arts and from
;

historical testimonies.
As far as their osteological
characters are concerned, it does not appear that the

Egyptians differed very materially from Europeans.
certainly had not the character of the scull which
belonged to the negroes in the western parts of Africa
and if any approximation to the negro scull existed
among them, it must have been rare and in no great
degree.
Soinmering has described the heads of four
mummies seen by him two of them differed in nothing
from the European formation ; the third had only one
African character, viz., that of a larger space marked
out for the temporal muscle ; the characters of the
fourth are not particularized.
Mr. I^awrence, in whose
work {Lectures on Physiology, p. 299, Am. ed.) the
above evidence of Sommering is cited, has collected
a variety of statements respecting the form of the head
in the mummies
deposited in the museums and other

They

;

;

collections in several countries.

He

observes, that

mummies of females seen by Denon, in those
from the Theban catacombs engraved in the great
French work, and in several sculls and casts in the
in the

possession of Dr. Leach, the osteological character is
entirely European ; lastly, he adduces the strong evidence of Cuvier, who says, that he has examined in
Paris, and in the various collections of Europe, more
than fifty heads of mummies, and that not one among
them presented the characters of the negro or Hottentot.
Observations
(Lawrcnce^s Lectures, p. 301.
sur le cadavre de la Ven»s Hottentotte, par M. Cuvier,
Mem. du Museum d'Hist. Nat., 3, 173, seqq.) It
could therefore be only in the features, as far as they
depend on the soft parts, that the Egyptians bore any
And the same
considerable resemblance to the negro.
thing might probably be affirmed of several other na-

—

tions,

who must be reckoned among

the native Afri-

might be asserted of the Berberins
or Nubians already mentioned, and of some tribes of
A similar remark might be made of the
Abyssinians.
cans.

Copts.

Particularly

it

In neither of these races

that the scull

is it at all

probable

would exhibit any characteristic of the

It is here, then, that we are to look for the
negro.
nearest representatives of the ancient Egyptians and
to the Copts, who are deEthiopians, and particularly
scended from the former, and to the copper-coloured
D6non
races resembling the Berberins or Nubians.
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makes mention of the resemblance which the Copts Prichard's
Physical History of Mankind,
bear to the human figures painted or sculptured
among 2d ed.)

the ruins of ancient
Egypt. He adds the following
" As to the character of the
remarks.
human figure,
as the Egyptians borrowed
nothing from other nations,
they could only copy from their own, which is rather
delicate than fine.
The female forms, however, re-

sembled the figures of beautiful women of the present
day round and voluptuous a small nose, the eyes
long, half shut, and turned up at the outer angle like
those of all persons whose sight is habitually
fatigued
by the burning heat of the sun or the dazzling whiteness of snow
the cheeks round and rather thick,
the lips full, the mouth large, but cheerful and
smiling
displaying, in short, the African character, of which
;

;

;

;

the negro is the exaggerated picture,
though perhaps
the original type."
The visages carved and painted
on the heads of the sarcophagi may be supposed to
In these
give an idea of an Egyptian countenance.
there is a certain roundness and flatness of the features,

7.

The

1,

316, seqq.^

Origin of Egyptian Civilization.

question that

now

presents itself

is

one of a

Whence arose the
singularly interesting character.
arts and civihzation of Egypt 1 Were they indigenous,
or did they come to her as the gift of another land 1
Everything seems to countenance the idea that
ization

came

down

gradually

civil-

the valley of the Nile,

from the borders of Ethiopia to the shores of the Medthat when the arts of civintroduced into Upper Egypt, the
lower section of the country formed merely a vast morass or gulf of the sea, and that they followed in their
progressive developement the course of the stream.

iterranean.
ilized life

It

were

would appear,
first

(Compare Herodotus, 2,
Diod. Sic. 1, 34
seqq.

—

;

4.

—

Id. ibid. 6.

—

Id. ibid.

11,
— and the memoirs of Girard,

Andreossy, &c., in the Description de VEgypte. Compare also the remarks in the present volume under the

and the whole countenance, which strongly resembles article Delta.) Monuments, tradition, analogies of
the description of the Copts, and in some
degree that every kind, are here in accordance with natural probof the Berberins.
The colour of these visages is the abilities. There was a period when the names of
red coppery hue of the last-mentioned people, and is Ethiopia and Egypt were confounded together, when
nearly the same, though not always so dark, as that the two nations were thought to form but a single
of the figures painted
the temples and catacombs. people.
(Compare the proofs of this assertion, as colyi
The most puzzling circumstance in this comparison lected and discussed by Creuzer, Cummentat. Herodot.,

The Copts are said to have frizzled
though not woolly, hair. The old
Egyptians, as well as the Ethiopians, are termed by
refers to the hair.

or

somewhat

crisp,

the Greeks ovTMrpixeg.
But the hair found in mummies is generally, if not always, in flowing ringlets,
as long and as smooth as that of any European.
Its
colour, which is often brown, may depend on art, or
the substance used in embalming.
But the texture is

from what

we

should expect it to be, either
from the statements of ancient writers, or from the
description of the races now existing in the same
countries.
Conclusion. From what has been adduced, we may consider it as tolerably well proved,
that the Egyptians and Ethiopians were nations of the
same race, whose abode, from the earliest periods of
different

—

to Champollion the younp. 178, seqq., in opposition
ger and also the remarks in the present volume, unIn all the reder the articles .Ethiopia and Meroe.)
citals and legends of the earliest antiquity the Egyptians are associated with the Ethiopians, and to the latter is assigned a distinguished character for wisdom,
;

knowledge, and piety, which
in the order of civilization.
2,

1,314, 405, &c.)

tions of the

We

two nations

testifies to their

priority

(Compare Heeren, Ideen,
see also the

common

tradi-

Meroe

the origin
of most of the cities of Upper Egypt, and, among othIt is to Meroe, its ancient metropolis,
ers, of Thebes.
referring to

that Thebes attaches itself, when, for the purpose of
extending their commercial interests, they send a colony to found, in the midst of the deserts, a new city
of Ammon.
{Herod. 2, 42.— Diod. Sic. 2, 3.) The

history, were the regions bordering on the Nile.
These nations were not negroes, such as the negroes same institutions, a similar religion, language, and
of Guinea, though they bore some resemblance to mode of writing, together with manners most strongly
that description of men, at least when compared resembling one another, attest the primitive connexion
This resemblance, how- that subsisted between these three sacred cities, though
with the people of Europe.

ever, did not extend to the shape of the scull, in any
great degree at least, or in the majority of instances.
It

perhaps only depended on a complexion and physi-

It appears, then, that a sacred caste,
so widely apart.
established from a remote period on the borders of the
Nile, in the island, or, rather, peninsula formed by the

ognomy similar to those of the Copts and Nubians. Astapus and Astaboras, sent forth gradually its sacerThese races partake, in a certain degree, of the Afri- dotal colonies, carrying with them agriculture and the
can countenance. The hair in the Ethiopians and first arts of civilized life, along the regions to the north,
Egyptians must sometimes have been of a more crisp
or bushy kind than that which is often found in mummies for such is the case in respect to the Copts,
and the description of the Egyptians by all ancient
;

In comwriters obliges us to adopt this conclusion.
plexion it seems probable that this race was a counterpart of the Foulahs, in the west of Africa, nearly in
The blacker Foulahs resemble in
the same latitude.

and that

these, proceeding slowly onward, passed
eventually the cataract of Syene, and entered upon the
valley of Egypt.
Placing commerce under the safeguard of religion, and subjugating the inhabitants of the
regions to which they came, more by the benefits they
conferred than by any exercise of force, these strangers became at last the controlling power of the land,
and laid the foundation of that brilliant character in
the annals of civilization which has acquired for Egypt

they are
complexion the darkest people of the Nile
The fairest of so imperishable a name. (Compare Heeren, Ideen. 2,
of a deep brown or mahogany colour.
Id. ibid. 2, 532, seqq.
the Foulahs are not darker than the Copts, or even 1, 363, seqq.
Goerres, MyOther instances of as great thevgeschichfe, 2, 331, seqq.
than some Europeans.
Creuzer, Commentat.
Id. Symbolik, par Guigniaut,
a variety may be found among the African nations, Herodot.,^). \78, seqq.
But whence came the civilization
within the limits of one race, as in the Bishuane Kaf- 1, 2, 778, seqq )
This question will be considered in a difof Meroe 1
fers, who are of a clear brown colour, while the KafFroih ferent article.
fers of Natal on the coast are of a jet black.
{Vid. Meroe.)
gome remarks of Diodorus and Plutarch, it would ap8. Egyptian History.
even red-haired indipear that the birth of fair, and
The Egyptians, like the Hindus and Persians, had
viduals, occasionally happened in the Egyptian race.
;

—

—

—

—

—

say, that Typhon was Trup/iof, or
the former adds that a few of the native
of
that appearance
b7dyovg Tivaq.
Egj'ptians were
{Died. Sic. 1, SS.^Plut. de Is. et Os., p. 363.—

Both these writers
red-haired

;

:

40

among them respecting the introduction of agriculture and the first beginnings of
Such were the Songs of
civilization in their country.
is attested by Plato {de Leg.
Isis, whose high antiquity

allegorical traditions
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3, vol. 2, p. 239, ed. Bekker).
They had, in
the second place, epic traditions, a kind of poetic chronicles, embracing the succession of high priests, and
the dynasties of the Pharaohs, or monarchs of the
Such were the volumes of papyrus, which
country.
the priests unrolled to satisfy the questions of Herod-

decisive testimony of his general fidelity by the interpretation of the hieroglyphic inscriptions on the existing monuments ; so much so, that, by the accordance

would err greatly, however, were
They
suppose that these were actual histories.

antecedent to the Persian conquest, and which, indeed,
is
already accomplished in part.
{Quarterly Jov.rnal
of Science, New Series, vol. 1, p. 180.) The nexi
He was
authority after Manetho is Eratosthenes.

t.—Pt.

otus (2, 100).

we

to

We

were rather a species of heroic tales, intermingled with
the
religious legends, and where allegory still played
chief part, as in the Ramayan and Mahabharat of the
Persians, and the
traditions of the Greeks previous to the return, or inThese originals are unforvasion, of the Heraclida?.
In their stead we have the satunately lost for us.

Hindus,

the

Schahnamch of

the

cred books of the Hebrews, which oflTer a great number
of recitals on this subject, but fragmentary in their nature, without developement, and often extremely vague.
Hence it is difficult to conciliate these recitals with
those of the Greeks, which are in general more cirSome time before Herodcumstantial and extended.
otus, Hippys of Rhcgium and other travellers had
visited Egypt.
Among these Hecatseus of Miletus is
He travelled thither about the
the most conspicuous.
59th Olympiad, and described particularly the upper
part of Egypt, bestowing especial attention on the
state or city of Thebes, and the history of its kings.
Hence the reason why Herodotus says so little on these
points.

{Creuzer, fragm. Hist. Grczc. antiqidssim.,

seqq.—SchoU, Hist. Lit. Gr. 2, 135, seqq.)
About the same period, Hellanicus of Lesbos also
16,

p.

gave a description of Egypt. {Hellanici fra^m., ed.
Sturz., p. 39, seqq.) Herodotus succeeded.
Visiting
the country about seventy years after its conquest by
the Persians, he traversed its whole extent, and consigned to his great work all that he had seen, all that
he had heard from the priests, as well with regard to
the monuments as the history of Egypt, and added to
these his own opinions on what had passed under his
viewr or been related to him by others.
{Herod., hb.

The state or city of Memphis is the princiAfter him came Theoof
pompus Chios, Ephorus of Cumae {Fragm.,ed Marx.,
p. 213, seqq.), Eudoxus of Cnidus, and Philistus of
2

et d.)

pal subject of his narrative.

But their works have either totally perishSyracuse.
At a laed, or at best only a few fragments remain.
ter period, and subsequent to the founding of AlexanThis
drea, Hecataeus of Abdera travelled to Thebes.
took place under the first Ptolemy. ( Creuzcr, fragm.,
&c., p. 28, seqq.—Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr. 3, 211, seqq)
In the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, two centuries
and a half before the Christian era, Manetho, an Egyptian priest, of Heliopolis in Lower Egypt, wrote, by
order of that prince, the history of his own country in

Greek language, translating it, as he states himself,
His work is, most unforout of the sacred records.
tunately, lost ; but the fragments which have been
preserved to us by the writings of Josephus, in the
first century of the Christian era, as well as by the
the

Christian chronographists, are,
of the highest historical value.
What we have remaining of the work of Manetho presents us with a
chronological list of the successive rulers of Egypt,
from the first foundation of the monarchy to the time
of Alexander of Macedon, who succeeded the Persians.
This list is divided into thirty dynasties. It
originally contained the length of reign as well as the
name of every king but, in consequence of successive
if

entitled to confidence,

;

transcriptions, variations have crept in, and some few
omissions also occur in the record, as it has reached

of the facts attested by these monuments with the record of the historian, we have reason to expect the entire restoration of the annals of the Egyptian monarchy

keeper of the Alexandrean library in the reign of Ptolemy Euergetes, the successor to Ptolemy PhiladelAmong the few fragments of his works which
phus.
have reached us, transmitted through the Greek historians, is a catalogue of thirty-eight or thirty-nine kings
of Thebes, commencing with Menes (who is mentioned

by the other authorities also as the first monarch of
Egypt), and occupying by their successive reigns 1055
years.
(Foreign Quarterly, No. 24, p. 358.) These
names are stated to have been compiled from original
records existing at Thebes, which city Eratosthenes
The names of the
visited expressly to consult them.
first two
kings of the first dynasty of Manetho are the
same with those of the first two kings in the catalogue

but the remainder of the catalogue
presents no farther accordance, either in the names or
in the duration of the reigns.
Next to Herodotus,
Manetho, and Eratosthenes, the most important authorof Eratosthenes

;

Egypt and

its institutions, is Diodounder Caesar and Augustus, and
who, independent of his own observations and his researches on the spot, refers frequently, in this part of
his work, to the old Greek historians, and particularly
to Hecataeus of Miletus, after whom he describes the
ancient kingdom of Thebes, and gives an account of
the monuments of this famous city, with surprising

ity, in relation to

rus Siculus,

who

lived

—

{Description de VEgyfte, 2, 59, seqq. Comfidelity.
pare Heyne, de fontibus Dtod. Sic. in Comment, ^^oc.
Gotl. 5, 104, seqq.)
Strabo, the celebrated geographer, visited Egypt in the suite of .^lius Gallus, about
He does not content
the commencement of our era.
himself, however, with merely recounting what fell
under his own personal observation, but frequently refers to the earlier writers.
Plutarch, in many of his
biographies, and especially in his treatise on Isis and
PorOsiris
Philostratus, in his life of Apollonius
;

;

phyry, lamblichus, HorapoUo, and many other writers,
have preserved for us a large number of interesting
particulars relative to the antiquities and the religion
of Egypt.
have already alluded to the quarter
whence the germe of Egyptian civilization is supposed
to have been derived.
The first impression having

—We

been one of a sacerdotal character, we find the bcginr
nings of Egyptian history partaking, in consequence,
of the same.
Hence the tradition, emanating from
the priests of Egypt, according to which the sujireme
then those of the
deities first reigned over the country
second class after these the inferior deities then the
demigods and, last of all, men. The first deity that
reigned was Kncph : this embraces the most ancient
To Kneph succeedperiod, of an unknown duration.
ed Phtha, who has for his element, fire, and whose
;

;

;

;

reign

it

is

impossible to calculate.

Next came

the

Sun, his offspring, who reigned thirty thousand years.
After him, Cronos (Saturn) and the other gods occuof three thoupy, by their respective rules, a period
Then
sand nine hundred and eighty-four years
succeeded the Cabiri, or planetary gods of the second
class

After these

of eight, of

whom

came

Osiris

the demigods, to the number
was probably regarded as the

us through the medium of different authors.
The first. After the gods and demigods appeared human
chronology of Manetho, adopted with confidence by kings and the first dynasty of Thebes, composed of
some, and rejected with equal confidence by others thirty-seven kings, who succeeded one another for the
(his name and his information not being even noticed space of fourteen hundred years, or, according to oth(Compare Chron.
by some of the modern systematic writers on Egyptian ers, one thousand and fifty-five.
history), has received the most unquestionable and JEgypt., av.Euseb. Thes. Temp. 2, p. 7, and Manttho^
41
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Gorres thinks that these thirty-seven
ap. Hyncell.)
kings, who are given as so many mortals, may have
be^n nothing else but the thirty-seven Decans, with
Menes at their head ; so that, by rejecting this dynasty
as a continuation of the divine dynasties, those of a

human nature, and, with them, the historical
times of Egypt, will have commenced, according to
the calculations of this ingenious and profound writer,
2712 years before the Christian era. {Gorres, Mythengeschichie, vol. 2, p. 412.
Compare Creuzer,
Sytnbolik, 1, 469, seqq., and GuigniauCs note, 1, 2,
Be
as
it
this, however,
841.)
may, the common account makes Menes to have been the first human king
of Egypt, and his name begins the dynasties of Thebes,
of This, and of Memphis.
Menes completed the
work of the gods, by perfecting the arts of life, and
dictating to men the laws he had received from the
strictly

—

skies.
This Menes, or Menas, or Mines (a name
which Eratosthenes makes equivalent to Dtonios, i. e.,
He
Jovialis), can hardly be an historical personage.
resembles a sort of intermediate being between the
gods and the human kings of the lands, a divine type
of man, a symbol of intelligence descended from the
skies, and creating human society upon earth similar
to the Menou or Manou of India, the Minos of
He is a conqueror, a legislator, and a
Crete, &.c.
benefactor of men, like Osiris-Bacchus like him, he
under
the blows of Typhon, for he was killed
perishes
by a hippopotamu.s, the emblem of this evil genius
like him, moreover, he has the ox for his symbol, Mnevis the legislator being none other than the bull Mne;

;

;

yis of Heliopolis.
(Compare Volney, Recherches sur
V Hist. Anc. 3, 282, seqq. Prichard's Analysis of

—

dynasties, a race of strangers entered from the east
into Egypt,
Compare
(Josephus, contra Ap. 1, 14.

—

Eusebius, Prap. Ev. 10, 13.)
Everything yielded
to these fierce invaders, who, having taken Memphis,
and fortified Avaris (or Abaris), afterward Pelusium,
organized a species of government, gave themselves
certain traditions, founded
kings, and, if we beheve

On (the city of the Sun ; Heliopohs), to the east of
the apex of the Delta.
{Juba, cited by Pliny, 6, 34.
Compare Volney, Recherches sur VHist. Anc. 3, 247,
Prichardfs Analysis of Egyptian Mytholo-

seqq.

gy,
p.

the

—

p.

66, Append.

— Creuzer,

Comvientat. Herodot.,

More than two centuries passed under
dominion of this race. They are commonly called

188, seqq.)

the shepherd race, and their dynasty that of the Hycsos,
The sway of these invaders is
or Shepherd-kings.
said by Manetho to have been tyrannical and cruel.
They exercised the utmost atrocity towards the native
inhabitants, putting the males to the sword, and redu-

The concing their wives and children to slavery.
quest of Egypt by the Shepherds, as they are called,
Their dynasty continued
dates in the year 2082 B.C.
to rule at

Memphis 260

years, and their kings, six in

number, were Salatis, Bceon, Apachnas, Apophis, JaIt was during the rule ol the shepnias, and Asseth.
Thus we have
herd race that Joseph was in Egypt.
it at once
explained how strangers, of whom the Egyptians were so jealous, should be admitted into power ;
how the king should be even glad of new settlers, occupying considerable tracts of his territory and how
the circumstance of their being shepherds, though odious to the conquered people, would endear them to a
;

sovereign whose family followed the same occupation.
Creuzer's Symbohk, After the death of Joseph, the Scripture tells us that a
Egyptian Mythology, p 381.
par Guigniaut, 1, 2, 780.) The successor of Menes king arose who knew not Joseph. This strong ex-

—

or Athoihes, to whom is ascribed the invention of writing, and many other useful arts.
have in the fragments of Manetho a full list of two dynasties seated ai This, at the head of the first of which
we find these two names. These two dynasties include fifteen kings, and may therefore have continued
about 400 years the duration assigned to their collective reigns, in Eusebius's version of Manetho, is
554 years, but this is probably too long, as it is a sum
that far exceeds what would be the result of a similar
From the
genes of generations of the usual length.
time of Menes to that of Moeris, Herodotus leaves us

was Thoth,

We

;

dark.

entirely in the

He

states merely (2, 100) that

priests enumerated between them 330 kings.
Diodorus Siculus ( 45) counts, in an interval of 1400
years between Menes and Busiris, eight kings, sevtlie

1

,

pression could hardly be applied to any lineal successor of a monarch who had received such signal benefits
from him.
It would lead us rather to suppose, that a

new

dynasty, hostile to the preceding, had obtained
Now this is exactly the
possession of the throne.
case.
For a few years later, the Hycsos, or Shepherd-

were expelled from Egypt by Ainosis, called on
monuments Amenophtiph, the founder of the eighkings,

He would naturally
teenth, or Diospolitan dynasty.
refuse to recognise the services of Joseph, and would
consider all his family as necessarily his enemies ;

and thus, too, we understand his fears lest they should
join the enemies of Egypt, if any war fell out with
them.
{Exod. 1, 10.) For the Hycsos, after their
expulsion, continued long to harass the Egyptians by
attempts

to

recover

their lost

dominion.

{Roselli-

en of whom are nameless, but the last was Busiris ni, p. 291.) Oppression was, of course, the means
This prince is succeeded by eight descendants, employed to weaken first, and then extinguish, the
II.
six of whom are in like manner nameless, and the Hebrew population.
The children of Israel were
From employed in building up the cities of Egypt. It has
seventh and eighth are both called Uchoreus.
Uchoreus to Moeris he reckons twelve generations. been observed by Champollion, that many of the ediManetho, on the other hand reckons between Menes fices erected by the eighteenth dynasty are upon the
and the time at which we may consider his history ruins of older buildings, which had been manifestly
as becoming authentic, sixteen dynasties, which includes nearly three thousand years.
But, whatever
opinion we may form relative to these obscure and
conflicting statements, whether we regard these early
dynasties as collateral and contemporary reigns ( Creu-

eers Symbolik, par Guigniaut, 1, 2, 780), or as belonging merely to the fabulous periods of Egyptian
history, the following particulars may be regarded as
Egypt, during this interval, had
tolerably authentic.
undergone numerous revolutions. She had detached
herself from Ethiopia ; the government, wrested from
the priestly caste, had passed into the hands of the
Thebes, now become powerful in remilitary order
sources, and asserting her independence, had commenced under a line probably of native princes, her caOn a sudreer of conquests and brilliant undertakings.
den, in the time of a king called, by Manetho, Timaos,
but who does not appear among the names in his list of
;

This circumdestroyed.
{2dc Lett., p. 7, 10, 17.)
stance, with the absence of older monuments in the
parts of Eg>'pt occupied by the Hycsos, confirms the
testimony of historians, that these conquerors destroyed
the monuments of native princes ; and thus was an
opportunity given to the restorers of a native sovereignty to employ those whom they considered their enemies' allies in repairing their injuries.

To

this pe-

riod belong the magnificent edifices of Karnac, Luxor,
.\t the same time we have the
express testimony of Diodorus Siculus, that it was the
boast of the Egyptian kings that no Egyptian had put his
hand to the work, but that foreigners had been com-

and Medinet-Abou.

With regard to the opinion
pelled to do it (I, 56).
entertained by many learned men. that the children of
were themselves the shepherd race, it may be
remark that the Hycsos, as represented
on monuments, have the features, colour, and other
Israel

suflficient to

iEGYPTUS.
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of the Jewish, but of the Scythian in the fourth year of the reign of Thothmes III. {MtU,
was under a king of the eighteenth dynasty Hierog., p. 4. Manners and Customs, (tc, vol l,p.
that the Israelites went out from Egypt, namely, Ram- 54.)
Vast, however, as was the glory of this line of
We have here, kings, it was eclipsed by the greater reputation of the
ses v., the 16th monarch of the line.
distinctives, not
tribes.

—

It

in this eighteenth dynasty, the

commencement of what

be properly termed the second period of Egyptian
The names of the monarchs are given as folhistory.
lows by the aid of ChampoUion's discoveries: 1.
Thoulmosis I., of whom there is a colossal statue in
2. Thoutmosis II. {Amonthe museum at Turin.
Mai), whose name appears on the most ancient parts
3. His daughter Amensi,
of the palace of Karnac.

may

who governed Egypt for the space of twenty-one years,
and erected the greatest of the obelisks of Karnac.
This vast monolith is erected in her name lo the god
Ammon, and the memory of her father. 4. Thoutmosis III., surnamed Meri, the Moeris of the Greeks.

The remaining monuments

of his reign are the pilaster

and granite halls of Karnac, several temples in Nubia,
the great Sphinx of the Pyramids, and the colossal obelisk now in front of the church of St. John Lateran
at Rome.
5. His successor was Amenophis I., who
was succeeded by, 6. Thoutmosis IV. This king
finished the temples of the Wady Alfa and Arnada, in
Nubia, which Amenoph had begun. 7. Amenophis
II., whose vocal statue, of colossus size, attracted the
notice of the Greeks and Romans.
{Vid. Memnon,
and Memnonium.) The most ancient parts of the palace at Luxor, the temple of Cnouphis at Elephantine,
the Memnonium, and a palace at Sohled, in Nubia, are
monnments of the splendour and piety of this monarch.
8. Horus, who built the grand colonnade of the palace
at Luxor.
9. Queen Amenchcres, or Tmau-Mot, commemorated in an inscription preserved in the museum
at Turin.
10. Ramses I., who built the hypostyle
hall at Karnac, and excavated a sepulchre for himself
at Beban-el-MouIouk.
11 and 12. Two brothers
Ma'idoueli and Ousirei.
They have left monuments
of their existence, the last in the grand obelisk now in
the Piazza del Popolo at Rome
the first, in the beautiful palace at Kourna, and the splendid tomb discovered by Belzoni.
13. Their successor caused the two
This was the
great obelisks at Luxor to be erected.
second Ramses.
14. Ramies III. Of this king dedicatory inscriptions are found in the second court of
the palace of Karnac, and his tomb still exists at
;

Thebes.

15.

Ramses

built the great palace of

surnamed Mei-Amoun,
Medinet-Abou, and a temple

IV.,

near the southern gate of Karnac.
The magnificent
sarcophagus which formerly enclosed the body of this
king, has been removed from the catacombs of Bebanel-.\louloiik, and is now in the Museum of the Louvre.
He was succeeded by his son, 16. Ramses V., surnamed Amxnophis, who is considered as the last of
this dynasty, and who was the father of Sesostris.
The acts of none of the kings of this dynasty are commemorated by the Greek historians, with the exception
of Moeris
He is celebrated by them for a variety of
useful labours, and appears to have done much to pro-

mote the prosperity of Egypt,

chief of the next, or nineteenth dynasty, Ramses VI.,
the famed Sesostris (called also Sesoosis or Seiko*
and likewise JEgyptus, or Ramesscs the Great. Com

—

pare ChampoUion, Syst. Hierogl., p. 224, seqq.). Sesostris regenerated, in some sense, his country and nar
tion, by chasing from it the last remnant of the straager-races which had dwelt within the borders of Egyf.t,
by giving to the Egyptian territory certain fixed hmils,

by dividing it into nomes, and by giving a powerful
impulse to arts, to commerce, and to the spirit of conOne may see in Herodotus and Diodorus what
quest.
a strong remembrance his various exploits in Africa^
Asia, and perhaps even Europe, had left behind them.
His labours in Egypt are attested by numerous monuments, not only from the Mediterranean to Syene, but
far beyond, in Ethiopia, which at this time probably
formed a portion of Egypt. {ChampoUion, Syst. Hit'
The result of his military experogl., p. 239, 391.)
ditions was to enrich his country with the treasures ot
Ethiopia, Arabia Felix, and India, and to establish a
communication with the countries of the East by means
of fleets which he equipped on the Red Sea.
That
the history of his conquests has been exaggerated by
the priests of Egypt, whose mterests he favoured, cannot be denied.
Equally apparent is it that his history
bears some resemblance to the legends of Osiris.
These assimilations, however, of their heroes to their
Vtd.
(
gods, were familiar to the priests of the land.
This nineteenth dynasty, at the head of
Sesostris.)
which stands Sesostris, consisted of six kings, all of
whom bear, upon monuments, the name of Ramses,
with various distinguishing epithets.
The last of these
is
supposed to have been contemporary with the Trojan war, and to be the one called Polybus by Homer.
The twentieth dynasty of Manetho also took its title
from Thebes.
Their names may still be read upon
the temples of Egypt ; but the extracts from Manetho
do not give their epithets. In the failure of his testimony, ChampoUion Figeac has had recourse to the Ust
The chief of this dynasty is celgiven by Syncellus.
ebrated, under the name of Remphis, or Rempsinitus,
for his great riches.
Herodotus gives him, for his successor, Cheops, the builder of the largest of the Pyramids. The same authority places Cephrenes, the builder of the second Pyramid, next in order ; and, after
him, Mycerinus, for whom is claimed the erection of
the third Pyramid.
The researches of the two Champollions have not discovered any confirmation of
this statement of the father of profane history.
The
next dynasty, the twenty-first of Manetho, derived its
name from Tan is, a city of Lower Egypt. It was
composed of seven kings, the first of whom wasthe3icwdes of the Greek historians, the Smendis of Manetho,
who.se name ChampoUion reads, upon the monument
of his reign, Mundoulheph.
He was the builder of the
fabric known in antiquity by the name of the labyrinth.
The other kings of this family are also commemorated.
The account which has reached us of the building of
the labyrinth, throws great light upon the state of the

particularly by forming a lake to receive the surplus waters of the Nile
during the inundation, and to distribute them for agricultural purposes during its fall.
{Vtd. Moeris.)
The reign of Ramses Amenophis is the era of the Ex- government of Egypt during the reign of Mendes and
odus
The Scripture narrative describes this event as his successors. It was divided into as many separate
connected with the destruction of a Pharaoh, and the compartments as there were nomes in Egypt, and in
chronological calculation adopted by Rossellini would them, at fixed periods, assembled deputations, from
make it coincide with the last year of this monarch's each of these districts, to decide upon the most imporWilkinson and Greppo, however, maintain that tant questions. Hence we may infer, that, in the change
reign.
we need not necessarily suppose the death of a king to of dynasty, the Egyptians had succeeded in the estabcoincide with the exit from Egypt, as the Scripture lishment of a limited monarchy, controlled like the conspeaks, with the exception of one poetical passage, of stitutional governments of Europe, if not by the imthe destruction of Pharaoh's host rather than of the mediate
the people, at least by the
representatives of
The ruins
monarch's own death. But in Rossellini's scheme, this expression of the opinion of the notables.
departure from the received interpretation is not want- of Bubastis, in turn, present memorials of the reigns
ed.
Wilkinson makes the exodus to have takea place of the Bubastite kings. {Bulletin des Sciences Hist.,
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These succeeded the first dynasty of Tawe find Egypt again immediately connect-

Sphinges in the Louvre bear the legend of Nephereus
and his successor Ackoris, who are also commemorated
with
that
of
ed with Judea, and its history
the Scrip- by the sculptures of the temple of Elythya.
In the Inturer.
Sesonchis, the head of this dynasty, was the stitute of Bologna there is a statue of the Mendesian
the
son
of
the
names
of
two
the
and
the
and
of
Rehoboam,
Solomon,
Nectanebi, who
Nepheritcs ;
conqueror
This king, the succeeded him in the conduct of this national war, are
plunderer of the treasures of David.
Sesak of the second Book of Kings, built the great still extant on several buildings of the isle of Philae, and
Darius Ochus, in spite
temple of Bubastis, which is described by Herodotus, at Karnac, Kourna, and Saft.
and likewise the first court of the palace of Karnac at of the valiant resistance of these last kings, again reThebes. His son Osorchon (Zoroch), who also led duced Egypt to the condition of a Persian province ;
an army into Syria, continued the important works com- but his name is nowhere to be found among the remenced by his father. But their successor Takclliothis, mains yet discovered in Egypt. Thus, then, the researches of ChampoUion have brought to our view an
is only known to us by a simple funereal picture, consecrated to the memory of one of his sons.
This paint- almost complete succession of the kings of Egypt, from
ing has been broken, and one half is preserved in the the invasion of the Hycsos to the final conquest by the
Vatican, while the other forms a part of the royal col- Persians, whose empire fell to Alexander in 332 B.C.
Various buildings are found among It tallies throughout, in a remarkable manner, with the
lection at Turin.
the ruins of Heliopolis, and still more among those of remains of the historian Manetho
and, by the aid of
Tanis, constructed in the reigns of the Pharaohs of his series of dynasties, the gaps still left by hieroglyphic
discoveries
be
the second Tanite dynasty.
des
filled
Sciences
Before the
may
{Bulletin
legitimately
up.
Hist., 7, 472.)
Upon these the names of three of them former era all is dark and obscure in the next part
have been deciphered, Petubastes, Osorthos, and we have little but a list of names but, from the reign
Psammos. ChampoUion considers them as having of Psammiticus I., ample materials exist in the histoimmediately preceded the great Ethiopian invasion, ries of Herodotus and Diodorus ; and from the reign
which gave to Egypt a race of kings from that country. of Darius Ochus, the annals of Egypt become incorpoManetho, however, places Bocchoris between these two rated with those of Greece. Any farther reference,
races, forming his twenty-fourth dynasty of one Saite. therefore, to the history of Egypt becomes superfluous
The yoke of these foreign conquerors does not appear in this place. (Fiti. Ptolemajus.) With regard, howto have been oppressive, as is evident from the number ever, to the discoveries of ChampoUion, the
following
of monuments that exist, not only in Ethiopia, but in interesting particulzu-s may be stated.
Philip AridoeEgypt, bearing dedications made in the name of the us, the brother of Alexander, is commemorated at Karkings of this race, who ruled at the same time in both nac, and on the columns of the temple at Aschmouneira.
countries.
The names inscribed on these monuments The name of the other Alexander, the son of the con7, 472.)

nites

and

;

;

;

;

Schahak, Scvekotheph, Tahrak, and Amenasa, all
of whom are mentioned, either by Greek or sacred historians, under the names of Sabacon, Sevcchus, Tharaca, and Ammeris.
(Bulletin des Sciences Hist., ubi
No more than three of these kings are mensupra.)
tioned in the list of Manetho as belonging to this dynasty, the last being included in that which follows.
On the departure of the Ethiopians, the affairs of Egypt

queror by Roxana, is engraved on the granite propyla;a
at Elephantine.
Ptolemy Soter, and his son Ptolemy
Fhiladclphus, have left the remembrance of their prosperous reigns in various important works.
EucrgeJ.es
I. not
only ruled over Egypt, but rendered his name
celebrated by his military expeditions, both in Africa
and Asia. His titles are, therefore, not only inscribed
on the edifices constructed during his reign in
Egypt,
This civil but are to be met with in Nubia, particularly on the
appear to have fallen into great disorder.
discord was at last composed by Psammilicus I.
Me- temple of Dakkhfe and the basso relievos, on a trimorials of his reign are found in the obelisk now on umphal gate constructed by him at Thebes, may be adMonte Litorio at Rome, and in the enormous columns mired even among the ancient relics of the magnifiof the first court of the palace of Karnac at Thebes. cence of the eighteenth dynasty.
The temple of AnThe tffiopolis dates from the reign oi Ptolemy Philopator and
{Bulletin des Sciences Hist.y vol 7, p. 471.)
In his reign, too, the ancient palaces
rule of Nechao II. is commemorated by several stelce Arsinoe his wife.
and statues. It was this monarch that took Jerusalem, of Karnac and Luxor, at Thebes, were repaired. Ptoleand carried King Jehoahaz into captivity. On the isle my Epiphanes, and his wife Cleopatra of Syria, dediof PhiljB are found buildings bearing the legend of cated one of the many temples of Philae, as well as the
Psammiticus II., as well as of Apries (the Hophra of temple of Edfou. Of the Roman emperors we find inScripture). An obelisk of his reign also exists at Rome. scribed in hieroglyphics the names and titles of AuThe greater part of the fragments of sculpture, scatter- gustu.<t, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, Nero, Vespaed among the ruins of Sais, bear the royal legend of sian, Titus, Domitian, Nerva, Trajan, Adrian, Marthe celebrated Amasis, and a monolith chapel of rose cus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, and Commodus.
This
to the Egyptian Minerva, is last name is to be read four times
granite, dedicated by him
among the inscripPsammenitus was the tions of the temple of Esri6 which, before this discovin the museum of the Louvre.
Few tokens of his short ery, was considered to have been erected in an age far
last of this dynasty of Saites.
reign are extant, besides the inscription of a statue in more remote than is reached by any of our histories.
He was defeated and dethroned by Cam- So far from this, it is, in truth, with but one exception,
the Vatican.
byses nor did he long survive his misfortune. With the most modern of all the edifices yet discovered in
him fell the splendour of the kingdom of Egypt and the Egyptian style of architecture. Thus, then, as far
from this date (525 B.C.), the edifices and monu- down as the year 180 of our present era, the worship
ments assume a character of far less importance. Still, of the ancient Egyptian deities was publicly exercised,
are

;

;

:

;

we find materials for history. Even the fe- and preserved all its external splendour for the temrocious Camhyses is commemorated in an inscription ples of Dendera, Esnfe, and others constructed under
on the statue of a priest of Sais, now in the Vatican. the Roman rule, are, for size and labour, if not for their
The name of Darius is sculptured on the columns of style of art, wpII worthy of the ages of Egyptian indePrevious to these discoveries, it had beand in Egypt we still pendence.
the great temple of the Oasis
read inscriptions dated in different years of the reigns come a matter of almost universal belief, that the arts,
of Xerxes and Arlaxerxes.
{Bulletin des Sciences the writing, and even the ancient religion of Egypt,
Hist., 7, 471.)
During the reigns of the last three had ceased to be used from the time of the Persian con{American Quarterly Rev., No. 7, p. 34, seqq.
kings, a constant struggle was kept up by the Egyptians quest.
The Persian yoke was for a
for their independence.
Quarterly Journal of Science, &c., New Series, }
moment shaken off by Amyrlau^ and Nephereus. Two 183, seqq.)

however,

;

;

—
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9.

Egyptian Writing.

In writing their language, the ancient Egyptians emof characters. First Jigployed three different kinds
of the objects themselves.
ura/he ; or
:

representations
of certain
Secondly
symbolic ; or representations
physical or material objects, expressing metaphorically,
or conventionally, certain ideas ; such as, a people
obedient to their king, figured, metaphorically, by a
:

the universe, conventionally, by a beetle. Thirdof sounds, that is to say,
phonetic, or representative
The phonetic signs
strictly alphabetical characters.
were also portraits of physical and material objects ;
and each stood for the initial sound of the word in the

bee
ly

;

:

Egyptian language which expressed the object porthus a lion was the sound L, because a lion
trayed
was called Labo ; and a hand a T, because a hand
was called Tot. The form in which these objects
were presented, when employed as phonetic characters, was conventional and definite, to distinguish
them from the same objects used either figuratively or
Thus, the conventional form of the
symbolically.
In
phonetic T was the hand open and outstretched.
any other form the hand would be either a figurative or
:

a symbolic sign.

The number

of distinct characters

employed as phonetic signs appears to have been about
120
consequently, many were homophones, or hav;

The three kinds of charing the same signification.
acters were used indiscriminately in the same writing,
and occasionally in the composition of the same word.
formal Egyptian writing, therefore, such as we
see it still existing on the monuments of the countr}',
was a series of portraits of physical and material obof which a small proportion had a symbolical
jects,
meaning, a still smaller proportion a figurative meanor alphabetical
ing, but the great body were phonetic
signs : and to these portraits, sculptured or painted
with sufficient fidelity to leave no doubt of the object
represented, the name of hieroglyphics or sacred characters has been attached from their earliest historic
The manuscripts of the same ancient period
notice.
make us acquainted with two other forms of writing

The

practised by the ancient Egyptians, both apparently
distinct from the hieroglyphic, but which, on careful
examination, are found to be its immediate derivatives ;
every hieroglyphic having its corresponding sign in the
hieratic, or writing of the priests, in

which the funeral

forming a large portion of the manuscripts, are
principally composed ; and in the demotic, called also

rituals,

the enchorial, which

was employed

for all

more

ordi-

The characters of the hieobvious running imitations
or abridgments of the corresponding hieroglyphics
but in the demotic, which is still farther removed from
the original type, the derivation is less frequently and
In the hieratic, fewer figuless obviously traceable.
rative or symbolic signs are employed than in the hietheir absence being supplied by means of
roglyphic
nary and popular usages.

ratic are, for the

most

part,

;

;

the phonetic or alphabetical characters, the words being spelt instead of figured ; and this is still more the
case in the demotic, which is, in consequence, almost
entirely

alphabetical.

After the conversion of the

Egyptians to Christianity, the ancient mode of writing
their language fell into disuse
and an alphabet was
adopted in substitution, consisting of the twenty-five
Greek letters, with six additional signs expressing articulations and aspirations unknown to the Greeks, the
characters for which were retained from the demotic.
This is the Coptic alphabet, in which the Egyptian appears as a written language in the Coptic books and
and in which,
manuscripts preserved in our libraries
consequently, the language of the inscriptions on the
monuments may be studied. The original mode in
;

writing which they formed, became entirely lost, suck
notices on the subject as existed in the early historians being either too imperfect, or appearing too vague,
to furnish a clew, although frequently and carefully
studied for the purpose.
The repossession of this

one of the most
not the principal one, of the
age in which we live. It is due primarily to the discovery by the French, during their possession of Egypt,
of the since well-known monument, called the Roseita
Stone, which, on their defeat and expulsion by the
British troops, remained in the hands of the victors,
was conveyed to England, and deposited in the British Museum.
On this monument the same inscription
is
repeated in the Greek and in the Egyptian language,
being written in the latter both in hieroglyphics and in
the demotic or enchorial character. The words Ptolemy and Cleopatra, written in hieroglyphics, and recognised by means of the corresponding Greek of the
Rosetta inscription, and by a Greek inscription on the
base of an obelisk at Philae, gave the phonetic characters of the letters which form those words
by their
means the names were discovered, in hieroglyphic writing, on the monuments of all the Grecian kings and
Grecian queens of Egypt, and by the comparison of
these names one with another, the value of all the phonetic characters was finally ascertained. The first step
in this great discovery was made by a distinguished
scholar of England, the late Dr. Young ; the key found

knowledge

will form, in literary history,

remarkable distinctions,

if

:

by him has been greatly improved, and applied with
indefatigable perseverance, ingenuity, and skill to the

monuments

of Egypt, by the celebrated Champollion.
(Quarterly Journal of Science, &c., New Series, vol.
1, p. 176, seqq.
Compare Edinburgh Review, Nos.
89 and 90. American Quarterly Review, No. 2, p.
438, seqq.
Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 8, p. 438,
seqq., and the Supplement to the Encyclopcedia BriWiseman^s Lectannica, vol. 4, pt. 1, s. v. Egypt.

—
—

—

—

tures, p. 255, seqq.)
10.

Animal Worship.

There was no single feature in the character and
customs of the ancient Egyptians which appeared to
foreigners so strange and portentous as the religious
The pompous processions
worship paid to animals.
and grotesque ceremonies of this celebrated people exall spectators, and their admiinto ridicule on beholding the object

cited the admiration of
ration

was turned

of their devotions.

It

was remarked by Clemens

{Pcedag. lib. 3) and Origen (adv. Cels. 3, p. 121), that
those who visited Egypt approached with delight its
sacred groves, and splendid temples, adorned with superb vestibules and lofty porticoes, the scenes of many
" The
solemn and mysterious rites.
walls," says Cle"
mens, shine with gold and silver, and with amber, and
sparkle with the various gems of India and Ethiopia ;
and the recesses are concealed by splendid curtains.
if you enter the penetralia, and inquire for the
image of the god for whose sake the fane was built,
one of the Pastophori, or some other attendant on the
astemple, approaches with a solemn and mysterious

But

to peep in
pect, and, putting aside the veil, suflTers you
and obtain a glimpse of the divinity. There you be-

hold a snake, a crocodile, or a cat, or some other beast,
a fitter inhabitant of a cavern or a bog than a temple."
The devotion with which their sacred animals were reitself in the most
garded by the Egyptians, displayed

whimsical absurdities.

It

was

a capital crime to kill

but if an
any of them voluntarily {Herod. 2, 65)
ibis or a hawk were accidentally destroyed, the unfortunate author of the deed was often put to death by
In order to avoid
the multitude, without form of law.
and the speedy fate
suspicion of such an impious act,
which the language was written having thus fallen into which often ensued, a man who chanced to meet with
disuse, it happened at length that the signification of the carcass of such a bird began immediately to wail
the characters, and even the nature of the system of and lament with the utmost vociferation, and to protest
;

;
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already dead.

(Diodorus Skulus,
When a house happened to be set on fire, the
1, 83.)
chief alarm of the Egyptians arose from the propensity
of the cats to rush into the flames over the heads or

between the

if this
legs of the spectators
catastrophe
took place, it excited a general lamentation.
At the
of
a
death
cat, every inmate of the house cut off his
but
at
the
funeral of a dog, he shaved his
eyebrows
:

;

head and whole body. {Herod. 2, 66.) The carcasses
of all the cats were salted, and carried to Bubastus to
be interred {Herod. 2, 67); and it is said that many
Egyptians, arriving from warlike expeditions to foreign
countries, were known to bring with them dead cats
and hawks, which they had met with accidentally, and
had salted and prepared for sepulture with much pious
{Diod. Sic. 1, 83.) In the exgrief and lamentation.

between this plant
and the moon. Leeks also, and various legumina,
were held in similar veneration. {Minutius Felix, p.
The acacia and the heliotrope are said to have
278.)
been among the number of those plants that were conthis superstition to a fancied relation

secrated to the sun.
2.)

The

plants.

there

(Compare Kircher's CEdipus, 3,
was regarded as the most noble of all
learn from Clemens Alexandrinus that

laurel

We

were

thirty-six plants dedicated to the thirty-six
genii, or decans, who presided over their portions of
the twelve signs of the zodiac.
{Prichard's Analysis

of Egyptian Mythology, p. 301, seqq.)
1 1

.

Explanation of Animal Worship.

The

origin of animal worship, and the reasons or
motives which induced the Egyptians to represent their

when they were driven by hunger gods under such strange forms, or to pay divine hondevour each other, the Egyptians were never ac- ours to irrational brutes, and even to the meanest obcused of touching the sacred animals. Every nome
jects in nature, is an inquiry which has occupied the
Egypt paid a particular worship to the animal that was attention of the learned in various times. Herodotus
consecrated to its tutelar god
but there were certain pretended to be in possession of more information on
It has been
species which the whole nation held in great reverence. this subject than he chose to make public.
the
These were
ox {vid. Apis), the dog, and the cat
conjectured that he was desirous of concealing his igthe hawk and the ibis
and the fishes termed oxyrhyn- norance under a cloak of mystery. The later Greek
chus and lepidotus.
In each nome writers seem to have been more intent on offering ex{Strabo, 812.)
the whole species of animals, to the worship of which cuses for the follies of the Egyptians, than on unfoldit was dedicated, was held in
but one ing the real principles of their mythology ; and we find
great respect
favoured individual was selected to receive the adora- various and contradictory opinions maintained with
It appears, indeed, that the
tion of the multitude, and supply the place of an image equal confidence.
Egypof the god.
Perhaps this is not far from the sense in tian priests themselves, in the time of the Ptolemies,
which Strabo distinguishes the sacred from the divine and at the era of the Roman conquest, were by no
fcnimals.
Thus, in the nome of Arsinoe, where croc- means agreed on this subject. To endeavour to exodiles were sacred, one of this species was kept in the plain it by a reference to the metamorphoses which the
He was tamed and gods underwent, when they fled from Typhon and
temple and worshipped as a god.
watched with great care by the priests, who called him sought concealment under the forms of animals, is to
"
Suchos," and he ate meat and cakes which were of- account for an absurdity by a fable. To go back, as
fered to him by strangers.
In the some do, to the standards, or banners, borne by the dif{Strabo, 811.)
same neighbourhood there was a pond appropriated to ferent tribes or communities that formed the compoof
the feeding
crocodiles, with which it was filled, the nent parts of the earlier population, is to invert the orArsinoites carefully abstaining from hunting any of der of ideas. A people may choose for a standard the
them.
Sacred bulls were kept in several towns and representation of an object which they adore but they
will not be found to adore any particular object bevillages, and nothing was spared that seemed to contribute to the enjoyment of these homed gods, which cause they may have chosen it for a standard or banwere pampered in the utmost luxury. Among insects, ner. The opinion, on the other hand, which refers anthe cantharus, scarabaeus, or beetle, was very celebra- imal worship to the policy of kings, and to their seekted as an object of worship.
Plutarch says it was an ing to divide their subjects by giving them different
emblem of the sun hut Horapollo is more particu- objects of religious veneration, is an awkward applicalar, and informs us that there were three species of tion of the system of Euhemerus, according to which
sacred beetles, of which one was dedicated to the god all religions were nothing in effect but civil instituof Heliopolis, or the Sun ; another was sacred to the tions, the offspring of skilful legislators.
Fetichism
Moon and a third to Hermes or Thoth. The reasons has been anterior to all positive law. Favoured by the
he assigns for the consecration of this insect are de- interests of a particular class, it has been enabled, it is
rived from the notions entertained respecting its mode true, to prolong itself during a state of civilization and
but it must spring originally
of reproduction and its habits, in which the Egyptians by the force of authority
traced analogies to the movements of the heavenly and freely from the very bosom of barbarism. Equally
believed
that
all
was
these
It
insects were of untenable is the position, which supposes, that the
bodies.
The beetle was said to fecundate a Egyptians were induced to pay divine honours to anithe male sex.
round ball of earth, which it formed for the purpose. mals, out of gratitude for the benefits which they deIn this they saw a type of the sun, in the office of dem- rived from them to the cow and the sheep, for the
to the dog,
iurgus, or as forming and fecundating the lower world. clothing and sustenance which they afford
Plut. de Is. et Os., p. for his care in protecting their houses against thieves ;
{Horapoll. Hieroglyph. 1, 10.
Euseb. Prep. to the ibis, for delivering their country from serpents ;
355.
Forphyr. de Abstin., lib. 4.
Evang. 3, 4.) Nor was the adoration of the Egyptians and to the ichneumon, for destroying the eggs of the
confined to animals merely.
Many plants were re- crocodile. This conjecture is refuted by the wellgarded as mystical or sacred, and none more so than known fact, that a variety of animals which are of no
the lotus, of which mention has already been made, in apparent utility, and even several species which are
In noxious and destructive, and the natural enemies of
the section that treats of the fertility of Egypt.
the lotus, or nymphsea nelumbo, which throws its flow- mankind, received their appropriate honours, and were
ers above the surface of the water, the Egyptians found regarded with as much reverence as the more obviousan allusion to the sun rising from the surface of the ly useful members of the animal creation. The shrewocean, and it is on the blossom of this plant that the mouse, the pike, the beetle, the crow, the hawk, the
The hippopotamus, can claim no particular regard for the
infant Harpocrates is represented as reposing.
and to him benefits they are known to confer on the human race ;
peach-tree was also sacred to Harpocrates
the first fruits of lentils and other plants were of- still less can the crocodile, the lion, the wolf, or the
Yet we
It is well known, too, that venomous asp urge any such pretension.
fered, in the month Mesori.
Plutarch refers have seen that all these creatures, and others of a simthe Eg)'ptians worshipped the onion.
tremity of famine,
to

m

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

;
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were worshipped by the Egyptians
with the most profound devotion
nay, mothers even
children were devoured by crocorejoiced when their
It ma^ be farther observed, that some of those
diles.
animals which afford us food and raiment, and which
fiar description,

:

are,

on

that account,

among

the

most serviceable, were

rendered of little or no utility to the Egyptians on account of this very superstition. They regarded it as unlawful to kill oxen for the sake of food, and not only abstained from slaughtering the sheep, but likewise, under a variety of circumstances, from wearing any garment made of its wool, which was regarded as impure,
and defiling the body that was clothed with it. These
considerations seem to prove, that the adoration of animals among the Egyptians was not founded on the
them.
Anadvantages which mankind derive from

other attempt at explaining this mystery, which receives greater countenance from the general character
of the Egyptian manners and superstition, is the coned. Bip., vol. 5, p.
jecture of Lucian. {De Astrolog.
218.) This writer pretends, that the sacred animals
were only types or emblems of the asterisms, or of
those imaginary figures or groups into which the ancients had, at a very early period, distributed the stars ;

—

perceive, remarks Heeren (Ideen,
worship of animals from Ethiopia

vol. 2, p. 664), the

to
Senegal, among
nations completely uncivilized.
Why, then, seek for a
different origin among the Egyptians 1
Place among
the African negroes of the present day corporations of
priests arrived at the knowledge of the movement of
the heavenly bodies, and preserving in their
sanctuary
this branch of human science screened from the curi-

These sacerdoosity of the uninitiated and profane.
tal corporations will never seek to change the
objects
of vulgar adoration
on the contrary, they will consecrate the worship that is paid them, and will give that
worship more of pomp and regularity. They will seek,
above all, to make the intervention of the sacerdotal
caste a necessary requisite in every ceremony ; they
;

will then attach, in a mystic sense, these material objects of worship to their hidden science ; and the result will be a system of religion precisely similar to
that of Egypt, with Fetichism for its basis, the worship

of the heavenly bodies for its outward characteristic,
and within, a science founded on astronomy, and by
the operation of which the fetichs, that serve as gods
for the people, become merely symbols for the priests.
It was thus that the priests of Meroe, in
sending forth
their sacerdotal colonies, carefully observed the nile
distinguishing them by the names of living creatures
and other terrestrial objects. According to Lucian, of attaching to themselves the natives among whom
the worshippers of the bull Apis adored a living image they chanced to come, by adopting a part of their exof the celestial Taurus ; and Anubis represented the ternal worship, and by assigning to the animals which
This hypoth- these natives adored a place in the temples erected by
Dog-star or the constellation of Sirius.
esis has received more attention than any other among them, which thence became the common sanctuaries
modern writers. Dupuis has made it the basis of a and the centres of religion for all. To invert the orvery ingenious attempt to explain the mythologue of der to which we have just alluded is a palpable error.
What had been for a long time acknowledged for a
Isis and Osiris, and several other fables of antiquity,
which this author resolves into astronomical figments, sign or symbol, could not, on a sudden, be transformed
but it is easy to conceive how that which
or figurative accounts of certain changes in the posi- into a god
tions of the heavenly bodies.
{Origine de tous les passes for a god with the mass of the people may beThe hypothesis of come an allegory or emblem with a more enlightened
Cultes, 2, 270, seqq., ed. 1822.)
Lucian, however, will not endure the test of a rigid caste.
Apis, for example, owed to certain spots, at
For if we examine the constellations of the first fortuitous, afterward renewed by art, the honour
scrutiny.
most ancient spheres, we find but few coincidences of being one of the signs of the zodiac. The salacity
between the zodia or celestial images, and that exten- of the goat made it a type of the great productive powThe cat was indebted to its glossy fur,
sive catalogue of brute creatures which were adored as er in nature.
divinities on the banks of the Nile.
Where, for ex- and the ibis to its equivocal colour, which appeared, as
ample, shall we discover the ibis, the cat, the hippopot- it were, something intermediate between the night and
amus, or the crocodile 1 Besides, if we could trace the day, for being symbols of the moon ; the falcon
the whole series of deified brutes in the heavens, it became one of the year, and the scarabaeus of the sun.
would still remain doubtful, whether the Egyptian The case was the same with trees and plants, fetichs
animals were consecrated subsequently to the forma- no less highly revered than animals.
The leaves of
tion of the sphere, as types or images of the constella- the palm, the longevity of which tree seemed a special
tions
or the stars distributed into groups, and these privilege from on high, adorned the couches of the
groups named with reference to the quadrupeds, birds, priests, because this tree, putting forth branches every
and fishes that were already regarded as sacred. There month, marks the renewal of the lunar cycle. {Diod.
The lotus, known also
are, indeed, many circumstances which might render Sic. 1, M.—Plin. 13, 17.)
the latter alternative the more probable.
But the rela- as a sacred plant to the people of India, the cradle of
tion between the animals of the sphere and those of Brahma {Maurice, Hist, of Indost. 1, 60), as well as
the Egyptian temples are by far too limited to warrant that of Harpocrates ; the persea, brought from EthioSchol. in
any such speculation and Lucian, moreover, is an au- pia by a sacerdotal colony {Diod. Sic. I. c.
thor who is by no means deserving of much credit on Nicandr. Therapeut. v. 764) ; the amoglossum, whose
a subject of this nature. Porphyry, in his conjectures, seven sides recall to mind the seven planets
and
The divinity, according which was styled, on this account, the glory of the
approaches nearer the truth.
to him, embraces all beings ; he resides, therefore, in skies (Kircher, (Ed. JEgypt. 3, 2) ; the onion, whose
animals also, and man adores him wherever he is found. pellicles were thought to resemble so many concentric
In other words, the worship of animals was intimately spheres, and which was therefore viewed as a vegetaconnected, according to this writer, with the doctrine ble image of the universe, always different and yet alof emanation. {Porphyr. de Ahstinentia, 4, 9. Com- ways the same, and where each part sensed as the reppare Eusebius, Prap. Evang. 3, 4.) This explana- resentative of the whole ; all these became so many
with astronomIt takes no symbols
tion, however, does not go far enough.
having more or less connexion
notice of that peculiar combination by which the wor- ical science.
In them the people beheld the objects
;

;

—

;

;

—

ship of animals is made to assume a regular form, and
to continue itself long after man has placed the deity
far above the limits of physical existence.
The discovery of a mode of worship among certain savage

—

tribes in our

own

days, perfectly analogous to the sys-

tem of animal adoration which prevailed among the
Egjrptians, furnishes us with a certain clew amid these
conflicting hypotheses, and that

clew is Fetichism.

We

of ancient adoration, and the priests characteristics that
enabled them to mark out and perpetuate their scientific discoveries.
To these elements of worship was
added, without doubt, the influence of localities, that

one time disturbed by partial differences the uniwere desirous of estabformity which the sacred caste
associated with the rites, that
lishing, and at another
had reference to the general principles of astronomical
at
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opportunities of information, and who seems to have
a very diligent use of them, may be supposed to
be more accurate, in what refers to the internal polity
Strabo has mentioned,
of this nation, than Herodotus.
in a very summary manner, the division of the Egyp-

#pipnce, certain practices which resulted merely from
Hence, on the one hand, the
peculiarity of situation.
diversity of animals adored by the communities of

Egypt.

Had

made

these been merely pure symbols, would

the priests, w ho sought to impart a uniform character to
their institutions, have ever introduced them 1
These
varieties in the objects of worship are only to be ex-

plained by the yielding, on the part of a sacerdotal or( Vogel,
der, to the antecedent habits of ihe people.
Rel. der uEg., p. 97, seqq.)
Hence, too, on the other
those
numerous
hand,
allegories, heaped up together
without being connected by any common bond, and
if the
forming,
expression be allowed, so many layers
of fable.
Apis, for example, at first the manitou-prototype of his kind, afterward the depository of the
soul of Osiris, is found to have a third meaning, which
He is
holds a middle place between the other two.
the symbol of the Nile, the fertilizing stream of Egypt ;
and while his colour, the spots of white on his front,
and the duration of his existence, which could not ex-

He distinguishes the two higher
tians into classes.
ranks, namely, the sacerdotal and the military classes,
and includes all the remainder of the community under
the designation of the agricultural class, to whom he
of agriculture and the arts.
assigns the employments
j

Diodorus subdivides
!

|

}

!

this

latter class.

After distin-

guishing from it the sacerdotal and military orders, he
observes, that the remainder of the community is distributed into three divisions, which he terms Herdsmen, Agriculturists, and Artificers, or men who la-

boured at trades. Herodotus very nearly agrees in his
enumeration with that of Diodorus.
His names for
the different classes are as follows
3.

Cowherds.

.

]

.

Priests, or the

Warriors, or the military class.
5. Traders.
Swineherds.
6. InPilots.
In this catalogue the third and

sacerdotal class.

2.

4.

ceed twenty-five years, have a reference to astronomy,
the festival of his reappearance was celebrated on the
day when the river begins to rise. The result, then,
The
of what we have here advanced, is simply this
animal- worship of the Egyptians originated in fetichism.
The sacerdotal caste, in allowing it to remain unmo-

terpreters.

lested, arrayed it in a more imposing garb, and, while
they permitted the mass of the people to indulge in this
gross and humiliating species of adoration, reserved for
themselves a secret and visionary system of pantheism
or emanation. {Constant, de la Religion, 3, 62, seqq.

course with foreigners, and, until the time of the Greek
dynasty, their navigation was principally confined to
The pilots were probasailing up and down the Nile.
bly a tribe of the same class with the artificers or laThe traders of Herodbouring artisans of Diodorus.
otus must be the same class who are called agriculturists by Diodorus.
Thus, by comparing the different accounts, we are enabled to arrange the several
branches of the Egyptian community into the follow1
The Sacerdotal order. 2. The Miling classes.

:

—

Prichard''s Analysis of Egyptian Mythology, p. 330,

seqq.)
12.

Egyptian Castes.

the institutions of Egypt, none was more
important in its influence on the character of the nation, than the division of the people into tribes or families, who were obliged by the laws and superstitions
of the country to follow, without deviation, the professions and habits of their forefathers.
Such an institution could not fail of impressing the idea of abject ser-

Among

7.

fourth classes are plainly subdivisions of the third of
Diodorus, whom that writer includes under the gener-

of herdsmen.
The caste of interpreters, as well
as that of pilots, must have comprised a very small
number of men, since the Egyptians had little interal title

.

The Herdsmen. 4. The Agricultural and
Commercial class. 5. The Artificers, or labouring
artisans.
The employments of all these classes were
hereditary, and no man was allowed by the law to en-

itary.

3.

gage in any occupation different from that in which he
had been educated by his parents. It was accounted
an honourable distinction to belong either to the sacer-

on the lower classes and, by removing in a great
measure the motive of emulation, it must have created, dotal or the military class. The other orders were
in all, an apathy and indiflference to improvement in their considered
greatly inferior in dignity, and no Egyptian
Wherever the system of castes could mount the throne who was not descended from
particular professions.
has existed, it has produced a remarkably permanent the priesthood or the soldiery.
{Prichard's Analysis
and uniform character in the nation as in the example of Egyptian Mythology, p. 373, seqq.) After death,
These people however, no grade was regarded, and every good soul
furnished by the natives of Hindustan.
agree in almost every point with the description given was supposed to become united to that essence from
of them by Megasthenes, who visited the court of an which it derived its origin.
Manners and
( Wilkinson,
Indian king soon after the conquest of the East by the Customs, &c., 1, 245.)
We have no very accurate and cirMacedonians.
13. Egyptian Priesthood.
cumstantial account of the castes into which the Egypwere
The inquiry respecting the sacerdotal caste of
tian people
divided, and of the particular customs
It appears, indeed, that innovations on the Egypt is rendered a difficult one
of each.
principally on the
old civil and religious constitution of Egypt had begun following account, because the writers, from whose
to be introduced as early as the time of Psammetichus, statements we obtain our information, lived in an age
when the ancient aversion of the people to foreigners when the Egyptian priesthood had already suffered
was first overcome. The various conflicts which the many and important alterations, and had been deprived
nation underwent, between that era and the time when of a large portion of their former consideration and inHerodotus visited Egypt, could not fail to break down fluence. Each successive revolution in the state must
many of the fences, which ancient priestcraft had es- have had a direct bearing upon them, or, rather, they
tablished for maintaining the influence of superstition. must have been the first with whom it came in conHerodotus is the earliest writer who mentions the tact. Their political influence, therefore, must have
castes or hereditary classes of the Egyptians, and his been gradually diminished, and their sphere of action
Under the Persian sway, in particuaccount appears to be the result of his personal obser- circumscribed.
Had this historian understood the native lar, their power must have been reduced to within but
vation only.
to read the narrow limits, and our only wonder is, when we conlanguage of the people had he been able
books of Hermes, in which the old sacerdotal institu- sider the strong hostility displayed by these conquerwe
have
tions were contained,
expected from ors towards the sacerdotal or ruling caste, that it did
might
him as correct and ample a description of the distribu- not fall entirely to the ground. Herodotus then, and
tion of the castes in Egypt, as that which modem wri- still more the writers from whom Diodorus Siculus has
ters have gained in India from the code of Menu, re- received his information on this subject, saw merely
shadow of that extensive power and influence
specting the orders and subdivisions of the community the
in Hindustan.
Diodorus, who had more favourable which the priests of Egypt had formerly possessed.
vility

;

;

;
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statements which we obtain from
And yet, even
this quarter, traces may easily be found of what the
so that from these,
Egyptian hierarchy once was ;
we are enabled to form a tolerawhen taken
in the

together,

earlier power which this rebly accurate idea of the
markable order had enjoyed. The sacerdotal caste
was spread over the whole of Egypt their chief places
of abode, however, were the great cities, which, at one
time or other, had been the capitals of the land, or else
had held a high rank among the other Egyptian cities.
;

These were Thebes. Memphis,

Sais, Heliopolis,

&c.

Here, too, were the chief temples, which are so often
mentioned in the accounts of Herodotus and other
writers.
Every Egyptian priest had to belong to the
service of some particular deity, or, in other words, to
be attached to some temple. The number of priests
nor could it infor any deity was never determined
deed have been subjected to any regulations on this
head, since priesthood was hereditary in families, and
these must have been more or less numerous accord;

Not only was the priestly caste
of inhereditary in its nature, but also the priesthoods
The sons, for example, of the priests
dividual deities.
of Vulcan at Memphis, could not enter as members
ing to circumstances.

college at Heliopolis ; nor could
the offspring of the priests of Heliopolis belong to the
Strange as this regulation may
college of Memphis.
Each temappear, it was nevertheless a natural one.
attached to it, the
ple had extensive portions of land
to those
did
revenues of which, belonging as they
whose forefathers had erected the temple, were received by the priests as matters of hereditary right, and
made those who tilled these lands be regarded as their
into the sacerdotal

Hence, as both the templedependants or subjects.
lands and revenues were inherited, the sacerdotal colThe
leges had of consequence to be kept distinct.
was carefully
priesthood, moreover, of each temple
They had a high-priest over them, whose
organized.
It need hardly be reoffice was likewise hereditary.

local or patron deity of the adjacent country.

priests of Memphis were
the nomenclature of the

The

always styled (according to
Greeks) priests of Vulcan
those of Thebes, priests of the Theban Jove those of
These head-temples
Sais, priests of the Sun, &c.
;

;

mark

the first settlements of the sacerdotal colonies as
The
they gradually descended the valley of the Nile.
number of deities to whom temples were erected, in
Upper Egypt at least, seem to have been always very
In this quarter we hear merely of the temlimited.
In Middle
ples of Ammon, Osiris, Isis, and Typhon.
and Lower Egypt, the number appears to have been
The next subject of inquiry has
gradually enlarged.
reference to the revenues of the sacerdotal order. Here
dismiss
the
too common opinion, that the
also we must
priests of Egypt were a class supported by the monarch or the state.
They were, on the contrary, the
principal landholders of the country, and, besides them,
the right of holding lands was enjoyed only by the king
and the military caste. Changes, of course, must
have ensued amid the various political revolutions to
which the state has been subject, in this important
branch of the sacerdotal power, yet none of such a

—

nature as materially to affect the right itself; and
hence we find that a large, if not the largest and fairest, portion of the lands of Egypt, remained always in
the hands of the priests.
To each temple, as has already been remarked, were attached extensive domains, the common possession of the whole fraternity,
and their original place of settlement. These lands
were let out for a moderate sum, and the revenue derived from them went to the common treasury of the
temple, over which a superintendent, or treasurer, was
placed, who was also a member of the sacerdotal body.
From this treasury were supplied the wants of the various, families that

composed the sacred

college.

They

had also a common table in their respective temples,
which was daily provided with all the good things, not
excepting imported wines, that their rules allowed.
marked, that there must have been gradations also So that no part of their private property was required
among the various high-priests, and that those of for their immediate support. For that they possessed
Thebes, Memphis, and the other chief cities of the coun- private property is not only apparent from the circumat the head of the order.
These stance of their marrying and having families, but it ia
try, must have stood
From all that
were, in a certain sense, a species of hereditary princes, also expressly asserted by Herodotus.
who stood by the side of the monarchs, and enjoyed al- has been said then, it follows, that the sacerdotal fammost equal privileges. Their Egyptian title was Pi- ilies of Egypt were the richest and most distinguishecF
romis, which Herodotus translates by Ka7M^ Kuyadog, in the land, and that the whole order formed, in fact,,
" noble and
i. e,,
The priests of Egypt
good," and which points not so much a highly -privileged nobility.
to moral excellence as to nobility of origin.
(Com- were distinguished for great cleanliness of person and
Their
It
cannot be doubted but that
pare Welker, Thcognidis Reliquicz, p. xxiv.)
peculiarity of attire.
Whenever they the nature of the climate and the character of the
statues were placed in the temples.
are mentioned in the history of the country, they ap- countr}'^ exercised a great influence, not only on these
pear as the first persons in the state, even in the Mo- points, but also on their general mode of life; though,
When Joseph was to be elevated to power, independent of this, they would seem to have been
saic age.
he had to connect himself by marriage with the sacer- well aware how important agents general cleanliness
esdotal caste, and was united to the daughter of the and
frequent ablutions become in producing and
The organization of tablishing the blessings of health, both in individuals
high-priest at On, or Heliopolis.
the inferior priesthood was different probably in differ- and communities.
Hence the conspicuous example of
ent cities, according to the situation and wants of the external cleanliness which they made a point of showThey formed not only the ru- ing the lower orders. They wore garments of linen,
surrounding country.
ling caste, and supplied from their number all the of- not, as some think, of fine cotton {Schmtdi, de Safices of government, but were in possession likewise of cerdotibus
JEgypt., p. 26), fresh washed, taking particuall the learning and
knowledge of the land, and the ex- lar care to have them always clean. They shaved all
ercise of this last had always immediate reference to
They wore
parts of their body once in three days.
the wants of the adjacent population.
must ban- shoes made of byblus, bathed themselves twice in cold
and entirely rejected
ish the idea, then, that the priests of Egypt were water
by day and twice by night,
merely the ministers of religion, or that religious ob- the use of woollen garments. {Heeren's Ideen, 2, 2,
servances constituted their principal employment. 125,
seqq.)
They were, on the contrary, judges also, physicians,
14. Motives for Embalming Bodies.
zistronomers, architects in a word, they had charge of
that
was
in
been observed, that the practice of emconnected
with
It
has
often
every department
any way
them with so much
It appears, from the whole tenlearning and science.
balming the dead, and preserving
our of Egyptian history, that each of the
cities of care and in so costly a manner, seems to indicate some

We

;

great
the land possessed originally one chief temple, which,
became the head temple of the surrounding district, and the deity worshipped in it the

in process of time,

G

the opinions of the Egyptian philosophers
peculiarity in
On this subject we
fate of the soul.
respecting the
have no precise and satisfactory information. The an-
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cient writers have left us only a few hints, more or less
obscure, which scarcely afford anything beyond a mere

as the time of Moses, this class of manufactures had
attained a very great perfection {Goguet, Origin of
Laws, &Cm vol. 2, p. 86, seqq.) and, at a still more
distant period, the time of Joseph {Genesis, ^^, 22),

foundation for conjectures.
The President de Goguet,
relying on a statement of Servius, supposes that the
their
dead
for the sake of mainEgyptians embalmed

;

most usually
vestments were among
We have no necessity, howbestowed as presents.
the monuments
ever, to go back to these authorities
Both
speak a language that cannot be misunderstood.
in the plates accompanying the great French work
explained by Herodotus (2, 127), the soul of a man on Egypt, as well as the drawings obtained by Belzoni
passed through the bodies of living creatures, and re- from the tombs of the kings at Thebes, and those given
turned to inhabit a human form at the expiration of by Minutoli, we see these vestments in all their gay
The cycle, however, does not colours, and of various degrees of fineness. Some are
three thousand years.
commence until the body begins to perish, and the sec- so fine that the limbs appear through them. (Compare,
ond human habitation of the soul is a new one. The in particular, the vestment of the king, as given in the
pains and torments, therefore, of passing through this De.ycription de VEgypt, Planches, vol. 2, pi. 31, and
Others, on the contrary, are of a
cycle of three thousand years, and through animals in- Belzoni's plates.)
The kings and warriors commonly
numerable, might be reserved for those whose actions thicker texture.
in life did not entitle them to be made into mummies, wear short garments ; the agricultural and working
and whose bodies would therefore be exposed to de- classes, merely a kind of white apron. The priests
In a second trial in the world, the unfortunate have long vestments, sometimes white, at other times
cay.
Hence, say with white and red stripes sometimes adorned with
penitent might avoid his former errors.
the advocates for this opinion, the body of a father or stars, at other times with flowers, and again glittering
Whether silk vestancestor was often given as a pledge or security, and it with all the colours of the East.
was one that was valued more highly than any other. ments can be found among them remains still undeIt was the most sacred of all the obligations which a cided.
{Heeren's Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 368, seqq.)
man could bind himself by, and the recovery of the The Egyptians, from a most remote era, were celeThe quantity,
pledge, by performing the stipulated condition, was an brated for their manufacture of linen.
mdispensable duty. {Long^s Anc. Geogr., p. 61.) indeed, that was manufactured and used in Egypt was
Others have imagined, that the views with which the truly surprising and, independently of that made up
Egyptians embalmed their dead bodies were more into articles of dress, the great abundance used for enakin to those which rendered the Greeks and Romans veloping the mummies, both of men and animals, show
so anxious to perform the usual rites of sepulture to how large a supply must have been kept ready for the
their departed warriors, namely, an idea that these so- constant demand at home, as well as for that of the
the articles

line

taining the connexion between the soul and the body,
and preventing the former from transmigrating. {Origin of Laws, &c., vol. 3, p. 68, Eng. transl.) According to the Egyptian doctrine of transmigration, as

;

:

;

market.
That the bandages employed in
wrapping the dead are of linen, and not, as some have
imagined, of cotton, has been ascertained by the most
This, they maintain, is implied by the pray- satisfactory tests.
{Wilkinson, \o\. 3, y>- l\^) That
cordingly.
uttered
been
the
said
to
have
the skill of the Egyptians in the application of colours
embalmers
in
the
er,
by
name of the deceased, entreating the divine powers to kept pace with that displayed in the art of weaving, is
receive his soul into the regions of the gods.
{Por- evident from what has already been remarked.
Prichard^s Analysis of find among them all colours
white, yellow, red, blue,
phyr. de Abstinent., 4, 10.
Egyptian Mythology,]). 200.) Perhaps, however, the green, and black. What the colouring materials themwas
in
the
obtained from Egypt,
result
how
far
were
of
of
selves
more
were,
embalming
Egypt
they
practice
necessity than of choice, and, like many other of the or to what extent they were brought from Babylonia
customs of the land, may have been identified by the and India, cannot be clearly determined. That the
with the national religion, in order to ensure its Tyrians had a share in these will appear more than
priests
The rites of sepulture in Egypt grew probable, when we call to mind that they were percontinuance.
out of circumstances peculiar to that country. The mitted to have an establishnient or factory at Memphis.
lemnities expedited the journey of the soul to the apwhere it was to receive judgment for
pointed region,
Its former deeds, and to have its future doom fixed ac-

foreign

We

—

;

scarcity of fuel precluded the use of the funeral pile ;
the rocks which bounded the valley denied a grave ;
and the sands of the deserts afforded no protection from
while the valley, regularly inoutrage by wild beasts ;
undated, forbade it to be used as a charnel-house, unof pestilence to the living.
Hence
der

grew
penalty
the use of antiseptic substances, in which the nation
so skilled, as to render the bodies of their dead
inaccessible to the ordinary process of decay.

became

15, Arts and Manufactures of the Egyptians.

"The topics on which we intend here to touch, derive
no small 4egree of elucidation from the paintings discovered in ^e tombs of Egypt.
Weaving appears to
have been the employment of a large majority of the
nation.
According to Herodotus (?•, 35), it was an
not merely a dooccupation of the men, and, therefore,
mestic employrpent, bvt a business carried on also in
Urge establishments or manufactories. The process
•if weaving is frequently the subject of Egyptian paint-

depicted in the most pleasing manner in
;he drawing given by Minutoli (pi. 34, 2) from the
tombs of Beni Hassan. The loom is here of very
.ngs.

It is

four props or
simple construction, and is fastened to
The finished paf t of
supports driven into the ground.
the work is checkered green and yellow, the byssus

being generally dyed before weavipg.

50

Even

as ^arjy

Phny
tians,
full

(35, 42) extols the beautiful pigments of the Egypand the testimony of all modern travellers is in

accordance with his statements.
their paint with water, and it

mixed

The Egyptians
is

probable that a

portion of gum was sometimes added, to render it
more tenacious and adhesive. In most instances we
find red, green, and blue adopted ; a union which,
for all subjects and in all parts of Egypt, was a par-

little

ticular favourite.

was added

When

black was introduced, yellow
harmonize with it and, in

to counteract or

;

manner, they sought for every hue its congenial
companion. The following analysis of Egyptian colours, that were brought by Wilkinson from Thebes,
like

is

given by Dr. Ure.

"

The

colours are green, blue,

1. The
green pigment,
scraped from the painting in distemper, resists the solvent action of muriatic acid, but becomes thereby of a
brilliant blue colour, in consequence of the abstraction
of a small portion of yellow ochreous matter.
The
and, when
residuary blue powder has a sandy texture
viewed in the microscope, is seen to consist of small
On fusing this vitreous matter
particles of blue glass.
with potash, digesting the compound in diluted muriatic acid, and treating the solution with water of ammonia in exces.s, the presence of copper becomes

red, black, yellow,

and white.

;

A

certain portion of precipitate fell, which,
being dissolved in muriatic acid and tested, proved to

manifest.
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We

be the oxydc of iron.
may hence conclude, that salts, were perfectly known to them. They made
Their method of emthe green pigment is a mixture of a Ultle ochre, with a wine, vinegar, and even beer.
the oxydes of cop- balming, whatever it was, may be reckoned
among
pulverulent glass, made by vitrifying
with sand and soda. 2. The blue pigment the evidences of their chemical knowledge. The
per and iron
is a pulverulent blue glass, of like composition, without statements on this subject by Herodotus and Diodorus
the ochreous admixture, brightened with a little of the Siculus are very unsatisfactory ; and there is reason
3.
to believe, as it was the object of the embalmers to
chalky matter used in the distemper preparation.
The red pigment is merely a red earthy bole. 4. The shroud their art in mystery, that those writers were
black is bone black, mixed with a little gum, and con- either totally deceived, or, at least, that the mummi5 The white is nothing fying drug was artfully concealed from their knowledge.
of iron.
taining some traces
but a very pure chalk, containing hardly any alumina, Another important branch of the domestic arts was
6.
The yellow pigment is Pottery, in which the Egyptians displayed a skill not
and a mere trace of iron.
a yellow iron ochre."
{Wilkinson, vol. 3, p. 301.) at all inferior to that of the Greeks and they who supNext in importance to weaving must be ranked Metal- pose that graceful forms in pottery, porcelain, bronze,
As far as we can judge from the colour, which or even more precious materials, were indigenous
lurgy.
to Greece alone, will find many things to undeceive
is always green, brass seems to have been constantly
;

employed where in other nations iron would be. The
war-chariots appear to be entirely of the former metal.
Their green colour, as well as their shape, and the
of their wheels, are thought
lightness and elegance
this.
The arms, moreover, of the
clearly to indicate
Egyptians appear to be nearly all of brass, and not
bows also, and quivers are
only the swords, but the
made of it. These, together with the instruments for
cutting that are found depicted among the hieroglyphIn the infancy of the arts and
ics, are always green.
sciences, the difficulty of working iron might long
its superiority over copper or
of
withhold the secret
bronze ; but it cannot reasonably be supposed that a
nation so far advanced, and so eminently skilled in the
art of working metals as the Egyptians, should have
remained ignorant of its use, even if we had no evidence of its having been known to the Greeks and
other people ; and the constant employment of bronze
arms and implements is not a sufficient argument
since we find the
against their knowledge of iron,
Greeks and Romans made the same things of bronze,

known.
long after the period when iron was universally
If we reject this view of the question, we must come
at once to the conclusion that the Egyptians possessed
an art of hardening copper and bronze which is now
The skill of the Egyptians in comlost to the world.
pounding metals is abundantly proved by the vases,
mirrors, arms, and implements of bronze discovered at

in the paintings of Egypt.
The country possessed a species of clay extremely well adapted to
this purpose, and which is still found there.
{Rcynier, Economies des Egypt., p. 274.)
Coptos was
the chief seat of this branch of industry, as Keft

them

(or Kuft), in its immediate vicinity, is at the present
The vases thus manufactured served for holdday.
ing the water of the Nile, to which they were believed
to impart an agreeable coolness, an opinion that prevails even in modern times.
Besides, however, being

applied to household purposes, they were used also for
the purpose of holding the mummies of the sacred
The vases
animals, such as the ibis and others.
depicted on the monuments of Egypt are sometimes

adorned with the most brilliant colours. As to the
elegance of form and ornament in domestic and other
articles, the Egyptians can stand comparison with any
other nation of antiquity, the Greeks not excepted.
Their couches and seats might serve as patterns even
for

our

own

;

their silver tripods, beautiful

baskets,

and distaffs, as we see them in paintings, were known
even in the days of the Odyssey (4, 128), and their
musical instruments exceed those of modern times in
the beauty and variety of their shape.
Those who
wish to examine more fully into this branch of our
subject are referred to Rossellini's great work, or the

more accessible one of "Wilkinson.

The

productions

of the goldsmiths and silversmiths of Thebes are exThebes ; and the numerous methods they adopted for hibited by Rossellini, and they fully demonstrate the
a judicious
high pitch of refinement to which they had brought
varying the composition of bronze by
He exhibits gold
mixture of alloys, are shown in the many qualities the working of the precious metals.
of the metal.
They kad even the secret of giving to and silver tureens, urns, vases, banqueting cups, &c.,
bronze or brass blades a certain degree of elasticity, of the most exquisitely beautiful workmanship, and of
In suras may be seen in the dagger of the Berlin museum. the most tasteful as well as elegant forms.
Another remarkable feature in their bronze is the re^ veying them, the classical reader will be convinced
sistance it offers to ihe effects of the atmosphere
that Homer drew little on his imagination in describrng
some continuing smooth and bright, though buried for the gift of plate made to Helen by the wife of the
since exposed to the damp of European Egyptian king Thone.
But Homer ascribes still
ages, and
climates.
{Wilkinson, vol. 3, p. 253.) Other lost more extraordinary wonders to the goldsmiths of the
arts in metallurgy may be evidenced by the well-known same time.
They must have succeeded in uniting the
fact, that the Hebrew legislator inferentially ascribes most skilful mechanical clockwork with the workmanto the Egyptian chemists the art of making gold liquid, ship of gold
for he describes golden statues, thrones,
and of retaining it in that state. This we have not and footstools moving about as if instinct with life.
be
it
must
to
do.
the power
confessed, It would appear, indeed, that we had made, at the
Still, however,
that the Egyptians cannot properly be considered as at present day, little or perhaps no improvement on the
forms of the vases and vessels to which we have above
any time acquainted with the science of chemistry
though they were early made aware of various chemi- referred, and that an Egyptian buffet or sideboard, with
cal facts, and many and indubitable proofs of this have all its details, not excluding dishes, plates, knives, and
been collected in one or two not inconsiderable works spoons, near four thousand years ago, bore a striking
devoted to the subject. Their progress in the manu- resemblance to the sideboards of modem palaces and
facture of not only white but coloured glass may also villas.
Still farther, a survey of the trades and manube instanced. Seneca informs us that they made arti- factures of Egypt, as afforded by the ancient paintings,
;

;

;

gems of extraordinary beauty. {Epist., 90.) exhibits, in a great degree, the same tools, implements,
They had a method of purifying natron, and of ex- and processes, as are employed in workshops and
They prepared lime by manufactories at the present day. The whole process
tracting potash from cinders.
ficial

the calcination of calcareous stones, and had an intimate knowledge of the uses to which it may be applied,
08 also that it renders the carbonate of soda caustic.

Litharge, together with the vitriolic and

many

other

of manufacturing silk and cotton, with all its details of
and patterning, may
reeling, carding, weaving, dying,
be more especially named.
{Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 32, p. 308, seqq.)
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ject to fewer restraints

Trade of Egypt.

Nature has destined Egypt, by its products, its genand its geographical position, for one of

eral character,

Neither
the principal trading countries of the globe.
the despotism under which it has groaned for centuit
has so
ries, nor the bloody feuds and wars of which
often been the scene, have operated, for any length of
time, to deprive it of these advantages ; the purposes

of Nature may be impeded, but they cannot be wholly
The situation of Egypt, a fertile district,
destroyed.

abounding

in the first necessaries of life, between the
Asia and Africa, has in all ages given

arid deserts of

a value which, in another position, it could not have.
the time of Jacob to the present day, it has been
the
of the less fertile neighbouring countries.
it

From

granary
natural facilities for internal communication were,
an early period, increased by the formation of canals,
which united the various arras of the river that bound
From Syene to about lat.
or flow through the Delta.
31° N. there is one uninterrupted boat-navigation,
which is seldom impeded for want of water. The
conveyance of articles up the stream is favoured at certain seasons by the steady winds from the north.

The
at

A

description of the Nile-boat, called Baris, is given by
Herodotus (2, 96). One of the great national festivals,
that of Artemis at Bubastis, was celebrated during the

annual inundation the people, in boats, sailed from
one town to another, and their numbers were increased
:

by the inhabitants of every town that was

was an

visited.

As

time for the agriculturists, like the winter
of other climates, it was spent in carousing and drunkenness. The quantity of wine consumed was immense,
and the whole of it was procured by giving in exchange
Egyptian commodities. The Egyptians were never a
nation of sailors, for their country furnished no mateTill the time of Psamrials for building large vessels.
metichus, foreigners, though allowed to trade there,
it

;

the exchange of Egyptian
and, as Herodotus ex;

commodities was extended

idle

remarks, agriculture and individual wealth
were never so much improved in Egypt as under this
system of free trade. The Egyptian kings now acpressly

quired a fleet, the materials for which, or the vessels
themselves, they could procure from the Phoenicians or
the Greeks.
Neco, the successor of Psammetichus,
and the conqueror of Jerusalem {Herod. 2, 159. Com^

—

pare Kings, book 2, ch. 23, and Jeremiah, ch. 46),
formed the project of uniting the Nile to the Red Sea
by a canal this canal was not completed till the time
of Darius I., the Persian king.
The object of the Pharaohs and the monarchs of Persia was to facilitate the
transportation of commodities from the Red Sea to
Egypt ; for the Egyptians had long been accustomed
to receive the products of India and Arabia
up this
:

This artificial channel was neglected on acgulf
count of the difficulty of navigating the northern part
of the Red Sea ; it existed under the Ptolemies, but
a land communication was also formed between Coptos and the ports of Myos-hormos and Berenice on the
gulf, and this remained for a long time the great commercial road between the western and the eastern
world.
In Upper Egypt, the city of Thebes was once
the centre of commerce for Africa and Arabia
under
its colossal
porticoes and market-houses, the wares of
southern Africa, and the products of Arabia and India,
were collected. Its fame had spread, probably through
the Phoenician traders, as far as the country of the Homeric poems (7?., 9, 381). A modern traveller, Denon,
standing amid the ruins of Thebes, could feel and
comprehend the advantages of its situation : he could
:

compute the number of days' journey which separated
him from the towns of Arabia, the emporium of MeIn the mountroe, and the cities of central Africa.
ains east of Thebes, the precious metals were once
found the mines were worked by prisoners of war
were subject to many strict regulations, and were or by slaves. Agatharchides, a Greek geographer
Egypt, being a {Geogr. Gr. Min.y vol. 1, p. 212, ed. Hudson), in the
regarded as suspicious persons.
grain-countr}% would be more likely to receive the time of the sixth Ptolemy, visited these mines, of
visits of foreigners, than to make, herself, any active which he has given a most exact description.
Thus
commercial speculations. The later Pharaohs, after Thebes possessed, in the precious metals, one of those
could
of
as
also
the
then
which
invite
articles
commerce
MemPtolemies,
Psammetichus,
only
strangers.
build fleets when the woods of Phoenicia were under phis, in Lower Egypt, was the centre of commerce
and it is well known what bloody wars when Herodotus visited Egypt. The gold, the ivory,
their control
were carried on for the possession of these regions be- and the slaves of Africa, the salt of the desert, wine
tween the Ptolemies and Seleucidae. It may be easily imported from Greece and Phoenicia twice a year, with
imagined, too, that the Tyrians and Sidonians were the products of India and Yemen, were collected in
;

;

never anxious to make the Egyptians a maritime peoif the latter had possessed the inclination to
ple, even
become such. The true reason why the Egyptians
forbade all foreigners to approach their coast, is to be
found in the peculiar character of early commerce.
All the nations that trafficked on the Mediterranean
were at that time pirates, with whom the carrying
away the inhabitants from the coasts and selling them
for slaves had become a lucrative branch of commerce.
It was natural, then, that a people who had no ships
of their own to oppose to such visitants, should forbid

them, under any
Passages occur,
which render it doubtful whether there were not some
been remarked. Homer
exceptions to what has just
makes Menelaus to have sailed to Egypt, and Diodorus Siculus mentions a maritime city, named Thonis,
The colonies,
to which he assigns a great antiquity.
too, that are said to have sailed from Egypt to Greece,
as, for example, those of Danaus and Cecrops. suppose
The quesan acquaintance with the art of navigation.
tion, however, admits of a serious consideration, whethpretext, to approach their coasts.
the ancient writers,
it is true, in

market.
In exchange, the merchants received the
precious metals, grain, and linen (or perhaps cotton)
cloths, which Herodotus compares with those of Colchis.
Amasis, who was a usurper, and a prince fond
of foreign luxuries, did not scruple to make great innovations.
He admitted foreigners more freely into
this

Lower Egypt, and appointed

Naucratis, on the Cano-

pic branch, as the residence of the Greek merchants.
He carried his liberality so far as to permit non-resi-

dent Greeks to build temples to their national gods,
and use the precincts as market-places several Ionian
and Dorian cities of Asia, together with the town of
Mytilene, built a noble temple, called the Hellenium,
:

and, by their joint votes, appointed the superintendents
of the market and the commercial establishment.

Some other Greek towns also followed their example.
Hccreri's Ideen,
{Long'*s Anc. Geogr., p. 64, seqq.

—

vol. 2, pt. 2, p.

373, seqq.)

17.

Style of Egyptian

Art

The same

commerce and

veneration for ancient usage and the stem
regulations of the priesthood, which forbade any innovation in the form of the human figure, particularly in
subjects connected with religion, fettered the genius

poUty of the country.

of the Egyptian artists, and prevented its developement.
The same formal outline, the same attitudes and pos
tures of the body, the same conventional mode of rep-

er the Phoenicians

were not

in these

cases the agents of

The reign of Psamtransportation.
metichus and his successors changed the character of
the Egyptians, or at least altered the old and settled
52

Foreign merchants were sub-
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lesentmg the different parts, were
latest as at the carHcst periods.

adhered

the

to at the

No
;

made to copy nature, or to give proper action to the
Certain rules, certain models, had been establimbs.
lished by law, and the faulty conceptions of earlier
times were copied and perpetuated by every successive

;

but genius once cramped can

observable in these as in the

human

figure.

It

must,

however, be allowed, that, in general, the character and
form of animals were admirably portrayed ; the parts
were put together with greater truth and the same
license was not resorted to as in the shoulders and
;

Egyptian bas-relief appears to have been, in
a mere copy of painting, its predecessor.
origin,

artist.
its

rigid style

scarcely be expected to make any great effort to rise,
or to succeed in the attempt ; and the same union of
parts into a whole, the same preference for profile, are

improvements,
resulting from experience and observation, were admitted in the mode of drawing the figure no attempt was

The

same

other portions of the

attempt to represent the figures of the gods,
lacred emblems, and other subjects, consisted in paintfirst

p.

human

body.

(

Wilkinson, vol. 3,

263, scqq.)
18.

Egyptian Architecture.

ing simple outlines of them on aflat surface, the details
The earliest inhabitants of Egypt appear to have
But, in process of
being afterward put in with colour.
time, these forms were traced on stone with a tool, and been of Troglodytic habits, or, in other words, to
have
inhabited caves.
The mountain ranges on either
the intermediate space between the various figures
of the stream would easily supply them with
being afterward cut away, the once level surface as- side
sumed the appearance of a bas-relief. It was, in fact, abodes of this kind. From the site of ancient Mema pictorial representation on stone, which is evidently phis, until we ascend the Nile beyond Thebes, these
the character of all the bas-reliefs on Egyptian monu- mountains are composed of stratified limestone, full of
Such rocks, it is well known, abound
ments, and which readily accounts for the imperfect organic remains.
arrangement of their figures. Deficient in conception, in natural caverns in all eastern countries ; and although
and, above all, in a proper knowledge of grouping, they no cavities are now found in Egypt that do not bear
were unable to form those combinations which give marks of human skill, we have no right to assert that
true expression.
Every picture was made up of iso- it was not in many cases merely called in for the aid
lated parts, put together according to some general of nature, to smooth and embeUish abodes originally
Much of this rock, too, was of a
notions, but without harmony or preconceived effect. provided by her.
face, the whole body, and everything they highly sectile and friable nature, and easily worked,
When the natural
introduced, were composed, in the same manner, of therefore, by the hand of man.
for the growing popseparate members, placed together one by one, accord- caverns then became insufficient
others
would be no
of
ing to their relative situations the eye, the nose, and ulation, the artificial formation
With the demand, the skill of workbut the expression difl!icult task.
other features, composed a face
of feelings and passions was entirely wanting ; and the manship would naturally increase ; harder limestone
countenance of the king, whether charging an enemy's would be worked, then the flinty but friable sandstones
the hard and
phalanx in the heat of battle, or peaceably offering in- of the quarries of Selseleh, and, finally,
cense in a sombre temple, presented the same outline, imperishable rock that still bears the name of the city
and the same inanimate look. The peculiarity of the of Syene. To understand fully the causes which led
front view of an eye, introduced in a profile, is thus ac- to the erection of such enormous works by the Egypcounted for it was the ordinary representation of that tians, as still astonish and have for ages astonished the
feature added to a profile, and no allowance was made world, we must investigate other circumstances besides
The government of
for any change in the position of the head.
those of climate and position.
It was the
same with drapery. The figure was first drawn, and Egypt was monarchical from the very earUest date ;
the drapery was then added, not as a part of the whole, and a monarchical and despotic government, if it be
but as an accessory.
They had no general conception, only stable, is incontestibly more favourable to the exno previous idea of the effect required to distinguish ecution of magnificent structures than one more free.
the warrior or the priest, beyond the impression re- Hence one cause for the vast structures of Egypt.
ceived from costume, or from the subject of which they The population, too, of the country was probably reConsidered as
formed a part and the same figure was dressed accord- dundant beyond any modern parallel.
ing to the character it was intended to perform
Every a grain country alone, it was capable of supporting a
extent
portion of a picture was conceived by itself, and in- population three times as great as one of equal
It produces, besides, those
serted as it was wanted to complete the scene ; and in a less favoured climate.
when the walls of a buildmg, where a subject was to tropical plants which yield more fruit on a given space
be drawn, had been accurately ruled with squares, the of ground than any of the vegetables of the temperate
of the
figures were introduced, and fitted to this mechanical zone, and which grow where, from the aridity

The human

:

;

;

;

The members were appended to the
arrangement.
body, and these squares regulated their form and distribution, in whatever posture they might be placed.
In the paintings of the tombs, greater license was allowed in the representation of subjects relating to private life, the trades, or the manners and occupations
of the people
and some indications of perspective in
the position of the figures may occasionally be observed but the attempt was imperfect, and, probably,
to an Egyptian eye, unpleasing
for such is the force
of habit, that, even where nature is copied, a conventional style is sometimes preferred to a more accurate
In the battle scenes on the
representation.
temples
of Thebes, some of the figures representing the monarch pursuing the flying enemy, despatching a hostile
chief with his sword, and drawing his bow, as his
horses carry his car over the prostrate bodies of the
but still the same
slain, are drawn with much spirit
imperfections of style and want of truth are observed
there is action, but no sentiment, no
expression of the

Domestic
the cereal gramina cannot vegetate
animals, too, multiply with great rapidity, and the prolific influence of the waters of the Nile is said to extend
With a population created and
to the human race.
soil,

wonder that a
supported by such causes, we cannot
government, commandmg without fear of accountabilof the country, could project
ity the whole resources
and execute works, at which the richest and most powerful nations of modem times would hesitate.
Many
causes must have conspired to induce the abandonment
Beof the cavern habitations of the early inhabitants.
sides the necessity which existed of providing receptacles for the embalmed bodies of the dead, and for
which purpose these caverns would admirably answer,
a growing and improving people could not long endure
to%e shut up in rocky grottoes during the inundation,
or to pursue their agricultural labours at other seasons,
A remedy for these inconfar from a fixed al>ode.
veniences was found in the erection of mounds in the
of the river, exceeding
banks
the
plain, and quays upon
In the representation in elevation its utmost rise, and extended with the inpassions, or life in the features.
of animals they appear not to have been restricted to crease of population until they could contain important
;

;

;

;

:

I
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^GYPTUS.
cities.

Such

artificial

mounds

are

still

to

be seen

the important ruins that exist.
When we consider the remarkable skill exhibited by
the Egyptians in the art of stone-cutting, manifested,

forming the basis of

all

the Egyptians at a very early period.
It consisted o»
from monuments, as far back as the
year 1540 before our era, and of stone in B.C. 600.
brick, as appears

—

which we can trace
ascribe this charac-

Before concluding this head it may not be unimportant
to remark, that the Greek orders of architecture, more
especially the Doric and Corinthian, can all be traced

original habits.
necessities of their ancestors must have given
this impulse to the nationalgenius, and determined the
character which their architecture manifests, down to

Egyptian originals. {Description de VEgypte, t. 1,
&c.
Quatremere de Quincy, de V Architecture
American Quarterly Rev., No 9, p. I,
Egyptienne.
Wilkinson, vol. 2, p. 95, seqq. ; vol. 3, p. 316,
seqq.

too, at the

most remote period

we

to

cannot but
liistorically,
teristic taste to something in their

them

The

first

to

—

2, 3,

—

—

the latest period of their existence, not merely as an seqq.)
In the
-^i-iA, I. Gens, a celebrated Plebeian house, of which
independent nation, but as a separate people.
same way that the Tyrians, and the inhabitants of Pal- there were various branches, such as the Fceti, Lamice^
cedar
forests
to
their
their
taste
and
skill
estine, owed
Tuberones, Galii, &.C.— II. The wife of Sylla. {Plut.
Vit.
in the workmanship of wood, the Egyptians derived
Syll.y—III. Patina, of the family of the Tuberos,
from their original mode of life, from their abundant and wife of the Emperor Claudius. She was repudiquarries, and from the facility they found in excavating ated, in order to make way for Messalina.
{Siuton.
the rocks into dwellings, the taste for the workmanship Claud., 26.)
IV. Lex, a law proposed by the tribune
of stone which distinguishes them ; and this taste ex- ^lius Tubero, and enacted A.U.C. 559, for sending
V. An(Lzr.,34, 53.)
plains the high degree of perfection they attained in two colonies into Bruttium.
this art.
In inquiring into the origin and principles of other, commonly called Lex JElia et Fusia.
These

—

—

Egyptian architecture, certain prominent characters
The plans
strike us at once that cannot be mistaken.
and great outlines of their buildings are remau-kable
for simplicity and sameness, however diversified they
may be in decoration and ornament. Openings are
extremely rare, and the interior of their temples is as
so that,
dark as the primitive caverns themselves
when within them, it is difficult to distinguish between
an excavation and a building the pillars are of enormous diameter, and resemble in their proportions the
masses left to support the roofs of mines and quarries.
Nay, their hypostyle halls are almost similar in appearance to this kind of excavation the portals, porticoes,
and doors are enclosed in masses, in such a way as to
present the appearance of the entrance of a cave ; and
the roofs of vast stones, lying horizontally, could have
been imitated from no shelter erected in the open air.
All the buildings yet existing between Denderah and

were, in fact, two separate laws, though they are someThe first {Lex .Elia) was
times joined by Cicero.
brought forward by the consul Q. jElius Paetus, A.U.C.
586, and ordained, that, when the comitia were to be
held for passing laws, the magistrates, or the augurs
by their authority, might take observations from the

heavens, and, if the omens were unfavourable, might
And also, that any
prevent or dissolve the assembly.
other magistrate of equal or greater authority than he
who presided, might declare that he had heard thunder
or seen lightning, and in this way put off the assembly
to some other time.
The second {Lex Furia or Fusia\
proposed either by the consul Furius, or by one Fusius
or Fufius, was passed A.U.C. 617, and ordained that
it should not be lawful to enact laws on
any diesfastus.
VI.
Sentia Lex, brought forward by the consuls
.^lius and Sentius, and enacted A.U.C. 756.
It ordained that no slave who had ever, for the sake of a
Syene are constructed of a kind of sandstone, furnished crime, been bound, publicly whipped, tortured, or brandin abundance by the quarries of the adjacent country. ed in the face, although freed by his master, should obThis stone is composed of quartzose grains, usually tain the freedom of the city, but should always remain
Its colours are grayin the class of the dcdititit, who were indeed free, but
united by a calcareous cement.
some have a could not aspire to the advantages of Roman citizens.
ish, yellowish, or even almost white
VII.
name given to various cities,
slight tinge of rose colour, and others various veins of {Suet. Aug., 40.)
But when forming a part either repaired or built by the Emperor Hadrian, whose
different shades of yellow.
VIII. Capitolina, a name
of the mass of a building, they produce an almost uni- family name was ^lius
One great given to Jerusalem by the Emperor Hadrian, when he
form effect of colour, namely, a light gray.
this species of stone is the rebuilt the
with
connected
from
his
own
family title .^lius, and
city,
advantage
ease with which it can be wrought ; and the mode of also from his erecting within that city a temple to Juits aggregation, and the uniformity of its structure, so
piter Capitolinus. {Vid. Hierosolyma.)
;

;

—

;

—

—

;

A

—

far

from resisting, offer the greatest facilities for the exThe
ecution of hieroglyphic and symbolic sculptures.
obelisks and statues, on the other hand, which adorned
the approaches and entrances of the sandstone struc-

.^LiANUs, I. a Greek writer, who flourished about
the middle of the second century of our era.
He composed a treatise on military tactics, which he dedica-

were made of a more costly and enduring sub
stance, the granite of Syene, the Cataracts, and EleThe most important of the rocks of this
phantine.

of Arcerius and Meursius, Lugd. Bat., 1613, 4to.
II.
Claudius, a native of Prjeneste, who flourished during
the reigns of Heliogabalus and Alexander Severus
(218-235 A.D.). Although born in Italy, and of Latin

tures,

remarkable for the beauty
species is the rose-granite,
of its colours, the large size of its crystals, its hardness
and durability. A part of the monuments which have

been made of it have been preserved almost uninjured
for

many

centuries.

The mode

of building

among

the

They placed in their
Egyptians was very peculiar.
columns rude stones upon each other, after merely
and the figure of
smoothing the surfaces of contact,
the column, with all its decorations, was finished after
In their walls, the outer and inner
it was set up.
surfaces of the stones were also left unfinished, to be
reduced to shape by one general process, after the
whole mass had been erected. Of the private architecture of the Egyptians, but few remains have come
It was composed chiefly of perishable
to us.
materials, namely, of bricks dried in the sun ; those
burned in a kiln being rarely employed, except in damp

down

situations.
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The

arch appears to have been

known

to

ted to the

Emperor Hadrian.

The

best edition

is

that

—

parents, and almost constantly residing within the limits of his native country, he nevertheless acquired so
complete a knowledge of the language of Greece, that
Philostratus, if his testimony be worth quoting, makes
him worthy of being compared with the purest Atticists,

while Suidas states that he obtained the appellations
of 'M.eH<j)doyyog ("Honey-voiced"), and MeTiiyXucrcrog

Honey-tongued"). He appears to have been a man
of extensive reading and considerable information. His
" Various
History," TlQiKi?j] 'laropia, in fourteen
books, is a collection of extracts from different works,
themes very probably which he composed for the purpose of exercising himself in the Grecian tongue, and
which his heirs very indiscreetly gave to the world.
These extracts may be regarded as the earliest on the
list of Ana,
The Various History of iElian evinces
(•'

neither taste, judgment, nor powers of critical discrint'

JEUl

JEJAl

Its chief claim to attention rests

ination.

on

its

having .(Emilius, A.U.C. 309, ordaining that the censon
should be elected as before, every five years, but that
their power should continue
only a year and a half.
II. Sumiuaria, tel
(L?u., 4, 24.
Id., 9, 33.)
cibana^
a sumptuary law, brought forward by M. .^milius Leand
enacted
It
A.U.C.
675.
limited
the
kind
and
pidus.
quantity of meats to be used at an entertainment. (Macrob. Sat., 2, 13.— ^uZ. GelL, 2, 24.)
ascribes
Pliny
this law to M. Scaurus (8, 67).
uEmiua, 1. Gens, the name of a distinguished Ro-

of authors, the
preserved from oblivion some fragments
It is to be
rest of whose works are lost.
regretted that
>Elian, in^tead of giving these extracts in the language
of the writers themselves, has thought fit to array them
JFWan com|)osed also a pretendin a garb of his own.
ed history of animals, Hepl ^o)uv IdioTijToc, in seventeen books, each of which is subdivided into small chapters.
This zoological compilation is full of absurd stories, intermingled occasionally with interesting notices.

To

same

this

writer are also ascribed twenty epistles

—

—

man

family

among

the

patricians, originally written

{Vid. Supplement.)— II. The third daughtxiaToXai) which possess AiMiLiA.
.^Elian led a life of celibacy, and ter of L. .^milius Paullus, who fell in the battle of
very little interest.
Cannas.
She
was the wife of the elder Africanus, and
The best editions
died at the ege of 60 years or over.
of the Various History are, that of Gronovius, Amst., the mother of the celebrated Cornelia.
She was of a
mild
Her
4to, 1731, 2 vols., and that of Kuhnius, Lios., 8vo,
disposition, and long survived her husband.
which
was
was
inherited by her adoptThe best edition of the History of Ani- property,
1780, 2 vols.
large,
ed
Africanus
the
IV.
who
mals Id that of F. Jacobs, Lips., 8vo, 1784.-^111.,
grandson
Younger,
gave it to his
own mother Papiria, who had been divorced by his own
{Vid. ^>upplement.)
father
L.
^milius.—
III.
to
and
a
name
common
marK./Emus,
many Romans,
{Vid. Lepida, I.)
Lepida.
IV. A part of Italy,
(Vid. ^lia,
extending from Ariminum to
ing also the plebeian house of the ./Elii.
Placentia.
It formed one of the later subdivisions of
individuals
that
most
noted
bore
this
The
name
I.)
V. Via Lepidi, a Roman road.
There
were, I. Publius, a quaestor, A.U.C 346, the first year the country.
were two roads, in fact, of this name, both branchthat the plebeians were admitted to this office.
(L?t?.,
II. C. Stalenus, a judge, who suffered him- ing off from Mediolauum {Milan) to the eastern and
4, 54.)
self to be corrupted by Statius Albius.
{Cic. pro Sext., southern extremities of the province of Cisalpine Gaul;
III. Sextus .^lius Catus, an eminent Roman the one leadmg to Verona and Aquileia, the latter to
81.)
Placentia and Ariminum.
The same name, howevlawyer, who lived in the sixth century from the foundaHe filled in succession the offices of er, of Via iEmilia Lepidi, was applied to both.
tion of the city.

on

rural

affairs {'A.jpoiKiKai

—

—

—

—

They

and censor, and gave his name to a part
of the Roman law. When Cneius Flavius, the clerk
of Appius Claudius Cascus, had made known to the
people the forms to be observed in prosecuting lawsuits, and the days upon which actions could be brought,
the patricians, irritated at this, contrived new forms of
aedile, consul,

being made public, excertain secret marks.

were made by M. ..Emilius
Lepidus, who was conA.U.C. 567, in continuation of the Via Flaminwhich
had
been
ia,
carried from Rome to Ariminum. VI. Via Scauri, a Roman road, a continuation
of the Aurelian way, from Pisa to Dertona.
{Strab.,
sul

—

217.)

on account of his knowledge of the
civil law, egregie cordatus homo, " a
remarkably wise
man." (Cic. de Orat., 1, 45.) Notwithstanding the
opinions of Grotius and Bertrand, ^lius must be re-

.^MiLiANus, I. the second agnomen of P. Cornelius
Scipio Africanus the younger, which he received as
His adoption by
being the son of Paulus .^milius.
the elder Africanus united the houses of the Scipios
and -^milii.
native of Mauritania, who was govII.
ernor of Pannonia and Moesia under Hostilianus and
Gallus.
Some successes over the barbarians caused
him to be proclaimed emperor by his soldiers. Gallus
marched against him, but was murdered, together with

garded as the author of the work entitled Tripartita
JElii, which is so styled from its containing, 1st. The

his son Volusianus, by his own soldiers, who went
The reign of the latover to the side of .^milianus.

process, and, to prevent their
pressed them in writing by
These forms, however, were
by .^lius Catus, and his book
mint, as that of Flavius was

Ennius

was named Jus JEliastyled Jus Flnvianum.

calls him,

text of the law.

gis

subsequently published

actio, or the

2d. Its interpretation.

forms to be observed

in

The

3d.

le-

going to law.

Catus, on receiving the consulship, became remarkable for the austere simplicity of his manners, eatfrom
earthen vessels, and refusing the silver ones
ing
which the ..Etolian deputies offered him. When censor, with M. Cethegus, he assigned to the senate at
the public games separate seats from the people.
IV.
Lucius, sumamed Lamia, the friend and defender of
was
out
driven
of
the
Piso
and
GaCicero,
city by
binius.
(Cic. in Pis., 27.)— V. Gallus, a Roman
the
of
and
friend
to whom
Strabo.
knight,
Virgil dedi-

.<Elius

—

—

cated his tenth eclogue. ( Vid. Gallus, III.)
VI. Sejanus. {vid Sejaniis.)— VTI. An engraver on precious
stones, who lived in the first century of our era. A gem
exhibiting the head of Tiberius, engraved by him, is described by

—

A

Less than four
however, was of short duration.
months intervened between his victory and his fall.

ter,

Valerian, one of the generals of Gallus, who had been
sent by that emperor to bring the legions of Gaul and
Germany to his aid, met uEmilianus in the plains of
Spoletum, where the latter, like Gallus, was murdered

by

his

rian.

own

troops,

who thereupon went over

{Zosimus, 21,

trop., 9,

6

A

p. 25,se(/g.

—Aurcl.

to Vale-

Vict

— Eu-

prefect of Egypt, in the reign of
assumed the imperial purple, but was

)— III.

Gallienus.
He
defeated by Theodotus, a general of the emperor's, who
sent him prisoner to Rome, where he was strangled.
{Trrb. Gall. Tr. Tyr., ^2.—Euscb. Hist. Eccles.,7.)

— IV.

Vid. Supplement.

^MiLius, I. Censorinus, a cruel tyrant of Sicily. A
person named Aruntius Paterculus having given him
VIII Promolus, an ancient a brazen horse, intended as a means of torture, was
Bracci, tab. 2.
IX. Gordianus, an the first that was made to suffer by it. Compare the
(Vid. Supplement.)

—

—

—

physician.
eminent lawyer, in the reign of Alexander Severus. X.
Serenianus, a lawyer, and pupil of Papinian. He flour-

ished during the reign of Severus, and is highly praised
by Lampridius. (Lampr. Vit. Sev.)
Abllo ('Af/l/lcj), one of the Harpies. (Vid. HarHer name is derived from ueXXa, a tempest,
pyiae.)
the rapidity of her course being compared to a stormy

{Plut de Fort.
story of Phalaris and his brazen bull.
Rom., 315.) II. L., three times consul, and the con273.
{Liv 2. 42.)— III.
queror of the Volsci, A.U.C.
Mamercus, once consul and three times dictator, ob-

—

,

tained a triumph over the Fidenates, A.U.C. 329.
IV. Paulus, father of the celebrated
{Liv. 4, 16.)
He was one of the consuls slain
Paulus ^milius.

—

—

V. Paulus Macedonicus.
(Ltr., 23, 49.)
Paulus I.)— VI Scaurus. {Vid. Scaurus.)— VIL
once Censor, and six limes Pon.^MATHiA.
Vid. Emalhia.
Lepidus. twice consul,
He was also Princeps Senatus, and
.^MATHiox.
Vid Emathion.
tifex Maximus.
iEMiUA LEX, I. a law of the dictator Mamercus guardian to Ptolemy Epiphanes, in the name of the

fvind.
loc.

Compare Hcsiod, Theog., 267, and

Schol. ad at Cannae.
(Vid.
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^NEAS.
Roman

people.

It

was

this

^NEAS.

individual to

whom

away on his shoulders his aged parent AnchiHis wife Creusa, however, was lost in the hur-

a .bearing

crown was given when a youth of 15, for having
saved the life of a citizen, an allusion to which is made
on the medals of the yEmilian family. {Liv., 41, 42.
VIII. Lepidus, the triumvir. (FzVZ. LeEpit. 48.)
civic

ses.

ried flight.

From

this period the

legends respecting

.^neas differ. While, according to one tradition, of
which there are traces even in the Homeric poems, he
remained in Troas, and ruled over the remnant of the
pidus.)
JEiMOTiiA.Vid. Hsemonia.
Trojan population, he wandered from his native land
.^NARiA, an island off the coast of Campania, at the according to another account, and settled in Italy.
entrance of the Bay of Naples.
Properly speaking, This latter tradition is adopted by the Roman writers,
there are two islands, and hence the plural form of the who trace to him the origin of their nation, and it forms
name which the Greeks apphed to them, at Ui6t]kov- the basis of the yEneid, in which poem his various

—

—

wanderings are related, until he is brought to the ItalFollowing the account of Virgil and the
{TZLdrjKOL) which the islands wexe supposed to contain, poets from whom he has copied, as far a's any remains
but from the earthen casks or barrels {TnOaKtov, dolio- of these last have come down to us, we find that
lum) which were made there. The Romans called uEneas, in the second year after the destruction of
the largest of the two islands Anuria, probably from Troy, set sail, with a newly-constructed fleet of twenty
the copper which they found in it.
.^naria was a vessels, from the Trojan shores, and visited, first
From this latvolcanic island, and Virgil (JBn., 9, 716) gives it the Thrace, and then the island of Sicily.
name of Inarime, in accordance with the old traditions ter island he proceeded with his ships for Italy, in the
which made the body of Typhoeus to have been placed seventh year of his wanderings, but was driven by a
under this island and the Phlegrspan plain. Homer, storm on the coast of Africa, near Carthage. After a
however (//., 2, 783), describes Typhoeus as lyinor in residence of some time at the court of Dido, he set sail
Arima {eiv 'Aptfioig). The modem name of JEnaria is for Italy, and reached eventually, after many dangers
and adventures, the harbour of CumjB. From Cumae
Jschia.
.^NEA or iENEiA, a town of Macedonia, on the he proceeded along the shore and entered the mouth
After a war with the neighbouring nacoast of the Sinus Thermaicus, northwest from Olyn- of the Tiber.
It was
thus, and almost due south from Thessalonica.
tions, in which he proved successful, and slew Turfounded by a colony of Corinthians and Potidaeans. nus, the leader of the foe, .^neas received in marriage
The inhabitants themselves, however, affected to be- Lavinia, the daughter of King Latinus, and built the
The Trojans and native inhabitants
lieve that ^neas was its founder, and consequently city of Lavinium.
^nea was a place became one people, under the common name of Latioffered to him an annual sacrifice,
The flourishing state of the new community exof some importance in the war between the Macedoni- ni.
Soon afterward, however, it dis- cited, however, the jealousy of the neighbouring naans and Romans.
appeared from history.
{Scymnus, v. 627. Liv., 40, tions, and war was declared by them against the subStrabo, epit. 7.)
4, and 44, 10.
jects of yEneas, Mezentius, king of Etruria, being
The arms of
.(Enead.*, I. the companions of ^Eneas, a name placed at the head of the coalition.
(JS«., 1, 157, &c.)— II. The .^neas proved successful, but he lost his life in the
given them in Virgil.
descendants of iEneas, an appellation given by the conflict.
According to another account, be was
Hence Venus is drowned during the action in the river Numicus.
poets to the whole Roman nation.
Divine honours were paid him after death by his subcalled by Lucretius (1, 1), JEneadum genctrix.
^Eneas, a celebrated Trojan warrior, son of Anchi- jects, and the Romans also in a later age regarded him
The tale of ^Eneas and
ses and Venus, whose wanderings and adventures form as one of the Dii Indigetcs.
the subject of Virgil's .^neid, and from whose final his Trojan colony is utterly rejected by Niebuhr, but
settlement in Italy the Romans traced their origin. he thinks it a question worth discussion, whether it
He was born, according to the poets, on Mount Ida, was domestic or transported. Having shown that
several Hellenic poets had supposed ^Eneas to have
or, as some legends stated, on the banks of the Simois,
and was nurtured by the Dryads until he had reached escaped from Troy, and that Stesichorus had even exhis fifth year, when he was brought to Anchises. The pressly represented him as having sailed to Hesperia,
remainder of his early life was spent under the care of i. e , the west ; and then notic^ the general belief
This latter appellation, according to
aai {Pithecusce).
Pliny (3, 6), was not derived from the number of apes

—

ian shores.

—

the (Jreeks, of Trojan colonies in different
he still regards all this as quite insufficient to
account for the belief in a Trojan descent becoming an
first took part in the Trojan war when Achilles had dePriam, however, article of state-faith, with so proud a people as the Rospoiled him of his flocks and herds.
gave him a cold reception, either because the great mans. The fancied descent must have been domesTrojan families were at variance with each other, tic, like that of the Britons from Brute and Troy, the
from the influence of ambitious feelings, or, what is Hungarians from the Huns, 6cc., all of which have
more probable, because an oracle had declared, that been related with confidence by native writers. The
jEneas and his posterity should rule over the Trojans. only difficulty is to account for its origin, on which
Hence, although he married Creusa, the daughter of Niebuhr advances the following hypothesis Every13, thing contained in mythic tales respecting the affinity
Priam, he never lived, according to Homer (//
460) on very friendly terms with that monarch, .^neas of nations indicates the affinity between the Trojans
and
boldest
of
the
was regarded as the bravest
Trojan and those of the Pelasgian stem, as the Arcadians,
leaders after Hector, and is even brought by Homer Epirotes, (Enotrians, and especially the Tyrrhenian
his brother-in-law Alcathous, in the city of Dardanus,
He
his father's place of residence, at the foot of Ida.

among

parts,

:

,

in contact with Achilles.

was

(//., 20, 175, seqq.)
also conspicuous for his piety and justice, and

He

was

therefore the only Trojan whom the otherwise angry
The posthomeric
Neptune protected in the fight.
bards assign him a conspicuous part in the scenes that
took place on the capture of Troy, and Virgil, taking
these for his guides, has done the same in his ..'Eneid.

/Eneas fought manfully in the midst of the blazing
then retired with a large
rity until all was lost, and
number of the inhabitants, accompanied by their wives
and children, to the neighbouring mountains of Ida.
It was on this occasion that he signalized his piety, by
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Such tales are those of the wanderings
Pelasgians.
of Dardanus from Corythus to Samoihrace and thence
to the Simois, the coming of the
Trojans to Latium,
of the Tyrrhenians to Eemnos.
Now, that the Penates at Lavinium, which

some of

the Lavinians told

Timasus were Trojan images, were the Samothracian
gods, is acknowledged, and the Romans recognised the

From this nationaffinity of the people of that island.
al as well as religious unity, and the
identity of language,

it

may have happened that various branches of
may have been called Trojans, or have

the nation

claimed a descent from Troy, and have boasted the

^NO

^NEAS.
which ^Eneas was reported to
possessions of relics
have saved. Long after the original natives of Italy
had overconoe them, Tyrrhenians may have visited
Samothrace Herodotus may there have heard Crestonians and Placianians conversing together and Lavinians and Gergithians may have met there, and accounted for their afFuiity by the story of ^neas.
" the same
" We
have," the Lavinians may have said,
with you, and we have clay
language and religion
;

;

although, as the author was of the school of Plato,
there is something in it, of course, that savours of the
Academy. (An able analysis of its contents is given
in the N. Y. Churchman, vol. 9, ISo. 4,
an

by

mous writer.) There

anony-

also remain of his
writings twenThese last are contained in the episty-five letters.
The latest edi
tolary collections of Aldus and Cujas.
tion is that of Bath, Lips., 1655, 4to.

JEneIa. Vid.^ueBi.
-^NEis, the celebrated epic poem of Virgil, comhome, just like these here." "Then,"
"
may the others have replied, you must be descended memorating the wanderings of ^neas after the fall of
from JEneas and his followers, who saved the relics in Troy, and his final settlement in Italy. ( Vid. Virgilto the west ius )
Troy, and sailed, our fathers say, away
with them." And it requires but a small knowledge
^NEsiDEMus, a philosopher, born at Gnossua in
He flourished,
of human nature to perceive how easily such reason- Crete, but who lived at Alexandrea.
and propagated.
{Nie- very probably, a short period subsequent to Cicero.
ing as this would be embraced
buhr's Rom. Hist., 2d ed., vol. 1, p. 150, seqq., Cam- -/Enesidemus revived the scepticism which had been
Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 4, p. silenced in the Academy, with the view of making it
bridge transl.
533 ) II. Silvius, a son of ^aeas and Lavinia, said aid in re-introducing the doctrines of Heraclitus. For,
to have derived his name from the circumstance of his in order to show that everything has its contrar)', we
must first prove that opposite appearances are presenthaving been brought up in the woods (m silvis),
whither his mother had retired on the death of ^neas. ed in one and the same thing to each individual.
To
{Vid. Lavinia.)
Virgil follows the account which strengthen, therefore, the cause of scepticism, he extendmakes him the founder of the Alban line of kings. ed its limits to the utmost, admitting and defending
{J^n., 6, 766.)
According to others, he was the son the ten Topics attributed to Pyrrho, to justify a susHe wrote eight books
and successor of Ascanius. Others again give a dif- pense of all positive opinion.
ferent statement. (Compare Liv., 1, 3.
Aurel. Vict., on the doctrines of Pyrrho {Tlvppoviuv AoyoL //), of
which
to
70.—
and
extracts
are
be
found
in
Ovid, Fast, 4:, 41,
16, 17.— Dion. Hal., 1,
Photius, cod. 212.
III. An ancient writer,
consult Heyne, ad Virg., I. c.)
{Tennemann, Gesch. Phil., ed. Wendf., p. 196.;
or
a
Thessalian
surnamed Tacticus. By some he is supposed to have
^NiANEs,
Enienes,
tribe, appaflourished about 148 B C. ; others, however, make rently of great antiquity, but of uncertain origin, whose
him anterior to Alexander the Great. Casaubon sus- frequent migrations have been alluded to by more than
pects that he is the same with ./Eneas of Stymphalus, one writer of antiquity, but by none more than PluHe states them to have
who, according to Xenophon (Hist. Gr., 7, 3), was tarch in his Greek Questions.
commander of the Arcadians at the time of the battle occupied, in the first instance, the Dotian plain (compare
after which they wandered
of Mantinea, about 360 B.C. (Compare Sax. Onom., Geirs Itinerary, p 242)
Of his writings on the military art {IirpaTTj- to the borders of Epirus, and finally settled in the up1, p. 73.)
remains to us a single book, enti- per valley of the Sperchius.
Their antiquity and imyiKu. pi62,ia) there
tled TaKTiKov re Kal HoTitopKr/TtKov VTXo^vTjfia, &c. portance are attested by the fact of their belonging to
This work is not only of great value on account of the the Amphictyonic council. {Pausan., 10,8. Harponumber of technical terms which it contains, but serves crat.,s. V. 'kiKpLKTvoveq. Herod., 7, i98.) At a later
also to elucidate various points of antiquity, and makes period we find them joining other Grecian states against
mention of facts which cannot elsewhere be found. Macedonia, in the confederacy which gave rise to the
The best edition is that of Orellius, Lips., 1818, 8vo, Lamiac war. {Diod. Sic, 17, 111.) But in Strabo's
published as a supplement to Schweighaeuser's edition time they had nearly disappeared, having been almost
IV. A native of Gaza, a disciple of exterminated, as that author reports, by the .^tolians
of Polybius.
Hierocles, who flourished during the latter part of the and Atharaanes, upon whose territories they bordered.
He ab- {Strabo, 427.) Their principal town was Hypata, on
5th century of our era, or about 480 AC.
jured paganism, and was an eyewitness of the perse- the river Sperchius.
^NiocHi. vid. Heniochi.
cution which Huneric, king of the Vandals, instituted
^NOBAKBus, or Ahenobarbus, the surname of L.
Although a Chrisagainst the Christians, 484 A.C.
We have a dialogue of Domitius. When Castor and Pollux acquainted him
tian, he professed Platonism.
his remaining, entitled Qeocppaarog, which treats of with a victory, he discredited them
upon which they
the immortality of the soul and the resurrection of the touched his chin and beard, which instantly became of
The interlocutors are ^gyptus an Alexan- a copper colour, whence the surname given to himself
body.
This fabulous story is told by
drean, Axitheus a Syrian, and Theophrastus an Athe- and his descendants.
iEneas e.xhibits arid illustrates the Christian Plutarch, in his life of Paulus ^milius (c. 25) by
nian.
doctrines in the person of Axitheus, and Theophras- Suetonius, in his biography of Nero (c. 1), that empertus conducts the argument for the heathen schools, or being descended from yEnobarbus
by Livy (45,
while iEgyptus now and then interrupts the grave dis- 1); and by Dionysiusof Ha]icarnassus(6, 13). Many
cussion by a specimen of Alexandrean levity, .^neas of the descendants of ^nobarbus are said to have been
defends the immortality of the soul and the resurrec- marked by beards of a reddish hue.
{Sueton., l. c.)
tion of the body against the philosophers who deny it. The victory mentioned above was that at the Lake Rehow
the
beFor an account of the members of this family,
He explains
soul, although created, may
gillus.
come immortal, and proves that the world, being ma- vid. Supplement.
In conducting this chain of arguterial, must perish.
^Enos, a city on the coast of Thrace, at the mouth
ment, he mingles the Platonic doctrine of the Logos of the estuary formed by the river Hebrus and where
and Anima mundi with that of the Christian Tritiity. it communicates by a narrow passage with the sea.
He then refutes the objections urged against the res- Scymnus of Chios ascribes its foundation to Mytilene.
this leads him to speak of
urrection of the body
Compare Eustath., ad Dionys. Peholy {Scymn., v. 696.
men who have restored dead bodies to life, and to re- rieg., V. 538, and Gail, ad Scymn., I. c.) Slephanus
late as an eyewitness the miracle of the confessors, Byzantinus, however, makes Cuinae to have been the
who, after having had their tongues cut out, were still parent-city. ApoUodorus (2, 5, 9) and Strabo (319)
This piece is entitled to inform us, that its more ancient name was Poltyobria
able to speak distinctly.
from a Thracian leader. The adhigh praise for the excellence of the design, and the ('* City of Poltys"),
general ability with which the argument is sustained ; jacent country was occupied by the Cicones, whom
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^OLES.

^OLES.

Homer enumerates among

the allies of the Trojans,
Virgil supposes ,^neas to have landed on this coast after quitting Troy, and to have discovered here the tomb

of the murdered Polydorus (-'Em., 3, 22, seqq.) he
also intimates that he founded a city in this quarter,
:

which was named
wise

after himself.

states, that the

Pliny (4, II) like-

tomb of Polydorus was

at

^nos.

certain, that, according to Homer (//., 4, 520),
the city was called iEnos before the siege of Troy,

But

it is

^nos

first

makes

its

appearance

in history

about the

"

!

un canton
Rochetle, Col. Gr., vol. 2, p. 26, calls this
la BcEOtie"
merely, but the words of the etymoloeari 6e Tredtug kv Qeaaa7uq koaovgist are express
de

j

:

^AdafiavTia, did, to eKecae,K. t. /I.) Even Thebes
itself, built at the foot of the Phoenician mountain Cadmea, would seem, from the remark of the scholiast on

/j.£VTj

3, 127), and from the analogy between
that of Phthiotic Thebes, to have been

Pindar (Nem.,

name and

its

an .^olian settlement.
From the sons of Athamas
the city of Schoenus and Mount Ptous received their

—

time of the Persian war.
It fell under the power of appellations. (Steph. Byz.,s.v. ^x^^'^ovg.
Pausan.,
Xerxes, and, after his expulsion from Greece, was al- 9, 23.) The name, too, of the Boeotian national godways tributary to that state which chanced to have the dess, the Itonian Minerva, at Orchomenus, is, most
ascendency by sea. The Romans declared it a free probably, not to be derived from a fabulous hero Itonus
This place is often mentioned by the Byzantine (Steph. Byz.,s. v. Acirl'^duv
Pausari., 9, 34), but
city.
writers. The modern town, or, rather, village of E7io from the city of Itonus, in the primitive settlements of
occupies the site of the ancient city, but the harbour is the .iEolic Boeotians.
Aspledon also was founded by
now a mere marsh. The climate of ,^nos, it seems, the same .Cohans who had settled in Orchomenus.
was peculiarly ungenial, since it was observed by an (Steph. Byz., I. c.) An ^olic colony, according to
ancient writer, that it was cold there during eight ApoUodorus (1, 9, 4), was also led into Phocis, under
months of the year, and that a severe frost prevailed Deion, the fifth son of iEolus, and where Phocus, a
vol. 3, p 295, later descendant of Sisyphus, gave his name to the race.
for the other four. (Athenceus, 8, 44
ed. Schweigh.)
H. A small town in Thessaly, near (Pausan 2, 22 ) The sixth son of ^olus, called by
Mount Ossa, situate on a river of the same name. Hesiod the " lawless Salmoneus," remained for a long
time in Thessaly (ApoUod., 1, 9, 7, and 8), where his
{Steph. Byz., s v. Alvog.)
tEnus. Vid. CEnus.
His departure from
daughter Tyro married Cretheus.
^oLEs, or JSolii, one of the main branches of the this country coincides, very probably, with the expulgreat Hellenic race (vid. Hellenes), who are said to sion of Cretheus from the primitive settlements of the
He migrated to the Peloponnesus, and sethave derived their name from ^olus, the eldest son Hellenes.
of Hellen.
The father reigned over -Phthiotis, and tled in the district of Elis, which had not, as yet, been
He built Salmonea,
particularly over the city and district then called Hel- occupied by Phrygian colonists.
las.
To these dominions jColus succeeded, and his and is called by Hesiod the *' lawless," from his atbrothers Dorus and Xuthus were compelled lo look for tempt to imitate Jove while hurling the thunderbolt.
settlements elsewhere.
Conon, Nar- (Serv.,od Virg., 6. 585.) Among his posterity we may
{Strabo, 383.
Herod., 1, 56 ) According to name Neleus, who founded Pylos in the adjacent rerat., il.—Pausan.y 7, 1.
ruled
over
all
PajLsan.,^, 36),
Thessaly
gion of Messeni& (ApoUod., 1, 9, 9.
ApoUodorus (1, 7, 2), .^olus
and is said to have renewed, in conjunction with his
this, however, is contradicted by the authority of HeDoribrother
it
that
the
from
whom
the
Pelias,
rodotus,
Olympic games. (Pausan., 5, 1, 8.)
appears (1, 56)
From ^olus, So also Perieres, king of Messenia, is made a son of
ans held Histiaeotis under their sway.
the Hellenes, in Hellas properly so called, and the J^olus (Hesiod, fragm., v. 75
ApoUod., 1, 9, 3), alPhthiotic Pelasgi, who became blended wiih them into though the Spartans claimed him as a descendant of
one common race, received the appellation of ^^olians. the royal line of Laconia, and a son of Cynortas. (ApolThe sons and lod., 1, 9, 3.) Besides these sons of ^Eolus, respectId., 7, 95.)
(Compare Herod., 1, 57
later descendants of ^Eolus spread the name of .^o- ing whose origin the ancient mythographers in general
lia beyond these primitive seats of the JEolic tribe.
agree, and who spread the jEolic race over middle
Cretheus, the eldest son of .^olus, reigned at first over Greece, there are also mentioned, as sons of JE,othe territories of his parents, Phthioiis and Hellas
lus, Cercaphus (Demetrius Seeps., ap.
Strab., 9,
subsequently, however, he led a colony to lolcos p. 438), whose son founded Ormeninm, on the Si(ApoUod., 1, 9, 11), and from this latter place, Pheres, nus Pagasaeus (Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Iu?.k6c), and Macedhis son, colonized Pherae, on the Anaurus. {ApoUod., nus or Maccdo (HeUamcus, ap. Const. Porpk. Them.,
1, 9, 14.)
Magnes, the second sonof.^olus, found- 2, 2. Evstalh., ad Dionys. Perieg., v. 427), whose
ed Magnesia ( .4 /?oZ/£«Z., 1, 9, 6), and his own sons Poly- descent from Thyia, a daughter of Deucalion, is alluded
dectes and Dictys led a colony to Seriphus. Another to by Hesiod (Hrs., ap. Const. Porph. Them., 2, 2).
son, Pierus, settled in Pieria.
(ApoUod., I. c.) Sisy- The posterity of .^olus spread the dominion and name
Corinth {Apol- of the -^olic race still farther.
^Etolus, who was
phus, the third son of yEolus, founded
lod.,\, 9, 13), whose iEolic population, previous to the compelled to fly from the court of his father Endymion
is ac(a son-in-law of ,^olus) at Elis, retired to the land of
irruption of the Dorians into the Peloponnesus,
knowledged even by Thucydides (4, 42). Athamas the Curetes, and gave name to .^lolia. (Vid. AcarHis sons Pleuron and Calydon founded there
led an iEolic colony into Boeotia (.(4 />oZ/w<i., 1,9, 1), and, nania.)
as Pausanias informs us, to Orchomenus, and to the two cities, called after them, and established two petty
district where Haliartus and Coronea were afterward
principalities.
(ApoUod., 1, 7, 7.) Epeus, another son
of Endymion. gave to the Eleans the name of
built. (Pausan., 9, 34.— Compare the scholiast on Apo'Epei
lonius Rhodius, 2, 1190, who calls the Orchonienians (Pausan., 5, I, 1). while Paeon, the third son, settled,
Hence ApoUodorus calls with his .'Eolian followers, on the banks of the Axius,
anoLKOL rCiv QeaaaTiiJv.)
Orchomenus an iEolic city, although it existed long and gave to the united race of Cohans and Pelasgi in
before this, in the time of Ogyges, under the name of this quarter, the name of Paeonians. In the Trojan war,
Athenae.
Thucydides these Paeonians fought on the side of the Trojans (Horn.
(Steph. Byz., s. v. 'AdF/vai.)
mentions the ^Eolic origin of the Boeotians ( Thucyd., 3, II. 2, 848) whence we may infer, that, although the
Pausanias
2.— Id., 7, 57). and we see from
(9, 22), that tribes around the Axius were Hellenized, yet the Pethe lanouage of the Bceotians was more ^Eolic than Do- lasgic population still retained the numerical superiorThe name of Athamas may be traced in that of ity. During this time Pelops had taken possession of
ric.
the Athamantian field, between Mount Acra^phnium Pisa, and had driven the Epei from Olympia.
(Pauand the sea (Pausan., 9, 24), and which was called af- san., 5, 1, 1.) Eleus, however, the son- in law of Enter the Athamantian field, in the primitive ^Eolic set- dymion, had received the kingdom in place of the fugitlements in Thessaly. where Athamas had killed his tive JEtolus, and from him the Epei were now called
own son. (Etym. Mag., s. v. 'AdafidvTwv. Raoul- Elei, or, according to the ^Eolic mode of writing, Falei,
'
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^OL

.EOL
FAAEIOl. (Compare Bockh,

Grac, became one of the twelve states of the league. Bui
^tolus was Lo- this city having been wrested from them by the loni
531), from whom the ans, the number was reduced to eleven in the time ol

Corp. Inscript.

the sons of

Among

fasc. 1, p. 28.)

crus {Euslalh.,ad Horn. 11, 2,
Locri OzoIjb, on the borders of ^tolia, are supposed to
have derived their name. The ^olic branch of Sisy-

Corinth, spread itself through Ornythion
ed. VilloisT), and his son
(Schnl., ad Horn. II, 2, 517,
Phocus, over Phocis (Pausan., 2, 1), a name first ap-

phus, in

Herodotus. These, according to that historian (1, 14U),
were Cyme, Larissa, Neontichos, Tcmnus, Cilia, Notium, .^giroessa, Pitane, ^gsBffi, Myrina, and Gry-

^Eolis extended in the interior from the Hermus
on the south, to the Caicus, or perhaps, to speak more
The correctly, as far as the country around Mount Ida. On
to the country around Delphi and Tithorea.
All the
atter of these places was the primitive settlement of the coast it reached from Cyme to Pitane.
f)lied
Phocus (Pausan., 2, 4), while Hiampolis was the early ^olian cities were independent of each other, and had
ad Eurip., cited by Kuhn, their own constitutions, which underwent many chancolony of Ornythion. (Schol,
ad Pausan., I. c.) The farther settling of Phocis is ges. An attempt was frequently mad^to restore quiet,
ascribed by some to another Phocus, who is said to have by electing arbitrary rulers, with the title of iEsymneled an ^olic colony to this quarter from the island of taj, for a certain time, even for life, of whom Pittacus,
in Mytilene, the contemporary of Sappho and Alcaeus, is
JEsxTidi. (ComparePa?i5a«.,2,29.— 7d.,l0, l.—Eusad II., 2, 522.— Schol., ad Apol. Rhod., 1, 507.) best known. The Cohans, in common with the othnea.

tatk.,

Greek colonies of Asia, excepting those established
had become subject to Croesus but, on
vol. 2, p. the overthrow of the Lydian monarch by Cyrus, they
leus contradicts this tradition.
{^Col. Gr.,
itsubmitted, along with many of the islanders, to the arms
The jEolic branch of Cretheus finally spread
56.)
self through Amythaon, the son of Cretheus, over Mes- of the conqueror, and were thenceforth annexed to the
senia {Apollod 1, 9, 11), and through Melampus and Persian empire.
They contributed sixty ships to the
Herodotus observes of ^Eolis, that
Bias, sons of Amythaon, over the territory of Argos, fleet of Xerxes.
and also over Acamania, through Acarnan, a descend- its soil was more fertile than that of Ionia, but the cliIn the time of Xenophon,
ant of Melampus.— From the enumeration through mate inferior (1, 149).
which we have gone, it would appear that the Hellenic- ^olis formed part of the Hellespontine satrapy held by
iEolic stem, before the Trojan war, was spread, in Phamabazus, and it appears to have comprised a connorthern Greece, over almost all Thessaly, over Pieria, siderable portion of the country, that was known at an
in Middle Greece, over the earlier period by the name of Troas.
{Hell., 3, 18.)
Paeonia, and Athamania
Locris, ^tolia, and Wrested by the Romans from Antiochus, it was angreater part of Bceotia, Phocis,
Acamania in southern Greece, or the Peloponnesus, nexed to the dominions of Eumenes. {Liv., 33, 38, &,c.)
over Argos, Elis, and Messenia. It would appear, also, For an account of the JEolic movements in Lesbos,
that, during this period, Leleges, Curetes, Pelasgi, Hy- consult the description of that island, s. v. Lesbos.
-^OLiiE, seven islands, situate off the northern coast
antes, and LapithjB became intermingled with the Hcllenic-.'Eolic tribes, and that a close union was formed of Sicily, and to the west of Italy.
According to Mela
Cadlikewise between the latter and the Phoenician
(2, 7), their names were Lipara, Osteodes, Heracleaf
here
has
which
of
and
mseans in Bceotia. The state
things
Didyme, Phuenicusa, Hicra,
Sirongyle. Pliny (3,
been described, continued until the Trojan war and 9) and Diodorus (5, 7), however, give them as follows:
Raoul-Rochette, however, correctly remarks, that the

er

murder of the young Phocus by Telamon and Pe-

in the islands,

;

,

:

:

the subsequent invasion of the Peloponnesus, by the
Dorians, produced an entire change of affairs, and sent
forth numerous colonies both to the eastern and westFor some account of these
ern quarters of the world.
movements, consult the following articles Achaia,

Lipara, Didyme, Phosnicusa, Hicra, Sirongyle, Eriand Euonymus. They are the same with Homer's
or "
islands."
cusa,

IIAay/crai,
wandering
{Od., 12, 68,
&c.) Other names for the group were Hephccstiades
and VulcanicB Insula, from their volcanic character ;
and Liparece, from Lipara, the largest. The appellaMoba, Doris, Grcccirt, Hellenes, and Ionia.
^oLiv, or ^EoLis, a region of Asia Minor, deriving tion of JSolia was given them from their having formThe ed the fabled domain of ^olus, god or ruler of the
Its name from the ^Eolians who settled there.
The island in which he resided is said by some
iEolians were the first great body of Grecian colo- wind.
nists that established themselves in Asia Minor, and, to have been Lipara, but the greater part of the ancient
not long after the Trojan war, founded several towns authorities are in favour of Strongyle, the modern
on different points of the Asiatic coast, from Cyzicus Stromboli. {Heync, Excurs. ad JEn., 1,51.) A pasBut it was more especially in sage in Pliny (3, 9. 14) contains the germe of the whole
to the river Hermus.
Lesbos, which has a right to be considered as the seat fable respecting .^olus, wherein it is stated that the
of their power, and along the neighbouring shores of inhabitants of the adjacent islands could tell from the
the Gulf of Elea, that they finally concentrated their smoke of Strongyle what winds were going to blow for
and formed a federal union, called the three days to come. ( Vid. Lipara, Strongyle, and .^oprincipal cities,
:

.^olian league, consisting of twelve states, with several inferior

towns

lian colonies,

to the

number of

according to Sirabo,

thirty.

The ^o-

were anterior

to the

Ionian migrations by four generations. He states, that
but his
Orestes had him.'^elf designed to lead the first
death preventing the execution of the measure, it was
who advanced with
prosecuted by his son Penthilus,
;

lus.)

.^ot.iDEs. a patronymic applied to various individI. Athamas, son of .^olus.
(Or. iVe/.,4, 511.)
II. Cephalus,
grandson of .€olus.
{Id. ibid., 6,
681.)— III. Sisyphus, son of. Eolus. (/</. jizrf., 13, 26.)
IV. Ulysses, to whom this patronymic appellation
uals.

—
—

was given, from the circumstance of his mother, Antihaving been pregnant by Sisyphus, son of .^Eolus,
contemporary with the return of the Heraclidae into the when she married Laertes. ( Virg. J^n., 6, 529, and
Peloponnesus, and most probably was occasioned by Heyne, in Var. Led., ad loc.)-—\. Misenus, the trumnis followers as far as

Thrace.

This movement was

clea.

After the decease of Penthilus, Archelaus, or Eche- peter of .^neas, called JEolides, figuratively, from his
over with the colonies into the skill in blowing on that instrument. Consult, however,
territory of Cyzicus. and settled in the vicinity of Heync, Excurs..; ad JEn., 6, 162.
Gras, his youngest son, subsequently
JEoLUs, I. the god or ruler of the winds, son of HipDascylium.
advanced with a detachment as far as the Granicus, potas and Melanippe daughter of Chiron. He reignand not long after crossed over to the island of Lesbos ed over the ..-Eolian islands, and made his residence at
Some years after these Strongyle, the modern Stromboli. {Vid. ..Eoliae.) Hoand took possession of it.
' vEolus
events, another body of adventurers crossed over from mer calls him
Hippotades (i. e., son of HipLocris, and founded Cyme, and other towns on the Gulf potas), dear to the immortal gods," from which passage
of Elea.
They also took possession of Smyrna, which we might perhaps justly infer, that .^Eolus was not,

it

latus, his son, crossed

59

^P Y

^RI
—

III. A king of Arcadia, son of Hippothous, and
{Od., 10, 2.) His
was entirely surrounded by a wall of brass, and contemporary with Orestes, son of Agamemnon, who,
by smooth precipitous rocks and here he dwelt in in obedience to the Delphic oracle, migrated into Ar-

properly speaking, himself a god.

island

;

continual joy and festivity, with his wife and his six
sons and as many daughters.
The island had no other tenants.
The sons and daughters were married to

cadia from Mycenae during this monarch's reign.
.^Epytus having, on one occasion, boldly entered the temple of Neptune, near Mantinea, which no mortal was
each other, after the fashion set by Jupiter (KaO' o koL allowed to do, is said to have been deprived of
6 Zcvf avvu)KEi ry "Hpa, Eustath ad /oc), and are no- sight by a sudden eruption of salt water from the sanc{Pausan., 8, 10.)
thing more than a poetic type of the twelve months of tuary, and to have died soon after.
the year.
(Compare Eustath., ad loc.) The office of This story, if true, points of course to some artifice on
The " salt wadirecting and ruling the winds had been conferred on the part of the priests of the temple.
jEolusby Jupiter (Orf., 10, 2\,seqq.
Virg. Mn., 1, ter" was probably some strong acid.
(Compare Salbut his great protectress was Juno {Virg. Mn., verte, Seiences Occultes, vol. 1, ch. 15.)-— IV. A mon65)
which
arch
who
ruled
in
the
Southern
of
accords
the
ideas
1, 78, seqq.),
Arcadia, and
part
very well with
of the earlier poets, who made Juno merely a type of who brought up Evadne, daughter of Neptune and the
the atmosphere, the movements of which produce the Laconian Pitane. {Pind. 01., 6, 54.
Compare Bockh,
winds.
Ulysses came in the course of his wanderings ad loc.)
to the island of ^olus, and was hospitably entertained
JEqui or JEquiculi, a people of Italy, distinguished
there for an entire month.
On his departure, he receiv- in history for their early and incessant hostility against
ed from .^olus all the winds but Zephyrus, tied up in a Home, more than for the extent of their territory or
bagof ox-hide. Zephyrus was favourable for his passage their numbers. Livy himself (7, 12) expresses his
homeward. During nine days and nights the ships ran surprise, that a nation, apparently so small and insigon the tenth they were with- nificant, should have had a population adequate to the
merrily before the wind
in sight of Ithaca
when Ulysses, who had hitherto calls of a constant and harassing warfare, which it carheld the helm himself, fell asleep : his comrades, who ried on against the city of Rome for so many years.
fancied that JEolus had given him treasure in the bag, But it is plain, from the narrow limits which must be
opened it the winds rushed out, and hurried them assigned this people, that their contests with Rome
back to ^olia. Judging, from what had befallen them, cannot be viewed in the light of a regular war, but as
that they were hated by the gods, the ruler of the winds a succession of marauding expeditions, made by these
drove them with reproaches from his isle. {Keightley^s hardy but lawless mountaineers on the territory of that
Mythology, p. 240.) The name .^olus has been de- city, and which could only be effectually checked by
"
"
the most entire and rigid subjection.
rived from aloTiOQ,
{Liv., 10, 1.)
unsteady,'''' as a devarying,''''
The .^qui are to be placed next to the Sabines, and
II. A son of Hellen,
scriptive epithet of the winds.
father of Sisyphus, Cretheus, and Athamas, and the between them and the Marsi, chiefly in the upper valIII.
ley of the Anio, which separated them from the Latins.
mythic progenitor of the great iEolic race.
son of Neptune and the nymph Arne. {Eustath., ad They are said at one time to have been possessed of
but many of these must certainly have
Od., 10, 2.)
forty towns
^
..^ONEs (a'wvff), or .^ons, a term occurring fre- been little more than villages, and some also were
quently in the philosophical speculations of the Gnos- subsequently included within the boundaries of LaThe Gnostics conceived the emanations from tium. The only cities of note, which all geographers
tics.
Deity to be divided into two classes; the one com- agree in assigning to the iEqui, are Varia and Carse{Cramer^s Ane. Italy, vol. 1,
prehended all those substantial powers which are con- oli, on the Via Valeria.
"Almost inseparable from the Volscians in
tained within the Divine Essence, and which complete p. 322.)
the infinite plenitude of the Divine Nature the other, Roman story," observes Niebuhr {Rom. Hist., vol. 1,
existing externally with respect to the Divine Essence, p. 58, Cambridge transL), "we find the JEqui or
and including all finite and imperfect natures. With- ^quiciili, who are described as an ancient people,
in the Divine Essence, they, with wonderful ingenuity, and threatening Rome.
They are so often confoundimagined a long series of emanative principles, to ed with the Volscians, that the fortress on the Lake
which they ascribed a real and substantial existence, Fucinus, which the Romans took in the year of the
connected with the first substance as a branch with city 347, may with probability be called .^quian ; and
When they be- when Livy says that the Volscian wars had lasted from
its root, or a solar ray with the sun.
gan to unfold the mysteries of this system in the the time of Tarquinius Superbus for more than two
Greek language, these Substantial Powers, which they hundred years, he considers the Volscians and .^qui as
conceived to be comprehended within the nX^pufia, one people." This remark of Niebuhr's, however,
or Divine Plenitude, they called aluve^, .^qjjs. {En- admits of some modification, as will appear from what
The .^qui and Volsci should undoubtedly
vol. 2, p. 142.)
precedes.
field's History of Philosophy,
^PEA, or ^peia, a town in the island of Cyprus. be kept distinct, though originating evidently from the
,

—

;

—

—

:

;

:

—

—

—

A

;

:

same

Vid. Soloe.

parent-race.

.-^QUiMELiuM, a place at Rome, in the Vicus Juga.^PdLiANUs, an engraver on precious stones, who
flourished in the second century of our era. One of his rius, at the base of the Capitoline Hill, where once
Aurelius Antoninus, is had stood the mansion of Spurius Melius.
This indigems, with the head of Marcus
still extant.
Sillig, Diet. Art., vidual, having aspired to supreme power, was slain by
{Bracci, P. 1, tab. 3.
s. V.)
Ahala, master of the horse to the dictator CincinnaJSpvtus, I. king of Messenia, and son of Cres- tus, and his dwelling was razed to the ground. Hence,
His father and his two brothers were put according to Varro (L. L., 4, 32), the etymology of the
phontes.
"
to death by Polyphontes, who usurped, upon this,' the term JEquimelium,
quod solo aquata sit Mclii
Cicero and Valethrone of the country.
yEpytus. however, was saved domus." (Compare Liv., 4, 16.)
who had been compelled to rius Maxiinus, however, assign another, but less corby his mother, Merope.
marry the murderer of her husband, and was sent by rect, derivation, from the just nature of the punishher to the court of her father Cypselus, king of Arca- ment inflicted upon Melius ("ex ceqvo seu justo supConsuh Cic. pro Dam., c. 38, and
On attaining to manhood, plicio Melii."'
dia, to be there brought up.
His Vol.. Max., 6, 3).
he slew Polyphontes. and recovered the throne.
^RiAS, an ancient king of Cyprus, who built the
descendants were called ^pytidae. {Apollod., 2, 8, 5.
of Arcadia, temple of Venus at Paphos.
A later tradition made
Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.) II. A king
and son of Elatus. He was killed, in hunting, by a this temple to have been founded by Cinyras, {Tacii.

—

—

—

—

small species of serpent, called a^^.

{Pausan.,

8, 4, 4.)

Hist., 2, 3.)

JESX

iESCHINES.

Abropb, I. daughter of Catreus, kin^ of Crete, and
of Minos. She
granddaughter, on the father's side,
and her sister Clymene, having been guilty of incontinence, were delivered over, by their father, into the
hands of Nauplius of Eubcea, to be conveyed by him
and there sold

into slavery.

{Sueton.,
rives the

Greek Aha,
c.

—

c.
Dio Cass., 56, 29.) Casaubon deEtrurian term just referred to from the

.'.

^^fate;'"

11) from the

Arabic asara,

*^

and Dickinson {Delph. Phctniciz.,

Hebrew, comparing it also with the
to create."
Lanzi {Saggio di Ling.

Nau-

Etrusc., vol. 3, p. 708), after quoting Casaubon's
etymology, suggests the Greek form aioi, the same
with &eoc, as the root.
The Asi (or, more correctly,
jEsir) of Scandinavian mythology will furnish, howa
more
obvious
and
non and Menelaus. Plisthenes, however, dying young, ever,
satisfactory ground of comThe term As is equivalent to " Deus^^ or
Atreus, his father, took Aerope to wife, and brought up parison.
"
" Gods." Hence
God," and the plural form is ^sir,
Agamemnon and Menelaus as his own sons. Aerope
"
subsequently was seduced by Thyestes, brother of Asgard, or Asa-gard, the old northern term for heaV'
Atreus, an act which was punished so horridly by the en." It is curious to observe, that Os in Coptic like"
"
Ac- wise signifies God" or
Lord," with which we may
{Vid. Atreus and Thyestes.)
injured husband.
"
So, also, the earholy."
cording to some authorities, Aerope was cast into the compare the Greek ocf-lo^,
"
allar" in the Latin language was asa.
sea by Atreus. {ApoUod., 3, 2, 3.
Heyne, ad Apollod., lier term for
1. c.~Schol. in
Brunck, ad Soph. {Terent. Scaur., p. 2252, 2258.) In Berosus, moreEurip. Orest, 812.
II. Daughter of Cepheus, became the
over, the gods are termed Isi; and good deities or
Aj-, 1255.)
mother of Aeropus by the god Mars. She died in geniuses were called by the ancient Persians Ized.
{Pausan., 8, 44.)
{Milller, Etrusker, vol. 2, p. 81.
Kanne, System der
giving birth to her offspring.
Aeropus, I. son of Mars and Aerope. ( Vid. Aerope, Indischen My then, p. 228.
two
with
his
.^SARA.
Vid. Supplement.
II. Son of Temenus, who,
brothers,
II.)
left Argos, and settled in Macedonia.
Perdiccas, the
.^SARUs, a river of Bruttium, on which Crotona was
of
the
Macethe
founder
was
situate.
of
the
It
formed
a haven, which, however incomthree,
youngest
donian royal line. {Herod.,8, \37. Compare TAr/cy^Z., modious compared with those of Tarentum and BrunIII. A
disium, was long a source of great wealth to this city,
2, 99, and consult the article Macedonia.)
The
king of Macedonia, who succeeded, while yet an in- as we are assured by Polybius {Frag., 10, 1).
The Illyrians having modern name is the Esaro. (Compare Theocritus^
fant, his father Philip the First
made an inroad into Macedonia, and having proved Id., 4, 17.)
successful at first, were afterward defeated by the
-^scHiNEs, I. an Athenian philosopher, of mean birth
to foreign lands,

married Clymene, and sold merely
plius, however,
of
Aerope. She was purchased by Plisthenes, son
Atreus, and became by him the mother of Agamem-

—
—

—

—

—

—

Macedonians, the infant king being placed

in his cra-

{Justin, 7, 2.)— IV.
regent of Macedonia during the minority of Orestes,
He usurped the supreme power,
son of Archelaus.

dle in the rear of their line.

A

and held it six years, from 400 B.C. to 394 B.C.—
V. A mountain of Epirus, now Mount Treheeshna,
near the defile anciently called Stena Aoi, or " Gorge
of the Aous."
On one of the precipices of this mountain stands the fortress of Clissura.

Travels, vol. 2,

p.

(Consult Hughes'

272.)

according to

Ovid {Met.,

11, 762, seqq.),
.^SACUs,
a son of Priam and Alexirrhoe, who at an early age
to
rural scenes.
his
father's
court
and
retired
quitted
He became enamoured of the nymph Hesperia ; but
she treated his suit with disdain, and, in endeavouring
on one occasion to escape from him, lost her life by
the bite of a serpent,
^sacus, in despair, threw
himself headlong from a rock into the sea ; but Tethys,

pitying his fate, suspended his fall, and changed him
into a cormorant.
A different account is given by

—

Apollodorus. Accordmg to this writer, .^sacus was
the son of Priam, by his first wife Arisba, and married Asterope, who did not long survive her union with
His grief for her loss induced him to put an end
him.

iEsacus was endued by his grandto his existence.
mother Merope with the gift of prophecy ; and he
transmitted this art to his brother and sister, Helenus
and Cassandra. Priam, having divorced Arisba that
he might espouse Hecuba, and the latter having
dreamed that she had brought forth a blazing torch,
which wrapped in flames the whole city, .^sacus predicted that the offspring of this marriage would occasion the destruction of his family and country.
On
this account, the infant Paris, immediately after his
birth,

was exposed on Mount

Ida.

{Apollod.^ 3, 12, 5,

and indigent circumstances, styled the Socratic (6 Su/cpariKo^) for distinction' sake from the orator of the
same name mentioned below. He flourished during
the fourth century B.C., and obtained instruction from
Socrates, who honoured his ardent zeal for knowledge,
and held him in high estimation. {Diog. Laert., 2,
60.
When ^schines adSenec. de Bene/., 1, 8.)
dressed himself to the sage for the purpose of becoming
" I am
his disciple, it was in the following words
poor,
but I give myself up entirely to you, which is all I have
to give."
The reply of Socrates was characteristic
" You know not the value of
your present." After the
death of his master, he endeavoured to better his worldly condition, and, having borrowed a sum of money,
became a perfumer. It appears, however, that he did
not succeed in this new vocation
and, not paying the
interest of the sum he had borrowed, he was sued for
the debt.
Athenaeus (13, p. 611, d) has preserved for
us part of a speech delivered by Lysias on this occasion, in which he handle? ^schines with considerable
severity, and charges him with never paying his debts,
with defrauding a certain individual of his property,

—

:

:

;

Not being able to live any
corrupting his wife, &c.
longer at Athens, he betook himself to Sicily, and
Acsought to win the favour of the tyrant Dionysius.
ed. Bip., vol. 7, p.
cording to Lucian {de Parasit.
127), he accomplished his object by reading one of his
dialogues, entitled Miltiades, to the tyrant, who liberalPlutarch {de Discr. amic. ct adulat.
ly rewarded him.
ed. Reiske, vol. 6, p. 248) informs us, that he had

—

—

been strongly recommended to Dionysius by Plato, in
a conversation which they had together subsequent to
the arrival of ^schines, in which Plato complained to
the tyrant of his neglecting a man who had come to
him with the most friendly intention, that of improving

and Heyne, ad loc.)
him by philosophy. The statement of Diogenes Laer^SAR, an Etrurian word, equivalent to the Latin tius, however, is directly opposite to this, for he inDeus. {Sueton. Vit. Aug. ,97.) The lightning, having forms us that ^schines was slighted by Plato, and instruck a statue of Augustus at Rome, effaced the let- troduced to the
He remained m
prince by Aristippus.
ter C from the name C.-ESAR on the pedestal.
The Sicily till the expulsion of Dionysius, and then returnC
declared
as
was
to
the
mark
of
a
become
a public
that,
hundred, ed to Athens.
Here, not daring
augurs
and
the same as Deus, the emperor had only rival of Plato or Aristippus, he taught philosophy in
a hundred days to spend on earth, after which he
for his instructions.
He
private, and received payment
would be taken to the gods. The death of Augustus, also composed orations and pleadings for others. Besoon after, was thought to have verified this prediction. sides orations and epistles, ^schines wrote seven So61

seqq.,

^SAR

^SCHINES.

^SCHINES.

cratic dialogues in the tnie spirit of his master,

on

temperance, moderation, humanity, integrity, and other
Their titles were, Mi?.Tiu.67]C, Kal/Jag, 'AfioXoc, 'kaizaaia, 'AlKiBiudrjc, TrjTiavyTjr, and 'Fivcov.
Of these none remain.
have, indeed, three dialogues extant, which go under the name of .^schines,
but the first and second are not his, and very probably
the third also was never composed by him.
{Meiners,
ComJudicium de qvAbusdam SocriUicorum reliquiis.
ment. Soc. Goctt., vol. 5, p. 45, 1782.
Fischer, ad
Their titles
JEsch. Dial., p. 23, 49, 107, ed. 1786.)
"
virel ScdaKTov.
are: 1.
virtues.

We

—

—

Concerning
can be communicated by instruc*'
Eryxias, or
'Epv^iac, V TTepl 'n-?.ovTov.

Uepl'ApeTTJg,

tue,

and whether

tion."

2.

it

concerning riches." 3. 'Aftoxoc, v ^ffpi -Bavdrov.
"
Axiochus, or concerning death." This last is attributed by some to Xenocrates of Chalcedon, and, what
makes it extremely probable that Xenocrates was the
author of the piece, is the circumstance of its containng the word d?.EKTpvovoTp6<pog, for which Pollux cites
the Axiochus of this very philosopher.
Diogenes Laertius, moreover, informs us, that Xenocrates wrote a
work on death, but the manner in which he speaks of
this production does not seem to indicate that it had
A letter, ascribed to ^Eschithe form of a dialogue.
nes, is, in like manner, supposed to be the production
^^schines pretended to have reof another writer,
ceived his dialogues from Xanthippe, the wife of Socrates ; and Diogenes Laertius states that Aristippus,

when reading them, called out, tzoBev col, Tiyara, ravra
"where did you get these from, you thief?" Little
;

however, can be placed on either of these acThe three dialogues ascribed to JEschines
counts.
are found in the old editions of Plato, since that of AlThe Axiochus is given by Wolf, in the
dus, 1513.
collection entitled Doctrina recte vivendi ac manendi,
reliance,

Le Clerc first published
Basil., 1577 and 158G, 8vo.
these dialogues separately, at Amsterdam, 1711, in 8vo.
Horraeus gave a new edition and a new Latin version
Fischer published four
at Leuwarde, 1718, in 8vo.
editions successively at Leipsic, in 1758, 176G, 1786,
and 1788, 8vo. The last contains merely the text
is the most useful to
Fischer's editions are decidedly the best.
The letter mentioned above was published by Sammet,
TL
in his edition of the letters of ^schines the orator.
An Athenian orator, born 397 B.C., sixteen years before Demosthenes.
According to the account which

with an Index, so that the third
the student.

—

know

not how he might have met these disgraceful
If, however, any inference is to be drawr
charges.
from the feeble manner in which he replies to similar
charges, made by the same orator on a different occa-

we

should be led to suspect that they were, in
the truth.
Nor, indeed, is
it
probable, that, with all the license allowed the ancient
orators, Demosthenes would have ventured to make
such assertions in the presence of the Athenian peoSuidas calls the mother
ple if unsupported by facts.
of ^schines releaTpla, a retainer to the female priesthood in initiations. Pholius {Bihlioth., vol. 1, p. 20,
ed. Bekker) says, that she was iepein, ^' a priestess ;**
while another authority (Lwcmn, 7n Somn.
vol. l,ed.
Bip., p. 13) makes her to have been TVfnraviGTpta, a
kind of minstrel, who beat the tabour in the feasts of
sion,

some degree, based upon

—

From all that we can learn of the early life
Cybele.
of -/Eschines, it would appear, that, after having aided
his father in the management of a school, he became
clerk to one of the lower class of magistrates.
Tired
of this station, he attached himself to a company of tragedians, but was intrusted merely with third-rate charIt is said that, on one occasion, when
personCEnomaus, he chanced to fall upon the stage, a
circumstance which occasioned his disgraceful dismis-

acters.

ating

Hence

sion from the troop.

name

of CEnomaus,
{Demos th. de corona, 307, ed. Reiske.) On the othei
hand, .^schines himself states, that from early life he
followed the profession of arms, served on many occasions with distinction, and had a crown decreed him
by
the people for his meritorious exertions.
It is more
than probable that .^schines here selects the fairest
parts of his career, and Demosthenes, on the contrary,
whatever was calculated to bring him into contempt.
Some ancient writers make him to have been a disciplo
of Isocrates and Plato, but others, with far more probability, assign him Nature alone for an instructress, and
affirm that the public tribunals and the theatre were his
only places of initiation into the precepts of the oratorical art.
JEschines must have possessed strong natural talents to become as eminent as he did, and to be
able to contest the prize of eloquence with so powerful
a competitor as Demosthenes.
It was a long time,
however, before he became much known as a public

which Demosthenes,

the

in ridicule, applies to him.

was already advanced in life when he
taking part in the politics of the day.

speaker, and he

commenced

sur Ics outrages d^'Eschine^
Acad, des Inscr., &c., vol.
When .^schines began his public career,
14, p. 87.)
the Athenians were engaged in a war with Philip of
Macedon. The orator showed himself, at first, one of
the most violent opposers of this monarch, and proto
he
retired
the
Asia, posed sending ambassadors throughout Greece, in orthirty tyrants,
ly driven out by
where he served in a military capacity, and greatly dis- der to raise up enemies against him. He himself went
He contributed afterward to the in this capacity to Megalopolis, to confer with the
tinguished himself.
One of general council of Arcadia. When the Athenians sent
restoration of the popular power in Athens.
the orator's brothers served under Iphicrates, and held ten ambassadors to negotiate a peace with Philip, who
a command for three years, while another, the youngest, had been at war with them on account of Amphipolis,
was sent as ambassador from the republic to the King ^schines, who was thought to be devoted to the pubSuch is the account of ^Eschines himself lic good, was one of the number. Demosthenes was
of Persia.
That a colleague of his on this occasion, and we have the ex(de male gcsta leg., p. 47 and 48, ed. Steph.).

own

parentage, his father was
of a family that had a community of altars with the race
of the Eteobutadae.
Having lost his property by the
calamities of war, he turned his attention, as the son
exercises
tells us, to gymnastic
; but, being subsequent-

^schines gives of

his

in his oration for the

given by Demosthenes, however,
According to the latter,
crown, is widely different.
the father of .^schines was originally a slave to a
schoolmaster, and his first name was Tromes, which,
to Alrometus, in
upon gaining his freedom, he changed
His mother was at
accordance with Athenian usage.
which
Demosthenes
first named Empusa, an appellation
informs us was given to her on account of her habits
This name
of life, she being a common courtesan.
afterward changed to Glaucothea.
(Demosth. de
The statement of Decorona, p. 270, ed. Rciske.)
mosthenes, coming as it does from the lips of a rival,
and as JEsmight well be suspected of exaggeration ;
chLies did not reply to the speech of his opponent, we

w^
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press testimony of the latter, in favour of the correctness and integrity which on this occasion marked the

conduct of his

A

change, however, soon took
having at first
strenuously opposed the projected peace, on the mor
as
row
The gold of Macedon had,
earnestly advised it.
beyond a doubt, been instrumental in producing this revolution in his sentiments, and we find him ever afterward a warm partisan of Philip's, and blindly secondFrom this period -^9ing all his ambitious designs.
chines and Demosthenes became open antagonists.
The latter, in concert with Timarchus, having meditated an impeachment of his rival for his conduct on
another embassy, when he and four colleagues purposeplace.

rival.

./Eschines,

on

his return, after

^SCHYLUS.

JGSCHINES.
ly wasted time in Macedonia, while Philip waA prosecuting his conquests in Thrace, ^schiiies anticipated
their attack by an accusation of Timarchus himself, and
spoke with so much energy, that the latter either hung
himself in despair, or, accordmg to another authority,
was condemned, and deprived of his rights as a citizen.
Demosthenes, however, not intimidated by the blow,
preferred his original charge against ^schines, and.
according to Photius {Btblioth., vol. 1, p. 20, ed. Bekker), came so near accomplishing the object he had in
view, that his rival was only saved by the active interference of a wealthy citizen named Eubulus, an open
enemy of Demosthenes, and by the judges rising from
their seats before the accusation was brought to a close.
After many subsequent collisions, ^schines was compelled to yield to the patriotism and eloquence of his

orations of JEschines, and

were

it

would seem

that these

remaining productions, even at an early
period, since Photius slates, that it was customary to
" the Grace*
designate these speeches by the name of
his sole

of ul^schines."
The most celebrated of these harangues is the one ostensibly directed against Ctesibut
in
It is rephon,
reality against Demosthenes.
for order, clearness, and precision, and was
selected by Cicero to be translated into Latin.
The
Abbe Barthelemy makes the eloquence of JEschines to
be distinguished by a happy flow of words, by an abun-

markable

—

dance and clearness of ideas, and by an air of great
The anease, which arose less from art than nature.
cient writers appear to agree in this, that the

manner

of -^schines is softer, more insinuating, and more delicate than that of Demosthenes, but that the latter is
Their most famous controversy was that more grave, forcible, and convincing. The one has
adversary.
more of address, and the other more of strength and
little after the battle
which related to the crown.
The one endeavours to steal, the other to
of Cheronaja, Demosthenes was commissioned to re- energy.
He expended, in the force, the assent of his auditors. In the harmony and
pair the fortifications of Athens.
performance of this task, thirteen talents, ten of which elegance, the strength and beauty of their language,
he received from the public treasury, while the remain- both are deserving of high commendation, but the figIn Deing three were generously given from his own private ures of the one are finer, of the other bolder.
As a mark of public gratitude for this act of mosthenes we see a more sustained effort, in .^schipurse.
Be
liberality, Ctesiphon proposed to the people to decree nes vivid, though momentary, flashes of oratory.
a crown of gold to the orator,
.^schines immediately sides the speeches above mentioned, twelve epistle*

A

—

are attributed to ^schines, which he is supposed to
have written from Rhodes. Photius makes the numlished laws of the republic, since Demosthenes still held ber only nine, and states that they were called, from
some public ojffices, and his accounts had not therefore this circumstance, the Muses of .^schines
One of
been settled, and besides, since he was not such a friend the best editions of ^schines is that of Wolf, conto the state as Ctesiphon had represented him to be, taining also the orations of Demosthenes.
It was first
who had, therefore, put upon record documents of a printed at Basle by Oporinus, afterward at the same
false and erroneous character.
Demosthenes, on whom place in 1549 and 1572, at Venice in 1550, and at
the attack was virtually made, appeared in defence of Frankfort in 1604.
The orations of iEschines are also
the accused.
This celebrated cause, after having been contained in Reiske's excellent edition of the Greek
delayed for some time in consequence of the troubles Orators, Lips., 1770, &c., 12 vols. 8vo, and in the valattendant on the death of Philip, was at last brought uable London edition, recently published, of the works
to a hearing.
Ability and eloquence was displayed on of Demosthenes and ^Eschines, 10 vols. 8vo, 1827. To
both sides, but the palm was won by Demosthenes
these may be added the edition of Foulkes and Friend,
and his rival, being found guilty of having brought an Oxon., 1696, 8vo, and that of Stock, Dublin, 1769, 2
the
was
to
These last two editions, however, contain
unjust accusation,
undergo
obliged
punish- vols. 8vo.
ment he had intended for Ctesiphon, and was banished merely the orations of .-Eschines and Demosthenes refrom his country.
It is stated by Photius {Bibliofh.,
The epistles were published sepspecting the crown.
vol. 2, p. 493, ed. Bekker), that ^schines, when he arately by Sammet, Lips., 1771, 8vo.
III. The auleft Athens, was followed and assisted by Demosthethor of a harangue entitled Deliaca, which some have
nes, and that, upon the latter's offering him consolation. attributed to the orator iEschines.
{Diog. Laert.)
he replied, " How shall I be able to bear my exile IV. An Arcadian, a disciple of Isocrates. {Id.) V. A
from a city, in which I leave behind me enemies more Mytilenean, surnamed the scourge of orators, (yrjTopoVI. A native of Neapolis, and member
generous than it is possible to find friends in any other." fidari^. (Id.)
VII. A naPlutarch, however, ascribes this very answer to De- of the Academic sect, about B.C. 109.
mosthenes, when his opponents made a similar offer to tive of Miletus, and orator, whose style of speaking is
him as he was departing from Athens into exile, ^s- represented by Cicero as of the florid and Asiatic kind.
chines retired to Asia with the intention of presenting {Cic. Brut., c. 95.)
VTII. An Athenian physician who
himself before Alexander but the death of that mon- cured the quinsy, affections of the palate, cancers, &c.,
arch compelled him to change his views, and take up by employing the cinders of excrements. {Plin., 28, 4.)
his residence at Rhodes.
Here he opened a school of
IX. A distinguished individual among the Eretrians,
eloquence, and commenced his lectures by reading the who disclosed to the Athenians the treacherous designs
two orations which had been the occasion of his banish- of some of his countrymen, when the former had marchment. His hearers loudly applauded his own speech ; ed to their aid against the Persians. {Herod., 6, 100.)
but when he came to that of Demosthenes, they were
^scHRioN, I. a Mytilenean poet, intimate with
thrown into transports of admiration. " What would Aristotle. He accompanied Alexander in his Asiatic
you have said," exclaimed ^schines, according to the expedition. Consult Vossius de Poet. Grac. II. An
common account, " had you heard Demosthenes him- Iambic poet of Samos. He is mentioned by Athenaeus
self pronounce this oration
The statement of Pho- (7, 296, e, and 8, 335, c), and also by Tzetzes, in his
Some of his verses
tius, however, is different from this, and certainly more scholia on Lycophron {v. 688-9).
The auditors of ^schines at Rhodes ex- are preserved by Athenssus and in the Anthology.
probable.
pressed, as he informs us, their surprise that a man of (Compare Jacobs, ad Anthol., vol. 1, part 1, p. 385.)
80 much ability should have been overcome by DeIII. A physician, preceptor to Galen.
( Vid. Supmosthenes " Had you heard that wild beast {tov ^d^rj- plement.) IV. A Greek writer, who composed a work
"
cited
by Pliny, and also
piov hKELvov),^'' exclaimed ^schines, you would have on husbandry, &c., which is
ceased to be at a loss on this head." (« rjKOvaare tov by Varro, i2. i2., 1, 1.
Phot.
iEscHYLUs, I. a celebrated tragic writer, son of Eu^Tiptov eKeivov ovk ctv vulv tovto 7/7r6p7?TO.

preferred an impeachment against Ctesiphon, alleging
that such a decree vt-as an infringement of the estab-

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

V

—

:

—

He subsequently
Bihlioth.,y(A. l,p. 20, ed. Bekker.)
transferred his school from Rhodes to Samos, where

noble family at Eleusis in Attica,
phorion, born of a
in the fourth year of the sixty-third Olympiad, B.C.

he died at the age of 75 years.

525.

We

have only three

(Compare

Vit.

Anonym

given in Stanley's
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and the Arundel Marbles.) Pausaiiias (1, 14) records
a story of his boyhood, professedly on the authority of
the poet himself, that, having fallen asleep while watching the clusters of grapes in a vineyard, Bacchus appeared to him, and bade him turn his attention to tragic
This account, if true, shows that his
composition.
mind was, at a very early period, enthusiastically
struck with the exhibitions of the infant drama.
An

over him by Simonides, in an elegiac contest ; and,
what is more probable, the success of Sophocles, who
carried off from him the tragic prize, according to the
common account, in the 78th Olympiad, B.C. 468.
Plutarch, in his life of Cimon, confirms the latter
statement.
If so, .^schylus could not have been more
than a year in Sicily before Hiero's death.
The common account, relative to the cause which drove the poet
from his country, is grounded upon an obscure allusion
in Aristotle's Ethics, explained by Clemens Alexandrinus and .^lian. In Sicily, .^schylus composed a

impression like

this, acting upon his fervid imagination,
naturally produce such a dream as is described.
this same origin must, no doubt, be traced the

would

To
common

account relative to ^schylus, that he was

accustomed

to write under the influence of wine ; and
in confirmation of which Lucian {Demosth. Encom.
vol. 9, p. 144) cites the authority of Callised. Bip.
thenes, and Athenaeus (10, 33) that of Chameleon.
The inspiration of Bacchus, in such a case, can mean
nothing more than the true inspiration of poetry.
(Mohnikc, Litl. der Gr. und Rom., vol. 1, p. 359.)
At the age of twenty-five, JEschylus made his first
public attempt as a tragic author, in the 70th Olympiad,
B.C. 499. (Suid. in AiaxClinton's Fasti HellenThe next notice which we have of
ici, p. 21, 2d ed.)
him is in the third year of the 72d Olympiad, B.C. 490,
when, along with his two celebrated brothers Cynasgirus and Aminias, he was graced at Marathon with the
praises due to pre-eminent bravery, being then in his
35th year. {Marm. Arund., No. 49.
Vit. Anonym.)

—

—

—

—

drama, entitled Mlna, to gratify his royal host, who
had recently founded a city of that name. During the
remainder of his life, it is doubtful whether he ever returned to Athens.
If he did not, those pieces of his,
which were composed m the interval, might be exhibited on the Athenian stage under the care of some friend
or relation, as
these dramas

ad Agamem.

was not unfrequently the case. Among
was the Orestean tetralogy {Argument,

—

Schol.

ad Aristoph. Ran., 1155), which

won

the prize in the second year of the 80th Olympiad,
B.C. 458, two years before his death. At any rate,
his residence hi Sicily must have been of considerable
length, as

it

language.

was

We

sufficient to affect the purity of his
are told by Athenasus, that many Si-

words are to be found in his later plays, .^schylus certainly has some Sicilian forms in his extant
dramas thus Tredupatog, Tredaixi^toi, TreSdopoi, fidacilian

:

Six years after that memorable battle, he gained his cuv, fiu, &:c., for /lerdpaiog, [iETaixftLOL, fiEreupoi,
first
Four years after this was fought fisi^uv, fif/Tep, &c. (Comp. Blomfield, Prom. Vinct.,
tragic victory.
the battle of Salamis, in which ^schylus took part 277, Gloss., and Bockh, de Trag. Grac, c. 5.)
The
with his brother Aminias, to whose extraordinary valour poet died at Gela, in the 69th year of his age, in the
the apiarela were decreed.
81st
93.
456.
His
if
the
common
Julian,
death,
{Herod., 8,
Olympiad, B.C.
Var. Hist., 5, 19 ) In the following year he served in accounts be true, was of a most singular nature.
Sitthe Athenian troops at Plataea.
afterward
silence
and
in
in
the
meditation,
fields,
ting motionless,
Eight years
(Argument, ad Pcrs.) he gained the prize with a te- his head, now bald, was mistaken for a stone by an
tralogy, composed of the Pcrsa, the Phineus, the eagle, which happened to be flying over him with a
Glaucus Potniensis, and the Prometheus Ignifer, a tortoise in her claws. The bird dropped the tortoise to
satyric drama (or, to give their Greek titles, the Ilep- break the shell ; and the poet was killed by the blow.
aat, ^Lvev^, TXavnog UuTvuvg, and npo/xrjBevg Trvp(j/6- It is more than probable, however, that this statement
The latter part of the poet's life is involved in is purely fabulous, and that it was invented in order to
pog).
much obscurity. (Compare Blomfield, ad Pcrs. protf., meet a supposed prophecy, that he would receive his
Id. ad Arg. inAgamem., p. xix. et xx.
The Geloans, to show their reBockh, death from on high.
p. xxii.
de Grccc. Trag. Princip., c. 4,seqq.) That he quitted spect for so illustrious a sojourner, inferred him with
Athens and died in Sicily, is agreed on all hands, but much pomp in the public cemetery. ^schylus is said
the time and cause of his departure are points of to have composed seventy dramas, of which five were
doubt and conjecture. It seems that ^schylus had satyric, and to have been thirteen times victor. The
laid himself open to a charge of profanation, by too account of Pausanias, however, would almost imply a
In fact, considboldly introducing on the stage something connected larger proportion of satyric dramas.
with the mysteries.
According to Clemens Alexan- erable discrepance exists respecting the number of
was
ascribed
to
seven
of his tragehe
tried
and
of
the
drinus,
Only
acquitted
.^schylus.
charge {ev plays
'Apec<t) Tcuy(f) KpcOelg, ovTcog iKpeladj], kiTLSel^ag avrov dies remain, together with fragments of others preClem. Alex. Strom., 2). The more served in the citations of the grammarians, and two
fiTj fj,efiV7]/ievov.
The titles of the dramas
romantic narrative of .^lian ( Var. Hist., 5, 19) informs epigrams in the Anthology.
1.
us, that the Athenians stood ready to stone him to which have reached us are as follows
TlpofiTjBevg
death, when his brother Aminias, who interceded for deafiuTjjg {Prometheus Vinclus). 2. 'ETrra ettI Qrj6ag
3. Tlepcai (Persce).
4.
him, dexterously dropped his robe and showed the stump {Septem contra Thebas).
5. Xorjdopoi {Cho'iphoof his own arm lost at the battle of Salamis. This act of 'Ayafiifivuv {Agamemnon).

—

—

—

—

—

:

and presence of mind had the desired
on the quick and impulsive temper of the AtheBut the peril
nians, and JEschylus was pardoned.
which he had encountered, the dread of a multitude

6.

fraternal aflTection

rce).

effect

plices).

ever merciless in their superstitions, indignation at the
treatment which he had received, joined, in all likelihood, to feelings of vexation and jealousy at witnessing
the preference occasionally given to young and aspito induce
ring rivals, were motives suflJiciently powerful
the proud-spirited poet to abandon his native city, and
and litemunificent
of
the
seek a retreat in the court
{Vit. Anonym.
rary Hiero, prince of Syracuse.
Plut. de Exil, Op., vol. 8, p. 385, ed.
Pausan., 1, 2.
This must have been before the second year
Reiske.)
of the 78th Olympiad, B.C. 467, for in that year Hiero
died. The author of the anonymous Ufe of .^schylus,

—

—

which has come down to us, mentions, among other
reasons for his voluntary banishment, a victory obtained
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7. 'iKertdeg {SupEvfievLdeg{Eumenides).
short account of each of these will be
This
given towards the close of the present article.
great dramatist was the author of the fifth form of
He added a second actor
( Vid. Theatrum.)
tragedy.
to the locutor of Thespis and Phrynichus, and thus introduced the dialogue.
He abridged the immoderate

A

length of the choral odes, making them more subservient
to the main interest of the plot, and expanded the short
To these
episodes into scenes of competent extent
improvements in the economy of the drama, he added
the decorations of art in its exhibition.
regular
stage {Vitruv. PrcBf.,lib. 7), with appropriate scenery,
was erected ; the actors were furnished with becoming
dresses, and raised to the stature of the heroes represented by the thick-soled cothurnus {Horat., Ep. ad
Pis., 280) ; while the face was brought to the heroic
cast by a mask of proportionate size and strongly

A

iESCHYLUS.

iESCHYLUS.
marked character, which was

also so contrirod as to

and distinctness to the voice. He paid
give power
and invented sevgreat attention to the choral dances,
eral figure-dances himself.
Among his other improvements, is mentioned the introduction of a practice,
which subsequently became established as a fixed and
essential rule, the removal of all deeds of bloodshed

and murder from the public view

{Philostr.,

Vit.

a rule only violated on one occasion,
Apollon.y 6, 11),
In
of the Ajax.
namely, by Sophocles in his play
and so important were the alterations
short, so

many

and additions of ^schylus,

that he

was considered by

the Athenians as the Father of Tragedy {Philostr., I.
to
c), and, as a mark of distinguished honour paid
his merits, they passed a decree, after his death, that

a chorus should be allowed to any poet who chose to
re-exhibit the dramas of .^schylus.
{Philostr., I. c.)

re-exhibiting
Aristophanes alludes to this custom
the plays of iEschylus in the opening of the Acharnians (v. 9,seqq.).
Quintilian, however (10, 1), assigns
a very different reason for this practice, and makes it
to have been adopted for the purpose of presenting
these dramas in a more correct form than that in which
What authority
himself.
they were left by the author
he had for such an assertion, does not now appear.
In
sentiments, JEschylus is said to have

of

philosophical

been a Pythagorean. (Cic. Ticsc. Disp., 2, 9.) In his
extant dramas the tenets of this sect may occasionally
be traced as, deep veneration in what concerns the
;

for the sanctity of
gods (Agamem., 371), high regard
an oath and the nuptial bond {Eumen., 217), the im-

mortality

seems to be proudly penetrated. He had lived to be
an eyewitness of the greatest and most glorious event
of which Greece could boast, the defeat and destruction
of the enormous hosts of the Persians under Darius and
Xerxes, and had fought with distinguished valour in
In the Perstt,
the combats of Marathon and Salamis.
and the Seven against Thebes, he pours forth a warlike
strain

;

the personal inclination of the poet for the

beams

of a hero

life

manner which cannot be

forth in a

The

tragedies of .^schylus are, on the
whole, one proof among many, that in art, as in nature,
gigantic proportions precede those of the ordinary
standard, which then grow less and less, till they reach

mistaken.

meanness and insignificance

;

and also

that poetry,

on

always next to religion in estimation, whatever form the latter may take among the
The tragic style of JEarace of men then existing.
chylus is far from perfect (compare Porson, Prcelect.
in Eurip., p. 6), and frequently deviates into the Epic
and the Lyric, elements not qualified to harmonize
with the drama.
He is often abrupt, disproportioned,
and harsh. It was very possible that more skilful
tragic writers might compose after him, but he must
always remain unsurpassed in his almost superhuman
vastness, since even Sophocles, his more fortunate
and more youthful rival, could not equal him in this.
The latter uttered a sentiment concerning him by
which he showed hifnself to have reflected on the art
*'
in which he excelled.
.^schylus does what is right,
but without knowing it." Simple words, which, however, exhaust all that we understand by a genius which
its first

appearance,

of the soul (Cho'eph., 321), the origin of produces

its

is

effects unconsciously.

—

{Theatre of the

names from imposition and not from nature {Agamem., Greeks, p. 114, seqq., 2d ed.) It only remains to
From. Vinct., 84, 742), the importance of num- give a brief account of the tragedies of u^schylus
682.

—

bers (Prom. Vinct., 468), the science of physiognomy
{Agamem., 797), the sacred character of suppliants
ob{SuppL, 351. Eumen., 233), &c. ^schylus,
serves Schlegel (Z>ram. Lit., p. 135, 5cj^.), must be considered as the creator of tragedy ; it sprang forth from his
head in complete armour, like Minerva from the brain
He clothed it as became its dignity, and not
of Jove.

—

the dance,
only instructed the chorus in the song and
but came forward hhnself as an actor. {Athenoeus, 1
He sketches characters with a few bold and
22.)
,

His plots are extremely simple.
powerful strokes.
He had not yet arrived at the art of splitting an action
into parts

numerous and

rich,

and distributing

their

complication and denouement into well-proportioned
Hence in his writings there often arises a cessteps.
sation of action, which he makes us feel still more by
his unreasonably long choruses.
But, on the other
hand, all his poetry displays a lofty and grave disposition.
No soft emotions, but terror alone remains in
him the head of Medusa is held up before the petrified
;

His method of considering destiny is extremely harsh ; it hovers over mortals in all its gloomy
The buskin of -^schylus has, as it
magnificence.
were, the weight of brass ; on it none but gigantic
It almost seems to cost him
forms stalk before us.
an effort to paint mere men he frequently brings gods
on the stage, particularly the Titans, those ancient
deities who shadow forth the dark primeval powers of
nature, and who had long been driven into Tartarus,
In conbeneath a world governed in tranquillity.
formity with the standard of his dramatis personae, he
seeks to swell out the language which they employ to
spectators.

;

H colossal size

;

hence there

arise

rugged compound

words, an over-multitude of epithets, and often an extreme intricacy of syntax in the choruses, which is the
He is similar to Dante and
cause of great obscurity.
Shakspeare in the peculiar strangeness of his imaginations and expressions, yet these images are not deficient
in that terrible grace which the ancients particularly

The poet flourished exactly when
praise in jEschylus.
the freedom of Greece, rescued from its enemies, was
in Its first

strength, with a consciousness of

which he

1. UpofiTidevg
which have reached us entire.
dea/xuAll the personages
TTic (" Prometheus in chains").
of^ this
tragedy are divinities, and yet the piece, not-

withstanding, carries with it an air of general interest,
The
it involves the well-being of the human race.

for

subject is Prometheus, punished for having been the
benefactor of men in stealing for them the fire from
the skies ; or, to express the same idea in a moral
point of view, it is strength and decision of character
In this
struggling against injustice and adversity.
drama, which stands alone of its kind, we recognise,
amid strength and sublimity of conception, a wild and
untutored daring, which betrays the rudeness of early
The scenery is
tragedy, and the infancy of the art.
awfully terrific : the lonely rock frowning over the
waves, the stern and imperious sons of Pallas and

Styx holding up Prometheus to its
Vulcan fixes his chains, Oceanus on

rifted

side while

his hippogriff, the

fury of the whirlwind, the pealing thunder, and Prometheus himself undismayed amid the warfare of the ele-

ments, and bidding defiance even to the monarch of
the skies, present a picture pregnant with fearful inThis
terest, and worthy the genius of ..Eschylus.
drama was translated into Latin by the poet Attius,
some fragments of whose version are preserved for us
by Cicero {Tusc. Qucest.., 2, 10). The question relative to the
this

play

remaining pieces of the Tetralogy, of which
formed a part, may be seen discussed in

—

Schiitz's edition of
2.

'ETrra

km

^schylus (vol. 5, p. \20,seqq.).
Q^6ag ("The Seven Chiefs against

Thebes"). The subject of the piece is the siege of
Thebes, by the seven confederate chieftains, who had
his brother
espoused the cause of Polynices against
It is said that JSschylus particularly valued
Eteocles.
himself on this tragedy, and certainly not without reaof the scenes that
son, both as regards the animation
are portrayed, the sublimity of the dialogue, and the
delineations of character which it contains.
strong

This drama has the additional merit of having given
Antigone of Sophocles, the Phoenissae of
Thebaid of Statins. Besides the
Euripides, and the
Siege of Thebes, iEschylus wrote three tragedies also

birth to the
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on the events which preceded it, viz., the "Laius," the
"
'
Some critics, howSphinx."
(Edipus," and the
ever, make the last to have been a satyric drama.

—

from the levelling doctrines of the day. Pollux inform*
us, that the tragic chorus, up to the time when ihi»

that so recent an event should have been represented
on the stage. But, as Racine has remarked in the

was first represented, consisted of fifty persons,
but that the terror occasioned by a chorus ol fifty furies
caused a law to be passed, fixing the tragic chorus, for
the time to come, at fifteen, and the comic chorus at
Pollux evidently is
{lul. Pol., 4, 110.)
twenty-four.
in error here.
The number of choreutas for the whole
tetralogy consisted of fifty (originally, as Miiller thinks,
of forty-eight), and these choreutae it was the poet's
business to distribute into choruses for the individual

preface to Bajazet, distance of place supplies the want
of distance of time.
The scene is laid at Susa, before the ancient structure appropriated to the great
council of state, and near the tomb of Darius.
The
shade of this monarch cornes forth from the sepulchre,

tragedies and satyric drama composing the tetralogy.
Pollux, therefore, in all probability, misconceived
something which he had learned relative to the number
of choreutae for the whole tetralogy, of which number
at least three fourths were on the stage at the end of

purpose of counselling Xerxes to cease from
a people whom the gods protect.
The
piece contains great beauties every instant the trouble
of the Persians increases, and the interest augments.
By some it has been supposed to have been written
with a political intent, the poet endeavouring, by an
animated description of the pernicious effects of an
obstinate pride, and by filling the spectators with a

the

—

This piece is so
Tlepaat (" The Persians").
called because the chorus is composed of aged Per3.

sians.
The subject is purely an historical one it is
This
the defeat of the naval armament of Xenxes.
play was performed eight years after the battle of Sal:

amis, and

it

has been considered by some a defect

for the

the

war against

;

malignant compassion for the vanquished Xerxes, indirectly disposing them to break off the war which
4.
Themistocles wished to prolong.
'AyCyUf/zrwv
("Agamemnon"). This prince, returning from the
siege of Troy with his female captive Cassandra, is asThe part
sassinated by Clytemnestra and .'Egisthus.
of Cassandra, who predicts the woes that are about to
fall upon the house of Agamemnon, forms the chief
interest of the piece, and is one of the finest that has
The commencement of this
ever been conceived.
tragedy is somewhat languid, but as the play proceeds
5. XoTj<!>6poi (" Tne Choeall is movement and feeling.
This drama is so entitled, because the chophorffi").
rus, composed of female Trojan captives, slaves of
Clytemnestra, are charged with the ofhce of bringing

—

play

Eumenides

But

this

was done

in order to aflTord

the people a splendid and expressive spectacle ; neither
were the choreutae thus combined all habited as furies.

—

With regard to
{Muller, Eumenides, p. 52, seqq.)
the number of the tragic chorus in each particular
play, it may be remarked, that Sophocles first brought
in fifteen, the previous number having been twelve,
and that .^schylus employed only twelve in more than
one of his dramas, although in others very possibly he
(Conadopted the number so extended by Sophocles.
sult the remarks of Miiller, Evmcn., p. 68.)
This play
did not prove, at first, very successful.
It was altered

—

by the poet, and reproduced some years
his residence in Sicily,

when

after,

during

carried off the prize,
Danaiis
iKeTiSeg (•'
Suppliants").
and his daughters solicit and obtain the protection of
the Argives against .^gyptus and his sons.
This play

—

it

The Female

7.

forms one of the feeblest productions of .^schylus.
It possesses one remarkable feature, that the chorus
The scene is near the shore,
acts the principal part.
in an open grove, close to the altar and the images of
the gods presiding over the sacred games, with a view
of the sea and the ships of /Egyptus on one side, and
with hills, and
the liquor for making libations at the tomb of Agamem- of the towers of Argos on the other
non {x^Vf « libation, and (pepu, tobrivg). The subject of woods, and vales, a river flowing between them.
the piece is Orestes avenging the death of Agamemnon have no good edition, as yet, of all the plays of ./Eschyon Clytemnestra and her paramour. When this horri- lus. That of Schiitz, HalcE, 1808-21, 5 vols. 8vo,
ble deed has been accomplished, the parricide is deliv- although useful in some respects, is not held in very
neither is that of Butler, Cantab.,
ered over to the Furies, who disturb his reason. high estimation
" The
observes Potter, *' shines 1809, 8 vols. 8vo, regarded with a very favourable eye
spirit of JEschylus,"
but
a
certain
of
Wellauer's edition, also. Lips.,
scholars.
softening
grief by European
through this tragedy ;
hangs over it, and gives it an air of solemn magnifi- 1823-1831, 3 vols. 8vo, though highly lauded by some,
cence." The characters of Orestes and Electra are is far from being satisfactory to all. The edition by

—

;

—We

;

—

6.
Th»
EvfiiviSec (" The Eumenides," Scholefield, Cantab., 1828, 8vo, is a useful one.
This play derives its name from the best text is that given by W. Dindorf, Lips., 1827.
circumstance of the chorus being composed of Furies The best editions of the separate plays are those of
who pursue Orestes. The latter pleads his cause be- Blomfield, as far as they extend, comprising, namely,
fore the Areopagus, and is acquitted by the vote of the Prometheus, Septem contra Thebas, Agamemnon,
His edition of the Persce,
Minerva. This drama is remarkable for its violation Persa, and Cho'ephorce.
of the unity of place, the scene being first laid at Del- however, was very severely handled by Seidler, in one
Miiller has written a of the German reviews, though the edge of the critique
phi and afterward at Athens.
very able work on the scope and character of this pro- was in a great measure blunted by the personal feeling
The editions of Dr. Blomfield apduction, in which he discusses incidentally some of visible throughout.
There
the most important points connected with the Greek peared originally from the Cambridge press.
the
As regards the object which
drama.
poet had in are good editions of the Agamemnon and Choephorae
it
to
be
he
considers
Miiller's edition of the Eumenview when composing the piece,
by Klausen and Peile.
a political one.
J^schylus was a zealous partisan of ides, appended to the dissertations above alluded to, is
and
evident
of
an
excellent
and
scholar-like
Themistocles,
Aristides, and opponent
performance, though it
symptoms of this partiality are to be found in some of provoked the ire of Hermann and his school, having
As an Athenian citizen and patriot, the been severely criticised by him and one of his disciples.
his plays.
recommends to his countrymen A translation of it appeared from the Cambridge press
poet on every occasion
of dem- in 1835—11., III. {Vid.
Supplement.)
temperance and moderation in their enjoyment
.^scoLAPius, son of Apollo and the nymph Coronis,
ocratic hberty, and in their ambitious schemes against
The party of Themistocles had and god of the healing art. Pausanias (2, 26) gives
the rest of Greece.
made themselves obnoxious, in these respects, to the three different accounts of his origin, on which our limand a demagogue its forbid us to dwell. The one of these that has been
of iEschylus
patriotic feelings
named Ephialtes, having attacked the authority of the followed by Ovid, makes Coronis to have been unfaithvenerable court of the Areopagus, the poet in this play ful to Apollo, and to have been, in consequence, put to
of the Eumenides appeared in its defence, and strove death by him, the offspring of her womb having been
to sav« this excellent institution, though ineffectually, first taken from her and spared.
Apollo received the

finely supported.

or

*'

Furies").

;

iESCULAPIUS.
information respecting the unfaithfulness of Coronis,

from a raven, and the angry deity is said by Apollodorus to have changed the colour of the raven from white
to black, as a punishment for his unwelcome olficiousness.
As Coronis, in Greek, signifies a crow, hence
another fable arose that JEsculapius had sprung from
an egg of that bird, under the figure of a serpent. The
first of the accounts given by Pausanias makes the
birthplace of ^sculapius to have been on the borders
the second lays the scene
of the Epidaurian territory
the third in Messenia.
in Thessaly
..Esculapius was
placed, at an early age, under the care of the centaur
Chiron.
Being of a quick and lively genius, he made
such progress as soon to become not only a great physician, but at length to be reckoned the god and inventor of medicine, though the Greeks, not very careful of
consistency in the history of those early ages, gave to
Apis, son of Phoroneus, the glory of having invented
the healing art.
.^sculapius accompanied Jason in
his expedition to Colchis, and in his medical capacity
;

;

He married
Lampetia, by whom he had
two sons, Machaon and Podalirius, and four daughters,
Hygiea, .^gle. Panacea, and laso, of whom Hygiea,
was of great

service to the Argonauts.

whom some

Epione,

call

goddess of health, was the most celebrated. In the fabulous traditions of antiquity, ^sculapius is said to have
restored many to life.
According to Apollodorus (3,
10, 3), he received from Minerva the blood that flowed from the veins of Medusa, and with that which proceeded from the veins on the left, he operated to the
destruction of men, while he used that which was obtained from the veins on the right for the benefit of
his fellow-creatures.
(Compare Heyiie, ad Apollod.,
I. c.)
With this last he brought back to the light of
day Capaneus and Lycurgus, according to some, or
Eriphyle and Hippolytus according to others, or, as
other ancient authorities state, Hymenaeus, and Glaucus the son of Minos. Jupiter, alarmed at this, and
fearing, says Apollodorus, lest men, being put in possession of th6 means of triumphing over death, might
cease to render honour to the gods, struck JEsculapius
The common account makes this to
with thunder.
have been done on the complaint of Pluto. Apollo,
enraged at the loss of his son, destroyed the Cyclopes

who had

forged the thunderbolts of Jove, for which
offence the monarch of the skies was about to hurl
him into Tartarus, but, on the supplication of Latona,

banished him for a season from Olympus, and compelled him to serve with a mortal (vid. Admetus and
Amphrysus). Thus far we have traced the Greek accounts respecting iEsculapius.
If, however, a careful
inquiry be instituted, the result will be a decided conviction that the legend of .^sculapius is one of Orient-

—

iESCULAPIUS.
same

He

idea.

we

find

the sun, without
strength at the
In all these diflfercnt
points of view,

is

close of autumn.

^sculapius correspondmg

to the

Egyptian

di-

vinities

to Horus, to Harpocrates, to Sem, and to tHe
;
god of the earth, Serapis. Egypt was always famed
for the
knowledge possessed by its priests of the healand it always represented its great deities, the
ing art
symbols of the power of nature, as endued with a heal;

ing influence.

{Crcuzefs Symbolik, par Guigmaut^

337 and 170, seqq.) Isis receives, in in"
scriptions, the epithet of
(Grvtcr, p. 83.
salutary."
vol. 2, p.

—Fabrett.,

A70.—Reines,

p.

col. 1, n.

132

whose name

)

Serapis^

freqfuently occurs by the side of that of his
spouse, had, at Canopus, a city already famous by its
temple of Hercules, a sanctuary no less renowned for

the wonderful cures performed within
a register

was

carefully preserved.

it,

and of which

{Strabo, 801.

—

(Compare Creuzer, Dionys., l,p. 122, and GuigniauCa
dissertation on the god Serapis, " Sur le Dieu
Serapis
et son origine,''
Both of these divinp. 20 and 22.)
ities, in the scenes figured on the monuments, bear serpents, or agathodemons, as the emblems of health :
they carry also the chalice, or salutary cup of nature,
surrounded by serpents, and which formed, perhaps, the
most ancient idol connected with their worship. ( Creu'
zer^s Symbolik,

One

par Guigniaut,

pents were

vol. 1, p.

818, seqq.)

certain, that these sacred sernourished in their temples as living

thing at least

is

images

of these deities of health.

(Guigniaut'' s Serapis, p.
The nurture of these national fetichs con19, seqq.)
sisted in cakes of honey, and such was also the food

of the serpents consecrated to the powers beneath the
In fact, the god of
earth, the divinities of the dead.
medicine is, at the same time, a telluric power and
it is he that causes the mineral waters, the sources of
./Escuhealth, to spring from the bosom of the earth.
lapius, then, is identical, in his essence, with the Calike him, he has for a symbol a vase
nopic Serapis
surrounded by serpents, and he was originally this
same vase, the sacred Canopus. (Compare Creuzer,
Dionys., p. 220.
Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, p.
415 and 818, seqq.) It is curious to observe the
that
e.^ists between the Oriental worstrong analogy
ship of Serapis, and the Grecian ideas, rites, and usages in the case of yEsculapius. At .^gium, in Achaia,
near the ancient temple of Ilithyia, were to be seen the
statues of the god and goddess of health, Asclepius
(iEsculapius) and Hygiea. {Fausan.,7,23.) At Titane, a city of Sicyonia, the first settler of which was,
according to tradition, Titan, brother of the Sun, Alexanor, the son of Machaon and grandson of ^Esculapius,
had erected a temple to this deity.
His statue, at this
place, was almost entirely enveloped in a tunic of white
wool, with a mantle thrown over it, so that the face,
and the extremities of the hands and feet, alone appeared to view,
^sculapius was carried, it is said, from
;

:

—

to Sanchoniatho, -rEsculapius
the son of
"
Sydyk, called the just," and the brother of the seven
Cabiri. (Sanchon, frag., ap Euseb.,Pr(Bp. Evang , Epidaurus to Pergamus
and we are also told that, in
p. 39.
Cory's Ancient Fragments, p. 13.) Hence this Asiatic city, the Acesius of Epidaurus took the
the meaning of Esmun, which signifies •• the eighth." name of Telesphorus.
(Pausan., 2, 11.) Now Te(Compare the Schmoun, or Mendes, of Egypt.) The lesphorus indicates the autumnal season, the sun that
seven Cabiri are the seven planets ; and, in the Egyp- has come to his maturity together with the productions
tian mythology, Phtha is added to them as the eighth. of the earth, and, consequently,
verging to his decline.
Phtha and iEsculapius, then, are identical, and the lat- Hence the Arcadians gave to .^Esculapius a nurse nater, like the former, though added to the number of the med Trygon, an appellation derived probably from the
Cabiri, becomes in a mysterious sense their parent and Greek rpvyrj or rpvydu, and referring to the labours of

al origin.

was

According

same with the Phoenician Esmun,

the

—

{Creuzer's Symbolik, vol. 2, p. 285 and 336.)
In Esmun-.(Esculapius, then, we have a solar deity,
personified in his beauty and his weakness, for he is
the same with the youth of Berytus, who mutilated
himself and was placed in the number of the gods, and
in this quality he receives the name of Paean or Paeon,
" the
physician." He becomes identified also with the
beauteous Apollo, for whose son he passes among the
Greeks while, as a mutilated deity, he is the same
with the Phrygian Atys, the fair Adonis, and the chained Hercules of the Tyrians, all varied forms of the
guide.

;

;

to a tradiiEsculapius, moreover, according

harvest.

tion preserved in Attica, offered himself on the eighth
day for admission into the Eleusinian mysteries, and

was accordingly

initiated.

(Phtlostrat., Vit. Apollon.,

He

4, 18.)
is, in this point of view, the tardy one, the
last comer assisting at the festival of autumn and the

The

harvest.

subterranean powers and the deities of
Such, too, is the

death, are also the divinities of sleep.

case with ^sculapius.

and by
p.

78, ed.

He

gives slumber and repose,

means bestows health. (Lyd. de Mens.
Schow.) Hence the custom of going to his
67
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temple at Epidaurus for the purpose of sleeping there- its walls the most sacred mysteries. (Pausan., 3, 22.)
and recovering health by the means which the god The statue of Hygiea, at ^gium in Achaia, could only
of health would indicate in a dream to the invalids. be viewed by the priests. (Pausan., 7, 24.) No fe(Compare Sprengel, Gesch.der Medicin., vol. 1, p. 107, male was allowed to be delivered, and^no sick persons
The ancient -^sculapius, introduced at an were pennitted to die, within the environs of the temseqq.)
(Pausan., 2, 27.) The temple at
early period into the religion of Samothrace, appeared ple at Epidaurus.
at first in Greece under a form closely assimilated to Tithorea was surrounded by a hedge, in the vicinity of
that of the vase-gods, dwarfs, or pigmies, that were which no edifice could be erected.
The hedge was
accustomed to be enveloped in garments, and to which forty stadia from the building itself. (Pausan., 10, 32.)
in,

was

magic influence. {Creuzer''s Sympar Guigniaut, vol. 2, p. 310, seqq.) In these

Most of these temples stood in healthy situations. That
of Cyllene, for example, was situate on Cape Hyrmine,

hidden meaning was

fertile and
smiUng countries of the
while that of Epidaurus, erected, like
the former, in the immediate neighbourhood of the sea,
was surrounded by hills covered with the thick foliage
of groves.
(Pausan., 2, 27.
Compare' Villoison^

attributed a

bolik,

mysterious

idols, the richness of

mode

of decking the exterior was whimThe spirit of the old Pelasgic belief would
sical.
seem, however, to have been continually employed in
decomposing, as it were, this body of ideas united in
as great as the

in

one of the most

Peloponnesus

;

—

one particular symbol, and in individualizing each for Pro7e^om., p. Liii., and Chandler''s Travels, ch. 53, p.
itself.
It was thus that, by degrees, there arose round 223.)
Others again were built near rivers, or in the
the god of medicine a cortege of genii, of both sexes, vicinity of mineral springs
and it would appear from
regarded either as his wives, or as his sons and daugh- Xenophon (Mem., 3, 13), that the temple of ^EsculapiIn ihe sculptured us at Athens contained within it a source of warm waters, or even as his grandchildren.
The worship rendered to ^Esculapius had for its
representations of ^sculapius, to which the develope- ter.
ment of Grecian art had subsequently given birth, we object the occupying the imaginations of the sick by
a
little
the
the
ceremonies of which they were witnesses, and the
find the figure of Jove,
modified, becoming
model of this deity. And yet, though the Grecian exciting them to a sufficient degree in order to produce
to
in
of
the
beautiful
led
them
the
desired result.
For an account of these ceremodeviate,
genperception
eral, from the grosser representations of the Pelasgic nies, and the mode of curing that was generally adoptworship, we find them, in the present case, still re- ed, consult Sprengel, Hist, de la Medicine, vol. 1, p.
JEsculapius was sometimes represented
taining an attachment for the ancient, and, at the same 154, seqq.
time, more significant and mysterious images. Hence, either standing, or sitting on a throne, holding in one
by the side of the new deity is placed one of his per- hand a staff, and grasping with the other the head of a
at his feet a dog lay extended.
sonified attributes, under the figure of an enveloped serpent
(Pausan., 2,
In every quarter, where the Asclepiades {vid. 27.
dwarf.
Compare Montfaucon, Antiquiti expliq., vol. 1,
that article) taught the principles of the healing art, or pt. 2, pi. 187, 188.)
At Corinth, Megalopolis, and
•ured diseases in the temples of their master and re- Ladon, the god was represented under the form of an
or rather, perhaps, a dwarf, holding in one hand
puted father, .^Esculapius and his good genii were cel- infant,
ebrated as saving divinities, on votive tablets, inscrip- a sceptre, and in the other a pine-cone. (Pausan., 2,
The Romans, too, in the 10.) Most generally, however, he appeared as an old
tions, medals, and gems.
(Pausan., 10, 32.) On
year of their city 461, in order to be delivered from a man with a flowing beard.
pestilence, sent a solemn embassy to Epidaurus to ob- some ancient monuments we see him with one hand
tain the sacred serpent nourished at that place in the applied to his beard, and having in the other a knotted
temple of ^sculapius. A temple was likewise erect- staff encircled by a serpent. (Minucius Felix, ed. El'
ed to this deity on an island in the Tiber, where the menhorst., p. 14.) He oftentimes bears a crown of lausacred reptile had disappeared among the reeds. ( Vol. rel (Antichita d'ErcoL, vol. 5, p. 264, 271.
Majfei,
Max., 1, 8, 2.) Not content with this, however, they Gemm. ant., 2, n. 55), while at his feet are placed, on
resolved to have also a family of Asclepiades, and they one side, a cock, and, on the other, the head of a ram ;
on other occasions, a vulture or an owl. Frequently
pretended to have found it in the house of Acilius.
The principal and most ancient tgmples of ^sculapi- a vase of circular form is seen below his statues (Erizus {' AcKTiTjmeia), were those at Titane in Sicyonia zo, Discorso, &.C., p. 620), or, according to others, a
(Pausan., 2, 1 1) at Tricca in Thessaly {Strabo, 438)
serpent coiled up. (Buonarotti, Osservazioni, &c., p.
At other times he has his body encircled by an
at Tithorea in Phocis, where he was revered under the 201.)
name of Archegetes {Pausan., 10, 32) at Epidaurus enormous serpent. (Theodoret. affect, curat, disp.
(Pausan., 2, 26) in the island of Cos {Strabo, 657) ; Op. ed. Shulze, vol 4 and 8, p. 906.) Among all
at Megalopolis (Pausan., 8, 32); at Cyllene in Elis the symbols with which JEsculapius is adorned, the
The gems, medals,
(Pausan., 6, 26) and at Pergamus in Asia Minor serpent plays the principal part.
Among all these temples, that of and other monuments of antiquity, connected with the
(Pausan., 2, 26).
Epidaurus was at first the most celebrated, for it was worship of this deity, most commonly bear such an
from this city that the worship of ^sculapius was car- emblem upon them. (Spanheim, Epist. 4, ad Morell.,
ried into Sicyonia, and also to Pergamus and Cyllene. p. 217, 218, ed. Lips., 1695.
Compare Knight's hi(Pausan., 2, 10.) It appears, however, that the tem- quiry into the Symbolical language of Ancient Art
time
most
famous
in
the
of
since
became
and Mythology, ^ 25.
Class. Journ., vol. 23, p. 13.)
all,
ple of Cos
the Epidaurians, on one occasion, sent deputies thither.
^SEPUs, a river of Mysia, in Asia Minor, rising in
a
At
more
recent
in
Mount
and
period, ^gea,
Cotylus,
falling, after a course of 500 sta(Pausan., 3, 23.)
Cilicia. could boast of a temple of .-^sculapius which dia, into the Propontis, to the east of the Granicus.
was held in high repute. It was here that Apollonius Strabo (582) conceives, that Homer extended the
of Tyana practised many of his impostures. (Philostr., boundaries of Priam's kingdom to this river. ChishuU
Constantine destroyed this tem- (Travels in Turkey, p. 59) makes the modern nam*
Vit. Apollon., 1,7.)
for Christianity.
(Euseb., Vit. Con- to be the Boklu, but Gossellin gives it as the Sataldere
ple in his zeal
;

—

—

:

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

Reading, 3, 56.) Almost all these edifices (French Strabo, vol. 4, p. 187, not.)
were regarded as sanctuaries, which none of the pro^sERNiA, a city of Samnium, in the northern par^
fane could approach except after repeated purifications. of the country, and not far from the western confines.
situate about twelve miles northwest of BoviEpidaurus was called the sacred country (Pausan., 2, It was
26), a name which also appears on its medals. (Eck- anum, and is mentioned by Livy (Epit., 16) as havinj
290.— Villois on, been colonized about the beginning of the first Punio
hel, Doctr. Num. Vet., vol. 2, p.
The same writer (27, 10) speaks of it as one
Prolegom., p. Lii.) The temple at Asopus took the war.
of Hyperteleaton, as if it concealed within of those colonies which distinguished themselves by

stant.,ed.

appellation

^SOPUS.

iESOPUS.

The re|
their firm adherence to the Roman power during the his name was rendered peculiarly famous.
war with Hannibal. It was subsequently recolonized utation for wisdom which he enjoyed, induced Crca
de Col.), but Strabo 8U8, king of Lydia, to invite him to his court.
Tbi
by Augustus and Nero {Front,
inconsiderable place, fabulist obeyed the call, but, after residing some time
(239 and 249) makes it a very
The at Sardis, again journeyed into Greece. At the period
in the Marsic war.
having suffered materially
of his second visit, the Athenians are said to have been
modern Iscrnii is supposed to represent iEsernia.
oppressed by the usurpation of Pisistratus, and to con-

iEsioN.

Vid. Supplement.
iEsoN, son of Cretheus and Tyro.

He

succeed-

lolchos, but was dethroned by his half-brother Pelias. ^son became the
Alcimede, of the celebrated Jason, the leadfather,

ed

his father in the

kingdom of

by

er of the Argonauts.
Through fear of the usurper,
Jason was intrusted to the care of the centaur Chiron,
and brought up at a distance from the court of Pelias.
On his arriving at manhood, however, he came to lolchos, according to one account, to claim his inheritance but, according to another, he was invited by Pelias to attend a sacrifice to Neptune on the seashore.
The result of the interview, whatever may have been
the cause of it, was an order from Pelias to go in quest
;

of the golden fleece.
(Ftrf. Jason.)
During the absence of Jason on this well-known expedition, the tyranny of Pelias, according to one version of the story,
drove J^son and Alcimed© to self-destruction an act
of cruelty, to which he was prompted by intelligence
;

had perishhaving been received, that all the Argonauts
ed, and by a consequent wish on his part to make himthe
self doubly secure, by destroying
parents of Jason.
He put to death also their remaining child. {Apollod.,

—

Hygin.,24:.) Ovid,
1,9, ie,seqq.—Diod. Stc.,4,50.
however, gives a quite different account of the latter
to
the
.^son.
of
According
poet (Met., 7, 297,
days
with Medea, found his
seqq), Jason, on his return
and the
father ^Eson still alive, but enfeebled by age
Colchian enchantress, by drawing the blood from his
veins and then filling them with the juices of certain
herbs which she had gathered for the purpose, restored

them under
have invented

sole
to

this state of
things, .^sop is related
for them the fable of the frogs peti-

tioning Jupiter for a king.
in Greece at this time would

The

residence of ./Esop
to have been a long
one, if any argument for such an opinion may be
drawn from a line of Phaedrus (3, 14), in which the
epithet of senex is applied to the fabulist during the
He returned, howperiod of this his stay at Athens.
ever, eventually to the court of the Lydian monarch.
Whether the well known conversation between iEsop
and Solon occurred after the return of the former from
his second journey into Greece, or during his previous
residence with Croesus, cannot be satisfactorily ascertained the latter opinion is most probably the more
correct one, if we can believe that the interview between Solon and Croesus, as mentioned by Herodotus
It seems that Solon
(1, 30, seqq.), ever took place.
had offended Croesus by the low estimation in which
he held riches as an ingredient of happiness, and was,
in consequence, treated with cold indifference.
{Herod., I, 33.)
jEsop, concerned at the unkind treatment which Solon had encountered, gave him the fol" A wise man should resolve either
lowing advice :
not to converse with kings at all, or to converse with

seem

:

them agreeably."

To which

Solon replied, " Nay, he

should either not converse with them at all, or converse with them usefully." {Plut., Vit. Sol., 28.) The
particulars of ^sop's death are stated as follows by
Plutarch {de sera numinis vindicta, p. 556.
Op. ed.
Croesus sent him to Delphi
Reiske, vol. 8, p. 203.)
him to a manhood of forty years. The daughters of with a large amount of gold, in order to offer a magPelias having entreated Medea to perform the same nificent sacrifice to Apollo, and also to present four
she embraced this op- minoe to each inhabitant of the sacred city.
Having
operation on their aged father,
the wrongs inflicted on Jason had some difference, however, with the people of Delportunity of avenging
and his parents by the death of the usurper. {Vid. phi, he offered the sacrifice, but sent back the money to
Sardis, regarding the intended objects of the king's
Pelias.)
J^soNiDEs, a patronymic of Jason, as being de- bounty as totally unworthy of it. The irritated Delscended from .^son.
phians, with one accord, accused him of sacrilege, and
^sopus, I. a celebrated fabulist, who is supposed he was thrown down the rock Hyampea. Suidas
620
B.C.
about
Hist.
makes him to have been hurled from the rocks called
flourished
to have
{Lurcher,
Much un- Phaedriades, but the remark is an erroneous one, since
d'Hernd., Table Chronol., vol. 7, p. 539.)
certainty, however, prevails both on this point, as well these rocks were too far from Delphi, and the one from
as in relation to the country 'that gave him birth. which he was thrown was, according to Lucian, in the
Some ancient writers make him to have been a Thra- neighbourhood4)f that city. {Phalaris prior. Op.
cian.
(Compare Mohnike, Gesch Litt Gr. utid R., ed. Bip., vol. 5, p. 46. Compare Larcher, Hist, d' HeSuidas states that he was either of rod., vol. 7, p. 539.) Apollo, offended at this deed,
vol. 1, p. 291.)
Samos or Sardis ; but most authorities are in favour sent all kinds of maladies upon the Delphians, who, in
of his having been a Phrygian, and born at Cotyaeum. order to free themselves, caused proclamation to be
All appear to agree, however, in representing him as made at all the great celebrations of Greece, that if
of servile origin, and owned in succession by several there was any one entitled so to do, who would deThe first of these was Demarchus, or, ac- mand satisfaction from them for the death of .^sop,
masters.
of the Florence MS., Timar- they would render it unto him.
In the third generacording to the reading
chus, who resided at Athens, wherr .^sop, conse- tion came a Samian, named ladmon, a descendant of
means
of
had many
improvement one of the former masters of the fabulist, and the Delquently, must have
From Demarchus he came into the phians, having made atonement, were delivered from
within his reach.
of Xanthus, a Samian, who sold him to the evils under which they had been sufl!ering.
Such
possession
ladmon, a philosopher of the same island, under whose is the narrative of Plutarch, And we are also inroof he had for a fellow-slave the famous courtesan formed, that, to evince the sincerity of their repent;

—

—

—

Rhodope. {Herod., 2, 134.) ladmon subsequently ance, they transferred the punishment of sacrilege, for
gave him his freedom, on account of the talents which the time to come, from the rock Hyampea to that
Other accounts, however, inform us,
he displayed, and .^sop now turned his attention to named Nauplia.
foreign travel, partly to extend the sphere of his own that iEsop oflfended the people of Delphi by compaknowledge, and partly to communicate instruction to ring them to floating sticks, which appear at a disThe vehicles in which this instruction was tance to be something great, but, on a near approach,
others.
conveyed were fables, the peculiar excellence of which dwindle away into insignificance, and that he was achas caused his name to be associated with this pleas- cused, in consequence, of having carried off one of the
The scholiast on Arising branch of composition through every succeeding vases consecrated to Apollo.
iEsop is said to have visited Persia, Egypt, tophanes (F^*;?., 1486) informs us, that .^sop had irperiod.
Asia Minor, and Greece, in the last of which countries ritated the Delphians by remarking of them, that they
69
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had no land, like >ther people, on the produce of which
to support themselves, but were compelled to depend
Defor subsistence on the remains of the vsacrifices.
termined to be revenged on him, they concealed a
tonsecrated cup amid his baggage, and, when he was
•ome distance from their city, pursued and arrested
him.
The production of the cup sealed his fate, and
he was thrown from the rock Hyampea, as already
As they were leading him away to exementioned.
cution, he is said to have recited to them the fable of
the eagle and beetle, but without producing any effect.
The memory ot .Esop was highly honoured throughout Greece, and the Athenians erected a statue to him

an imitation of some of those ascribed to iEsop, and
that they in no respect bear the marks of an Arabian
invention.
(Compare the observations of Erpenius,
in the preface to his edition of Lokman, 1615 )
With
respect to the person of .^sop, it has been generally
supposed that the statement of Planudes, which makes
him to have been exceedingly defonned, his head of a

—

conical shape, his belly protuberant, his limbs distorted, &c., was unworthy of credit.
Visconti, however,
supports the assertions of Planudes in this particular,
from the remains of ancient sculpture.
{Iconografia

—

Greca, vol. 1, p. 155.) The best editions of i£sop
are the following: that of Heusinger, Lips., 1741,
(Phadrus, 2, Epil., 2, seqq.), the work of the cele- Svo; that of Ernesti, Lips., 1781, 8vo ; that of Cobrated Lysippus, which was placed opposite those of ray, Paris, 1810, Svo ; and that of De Furia, Lips.^

—

II. An eminent Roman
810, Svo.
tragedian, and
most formidable rival of the celebrated Roscius,
Hence Quintilian (11, 3)
though in a different line.
" Roscius
cifatior, Msopus gravior fuit^
remarks,
quod ille comadias, hie tragadias egit." His surname
monk of the fourteenth century, is supposed to have was Clodius, probably from his being a freedman o)
He is supposed to
given to the world ; a piece of biography possessing the Clodian oi^Claudian family.
few intrmsic claims to our belief Hence some wri- have been bom in the first half of the seventh century
individual
as
an
of
in
a
letter written A.U.C. 699
ters have doubted whether such
Rome, since Cicero,
iEsop
ever existed. (Compare Visconti, Iconograjia Greca, {Ep. ad Fam., 7, 1), speaks of him as advanced in
Some idea of the energy with which he acted
vol. 1, p. 154, where the common opinion is advoca- years.
But, whatever we may think on this head, one his parts on the stage may be formed from the anected.)
of the fables which dote related by Plutarch ( Vit. Cic, 5), who informs us>
point at least is certain, that none
At present go under the name of JSsop were ever that on one occasion, as .^sopus was performing the
ipritten by him.
They appear to have been preserved part of Atreus, at the moment when he is meditating
for a long time in oral tradition, and only collected and vengeance, he gave so violent a blow with his sceptre
reduced to writing at a comparatively late period. to a slave who approached, as to strike him Ufeless to
A circumstance mentioned by Valeriui
Plato {Ph<edon.—Op., pt. 2, vol. 3. p. 9,ed. Bekker) the earth.
informs us, that Socrates amused himself in prison, to- Maximus (8, 10, 2), shows with what care .^Esopue
wards the close of his life, with versifying some of and Roscius studied the characters which they reprethese fables.
(Compare Plut de Aud. Poet., p. 16, c, sented on the stage. Whenever a cause of any imHis example found numer- portance was to be tried, and an orator of any emifcnd Wyltcnbach, ad loc.)
collection of the fables of .^sop, nence was to plead therein, these two actors were
ous imitators.
was
also made by Demetrius accustomed to mix with the spectators, and carefully
as they were called,
Phalereus {Diog. Lacrt., 5, 80), and another, between observe the movements of the speakers as well as the
150 and 60 B.C., by a certain Babrius. (Compare expression of their countenances
.^sopus, like RosTyrwhiti, Dissert, de Babrio, bond., 1776, 8vo ) The cius, lived in great intimacy with Cicero, as may be
former of these was probably in prose the latter was seen in various passages in the correspondence of the
But the bad taste latter. He appeared for the last time in public on
in choliambic verse {vid. Babrius).
of the grammarians, in a subsequent age, destroyed the the day when the theatre of Pompey was dedicated,
metrical form of the fables of Babrius, and reduced A.U.C. 699, but his physical powers were unequal to
them to prose. To them we owe the loss of a large the effort, and his voice failed him at the very beginVarious collections of iEso- ning of an adjuration, " <Sii sciens fallo.^^ {Cic.. Ep.
portion of this collection.
our times, among which six ad Fam., 7, 1.)
reached
He amassed a very large fortune,
fables
have
pian
nave attained to a certain degree of celebrity. Of which his son squandered in a career of the most ridicIt is this son of whom Horace
these the most ancient is not older than the thirteenth ulous extravagance.
It is called the (Sat., 2, 3, 239) relates, that he dissolved a
costly pearl
century; the author is unknown.
collection of Florence, and contains one hundred and in vinegar, and drank it off.
Compare the statement
with
a
Hfe
of the of Pliny (9, 69).
III. An engraver, most probpuerile
ninety- nine fables, together
The time when he lived is uncerfabulist by Planudes, a Greek monk of the fourteenth ably of Sigsum,
collection was made by an un- tain.
In
second
connexion
with
some brother-artist, he made
The
century.
known hand in the thirteenth or fourteenth century. a large cup, with a stand and strainer, dedicated by
The monk Planudes formed the third collection. The Phanodicus, son of Hermocrates, in the Prytaneum at
fourth, called the Heidelberg collection, together with Sigaeum.
(Consult the remarks of Hermann, iiber
the fifth and sixth, styled, the former the Augsburg Bockh's Behandlung der Griech. Inschrift., p. 216—
collection, the latter that of the Vatican, are the work 219.)— IV. Vid. Supplement.
These last three contain
of anonymous compilers.
.<£sTii, a nation of Germany, dwelling along the
the
many of the fables of Babrius reduced to bad prose. southeastern shores of the Baltic Sea. Hence
"
Besides the collections which have just been enumer- origin of their name, from the Teutonic Est,
east,"
character totally distinct as indicating a community dwelling in the eastern
ated, we possess one of a
part
of Germany.
It is a Greek translation, executed in
from the rest.
(Compare the English Essex, i. e.,
the fifteenth century by Michael Andreopulus, from a Mstsexia.)
They carried on a traffic in amber, which
would appear itself to have been was found in great abundance along their shores.
Syriac original, which
from
the
a
This
circumstance alone would lead us to place thenj
Greek, by
nothing more than a translation
Persian named Syntifa.
{SchoU, Hist. Lilt Gr vol. in a part of modern Prussia, in the country probably
As regards the question, whether the fa- beyond Dantzic. Tacitus calls their position " the
1, p. 253.)
side of the Suevic" or Baltic " Sea.*' It is incorArabian Lokman have served as a

the seven sages.
however, that little,

It

must be candidly confessed,

anything, is known with certainty respecting the life of the fabulist, and what we
have thus detailed of him appears to rest on little more
than mere tradition, and the life which Planudes, a
if

J

the

A

;

—

—

,

bles of the
protoor otherwise, it may be retype for those of -.Esop.
of
D**
in
the
that,
Sacy
(Bio^raphie
marked,
opinion
UniverscUe, vol. 24, p 631, s. v. Lokman), the apothe
fabulist are nothing more than
Arabian
of
logues
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right
rect to assign

them to modern Esthonia. Either this
general name for any country lying to the
east, or else the Esthians of Esthonia came originally

last is a

from what

is

now

Prussia.

The

^Estii worshipped,

iETH

^ETHIOPIA.

according to Tacitus, the mother of the gods, Hcrtha,
Now,
and the symbol of her worship was a wild boar
as this animal

was sacred

to Freya, the Scandinavian

Venus, and as Freya is often confounded with Frigga,
the mother of the gods in the Scandinavian mythology,
Tacitus evidently fell into a similar error, and misunPinkderstood his informers.
G., 45.
{Tacit.,

—

M

€rton. Diss, on Scythians, &,c., p. 168.)
iEsui.A, a town of Latiiim, the site of which remains

Horace {Od , 3, 29, 6) speaks of it in
undiscovered.
the same line with Tibur, whence it is naturally supposed to have stood in the vicinity of that place. Pliny
which
(3, 5) enumerates ^Csula among the Latin towns,
Vclleius Paterculus
no longer existed in his time.
(1, 14) calls the place

the colonies of

Rome.

iEsulum, and reckons it among
(Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2,

p. 66.)

JEsvETKS, a Trojan prince, supposed by some to
have been the parent of Antenor and Ucalegon, while
others make him to have been descended from a more
ancient Ucalegon, who had married Ilios, the da\]ghter
of Laomedon. Homer (//., 13, 427) mentions Alcathous as the son of ..Esyetes, and the son-in-law of Anchises, who had given him his eldest daughter Hippo-

damia in marriage.
{Heyne, ad II., 2, 793.) The
tomb of ^syetes is alluded to by Homer (//., 2, 793),
and is said by Strabo (599) to have been five stadia distant from Troy, and on the road leading to Alexandrea
It afforded a very convenient post of observaDr. Clarke gives the followtion in the Trojan war.
ing account of it {Travels, &,c., vol. 3, p. 92, seqq.,
"
Eng. ed): Coming opposite to the bay, which has

Troas.

been considered as the naval station used by the Greeks
during the Trojan war, and which is situate on the
eastern side of the embouchure of the Mender, the eye
of the spectator is attracted by an object predominating over every other, and admirably adapted, by the
as by the peculiarity
singularity of its form, as well
of its situation, to overlook that station, together
with the whole of the low coast near the mouth of the
This object is a conical mound, rising from a
river.
line of elevated territory behind the bay and the mouth
It has, therefore, been pointed out as the
of the river.
is now called Udjek Tepe.
If
never heard or read a single syllable concerning the war of Trov, or the works of Horner, it would
have been impossible not to notice the remarkable appearance presented by this ivmulus, so peculiarly
placed as a post of observation commanding all approach to the harbour and river." In another part (p.
198), the same intelligent traveller observes: "The

tomb of .tEsyetes, and

we had

tumulus of JEsyetes is, of all others, the spot most remarkably adapted for viewing the Plain of Troy, and
almost all parts of Troas.
From its top
may be traced the course of the Scamander the whole
the snowy
chain of Ida, stretching towards l.ectum
heights of Gargarus, and all the shores of the Hellespont near the mouth of the river, with Sigajum. and
the other tumuli upon the coast."
Bryant endeavours
it is

visible in

;

;

what the Greeks regarded as the tombs of
princes and warriors, were not so in reality, but were,
for the most part, connected with old religious rites
to show, that

and customs, and used

for religious purposes.
{MyLechevalier, however,
thology, vol. 2, p. 167, seqq.)
successfully refutes this.
Vid. Supplement.
^^.dVMNETEs.

J£.rHK\.\K. vid. Ilva.

.iETHALioKs, a son of Mercury, and herald of the Argonauts, who obtained from his father the privilege of
being among the dead and the living at stated times.
Hence he was called hrpri^cpog KTjpv^. from his spending one day in Hades, and the next upon earth, alterIt is said also that his soul underwent various
transmigrations, and that he appeared successively as
Euphorbus, son of Panthus, Pyrus the Cretan, an Elean
whose name is not known, and
{Schol.

nately.

Pythagoras.

.^THER

{kldrip), a personified idea of the mythical

cosmogonies. {Vid. Supplement.)
Mthicv.^, a Thessalian tribe of uncertain but ancient
origin, since they are mentioned by Homer (7Z., 2, 744),

who states that the Centaurs, expelled by Pirithous from
Mount Pelion, withdrew to the ^thices. Strabo (327
and 434) says, that they inhabited the Thessalian side
of Pindus, near the sources of the Peneus, but that their
possession of the latter was disputed by the Tympha;i,

who were contiguous
the mountain.

to them on the Epirotic side of
Marsyas, a writer cited by Stephanus
v. AlOtKia), described the .^thices as a

Byzantinus {s.
most daring race of barbarians, whose sole object was
robbery and plunder.
Lycophron {v. 802) calls Polysperchon AWIkcjv izpofioq.
Scarcely any trace of this
people remained m the time of Strabo.
.^THicus.
Vid. Supplement.
^Ethiopia, an extensive country of Africa, to the
south of Egypt, lying along the Sinus Arabicus and
Mare Erythraeum, and extending also far inland. An
idea of its actual limits will best be formed from a view
of the gradual progress of Grecian discovery in relation

to this
.-Ethiops {XWioip) was the expression
region
used by the Greeks for everything which had contracted a dark or swarthy colour from exposure to the heat
of the sun {aWu, *• to burn,'' and onj;, " the visage").
The term was applied also to men of a dark complexion,
and the early Greeks named all of such a colour .^thiopes, and their country .Ethiopia, wherever situated.
It is more than
probable that the Greeks obtained their
knowledge of the existence of such a race of men from
the Phoenicians and Egyptians, and that this
knowledge,
founded originally on mere report, was subsequently
confirmed by actual inspection, when the Greek colo-

nists along the shores of
cial

Asia Minor, in their commer-

intercourse with Sidon and Egypt, beheld there

which had come in from Southern Africa.
Homer makes express mention of the Ethiopians in
many parts of hi.s poems, and speaks of two divisions
of them, the Eastern and Western.
The explanation
given by Eustathius and other Greek writers respecting these two classes of men, as described by the poet,
cannot be the true one.
They make the Nile to have
been the dividing line (Etts/a/A, p 1286, ad Horn ,0d.,
but this is too refined for Homer's geographi1, 23)
the caravans

;

cal acquaintance with the interior of Africa.

By

the

Eastern .Ethiopians he means merely the imbrowned
natives of Southern Arabia, who brought their wares
to Sidon, and who were believed to dwell in the immediate vicinity of the rising sun. The Egyptians were acquainted with another dark- coloured nation, the Libyans.

These, although the poet carefully distinguishes theircountry from that of the Ethiopians {Od 4, 84). still
become, in opposition to the Eastern, the poet's Western Ethiopians, the more especially as it remained unknown how far the latter extended to the west and
south.
This idea, originating thus in early antiquity,
,

respecting the existence of two distinct classes of darkcoloured men, gained new strength at a later period.
In the immense army of Xerxes were to be seen men
of a swarthy complexion from the Persian provinces in
the vicinity of India, and others again, of similar visage,
from the countries lying to the south of Egypt.
With
the exception of colour, they had nothing in common
Their language, manners, physical
with each other.
make, armour, &c., were entirely different. Notwithboth regarded as
standing this, however, they were
Ethiopians. (Compare Herodotus, 7, 69, seqq., and 3,

The Ethiopians of the
94, seqq )
disapwhile a more inpeared gradually from remembrance,
timate intercourse with Egypt brought the Ethiopians
of Africa more frequently mto view, and it is to these,
therefore, that we now turn our attention
Ethiopia,
according to Herodotus, includes the countries above
farther east

—

and Abyssinia.
ImmediateEgypt, the present Nubia
above Syene and Elephantine, remarks this writer
71

ly

ETHIOPIA.

.ETHIOPIA.

As far as the town
(2, 29), the Ethiopian races begin.
and island of Tachompso, seventy or eighty miles above
Syene, these are mixed with Egyptians, and higher up

whom, and of the state and city of Meroe, the student
is

referred

The ^Ethiopians he distindwell Ethiopians alone.
guishes into the inhabitants of Meroe and the Macrobii.
In Strabo (800) and Pliny (6, 29) we find other tribes and
towns referred to, but the most careful divi.sion is that

deities of

by Agatharchides, whose work on the Red Sea

them the

is

unfor-

tunately lost, with the exception of some fragments.
Agatharchides divides them according to their way of

to these articles respectively.
Under the
heads some remarks will also be oflfered

latter of these

—

The early and curespecting the trade of Ethiopia.
rious belief respecting the Ethiopian race, that they
stood highest in the favour of the gods, and that the

to

have

Olympus,

at stated seasons,

enjoyed

among

festive hospitality of the banquet, would seem
arisen from the peculiar relation in which Me-

roe stood to the adjacent countries as the parent city
of civilization and religion.
Piety and rectitude were
the first virtues with a nation whose dominion was
founded on religion and commerce, not on oppression.
sea-shore, on fish and marine animals. The rude tribes The active imagination, however, of the early Greeks,
who lived on the coast and fed on fish are called by gave a different turn to this feature in the Ethiopian
Along both banks of character, and, losing sight of the true cause, or, perAgatharchides the Ichthyophdgi.
the Astaboras dwelt another nation, who lived on the haps, never having been acquainted with it, they suproots of reeds growing in the neighbouring swamps : posed that a race of men, who could endure such inthese roots they cut to pieces with stones, formed them tense heat as they were thought to encounter, must be a
Close nobler order of beings than the human family in geninto a tenacious mass, and dried them in the sun.
to these dwelt the Hylophdgi, who lived on the fruits eral ; and that they who dwelt so near the rising and
To setting of the orb of day, could not but be in closer
of trees, vegetables growing in the valleys, &c.
the west of these were the hunting nations, who fed union than the rest of their species with the inhabitants
on wild beasts, which they killed with the arrow. There of the skies. (Compare Mannert, 10, 103.) The Ethiwere also other tribes, who lived on the flesh of the ele- opians were intimately connected with the Egyptians
phant and the ostrich, the Elephantophdgi and Struth- in the early ages of their monarchy, and Ethiopian
Besides these, he mentions another and less princes, and whole dynasties, occupied the throne of
ophdgi.
populous tribe, who fed on locusts, which came in the Pharaohs at various times, even to a late period
swarms from the southern and unknown districts. before the Persian conquest. The Ethiopians had
{Agatharch.,de Ruhr. Mar.
Geograph. Gr. Min.,ed. the same religion, the same sacerdotal order, the
Hudson, vol. 1, p. 37, scqq.) The accuracy with which same hieroglyphic writing, the same rites of sepulthe situation of these ture and ceremonies as the Egyptians.
has
out
pointed
Agatharchides
Religious

Some

carried on agriculture, cultivating the milwhile some lived by the
let ; others were herdsmen
chase and on vegetables, and others, again, along the
life.

;

—

—

much difficulty in assimilating
inhabitants of .Ethiopia.
According to him, they dwelt along the banks of the Astabothis river is
ras, which separated them from Meroe
the Alhar, or, as it is also called, the Tacazze ; they
tribes,

them

does not occasion

to the

modern

;

must, consequently, have dwelt

in

the present Shan-

pomps and processions were celebrated in common
between the two nations. The images of the gods
were at certain times conveyed up the Nile, from their
and, after the
Egj'ptian temples toothers in Ethiopia
conclusion of a festival, were brought back again into
;

Egypt.

(Diod. Sic.,

1,

2Z.—Eusta(h., ad

II., 1,

423.)

The

The mode of life with these people has not in
galla.
the least varied for 2000 years ; although cultivated

ruins of temples found of late in the countries
above Egypt (m'rf. Meroe), and which are quite in the

nations are situate around them, they have made no
Their land bein improvement themselves.
progress
ing unfavourable both to agriculture and the rearing of
cattle, they are compelled to remain mere hunters.

Egyptian style, confirm these accounts ; they were,
It
doubtless, the temples of the ancient Ethiopians.
is nowhere asserted that the
Ethio[>ians and Egyptians

the different tribes mentioned by AgatharchiThe Dobenahs, the
des subsist in a similar manner.
most powerful tribe among the Shangallas, still live

Most of

on the elephant and the rhinoceros. The Baasa, in
the plains of Sire, yet eat the flesh of the lion, the
and farther to the west
wild hog, and even serpents
:

dwells a tribe, who subsist in the summer on the locust,
and at other seasons on the crocodile, hippopotamus, and
Diodorus Siculus (3, 28) remaiks, that almost all
fish.
these people die of verminous diseases produced by this

and Bruce (Travels, 3d ed., vol. 5, p. 83) makes
same observation with respect to the Waito, on the
Lake Dambea, who live on crocodiles and other Nile
Besides these inhabitants of the plains, Ethianimals.
a more powerful, and somewhat
opia was peopled by
more civilized, shepherd-nation, who dwelt in the caves
food

;

the

of the neighbouring mountains, namely, the Troglochain of high mountains runs along the Afridyte.
can shore of the Arabian Gulf, which in Egypt are comand alabaster, but farther south
posed of granite, marble,
At the foot of the gulf these
of a softer kind of stone.
mountains turn inward, and bound the southern portion
This chain was, in the most ancient
of Abyssinia.
times, inhabited by these TroglodytcB, in the holes and
nature but enlarged by human lagrottoes formed by
These people were not hunters ; they were
bour.
herdsmen, and had their chiefs or princes of the race.
Remains of the TroglodytcB still exist in the Sh^po,

A

Hazoria, &c., mentioned by Bruce

A

(vol.

4,

p.

266).

used the same language, but
and is extremely probable.

this

We

seems to be implied,
learn from Diodorus,

Ethiopians claimed the first invention of the
and philosophy of Egypt, and even pretended to
have planted the first colonies in Egypt, soon after that
country had emerged from the waters of the Nile, or
rather of the Mediterranean, by which it was traditionThe Ethiopians,
ally reported to have been covered.
in later times, had political relations with the Ptolemies, and Diodorus saw ambassadors of this nation
in Egypt in the time of Caesar, or Augustus.
An
Ethiopian queen, named Candace. made a treaty with
Augustus, and a princess of the same name is mentioned by St. Luke in the Acts of the Apostles.
How
far the dominion of the Ethiopian princes extended
is unknown, but
they probably had at one period possessions on the coast of the Red Sea, and relations
with Arabia.
After this we find no farther mention of
Other names occur in
the ancient Ethiopian empire.
the countries intervening between Egypt and Abyssinia
and when the term Ethiopian is again met with
in a later age, it is found to have been transferred to
Such is the histhe princes and people of Habesh.
that the

arts

;

tory of

By the
Ethiopia among the profane writers.
the same people are mentioned frequently
under the name of Cush, which by the Septuagint
Hebrews

translators is always rendered AidiOTrt^, or Ethiopians.
is, however, applied sometimes to

The Hebrew term

nations dwelling on the eastern shore of the Red Sea,
and hence a degree of ambiguity respecting its meanThis subject has been amply
ing in some instances.

still more celebrated Ethiopian nation, and one
which has been particularly described to us by Herod- discussed by Bochart and Michaelis. Among the Heotus (3, 17, ieqq.), %vzs the Macrobii, for an account of brews of later times, the term Cush cleariy belong? to
72
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^TH

ETHIOPIA.
The ^Ethiopians, who were conthe ^Ethiopians.
nected with the Egyptians by affinity and intimate political relations, are by the later Hebrew historians
termed Cush. Thus Tizhakah, the Cushite invader of
Judah, is evidently Tearchoji the .Ethiopian leader
mentioned by Strabo, and the same who is termed
Tarakos, and is set down by Manetho, in the wellknown tables of dynasties, as an ^Ethiopian king of
Egypt. In the earlier ages the term Cush belonged
though it would
apparently to the same nation or race
appear that the Cush or ^Ethiopians of those times ocThe Cush mencupied both sides of the Red Sea.
tioned by Moses are pointed out by him to be a nation
In the Toldoth
with
the
of kindred origin
Egyptians.
Bcni Noach, or Archives of the sons of Noah, which
Michaejis {Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr. Ext.)has proved to
contain a digest of the historical and geographical
knowledge of the ancient world, it is said, that the Cush
and the Misraim were brothers, which means, as it is
allowed, nations nearly allied by kindred,
;

t is
Generally
very probable, that the first people who settled in
Arabia were Cushite nations, who were afterward expelled or succeeded by the Beni Yoktan or true Arabs.
In the enumeration of the descendants of Cush in the

Toldoth Beni Noach, several tribes or settlements are
mentioned in Arabia, as Saba and Havila. When the
author afterward proceeds to the descendants of Yoktan, the very same places are enumerated among their
That the Cush had in remote times
settlements.
possessions in Asia, is evident from the history of Nima
Cushite chieftain, who is said to have possessed
rod,
several cities of the Assyrians, among which was Ba-

Long after their departure
Babylon, in Shinar.
the name of the Cush remained behind them on the
It is probable that the name
coast of the Red Sea.
of Cush continued to be given to tribes which had succeeded the genuine Cushites in the possession of their
bel, or

ancient territories in Arabia, after the whole of that
people had passed into Africa, just as the English are
termed Britons, and the Dutch race of modern times
In this way it happened, that people, reBelgians.
mote in race from the family of Ham, are yet named
Cush, as the Midianites, who were descended from
Abraham. The daughter of Jethro, the Midianite, is
termed a Cushite woman. Even in this instance, the
correspondence of Cush and .^Ethiopia has been prefind the word rendered ^thiopissa by
served.
the Septuagint translators, and in the verses of Ezekiel, the Jewish Hellenistic poet, Jethro is placed in
Africa, and his people are termed .Ethiopians. On the
whole, it may be considered as clearly established,

We

Cush are the genuine ^Ethiopian race, and
hat the country of the Cush is generally in Scripture
that part of Africa which lies above Egypt.
In support
of these positions may be cited, not only the authority
of the Septuagint, and the writers already mentioned,
but the concurring testimony of the Vulgate, and all
other ancient versions, with that of Philo, Josephus,
that the

Eupolemus, and

all

the

Jewish commentators and

There is only one writer of antiChristian fathers.
quity on the other side, and he was probably misled
by the facts which we have already considered. This
single dissentient is the writer of Jonathan's Targum,
and on this authority the learned Bochart, supported by
some doubtful passages, maintains that the land of Cush
was situated on the eastern side of the Arabian Gulf.
has been satisfactorily shown, however, by the authors of the Universal History, and by Michaelis, that
many of these passages require a different version, and
It

prove that the land of Cush was .Ethiopia. {Prichard's Physical History of Man, 2d ed., vol. 1, p. 289,
As regards the physical character of the ancient
seqq.)
iEthiopians, it may be remarked, that the Greeks commonly used the term -Ethiopian nearly as we use that of

—

negro they constantly spoke of the ^Ethiopians, as
we speak of the negroes, as if they were the blackest
:

" To wash the
people known in the world.
^Ethiopian
white," was a proverbial expression applied to a hopeless attempt. It may be thought that the term
.Ethiopian was perhaps used vaguely, to signify all or many African nations of dark colour, and that the genuine iEthiopians may not have been quite so black as others.
But it must be observed, that though other black nations may be called by that name when taken in a
wider sense, this can only have happened in consequence of their resemblance to those from whom the
term originated.
It is improbable that the ^Ethiopians
were destitute of a particular character, the possession
of which was the very reason why other nations participated in their name, and came to be confounded with
And the most accurate writers, as Strabo, for
them.
example, apply the term ^Ethiopian in the same way.
Strabo, in the 15th book (686), cites the opinion of
Theodectes, who attributed to the vicinity of the sun
the black colour and woolly hair of the ^Ethiopians.
Herodotus expressly affirms (7, 70), that the .^Ethiopians of the west, that is, of Africa, have the most woolly
in this respect, he says, they differed from the Indians and Eastern ^Ethiopians, who
were likewise black, but had straight hair. Moreover,
the Hebrews, who, in consequence of their intercourse
with Egypt under the Pharaohs, could not fail to know

hair of all nations

:

the proper application of the national term Cush, seem
to have had a proverbial expression similar to that of
the Greeks, " Can the Cush change his colour, or the

This is
{Jertvnah, 13, 23.)
leopard his spots!"
suflScient to prove, that the Ethiopian was the darkest
race of people known to the Greeks, and, in earlier

The only way of avoiding
times, to the Hebrews.
the inference, that the JSthiopians were genuine negroes, must be by the supposition, that the ancients,
among whom

the foregoing expressions were current,
were not acquainted with any people exactly resembling the people of Guinea, and therefore applied the

terms woolly -haired, flat-nosed, &c., to nations who
had these characters in a much less degree than those
It seems possipeople whom we now term negroes.
ble, that the people termed ^Ethiopians by the Greeks,
and Cush by the Hebrew writers, may either of them
have been of the race of the Shangalla, Shilluk, or
other negro tribes, who now inhabit the countries
bordering on the Nile, to the southward of Sennaar or
they may have been the ancestors of the present Nouba
or Barabra, or of people resembling them in description.
The chief obstacle to our adopting the supposition that these ^Ethiopians were of the Shangalla race,
or of any stock resembling them, is the circumstance,
that so near a connexion appears to have subsisted between the former and the Egyptians ; and we know
that the Egyptians were not genuine negroes.
Perhaps, after all, however, we would be more correct in
considering the Bedjas, and their descendants the
Abadb6 and Bisharein, as the posterity of the ancient
Both the Abahde and Bisharein belong
jEthiopians.
to the class of red, or copper-coloured people.
The
former are described by Belzoni {Travels, p. 310),
and the latter by Burckhardt (Travels in Nubia.)
;

JEthuvs.

Vid. Supplement.

^Ethra, daughter of Pitlheus, king of Trcezene, and
mother of Theseus by ^Egeus. ( Vid. ^geus ) vShe
was betrothed, in the first instance, to Bellerophon ;
but this individual being compelled to fly, in consequence of having accidentally killed his brother, JEthn
When iEgeus came
remained under her father's roof.
to consult Pittheus respecting an obscure oracle which
the former had received from the Delphic shrine, Pittheus managed to intoxicate him, and give him the
of his daughter. From this intercourse sprang

company

Vid. ^geus.) iEthra was afterward taken
(
when these two came in
captive by Castor and Pollux,
Theseus had carried off, and
quest of Helen, whom
made themselves masters of Athens. She accompa*

Theseus.
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nied Helen to Troy when the latter was abducted by
Paris, and, on the fall of Troy, she was restored to
her home by Acamas and Deinophoon, her grandsons,
and the sons of Theseus.
Id.,
{Apollod., 3, 15, 4.
3, 10, 7.

—Heyne, odApollod.,

—

I.

c.)

Aetion, I. a famous painter, who lived in the time
He executed a painting of
of Alexander the Great.
the nuptials of Alexander and Roxana ; and the piece
was so much admired at the Olympic Games, whither
the artist had carried it for exhibition, that the president of the games gave him his daughter in marriage.
Such is Lucian's account {Her., 5), who saw this
In another passage, likewise, he
painting in Italy.
refers to this production of Action's, and bestows the
{Imag., 7.)
highest praises on the lips of Roxana.
Raphael is said to have traced, from Lucian's description of this work of art, one of his most brilliant comII.
sculptor, who flourished about the
positions.
middle of the third century before the Christian era,

—

A

and who

is known from Theocritus
At
{Epigr., 7.)
the request of Nicias, then a celebrated physician at
Miletus, he made a statue of .^Esculapius out of
cedar.
(As regards the reading 'Aeriovi, for the common 'Kercuvi, consult Kiessling, ad loc.) III. An

—

engraver on precious stones, whose age

is

uncertain.

{Bracci, 18.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Aetiits, I. an heresiarch of tne fourth century, surnamed by his adversaries the Atheist. He was the

His
son of a common soldier, and born at Antioch.
the labour of his
poverty compelling him to live by
nands, he commenced by being a vine-dresser, and
was afterward, in succession, a coppersmith and jewBeing forced

eller.

to

abandon

this latter calling, for

having substituted a bracelet of gilt-copper for one of
or charlatan,
gold, he followed the trade of an empiric,
with some success, but was at last driven from AntiAs he
och, and went to study logic at Alexandrea.
never attained any great skill in this latter science, and
was, at the same time, but little versed m the sacred
writings, he easily fell into the new religious errors of
the day, to which he added many others of his own.
Epiphanius has preserved forty-seven erroneous propositions, selected from his works, which contained
more than three hundred. The principal ones con-

Aetius undertook to procure for him the assistance ol
the Huns.
John, however, was conquered, and Aetius
immediately submitted to Valentinian, who reigned io
the west under the guardianship of his mother Placidia.
Eagerly desirous of the imperial favours, and jealous of the credit of Count Boniface, Aetius formed a
treacherous scheme against him, the result of which
was the revolt of Boniface, who invited Genseric and
the Vandals into Africa.
A subsequent explanation
between Boniface and Placidia came too late to save
Africa, but it served to expose the intrigues of Aetius,
who at this time was crushing the Franks and BurPlacidia did not dare to punish
gundians in Gaul.
him, but she bestowed new honours upon Boniface.
Rendered furious by this, Aetius flew back to Italy
with a few troops, encountered and gave battle to his
rival, was conquered, but with his own hand wounded
Placidia
Boniface, who died shortly after, A.D. 432.
was desirous of avenging his death, but Aetius retired
among the Huns, and reappeared subsequently at the
head of sixty thousand barbarians to demand his pardon.
Placidia restored to him his charges and honours, and Aetius returned to Gaul to serve the empire,
which he defended with great valour as long as his
own ambitious views permitted this to be done. His
most brilliant feat in this quarter was the overthrow
of Attila, who had crossed the Rhine and Seine with
his Huns, and laid siege to Orleans.
Aetius marched
against him with a powerful army, and met his adverof
who
had
Orleans
raised
and recrossthe siege
sary,
ed the Seine, in the Catalaunian plains, near the modern Chalons.
The contest was bloody but decisive,
and three hundred thousand men fell on both sides.
Notwithstanding, however, this brilliant achievement,
Aetius, in his turn, became the victim of court in-

and being sent for by Valentinian, and having
approached him without distrust, was on a sudden
stabbed to the heart by that suspicious and cowardly
His death happened A.D. 454. (Procop.f
emperor.
de Reb. Goth., 5.
Jarnandes, de Regn. Success , c.
trigue,

—

— Paul

—

Diacoft., Hist. MiscelL, 19, 16.
BtograIII.
phie Universelle, vol. 1, p. 267.)
physician
of Amida, in Mesopotamia, who flourished at the close
19.

—

A

fifth
century and the beginning of the sixth.
works of Aetius are a valuable collection of medand
the Father;
himself;
opinions, being deficient only in arrangesince on several subjects their merit is transin regarding the most culpable actions as the wants of ment
of
the
and
the
cendent.
For
in
nature ;
example, the principles of the Materia
prophets
authority
rejecting
in rebaptizing in the name of the uncreated Medica are delivered with admirable precision in the
apostles
God, and of the Holy Spirit procreated by the created beginning of the first book. Of all the ancient treaSon in asserting that faith is sufficient without works, tises on fever, that contained in the fifth book of Ae&c. His other errors were nothing more than mere tius may be instanced as being the most complete ;
sophisms founded on verbal equivocations. He was and it would not be easy perhaps, at the present day,
ordained deacon by Leontius, an Arian bishop, who to point out a work so full on all points, and so correct
was soon cofnpelled to forbid him the exercise of his in practice. Of contagion, as an exciting cause of
After a succession of stormy fever, he makes no mention and as his silence, and
ministerial functions.
that of the other medical authors of antiquity, has often
conflicts, he was exiled by Conslantius to Cilicia.
Julian recalled him, and assigned him lands near My t- been thought unaccountable, it may be proper to say a
He was even ordained few words in explanation. Palladius, who has given
ilene, in the island of Lesbos.
and, having escaped punishment, which he a most comprehensive abstract of the doctrines of Gabishop
of
was afterward on the point
undergoing for his at- len and his successors on the subject of fever, enutachment to the cause of the Emperor Valens, he died merates the following exciting causes of fevers: 1st.
at Constantinople A.D. 386, and was honoured with a The application of a suitable material ; as when things

sisted in teaching, that the

Son of God was not

in pretending to

like

know God by

of the
'I'he

ical facts
;

;

;

;

;

—

Socrat.,
(S. Athanas., de Synod.
splendid funeral.
Baron.. Annal.
Hist. Eccles., 1, 28.
August. Hcer.
Roman
celebrated
II.
356.)
Ann.,
general, born
His father Gaudentius, a
at Dorostolus, in Moesia.

of a caleficient nature, such as pepper, mustard, atid
the like, are taken immoderately by a person of a hot
A
temperament 2d. Motion ; which may be either mental or corporeal
3d. Constriction of the pores of ihe
Scythian, attained to the highest military employments, skin, occasioned either by the thickness of the huGaul during a mutiny of the soldiers. mours, or the coldness and dryness of the surroundand was killed
(This, by-the-by, accords with Dr.
Aetius, brought up among the imperial body-guards, ing atmosphere.
and given at an early period as a hostage to the formida- CuUen's Theory of spasm of the extreme vessels) :
5th. The application
ble Alaric. learned the art of war under this conqueror, 4th Putrefaction of the fluids
and profited by his stay among the barbarians to secure of heat, such as by exposure of the head to the sun.
to
fevers
the
ancients considered as being octhe ^.ttachment of a people whom he was destined
Epidemical
have alternately as enemies and allies. In A.D. 424, the casioned by a depraved stale of the atmosphere, ari
of
the
from
Withwest, sing
putrid rmasmata, or similar causes.
usurper John wishing to seize the sceptre

—

—

—

:

:

m

:

\
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cases of malignant fevers, they were
out
aware that the effluvia from the bodies of those afflicted with them contaminated the surrounding atmodoubt, in

were propagated in this
sphere, and that the fevers
Hence Galen, Caelius Aurelianus, Rhazes,
manner.
and Avicenna, rank the plague among those complaints
which pass from one person to another : and Isidorus
''
Pestilentia est contagium,
defines the plague thus:
cderiter ad plurcs
quod, dum unum apprehcnderit,
transit^ At the same time, as they did not ascribe
the origin and propagation of these disordeis to a peculiar virus, they did nof think it necessary to treat of
in this
contagion as a distinct cause of fever, because,

view of the matter, it is clearly referrible to some one
of the general causes enumerated above.
Thus, the
atmosphere of the ill ventilated apartment of a patient
in fever becoming vitiated, and being inhaled by a per-

son in health, might occasion fever, either by producing constriction of the pores of the skin, or putrefaction of the fluids, and accordingly would be referred
In
either to the 3d or the 4th class of general causes.
a word, the opinions of the ancients upon this subject
seem to have corresponded very much with those of

more reasonable Macleanites of the present day,
who, although they deny that fever, strictly speaking,
the

—

Aetius
contagious, admit that it is contaminative.
the first medical author who has given a distinct account of the DracunculuSyOt Vermis Medinensis, now
commonly known by the name of Guinea-worm. He
is

is

treats of this disease so fully, that Rhazes and Avicenna have supplied but little additional information, nor
have the moderns, in any considerable degree, im-

treating Aneurism at the elbow-joint is deserving of attention, as being a near approximation to
the improved method of operating introduced by John

method of

He

the operator to
make a longitudinal incision along the inner side of the
arm. three or four fingers' breadth below the armpit,
directs

and having

laid hare the artery, and dissected it from
the surrounding parts, to raise it up with a blind hook,
and, introducing two threads, to tie them separately
and divide the artery in the middle.
Had he stopped
here, his method would have been a complete anticipation of the plan of proceeding now practised but,
unfortunately, not having sufficient confidence in the
absorbing powers of the system, he gives directiofis to
open the tumour and evacuate its contents. Many
nice operations upon the eye and surrounding parts
are accurately described by him.
On the obstetrical
department of surgery he is fuller than any other ancient writer.
He has also given an account of many
pharmaceutical preparations which are not noticed elsewhere. The work of Aetius, divided by the copyists
;

—

—

into four Tctrabihii, and each Tetrahtblus into four
The
discourses, consisted originally of sixteen books.
first eight onlv were printed in Greek at Venice,
by

the heirs of Aldus Manutius. fol 1534.
The others
have remained in MS., in the libraries of Vienna and
Various editions have been published of the
Paris.
Latin translation of the entire work by Janus Cornarius, under the title of Contracts ex veferihus McdicviKZ Ictrubihlis, at Venice, 1543, in 8vo
at Basle,
,

;

1542, 1549,

in

fol.;

another at Basle, 1535,

fol

,

of

which the first seven and the last three books were translated by Montanus; two at Lyons, 1549, fol, and 1560.
4 vols 12mo. with notes of but little value, by Hugo de
Soleriis and one at Paris, 1567. fol
among the Med;

—

,

iae Artis Principes.
IV. Sicanus, or Siculus, a physician, and native of Sicily, as is
commonly supposed,
to whom is ascribed a treatise on
The
Melancholy.
truth is, however, that the treatise in question is nothing more than a selection from the second discourse
of the second Tetrabiblus of Aetius of Amida
so
that Aetius the Sicilian becomes a mere
nonentity.
;

(Rcholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., 7, p. 253.)

a celebrated volcano of Sicily, now i:,lna,
or Monte Gihello (shortened into Mongthello), the latter of these modern appellations
being adopted from
the Arabic Gibel, " a mountain," given to J^im on
account of its vast size, and recalling the remembrance
of the Arabian conquests in Sicily.
(Compare the
of Southern Italy and Sicily, accompanying the
Map
" Histoire des
Conquetes des Normands,^' by D^Arc,
where the Arabic names are given.) This volcano, so

immense

in size, that Vesuvius, in comparison, seems
It
merely a hill, rises on the eastern side of Sicily.
is 180 miles in circumference at the base, and attains
a
to
of
feet
above
the height
10,954
by
gradual ascent
the level of the sea.
From Catania (the ancient Cathe
to
which
stands
at
the
foot,
summit, is 30
tana),
miles, and the traveller passes through three distinct
zones, called the cultivated, the woody, and the desert.
The lowest, or cultivated zone, extends through an
interval of ascent of 16 miles, and it contains numerous small mountains of a conical form, about 300 or
400 feet high, each having a crater at the top, from
which the lava flows over the surrounding country.

The

fertility

of this region

is

wonderful, and

its fruits

The woody

region fornas
a zone of the brightest green all around the mountain,
and reaches up the side about eight miles. In the
desert region vegetation entirely disappears, and the
are the finest in the island.

surface presents a dreary expanse of snow and ice.
The summit of the mountain consists of a conical hill,
containing a crater above two miles in circumference.
The silence of Homer respecting the fires of ,^tna

—

has given rise to the opinion, that the mountain in his
in the same state of repose as Vesuvius in
the days of Strabo.
The earliest writers who make
mention of ./Etna, and its eruptions, are the author of

The time was

proved upon the knowledge of the ancients.

Hunter and Abernethy.

.^TNA, L

poems {Argonaut., v. 12), and more parPindar {Pyth., 1, 21, seqq., ed. Boeckh.

the Orphic
ticularly

Gellius, 17, 10), whose description,
sublimity, bears with it all the marks
of truth, and points evidently to some accurate accounts of the volcano, as received by the bard, per-

Compare Aulus
in

its

fearful

Thucydides (3, 116) is next
haps from King Hiero.
in order.
He speaks of the stream of lava, which, in
his time {01. 88, 3, B.C. 426), desolated the territory
of Catana he asserts, that, fifty years before, a similar
flow of lava had taken place, and, without any farther
chronological reference, makes mention also of a third.
These were the only three eruptions with which the
Greeks had become acquainted since their settlement
;

in Sicily.

That iEtna, however, had,

much

at a

ear-

period, given proof of its volcanic character, is
evident from the narrative of Diodorus Siculus (5, 6),
lier

where we are informed, that the Sicani were compelled to retire to the western parts of the island, by reason of the devastation and terror which the fiery erupThe actions from the mountain had occasioned.
count which Strabo gives (274) of the state of things
on the summit of .^tna, accords pretty accurately with
the narratives of

modern

travellers.

The geographer

informs us, that those who had lately ascended the
mountain found on the top a crater, or, as he terms it,
a level plain {7re<Uov ofxalov), about twenty stadia in
circumference, enclosed by a bank of cinders having
In the middle of the plain was
the height of a wall.
a hill of an ashy colour, like the surface of the plain.
Over the hill a column of smoke hung suspended, ex-

Twl of
tending about two hundred feet in height.
the party from whom Strabo received his information
undertook to descend the banks and enter upon the
but the hot and deep sand soon compelled them
plain,
to retrace

The geographer, after this
their steps.
statement, then proceeds to contradict the common
of Empedocles, the party asstory respecting the fate
or opening into the bowels
suring him that the crater,
of the mountain, could neither be seen nor approached.
The whole number of eruptions on record, in the

—
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said to be eighty-one, of which the
regarded as an accurate enumeration.

were especially distinguished for the uncouthness of
their language and the ferocity of their habits.
(ThuIn this historian's time they had as yet
cyd., 3, 94 )

Those mentioned by Thucydides amount to three.
In 122 B.C. there was one.
In 44 A.D. one.
In made no figure among the leading republics of Greece,
252 A.D. one. During the 12th century, two hap- and are seldom mentioned in the course of the war
During the 13ih, one. During the 14th, two. which he undertook to narrate. From him we learn
?ened.
)uring the 15th, /ottr.
During the 16th, /owr. Du- that the .^tolians favoured the interests of the Lacering the 17th, twenty-two.
During the 18th, thirty- daemonians, probably more from jealousy of the Athetwo.
Since the commencement of the 19th, nine. nians, whom they wished to dislodge from Naupaclus,
(Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 293, Brussels
That the Greeks did not suffer this mountain to

main unemployed

in their

mythological legends

ed.)
re-

may

easily be imagined, and hence the fable that yEtna
lay on part of the giant form of Typhon, enemy of the

gods.

From.
1, 6, 3,

—

{Pindar, Pyth., L c.
Compare JEschylus,
Vinct., v. 365.
Hyginus, c. 152.
Apol/od.,

—

and Heyne, ad

where the

loc.,

—

different tradi-

tions respecting Typhon are collected.)
According
to Virgil (JBn., 3, 578), Enceladus lay beneath this
mountain.
Another class of mythographers placed the

Cyclopes of Homeric fable on ^tna, though the poet
never dreamed of assigning the island Thrinakia as an
abode for his giant creations. {Mannert, vol. 3, p. 9,

When

the Cyclopes were regarded as the aids
of Vulcan in the labours of the forge, they were translated, by the wand of fable, from the surface to the

»eqq.)

than from any friendship they bore to the former. The
possession of that important place held out inducements to the Athenians, in the sixth year of the war,
to attempt the occupation, if not the ultimate conquest,
of all ^tolia
the expedition, however, though ably
:

planned, and conducted by Demosthenes himself, proved signally disastrous.
scarcely find any subsequent mention of the -^tolians during the more important transactions which, for upward of a century,
may
occupied the different states of Greece.

We

We

however, that they were at that time engaged
in perpetual hostilities with their neighbours the Acarnanians.
On the death of PhiUp and the accession of

collect,

Alexander, the .^tolians exhibited symptoms of bostile feelings towards the young monarch (Died. Sic.y
17, 3), which, together with the assistance they afforded to the confederate Greeks in the Lamiac war, drew

bowels of the mountain, though the Lipari islands

upon them the vengeance of Antipater and Craterus,
who, with apowerful army, invaded their country, which
can's art.
{Mannert, 9, pt. 2, p. 297.) II. A small they laid waste with fire and sword. The ^tolians,
on
the
southern declivity of .^tna.
The first on this occasion, retired to their mountain-fastnesses,
city
name of the place was Inessa, or Inessos, and Thucyd- where they intrenched themselves until the ambitious
ides (6, 94) speaks of the inhabitants under the ap- designs of Perdiccas forced the Macedonian generals

were more commonly regarded as the scene of Vul-

—

The form of the
pellation of Inessaei {'Ivrjaaaloi).
therefore, as given by Strabo (268). namely, Innesa {'Ivvrjaa), as well as that found in Diodorus Sicname,

uUis (14, 14), Ennesia ('Evv^erta), are clearly erroneThe name of the place was changed to Aitna.
ous.
by the remains of the colony which Hiero had settled

and which the Siculi had driven out from
Hiero had called Catana by the name of
iEtna, and the new-comers applied it to the city which
now furnished them with an abode. This migration
at Catana,
that place.

to Inessa happened 01. 79, 4.
At a subsequent period (01. 94, 2) we find the elder Dionysius master of

the place, a possession of much importance to him,
since it commanded the road from Catana to the western parts of the island.
The ancient site is now
marked by ruins, and the place bears the name of Cas-

(Manner t,

tro.

-^TOLiA,
Acarnania.

a

10, pt. 2, p. 291, seqq.)
country of Greece, situate to the east of
The most ancient accounts which can be

to evacuate their territory.

If
(Diod. Sic., 18, 25.)
followed are correct,
indebted to the JEtoformidable irruption of
into Phocis and .^tolia.
On being at length compelled to retreat, these
barbarians were so vigorously pursued by the .^tolians. that scarcely any of them escaped.
(Pausan.,
From this time we find
10, 23.
Polyb., 9, 30.)
..Etolia acquiring a degree of importance among the
other states of Greece, to which it had never aspired
during the brilliant days of Sparta and Athens but
these republics were now on the decline, while northern Greece, after the example of Macedonia, was training up a numerous and hardy population to the practice of war.
It is rarely, however, that history has to
record achievements or acts of policy honourable to
the ..-Etolians unjust, rapacious, and without faith or
religion, they attached themselves to whatever side the

the accounts

Pausanias has
Greece was afterward mainly
lians for her deliverance from a
the Gauls, who had penetrated

—

;

:

as formerly

hope of gain and plunder allured them, which they

possessed by the Curetes, and from them it first received the name of Curetis. (Sfrab., A65.) A change
was subsequently effected by iEtolus, the son of Endymion, who arrived from Elis in the Peloponnesus,
at the head of a band of followers, and, having defeated the Curetes in several actions, forced them to aban-

again forsook in favour of a richer prize whenever the
temptation presented itself.
(Polyb., 2, 45 and 46.
thus find them leagued with AlexId., 4, 67.)
ander of Epirus, the son of Pyrrhus, for the purpose
of dismembering Acarnania, and seizing upon its cities
and territory. (Polyb 2, A5.
Id., 9, 34.)
Again
with Cleomenes, in the hope of overthrowing the

traced respecting this region, represent

don

it

—

We

,

—

country (vid. Acarnania), and gave the territories which they had left the name of ^tolia.
Achffian confederacy.
Frustrated,
(Polyb., 2, 45.)
Homer however, in these designs by the able counsels of AraPausan., 5, 1.)
(Ephor., ap. Strab., 463.
as
a hardy and warlike race, tus, and the judicious and liberal policy of Antigonus
represents the iEtolians
engaged in frequent conflicts with the Curetes. He Doson, they renewed their attempts on the death of
that
informs us, also,
they took part in the siege of that prince, and carried their arms into the PeloponTroy, under the command of Thoas their chief, and nesus which gave rise to the social war, so ably deThis seems to have consisted
scribed by Polybius.
often alludes to their prowess in the field.
(//., 9,
627.
2, 638, &c.)
Mythology has conferred a de- rather in predatory incursions and sudden attacks on
and interest on this portion of Greece, both sides, than in a regular and systematic plan of
gree of celebrity
The ^Etolians suffered severely for
from the story of the Calydonian boar, and the exploits operations.
and Tydeus, with those of other .^Etolian Philip, the Macedonian king, whose youth they had deof
their

—

;

—

;

Meleager

warriors of the heroic age but, whatever may have
contributed to give renown to this province, Thucydides (1, 5) assures us, that the ^tolians, in general,
like most of the northwestern clans of the Grecian
continent, long preserved the wild and uncivilized
The more remote tribes
habits of a barbarous age.
;

of .^tolia at the head
spised, advanced into the heart
of a considerable force, and avenged, by sacking and
Thermus, their chief city, the sacrilegious

plundering
attack

made by them on Dodona, and

also the capture

Macedonia. (Polyb., 5, 7, seqq.) When
the Romans, already hard pressed by the second Puof

Dium

in

AFE

^TOLIA.
nic war, then raging in Italy, found themselves threatened on the side of Greece by the secret treaty coneluded by the King of Macedon with Hannibal, they

saw the advantage of an alliance with the ^tolians in
order to avert the storm ; and, though it might reflect
but little credit on their policy, in a moral point of
view, to form a league with a people of such questionable character, the soundness of judgment which dictated the measure cannot be doubted since they were
thus enabled, with a small fleet and an army under the
command of M. Valerius Laevinus, to keep in check
;

the whole of the

Macedonian

force,

and effectually to

preclude Philip from affording aid to the CarthaginThe ^Etolians also
ians in Italy.
(Livy, 26, 24.)
proved very useful allies to the Romans in the Macedonian war, during which they displayed much zeal
and activity, particularly in the battle of Cynoscephal33, where their cavalry greatly distinguished itself, and
contributed essentially to that decisive victory. {Liv.,
On the conclusion of peace, the ^tolians flat33, 7.)
tered themselves that their exertions in favour of the
Romans would be rewarded with a share of the provBut the crafty Romans
inces taken from the enemy.

considered ^tolia already sufficiently powerful to render any considerable addition to its territory impolitic,
and even dangerous. The .^tolians were, at this
time, no longer confined within the narrow limits
which the early history of Greece assigns to them, but
had extended their dominions on the west and north-

west as far as Epirus, where they were in possession
of Ambracia, leaving to Acamania a few towns only
on the coast towards the north, they occupied the districts of Amphilochia and Aperantia, a great portion of
Dolopia, and, from their connexion with Athamantia,
their influence in that direction was felt even to the
On the side of Thessaly they
borders of Macedonia.
had made themselves masters of the country of the
.^nianes, a large portion of Phthiotis, with the canOn the coast
tons of the Melians and Trachinians.
they had gained the whole of the Locrian shore to the
:

Crissaean Gulf, including Naupactus.

In short, they

met in a common assembly, called Panand formed one republic under the adminisThis officer was chosen annually ;
and upon him devolved more especially the direction
several states

a'tolium,

tration of a praetor.

of military affairs, subject, however, to the authority
of the national assembly.
Besides this, there was
also a more select council called Apocleti.
In addition to the chief magistrate, we hear of other officers,
such as a general of cavalry and a public secretary.
{Liv., 31,

4, 5.— Id., frag., 22, 15.—
Griechisch. Staatsverfass., p. 386, seqq.)
are the limits of ^Etolia, according to

29.—Polyb.,

Tittmann,
—
The following

Strabo (450). To the west it was separated from Acarnania by the Achelous ; to the north it bordered on the
mountain districts occupied by the Athamanes, Doloit was
contiguous to
Locri Ozolae, and, more to the
of
the
Dorians
the
to
that
on
south it was
north,
washed by the Corinthian Gulf. The same geographer informs us, that it was usual to divide the country
within these boundaries into .^tolia Antigua and
The former extended along the coast from
Epictelus.
the Achelous to Calydon ; and included also a considerable tract of rich champaign country along the

pes, and ^-Enianes
the country of the

;

to the east

;

Achelous as far as Stratus. This appears
been the situation chosen by ^lolus for his

The

tlement.

latter, as its

name

implies,

to

have

first set-

was a

ter-

ritory subsequently acquired, and comprehended the
most mountainous and least fertile parts of the prov-

towards the Athamanes on the north
and the Locri Ozols on the eastern. {Cramer^t
Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 60, seqq.) .^tolia was, in
general, a rough and mountainous country.
(Compare
ince, stretching

side,

Hobhouse, Journey, &c.. Letter 16,

—

vol.

1,

p.

189,

Am. ed. Fouquevtlle, Voyage, &c., vol. 3, p. 231.)
Some parts, however, were remarkable for their fertil
such as, 1. The large yEtohan field.
(AtrwAwu
ity
;

—

ireSiov iiiya.
Dionys., Perieg., v. A32.) 2. Paracheloitis, or the fruitful region at the mouth of the Achelous, formed from the mud brought down by the river,
and drained, or, according to the legend, torn by Her-

wanted but little to give them the dominion over the cules from the river-god. (FtVZ. Achelous). 3. The Lewhole of Northern Greece. The Romans, therefore, lantian field, at the mouth of the Evenus. {Kruse,
satisfied with having humbled and weakened the Ma- Hellas, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 189, seqq.)
cedonian prince, still left him power enough to check
-^TOLUs, son of Endymion (the founder of Elis),
and curb the arrogant and ambitious projects of this and of Neis, or, according to others, Iphianassa. HavThe .^tolians appear to have keenly felt the ing accidentally killed Apis, son of Phoroneus, he fled
people.
(Lzc, 33, 13 with a band of followers into the country of the Cudisappointment of their expectations.
and 31.) They now saw all the consequences of the retes, which received from him the name of ^Etolia.
fault they had committed, in opening for the Romans {Apollod., 1, 7, b.— Vid. ^tolia.)
a way to Greece but, too weak of themselves to eject
JFjX, I. a rocky island between Tenos and Chios,
these formidable intruders, they turned their thoughts deriving its name from its resemblance to a goat
towards Antiochus, king of Syria, whom they induced (aff).
It is said by some to have given the appellato come over into that country, this monarch
having tion of ".^gean" {kiyalov) to the sea in which it
been already urged to the same course by Hannibal. stood. {Plin., 4, 11.)— II. The goat that suckled
;

With the assistance of this new ally, Jupiter, changed into a constellation.
(Liv., 35, 33.)
ArsR, Cn. Domitius, an orator during the reigns
they made a bold attempt to seize at once the three
He was
important towns of Demctrias, Lacedaemon, and Chal- of Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and Nero.
which they partly succeeded ; and, had Antiochus prosecuted the war as vigorously as it was commenced, Greece, in all probability, would have been
saved, and Italy might again have seen Hannibal in
her territories at the head of a victorious army but a
single defeat at Thermopylae cnished the hopes of the
coalition, and drove the feeble Antiochus back into
cis, in

;

Asia.

{Liv., 36, 19.)
their ally, remained alone

The ^tolians,

deserted by

exposed to the vengeance of
the foe.
Heraclea, Naupactus, and Ambracia were
in turn besieged and taken ; and no other resource beThis was
ing left, they were forced to sue for peace.
granted A.U.C. 563 ; but on conditions that for ever

humbled their
them but the

pride, crippled their strength,

semblance of a
—The .^tolian
—Polyb.,frag.,
republic.

and

left

(Liv., 38, 11.

22, 13.)
polity appears
to have consisted of a federal government, somewhat
similar to the Achaean league.
Deputies from the

bom

at Nemausus {Nismes), B.C. 15 or 16, of obscure parents, and not, as some maintain ( FayrftY, Remarques sur Virgile), of the Domilian line. After
receiving a good education in his native city, he removed, at an early age, to Rome, where he subse-

quently distinguished himself by his talents at the bar,
and rose to high honours under Tiberius. His services as an informer, however, most of all endeared
him to the reigning prince, and in this infamous trade
he numbered among his victims Claudia Pulchra, the
cousin of Agrippina, and Q. Varus, son of the former.
skilful flatterer, he managed to preserve all his favour under the three emperors who came after Tiberius, and finally died of intemperance under the last of
He was the preceptor of
the three, Nero, A.D. 59.
Quintilian, who has left a very favourable account of
Id.
his oratorical abilities.
{Tacitus, Ann., 4, 52.

A

—

ibid., 14,

lQ.—QuirUil.,b, 7.)
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few long or easily-navigated rivers. The GreeKs
would seem to have been acquainted, from a very earAfrania
Afranius, I. a Latin comic poet, who flourished ly period, with the Mediterranean coast of this counabout 100 B.C. Cicero (Brut., 4:5) says, that he imita- try, since every brisk north wind would carry their
Hence we find Homer already
ted C. Tiiius, and praises him for acuteness of percep- vessels to its shores.
tion, as well as for an easy style. (" Homo perargutus, evincing a knowledge of this portion of the continent.

Afrania.

Vid. Supplement.
Gens.
Vid. Supplement.

infabulis quidcm etiam, ut scitis, disertusy) Horace
(Epist.,
speaks of him as an imitator of Menander.
2, 1, 57.
Compare Ctc, de Fin., 1, 3.) Afranius
himself admits, in his Compitnles, that he derived
many even of his plots from Menander and other
Greek writers. In other instances, however, he made
the manners and customs of his own country the basis
of his pieces.
Quintilian (10, 1, 100) praises the talents of Afranius, but censures him, at the same time,
Of all his
for his frequent and disgusting obscenities.

—

A

(Od., 4, 84.)
tawny-coloured population roamed
along this extensive region, to whom the name of Libyans {Ac6ve^) was given by the Greeks, a corruption,
probably, of some native term ; while the country oc-

cupied by them was denominated Libya {t] Ai&vr]).
To this same coast belonged, in strictness, the lower
but the name of this latter region
portion of Egypt
had reached the Greeks as early as, if not earlier than,
that of Libya, and the two therefore remained
always
disunited.
Egypt, in consequence, was regarded as a
;

separate country, until the now firmly-established idea
of three continents superinduced the necessity of atBy some, therefore, it
taching it to one of the three.
Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. II 1
SchoU, Hist. was considered as a part of Asia, while others made
( B'dhr, Gesch
II.
Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. 139.)
Nepos, a commander the Nile the dividing limit, and assigned part of Libya
who had served under Pompey, and was named by him to Egypt, while the portion east of the Nile was made
As regarded the
consul, A.U C. 694, a period when Pompey was be- to belong to the Asiatic continent.
ginning to dread the power and ambition of Caesar. extent of Libya inland, but little was at that time known.
Afranius, however, performed nothing remarkable at Popular belief made the African continent of small dithis particular time, having a distaste for public affairs.
mensions, and supposed it to be washed on the south
Fourteen years later, when Pompey and Caesar had by the great river Oceanus, which encircled also the
come to an open rupture, Afranius was in Spain, as the whole of what was then supposed to be the flat and
In this state, or very nearly
lieutenant of the former, along with Petreius, who held circular disk of the earth.
Csesar entered the country at so, Herodotus found the geographical knowledge and
a similar appointment.
this period, and the two lieutenants, uniting their for- opinions of his contemporaries.
The historian oppoces, awaited his approach in an advantageous position ses many of the speculations of the day on this subject
Caesar was defeat- (4, 36, scqq.)
near Ilerda (the modern Lerida).
he rejects the earth-encompassing Oceed in the first action, and two days afterward saw anus, as well as the idea that the earth was round as
in
his
as
it
the
if
made by a machine. He condemns also the division
himself blockaded,
were,
very camp, by
eudden rise of the two rivers between which it was into Europe, Asia, and Africa, on account of the great
His genius, however, triumphed over every disproportion of these regions.
situate.
Compelled, however,
obstacle, and he eventually compelled the two lieu- to acquiesce in the more prevalent opinions of the day,
tenants of Pompey to submit without a second encoun- he recognises Libya as distinct from Egypt, or, more

works, only some titles, and 266 verses remain, which
are to be found in the Corpus Po'etarum of Ma ttaire,
and have also been published by Bothe and Neukirch.

—

.

—

;

ter.

They disbanded

their troops

and returned

to It-

to bear arms against
aly, after having promised never
Caesar for the future.
Afranius, however, either for-

of his word, or having in some way released
getful
himself from the obligation he had assumed, took part
with Pompey in the battle of Pharsalia, being intrusted with the command of the right wing, although his
capitulation in Spain had laid him open to the charge
of having betrayed the interests of his chief. After the

Thapsus, Afranius and Faustus Sylla moved
along the coast of Africa, with a small body of troops,
in the design of passing over to Spain, and joining the
remains of Pompey's party in that quarter. They were
encountered, however, by Sittius, one of the partisans
of Csesar, who defeated and made them prisoners. It
was the intention of Sittius to have saved their lives,
but they were both massacred by his soldiers. (Cas.,
battle of

38.— deep, ad

\%.—Plut., Vit.
CcBS.,S4:—Florus, 4, 2 )— III.
Pomp.—Sueton.,
Potitus, a plebeian, in the reign of Caligula, who, in a
foolish flattery, bound himself by an oath, that
spirit of
he would depart from existence in case the emperor
recovered from a dangerous malady under which he
was labouring. Caligula was restored to health, and
Bell. Civ., 1.

Alt., 1,

Vit.

Potitus compelled to

his oath.

(D/o Cass., 59,
8.
Compare the remarks o( Reimar, ad loc, on the
belief prevalent throughout the ancient world, that the
life of an individual could be prolonged, if another

—

fulfil

would lay down his own in its stead.)
Africa, one of the main divisions of the ancient
world, known to history for upward of three thousand
its ancient celebrity, and
years ; yet, notwithstanding
still in a
great
notwithstanding its vicinity to Europe,
measure eluding the examination of science. Modern
a
be
vast
it
to
make
and
discoveries
observation
peninsula, 5000 miles in length, and almost 4600 in breadth,
an area of nearly 13,430,000 square miles,

presentingm

properly speaking, makes the Nile the dividing line,
though, from his own private conviction, it is easy to
perceive that he himself takes for the eastern limit of
Africa, what is regarded as such at the present day.
None of the later geographers, down to the time of
Ptolemy, appear to have disturbed this arrangement.

Eratosthenes, Timosthenes, and Artemidorus, all adopt
Strabo also does the same, though he considers
;
the Arabian Gulf, with the isthmus to the north, as af-

it

more natural boundary on the east. As
Alexandrea, however, was built to the west of the
fording the far

mouths of the Nile, the canal which led off to this city
was regarded as a part of the eastern boundary of the
continent, and hence we find the city belonging on one
side to Libya, and on the other to Asia. {Hierodes,
Bellum Alexandr., c. 14.) The Romans, as in most
of their other
views, followed here also

geographical

the usages of the Greeks, and hence Mela (1, 1) re"
marks,
Quod terrarum jacet a freto ad Nxlum, Africam vocamus.'^ As, however, in their subdivisions

of territory, the district of Marmarica was added to the
government of Africa, they began gradually to contract
the limits of Libya, and to consider the Catabathmus

Magnus

as the dividing point.

same Mela remarking

Hence we

find the

"

Catabathmus, vallis
devcxa in Mgyptum, finit Africam.''* In consequence
of this new arrangement, Egypt on both sides of the
Nile began to be reckoned a part of the continent of
Asia.
(" JEgyptus Asia prima pars, inter Catabath'
mum et Arabas.''^ Mela, 1, 9.) Ptolemy laid aside,
(1,

8),

—

in his day, all these arbitrary points of separation, and,
the Arabian Gulf as the true and natural di-

assuming

viding line on the east, made Egypt a part of Africa,
and added to the same continent the whole western
coast of the same gulf, which had before been regarded as an appendage of Arabia.
{Mannert, 10, pt. 2,
The name of Africa seems to have been
p. 1, seqq.)

—

AFRICA.
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to the country around
originally applied by the Romans
Carthage, the first part of the continent with which
they became acquainted, and the appellation is said to
have been derived from a small Carthaginian district
on the northern coast, called Frigi. (Ritter, ErdkunHence, even when the name
de, 1, p. 955, 2d cd.)
had become applied to the whole continent, there still
remained, in Roman geography, the district of Africa
Proper, on the Mediterranean coast, corresponding to
the modem kingdom of Tunis, with part of that of TripThe term Libya, on the other hand, though used
oli.

by the Greeks

to designate the entire country,

Romans

became

merely and thus
we have with the latter, the region of Libya, extending
along the coast from the Greater Syrtis to Egypt, and
limited with the

to a part

;

—

the coast of Africa, they had the sun on their
right
hand." The report which Herodotus thought so
strange
as to throw discredit on the whole narrative,
namely,
that in passing round Africa the navigators had the
sun to the right, affords to us, as has been well re-

marked, the strongest presumption in favour of its truth,
since this never could have been imagined in an age

when astronomy was

yet in

its

infancy.

The

Phoeni-

must of course have had the sun on their right after
(Larcher, ad Herod., I c.
having passed the line.
vol 3, p. 458.
Compare Rennell, Geography of Hecians

—

—

Many writers, however, have laboured to prove that the voyage, in all probability,
never took place that the time in which it is said to
have been performed was too short for such an enterrodotus, p. 718.)

;

The knowledge prise at that early day in a word, that the undertastretching inland to the deserts.
which Herodotus possessed of this continent was far king was altogether beyond any means which navfrom extensive. He considered Africa as terminating igation at that era could command. {Gossellin, Renorth of the equinoctial line
and, even in these nar- cherches, &c., vol. 1, p. ]'99, seqq.
Mannert, 1, p.
But the learn
row limits, Egypt alone, ranking it as a part of Africa in 21, seqq. Malte-Brun, 1, p. 30.)
If we exclude Egypt, the ed arguments of Rennell impart to the tradition a
fact, is clearly described.
(Rennell, Geography
acquaintance possessed by the historian relative to the strong aspect of probability.
other parts of the continent, and which is founded on of Herodotus, p. 672, seqq.
Compare Larcher, ad
the information imparted by others, follows merely Herod., I. c, vol. 3, p. 458, seqq.
Murray, Account
one proceeds along the Nile, of discoveries in Africa, 1, p. 10, seqq.) The date
three lines of direction
of
is
of
this
first
of
the
limit
modern
Africa
and reaches probably
discoveries
supposed to
circumnavigation
In that rude stage of the art of
in that quarter
another, leaving the temple and Oasis be about 600 B.C.
;

—

—

;

—

—

:

;

of

Ammon,

loses itself in the great desert

;

while a

advances along the Mediterranean coast as far as
the environs of Carthage.
{Malte-Brun, 1, p. 26,
Brussels ed.) The natives of Africa are divided by
Herodotus into two races, the Africans, or, to adopt
the Greek phraseology, Libyans, and the -Ethiopians
one possessing the northern, the other the southern
By these appear to be meant the
part (4, 197).
Moors, and the Negroes, or the darker-coloured nations
third

;

of the interior.
The common boundary of the Africans and J2thiopians in ancient times may be placed
at the southern border of the Great Desert.
Hanno
found the -Ethiopians in possession of the western
and Pliny (5, 31)
coast, about the parallel of 19°
At presplaces them at five journeys beyond Cerne.
ent the negroes are not found higher up than the Senegal river, or about 17°, and that only in the inland
;

{Rennell, Geography of Herodotus, p. 427,
seqq.)
Nothing, however, can be more indeterminate
than the terms ^-Ethiopia and ^Ethiopian ; and it is
certain that many distinct races were included under
the latter denomination. ( Vid. -Ethiopia.) The whole
parts.

of Africa, except where it is joined to Asia, was known
by the ancients in general to be surrounded by the sea
but of its general figure and extension towards the south
they had no accurate knowledge. There is strong reason, however, to believe, that, at an era anterior to the
earliest records of history, the
circumnavigation of Africa was accomplished by the Phoenicians in the service of Necho, king of Egypt.
Herodotus, to whom
we are indebted for the knowledge of this interesting
of
the
fact, speaking
peninsular figure of the continent
" This
of Africa, says (4, 42)
discovery was first
made by Necho, king of Egypt, as far as we are able
to judge.
When he had desisted from opening the
canal that leads from the Nile to the Arabian Gulf, he
sent certain Phoenicians in ships, with orders to pass
by the Columns of Hercules into the sea that lies to
the north of Africa, and then to return to
Egypt.
These Phoenicians thereupon set sail from the Red
On the
Sea, and entered into the Southern Ocean.
approach of autumn, they landed in Africa, and planted
some grain in the quarter to which they had come
when this was ripe and they had cut it down, they put
to sea again.
Having spent two years in this way,
they in the third passed the Columns of Hercules, and
returned to Egypt.
Their relation may obtain credit
from others, but to me it seems impossible to be be;

:

:

lieved

;

for they affirmed, that,

navigation, however, the knowledge of a passage by
the Southern Ocean was as unavailable for any mercantile or practical purposes, as the discovery of a north-

west passage in modern days.
The precarious and
tardy nature of the voyage, as well as the great expense
attending it, would necessarily preclude its being made
the channel of a regular commerce ; nor was there any
sufficient inducement for repeating the attempt, as the
articles of merchandise most in request were to be had

much nearer home.
Exaggerated representations,
moreover, of the frightful coast, and of the stormy and
boundless ocean into which it projected, would natuAcrally concur in intimidating future adventurers.
cordingly, we are informed by Herodotus (4, 43), that
a
Persian
who
was
condemned
nobleman,
Sataspes,
by
Xerxes to be impaled, had his sentence commuted for
the task of sailing round the African continent.
He
made the attempt from the west, passing the Columns of Hercules, and sailing southward along the
western coast for several months till baffled probably
by the adverse winds and currents, or finding himself
carried out into an immense and apparently boundless
sea, he in despair abandoned the enterprise as impracticable, and returned by the way of the Straits to Egypt ;
upon which the monarch ordered the original sentence
to be executed upon him.
These attempts to circumnavigate Africa were made under the direction of the
most powerful monarchs of the age the next was undertaken by a private adventurer.
are informed
by Strabo (98), who cites Posidonius as his authority,
that a certain Eudoxus, a native of Cyzicus, having
been deputed by his fellow-citizens to convey their solemn offering to the Isthmian celebration at Corinth,
went, after having executed this commission, to Egypt,
and had several conferences with the reigning monarch,
Euergetes II., and also with his ministers, respecting
various topics, but particularly concerning the navigaThis
tion of the Nile in the upper part of its course.
;

;

We

man was

an enthusiast in topographical researches, and
It happened that, about this
not wanting in erudition.
same time, the guard-vessels on the coast of the Arabian Gulf picked up an Indian, whom they found alone
He was brought to the king ;
in a bark and half dead.
but no one understanding his language, the monarch
ordered him to be instructed in Greek ; and when he
that tongue, the Indian stated that, having
could

speak
set sail from the coast of India, he had lost his way,
and had seen all his companions perish through famine.
as they sailed around He promised, if the king would send him back, to show
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on some desert island ; and the latter, having disway
charge with this commission. Euergetes assented, and covered this, escaped into the Roman province, and
Eudoxus was one of those directed to go on this er- thence passed over into Spain. Here he constructed
rand.
He sailed with a cargo of various articles calcu- two vessels, one intended to keep near the coast, the
lated for presents, and
brought back in exchange aro- other to sail in deep water and, having taken on board
matics and precious stones.
He was disappointed, agricultural implements, various kinds of grain, and
however, in the expectations of profit which he had en- skilful artificers, he set sail on a second voyage, resolvthe

to India to those

monarch should

the

left

;

tertained, since ihe king appropriated
liimself.
After the death of

cargo to

the return-

all

Euergetes, Cleo-

widow, assumed the reins of government, and
sent Eudoxus on a second
voyage to India with a richer supply of merchandise than before.
On his return,
he was carried by the winds to the coast of Ethiopia,
where, landing at several points, he conciliated the natives by
distributing among them corn, wine, and dried
figs, things of which until then they had been ignorant.
He received in exchange water and guides. He noted
down also some words of their language and found,
moreover, in this quarter, the extremity of a ship's prow,
carved in the shape of a horse's head.
This fragment,
he was told, had belonged to a shipwrecked vessel that
came from the west. Having reached Egypt, he found
the son of Cleopatra on the throne, and he was
again
patra, his

;

despoiled of the fruits of his voyage, being charged
with having converted many things to his own use.

As

regards the fragment of the shipwrecked vessel
Drought home with him, he exposed it in the marketplace for the examination of pilots and masters of vessels, who informed him that it must have belonged to

a ship from Gades (Cadiz).

The grounds

of their be-

were as follows the traders of Gades, according
to them, had large vessels ; but the less wealthy, smaller ones, which they called horses, from the ornament
lief

:

on their prows, and which they used in fishing along
the coasts of Mauritania as far as the river Lixus.
Some shipmasters even recognised the fragment as having belonged to a certain vessel of this class, which,
with many others, had attempted to advance beyond
the Lixus, and had never after been heard of.
From
these statements Eudoxus conceived the possibility of
He returned home, disposed
circumnavigating Africa.
of all his effects, and put to sea again with the money
thus obtained, intending to attempt the enterprise in
question.
Having visited Dicearchia, Massiha, and
other commercial cities, he everywhere announced his
He was
project, and collected funds and adventurers.
at length enabled to equip one
large and two small vessels, well-stored with provisions and merchandise, man-

ned

chiefly by volunteers, and carrying,
train of artisans, physicians, and

pompous

moreover, a

young slaves

Having set sail, he was carried on his
by favourable breezes from the west. The

skilled in music.

way

at first

crews, however, became fatigued, and he was compelled, though reluctantly, to keep nearer the shore, and
soon experienced the disaster which he had dreaded,
As the vessel did
his ship grounding on a sandbank.
not immediately go to pieces, he was enabled to save
the cargo and great part of her timbers.
With the
latter he constructed another vessel of the size of one
of fifty oars.
Resuming his route, he came to a part
inhabited by nations who spoke the same language, as
he thought, with those on the eastern coast whom he

ing, if the navigation

became too

long, to winter in the

which he had previously discovered.

island

At

this

the narrative of Posidonius, as
detailed by Strabo, stops short, leaving us totally in the
dark as to the result.
Pomponius Mela (3, 9, 10) tells
us, on the alleged authority of Cornelius Nepos, that
point, unfortunately,

Eudoxus actually made the circuit of Africa, adding
some particulars of the most fabulous description
But no derespecting the nations whom he saw.
pendance can be placed on this doubtful authority ;
whereas the narrative of Posidonms bears every mark
of authenticity.

(Compare Murray,

1,

p.

13, seqq.,

and Malte-Brun, 1, p. 68, where the voyage of Eudoxus
is defended
against the remarks of Gossellin in his Re-

These are the only
cherches, &c., 1, p. 217, seqq.)
instances on record in which the circumnavigation of
Africa was either performed or attempted by the anOther voyages were, however, undertaken
with a view to the exploration of certain parts of its
cients.

unknown coasts. The most memorable is that performed along the western coast by Hanno, about 570

The Carthaginians
years before the Christian era.
fitted out this expedition with a view partly to coloniThe armament conzation and partly to discovery.
sisted of sixty ships, of fifty oars each, on board of which
were embarked persons of both sexes to the number ol
After two days' sail from the Columns ot
Hercules, they founded, in the midst of an extensive
In two days more
the
plain,
city of Thymiaterium.
they came to a wooded promontory, and, after sailing
round a bay, founded successively four other cities.
They then passed the mouth of a great river, called the
Lixus, flowing from lofty mountains inhabited by in30,000.

Thence
hospitable Ethiopians, who lived in caves.
they proceeded for three days along a desert coast to a
small island, to which they gave the name of Cerne,
and where they founded another colony and afterward
sailed southward along the coast, till their farther prog;

was arrested by the failure of provisions. {Hann.
Peripi, in Geogr. Gi Min., ed. Gail., 1, p. 113,

ress

.

With regard

seqq.)

plored by

to the extent of coast actually exthis expedition, the brief and indistinct nar-

rative affords ample room for learned speculation and
controversy. According to Rennel) (Geogr. of Herod.,
p. 719, seqq.), the island of Cerne is the modern Arguin, the Lixus is the Senegal, and the voyage extended a little beyond Sierra Leone. M. Gossellin, on the
other hand (RechercJies, &c., 1, p. 61, seqq.), contends
that the whole course was along the coast of Mauritania ; that the Lixus was the modern Lucos, Cerne was

Fedala, and the voyage extended little beyond Cape
Malte-Brun (1, p. 33, Brussels ed.) carries
Hanno as far as the bays called the Gulf dos Medaios^
and the Gulf of Gonzalo de Cintra, on the shore of the
desert
and he is induced to assume this distance, in
had visited in his second voyage from India, and of some degree, from the fact of Himilco, another Carwhose tongue he had noted down some words. Hence thaginian, having advanced in the same direction as
he inferred that these were a part of the great -Ethio- far to the north as the coasts of Britain, a voyage much
The smallness of his vessels, however, in- longer and more perilous than that said to have been
pian race.
duced him at length to return, and he remarked on his performed by Hanno along the African coast. (Plin.^
way back a deserted island, well supplied with wood 7, 67. Fest. Avien. Ova Marit., v. 80, seqq.)
and water. Having reached Mauritania, he sold his translation of the Periplus, however, will be found unvessels and repaired to the court of Bocchus, and ad- der the article Hanno, from which the student may
At a much later period
vised that king to send out a fleet of discovery along draw his own conclusions.
the coast of Africa.
The monarch's friends, however, this part of the coast excited the curiosity of the RoPolybius, the celebrated historian,
inspired him with the fear that his kingdom might, in man conquerors.
this way, become gradually exposed to the visits and was sent out by Scipio on an exploratory voyage in
incursions of strangers.
He made fair promises, there- the same direction ; but, from the meager account predid not
fore, to Eudoxus, but secretly intended to have him served by Pliny, M. Gossellin infers that he

Nun.

:

—

A

—
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sail quite so far as the Carthaginian navigator had done.
Let us now turn our attention, for a moment, to the
have already alluded in
interior of the country.

His knowledge
length to the continent in question.
of the western coast is far from extensive or accurate.

general terms to the knowledge possessed by Herodotus of Africa.
To what we have stated on this subject may be added the following curious narrative,
which we receive from the historian himself (2, 32).
"
" I was also informed,"
says Herodotus,
by some
Cyreneans, that in a journey they took to the oracle of
Ammon, they had conferred with Etearchus, king of
and that, among other things, disthe Ammonians
coursing with him concerning the sources of the Nile,

mountain called by the Greeks Atlas, and by the barbarians Dyris
advancing thence towards the west,
we see Cape Cotes, and afterward the city of Tmga,

—

We

;

as of a thing altogether unknown, Etearchus acquainted them, that certain Nasamones, a nation of Libya inhabiting the Syrtis, and a tract of land of no great extent eastward of the Syrtis, came into his country, and,
being asked by him if they had learned anything touch-

ing the Libyan deserts, answered that some petulant
to divers persons of great power
among them, had, after many extravagant actions, resolved to send five of their number to the coast of
Libya, to see if they could make any farther discovThe young men chosen
eries than others had done.

young men, sons

their companions to make this expedition, having
furnished themselves with water and other necessary
provisions, first passed through the inhabited country ;
and when they had likewise traversed that region which
abounds in wild beasts, they entered the deserts, maAfter they had travking their way towards the west.
elled many days through the sands, they at length saw

by

some

growing in a plain, and they approached,
to gather the fruit which was on them ; and
were gathering, several little men, less than

trees

and began

while they
men of middle size,

came

up, and, having seized them,

them away. The Nasamones did not at all
understand what they said, neither did they understand
the speech of the Nasamones. However, they conducted them over vast morasses to a city built on a great river
carried

east, and abounding in
where the Nasamones found all the inhabblack, and of no larger size than their guides.

running from the west to the
crocodiles
itants

;

To

this relation Etearchus added, as the Cyreneans
assured me, that the Nasamones returned safe to their
own country, and that the men to whom they had thus
come were all enchanters." (Compare the remarks

Rennell {Geogr. of
Herod., p. 432) observes, that it is extremely probable
that the river seen by the Nasamones was that which,
according to the present state of our geography, is
known to pass by Tombuctoo, and thence eastward
through the centre of Africa (in effect, the river commonly known by the name of Niger). What is called
the inhabited country in this narrative, he makes the
same with the modern Fezzan, in which also he finds
the sandy and desert region traversed by the Nasamones. It appears certain to him, as well as to Larcher,
that the city in question was the modern Tombuctoo.
Make- Brun, however (1, p. 28, Brussels ed.), thinks it
impossible that Tombuctoo can be the place alluded
to, since it is separated from the country of the Nasamones by so many deserts, rivers, and mountains. In

under the

article

Nasamones.)

—

the days of Strabo, the knowledge possessed by the
ancients of Africa was httle, if at all, improved.
The
Mediterranean coast and the banks of the Nile were
the only parts frequented by the Greeks.
Their opinion respecting the continent itself was that it formed
a trapezium, or else that the coast from the Columns

of Hercules to Pelusium might be considered as the
base of a right-angled triangle {Strabo, 17, p. 825, ed.
Casaub ), of which the Nile formed the perpendicular
side, extending to .Ethiopia and the ocean, while the
hypothenuse was the coast comprehended between the
The apex of the
extremity of this line and the straits.
triangle reached beyond the limits of the habitable

was consequently regarded as inaccessible
hence Strabo declares his inability to assign any precise

world, and

:

In passing the straits,

we

find,

according to him, a

:

situate opposite to
Tinga is the Sinus

used
bends

Gades

To

in Spain.

the south of

Emporicus, where the Pha?nician8

have establishments. After this the coast
and proceeds to meet the extremity of the
perpendicular line on the opposite side.
may
pardon Strabo for 'too lightly rejecting the discoveries
of the Carthaginians along the western coast, since
nothing proves him to have read the periplus of Hanno.
An error, however, which cannot be excused, is that
of placing Mount Atlas directly on the straits, since he
might have learned from the account of Polybius, that
this mountain was situate far beyond, on the western
With
coast, and giving name to the adjacent ocean.
regard to the eastern shores of Africa, Strabo cites a
periplus of Artemidorus, from the Straits of Dirae
I Bab-el- Mandeb) to the Southern Horn, which, from
a comparison of distances as given by Ptolemy and
Marinus of Tyre, answers to Cape Bandellans, to the
south of Cape Gardafui. {Gossellin, Recherckes, vol.
to

in,

We

Here a desert coast for a long time
1, p. 177, seqq.)
arrested the progress of maritime discovery on the
The knowledge of the day then,
part of the Greeks.

—

respecting the eastern and western coasts of Africa,
appears to have extended no farther than 12° north
The two sides were
latitude, or perhaps 12° 30'.
supposed to approximate, and between the Hesperii
to
and
the
the
west,
Mthiopes
Cinnamomifera regio,
to the east, the distance was supposed to be comparatively small.

(Strabo, \19.)

This intervening space

was exposed

mon

to excessive heats, according to the combelief, and which forbade the traveller's penetra-

ting within its precincts ; while, at a little dista:.-.:e
beyond, the Atlantic and Indian Oceans were thought

The hypothesis which we have here stated
Africa terminate at about one half of its true
length, and represented this continent as much smallei
than Europe.
(P/m., 2, 108.— Id., 6, 33.— Pomp
Mela, 1, 4.) Still it was the one generally adoptto unite.

made

ed by the Alexandrean school. {Eratosthenes, ap.
Strab., passim.
Crates, ap. Gemin.,Elem. Astron.,
c.
13.
Aratus, Phanom., v. 537.
Cleanthes, ap.
Gemin., I. c.
Cleomedes, Meteor., 1, 6, &c.) On
the other hand, the opinion of Hipparchus, which united
eastern Africa to India {Hipp., ap Strab., 6), remained
for a long period contemned, until Marinus of Tyre
and Ptolemy had adopted it.
This adoption, however,
did not prevent the previous hypothesis from keeping
its
ground, in some measure, in the west of Europe

—

—
—

—

—

Isidor., Orig., 14, 6),
{Macrob., Somn. Scip., 2, 9.
where it contributed to the discovery of the route by

the

Cape of Good Hope.

seqq., Brussels

ed.)

—Africa,{Malte-Brun,
according

1,

p.

67,

to Pliny (6,

33), is three thousand six hundred and forty- eight Roman miles from east to west. This measure, estima-

ted in stadia of seven hundred to a degree, would seem
to represent the length of the coast from the valley of
the Catabathmus to Cape Nun, which was also the
limit of the voyage of Polybius, according to Gossellin.
The length of the in{Recherches, l, p. 117, seqq.)
habited part of Africa was supposed nowhere to exceed
two hundred and fifty Roman miles. In passing,
however, from the frontiers of Cyrenaica across the
deserts and the country of the Garamantes, Agrippa
to this part of the world nine hun{Plin., I. c.)

gave

This measure, which
dred and ten miles of extent.
we owe, without doubt, to the expedition against the
Garamantes, conducts us beyond the Agades and BorWhatever may be
nou, but does not reach the Niger.
the discussions to which the very corrupt state of the
numerals in the pages of Pliny are calculated

Roman
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to give rise,

one thing

is sufficiently evident, that the
only a third part of Africa.
Pliny,
us
account
of two Roman expedian
moreover, gives
tions into the interior of Africa.
The first is that of
Suetonius Paulinus.
This officer, hav{Plin., 5, 1.)
ing set out from the river Lixus with some Roman
troops, arrived in ten days at Mount Atlas, passed over
some miles of the chain, and met, in a desert of black
This appears to have
sand, with a river called Ger.
been the Gyr of Segelmessa.
The second expedition
was that of Cornelius Balbus. "
have subdued,"
" the nation of the
Phazanii, together
says Phny (5, 5),

Romans knew

We

with their cities Aide and (3illaba and likewise Cydamus. From these a chain of mountains, called the
Black by reason of their colour, extends in a direction
from east to west. Then come deserts, and afterward
:

Matelgae, a town of the Garamantes, the celebrated
fountam of Debris, whose waters are hot from midday
to midnight, and cold from midnight to midday ; and
also Garama, the capital of the nation.
All these
countries have been subjugated by the Roman arms,

rteur de VA/rigue, Acad, des Inscr., vol. 26, p. 64.)
Others declare for the Bahr-el-Misselad. {Rennell.
Geogr. of Herod., p. 418.) Neither, however, of
these rivers suits the description of Claudian (Laud.
Stilich., \,v. 253), reproducing the image of the Nile by
the abundance of its waters : '' simtli mentitus gurgile
Nilum.''^
In the midst of so many contradictions, and
in a region still almost unknown, the boldness of
ignorance may hazard any assertion, and pretend to decide
the
while
of
true
science
any point,
modesty
resigns
itself to doubt.
Africanus, I. Sextus Julius, a native of Palestine,
belonging to a family that had come originally from

He lived under the Emperor Heliogabalus,
and fixed his residence at Emmaiis. This city having been ruined, he was deputed to wait on the emperor and obtain an order for rebuilding it, in which
mission he succeeded, and the new city took the name
Africa.

of Nicopolis.
{Chron. Paschale, ann. 223 ) About
A.D. 231, Julius Africanus visited Alexandrea to hear
the public discourses of Hcraclas.
He had been

and over them did Cornelius Balbus triumph." Pliny brought up in paganism, but he subsequently embraced
then enumerates a large crowd of cities and tribes, the Christian faith, attained the priesthood, and died
whose names were said to have adorned the triumph. at an advanced age. He was acquainted with the
Malie-Brun, after a fair discussion of this subject, is Hebrew tongue, applied himself to various branches
of opinion that Balbus must have penetrated as far as of scientific study, but devoted himself particularly to
Bornou and Dongala, which appear to coincide with the perusal and investigation of the sacred writings, on
the Boin and Daunagi of Pliny.
The black mountains which he published a commentary. The work, howwere probably those of Tibesti. {Malte-Brun, 1, p. ever, that most contributed to his reputation, was a
Marinus of Tyre, who came before Chronography in five books (n.evTu6i6?uov xpovo?.o85, Brussels ed.)
Ptolemy, pretended to have read the itinerary of a Ro- yiKov), commencing with the Creation, which he
man expedition under Septimius Flaccus and Julius fixes at 5499 B.C., and continued down to A.D. 221.
Matemus. {Ptol., 1, 8, seqq.) These officers set This calculation forms the basis of a particular era, of
out from Leptis Magna for Garama, the capital of the which use is made in the Eastern Church, and which
Garamantes, which they found to be 5400 stadia from is styled the Historical Era, or that of the Historians
the former city.
Septimius, after this, marched di- of Alexandrea.
Fragments of this work are preserved
rectly south for the space of three months, and came by Eusebius, Syncellus, Joannes Malala, Theophanes,
to a country called Agyzimba, inhabited by negroes. Cedrenus, and in the Chronicon Paschale.
Photius
Marinus, after some reasoning, fixes the position of says of this production, that, though concise, it omits
this country at 24° south of the equator.
A strict nothing important. ( Biblioth., vol. 1 p. 7, ed. Bekker.)
application of the laws of historical criticism will con- Eusebius has most profited by it, and, in his ChronogHe has preserved for us
sign to the regions of fable this Roman expedition, un- raphy, often copies him.
known even to the Romans themselves. How can we also a letter of Africanus, addressed to Aristides, the
possibly admit, that a general executed a march more object of which is to reconcile the discrepance between
astonishing than even that of Alexander, and that no St. Matthew and St. Luke on the question of our Sahave also another letter of
contemporary writer has preserved the least mention viour's genealogy.
of it
At what epoch, or under what reign, are we his, addressed to Origen, in which he contests the auto place this event 1
How, moreover, could an army, thenticity of the story of Susanna. Africanus likewise

—

,

We

!

months, traverse a space equal to eleven hundred French leagues?
(Malte-Brun, 1, p. 128, BrusThe form of Africa was totally changed by
sels cd. )
have
seen
that Strabo and Pliny rePtolemy.
garded this part of the world as an island, terminating
The Atlantic Ocean was
within the equinoctial line.
thought to join the Indian Sea under the torrid zone,
in three

—

We

the heats of which were regarded as the most powerful
barrier to the circumnavigation of Africa.
Ptolemy,

who

did not admit the communication of the Atlantic
with the Erythrean or Indian Sea, thought, on the
contrary, that the western coast of Africa, after having
formed a gulf of moderate depth, which he calls Hesextended indefinitely between
jtericus {'EoTrepLKO^),
south and west, while he believed that the eastern
coast, after

Cape Prasum, proceeded

to join the coast

This opinion,
of Asia below Catigara.
(Ptol., 7, 3.)
which made the Atlantic and Indian Oceans only large
from
the
one
other, had been
basins, separated the
The interior of Africa presupported by Hipparchus.
sents, in the pages of Ptolemy, a mass of confused noAnd yet he is the first ancient writer that antions.
nounces with certainty the existence of the Niger, ob-

The most difficult point
scurely indicated by Pliny.
to explain in the Central Africa of Ptolemy, is lo know
what river he means by the Gyr. (PtoL, 4, 6.) Some
are in favour of the river of Bornou, or the Bahr-alGazel.

(D^Anville,

Mem. sur

les fieuves

de Vintc-

composed a

large

work

in nine, or, according to others,

even twenty-four bookS; entitled Ktcrroi,
This name was given it by the author,
the Cestus of Venus, his collection con-

in fourteen, or

" Cestuses."

because, like

a mingled variety of pleasing things selected
In it were discussed questions
from numerous works.

tained

of natural history, medicine, agriculture, chemistry,
&c. In the part that principally remains to us, and
which appears to have been extracted from the main
work in the eighth century, the art of war forms the
It is printed in the Mathemattopic of consideration.
ici veteres, Paris, 1693, fol., and also in the seventh
volume of the works of Meursius, Florence, 1746. It
has also been translated by Guischardt in his Memoires
Militaires des Grecs et des Romains, 1758, 4<o. From
some scattered fragments of other portions of the same
work, it would appear to have been, in general, of no
For example, in order to
very valuable character.
prevent wine from turning, we are directed to write on
the bottom of the vessel the words of the psalmist,
"Taste and see how sweet is the Lord !" Again, in
order to drink a good deal of wine with impunity, we
the first glass, the 170th verse
repeat, on taking
" Jove thundered
thrice
of the 8th book of the Iliad,
from the summits of Olympus." He gives us also
other precepts for things less useful than curious in
their natures, and which may serve to amuse an agriculturist ; as, for example, how to force fruits to as

must
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sume the shape of any animal, or even the form of the the murder of Atreus, {vid. Atreus,
human visage how to produce pomegranates without accession of his uncle Thyestes to
;

seeds, figs of two colours, &c.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.
Gr., vol. 4, p. 205, and 5, 269.
Biographie UniverII. The surname of the Scipios,
selle, vol. 1, p. 274.)
from their victories in Africa over the Carthaginians.

—

—

{Vid. Scipio

AoALLis.

IV., V. {Vid. Supplement.)
Vid. Supplement.
Vid. Supplement.

)— III.,

Agaclvtus.

.^gisthus) and the
the vacant throne
Agamemnon fled to Sparta, accompanied by his brother
Menelaus, after having previously found an asylum,
first with
Polyphides, king of Sicyon, and then with
Geneus, king of Calydon. Tyndarus was reigning at
Sparta, and had married his daughter Clytemncstra to
a son of Thyestes ; but, being dissatisfied with the alliance, he stipulated with Agamemnon to aid him in
recovering the kingdom of Atreus, provided he would

AoAMEDE. Vid. Supplement.
AoAMEDEs and Tbophonius, two architects and carry off Clytemnestra and make her his queen. This
and the plan having sucbrothers, who built the temple of Apollo at Delphi, stipulation was agreed to
when erected for the fourth time. {Bockh, ad Pind., ceeded, Agamemnon married the daughter of Tyn;

According to Plutarch, they
when asking him for a rec-

vol. 3, p.

570.)
fragm.,
were informed by the god,
that
they would receive one on the seventh
ompense,
day from that time, and were ordered to spend the in-

They did so,
tervening period in festive indulgence.
and on the seventh night were found dead in their beds.
(P/u^, Consol., ad Ap.—Op., ed Reiske, vol. 6, p. 413,
Cicero relates the same story, but makes the
seq.)
two brothers ask Apollo for that which was best for
man (" quod esset optimum, homini" where Plutarch
merely has aiTeli' fiiadov), and also gives the prescribed time as three days. (Cic, Tusc. Qucest., 1, 47.)
very different version, however, is found in PausaThis writer informs us, that Agamedes and Tronias.
phonius were the sons of Erginus, monarch of Orchomenus, or rather that Trophonius was the son of ApolWhen they had atlo, and Agamedes of the king.

A

tained to manhood, they became very skilful in buildfor
kings.
ing temples for the gods, and palaces
Among other labours, they constructed a temple for
a
and
for
at
( Vid.
Hyrieus.
treasury
Delphi,
Apollo
Hyrieus.) In the wall of this building they placed a
stone in such a manner that they could take it out
whenever they pleased and, in consequence of this,
they carried away from time to time portions of the
;

Agamedes was at last caught in
deposited treasure.
a trap placed so as to secure the robber, whereupon
his brother cut off his head in order to prevent discovAfter this, Trophonius was swallowed up in an
ery.
opening of the earth, in the grove of Lebedea. The
whole story appears to wear a figurative character.
Erginus is the protector of labour {kpyivog, epyov)
"
Trophonius is the nourisher" {rpi^u, TpocjySg) and
;

;

'*

{uyav and fi^Sog).
very prudent
Agamedes
Trophonius, even after he has descended to the lower
world, makes his voice to be heard from those profound
is

He

the

one^'

rules over the

powers of the abyss, becomes Jupiter-Trophonius, and gives counsel to those
who have the courage to descend into the cave at LeHe is Hades, the wise and good deity, as
bedea.
He is therefore, also,
Plato calls him {Phcsdon,
68).
depths.

()

the supreme intelligence that rules in the lower world,
which serves as a guide to the souls of the departed,
In the
and accompanies them in their migrations.
name Hyrieus, moreover, we see " a keeper of bees,"
•*
"
from
a
a
bee-master" {"Ypuvg,
beeI'pov, vpiov,
hive"\ and the bee was connected with the mysteries
of Ceres, and also the transmigration of souls.
There

moreover, a strong analogy between the story as
here told, and that related of the Egyptian monarch
Both fables appear to be allegorical
Rhampsinitus.
illustrations, connected with agriculture.
{Crcuzer,
is,

vol. 2, p.

SSI.— Gmgniaut, vol

2, p.

330.)
Agamemnon, king of Mycenae and commander of
He was brother to
the Grecian forces against Troy.
Menelaus, and was, according to most authorities, the
As, however, Plisthenes died
son of Plisthenes.
young, and his widow Aerope was taken in marriage
by Atreus, the sons of Plisthenes, Agamemnon and

Symholik,

darus, and

became

the father of Orestes,
Iphigenia (or
Iphianassa), Laodice (or Electra), and Chrysothemis.
of
was
one
the
most
Agamemnon
powerful princes of

account was chosen commandGreeks in their expedition against
The Grecian fleet being detained by contrary
Troy.
winds at Aulis, owing to the wrath of Diana, whom
Agamemnon had offended by killing one of her favourite deer, Calchas, the soothsayer, was consulted, and

and on

his time,

this

er-in-chief of the

he declared, that, to appease the goddess, Iphigenia,
the monarch's eldest daughter, must be sacrificed.

She was accordingly led to the altar, and was about to
be offered as a victim, when (contrary to the statement
of Virgil that she was actually immolated) she is
generally said to have suddenly disappeared, and a stag
to have been substituted by the goddess herself.
( Vid.
The dispute of Agamemnon with AchilIphigenia.)

—

walls of Troy, respecting the captive
the consequent loss to the Greeks of the
services of Achilles ; his return to the war, in order
to avenge the death of Patroclus ; aijd his
victory
over Hector, form the principal subject of the Iliad.
In the division of the captives after the taking of
les,

before the

Chryseis

;

—

Troy,

Cassandra, one of the daughters of Priam, fell to the
of Agamemnon.
She was endued with the gift of
prophecy, and warned Agamemnon not to return to
Mycenas but from the disregard with which her prelot

;

dictions

were generally treated

{vid.

Cassandra), he

was deaf

to her admonitory voice, and was
consequently, upon his arrival in the city, assassinated, with her
and their two children, by his queen Clytemnestra and

her paramour JEgisthus,
The manner of
thus.)

{Vid. Clytemnestra, ^gisAgamemnon's death is variously given.
According to the Homeric account,
the monarch, on his return from Troy, was carried
by a

storm to that part of the coast of Argolis where
.^gisthus, the son of Thyestes, resided.
During his
absence, ^Egisthus had carried on an adulterous intercourse with Clytemnestra, and he had set a watchman, with a promise of a large reward, to give him the
earliest tidings of the return of the
As soon as
king.
he learned that he was on the coast, he went out to

welcome him, and invited him to his mansion. At the
banquet in the evening, however, he placed, with the
participation of Clytemnestra, twenty men in concealment, who fell on and slaughtered him, together with
Cassandra and all his companions. They died not,
however, unavenged, for ..^gisthus alone was

left alive.

The post{Od., 4, 512, seqq.—Od., 11, 405, seqq.)
homeric account, followed by the Tragic writers,
makes Agamemnon to have fallen by the hands of his
wife, after he had just come forth from the bath, and
while he was endeavouring to put on a garment, the
sleeves of which had been sewed together, as well as
the opening for the head, and by which, of course, all

movements were

obstructed, and, as it were, fetter{Schol. ad Eurip., Hec 1277.— Compare Eurip.^
Id., Euinen.,
Orest.f 25.—JEsch., Agam., 1353.
His death was avenged by his son Orestes.
631.)

his

ed.

,

—

Menelaus namely, were brought up by their grand- {Vid. Orestes.) Before concluding this article, it may
father, now become their stepfather, and were called not be amiss to remark, that Homer knows nothing of
of Agamemnon and Menelaus
Atridffi, as if they had been his own sons.
{Apollod., Plisthenes as the father
On he calls them simply the offspring of Atreus. Accord3, 2, 2.—Heyne, ad loc.—SchoL, ad II., 2, 249.)
:
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ing to this view of the case, Atreus, who, as eldest the modern Artingari.
(Bischoff und Moller, Worson, had succeeded Pelops, left on his deathbed Aga- terb. der Geogr., s. v.)
memnon and Menelaus, still under age, to the guarI.
a
Agarista,
daughter of Hippocrates, who married
who resigned the king- Xanthippus. She dreamed that she had brought forth
dianship of his brother Thyestes,
dom to his nephews when they had reached maturity. a lion, and a few days after was delivered of Pericles.

The

variations introduced

would seem

to be the

into this

work of

story, therefore,
later poets, especially

of the Tragic writers, from whom the grammarians
and scholiasts borrowed. {Heyne,ad II., 2, v. 106.

Suppl.
to the

—

—

Emend. vol. 4, p. 685.) With respect
extent of Agamemnon's sway, we are informed
et

by Homer (I/.,
ands and over

—

II.

{Vid. Supplement.)
Agasias, or Hegesias,

I. a
sculptor of Ephesus, to
the celebrated work of art called
This is indicated by an inthe Borghese Gladiator.
This statue
scription on the pedestal of the statue.
was found, together with the Apollo Belvidere, on the

whose

we owe

chisel

he ruled over many isl- site of ancient Antium, the birthplace of Nero, and
Argos {TzoTC^.yai vrjaoiai Koi Apysl where that emperor had collected a large number of
TzavTi)
By Argos appears to be here meant, not the chefs-d'oeuvre, which had been carried off from Greece
It is maintained
city of that name, for this was under the sway of Dio- by his freedman Acratus.
by more
mcde, but a large portion of the Peloponnesus, in- recent antiquarians, that the statue in question does
cluding particularly the cities of Mycenae and Tirj'ns. not represent a gladiator it appears to have belonged
{Heyne, Excurs. 1, ad II. 2.) The islands to which to a group, and the attention and action of the figure
the poet alludes can hardly be those of the Sinus Ar- are directed towards some object more elevated than
Homer itself, such, for example, as a horseman whose attack
golicus, which are few in number and small.
With regard to the form of the name,
himself says, that Agamemnon possessed the most it is sustaining.
powerful fleet, and from this it would appear that he it may be remarked, that the .^olic and vulgar form
held many islands under his sway, though we are un- was Agesias ; the Doric, Agasias ; and the Ionic,
(Heyne, I. c.
Thucyd., Hegesias. This Ionic form was adopted by the Attic
acquainted with their names.
Thus much for Agamemnon, on the supposi- writers. II. Another Ephesian sculptor, who exercised
1, 9.)
If his art in the island of Delos, while it was under the
tion that such an individual once actually existed
2, 108) that

all

;

,

—

—

—

we

follow, however, the theory advocated by Hermann
and others, and make not only the Trojan war itself to
have been originally a mere allegory, but the names
of the leading personages to be also allegorical, and

indicative of their respective stations or characters,
"
^^
Agamemnon becomes the permanent or "general

Roman

{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
a city of Thessaly, supposed by Mannert
(7, 470) to be the same with the JEgaea of Ptolemy,
which he places to the south of Beroea.
{Ptol., p.
It was given up to plunder by Paulus .^Emilius,
84.)

sway.

Agassi,

for having revolted to Perseus after its surrender.
There are ruins near the modem Coleader of the host" {ayu and fiifivu), the termination {Liv., 45, 27.)
<jv strengthening the idea implied by the two compo- jani, which, in all probability, mark the site of the anis
cient
nent words from which the appellation
derived, and
place.
The name AgaAgasus, a harbour of Apulia, near the Promontorium
denoting collection or aggregation.
with
the
of
also
connected
is
mcmnon
early religion
Garganum. {Plin., 3, 11.) It is supposed to answer
Greece, for we find mention made of a Zci-f 'Ayafii/n- to the modern Porto Oreco. {Cluver, Ital. Ant., vol.

vuv.
2,

p.

iiber

—

Eustalh,adll.,
{Meurs. Miscell. Lacon., 1,4.
Consult Hermann und Creuzer, Briefe
Horn, und Hes., p. 20, and Creuzer, Symboli/c,
168.

—

vol. 2, p.

450.)
AoAM EM NONIUS, an epithet applied to Orestes, a
son of Agamemnon. {Virg., ^En., 4, v. 471.)
Aganippe, a celebrated fountain of Boeotia, on
Mount Helicon. The grove of the Muses stood on
the summit of the mountain, and a little below was
Aganippe. The source Hippocrene was some dis-

2, p. 1212.)
Agatharchides, I. or Agatharchus, a native of Cnidus, in the time of Ptolemy VI. (Philometor) and his
successor.
Photius states {Biblioth., vol. 1, p. 171,
ed. Bekker), that he had read or was
acquainted with
the following geographical productions of this writer.
1

.

2.

A work on Asia (Ta Kara ttjv 'Aaiav), in ten books
A work on Europe (Td Kara rrjv HvptoTtTjv), in

forty

:

books

:

and, 3.

A

work on

the Erythraean

Sea

tance above.

The patriarch adds,
{Ilepl T^g 'Epvdpug ^a?M<xa7jg).
that there existed the
other works of the same

rivers

writer.

These two springs supplied the small
Olmius and Permessus, which, after uniting their
waters, flowed into the Copaic lake near Haliartus.
Pausanias (9, 31) calls the
(Strabo, 407 and 411.)
former Lemnus. Aganippe was sacred to the Muses,
Ovid {Fast., 5,
were
called
it
who from
Aganippides.
7) has the expression ^^fontes Aganippidos Hippocrcnes,^^ whence' some are led to imagine that he makes
Aganippe and Hippocrene the same. This, however,
the epithet Aganippis, as used by the
is inconect
here merely to ^^ Musis sacra.^^
poet, being equivalent
:

—n.

A nymph

of the fountain.

the son of Ancaeus, and grandson of Lycurgus, who led the Arcadian forces in the expedition
after the fall of that city, was caragainst Troy, and,
ried by a storm, on his return home, to the island of
Cyprus, where he founded the city of Paphos.

Agapenor,

Vid. Supplement.
Agapetus.
Agar, a town of Africa Propria,

in the district

of

1.

An

following
abridged description of the Erythraean

Sea {'ErrtTOfiT] ruv rrepl rf/g 'Epv6pug Q.jXuGaTjg), in one
book 2. An account of the Troglodytes {Tiepl TpuyXodvTuv), in five books 3. An abridgment of the
poem of Antimachus, entitled Lyde {'E-KirofiTf ttj^
'AvTifid^ov Avdrjg) 4. An abridgment of a work on
extraordinary winds {'Etzlto^ti rCJv irepl cvvayuy^g
;

:

:

5. An abridged
history {'EkIotreatise on the art of
yal laroptuv) and, 6.
hving
with
one's
friends.
Photius
happily
passes a high euthis
on
and
makes
him
to
have
imitated
writer,
logium
the manner of Thucydides.
The patriarch has also
preserved for us some extracts from the first and fifth
books of the work of Agatharchides on the Erythraean
Sea, in which some curious particulars are found
respecting the Sabseans and other nations dwelling
Here also we have an account of
along the coasts.
the mode of
hunting elephants, of the method em-

dav^aaiuv dve/xuv)
:

:

A

ployed by the Egyptians in extracting gold from marByzacium, and probably not far from Zella.
Vid. Supplement.
Agapios.
while the whole
ble, where nature had concealed it
of
on
the
is
India
intra
a
southAgara, city
Gangem,
intermingled with details appertaining to natural
The valuable information furnished by Agaern bank of the lomanes (Dschumna), and northwest history.
It is now Agra.
of Palibothra.
{Bischqff und MoUer, tharchides respecting the people of J^thiopia, has already
been alluded to under that article. The
Worterb. der Geogr., s v.)
fragments of
Agari {'Aydpov 7r6?af, or 'Apyeipov Tr67ug, Ptol.
Agatharchides were published, along with those of Cte
Argari Urbs, Tab.Peut.), a city of India intra Gangem, sias and Memnon, by H. Stephens, Paris, 1557, 8vo.
on the Sinus Argaricus. It is thought to correspond to They are given, however, in a more complete form by
84
;

—
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Hudson, in his edition of the minor Greek geographers,
(SchbU, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 391.)— II. A native
of Pamos, whose TLEpaiKo. is cited by Plutarch in his
He is otherwise entirely unknown, and
ParaHels.
hence some have supposed him to be identical with
of Cnidus, and the HepaiKu to be merely

son's collection.

324.)

—

II.

A

(Seholl,

Hist.

Litt. Gr., vol.
5, p.

(Vid. Supplement.)
and historian, born at Myrina, in
AoATHiAS,
on
the
coast
of
Asia
JEoWs,
Minor, probably about 536
A.D. He studied at Alexandrea, and went in the
year
554
to Constantinople.
He
possessed some talent
Agatharchides
for
and
wrote
a
of
a section of the work on Asia by this writer.
amorous
{Scholl,
poetry,
variety
eflfusions,
which he collected in nine books, under the title of
Hist. Lit. Gr., I.e.)
A collection of epigrams, in seven
Agatharchos, I. an Athenian artist, mentioned by "Daphniaca."
Vitruvius (lib. 7, praf.), and said by him to have in- books, was also made by him, of which a great number
He was contemporary with are still extant, and to be found in the Anthology.
vented scene-painting.
^schylus, and prepared the scenery and decorations His principal production, however, is an historical work,
which he probably wrote after the death of the Emperor
s. v.) maintains,
for his theatre.
Sillig (Diet. Art.,
It contains, in five books, an account of his
that the words of Vitruvius, in the passage just referred Justinian.
" seenam
that Aga- own times, from the wars of Narses to the death of
to, namely,
fceit,'^ merely mean,
His work is of great importharchus constructed a stage for JEschylus, since, ac- Chosroes, king of Persia.
physician.

a poet

cording to Aristotle (Poet., 4), Sophocles first brought tance for the history of Persia.
According to his own
But the account, he would appear to have been conversant with
in the decorations of scenery (GKT]voypa<i>La).
the
in
connexion
Persian
with
what
since
he
of
taken
states
that he compiled
Vitruvius,
language,
language
follows, evidently refers to perspective -md scene- his narrative from Persian authorities (ek tuv irapa
He writes, perhaps,
painting, and Bentley also understands them in this (T(j>iaiv kyyeypafi/iievuv, p. 125).
Nor do the words of with more regard for the truth than poets are wont to
sense.
(Diss. Phal., p. 286.)
but his style is pompous and full of aflfectation,
Aristotle present any serious obstacle to this opinion, do
;

since Sophocles

—

may have completed what Agatharchus and

II. A
began.
painter, a native of Samos, and conhave no certain statetemporary with Zeuxis.
ment respecting the degree of talent which he pos-

We

it was small,
Sillig (Diet. Art., s. v.) thinks
cites in support of his opinion the language of An-

sessed.

and

docides (Orat., c. Alcih., i) 17).
Plutarch, however,
informs us, that Alcibiades confined Agatharchus in
his mansion until he had decorated it with paintings,
and then sent him home with a handsome present.
Andocides charges Alcibiades with
{Vit. Alcib., 16.)

his narrative continually
interspersed with comreflections.
The mediocrity of a bastard

monplace
time

clinging fast to him, and the highest stretch of
seems to have been to imitate the ancient
writers.
By faith he was undoubtedly a Christian,
is

his ambition

and probably prided himself upon his orthodoxy for
that the Franks were Christians,
he adds, Kal ry opdordry xP'^/^^oi 66^-q.
His reminiscences of the Homeric poems supplied him with a
large stock of epic words, which swim on the smooth
;

when he mentions

surface of his narrative like heavy logs upon
stagnant
detaining Agatharchus three whole months, and com- water. The work of Agathias may be regarded, in point
of
to
adorn
his
that
mansion
and
him
as
a
fair
of
the
diction,
period
during
learning
pelling
specimen
age in
with the pencil.
And he states that the painter es- which he lived few men at Alexandrea or Constantinoof
in
the
fourth
month
his
to
his
house
duhave
him
as
a
writer.
ple may
only
caped
surpassed
(Foreign Reress.
Sillig thinks that this was done in order to cast view, No. 2, p. 575.) The best edition is that published
ridicule upon the artist, an inference far from probable, in 1828, as Part III. in the collection of Byzantine histhough it would seem to derive some support from the torians, at present publishing at Bonn.
Agathinus.
Vid:. Supplement.
remark of the scholiast on Demosthenes (c. Mid., p.
Agatho, an Athenian tragic writer, the contempo360), as to the nature of the provocation which AgaAt his house Plato lays
tharchus had given to Alcibiades.
Bentley makes rary and friend of Euripides.
onlv one artist of the name of Agatharchus, but is the scene of his Symposium, given in honour of a
silent as to the difl[iculty which would then arise in re- tragic victory won by the poet.
Agatho was no mean
He is called 'kydduv 6 kIelvo^ by Arislation to this artist's being contemporaneous with both dramatist.
.(Eschylus and Zeuxis.
Agatharchus prided himself tophanes. (Thesmoph., 29.) The same writer pays
upon his rapidity of execution, and received the famous a handsome tribute to his memory as a poet and a
if the former executed his
from
that
retort
man, in the Ranee, (v. 84), where Bacchus calls him
Zeuxis,
works in a short time, he, Zeuxis, painted " for a long ayadog ttolijttjc koI noBeivog rolq (^iT^oig.
In the
;

time,"

i.

e., for posterity.

Agathembrus,I. aGreek geographer.

The

period

when he flourished is not known ; it is certain, however, that he came after Ptolemy ; and very probably
he lived during the third century of our era. The only
work by which he

is

known

is

an abridgment of geog-

raphy, entitled 'TTTOTUTruaig r^f ye(jypa<piag, ev eTrtrThis little production appears to
in two books.
Ofiy,
It is a
have reached us in a very imperfect state.
series of lessons dictated to a disciple named Philo, to
serve him as an outline for a course of mathematical
In the first chapter he gives
and physical geography.
a sketch of history and geography, and names the most
in
these departments.
He gives us
useful writers
here some particulars worthy of notice that we might
In the chapters that folsearch in vain for in Strabo.
low, Agathemerus treats of the divisions of the earth,
After the sixteenth chapof winds, seas, islands. &c.
The second book
ter comes an extract from Ptolemy.
is only a confused repetition of the first, and is the work,
The first edition
probably, of some ignorant disciple.
of Agathemerus is that of Tennulius, in Greek and
It is to be found also in
Latin, Amst., 1671, 8vo.
the collection of ancient geographical writers, by Gro-

BOvius, Lugd. Bat., 1679 and 1700, 4to, and in

Hud-

Thesmophoriazusd, however, which was exhibited six
years before the Rantz, Ag^iho, then alive, is introduced
as the friend of Euripides, and ridiculed for his effemHis poetry seems to have corresponded with
inacy.
his personal appearance ; profuse in trope, inflexion,
and metaphor
glittering with sparkling ideas, and
flowing softly on with harmonious words and nice construction, but deficient in manly thought and vigour.
Agatho may, in some degree, be charged with having,
begun the decline of true tragedy. It was he who first
commenced the practice of inserting choruses between
the acts of the drama, which had no reference whatever
to the circumstances of the piece ; thus infringing the
law by which the chorus was made one of the actors.
He is blamed also by Aris(Aristot., Pott., 18, 22.)
totle (Po'it , 18, 17) for want of judgment, in selecting
;

too extensive subjects.

He

occasionally wrote pieces

names (a transition towards the new
comedy), one of which was called the Flower, and was
with

fictitious

nor terprobablv, therefore, neither seriously aflfccting
rible, but in the style of the Idyl.
(Schhgcl, Dram.
One of Agatho's tragic victo189.)
Litt., vol. 1.
p.

He

ries is recorded, 01. 91, 2, B.C. 416.
too, like
for the court of Archelaus.
Euripides, left Athens

Agathoclea.

Vid. Supplement.

85
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AGATHOCLES.

I. one of the boldest adventurers of
through the resentment of Arsinoe, in consequence
His history is principally drawn from Dio- of his
refusing to listen to certain dishonourable prodorus Siculus (books nineteen and twenty, and frag- posals made
{Pausan., 1,
Id., 1, 10.)—
by her.
ments of book twenty-one), and from Justin (books III. A brother of
Agathoclea, and minister of Ptolemy
twenty-iwo and twenty-three). They derived their Philopator.
(Vid. Agathoclea.)— IV. A Greek histoaccounts from different sources, and differ, therefore, rian, a native of Samos, who wrote a work on the
govof
his
in
the
ernment
of Pessinus.
history
youth.
especially
Agathocles
{Vossius, de Hist. Grcec, 3, p.
was the son of Carcinus, who, having been expelled i58—Ernesti, Clav. Cic. Ind. Hist., s. r.)— V. An
from Rhegium, resided at Thermae in Sicily. On ac- irchon at Athens, 01. 105, at the
period when the Phocount of a mysterious oracle, he was exposed in his cians undertook to plunder
VI. An historian.
Delphi.
was
but
his
mother.
{Vid. Supplement.)
secretly brought up by
infancy,
At the age of seven years the boy was again received
AgathoDjEmon, or the Good Genius, I. a name apby his repentant father, and sent to Syracuse to learn plied by the Greeks to the Egyptian Cneph, as indicthe trade of a potter, where he continued to reside, ative of the qualities and attributes assigned to him
being admitted by Timoleon into the number of the in the mythology of that nation. (Compare Eusebius,
citizens.
He was drawn from obscurity by Damas, a Prctp. Ev., 1, 10, p. 41. Juhlonski, Panth. JEgypt.,
noble Syracusan, to whom his beauty recommended 1, p. 86.)
It is the same with the 'Novg, and PtEman*
him, and was soon placed at the head of an army sent der, of the Alexandrean school ; and the hieroglyphic
against Agrigentum.
By a marriage with the widow which represents this deity is the circle, or disk, hayof Damas he became one of the most wealthy men of ing in the centre a serpent with a hawk's head, or else
Under the dominion of Sosistratus, he was a globe encircled by a serpent, the symbol of the spirSyracuse.
obliged to fly to Tarentum, but returned after the death it, or eternal principle, male and female, that animates
of the latter, usurped the sovereignty, in which he es- and controls the world, as well as of the light, which
tablished himself by the murder of several thousand of illumines all things.
{Creuzer^s Symbolik,])ar Gnigthe principal inhabitants, and conquered the greater niaut, vol. I, p. 824.)
II. A name applied by the
of
He
maintained
his
Greeks
to
the
part
Sicily (317 B.C.).
power
serpent, as an image of Cneph, the good
To strengthen his genius. {Plut.,de Is. et 0*., p. 418.) The serpent
twenty-eight years, till 289 B.C.
authority in his native country, and to give employment here meant is of a harmless kind, and was also called
to the people, he endeavoured, like Dionysius, to drive Uraus (Oupatof), or the royal serpent {Zoega, Num.
the Carthaginians from Sicily.
Having been defeated JEgyft., p. 400.— /rf., de Obelise, p. 431, w. 41), and
by them, and besieged in Syracuse, he boldly resolved hence it is also the symbol of royalty, and appears on
10 pass over into Africa with a portion of his army. the heads of kings as well as of gods.
(Compare reHere he fought for four years, till 307, generally with marks under the article Cleopatra. ) The term AgathoDisturbances in Sicily compelled him to daemon is said to be nothing more than a translation of
success.
leave his army twice, and at his second return into the Egyptian term Cneph.
{Jab/onski, Voce, p. 112.
Africa he found it in rebellion against his son ArchaOuvaroff, Essai sur les Myst. d'Eleusis, p. 106,
He
the
commotion
Creuzer^s Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 505, of the Gerby promising seqq.
appeased
gathus.
the troops the booty they should win
but, being de- man work.
Chamyollion, Precis, &c., p. 91.) III.
feated, he did not hesitate to give up his own sons to the A name given by the Greek residents in Egypt to the
vengeance of his exasperated soldiery, and expose these Canopic arm of the Nile. {Plol., 4, 5.) The native
His sons were appellation was SchetnoupM, i. e., " the good arm of
latter, without a leader, to the enemy.
murdered the army surrendered to the Carthaginians. the river ;" from Schet, " the arm of a river," and
He himself restored quiet to Sicily, and concluded a noupki, " good," and was used in opposition to the
{Champollton,
peace 306 B.C., which secured to both parties their Phatnetic, or evil arm of the Nile.
He then engaged in several hos- fEgypte sous les Pharaons, vol. 2, p. 23.) The words
former possessions.
tile expeditions to Italy, where he vanquished the
Cneph (Cnuphi) and Canobus (Canopus) were, in
His latter days were fact, the same and we have in the following, also,
Bruttii and sacked Crotona.
saddened by domestic strife. His intention was, that merely different forms of the same appellation ChnoIII. (Vid. Supplement.)
his youngest son, Agathocles, should inherit the throiie. phi, Anubis, Mnevis, &c.
Agathotycus.
Vid. Supplement.
This stimulated his grandson Archagathus to rebellion.
He murdered the intended heir, and persuaded Majnon,
Agathon, I. (Vid. Agatho.)— II., III. (Vid. Supa favourite of the king's, to poison him. This was done plement.)
a
with
of
which
the
cleaned
his
means
feather,
Agathyrna, or Agathymum, a city of Sicily, on the
king
by
His mouth, and soon his whole northern coast, between Tyndaris and Calacta. It apteeth after a meal.
Before he was pears to have been originally a settlement of the Siculi,
body, became a mass of corruption
Ac- and, owing to this circumstance probably, as well as
entirely dead he was thrown upon a funeral pile.
have escaped
cording to some authors, he died at the age of seventy- to its remote position, would seem to

Agathocles,

antiquity.

9—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

two years

according to others, at that of ninety-five.
Before his death, his wife Texena and two sons were
His son-in-law, Pyrrhus, king of Episent to Egypt.
rus, inherited his influence in Sicily and Southern Italy.
of a general and a
Agathocles possessed the talents
;

He was

sovereign.

proud of his ignoble descent.

and insatiable ambition, however,
cruelty, luxury,
/</., 23,
accelerated his ruin.
{Justin, 22, 1, seqq.
15.— 7^., 15, 35.— /rf., 9, 23,
1, stqq.—Polyh., 12,

His

—

A

son of Lysimachus, taken prisoner by
ransomed, and married Lysandra,
His father, in his old
daughter of Ptolemy Lagus.
the eldest sister of Lysandra,
age, married Arsinoe,
who, fearful lest her offspring by Lysimachus might, on
the death of the latter, come under the power of Agathocles and be destroyed, planned, and succeeded in
After the
bringing about, the death of this prince.
Andestruction of Agathocles she fled to Seleucus.
other account makes Agathocles to have lost his life
<fec.)— II.
the Getae

He was

;

Greek geographers. Its name apof the second
pears, for the first time, in the history
Punic war, where Livy (26, 40) states, that the Rothe notice of the

man

consul Laevinus carried away from the place a
motley rabble, four thousand in number, consisting of
abandoned characters, and brought them to the coast
of Italy near Rhegium, the people of which place wanted a band trained to robberies, for the purpose of ravLivy writes the name Agathyrna, of
aging Bruttium.
the more common form is Agathe first declension
:

('Ayddvpvov). The modern St. Agatha stands
near the site of the ancient city.
{Mannert, Geogr^^

thymum

vol. 9, pt. 2, p.

411.)

Agathyrsi, a nation respecting

whom

the accounts

of ancient writers are greatly at variance.
(Compare
Vossius, Annot. in Hudson, Geog. Min , vol. 1, p.
Herodotus (4, 49^ places them in the vicinity
79.)
of the Maris, the modern Marosch, in what is now
and most writers agree in placing them

Transylvania,

AGE
m

AGE

this country and in upper Hungary.
(Compare
Manncrt, 4,
Rcnnell, Gcogr. of Herod., p. 83, seqq.
Verm.
1,
Schrift.,
p. 377, &c.)
p. lO-i.—Nkbuhr,

—

Agei.astus {'AyilaaToc), an appellation given to M.
Crassus, father of the celebrated orator, and grandfather of Crassus the rich, from his
extraordinary gravity.
Lucilius said of him, that he laughed only once in the
course of his life, while Pliny informs us that he wa»

Scymnusof Chios, however, makes them to have dwelt
on the Palus Maeotis. The name perhaps, after all, is
a mere appellative, and may have been applied by dif- reported never

What serves to
ferent authors to different tribes.
this opinion is the fact, that the latter half

strengthen
of the term Agathyrsi frequently occurs in other national designations, such as IdaiUhyrsi, Thyrsagetce,
is
Thyssagetce, Thyrsi, &,c. The reference probably
What
to the god Tyr, another name for the sun.
Herodotus (4, 104) states respecting this race, that
they were accustomed to array themselves in very
handsome attire, to wear a great number of golden or-

naments, to have their women in common, and to live,
in consequence of this last- mentioned arrangement,
like brethren and members of one family, is received
with great incredulity by many.
(Compare ValckeAll this,
Wessel., p. 328, n. 31.)
naer, Herod.,
however, clearly shows their Asiatic origin, and connects them with the nations in the interior of the easted.

ern continent. The community of wives seems to have
been a remnant, in some degree, of an early BuddhisThe civilized habits of the Agathyrsi are,
tic system.
at all events, worthy of notice, and favour the theory
of those who see in them a fragment of early civilization,

emanating from some highly cultivated race, and

to have laughed
name 'AycAaorof, " one that does

never laughs."
cil.,fragm., p.

at all.
Hence the
not laugh," or " that
{Cic, de Fin., 5, 30. Douza,ad Lm~

20.— Plin.,

7,

—

18.)

—

II.
Agei.aus, I. a king of Corinth, son of Ixion.
son of Hercules and Omphale, from whom Croesus
was descended. {Apollod., 2, 7, 8.) Diodorus Siculus (4, 31)
gives the name of this son as Lamus.
Herodotus, on the other hand, deduces the royal line
of Lydia from a son of Hercules and a female slave

A

belonging to .Jardanus, the father of Omphale. {HeThis last is generally considered to be the

rod., 1, 7.)

more correct

ad

Herod.,
opinion. (Consult Bdhr,
— Creuzer, Hist.
Gr<zc antiquiss., &c., p. 186.)— Ill

A

I.

c.

servant of Priam, who preserved Paris when exposed on Mount Ida.
{Vid. Paris.
Apollod., 3, 12, 5,

—

and Heyne, ad

loc., not. cr.)

Agrndicum, Agedincum,

or

Agedicum

{^kyrjdiKOVf

PtoL), a city of Gaul, the metropolis of Senonia, or
Lugdunensis Quarta. Its later name was Senone»»
now Sews. {CcEs., B. G.,Q, extr. Eutrop., iO 7.

—

—

Amm.

Marcell., 15, 27.)
Agenor, I, a son of Neptune and Libya, king of
Phoenicia, and twin-brother of Belus {Apollod., 2, 1,
4) ; he married Telephassa, by whom he became the
father of Cadmus, Phoenix, Cylix, Tharsus, Pbineus,

subsequently shattered by the inroads of the Scythians
and other barbarous tribes. {Ri/ter, Vorhal., 286, seqq.)
Agaue ('Ayav^), or, with the Reuchlinian pronunciation. Agave, I. daughter of Cadmus, and wife of and, according to some, of Europa also.
{Schol. ad
Her son suc- Eurip., Phcen., h.— Hygin., Fab., 178. Pans., 5, 25,
Echion, by whom she had Pentheus.
ceeded his grandfather in the government of Thebes. 7.— Schol., ad Apoll. Rhod., 2, 178; 3, 1185.) AfWhile he was reigning, Bacchus came from the east, ter his daughter Europa had been carried off by Jupiand sought to introduce his orgies into his native city. ter, Agenor sent out his sons in search of her, and enThe women all gave enthusiastically into the new re- joined on them not to return without their sister. As
to the frantic yells of Europa was not to be found, none of them returned,
ligion, and Mount Cithaeron rang
the Bacchantes. Pentheus sought to check their fury ; and all settled in foreign countries.
{Apollod., 3, 1, 1.
but, deceived by the god, he went secretly and ascend- —Hygin., Fab., 178.)
Virgil {^n., 1, 338) calls Cared a tree on Cithaeron, to be an ocular witness of their thage the city of Agenor, by which he alludes to the
While here, he was descried by his mother descent of Dido from Agenor. Buttmann {Mytholog.^
revels.
and aunts, to whom Bacchus made him appear to be a 1, p. 232, seq.) points out that the genuine Phoenician
wild beast, and he was torn to pieces by them. This name of Agetior was Cnas, which is the same as Caadventure of Pentheus has furnished the groundwork naan, and upon these facts he builds the hypothesis,
of one of the finest dramas of Euripides, his Bacchas. that Agenor or (^nas is the same as the Canaan in the
II. A son of lasus, and father of
(Apollod., 3, 4, i.—LL, 3, 5,- 1.— Ovid, Met., 3. 514, Books of Moses.

—

—

— Hygin., f 184. — Keightley^s Mythology,
A tragedy of
now
298.)—
{Juv.,
— A daughter
of Danaus.
She slew her hus87.)

Argus Panoptes, king of Argos. {Apollod., 2, 1, 2.)
lost.
II.
Statius,
7, Hellanicus {Fragm., p. 47, ed. Sturz.) states that Agenor was a son of Phoroneus, and brother of lasus and
III.
band Lycus, in obedience to her father's orders, {Apol- Pelasgus, and that, after their father's death, the two elder brothers divided his dominions between themselves
lod., 2, 1, 5.)— IV. A Nereid.
{Apollod., 1, 2, 7.)
Agdbstis, I. a genius or deity mentioned in the in such a manner, that Pelasgus received the country
legends of Phrygia, and connected with the mythus of about the river Eracinus, and built Larissa, and lasus
Cybele and Atys. An account of his origin, as well the country about Elis. After the death of these two,
as other particulars respecting him, may be obtained Agenor, the youngest, invaded their dominions, and
He was an androgynous de- thus became King of Argos III. The son and sucfrom Pausanias (7, 17).
to be the same with the Adagoiisof cessor of Triopas in the kingdom of Argos.
He beity, and appears
the ancient writers.
{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p. longed to the house of Phoroneus, and was father of

seqq.

p.

,

—

— Compare

—

of Crotopus.
{Paus., 2, 16, 1.— Hygin., Fab., 145.)—
IV. A son of Pleuron and Xanthippe, and grandson of
Atys was said to have been buried. {Pausan., 1, 4.) iEtolus. Epicaste, the daughter of Calydon, became
Agkladas, I. an excellent statuary, and illustrious by him the mother of Porthaon and Demonice. {Apolalso as having been the instructer of Phidias, Poly- lod., 1, 7, 7.)
According to Pausanias (3, 13, 5),
His parents were inhabitants of Thestius, the father of Leda, is likewise a son of this
cletus, and Myron.
son of Phegeus, king of Psophis, in
Argos, according to Pausanias (34, 8), and he himself Agenor. V.
He was brother of Pronous and Arsinoe,
was born there, probably about B.C. 540. The par- Arcadia
ticular time, however, when he lived, has given rise who was married to Alcmaeon, but was abandoned by
him.
When Alcmaeon wanted to give the celebrated
to much discussion.
Sillig, after a long and able arof Harmonia to his second wife,
gument, comes to the conclusion that Agcladas, the necklace and peplus
instructer of Phidias, attained the height of his renown Callirrhoe, the daughter of Achelous, he was slain by
about
70, or 500 B.C. {Diet. Art., s.
Agenor and Pronous at the instigation of Phegeus.
t8.

the summits of

the note of Guigniaut.)

Mount Dindymus

II.

in Phrygia,

One

on which

—

Olymp.
v.)—U.
Another artist, probably a nephew of the former, assigned by Pliny to Olymp. 87, or 432 B.C., which can

He was thinking, perhaps, of the
hardly be correct.
elder Ageladas.
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

A

But when the two brothers came to Delphi, where they
intended to dedicate the necklace and peplus, they were
killed by Amphoterus and Acarnan, the sons of Alcmaeon and Callirrhoe.

Pausanias

{Apollod., 3, 7, 5.)

87

AGE
(8, 24, 4),

who

relates the

same

AGESILAUS.
story, calls the chil-

Locrian,

who conquered, when

a boy, in boxing in the

dren of Phegeus Temenus, Axion, and Alphesiboea.
VI. A son of ihe Trojan Antenor, and of Theano, a
He appears as
(//., 6, 298 )
priestess of Minerva
one of the bravest of the Trojans, and as leader in the
He hastens
storming of the Grecian encampment
with other Trojans to the assistance of Hector when

99).

prostrated by Ajax, and, being encouraged by Apollo,
he engages in combat with Achilles, whom he wounds.
As, however, danger threatened him in this conflict,
assumed Agenor's form, in order that, while

Agesilaus, I. son of Doryssus, sixth king of the
Agid line of Sparta, excluding Aristodemus, according to Apollodorus, reigned 44 years, and died 886
B.C. Pausanias makes his reign a short one, but con-

—

Apollo

Achilles turned agamst the god, the Trojans might be
able to escape to the city.
(//., 21, sub fin.
Hygin.,
Fab., 112.) According to Pausanias (10, 27, 1), Agenor was slain by Neoptolemus, the son of Achilles,

—

and was represented by Polygnotus
in the Lesche of Delphi.

in the

great paint-

Agenorides, a patronymic of Agenor, designating a
descendant of an Agenor, such as Cadmus, Phineus,
and Perseus.
Ages.\nder, I. or Agksilaus, from uytLV and uvrip
or "kao^, a surname of Pluto or Hades, de.<cribing him
as the god who carries away all men.
{Callim Hymn,
in PaUad., 130
Hesych., s. v.
Spanh., ad loc.
Nicander {ap. Athcn.,
JEschyl. ap. Athen., 3, p. 99 )
II. A sculp15, p. 684) uses the form 'Hyecr/^aof.
of
His name ocof
the
island
Rhodes.
a
native
tor,
curs in no author except Pliny {H. N., 36, 5, 4), and
we know of but one work which he executed it is a
work, however, which bears the most decisive testimony to his surpassing genius. In conjunction with
Apollodorus and Athenodorus, he sculptured the group
Laocoon ) This celebrated group
of Laocoon.
( Vid.

—

—

,

—

;

was discovered

in the

year 1506, near the baths of Tiit is now
preserved in the
A great deal has been writ-

tus on the Esquiline Hill
Museum of the Vatican.

;

temporary with the legislation of Lycurgus.
{Pausan.,
3.— Clinton, Fast. Hell., 1, p. '^35.)— II. Son by
his second wife, Eupolia, of Archidamus II., succeeded his half-brother, Agis II., as nineteenth king of the
3, 2,

Eurypontid line; excluding, on the ground of spurious
and by the interest of Lysander, his nephew, LeHis reign extends
{Vid. Leotychides.)
otychides.
from 398 to 361 B.C., both inclusive; during most of
which time he was, in Plutarch's words, " as good as
thought commander and king of all Greece," and was
for the whole of it
greatly identified with bis country's
deeds and fortunes.
The position of that country,
birth,

ing

—

His victory is celebrated by Pindar
in the 10th and 1 1th
Olympic Odes. The scholiast places his victory in the 74th Olympiad.
He should not
be confounded with Agesidamus the father of Chromius, who is mentioned in the Nemean Odes (1, 42
9,

Olympic games.

:

ten about the age when Agesander flourished, and various opinions have been formed on the subject. Winckelmann and Miiller, forming their judgment from the
style of art displayed in the work itself, assign it to the
Miiller thinks the intensity of sufage of Lysippus.
fering depicted, and the somewhat theatrical air which
later
pervades the group, show that it belongs
age than that of Phidias.
Lessing and Thiersch, on
the other hand, after subjecting the passage of Pliny
to an accurate examination, have come to the conclusion, that Agesander and the other two artists lived in
the age of Titus, and sculptured the group expressly
and this opinion is pretty generally
for that emperor
Thiersch has written a great deal to
acquiesced in.

to

a

;

show that the plastic art did not decline so early as is
generally supposed, but continued to flourish in full
vigour from the time of Phidias uninterruptedly down
to the reign of Titus.
Pliny was deceived in saying
that the group was sculptured out of one block, as the
a
lapse of time has discovered join in it. It appears from
an inscription on the pedestal of a statue found at Nettuno (the ancient Antium), that Athenodorus was the
This makes it not unlikely that
son of Agesander.

Polydorus also was his son, and that the father executed the figure of Laocoon himself, his two sons the reWinckelmaining two figures. {Lessing, Laokoon.
Thiersch, Epochen
mann, Gesch. de Kunst, 10, 1, 10.
Miiller Archaol. der
der Bildkunst, p. 318, 6lc.
Kunst, p. 152.)

though internally weak, was externally, in Greece,
to 394, one of supremacy acknowledged : the
from 394 to 387,
only field of its ambition was Persia
the Corinthian or first Theban war, one of supremacy
assaulted
in 387 that supremacy was restored over
Greece, in the peace of Antalcidas, by the sajtrifice of
Asiatic prospects ; and thus, more confined and more
After 378, when
secure, it became also more wanton.

down

;

:

Thebes regained her freedom, we

find

it

again assailed,

and again for one moment restored, though on a lower
then overthrown forever at Leuctra, the
level, in 371
next nine years being a struggle for existence amid
dangers within and without.
Of the youth of Agesilaus we have no detail, beyond
the mention of his intimacy with Lysander.
On the
throne, which he ascended about the age of forty, we
first hear of him in the suppression of Cinadon's con;

In his third year (396), he crossed into Asia,
spiracy.
and after a short campaign, and a winter of preparation,
he in the next overpowered the two satraps, Tissapherand in the spring of 394 was
nes and Pharnabazus
;

in the plain of Thebe, preparing to advance
into the heart of the empire, when a message arrived
He calmly and
to summon him to the war at home.

encamped

promptly obeyed, expressing, however, to the Asiatic
Greeks, and doubtless himself indulging, hopes of a
Marching rapidly by Xerxes' route, he
speedy return.
met and defeated at Coroneia in Bceotia the allied forces.
In 393 he was engaged in a ravaging invasion
in 392 in one of the Corinthian territory ;
of Argolis
but
in 391 he reduced the Acarnanians to submi&sion
in the remaining years of the war he is not mentioned.
;

;

we find him declining the comSparta's aggression on Mantineia ; but headis said, of
private friendship, that
ing, from motives, it
on Phlius, and openly justifying Phoebidas's seizure of
In the interval of peace,

mand

in

the Cadmeia.

commanded

Of

the next war, the

first

two years he

more, however, to the enemy's
in any other ; from
gain in point of experience than loss
the five remaining he was withdrawn by severe illness.
In the congress of 371 an altercation is recorded beand by his advice
tween him and Epaminondas
Agksianax, a Greek poet, of whom a beautiful frag- Thebes was peremptorily excluded from the peace,
In
ment, descriptive of the moon, is preserved in Plutarch and orders given for the fatal campaign of Leuctra.
{De facie in orb. Luna, p. 920). It is uncertain wheth- 370 we find him engaged in an embassy to Mantineia,
er the poem to which this fragment belonged was of and reassuring the Spartans by an invasion of Arcadia ;
and in 369 to his skill, courage, and presence of mind,
an epic or didactic character.
Agesias, one of the lambidae, and an hereditary priest is to be ascribed the maintenance of the unwalled Spar*
He gained the victory there in ta, amid the attacks of four armies, and revolts and
of Jupitpr at Olympia.
the mule-race, and is celebrated on that account by conspiracies of Helots, Perioeci, and even Spartans.
Bockh places his Finally, in 362, he led his countrymen into Arcadia;
the 6th Olympic Ode.
Pindar
by fortunate information was enabled to return in time
victory in the 78th Olympiad.
AcEsiD.iMus, son of Archestratus, an Epizephyrian to prevent the surprise of Sparta, and was, it seems.

—

m
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—

—

in Boeotia,

,

;

AGESILAUS.

AGESIPOLIS.

commander at the battle of Mantineia.
the ensuing winter must probably be referred his
embassy to the coast of Asia, and negotiations for mon-

ey with the revolted satraps, alluded to in an obscure
passage of Xenophon {Agesilaus, 2, 26, 27) ; and, in
performance, perhaps, of some stipulation then made, he
crossed, in ihe spring of 361, with a body of Lacedae-

the Roman fable of Mucius Scaevola was borrowed.
{Vid. Agatharchides, II.)
Agesipolis, I. king of Sparta, the twenty-first of the
Agids beginning with Eurystbenes, succeeded his father Pausanias, while yet a minor, in B.C 394, and
He was placed under the
reigned fourteen years.
He
guardianship of Aristodemus, his nearest of kin.

monian mercenaries,

came

joiut, if not solo

To

much

into Egypt.

Here, after display-

he died, while preparing
for his voyage home, in the winter of 361-60, after a
life of above eighty years, and a reign of thirty-eight.
His body was embalmed in wax, and splendidly buried
ing

of his ancient

skill,

Referring to our sketch of Spartan history, we find
Agesilaus shining most in its first and last period, as
commencing and surrendering a glorious career in
Asia, and as, in extreme age, maintaining his prostrate
From Coroneia to Leuctra we see him partcountry.
at
ly unemployed, at times yielding to weak motives,
No
times joining in wanton acts of public injustice.
one of Sparta's great defeats, but some of her bad polIn what others do, we miss him ;
icy belongs to him
in what he does, we miss the greatness and consistency belonging to unity of purpose and sole command.
No doubt he was hampered at home ; perhaps, too,
from a man withdrawn, when now near fifty, from his
chosen career, great action in a new one of any kind
Plutarch gives, among nucould not be looked for.
his letter to the ephors on his
have reduced most of Asia, driven back
But
the barbarians, made arms abundant in Ionia.
since you bid me, according to the decree, come home,
I shall follow my letter, may perhaps be even before it.
For my command is not mine, but my country's and

merous apophthegmata,
"

:

We

And a commander then commands truly
allies'.
according to right when he sees his own commander
in the laws and ephors, or others holding office in the
state."
Also, an exclamation on hearing of the battle
she has killed enough
of Corinth " Alas for Greece
of her sons to have conquered all the barbarians." Of
his courage, temperance, and hardiness, many instanto these he added, even in excess, the
ces are given
less Spartan qualities of kindliness and tenderness as
Thus we have the story of his
a father and a friend.
and, to gratify
riding across a stick with his children
his son's affection for Cleonymus, son of the culprit,
he saved Sphodrias from the punishment due, in right
and policy, for his incursion into Attica in 378.
So,
too, the appointment of Pisander.
(Fi(i. Pisander.)
*'
letter of his runs,
If Nicias is innocent, acquit him
if
for that
any how, acquit him."
guilty, for my sake
From Spartan cupidity and dishonesty, and mostly,
even in public life, from ill faith, his character is clear.
In person he was small, mean-looking, and lame, on
which last ground objection had been made to his accession, an oracle, curiously fulfilled, having warned
" lame
Sparta of evils awaiting her under a
sovereignIn his reign, indeed, her fall took place, but not
ty."
himself
was
him.
Sparta's most
through
Agesilaus
her

:

!

:

;

A

;

;

perfect citizen and most

consummate general

;

in

many

{Xen., Hell., 3, 3, to
ways, perhaps, her greatest man.
the end
Pans 3, 9, 10.
Diod., 14, 15.
Agesilaus.
Plut. and C. Nepos, in Vita.
Plut., Apophthegm.)
HI. A Greek historian, who wrote a work on the
early history of Italy ('Ira/li/fd), fragments of which
are preserved in Plutarch {Parallela, p. 312) and Sto-

—
—

—

;

—

—

,

bffius.

IV.
sian

{Florileg., 9, 27, 54, 49, 65, 10, ed. Gaisf.)—
brother of Themistocles, who went into the Percamp, and stabbed one of the body-guards instead

A

whom

he intended to assassinate, but knew
arraigned before Xerxes, he thrust
his hand into the fire, and informed the monarch that
all his
countrymen were prepared to do the same. Plutarch cites this incident on the authority of Agatharof Xer.xes,
not.

necessary to recall his colleague, Agesilaus II., from
and the first military operation of his reign was
;
the expedition to Corinth, where the forces of the confederates were then assembled.
The Spartan army
was led by Aristodemus, and gained a signal victory
over the allies.
In the year
{Xen., Hell., 4, 2, ^ 9.)
it

Asia

at Sparta.

recall

to the crown just about the time that the confederacy (partly brought about by the intrigues of the Persian satrap Tilhraustes). which was formed by Thebes,
Athens, Corinth, and Argos, against Sparta, rendered

Upon being

chides, in his Parallels.
{Op., ed. Reiske, vol. 7, p.
If the story be true, it shows the source whence
217.)

B.C. 390, Agesipolis, who had now reached his majorwas intrusted with the command of an army for the
invasion of Argolis.
Having procured the sanction of
the Olympic and Delphic gods for disregarding any attempt which the Argives might make to stop his march,
on the pretext of a religious truce, he carried his ravages still farther than Agesilaus had done in B C. 393
but. as he suffered the aspect of the victims to deter
him from occupying a permanent post, the expediity,

;

no

but the plunder.
{Xen., Hell.,
In B.C. 385 the Spar() 8.)
tans, seizing upon some frivolous pretexts, sent an expedition against Mantineia, in which Agesipolis undertook the command, after it had been declined by Agesilaus.
In this expedition the Spartans were assisted
by Thebes, and in a battle with the Mantineans, Epaminondas and Pelopidas, who were fighting side by side,
He took the town by divertnarrowly escaped death.
ing the river Ophis, so as to lay the low grounds at the
foot of the walls under water.
The basements, being
made of unbaked bricks, were unable to resist the action of the water.
The walls soon began to totter, and
the Mantineans were forced to surrender.
They were
admitted to terms on condition that the population
should be dispersed among the four hamlets, out of
which it had been collected to form the capital. The
democratical leaders were permitted to go into exile.
tion yielded

4, 7,

(J

&c.

3, 5,

1-7.—

—
—Plut., Pelop., Pans.,

{Xen., Hell.,
15, 5,

fruit

2-6.— Pans.,

5, 2,

()

4.

8,

Isocr.,

b.—Diod.,
Paneg., p. 67,

8,

()

De

Pace, p. 179, c.)
in B.C. 382, an embassy came to Sparta from
the cities of Acanthus and Apollonia, requesting assistance against the Olynthians, who were endeavour-

a,

Early

The
ing to compel them to join their confederacy.
Spartans granted it, but were not at first very success
ful.
After the defeat and death of Teleutias in the
second campaign (B.C. 381), Agesipolis took the command. He set out in 381, but did not begin operations till the spring of 380.
He then acted with great
but in the midst
vigour, and took Torone by storm
;

of his successes he was seized with a fever, which carHe died at Aphytis, in
ried him off in seven days.
the peninsula of Pallene.
His body was immersed

honey, and conveyed home to Sparta for burial.
did not share the ambitious views
of foreign conquest cherished by Agesilaus, his loss
in

Though Agesipolis

was deeply regretted by that prince, who seems to have
had a sincere regard for him.
{Xen, Hell., 5, 3, ^ 8-9,
18-19.— DjofZ., 15, 22.— Thirhcall, Hist, of Greece, 4,
5, p. 5, &c., 20.)— II. Son of Clep. 405, 428, &c.
He asombrotus, was the 23d king of the Agid line.
cended the throne B.C. 371, and reigned one year.
III. The 31st of
{Pans., 3, 6, $ I.— Diod., 15, 60.)—
the Agid line, was the son of Agesipolis, and grandson
After the death of Cleomenes he
of Cleombrotus II.
was elected king while still a minor, and placed under
the guardianship of his uncle Cleomenes.
{Polyh., 4,
He was, however, soon deposed by his colleague
35.)
Cleomenes.
hear of
Lycurgus, after the death of
;

We

AGI

AGIS.

him next in B.C. 195, when he was at the head of the
Lacedaemonian exiles, who joined Flamininus in his
attacic upon Nabis, the tyrant of Lacedaemon.
(Liv.,
He formed one of an embassy sent about
34, 26.)
B.C. 183 to Rome by the Lacedaemonian exiles, and,
with his companions, was intercepted by pirates and
killed

{Pohjb., 24, 11.)
Vid. Agis, IV".
{'AyT/Top), a

surname given

to several

gods

:

for instance, to Jupiter at Lacedaemon {Stob., Serm.,
the name seems to describe Zeus as the leader
42)
:

and ruler of men

mous

with

;

but others think that

Agamemnon

{Vtd.

it is

Agamemnon):

synonyto Apol-

Med., 426), where, however, Elmsley and
others prefer dyrjrcop
to Mercury, who conducts the
souls of men to the lower world.
Under this name
Mercury had a statue at Megalopolis. {Paus., 8, 31,
lo {Eurip.,

:

Aggbnos Urbicus,

a writer on the science of the

38 ) It is uncertain
but he appears to have been a Christian, and it is not improbable, from some expressions
which he uses, that he lived at the latter part of the
The extant works ascribed
fourth century of our era.
to him are : " Aggeni Urbici in Julium Frontinum Com" Do
mentarius," a commentary upon the work
Agrorum Qualitate," which is ascribed to Frontinus " In
{Diet, of Ant., p.

Agrimensores.

when he

lived

;

;

Julium Frontinum Commeniariorum Liber secundus
" Commentariorum de
qui Diazographus diciiur;" and
Controversiis Agrorum Pars prior et altera."
The
last-named work Niebuhr supposes to have been written by Frontinus, and in the time of Domitian, since the
author speaks of " praestantissimus Domitianus :" an
expression which would never have been applied to
this tyrant after his death.

4, p.

l^S.Schol, adApollon. Rhod.,

i.,

{Hist, of

Rome,

vol. 2, p.

621.)

Aggrammes, called X.\ndr.4Mes (Savdpd/zj/f) by Diodorus, the ruler of the Gangaridae and Prasii in India,
was said to be the son of a barber, whom the queen
had married.
Alexander was preparing to march

558.)

Where

mentioned without a name, we have gen11. A comic
erally to understand the work of Agias.
writer. {Pollux, 3, 36.
Meincke, Hist. Comic. GrcBc.y
the NoCTTOi

is

—

—

Agesistratk.

Agetor

title, were written by other poets also, such as Eume*
lus of Corinth {SchoL, adPind., 01, 13, 31), Anticleides of Athens {Athen., 4, p. 167; 9, p. 466), Cleidemus {Athen., 13, p. 609), and Lysimachus. {Athen.^

404, 416.) He is by some considered as the same
person with the writer of the 'ApyoAi/ca, mentioned below.
Casaubon, however, in his remarks on Athenaeus, thinks that this is an error.
{Ad Athen., 3, 10, p.
III. The author of a work on
169.)
Argolis {'Apyo\LKa, Athen., 3, p. 86, f.), mentioned in connexion with
of
Clemens
Alexandrea
Dercylus.
quotes him undei
the name of Aigias {Strom., 1, p. 236), which is writ
ten Agis in Eusebius, who has also given Kerkylus inp.

—

{Casaub., ad Athen., lib. 3,
correctly for Dercylus.
c. 10, p. 169.)
He is called 6 fiovaiKoc in another
passage of Athenaeus (14, p. 626, f.), but the musician

—

may be

another person.
IV. Brother of Tisamenus,
renowned seer of the Spartans, who took part in
the battle of Plataea.
Both of these were of the race
the

of the lamidaj, and received the right of citizenship at
Another Agias, son of Agelochus, grandson
Sparta.
of Tisamenus, was the seer of Lysander, and predicted the victory of that commander over the Athenians
at

{Pans.,

iEgospotami.

3,

1 1,

9 5,

6

)— V. The Ar-

cadian, one of the Grecian commanders in the army
of Cyrus the Younger, when he marched against his

brother Artaxerxes. He was entrapped, along with the
other Grecian leaders, by Tissaphernes, and put to death
by that treacherous satrap, together with his fellow-officers.
Xenophon praises his courage and fidelity.
2, 6, 30.)
{Anab., 2, 5, 31
Vid. Agis, IV.
Agiatis.
Agid.<e, or Eurysthenidae, descendants of Agis, king
of Sparta and son of Eurysthenes.
This family shared the throne of Lacedaemon along with the Proclidae,
;

or, as

they were more commonly called, the Euryponto Pausanias, the line of the Agidas
the person of Leonidas, son of Cle-

when he was compelled by his soldiers, tidae. According
who had become tired of the war, to give up farther became extinct m

against him,

{Pausan., 3, 2.— Id., 3, 6.— Id., 3, 7.)
Aginnum or Agi.num, also written Agennum {Hie('Ay/of), I. a Greek poet, vvi)ose name was ron., De Script. Ercles. in Sdbadio, al. Phcebadio), a
written Augias, through a mistake of the first city of the Niiiobnges, who were the same as the Aginin India.

conquests
—
Arrian, Anab.,
AgI.\s

(Curt

5, 25,

,

5,

2.—Diod.,
Alex

&c —Plut.,

17. 93, 94.

,

60

formerly
It has been coreditor of the Excerpta of J'roclus.
rected by Thiersch in the Acta Philol. Monac., 2, p
584, from the Codex Monaceusis, which in one pasThe name
sage has AgiHS, and in another Hagias
itself does not occur in early Greek writers, unless it

be supposed that Egias or Hegias QHyia^) in Clemens
Alexandrinus {Strom
6, p. 622) and Pausanias (1,
2, ^ 1) are only different forms of the same name.
He was a native of Tropzen, and the time at which he
wrote appears to have been about the year B.C. 740.
His poem was celebrated in antiquity, under the name
of NoCTTot, i. e., the history of the return of the Achaean
The
heroes from Troy, and consisted of five books.
poem began with the cause of the misfortunes which
befell the Achaeans on their way home and after their
arrival, that is, with the outrage committed upon Casand the whole poem filled
0andra and the Palladium
up the space which was left between the work of the
The ancients thempoet Arctinus and the Odyssey.
selves appear to have been uncertain about the author
,

;

of this poem, for they refer to it simply by the name
of NoCTTOi, and when they mention the author, they
{Athen., 7, p.
only call him 6 rovg Nocrrouf ypdipag.
^Si.— Paris., 10, 28,
29, ^ 2, 30, ^ 2 —Apol-

M;

lod., 2, 1,

()

^.—Schol, ad Odyss.,

4,

12.— SchoL, ad

Aristoph., Equit., I3d2. —Lucian, De Saltat., 46.)
Hence some writers attributed the fioaToi to Homer
Anthol. Planud., 4, 30), while
{Suid., s. V. vocroi.

—

author a Colophonian.
{Eustath., ad
Similar poems, and with the same
Odyss., 16, 118.)

others call

its

90*

omenes.

)

It lay on the river Ganenses, in Gallia Aquitania.
ronne, between Fines and Excisum.
{PtoL, Itin., p.
461.— Tfli., Pent. Scgm., l.—Auson., Ep., 24, 79.)
There was a road leading from this city to Lacturat
which was situated at the distance of 15 miles, mentioned in the Itiner. Antonini, for an account of which

consult the remarks of Chaudruc de Cruzanes, I. 1., p.
392.
Numerous remains of ancient works of art, inscriptions, &c., have been found at this place, which
are described in a dissertation published in the M«moires de la Societe Roy ale des Anliq. de France, torn.
It was the birthplace of Jos. Scaliger, who
2, p. 368.
has written about it in his Lect. Auson I. 2, c. 10.
Agis {''Ayic), I. king of Sparta, son of Eurysthenes,
{MvLller^
began to reign, it is said, about B C. 1032.
,

Dor., vol. 2, p. 511, transl.)
According to Euhcbius
accord(Chron., 1, p. 166), he reigned only one year
Duing to Apollodorus, as it ap[)ears, about 31 years
;

ring the reign of Eurysthenes, the conquered people
were admitted to an equality of political rights with
the Dorians.
Agis deprived them of these, and reduced them to the condition of subjects to the Spartans.
The mhabitants of the town of Helos attempted to
shake off the yoke, but they were subdued, and gave
rise and name to the class called Helots.
(Ephor., up.

To his reign was referred the colony
Strab., 8, 364.)
to Crete under PoUis and Delphus.
{Ca-

which went

From him the kings of that line
non., Narr., 36.)
were called 'kyiSaL. His colleague was Sous. {Paus.,
3, 2,

()

l.)--II.

The

17th of the Eurypontid line (be-

AGIS.

A6IS.
ginning with Procles), succeeded his father Archidamus B.C. 427, and reigned a little more than 28 years.
In the summer of B.C. 426, he led an army of Peloponnesians and their allies as far as the isthmus, with
the intention of invading Attica but they were deterred
from advancing farther by a succession of earthquakes
which happened when they had got so far. (Thucyd.,
In the spring of the following year he led an
3, 89.)
army into Attica, but quitted it fifteen days after he
had entered it. (Thucyd., 4, 2, 6.) In B.C. 419, the
Argives, at the instigation of Alcibiades, attacked Epidaurus and Agis, with the whole force of Lacedaemon, set out at the same time, and marched to the
No one, Thucydides tells us,
frontier city, Leuctra.
;

;

nesian war.

In 411, during the administration of
Four Hundred, he made an unsuccessful
attempt
Athens itself. (Thucyd., 8, 71.) In B.C. 401,
command of the war against Elis was intrusted

the

on
the
to

Agis, who in the third year compelled the Eleans to sue
for peace.
As he was returning from Delphi, whither
he had gone to consecrate a tenth of the spoil, he fell
sick at Hersea in Arcadia, and died in the course of a

few days
^ 21,

after

&c.

;

he reached Sparta.

3, ^

1-4.)

He

left

(Xen., Hell., 3, 2,
a son, Leotychides,

who, however, was excluded from the throne, as there
was some suspicion with regard ta his legitimacy.
While Alcibiades was at Sparta he made Agis his imLater writers (Justin,

placable enemy.

5, 2.

— Plut.,

knew the purpose of this expedition. It was
to make a diversion in favour of Epidaurus.

Alcib., 23) assign as a reason, that the latter suspected him of having dishonoured his queen Timaea.
It

wall, vol. 3, p. 342.)
He therefore
sacrifices deterred him from proceeding.
led his troops back, and sent round notice to the allies

was probably
were sent out

probably
{ThirlAt Leuctra the aspect of the

to be ready for an expedition at the end of the sacred
of the Carnean festival
and when the Argives

month

;

repeated their attack on Epidaurus, the Spartans again
marched to the frontier town, CaryaR, and again turned
back, professedly on account of the aspect of the victims.
In the middle of the following summer (B.C.
418), the Epidaurians being still hard pressed by the
Argives, the Lacedaemonians, with their whole force
and some allies, under the command of Agis, invaded
Argolis.

By

a skilful manoeuvre,

he succeeded

in in-

tercepting the Argives, and posted his army advantaBut just as the
geously between them and the city.
battle was about to begin, Thrasyllus, one of the Ar-

give generals, and Alciphron came to Agis, and prevailed on him to conclude a truce for four months.
Agis, without disclosing his motives, drew off his army.
On his return he was severely censured for having thus
thrown away the opportunity of reducing Argos, especially as the Argives had seized the opportunity afforded by his return, and taken Orchomenos.
It was pro-

posed to pull down his house, and inflict on him a fine
of 100,000 drachmae.
But, on his earnest entreaty,
they contented themselves with appointing a council
of war, consisting of 10 Spartans, without whom he
was not to lead an army out of the city. (Thucyd.,
5, 54, 57, &c.)
Shortly afterward they received intelligence from Tegea, that, if not promptly succoured,
the party favourable to Sparta in that city would be

the suggestion of Agis that orders
Astyochus to put him to death. Alcibiades, however, received timely notice (according to
some accounts, from Timaea herself), and kept out of
at

to

—

the reach of the Spartans.
(Thucyd., 8, 12, 45.
Plut., Lysand., 22.—Agesil., 3.)— III. The eldest son
of Archidamus III., was the 20th king of the Eurypon-

tid line.
His reign was short, but eventful. He succeeded his father in B.C. 3.38.
In B.C. 333, we find
him going with a single trireme to the Persian commanders in the ^Egean, Pharnabazus and Autophradates, to request money and an armament for carrying
on hostile operations against Alexander in Greece.
They gave him 30 talents and 10 triremes. The news
of the battle of Issus, however, put a check upon their

He sent the galleys to his brother Agesilaus,
plans.
with instructions to sail with them to Crete, that he
In
might secure that island for the Spartan interest.
this he seems in a great measure to have succeeded.
Two years afterward (B.C. 331), the Greek states
which were leagued together against Alexander seized
the opportunity of the disaster of Zopyrion and the revolt of the Thracians, to declare war against Macedonia.
Agis was invested with the command, and with
the Lacedaemonian troops, and a body of 8000 Greek
mercenaries, who had been present at the battle of Is-

Macedonian army
Having been joined by the other for-

sus, gained a decisive victory over a

under Corragus.

ces of the league, he laid siege to Megalopolis.
The
city held out till Antipater came to its relief, when a
battle ensued, in which Agis was defeated and killed.
It
happened about the time of the battle of Arbela.

The Spartans immediately
compelled to give way.
sent their whole force under the command of Agis. (Arrian, 2, \2.—Diod., 16, 63, 68; 17, G2.—^sch.,
He restored tranquillity at Tegea, and then marched c. Ctestph., p. 77.— Curt., 6, 1. Tustiyi, 12, 1.)— IV.
to Manlineia.
By turning the waters so as to flood The elder son of Eudamidas II was the 24th king of
He succeeded his father in B.C.
the lands of Mantineia, he succeeded in drawing the the Eurypontid line.
army of the Mantineans and Athenians down to the 244, and reigned four years. In B.C. 243, after the
A battle ensued, in which the Spartans liberation of Corinth by Aratus, the general of the
level ground.
were victorious. This was one of the most important Achaean league, Agis led an army against him, but was
battles ever fought between Grecian states.
(Paus 2, 8, ^ 4.) The interest of his
(Thucyd., defeated.
In B C. 417, when news reached Sparta reign, however, is derived from events of a ditTerent
5, 71-73.)
of the counter-revolution at Argos, in which the oli- kind.
Through the influx of wealth and luxury, with
garchical and Spartan faction was overthrown, an army their concomitant vices, the Spartans had greatly dewas sent there under Agis. He was unable to restore generated from the ancient simplicity and severity of
Not above 700 families of the genuine
the defeated party, but he destroyed the long walls manners.
which the Argives had begun to carry down to the sea, Spartan stock remained, and, in consequence of the
and took Hysiae. (Thucyd., 5, 83.) In the spring of innovation introduced by Epiladeus. who procured a
B.C. 413, Agis entered Attica with a Peloponnesian repeal of the law which secured to every Spartan head
army, and fortified Deceleia, a steep eminence about of a family an equal portion of land, the landed prop15 miles northeast of Athens (Thucyd., 7, 19, 27); erty had passed into the hands of a few individuals, of
and in the winter of the same year, after the news of whom a great number were females, so that not above
100 Spartan families possessed estates, while the poor
the disastrous fate of the Sicilian expedition had reach
ed Greece, he marched northward to levy contributions were burdened with debt.
Agis, who from his earliest
on the allies of Sparta, for the purpose of constructing youth had shown his attachment to the ancient discia fleet.
While at Deceleia he acted in a great meas- pline, undertook to reform these abuses, and re-estabFor this end he deure independently of the Spartan government, and lish the institutions of Lycurgus.
received embassies as well from the disaffected al- termined to lay before the Spartan senate a proposition
lies of the Athenians as from the Boeotians and other for the abolition of all debts and a new partition of the
allies of Sparta.
Another part of his plan was to give landed
(Thucyd., 8, 3, 5.) He seems to lands.
His schemes were warmly
have remained at Deceleia till the end of the Pelopon
estates to the Perioeci.

—
,

,

n*
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by the poorer classes and the young men,
and as strenuously opposed by the wealthy. He succeeded, however, in gaining over three very influentffeconded

tial

persons

—

his uncle Agesilaus (a

man

of large prop-

who, being deeply involved in debt, hoped to
profit by the innovations of Agis), Lysander, and Mandrocleides.
Having procured Lysander to be elected
one of the ephors, he laid his plans before the senate.
He proposed that the Spartan territory should be divided into two portions, one to consist of 4500 equal
erty, but

be divided among the Spartans, whose ranks
be filled up by the admission of the most respectable of the Perioeci and strangers ; the other to
contain 15,000 equal lots, to be divided among the
Perioeci.
The senate could not, at first, come to a de-

lots, to

were

to

cision on the matter.

Lysander, therefore, convoked
whom Agis submitted

the assembly of the people, to

measure, and offered to make the first sacrifice, by
giving up his lands and money, telling them that his
mother and grandmother, who were possessed of great
wealth, with all his relations and friends, would follow

his

his example.

His generosity drew down the applauses

of the multitude.

The

opposite party, however, headed by Leonidas, the other king, who had formed his
habits at the luxurious court of Seleucus, king of Syria,
got the senate to reject the measure, though only by
one vote. Agis now determined to rid himself of Leonidas.
Lysander, accordingly, accused him of having
violated the laws by marrying a stranger and living in
a foreign land.
Leonidas was deposed, and was suchis son-in-law, Cleombrotus, who co-operated with Agis.
Soon afterward, however, Lysander's
term of office expired, and the ephors of the following
year were opposed to Agis, and designed to restore

moved

tated against him by Agesilaus.
The selfish avarice
of the latter frustrated the plans of Agis, when there

Weep

not for

me

:

suffering,

as I do, unjustly, I am in a happier case than my murderers,"
His mother, Agesistrate, and his grandmother were strangled on his body
Agis was the first
king of Sparta who had been put to death by the

Pausanias, who, however, is undoubtedly
wrong, says (8, 10, ^ 4 27, ^ 9) that he fell in battle.
His widow, Agiatis, was forcibly married by Leonidas
to his son, Cleomenes, but, nevertheless, they entertained for each other a mutual affection and esteem.
Pans., 7, 7, ^
{Flutarch, Agis, Cleomenes, Aratus.
V. A Greek poet, a native of Argos, and a con2.)
temporary of Alexander the Great, whom he accompanied on his Asiatic expedition. Curtius (8, 5), as well
as Arrian {Anab., 4, 9) and Plutarch {De adulat. et
amic. discrim., p. 60), describe him as one of the basest
Curtius calls him " pessimoflatterers of the king.
rum carminum post Choerilum conditor," which proba-

ephors.

;

—

—

bly refers rather to their flattering character than to
The Greek Anthology (6, 153)
their worth as poetry.
contains an epigram, which is probably the work of this

—

Zimmermann,
{Jacobs, AnthoL, 3, p. 836.
Zeitschrift fur die Alterth., 1841, p. 164.)
AthensBus (12, p. 516) mentions one Agis as the

flatterer.

author of a work on the art of cooking (bipaprvTiKd).
AoisiMBA, a district of ^Ethiopia, the most southern
with which the ancients were acquainted.
It is sup-

posed to correspond to Asben in Nigritia. {Bischoff
und Mbller, Wortcrb. der Geogr., s. v.) It is sometimes written Agizymba.

ceeded by

Leonidas.
They brought an accusation against Lysander and Mandrocleides, of attempting to violate the
laws.
Alarmed at the turn events were taking, the
two latter prevailed on the kings to depose the ephors
Leonidas,
by force, and appoint others in their room.
who had returned to the city, fled to Tegea, and in his
fli;^t was protected by Agis from the violence medi-

to tears, said,

"

Aglaia,

I.

one of the Graces, called sometimes Pas-

—

—

Vid. Charites.)
II. Daugh{Pausan.,9,35.
iphae.
ter of Thespius, and mother, by Hercules, of Antiades.
(ApoUod., Biblioth., 2, 7, i) 8.)— III. The wife of King

Charopus, and mother of Nireus, who came with three
vessels and a small band of followers from the island

{Horn, II. 2, fi7\. —Diod.
against Troy.
Homer says nothing farther about him
than that he was the most beautiful man in the Grecian army after Achilles {vid. Nireus) ; his story, however, was related at length in the Cyclic bards.
{Vid.

of

Syme

Sic,

,

5, 53.)

now seemed nothing

Heynii Annot. ad Horn., II., 2, 671-3.) Lucian has
him as contesting the palm of
personal beauty with Thersites in the lower world.

He

{Dial. Mort., 25.)

to oppose the execution of them.
persuaded his nephew and Lysander that the most
ert'ectual way to secure the consent of the wealthy to
the distribution of their lands, would be to begin by

Accordingly, all bonds, registers,
cancelling the debts
and securities were piled up in the market-place and
ourned.
Agesilaus, having secured his own ends,
rontrived various pretexts for delaying the division of
the lands.
Meanwhile, the Achaeans applied to Sparta
for assistance against the -Etolians.
Agis was accordingly sent at the head of an army. The cautious movements of .Aratus gave Agis no opportunity of distinguishing himself in action, but he gained great credit
by the excellent discipline he preserved among his
During his absence Agesilaus so incensed the
troops.
poorer classes by his insolent conduct and the continued postponement of the division of the lands, that they

when the enemies of .Agis openly
brought back Leonidas and set him on the throne.
Agis and CMeombrotiis fled for sanctuary, the former
)nade no opposition

to the temple of

Athene Chalcioecus. the

latter to the

Cleombrotiis was suflfered to go
temple of Poseidon.
into exile.
Agis was entrapped by some treacherous
Leonidas immediatefriends and thrown into prison
of mercenaries, and secured the
ly came with a band
and went
prison without, while the ephors entered it,
When asked if he did
through the mockery of a trial.
not repent of what he had attempted, Agis replied that
he should never repent of so glorious a design, even in
the face of death.
He was condemned, and precipitately executed, the ephors fearing a rescue, as a great
concourse of people had assembled round the prison
gfttes.

Agis, observing that one of his executioners was
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ironically represented

Ag LACPHEMB (^ kylao^fnj\ one of the Sirens.

(

Vid.

Sirenes.)

Aglaonice, a Thessalian female, who prided herself
on her skill in predicting eclipses, &c. She boasted
even of her power to draw down the moon to earth.
Hence the Greek adage, ttjv Ge7\,rjvriv KaraGTrd, " She
draws down the moon,'''' applied to a boastful person.
{Erasm.

Chil., col., 853.)

I. a
painter of the isle of Thasos, who
flourished in the 70th Olympiad, 500 B.C.
He was
the father and master of Polygnotus and Aristophon.

Aglaophon,

Quintilian (12, 10) speaks of his style in common with
thai of Polygnotus, as indicating, by its simplicity of
colouring, the early stages of the art, and yet being preferable, by its air of nature and truth, to the efforts of
son of Aristhe great masters that succeeded
II.

—

A

tophon, and grandson of the preceding, also distinguished as a painter.
He celebrated, bv his productions, the
victories of Alcibiades.
{Sil/ig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

Aglauros.

Vid. Agraulos.
Agi.aus, a native of Psophis, and the poorest man
pronounced, by the Delphic oracle, a happier man than Gyges, monarch of Lydia.
{Val. Max, 7, 1.)
Ag.\.4, or Hagna, a female in the time of Horace,
who, though troubled with a polypus in the nose, and
having her visage, in con.'^equence, greatly deformed,
yet found, on this very account, an admirer in one BalThe commentators make her to have been a
binus.
freed-woman and a native of Greece. (Horat.^ Serm^

in all Arcadia, but still

1, 3.

40.)

AGR

AGO
Agnodice, an Athenian virgin, who disguised her
sex to learn medicine, it being ordained by the Athenian laws, that no slave or female should learn the healShe was taught by Hierophilus the art of miding art.
discovered her sex
wifery, and when employed, always
This brought her into so much practo her
patients.

males of her profession, who were now
out of employment, accused her before the Areopagus
"
of corrupt conduct,
quod dicerent cum glabrum esse,
tice, that the

et

forruptorem earuin,

covered her sex

to

ct illas

simuJarcimbecillitutemy

condemned, when she disA law was immedithe judges.

Agnodice was about

to be

all freeborn
ately passed authorizing

the healing art.

women

to learn

{Hygin., fab.,27A:)

Agnon, I. son of Nicias, was present at the taking of
Samos by Pericles, having brought re-enforcements from
After the Peloponnesian war had oroken out,

Athens.
he and Cleopompus, both colleagues of Pericles, were
despatched with the forces which the last-mentioned
commander had previously led, to aid in the reduction

The expedition was frustrated, however,
of Potidaea.
by sickness among the troops. Agnon was also the
founder of Amphipolis but the citizens of that place,
their gates to Brasiforgetful of past services, opened
das. the Spartan general, ajid when the body of this commander was subsequently interred within Amphipolis,
( Thucyd.,
they threw down every memorial of Agnon.
;

117.— Id.,

Vid. Supplement.
and popular leader at Athens,
who accused Phocion of treason for not having opposed
1,

58.)— II.

2,

Agnonides, an

orator,

After
with more activity the movements of Nicanor.
the death of Phocion, and when the people, repenting
were
of their conduct towards him,
doing everything to
honour his memory, Agnonides suffered capital punfor
a
that
decree
ishment, by
passed
special purpose.

he says that the statue of the Rhamnusian Nemwas the work of Phidias. Strabo, again, differs
from both Pliny and Pausanias, for he asserts that the
celebrated statue in question was ascribed to bo'h Agoracritus and Diodotus (the latter of whom is not mentioned in any other passage), and that it was not at all
inferior to the works of Phidias.
It is
(Strab., 396.)
difficult to reconcile these conflicting statements.
Perhaps the statue was by Phidias, and the name of his
ritus,

esis

pupil was inscribed upon it by the artist
Equally difficult is it to conceive how a statue of Venus could be so modified as to be transformed into one
of the goddess of Vengeance, for such was Nemesis.
Sillig endeavours to explain this, but with little suc-

favourite

cess.

{Diet. Art.,s. V.)
Agoranomi, 'Ayopavofioi, sometimes called Aoyiffrat,
ten Athenian magistrates, five of whom officiated in
To them a certaii
the city, and five in the Piraeus.

was paid by those who brought anything
market to sell. They had the care of all saleable commodities in the market except corn, and they
were employed in maintaining order, and in seeing that
no one defrauded another, or took any unreasonable ad( Wachsmuth, Altervantage in buying and selling.
toll

thurns., vol. 2, p. 65.)

Agragas,

or

Acragas,

I.

a small river of Sicily,

running near Agrigentum. It is now the San Blasio.
{Mannert, 9, pt. 2, p. 354) II. The Greek name
Vid. Agrigentum.)
of Agrigentum.
(
AoRAGiANiE, or AcRAGiANuE, PoRT^E, gates of Syracuse.
There were in this quarter a great number of
sepulchres, and here Cicero discovered the tomb of
Archimedes. (Tusc. Qucest., 5, 23.) The name of
these gates has given great trouble to the commenta-

—

tors.

nas

Phoc, c. 33, 38.)
AooNALiA and Agonia, a festival

{Plut., Vit.

or tribute

into the

Dorville {ad Charit., p. 193) reads Agragantipassage of Cicero just referred to, because

in the

at Rome in hon- the gates in question looked towards Agrigentum and
our of Janus, celebrated on the ninth of January, the the south, according to the Antonin. Itin., p. 95.
20th of May, and the 10th of December.
{Vid. Dic- Schiitz gives Achradinas in his edition of Cicero,
which is superior to Acradinas, the reading of H. Stetionary of Antiquities.)
Agonius ('Aywvtof), a surname or epithet of sever- phens and Davis, though the last is adopted by Goller.
al gods.
^Eschylus {Agam., 513) and Sophocles {Syracus., p. 64.) The argument in its favour turns
(Track., 26) use it of Apollo and Jupiter, and appa- upon the circumstance of a /:'or/a/lcAra(Ziwa being menrently in the sense of helpers in struggles and contests tioned among the gates of Syracuse, but not a porta
But it is more especially used as a surname of Mercu- Agragantrna. Thus we have in Diodorus Siculus,
(13, 75), Tw Kara tt]v 'kxpadivi]v ttv'Auvl, and (13,
ry, who presides over all kinds of solemn contests.
Agones Capitolini, contests instituted by Domitian 1 13), Trpof rrjv tvCTitjv rfig'A.xpadivfi^. The preferable
in honour of Jupiter Capitolinus, and celebrated
every reading, therefore, in Cicero (l. c.)[sportas Achradinas,
fifth year on the Capitoline Hill.
According to Sue- as indicating gates in that quarter of Syracuse termed
tonius {Domit., 4), they were of a threefold character
Achradina. {Vid. Achradina.)
Agrari.^ leges, laws enacted in Rome for the dimusical, which included poetic contests, equestrian, and
In the valuable work on Roman
gymnastic. Prizes were awarded also for the best speci- vision of public lands.
mens of Greek and Latin prose composition. Censori history by Niebuhr (vol. 2, p. 129, seqg., Cambr.
nus informs us, that they were instituted in the twelfth transL), it is satisfactorily shown, that these laws,
consulship of Domitian and Dolabella (A.U.C. 839). which have so long been considered as unjust attacks
It was at these contests that the
poet Statius was de- upon private property, had for their object only the
feated.
c.
18.
Crusius, ad Suet., I. c.) distribution of lands which were the property of the
{Cens
Games similar to these had been previously instituted state, and that the troubles to which they gave rise
were occasioned by the opposition of persons who had
{Suet.,Ner., \2.)
by Nero.
Agoracritus, a statuary of Paros, and the favourite settled on these lands without having acquired any title
of
to
Phidias, who, according
These laws of the Romans were so intimatepupil
Pliny (26, 5). car- to them.
ried his attachment so far as even to have inscribed on
ly connected with their system of establishing colonies
some of his own works the name of his young disciple. in the different
of their territories, that, to attain
:

,

The same

—

writer informs us, that Agoracritus contend-

ed with Alcamenes, another pupil of Phidias, and a
native of Athens, in making a statue of Venus, and had
the mortification to see his rival crowned as victorious,
in consequence of the
prejudice of the Athenians in favour of their countryman.
Full of resentment, he sold
his statue to the inhabitants of

Rhamnus, a borough
of Attica, on condition that it should never re enter
within the walls of Athens.
Pliny adds, that Agoracri
tus named this statue Nemesis, and that Varro regarded
it as the finest
of
specimen
sculpture that he had ever
seen.
Pausanias (1, 33) gives an entirely different
account ; for, without mentioning the name of
Agorac-

parts
a proper understanding of them, it is necessary to beAcstow a moment's consideration on that system.
their plan of
cording to Dionysius of Halicarnassus,
out colonies or settlers began as early as the

—

sending
time of Romulus, who generally placed colonists from
The same
the city of Rome on the lands taken in war.
was pursued by the kings who succeeded him ;
policy

and, when the kings were expelled, it was adopted by
the senate and the people, and then by the dictators.
There were several reasons inducing the Roman gov-

to pursue this policy, which was continued for
first, to have
a long period without any intermission
a check on the conquered people
secondly, to have

ernment

;

;
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a protection against the incursions of an enemy

third-

;

I

augment their population ; fourthly, to free the
city of Rome from an excess of inhabitants ; fifthly, to
quiet seditions ; and, sixthly, to reward their veteran
soldiers.
These reasons abundantly appear in all the
best ancient authorities.
In the later periods of the
ly, to

republic, a principal motive for establishing colonies
was to have the means of disposing of soldiers, and re-

warding them with donations of lands and such colonies were, on this account, denominated military colonies.
Now, for whichever of these causes a colony
was to be established, it was necessary that some law

j

{

—

whom, and

in

was

what manner, and by what bounds, the
to be parcelled out.

The mode

of diviterritory
ding the lands, as far as we now understand it, was twofold ; either a Roman population was distributed over
the particular territory, without any formal erection of
a colony, or general grants of land were made to such
citizens as were willing to form a colony there.
The
lands which were thus distributed were of different descriptions, which we must keep in mind in order to have
a just conception of the operation of the agrarian laws.
They were either lands taken from an enemy, and not
actually treated by the government as public property
or public lands which had been artfully and clandestinely taken possession of by rich and powerful individuals ;
or, lastly, lands which were bought with money from
the public treasury, for the purpose of being distributed.
Now all such agrarian laws as comprehended either lands
of the enemy, or those which were treated and occupied as public property, or those which had been bought
with the public money, were carried into effect without any public commotions ; but those which operated
to disturb the rich and powerful citizens in the possession of the lands which they unjustly occupied, and to
;

place colonists (or settlers) on them, were never promulgated without creating great disturbances. I'he
first law of this kind was proposed by Spurius Cassius ; and the same measure was afterward attempted
by the tribunes of the commons almost every year,
but was as constantly defeated by various artifices of
the nobles ; it was, however, at length passed
It
appears, both from Dionysius and Varro, that, at first,
Romulus allotted two jugera (about
of
the
acres)
public lands to each man then Numa divided the lands
which Romulus had taken in war, and also a portion
of the other public lands ; afterward Tullus divided
those lands which Romulus and Numa had appropriated to the private expenses of the regal government ;
then Servius distributed among those who had recently become citizens, certain lands which had been taken
from the Veientes, the Caerites and Tarquinii and,
upon the expulsion of the kings, it appears that the
lands of Tarquinius Superbus, with the exception of
the Campus Martins, were, by a decree of the senate,
After this period, as the regranted to the people.
of its continual wars, received conpublic, by means
tinual accessions of conquered lands, those lands were

H

;

;

either occupied by colonists or remained public property, until the period when Spurius Cassius, twenty-

four years after the expulsion of the kings, proposed
a law (already mentioned) by which one part of the
land taken from the Hernici was allotted to the Latins,
and the other part to the Roman people ; but as this
law comprehended certain lands which he accused private persons of having taken from the public, and as

the senate also opposed him, he could not accomplish
the passage of it.
This, according to Livy, was the
first
proposal of an agrarian law, of which, he adds, not
one was ever proposed, down to the period of his re-

90

fall into the
but that, notwithpossession of rich men
standing this, a division of the lands would have laken
place under this law, if Cassius had not included among
the receivers of the bounty the Latins and the Hernici,
whom he had but a little while before made citizens.
After much debate in the senate on this subject, a decree was passed to the following effect that conimissioners, called dtccmvirs {ten in number), appointed
from among the persons of consular rank, should mark
out, by boundaries, the public lands, and should designate how much was to be let out, and how much was
to be distributed among the common people
that, if
any land had been acquired by joint services in war, it
should be divided, according to treaty, with those allies who had been admitted to citizenship
and that
the choice of the commissioners, the appointment of
the lands, and all other thmgs relating to this subject,
should be committed to the care of the succeeding consuls.
Seventeen years after this, there was a vehement contest about the division, which the tribunes
proposed to make, of lands then unjustly occupied by
;

I

,

j

;

respecting it should be passed either by the senate or
This law in either case was called lex agrapeople.
ria, an agrarian law, which will now be explained.
An agrarian law contained various provisions ; it described the land which was to be divided, and the classes of people among whom, and their numbers, and by

membrance, without very great public commotions
Dionysius informs us, farther, that this public land, by
the negligence of the magistrates, had been suffered to

j

:

I

I

I

;

;

the rich

men

;

and, three years after that, a similar at-

tempt on the part of the tribunes, would, according to
Livy, have produced a ferocious controversy, had it
not been for Quintus Fabius.
Some years after this,
the tribunes proposed another law of the same kind, by
which the estates of a great part of the nobles would
have been seized to the public use ; but it was stopped
in its progress.
Appian says, that the nobles and rich
by gettmg possession of the public lands,
buying out the shares of indigent owners, had
made themselves owners of all the lands in Italy, and
had thus, by degrees, accomplished the removal of the
common people from their possessions. This abuse
stimulated Tiberius Gracchus to revive the Licinian
law, which prohibited any individual from holding
more than 500 jugera, or about 350 acres of land
and would, consequently, compel the owners to relinquish all the surplus to the use of the public but
Gracchus proposed that the owners should be paid the

men,

j)artly

partly by

;

;

The law, however,
value of the lands relinquished.
did not operate to any great extent, and, after having
cost the Gracchi their lives, was by degrees rendered
After this period, various other
wholly inoperative.
Agrarian laws were attempted, and with various success, according to the nature of their provisions and
the temper of the times in which they were proposed.

One of the most remarkable was that of Rullus, which
gave occasion to the celebrated oration against him by
Cicero, who prevailed upon the people to reject the
From a careful consideration of these laws, and
law.
the others of the same kind, on which we have not
commented, it is apparent that the whole object of the
Roman agrarian laws was, the lands belonging to the
state, the public lands or national domains, which, as
already observed, were acquired by conquest or treaty,
and, we may add also, by confiscations or direct seizures of private estates by different factions, either for
lawful or unlawful causes ; of the last of which we
have a well-known example in the time of Sylla's proThe lands thus claimed by the public bescriptions.
came naturally a subject of extensive speculation with
the wealthy capitalists, both among the nobles and
In our own times, we have seen, duother classes.
ring the revolution in France, the confiscation of the
lands belonging to the clergy, the nobility, and emiThe sales and purgrants, lead to similar results.
chases of lands by virtue of the agrarian laws of Rome,
under the various complicated circumstances which
must ever exist in such cases, and the attempts" by the
government to resume or regrant such as had been
sold, whether by right or by wrong, es[)ecially after a
a title
purchaser had been long in possession, under

—
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The Cyprians also honoured her
which he supposed the existing laws gave him, nat- ess of Minerva.
the sub- with an annual festival, in the month
and agitation
urally occasioned great heat
Aphrodisius, at
one of great difficulty, which they offered human victims. (Robinscm'i Ati'
ject itself being intrinsically
even when the passions and interests of the parties liquitics of Greece, 2d ed., p. 276.)
concerned would permit a calm and deliberate examAgraulos, I. the daughter of Actaeus, king of AtFrom the commo- tica, and the wife of Cecrops. She became by him the
ination of their respective rights.
tions which usually attended the proposal of agrarian mother of Erysichlhon, Agraulos, Herse, and PandroII. A
laws, and from a want of exact attention to their true SOS.
daughter of Cecrops and Agraulos, and
a general impression, among mother of Alcippe by Mars.
(Vid. Supplement.)
object, there has been
were
alreaders of the Roman history, that those laws
Agbesphon, a Greek grammarian mentioned by Suiof
the
das
V.
violeiit
of
He wrote a work, Bepi '0/i'ATToHuving).
(s.
rights
infringement
ways a direct and
Even such men, it has been ob- uvv/iuv (concerning persons of the same name). He
private properly.
and
Adam
lived
cannot
have
earlier
than
the reign of Hadrian, as
as
Smith,
Machiavelli, Montesquieu,
served,
have shared in this misconception of them. This er- in his work he spoke of an Apollonius who lived in the
roneous opinion, however, has lately been exposed by lime of that emperor.
the genius and learning of Niebuhr in his Roman hisAgrkus, the hunter, an epithet of Pan.
be said to
Agrianes, I. a small river of Thrace, running into
tory above mentioned, a work which may
make an era in that department of learning, and in the Hebrus. It is now the Ergene. II. A Thracian
which he has clearly shown that the original and pro- tribe dwelling in the vicinity of the river Agrianes.
III. A people of Illyria, on the fronfessed object of the agrarian laws was the distribution (Herod., 5, 16.)
of the public lands only, and not those of private citi- tiers of lower Moesia.
They were originally from
Of the Licinian law, enacted about 376 B.C., Thrace, and very probably a branch of the Thracian
zens.
on which all subsequent agrarian laws were modelled, Agrianes.
Niebuhr enumerates the following as among the chief
Agriasp^e, a nation of Asia, mentioned by Quintus
Some difference of opinion, however,
provisions: 1. The limits of the public land shall be Curtius (7, 3).
Portions of it, which have been exists with regard to the true reading in this passage.
accurately defined.
on
shall
be
restored
to
the
Most
editors
encroached
by individuals,
prefer Arimaspa, while others, and evi;

—

—

—

—

2. Every estate in the public land, not greater
state.
than this law allows, which has not been acquired by
violence or fraud, and which is not on lease, shall be

good against any third person. 3. Every Roman citizen «5hall he competent to occupy a portion of newlyacquired public land, within the limits prescribed by
this law, provided this land be not divided by law
among the citizens, nor granted to a colony. 4. No
one shall occupy of the public land more than five
hundred jug era, nor pasture on the public commons
more than a hundred head of large, nor more than five
hundred head of small, stock. 5. Those who occupy
the public land shall pay to the state the tithe of the
produce of the field, the fifth of the produce of the
fruii-tree and the vineyard, and for every head of large
6.
stock, and for every head of small stock yearly.
The public lands shall be farmed by the censors to
The funds
those willing to take them on these terms.

dently with

more correctness, consider Ariaspa the

proper lection. (Compare Schmieder, ad Quint. Curt.,
I. c, and vid.
Ariaspae )
Agkicola Cneius Julius, an eminent Roman commander, born A.D. 40, in the reign of Caligula, by
whom his father Julius Gra;cinus was put to death for

His
nobly refusing to plead against Marcus Silanus.
mother, to whom he owed his excellent education, was
Julia Procilla, unhappily murdered on her estate in
Liguria by a descent of freebooters from the piratical
fleet of Otho.
The first military service of Agricola
was under Suetonius Paulinus in Britain ; and, on his
return to Rome, he married a lady of rank, and was
made quaestor in Asia, where, in a rich province, peculiarly open to official exactions, he maintained the
He was chosen tribune of the
strictest integrity.
people, and praetor, under Nero, and, unhappily, in
the commotion which followed the accession of Galba,
hence arising are to be applied to pay the army. The lost his mother as above mentioned. By Vespasian,
foregoing were the most important permanent provis- whose cause he espoused, he was made a patrician,
ions of the Licinian law, and, for its immediate effect, and governor of Aquitania, which post he held for
it
The dignity of consul followed, and in
provided that all the public land occupied by indi- three years.
viduals, over five hundred jiigera, should be divided the same year he married his daughter to the historian
He was soon afterward made governor of
Tacitus.
by lot in portions of seven jvgera to the plebeians.
But we must not hastily infer, as some readers of Britain, where he subjugated the Ordovices, in North
Niebuhr's works have done, that these agrarian laws Wales, and reduced the island of Mona, or Anglesea.
did not in any manner violate private rights.
This He adopted the most wise and generous plans for civwould be quite as far from the truth as the prevailing ilizing the Britons, by inducing the nobles to assume
opinion already mentioned, which is now exploded. the Roman habit, and have their children instructed in
He also gradually adorned the
Besides the argument we might derive from the very the Latin language.
nature of the case, we have the direct testimony of country with magnificent temples, porticoes, baths,
ancient writers to the injustice of such laws, and their and public edifices, of a nature to excite the admiraIt will suffice to refer to
violation of private rights
tion and emulation of the rude people whom he govthat of Cicero alone, who says in his De Officiis (2, 21), erned.
With these cares, however, he indulged the
"Those men who wish to make themselves popular, usual ambition of a Roman commander, to add to the
and who, for that purpose, either attempt agrarian limits of the Roman territory, by extending his arms
and in the succeeding three years he
laws, in order to drive people from their possessions, northward
or who maintain that creditors ought to forgive debt- passed the river Tuesis, or Tweed, subdued the counors what they owe, undermine the foundations of the try as far as the Frith of Tav, and erected a chain of
state ; they destroy al! concord, which cannot exist
protective fortresses from the Clota, or Clyde, to the
when money is taken from one man to be given to Boderia ^Estuarium, or Frith of Forth. He also staanother and they set aside justice, which is always tioned troops on the coas' of Scotland opposite to Ireviolated when every man is not suffered to retain land, on which island he entertained views of conwhat is his own ;" which reflections would not have quest and, in an expedition to the eastern part of
been called forth, unless the laws in question had di- Scotland, beyond the Frith of Forth, was accompanied
the inlets and harbours,
rectly and plainly violated private rights.
{Encyclo- by his fleet, which explored
His seventh
and hemmed in the natives on every side.
pcedia Americana, vol. 1, p. 100, seqq.)
Agraulu, a festival celebrated at Athens in hon- summer was passed in the same parts of Scotland, and
our of Agraulos, the daughter of Cecrops, and priest- the Grampian Hills became the scene of a decisive en91

—

—

;

;

;
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gagement with the Caledonians under their most able return to its former masters. On the commencement of
The latter made a noble stand, but the Punic wars, Agrigentum was one of the most imporleader Galgacus.
was at last obliged to yield to Roman valour and dis- tant strongholds which the Carthaginians possessed in
and, having taken hostages, Agricola gradualIn the
his forces into the Roman limits.
mean time, Domitian had succeeded to the empire, to
whose mean and jealous nature the brilliant character
and successes of Agricola gave secret uneasiness.
Artfully spreading a rumour that he intended to make
the latter governor of Syria, he recalled him, received
cipline

ly

;

withdrew

him

coldly,

life.

The

and allowed him

descend into private
still
pursued him
and as, after he had been induced to resign his pretension to the proconsulship of Asia or Africa, he was
soon seized with an illness of which he died, Domitian, possibly without reason, has been suspected of a
;

Agricola died A.D. 93, in his
widow, and one daughter,
It is this historian who has so

recourse to poison.
fifty-

to

jealousy of the tyrant

fourth year,
a
leaving

the wife of Tacitus.
admirably written his life, and preserved his high character for the respect of posterity. (Toe., Vit. Agric.)
Agrigentum, a celebrated city of Sicily, about three
miles from the southern coast, in what is now called
the valley of Mazara.
The Greek form of the name
was Acragas {'AKpayu^), derived from that of a small

The primitive name
stream in the neighbourhood.
was Camicus, or, to speak more correctly, this was the
appellation of an old city of the Sicani, situate on the
summit of a mountain, which afterward was regarded
merely as the citadel of Agrigentum.

The

founding
have
buih it, after his flight from Crete, for the Sicanian
In the first year of the 56th Olymprince, Cocalus.
piad, 556 B.C., a colony was sent from Gela to this
quarter, which founded Agrigentum, on a neighbourIts situation was. indeed,
ing height, to the southeast.
peculiarly strong and imposing, standing as it did on a
bare and precipitous rock, 1100 feet above the level of
the sea.
To this advantage the city added others of
a commercial nature, being near to the sea. which afforded the means of an easy intercourse with the ports
of Africa and the south of Europe. The adjacent counof Camicus is ascribed to Daedalus,

who

is said to

From tiie combined
try, moreover, was very fertile.
operation of all these causes, Agrigentum soon became
and
and
was considered ina wealthy
powerful city,
According to Diodorus Sicdrew on itself the enmity of the
Carthaginians (4U6 B.C.), by refusing to embrace their
It was accordingalliance, or even to remain neutral.
and Hamilcar.
ly besieged by their generals Hannibal
ferior to

Syracuse alone.

uluK (13, 81, seqq.),

it

The former, with many of his troops, died of a pestilential
disorder, derived from the putrid effluvia of the tombs,
which were opened and destroyed for the sake of the
But, from want of timely assistance and scarcity of provisions, the Agrigentines were obliged to
abandon their city, and fly for protection to Gela,
whence they were transferred to the city of the Leontines, which was allotted to them by the republic of
stone.

the island.
It suffered severely during these conflicts,
being alternately in the hands of either party {Diod.
Sic, 23, l.—Polyb., 1, 17, seqq.—Diod. Sic, 23, 9.
Id., 23, 14), but it eventually fell under the Roman
power, and, notwithstanding its losses, continued for

—

a long period a flourishing place, though it is supposed
have been confined, after it came permanently under the Romans, to the limits of the ancient Camicus,
to

with which the modem Gngenti nearly corresponds.
Diodorus states the population, in its best days, to have
been not less than 120,000 persons. {Mannert, 9, pt.
2, p. 353, scqq.

—Hoarcs

Classical Tour, vol. 2, p.

90, seqq.)

Agrionu, annual

festivals in

honour of Bacchus,

generally celebrated in the night.
They were instituted, as some suppose, because the god was attended
with wild beasts.
The appellation, however, should
rather be viewed as referring back to an early period,

when human sacrifices were offered to Bacchus.
Hence the terms 'Qfiija-Hjc and 'kypiuviog applied to
this

{Creuzcr^s Symbolik, vol. 3, p. 334.)
deity.
Plutarch even speaks of a human sacrifice to this god

as late as the days of Themistocles {Vit., 13), when
three Persian prisoners were offered up by him to BacThe
chus, at the instigation of the diviner Eurantides.
same writer elsewhere(FJ^i4w/., 24) uses both 'ii^jya-

and 'XypLuviog, in speaking of Bacchus where
Reiske, without any necessity, proposes kypLuXtog
In celebrating this
(from oXAv/it) as an emendation.
festival, the Grecian women, being assembled, sought
eagerly for Bacchus, who, they pretended, had fled
from them ; but, finding their labour ineffectual, they
said that he had retired to the Muses and concealed
himself among them.
The ceremony being thus ended, they regaled themselves with an entertainment.
{Plut., Sympos 8, 1.) Has this a figurative reference
to the suspension of human sacrifices, and the conseCasquent introduction of a milder form of worship 1
tellanus, however {Syntagm. de Festis Gracor., s. v.
rfjq

;

'

—

,

makes the festival in question to have been
a general symbol of the progress of civilization and refinement. (Compare Rolle, Rccherches sur le Culle de
AgrioTtia),

Bacchus, vol. 3,

p.

251.)

Agrippa {'Aypinnac),

known

to

have lived

a skeptical philosopher, only

I.

later than

tempojrary of Cicero, from
been the fifth in descent.
I^aertius,

toninus.

i£nesidemus, the

whom he is
He is quoted

coii-

said to have

by Diogenes

who probably wrote about the time of M. AnThe " five grounds of doubt" {ol nivre rpo-

which are given by Sextus Empiricus as a summary of the later skepticism, are ascribed by Diogenes

TToi),

Laertius (9, 88) to Agrippa.
1. The first of these argues from the uncertainty of
the rules of common life, and of the opinions of philos"
2. The second Jrom the
rejectio ad infiniophers.
The conqueror Hamilcar despoiled Agri- tum :" all proof requires some farther proof, and so on
Syracuse.
3.
All
are
things
changed as their relagentum of all its riches, valuable pictures, and statues. to infinity.
Among the trophies sent to Carthage was the celebra- tions become changed, or as we look upon them in dif4. The truth asserted is merely
ted bull of Phalaris. which, two hundred and sixty years ferent points of view.
afterward, on the destruction of Carthage, was restored an hypothesis ; or, 5. Involves a vicious circle. {SexAt a subsequent pe- tus Empiricus, Pyrrhon. HypoL, 1, 15.)
to the Agrigentines by Scipio.
With reference to these ttcvte rponoL, it need only
riod, when a general peace had taken place 01. 96, 1.
find the Agrigentines return- be remarked, that the first and third are a short summa(Diod. Sic, 14, 78), we
of the ten original grounds of doubt which were the
ing to their native city ; though, from a passage in Di- ry
odorus (13, ll3),itwould seem that the place had not basis of the earlier skepticism. The three additional
been entirely destroyed by the foe, and that many of ones show a progress in the skeptical system, and a
transition from the common objections derived from the
its previous inhabitants might have come back at an
of sense and opinion, to more abstract and metearlier date.
{01 93, 4.) Agrigentum soon recover- fallibility
of doubt.
They seem to mark a new
ed its importance, but the tyranny of Phintias having aphysical grounds
to
systematize the skeptical philosophy, and
induced the inhabitants to call in the aid of Carthage, attempt
Not long adapt it to the spirit ol a later age. {Rilter, Geschichte
the city once more fell under that power.
II. M. Asinius, consul A.D.
der Philosophic, 12, 4.)
after, it revolted to Pyrrhus {Diod. Sic, 22, exc, 14),
died A.D. 26. was descended from a family mor«
but, on his departure from the island, was compelled to 25,

—
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and did not disgrace

—

it

by his

III. Agnppa
4, 34, 61.)
Castor, about A. D. 135, praised as an historian by Eusebius, and for his learning by St. Jerome {de Viris IIHe wrote
lustr., c. 21), lived in the reign of Hadrian.

of

{Tac. Aim.,

life.

Alexandrian Gnosagainst the twenty-four books of the
Quotations are made
tic, Basilides, on the Gospel.
from his work by Eusebius. {Hist. Ecclcs., 4, 7.
See GaLlandi's Bibiiolheca Patrum, vol. 1, p. 330.)
IV. Fonteius, one of the accuseis of Libo, A.D. 16,
is
again mentioned in A.D. 19, as offering his daughter for a vestal virgin.
(Tac, Ann., 2, 30, 86.)
v. Probably the son of the preceding, commanded the
province of Asia with proconsular power, A.D. 69, and
was recalled from thence by Vespasian, and placed
over Moesia in A.D. 70.
He was shortly afterward

—
—

—

killed

in battle

by the Sarmatians.

^.—Joseph., B. Jud.,

7,

4,

{Tac,

Hist., 3,

^3.)— VI. Herodes

I.

{'Hpc)67jc 'AyplTTTrac), called by Josephus {Ant. Jud.,
"
17, 2, <J 2)
Agrippa the Great," was the son of Aristobulus and Berenice, and
of Herod the Great.

vented him from finishing the impregnable fortifications
with which he had begun to surround Jerusalem. Hi«
friendship was courted by many of the neighbouring
Ii was probably to increase his popkings and rulers.
ularity with the Jews that he caust-d the apostle James,
the brother of John, to be beheaded, and Peter to be
cast into prison (A.D. 44.
It was not,
Acts, 12.)

—

however, merely by such acts that he strove to win
their favour, as we see from the
way in which, at the

own life, or, at least, of his liberty, he interceded with Caligula on behalf of the Jews, when
that emperor was
attempting to set up his statue in the
Temple at Jerusalem. The manner of his death, which
took place at Caesarea in the same year, as he was exhibiting games in honour of the emperor, is related in
Acts, 12, and is confirmed in all essential points by
risk of his

who repeats Agrippa's words, in which he
acknowledged the justice of the punishment thus inflicted on him.
After lingering five days, he expired,
Josephus,

in the
fifty-fourth

By

grandson

Shortly before the death of his grandfather he came
Rome, where he was educated with the future emHe
peror Claudius, and Drusus, the son of Tiberius.
to

squandered his property in giving sumptuous entertainments to gratify his princely friends, and in bestowing largesses on the freedmen of the emperor, and became so deeply involved in debt that he was compelled
to fly from Rome, and betook himself to a fortress at
Malatha ui Idumaea. Through the mediation of his
wife Cypres, with his sister Herodias, the wife of Herodes Antipas, he was allowed to take up his abode at
Tiberias, and received the rank of aedile in that city,
with a small yearly income.
But, having quarrelled
with his brother-in-law, he fled to Flaccus, the proconsul of Syria.
Soon afterward he was convicted,
through the information of his brother Aristobulus, of
received
a bribe from the Damascenes, who
having
wished to purchase his influence with the proconsul,

and was again compelled to fly.
He was arrested, as
he was about to sail for Italy, for a sum of money
which he owed to the treasury of Caesar, but made his
escape, and reached Alexandrea, where his wife succeeded in procuring a supply of money from Alexander the Alabarch.
He then set sail, and landed at Pu-

He was

favouiably received by Tiberius, who
intrusted him with the education of his grandson, Ti-

teoli.

He

formed an intimacy with Caius Caligula.
Having one day incautiously expressed a wish
that the latter might soon succeed to the throne, his
words were reported by his freedman Eutychus to Tiberius, who forthwith threw him into prison.
Caligula, on his accession (.\.D. 37), set him at liberty, and
him
the
tetrarchies
of
gave
Lysanias (Abilene) and
He
Philippus (Batanrea, Trachonitis, and Auranitis).
also presented him with a golden chain of equal weight
with the iron one which he had worn in prison.
In

berius.

also

the following year Agrippa took possession of his kingdom, and, after the banishment of Herodes Antipas, the
tetrarchy of the latter was added to his dominions.

On

the death of Caligula, Agrippa, who was at the
time in Rome, materially assisted Claudius in gaining

As a reward for his serviand Samaria were annexed to his dominwhich were now even more extensive than those

possession of the empire.
ces, Judaea
ions,

of Herod the Great.
He was also invested with the
consular dignity, and a league was publicly made
with him by Claudius in the forum.
At his request,
the kingdom of Chalcis was given to his brother Herodes (.'V.D. 41).
He then went to Jerusalem, where

he offered

sacrifices, and suspended in the treasury of
the temple the golden chain which Caligula had giv-

His government was mild and gentle, and
en him.
he was exceedingly popular among the Jews.
In the
city of Berytus he built a theatre and amphitheatre,
baths and porticoes.
The sus])icions of Claudius pre-

his wife

year of his age.

Cypros he had a son named Agrippa,

and three daughters, Berenice, who first married her
uncle Herodes, king of Chalcis, afterward lived with
her brother Agrippa, and subsequently married Polamo, king of Cilicia she is alluded to by Juvenal {Sat.,
6, 156); Mariamne and Drusilla, who married Felix,
the procurator of Judaea.
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 17, 1,
;

•J

9,

2;

18,

5-8;

11.— Dion

—

19,

4^8.— Bell.

Cass., 60,

Jud.,

1,

28,

8.—Euseb., Hist.

H

;

2,

Eccles.,

VII. Herodes II., the son of Agrippa I., was
10.)
educated at the court of the Emperor Claudius, and at
the time of his father's death was only seventeen years
old.
Claudius, therefore, kept him at Rome, and sent
2,

Cuspius Fadus as procurator of the kingdom, which

On the death
thus again became a Roman province.
of Herodes, king of Chalcis (A.D. 48), his little principality, with the right of superintending the Temple
and appointing the high-priest, was given to Agrippa,
who four years afterward received in its stead the tetrarchies formerly held by Philip and Lysanias, with
the title of king.
In A.D. 55, Nero added the cities

of Tiberias and Taricheae in Galilee, and Julias, with
fourteen villages near it, in Peraea.
Agrippa expended large sums in beautifying Jerusalem and other cities, especially Berytus.
rendered him unpopular

His

partiality for the latter
his own subjects, and

among

the capricious manner in which he appointed and deposed the high-priests, with some other acts which
were distasteful, made him an object of dislike to the

Jews.
Before the outbreak of the war with the Romans, Agrippa attempted in vain to dissuade the peoWhen the war was begun he siple from rebelling.
ded with the Romans, and was wounded at the siege
of Gamala.
After the capture of Jerusalem, he went
with his sister Berenice to Rome, where he was inHe died in the
vested with the dignity of praetor.
seventieth year of his age. in the third year of the reign
of Trajan.
He was the last prince of the house of the
Herods.
It was before this Agrippa that the apostle

Paul made his defence (A.D. dO.—Acts, 25, 26.) He
on terms of intimacy with the historian Josephus,
who has preserved two of the letters he received from
2
him.
19, 9.
20,
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 17, 5, <} 4
1,^3,5; ^2,7; (J 1,8; () A^^nAU.'i, ^i ^.— Bell. Jud.,
lived

(J

;

2, 11, <^6,

12; ^

1,

16,

17;

<J

1,

4,

1

;

^

;

Z.— Vit.,s.

54 —Phot., Cod., 33.)— VIII. Menenius. {Vid. MeIX. Posthumus, a posthumous son of M.
nenius.)

—

of Augustus,
Vipsanius Agrippa, by Julia, the daughter
was born in B.C. 12. He was adopted by Augustus,
and he assumed the
together with Tiberius, in A.D. 4,
A.D. 5. {Suet., Octoga virilis in the following year,
liv. 29, 55. 22.)
Notwithlav., 64, 65.— Dion Cass.,
he was afterward banished by
standing his adoption,
Augustus to the island of Planasia, on the coast of
Corsica a disgrace which he incurred on account of hi8
savai^e and intractable character, but he was not guilty
:
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of any crime.
There he was under the surveillance diately after his promotion to this dignity, he was charof soldiers, and Augustus obtained a senatus consultum, ged by Octavianus with the construction of a fleet,
by which the banishment was legally confirmed for the which was the more necessary, as Sextus Pompey was
time of his life. The property of Agrippa was assign- master of the sea.
ed by Augustus to the treasury of the army.
It is said
Agrippa, in whom thoughts and deeds were never
that during his captivity he received the visit of Au- separated {Vellei., 2, 79), executed this order with
The Lucrine Lake, near Baiae, was
gustus, who secretly went to Planasia, accompanied by prompt energy.
Fabius Maximus. Augustus and Agrippa, both deep- transformed by him into a safe harbour, which he callly affected, shed tears when they met, and it was be- ed the Julian port in honour of Octavianus, and where
lieved that Agrippa would be restored to liberty.
But he exercised his sailors and mariners till they were able
the news of this visit reached Livia, the mother of Ti- to encounter the experienced sailors of
Pompey. In
remained
a
and
After
the
ac- B.C. 36, Agrippa defeated Sextus Pompey first at
berius,
captive.
Agrippa
cession of Tiberius, in AD. 14, Agrippa was murder- Mylae, and afterward at Naulochus on the coast of Sied by a centurion, who entered his prison and killed cily, and the latter of these victories broke the naval
him after a long struggle, for Agrippa was a man of* supremacy of Pompey. He received, in consequence,
When the centurion afterward the honour of a naval crown, which was first conferred
great bodily strength
went to Tiberius to give him an account of the execu- upon him ; though, according to other authorities, M.
tion, the emperor denied having given any order for it, Varro was the first who obtained it from Pompey the
and it is very probable that Livia was the secret au- Great.
{Vellei, 2, 81.— Liv., Epit., 129.— Dion
thor of the crime.
There was a rumour that Augus- Cass., 49, U.—Plin., H. N., 16, 3, s. ^.—Virg.,
tus had left an order for the execution of Agrippa, but Mn., 8, 684.)
this is positively contradicted
In B.C. 35, Agrippa had the command of the war in
by Tacitus. ( Tac, Ann.,
1, 3-6.— Dion Cass., 55, 32; 57, Z.
Suet., I. c, Illyria, and afterward served under Octavianus, when
the latter had proceeded to that country.
On his reTib., Z2.— Vellei., 2, 104, 112.)
After the death of Agrippa, a slave of the name of turn, he voluntarily accepted the aedileship in B.C. 33,
who
was
not
informed
of
the
and
Clemens,
murder, landed although he had been consul,
expended immense
on Planasia with the intention of restoring Agrippa to sums of money upon great public works. He restored
and
the
him
off
to
in
and
Anienian
the
liberty
army
Appian, Marcian,
carrying
Germany.
aqueducts, conWhen he heard of what had taken place, he tried to structed a new one, fifteen miles in length, from the
profit by his great resemblance to the murdered cap- Tepula to Rome, to which he gave the name of the
He landed Julian, in honour of Octavianus, and had an immense
tive, and he gave himself out as Agrippa.
at Ostia, and found many who believed him, or affect- number of smaller water-works made, to distribute the
ed to believe him, but he was seized and put to death water within the town.
He also had the large cloaca
of Tarquinius Priscus entirely cleansed.
His various
by order of Tiberius. {Tac, Ann., 2, 39, 40.)
The name of Agrippa Caesar is found on a medal of works were adorned with statues by the first artists of
Corinth.
IX. M. Vipsanius, was born in B.C. 63. Rome. These splendid buildings he augmented in
He was the son of Lucius, and was descended from a B.C. 27, during his third consulship, by several others
At the age of twenty he studied and among these was the Pantheon, on which we still
very obscure family.
" M.
at Apollonia in Illyria, together with young Octavius, read the inscription,
Agrippa L. F. Cos. Tertiafterward Octavianus and Augustus.
After the mur- um fecit."
53, 27.—P/in., H.
{Dion Cass., 49, 43
der of J. Csesar in B.C. 44, Agrippa was one of those N., 36, 15, s. 24, «J S.-Strab., 5, p. 22b.—Frmtin
intimate friends of Octavius who advised him to pro- De Aquczd., 9.)
ceed immediately to Rome.
When the war broke out between Octavianus and
Octavius took Agrippa
with him, and charged him to receive the oath of fidel- M. Antonius, Agrippa was appointed commander-inHe took Methone in the
ity from several legions which had declared in his fa- chief of the fleet, B.C. 32.
vour.
Having been chosen consul in B.C. 43, Octa- Peloponnesus, Leucas, Patrae, and Corinth and in the
vius gave to his friend Agrippa the delicate commis- battle of Actium (B.C. 31), where he commanded, the
sion of prosecuting C. Cassius, one of the murderers victory was mainly owing to his skill. On his return to
At the outbreak of the Perusinian war Rome in B.C. 30, Octavianus, now Augustus, rewardof J. Caesar.
between Octavius, now Octavianus, and L. Antonius, ed him with a " vexillum caeruleum," or sea-green flag.
In B.C. 28, Agrippa became consul for the second
in B.C. 41, Agrippa, who was then praetor, commanded part of the forces of Octavianus, and, after distin- time with Augustus, and about this time married Marguishing himself by skilful manoeuvres, besieged L. An- cella, the niece of Augustus, and the daughter of his
His former wife, Pomponia, the daughtonius in Perusia. He took the town in B.C. 40, and sister Octavia.
towards the end of the same year retook Sipontum, ter of T. Pomponius Atticus, was either dead or diwhich had fallen into the hands of M. Antonius. In vorced. In the following year, B.C. 27, he was again
B.C. 38, Agrippa obtained fresh success in Gaul, where consul the third time with Augustus.
In B.C. 25, Agrippa accompanied Augustus to the
he quelled a revolt of the native chiefs he also peneAbout this time jealtrated into Germany as far as the country of the Catti, war against the Cantabrians.
and transplanted the Ubii to the left bank of the Rhine
ousy arose between him and his brother-in-law, Marwhereupon he turned his arms against the revolted cellus, the nephew of Augustus, and who seemed to be
His destined as his successor. Augustus, anxious to preAquitani, whom he soon brought to obedience.
victories, especially those in Aquitania, contributed vent differences that might have had serious consemuch to securing the power of Octavianus, and he quences for him, sent Agrippa as proconsul to Syria.
was recalled by him to undertake the command of the Agrippa, of course, left Rome, hut he stopped at Myt-

—

—

;

;

,

;

;

;

war against Sextus Pompeius, which was on the point
Octavianus offered him a
of breaking out, B.C. 37.
triumph, which Agrippa declined, but accepted the
was
he
promoted by Octavianus
consulship, to which
in B.C. 37.
Dion Cassius (48, 49) seems to say that
he was consul when he went to Gaul, but the words
VTrdreve dr. fitra AovkIov Td?.2,ov seem to be suspi-

ilene in the island of Lesbos, leaving the government
The apprehensions of Augusof Syria to his legate.

cious, unless they are to be inserted a little higher,
after the passage tgj 6' 'kyplTZTza ttjv tov vcvtikov napwhich refer to an event that took
aaKEVTjv

into his own family, and, accordingly, induced him to
divorce his wife Marcella, and marry Julia, the widow
of Marcellus and the daughter of Augustus by his third

kyxft-piaaq.,

place during the consulship of Agrippa.
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tus

were removed by the death of Marcellus

in

B.C.

23, and Agrippa immediately returned to Rome, where
he was the more anxiously expected, as troubles had
broken out during the election of the consuls in B.C.
21.
Augustus resolved to receive his faithful friend

wife. Scribonia(B.C. 21).
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He pacified
In B.C. 19, Agrippa went into Gaul.
the turbulent natives, and constructed four great public roads and a splendid aqueduct at Nernausus (NiFrom thence he proceeded to Spain, and submcs).
after a short but bloody and obbut, in accordance with his usual

dued the Cantabrians
stinate

struggle

;

prudence, he neither announced his victories in pompous letters to the senate, nor did he accept a triumph
which Augustus offered him. In B.C. 18, he was invested with the tribunician power for five years togethand in the following year (B.C.
er with Augustus
17), his two sons, Caius and Lucius, were adopted by
Augustus. At the close of the year, he accepted an
invitation of Herod the Great, and went to Jerusalem.
He founded the military colony of Berytus (Beyrout)
thence he proceeded, in B.C. 16, to the Pontus Euxi;

;

nus, and compelled the Bosporani to accept Polemo
for their king, and to restore the Roman eagles which
had been taken by Mithradates. On his return he stay-

ed some time in Ionia, where he granted privileges to
the Jews, whose cause was pleaded by Herod {Joseph.,
Antiq. Jud., 16, 2), and then proceeded to Rome,
where he arrived in B.C. 13. After his tribunician
power had been prolonged for five years, he went to
Pannonia to restore tranquillity to that province. He
returned in B.C. 12, after having been successful as
There he died unexusual, and retired to (kmpania.
pectedly, in the month of March, B.C. 12, in his 51st
His body was carried to Rome, and was buried
year.
in the mausoleum of Augustus, who himself pronounced a funeral oration over it.
Dion Cassius tells us (52, 1, &c.), that in the year
B.C. 29 Augustus assembled his friends and counsellors, Agrippa and Maecenas, demanding their opinion
as to whether it would be advisable for him to usurp
monarchical power, or to restore to the nation its former republican government. This is corroborated by
Suetonius (Octav., 28), who says that Augustus twice
deliberated upon that subject.
The speeches which
Agrippa and Maecenas delivered on this occasion are
but the artificial character of
given by Dion Cassius
them makes them suspicious. However, it does not
seem likely, from the general character of Dion Cas;

sius as an historian, that these speeches are invented
by

him

;

suits

and

it

is

not improbable, and such a supposition

entirely the character of

Augustus, that those
speeches were really pronounced, though preconcerted
between Augustus and his counsellors to make the
Roman nation believe that the fate of the Republic
was still a matter of discussion, and that Augustus
would not assume monarchical power till he had been
convinced that it was necessary for the welfare of the
nation.
Besides, Agrippa, who, according to Dion
Cassius, advised Augustus to restore the Republic,
a man whose political
opinions had evidently a
monarchical tendency.
Agrippa was one of the most distinguished and imHe must be conportant men of the age of Augustus
sidered as a chief support of the rising monarchical constitution, and without Agrippa Augustus could scarcely have succeeded in making himself the absolute master of the Roman Empire.
Dion Cassius (54, 29, &c.),
Velleius Palerculus (2, 79), Seneca {Ep., 94), and
Horace (Od , 1,6) speak with equal admiration of his
merits

was

" Commentarii" of
Pliny constantly refers to the
Agrippa as an authority {Elenchus, 3, 4, 5, 6, comp.
3, 2), which may indicate certain official lists drawn

up by him in the measurement of the Roman world
under Augustus {vid. .^thicus), in which he
may have
taken

part.

Agrippa left several children.
By his first wife,
Pomponia, he had Vipsania, who was married to Tiberius Caesar, the successor of
Augustus.
By his second wife, Marcella, he had several children, who are
not mentioned ; and
his
third
wife, Julia, he had
by

two daughters,

Julia, married to !>. iEmilius PauUut,
and Agrippina, married to Germanicus, and three sons,
Caius {vid. Coesar, C), Lucius {vid. Caesar, L.), and
Agrippa Postumus. {Dion Cass lib. 45-54. Lit.,
lib. b.—Suet.,
Epit., 1\7-I2e>.—Appian, Bell. Civ
Octav.
Frandsen, M. Vipsanius Agrippa, eine hislorische Untersuchung uber dessert Leben und Wirken,
There are several medals of AgripAliona, 1836.)
pa, on one of which he is represented with a naval
crown on the reverse is Neptune indicating his suc-

—

,

—

,

;

cess by sea.

Agrippina, I. the youngest daughter of M. Vipsanius Agrippa and of Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
was born some time before B.C. 12. She married
Caesar Germanicus, the son of Drusus Nero Germanicus, by whom she had nine children.
Agrippina was
gifted with great powers of mind, a noble character,
and all the moral and physical qualities that constituted

the model of a

Roman

band was sincere and

matron

:

her love for her hus-

was spotvirtue in the eyes of the Romans, and her attachment to her children was an eminent feature of her character.
She yielded to one danless,

her

lasting, her chastity

was a

fertility

Augustus showed her pargerous passion, ambition.
ticular attention and attachment.
{Sueton., Calig., 8.)
At the death of Augustus in A.D. 14, she was on
the Lower Rhine with Germanicus, who commanded
the legions there.

Her husband was

the idol of the

army, and the legions on the Rhine, dissatisfied with
the accession of Tiberius, manifested their intention
of proclaiming Germanicus master of the state.
Tiberius hated and dreaded Germanicus, and he showed
as much antipathy to Agrippina as he had love to her
elder sister, his

first

wife.

In this perilous situation,

Germanicus and Agrip{)ina saved themselves by their
prompt energy he quelled the outbreak, and pursued
the war against the Germans.
In the ensuing year his
;

lieutenant, Caecina, after having made an invasion into
Germany, returned to the Rhine. The campaign was

not inglorious for the Romans, but they were worn
out by hardships, and, perhaps, harassed on their march
Thus the rumour was
by some bands of Germans.
spread that the main body of the Germans was apGermanicus was absent,
proaching to invade Gaul.
and it was proposed to destroy the bridge over the
Rhine.
(Compare Strab., 4, p. 194.) If this had
been done, the retreat of Caecina's army would have
been cut off, but it was saved by the firm opposition
of Agrippina to such a cowardly measure.
When the
troops approached, she went to the bridge, acting as a
general, and receiving the soldiers as they crossed it ;
the wounded among them were presented by her with
clothes, and they received from her own hands every{Tac,
thing necessary for the cure of their wounds.

Germanicus having been recalled by
1, 69.)
Tiberius, she accompanied hpr husband to Asia (A.D.
Ann.,
17),

and

after his death, or, rather,

murder

{vid.

Ger-

She stayed some
manicus), she returned to Italy.
days at the island of Corcyra to recover from her grief,
and then landed at Brundisium, accompanied by two
of her children, and holding in her arms the urn with
the ashes of her husband.
At the news of her arrival,
the port, the walls, and even the roofs of the houses
were occupied by crowds of people who were anxious
to see and salute her.
She was solemnly received by
the officers of two praetorian cohorts, which Tiberius
had sent to Brundisium for the purpose of accompanythe urn containing the ashes of Gering her to Rome
manicus was borne by tribunes and centurions, and the
funeral procession was received on its march by the
and Campania; by
magistrates of Calabria, Apulia,
Drusus, the son of Tiberius ; Claudius, the brother of
of Germanicus ;
children
other
Germanicus
by the
the consuls,
and, at last, in the environs of Rome, by
the senate, and crowds of the Roman people.
{Tac,
;

;

Ann., 3,

1,

&c.)
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some years Tiberius disguised his hatred of
but she soon became exposed to secret ac-

Agrippina,
She asked the emperor's percusations and intrigues.
mission to choose another husband, but Tiberius neither refused nor consented to the proposition.
Sejanus, who exercised an unbounded influence over Tioerius, then a prey to mental disorders, persuaded
.Agrippina that the emperor intended to poison her.
.Vlarmed at such a report, she refused to eat an apple
which the emperor offered her from his table, and Tioerius, in his turn, complained of Agrippina regarding

him as
was an

a poisoner.
According to Suetonius, all this
intrigue preconcerted between the emperor and
Sejanus, who, as it seems, had formed the plan of leadTiberius was extremeing Agrippina into false steps.

abrogated by the Emperors Constantine and Constan*
In this intrigue Agrippina displayed the qualities of an
accomplished courtesan, and such was the influence
of her charms and supe.ior talents over the old
emper-

prejudice of his own son, Brilannicus, he
adopted Dornitius, the son of Agrippina by her first
husband, Cn. Dornitius Ahenobarbus (A.D. 61). Agrippina was assisted in her secret plans by Pallas, the perfidious confidant of Claudius.
By her intrigues, L.
Junius Silanus, the husband of Octavia, the daughter
of Claudius, was put to death, and in A.D. .53 Octavia was married to young Nero.
Lollia Paullina, once
the rival of Agrippina for the hand of the emperor, was
accused of high treason and condemned to death, but
she put an end to her own life.
Domitia Lcpida, th*
or, that, in

ly suspicious of Agrippina, and showed his hostile feel- sister of Cn. Domitius Ahenobarbus, met with a simi
There lar fate. After having thus removed those whose ri
ings by allusive words or neglectful silence.
were no evidences of ambitious plans formed by Agrip- valship she dreaded, or whose virtues she envied, Agrippina, but the rumour having been spread that she would pina resolved to get rid of her husband, and to govern
the empire through her ascendency over her son Nero,
fly to the army, he banished her to the island of Pandaiaria (A.D. 30), where her mother, Julia, had died his successor.
vague rumour of this reached the
Her sons, Nero and Drusus, were likewise emperor in a state of drunkenness, he forgot prudence,
in exile.
She liv- and talked about punishing his ambitious wife. Havbanished, and both died an unnatural death.
ed three years on that barren island ; at last she refu- ing no time to lose, Agrippina, assisted by Locusta and
sed to take any food, and died, most probably, by vol- Xenophon, a Greek physician, poisoned the old emperHer death took place precisely two or, in A.D. 54, at Smues^a, a watering-place to which
untary starvation.
years after, and on the same date, as the murder of Se- he had retired for the sake of his health. Nero was proin A.D. 33.
Tacitus and Suetonius tell claimed emperor, and presented to the troops by Burjanus, that is,
us that Tiberius boasted that he had not strangled her. rus, whom Agrippina had appointed praefectus praetorio.
The ashes Narcissus, the rich freedman of Claudius, M. Junius
(Sueton., Tib., ^3.—Tac., Ann., 6, 25.)
of Agrippina, and those of her son Nero, were after- Silanus, proconsul of Asia, the brother of Lucius Junius
to
of
Rome
order
her son, the Em- Silanus, and a great-grandson of Augustus, lost their
ward brought
by

A

;

peror Caligula,
of his mother.

who

struck various medals in honour
In one of these the head of Caligula

lives at the instigation of Agrippina,

who would have

augmented the number of her victims but

for the op-

on one side, and that of his mother on the other. position of Burrus and Seneca, recalled by Agrippina
The words on each side are respectively, c. Ci£8.\R. from his exile to conduct the education of Nero.
AVG. GER. P.M. TR. POT., and AGRIPPINA. MAT. C. C^ES. Meanwhile the young emperor took some steps to shake
AVG. GURU. {Tac, Ann., i-6.
Sueton, Octav., 64; off the insupportable ascendency of his mother. Th»
Tib., I. c; Calig., I. c.—Dion Cass., 57, 5. 6
58, jealousy of Agrippina rose from her son's passion foi
22.)
H. The daughter of Germanicus and Agrippina Acte, and, after her, for Poppaea Sabina, the wife of
To reconquer his affection, Agripthe elder, daughter of M. Vipsanius Agrippa. She was M. Salvius Otho.
born between A D. 13 and 17, at the Oppiduin Ubio- pina employed, but in vain, most daring and most reShe threatened to oppose Brilannicus
rum, afterward called, in honour of her, Colonia Agrip- volting means.
but Britannicus was poipina. now Cologne, and then the headquarters of the as a rival to the emperor
and she even solicited her son to an
In A.D. 28, she soned by Nero
legions commanded by her father.
At last her death was resolvmarried Cn. Dornitius Ahenobarbus, a man not unlike incestuous intercourse.
After his death ed upon by Nero, who wished to repudiate Octavia
her, and whom she lost in A.D. 40.
she married Crispus Passienus, who died some years and marry Poppaea, but whose plan was thwarted by
and she was accused of having poisoned his mother. Thus petty feminine intrigues became
afterward
Nero invited her, unhim, either for the purpose of obtaining his great for- the cause of Agrippina's ruin.
tune, or for some secret motive of much higher impor- der the pretext of a reconciliation, to visit him at Baia,
She was already known for her scandalous on the coast of Campania. She went thither by sea.
tance.
conduct, for her most perfidious intrigues, and for an In their conversation hypocrisy was displayed on both
unbounded ambition. She was accused of having com- sides. She left Baiae by the same way but the vesmitted incest with her own brother, the Emperor Ca- sel was so contrived that it was to break to pieces
It only partly broke, and Agrippina
ius Caligula, who, under the pretext of having discover- when out at sea.
ed that she had lived in an adulterous intercourse with saved herself by swimming to the shore; her attendM. -^milius Lepidus, the husband of her sister Drusil- ant, Acerronia, was killed. Agrippina fled to her villa
near the Lucrine Lake, and informed her son of her
la, banished her to the island of Pontia, which was sitNow Nero charged Burrus to murder
uated in the Sinus Syrticus Major, on the coast of Lib- happy escape.
Her sister Drusilla was likewise banished to Pon- his mother ; but Burrus declining it, Anicetus, the
ya.
exile was connected with commander of the fleet, who had invented the stratatia, and it seems that their
the punishment of Lepidus, who was put to death for gem of the ship, was compelled by Nero and Burrus to
the
Anicetus went to her villa with
emperor.
Previously to undertake the task.
having conspired against
her exile, Agrippina was compelled by her brother to a chosen band, and his men surprised her in her bedof Lepidus.
This happened room.
"Ventrem feri," she cried out, after she was
carrj to Rome the ashes
in A.D. 39.
Agrippina and her sister were released but slightly wounded, and immediately afterward exMl A.D. 41, by their uncle, Claudius, immediately afpired under the blows of a centurion (A.D. 60). (Tac,
It was told that Nero went to the villa,
ter his accession, although his wife, Messalina, was the Ann., 14, 8.)
Messalina was put to and that he admired the beauty of the dead body of his
mortal enemy of Agrippina.
and in the fol- mother this was believed by some, doubted by others
death by order of Claudius in A.D. 48
Aarippina left commentaries concerning her
lowing year, A.D. 49, Agrippina succeeded in marry- (14, 9).
Claudius was her uncle, but her mar- history and that of her family, which Tacitus consulting the emperor.
which ed, accordmg to his own statement. {lb., 4, 64.
riage was legalized by a senalus consultum, by
the marriage of a man with his brothers daughter was Compare Plin., Hist. Nat 7, 6, s. 8
Elenchus, 7,
this scnatus consultum was afterward
declared valid
&c.)
is

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

,

;
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There are several medals of Agrippina, which are
of
distinguishable from those of her mother by the title
On
Augusta, which those of her mother never have.
some of her medals she is represented with her husband Claudius, in others with her son Nero. {Tac,
Ann., lib. 12, 13, U.—Dion Cass., lib. 59-61.SuIII. Vipsania,
eton., Claud., 43, 44; Nero, 5, 6.)
daughter of M. Vipsanius Agrippa and Pomponia, the
She
of
his
first
wife.
T.
Pomponius Atticus,
daughter

—

was married to Tiberius, afterward emperor, by whom
Tiberius was much attached to her,
she had Drusus.
and with great reluctance divorced her when com-

manded by Augustus, that he might marry Julia, the
She now married Asinius
daughter of the emperor.
Gallus, the son of the celebrated Asinius Pollio, and
This gave rise to a feeling
bore him several children.
of hatred in the breast of Tiberius against Asinius,
which ultimately proved his ruin. {Vid. Asinius, II.)
The children of Agrippina by Asinius were, C. Asinius
Saloninus, Asinius Gallus, Asinius Pollio, consul
A.U.C. 776, Asinius Agrippa, consul A.U.C. 778, and
Asinius Celer.
Agrippina died A.U.C. 773, and, according to Tacitus {Ann., 3, 19), she was the only one
of

all

the children of

{Tac., Ann.,

1,

12;

Agrippa that died a natural death.
Sue3, 19; 3, 75; 4, 1,

'M—

Tib., ch 7.— Id., Claud., ch. 13.)— IV. Coi.oNiA. also called Colonia Agrippinensis {Tac, Hist.,
1, .57; 4, 55), and on inscriptions Colonia Claudia
Augusta Agrippinensium, or s\vn\)\y Agrippina {Amm.
ton.,

Marc,

15, 8, 11), originally the chief

town of the

Ubii,

and called Oppidum Ubiorum. These are mentioned
by Ceesar as a German nation, dwelling on the right
bank of the Rhine, who were afterward transferred to
the left, or Gallic side, by Agrippa.
At this town
Agrippina, daughter of Germanicus, was born ; and,
when she had attained to the dignity of empress by
marriage with Claudius, she sent hither a military colony, A.C. 50, and caused the place to be named after
herself.
It soon became
large and wealthy, and was
adorned with a temple of Mars. The inhabitants received the jus Italicum.
It answers to the modern

Koln

or Cologne.

Hist., 4, 28

;

1,

57;

{Tac, Ann., 1, 35 12, 27.— Id.,
4, 55.— Dion Cassius, 48, 49 )
;

Agrippinus, bishop of Carthage, of venerable mem-

known for being the first to maintain the necesof rebaptizing all heretics. ( Vincent. Lirin., ComSt. Cyprian regarded this opinion as the
monit., 1, 9.)
correction of an error {St. Augustin., De Baptismo, 2,
ory, but
sity

7, vol. 9, p. 102, ed. Bened.), and St.
to imply he defended his error in

Augustine seems

writing.

He held the council of seventy bishops at
10.)
Carthage, about A.D. 200 {Vulg. A.D. 215, Mans
A.D. 217), on the subject of Baptism. Though he erred in a matter yet undefined by the Church, St. Augustine notices that neither he nor St. Cyprian thought
of separating from the Church.
{Be Baptismo, 3, 2,
II. Paconius, whose father was
p. 109.)
put to death
Tiberius
on
a
of
treason.
by
{Suet., Tib., 61.)
charge
Agrippinus was accused at the same time as Thrasea,
A.D. 67, and was banished from Italy. {Tac, Ann.,

—

He was a Stoic philosopher, and is
16, 28, 29, 33.)
spoken of with praise by Epictetus {ap. Stob., Serm.,
7), and Arrian (1, 1).
Agrius ('Ayptof), I. a son of Porthaon and Euryte,
and brother of CEneus, king of Calydon, in .(Eiolia,
He was
Alcathous, Melas, Leucopeus, and Sterope.
father of six sons, of whom Thersites was one.
sons of Agrius deprived CEneus of his

These

kingdom, and

gave

to their father

;

but

of them, with the exslain by Diomedes, the

all

of Thersites, were
grandson of CEneus. {Apollod., 1, 7, (J 10, 8 ; ^ 5, &c )
Apollodorus places these events before the expedition
of the Greeks against Troy, while
Hyginus {Fab., 175
compare 242, and Antonin. Lib., 37) states that Diomedes, when he heard, after the fall of Troy, of the misfortunes of his grandfather Oi^neus, hastened back and

ception

Diomedes.

;

(Compare Pausan.,

2, 25,

()

2

—

Or.,

He-

In the mythic history of the Greeks
roid., 9, 153.)
find several Ag;rii, and in almost all the allusion

we

appears
be a symbolical one. Thus, for example, in the case
of the one first mentioned, Agrius is the " Wild man,"
the " Man of the fields," while CEneus, on the other
"
"
Wine-man," the cultivator of the vine."
hand, is the
(Compare Crevzer, Symlolik, vol. 4, p. 372. Apollod., 1, 8, Q.—Antcm. Lib., Fab., 27.— Verhcyk, ad.
Anton. Lib, Fab, 21, p. 136.) In the case of the
father of Thersites, the name Agrius may be intended
ap. a
figurative allusion to the rude and lawless manners
of the son.
II.
According to Hesiod {Theog., 1013),
a son of
Ulysses and Circe, and brother of Latinus and
to

—

—

'*

who, afar in the recess of the Holy Isles,
Telegonus,
ruled over all the renowned Tyrsenians."
He is the
same, in all probability, with the god or hero called
Agrius by the Arcadians (a term to he derived from 'Aypoq, a^er), and whose most solemn festival the Parrhasii
introduced into the island of Ceos, one of the Cyclades.
There was a deity of the same name in Thessaly,

ca.

whence his worship was carried to Cyrene in AfriThere was an Agrius also in Bceotia, whose name

The mythology
appears in the Cadmean genealogy.
connected with this son of Ulysses and Circe appears
in Italy under a new form, and he is there to be identified with the Arcadian Evander of the Latins, while
his mother, Circe, seems to be the same with Carmenta, a

name

equivalent to the Latin

Maga.

(Compare

mentioned also by the
scholiast on Apollonius (3, 200), and by Eustathius
nor should it be omitted here
{ad Horn., II., p. 1796)
that there was among the Romans a gens Agria. ( Varro, De Re Rust., 1, 2.—Cic, Flacc, 13.)
Gottling,
a recent editor of Hesiod, has a very learned note on
the subject of Agrius, in which he appears to favour
the reading ofTpaiKOv r'rjde Aarlvov in place of
'Aypibv 7]6h Aarlvov as occurriKg in Hesiod {Theog.,
Livy,

1,

7.)

This Agrius

is

;

1013).
Agrcecius or Agrcetius, a Roman grammarian, the
author of an extant work " De Orthographia et Differentia Sermonis," intended as a supplement to a work
on the same subject, by Flavins Caper, and dedicated
to a bishop, Eucherius.
He is supposed to have lived
in the middle of the 5ih
His work
century of our era.
" Grammaticae Latinae
is
Aucprinted in Putschius's
tores Antiqui," p.

{Epist., 93,

c.

it

expelled Agrius, who then put an end to his own life ;
according to others, Agrius and his sons were slain by

I

I

a

2266-2275.

Agrcetas {'Aypoirag), a Greek historian, who wrote
work on Scythia {J^kvOlko), from the thirteenth book

of which the scholiast on Apollonius (2, 1248) quotes,
and one on Libya {AityKo), the fourth book of which

He
quoted by the same scholiast (4, 1396)
mentioned by Stephanos Byz. {s. v. 'Afinelo^).
is

is

also

name

of Attalea, a city of LydAgroira,
ia, on the Hermus, northeast of Sardis.
Major Keppel {Travels, vol. 2, p. 335) remarks, "It is on the
of
bank
the
base of
flows
at
the
which
Hermus,
right
a rocky mountain,
through a chasm of which it disapThe passage here is rather dangerous. The
pears.
direct road from Cassaba to Adala (Agroira) is twelve
hours.
No vestiges of antiquity were observed here ;
there are coins, however, of Attalea."
{Sestini, p.
106.
Cramer's Asia Minor, v. 1, p. 435.)
Agron {'Aypuv), I. the son of Ninus, the first ofj
The tradition
the Lydian dynasty of the Heracleidae.
was, that this dynasty supplanted a native race of kings,
the
with
government
having been originally intrusted
the early

—

as deputies.

The names Ninus and

Belus, in their

were either Asgenealogy, render it probable that they
of Assyrian origin, and
syrian governors, or princes
that their accession marks the period of an Assyrian
II. The son of Pleuratus,
{Herod., 1,7.)
conquest.
In the strength of his land and naval
a king of lUyria.
forces he surpassed all the preceding kings of that coun-

—

A
When

GR

A JA

^tolians attempted to compel the
Agron undertook
to protect ihetn, having been induced to do so by a
the falarge bribe which he received from Demetrius,

oflfered

ther of Philip.
He accordingly sent to their assistance
a force of 5000 Illyrians, who gained a decisive victory
over the ^tolians.
Agron, overjoyed at the news of
this success,
himself up to feasting, and, in con-

tress."

try.

Medionians

the

up by Miltiades, and the number of annual

tims 300.

to join their confederacy,

—

II.

The name Agrotera ('Ayportpa)

sometimes applied

to

Diana

herself.

is

vic-

also

In this usage it
" the hun-

equivalent to KwriyeriKT], •&rjpevTLKTi,

is

as

J]

Its

5p£ia,

primitive meaning, however, is the same
" she that
frequents the mountains."

(Compare Hcyne, ad Horn 11., 21, 471.)
Agyieus, an appellation given to Apollo. The
of which term is of Greek origin {^kyvievg), and, if the com-

gave

sequence of his excess, contracted a pleurisy,
He was succeeded in the govhe died (B.C. 231).
ernment by his wife Teuta. Just after his death, an
embassy arrived from the Romans, who had sent to
mediate in behalf of the inhabitants of the island of Issa.
who had revolted from Agron, and placed themselves
under the protection of the Romans. By his first wife,
Triteuta, whom he divorced, he had a son named Pinnes, or Pinneus, who survived him, and was placed un
der the guardianship of Demeirius Pharius, who married his mother after the death of Teuta.
{Dion Cass.,

,

mon

derivation

be correct, denotes " the guardian
"

a street "), it being
deity of streets'''' (from ayvid,
the custom at Athens to erect small conical cippi, in
honour of Apollo, in the vestibules and before the

doors of their houses.
Here he was invoked as the
Averter of evil (iJeof uTroTpoTzaiog, " Dcus avcrruncus "), and the worship here offered him consisted in
burning perfumes before these pillars, in adorning
them with myrtle garlands, hanging fillets upon them,
must not suppose, however, that thi& cus&c.
It appears to have been
34, 46, [51.— Polyb., 2, 2-^.—Appian,IU.,l—Flor., tom originated in Athens.
2, f).—Plin., H. N., 34, 6.)— HI. Son of Eumelus, borrowed from the Dorians,' and introduced into this
{SchoL, in Arislopk
grandson of Merops, lived with his sisters, Byssa and city in obedience to an oracle.
They worshipped the Vesp., 870.— Pausan., 8, 53.—Miillcr, Gesch. Hellen.
Meropis, in the island of Cos.
As respects the
earth, as the giver of the fruits of harvest, without pay- St'dmme, &c., vol. 2, p. 299, scqq.)
When they were invi- pillars erected at Athens, the ancients seem to have
ing regard to any other deity.
ted to the festival of Minerva, the brother replied that been at a loss whether to regard them as altars, or as
the black eyes of his sisters would not please the a species of statues.
(Compare, on this point, the

We

blue-eyed goddess, and that, for himself, the owl was
an object of aversion.
If desired to offer sacrifice to
Mercury, he declared that he would show no honour
sacrifices
of Diana he did not apto a thief.
At the
pear, because that goddess roamed abroad the whole

496.

of his son.

for the

drius.

Thcsm.y
— Suidas,870, — Helladius,
fiekker.-^
— Zoega,535,de
s. v.

2, p.

ed.

Obeliscis,

p.

emblem

of Apollo apEpirus, Aptera in Crete,
Megara, Byzantium, Oricum, Ambracia, &c. {Miiller, Gesch. Hellen. St'dmme, I. c.)
Agvlla. Vid. Caere.
AgvkTum, a city of Sicily, northeast of Enna, and
It would seem
in the vicinity of the river Symaethus.
to have been one of the oldest settlements of the Siculi, and was remarkable for the worship of a hero,
whom a later age confounded with the Grecian Hercules.
{Diod. Sic, 4, 25 ) The place is noted as
The modern
having given birth to Diodorus Siculus.
town of San Filippo d'Argiro is supposed to correspond to the ancient city ; the site of the latter, however, would appear to have been two miles farther east.
{Mannert, vol. 9, pt 2, p. 418.)
Agvrrhios. Vid. Supplement.
Ahala. Vid. Supplement.

at this conduct,
to their dwelling,

metamorpho-

The

legend makes Meropis to have been
changed into a small bird of the owl kind : Byssa retained her name, and became, as a species of sea-fowl,
the bird of Leucothea: Agron became the bird Charasis

s. v.

Phot., cod., 279, vol.
Plaulus, Merc., 4, 1, 9.
Miiller states, that
210.)
pears on coins of Apollonia

Provoked

heaped reproaches upon Mercury

— Harpocration,

ap.

Minerva, Diana,
the latter as a
and Mercury came
to invite Euas
the
two
maidens,
goddesses
shepherd,
melus and Agron to a sacrifice to Mercury, and the sisters to the grove of Minerva and Diana.
When, however, Meropis reviled Minerva, she and her sisters were
changed into birds, together with Agron, who attempted to seize upon the divinities, and Eumelus, who

night long.

and

scholiast on Aristophanes, Vesp.,

{Anton. Lib., 15.)

Agrolas, surrounded the citadel of Athens with
walls, except that part which was afterward repaired by
Cimon. {Pausan., 1, 28.) We have here one of the

this
in

Ahenobarbus. Vid. Supplement.
Ajax ( Atof), I. son of Telamon by Periboea, daughter

old traditions respecting the Pelasgic race.
Agrolas
was aided in tlje work by his brother Hyperbius, both
of them Pelasgi.' According to Pausanias (/. c), they

of Alcathous, was, next to Achilles, the bravest of all
the Greeks in the Trojan war, but, like him, of an
In other pecuimperious and ungovernable spirit.

came

It is more than
originally from Sjcily.
probable, however, that the names in question are those of
two leaders or two tribes, and that the work was ex-

of their history, there was also a striking reAt the birth of Ajax, Hercules is said to
semblance.
have wrapped him in the skin of the Nemean lion,
and to have thus rendered him invulnerable in every
which was left exposed by
part of his body, except that
the aperture in the skin, caused by the wound which
This vulnerthe animal had received from Hercules.
able part was in his breast, or, as others say, behind
loc.
the neck.
Tzetz., ad
SchoL,
{Lycophr., 454.
ad n., 23, 821.) To Ajax fell the lot of opposing
liarities

The wall erected on this
ecuted under their orders.
occasion was styled Pelargicon, and the builders of it
would seem to have erected also a town or small settlement for themselves, which afterward became part
of the Acropolis.
(Compare Siebelis, ad Pausan., 1,
28.
Miiller, Gesch. Hellen. Stamme, &c., vol. 1, p.

—

440)

—

—

Agrotera, I. an annual festival, celebrated at
Athens to Diana Agrotera {'ApTsfiL^t 'Kyporepa). It
was instituted by Callimachns the polemarch, in con- Hector, when that hero, at the instigation of Apollo
sequence of a vow made by him before the battle of and Minerva, had challenged the bravest of the Greeks
Marathon, that he would sacrifice to the goddess as to single combat. The glory of the antagonists was

many

yearling she-goats {X'^fi^'ip^c) as there might be
slain in the approaching conflict.
{SchoL, ad

equal in the engagement ; and, at parting, they exchanged arms, the baldric of Ajax serving, most sininstrument by which Hector was, after
gularly, as the
In the games
his fall, attached to the car of Achilles.
celebrated by Achilles in honour of Patroclus, Ajax

enemies

The
Artstoph.,Eqtut., 657 —Xen., Anab., 3, 2, 11.)
number of the Persians who fell was so great, that a
sufficient amount of victims could not be obtained
Every year, therefore, 500 goats were slain, in order
to make up the requisite number, until, at last, the
whole thing grew into a regular custom, .^lian {V.
H., 2, 25) makes the

94

vow

in question to

have been

commentators have remarked) was unsuccessful,
less than three
although he was a competitor on not
and in
occasions in hurling the quoit ; in wrestling
After the death of Achille»,
single combat with arms.

(as

:

I

;

AID

ALiE

the arms of
Ajax and Ulysses disputed their claim to
When they were given to the latter, Ajax
became so infuriated, that, in a fit of delirium, he
under the deluslaughtered all the sheep in the camp,
sion that his rival and the AtridfB, who had favoured
the cause of the former, were the objects of his attack.
When reason returned, Ajax, from mortification and
to his existence, by stabbing himdespair, put an end
The sword which he used as the
self to the heart.
instrument of his death had been received by him from
Hector in exchange for the baldric, and thus, by a sinthe hero.

gular fatality, the present mutually conferred contribThe blood which
uted to their mutual destruction.
ran to the ground from the wound produced the flower
the petal of which
hyicinthus, of a red colour, and on
may be traced lines, imitating the form of the letters
AI, the first and second of the Greek name AIAS
The flower here meant appears to be iden(Ajax).

with the Lilium Martagon ("Imperial Martagon"),
and not the ordinary hyacinth. (Fee, Flore dc Virgile,
Some authorities give a different account
p. Ixvii.)
of the cause of his death, and make the Palladium to
have been the subject of dispute between Ajax and
Ulysses, and state also that Ulysses, in concert with
Agamemnon, caused Ajax to be assassinated. The
Greeks erected a tomb over his remains on the promontory of Rhoeteum, which was visited in a later
Sophocles has made the
age by Alexander the Great.
Acdeath of Ajax the subject of one of his tragedies.
tical

—

cording to the plot of this piece, the rites of sepulture
are at first refused to the corpse of Ajax, but afterward
allowed through the intercession of Ulysses.
Ajax is
the Homeric type of great valour, unaccompanied by
any corresponding powers of intellect. Ulysses, on
the other hand, typifies great intellect, unaccompanied
by an equal degree of heroic valour, although he is
far, at the same time, from being a coward.
(Horn., II.,

passim.— Apoflod., 3, 12, 7.— Ovid, Met., 13, 1,
II. The son of Oileus, king of Locris. was
seqq.)

—

surnamed Locrian, in contradistinction to the son of
Telamon. The term Narycian was also applied to
him from his birthplace, the Locrian town Narycium,
He went with 40 ships to the Trojan war,
or Naryx.
Homer describes
as being one of Helen's suiters.
him as small of size, particularly dexterous in the use
of the lance, but as remarkable for brutality and cruThe night that Troy was taken, he offered vioelty.
lence to Cassandra,
ple

;

and for

goddess,

who

who had

fled into

Minerva's tem-

offence, as he returned home, the
had obtained the thunders of Jupiter,

this

and the power of tempests from Neptune, destroyed
his ship in a storm.
Ajax swam to a rock, and said
that he was safe in spite of all the gods.
Such impiety offended Neptune,

who

struck the rock with his

and Ajax tumbled into the sea with part of
His body was afterward
the rock, and was drowned.
found by the Greeks, and black sheep offered on his
tomb.
According to Virgil's account, Minerva seized
him in a whirlwind, and dashed him against a rock,
where he expired consumed by the flame of the lighttrident,

ning,
seqq.

— (f/bm.,
Hygin.,

II., 2,

527, &ic.—Virg., JEn.,

1,

43,

fab., 116, &.c.)

AiDONEUs

a

surname of Pluto.

It
{'Alduvevc),
**
the invisible one.''^
only another form for 'Atdrjc,
II.
king of the Thesprotians in Epirus, who defeated the forces of Theseus and Pirithous, when the
two latter had marched against him for the purpose
of carrying off his wife Proserpina.
Pirithous was
torn to pieces by Cerberus, the monarch's dog, while
Theseus was made prisoner and loaded with fetters.
I.

is

—

A

Hence, according

to

Pausanias (1, 17), who relates
of the descent of Theseus

this story, arose the fable

This explanation
has met with the approbation of many of the learned,
of
the
and, among
rest,
Wesseling and Perizonius.
But it is quite untenable. (Consult Creuzer, Symand Pirithous to the lower world.

Plutarch calls Aidoncus
bolik, vol. 4, p. 168.)
king
of the Molossians in Epirus.
(Vit. Thes., 30.)
Aius LocuTius, a deity to whom the Romans erect-

ed an altar from the following circumstance one of
the common people, called Ceditius, informed the tribunes, that, as he passed one night through one of the
:

streets of the

city,

a voice

more than human,

issuing

from above Vesta's temple, told him that Rome would
soon be attacked by the Gauls.
His information was
neglected, but, as its truth was subsequently confirmed
by the event itself, Camillus, after the departure of the
Gauls, built a temple to that supernatural voice which
had given Rom'b warning of the approaching calamity,
under the name of Aius Locutius. {Liv., 6, 60.

—

Plut., Vit. Camill., 30.)

Thus much

We

for the story it-

have here an instance of the imposition
practised by the patricians, the depositaries of religion,
upon the lower orders of the state. The commonlyself.

received narrative respecting the Gallic invasion and
the taking of Rome, is abundantly supplied with the
decorations of fable, the work of the higher classes.
The object of the patricians, in the various legends
which they invented on this point, seems to have been
a wish to impress on the minds of the people the conviction, that divine vengeance had armed itself against
them, for having dared to injure an individual of sen-

atorian rank.

It

was

to

avenge the banishment of Ca-

millus that the gods had brought the Gauls to Rome,
and to Camillus alone did they assign the honour of
removing these formidable visitants. (Compare Lc-

vesque. Hist. Crit. de la Rep. Romaine, vol. 1, p. 287.)
Alabanda, a city of Caria, one of the most important of those in the interior of the country.
It was
situate a short distance to the south of the Maeander.

Strabo (14, p. 660, ed. Casaub. ) detfcnhes its position
hills, and compares the appearance thus
He speaks of the
presented to that of a loaded ass.
inhabitants as addicted to the pleasures of the table
and a luxurious life. From Pliny (.5, 29) we learn
that it was a free city, and the seat also of a Conventus Juridicus.
Hierocles incorrectly names the place
Alapunda. This city was said to have obtained its
appellation from the hero Alabandus, its founder, who
was deified after death, and worshipped within its

between two

walls.
(C/c, N. D., 3, 19.) Stephanus Byzantinu:?,
however, speaks of another Alabanda, commonly called Antiochia ad Mceandrum, and makes this one to
have been founded by Alabandus, son of Enippus ;
while he assigns as a founder to the other city, Car,
a son of whose received the name of Hipponicus, from
which
his having conquered in an equestrian conflict
appellation, according to Stephanus, was the same with
Alabandus in the Carian tongue, Ala denoting "a
From this
and Banda " a
;

horse,"

son,

victory."

Alabanda, as he states, took its name. (Compare the
remarks of Bcrkel, ad loc, p. 86, and Adelung, Gloss.
Man., vol. 1, p. 555.) The remains of Alabanda were
discovered by Pococke (vol. 3, book 2, c. 5.) and, after him, by (^handler (c. 59), in the neighbourhood of
The inhabithe village of Karpusler or Karpiiseli.
tants of this place were called 'XXaBav^et^, and by the
Roman writers Alabandenses. The name of the city
is given by the latter as neuter, but by Strabo and Stephanus as feminine. (Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3,
p. 278, seqq.)
Alabandus, I. a son of Enippus, and the founder of
II. A
Antiochia ad Mctandrum.
(Fiti. Alabanda)—
son of Car, who was otherwise called Hipponicus, and
who gave name to Alabanda. {Vid. Alabanda.)
Al^a ('Aaam or 'AAfm), a surname of Minerva,
at Tegea in Arcadia.
by which she was worshipped
There was also a festival celebrated here in honour of
the goddess, and called by the same name.
{Pausan.,
a connexion between the festival
8, 46.) Creuzer traces

termed Alaea and the solar worship.
2, p.
*^

[Symbolik, voL

779.)
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AlagonIa, a town of Messenia, distant about
stadia from Gerenia.

Pausanias

(3,

thirtyits

26) notices

which

and treasures were taken, and a masVerona, was ended by the treaty with
Stilicho, which transferred his services from Arcadius
to Honorius, and made him
prefect of the Western instead of the Eastern Illyricum.
The second invasion
(408-10) was occasioned by delay in fulfilling his demands for pay, and for a western province as the future home of his nation, as, also, by the massacre of
the Gothic families in Italy on Stilicho's death.
It is
his wife

terly retreat to

temples of Bacchus and Diana.
Alala, an appellation given to Bellona, the goddess
of war and sister of Mars.
It appears to be
nothing
more than the battle-cry personified, and occurs in what
appears to be a fragment of an old war- song. (P/u^,
de Frat. Am., p. 483, c.)
Ai.ALcoME.N^, L a city of Boeotia, near the Lake
Copais, and to the southeast of Chaeronea. It was marked by the three sieges of Rome, in 408, 409, and
The first of these was raised by a ransom the
celebrated for the worship of Minerva, thence surna- 410.
med Alalcomeneis. (Strab., 410 and 413. Compare second ended in the unconditional surrender of the city,
Heyne, ad Hom.^B., 4, 8, and Mitllcr, Gesch. Hellen. and in the disposal of the empire by Alaric to AttaStdmme, &c., vol. 1, p. 70.) The temple of the god- lus, till, on discovery of his incapacity, he restored it
dess was plundered and stripped of its statues by Sylla. to Honorius.
The third was ended by the treacherous
(Pausan., 9, 33.) It is said, that when Thebes was opening of the Salarian Gate, on August 24th, and the
taken by the Epigoni, many of the inhabitants retired sack of the city for six days.
It v^-as
immediately folto Alalcomenae, as bemg held sacred and inviolable.
lowed by the occupation of the south of Italy, and the
This intention,
{Strab., 413.
Steph. Byz., s. v. 'AXaA/co/ieviov.) The design of invading Sicily and Africa.

—

;

—

ruins of this place, according to Sir W. Gell {Itin., p.
162), are observable near the village of SuUnara, on
a projecting knoll, on which there is some little appear-

however, was frustrated by his death, after a short illness, at Consentia, where he was buried in the bed of
the adjacent river Busentinus, and the place of his inance of a small ancient establishment or town and terment was concealed by the massacre of all the workThe few personal
higher up may be discovered a wall or peribolus, of men employed on the occasion.
ancient and massive polygons, founded upon the solid traits that are recorded of him are in the true savage
of
the
rock.
This is probably the site of the temple
humour of a barbarian conqueror. But the impression
Alalcomcnian Minerva. (Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, left upon us by his general character is of a higher ora
island
off
the
II.
A
situate
small
on
der.
The real military skill shown in his escape from
town,
p. 236.)
coast of Acarnania, between Ithaca and Cephallenia. Greece, and in his retreat to Verona
the wish at .\thThe name of the island was Asteris, and it is the place ens to show that he adopted the use of the bath, and
»vhere Homer describes the suiters as lying in wait the other external forms of civilized life
the moderafor Telemachus on his return from Sparta and Pylos.
tion and justice which he observed towards the Ro{Horn., Od., 4,844.
Compare Strabo,456.) Plutarch, mans in time of peace the humanity which distinhowever, speaks of Alalcomenae as being in Ithaca. guished him during the sack of Rome, indicate some{Istr. Alex., ap. Plu'.,Qu(Bst. Grac)
Stephanus By- thing superior to the mere craft and lawless ambition
zantinus writes it Alcomenae.
which he seems to have possessed in common with
;

—

;

;

—

Alalcomenia.
Alalia, a

;

Vid. Supplement.
Vid. Aleria.

other barbarian chiefs.

city of Corsica.

Alamanni.

Vid. Alemanni.
Alani, a Scythian race, occupying the regions beand
tween the Rha
the TanaVs.
Their name and manners, however, would appear to have been also diffused
over the wide extent of their conquests.
(Compare
Balbt, Introduction a V Atlas Ethnographique, vol. 1,
The
and
were
Geloni
numbered
p. 116.)
Agathyrsi

among

their vassals.

Towards

the north their

power

So, also, his scruples against

fighting on Easter-day when attacked at Pollentia, and
his reverence for the churches during the sack of the
city, imply that the Christian faith
at least on his imagination.

had

laid

some hold

m

Mount CaucaAlazon, a river of Albania, rising
Now the Alozon or
sus, and flowing into the Cyrus.
Alason.
(Plin., 6, 10.)
Alba, I. Sylvius, one of the pretended kings of Alba,
said to have succeeded his father Latinus, and to have
II. Longa, one of the most ancient
reigned 36 years.
cities of Latium, the origin of which is lost in conjec-

—

extended into the regions of Siberia, and their southern
inroads were piished as far as the confines of Persia
and India. They were conquered eventually by the ture. According to the common account, the place
Huns. A part of the vanquished nation thereupon took was built by Ascanius, B.C. 1152, on the spot where
Another band JEiieas found, in conformity with the prediction of
refuge in the mountains of Caucasus.
advanced towards the shores of the Baltic, associated Helenus ( Virg., jEn., 3, 390, seqq.) and of the god of
themselves with the northern tribes of Germany, and the river (JEn., 8, 43), a white sow with thirty young
shared the spoil of the Roman provinces of Gaul and ones.
Many, however, have been led to conjecture,
But the greatest part of the Alani united with that Alba was founded by the Siculi, and, after the miSpain.
the
their conquerors,
Huns, and proceeded along with gration of that people, was occupied by the Aborigines
them to invade the limits of the Gothic empire. {Amm. and Pelasgi. (Compare Dion. Hal., 2, 2.) The word
Alba appears to be of Celtic origin, for we find several
MarcelL, 21, 19.—irf., 23, ^.—Ptol, 6, 14.)
Alaricus, in German Al-ric, i. e., all rich, king of places of that name in Liguria and ancient Spain and
the Visigoths, remarkable as being the first of the bar- it is observed, that all were situated on elevated spots;
barian chiefs who entered and sacked the city of Rome, from which circumstance it is inferred that Alba is deand the first enemy who had appeared before its walls rived from Alp. {Bardetti dell. Ling, dei Prim. Abit,
His first appearance in &c., p. 109.) As Alba was entirely destroyed by
since the time of Hannibal.
when he was invested by The- Tullus Hostilius (Liv., 1, 29), and no vestiges of it
history is in A.D. 394,
odosius with the command of the Gothic auxiliaries in are now remaining, its exact position has been much
In 396, partly from anger at discussed by modern topographers.
If we take Strabo
his war with Eugenius.
of the armies of the East- for our
look for Alba on the slope of the
guide, we shall
being refused the command
ern Empire, partly at the instigation of Rufinus, he in- Mount Albanus, and at a distance of twenty miles from
vaded and devastated Greece, till by the arrival of Stil- Rome. {Strab.,2'29.) This position cannot evidently
to escape to Epirus.
town of Albano, which is at the
icho, in 397, he was compelled
agree with the modern
He was elected king by his countrymen in 398, hav- foot of the mountain, and only twelve miles from
it was
the weakness of Arcadius, ap- Rome.
Dionysius also informs us (1, 66), that
ing been previously, by
The rest of his situated on the declivity of the Alban Mount, midway
pointed prefect of Eastern lUyricum.
The first between the summit and the lake of the same name,
life was spent in the two invasions of Italy.
him only which protected it as a wall. This description and that
(400-403), apparently unprovoked, brought
to Ravenna, and, after a bloody defeat at PoUentia, in of Strabo agree sufficiently well with the position of
;

ALB

ALBA.
PaUzzolo, a village belonging to the Colonna family,
on th« eastern side of the lake, and some distance
above its margin. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.

"where

"The site," observes Niebuhr,
37, seqq.)
Alba stretched, in a long street, between the upper part
of the mountain and the lake, is still distinctly marked:
is cut away under it
along this whole extent the rock
down to the lake. These traces of man's ordering
hand are njore ancient than Rome. The surface of the
now lies
lake, as it has been determined by the tunnel,
the ancient city : when Alba was standfar
ing,

beyond
and before the lake swelled

to a ruinous height in
of obstructions in clefts of the rock, it

consequence
must have lain yet lower for in the age of Diodorus
and Dionysius, during extraordinary droughts, the remains of spacious buildings might be seen at the bot;

north of Italy.
It was the birthplace of the
Emperor
Pertinax.
{Die Cass., 83.— Zon. Ann., 2.)— VI. A
of
in
the
of
the
Varduli, eight gecity
Spain,
territory
ographical miles to the west of Pamplona, and as many
to the east of the Iberus.
It was about two
geographical miles, therefore, to the west of the modern Estella.
vol.
VII.
1,
{Manncrt,
p. 375.)
Augusta, a city
of the Hclvii, in Gaul, near the Rhone, and
answering

—

modern Aps. Pliny (14, 3) names the place
Alba Helvorum, and praises the skill of the inhabitants
to the

in the cultivation of the vine.

Dacia Ripensis,

— VIII.

Grasca, a city of

at the confluence of the

Danube and

the Saavus, or Saave.
It is now Belgrade.
Albania, a country of Asia, between the Caspian
Sea and Iberia, bounded on the north by the chain of
Caucasus, and on the south by the Cyrus and an arm
of the Araxes.
The Romans were best acquainted

tom, taken by the common people for the palace of
an impious king which had been swallowed up." {Nie- with the southern part, which Strabo describes as a
buhr's Rom. Hist., vol. i, p. 168, seqq., Cambridge kind of paradise, and in fertility and mildness of cliThe line of the Alban' kings is given as fol- mate gives it the preference to Egypt. Trajan's extransl.)
2. Sylvius Postlows
1. Ascanius, reigned 8 years
peditions made the northern and mountainous part bethumus, 29 years; 3. ^neas Sylvius, 31 years; 4. ter known. The inhabitants approached nearer a bar5. Alba Sylvius, 36 years ; 6. Atys barous than a civilized race.
They cultivated the soil,
Latinus, 5 years
or Capetus, 26 years ; 7. Capys, 28 years ; 8. Calpe- it is true, but with great carelessness, and yet it af10. Agrippa, forded them more than sufficed for their wants.
The
9. Tiberinus, 8 years
tus, 13 years
33 years 11. Reraulus, 19 years 12. Aventinus, 37 forces of the nation were respectable, and they brought
14. Numitor and Amu- into the field against Pompey an army of 60,000 inyears ; 13. Procas, 13 years
iius.
The destruction of Alba took place, according fantry and 22,000 horse. As regards the origin of this
The common account is
to the common account, 665 B.C., when the inhabitants people, all is uncertainty.
were carried to Rome. •' The list of the Alban kings," unworthy of a moment's attention, according to which
" is a
remarks Niebuhr,
very laie and extremely clum- they were from Alba in Latium, having left that place,
a medley of names, in part quite un- under the conduct of Hercules, after the defeat of Gesy fabrication
It is
Italian, some of them repeated from earlier or later ryon.
{Dion. Hal., 1, 15.
Justin, 42, 3, 4.)
and more likely that they belonged to the great race which
times, others framed out of geographical names
connected
the
a
with
whole
of
the
Tauric range along
ex,tent
story
occupied
having scarcely anything of
Mannert makes
are told that Livy took this list from L. the southern shores of the Caspian.
them.
Cornelius Alexander the Polyhistor {Serv., ad Virg., them Alani, and progenitors of the European Alani.
hence it is probable that this client of (Vol. 4, p. 410.) What was ancient Albania is now
JBn., 8, 330)
the dictator Sylla introduced the imposture into his- divided into innumerable cantons, but which modem
Even the variations in the lists are not very geography comprehends under two denominatioris,
tory.
important, and do not at all prove that there were sev- Daghestan, which includes all the declivities of Caueral ancient sources.
Some names may have occur- casus towards the Caspian Sea, and Lesghistan, conred in older traditions
kings of the Aborigines were taining the more elevated valleys towards Georgia and
also mentioned by name (Stercenius, for instance, un- the country of the Kistes.
{Malte-Brun, vol. 2, p. 23,
less it be a false reading.
The Lesghians appear to be the same
Serv., ad Virg., Mn., 11, Brussels ed.)
In the with the Legas of the ancients. {Malte-Brun, I. c
850), entirely different from those of Alba.
case of the latter, even the years of each reign are num- Reineggs, 1, 183.)
bered
and the number so exactly fills up the interval
Albania Portte. Vid. Pyl^, I.
between the fall of Troy and the founding of Rome,
Albanus, I. Mons, a mountain of Latium, about
of
as
of
itself to twelve miles from Rome, on the slope of which stood
Eratosthenes,
according to the canon
It is now called Monte Cavo.
This
{Niebuhr'' s Alba Longa.
prove the lateness of the imposture."
Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 170, Cambridge transl.) III. mountain is celebrated in history, from the circumIV. Fucen- stance of- its being peculiarly dedicated to Jove, under
Docilia, a city of Liguria, now Albizzola.
tia or Fucensis, a city of the Marsi, near the northern
the title of Latialis.
{Lucan, 1, 198.
Cicpro Mil.,.
shore of the Lake Fucinus, whence its name.
It was 31.)
It was on the Alban Mount that the Feriae Latira strong and secluded place, and appears to have been nae, or holydays kept by all the cities of the Latin
selected by the Roman senate, after it became a colony name, were celebrated.
The Roman generals also ocof Rome, A.U.C. 450, as a fit place of residence for casionally performed sacrifices on this mountain, and
captives of rank and consequence, as well as for noto- received there the honours of a triumph when refused
rious otfenders.
{Strab.,2^1.
Compare Liv., 10, 1, one at home. This appears, however, to have occurand Veil. Paterc, 1, 14.) Syphax was long detained red only five times, if we may credit the Fasti Capitohere, though finally he was removed to Tibur {Liv., lini, in which the names of the generals are recorded.
Some vestiges of the road
30, 45) ; as were also Perses, king of Macedon, and {Vulp. Vet. Lat., 12, 4.)
his son Ale.tander.
Veil. Paterc., 1,
which led to the summit of the mountain are still to be
{Liv., 45, 52.
11.
Val. Max., 5, 1.)
At the time of Caesar's in- traced a little beyond Albano
II. Lacus, a lake at
vasion of his country, we find Alba adhering to the the foot of the Alban Mount.
(Compare remarks uncause of Pompey (Cte*., Bell. Civ., 1, 15), and subse- der the article Alba.) This lake, which is doubtless
quently repelling the attack of Antony ; on which oc- the crater of an extinct volcano, is well known. in hiscasion it obtained a warm and eloquent eulogium from tory from the prodigious rise of its waters, to such an
Cicero.
{Phil., 3, 2.—Appian, Bell. Civ., 3, 45.) extent, indeed, as to threaten the whole surrounding
Tl>e ruins of this city, whicli are said to be considera- country, and Rome itself, with an overwhelming inble {Romandli, vol. 3, p. 311), stand about a mile undation.
The oracle of Delphi, being consulted on
from the modem Alba {Cramcr'^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. that occasion, declared, that unless the Romans conV. Pompeia, a city of Liguria, on the river trived to carry off the waters of the lake, they would
330.)
Tanarus, now Alba. It probably owed its surname to never take Veii, the siege of which had already lasted
Pompeius Strabo, who colonized several towns in the for nearly ten years. This led to the construction, ol
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together with some Tales after the manner of thosf
denominated Milesian. An invincible attachment to
arms, however, caused him to embrace, at an early peThis channel is said to be carried through riod, the military profession, in which he soon attained
Gandolfo.
the rock for the space of a mile and a half, and the wa- distinction.
In the year 175 of the present era, and
ter which it discharges unites with the Tiber about five the 15th of the reign of Marcus Aurelius, he
prevented
miles below Rome.
Lie, 5, the army, which he commanded in Bithynia, from jom(Cic, de Div., 1, 44.
15.— Val. Max., \,%.—Plut., Vit. Camill.) Near this ing the rebel Avidius Cassius. For this, according to
opening are to be seen considerable ruins and various some, he was rewarded with the consulship though
foundations of buildings, supposed by some to have his name does not appear at this epoch in the Fa.sti
Governor of Gaul under Commodus, he
belonged to the palace of Domitian, to which Martial Consulares.
and Statins frequently allude.
(Cramcr^s Anc. Italy, defeated the Frisii, and afterward had intrusted to him
that wonderful subterraneous canal, or emissario, as the
Italians call it, which is to be seen at this very day, in
remarkable preservation, below the town of Caslel

—

;

—

A

III.
vol. 2, p. 40.)
river of Albania, falling into
the Caspian, to the north of the mouth of the Cyrus,

or

Kur.

It is

the Samure.

supposed by some to be the same with
Mannert, however, is in favour of the

Bilbana.

Albici, a people of Gaul, of warlike character, occupying the mountains above Massilia, or Marseilles.
Strabo places them to the north of the Salyes, and
there Ptolemy also makes them to have resided, on the
southeast side of the Druentia, or Durance.
Tliis

blamed, without any reason, by those
suppose, that he here means the Helvii, and, consequently, places them too far to the east. Strabo calls
the Albici, 'klttelQ and 'AICiolkoi, Ptolemy 'ETliku-

latter writer is

who

Koi,

and Pliny Alebeci.

Their

according to

capital,

{Ca.s., Bell.
Pliny, was named Alebece, now Riez.
Civ., 1, 57 and Z^.— Strabo, 202.— Pltn., 3, 4.—

Compare Mannert, vol. 2, p. 105.)
Vid. Albium Ingaunum.
Albigaunum.
Albinovanus, I. Celsus, a young Roman, and

ac-

He formed one of the retinue
quaintance of Horace.
of Tiberius Claudius Nero, when the latter was marching to Armenia, under the orders of Augustus, in order
to replace

him
1, 8.

Horace alludes to
Tigranes on the throne.
and addresses to him Epist.,
to
have
been
of
a
literary turn, but
appears

in Episl., 1, 3, 15,

He

—

the command of Britain.
The death of Commodus
brought forward Severus, Julian, and Pescennius NiThe first of
ger, as candidates for the vacant throne.
these competitors made overtures to Albinus, and offered him the title of Caesar, which the latter accepted,
and declared for his cause.
But Severus had only
contributed to the elevation of Albinus in order to diminish the number of his own opponents.
When he
had conquered his other rivals, he resolved to rid himself of Albinus by the aid of assassins.
The latter,
however, suspected his odious projects, and his suspicions were confirmed by the arrest and confession of
Severus's emissaries.
Albinus immediately took up
arms to dispute the imperial power with his enemy.
He gained several successes in Gaul, but was at last
defeated in a decisive battle in the same country, near
Lugdunum (Lyons), A.D. 198. Finding himself on
the point of falling into the hands of the foe, he put an
end to his own existence.
His head was brought to
Severus, who ordered it to be cast into the Rhone.
The details of this last-mentioned conflict are variously
The armies are said to have consisted each of
given.
150,000 men and the victory is reported to have been
for a long time doubtful
at last the left wing of Albinus was totally defeated and his camp pillaged ;
while his right wing, on the other hand, proved so de;

:

addicted to habits of plagiarism.
II. Pedo, a Roman
cidedly superior to the foe, that Severus, according to
poet, the friend of Ovid, who has inscribed to him one Herodian (3, 7, 7), was compelled to fly, after having
of the Epistles from Pontus (10th of 4th book).
He thrown aside the badges of his rank. Spartianus (c.
distinguished himself in heroic versification, but only 11) adds, that Severus was wounded, and that his
a few fragments of his labours in this department of army, believing him to have been slain, were on the
In epigram also he point of proclaiming a new emperor.
Dio Cassius
poetry have reached our times.
would appear to have done something. {Martial, 5, (75, 21) states, that he had his horse killed under him,
As an elegiac poet, he composed, according to and that, having thrown himself, sword in hand, into
6.)
Joseph Scaliger and many others, the three follow- the midst of his flying soldiers, he succeeded in bring1. "Consoing them back to the fight and gaining the day. Some
ing pieces which have descended to us
latio ad Liviam Augustam de morte Drusi."
(Fa- writers inform us that Albinus was slain by his own
2. troops ; others relate that he was dragged, mortally
bric, Bibl. Lat., 1, 12, ^ 11, 8, p. 376, seqq.)
"De Obitu Maecenatis." (Fabric, I. c, 1, 12, ^ 11, wounded, into the presence of Severus, who beheld
him expire. The account of his death, which we have
Burmann, Anthol. Lat., 2, ep. 119.
7, p 376.
:

—

—

"

De

given above, is from Dio Cassius, and seems entitled
Msecenate moribundo." (Burmann, I. c, 2, ep. 120.) to the most credit. According to Capitolinus (c. 10,
Of these elegies, the first has been ascribed by many seqq.), Albinus was severe, gloomy, and unsocial, into Ovid, even on MS. authority, and printed in the temperate in wine, and remarkable for his voracioui
Passer- gluttony.
This account, however, must be received
works of that poet. (Compare Fabric, I. c.
Mt. in Prcefat., vol. 4, p. 220, ed. Burnt.
Amar, ad with caution. If we form an idea of Albinus from his
Ov. Carm.,ed. Lemaire, vol. 1, p. 399, seqq., and on life and actions, we must pronounce him a brave warthe opposite side, Jos. Scaliger, and Burmann, vol. 1, rior, a talented man, but deficient in stratagem and
The grounds on which ihe claim of Pedo address. (Biographic Universelle, vol. 1, p. 431, seqq.
p. 796.)
the piece in
rests are not by any means satisfactory
Compare Crevier, Hist, des Emp. Rom., vol. 5, p.
to have been the proII. A Platonic philosopher, who resided
153, seqq )
question, however, would seem
Still weaker are the arat Smyrna, in the
duction of the Augustan age.
reign of Antoninus Pius, and was
guments which seek to establish the claim of Pedo to the preceptor of Galen. He is the author of an Inthe other two elegies, which, according to Wernsdorff troduction to the Dialogues of Plato, which Fabricius
(Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 3, p. 112, seqq.),zxe unworthy has inserted in the second volume of his Bibliolheca
It is also given in Etwal's edition of three
of him, and must be regarded as the productions of GrcBca.
some late scholastic poet. III. P. TuUius. ( Vid. Sup- of the dialogues of Plato, Ozon., 1771, 8vo.— III. The
name of Albinus was common to a great number of
plement.)
individuals belonging to the Gens Posthumia, for an
Albintemehum. Vid. Albium Intemelium.
Albincs, I, Decimus Claudius, a Roman general, account of whom vid. Supplement.
Albion, I. a giant, the son of Neptune, who, togethborn at Adrumetum in Africa, and surnamed Albinus
from the extreme whiteness of his skin when brought er with his brother Bergion, endeavoured to prevent
He made at first some progress in lit- Hercules from passing the Rhone. When the weapinto the world.
on Agriculture, ons of the latter failed him in this conflict, he prayed
«>rary pursuits, and wrote a Treatise
Lion, McEcenatiana, Gbtting., 1824,

c.

1.)'

3.

—
—

:

—

—

—

I

ALB

ALB
and that deity destroyed the two hrothto Jove
The battle-ground was
ers by a shower of stones.
called, from the appearance which it presented, the
"
Campus Lapidcus, or Stony plain" {Mela, 2, 5), and
Apollodorus
lay between Massilia and the Rhone.
(2, 5, 10) calls the brothers Alebion and Dercynus
in Lithe
scene
and
re
Kal
AepKvvog),
lays
{'A^XeSioiv
This, however, as Vossius {ad Mei,
{AiyiiTf).
rria
c.) remarks, should not have misled Salmasius (Saumaise), since Liguria and the Ligures once extended
even to the Rhone. (Compare Hcyne, ad Apollod., I.
To Albion is ascribed by some, if indeed so ridicuc.)
lous an etymology be worth mentioning, one of the
for aid,

—

names of Britain. II. The earlier name of the island
of Great Britain, called by the Romans Britannia Mafrom which they distinguished Britannia Minor,
jor,
the modern French province of Bretagne. Agathemerus (11. 4), speaking of the British islands, uses the
names Hibernia and Albion for the two largest ; Ptolemy (2, 3) calls Albion a British island and Pliny
(4, 16) says, that the island of Britain was formerly
called Albion, the name of Britain being common to
Alall the islands around it.
(" Britannia insula
bion ipsi nomen fuit, cum BritanniccE vocarenler omnes") The etymology of the name is uncertain
;

Some writers derive it from the Greek ak^bv (the
neuter of ak^bcf), "white," in reference to the chalky
others have recourse to the Hecliffs on the coasts
brew alben, " white ;" and others again to the Phoeni;

"
cian alp or tdpin,
high," and
high mountain ;" frotn
the height of the coast.
Sprengel thinks it of Gallic
of the Scotch
origin, the same with Albin, the name
It appears to him the plural of
Alp or Ailp,
highlands.
"

*'
Rocky Mountains," and to have been
signifies
given to the island, because the shore, which looks
towards France, appears like a long row of rocks. The
term evidently comes from the same source with the
word Alpes, and conveys the associate ideas of a high
and chalky, or whitish, coast. {Vid. Alpes, and com-

which

pare Adelung, Mithradafes.,\o\.2, p. 42, seqq.) The
ancient British poets call Britain Inis Wen, " the white
"
island
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 32, seqq.)
LB IS, a river of Germany, now the Elbe.
It is
called" Albios by Dio Cassius (55, 1).
This was the
easternmost stream in Germany with which the Romans became acquainted in the course of their expedi-

A

tions

:

and they knew

ern part of

its

course.

moreover, only in the northTacitus learned that the Her-

it,

munduri dwelt near its sources. {Germ., 41.) Ptolemy also was acquainted with the quarter where it
on the east side of his Sudetes, near the confines
modem Moravia. The only Roman who passed
this stream with an army was L. Domitius Ahenobarbus, A.U.C. 744 and though he made no farther
rose,

of the

;

progress, the passage of the Albis was deemed worthy
Vell. Paterc, 2, 106.
of a triumph.
{Plin., 4,
—Tacit., Ann., 1, 59. Id. ib., 13, sub fin.—Flav.

— H.—

Vopisc. Prob., 13.)

the

Romans

used both

for their

for drinking

medicinal properties, and were

and bathing.

(

Vttruv., 8, 3.

—

Pltn., 31, 11.)

Albunea,

the largest of the springs or

fountains

which formed the Albulae Aquae. It proceeded, like
the rest, from a small but deep lake, and flowed with
them into the Anio. In the immediate vicinity of the
fountain was a thick grove, in which were a temple
and oracle of Faunus. ( Virg., JEn., 7, 82, seqq.
Heyne, ad Virg., I. c.) Both the grove and fountain
were sacred to the nymph or sibyl Albunea, who was
worshipped at Tibur, and whose temple still remains
on the summit of the cliff, and overhanging the cas" This beautiful
cade.
temple," observes a recent
" which stands on the
traveller,
very spot where the
taste
would
have
of
placed it, and on which it ever
eye
reposes with delight, is one of the most attractive features of the scene, and perhaps gives to Tivoli its
{Rome in the Nineteenth Century,
greatest charm."

—

398, Am. ed.)
Varro, as cited by LactanFalsa Rel., 1, 6), gives a list of the ancient
sibyls, and among them enumerates the one at Tibur,
surnamed Albunea, as the tenth and last .Suidas

vol. 2, p.

tius (de

Aekut^ t] TtSovpria, bvofiarc 'A?.6ovvaia.
(Compare Hor., Od., 1, 7, 12, and Mitscherlich and
also says,

—

Consult also Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2,
Fea, ad loc
975, and vol. 4, p. 27.)
Alburnus, a ridge of mountains in Lucania, near
the junction of the Silarus and Tanager, and between

p.

the latter river and the Calor.

It is

now

called

Monte

and sometimes Alburno.
Near a part
of the ridge, and on the shores of the Sinus Psestanus,
was a harbour of the same name (Alburnus Portus),
di Posiigliune,

where the Silarus emptied into the sea. ( Virg., Georg.,
3, 146.— Cmmcr'5 Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 376.)
Albus, I. Portus, a harbour on the coast of Syria,
supposed by Gail to be the harbour of Laodicea to
which Appian alludes {koI £f to iziXayoq exovca opfiov.
Bell. Civ., 4, 60), and placed by hini to the west of
the promontory of Ziaret.
{Gail, ad Anon. Stadiasm.
Maris Mag
Geogr. Gr. Min., vol. 2, p. 538.) II.
Vicus (^ KevKTj KufiTj), a harbour in Arabia, from which
Gallus set out on his expedition into the interior.
It is supposed by Mannert to be the
{Strab., 781.)
same with the modern harbour of lambo. {Geogr.,

—

—

— Compare Peripl. Mar.

6, pt. 1, p. 50.
11.
Geogr. Gr.

vol.

—

Erythr.,
Min., ed. Hudson, vol. 1.)
Albutius, I. a wealthy Roman, remarkable for his
According to an ancient
severity towards his slaves.
scholiast, he even punished them sometimes before
•'
" I
lest," said he,
they had committed any offence,
should have no time to punish them when they do offend."
{Horau, Serm., 2, 2, 67.— SchoL, ad Horat., I.
"
c.)
Porphyrion {ad Hor., I. c.) styles him, ct avarus,
The epithet aroet elegans convtviorum apparator.^*
ru^, however, must evidently be thrown out, as con-

p.

—

II. T., a Roman of the Epitradicting what follows.
He was educated at Athens, and rencurean school.
dered himself ridiculous, on his return home, by his

Albicm, I. Ingaunum, a city of Liguria, on the
some distance to the southwest of Genua. It excessive attachment to the language and manners of
was the capital of the Ingauni, and answers to the Greece. About A.U.C. 648, he was sent as prastor
modern Albenga. {Strab., 202.— P/tn., 3, 5.) II. to Sardinia.
For some unimportant services renIntemelium, a city of Liguria, on the coast, to the dered here, he believed himself entitled to a triumph.
of
the
southwest
It was the capital of the The senate, however, rejected his application, and he
preceding.
Intemelii, and corresponds to the modern Vintimiglia. was accused, on his return, by the augur Mucins
From Tacitus {Hist., 2, Scaevola, of extortion in his government. Being con{Strabo, 202.— PZin., 3, 5.)
demned, he went into exile at Athens, where he con13), we learn that it was a municipium.
ALBUL.i, the more ancient name of the Tiber. Man- soled himself, amid his disgrace, by philosophical inner! considers Albula the Latin, and Tiberis the Etru- vestigations, and by composing satires in the style of
Id.,
which last became in the Lucilius. {Cic, Brut., 35.—Id., de Fin., 1,
rian, name for the stream
course of time the prevailing one.
Vid. Tiberis. Orat., U.—Id., in Pis., 38.— Id., Brut., 2 6.— Id.,

coast,

—

;

{Geogr., vol.

9, p.

607.)

Albula aqvm, a name

given to some cold mephitic
springs, about sixteen miles from Rome, which issued
from a small but deep lake, and flowed into the neighbouring river Anio. They were highly esteemed by

3—

Tusc. QiKZst., 5, 37.)—III. C. Silus, a rhetorician in
He was a native of Novariain
the age of A'ligustus.
he exercised for a time the func
Cisalpine Gaul, where
tions of aedile.
Being grossly insulted, however, by
some individuals against whom he was pronouncing a

ALC

ALC
was

made by Blomfield in the Museum Criticum,
421, &c., Camb., 1826, reprinted in Gaisford's
PoetsB Graeci Minores.
Additional fragments have
Intend- been printed in the Rhenish Museum for 1829, 1833,
gular adventure induced him to leave the bar
in Jahn's Jahrbiich. fiir
ing, on one occasion, merely to employ a rhetorical and 183.5
Philolog. for 1830 ;
figure, he said to the opposite party, who was accused and in Cramer's Anecdota Graeca, Oxon., 1835!
"
of impiety towards his parents,
Swear by the ashes {Schbll, Hist. Litt. Gr., vol. 1, p. 204.— Borfg, Gesch.
der Lyrischen Dichtkunst derHellenen, 2,
of thy father and mother" (and thou shall
p. 378, scqq.)
gain thy
—II. An epigrammatic poet.
The
defendant
cause).
{Vid. Supplement.)
immediately accepted the conIII.
comic
of
Albutius
dition, and, though
Athens, contemporary with
poet
protested that he merely
employed a figure of rhetoric, the judges admitted the Aristophanes. Some of his contemporaries are cited by
Athenaeus
107.—
Vol.
oath, and the defendant was acquitted.
(3,
1, p. 418, cd. Schweigh.),
p.
In his old age
Albutius returned to Novaria, where he assembled his and others.
(Compare Casaubon, ad Athen., I. c.
Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1,
IV. An
fellow-citizens, and represented to them that his
p. 101.)
age
and the maladies under which he was labourina ren- Athenian tragic poet, whom some, according to Suidered life insupportable.
When he had finished his ha- das, made to have been the first writer in tragedy.
rangue he retired to his dwelling, and starved himself. (Compare Casaubon, ad Athen., 2,p. 107, and the remarks of Schiceighauser, vol. 9, p. 14.) V. A son
IV. Vid. Supplement.
Algous, I. a celebrated poet of Mytilene, in Les- of Perseus, and father of Amphitryon, from whom
bos, and the contemporary of Sappho, Pittacus, and Hercules has been called Alcides.
{Apollod., 2, 4,
12.
Stesichorus. ( Clinton's Fast. Hell. vol. 1 ,
Compare Heyne, ad loc.)
p. 5. 2d ed. )
He was famed as well for his resistance to tyranny and
Alcamenes, I. ninth king of Sparta, and one of the
his unsettled life, as for his
Agidae {vid. Agidae), succeeded his father A.M. 3235
lyric productions.
Having B.C.
aided Pittacus to deliver his
769, and reigned thirty-seven years, in which
country from the tyrants
which oppressed it, he quarrelled with this friend, time there was a rebellion of the Helots. Plutarch
when the people of Mytilene had placed uncontrolled cites some, of his apophthegms. {Plut., Apoph. Lapower in the hands of the latter, and some injurious con., 32. Pausan., 3, 2. Meursivs,de Peg. Lacon.,
verses, which he composed against Pittacus, caused 9 )— 11. A statuary and sculptor of Athens, who flourishhimself and his adherents to be driven into exile.
An ed about 448 B.C. He was the pupil of Phidias, and
adorned his country with numerous specimens of his
endeavour to return by force of arms
proved unsuccessful, and Alcaeus fell into the power of his former superior skill, a skill which almost equalled that of his
{Quintii, 12, 10.
friend, who, forgetting all that had passed, generously master.
Dionys. Hal., de DeIn his odes Al- mosth. Acum., pt. 6, p. 1108, ed. Reiske.) The most
granted him both life and freedom.
caeus treated of various
At one time he in- celebrated of his productions was his statue of Venus,
decision, and being dragged by the feet from his tribunal, he left his native city and came to Rome, where
he soon attained to distinction as a pleader.
sin-

also

1, p.

A

;

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

topics.

veighed against tyrants at another he deplored the
misfortunes which had attended him, and the
pains of
exile
while, on other occasions, he celebrated the
praises of Bacchus and the goddess of love.
He wrote
;

:

the

in

^olic

dialect.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus

speaks in high commendation of the lofty character of
his compositions, the conciseness of his
style, and the
clearness of his
His
images.

productions, indeed,

A

breathed the same spirit with his life.
strong,
manly enthusiasm for freedom and justice pervaded
even those in which he sang the
pleasures of love and
wine.
But the sublimity of his nature shone
brightest
when he praised valour, chastised
tyrants, described
the blessings of
and
the
liberty,
misery and hardships
of exile.
His lyric muse was versed in all the forms
and subjects of poetry, and
attributes to him
antiquity

hymns, odes, and songs. A few fragments only are
left of all of them, and a distant echo of
his poetry

reaches us in some of the odes of Horace.
Alcaeus
was the inventor of the metre that bears his
name, one
of the most beautiful and melodious of all the
lyric
measures.
Horace has employed it in
of his

As regards the
may be remarked,

odes.

many

personal character of the poet,
that the
charge of cowardice
which some have endeavoured to fasten
upon him, for
nis misfortune in
lost
his shield
a conhaving
it

during

between the Mytileneans and Athenians
possession of Sigaeum, would seem to be
flict

for the

anything but

is the same
charge, as brought
against Horace for his^conduct at Phihppi.
(Consult
the work of Van Ommeren, Horaz als Mensch und
Burger von Rom <tc., Aiis dem Holland., von L.
Walch.) The fragments that remain to us of the po-

just.

Equally unjust

—

etr)'

,

of Alcaeus, are to be found in the collections of

H. Stephens and Fulvius Ursinus. Jani, one of the
editors of Horace, published, from 1780 to
1782, three
Prolusioncs, containing those fragments of Alcaeus
which the Latin poet had imitated. In IS 12,
Stange
united these opuscula in a volume which
at

styled tj 'A<l>po6cTi] kv role kt/ttoic, and
sometimes simply ktjtvoi. It is said to have received
its last
polish from the hand of Phidias himself, and is
spoken of in high terms by Lucian and others. {Luc.
4
Jmag., e< 6. ) Whether this was the statue of Venus,
by which Alcamenes obtained his victory over Agora-

commonly

critus {vid. Agoracritus), cannot

be determined with

If
certainty from the words of Pliny.
to have been the same, we have this

we suppose

it

difficulty, that all

ancient writers pronounce the Venus hv K'^ttoiq of Alcamenes, one of the highest productions of the art, while
Pliny asserts, that the artist was indebted for his success, in the contest just mentioned, not to the superiority of his performance, but to the spirit of party which
influenced the umpires.
Another highly celebrated
work of his was the rear pediment of the temple of
Jupiter at Olympia, of which Pausanias has left us a

On it was represented the conflict
description (5, 10).
between the Centaurs and Lapithae. Cicero {N. D.,
1, 30) speaks of a statue of Vulcan by this artist, and
Valerius Maximus (8, 11, 3) informs us, that
although
the god was exhibited as lame, yet the lameness was
in a great measure concealed
by the drapery and position.
The distinguished merit of Alcamenes obtained
for him the honour of being placed in a bas-relief on

—

the temple at Eleusis.
Id. ibid., 36,
{Plin., 34, 8.
Pausan., 1, 19.) III. An artist whose name occurs on some Roman embossed work, described
5.

—

—

Zoega.

{Bass. Ant., &c., tav.

He

23— Consult

by

Sillig,

called a duumvir, and it has
been conjectured that, besides being raised to civil honours in the municipal state to which he belonged, he
also obtained his livelihood by
exercising the art of
{Sillig, ubi supra.)
modelling.
Diet. Art.,

s. V.)

is

Alcandek, a Lacedaemonian youth, of hasty temper, but not otherwise ill-disposed, who, during a popular tumult, struck .out ,one of the eyes of
Lycurgus.
The people were so moved with shame and sorrow at
the outrage, that
surrendered Alcander into his

they
appeared
o{ '^Alcai poeta lyrici Jragmen- hands, to do with him as he pleased. Lycurgus took
him
to
his
own
ta.^'
The most complete and accurate collection, howhome, and so won upon him by mild
A collection treatment, that Alcander became one of his warmest
CFcr, is that by Maxthiae, Lips., 1827.
friends and an excellent citizen.
(P/m<., Vit. Lye.,] I.)
Halle, under the

title

ALC

ALC
insinuating and graceful demeanour, he

Alcathoop, I. a son of Pelops, who, being suspected of murdering his brother Chrysippus, came to iVTcgara, where he killed a lion, which had destroyed the
The monarch had promised the hand of
king's son.
his daughter, and the succession to the throne, unto
him who should succeed in destroying the wild beast.
Alcathous, therefore, gained both of these prizes, and
succeeded in the course of time to the kingdom of MeIn commemoration of him, festivals, called Algara.

—

cathoia,

were

still

II.

death of his uncle, succeeded in prevailing upon them
This was duto send an armament for that purpose.
The expedition was diring the Peloponnesian war.
rected against Syracuse, and Alcibiades, with Niciai
and Lamachus, received the command. A short time,
however, before the departure of the fleet, the Hermae
or images of Mercury, placed throughout Athens, were
all mutilated in the course of one night, and suspicion
fell
upon Alcibiades, who was supposed to have been

It answers to the
on the river Guarda-

conensis, called also Alcaratium.

mcna.

in

New Castile,

(Liv., 40, 47, seqq.)

Alcknor, an Argive, who, along with Chronius,
survived on his side, the battle between 300 of his
countrymen and 300 Lacedabmonians. {Vid. Othryades.

— Herodot

,

1,

82.)

Alckstis, daughter of Pelias and wife of Admetus.
Her father had offered to give her in marriage to this
prince, on condition of his previously yoking lions and
boars to a chariot, and Admetus successfully accomplished this through the aid of Apollo. This same deity,
who was then serving with Admetus, in accordance
with the sentence that had been passed against him
(vid. J^sculapius, Amphrysus, and Cyclopes), obtained
from the fates, that when Admetus should be about
to end his existence, his life would be spared and
prolonged, provided another willingly died in his stead.
the day came, Alcestis heroically devoted herself for her husband, but was rescued from the lower
world and restored to the regions of day by Hercules.
According to another version of the legend, she was
sent back again to life by Proserpina.
Euripides has
founded upon this story of Alcestis one of his most

When

beautiful tragedies.
This same
(Apollod., 1,9, 14:.)
legend is also given in a different and more historical

when Medea had prevailed upon the
form, as follows
daughters of Pelias to cut their father in pieces, in expectation of seeing him restored to youth, and they
were pursued by their brother Acastus, Alcestis fled
for protection to her cousin Admetus.
This prince
refusing to deliver her up, Acastus marched against
him, took him prisoner, and threatened to put him to
death, when Alcestis heroically surrendered herself
into her brother's hands, and saved the life of Admetus. It happened, however, that, just at this time, Hercules came that way with the horses of Diomede, and
:

himself

illustrious statesman, and sypgeed, if possible, to the
The Athenians, in
authority which he had enjoyed.
tHe time of Pericles, had entertained a strong desire of
becoming masters of Sicily, and Alcibiades, after the

instituted at

One

modern Alcaraz,

made

for his

extravagant expenditures,
his contempt of order, and his dissolute mode of life.
The lessons and the example of Socrates, who numbered him for some time amonghis disciples, operated
but feebly in checking the vicious propensities of the
young Athenian, or in restraining his bold and ambitious designs.
He took Pericles as his model in public life, and resolved to tread in the footsteps of that

Megara. (Pausan., I, 41,
of the two citadels of Megara, so called
its founder Alcathous.
(Pausan., 1, 40 and 42.)
Alce, a town of the Celtiberi, in Hispania Tarra-

&c.)
from

more conspicuous

guilty of this act of profanation during a drunken caAfter having
rousal with some of his young friends.

been allowed to sail with the expedition, he was soon
for, and summoned to stand trial for this and other
Avoiding, however, a return
alleged acts of impiety.
to Athens, he took refuge, first in Argos, and afterward at Sparta, at which latter place he excited very
friendly feelings towards himself by the important advice he gave respecting the future movements of the
war, and became an object of wonder by the ease with
which he adopted the plain and austere manners of
sent

the Spartans, so directly at variance with his previous
mode of life. Distrusting, however, at last, the sinhimself to Tiscerity of the Lacedasmonians, he betook

saphernes, satrap of the King of Persia, and soon attained to great favour.
Not long after this, he was
restored, by a strange turn of fortune, to the good-will
of his
the sentence of banishment that
;

countrymen

had been passed against him was revoked, he was
appointed to a command, and, after a career of brillHis popiant success, returned in triumph to Athens.
Lysander,
ularity, however, was of short continuance.
the Spartan admiral, defeated the Athenian fleet, and
slew Antiochus, to whom Alcibiades had left it in
in order to raise
cTiarge, when departing for Caria,
soon found himself
riioney for the war ; and Alcibiades
compelled to solicit once more the protection of the

Persians.
Pharnabazus, the satrap, allowed him for a
was hospitably entertained by Admetus. On learning while a safe residence in Phrygia, but finally, through
from him what had taken place, the hero was fired with the solicitations of Lysander, he caused Alcibiadec
indignation, attacked Acastus, destroyed his army, «Tnd to be siain, by an armed party, at his place of abode,

rescued Alcestis, whom he restored in safety to his
royal host. (Eudocia, Ion. ap. Villoison., Anecd. Grac,
vol. 1, 21, scqq.)
Alcetas, I. a king of Epirus, descended from

Pyrrhus, the son of Achilles, and an ancestor of Pyrrhus,
was
He
driven
of
his
from
king
Epirus.
by
subjects
the throne, but regained his power by the aid of DioII.
nysiu^ the elder, of Syracuse.
King of Epirus,
son of Arymbas, and grandson of the preceding.
His
subjects strangled him, together with his two sons,
B.C. 312.— III. The eighth king of Macedonia, son
of yEropus, and father of Amyntas I.
He reigned 29
IV.
years, from 576 to 547 B.C.
general of Alexander the Great, and brother of Perdiccas.
He slew
a
after
defeat
himself
by Antigonus, during the contests
that ensued after Alexander's decease.
V. An historian who wrote an account of the
offerings at Delphi,
tCjv
iv
irepl
AeXifiolg uvadTJudruv.
(Athenaus, 13, p.

—

—

A

—

591,0.)
Alcibiades, a celebrated Athenian commander, son
of Clinias, nephew lo Pericles, and lineally descended,
as was sai^frotn the Telamonian
He was
Ajax.
born B.C. 450.
Conepicuous for beauty, and for an

in

a small village.

46th year. B.C. 404.

how

to retain

This remarkable man died in his
If the Athenians had only known

among them an individual

of so rare merit

both as a civilian and a soldier, they might easily have
And yet impartial hisgiven the law to all Greece.
for his taltory, while it awards him the highest praise
ents as a statesman, and his skill and intrepidity as a
commander, cannot but condemn, in the most unequivlife, the
ocal
the Ucentiousness of his
private
manner,
and chameleon-like character of his princiconduct, on more
ples of action, and his traitorous
than one occasion, to the best iifterests of his country.
versatility

Alcib.—Corn. Ncp., Vtt. Alcib.)
(Vid. SuppleAlcidamas, a Greek rhetorician.

(Plut., Vit.

ment.)

in the tim«
Alcidas, a naval commander of Sparta
He, on one ocof the Peloponnesian war, B C. 428.
of his habitual caution, the
casion, lost, in consequence
a victory gained by him
opportunity of following up
over the Athenians and Corcyreans.
Alcidks, I. a natne of Hercules, either from his
from his grandfather A Icaeus —II.
strength, alKfj. or

A

surname of Minerva

in

Macedonia.

(Liv., 42, 51.)

101

ALC

ALCMiEON.

in the passage of Livy here quoted, we
Alcis, a surname of Minerva, and the name of a
should no doubt read, according to Turnebus {Advers., deity among the Naharvali.
{Vid. Supplement.)
" the
Alcithoe, a Theban female, who, together with het
30, 57), Alcidemum,
people's strength."
sisters, contemned and ridiculed the orgies of BacAlcimachus, a painter. {Vid. Supplenrjent.)
Alcimekon, I an Arcadian hero. {Vid. Supple- chus, and, while these rites were getting celebrated
ment.) II. An embosser or chaser spoken of by Vir- without, employed themselves at home with the distaff,
who mentions some goblets of and beguiled the time by recounting poetic legends.
gil {Eclog., 3, 37, 44),
his workmanship.
Sillig thinks he was a contempo- They were changed into bats, and the spindles and
yarn, with which they worked, into vines and ivy. (Ov.,
rary of the poet's.
Vid. Supplement.
As regards the
Id. ib., 389, seqq. )
Alcimenes.
Met., 4, 1, seqq.
Vid. Supplement.
terms Minye'ias and Minye'ia proles, which Ovid apAlcimus.
Alcinoos, I. a son of Nausithous, king of Phaeacia, plies to the sisters, consult Gierig, ad loc.
his love of agriculture.
He kindly enterAlcm^on, I. a son of Amphiaraus and Eriphyle,
praised for
tained Ulysses, who had been shipwrecked on his coast. and a native of Argos.
When his father went to the
The gardens of Alcinous are beautifully described by Theban war, where he knew he was to perish, AleHomer, and have afforded, also, a favourite theme for mason was directed by him, when he should hear of his
The island of the Phaeacians is death, to kill Eripbyle who had betrayed him. ( Vid.
succeeding poets.
Its more ancient name Eriphyle.)
The son obeyed the father's mjunctions,
called by Homer Schcria.
was Drepane. After the days of Homer it was called and was pursued, in consequence, by the furies, the
Homer, Od., avengers of parricide. According to another account,
Corcyra. Now Corfu. (Vid. Corcyra.
being chosen chief of the seven Epigoni, he took and
7.—0rph., in Argon.— Virg., G., 2, 87.— Stat., I
{Vid. destroyed Thebes, and, after this event, put his mothSylv., 3, 81.)— II. A Platonic philosopher.
Supplement.)— III. A son of Hippothoon, who, in con- er to death, in obedience to an oracle of Apollo.
junction with his father and eleven brothers, expelled {Apollod., 3, 7, 5.) While in the state of phrensy which
Icarion and Tyndareus from Lacedaemon, but was af- was sent upon him as a punishment for this deed, he
terward killed, with his father and brothers, by Hercu- came first to Arcadia, to O'icleus, and, from the residence of this his paternal grandfather, went subsequentles.
(ApoUod., 3. 10. 5.)
A LCI PH RON, the most distinguished of the Greek ly to the city of Psophis, to Phegeus, its king. Being
epistolary writers.
Nothing is known of his life, and purified of the murder by Phegeus, be married Arsinoe,
even his era is uncertain.
Some critics place him be- the daughter of the latter, and gave to her, as a bridal
tween Lucian, whom he has imitated, and Aristsene- present, the fatal collar and robe {tov re opfiov koi tov
in other words, KEir'km)) which his mother Eriphyle had received to betus, to whom he served as a model
between the years 170 and 350 of the present era. tray his father. The country, however, becoming barOthers, however, are inclined to transfer him to the ren, in consequence of his residing in it {it' avrov), he
fifth
Neither side have attended to the cir- was directed by an oracle, as the only means of escentury.
cumstance of there being among the letters of Aris- caping the vengeance of the furies, to find, and dwell
tapnetus a kind of correspondence between Lucian in, a land which was not in existence when he slew his

For Alcidem

—

—

—

—

;

and Alciphron.

This correspondence,

it

is true,

is

parent.

{Pausan.,

8, 24.

— Compare Heyne, ad Apol-

He at last found rest, for a short time, on
yet it indicates, at the same time, that Aris- lod., I. c.)
tsenetus regarded these two writers as contemporaries, an island at the mouth of the Achelous, fonned by the
and we have no good reason to accuse him of any er- alluvial deposites of that stream. {Vid. Echinades.)
ror in this re.spect.
Though a contemporary, Alciph- Here he married Callirhoe, the daughter of the riverron might still have imitated Lucian : it is much more god, after repudiating his former wife Arsinoe.
But
At the request of his
probable, however, that the passages which appear to he did not long enjoy repose.
us to be imitations are borrowed by these two writers wife, he attempted to recover from his former fatherfrom some ancient comic poets. The letters of Al- in-law the collar and robe which he had presented to
ciphron are 1 1 6 in number, forming three books. They his daughter, and, as a pretext for obtaining them,
are distinguished for purity, clearness, and simplicity, stated that he had been directed by an oracle, as the
and are important as giving us a representation of only means of freeing himself from the furies, to con
Athenian manners, drawn from dramatic poets whose secrate the articles in question to Apollo at Delphi.
The best portion of the work Phegeus gave them up, but the imposition being made
writings are now lost.
is the 2d book, containing the letters of the hetaerrB, or known to him by an attendant, he ordered his sons to
courtesans ; and, among these, that of Menander to waylay and destroy Alcmseon, which was accordingly
The done. Alcmaeon*s death was avenged by the two sons
Glycerion. and that of Glycerion to Menander.
Their mother entreated
principal editions are, that of Bergler, Lips., 1715, 8vo, whom he had by Callirhoe.
with an excellent commentary ; that of Wagner, Lips., of Jupiter that they might speedily attain to manhood,
The prayer
1778, 2 vols. 8vo, containing a corrected text, a Latin and retaliate on their father's murderers.
version, the commentary of Bergler, and the editor's was heard ; they became on a sudden men in the prime
own notes ; and that of Boissonade, Paris, 1822, 8vo. of life, and slew not only the two sons of Phegeus, bat
Wagner had been furnished by Bast with the readings the monarch himself and his wife. The sons of Aleof two Vienna MSS., but, according to the Critical mason by Callirhoe were Amphoterus and Acaman,
Epistle of the last-mentioned scholar, did not make all and are said to have settled subsequently in Acarnathe use of these collated readings which he might have nia, the latter giving name to the country.
{Apollod.,
done.
Among the papers of Bast, after his decease, I. c.) Pausanias calls Arsinoe by the name of Alphewere found various readings of the Letters of Alciph- siboea {vid. Alphesibcea), and, in other parts of his narOn these and
ron, derived from four Paris MSS., two of the Vat- rative also, diflTers from Apollodorus.
Many of these were other variations, consult Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.
ican, and one of Heidelberg.
to the received readings.
Along with them II. The founder of an illustrious family at Athens, callpreferable
He was the son of Sillus,
were found various unedited fragments, and even en- ed after him Alcmasonidae.
These and great grandson of Nestor ; and, being driven from
tire letters, which had never yet been printed.
and were useH by Bois- Messenia, with the rest of Nestor's family, by the Heracpapers are now in England,
sonade in his edition
(Pausan., 2, 18.
Compare
{SchoH, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. lidae, settled at Athens.
4, p. 313, seqq.
Wackier, Handbuch der Gesch. der the note of Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p. 299, 2d ed.,
of
where he disproves the assertion
Larcher. ad Herod.,
Lit., vol. 1, p. 241.)
of the god Mars, by
6, 125, who makes the Alcmaeonidae to have been deAlcippe, I. a
fictitious

;

—

—

—

los.

—

II.

The
lot

daughter
daughter of CEnomaus.

Agrau-

scended from Melanthus.)

—IIL

A

son of Megaclea.

ALC

ALC
Having shown much kindness and attention

to

the

persons whom Croesils had sent lo Delphi for the purof consullinj^ the oracle, that monarch invited
pose
him to Sardis, and gave him permission to carry from
the royal treasury as much gold as he could bear otf
Herodotus (6, 125) gives an
with him at one visit.
account of the mode in which he availed himself of
the royal offer, filling with gold his arms, the folds of
his habit, his large shoes worn expressly for the occasion, and having not only his hair powdered with goldTo these Croesus even
dust, but his mouth full of it.
added other valuable presents ; and to this source Hemust not,
rodotus traces the wealth of the family.
however, regard this Alcmaeon as the founder of the
line.
(Compare Alcmaeon, H.)— IV. The last of the
peipetual archons at Athens, was succeeded by Charops, the son of .^Sschylus, as decennial archon.

We

Boeckh

(Explic. ad Find., Pyth., 7, p. 301) makes him
not to have belonged to the family of the Alcmaeonidae
proper, but to have been reckoned among the Alcmaeonida; merely because his mother belonged to that house.
V. A natural philosopher.
{Vid. Supplement.)
Alcm^onIoje, a noble family of Athens, descended
from Alcmaeon. (Virf. Alcmason, II.) When driven

—

from Athens by the tyranny of the Pisistratida?, they
endeavoured lo return by force of arms but having met with a serious check at Lipsydrion, in the

first

;

Paeonian borough of Attica, they turned their attention to a surer and more pacific mode of operation.

The temple at Delphi having been burned, and having
remained in ruins for some considerable time, the Alcmaeomdae, after their defeat, engaged with the Amphictyonic council to rebuild the structure for the
sum of 300 talents. They finished the work, however,

much more

splendid manner than the terms of
their contract required, and attained, in consequence, to
great popularity.
By dint of the favour with which
they were now regarded, as well as by means of a
large sum oi money, they prevailed upon the Pythoness, whenever application of a public or private nature was made from Lacedaemon to the god at
Delphi,
to conclude the answer of the oracle, whatever it
might
with
an
admonition
to
the
Lacedaemonians
to give
be,
to
Athens.
This
artifice
had
the
desired
effect
liberty
;
in a

he was met by Amphitryon, and was killed by an

acci-

dental blow.
This deed, though involuntary, lost Amphitryon the kingdom, which he would otherwise have
Sthenelus, the brother ot
enjoyed in right of his wife.
Alcmena, availing himself of the public odium against
drove
from
him
Amphitryon,
Argolis, and seized upon
the vacant throne, the possession of which devolved,

son Eurystheus.
Amphitryon
he was purified by Creon ; but
when he expected that Alcmena, who had accompanied
him hither, would have given him her hand, she declined, on the ground that she was not satisfied with
the punishment inflicted by her father on the Teleboans, and intended to give her hand to him who
should make war upon them.
Amphitryon, in consequence of this, made an alliance with Creon and other
neighbouring princes, and ravaged the isles of the Teleboans.
While Amphitryon was absent on this expedition, Jupiter, who had become enamoured of Alcmena, assumed the form of Amphitryon, related to
her all the events of the war, his success over the foe,
and finally persuaded her to a union. Amphitryon,
on his return, was surprised at the indifference with
which he was regarded by Alcmena but, on coming to
an explanation with her, and consulting Tiresias, the
famous diviner of Thebes, he discovered that it was
no less a personage than Jove himself, who had assumed his form. Alcmena brought forth twins, Hercules the son of Jupiter, and Iphicles the progeny of
her mortal lord.
According to the ancient poets,
Juno retarded the birth of Hercules until the mother
of Eurystheus was delivered of a son, unto whom, by
reason of a rash oath of Jupiter's, Hercules was made
at his death, upon his
fled to Thebes, where

;

It seems that
subject.
was to be delivered in

the day on which Alcmena
Thebes, Jove, in exultation,

gods that a man of his race was that
who would rule over all his neighbours. Juno, pretending incredulity, exacted from him
an oath that what he had said should be accomplished.
Jupiter, unsuspicious of guile, gave it, and Juno
hastened down to Argos, where the wife of Sthenethe
son of Perseus, was seven months gone of a
lus,
son.
The goddess brought on a premature labour, and
Eurystheus came to light that day, while she checked
and, though Sparta was in friendly relations with the the parturition of Alcmena, and kept back Lucina.
The oath of Jove was not to be
Pisistratids, it was determined to invade Attica, {Vid. Galanthis.)
which was accordnigly done, and the result was, that recalled, and his son was fated to serve Eurystheus.
the Spartans expelled
Hippias, and restored the Alc- {Horn., 11., 19, 101, seqq —Ovid, Met., 9, 285, seqq
maeonidaB (B.C. 510).
The restored family found Anton. Lib., c. 29— Keightley's Mythology, p. 310,
themselves m an isolated position, between the nobles,
seqq.)
According to Pherecydes {ap. Anion. Lib., c.
"vho appeared to have been
opposed to them, and the 33), when Alcmena, who long survived her son, died,
popular party, which had been hitherto attached lo the and the Heraclidae were about to bury her at Thebes,
Pisisiratidae
Clisthenes, now the head of the Alc- Jove directed Mercury to steal her away, and convey
maBOuidae, joined the latter party, and gave a new con- her to the islands of the blessed, where she should esstitution to Athens.
He abolished the four ancient pouse Rhadamanlhus. Mercury obeyed, and placed
tribes, and made a fresh geographical division of Atti- a stone instead of her in the rofBn.
When the Heracca into ten new tribes, each of which bore a name de- lidae went to
carry her forth to be buried, they were
rived from some Attic hero.
The ten tribes were sub- surprised at the
on
opening the coflin,
weight, and,
divided mto districts of various extent called dcmes or found the stone, which
they took out, and set it up
boroughs, each containing a town or village as its chief in the grove where her hernum stood at Thebes ;
The constiluiiou oi Clisthenes had the effect
place.
QyCaig.
ddcnip ecTLv to rjpuov to T/)g AXKfxrjvTj^
of transforming the
commonalty into a new body. The
Alcon, I a statuary, who made an iron statue ol
whole frame of the slate was reorganized to correHercules, kept at Thebes. Pliny assigns the reason for
To Clis- the choice of this metal, when he says. " LaLorum
Bpoiid with the new division of the country.

announced

to the

day to see the

light,

—

h

'

—

ascribed the formal institution of the dei
pat2cnlm inductus.'' (35, 14). II. A surgeon unIII.
son of
der Claudius.
{Vid. Supplement.)
Erechtheus, king of Athens, and father of Phalerus
of
^olus,
Alcmkna,
Alcyone, or Halcvonk, I. daughter
king of Myas he was going to
cenae, and Anaxo, whom Plutarch calls
Lysidice, and married Ceyx, who was drowned
Diodorus Siculus Eurymede.
She was engaged in consult the oracle. The gods apprized Alcyone in a
marriage to her cousin Amphitryon, son of Alcaeus, dream of her husband's fate ; and when she found, on
when an unexpected event caused the nuptials to be the morrow, his body washed on the seashore, she
To reward their mutual
deferred.
Electryon had undertaken an expedition threw herself into the sea.
against the Teleboans, or subjects of Taphius, in or- affection, the gods metamorphosed them into halcyons,
der to avenge the death of his sons, whom the sons of and, according to the poets, decreed that the aeif
'J'anhius had slain in a combat.
should remain calm while these birds built their nests

thenes, also,
ostracism.

Alcman.

is

—

A

Vid. Supplement.
was daughter of Electryon,

Returning victorious,
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upon it. The halcyon was, on this account, though a
querulous, lamenting bird, regarded by the ancients as
a symbol of tranquillity
and, from living principally
on the water, was consecrated to Thetis. According
to Pliny (10, 47), the halcyons only showed themselves at the setting of the Pleiades and towards the
winter-solstice, and even then they were but rarely
seen.
They made their nests, according to the same
writer, during the seven days immediately preceding
the winter-solstice, and laid their eggs during the seven
These fourteen days are the " dies
days that follow.
"
of antiquity.
or
He dehalcyon-days,"
halcyonii,'^
scribes their nests as resembling, while they float upon
the waters, a kind of ball, a little lengthened out at the
top, with a very narrow opening, and the whole not
unlike a large sponge.
A great deal of this is pure
fable.
The only bird in modern times at all resembling either of the two kinds of halcyons described by
Aristotle (8, 3), is the Alcedo Ispida, or what the
French call martin-pecheur. All that is said, too.
about the nest floating on the water, anci the days of
What the ancients took for a nest
calm, is untrue.
of a bird, is in reahty a zoophyte, of the class named
halcijonium by Linnaeus, and of the particular species
;

AleTus Campus ('AA^iov Trediov), a tract in Ciliaa
Campestris, to the east of the river Sarus, between
Adana and the sea. The poets fabled that Bellerophon wandered and perished here, after having been
thrown from the horse Pegasus. The name comes
from a?Mouat, " f o wander." {Homer, II. 6, 201.—
Ovid, Ibis, 259.)
Dionys. Perieg., 872.
Alemanni, or Alamanni, a name assumed by a
of
German
tribes situate between the
confederacy
Neckar and the Upper Rhine, who united to resist the
encroachments of Roman power.
According to Man-

—

,

nert {Geogr., vol. 3, p. 235, seqq.), the shattered remains of the army of Ariovistus retired, after the defeat and death of their leader, to the mountainous
country of the Upper Rhine.
(Compare, however,
PJister, Gesch. der Teutschen., vol. 1, p. 179, seqq.,
where a different account is given of the origin of the
Alemanni.) Their descendants in after days, in order
to oppose a barrier to the continued advance of the
Roman arms, united in a common league with the

German tribes which had originally settled on the left
bank of the Rhine, but had been driven across by their
more powerful opponents. The members of this union
men of
'styled themselves Alemanni or all-men, i. e
The martin-pecheur makes all tribes, to denote at once their various lineage and

called geodie by Lamarck.
its nest in holes
along the shore, or, rather, it deposites
its eggs in such holes as it finds there.
Moreover, it

the spring, and has no connexion
lays
eggs
whatever with calm weather.
{G. Cuvier, ad Plin.,
I.
IL
c.)
daughter of Atlas, and one of the Pleiain

its

—

des.

A

{Vid. Pleiades.— Apollod., 3,

10.)— III. in

ap-

given to Cleopatra, daughter of Idds and
The mother had been carried ofl^, in her
Marpessa
younger days, by Apollo, but had been rescued by her
husband Idas, and from the plaintive cries which she
uttered while being abducted, resembling the lament
of the halcyon, the appellation Alcyone was given as
a kind of surname to her daughter Cleopatra. {Horn.,
pellation

,

their
tile

common

first

bravery.
They
attitude on the banks of the

feated by Caracalla,

in a hos-

appeared

Mayn, but were de-

who was hence honoured

with the

surname of Alemannicus
In the succeeding reigns,
we find them at one time ravaging the Roman territories, at another, defeated and driven back to their na.

tive forests.
At last, after their overthrow by Clovis,
king of the Salian Franks, they ceased to exist as one
nation, and were dispersed over Gaul, Switzerland,
and northern Italy.

It
Ai.EKiA, a city of Corsica, on the eastern coast.
the Phocaeans, under the name of Alalia ('A^aA/a), and about twenty years after its first
settlement, was much enlarged by the addition of those
IL, 9, 553, seqq.)
of the inhabitants of Phocaea, who fled from the sway
a
not
far
in
from
Alcyonia, Palus,
pool
Argolis,
the Lemean marsh.
Nero attempted to measure it by of Cyrus. {Vid. Phocisa ) Its rapid advance in marimeans of a plummet several stadia in length, but could time power, subsequent to this increase of numbers,
excited the jealousy of the Etrurians and Carthagindiscover no bottom.
{Patisan 2, 37.)
AlcyonIum mare, a name given to an arm of the Si- ians. A naval contest ensued, in which the people of
nus Corinthiacus, or Gidf of Lepanlo, which stretched Alalia, though victorious, suffered so severely, as to be
between the western coast of Boeotia, the northern coast convinced of the impossibility of long withstanding the
of Megaris, and the northwestern extremity of Corin- united strength of their foes.
They migrated, therefore, once more, and settled on the southwestern coast
thia, as far as the promontory of Olmiae.
( Strab., 336.)
of Italy (Herod., 1, 165), where they founded the city
Vid. Dubis.
Aldu.Xbis.
Alea, a town of Arcadia, near the eastern confines, of Hyela, or Velia.
portion of them, however, went
to the Phocaean colony of Massilia.
It had three
and to the northeast of Orchomenus.
{Seneca, de Confamous temples, that of the Ephesian Diana, of Miner- sol., ad Helv. matr., 8.) The history of AlaUa, after this
The feast of Bacchus, call- event, remains for a long period enveloped in obscuriva Alea, and of Bacchus.
ed Skiria, was celebrated here every third year, at ty. The Carthaginians, probably, took possession of
which time, according to Pausanias, the women were the place. In the second Punic war, it fell, together
Roman sway at least
scourged, in obedience to a command of the oracle at with the whole island, under the
Zonaras (8, 11) speaks of a place called Valeria as
{Pausan., 8, 23.)
Delphi.
Alebion and Debcynus, sons of Neptune. {Vtd. the most important city in the island, and as having
been taken by Lucius Scipio. Alalia remained in
Albion, I.)
Alecto, one of the Furies. The name is derived obscurity under its new masters also, until Sylla sent
" to
thither a Roman colony, as Marius had done a short
from a, priv., and ^^yw,
cease,'''' from her never
time previous to the same island, founding in it the
( Vid. Eumenides.)
ceasing to pursue the wicked.
A LECTOR. Vid. Supplement.
colony of Mariana. From this period Alalia was known
Alectryon, a youth whom Mars, during his meet- under the name of Aleria, and the earlier appellation
at the door to watch against fell into disuse. When, and under what circumstances,
ing with Venus, stationed
He fell asleep, and Apollo this city was finally destroyed, is not ascertained. Its
the approach of the sun.
came and discovered the guilty pair. Mars was so ruins are to be found a short distance below the
incensed that he changed Alectryon into a cock, who, mouth of the river Tarignano.
{Mannert, 9, pt. 2,
still mindful of his neglect, announces, say the anp. 516, seqq.)
sun.
cient writers, at early dawn, the approach of the
Ales, a small river of Ionia in Asia Minor, which empties into the ^gean near Colophon.
(Pausan., 8, 28.)
{Lucian, Somn. seu. Gall., 3.)
in
and
Britain,
Alesa, Alaesa, or Halesa, a very ancient city of
Alectus, a military prefect
usurper
It stood near
slain
built
403.
turn
was
in
B.C.
but
who slew Carausius,
by Asclepio- Sicily,
by Archonides,
dotus, a general under Constantius Chlorus. He died the modem city of Cnronia, on the river Alaesus, or
AD. 296. {Eumen. paneg. Const. Cas. Crevier, Fiume di Caronia. The inhabitants were exempted

was founded by

,

A

;

—

Hut. des Emp. Rom,,

6, p.

202, seqq.)

by the Romans from taxes.

{Diod. jSic, 14, 16.)

ALE

ALEXANDER.

AlbsIa or Alexia, a famous and strongly fortified
It was so anGallia Celtica.
city of the Mandubii, in
cient a city, that Diodorus Sicnlus (4, 19) ascribes
the building of

it

to Hercules.

(Compare

the learned

and ingenious remarks of Riiter, in his Vorhalte, p.
It was
378, on the subject of the Celtic Hercules.)
situate on a high hill, supposed to be Mount Auxois,
near the sources of the Sequana or Seine, and washed
on two sides by the small rivers Lutosa and Ozera,
now Lose and Ozr.rain. Alesia was taken and destroyed by Cffisar after a famous siege, but. was rebuilt, and
became a place of considerable consequence under the

Roman emperors. It was laid in ruins in the 9th
of Mount Auxois
century by the Normans. At the foot
8 a village called Alise (Depart. Cote d'Or), with
several hundred inhabitants.

B. G.,

(Flor., 3,

10.

—

Cces.,

7, 69.)

the vicinity of Mantinea, on
Alesium,
which was a grove dedicated to Ceres also the teman edifice of great anple of the equestrian Neptune,
a

mountain

in

;

tiquity,

which had been originally built, according
by Agamedes and Trophonius, but was

tradition,

to
af-

terward enclosed within a new structure by order of
The mountain was said to have taken its
Hadrian.
name from the wanderings of Rhea {to 5pog to 'AA^yiov,

dia ttjv uXtjv, wf (paai, KaXovfievov tt]V 'Piag.

Pausan.

8, 10).

Aletes

('A/ljJrjyf),

m

a son of Hippotes, and descend-

crously slain

by Ptolemy .Moritcs, after having reigned
to B.C. 367, and not, according to the
common account, for one year merely. Ptolemy Alfrom B.C. 369

however, who slew him, was neither king jior
son of Amyntas, although called so by Diodorus (1.5, 71).
It seems probable, from a comparison of ^schines {de Fids Leg., p. 32) with a fragorites,

the

ment
that

in

p. 263, B),
in a regular way,

Syncellus {Dexifpus, ap. SyncelL,

Ptolemy was appointed regent

that he afterward
during the minority of Perdiccas
abused his trust, and was, in consequence, cut off by
Perdiccas.
The duration of his administration, three
;

mentioned by Diodorus (1.5, 77).
III., surnamed the Great, son of Philip
of Macedon, was born in the city of Pella, B.C. 356.
His mother was Olympias. the daughter of Neoptolemus, king of Epirus.
Leonnatus, a relation of hip
mother's, an austere man, and of great severity of
manners, was his early governor, and at the age of
eight years, Lysimachus, an Acarnanian, became his
instructer.
Plutarch gives this individual an unfavourable character, and insinuates that he was more
years,

is

Alexander

desirous of ingratiating himself with the royal family,
than of effectually discharging the duties of his ofl^ce.

was his delight to call Philip, Peleus ; Alexander,
Achilles ; and to claim for himself the honorary name
of Phoenix.
Early impressions are the strongest, and
even the pedantic allusions of the Acarnanian might
It

He is said to have
fifth degree.
taken possession of Corinth, and lo have expelled tht
first invasion of tht
after
the
Sisyphidae thirty years
His family, somePeloponnesus by the Heraclida;.
times called the Aleiidae, maintained themselves at
Corinth down to the time of Bacchis.
{Pans., 2, 4,
3 5, 18, 2.—Strab, 8, p. 389.— Ca/Zim., Frag., 103
—Ptnd., Olym. 13, 17 ) Velleius Paterculus (I, 3)
calls him a descendant of Hercules in the sixth deHe received an oracle promising hiin the sovgree.
ereignty of Athens, if during the war which was then
This
going on its kings should remain uninjured.
oracle became known at Athens, and Codrus sacrificed himself for his country.
Conon.,
{Vid. Codrus.
Other persons of this name are menNarrat., 26.)

render the young prince more eager in after life to imitate the Homeric model.
In his fifteenth year, Alexander was placed under the immediate tuition of the
celebrated Aristotle.
The philoso[)her joined his royal
pupil B.C. 342, and did not finally quit him until he
came to the throne. The master was worthy of the
The mental
scholar, and the scholar of his master.
stores of Aristotle were vast, and all arranged with
admirable accuracy and judgment while, on the other
hand, Alexander was gifted with great quickness of
apprehension, an insatiable desire of knowledge, and
an ambition not to be satisfied with the second place
in any pursuit.
At a distance from the court, this
great philosopher instructed him in all the branches of
human knowledge, especially those necessary for a
tioned in Apollod., 3, 10, 6; Hygin., Fab., 122; and ruler, and wrote, for his benefit, a work on the art of
As Mace9, 462.
government, which is unfortunately lost.
Vtrgil, Mn., 1, 121
don was surrounded by dangerous neighbours, ArisAleoad.<e.
Vid. Supplement.
totle sought to cultivate in his pupil the talents and
Aleoas.
Vid Sup[)lement.
Alexamenus, I. a native of Teos. {Vid. Supple- virtues of a military commander. With this view he
II. A
ment.)
general of the vEtolians, who, with a body recommended to him the reading of the Iliad, and reof his countrymen, slew Nabis, tyrant of
He vised this poem himself The poet, as Aristotle emSparta.
had been sent at the head of a band of auxiliaries, by the phatically names Homer, was the philosopher's insepJEtolians, ostensibly to aid Nabis, but in reality to get arable companion from him he drew his precepts and
The inhabitants, however, maxims from him he borrowed his models. The prepossession of Lacedaemon.
rallied after the fall of the tyrant, defeated the ^toliceptor imparted his enthusiasm to his pupil, and the
ans, who were scattered throughoAit the city and plun- most accurate copy of the great poem was prepared by
{Liv., 35, 34, seqq.) Aristotle, and placed by Alexander in a precious casdering it, and slew Alexamenus.
Alexander, a name of very common occurrence, ket which he found among the spoils of Darius. The
but
as designating not only kings,
private individuals. frame of the young prince was, at the same time,
will classify the monarchs by countries, and then formed
He gave several
by gymnastic exercises.
come to private or less conspicuous personages.
proofs of manly skill and couraffe while very young;
one of which, the breaking in of his fiery courser Bu1. Kings of Macedonia.
cephalus, which had mastered every other rider, is
Alexander I., son of Amyntas, and tenth king of mentioned by all his historians as an incident that conMacedon. He ascended the throne 497 B.C., and vinced his father
Philip of his future unconquerable
It was he who, while still a
When he was sixteen years old, Philip, setreigned 43 years.
youth, spirit.
slew, in company with a party of his young friends, ting out on an
expedition against Byzantium, delegahabited in female attire, the Persian ambassadors at ted the
government to him during his absence. Two
his father's court, having been provoked to the act
by years later (B.C. 338), he performed prodigies of valtheir immodest behaviour towards the females present our in the battle at Chaeronea, where he obtained great
With this prince the glory of Macedon
at a banquet.
band of the Thereputation by conquering the sacred
may be said to have commenced. He enlarged his bans. <' My son," said Philip, after the battle, em
" seek another
territories, partly by conquest, and partly by the gift
empire, for that which I
bracing hint),
which Xerxes bestowed upon him, of all the country shall leave
The father
you is not worthy of you."
from Mount Olympus to the range of Haemus. {Herod., and son, however, quarrelled when Philip repudiated
5, 18, seqq.
Justin, 7. 3.)
Alexander, who took the part of his mothOlympias.
Alezaxoeb II., son of Amyntas II, He was treach- er, was obliged to flee to Epirus to escape the venant of Hercules

the

;

;

—

;

—

:

;
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—
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he soon obtained pardon and

He

afterward accompanied Philip on an
expedition against the Triballi, and saved his life in a
battle.
Philip, having been elected chief commander
of the Greeks, was preparing for a war against Persia,
returned.

when he was

This occurassassinated, B.C. 336.
rence, at an eventful crisis, excited some suspicion
against Alexander and Olympias but as it was one
of his first acts to execute justice on those of his father's assassins who fell into his hands, several of the
;

nobility being implicated in the plot, this imputation
rests on little beyond surmise.
It is more than prob-

able that the conspirators were in correspondence with
the Persian court, and that ample promises of protection and support were given to men undertaking to
dehver the empire from the impending invasion of the
Alexander, who succeedcaptain-general of Greece.
ed without opposition, was at this time in his twentieth
year and his youth, in the first instance, excited several of the states of Greece to endeavour to set aside
the Macedonian ascendency.
By a sudden march into
Thessaly he, however, soon overawed the most active
and when, on a report of his death, chiefly at the instigation of Demosthenes and his party, the various
states were excited to great commotion, he punished
the open revolt of Thebes with a severity which ef;

;

Infectually prevented any imitation of its example.
duced to stand a siege, that unhappy city, after being
mastered with dreadful slaughter, was razed to the
ground, with the ostentatious exception of the house

sequent results were shown in the reduction of almost
A dangerous sickness,
however, brought on by bathing in the Cydnus, checked for a time his career. He received a letter from
Parrnenio, saying that Philip, his physician, had been
bribed by Darius to poison him.
Alexander gave the
letter to the physician, and at the same lime drank the
potion which the latter had prepared for him. Scarcely
was he restored to health when he advanced towards
the defiles of Cilicia, whither Darius had imprudently
betaken himself with an immense army, instead of
The
awaiting his adversary on the plains of Assyria.
second battle took place near Issus, between the sea
and the mountains, and victory again declared for the
Macedonian monarch. The Macedonians conquered
on this day, not the Persians alone, but the united efforts of southern Greece and Persia
for the army of
Darius, besides its eastern troops, contained thirty
thousand Greek mercenaries, the largest Greek force
of that denomination mentioned in history.
It was
this galling truth that, among other causes, rendered
the republican Greeks so hostile to Alexander.
All
the active partisans of that faction were at Issus, nor
the whole of that country.

;

were the survivers dispirited by their defeat. Agis,
king of Sparta, gathered eight thousand who had returned to Greece by various ways, and fought with
them a bloody battle against Antipater, who with difWithficulty defeated the Spartans and their allies.
out taking these facts into consideration, it is impossible duly to estimate the difficulties surmounted by
Alexander.
After the defeat at Issus, the treasures
and family of Darius fell into the hands of the con-

while the unfortunate surof the poet Pindar alone
viving inhabitants were stripped of all their possessions and sold indiscrimmately into slavery.
Intimi- queror
The latter were treated most magnanimousAlexander did not pursue the Persian monarch,
dating by this cruel policy, the Macedonian party ly.
gained the ascendency in every state throughout who fled towards the Euphrates, but, in order to cut
Greece, and Athens particularly disgraced itself by him off from the sea, turned towards Coele- Syria and
the meanness of its submission.
Alexander then pro- Phoenicia.
Here he received a letter from Darius,
ceeded to Corinth, where, in a general assembly of proposing peace.
Alexander answered, that if he
the states, his office of stiperior commander was rec- would come to him he would restore, not only his
and in the twenty-second year mother, wife, and children, without ransom, but also
ognised and defined
of his age, leaving Antipater, his viceroy, in Macedon, his empire.
This reply produced no effect.
The
he passed the Hellespont, to overturn the Persian em- victory at Issus had opened the whole country to the
with an army not exceeding four thousand five Macedonians.
Alexander took possession of Damaspire,
hundred horse and thirty thousand foot. To secure cus, which contained a large portion of the royal treasthe protection of Minerva, he sacrificed to her on the ures, and secured all the towns along the MediterraTyre, imboldened by the strength of its
plain of Ilium, crowned the tomb of Achilles, and con- nean Sea.
gratulated this hero, from whom he was descended insular situation, resisted, but was taken, after seven
The
through his mother, on his good fortune in having had months of incredible exertion, and destroyed.
such a friend as Patroclus, and such a poet as Homer capture of Tyre was perhaps the greatest military
to celebrate his fame.
The rapid movements of Alex- achievement of the Macedonian monarch but it was
ander had evidently taken the Persian satraps by sur- tarnished by his cruel severity towards the conquered,
They had, without making a single attempt to thirty thousand of the inhabitants having been sold by
prise.
Some excuse, however, may be found
molest his passage, allowed him, with a far inferior him as slaves.
fleet, to convey his troops into Asia.
They now re- in the excited feelings of the Macedonian army, ocsolved to advance and contest the passage of the river casioned by numerous insults on the part of the Tyriforce of twenty thousand cavalry was ans
Granicus.
by acts of cruelty towards some of their Macedrawn up on the right bank of the stream, while an donian captives and also by the length and obstinacy
equal number of Greek mercenaries crowned the hills of the siege for more men were slain in winning
in the rear.
Unintimidated, however, by this array, Tyre, than in achieving the three great victories over
Alexander led his army across, and, after a severe con- Darius.
Alexander continued his victorious march
a
decisive victory.
The loss on the Per- through Palestine, where all the towns surrendered
flict, gained
sian side was heavy, on that of their conquerors so except Gaza, which shared the fate of Tyre.
Egypt,
extremely slight (only eighty-five horsemen and thirty wearied of the Persian yoke, received him as a delivfoot- soldiers) as to lead at once to the belief, that the erer.
In order to confirm his power, he restored the
wrote the account of Alexander's cam- former customs and religious rites, and founded Alexgeneral, who
mentioned the loss of only the native-bom andrea, which became one of the first cities of ancient
paigns,
Hence he went through the desert of Libya,
Macedonians.
Splendid funeral obsequies were per- times.
to consult the oracle of Jupiter Amnion, an adventure
formed in honour of those of his army who had fallen
various privileges were granted to their fathers and resembling more the wildness of romance than the soand as twenty-five of the cavalry that had berness of history, and which has on this very account
children
been slain on the Macedonian side belonged to the been regarded by some with an eye of incredulity.
"
Companions," these were honour- It rests, however, on too firm a basis to be invalidated.
royal troop of the
ed with monumental statues of bronze, the workman- After having been acknowledged, say the ancient wriThe immediate con- ters, as the son of the god {vid. Ammon), Alexander,
ship of the celebrated Lysippus.
sequence of this victory was the freedom and restora- at the return of spring, marched against Darius, who
tion of all the Greek cities in Asia Minor, and its sub- in the mean time had collected an army in Assyria,
;

;

;

A

;

;

;

;

;
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and rejected the proposals of Alexander for peace.

A

battle

la,

B.C. 331.

Alvirgins of Asia, was among the prisoners.
exander fell in love with and married her. Upon the
news of this, Oxyantes thought it best to submit, and
tiful

Gaugamela, not far from Arbearmy of Darius at
while that came to Bactria, where Alexander received him with
1,000,000 of infantry and 40,000 cavalry
Here a new conspiracy was discovered,
of Alexander consisted of only 40,000 infantry and distinction.
7000 horse. On the Persian side, moreover, were at the head of which was Hermolaus, and among the
some of the bravest and hardiest tribes of upper Asia. accomplices Callisthenes. All the conspirators were
to death except Callisthenes, who waa
Notwithstanding the immense numerical superiority of condemned
his enemy, Alexander was not a moment doubtful of mutilated and carried about with the army in an iron

was fought

at

Arriati estimates the

;

At the head of his cavalry he attacked the
victory.
One
Persians, and routed them after a short conflict.
the Pergreat object of his ambition was to capture
sian monarch on the field of battle ; and that object
was at one time apparently within his grasp, when he

Alcage, until he terminated his torments by poison.
exander now formed the idea of conquering India, the
was
name of which
He passed the
scarcely known.
Indus, and formed an alliance with Taxilus, the ruler
of the region beyond this river, who assisted him with

received, at the instant, a message from Parmenio that
the left wmg, which that general commanded, was hard
and he
pressed by the Sacae, Albanians, and Parthians,
was compelled, of course, to hasten to its relief Dari-

Conducted by Taxilus, he
troops and 130 elephants.
marched towards the river Hydaspes, the passage of
which, Porus, another king, defended at the head of
his army.
Alexander conquered him in a bloody bat-

tle, took him prisoner, but restored him to his kingdom. He then marched victoriously on, established
Greek colonies, and built, according to Plutarch,
seventy towns, one of which he called Bucephala, after
his horse, which had been killed on the Hydaspes.
passage thither was defended by 40,000 men under Intoxicated by success, he intended to advance as far
Alexander attacked them in the rear, as the Ganges, and was preparing to pass the HyphaAriobarzanes.
routed them, and entered Persepolis triumphant. sis, when the discontent of his army obliged him to
From this time the glory of Alexander began to decline. terminate his progress and return. Previous to turnMaster of the greatest empire in the world, he became ing back, however, he erected on the banks of the
mona slave to his own passions gave himself up to arro- Hyphasis twelve towers, in the shape of altars
gance and dissipation showed himself ungrateful and uments of the extent of his career, and testimonials of
these
the
On
in
the
arms
of
shed
the
blood
of
his
towards
cruel, and
gods.
gigantic alpleasure
gratitude
Hitherto sober and moderate, tars he offered sacrifices with all due solemnity, and
his bravest generals.
this hero, who strove to equal the gods, and called horse-races and gymnastic contests closed the festivWhen he had reached the Hydaspes, he built
himself a god, sunk to the level of vulgar men.
Per- ities.
a part of his troops down the
sepolis, the wonder of the world, he burned in a fit of a fleet, in which he sent

us

fled

from the

field of battle,

leaving his army, bag-

Babylon
gage, and immense treasures to the victor.
and Susa, where the riches of the East lay accumulated, opened their gates to Alexander, who directed his
march to PersepoHs, the capital of Persia. The only

;

;

;

intoxication

Ashamed

of this act, he set out with his

Learning that Bessus, sacavalry to pursue Darius.
trap of Bactriana, kept the king prisoner, he hastened
But Bessus,
his inarch with the hope of savmg him.
when he saw himself closely pursued, caused Darius

river, while the rest of the army proceeded along the
banks.
On his march he encountered several Indian
princes, and, during the siege of a town belonging to

the Malli, was severely wounded.
Having recovered,
he continued his course down the Indus, and thus
to be assassinated (B C. 330), becan.se he was an im- reached the sea.
Having entered the Indian Ocean
pediment to his flight. Alexander beheld on the fron- and performed some rites in honour of Neptune, he left
tiers of Bactriana a dying man, covered with wounds, his fleet ; and, after ordering Nearchus, as soon as the
It was Darius.
The iMacedonian season would permit, to sail to the Persian Gulf, and
lying on a chariot.
heio could not restrain his tears.
After interring him thence up the Tigris, he himself prepared to march to
with all the honours usual among the Persians, he took Babylon. He had to wander through immense deserts,
possession of Hyrcania and Bactriana, and caused in which the greater part of his army, destitute of wahimself to be proclaimed King of Asia. He was form- ter and food, perished in the sand
Only the fourth
ing still more gigantic plans, when a conspiracy broke part of the troops with which he had set out returned
out in his own camp
On his route he quelled several mutinies,
Philotas, the son of Parmenio, to Persia.
was implicated. Alexander, not satisfied with the and placed governors over various provinces. In Susa
blood of the son, caused the father also to be put to he married two Persian princesses, and rewarded those
death.
This act of injustice excited general displeas- of his Macedonians who had married Persian women ;
ure. At the same time, his power in Greece was threat- because it was his intention to unite the two nations
ened and it required all the energy of Antipater to dis- as closely as possible.
He distributed rich rewards
.\t Opis, on the Tigris, he declared
solve, by force of arms, the league formed by the among his troops
Greeks against the Macedonian authority
In the his intention of sending the invalids home with presmean time, Alexander marched in the winter through ents. The rest of the army mutinied but he persistthe north of Asia as far as it was then known, check- ed, and effected his purpose.
Soon after, his favoured neither by Mount Caucasus nor the Oxus, and ite, HephaBstioii, died.
His grief was unbounded, and
reached the Caspian Sea, hitherto unknown to the he buried his body with royal splendour. On his return
Greeks. Insatiable of glory and thirsting for conquest, from Ecbatana to Babylon, the magicians are said to
he spared not even the hordes of the Scythians.
Re- have predicted that this city would be fatal to him.
turning to Bactriana, he hoped to gain the affections of The representations of his friends induced him to dethe Persians by assuming their dress and manners but
He went to Babylon, where
spise these warnings.
this hope was not realized.
The discontent of the many foreign ambassadors waited for him, and was
army gave occasion to the scene which ended in the engaged in extensive plans for the future, when he
death of Clitus. Alexander, whose pride he had offend- became suddenly sick after a banquet, and died in a
Such was the end of this conClitus few days. B.C. 323.
ed, killed him with his own hand at a banquet.
had been one of his most faithful friends and brave of- queror, in his 32d year, after a reign of 12 years and
He left behind him an immense empire,
ficers, and Alexander was afterward a prey to the 8 months.
He had
In the following year he subdued which became the scene of continual wars.
keenest remorse.
the whole of Sogdiana.
Oxyantes, one of the leaders designated no heir, and being asked "by his friends to
To the worthiof the enemy, had secured his family in a castle built whom he left the empire, answered,
on a lofty rock. The Macedonians stormed it. Rox- est." After many disturbances, the generals acknowlana, the daughter of Oxyantes, one of the most beau- edged
Aridaeus, a man of a very weak mind, the son
*
;

;

;
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of Philip and the dancer Philinna, and Alexander the pressly of a violent fever having been the cause of
posthumous son of Alexander and Roxana, as kings, his decease) was contracted very probably in his visit
and divided the provinces among themselves, under to the marshes of Assyria. The thirst which subsethe name of satrapies.
They appointed Perdiccas, to quently compelled him, on a public day, to quit his
whom Alexander, on his deathbed, had given his ring, military duties, proves that this fever was raging in his
The body of Alex- veins before it absolutely overcame him. The carouprime minister of the two kings.
ander was interred by Ptolemy in Alexandrea, in a sals in which he afterward indulged must have seriStrong men like Alexgolden coffin, and divine honours were paid to him, ously increased the disease.
not only in Egypt, but also in other countries.
The ander have often warded off attacks of illness by insarcophagus in which the coffin was enclosed has been creased excitement but, if this fail to produce the de;

Museum

since 1802.

The English

nation owe the acquisition of this relic to the exertions
the
celebrated
of Dr. Clarke,
traveller, who found it in
the possession of the French troops in Egypt, and v^as
the means of its being surrendered to the English
in the British

same

In 1805, the

army.

individual published a dis-

It is curious to
sired effect, the reaction is terrible.
observe, in Arrian's account of Alexander's last illness,

The king seems to
that no physician is mentioned.
have trusted to two simple remedies, abstinence and
His removal to a summer-house, close to the
bathing.
large cold bath, shows how much he confided in the

latter remedy.
But the extraordinary fatigues which
he had undergone, the exposure within the last three
more discussion than that of Alexander ; and the ex- years to the rains of the Pendjab, the marshes of the
act quality of his ambition is to this day a subject of Indus, the burning sands of Gedrosia, the hot vapours
By some he is regarded as little more than of Susiana, and the marsh miasma of the Babylonian
dispute.
a heroic madman, actuated by the mere desire of per- Lakes, proved too much even for his iron constitution.
sonal glory
others give him the honour of vast and The numerous wounds by which his body had been
enlightened views of policy, embracing the consolida- perforated, and especially the serious injury done to his
tion and establishment of an empire, in which com- lungs by an arrow among the Malli, must in some demerce, learning, and the arts should flourish in com- gree have impaired the vital functions, and enfeebled
mon with energy and enterprise of every description. the powers of healthy reaction. {Plut., Vit. Alex.
Each class of reasoners find facts to countenance their Arrian, Exp. Alex. Quinlus Curtius. Diod. Sic,
opinion of the mixed character and actions of Alexan- 17 et 18
Encyclop. Americ, yo\. I, p. \b\,seqq.
der.
The former quote the wildness of his personal Biogr. Univ., vol. l,p. 195. Williams's Life of AU
of
nature
of
much
his
barren
transient
masexander the Great, p. 346, &c., Am. ed.) After many
daring, the
tery, and his remorseless and unnecessary cruelty to dissensions and bloody wars among themselves, the
the vanquished on some occasions, and capricious generals of Alexander laid the foundations of several
Ptolmagnanimity and lenity on others. The latter advert great empires in the three quarters of the globe
to facts like the foundation of Alexandrea, and other emy seized Egypt, where he firmly established himacts indicative of large and prospective views of true self, and where his successors were called Ptolemies,
and regard his expeditions rather as schemes in honour of the founder of their empire, which subpolicy
Seleucus and his
of discovery and exploration than mere enterprises for sisted till the time of Augustus.

sertation on this sarcophagus, fully establishing its idenNo character in history has afforded matter for
tity.

—

;

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

The truth appears to embrace a
fruitless conquest.
Alexander was too
portion of both these opinions.
much smitten with military glory, and the common self-

posterity reigned in Babylon and Syria.
at first established himself in Asia Minor,

Antigonus
and Antipa-

ter in Macedonia.
The descendants of Antipater were
engrossment of the mere conqueror, to be a great and conquered by the successors of Antigonus, who reignwhile such was the strength of ed ill Macedonia till it was reduced by the Romans in
consistent politician
his intellect, and the light opened to him by success, the time of King Perseus.
Lysimachus made himsell
thai a glimpse of the genuine sources of lasting great- master of Thrace ; and Leonatus, who had taken posThe fate of a session of Phrygia, meditated for a while to drive Anness could not but break in upon him.
not very dissimilar character in our days shows the tipater from Macedonia.
Eumenes established himnature of this mixture of lofty intellect and personal self in Cappadocia, but was soon overpowered by his
ambition, which has seldom effected much permanent rival Antigonus, and starved to death.
During his
good for mankind in any age. The fine qualities and lifetime, Eumenes appeared so formidable to the sucdefects of the man were, in Alexander, very similar to cessors of Alexander, that none of them dared to asHis treatment of Parmenio and of sume the title of king.
those of the ruler.
Alexander IV., son of Alexander the Great and
Clitus, and various acts of capricious cruelty and inHe was born after his father's death, and
gratitude, are contrasted by many instances of extra- Roxana.
He was also a lover and was proclaimed king while yet an infant, along with
ordinary greatness of mind.
favourer of the arts and Uterature, and carried with Philip Aridaeus, an illegitimate brother of Alexander
him a train of poets, orators, and philosophers, although the Great. Soon after, however, he was put to death,
;

his choice of his attendants of this description did not
He, however, enalways do honour to his judgment.

couraged and patronised the artists Praxiteles, Lysippus, and Apelles ; and his munificent presents to Aristotle, to enable him to pursue his inquiries in natural
serviceable to science.
Alexander
history, were very
also exhibited that unequivocal test of strong intellect,

who thereupon
together with Roxana, by Cassander,
assumed the sovereign power. (Justin, 15, 2.)
Alexander V., son of Cassander. He ascended
the throne of Macedonia along with his brother An-

somewhat awry, but possessed of a

to
B.C. 298.
Antipater, however, having put
death Thessalonica, their mother, Alexander, in order
to avenge his parent, called in the aid of Demetrius,
reconciliation, however, having
son of Antigonus.
taken place between the brothers, Demetrius, who was
views on
apprehensive lest this might thwart his own
the crown of Macedon, slew Alexander and seized upon

countenance.

the royal authority.

a disposition to employ and reward men of talents in
In person this extraevery department of knowledge.
ordinary individual was of the middle size, with a neck
fierce and majestic
not be amiss, before concluding
this sketch, to consider for a moment the circumstances connected with the deathof this celebrated leader.
His decease has usually been ascribed either to excess
Neither of these suppositions
in drinking or to poison.
The fever to which he fell a
appears to be correct.
victim (for the Royal Diary whence Arrian has copied
bis account of the last illness of Alexander, speaks ex-

—
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tipater,

A

2.

Alexander

I.,

{Justin, 16, 1.)

Kings of Epirus.
surnamed Molossus, was brother of

He came into
Olympias, and successor to Arybas.
the Romans, and
Italy to aid the Tarentines against
the
Alexander
used to say, that while his nephew,
Great,

was warring

against

women (meaning

the ef-
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femmate nations of the east), he was fighting against
men. (Justin, 17, 3.— Lir 8, 17, et 27) As re,

with his death, vid.
gards the circumstances connected

Acheron,

II.

To
II., son of the celebrated Pyrrhus.
slain at
avenge the death of his father, who had been
he seized upon
Argos, fighting against Antigonus,
Macedonia, of which the latter was king. He was
soon, however, driven out. not only from Macedonia,
but also from his own dominions, by Demetrius, son of
the AcarAntigonus. Taking refuge, on this, among
Alexander

Alexander,

I,

6. Individuals.
tyrant of Pherae in Thessaly,

who

seized upon the sovereign power, B.C. 368.
He wa«
of a warlike spirit, but, at the same time, cruel and vin-

and his oppressed subjects were induced to
supplicate the aid of the Thebans, who sent Pelopidas

dictive,

with an army.
The tyrant was compelled to yield ;
but, having subsequently escaped from the power of the

Theban commander, he reassembled an army, and
Pelopidas having been imprudent enough to come to
him without an escort, the tyrant seized and threw him
nanians, he succeeded, by their aid, in regaining the into prison, whence he was only released on the apthrone of Epirus.
{Justin, 26, 3.— Id., 28, 1.— pearance of Epaminondas at the head of an armed
force.

Plut., Vit. Pyrr., 34.)

By

dint

he

of negotiation,

now

obtained a

renewed his acts of violence and cruelty as
soon as the Thebans had departed
Pelopidas marched
against and defeated him, but lost his own life in the
action.
Stripped upon this of all his conquests, and
restricted to the city of Pherae, he no longer dared to
carry on war by land, but turned his attention to piracy, and had even the audacity to pillage the Piraeus or
main harbour of Athens. He was assassinated at last
{Vd. Max., 9, IS.— Corn. Nep.,
by his wife Thebe.
Vit. Pelop.
Pausan., 6, 5.) II. Lyncestes, was accused of being one of the conspirators in the plot
against Philip of Macedon, which resulted in the death
of that monarch.
He was pardoned on account of his
having been the first to salute Alexander, Philip's son,
truce, but

3.

Kings of

Syria.

.

surnamed Bala or Balas, a man of
low origin, but of great talents and still greater audato be the son of AntiochusEpiphanes,
city, who claimed
assumed the name of Alexander, and being acknowland Attalus,
edged by Ptolemy Philometor, Ariarathes,
He was afterward
seized upon the throne of Syria.
Demetrius
out
defeated and driven
Nicator, the
by

Alexander

lawful heir
prince,
1,

;

I.,

and, having taken refuge with an Arabian
to death by the latter.
{Justin, 35,

was put

seq.)

Alexander

II.,

surnamed Zabina the Slave, a

He was the son of a
usurper of the throne of Syria.
but claimed, at the instigapetty trader in Alexandrea,
tion of Ptolemy VII., to have been adopted by Antiochus VIII.
Ptolemy aided him with troops, and Demetrius Nicator was defeated at Damascus, and driven
few years after, however,
out of his kingdom.
A.lexander was himself defeated by Antiochus Grypus,

A

.

—

—

as king.
Not long after, however, he was detected in
a treacherous correspondence with Darius, and put to

—

III. Son of Polysperchon,
{Justin, 11, 2.)
on the side of Antigonus, after the

death.

at first a general

death of Alexander the Great, and very active in driving out for him, from the Peloponnesus, the garrisons
He afterward went over to Cassanlided in his turn by the same Ptolemy, and put to death. of Cassander.
Grypus was son of Demetrius Nicator. {Justin, 39, der, but was assassinated by some Sicyonians, after
no long interval of time, at the siege of Dymae.
IV.
I, seq.)
A famous impostor of Paphlagonia, who lived in the
4. Princes of Judcea.
time of Lucian, under the Emperor Marcus Aurelius.
Alexander I., Jannaeus, monarch of Judaea, son of By his artifices he succeeded in passing himself for a
Hyrcanus, and brother of Aristobulus, to whom he suc- person sent by .^sculapius, and prevailed upon the
As the
ceeded, B.C. 106. He was a warlike prince, and dis- Paphlagonians to erect a temple to this deity.
played great ability in the different wars in which he priest and prophet of the god, he ran a long career of dewas engaged during his reign. Driven from his king- ception, a full account of which is given in the Supdom by his subjects, who detested him, he took up plement. V. Severus, a Roman emperor. {Vid. Searms against them, and waged a cruel warfare for the verus.) VI. An Athenian painter, whose portrait apspace of six years, slaying upward of 50,000 of his pears on a marble tablet found at Resina in 1746, and
foes.
Having at last re-entered Jerusalem, he cruci- stating the name and country of the artist. The age
VII. A native of Acarfied, for the amusement of his concubines, 800 of his in which he lived is not known.
VIII. ^tolus.
revolted subjects, and at the same time caused their nania.
{Vid. Supplement.)
{Vid.
be
massacred
before
and
to
their
IX.
A
wives
children
commander of horse in the army
eyes. Supplement.)
on
the
he
made
re-established
various
of
Doson.
son
A
X.
throne,
{Vid. Supplement.)
Being
Antigonus
{Vid. Supplement.)
conquests in Syria, Arabia, and Idumea, and finally of Marc Antony and Cleopatra.
died of intemperance at Jerusalem, B.C. 76, after a —XI. Brother of Molo.
{Vid. Supplement.)— XII.
{Josephus, Ant Jud., 17, 22, &c.) A native of Cotyaeum, in Phrygia, or, according to
reign of 27 years.
Alexander II., son of Aristobulus II., was made Suidas, of Miletus, who flourished in the second cenHe took the name of Cornelius
prisoner, along with his father, by Pompey, but managed tury of our era.
to escape while being conducted to Rome, raised an Alexander, from his having been a slave of CorneHyrcanus, son of lius Lentulus, who gave him his freedom, and made
army, and made some conquests.
Alexander Jannseus, being then on the throne, solicited him the instructer to his children.
He was surthe aid of the Romans, and Marc Antony being sent by named Polyhistor, from the variety and multiplicity
After of his knowledge.
The ancient writers cite one of
Gabinius, defeated Alexander near Jerusalem.
standing a siege for some time in the fortress Alexan- his works in forty books, each one of which appears to
bu*
not long after, have contained the description of some particular
dreion, he obtained terms of peace
having taken up arms for Caesar, who had released his country, and to have had a separate title, such as
he
fell
into
the
of
hands
Metellus
father,
Scipio, and AiyvTmaKa, KapiaKa, &c.
Pliny often refers to him.
was beheaded at Antioch. {Josephus, Anttq. Jud., It is probable that he was the author of a work enti" A collection of wonderful
14, 13 )
tled Qavfiaaicjv awayuyr],
Alexander III., son of Herod the Great, put to things," of which Photius speaks as the production of
death by his father, along with Aristobulus his brother, an individual named Alexander, without designating
on false charges brought against them by Pheroras their him any farther. This work contained accounts of
uncle, and Salome their aunt. {Josephus, Antiq. Jud., animals, plants, rivers, &c.
{SchoU, Hist. Lut. Gr..
A native of JEgx in Achaia,
vol. 5,
16, 17.)
276,

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

p.

5.

Alexander

I.,

Kings of Egypt.
II., III., wd. Ptolemmii "^ , X., XI.

seq.y—XlU.

the disciple of Xenocrates, and, as is thought, of SosiHe was one of the instructers of the Emperor
genes.
Some critics regard him as the author of the
Nero
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ALEXANDER.

ALEXANDREA.

Aristotle, which commonly passes unname of Alexander of Aphrodisia. {Schbll,
Hist. Litt. Gr.y vol. 5, p. 156.)— XIV. A native of
Aphrodisia in Caria, who flourished in the beginning

a Latin edition

commentary on

1548;

der the

Alexander TralliPrincipes," fol., Paris, 1567, &c.
anus is a most judicious, elegant, and original author.
No medical writer, whether of ancient or modern times,
has treated of diseases more methodically than he has
done ; for, after all the Nosological systems which

of the third century.
He is regarded as the restorer
«f the true doctrine of Aristotle, and he is the principal peripatetic, after the founder of this school, who
adopted the system of the latter in all its purity, without intermingling along with it, as Alexander of ^gae
and his disciples did, the precepts of other schools.
He was surnamed, by way of compliment, 'E^Tj-yrjTV^,
"
Excgetes (" the interpreter," or
expounder"), and
became the head of a particular class of Aristotelian
" Alexandreans."
He wrote, 1.
commentators, styled

A

on Destiny and Free Agency {TiEpl E'lfiapk^' rjiuv), a work held in high estimation, and which the author addressed to the emperors
In it
Septimius Severus and Antoninus Caracalla.
be combats the Stoic dogma, as hostile to free agency,
and destructive, in consequence, of all morality. The
best edition of this work is that printed at London, in
It is inserted also, with new corrections,
1658, 12mo.
in the 3d vol. of Grotius's Theological Works, Amst.,
1679, fol. 2. A commentary on tne first book of the
first
Analytics of Aristotle, Gr., fol., Venet., 1489, and
treatise

fievTjc

K.al

Tov

1521.

4to., Florent.,

Translated into Latin by Feli-

3. A comcianus, fol, Venet., 1542, 1546, and 1560.
mentary on the eight books of the Topica, fol., Venet.,
A Latin translation by Dorotheus,
15 1 3 and 1526.

which appeared for the first time in 1524, fol., Venet.,
In 1563, a translation by
has been often reprinted.
Rasarius appeared, fol Venet., which is preferable to
4. Commentaries on the Elenchi sophistic!
the other.
of Aristotle, Gr., fol., Venet., 1520, and 4to, Florent.,
Translated into Latin by Rasarius, Venet.,
1552.
1557. 5.
commentary on the twelve books of the
metaphysics of Aristotle. The Greek text has never
,

A

been printed, although there are many MS. copies in
A
the Royal Library at Paris, and other libraries.
Latin translation, however, by Sepulveda, appeared at
Rome, 1527, in fol., and has been often reprinted. 6.
A commentary on Aristotle's work De Sensu, &.c., Gr.,
at the end of Simplicius's commentary on the work
of Aristotle respecting the Soul, fol., Venet., 1527.
7. A commentarv on the Meteorologica of Aristotle,
Or., fol., Venet.,' 1^21, and in the Latin of Alex. Pi8. A treatise Trepl
colomini, fol., 1540, 1548, 1575.
ui^euc (De Mistione), directed against the dogma of
the Stoics respecting the penetrability of bodies, Gr.,
with the preceding. Two Latin translations have appeared, one by Caninius, Venet., 1555, fol., and the
9. A treatise
other by Schegk, Tubing., 1540, 4to.
on the Soul, in two books, or, more correctly speaking, two treatises on this subject, since there is little
if any connexion between these books.
Gr., at the
end of Themistius ; and in Latin by Donati, Venet.,

Physica Scholia, &c. {^vaiKuv axoKoi "kvaeiiv, ^i6Ha 6'), Gr., fol., Venet., 1536, and in Latin by Bagoliims, Venet., 1541,
11. Problemata Medica, &c., the
1549, 1555, 1589.
best Greek edition of which is in Sylburgius's works
1502,

?\,to)v,

fol.

10.

ciTTopicJv,

among

the

"Medicse

arti«

have been proposed and tried, we can name none
more advantageous to the student than the method
adopted by him, of treating of diseases according to
the part of the body which they affect, beginning with
the head and proceeding downward.
The same plan
is
pursued in the third book of Paulus ^f^gineta, who
has copied freely from Alexander.
Of the ancient
medical writers subsequent to Galen, Alexander shows
the least of that blind deference to his authority for
all have been censured
nay, in many instances
he ventures to differ from him not, however, appa-

which

:

;

rently from a spirit of rivalship, but from a commendable love of truth.
In his eleventh book, he has given

the fullest account of the causes, symptoms, and treat
ment of gout which is to be met with in any ancient
writer
and as it contains many things not to be met
;

with elsewhere,

it
deserves to be carefully studied.
He judiciously suits the treatment to the circumstances
of the case, but his general plan of cure appears to
have consisted in the administration of purgative

medicines, either cathartic salts or drastic purgatives,
such as scammony, aloes, and hermodactylus. The
last-mentioned medicine was most probably a species
of Colchicum Autumnale, which forms the active ingredient of a French patent medicine called
Mcdicinale d'Hyssop, much celebrated some years
ago for the cure of gout and rheumatism. Dr. Haden
lately published a small pamphlet, wherein Colchicum
was strongly recommended as an antiphlogistic remedy
of great powers.
The writers, both Greek and Ara-

VEau

Alexander Trallianus, repeat the
by him upon the virtues of hermoDemetrius Pepagomenos has written a prodactylus.
fessed treatise to recommend this medicine in gout.
bian, subsequent to

praises bestowed

—

The

style of Alexander, although less pointed than
that of Celsus, and less brilliant than that of Aretaeus,
is remarkable for
It must
perspicuity and elegance.
be mentioned with regret, however, as a lamentable
instance of a sound judgment being blinded by superstition, that our author had great confidence in charms
and amulets.
Such weakness is to be bewailed, but
need not be wondered at, when we recollect that Wiseman, one of the best English authorities on surgery,
had great confidence in the royal touch for the ciire

—

—

XVII. Isius. {Vid. Supplement.)
XVIII. Lychnus. {Vid. Supplement.)— XIX. Myn-

of Scrofula.

— \\. Noumemus. {Vii,
Supplement.)
— XXI. A Greek
{Vid,
Supplement
— XXII. Philalethes. {Vid. SuppleSupplement.)
—
XXIII. A Roman usurper. {Vid. Supplement.)
dius.

(Virf.

rhetorician.

)

ment.)— XXIV.
A LEX ANDREA

Tiberius.

{Vid. Supplement.)

(Icss correctly Alexandria, Burmann,
ad Propert., 3, 9, 33.
Ursin.,ad Cic., Ep. ad Fam.,
ad
Horat., Od., 4, 14, 35), the name
Fca,
4, 2,
of
cities, founded by Alexander during his

—

10—

eighteen

Alexander conquests in Asia, among which the most deserving of
of Aristotle ;
I. The
12. A treatise on Fevers; never pub- mention are the following
Trallianus.
capital of Egypt,
It was situate
lished in Greek, but translated by Valla, and inserted under the Ptolemies, built B.C. 332.
in a collection of various works,
Venet., 1488. about 12 miles to the west of the Canopic mouth of
XV. A the Nile, between the Lake Mareotis and the beautiFor medical works Vid. Supplement.
native of Mvndus, quoted by Athenaeus.
(Compare ful hjurbour formed by the Isle of Pharos. It was the
Meurs.,BibL, in Thes. Gronov., vol. 10, p. 1208, intention of its founder to make Alexandrea at once
He is supposed by some to be the same with the seat of empire and the first commercial city in the
seqq.)
The latter of these plans completely succeedthe writer mentioned by Athenaeus under the name of world.
Alexon. (Schweigh., Index Auct. ad A/hen.
Op., ed ; and for a long period of years, from the time oi
vol. 9, p. 24, seqq.)—XYl. A native of Tralles, who the Ptolemies to the discovery of the Cape of Good
lived in the sixth century, and distinguished himself as Hope, the capital of Egypt was the link of connexion
He wrote several treatises on medicine, between the commerce of the east and west. The
a physician.
and other articles of traffic were brought up the
some of which are extant, and have been published
led Sea, and landed at one of three different points
at different times
namely, a Greek edition, fol., Paris, foods
110
this is attributed

by some

to

:

—

—

;

ALE

ALEXANDREA.
was at the head of the western
Sea, where the canal of Neco commenced, and where stood the city of Arsinoe or CleoThis route, however, was not much used, on
patris.
account of the dangerous navigation of the higher parts
The second point was the harbour
of the Red Sea.
of
Hormus. in latitude 27°. The third was

Of

these, the

gulf of the

ing to Rosctta, the southwestern amphitheatre, the
obelisk, or needle of Cleopatra, and Pompey's pillar.
88 feet 6 inches high, which, according to an English

first

Red

writer

(

WulpoWs

Collection, vol. 1, p. 380),

was

erect-

ed by Pompeius, governor of part of Lower Egypt, in
honour of the Emperor Dioclesian. The equestrian
statue on the top is no longer standing.
{Marmerl,

Myos

—

Encyclop. Americ, vol. 1, p.
Berenice, south of Myos Hormus, in latitude 23° 30'. 10, pt. 1, p. 611, seqq.
M'hat the ships deposited at either of the last two 162, seqq.) II. A city of Sogdiana, on the river laxeast
of
to
the
It was founded by
on
the
to Coptos
Nile, artes,
Cyropolis.
places, the caravans brought
whence they were conveyed to Alexandrea by a canal Alexander on the farthest limits of his Scythian expeBe- dition, and hence it was also called Alexandreschata
branch.
connecting this capital with the Canopic
tween Coptos and Berenice a road was constructed by (JA/ie^avSpiffxara, i. e., 'AAefdvJpfm kaxiiTTj- AlexIII. A city of Arachosia, near the
Ptolemy Philadelphus, 258 miles in length. Ptolemy, andrea Ultima).
now Scanderie of Arokhage, or
the son of Lagus, who received Egypt in the general confines of India
On Vaikend. IV. A city of India, at the junction of the
division, improved what Alexander had begun.
the long, narrow island of Pharos, which is very near Indus and Acesines ; now, according to some, Lahor,
V. A city in the vicinthe coast, and formed a port with a double entrance, but, according to others, Veh.
a magnificent tower of white marble was erected, to ity of the range of Paropamisus, on the east side of the
The ar- Coas. VI. A city of Aria, at the mouth of the river
serve as a beacon and guide for navigators.
The first inhabi- Arius ; now Corra. VII. A city of Carmania, near
chitect was Sostratus of Cnidus.
VIII. A city of Gedrosia;now Hormoz, ot
tants of Alexandrea were a mixture of Egyptians and Sabis.
There were several other cities of the same
Greeks, to whom must be added numerous colonies of Houz.
Jews, transplanted thither in 336, 320, and 312 B C, name, called after Alexander, though not founded
It was they by him.
to increase the population of the city.
Among these may be mentioned the followwho made the well-known Greek translation of the ing. IX. Troas ('Ale^dvdpeia ij Tpudg), a city on
Old Testament, under the name of Septuaginta, or the western coast of Mysia, above the promontory of
The most beautiful part of the city, Lectum. It was more commonly called Alexandrea ;
the Septuagint.
near the great harbour, where stood the royal palaces, sometimes, however, Troas.
(Act. Apost., 16, 8.
was called Bruchion. There was Itin. Ant., p. 334.) The place owed its origin to
magnificently built,
the large and splendid edifice, belonging to the acad- Antigonus, who gave it the name of Antigonia Troas.
was chanemy and Museum, where the greater portion of the After the fall of Antigonus, the appellation
was placed ; the rest, ged to Alexandrea Troas by Lysimachus, in honour of
royal library (400,000 volumes)
amounting to 300,000, were in the Serapion, or temple Alexander. Antigonus had already increased its popThe larger portion was burned ulation by sending thither the inhabitants of Cebrene,
of Jupiter Serapis,
and it received a farther
Julius Caesar, but Neandria, and other towns
during the siege of Alexandrea by
was afterward in part replaced by the library of Per- increase under Lysimachus. Under the Romans it
to Cleopatra.
The acquired still greater prosperity, and became one of
gamus, which Antony presented
Museum, where many scholars lived and were sup- the most flourishing of their Asiatic colonies. (Strab.,
In the Acts of the Apostles it
and instructed others, re- 593.
Pliny, 5, 30.)
ported, ate together, studied,
mained unhurt till the reign of Aurelian, when it was is simply called Troas, and it was from its port that
The libra- St. Paul and St. Luke set sail for Macedonia (16,
destroyed in a period of civil commotion.
to the time of The- 11).
We are informed by Suetonius {Vit. Cas., 79),
ry in the Serapion was preserved
He caused all the heathen tem- that Julius Caisar once had it in contemplation to
odosius the Great.
a plan far
to be destroyed
transfer the seat of empire to this quarter
ples throughout the Romap empire
and even the splendid temple of Jupiter Serapis was from happy, since the port was not large, and the ferA crowd of fanatic Christians, headed by tility of the surrounding country not at all such as to
not spared.
The same idea, however, is
their archbishop, Theodosius, stormed and destroyed it. warrant the attempt.
At that time, the library, it is said, was partly burned, said to have been entertained by Augustus. (Faher,
Compare the commentators on Hodispersed and the historian Orosius, towards Epist., 2, 43.

—

—

—

;

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

partly

the close of the fourth century, saw only the empty
The common account, therefore, is an erroshelves.
neous one, which makes the library in question to have

In a later age, Constantine actuallythe subuilding a new capital here, but
induced him to
perior situation of Byzantium soon
abandon the undertaking. {Zosimus, 2, 30, p. 151,
Compare Zonaras, 13, 3.)
seqq., ed. Reitemeier.
over the design just alluded
when he
race, Od., 3, 3.)

commenced

been destroyed by the Saracens, at the command of
the Calif Omar, A.D. 642, and to have furnished fuel
gave
during six months to the 4000 baths of Alexandrea. Augustus,
This narrative rests merely on the authority of the to, still sent a Roman colony to this place, and hence
and
has
no other proof at all the language used by Strabo (13, p. 694, ed. Casauh.),
historian Abulpharagius,
to support it.
But, whatever may have been the cause vvv 6e Kol 'Ttofiaiuv anoLKiav dedeKrai.
(Compare

—

of this disastrous event, the loss resulting to science

was

irreparable.

"

The Alexandrean

library, called

by

Plin.,

The

5,

30.

— Cuius,

in

(Mannert, 6,
EleganticB regurti curczquc egregium opus,^^ (Old) Stamhml.
Livy
embraced the whole Greek and Latin literature, of X. Ad Issum {Kara 'laaov), a

—

which we possess but single fragments. In the division of the Roman dommions, Alexandrea, with the
rest of Egypt, was comprehended in the Eastern emThe Arabs possessed themselves of it in 640
pire.
the Calif Motawakel, in 845, restored the library and
academy but the Turks took the city in 868, and it
declined more and more, retaining, however, a flourishing commerce, until, as has already been remarked,
the Portuguese, at the end of the 15th century,
The
discovered a way to the East Indies by sea.
modern city, called in Turkish Scanderia, does not
site of the old town, of which nothing rethe
occupy
mains except a portico in the vicinity of the gate lead;

;

—

7,

leg.

dig.

de

Cens.)

by the Turks Eski
pt. 3, p. 473, seqq.)—

ruins of this city are called

on the
city of Syria,
coast of the Sinus Issicus, about sixteen miles from
The founder is unknown. The
Issus in Cilicia.
Itin. Hieros. (p. 580) gives it the name of Alexandrea
Scabiosa. (Compare Chron. Alexandr., p. 170, where

The modem
the appellation is given as Gabiosa.)
of the
Scandcroon, or Alexandretta, occupies the site
ancient city.

Alexandrea, II.
some, the hmits of
Alexander's victories near the Tanais. This, however,
is all a mere fable of the ancients, who made Alexander to have crossed the Tanais, and approached what
thev considered the limits of the world in that quarter.

Alexandrea ultima. Vid.
Alexandri ahm, according

to

^

III

ALEXANDRINA SCHOLA.
{Manner ty

4,
dri Ara?, vid.

For the true Alexan-

p. 159 and 256.)
Hyphasis.
'

ALEXANDRINA SCHOLA.
tinguishing character arises from this circumstance,
Alexandrea, the eastern and western philosophy met, and an effort took place to unite the two
systems ; for which reason the Alexandrean philosoThis name,
phers have often been called Eclectics.
however, is not applicable to all. The New Platonists form a
distinguished series of philosophers, who,
renouncing the skepticism of the New Academy, endeavoured to reconcile the philosophy of Plato with
that of the East.
The Jew Philo, of Alexandrea, bePlato and Arislongs to the earlier New Platonists.
that, in

Alkxandri castra (7 k'ke^dvdpov TrapefiSo?.^), a
place in Marmarica, at the Oasis of Ammon, where
the Macedonian forces were encamped while Alexander was consulting the oracle.
(Ptol.)
Alexandri insula, an island in the Sinus Persi-

—

Flin., 6, 25.)
cus, on the Persian coast.
{Ftol.
Alexandri portus, a harbour of Gedrosia, where

the fleet of Nearchus was detained four weeks by adIt was in the
verse winds.
(Arrian, Indie, 22.)
immediate vicinity of Eirus Promontorium, or Cape
Monze. (Compare Vincent's Commerce of the Ancients, vol. 1, p. 197.)

Alexandrine aqce,

baths in Rome, built by the
Emperor Alexander Severus.
ALEXANDRINA SCHOLA. When the flourishing pe-

were diligently interpreted and compared in the
and 2d centuries after Christ. Aminonius the

totle

1st

Peripatetic belongs here, the teacher of Plutarch.
But the real New Platonic school of Alexandrea was
established at the close of the 2d century after Christ

by Ammonius of Alexandrea (about 193 A.D.), whose
Greek poetry was past, study was called in to disciples were Plotinus and Origen. Being for the
Alexandrea most part Orientals, formed by the study of Greek learnsupply what nature no longer furnished.
in Egypt was made the seat of learning by the Ptole- ing, their writings are strikingly characterized, e. g.,
mies, admirers of the arts, whence this age of liter- those of Ammonius Saccas, Plotinus, lamblicus, Porature took the name of the Alexandrean.
Ptolemy phyrins, by a strange mixture of Asiatic and European
Philadelphus founded the famous library of Alexan- elements, which had become amalgamated in Alexanriod of

drea, the largest and ni'^st valuable one of antiquity,
which attracted many scholars from all countries ; and

rnay justly be considered the
arts. {Vid. Alexandrea.)
The grammarians and poets are the most important
among the scholars of Alexandrea. These grammaalso the
first

Museum, which

academy of sciences and

were

rians

and literati, who explained
and may be considered a kind
Such were Zenodotus the Ephe-

philologists
things as well as words,

of encyclopedists.

who established the first grammar-school in Alexandrea, Eratosthenes of Cyrene, Aristophanes of Byzantium, Aristarchus of Samothrace, Crates of Mallus,
Dionysius the Thracian, ApoUonius the Sophist, and
Their merit is to have collected, examined,
Zoilus.
reviewed, and preserved the existing monuments of
To them we are indebted for
intellectual culture.
what is called the Alexandrean Canon, a list of the
sian,

authors whose works were to be regarded as models
in the respective departments of Grecian literature.
The names composing this Canon, with some remarks
upon its claims to attention, will be given at the close
To the poets of the Alexanof the present article.
drean age belong ApoUonius the Rhodian, Lyco-

—

phron, Aratus, Nicander, Euphorion, Callimachus,
Theocritus, Philetas, Phanocles, Timon the Phliasian,

Scymnus, Dionysius, and seven
called the

who were
The Alexandrean

tragic poets,

Alexandrean Pleiades.

age of literature differed entirely, in spirit and characGreat attention was
ter, from the one that preceded.
paid to the study of language ; correctness, purity,
and elegance were cultivated ; and several writers of
But that which
this period excel in these respects.
no study can give, the spirit which filled the earlier
not to be found in most of
poetry of the Greeks, is
Greater art in composition took its
their works.

place

;

criticism

was now to perform what genius had
But this was impossible. Ge-

accomplished before.

was the gift of only a few, and they soared far
The rest did what may
above their contemporaries.
but their works are
be done by criticism and study
those of their disciand
tame, without soul and life,
nius

;

mingling of the eastern and westpopulation, as well as to its situation
and commercial intercourse. Their philosophy had a
great influence on the manner in which Christianity
was received and taught in Egypt. The principal
drea,

to the

owing

ern race in

its

Gnostic systems had their origin

in

Alexandrea.

The

leading teachers of the Christian catechetical schools,
which had risen and flourished together with the eclectic philosophy, had imbibed the spirit of this phiThe most violent religious controversies
losophy.
disturbed the Alexandrean church, until the orthodox
tenets were established in it by Athanasius in the controversy with the Arians.
Among the scholars of
Alexandrea are to be found great mathematicians, as
Euclid, the father of scientific geometry ; ApoUonius
of Perga in Pamphylia, whose work on Conic Sections
still exists
Nicomachus, the first scientific arithmeti-

—

;

who employed the Egyptian hieroglyphics for marking the -northern hemisphere, and
fixed the images and names (still in use) of the constellations ; who left astronomical writings (e. g., the
Phcenomena of Aratus, a didactic poem, the Sphcerica
of Menelaus, the astronomical works of Eratosthenes,
and especially the Magna Syntaxis of the geographer
Ptolemy), and made improvements in the theory of the
cian

:

astronomers,

calendar, which

were afterward adopted

into the Ju-

philosophers, anatomists, as
Herophilus and Erasistratus: physicians and surgeons,
as Demosthenes Philalethes, who wrote the first work
lian

calendar

:

natural

on diseases of the eye Zopyrus and Cratevas, who
improved the art of pharmacy and invented antidotes:
;

instructers in the art of medicine, to

whom

Asclepia-

and Galen owed their education mediand empirics, of the sect founded by
Philirus.
All these belonged to the numerous associations of scholars continuing under the Roman dominion, and favoured by the Roman emperors, which
rendered Alexandrea one of the most renowned and
des, Soranus,
cal theorists

influential seats

:

of science in antiquity.

work on the learning of Alexandrea

is

— The

best

the prize-essay

of Jacob Matter; Essai Historique sur VEcole d* AlPerceiving the want of exandria, Paris, 1819, 2 vols.
{Encyclop. Americ,
and
afvol. 1, p. 164, seqq.)
value,
but appreciating
alluded, near the comstriving
originality,
at
the
sooner
where
the literary Canon,
to
the
of
mencement
the
ter it, they arrived
point
poepresent article,
will
Their criticism degenerated into a dispo- settled by the grammarians of Alexandrea.
try is lost.
sition to find fault, and their art into subtilty.
They now proceed to give its details, after some prefatory
The canon of classical
seized on what was strange and new, and endeavoured remarks respecting its merits.
The larger part of the Al- authors, as it has been called, was arranged by Aristo adorn it with learning.
exandreans, commonly grammarians and poets at the tophanes of Byzantium, curator of the Alexandrean
and his
of Ptolemy Euergetes
same time, are stiff and laborious versifiers, without library, in the
still
ples, of course,

more

so.

its

—We

We

Alexandrean school of poetry,
genius. —Besides the
one of philosophy is also spoken of, but the expresTheir dission is not to be understood too strictly.
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;
reign
The daily increasing
celebrated disciple Aristarchus.
multitude of books of every kind had now become so
great, that there was no expression, however faulty,

ALI

ALE
for which precedent might not be found ; and as there
were far more bad than good writers, the authority
and weight of numbers was likely to prevail and the
to grow more and more corlanguage, consequently,
It was thought necessary, therefore, to draw a
;

rupt.
line between those classic writers, to

whose authority

matter of language might be made, and
In the most culthe common herd of inferior authors.
tivated modern tongues, it seems to have been found
the inexpedient to erect some such barrier against
roads of corruption; and to this preservative caution
are we indebted for the vocabulary of the Academicians della Crusca, and the list of authors therein cited
" Usti di
To this we owe the
as affording
lingua."
Dictionaries of the Royal Academies of France and
and Johnson's
Spain, of their respective languages
But, as for the example first
Dictionary of our own.
set in this matter by the Alexandrean critics, its effects
upon their own literature have been of a doubtful naIn so far as the canon has contributed to preture.
serve to us some of the best authors included \n it, we
On the other hand, there is reacannot but rejoice.

an appeal

in

containing pretended conversations between Philip and
Alexander of Macedon, in which the character of the
Full of vanity
Stagirite was very rudely assailed.
and self-conceit, he retired to Olympia for the purpose,
as he gave out, of establishing a sect to which he
wished to give the appellation of Olympiac; the unhealthy state of the neighbourhood, and its deserted
condition, except at the period of the games, caused
He died inconsequence
his disciples to abandon him.
of being wounded in the foot by the point of a reed, as
he was bathing in the Alpheus. (Diog. Laert.) Alexinus and his preceptor Eubulides are only known as
the authors of certain captious questions {aXvTa)

which they levelled

at their antagonists.

(Diog. Laert.,

seqq.—Cic, Acad., 4, 29.)
Alexion, a physician, intimate with Cicero.

2, 108,

;

ad

(Cic,

Att., 13, ep. 25.)

a comic poet of Thurium, uncle on the
Alexis,
father's side to Menander, and his instructer in the
I,

drama. {Proleg. Aristoph., p. xxx.) He flourished
in the time of Alexander the Great, and, according to
Suidas, wrote 245 pieces for the stage (ed/dafe dpafiara
AthenJEUs calls him 6 ;^apieff, '* the gracefully
son to believe, that the comparative neglect into which cjii).
those not received into it were sure to fall, has been sportive," and the extracts which he as well as Stothe occasion of the loss of a vast number of writers, baeus give from the productions of the poet appear to
who would have been, if not for their language, yet for justify the appellation. If he did not invent the charand who, perhaps, in many acter of the parasite, he at least introduced it more
their matter, very precious
cases, were not easily to be distinguished, even on the frequently into his comedies, or portrayed it more sucThe titles of
score of style, from those that were preferred. {Moore's cessfully than any of his predecessors.
The details of the canon are several of his pieces have been preserved, besides the
Lectures, p. 55, seqq.)
1. Epic Poets.
as follows:
Homer, Hesiod, Pisan- extracts which are given by Athenaeus and StobtBus.
Ar- (Athen., 2, 59, f—Schweigh., ad Athen., I. c.) The
2. Iambic Poets.
der, Panyasis, Antimachus.
remains of this poet are also to be found in the Ex3. Lyric Poets.
chilochus, Simonides, Hipponax.
BacAlcman, Alca?us, Sappho, Stesichorus, Pindar,
cerpta ex Trag. et Comoed. Gr. of Grotius, Paris, 1626,
II. An artist mentioned by Pliny as one of the
4. Elegiac 4to.
chylides, Ibycus, Anacreon, Simonides.
Poets.
Callinus, Mimnermus, Philetas, Callimachus. pupils of Polycletus, but without any statement of his
5. Tragic Poets.
{Plin.,
(First Class): ^Eschylus, Sopho- country or the works which he executed.
;

—

(Second
Euripides, Ion, Achaeus, Agathon.
Class, or Tragic Pleiades): Alexander the ^tolian,
Philiscus of Corcyra, Sositheus, Homer the younger,
^antides, Sosiphanes or Sosicles, Lycophron. 6.

cles,

34,8.)

Alfenus, or PuBLius Alfenus Varus, a barber of
Cremona, who, growing out of conceit with his line of
Here he atbusiness, quitted it and came to Rome.

tended the lectures of Servius Sulpicius, a celebrated
lawyer of the day, and made so great proficiency in his
studies as to become eventually the ablest lawyer of
His name often occurs in the Pandects.
his time.
He was advanced to some of the highest offices in the
empire, and was at last made consul, A.U.C. 755.
(Compare the commentators on Horace, Serm ,1,3,
Antiphon, Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isaeus, ^s- 130.) In some editions of Horace, Alfenus is styled
" a shoemaker."
chines, Lycurgus, Demosthenes, Hyperides, Dinar- Sutor,
Bentley, however, on the au9. Philosophers. Plato, Xenophon, iEschines,
chus.
thority of two MSS., one of them a MS. copv of Acron,
" a barber.
10. Poetic Pleiades. (Sev- changes the lection to tensor,
His emAristotle, Theophrastus.
en poets of the same epoch with one another) Apol- endation has been very generally adopted.
lonius the Rhodian, Aratus, Philiscus, Homer the
Algidum, a town of Latium, on the Via Latina,
{Scholl, situate in a hollow about twelve mites from Rome.
younger, Lycophron, Nicander, Theocritus.

Comic Poets.

(Old Comedy)

:

Epicharmus, Cratinus,

Eupolis, Aristophanes, Pherecrates, Plato. (Middle
Comedy) Antiphanes, Alexis. (New Comedy) Menander Philippides, Diphilus, Philemon, ApoUodorus.
7. Historians.
Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon,
Theopompus, Ephorus, Philistus, Anaximenes, Cal8. Orators.
listhenes.
(The ten Attic Orators)
:

:

Hist.

Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 186, seqq.

Alexandropolis,

)

a city of Parthia, probably east

of Nisaea, built by Alexander the Great.

{Plin., 6, 25.)
historian, vid. Supplement.
an epithet applied to various deities,

Alexarchus, a Greek
Alkxicacus,

particularly to Jupiter, Apollo. Hercules,

&c.

It

to
averter of evil" and is derived from uke^ib,
" evil."
" ward
Another
avert," or
off," and kukov,
Greek term of the same import is uTrorpoTTaLog, and

analogous to both

is

the Latin averruncus.

(Consult

Fischer, ad Aristoph.,Plut., 359.)

Alexias, a Greek physician, Vid. Supplement.
Alexinus, a native of Elis, the disciple of Eubulides,

and a member of the Megaric

sect.

He

set him-

self in array against almost all of his contemporaries that
were in any way distinguished for talent, such as Aris-

Zeno, Mcnedemus, Stilpo, and the historian
Ephorus, and from his habit of finding fault with others
was nicknamed Elenxinus ('EAcyfij^of), or " the faultIn particular, he vented the most calumnifinder."
ous imputations against Aristotle, and wrote a work
totle,

Vnlp. Lat. Vet., 15, 1, p.
vol. 2, p. 62.)

248.— iVi%,

at

—

Viag. Anttq.,

Algidus, a chain of mountains in Latium, stretching
the rear of the Alban Mount, and running parallel
to the Tusculan Hills, being separated from them by
The neighthe valley along which ran the Via Latina.
bourhood is remarkable for the numberless conflicts
between the Roman armies and their unwearied anMount Algidus, in
tagonists the ./Equi and Volsci.
fact, was advantageously placed for making inroads on
the Roman territory, either by the Via Latina or the
Via Lavicana. The vvoods of the bleak Algidus are
a favourite theme with Horace.
3,
{Od., 1, 21, 6
Cramer's And. Italy, vol. 2, p.
23, 9.
4, 4, 58.
This mountainous range was sacred to Diana
48.)
{Hor. Carm. Seec, 69) and to Fortune. (Liv., 21, 62.)
Vid. Haliacmon,
Aliacmon.
Vid. Haliartus.
Aliartus.

means from
"

"an

Antiquaries seem to agree in fixing its position
rOsteria dell" AgUo. {Holstein, Adnot.. p. 158.

—

—

—

Aliknus G^ciNA.

Vid. Caecina.
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ALL
Alimbntus, C, a Roman

ALO

historian,

who

flourished

during the period of the second Punic war, of which
He was the author
he wrote an account in Greek.
also of a biographical sketch, in Latin, of the Sicilian
rhetorician Gorgias of Leontini, and of a work De Re

This last-mentioned production is cited by
Aulus Gellius, and is acknowledged by Vegetius as
Ihe foundation of his more elaborate commentaries on
the same subject.
{Dicrdop's Roman Lit., vol. 2, p.
Militari.

25, in notis.)
Alinda, a city of Caria, southeast of Stratonicea.
It was a place of some note and strength, and was held
by Ada, queen of Caria, at the time that Alexander

undertook the siege of Halicarnassus.

{^Arrian,

Exp.

The site has been idenby many antiquaries with the modern Moglah,
the principal town of modern Caria, but on what auAnother traveller, from the
thority is not apparent.
AL,

1.

2'3.—S/rab., 657.)

tified

"

" land."
high," and Broga,

{Adelung^s Mithridates,

vol. 2, p. 50.)

AllucIus, a prince of the Celtiberi in Spain, whose
affianced bride having fallen into the hands of Scipio
Africanus, was restored to him uninjured by the Roman commander ; an act of self-control rendered still
niore illustrious by reason of the surpassing beauty of
the maiden.
{Liv , 26, 50.)

Almo, asmall
It is

now

river near Rome, falling into the Tiber
the Dachia, a corruption of Aqua d'Acio.
this stream with the Tiber, the

At the junction of
priests

of Cybele, every year, on

25th March,

the

washed the statue and sacred things of the goddess
Vid. Lara.
{Ovid, Fast., 4, 337.— Lwcan, 1. 600

Compare Vales, el Lindcnbr., ad Ammian. MarcelL,
3.—Lucan, ed. Cort. et Weber, vol. 1, p. 157,

23,

seqq.)

Aloa, a festival at Athens, in the month Posideon (a
between month including one third of December and two thirds
{RennelVs Geogr. of Western of January), in honour of Ceres and Bacchus. These
Cramer^s Asia Minor, vol. 2, deities were propitiated on this occasion, as by their
Asia, vol. 2, p. 53.
p. 208.)
blessing the husbandmen received the recompense of
their toil and labour.
The oblations, therefore, conAlipius.
Vid. Alypius.
Vid. Halirrothius.
sisted of nothing but the productions of the earth
Alirrothius.
Allectus, a praetorian prefect, who slew Carausius Hence Ceres was called Aloas {'A?Mug), Alois ('AAwAll these names are dein Britain, and took possession of his throne, holding ig), and Eualosia (EvaAwcr/a).
it for three
He was at rived from the Greek uXug, '* a threshing-floor.^^ Acyears, from 294 to 297 A.D.
last defeated and slain by Asclepiodotus, a general of cordhig to Philochorus (p. 86, Fragm.), the Aloa was a
Constantius Chlorus, who landed on the coast of the united festival in honour of Bacchus, Ceres, and Proof

names,
Moglah and Tshina.

similarity

places

it

at

Alcina,

—

island with an army.
(Aurel. Vict., 39.)
Allia, a river of Italy, running down, according to

(Compare Corsini, Fast

Att
2, p. 302.)
with the lenis in place
of the aspirate, although the root be u7.ci^.
The unaspirated form is, in fact, the earlier of the two, and

serpina.

We

have written 'AXwtif,

,

(fee,

mountains of Crustumium, at the
eleventh milestone, and flowing into the Tiber.
It
was crossed by the Via Salaria, about four miles beyond the more likely, therefore, to be retained as a religious
the modern Marcigliano, and is now the Aia.
Cluve- appellation. (Compare the remarks of Bergler, ad Alrius (Iial. Ant., vol. 1, p. 707) is mistaken when he aphron, 1, ep. 33.)
Reitz, however, favours the opidentifies the Allia with the Rio di Mosso, as that riv- posite form, thougii less correctly.
{Ad Luc, Dml
Creuzer gives 'AAua for the name of the
ulet is much beyond the given distance from Rome. Meretr., 1.)
On its banks festival, as we have done. {Symholik, vol. 4, p. 308.)
{Nibby, delle Vie degli Antichi, p. 87.)
the Romans were defeated by the Gauls under BrenAloeus, I. son of Apollo and Circe. From him,
nus, July 17th, B.C. 387.
Forty thousand Romans through his son Epopeus, was descended the Marathon,
were either killed or put to flight. Hence in the Ro- after whom the famous plain in Attica was named
man calendar, " Alliensis dies" was marked as a most {Suid., s. V. MapaOuv.) Callimachus applied to this
(Liv., 5, S7.—Flor., 1, 13.— Plut., same Marathon, sou of Apollo, the epithets of divypoc,
unlucky day.
Vil. Cam.)
The true name of the river is Alia, with " all humid,'^ and Ivvdpog, " dwelling in the waier^
the first vowel short.
Our mode of pronouncing and {Suid., I. c.), a remark that will serve as an introducwriting the name is derived from the poets, who length- tion to the explanation given by Creuzer to the fable
Vid. Alofdae.
II. Son of Neptune
ened the initial vowel by the duplication of the con- of the Aloidae.
sonant.
Wal- and Canace. He married Iphimedia, the daughter of
{Nicbuhr, Rom. Hist.^ vol. 2, p. 291,
Livy, from the

—

ter's

transL, in notis.)

Allieni forum.
Vid. Forum, II.
ALLiF-a:, a town of Samnium, northwest of the VulIt
turnus, the name of which often occurs in Livy.
was tak^en, according to that historian, by the consul
and again by Rutilius.
Petilius, A.U.C. 429
{Liv.,
This place was famous for the
Id., 9, 38.)
8, 25.

—

;

large-sized drinking-cups made there. {Horat., Serm.,
The ancient site is occupied by the modern
2, 8, 39.)
For a description of the numerous antiquities
Allife.
existing at Allife, consult Trutta, Diss. sopr. le An-

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 233.)
Allobroges, a people of Gallia, between the Isara
or Isere, and the Rhodanus or Rhone, in the country
tich.

Alif

answering to Daiiphini, Piedmont, and Savoy. Their
chief city was Vienna, now Vienne, on the left bank of
the Rhodanus, thirteen miles below Lugdunum or
They were finally reduced beneath the Roman

Lyons.

power by Fabius Maximus, who hence was honoured
with the surname of Allobrogicus.
(For the particulars
of this war, consult Thierry, Histoire des Gaulois,
vol. 2, p. 168, seqq , and the authorities there cited.)
At a later day we find the ambassadors of this nation
at Rome, tampered with by Catiline, but eventually

but Iphimedia having a stronger
for her own husband, became by the former the mother of two sons, Otus and
Ephialtes, whom Aloeus, however, brought up as his
own (Homer makes them to have been nurtured by
Via.
Earth), and who were hence called Aldidce.
his brother Triops

attachment

Aloidae.

for

;

Neptune than

{Horn., Od., 11, 304, seqq.)

AloiDuE {'Aluetdai), sons of Aloeus in name, but in
{Vid
reality the oflfspring of Neptune and Canace.
Aloeus, II.) They were two in number, Otus and
Ephialtes, and, according to Homer {Od., 11, 310,
seqq.), were, in their ninth year, nine cubits in width
and nine fathoms in height. At this early age, they
undertook to make war upon heaven, with the intention

of dethroning Jupiter
and, in order to reach the heavens, they strove to place Mount Ossa upon Olympus,
and Pelion upon Ossa ; but they were destroyed by
Apollo before, to use the graphic language of Homer,
" the down had bloomed beneath their
temples, and
had thickly covered their chin with a well-flowering
beard."
According to the animated narrative of the
;

bard, they would have accomplished their object
had they made the attempt, not in childhood, but after
having "reached the measure of youth." {Od., I. c.)

same

{Sallust, Cat.,4:0, Such is the Homeric legend respecting the Aloidae, as
remaining firm in their allegiance.
teqq.— Cic., in Cat., 3, 3, seqq.) The name Allo- given in the Odyssey. In the Iliad (5, 385) they are
"
^oges means Highlanders," and is formed from Al, said to have bound Mars, and kept him captive for the
114

ALO

ALP
"

stole him
space of thirteen months, until Mercury
away" {k^eKktypev). Later writers add, of course,
nrjany other particulars.

to have aspired to a union with Juno, and Otus with
Diana.
((Compare Nonnus, Dionys., 48, 402.
Hy-

—

He farther states, that
gin., fah., 28 )
their destruction in the island of Naxos.

Diana effected
She changed
hind, and bounded between

seems, into a
the two brothers, who, in their eagerness each to slay
the animal, pierced one another with their weapons
Diodorus Siculus (5, 51)
{k6' iavTov^ rjKovTiaav).
gives an historical air to the narrative, making the two
brothers to have held sway in Na.xos, and to have fallen
in a quarrel by each other's hand.
(Compare Pind.,
Pytk 4. 88, ei. Bockk, and the scholiast, ad he.) Virherself,

it

,

assigns the Aloidae a place of punishment in Tartarus (JSn. 6, 582), and some of the ancient fabulists make
them to have been hurled thither by Jupiter, others by
So in the Odyssey (I. c.) they are spoken of
Apollo.
as inhabiting the lower world, though no reason is assigned by the poet for their being there, except what
gil

,

we may

A

the 01pa5 of Thucydides (3. 101).— IV.
town of the
Locri Opuntii, above Daphnus.
It was here that, acto Thucydides, the Athenians obtained some
advantages over the Locrians in a descent they made
on this coast during the Peloponnesian war. ( Thucyd.,

Apollodonis makes Ephialtes cording

from the legend itself, that they were cut
off in early life, lest, if they had been allowed to attain
their full growth, they might have obtained the empire
of the skies.
Pausanias
(Heyne, ad Apnllod /. c.)
makes the Alo'ida? to have founded Ascra in Boeotia,
and to have been the first that sacrificed to the Muses
on Mount Helicon (9, 29). Miiller regards the Aloidae
as the mythic leaders of the old Thracian colonies, heroes by land and sea.
They appear in Pieria (at
Aloium, near Tempe) and at Mount Helicon, and in
both quarters have reference to the digging of canals
and the draining of mountain-dales. {Orckomenus, p.
infer

,

2, 26.)

Alopece, I. an island in the Palus Maeotis, near the
mouth of the Tanais. Strabo and Ptolemy call it Alopecia ('AAwTrt/c/a), but Pliny (4, 26) names it Alopece.
II. An island in the
Cimmerian Bosporus, near

—

Panticapaeiim. Constantine Porphyrogenitus(rigfl.(im.
III. A borough of
imp., c. 42) calls it Atech {'Arex).
Attica, north of Hymettus, and near the

—

Cynosarges,
consequently close to Athens.
According to Herodotus (6, 63), it contained the tomb of Anchimolius, a
Spartan chief, who fell in the first expedition underta-

ken by the Spartans to expel the Pisistratidae.
According to .^schines(in Timarch.,p. 119), it was not
more than eleven or twelve stadia from the walls of the
This was the borough or demus of Socrates and
city.
Aristides.

It

was

enrolled in the

tribe

Antiochis.

Chandler thought that
(Steph. Byz., s. v. 'AXuTriKTj).
he passed some vestiges belonging to it in his journey
from Athens to Hymettus.
(Travels, vol. 2, c. 30.)
Alopeconnesus, a town on the northern coast of the
It was an iEoIian colony, acThracian Chersonese.
cording to Scymnus(r. 705), and it is mentioned as one
of the chief towns of the Chersonese by Demosthenes
It was taken by Philip, king of
(de Cor., p. 256).
Macedon, towards the commencement of his wars with
the Romans (Liv., 31, 16).
According to Athenaeus
The
(2, 60), truffles of excellent quality grew near it.
site of the ancient town still retains the name of Alexi.

387.)
Creuzer, on the other hand, sees in the fable (Manner t, 7, p. 197.)
of the Aloidse a figurative allusion to a contest, as it
A LOS, or Halos, I. a city in Thessaly, situate near
Aloe us is the sea, on the river Amphrysus. It was founded by
were, between the water and the land.
" the man
of the threshing-floor'''' (JDug), whose efforts Athamas, whose memory was here held in the highest
are all useless on account of the infidelity of his
This
(Strab., A32.—Herodot., 7, 197.)
spouse veneration.
" the
" Phthiotic" or " Achaean"
Alos,
(the Earth,
very wise one,'''' 1<^l and fifjdo^). She place was called the
unites against him with Neptune, and the sea there- to
distinguish it from another city of the same name
upon begets the mighty energies of the tempests (Otus among the Locri. II. A city of the Locri Opuntii.
and Ephialtes), which darken the day {^Qto^, from
Alpenus, a town of the Locri Epicnemidii, south of
" the horned
uTo^,
owl," the bird of night), which brood Thermopylas, whence, as Herodotus (7, 229) informs
heavily over the earth, and cause the waves of ocean us, Leonidas and his little band drew their supplies. It
to leap and dash upon the cultivated
This is probably the
regions along the is also called Alpeni ('AXttt^voOshore ('E^mArj/f, from em, and aXkofxai, " to
as same town which ^schines names Alponus, since he
leap,''''
" the one that attacks" or "
(JEsch.,
indicatmg
leaps upon," describes it as being close to Thermopylae.
the spirit that oppresses and torments, ' the
night- de Fals. Leg., p. 46.)
At
last
the
of
from
Italia
mare").
Alpes, a chain of mountains, separating
god
day (Apollo) comes forth,
and the storm ceases, first along the
Their name is demountain-tops, Gallia, Helvetia, and Germania.
and at last even on the shore. {Creuzer,
Symbolik, rived from their height, Alp being the old Celtic apvol. 2, p. 386.)
If we adopt the other version of the
(Adelung, Mithridates,
pellation for a lofty mountain.
fable, that the Aloidae were destroyed by Diana, the vol. 2, p. 42.
Compare remarks under the article Alstorm will then be hushed by the influence and
the
Sinus Flanaticus, or
extend
from
bion,
II.)
They
changing of the moon.
Gulf of Carncro, at the top of the Gulf of Venice, and
Aloidm, a town of Thessaly, near Tempe. {Stepk. the sources of the river Colapis, or Kulpe, to Vada
The whole
Byz., s. V. 'Alcjiov.)
Sabatia, or Savona, on the Gulf of Genoa.
Alopk, I. daughter of Cercyon, king of Eleusis, and extent, which is in a crescent form, Livy makes only

—

—

mother of Hippothoon by Neptune.
She was put to
death by her father, and her tomb is spoken of by Pausanias (1, 29).
Hyginus says that Neptune, not being
able to save her life,
changed her corpse into a fountain
The
son, on having been exposed by or(fab., 187).
der of its mother, was at first suckled by a mare
(iTnrog),
whence his name Hippothoon ; and was afterward taken care of and brought up by some shepherds. When
he had attained to manhood, he was placed on his
grandfather's throne by Theseus, who had slain
Cercyon.
I.
IL
(Faiisan., 1, 5, et 39.
A
town
of
c.)
Hygin.,

—

—

Thessaly, situate, according to Steph. Byz. (s. v. 'ATioKT}), between Larissa Cremaste and Echinus.
(Compare Slraho, 432.
Pomp. Mel.,Z, 3.) It is probably
the same with the Alitrope noticed
by Scylax(p. 24), and
retains its name on the shore of the Melian
Gulf, below Makalla. III. A town of the Locri Ozolae, acto
Strabo
It is, perhaps, no other than
(427).
cording

—

—

250 miles, Pliny 700
ly 600 British miles.

The true amount is nearThey have been divided by both

miles.

ancient and modem geographers into various portions,
of which the principal are, 1. The Maritime Alps (Alof Nice
pes Maritimae), beginning from the environs
Viso.
(Nicaea),and extending to Mons Vesulus, Monte
2. The Cottian Alps (Alpes Cotti«), reaching from the
last-mentioned point to Mont Cenis.
(Vid. Cottius.)

The Graian Alps (Alpes Graiae), lying between Mont
The
Iseran and the Little St. Bernard inclusively.
name Grai<z is said to refer to the tradition of Hercules
return from Spain into
having crossed over them on his
and Greece. 4. The Pennine Alps (Alpes Pen3.

Italy

Great St. Bernard io the

extending from the
The name is derisources of the Rhone and Rhine.
" a
summit," and not, as
ved from the Celtic Penn,
with some
Livy and other ancient writers, together
modern ones, pretend, from Hannibal having crossed
ninae),
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ALP
into Italy

by

this path,

ALP

and who, therefore, make the

5. The Rheetic
orthography Poenince, from Poenus.
or Tridentine Alps (Alpes Rhseticae sive Tridentinae),
from the St. Gothard, whose numerous peaks bore the
name of Adula, to Mont Brenner in the Tyrol. 6.
The Noric Alps (Alpes Noricae), from the latter point
7. The
to the head of the river Plavis, or la Piave.

Camic

or Julian Alps (Alpes Carnicae sive Juliae), terin the Mons Albius on the confines of IllyriIt was not till the reign of Augustus that the

minating

—

—

The modem name of the river is the Rouphia. Tliere
are few streams so celebrated in antiquity as the AlIts proximity to the scene of the Olympic
pheus.
contests connects its name continually with the men
tion of those memorable games, on the part of the ancient poets, and gives it, in particular, a conspicuous
There is also a pleasplace in the verses of Pindar.

Accordmg to
ing legend connected with the stream.
the poets, the god of the Alpheus became enamoured
of and pursued the nymph Arethusa, who was only sa-

cum.
Alps became well known. That emperor finally sub- ved from him by the intervention of Diana, and changdued the numerous and savage clans which inhabited ed for that purpose into a fountain. This fountain she
the Alpine valleys, and cleared the passes of the ban- placed in the island of Ortygia, near the coast of Siciditti that infested them.
He improved the old roads ly, and forming in a later age one of the quarters of the
and constructed new ones and finally succeeded in city of Syracuse. The ardent river-god, however, did
establishing a free and easy communication through not even then desist, but worked a passage for his
It was then that stream amid the
these mountains.
{Strab., 204.)
intervening ocean, and, rising up agam
the whole of this great chain was divided into the seven in the Ortygian island, commingled its waters with those
portions which have just been mentioned.
Among the of the fountain of Arethusa. Hence, according to popPennine Alps is Mont Blanc, 14,676 feet high. The ular belief, if anything were thrown upon the Alpheus
;

principal passes at the present day are, that over the
Great St. Bernard, that over Mont Simplon, and that

over

Mont

St.

Gothard.

The manner

in

which Han-

nibal is said to have effected his passage over these
mountains is now generally regarded as a fiction.
(

Vid. Hannibal, under which article some remarks will
upon the route of the Carthaginian comin crossing the Alps.)
Besides the divisions

also be offered

mander

of the Alps already mentioned, we sometimes meet
with others, such as the Lepontine Alps (Alpes Lepontiae), between the sources of the Rhine and the Lacus

Verbanus (Lago

in Elis, it was sure to reappear, after a certain lapse
of time, upon the bosom of the Ortygian fountain.
{Pausan., 5, 7.—Id., 8, 5i.— Strab., 269. et 343.—

—

—

Pind., Nem., 1, 1, seqq.
Moschus, Id., 8.
Virg.,
Mn., 3, 692, seqq. Id., Georg., 3, 180. Nonnus, in
Creuz., Melet., 1, p. 78.) According to another version, however, of the same legend, it was Diana herself, and not the nymph Arethusa, whom the river-god
of the Alpheus pursued, and, when this pursuit had
ended in the island of Ortygia, the fountain of Arethusa arose there.
{Schol. ad Pmd., Nem., 1, 3.
vol. 2, p. 428, ed. Bockh.)
The account last given
will aflford us a clew to the true meaning of the entire
fable.
The goddess Diana had, it seems, a common
altar at Olympia with the
god of the Alpheue. {He-

—

—

—

the Alpes Suramse
Maggiore)
(Cas., B. G., 3, 1, and 4, 10), running off from the
Pennine Alps, and reaching as far as the Lake Verbanus, &c.
Alphesibcea, daughter of Phygeus, or Phegeus, rodotus, in Schol.
;

—

ad Pind., Olymp., 5, 10. PauTo the same Diana water was leld saking of Psophis in Arcadia, married Alcmseon, son of sati., 5, 14.)
Creuzer^s Sym(Bockh, ad Pind., Nem., 1.
Amphiaraus, who had fled to her father's court after cred.
the murder of his mother.
She received, as a bridal holik, vol. 2, p. 182.) This part of the worship of
present, the fatal collar and robe which had been given Diana having passed from the Peloponnesus into Sicito Eriphyle, to induce her to betray her husband Am- ly, the worship of the Alpheus accompanied it ; or, in
The ground, however, becoming barren on other words, a common altar for the two divinities was
phiaraus.
his account, Alcmseon left Arcadia and his newly- erected by the Syracusans in Ortygia, similar in its atmarried wife, in obedience to an oracle, and came, first tendant rites and ceremonies to the altar at Olympia.
to Calydon unto king (Eneus, then to the Thesprotii, For in the island of Ortvgia all water was held sacred,
and finally to the Achelous. Here he was purified by (Schol. ad Pind., Nem., 1, 1.— 2. p. 428, ed. Bockh),
the river-god from the stain of his mother's blood, and and Diana, besides, was worshipped at the fountain of
married Callirrhoe, the daughter of the stream.
Cal- Arethusa, under the titles of iroTa/ila and 'A?^(peio)a.
lirrhoe had two sons by him, and begged of him, as a From this commingling of rites arose, therefore, the
present, the collar and robe, which were then in the poetic legend, that the Alpheus had passed through the
hands of Alphesibcea. He endeavoured to obtain them, ocean to Ortygia, and blended its waters with those of
under the pretence that he wished to consecrate them Arethusa, or, in other words, its rites with those of
at Delphi ; but the deception being discovered, he was Diana.
(Bockh, ad Pind., Nem., I. c.) If. An engraslain by the two brothers of Alphesibcea, who had lain ver on gems, who executed many works in connexion
in wait for him.
head of
Alphesibcea, showing too much sor- with Arethon, one of his contemporaries.
row for the loss of her former husband, was conveyed Caligula, engraved by him when a young man, is still
by her brothers to Tegea, and given into the hands of extant. (Bracci, pt. 1, tab. 16.)
Alphius Avitus, a Roman poet, who wrote an acAgapenor. The more usual name by which Alphesibcea is known among the ancient fabulists, is Arsinoe. count of illustrious men, in two volumes.
Terentia-

—

—

A

(Apollod., 3, 7.

—Heyne, ad

lac.)

Alpheus and Alpheus

('AA^eiOf and 'A?.<pe6g, the
short penult marking the earlier, the long one the later
and more usual, pronunciation), I. a river of PeloponIt rose in
nesus, flowing through Arcadia and Elis.
the Laconian border of Arcadia, about five stadia from

nus Maurus has cited some verses of the work, having
reference to the story of Camillus and the schoolmaster of Falisci.
(Compare Burmann, Anthol. Lat., vol,
1, p.

452.)

Alpincs (Cornelius), a wretched poet, ridiculed by
Horace (Serm., 1, 10, 36, seqq). In describing Mem
source, with those non slain by Achilles, he kills him, as it were, accord-

A sea, and mingled its waters, at its
The united streams
of the Eurotas.

continued their
course for the space of twenty stadia, when they disThe Alpheus was seen to rise
appeared in a chasm.

" the
sources,'*''
again at a place called Pegae {-Ttriyai) or
in the territory of Megalopolis, and the Eurotas in that
of Belmina, in Laconia.
Flowing onward from this
quarter, the Alpheus passes through the intervening
part of Arcadia, enters Elis, passes through the plain
of Olympia, and discharges its waters, now swelled by
numerous tributary streams, into the Sicilian Sea.
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ing to Horace, by the miserable character of his own deSo also the same poet is represented by the
scription.
Venusian bard as giving the Rhine a head of mud.

Alpinus actually was cannot be exactly asno wonder, since it would have been
strange if any particulars of so contemptible a poet had
escaped oblivion.
Cruquius, without any authority,
discovers in Alpinus the poet CorneHus Gallus, the
friend of Virgil.
Nor is Bentley's supposition of any

"Who

this

certained, and

great value.

According to

this latter critic,

Horace

ALT

ALT
to Furius Bibacuallvides, under the name of Alpinus,
lus ; and Bentley thinks that the appellation was ^iven

two hundred and

thirty statues ; of Jupiter alone he
describes twenty- three, and these were, for the most
works of the first artists. {Paicsan., 5, 13.)
him by Horace, eitheron account of his beinga native of
*liny (34, 17) estimates the whole number of these
Gaul, or because he described in verse the Gallic war, ?art,
The Altis conor else, and what Bentley considers most probable, in statues, in his time, at three thousand.
"
allusion to a foolish line of his composition,
Jupiter tained also numerous treasuries, belonging to different
These were
kibernas cana nive conspuitAlpesy {Bentl.^ad Horat., Grecian cities, similar to those at Delphi.
situated on a basement of Porine stone, to the north
1, 10,36.)
Alpis, a river falling into the Danube. Mannert of the temple of Juno. ( Vid. Olympia.)
been the
Aluntium, a town of Sicily, on the northern coast,
{Geogr.,\o\. 3, p. 510) supposes this to have
same with the ^Enus, or Inn. It is mentioned by He- not far from Calacta. Now Alontio. Cicero {in Verr.,
rodotus (4, 29).
4, 29) calls the place Haluntium.
Alyattes, a king of Lydia, father of Croesus, sucAlsium, a maritime town of Etruria, southeast from
ceeded Sadyaltes.
He drove the Cimmerians from
C«re, now Palo. {SU. lid., 8, 475.)

AtTHiEA, daughter of Thestius and Eurythemis,
married CEneus, king of Calydon, by whom she had
many children, among whom was Meleager, considered by some to be the son of Mars. Seven days after
the birth of Meleager, the Destinies came unto Althaea,
and announced, that the life of Meleager depended upon
a brand then burning on the hearth, and that he would
The mother saved the
die when it was consumed.
brand from the flames, and kept it very carefully ; but

when Meleager

killed his

two uncles, Althaea's broth-

Asia, and made war against Cyaxares, king of the
Medes, the grandson of Deioces. He died after a
reign of 57 years, and after having brought to a close
a war against the Milesians.
An immense barrow or
mound was raised upon his grave, composed of stones
and earth. This is still visible within about five miles
of Sardis or Sart.
For some curious remarks on the
resemblance between this tomb, as described by Herodotus, and that said to have been erected in memory
of Porsenna {Varro, ap. Plin., 36, 13), and which af-

revenge their death, threw the piece of fords a new argument in favour of the Lydian origin
wood into the fire, and, as soon as it was burned, Me- of Etrurian civilization, consult the Excursus of CreuShe was afterward so deeply griev- zer, ad. Herod., 1, 93 {ed. B'dhr, vol. 1, p. 924).—It
leager expired.
ed for the loss of her son, that she made away with her is also related that an eclipse of the sun terminated a
own existence. {Apollod., I, 8, 1. Ovid, Met., 8, battle between this monarch and Cyaxares, and that
446, seqq ) Another version of the story is also given this eclipse had been predicted by Thales.
{Herod
Modem investigations make
B'dhr, ad loc.)
(Apollod., I. c), which appears to have been derived 1, 74
it
with
to
551.
this
Anton.
have
been
a
total
one.
from Homer {II 9,
{Ollmann, Act. Soc. BeCompare
rolin. Mathemat., 1812.)
It is worthy of notice, too,
Lib c. 2, and Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.)
Althemeves ('AXOtj/j.£vtjc, more correct than Al- that this same eclipse is mentioned in the Persian poem
the common form.
Heyne, Schahnameh, as having taken place under king Keit^iaemenes, 'Aldaifievric,
ad Apollod., 3 2, 1, not. crit.), son of Catreus, king of kawus, who is thought to have been the Cyaxares of
Crete.
Hearmg that either he or his brothers were to the Greek writers. {Von Hammer, Wiener Jahrbitch.,
be their father's murderer, he fled to Rhodes, where he 9, p. 13.) For remarks on the chronology of this reign,
made a settlement, to avoid becoming a parricide, and consult Clinton'' s Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1, 2ded., p 296
built, on Mount Atabyrus, the famous temple of Jupi- e/ 298, and also Larcher,Histoire d'Hei-odote, vol. 7, p.
After the death of all his other sons, 537.
ter Atabyrius.
{Table Chronol )
when he landCatreus went after his son Althemenes
Alvpius, I. a philosopher of Alexandrea in Egypt,
ed in Rhodes, the inhabitants attacked him, supposing contemporary with Jamblichus.
He was remarkably
him to be an enemy, and he was killed by the hand of small of size, but possessed, according to Eunapius, a
When Althemenes knew that he had very subtle turn of mind, and was very skilful in diahis own son.
lectics.
killed his father, he entreated the gods to remove him
all his instruction
Alypius wrote nothing
and the earth immediately opened, and swallowed him was given orally. Jamblichus composed a life of thi&
to
Diodorus
Sicu- philosopher.
II. A
According
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 1, p. 657.)
up.
{Apollod., 3, 2.)
lus, however, he shunned the society of men after the native of Alexandrea, who wrote a work on music, en
"
fatal deed, and died eventually of grief.
or
Introduction to Music'
{Diod. Stc, titled, ElaaycjyTj fiovaiKT],
He divides the whole musical art into seven portions
5,59.)
Altinum, a flourishing city near Aquileia. Accord- 1. Sounds. 2. Intervals. 3. Systems. 4. Kinds
ing to Cluverius, the precise site of the ancient Alti- 5. Tones. 6. Changes. 7. Compositions. He treats
num seems uncertain. D'Anville, however, asserts however, of only one of these, the fifth whence Mei
{Anal. Geogr. de Vital., p. 84) that its place is yet bomius concludes, that only a fragment of his work ha?
marked by the name of Altino, on the right bank of reached us. There is some difference of opinion as
the river Silis (Sile), and near its mouth.
Cassiodorus
According to the period when Alypius flourished.
to Strabo (214), the situation of Altinum bore much {De Musica, sub Jin.) believes, that he was anterior to
The earliest men- Ptolemy, and even to Euclid. De la Borde {Essai sur
resemblance to that of Ravenna.
At a la- la Musique, vol. 3, p. 133) places him in the latter
tion of it is in Velleius Paterculus (2, 76).
ter period of the Roman empire it must have become half of the fourth century after Christ.
Of all the anof
since
considerable note,
Martial compares cient writers on music that have come down to us, he
a place
the appearance of its shore, lined with villas, to that is the only one through whom we are made acquainted
It was also celebrated for its with the notes
of Baiae.
(Ep., 4, 25.)
employed by the Greeks so that, withwool.
out him, our knowledge of the ancient music would be
{Martial, Ep., 14, 153.)
Altis, the sacred grove of Olympia, on the banks greatly circumscribed.
{Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
of the Alpheus, in the centre of which stood the tem- 8, p. 270.)
III. A native of Antioch, an architect and
It was composed of olive and
plane- engineer, who lived in the reign of Julian the apostate,
ple of Jupiter.
Besides to whom he dedicated a geographical description, of the
trees, and was surrounded by an enclosure.
the temple just mentioned, the grove contained those ancient world.
This production is considered by some
of Juno and Lucina, the theatre, and the prytaneum. to be the same with the short abridgment, first pubIn front of it, or, if we follow Strabo, within its pre- lished by Godefroy (Gothofredus), in Greek and Latin,
There is, however, no good
cincts, was the stadium, together with the race-ground at Geneva, 1628, in 4to.
The whole grove was filled with reason whatever to suppose this work to have been
or hippodromus
monuments and statues, erected in honour of gods, written by Alypius. The Greek text published by
b&roes, and conquerors. Pausanias mentions more than Godefroy appears rather to have been forged after the
ers, Althffia, to

—

,

—

—

,

,

:

;

;

—

;

;

—
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AMA
Latin version, which

is

AMA

very old and very badly done.

that have come
perceive, from the letters of Julian
down to us, that Alypius was also a poet ; and that

"We

he had commanded, moreover, in Britain, where his
mildness and firmness combined had gained him
It was Alypius whom Julian charged
great praise.
with the execution of his order for rebuilding the tema work that was broken off, in so reple of Jerusalem
markable a manner, by globes of fire bursting forth
from the ground, and wounding and putting to flight
the workmen.
{Bw^r. Univ., vol. 1, p. 657. Consult Salverte, des Sciences Occultcs, vol. 2, p. 224.)
Alypus, a statuary of Sicyon, pupil of Naucydes,
He cast in brass the statues of certain
the Argive
Lacedaemonians who fought with Lysander in the bat;

—

fle

of .^gos Potamos.
(Paw*an., 10, 9.)
('A?i,iif/a), a town of Acarnania, about

Alvzia

fif-

teen stadia from the sea, and, as Cicero informs us in
one of his letters {ad Fam., 16, 2), one hundred and

twenty stadia from Leucas.
a place of

The

ters.

some

note, as

it

appears to have been
noticed by several wri-

It
is

earliest of these are

Scylax {Pcripl.,

p.

13)

A naval action was fought
(7, 31)
between the Athenians under Timoihe-

and Thucydides
in its vicinity,

and the Lacedaemonians, not long before the bat{Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 4, 65.) Belonging to Alyzia was a port consecrated to Hercules, with
a grove, where was at one time a celebrated group,
us,
tle

of Leuctra.

the work of Lysippus, representing the labours of Hercules ; but a Roman general caused it to be removed
to Rome, as more worthy to possess such a chefThis port appears to and'oeuvre.
{Straho, 459.)
to the modern Porto Candili.
( Cramer^ s And.
Greece, vol. 2, p. 18, seqq.)
Vid. Magetobria.
Amagktobria.
Amalth^a, I. the name of the goat that suckled
The monarch of Olympus, as a reward for
Tupiter

swer

ers, and teeming productions of earth,
it to a
nymph, Adrastea, who had

and

to

have grven

with

others,
— A change hadcharge,
also been made
years.

of his earlier
in
another part of the primitive legend. The goat Amal
so
kind
to
the infant deity, and though
thasa, though
all white and beautiful of form, was said, nevertheless,
to have had a look so fearful and terrorinspiring, that
the Titans, unable to endure it, entreated the earth to
hide the animal from view.
{Eratosthenes, Catastcr.^

Schaub.

13, p. 10, seqq.y ed.

— Hygin.,

Poet. Astron.^

We have here a clew to the origin of the whole

2, 13.)
fable.

The ancient navigators had observed that the
constellations of the She- Goat and the Ktds ( Capella
and Hccdi) brought stormy and rainy weather, and they
were therefore regarded as inauspicious for mariners
and dangerous for ships. {Arat. Pheen., 156, seqq.
Schol. ad Arat., p. 46, ed. Buhle
Voss.^ ad Virg.^
Georg., 1 205.) Hence probably the name al^ was ap-

—

—

,

plied to the constellation of the She-Goat, in its primi*
tive meaning of a tempest, a primitive meaning which

afterward disappeared from use, while the secondary
one of a she-goat usurped its place. {Butlmann, ad

Stemnamen, p. 309.) With this earlier meaning of aZ^is connected that of aiyig, ''astinrn'^ or "-temr
pest,^^ subsequently indicative of the .^gis of Jupiter,
which he was believed to wield amid the warfare of
the elements.
From all this arose the early legend.
The bright stars in the constellation of Capella become
the fair, white she-goat Amalthcea.
The storms and
clouds which the constellation brings with it, become
the fear- inspiring look on the part of the animal, and,
by the rude simphcity of early times, the she-goat i»
made the foster-parent of Jove. (Compare Hock, GreIdeler,

ta, vol.

1, p.

177, seqq.

—

A

— Creuzer, Symbohk,

vol.

2,

daughter of Melisseus, king of
Crete.
She and her sister Melissa had charge of the
infant Jupiter, and fed him with goat's milk and honey.
his act of kindness, translated her to the skies, along This is merely a later version of the early fable menshe
in
crwhom
had
aside
tioned
under Amalthea I. The she-goat and bees are
vith her two young ones,
put
ier to accommodate the infant deity, and he made them now two females.
{Dtod. Sic, 5, 70.
Compare BoiIII. A sibylof Cuma,
Kars in the northern hemisphere, on the arm of Auriga. tiger, Amalthcea, vol. 1, p. 24.)
whole legend appears to be of a mixed character, called also Hierophile and Deraophile. She is supiK\\ from a simple origin, adapted to the rude ideas of posed to be the same who brought nine books of prophMl \arly race, to have gradually assumed an astronomi- ecies to Tarquin, king of Rome. {Vid. Sibyllae.)
p.

424, seqq.)

II.

—

—

n?

Thus, according to the legend, the in}o\e was nurtured by the milk of the goat, while
We
the > Vd-bees deposited their honey on his lips
have \ii.e the milk and the honey that play so conspicuous a y^'^t in Oriental imagery, as typifying the highest
degree o*" Suman felicity and abundance, and, therefore, woH v.irthy to be the food of an infant deity apFrom the milk and honey,
pearing in l.'iinan form.
moreover, ^<" *!crly fable, come the ambrosia and nec-

»:al

Amaltheum,

'haracter.

fant

tar of a latf^

Afc^e,

since nectar

was regarded as

a quin-

tessence of h-iLey, v>nd ambrosia as an extract from the
[Bh'tigtr, Amalthcea, vol. 1, p. 22 )
purest milk.
The early legen(} g^es ^n to state, that the infant Jove,
when playing with his <Gur-footed foster parent, acciThis was made
dentally broke off one of her horns.
at first to serve as a Q.'inkLng cup, and thus recalls the
custom of a primitive agt, wren the horns of animals
were generally employ«.'3 for this purpose the hornin the earliest symposia and the
cup appearing as well
Bacchanalian orgies of the Greeks, as in the legends

a

gymnasium,

gymnasium

or, rather,

and study combined, which Atticus had arranged in
It was replete with all that could
his villa in Epirus.
amuse or instruct, and here, too, were placed the statues

men by whom the glory of the Rohad been advanced to its proud elevation,
just as Jupiter had been nurtured by the goat Amalof

the illustrious

all

man

state

Hence

thaea.

its

name Amaltheum {'AfxaXOeiov).
16.
Compare Ernesti, Clav.

{Ctc, Ep. ad Alt., 1.
Cic, Ind. Graco-Lai )

—

— Cicero appears to

something of the kind in his
which he calls his Amalthcea,
{Ep. ad Att., 2, 1.)

villa

at

have had
Arpinum, and

in the singular (fem.).

Amanus, I. a continuation of .the chain of Mount
Taurus, stretching to the north as far as Melitene and
It is situate at the eastern extremity
the Euphrates.
of the Mediterranean, near the Gulf of Issus, and sepThe defile or pass in these
arates Cilicia from Syria.
mountains was called Portus Amanicus, or Pylse Syrise.
Its valleys and recesses were inhabited by wild
of the Scandinavian Edda and in the halls of Odin. and fierce tribes, who lived chiefly by plundering their
With the progress of ideas, a now feature was added neighbours, though they boasted of their freedom unTho horn of Amalth«,a is no longer a der the sonorous name of Eleuthero- Cilices, or Free
to the fable.
mere cup. This u.'e has ended, ani Jupiter now or- Cilicians. The modern name of the chain is, accorddains, that it shall be ever full to overflowing with what- ing to Mannert, Almadag ; but, according to D'An;

its possessor shal' wish.
{Apoctolius, Cent., 2,
86, p. 30.
Compare F^cher, ad Palaphat., 46, p
beartiful
fiction of the horn
the
arose
Hence
179.)
of plentv, the Cornu Coyit.\ one of the happiest and
art.
Jove was
most
allegories of tho plastic

ever

—

prolific
said, in this later

version of th

off the horn, filled

it

US

with

all

the

-•

i

fable, to

have broken
and flow-

'chest fruits,

ville,

.4M.MA:aw. {Strab.,

521.— Lucan, 8,244.— Cir.,

A

Att., 5, 20.— Plm., 5, 27.)— II.
shipped in Pontus and Cappadocia, and

Ep. ad

deity woralso called

Omanus and Anandatus.
(Compare Tschucke, ad
Strab., M, p. 512, ed. Casaub.—\o\. 4, p. 478.) Bohim with the sun {Geogr. Sacr.,f.
277), and others with the Persian Horn, a type of tjia

chart identifies
1

AM A

AMA
same luminary.
Mount Amanus

{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2,
thus

it.

becomes the mountain of

even as Lebanon appears
ony of Sanchoniathon.

in the Phoenician

164.)

the sun,

Cosmog-

Amaracus, a son of Cynaras, king of Cyprus, who,
having fallen and broken a vase of perfumes which he
was carryincr, pined away, being either overpowered by
me strong fragrance, or struck with grief at the loss
The gods, out of compassion, chanhe had sustained.
Serinto the amaracus, or sweet-marjoram.
vius {ad Virg., Mn., 1, 693), gives a somewhat different account, and makes Amaracus, not a son, but an
As regards the plant amaraattendant, of the king's.
cus itself, and its identity with the odfi-tpvxov of the

ged him

Under his reign Egypt enjoyed
To prevpnt
years uninterrupted prosperity.
those offences which an idle and
overflowing population might commit, he ordained that every one of his
subjects should yearly give an account, to the ruler of
the nome or district in which he resided, of the means
of subsistence which he enjoyed, and the manner in
which he lived. He showed also an enlightened spirit
in the permission which he granted to
strangers, and
dence and energy.
for

many

particularly to the Greeks, to visit Egypt ; he gave
them settlements along his coasts, and permitted them
to erect temples there for the performance of their na-

Solon was one of those who visited
Egypt during the reign of this prince. Amasis eshe disGreeks, consult FSe, Flore de Virgile, p. clxxxv.
poused a Grecian female, a native of Cyrene
Amaroi, a nation of Asia. Ptolemy (5, 13) places played his attachment to the Greeks in various ways,
them in the greater Armenia, on the borders of Me- and contributed liberally, not only to the rebuilding of
dia; Nearchus, Pliny (6, 17), and Strabo, in the mount- the temple at Delphi, but to the improvement and emOthers assign Margiana bellishment of many cities and temples of Greece.
ains of Elyraais, in Persia.
In
It is possible his own country he constructed numerous magnificent
as the country in which they lived.
tribes
of
this
in
the
and
same name works,
that there were several
massy
gigantic style so peculiar to
tional worship.

:

or perhaps several colospread over different countries,
Vossius thinks that all robbers
nies of this people.

Egypt.

He

made

tributary to his crown.

and fugitives inhabiting the mountains were called
Amardi by the Persians. {Voss., ad Pomp. Mel. B.,
5.
Compare Pomp. Mel., French transL, vol. 1, p.

Amasis, however, was disturbed, at last, by the preparations which Cambyses, king of Persia, made to attack his kingdom.
The Persian monarch had demanded the daughter of Amasis in marriage ; but the father,

—

202.)

it

Amaryllis, the name of a female in Virgil's ec- knowing
Some commentators have supposed that the wife, but

logues.

subjected also the

that

Cambyses meant

his concubine,

isle

of Cyprus, and

The

to

prosperity of

make

endeavoured

her, not his
to deceive him

this fictitious appellation, by sending in her stead the daughter of Apries.
The
poet spoke of Rome under
but this supposition is a very improbable one.
(Con- female herself disclosed Xhe imposition to Cambyses,
sult Heyne, ad Virg., Eclog., 1, 28, towards the con- and the latter, in great wrath, resolved to march against
The defection of Phanes, moreover, an officlusion of the note.)
Egypt.
Am\rynthus, a town of Euboea, seven stadia from cer among the Greek auxiliaries, who fled to (JamEretria, celebrated for the temple and worship of Diana byses on account of some dissatisfaction with AmaAmarynthia. {Strab., 448.— Lit?., 35, 38.— Pausan., sis, proved a serious injury to the Egyptian prince.
The Greek informed Cambyses how he might pass the
1,31.)
Amasenus, a small river of Latium, crossing the intervening deserts, and gave him also very important
into
and
the
Pontine Marshes,
falling
Tyrrhenian Sea, information respecting the kingdom he was about to
invade.
Amasis escaped by death the perils which
now La Toppia. (Virg., jEw., 7, 685.)
Am ASIA, or Amasea (JAfiuaeia, by the later Greeks threatened his country. He died B.C. 525, after a
a city of Pontus, on the river Iris, the ori- reign of 44 years, and the whole fury of the storm fell
'AfiCUJLa),
It was the birthplace upon his son Psammeticus.
Cambyses, however, degin of which is not ascertained.
of Mithradates the Great and of Strabo the geogra- termined not to be disappointed of his revenge, caused
At a later period, when under the Roman sway, the body of the deceased monarch to be taken from
pher
the royal sepulchre at Sais
it became the capital of Pontus Galaticus (Hierocles,
and, after having practised
and bore upon its coins the title of Metropo- various indignities upon it, commanded it to be burned,
p. 701),
Strabo (560) gives us a particular description of an order equally revolting to the religious feelings of
lis.
The modern Amasyah or Amassia both the Persians and Egyptians. The story of Amahis native city.
sis and Polycrates is well known {vtd. Polycrates),
is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Amasea.
{Mannert, 6, pt. 2, p. 461, seqq )
though the reason commonly assigned for the former's
Amasis, I. a king of Egypt, of one of the earlier refusing to continue the alliance is perhaps less worthy
He rendered himself odious to his subjects of credit than that given by Diodorus Siculus, 1, 15.
dynasties.
Athenajus
Id., 3, I, seqq.)
by his violent and tyrannical conduct, and. on the in- {Herodot., 2, •162, seqq.
vasion of Egypt by Actisanes, king of ^Ethiopia, the (15, 25.
vol. 5, p. 479, ed. Schweigh.) informs us,
inhabitants
the
went
of
over
to
the
latter.
that
Amasis
first
insinuated
into
himself
the good
greater part
Such is the account given by Diodorus Siculus (1, 60), graces of Apries by a chaplet of flowers which he prewhere many think we should read Amosis for Amasis. sented to him on his birthday. The king, enchanted
(Consult Steph. and Wesselivg, ad Diod., I. c.) Jus- with the beauty of the chaplet, invited him to a feast
tin Martyr (Par cent*., p 10) makes him to have been
which he gave on that occasion, and received him among
the first Pharaoh of the 18th dynasty.
Eusebius the number of his friends.
(Chron.) asserts that he was the same king during
Amastkis, I. a daughter of the brother of Darius
whose reign Jacob died. Olearius {ad Philoxlr., Vit. Codomannus. Alexander intended giving her in marApoli, 42) maintains that he was monarch of Egypt riage to Craterus, but, in the confusion and political
All is uncertainty respectin the time of the Exodus.
changes wjiich followed the death of the conqueror,
H An Egyptian, who, from having been a the plan, of course, fell to the ground, and she hecam*
ing him.
became
of
common soldier,
He succeed- the wife of Dionysius, tyrant of Heraclea in Pontus.
king
Egypt
ed in gaining the favour of king Apries, and was de- (Memnon, c. 5.) Dionysius, at his death, left her as
that
monarch
to
a
sedition
which the guardian of his children, on account of the inquell
spatched by
She
had broken out. As he was endeavouring to dissuade fluence she enjoyed among the Macedonians
those who had revolted from the step they had taken, was subsequently married to Lysimachus, and, though
one of them came behind him and put a helmet on his .some time after separated from him by reason of the
head, saying that he put it on him to make him a king. political movements of the day, continued to enjoy
Amasis was thereupon proclaimed king by the insur- high consideration and respect. She founded a city at
She was mui>
and called it after her name.
gents, and immediately inarched against and defeated this
;

—

—

—

his former master, B.(3. 569.

He

period,

governed with pru-

dered by her

own

sons,

who were punished by
119

Lysiraa-

AMAZONES.
for the unnatural deed.

chus

—

II.

A

AMAZONES.
city

on the coast

It
of Paphlagonia, near the mouth of the Parthenius.
was founded by Amastris, the niece of Darius Codomannus, and wife of Dionysius, tyrant of Heraclea,
who gave her name to the new settlement. The earlier town of Sesamus, mentioned by Homer {11, 2,
It is praised as a beauti853), served for its citadel.
ful city by both the younger Pliny {Ep., 10, 99) and
the later ecclesiastical writers.
(Compare Nicetcc

Or., in S. Hijacint., 17.) Amastris, like Sinope,
built on a small peninsula, and had, in conse-

Paph.

was

The mod(Strabo, 544.)
quence, a double harbour.
em name is Amastra. (Mannert, 6, pt. 3, p. 25.)
Amata, the wife of King Latinus, and mother of
She hung herself in despair, on finding that
Lavinia.
she could not prevent the marriage of her daughter
with ^neas.
{Virg.,Mn., 12, 603.)
Amathus (gen. untis), a city on the southern side
of the island of Cyprus, and of great antiquity.
Adonis was worshipped here as well as Venus.
Scylax
affirms that the Amathusians were autochthonous {Peripl., p. 41); and it appears from Hesychius that they
had a peculiar dialect (5. v. ''ErdXai, Kv6d66a, Ma7i.LKa).

Amathus was

celebrated as a favourite resi-

dence of Venus.

The

{2En., 10, ^\.—Catull., Ep., 36.)
goddess, as an author, who wrote a history of

Amathus, and

quoted by Hesychius {s. v. 'A.<}>p66tAmarog), reported, was represented with a beard.
thus was the see of a Christian bishop under the ByIts ruins are
zantine emperors.
(Hierocl., p. 706.)
to be seen near the little town of Limmeson or Limis

mesol, somewhat to the north of Cape Gatto.
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 377, seqq.)
ancient
the
writers
to
a
name
Amazones,
given by
certain female warriors, and derived, according to the

popular opinion, from a, priv., and ^aCof, "a female
breasf," because it was believed, that they burned off
the right breast in order to handle the bow more conThe men among them were held in an inveniently.
ferior, and, as it were, servile condition, attending to all
the employments which occupy the time and care of
females in other nations, while the Amazons themselves took charge of all things relating to government
and warfare. {Diod. Sic, 2, i5.—Id., 3, 52.) The
Greek writers speak of African and Asiatic Amazons.
The Amazons of Africa were the
{Diod. Sic, I. c)
more ancient, and were also the more remarkable for
the number and splendour of their warlike achievements.
They dwelt in the western regions of Africa,
occupying an island in a lake called Tritonis, and"
which was near the main ocean. Diodorus describes
this island as beautiful and productive, and names it
Under the guidance of a warlike queen,
Hesperia.
whom he calls Myrina, they conquered ^he people of
Atlantis, their neighbours, traversed a'large portion of
Africa, established friendly relations with Horns, son
of Isis, then on the throne of Egypt, subdued Arabia,
of Asia Minor, and penetrated
Syria, various parts
even into Thrace. After this long career of conquest
and were annihilated by Herthey returned to Africa,
At this same time, too, the Lake Tritonis discules.
as such, and became part of the ocean, the

appeared

intervenino' land having been swallowed up.
{Diod.
Sic, 3, 54.) The Amazons of Asia are described by
dwelt
as
writer
the same
having
originally on
(2, 45)
the banks of the Thermodon in Pontus, and with this
Herodotus
statement the ancient poets all agree.
also (9, 27) places the Amazons on this same river,
and he affirms that it was from thence they advanced
He likewise speaks
into Greece and invaded Attica.
of an e-Tpedition undertaken by the Greeks against
these wariike females, in which the latter were defeatA part
ed near the Thermodon and led away captive.
of them, however, escaped to Scythia, and became the
The
same
hismothers of the Sauromatae (4, 110).
torian adds, that the Scythian term, which answered

—

Greek word

to the

'A/xd^uv,

was Oiorpata,

or "

man-

We have here what are sometimes called

slayer."

— the

Scythian Amazons, making,

in fact, a third class.
Diof the victories of the Asiatic

odorus gives an account
Amazons, as he had done in the case of the African.
He makes them to have conquered a large portion of
Asia, extending their victorious arms from the regions

beyond the Tanais (or Don) as far as Syria (2, 46).
Other accounts tell of their invasion of Attica, in order to recover their queen Antiope, who had been carried off by Theseus {Plut., Vit. Thes., c. 26,
seqq.)
of their previous wars with Hercules
and still more
;

;

anciently of their contest with Bacchus.
{Pausan.,
1, 15.— Id., 7, 2.— Plut., Quctst.Gr., p. 541.— Ju^^m,
2, 4.)
They are also mentioned by Homer, who speaks
of their wars with the kings of Phrygia (// 3, 184),
,

and of their defeat by Bellerophon (//., 6, 186). They
are said also to have been among the allies of the Trojans in the war with the Greeks, and their queen Penthesilea

was

slain

by Achilles.

Diet. Crit., 4, 2, 3.

—

{Hygin., fab., 112.
Tzetz., ad Lycophron, 999.

—
—

Diod. Sic, 2, 46.) They make their appearance again,
in a later
age, in the history of Alexander's expedition
into Asia, and their queen Thalestris is said to have
paid a visit to the victorious monarch, having come
for that
but
purpose from the vicinity of Hyrcania
Quintus Curtius. who gives us this information, deals,
as usual, in the marvellous, and with his wonted
ignorance of geography, places the plains of Themiscyra,
and the river Thermodon which waters them, contiguous to the country of the Hyrcanians. {Q. Curt., 6, 5,
;

25.

— Compare Freinshem, adloc)—The Amazons

are

described as armed with bow and arrows, and as
having
also battle-axes and crescent shields
{^^peltcE lunatcB.''^

—

Virg., Mn., 1, 490).
Diodorus, as cited above,

Some
make

writers, differing
Amazons to

the

from
have

had no males among them, but to have merely visited,
at stated times, the
neighbouring communities, for the
purpose of a temporary union and the obtaining of offThey farther state, that the female children
spring.
thus born to them were carefully reared, after having thp
right breast seared with a red-hot iron, but that all the
male ones were destroyed immediately after birth.
Diodorus, however, informs us,

in
speaking of the
merely mutilated (ptt^povv) the legs and arms of the male children, in order
to render them unfit for war.
About the treatment of
the male offspring among the African Amazons he is

Asiatic

Amazons,

that they

—

Thus much for the Amazons, as
altogether silent.
they have been described or referred to by the ancient
Various explanations, as may well be supwriters.
Some
posed, have been given of this curious legend.
an old tradition, founded, in a measure, on
of a community of women, who actually formed themselves into a regular state, after
This is
getting rid of, or subjugating their husbands.
too improbable to need any serious refutation.
R. P.
"
Knight thinks that the fable" of the Amazons (for so
"
he terms it)
arose from some symbolical composition
of an androgynous character, and which sought to express the blending of the two sexes into one shape
the full, prominent form of the female breast being
given on one side, and the flat form of the male on
the other."
{Inquiry into the Symbol. Lang., (fee ^
50.
Class. Joum., vol. 23, p. 238.)
Creuzer agrees
with Knight in making the legend a religious'one, but
he sees in the story of the Amazons evident traces of
some accounts that must have reached the early Greeks,
respecting a female priesthood of a warlike character,
connected with the worship of the great powers of nature, and on whom, as a part of that worship, either a
periodical or perpetual continence was enjoined. The
change of vestments and of characters, so common
see in

it

historical truth,

;

—

in this

,

same

according to
of the

class of Asiatic religions, was indicated,
this same writer, by the removal c^ one

breasts.

The Amazons,

therefore, according

AMB

AMAZONES.
be a band of warlike priestexplanation,
esses or Hierodulae, who, in renouncing maternity, and
in giving themselves up to martial exercises, sought

tern of belief.

will

—Before

we

conclude, it may not b«
amiss to examine more closely into the
etymology of
the term Amazon.
have thus far regarded the
What if, after all, it be
to imitate the periodical sterility of the great powers word as of Grecian origin.
of light, the sun and moon, and the combats in which of Oriental birth, and have reference to the far-famed
Salthese were from time to time engaged, against the Asi of Oriental and Scandinavian mythology 1
and winter. ( Creuzer, Sym- verte sees in them a class of female divinities, ihe
gloomy energies of night
That ihe spouses of the Asi, and he traces the first part of the
holik, par Guigniaut, vol. 2, p. 90, segq.)
we name to the Pehlvi am, denoting " a mother," or " a
legend of the Amazons rests on a religious basis,
ever existed, female" generally.
(Essai sur les Noms, &.c., vol. 2,
readily admit, but that any Amazons
even as warlike priestesses, we do not at all believe. p. 1T8.) Ritter also detects in the name an allusion
the
to
is
the
Asi
them
of
error respecting
The first source
(Vorhalle, p. 465, seqq.) ; and, in connexetymology commonly assigned to the name. To derive ion with this view of the subject, we may state thai
this from the negative a and /zaCof, and to make the name of Asia (the land of the Asi) was first given
to a small district near the Cayster, and in the very viit indicate the loss of one of the breasts, is, we think,
If a Greek derivation is to be cinity of Ephesus, the city which the Amazons had
altogether erroneous.
more correct to founded. Ephesus, moreover, first bore, it is jaid, the
assigned to the term Amazon, it is far
deduce the word from the intensive a, and fiu^o^, and name of Smyrna, an appellation afterward ^estowed
to regard it as denoting, not the absence of one breast, on the city of Smyrna, which was founded by an EpheThe name 'Afid^uv sian colony This term Smyrna is said to have been
but the presence of many.
(Amazon) then becomes equivalent to the Greek originally the name of an Amazonian leader. Would
and the Latin Multimam- It be too fanciful to deduce it from Asa-Myrina, and
noTiV/iidcTo^ {Polyrnasfus)
mia, both of which epithets are applied by the ancient thus blend together the name of the African Amazon
with the sacred appellation of the Asi 1
mythologists to the Ephesian Diana, with her numer- Myrina
ous breasts, as typifying the great mother and nurse
Amazonios, a surname of Apollo at Pyrrhicus, in Laconnect
with conia, from the protection he is said to have afforded
It is curious to
of all created beings.
this the well-known tradition, that the Amazons found- to the inhabitants when attacked by the Amazons.
ed the city of Ephesus, and at a remote period sacri- {Pausan., 3, 25.)
ficed to the goddess there.
Ambarri, a people of Gallia Celtica, situate be(Ca/Zim., H. in Dian.,
But how does the tween the vEdui and Allobroges, along either bank of
238.
Dionys. Perieg., 828)
view which we have just taken of the erroneous nature the Arar or Sadne. Following D'Anville's authority,
of the common etymology, in the case of the name we would place them in the present Department de
Amazon, harmonize with the remains of ancient sculp- VAin. Livy enumerates them among the Gallic tribes
No monu- that crossed the Alps in the time of Tarquinius PrisIn the most satisfactory manner.
ture !
ment of antiquity represents the Amazons with a mu- cus. (Lir., 5. Z\.—C(zs., B. G., \,ll, et 14.)
tilated bosom, but, wherever their figures are given,
Ambarvalia, sacred rites in honour of Ceres, prethey have both breasts fully and plainly developed. vious to the commencement of reaping, which were
Thus, for example, the Amazons on the Phigaleian called sacra ambarvalia, because the victim was
frieze have both breasts entire, one being generally ex- carried around the fields {arva amhiebat.
Vid. Arposed, while the other is concealed by drapery, but vales).
of
Gallia
a
still in the latter the roundness of form is very perceptwhose
Ambiani,
people
Belgica,
capital
ible.
Both breasts appear also in the fine figure of was Samarobriva, afterward called Ambiani or Ambinow
Their
the Amazon belonging to the Lansdowne collection
Amiens.
anum,
territory corresponds to
and so again in the basso-relievo described by Winckel- what is now the Department de la Somme. (C<zs., B.
niann in his Monumenti Inediti.
The authorities, in- G., 2, A.— Id. lb., 7, 75.)
Ambiatinus Vicus, a village of Germany, where
deed, on this head are altogether incontrovertible.
(Winckelmann, Gesch. der Kunst des Alterthums, vol. the Emperor Caligula was born. It was situate between Confluentes and Baudobriga, and is supposed
2. p. \3l.— Id., Mon. Ined., pt. 2, c. 18, p. 184.—
Muller, Archdfdngie der Kun^t, p. 530.
Elgin and by some to be now Capelle, on the Rhine, by others
Phigaleian Marbles, vol. 2, p. 179.
Heyne, ad Apol- Konigstuhl. Mannert. without fixing the modem site,
The first Greek writer that made men- thinks it lay on the Moselle. (Gcogr., 2, p. 210.
lod., 2, 5, 9.)
tion of females who removed their right breast was Sueton., Vit. Calig., 8.)
Ambigatus, a king of the Celtae, in the time of
Hippocrates (IIcp? uspuv, k. t. X., (} 43). His remarks,
however, were meant to apply merely to the females Tarquinius Priscus.
According to the account given
a
tribe
but
of the Sauromatae,
Scythian
subsequent by Livy (5, 34), he sent his two nephews, Sigovesus
writers made them extend to the fabled race of the and Bellovesus. in quest of new settlements, with the
Amazons. It appears to us, then, from a careful ex- view of diminishing the overflowing numbers at home.
amination of the subject, that the term Amazon origi- The two chieftains drew lots respecting their course,
nally indicated, neither a warlike female, nor a race of and Sigovesus obtained the route that led towards the
such females, but was merely an epithet applied to the Hercynian forest, Bellovesus the road to Italy. What
Ephesian Diana, the great parent and source of nur- is here stated, however, appears to be a mere fable,
tiire, and was intended to express the most striking
owing its origin to the simultaneous emigrations of
The victories and conquests of the two hordes of Gallic warriors. (Compare Thierry,
of her attributes.
Amazonian race are nothing more, then, than a figura- Histoire des Gaulois, vol 1, p. 39.)
tive allusion to the spread of her worship over a
Ambiorix, a king of one half of the Eburones in
large
He
portion of the globe, and the contests with Bacchus, Gaul, Cativolcus being king of the other half
Hercules, and Theseus refer in reality to the struggles was an inveterate foe to the Romans, and after inwith
other
rival systems of faith, for
of this worship
losses upon, narrowly escaped
flicting several serious
Bacchus, Hercules, and Theseus are nothing more the pursuit of, Cesar's men. on being defeated bv that
than mythic types of three different forms of belief commander.
B.
G., 5, 24, et 26.— Td., 6, 30.)
{Cces.,
Hence we see why the conflict of the Amazons with
AMBiv.^tJETi and Ambivarkti (for we have, in the
Theseus, who was nothing more than the symbol of Greek Paraphrase of Caesar, b. 7, c. 75. '\fi6i6aperuv,
the establishment of the Ionic worship, became a most and at c. 90, 'A/i6i6ap^TCJv). a Gallic tribe, ranked
whence Glareanus
appropriate ornament for the frieze of the Parthenon, among the clients of the iEdui,
the temple of the great national goddess Minerva.
It
and Ciacconius suspect them to be the same with
Almost all the MSS. of Caesar call thenj
was, in fact, a delineation of the downfall of a rival sys- the Ambarri.
181
to this
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—

—

•

—

;

—

;

—
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—

—

AMB
The

Ambluarett.

AMBROSIUS.

ancient geographical writers

are

them.

silent respecting

AMBiVARiri, a tribe of Gallia Belgica, a short distance beyond the Mosa or Mcuse.
{Ctrs., B. C, 4, 9.)
Ambracia, a celebrated city of Epirus, the capital
of the country, and the royal residence of Pyrrhus
and his descendants. It was situate on the banks of
the Aracthus or Arethon, a short distance from the
The founders of the
waters of the Ambracian Gulf
been a colony of Corinthians,
place were said to have
headed by Tolgus or Torgus, 650 B.C., who was
either the brother or the son of Cvpselus, chief of
Corinth.

325.— Scymn.,

v.

It
452.)
early acquired some maritime celebrity, by reason of
was
a
and
and
inits advantageous position,
powerful
dependent city towards the commencement of the Peit
in
which
espoused the cause of Coloponnesian war,

{Strabo.

Ch.,

At a later period we find its inrinth and Sparta.
dependence threatened by Philip, who seems to have
entertained the project of annexing it to the dominions
of his brother-in-law. Alexander, king of the Molos-

Whether it actually
Phil., 3, 85 )
the possession of that monarch is uncertain,
but there can be no doubt of its having been in the
occupation of Philip, since Diodorus Siculiis (17, 3)
asserts, that the Ambraciots, on the accession of Alexsians.

{Demosth,

fell into

ander the Great to the throne, ejected the Macedonian
Ambracia, however,
garrison stationed in their city.
did not long enjoy the freedom which it thus regained,
for, having fallen into the hands of Pyrrhus, we are
told that it was selected by that prince as his usual
Liv., 38. 9)
{Strabo,
place of residence.
Ovid (Ibis, V. 306) seems to imply that he was inter-

325—

red there.
Many years after, being under the dominion of the <^tolians, who were at that time involved
in hostilities with the Romans, this city sustained a
siege against the latter, almost unequalled in the annals of ancient warfare for the gallantry and perseverance dis[>layed in defence of the place {Polyb., frag ,

Ambracia.

22. 13.)

opened its gates to the
truce being concluded, and was stripped by

foe,

on

the

Roman

a

consul,

at

last,

M. Fulvius

Nobilior, of all the
had been so richly

statues and pictures with which it
From this time Ambracia began
adorned by Pyrrhus.
to sink into a state of insignificance, and Augustus,

by transferring
its

desolation.

its

inhabitants to Nicopolis, completed
325 —Pausan, 5, 23.) In

{Strabo,

regard to the topography of this ancient city, most
travellers and antiquaries are of opinion, that it must
have stood near the town of Arfa. which now gives
its name to the gulf.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol.
I, p. 145, seqq.)
Ambracii's Sinus, a gulf of the Ionian Sea, between Epirus and Acarnania. Scylax {Peripl., p. 13)
calls it the Bay of Anactorium, and observes, that the
distance from its mouth to the farthest extremity was
one hundred and twenty stadia, while the entrance was
Strabo (325) makes the
scarcely four stadia broad

whole

circuit three

Greece, vol.

hundred

stadia.

(

Cramer^ s Ancient

153.)
a Gallic horde,

1, p.

who invaded the Roman
along with the Teutones and Cimbri, and
were defeated with grent slaughter by Marius. The
Ambrones,

territories

thought to mean, "dwellers on the Rhone"
So Ambidravii, "dwellers on the
Draave;" Sigambri. "dwellers on the Sieg," &c.
(Compare Pfister, Gesch. der Teiitschen, vol. 1, p

name

is

I

mind the Ambrosia of Olympus. (Compare
Horn., Od.y 1, 359, where ambrosia and nectar appear
to be used as synonymous terms.
Heyne, Excurs.
9, ad II., 1, and consult the remarks of Buttmann in
his Lexilogus, s. v. "'AfiSpoaioQ, &c.)
Ambrosius, bishop of Milan in the fourth century,
and one of the latest and most distinguished of what
are denominated !he Fathers of the Christian Church.
He was bom at Arelate {Aries), then the metropolis
of Gallia Narbonensis, according to some authorities
A.D. 333, according to others, 340. His father was
diately to

—

the emperor's lieutenant in that district, and, after his
death, Ambrose, who was the youngest of three children, returned with the widow and family to Rome.
Here, under the instructions of his mother and his

who had vowed virginity, he received
a highly religious education, and that bias in favour of
Catholic orthodoxy by which he was subsequently so
much distinguished. Having studied law, he pleaded
causes in the court of the praetorian prefect, and was
in due time appointed proconsul of Liguria.
He
thereupon took up his residence at Milan, where a
circumstance occurred which produced a sudden change
in his fortunes, and transformed him from a civil
governor into a bishop.
Auxentius, bishop of Milan, the
Arian leader in the west, died, and left that see vacant, when a warm contest for the succession ensued
between the Arians and Catholics. In the midst of a
sister Marcellina,

tumultuous dispute, Ambrose appeared in the midst
of the assembly, and exhorted them to conduct the
election peaceably.
At the conclusion of his address,
a child in the crowd'exclaimed, " Ambrose is
bishop !'*

and, whether accidentally or
sult throws a curious light
times ; for the superstitious
exclamation as a providential

by management, the re-

upon the nature of the
multitude, regarding the

and miraculous suggesby general acclamation declared Ambrose to be
elected.
After various attempts to decline the epistion,

copal office, Ambrose at length entered upon the discharge of its duties, and rendered himself conspicuous

by his decided and unremitting opposition to the tenets
of Arianism.
To his zealous endeavours also was
owing the failure of the attempt made by the remains
of a pagan party to re-establish the worship of paganism.
The strength and ability of Ambrose were such,
that, although opposed to him on ecclesiastical points,
Valentinian and his mother respected his talents, and

moments of political exigency required his assistance.
The most conspicuous act on the part of Ambrose was his treatment of Theodosius for the masThe emperor was consigned
sacre at Thessalonica.
to a retirement of eight months, and not absolved evep
then until he had signed an edict, which ordained that
an interval of thirty days should pass before any sentence of death, or even of confiscation, should be
executed.
After having paid the funeral honours to
Theodosius, who died soon after obtaining peaceable
possession of the entire Roman empire, the bishop
departed from this world with a composure worthy of
It is evident, that
his firm character, in the year 397.
Ambrose was one of those men of great energy of
mind and temperament, who, in the adoption of a
theory or a party, hold no middle course, but act with
determination towards the fulfilment of their purposes.
in

Regarded within their own circles, there is generally
something in such characters to admire ; and, beyond
It must be conthat, as certainly much to condemn.
ceded, however, that men resembling Ambrose effected
35.)
Ambrosia, the celestial food on which the gods much to advance the Roman ('atholic Church to the
were supposed to subsist, and to which, along with power to which it afterward attained, and, by nece.ssary
nectar, they were believed to owe their immortality. sequence, to the abuse of it which produced the RefThe name is derived from ufiSporo^, " immortal." ormation. The writings of this father are numerous,
(Compare Heyne, Excvrs. 9, ad II., I —Id., Obs. ad and the great object of almost all of them was to
There is a striking resemblance maintain the faith and discipline of the Catholic
Horn., II., 1, 190).
between the Grecian and Hindoo mythology in this Church, while some of them are written to recommend
His
respect. The Amrita, or water of life, recalls imme- celibacy as the summit of Christian perfection.

(Amb-rones).

1^

AMM

AMI
"

De Officiis,'" intended to explain the
Dest work is
The most accurate
duties of Christian ministers.
edition of his worlis is that of the Benedictines, Paris,
2

vols, fol,

1682-90.

vol. 1,

(Gorton's Biogr. Did.,

67.)

p.

Ambryssus, a

city of Phocis,

been

said to have

founded by the hero Ambryssus, situate between two
chains of mountains, west of Lebedcea, and northIt was destroyed by the Amphicwest of Anticyra.
tyons, but rebuilt and fortified by the Thebans before
the battle of Cheronaea.
{Pausan., 10, 3, and 36.)
Its ruins were first discovered by Chandler, near the
(Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol.
village of Dystonia.
2, p. 159.)

AMBUBAiiB. female minstrels, of Syrian origin, who
exercised their vocation at Rome, and were also of
dissolute lives.
(Acron, ad Horat., Serm., 1, 3, 1.
Nork, Etymol. Handworterbuch, vol. 1, p. 45, seq.)
The name is supposed to be derived from the Syriac
abub or anbub, " a flute."
Ambuli, a surname of Castor and Pollux, in Sparta,
and also of Jupiter and Minerva. They were so

—

named,

it is

said,

from

ufiGoXTJ, delay,

because

it

was

stones, have caused
Kara-Amid, (" black

.

opinion appears to be, that the Aminean wine was so
called, because made from a grape transplanted into
MacroItaly from Aminajum, a place in Thessaly.
bius, however, asserts, that the Falemian wme was

more anciently called Aminean.
ad Virg., Georg 2, 97.)

(Compare Hajne,

,

Amisenus siNirs, a gulf of the Euxine, east of the
mouth of the Halys, on the coast of Pontus, so called
from the town of Amisus.

A MI 81 A, now
into the

the Ems, a river of Germany, falling
German Ocean. Strabo (201) calls it Ama-

ine,

V.)

morccoriv-

—

ean wine is thought to have derived its name from
them.
(Consult, however, the remarks of Heyne, ad
The more correct
Virg., Georg., 2, 97, Var. Lect.)

from ambutare.
(Compare the remarks of VoUmer, Worierb. der Mys.

it is

crobius (Sat., 2, 16) as having occupied the
spot,
where was afterward the Falemus Ager. The Amin-

sia ('Afiaala),

thoL,

be termed by the Turk*

to

monly denominated Diar-Bekir, from the name of itt
district.
18, 22.
(Ammian. Marcdl
Procirp., lU
Bell. Pers., \,S.—Salmas., Exerctt. P/m.,
p. 488.)
Amilcar.
Vid. Hamilcar.
a
Aminei,
people of Campania, mentioned by Ma-

thought that they could delay the approach of death.
Some, on the other hand, consider the term in question to be of Latin origin, and derived

it

Amid"), although

Amisus, a

and Pliny (4, 14) Amasis.
city of Pontus, on the coast of the

Eux-

northwest from the mouth of the Iris.
It was
founded by a colony of Milesians, was the largest city
in Pontus next to
Sinope, and was made by Pharnaces

Amelks, a river of the lower world, according to the metropolis of his kingdom. It is now called Sumtov soun.
Plato, whose waters no vessel could contain
(Strabo, 547.
Polyb., Exc. de legal., 55.
Mannert, 6, pt. 2, p. 448, seqq)
'AfiE?,T}Ta norafibv. ov to v6up iiyyetov ovSev ariyecv.
Amiternum. a city in the territory of the Sabines,
{De Rep., 10, vol. 7, p 229, ed Bekk.)
Amk.nanus, a river of Sicily, near Catania. It is the birthplace of Sallust the historian. It was situate

now

the Judicello.

(Strabo,

360.— Ovid,

Met., 15,

279.)

Ameria, one of
cities of

Umbria.

the
It

most considerable and ancient

lay south of

Tuder, and

in the

—

—

:

a short distance below the southern boundary of the
Praelutii, and its ruins are to be seen near S. Vittorino,
a few miles to the north of Aqnila.
From Livy ( 0,
1

39) we learn, that this town, having fallen into the
hands of the Samnites, was recovered by the consul
Under the Romans it
Sp. Carvihus (A UC. 459).
became successively a prafectvra and a colony, as we
are informed by Frontinus and several inscriptions.

vicinity of the Tiber.
According to Cato, who is
quoted by Pliny (3, 14), Ameria could boast of an
that of Rome, having been
anterior
to
origin greatly
founded, it is said, 964 years before the war with
In Ptolemy's time, AmPerseus, or 1045 years before the Christian era. Ci- (Romanelli, vol. 3, p. 330.)
cero, in his defence of the celebrated Roscius, who iternum seems to have been included among the cities
was a native of Ameria, has frequent occasion to speak of the Vestini. (Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p.
of this town.
From him we learn its municipal rank, 319.)
Ammianus.
Vid. Marcellinus.
and from Frontinus, that it became a colony under

—

Ammochostus, a promontory of Cyprus, whence by
comes the modern name Famagosta, or,
more properly, Amgoste: now the principal place in the
island. (PtoL
Cramer's Asia Mmur,\ol. 2, p 381.)
vol. 1, p. 273.)
Amestratus, a town of Sicily, near the Halesus.
Ammo.n, or Hammon, a name given to Jupiter, as
The Romans besieged it for seven months when in worshipped in Libya. When Bacchus was conquering
the hands of the Carthaginians, but without success. Africa, he is said to have come with his army to a spot
It was taken, however, after a third siege, and razed called, from the vast quantity of sand lying around, by
to the ground, the surviving inhabitants being sold as the name of Hammodes (' A/j.jj.u6t]c, i. e., sandy, from
Festus, s. v.
Augustus. (Compare Straho, 228.
Anuria.) The small episcopal town of Amelia now
(Cramer's Anc. Italy,
represents this ancient city.

slaves.
Sieph. Byz. calls the place Amestra'us ; Diodorus Siculus, Mystratum; and Polybius, Myttistratum. (Diod Sic, 23, eel. 9.—Polyb., 1, 24.) It is

now

de Demona.
Amestris, queen of Persia, and wife to Xerxes.
Having discovered an intrigue between her husband
Mistretta,

in the Val.

and Artaynta, and imputing all the blame solely to the
mother of the latter, she requested her from the king
at a royal festival ; and, when she had her in her
power, cut off her breasts, nose, ears, lips, and tongue,
and sent her home in this shocking condition. She
also, on another occasion, sacrifi* ed fourteen Persian
children of noble birth, "to propitiate," says Herodo" the
who is said to dwell beneath the
tus,

deity

earth."

(Hcrodot., 9, 110, seqq.—Id., 7, 114.)
city of Mesopotamia, taken and destroyed by Sapor, king of Persia. It was repeopled by the
inhabitants of Nisibis, after Jovian's treaty with the
Persians, and by a new colonv which was sent to it.
It was called also Constantia, from the Emperor (^on•tantius.
Its ancient walls, constructed with black

Amioa. a

corruption

—

"

sand,"
ufifwg,
Here his forces

and elSo^,

were

''

"
aspect" or appearance").
danger of perishing from

in great

want of water, when a ram on a sudden appeared, and
guided them to a verdant spot, or oasis, in the midst
of the desert.
When they reached this place, the ram
disappeared, and they found an abundant supply of
water.
Bacchus, therefore, out of gratitude, erected on the spot a temple to Jupiter, giving him, at the
same time, the surname o( Ammon or Hainmcv. from
*'

the Greek ufifxog or ujufio^,
sand," in allusion to the
circumstances connected with his appearance and the
statue of the deity had the head and horns of a ram.
;

to an(Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2, 20.) According
other version of the fable, Bacchus, in his extremity,

prayed to Jupiter for aid, and the god, appearing under
the form of a ram, indicated the place of the fountain
with his foot, the water, before unseen, immediately

—

The spot to which the
sand.
bubbling up through the
fable points is the Oasis of Ammon (vid. Oasis), and
the fountain is the famous Fons Solis, or fountain ol
the Sun, which, according to Herodotus (4. 181),

193

was

AMM

AMMON.
tepid at dawn, cool as the day advanced, very cool at
noon, diminishing in coolness as the day declined, warm
Here also was
at sunset, and boiling hot at midnight.

the celebrated oracle of Ammon, which Alexander the
Great visited, in order to obtain an answer respecting
An account of the expedithe divinity of his origin.

Dodona ; whereas the priests of Thebes ascribed
the origin of the oracles at Dodona and in the Oasis of
to the two Egyptian females connected with
es of

Ammon

the service of the temple at Thebes, and who had been
away and sold into slavery by certain Phoenicians.
Herodotus, with no little plausibility, seeks to

carried

tion is given by Plutarch (Vit. Alex., c. 26), and, as may reconcile these two statements, by
conjecturing that
well be expected, the answer of the oracle was alto- the Dodoneans gave the name of doves or pigeons
gether acceptable to the royal visitant, though the to the females carried off, because they used a foreign
credit previously attached to its answers was seriously tongue, and their speech resembled the chattering of
impaired by the gross flattery which it had on this oc- birds ; and the remark of the same Dodoneans, that the
The temple of Ammon, like that of pigeons were of a black colour, he explains by the circasion displayed.
Delphi, was famed for its treasures, the varied offer- cumstance of these (emales being, like the other Egypft is
ings of the pious ; and these, in the time of the Per- tians, of a dark complexion,
very evident that
sian invasion of Egypt, excited so far the cupidity of we have here some allusion to Egyptian colonics, and
Cambyses as to induce him to send a large body of to the influence which prophetic females would exerforces across the desert to seize upon the place. The cise in such colonies recently established.
The only

expedition, however, proved a signal failure ; no accounts of it were ever received, and it is probable,
therefore, that the Persian troops were purposely misled on their route by the Egyptian guides, and that all

perished in the desert. ( Vid. Cambyses.)— Herodotus
(2, 54, seqq.) gives us two accounts respecting the orOne, which he beard
igin of the temple of Ammon
from the priests of Jupiter in Thebes, stated, that two
priestesses had been carried off by some Phoenicians
from Thebes, and that one of them had been conveyed
to Libya and there sold as a slave, and the other to

These two females, according to them, had
Greece.
Accordfounded oracles in each of these countries.
ing to the other story, which he heard from the priestesses at Dodona, two black pigeons had flown
one of these had passed
from Thebes in Egypt
into liibya, the other had come to Dodona in Greece,
and both had spoken with a human voice, and directed the establishment of oracles in each of these
;

places.

— Thus much

for the ordinary narrative.

mon. says Plutarch (de

Am-

0«.,p. 354), is the EgypThis god was particularly wortian
shipped at Thebes, called in the sacred books Hammon" the
no,
possession of Hammon," and in the Septua-

name

Is. et

for Jupiter.

Jablongint version (Ezek.^c. 20) the city of Ammon.
from /4m-ocin, "shining."
ski derives the word
According, however, to Champollion the younger, the

Ammon

term in question (.imon or Amen) denoted, in the
" he
"
**
concealed," or
secret,"
Egyptian language,
who reveals his secret powers." It is sometimes also,

same writer informs us. united with the word
Kneph, another appellation of the Supreme Being, and
from this results the compound Amenchis (A men-Neb)
which is found on a Greek inscription in the greater
as the

{Letronne, Rech. sur VEgyp., p. 237. seqq )
Greek etymology of the name Ammon, from d/z/zof

Oasis.

The

sand," is fanciful and visionary, and only
affords another proof of the constant habit in which that
of referring so many things to themnation
or fdufiog,

*'

indulged,

selves, with

which thev had

From all

connexion.

not, in truth, the slightest
been said by the ancient

that has

writers, it would appear very clearly, that the allusion
This
is an astronomical one.
in the lecrend of
from the story told by Herodotus (2,
is

Ammon

very apparent
42), and which he received from the priests of Thebes.
According to this narrative, Hercules was very desirous of seeing Jupiter, whereas the god was unwilling
to be seen
until, at last, Jupiter, yielding to his im-

however, is how to connect the Pelasgic shrine
Dodona with anything of an Egyptian character.

difl^culty,

of

(Consult the remarks of Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 4, p.
151, and of Heeren, Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 486.)
Browne, an English traveller, discovered in 1792 the
site of the temple of Ammon, in a fertile
spot called
the Oasis of Siicah, situated in the midst of deserts,

—

five degrees nearly west of Cairo.
In 1798, Horneman
discovered the Eons Solis.
In 1816 Belzoni visited
the spot, and found the fountain situated in the midst
of a beautiful grove of palms.
He visited the fountain

He had unnoon, evening, midnight, and morning.
thermometer with him. But, judging
from his feelings at those several periods, it might be

at

fortunately no

100** at midnight,

80°

noon about 40°.

The

in the

morning early, and at
truth appears to be, that no
change takes place in the temperature of the water, but
in that of the surrounding atmosphere
for the well is
;

The account
deeply shaded, and about 60 feet deep.
of Herodotus, who was never on the spot, is evidently
He must have misunderstood his informer.
incorrect.
(Compare RcnneWs Gcogr. of Herod., p. 593,
Ammonii, a people of Africa, occupying what
the Oasis of Siwah.

seqq.)
is

now

Herodotus (2, 42),
According
the Ammonians were a colony of Egyptians and Ethiopians, speaking a language composed of words taken
from both those nations.
The arable territory of the
Oasis of Shcah is about six miles long and four broad.
to

—

The

chief plantation consists of date-trees ; there are
also pomegranates, fig-trees, olives, apricots, and ba-

A

considerable quantity of a reddish-grained
cultivated here, being a different variety from
that which is grown in the Egyptian Delta.
It also

nanas.
rice

is

produces wheal

for the

consumption of the inhabitants.
fresh and salt, is found.
The fresh-water springs are mostly warm, and are accused of giving rise to dangerous fevers when used by

Abundance of water, both

The population of Siwak is capable of furnishing about 1500 armed men. {Malic- Brun, Geosr.,
vol. 4, p. 173, Am. cd )
For remarks on the celebrated Fons Solis, consult preceding article towards its

strangers.

close.

Ammo.nius, I. the preceptor of Plutarch. He taught
philosophy and mathematics at Delphi, and lived during the first century of the Christian era, in the reign
of Nero, to whom he acted as interpreter when that

monarch

visited the temple at Delphi.
Plutarch makes
frequent mention of him in his writings, and particucontrived the following artifice.
Having larly in his treatise on the inscription of the Delphic
portunity,
II. Saccas, or Saccophorus(so called because
from the body of a ram, and flayed temple.
separated the head
the whole carcass, he put on the skin with the wool, in early life he had been a sack-bearer), a celebrated
to
Hercules.
Now, philosopher, who flourished about the beginning of the
and in that form showed himself
He was born at Alexandrea, of Chrisif Hercules denote the sun. and aries the first sign of third century.
tian parents, and was early instructed in the catechetillustrative
an
be
the zodiac, the whole may
allegory
As regards the establish- ical schools established in that city. Here, under the
of the opening of the vear.
ment of the oracle of Ammon, it may be observed, that Christian preceptors, Athenagoras, Pantoenus, and
the account respecting the two doves or pigeons, which Clemens Alexandrinus, he acquired a strong propenis given by Herodotus, and has already been alluded to,
sity towards philosophical studies, and became excame, as that historian informs us, from the priestess- ceedingly desirous of reconciling the different opinions
;

—

—

r

AMP

AMMONIUS.
at that time subsisted among philosophers.
that
Porphyry (ap. Euseb., Hist. Ecc, 6, 19) relates,

which

that
passed over to the legal establishment,

Ammonius

Eusebius (/. c,
apostatized to the pagan religion.
and Jerome {De S. E., c. 55, p. 132), on the
p. 221)
continued in the Chriscontrary, assert that Ammonius
But it is probable
tian faith until the end of his life.
is,

that these Christian fathers refer to another Ammoniwho, in the third century, wrote a Harmony of the

us,

of this name
for
Gospels, or to some other person
whereas
of Ammonius
they refer to the sacred books
Ammonius Saccas, as his pupil Longinus attests, wrote
;

:

Bibl.

Gr., vol. 4,

p,
(Compare Fabricius,
nothing.
It is not easy, indeed, to account for the
160, 172.)
of
this philosopher, but upon the
related
particulars
Christian faith.
supposition of his having renounced the
According to Hierocles (De Fato, ap. Phot., Bibl, vol.

2, p. 461, ed. Bekker), Ammonius was induced to
a desire
adopt the plan of a distinct eclectic school, by
of putting an end to tho.se contentions which had so
world.
Ammonius
long distracted the philosophical
had many eminent followers and hearers, both pagan
and Christian, who all, doubtless, promised themselves
much illumination from a preceptor that undertook to
collect into a focus all the rays of ancient wisdom.
He taught his select disciples certain sublime doctrines

and mystical practices, and was called &eo6i6aKToq,
These mysteries
"the heaven-taught philosopher."
were communicated to them under a solemn injunction
of secrecy.
Porphyry relates, that Plotinus, with the
rest of the disciples of Ammonius, promised not to diTulge certain dogmas which they learned in his school,

This
hut to lodge them safely in their purified minds.
circumstance accounts for the fact mentioned on the
authority of Longinus, that he

left nothing in
writing.
{E71probably died about the year 243.
JieWs History of Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 58, seqq.
Compare Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 119, seqq.)
HI. A Christian writer, a native of Alexandrea, who
He wrote a Harmony of the
lived about 250 AD.
IV.
Gospels, which Jerome cites with commendation.
so
called for distinction' sake
of
son
The
Hermias,
from other individuals of the name, was a native of
He taught
Alexandrea, and a disciple of Proclus.
philosophy at Alexandrea about the beginning of the
His system was an eclectic one, emsixth century.
bracing principles derived both from Aristotle and Plato.
He cannot be regarded as an original thinker he

Ammonius

—

—

—

:

was very

strong, however, in mathematics, and in the
study of the exact sciences, which rectified his judgment, and preserved him, no doubt, from the extrava-

gances of the New Platonism. Ammonius has left
commentaries on the Introduction of Porphyry on the
;

Categories of Aristotle, together with a life of that phion his treatise of Interpretation and scholosopher
lia on the first seven books of the Metaphysics.
Of the
commentaries on the Introduction of Porphyry we have
:
fol
editions
the following
Gr. ; VenVenice, 1500,
ice, 1546, 8vo, ap. Aid., Gr. ; Venice, 1569, fol., Lat.
;

;

,

transl.

that

— Of

on the

the

commentary on the Categories, and of

treatise of Interpretation, Venice, 1503, fol.

;

Of tbt commentary on
Venice, 1546, ap. Aid., 8vo.
the treatise of Interpretation alone, Venice, 1549, 8vo,
Gr. et Lat. The scholia on the Metaphysics have
never been edited. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p.
V. A priest of one of the Egyptian tem123, seqq.)
He was one of the literary men who fled from
ples.
Alexandrea to Constantinople after the destruction of
There he became, together with
the pagan temples.
Helladius, one of the masters of Socrates, the ecclesiastical writer: this is a fact which appears
firmly established, and the reasons alleged by Valckenaer for
him
in
the
first
or second century have been
placing

—

Ammonius has left
generally considered insufficient.
a work on Greek synonymes, &c., under the title
duoiiiv
nai
It is a production
Tlepi
diai^puv M^euv.

lis

of very inferior merit.
The best edition is that o<
An abridgment
Valckenaer, Lugd. Bat., 1739, 4to.
of this edition was published at Erlang, in 1787, 8vo,
under the care of Ammon.
Valckenaer's edition has
also been reprinted entire, but in a more portable form,
at Leipzig, 1822, 8vo, under the care of Schaeffer,
who has added the inedited notes of Kulencamp, and
the critical letter of Segaar, addressed to Valckenaer
and published at Utrecht in 1776, 8vo. "We have also
" On the
a treatise of

Ammonius,

Ilepl aKvpo7yoyiag,

improper use of words," which has never been
—
VI. A physician of Alexandrea, surnamed

printed.
tKe Li-

thotomist, from his skill in cutting for the stone ; an operation which, according to some, he first introduced.

He

invented an instrument for crushing the larger cal-

He was

culi while in the bladder.

accustomed also

to

make use

of caustic applications, especially red arsr
nic, in hemorrhages.
(Sprengcl, Hist. Med., vol. 1, ^

465.)

Amnisus, a port of Gnossus in Crete, southeast from
Gnossus, with a small river of the same name in its
vicinity. {Horn., Od., 19, 188.— ^;jo//. Rhod., 3, 877.)
Amor, the son of Venus, was the god of love. ( Vid.
Cupido.)
Am ORG OS, now Amorgo, one of the Cyclades, and
situate to the east of Nicasia.
According to Scylax
{PeripL, p. 22) and Stephanus Byzantinus {s. v. 'Afiop
yof), it contained three towns, Arcesine, iEgialus, and
Minoa.
The former yet preserves its name, and
stands on the northern extremity of the island,
^gia
Minoa was the birth
lus is perhaps Porto S. Anna.
of
an
iambic
mentioned
Simonides,
by
place
poet,
Strabo (487) and others.
Amorgus gave its name to
a peculiar linen dress manufactured in the island.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece,
{Steph. Byz., s.v. 'Afiopyog.

—

vol. 3, p. 416.)

Ampelius, Lucius, the author of a work that has
reached us, entitled Liber Memorialis. The particular
Bahr makes him
period when he lived is unknown.
to have flourished after Trajan, and before Theodosius.
His work is divided into fifty small chapters, and is
It contains a brief
addressed to a certain Macrinus.
account of the world, the elements, the earth, history,
&c., and appears to be compiled from previous writers.

Marks of declining Latinity are visible in it. The
best editions are that of Tzschucke, Lips., 1793, 8vo,
and that of Beck, Lips., 1826, 8vo.
{Bahr, Gesch.

Rom.

Lit., vol. 1, p.

454, seqq.)
a promontory of Crete, on the eastern
promontory of Sammonium. It is
now Cape Sacro. {PtoL, p. 91.) Pliny (4, 12) assigns to Crete a town of this same name ; and there
are, in fact, some ruins between the mouth of the river Sacro and the promontory.
{Cramer'' s Ancient
II.
Greece, vol. 3, p. 372.)
promontory of Macedonia, at the eastern extremity of the peninsula of Sithonia, and forming the lower termination of the Sinus

Ampelus,

I.

coast, south of the

—

Singiticus.
(31, 45).

Livy

calls

it

A

the

Toronean promontory

Ampelusia, called also Cote and Soloe, a promontory of Africa, on the coast of Mauritania, and forming the point of separation between the Fretum Herculeum {Straits
Gibraltar) and the shore of th«

of

Western Ocean. It is now Cape Spartel. The ancient name Ampelusia refers to its abounding in vines,
a signification which Cote is said to have had in the
Punic or Phoenician tongue. (Compare the remarks
of Hamaker, Miscell. Phoenic, p. 247, Lugd. Bat.,

1824, 4to.)

AmphiaraTdes, a patronymic of Alcmaeon, as being
son of Amphiaraiis,

{Ovid, Fast., 2, 43.)

Amphiaraus, a famous soothsayer and warrior, acto others of
cording to some a son of Oicleus, according
account makes his mother to have
Apollo. So, also, one
been named Clytaemnestra

another, Hypermnestra,
He appears
Thestius.
daughter of the iEtolian king
;

AMP

AMPHICTYONES.

have been a descendant of a distinguished augur supply two names to fill up the vacant place
the
It seems not
family, his grandfather having been Antiphates, and Dolopes and the Delphians.
improbable,
his great-grandfather Melarnpus.
From various scat- that the former were finally supplanted by the Delphitered accounts respecting him in the ancient writers, ans, who appear to have been a distinct race from the
to

;

the following particulars may be gleaned.
He was, in
his youth, at the famous hunt of the Calydonian boar ;
he afterward returned to Argos, his native
and,

After the return of the

Phocians.

Heraclidae, the
then perhaps albut the
ready hallowed by time, continued the same
city,
with the aid of his brother, drove Adrastus from the geographical compass of the league was increased by
thione.
reconciliation, however, taking place, the all that part of the Peloponnesus which was occupied
monarch was restored to his kingdom, and gave Am- by the new Doric states. It would be wrong to regard
The offspring this council as a kind of national confederation. The
phiaraus his sister Eriphyle in marriage.
of this union were two sons, Alcmaeon and Amphilo- causes which prevented it from acquiring this characWhen Adrastus, at the request of Polynices, ter will be evident, when we consider the mode in
chus.
resolved to march against Thebes, Amphiaraus was which the council was constituted, and the nature o\
The constitution of the Amunwilling to accompany him, for he knew that the ex- its ordinary functions.
pedition would prove fatal to himself, and he endeav- phictyonic Council rested on the supposition, once,
oured also to dissuade the other chieftains from going. perhaps, not very inconsistent with the fact, of a perfect
Each
Polynices thereupon presented Eriphyle with the fa- equality among the tribes represented by it.
mous necklace of Harmonia, to induce her to overcome tribe, however feeble, had two votes in the deliberation
her husband's scruples, and she not only, in conse- of the congress none, however powerful, had more.
quence, made known his place of concealment, but The order in which the right of sending representatives
prevailed upon him to accompany the army.
Amphi- to the council was exercised by the various states inaraus thereupon, previous to his departure, knowing cluded in one Amphictyonic tribe was, perhaps, regulawhat was about to befall him, charged his son Alcmaeon ted by private agreement but, unless one state usurped
to kill his mother the moment he should hear of his the whole
it is manifest that a
petty
right of its tribe,
father's death.
The Theban war proved fatal to the tribe, which formed but one community, had greatly
Argives, and Amphiaraus, while engaged in dangerous the advantage over Sparta or Argos, which could only
conflict with Periclymenes, was swallowed up by the be represented in their turn, the more rarely in proporearth, Jupiter having caused the ground to open for tion to the magnitude of the tribe to which they bethe purpose of receiving his favourite prophet, and sa- longed.
With regard to other details less affecting
ving him from the dishonour of being overcome by his the general character of the institution, it will be suffiThe news of his death was brought to cient here to observe, that the council was composed
antagonist.
Alcmaeon, who immediately executed his father's com- of two classes of representatives, called Pylagora and
and
murdered
mand,
Eriphyle.
Amphiaraus received Hieromnemones, whose functions are not accurately
divine honours after death, and had a celebrated temple distinguished.
It seems, however, that the former
and oracle at Oropos in Attica. His statue was made were intrusted with the power of voting whde the
of white marble, and near his temple was a fountain, office of the latter consisted in preparing and directing
whose waters were held sacred. They only who had their deliberations, and carrying their decrees into efconsulted his oracle, or had been delivered from a dis- fect.
At Athens, three Pylagora were annually electwe
ease, were permitted to bathe in it, after which they ed, while one Hieromnemon was appointed by lot
One pethrew pieces of gold and silver into the stream. Those do not know the practice in other states.
who consulted the oracle of Amphiaraus, sacrificed a culiar feature of the Amphictyonic Council was. that

number of the Amphictyonic

tribes,

;

A

:

;

—

;

:

ram

to the prophet, and spread the skin upon the
ground,
upon which they slept, in expectation of receiving in
a dream the answer of which they were in quest.

iApollod., 3, 6,

Sept.

c

2.— Horn.,

Od., 15, 243, 6Lc.—JEsch.,

Theb.—Hygin.yjfah., 70, 73,

&c.—Paiaan.,

1,34.)

There
its
meetings were held at two different places.
were two regularly convened every year one in the
in the autumn, near the litspring, at Delphi, the other
tle town of Anthela, within the pass of Thermopyla,
It has been supposed, in atat a
temple of Ceres.
tempting to account for this, that there were originally
two distinct confederations one formed of inland, the
and that when these were
other of maritime tribes
;

Amphicrates, I. a biographer, who, according to
Diogenes Laertius (Vit. Aristip), was condemned to
die by poison.
(Compare Athen(Btis, 13, 5.) H. An united by the growing influence of Delphi, the ancient
Athenian orator, who, being banished from his country, places of meeting were retained, as a necessary conA constituretired to Seleucia on the Tigris, and took up his resi- cession to the dignity of each sanctuary.
dence there under the protection of Cleopatra, daugh- tion such as the Amphictyonic Council appears to have
He starved himself to death, be- possessed, could not have been suffered to last if any
ter of Mithradates.
cause suspected by this princess of treason. Jonsius important political interests had depended on the de;

—

;

{de Script. Hist. Phil., 2, 15) thinks that this is the
same with the preceding. HI. An artist, mentioned

—

The truth is, the ordinary
cision of this assembly.
functions of the Amphictyonic Congress were chiefly,

by Pliny (34, 8), according to a new reading proposed
by Sillig (Did. Art., s. v.).
Amphictyon, a mythic personage, son of Deucalion,
who is said to have reigned in Attica after driving out
Cranaus, his father-in-law, and to have been himself

with religion, and it was
if not
altogether, connected
subservient to
only by accident that it was ever made
at least, the espolitical ends. The original objects, or,
sential character, of the institution, seem to be faiththe terms of the oath preserved by
fully expressed in
^schines, which bound the members of the league to

The
{Apollod.,3, lA, 6.)
expelled by Erichthonius.
establishment of the Amphictyonic council is ascribed
to

refrain from utterly destroying

any Amphictyonic

city,

him by some. (Compare ifcywe, ad loc.)
and from cutting off its supply of water, even in war,
Amphictyones, the deputies of the cities and people and to defend the sanctuary and the treasures of the

of Greece, who represented their respective nations in
a general assembly called the Amphictyonic Council.

The most

authentic list of the communities thus repas follows : Thessalians, Boeotians, Dorians,
lonians, Perrhaebians, Magnetes, Locrians, CEtaeans
or -^nianians, Phthiotes or Achaeans of Phthia, Melians or Malians, and Phocians. The orator ^schines,
who furnishes this list, shows, by mentioning the num-

resented

is

ber twelve, that one

name

is

wanting.

The

other

lists

and halfDelphic god from sacrilege. In this ancient
main functions assymbolical form we perceive two
to guard the temple, and to resigned to the council
strain the violence of hostility among Amphictyonic
states.
There is no intimation of any confederacy
for the protection of
against foreign enemies, except
the temple
nor of any right of interposing between
members of the league, unless where one threatens ^e
;

;

existence of another.

A

review, then, of the history

I

AMP

AMPHIPOLIS.

^olian custom of erecting
this
and the walls of cities to the sound of musical instruments.
good, except, perhaps, as a passive instrument,
thar. it was only active for purposes that were either
Amphion, after this, married Niobe, daughter of TanIts most legitimate sphere talus, and became by her the father of seven sons and
unimportant or pernicious.
of action lay in cases where the honour and safety of seven daughters, who were all .slain by Apollo and Dithe Delphic sanctuary were concerned, and in these it ana.
(Vid. Niobe.)
According to one account, he
himself after this cruel loss, while another
might safely reckon on general co-operation from all the destroyed
A remarkable instance is afforded by the version of the story makes him to have fallen in a ueGreeks.
Sacred or Criss«an war. {Vid. Crissa and Phocis.) dition.
(Horn., Od., 1 1 262, segq—Apollod., 3, 5, 4,
The origin of the Amphictyonic Council is altogether seqq. MiUler, Gesch. Hellen. Stdmme, &c., vol. 1,
II. A painter,
Acrisius is said to have founded the one p. 267.)
uncertain.
contemporary with Apelles, by
at Delphi, Amphictyon the other at Thermopyli!, a tra- whom he was highly respected as an artist, and who
dition in favour of the opinion above advanced, that the yielded to him in the grouping of his pictures.
(Plm.,
HI. A statuary of Cnossus, and pupil of
council was a union of two.
Independently, 35, 10.)
great
Ptolichus.
that
AmHe
flourished about
(Pausan., 10, 15.)
However, of these two, it is probable
many
council shows

of

that

it

was almost powerless

for

sion to the old Dorian and

—

—
—

,

—

phictyonics (so to call them) once existed in Greece,
all trace of which has been lost.
( ThirlwodVs History
of Greece, vol. 1, p. «74, seqq.) The name of this
confederation, if we give credit to Androtion, as cited

—

by Pausanias (10, 8), was originally Amphictiones ('A/z^LKTiovE^), and referred to its bemg composed of the
An alteration took
tribes that dwelt round about.
place when Amphictyon, the son of Deucalion, founded a temple of Ceres at Thermopylae, one of the places
From this time, we are informed, the
of assembling.

name

confederation took the

of Amphictyones {'Afc-

^IKTVOVe^).
festival observed by private families
Athens, the fifth day after the birth of every child.
It was customary to run round the fire with a child in
their arms
thereby, as it were, making it a member
of the family, and putting it under the protection of the
household deities, to whom the hearth served as an
Hence the name of the festival, from afx^idpaaltar.
uelv, "to run around.'^
4, 14.)
(Potter, Gr. Ant
Amphigenia, a town of Messenia, near the river

Amphidromia, a

at

;

,

nyp:>ocis.

According

longed to Nestor.
lia.

to

Homer

Some critics

(//.,

2,

assigned

593),
it

it

be-

to Triphy-

(Strabo, 349.)

I. son of
Amphiaraus and Eriphyle.
After the Trojan war he left Argos, his native country,
retired to Acarnania, and built there Argos AmphiThis is the account of Thucydides (2, 68);
lochium.
but rid. Argos, IV
II. An Athenian philosopher
who wrote upon agriculture. {Varro, de R. R., 1).

Amphilochus,

—

Amphinomus and Anapos, two brothers, who, when
Catana and the neighbouring cities were in flames by
an eruption from Mount Vesuvius, saved their parents
their shoulders.

The

as

it

is said,

Olymp. 88.
Amphipolis, a city of Thrace, near the mouth of the
Strymon. It was founded by the Athenians in the
immediate vicinity of what was termed 'Evvia 'Odoi,
or " the Nine Ways," a spot so called from the number of roads which met here from different parts of
Thrace and Macedon. The occupation of the Nine
Ways seems to have excited the jealousy of the Thracians, which led to frequent rencounters between them
and the Athenian colonists, in one of which the latter
sustained a severe defeat.
(Thucyd., 1, 100.) After
a lapse of twenty-nine years, a fresh colony was sent
out under the command of Agnon, son of Nicias, which
succeeded in subduing the Edoni. Agnon gave the
name of Amphipolis to the new city, from its being
surrounded by the waters of the Strymon.
(Thucyd.,
4, 1 02.
Amphipolis soon became one
Scyla-x, p. 27. )
of the most flourishing cities of Thrace ; and at the
time of the expedition of Brasidas into that country, it

—

was already

a large

and populous place.

was a severe blow

Its

surrender

and
good fortune of the Athenians and we may estimate
the importance they attached to its possession, from
their displeasure against Thucydides, who arrived too
late to prevent its falling into the hands of the
enemy
(Thucyd., 4, 106); and also from the exertions they
afterward made, under Cleon, to repair the loss.
The
attempt proved unsuccessful, through the ignorance and
rashness of the Athenian general, who was slain in an
Brasidas fell in the same battle, and the
engagement.
Amphipolitans paid the highest honours to his memory,
to that general

to the prosperity

;

resolving thenceforth to revere him as the true founder
of their city ; and with this view they threw down the
statues of Agnon, and erected those of Brasidas in theii
stead.
Athens never regained possession of this im-

fire,
upon
spared
them while it consumed others by their side and
to
reward
their
uncommon
Pluto,
piety, placed them
after death in the island of Leuce.
They received di-

portant city ; for though it was agreed, by the terms ol
the peace soon after concluded with Sparta, that this

vine honours in Sicily.
Sil. IlaL,
{Vol. Max., 5, 4.
14, 197. —Claud., Idyll, 7, 41.)
Amphion, I. a Theban prince, son of Antiope and
AnJupiter, or, rather, of Epopeua, king of Sicyon.
tiope, the niece of Lycus, king of Thebes, having become the mother of twins, Amphion and Zethus, ex-

colony should be restored, that stipulation was never
fulfilled, the Amphipolitans themselves refusing to accede to it, and the Spartans expressing their inability
to compel them.
The Athenians, in the twelfth year
of the war, sent an expedition under Euetion to attempt the reconquest of the place, but without success.

;

—

posed them on Mount Cithaeron, where they were found
and brought up by shepherds. Having learned, on
reaching manhood, the cruelties inflicted upon their
mother by Lycus and Dirce (vid. Antiope), the twin
brothers avenged her wrongs by the death of both the
offending parties (vid. Lycus and Dirce), and made
themselves masters of Thebes, where they reigned conjointly.

Under

their rule the

kingdom of Thebes

ac-

new splendour, and the arts of peace flourished.
Amphion cultivated music with the greatest success,
havmg received lessons in this art from Mercury himself, who gave him a lyre of gold, with which, it is said,
quired

he

built the walls of

Thebes, causing the stones to take
their respective places in obedience to the tones of his
instrument.
The meaning of this legend is supposed
to be, that Amphion, by his mild and persuasive manners, prevailed upon his rude subjects to build walls
around Thebes. Muller, however, sees in it an allu-

9.)
Mitford, in his history of Greece,
Amphipolis was restored to the Athenians;
but there is no proof of this fact.
Amphipolis, at a
later period, fell into the hands of Philip of Macedon,
from that
became
It
after a siege of some duration.
time a Macedonian town, and, on the subjugation of

(Thucyd.,

7,

affirms, that

the
country by the Romans, it was constituted
first region of the conquered territory.
268.— Liv, 46, 29.)
(Dexipp., ap. SyncelL, Chrcm., p.
it
During the continuance of the Byzantine empire,
seems to have exchanged its name for that of Chrysopthis

chief town of the

we may believe an anonymous geographer, m
Hudson's Geogr. Min., vol. 4, p. 42. The spot on
which the ruins of Amphipolis are still to be traced,
The position of Amphipbears the name of Jenikevi.
Col. Leake (WalpoWs Collection, p.
olis, observes
most
It
important in Greece.
510), is one of the
stands in a pass which traverses the mountains borderolis, if

l%7

AMY

AMP
ing the Strymonic Gulf; and it commands the only
easy communication from the coast of that gulf into
the great Macedonian plains, which extend for sixty
miles from beyond Melemko to Philippi.
{Cramer'' s
Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 292, seqq.)
Amphis, a Greek comic poet of Athens, contempoHis works are lost, though some of
rary with Plato.
the titles of his pieces have reached us.
(Consult
Schweigh., ad At hen vol. 9, Index Auct.y s. v.)
Amphissa, I. a daughter of Macareus, fabled to
have given her name to the city of Amphissa. II.
The chief city of the Locri Ozolae.
find, from
Strabo, that it stood at the head of the Crissaean Gulf,
and ^schines (m Ctes., p. 71) informs us, that its distance from Delphi was sixty stadia
Pausanias reck,

—

We

:

ons one hundred and twenty. Amphissa was said to
have derived its name from the circumstance of its
being surrounded on every side by mountains. {Artstot.,

ap. Harpocrat. Lex.

—

'

Sleph. Byz.,s. v. Afi(j>iaaa.)
the Amphictyons,

Amphissa was destroyed by order of

for having dared to restore the walls of Crissa, and to
cultivate the ground, which was held to be sacred ; and
lastly, on account of the manner in which they molest-

ed travellers who had occasion to pass through their
territory.

{Strabo, 419.

—JEschtn.

in

Ctes., p. 71,

At a later period, however, it appears to have
somewhat recovered from this ruined state when under
In the war carried on
the dominion of the ^tolians.
geqq.)

this people, they besieged Amphissa, when the inhabitants abandoned the town and
retired into the citadel, which was deemed impregna-

by the Romans against

ble.

(Lir., 37, 5.)

It is

generally agreed, that the

modern town of Salona represents the ancient AmphisWilliam Gell {Itinerary, p. 196) observes,
that the real distance between Delphi and Amphissa is
•even miles, {Cramer s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 111.)

sa.

Sir

Amfhitheatrum, an editice of an elliptical form,
used for exhibiting combats of gladiators, wild beasts,
The word is derived from a/i^t
and other spectacles.
4nd -diarpov, from the spectators being so ranged as
The first durato see equally well from every side.

Amphrysius becomes equivalent to
{Lucan., 6, 367.
Virg., jEn., 6, 398.)
Ampsagas, a river of Africa, forming the boundary
between Mauritania Cjesariensis and Nuraidia, and
On
falling into the sea to the east of Igilgilis, or Jigel.
a branch of it stood Cirta, the capital of Numidia.
poets, the epithet

—

Apollineus.

The modern name
River.

is

Wad-il-Kibir,

{Ptol.—Mela,

1,

6.— P/m.,

i.

e.,

the Great

5, 3.)

Amsanctus, or Amsancti Vallis et Lacus, a celebrated valley and lake of Italy, in Samnium, to the
southwest of Trivicum.
Virgil {£n., 7, 563) has
left us a fine description of the
The waters of
place.
the lake were remarkable for their sulphureous properand exhalations. Some antiquaries have confounded this spot with the Lake of Cutilise, near Reate
but
Servius, in his commentary on the passage of Virgil just
referred to, distinctly tells us that it was situate
the
country of the Hirpini, which is also confirmed by Ciceties

;

m

ro {de Div., 1) and Pliny {H. N., 2, 93).
The latter
writer mentions a temple consecrated to the goddess
Mephitis, on the banks of this sulphureous lake, of which

a good description is given by Romanelli, taken from
a work of Leonardo di Capoa.
{Romanelli, vol. 2, p.
The lake is now called Mufitt, and is close to
351.)
the little town of Fncento.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Italy,
vol. 2, p.

251.)

Amulius, son of Procas, king of Alba, and younger
brother of Numitor.
The crown belonged of right to
the latter, but Amulius, dispossessed him of it, put to
death his son Lausus, and fearing lest he might be
dethroned by a nephew, compelled Rhea Sylvia, the
daughter of Numitor, to become a vestal, which priesthood bound her to perpetual virginity. Notwithstanding, however, all these precautions, Rhea became the
mother of Romulus and Remus by the god Mars.
Amulius thereupon ordered her to be buried alive for
having violated her vow as a priestess of Vesta, and
the two children to be thrown into the Tiber.
They

were providentially saved, however, by some shep-

ble amphitheatre of stone

herds, or, as others say, by a she-wolf; and, when they
attained to manhood, they put to death the usurper
Amulius, and restored the crown to their grandfather

at the desire of

Numitor.

was built by Statilius Taurus,
The largest one was begun
Augustus.
by Vespasian, and completed by Titus, now called
Colisaeum, from the Colossus, or large statue of Nero,
which Vespasian transported to the square in front of
it.
It is said to have contained 87,000 spectators, to
have been 5 years in building, and to have cost a sum
12,000 Jews were
equal to 10 millions of crowns.
employed upon

it,

who were made

slaves at the con-

Jerusalem.
quest
magnihcent rums
—
There
amphitheatres
of

Its

still

remain.

standing, in various deof perfection, at several other places besides
At Pola in Islria, at Nismes, at Aries, Bour'
Lome.
frees
are

still

—

The place where
deaux, and particularly at Verona.
the gladiators fought was called the arena, because it
was covered with smid or sawdust, to prevent the gladiators from sliding, and to absorb the blood.
Amphitrite, a daughter of Nereus and Doris, and
She for a long time shunned
the spouse of Neptune.
but her place of concealthe addresses of this deity
ment was discovered to Neptune by a dolphin, and
;

the god, out of gratitude, placed this fish among the
stars.
Amphitrite had, by Neptune, Triton, one of
the sea-deities.
Hesiod,
{Ovid, Metamorph., 1, 14.

—

Theog.)

Amphitryon, a Theban prince, son of Alcaeus and
Hipponome. His sister Anaxo had married Electryon,
king of Mycenae, whose sons were killed in a t)attle by
the Teleboans.

{Vid. Alcmena.)
a surname of Hercules, as the
son
of
Amphitryon. {Virg., Mn., 8, 103.)
supposed
Amphkysus, a river of Thessaly, flowing into the
Smus Pagasaeus, above Phthiotic Thebes. Near this
stream, Apollo, when banished from heaven, fed the
flocks of King Admetus.
Hence, among the Latin

Amphitryoniadks,

128

{Ovid, Fast., 3, 67.

—

Liv., 1, 3, seqq.

—

Vit.

Rom., &c.)
Amyci Portus, a harbour on the Thracian Bosporus, north of Nicopolis, and south of the temple of
Plut,

Here Amycus, an ancient king of the
His tomb
Bebryces, was slain in combat with Pollux.
was covered, according to some, with a laurel, and
that
the
was
harbour
also called
hence they maintain
Jupiter Urius.

Daphnes Portus. Arrian, however, speaks of a harbour of the insane Daphne near this, which no doubt
has given rise to the mistake.
{Arrian, Feripl. Eux.,
p. 25.— PZm., 5, 43.)
I.
a
of
AMYCLiE,
city
Italy, in Latium, in the viIt was said
cinity of Fundi and the Caecubus Ager.
to have been of Greek origin, being colonized from
the town of Amyclae in Laconia.
Concerning the dewere

struction of Amyclae, in Italy, strange tales
lated.

and
5,

According

finally

who

to

some accounts,

it

was

rendered desolate by serpents.

re-

infested

{Plin., 3,

—

same effect. Iside Mir. Font., &c.) Another tradition

also quotes

Varro

to the

gon., ap. Sot.,
represented the fall of Amyclae as having been the result of the silence enjoined by law on its inhabitants,
in order to put a stop to the false rumours of hostile at-

The
tacks which had been so frequently circulated.
enemy at last, however, really appeared and, finding
was
it
the town in a defenceless state,
destroyed.
This account is in general acceptation with the poets.
;

{Virg.,

10, 563.— -Si/. ItaL, 8, b^S.— Cramer's
II. One of the most anvol. 2, p. 123.)

Mn.,

Anc. Italy,

—

cient cities of Laconia, a short distance to the southwest of Sparta.
It was founded long before the arrival

of the Dorians and Heraclidae, who conquered
It
it to the condition of a small town.

and reduced

ANA

AMY
was, however, conspicuous, even in Pausanias's time,
for the number of its temples and other edifices, many
of which were richly adorned with sculptures and other

works of

Its

art.

most celebrated structure was

the

{Polyb., 4, 9, 3 )
temple of the Amyclean Apollo.
Homer (//., 2, 584) and
Amyclae is mentioned by
Polybius
Pindar {Pi/th., 1, 122.— /«/Am., 7, 18).
states that Amyclae was only twenty stadia from Sparta {Polyb., 5, 18); but Dodwell observes, that Sclaw
nearly
Chorio, which occupies its ancient site,
double that distance.
{Classical Tour, vol. 2, p.
4\3.— Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 213.)
as
Polybius describes the country around Amyclae
is

Alexander the Great) by his first wife ; and by the other
He reignhe had Archelaus, Aridaeus, and Menelaus.
ed 24 years. {Justin, 7, 4 et 9.)— IV. Grandson of
He was yet an infant, when PerAmyntas III.
diccas his father and his uncle Alexander were slain

He was, of
by the orders of Eurydice their mother.
course, the lawful heir to the crown ; but Philip, having
in his favour the wishes of the nation, ascended the
He afterward served in
throne in preference to him.
the armies of both Philip and Alexander.
Having
conspired against the latter, he was put to death.
V.
of
One
the
Id., 12, 7.)
{Justin, 7, 4, seqq.
dep-

—

—

by Philip of Macedon to the Thebans, B.C.
339, to induce them to remain faithful to his interests.
VI. A general of Alexander's, B.C. 331, sent back
uties sent

most beautifully wooded and of great fertility ; which
" it
is corroborated by Dodwell, who says,
luxuriates in fertility, and abounds in mulberries, olGreece."
ives, and all the fruit-trees which grow in
Amyclas, I. son of Lacedasmon and Sparta, built

—
make new
—Macedonia —VII. Another

{Pausan., 3, 1.) II. The name
which Lucan gives to the master of the small twelveoared vessel in which Caesar had embarked in disguise,
for the purpose of sailing to Brundisium, and bringing
from that place over into Greece the remainder of his

to seize

account

—

the city of Amyclae.

A

wind producing a rough sea, the
and ordespaired of making good his passage,

forces.
pilot

violent

dered the mariners to turn back.
Cassar, perceiving
accordthis, rose up, and showing himself to the pilot
to Lucan, to Amyclas
ing to Plutarch, but, according
" Go
the master of the vessel, exclaimed,
forward, my
carriest Caesar and
thou
friend, and fear nothing ;
of this
effect
The
vessel."
in
Caesar's fortunes
thy
was instantaneous ; the mariners forgot the

speech
storm and made

new efforts but they were at length
himself. {Plut., Vit.
permitted to turn about by Caesar
Cas.) The noble simplicity of Caesar's reply, as given
tbove by Plutarch, has been amplified by Lucan into
tumid declamation. {Pharsal., 5, 578, seqq.)
Anif cus, son of Neptune by Melia, was king of the
He was famous for his skill in boxing with
Debryces.
;

the cestus or gauntlets, and challenged all strangers to
After destroying many persons in
a trial of strength.
this way, he was himself slain in a contest with Pollux, whona he had defied to the combat, when the Arfor a season
gonauts, in their expedition, had stopped
on his coasts. {Apoll. Rhod., 2, 1, seqq.
Virg., Mn.,

—

to

to
6.

levies.

Id., 5, 1.)

{Quint. Curt., 4,
officer of Alexander's,

over to Darius, and was slain in attempting
{Quint. Curt., 3, 9.)— VIIL
Son of Arrhabeus, commanded a squadron of cavalry
in Alexander's army.
He was implicated in the con{Quint. Curt., 4,
spiracy of Philotas, but acquitted.
IX.
15, &c.)
king of Galatia, who succeeded
Deiotarus.
He was the last ruler of this country,

who went

upon Egypt.

—

A

which was added to the Roman empire, after his
death, by Augustus.
geographical writer, author of a work entitled "ETad/ioi, or the Encampments of Alexander in his conquest of Asia. {Athen.,
It has not come down to us.
10, 422, b., &c.)

—X

A

of Ormenium, a city of the Doloput out the eyes of his son Phoenix on a
false charge of having corrupted one of the royal concubines.
He was slain by Hercules on attempting to
oppose the passage of that hero through his territories.

Amyntor, king

He

pians.

{Apollod., 2, 7.

—

Id.,

13.

3,

—Compare Homer,

II.,

448.)

9,

Amyricus Campus,

a plain of Thessaly, in the disof Magnesia, near the town and river of Amyrus.
was famed for its wines. {Polyb., 5, 99.)
Amyrt.<eus, an Egyptian leader during the revolu-

trict
It

under Inarus. He succeeded the latter. {Herod.,
and 3, 15.— Thucyd., 1, 110.— Diod. Sic, 11,
Ctesias, however, makes him to have been a
74.)
of
king
Egypt in the time of Cambyses, whereas the
other account places him in the reign of Artaxerxes
tion

2, 140,

Longimanus. As regards this discrepance, consult
one of the Danaides, and mother of B'dhr, ad Ctes., p. 121.
Amyrus, I. a river of Thessaly, in the upper part
Nauplius by Neptune. The god produced a fountain,
by striking the ground with his trident, on the spot of the district of Magnesia, and near the town of MeVid. Amvmone, II. liboea.
where he had first seen her.
{Apoll. Rhod., 1, 595.)— II.
city of Thes{Schol. in
{Propcrt., 2, 26, 4:6.— Hygvu, fab., 169.)— U. A foun- saly, near the river of the same name.

5,

373.)

Amymone,

I.

A

Amymone the daughter of
Danaus. It was the most famous among the streams
which contributed to form the Lernean Lake. {Eurip.,
Phocn., 195.— Pausan., 2, 37.)
Amyntas, I. was king of Macedonia, and succeeded
His son Alexander murhis father Alcetas, B.C. 547.
dered the ambassadors of Megabyzus, for their improptain of Argolis, called after

er behaviour to the ladies of his father's court.

Bu-

bares, a Persian general, was sent with an army to revenge the death of the ambassadors ; but he was gain-

Apoll. Rhod., I. c.)
Amystis, a river of India falling into the Ganges.
Mannert makes it to be the same with the Patterea,

near the modern city oi Hurdwar.

{Geogr., vol. 5,

p.

93.)

a son of Cretheus, king of lolchos, by
married Idomene, by whom he had Bias
and Melampus. After his father's death, he established himself in Messenia.
He is said to have given

Amythaon,

He

Tyro.

more regular form to the Olympic games. {Apoi
Heyne, ad loc.) Melampus is called ^my.
thaonius, from his father Amythaon.
{Virg., G.f 3,
a

—

—

ed over by rich presents, and by receiving in marriage
the hand of a daughter of Amyntas, to whom he had
been previously attached. {Herod., 5, 19. Justin,
He
7, 3.)— II. Successor to Archelaus, B.C. 399.
reigned only one year, and performed nothing remarkIII. The third of the name, ascended the throne
able.

lod., 1, 9.

of Macedonia B.C. 397, after having dispossessed
He was expelled by
Pausanias of the regal dignity.
the lUyrians, but restored by the Thessalians and Spar-

and disgraced herself by her hcentious conduct.
Anaces or Anactes, a name given to Castor and
Pollux.
Their festivals were called Anaceia ('AvaThe Athenians applied the term Anaces
KEca).
to all those deities who('Ava/cef) in a general sense
were believed to watch over the interests, as well pub-

—

—

tans.

He made war

against the Illyrians and Olyn-

thians, with the assistance of the
hved to a great age. His wife

Lacedaemonians, and

Eurydice conspired
but her snares were seasonably dis;
covered by one of his daughters by a former wife.
He had Alexander, Pcrdiccas, and Philip (father of

against his life

R

550.)

Amytis,
married.
11.

A

I.

a daughter of Astyages,

whom

— Consult Bahr, ad

{Ctesias, p. 91.
daughter of Xerxes,

Cyrus

—

loc.)

who married Megabyzus,

in a special sense,
lic as private, of the city of Athens
however, the appellation was given to the Dioscuri, on
account of the peculiar advantages which the capital
:

ANA
ol Attica

ad

ANA

had derived from them.

(Compare Tzetz.,

69.) Spanheim (ad Callim.,Hymn. in Jov.,
79) and ScheWing (Samothr. Gotlheil,, p. 95) derive
the form 'kvaKeg from the Hebrew Enakim. {Veuteron 1, 28.)
The Greek grammarians, on the other
hand, have sought for an etymology in their own language, and make the term in question come from uvu,
*'
above," as expressive of the idea of superiority and
dominion
They attach to this name the triple sense
of iJcof, (iaailevg, and oLKodeaTTOTijQ.
Hence also the
adverb avaKug {Herodot., 1, 2i.— Thucyd., 8, 102),
which the scholiasts explain by irpovoTjrcKug kol (pvTiaKTiKug.
(Compare Eustath., ad Od 1, 397.
II., p.

,

—

,

Creuzer^s Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 2,

305, in

p.

notis.)

:

Anacharsis, a Scythian philosopher, who

flourish-

ed nearly six centuries before the Christian era. He
was the son of a Scythian prince, who had married a
native of Greece.
Early instructed by his mother in
the Greek language, he became desirous of acquiring
a portion of Greek wisdom, and obtained from the
king of Scythia an embassy to Athens, where he arrived in the year 592 B C, and was introduced to Solon by his countryman To-Karis.
On sending in word
that a Scythian was at the door, and requested his
friendship, Solon replied that friends were best made
"
at home.
Then let Solon, who is at home, make
ine his friend," was the smart retort of Anacharsis ;
and, struck by its readiness, Solon not only adniitted
him, but, finding him worthy of his confidence, favoured him with his advice and friendship. He accordingly resided some years at Athens, and was the first
stranger whom the Athenians admitted to the honours
of citizenship.
He then travelled into other countries,
and finally returned to Scythia, with a view to communicate to his countrymen the information he had received, and to introduce among them the laws and reThe attempt was, however, unsucligion of Greece.
cessful for the Scythians were not only indisposed to
receive them, but it is said that Anacharsis was killed
by an arrow, from the king, his brother's, own hand,
who detected him performing certain rites in a wood,
before an image of Cybele.
Great respect, however,
was paid to him after death, which is not unusual.
Anacharsis was famous for a manly and nervous kind
of language, which was called, from his country, Scy;

thian eloquence.
The apophthegms attributed to him
are shrewd, and better worth quoting than many of the
ancient saws, which are often indebted for their celeb-

much more to their antiquity than to their wisdom.
His repartee to an Athenian, who reproached him with
rity

the barbarism of his country, is well known: "My
country is a disgrace to me, but you are a disgrace to
your country." Strabo tells us, from an old historian,
that Anacharsis invented the bellows, the anchor, and
the potter's wheel but this account is very doubtful,
:

as Pliny, Seneca (Epist., 90), Diogenes Laertius, and
who likewise speak of the inventions ascribed
to that philosopher, mention only the last two while
Strabo, moreover, remarks that the potter's wheel is

Suidas,

:

noticed in Homer.

(Beckman's History of Inventions,
Vorhalle, p. 237
the name of AnaMid.262.)
in
Greek
were
and Latin,
which
charsis,,and
published
Tol. 1,

m

mitted that he was born at Tens, a city of Ionia,
the early part of the sixth century before the Christian
era, and that he flourished in the sixtieth Olympiad.
From Abdera, to which city his parents had fled from
the dominion of Crcesus, the
young Anacreon betook
himself to the court of Polycrates, tyrant of Samoa.
Here he was received with great distinction, but subsequently retired to Athens, where he remained in
great favour with Hipparchus, who then possessed the
power which Pisistratus had usurped. The death of
his patron caused him to return to his native
city,
whence he retired to Abdera on the breaking out of
the disturbances under Histiaeus.
He attained the
age of eighty-five years. The time and manner of
his death are uncertain, and variously
the
reported
most popular opinion is, that he died from suffocation,
in consequence of
swallowing a grape-stone while in
the act of drinking.
The bacchanalian turn of his
poetry is. however, and not without some appearance
of reason, supposed by many to be the sole foundation

p.

104.— Compare Ritter's
The epistles which bear

for this tradition.

In the poetry generally attributed

to him. a great difference, as to
quality, is easily discernible, a circumstance which has contributed not a
little to
strengthen the supposition that the whole is

not genuine.

Indeed,

some

have not hesitated

critics

to affirm, that very few of the
compositions which go
under his name are to be ascribed to Anacreon. 7'he

fragments collected by Ursinus, with a few others,
seem, according to them, to be his most genuine productions.
To decide from the internal evidence contained in his writings, as well as from the general tenour
of the meager accounts handed down to us, he was
himself an amusing voluptuary and an elegant profliFew Grecian poets have obtained greater popgate.
ularity in modern times, for which in England he is
indebted to some excellent translations, in part by
Cowley, and altogether by Fav/kes. not to mention the
point and elegance of the more paraphrastic version of
Moore.
Of the editions in the original Greek, the
most celebrated is the quarto, printed at Rome in
the most learned and useful is that
1781, by Spaletti
of Fischer, Lips., 1754 (reprinted in 1776 and 1793
with additions), in 8vo.
Other editions vs-orthy of notice are, that of Brunck, Argent
1778, l6mo (reprinted in 1786, in 32mo and l6mo); that of Gail,
Paris, 1799, 4to, with a French version, dissertations,
that of Moebius, Halle, 1810, 8vo, and
music, (fee.
that of Mehlhorn, Glogav., 1825, 8vo.
Anactorium, the first town on the northern coast
of Acarnania, situate on a low neck of land opposite

—

:

,

;

Nicopolis, of which it was the emporium.
450.) The site is now called Punta, which

{Strabo,

many anwith Aciium but

tiquaries, however, have identified
this is evidently an error.
Thucydides

:

reports (1,

55), that Anactorium had been colonized jointly by
These were subsethe Corcyreans and Corinthians.
quently ejected by the Acarnanians, who occupied the

{Thucyd.,
place in conjunction with the Athenians.
49, and 7, 31.
Compare Scymnus, Ch., v. 459.)
Anactorium ceased to exist as a town when Augustus

—

4,

transferred

its

inhabitants to Nicopolis.

{Pausan.,

7,

23.)

Anadyomene

soil. 'k^podirT)), a

cele-

Paris, 1552, are unequivocally spurious.
They are
supposed to have been produced at a later period, in

{'AvaSvofitvTj
picture of Venus, painted by Apelles, which
adorned
the temple of ^sculapius at Cos.
originally
It represented the goddess rising out of the sea {ava-

the school of the sophists.
{Gorton's Biogr. Did.,
Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol.
1, p. 116, seqq.)
Anacium I'kvaKelov), a temple at Athens, sacred
to Castor and Pollux, and standing at the foot of the

Augustus transfer(hofiEVTjv) and wringing her hair.
red it to the temple of Julius Caesar, and remitted to
the inhabitants of Cos a tribute of one hundred talents
The lower part of the figure having been
in return.
injured, no Roman painter could be found to supply it.

It was a building ©f great antiquity, and
Acropolis.
contained paintings of Polygnotus and Micon.
{Pausan., 1, 18.
Harpocr., s. v. 'AvaKelov.)
Anacbeon, a celebrated Greek poet, of whose hfe

{Plin., 35, 10.)

«.t

vol. 1, p. 72.

—

—

little is

actually

130

known.

It is,

however, generally ad-

brated

Anagnia, the

principal town of the Hemici, situate
It is
to the east of Rome.

about thirty-six miles

now Anagni. The fertility of the surrounding counSilius Italicus (8, 392)
try is much commended by

ANA

AN
{Front, de Col.)

Anagnia was colonired by Drusus.

From Tacitus {Hist., 3, 62) we learn, that it was the
a general of Vitellius, and the
birthplace of Valens,
The Latin way was
chief supporter of his party.
near this city by the Via Prajnestina, which
joined

from that circumstance was called Compitum Anagninum. {Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 79, seqq.)
Anaitis, a goddess of Armenia, who appears to be
the

Venus of

the

Persians.

western nations.
identical also with the goddess of Nature, wor-

the

same with

She

is

shipped

among

the

{CreuzeVy

Symholik,

The temple of Anaitis, in Armenia,
vol. 2, p. 27.)
stood in the district of Acilisene, in the angle between
the northern and southern branches of the Euphrates.
She was worshipped also in Zela, a city of Pontus,
and in Comana. {Creuzer, I. c.) As regards the
much difference of opinion
origin of the name itself,
Von Hammer {Fundgr. dcs Or., vol. 3, p.
e.xists.
275) derives it from the Persian Anahid, the name
of the morning star, and of the female genius that diAckrects with her lyre the harmony of the spheres.
erblad, on the other
«&c.,

hand {Lettrc au

Rom., 1817), referring

to

Cfieral. Italinski,

Clemens Alexandrinus,

of Sicily, near Syracuse, now Alfeo.
It was a small
stream, but is frequently mentioned by the poets.
They fabled that the deity of the stream fell in love
with the nymph Cyane, who was changed into a fountain.

{Ovid, Pont., 2, 10,

26.— Met.,

5, fab., 5, &.c.)

Anas, a river of Spain, now the Guadiana. The
modem name is a corruption from the Arabic, WadiAna,

i.

the river Ana.

{Plin., 3, 1.)
a small river of Thessaly, near the foot
of Pelion, and running into the Onchestus.
In this
stream Jason, according to the poets, lost his sandal.
e.,

Anaurus,

{Apollon. Rhod.,

1,

48.)

I. a monarch of
Argos, son of ArHe shared the
geius, and grandson of Megapenthes.
with
Bias
and
sovereign power
Melampus, who had
cured the women of Argos of madness.
{Pausan.^
II. A Grecian philosopher, born at Clazom2, 18.)

Anaxagoras,

—

friae,

Olymp. 70,

to

according

Apollodorus {Diog.

a date, however, thit is
with his reputed friendship with Pericles.
Laert.,

2,

7),

inconsistent

The

state-

ment commonly received makes him a scholar of
Anaximenes, which the widely fluctuating date assigned to the latter renders impossible to refute on

5, p. 57) and Eustathius {ad Dionys.
Pericg., V. 845), where mention is made of an 'A<f>po6iTTj Tavaig, and a TavafTig, and also to the Phoenician
TavuT, asserts, that the true name of the goddess in

however, the philosophical dichronological grounds
rections they respectively followed were so opposite,
that they cannot consistently be referred to the same

in most passages
question was Tavamf (corrupted
of the ancient writers into 'AvatTtg), and that the root
is Tayiat, the appellation of an Asiatic goddess, who
is at one time confounded with Diana, and at another
with Minerva.
(Compare also the Egyptian Neith
with the article prefixed, A-neith, and 'AveiTtg, another
form of the name Anaitis, as appearing in Plutarch,

and here we

{Prolrcptr.,

Vit. Artaxerx., c.

(JouTnal.

d.

27.)

Silvestre de Sacy,

Sav. Juillet, 1817,

p.

however

439), in opposition

to Ackerblad, remarks, that the Persians, most induor Nahid, and
bitably, call the planet Venus Anahid
that the name Anaitis is evidently derived from this

source

;

he observes, moreover, that

—

Tavamf

is

it-

The temple of the goddess Anaiself a false reading.
for its use, and
tis had a
large tract of land set apart

:

school.

From Clazomenae
find

him

removed

he

to

Athens,

living in the strictest intimacy

with Pericles, to the formation of whose eloquence
his precepts are said to have greatly contributed.
As
scholars of Anaxagoras, several highly distinguished
individuals have been mentioned, most of them on the
sole authority of a very dubious tradition ; and only

of Euripides the tragedian, and Archelaus the naturalist, is it certain that they stood with him in the closest
relation of intimacy.
His connexion with the most
powerful Athenians, however, profited him but little ;
for not only does he seem to have passed his old
age
in poverty, but he was not even safe from the persecution which assailed the friends of Pericles on the decline of his ascendency.
He was accused of impiety

towards the gods, thrown into prison, and eventually

number of male and female slaves to cultivate forced to fly to Lampsacus. Some foundation for the
It was famed for its riches, and it charge of impiety was probably found in his general
it
(lEpodovloL).
was from this sacred edifice that An*.ony, in his Par- views, which undoubtedly were far from according
a great

thian expedition, carried off a statue of the goddess
The commercial rela{Plin., 33, 4.)
tions which subsisted between the Armenians and
other countries, caused the worship of Anaitis to be

of solid gold.

spread over other lands, and hence we read of its having been introduced into Persia, Media, Bactria, &c.
(Compare Slrabo, 535, and Heyne, de Sacerdotio Coin Nov. Comment. Soc. Scient. Dotting.,
Artaxerxes Mnemon is said to have
16, p. 117, seqq.)
been the first that introduced the worship of Anaitis

manensi,

into Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana.
{Clemens AlexCreuzer'' s Symandr., Protreptr., p. 57, cd. Potter.
holik, vol. 2, p. 26, seqq.)
Anamares, a Gallic tribe, in Gallia Cispadana, to
the south of the Po, and at the foot of the Apennines.

—

They occupied what is now a
of Parma.
It

Anaphe,
was said

part of the modern Duchy
{Polyb., 2, 32.)
one of the Sporadcs, northeast of Thera.

to

have been made to

by thunder from
receive the Argo-

rise

the bottom of the sea, in order to
nauts during a storm, on their return from Colchis.
The meaning of the fable evidently is, that the island
was of volcanic origin. Apollonius Rhodius, however
(4, 1717), gives a different account,

according to which

the island received its name from Apollo's having aptemple
peared there to the Argopauts in a storm.
was in consequence erected to him, under the name

A

of iEgletes {AlyTi'^rrjg), in the island.
{Strabo, 484.)
The modern name of the island is Amphio.
Anapus, I. a river of Epirus, near the town of Stratos,

mentioned by Thucydides

(2, 82).

—

11.

A

river

with the popular notions of religion, since he regarded the sun and moon as consisting of earth and
stone, and miraculous indications at sacrifices as ordiHe also gave a moral
nary appearances of nature.
exposition of the myths of Homer, and an allegorical
explanation of the names of the gods.
Anaxagoras
was an old man when he arrived at Lampsacus, and
died there soon after his arrival, in the eighty-eighth
His memory was honoured
Olympiad, or thereabout.
by the people of Lampsacus with a yearly festival.
In addition to his philosophical labours, Anaxagoras
is said to have been well
acquainted with several other
branches of knowledge.
He occupied himself much
with mathematics and the kindred sciences, especially
astronomy, as the character of the discoveries attributed to him sufficiently shows.
He is represented as
having conjectured the right explanation of the moon's

His work
light, and of the solar and lunar eclipses.
on nature, of which several fragments have been preserved, especially by Simplicius, was much known and

A

full analysis of his
celebrated in ancient times.
doctrines, as far as they have reached us, is given by
vol. 1,
Ritter, in his Hist&ry of Ancient Philosophy,

p.

281, seqq., Oxford transl.

Anaxander, son of Eurycrates, and king of Sparta.
He was of the family of the A^ids. The second
Messenian war began

204.— Pausan.,

in

his

reign.

{Herodot., 7,

3, 3.)

Anaxandrides, son of Leon, was king of Sparta.
to put away his wife on
Being directed by the Ephori
account of her barrenness, he only so far obeyed as to
I.
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take a second wife, retaining also the
By his
second spouse he became the father of Cleomenes,
first.

while the first one, hitherto steril, bore to liim, after
{Pausan.,
this, Dorieus, Leonidas, andCleombrotus.
11.
comic writer, born at Camirus in Rhodes.
3^ 3.)
He was the author of sixty-five comedies. Endowed

—

A

by nature with a handsome person and fine talents,
Anaxandrides, though studiously elegant and effeminate in dress and minners, was yet the slave of passion.
It is said {Atfuna-xs, 9, 16) that he used to tear his
a^successful dramas into pieces, or send them as waste

the infancy of knowledge, to do what is at this
day beyond the reach of philosophy, is incredible. He lived
64 years. {Diog. Laert., 2, 1.
Cic., Acad. Quaest.,
The general doctrine of Anaximander con4, 37.)

—

cerning nature and the origin of things, was, that
ity, TO aTVEipov, is the first principle of all things
the universe, though variable in

its parts,

infin-

that
as one whole
;

immutable ; and that all things are produced from
and terminate in it.
What this philosopher
meant by " infinity" has been a subject of much controversy. If we follow the testimony of Aristotle and
He introduced upon Theophrastus, it will appear that he understood by the
paper to the perfumers' shops.
the stage scenes of gross intrigue and debauchery ; term in question a mixture of multifarious elementary
and not only ridiculed Plato and the Academy, but parts, out of which individual things issued by separaproceeded to lampoon the magistracy of Athens. For tion. Mathematics and astronomy were greatly inHe framed connected series of geothis attack he is reported by some to have been tried debted to him.
and condemned to die by starvation. {Theatre of the metrical truths, and wrote a summary of his doctnne.
'He was the first who undertook to delineate the surGreeks, 2d ed., p. 183.)
Anaxarchus, a philosopher of Abdera, from the face of the earth, and mark the divisions of land and
water
about
110th
who
flourished
the
school of Democritus,
upon an artificial globe. The invention of the
Olympiad. He is chiefly celebrated for having lived
with Alexander and enjoyed his confidence.
(jElian,
Var. Hist. ,9, 3.
Arrian, Exp. Alex., 4, p. 84.— P/M^,
ad Princ. indoct.) It reflects no credit, however,

—

upon his philosophy, that, when the mind of the monarch was torn with regret for having killed his faithful
Clitus, he administered the balm of flattery, saying,
" that
This
kings, like the gods, could do no wrong."
and it was
philosopher addicted himself to pleasure
on this account, and not, as some supposed, on account of the apathy and tranquillity of his life, that he
'*
the Fortuobtained the surname of EvdatfioviKo^,
nate.''
marvellous story is related of his having
been pounded in an iron mortar by Nicocreon, king
of Cyprus, in revenge for the advice which he had
given to Alexander, to serve up the head of that prince
at an entertainment ; and of his enduring the torture
;

A

with invincible hardiness.
there is no authority prior
wholly inconsistent with the
had through his life been

But

the

tale, for

which

to the time of Cicero, is

character of a man who
softened by effeminate
same story is also related of Zeno the

The
pleasures.
Eleatic.
(Enfield'' s History of Philosophy, vol.

1, p.

is

infinity

sundial

their respective spheres, and animated by portions of
the divinity ; that the earth is a globe in the midst of

the universe, and stationary, and that the sun is 28
times larger than the earth.
{Enfield's History of
Ritter, Hist. Anc.
Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 154, seqq.

—

Phil., vol.

265, seqq., Oxford trans.)
Anaiimenes, I. a native of Miletus, bom about the
56lh Olympiad (B.C. 556).
He is usually regarded
as the pupil of Anaximander, but this is controverted
who
sees a striking resemblance between
by Ritter,
his doctrines and those of Thales.
This same writer

a young female of Salamis, beloved by
She slighted his adIphis, a youth of humble birth.
dresses, and he hung himself in despair.
Gazing on
the funeral procession as it passed near her dwelling,
and evincing Utile emotion at the sight, she was changed

Anaxarute,

into a stone.

(Ovid, Met., 14, 698, seqq.)

AnaxibIa, a daughter of Bias, brother to the physiShe married Pelias, king of lolchos,
cian Melampus.
by whom she had Acastus, and four daughters, Pisidice, Peiopea, Hippothoe, and Alcestis.
(Apollod.,
1.9.)

Anaxidamus, succeeded
the throne of Sparta.

his father

{Pausan.,

1, p.

rejects the birth-date commonly assigned to Anaximenes, and receives that given by Apollodorus, namely,

Anaximenes taught

Olymp. 63.
ple of

all

things

is air,

that the first princito be infinite or im-

which he held

•'

mense.

435.)

also ascribed to him.

This, however, has
but even if the invention has been
;
to
ascribed
he
nevertheless
seems to
him,
wrongfully
have been the first among the Greeks who pointed out
the use of the dial.
He is said also to have been the
first that made calculations
upon the size and distance
of the heavenly bodies.
He believed that the stars
are globular collections of air and fire, borne about in
is

been controverted

Anaximenes," says Simplicius {ad Physic,
taught the unity and immensity of matter, but
under a more definite term than Anaximander, calling
it air.
He held air to be God, because it is diffused
"

1, 2),

through all nature, and is perpetually active." The air
of Anaximenes is, then, a subtile ether, animated with
a divine principle, whence it becomes the origin of all
In this sense Lactantius (1,5) understood his
beings.
doctrine ; for, speaking of Cleanthes as adopting the
doctrine of Anaximenes, he adds, " the poet assents
to it when he sings,
Turn pater omnipotcns fcecundis
"
imbrihus (Ether,'' &c. ( Virg., Georg., 2, 325.) Anax'

Zeuxidamus on imenes

is said to have taught, that all minds are air ;
that fire, water, and earth, proceed from it, by rarefaction or condensation
that the sun and moon are fiery

3, 7.)

ANAXiLAUs,aMessenian, tyrant of Rhegium. He
was so mild and popular during his reign, that when he bodies, whose form is that of a circular plate that the
died, 476 B.C., he left his infant sons to the care of one stars, which also are fiery substances, are fixed in the
and that the
of his slaves, named Micythus, of tried integrity, and heavens, as nails in a crystalline plane
;

;

;

the citizens chose rather to obey a slave than revolt

benevolent sovereign's children.

from

their

after

completing his guardianship, retired to

Micythus,

Tegea

in

Arcadia, loaded with presents and encomiums from the
Diod. Sic,
inhabitants of Rhegium.
{Justin, 4, 2.
11, 66.— Herod., 7, 170.— Justin, 3, 2.— Pausan., 4,
23.—Thucyd., 6, 5.—Herod., 6, 23.)
Anaximander, a native of Miletus, vk^ho first taught
and is therefore often
philosophy in a public school,
He was
of as the founder of the Ionic sect.

—

spoken

in the third year of the 42d Olympiad (B.C. 610),
was the first who laid aside the defective method of

bom
and

oral tradition, and
science to writing.
ttd

an earthquake

192

:

committed the principles of natural
It is related of him that he predictbut that he should have been able, in

earth

is

a plane tablet resting

upon the

air.

{Plut.,

Plac Phil., 1, 17, and 2, 11.— Cic, N. D., I, 10.—
EnfleWs History of Philosophy, yo\. l,p. 156. Rit-

—

ter,

Hist.

trans.)

—

tocles.

Anc

II.

A

vol.

203, seqq., Oxford
native of Lampsacus, and son of Aris-

Phil,

He was celebrated

1,

p.

for his skill in rhetoric,

and

was

the disciple both of Zoilus, notorious for his hypercriticisms on Homer, and of Diogenes the Cynic.
Anaximenes was one of the preceptors of Alexander

He

accompanied his illustrious pupil through
his campaigns, and afterward wrote the histoIt is rery of his reign and that of his father Philip.
corded that,
the Persian war, his native city
the Great.

most of

during
having espoused the cause of Darius, Alexander exof punishing the inhabitants
his
detenxunation
pressed

aNC

ANC
was deputed by
by laying it in ashes. Anaximenes
but the conqueror,
his countrymen as a mediator
he saw him entering the
guessing his intention, when
;

short his anticipated peroyal tent as a suppliant, cut
tition by declaring that he was determined to refuse
Of this hasty exhis request, whatever it might be.
availed himself, and immedipression the philosopher
be utterly deately implored that Lampsacus might
The
to its citizens.
stroyed, and a pardon refused

Alexander was unwilling
stratagem was successful
and the presence of mind expromise
Anaximenes
hibited by its advocate saved the town.
was also the author of a history of Greece. {Pausan.,
;

to break his

6,

;

18.— Vol. Max.,
Anazarbus,

a city of Cilicia Campestris, situate on
some distance from the sea, and

a mountain called Antaking its name apparently from
The adazarbus, at the foot of which it was situate.
fertility.
jacent territory was famed
ward took the appellation of Ceesarea ad Anazarbum,
but from what Roman emperor is not known, though
of Pliny (5, 27). The original appelprior to the time
lation, however, finally prevailed, as we find it so desig-

for its

It after-

Hierocles and the imperial Notitiae, at which
the chief town of Cilicia Secunda.
period it had become
It was nearly destroyed by a terrible earthquake under
Anazarbus was the birthplace of DioscorJustinian.
in

The Turks call it, at the present day,
ides and Oppian.
Ain-Zerbek. {Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 354.)
ANCiEus, I. the son of Lycurgus and Cleophile, or,
according to others, Astypaliea, was in the expedition
He was also at the chase of the
of the Argonauts.
Calydonian boar, in which he perished. (Apollod.,3,

9.— Id., \,S.—Hygin.,

173 et248.)— II. King
He
of Samos, and son of Neptune and Astypalaea.
went with the Argonauts, and succeeded Tiphys as piHe reigned in Ionia, where he
lot of the ship Argo.
married Samia, daughter of the Mseander, by whom he
had four sons, Perilas, Enudus, Samus, Alithersus, and
one daughter called Parthenope. He paid particular
attention to the culture of the vine, and on one occasion was told by a slave, whom he was pressing with
hard labour in his vineyard, that he would never taste
of its produce.
After the vintage had been gathered
in and the wine made, Ancaeus, in order to falsify the
prediction, was about to raise a cup of the liquor to his
deriding, at the

fab.,

same

time, the pretended prophet
(who, however, merely told him, in reply, that there
were many things between the cup and the lip), when
lips,

came that
Throwing down
tidings

a boar had broken into his vineyard.
the cup, with the untasted liquor,

Ancshus rushed forth
life in

the encounter.

TVoTJm fiera^v

Multa cadunt

to

meet the animal, and lost his
the Greek proverb.

Hence arose

KvXiKog koc xetXeoc uKpov.

TTekei

inter calicem

supremaque

lahra.

The

Latin translation is by Erasmus, who, as Dacier
thinks, read Trcret for tteT^el, a supposition not at all
" cadunC
probable, since
gives the spirit, though not
the literal meaning, of ireXei.
The story just given is
related somewhat differently by other writers, but the

—

all is the same
(Evstath., ad H., p. 77, ed.
Aid. Gell., 13, 17.
Rom.^-Fcstus, s. V. Manuni
Dacier, ad Fcst., I. c.)
Anoalites, a people of Britain, near the Atrebatii,
and probably a clan of that nation. Baxter supposes
them to have been the herdsmen and shepherds of the

point in

—

—

Atrebatii, and to have possessed those parts of Oxfordshire and B'tckinekam^hire most proper for pasturaae.
Horsley, on the other hand, makes their country correBut it is all uncerspond to the modern Berkshire.
tainty.

iCa;s., Bell.

G

,

,

Athenx, p 69.)

Anchiale, a city of Cilicia, west of the mouth of
the Cydnus, and a short distance from tlie coast.
It
was a place of great antiquity, and the Greek writers
its origin to
of
The
Sardanapalus, king
assign
Assyria.
authority, however, from which they derive their information,
it

7, 3, 4.)

the river Pyramus, at

nated

was killed by Pallas, son of Evander, in the wars of
.^neas against the Latins. {Virg., JEn 10, 389.)
Anchksmus, a mountain of Attica, where Jupitet
Anchesmius had a statue. It is now Agios Georgios,
taking its modern name from a church of St. George,
which has displaced the statue. (Leakeys Topogr. of

5, 21.)

is

who is entitled to but little credThe founder was said by them to have

Aristobulus,

in general.

been buried here, and they speak of his tomb's
isting in the time of Alexander the Great.

tomb was the statue of a man

in the act of

still

ex-

On

the

clapping

his hands, with an Assyrian inscription to this effect,
"
Sardanapalus, the son of Anacyndaraxes, built An-

Tarsus in one day but do thou, oh stranger,
and sport, since the rest of human things
are not worth this," i. e., a clap of the hands. {Arrian,
chiale and

;

eat, drink,

Exp. Alex., 2. 5.) It is more than probable, supposing that a Sardanapalus did found the place, that we
are to regard him, not as the last king of that name,
but some earlier monarch of Assyria, who had pushed
his conquests into the western part of Asia.
The situation of Anchiale was bad ; it had no harbour, no
no great road, in its immedatie vicinity. It disappeared, therefore, at last from history, while Tarsus,
more favourably placed, continued to flourish. Pliny
calls the name Anchiales ; and Arrian, Anchialos.
river,

{Mannert,

6, pt. 2, p.

66.)

Anchialus, a tenn occurring in one of Martial's epigrams (11, 94), about which the learned are greatly divided in opinion.
Scaliger thinks that it comes from
the Hebrew Chai and Alah, and is equivalent to Vivens Deus.
ANCHis.ffi PoRTUs, according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Ant. Rom., 1, 32), the real name of Onchesmus in Epirus.
Anchises, son of Capys, by Themis, daughter of
Venus was so struck
Ilus, and the father of ^neas.
with his t)eauty, that she introduced herself to his notice in the form of a nymph, on Mount Ida, and urged

him to a union. Anchises no sooner discovered that
he had been in the company of a celestial being, than
he dreaded the vengeance of the gods.
Venus quieted his apprehensions but, for his imprudence subse;

quently in boasting of the partiality of the goddess,
Jupiter struck him with blindness, or, according to
some, enfeebled and maimed him by a stroke of thunder.
The offspring of his union with Venus was the
When Troy was in flames, he was
celebrated .^neas.
saved from the victorious Greeks by his son, who bore
him away on his shoulders from the burning city. He
afterward accompanied .^neas in his voyage to Italy,
but died before that land was reached, in the island of
Sicily, at the harbour of Drepanum, and was buried on
Mount Eryx. {Virg., Mrt., 2, 647.— /(i. jA., 3, 707.

—Heyne,

Excurs., 17, ad Virg., JEn., 2, &c.)
Anchisia, a mountain of Arcadia, on which, accord-

This,
ing to Pausanias, was the tomb of Anchises.
of course, is different from the common account, followed by Virgil, which makes Anchises to have been
At the foot of Mount
buried on Mount Eryx in Sicily.
A nchisia there was a road leading to Orchomenus, which
{Pausan., 8, 12.)
city lay to the northwest.
AnchisiIdes, a patronymic of .^neas, as being son

of Anchises.

Anchoe,

,

Lake
was near Larymna,

or rather the
It

jEn., 6, 348, &c.)
where the Cephissus,
under ground.
Copais, issued from
and on the coast.
{StrabOj

{Virg

a place in Boeotia,

Anchemolus, son of Rhoetus, king of the Marrubii 404.)
was expelled by his father for criminal conAnchora. Vid. Nicaea, II.
4uct towards his stepmother. He fled to Tumus, and
Anchorcs, a son of Midas, king
in Italy,

,

of Phrygia,

133

who

ANC

ANC

good of his country, when
the earth had opened and swallowed up many buildings.
The- oracle had been consulted, and gave for answer,
that the gulf would never close if Midas did not throw
sacrificed himself for the

into

it

whatever he had most precious.

Though

the

king cast in much gold and silver, yet the gulf continued open, till Anchurus, thinking nothing more precious
than life, and regarding himself, therefore, as the most
valuable of his father's possessions, took a tender leave
of his wife and family, and leaped into the earth, which
closed immediately over his head.
Midas erected
there an altar of stone to Jupiter, and that altar was
the first object which he turned into gold when he
had received his fatal gift from the gods.
Every year,
when the day came round on which the chasm had
been first formed, the altar became one of stone again
but, when this day had passed by, it once more changed

Ancona must be

anterior to the reign of DioriysJns,
noticed in the Periplus of Scylax (p. 12) as
belonging to the Umbri ; and, therefore, that the Siculi
of Pliny must be that ancient race who settled in
Italy
at a very remote
period, and afterward passed over into

since

it is

Sicily.

Fesaro

{Bardetti,pl.2,c 10.—-OliTieri, dclla fond, di
Gius. Colucci, Belle Antichita

—

dissert., p. 13.
Ficene, vol. 1, diss. 1.)

Ancona is spoken of by Livy
(41, 1) as a naval station of great importance in tl4
wars of Rome with the Illyrians. (Compare Tacit.,

carried every year,

Ann., 3, 9.) It was occupied by Csesar soon after his
Cic, Ep,
passage of the Rubicon. {Bell. Civ., 1, 11.
ad Fam., 16, 12.) It continued to be a port of consein
if
we
quence
Trajan's time,
may judge from the
works erected by that emperor, which are still extant
there.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol 1, p. 280, seqt/.)
Angus Marcius, the fourth king of Rome, was
His name Aucus
grandson to Numa by his daughter.
was said to be derived from the Greek aynuv, because
he had a crooked arm, which he could not stretch out to
an etymology of no value whatever,
its full length
the term in question being very probably Etrurian,
hike his ancestors, he first turned his attention to the
re-establishment of religion, and had the ritual law
transcribed on tables, that all might read it.
He then
directed his arms against the Latins with success, and
carried away several thousand of this nation to Rome,
whom he settled on the Aventine. He extended his
conquests into Etruria, and along both banks of the
Tiber to the seacoast, where he founded Ostia, the
oldest of the Roman colonies, as the harbour of Rome.
He built the first bridge over the Tiber, and annexed
The oldest remaining
additional defences to the city.
monument in Rome, the prison formed out of a stone

in a

quarry in the Capitoline Hill,

;

to gold.

(/"/«/.,

FaralL,

Ancilk, a sacred

p.

shield,

306.)

which

fell

from heaven

in

Numa, when the Roman people laboured
pestilence.
Upon the preservation of this

the reign of

under a

Roman

empire, according to the admonition given to Numa by the nymph
Egeria, and the monarch therefore ordered eleven of
the same size and form to be made, that if ever any
shield

depended the

fate of the

attempt was made to carry them away, the plunderer
might find it difficult to distinguish the true one.
They were made with such exactness, that the king
promised Veturius Mamurius, the artist, whatever
reward he desired. (Vtd. Mamurius.) They were
kept in the temple of Vesta, and an order of priests
was chosen to watch over their safety. I'hese priests
were called Salii, and were twelve in number ; they

on the first of March, the shields
solemn procession through the streets of Rome,
( Vid.
dancing and singing praises to the god Mars.
This sacred festival continued three days, duSahi.)
It
ring which every important business was stopped.
was deemed unfortunate to be married on those days,
or to undertake any expedition.
Hence Suetonius
{0th., 8) states, that Otho marched from Rome, on
unsuccessful expedition against Vitellius, during
the festival of the Ancilia, " nulla religtonum cura,''^
without any regard for sacred ceremonies, and Tacitus
{Hist., 1, 89) remarks, that many ascribed to this cir
cumstance the unfortunate issue of the campaign. The

his

form of the ancile occurs
sentations of

Roman

it

m

ancient coins.
Repremodem writers on

are also given by

(Consult Lipsius, Mil. Rom.

Antiquities.

;

Plutarch, in explaining' their
they are neither circular, nor yet,
like the pelta, semicircular, but fashioned in two crooked indented lines, the extremities of which, meeting
close, form a curve (ay/cvAov)."
According to this ety-

Anal.,

lib.

3, dial. 1.)

shape, remarks,

"

—

;

Ancus.

It

was on

is

(the place of meeting for

called the

work of

above the forum
the plebeians) ; and until an

the side of the

hill

equality of laws was introduced, it served only to keep
the plebeians and those who were below them in custody.

'Ihe original common law of the plebs was refruit of his legislation, in the same man-

garded as the

ner as the rights of the three ancient tribes were looked
upon to be the laws of the first three kings. And because all landed property, by the principles of the Ro-

man

law, proceeded from the state, and, on the incor-

poration of new communities, was surrendered by them,
and conferred back on them by the state, the assignment of public lands is attributed to Ancus. I'his
act, being viewed as a parcelling out of public territo-

was probably the cause which led the plebeians
bestow the epithet of " good" upon him in the old
poems. The new subjects could not be admitted into
a new tribe, as the Luceres had been, since the numries,

to

ber of tribes was completed.
They constituted a
mology, the name should be written in Latin Ancyle. community, which stood side by side with the people
"
Ovid says the shield was called ancile,
quod ab omni formed by the members of the thirty curice, as the
a derivation much worse than Plu- body of the Latin towns had stood in relation to Alba.
•parte reciaum est,''''
The name is very probably of Etrurian ori- This was the beginning of the plebs, which was the
tarch's.
of Rome, the people of Ancus as
gin, and the whole legend would appear to be a myth, strength and the life
turning on the division of the Roman year into twelve distinguished from that of Romulus ; and this is a
months by the fabulous Numa. {Plut.j Vit. Num., c. fresh reason for Ancus being placed in the middle of
the Roman kings.
13 —Ovid, Fast., 3, 377.)
{Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., p. 86,
Ancona, a city of Italy, on the coast of Picenum, Tvnss's abridgment.) Ancus reigned, according to the
which still retains its name. The appellation is sup- fabulous Roman chronology, twenty-four years. ( Liv.,
to express the angular
1, 32, seqq.—Florus, I, 4.- Dion Hal.^ S, 9, &c.)
posed to be of Greek origin, and
Ancyba. I. a city of Galatia, west of the Halys. Acform of the promontory on which the city is placed.
{Mela, 2, A.—Frocop., Rer. Got., 2.) This bold head- cording to Pausanias (2, 4). it was founded by Midas, and
the name was derived from an anchor {uyKvpa) which
its modern
land was called Cumerium Promontorium
name is MmUe Comero, and sometimes Monte Guasco. was found here and preserved in the temple of Jupiter.
The foundation of Ancona is ascribed by Strabo (241) This city was greatly enlarged by Augustus, whence
to some Syracusans, who were fleeing from the tyranny the grammarian Tzetzes is led to style him the founder
These Syracusans of Strabo are by of the city, and under Nero it was styled the metropolis
of Dionysius.
many critics supposed to be same with the Siculi of of Galatia. Its situation was extremely well adapted
this for inland trade, and Ancyra became a kind of staplePliny, to whom that writer attributes the origin of
{Flin., 3, 13.
Compare Solin., 8.) But, on place for the commodities of the East. It is famous
city.
the other hand, it is contended, that the foundation of I also as having been the spot where the Monumejiium
134
;

—

AND

AND
Anfyranum was found

in

modern

limes, a spurious in-

no longer dared to show himself in Athens, but died
in exile.
Andocides employed his abilities as an orator

on a temple erected in honour of Augustus,
which gives a history of the several actions and pub- merely in his own affairs. The four discourses of his
which have come down to us are important for the
lic merits of Augustus, and which shows also that
he had been a great patron of the Ancyrani.
Ancyra history of Greece. The first has reference to the
is now called by the Turks Angovri, and by the EuMysteries of Eleusis, which he had been accused
whence the celebra- of violating {Uepl MvcTtjpicw). The second (Hepl
ropeans A?igora, and is the place
ted shawls and hosiery made of goats' hair were ori- Kadodov), treats of his (second) return to Athens.
Near this place, Bajazet was con- The third (Uepl EipTJvT]^), " Concerning Peace,^* was
ginally brought.
as the name pronounced in the fourth year of the 95th Olympiad,
quered and made prisoner by Timur, or,
on occasion of the peace with Sparta the fourth is
is commonly, though incorrectly, written, Tamerlane.
{Mannert, vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 46, scqq.) II. A town of directed against Alcibiades (Kara 'AXklCiuSov). Tayof Mysia.
Strabo (576) lor, led into an error by a passage of Plutarch (Vit.
Phrygia, on the confines
Ed. Reiske, vol. 2, p. 21), thinks that
of Abasitis, near the sources Alcib., 13.
places it in the district
of the river Makestus, which flows into the Rhyndacus. this discourse was delivered by Phseax, one of the anscription

—

;

—

(Mannerl,

tagonists of Alcibiades

vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 111.)

;

but

Ruhnken has shown

this

—

Andabat.«, gladiators who fought blindfolded, opinion to be incorrect. (Hist. Crit. Orat. Gr. p.
whence the proverb Andabatarum more pugnare, to 54, of the edition of Rutilius Lupus. Schbll, Hist.
The name Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 205, seqq.) The discourses of
denote rash and inconsiderate measures
comes from the Greek ava^drai, because they fought Andocides are given in Reiske's edition of the Greek
in chariots or on horseback.
(Consult Erasmus^ orators in that of Bekker, and in the edition of Dob-

—

;

ChU.,

p.

461.)

Andania, a city of Messenia, situate, according to
Pausanias (4, 33), at the distance of eight stadia from
It had been the capital of Messenia beCarnasium.
fore the domination of the Heraclidae.
(Pausan., 4.
Strabo (360) places it on the road from Messene
3.)
It is also mentioned by Livy (36, 31)
to Megalopolis.
Sir W. Gell
as situated betwen these two cites.
its ruins between Sakona and
observed
(Itin.y p. 69)
Krano, on a hill formed by the foot of Mount Tetrage.
(^Cra-mer's Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 147.)
Andecavi or Andes, a people of Gaul, east of the
Namnetes, and lying along the northern bank of the
Their capital was Juliomagus, now
Liger or Loire.
Angers, and their territory corresponded in part to
what is now the department de la Mayenne. {Cces.,
B. G., 2, 35 )
Andks, I. a people of Gaul. Ftrf. Andecavi. II. A
where Virgil was born. (Compare
village near Mantua,
Hieron., Chron. Euseb., 2, and Sil. ltd., 8, 694.)
Tradition has long assigned to a small place, now
named Pieiola, the honour of representing this birthplace of Virgil ; but as this opinion appears to derive
no support from the passages in which the poet is sup-

—

speak of his own farm, the prevailing notion
posed
among the learned seems to contradict the popular re(Maffei,
port which identifies Andes with Pietola.
to

Verona

lilustr., vol. 2, p. 1

31.

—

—

Viso,

Memorie Istonche,

Mem.

Mantor., vol. 1, p. 120.)
It may be observed, however, that Virgil's birthplace
and his farm may not necessarily have been one and
in this case it would seem that no argument
the same
could be objected to a local but very ancient and wellestablished tradition.
{Cramer^s Ancient Italy, vol.
vol.

1, p.

Bonelli,

:

1, p.

69, seqq.)

Andocides, an Athenian orator, son of Leogoras,
and born in the first year of the 78th Olympiad, B.C.
He commanded the Athenian fleet in the war
468.
between the Corinthians and Corcyreans, and was af
terward accused of having been concerned in mutilaor statues of Mercury, a crime of
ting the HermjE,
which Alcibiades was regarded as one of the authors.
Andocides, having been arrested for this sacrilege escaped punishment by denouncing his real or pretended

son, Lotid., 1828, 16 vols. 8vo.
Andomatis, a river of India, falling into the Ganges.
According to D'Anville, the modem Sonn-sou. (Vid.

Sonus.)

Anoriclus,

a

the promontory

mountain of

Cilicia Trachea, north of

Anemurium.

(Strab., 670.)

Andriscus, an obscure individual, a native of Adramyttium in Asia Minor, who, from his strong resemblance to Philip, son of Perseus, the last king of Mawas induced to pass himself off for that prince,
and hence received the name of Pseudophilippus, or
" the false
deceived the Macedonicedonia,

Philip."
Having
ans, he induced them to revolt

against the

Roman

power, and gained at first some advantages, but was at
length defeated by Cascilius Metellus, and led in tri-

umph B.C.

(Flor., 2, U.—Vell. Paterc., 1, 11.)
a painter of Cyzicus, contemporary

148.

Androcydes,

I.

with Pelopidas and Zeuxis, the latter of whom he attempted to rival. Two of his productions are mentioned by the ancient writers, a painting of a battle and
a portrait of Scylla, the latter being celebrated for the
accuracy with which the fish accompanying the monster

were represented.

—

(Plut., Vit. Pelop., 25.

—

—

Plin., 35,

A

physician in the
time of Alexander the Great, who, in writing to the
king, in condemnation of the use of wine, observed, to
" Viyium
quote the Latin version of Pliny,
poturus
10.

rex,

Sillig, Diet. Art., s. V.)

memento

te bibere

num venenum

II.

terrce

sanguinem

est, cicutce

vinum.^^

:

cicuta homi-

(Plin., 14, 5.)

Androgeus, son of Minos and Pasiphae.
famous

for his skill

in wrestling,

He was

and overcame every

antagonist at Athens during the contest at the Panathenaic festival, and iEgeus, through envy, sent him
against the Marathonian bull, by which animal he
was destroyed. According to another account, he
was waylaid and assassinated while proceeding to
Thebes to attend the games of Laius, and his murderers were the combatants whom he had conquered
at

Athens, and

who were

led

by envy

to perpetrate

Minos declared war against Athens to revenge the death of his son, and peace was at last re
established on condition that Ji^geus sent yearly seven
boys and seven girls from Athens to Crete, to be dethe deed.

•

The
voured by the Minotaur.
(Vid. Minotaurus )
Phoiius inforhds us, that among these Athenians establislied festivals, by order of Minos, in
was I^eogoras. but that Andocides found the means of honour of his son, and called them Androgeia. (Apol(Phot., Bihi, vol. 2. p. lod., 3, 15.— Hygtn., fab., 4l.—Vtrg., ^En., 6, 20.)
obtaining his father's pardon.
The same author mentions various The whole story of Androgeus is an allegorical one,
488, cd. Bckker.)
other incidents in the life of this orator, which com- and has an agricultural reference.
Androgeus is the
He returned during man of the earth, the cultivator ('Av^poyeuc). The
pelled him at last to quit Athens.
the government of the four hundred, and was cast into Marathonian bull, by whose fire, according to one ache succeeded in escaping. count (Serv., ad Virg., JEn., 6, 20), he was injured in
prison, whence, however,
He returned a second time to his native country after the conflict, recalls to mind the fire-breathing bulls of
the fall of the thirty tyrants.
Having failed in an em- Colchis, the land of -.fletes, the first man of the earth.
new field of exertion now opens on the son of
bassy to Sparta, which had been confided to him, he

accomplices.

A

13&

AND

AND

Minos, and a new name is given him ; Eurygyes
" the
" the
possessor of
{EvpvyvTiOi
far-plougher," or
wide-extended acres" (evpvg and yvfj), and it is worth
noticing, that, after having been slain, and previous
to his new appellation, he was reawakened to life by

^sculapius, or the sun. (Compare Hesyrh.,
1332, ed. Alherti, and Creuzer's Symbohk,

p.

p.

vol. 1,
vol. 4,

107.)

a daughter of Eetion, king of Hyin Mysia, married Hector, son of
She
Priam, and became the mother of Astyanax.
was equally remarkable for her domestic virtues, and
In the division of the
for attachment to her husband.
prisoners by the Greeks, after the taking of Troy,
Andromache fell to the share of Pyrrhus, who carried
her to Epirus, where she became the mother of three
sons, Molossus, Pielus, and Pergamus.
Pyrrhus subsequently conceded her to Helenus, the brother of
Hector, who had also been among the captives of the
prince. She reigned with Helenus over part of Epirus,
and became bv him the mother of Cestrinus. {Homer,

Andromache,

poplacian Thebe,

7Z., 6,

22

et

24:.— Virg., JEn., 3, ASb.—Hygin., fab.,

123.)

Andromachus,
historian Timaeus.

an opulent Sicilian, father of the

I.

He

collected together the inhabi-

AndronIcds

Livius.
Vid. Livius.
I. a
peripatetic philosopher, a native
of Rhodes, who flourished about 80 B.C.
He arranged and published the writings of Aristotle, which had
been brought to Rome with the library of Apellicon.
He commented on many parts of these writings ; but
no portion of his works has reached us, for the treatise
irepl naduv, and the Paraphrase of the Nicomachean

Andronicds,

ethics,

which have been published under

his

name,

The treatise irepl
productions of another.
Tvaduv was published by Hoesschel in 1593, in 8vo,
and was afterward printed conjointly with the ParaThe Paraphrase
phrase, in 1617, 1679, and 1809.
was published by Heinsius in 1607, 4to, at Leyden,
as an anonymous work {Incerti Auctoris Paraphrasis,
&c.), and afterward under the name of Andronicus of
Rhodes, by the same scholar, in 1617, 8vo, with the
treatise Trepl iraduv added to it.
The two works were
are the

reprinted in this form at Cambridge, in 1679, 8vo,
and at Oxford, 1809, 8vo
II. Cvrrhestes, an astronomer of Athens, who erected, B.C. 159, an octagonal marble tower in that city to the eight winds.
On
every side of the octagon he caused to be wrought a
in
relievo, representing the wind which blew
figure
The top of the tower was finished
against that side.
with a conical marble, on which he placed a brazen
Triton, holding a wand in his right hand. This Triton
was so contrived that he turned round with the wind,
and always stopped when he directly faced it, pointing
with his wand over the figure of the wind at that time

—

Naxos, which Dionysius the tyrant
had destroyed, and founded with them Tauromenium.
Andromachus, as prefect of the new city, subsequently aided Timoleon in restoring liberty to Syracuse
(Diod. Sic, 16, 7 et 68.)— H. A general of AlexWithin the structure was a water-clock,
ander, to whom Parmenio gave the government of blowing.
He was burned alive by the Samaritans, but supplied from the fountain of Clepsydra. Beneath the
Syria.
his death was avenged by Alexander.
(Quint. Curt., eight figures of the winds lines were traced on the
ni. A brother-in-law of Seleucus Callinicus. walls of the tower, which, by the shadows cast upon
4, 5.)
IV. A traitor, who discovered to the Parthians all them by styles fixed above, indicated the hour of the
the measures of Crassus, and, on being chosen guide, day, as the Triton's wand did the quarter of the wind.
led the Roman army into a situation whence there was When the sun did not shine, recourse was had to the
no mode of escape. V. A physician of Crete in the water-clock within the tower, which building thus
The strucage of Nero he was physician to the emperor, and supplied both a vane and a chronometer.
To the
inventor of the famous medicine, called after him, ture still stands, though in a damaged state.
It was intended at first as an correctness of the sundials, the celebrated Delambre
Theriaca Andromacki.
" the
but
became
bears
and
he
describes
the
series
as
afterward a kind
antidote against poisons,
testimony,
This medicine enjoyed so high a repu- most curious existing monument of the practical gnoof panacea.
There are two entrances, fatation among the Romans, that the Emperor Antoni- monics of antiquity."
each
nus, at a later period, took some of it every day, and cing respectively to the northeast and northwest
had it prepared every year in his palace. It consisted of these openings has a portico supported by two colWhen Stuart explored this building, the lower
of 61 ingredients, the principal of which were squills, umns.
opium, pepper, and dried vipers ! This absurd com- part of the interior was covered to a considerable
pound was in vogue even in modern times, as late as depth by rubbish and the dervishes who had taken
tants of the city of

—

—

—

:

:

;

1787, in Paris.
de antidot., lib.
vol. 2, p.

56

{Galen, de
1, p. 4333.

Theriac., p. 470.— Id.
Sprengel, Hist. Med.,

—

)

Andromeda,

a daughter of Cepheus,

King of .Ethi-

She was promised in marriage to
Phineus, her uncle, when Neptune inundated the coasts
of the country, and sent a sea- monster to ravage the

opia, by Cassiope.

because Cassiope had boasted herself fairer than
Juno and the Nereides. The oracle of Jupiter Ammon being consulted, returned for answer that the
calamity could only be removed by e.xposing Andromeda to the monster. She was accordingly secured to
a rock, and e.Tpected every moment to be destroyland,

possession of the building performed their religious
rites on a wooden platform which had been thrown
over the fragments.
All this, however, he was permitted to remove, and he found manifest traces of a
clepsydra or water-clock carefully channelled in the
original floor.

and ReretCs Athens Abridged,

— Wordsworth's Greece,
{Stttart

p. 146.)
the .^Egean Sea. one of the
of
the
lower extremiCyclades, lying to the southeast
It bore also several other appellations,
ty of Euboea.
p. 8,

seqq.

Andros, an

island

in

enumerated by Pliny (4, 12). According to this writer, it is ten miles from the promontory of Geraestus,
and thirty-nine from Ceos. The Andrians, as we
ed, when Perseus, who was returning through the learn from Herodotus (8, 111 and 121), were comair from the conquest of the Gorgons, saw her, and pelled to join the armament of Xerxes
and, after the
was captivated with her beauty. He promised to de- battle of Salamis, they were called upon by Themisliver her and destroy the monster if he received her tocles. at the head of an Athenian squadron, to pay a
in marriage as a reward.
Cepheus consented, and large sum of money as a contribution with this dePerseus changed the sea-monster into a rock, bv show- mand they declared themselves unable to comply, oband unbound Andromeda. serving that they were close beset by the two deities,
ing him Medusa's head,
The marriage of Andromeda with Perseus was op- Poverty and Want, which never quitted the island, and
;

:

in the contest that ensued, he
posed by Phineus, but,
and his followers were changed to stone by the head
of the Gorgon. Andromeda was made a constellation
Consult remarks \min the heavens after her death.
der the article Perseus
{Apollod., 2, \.—Hygin.,

fab.,

64.— Vaml,
136

5,

533.)

Themistocles, after a fruitless attempt to reduce them
learn, however,
by force, withdrew to Euboea.
from Thucydides (2. 55, and 4, 42), that the island
was subsequently reduced and rendered tributary to
the Athenians.
In the Macedonian war, Livy relates
(31, 45), that the town of Andros was taken by Atta-

We

ANN

ANI

—

and the Romans. The modem name of the island joined in inflection with the later nominative Anio.
same with the ancient, or else varies from it It rose in the Apennines, near the Sabine town of Tre{Cramer's Anc. ba, and pursued its course at first to the northwest ; it
only in dropping the final letter.
then turned to the southeast, and joined the Tiber three
Greece, vol. 3, p. 410.)
Ankmork.*, a town of Phocis, mentioned by Homer miles north of Rome. It is not so full a stream as the
521) in conjunction with Hyampolis, and Nar, but was considered, however, by the Romans a»
(7Z., 2,
doubtless in the immediate vicinity of that city, with the most important among the tributaries of the Tiber,
which it was even sometimes confounded. (Compare and hence received also the appellation of Tiberinu*,
the French Strabo, Ecclatrciss., No. 34, vol. 3, Ap- whence comes by corruption the modern name Tcverone.
Strabo affirms, that it obtained its The Anio was regarded as the boundary between Lapend., p. 154.)
name from the violent gusts of wind which blew from tium and the country of the Sabines ; not, however, in
Mount Catopterius. a peak belonging to the chain of a very strict sense, for on the left bank lay Antemnae
Parnassus.
He adds that it was named by some au- and Collatia, two Sabine towns, while the Albani and
Cramer's Ancient other Latins had founded Fidenae, on the right bank of
thors Anemolea.
{Strabo, 423.
the Anio, in the Sabine territory.
Greece, vol. 2, p. 186.)
{Manner t, vol. 9,
Angelion, an artist, invariably named in connexion p. 517.) The Anio, in its course, passed by the town
It is uncerof Tibur, the modern Tivoli, where it formed some
with Tectapus, as his constant associate.
tain whether they excelled chiefly in casting brass or beautiful cascades, the admiration of the present as
lus

the

is

—

marble.

in carving

They

are supposed

have flourished about 548 B.C.

by

Mention

is

Sillig to
made in

of a statue of Apolparticular, by the ancient writers,
lo by these artists.
According to Miilier, they imitated a very ancient statue of the Delian Apollo,
made, as Plutarch states, in the time of Hercules.

{SUlig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Angli, a people of Germany at the base of the Chersonesus Cimbrica, in the country answering now to
the northeastern part of the Duchy of Holstein.
From them the English have derived their name.

There

is

district

still,

called

at the

in that quarter, a
Vid.
{Tacit., Germ., 40.

present day,

Angeln.

—

Saxones.)

Angrus, a river of Illyricum, pursuing a northern
course, according to Herodotus, and joining the Bron{Herodot., 4, 49.)
gus, which flows into the Danube.
Angcitia, or Angitia, a grove in the country of the
west
of
the
Fucinus.
The name
to
the
Lacus
Marsi,
is

derived, according to Solinus, from a sister of Circe,
in the vicinity.
It is now Sdva d^Albi.

who dwelt

S.—Serv., ad Viig., Mn., 7, 759.)
A MCE PUS, I. a son of Hercules by Hebe, the goddess of youth.
II. A freedman who
{Apollod., 2, 7 )
directed the education of Nero, and became the instru{Soli7i.,

—

his crimes.
It was he who
encouraged the
emperor to destroy his mother Agrippina, and who
gave the first idea of the galley, which, by falling on a
sudden to pieces, through secret mechanism, was to
have accomplished this horrid purpose. {Suet., Vil.

ment of

Ner.)
Anicia, Gens, a family at Rome, which, in the flourishing times of the republic, produced many brave and
illustrious citizens.

Anicius Gallus, I. triumphed over the Illyrians
and their king Gentius, and obtained the honours of a
He obtained the consulship
triumph A.U.C. 585.
A.U.C 594, B C. 150—11. Probus, a Roman consul,
A.D. 371, celebrated for his humanity.

AnIgrus, a river of Elis, in the district of Triphylia,
to the north of Lepraeuin.
This stream formed into
marshes at its mouth, from the want of a fall to carry
the water.

The

stagnant pool thus created exhah'd an odour so fetid as to be perceptible at the distance of twenty stadia, and the fish caught there were so
tainted with the infection that they could not be eaten.
oflf

346 ) Pausanias, however, affirms (5, 5) that
miasma was not confined to the marshes, but could
be traced to the very source of the river.
It was ascribed to the centaur's having washed the wounds inflicted by Hcrcules's envenomed shafts in the stream.

Of late, however, the scenery
It has been doublhas been marred by an earthquake.
ed by some writers whether there was always a fall of
the Anio at Tibur. But, without pretending to examine
what change the bed of the river may have undergone in
well as of former times

remote ages, we may affirm that, since the days of Strabo, no alteration of consequence has taken place ; for
that geographer (238) talks of the cataract which the
Anio, then navigable, formed there so also Dionysius
of Halicarnassus (5, 37) and several of the poets.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 64.)
Anistorgis, a city of Spain, in the southern part of
:

Lusitania, near

Pax

Julia,

called

also

Conistorgis.

(Mannert, vol, l,p. 343.) Some have doubted, however, whether these two cities were the same.
{Cel-

—

Ukert, Geogr., vol
Geogr. Ant., vol. 1, p. 77.
389.)
and
Rhoeo
or
Rhoio.
He was
AnIus, son of Apollo
high-priest of Apollo, and gave .^neas a hospitable reception when the Trojan prince touched at his island.
lariiis,

2, p.

He had by Dorippe three daughters, CEno, Spermo,
and Elaia. to whom Bacchus had given the power of
changing whatever they pleased into wine, corn, and
oil.
When Agamemnon went to the Trojan war, he
v/ished to carry them with him to supply his army with
but they complained to Bacchus, who
provisions
changed them into doves. Thus far we have given
;

Ovid's

account.

{Met., 13,

642.

— Compare

Virg.,

Tzetzes, however, states, that Anius
endeavoured to prevad upon the forces of Agamemnon
to remain with him nine years, and told them that, in
He promised
the tenth year, they would take Troy.
to nurture them also by the aid of his daughters.
author
of
the CypriTzetzes cites as his authority the
Creuzer sees in all this
an epic {ad Lycoph., 570).
an agricultural myth, Rhoeo being the pomegranate,
or, in other words, a new Proserpina, and her three
JEn., 3, 80.)

children the daughters of the seed.
p.

{Symbolik, vol. 4,

379.)

Anna, a goddess,
stituted a festival.

in whose honour the Romans inShe was, according to the com-

mon account, Anna,

the daughter of Belus, and sister of
Dido, who, after her sister's death, gave up Carthage to
larbas, king of Gastulia, who had besieged the place, and
From Meliu she proceedfled to Meiita, now Malta.
ed to
and was there kindly received by ^Eneas.
Italy,

however, conceived so violent

a jealousy

{Sttabo,

Lavinia,

this

dream, by
against her, that Anna, warned
of her danger, took flight during the night, and threv»
was transformshe
where
herself into the Numicius,

The Anigrus

Dido,

in a

ed into a Naiad.

The Romans

instituted a festival,

3,

which was always celebrated on the 15th of March,
in her honour, and generally invoked her aid to obtain
thence, according to some, the
a long and happy life
of the epithet Amia Ferenna assigned to

p. 114.)

explanation
her atter deification.

river of Italy, the earlier name of which was
Anien, whence comes the genitive Anienis, which is

The key to the different legends relative
8, 79, &c.)
to Anna Perenna is to be found in the rites and cere-

received the water of a fountain said to
possess the property of curing cutaneous disorders.
This source issued from a cavern sacred to the Nymphs,
called Anigriades.

Anio, a

S

{Cramer's Anc. Greece, voL

;

{Ovid, Fast.; 3, 653.

—
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ANNA COMNENA.

ANNALES.

monies attending her festival. It was a feast commemorative of the year anJ the spring, and the hymns
sung on this occasion bore the free and joyous characIn them Anna Perenna was
ter of orgiastic strains.
entreated to

make

— Macrob.y Ut

and prosperity
liceat.^*

the entire year roll

(•'

away

in health

annare perennareque commode

Now,

Sat., 1, 12).

new

this

year,

this year full of freshness and of benefits invoked, is
no other than Anna herself, a personification of the old

cation in

Germany.

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p.

389, seqq.)

Annales, a chronological history which gives an account of all the important events of every year in a state,
without entering into the causes which produced them.
The annals of Tacitus may be considered in this light.
The Romans had journalists or annalists from the very
The Annals of the Pontiffs
beginning of the state.
were of the same date, if we may believe Cicero {de
Oral., 2, 13), as the foundation of the city ; but others
have placed their commencement in the reign of Numa
{Vopiscus, Vit. Tacit.), and Niebuhr not till after the
battle of Regillus, which terminated the hopes of Tar(Romische Gesch., vol. 1, p. 367.) In order
quin.
to preserve the memory of public transactions, the Pon-

lunar year. (Compare Hermann und Creuzer, Briefe,
&c., p. 135.) Anna is the same word, in fact, as annus, or anus according to the primitive Roman orthogin Greek ho^ or tvo^, whence the expression
raphy
fv37 Kal via, proving that the word carries with it the
accessory idea of antiquity, just as Ito^ appears analogous to vetus. (Compare Lennep, Etymol. Gr., p. tifex Maximus, who was the official historian of the
210, seqq.
Valckenaer, ad Ammim., p. 196, 197.) republic, annually committed to writing, on wooden
Anna Perenna is called the moon, Kar" f^o;^^v, and it tablets, the leading events of each year, and then set
is she that conducts the moons her sisters, and who
them up at his own house for the instruction of the peoat the same time directs and governs the humid sphere
(Cjc, de Oral., 2, 13.) The Pontifex Maximut
ple.
thus she reposes for ever in the river Numicius, and was aided in this task by his four colleagues, dowa
runs on for ever with it. She is the course of the moons, to A.U.C. 453, and after that period by four additionof the years, of time in general.
It is she that
{Cic.,de
gives al pontiffs, created by the Ogulnian law.
the flowers and fruits, and causes the harvest to ripen
Rep., 2, 14.) These annals were continued to the
the annual produce of the seasons {annona) is placed pontificate of Mucins, A.U.C. 629, and were called
under her protecting care. The Anna Perenna of Annales Maximi, as being periodically compiled and
the Romans has been compared with the Anna Pourna kept by the Pontifex Maximus, or Publici, as recordthe god- ing public transactions.
Devi, or Avnada, of the Hmdu mythology
Having been inscribed on
dess of abundance and nourishment, a beneficent form wooden tablets, they would necessarily be short, and
The characteristic traits appear to be the destitute of all circumstantial detail ; and being anof Bhavani.
same. (Compare the remarks of Paterson and Cole- nually formed by successive pontiffs, could have no apbrooke, in the Asiatic Researches, vol. 8, p 69, seqq., pearance of a continued history, their contents would
Creuzer^s Symbolik, par Gnigniaut, vol. resemble the epitome prefixed to the books of Livy, or
and p. 85.
the Register of Remarkable Occurrences in modern al2, p. 501, seqq.)
Anna Comnena, a Greek princess, daughter of manacs. But though short, jejune, and unadorned,
She was still, as records of facts, these annals, if spared, would
Alexius Comnenes I., emperor of the East.
born A.D. 1083, and was originally betrothed to Con- have formed an inestimable treasure of early history.
but his death preventing the engage- Besides, the method which. Cicero informs us, was
stantino Ducas
ment from being ratified, she subsequently married Ni- observed in preparing these annals, and the care that
On the decease of her father, was taken to insert no fact of which the truth had not
cephorus Bryennius.
she conspired against her brother John (Calo- Johannes), been attested by as many witnesses as there were citwho had succeeded him in the empire, and when the izens at Rome, who were all entitled to judge and make
design was prevented by the fears or scruples of her their remarks on what ought either to be added or re
husband, she passionately exclaimed that nature had trenched, must have formed the most authentic body
The memory of
mistaken the two sexes, and had endowed Bryennius of history that could be desired
After the discovery of her transactions which were yet recent, and whose con
with the soul of a woman.
treason, the life and fortune of Anna were forfeited to comitant circumstances every one could re.iiember,
the former, however, was spared by the was therein transmitted to posterity.
the laws
By this means
clemency of the emperor. After the death of her hus- they were proof agaist falsification, and their veracity
band she retired to a convent, where, at the age of six- was incontestably fixed. These valuable records, howty years, she sought to relieve the disappointment of ever, were, for the most part, consumed in the conflaher ambitious feelings by writing a life of her father
gration of the city consequent on its capture by the
The character of this history does not stand very high, Gauls an event which was, to the early history of
;

—

:

:

—

;

—

;

;

;

the
either for authenticity or beauty of composition
and instead of that
historian is lost in the daughter
:

;

simplicity of style and narrative which wins our belief,
an elaborate affectation of rhetoric and science betrays
in every page the vanity of a female author.
( Gibbon s
And yet, at the same time,
Decline and Fall, c. 48.)
her work forms a useful contrast to the degrading and
statements of the Latin historians of that period.
partial
The details,

Rome, what

the English invasion by

to the history of Scotland.
tifex Maximus in preserving

Edward

I.

proved

The

practice of the Ponsuch records was discon-

A

tinued after that eventful period.
feeble attempt
was made to revive it towards the end of the second
Punic war ; and from that lime the custom was not
in the
entirely dropped till the Pontificate of Mucius,
It is to this second series of Annals, or to
year 629.
some other late and ineffectual attempt to revive the ancient Roman history, that Cicero must allude when he

moreover, which she gives respecting the
crusaders on their arrival at Constantinople, are
and we may there see the im- talks of the Great Annals in his work De L'gibu^
peculiarly interesting ;
the simple and rude manners of (1,2), since it is undoubted, that the pontifical records
pression produced by
the heroes of Tasso on a polished, enlightened, and of events previous to the capture of Rome by the Gauls
The work of Anna is entitled Alex- almost entirely perished in the conflagration of the city.
effeminate court.
It commences
ias, and is divided into fifteen books.
{Livy, 6, 1.) Accordingly, Livy never cites these
with A.D. 1069, and terminates with A.D. 1118. The records, and there is no appearance that he had any
first edition of the Alexias appeared in 1610. 4to, by
opportunity of consulting them; nor are they menHoeschA, Argent. It contains only the first eight tioned by Dionysius of Halicarnassus in the long catacom- logue of records and memorials which he had employSome copies bear the date of 1618.
books.
was published in 1651, Paris. The best ed in the composition of his Historical Antiquities.
plete edition
edition, however, will be the one intended to form The hooks of the pontiffs, some of which were recovered in the search after what the flames had spared,
part of the Byzantine Historians ( Corpus Scriptorum
But these w^ro
Historice Byzantina), at present in a course of publi- are, indeed, occasionally mentioned.
first
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works explaining the mysteries of religion, with instructions as to the ceremonies to be observed in its
practical exercise, and could have been of no more service to

Roman, than

a collection of breviaries or mis-

sals to
p.
les

modern, history.
97. seqq.. Land. ed.

—

{Dutitop's Rom. Lit., vol. 2,
Le Clerc, deg Jmimauxchez

Kmnatns, Introd.)

him up

and squeezed him to death
5.)-— II. A governor of
Libya and Ethiopia under Osiris.
{Diod Sic, 1,
Both
these
accounts
17.)
are, in fact, fabulous, and
The legend of Herrefer to one and the same thing.
cules and Antaeus is nothing more than the triumph of
art and labour over the encroaching sands of the deaert.
hero
in

lifted

his

arms.

in the air,

{Apollod., 2,

—

Annalis lex, settled the age at which, among the
Romans, a citizen could be admitted to exercise the
offices of the state.
Originally there was no certain
age fixed for enjoying the different offices. A law was
first made for this purpose {Lex Annalis)
by L. Villius or L. Juhus, a tribune of the commons, A.U C.
573. whence his family got the surname of Annates.
{Lw., 40, 43.) What was the year fixed for enjoying

Hercules, stifling his adversary, is, in fact, the Nile
divided into a thousand canals, and preventing the arid
sand from returning to its native deserts, whence
again to come forth with the winds and cover with its
waves the fertile valley. {Constant, de la Relif^wn,
The very position of Antaeopolis. invol. 2, p. 416.)
deed, has reference to the identity of Antaeus with the

each

and deep valley of the Arabian chain, where the most
fearful hurricanes and sand-winds were accustomed to

office is not ascertained.

It

is

certain that the

praetorship used to be enjoyed two years after the oedileship (Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 10, 25), and that the fortythird was the year fixed for the consulship.
(Cic,
If we are to judge from Cicero, who
Phil, 5, 17 )
frequently boasts that he had enjoyed every office
in Its proper year, the years appointed for the different offices by the Lex Villia were, for the quaestor-

ship thirty- one, for the asdileship thirty-seven, for the
pratorship forty, and for the consulship forty- three.

But even under the republic popular

citizens

were freed

from these restrictions, and the emperors, too, granted
that indulgence to whomsoever they pleased.
Annibal. Vid. Hannibal.

sands of the desert

blow.

(Compare

;

for the place

was

situate in a long

Eidkunde, 2d

Hitter,

ed., vol. 1, p.

779.)

Antagoras, a Rhodian poet, who lived at the court
of Antigonus Gonatas, where he acquired the reputaHe composed a poem entitled
tion of a gourmand.
Thebdis ; and the Boeotians, to whom he read it, heard
him with yawns.
{Mich. Apost. Proverb. Cent.,
have one of his epigrams remaining.
5, 82.)

We

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 128.)
Antalcidas, of Sparta, son of Leon,

was sent

into

peace with
The ternis of this peace were
Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Annicekris, a philosopher of the Cyrenaic sect, and as follows that all the Greek cities of Asia should bea follower of Aristippus.
He so far receded from the long to the Persian king, together with the island of
that
doctrine of his master as to acknowledge the merit of Clazomenae (as it was called) and that of Cyprus
infilial
piety, friendship, and patriotism, and to allow that all other Grecian cities, small and great, should be
wise
man
a
might retain the possession of himself in dependent, except the islands of Lemnos, Imbros, and
the midst of external troubles
but he inherited so Scyros, which were to remain subject to the Athenimuch of his frivolous taste as to value himself upon ans. {Xm., Hist. Gr 5, I. Consult Schneider, ad
celebrated
the most trivial accomplishments, particularly upon his Inc.)
Polybius (1, 6) fixes the year of this
dexterity in being able to drive a chariot twice round peace, and Aristides (vol. 2, p 286) the name of the
a course in the same ring.
The treaty
archou {Qeodoro^ k(f ov ?j elp^vrj kyevero).
{Diog. Laert., 2, 87.
Suidas, s. V.
Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, seems to have been concluded in the beginning of the
the Manp. 196.)
year of Theodotns, about autumn; because
Anno. Vid. Hanno.
tinean war, which was carried on in the archonship of
AsopJE.K, a mountain of Greece, part of the chain Mystichides, was in the second year after the peace ;
of CEta.
A small pass in this mountain, called by the and because the restoration of Plaiapa, accomplished
same name, formed a communication between Thes- after the treaty, took place nevertheless in the year of
salv and the country of the Epicnemidian Locri.
{He- the treaty, as Pausanias implies. {Clinton's Fasti
Persia,

where he made the well-known
;

:

—

;

,

—

—

rodot., 7, 216.)

Hellenici,2d ed.,

Anser, a Roman

poet, intimate with the triumvir

Antony, and one of the detractors of
pare Virg., Eclog., 9, 36.

Ovid {Trist.,

2.

435)

calls

— Servius, ad

Virgil.

him " procax."

(Com-

Virg.,

I.

c.)

Ansibarii, a people of Germany, mentioned by Tacitus {Ann., 13, 55) as having made an
irruption, during the reign of Nero, into the Roman territories
Mannert makes them to have been
along the Rhine.
a

branch of the Cherusci.

The same

writer alludes

which would consider their name as
" dwellers
denoting
along the Ems," and as marking
this for their original place of settlement.
He views
it, however, as untenable.
{Geogr., vol. 6, p. 156,
to the hypothesis

seqq.)

Ant^opolis, a city of Egypt on the eastern bank
of the Nile, and the capital of the norne Anta»opolites.
It derived its name from Antasus, whom Osiris, according to Diodorus Siculus (I, 17), left as governor
of his Libyan and .Ethiopian possessions, and whom
It was a place of no
great imThe modern village of Kau (Qaou) stands
portance.
near the ruins of the ancient city.
{Mannert, vol. 10,

Hercules destroyed.

pt 2,

p.

vol. 4,

388,

p

sr.qq.

— Compare Description de VEgypte,

HI.)

Ant.<eus, I., a monarch of Libya, of gigantic dimensions, son of Neptune and Terra.
He was famed for
his strength

and his

skill in

wrestling, and engaged in

a contest with Hercules.
As he received new strength
from bis mother as often as he touched the
ground, the

Antandrus,

p.

102.)

Troas, on the northern side

a city of

of the Gulf of Adramyttium.
According to Thucvdides (8, 108). it was founded by an iEolian colony,
which had probably dispossessed a body of the Pelasgi
this quarter, since Herodotus (7, 42) names the
If we follow the anplace the Pelasgic Antandrus.

m

cient mythology, however,

counts of

who

we

will find different ac-

These are given by Mela (1, 18),
the city was called Antandrus accord-

Its origin.

states that

the son of ^f.neas,
ing to some, because Ascanius,
fallen into the hands of the Pelasgi, gave them

having

and hence Antandrus, i e.,
this city as a ransom
"
a man") ;
avT" dvdpo^ (" in the stead." or
place, of
while others maintain that it was founded by certain
home
from
inhabitants of Andros, who had been driven
was called
by civil dissensions, and that hence the city
" instead of Andros,''
implying that it
Antandrus, i. e.,
was to them a second country. Pliny (5, 30), on ihe
other hand, believes that its first name was Edo'.is, and
Dnrng
that it was subsequentlv stvled Cimmens.
the Persian times, Antandrus. like many other parts

up

;

of this coast, was subject to Mytilene, in the island of
Lesbos.
The Persians, however, held the cithdel,
which would seem to have stood on a mountain near
This mountain is probably the same with
the city.
the one called Alexandrea, and on which, according
Jnno. Mito Strabo (606). the controversy between

nerva and Venus was decided by Paris.
vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 418.)

{Mannert^

^^^
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Antbjin-«, a city of Italy, in the territory of the
It
Sabines, at the confluence of the Anio and Tiber.
is said to have been more ancient than Rome itself.
are told by Dionysius of Halicarnassus (2, 36),
that Aiitemnae belonged at first to the Siculi, but that
afterward it was conquered by the Aborigines, to
whom, probably, it owes its Latin name. ( Varro, de

west of Gaza. Herod gave it the second name in
honour of Agrippa. It is now Daron. {Plin, 4, 7.)
Anthele, a small town of Thessaly, in the interval between the river Phoenix and the Straits of Thermopylae, and near the spot where the Asopus flows
into the sea.
In the immediate vicinity were the temples of Ceres Amphictyonia, that of Amphictyon, and
the seats of the Aniphictyons.
It was one of the two
places where the Amphictyonic council used to meet,

We

—

Festus, s. v. Antemn<B.) That it
Lat.,.4:afterward formed a part of the Sabine confederacy is
evident from its being one of the first cities which resented the outrage offered to that nation by the rape
of their women.
(L?r., 1, 10.
Strabo, 226.— Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 301.)
Ante NOR, I. a Trojan prince related to Priam. He
was the husband of Theano, daughter of Cisseus, king
of Thrace, and father of nineteen sons, of whom the

Ling.

—

most known were Polybus (//., 11, 59), Acamas (7i.,
2, 823), Agenor (//., 4, 533), Polydamas, Helicaon,
Archilochus (7Z., 2, 823), and Laodocus {11., 4, 87)
He is accused by some of having betrayed his country,
not only because he gave a favourable reception to
Diomedes, Ulysses, and Menelaus, when they came
to Troy, as ambassadors from the Greeks, to demand
the restitution of Helen, but also because he withheld the fact of his recognising Ulysses, at the time
that hero visited the city under the guise of a mendicant.
{Od., 4, 335.) After the conclusion of the war,
Antenor, according to some, migrated with a party of
followers into Italy, and built Patavium.
According
to others, he went with a colony of the Heneti from

Paphlagonia to the shores of the Hadriatic, where the
settlers established themselves in the district
Both accounts are fabulous.
called by them Venetia.

new

{Liv.,

1,

l.—Plin.,

—

Tacit., 16, 21.)

3,

11.

13.— rtr^.,

A

AV,

known

statuary,

1,

242.—

only as the

original statues of Harmodius and Aristogiton, which were carried off by Xerxes, and restored

maker of the

—

by Ale.xander.

(Pausan., 1, 8.
Arrian, Exp. Al.,3,
\6.—Plin., 34, 8.)
Antknorides, a patronymic given to the sons of

Antenor.

The

Anteros.

original

meaning of the name An-

is the deity who avenges
By
slighted love.
it is
applied to a brother of Cupid, but in
constant opposition to him ; and in the palaestra at
The
Elis he was represented contending with him.
mutual love is given to the word only
signification of

teros

the other being Delphi.

The

place for holding the as-

sembly here was the temple of Ceres. {Vid. AmphicHerodot., 7, 200 —Strabo, 428.)
tyones.
Anthemus, a town of Macedonia, to the northeast
of Thessalonica, and which Thucydides seems to comprise within Mygdonia.
{Thucyd., 2, 99.)

—

Anthemcsia,

I.

a district

in

the northern part of

Mesopotamia, which was subsequently incorporated
into Osroene.
{Amm. Marceli, 14, 9. Eutrop., 8,
2.)

—II

—

The

capital of the

district just

mentioned,

lying east of the Euphrates and west of the city of
The name was
It is also called Anthemus.
Edessa.

derived

from the Macedonian city of
26.—Strab., 514.)

Anthemus.

{Plin., 6,

Anthenk, a town of Cynuria in Argolis, once occupied by the .^ginetae together with Thyrea. {PaU'
It was restored to the Argives after the
san., 2, 38 )
battle of Amphipolis.
{Thucyd., 5, 41.)
Anthermus, a Chian sculptor, son of Micciades,
and grandson to Malas. He flourished about Olymp.
50, and was the father of the two artists Bupalus and
As the name Anthermus
Athenis.
{Vtd. Bupalus.)
is not Greek, Brotier reads Archennus, which
Sillig
follows.

{Plin., 36, 5.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
a festival celebrated by the people

Anthksphoria,

of Syracuse in honour of Proserpina, who was carried
away by Pluto as she was gathering flowers. The word
is derived from airo tov ^epetv uvdea, i. e., from carrying flowers. The Syracusans showed, near their
city, the spot where Proserpina was carried off, and
from which a lake had immediately proceeded. Around
The lake
this the festival was celebrated.
question
is formed by the sources of the Cyane, whose waters

m

join the

Anapus.

(Compare Miinter, Nachricht von

—

Neap, und Sicil., p. 374.) Festivals of the same
name were also observed at Argos in honour of Juno,
who was called Antheia. {Pollux, Onom., 1, 1.)
Anthesteria, festivalsinhonour of Bacchus among
{Schneider, the Greeks.
They were celebrated in the month of
by later writers, according to Bottiger.
Worlerb., s. v.—Pausan., 1, 30.— Id., 6, 23.—Plu
February, called Anthesterion, whence the name is
The first day was
derived, and continued three days.
torch, EroL, 20.)
Anthea, one of the three towns on the site of which called Tlidoi-yia, utto tov mdovg or/eLv, because they
The second day was
the city of Patrae, in Achaia, is said to have been built. tapped their barrels of liquor.
The other two were Aroe and Messalih. These three called Xoff, from the measure x^a, because every inwere founded by the lonians when they held posses- dividual drank of his own vessel, in commemoration of

later writers

sion of the country.

{Cramer" s Ancient Greece,

vol.

3, p. 66.)

Anthedon, I. a city of Bcsotia, on the shore of the
Euripus, and, according to Dicaearchus. about seventy
stadia to the north of Salganeus.
{Stat. Grcec, p.
The same writer informs us, that from Thebes
19.)
was
the
distance
160
stadia
to Anthedon
by a crossroad open to carriages. The inhabitants were, for the
most part, mariners and shipwrights at least, so says
Dicaearchus and the fisheries of the place were very
of Anthedon was celebrated.
important. The wine
(Athenaus, 1, 56.) Pausanias states (9, 22) that the
Cabiri were worshipped here there was also a temin the town, and one of Bacchus
ple of Proserpina
Near the sea was a spot called the
without the walls.
of Glaucus.
{Strabo, 404.
Steph. Byz., s. v
;

;

;

—

leap

'AvdTiSuv.— Pliny, Hist. Nat.,

4,

7.)
of this city are
reports, that the ruins

Sir

W.

Gell

under Mount
Ktypa, about seven miles from Portzumadi, and six
Cramer's
147.
Ancient
from Egripo.
{Itin., p.
Greece, vol. 2, p. 254.)
called also Agrippias,

140

—

—

II.

A

town of Palestine,

on the seacoast,

to the south-

arrival of Orestes, who, after the murder of his
mother, came, without being purified, to Deinophoiin,
or Pandion, king of Athens, and was obliged, with all
the Athenians, to drink by himself for fear of polluting
the people by drinking with them before he was puriIt was usual on that day to ride
fied of the parricide.
out in chariots, and ridicule those that passed by. The
best drinker was rewarded with a crown of leaves, or
The third
rather of gold, and with a cask of wine.
vessel brought
day was called XvrpoL, from ;i:i^rpa, a
out full of all sorts of seed and herbs, deemed sacred
The slaves
to Mercury, and therefore not touched.
had the permission of being merry and free during
these festivals; and at the end of the solemnity a herald proclaimed, Qvpu^e, Kupeg, ovk er' 'kvdeaTTjpia,
the festivals are at an
i
e.. Depart, ye Carian slaves,
end.
Potter, Gr. Antiq., vol.
{JElian, V.H ,%

the

U.—

{Auct. Emend., ad Hcsych.,
Aiovvf) makes the Athenians to have celebrated three festivals in honour of Bacchus 1 Those
2. Those of
of the country, in the month Posideon
the city, or the
festivals, in the month Elal,p. 422, *cyy.)

Ruhnken

vol. 2, s. V.

:

:

greater

.
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or Lenaea, in the
phebollon and, 3. The Anthesteria
These last were celebrated
month Anthesterion.
within a large enclosure called Lenaeuni, and in a quar" the
Meurter of the city termed Limnae, or
pools."
sius had before distinguished the Lenaea from the An;

thesteria.

{Grac. Fer.,

vol.

3,

Op.

col.,

)

Bockh

Attischen Lenaen, &c., Jahrg., 1816, 1817,

p.

47,

however, are incorrect.
(Compare Creuzcr, Symbolik, vol. 3, p. 319, seqq.)
Antheus, I. a son of Antenor. II. One of the com{Virg., JEn., 1, 514.)— III. A
panions of JEneas.
flourstatuary mentioned by Pliny (34, 8) as having
seqq.)

Both the

{Plut., Vit. Ages.,
for this

c.

SA.j

honour.

The Mantinatans asserted that one of their citizens, by
name Machaerion, gave the fatal blow. The Athenians,
on the other hand, make Epaminondas to have fallen

917 and by the hand of Gryllus, son of Xenophon. (Compare
Pausan., 8, 11. Id., 9, 15;. and Wesseiing, ad Diod.

also regards the Lenaea as a distinct
festival from the Anthesteria.
{Vom Unterschcide der

918

from taxes to his posterity,

There were, however, other claimants

latter opinions,

—

ished in Olymp. 155, and as approved among the arIn some editions of Pliny the
tists of his own time.

—

Sic, 15,87.)

Anticyra, I. a town of Thessaly, at the mouth of
the Sperchius.
It
{Herodot, 7, 198.
5/raio, 428.)
was said to produce the genuine hellebore, so much

—

recommended by ancient physicians

as a cure for in-

—

A

II.
town
{Sleph. Byz., s. v. 'AvriKvpa.)
of Phocis, on the isthmus of a small peninsula in the
Sinus Corinthiacus.
It was celebrated, in common
with the one already mentioned, for its hellebore

sanity.

—

name is written Antaeus. {Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
{Scylax, p. U.
Theophr., 9, 10.— Strabo, 418.)
Anthium, a town of Thrace, afterward called Apol- Pausanias affirms (10, 36) that the inhabitants of AnThe name was subsequently changed to Sozop- ticyra were driven from their town by Philip, the son
lonia.
of Amyntas, on the termination of the Sacred War.
olis, and is now pronounced Sizeholi.
{Plin., 4, 11.)
Anthores, a companion of Hercules, who followed At a later period it was besieged and taken by Laevithe
was
killed
in
nus, the Roman praetor, who delivered it up to the
Evander, and settled in Italy. He

warofTumus

{Virg., jEn., 10, 778.)
that fed on hu-

^tohans. {Liv., 26, 26.) And subsequently, in the
Macedonian war, it was occupied by Titus Q. Flam-

106) calls them the An-

ininus, on account of the facilities which its harbour
presented for the operations of the Roman fleet in the
Corinthian Gulf. {Liv., 32, 18.— Pausan., 10, 36.—
The site of Anticyra
Polyb., 18, 28.—Id., 27, 14.)
corresponds, as is generally believed, with that of Aspropiti, in a bay of some extent, parallel to that of Sa" Here is a
lona.
Gell {Itin.,
good port," says Sir
" and some remains of
Chandp. 174),
antiquity."
"
ler remarks, that
the site is now called Asprospitia,
or the white houses ; and some traces of the buildings,
from which it was so named, remain. The port is
land-locked, and frequented by vessels for corn."
The ancients had a prov{Travels, vol. 2, p. 301.)
erb, Naviget Anticyram, applied to a person that was

against JEneas.

Anthropophagi, a people of Scytbia

man

flesh.

Herodotus

(4,

drophagi, and states that they lived in a more savage
manner than any other nation, having no public distriHe informs
bution of justice nor established laws.
us also that they applied themselves to the breeding
of cattle, clothed themselves like the Scythians, and
Rennell thinks that they
spoke a peculiar language.
must have occupied Polish Russia, and both banks of
the river Prypetz, the western head of the Borysthenes.
{Rennell, Geogr. of Herod., p. 86, 4to cd.)
Anthylla, a city of Egypt about west from the
Canopic branch of the Nile, and northwest from NauIt is supposed by Larcher to have been the
cratis.

same with Gynaecopolis.

(Compare Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 10, p. 596.)
According to Herodotus, it furnished sandals to the wife of the Persian satrap, who was

This was in
viceroy, for the time being, over Egypt.
imitation of the royal custom at home, in the case of
Consult B'dhr,
the queens of Persia. {Herod., 2, 98.

—

ad

—

Athenaeus says it supplied girdles
Compare B'dhr, ad Ctes., p. 209.)
loc.)

(1, p. 33.

Antia lex, was made for the suppression of luxury
Rome. Its particulars are not known, but it could
The enactor was Antius Resto, who
not be enforced.
at

W

.

—

regarded as insane, and alluding to the hellebore pro-

duced
1,

at either Anticyra.

cent.

8,

(Compare Erasmus, Chil.,
Naviget Anticyras, ITAevaeuv eig
Horace has been supposed by some to
places of this name, but this is a mis-

52.

^AvTiKvpag.)
allude to three

—

take ; the poet merely speaks of a head so insane as
not to be cured by the produce of three Anticyras, if
there even were three, and not merely two.
{Ep., ad
Pis., 300.)

Antidotus, a Greek painter, a pupil of Euphranor.
flourished about 364 B.C.
His colouring was severe, and his productions were remarkable for their
careful e.'cecution rather than their number.
His prinHe
crob., 3, 17.)
cipal pieces were a Wrestler and a Flute-player.
Antias, a name given to the goddess Fortune, from was the instructer of Nicias of Athens. {Plin., H. iY.,
her splendid temple at Antium, where she was par- 35, n.—Biogr. Univ., vol 2, p. 249.)
{Vid. Antium.)
Antigenes, one of Alexander's generals, publicly
ticularly worshipped.
Anticlea, a daughter of Autolycus and Amphithea. rewarded for his valour. {Quint. Curt., 5, 14.)
of
it
mother
but
is
the
was
She
said, by
not,
Antigenidas, a famous musician of Thebes, disciUlysses,
This individual was only the reputed fa- ple to Philoxenus. He introduced certain innovaLaertes.
ther of the chieftain of Ithaca, and the actual paternity tions in the construction of the flute, and in the art of

afterward never supped abroad for fear of being himself a witness of the profusion and extravagance which
his law meant to destroy, but without effect.
{Ma-

He

It is said that Anticlea killed
{Cic, Brut., 97.)
belonged to Sisyphus.
playing upon it.
herself when she heard a false report of her son's
Antigo.ne, a daughter of CEdipus, king of Thebes,
death. {Homer, Od., 11, 19.—Hygin., fab., 201, 243. by his mother Jocasta. After the death of CEdipus
and his sons Eteocles and Polynices, Antigone repair—Pausan., 10, 29.)
Anticlides, a Greek historian, a native of Athens, ed to Thebes, in order to efioct the sepulture of her
whose works are lost. (Consult Athenaus, ed. Sckw. brother Polynices.
Creon, monarch of Thebes, her
Ind. Auct., s. v., vol. 9.)
maternal uncle, had forbidden the interment of the
Anticragus, a detached chain of the ridge of Mount young prince under the penalty of death, on account
Cragus in Lycia, running in a northeast direction along of the war which the latter had waged against his
It is now called
the coast of the Sinus Glaucus.
own country. Antigone, however, disregarding all
Soumbourlou. Captain Beaufort estimates the height personal considerations, succeeded in sprinkling dust
6000
feet.
at not less than
{Cramer^s Asia Minor, three times on her brother's remains, which was equivvol. 2, p. 245.)
alent to sepulture, but was sebsequently seized by the
Anticrates, a Spartan, who, according to Plutarch, guards who had been placed to watch the corpse and
For this she was immured
itabbed Epaminondas, the Theban general, at the bat- prevent its interment.
Great honours and rewards were alive in a tomb, where she hung herself. Haemon,
tle of Mantinea.
decreed to him by the Spartans, and an exemption the son of Creon, to whom she had been betrothed
til

—

ANT

ANTIGONUS.

He was called
metrius, and usurped the kingdom.
and his mother Eurydice likewise put an end to her Doson {6o)<T(jv, " about to give," i. e., always promisexistence.
This sad story forms the basis of one of ing), from his promising much and giving nothing.
the tragedies of Sophocles. {Vtd. Sophocles.)
He conquered Cleomenes, king of Sparta, and obliAntigone.v, I a city of Epirus, southwest of Apol- ged him to retire into Egypt, because he favoured the
of
II.
One
the
in
.^tolians
lonia.
He died B.C. 222,
Macedonia,
(Plin., 4, 1.)
against the Greeks.
after a reign of 11 years,
district of Mygdonia, founded by Antigonus, son of
leaving his crown to the
III.
One
in
the
on
Gonatas.
lawful
who
became
(7^., 4, 10.)
Syria,
possessor, Philip,
conspicuous by
borders of the Orontes, built by Antigonus, and in- his cruelties and the war he made against the Romans.
tended as the residence of the governors of Egypt {Justin, 28 et 29.— Plut., Vit. Cleam )— IV. Son of
and Syria, but destroyed by him when Seleucia was Echecrates, and nephew of Philip, the father of Perseus.
He was the only one of the Macedonian nobuilt, and the inhabitants removed to the latter city.
bles who remained faithful when Perseus
IV. Another in Asia Minor. {Vid. Alexandrea, IX.)
conspired
and to him, moreover, Philip
Antigonos, I. a general of Alexander's, and one of against his parents
those who played the most important part after the owed the discovery of the plot.
Charmed with his
In the division of the provin- virtuous and upright character, the monarch intended
death of that monarch.
ces after the king's death, he received Pamphylia, Ly- to make him his successor, but the death of Philip preTwo years ^fter tho decease of Al- vented this being done. Perseus succeeded his father,
cia, and Phrygia.
exander, he united with Antipater and Ptolemy against and, a few days after, put Antigonus to death, B.C.
Perdiccas 179.
Perdiccas, who aimed at the supremacy.
{Liv, 40, 54, <fec.)— V. Son of Aristobulus II.,
having died this same year (B.C. 322), and Antipater king of Judse, was conducted to Rome along with
being placed at the head of the government, Antigonus his father, after the capture of Jerusalem by Pompey.
was named commander of all the forces of the empire, When Ca?sar became dictator, Antigonus endeavoured,
After various con- but in vain, to get himself re-established in his heredand marched against Eumenes.
flicts, during a war of three years, he succeeded in
itary dominions, and at last was compelled to apply
Pacorus, on the
getting Eumenes into his power by treachery, and to Pacorus, king of the Parthians.
effected an entrance and killed himself by her corpse,

—

—

—

;

Become now all powerful by
starved him to death.
the death of this formidable rival, he ruled as king, but
without assuming the title, over all Asia Minor and
Syria ; but his conduct eventually excited against him
a formidable league, in which Seleucus, Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Cassander arrayed themselves against
Antigonus, and the celebrated Demetrius, his son.
After varied success, the confederates made a treaty
with him, and surrendered to him the possession of
the whole of Asia, upon condition that the Grecian
This treaty was soon
cities should remain free.
broken, and Ptolemy made a descent into Lesser Asia
and on some of the Greek isles, which was at first successful, but he was defeated in a seafight by Demetrius, the son of Antigonus, who took the island of Cyprus, made 16,000 prisoners, and sunk 200 of his ships.
After this famous naval battle, which happened 26
years after Alexander's death, Antigonus and his son
assumed the title of kings, and their example was followed by all the rest of Alexander's generals. From
this period, B.C. 306, his own reign in Asia, that of
Ptolemy in Egypt, and those of the other captains of
Alexander in their respective territories, properly commence. Antigonus now formed the design of driving
Ptolemy from Egypt, but failed. His power soon became so formidable that a new confederacy was formed
against him by Cassander, Lysimachus, Seleucus, and

Ptolemy.

The contending

parties

met

in the plain of

Antigonus was defeated,
Ipsus in Phrygia, B.C. 301.
and died of his wounds and his son Demetrius fled
from the field.
Antigonus was 84 years old when
he died. {Vid. Demetrius.
Pausan., 1, 6, &c.
cf
15
C. Nep., Vit. Eumen.
Justin, 13, 14,
Plut.,
et
II. Gonatas, so callEumen.
Vit. Demetr.
Aral.)
the
of
his
in
Gonni
from
ed
birth, was
Thessaly,
place
the son of Demetrius, and grandson of Antigonus.
He made himself master of Macedonia B.C. 277, and
assumed the title of king. In the course of his reign,
he defeated, with great slaughter, the Gauls, who had
made an irruption into his kingdom. Having refused
guccours to Pyrrhus of Epirus, he was driven from
He afterward
his throne by that warlike monarch.
recovered a great part of Macedonia, and followed
of Argos.
In a conflict
Pyrrhus to the neighbourhood
After the death
that ensued there, Pyrrhus was slain.
of Pyrrhus, he recovered the remainder of Macedonia,
and died after a reign of 34 years, leaving his son, Demetrius the Second, to succeed, B.C. 243.
{Justin,
21 et 25.) III. The guardian of his nephew, Philip,
of Dewidow
the
who
married
the son of Demetrius,
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

promise of 1000 talents, marched into .ludsea at the
head of a large army, and replaced Antigonus on the
throne but Marc Antony, at the solicitation of Herod,
sent Gabinius against him, who took Jerusalem, and
He reigned
put Antigonus to an ignominious death.
3 years and 3 months,
VI.
{Justin, 20, 29, &c.)
Carystius, an historian in the age of Ptolemy Philadelphus, who wrote the lives of some of the ancient
also a heroic poem, entitled " Antiphilosophers
and other works.
pater," mentioned by Athenaeus
The only remains we have of them are his *' Collections of wonderful Stories" concerning animals and
other natural bodies.
This work was first publislied
at Basle, 1568, and was afterward reprinted at Leyden by Meursius, 1619, in 4to. It forms a part also
of the volume entitled Historiarum MnabUium Auc;

—

:

;

tores Gr(Rci, printed at Leyden in 1622, in 4to.
Antilibanus, a ridge of mountains in Syria, east
of, and running parallel with, the ridge of Libanus.
{Vid. Libanus.

—

P/t7t., 5,

20.)

Antilochus, I, the eldest son of Nestor by EurydHe went to the Trojan war with his father, and
ice.
was killed by Memnon, the son of Aurora, according

Homer {Od., 4, 187), who is followed by Pindar
Ovid,
{Pyth., 6, 28), and by Hyginus {fab., 113).
on the contrary, (fnakes him to have been slain by Hec-

to

We

must therefore alter the text
of the latter, and for Antilockum read either Anchialum with Muncker (from Horn., II., 18, 185), or Amphimachum with Scoppa (from Dares Phrygius, c.
II.
20).
poet, who wrote some verses in praise of
Lysander, and received a cap full of silver in return.
tor (/fcr.,1, 15).

—

A

{Plut., Vit. Lysandr., c. 18.)
ANTiMicHDs, I. a poet of Colophon, and pupil of
He was the contemporary of Choerilus,
Panyasis.
With
and flourished between 460 and 431 B.C.
Antimachus would have commenced a new era in the
if that department of poetry had
been capable of resuming its former lustre. In common with Choerilus, he perceived that the period of
the Homeric epic had irrevocably passed ; but in place
of substituting the historic epic, as the former did, he

history of epic verse,

returned to mythological subjects
merely treating
them, however, in a manner more in accordance with
The success which he obtained,
the taste of the day.
and the admiration which was subsequently testified
for his productions by the Alexandrean school, prove
that he was not mistaken in the judgment he had formed
of the spirit of the age, and that he augured well reThe Alexandrean
specting the opinion of posterity.
;

ANT

ANT

critics (according to Quintilian, 10, 1)

cited his 7*hc-

bais as a work worthy of being compared with the
of epic
poems of Homer, and of terminating the list
the grandeur
poems of the first class. They extolled
of his ideas and the energy of his style, but they confessed, at the

same

gance and grace.

was deficient in eleAntimachus was also the author
Lyde, which the ancients regarded

time, that he

of an elegy entitled
The AnIi is now entirely lost.
as a chef d'oeuvre.
for us one of his epigrams
thology has preserved
collected
and
The fragments of Antimachus have been
under the title " Antimachi
published by Schellcnberg,
Colophonii fragmenta, nunc primum conquisita" &c.,
Hala, 1786, 8vo. {Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr vol. 1, p.
II. A
245, and 2, p. 126.)
Trojan, whom Paris bribed
to oppose the restoring of Helen to Menelaus and
Ulysses, who had come as ambassadors to recover her.

—

,

He recommended to put them to death. His sons,
Hippolochus and Pisander, were killed by Agamemnon.
{Il.,\l, 122, seqq.)

Antinoeia, annual sacrifices and quinquennial games
in honour of Antinous, instituted by the Emperor Hadrian at Mantinea, where Antinous was worshipped as
a divinity.
They were celebrated also at Argos.
{Potter, Gr. Ant'iq., vol. 1, p. 424.)
Antinoopolis or Antinob, a town of Egypt, built
in honour of Antinous, opposite Hermopolis Magna,

Antakia, and has suffered severely by a late eartb>
At the distance of four or five miles below
quake.
was a celebrated grove, called Daphne whence, fox
the sake of distinction, it has been called Antiochia
near Daphne, or Antiochia Epidaphnes {'\.vTL6x£La rj
Hierocl. Synecdem p. 711.
Plin., 5,
TTpoQ ^d^vr}v.
2\.— Antiochia Epidaphnes, v^d. Daphne.) II. A city
of Lycaonia, near the northern confines of Pisidia,
sometimes called Antiochia of Pisidia ('Avri6;fefa
TiiaLdla^).
According to Strabo, it was founded by
a colony from Magnesia on the Mseander.
This probtook
place under the auspices of Antiochus, from
ably
whom the place derived its name. It became, under
;

—
—

,

the

Romans,

the chief city of their province of Pisidia,
farther to the north than Pisidia proper.

which extended

—

A

III.
{Hicrocles, p. 672.)
city of Cilicia Trachea,
situate on a rocky projection of the coast termed Cra-

whence the place, for distinction' sake,
called 'AvTLOx^LCL £7r2 Kpuyo).
{Strabo, 669.)
Byzantine writers call it the Isaurian Antiochia.

gus,

erocles

makes mention of

was

The
Hi-

{Synecdem, p. 708), as
also the writers on the Crusades, under the name of
it

secreta fidelium, I. 2, p. 4, c. 26.
vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 84.)
IV.
city at the
foot of Mount Taurus, in Comagene, a province of

Antioceta.

—Mannert, {Sanufi,
Syria.

{Mannert,

—

vol. 6, pt.

1,

p.

A

497.)-— V.

A

city

of Caria, on the river Maeander, where that stream was
was previously an joined by the Orsinus or Massinus. {Plin., 5, 29.)
Besa, but became a magnificent Steph. Byz. states, that it was founded by Antiochus,

on the eastern bank of the

Nile.

It

obscure place called
It is now called Ensene,
{Vid. Antinous.)
city.
and a revered sepulchre has also caused it to receive
the name of Shek-Abade.
(Ammian. Marcellin., 19,

\\.— Spartian.,

12.—
—
Description de VEgypte,
Z)to Cass., 69,

Vit

Hadr., 14.

vol. 4. p. 197, seqq.)

son of Seleucus,

in

honour of

his mother.

had been

It

The environs abounded
previously called Pythopolis.
in fruit of every kind, but especially in the fig called
"
The ancient site corresponds with Jcnitriphylla."
sher.

—

{Cramer^ s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 209.) VI. A
Trachea, in the district of Lamotis.

youth of Bithynia, of whom the
Emperor Hadrian was so extremely fond, that at his
death he erected temples to him, established a priesthood for the new divinity, built a city in honour of him
{vid. Antinoopolis), and caused a constellation in the
heavens to be called by his name. According to one
account, Antinous was drowned in the Nile, while
another and more correct statement gives the occasion
of his death as follows
Hadrian, consulting an oracle
at Besa, was informed that he was threatened with
great danger, unless a person that was dear to him
was immolated for his preservation. Upon hearing
this, Antinous threw himself from a rock into the Nile,
as an offering for the safety of the emperor, who built
Nor was this all. The
Antinoopolis on the spot.
artists of the empire were ordered to immortalize by
their skill the grief of the monarch and the memory
Painters and statuaries vied with
of his favourite.
each other, and some of the master-pieces of the latThe absurd
ter have descended to our own times.
and disgusting conduct of Hadrian needs no comment.
II. A native of Ithaca, son of Eupeithes, and one
He was brutal and cruel in his
of Penelope's suiters.
manners, and was the first of the suiters that was slain

city of Cilicia

by Ulysses on
Antiochia,

He returned after this to Antioch, and
that prince.
died not long subsequently, having occupied the throne
He was called Soter {lurijp) or
for nineteen years.
"
Preserver," for having preserved his subjects from
of the Galatians or Gauls, whom he dean

Antinous,

I.

a

:

—

his return.

{Od., 22, 8, &c.)
a city of Syria, once the third city
of the world for beauty, greatness, and population.
It was built by Seleucus Nicator, in memory of his
father Antiochus, on the river Orontes, about 20 miles

from
nople
each.
called
sided.

I.

{Ptol, p. 129.)

Antiochis, I. the
the son of Seleucus.

name of
—
A
II.

the mother of Antiochus,
tribe of

Athens.

surnamed Soter, was the eldest son
of Seleucus, the first king of Syria and Babylonia.
He succeeded his father B.C. 280. When still young,
he fell into a lingering disease, which none of his father's physicians could cure for some time, till it was
discovered that his pulse was more irregular than usual
Anti5chus,

I.

when

Stratonice, his stepmother, entered his room,
and that love for her was the cause of his illness.

This was

told to the father,

who

willingly gave Strathe founded all his hopes.
WTien Antiochus came to the throne, he displayed, at
the head of his forces, talents worthy of his sire, and
gained many battles over the Bithynians, Macedonians,
and Galatians. He attacked also Ptolemy Philadel-

onice to save a son on

whom

phus, king of Egypt, at the instigation of Magas, who
had revolted against this prince, but without success.
He failed also in an expedition which he undertook
after the death of Phileterus, king of Pergamus, with
a view of seizing on his kingdom, and he was vanquished near Sardis by Eumenes, the successor of

irruption

His successor was Antiochus Theos.
mouth, and was equidistant from Constanti- feated in battle.
and Alexandrea, being about 700 miles from {Justin, 17, 2, &c.) II. Son of Antiochus Soter, and
Here the disciples of our Saviour were first surnamed Theos (Gfof), "God," by the Milesians,
He
Christians, and the chief patriarch of Asia re- because he put to death their tyrant Timarchus.
It was afterward known by the name of Te- succeeded his father B.C. 261, and at the instigation of
the widow of Magas, renewed the
divided, as it were, into four cities, his sister

its

—

being
Apamea,
He
each having its separate wall, besides a common one war with Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt
The first was built by Seleucus Nica- was as unsuccessful, however, as his father had been ;
enclosing all.
for peace, only obtained
tor, the second by those who repaired thither on its and, being compelled to sue
his wife Laodice, and
being made the capital of the Syro-Macedonian empire, it on condition of repudiating
The male
the third by Seleucus Callinicus, and the fourth by espousing Berenice the sister of Ptolemy.
to inherit
Antiochus Epiphanes. {Strabo, 750.
Compare Man- issue, moreover, of this latter marriage were
It was during this war that he lost all his
It is now called the crown.
nert, vol. 6, part 1, p. 468, seqq.)

trapolis,

—
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provinces beyond the Euphrates by a revolt of the
Parthians and Bactrians.
Ptolemy dying two years
after this, Antiochus repudiated Berenice and restored
Laodice.
The latter, resolving to secure the succession to her son, poisoned Antiochus and suborned Ar-

temon, whose

him as

king.

features were similar to his, to represent
Artemon, subservient to her will, pre-

tended to be indisposed, and, as king, recommended
to them Seleucus, surnamed Callinicus, son of Laodice,
as his successor.

After this ridiculous imposture,

it

was made

public that the king had died a natural death,
and Laodice placed her son on the throne, and de-

spatched Berenice and her son, B.C. 246. {Justin, 27,
**
bird
1.
Appian.) III. Surnamed Hierax {'lepa f),
of prey," son of Antiochus Theos and Laodice, was
the brother of Seleucus Callinicus.
From his early
In order
years this prince was devoured by ambition.
to attain to power, no crime or evil act deterred him ;
his thirst for rule, as well as his wicked and turbulent
spirit, obtained for him the appellation, so characteristic
of his movements, which we have mentioned above.
Under pretext of aiding his brother against Ptolemy
Seleucus
Euergeies, he attempted to dethrone him.
having marched against him for the purpose of counteracting his ambitious designs, Hierax defeated him
near Ancyra.
He could not, however, derive any advantage from this victory, since the Gauls, who formed
the principal part of his army, revolted and declared
themselves independent and it was only by paying
a large sum of money that Hierax could save his life.
Eumenes, king of Pergamus, took advantage of this
circumstance to rid himself of an unquiet and troublesome neighbour. He attacked Hierax, defeated him,
and compelled him to take refuge with his brother-inlaw Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia. Ariarathes soon
became tired of him, and formed the design of putting
him to death but Hierax, informed of his design, fled

—

—

;

;

into Egypt. He was thrown into prison by Ptolemy, and
perished a few years after in attempting to make his
IV. The Great, as he was surnamed, was the
escape.
third of the name that actually reigned, and the son
of Seleucus Ceraunus, and succeeded his father 223
B.C. He passed the first years of his reign in regulating the affairs of his kingdom, and in bringing back
to their duty several of his officers who had made themDesirous after this of regaining
selves independent.

—

been wrested from Seleucus Callinicus by Ptolemy Euergetes of Egypt, he was met at
Raphia and defeated by Ptolemy Philopater, 218 B.C.,
and wav compelled to surrender the whole of his conHe was
quests in Syria which he had thus far made.
more successful, however, in Upper Asia, where he recovered possession of Media, and made treaties with the
kings of Parthia and Bactria, who agreed to aid him in
Syria, ^'hich had

regaining other of his former provinces, if their respectHe crossed over
ive kingdoms were secured to them.
also into India, and renewed his alliance with the king
After the death of Philopater, he reof that country.
sumed his plans of conquest, and Ptolemy Epiphanes
yet quite young, he seized upon the whole of
beini^

He

granted, however, peace to Ptolemy, and
his daughter Cleopatra in marriage,
Antiochus then turned his
with Syria for her dowry.
of Asia Minor and Greece
cities
the
but
arms against
these cities having implored the aid of Rome, the sen-

Syria.

even gave him

;

ile sent to Antiochus

to

summon him

to surrender

Excited, however, by Hannibal, to
he had given an asylum, he took no notice of
The plan, however,
this order, and a war ensued.
which Hannibal traced out for him, was not followed.
Defeated at Thermopylae by Glabrio, he fled into Asia,
where a second and more complete defeat, by Scipio
Asiaticus, at Magnesia, compelled him to sue for
he obtained only on the hardest condipeace, which
He was obliged to retire beyond Mount Taurus.
tions.
All his territories on this side of Taurus became Roman

his

conquests.

whom
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provinces, and he had also to pay a yearly tribute o!

2000

talents.
His revenues being insufficient for this
heavy demand, he attempted to plunder the treasures
of the temple of Belus in Susiana but the inhabitant*
of the country were so irritated at this sacrilege, that
they slew him, together with his escort, B.C. 187. He
had reigned thirty-six years.
In his character of king,
Antiochus was humane and liberal, the patron of learnHe had three sons,
ing, and the friend of merit.
Seleucus Philopater, Antiochus Epiphanes, and Demetrius.
The first succeeded him, and the two others
were kept as hostages by the Romans. {Justin, 31 et
32.—Liv., 34, 59.— Flor., 2,
Appian, Bell. Syr.)
V. Surnamed Epiphanes, or Illustrious, was king of
Syria after the death of his brother Seleucus PhilopaHe was the
ter, having ascended the throne 175 B.C.
fourth of the name, and was surnamed Epiphanes
" the
Illustrious,^^ and reigned eleven
('ETTi^av^f),
;

1—

—

Taking advantage of the infancy of Ptolemy
Philometor, he seized upon Coelosyria, and even penetrated into Egypt, where he took Memphis, and obtained possession of the person of the young king,

years.

whom

he kept prisoner for many years.
The guardians of the young Ptolemy, however, having applied
for aid to the Romans, the senate sent Popilius Laenas
unto Epiphanes, who compelled him to renounce his
conquests and set the Egyptian monarch at liberty.
The Jews having revolted during the reign of Epiphanes, he

marched against Jerusalem, deposed the high-

priest Onias, profaned the temple by sacrifices to Jupiter Olympius, plundered all the sacred vessels, and

slaughtered, it is said, 80,000 inhabitants of this illAfter this he proceeded into Persia, and,
fated city.
while traversing Elymais, wished to plunder the temples that were there ; but the inhabitants having re-

There
volted, he was compelled to retreat to Babylon.
he learned that the Jews, commanded by Matathias
and Judas Maccabajus, had gained several victories
over the generals whom he had left in Judsea.
Transported with fury at the intelligence, he assembled a
new army, and swore to destroy Jerusalem but, at the
moment of .his departure, he fell from his chariot, was
subsequently seized with a disgusting malady, and
The Persians
died in the most agonizing suffijrings.
attributed the manner of his death to his impious en;

terprise against the

temple of Elymais

;

the

Jews saw

the anger of Heaven, for his having profaned the
He died B.C. 164. Epiphanes
temple of Jerusalem.
in

it

was not without some good qualities. He was generous, loved the arts, and displayed considerable abilthe wars in which he was engaged ; but his
ity in
vices and follies tarnished his character.

—Macchab.,

—

{Justin, 34,

&c.) VI. Eupator, son of the
" horn
of an illustrious
preceding (from ev and iraTJjp,
at
the age of nine years.
to
the
throne
succeeded
sire'"'),
The generals of this prince continued the war against
the Jews, and Jerusalem was on the point of becoming,
for the second time, the prey of the Syrians, when
Demetrius Soter, the cousin-german of Eupator, by a
sudden invasion, seized upon the capital of Syria.
The generals of Eupator made peace with the Jews,
but the soldiers,
and marched against Demetrius
ashamed of serving a mere child, went over to the in5.

1,

1,

;

who put Eupator to death after a reign of about
VII. (the sixth of the name) Son
eighteen months.
of Alexander Bala, took the surname of Theos (" God"),
claiming descent, like his father, from Antiochus Theos
To this surname he afterward
already mentioned.
added that of Epiphanes {'^the illustrious^'). Demetrius Nicator having disbanded his army, and being
entirely without apprehension of any foe, Tryphon took
advantage of this, and having brought Antiochus from

vader,

—

caused him to be proThe attempt succeedDemetrius was defeated, and Antiochus ascended.
He reigned, however, only in name.
ed the throne.
Arabia,

still

young

in years,

claimed king, about 144 B.C.

I
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actual monarch was Tryphon, who had him put to
death at the end of about two years, and caused himself to be proclaimed in his stead.
{Justin, 36, 1.)
" the
VIII. Surnamed Sideles (IiStjt^^),
hunter," son
of Demetrius Soter, ascended the throne 139 B.C.
He drove from Syria the usurper Tryphon, made war
on the Jews, besieged Jerusalem, and compelled it to
He then marched against Phraates,
pay a tribute.
king of Parthia, who menaced his kingdom, gained
three victories over him, and obtained possession of
Babylon. The following year he was vanquished in
turn by the Parthian king, and lost his life in the conHe was a prince of many virtues, but he tarflict.
all

by

his habits of intemperance.

— IX.

—

ed.

—

nished

—

Heynty de Fontihus Hist. Diod.
II. A rhetorician and
Bip.)

The

the pupil of Dionysius of Miletus.
p.

878)

vol.

1,

sophist

p. Ixxxt.,
of JEgsz,

Dio Cassius (77,

relates, that, in order to rouse the spirits of

the Roman army, who were worn out with fatiguing
marches, he assumed the character of a cynic, and
This conduct gained for him
rolled about in the snow.
He afthe favour of Septimius Severus and Caracalla.
terward went over to Tiridates, king of the Parthians,
"
whence Suidas styles him AvrofioXog, or the desertIII. A native of Ascalon, the last preceptor of
er."
He was the disciple
the Platonic school in Greece.
whose lectures
of Philo, and one of the
philosophers
Varro, Cicero, and Brutus attended, for he taught, at

—

The

from
eighth of the name, surnamed Grypus (TpvTrof)
his aquiline nose, was son of Demetrius Nicator and
He was raised to the throne B.C. 123, to
Cleopatra.
the prejudice of his brothers, by the intrigues of his
When he
mother, who hoped to reign in his name.
was declared king, the throne of Syria was occupied
Alexander Zebinas. He marched against this im-

different

He

times, at Athens, Alexandrea, and
the

Rome.

different
attempted to reconcile the tenets of
sects, and maintained that the doctrines of the Stoics
were to be found in the writings of Plato. Cicero
of his
greatly admired his eloquence and the politeness
manners, and Lucullus took him as his companion into
He resigned the academic chair in the 175th
Asia.
by
He then mar- Olympiad. After his time the professors of the Acapostor, defeated, and put him to death.
ried Tryphena, daughter of Ptolemy Euergetes II., demic philosophy were dispersed by the tumults of
which ensured peaceable relations between Syria and war, and the school itself was transferred to Rome.
After having for some time yielded to the au- {Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 199, segq.— EnEgypt.
his field's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 258, seqq.)
thority of his mother, he resolved at last to reign in
own name, a step which nearly cost him his life. His
Antiope, I. daughter of Nycteus, who was a son ot
mother prepared a poisoned draught for her son, but, Neptune and king of Thebes, received the addresses
under the
being suspected by him, was compelled to drink it of Jupiter, the god having appeared to her
Terrified at the threats of her father,
herself.
bloody war soon after broke out between form of a satyr.
this prince and Antiochus the Cyzicenian, his brother, on the consequences of her fault becoming apparent,
in which the latter compelled Grypus to cede to him Antiope fled to Sicyon, where she married Epopeus.
They thus reigned conjointly for some Nycteus, out of grief, put an end to himself, having
Ccelosyria.
time.
Grypus was at last assassinated by one of his previously charged his brother Lycus to punish Epo(Justin, 39, 1.
Lycus accordingly marched an
Joseph., Ant. peus and Antiope.
subjects, B.C. 96.
Jud.) X. Surnamed Cyzicenus, from his having been army against Sicyon, took it, slew Epopeus, and led

A

—

—

away Antiope captive. On the way to Thebes, she
brought forth twins at Eleutherae. The unhappy babes
were exposed on a mountain ; but a shepherd having
found them, reared them both, calling the one Zethus,
The former devoted himself to
the other Amphion.
the care of cattle, while Amphion passed his time in
the cultivation of music, having been presented with a
Meanwhile, Lycus had put Antiope
lyre by Mercury.
in bonds, and she was treated with the utmost cruelty
But her chains became
by him and his wife Dirce.
loosed of themselves, and she fled to the dwelling of
her sons in search of shelter and protection.
Having
recognised her, they resolved to avenge her wrongs.
and
slew
attacked
Lycus, and tyAccordingly, they
ing Dirce by the hair to a wild bull, let the animal
After his death, the kingdom of Syria drag her until she was dead. (Vtd. Dirce, Amphion.
Jud., 13, 21.)
was torn to pieces by the factions of the royal family Zethus.
Keightley's Mythology, p.
Apollod., 3, 5.
or usurpers, who, under a good or false title, under the 299.)— II. A queen of the Amazons.
Accordmg to
name of Antiochus or his relations, established them- one account, Hercules, having taken her prisoner,
The
selves for a little time either as sovereigns of Syria, or gave her to Theseus as a reward of his valour.
Damascus, or other dependant provinces. At last An- more common tradition, however, made her to have
tiochus, surnamed Asiaticus, the son of Antiochus the been taken captive and carried off by Theseus himself,
ninth, was restored to his paternal throne by the influ- when he made an expedition with his own fleet against
She is also called Hippolyta.
ence of LucuUus, the Roman general, on the expulsion the Amazonian race.
of Tigranes, king of Armenia, from the Syrian domin- Justin says that Hercules gave Hippolyta to Theseus,
but four years after, Pompey deposed him, and and kept' Antiope for himself.
ions
{Pint., Vit. Thes., 27
observed that he who hid himself while a usurper
Justin, 2, 4.)
From
sat upon his throne, ought not to be a king.
Antiparos, a small island in the ^Egean, ranked
that time, B.C. 65, Syria became a Roman province, by Artemidorus among the Cyclades, but excluded
There from them by Strabo (10, p. 484, ed. Casaub.). It
and the race of Antiochus was extinguished.
were also other individuals of the same name, among lay opposite to Paros, and was separated from this latwhom the most deserving of mention are the following ter island, according to Heraclides of Pontus {Stcpk.
I.
A native of Syracuse, descended from an ancient Byz., s. V. 'Wkiapog), bv a strait eighteen stadia wide.
monarch of the Sicani. He wrote a history of Sicily, The same writer aflirms {Plin., H. N., 4, 12), that il
which was brought down to the 98th Olympiad, and had been colonized by Sidonians. Its more ancient
which Diodorus Siculus cites among the sources name was Oliarus. It is now AtUiparo. This island
whence he derived aid for his compilation. He com- is famed for its grotto, which is of great depth, and
Greeks to communicate,
posed also what appears to have been a very curious was believed by the ancient
with some of the neighbouring
history of Italy, some fragments of which are pre- beneath the waters,
wrvert by Dionysius of Halicamassus.
(Compare islands.

brought up

in the city

of Cyzicus,

was

the ninth of

He was son of

Antiochus Sidetes, and succeeded his brother Grypus, after having reigned over
his
Ccelosyria, which he had previously compelled
He was a dissolute and indobrother to yield to him.
lent prince, and possessed of considerable mechanical
talent.
His nephew Seleucus, son of Grypus, deXI. The tenth of the name,
throned him, B.C. 95.
ironically surnamed Pius, because he married Selena,
He was the
the wife of his father and of his uncle.
son of Antiochus IX., and he expelled Seleucus, the
son of Grj'pus, from Syria but he could not prevent
two other sons of Grypus, namely, Philip and DemeHe perished
trius, from seizing on a part of Syria.
soon after by their hands. {Appian. Joseph., Ant.
the name.

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

:

T
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ANTIPATER.
son of lolaus, a Macedonian, was
AntipIter,
first an officer under
Philip, and was afterward raised
to the rank of a
general under Alexander the Great.
When the latter invaded Asia, Antipater was appointed governor of Macedonia and in this station he served his prince with the
He reduced
greatest fidelity.
the Spartans, who had formed a
confederacy against
the Macedonians ; and,
having thus secured the tranquillity of Greece, he marched into Asia, with a powerful reinforcement for Alexander.
After that monarch's death, the
government of Macedonia and of the
I.

;

A native of Tarsus, the disciple and successor of DiflT*
genes the Babylonian, in the Stoic school. He flourished about 80 B.C., and is
applauded by both Cicero
and Seneca as an able supporter of that sect.
His
was Cameades. (Cic.,de
12.
— Sen.,opponent
—
Ep.,92.) V. A native of Cyrene, and one of
chief

Off., 3,

the Cyrenaic sect.
He was a disciple of the first
VI.
Aristippus, and the preceptor of Epitimides.
He
philosopher of Tyre, who wrote a work on

—

A

Duty.
is
Cicero
supposed to have been of the Stoic sect.
(de Oral., 3, 50) speaks of him as an improvisator.
other European provinces was allotted to
Antipater. Crassus, into whose mouth the Roman orator puts this
He vvas soon involved in a severe contest with the remark,
might have known the poet when he was
Grecian states
was defeated by the Athenians, who quaestor in Macedonia, the same vear in which Cicero
came against him with an army of 30,000 men and a was born (106
B.C.).
Pliny relates (7, 51) that he
deet of 200 ships, and was closely besieged in Lamia, had
every year a fever on the day of his birth, and
a town of Thessaly. But Leosthenes, the Athenian that, without ever
experiencing any other complaint,
commander, having been mortally wounded under the he attained to a very advanced age. Some of his
walls of the
received
asepigrams remain, the greater part of which fall under
city, and Antipater having
sistance from Craterus, his son-in-law, the fortune of the class of
Boivin (Mem. de
epitaphs {emrvfi^ia).
the war was
The
Athenians
VAcad.
des Inscr., &c., vol. 3) states, that the
completely changed.
epiwere routed at Cranon, and
to submit at grams of this
poet are written in the Doric dialect ;
compelled
discretion.
the
their
were
allowed
to
retain
is
an
incorrect one, since some
remark, however,
rights
They
and privileges, but were
(SchoU, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 45 )
obliged to deliver up the ora- are in Ionic.
tors Demosthenes and
VII.
A
who
of
had
poet
Hyperides,
Thessalonica, who flourished towards
instigated
the war, and to receive a Macedonian
garrison into the the end of the last century preceding the Christian
have thirty-six of his epigrams
Munychia. Antipater was equally successful in re- era.
remaining.
Vlir. A native of Hierapolis.
He was tlie secreducing the other states of Greece, who were making
a noble struggle foi their freedom but he settled their
of
and
Praefect
of
Severus,
tary
Seplimius
Bithynia.
In He was the preceptor also of Caracalla and Geta, and
respective governments with much moderation.
conjunction with Craterus, he was the first who at- reproached the former with the murder of his brother.
Antipatria, a town of lllyricum, on the borders af
tempted to control the growing power of Perdiccas
and after the death of that commander he was invest- Macedonia.
It was taken and sacked by L.
Apustius^
ed with all his authority.
He exercised this jurisdic- a Roman officer detached by the consul Sulpicius to
tion over the other governors with unusual fidelity, ravage the territory of Philip, in the
breaking out of
and died in the 80th year the war against that prince. (Lit?., 31, 27 )
integrity, and impartiality,
At his death, he left his son
of his age, B.C. 319.
Antip.Xtris, or Capharsaba, a town of Palestine,
Cassander in a subordinate station appointed Poly- situate in Samaria, near the coast, southeast of ApolIt was rebuilt by Herod the Great, and called
sperchon his own immediate successor and recom- lonias.
mended him to the other generals as the fittest person Antipatris, in honour of his father Antipater. (Joseph.,
to preside in their councils.
Antipater received a B.J., 16, 1, A.— Id., Ant., 16, 5, and 3, 15.) The
learned education, and was the friend and disciple of city still existed, though in a dilapidated state, in the
to
have
Its site is at presHe appears
Aristotle.
possessed very emi- time of Theophanes (8th century).
nent abilities, and was peculiarly distinguished for his ent unknown the modern Arsuf does not coincide
It was a saying with this
place, but rather with ApoUonias.
(Manvigilance and fidelity in every trust.
of Philip, father of Alexander, "I have slept soundly, nert, vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 271, seqq.)
of
I.
a
comic
for Antipater has been awake."
Rhodes, Smyrna,
Antiphanes,
(^Justin, 11, 12, 13,
poet
&c. Diod., 17, 18, &c.) n. The Idumaean, was the or Carystus, was born B.C. 408, of parents in the low
father of Herod the Great, and was the second son of condition of slaves.
This most prolific writer (he is
He embraced the party said to have composed upward of three hundred draAniipas, governor of Idumaea.
of Hyrcanus against Aristobulus, and took a very ac- mas), notwithstanding the meanness of his origin, was
tive part in the contest between the two brothers re- so popular in Athens, that on his decease a decree was
Aristob- passed to remove his remains from Chios to that city,
specting the oflSce of high-priest in Judaea.
ulus at first, however, succeeded ; but when Pom- where they were interred with public honours.
(Suu
Theatre of the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 183.)-—
pey had deposed him and restored Hyrcanus to the das, s. V.
soon became the chief II. A statuary of Argos, the pupil of Pericletns. one
pontificial dignity, Antipater
He flourdirector of affairs in Judaea, ingratiated himself with of those who had studied under Polycletus.
.Several works of this artist
the Romans, and used every effort to aggrandize his ished about 400 B.C.
effectual
to
He
aid
Caesar are mentioned by Pausanias (10, 9).
He formed
own family.
gave very
and he made
in the Alexandrean war, and the latter, in return, made statues of the Dioscuri and other heroes
and
of
Juda?a.
of
citizen
imitation
the
horse
said to
Roman
In
also
a
brazen
in
a
him
horse,
procurator
this latter capacity he exerted himself to restore the have been constructed by the Greeks before Troy.
ancient Jewish form of government, but was cut off The inhabitants of Argos sent it as a present to Delof the high-priest
having phi. Other imitations performed by this artist are
by a conspiracy, the brother
been bribed to give him a cup of poisoned wine, Jo- enumerated by Heyne. (Excurs., 3, ad JEn., 1.
been distinguished for piety, Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.) III. A poet of Macedonia
sephus makes him to have
and love of country. (Joseph., Ant. Jud., 14, nine of whose epigrams are preserved in the Antholojustice,
He flourished between 100 B.C. and the reign ot
III. A son of Cassander, ascended the throne of gy.
3.)
He disputed the crown with Augustus. (Consult Jacobs, Catal. Poet. Epig., s. v.)
Macedonia B.C. 298.
his brother Philip IV., and caused his mother ThesAntiphItes, a king of the Laestrygones, descended
salonica to be put to death for favouring Philip's side. from Lamus.
Ulysses, returning from Troy, came
The two brothers, however, reigned conjointly, not- upon his coasts, and sent three men to examine the
when
were
dethey
withstanding this, for three years,
country.
Antiphates devoured one of them, and purthroned by Demetrius Poliorcetes.
Antipater there- sued the others, and sunk the fleet of Ulysses with
his father- in- stones,
except the ship in which the hero himself was.
upon retired to the court of Lysimachus,
H^w, where he ended his days. {Justin, 26, 1.)— IV. (Od., 10, 81, seqq.)
;

—

—

We

;

;

;

;

:

—

—

—

;

—
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ANTIPHON.
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AntiphIli (oppidum), a town and harbour, accord*
on the Sinus Arabicus, in -^gyptus
»ng to Ptolemy,
Inferior.
Others, however, place it in ^Ethiopia, to
the north of Saba.
{Bisch. und MdU.,Wortcrb.,&c.,

work of Antiphon's on the Rhetorical Art, Ttxvri
f>7jTopLKri, and they remark that it was the oldest work
of the kind which means merely that Antiphon, as
has already been remarked, was the first that
applied

t.

the art in question to the business of the bar.

V.)

Antiphilus, I. a painter, born in Egypt, and mentioned by Quiniilian (12, 10) as possessing the greatest readiness in his profession, and compared by many
to the

;

make mention

Tliey
and even sixty, of
discourses held before the as-

also of thirty-five,

his discourses, that

is,

Apelles, Protogenes, and
twice alluded to in Pliny, with an

sembly of the people ()\,6yoL drjiiTjyopLKOi) judiciary
discourses (dt/cdvt/coi), &-c.
have fifteen harangues of Antiphon remaining, which are all of the

a panther's skin.
satyr, arrayed in

termed by Herrnogenes TMyoi ^oviKot, that is,
Twelve of
having reference to criminal proceedings.
them, however, are rather to be regarded as so many
studies, than discourses actually completed and pronounced.
Herrnogenes passes the following judgment upon Antiphon "He is clear in his expositions,

most eminent

artists,

He is
Lysippus.
enumeration of his most remarkable productions (35,
10 and 11). One of his pictures represented a boy
of the light on the
blowing the fire, with the effect
striboy's countenance and the surrounding objects
The subject of another and very
delineated.

kingly

famous piece was a

;

We

class

:

He

true in his delineation of sentiment, faithful to nature,

An

and, consequently, persuasive ; but he possesses not
these qualities to the extent to which they were carHis diction,
ried by the orators who came after him.
in
though often swelling, is nevertheless polished

flourished during the ages of Alexander the Great
and Ptolemy I. of Egypt. This makes him a conto Lucian, he
temporary of Apelles, whom, according
endeavoured to rival. {Sillig, Diet. Art , s. ?>.)— II.

architect, whose age and country are uncertain.
In connexion with Porhaeus and Megacles, he constructed, at Olympia, for the Carthaginians, a reposi-

—

Sillig,
(Pausan., 6, 19.
tory for their presents.
Diet. Art., s. V.)
Antiphon, I. a tragic poet, who lived at the court
of Dionysius the elder, and was eventually put to death

by the tyrant. Aristotle cites his Meleager, Androm— II. A native of Attica, born at
achcy and JoLson.
Rhamnus about 479 B.C. (Compare Spaan, de An4to. and Ruhnken, Distiphont., Lugd. Bat., 1765,
sert, de Antiph.—Orat. Gr., ed. Reiske, vol. 7, p. 795.)
He was the son of the orator Sophilus, who was also

He was a pupil
his preceptor in the rhetorical art.
also of Gorgias.
According to the ancient writers,
he was himself the inventor of rhetoric. Their meanhowever, in making this assertion, is simply as
Before his time, the Sicilian school had
but Antitaught and practised the art of speaking
ing,

follows

:

;

who knew how

:

wants vivacity and energy." The remains
of Antiphon are given in Reiske's edition of the Greek
Orators, in that of Bekker, Berol., 1823, 5 vols. 8vo,
and in that of Dobson, Lond., 1828, 16 vols. 8vo.
general,

it

Three of
Kara Trjg

his discourses,

1.

KaTtjyopia (pap/iaKeia^,

Ilepl tov 'HpuSov ^ovov: 3.
Tiepl TOV xopevTov, deserve the attention of scholars,
as giving an idea of the form of proceeding in Athens
fj,rjTpviag:

2.

{Schotl. Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.

in criminal
prosecutions.

—

Plutarch
II. A sophist of Athens.
202, seqq.)
and Photius, in speaking of the conversation which
Socrates had with this individual, and of which Xenophon {Mem. Socr., 1, 6) has preserved an account,
confound him with the orator of the same name.
Hermogenes ascribes to him a work on truth {irepl
'AXTjdeiag), of which Suidas cites a fragment (s. v.
'A(5e^rof), wherein the sophist speaks of the Deity.
2, p.

{Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p.

332.)

to apply this art to
to matters that were treated

Antiphos, brother of Ctymenus, and son of Ganyctor the Naupactian.
He and Ctymenus slew the poet

his art with great success, and gave instructions also
in a school of rhetoric which he opened, and in which

Hesiod, for a supposed connivance in an outrage per( Vid. Hesiodus.)
petrated upon their sister.
Antipolis, a city of Gaul, on the coast of the Mediterranean, southeast of the river Varus, built and
It is now Antibes.
colonized by the Massilians.

phon was the

first

and

judiciary eloquence,
before the assemblies of the people.
Thus, HermoForm. Or., 2, p. 498) says, that he was the
genes (de
inventor roij rvirov ttoXltikov.
Antiphon exercised

Thucydides formed himself. If reliance is to be placed on the statement of Photius, Antiphon put up
over the entrance of his abode the following inscrip" Here consolation is
tion
given to the afflicted."

{Strabo,

180.—7i.

ibid., p.

184.)

Antirrhium,, a promontory of ^tolia, so called
from its being opposite to Rhium, another point of
Achaia,
It was sometimes surnamed Molycricum,
He composed, for many, speeches to be delivered by from its vicinity to the town of Molycrium {Thucyd.,
accused persons, which the latter got by heart and 2, 86), and was also called Rhium ^tolicum {Polyb.,
This practice, which 5, 94). Here the Crisstean, or, as Scylax terms it,
also harangues for demagogues.
he was the first to follow, exposed him to the satire of the Delphic, Gulf properly commenced.
{Peripl., p.
He himself only spoke once in 14.) Thucydides states that the interval between the
the poets of the day.
for the purpose of defending him- two capes was barely seven stadia; the geographer
public, and this was
:

;

self against a

charge of treason.

the Peloponnesian war, frequently

The narrowness of the
Antiphon, during just quoted says ten stadia.
commanded bodies strait rendered this point of great importance for the
also, at his own ex- passage of troops to and from .^tolia and the Pelo-

of Athenian troops he equipped,
He had, moreover, the prinpense, sixty triremes.
which established at
cipal share in the revolution
of
the four hundred, of which
Athens the government
the
short duration of this
was
a
member.
he
During
oligarchy, Antiphon was sent to Sparta for the purThe ill- success of this
pose of negotiating a peace.
embassy overthrew the government at home, and Antiphon was accused of treason and condemned to
Phodeath.
According to another account, given
;

V

tius (Riblioth., 2, p. 486, ed. Bekker), whicD, liuwever,
is
wholly incorrect, Antiphon was put to death by
Dionysius of Syracuse, either for having criticised the

tragedies of the tyrant, or else for having hazarded an
Some one having
unlucky bonmot in his presence.
asked Antiphon what was the best kind of brass, he
replied, that of which the statues of Harmodius and
^The ancient writers cite a
Aristogiton were made.

—

On Antirrhium
ponnesus.
(Polyb., 4, 10 and 19.)
was a temple sacred to Neptune. The Turkish forof
the
site
Antirrhium, is
tress, which now occupies
known by the name of Roumelia. (Gell's Itiner., p.
293.)
Antissa, a city of Lesbos, between the promontory
the RoSigeum and Methymne. Having offended
inhabimans, it was depopulated by Labeo, and the
It was afterward
tants were removed to Methymne.
been insulated by an
rebuilt, and is supposed to have
arm of the sea from the rest of the island. Hence the
name Antissa, it being opposite to Lesbos, whose more
ancient

name was

—

Issa.

{Plin., 5, 31.

—

Id., 2, 91.

—

219.— Eustath., ad
45, 2\.
LycophTon, v.
Horn., n., 2. 129.)
,
^.,
^
^
^
,
Antisthenes, an Athenian philosopher, founder of
of a Phrygian or
the Cynic
sect, bom about 420 B.C.,
^
Lit).,

.
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ANTISTHENES.
In his youth he was engaged in
acquired fame by the valour
His first
in
the battle of Tanagra.
he
which
displayed
studies were under the direction of the sophist Gorgias,
who instructed him in the art of rhetoric. Soon growing dissatisfied with the futile labours of this school,
he sought for more substantial wisdom from Socrates.
Captivated by the doctrine and the manner of his new
master, he prevailed upon many young men, who had
been his fellow-students under Gorgias, to accompany
him.
So great was his ardour for moral wisdom, that,
though he lived at the Piraeus, he came daily to Athens

Thracian mother.

raihtary exploits, and

This doctrine of God, therefore, was con
nected with his ethical opinions, by indicating the
conditions
of a happy hfe.
It led him, howphysical
ever, to deviate from Socrates, and to declare that, in
all things.

opposition to the vulgar polytheism, there is but one
natural God, but many popular deities ; that God cannot be known or recognised in any form or figure,
since he is like to nothing on earth.
Hence undoubtedly arose his allegorical explanation of mythology,
and his doubts respecting the demoniac intimations of

Towards the close of his hfe, the gloomy
mind and the moroseness of his temper into attend upon Socrates.
Despising the pursuits of creased to such a degree, as to render him troublesome
avarice, vanity, and ambition, Socrates sought the re- to his friends, and an object of ridicule to his enemies.
ward of virtue in virtue itself, and declined no labour Antisthenes wrote many books, of which none are exThis noble con- tant except two declamations under the names of
or suffering which virtue required.
These were published in the colsistency of mind was the part of the character of Soc- Ajax and Ulysses.
and he re- lection of ancient orators by Aldus, in 1513 by H.
rates which Antisthenes chiefly admired
it
imitation.
the object of his diligent
solved to make
Stephens, in 1 575 ; and by Canter, as an appendix to
While he was a disciple of Socrates, he discovered his edition of Aristides, printed at Basle in 15G6.
his propejisity towards severity of manners by the For some remarks on the Cynic sect, vid. the article
meanness of his dress. He frequently appeared in a Diogenes. {Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1,
Socrates.
cast of his

;

;

—

threadbare and ragged cloak.
Socrates, who had great p. 299, seqq.—Ritter's Hist. Anc. Phil, vol. 2, p.
penetration in discovering the characters of men, re- 108, seqq., Oxford trans.)
Antistius Labeo, a distinguished lawyer in the
marking that Antisthenes took pains to expose, rather
than to conceal, the tattered state of his dress, said to reign of Augustus, who, in the spirit of liberty, frehim, ""Why so ostentatious 1
Through your rags I quently spoke and acted with great freedom against
While Plato and other disciples of the emperor. According to most commentators, Horsee your vanity."
Socrates were, after his death, forming schools in ace {Serm., 1, 3, 82), in order to pay his court to the
Athens, Antisthenes chose for his school a public place monarch, salutes Labeo with the appellation of mad
of exercise without the walls of the city, called the {Labeone insanioTy &.c.).
But it has been well obCynosarges, whence some writers derive the name of served, in opposition to this, that, whatever respect the
Others suppose poet had for his emperor, we never find that he treats
the sect of which he was the founder.
Nor can we well
that his followers were called Cynics from the habits the patrons of liberty with outrage.
of the school, which, to the more refined Athenians, imagine that he would dare thus cruelly to brand a
Here he man of Labeo's abilities, riches, power, and employappeared those of dogs rather than of men.
inculcated, both by precept and example, a rigorous dis- ments in the state, and to whom Augustus himself had
his
order
to
own
manners offered the consulship. Bentley, Wieland, Wetzel,
In
accommodate
cipline.
to his doctrine, he wore no other garment than a coarse and other critics are of opinion, therefore, that this incloak, suffered his beard to grow, and carried a wallet dividual cannot be the one to whom Horace alludes,
and staff like a wandering beggar. Undoubtedly this but that he refers to some other personage of the day,
was nothing more than an expression of opposition to whose history has not come down to us. Bentley even
his wish
the gradually increasing luxury of the age
goes so far as to suggest Labieno for Labeone in the
and object being to bring men back to their original text of Horace, and cites Seneca in support of his conThus he set himself jecture {Prcef., ad lib., 5, Controv.), according to
simplicity in life and manners.
directly against the tendency and civilization of his whom, Labienus was a public speaker of the day, so
age, as is clear from many of his sayings, which are noted for the freedom of his tongue as to have received
And al- the name of Rabienus in derision. Heindorff, howtinctured at once with bitterness and wit.
though this was scarcely more than a negative resist- ever, thinks that Horace may here actually refer t
ance, yet, as he obstinately placed himself in opposition Antistius Labeo, not for the reason given by some of
to the circumstances in which he lived, and to the ad- the commentators, but in allusion to his earlier years,
vancing progress of science, his position must naturally and to a violent and impetuous temperament which
have reacted upon the feelings of his contemporaries he may have at that time possessed {ad Horat., L. c).
towards himself.
Antitaurus, a chain of mountains, running from
consequently find that his school
met with little encouragement, and this so annoyed Armenia through Cappadocia to the west and southfew
the
scholars
he
he
drove
had.
that
west.
It connects itself with the chain of Mount Tauhim
away
Diogenes of Sinope, who resembled him in character, rus, between Cataonia and Lycaonia. {Vid. Taurus
and Parvadres.
is said to have been the only one that remained with
Mannert, vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 5 )
him to his death. The doctrine of Antisthenes was
Antiom, a city of Italy, on the coast of Latium,
mainly confined to morals ; but, even in this portion about 32 miles below Ostia.
According to Xenagoras,
;

We

—

of philosophy, it is exceedingly meager and deficient,
a general defence
scarcely furnishing anything beyond
of the olden simplicity and moral energy, against the
luxurious indulgence and effeminacy of later times.
Instead, however, of being duly tempered by the Socratic moderation, Antisthenes appears to have been
carried to excess in his virtuous zeal against the luxury
of the age

;

unless

we

suppose, what

may perhaps be

true, that in many of the accounts which have come
down to us respecting him, his doctrine is painted in

With regard to his
colours.
may be observed that Antisthenes,

somewhat exaggerated
religious tenets,
in

it

accordance with the Socratic doctrine, maintained

that, in the universe, all is

so
ligence, from design,
who is the friend of -God.
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regulated by a divine intelto benefit the good man,

For the sage

shall

possess

.

a Greek writer quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus
(1, 73), the foundation of Antium is to be ascribed to
Solinus (c. 8) attributes it
Anthias, a son of Circe.
to Ascanius.
But, whatever may have been its oriat an
gin, there can be no doubt that Antium was,
early period, a maritime place of considerable note,
since we find it comprised in the first treaty made by
Rome Wl. Carthage {Polyb., 3, 22) ; and Strabo remarks (23i; that complaints were made to the Romans
by Alexander and Demetrius, of the piracies exercised
by the Antiates, in conjunction with the Tyrrhenians,
on theh subjects ; intimating that it was done with
Antium appears also to
the connivance of Rome.
have been the most considerable city of the Volsci ; it
was to this place, according to Plutarch, that Coriolanus retired after he had been banished from his coun-

ANT

ANT
'

and was here enabled

try,

to

form his plans of ven-

in conjunction with the Volscian chief Tullus
It was here, too, that, after his failare, he
Aufidius.
met his death from the hands of his discontented al-

geance

I

Antium was taken

time by the conthe year
sul
This circumit received a Roman colony
following
stance, however, did not prevent the Antiates from revolting frequently, and joining in the Volscian and
Dion. Hal., 10, 21), till they
Latin wars (Liv 6,
were finally conquered in a battle near the river AsIn consequence
tura, with many Latin confederates.
of this defeat, Antium fell into the hands of the victors,
when most of its ships were destroyed, and the rest removed to Rome by Camillus. The beaks of the former
were reserved to ornament the elevated seat in the Forum of that city, from which orators addressed the peowas thenceforth
ple, and which, from that circumstance,
Flor.,
{Liv., 8, 14.
designated by the term rostra.
Antium now received a fresh
Plin., 34, 5.)
1, 11.
for the first

T. Quintius Capitolinus, A.U.C. 286, and

6—

,

—

—

supply of colonists, to whom the rights of Roman citFrom that period it seems to
izens were granted.
have enjoyed a state of quiet till the civil wars of Marius

and

when

Sylla,

But

it

was nearly destroyed by

the

rose again from its ruins during the
empire, and attained to a high degree of prosperity
and splendour since Strabo reports, that in his time
it was the favourite resort of the
emperors and their

former.

it

;

court {Strab., 232), and we know it was here that Augustus received from the senate the title of Father of
his Country.
{Suet., Aug., 50.) Antium became successively the residence of Tiberius and Caligula it was
also the birthplace of Nero {Suet., Ner., 6), who, having
recolonized it, built a port there, and bestowed upon it
various other marks of his favour.
Hadrian is also said
to have been particularly fond of this town. {Philostrat.,
There were two temples of
Vit. Apoll. Tyan.,8, 8.)
one sacred to Fortune, the other
celebrity at Antium
;

;

to ^sculapius.

{Horat.,

Ep., 5, l.—Val. Max.,

1,

35,

1.

— Martial,

Od.,

1,

8.)

The famous Apollo

Belvidcre, the fighting gladiator, as it is termed, and
other statues discovered at Antium, attest also
its former
The site of the ancient city
magnificence.

many

is sufficiently marked by the name of Porto d'Anzo
attached to its ruins.
But the city must have reached
as far as the modern town of Netiuno, which derives
its name probably from some ancient
temple dedicated

to Neptune.

{Cramer's Ancient

Italy, vol. 2, p. 86,

'

;

;

It
appeared like a vast square tower, with four other
towers at the comer
three of them between 80 and
90 feet high that at the corner next to the temple,
above 120. This famous structure was taken by Titus, and its fall was the prelude to the capture of the
Mil{Joseph., Bell. Jud., 5, 15.
city and temple.
:

:

—

man's History of the Jews, vol. 3, p. 21.)
Antoninus, I. Pius (or Titus Aurelios Fulvids
BoiONius Antoninus), was born at Lanuvium in Italy,
A.D. 86, of a highly respectable family. He was first

made

proconsul of Asia, then governor of

Antonia lex,

A

I.

was enacted by Marc Antony, when

U.C. 708.

consul,
abrogated the lex Alia, and
renewed the lex Cornelia, by taking away from the
people the privilege of choosing priests, and restoring
It

to the college of priests, to

—

which

it

originally be-

II. Another
{Cic., Phi., I, 9.)
longed.
by the same,
A.U.C. 703. It ordained that a new decuria of judges should be added to the two former, and that they
should be chosen from the centurions.
III. Another
by the same. It allowed an appeal to the people, to
those who were condemned de majeslate, or of perfidious measures against the state.
Cicero calls this
IV. Another by the same,
the destruction of all laws.
It made it a capital offence to
during his triumvirate.
propose, ever after, the election of a dictator, and for
to
of
the office.
any person
accept
{Appian, de Bell.

—

—

Civ., 3.)

Antonia,

I.

the

name

of two celebrated

Roman

one patrician, the other plebeian. They
both pretended to be descendants of Hercules.
II. A
She married
daughter of Marc Antony, by Octavia.
Domitius JEnobarbus, and was mother of Nero and
two daughters. {Tacit., Ann., 4, 44.) III. A daughter of Claudius and -^lia Petina.
She was of the
family of the Tuberos', and was repudiated for her
Nero wished after this to marry her, but, on
levity.
laer refusal, caused her to be
put to death. {Suet., Vit.
families, the

—

—

Italy,

and

in

A.D. 120, consul; in all which employments he displayed the same virtue and moderation that afterward
When Hadistinguished him on the imperial throne.
drian, after the death of Verus, determined

upon the

adoption of Antoninus, he found some difficulty in persuading him to accept of so great a charge as the adThis reluctance
ministration of the Roman empire.
being overcome, his adoption was declared in a council of senators ; and in a few months afterward he succeeded by the death of his benefactor, who had caused
him, in his turn, to adopt the son of Verus, then seven
years of age, and Marcus Annius, afterward Aurelius,
a kinsman to Hadrian, at that time of the age of seventeen.
The tranquillity enjoyed by the Roman em-

under the sway of Antoninus affords few topics
and, in respect to the emperor himself, his
whole reign was one display of moderation, talents,
and virtues. The few disturbances which arose in different parts of the empire were easily subdued by his
lieutenants and in Britain, the boundaries of the Roman province were extended by building a new wall to
the north of that of Hadrian, from the mouth of the
pire

for history

seqq.)

it

Germauicus, Caligula's father Claudius the emperor;
and Livia Drusilla. Her husband died very early, and
she never would marry again, but spent her time in the
education of her children.
Caligula conferred on her
the same honours that Tiberius had bestowed upon
Livia, but is thought to have cut her off subsequently
by poison. {Suet., Cal, 15 et 23.)—V. {Turri$)^
fortress of Jerusalem, founded by Hyrcanus, and enlarged and strengthened by Herod, who called it AnIt stood alone on a
tonia, in honour of Marc Antony.
high and precipitous rock, at the northwest angle of
the temple.
The whole face of the rock was fronted
with smooth stone for ornament, and to make the ascent so slippery as to be impracticable.
Round the
top of the rock there was first a low wall, rather more
than five feet high.
The fortress itself was 70 feet in
It had
height the rock on which it stood, 90 feet.
of a sumptuous palace,
and
convenience
every luxury
or even of a city
spacious halls, courts, and baths.
;

^

lies.

—

IV. A daughter of Marc Antony, and ihe
Ner., 35.)
wifV of Drusus, who was the son of Livia and brother
of Tiberius.
She became mother of three children,

;

;

Esk to that of the Tweed. On the whole, the reign
and he was
of Antoninus was uncommonly pacific
;

and
protect the Roman people
advance their welfare. Under his reign the race of
informers was altogether abolished, and, in consequence, condemnation and confiscation were proporleft at leisure fully to

in

Though distinguished for economy
tionably rare.
the distribution of the public revenues, he was conscious, at the same time, of the necessity of adequateof magnificence and utility ;
ly promoting public works
and it is thought that Nismes, whence his family orito him for tne amphitheaginally came, was indebted
tre and aqueduct, the remams of whicn so amply tesHis new decrees were
tify thefr original grandeur.
and if
for their morality and equity
all
distinguished

;

his rescrfpt in favour of the Christians, addressed to

the people of Asia Minor, be authentic (and there is
in its favour), no better proof of his
on the great point of religious
and

much argument
philosophy

justice,

can well be afforded. The high reputation
bv Antoninus for virtue and wisdom gave
acquired
^
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ANTONINUS.
him great

Roman

influence, even beyond the bounds of the
and neighbouring monarchs spontaempire

the deliverance of the emperor and his army from imminent danger, by a victory' over the Quadi, in conse-

;

made him the arbiter of their differences. quence of an extraordinary storm of rain, hail, and
life was
frugal and modest, and in his lightning, which disconcerted the barbarians, and was,
mode of living and conversing he adopted that air of by the conquerors, regarded as miraculous. The emneously

'

His private

equality and of popular manners which, in men of
Too
high station, is at once so rare and attractive.
much indulgence to an unworthy wife (Faustina) is
the only weakness attributed to him, unless we include
a small share of ridicule thrown upon his minute exactness by those who are ignorant of its value in comHe died A.D. 161, aged seventyplicated business.
three, having previously married Marcus Aurelius to
his daughter Faustina, and associated him with himself in the cares of government.
His ashes were deposited in the tomb of Hadrian, and his death was lamented throughout the empire as a public calamity.
The sculptured pillar erected by Mwcus Aurelius and
the senate to his memory, uncler the name of the Antonine column, is still one of the principal ornaments
of Rome. {Gorton's Biogr. Diet., vol. 4, p. 87, seqq.)

—

II.

Marcus Annius Aurelius, was bom at Rome
Upon the death of Ceionius Commodus,

A.D. 121.

Emperor Hadrian turned his attention towards
Marcus Aurelius but he being then too young for an
early assumption of the cares of empire, Hadrian
adopted Antoninus Pius, on condition that he in his
turn should adopt Marcus Aurelius.
His father dying
early, the care of his education devolved on his paternal grandfather, Annius Verus, who caused him to rethe

;

peror and the Romans attributed the timely event to
Jupiter Tonans ; but the Christians affirmed that God
granted this favour on the supplications of tlje Christian soldiers in the

Roman

army,

who

are said lo bav«

composed the twelfth or Meletine legion and, as a
mark of distinction, we are informed by Eusebius that
;

they received from an emperor

who persecuted

Chris-

of the "Thundering Legion."
tianity the title
this account, not of a fact, but of th'e cause of one,
that of such a nature as no

determine, was made

Yet
and

human testimony can ever

the subject of a controversy, in

the early part of the last century, between Moyle and
the eccentric Whiston, the latter of whom elaborately
The date
supported the genuineness of the miracle.
is fixed by Tillemont in A.D. 174.
The
general issue of the war was, that the barbarians were
repressed, but admitted to settle in the territories of
the empire as colonists ; and a complete subjugation
of the Marcomanni might have followed, had not the
emperor been called off by the conspiracy of Avidius

of this event

Cassius, who assumed the purple in Syria.
usurper was quickly destroyed by a conspiracy

This

among

own ofllicers ; and the clemency shown by the emAfter the
peror to his family was most exemplary.
suppression of this revolt, he made a progress through
ceive a general education ; but philosophy so early be- the East, in which journey he lost hi.s wife Faustina,
came the object of his ambition, that he a.ssumed the daughter of Antoninus Pius, a woman as dissolute as
The she was beautiful, but whose irregularities he never
philosophic mantle when only twelve years old.
species of philosophy to which he attached himself seems to have noticed a blindness or insensibility that
was the stoic, as being most connected with morals has made him the theme of frequent ridicule. While
and the conduct of life ; and such was the natural on this tour he visited Athens, added greatly to its
sweetness of his temper, that he exhibited none of the privileges, and, ,like Hadrian, was initiated in the
His return to Rome did not
pride which sometimes attended the artificial eleva- Eleusinian Mysteries.
This was the more re- take place until after an absence of eight years, and
tion of the stoic character.
his

;

markable, as all the honour and power that Antoninus
could bestow upon him became his own at an early
period, since he was practically associated with him

m

On

the administration of the empire for many years.
his formal accession to the sovereignty, his first

act was of a kind which at once proved his great disinterestedness, for he immediately took Lucius Verus
as his colleague, who had indeed been associated with

him by adoption, but who, owing

to his defects and
vices, had been excluded by Antoninus from the sucat
his
the
senate had concession, which,
instigation,
fined to Marcus Aurelius alone.
Notwithstanding
their dissimilarity of character, the two emperors reigned conjointly without any disagreement. Verus took
the nominal guidance of the war against the Parthians,
which was successfully carried on by the lieutenants
under him, and, during the campaign, married Lncilla,

was in the highest degree popular and
After remaining in the capital for nearly
two years, and .effecting several popular reforms, he
was once more called away by the necessity of checking the Marcomanni, and was again successful, but
fell ill, at the expiration of two years, at Vindobona,
now Vienna. His illness arose from a pestilential disand it cut him off
ease which prevailed in the army
in the 59th year of his age, and 19th of his reign.

his reception

splendid.

;

His death occasioned universal mourning throughout
Without waiting for the usual decree on
the empire.
the occasion, the Roman senate and people voted him

god by acclamation ; and his image was long afterward regarded with peculiar veneration. Marcus Aurelius, however, was no friend to the Christians, who
were jpersecuted during the greater part of his reign ;
an anomaly in a character so universally merciful and
The reign of Marcus clement, that may be attributed to an excess of pathe daughter of his colleague.
Aurelius was more eventful than that of Antoninus. gan devotion on his part, and still more to the influBefore the termination of the Parthian war, the Mar- ence of the sophists by whom he was surrounded. In
comanni and other German tribes began those disturb- all other points of policy and conduct he was one of
ances which more or less annoyed him for the rest of the most excellent princes on record, both in respect
his life.
Against these foes, after the termination of to the salutary regulations he adopted and the tempef
hostilities with Parthia, the two emperors marched
with which he carried them into practice.
Comparel
but what was effected during three years' war and ne- with Trajan or Antoninus Pius, he possibly fell shor;
and
the
until the death of Verus, is little known.
of the manly sense of the one,
simple and ungotiation,
The sudden decease of that unsuitable colleague, by an ostentatious virtue of the other philosophy or scholarapoplexy, restored to Marcus Aurelius the sole domin- ship on a throne always more or less assuming the apThe emppror was also himself
ion and for the next five years he carried on the Pan- pearance of pedantry.
nonian war in person, without ever returning to Rome. a writer, and his "Meditations," composed in the
During these fatiguing campaigns he endured all the Greek language, have descended to posterity. They
in the spirit
hardships incident to a rigorous climate and a military are a collection of maxims and thoughts
of the stoic philosophy, which, without much connexlife, with a patience and serenity which did the highFew of the particular ion or skill in composition, breathe the purest sentiest honour to his philosophy.
Marcus Aurelius
actions of this tedious warfare have been fully descri- ments of piety and benevolence.
bed ; although, owing to conflicting religious zeal, one left one son, the brutal Commodus, and three daughof them has been exceedingly celebrated.
This was ters. Among the weaknesses of this good emperor.
150
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;

;
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his too great consideration for his son
of the most striking ; for although he

deemed one Mannert supposes it to be the same with the ruined
was unremit- city of Uran Schar, mentioned by Niebuhr (vol. 2, n
'

is

were acting in his endeavours to reclaim him, they
companied by much erroneous indulgence, and espeand
to
titles
elevation
cially by an early and ill-judged
honours, which uniformly operate injuriously upon a

390).

The best edition of the
base and dissolute character.
Meditations of Antoninus is that of Gataker, Cantab.,

first

Antonius, I. M. Antonius Gnipho, a native of Gaul,
Greek literature at Alexandrea, where he
was educated, and in Latin literature at Rome. He
instructed in

gave instruction in grammar at this latter city,
mansion of Julius Cssar, who was
Afterward he opened a school at
1652, 4to.
(Gorton's Biogr. Diet., vol. 1, p. 88.)— then very young.
Vid. Caracalla.
IV. Two his own residence, where he also professed rhetoric.
III. 13assianus Caracalla.
works have come down to us, styled Itineraria Anto- Cicero attended his lectures when prsetor. Gnipho
Acniniy which may be compared to our modern books of left a work on the Latin tongue, in two volumes.
routes.
They give merely the distances between cording to Suetonius {de Illustr. Gramm., 7), he never
places, unaccompanied by any geographical remarks. stipulated with his pupils for any fixed compensation,
One gives the routes by land, the other those by sea. and hence obtained the more from their liberality.
They have been supposed by some to be the produc- The same writer informs us that he did not live beII. Marcus Antonius, a Roman
tions of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, while others yond his 50th year.
assign them to a geographical writer named Antoni- orator, and the niost truly illustrious of the Antonian
Both these opinions are family, flourished about the middle of the seventh cennus, whose age is unknown.
in the paternal

—

—

After rising successively through the
tury of Rome.
various offices of the commonwealth, he was made
consul in the year of the city 655, and then governor
of Cilicia, in quality of proconsul, where he performed

It is more than probable, that the
question were originally compiled in the cabinet of some one of the Roman emperors, perhaps that
of Augustus, and were enlarged by various additions
made during successive reigns, according as new

evidently incorrect.

works

in

routes or

stations

Some

were established.

so many valorous exploits that a public triumph was
decreed to him.
In order to improve his talent for
eloquence, he became a scholar to the most able men
in Rhodes and Athens.
He was one of the greatest

critics,

however, dissatisfied with this mode of solving the
question, have sought for an ancient writer, occupied
with pursuits of an analogous nature, to whom the auThey
thorship of these works might be assigned.
find two ; and their suffrages, consequently, are divided
between them. The first of these is Julius Honorius,
a contemporary of Julius Caasar's, of whose produc" Extions we have a few leaves remaining, entitled,

orators

who
it

among

the

Romans

in the early part

was owing

quence

to

to

him

Greece.

;

of his

that

and, according to Cicero,
was a contemporary,

life

Rome became

The same

a

rival in elo-

great authority has

given us the character of his oratory, from which it
appears that earnestness, acuteness, copiousness, and
The variety formed his distinguishing qualities and that
cerpta, qua ad Cosmographiam pertinent."
other writer is a certain .^thicus, surnamed Ister, a he excelled as much in action as in language.
By
Christian of the fourth century, to whom is attributed his worth and abilities he had rendered himself dear to
a work called " Cosmographia," which still exists. the most illustrious characters of Rome, when he fell
Manicrt declares himself unconditionally in favour of a sacrifice in the midst of the bloody confusion excited
.^thicus. {Introd. ad Tab. Pent., p. 8, seqq) Wes- by Marius and Cinna.
Taking refuge at the house of
The best edition of the Itinera- a friend from their relentless proscription, he was acseling is undecided.
ries is that of Wesseling, Amst
1735, 4to.
(SchoU, cidentally discovered and betrayed to Marius, who imHist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 258, seqq.)-rY. Liberalis, mediately sent an oflRcer, with a band of soldiers, to
It was
a mythological writer, supposed to have lived in the bring him the orator's head.
brought accordage of the Antonines, and to have been a freedman of ingly and that sanguinary leader, after making it the
one of them. He has left us a work entitled Mera- subject of his brutal ridicule, ordered it to be stuck
" A Collection of Metamorupon a pole before the rostra, and, on the whole, treat{j.op<j>ijae(JV 'Lvvayuyrj,
phoses," in forty-one chapters a production of con- ed it as Marc Antony, the worthless grandson of Ansiderable interest, from the fragments of ancient poets tonius, treated the head of (yicero.
This event occontained in it.
An idea of the nature of the work curred B.C. 87. He left two sons, Marcus, surnamed
may perhaps be formed from the following titles of Creticus, and Caius, both of whom discredited their
some of the chapters Ctcsylla, the Meleagrides, parentage
(Cic.,de 0>at., 1, 24.— 7<i. ihid., 2. 1.—
Ernesti, Clav.
Cragaleus, Lamia, the Emathides, and many others Gorton's Biosr. Diet., vol I, p. 90.
the
Heterceumena of Nicander; Hierax, Cie. Index Hist., s. v.) III. Marcus, surnamed Cretdrawn from
from
the
elder
of
son
the
orator.
was
He
JEgypius, Anthus, Aednn, &,c.,
Orni/hogo- icus,
guilty, while
nia of Boeus; Clinis from Simmias; Battus from the praetor, of great extortions in Sicily and other quarters,
Eoea of Hesiod Mctiocha and Menippa from Corin- having received the same commission which Pompey
There exists but a single MS. of Antoninus afterward obtained, for importing corn and exterminana, &.C.
He afterward invaded Crete, without
Liberalis, which, after various migrations, has returned ting the pirates.
It has been decried by
to the library of Heidelberg.
any declaration of war, but was deservedly and shameThe best edition of this fully defeated, whence he obtained, in derision, the
Bast, in his Critical Epistle.
writer is that of Verheyk, Lugd. Bat
It surname of ('reticus.
IV. Caius, brother of the pre1774, 8vo.
does not, however, supply all the wants of the scholar; ceding, and son of the orator.
He bore arms under
and some future editor, by ascending to the sources Sylla, in the war against Mithradates,and raised such
whence Antoninus drew his materials, and taking for disturbances in Greece, that for this and other malhis model the labour bestowed by Heyne and Clavier practices he was afterward expelled from the senate
on Apollodorus, may have it in his power to supply us by the censors. Obtaining, however, the consulship
with an editio optima.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. with Cicero, at a subsequent period, through the aid
of Crassus and Ca'sar, he was appointed to head the
5, p. 44 )
A pretended attack of
Antomnopolis, a city of Mesopotamia, placed by forces sent
Catiline.
;

,

;

;

:

—

—

;

—

,

,

L'Anville on the northern confines of the country, but
more correctly, by Mannert, in the vicinity, and to the
northeast, of Charrae and Edessa.
{Mannert, Geogr.,
It is supposed to have been founded
vol. 5, p. 304.)
and
Severus
or
named
after the emperor
Caracalla,
by
Antoninus.
It was subsequently called Constantia,
from Constantino, who enlarged and strengthened it.

against
the gout, however, caused him to confide the anny of
the republic, on the day of battle, to his lieutenant
He was afraid, it seems, of meeting CatiPetreius.
concerned in the
line, with whom he had at first been
taunt him with unconspiracy, lest the latter might
He received, as proconsul,
pleasing reminiscences.
the province of Macedonia, by yielding which unto
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ANTONIUS.
Cicero had induced him to prove faithful to the
it with such extortion and vio; but he governed
lence, that he was tried, convicted, and sent into banishment.
V. Marcus, son of Anionius Creticus,

ANTONIUS.

Rhenus, where they came to an
agreement to divide all the provinces of the empire,
and the supreme authority, among themselves for five
years, under the name of triumvirs, and as reformers
grandson of the orator, and well known by the histori- of the republic with consular power. Thus was formcal title of the Triumvir.
The most horrid part of
Losing his father when ed the second triumvirate.
young, he led a very dissipated and extravagant life, the transaction was the cold-blooded proscription ol
before
he
had
assu- many of their friends and relatives, and Cicero's head
and wasted his whole patrimony
med the manly gown. He afterward went abroad to was given in exchange by Octavius for Antony's unlearn the art of war under Gabinius, who gave him the cle and for the uncle of Lepidus.
Octavius and Antocommand of his cavalry in Syria, where he signalized ny then passed into Macedonia, and defeated Brutus
his courage and ability in the restoration of Ptolemy, and Cassius at Philippi.
After this, the latter passed
He also distinguished himself on oth- over to the eastern provinces, where he lived for a
king of Egypt.
er occasions, and obtained high reputation as a com- time in great dissipation and luxury with the famous
mander.
From Egypt he proceeded to Gaul, where Cleopatra, at Alexandrea. Upon the death of his
he remained some time with Casisar, and the latter hav- wife Fulvia, he became reconciled to Octavius, against
ing furnished him with money and credit, he returned whom Fulvia had raised an army in Italy, for the purupon this to Rome, and succeeded in obtaining first pose, it is supposed, of drawing her husband away
the quaestorship, and afterward the office of tribune. from Cleopatra, and inducing him to come to the latIn this latter office he was very active for Caesar, but ter country.
Octavius gave Antony his sister Octafinding the senate exasperated against this commander, via in marriage, and a new division was made of the
he pretended to be alarmed for his own safety, and fled empire. Octavius had Dalmatia, Italy, the two Gauls,
in disguise to Caesar's camp.
Caesar, upon this, Spain, and Sardinia Antony all the provinces east of
marched immediately into Italy, the flight of the trib- Codropolis in Illyricum, as far as the Euphrates ;
a
unes giving him
On returning to the
plausible pretext for commencing while Lepidus received Africa.
Caesar, having made himself master of east, Antony once more became enslaved by the
operations.
of
the
charms
of
An
unsuccessful
During
Rome, gave Antony
Italy.
government
Cleopatra.
expedition
the civil contest, the latter proved himself on several against the Parthians ensued, and at last the repudiaoccasions a most valuable auxiliary, and, after the bat- tion of Octavia involved him in a new war with OctaThe battle of Actium put an end to this contle of Pharsalia, was appointed by Cajsar his master of vius.
After the death of Caesar Antony deliv- test and to all the hopes of Antony.
It was fought at
the horse.
hrni,

island of the river

state

—

;

ered a very powerful address over his corpse in the
forum, and inflamed to such a degree the soldiers and
populace, that Brutus and Cassius were compelled to
Antony now soon became powdepart from the city.

and began to tread in Capsar's footsteps, and
The arrival of Octavius
govern with absolute sway.
at Rome thwarted, however, his ambitious views.
The latter soon raised a formidable party in the senate, and was strengthened by the accession of Cicero
Violent quarrels then ensued between
to his cause.
Endeavours were made to recOctavius and Antony.
in vain.
but
oncile them,
Antony, in order to have
a pretence of sending for the legions from Macedonia,
prevailed on the people to grant him the government
of Cisalpine Gaul, which the senate had before conferred on Decimus Brutus, one of the conspirators
Matters soon came to an open rupagainst Caesar.
ture.
Octavius oflfered his aid to the senate, who accepted it, and passed a decree, approving of his conduct and that of Brutus, who, at the head of three lewas preparing to oppose Antony, then on his
gions,
march to seize Cisalpine Gaul. Brutus, not being
erful,

strong enough to keep the field against Antony, shut
himself up in Mutina, where his opponent besieged
The senate declared Antony an enemy to his
him.
The consuls Hirtius and Pansa took the
country.
field against him along with Octavius, and advanced
In the first ento Mutina in order to raise the siege.
had the advantage, and Pansa was
gagement, Antony
he
was
but
defeated
the same day
mortally wounded,
to his camp.
In a
by Hirtius as he was returning
was again vanquishsubsequent engagement, Antony
ed, his lines were forced, and Octavius had an oppor-

Hirtius being slain in
tunity of distinguishing himself,
the action, and the whole command devolving on the
former.
Antony, after this check, abandoned the siege

sea, contrary to the advice of

Antony's best officers,
and chiefly through the persuasion of Cleopatra, who
was proud of her naval force. She abandoned him in
the midst of the fight with her fifty galleys, and took to
This drew Antony from the battle and ruined
flight.
his cause.

Besieged, after this, in Alexandrea, by the
conqueror, abandoned by all his followers, and betrayed, as he thought, even by Cleopatra herself, he fell by
his own hand, in the 56th year of his age, B.C. 30.
The peculiar events connected with the life of Marc

Antony have given him a celebrity which one would
never have expected from his character.
Gifted with
some brilliant qualities, he possessed neither sufficient
of
to
nor
sufficient
soul
entitle
him to
strength
genius
be ranked among great men. Neither can he be ranked among men of worth, since he was always without
principle, immoderately attached to pleasure, and often
cruel.
And yet few men had more devoted friends
for many of his actions announced a
generosity of disposition far preferable to the cautious
prudence and cold policy of his rival Octavius. (P/uf.,
Vit. Ayit.)
VI. lulus, a son of Marc Antony and
Fulvia.
He stood high in the favour of Augustus,
and received from him his sister's daughter in marAfter having filled, however, some of the most
riage.

and partisans,

—

important offices in the state, he engaged in an intrigue
with Julia, the daughter of the emperor, and was put
to death by order of the latter.
According to Velleius
It
Paterculus (2, 100), he fell by his own hand.
a plot, along with the
had
formed
would appear that he
notorious female just mentioned, against the life of

(Compare Lips., ad Tacit., Ann., 1, 10.)
Acron informs us, in his scholia to Horace {Od., 4,2,
Augustus.
33). that

poem,

Antonius had distinguished himself by an epic
VII.
twelve books, entitled Diomcdeis.

in

—

Caius, a brother of Marc Antony.
Having fallen into
the hands of Brutus, his life was spared until that
commander heard of Cicero's end, when he was put to
death on the principle of retaliation. (Consult Erncsti.,
Clav. Cic, s. 77.)— Lucius, another brother of Marc

of Mutina, and crossed the Alps, in hopes of receiving
This was all that Octavius
succours from his friends.
wanted his intent was to humble Antony, not to dethat the republican party
stroy him, foreseeing plainly
would be uppermost, and his own ruin must soon en- Antony, who was consul A.U.C. 713. Having quarA reconciliation was soon effected between him relled with Octavius during his continuance in this ofsue.
and Antony, who had already gained an accession of fice, he was besieged in Perusia, and compelled to surThese three render. The conqueror spared his life, and he passed
strencrth by the junction of Lepidus.
leaders had an interview near Bononia, in a small the rest of his days in obscurity.
(Veil. PaUrc.^ 3
;

IfiB

I

AON
—

IX. Felix, a freed man of the Emperor Claudius,
X.
{Vid. Felix)
appointed governor of Judaea.
Musa, a celebrated physician in the time of Augustus.
Musa.) XI. Primus, a Roman commander
(Kit/.
74.)

—

—

were very influential in gaining the crown
He was also an able public speaker,
for Vespaaian.
and had a turn likewise for poetic composition, having
He was a friend of the
written numerous epigrams.
(Tac, Ann., 14, 40.— /rf.. Hist., 11,
poet Martial.

whose

efforts

86.)

AntorIdes,

a painter,

who

flourished, according to

Pliny (35, 10), about Olympiad 110.

Did.

{Sillig,

APA
— Ovid,

otia.

—

{Pausan., 9, 5.
Met., 3. 7, 10, 13
Virg.,G., 3, II.)
AoNi^, an epithet applied to the Muses, from
Mount Helicon in Boeotia, the earlier name of this
country having been Aonia.

AoRNOs, or AoRNis, a lofty rock in India, taken
by Alexander. It was situate on the Suastus, or ShThe Macedonians gave it the name of Aornos
the appella(aopvof) on account of its great height
tion implying that it was so high that no bird could
vat.

;

fly

4,

over

it

(a

priv. et 5pvig.

28.— Plut.,

— Curt.,

8, 11.

Alex.y—U. Another

Vit.

now

— Arrian,

in Bactriana,

Art., s. V.)

east of Zariaspa Bactria.

Anubis, an Egyptian deity, the offspring of Osiris,
and of Nephthys the sister and spouse of Typhon. He
inherited all the wisdom and goodness of his father,
but possessed the nature of the dog, and had also the
He accompanied Isis in her
head of that animal.
Jablonski (Pa/ith.
search after the remains of Osiris.
JEgypt., p. 19) derives the name from the Coptic
"
Nouh, gold." In this he is opposed by Champollion

on a high mountain called Nork-Koh, or the mountain

Aous, or Aeas, a river of Xllyria, now Voioussa,
which flowed close to Apollonia. It was said by the
ancients to rise in that part of the chain of Pindus to
which the name of Mount Lacmon was given. {He-

{Precis, p. 101, seqq.), who denies also the propriety
Plutarch says
of confounding Anubis with Hermes.
(de Is. el Os., p. 368 et 380), that some of the
understood
Anubis
the horizontal
writers
by
iSgyptian
circle which divides the invisible from the visible part
of the world.
Other writers tell us that Anubis pre-

Apama, I. wife of Seleucus Nicator, and mother of
Antiochus Soter. {Strab., 578 )— II. Sister of Antiochus Theos, married to Magas.
After her husband's death, she prevailed upon Antiochus to make

sided at the two solstitial points, and that two dogs
(or, rather, two jackals), living images of this god,
were supposed to guard the tropics along which the
sun rises towards the north or descends towards the
If this be correct, we must suppose two deian Anuhis, properly so called, the guardian of the
lower hemisphere and of the darker portion of the year,
and an Hermanitbis, the guardian of the luminous porOn the whole subtion and of the upper hemisphere.
and particularly on his nonject of Anubis, however,
identity with Thoth and Sirius, consult the learned
annotations of Guigniaut to Creuzer^s Symbolik (vol.

south.
ties,

851, scqq.).

2, pt. 2, p.

name

of Terracina.
{Vid.
La Cerda and others contend for the
Terracina.)
Greek derivation of the name, which makes Ju" the
beardless," to have been worpiter a^vpo^, or
shipped here ; and they maintain that, in conformity
with this, the name of the place should be written
Axur, as it is found on some old coins. Heyne, however, supposes the letter n to have been sometimes
omitted, in consequence of its slight sound.
{Heyne,
ad Virg., .-En.,^ 799, in Var. Lect.). "7
Anyta, a poetess of Tegea, who flourished about
300 B.C. She exercised the calling of Xprjcrfionoio^,
'^
maker of oracles," that is to say, she versified the
oracles of JEsculapius at Epidaurus.
have only
a few remains of her productions, namely, twenty epi-

Anxur,

the Volscian

We

grams, remarkable for their great simplicity.
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 70.)

Anytus, an Athenian demagogue, who,

{Scholl,

in conjunc-

and Lycon, preferred the charges
against Socrates which occasioned that philosopher's
condemnation and death. After the sentence had been
inflicted on Socrates, the fickle populace repented of
what had been done ; Melitus was condemned to death,
and Anytus, to escape, a similar fate, went into exile.
{jElian, V. H., 2, 13.)
AoN, a son of Neptune,

who

first

collected together

into cities, as is said, the scattered inhabitants of EuHence the name Aonians given to
boea and Boeotia.

the earlier inhabitants of Boeotia.

AoNEs, the

earlier inhabitants of Boeotia.

They,

On

jointly with the Hyantes, succeeded the Ecienes.
the arrival of Cadmus, the Hyantes took up arms to

oppose him, but were routed, and left the country on
The Aones, however, submitted,
the ensuing night.
and were incorporated with the Pha-nicians. The
Muses were called Aonia, from Mount Helicon in Boe-

U

rod., 9, 94.

and Livy,
nia.

—

Strab., 316.)

According

was navigable from

it

109.— Lit?.,

{Polyb., 5,

its

to Polybius
to Apollo-

mouth

24, 40.)

war against Ptolemy Philadelphus.

—

Wife of

III.

Prusias, king of Bithynia, and mother of
{Strab., 563.)

Nicomedes.

a city of Phrygia, built by Antiochus
of the ancient Cibotus, and called,
after his mother, Apama.
The name of the earlier

Apamea,

I.

Soter on the

site

place, Cibotus, is thought to have been derived from
KcSuTog, an ark or coffer, because it was the mart or
common treasury of those who traded from Italy and
Greece to Asia Minor. This name was afterward
It was situadded, for a similar reason, to Apamea.
ate above the junction of the Orgas and Maeander, and,
according to Mannert, is now called Aphiom Kara-

Hisar, or the black castle of opium, which drug is collected in its environs.
{Mannert, vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 120,
The more correct opinion, however, would
aeqq.)
seem to be in favour of Dinglarc or Decnare. {Pococke, Trav., vol. 3, p. 2, c. 15.

107, seqq.

—
seqq.)
p.

— Cramer's

Another

II.

Sinus Cianus.
flourished under

— Arundell,

Asia Minor,

Visit,

vol.

&c.,
5],

2, p.

in Bithynia, near the coast of the

was

and

originally called Myrlea,
this name, as an independent
It

city, for

several years, until it was taken and destroyed by Philwho ceded the territory to Prusias,
ip, father of Perses,
This prince rebuilt the
sovereign of Bithynia, his ally.

town, and called

The

563.)
called
c.

it

25.) —

lake.

Apamea,

ruins of

vol.

1,

It

six

209.

p.

Another

III.

after his queen.

Apamea

Modania, about

{Wheeler,

{Strab.,
are near the site now

hours

north
— Pococke,

of Broussa.
vol.

b.

3,

2,

Syria, at the confluence of
Marsyas, which form hero a small
in

was founded by Seleucus Nicator, and

after his wife.

It is

now Famieh.

Seleucus

called

is

said

have kept in the adjacent pastures 500 war- elephants. {Mannert, vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 463.)— IV. Another
in Mesopotamia, on the Tigris, in a district which lay
between the canal and the river, whence the epithet
Messene applied to this city, because it was in th©
midst of that small territory which is now called Digcl.
{Mannert, vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 271.) V. Another on the
It
confines of Media and Parthia, not far from Ragie.
to

—

was surnamed Raphane.

179.)_VI

{Vid. Aones.)

Telckan, situate

of silver.

the Orontes and

tion with Melitus

It is

Another

and Euphrates, now
p.

{Mannert,

vol. 5, pt. 2. p.

at the confluence of the Tigris
Koma. {Mannert, vol. 5, pt. 2,

361.)

Apatuuia, a festival at Athens, which received its
name, according to the common, but erroneous account,
from UTTUTV, deceit, because it was instituted (say the
this derivation) in
memory
etymologists who favour
of a stratagem by which Xanthus, king of Boeotia, was
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by Melanthus, king of Athens, upon the followwhen a war arose between ihe Bceotians
ing occasion
and Athenians about a piece of ground which divided
their territories, Xanthus made a proposal to the
killed

:

Atheniiin king to decide the point by single combat.
Thymceies, who was then on the throne of Athens, refused, and his successor Melanthus accepted the chalWhen they began the engagement, Melanthus
lenge.
exclaimed that his antagonist had some person behind
him to support him upon which Xanthus looked beFrom this suchind, and was killed by Melanthus.
cess, Jupiter was called u-aTj/vup, dtceiver ; and
;

Bacchus, who was supposed

Greek and

—

Latin a prtv. ec
pounds (i. e.,
pellis) is at variance with every principle of analogy,
and cannot for a moment be admitted.
half

half

Apelles, a painter in the age of Alexander the
Great, exalted by the united testimony of all antiquity
to the very highest rank in his profession, so that the
art of [lainting was sometimes termed " ars
Apcllea,^'
as by Martial (11, 9) and Statins
{Sylv., 1, 1, 100).
Ancient writers differ as to the country of Apelles.
Pliny (35, 10) and Ovid {A. A., 3, 401)
island of Cos ; Suidas contends for

mention the

while
Colophon
Strabo (642) and Lucian {Calum. nan tern cred., 2)
;

called 'M.£2.avaiylg, clothed in the skin of a black
Thus much for the commonly received derigoal.

notice him as an Ephesian.
The origin of this last
opinion, however, is sufficiently accounted for in the
remark of Suidas, who makes him to have been an

It is evident, howvation of the term 'ATrarovpta.
ever, that the word is compounded of either nar^p or
rruTpa, which expression varies, in its signification, be-

Ephesian by adoption merely. Another reason for his
being called by some an Ephesian. may be found in
the circumstance of his having been instructed at

tween yevog and (^parpia, and with the lonians coincided rather with the latter word. Whether it was
formed immediately from irarfip or ndrpa, is difficult
to determine on etymological grounds, on account of
the antiquity of the word
reasoning, however, from
the analogy of (^paTTjp or ^puTup, (pparopla and <l>pdTpa, the most natural transition appears to be TraTjjp

Ephtsus.

was

to

be behind Xanthus,

—

:

composition Tzarup), Tzaropio^ (whence rcarovpio^,
and, accordingly, the 'Anarovpca
pnarovpca), ndrpa
means a festival of the paternal unions, of the -KaTopiai,

(in

;

—

of the TTuTpai.
{Muller, Dorians, vol. 1, p. 95.)
The Apaturia was peculiar to the great Ionic race
The festival lasted three days the first day was called
dopneia, because suppers (dopTrot) were prepared for
all those who
belonged to the same Phratria. The
second day was called uvu^pvaig (utto tov uvu kpveiv),
because sacrifices were offered to Jupiter and Minerva,
and the head of the victim was generally turned up
towards the heavens. The third was called Kovuewrtf, from Kovpo^, a youth, because on that day it
was usual to enrol the names of young persons of both
sexes on the registers of their respective phratriae
the
enrolment of drjuoizoLrjTOL proceeded no farther than
that of assignment to a tribe and a borough, and, consequently, precluded them from holding certain offices
both in the state and priesthood. (Consult Wachsmuth, Gr. Ant., vol. 1, ^ 44.) The lonians in Asia
had also their Apaturia, from which, however. Colophon and Ephesus were excluded but exclusions of
this nature rested no more on strictly political grounds,
than did the right to partake in them, and the celebration of festivals in general.
A religious stigma was,
for the most part, the ground of exclusion.
( Wach
;

;

—

;

—

—

The

^ 22
Compare Herodotus, 1, 147.
authorities in favour of the erroneous etymology

from

uTzdri]

smuth,

vol. 1,

may be

found by consulting Fisrhtr, Ind.

—

ad Threophrasl. Characl s. v. ^kTzaTOvpia.
LarSchol Plat., ad
cker, ad Herod., Vit. Horn., c. 29.

—

,

Tim.,

p.

201,

Ruhn

— Ephoriken.—
fragm.,

ed.

,

Schol., Aristid., p. 118,

120, ed. Marx)
Apella, a word occurring in one of the satires of
Horace (1, 5, 100), and about the meaning of which a
Scaliger is
great difference of opinion has existed.
seqq., ed. Jebb.

p.

undoubtedly right in con.sidering it a mere proper name
of some well-known and superstitious Jew of the day.

same idea in his German version
" Das
of Horace's satires
glaub' Apella der Jud,

Wieland adopts

the

:

Bentley's explanation appears rather
" Judcsi habitahant trans
forced.
It is as follows
Trberim, ct multo maximam partem erant lihertini, ut
Apella autem
fatctur Philo in legatione ad Caium.
liber tinoruvn est nomen satis freqn ens in inscriptioniJudasus
bus vetustis.
Apella, quasi
Ttiique credat
tu dicas. credat superstitiosus aliquis Judaeus Transtibich

nicht !"

:

erinus."
{Ep. ad Mill., p. 520, ed. Lips.) As regards the opinion of those who make Apella a contemptuous allusion to the rite of circumcision, it is
sufficient to observe, that such a mode of forming com-
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And

{Tidken, ap.

Bdttig. Amalth., 3,

123.)

modern times, Titian is sometimes styled a
and RaVenetian, though born at Cadore in Friuli
phael a Roman, though his native place was Urbino.
There can be no question, however, as to the period
so, in

;

in which Apelles flourished, because it is
universally
admitted that Alexander the Great would not suffer
his portrait to be taken by any other artist.
Apelles
must have been engaged in his profession, according
to the most exact calculation, from about
Olymp. 107

to

Olymp 118

His instructers were Ephorus the

Ephesian, Pamphilus of Amphipolis, and Melanthius;
and when he became the pupil of these artists, he had
hitnself acquired

some

distinction by his paintings.
Athenaeus assigns him a
(Plut., Vit. Arat., 13.)
fourth instructer, named Arcesilaus (10, p. 420).
The

most important passage respecting Apelles occurs in
Plmy (35, 10), and this passage contains an enumeration of nearly all his productions.
One of the most
celebrated of these was the Venus Anadyomene, or
Venus rising from the waves, i, e., the sea-born.
This famous painting was subsequently placed by Auin the temple of Julius Caesar.
The lower part
of the picture becoming injured by time, no artist was
found who would venture to retouch it.
When it

gustus

was at last quite destroyed by age, the Emperor Nero
substituted for it another Venus from the pencil of
Dorotheus
The Venus Anadyomene was universally regarded as the masterpiece of Apelles.
{ProEt 3, 7, \\ ) A description of it is given in
Greek epigrams (Antip. Sidon., in Anlhol.
Planud., 4, 12, 178, &c.
Compare Ilgen, Opusc, 1,

pert.,

,

several

15, 34.)

—

Apelles

commenced another Venus,

repre-

sented in a sleeping state, foi* the Coans, which he
meant should surpass his previous effort; but he died
before completing it, having painted merely the head
and neck of the figure, which, according to Cicero,
were executed with the utmost skill. {Cic, Ep. ad

—

Another famous paintPlin., 35, 11.)
Fam., 1. 9.
ing of this artist's represented Alexander holding a
thunderbolt ; and Pliny says that the fingers which
grasped the bolt, as well as the bolt itself, appeared to
This picture was purchased
project from the canvass.
for twenty talents of gold, about $211,000. and hung

He painted
and, finding that his rivals in the art,
who contested the palm with him on this occasion,
were about to prevail through unfair means, he caused
his own piece and those of the rest to be shown to

up

in the

temple of Diana at Ephesus.

also a horse

;

some

horses, and these animals, fairer critics in this
men had proved to be, neighed at his paintThe name of Apelles, indeed, in Pliny, is
ing alone.
the synonyme of unrivalled and unattainable excel-

case than

lence ; but the enumeration of his works points out
the modification which we ought to a})ply to that suIt neither comprises exclusive sublimity of
periority.
invention, the most acute discrimination of character,
the widest sphere of comprehension, the most judiciout
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and best-balanced composition, nor the deepest pathos
his great prerogative consisted more in
of expression
the unison than in the extent of his powers ; he knew
better what he could do, what ought to be done, at
;

to the talents of the artist.
Having de&ired
the latter to paint a likeness of
Campaspe, one of hia
concubines, and distinguished for her beauty, the artist
became enamoured of her, and, on the monarch's dis-

homage

what point he could arrive, and what lay beyond his covering this, received her as a present from his hands.
Grace of conception and This same Campaspe, according to Pliny, served as
reach, than any other artist.
II. An
refinement of taste were his elements, and went hand the prototype for the Venus Anadyomene.
in hand with grace of execution and taste in finish
Silengraver on precious stones. (Bracci, tab. 27.

—

;

when
powerful and seldom possessed singly, irresistible
that he built both on the firm basis of the forunited
mer system, not on its subversion, his well-known
contest of lines with Protogenes irrefragably proves.
:

What those lines were, drawn
{Vid. Protogenes.)
with nearly miraculous subtlety in diflferent colours,
one upon the other, or, rather, within each other, it
would be equally unavailing and useless to inquire
but the corollaries we may deduce from the contest are
obviously these, that the schools of Greece recognised all one elemental principle ; that acuteness and
;

obedience of hand, form precision ;
fidelity of eye, and
that it is
precision, proportion ; proportion, beauty
"
the
little more or less," imperceptible to vulgar eyes,
which constitutes grace, and establishes the superiority
:

of one

that the knowledge of the
artist over another
degrees of things or taste presupposes a perfect knowlthat colour, grace,
edge of the things themselves
and taste are ornaments, not substitutes, of form, ex;

;

and character, and, when they usurp that
Such were the
degenerate into splendid faults.
principles on which Apelles formed his Venus, or,
rather, the personification of Female Grace, the wonder of art, tlie despair of artists ; whose outline baffled
every attempt at emendation, while imitation shrunk
from the purity, the force, the brilliancy, the evanescent
(Fuseli's Lectures, i., p. 62,
gradations of her tints.
seqq.)
Apelles, indeed, used to say of his contempopression,
title,

raries, that they possessed, as artists, all the requisite
qualities except one, namely, grace, and that this was

his alone.

On one occasion, when

contemplating a pic-

immense

labour, and in
which exactness of detail had been carried to excess,
"
he remarked,
Protogenes equals or surpasses me in
all
things but one, the knowing when to remove his
hand from a painting." Apelles was also, as is supSuch,
posed, the inventor of what artists call glazing
at least, is the opinion of Sir Joshua
Reynolds and
on
others.
Du
note
vol.
37,
3.)
(Reynolds
Fresnoy,

ture by Protogenes, a vvork of

The

ingredients probably employed by him for this
purpose are given by Jahn, in his Mcderei der Allen,
The modesty of Apelles, says Pliny, equalled
p. 150

—

his talents.

He acknowledged

the superiority of

Me-

lanthius in the art of grouping, and that of
Asclepiodorus in adjusting on canvass the relative distances of

Apelles never allowed a day to pass, however much he might be occupied by other matters,
without drawing one line at least in the exercise of his
art ; and from this circumstance arose the
proverb,
" nulla dies sine
linca," or. as it is sometimes given,
" nullum hodie lineam duxi" in
Greek, TTifiepov ovSeobjects.

fiiav ypa^jxtjv tjyayov.

He was

accustomed

also,

when

he had completed any one of his pieces, to expose it to
the view of passengers, and to hide himself behind it
remarks of the spectators. On
one of these occasions, a shoemaker censured the
painter for having given one of the slippers of a fig-

in order to hear the

ure a less number of ties, by one, than it ought to
have had. The next day the shoemaker, emboldened
by the success of his previous criticism, began to find
fault with a leg, when Apelles
indignantly put forth his
head, and desired him to confine his decisions to the
'*
ne supra creptdam judicarety
Hence arose
slipper,

" ne sutor ultra
saying.
rrepidam.^^
(Erasmus, Chil., p. 196.) Apelles is said to have
great suavity of manners, and to have been,
another

common

possessed
in consequence, a favourite of Alexander the Great
and the monarch, on one occasion, paid a remarkable
;

—

lig, Diet. Art., s. V.)

Apellicon, a peripatetic philosopher, bom at Teos,
Asia Mmor, and one of those to whom we owe the
The
preservation of many of the works of Aristotle.
Stagirite, on his deathbed, confided his works to Thehis
favourite
and
ophrastus,
pupil
Theophrastus, by
his will, left them to Neleus, who had them
conveyed
in

;

to Scepsis, in Troas, his native city.
of Neleus, his heirs, illiterate persons,

might

fall

into the

who was enriching,

After the death
fearing lest they

hands of the King of Pergamus,
way, his newly-established

in every

concealed the writings of Aristotle in a cave,
for more than 130 years, and
suffered greatly from worms and dampness.
At the
end of this period Apellicon purchased them for a
His wish was to arrange them in proper
high price.
order, and to fill up the lacunae that were now of frequent occurrence in the manuscripts, in consequence
of their neglected state.
Being, however, but little
versed in philosophy, and possessing .still less judghe
ment,
acquitted himself ill in this difEcult task, and
library,

where they remained

published the works of the Stagirite full of faults.
Subsequently, the library of Apellicon fell, among the
spoils of Athens, into the hands of Sylla, and was carried to

Rome, where

the

grammarian Tyrannion had

access to them.
From him copies were obtained by
Andronicus of Rhodes, which sei-ved for the basis of
his arrangement of the works of Aristotle.
Riiter
thinks that too much has been built upon this story.
On its authority it has even been pretended that the
works of Aristotle have reached us in a more broken
and ill-arranged shape than any other productions of
He thinks the story arose out of some lauantiquity.
datory commendations of the edition of Aristotle by
Andronicus, and that it is probable, not to say certain,
that there were other editions, of the respective merits
of which it was possible to make a comparison.
At
any rate, according to him, the acroamatic works of
Aristotle have not reached us solely from the library
of Neleus, and, consequently, it was not necessary to
have recourse merely to the restoration by Apellicon,

—

either to complete or retain the chasms resulting from
the deterioration of the manuscripts.
To return to
Apellicon, it is said that his large fortune, indeed, sup-

—

plied him abundantly with the means of gratifying his
passion for books ; but that, when they could not be
obtained in this way, he made no scruple of getting
possession of them by what deserves in plainness the
name of theft. Thus, he carried off from the archives
of the Athenians the original decrees of the people, and

was compelled

Apellicon is said
Probdefence of Aristotle
ably some needy author wrote it, and Apellicon purchased the paternity of the work. (Riiter, Hist. Anc.
to

to flee for the act.

have written a work

in

Phil., vol. 3, p. 24, scqq.)

Apenninus, a great chain of mountains, branching
Maritime Alps, in the neighbourhood of
Genoa, running diagonally from the Ligurian Gulf to

off from the

the Adriatic, in the vicinity of

Ancona

;

from thence

as far as
continuing nearly parallel with the latter gulf,
the promontory of Garganus, and again inclinnig to the
Mare Inferum. till it finally terminates in the promon(Po!yh , 2, 16.
tory of Leucopetra near Rhegium.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 5
Slrabo, 21 1.

—
—

—

Compare also the following poetic authorities Lncan^
2.396.— i2u/t/., llin., 2, il.—CIaudum., Paneg., 6.—.
:

Id.

Cons. Hon., 285.-

12, 703.)

Sil. Ital., 4.

The Apennines may be

742.— Virg.,

JEn.^
equal in length to

155

A PH
670

miles.

They are

into three parts

;

A P H

divided by

the Northern

modem

geographers

Apennines extend from

the neighbourhood of Urbino to the Adriatic
the
Central Apennines terminate near the banks of the
Sangro ; the Southern Apennines, situated at an
equal distance from the two seas, form two branches
near Muro ; the least important separates the territory
of Barri from that of Olranto ; the other, composed of
lofty mqjintains, traverses both Calabrias, and termiThe etymology of the name
nates near Aspromonte.
given to these mountains must be traced to the Celtic,
aad appears to combine two terms of that language
"a
nrarly synonymous, Alp or Ap,
high mountain," and
"
Penn, a summit." Some write the name Aposmnus
as
if
derived
from the circum(i. e., Alpes Poenins),
stance of Hannibal's having led his army over them,
Poenus meaning " Carthaginian." This etymology,
however, is altogether erroneous ; nor is it at all more
tenable when applied to the Pennine Alps.
;

—

Aper, I. Marcus, a Roman orator, who flourished
during the latter half of the first century of our era
He was a native of Gaul, but distinguished himself at
Rome by his eloquence and general ability. Aper is
one of the interlocutors in the dialogue on the causes
of the decline of oratory, which some ascribe to Tacitus, others

himself.

to Quintilian,

He

and others again

died A.D. 85.

to

c.

H. Flavins, supposed by some to
2, p. xxi., seqq.)
have been the son of the preceding.
He was consul
A D. 130, under Hadrian. (Oberlin., ad Dial, de
causs corr. eloq., c. 2.)
HI. Arrius, a prefect of the
Praetorian guards under Carus, and afterward under his
successor Numerianus.
Aspiring to the purple, he

—

took advantage of a violent thunder-storm that arose,
assassinated
fire

Cams, who was

to the royal tent,

lying sick at the time, set

and ascribed the death of the

The corpse
prince and the conflagration to lightning.
was so much burnt that no traces of the murder were
Numerianus, son of Carus, and son-inaw of Aper, having succeeded to the empire, continf>erceptible.
ued the latter in the office of prefect ; but the only return that Aper made was to poison the young monarch,
after he had- reigned about eight or nine months.
immediately fell upon Aper, and he was
by Dioclesian, whom the army had elected em{Aurel. Vict,c. 38.
Vopiscus, Car.,c 8.
peror.
Id., Numer., c. 12, scq.
Compare the remarks of
Suspicion
slain

—

—

—

Crevier, Hist. Emp. Rom., vol. 6, p. 140.)
Apesab, a mountain of Argolis, near Nemea, on

which, according to Pausanias (2, 16), Perseus first
sacrificed to Jupiter Apesantius.
It is a remarkable
mountain, with a flat summit, which can be seen, as
we are assured by modern travellers, from Argos and
Corinth.

(^Chandler, vol. 2, ch.

5&.—DodweU,

Class.

Tour, vol. 2, p. 210 )
Aphac.4, a town of Syria, between Heliopolis and
The temple
Byblus, where Venus was worshipped.
is said to have been a school of wickedness, and was
razed to the ground by Constantino the Great.
{Euseh., Vit. Const. Mag., 3. 55 )
kvnMK, a name of Diana, who had a temple in
Consult Heyvc, Excurs.
{Pausan., 2, 30.
.Egina.
<id Virg., Cir. 220.
Muller, JEginefica, p. 163, seqq.)
Aphar, a city of Arabia, situate on the coast of the
Red Sea, not far north from the Promontorium Aromatum. It was the capital of the Homeritae, and is

—

—

to correspond to

supposed
and Medina.

The

ancient

Al-Fara, between Mecca

name

is

more commonly

—

Arrian,
(Plin., 6, 23 —Ptol.
Suphar.
Penpl. Mar. Erythr., p. 154, ed. Blancard )
Aphareus, I. a king of Messenia, who married
Arene, daughter of CEbalus, by whom he had three
sons. {Pausan., 3, l.)-TI.
step-son of Isocrates,
who produced thirty-five or thirty-seven tragedies, and
was four times victor. He began to exhibit B.C. 341.
given

as

A

{Theatre of the Greeks, 2d ed.,

156

p.

158.)

name

is
{Vid. Apesas.)
Apesas.
Aphet.<e, a city of Thessaly at the entrance of the
Sinus Pelasgicus, or Gulf of Volo, from which the
ship Argo is said to have taken her departure for Colchis.
Herodotus informs us
(Apoll. Rhod., 1, 591.)
(7, 193 and 196) that the fleet of Xerxes was stationed
here previous to the engagement off" Artemisium.
The same writer makes the distance between Aphetae
and Artemisium about eighty stadia. Aphetae is sup( Cramer" s
posed to correspond to the modern Fetio.
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p 411.)
Aphidna, a borough of Attica, belonging to the
tribe Leontis, where Theseus is said to have secreted
Helen.
De{Herodot., 9, 73.—Plut., Vit. Thes.)
mosthenes reports that Aphidna was more than 120
stadia from Athens.
{De Cor., p. 238.)
Aphrodisia, festivals in honour of Venus, celebrated
in diffierent parts of Greece, but chiefly in Cyprus.
Aphrodisias, I. a city of Laconia, to the west of

Aper Nymbaeum,

{Schulze, Prolcgg.,

—

Aphas, a river of Greece, which falls into the bajF
of Ambracia.
D'Anville calls it the Avas.
It is now
the Vuvo.
(Pltn., 4, 1.)
Aphesas, a mountain of Argolis, near Nemea, said
to have been the one on which Perseus first sacrificed
to Jupiter
The more correct form of the
Apesantius.

4, 5.

same

the

— Polybius,

—

{Strabo, 251.
Pliny,
city in the Thracian

as Boea.

5, 19.)

—

II.

A

Chersonese, between Heraclea to the east and Car{Procopius, JSdific., 4, 10.)—-III.
A city of Caria, lying south of the Maeander and
west of Cibyra.
In the time of Hierocles it was
the capital of the country (p. 688).
Stephanus inLeleforms us, that it was founded by the
Pelasgi
ges, and was successively called, city of the Leleges,
dia to the west.

In Strabo's
Megalopolis, Ninoe, and Aphrodisias.
time it appears to have belonged to Phrygia ; Pliny,

however, assigns
city (5, 29.
tier,

ad

it

to

— Compare
The

loc.).

Caria,

and styles

a

it

free

Tacit., Ann., 3, 62, and Brosite of the ancient city at Geyra,

about two hours from Aniiochia on the Maeander, was
Cradiscovered by Pococke.
(Vol. 2, p. 2, c. 12.
mer*s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 210.) IV. A city and
promontory of Cilicia Trachea, cast of Cclenderis.
According to Livy, it was a place of some consequence in the reign of Antiochus the Great. {Liv.,
The ruins
33, 20.— Compare Diod. Sic, 19, 61 )
found by Capt. Beaufort, at the northeast corner of a
to
mark
the site
bay west of Cape Cavaliere, appear
of the ancient city.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p.

—

—

—V.

329

)

VI.

An

Another name

island sacred to

for the Isle of Erythea.

—

Venus and Mercury, on the
is
thought by some to have

coast of Carmania.
It
been identical with the Cataja of Arrian. {Plin., 6,
VII. An island on the coast of Cyrenaica, in
25.)
the vicinity of Apollonia.
{Herodot., 4, 168 )
Aphrodisium, I. a city on the eastern parts of Cyprus, and in the narrowest part of the island, being

—

—

II.
{Straho, 682 )
only nine miles from Salamis.
One of the three minor harbours into which the Piraeus
was subdivided. It seems to have been the middle
one of the three. {Cramer's Anc. Gr., vol. 2, p 350.)
ApHRonixE, the Grecian name of Venus, from

''foam," because Venus
from the froth of the ocean.

a<pp6^,

bom

have been

said to

is

This

is

the account

Homer, however,
given by Hesiod {Theog., 196).
as well as the Cretan system {Apollofl., 1, 3, 1, and
the
her
ad
made
loc).
daughter of Dione.
Heyne,
{Vid. Venus, where some remarks will be oflfered on
Greek name.)
Aphroditopoms, I a city of Egypt, the

the origin of the

capital of
Another in the same
country, the capital of the 42d nome, now Itfu.
III. Another in the same country, belonging to the

the 36th

nome, now

Alfieh.

—

TI.

nome Hermonthites, now Asf-un.
Steph. Byz.,

s.

{Strab.,

—
566. —

v.)

Aphthonius, a

rhetorician of Antioch,

who

lived

A P

A PI

I

We

have
in the third or fourth century of our era.
from him a work entitled Progymnasmata, consisting
of Rhetorical Exercises, adapted to the precepts of Hermogenes and also forty fables. Aphthonius, according to Suidas, labours under the defect of having neglected to treat of the first elements of rhetoric, and of
having nowhere attempted to form the style of those
whom he wished to instruct. "We find in his treatise
nothing more than oratorical rules, and the application
;

The

of these rules to

diflferent subjects.
Progymnasbeen long used in the schools, has gone

mata, having
through numerous editions, the best of which are
that of Scobarius (Escobar), 1597, 8vo, with the faand that of D. Heinsius, Lvgd. Bat.,
bles added
The treatise has been translated into
1626, 8vo.
Latin with most ability by Escobar, and the version
has been also separately printed.
Another Latin trans-

She was repudiated by him.

children.

Vid. Sejanus.

{Tacit., Ann., 4, 3.)

Apicius.

There were three

name

patricians of this

noted for their gluttony,
to which the second of the three added almost
every
I. The first lived in the time of the dicother vice.
tator Sylla.
According to Athenaeus (4, p. 168, d.), he
was the cause of Rutilius Rufus being driven into exat

Rome,

in different eras, all

—

ile.

(Compare Casaubon, ad

Cic. Ind. Hist.,

s. v.

loc.

—

Rutilius.)

II.

— Ernesli,

Clar.

The second

lived

Atheduring the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius.
naeus (1, p. 7, a.) speaks of his having spent immense
sums on the luxuries of the table, and also of various

kinds of cake that were called after his name ('ATTiHe passed most of his time, according to the
Kia).
same writer, at Minturnae, on account of the excellent
He even went on a voyage to
shellfish found there.
The ver- Africa, having learned that the shellfish obtained along
lation was also made by Rodolph Agricola.
sion of Escobar was first published at Barcelona, 1611, that coast were superior to all others ; but when, as he
in 8vo, and that of Agricola was given from the Elzevir approached the land, numerous fishermen came off to
press, at Amsterdam, 1642-1665, in 12mo, with notes the vessel with what they declared to be their finest
fish, perceiving these to be inferior to the Italian, he
(Biog. Univ., vol. 2, p. 305, seqq.)
by Lorichius.
Aphytk, or Aphytis, a city of Thrace, in the pen- ordered the pilot to put about immediately and return
Here was home, without having so much as landed on the shores
insula of Pallene, on the Sinus ThermaJicus.
a celebrated temple of Bacchus, to which Agesipolis, of Africa.
Seneca {Ep., 95— De Vit. Beat., c. 11),
of
who
commanded
the
Sparta,
troops before Juvenal (4, 23), Martial {Ep., 2, 69, and 10, 63), as
king
Olynthus, desired to be removed shortly before his well as other ancient writers, frequently allude to his
Falldeath, and near which he breathed his last.
{Xen., epicurism, of which he formed a kind of school.
Hist. Gr., 5, 3, 19.)
According to Plutarch, in his ing, at length, into comparative poverty and merited
life of Lysander, there was here an oracle of Jupiter
contempt, he is reported to have put an end to his life
Ammon and it appears that Lysander, when besie- by poison, through fear of ultimate starvation. III.
ging Aphytis, was warned by the god to desist from the The third lived under Trajan, and was in possession
attempt.
Theophrastus (3, 20) speaks of the wine of of a secret for preserving oysters ; he sent some of
;

—

;

{Cramer's Anc. Gr., vol. 1, p. 246.)
Apia, an ancient name of Peloponnesus, which it
said to have received from King Apis.
The origin

Aphytis.

them

perfectly fresh to the Emperor Trajan as far as
To which of these
Parthia.
{Athen., 1, p. 7, d.)

—

work which has come
of the name Apia {'Ami] y^), as applied to the Pelo- down to us, on the culinary art {De Re Culinaria), is
Most assign it to the second of the
ponnesus, was a subject of controversy even among undetermined.
the ancient writers.
(Compare Wasscnberg, ad Par- name, M. Gavius Apicius, but without any satisfactory
aphr., p. 42.)
According to Heyne {ad Horn., H., 1, reason for so doing. It is more than probable that the
270), it does not appear to have been a geographical, work in question was written by none of the three.
but a poetical, appellation
and the meaning would The compiler of this collection of receipts, wishing to
seem to be merely, " a far-distant land" {'AttIij from give his labours an imposing name, would seem to
'•
uTo), as used by the Greeks at Troy in speaking of have entitled his book as follows
Apicius, site de
their native land, far away over the waters.
In this, Re Culinaria, a Calio,'' and not " Calius Apicius,
however, he is successfully combated by Buttmann site de Re Culinariay This Caelius, of course, is
The work is divided into ten
24, s. v.), who shows that this is contrary to some unknown person.
{Lexii,
the express testimony of the geographers and gramma- books, each of which has a Greek title that indicates,
is

three

we

are to ascribe the

;

:

ij

rians,

and even of ^schylus himself.

Poetical names,

particularly all the oldest ones, are purely

and

really
most ancient names, which poetry has preserved to us.
If any opinion may be formed on this
subject, it would

be, that there were
among the Greeks

two forms of the same name

in use

in a symbolical

manner, the subjects treated of

particular division.
" the
careful one.'''

These

are as follows

:

in that

'Errf/zeA^yj,

" the carver.'''
K;?'LapKoTZTrjg,
"
Uavthings appertaining to gardening.''
TTOvpiKu,
"
" the
appertaining
'OarcpLog,
all-recipient."
deKTTjp,
UoXvto pulse.'^
'AepOTrerr/g, ''of flying things."

one the appellative dirijj, derived
from arro, and meaning merely " distant ;" the other a re/l^f, " the sumptuous." Terpd-Trovg, " the quadru" the
" the sea."
'ATiievc,
fisherQdlaaca,
geographical name, deduced from that of the mythic ped."
It is worthy of notice, that the appellative anii], man.'"
Our modern gourmands would fonn no very
Apis.
in Homer, has the initial vowel short, whereas, in the
science
among
high idea of the state of gastronomic
geographical name, it is always long.
(Compare the Romans from the perusal of this work. The style,
barbawith
(Ed.
and
1303.—
is
Col.,
^sch., Suppi, 275, &c.) moreover,
Soph.,
replete
very incorrect,
The former, then, of these will be a Homeric word, the risms. The best edition is that of Almeloveen, Amst.,
latter a term found first in the
have also, among others, the ediTragic writers, and based 1709, 12mo.
on an old legend alluded to by ^schylus in his Sup- tion of Bernhold, Ansbac., 1787 (1800), and that of
Those grammarians, therefore, who Lister, 1705, Lond., 8vo. {Schdll, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
plices (V. 275).
522.—
explain 'kirir] yala {II., 1, 270 ; 3, 49) as the old name vol. 3, p. 242.— 5dAr, Gesch. Rom. Lit.,
of the Peloponnesus, are in error, for the two passages Funcc. de immin. L. L. senect., 10, 29, seqq.)
of the Odyssey (7, 25.
16, 18), where the term alone
Apidanus, one of the chief rivers of Thessaly, nsmg
occurs, and where nothing is said of the Peloponnesus, in Mount Othrvs, and, after receiving the Empeus
a little to the
plainly show, that uiriog is, as above stated, an old ad- near Pharsalus,' falling into the Peneus
There are west of Larissa. It is now the Salampna. {Plin.,
jective, from ano, like avTiog from uvtL
many traces to prove, that in the words Apis and Apia 4, S.—Strab., 297.)
with Trica, in its
lie the
Apina, acity of Apulia, destroyed
original name of a most ancient people, who inDiomede on his arrival in this part
habited the European coasts of the Mediterranean.
neighbourhood, by
1 1 .)
Freret
Vid. remarks under the article Opici.
{Buttmann, of Italy, after the Trojan war. {Plin., 3,
here mentioned were, togethei
liexil., I. c.
p. 154, Fishlake's trans.)
supposes that the towns
APiCATA, vrife of Sejanus, by whom she had three with the tribes that occupied them (the Monades and
157
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We

—

—

A P

APIS.

T

Dardi), of Illvrian origin. {Mem. de PAcad. des Inscr.,
4^., vol. 18,' p. 75.)
Apion, I. a surname of Ptolemy, one of r.he descendants of Ptolemy Lagus.
(Vid. Ptolem8Biis, XIV.)

—

II.

Oasis

A

grammarian and

Magna

Christian era.

in

historical

born at
century of the

writer,

Egypt, during the

first

He was surnamed

Plistonices

{Tl?.ei<7-

from his frequent successes over his literary
opponents, but called himself the Alexandrean, from his
TovLK-qg),

having passed a part of his life in the ancient capital
of the Ptolemies.
Apion subsequently travelled into
Greece, and finally established himself at Rome, where
he taught grammar, or philological science, during the
He attained to great
reigns of Tiberius and Claudius.
celebrity.
Although unquestionably a man of learning

and research, he was in many respects an arrogant
boaster, and in others a mere pretender ; and it was
in allusion, no doubt, to his vanity and noisy assumption of merit, that the
derision the name of

Emperor Tiberius gave him

Cymbalum mundi.

He

is

in
re-

for much trifling on the subject of Homer, in
order to trace whose family and country he had recourse
even to magic, asserting that he had successfully invoked the appearance of shades to satisfy his curiosity,
whose answers he was not allowed to make public.
{Plin., 30, 2.— Compare Aulus Gellius, Noct. Alt.,
These pretensions, silly as they were, made
5, 14.)

nowned

him very popular in Greece, although something might
be owing to his commentaries on the same great poet,
which are mentione.d by Eustathius and Hesychius.
Pliny makes particular mention of the ostentatious
character of this critic, who used to boast that he bestowed immortality on those to whom he dedicated his
works ; whereas it is only by the mention of others that
these works are now known to have actually existed.

identical with the

Apis of Egyptian worship. (PauAugustin., Civ. !>., 18,
Apollod., 2, 1.
And yet there is reason to believe, that the name
5.)
Apis is connected with that of a very early people,
who dwelt along the European shores of the iMediterranean, and of whom the Italian Opici formed a part.
san., 2, 5.

—

—

—

Vid. Apia.)
II. The same with Epaphus, the fabled son of Jupiter and lo.
Such at least is the statement of Herodotus, 6 6e 'Amg Kara tj]v 'EA/ljyvwv
(

yAtJoadv tare 'Erzacpog (2, 153).
Wesseling is inclined to regard the passage as spurious, but consult
iElian {Hist. An., 11, 10), where the same
is
thing
"
slated. Jablonski makes Epaphus mean
giant" ( Voc.
Zoega, on the other hand, gives it
JEgypt., p. 65).
the

force of "

and

De

fco« pater" {Num. Mgypt., p.
81),
"
" taurus
Rossi, that of
prcecipuits
{Efymol.
is
more
than
probable, however,
^gypt., p. 15.) It
that the name Epaphus was confounded by the Greeks

with Apophis, one of the Egyptian appellations for Typhon, the evil genius, and hence may have arisen the
legend which made the Grecian Apis a cruel tyrant.
III. A sacred bull, worshipped by
{Vid. Epaphus.)
the Egyptians.
Its abode was at Memphis, near the
temple of Phtha, or Vulcan, and it was in this city that
peculiar honours were rendered it, an account of which
is
given by Herodotus, Strabo, Pliny, Diodorus SicuThe Apis
lus, Plutarch, and other ancient writers.
was distinguished from other animals of the same kind

—

by the following characteristics.

He was

supposed to

ordinary course of nature, but
by a flashing from on high {aiXac ek rod ovpavov.
Herod., 3, 27), or, according to others, by the contact

be generated, not

in the

—

—

moon (erra^y rr/f aeXrjvrjg. Plut., Sympos., 8,
718). As, however, this evidence of his divinity was
rather dubious, several external marks were superadded, to satisfy his votaries of his claims to adoration.
His colour was black, in order that the distinctive
marks might the more clearly appear ; these were a
of the

p.

them was, " On the Antiquity of
which people he opposed himself with
The reply
the hereditary resentment of an Egj'ptian.
"
of Josephus,
Against Apion^" has survived the at- square white spot on the forehead, the figure of an eatack, the author of which attack showed his enmity to gle on the back, a white crescent on the right side,
the Jewish people by other means besides writing the mark of a beetle on the tongue, and double hair
for he was employed by his fellow-citi- on the tail.
{Herod., 3, ^%.—Strab., 806.— Piin., 8,
against them ;
zens of Alexandrea to head a deputation to the Emperor 46.
Creuzcr, Comment. Herod., p. 132, seqq.) The
of the Jews who inhabited that marks in question, which thus stamped his claims to diCaligula, complaining
Apion also wrote an account of the antiquities vinity, were of course the contrivance of the priests,
city.
of Egypt, in which work he is supposed to have treated though of this the people were kept profoundly ignohim as the prin- rant. This animal was regarded with the highest venlargely on the Pyramids, Pliny quoting
on the subject. After having ridiculed eration, and more than regal honours were rendered
cipal authority
He was waited upon, also, by numerous attendthe rite of circumcision, he was compelled by a malady him.
to submit to it, and, by a divine punishment, says Jo- ants, a particular priesthood were set apart for him,
after from the consequences of the stalls were provided, furnished with every convenience,
sephus, died soon
It is in allusion to Apion that Bayle ob- and his food was presented to him in vessels of gold.
operation.
" how
serves,
easily the generality of people may be He was frequently displayed to the view of the people,
deceived by a man of some learning, with a great share while strangers could also behold him in a species of
Extracts from Apion's enclosed court, or through a kind of window.
of vanity and impudence."
{Slrab.,
commentary on Homer are given in the Etymologicura I. c.) He also gave oracles, and the mode of giving
led
him
forth
Sturz.
contr.
them
was
as
follows.
The
Gudianum, published by
(Joseph.,
Ap.
priests, having
from his abode, caused food to be offered him by the
Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 16, seqq )
If he received
Apis, I. one of the earliest kings of the Peloponne- person who had come for a response.
and Laodice, and grandson of what was thus offered, it was a favourable omen if
sus, son of Phoroneus
So also, after the
Inachus. He is said to have reigned in Argos, after the otherwise, an unfavourable one.
Others make food had been offered him, he was allowed to go into
death of his father, about 1800 B.C.
him to have been the son of Apollo, and king of Sicyon. one or the other of two stalls, according as he might
He chased the Telchines from the Peloponnesus, ac- feel inclined. His going into one of these was looked
Gerthe other the reverse.
cording to a third statement, governed tyrannically, upon as a good omen, into
and lost his life in consequence. From him some have manicus, when in Egypt, consulted in this way the
and as the animal refused the food which
derived the old name, supposed to have been given at sacred Apis
one time to the Peloponnesus, namely "Apian land." was offered him by the Roman prince, this circumstance
of those mythologi- was
Apis, in fact, is one
regarded as an omen of evil, that was subsequent(Vid. Apia.)
{Plin., 8, 46.
cal personages, to whose earlier legend each succeed- ly verified by the death of the latter,
until
the
whole —Amm. MarcelL, 22, 14.) The annual festival of
its quota of the marvellous,
ing age adds
becomes one mass of hopeless absurdity. Hence we Apis was celebrated with the utmost splendour. It
find Varro and St. Augustine gravely maintaining, that always began with the rising of the Nile, and presentthe Grecian monarch Apis led a colony into Egypt, ed, for seven successive days, a scene of uninterrupted
The Greeks called this celeto that country, was deified rejoicing and festivity.
gave laws and civilization
after death under the form of an ox, and was, ol course, bration Theophania, because during its continuance
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One of the
Jews"

the

chief of

to

—

—

;

;

A PI

A P O

the god Apis was displayed to the view of the people
arrayed in festal attire, his head surmounted with a
kind of tiara, and his body adorned with embroidered

him singcoverings, while a troop of boys accompanied
These boys, becoming on a
ing hymns in his praise.
sudden inspired, predicted future events. During the
continuance of

this festival, the crocodiles in the

Nile

were harmless, but regained their ferocity at its close
(P/tn., /. c.) Sacrifices were seldom offered unto Apis
when this, however, was done, red cattle were always
!

Apollinares

;

Irritated at this, and fancying that they were rejoicing
at his ill success, he ordered the sacred animal to be

brought before him, wounded it in the thigh with his
dagger (of which wound it afterward died), caused the
and commanded the proper ofpriests to be scourged,
ficers to kill all the Egyptians they should find
making
Whenever a new Apis
public demonstrations of joy.
was obtained, the priests conducted him first to NiloHe was then
polis, where they fed him forty days.

—

Dutransported in a magnificent vessel to Memphis.
ring the forty days spent at Nilopolis, women only were
allowed to see him
but after this the sight of the

Vid.

Loni Apoluxares.

Apolli.naris, I. Sidonius, a Christian poet.
Vid.
SiDONius.
n. Sulpitiua, a grammarian.
Vid. Sul-

—

PITIUS.

Apollinis Promontorium, was situate on the
coast of Africa, east of Utica, and north of
Carthage.
It is

now Ras-Zehid.

{Plin., 5,

A.— Mela,

7.—

1,

Liv.,30, 24.)

Apollinopolis Magna, the

;

selected, red being the colour of Typhon, the enemy
So also, when Apis died, a red sieer, and
of Osiris.
two or three other animals that were deemed sacred
to Tvphon, were buried along with him, in order to
thwart the joy which the evil spirits would otherwise
When Apis
have felt at the death of the sacred Apis.
died a natural death, the whole of Egypt was plunged
to
the
from
the
and this
in mourning,
peasant
king
mourning continued until a new Apis was found. The
deceased animal was embalmed in the most costly manner, and the priests after this traversed the whole land
When a calf was found
in quest of his successor.
with the requisite marks, all sorrow instantly ceased,
Herodotus aland the most unbounded joy prevailed.
ludes to one of these scenes in his account of the PerWhen that monarch returned
sian Cambyses (3, 27).
to Memphis, from his unsuccessful expedition against
the .Ethiopians, he found the Egyptians giving loose
to their joy on account of the reappearance of Apis.

ludi.

capital

of the 5ad

Egyptian nome, in the southern part of Upper Egypt,
about twenty-five miles nearly north of the great cataracts.

—

now Edfou.
Mian,

It is

{Plot.
Stefh. Byz., s. v.
Hist. An., 10, 21.)
There
are two temples at Edfou, in a state of great preservation.
One of them consists of high pyramidal propyla,

— Anton.

Itin.

—

and sekos, the form most generally
the other is peripteral, and is, at the
time, distinguished by having on its several colthe appalling figure of Typhon, the emblem of

a pronaos, portico,

used

same
umns

in

Egypt

;

the Evil Principle.
The pyramidal propylon, which
forms the principal entrance to the greater temple, is

one of the most imposing monuments extant of Egyptian architecture.
{RusseWs Egypt, p. 201.)
Apollinopolis Parva, a city of Egypt in the Nome
of Coptos, northwest of Thebes.
It was a celebrated
place of trade, and lay on the commercial road by which
the products of the east were conveyed to Alexandrea.
It is now Kous, and
displays the ruins of a temple.
(Ptol.—Steph.

Byz.— Strata,

561.)

Apollo, the son of Jupiter and Latona. In Homer he is the god of archery, prophecy, and music.
His arrows were not merely directed against the enemies of the gods, such as Otus and Ephialies (Horn.,
all sudden deaths of men were ascribed
sometimes as a reward {vid. Agamedes),

Od., 11, 318)
to his darts ;

:

punishment (wrf. Niobe). He was,
god of pestilence, and he removed it
when duly propitiated. At the banquets of the gods
on Olympus, Apollo played on his lyre (^oppyf), while
at other times as a

by

his shafts, the

the

Muses

sang.

(Ham

,

II., I,

GOl.)

Eminent bards,

god as Deinodocus, were held to have derived their skill
was forbidden them. {Diod. Sic, 1, 85.) It is wor- from the teaching of Apollo or the Muses. {Od., 8,
thy of re(itrk, that although so much joy prevailed on 488.)
Prophets in like manner were taught by him.
the finding of a new Apis, and so much sorrow when At Delphi he himself revealed the future.
(Od., 8,
he died a natural death, yet, whenever one of these ani- 80.) According to the Homeric hymn to the Delian
mals reached the age of 25 years, the period prescri- Apollo, the birth of the god took place in this manner :
bed by the sacred books, the priests drowned him as a Latona, persecuted by Juno, besought all the islands
matter of course, in a sacred fountain, and there was of the ..lEgean Sea to afford her a place of rest but
no mourning whatever for his loss. According to an all feared too much the potent queen of heaven to asEgyptian legend, the soul of Osiris passed on his death sist her rival. Delos alone consented to become the
into the body of Apis, and as often as the sacred anibirthplace of the future god, provided Latona would
mal died, it passed into the body of its successor. So pledge herself that he would not contemn her humble
that, according to this dogma. Apis was the perfect isle, and would erect there the temple vowed by his
image of the soul of Osiris. {Plut., de Is. et Os., p. mother. Latona assented with the oath most binding
472, ed. Wyttenb.) It is very easy, however, to see on the gods, namely, by the Styx, and the friendly isle
in the worship of the sacred Apis the connexion of received her.
(H. in Apoll 83.) All the goddesses
Egyptian mythology with astronomy and the great save Juno and Lucina (whom the art of Juno kept in
movements of nature. The Egyptians believed that ignorance of this great event) were assembled in the
the moon, making her total revolution in 309 lunawhose
floating isle to attend the delivery of Latona,
Moved
tions, and in 9125 days, returned consequently, at the labour continued for nine days and nights.
end of 25 years, to the same point of Sothis or Siri- with compassion for her sufferings, they despatched
Hence the life of Apis was limited to 25 years, Iris to Olympus, who brought Lucina secretly to DeU8.
and hence the cycle known as the period of Apis, with los.
Here then Apollo sprang to light. Earth smiled
reference, no doubt, to the passage of the moon into the around, and all the goddesses shouted aloud to celecelestial bull, which it would have to traverse in order brate his birth.
They washed and swathed the infant
to arrive at Sothis
As
In worshipping Apis, therefore, the
and ambrosia.
deity, and Themis gave him nectar
and
^yptian priesthood worshipped, in fact, the great fer- soon as he had tasted the divine food, his bands
him he sprang
tilizing principle in nature, and hence we see why
swaddling-clothes no longer retained
a
females alone were allowed to view the
and a
Apis at Nilo- up, and called to the goddesses to give him lyre
polis, that the sight of the sacred animal might bless bow, adding that he would thenceforth declare to men
them with a numerous progeny. (Compare
He then, to the amazement of the
Guigni- the will of Jove.
walked firmly on the ground ;
aut, 1, ^db.—Vollmer, Worterb. der MythoL, p. 279.) assembled
goddesses,
Apitids G a lb a, a celebrated buffoon in the time of and Delos, exulting with joy, became covered with
Tiberius. {Schol. ad Juv, 5, A.
—Compare Spalding, golden flowers. A somewhat different account of the
ad Quintil, 6, 3,
is
Poet. Lot.
birth of
by Callimachus.
{Hymn. in.

—

;

—

;

,

:

27.^Wemsdorf,in

vol. 6, p.

418, seq.)

Min.,

Avail.)

—Apollo
In

the

given

Homeric hymn

to Apollo, the
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man-

APOLLO.

APOLLO.
ner of his first getting possession of Delphi (Ilvdu) is
thus related
When Apollo resolved to choose the
site of his first temple, he came down from Olympus
into Pieria he sought throughout all Thessaly thence
went to Eubosa, Attica, and Boeotia ; but could find no
The situation of Tilphussa, near
to his mind.
place
Lake Copais, in Bceotia, pleased him and he was about
the
to lay
foundations of his temple there, when the
nymph of the stream, afraid of having her own fame
eclipsed by the vicinity of the oracle of Apollo, dis:

;

;

;

were introduced
or,

into Greece, these deities were united,
say, reunited.
Apollo, at the
period, also usurped the place of Pjeon, and be-

we might

perhaps

same
came

—

the god of the healing art.
This god was a fa
vourite object of Grecian worship, and his temples were
numerous. Of these the most celebrated were, that
of Delphi in Phocis, of Delos, of Patara in Lycia,

Claros in Ionia, Grynium in ^olis, and Didymi at
Miletus ; in all of which his oracles gave revelations of
the future.
The favourite animals of Apollo were the

—

suaded him, by representing how much his oracle would hawk, the swan, the cicada, &c. His tree was the
be disturbed by the noise of the horses and mules com- bay. He himself was represented in the perfection oi
She recommends to him united manly strength and beauty. His long curling
ing to water at her stream.
Crissa, beneath Mount Parnassus, as a quiet, seques- hair hangs loose, and is bound behind with the strohis brows are wreathed with bay
tered spot, where no unseemly sounds would disturb phium
in his hands
the holy silence demanded by an oracle.
Amved he bears his bow or lyre. The wonderful Apollo Belat Crissa, the solitude and sublimity of the scene videre shows at the same time the conception which
charm the god. He forthwith sets about erecting a the ancients had of this benign deity, and the high detemple, which the hands of numerous workmen speed- gree of perfection to which they had attained in sculpture.
Few deities had more appellations than the son
ily raise, under the direction of the brothers TrophoMeanwhile Apollo slays with of Latona. He was called Delian, Delphian, Pataraenius and Agamedes.
He
his arrows the monstrous serpent which abode there an, Clarian, &c., from the places of his worship.
and destroyed the people and cattle of the vicinity. was also styled 1. The Loxian god, from the ambigu;

;

—

:

As

Now

•'
lay expiring, the exulting victor cried,
roi (irvdev) there on the man-feeding earth ;" and hence

it

ity

of

of his predictions 2. Herding, as keeping
and herds of Admetus 3. Silver-bowed ;

many

the flocks

;

;

the place and oracle received the appellation of Pytho. 4. Far- shooter ; 5. Light-producer; 6. Well-haired;
The fane was now erected, but priests were wanting. 7. Gold-haired ; 8. Gold-sworded, &c. (Keighlley^s
The god, as he stood on the lofty area of the temple, Mythology, p. 87, seqq.) Proclus assures us, that the
cast his eyes over the sea, and beheld far south of Pel- Orphic doctrine recognised the identity of Apollo and
oponnesus a Cretan ship sailing for Pylos. He plunged the Sun. {Orvh., Hymn., 8.— Id., 12.—Id., 34.—
into the sea, and, in the form of a dolphin, sprang on Fragm., 28, ed. Herm.
JEschyl., in Eratosth. CaThe Oriental origin of tlie
board the ship. The crew sat in terror and amazement
last., p. 19, ed. Schaub.)
in vain god is clearly shown even in his very name, for which
a south wind carried the vessel rapidly along
they sought to land at Taenarus ; the ship would not the Greeks so often and so vainly sought an etymoloobey the helm. When they came to the bay of Cris- gy in their own language. The Cretan form for Helios
sa, a west wind sprang up and speedily brought the ("H^aof) was Abelios ('Afieyltof), i. e., 'AeAiOf, with-the
vessel into port and the god, in the form of a blazing digamma inserted.
{Maitt., Dial., p. 185, ed. Sturz.
star, left the boat, and descended into his temple.
Compare the Doric 'Att^AAwv for 'AttoA/Iwv, Maitt.,
Then, quick as thought, he came as a handsome youth, p. 206, and the form Apellincm for Apollinem, cited
have here the Asiatic root, Bel or
with long locks waving on his shoulders, and accosted by Festus )
the strangers, inquiring who they were and whence they Hcl, an appellation for the sun in the Semitic languages.
came. To their question in return, of what that place {Creuzer^s Symbolik, par Guigniaut, \o\. 2, p. 131.
was to which they were come, he replies by informing
Compare Selden,de D. S., 2, 1, p. 144:.-^uttmann,
them who he is and what his purpose was in bringing Mythologus, vol. 1, p. 167.) A very striking analogy
them thither. He invites them to land, and says that, exists between the Apollo of the Greeks and the Crishas he had met them in the form of a dolphin (deA^iv), na of the Hindus. Both are inventors of the flute.
and (Compare Asiatic Researches, vol. 8, p. 65.) Crishthey should worship him as Apollo Delphinius
/lence, according to the fanciful etymology of the earli- na is deceived by the nymph Tulasi, as Apollo is
er poetry, Delphi in Phocis derived its name.
They by Daphne, and the two maidens are each changed
now disembark : the god, playing on his lyre, precedes into trees, of which the tulasi is sacred to Crishna, as
The victory of Crishna
them, and leads them to his temple, where they become the bay- tree is to Apollo.
his priests and ministers.
A god so beautiful and ac- over the serpent Caliya-naga, on the borders of ll^e

—

—

;

;

—

;

We

—

—

;

—

recalls to mind that of Apollo over the serand it is worthy of remark, that the vanpent Python
quished reptiles respectively participate in the homage that is rendered to the victors. Nor does the legend of Apollo betray a resemblance merely with the faAfter the death of .^sculapius his bles of India.
ne, Coronis, &c.)
very strong affinity exists, in this rethe
thunderbolt of Jove for having ex- spect, between the religious systems also of Egypt and
son, who fell by
skill
in
the
his
tended
find the same animal, the wolf, which,
healing art so far as to bring Greece.
even the dead to life, Apollo, incensed at the fate of by its oblique course, typified the path of the star of
his offspring, slew the Cyclopes, the forgers of the thun- day, consecrated to the sun, both at Lycopolis and
This emblem transports into the Greek traderbolts, and was for this deed exiled from heaven. Delphi.
Coming down to earth, he took service as a herdsman ditions the fables relative to the combats of Osiris.
with Admetus, king of Pherae in Thessaly, and pas- The Egyptian deity comes to the aid of his son Horus,
The under the figure of a wolf, and Latona disguises hertured his herds on the banks of the Amphrysus.
kindnesses bestowed by him on Admetus have been self under the form of this same animal, when she quits
mentioned elsewhere. {Vid. Admetus, and Alcestis). the Hyperborean regions to take refuge in Delos
Diod. Sic, 1, 88.
Apollo, it is said, was taught divination by Pan. (Compare Pausanias, 2, 10.
For his lyre he was indebted to the invention of his Synes. de Provid., 1, UQ.—Euseb., Prcep. Ev., 1, 50.
half-brother Mercury, and the triumph of this instrujElian, Hist. An., 4,
Aristot., Hist. An., 6, 35.
ment over the tones of the reed is recorded in the le- 4.) In the festival of the Daphnephoria, which the

complished as Apollo could not well be supposed to
be free from the influence of the gentler emotions yet
it is observable that he was not remarkably
happy in
his love, either meeting with a repulse, or having his
amour attended with a fatal termination. ( Vid. Daph-

Yamuna,

:

;

A

We

—

—
—

—

The Homeric
(Vid. Marsyas.)
a personage totally distinct from Helius
('H/ltof) or the Sun, though, in all likelihood, originalWhen mysteries and secret doctrines
ly the same.

gend of Marsyas.
Apollo

is
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Thebans celebrated every ninth year

—

in

honour of

an astroimpossible to avoid seeing
It took its name from the baynomical character.
tree, which the fairest youths of the city carried round

Apollo,

it

is

APO

APOLLODORUS.

solemn procession, and which was adorned with ding, as it is technically termed, the colours of a paint<
dowers and branches of olive. To an olive-tree, dec- iiig, and of imitating the exact effect of shades. Pliny
He became at last
orated in its turn with branches of bay and flowers speaks of him with enthusiasm.
intertwined, and covered with a veil of purple, were so arrogant as to style himself the prince of painters,
of the sun and never to go forth into public without wearing a
suspended globes of different sizes, types
and planets, and ornamented with garlands, the num- kind of tiara, after the fashion of the Medes. His fame,
On the altar, however, was eventually eclipsed by Zeuxis, who perber of which was a symbol of the year.
all his discoveries.
Stltjg, Diet.
{Plin., I. c.
too, burned a flame, the agitation, colour, and crack- fected
in. A famous sculptor, whose country is
to reveal the future, a species of Art., s. V.)
ling of which served
He
divination peculiar to the sacerdotal order, and which uncertain, but who flourished about Olymp. 114.
in Elis, the centre of most possessed great acuteness of judgment, but exhibited
prevailed also at Olympia
The god of the also, on many occasions, great violence of temper so
of the sacerdotal usages of the day.
sun became also the god of music, by a natural allusion much so as frequently to break to pieces his own works
Silanion, anto the movements of the planets and the mysterious when they chanced not to please him.
one of
harmony of the spheres and the hawk, the universal other artist, represented him in bronze during
of the divine essence among the Egyptians, is, these fits of anger, and the work resembled, according
\n

—

—

—

;

;

type
with the Greeks, the sacred bird of Apollo.
{Mlian,
As soon, however, as this Apollo,
Hisl. An., 10, 14.)
whether his origin is to be traced to the banks of the
Nile or to the plains of India, assumes a marked station in the Grecian mythology, the national spirit labours to disengage him of his astronomical attributes.
Henceforward every mysterious or scientific idea disap-

—

pears from the Daphnephoria, and they now become only
commemorative of the passion of the god for a young

A

new deity,
who turns a deaf ear to his suit.
Helios ("HAiOf), discharges all the functions of the sun.
This god, in his quality of son of Uranus and Terra, is
he
placed among the cosmogonical personifications
has no part to play in the fables of the poets, and he
is only twice named in Homer, once as the father of
Circe, and again as reveahng to Vulcan the infidelity
He has no priests, no worship no
of his spouse.
female,

;

;

solemn festival is celebrated in his praise. Thereupon,
freed from every attribute of an abstract nature, Apollo appears in the halls of Olympus, participates in the
celestial banquets, interferes in the quarrels of earth,

becomes

god of the Trojans, the protecand ^neas, the slave of Admetus, and the
lover of Daphne.
So true is it, that all these changes
in the character of this divinity were effected by the
transmuting power of the Grecian spirit, that we see
Apollo preserve in the mysteries, which formed so
the tutelary

tor of Paris

many

deposites of the sacerdotal traditions, the astro-

nomical attributes of which the public worship had derived him ; and at a later period we find the New

to Pliny, not a

human

being, but choler itself personof

A

comic poet
Athens,
{Plin., 34, 8.)— IV.
who flourished about 300 B.C. He was a writer of
the poets of the
much
Comedy.
ified.

repute

New

among

Terence copied the Hccyra and Phormio from two of
his dramas
all his productions, though very numerous,
;

are

now

ments.

lost,

except the

He was

of eight, with a
six writers

titles

one of the

cient critics selected as the models of the
dy.

The

few

whom

frag-

the an-

New Come-

other five were Philippides, Philemon,

Me-

{Theatre of the
nander, Diphilus, and Posidippus.
comic poet of CarysGreeks, 2d ed., p. 188.)— V.
tus in Euboea.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 80.)
—VI. A comic poet of Gela in Sicily, contemporary
Clinton'g
with Menander. {Suidas, s. v. 'krzoXkod.
native of
Fasti Hellcnici, 2d ed.,
xlvi.)— VII.

A

—

A

p.

Athens, and disciple of Aristarchus, Panaetius, and
about 146
Diogenes the Babylonian. He flourished
B.C., and was celebrated for his numerous productions,
Of the former, we have,
both in prose and verse.
with the exception of a few fragments, only the work
entitled Bi6?uodr/KTi {Bibliolheca), being a collection of
the fables of antiquity, drawn from the poets and other
It has
and related in a clear and simple style.
not reached us, however, in a perfect state, since it
breaks off with the history of Theseus ; whereas it
would seem, from citations made from it, that the work
writers,

to the return of the Greeks
Faber (Le Fevre), one of the
editors of the Ribliotheca, pretends that we merely
have an extract from the original work of Apollodorus

was

originally carried

down

from the Trojan war.

?*latonists endeavouring to restore to him these same
attributes, when they wished to form an allegorical sys- while another editor. Clavier, maintains that Apollotem of religious science and philosophy out of the ab- dorus never wrote a work of this kind, but that what
surdities of polytheism.
But, in the popular religion, has come down to us is nothing more than a mere
;

instead of being the god from whom emanate fecundity
and increase, he is a simple shepherd, conducting the
herds of another.
Instead of dying and arising again

several of
abridgment, extracted most probably from
his works, especially that on the gods {irepl i?ed>v)^
which consisted of at least 20 books. The best edito life, he is ever young.
Instead of scorching the tion of the Bibliotheca is that of Heyne, Gb7/7M^.,2vols.
earth and its inhabitants with his devouring rays, he 8vo, 1803.
The edition of Clavier, Paris, 1805, 2.
Of the poetical
darts his fearful arrows from a quiver of gold.
Instead vols. 8vo, is also worthy of notice.
of announcing the future in the mysterious language of works of Apollodorus, the most remarkable was the
the planets, he prophesies in his own name.
Nor does XpoviKa, or poetical Chronicle, which is unfortunately
he any longer direct the harmony of the spheres by the lost.
It was divided into four books, and contained,
he has now an instrument, according to Scymnus {v. 16-35, and 45-49), a statenotes of his mystic lyre
invented by Mercury and perfected by himself.
The ment of all the remarkable events, famous sieges, midances, too, of the stars cease to be conducted by him ; grations, establishments of colonies, treaties, exploits,
for he now moves at the head of the nine Muses (the &c., from the fall of Troy, which Apollodorus fixed at
nine strings of his divine cithara), the divinities who 1184 B.C., down to 144 B.C. It was written in a brief
are indebted to this
each preside over one of the liberal arts. {Constant, style, in iambic trimeters.
for the
De la Religion, vol. 2, p. 93.)
work, through the citations of other writers,
Apollodorus, I. a native of Phalerum, one of the knowledge of various' important dates, such as the fall
emiIonian
intimate friends of Socrates.
of Troy, the invasion of the Heraclidse, the
II. A
{Plat., Phced.)
That part of the
celebrated painter of Athens, who brought the art to gration, the first Olympiad, &c.
a high degree of perfection, and handed it in this state Chronicle which gave the dates when the various great
Two of his celebrated productions men of antiquity lived, served as a basis for the Chronto his pupil Zeuxis.
are noticed by Pliny (35, 9).
One of these was a priest icle composed by Cornelius Nepos, but which is also
also a Description of the
at the altar
the other an Ajax struck by a thunder- lost.
Apollodorus composed
bolt.
These two chefs-d'oeuvre still existed in Pliny's Earth {T^c nepiodoc), in iambic verse, which gave
and Dionysius of Charai the idea
time at Pergamns, and were highly admired.
Apollo- Scymnus of Chios
Htst. Lit. Gr ,
dorus first discovered the art of
softening and degra- of their respective Periegeses. {Schbll,

—

;

We

—

;

APO

APO

—

—

Clavier, in Biogr.

ed by a colony from Corinth and Corcyra, and, ac-

Epicurean philosopher, supposed to have been contemporary with Cicero.
He governed, as chief, the school of Epicurus,
and the severity of his administration caused him to

cording to Strabo, was renowned for the wisdom of
its laws, which
appear to have been framed, however,
rather on the Spartan than the Corinthian model.
JSlian states, that decrees to the exclusion of foreianers were enforced here as at Lacedaemon
and Aristotle affirms, that none could aspire to the offices of
the republic but the principal families, and those descended from the first colonists.
{ML, V. H., 13, 6.

vol. 4, p. 57, seqq.

36.

— VIII.

Id., 5,

Univ., vol. 2, p. 313.)

An

receive the appellation of K7]7TOTvpavvog {tyrant of the
garden).
According to Diogenes Laertius, he vi-rote
more than 400 works, and among them a life of Epicurus.
(Dwg. Laert., 10, 2, et 25. Consult Menage,
ad loc, where Gassendi's explanation of the term KijArist., Polit., 4, 4.)
Apollonia was exposed to freIX.
native of Damascus, and quent attacks from the Illyrians, and it was probably
TToHipavvog is given.)
an architect of great ability in the reigns of Trajan and the dread of these neighbours, and also of the MaceHadrian, by the former of whom he was employed in donians, that induced the city to place itself under the
constructing the famous stone bridge over the Ister or protection of the Romans on the first appearance of
Danube, A.D. 104. Various other bold and magnifi- that people on their coast. {Polyb.,2,'[l.) Throughcent works, both at Rome and in the provinces, con- out the war with Macedon they remained faithful to
;

—

—

—

A

tributed to his high reputation.

The principal

of these

the interest of their

new

From

allies.

its

proximity to

were the Forum of Trajan, in the middle of which arose Brundisium and Hydruntum in Italy, Apollonia was
the Trajan Column, an immense library, an odeum, always deemed an important station by the Romans
of Pyrrhus, it is
the Ulpian basilica, thermae, aqueducts, &c.
Falling and among the extravagant projects
mto disgrace with Hadrian, he lost his life through said he had contemplated the idea of throwing over a
;

The occasion is variously rehas been ascribed to an old grudge,
which originated in the time of Trajan, when Hadrian,
giving an ignorant opinion, in presence of the then emperor, respecting some architectural designs, was so
seriously mortified by a sarcastic rebuke from ApolloThis old offence
dorus, that he never forgave h^.m.
was heightened by another on the part of Apollodorus,
that emperor's caprice.

lated

;

by some

it

bridge to connect it with the last-mentioned place ; a
distance not less than fifty miles!
{Plin., 3, 11.)
Augustus spent many years of his early life in Apolloof
to
the
literature and
nia, which were devoted
study
philosophy.

{Suet., Au^., 10.

vol. 1, p. 56, seqq.)

—

III.

A

— Cramer's Anc.

town

in

Gr.,
the interior of

—

Chalcidice, on the Egnatian way.
{Scylax, p. 27.
Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 2.) Mention is made of it in the
when Hadrian had ascended the imperial throne. The Acts of the Apostles (17, 1), St. Paul having passed
emperor pretended to submit to him, for his opinion, through it on his way from Philippi to Thessalonica.
the design of a recently-built temple of Venus.
The The ruins are called Pollina. {Cramer's Anc. Gr.^
IV. A city of Thrace, at the mouth
plainness of speaking, for which the architect was vol. 1, p. 264.)
It
famed, got the better of his policy, and drew from him of the river Nestus.
{Mela, 3, 2.—Liv., 38, 41.)
an observation, in allusion to the want of proportion was called, in a later age, Sozopolis, and is now Sizebetween the edifice and the statue it contained, that holi. V. A city of Assyria, to the northwest of Ctesi" the
if
goddess wished to rise and go out" of her tem- phon. {Amm. MarcelL, 23, 20.) Hardouin and othple, it would be impossible for her to accomplish her ers make it the same with Antiochia Assyria, menintention.
The anger of the monarch knew no bounds. tioned by Pliny (6, 27). VI. A city of Palestine, in
and finally, after having Samaria, on the Mediterranean coast. It lay northApollodorus was banished
been accused of various crimes, was put to death. west of Sichcm. {Plin., 5, 13.
Joseph., Anriq. Jud.,
{Xiph., Vit. Hadr.)—X. A name common to several 13, 23.— W., Bell, 1, 6.)— VII. A city of Phrygia, to
The most distinguished of these was the southeast of Apamea, on the road to Antioch in
medical writers.
a physician and naturalist, born at Lemnos, about a Pisidia.
Its earlier name was Margium.
{Strab.,
He lived under 576. Steph. Byz.) Colonel I^eake is inclined to
century before the Christian era.
to
the
Soter
and
of
far
from
Lake
one
not
Bouaccordit
at
Ketsi Bourtou,
whom,
Ptolemy
Lagus,
place
The scholiast dour. VIII. A city of Lydia, called also Apollonis,
ing to Strabo, he dedicated his works.
to Nicander states that he wrote also on plants.
He about 300 stadia from Pergamus, and the same distance
is mentioned by Pliny, who says that he boasted of from Sardis.
It was named after the wife of Attalus.
the juice of cabbage and of horseradish as a remedy Cicero often alludes to it.
{Cic , Orat. pro Place, c.
Alhenajus often cites 21 et 32.
against poisonous mushrooms.
Ep. ad Quint., 1, 2, &c.) Some ruins
He wrote also on venomous animals, and there are visible near a small hamlet called Bullene. IX.
him.
is reason to believe that it was from this work that GaA city of Mysia, at the northern extremity of the Lake
len derived his antidote against the bite of vipers. Apolloniatis, and near the point where the Rhyndacus
Its site is now occupied by the Turkissues from it.
iPlin., 14, 9.—Athen., 15, p. 675. e.)
Apollonia, I. a festival at Sicyon, in honour of ish town of Ahulliona. {Slrab., 575.) X. A city of
It arose from the
It
Apollo and Diana.
following cir- CyrenaVca. regarded as the harbour of Cyrene.
These two deities came to the river was the birthplace of the geographer Eratosthenes.
cumstance.
Sythas, in the vicinity of Sicyon, which city was then Under the lower empire this place took the name of
called ^-Egialea, intending to purify themselves from Sozusa, and it is now called Marza Susa, or Sosush.
the slaughter of the serpent Python.
They were {Mela, 1, 8.—Ptol.)
She
Apollonis, wife of Attalus of Pergamus.
frightened away, however, and fled to Crete,
^gialea
soon
after
a
visited
was a native of Cyzicus, and of obscure family.
this, the inhabby
pestilence
being
itants, by the advice of soothsayers, sent seven boys Apollonis became the mother of Eumenes, Attalus,
and the same number of girls to the Sythas, to entreat Philetaerus. and Athenaeus, who were remarkable for
Their prayer was fraternal attachment as well as for filial piety. After
the offspring of Latona to return.
came to the citadel. In the death of their mother they erected a temple to her
granted, and the two deities
commemoration of this event, a temple was erected on at Cyzicu.s, on the columns of which were placed ninethe banks of the river to the goddess of Persuasion, teen tablets, sculptured in relief, and displaying the
Tleidu, and every year, on the festival of Apollo, a most touching incidents in history and mythology
band of boys conveyed the statues of Apollo and Di- relative to filial attachment. At the bottom of these
ana to the temple of Persuasion, and afterward brought tablets were inscriptions in verse, which have been
them back again to the temple of Apollo. (Pausan., preserved for us in the Vatican manuscript of the
II. A celebrated city of Illyricum, near the
Greek x\nthology. These are given by Jacobs, at the
2, 7.)
mouth of the river Aous, or Aeas, and the ruins of end of his edition of the Anthology {Paralipomena ex
which still retain the name of Pollina. It was found- codice Vaticano), and were previously published by

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

APOLLONIUS.
him in the 2d vol. of a work entitled Exercitationes
CriticcB in Scriptores Veteres, Lips., 1797, 8vo.
Apom.onius, I. a native of Perga in Pamphylia,
who flourished principally under Ptolemy Philopator,
towards the close of the second century before the
He is one of the four writers whom
Christian era.
we ought to regard as the fathers of mathematical science, since it was from their works that the moderns
first derived an accurate acquaintance with this deto give
partment of knowledge. These authors are,
them

Archimedes,
learn from Pappus,
Apollonius, and Diophantus.
that Apollonius studied at Alexandrea under the successors of Euclid, and that it was here he acquired the
rendered
superior skill in geometrical science which
The same author gives no very
his name so famous.
He
favourable account of his other qualities.
represents him {Coll. Math.. I. 7, praf.) as a vain man,
and
of
mhers,
eagerly seizing every
jealous of the merit
occasion to depreciate them.
Apollonius was one of
the most prolific and profound writers in mathematical
science. His works alone formed a considerable part of
those which the ancients regarded as the source of the
His treatise on Conies, howtrue geometrical spirit.
ever, is the most remarkable, and the one that conIt had many commentributed most to his celebrity.
tators among the ancients, such as Pappus of Alexandrea, Hypatia daughter of Theon, Eutocius of Ascain

order,

chronological

Euclid,

We

The West was acquainted, for a long pelon, &.C.
riod, in modern times, with only the first four books
of the Conies of Apollonius ; and it was not till about
the middle of the 17th century that the fifth, sixth, and
seventh books were recovered from Arabic versions.

A
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which the nature of

his subject allowed

him so xaany

The Argonautics of Apollonius

opportunities.

markable

are re-

for the purity of the diction, and, with
exceptions, the beauty of the versification ;

some

tiiey are,

happy imitation of the Iliad and Odyssey.
Longinus {de SuU., 33) calls Apollonius uirru'
Tog, an expression that is well elucidated by the rein this respect, a

marks of Quintilian (10,
"

I,

54) on the same writer:

Non contemnendum

mcdiocritate.''''

the

He

edidit opus, tequaii quadam
never rises to the sublime, but, at

same

The

time, never descends to the vulgar and lowly.
Romans appear to have entertained a high opin-

ion of the Argonautics of Apollonius.
The poem was
freely translated by Varro Atacinus, and was imitated

by Virgil in the fourth book of the Jilneid. It has
been still more followed by Valerius Flaccus, who borrowed from it the fable of his own poem ; but it must
be confessed that the Roman poet has surpassed his
The best edition of Apollonius is that of
model.
Previous to the
Wellauer, Lips., 1828. 2 vols. 8vo.
this, the best edition was that of Brunck^
Lips., 1810, 2 vols. 8vo, with the additional Greek
Brunck's first edition
scholia, curd G. H. Schaeffer.
appeared in 1780, 2 vols. 8vo, from the Strasburg

appearance of

—

A

sophist, son of the grammarian ArchiAlexandrea in the time of Augustus, acthe common opinion, and had Apion in the

III.
press.
bius, lived at

cording to
number of his disciples. Ruhnken, however (Praf.
ad Hesych.y vol. 2, p. 5), believes him to have been
much later, and that Apion lived long before him. He
is known by his Homeric Lexicon {Ai^eig '0/j.7]ptKcu)f
containing a list of the principal words used by HoIt is a very useful work,
mer, with their explanations.

though much interpolated. Villoison published the
first edition of this Lexicon in 1773, Paris, 2 vols.
book being in a measure restored by him from the in- 4to, from a MS., which he supposed to be of the tenth
dications given by Pappus.
{Montvda, Hist, des century. The commentaiy and prolegomena of VilLacroix, in Biogr. Univ y loison are full of erudition, and yet he was but twentyMfUh., vol 1, p. 245, scqq.
U. A poet of Alexandrea, gen- one years of age when he appeared as the editor of
vol. 2, p. 316, seqq.)
ToUius produced a reprint of Villoison's
erally called Apollonius of Rhodes, from his having Apollonius.
He was a pupil of Callim- edition, at Leyden, in 1788, 8vo. This re-impression
lived for some time there.
achus, but renouncing the erudite style of his mas- is considered superior to the original, as far as the exIt cellent notes added by Tollius are concerned.
It is
ter, he endeavoured to follow the track of Homer.
appears that Callimachus was offended with this act injured, however, by the retrenchment of Villoison's
IV. A grammarian of Alexandrea, surof rebellion against his authority, and that it was the prolegomena.
cause of the enmity which subsisted between the two named Dyscolus {AvoKoXog), " Ill-humoured," or
"
Morose," on account of his unpleasant disposition ;
Apollonius,
poets until the death of the former.
having read at Alexandrea his Homeric poem on the or else, as some suppose, from the difficult questions
was
hissed
a
by
party he was accustomed to propose to the savans of Alexexpedition of the Argonauts,
He flourished about the middle of the second
'which had been formed against him by the cabals of andrea.
Mortified at this treatment, he retired to century of the Christian era, and passed his days in
'iis master.
Rhodes, where he taught rhetoric, and obtained the the Bruchium, a quarter of the city where many learnAt a subsequent period, under ed men were supported at the royal expense. {Vid.
rights of citizenship.
Ptolemy V. (Epiphanes), he succeeded as librarian at Alexandrea.) He is the first that reduced the subject
Alexandrea in the place of Eratosthenes, who had be- of grammar to a systematic form. Of his numerous
come enfeebled by age. His principal production, the writings in this department, we have only four treapoem on the Argonautic expedition, is the only one of tises "remaining. Tlepl I.vvTu^ecjc rtJv tov loyov fiepIt is divided
Of the Syntax of parts of speech ;" in four
his works that has come down to us.
uv,
The subject of the poem is the de- books Ilepi 'AvTuwixiag, " Of the Pronoun :" Uepl
into four books.
" Of
Conjunctions :" and Tlepl 'Etti^parture of Jason and his companions in quest of the IvvdiGfiiJv,
" Of Adverbs." To him is also ascribed a
golden fleece, and the return of these adventurers to fiuTuv,
their native shores after long and perilous wanderings. compilation, entitled 'IffTopiiJv Oavfiaciuv Pi6?uov^
The plan is very simple it is that of an historian, and "A collection of Wonderful Histories," which has
There is no only the accidental merit of containing some fragments
is not adapted to poetic composition.
This last-mentioned work is found
unity of interest in the poem ; for Jason is not the of lost writers.
onlv hero of the piece, and even if he were, his char- in the editions of Phlegon given by Xylander and
acter is not sufficiently sustained for such an end. Meursius.
Toucher produced a separate edition of
The poet places him in scenes where he acts without it in 1792, 8vo, from the Leipsic press. The treaThe characters of Or- tise on Syntax was first printed by the elder Aldus,
probity and without honour.
fol.
pheus and Hercules are better drawn. That of Medea in his Thesaurus Cornucopia, Venet., 1495,
is a complete failure: the passion that sways her
and was reprinted by Junta, in 1515, 8vo, Florent.
breast is at variance with both modesty and filial piety. Both these editions are inaccurate.
Sylburg pubmagnificent edition of the whole eight books was
published by Dr. Halley, at Oxford, in 1710, the eighth

—

—

—

:

:

;

In other respects, the poem contains many pleasing
Apollonius also deserves praise for not
descriptions.
yielding to the spirit of the age, and indulging in those
learned digressions that were then popular, and for

new edition m 1590, 4to, Franco/., with the
The best, however, is
corrected from MSS.
To Bekker we
that of Bekker, Berolin., 1817, 8vo.
also owe editions of three other works of Apollolished a
text
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The
nius, which had previously remained unedited.
treatise on the Pronoun was first published by him in
Wolf and Buttmann's
Antiq. Stud., vol. 2,

At Athens he is said to have cast ont a
demon, which at its departure threw down a statue ;
at the Isthmus of Corinth, to have predicted the attempt of Nero to cut through it and in the island of

Museum

BeroL, 1811, and the treatises on Conjunctions and
Adverbs in the second volume of his Anecdota Graeca.
(Schdll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 27.)— V. A native

He taught rhetoric at Rhodes,
of Alabanda in Caria.
Cicero and
and his school enjoyed a high reputation.
Julius Caesar were among the number of his pupils.
He was remarkable for sending away those who he
was convinced could not become orators, instead of
their time in attending on his inletting them waste
His surname was Molo, or, according to
structions.
Cicero often alludes
others, Molonis {son of Molo).
to him, sometimes under the name of Apollonius, on
other occasions under that of Molo.
{Cic, de Or at.,

—

VI. A native of Tyana in
I, 28.— /d., Brut., 89.)
Cappadocia, of an ancient and wealthy family, born
about the commencement of the Christian era, and fa-

Wonderful
in the annals of ancient imposture.
stories were told of the annunciation made to his mother

mous

during her pregnancy, as well as of the circumstances
under which his birth took place. {Philostr., Vit.
ApolL, 1, 4.) His early education was received at
iEgae, a town of Cilicia, on the Sinus Issicus, where
he attached himself to the tenets and discipline of the
Pythagorean philosophy, refraining from animal food,
living entirely upon fruits and herbs, wearing no article
of clothing made from any animal substance, going bare-

and suffering his hair to grow to its full length.
much of his time in the temple of .^sculapius
at -^gae, a temple rendered famous by the wonderful
and the priests, findcures which were effected there
ing him possessed of talents and docility, initiated him
His medical
into the mysteries of the healing art.
foot,

He

spent

;

knowledge proved subsequently a valuable auxiliary

to

him

After
in imparting force to his moral precepts.
having acquired great reputation at iEgae, Apollonius
determined to qualify himself for the office of a pre-

ceptor in philosophy by passing through the Pythagorean discipline of silence.
Accordingly, he is said to
have remained five years without once exercising the
During this time he chiefly resided
faculty of speech.
When his term of silence
in Pamphylia and Cilicia.
was expired, he visited Antioch, Ephesus, and other
cities, declining the society of the rude and illiterate,
and conversing chiefly with the priests. At sunrising
he performed certain religious rites, which he disclosed
only to those who passed through the discipline of si-

He
whom

spent the morning in instructing his discihe encouraged to ask whatever questions
At noon he held a public assembly for
they pleased.
His style was neither turgid nor
popular discourse.
abstruse, but truly Attic, and marked by great force
lence.

ples,

and persuasion. Apollonius, that he might
perfectly resemble Pythagoras, determined

still

more

to travel

He proposed his design to his
through distant nations.
seven in number, but they refused
He therefore entered upon his extwo servants. At Ninus
pedition, attended only by
he look, as his associate, Damis, an inhabitant of that
he boasted that he was skilled in all
city, to whom
languages, though he had never learned them, and that
he even understood the language of beasts and birds.
disciples, who were
to accompany him.

The ignorant Assyrian worshipped him

as a god ; and,
resigning himself implicitly to his direction, accompa-

At Babylon he connied him wherever he went.
versed with the magi, and, by his sage discourses, obtained the favour and admiration of the king, who furnished him with camels and provisions for his journey
He was equally patronised by Phraover Caucasus.
otes, an Indian king, and after four months' residence
with the Indian sages, returned to Babylon, and thence
Various miracles of his performance in
into Ionia.
the cities of Greece are gravely related.
Among
Other feats, he pretended that he had raised the shade
164

of Achilles.

;

Crete, during an earthquake, to have exclaimed that
the sea was bringing forth land at the time that an island was rising out of the sea between Crete and
Thera.
From Crete he repaired to Rome. Just before this time, however, Nero had ordered all who pracThe friends
tised magic to be driven from the city.

of Apollonius apprized him of the hazard which was
likely to attend his purposed visit to Rome ; and the
alarm was so great, that out of thirty-four persons who

were

companions, only eight chose to acHe nevertheless persevered in
his resolution, and, under the protection of the sacred
The next day
habit, obtained admission into the city.
he was conducted to the consul Telesinus, who was
his stated

company him

thither.

inclined to favour philosophers df every class, and obtained permission to visit the temples and converse
From Rome Apollonius travelled
with the priests.

westward to Spain. Here he made an unsuccessful
attempt to incite the procurator of the province of BaeAfter the death of
tica to a conspiracy against Nero.
that tyrant he returned into Italy on his way to Greece ;
whence he proceeded to Egypt, where Vespasian was
making use of every expedient to establish his power.

That prince early perceived that nothing would give
greater credit with the Egyptian populace than to have
his cause espoused by one who was esteemed a favoured minister of the gods, and, therefore, did not
fail to show him every kind of attention and respect.

The

philosopher, in return, adapted his measures to
the views of the new emperor, and used all his influ-

ence among the people

was

in support of

Vespasian's au-

the accession of Domitian, Apollonius
no sooner informed of ihc tyrannical proceedings

thority.

Upon

of that emperor, and particularly of his proscriptions
of philosophers, than he assisted in raising a sedition
against him, and in favour of Nerva, among the Egyptians ; so that Domitian thought it necessary to issue
an order that he should be seized and brought to Rome.
Apollonius, being informed of the order, set out im-

own

mediately, of his

accord, for that city.

Upon

his

but his judge, the
he was brought to trial
praetor ^lian, who had formerly known him in Egypt,
and
so conducted the
of
was desirous
favouring him,
process that it terminated in his acquittal.
Apollonius
now passed over into Greece, and visited various parts
of the country, gaining new followers wherever he went.
He finally settled at Ephesus in Asia Minor, where he
established a school and had many disciples.
Here
arrival

;

is related of him, which, if true, implies that
he was acquainted with the conspiracy against Domitian.
At the moment when that tyrant was cut off at
Rome, Apollonius is said to have made a sudden
pause in the midst of a public disputation at Ephesus,
" Well
and, changing his tone, to have exclaimed,

a story

done, Stephen

!

take heart

;

kill

the tyrant

;

kill

him

;"

and then, after a short pause, to have added, " the tyrant is dead
he is killed this very hour." After this
;

we

hear little of him, except that Nerva wrote to him
on his accession but it is very probable that he died
at Ephesus during the short reign of that emperor, at
the very advanced age of ninety-seven.
The sources
of information concerning this extraordinary man are
;

His life by Philostratus, from which
very uncertain.
the foregoing sketch is principally selected, was compiled two hundred years after his death, by order of
the Empress Julia, widow of Severus, which prince
regarded Apollonius as a divinely-inspired personage,
and is said to have associated his image in a temple
with those of Orpheus, Abraham, and our Saviour.
Philostratus, a mere sophist, received as materials the
journal of Damis, his companion and disciple, who
was ignorant and credulous, and a short and imperfect
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memoir by Maxentius of J^gve, now lost. All sorts
of fables and traditionary lales are mixed up with
the account of Philostratus, who only merits attention for a mere outline of the facts upon which he
must necessarily have formed his marvellous superstructure.
The claim of the whole to notice rests
when Chrischiefly on the disposition of the pagans,
to assimilate the charactianity began to gain ground,
ter and merits of ApoUonius with those of the Divine

the enthusiastic painter caused himself to be conductto this chcfd'oeuvre of art, and,
by passing his
hands over it, sought in this way to enjoy those feelings of delight which his loss of vision seemed to deny

Founder of the

rising religion.

Something

is

also

due

so singular as that of ApoUonius, who certainly
contrived to pass for a divinely-favoured person, not
only in his own days, but as long as paganism preThe inhabitants of Tyana dedicated a temple
vailed.
to a

life

name the Ephesians erected a statue to him
ander the name of Hercules Aleiicacus, for delivering
them from the plague Hadrian collected his letters
the Emperor Severus honoured him as already de-

to his

;

;

;

Caracalla erected a temple to him ; Aurelian,
:
out of regard to his memory, refrained from sacking
ranks him
lastly, Ammianus Marcellinus
Tyana
among the eminent men, who, like Socrates and Numa,

flcribed

;

All these prove nothing of
visited by a demon.
the supernatural attributes of ApoUonius, but they are
At the
decisive of the opinion entertained of him.
same time, Dr. Lardner clearly shows that the life of
to the
a
reference
with
Philostratus was composed
of our Saviour.
history of Pythagoras rather than to that

were

(Compare the remarks of
to his edition of the

Mitchell, in the Introduction

Clouds of Aristophanes,

p. viii.,

On the whole, as his correct
doctrines appear to have been extremely moral and pure,
it may be the fairest way to rank him among that less
obnoxious class of impostors, who pretend to be divinely gifted, with a view to secure attention and obedience to precepts, which, delivered in the usual way,
Of the writings of
would be generally neglected.
seqq..

Load, 1838.)

ApoUonius, there remain only his Apology to Domitian,
and eighty-four epistles, the brevity of which is in
favour of their authenticity.
They were edited by
Comelin in 1601, 8vo, and by Stephens, inhisEpistolae,
1577.
His life by Philostratus is found in the writings of that sophist, the best edition of which is that

of Olearius,

{Enfield's History vf
Li-ps., 1709, fol.
Michaud, Bxogr.
Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 39, seqq.
VII A stoic philosopher,
Univ., vol 2, p. 320, seqq.)
born at Chalcis in Euboea, or, according to some, at
Chalredon in Bithynia. His high reputation induced
the Em|)€ror Antoninus Pius to send for him to come
to Rome in order to take charge of the education of

—

Marcus Aurelius. On his
emperor sent him an eager

arrival

at

the capital, the

invitation to repair to the
but the philosopher declined to come, observ-

palace
ing that the pupil ought to
;

—

come

to the master, not the

The emperor, on receiving this
master to the pupil.
*'
It was then easier.
answer, observed, with a smile,
It seems, for
ApoUonius to come from Chalcis to Rome,
than from his residence in Kome to the palace in the
same city!" Antoninus, however, hastened to send
his royai pupil to him, and Aurelius profited in no
The
small degree by the lessons of his instructer.
Meditations of Aurelius contain a eulogium on his

—

{Biogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 323.)
Vni. A sculptor, distinguished by a statue of Hercules, the extant part of which is preserved in the Vatican Museum at Rome, and is known by the name of
the Belvidere torso.
He was a native of Athens, and,
according to Winckelmann, flourished a short time
This opinion is
subsequent to Alexander the Great.
founded principally upon the form of the letters composing the Greek inscription sculptured on the marble.
A conjecture of this kind, however, can at best be only
approximative. The famous torso of the Belvidere Hercules has been the admiration of all artists.
Michael
Angelo sketched it from every possible point of view ;
stoic preceptor.

and when,

in bis old age,

he was deprived of

sight,

ed

him.

(La

Salle, in

Biogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 326.)—
the head of a young satyr,
now preserved at Egremont House, Petworth. (Consult O. Mailer, Amalth., 3, 252.)— X.
sculptor,
who, in connexion with his brother Tauriscus, constructed a celebrated image of a bull, formerly the
This image is generally
property of Asinius Pollio.
supposed to be that now known as the Farnese Bullj
though artists have observed several things in the latter performance which argue it to be of a later date.

IX.

A

sculptor,

who made

A

{Plin., 36, b.—Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Aponiana, an island near Lilybaeum.

{Hirt., B.
Cluverius thinks that one of the JEgwsfB
or .^gades is here meant.
Others suppose it to be
In one MS. the
the same with Paconia of Ptolemy.

Afric, 2.)

name is given as Apononia.
Aponus Fons, a fountain,

{Cluv., Sicil., 2, 15.)
or,

more

correctly,

warm

mineral springs about six miles to the south of Patavium. They were celebrated for their healing properties, and hence their name, from a, not, and Trovof the
anguish or pain of a malady, as indicating their properly of lulling or removing the pains of sickness.
There was also a species of divination connected with
,

them, by throwing articles into the fountain.
{Lvcan,
Phars., 7, \93.—Suet., Vtt. Tib., c. 14, and Crus.,
ad loc.) The Aponus Fons was the principal source

The
of what were denominated the Aqucz PatavincE.
of Bagni d'Abano, by which these waters are at

name

present known, has evidently been formed by corruption from Aponus.
(Plin., 2, \03.—Id., 31, 6.)
Apotheosis, a cerem.ony observed by some ancient
nations, by

men

which they raised

their kings, heroes,

and

Neither the Egyptians nor Persians seem to have adopted this custom.
The Greeks were the first who admitted it. The
Romans borrowed it from them. Herodian (4, 2) has
left us an account of the apotheosis of a Roman emAfter the body of the deceased was burned, a
peror.
waxen image of it was placed upon a tall ivory couch
in the vestibule of the palace, the couch being decked
great

to the rank of deities.

The image repwith the most sumptuous coverings.
resented the emperor as pale and suffering under sickness.
This continued for seven days. The city meanFor the greater part of each
while was in sorrow.
day the senate sat ranged on the left side of the bed,
dressed in robes of mourning, the ladies of the first rank
sitting on the right side in white robes, without any ornaments. During the seven days the physicians paid regular visits to the sick person, and always reported that he
grew worse, until at length they gave out that he was
dead.
When the death was announced, a band consisting of the noblest members of the equestrian order, and
the most distinguished youths of senatorian rank, carried
the couch and image, first to the Forum, where hymns
and dirges were sung, and then to the Campus Martins.
In this latter place a large pyramidal edifice of
wood had been previously constructed, the interior

being

filled

with combustibles

of

all

kinds.

The

couch was placed on this, with abundance of aromatics
and spices
The equestrian order then moved in solemn array around the pile, imitating by their evoluand chariots were also driven
tions the pyrrhic dance
around, having the persons standing in them arrayed
in their praetextas, and wearing masks which recalled
the features of the most celebrated Romans of former
;

days.

The new emperor

then applied a torch to the

communicated to it by the rest.
Meanwhile, an eagle was let fly from the summit of
the structure, which was to ascend with the flames to
the heavens, and was supposed to bear with it from
pile,

and

fire

was

also

If the deified
earth the soul of the deceased emperor.
person was a fenaale, a peacock, not an eagle, was
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sent iroin the funeral pile.
(Lydius, de Re Mil, p.
Some writers,
93,
Irmisck, ad Herodian., I. c.)
misled by the language of Diodorus Siculus, have ascribed the introduction of the apotheosis into Greece
to Egyptian colonies.
Diodorus, however, a partisan
of the theory of Euhemerus, only saw in the gods of
mere deified mortals. Leibnitz commits,
every

—

—

religion

the apotheosis of the chief of a NoMosheim also {Annot. ad. Cudworth, p.

more than

madic

tribe.

I.

Ov.,

c.)

Appianus, a native of Alexandres, who flourished
at Rome undei Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius.
Here he distinguished himself by his forensic abilities,
of and acquired the post of a procurator of the empire,

with regard to the Persians, an error similar to that
Diodorus, when he sees in the myth of Arimanes nothing

stands females of loose character, remarking as f<^
lows : " Extra urbem plebs submceniana et meretri'
culcB habitabant, maxitne Via Appia.^^
{Heim., ad

238) pretends that Mithras was only a deified hunter,
because, upon the monuments that have reached us, he
is represented as killing a bull, and being followed by a
(Consult Constant, de la Religion, vol. 2, p.
dog
446, in not.)
AppIa via, the most celebrated of the Roman roads,
both on account of its length, and the difficulties which
!

and, accordijjg to some authorities, the government of
the province of Egypt.
His Roman History ('P«ficuKa, or 'laTopta 'PufiUiK^), in twenty-four books, no
It embraced the history of the
longer exists entire.
Republic to the time of Augustus, in an order which
Appian himself explains in his preface. He states,
that in reading the works which treated of Roman

History, he was wearied with being compelled to transport his attention every moment from one province t»
another, according as the scene of events changed : to

it was
necessary to overcome in its construction, pass from Carthage to Spain, from Spain to Sicily,
hence called the " Queen of the Roman Ways," Rcgina from Sicily to Macedonia, and from this latter coun>
Viarum. {Stat., Sylv., 2, 2.) It was made, as Livy try again to Carthage. To remedy this inconveinforms us (9, 29), by the censor Appius Caecus, A.U.C. nience, inseparable from synchronism, he collects to442, and in the first instance was only laid down as gether in his history the events that have passed in
far as Capua, a distance of about a thousand stadia, each particular country : it is thus that the several
but even this por- books of his history arose, in which the facts are stated,
or a hundred and twenty-five miles
tion of the work, according to the account of Diodorus not in a chronological order, nor by principal epochs,
Siculus, was e.xecuted in so expensive a manner, that but with reference to the country in which they took
From place. This method, which has been sometimes imthe public treasury (20, 36).
it exhausted
Capua it was subsequently carried on to Beneventum, itated in modern times, and especially by Gibbon, preand finally to Brundisium, when this port became the sents certainly some advantages. It labours under
great place of resort for those who were desirous of the serious objection, however, of turning away the at{Strabo, tention of the reader, in too great a degree, from the
crossing over into Greece and Asia Minor.
This latter part of the Appian Way is supposed main subject of the narrative. It is difficult, there283.)
to have been constructed by the consul Appius Clau- fore, to follow, in Appian, the progressive greatness
dius Pulcher, grandson of Caecus, A U.C. 504, and to and downfall of the state of which he treats.
Still,
have been completed by another consul of the same however, his work abounds with valuable information
find frequent men- respecting the history of those times, and on many
family thirty-six years after.
tion made of repairs done to this road by the Roman points of ancient geography.
Though evidently a
emperors, and more particularly by Trajan, both in the compilation, it is not the less important, however, on
histories of the time, and also in ancient inscriptions. this account, since many of the sources whence he deThis road seems to have been still in excellent order in rived his information are completely lost to us, while
the time of Procopius, who gives a very good account for some epo<hs of Roman history he is the only auHe says, thority we possess. The details into which he enters,
of the manner in which it was constructed.
*'
An expeditious traveller might very well perform i^e on the events of the wars of which he treats, render his
m
five
Its
breadth work a very interesting one for military readers.
to
from
SetRome Capua
days.
journey
is such as to admit of two carriages passing each othting aside the defective nature of the plan, Appian's
;

We

Above

others, this way is worthy of notice
which were employed on it are of an extremely hard nature, and were doubtless conveyed by
Appius from some distant quarry, as the adjoining
These, when
country furnishes none of that kind
they had been cut smooth and squared, he fitted to-

history

iron or any other subgether closely, without using
and they adhere so firmly to each other, that
stance
they appear to have been thus formed by nature, and

first five

er.

all

:

for the stones

;

And though they have been
not cemented by art.
travelled over by so many beasts of burden and cardo not seem to have been any
riages for ages, yet they
wise moved from their place, or broken, nor to have
lost any part of their original smoothness."
{Procop.,
Bell. Got., 3.)
According to Eustace, such parts of
as have escaped destruction, as at
the Appian
Fondi and Mola, show few traces of wear and decay

Way

after a duration of

two thousand

years.

(Classical

Tour, vol. 3, p. 177.) The same writer states the
at from
eighteen
average breadth of the Appian Way
to twenty-two feet.
Appi.iDEs, a name given to the five deities, Venus,
A temple was
Pallas. Vesta, Concord, and Peace.
erected to them near the Appiae Aquae, in the vicinity

vieu

s

repro

is, in other respects, wanting neither in critical
of the subject, nor in discernment.
The gravest

however, to which he

h,

is

is his

exposed,

par-

Romans, which makes it necessary to
read 'im with caution.
His style is formed on that
of Polybius, but he is inferior to his model.
Of the
tial

'

.''or

the

—

books of Appian's History we possess merely

The first book, which was entitled Tqfragments.
fiatKuv paaLkiKTi, contained the history of the seven
Roman kings the succeeding four were entitled respectively, 'IraAix^, "ZafivLTLKT), KcXtlk^, and l,iKeXiKTj Kal firjaiuTLKTi, that is, the wars of the Romans
in Italy, with the Samnites, with the Gauls, and in
have then the 6th,
Sicily and the other isles.
:

We

7th,

and 8th

entire.

The

sixth book, entitled 'UijpLKijf

contains the history of the wars in Spain ; the seventh,
'kvvita'XLKrj, that of the wars with Hannibal; the
the Punic
eighth, A.lBvk7], Kapxv^oviK^ KalNovfiiStK^y
Wars ; of the ninth, MaKeSoviK^, which contained the

wars with Macedonia,

maining
the wars

;

we have

only fragments re-

the tenth,' ETiljfviKii koI 'luviK-q, containing
in

Greece and Asia Minor,

is

entirely lost

;

Kal UapdiK^, the first part,
of the eleventh,
I,vpiaK^
the history of the wars in Syria, alone refnains ; the
Such at least is the expla- second part, the wars with the Parthians, is lost : this
of Julius Caesar's forum.
the part,
nation commonly given to the expression Appiades lacuna, in truth, is supphed in the MSS.
Bur- however, thus supplied, was not written by Appian,
Dece, as occurring in Ovid (A. A., 3, 452).
mann, however, thinks that the poet refers merely to but is a mere compilation from Plutarch's Lives of
the nymphs of the adjacent fountain, while Heinsius, Crassus and Antony.
Indeed, there is some reason
wars with the Parthiaiia
altering the common lection of Dea to sua, under- to think that a history of the
;
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was never written by Appian. (Consult Schwcigk., ad across the Anio, and the nucleus was thus formed of
Hist. Partk. Appiano tern, trih., p. 921, vol. 3.) what afterward became the Claudian tribe.
Appius
The twelfth hook, Midpa^ariK^, contains the history was a man of harsh and stern character, and
In the nine succeedof the wars with Mithradates.
ing books (from the 13th to the 2Ist inclusive), Appian gave the history of the civil wars, from the time of
Marius and Sylla to the battle of Actium and the
Of these nine, the first five reconquest of Egypt.
nnain ; they coiiiain, in the form of an introduction,
the history of all the troubles that disturbed the Roman
republic from the secession to the Mons Sacer down
The twenty-secto the defeat of Sextus Pompeius.
ond book, entitled 'EKaTovTaena, contained the hisof
the
dominion of the
tory of the first hundred years
From the account given of its contents,
Caesars.
however, by Appian himself (r*r<e/"., 15), as well as

frequently
brought, on this account, into collision with the lower
orders, especially in the controversies between credHis zeal for the cause of the
itors and dpbtors.
patri-

cians knew no bounds
and so much, in fact, was he
dreaded by the plebeians, that when the latter had refused on one occasion to enrol themselves for the war
;

against the Veientes, the mere rumour, spread by the
nobility, that Appius was about to be appointed dictator, induced the multitude immediately to yield.
II Sabinus, son of the
{Liv., 2, 16, seqq.)
preceding,
rendered himself still more odious to the people than

—

even

had been, by his inflexible and despotic
Being elected consul AUG. 283, he opfrom other sources (Phol., Cod.., 57), it appears to have posed with the utmost violence the passage of the
contained what we should call at the present day a Publilian law, which ordained that the plebeian magisthe loss of trates should be chosen at the Comitia Tributa, and
statistical account of the Roman empire
The twenty-third book, the prudence of his colleague Quinctius alone preventthis is much to be regretted.
Some time after this he was sent
'IAAy/3iK7, or, as Photius calls it, AaKLKr}, contains the ed bloodshed.
wars of Illyria : the twenty-fourth book, 'ApaSiKij, against the Volsci but his soldiers, indignant at hi«
From this list haughtiness and severity, refused to fight, when drawn
treating of the wars of Arabia^ is lost.
it results, that, regarding the eleventh as complete, we
up for action, and fled to their camp. The next day,
on his marching back to the Roman territory, his army
have ten books remaining of the History of Appian.
The best edition of Appian is that of Schweighaeuser, was attacked by the foe, and disgracefully put to flight.
his father

character.

;

;

—

17S5, 3 vols. 8vo. {Michaud, in Biogr. Univ.,
Scholl,
Schweigh., ad App.
p. 329, seqq.
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 173, seqq.)
Appii FoauM, a small place on the Appian "Way,
It is
about sixteen miles from the Tres Tabernae.
mentioned by St. Paul {Acls,2S, 15), and is also well
known as Horace's second resting-place in his journey
Holstenius (Adnot., p 210) and Corto Brundisium.

Lips

vol.

—

,

2,

—

radini {Vet. Lat.y 11, p. 94) agree in fixing the position of Forum Appii at Casarillo di Santa Maria.

But

D'Anville, from an exact computation of distances
relative positions, inclines to place it at Borgo
Lungo, near Treponti, on the present road. (Anal.
Gcogr. de Plialie, p. 186.) It would appear, that this
opinion of D'Anville's is the more correct one, especially as it is clear from Horace (Serm., 1, 5), that
from hence it was usual to embark on a canal, which
ran parallel to the Appian Way, and which was called
Decennovium, its length being nineteen miles. {Prucop., Rer. Got , 1, 2.)
Vestiges of this canal may still
be traced a little beyond Borgo Lungo. {Cramer'' s

and

Ancient

name,

vol. 2, p. 93.)
Italy.,

it

regards the ancient

Forum was
country where markets were

may be remarked,
to places in the

As

that the term

applied
held and courts of justice convened.
Appi6i-.(E. a city of Latium, in the territory of Setia
(Corradini, Vet. Lai., 2, 2), taken and burnt by TarIt is said to have furnished from its
quinius Priscus.
spoils the sums necessary for the construction of the

Maximus.

Circus
—
Strabo,

231.)

{Dion. Hal.,

3, 49.

—

L?'».,

1,

35.

Corradini (/. c), the
given in old writings to a tract

According

to

name of Valle Apiole is
of country situated between Sezzaand Piperno. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 108 )
Appios Claudius, I the founder of the Appian
He was a Sabine by birth, a native
family at Kome.
of llegillum, and his original name is said to have been
In the year of the city 260, the last
Atlus Clausus.
portion of what Niebuhr considers the mythical age
of Roman History, Attus is said to have migrated to
Rome, with the members and clients of his house to
This powerful accession of
the number of 5000.
si.reugth ensured him, of course, a favourable reception
he was classed among the patricians, enrolled in
;

the senate, and assumed the more Roman name of
His motive for leaving his native
Appius Claudius.

country is said to have been a wish to live on friendly
terms with the Romans, with whom his fellow-citizens, notwithstanding his advice, were bent on making
war.
Lands were assigned to him and his followers

After punishing his troops by decimation ho returned
to the city
but the next year he was cited for trial,
on account of his disgraceful return from the Volsci,
and more particularly for his violation of the tribunitian privileges, and his opposition to the Agrarian law.
After pleading his cause in person, and daunting his opponents so much that they were compelled to adjourn
the case, he was carried off by a malady before a second
Flor., 1,
{Liv., 2, 56, seqq.
hearing could be had.
in. Crassinus, a member of the patrician fam22.)
and
of
the
Claudii.
cruel
ily
Though
arrogant like his
ancestors, he was hardly appointed consul, B C. 401,
when, to gain the favours of the people, he supported
the law proposed by the tribune Terentillius or Terentius, which had for its object a change in the form of
Instead of the usual magistrates, degovernment.
cemvirs were appointed to compose a code of laws for
Rome, and to possess sovereign power for a year.
{Vid Decemviri.) He was himself chosen decemvir ;
;

—

—

after the first year, this office was prolonged
year more, he was the only one who, by his influence over the chief men among the people, succeedHe resolved never again
ed in being again chosen.
to give up his power, and conspired with his colleagues for the accomplishment of this plan, but the
affair of Virginia put an end to their odious tyranny.
The decemviral office was abolished,
( Vid. Virginia.)
and the previous forms of magistracy immediately restored.
Appius was accused and thrown into prison,
where, according to Livy (3, SS'i he died by hi? own
hand.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, nowever. leads us
to
suppose that another account was credited by some,
which made him to have been put to death in pri.>^on by

and when,
for a

As regards the
(Ant. Rom., 11, 49 )
imprisonment of Appius, consult the remarks of Niebuhr. {Rom. Hist., vol.2, p 369, scjy.)— IV. Csecus,
a distinguished Roman of the Appian family, who reWhen cenceived his surname from his blindness.
which
sor, he constructed that part of the Appian Way
the tribunes.

extended from

He

built also

through

Rome
the

Capua. {Md Appia Via.)
It was
aqueduct at Rome.

to

first

his advice that the Politian family committed
of the rites of Hercules to public slaves :

the charge
the consequence of this was, as Livy relates (9, 29),
that the family in question were all cut off within the
was deprived of sight, whence
year, and Appius himself "
He was afterthe Blind."
his cognomen of CtccuJi,
ward consul, and also intcrrex, and was very successful in his oj)erations against the

31

)

V

Herdonius seized

Samnites.

tlie

{Liv., ID,

capitol, with
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Staves and exiles, A.U.C. 292, and was soon after
overthrown.
The name
{Liv., 3, 15.
Flor., 3, ]9.)
of Appius was common in Rome, particularly to
many
consuls whose history is not marked by any uncom-

—

—

mon

event.

Apeies, a king of Egypt, of the 26th dynasty, and
He
called, in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, Pharaoh Hophra.
ascended the throne after his father Psammis, B.C.
594.
Apries distinguished himself by foreign conquest ; he took Sidon, conquered the island of Cyprus,
and enjoyed for a long period great prosperity. After
a reign, however, of twenty-six years, his subjects revolted in favour of Amasis, by whom he was overcome and put to death. The immediate cause of the
revolt was an unsuccessful expedition
against the peoand
ple of Cyrene, in which many lives were lost
from this circumstance we may readily infer, that the
extravagant projects of their kings were but little in
unison with the feelings and wishes of the Egyptian
;

—

{Herod., 2, 161, seq.
people.
Compare Heeren,
Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 404.)
Apsines, a Greek rhetorician of Gadara, in Phoenicia, who flourished during the reign of Maximin,
about 236 B.C.
have from him a treatise on
Rhetoric, and also a work on the questions discussed in the schools of the rhetoricians. They are contained in the Rhetores Graci of Aldus, Venice, 1508,

We

fol.

Apsynthii, or Absvnthm, a people of Thrace, na(6, 34, and 9, 119) as bordering on
the Thracian Chersonese, and having overpowered the

med by Herodotus

Dolonci.
{Vid. Mithradates.) Dionysius Periegetes
(577) speaks of the river Apsynthus.
Apsus, a river of Macedonia, falling into the Ionian
Sea between Dyrrhachium and ApoUonia, and dividing
their respective territories.
It has been rendered
memorable from the military operations of Caeaar and

Pompey on

banks.

The

name

of

the fraternity of Osiris, was obliged to part with iua
clothes to pay the necessary expenses of the inaugural

ceremonies.
He now began to acquire a more prudent estimate of the value of property, and undertook
the profession of a pleader, in which he obtained considerable fame and emolument.
Not only so, he embraced also an opportunity which ofl'ered of improving
his condition by marrying Pudentilla, an elderly widow
of considerable property, to whom his youth and agreeable qualities had strongly recommended him.
This
union exceedingly exasperated the relations of the lady ;
and ^milianus, the brother of her former husband, instituted a suit against Apuleius, before the proconsul
of Africa, for employing magical arts to obtain her love.
The apology which he delivered on this occasion is
still extant, and it is
regarded as a performance of conIt was, of course, successful
for it
siderable merit.
was not very difficult to convince a sensible magistrate,
that a widow of thirteen years' standing may be induced
;

to marry a handsome, eloquent, and accomplished
young man, without being moved thereto by filters
or magic.
Of the remainder of the life of Apuleius
nothing is known, except that several cities honoured
him with statues for his eloquence, and that he wrote

much both in prose and verse. Like Apollonius of
Tyana, miracles have been ascribed to him, which have
been placed in comparison with those of the gospel.
The origin of these reports, which did not circulate
until after his death, is by no means ascertained
as,
;

with the exception of the foregoing foolish accusation,
he does not appear to have been charged with the practice of magic in his lifetime
although it is not improbable that his anxiety, while on his travels, to get
initiated in the secret mysteries and religious ceremonies of the different places which he visited, might
have laid a foundation for the opinion entertained after
his death of his supernatural acquirements.
Be this
;

Ergent or BeraXino. {Cas., B. Civ., 4,
13.— Lucan, 5, 461.)
Aptera, a Cretan city, to the east of Polyrrhenia|

as it may, Marcellinus, in the fifth century, requested
of St. Augustin to exert his utmost efforts to refute the
" that Christ
assertions of those who falsely declared
did nothing more than what was done by other men,

and eighty stadia from Cydonia.

and who produced

stream

its

present

the

is

Its

{Slrabo, 479.)

name was supposed to be derived from a contest waged
by the Sirens and Muses in its vicinity, when the former, being vanquished in the trial of musical excelwere so overcome with grief that their wings
{Stcph. Byz., s. v.
dropped from their shoulders.
Strabo informs us that Kisamus was the
'ATTTepa.)
lence,

observed by Pococke
are laid

down

The

vestiges of Aptera were
to the south of Kisamos, and they

naval station of Aptera.

map between that place and
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol.

in Lapie's

Jerami or Cydonia.
3, p. 378.)

ApuLEiiE LEGES, proposed by L. Apuleius SaturniA.U.C. 653, tribune of the commons about di-

nus,

;

viding the public lands among the veteran soldiers,
settling colonies, punishing crimes against the state,
and furnishing corn to the poor at 10-12ths of an as a

modius.

{Cic.,pro Balb.,

21.— Id.,

de leg., 2,

6.

—

Flor., 3, 16.)

Apuleius, a Platonic philosopher of the second
century, was a native of Madaura, an African city on
His family was
the borders of Numidia and Gsetulia.
and property, his father berespectable, both in station
Madaura. He received the
ing chief magistrate of
at Carthage, where he imearly part of his education
bibed his first knowledge of the Platonic philosophy,
and thence removed

in

succession to Athens and

Rome.

Apuleius, who inherited a handsome fortune, began
with that contempt for riches which in the ancient
world in particular so frequently distinguished aspirants

life

He liberally rewarded
and philosophy.
those who had any share in his instruction, and was
otherwise so generous and profuse, that, on his return
home after his travels, he found his patrimony exhausted ; and, being exceedingly desirous of entering into

their Apollonius, Apuleius, and
other masters of the magical art, whose miracles they
assert to have been greater than his."
Perhaps this
notion has been grounded on a misapprehension of his
"
The Golden Ass," in which a Milesian fable,
story of

invented by Lucius of Patrae, and abridged from him
by Lucian, is enlarged and embellished. This humorous production was by many believed to be a true
history, and among the rest St. Augustin entertained
his doubts, while Bishop Warburton deems it a work
written in opposition to Christianity, and with a view
" as a cure for ail
to recommend the Pagan religion

The same learned author also explains the
beautiful allegory of Cupid and Psyche, which makes
a long episode in the " Golden Ass," upon the same
vices."

Dr. Lardner is of a different opinion ;
and probably Bayle comes nearest the truth, who regards this eccentric production as a mere satire on the
frauds of the dealers in magical delusion, and on the
tricks of priests, and other crimes, both of a violent
and deceptive character, which are so frequently comprinciples.

mitted with impunity.
Apuleius, indeed, appears,
from the greater part of his writings, to have been

more of a wit than a philosopher, in the ancient achis productions, with the
ceptation of the character
exception of his view of the doctrines of Plato, being
too florid, oratorical, sportive, and sometimes even
;

wanton,

for the gravity of philosophy.

after learning

markable

all

pose, as
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His style

is

a

very peculiar one, abounding in far-fetched, tumid,
and unusual forms of expression, and by no means refor purity

We

some have done,

must not, however, supthat the terms thus employed

by him are of his own coining, since the greater part
of them are found in the old grammarians, and he doep
not seem, therefore, to have employed any of them

A P U

A g u

{Ruhnken, Praf. ad edit.
Oudendorp, p. Ill, seq.) In his apology, however,
which was intended for the atmosphere of the forum,
he is free from much of this affectation of manner, and
what Ruhnken calls his " tumor Africanus,'' and expresses himself, for the most part, with clearness and
His printed works have gone through upprecision.
ward of forty-three editions. The first, which was mu-

At this point, therefore, we may fix the confine* of
the Apuli and Dauni, and trace those of the latter
and the Peucetii by a line drawn from the mouth of
the Aufidus to Silvium, now Garagnone, in the
Apennines, so as to include Cannae and Canusium within
the Daunian territory.
Apulia was famous for the
excellence of its wool, and particularly the district of
Luceria. (Strabo, 284.— Hor., Od., 3, 15.— Plin., 3,

without sufficient authority.

at

is very rare
it was
printorder of Cardinal Bessarion, 1647.

by the Inquisition,

tilated

ed

Rome, by

Among

;

those which succeeded

may be mentioned

the

—

11.

—

Ptol., p. 6.)

H. Stephens, 8vo, 1585 of Elmenhorst,
of Scriverius, 12mo, 1624; that in Usum
The best edition, howDelphini, 2 vols. 4to, 1688.
ever, is that of Oudendorp, Lugd. Bat., 1786-1823,
2 vols. 4to, with prefaces by Ruhnken and Boscha. treacherously
The " Golden Ass,'* or, to give its Latin title, Meta- nopolize the
editions of

8vo, 1621

;

;

morphoscon, sive de Asino Aurco, libri xi., has been
translated into almost all the modern European languages ; and of the episode of Psyche there have
been many separate editions and translations. M61ler published a dissertation on the life and writings
of Apuleius, Altdorff, 8vo, 1681.
A list of all his
productions is given in the Biogr. Univ., vol. 2,
343, seqq.
Compare Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol.
1, p. 582.
Apulia, a country of Magna Graecia, lying along
the coast of the Hadriatic.
are led to infer, from
Strabo's account of the ancient coast of Italy, that the
name of Apulia was originally applied to a small tract
of country situate immediately to the south of the Fren-

—

p.

We

But whatever may have been
(Strabo, 283.)
the narrow confines of the portion of the country occupied by the Apuli, properly so called, we know that
tani.

the reign of Augustus the term Apulia was employed in a far more extended sense, including indeed
the territories of several people much more celebrated
in history than the obscure tribe above mentioned, but
in

who sunk

in

proportion as this

common name was

It may be remarked, indeed,
brought into general use.
as a singular circumstance, that whereas, under the
Romans, all former appellations peculiar to the different

who inhabit this

people
part of the peninsula were lost in
that of Apulia, the Greeks, to whom this name was unshould
have
known,
given the same extension to that
of lapygia, with which the Romans, on the other hand,
were entirely unacquainted. The term lapygia appears
to have been confined at first to that
peninsula which
closes the Gulf of Tarentum to the southeast, and to
which the name of Messapia waslikewise sometimes apbut we find, at a later period, that Polybius
plied
gives
to lapygia the same extensions which the Roman histo;

and geographers assign to Apulia. The boundaunder which Apulia, in its greatest extent, seems
to have been comprehended, were as follows
to the
north this province was separated from the
AgerFrentanus by the River Tifernus
to the west it
may be
conceived as divided from Sarnnium by a line drawn
from that river to the Aufidus, and the chain of Mount
Vultur to the south, and on the side of Lucania, it
was bordered by the river Bradanus. (Cluver Ilal.
rians

ries

:

;

;

,

Within these limits then we must
Ant., 2, p. 1219.)
place, with Polybius, Strabo, and the Latin geographers, the several portions of country occupied by the
In describing the
Daunii, Peucetii. and Messapii.
boundaries of Apulia Proper, we must follow the au
thority of Strabo, as he is the only writer who has
noticed the existence of a district under this
specific

He evidently conceives it to have been contiguous to the Ager Frentanus on the one side, and to
Daunia on the other. {Straho, 283 ) Pliny likewise
seems to confirm this arrangement, when he tells us

name.

11) that the Apulian Dauni extended from the
river Tifernus to the Cerbalus :
it must be

(3,

though

observed, that Strabo appears to limit these Apuli to
Ibe south by the Lacus Urianus, now
Varano.

Lago

—The

old Latin traditions speak of

Daunus, a king of the Apulians, who was expelled
from Illyria, and retired to this part of Italy.
According to the tradition which conducts the wandering heroes of the Trojan war to Italy, Diomede settled in
Apulia, was supported by Daunus in a war with the
Messapians, whom he subdued, and was afterward
ally, who desired to moof the victory.
Roman history
informs us of no other Apulian kings, but mentions
The
Arpi, Luceria, and Arpinum, as important cities.
Aufidus, a river of Apulia, has been celebrated by
Horace, who was born at Venusia, a city in this temThe second Punic war was carried on for a contory.
siderable period in Apulia.
Pugtia, the modern name,
is
only a melancholy relic of the ancient splendour which

by his

killed
fruits

It now supports
poets and historians have celebrated.
more sheep than men. As regards the early settlement of Apulia, compare Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 1,

—

Wachsmutli's Rom.
122, seqq., Cambridge transl.
61.
Micali, Storia degli Antichi Popoli Italij
Cramei's Ancient Italy, vol. 2,
iani, vol. 1, p. 339.

—

p.

Hist.,

p.

—

264, seqq.

Aqua, a term joined to a large number of proper
names, and serving to indicate the sources of rivers,

The
small streams, water-courses, aqueducts, &c
I. Antiqua,
following are most worthy of mention :
near the modern village of Altwasser in Silesia.
It

—
—

was famed

for its chalybeate properties.
II. Belletta,
Aiguehellette, or Aiguebelle, in Savoy, on the
Area. ^III. Claudia, an aqueduct built by the Emper-

now

—

or Claudius,

A.U.C. 880, and conveying water from the

—

Rome. IV. Crabra. a small
from Tusculum to Rome, and emptying

Anio

to

to the east of the Palatine Hill.

— V.

river

running

into the Tiber,

Marcia, an aque-

commenced by the praetor Marcus Titius, about
608 A.U.C, and finished by Marcius Rex in 610. It
duct

passed near Tibur', and through the country of the Peand Marsi, and supplied Rome with its best water.
VI. Tepula, springs near Tusculum,
{Plin., 31, 3.)
ten miles southeast of Rome.
Their water was conveyed by an aqueduct to the Capitoline Hill, about
627 A.U.C, and in 719 was united with the Aqua Julia, a small river near the modern Marino, by .Agrippa
The plural form Aqu(B is also frequently joined to
ligni

—

—

proper names, to indicate places in the neighbourhood
of warm springs, &c.
Thus we have, I. Aqua? BadeII.
nae, a city in Germany, now Baden, on the Rhine.

—

Pannonicae, a city in Pannonia Superior, now Baden
in Austria, on the river Schwochat, three miles southeast of Vienna.
III Allobrogum, a city of the .Alio*^L^
broges in Gallia Narbonensis, now Aix. in the departnorth
ment of Mont Blanc, two miles and a half to the
of Chambery.
IV. Bilbitanorum, a city of Hispania
It is now AlTarraconensis, to the west of Bilbilis.
V. Calentes, a
hama, on the Xalon, in

—

,

—

—

town of the Arverni

in

Aragon.
Gaul, now Chaudes Aignes.

—

VI. CalidaB, a city of the BelgaR, in Britain, now Bath
VII. Flaviae, a town in Hispania
in Somersetshire.
Tarraconensis, supposed to have been situate among

—

the CallaVci Bracarii.

It is

now

the Portuguese Villa

—

VIII MatChiovcs, twelve miles from Braganza.
now WiestiaccB, a town of the Mattiaci in Germany,
of
Nassau.
IX.
baden, the chief city of the Duchy

—

to
SextisB, a city of the Salyes, in Gallia Narbonensis,

the north of Massilia, founded by the consul Sextiua
It was also called Co630.
Calvinius, about
lonia Juha, after Julius .Caesar, and Colonia Julia Au-

AUG.
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It is now Aix, eight miles
In its vicinity Marius defeated the Ambrones and the Teutones.
Aqu^ductus, an aqueduct. Mention of these is

gusia, after Augustus.
southeast of Avignon.

frequently

made

in the

Roman

Some

writers.

of

them

brought water to the capital from more than the distance of sixty miles, through rocks and mountains, and
over valleys, supported on arches, in some places above
109 feet high, one row being placed above another.
The care of them originally belonged to the censors and
Afterward certain officers were appointed for
aediles.
that purpose by the emperors, called curatorcs aquarum, with 720 men paid by the public, to keep them in
These persons were divided into two bodies ;
repair.

the one called Familia Puhlica, first instituted by -\grippa, under Augustus, consisting of 260 men ; the other
Familia Casaris, of 460, instituted by the Emperor
Claudius.
The slaves employed in taking care of the

waters were called Aquarii.
The construction of
aqueducts is treated of by Vitruvius and Pliny, and
their description is curious, not only as giving the methods used by the ancients in those stupendous works,
but as indicating a knowledge of some hydrodynamical laws, the discovery of which is usually assigned to
a much later period. Frontinus, also, a Roman author, who had the superintendence of the aqueducts in
the reign of Nerva, has left a treatise on these erections.

From

his

enumeration, there

brought water to
these varied in

Rome

were nine aqueducts which

The water

his time.

in

its qualities,

that of

some being

of

pre-

ferred for drinking, of others for bathing, for irrigating
the gardens, or cleansing the sewers.
The best drink-

ing-water they brought into

Rome was

the

Aqua Mar-

da, being most highly prized, according to Pliny, for
The aqueduct at Nemauits coldness and salubrity.
sus, the modern Nismes, is probably one of the earliest
Its origin is
constructed by the Romans out of Italy.
attributed to Agrippa.
Aqueducts, however, became
eventually common throughout the whole Roman empire, and many stupendous remains still exist to attest
their former magnificence.

(Consult Stuart's Diction-

ary iif Architecture, vol. \, s
Aquila, a native of Sinope

v.)

in Asia Minor.
He first
applied himself to the study of mathematics and archithe
and
tecture,
Emperor Hadrian, according to
Saint Epiphanius, made him a superintendent of pub-

vourably received by the Hellenistic Jews than the previous one had been. The Emperor Justinian, however,
interdicted the reading of

Jews more stubborn

it,

it
only made the
{Biogr. Univ., vol.

because

in their error.

345, seq.)
I. a celebrated
city of Italy, in the terriof
Venetia, between the Alsa and Natiso, and
tory
about seven miles from the sea.
It appears to have
2, p.

Aquileia,

been first founded by some Transalpine Gauls about
187 B.C. ; but being soon after taken possession of by
the

Romans,

it

was made

Latin colony five years

a

—

ter its establishment.

54.)

The

af-

Id., 40,
(Liv., 39, 22; 45, 64.
earliest author that mentions Aquileia is

Polybius, who, in a fragment preserved by Strabo
(208), speaks of it as having some valualile gold-mines
in its

neighbourhood.

Eustathius, in his

commentary

on Dionys. Perieg., asserts that its name was derived
from the Latin word Aquila, as denoting the legionary
standard of the Romans, who had been encamped here.
Aquileia soon became the bulwark of Italy on its northeastern frontier.
It was already an
important military
post in the time of Caesar {B. Civ., 1, 2), and continued to increase in prosperity and consequence till the
fall of the Roman
In Strabo's time it had beempire.
come the great emporium of all the trade of Italy with
the nations of Illyria and Pannonia
these were furnished with wine, oil, and salt provisions, in exchange
for slaves, cattle, and hides.
The passage of Mount
Ocra, the lowest point of the Julian or Carnic Alps,
was easy for land-carriage and at Nauportus on the
other side, a navigable stream conveyed vessels to the
Saave, and from that river into the Danwic.
{Sirabo,
2U.—Jd., Z07.— Mela, 2, ^.—Sueton., Aug., 20.—
6.— Tac, Hist., 2, 46, and
Id., Tib., 7.— Id., Vesp
Ausonius assigns to Aquileia the ninth place
85, &.C.)
;

;

,

It withstood
the great cities of the empire.
successfully a severe siege against Maximinus. who,
being unable to take the place, was slain by his own
But it could not hold out
soldiers.
{Herodian, 8.)

among

against the fury of Attila ; its resistance served only
to increase the savage ferocity of the conqueror, who
caused it to be sacked and razed to the ground. {Cassiodor.,

Chron

— Procop

,

Vand. Rer.,

1.

—

Frecul/.y

Chron.) The port of Aquileia was situate at the mouth
of the Natiso {Plin., 3, 18), and is now called Porto
di Grado.
The modern Aquileia stands near the ruins
of the ancient city.
lic buildings, and gave him in charge the restoration
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1,
and enlargement of Jerusalem, under its new name of p. 128 ) II. A town of Etruria, marked in the ancient
JElia Capitolina.
This commission afforded him an Itineraries as the first stage from Florentia or Florence.
opportunity of becoming acquainted with Christianity, It is supposed to have been in the immediate vicinity
which he accordingly embraced, and received the rite of Inci.sa. (Cluv., Ital. Ant., 1, 570.
Cramer's Anof baptism.
Becoming subsequently addicted, how- cient Italy, vol. 1, p. 214.)
ever, to judicial a.strology, he was excommunicated,
Aquilius, I. Nepos, Manius, a Roman consul, and
and then attached himself to Judaism
Aquila is ren- colleague of Marius, who was intrusted with the war
dered famous by his Greek version of the Old Testa- against the slaves in Sicily. This war was continued
It is the first
ment, which he published A.D. 138.
during the succeeding year, when Aquilius, as proconthat was made after the Septuagint translation, and sul, still held the command.
In a conflict with the
appears to have been executed with great care, not- foe, the two commanders, it is said, agreed to decide
withstanding what Buxtorf urges against it, who de- the affair by single combat. Aquilius, being a man of
nies to its author, on very feeble grounds, a thorough great strength, laid his antagonist dead at his feet by a
and the Romans thereupon rushing in,
acquaintance with the Hebrew tongue. Aquila's meth- single blow
od was to translate word for word, and to express, as gained the victory after a severe conflict. Aquilius was
be
even
could
done,
the
as
this
After this he was accused
far
conveniently
ety- honoured with an ovation.
Although his version of extortion, but acquitted on account of his successful
mological meaning of terms.
was undertaken with the view of opposing and super- operations in Sicily. Being subsequently sent into Asia
seding that of the Septuagint, of which last the church- against Mithradates, he was defeated by that monarch
es made use after the example of the apostles, still in Bithynia, and, having been afterward treacherously
the ancient fathers found it in general so exact, that delivered into his hands, was put to death with every
they often, in preference, drew their texts from it. St. circumstance of ignominy. Mithradates is said to have
Jerome, who had at first censured it, afterward praised even poured melted gold down his throat in token of. and

—

—

;

its

exactness.

The

Hellenistic

Jews

preferred

it

also

as a punishment for, his cupidity.
{Liv., Epit , 77.
Bell. Mithrad., 21. —Cic, Agrar., 2. 30.)
II. Gallus, a Roman lawyer, who flourished about

Some fragments of
for the use of their synagogues.
it are preserved in the Hexapla of Origen.
Aquila

—Appian,

version some Jewjoined to a second edition of his
ish traditions which he had obtained from the Rabbi

65 B.C. He was a pupil of Scaevola's, and was intimate with Cicero, having been a colleague of his in

Akiba, his preceptor.
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This edition was

still

more

fa-

—

the qusestorship.

Cicero represents him as a

man

(rf*

ARA

ARABIA.

acuteness, and of ready talent in replying to an oppoHe wrote a treatise, "de dvlo malo,^' which
'^
Cicero eulogizes very highly ; another, de postumorum
" rfe
6ic.
a

la

whom Heliogabalus compelled to become his wife.
None of his works have readied us. {Lamprid., Vit.

The derivation, moreover, commonly asJer.fZ, 2.)
signed to the term Arab is in accordance with this lat-

Juris-

ter idea, making it signify an inhabitant of the West, as
Arabia lay to the west of Upper Asia. (Consult, however, Wahl, Vorder und MiUel Asitn, vol. 1, p. 327,

between the Arabian and Persian Gulfs. Its length,
from the Cape of Babelmandcb to the extreme
angle
on the Euphrates, is about 1800 British miles, and its
The Arabians recognise for their
instiiutione i'^
third,
{Cic, mean breadth 800.
slijmlatione,'^
Brut., 42.— Id., de Off., 3, 14, &.c.)— III. Sabinus, a ancestors Joktan, or Khatan, the son of Eber, and IshRoman lawyer, who flourished in the third century of mael, the son of Abraham. Arabia was called by the
His wisdom and acquirements gained for him inhabitants of Palestine, the Eastern, and by the Babyour era.
Hence the Arabian*
the appellation of Cato. lie was elected consul A.U.C. lonians, the Western, country.
According to some, he was were sometimes denominated Orientals, and some214, and again in 216.
the father or brother of Aquilia Severa, the vestal vir- times the people of the West.
(2 Chron.,9, 14.
nent.

—

gin

Hehogab.

— Cassiod.,

Ckron.

—

Rutil., in

Vit.

cons.)
I. a city of Samnium, on the Volscian
about 20 miles from Cominium, and the same
Its site is now occupied by
distance from Bovianum.
the little town of Agnone, near the source of the Trigno.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p 229.) II. An-

Aquilonia,

frontier,

—

other city of Samnium, in the territory of the Hirpini,
nearly midway between Beneventum and Venusia.
Its site corresponds to that of the modern Laccdogna.

{Plin.,3, n.—Piol., p. 67.)
Aqoinum, I a town of Cisalpine Gaul, south of MuIt is placed by Clutina, or Modena.
{Plin., 3, 15.)
II.
verius at the modern Acquario.
city of Latium,
on the Latin Way, a little beyond the place where the
It is now Aquino.
road crosses the Liris and Melfis.

—

Both Strabo (237) and
scribe

it

as a large city.

Silins

A

Italius

Aquinum was

(8,

404) de-

the birthplace

of Juvenal, as that poet himself informs us.
{Sat., 3,
Here also was born the Emperor Pescennius
318.)
the celebrated Thomas
Niger, and in modern times

The place was famous for its purple dye.
Aquinas.
{Horat., Ep., 10, 26.)
Aquitania, a country of Gaul between the GarumAs it was less than
na or Garonne, and the Pyrenees.
either of the other two divisions of Gaul, Augustus exLoire
or
the
tended it to
( Vid
Gallia.) The
Ligeris
Strabo (190), differed from the
Aqiiitani, according to
Gallic race both in physical constitution and in lanThey resembled, he tells us, the Iberians raguage.
ther than the Gauls.
According to Caesar, the Aquitani, besides a peculiar idiom of their own, had also

—

where other explanations are given.) The
Arabs anciently denominated themselves, and do to
this day, by either of these names.
Megaslhenes and
Ptolemy divided the country into the Happy, Petraea,
and the Deserted an arrangement unknown, however,
in not.,

;

Arabia Felix, or the
from its rich produce.
This tract is a peninsula, which is so bordered by the
Red Sea (more properly called the Arabian Gulf), by
the Mare Erylhraeum, and by the Persian Gulf, that it
would be perfectly surrounded, were a line drawn from
the inland extremity of the Persian Gulf to port Ailan
to the inhabitants of the east.

Happy, derived

this appellation

or JElan, situate near the eastern extremity of the Red
Arabia Petraea was so called, either from its
Sea.
" a rock" or "
stone"), or,
stony character {izirpa,

what

is far

more probable, from an ancient

fortified

em-

It was bounded on the east
porium, called Petra.
by Arabia Deserta, on the west by Egypt and the Mediterranean, on the south by the Red Sea, which here
divides and runs north in two branches, and on the
north by Palestine.
Idumaea, otherwise called Seir,
Arabia
is the northeastern part of Arabia Petraea.
Deserta is that tract which has Arabia Felix on the
on
the
ea?i, the
south, Babylonia and the Euphrates
Euphrates and Syria on the north, and Gilead on the
west.
Instead, however, of the division just given,

which distinguishes the
manna, myrrh, frankincense,
the inteindigo, nutmegs, and especially coffee, from
Now, historical facts inform us rior, consisting of a desert of moving sand, with thorns
peculiar institutions.
that these institutions bore, for the most part, the Ibe- and saline herbs.
The climate is very various. Rethat the national attire was Iberian
rian character
gions where it rains half the year alternate with others
that there were the strongest ties of amity and alliance where dew supplies the place of rain for the whole seabetween the Aquitanic and Iberian tribes. "We find, son
The greatest cold prevails on high places, and
then, an accordance between historical proofs and those the most oppressive heal in the plains.
Damp winds
deduced from an examination of languages, to warrant succeed to the dry simoom, which is as dangerous to
The
the belief that the Aquitani were of Iberian extraction. life as the harmattan and khamseen in Africa.
(Consult Thierry, Hist, des Gaul., vol. 1, p. xxiii., In- soil consists of sandy deserts and the most fruitful
;

trvd.

—

more natural one

is

that

;

Id., vol. 2,

p 11, seqq.)
an altar erected to Augustus,
at the confluence of the Arar and Rhone, near the
city
of Lugdunum or Lyons, by sixty Gallic communities.
It was reared after the tumult excited in Gaul by the
proclaiming of the census had been quelled by Drusus

Ara Lugddnensis,

(Lw.y Epit., \27.— Slrab., 192.) The spot became
famous under Caligula for the literary contests which
took place there.
A crowd of orators and poets flocked to the scene from the remotest quarters of the emnotwithstanding the severity of the regulations
which are said to have prevailed here. The vanquished were compelled to bestow rewards upon the victors,
and compose pieces in their praise while those whose
pire,

;

productions showed least talent were obliged to efface
their own writings with a sponge or with the toncrue,
or else, as an alternative, to submit lo be scourged, and
then cast into the neighbouring stream
{Sueton., Ca-

20.— Dio Cass., 54, 32.— Jmw., Sat., 1, 44.) The
spot was called by the writers of the middle ages Altana/:um, and is now the point of Annai.
{Lemaire,

lig

the

coast, covered with aloes,

,

adJuv., I. c.)
Arabia, a large country of Asia, forming a peninsu-

Wheat, millet, rice, kitchen vegetables, coffee (which grows on trees in Arabia, its home, and on
bushes in America, the plants being kept low for the
their fruit more easily), manna, susake of
fields.

gathering
gar-cane, cotton, tropical fruits, senna-leaves, gums,
aloes, myrrh, tobacco, indigo, odorous woods, balsam,
There are also
&.C., are the rich products of .Arabia.
precious stones, iron, and other metals (gold excepted,
which the ancients, however, seem to have found pure
in

rivers

and

in the earth).

The

animals are mules,

noble
asses, camels, butfaloes, horned cattle, goats,
horses, lions, hva^nas, antelopes, foxes, apes, jerboas ;
esculent
birds of all sorts, pelicans, ostriches. &c. ;
as in
locusts, scorpions, &r._'rhe .Arabians are still,
the most ancient times, Nomades, of patriarchal simThe older Arabian historians understand by
plicitv.

(the

Hed.yaz
Arabia only Yemen (.Arabia Felix).
to Egypt, partrocky) they regard as belonging partly
the
of
rest
the
country
they call the
and
ly to Syria
of this land were
Syrian Desert. The princes (tobhai)
of the race of Khatan, to which
;

anciently entirely

of the Homeyrites, who ruled
belonged the family
The Arabians <rf
over Yemen two thousand years.

ARA

AR A

m the name of
Edom), wiiose coasts this sea
Edom, in the Hebrew tongue,
signifies red, and was the name given to Esau for sellThis
ing his birthright for a mess of red pottage.
bians, in the time of their ignorance (as they call the country, which his posterity possessed, was called after
in
his
and
was
it.
so
the sea which adjoined
The
name,
general, adoration
period before Mohammed), was,
of the heavenly bodies, or Sabaism
varying much, Greeks, however, not understanding the reason of the
of
whom
in
different
each
the
the
selecttranslated
what
is
in
Hebrew
Sea
of
however,
tribes,
appellation,
ed a different constellation as the highest object of Edom, by kpvOpu 'ddlaaaa. Thence comes the liatin
For a thousand years the Arabians manful- form Mare rubrum, and the modern name Bed Sea.
worship.
ly defended the freedom, faith, and manners of their It is otherwise called Gol/o di Mecca.
(Compare
fathers against all the attacks of the Eastern conquerWelPs Sacred Geogr., No. 160.— Calmet's Did., vol.
Yemen

any colour of

cities,

Idumea

and a part of the desert of Arabia lived in
and practised agriculture : they had commerce
also with the East Indies, Persia, Syria, and Abyssinia.
The rest of the population then, as now, led a
wandering life in the deserts. The religion of the Ara-

its

waters or sands, but

(or the land of
touches on the north.

—

;

—

by deserts and seas, as well as by their
Neither the Babylonian and Assyrian, nor
the Egyptian and Persian kings, could bring them under their yoke.
At last they were overcome by Alexander the Great
but immediately after his death,
they took advantage of the disunion of his generals and
successors to recover their independence.
At this
period the northern provinces of the country were bold
enough to extend their dominion beyond the limits of
Arabia.
The Arabian Nomades, especially in winter,
made deep inroads into the fertile Irak or Chaldaea.
They finally conquered a portion of it, which is hence
still called Irak
Thence the tribe of Hareth
Araby.
advanced into Syria, and settled in the country of Gassan, whence they received the appellation of Gassan-

The
Cles., p. 359.)
gulf consist principally of limestone
bottom is covered with a carjjCt of green-

Eng. transl.—Bdhr, ad

ors, protected

5, p. 63,

own arms.

shores of this

;

Three centuries after Alexander, the Romans
The divided Arabians could
approached these limits.
not resist the Roman arms everywhere successfully
their country, however, was not completely reduced to
a province
the northern princes, at least, maintaining
a virtual independence of the emperors.
The old
Homeyrites in Yemen, against whom an unsuccessful
war was carried on in the time of Augustus, preserved
their liberty.
Their chief city, Saba, was destroyed
ides.

;

;

With the weakness of the Roman govby a flood.
ernment, the struggle for absolute independence increased, which a union of all the Arabian tribes would
have easily gained but, weakened and scattered as
;

The

rocks.

calm weather, when it comes into
not unlike a series of verdant submarine for-

ish coral, and, in
is

view,
ests

and meadows.

The

coral,

however,

inferior in

is

{Plin., 32, 2.)
quality to that of the Mediterranean.
The beautiful fuci attracted the admiration of antiquity
{Artemid., ap. Strab., 766), and procured for the Arabi-

an Gulf in Hebrew the name of Bahr Sooph, i. e., " Ihc
sea ofalgce.^'
{Malle-Brun, 2, 84, Brussels ed.)

river of Gedrosia,
eastern boundary, running into the Indian
Oceain, now the Araba or 11- Mend. {Arrian, 6, 21 .)
Aracca and Arecca, a city of Susiana, east of the
It has attracted the attention of
Tigris, now Wasit.
the learned by reason of the affinity of its name with

Arabius, Arabis, or Arbis, a

near

its

that of Erech, mentioned in the Old
the cities constructed by Nimrod.
cell.,

Testament among

{Anuniati. Mar23, 2l.—Boehart, Geogr. Sacr., col. 236.—

chaelis, Spicileg., vol.

M-

220, seqq.)
ArachnjEUs Mon's, a chain of mountains in Argolis,
running along the upper coast in a southeastern direction.
In the time of Inachus it was called Sapyselalon.

(Pausan.,

2, 25.

1, p.

— Compare
ad
Hesybore the name of Hysselinus
— Compare Stepk. Byz., 'ApaxSiehelis,

chius reports that
{s. V. "taailivov.

it

s. v.

Mount Arachnseus

vatov).

loc.)

also

is

mentioned by .^schylus

(Agam., 299) as the last station of the telegraphic fire
by which the news of the capture of Troy was transmitted to Mycenae.
The modern name is Sophico,
Part of this chain, comaccording to the latest maps.
extraordinary energy united them by communicating municating with the mountains of Nemea and Phlius,
to them his own ardour, and union was followed by bore the name of Celossa.
Cramefs
{Strabo, 382.
augmented force. Christianity early found many ad- Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 282.)
herents here, and there were even several bishops who
who
was
so
a
Maeonian
maiden,
Arachne,
proud of
acknowledged as their metropolis Bosro in Palestine, her skill in weaving and embroidering, in which arts
on the borders of Arabia.
Yet the original worship Minerva had instructed her, that she ventured to deny

they were, they spent several centuries in this contest,
during which the mountainous country of the interior
(Nedschid) became the theatre of those chivalrous
deeds so often sung by Arabian poets, till a man of

—

—

of the stars could not be entirely abolished.
The former opposition of the Arabians to the despotism of
Rome drew to them a multitude of heretics, who had
been persecuted in the orthodox empire of the East,
especially the Monophysites and the Ncstorians, who
were scattered through all the East ; and the religious
enthusiasm of those exiles rekindled the flame of op-

The Jews also, after the destruction of Jerusalem, became very numerous in this country, and

position.

made many

The
proselytes, particularly in Yemen.
last king of the Homeyrites (Hamjarites) was of the
Jewish faith, and his persecutions of the Christians,
A.D. 502,mvolvedhimin
opia, which cost him his

a

war with the King of .-Ethi-

To the
indifference excited by so great a variety of sects is to
be referred the quick success of Mohammed in establishing a

new

religion.

life

and

He

his throne.

raised the Arabians to

importance in the history of the world, and with him
begins a new epoch in the history of this people.
{lahrCs Bibl. ArchaoL,

p. 8,

Upham's

Iransl.

Americ, vol. 1, p. 316, scqq.).
Arabicus sinus, that part or branch of

— Ency-

clop.

the

Mare

between Egypt and
Arabia.
It is now called the Red Sea.
The meaning
of thi8 modern appellation must be looked for, not in
172

Erythraeum which interposes

itself

her obligations to the goddess, and even challenged
her to a trial of skill.
Minerva, assuming the form of
an old woman, warned her to desist from her boasting;

when she found that her admonitions were vain,
she resumed her proper form, and accepted the chaland the subjects
lenge. The skill of Arachne was such,
she chose (the love-transformations of the gods) were
so oflensive to Minerva, that she struck lier several
but,

times

in the

forehead with the shuttle.

The

to endure
spirited maiden, unable
herself, and the goddess, relenting,

this

the countries adjacent.
Icy's Mythology, p 122.

1, ser/q.

high-

affront,

hung

changed her into a
The name of this insect, most probspider {upuxvri)itself would
ably, gave rise to the fable, though the story
seem to be of Oriental origin, the art of cmbroidermg
from
Babylonia and
having come into Western Asia

—

p.

6,

—{Ovid,
Creuzer,

—

Kci's/it-

Symbolik,

vol. 2,

749.)

Arachosia,

a province of the Persian einj)irc, lying

west of the river Indus, and north of Gedrosia.
The Greek writers usually call the inhabitants Arachbti (*Apaxo)Ti)i), sometimes Arac/iutce {'Apax^jrai.
Arachosia was of considerDion. Perug., 1096).
able importance as a frontier province, and had alboth
ways, therefore, a satrap or governor of its own,
to the

AR^

ARATUS.

ARiE PHIL.SNORUM. Vid. Philffini.
before and
Through
and safest route to
Arar, a very slow, smooih-runiiing river ot GauL
country, moreover, lay the nearest
India.
Syburtius, the Greek governor after Alexan- It rises near Mons Vogesus, and,- after a southern
der's death, cultivated friendly relations with the Indian course, falls into the Ilhodanus at Lugdunum.
{Cat.,
monarch Sandrocottus, and Megasthenes was often B. G., 1, 12. Plin., 3,4.) Amminnus Marcellinus,
sent by him to the court of the latter.
{Arrtan, 5, 6.) who flourished towards the close of the fourth century
The ancient Arachosia answers to the modern Aro- of our era, first calls the Arar by the name of Saucona,
after the

time of Alexander.

this

—

khage.

{Manncrt,

5, pt. 2, p. 76.)

Arachot.* and Arachoti, the inhabitants of Arachosia.
They are styled Aivox{Vid. Arachosia.)
from
—{Dionys.
— Compare
Arrtan^
Eustath., ad

1096.

linen

their

Xaivoc,

attire.

loc.

Arachotus,

I.

Pericg.,
3, 23.)

or Arachosia, the chief city of AraCophe (Kw^r/), and said to have

chosia, called also

been built by Semiramis. It did not lie, as some remark, on ihe river Arachotus, but a considerable distance east of it, on a road leading in a northern direction
towards the modern Candahar.
{Manncrt, 5, pt. 2, p.
river of Arachosia, rising in the hills
II.
80.)
northeast of the modern Gazni, and losing itself in a
marsh about four miles to the south of Candahar. Its
modern name, according to Wahl, is Naodafi. D'An-

—

A

however, makes
Geogr. Or. Min., vol,

\ille,

it

Kate.

2, p.

Arachthus, Ar^thus,

{Isid.,

8.—Pltn.,

or

Arethon,

Charac. ap.

6, 23.)

a river of Epi-

rus, flowing from that part of the chain of Find us which
belonged to the ancient Tymphaei, and running by

into the Ambracian Gulf.
Lycophron (v.
409), who calls it Araethus {'ApaLdog), speaks of it as
the boundary of Greece on this side.
Ambracia,
therefore, being always accounted a city of Greece
cannot,
Proper, must have stood on its left bank.

Ambracia

We

therefore, admit, with Pouqueville, that this city occupied the site of Regous, since that ruined fortress is

situated on the right bank of the Luro river, which
That the
that writer considers to be the Arachthus.

Arachthus is a considerable stream, may be inferred
from Livy, who relates (43, 21) that Perseus, king of
Macedon, was detained on its banks by high floods, on
his way to Acamania.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece,
vol. 1, p. 151, seqq.)

Aracynthus,

I.

a chain of mountains in JEtolia,

running in a southeasterly direction from the Acheloiis
to the Evenus.
Its present name is Mount Zigos.
Pliny (4, 1) and other writers, with less propriety, as-

Acamania. —

cribe Aracynthus to
Boeotia, sacred to Minerva,

II.

whence

A

this

mountain of
goddess

re-

ceived the appellation of Aracynthia.
(Rhian., ap.
It was situate not
Steph. Byz., s. v. ^ApaKVvdog.)
far

speaking of this latter as a common appellation on the
^^
Ararim, quem
part of the inhabitants in that quarter,
Sauconam appellant'^ (15, 11). Gregory of Tours, at
a later period, styles it Saugona ; and from this
the modern French appellation Sadne.

comes
(Compare Le-

maire, Index Geogr., ad Cas. Comm., p. 190.)
Aratea, a festival celebrated at Sicyon, upon the
birthday of Aratus, and in memory of that distinguish-

ed patriot.

Aratus,

{Plul., Vtt. Arat., 53.)
a Greek poet, born at Soli

I.

(Pompciopo-

He flourished about 270 B.C., was
a favourite of Ptolemy Philadelphus, and a firm friend
to Antigonus Gonatas, son of Demetrius Poliorcetes.
He was also a contemporary of Theocritus, who makes
mention of him in the sixth and seventh Idyls, and
was on very friendly terms with him. At the instance
of Antigonus, Aratus composed an astronomical poem,
entitled ^aivo/ieva, '* Appearances,'''' and treating of
the heavenly bodies, their names, movements, &c.
The materials for this production he is said to have
principally derived from the works of Eudoxus of Cnidus, who wrote two treatises on the celestial bodies
and phoenomena, one entitled 'Evonrpov, or "/A^iWirror,^^ and the other ^aivofieva.
{Buhle, de Arat,
What other writers he
Script. Comment., p. 466.)
followed besides Eudoxus, cannot now be ascertained.
Salmasius, indeed, insists that he did not follow Eudoxus at all, but Phamus or Meton {Salm., ad Solin.,
p. 822) ; this opinion, however, is refuted by Petavius.
Aratus was the author also of
{Doctr. Temp., 6, 9.)
another poem, entitled AioaTjfiela, or
Signs from
Jove,^^ the materials for which he borrowed from Hesiod, the meteorological writings of Aristotle, and TheSome of the anophrastus on the signs of the winds.
cients, and several of the moderns, too, have united
the ^aivofxeva and Acoatjfiela into one poem,
probably
lis) in Cilicia.

'^^

latter, he draws his signs indicative of
atmosphere from the relative positions
of the sun, moon, and constellations of the zodiac as
They are, however, distinct proregards the earth.
ductions, and are regarded as such by the best ancient
and modern authorities. {Schol. ad Diosem. init.

because, in the

changes

in the

—

ad Aristoph. Pac, lOSG.—Vitruv., 9, 7.—
In the two poems just referBuhlc, ibid., p. 462.)
red to, Aratus gives us, in correct and rather elegant
a
of
what was then known of the
verse,
general view

from Thebes.

Schol.

—

Aradus, I. a city on an island of the same name,
on the coast of Phoenicia. According to Strabo, it
was founded by a band of exiles from Sidon. The
island on which it stood was a mere rock, not quite heavens, with their signs, appearances, &,c.,
although it
seven stadia in circumference and hence, as the pop- is evident, both from ancient authority as well as from
ulation of the city increased, they were compelled to the poem itself, that he was not a professed astronoerect edifices many stories in height, to make amends for mer, or even very accurately acquainted with the printhe limited area of the place.
The position of Aradus ciples of the science. {Cic, de Oral., 1, 16
Buhle,
was well adapted for commerce. The modern name p. 467.) Ovid passes a high eulogium on Aratus,
of the island is Riiad, according to Pococke (vol. 2, p, *^cum sole et luna semper Aralus eriV {Amor., 1, 15);
S94), and traces still remain of the cisterns anciently but this exaggerated compliment, and the admiration
cut in the rock to hold the rain-water for the use of of Ovid, were very probably owing to the circumstance
.the inhabitants.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. of no other poet's having taken the astronomic sphere
II. An island,
398, seqq.)
according to some, on the for his theme prior to Aratus.
{Buhle, p. 471.) The
is far from
coast of Arabia, in the Persian Gulf.
It is supposed truth is, the
subject matter of both poems
to mark, in part, the original settlements of the Phoe- being congenial to poetry, as is well remarked by Quinnicians previous to their establishing themselves on tilian, who adds of Aratus himself, ^'svjicit tamen
the coast of the Mediterranean.
Much doubt exists, operi, cui sc parem credidit (10, 1, 55). As one proof
of the consideration which Aratus enjoyed, we may
however, with regard to the accuracy of this statement
and Mannert, among others, thinks that the name Ara- cite the monument which his compatriots erected to
dus, as designating an island in this quarter, is indebt- his memory, and which became famous by reason of a
ed for its existence to the love of theory alone. physical phaenomena that Mela mentions.
{'' Juxta in
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 154.
Compare, parvo tumulo Arati poeta monumentum, ideo referenhowever, Micha'elis, Spicileg.y vol. 1, p. 166, seqq., dum quia, ignotum quam ob causam, jacta in id saxa
»nd vid. Phoenicia.)
Aratus, moreover, is the writer
dissiltant,'' 1, 13.)
Ar.£.
Vid. JEgimuma.
to whom St. Paul refers in his speech before the Are173
;

—

—

;

—

ARA

ARATUS.
opagus {Acts, 17, 28), a circumstance which entitled
the poet to great favour among the fathers of the
church, although it is evident that the Apostle makes
no allusion to his poetic merit. M. Delambre re-

"
marks, in speaking of Aratus, that he has transmitted
to us almost all that Greece at that time knew of the
heavens, or, at least, all that could be put into verse.
The perusal of Auiolycus or Euclid gives more informaiion on the subject to him who wishes to become
Their notions are more precise and
an astronomer.
more geometrical. The principal merit of Aratus is
the description he has left us of the constellations
and yet, even with this description to aid us, one
would be much puzzled to construct a celestial chart
or globe."
(Delambre, Hist, de V Astronomic AnThe two poems of Aratus were
cienne, vol. 1, p. 74.)
thrice translated into Latin verse, first by Cicero, secof
the line of the Caesars, and
ondly by Germanicus,
Cicero's translation is lost, with
thirdly by Avienus.
The translation, or,
the exception of some fragments.
rather, imitation of the Phaenomena by Germanicus,
and his commencement of the Diosemea, as weFl as
the version of Avienus, remain to us.
Virgil, also, in
bis Georgics, is under many obligations to our poet.
Although Aratus has been accused of possessing but
a slight acquaintance with the subject on which he
treats, still a number of mathematicians united themselves with the grammarians in commenting on his
work.
Many of these commentaries are lost we still
have, however, four remaining ; one by Hipparchus of
the other two are
Nicaea, another by Achilles Tatius
anonymous, for those are in error who attribute one of
Aratus wrote many other
them to Eratosthenes.
works, which have not come down to us.
They treated of physical, astronomical, grammatical, critical,
and poetic themes, and a list of them is given by one
The best
of his editors, Buhle (vol 2, p. 455, seqq).
editions of this poet are, that of Buhle, Lips., 1793of
that
2
vols.
and
1801,
8vo,
Matthia, Franco/.,
have also a German version by J.
1817-1818.
H. Voss, Hcidelh 1824, published with the Greek
II. A celebrated Grecian
text and illustrations.
paWhen he was but
triot, born at Sicyon, B.C. 273.
seven years of age, his father Clinias, who held the
government of Sicyon, was assassinated by Abantidas,
who succeeded in making himself absolute. Aratus
took refuge in Argos, where he was concealed by the
friends of the family, and where he devoted himself
with great success to physical exercises, gaining
the prize in the five exercises of the pentathlum.
After some revolutions and changes of rulers at Sicyon, the government came into the hands of Nicocles,
when Aratus, then hardly twenty years of age, formed
the project of freeing his country, and, having assembled some exiles, surprised the city of Sicyon.
The
tyrant having fled, Aratus gave liberty to his fellowcitizens, and induced them to join the Achrean league,
still as yet feeble, and only in the
twenty-fourth year
The return of the exiles, however,
of its existence.
occasioned much trouble at Sicyon; those who had
purchased their property refused to restore it, and Aratus was compelled to have recourse to Ptolemy Philadelphus, to whom he had rendered some services,
and who gave him 150 talents, with which he indemnified the new possessors, and restored their property
to his fellow-exiles.
Being chosen, for the second
time, Praetor of the Achaeans, 244 B.C., he seized by
surprise on the citadel of Corinth, which Antigonus
had guarded with great care as one of the keys of the
Peloponnesus, and prevailed upon the Corinthians to
Similar success attended his
join the confederacy.
efforts in other quarters, and many of the most important states and cities of southern Greece became
Some time
through his means members of the league.
after, the ..^Etolians, jealous of the prosperity of the
Achaeans, and reckoning on the aid of Antigonus, the
;

—

:

;

—

We

,
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—

guardian of Philip, formed an alliance with the Lacedaemonians, the natural enemies of the Achsean league.
Aratus marched to the aid of those cities of Arcadia
which belonged to the confederacy, and which were
menaced by Cleomenes, king of Sparta ; but he was
defeated in three successive engagements, and found
himself obliged to have recourse to Antigonus.
In
order to induce this prince to lend aid, he surrendered
to him, on his expressly requiring it, the citadel of Corinth
and Antigonus, on having come with an army,
;

was appointed generalissimo of the x\chaean troops.
Plutarch pretends that Cleomenes had offered peace to
the Achaeans, on condition of
being appointed commander of their forces, and that Aratus opposed him
and he even reproaches him for prethrough jealousy
But
ferring a barbarian to a descendant of Hercules.
the truth was, Aratus could not hesitate between Anand
a
a
humane
observer
of
prince,
tigonus,
religious
his oaths, and Cleomenes, who had now become a
;

tyrant over his own country, to which he wished to
The aid of Anall the Peloponnesus subject.

make

tigonus changed entirely the aspect of affairs ; and this
prince having eventually entered into Laconia, compelled Cleomenes, after a defeat at Sellasia, to flee
from the country, took Sparta, and restored to it the
laws which Cleomenes had abrogated.
Antigonus
always showed great consideration for Aratus, and
in
what
counsels
related
to the
himself
his
governed
by
affairs of Greece.
Philip, his nephew and successor,
did the same during the early part of his reign
but in
process of time a less friendly feeling arose between
the latter and Aratus, as the evil qualities of Philip
;

to display themselves, and the Grecian patriot
eventually fell a victim to the unprincipled monarch,
who had caused a slow poison to be given to him.
Some time before his death, Aratus was observed by
one of his friends to spit blood, and, when the latter

began

expressed his surprise at this, he merely exclaimed,
"
Svich, Cc-phalon, are the fruits of royal friendship /"
He was buried with distinguished honours by his
countrymen, and a festival, called Aratea, was celebraAratus wrote Meted every year in memory of him.
moirs, now lost, which Polybius cites with eulogiums.
His character may be summed up in a few words.
He was a pure and ardent patriot, and, in addition to
this, a statesman of no small degree of merit, but not
Aratus died
very conspicuous for military abilities.
in the 62d year of his age, B.C. 213.
(Plut., Vit.
III. A son of the preceding, nearly of the
Arat.)
same age with Philip, king of Macedonia. He was on
intimate terms with this monarch, a circumstance, however, which did not prevent the latter from administering a potion, that threw him into a deplorable state
of idiocy, so that his friends regarded his death, which
occurred in the flower of his age, as a blessing rather
than a misfortune.
{Pint., Vit. Arat. ult.)

—

AradsTo, the chief city of the Cavares, in Gallia
It is now OrNarbonensis, to the north of A venio.
In the vicinity
ange, in the department of Vaucluse.
are some remains of a triumphal arch, erected in commemoration of the victory of Marius over the Cimbri
and Teutones.

Araxks,

I.

{Plin., 3, 4.)
a river of Armenia Major, issuing from
the side opposite to that whence the

Mons Abus, on

southern arm of the Euphrates flows.

It

runs east

meets the mountains which separate Armenia
from northern Media, when it turns to the north, and,
until

it

after receiving the Cyrus, falls into the

now

Caspian Sea.

—

{Plin., 6, d.—Strab., 363.
II. Another in Persia, running by PerPtol., 5, 13.)
into the Medus, now Bend-Emir.
sepolis, and falling

It

is

the Arras.

—

—Xenophon

calls the Chaboras by the name of Araxea
Chaboras), and gives the name of Phasis to the
Armenian Araxes. (Xen., Anab., 1, 4, 19. Compare
the Index Norn, to the edition of Zeune, and the remarks of Kriiger, ad Xen.f Anab-^ 4> 6, 4.) IIL
{vid.

—

—

A

ARC

ARC

nrcr of Upper Asia, mentioned by Herodotus (1, 202).
and supposed by the most recent inquirers into this
same with the modern Volga.
subject to be the
Compare the remarks of the
{Baehr, ad Herod., I. c.
same editor, in the note to the Index Rcrum, vol. 4,
The name Araxes appears to have
p. 454, seqq.)
been originally an appellative term for a river, in the
earlier language of the East, and hence we find it ap-

Arcadians, in some measure, resemble the inhabitants
of the Alps.
They possessed a love of freedom and a
love of money
for wherever there was money,
yotj
But it is chiefly the
might see Arcadian hirelings.
western part of Arcadia (where Pan invented the
shepherd's flute) which deserves the name of a pasto-

—

—

to several streams in ancient Oriental geography.
plied
Kitter, ErdHecren, Jde.cn, vol. 1, p. 55.

—

(Compare

kunde, vol. 2, p. 658.)
Arb.Ices, a Median officer,
Belesis, the most distinguished

who conspired with
member of the Chal-

dasan sacerdotal college, against Sardanapalus, king of
After several reverses, he finally succeeded
in his object, defeated Sardanapalus near Nineveh,
and reigned in it for the space of twentook this

Assyria.

city,

With him commenced

a dynasty of
or Astyages was the
eight kings, of whom Aspadas
The empire which Arbaces founded was a fedlast.
erative one, composed of several sovereignties which
had arisen from the ruins of the Assyrian monarchy.
The kingly power, though hereditary, was not absolute, the monarch not having the power to change any
Chroof the laws enacted by the confederate princes.
as to the period of the revolt
nologists are not agreed
Most place it under or about the archonof Arbaces.
ship of Ariphron, the 9th perpetual archon of Athens
but they differ again about the precise period of this
to 917 B.C., others to
archonship, some assigning it
ty eight years.

;

898 B C.
—Justin,

{Diod.
1,

Sic,

2,

2i—Vell., Paterc,

l.—Petav., Docfr. Temp.,

I.

1, 6.

9.)

Arbel.4, a city of Assyria, in the province of AdiOn
abene, east of Ninus, near the Zabatus, orJ^ai.
the opposite side of this river, near Isbil, was fought
the decisive battle of Arbela, between Alexander and
The field of battle was
Darius, October 2, B.C. 331.
the plain of Gaugamela.

The

however, being

latter,

;

Innumerable brooks, one more delightful
country.
than the other, sometimes rushing impctnously, and
sometimes gently murmuring, pour themselves down
the mountains.
Vegetation is rich and magnificent ;
everywhere freshness and coolness are found. One
flock of sheep here succeeds another, till the wjld
Taygetus is approached, where numerous herds of
goats are also seen.
{Bartholdy, Brvchslucke zu
ral

n'dhem Kenntniss Griechenlands,^. i29,seqq.) The
inhabitants of Arcadia, devoted to the pastoral life,
preferred, therefore, for a long time, to dwell in the
in the cities ; and when some

open country rather than
of these, particularly

Tegea and Mantinea, became
them destroyed

considerable, the contests between
the peace and liberties of the people.
life

among

The shepherdmuch ornamented by
this, that it arose among

the Greeks, although

the poets, betrays

its

origin in

a people who did not wander like the Nomades, but
were in possession of stationary dwellings. The most

—

name

of Arcadia was Brymolis (the woody
" a tree.''^ The Arcadians themregion), from <5pff,
selves carried their origin very far back, and gave
their nation the name of Proseleni (before the moon).
They seem to have derived the first rudiments of civiland
ization, if not their origin itself, from the Pelasgi
hence the tradition that a king, named Pelasgus,
taught them to build huts, and clothe themselves with
the skins of animals. Areas, a descendant of this same
Pelasgus, taught them the art of baking bread, and of
weaving. From this second benefactor the people

ancient

;

and their country were respectively called Arcades
and Arcadia. A republican form of government arose

was named after Arbela. subsequently, after the first Messenian war, Aristocrates II. having been stoned to death by the ArcaSic, 17, 53.—Arrian, 3, 6.)
ArAr3uscul.\, an actress on the Roman stage, who, dians for his treachery towards the Messenians.
being hissed, on one occasion, by the lower orders of cadia eventually attached itself to the Achaean league,
It is
the people, observed, with great spirit, that she cared and fell under the Roman power.
commonly
nothing for the rabble, as long as she pleased the more believed that a colony of Arcadians settled in Italy in
of
her
audience
the
is
a
mere
times.
This, however,
fable, and
among
equestrian very early
enlightened part
ranks.
is contradicted by the inland nature of the country,
{Horat., Scrm., 1, 10, 77.)
ARC.^Di.'i, a country in the centre of the Peloponne- and by the Arcadians never having been a maritime
sus, and, next to Laconia, the largest of its six prov- people.
{Vid. Pelasgi and Italy, and also Evander
It was a mountainous region, and contained
inces.
Polyb., 4, ^.—Biod. Sic, 4, Z^.—Thucyd., 7, 57.
the sources of most of the considerable rivers which —Plin., 4, b.—Apollod., 2, \.—Pausan., 8, 4.)
flow into the seas surrounding the Peloponnesus.
Arcadius, eldest son of Theodosius the Great, sucFrom its elevated situation, and the broken face of ceeded his father A.D 395, who, at his death, divided
the country, intersected by small streams, it had a cold the empire between his two sons, giving Arcadius the
in the plain eastern, and Honorius the western division.
and foggy climate during some seasons
Arcadius
of Argos, only one day's journey from the centre of was only eighteen years of age when he ascended the
Arcadia, the sun shines and the violets bloom, while throne, and he only occupied it to become the vile
snow is on the hills of Arcadia, and in the plain of slave of the ambitious, who each in turn distracted the
Mantinea and Tegea. The most fertile part was to- state by their perfidies, their quarrels, and their conwards the south, where the country sloped off, and nivance with the Goths, Huns, and Vandals, to whom
contained many fruitful vales and numerous streams. they surrendered the provinces and treasures of the
This account of the land may serve in some degree to empire. The history of Arcadius, in fact, is that of
explain the character which the Arcadians had among one, whose weakness and vices made him subservient
some of those who now occupy to, and excited the audacity of, a Rufinus, who, charthe ancient Greeks
this district seem to be as rude as many of the former
ged by Theodosius with the guidance of the young
Their country is better adapted to pas- monarch, wished to give him his daughter in marriage,
possessors.
in the empire, and who. disturage than cultivation, and the Arcadians, who were and become his
an obscure place,
(Straho,

this conflict

399.— Diod.

—

—

;

:

colleague

scarcely a genuine Greek race, contii\ued their pastoral
habits and retained their rude manners amid their naTo their pastoral mode of life may
tive mountains.
be ascribed their attachment to music and hence also
the worship of Pan as the tutelary deity of Arcadia.
Nature, observes a modern writer, has destined this
;

The pastures and meadows in
country for herdsmen.
summer are always green and unscorched for the
shade and moisture preserve them.
The country has
n appearance similar to that of Switzerland, and the
;

in his ambitious schemes, invited the Huns
and Goths into Asia and Greece a Eutropius, a vile
eunuch, who attained to the influence of a Rufinus,
after the tragical death of the latter, and, still more
violent conduct in deunprincipled, succeeded by his
a Gainas, a gengrading and discouraging the people
eral who ravaged instead of defending the empire, but
who contributed nevertheless to the ruin of Eutropius :
and an Empress Eudoxia, at one moment the enemy, at
of the ambitious, and who perse^
another the support
^^
176
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:

:
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cuted the virtuous Chrysostom, patriarch of ConstanArcadius was in succession the tool of all
tinople.
these designing individuals.
He saw, with equal indifference, Alaric ravaging his territories, his subjects

groaning under oppression, the succours brought him
by Stilicho, general of Honorius, rendered of no avail
by the perfidy of his own ministers, the best citizens
falling by his proscriptions, and, finally, Arianism desolating the religion which Chrysostom in vain attempted to defend.
Such wjis the reign of this prince,

which lasted for fourteen years. He died A.D. 408,
at the age of thirty-one.
Nature had given him an
exterior corresponding to his character
a small, ill;

made, disagreeable person, an

air of imbecility, a lazy
enunciation, everything, in fact, announcing the weakest and most cowardly of emperors.
had by his

He

wife Eudoxia a son

named Theodosius, who succeed-

ed him as the second of that name.

(SocrcU., Hist.
Cassiod., Chron., &c.)
Arcas, a son of Jupiter and Callisto. {Vid. CalThe fabulous legend relative to him and his
listo.)
mother is given by the ancient writers with great difference in the circumstances.
According to the most
common account, Jupiter changed Callisto into a bear,
to screen her from the jealousy of Juno, and Arcas
her son was separated from her and reared among
Eccles., 5.

—

men. When grown up, he chanced to meet his mother in the woods, in her transformed state, and was on
the point of slaughtering her, but Jupiter interfered,

and translated both the parent and son to the skies.
Areas, previously to this, had succeeded Nyctimus in
the government of Arcadia, the land receiving this
name first from him. He was the friend of Triptolemus, who taught him agriculture, which he introduced
his subjects.

among

manufacture wool, an
Aristaeus.

He

art

{Apollod., 3,

Arce, a

also

showed them how

8.— Op.,

Mel., 2, 401, seqq.)
north of Tripolis, and
was the birthplace of Alexan-

city of Phoenicia,

Bouth of Antaradus.
It
der Severus, the Roman emperor.
Alex.,

to

which he had learned from

c. 5.

—

Plin., 5, 18.)

{Lamprid.,

The name

is

Vit.

sometimes

{Socrat., Hist. Ecclcs., 7, 36.)
given as Arc».
Arcesil.Ids, I. son of Battus, king of Cyrene, was
driven from his kingdom in a sedition, and died B.C.
575.
The second of that name died B.C. 550.

A

philoso(Polycen., 8, Al.—Herodot., 4, 159.)— H.
pher, born at Pitane, in .^olis, and the founder of
what was termed the Middle Academy. The period
is usually
given as 316 B.C., while according to Apollodorus. as cited by Diogenes Laertius
he
flourished
about
B.C. 299. If these num<4, 45),
bers are accurate, he must have had an early reputation, as he would at the latter date have been only
seventeen years of age.
There is therefore some error here in the remark of Apollodorus.
(Clinton's
Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1, p. 179, and 367, not.)
Arcesilaus at first applied himself to rhetoric, but subsequently passed to the study of philosophy, in which
he had for teachers, first Theophrastus, then Crantor

of his birth

the Academician, and probably also Polemo.
{Diog.
Laert, 4, 24, 29.— Cic, Acad., 1, 9 ) The statement of Numenius (ap. Eus., Pr. Ev., 14, 5), that
Arcesilaus was the disciple of Polemo at the same

of opinion, that his view of things did not diflfer from
the true spirit of the Platonic doctrine nay, more, that
it was
perfectly in agreement with those older philosophemes, from which, according to the opinion of many,
Plato had drawn his own doctrines, namely, those
of Socrates, Parmenides, and Heraclitus.
Upon the
death of Crantor, the school in the Academy was
tarnsferred by a certain Socratides to Arcesilaus, who
here introduced the old Socratic method of teaching
in dialogues, although it was rather a corruption than
an imitation of the genuine Socratic mode.
Arcesilaus does not appear to have committed his opinions
at
least
to writing,
the ancients were not acquainted
with any work which could confidently be ascribed to
him.
as
his
Now,
disciple Lacydes also abstained
from writing, the ancients themselves appear to have
derived their knowledge of his opinions only from the
works of his opponents, of whom Chrysippus was the
most eminent. Such a source must naturally be both
defective and uncertain, and accordingly we have little
that we can confidently advance with respect to his
;

—

According to these statements, the results
of his opinions would be a perfect scepticism, expressed
in the formula that he knew nothing, not even that

doctrine.

which Socrates had ever maintained that he knew,
(Cic, Acad., 1, 12.)
namely, his own ignorance.
This expression of his opinion implicitly ascribes to
Arcesilaus a full consciousness that he differed in a
most important point from the doctrine of Socrates
and Plato.
But, as the ancients do not appear to have
ascribed any such conviction to Arcesilaus, it seems
to be a more probable opinion, which imputes to him
a desire to restore the genuine Platonic dogma, and
to purify it from all those precise and positive determinations which his successors had appended to it.
Indeed, one statement expressly declares, that the sub-

most accomplished scholars
was the doctrine of Plato {Cic, I. c.) ; and he would

ject of his lecture to his

therefore appear to have adopted this formula with a
view to meet more easily the objections of the dogmatists.
if we thus attach Arcesilaus to Plato,
we must suppose him to have been in the same case

Now

with many others, and unable to discover in the writings of Plato any fixed and determinate principles of
science.
The ambiguous manner in which almost

every view

therein advanced, and the results of one

is

admitted

only conditionally to other
perhaps have led him to regard the
speculations of Plato in the light of mere shrewd and
intelligent conjectures.
Accordingly, we are told, that
Arcesilaus denied the certainty, not only of intellectual, but also of sensuous knowledge.
{Cic.,de Oral.,
For his attack upon the former, Plato would
3, 18.)
furnish him with weapons enough ; and it is against it
principally that his attacks were directed, for the Stoics
investigation

inquiries,

may

—

were his chief opponents.
The true distinction .between the Sceptics and the members of the Middle
formation by Arcesilaus, appears
the end of life to
be the attainment of a perfect equanimity, and derived

Academy,
to

at its first

have been

this.

The former made

time with Zeno, appears to be ill-grounded, and to inIt is very probvolve great chronological difficulties.
ably a mere fiction, designed to suggest some outward

between good and bad, as presented by
phaenomena of life, from conversion, and not from
nature. The Academicians, on the other hand, taught,
as a general rule, that, in the pursuit of good and the
avoidance of evil, men must be guided by probabilities.
They admitted that the sage, without absolutely mor-

Porch and
named,

tifying his sensual desires, will live like any other in
obedience to the general estimate of good and evil, but

Arcesilaus is also said to have diligently attended the
lectures of the Eretrian Menedainus, the Megarian
His love for the
Diodorus, and the sceptic Pyrrho.
been referred
philosophemes of these individuals has
to as the source of his scepticism, and his skill in re-

with this simple difference, that he does not believe
that he is regulating his life by any certain and stable
It is on this account that we d©
principles of science.
not meet with any statements concerning the strangeness of their habits of life, like to those about Pyrrhe
on the contrary, Arcesilaus is usually depicted as a
man who, in the intercourse of life, observed all its
decencies and proprieties, and was somewhat disposed

motive
the

for the controversial relation of the

Academy.

— Besides the

instructers a:ove

At

the

same

time, it
i« on all hands admitted that, of philosophers, Plato
He seems to have been sincerely
was his favourite

futing philosophical principles.
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splendour and luxury which the prevailing
His
morality allowed and sanctioned.
doubts, therefore, as to the possibility of arriving at a
knowledge of the truth, may probably have had no
derived
higher source than a high idea of science,
perhaps from his study of Plato's works, and compared
with which all human thought may have appeared at
Arcesilaus continued
best but a probable conjecture
to flourish as late as the 134th Olympiad, B.C. 244.
Ritter^s
{Clinton'' s Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1, p. 179.
to

that

v'dws

of

—

—
—

A

III.
600, seqq.)
painter of Paros, acquainted, according to Pliny, with
the art of enamelling, some time before Aristides, to
whom the invention is commonly assigned. He appears to have been contemporary with Polygnotus.
{Plin., 35, U.—Sillig, Diet. Art., s. ».)— IV. A

History of rhilosophy,

vol. 3, p.

painter, subsequent to the preceding, and who appears
to have flourished about the 128th Olvmpiad, B.C.
268.
{Plin., 35, U.—Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)—Y.

A

His
sculptor of the first century before our era.
is uncertain.
Id., 36, 5.)
(Plin., 35, 12.
a
I.
of
of
the
of
the
line
Archelaus,
king
Sparta,

—

country

DuAgida?, who reigned conjointly with Charilaus.
ring this reign Lycurgus promulgated his code of laws.
(Pausan., 3, 2.) H.
king of Macedonia, natural son
of Perdiccas, who ascended the throne, after making

—

away with

all

A

the lawful claimants to

it,

about 413

He proved

B. C.

Macedonia

a very able monarch. Under his sway
flourished, literature and the arts were pat-

ronised, and learned men and artists were invited to
his court.
Euripides and Agatho, the two tragic poets,
spent the latter part of their days there, and the paint-

er Zeuxis received seven talents (about 8000 dollars)
for adorning with his pencil the royal palace. The cele-

brated philosopher Socrates was also invited to come and
reside with the monarch, but declined.
Archelaus died
after a reign of about 14 years.
Diodorus Siculus
an
him
to
lost
his
life
have
accidental
wound
makes
by
received in hunting, but Aristotle states that he fell
a
14, 37.—
by conspiracy. {Diod. Sic, 13,'49.—
Aristot., Polit., 5, 10.
Compare the remarks of WesHI. Son of Amyntas, king
seling, ad Diod., 14, 37.)
of Macedonia.
He was put to death by his half-brother Philip, the father of Alexander the Great. {Justin,
IV.
native of Cappadocia, and one of the
7, 4.)
ablest generals of Mithradates.
He disputed with the
Romans the possession of Greece, but was defeated by

—

—

M,

—

A

ArcheSylla at Chaeronea, and again at Orchomenus.
convinced of the superiority of the Romans, pre-

laus,

upon Mithradates to make peace with them, and
arranged the terms of the treaty along with Sylla, v.'hose
esteem he acquired. Some years after he became an
vailed

object of suspicion to Mithradates, who thought that he
had favoured too much the interests of the Roman people.
Well aware of the cruelty of the monarch, Archelaus
fled to the

Romans, who gave him

Plutarch thinks that he had

a friendly reception.
been actually unfaithful

and that the present which he received
of ten thousand acres in Euboea, was a

to Mithradates,

from Sylla,

He informs us, however,
strong confirmation of this.
at the same time, that Sylla, in his commentaries, defended Archelaus from the censures which had been
cast upon him.
V. Son
{Plut., Vit. SylL, c. 23.)
of the preceding, remained attached to the Romans
after the death of his father, and was
appointed

—

by

Pompey high-priest at Comana. As the temple at
Comana had an extensive territory attached to it, and
a large

number of

slaves, the high-priest was in fact a
This tranquil office, however, did not

kind of king.
suit his ambitious spirit
and when Ptolemy Auletcs
had l)een driven from Egypt, and Berenice his daughter had ascended the throne, he obtained her hand in
;

Ptolemy, however, was restored by the Romarriage.
man arms, and Archelaus fell in battle, bravely defendMarc Antony, who had been on
ing his new dignity.
friendly terms with him, gave him an honourable fune-

—

ral.

Liv.,

—

{Dio Cass., 39, 12, seqq. Jd., 39, 55. Epit.
105.— P/w^, Vit. Anton., c. 3.)— VI. A natural

He is called by ApConauh Schweigh.,
{Bell. Civ., 5, 7.
death
he
After
his
father's
succeeded to the
loc.)
high-priesthood at Comana, but was deposed by Julius
son of the preceding by Glaphyre,

piarx Sici7ines

—

.

ad

Some

years after (B.C. 36), Antony made
in place of Ariarathcs X.,
whom he deprived of the throne. Archelaus took part
with Antony at the battle of Actium, but was pardonCsesar.

him king of Cappadocia,

ed by Augustus
The emperor even subsequently
added Armenia and Cilicia Trachea to his territories,
because he had aided Tiberius in restoring Tigranes,
the

Armenian king.

When Tiberius retired to

into a kind of exile, Archelaus,

Rhodes,

fearful of offending

In conAugustus, treated the former with neglect.
sequence of this, when Tiberius came to the throne,
Archelaus was enticed to Rome by a letter from Livia,
which held out the hope of pardon, but on reaching the
capital he was accused of designs against the state.
His age, however, and feeble state of health, together
with the imbecility of mind which he feigned on the
He died
occasion, disarmed the anger of the emperor.
After
at Rome, B.C. 17, having reigned 52 years.

Cappadocia became a Roman province. {Dio
17.— Tacit., Ann., 2, i2.—Sueton., Tib.,
37.)— VII. A son of Herod the Great. His father intended him for his successor, and named him as such

his death

Cass., 57,

but as Philip Antipas, another son of
his will
Herod's, had been designated as successor to the throne
in a previous will, a dispute arose between the two
brothers, and they repaired to Rome to have the quesin

;

The emperor, after having
tion settled by Augustus.
heard both parties, gave to Archelaus, under the title
of tetrarch, one half of the territories of his father
Herod, comprising Judsea, properly so called, together
On his return home, Archelaus inwith Iduma5a.
dulged in the hereditary cruelty of his family, and beof
to Augustus, was deposed (B.C. 6),
ing complained
and sent to Vienna {Vienne in Dauphine) as an exile.
This happened in the tenth year of his reign. {JoId. ibid., c. 12, seq.
Id.,
seph., Ant. Jud., 17, c. 2.
Bell. Jud., 2, 4.
Noldius, de Vita et Gestis Herodum,
native
of
VIII.
a
A
Athens,
p.2\^,seqq.)
philosopher,
though others, with less probability, make him to have
been born at Miletus.
He
{Simpl. Phys fol. 6, b.)
was a pupil of Anaxagoras, whom he accompanied in
exile to Lampsacus, and to whom he succeeded as
head of the Ionic sect.
After the death of this philosopher, he returned to Athens, and is said to have had
Socrates and also Euripides among his pupils
but as
to the former of the two this is very doubtful.
Of his
life and actions we have very scanty information, as
also of his doctrines
so that it is extremely difficult
to arrive at any certain result with respect to his peculiar views.
He received the appellation of^vaiKo^,

—

—

—

—

,

;

;

{Physicus, i. e. "Natural Philosopher"), because, like
Anaxagoras, he directed his principal attention to physical inquiries.
He is said to have adopted the same
but to have aimed
primal substance as Anaxagoras
at
giving an explanation of his own of the mode in
which the universe was produced, and of some other
His mode of acdetails.
{Simpl. Phys., fol. 7, a.)
counting for the separation of the elements, and of conindinecting therewith the origin of men and animals,
;

cates in the most remarkable manner the aflinity of
First of all, he
his theory with that of Anaxagoras.
the actaught, fire and water were sepaintcd, and, by
tion of the fire on the water, the earth was reduced to
a slimy mass, which was afterward hardened ; but
water, by its motion, gave birth to air, and thus was
the earth held together by air, and the air by fire.
While the earth was hardening by the action of heat,
a certain mixture of warmth with cold and moist particles was effected, of which animals of various kindt

were formed, each animal

different,

but

all

having
177
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same nourishment, the slime in which they were horn.
At first they were of very brief duration, and subsequently only acquired the faculty of propagating iheir
Men were distinct from the other kinds, and
became the ruling race. Mind, however, was inborn
in all animals alike, and all have a body for use, only
some a more perishable, others a more durable one.
The fundamental principle of Archelaus in etiiics was
" Good and evil are not
as follows
by nature, but by
convention." {Diog. Laert., 2, l6.—-0rig. Phil., 9.
Ritter''s Hist, of Philosophy, 1, 319, seqq.)
Vid. Opheltes,
AivcHEMOKUs.
species.

—

:

Archias,

I.

a Corinthian, leader of the colony that

—

founded Syracuse. Vid. Syracusse.
II.
a native of Antioch, who came to Rome
ship of Marius and Catulus (B.C. 102).

came

A Greek poet,
in the

intimate with the most distinguished

consul

He soon bemen in this

latter city, and accompanied Lucullus to Sicily, and,
on returning with him to that province, received the
rights of Roman citizenship at tiie municipal town of
A conflagration, howHeraclea, in southern Italy.

ever, having destroyed the records of this place, a certain Graiius contested judicially his title to the rights
and privileges of a Roman citizen.
Cicero, his friend

and former pupil, defended Archias in a brilliant oration, which has come down to us, and which contains
not only the praises of his old instructer, but a beautiful eulogium also on the culture of letters.
The poet
Archias before this had composed
gained his cause.
a poem on the war with the Cimbri, and had commenced another on the consulship of Cicero. There remain, however, of his productions, only some epigrams
in the

It is difficult to reconcile the euAnthology.
logiums which Cicero heaps on Archias, with the extreme mediocrity of the pieces that have reached us.
A servile imitator of Leonidas the Tarentine, and of
Antipater, he handles the same themes which they had
selected before him, and only produces, after all, un-

Two

faithful copies.
superior to the rest,

but

or three pieces are

somewhat

we must

for grant-

still

take

it

ed that his poem on the Cimbrian war was a very different production from any of his epigrams, or else
•that Cicero's vanity got the better of his judgment, and
that, in praising Archias, he felt he was praising him-

(Cic, pro Arch.)
I. son of
Theopompus, king of SparII. Another
ta, died before his father.
king of Sparta,
son of Anaxidamus, succeeded by Agasicles.
He asIII. Son of Zeuxcended the throne about 620 B.C.
He ascended
idamus, of the line of the Proclidae.
the Spartan throne B.C. 476, his father having died
Laconia was desolated by an
without becoming king.
earthquake about the 12th year of his reign, and after
Archidamus displayed
this the Messenians revolted.
great coolness and ability amid these events, and finally
to
reduced the Messenians
submission, having taken
the fortress of Ithome after a siege of ten years.
He

self.

Archidamos,

—

—

opposed the Peloponnesian war but, his counsel not
having been followed, he took the command of the
confederate army, and made many invasions of Attica.
He died B.C. 428.— IV. Son of Agesilaus, of the line
Before coming to the throne, he had
of the Proclidae.
the command of the troops which the Lacedaemonians
;

sent to the aid of their countrymen after the battle of
On his return to the Peloponnesus, he gainLeuctra.
ed some advantages over the Arcadians, although the

Thebans had come to their aid. Having ascended the
throne (B C. 361). he prevailed upon the Lacedaemonians to aid the Phocians, and took an active part in
He afterward went
their behalf, in the Sacred war.
to the aid of the Tarentines, who were at war with
some of the neighbouring communities, and fell in batHis body could not be found
tle there, B.C. 338.
after the action, which some ascribed to the vengeance
of Apollo, who thus deprived him of the rites of burial
V. Son
for the part he had acted in the Sacred war.

—

179

of Eudamidas, was king of Sparta when Demetrius
Poliorcetes came to attack that city, B.C. 293.
He
was defeated by Demetrius, in the very view of Sparta
been
taken
had
not
and
the
would
have
other
itself,
city
events called the victor to a different quarter of Greece.
The rest of his history is unknown. Larcher makes
his reign to have been one of 46 years, but does not
{Plut.,
give the data on which he founds this opinion.
Vit. Agid.— Larcher, Hist. d?Herod., 7, 509.)
Archigenes, a physician, born at Apamea in Syria.
He lived in the reign of Domitian, Nerva, and Trajan.
Archigenes enjoyed a high reputation among his con-

He is
temporaries, and for some generations after.
regarded as the founder of the Eclectic school of Medicine, and was also one of the pneumatic sect, having
received the principles of the latter from his preceptor
He wrote on the pulse (a work on which
Agathinus.
Galen commented), on chronic affections, on pharmacy, &c. Galen often cites him with eulogiums, and
Juvenal, his contemporary, makes frequent mention of
him

in his satires.
Only fragments of his writings remain.
According to Suidas, he died at the age of 63 ;
but Eudocia makes him to have reached 83 years.
The latest edition of the fragments of Archigenes ia
that of Harles, Lips., 1816, 4to.
{Galen, de diff. puis.,
Suidas,
2, p. 26.— /rf., de loc. affect., 2, p. 262. &c.
s. V.
Eudocia, ap. Villoison, Anccd. Grcec, vol. 1,
de la Med., vol. 2, p. 75.)
p. ea.—Sprengel, Hist,
Archilochus, a Greek poet, a native of Paros, who

—

—

flourished

688 B.C.

—

His mother Enipo was a slave,

but his father Telesicles one of the most distinguished
The particulars which the ancitizens of the island.
cients have given us respecting the life of Archilochus
It is cerappear to be in a great measure fabulous.
tain, however, that, while still young, he accompanied
his father, who, in obedience to a Delphic oracle, led
a colony from Paros to Thasos, and that his subsequent career was one succession of misfortunes, which
appear to have exasperated his character, and given
to his poetry that severe cast which the ancients ascribed to it. Among the various tales related of Archilochus, the one most commonly mentioned is that con{Vid. Lycambes.)
cerning Neobule and her parent.
This story, however, appears to have been invented
and one of the scholiasts on
after the poet's time
Horace remarks, that Neobule did not destroy herself
on account of any injurious verses on the part of Archilochus, but out of despair at the death of her father.
Archilochus states. one fact
{Horat., Epod., 6, 13.)
;

relative

down

to himself, in some verses that have
which is, that in a battle between the

to us,

come
Tha-

sians and people of Thrace, he saved himself by flight,
This
throwing away at the same time his buckler.
act of

weakness or cowardice was the occasion of a

galling affront which he afterward received : for, having visited Sparta, he was ordered by the magistrate
Dissatisfied eventually
to quit the city immediately.
with the posture of affairs at Thasos, which the poet

often represents as desperate, Archilochus must have
Thasos and returned to Paros, since we are

quitted

informed, by credible writers, that he lost his life in a
war between the Parians and the inhabitants of the
The ancients ascribe
neighbouring island of Naxos
to Archilochus the invention of a great number of poetic

measures.

(Consult, on this subject, Victorinus,

2588, ed. Putsch ; and, as regards the Epode,
which he is also said to have invented, compare the
remarks of Vandenbourg, in his edition of Horace, vol.
With respect to iambic verse, of which he is, in
2.)
hke manner, named as the author [Hor., Ep. ad Pis.,
and
79), some difference of opinion seems to exist
it has been
thought that the invention, in this case,
which
relates less to the iambic rhythm,
appears so
natural to the Greek language, than to a particular kind
lib. 4,
p.

;

of versification.
1, p.

199, seqq.)

(Compare

Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.

Archilochus was, in general, regard-

ARC

ARCHIMEDES.

ed by the ancients as one of the greatest poets that
Greece had produced. Cicero classes him with Homer,
and in an epigram
Sophocles, and Pindar {Oral. 1)
in the Anthology (vol. 2, p. 286), the Emperor Hadrian remarks, that the Muses, fearing for the glory
of Homer, inspired Archilochus with the idea of com;

One

production of this poet's,
honour of Hercules, was
this piece he himself
the subject of high eulogium
sung at the Olympic games. The anniversary of his
and
birth was celebrated, as in the case of Homer
the rhapsodists recited his verses as they did those of
the Iliad.
Blame, however, attaches itself to the bitter and vindictive spirit that characterized his verses,
and it
as well to the indecency which pervaded them
rs
probably to this latter cause that we must ascribe
the loss of his poems, of which we possess only a few
fragments, preserved as citations in the writings of
AthensBus, St. Clement of Alctandrea, Stobaeus, the
If the ancients speak of the Fables
scholiasts, &c.
of Archilochus, it is not because he ever published any
collections of apologues, but because he was accustomed to give life and movement to his iambics by
introducing into them occasionally this species of comThe fragments of Archilochus were publishposition.
ed by H. Stephens and Froben in their respective
An edicollections, and by Brunck in his Analecta.
tion of them by Liebel, with a critical commentary,
appeared from the Leipsic press in 1812, and also in
an enlarged form, in 1819, 8vo.
Archimedes, the most celebrated mathematician
among the ancients, a native of Syracuse in Sicily,
and related to King Hiero. He flourished about 250
B.C
Under what masters he studied, or how much
of his extraordinary knowledge he acquired from his
That he travelled into
predecessors, is not known.
Egypt appears certain but it is probable that, in his
scientific acquaintance with that country, he communicated more than he received, and that he owes the
great name which he has transmitted to posterity to
his own vigorous and inventive intellect.
He was
equally skilled in the science of astronomy, geometry, mechanics, hydrostatics, and optics, in all of which
he excelled, and produced many extraordinary inventions.
His ingenuity in solving problems had in Ci-

posing

in

iambics.

in particular, his

Hymn

in

;

;

;

;

cero's days become proverbial ; and his singular ingenuity in the invention and construction of warlike

His knowledge
engines is much dwelt upon by Livy.
of the doctrine of specific gravities is proved by the
well-known story of his discovery of the mixture of
silver with gold in King Hiero's crown, which fraud he
detected by comparing the quantity of water displaced
by equal weights of gold and silver. The thought occurred to him while in the bath, on observing that he
displaced a bulk of water equal to his own body ; when,
at once, perceiving a train of consequences, he ran
naked out of the bath into the street, exclaiming,
" I have found it !"
This part of the story,
EvprfKa,
however, is regarded by some as a mere exaggeration.
{BiogT. Univ., vol. 2, p. 379.) To show Hiero the
wonderful effects of mechanic power, he is said, by
the help of ropes and pulleys, to have drawn towards
him, with perfect ease, a galley which lay on the shore
manned and loaded. His intimate acquaintance with
the powers of the lever is evinced by his famous declaration to the same monarch
Aof jtov cttQ, kuI top
:

"

Give
KotJfiov KLvrjau,
will move the world."

me where

I

may

stand,

and

I

who, from the silence of Polybius, Livy, and Plutarch
on this subject, still view the tale with an eye of unbelief
(Compare Btofrr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 381. Foreign Review, No. 1, p. 305.) Eminent as this great
mathematician was for his knowledge of mechanics,
he was still more so for the rare talent which he
possessed of investigating abstract truths, and inventing conclusive demonstrations in the higher branches

—

of geometry.
According to Plutarch {Vit. Marcell.),
intellectual speculations of this nature most delighted
him ; and he did not deem it worth his while to
leave any account in writing of his mechanical inventions.
have, indeed, no precise indication of
any works in which they are described, except it be
with regard to a sphere representing the movements

We

of the stars, of which Cicero and Claudian make mention.
Archimedes prided himself on the discovery of
the ratio between the cylinder and the inscribed sphere,
and requested his friends to place the figures of a
sphere and cylinder on his tomb, with an inscription
them a desire that
expressing the proportion between
;

The Roman
discovery by Cicero.
orator, when he was quaestor in Sicily, discovered this
monument in the shape of a small pillar, and showed
it to the
Syracusans, who did not know that it was in
He says there were some iambic verses inbeing.
scribed upon it, the latter halves of which were almost
and that there were likewise to be
eaten out by time
seen (as those verses asserted) the figures of a cylinder
and a sphere. From the death of this great mathemaafterward led to

its

;

which happened A.U.C. 542, to the quaestorship
of Cicero, A.U.C. 678, a hundred and thirty-six years
had elapsed. This period, though it had not effaced
the cylinder and the sphere, had put an end to the
tician,

in the republearning of Syracuse, once so respectable
of letters.
{Cic, Tusc. Qu^st.,5,22 ) Archimedes's sepulchre, which stood near one of the city
with thorns and briers,
was almost
lic

gates,

overgrown

and, but for the exertions of Cicero, would most probVarious accounts
ably have never been discovered.
are given by Plutarch of the manner of Archimede:?'
death.
The period when it occurred was during the
According to the
capture and storming of Syracuse.
narrative most commonly received, Archimedes was
engaged in study when the city fell and so intent was
he upon a geometrical figure which he was tracing in
the sand, as to be altogether unconscious of the consoldier suddenly entered his
fusion around him.
room, and ordered him to follow him to Marcellus, the
;

A

Roman

orders to spare
general having given particular

Archimedes refused to go until he had finished
his demonstration, whereupon the soldier, in a passion,
drew his sword and killed him. The Roman commander took upon himself the charge of his funeral,
Several
and protected and honoured his relations.
him.

—

valuable remains of this celebrated mathematician are
In abstract geometry there are two books
preserved.
" On the
" On the
Sphere and Cylinder ;" a treatise
Dimensions of the Circle;" two books "On obtuse
Conoids and Spheroids ;" a book " On Spiral Lines ;"
and another " On the Quadrature of the Parabola."

Besides these geometrical works, he wrote a

treatise,

entitled 'fafifiirrjc (Arenarius), in which he demonstrates that the sands of the earth might be numbered
In
a method somewhat similar to that of logarithms

by
"
mechanics he has left a treatise On Equiponderants,
or Centres of Gravity ;" and in hydrostatics, a treatise
" On bodies
Other works of Arfloating in fluids."
chimedes are mentioned by ancient writers, which are
now lost. Of those that remain various editions have
the latest of which was issued \n 1792 from

But his greatest efforts of mewere displayed during the siege of Syracuse, when he contrived engines of annoyance of the
most stupendous nature. Among other applications appeared,
of science, he is said to have fired the Roman fleet the Clarendon press in Oxford, with a new Latin transof Verona, purchased
by means of reflecting mirrors, of which story, long lation, a preface, notes by Torrelli
treated as a fable, Buffon has proved the credibility. of his executor Albertini, and with various readings.
{Mem. it VAcad. dcs Sciences, 1747.) There are not The edition was pubhshed under the care of the Rev.
Oxford, and may be
wanting persons, however, even at the present day, A Robertson, of Christ Church,
17»
chanic

skill

ARC

ARC
truly complete one of the works
of Archimedes.
Translations have also appeared in
some of the modem languages. That of Peyrard, in
French (1807, 4to, and 1808, 2 vols. 8vo) is most
Delambre has appended to this
deserving of mention.
version a memoir on the Arithmetic of the Greeks
a
subject of great interest, as we have very scanty data
left us on this
A review of this translation is
point.

regarded as the

first

out his crown.
The Polemarch was another archoa
of inferior dignity.
He had the care of all foreigners;

and provided a

teqq.)

maintenance, from the public
had lost theix
But because
these three magistrates were often, by reason of their
youth, not so well skilled in the laws and customs of
their country as might have been wished, that they
might not be left wholly to themselves, they were each
accustomed to make choice of two persons of age,
gravity, and reputation, to sit with them on the bench,
and assist them with their advice. These they called

Abchippe, a city of the Marsi, destroyed by an
It is thought
earthquake, and lost in Lake Fucinus.
by Holstenius, on the authority of some people of the
country who had seen vestiges of it, to have stood between the villages of Transaqua and Orluccia, on the

Ilupedpot, or assessors, and obliged them to undergo
the same probation as the other magistrates.
The six
other archons were indifferently called Thesmotheta,
and received complaints against persons accused of
Indictments beimpiety, bribery, and ill behaviour.

;

given in the London Quarterly, vol. 3, p. 89, seqq.
(Compare Hutlon's Math. Diet. Aikin's G. Diet.
Saxii Onomast.
Biogr. Univ.., vol. 2, p. 378,

—

—

—

sufficient

treasury, for the families of those who
lives in the defence of their country.

{Hoist., fore the Thesmothetae were in writing ; at the tribunal
spot which retains the name of Arciprete.
of the Basileus, they were by word of mouth.
Adnot.,p. 154.)
They
I.
a
of
whom
Akchippus,
king
Italy, from
perhaps the settled all disputes between the citizens, redressed
town of Archippe received its name. He was one of the wrongs of strangers, and forbade any laws to be
the allies of Turnus.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 752.)— II. An enforced but such as were conducive to the safety of
Athenian comic poet, who gained the prize but once the state. After some time, the qualifications which
(Olymp. 91), according to Suidas. For some of the were required to be an arehon were not strictly ob»
titles of his
pieces consult Fabricius, Bibl. Gr., vol. served, and, when the glory of Athens was on the de1, p. 747, and Schweighaeuser's Index Anctorum to
cline, even foreigners, who had been admitted to the
Athenasus {Animadv., vol. 9, p. 47).
Thus
rights of citizenship, were created archons.
Archontes, the name of the chief magistrates of Hadrian, before he was elected emperor of Rome,
Athens.
At first the archons were for life, and on was made arehon at Athens, though a foreigner; and
their death the office descended to their children. the same honours were conferred upon Plutarch.
This arrangement took place after the death of Codrus, Many lists of the Athenian archons have been published
the Athenian state having been previously governed by in various works, but all of these were more or less
The first of these perpetual archons was Me- inaccurate till the time of Corsini, and on that account
iings.
catadon, son of Codrus, from whom the thirteen following of little use in illustrating ancient history.
and hereditary archons were named Medontidae, as be- logue of the archons is given in Stanley's ^^ Lives of
In the first year of the sev- the Philosophers," p. 938, seqq. ; another by Du Fresing descended from him.
enth
Olympiad, the power of the archons was curbed noy {Tablettes, vol. 1, p. 66, seqq.), and a third by Dr.
by their bemg allowed to hold the office only for ten Hales (Analysis of Chronology, vol. 1, p. 230, seqq.).
These are what are termed decennial archons. One cause of the incorrectness of these lists has been,
years.
Seventy ye^rs after this the office was made annual, the not adverting to a peculiarity of the Parian marand continued so ever after. These annual archons ble ; that the compiler places the annual archons, who
were nine in number, and none were chosen but such preceded the Peloponnesian war, one year liigher rea.s were descended from ancestors who had been free
spectively than the Julian year, with which they were
citizens of the republic for three generations.
They in reality connumerary. Hence two archons have been
were also to be without any personal defect, and must often made out of one. Again, those who have used
show that they had been dutiful towards their parents, this document did not always distinguish between what
had borne arms in the service of their country, and were was attested by the marble, and what was supplied by
Hence
possessed of a competent estate to support the office conjecture where the marble was defaced.
with dignity.
They took a solemn oath that they the marble is often quoted for that which was only inwould observe the laws, administer justice with impar- serted by its editors. Various forms or corruptions of
the name of an arehon have been sometimes admittiality, and never suffer themselves to be corrupted.
If they ever received bribes they were compelled by ted as the names of different archons.
From these
the laws to dedicate to the god of Delphi a statue of causes, the catalogues of archons are not as correct
{Plut., Vit. and accurate as they might have been rendered.
gold, of equal weight with their body.

—

A

—

Solon, c.
the entire

19.— Pollux,

8,

9, 85.)

They possessed

{Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, vol.

1, p. x.,

Introdtcction.)

power of punishing malefactors with death. The most accurate tables, as far as they extend, are
The chief among them was called Arehon ; the year those given by Clinton, in the work which has just
took its denomination from him, and hence he was been quoted.
He determined all causes bealso called l-Tzuvvfiog.
Archytas, a native of Tarentum, and one of the
tween man and wife, and took care of legacies and Pythagoric preceptors of Plato. He is said to have
wills
he provided for orphans, protected the injured, been the eighth in succession from Pythagoras and
and punished drunkenness with uncommon severity. this account deserves more credit than the assertion of
;

;

he suffered himself to be intoxicated during the time
of his office, the misdemeanor was punished with death.
The second of the archons was called Basileus: it
was his office to keep good order, and to remove all
causes of quarrel in the families of those who were
If

The profane
dedicated to the service of the gods.
and the impious were brought before his tribunal ; and
he offered public sacrifices for the good of the state.
He assisted at the celebration of the Eleusinian festivals and other religious ceremonies.
His wife was
to be a citizen of the whole blood of Athens, and of a
He had a vote among the
pure and unsullied life.
Areopagites, but was obliged to sit among them with180

lamblichus, that he heard Pythagoras in person ; for
the father of this sect flourished, as we shall see, about
the 60th Olympiad, B.C. 540; but Archytas conversed with Plato upon his first visit to Sicily, which
was in the 96th Olympiad, B.C. 396 ; whence it appears, that there was an interval of above a century
between the time of Pythagoras and that of Archytas.
Such was the celebrity of this philosopher, that many
illustrious names appear in the train of his disciples,
To these
particularly Philolaus, Eudoxus, and Plato.

Suidas, and, after him,

Empedocles

;

but

Erasmus

Empedocles

about the 84th Olympiad, near

{Chil., p. 550), add
certainly flourished
fifty

years before Ar«

ARC
— So high was
chytas.
litical

ARC

moral and powisdom, and so deservedly did he enjoy the un-

limited confidence of his fellow-citizens, that, contrary
to the usual custom, he was appointed seven different
times to the responsible office of general, and never

experienced either check or defeat.
79.

— Menage,

ad

—

I

I

JEVian

times.

distinVar. Hist., 7, 14.)
guished for his self-command and purity of conduct
and as uniting with a rare knowledge of mankind such
a childlike feeling of universal love, and such simpleness of manners, that he lived with the inmates of his
Amid all his public
house a real father of a family.
avocations, however, he still found leisure to devote
;

to the most important discoveries in science, and to
the composition of many works of a very diversified
His discoveries were exclusively in the
character.
mathematical and kindred sciences. He was occupied not merely with theoretical, but also practical
mechanics and his inventions in this department of
;

study imply a considerable advance in their cultivation.
He also published a musical system, which was referred to by all succeeding theoretical students of the
art.
He
Boeth., de Mus.)
(Ptolem., Harm., 1, 13.
de
wrote, moreover, a treatise on agriculture.
( Varro,
R. R., 1, 1.
Colum., 1, 1.) Of his philosophical doctrines many accounts have come down to us but wherever our information on this head is derived exclusively from writers of later date, we cannot be too much
on our guard, lest we should adopt anything which

—

—

;

on supposititious writing, since nearly all
the fragments attributed to him are spurious.
These
fragments have been preserved by Stobaeus and others,
and edited from him by Gale, in his Opuscula Mythologica {Cantabr., 1671, 12mo), among the UvOayopetuv
They are given, however, more fully
nTroaTTacfiuTLa.
rests merely

and correctly by Orellius, in his Opuscula Grcecorum,
vol. 2, p 234, seqq.
Aristotle, who was an industrious collector from the Pythagoreans, is said to
have borrowed from Archytas the general arrangements
called his " Ten
The
which are

—

&c.,

—

Arctinus farther related the story oi
Isthm., 3, 58.)
the wooden horse, the careless security of the Trojans,
and the destruction of Laocoon, which induced iSneas
to fly for safety to Ida, before the
impending destruction of the city.
In this he is quite different from Vir-

(Diog. Laert., 8,

makes it six
Archytas was eminently

loc.

Ajax and Ulysses contend for hi« arms, and
the defeat of Ajax causes his suicide.
{Schol. Pind.,
town.

his character for

I

second book ot
The sack of
Troy by the Greeks returning from Tenedos, and issuing from the Trojan horse, was described so far as
to display in a conspicuous manner the arrogance and
mercilessness of the Greeks, and to occasion the resolution of Minerva, already known from the Odyssey,
to punish them in various ways on their return home.
This last part, when divided from the preceding, was
called the Destruction of Troy ('ITiou Tripai^); the
former, comprising the events up to the death of Achilles, was termed the ^thiopis of Arctinus.
{ProcL,
in other respects, has in the

gil,

who,

the

^neid

chiefly followed Arctinus.

Chrestam.—Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p. 169.—
Hist. Lit. Gr., p. 65, in Libr. Us. Knowl.)
Arctophylax, a constellation near the Great Bear,
The term is derived from upKTo^,
called also Bootes.
**
a bear," and <f)vXa^, "a keeper or guard," for the
on the celestial sphere is
position of the constellation
such, that it appears to watch over the Greater and

Hence Ovid

Smaller Bear.

calls

it

'•

Custos Ursa"
" Custos"

{Trist., 1, 10, 15), and Vitruvius simply
(9, 4.
Compare Ideler, Untersuch., &.c.,der

—

men,

p.

47.— Ctc,

Arctos, two

de Nat.

D,

Stemna-

2, 42).

celestial constellations near the north

called Ursa Major and Minor, supposed to be Areas and his mother, who were made
Ovid calls them Ferce conjointly
constellations.
"
magna minorque Fera"^ {Trist., 4, 3, 1). Originalalone had the name of Arctos, and
ly, the Greater Bear
Homer appears merely to have been acquainted with
this constellation, not with that of the Smaller Bear.
pole,

commonly

:

(//., 18, 487.— Orf., 5, 275.)
latter constellation is said to

The

discoverer of the

have been Thales, who

lived at least two centuries after Homer.
{Schol. ad
usually
Categories."
of the moral doctrines of Archytas is, that virtue B., I. c.—Achill. Tat.,Isag. in Arat.,Phcen., c. 1.—
The truth is, however,
is to be pursued for its own sake in every condition of Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2, 2.)
that that Thales merely brought the knowledge of the
life
that all excess is inconsistent with virtue
the mind is more injured by prosperity; and that there Smaller Bear from the East into Greece, for the Phoenicians were acquainted with it at a much earlier peis no pestilence so destructive to human happiness as
It is probable that Aristotle was indebted
riod, and hence the name ^olvIktj, Phoenice, that was
pleasure.
Scfiol.
sometimes given to it. {Eratosth., Cat., c. 2.
to Archytas for many of his moral ideas
particularly
Another name for the Greater
for the notion which runs through his ethical pieces, ad German., p. 89.)
"
an
the
that virtue consists in avoiding extremes.
Wain,"
appellation
Archytas Bear was 'Afia^a, or

sum

;

;

—

;

perished by shipwreck, and his death is made a subject of poetical description by Horace, who celebrates him as a geometer, mathematician, and astronomer.
Ritter, History of the Pythig.
{Od., 1, 28.

—

Philos., p.

67.— Id., Hist.Anc.

Phil., vol. 1, p. 350,

seg.)

Arcitenens, an

epithet applied to Apollo, as bear-

The analogous Greek
ing a bow (^arcus and teneo).
{Virg., JEn., 3, 75, &.c.)
expression is To^c(j>6po^.
Arctinus. a cyclic bard, born at Miletus. He was
confessedly a very ancient poet, nay, he is even termed
a disciple of Homer.
The chronological accounts
place

9100

verses.

—

,

2\.—Vtrg.,

after the

(Heeren, Bibliothek der Alten Lit., &.C.,
It opened with the arrival of the Amap 61.)
zons at Troy, which event followed immediately after
of
the death
Hector.
The action of the epic of Arctinus was connected with the following principal events.
Achilles kills Penthesilea, and then, in a fit of anger,
puts to death Thersites. who had ridiculed him for his
love of her.
Upon this, Memnon, the son of Aurora,
appears with his Ethiopians, and is slain by the son of
Thetis, after he himself has killed in battle Antilochus,
the Patroclus of Arctinus.
Achilles himself falls by
the hand of Paris, while
pursuing the Trojans into the

pt. 4,

—

names are also found among the ancients for the Bear,
commencement of the namely, 'EIIktj {Heltce), and Kvpoaovpa {Cynosurd).
'*
curled," and
Arctinus composed a poem consisting of The first of these is derived from lli^,

him immediately

Olympiad.

I.
Subsequently,
already to Homer {E.,
c.jj.
a distinction was made between the Greater and Smaller Wain, as between the Greater and Smaller Bears.
Hence we have, in Latin, the plural form Planstra
of the Wain. ( German.^
applied to both constellations
The more common Latin
v. 25.
Avien, v. 103 )
'*
the seven
expression, however, is Scptem Triones,
to the Greater
oxen,"
originally applied
ploughing
Hence the Latin SepBear, but afterward to both.
L. L., 6, 4.
temtrio, as indicating the north.
( Varro,
Two other
Aul. Cell 2,
JEn., I, 748.)

known

has reference to the curved or s-like position of the
what
stars composing the Greater Bear, if we regard
is commonly called the Square or Quadrangle, merely
{Buttas a semicircle opening towards the north.
die Beohacht.
mann, as cited by Ideler, Untersuch. iiber
The term Kvvoaovpa, on the other
der Alt., p. 376.)
"
Dog's tail,*' was applied
hand, which signifies the
constellation of the Smaller
by the ancients to the
is represented on the celesBear, because this animal
with its tail bent upward like that of a
tial
planisphere
scholiast on Homer remarks (iZ., 18,
dog, or, as the
**
At
487), did. TO cif kwo^ f^etv avaxc/cAao/xeviyv ovpav

A

RD

ARE

a later period, however, the etymology of the two terms
and Helice and Cynosura
rt'as
forgotten or neglected,
the nurses of Jove,
appear in fable as two nymphs,
Aral.,Ph(Bn., 30, seq(j.
Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2, 2.)

[

j

—

<

The name Cynosura is sometimes improperly applied
the

moderns

—

8,)

by

\

Slernnamen, p.
The ancient name of the Greater Bear in the north
to the Pole-star.

{Idcler,

Karlsragn, the "Carle's," or "Old Man's Wain."
The Carle, Magnusen says, is Odin or Thor. Hence
The Icelanders call the Bears
our " Charles's Wain
"
"Stori (great) Vagn,' and Litli Vagn." {Edda See-

i

i

is

j

mundar, 3, 304.)
Arcturus, a star near the tail of the Great Bear,
the rising and setting of which was generally supposed
It
to portend tempestuous weather.
belongs to the
Bootes or Arctophylax and forms its

constellation

Originally, according to Erotianus (^Exbrightest star.
term Arcturus was synonypos, voc. Hippocr.), the
mous with Arctophylax, being derived from upKTo^, a
Whether Hesiod,
bear, and ovpog, a watch or guard.
who twice makes mention of Arcturus {Op. et , 566.

D

—

Ibid., 610), means the star or the constellation, is not
Even some later writers, such as Mariiavery clear.

nus Capclla, and the scholiast to Germanicus, employ
The
the term as indicating the constellation itself.
common derivation of the name, from apxrof, and ovpa, a tail, as referring to the situation of the star near
the tail of the bear, is condemned by Buttmann.
{Ide-

when the victories of Hannibal had exhausted the resources of the state, they refused to furnish any farther
Their city was iheiesupplies of men and provisions.
fore included in the vote of censure which the Roman
senate afterward passed on several refractory colonies.
(Lir , 27, 9.) Another curious circumstance in the
history of Ardea is recorded by Varro {R. i2., 2, 2),
who stales, that the era in which barbers were first
introduced into Italy from Sicily was noted in the arThis epoch Varro makes to coinchives of this city.
iStrabo (22) informs us, that
cide with 454 A.U.C.
the country about Ardea was marshy, and the climate
consequently very unfavourable ; which is confirmed by
Seneca {Eyist. 105) and Martial (£>., 4, 60). Some
warm springs, strongly impregnated with sulphur,
noticed by Vitruvius (8, 3) in the vicinity of Ardea,
still exist under the name of la Solforata, near the
Terre di S. Lorenzo, in the direction of Antium.
{Cramer''s Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 21, seqq.)
Ardericca, I. a small town of Assyria, north of
Herodotus informs us
Babylon, on the Euphrates.
(1, 185) that Nitocris, queen of Babylon, in order to
render her territories more secure against the Medes,
altered the course of the Euphrates, and made it so
very winding, that it came, in its course, three times
to Ardericca.
(Compare Lurcher, ad loc, where a
diagram is given, explanatory of the course of the
Heeren thinks that this laborious understream.)
taking had also another object in view, to faciliiate,
namely, the navigation of the vessels in their descent
He considers it probable
from the higher countries.

Stcrnnanun, p. 47, seqq.) Arcturus, observes
Dr. Halley, in the lime of Columella and Pliny rose
with the sun at Athens, when the sun was in 12^ of
Virgo; but at Rome three days sooner, the sun being
in 9k of Virgo, the autumnal equinox then falling on
that this was effected by a series of sluices and fioodthe 24th or 25th of September.
Ardalus, a son of Vulcan, said to have been the gates, and that the numerous windings of the canal
He erected a temple also made it a three days' voyage to pass the village of Arfirst who invented the pipe.
a zigzag manner, to
at Trcezene, in honour of the Muses, who were hence dericca, the canal being cut
called, from him, ArdaJides, or Ardaliotides.
{Pau- diminish the fall occa.sioned by the steepness of the
The name Ardericca has led to the conjecture,
land.
»an., 2, 31.
Stcph. Byz., s. v.)
Ardea, the capital of the Rutuli, a very ancient city that it is the present Akkercuf, above Bagdad. Akof Italy, founded, as tradition reported, by Danae, the kercuf, however, lies on the Tigris, not ihe Euphrates,
Porlef*
mother of Perseus. {Vtrg., JEn., 7, AOS.) Hencethe {Heeren, Idten., vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 138, seqq
II. A
boast of Turnus, that he could number Inachus and Travels, vol. 2, p. 277.)
village in Cissia,
Acrisius among his ancestors.
Pliny (3, 5) and Mela about two hundred and ten stadia to the northeast of
Compare Lurcher and
(Hero^lotns, 6, 119.
(2, 4) have improperly reckoned Ardea among the Susa.
maritime cities of Laiium but Strabo (232) and Ptol- B'dhr, ad loc.) It was here that the Eretrian captives
emy (66) have placed it more correctly at some dis- were settled. {Vid. Eretria.)
tance from the coast.
The ruins which yet bear the
Ardiscus, a river of Thrace, faUing into the Hebrus
name of Ardea are situated on a hill about three miles at Adrianopolis. Now the Arda.
the
sea.
from
Arduenna, now Ardennes, a forest of Gaul, the
Though the early accounts of this an
ler,

,

display the same zeal and constancy in the service ol
the republic.
In the second Punic war, and at a time

m

—

—

—

—

;

cient city are lost in obscurity, we are led to infer that
it must have attained to a considerable
degree of power

longest in that country, reaching, according to.Csesar,
from the Rhenus and the territories of the Treveri to
and prosperity at a remote period, if it be true, as Livy those of the Nervii, upward of fifty miles in length.
If it covered
(21, 7) asserts, that a body of Ardeatae formed part of Others make the extent much larger.
the Zacynthian colony, which settled
in the whole of the intervening space between the coun-

Saguntum

The first mention which occurs of th s city in
Spain.
the history of Rome, is in the reign of Tarquinius
are told that it was during the siege
Snperbus.
of Ardea, which the king was carrying on, that the
memorable circumstance occurred which led to his ex-

We

it would
greatly exceed
name would seem to
original Gallic
•'
"
Ar-Denn, i. e., the profound," or deep'*

tries

of the Treveri and Nervii,

fifty

miles.

have been
(forest).

The

Ar

is

Den in the Kimric, Don in
Dnmhaiun in Gaelic, denote re-

the article.

the Bas- Breton, and

{Thierry, Hist,
spectively "profound," "thick," &c.
des Gaulois, vol 2, p. 41, in notis ) The ground is
now in many places cleared, and cities built upon it.
Its chief town is
It is divided into four districts.

pulsion from the throne, and the consequent change
Dion. Hal ,
of government at Rome.
{Liv., 1, 57.
The Ardeatae had the honour of ajflfording an
4, 64.)

—

to Camillus in his exile, and, under the conduct of that great man, were enabled to render a signal
Service to the Romans in their utmost distress (if indeed
we are to give credit to Livy's account of these trans-

asylum

Mezieres.

{Tacit.,

Ann.,

8,

42.— C^*.,

Bell.

Gall,,

6, 29.)

Ardys, a son of Gyges, king of Lydia, who reigned
made war against
forty-nine years, took Priene, and
Miletus.
Compare Clinlon'^s Fasti
{Herodot., 1, 16.
Hellenici, vol 2, p. 296.)

first by
action.s)
defeating a large body of Gauls who
had Hdvanced towards their city in quest of booty {hiv.,
5, 45), and afterward by contributing greatly to the
decisive victory which freed Rome from her most

—

;

Arelatum CApeXuTov, Ptol. : 'ApeTidrat, Strabo:
and sometimes
(Liv, 5, 49). In all probability, Arelate, among the Latin writers
dangerous enemies.
however, this story is merely to be regarded as one of Arelas by the poets), a town of the Salyes on the east
the embellishments of the false legends of the Furian side of the Rhodanus, at the place where it divides into
Strabo speaks
family.
History of Rome, vol. 1, three branches, not far from its mouth.
(Compare Arnold's
The Ardeatse, however, did not always of it as a commercial emporium, and, according to
p. 393, seyy.)
;

—

m

I

|
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was one of the richest cities in blameless in their lives, and it was even required that
Pomponi'is Mela,
It was also called Sextanorum their whole demeanour should be grave and serious
Gallia Narbonensis.
The
Colonia, from having been colonized by the soldiers of beyond what was expected from other men.
the sixth legion, conducted thither by the father of dignity of a judge of the Areopagus was always for life,
It is now Aries.
Tiberius.
During the later periods unless he was expelled for immoral or improper conThe Areopagitcs took cognizance of murders,
of the Roman empire, Arelate was the residence of duct.
some of the emperors and at a subsequent date, on impiety, and immoral behaviour, and particularly of
account of the frequent inroads of the barbarians, the idleness, which they deemed the cause of all vice.
were transferred from Treveri They watched over the laws, and they had the manageprsetorian headquarters
ment of the public treasury they had also th? liberty
{C(rs., Bell. Civ., I, 36.
(Treves) to this place.
it

|

;

—

Mela,

2,

5.— Suet

Aremorica,
strictness to

all

,

Vit. Tib., 4.)

or Ar-vorTca, a Celtic term, applied in
Gaul which lay along the ocean.

parts of

As the Romans, however, before Caesar's time, knew
no other part of the coast except that between the
the name
Pyrenees and the mouth of the Garumna,
this portion of the
{Mannert, Georgr., vol. 2, p. 112.) The
country.
•'
Gaslic nr,
upon," and
appellation is derived from the
" sea."
moir,
(Compare Thierry, Hist, des Gaulois,

with them became restricted to

vol. 1, Introd., p. xxxix., in notis.)
Arenacum, a fortified place on the

territories of the Batavi, not far

Rhine, in the
from where the river

It is now, according to
separates to form the Vahalis.
D'Anville, Aert or Aerth, but Mannert is in favour of

Amheim.

{Tacit., Hist., 5, 20.

— Compare Mannert,

Geogr., vol. 2, p. 242.)
AREOPAGiT.<E, the judges of the Areopagus, a seat
of justice on a small eminence at Athens. (Vid. Areopagus.) The time in which this celebrated seat of

was instituted is unknown. Some suppose that
Cecrops, the founder of Athens, first established it,
while others give the credit of it to Cranaus, and others
to Solon.
The constitution and form under which it
appears in history, is certainly not more ancient than
the time of Solon, though he undoubtedly appears to
have availed himself of the sanctity already attached
to the name and place, to ensure to it that influence
and inviolability which were essential to the attainment of its chief object, the maintenance of the laws.
Its original right of judging all cases of homicide continued, though evidently the least important j)art of its
duties, since, when Ephialtes had deprived it of all but
that, the Areopagus was thought to be annihilated.
Lex. Rket.* ap{Demosth. adv. Aristocr., p. 642.
Herpended to Porsori's Phntius. p. .585, ed. Lips.

justice

—

—

It was not rePolit. Antiq., p. 215, not. 6.)
stored to its dignity of guardian of the laws till the

mann'x
fall

of the thirty tyrants.

Its office as

such was,

in

opposed to an absolute democracy,
and must have appeared the more formidable to the
partisans of that form, from the indefinite and arbitrary
nature of the merely moral power on which its authority
was founded, and which rendered it impracticable

principle, directly

In later
clearly to define the extent of its influence.
times it was found particularly active as a censorship

of morals, and in several respects may be viewed as a
superior court of police, taking cognizance of luxury
and morals, the superintendence of public buildings
and public health, and, in particular, making it its business to direct puhlic attention to men who might en-

danger the state, though its own power to inflict punishment in such cases was very limited. {Hermann,
I. c.)
The Areopagus, when ori''ginally constituted,
was, as has already been remarked, merely a criminal
tribunal
Solon, guided by motives which cannot now
be easily explained, rendered it superior to the Ephetae,
another court instituted by Draco, and greatly enlarged

—

its
The number of judges composing this
jurisdiction.
It was
august tribunal is not clearly ascertained.
probably about ninety
{Tittman, Griech. Stattsverf., p.
252 ) The court consisted entirely of ex-archons and
every archon, on laying down his archonship, became
a member of it.
{Tittmann, I. c.
Plut., Vit. Sol., c.
:

—

19.)

It

was expressly provided, however,

members of

this court

that

the

should be altogether pure and

;

of rewarding the virtuous, and inflicting severe punishment upon such as blasphemed against the gads, or
Hence
slighted the celebration of the holy mysteries.
" a setter
St. Paul was arraigned before this tribunal as
forth of strange gods," because he preached to the
Athenians of Jesus and the resurrection.
They always
sat in the open air
because they took cognizance of
murder, and, by their laws, it was not permitted for
the murderer and his accuser to be both under the same
;

This custom also might
{Vid. Areopagus.)
originate from the persons of the judges being sacred,
roof.

and their being afraid of contracting pollution by conversing in the same house with men who had been
They always heard
guilty of shedding innocent blood.
causes and passed sentence in the night, that they
might not be prepossessed in favour of the plaintiff or
Whatever causes were
defendant by seeing them.
pleaded before them were to be divested of all oratory
and fine speaking, lest eloquence should charm their
Hence arose the
ears and corrupt their judgment.
most just and most impartial decisions and their sentence was deemed sacred and inviolable, and the plaintiff and defendant were equally convinced of its justice.
The Areopagites generally sat on the 27th, 28th, and
But if any business hap29lh day of every month.
pened which required despatch, they assembled in the
This institution was
royal portico, BaoLXiKT/ irod.
preserved entire until the time of Pericles, who, as he
had never filled the office of archon, could not be admitted a member of the Areopagus, and therefore employed all his power and influence in undennining an
The
authority which was incompatible with his own.
;

earlier strictness too, as regarded the private characters
of the judges, began now to be relaxed, and eventually,
when the grandeur of Athens was on the decline, men
of vicious and profligate lives became members of the

—

As regards the form
Ariopagita, consult the remarks of
Areopagus.

ad

Isocr.

Arcopagita and

Bergman {Praf.

Areopag. init).

Areopagus
" the
little

{ApeioTrayog, or 'Apetof Trdyog, i. e.,
of Mars"), a small eminence at Athens, a
It
distance to the northwest of the Acropolis
hill

was so

called in consequence, as

it

was

said, of

Mars

person tried there, for the murder
Vid. Areopagitse.)
of Halirrhoihius, son of Neptune.
(
This celebrated court consisted only of an open space,
in which was an altar dedicated to Minerva Areia, and
two rude seats of stone for the defendant and his accuser.
From Vitruvius we learn (2, 1. Compare

having been the

first

—

Poll., 8, 10), that at a later period this

space was en-

closed, and roofed with tiles.
According to Herodotus
(8. 52), the Persians were stationed in the Areopagus
when
made their attack on the western side of the

they
(Consult, as regards the form of the name,
Acropolis.
the remarks of Bergman, Praf. ad h'cr. Areopag.
init.)

Arestorides, a patronymic given to the hundredeyed Argus, as son of Arcstor. {Ovid, Met., I, 624.)
Aret^us. a Greek physician of Cappadocia, who
have
A.D. 80.
is
supposed to have flourished
of his remaining: irepl Alriuv Kat
two

We

productions

"

On the causes
^Tifieluv b^EOJv Kat xpovi(^v izadijv,
and symptoms of acute and chronic maladies; "and,
Kat xpo^iuv iraBuv, " On the
TTfpt Qepaireiag b^euv
The works oi
cure of acute and chronic maladies."
this most elegant writer, which have come down to us,
183
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are so truly valuable as to make us deplore the loss we
have sustained by the mutilations they have suffered.
His language is in the highest degree retined, and his
descriptions are uncommonly graphic and accurate.
For example, what picture could be truer to life than
the one which he has drawn of a patient in the last
stage of consumption 1 and what description was ever
more poetically elegant than that which he gives us of

the collapse in ardent fever'?

the

symptoms attending
— Considering
most

probably he was prior to
Galen, the correctness of his physical views cannot but
excite our admiration.
Thus, in his account of Paralto the distinction between the Nerves
ysis, he alludes
of Sensation and those of Muscular motion, which
doctrine is treated of at great length by Galen, in his
that

work De Usu Partium

{Trepl

Xpelag tuv hv avOpuirov

He enumerates indigestion among
au/xaTi fiopiuv).
the exciting causes of palsy, which seems to be an
anticipation of a late pretended discovery, that paralysis
of the limbs is sometimes to be referred to derange-

ment of the stomach and bowels. — In speaking of
lepsy, he

makes mention of

medicine has been tried of
with manifest advantage.

epi-

the use of copper, which
in this complaint

late

— Noyears
other

ancient writer
that we are acquainted with gives us so correct an acthroat
and
tonsils.
His descripcount of ulcers on the
tion of the various phenomena of mania is very interof
a
contains
the
case
and
singular
joiner, who
esting,
was in his right senses while employed at his profession
at work, but no sooner left the seat of his employment
He gives an interesting acthan he became mad.
count of jaundice, which he attributes, probably with
correctness, to a variety of causes, but more especially
to obstruction of the ducts, which convey the bile to

He makes no mention, indeed,
the intestinal canal.
of gall-stones, nor are they mentioned, as we know, by
any ancient writer only Nonnius recommends Lithontriptics for the cure of the disease, which might seem
to imply that he was acquainted with the existence of
Aretaeus was fond of administering
these concretions.
;

—

his work with a glowing
The best
eulogy on the properties of this medicine.
editions of Aretaeus are, that of Wigan, Oxon., 1723,
that of Boerhave, Lugd. Bat., 1731, fol.
fol., and

hellebore,

and concludes

rose in the island of Ortygia at Syracuse, still followed
In proof of the truth
of this fable, it was asserted that a cup (<pid?i,T]) which

by the stream of the Alpheus.
fell

into the

whose
blood

Alpheus rose in the fountain of Arethusa,
pellucid waters also became turbid with the
of the victims slain at the Olympic games.
Met.,

{Ovid,

5,

572, seqq.

— Moschus,

Idyll.,

7.

—

Keightley's Mythology, 2d ed., p. 132.) An explanation of this legend will be found under the article AlII.
lake in Armenia Major, through which
pheus.
the Tigris ran.
It was near the sources of that river,

—

and

A

exhaled,

{Plin., 6, 27.)

to

—according
A

Pliny,

city in the
{Plin., 4, 10.)

III.

—

nitrous

vapours.

Macedonian

distric;

A

of Amphaxitis.
IV.
city of Syria,
on the eastern bank of the Orontes. It was either
built or restored by Seleucus Nicator, and is
supposed
to have been destroyed by the Arabians.
{Strab., 518.
I, 52.— Theod., Hist. Eccles., 3, 7.)— V.
fountain in Euboea, near Chalcis.
{Plin., 4, 12.)
VI. A fountain in Boeotia, near Thebes.
{Plin., 4, 7.)
A REUS, I. (two syllables) a king of Sparta, preferred
in the succession to Cleonymus, son of
Cleomenes,

—Zosim.,

—

A

who, on being defeated in
called

when

his claim upon the throne,
the aid of Pyrrhus.
Areus was in Crete
the King of Epirus marched against Sparta ; and
in

had gone to

instantly leaving that island, whither he
aid the Gortynians, he returned home

and repulsed
afterward went to the aid of Athens,
Pyrrhus.
when attacked by Antigonus Gonatas, and lost his life
in a battle with this
prince in the environs of Corinth,
B.C. 268. {Pausan., 3, 6.)— II. (Areus, 'Apeiog) a
native of Alexandres, and member of the Pythagorean

He

According to the common account, he was one
of the masters of Augustus, and enjoyed so high a degree of favour with this prince, that when, after the
defeat of Antony and Cleopatra, Augustus appeared
sect.

in the theatre of Alexandrea, he had his old instructer
on his right hand, and conversed familiarly with him,
declaring that one of the causes of his sparing the inhabitants was his friendship for Areus.
{Dio Cassius,
Phit
Vit. Anton.,
51, 16.
Fabric, ad Dion., I. c.
The eloquence and philosophy of Areus were
80.)
so persuasive, that, according to Seneca, he powerfully

—

—

,

contributed to console Li via for the loss of Augustus

!

latter one, in fact, is superior to the former, since
it contains all that is
given in Wigan's edition, together

{Ssncc, Consol. ad Mar.,

with the commentary of Petit, and the notes and emThe edition of AretaRUs given
endations of Triller.
in Kuhn's collection of the Greek medical writers, has
not proved very satisfactory in a critical point of view.
Aug., p. 1041.
Hoffmann, Lex.
(Pierer., Annal

the Materia Mcdica, but the point is not clearly ascertained.
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 407.)
Areva, a river of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the
It rose southeast of Salaterritory of the Arevaci.

Bibi, vol. l.p. 248.)
Arete, a daughter of the philosopher Aristippus.
^lian, however, contrary to the common account,
makes her his sister {Hist. An., 3, 40.) Aristippus
of his school, and she in her
taught her the doctrines
turn became the instructress of her own son, the
younger Aristippus, who, on this account, received
Her
the surname of Metrodidactus (MrjTpoSidaKTo^).

name

according to Harduin, the Arlanzo {ad Plin.,
3, 4), but according to Florez, more correctly, the
Urero.
{Esp. Sagr., 5, 16, 39.)
Arevaci, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, deriving their name, according to Pliny (3, 3), from the
river Areva.
They lay between the Vaccsei to the
north and the Carpetani to the south, and formed one
of the most powerful branches of the Celtiberi.
Ac-

attainments in philosophy were highly celebrated.
Diog.
{Aristocles, ap. Euseh., Prctp. Ev., 14, 18.
Casaub., ad Diog., I. c.)
Laert., 2, 86

cording to some authorities, their chief city was Numantia.
Mela, 2, 6.
{Strabo, 162.
Appian, B.
Pliny, however, assigns this place to
Hisp., c. 91 )
Their later capital was Sethe Pelendones (3, 4).
{Itin. Ant., p. 435.
gobia or Segubia, now Segovia.

This

—

—

—

T. a nymph of Elis, daughter of OceanAs she returned
and one of Diana's attendants.
one day from hunting, she came to the clear stream of

Arethusa,

ns,

the Alpheus, and, enticed by its beauty, entered into
She
its waters to drive awav the heat and fatigue.
heard a murmur in the stream, and, terrified, sprang
The river-god rose and pursued her. The
to land.
all through Arcadia, till with the approach

nymph sped

of evening she felt her strength failing, and saw that
She then prayed to
her pursuer was close upon her.
Diana for relief, and was immediately dissolved into a
fountain.
Alpheus resumed his aqueous form, and
She fled on
with hers.
sought to mingle his waters
under the earth, however, and through the sea, till she

184

some

It is
4, 2.)
thought
that Dioscorides dedicated to him his work

mantica, and flowed into the Durius.

by
on

The modem

is,

—

—Plol.,

—

2, 6.)

Arc^us,

a mountain of Cappadocia, covered with

perpetual snows, and so lofty that from its summit,
according to the ancient writers, both the Euxine and
the Mediterranean Seas might be seen, although, according to Strabo (538). there were very few who
It is now called Argehcould boast of such a feat.
dag, and at its foot stood Mazaca. the capital of Cap-

padocia, called, in the time of Tiberius, Caesarea ad
Mr. Kinneir observes,
.Argaeum, and now Kaisarieh.
that Mount Argaeus is unquestionably one of prodi-

gious elevation

;

but he

much

questions whether aay

ARG
human being ever reached

its

ARQ
summit

;

and, indeed,

he was positively informed that this was quite impossiIt was covered for some miles below the peak
ble.
with snow, which was said to be eight or ten feet in
when he was at Ccesdepth in the month of October,
area. {Journey though Asia Minor, <kc., p. 94, note.)
Argathonius, or Arganthonius, a king of Gades,
Cic,
who, according to one account {Herod., 1, 163.
de Senect., 19), lived 120 years, and reigned 80 years

—

of this number.
Pliny (7, 48) gives 150 years as the
existence ; and Silius Italicus (3, 398),
period of his

by poetic license, 300 years.
Argks, a son of Coelus and Terra, who had only
one eye in his forehead. (Vid. Cyclopes )
Argeus, a son of Perdiccas, king of Macedonia,
obtained the kingdom when Amyntas, father of
was driven out for a season by the lUyrians
On the death of Perd'iccas,
(from 393 B.C. to 390).
B.C. 360, he endeavoured, but in vain, to remount

who

Philip,

the throne.

{Justin, 7, 1.)
Vid. Argos.
AuGi {plur. masc).
Argia, I. daughter of Adrastus, married Polynices,
whom she loved with uncommon tenderness. When

he was

killed in the

Theban war, and Creon had

for-

bidden any one to perform his funeral obsequies, Argia,
in conjunction with Antigone, disobeyed the mandate,
and placed the corpse of Polynices on the funeral pile.
Antigone was seized by the guards who had been staVid.
tioned near the dead body, but Argia escaped
II. A country
{Hygin., fab.,6d and 72.)
Antigone.
of Peloponnesus, called also Argolis, of which .^rgos
was the capital. III. The wife of Inachus, and moth-

—

—

er of lo.

{Hygin.,fah., 145.)

Aruiletum, a
Vicus Tuscus

The

origin of the

derived

it

Rome, which led from the
Forum Olitorium and Tiber.
name is uncertain. Some accounts

street at

to

the

from Argus, a guest of Evander's

{vid.

violence to this people, for they were accounted sacred,
and had no warlike weapon among them.
They determined the differences between their neighbours,
and whoever fled to them for refuge waa permuted to
live unmolested.
liitter ihinks
{Herodot., 4, 23.)
that these Argippaei were one of the early sacerdotal
colonies from India, which had settled in the witda of
Scythia, and whose peaceful and sacred character had
secured the regard of the neighbouring barbarians.
Their bald heads he accounts for by the circumstance

of the priests of Buddha being accustomed to shave
the head.
De Guignes, on the
{Vorhalle, p. 286.)
other hand, refers the description of Herodotus to the
Sinae.
{Mem de VAcad. des Inscr., vol. 35, p 651.)
The best opinion, however, is in favour of the Calmucs,
whose peculiar physiognomy coincides with that ascribed to the ancient Argippaii. {Malte-Brun, Annul,
des Voyag., vol. 1, p. 372.) The Calmuc priests,

moreover, called Ghelongs, are said to shave the entire
head, and to do this also m the case of infants that are
destined

for

the

—

priesthood.

(Compare

B'dhr,

ad

Herod., I. c.
Kennell, Geogr. of Herodotus, vol. 1,
p. 172, seqq.)
Argiva, a surname of Juno, as worshipped at Ar(7ir^.,^n,,3, 547.)
gos.
Argivi, the inhabitants of the city of Argos and the

The word is also applied by
him, by the later poets, to
of
Greece.
all the inhabitants
Argo, the name of the famous ship which carried

neighbouring country.

Homer, and,

in imitation of

when they
fifty companions to Colchis,
Jason havmg
resolved to recover the golden fleece.
applied to Argus {vid. Argus, III.) to construct a vessel for the expedition, Argus built for him a fifty-oared
Minerva aided
galley, called from himself the Argo.
the architect in its construction, and set in the prow a
Jason and his

piece of timber cut from the speaking oak of Dodona,
On the
and which had the power of giving oracles.
termination of the voyage, Jason consecrated the vessel to Neptune at the Isthmus of Corinth.
Accord-

Ar-

was said to have been interred there ;
gus, v.), who
others from the abundance of argilla, or clay, found in
This street apthe vicinity.
{Varro, L. L., 4, 32 )
pears to have been chiefly tenanted by booksellers
Id., 1, 118), and also by tailors.
{Martial, Ep., 1, 4.

ing to the more popular account, however, Minerva
translated the .'^rgo to the skies, and made it a con-

—

stellation.
{Apollod., 1, 9, 16.— Id., 1, 9, 24.— Id,
1, 9, 2,7.—Diod. Sic., 4, 5'S.—Eratosth., 35.— i/yvol.
Ancient
1, p. 545.)
Italy,
Argilelum. {Cramer's
gin., fab., 24, &c.)
ARGoiacus SINUS, a bay on the coast of Argolis, beArgilus, the first town on the coast of Bisaltia in
Bromiscus
the
and
outlet
of
the
Lake
tween this country and Laconia. It is now the Gulf
Thrace, beyond
It was foutided by a colony from Andros, acBolbe.
of Napoli,
Herodotus (7, 115)
Argolis, a country of Peloponnesus, to the east of
cording to Thucydides (4, 102).
it was the first town which Xerxes entered after
It is properly a neck of land, deriving its
Arcadia.
says
The Argilians espoused the name from its capital city Argos, and extending in a
crossing the Strymon.
cause of Brasidas on his arrival in Thrace, and were southeasterly direction from Arcadia fifty-four miles
very instrun)ental in securing his conquest of Am- into the sea, where it terminates in the promontory of
Scill*um.
{Thucyd, 4, 103.)
phipolis.
Many and important associations of the
Here
ARGiNuSiiE, small islands below Lesbos, and lying heroic age are connected with this country.
oflf the promontory of Cana or Coloni in ..Eolis.
They was Tyrins, from which Hercules departed at the
were rendered famous for the victory gained near them commencement of his labours; here wasMvcense, the
by the Athenian fleet under Conon, over that of the royal city of .Agamemnon, the most powerful and the
Lacedaemonians, in the 26th year of the Peloponnesian most unhappy of kings here was Nemea, celebrated
Of these three islands, the largest for its games instituted in honour of Neptune. But
war, B.C. 406.
had a town called Arginusa. They are formed of a the glory of its early history does not seem to have
white, argillaceous soil, and from that circumstance animated Argos.
No Themistocles, no Auesilaii*
look their names {apyivoeig, shining white, feminine was ever counted
among its citizens and though it
it
contracted
the
rea
apyivoecfaa,
upyivovaa.
Compare
possessed
territory of no inconsiderable extent,
marks of Heusinger, ad Cic, de Off., 1, 24, 9).
never assumed a rank among the first of the (irecian
Argiphontes, a surname given to Mercury, because states, but was rather the passive objecU»f foreign polhe kilted the hundred-eyed Argus, hy order of Jupiter. icy.
{Heercn's Politics of Greece, p. 19. Bancroft's
Cowper, in his version of Homer, renders the term in transl.)—FoT a sketch of the history of Argolis, vtd.
"
(Consult remarks under the Argos.
question by Argicide."

Cicero informs us {Ep. ad
Ep., 2, 17.)
Att., 1, 14), that his brother Quintus had a house in the
{Martial,

;

—

;

Argonauts, a name given to those ancient heroes
who went with Jason on board the ship .Argo to Colchis.
The expedition arose from the following cir

article lo.)

Argipp^i, a nation among the Sauromatae, born
bald, with flat noses and long chins.
They lived upon

cumstance.
Athamas. king of Orchomenus in Boeotia,
married Nephele, by whom he had two children, a sok
and a daughter, named Phrixus and Helle.
Having
offered subsequently divorced Nephele, he married Ino, daugh-

the fruit of a tree called Ponlicus, from which, when
ripe, they made a thick black liquor called Aschy,
which they drank clear, or mixed with milk. Of the

husks they prepared a kind of cake.

A

No man

1
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Cadmus, who bore him two

sons, Learchus and
Ino, feeling the usual jealousy of a stepmother, resolved to destroy the children of Nephele.
For this purpose she persuaded the women to parch

'

in which there were at that time no men,
Hypsipyle the daughter of Thoas governing it as queen.
For the Lemnian women had murdered their husbands,
(Vid. Hvpsipyle.)
being incensed at their neglect.
the seed-corn unknown to their husbands.
The
They did
Argonauts, being invited to land, all disembarked
as she desired, and the lands consequently yielded no with the
of
and
Hercules,
exception
gave themselves
Athamas sent to Delphi to consult the oracle, up to joy and festivity, until, on the remonstrances of
crop.
in what way the threatening farnine might be averted. the son of Alcmena, they toie themselves
away from
Ino persuaded the messenger to say that Apollo di- the Lemnian fair ones, and once more handled their
rected Pbrixus to be sacrificed to Jupiter.
Com- oars. The offspring of this temporary union repeopled,
After leaving
pelled by his people, Athamas reluctantly placed his say the poets, the Island of Lemnos.
son before the altar but Nephele snatched away both Lemnos they came to Samothrace, and thence purher son and her daughter, and gave them a gold-fleeced sued their voyage through the Hellespont into the Proram she had obtained from Mercury, which carried
where they came to an island with a lofty hill
pontis,
them through the air over sea and land. They pro- in it named the Bears' Hill, inhabited by giants with
ceeded safely till they came to the sea between Sigs- six arms. The adjacent country was possessed
by the
um and the Chersonese, into which Helle fell, and it Dolionians, whose king was named Cyzicus. Having
was named from her Hellespontus {Hellers Sea). been hospitably entertained by this prince, and
having
Phrixus went on to Colchis to ^etes, the son of He- slain the giants who opposed their departure, they set
It was
lios, who received him kindly, and gave him in marsail, but were driven back by adverse winds.
He there'sacrificed his in the night that they returned, and the Dolionians, tariage his daughter Chalciope.
ram to Jupiter Phyxius, and gave the golden fleece king them to be their enemies the Pelasgians, attackto .Eetes, who nailed it to an oak in the grove of Mars
ed them
and several of the Dolionians, and among
ter of

Lemnos,

Melicerta.

I

I

I

1

!

;

;

It is thus that

we

find this legend related by ApolludoThere are, however, many variations in
rus (1, 9, I).
it
tale.
Thus
is said that Ino was Athamas's first
the

wife, and that he put her away by the direction of
Juno, and married Nephele, who left him after she
had borne two children, on finding that he still retained
an attachment for Ino. When the response of the
oracle came to Athamas, he sent for Phrixus out of the
country, desiring him to come, and to bring the finest
sheep in the flock for a sacrifice. The ram then spoke
with a human voice to Phrixus, warning him o\ his
danger, and offering to carry him and his sister to a
*
The ram, it was added, died at Colplace of safely.
chis.

(Philosiephanus, ap.

Schol. ad.

11.,

7,

86.

—

Compare, for another account, Hygin., Poet. Astron.,
Other statements again are given by the tragic
2, 20 )
poets, it being well known that they allowed themselves great liberties in the treatment of the ancient

myths.

(Compare Hygin.,fab.,

4.

— Nonnus,

247,
Jason, the son
9,

Some time after this event, when
of iEson, demanded of his uncle Pelias the crown which
seqq.)

them Cyzicus,

lost their lives.
With daylight discerning their error, the Argonauts shore their hair, and,
shedding many tears, buried Cyzicus with solemn magnificence.
They then sailed to Mysia, where they left
behind them Hercules and Polyphemus ; for Hylas,

a youth beloved by the former, having gone for water,
was seized and kept by the nymphs of the spring

which he dipped his urn. Polyphemus, hearing
went with his drawn sword to aid him, supposing him to have fallen into the hands of robbers.
Meeting Hercules, he told him what had happened,
and both proceeded in quest of the youth. Meantime
the Argo put to sea, and left them behind.
Polyphemus settled in Mysia, and built the city of Kios Hercules returned to Argos.
{Vid. remarks under the article Hylas.)
The Argo next touched on the coast of
Bebrycia, otherwise called Bithynia, where Pollux acinto

him

call,

:

cepted the challenge of Amycus, king of the country,
in the combat of the cestus, and slew him.
They were
driven from Bebrycia, by a storm, to Salmydessa, on

the coast of Thrace, where they delivered Phineus,
he usurped {vid. Pelias, Jason, ^son), Pelias said that king of the place, from the persecution of the harpies.
he would restore it to him, provided he l)rought him Phineus directed them how to pursue their course
Jason undertook the through the Cyanean rocks, or the Symplegades {vid.
the golden fleece from Colchis.
expedition, and when the Argo was ready {vid. Argo), Cyaneae), and they safely entered the Euxine Sea.
consulted the oracle, which directed him to invite the They visited the country of the Mariandynians, where
Here died Idmon, the seer, wounded
greatest heroes of the day to share in the dangers and Lycus reigned.
The call was immediately re- by the tusks of a wild boar. Tiphys also dying here,
glories of the voyage.
spotjded to, and numerous sons of gods hastened to Ancaeus undertook the steerage of the vessel.
'I'hey
embark with him. From the Peloponnesus came Her- now kept along the southern coast of the Euxine till
cules, Castor and Pollux, sons of Jupiter; Peleus and they came to the Island of Areiias, which was hauntTelamon, grandsons of that god, also came with The- ed by birds that shot feathers sharp as arrows from
seus
These they drove off by clattering on
Erginos and Ancaeus, sons of Neptune, Augeas, their wings.
son of Melius, Zetes and Calais, sons of Boreas. '1 here their shields. While they remained in this isle, the
were likewise Lynceus and Idas, and Meleagrus, La- sons of Phrixus, who were on their way to Greece,
ertes, Periclymenus, Nauplius, Iphiclus, Iphitus, Ad- having been sent by .^etes to claim their father's kingmetus, Acastus, Butes, Polyphemus, Atalanta, and dom, were cast on the shores of Aretias by a storm.
many others. Idmon, the seer, the son of Apollo, These became the guides of the Argonauts to Colchis,
came from Argos ; Mopsus, also a prophet, from Thes- and conducted them to .^a the capital. Jason explainThe ed the causes of his voyage to ^tetes but the condisaly, and Orpheus, the son of the muse Calliope.
steersman was Tiphys, son of Agnius, from Siphae in tions on which he was to recover the golden fleece
The entire number was fifty. (Apollud., 1, were so hard, that the Argonauts must have perished
Boeotia.
Burmann, Pra.f. ad Val. in the attempt had not Medea, the king's daughter,
9, 16.
Heyne, ad loc.
She had a conference
Flacc, II, vol. 1, p. clxxiii.) When the heroes were fallen in love with their leader.
with Jason, and, after mutual oaths of fidelity, Medea
all assembled, Mopsus took auguries, and the omens
The joyful heroes pledged herself to deliver the Argonauts from her fabeing favourable, they embarked.
word of the soothsayer; ther's hard conditions, if Jason married her, and cargrasped each his oar at the
He was to tame two
and, while Orpheus struck his lyre in concert with his ried her with him to Greece.
At the bulls, the gifts of Vulcan to .^etes, which had brazen
voice, their oars kept time to the harmony.
When
close of the day they had reached the month of the bay feet, and breathed flame from their throats.
Here they remained for two days, and he had yoked these, he was to plough with ihem a piece
of Pagasae.
then rowed along the coast of Magnesia and, passing of ground, and sow the serpent's teeth which JEetes
for Minerva had given him one half of those
the peninsula of Pallene, at length reached the Isle of
;

;

—

—

;
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which Cadmus sowed at Thebes. All this was to be where they were but Apollo, taking his stand on the
Medea, who was an enchant- rocks called the Melantian Rocks, shot an arrow mto
performed in one day.
the arrow flashed a vivid
ress, gave him a salve to rub his body, shield, and the sea
light, and ihcy beThe virtue of this salve would last an entire held an island, on which they landed. As this iole had
spear.
She far- appeared {avE<pTjvaTo) so unexpectedly, they named it
day, and protect alike against tire and steel.
ther told hitn that, when he had sown the teeth, a crop Anaphe. Here they erected an altar to Apollo ..rEgietes
of armed men would spring up, and prepare to attack (the Lightener), and oflTercd sacrilices.
They thence
him.
Among these she desired him to ding stones, proceeded to .^gina, where they watered and they
and, while they were fighting with one another about finally arrived at lolcos after an absence of four months.
This celebrated voyage formed a theme for several
them, each imagining that the other had thrown these,
to fall on and slay them.
The hero followed the ad- ancient poets, and is noticed more or less by many other
vice of the princess
he entered the sacred grove of writers.
Jason and the Argo are mentioned by HoHesiod
Mars, yoked the bulls, ploughed the land, and slaugh- mer (//., 7, 469.-/6., 21, 40.— 0(i., 12, 69).
tered tlie armed crop which it produced.
But ^etes briefly narrates the principal events (Theog., 992,
refused to give the fleece, and meditated burning the seqq.); it is the subject of one of Pindar's finest odes
Argo and slaying her crew. Medea, anticipating him, (Pylh., 4), and of the epic poem of Apollonius, named
led Jason by
It is narrated in detail by Apollodorus and
with her drugs from it.
night to the golden fleece
she cast to sleep the serpent which guarded it ; and Diodorus Siculus.
Ovid also relates a large part of it,
then, taking her little brother Absyrtus out of his bed, and there is an unfinished poem on the subject by the
she embarked with him in the Argo, and the vessel set Latin poet Valerius Flaccus, which displays genius
We have also the Argonautics of the
sail while it was yet night.
{Pherecydes, ap. Schol. and originality.
ad Apo/l. Kh , 4, 223. Another account is given un- pseudo-Orpheus, a poem to which the ablest critics asder the article Absyrtus.) -ii^etes. on discovering the sign a date posterior to the commencement of the ( hrisTo these are to be added the detached notreachery and flight of his daughter, got on shipboard tian era.
and pursued the fugitives. Medea, seeing him gain tices in other writers and in the various scholia. Of
on them, cut her brother to pieces, and scattered his the dramas composed on this subject, not a single one
limbs on the stream an event that was afterward trans- has been preserved, except the Medea of Euripides.
ferred to the north side of the Euxine, where the town (Keighlley^s Mythology, 2d ed., p. 469. seqq.)—-'lhe
of Tomi {TOjioL, cuttings) was said to have derived its
Argonautic expedition, observes Thirlwall, when viewname from it. {Apollod., 1, 9, 24. Ovid, Trist., 3, ed m the light in which it has usually been considered,
While .iEetes was engaged in collecting the limbs is an event which a critical historian, if he feels him9.)
;

:

;

—

:

;

—

;

—

of his son, the Argo escaped.
He then despatched a
number of his subjects in pursuit of the Argo, threatif
did
not
back
his daughter, to inflict
ening,
they
bring
on them the punishment designed for her. At length
the Argo entered the western sea, and came to the
Island of Circe.
The belief for a long time prevailed,
that there was a communication between the Palus
M»otis and the Oceanus or earih-encoinpassing stream.

compelled to believe it, may think it his duty to
which he is glad to pass rapidly over, as a
perplexing and unprofitable riddle. For even when the
ancient legend has been pared down into an hisiorical
form, and its marvellous and poetical features have been

self

notice, but

effaced, so that nothing is left but what may appear
belong to its pith and substance, it becomes, indeed,
dry and meager enough, but not much more inteUigibla
This communication the old poets made to be a narrow than before. It still relates an adventure, incomprt henpassage or strait, but later writers the river Tanais. sible in its design, astonishing in its execution, connectThe writer of the Orphic Argonautics makes the Ar- ed with no conceivable cause, and with no sensible
gonauts pass up the Phasis into the Palus Maeotis, effect.
Though the account which we have given is
thence into the main Oceanus, and thence directing
evidently an artificial statement, framed to reconcile
their course to the west, to come to the British Isles the main incidents of a wonderful
story with nature
and the Atlantic, and to reach at last the Columns of and
probability, it still contains many points which
Hercules.
Circe performed the usual rites of purifi- can scarcely be explained or believed.
It carries us
cation to remove the blood-guili of the death of Ab- back to a
period when navigation was in its infancy
the
and
heroes
then
Ere long they among the Greeks yet their first essay at maritime
syrtus,
departed.
came to the Isle of the Sirens, charmed by whose en- discovery is supposed at once to have reached the exstrains
were
about
to
land
on that fatal treme limit, which was long after attained by the adchanting
they
shore, when Orpheus struck his lyre, and with its tones venturers who
gradually explored the same formidable
Wind and wave urged on sea, and gained a footing on its coasts. The success
overpowered their voices.
the Argo, and all escaped but Butes, who
flung him- of the undertaking, however, is not so surprising as
self into the sea to swim to the
Flowery Isle. Venus, the project itself for this implies a previous knowlto save him, took him and set him to dwell at
Lilybs- edge of the country to be explored which it is very
um. The Argonauts now passed Scylla and Charyb- difficult to account lor. But the end proposed is still
dis. and also the
Wandering Rocks over these they more mysterious ; and, indeed, can only be explained
beheld flame and smoke ascending, but Thetis and with the aid of a
Such an explanation
conjecture.
her sister Nereids guided them through by the com- was
the
attempted by some of the later writers among
mand of Juno. Passing Thrinakia, the Isle of the ancients, who
turned on
perceived that the whole story
Sun, they came to the island of the Ph«acians.
Some the golden fleece, the supposed motive of the voyage,
of the Colchians who were in
pursuit of the Argonauts, and that this feature had not a sufficiently historical
But the mountain torrents of Colchis
arriving here, found the Argo, and requested Alcinoijs appearance.
to give Medea up to them.
He assented, provided were said to sweep down particles of gold, which the
she had not been actually married to Jason.
His wife natives used to detain by fleeces dipped*<n the streams.
Arete, hearing this, lost no time in joining the lovers This
of translating the table
report suggested a mode
in wedlock ; and the Colchians, then
It was conjectured that the
fearing to return, into historical language.
all

to

;

;

;

settled in the island
Sailing thence, the Argo was
assailed by a tremendous storm, which drove it to the

After being detained
Syrtes, on the coast of Libya.
there for some time,
they proceeded on their homeward voyage, and came to Crete, where the brazen

the metallic treasures
Argonauts had been attracted by
of the country, and that the golden fleece was a poethad observical description of the process which they
an interpretation cered, or perhaps had practised
at least, less absurd than
tainly more ingenious, or,
which Diodorus transforms the fire-breathing
those
:

man. Talus, prohibited their landing but Medea, bv
by
her art, deprived him of life.
On leaving Crete, the bulls which Jason was said to have yoked, at the bidnight came on so black and dark that they knew not ding
of
.^etes, into a band of Taurians who guarded
^
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the fleece, and the sleepless dragon which watched
but yet not
over it, into their commander Draco
more satisfactory ; for it explains a casual, immaterial
:

circumstance, while it leaves the essential point in the
The epithet golden, to
legend wholly untouched.
which it relates, is merely poetical and ornamental,
and signified nothing more, as to the nature of the
fleece, than the epithets white or purple, which were
it
by early poets. (Schol. ad Apoll.
According to the original and genuine
tradition, the fleece was a sacred relic, and its importance arose out of its connexion with the tragical
story of Phrixus, the main feature of which is the human sacrifice which the gods had required from the
house of Athamas. This legend was not a mere poetic fiction, but was grounded on a peculiar form of
religion, which prevailed in that part of Greece from
which the Argonauts are said to have set out on their
expedition, and which remained in vigour even down
to the Persian wars.
Herodotus informs us, that
when Xerxes, on his march to Greece, had come to
Alus, a town of the Thessalian Achaia, situate near
the Gulf of Pagasas, in a tract sometimes called the
Athamantian plain, his guides described to him the

also applied to

Rh., 4, 177.)

belonging to the temple of the Laphystian Jupian epithet equivalent to that under which Phrixus
is said to have sacrificed the ram to the same
deity,
as the god who had favoured his escape.
(Zci'f
rites
ter,

— Mailer,
^v^io^.

among

Orchomenus,

the descendants of

p.

164.)

The

eldest

Phrixus was forbidden to

enter the council-house at Alus, though their ancestor
Athamas was the founder of the city. If the head of
the family was detected on the forbidden ground, he

was

led in solemn procession, covered with garlands,
an ordinary victim, and sacrificed. Many of the
devoted race were said to have quitted their country to
avoid this danger, and to have fallen into the snare
when they returned after a long absence. The origin
assigned to this rite was, that, after the escape of
Phrixus, the Achaeans had been on the point of sacto appease the anger of the
rificing Athamas himself
gods but that he was rescued by the timely interference of Cytissorus, son of Phrixus, who had returned
from the Colchian X,a, the land of his father's exile
hence the curse, unfulfilled, was transmitted for ever
This story, strange as
to the posterity of Phrixus.
it may sound, not only rests on unquestionable authorbut might be confirmed by parallel instances of
ity,
Greek superstition and it scarcely leaves room to
doubt, that it was from this religious belief of the peolike

;

:

;

ple,

among whom

that

it

the Argouautic legend sprang up,
peculiar character ; and that the exfar as it was the adventure of the
so
pedition,
golden
fleece, was equally unconnected with piracy, comIt
and
resembled
one
of
merce,
discovery.
closely

derived

its

the romantic enterprises celebrated in the poetry of the
middle ages, the object of which was imaginary, and
And so Pindar represents it
the direction uncertain.
as undertaken for the purpose of bringing back, with
the golden fleece, the soul of Phrixus, which could
not rest in the foreign land to which it had been banBut the tradition must also have had an hisished.
torical foundation in some real voyages and adventures,
without which it would scarcely have arisen at all. or

—

The voyage of the Arso generally credited.
gonauts must no doubt be regarded, like the expedition
as
of the Tyrian Hercules,
representing a succession of
have been the employment of
enterprises, which may
become

And this is perfectly consistent
several generations.
with the manner in which the adventurers are most
They are Minyans, a branch of
properly described.
the Greek nation whose attention was very early
their situation, not perhaps without some
from the example and intercourse of the
The form which
Phoenicians, to maritime pursuits.
the legend assumed was probably determined by the
188

drawn by
influence

course of their earliest naval expeditions. They were
naturally attracted towards the northeast, first by the
islands that lay before the Hellespont, and then
by the
shores of the Propontis and its two straits.
Their
successive colonies, or spots signalized either by hostihties or peaceful transactions, would become the
If,
however, it
landing-places of the Argonauts.
should be asked, in what light the hero and heroine
of the legend are to be viewed on this hypothesis, it
must be answered that both are most probably purely

—

personages, connected with the religion of the
Jason was perpeople to whose poetry they belong.
no
other than the Samothracian god or hero Jahaps
whose
name
was
sometimes written in the same
sion,
manner, the favourite of Ceres, as his namesake was
of Juno, and the protector of mariners, as the Thessalian hero was the chief of the Argonauts.
Medea
seems to have been originally another form of Juno
ideal

and to have descended, by a common transifrom the rank of a goddess into that of a heroine,
when an epithet had been mistaken for a distinct
name. The Corinthian tradition claimed her as belonging properly to Corinth, one of the principal seats
of the Minyan race.
The tragical scenes, which rendered her story there so celebrated, were commemorated by religious rites, which continued to be observherself,
tion,

ed until the city was destroyed by the Romans.
According to the local legend, she had not murdered her
children
they had been killed by the Corinthians
and the public guilt was expiated by annual sacrifices
offered to Juno, in whose temple fourteen boys, chosen
every twelvemonth from noble families, were appointed to spend a year in all the ceremonies of solemn
mourning. The historical side of the legend seems to
exhibit an opening intercourse between the opposite
shores of the ..Egean.
If, however, it was begun by
the northern Greeks, it was probably not long confined to them, but was early shared by those of Peloponnesus.
It would be inconsistent with the piratical
habits of the early navigators to suppose, that this intercourse was always of a friendly nature
and it may
therefore not have been without a real ground that
;

;

;

the Argonautic expedition was sometimes represented
as the occasion of the first conflict between the Greeks
( ThirlwaWs History of Greece, vol.
142, seqq.
Muller, Orchomenus, p. 2.58, seqq.
—Id. ibid., p. 302, .357. For other, but far less satisfactory theories on the subject, consult Bryanfs

and the Trojans.
1, p.

—

—

—

vol. 3. p. 362, seqq.
Ritter, Vorhalle, p.
Knight, Inquiry, &.C., ^ 220, Class.
seqq.
75.
Plass, Vor-,und UrgesJoiirn., No. 53, p.
chichte der Hellenen, vol. 1, p. 414, seqq.)
Apollonius

—

Mythology,

420,

—

Rhodius gives another account, equally improbable.
He says that they sailed from the Euxine up one of
the mouths of the Danube, and that Absyrtus pursued
them by entering another mouth of the river. After
they had continued their voyage for some leaijues, the
waters decreased, and they were obliged to carry the
ship Argo across the country to the Adriatic, upward
Here they met with Absyrtus, who
of 150 miles.
had pursued the same measure, and conveyed his ship
in like manner over the land.
Absyrtus was immediand soon after, the beam of Doately put to death
dona (rid. Argo) gave an oraele, that Jason should
never return home if he was not previously purified of
the murder.
Upon this they sailed to the island of
;

iEa, where Circe, who was the sister of ^-Eetes, expiThere is a
ated him without knowing who he was.
third tradition, which maintains, that they returned to
Colchis a second time, and visited many places of
Asia.
Argos {sing. neut. et Argi, masc. plur.), I. the
of Argolis, situate on the river Inachus,
and generally regarded as the most ancient city of
Its early
Greece.
prosperity
{Diod. Sic, 1, 17.)
and commercial connexion with the Phoenicians are
capital

ARGOS.

ARGOS.

The walls of the city
a/testod by Herodotus (1, 1).
were constructed of massive blocks of stone, a mode
of building which was generally attributed to the

—

Id., Here.
{Euripides, Troad., 1087.
Fur., 15), but which evidently shows the Pelasgic
It was also protected by two
origin of the place.
citadels, situated on towering rocks, and surrounded

Cyclopes

The principal one
by fortifications equally strong.
Larissa.
(Strabo, 370.
Livy, 34, 25.)
Tn the time of Strabo, Argos was inferior only to
from the deand
Sparta in extent and popu*Iation,
he visscription of Pausanias, it is evident that, when
ited liiis celebrated town, it was adorned with many
sumptuous buildings and noble works of art. Argos
produced some of the first sculptors of Greece, among
whom were Ageladas, the master of Phidias, and

—

was named

Polycletus,

who

surpassed

all

the artists of antiquity

Music also was highly culin correctness of design.
tivated in this city; and, as early as the reign of Darius, the
according to Herodotus, were acArgives,
first musicians of the age.

counted the
131.)

—Argos,

if

we

{Herodot., 3,

common tradition, was
B.C. 1856. On the arrival of

follow the

founded by Inachus,
Danaus, who is said to have come from Egypt, the inhabitants changed their ancient appellation of Pelasgi

—

Comto that of Danai.
{Eurip., Archel., frag. 2.
At that time the whole of what
pare Strabo, 371.)
the
aucalled
was afterward
Argolis acknowledged
thority of one sovereign ; but, after the lapse of two
generations, a division took place, by which Argos and
its
territory were allotted to Acrisius, the lineal descendant of Danaus, while Tiryns and the maritime
country became the inheritance of his brother Prcetus.
A third kingdom was subsequently established by Perseus, son of the former, who founded Mycenae ; but
these were all finally reunited in the person of Atreus, sonofPelops ; who, having been left regent by
his nephew Eurystheus, during his expedition against

the Heraclidae, naturally assumed the sovereign power
Atreus thus acquired, in right of the
after his death.

houses of Pelops and Perseus, which he represented,
possession of nearly the whole of Peloponnesus, which
ample territory he transmitted to his son Agamemnon,
who is called by Homer sovereign of all Argos and the

own

till the sons of their former masthe age of manhood, expelled them
from the city.
It was partly
owing to these internal
commotions, and partly also to the jealousy which subsisted between the Argives and the Laceda?monian«,

in their

hands,

ters, arriving at

no part in the Persian war. Not
long after the termination of this war, the Argives, actuated by motives of envy against the Mycenajans,
who had distinguished themselves at Thermopylx,
made war upon that people, and, after taking Mycenae, finally destroyed that city, B.C. 468.
(Diod.
Pausan., 2, 16.) At a subsequent peSic, 11, 65.
we
find
the
with
the
riod,
Athenians,
Argives uniting
Corinthians, and other powers against the Spartans.
that the former took

—

The judicious measures, however, pursued by King
Agis and the Spartan allies, frustrated the operations
of their Argive foes, and had the Lacedaemonian king
pressed his advantage, the latter must have been toThe following year, the hostile armies
tally routed.
met in the plains of Mantinea, where a decisive battle
was fought, whic ended in the total defeat of the ArThis event dissolved the congives and their allies.
and the Argives
federacy against the Lacedaemonians
not only made peace with that people, but were even
persuaded by them to convert their hitherto democratical constitution into an aristocracy.
(Thueyd., 5,
;

Not long after, however, a counter-revo65, seqfj.)
lution took place, when the people revolted, and, after
overpowering the oligarchical party, entered once
more

into an alliance with Athens.
Having obtained
assistance of that power, they now erected long
walls, extending from the city to the sea, whichensurea
to them a constant communication with their allies by

the

means of that element. (Thueyd., 5, 82.) The Argives, induced by gratitude for the interest which AIcibiades had taken in their affairs, joined the Sicilian
expedition (Thueyd., 6, 29); and, even after the disastrous termination of that enterprise, they continued
to support the Athenian cause, till the defeat they sustained near Miletus obliged them to recall their forces.
to the principle of opposing the agSparta, joined the league which was

Argos, adhering
grandizement of
afterward set on
ence of Persia ;

foot against that power by the influand furnished troops for the battles of
(//., 2,
1,
Coronea, and the other engagements which
After the death of Agamemnon the took place during what is usually termed the CorinthiStrabo, 372.)
crown descended to Orestes, and subsequently to his an war, which was concluded by the peace of Antalson Tisamenes, who was forced to evacuate the throne cidas.
On the renewal of hostilities between the
by the invasion of the Dorians and Heraclida eighty Boeotians and Lacedaemonians, the Argives again
(Pausan., 2, 18.) Te- joined the former, and fought at the battle of Mantiyears after the siege of Troy.
menus, the lineal descendant of Hercules, now became nea. (Xen., Hist. Gr., 7, 5.) After this period, no

107.— Compare Thueyd.,

islands.

9.— Nemea,

the founder of a new dynasty ; but the Argives, having acquired a taste for liberty, curtailed so much the
power of their sovereigns as to leave them but the
name and semblance of kings at length, having deposed Meltas, the last of the Temenic dynasty, they
:

changed the constitution into a republican government.
(Pausan., 2, 19.) As regards the inward organization of this government, we only know, that in
a
senate, a college of eighty men, and magisArgos,
In the time of the Achaean
trates, stood at the head.
league the first officer of the state appears to have
been elected by the people. {Liv., 32, 25.) The
Argives, after the establishment of their republican
form of government, were engaged in frequent hostilities with the Spartans, each people
claiming the possession of the small district of Cynuria.
In the reign
of Cleomenes, king of Sparta, the Argives met with a

and Argos itself was only saved from the
the daring courage of a female, Telesilla,
incited the rest of the population, and even those

total defeat,

enemy by

who

of her

own

sex, to

take up arms in defence of their

(Pausan., 2, 20.) Subsequently, however, the
slaves of Argos, taking advantage of the enfeebled
state of the country, openly rebelled, and,
overturning
the existing government, retained the
sovereign power

city.

event of interest or importance occurs in the history of
Argos until the unsuccessful attempt made to surprise

This prince, being
city by Pyrrhus.
then at war with Antigonus Gonatas, whom he had
driven from Macedonia, having failed in the enterprise
he meditated against Sparta, marched rapidly on
Argos, which he reached during the night, and had
already penetrated into the town, when succours arrived from Antigonus.
Pyrrhus being slain, his troops
and capture that

were

all

destroyed or

Pyrrh.— Pausanias,

made prisoners. (Plut., Vit.
13.— Strabo, 377.) Argos,

1,

other Peloponnesian states, became afterward
subject to the domination of a tyrant ; but when, by
the talents and energy of Aratus, Corinth and Sicyon
had been emancipated, Aristomachus, who then reignhis authored in
voluntarily abdicated
Argos,
to join the Achaean
ity, and persuaded the Argives
During the momentary sucleague.
(Polyb., 2, 44.)
fell into the hands
cess obtained
Cleomenes,
like

by

Argos

of that prince, but it was presently recovered by the
of their confedAchaeans, and continued to form part
the Romans.
(Poeracy till its final dissolution by
The
I.
c.)
population of
lyb., 2, 52, seqq.— Strabo,
three
classes, consisting of
Argolis was divided into
citizens, inhabitants of the country, or irepioiKoi, and

ARG

ARGOS.
slaves or vassals, called yvfivijTEg.
{Aristot., Rep., 6,
The number of the first class
i, 8.— Pollux, 3, 83.)
might amount to 16,000, being nearly equal to that of
the Athenian citizens.
(Lys., ap. Dion. Hal.,
531.)
p.

The

free part of the population may therefore be estimated at 65,000 souls, to which, if we add the ireploL-

KOL and slaves,

we

have an aggregate of nearly

shall

{Clinton's Fasti Hellemci, 2d
— Cramer's
Ancient Greece,

110,000 persons.
vol. 1, p.

436.

—

ed.,

vol. 9, p.

II. Pelasgicum, a
226, seqq.)
city of Thessaly, of
It is
Pelasgic origin, as its name indicates.
generally
supposed to have been identical with Larissa on the
Peneus. Strabo (440) informs us that there was once

I

:

I.
Ovid, however, gives him the
c).
of which only two were
poetic number of a hundred,
The strength of
{Met., 1, 625.)
asleep at a time.
Argus was prodigious and Arcadia being at the time
infested with a wild bull, he attacked and slew the ani-

body {Apollod.,

:

j

He also killed a
Arcadians
and
found
he
the Echidna
watching an opportunity, when
and
of
Tartarus
he
deEarth) asleep,
(the daughter
When lo had been changed into a
prived her of life.
mal, and afterward wore
satyr,

who carried

its

hide.

off the cattle of the

;

cow, Juno gave the charge of watching her to Argus.
He thereupon bound her to an olive-tree in the grove
of Mycena), and kept guard over her.
Jupiter, pitying
a city named Argos close to Larissa.
(Compare her condition, seat Mercury to steal her away but a
ad
of
his
III.
vulture
a
of
6,
457.)
II.,
Heyne,
Oresticum,
projects, and
always gave Argus warning
city
Macedonia, in the district Orestis and territory of the the god found it impossible to succeed. Nothing
Orestas.
Its foundation was ascribed
by tradition to then remaining but open force, he killed Argus with a
Orestes, son of Agamemnon.
Cora- stone, and hence obtained the name of Argus-slayer,
(Strabo, 326.
Thus far Apollodorus.
pare Theag. Maced., ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Opiarai, or Argicide {'ApyeKpovTTji).
et 'Apyof.)
IV. A city of Acarnania, situate at the Ovid, however, varies the fable in several particulars,
southeastern extremity of the Ambracian Gulf, in the and,
among other things, makes Mercury to have slain
It was founded, as Thuterritory of the Amphilochi.
Argus with a harpe, or short curved sword. Accord-

—

;

—

—

cydides reports (2, 68), by Amphilochus, son of Amphiaraus, on his return from Troy, who named it after
his native city, the more celebrated Argos of Pelopon-

Ephorus, however, who is cited by Strabo
(326), gave a somewhat different account, affirming
that Argos in Acarnania owed its origin to Alcmaeon,
nesus.

by whom it was named Amphilochium, after his brother
Dicaarch.,
Amphilochus. (Compare Apollod., 3, 7.
Stat. GrcEC, v. 46.)
Argos was originally by far the
most
town
of
and
the
but its
powerful
largest
country

—

;

citizens, having experienced many calamities, admitted the Ambraciots, their neighbours, into their socie-

from whom they acquired the knowledge of the
Grecian language, as it was spoken at that time.
The Ambraciots, however, at length gaining the asty,

cendency, proceeded to expel the original inhabitants,
who, too weak to avenge their wrongs, placed themselves under the protection of the Acarnanians.
These, with the aid of the Athenians, commanded by
Phormio, recovered Argos by force, and reduced to
slavery all the Ambraciots who fell into their hands.
The Ambraciots made several attempts to retrieve
their loss, but without effect.
Many years subsequent
to this we find Argos, together with Ambracia, in the
and, on the surrender of
possession of the .^tolians
the latter town to the Romans, we are informed by
Livy, that the consul M. Fulvius removed his army to
Argos, where, bemg met by the ^tolian deputies, a
treaty was concluded, subject to the approbation of the
senate.
(Lie, 38, 9.
Poly b., fragm.. 22, 1'3.) Argos, at a later period, contributed to the formation of
the colony of Nicopolis, and became itself deserted.
The rums of the city have been visited by several
travellers, but Dr. Holland's account is perhaps the
;

—

He

describes them as situated
at the southeastern extremity of the Gulf of Arta, on
one of the hills which form an insulated ridge running
back in a southeast direction from the bay.
The
walls, forming the principal object in these ruins, skirt
along nearly the whole extent of the ridge, including
an oblong irregular area, about a mile in its greatest
The structure
length, but of much smaller breadth.
of these walls is Cyclopian ; they are of great thickness, and on the eastern side, where built with the

most circumstantial.

most

regularity, are

than

feet.

still

perfect to the height of

ing to the same poet also, Juno transferred the eyes
of Argus, after death, to the tail of her favourite bird
An explanation of the whole legend will
the peacock.
be given under the article lo. {Apollod. I. c.
Keight2d ed.) II.
son of Jupiley's Mythology, p. 406,
ter and Niobe daughter of Phoroneus.
According to
one account he succeeded Phoroneus on the Argive
to
of
the
whole Pelthrone, and gave the name
Argos

—

—

—

A

Another statement, however, makes him
oponnesus.
to have been the successor of Apis.
{Apollod., 2, 1,
\.~Heyne,ad loc.—Schol. ad Eurip., Orest., 1247.)—
His parentage is difIII. The builder of the Argo.
and he is often conferently given by different writers,
Both
founded with Argus the son of Phrixus (IV.).

were

in the

number of
Burmann

he and

this

nauts.

(Consult the remarks of

latter

the Argoin the list

of the Argonauts appended to his edition of Valerius
IV. Son of Phrixus and ChalFlaccus, 8. V. Argus.)
He is often confounded
ciope daughter of .^Eetes.
with the preceding, for example by Apollodorus (1,
9, 16) and Pherecydes {ap. Schol. ad Apoll. Rh., 1,
He and his brothers were found by the Argo4).

—

nauts on the island of Aretias, in the Euxine, having
been cast on it by a storm when on their way to
Greece to claim their father's kingdom and he guided the Argonauts to (volchis. {Schol. ad Apoll. Rk.,
Valerius Flaccus, on the other hand,
2, 309, .384.)
makes the Argonauts to have found Argus in Colchis,
at the palace of .^eles (5, 461), and with this the account of the pseudo-Orjjheus substantially agrees (v.
858, seqq.).
Compare the remarks of Burmann, as ciV. A guest of
ted in the previous paragraph (TIL).
Evander's, who conspired against that monarch, and
;

—

was slain in consequence by the followers of the latter
The spot where he was inwithout his knowledge.
terred was called, according to some, Argiletum. ( Vid.

—

345

—

ad

—

Serv.,
loc.)
Virg., Mn., 8,
Argiletum.
VI. A hound of Ulysses', that recognised its master
after an absence on the part of the latter of nearly
{Od., 17, 301.)
twenty years.
Argyraspides, a name given to the troops of Alex-

ander, from the silver plates added by him to their
shields when about to invade India.
(Compare Quin-

There is
tus Curtius, 8, 5, 4, and Justin, 12, 7.)
the name in question was confined to a particular corps of Alexander's invading army
The latter opinion appears to be the
or to the whole.
more correct one. (Consult on this point the remarks

more some doubt whether

vol. 2, p. 224.
vol. 2, p. 10,
seqq.)

{Holland's Travels,
twenty
— Cramer's
Ancient Greece,

a son of Arestor, according to one acArgus,
count {Asclep., ap. Apollod., 2, 1, 3), and hence called
by Ovid Arestorides. {Met., 1, 624.) Others, however, make him a son of Inachus.
{Pherecyd., ap.
Acusilaus and J2schylus {Supp., 318.
eund.)
He was named
Prom., v., 698) call him Earth-born.
AUsceing {iravonri^g), as having eyes all over his
I.

—

of Schmieder, ad Curt., 4, 13, 27, and 8, 5, 4.)
Argyra, a town of Achaia, a little to the southeast
of Patrse.
The river Selemnus flowed in its vicinity,
and near it also was the fountain of Argyra. {Pausan.^
sea- nymph, of whom Selemnus, a young
7, 23.)— II.

A

shepherd, was enamoured.

She

eventually slighteU

A R

ARI

I

his love, and he pined away until Venus changed him
into a river. The Selemnus thereupon, like the Alphtus
in the case of Arcthusa, sought to blend its waters with

those of the fountain Argyra, over which the inconnymph presided. According to another legend,
however, Venus, again moved with pity, exerted her distant

vine power anew, and caused him to forget Argyra.
The waters of the Selemnus became, in consequence,
a remedy for love, inducing oblivion on all who bathed
III. A name given by the
in them. {Pausan., 7, 23.)
ancients to the silver region of the East, and the position of which tract of country varied with the progress
At first Argyra was an islof geographical discovery.
and innnediately beyond the mouths of the Indus.
When, however, under the first Ptolemies, the navigation of the Greeks extended to the Ganges, the silverAfterward
island was placed near this latter stream.
another change took place, and Argyra, now no longer
an island, became part of the region occupied in modem times by the kingdom of Arracan. {Ptol.y 7, 3.

—

—

Gossdlin, Rechcrchcs, &c.,

Argybipa,

the

vol. 3, p.

more ancient name

280.)
of Arpi.

{Vid.

Arpi.)

Aria, the name given to a country of large extent,
answeriqff in some degree to the present Khorasin.
It comprised several provinces, and was bounded on
the west by Media, on the north by Hyrcania and Parthia, on the east by Bactria, and on the south by Car-

mania and Gcdrosia.

The

capital

was Artacoana, now

Herat.
From Aria, however, in this acceptation of
the term, we must carefully distinguish another and
much earlier use of the name. In this latter sense
the appellation belongs to a region which formed the
primitive abode of the Medes and Persians, and very
It appears to indicate a
probably of our whole race.
country where civilization commenced, and where the
In the Schahrites of religion were first instituted.

natneh it is called Erman (i.
Zend books Irman or lra7L (i.

e.,

Ariman), and

in the

Its position

e., Arian).
would appear to coincide in some degree with that of
ancient Bactria, though some writers, Rhode for example, make it include a much wider tract of country.
The name of Arii, given to its early inhabitants, is
" venesaid by Bohlen to be equivalent to the Latin
randi,^' and reminds us (with the change of the liquid
into the sibilant) of the far-famed Asi, who play so
conspicuous a part in the early Asiatic as well as in the
From these data we may
Scandinavian mythology.
account for the statement of Herodotus (7, 62), that the

Medes were

anciently called Arii {'Apioi, or 'Apeioi).
writer places in the neighbourhood of Sogdiana a people whom he calls Arii {'Apeiot).
Diodorus Siculus (1, 94) makes mention of this same people

The same

under the name of Arimaspi

{^ApifiaaTroi),

where we

read Ariaspi {'Apiaa-Kol), or else Ariani
He also speaks of their lawgiver Zath{'Apetavot).
raustes, meaning evidently Zoroaster (i. e., ZcretoschConsult on this curiou? subject the following
tr^)

ought

—
33) —

to

Vun Hammer {Wien. Jahrb., vol. 9, p.
Ritter {Erdkunde, vol. 2, p. 21, seqq.
Vorhalle,
Anquetil {Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., vol.
p. 303)
31, p 376)— Bohlen {De Orig. Ung. Zend., p. 51)—
Bdhr {ad Herod., 7, 62).
Ariadne, daughter of Minos, king of Crete, by Pasiauthorities:

—

—

leave her behind and make sail for Athens.
While
Ariadne was weeping at this abandonment, Venus
came and consoled her by the assurance that she
should be the bride of Bacchus.
The god then presented himself, and gave her a golden crown, which

was afterward placed among the stars. She bore him
a son named tEnopion.
{Phcrecyd., ap. Sltnz., fr.
69.~Ovid, A. A., 1, 527, seqq.—Catrdl., 64, 76, teqq.

— Kcightlcy's

—

Vollmcr, Vk orMythology, p. 457.
der MythoL, p. 309, seaq.)
Ariadne evidently
belongs to the mythology of Bacchus, with whom he
was associated in the Naxian worship.
The Athe-

—

terb.

nians, always ready to enlarge their own narrow cycle
at the expense of others, seem to have joined her with
it was thus
perhaps that she beThe passage in the
daughter of Minos.
Odyssey would be decisive on this point, were it not
that the Athenians were such tamperers with the works
of the old poets, that we cannot help being suspicious
of all passages relating to them.
The passage of the
Iliad in which Ariadne is mentioned is justly
regarded as a late addition.
(//., 18, 691.
Knight, ad loc.
Creuzer gives a peculiar version
Keightley, I. c.)

their

came

Theseus, and
the

—

—

—

to this ancient legend.
He sees in Ariadne, as represented in ancient sculpture, now sunk in mournful

slumber, and again awakened, joyous, and raised to
the skies, an emblem of immortality.
But Ariadne,
according to the same beautiful conception of her
character, is not merely the symbol of consolation in
death; the clew in her hand, with which she guided
Theseus through the mazes of the labyrinth, ranks her
also among the class of the Parcae.
She is Proserpina-Venus.
She presides over the death and the birth
of our species.
She guides the soul through the windshe leads it forth again to freeing labyrinth of life
dom and a new existence. {Creuzer^ s Symbolikf
:

vol. 4, p.

116, seqq.)
Ari.<eus, an officer in the army of Cyrus the Younger, the next in command to that prince over the Asiatic

After the battle of Cnnaxa, the
portion of his forces.
Greeks in the army of Cyrus offered to place him on
the throne of Persia, but he declined it, and went over
to Artaxerxes with his troops.

{Xen., Anab., 1,8, 3.)
The Eton MS. has ^Aptcralo^ (Aristasus) in place
of 'Aptaiof (Ariaeus).
The copyist intended, perhaps,
to write 'AptSaio^ (Aridaeus), as Diodorus Siculus
(14, 22) has it.
(Compare Wessclivg, ad Died., I. c,
and Sturz., Lex. Xen., vol. 1, p. 395, s. v. 'Apcalo^.)
Ariantas, a king of Scythia, who, in order to ascertain the number of the Scythians, commanded each
of his subjects, on pain of death, to bring him the
So great a number was collected,
point of an arrow.
that, resolving to leave a monument of the act, he
caused a large bowl of brass to be made out of them,
and dedicated this in a spot of land between the Bo-

{Herysthenes and the Hypanis, called Exampsus.
Ritter ascribes this work to an early
India
or
from
Buddhist
Cimmerian,
colony, migrating
to the countries of the West
He sees in the name
a
to Aria, the early home
reference
Ariantas, moreover,
of our species, and the native country of the Buddhist
faith.
In confirmation of his opinion, he indulges in
some very learned and curious speculations concerning
the early usage, among both Greeks and barbariana,
of consecrating colossal bowls or caldrons to the sun.
{Vorhalle, p. 3i5, seqq.)
Ariarathes, a name common to many kings of
been originally noCappadocia. They appear to have
and. according to
thing more than satraps of Persia,
Diodorus, in a passage preserved by Photius {Cod.,
244, p. 1157), were descended from one of the seven
This Perfalse Smerdis.
conspirators who slew the

rodot., 4, 81.)

—

She fell in love with Theseus, and gave him a
clew of thread, which enabled him to penetrate the
windings of the labyrinth till he came to where the
Minotaur lay, whom he caught by the hair and slew.
Ariadne thereupon fled with Theseus from Crete. According to Homer {Od.j 11, 323) she was slain by Diana when they had reached the island of Dia or Naxos,
on their way to Athens. (Compare Schol. ad loc. as
to the reading ^Kva or e<T;^e.)
Another legend, how- sian nobleman was named Anaphus, and his grandson
ever, makes her to have been deserted by Theseus on Datames was the first sovereign of the Cappadocian
the shores of this same island, Minerva having ap- dynasty.
After him and his son Ariamnes, we have a
peared to him as he slept, and having ordered him to long list of princes, all bearing the name of Ariarathes
phae.
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ARI

ARIARATHES.
for

several generations.

(Compare

Clinton's Fasti

Hellenici, vol. 2, Appendix^ p. 429.)
Although, however, the governors or satraps of Cappadocia held their
in hereditary succession, and are dignified

government
by Diodorus with the title of kings, yet they could
have possessed only a precarious and permitted authority

till

the death of Seleucus, the last of the suc-

cessors of Alexander, in January, B.C. 281, removed
the power by which the whole of western Asia was
commanded. {Clinton, I. c.) I. The first of the
name was son of Ariamnes. He had a brother named
Holophernes, whom he advanced to the highest offices in the kingdom, and who commanded the auxiliaries that were sent from Cappadocia when Ochus made
his expedition into Egypt, B.C. 350.
Holophernes
acquired great glory in this war, and on his return
home lived in a private station, leaving two sons at
his death, Ariarathes and Aruses.
Ariarathes, the
reigning monarch, having no children of his own,
the
who
was
also
the elder of
former
of
these,
adopted
the two.
Ariarathes was on the throne when Alexander invaded the Persian dominions, and he probably
fled with Darius, since we learn from Arrian that the
Macedonian prince appointed Sabictas governor of
Cappadocia before the battle of Issus. {Exp. Alex.,
After the death of Alexander, Ariarathes,
2, 4, 2.)
then at the advanced age of eighty-two, attempted to
recover his dominions, but he was defeated by Perdiccas, the Macedonian general, and, being taken, was put
to a most cruel death.
{Diod. Sic, Exc, 18, 10.

—

—

Arrian, ap. Phot., Cod., 92, p. 217.)— H. The second
of the name was the son of Holophernes, and was
adopted by his uncle Ariarathes I. He recovered
Cappadocia after the death of Eumenes, and during
the contest between Antigonus and the other MaceHe was aided in the attempt by Ardodonian chiefs.
atus, king of Armenia, who furnished him with troops.
This Ariarathes transmitted the crown to his son Ariamnes. {Diod. Stc, ap. Phot., I. c.) HI. The third
of the name was the son of the preceding Ariamnes,
and his successor on the throne. Nothing more is recorded of him, except that on his death he left a son
of the same name in his infancy.
{Diod. Sic, ap.
IV, The fourth of the name, son of the
Phot.f I. c.)
preceding by Stratonice daughter of Antiochus Theos,
was a child at his accession. He married the daughter of Antiochus the Great, a union that involved
him in a political alliance with that sovereign, and
He was saved
consequent hostility with the Romans.

—

—

I

I

I

'

—

cruel and ambitious Laodice.

The

Yl.
{Justin, I. c)
the only one of the sons of
that escaped the cruelty of his mother

sixth of the

name was

Ariarathes V.
Laodice.
He married the daughter of the celebrated
Mithradates, which female also bore the name of Laodice.
Mithradates, however, caused him to be assassinated by an illegitimate brother, upon which his
widow Laodice gave herself and kingdom to Nicomedes, king of Bithynia. Mithradates made war

against the new king, and raised his nephew to the
The young king, who was the seventh of the
throne.

Ariarathes, made war against the tyrannical
Mithradates, by whom he was assassinated in the presence of both armies, and the murderer's son, a child
eight years old, was placed on the vacant throne.
The Cappadocians revolted, and made the late monarch's brother, Ariarathes VIII., king ; but Mithradates
The exiled
expelled him, and restored his own son.
prince died of a broken heart ; and Nicomedes of
for
the purtutored
Bithynia brought forward a boy,
pose, who he pretended was a third son of Ariarathes
VI.
Laodice aided the deception, and the boy was

name of

Rome to claim his father's kingdom. The
senate, however, caused Ariobarzanes, a man of rank
in Cappadocia, to be elected king by the people.
sent to

—

VII. The ninth of the name was
{Justin, 38, 1.)
brother and successor to Ariobarzanes II. (Clinton

makes him his son). He was deposed and put to
death by Antony, in the consulship of Gellius and
Nerva, B.C. 36, after having reigned about six years.
Archelaxis, son of Glaphyra, was appointed in his stead.
{Dio Cass., 49, 32.— 7rf., 49, 24.— Fa/. Max., 9, 15,
Archelaus is called Sicinnes by Appian.
2, extern.)
Consult Schweigh., ad loc.)
{Bell. Civ., 5, 7.
Aricia, a city of Latium, a little to the west of
Lanuvium. According to Strabo (239), Aricia was
situated on the Appian Way, but its citadel was placed
on the hill above. The origin of this city, which was

—

apparently as ancient as any in Latium, is enveloped
in too great a mythological obscurity to be now ascertained.
Some have ascribed its foundation to a
chief of the Siculi {Solinus, c. 13) ; others to Hippolytus, who, under the name of Virbius, was worshipped
in common with Diana in the neighbourhood of this
of Aricia oftown.
(Ftr^., ^71., 7, 774.) The name
ten occurs in the history of Rome, and as early as the
It must have been no
reign of Tarquinius Superbus.
mean city to merit the splendid character which Cice-

ro gives of

it

in the third Philippic.

What

rendered

from dethronement after the battle of Magnesia by a this city, however, more particularly celebrated throughtimely and submissive embassy to the Consul Man- out Italy, was the worship of Diana, whose sacred temSoon after we ple, grove, and lake lay at no great distance from
lius, and the payment of 600 talenis.
find him allied to Eumenes, king of Pergamus, who thence.
The latter is now known by the name of Laand by means of this monarch go di Nemi.
married his daughter
Strabo tells us (239) that the worship
to
the
favour
and
he was admitted
friendship of the of Diana resembled that which was paid to the same
Romans. {Liv., 38, 39.) He was also the ally of goddess in the Tauric Chersonese and that the priest
Eumenes against Phamaces, B.C. 183-179. After of the temple was obliged to defend himself by force
for
a reign of nearly fifty-eight years he transmitted his of arms against all who aspired to the office
crown to his son Ariarathes V. V. The fifth of the whosoever could slay him succeeded to the dignity.
name, son of the preceding, was sumamed Philopator. This barbarous custom seems to have afforded a subHe was dethroned by Demetrius Soter, king of Syria, ject of diversion to Caligula. {Suet., Vit. Calig.,
who brought forward Holophernes, the supposititious 2b.— Cramer's Anc Italy, vol. 2, p. 31.)
son of Ariarathes IV. Being driven from his kingdom,
Aricina, a surname of Diana, from her temple near
he took refuge with the Romans, by whom he was re- Aricia. {Vid. Aricia.)
stored ; in which restoration Attains II., of Pergamus,
Arid-ecs, I. a commander in the army of Cyrus
assisted.
According to Appian {Bell. Syr., 47), the the Younger, otherwise and more correctly called
Romans appointed Ariarathes and Holophernes to Ariaeus. {Vid. Ariaeus.) II. A natural son of PhiUp
This joint government, however, of Macedon, and Phihnna a female dancer and courtereign conjointly.
did not last long, since Polybius, about B.C. 154, de- san of Larissa.
He showed in early life so much
scribes Ariarathes as sole king.
{Polyb., ap, Athen., promise of ability, that Olympias, fearing lest he might
10, p. 440, b.—Id., 33, }2.—Id.,fragm. Vat., p. 440.) one day deprive Alexander of the crown, stultified
After the death of
In return for this service he devoted himself to the in- him by means of secret potions.
terests of the Romans, and fell in the war they were Alexander, he was chosen to succeed that monarch,
then pregcarrying on against Aristonicus, the pretender to the with the proviso that, if Roxana, who was
He left six nant, should be delivered of a son, a portion of th«
throne of Pergamus.
{Justin, 37, 1.)
As the weak.
sons, five of whom were murdered by his wife, the kingdom should be given to the latter.
19S
;

;

—

;

—

A R

A R

I

ness of mind under which Aridaeus laboured unfitted
him for rule, Pcrdiccas, as protector, exercised the ac-

He

reigned seven years, under the title
of Philip Aridaeus, and was then put to death with his
The more accurate form
wife Eurydicc by Olympias.
tual

sway.

—

of the

name

The more

Arrhidocus, from the Greek 'A.^^iduio^.
common one, however, is Arid»us. (.7msis

tm, 13, 2, II.—Id., 13, 3, I.— Id., 14, 5, 10.—
Quint. Curt., 10, 7, 2.—Dtod. Sic, 17, Z.—Id., 18,
Z—Arrian, ap. Phot., Cod., 92.)
Arii.
Vid. Aria.
Arima (ret "kpLfia bprj, Arimi Monies), a chain of
mountains, respecting the position of which ancient
authorities ditfer.

Sic,

5, 71.

Some

— Compare

in

Phrygia (Diod.

Wessding, ad

loc), others in

place

it

They appear to have
Lydia, Mysia, Cilicia, or Syria.
been of volcanic character, from the fable connected
with them, that they were placed upon Typhosus or
Typhon.

{Horn.,

11., 2,

Those who

783.)

are in fa-

vour of Phrygia, Lydia, or Mysia, refer to the

district

I

with Gatterer, we consider the words which form the
derivation in the Greek text to be a mere

interpol»>

{Comment. Soc G'otl., 14, p. 9.)
Arimaspas, a river of Scythia with golden sands,

tion.

in the

{Vid. Arimaspi.)
country of the Arimaspi.
Arimi, according to some, a people of Syria. ( Vid.
towards
the
close
of
that
Arima,
article.)

Ariminum, a city of Umbria in Italy, at the mouth
of the river Ariminus, on the coast, not far to the
It was founded by the
southeast of the Rubicon.
Umbri, and afterward inhabited partly by them and
It was taken by the Galli Separtly by the Pelasgi.
The Romans sent a colony to it A.U.C. 485.
nones.
From this time Ariminum was considered as a most
important place, and the key of Italy on the eastern
coast ; hence we generally find a Roman army stationed there during the Gallic and Punic wars.
In this place Caesar is
Id., 3, 77.)
{Polyb., 2, 23.
said to have harangued his troops, after having crossed
the Rubicon ; and here the tribunes of the commons,
who were in his interest, met him. It is now called

—

Catacecaumene (Kara/c£Kav/i£VJ/), as lying
Those who decide Rimini. {Cramer^ s Anc Italy, vol. 1, p. 255.)
parched with subterranean fires.
for Cilicia or Syria agree in a manner among themAriminus, a river of Italy, rising in the Apennine
It
selves, if by the Arimi as a people we mean the Aramei mountains, and falling into the sea at Ariminum.

called

who had

settled in

the former of these

countries.

is

now

the Marecchia.

{Plin., 3, 15.)

Ariobarzanes, I. a nobleman of Cappadocia, elected king after the two sons of Ariarathes VI. had died.
remarks under the article Inarime.)
Arimaspi, a people of Scythia, who, according to He was expelled by Mithradates, but was restored by
Herodotus (3, 1 16, and 4, 27), had but one eye, and Sylla, B C. 92. He was again expelled in B.C. 88,
waged a continual contest with the griffons {vid. and restored at the peace in B C. 84. His kmgdom,
Gryphes), that guarded the gold, which, according to however, was again occupied by Mithradates in B.C.
the same writer, was found in vast quantities in the 66.
He was restored by Pompey, and resigned the
The name is derived by him kingdom to his son. {Cic, pro. Leg. Man., c. 2.
vicinity of this people.
from two Scythian words, Arima, one, and Spu, an Id. ibid., c. b.—Appian, Bell. Mithr., c. 105.— W.,
Bell. Civ., 1, 103.— Fa/. Max, 5, 7, 2, extern.)— II.
eye.
(Compare JEschyl., Prom. V., 809, seqq.
Mela, 2, 1, \b—Plin., 4, ^%.—Dionys. Perieg., 31. The second of the name, son of the preceding, and
He sup—Philostr., Vit. Soph., vol. 2, p. 584, ed. OrelL) surnamed Eusebes and also Philorhomceus.

(Compare Heyne, ad Horn,,

11.,

2,

783, and consult

—

—

Modern

opinions, of course, vary with regard to the

De Guignes {Mem. de VAcad.
origin of this legend.
des Inscr., vol. 35, p. 562) makes the Arimaspi to
have been the Hiong-nou, of whom the Chinese historians speak, and

who were

situate to the north of

them, extending from the river Irtisch, in the country
of the Calmucs, to the confines of eastern Tartary.
Reichard {Thes. Top., p. 17) contends, that the name
of the Arimaspi is still preserved in that of Arimaschebs Kaia, in Asiatic Russia, in the Government of
Perm. Rennell {Geogr. Herod., vol. 1, p. 178) places
this people in the region of Mount Altai, a tract of
country containing much gold, the name Altai itself
being derived, according to some, from alta, a term

which signifies gold in the Mongul and Calmuc
With this opinion of Rennell's the speculatongues.
tions of Volker agree. {Myth. Geogr., vol. 1, p. 193,
also places the Arimaspi in the regions
Wahl
seqq.)
of Altai, and speaks of a people there whose heads
are so enveloped against the cold as to leave but one
opening for the vision, whence he thinks the fable of a
Ritter trans{Ostind., p. 409).
one-eyed race arose.
fers the Arimaspi, along with the Issedones and Massagetae, to the southern bank of the Oxus, in ancient
Bactria, making them a noble and warlike tribe of the
Medes or Cadusii.
{Vorhalle, p. 282, seqq., 305).
Hailing refers the term Arimaspian to the steed-mounted forefathers of the German race before the migrations
of this people into Europe, and he deduces the name
from the Persian Arim and esp, the latter of which
words means "a horse.^' {Wien., Jahrb., 69, p.
190.)
Rhode, on the other hand, makes Arimasp a
" a mounted
term, though his explanation of it,
native of Aria," approaches that of
Hailing, asp in
Zend meaning " a steed." {Heilige Sage, &c., p. 66,

Zend

The etymology

assigned by Herodotus to the
word in question, and which is given at the commencement of this article, is now justly regarded as of
no value whatever, and decidedly erroneous, unless,

seqq.)

Bb

{Appian, Bell. Civ.,
ported Pompey against Cajsar.
The
2, 71, where he is called by mistake Ariarathes.)
latter,

ries.

however, forgave him, and enlarged his territoHe was slam, B.C. 42, by Cassius. {Dio

Cass., 47, ZS.^Appian, Bell. Civ., 4, 63.— Clinton,
name common
Fast. Hell., vol. 2, p. 437.)— Til.

A

to

some

Pontus.

more

correctly speaking, satraps of
Ariobarzanes I. is alluded to by Xenophon
8, 8, 4) as having been betrayed by his son

kings, or,

{Cyrop.,
Mithradates into the hands of the Persian monarch.
(Consult Aristot Polit., 5, 10, and compare SchneiIV. The second of the name,
der, ad Xen., I. c)
,

—

succeeded the Mithradates mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, B.C. 363, and reigned twenty-six years.
In the course of this reign he engaged in rebellion
362.
{Diod. Sic, 15, 90.)
against Artaxerxes, B.C.
Mention is made of him by Nepos, in his account of
and
he
is there called
Datames (c. 2. lb., c. 5),
governor of Lydia, Ionia, and the whole of Phrygia.

—

(Compare Clinton, Fast.

The

Hell., vol

2,

p.

421.)— V.

of the name, succeeded Mithradates III.
He began to reign B.C. 266. This prince, as we
learn from Memnon {ap. Phot., p. 720), conquered the
third

and drove from the country, in conar
junction with the Gallo-Graeci, or Galatae, lately
rived in Asia Minor, an Egyptian colony sent by Ptolv. 'AyKvpa.)
s.
emy.
{Apollod., ap. Steph. Byz,
He was succeeded by his son Mithradates IV., who
was a minor when his father died. {Clinton, Fast.
city of Amastris,

A

Persian commander,
2, p. 424.)— VI.
Alexander the pass in the
bravely defended against
Quint.
mountains of Susiana. {Diod. Sic, 17, 68.
ad Diod., loc
Curt., 5, 3, 17.— Consult Wesseling,
Hell., vol.

who

—

a famous lyric poet and musician of MeHis age is stated by
of Lesbos.
by Eusebius, Olymp. 40 (i. e.,
628 or 620 B.C.). Though by birth a Methymnaan.
and probably a disciple of Terpander, Arion chiefly

Arion,

I.

thymna, in the island
Suidas as Olymp. 38

;

^

ART

ARION.
and wrote

lived

nations.

It

was

in the

Peloponnesus,

among Dorian

at Corinth, in the reign of Periander,

that he first practised a cyclic chorus in the performwhere he probably took advanance of a dithyramb
tage of some local accidents and made beginnings,
which alone could justify Pindar in considering Co;

the native city of the

rinth as

(Herod.,
— Compare Hellanic, Dithyramb.ad Aristoph.
—
Av., 1403.
— A curious 382,
— Find., Olymp.,Prod., Chrestom.,
Gaisf.
1,

23.

ap.

Aristot.,

Schol.

ap.

ed.

p.

fable

13, 18.)

(/. c.) of this same Arion.
He was accustomed to spend the most of his time
with Periander, king of Corinth.
On a sudden, however, feeling desirous of visiting Italy and Sicily, he
sailed to those countries, and amassed there great

is

related by Herodotus

He

riches.

set sail

from Tarentum

after this, in or-

der to return to Corinth, but the mariners formed a
plot against him, when they were at sea, to throw him
overboard and seize his riches.
Arion, having ascertained this, offered them all his treasure, only begging

would spare

that they
infle.tible,

he might

his

But the seamen, being

life.

commanded him

either to kill himself, that
be buried ashore, or to leap immediately into

Arion, reduced to this hard choice, earnestly
to allow him to dress in his richest apparel, and to sing a measure, standing at the time on the
poop of the ship. The mariners assented, pleased with
the idea of their being about to hear the best singer of
the day, and retired from the stern to the middle of the
In the mean time, Arion, having put on all his
vessel.
robes, took his harp and performed the Orthian strain,
At the end of the air he leaped into
as it was termed.
the sea, and the Corinthians continued their voyage
homeward. A dolphin, however, attracted by the
the sea.
desired

them

music, received Arion on its back, and bwe him in
On reaching this place, his story
safety to Taenarus.
was disbelieved by Periander but an examination of
;

the seamen,

when

they also arrived, removed

all

the

monarch's suspicions about Arion's veracity, and the
In commemoration of
mariners were put to death.

was made of brass, representing a
a dolphin's back, and was consecrated at TasnaSuch is the story told by Herodotus. Larcher's

this event, a statue

'

offspring of Neptune and Erinnys, who had in h'k«
manner changed herself into a mare. {Sehol. ad II. ^
Others again related, that he was produced
23, 346.)

from the ground by a blow of Neptune's trident, in the
contest of that deity v/ith Minerva for the possession
of Athens.
Eusta{Serv. ad Viig., Gcorg., 1, 12.)
thius mentions a still different origin for this fabled
animal, namely, from Neptune and one of the Harpies.

Quintus Calaber (4, 570),
{Eusialh. ad II., I. c.)
from one of the Harpies and Zephyrus.
Arion waa

up by Neptune himself, and was often yoked
to the chariot of his parent, which he drew over the
seas with amazing swiftness.
{Stat., Theb.,%, 303,
trained

Neptune gave him as a present to Copreus,
Haliartus bestowed
king of Haliartus, in Boeotia.
him on Hercules, who distanced with him Cycnus, in
the Hippodrome of the Pagasean Apollo, and afterward also made use of him in his car when contendFrom Hercules he came to
ing with Cycnus in fight.
Ardrastus, who was alone saved by his means from
seqq.)

Theban war. {Schd. ad 11. 23, 3A6.—Hesiod,
Scut. Here, 120, seqq.
Compare Midler, Dorier, \o\.
The name of this fabled animal manifestly
2, p. 480.)
the

He
explanation is a very tame and improbable one.
thinks that Arion threw himself into the sea in or near
that the Corinthians, withthe harbour of Tarentum
that
out troubling themselves any farther, set sail
Arion gained the shore, met with another vessel ready
had
the
a
which
of
to depart,
figure-head
dolphin, and
that this vessel outstripped the Corinthian ship.
{LarThe solution which Miiller gives is far
cher, ad loc.)
more ingenious, though not much in accordance with
It is as follows : The
the simplicity of early fable.
;

;

colony which went to Tarentum under Phalanthus,
sailed from Taenarus to Italy, with the rites and under
The mythic mode of inthe protection of Neptune.
dicating this was by a statue, representing Taras, the
son of Neptune, and original founder of the place,
seated on a dolphin's back, as if in the act of crorjsing

This was placed
the sea from Taenarus to Tarentum.
on the Tasnarian promontory. In process of time,
however, the legend ceased to be applied to Taras,
and Arion became the hero of the tale, the order of the
and the love of music, which
;
the dolphin was fabled by the ancients to possess, beof
came a means
adding to the wonders of the story.

voyage being reversed

,

to his superiority over all other coursers
{'Apeiuv, superior), and the legend itself is only one
of the many forms, in which the physical fact of earth

relates

and water being the cause of growth and increase in
the natural world has been enveloped by the ancient
( Volcker, Myth, der Jap., p. 165, seqq.)
Ariovistus, a king of the Germans, who invaded
Gaul, conquered a considerable part of the country,
and subjected the inhabitants to the most cruel and op-

mythologists.

Caesar marched against him,
pressive treatment.
brought him to an action, and gained so complete
a victory, that only a few of the
army of Ariovistus,

among whom was

the

king

himself, effected

their

He

died soon after in Germany, either of his
wounds, or through chagrin at his defeat. The name
is
probably derived from the German words Heer, an
army, and Fiirst, a leader or prmce.
{Cas., Bell.
escape.

Gall., 131,

man on
rus.

—

—

Arisba,

seqq.—Id. ibid., 5, 29.)
a town of Lesbos, destroyed by an

I.

earth-

Herodotus states that it was
{Plin., 5, 39.)
conquered by the people of Methymna (I, 151.

quake.

—

—

A

II.
Steph. Byz., s. v. 'AptaSrj).
city of
Troas, southeast of Abydus, and founded by a colony
of Mytilenaeans, in whose island there was a town of

Compare

the same name.
Various traditions
{Vtd. No. I.)
respecting the place are to be found in Stephanus of
makes
Homer
mention
of the place, toByzantium.
It was
(//., 2, 835.)
gether with the river Selleis.
here, according to Arrian (1, 12), that Alexander stationed his army immediately after crossing the Helles"When the Gauls passed over into
pont at Abydus.

Asia, some centuries after, they also occupied Arisba,
but were totally defeated by King Prusias.
{Polyb.^
Its ruins are supposed to be those at Ganger5, 3.)
vol.
lee.
92.
Cramer**
1,
Turkey,
(Walpole's
p.

—

Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 71.)
Arist.«netus, a Greek writer, a native of Nicsea.
He is supposed by some to have been the same with
that friend of Libanius
to

whom

who

perished in the earthquake
Nicomedia, A.D. 358, and
are addressed many of the letters of this

which destroyed the

city of

sophist that remain to us.

If this opinion be correct,

must be confessed that the work of Aristaenetus,
369, not.—Plehn, Lesbiac, which we at present possess, does not justify the eulo{MiUler, Dorier,
often
celebrated
mentioned
in
IT.
A
steed,
giums which Libanius passes on the talents of his
p. 166.)
the identity of the two individuals, therefore,
fable, which not only possessed a human voice ( Pro- friend
but also the power of prophecy. appears at best extremely doubtful.
The only historpert., 2, 25, 37),
According to one legend, he ical fact that occurs in Aristaenetus seems to place
{Stat., Theh., 6, 424.)
it
is a
gprang from Ceres and Neptune, the goddess having him towards the close of the fifth century
of a mare, in order to eulogium on the female dancer Panareta, where it is
fruitlessly assumed the shape
avoid the addresses of Neptune, who immediately said that she imitated the pantomime Caramallus.

—

it

vol. 2, p.

:

:

—

transformed himself into a steed.
(Pausan.^ 8, 25.
AvoUod.y 3, 6, 8.) Another account made him the

Now

this

Caramallus lived

ApoUinaris,

who

in the

died A.D. 484.

A

lime of Sidonius
third

view of the

A R
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subject would seem
author of the work
of Aristeenetus ; this being the appellation given by
the writer to the fictitious personage who is supposed
to have written the first letter in the collection.
And
U may so have happened, that the copyists mistook
This last
this name for that of the author himself.

to favour the supposition that the
in question never bore the name

opinion has been adopted by Mercier, Bergler, Pauw,
The work of Aristaenetus is a collection of Erotic Epistles, entitled 'ETrtcTToXal kpuriKoi.
The greater part of these pieces are only, in
fact, so far to be regarded as letters, as bearing a superscription which gives them somewhat of an epistolary form ; they are, in truth, a species of tales, or
exercises on imaginary subjects.
In one of them, a
lover draws the portrait of his mistress ; in another,
of
the
we have a description
artifices practised by a
coquet ; in a third, a tale after the manner of BocThese letters are divided into two books,
cacio, &.C.
of which the first contains twenty-eight pieces ; and
the second, which is not complete, twenty- two.
The
style of Aristaenetus, which is almost uniformly of a
declamatory character, is frequently wanting in nature
and taste. It is filled with phrases borrowed from
the poets.
The best editions of this writer are, that
of Abresch, ZwoUa, 3 vols. 12mo, the third volume
containing the notes and conjectures of various scholars ; and that of Boissonade, Paris, 1822, 8vo.
This
latter edition is, on the whole, the better one of the
two.
On the merits of Abresch's edition consult the
remarks of Bast, in his Specimen ed. nov. Epist. Aristien., p. 9, seqq., and on those of Boissonade's the
observations of Hoffmann, Lex. Bibl., vol. 1, p. 253.
(Compare Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 248, seqq.)
Arist.<eos, son of Apollo and the nymph Cyrene,
was bom in the part of Libya afterward named from

and Boissonade.

—

his mother, and brought up by the Seasons, who fed
him on nectar and ambrosia, and thus rendered him

immortal.

According to the prediction of the centaur
made to Apollo respecting him, he was to
"
be called Jove," and " holy Apollo," and *' Agreus"
'*
Nomios" (Herdsman) ; and also Aris{Hunter), and
Chiron, as

The invention
(Find., Pyth., 9, 104, seqq.)
of the culture oi the olive, and of the art of
managing
bees, was ascribed to him ; and Aristotle {ap. Schol.

taeus.

63) says he was taught them by the
him.
Tradition also related,
isle of Ceos was afflicted
by
a drought, caused by the e.x;cessive heat of the
dog-

ad Theocr.,

5,

nymphs who had reared
that one time, when the

days, the inhabitants invited Aristseus thither

;

and,

on

h»s erecting an altar to Jupiter Icmaeus (the Moistener), the Etesian breezes breathed over the isle, and
the evil departed.
After his death he was deified
by

—

the people of Ceos.
(Apoll. Rh., 2, 506, seqq.
Schol. ad Apoll. Rh., 2, 498.
Serv., ad Virg., Georg.,
1, 14.)
Virgil has elegantly related the story of the
love of Aristaeus for Eurydice the wife of
Orpheus,
his pursuit of her, and her unfortunate death
by the
sting of the serpent ; on which the

—

Napjean nymphs

and the mode adopted by him,
destroyed all his bees
on the advice of his mother, to stock once more his
hives.
(Georg., 4, 282, seqq.
Compare Ovid, Fast.,
Aristseus married Autonoe,
1, 363, seqq.)
daughter
of Cadmus, by whom he became the father of Actaeon.
;

—

Thus much
(Keightley's Mythology, 2d ed., p. 330.)
for the legend.
Aristaeus would seem in
reality to have
been an early deity of Arcadia, whence the Parrhasii
carried his worship into the island of Ceos
of Thes;
saly, whence the same worship was brought to Cyrene
and finally of Boeotia, where he was enrolled in the
;

He appears to have been idengenealogy.
tical, originally, with Zevf 'Apiaroc, and
subsequently
with 'AttoAXwv 'Sofiioc, and to have been the
god who
presided over flocks and herds, over the propagation
of bees, the
rearing of the olive, &c.
(Midler, OrCadmean

chom.,

p.

348.)

Aristacioras, I. a writer who composed a history of
Egypt, and who lived in the third century before our era.
II. A son-in-law and nephew of His(Plin., 36, 12.)
tiaeus, tyrant of Miletus, who revolted from Darius, and
incited the Athenians and Eretrians against Persia.

—

An expedition, planned

though not commanded by him,
This so exasperated the
king, that every evening, before supper, he ordered his
attendants to remind him of punishing Aristagoras.
He was killed in a battle against the Persians, B.C.
499.
(Herodot., 5, 30.— Id., 5, 101, seqq.)
Aristander, a statuary, native of the Island of Paros, flourished about the time of the battle of iEgos

burned the

city of Sardis.

He constructed the
Potamos, in Olmyp. 93, 4.
brazen tripod, which the Lacedaemonians dedicated at
(Fausan.,
Amyclae, out of the spoils taken by them.
b.—SiUtg, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Aristarchus, I. a tragic poet, a native of Tegea.
He was the contemporary of Sophocles and Euripides,

3, 18,

and lived upward of a hundred years.

He

e.xhibiied

Of
seventy tragedies, but was only twice successful.
Acall these
seventy plays only one line is left us.
Encording to Fesius, his Achilles was imitated by
(Theatre
nius, and also by Plautus in his Pcenulus.

—

II. A native of Samoof the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 151.)
thrace, and preceptor to the children of Ptolemy VI.
He is regarded as the most celebrated
(Philometor).
The number of pupils formed
critic of all antiquity.
distinby him was so great, that at one time forty
be counted
guished professors or grammarians might
at Alexandrea and Rome, who had been trained up in
his school.
All these disciples vied with each other
in extolling the superiority and genius of their common master and hence the name of Aristarchus was
not only perpetuated in the classical tongues, but has
passed into the modern languages, as indicative of an
;

when

Aristarchus quitted Egypt
accomplished critic.
Euergetes II , his pupil, ascended the throne and beof letgan to display his true character in driving men
The grammarian, upon this,
ters from Alexandrea.
retired to Cyprus, where he died at the age of seventyIn his old age he became dropsical,
two, B.C. 157.
upon which he is said to have starved himself to death.
Aristarchus was the author of a new recension of Ho-

mer, which, though altered

by subsequent gramma-

rians, is nevertheless the basis of our common text at
It is this primitive recension of Arthe present day.

istarchus'

which Wolf undertook

to restore

by the aid

To Arisof the scholia that Villoison published.
tarchus is also attributed the division of the Iliad and
Odyssey into twenty-four cantos or books. He wrote
likewise commentaries on Archilochus, Alcaeus, Anacreon, -^schylus, Sophocles, Ion, Pindar, Aristophanes,
Aratus, and other poets; and composed in all, it is
Of all the prosaid, eight hundred diflferent works.
we have
ductions, however, of this industrious writer,
only remaining at the present day some grammatical
the scholiasts.
remarks cited
(Scholl, Hist. Lit.

by

Gr., vol. 3, p.

188, seqq.)

—

III.

An

astronomer of

Samos, who flourished about the middle of the

third

He is well known to have
century before Christ.
maintained the modern opinion with regard to the
motion of the earth round the sun, and its revolution
He also taught that the
about its own centre or axis.
annual orbit of the earth is but a point, compared with
He estimated the apthe distance of the fixed stars.
at the 720th part of the
parent diameter of the sun
zodiac.
He found also that the diameter of the moon
than
bears a greater proportion to that of the earth
of 19 to 60 ; so
that of 43 to 108, but less than that
to his statethat the diameter of the moon, according
than a third part of
ment, should be somewhat less
The only one of his works now extant is a
the earth.
and distances of the sun

on the magnitudes
and moon. The best edition is that of Wallis, Oxon.
The following work may also be consultSvo.

treatise

,

1688,

.J95

A RI
ed with advantage

in

relation

ARISTIDES.
to

this

astronomer:

Histoire d' Aristarque de Samos, suivie de la traduction de son ouvrage sur les distances du soldi de la
lune, &c., par M. de F{ortia d^ Urban).
Paris,
1810, 8vo.
of
as
a
HerodI.
Proconnesus, who,
Aristeas,
poet

otus relates, appeared seven years after his death to
and composed a poem on the Arimas-

his countrymen,

He

then disappeared a second time, and, after
pians.
the lapse of three hundred and forty years, appeared
in the city of Metapontum in Magna Grtecia, and directed the inhabitants to erect an altar to Apollo, and
a statue by that altar, which should bear the name of
He informed them also
Aristeas the Proconnesian.
that he attended this god, and was at such times a
crow, though now he went under the name of Aristeas.
Having uttered these words he vanished. {Herod.,
4, 15.
Compare the somewhat different account given by Pliny, 7, 52.) The poem alluded to above
was epic in its character, and in three books. The
subject of it was the wars between Griffons and Arimaspians.
Longinus (§ 10) has recorded six of the
verses of Aristeas, which he justly considers more

—

florid than sublime; and Tzetzes {Chil., 7, 688) has
Rit{Lurcher, ad Herod., I. c.)
preserved six more.
ter has made this singular legend the basis of some
He sees in Aristeas a priest
profound investigations.
' of the Sun
(the Koros or Buddha of the early nations
of India) ; and he compares with this the remark of

—

{de Abstin., 4, p. 399, ed. Lugd. Bat.,
1620), that, among the magi, a crow was the symbol
of a priest of the sun.
He discovers also in the earlier name of that part of Italy where Metapontum was
situate, namely, Botticta, an obscure reference to the
worship of Buddha. Whatever our opinion of his
theory may be, the legend of Aristeas certainly involves the doctrines of the metempsychosis.
{Bitter,

Porphyry

An

officer under Ptoleascribed a Greek work
still extant, entitled,
A History of the Interpreters of
Scripture," giving an account of the manner in which
The best edition is that
the Septuagint was written.

Vorhalle, p. 278, scqq.)— II.

my

Philadelphus, to

whom

is

"

printed at Oxford in 1692, in 8vo.
with a very learned refutation, in a

It is

work

found

also,

entitled

Ho-

Aristides, without betraying who he was, asked the
"
JVonc,"
peasant what harm Aristides had done him.
'*
nor do I even know him ; but I am
replied the man,
the
Just."
Aristides
tired vnth hearing him called

quitted his native city, praying the gods that nothing
might occur to induce his countrymen to regret his
absence
but this very thing happened during the
sixth year of his exile, when Xerxes invaded Greece.
He was then recalled, and was associated with TheHe
mistocles in the command of the Athenian forces.
took part in the battle of Salamis, and also shared
with Pausanias the glory of the field of Plala?a. After
the total defeat of the Persian forces, he played an important part in the affairs of Athens and Greece, and
by his wise counsels and successful negotiations he
secured to his native city a decided pre-eminence over
;

the

neighbouring republics.

When

the

Greek con-

federacy were to have the quotas regulated which they
paid towards a common fund for the purposes of defence, Aristides was chosen to execute this commission, which he did to the satisfaction of all.
Although
having the control of large sums of money, in the
he
notwithstandmanagement of the public finances,
ing died so poor, that the people had to pay the ex-

penses of his funeral, and furnish marriage-portions to
his two daughters.
The Athenians, on one occasion,
rendered a singular homage to the virtues of this disDuring the representation of one of
tinguished man.
the tragedies of i^schylus, a passage occurred having reference to the character of a virtuous and upwith one
right man, whereupon the whole audience,

common

impulse, turned their eyes upon Aristides,
and applied the passage to him alone of all who were
When he sat as judge in a certain cause, the
present.
accuser began to make mention of injuries which had
" Tell
been done by the accused to Aristides himself.
'•
me," exclaimed the upright Athenian, of the wrongs
which he has done to you ; for I sit here to dispense
{Plut., in Vit.
justice to you, not unto myself."
11. An historian of Miletus, freCorn. Nep., in Vit.)
Parallels.
in
his
{Op.,
quently quoted by Plutarch

—

—

ed.

He was

Reiske, vol. 7, p. 216, seqq.)

anterior to

of Italy, in forty books,
Sylla, and composed a history
was the inventand Sicilian and Persian Annals.

He

de Bibliorum textibus ortginaltbus libriiv., Oxon., or, also, of what were called " Milesian Tales,"' inand likewise in the second volume of genious fictions, but too free in their character, which
1705, fol.
Havercamp's edition of Josephus and at the end of Lucian and Apuleius imitated, the former in his LuVan Dale's Dissertation, de LXX. Interpretibus super cius sive Asinus, and the latter in his Asinus Aureus.
As to other works The Milesian Tales of Aristides were translated into
Aristeam, Amslelod., 1705, 4to.
by Aristeas, consult Schard {Arg., sub Jin. Joseph., Latin in the time of Sylla. {Scholl, Hst. Lit. Gr.,
ed. Hav., vol. 2. p. 102).
III. A statuary, one of the pupils of
vol. 4, p. 157.)
Aristera, an island lying to the southeast of the Polycletus, celebrated on account of the chariots for
peninsula of Argolis, in the Sinus Hermionicus. {Pau- two and for four horses which he constructed. {Plin.,
dii

;

;

—

—

—

IV. A very celebrated painter, rather older
34, 8.)
He was
Aristides, I. a celebrated Athenian, son of Lysim- than Apelles, but contemporary with him.
He a native of Thebes. The refinements of the art were
achus, and a contemporary of Themistocles.
"
animum
Pnmvs
entered upon public affairs at a comparatively early applied by him to the mind.
''
et sensus hominum expressit,
age, and distinguished himself so much by his integ- pinxit," says Pliny,
inclined
to
the
rity, that, although
aristocracy, he nev- qucE vocant Greed tjQt}, item perturbafiones" (35, 10).
ertheless received from the people the remarkable ap- The passions which tradition had organized for TimanHis
from the breast,
of
the
Just.
conduct
at Marathon did thes, Aristides
pellation
caught as they rose
no less honour to his military talents than to his dis- or escaped from the lips of Nature herself. His volOf the ten Athenian generals, he ume was man, his scene society he drew the subtile
interestedness.
was the only one who agreed with Miltiades upon the discriminations of mind in every stage of life, the
and its most comof risking a battle and, renouncing his day of
propriety
whispers, the simple cry of passion,
command in favour of this commander, he prevailed plex accents. Such, as history informs us, was his
upon the other generals to do the same. After ser- supphant, whose voice you seemed to hear such his
vices so important as these, he was, nevertheless, sick man's half-extinguished eye and labouring breast
the intrigues of Themistocles, such, above all, the half-slain mother, shuddering lest
finally banished through
and it was on this occasion that a singular circumstance the eager babe should suck the blood from her palsied
While the shells were nipple. This picture was probably at Thebes when
is related to have taken place.
were
getting inscribed at the assembly that passed upon Alexander sacked that town ; what his feelings
him the sentence of ostracism, a peasant approached when he saw it, we may guess from his sending it to
2
\o\.
p. 64.)
Aristides, and taking him for a person of ordinary Pella.
{Fuseli, Lectures on Painting,
for a
stamp, requested him to write upon his shell the name Attalus is said to have given a hundred talents
o'
Some
I.
of Aristides, he himself being too illiterate to do so. single painting by this artist.
c.)
(Plin.,
san., 2, 34).

:

;

;

;

m
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the ancients assigned to Aristides the invention of
{SUHg, Diet. Art., a. v.) IV.
painting on wax.

—

A

about

Greek orator, born at Hadrianopolis
A.D. 129, according to the comrnon opinion buimore
After having applied himself,
correctly in A.D. 117.
in Bithyiiia,
;

with extraordinary ardour, to the study of eloquence,
he travelled in Asia, Greece, and Egypt, leaving bea high opinion of his talents and
hind him

everywhere

virtues.

Many

cities erected statues

to

him, one of

which is still preserved in the Vatican. On finishing
his travels, he took up his residence at Smyrna, where
he continued to live until his death, holding a station
in a temple of J^^sculapius.
Aristides, by a diligent
and Plato, was able to avoid
perusal of Demosthenes
His comthe errors of the declaimers of his time.
to the Athenian orator ; an
patriots ranked him equal
honour, however, to which he had no just claims.

I

by them. [Horat., Ep.,\, 19.— Diog. Laert., 4,
66, aeqq.)
Aristippus was the first disciple of the
Socratic school who took money for
He
teaching.
afterward was compelled to leave Athens, in conseof
of
his
the
freedom
manners, and visited,
quence
trolled

among other
came one of

parts, the island of Sicily.
the flatterers of Dionysius,

Here he be-

and gained a
Syracuse before

He left
large share of royal favour.
the expulsion of the tyrant, and appears, in his old

age, to have returned to Cyrene, where we find his
family and school.
(Diog. Laert., 2, 86.) Aristippus taught, that good is pleasure, and pain is evil ;
but, at the same time, he appears to have maintained,
that, in true pleasure, the soul must still preserve its

authority ; his true pleasure was, consequently, nothing
more than the Socratic temperance. He taught also

that a man ought not to desire more than he already
His discourses are distinguished for thoughi and argu- possesses ; for all pleasures are similar, and none more
His style is strong, but often wanting in grace. agreeable than another, and that he ought not to sufment.
have fifty-four declamations of Aristides remain- fer himself to be overcome by sensual enjoyment.
ing at the present day, most of them celebrating some {Diog. Laert., 2, 87.— Consult Rttter, Hist. Anc.
Marcus Aurelius and Phil., vol. 2, p. 88, seqq., where a luminous account
divinity, or else the Emperor

We

One of these discourses is in the
other personages.
form of a letter to the emperor, on the destruction of
Smyrna by an earthquake, A.D. 178. The monarch
was so much affected by it, that he immediately gave
There exists also, from
orders for rebuilding the city.
the pen of this orator, a work on the style that is adapted to public affairs, and that suited to plain and simkoI A<pe?u)vg ^yov). Among
ple topics {irepl ttoXitlkov
the discourses of Aristides there are five, and the beginning of a sixth, which were regarded by the an-

is

given of the doctrines of the Cyrenaic school

—

)

II.

His grandson of the same name, called the Younger,

He flourished
a warm defender of his opinions.
about 363 years B.C.
III.
tyrant of Argos, protected by Antigonus Gonatas, whose life was one continued series of apprehensions.
He was slain by a
Cretan, in a battle with Aratus, near Mycenae, B.C.
242.

was

—

Aristo.

A

Vid. Ariston.

I. a name common to some of the
{Joseph ) II.
high priests and kings of Judaea, die.
A brother of Epicurus. III. A native of Potidsea, one
The
Abbe
of
a history of
touchon
animal
of
the
who
wrote
them appear to
Alexander,
magnetism.
generals
Mai found, not many years ago, a palimpsest manu- the expedition of that monarch into Asia. His work,
script of Aristides in the Vatican Library, containing which has not reached us, was more remarkable for
some unedited fragments of this orator. The best adulation than truth. IV. An Alexandrean Jew, preeditions of Aristides are that of Jebb, Oxon., 1722-30, ceptor of Ptolemy Euergetes, flourished about 145
He was an admirer of the Greek philosophy,
4to ; and that of Dindorf, Lips., 3 vols. 8vo. The lat- B.C.
ter is decidedly the better of the two, the text having and united the study of the Aristotelian system with
He endeavoured to identify,
been more carefully corrected by MSS. Reiske com- that of the Mosaic law.
plains heavily of the former, on account of the want of in some degree, the traditions of the sacred books
V.
care in collating MSS., &c.
platonic philoso- with those of the Greeks to explain Scripture and myHe became a convert to Chris- thology by the aid of each other ; and in this design
pher, born at Athens.
tianity, and presented to the Emperor Hadrian an he even went so far as to forge and interpolate verses
"Apology" for the new religion, which, it is said, in- of Orpheus, Linus, Homer, and Hesiod. His wriduced the monarch to pass his edict, by which no one tings have not come down to us.
{Clem. Alex.,
was to be put to death without a regular accusation Strom., I, 305. Enfield's History of Philos., vol. 2,
and conviction. This edict was directly favourable p. 154.)
The Apology is lost, but is highly
to the Christians.
Aristocles, I. a peripatetic philosopher of Me»VI. A Greek sene, who composed a critical examination of the difpraised by St. Jerome^who had read it.
He is supposed to have lived about ferent sects of philosophy, and wrote also on rhetoric
writer on music.
the commencement of the second century of our era. and morals.
He vigorously attacked the scepticism
His work is in three books, and the best edition of it of Timon and yEnesidemus, showing that this docis that contained in the collection of Meiboinius, Antrine contradicted itself, and led to the most deplorable results.
have nothing remaining of his works,
tiques Musica Scriptores, Amslel., 1652, 4to.
II.
Aristippus, I. a philosopher of Cyrene, disciple to except a single fragment preserved by Eusebius.
Socrates, and founder of the Cyrenaic sect, who flour- A native of Pergamus, who applied himself first to the
ished about 392 B.C.
Socrates, however, with whom peripatetic philosophy, and afterward to eloquence,
Hebehe remained till his execution {Plat., Phdd., p. 59), which last he studied under Herodes Atticus.
does not appear to have cured him of his inclination came one of the ablest rhetoricians of his time, though
for pleasure.
For although there is little consistency he is censured as having been deficient in energy.
in the notices we have of his life and conduct, it is —III. The eariier name of Plato.— IV. A statuary,
nevertheless clear, from a
of anecdotes, that, a native of
in Crete, who flourished, accord mg

Aristobulus,

cients as the fruit of imposture, or of a credulity unSome of
worthy a man of so much general merit.

—

—

—

—

—

A

;

—

—

We

Cydon

variety

notwithstanding he was able to endure privations and
sufferings with equanimity and dignity, his serenity of
mind arose principally from the readiness with which
he could extract pleasures and gratifications from the
most difficult situations of life. Hence he never
avoided the society of the courtesan, or of the tyrant,
or satrap, in full and calm reliance upon his tact in the
management of men. Many anecdotes are told of
him, which would seem to imply that Aristippus endeavoured to observe faithfully his own maxim, that a

man ought

to control circumstances,

—

and not be con-

to

Pausanias

sana, that

(5, 25), before

is,

Art.,s. v.y-V.

before

A

Zancle was termed Mes-

Olymp. 71,

3.

{Silltg,

also a
grandson of the former,

uary, born at Sicyon.

Diet.
stat-

a statue of Jupiter
dedicated at Olympia.

He made

with Ganymede, which was

2^.— Silltg, Diet. Art, s. v.)
Aristocrates, I. a king of Arcadia, who ascended
He was stoned to death by
the throne B.C. 720.

{Plin., 5,

his subjects for offering violence to the priestess

Diana.

^

cedini?

He

A

of

grandson of the prewas stoned to death for taking bribes,

{Pausan.,

8,

5.)— II.

1»7
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ARI

I

during the second Messenian war, and being the cause
of the defeat of his Messenian allies, B.C. 682. {Id.
ibid.)

Aristodemus, I. son of Aristomachus, of the race
o( the Heraclidae, who, together with his brothers
Temenus and Cresphontes, conquered the Peloponnesus.
He was the father of twin sons, Eurysthenes and
Procles, and was, consequently, the parent-stem of
the Eurysthenidae and Proclidae, the two royal lines at
Herodotus mentions the traditionary belief
Sparta.
prevalent among the Lacedaemonians, that tkis monarch had led their forefathers into Laconia (6, 52),
whereas the poetic account made him to have died
by lightning while preparing to invade the Peloponnesus.
(2,

This latter account
8) and Pausanias (3,

followed by ApoUodorus
1).
Compare the remarks
is

I.
c.) and B'dhr {ad Herod., I.
A Messenian leader, the successor of Euon
the
throne of Messenia.
He signalized his
phaes
valour in the war against the Spartans.
An account
of him will be found in the remarks under the article
III. A painter, born in Caria, and the
Messenia.
He
contemporary and host of Philostratus the elder.
wrote a treatise on eminent painters, on the cities in
which the art of painting had been most cultivated,
and on the kings who had patronised it. {Philoslr.,

of Heyne {ad Apollod.,
c).

—

II.

—

procem.
s.v.)

Icon., p. 4, ed.

Jacobs.

— SiUig,

Diet. Art.,

I.

—

A

Theban statuary, who,
the article Harmodius.
II.
in connexion with Hypatodorus, made the presents
dedicated by the Argives

He

is

Olymp. 90

to

supposed
102.

to

at Delphi.
{Pausan., 10,
have exercised his art from

{Silltg, Diet.

Art.,

s.

r.)— III.

An Athenian orator, surnamed 6 kvov, the dog, from
He is the same with the
his consummate effrontery.
Aristogiton against whom Demosthenes and Dinarchus
both pronounced discourses.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
vol. 2, p. 270.)

Aristom.Ichus, I. son of Cleodaeus, grandson of
He was the
Hyllus, and great-grandson of Hercules.
father of Aristodemus, Temenus, and Cresphontes,
the three Heraclidae that conquered the Peloponnesus.
He himself had previously made the same attempt, but
fell in battle.

—

6, 52.)

II.

{Apollod., 2, 8.—Patisan., 2, 7.— Herod.,
native of Soli in Cilicia, who devoted

A

fifty-eight years of his life to
III.
bees.
{Plin., 11, 9.)

—

A

studying the habits of
tyrant of Argos, suc-

who resigned the

cessor to Aristippus,

sovereign power

and caused Argos to join
the Achaean league.
{Pausan., 2, 8.)
a
celebrated
Messenian leader, who
Aristomenes,

at the instigation of Aratus,

A

full acsignalized his valour against the Spartans.
count of him will be found in the remarks under the

—

II. An Acarnanian,
Messenia.
Ale.xandrea, and was appointed, by the

article

who lived at
Roman com-

mander .^milius,

tutor to the young king Ptolemy
He executed this task with wisdom and
Epiphanes.
talent, but was eventually put to death by his un-

when

grateful pupil,

B.C. 196.
Ariston,

the latter had

come

to the throne,

I.

have been the most beautiful woman in Sparta. She
bore him a son, Demaratus, whom he at the moment
disowned, but afterward acknowledged to be his.
Consult the full account as given by Herodotus (6, 61,

—

II.

A

stoic

philosopher, a native of Chios.
Zeno, but, when

He was one of the immediate pupils of

he became himself an instructer, openly deviated from
the views of his master, and founded an independent
school.

;

He

but ethics.

all other points of
philosophy
considered physiology to be beyond

rejected

He
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He

to him.
for

he taught

that its object is not to treat of particular duties, and
of encouragements to virtue, such being the part of

nurses and pedagogues
but it is the province of the
philosopher to show wherein the supreme good consists, for this knowledge is the source of all useful inIn accordance with his view, that phystelligence.
ics transcend human power, Ariston doubted some of
It is impossithe most important doctrines of Zeno.
ble, he said, to form a conception of the shape or sense
of the gods ; it is doubtful whether God is or is not a
;

From

living being.

this last position,

it

is

clear that

Ariston strongly leaned towards scepticism
yet he
was careful not to extend this doubt to the common
branches of knowledge, which are indispensable to the
conduct of life.
With Ariston, naught is of worth
but virtue, nothing is evil but vice.
{Diog. Laert., 7,
;

160.— Slob., Serm., 80, l.—Sext., Emp. adv. Math.,
12.— Gic., N. D., 1, 14.) Ritter maintains, that
Tennemann wholly misrepresents the doctrine of
Ariston, when he calls it a practical science for man7,

kind, or a science for

life.
{Hist. Philos., vol. 3, p.
a native
peripatetic philosopher,
of lulis, in the island of Cea, and hence called, for dis-

455, seqq.)
tinction'

—

A

III.

sake,

He was the disciple and
(Consult the Bibl. Philol. Gbt-

lulietcs.

successor of Lycon.

;

pt. 2, p. 1,

seqq.

;

pt.

seqq.; and p. 459, seqq., where some very
learned and acute remarks are given on both philoso6,

p.

1,

phers.)

Aristonaut.«, the harbour of Pellene

in

Achaia,

It was fabled to have
sixty stadia from that town.
been so called from the Argonauts having touched

there in the course of their voyage.
{Pausan., 7, 26.)
Artstonicus, I. son of Eumenes II. by a concubine of Ephesus, 126 B.C. invaded Asia and the king-

dom

of Pergamus, which Attains III. had left by his
Roman people. He was at first successful,
and conquered and put to death the consul P. Licinius
Crassus, B.C. 128.
Perpenna, however, having come
on the scene soon after, defeated Aristonicns, who
will to the

was led to Rome, where he died, or, according to
{Justin, 36, 4.
some, was strangled in prison.
if
Flor., 2, 20.)
grammarian of Alexandrea, who
wrote a commentary on Hesiod and Homer, besides a
treatise on the Musaeum established at Alexandrea by

—

—

the Ptolemies.

A

{Strab., 38.)

I. a celebrated comic poet, with regard to whom antiquity supplies us with few notices,
and those of doubtful credit. The most likely account
makes him the son of Philippus, a native of ^Egina ;
and, therefore, the comedian was an adopted, not a
natural, citizen of Athens.
{Acham., 651, seqq.

Aristophanes,

Schol.

ad Acham.,

I.

c.

— Athenceus,

—

The
equally unknown
6, p.

227.)

exact dates of his birth and death are
the former, however, has been fixed, with some degree
of probability, at 456 B.C., and the latter at B.C. 380,
when he would be seventy-six years of age. At a very
;

diearly period of his dramatic career, Aristophanes
rected his attention to the political situation and ocHis second recorded comedy,
currences of Athens.

was aimed against Cleon and his
Acharnians, turns upon the evils of the Peloponnesian war, then in its sixth year, and the advanHis talents and address
tages of a speedy peace.
soon gave him amazing influence with his countrymen,
as Cleon felt to his cost the succeeding year, on the
This piece was exhibrepresentation of the Equites.
ited the very year after that in which Cleon had undethe Babylonians,

the son of Agasicles, king of Sparta.
He repudiated two wives in succession on account
of their sterility, and then married a third, said to

seqq.).

dialectics or logic to be ill suited
even limited the domain of ethics itself;

ting., vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 1, seqq.

the friend of Harmodius, who, together with the latter, slew Hipparchus, one of the
Consult the account given under
sons of Pisistratus.

Aristogitox,

10.)

man

;

third, the

servedly gained so much glory by the capture of the
He was then in the height
Spartans in Sphacteria.
No actor durst personate
of his power and insolence.
his character in the comedy, and no artist model a

mask

after his likeness.
{Eq., 230-4.) Aristophanes
himself was compelled to undertake the part, and ap-
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time on the stage, his face smearpcarcd
ed with wiue-lees.
His success was complete. The
fame of Aristophanes was not confined to his own city.
Diooysius of Syracuse would gladly have admitted the
popular dramatist to his court and patronage, but his
for the first

—

were steadily refused by the independent
Athenian. In B.C. 423, the Sophists felt the weight
of his lash, for in that year he produced, though unThe vulgar notion that the
successfully, his Nubes.
exhibition of Socrates in this play was an intentional
invitations

prelude to his capital accusation in the criminal court,
that Aristophanes was the leagued accomplice oi
Melitus, has of late years been frequently and satis(See particularly Mr. Mitchell's
factorily refuted.
elegant and able introduction to his translation of ArisThe simple consideration that twenty-four
tophanes.)
years intervened between the representation of the
Nubes and the trial of Socrates, affords a sufficient
answer to any such charge. In fact, after the performance of this very comedy, we find Socrates and

and

Aristophanes become acquainted, and occasionally
meeting together on the best terms, {Plato, Sympos.)
An imperfect knowledge of Socrates at the time, his

condemned has come down

to us, with
originally
part
of a parabasis (or address to the audience)
evidently

intended for the second.
The author here complains
very bitterly of the injustice which had been done to
this most elaborate of all his performances.
In the
play of the Clouds, Socrates is made the chief subject
of ridicule.
As a person given to abctraction and solitary speculation is proverbially said to have his head
in the clouds, it was but another step, therefore, in the
poet's creative mind, to make the clouds the chorus
of his piece, just as of the person, whose abstractions
and reveries seemed to make him most conversant
with them, he had formed the hero of the piece.
The
effect of this personification in the original theatre was
no doubt very striking.
solemn invocation calls
down the clouds from their ethereal abode ; their approach is announced by thunder ; they chant a
lyric ode as they descend to the earth ; and, after
wakening attention by a well-managed delay, they
are brought personally on the stage as a troop of

—

A

females, "habited," says Mr. Cumberland, "no doubt
in character, and floating cloudlike in the dance."
The character of Strepsiades receiving the lessons of
"
Socrates, is the original of Moliere's
Bourgeois

reputed doctrines, his face, figure, and manners, so
well adapted to comic mimicry, were doubtless the gentilhomme."
The Wasps (2^^/cef. Vespa), repremain reasons for the selection of him as the sophistic sented B.C. 422, is a satire against the corruption of
mania
of litigation.
It is not a play
In
the
and
the
Arisand
the
Peace
Coryphaeus.
justice
Lysistrata,
tophanes again reverts to politics and the Peloponne- historically political like the Achamians and the Equisian war: in the Wasps, the Birds, and the Ecclesi- tes, nor personal like the Clouds
it is an attack, diazousa, he takes cognizance of the internal concerns rected in the author's peculiar manner, upon the jurispruof the state
the Thesmophoriazousa and the Rancz, dence of Athens, and levelled chiefly at that numerous
he attacks Euripides, and discusses the drama while class of her citizens who gained a livelihood by execuin the Plutus he presents us with a specimen of the ting the ofBce of dicast, an ofl!ice more nearly resemmiddle comedy.
Eleven of his comedies are still ex- bling our juryman than judge. The^hero of the piece
tant out of upward of sixty.
(Fab., Bibl. Gr., s. v. is an Athenian citizen absolutely phrensied with a pasHis son endeavours to reclaim him
1.
sion for litigation.
Aristophanes.) Their Greek titles are as follows

—

—

:

m

;

;

:

''Axapvel^: 2. 'lirirei^
TLlpijVTj

:

aicTTpaTij

6.

'Opvidec
9.

—
:

3.

:

7.

:

Bdrpaxoi

:

Ne^e/lat

;

4.

"LcpyKeg
Qe<y/j.o(l>opid^ovcac : 8.

10.

'E,KK2,7jaiu.^ovaat.

:

:

5.

Av11.

The Achamians ('Axapvei^) was repreIIAoOrof.
sented B.C. 425.
In this piece the object which the
poet proposes to himself is to engage the Athenians to
become reconciled with the Lacedaemonians, by making them see, through the aid of an allegory, that
peace is preferable to war. He feigns that an Acharnian, called Dicaeopolis {the just city), had found the
means of separating his cause from that of his fellowcitizens, by making peace, as far as it regarded himwhile the rest of the Acharnians,
self, with the enemy
led astray by the suggestions of their generals, arc
The Equitcs or
suffering all the calamities of war.
Knights CWnelg) was represented B.C. 424, a year
after the Acharnians.
The professed object of this
singular composition is the overthrow of that power;

—

demagogue, the vainglorious and insolent Cleon,
the author had professed in his Acharnians that
" cut into
it was his intention, at some future
day, to
shoe-leaiher ;" and his assistants on the occasion are
the very persons for whose service the e.\ploit was to
take place, the rich proprietors, who among the Athenians constituted the class of horsemen or
knights.
For this purpose Athens is here represented as a
bouse Demus (a personification of the Athenian peois the master of it
Nicias and Demosthenes are
is slaves, and Cleon is his confidential servant and
Sle)
ful

whom

;

;

The levelling disposition of the Athenians could not have been presented with a more
If the dramatis
agreeable picture.
persona are few,
the plot of the peace is still more
meager it consists
a
of
series
of
merely
humiliating pictures of Cleon,
and a succession of proofs to Demus that his favourite
servant is wholly unworthy of the trust and confidence
The Clouds (NecpfJiai, Nubes) was
reposed in him.
slave-driver.

:

—

at first, B.C. 423, when it failed ;
and the second time, during the succeeding year.
By
•ome curious accident, it so happens that the play

tvyice represented

;

to a better

mode of life, by flattering his madness, and
mock court of justice at his own house.

instituting a

The

colleagues of the old gentleman are represented
under the form of wasps, which circumstance has given

name

to the piece.

—The

Peace (Ei'p^v^) was repre-

sented B.C. 419, at the period when the Athenians
and Lacedaemonians, after having concluded what was
called the peace of Nicias, formed an alliance with the
view of compelling the other states of Greece to acThe play turns on this point.
cede to the pacification.
The Birds {'Opvideg), represented B.C. 414, turns
upon political affairs : two Athenians, disgusted with
the divisions that prevail at Athens, transport themselves to the country of the birds, who build them a
The design of the poet appears to have been to
city.
prevent his countrymen from fortifying Decelia, from
the fear lest this place might become a rallying-point
for the Lacedaemonians, and also to induce them to recall their forces from Sicily, in order to oppose them

—

—

enemies at home.
The Females celebrating
Ceres {Q€aiJ.o(j)optd^ovGai) was represented B.C. 411.
The female Athenians take the opportunity this festival affords, of deliberating on the
to their

the festival of

means of destroying Euripides,

the enemy of their sex.
In order to save himself, Euripides is compelled to
practise a thousand expedients, and at last obtains pardon.
The
(AvaLCTpaTTj), represented the

—

Lysistrata

the preceding, has for its object to dispose the people to make peace with the I.AcedaBmonians.
Lysistrata, the wife of one of the first magistrates
of Athens, prevails upon all the married females of

same year with

Athens, as well as of all the hostile cities, to separate
themselves from their husbands until peace is made.

—The

B.C.

Frogs (Bdrpaxoi, Rana), represented
405, gave Aristophanes the prize, over Phrynichus and
The people demanded a second representaPlato.
tion of the piece, which was regarded as an extraordi-

The poet, in this play, ridicules the
nary distinction.
who had died
tragic writers, but especially Euripides,
The chorus is composed of the frogs
the year before.
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of the Styx, over which stream Bacchus passes, in order to bring back to earth the poet ^Eschylus, in prefer-

might learn to know the state of Athens. It is not
he merely meant that the piece was a proof
of the unbridled democratic freedom which
prevailed
at Athens, but that he confessed the
deep knowledge
of the world displayed by the poet, and his sound
views of the whole machinery of that government of
citizens.
But, however low and corrupt Aristophanes
may have been in his personal inclinations, and however
much he may have offended morals and taste by several of his jests, yet, in the
general management and
conduct of his poems, we cannot deny him the praise
of the diligence and masterly excellence of an accomHis language is elegant to the last deplished artist.
gree ; it is a specimen of the purest Attic ; and he employs it with the greatest dexterity in all its shades of
difference, from the most familiar dialogue to the lofty
cannot doubt, that
flights of dithyrambic songs.
he would have succeeded in more serious poetry, when
we see how he sometimes lavishes it in the mere wantonness of abundance in order immediately to destroy
its effect.
This high degree of elegance is the more
attractive by contrast
as, on the one hand, he employs the roughest dialects and provincialisms of the
common people, and even the broken Greek of foreigners
and, on the other hand, applies the same caprice,
to which he subjects all nature, to speech likewise, and
creates the most astonishing words by composition, by

—

ence to Euripides.
Tke Females met in Assembly
i^EKKXijaid^ovaai), represented B.C. 392, is directed
against the demagogues that disturbed the tranquillity
of the state.
It contains also some attacks levelled at
the republic of Plato, and, above all, at the community
of goods, of women, and of children, which formed the
The wife of one of the leadbasis of Plato's system.
ing men in the state forms a plot with her female companions, the object of which is to force the people to
They
give the reins of government into their hands.
succeed by a stratagem, and pass some absurd laws,
which are a parody on those in existence at Athens.

—

The PLutus

B

(IT/lovTOf) appears to

have been

first

rep-

It was re-exhibited twenty years
would seem that our present text is made
up of these two editions of the play. The play has no
A citparabasis, and belongs to the Middle Comedy.
izen of Athens meets with a blind man, and entertains
him at his house. This blind personage is Plutus, the

resented

after this.

god of

C. 409.
It

riches.

Having recovered

his sight

by sleep-

ing in the temple of uEsculapius, he is made to take
the place of the ruler of Olympus, which affords the
the cupidity and corpoet an opportunity of satirizing
"
Never," observes
ruption of his countrymen.
" did a
sovereign power, for such was the
Schlegel,

—

Athenian people, show greater good-humour in permitting the boldest truths to be spoken of it ; nay, more,
than in the case of Arisjestingly thrown in its teeth,
Even though the abuses of government
tophanes.
might not be corrected thereby, yet it was a mark of
magnanimity to permit this unsparing exposure of them.
Besides, Aristophanes shows himself throughout to be
he attacks the powerful misleaders
a zealous patriot

likely that

We

;

;

We

names, or by imitating sounds.
boldly assert, that, in spite of all the explanations
which have come down to us, in spite of all the learn-

allusion to proper

may

the people such bold truths.
At any rate, he boasts
of having striven for the laughter of the commonalty,
by merely sensual jests, much less than any of his competitors, and of having thus contributed to the perfecTo be reasonable, we must judge him,
tion of his art.
in those things which give us so much offence, from
The ancients
the point of view of a contemporary.

ing which has been accumulated on him, half of the
It was only from
wit of Aristophanes is lost to us.
the incredible quickness of Attic intellect that these
comedies, which, with all their buffoonery, are connected with the most important relations of life, could
be regarded as a diversion for the common people.
may envy the poet who could come before the
public with such pre-suppositions ; but it was a danIt was not easy to please spectatore
gerous privilege.
who understood with so much ease. Aristophanes
complains of the too fastidious taste of the Athenians,
with whom the best of his predecessors were no longer in favour as soon as the smallest decay in their facOn the contrary, he says, the
ulties was perceptible.
rest of the Greeks were out of the question as judges
All persons who had talents in
of the dramatic art.
this line endeavoured to shine at Athens ; and here
again their contest was compressed into the short space
of a few festivals, when the people always desired someIt was setthing new, and obtained it in abundance.
tled, by a single representation, to whom the prize was
to be given, and every one contended for it, as there
were no other means of publication." (Schlegel, iiber

had, in certain respects, a completely different and much
freer system of morals than we have.
This was de-

trajis.

:

of the people, the same who are represented as so dehe advises them
structive by the grave Thucydides
;

war which irreparably dehe recommends the
stroyed the prosperity of Greece
But I hear
simplicity and rigour of ancient manners.
it asserted that Aristophanes was an immoral buffoon.
Why, yes among other things he was this too nor
do I mean to justify him for sinking so low with all
his great qualifications, whether he was incited to it
by natural coarseness, or whether he thought it necessary to gain over the mob, in order to be able to

to conclude that internal

—

;

;

;

tell

rived from their religion, which was really the worship
of nature, and which had hallowed many public usages
Moreover, since, from
grossly offensive to decency.
the retired manner in which the women lived, the men
were almost always by themselves, the language of
social intercourse had obtained a certain coarseness,
which always seems to be the case under similar cir
Since the age of chivalry, women have
cumstances.
given the tone to society in modern Europe, and we
are indebted to the homage which is paid them for the

We

Dram. Kunst, &c.,

— Theatre of

vol. 1, p.

286, seqq.—p. 283,

Eng.

the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 175, seqq.)—
Among the numerous editions of Aristophanes the following are most worthy of notice that of Kuster,
Amst 1710, fol. that of Brunck, Argent., 1783, 6
vols. 8vo, which would be more complete did it con:

;

,

tain the scholia

;

and that of Invernitz, based on the

Ravenna MS., and continued by Beck
Ups., 11 vols. 8vo, 1794-1826. W'e

readings of the

and Dindorff,
have also a variorum

edition,

5

vols. 8vo, 1829,

from

Hoffmann censures severely the
carelessness evinced by the anonymous editor in comthe

London

press.

speech, in the fine arts,
Lastly, the ancient comic writer, who
took the world as it was, had a very corrupted state of

to this edition, and in assigning many
piling the notes
of them to wrong commentators.
{Lex. Bihl., vol. 1,

morals before his eyes. The most honourable testimony for Aristophanes is that of the wise Plato, who
says, in an epigram, that the graces had selected his

ticularize those

sway of a
and

loftier morality in

in poetry.

p.

273.)

Of the

editions of separate plays, we may parby Mitchell as displaying very great

read him conmind as their place of habitation,
stantly, and sent the Clouds to the elder Dionysius with
the information, that from this piece (in which, however, together with the trifling of the sophists, philoso-

Five of the series have already appeared,
Achamians, Wasps, Knights, and Clouds.
II. A famous grammarian,
{Land., 8vo, 183.5-1838.)
a native of Byzantium, who flourished about B.C. 240.
He was keeper of the library of Alexandrea, under
and arranged and commented
Ptolemy Euergetes

and his teacher Socrates were attacked) he

upon the productions of Homer, Hesiod, Alcseus, Pin-

who

phy

itself
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the Frogs,

—

;
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I

His edition of Homer, in parand Aristophanes.
enjoyed a high reputation, and was only obIt
scured by the labours of his disciple Aristarchus.
is to Aristophanes that the grammarian Arcadius attributes the mvention of accents and marks of punctudar,

ticular,

ation.

He

is

regarded also as the

first

who arranged

of writers, to which Aristarchus subsequent{Vid. AlexandrinaSchoIa.)
ly put the finishing hand.
have nothing remaining of the works of Aristopha-

Canon

the

We

nes, excepting a small fragment, containing the explanation of some Greek words, which Boissonade
It is pubfound in the library of the King of France.
lished by this scholar at the end of his edition of the
Lond., 1819, 8vo. (Schbll,
'E7r</i£pi(T//ot of Herodian.

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 188.)
Akistophon, I. a Greek comic poet, contemporary

—

An Athenian orator, whom Despeech against Leptines, ranks
among the most eloquent men of the republic. III.
Another orator of Athens, also distinguished in his
He was one of the masters of ^schines.
profession.
(SchoU, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 268.)— IV.
paintof Thasos, and brother of Polygnotus.
a
native
er,
He is supposed to have flourished about Olymp. 80.
Pliny mentions several of his productions (35, 1 1
Compare Plut de aud. poet., 3, p. 69, vol. 7, ed. Hut-

with Alexander.

mosthenes,

II.

his

in

—

A

.

—

,

ten.)

Aristotelea, annual feasts in honour of Aristotle,
Celebrated by the inhabitants of Stagira, in gratitude
for his having obtained from Alexander the rebuilding
and repeopling of that city, which had been demolished
(Plut., Vtt. Alex., l.—JElxan, V. H.,
Laert., 5, 9 )
Aristoteles, a celebrated philosopher, born at Sta-

by King
3,

Philip.

n. — Diog.

His father was Nicomachus, who
gira, B.C. 384.
is said to have left behind him many works on medicine
and natural history (Suidas, s. v. NiKOfiaxog), and who
was the physician and friend of Amyntas, king of Ma-

From the place of his birth Aristotle is frequently called the Stagirite.
Having lost both his
parents at a very early age, he received the first rudiments of learning from Proxenusof Atameusin Mysia,
of whom he always retained a respectful remembrance.
In gratitude for the care which he had taken of his
early education, he afterward honoured his memory
with a statue, instructed his son Nicanor in the liberal
At the age of
sciences, and adopted him as his heir.
cedonia.

seventeen Aristotle went to Athens, and devoted himself to philosophy in the school of Plato.
The uncomacuteness of his apprehension, and his indefatigable industry, soon attracted the attention of Plato, and
obtained his applause.
Plato used to call him the
Mind of the School, and to say, when he was absent,
" Intellect is not here." His
acquaintance with books
was extensive and accurate, as sufficiently appears
from the concise abridgment of opinions, and the numerous quotations which are found in his works. The
zeal, in fact, with which he strove to master the treasures not only of the olden philosophy, but of the whole
literature of Greece, may be inferred from another
" the
name,
Reader," which Plato gave him, as well
as by the remark made by that philosopher, when, on
comparing him with Xenocrates, he said that the latter required the spur, but Aristotle the bit.
{Diog.
He continued to reside at Athens for
Laert., 4, 6.)
the space of 20 years, all of which time
assuredly he
did not devote to the instructions of Plato
on the

mon

by an appeal

to the writings of Aristotle himself, who
takes every occasion, it is alleged, to refute the
theory
of his master.
The anecdotes, however, which are adduced in support of this opinion, will be found, on examination, to be as unworthy of notice as the similar statements which speak of Plato's ingratitude to Socrates.

As

regards his writings themselves, it is very true that
nowhere prominently exhibits the signal merit
of Plato in the service of philosophy.
This, however,
may be explained, partly from the scope and design of
Aristotle's works, and partly from his scientific character.
The object of the former was not so much to give
a due estimate of every philosopher, as, by an examination of their systems, to prevent his own disciples
being disheartened or perplexed by erroneous opinions,
however widely or speciously diffused. The scientific
character of Aristotle, on the other hand, prevented him
from reviewing the system of Plato in its spirit for it
cannot be denied that the Aristotelian criticism attaches
Aristotle

;

by preference to single tenets, which it estimates,
much by their philosophical import, and relation to the system to which they belong, as by the
form of expression. It cannot be denied, however, that
Aristotle often finds fault with Plato, and never mentions him except to refute his doctrines
nay, that he
at times evinces something of a bitterness in the zeal
with which he attacks the system of Plato and the
Platonists, and usually represents its tendency as fatal to
On the death of Plato he
science. {Ritter, p. 5, seqq.)
left Athens, and some time after was chosen by Philip
preceptor to his son Alexander, which office he discharged with the greatest ability during eight years, untJ
his pupil's accession to the throne.
The letter which
Philip wrote to Aristotle when he chose him preceptor to his son, was couched in the following terms
" Be informed that I have a
son, and that I am thankful to the
gods, not so much for his birth, as that he
was born in the same age with you ; for if you will
undertake the charge of his education, I assure myself
that he will become worthy of his father, and of the
kingdom which he will inherit." After Aristotle had
left his
pupil, he returned to Athens, but the two still
carried on a friendly correspondence, in which the
philosopher prevailed upon Alexander to employ his
power and wealth in the service of philosophy. Alexander accordingly employed several thousand persons
in different parts of Europe and Asia to collect animals of various kinds, birds, beasts, and fishes, and
sent them to Aristotle, who, from the information which
this collection afforded him, wrote fifty volumes on the
history of animated nature, only a small portion of
which is now extant. Upon his return to Athens,
Aristotle resolved to found a new sect in opposition to
the Academy.
He chose for his school a grove and
enclosure in the suburbs of Athens, called the Lyceum.
From his walking about as he dis(Vid. Lyceum.)
coursed with his pupils, his followers, according to the
common account, were termed Peripatetics (ITfpiTra*
Others, however, more
TTjTLKol, atrb Tov TrepiTraTeiv).
correctly derive the appellation from the public walk
(rrepiiraTog) in the Lyceum which Aristotle and his disitself

not so

;

—

:

ciples were accustomed to frequent. (Compare Bruckcr,
Hist. Crit. Phil, vol. 1, p. 788.) His instructions were

contrary, we must assign to this period the preparatory
labours of the great works of his after life.
(Ritter,
Hist. Phil., vol. 3, p. 2.)
It would
appear from the
of
some
eminent
in
the
last
writers,
that,
language

not confined to philosophy, but comprised every branch
of inquiry which could profit the youth of an enlightened
(Diog. Laert., 5, 3.
age, and especially rhetoric.
Cic, de Orat., 3, 35.) His more abstruse discourses
were delivered in the morning to his select disciples ;
He delivered lectures
this he called his morning walk.
to a more promiscuous auditory in the evening, when
to all young men without diswas
the

years of Plato's

tinction

;

life,

the earlier friendship between the

r

masterand disciple had given place

F/

standing, not to say animosity.
of ingratitude towards Plato, and the
charge is sought
to be substantiated, not
only by several anecdotes, but

mutual misunderAristotle is accused

C

c

to

—

Lyceum

mer

open
The forhe termed his evening walk.
called acroatic or acroamatic,
investigations were
;

this

Both were much frequented.
the latter exoterical.
Aristotle continued his school in the Lyceum foi
thirteen vears, employed at the same time in the com'
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position of the principal part of his written works. To knowledge, or knowledge according to certain princithis period also must be
These principles cannot, of themselves, be reassigned his important labours ples.
in experimental knowledge, especially in the history of garded as objects of science, in so far as
they are
we
as
have
was
he
known
wherein
assisted,
animals,
already
previously to science {Anal. Post., 1, 1.
of
Alexander.
munificent
SubEth.
the
but
must
be
viewed
as
Nic, 5, 3) ;
certain
said, by
liberality
they
sequently, however, the philosopher appears to have fall- and fixed, and unable to be subjected to any scienen under the displeasure of his royal pupil and patron, tific procedure. Accordingly, he assumes an immein consequence of having expressed, in rather free diate cognition, which he distinguishes from science
terms, his disapprobation of the changed habits of the in the strict sense, though he calls it certainty, and

—

(Diog. Laert., 5, 10.— Pluf., Vit. Alex., 55.)
charge has even been brought against him, that
he furnished Antipater with the poison by which Alexander was believed to have been taken off. {Plut.,

to science in a

it

wider sense,

or, rather, to

king.

assigns

The

wisdom and to reason. Aristotle's mode of deriving
knowledge is from externals, Plato's from internals.

—

Vit. Alex.., 77.)
At the close of this period, Aristoile
retired to Chalcis with a few of his disciples, in order,
it is said, to
escape a fate similar to that of Socrates,

a charge of impiety having been, in like manner, brought
He died at Chal{Rittcr, p. 10, note.)
against him.
cis not long after this, at the age of 63.
It is pretended by some that he took poison, from the fear of being
the
Athenians
others
relate a still
while
;
pursued by
more idle tale, of his having thrown himself into the
waters of the Euripus {vid. Euripus) ; it is most probable, however, that his death was the effect of premature decay, in consequence of excessive watchfulness

and application. His body was interred
where his memory was honoured with an

at

Stagira.
and a

altar

tomb.
Aristotle was twice married.
By his second
wife he had a son named Nicomachus, to whom he
"
addressed his
Greater Morals."
His person was
slender he had small eyes, and a shrill voice and when
he was young, hesitated in his speech.
He endeavoured to supply the defects of his natural form by an attention to dress, and commonly appeared
a costly
habit, with his beard shaven, his hair cut, and rings
;

;

m

on

his fingers.

{Diog. Laert.,

5, 1.

—

Vit. Aristot., ap.

According to the former, we obtain the knowledge of
particulars immediately through the senses, while we
acquire the universal (rd Kad' blo^>) mediately through
Plato, on the contrary, be^an
experience and logic.
with universals, and reasoned downward.
In this we
have the leading difference between the two schools.
In the system of Aristotle, logic is the bpyavov, the
instrument by which all generafknowledge is obtained.
Henc-e the importance of logic in the peripatetic school.
Logic, however, is only the instrument of science or
philosophy, quoad formam, for it is experience that
must supply the matter to be worked upon, and wrought
into general principles.
By his works comprehended
under the title of Organum, Aristotle has rendered
the greatest service to logic, as the science which
would establish ihe formal part of reasoning, and elucidate its theory
and he ought not to be made responsible for the abuse, which afterward prevailed, of this
;

same

The

art

among

error into

his

later followers, the schoolmen.
fell was to make
logic ca-

which they

pable of supplying not only the /ortn, but even the matof argumentation ; in other words, to consider it an
instrument that could of itself discover the truth.

ter,

—

Aristotle, more than any other philosopher, enlarged
the limits of philosophy.
comprised therein all the

He
Menag., Jin.) Concerning his character, nothing can
be more contradictory than the accounts of difierent sciences (rational, empirical, or mixed), with the single
writers
some maRing him a model of every virtue, exception of history and he appears to have divided
others the most infamous of human beings.
(Athen., it, as a whole, into Logic, Physics, and Ethics, or specThe truth ap- ulative and j)ractical. Aristotle's to. ^vaiKa is not
13, p. 566, e.— Hitter, p. 8, note.)
pears to be, that his virtues were neither of that exalt- equivalent to Physics in the modern acceptation of
ed kind which command admiration, nor his faults so the term, but has a much wider range, comprehending
Aris- the nature of all beings, and not confined to mere mahighly Criminal as not to admit of some apology.
;

;

—

possessed in a high degree the talents of discrimination and analysis, added to the most astonishing
knowledge of books and the works of nature. To
the latter, more especially, he devoted himself
He
rejected the doctrine of ideas, maintaining that all our
totle

impressions and thoughts, and even the highest efforts
of the understandmg, are the fruit of experience. The
Peripatetic is the great intellectual school of antiquity.
In Aristotle we see the calm and sober inquirer, who
does not, like Plato, pursue a lofty ideal, but keeps

view the proximately practicable, and is
not easily misled into any extravagance either of language or thought. In Aristotle we have the cold inRarelv, if ever, does he step
quirer, and little more.
aside to consider the bond which connects the science
of the universal and of nature with the human intellect
and will. Consequently, his works have none of that
impressiveness which constitutes the principal charm of

carefully in

Plato's writings. It is true, we only possess a portion
of his writings, and the very portion which is design-

edly free from all accessory matter and embellishment.
Nevertheless, the very manner in which this portion is
treated, sufficiently proves that Aristotle, even if his
mind were not wholly alien from every poetical ele-

ment, was unable to combine the sober results of sciThe school of Aristotle
ence with a lively imagination.
has been termed the intellectual school, with reference

—

the school of experience, as looking
without ; and, in a moral point of view, the school of
expediency or prudence, as finding the rule of moral
conduct in the result of actions.
Philosophy, according to Aristotle, is science arising out of the love of
to his doctrines

;

—

SOS

terial ones.

Under

Deity comes

in for consideration.

this head, therefore, the nature of
But, in treating this

from the high and lofty teaching
and taught the existence of deity
in a lower sense, without any of those attributes which
may be said to constitute his very nature. With him.
Nature is a great machine, the first spring of which is
He says nothing of the Supreme Being he
Deity.
speaks of him merely as a first cause of movements,
topic, Aristotle fell
of his master Plato,

;

— Arisukivj]tov).

unmoved {to npdrov klvovv
has been accused of being an atheist and a necesThe Christian fathers rejected his philosositarian.
phy on the ground of atheism, because he taught that
His doctrine, however, would
the world was eternal.
He taught
not seem to be in reality an atheistic one.
that Creation was not within the limits of time : that
Now if the
the essential nature of Deity was cause.
cause be eternal, the effect must be eternal, and there
never would be a time when Creation did not exist.
It is evident that in this he did not mean to teach
He is more justly chargeable with being a
atheism.
necessitarian, since all his reasonings on the Deity
make him the first spring of the great machine of naWith regard to man, he likewise taught a less
ture.
He makes the soul distinct
lofty doctrine than Plato.
from the body, but considered as its form {elSog or
itself

totle

—

He says litkvrelexeia), it is inseparable therefrom.
tle with regard to the immortality of the soul, and a fuof
and
has even
rewards and punishments ;
ture state

A perfectby some been charged with materialism.
unity of plan prevails through his Ethics, Politics, and
Economics. Both the latter have for their end to show
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how the object of man's existence,

defined in the Ethics,

namely, virtue combined with happiness, may be attained in the civil and domestic relations, through a good
In the history
constitution of the state and household.

—

of the Aristotelian school, four periods are commonly
The^rs^ from the death of Aristotle to the
time of Cicero, was a period of gradual decline, for

that of Gottling, Lips., 1824, 8vo, dec.
Among thf
subsidiary works on Aristotle may be mentioned the
Examen Critique de V outrage d^Artstoti
following
intttuU Mctaphysjque, par Michelet, Pans, 1836, 8voEssai sur la Mttaphysique d\irtstute, par KavaiS'
:

—

—

La Logtque d'' Arislote,
son, Paris, 1837, 2 vols. 8vo
par *Saint- till aire. Pans, 1838, 2 vols. 8vo. These
the philosophy of the Stagirite was deeper than suited French works are all prize-essays of the Institute.
Du- {Ritter's History of Philosophy, vol. 3, p. 1, seqq.
ordinary intellects, and they could not carry it on.
Enjitld's
ring the second period, from Cicero to the seventh cen- Tennemann's Manual, &c., p. 121, scqq.
noticed.

—

tury of the Christian era, the philosophy of Aristotle
was quite neglected, and almost unknown. From
the seventh to the tenth century, the third period, it
was revived, but in a greatly corrupted state. From
the tenth to the fifteenth, the fourth period,

when

was overthrown by Bacon and Descartes,

went by

it

it

name of the scholastic philosophy, being connected with polemic theology.
Aristotle was the most
voluminous of the ancient philosophers. A large catalogue of his writings is given by Diogenes Laertius,
and in modern times by Fabricius and others. From this
it
appears that he wrote many books besides those which
have been transmitted to our own day.
have all
his Logical works, five in number, and usually published under the general title of Organon.
have
16 books on Physical Philosophy; 14 on Metaphysics ;
and three works on Morals ; the first entitled Nicorruichean Ethics, addressed to his son Nicomachus
the second Magna Moralia ; the third a Discourse on
have also separate works on
Virtue and Vice.
Economics, Government, the Art of IfChetoric, and the
Art of Poetry. The works of Aristotle, together with
his library, passed very early through hazards which
have rendered it a subject of critical inquiry how far
the present volumes which bear his name are genuine.
Be(Consult remarks under the article Apellicon.)
fore closing this article, it may nol be amiss to offer a
few observations relative to the terra Metaphysics, as
This apapplied to some of the writings of Aristotle.
pellation is not found either in the works of the Stagithe

—

We

We

;

We

—

or in those of any Greek or Roman phiIt is said
losopher anterior to Nicholas of Damascus.
that Andronicus of Rhodes, wishing to arrange the
works of Aristotle, distributed them into different
rite himself,

classes, such as works on logic, on rhetoric, on poeThe last of these sections or divisions comtry, &.C.

—

Hist. Philos., vol.

1, p. 260, seqq.)
I. a native of Tarentum and disciwrote both on philosophy and muwho
of
Aristotle,
ple
sic.
Among the works of a philosophical charac.er
which he composed, may be enumerated his treatiseOD
the Laws respecting Education {nepl KaidiKcJv voftwj) ;

Aristoxe.nus,

his

Pythagorean Theses {UvdayoptKai

inro<i>aaeig\

a

collection of the precepts of morality inculcated by that
sect; and his Biography of Eminent Philosophers (Etof

In the last of these works he is unjust towards the character of Socrates, as far as we can learn
from some fragments that have come down to us.
The cause of this may either have been the Uttle esteem in which music was held by Socrates, or a quarrel which had occurred between the latter and Spinthares, the father of Aristoxenus, who had been one

avdpuv).

of his disciples.
Aristoxenus was celebrated andong
the ancients for applying the Aristotelian doctrine of
knowledge to the scientific investigation of music. He
compared the soul to a musical harmony, and thought
that, as the latter is produced by the different relaiions
the soul is the
subsisting between several tones, so, too,
consequence of the relative arrangement of the differfor that it is this which produent parts of the body
ces the movement of the living body, and the soul is
to be regarded as nothing more than a certain tension
of the body.
{Cic, Tusc, 1, 10.) As a writer on
music, Aristoxenus must be regarded as the earliest
;

His work on Harmony was pubpossess.
by Meursius in 1616 {Lugd. Bat., 4to), and
subsequently, in a much more correct form, by MeiboThe
mius, in his collection of the Writers on Music.
fragments on Rhythm were published for the first time
that

we

lished

by Morelli, at the end of the speech of Aristides against
The remains of the
Leptines {Venet., 1785, 8vo).
philosophical writings of Aristoxenus are principally
in Stobaeus, but have not as yet been edited by any
scholar.
Compare, with regard to this writer, the remarks of Meiners, Gesch. der Wissensch., vol. 1, p.
213, and Mahne, Diatrtbe de Aristoxeno, Amst., 1793,
II. A physician, disciple of Alexander Phila8vo).

Still, however,
prehended the works on Physics.
there remained over a number of writings, which he
had been unable to assign to any class, because, being
first essays in a new science,
they did not fall under any
one of the heads under which he had arranged the rest.
He therefore united these into one class by themselves, lethes, cited by Galen {diff. puis., 4, p. 47). He recand assigned them their rank after the works on ommended the use of clysters in hydrophobia ; and
Physics (jiera to. <j>vaiKd), whence arose their peculiar boasted much of the efficacy of frictions with oil and
name, which had no reference whatever to the subjects the plant termed by botanists polygonum convolvulus,
discussed in them.
With a little more attention on in cases of quartan fever. He left a work on the
his part, Andronicus might have found a better title in
down to
principles of his school, which has not come
the writings of Aristotle himself; for it appears that the us.
( Cod. Aurel., acut., 3, 16, p. 'iZ^.—Apoll. Dysc,
books which we have on Metaphysics are the same hist, mirab, c. 33, p. 133.
Galen, I. c.)
with what the Stagirite calls his Aoyot ek rrj^ TrpuTrjg
Aeius, a presbyter of the church of Alexandres, in the
" Discourses on the First
4th century.
He denied the divinity and consubstan^i?Mcro(l>iac,
Philosophy.'"
The best editions of the entire works of Aristotle are, tiality of the Word. After having been persecuted
that of Du Val, Paris, l6l9,2vols.fol.
thatof Bekker, for his opinions, he gained the favour of the Emperor
and the small stereotype one Constantine, and supplanted St. Athanasius, his adverBerol., 1831, 5 vols. 4to
published by Tauchnitz, Lips., 16 vols. 18mo, 1832, sary, but died suddenly, when just about to enter in

—

—

—

;

;

—

&.C.
Of the separate treatises, the following editions triumph the cathedral of Constantinople, A.D. 336.
may be mentioned. The best edition of the Organon He gave name to the sect of the Arians. {Epiphan.,
is that of Geneva, 160.5, 4to
of the Ethics, that of Hares., 68.— Socrat., Hist. Eccles., &c.)
into Arto which we
Cardwell, Oxon., 1828-30, 2 vols. 8vo
Armenia, a large country of Asia, divided
may add that of Bekker, Berol., 1831, 8vo of the Art menia Major and Minor. The first, which is the mod;

;

;

of Poetry, that of Hermann, Li/)*., 1803, 8vo; to which
may be added the excellent one of Tyrwhitt, Oxon.,
1794, 4to; and that of Graefenhahn, Lips., 1821, 8vo ;
of the Art of Rhetoric, that published at Oxford,
of the History of Animals, that of
1820, 2 vols. 8vo
;

Schneider, Lips., 1811, 4 vols. 8vo

;

of the Politics,

ern Turcomania, and is still sometimes called Armenia,
the
lies south of Mount Caucasus, and comprehends

Turkish pachalics Erzerum, Kars, and Van, and also
It was separathe Persian province Iran or Erivan.
Arted from Armenia Minor by the river Euphrates.
menia Minor was, properly speaking, a part of Cappa-
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It is now called Aladulia or Pegian, belongs
to the Turks, and is divided between the pachalics
Merashc and Sivas. Armenia is a rough, mountain-

""docia.

J
;

ous country, which has Caucasus for its northern
boundary, and in the centre is traversed by branches
of Mount Taurus, to which belongs Mount Ararat.
Here the two great rivers Euphrates and Tigris* take
Their rise
likewise the Cyrus or Kur, and other less
Herodotus (7, 73) says that
considerable streams.
*ke Armenians were a Phrygian colony, and used arras
;

^itke

those of the Phrygians

;

but, as Ritter well re-

{Erdkunde, vol. 2, p. 782), the nations whom
the father of profane history designates as Phrygians,
Armenians, Cappadocians, and Syrians, are all de-

finarks

scendants of the Aramean stock. Hence we may, with
-some degree of probability, consider the name Armenia
asderived from Aram, and the Semitic Arameans to
haie been the first inhabitants of the land, who were
afterward overpowered by barbarian tribes from Upper

For some remarks on the Armenian language, consult
Balbi, Atlas Ethnographique, &.c., labl. 4, and Introduction a V Atlas, p. 45.
As regards the literary
history of Armenia, it may be remarked, that the literature of the country begins with the conversion of the
Armenians to Christianity in the commencement of the

—

fourth century.
Since that time they have translated
from the Greek (there is a Homer in Armenian hexameters), Hebrew, Syriac, and Chaldee, into their

own dialect, which some assert to be an original language, as has already been remarked; while others
regard it as a mixed dialect, composed of the Syriac,
Both opinions are corChaldee, Hebrew, and Arabic.
The old Armenian, the language of literature
and of the church, is, as Vater agrees, an original language the modern Armenian has been formed, as a
popular language, by foreign additions during the successive changes of their conquerors, and consists of
rect.

;

The written language owes
four principal dialects.
(Compare Adelung, Mithradatcs,\o\. 1, p. 420.) its cultivation to the translation of the Bible, begun in
Armenian
411
the
with
to
another
his
tongue
by Mesrob,
disciples (among whom was
opinion,
-According
may be traced to Xisuthros or Noah, and may boast Moses Choronensis), by the desire of the patriarch
of being antediluvian in its character. {Recherches Isaac the Great, and finished in 511. Mesrob first
KHurieuses, dec, par Chahan de Cubied et Martin, added seven vowel- signs to the old Armenian alphaOf the ancient history^ of Arme- bet, which before only contained 27 consonants. At
.Paris, 1806, 8vo.)
The native writers make the same time schools were established. The most
tiia but little is known.
Hajg to have been the first chieftain or prince that flourishing period of Armenian literature was m the
arulod over this country, and frofti him they called them- sixth century, at the time of the separation of the Ar-selves Haji.
He was the son of Taglath, who, ac- menians from the Greek church after the council of
It continued to flourish until the tenth
cording to them, was the same with Thogarma, grand- Chalcedon.
son of Japhet.
Twenty-two centuries before the century, revived in the thirteenth, and maintained a
Asia.

Christian era he left Babylon, his native place, and established himself, with all his family, in the mountains
«of southern Armenia, in order to escape from the tyranny of Belus, king of Assyria. The latter attacked

In scientific inquiries
respectable character till 1453.
it never rose to
any considerable eminence. It is par-

new settlements, but perished by his hand.
the sixth successor of Ha'ig, became so distinguished by his exploits, that, from his time, the sur-

erature, is that which M. J. Saint-Martin, member of
the French Institute, has extracted from old Armenian

hinrin his

Aram,

—

The best
ticularly valuable in what relates to history.
introduction to Armenian history, geography, and lit-

writings, inscriptions, and other sources, under the
rounding nations called the country Armenia, after his title of Mimoires historiques et giographiques sur
nan»e.
Ara, son of the preceding, fell in defending PArmenie, Pans, 1808, 2 vols. {Encyc. Amer., 1,
his country against Semiramis, and Armenia became 373.)
Armilustrium or Armilustrum, a festival at Rome,
thenceforward an Assyrian province until the death of
Sardanapalus, when a succession of native princes on the 19th of October, during which they sacrificed
(Compare Klaproth, Tableaux His- completely armed, and to the sound of trumpets. It
•gain appeared.
After the death was intended for the expiation of the armies, and the
toriques de VAsie, &.C., p. 60, seqq.)
of Alexander, it became part of the kingdom of Syria, prosperity of the arms of the Roman people.
The
and so remained till the overthrow of Antiochus the name is also sometimes applied to the place in which
Great, when it fell into the hands of different rulers, the sacrifice was performed.
{Varro, L. L., 4, 32.
Ar- Id. ib., 5, 3.— Lie, 27, 37.)
and was divided into Armenia Major and Minor.
The
menia Major was exposed to many attacks.
Armimus (the Latin name for Hermann, i. e., leadRomans and Parthians fought a long time for the er or general), the deliverer of Germany from the
He was a son of a prince of the
right of giving a successor to the throne, and it was Roman yoke.
governed at one period by Parthian princes, at anoth- Cherusci, Sigimer (which, in the old German, signifies
He was
er by those whom the Romans favoured, until Tra- a famous conqueror), and was born 18 B.C.
Armenia afterward educated at Rome, admitted into the rank of equites,
jan made it a Roman province.
in
its
and
was
under
station
the
the
rule
and
to
an
honourable
recovered
army of
independence,
appointed
But princely favour and the charms of
of its own kings.
Sapor, king of Persia, attempt- Augustus.
ed its subjugation in vain, and it remained free until learning were insufficient to make the young barbarian
After forget his early associations. Convinced that the rude
650, when it was conquered by the Arabians.
this it several times changed its masters, among whom strength of his savage countrymen would be unequal
were Gengis-Khan and Timour-leng. In 1552, Selim to cope with the disciplined forces of the Romans in
II. conquered it from the Persians, and the greater the open field, he had recourse to stratagem.
Having
under the Turkish dominion. fomented the discontent prevailing among the German
part has since remained
Armenia Minor has also had several rulers, among nations, and having produced a wide confederacy for
whom Mithradates was first distinguished. From revolt, he artfully drew Varus, the Roman commander
him Pompey took the kingdom, and gave it to Deiota- on the Rhine, into an ambuscade, where three Roman
On the decline of the Roman Empire in the legions were cut to pieces. Varus, unable to survive
rus.
Germanicus
east it was conquered by the Persians, and in 950 his disgrace, slew himself, A.D. 10.
marched with a powerful army to revenge the overfell into the hands of the Arabians, since which time
as
fate
Armenia
and
was
but
it
of
Varus
throw
it has shared the same
Major,
required more than one cammade, in 1514, a Turkish province by Selim I. The paign, and several battles, before he obtained any dewas
and
at
last Arminius fell a sacrifice
cided
of
Armenia
earlier capital
Armavir, which, during
advantage
1800 years, was the residence of the kings. After only to the civil feuds in which he was involved with
Armavir, Artaxata (Artaschad) on the Araxes, built his own countrymen and kindred, being assassinated
in the time of the Seleucidae, became the capital, but by one of his own relations, in the 37th year of hia
Tacitus relates, that he drew upon himself the
sank into decay before the end of the 8th century.
age.

—

—

—

—

;

;

—
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hatred of his countrymen by aiming at the regal aushort time before his death, Adgantestes
thority.
or Adgantestrius, prince of the Catti, proposed to the

of which Patrae was afterward built.
The other two
were Anthea and Messatis. {Pausan., 7, 18.)
Aromata, or Arumatum Promontorium, the most

Roman

eastern land

A

senate to despatch Arminius by poison, but

Arminius was

the senate took no notice of the offer.

26 years old when he destroyed the legions of Varus.
In the language of Tacitus, *' Arminius was doubtless

of the continent of Africa,

now Cape

{Piol., 1, 9, p. 11.)
Guarda/ui.
Arpi, a city of Apulia, in the interior of Daunia, remarkable for its antiquity.
Its first name was
Argyrippa, an appellation supposed to be modified from

He fought against the
deliverer of Germany.
Romans, not like other kings and generals, when they 'Apyof 'iTTTTfov, the name which it received originally
were weak, but when their empire was mighty and from its founder Diomede. When Arpi is first mtrotheir renown
Fortune, indeed, sometimes duced to our notice in the history of Rome, it is rep
glorious.
deserted him
but, even when conquered, his noble resented as an Apulian city of no great importance,
character and his extensive influence commanded the and of which the Romans possessed themselves withveneration of his conquerors.
For twelve years he out difficulty. {Liv., 9, 13.) In the second Punic
presided over the destinies of Germany, to the com- war it fell into the hands of Hannibal after the battle
and, after his of Cannae {Polyb., 3, 88 and 118), but was recovered
plete satisfaction of his countrymen
death, they paid him divine honours."
{Tacit., Ann., by the Romans.
Arpi was greatly reduced in the
If we dwell a moment on the results of his time of Strabo (283), but still continued to exist un2, 88.)
victory, we will find that it had a decided influence on der Constantine as an episcopal see.
{Cramer's Anthe whole character of Germany, political and liter- cient Italy, vol. 2, p. 282.)
Arpinum, a small town of Latium, southeast of
ary ; because it is evident that, had the Romans remained in quiet possession of the country, they would Rome, still known by the name of Arpino. It is renhave given a tone to all its institutions and its lan- dered illustrious in the page of history for having
as was the case with all the other countries of given birth to Marius and Cicero.
It
originally bethe

;

;

fuage,
The reason, therefore,
lurope conquered by them.
why the language of the Germans remained in a great
unmixed
and
uninfluenced
with,
degree
by, the Latin,
their political institutions retained so much
of their ancient character, is to be found in the victory
of Arminius. {Encyclop. Americ., vol. 1, p. 375, seqq.

and why

—Btbl. Univ.,
der Deutschen,

vol.

2,

p.

It is now Civitella
Nuceria, and near the Tiber.
d'Arno. {Pltn., 3, U.—SiL Hal., 8, 458.)
Arnobius, I. the Elder, called also the African,
was born at Sicca Venerea in Numidia, in the latter
He was at first a pagan, and
part of the third century.
taught rhetoric in his native city, where he acquired a
high reputation; but he subsequently embraced Chris-

moved thereto by dreams, according to
{Chron. ad ann. xx. Const.
Compare de
vir. ill., 79).
As, however, he had warmly attacked
Christianity before his conversion, in the course of his
public lectures, the bishop of Sicca refused to admit
him within the pale of the church until he had evinced the sincerity of his conversion by some open act.
In consequence of this, while yet a catechumen, he
wrote a work entitled Libri vii. adversus gentes, in
which he refuted the objections of the heathen against
This work beChristianity with spirit and learning.
trays, as may well be expected, a defective knowledge
of the Christian religion, but it is rich in materials for
the understanding of Greek and Roman
mythology
hence it is one of the writings of the Latin fathers,
like
the
works
of
his
which,
disciple Lactantius, are
have given
particularly valued by philologists.
above the more correct title of the work of Arnobius.
It is
commonly, but less correctly, called Libri vii.
disputationum adversus gentes.
{Le Nourry, Apparat. ad Bibl. Patr., 2, p. 285.— fiaAr, ChnstlichRom. TheoL, p. 67.) The latest and best edition of
Arnobius is that of Orellius {Lips., 1816, 8vo).
being

—

St. Jerome.

:

We

—

The

younger, a Gallic divine in the last half of
the 5th century.
have from him an insignificant
commentary on the Psalms, which betrays the principles of the Semi- Pelagians.
{B'dhr, I. c.)
Arnus, a river of Etruria, rising in the Umbrian
into
the Mediterranean.
It
Apennines, and falling
is now the Arno.
On its banks stood Florentia, the
modern Florence, and near its mouth Pisae, now Pisa.
The portus Pisanus was at the very mouth. {Strab.,
II.

We

i^.—Rutil.,

course, frequent mention
cero's letters: he

is

made

was fond of

of

Arpinum

in

his native place,

Ci-

and

the rude and primitive
simplicity of its customs, applying to it those lines of
the Odyssey (1, 27, seqq.) in which Ulysses expresses
his love for Ithaca.
{Cramer^s Ancient Italy, vol. 2,

480.—Menzel, Geschichte dwells with complacency on

p. 58.)

Armorica.
Vid. Aremorica.
Arna, I. a city of Lycia, called afterward Xanthus.
{Vid. Xanthus.)— II. a town of Umbria, west of

tianity,

longed to the Volsci, but was taken by the Samnites,
from whom it was again wrested by the Romans.
It became a municipal town, and its
{Liv., 9, 44.)
citizens were enrolled in the Cornelian tribe.
Of

Itin., 1, 531.)
AftdE, one of the three towns of Achaia on the site

114, seqq.)

p.

Arria, the wife of Caecina

Her husband,

Paetus.

man

of consular rank, having taken part in«the unsuccessful revolt of Scribonianus, in Illyricum, against
the Emperor Claudius, was brought to Rome for trial.
Arria, finding all means of saving him ineffectual, and
perceiving him, at the same time, destitute of sufficient courage to destroy himself, plunged a dagger
into her own bosom in the presence of her husband,
and then drawing it forth, handed the weapon to him,
" it does not
calmly remarking at the time,
pain.^*
Martial has made this the subject of an epigram (1,
a

14).

a Greek historian, a native of Nicoin the second century under
Hadrian and the Antonines. In his own country he
was a priest of Ceres and Proserpina but, taking up
his residence at Rome, he became a disciple of Epictetus.
He was honoured with the citizenship of

Arrianus,

mcdia,

who

I.

flourished

;

Rome, and appointed prefect of Cappadocia by the
Emperor Hadrian, who patronised him on account of
and talents. In this capacity he distinguished himself by his prudence and valour in the
war against the Massagetae, and was afterward advanced to the senatorial and even consular dignities.
Like Xenophon, he united the literary with the miliand
tary character, was conversant with philosophy
and intimate with those who cultivated them.
his learning

learning,

No

less than seven of the epistles of Pliny the youngHis historical writing*
er are addressed to Arrian.
were numerous ; but of these, with the exception of

some fragments in Photius, only two remain. The
of
composed of seven books on the expedition

first is

from the
Alexander, which, being principally compiled
memoirs of Ptolemy Lagus and Aristobulus, who both
served under that king, are deemed proporlionably vala politician, posuable.
Arrian, himself a soldier and
sessed a sounder judgment than Quintus Curtiua, and
To this work is addindulged less in the marvellous.
ed a book on the affairs of India, which pursues the
but is not deemed of equal auhistory of Alexander,
An epistle from Arrian to
thority with the former.
^
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Hadrian
Periplus of the
Euxine," probably written while he was prefect of
There are, besides, under the name of
Cappadocia.
Arrian, "a treatise on Tactics;" "a Periplus of the
Erythrean Sea," of which the authority is doubtful ;
" Enchirid" a treatise on Hounds and
Hunting ;" an
ion," or Manual, exhibiiing an abstract of the doc"
and the
trines of Epictetus
Discourses," or Dissertations of that philosopher, compiled from notes
taken during his lectures. The best editions of Arrian's Expedition of Alexander are, that of Gronovius
{Lugd Bat., 1704, fol), and that of Schmieder ^Ltp*.,
1798, 8vo). The edition of Raphelius {Amst., 1757,
8vo) is, with the exception of the Greek index, almost wholly derived from that of Gronovius. Of the
Indian history, the best edition is that of Schmieder
Of his Enchiridion, that of Upton
(/fa/cB, 1798, 8vo).
{Lond., 1739, 4to), and that of Schweighaeuser {Lips.,
1799, 8vo), forming part of the edition of the Discourses, by the same, which last-mentioned work is in
5 vols. 8vo, Lips., 1799-1801. Of tho rest of his
works, the best edition is that of Blancard, Amst.,
1683, 8vo. The edition of his geographical writings,
is also extant, entitled,

;

Armenia, who was on

the throne when Julian marched against Sapor, and was ordered to furnish auxiliaWhen Jovian, after the
ries for the Roman army.
death of Julian, was compelled to sign an ignominious
treaty of peace, Arsaces, by the very terms of it, was
left to the mercy of the Persians, and was soon after
entrapped and slain, {Amm. Marcell., 23, 2, seq.

—

Id., 25, 7, et 12.)

Arsacid.*:, a name given to some of the monarchs
of Parthia, in descent from Arsaces, the founder of the
Their power subsisted till the 226ih year of
empire.
the Christian era, when the dynasty of the Sassanides

was founded by Artaxerxes.

{Vid. Arsaces

I.,

and

Artabanus V.)

ARSAM0SATA,a city of Armenia Major, in the southwestern angle of the district of Sophene, and 70 miles
from the Euphrates. It is now Sirmat.
Another
form of the ancient name is Armosata. {Plin., 6, 9.
lib.
Exc.
\.—
vii.,
8, 25,
Tacit., 15, 10.)
-^Polyh.,
Arsanias, I. a river of Armenia Major, which
D'Anville and Mannert, but especially the latter, consider as another name for the southern arm of the EuII. There was another
{Vtd. Euphrates.)
phrates.
II.
river of the same name lower down, which flowed
by Stuckius, Genev., 1577, fol., is also valuable.
A Roman lawyer, whose era is unknown. A work of from the northwest through Sophene, and entered the
" De
Interdictis,^^ is mentioned in lib. 2, D. V., 3, Euphrates below Mehtene, on which Arsamosata was
his,
This is now the Arsen. {Pliny, 5, 24.
III. A poet who wrote an epic poem situate.
de haired, petit.
also another poem on Atin 24 books on Alexander
Tacit., 15, 15.)
He likewise translated Virtalus, king of Pergamus.
Ahses, the youngest son of Ochus, whom the euinto Greek verse.
nuch Bagoas raised to the throne of Persia, and de{Suidas, s. v.)
gil's Georgics
Arrius, a noted gourmand, mentioned by Horace. stroyed with his children after a reign of three years.
The poet alludes to an entertainment such as he {Vid. Bagoas.)
should direct, which would of course be no unexpenArsia, a small river between Illyricum and Histria,
and forming the limit of Italy in that quarter, after
sive one.
{Serm., 2, 3, 86.)
Arsaces, I. a man of obscure origin, who incited Histria was added to Italy by Augustus. {Plin., 3,
the Parthians to revolt from the power of the Seleu- \9.—Flor., 2, 5.)
Arsinok, I. daughter of Meleager, and mother of
cidse, 8(fcd was elevated to the throne on account of
Justm (41, 4) makes this revolt to have Ptolemy I., of Egypt, by Philip, father of Alexander.
his success.
taken place during the reign of Seleucus Callinicus, During her pregnancy she was married to Lagus.
II.
son of Antiochus Fheos, but his account is inconsist- Daughter of Ptolemy I., of Egypt, and Berenice.
She
ent with his date. Arrian {ap. Phot., Cod., 58) seems married Lysimachus, king of 'Ihrace, who was already
while Ap- advanced in years, by whom she had several children.
to fix the revo4t in the reign of Antiochus
pian {Bell. Syr., 65) places it at the death of this Lysimachus, setting out for Asia, left her in Macedomonarch. Possibly, the establishment of the Parthian nia, with two sons, Lysimachus and Philip, a part of the
power was gradual, and was not completed till the fruits of their union. This monarch having been slain
reign of Seleucus. (Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 2, p. 18.) in an expedition, Ptolemy Ceraunus seized on MacedoArsaces defeated Seleucus in battle, and when this nia, but could not take the city of Cassandria, where
monarch made a second expedition intoParthia,he took Arsinoe had taken refuge with her children. He therehim prisoner and kept him long in captivity. {Posi- fore offered her his hand in marriage, and with much
But no sooner had he
don., ap. Athcn., 4, p. 153, a.) Arsaces then laid the difficulty obtained heur consent.
foundation of the Parthian empire, and his successors been admitted into the city for the purpose of celebratook from him the name of Arsacidas.
According to ting the nuptials, than he caused her two sons to be
Justin (/. c), who seems confirmed by Strabo (515), slain, and exiled Arsinoe herself to Samothrace. From
he reigned long and died in old age according to this island she soon took her departure to wed PtoleSyncellus (p. 284, c), who quotes from Arrian, he my Philadelphus, her own brother, the first instance
reigned only two years. {Clinton, I. c.) II. The of this kind of union, and which became afterward so
second of the name, son of the preceding, succeeded common in the time of the Ptolemies. Although many
his father on the Parthian throne, and was, like him, years older than Ptolemy, she nevertheless inspired him
a warlike prince. While Antiochus the Great was en- with such a passion, that, after her death, he gave her
gaged in a war with Ptolemy Philopator, of Egypt, name to one of the nomes of Egypt ( Arsinoitis), and to
Arsaces made himself master of Media. Antiochus, several cities both in that country and elsewhere. He
when the war with Ptolemy was ended, marched even gave orders to have a temple erected to her, but
of the architect prevented the
against the Parthian king, drove him not only from his own death and that
It was intended to have had
Media, but from his own kingdom, and compelled him fulfilment of his wishes.
to take refuge in Hyrcania.
Having subsequently, the ceiling of loadstone, and the statue of iron, in order
however, collected a numerous army, Arsaces appeared that the latter might appear to be suspended in the air.
II. Daughter of Lysimachus,
to Antiochus so formidable an antagonist, that the lat- {Plin., 34, 14.)
king of
ter was glad to confirm to him the possession of Hyr- Thrace, and the earlier wife of Ptolemy Philadelphus.
cania as well as Parthia, on the sole condition of his She became by him the mother of Ptolemy III. (EuerArsaces left his getes), Lysimachus, and Berenice. After Ptolemy's
concluding an alliance with him.
throne to his son Arsaces Priapatius or Phriapatus. union with Arsinoe, his own sister, she was banished
5.—
The charge brought against her was a
Clinton, Fast. to Coptos.
{Polyb., 10, 27.— Justin, 41,
III. Daughter of PtolHell., vol. 2, p. 315.)— III. The third of the name, design to overthrow her rival.
son of the preceding, surnamed Priapatius or Phria- emy III., and Berenice, married Ptolemy Philopator,
Her husband subsequently having bepatus. He reigned 15 yearfc, and left the kingdom to her brother.
his son Phraates.
{Justin, 41, 5.)— IV. A king of come enamoured of Agathoclea, and being completely

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

:

—

—

—
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ruled by this female and her brothers,

was induced,

at

—

Arsinoe to be put to death.
IV. A daughter of Ptolemy Aulctes, proclaimed queen
by Ganymedes, when Caesar attacked Alexandrea.
She was conquered, and brought in triumph to Rome
but, as this proved unpleasing to the people, she was
their instigat'on, to order

;

set at liberty.

Subsequently,

at the instigation of her

sister Cleopatra, she was put to death by the
orders of Antony, in the temple of Diana at Miletus.

younger

(Hirt, Bell. Alcx.,i.—Appian, Bell. Civ., 6, 9.)— V.
city of Egypt, the capital of the Arsinoitic nome,
lying to the west of the Nile, and between HeracleoIt derived its name
polis Magna and Lake Moeris.
from Arsinoe, the sister and queen of Ptolemy Phila-

A

the Asiatic shore of the Hellespont, was sent back
by
to Susa, to act as viceroy or
regent in his absence.

him

(Herod.,

7, 10,

scqq.—ld.,

7, 17.--/d., 7, 62.)

If th«

be true, Artabanus must
always have possessed great influence with Xerxes,
since, according to the Greek writer, the monarch
owed his crown to his uncle, who was appointed by
the Persians to decide between Xerxes and his elder
brother Ariamenes.
Artabanus adjudged the kingdom
to the former, as
having been born after his father came
to the throne, and as being the son of Atossa the
story related by

Plutarch

{Plut., dcfrat. am., p. 488,/, p.
daughter of Cyrus.
988, Wyttenb.
Compare the account given by Hehave nothing farther of
rodotus, 7, 1, scqq.)
The earlier appellation was the " City of Artabanus in history. He is by no means to be condelphus.
Crocodiles," as the Greeks translated it (Crocodilo- founded with the individual of the same name (ArtaThis last- banus II.) who slew Xerxes. {Bdhr, ad Ctes., c. 20,
polis. KpoKoSnXuv itoXtg, Herod., 2, 148).
mentioned name arose from the circumstance of the p. 151. Larcher, ad Ctes., vol. 6, p. 287.) II. An
crocodile's being worshipped here
and a tamed rep- Hyrcanian, captain of the guards of Xerxes, and for a
resentative of this fearful class of creatures was care- long time one of his greatest favourites.
When the
fully nurtured and attended to in an adjacent pond or monarch, after his return from Greece, gave himself
tank.
Strabo gives an account, as an eyewitness, of up to a life of dissolute pleasure, Artabanus conceived
this curious custom.
The bodies of the sacred croco- this to be a favourable opportunity for seizing on the
diles were deposited after death in the cells of the throne, and, having conspired with Mlthradates, one of
The Egyptians the eunuchs of the palace, and chamberlain to the king,
Labyrinth, which stood near the city.
honoured the crocodile here, because it was conse- he introduced himself by night into the royal apartcrated to Typhon, their evil genius, whom they dread- ment, and slew Xerxes, B.C. 464.
After perpetrating
ed, and sought to appease by worshipping an animal the deed, he ran to Artaxerxes, the son of the monarch,
which was his symbolical image. The city of Arsinoe and told him that Darius, his elder brother, had just
is now a
Artaxerxes believed the story,
pile of ruins, which lie not far to the north of murdered his father.
the modern Medinet el Faioum.
Jomard gives an ac- and his brother was immediately arrested and put tc
curate description of them.
After the new monarch had ascended the
(Descript. de VEgypte, death.
vol. 4, p. 446.)— VI. A
city of Egypt, at the head of throne, Artabanus conspired against his Hfe, but was
the Sinus Arabicus, and not far from the spot where betrayed by Megabyzus, an accomplice of his, and put
stands the modem Suez.
Such is the account of Ctesias (c. 30),
Philadelphus constructed to death.
the harbour, and called the place after his sister and which Larcher very justly prefers to the statements of
queen Arsinoe. In its immediate vicinity lay the city Justin (3, 1) and Diodorus Siculus (10, 19), both of
of Cleopatris, of later erection, and, in consequence of which appear tinged with absurdity.
III. A monarch
their proximity, both places were often called by the of Parthia, known as Artabanus II., or Arsaces VIII.
common name of Cleopatris, though actually distinct He succeeded his nephew Phraates II. (Arsaces
Arsinoe was connected with VII.), and was killed in a war with the Thogarii, a
{Strab., 805.)
spots.
the Nile by means of the canal of Ptolemy, and for a Scythian nation.
IV.
monarch of
{Justin, 42, 2.)
long period was the very life of the navigation on the Parthia, known as Artabanus III., or Arsaces XIX.
Sinus Arabicus, forming the connecting link between He succeeded Vonones I., whom he drove from the
the traffic of Egypt and that of the East.
In process throne, having himself previously reigned in Media.
of time, however, the dangerous navigation of the upper Faithful to the Romans, his protectors, as
long as Gerof the gulf induced the Ptolemies to construct manicus
inspired him with fear, he became, after the
part
harbours lower down, and Arsinoe from this time sank death of this commander, cruel and
oppressive to his
in importance, and
His people
finally disappeared from notice.
subjects, and arrogant towards Rome.

—

We

—

—

;

—

—

A

The Peutinger

complained of him to Tiberius, who named for them
This individual, however, dying
Phraates as king.
on the route, the emperor nominated Tiridates. Artapt.
p.
VII. A city of Cilicia Trachea, on the coast, be- banus fled into
Scythia, but, being encouraged by the
tween Celenderis and the mouth of the Arymagdus. eflfeminacy of Tiridates, he took up arms again, and reVlil.
Another
name for Patara, in covered his kingdom. The death of Tiberius saved hira
(F/tn., 5, 27.)
{Vid. Patara.)— IX. A town of Cyprus, near from punishment, and he made his peace with Caligula
Lycia.
the promontory of Ammochostus.
X. by dint of flatteries.
Still, however, he was once more
{Strab., 682.)
A harbour of Egypt, on the Sinus Arabicus, below Phi- driven out by his subjects, and only returned eventually
loterae Portus.
{Plin., 6, 29.)— XI. Another harbour, to die in his kingdom, about 44 A.D.
{Tacit., Ann.,
m the regio Troglodytica, in the vicinity of Dirae. 2, b%.~Id. ih., 6, Z\.—Id. tb., 6, 43, &c.)— V. A king
of the Parthians, son of Vologeses IV., ascended the
{Mela, 3, 8.—Artemid., ap. Slrab.)
Arsissa palus, a great lake in the southern part of throne A.D. 216. His historical name is Artabanus
Armenia Major, now the Lake of Van. It was on its IV., or Arsaces XXXI. He had hardly commenced
northern side embellished with cities, which were his
The
reign when he was menaced by Caracalla.
better known to the Byzantine writers than
order
they had emperor demanded his daughter in marriage, in
been before, viz., Chaliat or Atldat, Arzes or
The
Argish, to have a pretext for war in case he refused.
and Perkri. This sheet of water is also sometimes Parthian
and the Roman army
king, however, assented,
where
called, in Armenian geography, the Lake of Besnouikh, was allowed to approach the Parthian capital,
But on a
from the district of that name in which it is situate. Artabanus met it with a brilliant cortege.
table, in the third century, makes mention of the place, but the
Itinerary of Antonine passes
over in silence.
1,
(Mannert, vol. 10,
517.)

it

—

—

—

The name Besnouikh

is deduced from that of Basus,
grandson of Haig, the first ruler of Armenia. ( Wahl,
Vorder und Miitel Asien,
p. 508.)
Artabanits, I. son of Hystaspes, was brother to
Darius the First.
He endeavoured to dissuade his
nephew Xerxes from making war upon the Greeks, but
to no effect ;
the monarch to
and, after

a

accompanying

the followers

upon
given signal, the Roman troops
of the monarch, and an indiscriminate massacre ensued,
with
himself
from which Artabanus
difficulty escaped.
fell

Carracalla thereupon pillaged the surrounding country,

and then returned to Mesopotamia. Artabanus, burnthe largest army which the
ing for revenge, assembled
Parthians had ever as yet raised, crossed the Euphrates,
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laid 'vaste everything with fire and sword, and enMacrinus had
countered the Rx>man forces in Syria.
succeeded Caracalla.
bloody battle ensued, which
On the third day, a herald from
lasted for two days.

A

Romans announced

the fact of Caracalla's being
dead, and that Macrinus was his successor, and also
proposed a treaty of peace between the two empires.
The Romans accordingly restored the prisoners they
had taken, paid the expenses of the war, and Artathe

His prosperity, however,
was of short duration. Ardshir Babegan, or Artaxerxes, excited the Persians to revolt, and Artabanus
was defeated, taken prisoner, and put to death. With
him ended the Parthian dynasty of the Arsacidse. The
family itself, however, was not extinct in the person
of Artabanus, but continued to reign in Armenia, as
banus returned

to his capital.

tributary to the new Persian dynasty, until the time of
Justinian.
(Biogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 540.)
Artabazos, I. son of Pharnaces, commander of the

Parthians and Chorasmians

in the army of Xerxes.
escorted this monarch through Europe to Asia,
alter the battle of Salamis, at the head of sixty thousand
mt^n, and rejoined Mardonius before the battle of PlaHe endeavoured to dissuade him from engaging in
tae^v.
this conflict, but to no purpose
and, after the death of
Maidonius, succeeded in retreating to Asia with the
residue of his own forces, having obtained a safe passage through Thessaly by assuring the inhabitants that
Mardonius had defeated the Greeks. {Herod., 7, 66.

Pile

;

A general

Artaxata,

a strongly fortified

town of Upper Ar-

menia, the capital of the empire, built upon a plain
which Hannibal recommended as a proper site for the
Near it ran the Araxes. It
capital to King Artaxias.
was burned by Corbulo, and rebuilt by Tiridates, who
called it Neronea, in honour of Nero.
It is now Ardesk.

{Plm.,

39, et

41.— Jd.

6,

3, 5.— Tacit., Ann., 13,
23.— Id. ib., 15, 15.— Strab.,

9.—Flor.,

ib., 14,

363.)

Artaxerxes, I. a name common to some of the
kings of Persia, and the meaning of which will be considered at the close of this article.
The first of the

name succeeded

his father Xerxes,

who had been

as-

sassinated by Artabanus, captain of the royal guards.
After discovering and punishing the murderer of his
father, and bringing to a close a war in Bactria, occasioned by the revolt of a satrap, he reduced to obedience the Egyptians, who had revolted under Inarus,
and who had been aided by the Athenians. Though
severe in the earlier part of his reign, he became con-

This
spicuous afterward for mildness and moderation.
Artaxerxes was called MaKpox^tp {Longimanus), from
the extraordinary length of his arms, according to
Strabo, which, on his standing straight, could reach his
knees ; but, according to Plutarch, because his right
hand was longer than his left. He reigned thirty years,

and died B.C. 425. {Ctes., Pers., c. 30, seqq., p. 71,
Plut., Vit. Artax., init.)—\\. The
seqq., ed B'dhr.
second of the name, was surnamed M.vfjuuv {Mnemon),

—

on account of his extraordinary memory. He was son
of Darius the Second, by Parysatis, the daughter of
Artaxerxes Longimanus, and had three brothers, Cyrus,
Ostanes, and Oxathres. His name was Arsaces, which
he changed into Artaxerxes when he ascended the
His brother Cyrus was of an ambitious disagainst Ochus, but, after fleeing into Macedonia, was throne.
pardoned by that prince. He fought in the battle of position, and he resolved to make himself king in op-

—Id., 8,126.— Id.,9,U.— Id., 9,89.)— U.

He remained faithful to
of Artaxerxcs Longimanus.
this prince as long as he reigned, and did everything
in his power to conquer Datames, who had revolted
He himself subsequently revolted
against the king.
Arbela,

<m

the side of Darius, and, after the death of

surrendered himself to Alexander, who
him satrap of Bactriana. He had a large number

that prin.ce

made

to Artaxerxes.
Parysatis always favoured
and when he was accused by Tissaphemes of
his pardon by
plotting against his brother, she obtained
her influence and entreaties.
According to Xenophon

position

Cyrus

;

to whom Alexander assigned governments.
His daughters were married, one to Ptolemy, son of {Anab., 1, 1), it was irritation against his brother for
to revolt
Lagus another to Eumenes, of Cardia and a third listening to this charge that induced Cyrus
to Seleucus.
and aspire to the throne. Another reason, however,
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 542.)
Artabrum Promontorium, a promontory on the still more powerful in the eyes of an ambitious prince,
northweste rn coast of Spain, now Cape Finisterre, in would likewise appear to have urged him on to the
It was sometimes called Celticum PromonGallicia.
Artaxerxes had been bom before his father's
step.
torium {Pli.n., 4, 22), and also Nerium. {Strab., 106.)
accession to the empire, whereas Cyrus was born the

of sons,

;

;

now

son of a king, a distinction somewhat similar to that
which had given Xerxes the throne. ( Vid. Artabanus,
Slrab., 350.)
I.)
Cyrus had been appointed by his brother satrap
Artageras or Artaoicerta, a town of Armenia of Lydia, and had also the command assigned him of
of
Major, northeast of Amida, where Caius Caesar, a whatever forces the Dorian cities along the coast
nephew of Au^^ustus, was dangerously wounded by one Asia Minor might be required to send as auxiliaries to
Addruus. It .is now probably Ardis. {Veil. Paterc. the Persian armies. (Consult Schneider, ad Xen.,
2, 103.)
Anab., 1,1.) Taking advantage of this, he assembled
Artaphernes, I. a brother of Darius, and son of under various pretexts a numerous army, and at length
marched against his brother at the head of one hundred
{Herodot., 5, 25.)
Hystaspes, gove/nor of Sardis.
son of tht^ preceding, whom Darius sent into thousand barbarians, and nearly thirteen thousand
II.
Greece with Datis. He was conquered at the battle Greeks. Artaxerxes met him at Cunaxa with an army
of Marathon by Miltiades.
{Vid. Datis.
Herod., 4, of nine hundred thousand barbarians, and a brief conHe was slain
153— id, 5, 55.)
flict ensued, in which Cyrus was killed.
Artavasdes or Artabazus, king of Armenia, the in the very moment of victory for he had routed with
son and successor of Tigranes, began to reign about his body-guard the guards of the king, while the
70 B.C. It was piincipally through his treacherous Greeks were in full pursuit of that part of the king's
which had been opposed to them. The loss of
advice, as to the mode of entering Parthia, that Crassus

Artacoana,

on the

the capital of Aria,
now the Heri.

river Arius,

Herat, situate
(Arrian, 3, 25.

—

—

A

—

;

army

He was the battle was owing partly to the rash impetuosity of
expedition against that country.
to the
subsequently taken by Antony, to whom he had also Cyrus in charging the royal guards, and partly
acted a treacherous piirt in his Parthian expedition, circumstance of the Greeks having pursued too far the
who led him in triumph at Alexandrea. He was put barbarians opposed to them. Artaxerxes was wounded
to death, after the battle of Actium, by Cleopatra, who in the action by Cyrus's own hand, while Cyrus, on the
wished to obtain succours from the King of Media, and other hand, was slain by Mithradates, a young Persian
therefore sent him the head of Artavasdes, his ene- noble, and by a Carian soldier, having been wounded
was
my. The prince appears to have been a very well ed- in succession by each. So anxious, however,
ucated man.
He wrote in Greek two historical works, Artaxerxes to have it believed that he himself had slain
some tragedies, discourses', &c. {Plut., Vit. Anton., the young prince, thai both Mithradates and the Carian
lost their lives for boasting of the deed.
0.
failed in his

50, seqq.)

eventually

ARTAXERXES.

A

After the battle of Cunaxa, the Greeks began their
celebrated retreat, so graphic an account of which has
been preserved for us in the pages of Xenophon.
( Vid.

Artaxerxes was

Xenophon.)

now

peaceable possessor

the Lacedaemonians,
of the throne.
Being
who had embraced his brother's cause, he lent aid to
irritated at

Conon
means

the Athenian admiral, and succeeded by his
from Sparta the dominion of the

in

wresting
sea.
He then furnished the necessary means for rewalls of Athens, and finally, by employing
the
building
his gold in sowing dissensions among the Grecian
states, he forced Agesilaus to abandon the extensive
conquests he had already made in the Persian dominThe war at length was brought to a close by a
ions.
memorable treaty, by which the Greek Cities of Asia
were abandoned to his sway. Artaxerxes was not
successful in checking a revolt on the part of the Egyptians, nor was his march in person against the Cadusii,
He
in Upper Asia, crowned with any happier result.
entirely by his mother Parysatis, who, by
studying his inchnations, had gained a complete ascendency over him. After having put to death Darius,
his eldest son, for conspiring against him, he died at
the advanced age of ninety-four years, bowed down by
sorrow at the loss of two other sons whom Ochus, who
According
reigned after him, had managed to cut off.
to Diodorus, he was on the throne forty-three years
but according to Eusebius and the Alexandrine ChronPlutarch makes his reign sixty- two
icle, forty years.
(Diod.
years, but this is an error of a transcriber.
Sic, 13, 10^.— Clinton's Fast. He.ll., vol. 1, p. 316,
in. The third of the name, called previously
323.)
Ochus, and known in history as Artaxerxes Ochus, or

was governed

;

—

RT

him on his invading the Roman territory, and
forced him to retreat.
Artaxerxes was about to renew
the war with fresh forces, when he died.
To rare
and
heroic
prudence
courage he united a love of letters,
and is said to have composed several works.
He
reigned fourteen or fifteen years, and left the throne
feated

;

I

—

I.
V. A brother and successor of Sapor II,
died after a reign of four years, A.D. 384.
As
regards the form Artaxerxes ('A/jrofcp^jyf), which sometimes occurs, in editions, in place of the more common
Artaxerxes, consult the remarks of Bahr (ad Ctes., p.

to

Sapor

—

He

1
The name Artaxerxes is supposed to have
86, seqq. ).
been Artachshast or Artachshasta in Persian, and to
have been compounded of the Persian Art or Ard,
"
strong," and the Zendic Khshetro, Khshered, oxKhshe" a warrior."
Hence the appellation Artaxerxes
tra,

will signify "a strong or mighty warrior."
(Compare
Herodotus, 6, 98, kpra^ep^rj^, fiiya^ upijio^.) Others
and
make
write the Persian name thus, Arlahschelz,
" a
it
(Consult Bdhr, ad
equivalent to
great king."
RosenmiUler, Handbuch, &c., vol. 1,
Ctes., p. 187.
De Sacy, Memoires sur diverse anp. 373, n. 40.
tiquitis dc la Perse, p. 100.)
Artaxias, the name of three kings of Armenia.
I. The first
reigned in the Upper or Greater Armenia,
He gave an
with the consent of Antiochus the Great.
asylum to Hannibal at one time, and was also taken
prisoner by Antiochus Epiphanes, but afterward regainHe was
ed his liberty.
II. The son of Artavasdes.
'

—
—

—

—

own subjects, A.D. 20, and Tigranes
chosen as his successor. {Tacit., Ann., 2.) IH. Surnamed Zeno, son of Polemon. He was proclaimed
king of Armenia by Germanicus, in the place of Vekilled

by his

—

He nones, who was expelled the throne.
simply Ochus, succeeded his father Mnemon.
commenced his reign with the massacre of his brothers, 35. {Tacit., Ann., 6, 31.)
and of

was

at

having

all

who belonged

this

tinued the war

Egypt

revolt, Artaxerxes Mnemon
attempted to reduce it, and Ochus conby means of his generals.
Learning,

time in

in vain

to the royal family.

full

He

died A.D.

Artemidorus, I. a philosopher of Cnidus, who, having been intrusted by his friend Brutus with the secret oi
the conspiracy set on foot against Cassar, presented to

the latter a memorial containing an account of the whole
Egyptians indulged in railleries affair. Caesar received it as he was going to the senatehe held in his
against his person, and, moreover, that Phoenicia and house, and put it with other papers which
Cfyprus had also rebelled, he put himself at the head of hand, thinking it to be of no material consequence. Had
his armies, took Sidon through the treachery of iMentor, it been read by him, the whole plot would have been

however, that the

commander

of the Greek mercenaries, and made an
indiscriminate slaughter of the inhabitants.
He then
marched against Egypt, and reconquered it through
the military talents of Bagoas.
Once master of the
country, he gave himself up to all manner of cruelty,
destroyed the temples, insulted the Egyptian deities,
and. to crown all, caused the sacred Apis to be killed,
and his flesh served up for a repast. This conduct
excited the indignation of Bagoas, who, being an Egyptian by birth, was, of course, strongly attached to the
He concealed his angry feelreligion of his country.

however, until Ochus had returned to Persia, and
his indolent mode of life, giving up the reins
of government entirely to Bagoas.
The latter thereupon caused him to be poisoned, gave his body to be
devoured by cats, and, to indicate his cruelty of disposition, had sabre handles made of his bones.
Bagoas
placed on the vacant throne Arses, the youngest son
of Ochus, and put to death all the rest.
Ochus reigned
eleven years, not eighteen, as Manetho gives it.
{Julisoldier of
an, V. H., 6, 8.—Justi7i, 10, 3.)— IV.
fortune, founder of the dynasty of the Sassanidse, and
called by the Greek historians Artaxerxes.
His true
name was Ardechir Babegan, and he was the son or
of
an
individual
named
Sassan, who, though
grandson
in very reduced circumstances, claimed descent from
Artaxerxes Longimanus.
He succeeded in dethroning
Artabanus, the last of the Arsacidae, and thus laid the
foundation of the second or later Persian empire.
Although a usurper, Artaxerxes appears to have had a
peaceable reign, as far as the mternal affairs of his
kingdom were concerned. In his external relations he
came in contact with the Emperor Severus, who dcings,

resumed

A

Dd

—

II. A geographer of
{Plut , Vit. Cces.)
Ephesus, who flourished about 104 B.C. After having visited the coasts of the greater part of the Mediterranean, and having seen Gades and portions of the
Atlantic shores, as also the Sinus Arabicus or Red
Sea, he published a geographical work in eleven books,

crushed.

entitled

Teuypa^ovfieva.

More than

five

centuries

after this, Marcianus of Heraclea made an abridgment
have also re
of it, a part of which is preserved.

We

maining some other fragments of Artemidorus.

Athe-

naeus likewise cites his Ionic Memoirs, 'Iuviku vtvofiVTJ/MiTa. He is often referred to by Strabo, Pliny,
The remains of Arof Byzantium.
and

Stephanus
temidorus are given in the Minor Greek geograhpers
and Hudson, with the exception of one
Hoeschel
by

was
fragment, giving a description of the Nile, which
published for the first time by Berger in Aretin's Bey50.
tr'dge zur Gesch. und Lit., vol. 2, 1804 {May),y.
III. A native of Ephesus, who lived in the time of

—

the Antonincs, and who was surnamed, for distinction
from others, Daldiajius, because his mother had been
He published, under
born in Daldis, a city of Lydia.

the

title

tion of

of 'OveipoKptriKa, a work On the InterpretaIt contains all that
in five books.

Dreams,

the author had been able to collect during his travels
in Greece, Italy, and Asia, from those persons who»
in that superstitious age, had turned their attention to
The work, apart
so futile and illusory a subject.

from its main topic, conUins some very mteresting
information respecting ancient customs, and serves
also to explain many symbols and allegorical objects
connected with the sculpture of former times. It furnishes, moreover,

some important

aid in elucidating

m

ART

ARV

The style is marked by a cerpoints of mythology.
tain degree of neatness, if not elegance.
The best
edition is that of Reiff, Leips., 1805, 2 vols. 8vo.
IV.
physician in the age of Hadrian. He is charged

—

A

with having mutilated the works of Hippocrates.
Not
content with removing expressions that had fallen into
disuse, and substituting others that were more intelligible in his own day, he is said also to have interpolated he text, and to have struck out, at the same
I

time, whatever appeared to clash with the new matter
thus brought in by him.
Galen,
{Vid. Hippocrates.
comm. in lib. de nat. hum., p. 4
Sprengel, Hist.

Med.,

vol. 1, p.

uncertain.

is

—

A

V.
painter, whose country
flourished towards the end of the

294.)

He

—

—

century of our era, and is referred to by Martial
{Ep., 5, 40), who censures him. because, in painting
Venus, he did not give that soft gracefulness to her
person which other artists had done, but rather a degree of the austere dignity of Minerva.
{Sillig, Diet.
first

Art.,

s. V.)

('AprEfiig), the Greek name of Diana.
curious passage in Clemens Alexandrinus
{Strom., 1, p. 384, Pott.), it would appear, that the
goddess was called Artemis because of Phrygian origin
Hence Ja{^pvytav re ovaav, KeK^^adai 'Aprcficv).
blonski concludes, that the name itself is a Phrygian
one, and he compares it with the royal appellation Artemas, as given in Xenophon to a king of Phrygia.

Artemis

From

a

It is very probable, that the primi{Cyrop., 2, I, 5.)
tive root of the term Artemis is to be traced to the
Persian tongue (Arta, Arte, Art. Ar, all signifying
"
excellent"), and thus Artemis or Diana
"great," or
becomes identical with the " great" mother of Nature,
even as she was worshipped at Ephesus.
As a collateral confirmation of this etymology, we may state,

She was the daughter of Hecatomnns,'
preceding.
king of Caria, and married her brother Mausolus, a
species of union sanctioned by the customs of the
She lost her husband, who was remarkable
country.
for personal
beauty, B.C. 365, and she became, in conA splendid
sequence, a prey to the deepest affliction.
tomb was erected to his memory, called Mausoleum
{MavcruXslov, soil. fivTjfiElov, i. e., "tomb of Mausolus"), and the most noted writers of the day were invited to attend a literary contest, in which ample rewards were to be bestowed on those who should celebrate
with most ability the praises of the deceased.
Among
the individuals who came together on that occasion
to
Aulus
Gellius
were, according
(10, 18), Theopom-

The
pus, Theodectes, Naucrites, and even Isocrates.
{Aul. GelL, I. c.)
prize was won by Theopompus.
Valerius Maximus and Aulus Gellius relate a marvellous story concerning the excessivegrief of Artemisia.
They say that she actually mixed the ashes of her husband with water, and drank them off! ( Vol. iV/aa:.,4,6.)
The grief of Artemisia, poignant though it was, did not

cause her to neglect the care of her dominions ; she
conquered the isle of Rhodes, and gained possession
of some Greek cities on the main land
and yet it is
;

said that she died of grief two years after the loss of
her husband.
{Vitruv., 2, S.—Strah., 656.—P/tn.,

36, 5.)

Artemisium, a promontory of Euboea, on the northIt had a temple sacred to
western side of the island.
Off this coast
Artemis (Diana), whence its name.
the Greeks obtained their first victory over the fleet
of Xerxes, on the same day with the action of Thermopylae.

{Herod., 7, 175, &c.)
I. a city of Assyria, north of Seleucia,

Artemita,

and southwest of Apollonia. It appears to have been
that the Persians, according to Herodotus (7, 61), ori- the same with Dastagerda in the middle ages, and
{Tacit., 6, 41.
ginally called themselves Artcei {'Apraloi), which Hel- the Chalasar of more modern times.
lanicus makes equivalent to the Greek fjpi^eg, *' heroes,"
II. Another in ArPlin., 6, 26.— Jsirf., Charac.)
i. e.,
{Hellan., fragm., p. 97, menia Major, near its southern boundary, now Actamar
great, strong, powerful.
Stvrz.
Other or Van. It lay at the southeastern extremity of the
Id., ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Aprala)
derivations of the name Artemis are not so satisfacto- Arsissa Palus, now Lake of Van.
Sickler, for example, deduces it from the Semitic
Artemon, I. a celebrated mechanician, a native of
ry.
"a
"
Ar,
foe," and tama,
impurity," as indicating the ClazomensB, who was with Pericles at the siege of Safoe of what is unchaste, gloomy, or obscure. {Cadmus, mos, where it is said he invented the battering-ram, the
Welcker, on the other hand, regards it as an testudo, and other equally valuable military engines.
p. xc.)
epithet of the same nature with Opis and Nemesis, {Plut., Vit. PericL, c. 27.)-II. A native of Syria, one
and says that it is upi-Qi/ii^. {Schwenk, E/ymol. My- of the lower order, whose features resembled in the
thol. Andeut.,
The
Plato, in his Cratylus, derives strongest manner those of Antiochus Theos.
p. 263.)
"
"
whole,"
'Aprefic^ from uprefiTjq,
uninjured," and, queen, after the king's murder, made use of Artemon
*'
"
sound" and
therefore,
pure," as referring to the to represent her husband in a lingering state, that, by
This is about as correct his seeming to have died a natural death, she might convirgin purity of the goddess.
as the rest of Plato's attempts at etymology. ( Cratyl., ceal her guilt, and effect her wicked purpose.
(P/tn.,
Op., ed. Bekk.,\o\. 4, p. 248.— Consult Creu- 7, 10.)
p. 50.
a
to
a
vol.
name
zer, Symbolik,
2, p. 190.)
Artimpasa,
goddess among the
given
Artemisia, I. daughter of Lygdamis of Halicamas- Scythians, whose attributes resembled those of the Gresus, reigned over Halicarnassus, and also over Cos cian Venus. {Herod.,A,F>9.) Some read, in the text of
and other adjacent islands. She joined the fleet of Herodotus, 'ApcTrnarra {Arippnsa) others, with OriXerxes, when he invaded Greece, with five vessels, ffen {contr. Cels. V., p. 609), prefer ^AprifiTraaa.
the best equipped of the whole fleet after those of the Many consider the deity here mentioned to be none
and she displayed so much valour and skill other than the "Earth," the German Hertha, for, acSidonians
at the battle of Salamis, as to elicit from Xerxes the cording to Jamieson. the ancient Goths called Venus
" terrap dea."
The
well-known remark, that the men had acted like wom- lordem-asa, and Ardem-asa. i. e.,
en in the fight, and the women like men. The Athe- first part of the name reminds us at once of our English
"
frrfe," and the renians, indignant that a female should appear in arms term "earth," through the German
of 10,000 drachmae to mainder refers to iheAsi, or earliest deities of Asiatic and
against them, offered a reward
She however Scandinavian mythology. {Hermes Scythicus,\i. 120.)
any one who should take her prisoner.
Arvai.es or Ambarvai.es, a name given to twelve
{Herod., 7, 99.
Id., 8, 88.
escaped after the action.
If we are to believe Ptolemy Hephses- priests who celebrated the festivals called Ambarvaha.
Id., 8, 93.)
tion, a writer who mixed up many fables with some This sacerdotal order is said to have been instituted
truth, Artemisia subsequently conceived an attachment by Romulus in honour of his nurse Acca Laurentia,
and when one of them died,
for a youth of Abydos, named Dardanus
but, not who had twelve sons
meeting with a return for her passion, she put out his Romulus, to console her, offered to supply his place,
eyes while he slept, and then threw herself down from and called himself and the rest of her sons Fratrss
Their oflice was for life, and continued even
the lover's leap at the Promontory of Leucate.
{Ptol. Arvales.
They wore a crown made of
HephcBst., ap. Phot., Cod., 190, p. 153, Bekk.)—U. in captivity and exile
Another queen of Caria, not to be confounded with the the ears of wheat, and a white woollen wreath aro md

—

—

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

9lt

;

ASC

ASC

The hymn sung hy these priests was
their temples.
discovered in 1778, in opening the foundations of the
on a stone.
Consult
sacristy of St. Peter's, inscribed

As-gan3 of Scandinavian mythology. {Rttler's VorConsult remarks under the arti296, seqq.

—

halle, p.

cle Asi.)

Forcellini {Lex. Tot. Lat., s. v. Arvales), where the
is considered, whether the Arvales and the
Ambarvales were distinct priesthoods or not. Refer-

AsBVSTiK, a small inland tribe of Africa, situate between the Gilliganimae on the east, and the Auscbisat: on
the west {Herodot., 4, 170), and above Cyrenaica.
"
ence is there made to the work of Marinio,
Dcgli They had no communication with the coast, which was
AtlicJu Monumenti de* Fratelli Arvali, scolpiti gia in occupied by the Cyreneans.
According to Herodotus
tavole di marmo, ed ora raccoltiy diciferatie commen- (/. c), they were beyond all the Africans remarkable for
the use of chariots drawn by four horses.
tati.
Roma, 1795, 2 vols. 4to."
{Rennell,
Arueris, a god of the Egyptians, son of Isis and Geogr. Herod., vol. 2, p. 265.)
Osiris. (Vid. Horus.)
Ascalaphus, I. a son of Mars and Astyoche, went to
Arverni, a powerful people of Gaul, whose terri- the Trojan war at the head of the Orchomenians, with
He was killed by Deiphobus.
tories lay between the sources of the Elaver or Allier, his brother lalmenus.
and Duranius or Dordogne, branches of the Liger and {Horn., 11., 2, 513.) II. A son of Acheron by Gorgyra
The district is now Auvcrgne. Their or Orphne, stationed by Pluto to watch over Proserpina
Garumna.
now Clermont. They in the Elysian fields. It was he who testified to the
capital was Augustunometum,
were a powerful nation, and were only conquered after fact of Proserpina's having eaten a pomegranate seed
He was
Their name is supposed to be derived in the kingdom of Pluto. {Vid. Proserpina.)
great slaughter.
"
from Ar, or a/, "high," and Vcrann (Jearann), coun- changed into an owl for his mischief-making. {Ovid,
Another legend says that Ceres placed
(Thierry, Hist, des Gaulois, vol. Met., 5, 549 )
try'* or "region."
a large stone on him in Erebus, which Hercules rolled
2, p. 29.)
Ariusium Promontoriom, a promontory of Chios. away. {Apollod , I, 5, 3.— Id., 2, 5, 12) There
The adjacent country was famous for producing a are likewise other variations in the fable, as given by
wine ( Vinnm Ariusium) that was considered the best the ancient mythologists. According to Antoninus
Liberalis (c. 24), who quotes from Nicander, the name
of all the Greek wines.
{Virg., Eclog., 5, 71.
Plut., non posse suav. vivi, &c., c. 17. of the individual was Ascalabus, son of the nymph
Strab., 955.
Misme (M/a/z;;). His mother having handed Ceres a
^Clem. Alex., Pted., 2, 2.)
Ardns Tarquinius, I. a brother of Lucius Tar- drink when the latter was searching for her daughter,
He was of a meek and the goddess having, through excessive thirst,
quinius, or Tarquin the Proud.
and gentle spirit, and was married to the younger drained the cup at a single draught, Ascalabus, in deHis wife, a haughty and ambitious woman, rision, ordered a caldron to be brought ; whereupon
Tullia.
murdered him, according to the old legend, and mar- the offended deity changed him into a lizard. (Comried Tarquin the Proud, who had, in like manner, made pare Muncker, ad Anton. Lib., I. c., and Creuzcr,
question

—

—

—

away with his own spouse.
Rome, vol. 1, p. 41.) U.

—

Arnold's
I, 46.
son of Tarquin the
In the first conflict that took place after the
Proud.
expulsion of his father, he and Brutus slew each other.
(Liv., 2, e.— Arnold's Rome, vol. 1, p. 108.)
Ardntics, I a Roman writer, who, with an affectation of the style of Sallust, composed in the age of
Augustus a history of the first Punic war. (Voss., de
n. A Roman poet, whose full
Hist. Lat., 1, 18.)
name was Aruntius Stella. He is highly praised hy
Statius, who dedicated some of his productions to him,
and also by Martial. Among the works that he composed was a poem on the victory of Domitian over the
Sarniatae.
His writings have not come down to us.

—

{Liv.,

A

—

{Statius, Sylv., 1, 2, 17.— 7^. ih., 1, 2, 258,
Martial, 5, 59, 2.— Id., 12, 3, 11, &c.)
Arospex. Vid. Haruspex.

&c.—

Arxata, a town of Armenia Major, situate on the
Araxes, east of Artaxata, towards the confines of MeIt is probably the Naxuana of
dia.
{Strab.j 528.)
Ptolemy.
Aryandes, a Persian, appointed governor of Egypt
by Cambyses. He was put to death by Darius for issuins^ a silver

coinage in his

own name.

{Herodot.,

Symboiik,

vol. 4, p.

467, seqq.)

AscALON, a maritime town of Palestine, 320 furlongs from Jerusalem, between Azotus to the north,
and Gaza to the south. Venus Urania was worshipHer temple was pillaged, according
ped in this city.
to Herodotus, by the Scythians, B.(5. 630.
Here also
was worshipped the goddess Derceto. Ascalon was
taken from the Assyrians by the Persians, and afterward fell successively into the hands of Alexander the
Great, Ptolemy, and Antiochus I* but, during the
;

wars between Antiochus Epiphanes and his brother
Philopator, it became independent, and remained so
It was frequentuntil it fell under the Roman power.
ly taken by the Saracens, and suffered much during
the crusades.
Baldwin, king of Jerusalem, took it,
after a siege of five or six months, in 1153 or 1154, at
which time it was erected into an episcopal town ;
but, falling at length into the hands of the Turks, it was
almost destroyed, and is now an insignificant place,
which they occupy for the purpose of opposing the inIts modern name is Scalona.
roads of the Arabians.
Herod the Great was born in Ascalon, and hence received the appellation of Ascalonites.
{Plin., 5, 13.

—Amm.

MarcelL, 14, 26—Ptol., 5, 16.— Strabo,
Ant. Jud, 6, 1.)
AscANius, I. son of iEneas by Creiisa. According
to the old legend (for it is not right to dignify such
narratives with the name of history) he was saved from
the flames of Troy by his father, whom he accompa-

522.—Joseph.,

4, 166.)

Asander, a governor of the Cimmerian Bosporus
under Phamaces. He revolted against him B.C. 47;
and having defeated both him and his successor, obtained peaceable possession of the government, which was
afterward confirmed to him by Augustus. He separated
by a wall the Tauric Chersonese from the continent.

name was afterward changed
behaved with great valour in the war
the Latins, and
[Appian, Bell. Mithrad., 120. —Dio Cassius, 42, 46.) which his father carried on against
AsciBURGiuM, I. a Roman fortified post on the Ger- succeeded .^neas in the kingdom of I^atinus, and built
man side of the Rhine. Ptolemy places it where the Alba, to which he transferred the seat of his empire
Canal of Drusus joined the Yssel.
II. A town of
from Lavinium. The fabulous chronology of the Roto
Germany, placed by the Tab. Peuting. on the western man writers makes the descendants of Ascanius
bank of the Rhine, south of the modern Santen. have reigned in Alba for about 420 years, under fourAscanius him
(Compare Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 454.) Ritter teen kings, till the age of Numitor.
has some curious speculations upon the name of this self reigned, according to the same authorities, thirtywere passed at Lavinium,
place, and seeks to trace an analogy between it and eight years, of which thirty
He was succeeded by
that of the Aspurgiani, on the Palus Maeotis {Strabo, and the remainder at Alba.
Lavinia.
lulus,
405), as also between both of these and the famed Sylvius Posthumus, son of iEneas by

—

nied to Italy, where his
to lulus.

He

A

S

C

ASCLEPIADES.

the son of Ascanius, disputed the crown with him ;
but the Latins gave it in favour of Sylvius, as he was
descended from the family of Latinus, and Iiilus was
invested with the office of high-priest, which remained
a long while in his family.
Serv., ad
{Liv., 1, 3.

—

Virg., jEn.,
Vit.

Rom.)

—

1,

II.

270.— Dtonys.

Hal.,

1,

76.— Plut.,

A river of Bithynia, which discharged

into the Propontis the waters of the Lake Ascanius.
5, Z2.—Aristot., ap Schol. Apollon. R., 1,
III.
lake in the western part of Bithynia,
1177.)

{Plin.,

—

A

near the head waters of the Sinus Cianus.
At its
eastern extremity stood the city of Nicsea.
Aristotle
observes, that the waters of this lake were so impregnated with nitre, as to cleanse the clothes dipped
into them.
{Mirah. Auscult.,c. 54c.
Plin., 31, 10.)
According to Colonel Leake, the Ascanian Lake is
about ten miles long and four wide, surrounded on
three sides by steep v/oody slopes, behind which rise
the snowy summits of the range of Olympus.
{Leakeys

—

Asia Minor,

p. 7.

— Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 1, p.

180.)

AscLEPiKA {'XoKXTjiTUia), a festival in honour of
iEsculapius {'AaKXTjTno^), celebrated in several parts
of Greece, but nowhere with so much solemnity as at
One part of the celebration, as we learn
Epidaurus.
from Plato, consisted of contests in poetry and music.
{Plat., Ion. init.—Jul. Poll., 1, 37.— Pausan., 2,
Another form of the name is Asclepea ('A<t26, 7.)
K?.Tj-Eia), respecting which, consult the remarks of
Siebelis (ad Pausan., I. c).
AscLEPiADEs, I. the reputed descendants of .^Escu(^AoK^ijirtdc), consisting of several families
spread over Greece, and professing to have among
them certain secrets of the healing art handed down to
them from their great progenitor. The Asclepiades of
Epidaurus were among the most famous of the name.

lapius

The Asclepiades compelled

all

who were

into the mysteries of their science, to

initiated

swear by Apol-

iEsculapius, Hygiea, Panacea, and all the other
gods and goddesses, that they would not profane
the secrets of the healing art, but would only unfold
them to the children of their masters, or to those who
should have bound themselves by the same oath.
lo,

was not cultivated before the time of Prodicu*
of Selymbria, and Hippocrates confirms the assertion
of the philosopher.
{Sprengcl, Apol. d'Hippocr., pt.
tetics

11, p. 271.)
Anatomy, again, could not fiourish in
Greece, through the force of popular prejudice, and
these prejudices took their rise from the belief, that the
soul, after being disengaged from its material envelope,
was obliged to wander on the banks of the Styx until
the body was consigned to the earth or devoured by

the

flames.

Med.,

{Horn., E.,

23,

vol. 1, p. 169,
seqq.)

—

7i.—Sprengel, Hist.
A Greek physician,

II.

a native of Prusa in Bithynia, who lived in the age of
Cicero, and who was the first that brought the art of
medicine into reputation at Rome.
After having ac-

quired a name in Asia, he came to the capital of Italy,
B.C. 110, rejecting the offers of Miihradates, king of
AsPontus, who wished him to reside at his court.
clepiades was one of those ardent spirits destined to
a
revolution in whatever career they
bring about
move, and nature had endowed him with an attractive
kind of eloquence, which he often abused.
At Rome
he commenced giving lessons in rhetoric, but all of
a sudden, persuading himself, after a very superficial

acquaintance with medicine, that he was thoroughly
master of the art, he began to practice it. Unhappily,
he broijght into this new pursuit all the rash eagerness
of his independent spirit, and all the philosophical errors of opinion which, as a rhetorician, he had successThe Romans had given a favourable
ively adopted.
reception to Archagathus before Asclepiades came
among them, but they soon began to dislike his practice, from his having recourse frequently to painful
remedies.
Asclepiades, in order to gain a reputation,
He made
pursued a course directly opposite to this.
it a
point to give only such remedies as were agreeable and easy to bear.
He applied, moreover, to the
medical art all the erroneous philosophic notions of his
;
and, speaking in this way to the Romans of things
that entered into the plan of their studies, and alluring
them also by the charms of his eloquence, he was en-

day

abled to gain their confidence the more easily, from
being himself deceived into the belief that he was near
the truth.
Adopting the corpuscular philosophy of
(Consuh Hippocr.,5pKog illustratv.s a Meihomio, Alo, Epicurus, he made it the basis of his doctrine. He
L. B., 1643.)
may, in this point of view, regard misunderstood that of Hippocrates, the only true one.
as a locus classicus a passage of Galen, wherein he He even criticised openly the method of this great
states that medical knowledge was at first hereditary, physician, namely, the calm observation of nature, and
and that parents imparted it to their offspring as a called it, in derision, "the study of death" {&avuTov
kind of family prerogative or possession,
'i'his
Galen, de vena sect. adv. Erasistr., p.
usage, fie?i,iTijv.
however, became in process of time more relaxed, and 3). From Pliny's account of him, Asclepiades would
then medical secrets began to be imparted to stran- appear to have been nothing more than a successful
gers who had gone through the forms of initiation charlatan, who flattered the whims of his patients, and
(TeXeioi (ivSpec), and were in this way rendered less rejected all the tortures which, under the name of reguexclusive in their character.
{Galen, Administr. lar remedies, had been previously in vogue. He admitAnatom., lib. 2, p. 128.) It is for this reason that ted only five means of cure dieting, occasional abstiAristides, in a later age, remarks, that a knowledge of nence from wine, frictions, exercise on foot, and the
medicine was for a long time regarded as the attribute being carried in litters.
{Plin., 26, 3.) The appearof the family of the Asclepiades.
{Oral. Sacr., vol. ance, too, for the first time in Italy, of the disorder
And hence, too, Lucian makes a physician termed elephantiasis, and the alarm which it occasion1, p. 80.)
"
My sacred and mysterious oath compels me to ed, could not fail to add greatly to the reputation of a
say,
be silent." {Tragopod., p. 818.) The theurgic phy- medical man who was skilful in curing it. {Plut.,
sicians of the Alexandrean school re-established, at a Sympos. 8, qu. 9.)
Finally, the relations subsisting
subsequent period, this ancient custom, in order to im- between him and the most distinguished Romans of his

We

—

;

by the obligation of religious silence, a greater lime, especially Cicero, contributed greatly to his
degree of consideration to their superstitious practices. celebrity. {De Orat., 1, 14.) A singular circum{Alex. Trail., lib. 10, p. 593, ed. Guinth. Andernac.) stance also gained him great credit among the lower
The Asclepiades appear to have established, among orders. Happening to pass, on one occasion, near a
their disciples and in their manner of instructing, funeral train, he perceived that the body which was
part,

which we find existing also in the schools
They imparted the ordinary
philosophers.
branches of medical knowledge to those who were not
yet initiated, but their profound secrets {at aT:6pl)jjT0L

being conveyed to the funeral pile exhibited signs of
He immediately employed the most active meashfe.
ures for its resuscitation, and succeeded, to the great
astonishment of the by-standers, who regarded what he
SidaaKallat) only to those who had been admitted had done as a restoring from death to life, rather than
The Asclepiades neglected en- as an act of ordinary healing. Asclepiades used to
into their mysteries.
had never been sick and if we credit
tirely two essential parts of the healing art, diet and boast that he
Plato says that an acquaintance with die- Pliny, he did not even die of any malady, but from an
anatomy.

a distinction

of the

;

9Mh

A

A S C

S C

We

have some fragments
accident that befell him.
of his writings remaining, an edition of which was
given by Gumpert, with a preface by Griiner. Vimar.,
1794, 8vo.
Asclepiades was the founder of a school,
which enjoyed great celebrity among the ancients.
Stephanus of Byzantium gives the names of several
scholar of his,
of his
{s. V. Avf>i!>uxiov).

garded as a kind of funeral oflcring to those who had
committed suicide by hanging. There is evidenilv
some analogy, in both form and meaning, between the
Latin term oscilla and the Greek cier/cwAta, and the
common derivations given in either case cannot be
correct.
(Consult the etymology given by Servius, ad

not mentioned by the latter, namely, Themislo, was
the chief of the sect of the Methodists, as they were
termed.
Sprengel,
{Riogr. Univ., vol. 2, p. 564.
Hist. Med., 2, p. 3, seqq.)

AscoNius Pedianus, a grammarian, bom at Patavium, a little before the commencement of our era
{Madvig, de Pediani Comment. Disp. Crit., p. 16),
and who is known to modern times by his commentary
on the orations of Cicero.
The statement of Philargyrius, that Asconius had heard Virgil in his youth,
deserves no credit whatever {ad Virg., Eclog., 3,
106), since it is contradicted in effect by the remark of

A

pupils

—

AscLEPioDORUs, I. an Athenian painter, contemporathe former for the symmely with Apelles, who praised
and yielded him the palm in delintry of his productions,
a
eating the relative distances of objects. Mnaso, tyrant
of antiquity, employed him to paint the twelve deities
(Dii majores), and paid him 300 minas (over $5277)
II.
for each.
statuary, one of
{Pliny, 35, 10.)
those, according to Pliny (34, 8), who excelled in rep-

—

A

{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
resenting the philosophers.
AscLEPionoTUs, a native of Alexandrea, the disciand
of Proclus in eclectic
ple of Jacobus in medicine
a
philosophy, in both of which he acquired distinguishDamascius gave a long account of him
ed reputation.
in the Life of Isidorus, of which Suidas and Photius

In medicine he surpassed
have preserved fragments.
his instructer, and is said to have re-established the
use of white hellebore, with which he made some very

He was well acquainted also with
successful cures.
the virtues of plants, and with the history of animals ;
and made great progress also in the musical art.
Some wonderful stories are likewise related of him,
which would seem to place him in the class of ThauHe wrote a commentary on the Timaeus
maturgists.
of Plato,

which

is

now

lost.

{Photius, Cod., 242, vol.

343, seqq.)

2, p.

AscoLiA, a festival in honour of Bacchus, celebrated
by the Athenian husbandmen, who generally sacrificed
to the god, because that animal is a great enemy

tgoat

10 the vine.
They made a bottle or bag with the skin
of the victim, which they filled with wine, smearing
On this
at the same time the outer surface with oil.
they endeavoured to leap with one foot, and he that
first fixed himself was declared victor, and received

This was called uaKuXiu^eLv,
tov aoKOV aXXeadai, from leaping upon

the bottle as a reward.
irapu Tov
the bottle,

kiri

whence

the

name

of the festival

is

derived.

was also introduced into Italy under the name of
Vinalia, on which occasion the rustics put on hideous
masks of bark, and invoked Bacchus in joyful strains.
It

They
a

also

lofty

same time, little images on
images they called Oscilla.

the

hung up, at
These

pine.

(Schol. ad Aristoph., Plut.,

l\29—Virg., Georg., 2,
387, seqq.)
Spence gives engravings from several
are
on
which
represented, called oscilla
figures
gems,
or alupat.
They are found also in the paintings at
Herculaneum, and in Mercurialis {Art. Gymn 3, 8, p.
217).
Spence attributes the origin of this rite to the
popular belief, that when Bacchus turned his face to,

wards the

fields, their

fertility

was

assured.

Hence

they exposed these small figures to the winds, that
Some
they might be free to turn in any direction.
writers think that the oscilla were the same with phal-

symbols (compare Serv., ad Virg., I c), but this
{Turneb.,
opinion now finds few, if any, supporters.
Adv., 3, 20.
RoJle, Recherches sur le culte dc BacThe Athenians had their festi
chus, vol. 1, p. 312.)
val of oscilla, which they termed aiupai, and which
was said to have been instituted in memory of Erigone ; and hence Varro {ap. Serv. ad JEn., 12, 603)
gives another singular explanation to the custom of
suspending oscilla.
According to him, a rope was
suspended at either extremity from a beam or tree,
and in this way a swing was formed, to which a little
image or oscillum was suspended. The movement of
lic

—

|hi»

swing

to

and

fro,

with the image attached, was re-

—

Virg., I.e.)

St. Jerome, who informs us, that Asconius, in the 73d
year of his age, and in the 7th of Vespasian's reign,
suffered the loss of his sight, but still lived for twelve
{Hieron., in Chronic. Euseb., ad
years after this.
Olymp. ccxiii., 3.) Just as little credit is due to the

supposition of there having been two individuals named
Asconius, an earlier one, who was the friend of Livy
and Virgil, and wrote a commentary on Cicero's orations, and a later one, who was an historical writer.
All antiquity knows but one Asconius Pedianus.

Animadv. ad Euseb. Chron., p. 183, ed.
200, ed. 2.) Few particulars have reached us
He composed a work in derelative to Asconius.
fence of Virgil, now lost {Donat., in Vit. Virg., 16,
64), and another on the life of Sallust, which also has
He wrote likewise a commentary on
not reached us.
the Orations of Cicero, for the use of his own son {ad
Orat. pro Milon., 6), some portions of which have
The importance of these makes
reached our day.
us feel the more sensibly the loss of the other parts.
have fragments of the
{Madvig, p. 72, seqq.)
commentary on nine orations of Cicero the Divinaof
those
three
tio,
against Verres, the oration for Cornelius, the oration in tog. candid., that against Piso,
and those for Scaurus and for Milo. The character
of this commentary is in general historical, and Asconius appears in it as a man well acquainted with the
Frequently
history and earlier constitution of Rome.
he is our only authority for certain facts, since the
sources from which he has drawn, in such cases, no

{Jos., Seal
1.

—

—

p.

We

:

His Latinity is tolerably pure and corand comparatively free from the barbarisms of a
declining tongue ; always excepting the commentaries
on the Verrine orations, which are thought by the
learned to have been the work of a later writer, who
lived shortly after Servius and Donatus, and who probably derived his materials from some commentary of
It is to this same later writer,
Asconius. now lost.
and not to Asconius, that Niebuhr assigns the scholia
found by Mai, in 1814, in the Ambrosian palimpsest.
Bdhr,
{Nieb., ad Front. Op., ed. Berolin., p. xxxiv.
Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 539, srqq.)
AscR.\. a town of Boeotia, situate on a rocky sumlonger exist.
rect,

—

could boast of considerfounded, as the poet Hegesinous, quoted by Pausanias (9, 29), ass^erts, by
What rendered
Ephialtes and Otus, sons of Aloeus.
the place, however, most remarkable, was its having
been the residence of Hcsiod. The poet was not a
native of Cyme, but his father came from Cyme
to Ascra, his native city, as he himself informs u«
He does not give us a very
{Op. ct D., v. 635, seqq.).
From his
favourable idea of the climate of the place.

mil belonging to Helicon.

It

able antiquity, having been

is commonly called the
birthplace Ascra, Hesiod
his day only
Ascrean bard. Pausanias reports, that
one tower remained to mark the site of Ascra (9, 29).
that the village of Zagora repreDr. Clark

m

imagined

sents Ascra ; but Sir W. Gell is inclined to identify
observed on a lofty, bare,
it with an ancient tower he
of
conical rock ; which agrees with the topography
of Helicon, and
Strabo, who places it to the right

«13

ASI

A SI

from the east or rather southeast, and mention is mad«
of a country called Asa-land, and its metropolis AsAscuLUM, I. Picenum, a city of Picenum, so named gard, in the vicinity, or to the east, of the TanaTs,
It was from which Odin and the Asa? are said to have come
to distinguish it from the Asculura of Apulia.
situate in the interior, on the river Truentus, and some into Europe.
{Saga Olafs Trygg. Ed. Skalh., 2,
Strabo de- ^9.—Havn., 2, 18Z.—Append. Ed Jan., ed. Rask.^
distance to the southwest of Firmum.
see here, at
scribes it as a place of great strength, surrounded by p. 3^.—Magnusen, p. 287, 293 )
It was the first
walls and inaccessible heights.
city once, the striking analogy between Asen-land and
to declare against the Romans when the Social war Asia, and may easily suppose that by the former is
broke out, and its example was followed by the whole meant merely a part of the latter, and that the name
Asculum sustained, in the course of Asia itself means nothing more than the " land of the
of Picenum.
that war, a long and memorable siege against Pompey, Asi," or "the Holy Land."
("Asa, Asia, solum
who finally, however, compelled the place to surren- divinum, sacra terra.'"' Hickes, Thes. Ling. SepAs Odin and Buddha are the same
der, and caused several of the chiefs of the rebels to be tentr., 1, p. 193.)
beheaded.
(Lir., Efit., 76.— Veil. Paterc, 2, 21.— deity {vid. Odinus), the worship of the Asi is to be
the
IS.—
Vit.
to
remote
East as its native home, and
Bell.
38.—
referred
Florus, 3,
Civ., 1,
Pint.,
Appian,
learn from Pliny (3, 13) that Asculum Asgard near the Tanals must be regarded as merely
Pomp.)
was a Roman colony, and regarded as the chief city one of many sacerdotal stations where this worship
of Uie province.
It is now Ascoli.
II.
Apulum, a was observed, and whence colonies were sent forth.
city of
Apulia, to which the epithet Apulum was Traces of the root from which these names are derived
attached to distinguish it from Asculum in Picenum. may be found in several geographical appellations conIt was situate in the interior of Daunia, near the con- nected with the country around the Tanais.
Thus we
fines of Samnium, and is supposed to be represented have Caucasus {Cauc-asos, i. e., the mountain of the
by the modern town of Ascoli, which is about six miles Asi), the river Phasis {Ph-asis, i. e., the holy stream^
It was under the walls
the name Amazonius, sometimes applied to the Tato the southwest of Ordona.
of this place that Pyrrhus encountered a second time nais {Am-azonius, i. e., Am-azon), and we find it rethe Roman army, after having gained a signal victory tained even in the modern term Az-oph.
{Ritter^
in Lucania.
The action was attended with no advan- Vorkalle, p. 465.) Many other curious analogies prePausanias (3, 2, 45) makes mention
{Florus, 1, 18.— Plut., Vtt. sent themselves.
tage to either side.
Frontin., Stratcg., 1, 3.)
Frontinus, who of an ancient city in Laconia, named Las {L-as\
Pyrrh.
classes it among the colonies of Apulia, terms it Aus- which had succeeded a still earlier city of the same
clum.
This is probably the correct
as name, that had stood on Mount Asia {As-ia), and amid
orthography,
may be seen from coins, the inscription on which is the ruins of this latter place were the remains of ft
and
ATCKA.
ATCAI2N,
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, temple of Minerva Asia {As-ia, i. e., Asynia). Pauvol. 2, p. 288.)
sanias adds that Minerva Asia had also a temple
Vii. Hasdrubal.
AsDRiJBAL.
may compare with thie
among the Colchians.
Asi, or As.li: (in the old Scandinavian JEsir or Esir, the Doric form of the name of the goddess, as appearthe plural form of As), a general appellation
'Aaava {Asana, i. e., Asa-na in
given, ing in Aristophanes,
in the mythology of northern Europe, to the deities Asynia).
There was also in Crete a very ancient
that came in with Odin from the East.
{Sieph. Byz., p. 181,
Including this sanctuary of Jupiter Asius.
latter divinity they were twelve in number, according ed. Berk.)
The (ireek adjective oaiog {hos-ios), "sato some, thirteen {Magnusen, Boreal. Mythol. Lex , cred," may be traced to the same source, as well aa
was the same number of female dei- the earlier form of the Latin term ura, " an altar,"
p. 720). and there
While some are inclined to see in namely, asa {as-a. Aul. GclL, 4» 3.)
ties or Asyni(r.
may even
the Asi merely an Asiatic colony, wandering in from carry our speculations into the Hebrew tongue, and
"
the vicinity of the Don, others, with much more propri- connect with our subject the term Az,
mighty" of
"
ety, find in the name a curious chain of connexion bestrong," and the appellation Azazel {Asa-et), given
tween the early religions of the Eastern and European to an idol or false deity.
(Consult Gesen., Lex.
worlds.
The term As, in fact, appears to have been Hcbr., s. V.) If an etymology be sought for the name
an old appellation for deity, and meets us in numerous Asi, we may find it in the Sanscrit verb as, " to be,**
quarters, under various though not very dissimilar the participle of which, namely, sant, is analogous to
forms.
Thus, in the Coptic, Os is said to signify the Greek tjv, and reminds us of Zdv, one of the old
" Lord" or "
The
Deity ;" in the old Persian, good deities Greek names for Jupiter or the Supreme Being.
or spirits were called Ized, while by Berosus the gods Asi, then, are the " Beings,'* Kaf k^oxvv.
are termed hi.
{Kanne, System der Ind. Myth., p.
Asia, I. one of the three parts of the ancient worlds
" a lord"
228.) Again, in Sanscrit we have Isha,
separated from Europe by the iEgean» the Euxine, the
or " master," the feminine of which, Ishana, reminds Palus Maeotis, the Tanais or Don, and the Dwina ;
us at once of Asynia, a female deity, or Asa.
Among from Africa by the Red Sea and Isthmus of Suez.
the ancient Gauls, the supreme Being was denominated Asia is in its extent the largest continent, and in its
Esus or Hesvs, a name that connects the Druidical situation the most favoured by nature. Its square
worship with the East while among many nations of contents amount to 14,000,000 miles. In compariFinnish origin, in Asiatic Russia, we have such terms son with other countries it has advantages, and espefor deity as Eis, Ess, Essi, and Oss.
{Magmtsen, cially over Africa. These advantages consist in the
Heyd, Etymol. Versiich., Tubingen, character of its broken shore, the fruitful islands
p. 719, note.
It is curious to connect with this the account
which lie around it, its numerous gulfs that enter far
1824.)
given by the Roman writers, that in the Etrurian lan- into the land, its large rivers, and its few deserts in the
"
God."
There are two principal chains of mountinterior.
{Sueton., Aug., 97.
guage JEsar signified
Dio Cass., 56, 29. Hesych., s. v. Alaoi. Muller, ains extending from west to east. In the north, the
with
in antiquity was still without a name ; in
vol.
this
which
Etrusk.,
2, p. 81.)
Altai,
may compare
Branches of both
the old augural doctrine among the Etrurian priesthood, the south, the range of Taurus.
that the gods had their home or dwelling in the north, are the Caucasus, between the Black and Caspian
the Tmaus, along the golden desert (the desert
by which we see Scandinavia and Etruria brought sin- Seas
Dion. of C(tbi) ; the Paropamisus, on the northern side of
{Serv., ad Mn., 2, 693.
gularly into contact.
the Uralian chain, in antiquity still without a
Plut., Qucest. Rom., 7^.— Muller, India
Hal., 2, 5.
Etrusk., vol. 2, p. 126.)
Again, the traditions in the name, unless these are the Rhiphaean mountains of
north of Europe are uniform, that the Asi came in the ancients.
Of the chief rivers, four flow iiQVk
about forty stadia from Thespiae.
Greece, vol. 2, p. 207, seqq.)

{Cramer' a Ancient
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ASIA.

ASIA.

tlie
north 10 south
Euphrates and Tigris into the
Persian Gulf, the Indus and Ganges into the Indian
Sea two flow from east to west, the Oxus, now GiAsia may therefore
kon, and the laxartes, now Sirr.
be divided into Northern Asia, the country north of
Middle Asia, the country between
the Altai range
and Southern Asia,
the ranges of Altai and Taurus
Northern Asia lies bethe country south of Taurus.
tween 76° and W° of latitude {Asuitic Russia and
Siberia). This in antiquity was very little known, yet
Dark but true traditions renot entirely unknown.
Hespecting it may be found in the father of history,
Middle Asia, the country between 50° and
rodotus.
40° north latitude, comprehending Scythia and Sarmatia Asiatica (the Great Tartary and Mongolia), is
almost one immeasurable unproductive prairie, without agriculture and forests, and, therefore, a mere pas;

—

:

:

—

:

—

The inhabitants leading pastoral lives (Nomades), are without cities and fixed places of abode
and therefore, instead of political union, have merely
Southern Asia, comprising
the constitution of tribes.
the lands from 40° north latitude to near the equator,
is entirely different in its character from the countries
of Middle Asia it is, both in soil and climate, possessed of advantages for agriculture, and, in comparison with the other countries of the earth, it is rich in
ture-land.

;

—

:

—

,

The early
the costliest and most various products.
commerce of the world, especially of the east, was
The natural places of deoriginally through Asia.
pot in the interior were on the banks of the large
rivers ; on the Oxus, in Bactria ; on the Euphrates,
The natural places of depot on the coast
at Babylon.
were the western coast of Asia Minor and Phoenicia,
where arose the series of Grecian and Phoenician citAsia from the first, as at present, contained in
ies.
its interior empires of immense extent, by which they
are distinguished from those of cultivated Europe, as
well as by their constitution.
They often underwent

modern days, ha.s traced the appellation
Bochart,
Asi, a Phoenician word according to him,
in

to

signifying
" a middle
part," or something intermediate, and hence
he makes Asia mean the continent placed between
Europe and Africa. {Geogr. Sacr., 4, 33, p. 298.)

The

true derivation, however, would seem to he that
in the preceding article.
Homer
{Vid. Asi.)

—

given

applies the name of Asia to a small district of Mteonia or Lydia, situated near the Cayster. {II., 2, 461.)

Euripides, also, evidently restricts the appellation to
a portion of Lydia, in a passage of the Bacchae
(v.
64.
Compare Dionys. Perieg., 386, and Eustafh.,

—

It would appear, indeed, that the Ionian
Greeks, on their first arrival on the banks of the Maeander and Cayster, found the name of Asia attached
to this part of the continent, and communicated it
to their European countrymen, who in
process of
time applied it to all the countries situated to the east
of Greece. It would be wrong, however, to suppose,

ad

loc).

that the name in question originally belonged
merely
to that part of the continent with which the Ionian
colonists first became acquainted.
It would seem,

on the contrary, to have been given at an early period to various spots connected with the worship of
the Asi, all pointing, however, to some region of the remote East where the name most probably originated.
Herodotus employs the division of Upper and Lower
Asia.
The latter of these answers in fact to what we
now call Asia Minor, while the former denotes the

—

vast tract of country situated to the east of the EuIt is not exactly known when the
phrates.
peninsula

be designated by the name of Asia Minor
does not appear in any author prior to Orosius,
who employs it (1, 2), as well as Constantine PorphyThe term Anadoli^
rogenetes {de Themat., 1, 8).
used by the Turks to denote this portion of the Ottoman empire, is a corruption of Anatolia, and this last
is derived from the Greek dvaTo7.T) {the
rising of the
For sun, i. e., the east), and answers to the Frank word
revolutions, but their form remained the same.
this causes must have existed, lying deep and of wide Levant.
Few countries present such a diversity of
Ioinfluence, and which, notwithstanding these frequent soil and climate as the peninsula of Asia Minor
revolutions, still continued to operate, and always gave nia, Lydia, Caria, and, indeed, generally speaking, the
to the new empires of Asia the organization of the whole of Western Asia, were remarkable for their geThe great revolutions of Asia (with the nial temperature and extreme fertility while the
old ones.
exception of that of Alexander) were occasioned by mountainous districts of Lycia, Pisidia, Cilicia, and
the numerous and powerful nomadic nations which oc- Cappadocia were very thinly inhabited, from the
Compelled by coldness of the climate and the unproductiveness of
cupied a great part of that continent.
accident or necessity, they left their places of abode the soil.
Many parts of Phrygia and Galatia were
and founded new empires, while they passed through also nearly deserted from the barrenness of the
and subjected the fruitful and cultivated countries of ground, which was strongly impregnated with salt,
Southern Asia, until, unnerved by luxury and effemi- and exhibited, besides, many traces of volcanic agenThe whole country, in fact, appears to have been
nacy, consequent on the change in their habits of life, cy.
they in their turn were in like manner subjected. subject at an early period to violent earthquakes,
From this common origin may be explained in part which destroyed or damaged many flourishinor cities.
the great extent, in part the rapid rise and the usually {Strab., 578.)
Nevertheless, Asia Minor, taken colshort continuance, of these empires.
The develop- lectively, was one of the most productive and opulent
ment of their internal form of government must, for countries of which antiquity has left us any account ;
the same reason, have had great resemblance
and and we have the authority of Cicero for slating, that
the constant reappearance of despotism in them is to the Roman treasury derived its largest and surest revbe explained partly from the rights of conquerors, and enues from this quarter.
{Or. pro Leg. Mmi., 2. 6.)
partly from their great extent, which rendered a gov- Some idea of its various productions will be given
ernment of satraps necessary. To this we must add, in the remarks under each particular province. ( Vid.
Asia Minor was furthat the custom of polygamy, prevailing among all the Mysia, Bithynia, Phrygia. &c.)
great nations of inner Asia, ruined the mutual rela- nished also with numerous excellent harbours along
tions and obligations of domestic life, and thus ren- its coast. Nor was any country more favoured >iy nadered a good constitution impossible.
For a domes- ture, or more calculated to become the centre of a
But the moral
tic tyrant is formed instead of a father of a
family, mighty and perhaps universal empire.
and despotism at once gains its foundation in private character of its popiilation has never kept pace with
and this will nrobabl^
life.
(Heeren's History of the Slates of Antiquity, the resources of the country
.\s early as the always be the case as lonjr as the softness of the clip. 14, scgq., Bancroft's transl.)
time of Herodotus, we find the name of Asia em- mate and the fertility of the soil continue to exercise

came
but

to

;

it

—

—

;

;

—

;

The Greeks, an enervating influence over the character of the peoployed to designate this vast continent.
as we learn from that historian, pretended that it was ple.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 1, seqq.)
derived from Asia, the wife of lapetus.
The Lyd- II. Provincia, or Asia Proconsularis. the Roman
ians, on the other hand, deduced the name from province of Asia, comprising Mysia, Lydia. Caria,
and Phrygia, with the exception of Lycaoiiia. This is
A*iu8, one of their earliest
{Herod., 4,

—

kings.

4^.)
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1

in the legal sense of the term as emthe Romans, and is the same with what the
writers of the Roman era call Asia Proper, or

Asius Campus, a place near the Cayster, and la
the vicinity of the Asia Palus.
{Vid. Asia Palus.)
AsopiADEs, a patronymic of ^^acus, son of .^gina
a daughter of Asopus.
{Ovid, Met., 7, 484.)
II.
AsoPis, I. a daughter of the Asopus.
daughter of Thespius, mother of Mentor. {Apollod.^

meant by Asia

pbyed by
Greek

Idiag Kokovn^vrj 'Aaia {Slrab., 626), in which sense
find the word Asia used in the New Testament.

i]

—

we

In another passage, however (Acts, 16,
6), we find a distinction made between Phrygia and
Asia.
So, again, in the book of Revelations, which
is addressed to the seven churches of Asia, the name
appears to be confined to that portion of ancient Lydia,
which contained Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamus, Sardis,
&c. (Cellarius, de Sept. Eccles. Asia., inter DisCramer^s Asia Minor, vol. 1,
sert. Acad., p. 412.
III One of the Oceanides.
She married lapp. 3.)
etus, and became by him the mother of Atlas, Prometheus, Epimetheus, and Menoetius. {ApoUod., 1,
(Acts, 2, 9.)

—Heyne, ad

2.

2,7.)

AsoPus, I. a river of Thessaly, rising in Mount
It flows
CEta, and falling into the Sinus Maliacus.
through a gorge in the mountain enclosing the Tra-

—

—

chinian plain
Strab
IL
{Herod., 7, 199.
428.)
A river of Bceotia, rising in Mount Cithaeron near
It separated
Plataea, and flowing into the Euripus.
the territories of Plataea and Thebes, and also trav-

—

—

A

,

its course the whole of Southern Bceotia.
generally a small and sluggish stream, yet
after heavy rains it could not easily be forded. {ThuIt was on the banks of the Asopus that
cyd., 2, 5.)
the battle of Plataea was fought.
{Herod., 9, 43.)

ersed in

Though

loc.)

Asia Palus (the 'Aciof Xei/iuv of Homer), a marsh
in Lydia, formed by the river Cayster, near its mouth.
It was the favourite haunt of swans and other water- This river still retains the name of Asopo.
The plain
fowl.
{Horn., 11., 2, 470.— Virg., Geog., 1, 483
along its northern bank was called Parasopias.
III. A
Id., JEn., 7, 699.— Ovid, Met., 5, 386.) Near it was {Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 217.)
another marsh or lake, formed in like manner by the river of Achaia, rising in the Argolic mountains, on
Both belonged to the frontiers of Arcadia, near Cyllene, and falling
liver, and called Selinusia Palus.
the temple of Ephesus, and were a source of consid- into the Corinthian gulf a little below Sicyon.
The
revenue.
erable
{Cramer* s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. part of the Sicyonian territory which it watered was

—

AsiIna, one of the

Towards the
was divided

Asia Minor.
empire, Asia Minof

later divisions of

decline of the

Roman

two dioceses or provinces,

into

called

Asiana and Pontica, each governed by a lieutenant
named Vicarius. {Notit. Imper., 1. Cod. Theod.,

—

tit.

2.)

AsiATicos, I. the surname of one of the Scipios
(Lucius Cornelius), obtained by him for his conquests
in Asia.
II. A senator, put to
{Vid. Scipio V.)
death by Claudius, on a false charge made at the in-

—

stigation of Messalina, who was desirous of seizing
upon the gardens of Lucullus, which were in his possession.

{Tac., Ann., 11,1, scqq.)
AsiNARUs, a river of Sicily, running into the sea to
It is now called Fiume di
the north of Helorum.
Noti, from the little town of Noto on its northern

bank.

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 240.)
AsTne, I. a town of Argolis, northwest of Heron
the Sinus Argolicus, or Gulf of Nauplia.
mione,
II. Another in Messcnia, southwest of Messene,

—

founded by the inhabitants of the former place, when
driven from their city by the Argives.
II. Callus, son
AsiNius, I. Pollio.
{Vid. Pollio.)
of Asinius Pollio, was consul A.U.C. 748.
He mar-

—

ried Vipsania, the repudiated wife of Tiberius, a step
which gave rise to a secret enmity on the part of the
He starved himself to death, eilatter towards him.

ther voluntarily, or, what is more probable, having
been ordered by the emperor to destroy himself
Asinius published in his lifetime a parallel between
his father and Cicero, in which he assigned to the former a marked superiority over the latter. {Tac, Ann
,

1,

On
{Strab., 282.— Pausan., 2, 5.)
banks were celebrated the games which Adrastus
instituted in honour of Apollo.
{Pind., Ncm., 9, 20.)
The neighbouring people believed that this river was
none other than the Maeander of Asia Minor, which,
emptying into the sea near Miletus, passed under the
waters of the* Mediterranean, and re-appeared in
Achaia as the Asopus. {Pausan., I. c.) IV. A son
of Oceanus, or, according to others, of Neptune, and
god of the last-mentioned stream. His daughter
..Cgina was carried off by Jupiter, and the father, on
seeking her, was struck by a thunderbolt, and driven
back to his watery abode. Hence, say some of the
ancient mythologists, coals were seen borne along on
called Asopia.

361.)

5,

—

76.— Id.

lb., 6,

23.—PUn., Ep.,

7,

4.)— Ill Quadwho

ratus, an historian of the third century of our era,

wrote a history of the Greeks, Romans, and Parthians, down to the time of Philip the Arabian, under
whose reign he lived. IV. Capito, a grammarian,
who wrote a book of Epistles. Some read Sinnins

—

for Asinius.

Asius,

I.

{Aul. GelL, 5, 20.)
a son of Dymas, brother of Hecuba.

He

its

—

the surface of the Asopus.

{Apollod.,

3,

12, 5.

—

Heyne, ad loc.)
AsPARAGiuM, a town of Illyricum, on the southern
bank of the Apsus (or Ergent), about 34 miles south
of Dyrrachium.
{Cces., Bell. Civ., 4, 13)
AsPASiA, I. a celebrated female, a native of Miletus, which place was early and long renowned as a
school for the cultivation of female graces.
She
came as an adventurer to Athens, in the time of Pericles, and, by the combined charms of her person,
manners, and conversation, completely won the aflections and esteem of that distinguished statesman.
Her station had freed her from the restraints which
custom laid on the education of the Athenian matron ;
and she had enriched her mind with accomplishments

which were rare even among men. Her acquaintance
with Pericles seems to have begun while he was still
united to a lady of high birth, before the wife of the
wealthy Hipponicus. AVe can hardly doubt that it
was Aspasia who first disturbed this union, although
it is said to have been dissolved
by mutual consent.

But, after parting from his wife, who had borne him
two sons, Pericles attached himself to Aspasia by
the most intimate relation which the laws permitted
him to contract with a foreign woman and she acquired an ascendency over him which soon became
notorious, and furnished the comic poets with an inexhaustible fund of ridicule, and his enemies with a
:

Priam in the Trojan war, and was slain by
Idomencus. {Horn., II., 2, 352.— 7<i. ib., 12, 15.-^ ground for serious charges. The Samian war was
II Son of Imbracus, accompanied ascribed to her interposition on behalf of her birthId. ib., 13, 384.)
^neas to Italy. {Virg., Mn., 10, 122.)— HI. A place; and rumours were set afloat, which represented

assisted

—

name given

to a mythic personage in the legends of
Consult remarks under the articles Asi and
IV. A poet of Samos, who wrote about the
Asia
genealogy of ancient heroes and heroines. {Pausan.,

Lydia.

—

her as ministering to the vices of Pericles by the
most odious and degrading of offices. There was
perhaps as little foundation for this report as for a
similar one in which Phidias was implicated (P/arf.,
Yit. Pericl., c. 13)

7,4.)

8i«

;

though among

all

the imputation*

AS

ASPASIA.
Drought against Pericles, this is that which it is the most
But we are inclined to bedifficult clearly to refute.
it
may have arisen from the peculiar nature
of Aspasia's private circles, which, with a bold neglect of established usage, were composed not only
of the most intelligent and accomplished men to be
found at Athens, but also of matrons, who, it is said,
were brought by their husbands to listen to her con-

lieve, that

This must have been highly instructive

versation.

as well as brilliant, since Plato did not hesitate to describe her as the preceptress of Socrates, and to assert that she both formed the rhetoric of Pericles, and
composed one of his most admired harangues, the

—

vol. 6,
celebrated funeral oration. {Plat.,Menex., 4,
148, ed. Bekk.) The innovation, which drew wominto
her
condition
free
birth
and
en of
company
good
for such a purpose, must, even where the truth was
p.

and
understood, have surprised and oflfended many
And if
it was liable to the grossest misconstruction.
her female friends were sometimes seen watching the
works of Phidias, it was easy, through
progress of the
his mtimacy with Pericles, lo connect this fact with a
calumny of the same kind. There was another rumour still more dangerous, which grew out of the
character of the pc-rsons who were admitted to the soNo persons were
ciety of Pericles and Aspasia.
more welcome at the house of Pericles than such as
;

were distinguished by philosophical studies, and especially by the profession of new philosophical tenets.
The mere presence of Anaxagoras, Zeno, Protagoras,
and other celebrated men, who were known to hold
doctrines very remote from the religious conceptions
of the vulgar, was sufficient to make a circle in which
they were familiar pass for a school of impiety. Such
were the materials out of which the comic poet Hermippus, laying aside the mask, formed a criminal
prosecution against Aspasia. His indictment included
two heads an offence against religion, and that of
corrupting Athenian women to gratify the passions of
Pericles.
The danger was averted but it seems
that Pericles, who pleaded her cause, found need of
his most strenuous exertions to save Aspasia, and
that he even descended, in her behalf, to tears and entreaties, which no similar emergency of his own could
After
ever draw from him.
{Athen., 12, p. 589.)
:

;

—

the death of Pericles, Aspasia attached herself to a
young man of obscure birth, named Lysicles, who
rose through her influence in moulding his character
to some of the highest employments in the republic.
{ThirlwalVs Greece, vol. 3, p. 87, seqq
Compare
Max. Tyr.,
Xen., Mem., 2, 6.
Pint., Vit. Pcrtcl.
79.
461.
Aristid.,
2,
24, p.
Harpocr., p.
p. 131.)

—

—

—

—

—

—

Daughter of Hermotimus, and a native of PhoShe was so remarkable for her
cjea in Asia Minor.
beauty, that a satrap of Persia carried her off and
II.

made

her a present to Cyrus the Younger. Her modest deportment soon won the affections of the prince,
who lived with her as with a lawful spouse, atid their
union became celebrated throughout all Greece. Her
name at first was Milto (vermilion), which had been
given her in early life on account of the brilliancy of
her complexion.
Cyrus, however, changed it to Aspasia, calling her thus after the female companion of
Pericles.
{Vid. Aspasia I.) After the death of the
prince, she fell into the hands of Artaxerxes, who for
a long time vainly sought to gain her affections. She
only yielded at last to his suit through absolute neWhen the monarch declared his son Darius
cessity.
his successor, the latter, as it was customary in Persia for an heir to ask a favour of him who had declared him such, requested Aspasia of his father.
Aspasia was accordingly sent for, and, contrary to the
Artaking's expectation, made choice of Darius.
xerxes therefore gave her up, in accordance with established cusiom, bit soon took her away again, and
made her a priestess of Diana at Ecbatana, or of the

Ek

S

whom

the Persians called Anaitis. This stagoddess
tion required her to pass the rest of her
days in chas{Plut., Vit. Artax.)
tity.
Justin, however, sajs
that Artaxerxes made her one of the
priestesses of
the sun. {Just., 10, 1.—JS/ian, V. if., 12, l.~P/u<.,
Vit.

Artax.

— Xen., Anab-^

10.

1,

—Athen..

15,

p.
'

576.)

AsPENDUs, a

city of Pamphylia, lying for the most
on a rocky precipice, on the banks of the river
Eurymedon. (Arrian, 1, 27. Zosim., 5, 16. ScyStrabo makes it to have been well- peolax, p. 39.)
On this latpled, and founded by an Argive colony.
ter head, however, Scylai is silent.
The city of Aswas
a flourishing place even before the expedipendus

—

part

—

tion of the

younger Cyrus. {Xen., Anab., 1, 2, 13.*
It was here that the Athenian
patriot Thrasybulus ter
minated his life.
Being off the coast, he levied con
tributions from the Aspendians, who, seizing an op
portunity when he was on shore, surprised him in his
tent at night, and slew him. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 4, 8.
Corn. Nep., Thrasyb c. 4.) Hierocles (p. 682)
makes mention of Aspendus under the name of Tri-

—

,

The site
mupolis, where we must read Primupolis.
of Aspendus has not yet been explored, but it would
easily be

discovered by ascending the banks of the

Eurymedon. {Manncrt, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 125.)
Vid. Mare Mortuum.
AspHaltites Lacus.
AsPis, I. a town of the Contestani, in Hispania
Tarraconensis, northwest of Ilicis, which lay above
Carthago Nova on the coast.
lage in Valencia.

—

II.

An

It is

now Aspe,

a vil-

island on the coast of Io-

nia, opposite Lebedus.
by some Arconnesus. {Strab., 643.) The modern name is Carabash.
III. A town of Africa Propria. {Vtd. Clupea.)
AsFLEDON, a town of Boeotia, about twenty stadia
It derived its name
to the northeast of Orchomenus.
from Aspledon, the son of Neptune, according to Pausanias (9, 38), and is mentioned by Homer.
2,
(7/
The name, at a later period, was changed to
511.)
It

was

called

—

,

Eudielos, from its advantageous situation.
{Sirabo^
Pausanias, however, affirms that in his time it
416.)
was deserted on account of the scarcity of water.
Dodwell is of opinion, that the site of Aspledon is
marked by a tower,' on an insulated hill, about two
miles and a half to the northeast of Orchomenus, near
the range of hills which enclose the lake and plain on
that side

{DodweWs Tour,

AssA, a town
cus.

of

vol. 1. p.

233.)

Macedonia, on the Sinus Singiti-

{Herodot., 7, 122.)

AssARACUs. a Trojan prince, son of Tros by CallirHe was father to Capys, the father of Anchises.

hoe.

II., 20, 239.)
Assos, a town of Mysia, on the coast, west of AdIt wa«
ramyttium, founded by a colony from Lesbos.
and is menthe birthplace of Cleanthes, the stoic
The modern site is
tioned also in the Acts (20, 13).

{Hovier,

;

Beriam Kalesi.
Assyria, a country

called

{Leake,

p.

128.)

but
originally of sma". extent,

It was bounded, accordafterward greatly enlarged.
of Armenia and
ing to Ptolemy, on the north by part
Mount Niphates ; on the west by the Tigris ; on the
and on the east by part of Media
south by Susiana
The country
and the mountains Choatra and Zagros.
within these limits is called by some of the ancients
Assyria
Adiabene, and by others Aturia or Atyria.
from the descendants of the
is now called
;

Kurdistan,
who occupied the northern parts.
first and greatest empires
Assyrian was one of the
been foundIt is generally supposed to have
of Asia.
ed by Ashur or Assur, son of Shein, who went out
of Shinar, driven out, as it appears, by Nimrod, and
founded Nineveh, not long afier Nimrod had estabhis residence
lished the Chaldfan monarchy and fixed
This is the commonly received account
at Babylon.
of the origin of the Assyrian empire, founded on the
Mosaic history as given in the text of our Bible but
ancient Carduchi,

The

•,
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Bochart adopts the marginal translation, which, instead
of " Out of that land went forth Assur and builded
" Out of that land he
(Nimrod) went
Nineveh," reads
into Assur (or Assyria) and built Nineveh."
is espoused by Faber, the
opinion of Bochart
The decision of
converse by Michaelis and Bryant.
the point is, indeed, a difficult one
but, if weight of
will
be speedily deauthority can avail, the question
termined in favour of the marginal translation of the
Bible, which represents Nimrod as the founder of Nin-

forth

The

;

This translation is supported by the Targums
eveh.
of Onkelos and Jerusalem
by Theophilus, bishop of
and, in adAntioch, and Jerome, among the ancients
dition to Bochart and Faber, by Hyde, Marsham,
Wells, the writers of the Universal History, and
Hales, among the moderns. Admitting, then, the force
of these united authorities, Nimrod, when driven from
Babel, still attended by a strong party of military fol;

;

lowers, founded a new empire at Nineveh ; which, as it
was seated in a country almost exclusively peopled by
The
the descendants of Ashur, was called Assyria.
crown of this new universal empire continued in the
family of

Nimrod

for

many

ages, probably

till

its

over-

throw by Arbaces, which introduced a Median dynaswhile Babel remained in a neglected state until
ty
the same era, when Nabonassar became its first king.
Whether there was an uninterrupted line of kings from
Assur or Nimrod to Sardanapalus, or not, is unknown.
.\ccording to Herodotus, an Assyrian empire lasted
520 years, from 1237 to 717. Catalogues of the Asin Syncellus and Eusebius.
syrian kings are found
;

—

—

Com{Mansford's Scripture Gazetteer, p. 3fi, seqq.
the States of Antiquity, p.
pare Hereens History of
25, seqq., Bancroft's transl.)
AsTABORAS, a river of ^Ethiopia, falling into the Nile.
It is now called the Tacazzi.
(Vid. Nilus.)
AsTACUS, a city of Bithynia, on the Sinus Astacenus, founded, according to Sirabo (563), by the Megarians and Athenians.

This account

is

confirmed by

Me

Phot., p. 722), who says, that the
the 17th Olympiad, and that, some
garians settled here in

Memnon

{ap

Asyears after this, an Athenian colonyJoined them.
tacus was subsequently seized by Dcedalsus, a native
chief, who became the founder of the Bithynian monIn the war waged by his successor Xipoetes
archy.
with Lysimachus, Astacus was ruined, and the inhabi-

higher order ; and near it was the statue of the corresponding male personification, called by the Greek
writers Jupiter." {Inquiry ivto the Symb. Lang., «Scc.,
Class. Journ., No 53, p. 74.)
^ 218, seqq.
Creuzer,
however, thinks it more than probable, that the legend
of Astarte is purely astronomical, and may apply to
the moon in connexion with the planet Venus.
The
name Astarte would seem also, according to him, to
signify a star or planet.
Compare the Persian astara^
as suggested by Von Hammer {Fundgr. des Orients,
vol. 3, p. 275), and the Greek aarpov.
{Creuzcr^s
Lucian, de
Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol 2, p. 26.
Dea Syria.— Cic., de Nat. D., 3, 23.)
Aster, a skilful archer, one of the garrison of Methone in Macedonia, when that place was besieged by
He aimed an arrow at the monarch, and dePhilip.
On the arrow was inscribed,
prived him of an eye.
'kaTTjp ^iXIttttl) -^avdaLfiov nifiTrei ^iXoq, an Iambic
trimeter, meaning, ''Aster sends a deadly shaft for PhilThe king shot back an arrow with the following
ip."*^

—

—

—

inscription, 'AoTspa ^iXunrog, ijv lady, Kpefijaerai,
another Iambic trimeter, implying, " Philip will sus"
pend Aster'' (on the cross) if he lake him." When
the place surrendered. Aster was delivered up to the
conqueror, who kept his word, and crucified him.
Diod.
{Suidas,s.v. Kdpavog.
Plut.,Parall.,p. 307.
Sic, 16, 34.) Plutarch calls him an Olynthian but
Lucian, a native of Amphipolis.
{Lucian, Quomodo

—

—

;

These two writers may be
sit. coiiscrib., 38.)
reconciled, by supposing him to have been an AmphiHist.

in the Olynthian auxiharies of the
{Palmer, Exercit., p. 557.)
AsTKRiA, I. a daughter of Coeus (Koiof) one of the
Titans, and Phoebe, daughter of Uranus and Ge (Ccelus and Terra).
She and Latona were sisters. Astraea married Perses, son of Crius.
According to a
later fable, she fled from the suit of Jove, and, flinging
herself down from heaven to the sea, became the islCallimachus {H in
and afterward named Delos.
Del., 37), who relates this, makes her to have come

politan,

serving

Methonians.

like a star {uaript Ictj), in allusion to her name
Asteria {Starry).
Another legend, however, stated
that she took the form of a quail {oprv^.
ApoUod.^
1, 4, l.—Hygin., 53.— Serv. ad Mn., 3, 73), whence

down

—

tants were transferred by Nicomedes to the city which
he founded and named, after himself, Nicomedia.
Cramer^ s Asia MiSteph. Byz., s. v.
(^Strab., I. c.

was called Ortygia. This identification of
Delos and Ortygia appears to have been later than the
time of Pindar, who {Nem., I, 4) calls them sisters.
The whole fable seems to owe its origin to the afthe words Asteria and Delos.
finity of sense between

nor, vol.

{Ke'ightley's Mythology, p. 81,

—

—

p 185.)
AsTAP.i, a town of Hispania Baetica, east of Hispalis, famed for its vigorous defence against the Romans,
1,

A.U.C. 546.

It is

now Estepa La

Vieja.

{Liv., 38,

20.)
Ast.1pus, a river of ^Ethiopia, falling into the Nile.
It is now the Ahavd, or Bahr-el-Azac, and flows through
Nubia, rising in a place called Coloe Palus, now Bahr
Dcmhea. This is the river which Bruce mistook for
{Joseph., Ant., 2, 5 —Strab., 565.)
a powerful divinity of Syria, the daughShe had a famous temple at
ter of Ccelus and Terra.

the Nile.

AsTARTE,

which was served by 300 priests.
Hierapolis in Syria,
" was
*'
Astarte," observes R. P. Knight,
precisely the
same as the Cybele, or universal mother of the PhryShe was, as Appian remarks {Bell. Parth.),
gians.
by some called Juno, by others Venus, and by others
held up to be Nature, or the cause which produced
the beginnings and seeds of things from Humidity :'
so that she comprehended in one personification both
these goddesses, who were, accordingly, sometimes
blended in one symbolical figure by the very ancient
'

Greek artists.
composed

ly

;

Her statue at Hierapolis was variousso as to signify many attributes like

those of the Ephesian Diana. Ber^ynthian Mother,
It was placed in the interior
and others of the kind
Dart of the temple, accessible only to priests of the
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the isle

daughters of Danaus,
^gyptus. {Apollod
,

no/.)— II. One of the

who married

Chaetus, son of

2, 1, 4.)

a rivulet of Argolis, rising on the slope
the temple of the Argive Juno,
and soon after disappearing among the rocks.
{Pausnn., 2, 17.)— n. (called also Asterius) A king of

AsTEKioN,

of

I.

Mount Euboea, near

Crete, descended from Deucalion, who married Euup the children whom she previously
He died without
had from her union with Jupiter.
ropa, and brought

and was succeeded by Minos. {Apollod., 1, 2,
According to anseqq.—Schol ad II., 12, 397.)
other account, he was the son of Minos, and was slain
most powerful competiby Theseus, having been the
tor with whom that hero ever had to contend.
{Pansan., 2, 31.)
Lycophron, again (v. 1301), makes him
a leader of the forces of Minos. (Compare Heyne, ad
Apollod., I. c.—Meurs., Cret., 3, 2.—Hock, Kret., 2,
issue,
2,

4g.)

AsTEROp^A, daughter

of Deion, king of Phocis. or

more probably Phthiotis. {Apollod., 1, 9, 2.— Heyne,
ad loc., not. crit.)
AsTEROPE, daughter of Cebren, and wife of ^Esa-

Some MSS. of Apollodo{Apollod., 3. 12, 5.)
For other names, somerus read Sterope {I.TEpbirrj).
times written Asterope and Asteropes, vid. Sterope
cus.

and Steropes.

—

AST

AST

AsTR/EA, the goddess of Justice. Her origin is difShe is either a Titan or a descendferently given.
ant of the Titans ; being in the former case the daughJove and Themis {Hesiod, Thcog., 135, 191,
and Hemera, or Astraeus and
seqq.), or of Astraeus
When the Titans took up arms
Aurora (Eos).
her father Astraeus, who, as
against Jupiter, she left
the son of a Titan, fought on their side, and descended
This into earth, and mingled with the human race.
ter of

tercourse with mortals continued during the golden
of silver ensued,
age, but was interrupted when that
for, during this latter age, she came down from the
mountains only amid the shades of evening, unseen by,

When
and refraining from all communion with, men.
the brazen age commenced she fled to the skies, having left the earth the last of the immortals. Jove thereupon made her the constellation Virgo, among the
Schol.
signs of the zodiac. {Aral., Phan., 102, seqg.
Theon., ad loc.—Hestod, Op. et D., 25i.—Pind., 01.,

—

13, 6.—0rph., H., 6l.—Hygin., Astron., 2, 25.—
As the constellation Virgo, she
Eratosth., Cat., 9.)
is identical with Erigone, having a place in the zodiac
between the Scorpion and the Lion. On the old startables, or celestial planispheres, the Scorpion extended
over two signs, filling with its claws the space between itself and Virgo. {Voss. ad Virg., Gcorg., 1,
Z^.—Erastosth., Cat., 7.— Ovid. Met., 2, 197.) Later
astronomers, as we are told by Theon {ad Aral., 89),
named the sign occupied by the claws of Scorpio the
Balance (Libra), and this balance Astr«a (Virgo) held
in her hand as a symbol of justice.
Others, however,
as in the case of the Farnese marble, made it the mark
of the equality of the day and night at the aequinox.
It

very probable that this latter explanation was the earone of the two, especially as Astraea ranked among
the Horae, and that the moral idea succeeded the physical.
Gru{Vollmer, Wbrterb. der MythoL, p. 354.

is

lier

—

—

Worterb. der Altclass. MythoL, vol. 1, p. 666.
Idelcr, Stcrnnam.cn, p. 169.)
AsTRiEUs, L a son of the Titan Crius and Eurybia
the daughter of Pontus.
Hyginus, however, makes
him the offspring of Terra and Tartarus, and brother
of the giants Enceladus, Pallas, &c.
{Hyg., Praef.,
He was the father of Astraea, menp. Z,ed. Munk.)
her,

tioned in the preceding article, and begat also by Eos
(Aurora) the winds Boreas. Notus, Zephyrus, and the
stars of heaven.
Some assign
(Hes., Thcog., 378.)
him also a son named Argestes, but this is merely an
" the swift."
of
Astrasus
Zephyrus, meaning
epithet
united with the Titans against Jupiter, and was

hurled along with them to Tartarus.

—

{Serv. ad JEn.,

136 ) n. A river of Macedonia, running by Beand falling into the Erigonus, a tributary of the
Axius.
{Milan, Hist. An., 15, 1.) It is now thought
to be the Vostritza.
(Consult, however, as to the
course of this river, the remarks of Cramer, Anc.
1,

rcea,

Greece, vol. 1, p. 222, who makes it fall into the lake
Ludias.
Compare also Bischoff und Mbller, W'drteib.
der Geogr., p. 123 )
AsTURA, a small river and village of Latium, near
the roast, below Antium.
In the neighbourhood was
a villa of Cicero, to which he retired to vent his grief
for the loss of his beloved
daughter, and where he
thought of raising a monument to her memory.

—

{Ep.
ad Att., 12, 19.) When proscribed by Antony, he
withdrew to this same place from Tusculum, and
souorhl escape from thence,
intending to join Brutus
in Macedonia.
Astura seems to
{Plut., Vit. Cic.)
have been also the residence of Augustus,
during an
illness, with which he was seized towards the close
of his life {Suet., Aug., 98), and also of Tiberius
A decisive battle took place on
{Suet., Tib
72)
the banks of the river Astura, between the Romans
and some of the Latin states, which led to the com,

plete subjugation of the
mer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2,

latter.

p.

89.)

{Liv., 8, 13.

— Cra-

AsTUREs, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, lying
They occupied

west and southwest of the Cantabri.

the eastern half of modem Asturiag, the
greater part
of the kingdom of Leon, and the northern half of Pa-

Their capital was Asturica Augusta, now
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 363.)
Astorga.
A STY AGES, son of Cyaxares, was the last king of
Media.
His reign continued from 595 to 560 B.C.
He married Aryenis, daughter of Alyatles, and sister
of Croesus, by whom he had Mandane.
Fearing, from
a dream which he had, that he would be dethroned
by
a grandson, he married his daughter to Cambyses, a
Persian, of a good family, but peaceful disposition, and
one whom he himself thought inferior to a Mede even of
moderate condition. A Second dream, equally alarming with the first, induced him to send to Persia for his
daughter, who was near her delivery, and, when sho
brought forth a son, he gave the infant into the hands
of an individual named Harpagus, with strict orders
The latter, however, disobeying
to put it to death.
these injunctions, gave the child to one of the king's
herdsmen to expose, and the wife of this man, having
just been delivered of a dead infant, took the son of
Mandane in its place, and caused her husband to exWhen Harpagus
pose their own inanimate offspring.
therefore sent some trusty persons to see whether the
herdsman had executed his orders, the dead child of the
latter was seen by them lying exposed, and was mislencia.

taken, of course, for the offspring of Mandane.
child thus preserved grew up, and became Cyrus

The
the

Great, dethroning Astyages according to the import of
the two dreams.
Astyages was in this way deprived
of his crown after a reign of about 35 years.
{Vid.
Cyrus.) He appears to have been of a cruel and vin-

—

{Vid. Harpagus.)
According to
the account of Xenophon, in his historical romance of
the Cyropsdia, Astyages and his grandson lived on
terms of the closest friendship and intimacy, and the
former left, besides a daughter, a son named Cyaxares,
dictive disposition.

who succeeded
the

crown

the father, and, dying without issue, left
Xen..,
{Herod., 1, 46, 73, &c.
Nothing is said in Herodotus of the end of

—

to Cyrus.

Cyrop.)
Ctesias, however, informs us, that, after
Astyages.
having been treated kindly by Cyrus, he was sent for
by the latter to come to Persia, but that the eunuch
charged with this commission led him astray in a desert
place, where he perished from hunger and thirst.
It is probable this was done by the
{Ctes., Pers., 5.)
secret orders of Cyrus, although Ctesias states that

(B'dhr, ad Ctes., I.
cruelly punished.
great discrepance in the form of this
name, as given by the ancient writers ; Herodotus, and
most of the Greeks, following his authority, write 'A<tCtesias, on the other hand, gives Warviyag,
Tvuyrjr.
while Diodorus, citing Ctesias himself, has 'A<T;rd^af
(2, 34).
Compare the remarks of Wesseling {ad Diod,^

the eunuch

was

c.)

is

—There

c), Marsham (Can. Chron. p. 528), Bahr, {ad Ctes.,
Assyr., 19), and BecV{Wcltgesr.h., vol. 1, p. 638).
AsTVANAX, a son of Hector and Andromache. Hec-

I.

tor had called

him Scamandrius,

after the river

Scaman-

der, but the Trojans bestowed on him, out of compliment
to his father, their great defender, the name of Asty-

" Prince of the
anax, or
city."

He was

very young

when

{Horn., II., 22, 651.)
the Greeks besieged Troy ;

and when the city was taken, his mother saved him ia
After the capture of the
her arms from the flames.
excited great uneasiness among
city, the young prince
the Greeks, in consequence of a prediction by Calchas,
that Astyanax, if permitted to live, would avenge the
death of Hector, and raise Troy in fresh splendour from
its ruins.
Andromache, dreading the fury of the victorious Greeks, concealed Astyanax in the recesses of
Hector's tomb ; but his retreat was .<=oon discovered by
to some, precipitated the unUlysses, who, according
This cruelty
from the battlements of Ilium.

happy boy
ascribed
is bv
^ Euripides
^

to

Menelaus, and by Pausania*
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ATA
OO,

25),

on the authority of

ATA
Lesches, to

Pyrrhus.

"
Racine, in his
Andromaque," has indulged in the
poetic license of making Astyanax survive the fall of
(ConTroy, and accompany his mother to Epirus.
A beautiful lament
sult Racine, Pre/, de V Androm.)
over the corpse of Astyanax, from the lips of Hecuba,
may be found in the Troades of Euripides (1146-1196),
and also some fine lines, in the earlier part of the same
is
taking leave of her son
play, where Andromache

(742-781).

AsTYDAMAS, an Athenian tragic writer, son of Morsimus, and grandson of Philocles, the nephew of JEsHe studied under Isocrates, and composed,
chylus.
according to Suidas, two hundred and forty tragedies
a rather improbable number.
He lived sixty years.
His first exhibition was B.C. 398. {Diod Sic, 14,
43.— Theatre of the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 158.)
AsTVDAMiA, daughter of Amyntor, king of Orchomenos in Bceotia, married Acastus, son of Pelias, who
was king of lolcos.
She is called by some Hippolyte.
;

AsTYPALiEA, one of the Cyclades, southeast of the
eighty eight miles in circuit, and
(H. N., 4, 12) reports, one hundred
and twenty-five miles from Cadistus in Crete.
Strabo informs us it contained a town of the same name.
It is said that hares having been introduced into this
island from Anaphe, it was so overrun with them
that the inhabitants were under the necessity of consulting the oracle, which advised their hunting them
with dogs : in one year six thousand are said to have
It is

distant, as Pliny

been caught. {Hegesandrius, Delph. ap. Athen., 9,
63.)
According to Cicero, divine honours were ren-

was called Pyrrha when
and afterward Pyla?a.
Its
said to have been derived from

dered here to Achilles.
the Carians possessed

name

Astypalaea

is

It

it,

that of a sjsler of Europa.
It
Tpiine^a, or the Table of the

was

also called

Qfuv

)

—

II.

A

exurit arcfaciens, ut nulJis po.stea solibus recreari vosEtymologists derive the name from uttj and

sint."

(Nork, Etymol. Handwort., vol. 1, p. 84.)
Ataryris, or Atabyron, I. a mountain in Rhodes,
the highest in the island, where Jupiter had a temple,
whence he was sumamed Atahyrius. Ancient fables
speak of brazen oxen at this place, which, by their bellowings, announced approaching calamity. The meaning of the fable is said to have been, that the priests
jSdAAw.

of this temple pretended to be possessed of the spirit
of prophecy.
Schol.,
(Pind., 01., 7, 87, ed. Bockh.
ad loc.
Slrab., 655
Steph. Byz., s. v. 'AruCvpov.
The name is connected with the
Apollod., 3. 2.)
early traditions respecting the Telchines, and would

promontory of Caria, near the

Myndus, now the peninsula of Pasha Liman.
mer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 176.)

city

—

—

—

—

have come into Rhodes from Phoenicia, being
probability derived from the Oriental Tabor.
Ritter indulges in some curious
(Vid. Atabyrion.)

seem

to

all

and profound speculations on the subject. (Vorhalle,
II. A mountain in Sicily, the name
p. 339, seqq.)
having been transferred to this island from Rhodes.

—

(Steph. Byz.,

s. v.

'ATu6vpov.

Am.—Meurs., Rhod.,

1,

—

Cluver., Sic. Ant., p.
p. 294.)

8.— Gbller, Syrac,

—III. A city of Persia. (Steph. Byz.)
Atabyrion, a fortified town on the summit of a
Both the town and
mountain in Galilaea Inferior.
mountain answer to the Thahor of Scripture. Polybius
70) gives an account of the capture of the place by
Antiochus the Great. The Septuagint version writes
the name "'IraOvpiov (Hos., 5, 1), and so also JoseReiske thinks, that
phus (Bell. Jud., 4, 1, 8, &c.).
the initial vowel in the Greek name arises from the
(5,

Hebrew

article

;

but

if this

were

so, the

Greek

trans-

Hosea, and Josephus also, being both Hebrews, would have written 'AraCvptov, not 'IraCvpiov.
Polybius describes Mount Thabor as a round or
of breast-like hill (7i6<po^ fiaoToeidiig), while Dr. Clarke

Gods, because its soil
was fertile, and almost enamelled with flowers. It is
now Stanpalia. (Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.
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:

:

in

{Vid. Arastus.)
island of Cos.

which it scorched or withered up. It is the same
with the modern Sirocco.
{Horat., Serm., 1, 5, 78.)
Both Seneca (Qucest. Nat., 5, 17) and Pliny (17, 36)
make mention of this wind the latter remarks con" Hie
enim, siflavit circa hrumani, frigore
cerning it

(Cra-

lator of

a conical form.

According to the latter, it is
from any neighbouring mountain,
and stands upon one side of the great plain of Esdraelon.
(darkens Travels, vol. 4, p. 239, Lond. cd.,
gives

it

entirely detached

AsYCHis, a king of Egypt, who, according to Herodotus (2, 136), during a scarcity of money, enacted
a law to the following effect That any man, by giving 1817.)
as a pledge the body of his father, might borrow money
Atacini, a people of Gallia Narbonensis, south and
but that, in case he afterward refused to pay the debt, southeast of the Volscae Tectosages.
They inhabited
he should neither be buried in the same place with his the banks of the Atax, or Aude, whence their name.
(Mannert,
father, nor in any other, nor have the liberty of bury- Their capital was Narbo, now Narbonne.
This law Geogr., vol. 2, p. 63.)
ing the dead body of any of his friends.
was based on the popular belief, that those deprived
Atalanta, daughter of lasos or lasion, a descendof the rites of sepulchre were not permitted to enter ant of Areas and Clymene the daughter of Minyas.
the peaceful realms of Osiris.
Hence it was a statute, Her father reigned in Arcadia. He was anxious for
in fact, of extraordinary severity.
(Compare Zocga, male offspring, and, on his wife's bringing forth a feHerodotus
also informs us, that male, he exposed the babe in the mountains, where she
de Obelise, p. 292.)
was suckled by a bear, and at last found by some huntthis same monarch, desiring to outdo all his predecesShe
sors, erected a pyramid of brick for his monument, ers, who named her Atalanta, and reared her.
" Do not
with the following inscription
despise me followed the chase, and was alike distinguished for beauThe centaurs, Rhoecos and Hylasos,
in comparison with the pyramids of stone, which I ty and courage.
She
excel as much as Jupiter surpasses the other gods for, attempting her honour, perished by her arrows.
was at the Caldipping down to the bottom of the lake with long poles, took part in the Argonautic expedition
and then collecting the mire that stuck to them, men ydonian hunt (vid. Meleager) ; and at the funeral
made bricks and formed me in this manner." (He- games of Pelias she won the prize in wrestling from
rod., 2, 136.) The pyramid here referred to is thought Peleus.
(Apollod., 3, 9. 2.—Callim., 3, 2\5.— JuliAtalanta was afterward recogto be the same with the one seen at the present day an, V. H., 13, 1.)
Her father wishing her to marnear El Lahun, not far from the beginning of the ca- nised by her parents.
nal that leads to Medinat- el- Fayoum
(Descrip. de ry, she consented, but only on condition that her suitV Egypt, livrnis. iii., vol. 2, c. 17, p. 23.) Diodorus ers should run a race with her in the following manHe does not ner They were to run without arms, and she was to
Siculus does not agree with Herodotus.
Her lovers were to start
mention Asychis, or his successor Anysis, but puts in carry a dart in her hand.
Larcher considers him to be first, and whoever arrived at the goal before her would
their place Bocchoris.
in error.
(Larcher, ad Herod., I. c.
Compare Beck, be made her husband but all those whom she overtook were to be killed by the dart with which she had
Anieit. zu Weltgesch., vol. 1, p. 692, 718.)
armed herself. As she was almost invincible in runAtabulus, a wind which was frequent in
:

;

:

;

;

.

—

:

—

;

Apulia,

and very destructive
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to the productions of the earth,

ning,

many

of her suiters perished in the attempt, and

ATA

ATH

of contest, mer under a figure entirely female.
Creuzer seeks tu
their heads were fixed round the
place
when Meilanion, her cousin, offered himself as a com- reconcile this difficulty by supposing that Atergatis
Venus had presented him with three golden and Derceto, though originally the same, were at a
petitor.
of the Hesperides, or, accordapples from the garden
in Cyprus ; and, as
ing to others, from an orchard
soon as he had started in the course, he artfully threw
distance
one from the other.
at
some
down the apples

subsequent period represented under forms that differed from each other. {Symholik, par Guigniaut, yo\.

While Atalanta, charmed

It

at the

to

stopped
Atalanta
gather the apples, Meilanion won the race.
became his wife, and thoy had a son named ParthenoIt is added, that while hunting together on
pteus.
one occasion, they profaned the temenos, or sacred
enclosure of Jove, with their love, for which offence
they were turned into lions. {Apollod., I. c, where for
we must read, with Canter, avvdr/fiTj ^TjpevovTog
sight,

—

—

2, p. 28, seqq.)

Atarneus,
was ceded

I.

a

town of Mysia, opposite

to Lesbos.
Chians by the Persians, in the
having delivered into their hands

to the

reign of Cyrus, for
the Lydian Pactyas.

{Herod.,

1,

160.)

The

land

around Atarneus was rich, and productive in corn.
{Cramer^s Asia Minor, \o\. 1, p. 133.) II. A place
near Pitane, in Mysia, and called " Atarneus under
Pitane," to distinguish it from the town of the same
name mentioned in the previous article. It was oppo-

—

The bricks made here
pevovraq.
Theognis, 1279, seqq.
Hygin.,fab., 185. site the island of Elseussa.
—Ovid, Met., 10, 560, seqq.—Schol. ad Theocr., 3, are said to be so light as to float in the water. {Slrab
40.
Musaus, 153.) Other authorities, however, 614.)
make the name of the victor Hippomenes, and say,
Atax, a river of Gallia Narbonensis, rising in the
that on his neglecting to give thanks to Venus for her Pyrenean mountains, and falling into the Lacus Ru-

—

,

aid, she inspired him with a sudden passion, which led
to the profanation of the sanctuary of Jove, and the

of himself and his bride.

transformation
—
ad Theocr.,
Schol.

counts, Atalanta

{Ovid,

I.

c.

Atax (otherwise called Adax)
was the daughter of Schoeneus, son the modem name of the lake
I.

According

c.)

to other ac-

of Athamas, and therefore a Boeotian.
{Hesiod, ap.
Ovid, I. c.
Hygin., I. c.) There is
Apollod., U c.
no necessity for supposing two of the same name, as
has usually been done.
They are both connected with
the Minyans, and are only examples of different ap(Keightley^s Mypropriations of the same legend.

—

—

thology, p. 427, seq.)

Atar ANTES,

a people of Africa, ten days' journey
from the Garamantes. There was in their country a
a fountain issuing out of the summit.
of
with
hill
salt,
{Herod., 4, 184.)— All the MSS. have 'ArXavreg (Atlantes), which Salmasius {in Solin., p. 292) first altered to 'Anipavref, an emendation now almost univerRennell thinks, that the people meant
sally adopted.
here are the same with the Hammanientes of Pliny
What Pliny, however, says of the Atlantes
(5, 5).
suits the case better (5, 8).
Castiglioni makes the
Atlantes and Atarantes the same people.
{Mem.
Geogr. et Numism., &c., Paris, 1826.) Heeren, on
the other hand, places the Atarantes in the vicinity of
Tegeny, the last city of Fezzan. {Ideen, vol. 2, pt.
Herodotus says, that the Atarantes were
I, p. 239.)
and they cursed
destitute of names for individuals
sun
as
he
the
passed over their heads, because he consumed both the inhabitants and the country with his
;

scorching heat.

brensis or Rubresus, at the city of Narbo (now Narbonne), for which the lake served as a harbour, an outThe
let or canal being cut to the Mediterranean.

{Herod.,

I.

c.)

{Plin., 3, 4:.
Ate, the

— Mela,

2,

now

is
is

the Aude, and
Velang de Sigean.

b.—Lucan,

1,

403.)

goddess of evil, and daughter of Jupiter.
When Jupiter had been deceived by Juno into making
the rash oath that rendered Hercules subject to the

command
the

of Eurystheus, the monarch of the skies laid
whole blame on Ate, and, having seized her by

the hair, flung her to earth, declaring with an oath that
Thenceforward
she should never return to Olympus.

Her feet, accordshe took up her abode among men.
ing to Homer, are tender, and she therefore does not
of mortals {Kar'
heads
on
the
but
walk on the ground,
The name is derived from
dv6p<j>v Kpdara jSalvei).
to adopt the landofiai (Poetic udoi^ai), to injure, or,
'Attj, v i^avrag ddraL.
{11., 19, 91,

guage of Homer,
seqq.)

Atella, a town of Campania,

to the

west of Sues-

which, as Holstenius reports {Adnot.,
seen near the village of St. Elp. 260), are still to be
pidio or St. Arpino, about two miles from the town
of Aversa.
Atella is known to have been an Oscan
city, and it has acquired some importance in the history of Roman literature, from the circumstance of the
name and origin of the farces called Fabula AtcUana
are told that these
being derived from thence.
comic representations were so much relished by the
Roman people, that the actors were allowed privilebut
ges not usually extended to ihat class of persons
sula, the ruins of

We

Atarbechis, a city of Egypt, sacred to Venus, in
one of the small islands of the Delta called Prosopitis. these amusements having at length given rise to vaThe name of the city is said to be derived from Atar rious excesses, were prohibited under the reign of Tior Athar {Etymol. Mag., s. v. 'Advp), which signified berius, and the players banished from Italy.
{Liv.,
" the
'
Atella, in
Venus," and Bek, "a city ;" as Balbeck,
city 7, 2.— Strabo, 2^3.— Tacit., A7in., 4, 14.)
of the Sun," called by the Greeks Heliopolis.
Baki consequence of having joined the Carthaginians after
is still found in the same sense
among the Copts, and the battle of Cannae, was reduced, with several other
m their language a is pronounced as e. Strabo and Campanian towns, to the condition of a prsefectura on
;

—

{Herod., 2, 41.
Pliny call the city Aphroditespolis.
Larcher, ad Herodot., I. c.)
Atargatis or Ateroatis, an Eastern deity, the
same with the Great Goddess of Syria. She was
worshipped principally at Mabog or Bambyce (Edessa),

and

at a later period at Hierapolis.

that her true

name was

Athara.

Strabo informs us

(Compare Xanth.,
Creuzer, fragm.
^ATTayddrj.

Lyd. ap. Hesych., s. v.
Grdc. antiquiss.,i>. \83.)

—

Ctesias calls her Derc6to.
It is probable that this latter name is only a corruption of Atargatis or Atergatis, and that these three
Luappellations designate one and the same divinity.
hist.

cian,

however (de Dea Syria,

c. 14.

— Op.,

ed.

Bip.,
vol. 9, p. 96), distinguishes expressly between the
goddess worshipped at Hierapolis and the Phcenician

Derceto, stating that the latter was represented with
•he lower extremities like those of a fish, and the for-

the surrender of

—

Capua

to

the

Romans.

{Liv., 22,

Subsequently, however, it is mentioned by Cicero as a municipal town {Ep ad Fam.,
colonized by
13, 7), and Frontinus states that it was
vol. 2, p. 208.)
Augustus. ( Cramer's Ancient Italy,
Athamanes, a rude mountaineer race of Epirus,
between Pindus on the east and
whose
61.

Id., 26, 34.)

territory lay

a parallel chain on the west.
They were at first of
or territolittle importance, either from their numbers
rial extent, but they subsequently acquired great power and influence by the conquest or extirpation of

several small Thessalian and Epirotic tribes, and they
allies to the ^tolians,
appear in history as valuable
and formidable enemies to the sovereigns of Macedon.

13.— W., 36, 9.) The rude
{Strab., 427.— LitJ., 33,
habits of this people may be inferred from the custom
that prevailed

among them,

of assigning to their fc-

ATE

ATH

95, seqq.)

refused to listen to anything but an express command
of the emperor, when he was one day preparing to celebrate a festival in the church, a body of soldiers suddenBut the surroundly rushed in to make him prisoner.

Athamas, king of Thebes, in Boeotia, was son of
/Eolus. He married Nephele, and by her had Phrixus
Some time after, having divorced Nephand Helle.
ele, he married Ino, the daughter of Cadmus, by

Athaing priests and monks placed him in security.
nasius, displaced for a third time, fled into the deserts
His enemies pursued him even here, and
of Egypt.
To relieve the hermits, who
set a price on his head.

whom

dwelt in these solitary places, and who would not betray his retreat, from suflTering on his account, he went

males the active labours of husbandry, while the males
{Hechiefly employed in tending their flocks.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.
racl.f Pont. frag.

were

—

he had two sons, Learchus and Melicerta. Ino
jealous of the children of Nephele, because
they were to ascend their father's throne in preference

became
to her

own

;

therefore she resolved to destroy

them

but they escaped from her fury to Colchis on a golden
ram. {Vid. Argonaut<£.) Athamas, through the enmity of Juno towards Ino, who had suckled the infant
In his
Bacchus, was afterward seized with madness.
phrensy he shot his son Learchus with an arrow, or,
as others say, dashed him against a rock.
Ino fled
with her other son, and, being closely pursued by her
furious husband, sprang with her child from the cliff
of Moluris, near Corinth, into the sea. The gods took
pity on her, and made her a sea-goddess, under the
name of Leucothea, and Melicerta a sea-god, under
that of Palemon.

Athamas subsequently,

into those parts of the desert

in accord-

ance with an oracle, settled in a place where he built
the town of Athamantia.
This was in Thessaly, in the
Here he married Themisto, daughPhthiotic district.
ter of Hypseus, and had by her four children, Lcucon,
Erythroe, Schoeneus, and Ptoos.
(ApoUod., 1, 9.)
Such is the account of Apollodorus. There are, how-

which were entirely unin-

He was

followed by a faithful servant, who,
at the risk of his life, supplied him with the means of
In this undisturbed spot Athanasius comsubsistence.
posed many writings, full of eloquence, to strengthen
the faith of the believers or expose the falsehoods of
When Julian the apostate ascended the
his enemies.
throne, he allowed the orthodox bishops to return to
their churches.
Athanasius, therefore, returned after
The mildness which he exan absence of six years.
ercised towards his enemies was imitated in Gaul,
to the
Spain, Italy, and Greece, and restored peace
But this peace was interrupted by the comchurch.
zeal of Atba plaints of the heathen, ^Jbfise temples the
nasius kept always empty.
They excited the emperor
to the Thebais
against him, and he was obliged to fly
The death of the emperor and the
to save his life.
habited.

;

accession of Jovian again brought him back

but,

;

Valens becoming emperor eight months after, and the
Arians recovering their superiority, he was once more

He concealed himself in the lomb of
fly.
where he remained four months, until Valens,
moved by the pressing entreaties and threats of the
p. 333.)
Athamantiadks, a patronymic of Melicerta, Phrix- Alexandreans, allowed him to return. From this peus, or Helle, children of Athamas.
(Ovid, Met., 13, riod he remained undisturbed in his ofllice till he died,
A.D. 373. Of the 46 years of his official life, he spent
319.)
Athanasius, a celebrated Christian bishop of the 20 in banishment, and the greater part of the remainHe was a native of Egypt, and a der in defendmg the Nicene Creed. Athanasius is one
fourth century.
deacon of the church of Alexandrea under Alexander of the greatest men of whom the church can boast.
the bishop, whom he succeeded in his dignity A.D. His deep mind, his noble heart, his invincible courage,
Previous to his obtaining this high office he had his living faith, his unbounded benevolence, sincere
326.
been private secretary to Alexander, and had also led humility, lofty eloquence, and strictly virtuous life,
His writings are
for some time an ascetic life with the renowned angained the honour and love of all.
Alexander had also taken him on polemical, historical, and moral subjects. The pochorite St. Anthony.
to the council at Nice, where he gained the highest lemical treat chiefly of the mysterious doctrines of the
esteem of the fathers by the talents which he dis- Trinity, the incarnation of Christ, and the divinity of
He had a great the Holy Spirit. The historical ones are of the greatplayed in the Arian controversy.
In all his
share in the decrees passed here, and thereby drew est importance for the history of the church.
on himself the hatred of the Arians. On his ad- writings, the style is distinguished, considering the age
vancement to the prelacy he dedicated all his time in which they were produced, for clearness and modand talents to the defence of the doctrine of the Trini- eration.
His apology, addressed to the Emperor ConThe Creed which bears
ty, and resolutely refused the request of Constantine stantine, is a master-piece.
for the restoration of Arius to the Catholic communion. his name is now generally allowed not to have been_
for
this
the
Arian
In revenge
Dr. Waterland supposes it^yvasjnade by Hilaij;!
refusal,
party brought his.
several accusations against him before the emperor. KTshp^ of Aries.
It was first printed in Greek in 1540,
It has been
was
in
the
first
he
these
instance
Of
and several times afterward to 1671.
acquitted
but, on a new charge of having detained ships at Alex- questioned whether this Creed was ever received by
In America, the
andrea, laden with corn for Constantinople, either from the Greek and Oriental churches.
As to its matter, it
conviction or policy, he was found guilty and banished episcopal church has rejected it.
Here he remained an exile eighteen months, is given as a summary of the true orthodox faith unto Gaul.
or, as some accounts say, upward of two years, his see happily, however, it has proved a fruitful source of unThe best edition of his works
in the mean time being unoccupied. On the death of profitable controversy.
As a
Constantine he was recalled, and restored to his func- is that of Montfaucon, Paris, 1698, 3 vols. fol.
but the Arian party made new
second vol. of
tions by Constantius
supplement to this may be added the
1706.
complaints against him, and he was condemned by 90 the Bibliotheca Patrum, from the same editor,
On the opposite {Encyclop. Am eric vol. 1, p. 440, seqq.)
Arian bishops assembled at Antioch.
Athena, the name of Minerva among the Greeks
side, 100 orthodox bishops, assembled at Alexandrea,
and Pope Julius confirmed {'AOtjvu. and ^Ad^vrj).
declared him innocent
this sentence, in conjunction with more than 300
ATHEN./E, I. the celebrated capital of Attica, foundfrom the East and West. ed, according to the common account, by Cecrops,
bishops assembled at Sardis
a
returned
second
time 1550 B.C.
The town was first erected on the sumIn consequence of this, he
But when Constans, emperor of the mit of a high rock, probably as a protection against atto his diocese.
West, died, and Constantius became master of the tacks from the sea. The primitive name of this early
whole empire, the Arians again ventured to rise up settlement was ^ranae, from Cranaus, as is said, from
him in the coun- whom the Pelasgr took the name of Cranai, and all
against Athanasius. They condemned
At a later period it was called
cils of Aries and Milan, and, as the worthy patriarch Attica that of Cranae.
ever, many variations in the tale in different writers,
especially in the tragic poets. {Keightley's Mythology,

compelled to
his father,

—

A

;

:

—

;

,

;

ATHENE.

ATHENit.

Cecrop i^, from Cccrops and finally Athenae by Erec*noniu8, from its being under the protection of Minerva

circumference,
evident, from the measurement furnished by Thucydides, that they must have extended
considerably beyond the present line of wall, especially
towards the north.
Col. Leake is of opinion, that on
this side the extremity of the city reached to the foot
of Mount Anchesmus, and that to the westward its
walls followed the same brook which terminates in the
marshy ground of the Academy, until they met the
point where some of the ancient foundations are still
to be seen near the gate Dipylum
while to the east-

;

A distinction was also made beor Athene {^^kQrjvjj).
tween the ancient city on the rock and the part subseThe former, the primitive
quently added in the plain.
Cecropia, was called, from its situation,_^av6; 'Kokiq,
or kKpo-KoXiq, " the upper city," where afterward
stood the Parthenon, and other splendid edifices
'

;

the buildings in the plain, where eventually Athens
itself stood, were termed
TroA^f, "the lower city."
(Compare, as regards tbe various names

^Kurw

given to

this

city,

Steph.

Byz.,

s.

v.

Kpavdij. —

it is

;

ward they approached close to the Ilissus, a little below the present church of the Mologitades, or confessors.
The same antiquary estimates the space com-

5e.—Kruse, Hellas, vol. 2, p. 77.)— The
We prehended within
Acropolis was sixty stadia in circumference.

Plin.,

have

7,

or no information respecting the size of

little

Athens under its earliest kings ; it is generally supposed, however, that, even as late as the time of Theseus, the town was almost entirely confined to the
Acropolis and tlig.5djfiijiin^_Hi{l_of Mars. Subsequently to the Trojan war, it appears to have been increased
considerably, both in population and extent, since Homer applies to it the epithets of evKU/zevo^ and evpv-

The improvements continued, probably, duayvLog.
ring the reign of Pisistratus, and, as it was able to
stand a siege against the Lacedsemonians under his son
Hippias, it must evidently have possessed walls and
fortifications of sufficient height and strength to ensure
its safety.
The invasion of Xerxes, and the subsequent irruption of Mardonius, effected the entire destruction of the ancient city, and reduced it to a heap
of ruins, with the exception only of such temples and
buildings as were enabled, from the solidity of materials, to resist the action of fire and the work of demoli-

tion.

When, however,

the battles of Salamis, Plataea,

the walls of Athens, the longomural
enclosure and the peribolus of the ports, to be more
than sixteen English miles, without reckoning the sinbut if these
uosities of the coast and the ramparts
are taken into account, it could not have been lest
;

than

nineteen

miles.

{Topography of Athens, p.
know from ancient writers that the
362, seqq.)
extent of Athens was nearly equal to that of Rome
within the walls of Servius.
(Dion. Hal., 4, p. 670.)
Plutarch ( Vit. Nic.) compares it also with that of Syracuse, which Strabo estimates at 180 stadia, or upward of twenty-two miles. The number of gates bebut the exlonging to ancient Athens is uncertain
istence of nine has been ascertained by classical writers.
The names of these are Dipylum. (also called

We

;

and perhaps Ceramicae), Diomeiae,
Diocharis, Melitides, Piraicae. Acharnicae, Itoniae, Hip{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 312,
pades, Heriae.
The early history of Athens and its kings is
seqq.)
brief sketch of
blended with more or less of fable.
the affairs of Attica, from the first glimpses of tradition
Thriasiae, Sacrae,

A

and Mycale had averted all danger of invasion, Athens, down to the period when Greece fell beneath the
restored to peace and security, soon rose from its state Roman arms, will be found under the article Cecrops.
of ruin and desolation and, having been furnished by The Athenians have been admired in all ages for their
the prudent foresight and energetic conduct of The - love of liberty, and for the great men that were bom
but favour there was attended with danmistocles with the^ milit ary works requisite for its de- among them
and there are very few instances in the history
fence, it attained, under the subsequent aTTministrations ger
oTCTmon and Pericles, to the highest pitch of beauty, of Athens that can prove that the jealousy and fickle;

;

;

The former is known to
magnificence, and strength.
have erected the temple of Theseus, the Dionysiac
theatre, the Stoae or porticoes, and Gymnasium, and
also to have embellished the Academy, the Agora, and
other parts of the city at hi s^ovvn. expense. (Plut., Vit.
Cimon.) Pericles completed the fortifications. which
had been left in an unfinished state by Themistocles
he likewise built several edifices destroyand Cimon
ed by the Persians, and to him his country was indebted for the temple of_Eleusis, the Parthenon, and
the Propylaea, the most magnificent buildings, not of
Attica only,l)ut of the world.
It was in the time of
;

ness of the people did not persecute the man who
had fought their battles and exposed his life in the defence of his country.
Perhaps not one single city in
the world can boast, in the same space of lime, of
illustrious
a
number
of
so large
citizens, as regarded
either warlike operations or the walks of civil life.—
The Athenians claimed to be of indigenous origin, or,
Hence
in other words, sprung from the earth itself
they called themselves avToj^OqveC {Autochthones),
i. e..
Aborigines and, as"a proof of their indigenous
;

origin7 the early Athenians are said by
(1, 6) to have worn in the hair of the

Thucydides
head golden

Pericles that Athens attained the summit of its beauty ornaments, formed like cicadae, a species of insect beand prosperity, both with respect to the power of the lieved to spring from tKe" earth. The custom only
republic and the extent and magnificence of the archi- went entirely out of use a short time previous to the
tectural decorations with which the capital was adorn- a^e of the historian.
The Romans, in the more polAt this period, the whole of Athens, with its three ished ages of their republic, sent their youths to finish
ed.
pons of Piraeus, Munychia, and Phalerus, connected their education at Athens, and respected the learning,
Dy means of the celebrated long walls, formed one great while they despised the military character, of the inhabitants.
Modem Athens, in Livadia, a few years ago
city, enclosed within a vast peribolus of massive fortifications.
The whole of this circumference, as we col- contained 1300 houses and 12,000 inhabitants, 2000
lect from Thucydides, was not less than 1^4: stadia. of whom were Turks.
The Greeks here e.xperienced
Of these, forty-three must be allotted to the circuit of from the Turks a milder government than elsewhere.

—

the city itself; the long walls, taken together,
supply
twenty-five, and the remaining fifty-six are furnished
the
of
the
three
harbours.
by
peribolus
Xenophon reports that Athens contained more than 10,000 houses,
which, at the rate of twelve persons to a house, would
give 120,000 for the population of the city.
{Xen.,

also retained some remains of their ancient cusThe Greek
toms, and annually chose four archons.
income.
archbishop residing here had a considerable
In 1822, the Acropolis, after a long siege, fell into the
hands of the free Greeks. In 1825. a Greek school,

They

under the care of the

patriot professor,

George Gen-

The most
a flourishing condition.
ton's Fasti Hellenici,
the places among the ruins
Append.,
thorough investigation of
researches of Col. Leake and Mr. Hawkins, it appears of Athens worthy of attention, is contained in Leake's
with an atlas
that the former city considerably exceeded in extent
Topography of Athens (London, 1821,
the modem Athens ; and though little now remains of in folio).
The splendid work of Stuart and Hevett
must also be consulted. Leake
the ancient works to afford certain evidence of their
{Antiquities of Athens)
Mem.,

3, 6,

14.— 7rf.,

(Econ., 8,

22.— Compare ClinFrom the
p. 395 )

—

nadios,

was

in

A T h

ATHEN.E.
makes

appear probable, that, in the time of Pausawhich belonged
because so transitory a possession as Xerxes had of the city scarcely
gave him lime to finish the destruction of the walls
and principal public edifices. In the restoration of the
city to its former state, Themistocles looked more to
it

nias, many monuments were extant
to the period before the Persian war ;

the Tiseful, Cimon to magnificence and splendour
and Pericles far surpassed them both in his buildings.
The great supply of money which he had from the
tribute of the other states belonged to no succeeding
;

Athens, at length, saw much of her ancient
splendour restored ; but, unluckily, Attica was not an
island
and, after the sources of power, which belonged to the fruitful and extensive country of Macedonia, were developed by an able and enlightened
prince, the opposing interests of many free states
could not long withstand the disciplined army of a
warlike people, led by an active, able, and ambitious
monarch. When Sylla deitroyed the works of the
Piraeus, the power of Athens by sea was at an end,
and with that fell the whole city.
Flattered by the
triumvirate, favoured by Hadrian's love of the arts,
Athens was at no time so splendid as under the Antonines, when the magnificent works of from eight to
ten centuries stood in view, and the edifices of Pericles were in equal preservation with the new buildPlutarch himself wonders how the structures
ings.
of Ictinus, of Menesicles and Phidias, which were
built with such surprising rapidity, could retain such a
ruler.

;

The most correct criticism on
perpetual freshness.
the accounts of Greece by Pausanias and Strabo is
in Leake.
Probably Pausanias saw Greece yet unThe Romans, from a reverence towards
plundered.
a religion approaching so nearly to their own, and
wishing to conciliate a people more cultivated than
themselves, were ashamed to rob temples where the
master-pieces of art were kept as sacred, and were satisfied with a tribute in money, although in Sicily they
did not abstain from the plunder of the temples, on
account of the prevalence of the Carthaginian and
Phoenician influence in the island.
Pictures, even in
the time of Pausanias, may have been left in their
The wholesale robberies of collectors ; the
places.
removal of great quantities of the works of art to Constantinople, when the creation of new specimens was
no longer possible ; Christian zeal, and the attacks of
barbarians, destroyed, after a time, in Athens, what
have reason to think,
the emperors had spared.

We

Minerva Promachos was
About 420 A.D. paannihilated at Athens
and, when

that the colossal statue of

standing

in the

time of Alaric.

was totally
fanism
ustinian closed even the schools of the philosophers,
the recollections of the mythology were lost.
Xhe
Parthenon was turned into a church of the Virgin
and
into
the
of
The^t.
Mary,
George stepped
place
The manufacture of silk, which had hitherto
seus.
Remained, was destroyed by the transportation of a
and in 1456
colony of weavers, by Roger of Sicily
To complete
the place fell into the hands of Omar.
its degradation, the city of Minerva obtained the privilege (an enviable one in the East) of being governed
by a black eunuch as an appendage to the harem.
The Parthenon became a mosque, and, at the west
end of the Acropolis, those alterations were commenced which the new discovery of artillery then
made necessary. In 1687, at the siege of Athens by
;

;

the Venetians under Morosini, it appears that the temthe beautiful remains of
ple of Victory was destroyed,
which are to be seen in the British Museum. On the
28th September of this year, a bomb fired the powdermagazine kept by the Turks in the Parthenon, and,

with this building, destroyed the ever-memorable remains of the genius of Phidias. Probably the Venetians knew not what they destroyed
they could not
have intended that their artillery should accomplish
;

The city was surrendered to them
September 29th.
They wished to send the chariot of
Victory, which stood on the west pediment of the
such devastation.

Parthenon, to Venice, as a trophy of their conquest

;

but, in removing it, it fell and was dashed to pieces.
In April, 1688, Athens was agam surrendered to the

Turks, in spite of the remonstrances of the inhabitants,
who, with good reason, feared the revenge of their

Learned travellers have, since that
returning masters.
time, often visted Athens ; and we may thank their
relations and drawings for the knowledge which we
have of the monuments of the place.
How little the
Greeks of modern times have understood the importance of these buildings, is proved by Crusius's Turko-

From them originated the names Temple of
vnknown God, Lantern of Demosthenes, &c. It
doing injustice to the Turks to attribute to them

Gracia.
the
is

exclusively the crime of destroying these remains of
From these ruins the Greeks have supantiquity.
plied themselves with all their materials for buildings
for hundreds of years.
The ruins in the neighbourhood of inhabited places and in the seaport towns
are particularly exposed, because ease of transportation
is added to the
In the mean
daily want of materials.
time, the most accessible part of Athens has rich
treasures to reward well-directed searches ; and each

fragment which comes to light in Athens proves the
It is
all-pervading art and taste of the ancient race.
fortunate that many of the remains of Grecian art have
been covered by barbarous structures until a brighter
day should dawn on Greece.
{Encyclop. Americ,
vol. 1, p. 445, seqq.)
For an accurate and interestaccount
of
the
various
works
that have been pubing
lished in modern times, illustrative of the remains of
Grecian art, as well as of the numerous travellers that
have visited these classic regions, consult Kruse^s HelIn this work also will be found
las, vol. 1, p. 65-156.
an account of Lord Elgin's operations.
For remarks
on the coinage and commerce of Athens, vid. Mina and
Piraeus, and for some account of its public structures,
consult the separate articles throughout the volume,
such as Parthenon, Erechtheum, &c.
II. A town of
Euboea, in the northwestern corner of the island, and
near the promontory of Cenieum.
It was founded,

—

according to Strabo, by an Athenian colony, but, according to Ephorus, by Dias, a son of Abas.
{Steph.
Byz., s. V. 'Ad^vai.—Eustath., ad II., 2, 537.) The
modem name is Port Calos. III. An ancient city,
which, according to tradition, stood at an early period,
along with another named Eleusis, near the spot
where the town of Copae was erected at a later day.
Athenae was situate on the river Triton, which, if it is
the torrent noticed by Pausanias, was near Alalcomenae.
Pausan., 9, 24.) Stephanus
(Sfrab., 407.
of Byzantium reports that, when Crates drained the
waters which had overspread the plains, the ruins of
Some wriAthenae became visible (s. v. ^Adijvai).
ters asserted, that it occupied the site of the ancient

—

—

—

Orchomenus. (Strab., l. c. Steph. Byz., I. c.) The
existence of such a city, at so remote a date, might
form the basis of no uninteresting theory respecting
the early migrations of the people of Attica from the
north.

(Compare Midler, Orchomenus, p. 58.)
festivals celebrated at Athens in honour of Minerva. One of them was called Panathenesa,

ArmyjEx,

and the other Chalcea
those words.

;

for

AtheNwiEum, a building
va,

whence

its

name

an account of which, see

at

Athens, sacred to Minerfrom ^Ad^vr]). Here

{'A6i]valov,

poets, philosophers, and literary men in general were
accustomed to assemble and recite their compositions,

or engage in the discussion of literary subjects, as the
Roman poets and others were wont to do in the temThe Emperor Hadrian built
ple of Apollo at Rome.

an Athenaeum at Rome in imitation of that at Athens.
The ancient Athenaea were generally in the form of

ATHENiEUS.

ATHENiEUS.

—

(^Lamprid., in Alex. Sev., c. 35.
wnphitheatres.
Aurel. Vir.l.s de Cas., c. 14.
Forcellini, Lex. Tot.

—

s.

Lat.y

V.)

AxHKNiKus,

I.

a native of Naucratis in Egypt, and

the author of a very interesting compilation, entitled
**
the learned men
Deipnosophistce {^ELTrvoao<fnaTal,

from which the moderns have derived a

at supper"),

large portion of their knowledge respecting the private
He declares himself to
life of the ancient Greeks.

have been a

little later

than the poet Oppian

that writer dedicates his Halieutics to the

;*

and, as

Emperor

Caracalla, the age of Athenasus may be fi.ted at the
beginning of the third century of the Christian era.

The

professed object of Athenaeus was to detail to his
contemporaries the convivial antiquities of their ancestors, and he has chosen to convey his information
in the form of a dialogue as the most convenient and
amusing. The plan of the work is as follows A considerable number of learned men, among whom we find
the celebrated Galen, assemble at the table of Larensius, a liberal and wealthy Roman, where they bestow as large a portion of erudition on every part of
their entertainment as the memory or commonplacebook of the author could supply. So much of the
business of human life is connected, mediately or immediately, with eating and drinking, that it does not
require any great share of ingenuity to introduce into
a work of so miscellaneous a nature much useful and
curious information, which, at first sight, does not appear to be very closely connected with the science
"
of cookery.
Accordingly," says the author of the
" we find
disquisitions on fish of every sort,
Epitome,
together with potherbs and poultry ; not to mention
likewise a great
historians, poets, and philosophers
variety of musical instruments, witty sayings, and
vessels
;
royal magnificence, ships of prodidrinking
:

;

gious magnitude, and many other articles too tedious
to mention."
Although this kind of conversation
bears no very strong resemblance to the dying speculations of Socrates on the immortality of the soul, our
author has selected the Phaedo of Plato for his prototype, and has borrowed the beginning of that dialogue,
with no alteration, except the substitution of the
names of Timocrates and Athenseus for those of Echecrates and Phaedo.

A

strong objection to the dramatic form which the work assumes, arises from the
impossibility of collecting the productions of all the
different seasons at one banquet.
The author seems
to suppose, that an astonished
fishmonger might exin
the
words
of
'kXka
to.
claim,
Theocritus,
fitv depThe loss of the two
eof, TO, (^E ytyveTai kv x^i^l^^vi.
first books renders us unable to
how
far
he was
judge
able to palliate this palpable absurdity.
The most
valuable part of the work is the large quantity of quo-

which

presents from authors whose writings
no longer exist.
The Athenian comic poets afforded an ample store of materials, and Athenaeus
tations

it

have been by no means sparing in the use
Many of the extracts from their works,
which he has inserted in his own, are highly interesting ; and the mass is so considerable, as far to
exceed in bulk all that can be collected from every

seems

to

of them.

othei

Greek or Latin

The number

writer.

of theatri-

which he appears to have consulted, was
The middle
probably not less than two thousand.
comedy furnished him with eight hundred. The compilation of Athenaeus immediately became the prey of
other compilers less diligent than himself .^lian, who
was nearly his contemporary, has made use very libIn
erally of the Deipnosophists in his Various History.
a laier age we find our author
again pillaged by Ma-

cal pieces

—

crobius, who seems to have taken from him not only
many of the materials, but even the form and idea,
of his Saturnalia.
But of all writers, ancient or

modem,

there

Athencus

is

none who

is

as the industrious

so
highly indebted to
Eustatbius.
Although

the Archbishop of Thessalonica appears never tohav#
seen the entire work, but to have made use of the Epitome, the stores of his erudition would be miserably
reduced if he were compelled to make restitution of
the property of our author which he has converted to
his own benefit.
By the same fortunate accident
which has preserved a few of the writings of the ana
cients,
single copy of Athenaeus appears to have escaped from the ravages of time, ignorance, and fanaticism.
That MS. still exists. After the death of Car-

—

dinal Bessarion, who probably brought it from Greece,
it
In
passed into the library of St. Mark at Venice.
this sepulchre of books it would certainly have continued for many ages, unknown to the learned, if the
French successes had not caused it to be included in

the valuable spoils of Italy, which, until lately, enriched
the national collection of Paris.
Many transcripts of
this manuscript exist in different parts of Europe,
which were probably made while it was in the possesAll of them betray their
sion of Cardinal Bessarion.

coincidence in orthographical
origin, as, besides their

same parts are wanting in all of them. The
books, the beginning of the third, a few leaves

errors, the

two

first

in the eleventh, and part of two leaves in the fifteenth,
are wanting in the Venetian manuscript, and the deficiency appears evidently to have proceeded from accident.
The same lacuna occur in every other manushows the
script, but are exhibited in a manner which
in the copy from which they
were transcribed. Fortunately for Athenaeus, the integrity of his work is in some measure preserved by
an epitome of the whole, which has been transmitted
This abridgment, if it may
to us without defalcation.
bo called so, is nearly as bulky as the original work.

cause to have existed

The age

It is executed in a careless
it is uncertain.
and the copy which the writer had before his
eyes appears to have suffered so much from time or
accident, that he frequently breaks off in the middle of
an extract, and declares his inability to decipher the
remainder.
From these sources our editions are derived
and it will easily be seen that, where the original copies are so few and so faulty, conjecture
emendation will find ample scope to display its powers.
The best editions of Athenaeus are those of CasauOf the edition oi
bon, Schweighaeuser, and Dindorff.

manner

of

;

;

—

Casaubon there are three different impressions, in the
years 1597, 1612, and 1664, which do not differ conTo these editions is ansiderably from each other.
nexed the Latin translation of James Dalechamp o*
Caen, which was first printed by itself in 1583. The
Greek text is much more perfect and accurate than
in the preceding editions ; as in the long interval which
had elapsed between the edition published at Basle
and the first of Casaubon's, many new transcripts
had been discovered, and much labour had been bestowed on Athenaeus by some of the most celebrated
The most valuable part of the
scholars of that age.

Casaubon is his celebrated commentary
which constitutes a folio of no inconsiderable magnitude.
The edition of Athenaeus by Schweighaeuser
was published at Strasburg (Argentorati) in 1801The text occupies
1807, and consists of 14 vols. 8vo.
5 vols., and the remaining nine contain the commentThis commentary is made up of a
aries and indexes.
with
large portion of the notes of Casaubon, together
edition of

The

greatest
by Schweighaeuser himself
editor enjoyed was the collation
advantage which this
was
This
of the Venetian manuscript.
performed by

others

The least commendable part of the work is
the critical observations, in which Schweighaeuser's

his son.

metre exposes him to
acquaintance with Greek
The edition, however, is extremely
mistakes.
Dindorff's edition is in 5 vols. 8vo. Lips.,
valuable.
Revtcw, vol. 3, p
1827.
{Elmslcy, in Edinburgh
little

many

181,

seqq.)

—

l'l.

His native country

A

is

contemporary of Archimedes

not known.

He

has

left a trea
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lise on Machines of War
{Trepi KrjxctvfjfidTuv), addressed to Marcellus.
This Marcellus is generally
supposed to be the same with the conqueror of Syracuse.
Schweighaeuser, however, is of a different opinion (cul Athen., vol. 1, p. 637).
His work is contained in the collection of Thevenot.
{Scholl, Hist.
Lit. Gr.y vol. 3,
III.
A
celebrated physician,
p. 367.)—

born

at Attalia in

Rome 50 AD.
from

Dietetics.
ters

Pamphylia, and who flourished at

He separated the Materia Medica
He treated also,with great care,of
Therapeutics.
Of his numerous

writings only a few chap-

remain in the collection of Oribasus.

{SchoU,

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 343.)
Athknagoras, a Platonising father of the church,
the author of an "
Apology for Christians," and of a
treatise "On the Resurrection of the
Body." It appears
from his writings that he was a native of Athens, and
that he passed his
youth among the philosophers of his
time.

He

flourished towards the close of the second

After he became a convert to Christianity,
century.
he still retained the name and habit of a philosopher,
probably in expectation of gaining greater credit to the
Christian doctrine among the unconverted heathen.
In his Apology he judiciously explains the notions of
the Stoics and Peripatetics concerning God and divine
things, and exposes with great accuracy and strength
of reasoning their respective errors.
He frequently
supports his arguments by the authority of Plato, and
discovers much partiality for his system.
In what he

advances concerning God, and the Logos or Divine
Reason, he evidently mixes the dogmas of paganism
with the doctrines of Christianity.
His two works are
contained

in

the

editions of the

Oberthur {WiXrceb., 1777,

vol. 3)

Greek

fathers by

and Gallaud

(vol.

There are

also separate editions of each,
and Latin, French, Italian, and English translations,
to say nothing of numerous works illustrating his wri2, p. 3).

tings.

seqq.)

Hoffmann^ Lex. Bibi,
—(Consult
The romance of Theagenes and Charis

vol. I, p.

427,

is

er-

gm

pupils of Polycletus, and as having made, with
success, the statues of some distinguished females.
IV. A sculptor, who,
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

—

in

connexion with Agesander and Polydorus, made

the celebrated

Laocoon group.

{Sillig, Diet. Art.,

s. V.)

Atherbal.

Vid. Adherbal.

Athesis, a river of Venetia, in Gallia Cisalpina, rising in the mountains of the Tyrol (Rhastian Alps),
and, after a course of nearly two hundred miles, disIt is now the
charging its waters into the Adriatic.
Adige, and, next to the Po, must be looked upon as
the most considerable stream of Italy.
{Virg., JEn.y

9,

679, seqq.)

a mountain in the district Chalcidice of
Macedonia. It is situate on a peninsula between the
Sinus Strymonicus, or Gulf of Contessa, and the Sinus

Athos,

Gulf of Monte Santo.
according to Plutarch and Pliny,

It is so

Singiticus, or
that,

shadow

at the

summer

solstice

it

high

projected its

on the market-place of

Myrina, the capital city of the island of Lemnos,
though at the distance of 87 miles. On this account
a brazen cow was erected at the termination of the
shadow, with this inscription,

'A6u^ Kokv-KTCL rrXevpa

Aijfiviac ftoo^.

Strabo reports that the inhabitants of the mountain
saw the sun rise three hours before those who lived oa
the shore at its base.
{Epit., 7, p. 331.)
Pliny,

however, greatly exaggerates, when he affirms that
Athos extends into the sea for seventy-five miles, and
that its base occupies a circumference of one hundred
and fifty miles (4, 10). Strabo says the circumnavigation
of the whole peninsula was four hundred stadia, or fifty
miles.
When Xerxes invaded
{Epit., 7, p. 331.)
Greece, he cut a canal through the peninsula of Athos,
in

order to avoid the danger of doubling the promon-

tory, the fleet of Mardonius having previously sustained
This canal was
a severe loss in passing around it.

This romance was the
roneously ascribed to him.
It
production of a Frenchman named Martin Fumie.

{Vid.

was published

unto Alexander the Great to cut Mount Athos into a

1599 and 1612, in French, and purported to be a translation from a Greek manuscript
No such manuscript ever exbrought from the East.
in

made

in the vicinity of the cities

— The

Acanthus.)

Acanthus and Sana.

architect Dinocrates

offered

statue of the king, holding in its left hand a city, and
in its right a basin to receive all the waters that flowed

The monarch, however, declined
from the mountain.
800, seqq.)
a peripatetic philosopher, 108 B.C. the offer, on the ground of their being no fields around
born
at
and
who
flourished
which
would have to come entirely
to
furnish
Maronea,
painter,
supplies,
about 300 B.C.
{Vitruv., Praf, lib. 2.)
Pliny enumerates several of his pro- by sea.
Atia lkx, a law enacted A.U.C. 690, by T. Alius
ductions, and adds, that, had he not died young, he
would have stood at the head of his profession (35, 11). Labienus, a tribune of the commons. It repealed the
Athenodorus, I. a philosopher, born at Cana, near Cornelian law, and restored the Domitian, which gave
Tarsus in Cilicia. He lived at Rome, in the reign of the election of priests to the people, not to the colleges.
Augustus, and, on account of his learning, wisdom, {Dio Cass., 37, 37.)
and moderation, was highly esteemed by that emperor.
Atilia lei, I. gave the prsetor and a majority of
His opinion and advice had great weight with the mon- the tribunes power of appointing guardians to orphans
II. AnIt was enacted A.U.C. 443.
arch, and are said to have led him into a milder plan and women.
of government than he had at first adopted. Athenodo- other, which ordained that sixteen military tribunes
that
rus obtained, for the inhabitants of Tarsus, relief from should be created by the people for four legions
a part of the burden of taxes which had been imposed is, two thirds of the whole number.
{Adams, Rom.
upon them, and was on this account honoured with an Ant., s. V.)
He was intrusted by Augustus with
annual festival.
Ati.na, I. one of the most ancient cities of the VolIt was situate to the southeast of Arpinum, and
the education of the young prince Claudius
and, that sci.
If we are to credit
execute
his
he might the more successfully
charge, his near the source of the river Melfa.
illustrious pupil became for a while a resident at his Virgil {Mn., 7, 629), it was a considerable town as
learn from Cicero {pro
This philosopher retired in his old age to Tar- early as the Trojan war.
house.
{Fabric, Bibl. Plane), that Atina was in his time a praefectura, and
sus, where he died in his 82d year.
Zosim., I, 6.
Suet., Vit. one of the most populous and distinguished in Italy.
Gr., vol. 7, p. 391.
Clavd., c. ^.—Enfield's Hist. Philos., vol. 2, p. 109.) Frontinus says it was colonized during the reign of
II.
town of
Nero. The modern name is Atino.
II. A stoic philosopher, a native of Pergamus acof Tarsus.
He Lucania. not far from the Tanager. Several inscripcording to some, but, more correctly,
was surnamed Cordylion {KopSvTiiuv), and was inti- tions and many remains of walls and buildings, prove
mate with Cato the younger (Uticensis). Cato made that it was no inconsiderable place. {Romanelli, vol.
isted.

(Fabric,

—AthenIon,
A

Bibl. Gr., vol. 6, p.

I.

II.

—

;

;

We

—

—

—

—

Pergamus expressly to see him, and
He died at
brought him back with him to Rome.
III. An Arcadian
Cato's house.
(Strabo, 673.)
a voyage to

—

statuary,

mentioned by Pliny (34, 8) as one of the

A

The modern name is il/cna. {Cramer's
1, p. 438.)
Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 378.)
Atinia lex, was enacted by the tribune Atinius.
A.U.C. 623. It gave a tribune of the people the priv-

ATLANTIS.

ATLANTIS.

a senator, and the right of sitting in the senileges of
ate.
{Aul. Gel, 14, 8.)
Ati. ANTES, a people of Africa, the more correct
name of whom was Atarantes. (Vid. Atarantes.)
Atlantiades, a patronymic of Mercury, as grand-

son of Atlas.

{Ovid, Met.,

1,

639.)

Amfricaines, French

transl., vol. 2, p. 180, seqa.)
of this theory might easily connect witii
the legend of the lost Atlantis the remains of a very remote civilization that are found at the present day in
have there the ruins of cities,
Spanish America.
the style of whose architecture carries us back to Pe-

The advocates

Wc

Atlantidks, a name given to the daughters of At- lasgic times, and the religious symbols and ornaments
They were divided into the Hyades and Plei- connected with which remind us strongly of the phallic
Even the lotus flower, the
ades.
{Vid. Atlas, Hyades, and Pleiades.)
mysteries of antiquity.
Atlantis, a celebrated island, supposed to have sacred emblem of India, may be seen in the sculpthe plates given by Del Rio, Deexisted at a very early period in the Atlantic Ocean, tures.
(Compare
and to have been eventually sunk beneath its waves. scription of the Ruins of an Ancient City discovered
near
in
of
and
he
Plato is the first that gives an account
it,
Guatemala, <fec., Lond., 1822, 4to.)
Palenque,
obtained his information from the priests of Egypt. These curious remains of former days are long anteMexican
vol.
rior
to
ed
9, p. 296,
times, nor have they anything what{Plat., Ttmaus, p. 24, seqq.,
Bip.,
ever to do with Phoenician settlements, such settleId., Critias, p. 108, seqq., ed. Bip., vol. 10, p.
seqq.
The statement which he furnishes is as fol- ments on the shores of America being purely imaginary.
39, 43.)
lows In the Atlantic Ocean, over against the Pillars In connexion with the view just taken, we may point
las.

—
:

of Hercules, lay an island larger than Asia and Africa to the peculiar conformation of our continent, along
taken together, and in its vicinity were other islands, the shores of the Gulf of Mexico, where everything infrom which there was a passage to a large continent dicates the sinking, at a remote period, of a large
The Mediterranean, compared with the tract of land, the place of which is now occupied by
lying beyond.
ocean in which these lands were situated, resembled the waters of the gulf a sinking occasioned, in all
a mere harbour with a narrow entrance.
Nine thou- probability, by the sudden rush of a large body of
sand years before the time of Plato, this island of At- water down the present valley of the Mississippi.
Its The mountain tops of this sunken land still appear to
lantis was both thickly settled and very powerful.
sway extended over Africa as far as Egypt, and over view as the islands of the West Indian group and
Europe as far as the Tyrrhenian Sea. The farther thus the large continent lying beyond Atlantis and
progress of its conquests, however, was checked by the adjacent islands, and to which Plato refers, may
the Athenians, who, partly with the other Greeks, have been none other than that of America.
Admitting that Atlantis was
partly by themselves, succeeded in defeating these proceed a step farther.
After this situate in the ocean which at present bears its name,
powerful invaders, the natives of Atlantis.
a violent earthquake, which lasted for the space of a it would require no
stretch of fancy to suppose
great
day and night, and was accompanied with inundations that the Canaries, Madeira Isles, and Azores once
of the sea, caused the islands to sink, and, for a long formed portions of it, and that it even extended as fai
period subsequent to this, the sea in this quarter was as Newfoundland. The Cape de Verd Islands, though
Thus so much to the south, may also be included. It is cuimpassable, by reason of the slime and shoals.
much for the narrative of Plato.
dispute arose rious to observe what quantities of seaweed {fuciu
among the ancient philosophers and naturalists, wheth- natans) are found floating on the surface of the sea,
er this statement was based upon reality, or was a not only near the Cape de Verd Islands, but also more
mere creation of fancy. Posidonius thought it wor- to the northeast, almost under the meridian of the isles
{Strabo, 102.— Epit., 1, p. 11, ed. Cuervo and Flores, among the Azores, between the
thy of belief.
Huds ) Pliny remains undecided (2, 92.
Com- parallels of 23° and 35° north latitude. {Humboldt,
Ammian.
Marcell., 17, 7.
Tertull., de Palho, Tableaux de la Nature, vol. 1, p. 99, French transl.)
pare
ed. Op., Antvcrp, 1584, p. 6.
Id., Apolog., adv. The ancients were acquainted with these collections
Pkilo, quod mund. sit. incor- of seaweed, resembling somewhat a vast inundated
gentes, p. 82, c. 40.
From other writers we have short no- meadow. " Some Phoenician vessels," observes Arisrupt., p. 963).
"
tices, which merely show how many various interpre- totle,
impelled by the east winds, reached, after a
tations were given to the passage in Plato.
{Proclus, navigation of thirty days, a part of the sea where the
ad Plat., Tim., p. 24.)
certain Marcellus related surface of the water was covered with rushes and seaa similar tradition with that of Plato (^v Tolg AWcottl- weed {^pi'ov Kal ^v/cof )." The passage occurs in the
;

:

— We

—

A

—
—

—

—

A

Kol^ ap. ProcL, lib. 1, p. 155).
According to this
writer there were seven islands in the Atlantic Ocean
sacred to Proserpina ; of these, three were of a very
large size, and the inhabitants had a tradition among
them that these were originally one large island, which

— Nor

had ruled over all the rest.
have modern theorists been inactive on this
Rudcaptivating subject.
beck, with great learning, labours to prove that the
Atlantis of the ancients was Sweden, and that the Ro-

mans, Greeks, English, Danes, and Germans originated from Sweden.
His work, entitled Atlanlica {Atland eVer Manheim), is in Latin and Swedish, and is
a typographic rarity.
The first edition appeared in
1675-79, at Upsal. Several editions of it followed.
The last Latin edition is of 1699, and bears a high
Written copies of it are in several European
firice.
ibraries.
Bailly, well known by his history of Astronomy, places Atlantis and the cradle of the human
race in the farthest regions of the north, and seeks to
connect the Atlantides with the far-famed Hyperboreans.
{Lettres sur VAtlantide de Platon, &,c., p.
384, seqq.
Compare Lettres sur VOrigine des SciCarli and others find Amerences, by the same.)
ica in the Atlantis of Plato, and adduce many
arguments in support of then: assertion. {Carli, Lettres

—

—

—

treatise de Mirahilibus, p. 1157, ed. Duval.
Many
ascribed this abundance of seaweed to some cause
connected with the submerged Atlantis.
(Compare

The quantities
Irving^s Columbus, vol. 1, p. 133.)
of seaweed in the neighbourhood of the Cape de Verd
Islands are also alluded to by Scylax {ed. Gronov., p.
126), if we suppose the conjecture of Ideler to be correct, that the Cerne of Scylax is the modern Arguin.
{Humboldt, Tableaux, &c., vol. 1, p. 101 ) The existence of a large island, at a remote period, where
the waves of the Atlantic now roll, has been regarded
But
by modern science as visionary in the extreme.
even science herself can be made to contribute data to-

wards this captivating theory. Immediately below the
chalk and green sand of England, afluviatile formation,
called the wealden, occurs, which has been ascertained to extend from west to east about 200 English
southeast about 220
miles, and from northwest to
of the beds, where
miles, the depth or total thickness
feet.
( Fitton's Geology of
crreatest, being about 2000
Hastings,
that there

p. 58.)

was

These phenomena

clearly indicate,

a constant supply in that region, for a

considerable body of fresh water,
long period, of a
such as might be supposed to have drained a continent or a large island, containing within it a lofly chain

'

ATL

ATLAS.

(LyeWs Geology vol. 4, p. 308, Lond.
Geology can furnish us with such facts as

of mountains.
If

ed.)

,

(0^.,

1,

52.)

In the Theogony of Hesiod (517, seqq.)

heaven on his head and hande
extreme West, a task assigned him by Jupiter,
in punishment, the later writers say, for his share in
the Titan war.
{Hygin., fab., 150.) Atlas was the
he

is

said to support the

surely be pardonable in us to linger
with something of fond belief around the legend of
Atlantis
a legend that could hardly be the mere off-

in the

spring of a poetic imagination, but must have had some
Nor will it appear surprising if
foundation in truth.
some of the learned, in the ardour of theorizing, have
actually constructed maps of the position of this island.
Among the number of these we may mention
De Lisle ana Dureau de la Malle, but more particularly Bory de St. Vincent, in his Essai sur les Isles
Carli
Fort, el V antique Atlantide {Paris, an xi., 4to).
also, in the second volume of his work, already refer-

father of the fair nymph CJalypso, who so
long detained Ulysses in her island in the distant iVest. Pleione,
an ocean-nymph, bore him seven daughters named

these,

it

may

;

red to, gives maps representing what he terms flats and
shallows {seches et has fonds) between America and
Africa, in the vicinity of the equator, and also in the
(Comneighbourhood of the Cape de Verd Islands.
his

remarks on

this subject, vol. 2, p.

225,
pare
—
has been thought by some, but very erroneously,

seqq.)

It

that the account given in Diodorus Siculus may have
reference to some island, now submerged, of the lost
This writer speaks of an island sitAtlantic group.
uate at a distance in the Atlantic Ocean, and remarkable for its beauty, to which the Carthaginians had resolved to transfer the seat of their republic in case of

any irreparable disaster at home. Aristotle had already,
before Diodorus, made mention of a similar island, the
;harms of which had attracted many of the Carthaginians
to it, until the senate at home forbade any person from
going to it under pain of death. {Arist.,de Mirab.,c. 85,
The reference here, however, is probed. Beckman.)
Before quitting this
ably to one of the Canaries.
subject, it may not be amiss to give the description of
Atlantis, as handed down to us by the ancient writers.

—

Though a mere picture of the imagination, it will
nevertheless serve to show the opinion entertained on
Acthis subject by the poetic minds of antiquity.
cording to this account, the isle of Atlantis was one
of the finest and most productive countries in the uniIt produced abundance of wine, grain, and the
verse.
most exquisite

fruits.

Here were seen wide-spread

extensive pasture-grounds, mines of various
in a word, whatever
metals, hot and mineral springs
could contribute to the necessities or comforts of life.
Here commerce flourished under a most excellent sysThe island, divided into ten
tem of government.

forests,

;

kingdoms, was governed by

as

many

kings,

all

de-

scendants of Neptune, and who lived in perfect harmony with each other, though severally independent.
Atlantis had numerous and splendid cities, together
with a large number of rich and populous villages. Its
harbours beheld the produce of almost every country
wafted to them and they were strengthened with fortifications, and supplied with arsenals containing everything calculated for the construction and equipment of
navies,
Neptune was not only the progenitor and lebut also the principal divinity of the people of
gislator,
He bad a temple in this island, a stadium
Atlantis.
in length, and ornamented with gold, silver, orichalchum, and ivory. Among various statues with which
it was adorned, was seen that of the god himself, which
was of gold, and so high that it touched the ceiling.
He was represented as standing in a chariot, and hold:

steed.

Such were some

the reins of his winged
of the bright visions of former days respecting the lost
island of Atlantis.
{Plato, Critias, p. 114, seqq.
ed. Bip., vol. 10, p. 51, seqq.)
Titan lapetus and Clymene
the
of
son
I.
Atlas,
He was the brother of Menoeone of the Oceanides.
incr

—

—

Schol. ad IL, 18,
{Hes., Op. et D., 383.
also said to be the father of the Hyades.
Schol.
ad
I.
It is hardly
{Timctus, ap.
c.)
It.,
necessary to state, that the Atlas of Homer and Hesiod
is not the
In process
personification of a mountain.
of time, however, when the meaning of the earlier le-

Pleiades.

486.)

He was

—

gend had become obscured or

lost, Atlas,

the keeper

support the heaven, became a
It is remarkable, however, that,
mountain of Libya.
in all the forms which the fable assumes, it is the
god
or man Atlas who is turned into or gives name to the
mountain.
Thus, according to one mythologist {Ovid,
Met., 4, 631), Atlas was a king of the remotest West,
rich in flocks and herds, and master of the trees that
bore the golden apples.
An ancient prophecy, delivered by Themis, had announced to him, that his precious trees would be plundered by a son of Jupiter.
When, therefore, Perseus, on his return from slaying
the Gorgon, arrived in the realms of Atlas, and, seeking hospitality, announced himself to be a son of the
king of the gods, the western monarch, calling to mind
the prophecy, attempted to repel him from his doors.
Perseus, inferior in strength, displayed the head of Medusa, and the inhospitable prince was turned into the
mountain which still bears his name. {Ovid, I. c.
Scrv. ad Mn., 4, 246.)
According to another account, Atlas was a man of Libya, devoted to astrono-

of the

pillars

that

—

a lofty mountain to make
from it into the sea, and both
sea and mountain were named after him.
{Tzetz. ad
His supporting the heavens was
Lycophr., v. 879.)
usually explained by making him an astronomer and
the inventor of the sphere.
Id.^
{Diod. Sic., 3, 60.

my, who, having ascended
his observations, fell

—

4,

27.— Sen?, ad

Virg.,

^n.,

1,

741.)— There

is

also

another curious legend relating to Alias, which forms
part of the fables connected with the adventures of
Hercules.
When this hero, in quest of the apples of
the Hesperides, had come to the spot where Prometheus lay chained, moved by his entreaties, he shot the
Prometheus, out of
eagle that preyed upon his liver.
gratitude, warned him not to go himself to take the
but
to
send
for
Atlas
them, and, in the
golden apples,
mean time, to support the heaven in his stead. The
hero did as desired, and Atlas, at his request, went
and obtained three apples from the Hesperides ; but
he said he would take them himself to Eurystheus,

and that Hercules might continue to support the sky.
At the suggestion of Prometheus the hero feigned consent, but begged him to take hold of the heavens till
he had made a pad {m'jpav) to put on his head. Atlas
threw down the apples and resumed his burden, and
Hercules then picked them up and went his way.
{Phcrecyd., ap. Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod, 4, 1396.)—
Various elucidations of the legend of Atlas have been

The best
given by modern expounders of mythology.
is that of Volcker.
This writer, taking into considerof
his
the
in
ation
connexion with the
name,
meaning
position assigned him by Homer and Ilesiod, and the
species of knowledge ascribed to him, and also his
being the father of two of the constellations, regards
Atlas as a personification of navigation, the conquest

of the sea by human skill, trade, and mercantile profit.
Prometheus, and Epimetheus. The name Atlas {Volcker, Myth, der lap., p. 51.) With this view
" the Endurer'"
(from a, intensive, and rldu, Miiller agrees.
{Proleg. zu einer uissensch. Mysignifies
thol.
II.
to endure), an epithet that will presently be explained.
Keightlcy's Mythology, p. 287, seqq.)
Homer calls him the wise or deep-thinking {oAob- celebrated range of mountains in Africa. It is divithe Greater Atlas runs
^pwv)," who knows all the depths of the sea, and keeps ded into two leading chains
the long pillars which hold heaven and earth asunder." through the kingdom of Marocco, as far south as tb«

tius,

—

—

:
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A

ATLAS.
desert of

Sahara

;

A

the Lesser Atlas extends from

rocco towards the northeast to

northern

the

Ma- and open towards the
atre.
Half way from

coast.

The

great height of Mount Atlas is proved by the
perpetual snows which cover its summits in the cast
Accordpart of Marocco, under the latitude of 32°.
ing to Humboldt's principles, these summits must be

Leo Afrimonth of October,

12,000 feet above the level of the sea.

who

canus,

travelled here in the

narrowly escaped being buried

in

an avalanche of

In the state of Algiers, the snow disappears on
and of Felizia in the month of

snow.

the tops of Jurjura

May, and covers them again before the end of SepThe Wanashisze, situated in 30° 55', and
forming an intermediate chain between the maritime
one and that of the interior, is covered with a mantle
of snow nearly the whole of the year.
The fertility
of the region of Atlas is celebrated by Strabo and
tember.

The latter (15, 18) extols its figs, olives,
Pliny.
corn, and valuable woods.
Id., 18, 7.
{Id, 17, 12.
He observes, that the wines had a
Id., 13, 15.)
certain sharpness, which was corrected by adding to

—

—

them a litile plaster (Id., 14, 9), and says that the
vineyards had a northern and western exposure. {Id ,
Strabo informs us (369), that the vine-trunks
17, 2.)
were sometimes so thick that two men could scarcethem
round, and that the clusters were a culy clasp

A

tends, which

is

TR

sea in the form of an
amphithethe mountain a great
valley ex-

remarkably

fertile,

and adorned with

The eye plunges into this
richly-laden fruit-treea
valley as into a deep well, but the precipice is too
steep for any person to venture to descend, and the
descent

is

prohibited by

The most wonderful

thing

feelings of religious awe.
is to see the waves of the

ocean at high water overspreading the adjacent plains,
but stopping short before Mount Atlas, and standing
up like a wall, without penetrating into the hollow of
the valley, though not restrained by any earthly barNothing but the air and the sacred thicket preSuch is
vent the water from reaching the mountain.
rier.

the temple and the god ol the Libyans ; such is the
object of their worship and the witness of their oaths."

In the physical delineations contained in this account,
we perceive some featyres of resemblance to the coast
between Cape Tefelneh and Cape Geer, which resembles an amphitheatre crowned with a series of deIn the moral description we find traces
tached rocks.
of fetichism ; rocks remarkable for their shape being
jitill

worshipped by some negro

Gcogr.j

vol. 4, p.

tribes.

—Before

155, seqq.)

(Maltt-Brun^
closing this ar-

it
may not be amiss to remark, that, according
Mauritanians called Atlas Dyns.
chain of Atlas, at the present day, bears among
the Arabs the name of Darah or Damn, the close approximation of which to the ancient appellation is ea-

ticle

to Pliny, the ancient

government and a total absence of civilization have not succeeded in annihilating these bounties of nature.
Barbary and Marocco

The

The olive-tree
export large quantities of grain.
superior here to that of Provence ; and the Moors,
notwithstanding the hostility to Bacchus, which marks
their religion, cultivate seven varieties of the vine.
The soil of the plains in many places resembles that
of the rest of Africa, being light and sandy, and con-

Horn, on the contrary, however, recsily perceived.
ognises the term Dyris \n Aya- Dyrma, the Guanche
name for the Peak of Teneriffe. (nornius de Originibus Americanorum, p. 185.
Humboldt, Tabl. deNat.,
vol. 1, p. 151.)
Atossa, a daughter of Cynis the Great. She married her own brother Cambyses, the first instance of

bit in length.

horrible

still

is

but the valleys of Mount
taining numerous rooks
Atlas, and those of the rivulets which descend from it
:

to the Mediterranean, are covered with a
compact, ferExtensive forests cover
tile, and well-watered soil.
the sides of the fertile mountains in the northern
parts
of these countries.
All the valleys that have a mod-

erate elevation form in April and
May so many little
The shade, the coolness, the bright verElysiums.
dure, the diversity of the flowers, and the mixture of

—

the Persians, according
After the death of Cambyses she became the wife of the false Smerdis, and subsequently of Darius Hystaspis. (Herod., 3, 88.) She
possessed great influence over the last of these, in consequence of hor royal birth, and her son Xerxes sucShe was cured of a canceeded him on the throne.
the kind that occurred

to

Herodotus

(3,

among

31).

cer in the breast by the Greek physician Deraocedes;
agreeable odours, combine to charm the senses of the and this individual, through a desire of returning to
botanist, who, amid such scenes, might forget his na- his native land, induced Atossa, it is said, to urge Dative country, were he not shocked and alarmed
(Herod., 3, 133, seqq.)
by the rius to a war with Greece.
A question has arisen According to Creuzer, the name Atossa is in Persian
barbarity of the inhabitants.
in modern times, whether the chain of mountains here Atesh.
There was also a city called Atusia in Asdescribed was really the .\tlas of the ancients 1 This
a
syria, on the river Caprus, whose coins displayed
is denied by Ideler, who maintains that the Atlas of female head, crowned with turrets, and also the inHomer and Hesiod is the Peak of Teneriffe. The At- scription AT0Y2IEQN. (Creuzer, ad Herod., 3, 68.
las of the Greek and Roman
geographers he allows, —Gotting. Anzeig., 1811, nr. 78.)
on the other hand, to be the modern Mount Atlas.
AtrXces, the people of Atrai, an ancient cofony
His arguments are given by Humboldt (Tableaux de of the Perrhoebi in Thessaly, ten miles from Larissa,
la Nature, vol. 1,
of that
but
are
inmore
p. 144, seqq.),
higher up the Peneus, and on the right bank
The Atlas of Herodotus river. It was successfully defended by the Macedonigenious than satisfactory.
Strabo,
might be a promontory of the southern chain, rising ans against T. Flamininus. (Liv., 32, 15.
from the plains of the desert, such as Mount Saluban, 438 and 441.) Dr. Clarke was led to imagine, that
in Biledulgerid, appears to be.
It agrees with the disthis city stood at Ampelakia, from the circumstance
the
tances assigned by this historian.
It is, besides,
possi- of the green marble, known to the ancients by
but
ble, that all the contradictions mentioned by Ideler may name of Atracium Marmor, being found there
owe their origin to that optical illusion by which a this supposition is erroneous, since it is evident from
and only
chain of mountains, seen in profile, has the
appear- Livy that Atrax was to the west of Larissa,
" When at
is close
ance of a narrow peak.
sea," says Hum- ten miles from that city ; whereas Ampelakia
"
I have often mistaken
fifteen miles from
boldt,
long chains for isolated to Tempe, and distant more than
vol.
mountains." This explanation might be still farther Larissa.
1, p. 386,
Ancient Greece,

—

—

—

;

(Cramer's

simplified, if

it

were admitted

that the

name

of Atlas

belonged originally to a promontory remarkable for
form and its peculiar isolated situation, ?uch as most
of those on the coast of Marocco.
A curious passage
in MaximusTyrius seems to countenance this
hypoth^Ethiopian
— "The
457,

esis

38

las,

:

p.

who

Atlas

i»

Hesperians," says \ie(I)iss.,
"
seqq., ed. Oxon.),
worship Mount Atboth their temple and their idol.
The
» mountain of moderate elevation, concave,
is

seqq.)

Atramyttium. Vid. Adramyttium.
to others,
Atrax, I. a son of iEtolus, or, according
He was king of Thessaly, and
of the river Peneus.
Hence the epibuilt a town which he called Atrax.
the same
thet Atracius is sometimes employed with
"

Thessalian."
or
(Property
meaning as Thessalus
Atrax was father to Hippodamia, who
1, 8, 25.)
married Pirithoiis, and whom we must not confound
S29

ATR

ATR
with the wife of Pelopa, who bore the same name.
106.— Ovid, Met., 12,209.)—II. An
ancient city of Thessaly.
III.
{Vid. Atraces.)
[Stat., Theb., 1,

—

A

river of iEiolia,

running through the country of the
Locri Ozoiae, and falling into the Sinus Corinthiacus,
lo the west of Naupactus.
{Plin., 4, 2.)
Atrebates, a people of Belgic Gaul, southeast of
Morini.
a
the
powerful community, and
They were
promised 15,000 men as their quota for the Nervian
war against Julius Caesar. {B. G., 2, 4.) After their
reduction by the Roman commander, Commius, one
of their own nation, and friendly to Csesar, was placed
over them as king.
Their capital was Nemetacum,
afterward Atrebates, and now Arras, or, as the FlemStrabo writes the name of this
ings call it, Atrecht.
people 'Arpi6aT0L, and Ptolemy ^ArpeddTioi.
{Plin.,
4,

n.—Ptol,

2, 9.)

Minerva, met her in the dark, ana forcibly embraced
knowing who she was. In the struggle
sword from the sheath, and, taking it back
with her, concealed it in Minerva's temple.
IVfeantime
famine and plague had come to punish the crime of
Atreus and the oracle had declared that, to remove
He went to
it, Atreus should bring back his brother.
her, without
she drew his

;

Thesprotia in search of him, saw Pelopia by the way,
and, supposing her to be the daughter of the King of
He obtained her
Sicyon, demanded her in marriage.
hand.
She, however, was already pregnant by her father, and, shortly after her marriage, brought forth a son,
whom Atreus caused to be exposed ; but the herdsman,
taking pity on him, reared him on the dugs of a shegoat (ai^, aiyoO, whence he derived his name, Algisthus.
Atreus, hearing he was alive, had him sought
Atreus affor, and brought him up as his own son.
terward sent Agamemnon and Menelaus in search of

Atrebatii, a people of Britain, situate on both
banks of the Tamesis or Thames, and occupying the Thyestes. They went to Delphi, where they met
larger part of Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, a part him, he having also come to consult the god on the
of Middlesex, and the southern part of Berkshire. nature of the vengeance which he should seek to take
Their chief city was Caleva, now Silchcster. (Man- on his brother. They seized and brought him to
ner t, Gecgr., vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 193.)
Atreus then called
Atreus, who cast him into prison.
Atreus, son of Pelops and Hippodamia, and king ^gisthus, and directed him to put the captive to
of Mycenae.
Having, with his brother Thyestes, killed death, .^i^gisthus went to the prison, bearing the sword
out of jealousy his half-brother Chrysippus, they were which his mother had given him ; and thie moment
both banished by their father, who at the same time Thyestes beheld it, he knew it to be the one which he
pronounced a curse on them, that they and their pos- had lost, and asked the youth how he had come by it.
terity should perish by means of one another.
They He replied that it was the gift of his mother. At the
retired to Midea, whence, on the death of Pelops, desire of Thyestes, Pelopia came, and the whole deed
Atreus came with an army and took possession of his of darkness was brought to light. The unfortunate
father's throne.
{Hellanicus, ap. Schol. ad II., 2, 105 ) daughter of Thyestes, under pretence of examining the
Thyestes, it is said, afterward seduced Aerope, the sword, plunged it into her bosom.
JEgisthus drew it
wife of Atreus, who, for this offence, drove him from forth
reeking with blood, and brought it to Atreus as
his kingdom
and Thyestes, out of revenge, sent At- a proof of having obeyed his commands. Rejoiced at
reus'son Plisthenes, whom he had brought up as his the death, as he thought, of his brother, Atreus offered
own, to murder his father. Atreus, taking the youth a sacrifice of thanksgiving on the seashore but, while
to be the son of Thyestes, put him to death, and the he was
engaged in it, he was attacked and slain by
curse of Pelops began thus to be accomplished.
{Hy- Thyestes and iEgisthus. (Hygin I. c.) This is the
It is
Others, however, make Plisthenes to most horrible legend in the Grecian mythology.
gin., fab., 86.)
nave died a natural death, and on friendly terms with his evidently post-Homeric, since it is utterly irreconcilain
the
father, and Atreus to have married his widow Aerope. ble with the account of the Pelopidae, as given
Another legend thus accounts for the Homeric poems.
Of Agamemnon's sceptre it is there
{Vxd. Aerope.)
it
to
who
between
it
and
the
brothers.
enmity
Jupiter,
gave
Mercury, in order to said, that Vulcan made
avenge his son Myrtilus, whom Pelops had murdered, gave it to Mercury, by whom it was presented to
" horsea
it to Atreus, the
who
lamb
into
the
flocks
of
beput
Atreus,
gold-fleeced
gave
lashing" Pelops,
tween whom and Thyestes, according to this version of shepherd of the people, who, when dying, left it to
"
the story, the kingdom was
left it to Agamemwho
in
order
Atreus,
disputed.
lamb-abounding" Thyestes,
to prove that the kingdom by
(H&m., II., 2, 101, seqq.) Here we have a famright was his, said he non.
would produce a gold-fleeced lamb. Thyestes, how- ily of princes legitimately transmitting the sceptre from
ever, having corrupted Atreus's wife Aerope, had got one to another, a state of things totally at variance
It was
the lamb
and, when Atreus could not exhibit it with the atrocities that have been related.
as he promised, the people,
Greeks had become fathinking he had deceived probably at the time when the
Some time after, miliar with Asia and the barbarous regions round the
them, deprived him of his kingdom.
however, Atre\]s returned, and said that, to prove his Euxine, that the nameless deeds of the line of Pelops
were invented. The author of the Alcmaeonis, whoright, he would let them see the sun and Pleiades moThis miracle Jove performed ever he was, is said to have related the story of the
ving from west to east.
in his favour, and he thus obtained the
kingdom, and gold-fleeced lamb. (Schol. ad Eurip., Orest., 995.)
di;ove Thyestes into exile.
(Schol. ad Eurip., Orest., We know not who first told of the horrid banquet, but
995.
the
somewhat different account we find it frequently alluded to by iEschylus (Agam.,
802,
Compare
of Eudocia, Villois., Anecd. Grac, vol. 1, p. 77.)
1104, 1228, seqq.; 1594, seqq.; Cko'eph., 1065),
Another legend continues the tale in a more horrible though he does not appear to have made the deeds of
and tragic form.
Atreus, it is said, invited his brother Atreus and Thyestes the subject of a drama.
Sophoand we
to return, promising to bury all enmity in oblivion. cles wrote two Thyestes, and Euripides one
in the legends transmitted
contents
the
their
reconciliation
a
feast
have
proflfered
Thyestes accepted
probably
was made to celebrate it but the revengeful Atreus to us by Hyginus. (Keighiley^s Mythology, p. 447,
killed the two sons of Thyestes, and served the flesh seqq.)
ATRiD.as, a patronymic given by Homer to Agaup to their father and, while Thyestes was eating, he
caused the heads and hands of his children to be memnon and Menelaus, who were brought up by their
own sons,
brought in and shown to him. The sun, it is said, at grandfather Atreus, as if they had been his
" sons of Atreus."
the sight of this horrible deed, checked his chariot in the term Atridae meaning
(Conthe midst of his course.
(Schol. ad Eunp., Orest., sult remarks at the commencement of the article
802.— Hijgin., fab., 88, et 258.—Senec., Thyest.) Agamemnon.)
Atropatia or ATROPAxiNi, a name given to the
Thyestes fled to Thesprotia, whence he went to SicyHe arrived on northwestern part of Media, between Mount Taurus
on, where his daughter Pelopia dwelt.
It received this name from
Ihe very night in which she was to offer a sacrifice to and the Caspian Sea.
;

;

,

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

;
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ATT

ATT
Atropatcs, a satrap of this province, who, after the
death of Alexander, rendered himself independent,
and took the title of king, which his successors enIt was a cold, barren, and mfor many ages.
and on that account allotted by
{oyed
iospitable country,
Shalmanezar for the residence of many captive IsIt is
raelites, after the conquest of their kingdom.
now called Aderbigian, from the Persian term Ader,
to the tradition that Zerdust
signifying ^re ; according
or Zoroaster lighted a pyre, or temple of fire, in a

named Urmuih, of this his native country. Its
metropolis was Gaza, now Tcbriz, or, as it is more
commonly pronounced, 7attrt*. ( Strab., 360. Plin.,
city

—

6, 13.)

Atropos, one of the Parcap, daughter of Nox and
According to the derivation of her name

Erebus.

"
*'
pnv , and Tpiiru, to turn" or change"), she is
inexorable and inflexible, and her duty among the
three sisters is to cut the thread of life without any
(Vid. Parcas.)
regard to sex, age, or condition.
Atta, Titus Quintius, a Roman comic writer, who

(o,

died

A.U.C

633, B.C. 121.

His productions appear

to have been extremely popular in the time of Horace, though, as would seem from the language of the
latter, not very deserving of it.
{Hor., Ep., 2, 1, 79.)

He

received the surname of Atta from a lameness
him the appearance of a person walking on tiptoe. Thus Festus remarks " Attir
appeiiantur, qui, propter vitium crurum aut pedHtn, plantts tnstslunt tt atltngunt magis terram quam
in his feet, which gave

:

personal deformity that Horace {I. c.) pleasantly alludes, when he supposes the
plays of Atta to limp over the stage like their lame
author.
Bothe'a assertion, that Atta also composed
{Ad Hor., I. c.
tragedies, is contradicted by Schmid.
Ambulant.''^

— Compare

It is to this

—

and the Romans appeared little disposed to
Prusias in fact gained some advantages over
him, but Attalus eventually, by his valour and skill,
freed himself from his foes. The friendship of the Ro-

kingdom

;

aid him.

mans, subsequently conciliated by him, placed him in
security for the time to come, and he devoted the period
of repose thus afforded him to the building of cities,
and the munificent f)atronage of learning. He died at
the age of 82, after a reign of 21 years, having been
poisoned by his nephew, the son of Eumenes II.
Attains was surnamed Philadelpkus, from the fraternal
love he displayed towards his brother Eumenes during
the lifetime of the latter. (Liw., 35, 23.— /</., 37, 43.
/rf.,38, 12.— J«*ftn,25, 1.)— III. The third of the name
was son of Eumenes 11., and succeeded to the throne
after poisoning his uncle Attalus II.
He made himself
extremely odious by the destruction of many of his
relations and friendi".
Repenting soon after of his
cruelties, he assumed all the habiliments of sorrow ;
and subsequently, giving up the cares of government
In
to others, he turned his attention to gardening.
full accordance, however, with his natural disposition,
he bestowed particular attention upon the cultivation
of noxious and poisonous plants, which he intermingled with the fruits and flowers that he sent as presHe afterward turned his attenents to his friends.
Attalus
tion to the melting and working of metals.
died after a reign of five years, from a stroke of the
sun, while superintending the erection of a tomb for

—

his mother, his affection for

the

surname of Philometor.

whom had procured him
He died without issue,

and his will is said to have contained the following
words " Populus Romanus honorum meorum futres
esto" The Romans regarded this as conveying to
them the entire kingdom, and accordingly made it a
:

Bahr, Gesch. province of their empire.
Considering all the circumstances of the case, and especially the character
Ill, stqq.)
Attalba, I. a city of Pamphylia, southwest of of the testator, the construction which the Romans
The site of this put upon the words in question was fair enough.
Perga, built by King Attalus II.
city ifi called Palaia Attalm, while the modern city Mithradates, however, in his letter to Arsaces {Sail.,
of Altalta, or, as it is commonly called, Salalia, an- Hist, fragm., p. 409, cd. Bumauf), regards it as a
swers to the ancient Olbia. (Cramer's Asia Minor, forced and fraudulent interpretation.
{Justin, 36, 4
ol. 2, p. 276.)— II. A city of Lydia, on the river
Veil Patcrc, 2, A.—Lw., Ep. et Svppl., 58.)
Hermus, and northeast of Sardis. Its earlier name
Atthis, a daughter of C'ranaus the successor of
was Agroira or Alloira. {Steph. Byz., s. v.) The Cecrops. She was fabled to have given name to the
ecclesiastical notices have recorded some of its bish- country of Attica.
{Apollod., 3, 14, 5.)
The site is occupied by a village called Adala.
ops.
Attica, a country of Greece, without the PeloponHorn. Lit.,

Crtnit., Poet. Lot., c. 23.

vol. I, p.

—

—

vol. 2, p. 335.
Cramer's Asia
Minor, vol. 1, p. 435.)
Vtd.
Attalicus.
Attalus II.
Attalus, I. king of Pergamus, succeeded Eumerjes I.
This prince was first proclaimed king of
Pergamus after a signal victory obtained by him over
the Gallo-GraBci, or Galatae, and, for his talents and
the soundness of his policy, deserves a distinguished

{KevpeCs Travels,

place among the sovereigns of antiquity. He formed,
at an early period, an alliance with the Romans, whom
he vigorously assisted in their two wars against Philip
In conjunction with the Athenians, he
of Macedon.

invaded Macedonia, and recalled Philip from his enon which account
terprise undertaken against Athens
the Athenians gave his name to one of their tribes.
His wealth was so great as to become proverbial.
He had married Apollonias, a
{Hor., Od., 1, 12.)
lady of Cyzicus, of obscure birth, but great merit and
virtue
her
he
had
four sons, Eumenes, Attalus,
by
He died at an advanced
Philetasus, and Athenaeus.
;

:

age, after a prosperous reign of 43 or 44 years, and
was succeeded by Eumenes. (Po/yb., 18, 24
Liv.,
33, 2[.—Strab., 624.)— II. The 2d of the name succeeded his brother Eumenes II., B C. 159. Before

—

throne

he

had been twice sent to
Rome, to solicit aid against Antiochus the Great and
When he commenced his reign,
against the Greeks.
he found two adversaries in Prusias of Bithynia and
Demetrius Soter, who meditated the conquest of his

ascending

the

nesus,

forming a kind of triangular peninsula, and

bounded on the north by Boeotia and the Euripus on
on the south by the Sinus Sathe west by Megaris
ronicus
and on the east by part of the ^-Egean Sea
;

;

;

;

extending from northwest to southeast about eighty
miles, with decreasing breadth, but at an average of
about forty miles. According to the popular account,
it received its name from Atthis, the daughter of Cranaus. The more correct etymology, however, is from
"
shore,'' the country
(iKTTj (arte), the Greek term for
in other words, two
being of a peninsular shape, or,
The original name, theresides of it being shore.
was affore, would seem to have been Acta, which
terward changed to the more euphonious .Attica.

— Aul.

Gell^
\\°—Harpocrat., s. v. uKTrj.
The
^.—Evstath., ad Dimys. Perieg., 413.)
deeminent
in
an
situation of Attica marked it out
The base, or northgree for a commercial country.
ern side of the irregular triangle which it forms, is
with its eastern
of Greece
applied to the continent
on the
face it looks towards Asia ; from its apex
and on the west it disouth, it contemplates Effvpt ;
and to the counrects its view to the
{Pltn., 4,
3,

;

Peloponnesus,
it.
By this
of Italv and Sicily lying beyond
combination of the advantages of inland communicaand various intertion with those of an extensive
course with all the civilized countries of the world, it
states both of the
other
was distinguished from all the
As Greece was
peninsula and continent of Greece.
^
tries
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the centre of the civihzed world of antiquity, so was
Attica the centre of Greece ; and as the climate and
temperature of Hellas was considered to be more favourable than that of any other country of Europe or
Asia, for the healthy and vigorous development of the
physical and intellectual faculties of man, so did ev-

ery Hellenic province yield in these respects to the
superior claims of the Athenian territory.
Again it
was not merely aided by these natural advantages,
which arose from its form, its position, and its climate ; the very defects also under which this country
laboured, the very difficulties with which it was com:

pelled to struggle, supplied to Attica the inducements,
and afforded it the means, for availing itself in the
most effectual manner of those benefits and privileges
with which nature had so liberally endowed it.
One
of these apparent deficiencies was the barrenness of

The

geological formation of Attica is primon its northern frontier a long ridge
of mountains, consisting of such a stratification,
stretches from east to west
a range of similar character bounds it on the west, and in the interior of the
country it is intersected with hills from north to south,
which belong to the same class. Thus it will appear
that the geographical dimensions of Attica, limited as
its soil.

itive limestone

:

:

they are, must be reduced by us within a still narrower range, when we consider it as far as it is available
for the purposes of cultivation.
In this respect, its
superficial extent cannot be rated at more than one
half the value which has been assigned to the whole
The mountains of which we have spoken
country.
are either bare or rugged, or thinly clad with scanty
The mountain pine is
vegetation and low shrubs.
found on the slopes of Laurium ; the steeps of Fames
and Pentelicus are sprinkled over with the dwarf oak,
the lentisk, the arbutus, and the bay.
But the hills
of this country can boast few timber trees they serve
to afford pasture to numerous flocks of
sheep and
;

goats, which

browse upon

climb

their steep rocks,

their

meager herbage and

and

to furnish fuel to
the inhabitants of the plain.
While such is the character of the mountainous districts of the province, its
plains and lowlands cannot lay a much better claim to
the merit of fertility.
In many parts of them, as in
the city of Athens itself, the calcareous rock projects
above the surface, or is scarcely concealed beneath a

among

in no instance do
light covering of soil
they possess any considerable deposite of alluvial earth.
The
plains of this country are irrigated by few streams,
:

which are rather to be called torrents than rivers, and
on none of them can it depend for a perennial supply
of water.
There is no lake within its limits. It is
unnecessary to suggest the reason, where such was
tlie

nature of the

soil, that

was the most

the olive

hid itself, like one of her ovni
generations,
This belief
brooks, in the recesses of her own soil.
that her people was indigenous, she expressed in difShe intimated it in the figure which
ferent ways.
till

at last

it

she assigned to Cecrops, the heroic prince and proShe represented
genitor of her primeval inhabitants.
him as combining in his person a double character ;
while the higher parts of his body were those of a man

and a king, the serpentine

folds in

which

it

was termi-

The
nated declared his extraction from the earth.
cicadas of gold, which she braided in the twinings of
her hair, were intended to denote the same thing
they signified that the natives of Attica sprang from
the soil upon which these cicadtE sang, and which was
believed to feed them with its dew.
( Wordsworth^ s
The total population of Attica,
Greece, p. 69, seqq.)
Of these
in B.C. 317, may be taken at 527,660.
;

—

the free inhabitants amounted to 90,000 ; the resident
aliens to 45,000 ; while the slaves made up the resiOf the free inhabitants of Attica, the citizens,
due.
or

those

who had

votes

in

the

assembly,

public

About 127 years before they
Pericles reduced their numhad been
ber.
Twenty thousand were computed as the number in the earliest times, under Cecrops.
{Schol. ad
amounted

to 21,000.
19,000, until

The slaves of Attica, at the cenFind., 01. , 9, 68.)
sus made B.C. 309, when Demetrius was archon
cponymus, were 400,000. Hume, in his Essay on the
Populousness of Ancient Nations {Essays, vol. 1, p.
443), thinks, that there is error or corruption in this
high number, and that for 400,000 we ought to read
40,000 (namely, TerpaKiafivpiovc instead of TEfraaodKovra fivpiudag). But he forgets, that in this enumera-

400,000 we are not to take the slaves as all
Slaves were property, and theremales of full age.
fore, in enumerating them, it would be necessary to
tion of

compute

all

the individuals

who composed

that prop-

The 400,000

therefore express all the slaves,
of either sex and of every age, and in this number
erty.

the men of full age would be less than 100,000,
Some re{Clinton, Fast. Hell, vol. 1, p. 387, scqq.)
marks on the ancient kings of Attica will be found under the article Cecrops, and on the coinage and com-

—

merce of the Athenians, under Mina and Pirseus.
Atticus, I. Titus Pomponius, a Roman knight,
who, in the most agitated times, preserved the esteem
of all parties. The Pomponian family, from which he
originated, was one of the most distinguished of those
of equestrian rank, and pretended to derive its origin
from Numa Pompilius. Atticus lived in the latter period of the republic, and acquired great celebrity from
the splendour of his private character.

He

inherited

from his father, and from his uncle Q. Caecilius, great
When he attained maturity, the republic
wealth.

common, and also the most valuable, production of was
Such then were some of the physical defects His
Attica.
But these disadvantages were abundantcompensated by the beneficial effects which they

of the land.
ly

The

produced.

tants from their
It filled

them

sterility of

Atiica drove

its

inhabi-

own

country. It carried them abroad.
with a spirit of activity, which loved to

grapple with danger and difficulty ; it told them, that,
if they would maintain themselves in
the dignity
which became them, they must regard the resources
of their own land as nothing, and those of other counIt arose also from the barrenness
tries as their own.

of her soil, that Attica had always been exempt from
the revolutions which in early times agitated the othand hence Attica, secure in
er countries of Greece
her sterility, boasted that her land had never been inThe race of her
undated by tides of immigration.
nor could she
inhabitants had been always the same
;

disturbed by the factions of Cinna and Sylla.
brother Sulpicius, the tribune of the commons,
being killed, he thought himself not safe in Rome ;
for which reason he removed with his fortune to Athens,

where he devoted himself

to science.

His bene-

to the city were so great, that he gained the affecHe actions of the people in the highest degree.
fits

of Greek, that he
quired so thorough a knowledge
could not be distinguished from a native Athenian,
and hence the surname of Atticus bestowed upon him.
When Rome had acquired some degree of quiet, he
returned, and inherited from his uncle ten millions of
His sister married the brother of Cicero.
sesterces.

With this orator, as well as with Hortensius, he lived
on terms of intimate friendship. It was his principle
never to mix in politics, and he lived undisturbed
amid all the successive factions which reigned in

Rome. Caesar treated him with the greatest regard,
whence they had sprung; no foreign land had though he was known as a friend of Pompey's. After
in friendship with Brutus,
sent them
they had not forced their way within her the death of Csesar he lived
When Brutus
confines by a violent irruption. She traced the stream without, however, offending Antony.
of her population in a backward course, through many was obliged to flee from Italy, he sent him a milUca
233
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of sesterces ; and likewise supported Fulvia, the wife
of Antony, after the battle of Mutina, and therefore
was spared when fortune again smiled on Antony,
and the friends of Brutus generally were the victims
of his
Even in the bad times of the tri-

vengeance.
umvirate, he caused all the proscribed who fled to Epirus to be liberally relieved from his estates in that
country, and by his interest recovered the forfeited
Such was his credit
property of several of them.
with Octavius, that his daughter was preferred to all
the great matches of Rome as a wife for his friend
Octavius himself cultivated the closest inAgrippa.
timacy with Atticus, who, at the same time, maintained
an equally intimate correspondence with Antony. The
mode of living pursued by Atticus was that of a man
of great fortune, whose mind was devotedly attached
His domestics
to literary and philosophical pursuits.
were not numerous, but choice and well educated
his table was elegant, but not costly ; and he delighted in what would now be called literary suppers, where
an anagnostes always read something aloud, in order
that the guests might enjoy a mental as well as physi;

He was extremely studious, much atbanquet.
tached to inquiries relative to the antiquities of his
country, its laws, customs, and treaties, and wrote
cal

several works on these subjects, which appear to have
been much valued. The conclusion of his life was

conformable to the principles of Epicurean philosophy,
by which it had been all along governed. Having
reached the age of seventy-seven with little assistance
from medicine, he was seized with a disorder in the
intestines, which terminated in an ulcer deemed inConvinced of the nature of his case, he orcurable.
dered his son-in-law Agrippa, and other friends, to be
sent for, and declared to them his intention of termiWhen, in
nating his life by abstaining from food.
spite of their affectionate entreaties, he had persisted in
this resolution for two days, some of the unfavourable
symptoms of his complaint abated ; but, not thinking it
worth while to take the chance of a cure, he persevered,
and the fifth day closed his existence, B.C. 33.
In
modern times the character of Atticus has been the
subject of much curious discussion, and his neutrality in
the midst of civil contentions has, by some politicians,
been termed selfish and criminal. From the fearless
generosity which he exhibited to the unfortunate on all
sides, it may, however, be presumed that, looking on
the state of the commonwealth without passion, he was
convinced of the inutility of attempting to stop an inevitable career.
Certain it is, that as a medium of
friendship, a reconciler of differences, and a protector
against the ferocity of party hatred, he was eminently
serviceable in the calamitous times in which he lived
and possibly, with his cast of temper and talents, could
scarcely have acted more beneficently for his country
His line of conduct has been
as well as for himself.
attributed to his Epicurean philosophy
but native disposition and temper must have formed his peculiar

—

;

;

character

much more

than speculative principles.

The

most fashionable accomplishment, became

his pnnci'

pal study ; and he prosecuted it under the first masters
of the age with such success as to acquire great repu-

an orator. After travelling abroad, he settled
Athens, and gave public lectures on eloquence, which
were attended by sophists and rhetoricians, whose adtation as

at

miration of his talents was, perhaps, not altogether disinterested, as his hospitality and munificence were lavThe fame of Herodes
ishly extended to his followers.

Rome, and he was invited bj
Emperor Antoninus Pius to become rhetorical tuto Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, the adopted

reached from Athens to
the
tor

This prosons and destined successors of Antoninus.
motion led to his being created consul A.D. 143.
He
was also made prefect of the free cities of Asia Minor,
and president of the Panhellenic and Panathenaean
He testified his
games, at which he was crowned.
sense of this honour by building a marble stadium, or
course for running matches, one of the grandest works
He also erectever executed by a private individual.
ed a new theatre at Athens, and repaired and embelThese and other splenlished the Odeon of Pericles.
did monuments of his wealth and liberality have perpetuated his name, while his literary productions have
The latter part of the life of Herodes was
perished.
embittered by the ingratitude of his fellow-citizens,
who preferred accusations against him in his public capacity ; but these were quashed by the friendship of
He passed
his pupil Marcus Aurelius, then emperor.

days at Marathon, his birthplace, where he

his latter

His remains
died about A.D. 185, aged seventy-five.
were interred at Athens with public honours. {Gorton's Biogr. Diet.,

Attila
or,

as he

(in

\ol l,p. 134.)

German, Etzcl), the son of Mundzuck,

less correctly called, Mandras, a Hun of
who succeeded his uncle Rugilas (A.D.
shared the supreme authority with his broth-

is

royal descent,

433), and
er Bleda.

These two leaders of

the barbarians,

who

had settled in Scythia and Hungary, threatened the
Eastern empire, and twice compelled the weak TheoTheir
dosius H. to purchase an inglorious peace.

power was feared by

all the nations of Europe and
Asia.
The Huns themselves esteemed Attila their
Their rebravest warrior and most skilful general.
gard for his person soon amounted to superstitious revHe gave out that he had found the sword of
erence.

their tutelar god, the Scythian Mars, the possession of
which was supposed to convey a title to the whole

and, proud of this weapon, which added dignity
power, he designed to extend his rule over the
world.
He caused his brother Bleda to be murdered
(A.D. 444), and, when he announced that it was done
by the command of God, this murder was celebrated
like a victory.
Being now sole master of a warlike
people, his unbounded ambition made him the terror
and he became, as he called himself,
of all nations
the Scourge of God for the chastisement of the human
race.
In a short time he extended his dominion over
all the people of Germany and Scythia, and the Eastearth

;

to his

;

Western emperors paid him tribute. The
Vandals, the Ostrogoths, the Gepidae, and a part of th«
Some historians
Franks, united under his banners.
assure us that his army amounted to 700,000 men

correspondence between Cicero and Atticus is highly
honourable to both parties, especially as the latter was
also intimate with his rival Hortensius, and a mediator
between them. According to Cicero, Atticus wrote

ern and

annals of great value, comprising a sort of universal
Aikin^s
history for 700 years.
{Corn. Nep. in Vtt.
Gen. Diet., s. v.
Gorton's Biog Diet., vol, 1, p.

a modgiven by Jornandes, was that oi
ern Calmuc, with a large head, swarthy complexion,
flat nose, small sunken eyes, and a short, square body.
His looks were fierce, his gait proud, and his deportment stern and haughty yet he was merciful to a
with justice
foe, and ruled his own people

—

—

—

134, srqq.
Encyclop. Americ., vol. 1, p. 457.)— H.
Herodes, or Tiberius Claudius Atticus Herodes, an
Athenian philosopher and statesman of the age of the
His father, Julius Atticus, descended
Antonines.
from the family of Miltiades, was raised from indigence to wealth by the discovery of a hidden treasure.
Herodes received an education suitable to the
condition to which his father had been advanced
by
fortunate accession to his property.

Scholastic

rhetoric, or the art of declamation, then

esteemed a

this

Go

—

His

portrait, as

;

suppliant

—

When he had heard a rumour of the riches
and lenity.
and power of Persia, he directed his march thither.
He was defeated on the plains of Armenia, and fell
back to satisfy his desire of plunder in the dominions
He easily found a pretext
of the emperor of the East.
for war
he therefore went over to lUyricum, and laid
waste all the countries from the Euxine to the Adriatic.
;
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The Emperor Theodosius collected an army to oppose
his progress ; but in three bloody battles fortune declared herself for the barbarians, and Constantinople
was indebted to the strength of its walls, and to the

ignorance of the enemy in the art of besieging, for its
Thrace, Macedonia, and Greece all
preservation.
submitted to the savage invader, who destroyed sev-

Theodosius was at the mercy
enty flourishing cities.
of the victor, and was compelled to purchase a peace.
scheme was laid in the court of Theodosius to assassinate him under the cover of a solemn embassy,
which intention he discovered and, without violating
the laws of hospitality in the persons of the ambassadors, wisely preferred a heavy ransom for the principal
agent in the plot, and a new treaty at the expense of
On the accession of Marcian, Attila
fresh payments.
demanded tribute, which was refused and, although
much exasperated, he resolved first to turn his arms

A

;

;

against the Western Emperor Valentinian, whose licentious sister Honoria, in revenge for being banished
for an intrigue with her chamberlain, sent an offer of
The Hun, perceiving the pretence
herself to Attila.

preceded his irruptions into
in marriage, with a share
of the imperial patrimony.
Being of course refused,
he affected to be satisfied, and pretended he was only
about to enter Gaul to make war upon Theodoric, king
He accordingly crossed the Rhine,
of the Ostrogoths.
A.D. 450, with a prodigious host, and marked his way
through Gaul with pillage and desolation, until completely defeated by Theodoric and the famous Aeiius,
He was, however,
in the bloody battle of Chalons.
allowed to retreat, and, having recruited his forces, he
passed the Alps the next year and invaded Italy, spreadThis visitation
ing his ravages over all Lombardy.
was the origin of the famous republic of Venice, which
fled
at
who
the terror of
was founded by the fugitives
his name.
Valentinian, unable to avert the storm, repaired from Ravenna to Rome, whence he sent the
prelate Leo with a solemn deputation, to avert the
wrath of Attila, who consented to quit Italy on receiving a vast sum as the dowry of Honoria, and an annual
this

proposal supplied,

Gaul by demanding Honoria

He did not much longer survive

tribute.

tions

in

;

and

these transac-

was

singular, he being found dead,
of suffocation from a broken blood-

his death

consequence
on the night of

marriage with a beautiful
young virgin named Ildegund. This event took place
in 453. The news of his death spread sorrow and terror
His body was enclosed in three coflEins
in the army.
the first was of gold, the second of silver, and the
The captive* who had made the grave
third of iron.
were strangled, in order that the place of interment
{Menzel,
might be kept concealed from his foes
Gorton's Biogr.
Gesch. der Deutschen, p. 93, seqq.
vessel,

his

:

Did.,

vol. 1, p.

135.

— Encydop.

—

Atneric, vol.

1,

p.

457, seqq.)
Attilius, I. one of the first three military tribunes
with consular power, chosen by the people, B.C. 444,

—

II.
in place of the regular consuls. {Liv., 4, 7.)
III. Calatinus, consul
ulus.
{Vid. Regulus.)

—

RegB.C.

which year he took the city of Mylistratus,
Chosen consul again B.C. 256, he capIn B.C. 249
tured Panormus and many other cities.
he was appointed dictator. IV. A Roman poet, who

258,

in

in Sicily.

—

translated into Latin verse the Electra of Sophocles.
From the allusion made to him by Cicero, he appears
(Cic.,
to have been a very harsh and rugged writer.
freedde Fin., 1, 2.—Ep. ad Alt 14, 20.)— V.

!

i

should be erected on a firm foundation.

(Tac, Ann^

4, 62.)

Attius,
(or Accius, as he is sometimes, but improperly, called), a Roman tragic writer, born A.U.C.
I.

His style was harsh; but he was, notwithstanding, held in high estimation by his countrymen for the
force and eloquence of his productions.
Horace, in
584.

j

|

same line where he celebrates the dramatic skill of
Pacuvius, alludes to the loftiness of Attius (Episi., 2,
1, 56), by which is meant sublimity both of sentiment
and expression. Most of the plays of Attius were
taken from the Greek tragedians
two of them, however, the Brutus and the Decius, hinged on Roman
subjects, and were both probably written in compliment to the family of his patron Decius Brutus. {Dunthe

;

lop^s

Roman

Gesch.

Rom.

Literature, vol.
Lit., vol.

1, p.

p. 79,

350, seqq.

—

—

B'dkr,

II.

Tullius,
the general of the Volsci, to whom Coriolanus fled when
banished from Rome.
{Vid. Coriolanus.)
Attus Navius, a Roman augur, of whom a mar1,

seq.)

vellous story is related.
Tarquinius Priscus, after his
victory in the Sabine war, which was owing to his having doubled the number of his cavalry, wished to double the number of the equestrian centuries, and to
the three new ones after himself and his friends.
His design was opposed by the augur Attus Navius,
who represented, that Romulus had acted under the

name

guidance of the auspices in regulating the centuries,
and that nothing but the consent of the auspices could
warrant a change in the distribution of the knights.
Attus was by descent a Sabine the gift of observing
and interpreting auguries was the endowment of his
countrymen ; even when a boy, without instruction,
he had practised the art, and afterward, on being taught,
had acquired the greatest insight into it that any priest
;

ever attained to.
Tarquinius, to shame the augurs,
or for his own conviction, as Croesus tried the veracicommanded
him to divine whether
of
the
oracle,
ty
what he was at that moment thinking of were po.ssible

When Attus had observed the heavor impossible.
ens and declared that the object of the king's thoughts
could be effected, Tarquinius held out to him a whetstone, and a razor to split

it with
the augur did so
The whetsone and razor were preservwithout delay.
beside them, on
ed in the Comitium under an altar
the steps of the senate-house, stood the statue of Attus, a priest, with his head muffled.
{Liv., 1, 36.
Dion. Hal., 3, 70, seq.— Cic, de Div., 1, 17, ^ 32.—
Niebuhr^s Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 307, seqq.y 2d ed.y
:

:

—

Cambridge transl.)
Atyao^e, the descendants of Atys, an ancient king
{Vid. Atys I.)
ofLydia.
Atvs, I. an ancient king of Lydia. He is men*
tinned by Herodotus, who calls him the son of Manes

The historian, however, in another part of
his work, makes the son of Manes to have been Cotys
(4, 45), a circumstance which has occasioned some
(1, 95).

trouble to the commentators.

Wesseling {ad Herod.,
45) thinks it probable that Manes had two sons,
more
It
seems
and
natural, however, to
Cotvs.
Atys
make Atys and Cotys two names for one and the same

4,

person, the latter appellation being evidently the same
as the former, except that it commences with a strong
aspirated consonant, and has the vowel sound changed.
Lanzi sees in the name Atys an Etrurian root.
{Sag-

gio di Ling. Efrusc, vol. 2, p. 223.) The appellation Manes, moreover, is given in the Vatican MS. as
A
Masnes {Mdavr/g), which last approximates to Masses
man, who (A.D. 27) exhibited games at Fidense in an {Mdaarjg), a form sometimes given to the name of the
{Plut., de Mvs., p. 1133.
amphitheatre so badly constructed that it broke down, river god Marsyas.
Riiter considers
In conse- Mailer, Etrusk., vol. 1, p. 81, not.)
and killed or wounded 50,000 persons.
a law was made Manes and Atys as appellations of Oriental origin,
quence of this he was banished, and
from exhibiting games who made euphonious by the Greeks, and connects them
prohibiting any individual
was not possessed of a fortune of 400,000 sesterces, with the early worship of Buddha. According to this
and thus enabled to erect a secure edifice. It was or- writer. Manes {Manes) is nothing more than the term
dained also that buildings intended for such purposes "man," and to the same family of words belong the.
,

—
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Hindu Menu, the Egyptian Menes, the Greek Minos, capital of the Bituriges, now Bourges. It received
and even the Latin mens. On the other liand, Cotys its former appellation from the river A vara, or Eure,
It was
or Khodo is the same as the Boda of the Persians. one of the southern branches of the Liger.
of taken by Caesar during the Gallic wars, and its inhabi{Vorhallc, p. 365.)— II. A son of Croesus, king
His father dreamed that Atys was to be killed tants massacred.
{Cces., Bell. Gall, 7, 27, seqq.)
Lydia.
AvKLLA. Vid. Abella.
by the point of a spear, and therefore, in order to frusAvKNTiNus I. a son of Hercules by Rhea, who astrate the prediction, kept his son at home, and caresisted Turnus against ^neas.
( Virg., JEn., 7, 657.)
fully avoided exposing him to any danger. Meanwhile,
II. A king of Alba, buried upon Mount Aventine.
a large wild boar infested the country around the Mysian Olympus, and the inhabitants of the adjacent territo- {Ovid, Fast., 4, 51.) III. One of the seven hills of
It was
animal. Rome, and the largest of the whole number.
ry applied to CrcEsus for assistance against the
After urgent entreaties on the part of the young prince, divided from (he Palatine by the valley of the Circus
his father allowed him to accompany the hunters sent Maximus, and round its northern base flows the Tiber.
out from Lydia to the aid of the Mysians, but gave him This hill is said to have derived its name from Avenin charge to Adrastus, a Phrygian of royal birth, who tinus, an ancient king of Alba, who was buried there
had slain by accident his own brother, and had been in a laurel grove, which was preserved on this hill lo a
The party en- very late period. The Aventine was the place on
purified of the homicide by Croesus.
countered the boar, and, in making the onset, Atys which Remus was fabled to have taken his station
was killed by an accidental blow from the javelin of when watching for an omen in his competition with

—

—

Adrastus, the very one who had been appointed by Romulus for the crown ; and here, too, he is said to
Such is the ac- have been buried. Hence some derive the name from
Croesus to guard him from danger.
" omens." The
count of Herodotus (1, 34, scyy.).
Aventine, in consePtolemy, the son the Latin aves,
of Hephasstion, calls the son of Croesus, whom Adras- quence of what has been said, was considered a place
He also states, of evil omen. The period when it was included withtus slew, by the name of Agathon.
Some
that the young prince had a dispute with Adrastus in the walls of Rome is differently given.
about a quail, in which he fell by the hand of the make this to have been done by Ancus Marcius, others
No aulatter.
(Pholius, Bibl., vol. 1, p. 146, ed Bekker.) not till the time of the Emperor Claudius.
A Trojan who came to Italy with .^neas, and thority, however, can be adduced in support of the
III.
was fabled to have been the progenitor of the fami- latter opinion, though advocated by some antiquarians,
while an irresistible weight of evidence can be brought
{Virg., JSn., 5, 568.)
ly of the Attii at Rome.
beautiful shepherd of Phrygia, beloved by Cyb- against it.
IV.
{Liv., I, 33.— Dion. Hal, lib 2, 3, 4.—
In the early ages of Rome, however,
ele, and to whom she intrusted the care of her altars Nardini, 1,5.)
and the superintendence of her religious ceremonies. it is certain that the whole neither of the Esquiline nor
read in Livy (2,
Having proved unfaithful to the goddess, she inspired Aventine hills was inhabited.
him with phrensy to such a degree, that, in a paroxysm 28) of nightly meetings of the disaffected being held
of the senate
of
the
to
the
alarm
his virility.
of his malady, he deprived himself
Ovid, upon
former,
great
however, makes him to have been changed by the god- and the two armies, that joined in rebellion against
dess into a pine-tree {Met., 10, 104).
According to the tyranny of the decemvirs, encamped upon the latBut from the prodigious extent
Diodorus, on the other hand, who assigns Mseon, king ter.
{Liv., 3, 50.)
of Phrygia, as the mortal father of Cybele, Atys was of the Aventine, which is computed by Dionysius of
put to death by her parent on discovering the intimacy Halicarnassus to be three miles in circumference, it is
{Diod. Sic, 3, 58.) not surprising that there was abundant room for ensubsisting between the parties.
The Aventine has
Another, and wilder legend, of Lydian origin, may be campments at that early period.
found in Pausanias (7, 17.
Compare Catull., de two distinct summits ; and, indeed, it might almost
Lucian, de Dea Sy- be called two hills, for they are divided by a valley.
Ovid, Fast., 4, 223.
Aty, &,c.
The fable of Atys is astronomical in its origin. Near the base of the more southern of its heights are
ra).
Atys, deprived of his virility, is a symbol of the sun, the gigantic ruins of the baths of Caracalla. {Rome
shorn of its generative powers in the season of winter, the Nineteenth Century, vol. 1, p. 191, seqq.)
The
and moving in the lower hemisphere the luminary of Aventine was likewise called Collis Murcius, from
day resumes its energies on ascending into the upper Murcia, the goddess of sleep, who had a chapel {sacelhemisphere.
Atys, an incarnation of the sun, is him- lum) on it ; Collis DiancB, from a temple of Diana
self the first of the Galli
and his priests, by a volun- {Liv., 1, 33. Dion. Hal, 3, 43); and Remonius,
tary mutilation, celebrate the period of his weakness from Remus.
and impotence. But as, in accordance with a decree
AvERNUs Lacus, a lake in Campania, near Baiae and
of the gods, not a single member of Atys is to perish, Puteoh.
It lay within, from the Lucrine lake, and
every year he returns to the upper world and cele- was connected with the latter by a narrow passage.
brates anew his union with Cybele.
This return, this Strabo describes it as surrounded on almost every
renewal of the productive powers and the fecundity of side, except this outlet, by steep hills.
{Slrab., 248.)
nature, gave rise to all those demonstrations of savage These hills were covered with immense forests, so that
which
are
so
well
described
in
the
verses
and accumuof
and
darkness
the
Lusurrounded
lake,
joy
gloom
For farther remarks illustra- lated effluvia filled the air with contagion. The ancretius (2, 618, seqq.).
tive of this curious portion of ancient mythology, con- cients even had a popular belief among them, that
sult Creuzer^s Symholik, 'par Guigniaut, vol. 2, p. birds, on
attempting to fly over this lake, became stuAs regards the different forms of the pified by its exhalations and fell into it. Hence the
69, seqq.
name, Atys, Attis, or Aties, consult the remarks of common though erroneous derivation of the name, from
Hemsterhuis {ad Lucian, D. D., 12), and of Graevius a, priv., and opvig, "a bird." {Virg., Mn., 6, 237,
Diodorus says that seqq.
As little credit is due to the
{ad Lucian.,de Dea Syra, 15).
Lucret., 6, 748.)
Atys was subsequently called Papas (llaTraf), which account which places here the scene of Ulysses' doscent to the lower world, and his evocation of the
is, -no doubt, the same with the old Greek word Tvuna^
or TTUTTTTrtf, " father," other forms of which are arra, dead, as described in the Odyssey, together with the

—

—

A

We

;

—
—

—

— ^

:

—

;

—

and

We

see lurking, therefore, in the
Attis, Attes, and Papas, a reference to
the sun as the
great father of life and parent of fer-

fiTTTra,

uTT<j)a.

names Atys,
tility.

(Compare the remarks on the

origin

of the

name Apollo, under that article.)
AvARicuM, a strongly fortified town of Gaul,

the

subterranean
244.)

—The

nus were

abodes

of the

Cimmerians.

{Strab.^

forests that covered the hills around Averdedicated to Hecate, and sacrifices were

These forests and
frequently offered to that goddess.
shades disappeared, when Agrippa converted the lake
into a harbour by opening a communication with the

^^«^v

J-iwMUrCii

AUG
sea

(Vid. Portus Julius.)
of the lake is Lago d'Averno.

and the Lucrine basin.

The modern name

same

^-^o^^

a town of Laconia, supposed to be the
with .^gias.
It stood near the coast, northwest

AvGKJE,

I.

day as a of Gythium. (//., 2, 583.— Strabo, 364 )— II. A town
circular sheet of water, about a mile and a half in cir- of the Epicnemidian Locri.
(//., 2, 532.)
AuGEAs (poetic form Augeas), son of Neptune, accumference, and of great depth (in some places 180
It is surrounded with grounds on one side low,
feet).
cording to others, of the Sun, while a third class of
on the other high but steep, cultivated all around, but mythologists make him to have been the offspring of
not much wooded a scene, on the whole, light, airy, Phorbas. He was one of the Argonauts, and, after reand exhilarating.
{Classical Tour, vol. 2, p. 394, turning from that expedition, ascended the throi]e of
Elis.
Land, ed.)
Augeas kept a very large number of herds, and
a
AuFiDENA,
city of Samnium, and the capital of the filth and dung of these had been allowed to accusituate
on
the
the Caraceni,
Sagrus or Sangro. It is mulate for many years, when Eurystheus imposed on
now Aljidena. {Lit., 10, 12.— PZm., 3, 12.)
Hercules, as one of his tasks, the cleansing of the staAoFiDiA LEX, was enacted by the tribune Aufidius bles of the Elian monarch. When Hercules came acLurco, A.U.C. 692. It contained this singular clause, cordingly to Augeas, he said nothing to him of the
that if any candidate, in canvassing for an office, commands of Eurystheus, but offered for a tenth of
promised money to a tribe, and failed in the perform- his herds to clean out his stables in one day. Augeas
but if he actually paid it, agreed, thinking the thing impossible, and Hercules
ance, he should be excused
he should be compelled to pay every tribe a yearly took Phyleus, the son of Augeas, to witness the agreefine of 3000 sesterces as
{Cic, ad ment. He then broke down a part of the wall of the
long as he lived.
This law, however, soon became a dead court, and turning in the rivers Peneus and Alpheus
Att., 1, 13.)
Auletter, as is apparent from what Suetonius states reby a canal, let them run out at the other side.
specting the bribery practised by Caesar and Bibulus. geas, on learning that this was one of the tasks imposed
Eustace describes Avcrnus

at the present

;

;

—

Compare Heinecc, Antiq. Rom.,
807, ed. Haubold.)
Aufidius, I. Bassus, an historian in the Augustan
He wrote
age, and in part of the reign of Tiberius.
a history of the Roman civil wars, and another of the
war in Germany. This latter work was continued by
the elder Pliny.
(Plin.,Mtn. Ep., 3, 5, 6.—Quinitl.,
II.
Caesius Bassus, a lyric poet, to
10, I, 103.)
whom Persius addressed his sixth Satire. He perished during the same eruption of Vesuvius that
proved faUl to the elder Phny. {QuirUil., 10, 1, 96.
Schol. ad Pers., Sat., 6, 1.
Voss, de poet. Lat.,
III. Saleius Bassus, a
c. 3.)
poet in the time of Ves-

by Eurystheus, not only refused to stand by his agreement, but denied that he had promised anything, and
offered to lay the matter before judges.
When the
cause was tried, Phyleus honestly gave testimony
against his father, and Augeas, in a rage, even before
the votes had been taken, ordered both his son and
The former retired to
Hercules to depart from Elis.
Dulichium, the latter returned to Eurystheus, stopping
first at Olenus, where he aided Dexamenus
against
the centaur Eurytion.
Eurystheus, however, refused
to count the feat of Hercules, in cleansing the Augean
stables, among the twelve tasks, saying that he had

He is highly praised by Quintilian (10, 1,
pasian.
90), and by the author of the Dialogue *^de caus. corIV. Luscus, a recorder in the
rupt, eloq.''^ (c. 5).

bours, Hercules

town of Fundi, ridiculed by Horace. {Serm., 1, 5, 24.)
AuFiDUs, a river of Apulia, now the Ofanto. It
was on the banks of this stream that the battle of Cannae was fought.
Polybius (3, 110) remarks of the

(Apollod., 2, 5, 4:.—Keightley's Mythology,
" cleanse the
366.) To
Augean stables" has

(Suet., Vit. Jul., 19.

p.

—

—

—

—

—

it is the
only river which, rising on the
western side of the Apennines, finds its way through
that continuous chain into the Adriatic.
But it may
be doubled whether the historian speaks with his usual
It
is certain that the Aufidus cannot be
accuracy.
said to penetrate entirely through the chain of those
mountains, since it rises on one side of it, while the
Silarus flows from the other.
The Aufidus was remarkable for the rapidity of its course. (Herat., Od.,

Aufidus, that

Od., 4, 9.— Cramer'*
295.)
AuGE, daughter of Aleus, king of Tegea. She became a mother by Hercules, and secretly laid her oflfspring, a son, in the sacred enclosure (rlfievoc:) of Mi4,

U.—ld.,

Ancient

Od., 30,

3.— Id.,

Italy, vol. 2, p.

A

famine coming on the land, Aleus went to
nerva.
the T^jievo^ of the goddess ; and, searching about,
daughter's infant, which he exposed on
Parthenion. But the babe was protected by
the care of the gods, for a hind which had just brought
forth came and suckled him ; and the shepherds,
finding him thus nursed, named him Telephus from

found

his

Mount

a hind). Aleus gave his
daughter A uge to Nauplius, the son of Neptune, to
sell her out of the country ; and he disposed of her to
Teuthras, king of Teuthrania, on the Caysler, m Mythat circumstance (tXacpoc,

her his wife.
Telephus having, when
grown up, consulted the oracle respecting his parents,
came to Mysia, where he was kindiy received by Teu-

who made

done

it

After the termination of

for hire.

came with an army

all

his la-

slew AuFor an explanageas, and set Phyleus on the throne.
nation of this myth, consult the article Hercules.
to Elis,

—

a

common

p.

356,

become

proverb, and

is
applied to any undertaking
view is to remove a mass of moral
corruption, the accumulation of which renders the
The Latin form of this same
task almost impossible.
"
the Greek,
proverb is
Augea. stabulum repnrgare

where the object

in

•'''

merely

(Lucian, Pseudom.

Avyelov ^ovaraaia.

—

Erasmus, Chil. 2, cent. 3, n. 21.)
Auguila, now Augela, one of the Oases of the great
It
African desert, with a town of the same name.
lay
west of Ammon, and south of Cyrene, and was famed
This was
for the abundant produce of its date palms.
one of the stations

for the

caravans which carried on
It is at present also a

the inland trade of Africa.

—

caravan station.

(Mannert, vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 181.
Pacho, Voyage dans la Marmnrique, p. 272, seqq.)
AuGUREs, a name given to a class of sacerdotal oflBcers among the Romans, whose duty it was to observe
and interpret omens, and perform other analogous acts
of religion.
The term Augur is commonly but erro"a
" to
bird,'''' and garrio,
neously derived from avis,
chirp,'" on the supposition that this priesthood origiThe
nally drew omens merely from the notes of birds.
true etymology, however, ought very probably to be
referred to some Etrurian term, assimilated both in
form and meaning to the Greek avyfj. " light" (com" an
so that the primipare the German auge,
eye''''),
tive
of the term
will be " a seer.''''

meaning

The

augur

duties and powers of the

Roman

—

augurs are given
somewhat in detail by Cicero {de Leg., 2, 8), and may
1. The
be arranged under four heads
inspecting or
2. The
thras, whom he succeeded in his kingdom. (Pausan., observmg of omens.
declaring the will of
This legend is connected heaven, as ascertained by them from these omens.
8, 4.
Apollod., 3, 9, 1.)
apparently with the worship of Minerva Alea. The 3. The inaugurating of magistrates, and the consecra4.
The determining
true meaning of Telephus is Far-shining (T7]?it<paog). ting of places and buildings.
Auge (Avyn) is bright. (Keightley's MylhoL, p. 367.) whether the omens observed by them allowed a thing

sia,

—

:

AUG

AUGURES.
be done or not, and also in what way the omens
themselves wore to be taken.
(Compare Muller,
Etrusk., vol. 2, p. 117.)—The whole system of auguIn this latter
of
was
Etrurian
ral science
origin.
to

of state in the
country it served as a powerful engine
hands of the aristocracy, and the same result was for
a considerable time effected at Rome.
Meetings of
the Comitia Centuriata, for example, could not be held

any augur declared the omens unpropitious
were broken off if a magistrate, virdeclared that he
tually invested with augural powers,
had heard thunder or seen lightning.
So, again, all the
at all, if

;

de Div.,

1,

l.-^Id., 2, 36.—Aulics

Gellius, 5, 8,

&c.)

Augusta, I. a name given singly, or in conjunction
with some epithet, to a large number of cities, either
founded, embellished, or protected by Roman emperThe apellation is derived from the name of the
The term Augusta
first emperor of Rome, Augustus.
sometimes appears under its Greek form, Sebaste
title of honour, borne by many
II.
{leBuaTTj).
ors.

—

A

or the Comitia

Roman

business transacted at any comitia, except the Tributa,

of the day on which Augustus returned to Rome,
after he had established peace in the different parts of
It was celebrated on the 12th of Octothe empire.

went for nothing, if, after the assembly had been held,
an augur declared that there had been some informaUty
in taking the auspices before the meeting was conThe augurs arc supposed to have been first
vened.
instituted by Romulus, who appointed three, one for
each tribe. This, however, was mere popular opinion,
and had no foundation in reality. A fourth augur was
added, it is thought, by Servius Tullius, when he increased the number of tribes, and divided the city into

—

empresses.
AuGusTALiA, a festival at

Rome,

in

commemoration

ber.

AuGUSTiNUs, one of the most renowned fathers of
the Christian church, born at Tagaste, a city of Africa,
November 13, A.D. 354, during the reign of the Em-

He

has related his own life in the
title of Confessiones, and it
is from this source, together with the Retraclationes,
some of his letters, and the Vila Possidii of the semiPelagian Gennadius, that we derive our principal inHis parents sent him to
formation respecting him.
Carthage to complete his education, but he disap-

peror Constantine.

work

which he gave the

to

The augurs were at first all patricians,
A.U.C. 454, when five plebeians were added.
The chief of
Sylla increased their number to fifteen.
The augurs pointed
the augurs was called Magister Collegii.
four tribes.

until

enjoyed this singular privilege, that of whatever crime
they were guilty, they could not be deprived of their
office
because, as Plutarch remarks, they were inThe laws of
trusted with the secrets of the empire.
friendship were anciently observed with great care
one
was
admitted
into their
no
among the augurs, and
college who was known to be inimical to any of their
number. The augur made his observations on the
heavens usually in the dead of night, or about twilight.
He took his station on an elevated place, where the
;

—

view was open on all sides, and, to make it so, buildHaving first offerings were sometimes pulled down.
ed up sacrifices, and uttered a solemn prayer, he sat
down with his head covered, and with his face turned
to the east, so that he had the south on his right and
Then he determined with his
the north on his left.
lituus the regions of the heavens from east to west,
and marked in his mind some object straightforward,
at as great a distance as his

eyes could reach, within

which boundaries he should make his observations.
There were generally five things from which the augurs
drew omens the first consisted in observing the phe:

nomena of

the heavens, such as thunder, lightning,

comets, &c. The second kind of omen was drawn
from the chirping or flying of birds. The third was
from the sacred chickens, whose eagerness or indifference in eating the food which was thrown to them

was looked upon as lucky or unlucky. The fourth
was from quadrupeds, from their crossing or appearing
The fifth was from difin some unaccustomed place.
ferent casualties, which were called Dirce, such as
or wine upon one's clothes,
spilling salt on the table,
hearing ill-omened words or strange noises, stumbling
or sneezing, meeting a wolf, hare, fox, or pregnant
bitch,

how

&c.

These

they ought to

the augur explained, and taught

be expiated. — In whatever

position

omens on the left, among the Romans, were reckoned lucky. But sometimes omens
on the left are called unlucky, in imitation of the
the augur stood,

their expectations by his neglect of serious
In his sixteenth
study and his devotion to pleasure.
For fifteen
year he became very fond of women.
years he was connected with one, by whom he had a
when
he
He
left
her
son.
only
changed his whole
book of Cicero's, called Hurtensius^
course of life.
which has not come down to our times, led him to the
and when he found that this did
study of philosophy
not satisfy his feelings, he went over to the sect of the
He was one of their disciples for nine
Manichaeans.
but, after having obtained a correct knowledge
years
of their doctrines, he left them, and departed from Africa to Rome, and thence to Milan, where he announced himself as a teacher of rhetoric. Saint Ambrose was bishop of this city, and his discourses conThe reading
verted Augustine to the orthodox faith.
of St. Paul's epistles wrought an entire change in his
life and character.
The Catholic church has a festival (May 3d) in commemoration of this event.
He retired into solitude, wrote there many books, and prehe
received in the
pared himself for baptism, which
33d year of his age, together with his son Adeodatus,
He returned to Africa,
from the hands of Ambrose.

A

;

;

sold his estate, and gave the proceeds to the poor, retaining only enough to support him in a moderate

As he was once present in the church at
Hippo, the bishop, who was a very old man, signified
a desire to consecrate a priest to assist and succeed
him.
At the desire of the people, Augustine entered
upon the holy office, preached with extraordinary sucHe encess, and, in 395, became bishop of Hippo.
tered into a warm controversy with Pelagius concernmanner.

ing the doctrines of free-will, of grace, and of predestination, and wrote a book concerning them.
Augustine maintained that

men were justified

merely through

He died August
grace, and not through good works.
28, A.D. 403, while Hippo was besieged by the "Vandals.
There have been fathers of the church more
learned, masters of a better language and a purer
taste

;

but none have ever more powerfully touched

among whom augurs stood with their faces to the human heart and warmed it towards religion.
the north, and then the east, which was the lucky Painters have, therefore, given him for a symbol a
Thunder on the left was flaming heart. Augustine is one of the most volumiquarter, was on the right.
a good omen for everything else but holding the Comi- nous of the Christian writers.
His works, in the BenGreeks,

The

croaking of a raven on the right, and of a
left, was reckoned fortunate, and vice
versa.
In short, the whole art of augury among the
Romans was involved in uncertainty, and was, in effect,
a mere system of deception for restraining the multitude, and increasing, as has already been remarked,
the influence of the
(Ctc,
leading men over them.

tia.

crow on the

edictine edition of Antwerp, 1700-3, fill 12 folio volumes. The first of these contains the works which
he wrote before he was a priest, and his retractations
and confessions the former a critical review of his
;

a curious and interesting
writings, and the latter
The remainder of these volumes
picture of his life.
*'
On the City of God ;" comment
consist of a treatise

own
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AUGUSTUS.

a great variety of sub;
epistles on
doctrinal, moral, and personal ; sermons and
homilies; treatises on various points of discipline; and

on Scripture

aries

jects,

With the exelaborate arguments against heretics.
ception of those of Aristotle, no writings contributed
more than Augustine's to encourage the spirit of subtle
disputation which distinguished the scholastic ages.
They exhibit much facility of invention and strength
of reasoning, with more argument than eloquence, and
more wit than learning. Erasmus calls Augustine a
writer of obscure subtlety, who requires in the reader
acute penetration, close attention, and quick recollection, and by no means repays him for the application
of all these requisites.
His works are now almost

soldiers made him, of assisting him to revenge nis
uncle's murder.
But, as he was not yet aware of the
strength of that party which he would find opposed to
him, he judged it expedient to return to Italy, in the

On his arrival at
instance, in a private manner.
Brundisium, he learned the particulars of Caesar's
death, and was informed also of the contents of his
will, by which he himself was declared his heir and his
Veil. Paterc
2,
{Dio Cassius, 4:5, 3.
adopted son.
He did not hesitate instantly to accept this
85.)
to
of
and
it
and
assume
name
Csesar
is
the
;
adoption,
first

—

,

said that numerous parties of his uncle's veterans, who
had obtained settlements in the districts of Italy
through which he passed, came from their homes to
wholly neglected.
{Encyclop. Americ, vol. 1, p. meet him, and to assure him of their support.
{Ap468.)
Among the sources of information in modern pian. Bell. Civ., 3, 12.) At Rome two parties ditimes respecting the life and productions of St. Au- vided the state, that of the republicans, who had made
Ceillier, away with Caesar, and that of Antony and Lepidus,
gustine, the following may be mentioned

—

:

General, des Aut. Eccles. {Paris, 1744, 4to),
vols. 11 and 12.
Tillemont, Memoires, &c., vol. 13.
Vit. August. Vaillant, et Du Frische : ed. Op.
Act. Sanct. Mens. Aug., vol. 6,
Benedict., vol. 11.
L. Berti, de rebus gestis S. August.
p. 213, seqq.
Rosier, Bibl. der Kirchcnv'dt.,
\Venet., 1746, 4to).
Hist.

—

—

vol. 9, p.

seqq.

—
—

—

257.— Fabric,

Bibl. Lat., vol. 3, p. 519,
vol. 15, p. 219, seqq.

— Schrockh, Kircheng.,

Biogr. Univ.,

vol. 3, p. 54, seqq.

—
— Wiggers, Versuck.

einer pragmat. Darstellung des August, und Pelagianismus {Hamburg, 1822, 8vo), vol. 1., p. 7, seqq.
AuGUSTULUs (Romulus Momyllus, surnamed Au-

the last Roman
gustus, or, in derision, Augustulus),
He was ihe son of Orestes, a
emperor of the West.
patrician and commander of the Roman forces in

Gaul.
Augustulus was crowned by his father A.D.
475; but was dethroned the next year by Odoacer,

who put Orestes to death, and banished the young monarch to Campania, allowing him
The true
at the same time a revenue for his support.
name of this emperor was Augustus, but the Romans
of his time gave him, in derision, the appellation of
Augustulus {The Little Augustus), which has become
His fathe historical name of this feeble sovereign.
ther Orestes was the actual emperor, and the son a
et
Marcell. in
mere puppet in his' hands. {Cassiod.
Chron. Jornandcs.
Procopius. )
king of the Heruli,

—

—

to avenge his death, but who had, in
no other intention but to elevate their auThe latter of these
thority above that of the laws.
two parties was in the ascendant when Octavius visited the capital, and the consul Antony exercised an
He received Octavius with
almost absolute control.
great coolness, and declined any co- operation with
It is even said, that, not content with slighting
him.
him as a political associate, Antony endeavoured to

who pretended

reality,

obstruct, or, at least, to delay, his adoption into the
Juhan family, since Octavius could not claim the

possession of his uncle's inheritance till he had gone
through the forms by which he became Caesar's adoptDio Cassius, 45, 5.) On
ed son.
{Florus, 4, 4.
this provocation, Octavius resolved to do himself justice by the most atrocious means
and, although he
was only nineteen years of age, he suborned some
ruffians to assassinate Antony, the consul of the re{Cic, ep. ad fam., 12, 23.
public, in his own house.

—

;

— Senec,de

Clem., 1, 9.) The attempt was discovered in time, but it threw Antony into the utmost perAs it had not succeeded, a large
plexity and alarm.
its reality, and believed
portion of the people doubted
that the charge had been falsely brought against Octavius, in order to procure his ruin, that Antony might
So strong, in
disturbance.
enjoy his property without

the public feeling, and so unpopular was Anat this period, that he did not think it advisable
But he tremto bring his intended assassins to trial.
fact,

was

AUGUSTIW (CaIUS OcTAVIDS CiESAR AUGUSTDS), tony
Caius Octavius, was the son of
Caius Octavius, and of Attia daughter of Julia the

originally called
sister of Julius

The

family of the Octavii
originally from Velitrae, a city of the Volsci.
Caesar.

employ
which he had hitherto protected his person, and by
which he had overawed the senate and the forum.
and of equestrian rank. His father was the first of With this view Antony endeavoured to gain over the
the name that obtained the title of senator, but died veterans of Caesar that were stationed at Brundisium,
when his son was only four years old. The mother but the more liberal offers of the young Octavius drew
At length the
of the young Octavius soon after married L. Philip- them over to the side of the latter.
pus, under whose care he was brought up, until his two competitors for empire had recourse to arms, and
Deciuncle Julius Caesar, having no children, began Cisalpine Gaul became the theatre of warfare.
grea-t
to regard him as his heir {Veil. Paterc, 2, 85), and, mus Brutus, who held the command of this province,
when he was between sixteen and seventeen years of threw himself into Mutina, where Antony besieged
him some military rewards at the him, but the latter was defeated by Octavius and the
age, bestowed upon
celebration of his triumph for his victories in Africa. consuls Hirtius and Pansa, and compelled to retreat
In
the following year he accompa- towards
(Suet., Aug., 8.)
Transalpine Gaul. All the veteran legions
nied his uncle into Spain, where he is said to have which had been commanded by the late consuls (these
of talent and activity
and in the leaders had fallen in the battle of Mutina) were now,
given indications
winter of that same year he was sent to Apollonia in with one exception, under the orders of Octavius, and
Epirus, there to employ himself in completing his ed- neither they nor their general were inclined to obey
ucation, till Caesar should be ready to take him with any longer the authority of the senate.
Marching to
him on his expedition against the Parthians. He was Rome at the head of his forces, Octavius was now
of the senate and
accordingly living quietly at Apollonia when the news elected consul by open intimidation
of his uncle's death called him forth, though he was people, and the liberty of the commonwealth was lost
then hardly more than eighteen years of age, to act a for ever. Antony and Lepidus, meanwhile, had united
times.
On their forces, and recrossed the Alps and Octavius,
part in the contentions of the
Principal
JsBsar's death being known, M. Vipsanius Agrippa now invested with the title of consul, and commandand Q. Sabidienus Rufus, who are here first spoken ing a numerous army, marched back again towards
of as his friends {Veil. Paterc, 2,85), advised him to Cisalpine Gaul, and found the two leaders in the
embrace the offers which many of the centurions and neighbourhood of Mutina. A friendly correspondence

were

The branch from which Augustus sprung was

•

bled at the insecurity of his situation, and determined
to
a stronger military force than the guard with

rich,

;

;
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had been carried on between the chiefs of the two
armies before they were advanced very near to one
and it was detcnnined that all differences
another
should finally be settled, and the future measure? which
at
they were to take in common should be arranged
This interview resulted in the
a personal interview.
;

formation of a Triumvirate, or

Bell.

Civ., 4, 3.)

(Liv., Epit.,

They

divided

lib.

Commonwealth
120.

— Appian,

among themselves

those provinces of the empire which were subject to
and the triumvirate was cemented by the
most dreadful scenes of proscription and murder,
their power,

during which fell the celebrated Cicero, a victim to
the vengeance of Antony, and basely left to his fate
by the heartless Octavius. After the hopes of the
republican party had been crushed at Philippi, Antony, in an evil hour for himself, turned his back upon
Italy, and left the immediate government of the capital in the hands of his associate.
On returning to
Rome, Octavius satisfied the cupidity of his soldiers
by the division of the finest lands in the Italian peninrise to the most violent disIn the midst of the stormy scenes that now

This division gave

sula.

turbance.

Octavius was obliged to contend with
Fulvia, whose daughter Clodia he had rejected, and
with Lucius, the brother-in-law of Antony.
After
several battles, Lucius threw himself into the city of
Perusia, where he was soon after obliged to surrender.
The city was given up to be plundered, and 300 sen-

convulsed

ators

Italy,

were condemned

rifice

to death, as a propitiatory sacof the deified Caesar.
After the

manes
Antony an end was put

to the

return of

to the proscriptions,

and such of the proscribed persons as had escaped
death by flight, and whom Octavius no longer feared,
were allowed to return. There were still some disturbances in Gaul, and the naval war with Sextus

Pompeius continued for several years. After his return from Gaul, Octavius married the famous Livia,
the wife of Claudius Nero, whom he compelled to
he himself had divorced his third wife
Lepidus, who had hitherto retained an appearance of power, was now deprived of his authority,
and died as a private man B.C. 13. Antony and Octavius then divided the empire.
But while the former, in the East, gave himself up to a life of luxury,
the young Octavius pursued his plan of
making himself sole master of the Roman world.
He especially

resi^

her, after

Scribonia.

A

strove to obtain the affections of the
people.
firm government was established ; the system of audacious robbery, which the distresses of the times had
was
long fostered at Rome and throughout
Italy,

He showed
speedily and effectually suppressed.
mildness and a degree of magnanimity, if it could be
80 called, without the appearance of
striving after the
highest power, and even declared himself ready to lay
down his power when Antony should return from his
the Parthians.
He appeared rather to permit than to wish himself to be appointed perpetual
tribune, an office which virtually invested him with
The more he advanced in the
sovereign authority.
affections of the people, the more
openly did he declare himself against Antony.
Meanwhile the latter
had excited a strong feeling of disgust not only
among
the Romans at home, but even
among his own officers, by his shameful abandonment to the celebrated
His divorcing himCleopatra, the queen of Egypt.
self from Octavia, the sister of his
colleague in the

war against

seemed like dishonouring a noble Roman
lady in order to gratify the jealousy of a barbarian
paramour ; and an act of baseness on the part of Octavius himself completed the blow.
Having got possession of Antony's will, he broke
open the seals, and
read the contents of it publicly, first to the senate, and
afterward to the assembly of the people.
The clause
in it which
especially induced Octavius to commit

triumvirate,

in

which Antony desired

that his

be carried to Alexandrea, and
This proof of
there buried by the side of Cleopatra.
his romantic attachment for a foreigner seemed, in the
after death,

eyes of the Romans, to attest his utter degeneracy, and
induced the populace, at least, to credit the inventions
his enemies, who asserted that it was his intention,
if victorious in the contest that now appeared inevitable, to give up Rome to the dominion of Cleopatra,
and transfer the seat of empire from the banks of the
It is clear, from the lanTiber to those of the Nile.
guage of those poets who wrote under the patronage
of Augustus, that this was the light in which the war

High Commission of of

three, for 'settling the affairs of the

during five years.

was one

this act,

body might,

that every effort was
;
of a contest with a forthe side of Octavius the
national pride and jealousy of the people of Rome.
(Hor., Od., 1, 37, 5, seqq.—Virg., Mn., 8, 678, 685,
698.)
Availing himself of this feeling, Octavius declared war against the Queen of Egypt, and led a considerable force by both sea and land to the Ambraciari
Gulf, where Agrippa gained the naval victory of Actiura, which made Octavius master of the Roman

was industriously represented

made to give it the character
and to array on
eign enemy
;

He

pursued his rival to Egypt, and ended the
had rejected the proposal of Antony to
Cleodecide their differences by a personal combat.
themselves.
Octavius caused
patra and Antony killed
them to be splendidly buried. A son of Antony and
Cleopatra was sacrificed to ensure the safety of the
conqueror and Caesarion, a son of Caesar and CleopaAll the other relations of
tra, shared the same fate.
Antony remained uninjured, and Octavius, on the
After havwhole, used his power with moderation.
world.

war

after he

;

in order to
arrange
ing spent two years in the East,
the affairs of Egypt, Greece, Syria, Asia Minor, and
the islands, he celebrated, on his return to Rome, a
triumph for three days in succession. Freed from his
rivals and enemies, and master of the world, he was
undecided concerning the way in which he should exercise his power for the future.
Agrippa, whose vicuniversal dominion, counselled him
tory had given him

Maecenas opposed this ;
to renounce his authority.
and Octavius followed his advice, or, rather, his own
inclinations.

look upon

him

In order to make the people willing to
as an unlimited monarch, he abolished

and
had

the laws of the triumvirate, beautified the city,
exerted himself in correcting the abuses which

At the end of his
prevailed during the civil war.
seventh consulship, he entered the senate-house, and
The
declared his resolution to lay down his power.
and the farce ended
senate besought him to retain it
by his yielding to their pressing entreaties, and conHe now
senting to continue to govern through them.
obtained the surname of Augustus, which marked the
and by degrees he
dignity of his person and rank,
united in himself the offices of imperator, or commander-in-chief by sea and land, with power to make war
of
of proconsul over all the provinces
and peace
perpetual tribune of the people, which rendered his
him
the
of
and
interruptpower
gave
person inviolable,
and, in fine, of censor {magiS'
ing public proceed mgs
ter morum) and pontifex maximus, or controller of all
things appertaining to public morals and religion.
The laws themselves were subject to him, and the obTo these
servance of them depended on his will.
title of "Father of his
dignities we must add the
Country" {Pater Patria). Great as was the power
thus given him, he nevertheless exercised it with mod;

;

;

;

It was the spirit of his policy to
names and forms, and he steadfastly refused

retain jld

eration.

the

title

to

assume

of Dictator, which Sylla and Caesar had ren-

dered odious.

—Augustus

Africa, Asia,

and particularly

umphed over

carried on many wars in
in Spain, where he ^-

the Cantabri after a severe struggle.

His arms subjected Aquitania, Pannonia, Dalmatia,
and held the Dacians, Numidians, and
and Illyria,
^
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He

concluded a treaty with the 63, seqq.) His speeches on any public occasion were
.Ethiopians in check.
Parthians, by which they gave up Armenia, and re- composed beforehand, and recited from memory
nay,
stored the eagles taken from Crassus and Antony. so careful was he not to commit himself by any inAt the foot of the Alps he erected monuments of his considerate expression, that, even when discussing any
triumphs over the mountaineets, the proud remains of important subject with his own wife, he wrote down
which are yet to be seen at Susa and Aosta. After what he had to say, and read it before her. Like his
he had established peace throughout the empire, he uncle, he was strongly tinged with superstition.
He
but in every speclosed (for the third lime since the foundation of Rome) was very deficient in military talent
This universal repose, cies of artful policy, in clearly seeing, and steadily and
the temple of Janus (B.C. 10).
however, was interrupted, A.D. 9, by the defeat of dispassionately following his own interest, and in turnVarus, who lost three legions in an engagement with ing to his own advantage all the weaknesses of others,
the Germans under Arminius, and killed himself in his ability, if so it may be called, has been rarely
The intelligence of this misfortune greatly equalled. His deliberate cruelty, his repeated treachdespair.
He let his beard and hair grow, ery, and his sacrifice of every duty and every feeling to
agitated Augustus.
and often cried out, as if in the deepest sorrow, " Oh the purposes of his ambition, speak for themselves ; and
me
back
Varus, give
my legions /" Meanwhile the yet it would be unjust to ascribe to a politic premediGermans were held in check by Tiberius. During the tation all the popular actions of his reign. Good is in
peace, to which we have just referred, Augustus had itself so much more delightful than evil, that he was
issued many useful decrees, and abolished many abuses doubtless not insensible to the pleasure of kind and
in
He gave a new form to the senate, beneficent actions, and perhaps sincerely rejoiced that
J^he government.
employed himself in improving the manners of the they were no longer incompatible with his interests.
;

;

—

the various arts to which

Augustus resorted to
beguile the hearts of his people, and perhaps to render
them forgetful of their former freedom, one of the most
remarkable was the encouragement which he extended
to learning, and the patronage he so liberally bestowed
and left it of marble." {Sueton., Aug., 29. Dio on all by whom it was cultivated. To this noble proHe also made journeys everywhere, tection of literature he was prompted not less by taste
Ca»s., 56, 30.)
to increase the blessings of peace
he went to Sicily and inclination than sound policy
and in his patronand Greece, Asia Minor, Syria, Gaul, and other quar- age of the learned, his usual artifice had probably a
in several places he founded cities and established smaller share than in those other parts of his conduct
ters
The people erected by which he acquired the favourable opinion of the
colonies.
{Veil. PaUrc.,'Z,^'2.)
altars to him, and by a decree of the senate, the month world.
Augustus was, besides, an excellent judge of
so that his
Sexlilis was called by the new appellation of Augustus composition, and a true critic in poetry
Two conspiracies, which threatened his patronage was never misplaced, or lavished on those
(August).
hfe, miscarried.
Caepio, Muraena, and Egnatius were whose writings might rather have tended to corrupt
punished with death Cinna was more fortunate, re- than improve the taste and learning of the age. No
This forbearance writer could hope for patronage except by cultivating
ceiving pardon from the emperor.
increased the love of the Romans, and diminished the a style both chaste and simple, which, if ornamental,
number of the disaffected so that the master of Rome was not luxurious, or, if severe, was not rugged or
wouid have had nothing to wish for, if his family had antiquated. The court of Augustus thus became a
been as obedient as the world. The debauchery of school of urbanity, where men of genius acquired that
his daughter Julia gave him the greatest pain, and he delicacy of taste, that elevation of sentiment, and that
showed himself more severe towards those who de- purity of expression, which characterize the writers of
To Maecenas, the favourite minister of the
stroyed the honour of his family than towards those the age.
who had threatened his life. History says, that in his emperor, the honour is due of having most successfully
old age he was ruled by Livia, the only person per- followed out the views of his master for promoting the
He had no sons, and lost interests of literature but it is wrong to give Maecenas
haps whom he truly loved.
by death his sister's son Marcellus, and his daughter's the credit, as some have done, of first having turned
sons Caius and Lucius, whom he had appointed his the attention of Augustus to the patronage of literature.
people, promoted marriage, suppressed luxury, introduced discipline into the armies, and, in a word, did
everything in his power to subserve the best interests
of the state.
He adorned Rome in such a manner,
that it was truly said by him, "he found it of brick,

Among

—

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

successors.
Drusus, also, his son-in-law, whom he
loved, died early ; and Tiberius, the brother of the
latter, whom he hated on account of his bad qualities,
alone survived.
These numerous calamities, together

On the contrary, he appears merely to have acted from
the orders, or to have followed the example, of his im{Encyclop. Metrop., Div. 3, vol. 2, p.
perial master.

with his continually increasing infirmities, gave him a
He undertook a journey to
strong desire for repose.
Campania, from whose purer air he hoped for relief
but disease fixed upon him, and he died at Nola (Au-

Univ., vol. 3, p. 37, seqq.

;

gust 19, A.D. 14),

and

in the

seventy-sixth year of his age,

forty-fifth of his reign.

— Augustus was

in his stat-

ure something below the middle size, but extremely
well proportioned.
His hair
{Suelon., Aug., 79.)
was a little inclined to curl, and of a yellowish brown
but the general exhis eyes were bright and lively
pression of his countenance was remarkably calm and
His health was throughout his life delicate, yet
mild.
the constant attention which he paid to it, and his strict
temperance in eating and drinking, enabled him to reach
As a seducer and adulterer, and
the full age of man.
a man of low sensuality, his character was as profligate
In his
as that of his uncle.
{Sueton., Aug., 69, 71.)
literary qualifications, without at all rivalling the attainments of Caesar, he was on a level with most Romans of distinction of his time and it is said, that
both in speaking and writing, his style was eminent for
;

;

;

its

perfect plainness and propriety.
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{Sueton., Aug.,

294, seqq.

— Encyclop. Amer.,

—

A

vol. 1, p.

469.

— Dunlop's Rom.

— Biogr.

Lit., vol.

title which descended from
H.
3, p. 10, seqq.)
It was purely honorary,
tavius to his successors.

Orand

it the idea of respect and veneration rather
The feminine form Augusta
than of any authority.
was often given to the mothers, wives, or sisters of the
Roman emperors. Under Dioclesian, when the new
constitution was given to the empire, the title of Augustus became more definite, and then began to be
applied to the two princes who held sway conjointly,
while the appellation of Ccesar was given to each of
The term Authe presumptive heirs of the empire.
gustus is derived, not from augeo, but from augur.
Places
{Gronov., Thes. Antiq. Gr., vol. 7, p. 462.)
or buildings consecrated by auguries were originally
called augusta ; and the name w^s afterward applied
Thus Ennius,
to other things similarly circumstanced.
as cited by Suetonius (Aug., 7), uses the expression
"
Ovid,
(Compare Fcst., p. 43.
augusta augurio.^^

carried with

—

607, seqq.)
Consequently, when the title
Augustus is applied to a person, it is equivalent in
meaning to sanctus, sacratus, or sacrosanctus. (CoraFast.,

1,

AUR

AUL
And hence, as Gronovius
pare Dio Cass., 53, 16.)
correctly remarks, the term in question contains i^dov
U, "something of a divine nature." The Greeks,
moreover, rendered Augustus into their language by
leBacToc, which Dio Cassius (/. c.) explains by <T£7rr6f
.

Rom.

Antig., p. 292, seqq.)
AviANUs, Flavius, a Latin versifier of -^sopic fables,

{Creuzer,

The measure adopted by him
forty-two in number.
the elegiac.
According to Cannegieter, One of his

is

nations of Gaul.
L The Aulerci Brannovices, contiguous to the iEdui, and subject to them, answering
to what is now Ic Briennois.
{C<bs., B. G., 7, 76.)
n. The Aulerci Cenomani, situate between the Sarta
or Sarthe, and the Lsedus, two of the northern branches
of the Liger.
Their country is now the Department
de la Sarthe.
{Cus., B. G., 7, 75.)— IIL The Aulerci Eburovices, on the left b^nk of the Sequana or
Seine, below Lutetia or Paris, answering now to the

—

Department de VEure. {Ccts., B. G., 3, 17.)
AuLETEs, the surname of one of the Ptolemies,
The appellation is a Greek one,
231, seqq.) This opinion, however, is rendered alto- father of Cleopatra.
"
inferior
of
the
Latincharacter
meaning flute-player" {AvXTjr^^), and was given him
gether untenable by the
unsuccess- on account of his excellence in playing upon the flute,
ity, which Cannegieter endeavours, though
Avianus would seem to have lived in or, more correctly speaking, pipe.
fully, to defend.
the reign of Theodosius, long after the date assigned by
AuLis, a town of Boeotia, on the shores of the EuHis work is dedicated to ripus, and nearly opposite to Chalcis. It is celebrated
the scholar just mentioned.
a certain Theodosius, supposed to have been the gram- as being the rendezvous of the Grecian fleet when
marian Macrobius Theodosius. The fables of Avianus about to sail for Troy, and as the place where they
The were so long detained by adverse winds. ( Vid. Iphiare sometimes erroneously ascribed to Avienus.
best editions of Avianus are, that of Cannegieter, Am- genia.)
Strabo (403) remarks, that, as the harbour of
stelod., 1731, 8vo, and that of Nodell, Amstelod., 1787, Aulis could not contain more than fifty ships, the Grecian fleet must have assembled in the neighbouring
8vo.
{Bdhr, Gesch. Rbm. Lit., vol. 1, p. 317.)
Avienus, Rufus Festus, a Roman poet, whose age port of Bathys, which was much more extensive.
and country have both been disputed. St. Jerome From Xenophon we learn, that, when Agesilaus was
speaks of him as of a recent writer {in Epist. ad Titum, on the point of setting out for Asia Minor, to carry on
V. 12), and we can scarcely, therefore, with Crinitus,
the war against Persia, he had intended to offer up
{Crinit., depoet. sacrifice at Aulis, but was opposed in this design by
place him in the reign of Dioclesian.
The death of Jerome happened A.D. the Boeotarchs, who appeared in the midst of the cereLot., c. 80.)
420, in his ninety-first year on the supposition, there- mony with an armed force.
{Hist. Gr., 3, 4:, 4:.)
Livy
that
Avienus
flourished about the middle of that says the distance between Aulis and Chalcis was tliree
fore,
Avianus flourished about 160 A.D. {Henric.
Canneg. de cetate, <Scc., Flav. Aviani Dissertatio, p.

editors,

:

father's protracted

life,

we may

assign

him

to about

A.D. 370, or
Gratian.

the period of Valentinian, Valens, and
Tradition or conjecture has made him a

Spaniard by birth ; but this opinion is unsupported by
written testimony, and even contradicted, if the inscription found in the Caesarian Villa refer to this
From
poet, which there seems small reason to doubt.
this we learn that he was the son of Musonius Avienus,
or the son of Avienus and descendant of Musonius,
accordingly as we punctuate the first line (" Festus
soboles prolesque Avieni^^) ; that he was bom
at Vulsinii in Etruria ; that he resided at Rome ; that

Musoni

he was twice proconsul, and the author of many poetical pieces.
The same inscription contradicts the
notion, too precipitately grounded on some vague exin
his
pressions
writings, that he was a Christian ; for
it is
nothing else than a religious address to the

god-

Pausanias (9, 19) reports,
{Liv., 45, 27.)
that the temple of Diana still existed when he visited
Aulis, but that the inhabitants of the place were few,

miles.

and those chiefly potters.

(

Cramefs Ancient

Greece,

vol. 2, p.

262, seqq.)
AuLON, I. a fertile ridge and valley near Tarentum,
in Southern Italy, the wine of which equalled the Falernian in the opinion of Horace.
{Horat., Od., 2, 6,
II.
18.)
valley of Pahestine, extending along the
banks of Jordan, called also Magnus Campus. III.
Another in Syria, between the ridges of Libanus and
IV. A district and city of Messenia,
Antilibanus.
bordering on Triphylia and part of Arcadia, being separated from these two by the Neda.
{Strab., 350.

—

A

—

—

—

Steph. Byz.,

AuLus,
mans.

—

I.

II.

s. v.)

A

prjenomen

Gellius.

common among

the

Ro-

{Vid. Gellius.)

dess Nortia, the Fortune of the Etrurians.
The extant
AuRELiA Lex, was enacted A.U.C. 683, and orand acknowledged works of this poet are versions of dained that judices or jurymen should be chosen
the ^aivofieva of Aratus, and the TlepiTjyrjaLg of Dio- from the Senators, Equites, and Tribuni ^rarii.
and a portion of a poem *' De Ora Maritima,^^ Another, A.U.C. 678. It abrogated a clause of the
nysius
which includes, with some digressions, the coast be- Lex Cornelia, and permitted the tribunes to hold other
tween Cadiz and Marseilles. The other poems gen- offices after the expiration of the tribuneship.
Vid. Genabum.
AuRELiANi.
erally believed to be the work of Avienus are, an
" de
Epistle to Flavianus Myrmecius, an elegiac piece
AuRELiANUs, I. (Lucius Domitius) an emperor of
Cantu Sirenum," and some verses addressed to the Rome, distinguished for his military abilities and stem
author's friends from the country.
A poem " de ur- severity of character, was the son of a peasant in the
hibus HispanicB Mediterraneis,^^ is cited by some
His father occupied
territory of Sirmium, in Illyria.

—

;

Spanish writers as the production of Avienus {Nicoluus
Antonius, Bibl. Vet. Hisp., 2, 9), but it is generally
Sersupposed to be the forgery of a Jesuit of Toledo.
vius {ad Virg., JEn., 10, 272-388) ascribes to Avienus iambic versions of the narrative of Virgil and the
history of Livy ; which observation of the grammarian,
together with a consideration of the genius and habits
of this poet, renders it not altogether
improbable that
he is the author of a very curious and spirited Latin
Epitome of the Iliad, which has reached us, and which

throws some light on the poetical history of the time.

—The

best edition of Avienus is that of WernsdorflT,
Poeta Latint Minorcs, vol. 5, pt. 2, Helmstad.,
1791, 12mo.
{Encyclop. Metropol., Div. 3, vol. 2, p.

in the

575, seq.

—

B'dhr,

Gesch.

Rom.

Lit., vol. 1, p. 185,

seqq.)

AuLERci.

Hh

Under

this

name

are

reckoned three

a small farm, the property of Aurelius, a rich senator.
The son enlisted in the troops as a common soldier,
successively rose to the rank of centurion, tribune, prefect of a legion, inspector of the camp, general, or, as
it was then called, duke of a frontier ; and at length,
office
during the Gothic war, exercised the important
In every station
of commander-in-chief of the cavalry.
he distinguished himself by matchless valour, rigid disand successful conduct. Theoclius, as quoted

cipline,
in the Augustan history (p. 211), affirms, that in one
and in several
day he killed forty-eight Sarmatians,

and fifty. This
subsequent engagements nine hundred
was admired by the soldiers, and celebrated in their rude songs, the burden of which wa»
"
At length Valerian II.
Mille, mille, mille, occidit.''
raised him to the consulship, and his good fortune was
farther favoured by a wealthy and noble marriage.
241
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AURELIANUS.
His next elevation was to the throne, Claudius II., on
recommended Aurelian to the
troops of Illyricum, who readily acceded to his wishes.
The reign ol this monarch lasted only four years and
but every instant of that short
about nine months
memorable achievement.
period was filled by some
He put an end to the Gothic war, chastised the Germans who invaded Italy, recovered Gaul, Spain, aiid
Britain out of the hands of Tetricus, and destroyed the
proud monarchy which Zenobia had erected in the East
his deathbed, having

;

on the ruins of the

afflicted empire.

Owing

to the un-

generous excuse of the queen, that she had waged war

by the advice of her ministers, her secretary, the
eorated Longinus, was put to death by the victor
;

cel-

but,

his triumphal entry into

Rome,
having graced
Zenobia herself was presented with a villa near Tibur,
and allowed to spend the remainder of her days as a
after

Roman matron. {Vid. Zenobia, Longinus, Palmyra.)
Aurelian followed up his victories by the reformation
of abuses, and the restoration throughout the empire
of order and regularity, but he tarnished his good intentions by the general severity of his measures, and
senatorian order to his slightest
He had planned a great expedition against
suspicions.
Persia, and was waiting in Thrace for an opportunity
to cross the straits, when he lost his life, A.D. 125, by
assassination, the result of a conspiracy excited by a

the sacrifice of the

secretary whom he intended to call to account for
Aurelian was a wise, able, and active
peculation.
prince, and very useful in the declining state of the
empire ; but the austerity of his character caused him

be very little regretted.
It is said that he meditated
a severe persecution on the Christians, when he was
80 suddenly cut off.
{Hist. August., p. 211, seqq.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 11.
Biogr. Univ., \o\.
to

—

—

3, p.

72.— Encyclop. Am.,

vol. 1, p.

a native of Sicca, in Numidia, who
lived between 180 and 240 A.D.

— U.

474.)
is

supposed

He was

a

Caelius,
to have

member

of the medical profession, and has left behind him two
works the one entitled, '* Libri ,Quingue tardarum
give chronicarum passionum,^^ and the other, " Libri
tres celerum sive acutarum passionum.^^
Both are
drawn from Greek authors from Themison, ThessaCselius Aurelianus being
lus, and, above all, Soranus.
the only author of the sect called Methodists who has
come down to us (if we except Octavius Horatianus,
who lived in the days of the Emperor Valentinian, and
:

;

known), his work is particularly valuable, as
preserving to us an account of many theories apd views
of practice which would otherwise have been lost ; but
even of itself it is deserving of much attention for the
Caelius is repractical information which it contains.
markable for learning, understanding, and scrupulous
but
his
accuracy ;
style is much loaded with technical
He has treated of
terms, and by no means elegant.
most
the
important diseases which come under the care
of the physician in the following manner.
In the first
place, he gives a very circumstantial account of the
which
he
more
like
a systedoes,
however,
symptoms,
matic writer and a compiler, than as an original observer of nature.
Next, he is at great pains to point
out the distinction between the disease he is treating
He afterof and those which very nearly resemble it.
ward endeavours to determine the nature and seat of
the disease ; and this part frequently contains valuable
references to the works of Erasistratus, the celebrated
Alexandrean anatomist. Then comes his account of
the treatment, which is, in general, sensible and scientific, but somewhat too formal, timid, and fettered
is little

sect.
He is ingenious, however, in
often delivering a free statement of modes of practice,
His account of
essentially different from his own.

likewise by that of wolves, bears, leopards, horses, an<}
asses.
He also mentions an instance of its being
brought on by a wound inflicted by the spurs of a cock.
Nay, he says that he knew a case of the disease being
brought on by the breath of a dog, without a wound at
all.
Sometimes too, he says, the complaint comes on
without any apparent cause.
His description, if com-

pared with modem descnptions (for example, with
that given in Hufeland's Journal for 1816, by Dr.
Goden), will be found in every respect very complete.
He considers the affection as a general one, but that
the nerves of the stomach are more particularly interand Dr. Goden likewise is of
ested in the disease
opinion, that the splanchnic nerves are more especially
;

In short, his theory is, that the complaint
consists of an incendxum nervorthn, or increased heat
of the nerves.
He treats the disease upon much the
same plan as tetanus, to which he appears to have
affected.

it allied,
by frictions with tepid oil, oily
and other remedies of a relaxing nature. He

considered
clysters,

He
approves of venesection, but not to a great extent.
condemns the use of hellebore, which is a mode of
treatment approved of by every ancient authority exNeither, also, does he make mention of
cept himself.
the application of the actual cautery to the wound,
which practice is recommended by the best authorities,
both ancient and modern. ( Sprengel, Hist, de la Med.,
vol. 2, p.

37, seqq.)

AuRELius,
Antoninus

— Marcus,
I.

II.)

II.

a

Victor, a

Roman emperor.
Roman historian.

(Vid.
( Vid,

Victor.)

AuRiNiA, a prophetess held in great veneration by
Germans. {Tacit., Germ., 8.) Some imagine the
true form of the name to have been, when Latinized,
Alurinia; and trace an analogy between it and the
the

Alruna. of northern mythology.

ad

Tacit.,

I.

(Consult Oberlinus,

c.)

Aurora, the goddess of the dawn, daughter of HyHer Greek name was Eos, ('Hwf).
perion and Theia.
Other genealogies represent her as the daughter ol
Titan and Terra, or of* Pallas, the son of Crius and
husband of Styx, whence she is sometimes styled
Fallantias.
In Homer and Hesiod she is simply the
goddess of the dawn, but in the works of succeeding
poets she is identified with Hernera, or the Day.
{JEschyl, Pers., 38A.—Eurip., Tread., M^.—Bion,
Nonjius, 7,
Quint., Smyrn., 1, 119.
Idyll., 6, 18.
286, 294.— /rf., 25, 567.— MustBus, 110, &c.) Aurora became, by Astraeus, the mother of the winds
Boreas, Zephyrus, and Notus, and also of the stars of
heaven.
She was more than
{Hcs., Theog., 378.)

—

—

once, moreover, deeply smitten with the love of mortal
man.
She carried off Orion, and kept him in the isle
of Ortygia till he was slain there by the darts of Diana.
Clitus, the son of Mantius, was for his
{Od., 5, 121.)

" that he
exceeding beauty snatched away by her,
might be among the gods." {Od., 15, 250.) She also
carried off Cephalus, and had by him a son named
Phaethon.
{Hcs., Theog., 986.
Eurip., Hippol.,
But her strongest affection was for Tithonus,
457.)
son of Laomedon, king of Troy.
{Vid. Tithonus.)
The children whom she bore to Tithonus were Memnon and .^malhion. The most probable derivation of
the name Eos ('Huf, Doric 'Auf) seems to be that
from acj, to blow, regarding it as the cool morning air,

—

—

whose gentle breathing precedes the rising of the sun.
The liatin term Aurora is similarly related to Aura.
{Hermann, iiber das Wesen, &c., p. 98. Keightley's
Mythology, p. 63, seqq.) Aurora is sometimes rep-

—

tiquity has furnished

resented in a saffron-coloured robe, with a wand or
torch in her hand, coming out of a golden palace, and
Homer deascending a chariot of the same metal.
scribes her as wearing a flowing veil, which she throws
and
as opening
the
back to denote
dispersion of night,
Others repwith her rosy fingers the gate* of day.

ease

reseat her as a

by the rules of the

Hydrophobia is particularly valuable, as being the most
complete treatise upon that fatal malady which anis

us with.
He states, that the disoccasioned not only by the bite of a dog, but

S48

nymph crowned with

flowers, with a

AUS

A US

above her head, standing in a chariot drawn by
winged horses, while in one hand she holds a torch,
and with the other scatters roses, as illustrative of the
flowers springing from the dew, which the poets describe as diffused from the eyes of the goddess in liquid
pearls.
(Compare Inghirami, Mon. Etrusc, 1, 5.
Id. ibid.,
Vases, 1, 15.
Millin, Vases de Canosa, 6.

The last of these dignitie«
Latium, and first consul.
he obtained A.D 379
The question has been often
started, whether Ausonius was a Christian or not.
Some have doubted the circumstance on account of
the extreme licentiousness of certain of his produc-

star

—

2,

m.—Eckhel,

Kunst,

Syll.y 7,

Z.— Midler,

—

Archaol. der

611.)
AuRUNci, a people of Latium, on the coast towards
Campania, southeast of the Volsci. They were, in
The Italian form
fact, identical with the Ausonians.
of the name Ausones can have been no other than
is
Aurtni, for from this Aurunci
manifestly derived.
p.

It is difficult, however, to deny the affirmative
of this question without attacking the authenticity of
some of his pieces, such as, for example, his first
Ijesides, how can we imagine that so zealous a
Idyl
Christian as Valentinian would have confided to a
pagan the education of his son ] As to the licentious
character of some of his poetry, it may be remarked,
that, in professing the prevailing religion of the day, he
omitted, perhaps, to follow its purer precepts, and

tions.

:

Auruncus is Aurunicus ; the termination belongs to hence indulged in effusions revolting to morality and
The frequent use which he makes of the
the number of adjective-forms in which the old Latin decency.
luxuriated, so as even to form Tuscanicus from Tuscus.

{Niebuhr's Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 56, 2d ed., Cambridge transl.)
AusAR, a river of Etruria, which formerly joined
At
the Arnus, not far from the mouth of the latter.
chanpresent they both flow into the sea by separate
Some indication of the junction of these rivers
nels.
seems preserved by the name of Osari, attached to a
little stream or ditch which lies between them.
( Cra-

in his writings does not prove anything against his observance of Christianity, since the
spirit of the times allowed this absurd mixture of fa-

pagan mythology

—The exact

time when Ausonius died
The poetry of
in 392.
Ausonius, on the whole, like that of Avienus, is marked by poverty of argument, profusion of mechanical
ingenuity, and imitation of, or, rather, compilation from,
the ancients.
It is valuable, however, to fhe literary
historian
its variety alone affords us a considerable
mer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 174.)
AuscHis^, a people of Libya. {Herodot., 4, 171.) insight into the state of poetry in that age and the
They extended from above Barca to the neighbourhood station and pursuits of the author allowed him that
of the Hesperides. (Compare RenneWs Geography of familiarity with contemporary poets which has imparted to his works the character of poetical memoirs.
Herodotus, vol. 2, p. 266.)
Their capital Of the editions of Ausonius, the best, although a very
Ausci, a people of Gallia Aquitania.
was Ausci, now Ausch, on the Ger, one of the south- rare one, is that of ToUius, Amst., 1671, 8vo. It conIts earlier tains the learned commentary of Joseph Scaliger, toern branches of the Garumna or Garonne.
name was Climberris or Climberrum. {Cces., B. G., gether with selected notes from Accursius, Barthius,
The Delphin ediGronovius, Graevius, and others
3, 27.— Mela, 3, 2 —Amm. Marc., 15, 28 )
AusoN, a son of Ulysses and Calypso, from whom tion is also held in considerable estimation. The Bithe Ausones, a people of Italy, were fabled to have pont edition, published in 1783, 8vo, is a useful and
correct one.
been descended. (Vid. Ausonia.)
(Bakr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 304,
ble with truth.
is

uncertain

;

—

he was alive

:

;

—

AusoNiA, a name properly applied to the whole
southern part of Italy, through which the Ausones,
one of the ancient races of Italy, had spread themIts derivation from Auson, son of Ulysses
selves.
and Calypso, is a mere fable. The sea on the southeast coast was for a long time called from them Mare
Ausonium.
Niebuhr makes the Ausonians a portion of the great Oscan nation.
(Rom. Hist., vol.
p. 56, Zd ed., Cambridge transl.)

AusoN'ius (Decius,

Roman

or,

more

correctly,

1,

Decimus,

poet of the fourth century. The
most authentic particulars respecting him are to be
found in his own writings, and more especially in the
second volume of his Prafatiunculce, wherein he treats
the subject professedly.
He was born at Burdigala
^Bourdeaux), where his father, Julius Ausonius, was
an eminent physician, and also a Roman senator and
member of the Municipal Council. Had his education been solely confided to paternal attentions, it is
probable that no record of him would have been necessary among the Latin poets, since the elder Ausonius, although well read in Greek, was but indifferently acquainted with the Latin tongue.
By the exertions, however, of his maternal uncle, .^milius
Magnus Arborius, himself a poet, and the reputed author of an elegy still extant, " Ad
nimis

Magnus),

a

—

—

EnSchbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 52.
MetropoL, Div. 3, vol. 2, p. 576, seq.)
Auspices, a sacerdotal order at Rome, nearly the
same as the augurs. Auspex (the nom. sing.) denoted a person who observed and interpreted omens,
especially those connected with the flight, the sounds,
and the feeding of birds and hence the term is said
" to be" a
to be derived from avis,
bird," and specio,
hold" or "observe," the earlier form of the word having been avispex. In later times, when the custom
of consulting the auspices on every occasion lost much
of its strictness, the term auspex acquired a more general signification.
Before this, the name was particuseqq.

cyclop.

;

at marriages ;
larly applied to the priest who officiated
but now, those employed to witness the signing of
the marriage contract, and to see that everything was
rightly performed, were called auspices nupliarum,
otherwise proxeneta, conciliator es, and pronubi, in
Greek napavv/Kptot. (Val. Max., 2, 1, I.
Cic, de

Divin.,

1, 16.

350,

et 4,

1,

—
— Sueton., Claud., — Serv., ad
45. — Buleng., de Aug.
Ausp.,
26.

et

JB?n.,

3, 13.)

Hence auspex

is
put for a favourer or director ; thus,
" one who advocates a law ;" diis aus" under the
picibus,
guidance of the gods ;" auspice
" under the
&c.
musa,
inspiration of the muse,"
(Consult remarks under the article Augubes.)
nympham
cultam," and those of the grammarians Minervius,
AusTER, the South wind, the same with the Notos
it as a dryNepotian, and Staphylus, the disadvantages of our po- of the Greeks.
Pliny (2, 48) speaks of
et's circumstances were
From ing, withering wind, identifying it, therefore, with th«
abundantly removed.
these eminent men he acquired the
Aristotle (Probl., 1, 23)
principles of gram- Sirocco of modem times.
Horace
mar and rhetoric. His success in the latter of these ascribes to its influence burning fevers.
''
thus
studies induced him to make trial of the bar ; but the
{Serm., 2, 6, 18) calls it plumbeus Auster,"
former was his choice, and in A.D. 367 he was
and, on another occaap- characterizing it as unhealthy
"
nocens
pointed by the Emperor Valentinian tutor to the young sion, he speaks of it in plainer language, as
Statius describes the
prince Gratian, whom he accompanied into Germany corporibus.''
(Od., 2, 14, 15.)
"
the following year.
He became successively Count roses as dying at its first approach, Pubentesve ros<r.
of the empire,
quaestor, governor of Gaul, Libya, and primos moriuntur ad Austros.'' (Sylv., 3, 3, 129

auspex

legis,

;

—

J:Km

AXI

^'*

BAB

AzAN, I. a mountain of Arcadia, sacred to Cybelc.
Compare Virg., Eclog., 2, 58.) Pliny recommends
the husbandman neither to trim his trees nor prune his {Stat., Theb., 4, 292.)— II. A son of Areas,
king of
On another oc- Arcadia, by Erato, one of the Dryades. He divided
vines when this wind blows (18, 76).
casion (16, 46) he states, that the pear and the almond his father's kingdom with his brothers Aphidas and
trees lose their buds if the heavens be clouded by a Elatus, and called his share Azania.
There was in
This re- Azania a fountain called Clitorius, whose waters gave
south wind, though unaccompanied by rain.
mark, however, is not confirmed by modern experience. a dislike for wine to those who drank them. ( Vitruv.,

The

south wind

as bringing rain.

We

is

also described

{Tibuli,

1, 1,

by the Latin poets

47.

— Ovid, Met.,

13,

must distinguish, therefore, between
725, &c.)
the dry and humid southern blasts, as Pliny does in the
"
{Ausler) humidus aut cestuosus
following passage
Itali(B est ; Africa quidem incendia cum serenitate
:

8,

322.— jPau*a«.,
4—
Met.,
— Etymol.
A
Mag.,
KlirSpiov.)—

3.— Ovid,

21,

2.

15,

8,

s. v.

PZin,,

111.

re-

gion on the northeastern coast of Africa, lying south
of Aromatum Promontorium and north of Barbaria. It

—Arrian,
now Ajan.
— Stukius,
ad Arrian,
c,
93.)
is

{Ptol.

Peripl.

I.

Mar. Erythr.

p.

AziRis, a place in Libya, surrounded on both sides

adferV' (18, 76).

Ahtochthones, an

appellation

assumed by the by

Athenians, importing that they sprang from the soil
which they inhabited. (Consult remarks under the

delightful hills covered with trees, and watered by
a river, where Battus built a town, previous to found-

{Herod., 4, 157.)
ing Cyrene.
Ptolemy calls the
The harbour of Azaris, mentioned by
Attica.)
place Axylis.
AuTOLOL.^:, a people of Africa, on the western or Synesius (c. 4), appears to coincide with this same
Pacho thinks, that the Aziris of Herodotus
Atlantic coast of Mauritania Tingitana.
{Plin., 6, place.
31.— Lucan, Pharsal., 4, 677.— Sil. ltd., 2, 63.)
coincides with the modern Temmineh.
( Voyage, &c,,
AuTOLYCus, son of Mercury and Philonis, accord- p. 50, seqq.)
acon
Homer
to
the
scholiast
AzoTus
of
Asdod
one
of the five
19,
but,
432),
(Od.,
(the
Scripture),
ing
cording to Pausanias (8, 4), the son of Daedalion, and chief cities of the Philistines, and, at the same time,
He dwelt on Parnassus, and was cel- one of the oldest and most celebrated cities of the
not of Meicury.
The god Dagon was worshipped here. It lay
ebrated as a stealer of cattle, which he carried off in land.
«uch a way as to render it nearly impossible to recog- on the seacoast, and in the division of the country
nise them, all the marks being defaced.
Among among the Israelites, it fell to the tribe of Judah, but
In the
others, he drove off those of Sisyphus, and he defaced was not conquered until the reign of Solomon.
the marks as usual
but, when Sisyphus came in quest time of King Hezekiah it was taken by the Assyrians,
of them, he, to the great surprise of the thief, selected and subsequently by Psammetichus, king of Egypt,
his own beasts out of the herd, for he had marked the after a siege of twenty-nine years.
{Herod., 2, 157.)
initial letter of his name under their hoofs.
(The an- At a later period Azotus became the seat of a Chris2
is
of
the
of
a
the
was
which
tian
of
form
of
The
ruins
the
ancient
cient
C,
shape
bishop.
city are near
horse's hoof.)
Autolycus forthwith cultivated the ac- a small village called Esdud. {Mannert, Geogr., vol.
quaintance of one who had thus proved himself too able 6, pt. 1, p. 261, seq.)
and Sisyphus, it is said, seduced or violated
for him
his daughter Anticlea (who afterward married Laertes),
B.
and thus was the real father of Ulysses. {Pherccyd.,
ad
432.—
ScAo/.
267.
or
ad
Babrius
Schol.
Babrias
11.,
Od.,
10,
19,
(or, as the name is sometimes
ap.
Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 344.
Keightley^s Mythology, corrupted, Gabrias), a C^reek poet, who lived, according to Tyrwhitt, either under Augustus or a short time
p. 400.)
AuTOMEDON, a son of Dioreus, who went to the before that emperor while Coray, on the other hand,
He was the charioteer of makes him a contemporary of Bion and Moschus.
Trojan war with ten ships.
All
Achilles, after whose death he served Pyrrhus in the The particulars of his life have not reached us.
same capacity, (i/om.. 7/., 9, 16, <&c.
Virg., ^En., that we know of him is, that, after the example of Socrates, who, while in prison, amused himself with ver2, 477.)
AuTONOE, a daughter of Cadmus, who married sifying the fables of .^sop, Babrius published a colAristaeus, by whom she had Actaeon, often called Au- lection of fables under the title of /ivOoi or fivdiafxtoL ;
The death of her son {vid. Actaeon) from which the fables of Phaedrus are closely imitated.
tone'ius heros.
was so painful to her that she retired from Bceotia to They were written in choliambics, and comprised in
Megara, where she soon after died. {Pausan., 1, 44. ten books, according to Suidas, or two volumes, acThese two
{Av., Praf. Fab.)
cording to Avianus.
—Hygin., fab., 179.— Ovid, Met., 3, 720.)
AuTRiGoNEs, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, accounts are not at variance with each other, as the
article

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

They occupied what is now books were doubtless divisions made by the author,
Montana, the western quarter like the books of Phaedrus, perhaps with an appropriwhile the " volumina" of
of Biscay and Alava, and the northeastern part of ate introduction to each
Burgos. Their capital was Flaviobriga, now Porto Avianus were probably rolls of parchment or papyrus,
It may be
{Florez, Esp. S., 24, 10.— on which the ten books were written.
Gallete, near Bilboa.
Mannert, however, farther observed, that Avianus calls the books of
Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 446.)
In this man
Phaedrus libelli, and not volumina.
makes it to be Santander. {Geogr., vol. 1, p. 373.)
AxENUs, the ancient name of the Euxine Sea. The ner may be explained the statement of Pliny (8, 16),
word signifies inhospitable, which was highly applicable that Aristotle's writings on Natural History were
contained in nearly fifty volumina.
.0 the manners of the ancient inhabitants of the coast.
(Compare Menthe coast was set- age, ad Diog. Laert., 5, 25.)
This collection threw
It took the name of Euxinus after
It
all preceding ones into
{Vid. Pontus Euxinus.)
tled by Grecian colonies.
comparative obscurity.
Axius, the largest river in Macedonia, rising in the appears to have been still in existence as late as the

the Cantabri.
the eastern half of La

among

;

Mount Scardus, and, after a course of eighty twelfth century, in the days of Tzetzes the copyists,
It however, of succeeding times, little sensible of the
lake near its mouth.
forming an extensive
Babrius had adopted,
alls into the Sinus Thermaicus, after receiving the charms of the versification which
In the thought they could not do better than convert it into
waters of the Erigonus, Ludias, and Astraeus.
middle ages this river assumed the name of Bardarus so much prose ; and the fragments of verses, which
vol. 1, p. they were unable in this way perfectly to disguise,
{Theophylact., Epist., 55.—Niceph. Greg.,
or are all that recalls the original lines which they have
230), whence has been derived that of Vardari
The collection of Babrius, thus dishonoured,
( Cramer's Anc. Greece,
spoiled.
Vardar, which it now bears.
:hain of

:

Tiiles,

vol. I, p.

235.)

244

was perpetuated by numerous

copies, in

which trace*

BAB

BABYLON.
wonder increases when ascribed to the capital
of a province only.
If, then, with the ancient authors
generally, we allow Semiramis to have been the foundress of that Babylon described by Herodotus, we cannot fix the date of the improved foundation beyond the
eighth century before the Christian era : so that the
duration of this city, in its improved form, was less
than 800 years, reckoning to the time of Pliny.
(Ren-

of the original became more and more obscured, until
a single apologue alone, that of the swallow and nightThis piece
versified fable.
ingale, bore marks of a
found its way into a collection of fables attributed to
of
Constantinople, who,
Ignatius Magister, a priest
being in possession of a copy of the original fables of
in
choliambic
verse, as that author had
Babrius,
written them, resolved to change them into iambic
With this view he abridged and tortured
tertrastics.
each apologue until he succeeded in reducing them

pire, the

Fifty-three fables were
individually to four verses.
but as if Ignatius had wished, by
strangled

traversed each way by twenty-five principal streets,
which, of course, intersected each other, dividing the

means of a comparison,

Thpse streets were terminated
city into 625 squares.
at each end by gates of brass, of prodigious size and

thus

;

to

augment our

regrets for

those which he had altered, he preserved entire and

nell,

Geography of Herodotus, vol. 1,
of the city of Babylon was

The shape

—

p. 443, seqq.)
that of a square,

unchanged a single fable, the one to which we have al- strength, with a smaller one opening towards the river.
luded.
At the period when the Greek authors began Respecting the height and thickness of the walls of
to be printed, the true collection of Babrius no longer Babylon, there are great variations among the ancient
Herodotus makes them 200 royal cubits, or
it was
existed
thought, however, that the collection writers.
of Ignatius was the original one, and hence it was pub- 337 feet, 8 inches high, and 50 royal cubits, or 84
Ctesias gives 50 fathoms (6plished under the name of Babrius, or rather Gabrias, feet, 6 inches broad.
An anonymous
the B in the manuscripts being confounded with a T. yvtai), or 300 feet, for the height.
The error of the name was only perceived about the writer in Diodorus Siculus makes the height 50 comclose of the sixteenth century. Two English scholars, mon cubits, or 75 feet, and this estimate is followed
the celebrated Bentley, in his dissertation on .^sop, by Strabo and Quintus Curtius.
Pliny gives 200
and, at a later period, Tyrwhitt, in his dissertation on feet, and Orosius 200 common cubits, or 300 feet,
Babrius {Land., 1776, 8vo), have avenged the memo- (Herod., 1, ]78.— Ctesias, p. 402, ed. Baehr.—Diod.
Curtius, 5, 1.— Pliny,
Strabo, 738.
ry of the poet, and dissipated much of the obscurity Sic., 2, 7.
which hung over this portion of literary history. The 6, 26.
In this statement, Ctesias
Orosius, 2, 6.)
latter of these two scholars reunited all the fragments evidently copies from Herodotus, since 50 fathoms
of Babrius to be found in Suidas, as well as all those make exactly 200 cubits
only he appears not to have
which were to be met with in other works. In this perceived that royal cubits were meant by the latter.
way he succeeded in recomposing four of the fables It is also clear, that the anonymous writer mentioned
of Babrius, so that their number now amounted in all by Diodorus Siculus, as well as Strabo and Quintus
to five.
Thirty-three years afterward (1809) De Fu- Curtius, had Ctesias respectively in view, but that,
ria published many fables of yEsop, up to that time instartled at the number of 50 fathoms, they have reIn
edited.
the number of these were thirty- six, which duced it to the number of 50 cubits.
The number
he believed to be written in prose like the rest, and 200, employed by Pliny, proves that he had consulted
which he printed as prose compositions they were, Herodotus merely but that, through inadvertence on
in reality, however, versified fables, and a few correc- his
part, or through the fault of later copyists, feet are
tions sufficed to restore them to their primitive form. substituted for cubits.
Orosius follows Herodotus,
This service has been rendered by Coray, in his col- but, forgetting that the latter speaks of royal cubits, he
lection of iEsop's Fables
by J. G. Schneider, at the contents himself with giving 200 common cubits. (Larend of his edition of ^Esop, from the Augustan MS.
But are we to receive
cher, ad Herodot., 1, 178.)
by Berger, in an edition of the remains of Babrius, the estimate of Herodotus as correct, and entitled to
published at Munich in 1816
by Mr. G. Burges, in full belief!
Evidently not: the measurement is inthe Classical Journal (whose collection, however, is credible, and bears on its
very front the impress of
A difficulty also presents itself
unfinished)
by the present Bishop of London (Dr. gross exaggeration.
:

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

number of the Museum Critiand by an anonymous writer in the second numof
the
ber
Cambridge Philological Museum. {Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 61, seq.
Cambridge Philol.
n.
2, p. 282, seq.)
Mus.,
I.
a
celebrated
Babylon,
city, the capital of the
Babylonian empire, situate on the Euphrates, in 32°
25' north latitude, and 44° east longitude, as is
supIts origin is lost in the
posed.
obscurity of early
Blomfield), in the third

cum

;

—

with regard to the extent of the walls of Babylon.
Herodotus makes them 120 stadia each side, or 480 in
circumference.
Pliny and Solinus give the circuit at
60 Roman miles which, reckoning eight stadia to a
Strabo
mile, agrees with the account of Herodotus.
;

makes it 385 stadia. Diodorus, from Ctesias, assigns
360, but from Clitarchns, who accompanied Alexander,
365.
Curtius gives 368.
It appears highly probable,
remarks Rennell (Geography of Herodotus, vol. 1, p.
times.
It is remarkable enough that Herodotus should
447), that 360 or 365 was the true statement of the
have given us no intimation respecting its founder he circumference, since one of these numbers was reportmerely informs us that Semiramis and Nitocris, two of ed by Ctesias, the other (which differs so little) by
its queens, strengthened the fortifications, and
guarded Clitarchns, both of them eyewitnesses.
Taking the
the city against inundations of the river, as well as circumference of
Babylon at 365 stadia, and these at
improved and adorned it. May we not conclude from 491 feet, each side of the square (which is equal to
this, asks Rennell (Geography of Herodotus, vol. 1,
9li stadia) will be, 8.485 British miles, or nearly 8^.
;

and asp. 442), that its antiquity was very great
cended so high that Herodotus could not satisfy him;

self concerning it >
telligent writer, the

At

the

same

time, adds this in-

improvements that took place in
the city in the reign of Semiramis, might occasion the
the like
original foundation to be ascribed to her
Hehaving happened in the history of other cities.
rodotus informs us (1, 178), that
became the
;

Babylon

capital of Assyria after the destruction of Nineveh.
Perhaps, then, we ought to date the foundation of

those works which appear so
stupendous in history
from that period only
for, wonderful as these works
i^pear, even when ascribed to the capital of an em:

This gives an area of 72 miles and an inconsiderable
fraction.
If the same number of stadia be taken at
500 feet each, the area will be 74.8, And, finally,
The
the 385 stadia of Strabo, at 491 feet, about 80.
480 stadia of Herodotus would give about 126 square
miles, or eight times the area of

London

I

But

that

even 72 contiguous square miles should have been in
any degree covered with buildings, is on every account
This famous city, in all
too improbable for belief.
of the vast space enlikelihood, occupied a part only
It is a question that no one can
closed by its walls.
" what
proportion of the space was
positively answer,
occupied"!"

It

is

possible, however, that nearly
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thirds of it
might have been occupied
which the large cities of Asia are built

in the
;

that

mode

in

in the

is,

style of some of those of India at the present day, having gardens, reservoirs of water, and large open places
within them.
Moreover, the houses of the common

so that, of course,
people consist of one floor only
fewer people can be accommodated in the same compass of ground in an Indian than in a European city.
This accounts at once for the erroneous dimensions
of some of the Asiatic cities
and perhaps we cannot
allow much less than double the space to accommodate the same number of Asiatics that
Europeans
would require. That the area enclosed by the walls
of Babylon was only partly built on, is
the
;

,5»
'"

;

proved by
" the
words of Quintus Curtius (5, 4), who
says, that
in
are
not
buildings
Babylon
contiguous to the walls,

but some considerable space was left all around."
Diodorus, moreover, describes a vast space taken up
by the palaces and public buildings. The enclosure
of one of the palaces was £ square of 15 stadia, or
near a mile and a half; the other of five stadia here
are more than 2^ square miles
occupied by the palaces
alone.
Besides these, there were the temple and
tower of Belus, of vast extent ; the hanging gardens,
:

&c. From all this, and much more that might be adduced, we may collect most clearly, that much vacant
space remained within the walls of Babylon and this
:

would seem
ficulty

Nor

is

do away, in some degree, the great difrespecting the magnitude of the city itself.
it stated as the effect of the
subsequent decline
to

of Babylon, but as the actual state of it, when Alexander first entered the place
for Curtius leaves us
to understand, that the system of
cultivating a large
proportion of the enclosed space originated with the
foundation itself; and the history of its two sieges, by
Cyrus and Darius Hystaspis, seems to show it. {RennelVs Geography of Herodotus, vol. 1, p. 447.)
The
:

—

walls of Babylon were built of brick baked in the sun,
cemented with bitumen instead of mortar, and were
encomf>assed by a broad and deep ditch, lined with
the same materials, as were also the banks of the river
in its course through the city, the inhabitants descending to the water by steps through the smaller brasa

Over the river was a bridge,
gates already mentioned.
connecting the two halves of the city, which stood,
the one on its eastern, the other on its western bank ;
the river running nearly north and south.
The bridge
was five furlongs in length, and thirty feet in breadth,
and had a palace at each end, with, it is said, a subterranean passage beneath the river from one to the
Within the city was
other, the work of Semiramis.
the temple of Belus, or Jupiter, which Herodotus describes as a square of two stadia in the midst of this
arose the celebrated tower, to which both the same
writer and Strabo give an elevation of one stadium,
and the same measure at its base. The whole was divided into eight separate towers, one above another,
of decreasing dimensions to the summit ; where stood
a chapel, containing a couch, table, and other things,
Here the principal devotions were performof gold.
ed : and over this, on the highest platform of all, was
the observatory, by the help of which the Babylonians
:

curious hunting-piece, in which Semiramis on horseback was throwing her javelin at a leopard, and her
husband Ninus piercing a lion. In this last palace

were the hanging gardens, so celebrated among the
Greeks. They contained a square of 400 feet on
every side, and were carried up in the manner of several large terraces, one above another, till the height
The ascent was
equalled that of the walls of the city.
from terrace to terrace by stairs ten feet wide. The
whole pile was sustained by vast arches raised upon
other arches, one above another, and strengthened by
a wall, surrounding it on every side, of twenty-two
feet in thickness.
On the top of the arches were first
laid large flat stones, sixteen feet long and four broad;
over these was a layer of reeds, mixed with a great
quantity of bitumen, upon which were two rows of
The whole was
bricks closely cemented together.
covered with thick sheets of lead, upon which lay the
mould of the garden. And all this floorage was contrived to keep the moisture of the mould from running
away through the arches. The earth laid thereon was
and with
so deep that large trees might take root in it
such the terraces were covered, as well as with all
other plants and flowers that were proper to adorn a
In the upper terrace there was an
pleasure-garden.
engine, or kind of pump, by which water was drawn
up out of the river, and from thence the whole garden
;

was watered.
In
arches upon which

between the several
whole structure rested, were
large and magnificent apartments, that were v£ry light,
and had the advantage of a beautiful prospect. Amyitis,
the wife of Nebuchadnezzar, having been bred in Methe spaces

this

dia (for she was the daughter of Astyages, the king of
that country), desired to have something in imitation
of her native hills and forests ; and the monarch, in

order to gratify her, is said to have raised this prodiBabylon was probably in the zenith
gious structure.
of its glory and dominion just before the death of Nebuchadnezzar.
The spoils of Nineveh, Jerusalem, and
Egypt had enriched it ; its armies had swept like a
torrent over the finest countries of the East, and had
at this time no longer an enemy to contend with ; the
arts and sciences, driven from Phoenicia and Egypt,
were centred here and hither the philosophers of the

—

;

West came

to

imbibe instruction.

The

fall

of Babylon,

before the victorious arms of Cyrus, occurred B.C.
538.
The height and strength of the walls had long
baffled every effort of the invader.
Having understood at length, that on a certain day, then near ap-

was to be kept at
Babylon, when it was customary for the Babylonians to
spend the night in revelling and drunkenness, he
a scheme
thought this a fit opportunity for executing
which he had planned. This was no other than to
course of the river; a
surprise the city by turning the
proaching, a great annual festival

of capture of which the Babylonians, who looked upon the river as one of their greatest protections,
had not the smallest apprehension. Accordingly, on
the night of the feast, he sent a party of his men to
the head of the canal, which led to the great lake made
the Euby Nebuchadnezzar to receive the waters of
of the river with
phrates while he was facing the banks
had
This party
are said to have attained to great skill in astronomy. walls of brick and bitumen.
directions,
A winding staircase on the outside formed the ascent as soon as it was dark, to commence breaking down
of the
waters
the
The
two
which
edifice.
dam
to this stupendous
kept
palaces, at the the great bank or
two ends of the bridge, have already been alluded to. river in their place, and separated them from the canal
The old palace, which stood on the east side of the above mentioned while Cyrus, in the mean time, dione part at the
river, was 30 furlongs (or three miles and three quarviding the rest of his army, stationed
The new palace, which stood on place where the river entered the city, and the other
ters) in compass.
the west side of the river, opposite to the other, was where it came out, with orders to enter the channel of
60 furlongs (or seven miles and a half) in compass. It the river as soon as they should find it fordable. This
was surrounded with three walls, one within another, happened by midnight ; for, by cutting down the bank
with considerable spaces betwen them. These walls, leading to the great lake, and making besides opening*
as also those of the other palace, were embellished into the trenches, which, in the course of the two years'
with an infinite variety of sculptures, representing all siege, had been dug round the city, the river was so
kinds of animals to the life.
Among the rest was a drained of its water that it became nearly dry. Wleo

mode

—

:
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the army of Cyrus entered the channel from their re- his rivals to pay much attention to Babylon
which,
rushed still labouring under accumulated evils, continued to
spective stations on each side of the city, they
onward towards the centre of the place and finding the decline. But what completed its downfall was the
left open, in the drunkbuilding of Soleucia by Seleucus, about 40 miles disgates leading towards the river
enness and negligence of the night, they entered them, tant, on a spot more favourable for commercial interand met by concert at the palace before tiny alarm had course the restoration of Babylon to its ancient natbeen given
here the guards, partaking, no doubt, in ural advantages appearing perhaps hopeless.
This,
the negligence and disorder of the night, were surpri- together with the removal of the court, soon exWhile all this was going on without, hausted Babylon of the little that remained of its
sed and killed.
It never after revia remarkable scene of widely different character was ancient trade and population.
Daniel was deciphering the wri- ved, but continued, through each succeeding age, to
transacting within.
soon after, the soldiers of Cy- make farther advances in its progress of depopulation
ting on the wall ; and,
rus, having killed the guard, and meeting with no re- and decay, until nothing but the ruins of this once
It will be
sistance, advanced towards the banqueting-hall, where famous city were to be found.
interesting
the successive accounts of those who have
they encountered Belshazzar, the ill-fated monarch, to trace
of
had
made
mention
this
with
his
armed
followers.
latter
and slew him,
Babylon during
Babylon
period :
that is, from the building of Seleucia to its entire desuffered much when carried by the troops of Cyrus
esfirst of these is Diodorus Siculus,
struction.
The
but other snfferings were to come.
Cyrus having
tablished his court at Susa, Babylon, formerly the seat who wrote about 45 years before the Christian era.
of empire, was thus reduced to the rank of a provin- He relates, that Babylon having fallen into the hands
and the inhabitants, who, grown wealthy of the Parthians, the temples were burned ; much of
cial city
and proud during their empire over the East, could ill the remaining part of the city demolished ; and many
brook this change of fortune, resolved to make an ef- of the inhabitants sold into slavery. This was about
130 B.C. and, in his own time, 85 years after, he
fort towards regaining their former power and grandeur.
Accordingly, in the fifth year of Darius Hys- says, that the public buildings were destroyed or fallthe death of Cyrus, hav- en to decay
that a very small part of the city was
taspis, and twelve years after
ing for several years covertly laid in great stores of inhabited and that the greater part of the space withStrabo, who wrote about 70
provisions, and every necessary, they openly revolted ; in the walls was tilled.
which, as they might have expected, soon brought years after Diodorus, says, that the city was nearupon them the armies of Darius. The city a second ly deserted and that the same might be applied to it
time was taken by stratagem (vid. Zopyrus), and Da- which was said of Megalopolis in Arcadia, that the
Quintus
rius, when he again became possessed of it, gave it great city was becoming a great desert.
up to the plunder of his soldiers. He impaled 3000 Curtius, the next in order, and who wrote about 60
of those who were supposed to have been most active A.D., is cited by Dr. Wells to show that Babylon
took away the gates, and pulled down ** was lessened a fourth part in his time ;" who imin the revolt
the walls to the height of fifty cubits.
During the re- mediately after says, that it was reduced to desolation
mainder of the reign of Darius, Babylon contmued in in the time of Pliny. Now, besides that this account
much the same state in which it was left after the of Quintus Curtius is perfectly inconsistent with preBut in the succeeding reign another blow was ceding ones, the city must have undergone a prodisiege.
struck towards her downfall.
Xerxes, in his return gious decline, and that without any assignable cause,
from his Grecian expedition, partly to indemnify him- in the short space of 20 years, which was about the
self for his losses, and partly out of zeal for the Ma- time that intervened between Curtius and Pliny.
The
gian religion, which held every kind of image-worship truth is, that Dr. Wells has mistaken the period rein abhorrence, destroyed the temples and plundered ferred to
by Quintus Curtius, which was that of the
them of their vast wealth, which appears to have been arrival of Alexander at Babylon, whose history he
and
which
must
have
hitherto spared,
been indeed pro- was writing, for that in which the historian himself
digious that in the temple of Belus alone amounting, lived.
Pliny, who lived, as we have seen, about 20
to
to
above
6000
talents of gold,
Diodorus,
according
years after Quintus Curtius, and 70 after Christ, deor about 21 millions sterling.
From this period, Bab- clares, that Babylon was at that time " decayed, unFrom this time may be
ylon, despoiled of her wealth, her strength, and her peopled, and lying waste."
various resources, was in no condition for any more said to have commenced the ruin of the ruins
which
revolts
and it is reasonable to suppose, that, with has been so complete, that they are with difficulty
the decay of her power and local advantages, the pop- traced and, indeed, their exact
position has become a
ulation also must decline.
hear, in fact, no more matter of learned dispute.
Pausanias, about the midof Babylon until the coming of Alexander, 150 years dle of the second century, says, that of Babylon, the
when the terror of his name, or the weakness greatest city the sun ever saw, there was remaining
after
of the place, was such, that it made not the slightest but the walls.
And Lucian, about the end of the
Alexander, after a short same century, says, that in a little time it would be
pretensions to resistance.
visit to Babylon, proceeded on his expedition to InJerome,
sought for, and not be found, like Nineveh.
dia
and, at his return from thence, finding Babylon in the fourth century, gives the account of a monk, at
its
situation and resources for the that time
more suitable in
living in Jerusalem, who had been at Babycajjital of his empire than any other place in the East,
lon, and who says that the space occupied by the city
he resolved to fix his residence there, and to restore was converted into a chase for wild beasts, for the
it to its former
For this kings of Persia to hunt in; the walls having been restrength and magnificence.
purpose, having examined the breach which Cyrus paired for that purpose.
Among more recent travelhad made in the river, and the possibility of bringing lers, the best accounts of the ruins of Bibylon are
it back to its former channel
through the city, he em- given by Kinneir, Rich, Porter, and Buckingham.
ployed 10,000 men in the work, and, at the same The ancient city is supposed to have been situated in
time, an equal number in rebuilding the temple of Be- what is now the Turkish pachalic of Bagdad, nea%the
;

;

;

:

—

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

We

;

;

An entire stop, however, was put to these great
undertakings by the death of Alexander, who here
terminated together his mighty projects and his life.
After the death of Alexander, Babylon and the East
fell to the lot of Seleucus, one of the
generals who
divided his empire among them.
Seleucus, for sev-

lus.

eral years,

was too much engaged

in contention with

on the Euphrates. Ruins of
various kinds are found for many miles around this
Of these, one of the most interesting is that
place.
which is thought to be the remains of the tower of
Mr. Rich, after refuting the opinion of RenBelus.
village of Hill or Hella,

the eastern side of the river,
nell, who places it on
account of this stupendous ruin,
gives the following

BAG
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as it is called by the natives, Birs Nemroud Egypt, north of Memphis, supposed to have been foundThe hill of Nimrod"). " If any building," says he, ed by the Persians during the reign of Cambyses.
may be supposed to have left any considerable traces, A quarter, retaining the name of Baboul or Babilon,

or,

("
**

pyramid or tower of Belus ; which,
form, dimensions, and the solidity of its construction, was well calculated to resist the ravages of
time
and, if human force had not been employed,
would in all probability have remained to the present
day in nearly as perfect a state as the pyramids of
Egypt. Even under the dilapidations which we know
it is

by

certainly the

its

;

have undergone at a very early period, we might
reasonably look for traces of it after every other vestige of Babylon had vanished from the face of the
earth.
The whole height of the Birs Nemroud above
it

to

summit of

the brick wall on its top,
brick wall itself, which stands on
the edge of the summit, and was undoubtedly the face
In the side of the
of another stage, is 37 feet high.

the plain, to the

is

235

The

feet.

a little below the summit, is very clearly to be
seen part of another brick wall, precisely resembling
the fragment which crowns the summit, but which
still encases and
supports its part of the mound.
This is clearly indicative of another stage, of greater

pile,

The masonry

superior to anything
and, leaving out of the
question any conjecture relative to the original destination of this ruin, the first impression made by the
extent.

of the kind

sight of

I

it is,

interior of

is infinitely

have ever seen

that

it

unburned

was a

;

solid pile,

in the

composed

and perhaps earth or rub-

brick,

that it was constructed in preceding stages,
bish
and faced with fine burned bricks, having inscriptions
on them, laid in a very thin layer of lime cement
and that it was reduced by violence to its present ruinous condition. The upper stories have been forcibly
broken down, and fire has been employed as an instrument of destruction, though it is not easy to say
;

;

how or why. The facing of fine bricks has
been removed, and partly covered by the falling
down of the mass which it supported and kept to-

precisely
partly

gether.

The

Birs

present pretty

Nemroud

in all likelihood at

is

the

nearly in

state

which Alex-

in

we give any
report
could only remove the rubbish, pretwo
months.
If
indeed
it
in
it,
required one half of that number to disencumber it,
the slate of dilapidation must have been complete.
The immense masses of vitrified brick which are
seen on the top of the mount, appear to have marked
The
its summit since the time of its destruction.
rubbish about its base was probably in much greater
quantities, the weather having dissipated much of it
and possiin the course of so many revolving ages
bly portions of the exterior facing of fine brick may
ander saw

it

that 10,000

;

credit to the

if

men

paratory to repairing

;

have disappeared at different periods." {Second Memoir on the Ruins of Babylon, p. 165, scqq., Lond.,
The account of Sir Robert Ker Porter is
1839.)

—

— As regards

the opinion
also exceedingly interesting.
that all traces of the walls of
generally entertained,
it
be
had disappeared,
remarked, that
may

Babylon

Buckingham considers
mai to be a portion of

the

hill

or

mound

the ancient wall.

of Al HheiThis mound

It appears to conabout ten miles east of Hillah.
of a solid mass of brickwork, and is of an oval
It is
form, its length being from north to south.
from 80 to 100 feet thick at the bottom, and from 70

is
•

sist

to

80 high.

On

the

summit

is

a

mass of

solid wall,

about 30 feet in length by 12 to 15 in thickness,
broken and incomplete on
bearing marks of being
The bricks obtained from the ruins of
side.
evfery

—

for the inBabylon are celebrated among antiquaries
These inscriptions
them.
scriptions stamped upon

some
are in the cuneiform or Babylonian character
Grotefend, Burnouf, and
four, and even seven lines.
:

Lassen have done much towards deciphering
{Heeren, Ideen, vol. 2,
ford's Script. Gazetteer,
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pt.

2,

p.

325,

these.

scqq.—Mans-

p 58, seqq.)— 11.

A

city of

town of Old Cairo, marks its position. {Ptol.f
5.—Strab., 555. Joseph., Ant. Jud., 2, 5.)
Babylonia, a large province of Upper Asia, of
which Babylon was the capital. It was bounded on
the north by Mesopotamia and Assyria ; on the west
by Arabia Deserta on the south by the Sinus Persicus ; and on the east by the Tigris. According to
in the

—

4,

;

it

Ptolemy (5, 20),
comprised Chaldea, Amordacia,
and, at the most flourishing period, a part of Mesopotamia and Assyria.
The modern name is Irak Arabi, or Babeli.
Babylonia is a dry steppe or tableIt was and still
land, but enjoys a delightful climate.
is one of the most fruitful lands in the world.
Herodotus (1, 193) gives the following account of its fer" All the
country about Babylon is, like Egypt,
tility.
divided by frequent canals ; of which the largest is
navigable, and, beginning at the Euphrates, has a
southeastern direction, and falls into the river Tigris,
on which the city of Nineveh formerly stood. No
part of the known world produces so good wheat ; but
the vine, the olive, and the fig-tree, they do not even
Yet, in recompense,

attempt to cultivate.

much

so

fold,
ful.

and

it

abounds

in corn, as to yield at all times two hundred
even three hundred fold when it is most fruit-

Wheat and

barley carry a blade

full

four digits in

and though I well know to what a surprising
height millet and sesame grow in those parts, I shall
breadth

;

be silent in that particular ; because I am well assured
that what has already been related concerning other
fruits, is far more credible to those who have never
been at Babylon. They use no other oil than such as
is drawn from sesame.
The palm-tree grows over all
the plain ; and the greater part bears fruit, with which

The products
they make bread, wine, and honey."
are nearly the same now as they were in ancient times.
The southwestern part of Babylonia was called ChalIn the more extensive sense of the word, Babwas the most important satrapy of the Persian
empire, and comprised both Assyria and Mesopotamia.

dea.

ylonia

{PHn.,
&c.)

12.— id.,

5,

6,

26.—/d.,

18,

A5.—Strab., 358,

Babyrsa, a fortified castle near Artaiata, where
were kept the treasures of Tigranes and Artabanus.
{Strab., 364.)
Bacch.«, the priestesses of Bacchus.

{Vid. Bac-

chantes.)

Bacchanalia, festivals in honour of Bacchus at
the same as the Dionysia of the Greeks. {Vid.

Rome,

Dionysia.)

Bacchantks.
almost

all

The worship of Bacchus prevailed in
Men and women joined in

parts of Greece.

his festivals dressed in Asiatic robes

and bonnets

;

their

heads, wreathed with vine and ivy leaves, with fawnskins {v£6pi6e^) flung over their shoulders, and thyrsi^
or blunt spears twined with vine-leaves, in their hands,
they ran through the country, shouting lo Bacche !

Euoi ! lacche 1 &c., swinging their thyrsi, beating
on drums, and sounding various instruments. Indecent emblems were earned in procession, and the ceremonies often assumed a most immoral character and
tendency.

The women, who

bore a chief part in these

were called Bacchce, Mcenades, Thyiades, Euades, &c.
(Keightley^s Mythology, p. 216.)
Bacchius and Bithus, two celebrated gladiators of
equal age and strength, who, after conquering many
competitors, engaged with each other and died of muwhence the proverb to express equality,
tual wounds
Bithus contra Bacchium.
{Horat., Serm., 1, 7, 20
Porphyrion, Schol. ad Horat., I. c.)
of
son
Bacchus,
Jupiter and Semele daughter of
Cadmus Jupiter, enamoured of the beauty of Semele,
frantic revels,

;

—

Juno's jealousy took the alarm,
and, under the form of an old woman, she came to

visited her in secret.

BACCHUS.

BACCHUS.
Semele, and, by exciting doubts of the real character
of her lover, induced her, when next he came, to exact a promise that he would visit her as he was wont
An unwary promise was thus drawn
to visit Juno.

from the god before he knew what he was required to'
and he therefore entered the bower of Semperform
ele, with the lightning and thunder flaming, flashing,
Overcome with terror,
and roaring around nim.
;

Semele, who was now six months gone with child,
the babe,
expired in the flames, and Jupiter, taking
In
thus prematurely born, sewed it up in his thigh.
due time it came forth, and Jupiter, then naming it
to
(in Greek Dionysus), gave it to Mercury
to Ino, the sister of Semele, with directions

Bacchus
convey

it.
Juno, whose revenge was not yet satiated,
caused Alhamas, the husband of Ino, to go mad and
of his
Jupiter, to save Bacchus from the machinations
spouse, changed him into a kid, under which form

to rear

;

Mercury conveyed him to the Nymphs of Nysa, by
whom he was reared. When he grew up, he discovered the culture of the vine, and the mode of extractmading its precious liquor but Juno struck him with
In
ness, and he roamed through great part of Asia.
Phrygia Rhea cured him, and taught him her religious
;

rites,

which he now resolved

to introduce into

Greece.

While passing through Thrace, he was so

furiously
attacked by Lycurgus, a prince of that country, that he
was obliged to take refuge with Thetis, in the sea.

But he

inflicted

on the monarch severe

retaliation.

When Bacchus reached Thebes,
{Vid. Lycurgus.)
the women readily received the new rites, and ran
Pentheus, the
wildly through the woods of Cithaeron.
ruler of Thebes, however, set himself against them
and Bacchus caused him to be torn to pieces by his
mother and his aunts. He next proceeded to Attica,
where he taught Icarius the culture of the vine. ( Vid.
At Argos the rites of Bacchus
Icarius, Erigone.)
were received, as at Thebes, by the women, and opson
of Jupiter and Danae.
Jove,
posed by Perseus,
however, reduced his two sons to amity, and Bacchus
;

thence passed over to Naxos, where he met Ariadne.
On his way to this island he fell into the hands of
Tyrrhenian pirates, who bound him with cords, inBut the cords fell from
tending to sell him as a slave.
his limbs, vines with clustering grapes spread over the
sail, and ivy, laden with berries, ran up the masts and

The god, thereupon assuming the
seized the captain of the ship, and the
terrified crew, to escape him, leaped into the sea and
became dolphins. The pilot alone, who had taken the
the god then
part of Bacchus, remained on board
declared to him who he was, and took him under his
The expedition of Bacchus into the East
protection.
is also celebrated.
In the Bacchae of Euripides the
describes
himself as having gone through Lydia,
god
sides of the vessel.

form of a

lion,

;

Phrygia, Persia, Bactria, Media, Arabia, and the coast
of Asia, inhabited by mingled Greeks and barbarians,
throughout all which he had established his dances and
religious rites.
his conquests.

India, in particular,
He marched at the

was the scene of
head of an army

of both men and women, all inspired with
divine fury, and armed with thyrsi, clashing cymbals,
and other musical instruments, and uttering the wild-

composed

His conquests were easy and without

est cries.

bloodshed

the nations readily submitted, and the
god
taught them the use of the vine, the cultivation of the
earth, and the art of making honey.
Bacchus was
;

Thus, Diodorus gives us, probably from
prevalent.
the cyclograph Dionysius, the following narrative.

Ammon, a monarch of Libya, was married to Rhea, a
daughter of Manus but meeting, near the Ceraunian
mountains, a beautiful maiden named Amalthea, he
became enamoured of her. He made her mistress of
the adjacent fruitful country, which, from its resembling a bull's horn in form, was named the Western
horn, and then Amalthea's horn, which last name was
;

afterward given to places similar to it in fertility.
Amalthea here bore him a son, whom, fearing the jealousy of Rhea, he conveyed to a town named Nysa,
situated not far from the Horn, in an island formed by
He committed the care of him to
the river Triton.
Nysa, one of the daughters of Aristaeus, while Minerva
was appointed to keep guard against the assaults of

This delicious

Rhea.

which was precipitous on

isle,

with a single entrance, through a narrow glen
a similar
thickly shaded with trees, is described in
manner with Panchaia and other happy retreats of the
same nature. It had verdant meads, abundant springs,
trees of every kind, flowers of all hues, and evermore
resounded with the melody of birds. (Compare MilAfter he grew up, Bacton, P. L., 4, 275, seqq.)
chus became a mighty conqueror, according to this
he was
legend, and a benefactor of mankind, by whom
Though the adventures of Bacchus
finally deified.
were occasionally the theme of poets, especially of the
dramatists, they do not appear to have been narrated in
all sides,

—

continuity, like those of Hercules, until after the deIt was in the fifth century
cline of Grecian poetry.
of the Christian era that Nonnus, a native of Panopoin Egypt, made the history of Bacchus the subject
of a poem, containing forty-eight books, the wildest
and strangest that can well be conceived, more rethe Ramayuna of India than anything to be
lis,

sembling
It
found in ancient or modem occidental literature.
forms a vast repertory of Bacchic fable.
{Vid. Non-

—

Bacchus was represented in a variety of modes
nus.)
and characters by the ancient artists. The Theban
Bacchus appears with the delicate lineaments of a
maiden rather than those of a young man his whole
and gait are effeminate his long, flowing hair is,
;

air

;

like that of Apollo, collected

behind his head, wreath-

he is either naked or wrapped
fillet
and the nebris, or fawn's skin, is sometimes flung over his shoulders ; he carries a thyrsus,
and a panther generally lies at his feet. In some
monuments Bacchus appears bearded, in others horned
(the Bacchus-Sebazius), whence in the mysteries he
was identified with Osiris, and regarded as the Sun.
For another legend relative to the horns with which he
He is someis
depicted, consult the article Ammon,
times alone, at other times in company with Ariadne
His triumph over the Indians
or the youth Ampelus.
ed with ivy or a

;

in a large cloak,

The captives are chainrepresented in great pomp.
and placed on wagons or elephants, and among
them is carried a large crater full of wine. The god
himself is in a chariot drawn by elephants or panthers,
and followed
leaning on Ampelus, preceded by Pan,
on
by Silenus, the satyrs, and Maenades, on foot or
horseback, who make the air resound with their cries
and the clash of their instruments. The Indian Bacis

ed,

chus

is

always bearded.

—

It is

with reason that Sopho-

named (toIvuvvjuo^, Antig.,
hymns alone we meet with
The etymology
appellations.

cles styles Bacchus many
1115), for in the Orphic

also

upward of forty of his
of the most common one, Bacchus, has been variously

bus, whence he brought his mother, whom he now
named Thyone, and ascended with her to the abode

be only another form
it
given
appears, however, to
Some make it the same
Vid. lacchus.)
for lacrhus.
(
with Bagis, one of the names of the Hindu deity
Schiva.
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 212, seqq.)—

of the gods.

Modern

fabled to have assisted the gods in their wars
against the giants, having assumed on that occasion
the form of a lion.
He afterward descended to Ere-

—

—

Diod. Sic, 3, 62.
{Apollod., 3, 5, 3.
Od., 2, 19, 29.)— Like every other
portion of the Grecian mythology, the history of the
Id., 4,

25.— Horat.,

Tine-god

was pragmatised when

I

1

infidelity

became

;

writers are much divided in opmion respectof Bacchus, and many
ing the origin of the worship
in support of its having
arguments have been urged
come from a Grecian source.
dispassionate view

A

X49
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BACCHUS.
of the subject, however,
viction that the religious system

will lead,

we

think, to the conof this deity is of In-

dian origin.
In order, however, to reach the soil of
Greece, it had to traverse other countries. Upper Asia,
and, in its march, its
Phoenicia, Egypt, and Thrace
fabulous legends became enlarged and variously mod-

ing back into Egypt, under the reign of Psammetichus,
along with Milesian colonies, and enriched with imthe Egyptian colonies had

mense developments, what

once carried into Greece ; identifying itself with the
Orphic doctrine but remaining always an object of
suspicion and aversion, and contemned by the wise in
ified.
It is impossible to deny the identity of Bacthe days of Xenophanes and Heraclitus, as it had been
chus with Osiris. The birth of Bacchus, drawn living a long time before proscribed by kings and rejected by
from the womb of Semele, after she had perished be- communities. The fables of which Bacchus is made
neath the fires of Jove, and his strange translation to the hero, the rites which these fables elucidated, rites
the thigh of the monarch of Olympus, bear the impress bearing at one time the impress of profound sadness,
of Oriental imagery.
When he escapes from his at another of frantic joy, and by turns bloody and licenmother's womb, an ivy-branch springs forth from a tious, mournful and frantic, never became part of the
column to cover him with its shade {Ewip., Ph<zn., Grecian system of religion. Wherever they announ658, seqi].), and the ivy was in Egypt the plant of ced themselves, they excited only horror and dread.
Osiris.
{Plut., de Is. e't Os., p. 365.
Op., ed. Reiske, The sufferings and the destruction of various dynasties
vol. 7, p. 442 )
In like manner, the coffin of the attach themselves to their frightful and sudden apis
shaded
Egyptian deity
by the plant erica, which pearance.
Agave rends in pieces her son Pentheus.
springs suddenly from the ground and envelops it. Ino precipitates herself into the sea, with Melicerta in
Bacchus and Osiris both float upon the her arms. The daughters of Minyas, becoming furi{Pint., ibid.)
waters in a chest or ark.
They have both for their ous, commit horrible murder, and undergo a hideous
symbols the head of a bull ; and hence Bacchus is metamorphosis. The language of the poets who relate
It is equally impossible
to us these fearful traditions, is sombre and mysterious
styled Bougenes by Plutarch.
uot to recognise in Bacchus the Schiva of India, as in Its character, and bears evident marks of a sacerdo;

;

—

—

well as the Lingam his symbol.
(Compare Rhode,
Religiose Bildung, &lc., der Hindus, vol. 2, p. 232.)
If we wish to call etymology to our aid, we shall be
struck with the remembrance which Dionysus (Aidwaog), the Greek name of Bacchus, bears to Diouichi
(Deva-Nicha), a surname of Schiva.
(Langles, Recherches Asialigucs, vol. 1, p. 278.
Creuzer''s Sym-

—

An
148, in notis.)
analogy may also be traced between the Greek term
jiijpo^, "thigh," and the Indian Merou, the mountain of
bolik,

par Guigniaut,

vol.

1,

p.

One of the symbols of Bacchus is an equithis is also one of Schiva's.
The two
;
of
systems
worship have the same obscenities, and the
same emblems of the generative power. { Asiatic Rethe gods.

lateral triangle

Schiva is represented, in the
searches, vol. 8, p. 50.)
Hindu mythology, as assuming the form of a lion
He seizes the
during the great battle of the gods.

monster that attacks him, and assails him with his
teeth and fangs, while Dourga pierces him with his
lance.
The same exploit is attributed, in the Grecian
mythology, to Bacchus, under the same form, against
the giant Rhoetus.
{Hor., Carm., 2, 19, 23.) The
manner in which the worship of Bacchus came into
Greece, probably by means of several successive migrations, through regions widely remote, will ever remain an enigma of difficult solution. The Greeks,
but
indeed, made Thebes the birthplace of this deity
;

this proves nothing for the fact of his Grecian
origin.
Thebes, in Bceotia, was the centre of the Cadmean-

a god, whose worship came to the
Greeks out of Thebes, was for them a deity
and hence arose the legend of the
born in Thebes
Theban origin of Bacchus. {Buttmann's Mythologus,
vol. 1, p. 5.)
So, when the Greek mythology makes
Bacchus to have gone on an expedition to Asia, and
to have conquered India, it merely reverses the order
of events, and describes, as the victorious progress of
a Grecian deity, what was in reality the course which
the religion of an Oriental deity took, from the East
to the West.
(Kanne, Mythologie der Griechen, ^
In the Anti- Symbolik of Voss (p. 65, seqq.), we
31.)
have an excellent history of the introduction of the
worship of Bacchus into Greece, and its progress in
that country, from the 20th to the 60th Olympiad.

Asiatic mythology

:

rest of the

;

We

find

this

its first

worship making

appearance in

the mysteries of Samothrace ; furnishing to the Ionian school Phoenician elements ; enriching itself with
ideas of Asiatic origin by means of the extension of
commerce ; mingling with the elements of Grecian

philosophy in their very cradle presenting Lydian and
Phrygian additions as a primitive basis giving an oc;

;

cult

meaning to t^e public games
250

at

Olympia

;

carry-

The philosophic Euripides, as well as Ovid,
expresses himself with so much lightness in reference to other legends, appear, in describing the death
of Pentheus, to partake of the sanguinary joy, the
ferocious irony, and the fanaticism of the Bacchantes.
One would feel tempted to say, that the sacerdotal
incredulous poets, and
spirit had triumphed over these
that, after the lapse of ten centuries, the phrensy of the
ancient orgies bad affected their senses and troubled
In the age of Homer these mournful
their reason.
recitals were either unknown or treated with disdain ;
for he speaks only once of Bacchus, on occasion of the
130.
victory which he gained over Lycurgus (//., 6,
tal

origin.

who

—

Od., 24, 74), and the scholiasts express their
surprise, that the poet, after having thus placed Bacchus among the divinities of Olympus, makes him take
no part in the subjects that divide them. The Grecian

Compare

renounced, at an early period, every
attempt to modify this so heterogeneous a conception.
{Constant, de la Religion, vol. 2, p. 419, seqq.)
Bacchylides, a lyric poet of Ceos, nephew to Simonides.
He flourished about 450 B.C. and was regarded as one of the most celebrated poets of his day.
Bacchylides shared with Pindar the favour of King
spirit, therefore,

That his poetry was
Hiero at the court of Syracuse.
but an imitation of one branch of that of Simonides,
cultivated with great delicacy and finish, is proved by
the opinion of ancient critics ; among whom Dionysius
adduces perfect correctness and uniform elegance as
His genius and art
the characteristics of Bacchylides.
were chiefly devoted to the pleasures of private life,
love, and wine ; and, when compared with those of
Simonides, appear marked by greater sensual grace
and less moral elevation.
Among the kinds of choral
besides those of which he
which he
songs
had examples

employed,

in Simonides and Pindar, we find erotic
elaborate and brilliant execution which
is peculiar to the school of Simonides, appears also in
the productions of Bacchylides, especially in the beauThe structure of
tiful fragment in praise of peace.
verses is generally very simple ; nine

ones.

The

Bacchylides'
tenths of his odes, to judge from the fragments, consisted of dactylic series and trochaic dipodias, as we
see in those odes of Pindar, which were written in
find in his poems trochaic verses
the Doric mode.

We

of great elegance
as, for example, a fragment, preserved by AthenaBUS, of a religious poem, in which the
Dioscuri are invited to a feast.
{Athen., 11, p. 500,
b.)
Bacchylides wrote in the Doric dialect. Many
occur in Plutarch, Dionysius
fragments of his pieces
of Halicarnassus, Athenaeus, Clemens of Alexandrea,
The fragments of Bacin Stobaeus.
and
;

particularly

BAG

BAG

Neander, H. metrius established his dominion in India, where, abont
more complete this time (perhaps as a consequence of the expedition
edition of them appeared in 1822, from the Berlin of Antiochus III., B.C. 205), there appear to have
been several Greek states. Menander was followed,
in 8to.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.
press, by C. F. Neue,
2S7 .—Mohnike, Lit. der Gr. mid about B.C. 181, by Eucratidas, under whom the BacGr., vol. 1,
C4\ylides are

Stephen8,

found

Orsini,

in the collections of

A

and Brunck.

p.

R,

p.

336.— LV. Anc.

Gr.,

c.

14,

()

13, in Libr. Us.

Knowl.)
Bacenis, a wood in Germany, generally supposed
to be a part of the Hercynia Silva, and to have been
situate in the vicinity of the Fulda, or Vol, which flows
It separated the territories of the
into the Visurgis.
Catti from those of the Cherusci, and appears to be the
same with the Buchonia of later writers. {Cas., B.

10.— Manncrt,

Geo^r., vol. 3, p. 183, 417.)
the capital of Bactria, situate on the river
It is now Balkh, in
Bactrus, a tributary of the Oxus.
It was likewise
the country of the Ilsbeck Tatars.
G., 6,

Bactra,

This
{Plin., 6, 16.)
Zariaspe and Zariaspa.
from the
place has been a rendezvous of caravans
remotest antiquity, and at this point it is probable
that commerce united Eastern and Western Asia.
To this place the natives of Little Thibet, which Herodotus and Ctesias call Northern India, brought the valuable woollens of their country, and likewise the gold
which they procured from the great desert of Gobi. The
tales which they told to the Western Asiatics of these
wonderful regions might be a little exaggerated, or percalled

verted through the medium of an interpreter.
{Long's
Anc. Geogr., p. 13. Compare Heeren, Ideen, vol. 1,
of
the
Bactrians
On
the
origin
pt. 3, p. 408, segq.)
and their connexion with the great Zend race, consult
the remarks of Rhode, in his Heilige Sage der Baktrer,
<&c., p. 60, seqq.
Bactria and Bactriana, a country of Asia, bounded by Aria on the west, the mountains of Paropamisus
on the south ; the Emodi Monies on the east ; and
Sogdiana on the north. Bactriana now belongs to the

—
—

kingdom of the Afghauns,

or Gaubulistan.

Its

proxim-

Northern India, and the possession of a large
river, the Oxus, with fertile lands, made it, in very
remote ages, the centre of Asiatic commerce, and the
ity to

point of union for all the natives of this vast continent.
{Vid. Bactra.) It would seem also, in very early times,
to have been the seat of a powerful empire long prior
to that of the Medes or Persians.
(Compare B'dhr, ad
This country became remarkable at a
Ctes., p. 93.)

—

later

age

for the

Greek kingdom which was founded

in

The

Bactrian kingdom arose almost at the same
time with the Parthian, B.C. 254 yet the mode of its
origin was not only different (for it was here the Grecian governor himself, who made himself independent,
and therefore had Grecians for his successors), but also
it.

;

the duration, which was much less.
Solitary fragments of the history of this kingdom have only been
preserved, and yet it seems at one time to have extended to the banks of the Ganges and the borders of
The founder of this kingdom was Diodatus
China.

Theodotus I. (B.C. 254), as he broke from the
He appears
Syrian sway in the time of Antiochus II.
to have been master of Sogdiana as well as Bactria.
He also threatened Parthia, but after his death (B.C.
243) his son and successor, Theodotus II., closed a
peace and alliance with Arsaces II., but was deprived
of his throne by Euthydemus of Magnesia, about B.C.
221.
The attack of Antiochus the Great, after the
termination of the Parthian war, was directed against
him, but ended in a peace, in which Euthydemus, on
giving up his elephants, retained his crown, and a marriage between his son Demetrius and a daughter of
or

Antiochus was agreed upon.

Demetrius, although he
to have been king

was a great conqueror, appears not

of Bactria, but of Northern India and Malabar, of which
countries the history is now closely connected with
that of Bactria,
although all the accounts are but fragTo the throne of Bactria, Menander sucmentary.

ceeded,

who extended

his conquests to Serica, as

De-

trian kingdom acquired its greatest extent
for, after
defeating the Indian king Demetrius, who had attacked him, nc, with the assistance of the Parthian conqueror Mithradates (Arsaces VI ), took India from Demetrius and annexed it to the Bactrian kingdom, B.C.
;

He

was, however, on his return, murdered by his
probably the Eucratidas who is afterward
named. This latter was the ally and chief adviser of
the expedition of Demetrius II. of Syria against the
Parthians, B.C. 142 ; and therefore, on the victorious
resistance of Arsaces VI., robbed of a part of his terafter overpowered by the nomadic naritory, and soon
tions of Middle Asia
upon which the Bactrian kingdom became, as such, extinct, and Bactria itself, with
the other countries on this side the Oxus, became a
(Compare Bayer, Historia
booty to the Parthians.
148.

son,

who

is

;

rcgni

Gracorum

Bactriani, Petrop. 1738, 4to.

—Hee-

ren' s Anc. History, p. 315, seqq., Bancroft's transl.)
Bactrus, a river of Bactria, running into the Oxus.
It

flowed by the capital Bactra, and
same with the modern Anderab.

the

is

supposed

to

{Curt., 7, 4.

be
—

Poly an., Strat., 7, 11.)
Bacuntius, a river of Pannonia, in the immediate
It fell into the Savus or Save.
vicinity of Sirmium.

The modern name

is Bosset or Boss^it.
{Plin , 3, 25.)
Badia, a town of Hispania Baetica, supposed to be
the present Badajoz.
{Manner t, Geogr., vol. 1, p.
447.
Cellarius, Geogr. Antiq., vol. 1, p. 67.)
BADUHENN.a: Lucus, a grove in the country of the
Frisii, where 900 Romans were killed.
{Tacit., Ann ,
It is thought to have been situated in modem
4, 73.)
West Friesland. The name is supposed to be derived
from that of the goddess Pada, and the modern name
is
given by some as Holt Pade. {Alting, Not. Batav.

—

et Fris.

Ant., vol.

1,

p. 14.)

B^BiA

LEX, I. was enacted for the election of six
prretors and four during alternate years. {Liv., 40, 44.)
II. Another law by M. Baebius, a tribune of the peo{Nan. Marcell., de
ple, against largesses and bribery.

—

c. 7, n.

propr. Serm.,

B^TiCA.
B^tis, a

19, p.

749.— Lb.,

40, 19.)

Vid. Hispania.
river of Spain, from

which a part of the
country received the name of Bcetica. { Vid. Hispania.)
Its sources were surrounded by the chain of Mons Orospeda.

name

At

its

mouth was the
was anciently

of which

island of Tartessus, the
also applied to the river,

(S/ra/)., 148.)
previous to that of Baetis.
According
to Steph. Byz.. the natives called this river Perkes
{UepKTic) ; bui according to Livy (28, 22), Certis.
Bochart derives the name Baetis from the Punic Bitsi,

"marshy."

So

also Perkes is

deduced by him from

*'
a marsh," in the same language. In illustraBerca,
tion of these etymologies, he states that the Baetis
The appelforms marshes three times in its course.
lation Certis, as found in Livy, he considers a mere
{Bochart, Geogr. Sacr., 1,
corruption from Perkes.
34.) Others, however, derive Certis from the Oriental

"a
town," from the great number which it
(Consult Ohedin., ad Vxb. SeTzschucke, ad Mel., 3, 1, vol. 3, pt. 3,
quest., p. 15.
The modern name of the B«tis is the Guadal'
p. 15.)
Arabic Wadiquiver, which is a corruption from the
" the Great River."
{Pltn., 3, l.—Lucan,
al-Kiber, or
Phars., 2, 589.-~Stat. Syh.,7, 34, &c.)
Bagistanus, a mountain of Media, southwest <^
Semiramis
Ecbatana, and sacred to Jupiter. Here
formed a park or garden of twelve stadia in circumferface of the rock.
ence, and cut her image on the
Alexander
{Diod. Sic, 2, 13.—Isid., Charac.,p. 6.)
is said to have visited the spot.
{Diod. Sic, 17, 10.)
It will be observed that the first part of the name, Bagist
851
Kiriath,

watered

in its course.

—

1

B AI

B

an appellation of the Hindoo Schiva, and is also regarded by some as the source whence the Greek name
Bacchus is derived. (Mannert, Geogr.y vol. 5, pt. 2,

once collected on the

reservoirs,

p. 165, seq.)

B AGOAS, j. an Egyptian eunuch at the court of Artaxerxes Ochus, remarkable for his bravery and military
talents.
In concert with Memnon, he brought Egypt,
which had revolted, under the Persian sway again.
Ochus, however, having shocked his religious prejudices by his conduct towards the deified animals of
Egypt, Bagoas destroyed him {vid. Artaxenes III.),
and placed Arses, the monarch's youngest son, on the
throne.
He, however, soon destroyed this young
He then called to the throne Darius Coprince also.
domanus, whom he attempted to poison not long after.

But Darius, discovering the artifice, made him drink
the poison himself
It is believed that this is the same
Bagoas who, during the reign of Ochus, entered the
temple of Jerusalem, to avenge the brother of John,
whom the latter had slain in the temple, as a compet-

—

The name Bagoas is
high-priesthood.
said to be equivalent to "eunuch."
(Biogr. Univ.,
vol. 3, p. 216.)
II.
favourite eunuch of Alexanitor for the

—

A

{Curt., 6, 5, 2Z—Plut., Vit. Alex.,c. 67.—
Lemaire, ad Curt., I. c.)
BagrIdas, I. a river of Africa, flowing between

der's.

Utica and Carthage

in

former days, though at present

their situation as regards

it is

materially altered.

It

AL

behind it in aqueducts and
spreading and oozing down the declivIn a warm
ities, and settling in the hollows below.
climate all stagnant water becomes putrid during the
hot months.
(Vol. 3, p. 14, in notis.)
Bala, a surname of Alexander, king of Syria.

is

hills

now

{Justin, 35, 1.)
Balanka, a town of Syria, north of Aradus, now
Belnias.
{Plin., 5, 20.)
Balbinus, I. a Roman alluded to by Horace, who
speaks of his singular taste in admiring a female

named Agna, deformed by

,

a polypus in the nostrils.
II. Decimus Caelius, a
Roman, proclaimed emperor by the senate with Pupieon
the
death
of
the
He
nus,
Gordians, A.D. 237.
was murdered by his own soldiers after a year's reign.
Herodian, 7, 10, 6, &.c.)
{Jul., Capitol, in Gord.
Baleares, a name applied anciently to the islands
of Majorca and Minorca, off the coast of Spain.
The
name Baleares is of Greek origin, derived from /?dX" to throw" or "
cast," and it alludes to the releLv,
markable skill of the inhabitants in using the sling.
According to Florus (3, 8), this was their only weapon,
{Horat.,

Serm.,

1,

3, 40.)

—

—

and they were taught to use it from early boyhood,
their daily food being withheld from the young until
they had hit a certain mark pointed out to them. The
same writer describes them as an uncivilized race, adThe Romans drew from
dicted to piratical habits.

makes encroachments on the sea like the Nile, and these islands their best slingers.
Each Balearian
hence its ancient mouth is now circumscribed by mud, went to battle supplied with three slings. {Flor., I. c.
and become a large navigable pond.
The
Greeks also
(Vid. Carthago —Id., 3, 22.— Lit)., Epit., 60.)
and Utica.) The genuine form of the ancient name called these islands Gymnesia {T'vfiVT]atai), either bethought to be found in Polybius, namely, Maxdpof,
Md/cpaf, or Mdxap {Schweigk., ad Polyb., 1, 75, 5);
and with this, in a measure, the Bov/cdpaf of Strabo
coincides.
The origin of the name is to be traced to
the Punic Macar, " Hercules," so that Macaras will
"
mean the river of Hercules." Gesenius condemns
Bochart's derivation from Barcaox Berca, "a marsh."
is

(Gesen., Monum. Phasn., p. 420.) The modern name
of the river is the Mejerda.
(Plol., 6, 4.)
Bai^, a city of Campania, on a small bay west of

cause, according to Diodorus, the inhabitants were
yvfxvoi, naked, in summer, or because, according to
Hesychius, they went to battle armed only with a
sling, yv/jLV7}TEC

being used in Greek to denote

armed

By many, Ebusus, now

troops.

ed with the Baleares, according

lightIvica, is rank-

the authority of
Vitruvius.
The larger of these islands was called Balearis Major, hence Majorca, and the smaller Balearis

Minor, hence Minorca.

which

still

retains the

Neapolis, and opposite Puteoli.

to

In the former was Palma,
In the latter was Porby the Carthaginians from

name.

It was
originally a tus Magonis, so called
numerous advantages of its situation Mago, one of their generals, now slightly corrupted
soon rendered it much frequented and famous.
Its into Port Mahon.
{Strab., 450.— Diorf. Sic, 5, 17.

village, but the

foundation

is ascribed in
mythology to Baius, one of
the companions of Ulysses.
The cause of the rapid
increase of Baiae lay in the fruitfulness of the surround-

ing country, in the beauty of its own situation, in the
rich supply of shell and other fish which the
adjacent
waters afforded, and, above all, in the hot mineral
which
flowed
from
the
springs
neighbouring mountains,
and formed a chief source of attraction to invalids.

—

—

1, 16.
Plin., 31, 2.
Senec, Ep.,
Ant. Jud., 18, 14.
Cassiod., 9, ep.
Baiae was first called Aquae CumanJE.
Numer6.)
ous villas graced the surrounding country, and many
were likewise built on artificial moles extending a great
It is now,
distance into the sea.
owing to earthquakes
and inundations of the sea, a mere waste compared
with what it once was. The modern name is Baia.
Many remains of ancient villas may be seen under the
" The
" is
water.
bay of Baiae," observes Eustace,
a semicircular recess, just opposite the harbour of PozIt is
zuolo, and about three miles distant from it.
lined with ruins, the remains of the villas and the baths
some advance a considerable way out,
of the Romans
and, though now under the waves, are easily distinThe taste for building in
guishable in fine weather.
the waters and encroaching on the sea, to which Horace

(Compare Florus,
51.

—Josephus,

—

;

alludes, is exemplified in a very striking

along this coast."

The same

manner

all

{Classical Tour, vol. 2, p. 406.)

traveller, in

commenting on

the insalubrity

*'
The
of Baiae at the present day, remarks as follows
present unwholesome ness of Baiae and its bay, if real,
must be ascribed partly to the streams and sources
:

252

— Pliny,

3,

5.)

Q. Csecilius Metellus conquered

these islands for the Romans, and hence obtained the
surname of Balearicus. They were thereafter considered as forming part of Hispania Tarraconensis.
{Flor., 3, 8.)

Balius, a horse of Achilles.

{Horn.,

iZ.,

16, 146.)

Vid. Achilles.

Balnea

{baths) were very numerous at Rome,
It was under Augustus
private as well as public.
that baths first began to assume an air of magnificence,
and were called Thermce, or "hot baths," although

An incredible number
they also contained cold ones.
Authors
of these were built throughout the city.
reckon above 800, many of them built by the emperors
The chief were those
with the greatest splendour.
of Agrippa, near the Pantheon, of Nero, of Titus, of
Domitian, of Caracalla, Antoninus, Dioclesian, &(?.
Of these splendid vestiges still remain. The Romans began their bathing with hot water, and ended
with cold.
The cold bath was in great repute after
Antonius Musa restored Augustus to health by its
means, when he was attacked by a dangerous malady
but it fell into discredit after the death of the young
Marcellus, which was occasioned by the very injudicious application of the same remedy. {Sueton., Aug.,
;

— In

81—

Plin., 29, l.—Dio Cass., 53, 30.)
ib.,
the magnificent Thermae erected by the emper-

59.— Id.

were accommodations provided for hundreds of bathers at once, but spacious porticoes, rooms
for athletic games and playing at ball, and halls for

ors, not only

the public lectures of philosophers, for rhetoricians and

BAR

BAR
were added one to another, to an extent which
has caused them, by a strong figure, to be compared
to provinces, and at an expense which could only be
treasures which Rome
supported by the inexhaustible
drew from a conquered world. The general time for
in the afternoon until
bathing was from two o'clock
the dusk of evening, at which time the baths were
poeta,

This prachowever, occasionally varied. Notice was given
when the baths were ready by ringing a bell the peo-

shut until two o'clocTt the next afternoon.
tice,

;

left the exercise of the sphaeristerium, and
ple then
hastened to the warm bath, lest the water should cool.
Hadrian forbade any one but those who were sick to

Alexander
enter the public baths before two o'clock.
Severus, to gratify the people in their passion for
the Thermae to be opened
bathing, not only suffered
before break of day, which had never been permitted
before, but also furnished the lamps with oil for the
convenience of the people. {Adamses Rom. Ant., p.

377, ed. Boyd.)
Bantu, a town of Apulia, southeast of Venusia.
This town derived some interest from the death of the
brave Marcellus, who fell in its vicinity, a victim to
the stratagem of his more cool and wily antagonist,

—

Hannibal.
(Liv., 27, ^5.—Plut., Vit. MarcelL
Cic, Tusc. IHsp., 1, 37.)
Bapt^, I. the priests of Cotytto, the goddess of
lewdness. {Vid. Cotytto.) The name is derived from

"
dye," from their painting
tinge" or
and staining the parts around the eye,
like women.
They were notorious for the profligacy
of their manners.
{Juv., Sat., 2, 9, 2.)— H. A Greek
" to
fiuTTTu,
their cheeks,

comedy, written by Eupolis. ( Vid. Eupolis.)
Barbari, a name applied by the Greeks to all naThe term is derived by Damm
tions but their own.
from ^d^ecv, but with the p inserted, and the initial
consonant repeated, in order to express to the ear the
Others derive it
harsh pronunciation of a foreigner.
are informed by
from the harsh sound (3ap (3ap.
Drusius, that the Syriac bar means without, extra.
The word signified, in general, with the Greeks, no

We

more than foreigner.

The Romans sometimes

imi-

Plautus, who
introduces Greek characters into his pieces, has Barbaria for Italia, Barbarica urbes for Italct, and styles
tate, in this respect, the

Grecian usage.

—

As regards
Naevius, the Latin poet,;>oe/a Barbarus.
the term Barbarus \Bd.p6apo^), it may not be amiss to
remark, that, notwithstanding the etymologies already
adduced, the true root must very probably be looked
The natives of this
for in the language of Egypt.
country gave the appellation of Barbar to the rude
and uncivilized tribes in their vicinity (compare
Herodotus, 2, 158) and the Greeks would seem to
have borrowed it from them in a similar sense, and
The
with the appendage of a Greek termination.
Sinus Barbaricus occurs on the coast of ancient Africa, a little below the mouth of the Sinus Arabicus,
and in this same quarter, extending as far as the prom;

ontory of Rhapton, we find a tract of country called
Barbaria.
(Compare Berkel, ad Steph. Byz., s. v.
BdpBapo^.) So also the root obtained from this quarter was styled Rha Barbaricum (Rhubarb), in contradistinction to the Rha Ponticum, obtained by the
commerce of the Euxine. These names, in so remote
a part of the ancient world, could never have been
more generally applied. They must be traced to MeNor should it be omitted, that this
roe and Egypt.
very point furnishes us with an argument for the early
communication between the Egyptians and the natives
In the oldest Hindu works, the appellaof India.
tion of Barbara (in Sanscrit Warwara) is given to a
race in southern Asia who were subdued by Wiswamitra.

U

(Compare

Ritter,

Erdkunde,

vol.

1,

p.

565,

ed.)

Barbaria, the name given in the Periplus of the
Sea to a part of the coast of Africa now

ErythrflBan

;

AJan. It was otherwise called Azania.
marks under the article Barbari.)
Barbaricus Sinus, a gulf on the coast
below the mouth of the Sinus Arabicus,
marks under the article Barbari.)

{Vid. rtof.
(

Africa,
Vtd. re-

Barc.<£I or Barcit.*, a warlike nation of Africa, in
43.
( Virg., A^n., 4,
—Strah., 7, 28.— ^n.* Poltorcet., c. 37.)
Barge, the nurse of Sichaeus, {Vtrg , Mn., 4,
the western part of Cvrenai'ca.

632.)

Barge

or

only a few

Bahca,

I.

fertile spots,

a desert country, containing
on the northern coast of Af-

Its modEgypt,
country is at present a
Turkish province, under a sandgiak in the town of
Barca.
The ancient Cyrenaica formed, strictly speakII.
city of Cyrenaica in
ing, a part of this region.
Africa, erroneously confounded with PtolemaVs by
rica,

ern

from the Syrtis Major as

name

is still

Barca.

far as

The

—

A

many writers, both ancient and modem. Mannert,
this erroneous
Thrige, and others have fully refuted
all
position ; and the matter is now placed beyond
doubt by the ocular testimony of Delia Cella and Padans la Marmarique et la Cyrenaique,
cho.
( Voyage
par Pacho, p, 175.) According to Herodotus (4,
160), the city of Barca was founded by the brothers
of Arcesilaus, the fourth king of Cyrene
while, on
the other hand, Stephanus Byzantinus makes it to
have been built by Perseus, Zacynthus, Aristomedon,
and Lycus, These two contradictory traditions are
perhaps only so in reahty, since the founders named by
Stephanus may be none other than the brothers of ArSt, Jerome afcesilaus to whom Herodotus alludes,
firms {Epist. ad Dardan.), that Barca was the ancient
;

Libyan tribe. From this latter authority
and some others, the opinion has been formed, and
perhaps correctly enough, that the Greeks were not
the founders of Barca, but only enlarged it by a col(Comony, and that the place was of Libyan origin.
pare Pacho, Voyage, &c., p. 176.) Barca suffered
severely for the death of Arcesilaus IV., of Cyrene,
who was slain here, and the cruelties inflicted by
Pheretima are mentioned by Herodotus (4, 162).
The Barcaean captives were sent to Egypt, and from
thence to King Darius, and by his command were settled in a district of Bactria, which they afterward

capital of a

called by the

name

A

of their native country.

(Herodot.,

more severe blow, however, was struck
by the Ptolemies in a later age, when they became

4, 204.)

They founded a
on the spot where the port of Barca had
The
increase
of this
it
Ptolemais.
and
called
stood,
place caused the city of Barca to decline, and its inhabitants became at length only noted for their robIII. A district of Bactria, where the Barcaean
beries.
{Vid. No. II.)
captives were settled by Darius.
Barcha, the surname of a noble family at Carthage,
to which Annibal and Amilcar belonged.
They became, by their influence, the head of a powerful party
masters of Pentapolis or Cyrenaica.

new

city

known as the "Barcha party." {Liv.,
The name is derived by Gesenius from the

in the state,

21, 2.)

Hebrew (Punic) Barak, " a flash of lightning," " a
thunderbolt."
{Gesen., Monum. Phcen., p, 403.
Id., Gesch. Hebr. Spr., p, 229.)
Bardi, a celebrated poetico-sarcedotal order among
the ancient Gauls.
They roused their countrymen

—

to martial fury by their strains, and for this purpose
were accustomed to follow the camp. {Diod. Sic, 5,
Z\.— Vales., ad Amm. MarcelL, 15, 9.) From the
have supposed,
language of Tacitus {Germ., 3), some
that a similar order existed among the ancient Ger-

The passage in question, however, involves a
They who" adopt barditus as the
The
a bard's song."
lection, make it signify

mans.

doubtful reading.
true

is barritus, " a
reading generally adopted, however,
is
strongly in faProbability, nevertheless,
war-cry."
vour of the Germans having also had their baxds, like

363

h n^

B A 9

BAT

Festus makes Bardus equivalent to Constantinople in 448, and in the year following at
" a
The German etymologists de- the council of Ephesus. Here he had the weakness
singer."
duce it from baren, " to cry aloud," " to sing in a to side with the heterodox party, in denying the union
loud strain."
{Adelung, Gloss. Med. ct Inf. Lot., of the two natures in Christ ; a fault for which he afthe Gallic tribes.

cantor,

terward made

vol. 1, p. 584.)

full

apology to the council of Chalcedon,

Barium, a town of Apulia, on the Adriatic, in the which, in consequence, readmitted him to the comIt is now munion of the orthodox.
district of Peuceti, famed for its fisheries.
History preserves silence reAc- specting the rest of his life, which ended in 458 A.D.
Bari.
{Strab., 282.— Horat., Serm., 1, 6, 97.)
(Ann., Some few productions remain that are generally ascording to Tacitus, it was a municipium.
16, 9.)

Barsine

or

Barsenk, a daughter of Darius Codo-

manus, who married Alexander the Great, and had by
him a son named Hercules. She was secretly put to
death by Cassander, along with her son, when the latter had reached his fourteenth year.
(Jtisttn, 15, 2.)
According, however, to Diodorus Siculus (20, 28), he
was slain by Polysperchon, who had agreed with Cassander that he would commit the deed
Plutarch
says that Polysperchon promised to slay him for 100
{De vtt. pud., p. 530.
Op., ed. Riske, vol.
8, p. 102.— Consult Wesseling, ad Diod., I. c.)
have followed Arrian (7, 1) in making Barsine the
daughter of Darius. According to Plutarch {vit. Alex.,
et Eum.), she was the daughter of Artabazus ; while
another authority makes her father to have been named Pharnabazus. (Porph., ap. Euseb.)
Basilia, I. an island famous for its amber, in the
It is supposed bv Mannert to have
Northern Ocean.
been the southern extremity of Sweden, mistaken
by the ancients for an island, on account of their ignorance of the country to the north.
According to
Pliny (37, 2), Pytheas gave this island the name of
Abalus and yet, in another place (4, 13), he contra-

—

talents.

We

;

and makes it to have been called Basilia
by the same Pytheas. (Compare the remarks of ManII. A city on the
nert, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 301, seqq.)

dicts himself,

—

now Basle.
appears to have been originally a fortress erected
by the Emperor Valentinian. and to have increased in
the course of time to a large city.
By the writers of
the middle ages it is called Bosnia.
{Amm. Marcell.,
30, S.—Jtin. Anton.)
Basilius, I. an eminent father of the church, bom
He is called
at Caesarea in Cappadocia, A.D. 326.
the Great, to distinguish him from other patriarchs of
the same name.
His father had him instructed in
the principles of polite literature, and he seems, in the
first instance, to have been a
professor of rhetoric
and a pleader.
Induced to visit the monasteries in
the deserts of Egypt, the austerities of these misguided solitaries so impressed his imagination, that he himself sought a similar retreat in the province of Pontus.
He was ordained priest by Eusebius, the bishop of his
native city, upon whose death he succeeded to the
Rhenus,

in the territory of the

Rauraci,

It

same

He

cribed to him, though there are not wanting those
who deny their authenticity. {Biogr. Univ., vol. 3, p.
478.)
Bassareus, a surname of Bacchus. The epithet is
derived by Sainte- Croix {Mysteres du Paganisme,

93) from the Bessi {firjaaot) mentioned by
(7, 111) as the priests of the oracle of
Bacchus, among the Satraft, a nation of Thrace. Other
etymologists deduce the term from Baaaapic, a particular kind of garment worn in Asia Minor by the females who celebrated the rites of this same god. Bovol.

2, p.

Herodotus

chart

makes

come from

it

the

Hebrew

basar,

"

to

gather the grapes for the vintage ;" of which De
are inclined, however, to follow
Sacy approves.
Creuzer {Symbolik, vol. 3, p. 363), who states the root
to be Bdffoapoi or Baaaapia, a word signifying '* a
fox," and found in the Coptic at the present day.

We

Creuzer
Etymol. JEgypt., p. 35.)
garment called Baaaapig, mentioned
above, derived its name from its having supersede.d
the skins of foxes which the Bacchantes previously
wore when celebrating the orgies. Compare Suidas :
{Ignat.

Rossi,

thinks, that the

uXdrrij^, Kara 'Hpodorov.
Hesychius,
Baaaapig' a^xJirrj^, and the author of the Etymol.
vtto
Mag., Aeyerai Bdffaapog rj aXwTrjyf
Kvpr/valuv.
Consult also Herodotus (4, 192). The epithet Buaoape
occurs twice in the Orphic hymns (44, 3, and 51, 12.)
Bassus Aufidids.
Vid. Aufidius.
Ba8tarn.«, a people who first inhabited that part
of European Sarmatia which corresponds with a part
of Poland and Prussia, and who afterward established
themselves in the south, to the left and right of the
Tyras.
They are supposed to have been the ancestors

Bdaaapog

•

of the Russians.
198.)

B

,

.^,.

{Liv., 40,
V.

58.— Ovid,

Trist.,

2,

.

ATA VI, an old German nation, which inhabited a
part of the present Holland, especially the island called Batavorum Insula, formed by that branch of the
Rhine which empties into the sea near Leyden (Lug-

dunum Batavorum), together with the Waal (Vahalis)
and Meuse (Mosa).
Their territories, however, exTacitus commends
tended much beyond the Waal
their bravery.
ly the

same

According

to him, they

as the Catti, a

German

were originalwhich had

tribe,

emigrated from their country on account of domestic

most distinguished ecclesi- troubles. This must have happened before the time
His efforts for of Caesar. When Germanicus was about to invade
astic among the Greek patriarchs.
the regulation of clerical discipline, of the divine ser- Germany from the sea, he made their island the renthe number dezvous of his fleet. Being subjected by the Romans,
vice, and of the standing of the clergy
the success of his mild treatment of they served them with such courage and fidelity as to
of his sermons
the Arians
and, above all, his endeavours for the pro- obtain the title of friends and brethren.
They were
motion of monastic life, for which he himself prepared exempted from tributes and taxes, and permitted to
vows and rules, observed by him, and still remaining in choose their leaders among themselves. Their cavalThe Greek ry was particularly excellent. During the reign of
force, prove the merits of this holy man.
church honours him as one of its most illustrious pa- Vespasian they revolted, under the command of Cihis
festival Jan. 1.
In vilis, from the Romans, and extorted from them fatron saints, and celebrates
Trajan and Hadrian subpoint of literary and intellectual qualifications, Basil vourable terms of peace.
At the end of the third century
excels most of the fathers, his style being pure, ele- jected them again.
of his exten- the Salian Franks obtained possession of the Insula
gant, and dignified and, independently
The capital of the nation was Lugdusive erudition, he argues with more force and close- Batavorum,
(Tacit., Hist., 4, 12.
ness, and interprets scripture more naturally, than num Batavoram, now Leyden.
The best edition of his —Id. ib., 19, 32.— Dio Cass., 55, OO.-Plin., 4, 17.
other writers of his class.
works is that of the Benedictines, Gamier and MoLucan, Phars., 1, 431, &c.)
II. An archBathycles, a celebrated artist, supposed to have
rand, Paris, 3 vols, folio, 1721-30.
{Heyne,
bishop of Seleucia, confounded by some with the pre- been a native of Magnesia on the Mseander.
He was elevated to the archiepiscopal digni- Antiq. Aufs., vol. 1, p. 108.) The period when he
ceding.
to much discussion.
It was
ty about A.D. 440, and assisted at the council of floarished nas given rise
dignity.

is

the

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

BAT

BEL
(Consult Sillig, Diet.

probably in the age of Croesus.

a youth of Samos, a favourite of
He is often alluded to by Anacreon.
Polycrates.
II.
youth of Alexandrea, a favourite of Maecenas.
He came to Rome in the age of Augustus, and ob-

Bathyllus,

I.

—

A

—

tained great celebrity as a dancer in pantomimes.
As this
dancer alluded to by Juvenal (6. 63).
III.
was in the lime of Doinitian, the Bathyllus mentionhere.
of
meant
be
ed under No. II. cannot,
course,

A

Salmasius thinks, that the name had become a generone for any famous dancer, in consequence of the
skill that had been displayed by the Bathyllus who
lived in the time of Augustus.
{Salmas. ad Vopisc.
al

Cann.,
to

vol. 2, p.

ed.

833,

and mice.

Homer

of

It consists

294 hexameters.

actually wrote this

settled point

poem

among modem

or not

critics.

Whether

is still

an un-

The

majority,
however, incUne to the opinion that he was not the
The piece would seem to be in reality a parauthor.
ody on the manner and language of Homer, and perhaps a satire upon one of the feuds that were so com-

mon among

the petty republics of Greece.

Some

to Pigres of Caria.
Knight, in his Prolegomena to Homer {ed. Lips., p. 6), remarks, that in
the third verse mention is made of tablets {deXrot), on

ascribe

it

whence he concludes that the
author of the piece in question was an Athenian, and
not of Asiatic origin, because in Asia they wrote on
In proof of his assertion, he cites
skins,
6t<l>depaig.
Herodotus (5, 58). He makes also another ingenious
At verse 291, the morning cry of a cock
observation.
is alluded to as a thing generally known.
This cirwhich the poet writes

:

h

cumstance proves, according to Knight, that the poem
under consideration is not as old as the time of Homer,
for it is not credible, that the ancient poets would
never have spoken of this instinct on the part of the
cock if it had been known to them, and it would have
been known to them if the cock had been found at that
This fowl is a native of India, and
period in Greece.
does not appear to have been introduced into Greece
to
the
sixth
It is then found on
century B.C.
prior
the money of Samothrace and Himera.
The best edi-

—

tions of the

Batrachomyomachia are that of Ernesti,
in the works of Homer, 5 vols. 8vo, Lips., 17.59, reprinted at Glasgow, 1814; and that of Matthias, Lips.,
There is also the edition of Maittaire,
1805, 8vo.
8vo, Lond., 1721.
Battiades, I. a patronymic of Callimachus, from
his father Battus.
Some think the
{Ovid, lb., 53.)

—

name was given him from

his having been a native of
{Vid. No. II.)— II. A name given to the
Cyrene.
people of Cyrene from King Battus, the founder of

—

the settlement.

{Pind., Pyth., 5, 73.
Callim., H. in
Apoll, de.—Sil. Ital., 2, 61.)
Battus, I. a Lacedamonian, who built the town of
Cyrene, B.C. 630, with a colony from the island of
Thera.
His proper name was Aris{Vid. Cyrene.)
totle, according to Callimachus {H. in Apoll., 76.

—

Schol. ad loc.—Schol.

ad Pind., Pyth.,

4, 10), but
he was called Battus, according to the tradition of
the Therseans and people of Cyrene, from an
impediment in his speech. Herodotus, however (4, 155),
this
and
that
the
opposes
explanation,
conjectures
name was obtained from the Libyan tongue, where it
"
a king."
Battus reigned
signified, as he informs us,
forty years, and left the kingdom to his son Arcesilaus.
{Herod., 4, 159.
Compare B'dhr, ad Herod.,
II. The second of that name was
4, 155.)
grandson
to Battus I.,
by Arcesilaus. He succeeded his father
on the throne of Cyrene, and was surnamed Felix,
and died 554 B.C. {Herod., 4, 159.)— III. A
shepherd of Pylos, who promised
Mercury that he would
not discover his
having stolen ihe flocks of Admetus,

—

—

into a stone.

He

violated his promise, and
Com*
{Ovid, Met., 2, 702.

—

pare the remarks of Gierig, ad loc.)
Batijlum, a town of Campania, alluded to by VirThe
gil (iEn., 7, 739) and Silius Italicus (8, 566).
site of this place is fixed, with some diffidence, by
Romanelli, at Paduli, a few miles to the east of Benevento (vol. 2,

463).

p.

Baucis, an aged woman, who dwelt in a small
town of Phrygia along with her husband Philemon.
They were both extremely poor, and inhabited a humble cottage.
Jupiter and Mercury came, on one occaIt was
sion, in the form of men, to this same town.

they sought for hospitality, but every door
At length they approached
against them.
the abode of the aged pair, by whom they were gladly
received.
The quality of the guests was eventually
revealed by the miracle of the wine-bowl being spontaneously replenished as fast as it was drained. They

evening

;

was closed

Hack.)

a serio-comic poem, ascribed
the battle between the frogs

Batrachomvomachia,
Homer, and describing

which Apollo tended.

was turned

s. V.)

Art.,

it was their intention to destroy
town, and desired them to leave their
The aged
dwelling and ascend the adjacent hill.
ere they reached the summit they
couple obeyed
turned round to look, and beheld a lake where the
Their own house remained, and,
town had stood.

told their hosts that

the godless

:

as they gazed and deplored the fate of their neighbours,
On being desired by Jupiter to
it became a
temple.
be
express their wishes, they prayed that they might
to officiate in that temple, and that they

appointed

was
might be united in death as in Ufe. Their prayer
the
granted and as they were one day standing before
into an oak and
temple, they were suddenly changed
a lime tree.
{Ovid, Met., 8, 620.)—The reader will
not fail to be struck with the resemblance between
a part of this legend and the scripture account of the
destruction of the cities of the plains.
{Keightley^s
;

Mythology,

p.

83.)

Bavius and M^vius, two stupid and malevolent
poets in the age of Augustus, who attacked Virgil,
( Virg.,
Horace, and others of their contemporaries.
Serv. ad Virg., Georg.,
Voss, ad loc.
Eclog., 3, 90.
de
obtrect.
Weichert,
Horat.,
10, 2.
1, 210.

—

p. 12,

Horatii,

—

—

Bebryces,

Epod.,

—

seqq.)
the aboriginal inhabitants of Bithynia.

{Vid. Bithynia.)
Bebrycia, the primitive name of Bithynia. It was
so called from the Bebryces, the original inhabitants
of the land.
( Vid. Bithynia.)
Bedriacum, a small town of Italy, between Mantua and Cremona
according to Cluverius, it is the
modern Caneto, a large village on the left of the
;

D'Anville, however, makes it correspond to
Oglio.
the modern Cividala, on the right side of that river.
Mannert places it about a mile west of the modem

town of Bozzolo.

This place was famous
month of each other.

battles fought within a

for

two

In the

Otho was defeated by the generals of Vitellius ;
by Vespasian, A.D. 69.
Tacitus and Suetonius call the name of this place Beand Pliny, Juvenal, and later writers, Bebritriacum
acum. {Tacit., Hist., 2, 23, seqq.— Id., Hist., 3, 15.
—Plut., Vit. Oth.—Plin., 10, 49.—Sueton., Oth., 9
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 66.)
with
Belesis, a priest of Babylon, who conspired
ArArbaces
king of Assyria.
first

and

in the second, Vitellius

;

—

against Sardanapalus,
baces promised Belesis, in case of success, the government of Babylon, which the latter, after the overthrow of Sardanapalus, accordingly obtained. {Vid
Arbaces.)
Belg^, a wariike people of ancient Gaul, separated from the Celtae in the time of Cssar by the rivIn the new division of
ers Matrona and Sequana.
Gallia made by Augustus, whose object was to render
the provinces more equal in extent, the countries of
the Helvetii and Sequani, which till that time were
included in Gallia Celtica, were added to Gallia Bel-

S55

BEL

BEL

The Belgae were of German extraction, and, down a bag fastened to a rope, and to have addressed
" Give an obolus to
according to Caesar, the most warlike of the Gauls. the passengers in these words
The name Belgct belongs to the Kymric idiom, in Belisarius, whom virtue exalted, and envy has opOf this, however, no contemporary writer
which, under the form Belgiaidd, the radical of which pressed."
is Belg, it signifies "warlike."
Tzetzes, a slightly-esteemed
(Compare Thierry, makes any mention.
Histoire des Gaulois, vol. 1, p. xxxvii., Introd.)
writer of the 12th century, was the first who related
BelgIca, one of the four provinces of Gaul near this fable. Certain it is, that, through too great inthe Rhine.
(Ktrf. Gallia.)
dulgence towards his wife Antonia, Belisarius was
Belgium, a canton of Gallia Belgica, from which impelled to many acts of injustice, and that he evinced
it is
distinguished by Caesar (5. G., 5, 24), as a part a servile submissiveness to the detestable Theodora,
from the whole, and to which he assigns the Bellovaci, the wife of Justinian. {Encydop. Americ, vol. 1, p.
to whom Hirtius adds the Atrebates.
As the Ambi- 39, scgq. Biogr. Univ., vol. 4, p. 82, seqq.)
ani were situated between the other two, they must
Bellerophon (Greek form Bellerophontbs), son
also be included.
These three tribes were the genu- of Glaucus and grandson of Sisyphus. His advenine Belgae.
tures form a pleasing episode in the Iliad (6, 144,
{C(zs., B. G., 5, 2^.-^Hirt., 8, 46.)
Bklides, a surname given to the daughtersof Belus. seqq.), where they are related to Diomede by GlauThe gods had encus the grandson of Bellerophon.
{Ovid, Met., 4, 463.)
Belides, a name applied to Palamedes, as descend- dowed this hero with manly vigour and beauty. Anfrom
ed
Belus.
{Virg., JEn., 2, 82.)
tea, the wife of Proetus, king of Argos, fixed her
gira.

:

—

BelisIna, a Gallic deity, analogous to the Minerva love upon him, and sought a corresponding return.
Romans.
(Compare Mone, Geschichtc der But the virtuous youth rejecting all her advances, hate
Heidenthums im Nordlichen Europa, vol. 2, p. 419, occupied the place of love in the bosom of the disapin notis.)
She accused him to Proetus of an atpointed queen.
of the

Belisarius, one of the greatest generals of his
time, to whom the Emperor Justinian chiefly owed
the splendour of his reign.
Sprung from an obscure
family in Thrace, Belisarius first served in the bodyguard of the emperor, but soon obtained the chief
command of an army of 25,000 men, stationed on the
Persian frontiers, and, A.D. 530, gained a complete
victory over a Persian army not less than 40,000
The next year, however, he lost a battle
strong.
against the same enemy, wno had forced their way
into Syria ; the only battle which he lost
during his
whole career. He was recalled from the army, and
soon became, at home, the support of his master.
In
the year 532, civil commotions, proceeding from two
rival parties, who called themselves the green and the
blue, and who caused great disorders in Constantinople,
Drought the life and reign of Justinian in the utmost
peril,

and Hypatius was already chosen emperor, when

Belisarius, with a small body of faithful adherents,
restored order.
Justinian, with a view of conquering
the dominions of Gelimer, king of the Vandals, sent
Belisarius, with an army of 15,000 men, to Africa.
After two victories, he secured the person and the
treasures of the Vandal king.
Gelimer was led in
triumph through the streets of Constantinople, and
Justinian ordered a medal to be struck, with the inscription Belisarius Gloria Romanorum, which has
descended to our times. By the dissensions existing
in the royal family of the
Ostrogoths in Italy, Justinian was induced to attempt the reduction of Italy and

Rome

under his sceptre. Belisarius vanquished Viking of the Goths, made him prisoner at Ravenna (A.D. 540), and conducted him, together with
many other Goths, to Constantinople. The war in
Italy against the Goths continued ; but Belisarius,
not being sufficiently supplied with money and troops
tiges,

by the emperor, demanded
afterward
rians,

commanded

whom

his recall

in the

he conquered

in the

return to Constantinople, he
taken part in a conspiracy.
vinced of his innocence, and

(A.D. 548).

He

war against the Bulgayear 559.

Upon

his

him

is

said to have restored

his property and dignities, of

deprived.

Belisarius

256

died

The

credulous king gave ear

He

phon

his father-in-law, the king of that
him " deadly characters," written in a

to Lycia, to

country, giving
sealed package, which he

was to present to the king of
Beneath
Lycia, and which were to cause his death.
the potent guidance of the gods, Bellerophon came
Nine days the
to Lycia and the flowing Xanthus.
king entertained him, and slew nine oxen ; and on the
tenth he asked to see the token (a^fia) which he had
When he had seen
received from his son-in-law.
this, he resolved to comply with the desire of Proetus ;
and he first sent his guest to slay the Chimaera, a
monster, with the upper part a lion, the lower a serwhich breathed
pent, the middle a goat {x^fj.aipa), and
forth flaming fire.
Depending on the aid of the gods,
slew this monster, and then was ordered

Bellerophon
to go and fight the Solymi, and this, he said, was
He lastly slew
the severest combat he ever fought.
the " manlike Amazons," and, as he was returning,
the king laid an ambush for him, composed of the
bravest men of Lycia, of whom not one returned
home, for Bellerophon slew them all. The king, now
of the gods, kept him
perceiving him to be of the race
in Lycia, giving him his daughter and half the royal
bestowed upon him an ample
dignity, and the people
temenus (rf/zevof ) of arable and plantation land. Fallof all the gods, he
ing at length under the displeasure
wandered alone in " the Plain of Wandering" (Trediov
"
alrjiov),
consuming his soul, shunning the path of
men." Later authorities tells us, that Bellerophon was
at first named Hipponoos ; but, having accidentally
killed one of his relatives, some say a brother, named
Bellerus, he thence derived his second name, which
meant " Slayer of Bellerus." He was purified of the
bloodshed by Proetus, whose wife is also called Sthelobates.
By
nobaea, and the king of Lycia is named
the aid of the winged steed Pegasus, Bellerophon
all whom lobates sent him to
over
the
victory
gained

—

was accused of having
But Justinian was con- encounter.

which he had been
His history
has been much coloured by the poets, and particularly
by Marmontel, in his otherwise admirable politico-philAccording to his narrative, the
osophical romance.
emperor caused the eyes of the hero to be struck out,
and Belisarius was compelled to beg his bread in the
Other writers say, that
streets of Constantinople.
Justinian had him thrown into a prison, which is still
shown under the appellation of the tower of BelisaFrom this tower he is reported to have let
rius.
to

tempt on her honour.

to her falsehood, but would not incur the reproach of
therefore sent Belleroputting to death a guest.

A.D. 565.

Sthenobaea, hearing of his success, hung
of
Bellerophon at last attempted, by means
incensed
Pegasus, to ascend to heaven but Jupiter,

herself.

;

at his

an insect to sting the steed,
rider to earth, where he wandered in

boldness,

which flung

its

sent

solitude and melancholy until his death.
{Apollod.,
2, 3, 1, seqq.— Find., Isthm,, 7, 63, seqq.—Hygin.,
ad II.,
IS.—Schol.
fab., 51.— Id., Poet. Astron., 2,

—

Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 17.)—Though Homer
6, 155.
makes no mention of Pegasus, this steed forms an

In the
essential part of the legend of Bellerophon.
said of the Chimsera, that
(v. 325) it is

Theogony
she was killed by Pegasus and

the

"

good" {kadlog),

BE

BE N

L

But though all seem agreed whose existence appears extremely doubtful. The
winged steed to the hero, none tell us most ancient is Belus, king of Assyria, father of Nihow he obtained him. Here, however, Pindar connes nus, whose epoch it is impossible to determine. II.
to our aid with a very remarkable legend, which con- A son of Libya, and father of .^gyptus, Danaiis, and
L c, brave Bcllcrophon.
in giving the

—

nects Bellerophon with Corinth.
According to this
poet {01., 13, 85, seqq.), Bellerophon, who reigned at
Corinth, being about to undertake the three adventures
mentioned above, wished to possess the winged steed
Pegasus, who used to come to drink at the fountain
of Pirene on the Acrocorinthus. After many fruitless
efforts to catch him, he applied for advice to the sooth-

He is fabled to have reigned in Phoenicia,
Cepheus.
1500 B.C.— III. A king of Lydia, father of Nmus.
The Belus of Assyria, or the remote
{Herod., 1, 7.)
East, is thought by some to be the same with the Great

—

Bali of Hindu mythology {Bartolomeo, Viaggio alle
Indie Orientali, p. 241), as well as the Baal of Oriental worship.
curious analogy in form is said to exist
between the temple of Belus, as described by the an-

A

sayer Polyeidus, and was directed by him to go and
sleep at the altar of Minerva. He obeyed the prophet, cient writers {vid. Babylon), and the Mexican Teocaland, in the dead of the night, the goddess appeared to lis or pyramid-temples, especially that of Cholula.
him in a dream, and, giving him a bridle, bade him (Consult, on this interesting subject, the remarks of
sacrifice a bull to his sire Neptune-Damaeua {the Ta- Humboldt, Monumens Americains, vol. 1, p. 117,
mer) and present the bridle to the steed. On awaking, seqq)
He
Benacus, a lake of Italy, from which the Mincius
Bellerophon found the bridle lying beside him.
Pliny (9, 22) makes this lake to be
obeyed the injunctions of the goddess, and raised an flows into the Po.
altar to herself as Hippeia {Of-the- Horse).
Pegasus formed by the Mincius. It is stated by Strabo (209),
at once yielded his mouth to the magic bit, and the on the authority of Polybius, to be 500 stadia long and
The 150 broad ; that is, 62 miles by 18 but the real dihero, mounting him, achieved his adventures.
best explanation that has been given of the myth of mensions, according to the best maps, do not appear to
Bellerophon is that which sees in this individual only exceed 30 modern Italian miles in length, and 9 in
one of the forms of Neptune, namely, as Hippius breadth ; which, according to the ancient Roman scale,
The modern name is
{Equestris). This god is his father {Pind., ut supr., would be nearly 35 by 12.
99), and he is the sire of Pegasus, and in the two Lago di Garda, and the appellation is derived from
combined we have a Neptune Hippius, the rider of the small town of Garda on the northeast shore of
the waves, a symbol of the navigation of the ancient the lake.
The Benacus is twice noticed by Virgil.
Ephyra or Cormth. The adventures of the hero may {Georg., 2, 158.— ^n., 10, 204.) Its principal promhave signified the real or imaginary perils to be en- ontory, Sirmium, has been commemorated by Catullus
countered in voyages to distant countries ; and, when as his favourite residence.
Virgil speaks of it as subthe original sense of the myth was lost, the King ject to sudden storms.
In expla{Georg., 2, 160.)
(Proetus, Trptjrof), and his Foe (Antea, avra), and the nation of this, compare the following remarks of Eu*'
common love-tale were introduced, to assign a cause stace
left Sirmione (Sirmium), and,
lighted by
for the adventure.
In this myth, too, we find the the moon, glided smoothly over the lake to Desensamysterious connexion between Neptune and Pallas- no, four miles distant, where, about eight, we stepped
So far the apJVIinerva and the horse more fully revealed than else- from the boat into a very good inn.
where.
{Kcightley^s Mythology, p. 401, seqq.)
pearance of the Benacus was very different from the
Bkllerds, a brother of Hipponoiis. {Vid. Bellero- description which Virgil has given of its stormy char-

—

:

We

:

acter.

phon.)

Before

we

retired to rest, about midnight,

from

Bellona, the goddess of war, daughter of Phor- our windows, we observed it still calm and unruffled.
cys and Ceto. {Apollod., 2, 4, 2.) According to About three in the morning, I was roused from sleep
some authorities, however, she was the sister of Mars. by the door and windows bursting open at once, and
I started up, and,
Others, again, make her his spouse. The earlier form the wind roaring round the room.
of her Latin name, Bellona, was Duellona, from Du- looking out, observed by the light of the moon the
ellum, the old form for helium, from which last the lake in the most dreadful agitation, and the waves
later appellation of Bellona arose.
Her Greek name dashing against the walls of the inn, and resembling
was
Enyo ('Evucj). The temple of Bellona at Rome the swelling of the ocean more than the petty agitation
was without the city, near the Carmental gate. Au- of inland waters. Shortly after, the landlord entered
dience was given there by the senate to foreign am- with a lantern, closed the outward shutters,
expressed
bassadors. Before it stood a pillar, over which a spear some apprehensions, but, at the same time, assured me
was thrown on the declaration of war against anv peo- that their house was built to resist such sudden tem-

The priests of Bel( Ovid, Fast., 6, 199, seqq.)
lona used to gash their thighs in a terrific manner, and
offer to her the blood which flowed from the wounds.

ple.

124.— Farro, L. L., b.—Virg., Mn.,
2, 718.— /rf. ib., 7,73.)
Bbllonarh, the priests of Bellona.

{Juv., 4,

8,

703.

—Stat.,Theh.,

Bellovaci, a numerous and powerful

tribe of the

the

Vellocasses, Caleti, Ambiani,
Veromandui, and Silvanectes. They correspond in
to
the
position
present people of Beauvais. {Cces.,
Belgae, adjoining

4)
Bellovesds,

Bell., 2,

a king of the Celtae, who, in the
reign
of Tarquinius Priscus, was sent at the head of a colony to Italy by his uncle Ambigatus. {Liv., 5, 34.)
Bklon, I. a city and river of Hispania Baetica, the
usual place of embarcation for Tingis in Africa.
The

modern name Balonia marks
uninhabited.

The name

is

the spot, though now
sometimes written Baelon.

—

II. A small
{Manncrt, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 301.)
stream to the west of the city of Belon just named.
It answers to that which flows at the
present day from
the Laguna de la landa into the sea.
{Mannert, I. c.)
Belos, I. a name given to several kings of the East,
KK

and that I might repose with confidence under
which had withstood full many a storm as terrible as that which occasioned our
present alarm.
Next morning, the lake, so tranquil and serene the
evening before, presented a surface covered with foam,
and swelling into mountain-billows that burst in breakers every instant at the very door of the inn, and covered the whole house with spray.
Virgil's description
pests,
a roof

now seemed

nature itself."
{Classical Tour, vol. 1,
203, seqq.)
Bendis, the name of a Thracian goddess, the same
with Diana or Artemis. (Compare Ruhnken, ad Tim.,
Fischer, Index in Palcephat., s. v. Bevp. 62,
This name, and the festival of this deity, ."pread
Seta.)
even to Attica and Bithynia. Bendis had a temple in
p.

—

Munychium at Athens, and a festival, called BevMSeia, was celebrated in honour of her at the Piraeus.
the

{Crenzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p. 129, seqq.)
Beneventum, a city of Samnium, about ten miles
beyond Caudium, on the Appian Way. {Strabo, 249.)
Its more ancient name, as we are informed by several
writers, was
11.
Festus,

—

Malcventum.
s. V.

Bencvent.)

{Liv., 9, 27.

—

Plin., 3,

The name of Maleren2»7

BER
turn

said to

is

have been given

BERENICE.
it

on account of

un-

its

Demetrius Poliorcetes but, on the
young prince's
having come from Macedonia to Cyrene, she became
attached to him herself.
Demetrius, conducting himself insolently, was slain in a
conspiracy, at the head
of which was Berenice.
The latter thereupon mar;

The more auspicious appellation
healthy atmosphere.
of Beneventum was substituted when the Romans sent
Tradition ascribed
a colony thither (A.U.C. 483).
the foundation of this city to Diomede {Solinus, c. 8.
Sleph. Byz., s. v.), but other accounts would lead
us to believe that it was tirst possessed by the AusoIt remained in the
nes.
{Festus, s. v. Auson.)
possession of the Romans during the whole of the second
Punic war, and obtained the thanks of the senate for

ried her

firm attachment to the repubhc at that critical pe{Lie, 27, 10.)
subsequently hear of its
being a second time colonized by the veteran soldiers of

Venus

—

its

We

riod.

Augustus, and also a

—

third time

under Nero.

—

{Front.

brother Ptolemy (Euergetes) III. A short
time after the nuptials, Ptolemy was
obliged to go on
an expedition into Syria, and Berenice made a \ovr
that she would consecrate her beautiful head of hair
to Venus if her husband returned safe to
Egypt.
Upon his return she fulfilled her vow in the temple of
the hair

and

his

Compare Tacitus, Ann., 15, 34. Ptoi p. Conon
The account which Horace gives of the fare he day, in

de Col.

,

66.)
there met with in his journey to Brundisium, will ocBeneventum was situated near
cur to every reader.
the junction of the Sabatus and Calor, now Sabbato
and Calore.
Its position was a very important one,
since here the main roads intersected each other from

into Southern Italy, and from Samnium into
Campania. Under the Lombards Beneventum became

Latium

It abounds in rethe capital of a powerful dukedom.
mains of ancient 8culj)lure above any other town in
The most beautiful relic of former days, at
Italy.
this place, is the arch of Trajan, which forms one of

Near Beneventum Pyrthe entrances into the city.
It is
rhus was defeated by Dentatus, A.U.C. 479.
now Benevento. {Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p.
246.
Manncrt, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 1, p. 791, seqq.)
Berecyntia, a surname of Cybele, from Mount
Berecyntus in Phrygia, where she was particularly wor{Stat., Theb., 4, 782.— Fir^., ^n., 9, 82.)
shipped.
I3krecvnth, a Phrygian tribe, celebrated by the
so often styled " Berpoets in connexion with Cybele,
Pliny places the Berecyntian district
ecyntia Mater.'^
on the borders of Caria, about the Glaucus and Msb-

—

ander.

{Pltn., 5, 29.)
Berecyntus, a mountain in Phrygia Major, on the
banks of the river Sangarius. It was sacred to Cybele,

who

hence styled Berecyntia Mater, " The Bere{Serv., ad JS/t 9, 82.)

is

cynlhian mother."

Berenice

mon

,

(less correctly

Beronick), a name com-

to several females of antiquity.

It

is

of

Greek

" bearer of
"
victory-bringing," or
origin, and means
to Mathe
initial
written,
P
being
according
victory,"
cedonian usage, for the letter <p, or, in other words,
BepeviKT] being put for iepevlKTj, just as the Macedonians said BiAiTTTTOf for ^bLkt-K-nor.
{Mailtaire, Dial.,
The most remarkable of this
p. 184, ed. Sturz.)

—

name were

the following
I. the
granddaughter of
She married Philip,
Cassander, brother of Antipater.
a Macedonian, probably one of the officers of Alexan:

and became by him the mother of many children,
among whom were Magas, king of Cyrene, and Anti-

der,

whom

she married to Pyrrhus, king of Epirus.
he followed into Egypt Eurydice, daughter of Antipafjne,
ter, who returned to that country to rejoin her husband
Ptolemy I. Berenice inspired this prince with so
strong a passion that he put away Eurydice, although
He
he had children by her, and married the former.
the preference, in the succession to the
also

gave

throne, to her son Ptolemy, notwithstanding the better
Berenice was reclaims of his offspring by Eurydice.
markable for her beauty, and her portrait often appears
on the medals of Ptolemy I., along with that of the
latter.

—

Arsinoe.

II.

Daughter of Ptolemy Philadelphus and
She followed her mother into exile, and re-

with her to the court of Magas, at Cyrene, who
This will
married Arsinoe, and adopted Berenice.
serve to explain why Polybius and Justin make Berewhile
Calof
nice to have been the daughter
Magas,
limachus gives Ptolemy Philadelphus and Arsinoe as
After the death of Magas, Arsinoe enher parents.
her daughter in raaniage to Demetrius, son of
tired

gaged

MS

On the following day, however,
Zephyrites.
was not to be found. As both the monarch
queen were greatly disquieted at the loss,
the Samaritan, an eminent astronomer of the
order to conciliate the royal favour, declared

that the locks of Berenice had been
interposition,

removed by divine
to the skies in the form
the cluster of stars near
called Coma Berenices (" Ber-

and translated

of a constellation.
the tail of the Lion

Hence
is

Callimachus wrote

a piece on this
but a translation of which into Latin
verse by Catullus has reached our time.
{Calull.j
Carm., 66.
Compare Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2, 24.

enice's hair").
subject,

now

lost,

—
— Doering, ad CatuU.,

—

I. c.
Heyne, de genio sczculi
Ptolemteorum, Opuxc. ,yoL 1, p. 177.) Berenice was
put to death B.C. 216, by the orders of Ptolemy PhiIII. A
lopator, her son.
daughter of Ptolemy Phila-

—

delphus, given by him in marriage to AntiochusTheos,
king of Syria, in order to cement a peace between the
two countries. After the death of her father, Antiochus put her aside and recalled his former wife Laodice.
This last, having taken off Antiochus by poison,
sought to destroy Berenice also as well as her son.
This son was surprised and carried off by an emissary of Laodice's, and shortly after put to death ; and
Berenice, in searching for him, was entrapped and
IV. Called by some authors Cleoslain, B.C. 246.
patra, was the only legitimate child of Ptolemy Lathurus, and ascended the throne after the death of her
father, B.C. 81.
Sylla, who was at that lime dictator,
compelled her to marry, and share her throne with, her
cousin, who took the name of Ptolemy Alexander.

—

She was poisoned by the latter only nineteen days
V. Daughter of Ptolemy Auletes.
The people of Alexandrea having revolted against this
prince, B.C. 58, drove him out, and placed upon the
throne his two daughters, Tryphena and Berenice. The
former died soon after, and Berenice was given in
His
marriage to Seleucus, surnamed Cybiosactes.
after the marriage.

—

personal deformity, however, and vicious character,
soon rendered him so odious to the queen, that she
caused him to be strangled. Berenice then married

Archelaus; but, Ptolemy Auletes having been restored by Gabinius, the Roman commander, she was
VI. A naput to death by her own father, B.C. 55.
tive of Chios, and one of the wives of Mithradates of
On the overthrow of this monarch's power
Ponlus.
by Lucullus, Berenice, in obedience to an order from
her husband, took poison along with his other wives;
but this not proving effectual, she was strangled by
the eunuch Bacchus, B.C. 71.
VII. Daughter of
She
Agrippa I., king of Judaea, and born A.D. 28.
was at first affianced to Marcus, son of Alexander;
but this young man having died, Agrippa gave her in
marriage to his brother Herod, king of Chalcis, by
whom she became the mother of two sons, Berenicianus and Hyrcanus.
Having lost her husband when
she was at the age of twenty, she went to live with
her brother Agrippa, a circumstance which gave rise

—

—

to reports injurious to her character.
To put an
to these rumours, she made proposals to Polemo,

end
king

become his wife if he would
Polemo consented, but she soon

of Cilicia, and offered to

embrace Judaism.
left him, and returned,
for she

was with

in all probability, to her brother,
when St. Paul was arrested

the latter

f

BER
AD.

BES

The commerce between

the

antiquity, and

mentioned by the early writers.
that the rumour Its situation, as is generally agreed, answers to that
guilty pair became now 5?o public,
even reached Rome, and we find Juvenal alluding of the present Kara Vena.
Some interesting cirShe fol- cumstances respecting Beroea are to be found in the
to the affair in one of his satires (6, 155)
lowed Agrippa when he went to join Vespasian, whom Acts of the Apostles (17, 11.
Cramer^s Ancient
Nero had charged to reduce the Jews to obedience. Greece, vol. 1, p. 232).
A new scene now opened for her she won the affecBekosus, a Babylonian historian, rendered much
tions of Titus, and, at a subsequent period, when Ves- more famous by the mention of others than from anypasian was established on the throne, and Titus re- thing which is known of his own performances. He was
turned home after terminating the Jewish war, she priest of the temple of Belus in the time of Alexander,
accompanied him to Rome along with her brother and, having learned the Greek language from the MaAt Rome she lived openly with Titus, and cedonians, he removed to Greece, and opened a school
Agrippa.
of astronomy and astrology in the island of Cos, tvhere
took
up her abode in the imperial palace, as we learn
from Dio Cassius, who states also that she was then in his productions acquired him great fame with the Athethe flower of her age
The ancients mention three books of his, relTitus, it is said, intended even nians.
to acknowledge her as his wife
but he was compelled ative to the history of the Chaldaeans, of which Joseby the murmurs of his subjects to abandon this idea, phus and Eusebius have preserved fragments. As a
and he sent her away from the city soon after his ac- priest of Belus, he possessed every advantage which
cession to the throne.
Such, at least, is the account the records of the temple, and the learning and tradigiven by Suetonius (Tit., 7), who appears more enti- tions of the Chaldaeans, could afford, and seems to
tled to belief than Dio Cassius, according to whom have composed his work with a serious
regard for
Titus sent Berenice away before his accession to the truth.
Annius of Viterbo published a work under the
throne, and refused to receive her again, when she name of Berosus, which was soon discovered to be a
had returned to Rome a short time after the com- forgery.
{Cory^s Ancient Fragments, p. viii., Prcef.)
mencement of his reign. (Dio Cass., 66, 15 et 18.)
Bbrytos (Berotha, Ezek., 47, 16. BrjpudTj, JoThere is a great difficulty attending the history of seph., Ant. Jud., 5, 1. Berothai, 2 Sam., 8, 8), an
this Berenice as regards her intimacy with Titus.
She ancient town of Phcenicia, about twenty-four miles
must, at least, have been forty-two years of age when south of Byblus, famous in the age of Justinian for the
she first became acquainted with the Roman prince, study of law, and styled by the emperor " the mother
and fifty-one years old at the period of the celebrated and nurse of the laws." The civil law was taught
scene which forms the subject of Racine's tragedy. there in Greek, as it was at Rome in Latin.
It had
Many are inclined to believe, therefore, that the Bere- also the name of Colonia Felix Julia, from Augustus
nice to whom Titus was attached was the daughter Caesar, who made it a Roman colony, and named it in
of Mariamne and Archelaus, and, consequently, the honour of his
The modern
{Plin., 5, 20)
daughter.
niece of the Berenice of whom we have been speak- appellation is Beirout.
The adjacent plain is renowned
she would be twenty-five years old when Titus as the place where St. George, the patron saint of
ing
came into Judaea. {Clavier, in Biogr. Univ., vol. 4, England, slew the dragon in memory of which, a
VIII. A city of Egypt, on the coast of small chapel was built upon the spot, dedicated at first
p. 241, seqq)
the Sinus Arabicus, from which a road was made to that Christian hero, but now
changed to a mosque.
across the intervening desert to f^optos on the Nile, by It was frequently captured and recaptured during the
Ptolemy Philadelphus, 258 miles in length. From crusades. It is now the seat of one of the most interthis harbour the vessels of Egypt took their departure
esting missionary stations in the world, and possesses
It was
for Arabia Felix and India.
It is
through the me- many important advantages for such a purpose.
dium of Berenice also, and the caravan route to Cop- situated on the Mediterranean, at the foot of Mount
of
the
that
the
trade
Romans
with
India
within
of
two
three days
tos,
Lebanon,
principal
Damascus,
days*
was conducted. By this line of communication, it is sail of Cyprus, two from Tyre, and three from Tripoli.
said that a sum not less than what would be now Its
is
about
interest10,000.
(For
present population
£400,000, was remitted by the Roman traders to their ing notices of thiss pi3<
place, consult JewttVs Researches,
in
the
in
of
East,
merchandise
vols.
1
and
2."
2.
Fisk.
Rev.
correspondents
payment
of
Missionary
Life
Afe Oj
Pliny
which ultimately sold for a hundred times as much. Herald, &c.)
{Plin., 6. 23.— Id., 6, 29.—Strab H^O.—Agalhemer.,
Besippo, a seaport town of Hispania Baetica, east
The ruins of the ancient Berenice are found at of Junonis Promontorium, where Mela was bom.
2, 5 )
the modern port of Habest
{Murray, Hist. Account, Its ruins lie in the neighbourhood of the modem Porto
The
&c., vol 2, p. 187 )— IX. A city of Cyrenaica, called Barhato.
{Philos. Transact., vol. 30, p. 922.)
also Hesperis.
In its vicinity the ancients
placed the town of Vejer de la Frontcra, which many think repIt is now
gardens of the Hesperides.
Bengazi, a resents the ancient Besippo {Hardouin, ad Plin., 3,
Few traces of the ancient city 3), lies too far from the sea. {Ukert, Geog., vol. 2, p.
poor and filthy town.
remain above ground, althouah much might be
brought 343.)
' When we
to light by excavation.
reflect," remarks
Bessi, a people of Thrace, occupying a district
" that Berenice flourished
under Justin- called Bessica, between Mons Rhodope and the northCapt Beechy,
its
and
that
walls
underwent
a
ian,
The Bessi belonged to the
thorough repair in era part of the Hebms.
the reign of that emperor, it will be
thought some- powerful nation of the Satrae, the only Thracian tribe
what singular, that both the town and its walls should which had never been
{Herod., 7, 110.)
subjugated.
have disappeared so completely as they have done."
According to Strabo (318), they were a very lawless
Of the latter, scarcely a vestige remains above the sur- and predatory race, and were not conquered finally till
at Jerusalem,

63.

is

often

—

;

;

—

—

—

:

—

;

—

.

—

,

face of the plain.

{Modern

an old

Traveller, part 49,

woman

p.

98.)

of Epidaurus, nurse to
Semele. Juno assumed her shape, when she
persuaded
Semele not to receive the visits of Jupiter if he did not
appear in the majesty of a god.
{Ovid, Met., 3, 278.)
II. The wife of
Doryclus, whose form was assumed
by Iris at the instigation of Juno, when she advised

Bbrob,

I.

—

the Trojan women to bum the fleet of iEneas in Sicily,
(rtr^., ^n., 5, 620.)
Bcr<ea or Bbrrhcea, a large and populous city of
It was a
Macedonia, south of Edessa.
place of great

—

Flor., 4, 12.)
the reign of Augustus. (Dio Cass., 54.
Bessus, a governor of Bactriana, who, after the
battle of Arbela, seized Darius, his sovereign, with
the intention of carrying him off prisoner to his sabut, being hotly pursued by the Macedonians,
trapy
he left the monarch wounded and dying in the way,
and effected his own escape. Being subsequently delivered into the hands of Alexander, that monarch, ac;

him up
cording to one account {Justin, 12, 5), gave
to the brother of Darius.
for
(Compare
punishment

Curt., 5,

12, seqq.^ld., 7, 5.)

Plutarch, however,

B

I

BIS

B

Alexander himself punished the offender in
the following manner
he caused two straight trees to
be bent, and one of his legs to be made fast to each ;
then suffering the trees to return to their former posture,
his body was torn asunder by the violence of the recoil.
states, that

:

Arrian makes Alexander to have
{Plut., Vit. Alex.)
caused his nostrils to be slit, the tips of his ears to be

and the offender, after this, to have been sent
and put to death in the sight of all the
inhabitants of the capital of Media.
(Arrian, Exp.

cut

4, 7.)

a son of the river-god Tiber,
Servius makes him the founder
daughter of Tiresias.
of Mantua, and identical with Ocnus.
{Serv. ad
The
Virg., Edog., 9, 60.— W. ad Mn., 10, 198.)
allusion in Virgil's ninth Eclogue is thought to be to
this same Bianor, but consult the remarks of
Heyne,

BiANOB,

ad

loc.

I. son of
Amythaon and Idomene, was king of
Argos, and brother to the famous soothsayer MelamII. One of the seven wise
{Vid. Melampus.)
pus.
men of Greece. He was son of Teutamus, and was
bom at Priene, in Ionia, about 570 B.C. Bias was
a practical philosopher, studied the laws of his country, and employed his knowledge in the service of

Bias,

—

them

courts of justice,
a noble use of his
wealth.
His advice, that the lonians should fly before
the victorious Cyrus to Sardinia, was not followed, and
the victory of the army of Cyrus confirmed the correctness of his opinion. The inhabitants of Priene, when
besieged by Mazares, resolved to abandon the city with
their property.
On this occasion Bias replied to one
of his fellow-citizens, who expressed his astonishment
that he made no preparations for his departure, " I carhis friends, defending
settling their disputes.

in the

He made

ry everything unth me." He remained in his native
His
country, where he died at a very advanced age.
countrymen buried him with splendour, and honoured
his

memory.

Some

served.

(Biogr.

Americ.,

vol. 2,

BiBACULUs

of his apophthegms are still preUniv., vol. 4, p. 455.
Encyclop.

—

p. 89, seq.)
(M. Furius), a Latin poet,

bom

at Cre-

mona about 103 B.C. He appears to have composed
a turgid poem entitled JElhwpis, on the legend, very

probably, of the Ethiopian Memnon ; and also another
on the mouths of the Rhine. This last is thought to

have formed part of an epic poem on Caesar's wars

in

Gaul.

(Burmann, Anthol. Lat., lib. 2, ep. 238.)
Both works are lost, and we have only a couple of
fragments remaining.

(B'dhr, Gesch.

Rom.

Lit., vol.

Horace {Serm., 2, 5, 40) ridicules a
124.)
laughable verse of his, in which Jupiter is represented
*^
as spitting snow upon the Alps
Jupiter hibernas
cana nive conspuet Alpes.''^ This line occurred in the
beginning of a poem which he had composed on the
Gallic war.
Quintilian (10, 1, 96) enumerates Bibaculus among the Roman Iambic poets, and, in another part of his work (8, 6, 18), gives this same line,
It is surciting it as an instance of harsh metaphor.
prising that the critic did not carry his censure farther
than this, and therefore Spalding well remarks of the
" Debebat autem nosier sordium
omission,
quoque incusarc hanc metaphor am.'*'' To render his parody
more severe, Horace substitutes Furius himself for the
1,

affairs

This conduct
ed himself with pubUshing edicts.
placed his colleague in an odious light, and Cajsar enhe had
whom
deavoured, by means of the populace,
excited for this purpose, to force Bibulus to leave his

come forth and take an active part in
The attempt, however, proved unsuccessful.
Bibulus was not very conspicuous for miliIn the war between CcBsar and Pompey,
tary talents.
and of Manto however, he had the chief command of the fleet of the

off,

to Ecbatana,

AL,

measures of the former, he retired from public

in a great degree, and during eight months (the period
that remained for his holding the consulship) content-

p.

:

dwelling, and
public affairs.

He died at sea in the course of the civil con{Biogr. Univ., vol. 4, p. 463.)
BiFKONs, a surname of Janus, because he was represented with two faces.
( Vid. Janus )
BiLBiLis, I. a city of the Celtiberi, in Hispania
Tarraconensis, southeast of Numantia, and southwest
of Nertobriga.
It lay on the western bank of the river
The poet
Bilbilis, and was a Roman municipium.
Bilbilis was famed for the
Martial was born here.
mins
The
temper of the w eapons manufactured in it.
of the ancient city lie not far from the modern Colalatter.

test.

tayud, at a place called Bambola.
Alart.,

103.— Id.,

10,

4,

55.)— II.

—

{Plin., 34, 14.
river of His-

A

the coun-

pania Tarraconensis, running by Bilbilis, in
Iberus.
try of the Celtiberi, and falling into the

now

ing iron.
10, 103, et

It is

waters were famous for temperMartialr
{Hiervn., Paul, de Flum. Hisp.

the Xalon.

Its

—

ult.—Justin, 44, 8.)
BiMATER, a surname of Bacchus, which signifies
that he had two mothers, because, when taken from his
mother's womb, he was placed in the thigh of his father Jupiter.

(Ovid, Met., i, \2.)

BiNGiuM, a town of Gaul, in Germania Prima, west
It lay upon the Rhine, and is now
of Moguntiacum.
(Tacit., Hist, ^, 70.)
Bingen.
BioN, I. a native of Borysthenes, of low extraction.
When young he was sold as a slave to an orator, who
afterward gave him his freedom, and left him large
Upon this he went to Athens, and appossessions.
He had sevhimself to the study of philosophy.
plied
eral preceptors

but chiefly attached himself to th^
doctrine of Tbeodorus, of the Cyrenaic sect, of whicl
He flourished about tht
he was a professed advocate.
;

120th Olympiad.

(Diog. Laert., 4, 46, seqq.)—U.

—

III. A
Athenian tragic poet, a son of .^schylus.
Greek poet, bom near Smyrna, in the district of Phlossa.
He appears to have lived in Sicily, and to have
Moschus informs us
as his
died there of

An

poison,

pupil

Some make him contempoan elegy on his death.
others suppose that he
rary with Theocritus, while
He is
flourished a century later, about 187 B.C.
bucolic poets,
ranked, along with Moschus, among the
less on account of the subjects of his pieces, which
are for the most part of a lyric or philosophical charwhich he treats
acter, than by reason of the manner in
He is far inferior to Theocritus in simplicity
them.
in

and naivete.
boured ; but

His productions are

in general too la-

he succeeds perfectly, and
his writings are not wanting in elegance, and in corThere are naany good
rect and pleasing imagery.
editions of this poet's works, generally printed with
those of Moschus, the best of which is that of Valckemonarch of the skies, and, to prevent all mistake, ap- naer, Lugd. Bat., 1810, 8vo, reprinted at Oxford in
a laughable species of designation, 1816, by Gaisford, in the Poetce Minores Graci.
plies to the former
drawn directly from his personal appearance, '^pingui
BiSALT^, a people of Macedonia, situate between
tevtus omasa," "distended with his fat paunch." the lake Bolbe and the Strymon.
They were of Thrawho
cian origin.
(Herodotus, 7, 1 15.) Theopompus,
{Horat., I. c.)
that
BiBRACTE, a large town of the iEdui in Gaul, upon is cited by Steph. Byz. (s. v. BteraXr/a), afl^irmed,
this
the Arroux, one of the branches of the Ligeris or almost all the hares in the country occupied by
(Cramer's
It was afterward called Augustodunum, and is people were found to have two livers.
Ijoire.
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 266.)
now Autun. (Cees., B. G., 7, 55, «&c.)
BisANTHE, a town on the Propontis, northwest of
BiBiiLus, a son of M. Calpurnius Bibulus, by Portia,
It was called also Rcedestus, and is now
Caesar's
in
the
He was
Perinthus.
Cato's
daughter.
consulship, but, finding

it

colleague
impossible to thwart the

Rodosto.

in description

(Herod., 7, 137.)

BOE

BI T
It deBist5nis, a lake of Thrace, near Abdera.
its name from the Bistones, who inhabited its
shores, and held dominion over the surrounding dis-

rived

{Herod, 7, llO.—Scymn.,Ch., 673.)
BiTHVNiA, a country of Asia Minor, bounded by
the Euxine on the north, on the south by Phrygia and
west
Galatia, on the east by Paphlagonia, and on the
the earlier names
by the Propontis and Mysia. One of
of this region, more particularly along the shores of the
derived from
Propontis and Euxine, was Bebrycia,
tho Bebryces, who are said to have been the primitive
Homer nowhere mentions the
settlers in the land.
trict.

people of this country by the appellation of Bithynians,
out invariably designates them as Mysians and PhrygiStraans. (7/.,2,862.—iA., 13,792.— S^mA., 565.)
bo has also proved, that the Mysians not only occupied
the shores of the Lake Ascanius and the plains of Nic»a, but that they extended as far as Chalcedon and

the Thracian Bosporus.
{Strab., 566 )
Though we
cannot precisely fix the period at which the Bithyni
settled in the fertile district to which they communicated their name, we can have no doubt as to the
country whence they came, since the testimony of anto them a Thracian
tiquity is unanimous in ascribing

Herodotus, in particular, asserts that, accordorigin.
the banks
ing to their own traditions, they came from
of the Strymon, and, having been driven from their
country by the Teucri and Mysi, crossed over into
Asia.
{Herod., 7, 75.)
Thucydides also and Xenophon expressly style them Bithynian Thracians.
Id. tb.,
{Thucyd.yA, 75.—Xen., Hist. Gr, 1, 3,
Some geographers have noticed a distinction
3, 2, 2.)

2—

to be observed in regard to this people, namely, that
the appellation of Bithyni was properly applicable to

the inland population, while that of the coast took the
name of Thyni. {Apollod. Rhod., 2, A62.—Eusfath.
tid

Dionys. Perieg.,

torically speaking,

it

793.— f/m.,
of

is

little

his-

—The But,
Bithyni-

5, 32.)

value.

ans, as Herodotus informs us (I, 28), were first subOn the dissolution of the Lydian
jected by Croesus.
empire they passed under that of Persia, and their
country became the seat of a satrapy sometimes known
in history by the title of Dascylium, sometimes of
the Hellespont, but more commonly of Bithynia.
The people lived principally in villages ; the only considerable towns being situate on the coast, and inhabThis state of things lasted
ited by Greek colonists.
till the death of Alexander, who had taken
military
possession of the country after the defeat and expulsion of the Persians from the peninsula
On the decease of the King of Macedon, we find Botirus. the son
of Dydalsus, a Thracian chief, seizing upon Astacus,
a Greek town on the seacoast, and, after defeating
Calantus, the officer who commanded the Grecian
forces in that country, establishing an independent
principality, which he transmitted, through his lineal
descendants Bas and XijxBtes, to Nicomedes, son of
the latter, who, after the death of Lysimachus, first
assumed the title of King of Bithynia. He gave his
name to the city of Astacus, which from henceforth

was

called Nicomedia,

new kingdom.

— Pausan.,

and became the capital of the

{Memn

excerpt, ap.

Phot.,

p.

720,

An

account of the succession
in this family will be found under the articles Nicomedes and Prusias.
Like other Asiatic sovereigns,
the kings of Bithynia are said to have been sensual
and eflfeminate. {Polyb., 37, 2.— Czc, Verr., 5, IL)
The interior of the country was mountainous and
woody (Xen., Anab., 6, L5. Nicet., Chan., p. 128),
but near the sea it was covered with rich and fertile
The
plains, thickly spread with towns and villages.
seq.

-5,

12.)

—

—

produce consisted in grain of every sort in wine,
cheese, figs, and various kinds of wood.
{Xen.,
Anab., 6. 4, ^.— Strab., 565.— Plin., 11, 42.) The
western portion of Bithynia has received from the
;

Turks

the

name of Khodavcndkhiar ; and

that situated

on the Euxine and around the Bosporus they call Ko
{Cramer^ s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 167, stqq.)
djaili.
Vid. Cleobis.
BiTON.
Vid. Avaricum.
BiTUKicuM.
There were two
BiTURiGEs, a people of Gaul.
tribes of this name, the Bituriges Cubi and the BiturThe former were in Gallia Celtica, to
iges Vivisci.
Their capital was Avaricum,
the west of the ^dui.
now Bourges. The Vivisci were in Aquitania, on
the Atlantic coast, below the mouth of the Garumna.
Their chief city was Burdigala, now Bordeaux.
Lemaire, Index Geogr. ad
{CcEs., B. G., 8, 5, &c.

—

Cces., s. v., p. 210, seq.)
BizYA, a city in Thrace,
ine,

on the shores of the Euxabove Halmydessus, and northwest of Byzantium.

now

It is

Vyzia.

The

poets fabled that

it

was shun-

ned by swallows, on account of the crimes of Tereua.
{Plin., 4, n.—Soli?i., c. 10.— Ovid, Met., 6, 424,
seqq.)

BLANnusiA, or, more properly, Bandusia, a fountain
immediate vicinity of Horace's Sabine farm. It
is supposed to be the modern Fonte Bello.
(Compare
the remarks of the commentators on Horace, Ode 3,
in the

13. 1.)

,

.

.

Blastophcenices, a people of Lusitania. {Appian^
de reb. Hisp., 6, 50.) Ukert maintains the identity
of this people with the Bastuli Poeni.
{Geogr., vol. 2,
p.

309.)

a people of ^Ethiopia supra ^gyptum,
dwelling, according to Sirabo and Ptolemy, to the
southeast of the Astaboras, towards the Sinus Avalites.
They were fabled to be without heads, and to have the
This fable is
eyes and mouth placed in the breast.

Blemmyes,

owe

origin to a custom prevailing
depressing their heads between
their shoulders, which they forced upward, so that

supposed

among

to

its

this people, of

their necks became very short, and their heads were
concealed partly by their shoulders, and partly by their
Mela, 1, 4, 8.
{Strab., 563.
long and thick hair.
Amm. MarcelL, 14, 4. Vopisc. in
Plin., 5, 8.
Claudian,
Prob., c. 17.
Procop., Bell. Pers., c. 19.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Carm. de Nil., v. 19. Nonn. Dionys., 17, extr.)
Vid. Boudicea.
BoADicEA.
BoAGRius, a river of the Locri Epicnemidii, waterStrabo asserts that it was
ing the town of Thronium.
known likewise by the name of Manes, and was nothing more than a torrent, which was sometimes entirely dry, though occasionally it was swollen so as
to be two plethra in breadth.
(Compare Lycophron,
V.

1145.)

a king of Getulia, in alliance with Rome,
perfidiously delivered Jugurtha to Sylla, the
lieutenant of Marius.
Many of the old editions of

BoccHus,

who

Sallust

read JugurthiB filia Boccho nupserat {Jug.

80), instead of Bocchi, &c., thereby making
Bocchus to have been Jugurtha's son-in-law. The
Bell.,

Brotier, relying upon this reading and some of
Sylla's medals, proposes to substitute in Plutarch's life
of Marius, where mention is made of Bocchus, the term

Abb6

" father-in-law
;" but M. Vauvilliers
six MSS. of Sallust,
and in conformity with Florus (3, 1), for the expression
" father-in-law" of
Bocchus obtained, as
Jugurtha.
the reward of his treachery, the western part of Nu-

'•son-inlaw"

for

more judiciously contends, from

midia, which was afterward, in the reign of Claudius,
named Mauritania Caesariensis, now Fez. {Sallust^

Jug.— Pater c.,

2, 12.)

BonuAGNATUs, a leader of the Nervii, when CsBsar
made war against them. {C(zs., B. G., 2, 23.)
BoEDKOMiA, an Athenian festival, sacred to .Apollo
of the asPatroiis, and instituted in commemoration
sistance which the people of Athens received in the
son of Xuthus, when
reign of Erechtheus, from Ion,
was invaded by Euraolpus, son of Neptheir

country

tune.

It

was

which took

its

celebrated in the

name from

month Boedromion,

this circumstance.
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The

B(EO
appellation given to the festival
dpofiEiv,

Suid.,
Thes.,

from coming

to help.

derived airb rov Poij-

{ElymoL Mag.,

s. t.

—

in ApoU., v. 69.— Plut.,
Hellen. Alt., vol. 4, p. 143.)
of one of the Attic months.

v.— Callim., H.
27.— WacTismuth,

s.

c.

is

B (E T

BoEDRuHioN, the name
was the third in the order of the Attic

year, and
It derived its
corresponded nearly to our September.
name from the festival called Boedromia being celebrated during it.
{Vid. Boedromia.)
BcEOTARCH.*:, the chief magistrates in Boeotia. They
It

presided

in the national councils,

and commanded the

times at least, elected
annually, and rigidly restricted to their term of office.

They were,

forces.

Their number

is

in

later

supposed to have been originally

number of the confederate Boeowas afterward reduced, and underwent
many variations. Thebes appears to have had the
was supeprivilege of appointing two, one of whom
fourteen, the primitive

tian slates.

It

rior in authority to the rest, and probably acted as
Id., 4, 91.
{Thucyd., 2, 2.
president of the board.
—Arnold, ad Thucyd., I. c.—ThirlwalPs Hist. Gr.,

—

vol. 1, p.

434.— Ltt>.,

;

the chief

pan of

the country.

Numerous

which the Cephissus was the most important,
descending from the heights, had probably stagnated
for a long lime, and formed lakes, of which the Copais
was the largest. These same rivers appear to have
formed the soil of Bceotia, which is among the most
Bocotia was also perhaps the most
fruitful in Greece.
thickly settled part of Greece ; for no other could
show an equal number of important cities. This
country, as we learn from the concurrent testimony of
Strabo, Pausanias, and other ancient writers, was first
occupied by several barbarous clans, under the various
names of Aones, Ectenes, Temmices, and Hyantes.
Pausan., 9, 5.) To these succeeded,
{Strabo, 401.
according to the common account, Cadmus and his
rivers, of

—

followers, who, after expelling some of the indigenous
tribes above mentioned, and conciliating others, found-

which became afterward so celebrated under
of Thebes, and to which he gave the name
The descendants of Cadmus were comof Cadmea.
ed a

city,

the

name

subsequently, to evacuate Boeotia, after the
capture of Thebes by the Epigoni, and to seek refuge in the country of the lUyrian Enchelees. {Herodottis, 5. 61.
Pausanias, 9, 5.) They regained, however, possession of their former territory, but were once
pelled,

—

expelled, as we learn from Strabo,. by a numerOn this occasion,
ous horde of Thracians and others.
having withdrawn into Thessaly, they united themselves with the people of Ame, a district of that province, and for the first time assumed the name of Boeo-

more

After a lapse of some years,
{Strabo, 401.)
they were compelled to abandon Thessaly, when they

tians.

once more succeeded

in re-establishing

themselves

in

which they now communicated
This event, according to Thu-

their original abode, to
the name of Bceotia.

about sixty years after the capture
cydides, occurred
of Troy ; but, in order to reconcile this account with
of
the statement
Homer, who distinctly names the
the Grecian forces assembled at that
Boeotians

among

admits that a Boeotian
siege, the historian
division {arrodacfiog) had already settled in this province prior to the migration of the great body of the
The government of Bceotia remained
nation
12).

memorable

37)

;

the latter in the establishment of four councils,

which were possessed, in fact, of the sovereign authority, since all measures of importance were to be
submitted to their deliberation.
The general assembly
of the Boeotian republic was held in the temple of tha
Itonian Minerva.
{Pausan., 9, 34.) From the extent
and population of their territory, the Boeotians might
have played the first part in Greece, if they had not been
prevented by the bad government of the cities, by the
jealousy of Thebes, and the consequent want of union.
And yet the example of Epaminondas and Pelopidas
afterward showed that the genius of two men could
outweigh all these defects. The Boeotians were regarded by their neighbours, the Athenians, as naturally
a stupid race.
Much of this, however, was wilful exaggeration, and must be ascribed to the national enmity,
which seems to have existed from the earliest times
between these two nations.
Besides, this country
produced, in fact, many illustrious men, such as He-

—

siod, Pindar, Plutarch,

42, 43.)

BoEOTiA, a country of Greece Proper, lying to the
northwest of Attica, and shut in by the chains of Helicon, Cithaeron, Parnassus, and, towards the sea,
Ptous which mountains enclosed a large plain, constituting

who presided over the military as well as
departments {Thucyd., 2, 2 —Id., 4, 92.— Id., 5,

Boeotarchs,
civil

Epaminondas, Pelopidas,

&,c.

Mount Helicon was sacred to the
Muses, to whom also many of the fountains and rivers
of the country were consecrated.
The modern name
In Boeotia, too,

—

Livadia, which last
comprehends within its limits the ancient Boeotia, as
one of its component parts.
In Boeotia are several
celebrated ancient battle-fields, the former glory of
which has been increased by late events ; namely,
Plataea (now the village Kokla), where Pausanias and
Aristides established the liberty of Greece by their
victory over Mardonius ; Leuctra (now the village
Parapogia), where Epaminondas triumphed over the
Spartans ; Coronea, where the Spartan Agesilaus deof

Boeotia

is

Stramulipa,

in

—

the Thebans
and Chseronea, where Philip
founded the Macedonian greatness on the ruins of Grecian freedom.
Near Tanagra, the birthplace of Cohere also cocks
rinna, the best wine was produced
were bred, of remarkable size, beauty, and courage,
with which the Grecian cities, passionately fond of
feated

;

—

:

—

were supplied. The Boeotians were
{Cra^
particularly fond of music, and excelled in it.
mer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 189, seqq.
Heeren't
Politics of Anc. Greece, p. 32, Bancroft's transl.

cock-fighting,

—

—

Encyclop. Americ, vol. 2, p. 151, seqq.)
3oETHiU9, Anicius Manlius Torquatus Severinus, a

man

celebrated for his virtues, services, honours, and
He was born about A.D. 470, in Rome
or Milan, of a rich, ancient, and respectable family ;
was educated in Rome, in a manner well calculated
to develop his extraordinary abilities ; afterward went
to Athens, which was still the centre of taste and scitragical end.

ence, and studied philosophy under Proclus and others. Returning to Rome, he was graciously received by
Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, then master of Italy,
loaded with marks of favour and esteem, and soon
He exerted
raised to the first offices of the empire.
the best influence on the administration of tliis monarch, so that the dominion of the Goths promoted the
welfare and happiness of the people who were subject
to them.
He was long the oracle of his sovereign
The highest honours were
and the idol of the people.

thought inadequate to reward his virtue and his services.
But Theodoric, as he grew old^ became irritable, jealous, and distrustful of those around him.
The Goths now indulged in all sorts of oppression and
extortion, while Boethius exerted himself in vain to

He had already made many enemies
restrain them.
(I,
under the monarchical form till the death of Xanthus, by his strict integrity and vigilant justice. These at
who fell in single combat with Melanthus the Messe- last succeeded in prejudicing the king against him,
The opnian, when it was determined to adopt a republican and rendering him suspicious of Boethius.
This, though imperfectly known to us, position of Boethius to their unjust measures was conconstitution.
of aristocratic and strued into a rebellious temper, and he was even acappears to have been a compound
the former being apparent in cused of a treasonable correspondence with the court
democratic principles
He was arrested, imprisoned, a^
the appointment of eleven annual magistrates named of Constantinople.
;

B

BOO

L

—

While he was at the
executed, A.D. 524 or 626.
helm of stale, he found recreation from his toilsome
the construction of mathematical and
occupations
musical instruments, some of which he sent to Clo-

m

He was

thaire, king of France.

also

much given

to

the study of the old Greek philosophers and mathematicians, and wrote I.atin translations of several of them.

His most celebrated work

is

that

composed during

his

imprisonment, "On the consolation afforded by Philosophy." It is written in prose and verse intermixed.
The elevation of thought, the nobleness of feelmg, the
ease and distinctness of style which it exhibits, make

T. a Carthaginian
general, son of Hamilattempted to seize, by force of arms, upon
the government, but was overcome and put to death.
{Diod Sic, 20, 43.) II. A Carthaginian admiral, sent
to relieve Syracuse when besieged by the Romans.
He fled, however, before the fleet of Marcellus, and the

BoMiLCAR,

He

car.

—

A native of Numidia, a secret agent of
Jugurtha's, by whose means that monarch effected the
He afterward, at
assassination of Massiva at Rome.
the instigation of Metellus, the Roman commander,
conspired with Nabdalsa against Jugurtha, but the plot
city fell.-^III.

was discovered, and he was put to death. {Sallust,
any of Jug., 35, 61, 70.)
The principal edition is that of Basle, 1570,
the age.
BoMONic.*:, a name applied to the youths who were
fol.
A more modern one, of some value, appeared at whipped at the altar of Diana Orthia at Sparta, in honGlasgow, 1751, 4to. {Encyclop. Americ, vol. 2, p. 153, our of that goddess. The festival was called Aic^aaTiyum^, and was so named diro rev [laoriyovv, i. e.,
seqq.)
BoETHUs, I. a Stoic philosopher, referred to by from whipping. These boys were, at first, freebom
Diogenes I^ertius and Cicero. (Diog. L., 7, 143.
Spartans, but afterward of meaner birth, being freHis opinions quently the offspring of slaves.
Id. ib
Ctc dc Div., 1, 8.
2, 20.)
They were called*
differed so far from those of his school, in that he did Bomonicce (BupovLKal) from the scourging they unnot regard the world as animated, and in his admit- derwent at the altar, and which was very severe and
this composition, short as

it

far superior to

—

—

,

is,

,

ting four principles as the basis of judgment; namethought, sensation, appetite, and participation.

and, lest the ofl!icer should, out of compassion,
;
remit any of its rigour, Diana's priestess stood by
{Menag. ad Diog., I. c.) II. A peripatetic philoso- all the time holding in her hand the goddess's image,
He acquired so high a repu- which, say the ancients, was light and easy to be
pher, a native of Sidon.
tation, that Strabo, who had been his fellow-disciple, borne, but if the boys were spared, became so ponthe
most
illustrious philosophers of derous that the
ranks him among
priestess was scarcely able to support
his time, and Simplicius styles him ^av/idoio^, "the its weight.
The parents of the boys were also presad
Laert.,
and
exhorted
their sons to bear their sufTerings
7, 143.)
ent,
{Menag.
Diog.
toonderful.''^
III. A statuary, and engraver on plate, bom at Car- with patience and firmness.
He who showed the
Some of the
{Pausan., 5, 17.) He appears to have flour- most firmness was highly honoured.
thage.
ished before the destruction of the city by the Romans, boys even died under the lash ; these they buried by a
but we cannot, with any certainty, ascertain the age public funeral, with garlands on their heads, in token
in which he lived.
of joy and victory. The origin of this cruel custom
{SilHg. Diet. Art., s. v.)
Bon, a people of Celtic Gaul, who inhabited the is variously accounted for by the ancient writers.
country watered by the river Sigmanus, Signatus, or Some ascribe it to a wish on the part of Lyciirgus
Igmanus, now the Sollac. From Gaul they passed to inure the Lacedaemonian youth to labour and fatigue,
into Germany, and settled in the present Bohemia and to render them insensible to pain or wounds.
(Boierheim, i. e., the residence of the Boii), until they Others maintain that it was a mitigation of an oracle,
were expelled by the Marcomanni. Abandoning this which ordered that human blood should be shed on
Another tradition mentions that Pausaquarter, they carried their name with them into Boia- Diana's altar.
The name Boii is thought nias, at the battle of Plataea, being disturbed at the
ria, Bayaria, or B'lvana.
to denote " the terrible ones," and to be derived from preparatory sacrifices by a party of Lydians, and his
the Celtic Bo, "fear."
{Thierry. Hisloire des Gau- attendants having repelled them with staves and stones,
G , I, 28; 7, 17.)
the only weapons they had at the moment, instituted
Uns, vol. I, p. 48 —C«*.,
BoLA, a town of the .^qui in Italy. It is thought this custom subsequently in commemoration of the
to correspond with the small town of Poli, situate in event.
{Puusan., 3, 16.— Plut., Vit.
cruel

—

ly,

—

B

Lycurg.)

the mountains between Tivolt and Palcestrina, the anIt was a colony of Alba.
cient I'ibur and Praeneste.

BoN.\

Dea

Romans

{"the Good

Goddess''"'), a

name given by

Ops or Tellus, or, in other words, to the
{Vi>g.,jEn., 1, 675.)
goddess Earth. The first of May was the time for
BoLBK, I. a lake of Macedonia, in the territory of celebrating her festival, and it was also the anniversaMygdonia, and emptying into the sea near Aulon and ry of the dedication of her temple on the Aventine Hill.
Bormiscus. {Thucyd , 1, 58.) Dr. Clarke, who visited {Ovid, Fast., 5, 148, seq.) She was worshipfied by the
the shores of this lake in his travels, ol'strves, " it is Roman matrons in the house of the chief pontiff, and
now called Beshek ; it is about 12 miles in length, everything relating to the other sex was carefully excan find no notice that cluded. {Vid. Ciodius.) As the most
and 6 or 8 in breadth.
probable derivahas been taken of this magnificent piece of water by tion of the name of the month of
is from Maia. it
the

to

We

—

II. A
{Travels, vol. 8, p. 6.)
town near the Lake Bolbe. {Steph. Byz., s. v. BoA6at.)
one
mouths
of
the
of
the
in
the
BoLBiriNUM,
Nile,
vicinity of what is now the tov/n of Rosetta.
{Vid.

any modern writer."

Nilus.)

them, that Bona Dea was Fauna or Fatua, the daughter of Faunus, who, out of modesty, never left her
for which she
bower, or let herself be seen of men
was deified, and no man entered her temple. {Ma;

BoLiNK, a town of Achaia, between Drepanum and
which no longer existed in the time of Pausa-

PatrsB,

nias (7, 23).

May

has been inferred that this goddess and Bona Dea wore
The Romans had a legend among
the same deities.

Near

it

ran a river called Bolinaeus.

crob., 1, 12.)

BononTa, a

city of Pannonia,

on the Danube, north

corresponds with the modern BII.
Notit. Imp.)
lock or Ujlak.
{Anton., Itin.
A city of Gaul.
city of Italy.
{Vid. Felsina.)— III.
{Vid. Gesoriacum.)
ticed by Thucydides (8, 24), and is mentioned also in
Bonus Eventus, a Roman deity, whose worship
the life of Homer (c. 23.
Compare Steph. Byz., s. v. was first introduced by the peasants. He was represented holdmg a patera or cup in his right hand, and in
BoXiaooi).
BoLL.^NUs, a man whom Horace represents as of his left ears of corn. {Varro, de R. R 1, 1.— P/i/i.,
the most irascible temper, and most inimical to lo- 34,
8.)
{Serm., 1, 9, II.)
BoosuBA {bovis Cauda), a town of Cyprus, on the
<iuacity.

{Steph. Byz., s. v.)
BoMssus, a town in the island of Chios, situate on
the coast, and the site of which is occupied by the
modern village of Volisso. The ancient place is no-

of Sirmium.

Its site

—

—

—

,
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southwestern coast.

Venus had an

ancient temple

make

here.
constellation, near the Ursa Ma" the
Greek, Bowrjyf, and means
Oxen-driver,''^ Bootes being regarded in this sense as
the driver of the Wain {'Afia^a), another appellation
for the " Greater Bear."
{ArcUus, 91.
Manilius, 1,
313.) The Greeks generally saw in Bootes, Areas
son of Callisto.
Ovid, however, calls him on one occasion Lycaon, after the father of Callisto.
{Fast., 6,
235.) Others regarded him as Icarus, the father of
(Kirf. Icarus.)
Erigone.
Propertius hence calls the
seven stars of the Greater Bear, *' boves IcariiV {EL,

Bootes, a northern

jor.

Herodotus, Polybius, and Aman
length 120 stadia, from the Cyanean rocks
to Byzantium.
The new castles of Europe and Asia
are erected on either coast, on the site of the ancient
The old ones, raised
temples of Serapis and Jupiter.
by the Greek emperors, command the narrowest part
of the strait, where it is not more than 500 paces
with one another.

The name

is

—

its

Here Darius

across.

said to have crossed,

is

—

on his

For some remarks
expedition against the Scythians.
on the kings of Bo.sporus, as they are styled in history,
consult Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, p. 281, seqq., 2d ed.
II.
city in the Chersonesus Taurica, the same as

—

A

{Vid. Panticapaeum.)
BoTTiiEA, or BoTTi.<Eis, a name anciently given to
of
a narrow space
country in Macedonia, situated between the Haliacmon and Lydias, as Herodotus informs us (7, 127); but in another passage heextendsit
beyond the Lydias as far as the Axius. The Bottiaei
ter of Erechtheus, king of Athens, and carried her off had been, however, early expelled from this district by
to Thrace, where she bore him the winged youths the Macedonian princes, and had retired to the other
Zetes and Calais ; and two daughters, Chione and side of the Axius, about Therme and Olynthus {HeroCleopatra. {Plat., Phcedr., 229.—Apollod., 3, 15, 2. dot., 8, 127), where they formed a new settlement with
The Athenians ascribed the the Chalcidians, another people of Thracian origin, ocApoll. Rhod., 1,211.)
destruction of the fleet of Xerxes by a storm to the cupying the country of Chalcidice.
( Cramefs Anc.
Greece, vol. 1, p 220)
partiality of Boreas for the country of Orithyia, and

Panticapaeum.

2, 24, 24.)

Boreas, the North wind, regarded in the Grecian
mythology as a deity. According to the poets, he was
the son of Astraeus and Aurora, but others make him
the son of the Strymon.
He loved Orithyia, the daugh-

—

{Herod., 7,
temple to him after that event.
Boreas is also said by Homer to have turned
189.)
himself into a horse, out of love to the mares of Erich-

built a

thonius, and to have begotten on them twelve foals remarkable for their fleetness. (//., 20, 222.— Keight-

255, seqq.)
a large river of Scythia, falling
into the Euxine Sea, now called the Dnieper.
Herodconsiders
it
otus
the greatest of the Scythian rivers after the Ister, and as surpassing all others except the
He does not appear, however, to have known
Nile.
much about its course, and seems not to have been
apprized of the famous cataracts of this river, which
occur at the height of 200 miles above its mouth, and
are said to extend 40 miles, being 13 in number. ( Vid.
II. There was a city on the banks of this
Danaparis.)

Uy^s Mythology,

p.

BoRYSTHENBs,

I.

—

river called Boryslhenis, and also Olbia.
( Vid. 01HI.
favourite steed of the Emperor Hadribia.)

—

A

whom

he erected a monument after death.
Bosporus, I. a name applied to a strait of the sea.

an's, to

There were two

straits

known

in antiquity

by

this ap-

namely, the Thracian and the Cimmerian
the former now known by the name of the
Straits or Channel of Constantinople, the latter the
Straits of Caffa or Theodosia, or, according to a later
denomination, the Straits of Zabache.
By the Rus-

pellation,

Bosporus

;

sians, however,
commonly called the Bosporus.
Various reasons have been assigned for the name.
it

The

is

which makes the appellation refer to
the early passage of agricultural knowledge from East
to West (jSoi5f, an ox, and TTupoq, a passage).
Nymphius tells us, on the authority of Accarion, that the
to
the
Thracian
built
strait,
pass
Phrygians, desiring
a vessel, on whose prow was the figure of an ox, calling the strait over which it carried them, ^oog nSpog,
best

is that

Dionysius of HalicarBosporus, or the ox's passage.
nassus, Valerius Flaccus. and others of the ancient
writers, refer the name to the history of lo, who, when
transformed into a cow {(3ovg) by Juno, swam across
Arrian says that
this strait to avoid her tormentor.
the Phrygians were directed by an oracle to follow the
out
to
would
route which an ox
them, and that
point

one being roused by them

—The

for this purpose,

it

strait.

strait

places,
relate that a person might hear birds sing on the opconverse across
posite side, and that two persons might

Z64

or BoADiCEA, queen of the Iceni, in Britduring the reign of Nero.
Having been treated
in the most ignominious manner by the Romans, she
headed a general insurrection of the Britons, attacked
the Roman settlements, reduced London to ashes, and

put to the sword all strangers to the number of 70,000.
Suetonius, the Roman general, defeated her in a decisive battle, and Boudicea, rather than fall into the
hands of her enemies, put an end to her own life by
{Tacit., Ann., 14, 31.)
I. an ancient town of Latium, on the
Appian Way, between the ninth and tenth mile-stones ;
and answering, according to the opinion of Holstenius,

poison.

BoviLL^E,

to the situation of the inn called

same
nae.

rOstcria

delle

Frat-

distinguished from another town of the
name in Novum Latium by the title of SuburbaBovillae was one of the first towns conquered by

tochie.

It

is

We

learn
Romans, according to Florus (1, 11).
from Cicero that it was a municipium {Orat. pro PlanII.
cio), but he represents it as almost deserted.
town of Novum Latium its precise situation has not
been ascertained.
Vulpius says, that some vestiges
of this town may be traced near a place called Bavxo,
not far from Veroli.
{Vet. Lat., p. 120.)
the

—

A

;

BrachmInes, Indian

philosophers.

[Vid.

Gymno-

sophistae.)

Branchiades, a surname of Apollo.

{Vid. Bran-

chidae.)

the inhabitants of a small town in
Branchidje,
Sogdiana, on the river Oxus, put to the sword by Alexander.
They were descended from the Branchidae,
a family who held the priesthood of the temple of Apollo
I.

DidymsBus at Didymi near Miletus. The Persians under Xerxes plundered and burned the temple, and the
Branchidae, who had betrayed it into their hands, became, on the defeat of Xerxes, the voluntary companions of his flight, in order to avoid the justice of their
countrymen.

They

into a small state.

settled on the Oxus, and grew
up
Alexander's motive in the cruel

this people was retaliation for the sacriII. The
lege of their ancestors. {Curt., 7, 5.)
priests
of Apollo Didymaeus, who gave oracles in Caria. ( Vid.

massacre of

—

swam Didymi.)

of the Thracian Bosporus
from the Cyanean rocks to the harproperly extended
It is said to be
bour of Byzantium or Constantinople
16 miles in length, including the windings of its course,
In several
and its ordinary breadth about It miles.
however, it is very narrow ; and the ancients
across the

BouDicEA

ain,

Branchus,

who gave him

a youth of Miletus, beloved by Apollo,
the power of prophecy.
He gave ora-

cles at

Didymi. {Vid. Didymi.)
BrasTdas, son of Tellis, was a celebrated Spartan
commander during the Peloponnesian war. and gained
the Athenians.
The principal
scene of his operations was in the north, in that part of
Thrace, or, rather, Macedonia, which was so numerous-

many successes over

BRE

BEI

settled by Greek colonies, a large number of which
be broaght under the control of Sparta by his arms or
ly

He lost his life at the taking of
personal influence.
The virtues of his
(Ki(/. Amphipolis.)
Amphipolis.
of the best days of
private character were worthy
{Thucyd., 2, 25.— Id., 4, II.— Id., 4, 78.—
Sparta.
Jd.^ 4, 81.— Id., 4, 102, 6cc.—Id, 5, 10.)
Brasidea, festivals at Lacedaemon, in honour of
Brasidas. None but freemen born Spartans were permitted to enter the lists, and such as were absent were
fined.

Brauron, a town of

Attica, celebrated in mytholo-

rather the proper

name Bran, which occurs

—

in

Welah

Another Gallic leader,
who made an irruption mto Greece at the head of an
army of his countrymen, consisting of 152,000 foot
and 20,000 horse. After ravaging various parts of
Northern Greece, they marched against Delphi, and
endeavoured to plunder the temple. But the army of
the invaders, according to the Grecian account, were
seized with a panic terror during the night, and being
attacked at daybreak by the Delphians and others of
the Greeks, retreated in the utmost confusion. Large
numbers perished, the Greeks continually hanging oa
and Brennus, woundthe skirts of the retreating foe
ed, and dispirited by his overthrow, killed himself in a
fit of intoxication, B.C. 278.
(Pausan., 10, 19
It would
10, 22.— Justin, 24, 6, &c.)
appear, that
besides the Gauls mentioned here, another body of the
same race were ravaging Thrace and Macedonia; and
these latter were they who crossed over into Asia, not
the remains of the army of Brennus.
(Consult SiebeIts, ad Pausan., 10, 23, 8.)
Briarkus, I. a giant famous in early fable. He and
his two brothers Cottus and Gyes, were the offspring
of Uranus and G6 (Coelus and Terra), and had each
a hundred hands.
According to Homer, he was called of men .^gaeon, and by the grods alone Briareui.
When Juno, Neptune, and iMinerva conspired to de-

history.

(Arnold,

I.

c.)

II.

gy as the plare where Iphigenia first landed after her
From
escape from Tauris with the statue of Diana.
this circumstance, the goddess Avas here held in peculiar veneration, under the title of Brauronia.
{Pausan.,
1, 33.—Steph. Bt/z., s. v. Bpavpuv.
Strabo, 398 )
The ruins of Brauron are pointed out by modern travChandler
ellers near the spot called Palaio Braona.
calls the modern site Vronna.
{Travels, vol. 2, ch.
34.
Compare GelPs Itinerary, p. 77.) Diana had
three festivals here, called Brauronia, celebrated once
every fifth year by ten men who were called UpoirocoL
They sacrificed a goat to the goddess, and it was usual
The most
to sing one of the books of Homer's Iliad.
remarkable that attended were young virgins in yellow
gowns, consecrated to Diana. They were about ten
years of age, and not under five, and therefore their throne Jupiter, Briareus being brought by Thetis to
consecration was called SeKaTsveiv, from Sekg, decern ; the aid of Jupiter, ascended the heavens, and seated
and sometimes upKTeveiv, as the virgins themselves himself next to him, and so terrified the conspirators
bore the name of ap/crot, bears, from this circumstance. by his fierce and threatening looks, that they shrunk
There was a bear in one of the villages of Attica so from their purpose. (Horn., H., 1, 403.) Briareus
Vid.
tame, that he ate with the inhabitants, and played harm- also appears in fable as one of the Cyclopes.
(
This familiarity lasted long, till a Cyclopes.) The name Bpidpecj^ appears to be akin to
lessly with them.
young virgin treated the animal too roughly, and was ^piucj, fSpiapdc, I3pi6u, (3pi6vc, all denoting weight
The virgin's brother killed the bear, and and strength. (Keighlley's Mythology, p. 46.) II.
killed by it.
the country was soon after visited by a pestilence. A Cyclop, made judge between Apollo and Neptune,
The oracle was consulted, and the plague removed by in their dispute about the isthmus and promontory of
This Corinth.
He gave the former to Neptune, and the latconsecrating virgins to the service of Diana.
was so faithfully observed, that no woman in Athens ter to Apollo. He is probably the same fabulous per;

—M,

—

—

—

—

was ever married
the goddess.

The

before a previous consecration to
statue of Diana of Tauris, which

had been brought into Greece by Iphigenia, was preXerxes carried it
served in the town of Brauron
away when he invaded Greece, (Cramer's Ancient
Greece, vol. 2, p. 382.)

Brenni and Breoni,

a people of Italy, occupying,
together with the Genauni, the present Val d Agno
and Val Brauma, to the east and northeast of the

sjnage with the precedmg

Brigantes.

(Pausan., 2, 1.)
a people in the northern parts of Britain,

regarded as the greatest, most powerful, and most
ancient of the British tribes.
They possessed the
country from sea to sea, comprising the counties of

York, Durham, Lancaster, Westmoreland, and Cum'
Their capital was Eboracum, York. The
Brigantes (Briges, Bryges) would seem to have been
originally of Thracian origin, and to have wandered
forth from their mountain homes, between Macedonia
and Thrace, over various parts of Europe, such as
berhind.

Lacus Verbanus {Lago Maggiore). They, together
with the Genauni, were subdued by Drusus, whose
Strabo calls them Brenci Gaul, Spain, Britain, &c.
They also penetrated iuto
victory Horace celebrates.
others term the former Breuni. {Horat., .Asia Minor, and were there called Phryges (Phrygiand Genaui
Od., 4, 14, 16 )
Consult, as regards the root of the name, the
ans).
Brenncs, I. a general of the Galli Senones, who remarks under the article Mesembria.
entered Italy, defeated the Romans at the river AUia,
Brigantinus Lacus, a lake in Vindelicia, separating
The Ro- the Helvetii from the Vindelici and other German
and entered their city without opposition.
mans fled into the capitol, and left the whole city in tribes. Another name for it was Bodamicus Lacus.
The Gauls climbed It is now the Lake of Constance (Constanzer-See),
the possession of their enemies.
the Tarpeian rock in the night, and the capilol would as the Germans call it, who have likewise another aphave been taken, had not the Romans been awakened pellation for it, resembling one of the ancient names,
(Pirn., 9, Xl.— Mela, 3, 2.—Amm.
by the noise of the sacred geese in the temple of Juno, i. e., BodenSee.
;

and immediately repelled the enemy. {Vid. Manlius.) MarcelL, 15, 6.)
Camillus, who was in banishment, marched to the reBrigantium, I. called also Brigantia, a city of Vinlief of his country, and so totally defeated the Gauls, delicia, near the southeastern extremity of the Lacus
that not one remained to carry home the news of their Brigantinus.
It was the station of a force in the time
destruction.
The destruction of the Gauls by Camil- of the Antonines, for the purpose of watching the
The modem name is
lus is the national account given by the Roman writers, movements of the Alemanni.
and is replete with error and exaggeration.
II. A city of Hispania Tarraconensis, now
(Consult Bresenoz.
remarks under the article Camillus.) As regards the Corunna. Some erroneously identify Abobriga with
name Brennus, it may be remarked, that it is nothing this place. (Dio Cass., 37, 53 )
more than the Cymric word Brenhin, which signifies
Brilessus, a name given to the range of hills that
*'
"
(Strab.y
leader," converted into a Latin form. united Mount Pentelicus with Anchesmus.
king" or
The Romans mistook it for a proper name. (Thierry, 399.) The modern name is Turko vouni. (GcW$
Hist, des Gum/ vol. 1, p 57.
Arnold''s Rome, vol. Itin., p. 68 and 77.)
"
"
1, p 524.)
BbImo (from /?p£Mw, to roar" to rage''), a name
Pritchard, however, maintains that it is
365
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BRI

BRI

given to Hecate, and chiefly employed to denote her
terrific appearance, especially when she came summoned by magic arts. Apollonius describes her as
having her head surrounded by serpents twining through
branches of oak, while torches flamed in her hands, and
the infernal dogs howled around her.
(Apoll. R., 3,
1214, seqq.)
Briseis, a patronymic of Hippodamia, or Lyrnesseis, daughter of Brises, high-priest of Jupiter at PedShe was remarkable for her beauty,
asus in Troas.
and was the wife of Mines, who was killed in the siege
carried on by Achilles against Lyrnessus.
From Lyrnessus the Grecian warrior brought her away captive.

She was taken from him by Agamemnon, during

the
quarrel occasioned by the restoration of Chryseis, but
she was given back to him, when a reconciliation took

II., 1, 336, &,c.—Ovid, A. A., 3, 2.—
Proper t., 2, 8, 20, &c.)
"
Briseus, a surname of Bacchus, said to signify the
discoverer of honey."
Some derive the appellation
from the nymphs called BrisaR, the nurses of the god.

{Horn.,

place.

Cornutus, the interpreter of Persius, deduces it from
Bobris, equivalent, as he informs us, io jucundus.
chart gives a Syriac derivation, briz doubsa, " a lake
of honey."
(Rolle, Rechcrches, &c., vol. 3, p. 390.)
Bkitanni, the inhabitants of Britain. {Vtd. Britannia.)

Britannia,

An

called

also

Albion.

{Vid.

Albion.)

Ocean, and the largest in
Europe. The Phoenicians appear to have been early
with
to
have carried on here a traffic
it, and
acquainted
for tin.
Commercial jealousy,
(Vid. Cassiterides.)
induced
them
to
however,
keep their discoveries a profound secret. The Carthaginians succeeded to the
Avienus, in
Phoenicians, but were equally mysterious.
his small poem entitled Ora Maritima, v. 412, makes
mention of the voyages of a certain Himilco in this
quarter, and professes to draw his information from the
Little was known of
long-concealed Punic Annals.
Britain until Caesar's time, who invaded and endeavisland in the Atlantic

oured, although ineffectually, to conquer the island.
After a long interval, Ostorius, in the reign of Claudius,
reduced the southern part of the island, and Agricola,
subsequently, in the reign of Domiiian, extended the
Roman dominion to the Frith of F^orth and the Clyde.
The whole force of the empire, although exerted to the
utmost under Severus, could not, however, reduce to
Britain
aubjection the hardy natives of the highlands.
Roman province until A.D. 426, when the
a
were
in
measure
withdrawn, to assist
troops
great
Valenlinian the Third against the Huns, and never reThe Britains had become so enervated under
turned.
the Roman yoke as to be unable to repel the incursions
of the inhabitants of the north.
They invoked, therefore, the aid of the Saxons, by whom they were them-

continued a

selves subjugated, and at length obliged to take refuge in the mountains of Wales. The name of Britain
was unknown to the Romans before the time of Cae-

—

Bochart derives

from the Phoenician or Hethe land of tin."
Others
deduce the name of Britons from the Gallic Britti,
"
painted," in allusion to the custom on the part of the
inhabitants of pa-nting their bodies.
{Adelung, Mith-

sar.

it

brew term Bara/anac. "

Britain was famous for the
50.)
walls built in it, of which traces remain at the

ridates, vol. 2, p

which

ninus, restored the second wall of Agricola,

is

commonly called the Vallum Antonini. But the greatest of all was that of Severus, begun A.D. 209. and
finished the next year,

and which was only

north of Hadrian's wall.

thousand men.
2,

&c.—Id.

Veil.

It

a

few yards

was garrisoned by ten

—

Id. it., 5,
{Cas., B. G., 4, 21, seg.
IB.—PliJi., 4, 16.— Mela, 3, 6.—

ib., 6,

Paterc,

2, 46,

&c.)

C^sar

(Tiberius Claudius Germanicus), son of the Emperor Claudius and Messalina,
was born a few days after the accession of his father
to the throne.
After the return of the emperor from
his expedition to Britain, the surname of Britannicus
As the
on
was bestowed
both the father and son.
eldest son of the emperor, Britannicus was the lawful
but Claudius was prevailed upon
heir to the empire
by his second wife, the ambitious Agrippina, to adopt
Domitius Nero, her son by a former marriage, who
was three years older than Britannicus, and to declare
him his successor. The venal senate gave its consent.
In the mean time, Agrippina, under the pretext of
motherly tenderness, strove to keep Britannicus as
much as possible in a state of imbecility. She removed his servants, and substituted her own creatures.
Sosibius, his tutor, was murdered by her contrivance.
She did not permit him to appear beyond the precincts
of the palace, and even kept him out of his father's
that he was insane and episight, under the pretence

Britannicus,

;

Although the weak emperor showed

leptic.

that

he

his death,
penetrated the artifices of Agrippina, yet
which she effected by poison, prevented him from re-

Nero was proclaimed emperor,
his error.
In
while Britannicus was kept in close confinement.
a dispute with Nero, Agrippina threatened to place
Britannicus, who was then fourteen years of age, on
the throne, upon which Nero caused him to be jioisHis funeral took place the same
oned at a banquet.
His body was burned, without any pomp, in
night.
trieving

the Campus Martius, amid a violent storm, which the
of the gods.
people regarded as announcing the anger
It is said that Nero had caused the face of his victim, already blackened with the poison, to be painted
white, but that the heavy rain washed off this artificial colour, and the gleam of the lightning revealed
the crime which had been confided to the bosom of
the night.

According

some

to

authorities, Britanni-

cus was naturally characterized by the same feebleness of spirit as his father, and Nero corrupted and
abused his youth. They also state, that Agrippina
Racine has immortalized the name
advised his death.
of this young prince by one of his finest tragedies.

Ann.,

11,

41.— Id.

ib.,

(Tacit.,

25, et
2, p.

11.— W.
13, 16.

— Biogr.
275, seqq.

12,

2.— Id.

— Encyclop.
th.,

12,

ib.,

Americ, vol

Univ., vol. 5, p. 627, seqq.)

Britomartis, a Cretan nymph, daughter of Jupiter
and Charme, and a favourite companion of Diana.
Minos, falling in love with her, pursued her for the space
of nine months, the nymph at times concealing herself
from him amid the trees, at times among the reeds
and sedge of the marshes. At length, being nearly
overtaken by him, she sprang from a cliff into the sea,
where she was saved in the nets (tJf/crva) of some fishThe Cretans afterward worshipped her as a
ermen.
under the name of Dictynna, from the above

goddess,
circumstance, which was also assigned as the reason
for the cliff from which she threw herself being called
by Agricola, .^.D
present day.
of
situation
the
the
in
of
At the rites sacred to her, wreaths of pine
Hadrian, Dictaeon
79, nearly
rampart
In A.D. 81, or lentisk were used instead of myrtle, as a branch of
and wall of Severus mentioned below.
her
Agricola built a line of very strong forts from the Frith the latter had caught her garments, and impeded
then sailed for
of Forth to the Frith of Clyde. This, however, was flight.
liCaving Crete, Britomartis
insufficient to check the barbarians after his departure.
.^gina in a boat the boatman attempted to offer her
In A.D 120, therefore, Hadrian erected a famous wall violence, but she got to shore and took refuge in a
from Boulness on Sohcay Frith, to a spot a little be- grove on that isj^nd, where she became invisible (a^ayond Newcastle upon Tyne. It was sixty-eight Eng- v^f) : hence she was worshipped in ..'Egina under the
lish or seventy-four Roman miles long
Twenty years name of Aphaea. {Callim., H. in D'on., 190, seqq.
after this, Lollius Urbicus, under the Emperor Anto- —Died. Sic, 5, 76.
Pausan., 3,
Anton., lib. 40.

Roman

The

first

was

built

.

:

—

306

—

B

— Muller,

RU

B R U

— Keightley's

cape of his enemy. From his account we learn that
the city possessed two harbours, one called the inner,
and the other the outer, communicating by a very
narrow passage.
(Cces., Bell. Civ., 1, 25.
ApIt is now Bresdlo.
defeated.
2, 49.— Cjc, Ep. ad Alt., 9, 12, seqq.)
{Tacit., Hist., 2, 33.) pian, B. C
Brixia, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, to the west of Strabo considers the harbour of Brundisium as supeIt
rior to that of Tarentum, for the latter was not free
the Lacus Benacus, and southeast of Bergomum.
was the capital of the Cenomanni, as we learn from from shoals. (Strab., 282. Compare Pigona/i, Mem.
Livy (32, 30). Brixia is known to have become a del riaprimento del port di Brindisi, Nap., 4 to,
Roman colony, but we are not informed at what pe- 1781.) It was at Brundisium that a convention was
30.

JEginet., p.

164, seqq.

Mythology p. 131.)
Brixellum, a town of Italy, in Gallia Cispadana,
northeast of Parma, where Otho slew himself when
J

—

,

—

rod

this event look place.
(Plin., H. N., 3, 19.)
Strabo speaks of it as inferior in size to Mediolanum
atid V"erona.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 63.)
Bromios, an appellation given to Bacchus, from
It
the noise with which his festivals were celebrated.
" to roar."
is derived from
(ipificj,

the Cyclopes.
The name i.s de" thunder.'"
rived from ^povrri,
( Virg., JSn., 8, 425.)
Bructeki, a people of Germany, between the Amifiia or Eins, and Lacus Flevus or
Zuyder Zee. (Ta-

Brontbs, one of

cit.,

Ann.,

1,

51.)

Brundisium, or less correctly Bruvdusicm, a celebrated city on the coast of Apulia, in the territory of
the Calabri.
By the Greeks it was called Bpevreaiov,
a word which, in the Messapian language, signified a
tag's head, from the resemblance which its different
harbours and creeks bore to the antlers of that animal.
Festus, s. v. Brundisium.
(Strabo, 282.
Steph.,

—

—

Byz., s. V. BpEvreaiov.) It is not necessary to repeat the various accounts given by different writers
its
respecting the foundation of this city
antiquity is
evident from the statement of Strabo, that Brundisium
;

was

already in existence, and under the government
of its own princes, when the Lacedaemonian Phalanthus arrived with his colony in this part of Italy.
It
is recorded also to the honour of the Brundisians, that
although this chief had been instrumental in depriving
them of a great portion of their territory, they generously afforded him an asylum when he was exiled from
Tarentum, and after his death erected a splendid
monument to his memory. (Strab., 2S2. Aristot.,
The situation of its harJustin, 3, 4.)
Polit., 5, 3.
bour, so advantageous for communicating with the opposite coast of Greece, naturally rendered Brundisium
a place of great resort, from the time that the colonies
of that country had fixed themselves on the shores of
Herodotus speaks of it as a place generally
Italy.
well known, when he compares the Tauric Chersonese to the lapygian peninsula, which might be considered as included between the harbours of Brundisium and Tarentum (4, 99). Brundisium soon became
a formidable rival to Tarentum, which had hitherto
engrossed all the commerce of this part of Italy
(Poly b., frag., 11) ; nor did the facilities which it afforded for extending their conquests out of that
country,
escape the penetrating views of the Romans. Under

—

—

the pretence that several towns on this coast had favoured the mvasion of Pyrrhus, they declared war
against them, and soon possessed themselves of Brundisium (Zonar., Ann., 3), whither a colony was sent

A.U.C. 508.

20.— Liv.,

Epit., \9.— Vell.
Patcrc, 1, 14.) From this period the prosperity of
this port continued to increase in
proportion with the
fleets were
greatness of the Roman empire.
(Flor., 1,

Large
always stationed there for the conveyance of troops
into Macedonia, Greece, or Asia
and from the convenience of its harbour, and its facility of access from
;

every other part of Italy, it became a place of general
thoroughfare for travellers visiting those countries.
When the rapid advance of Caesar forced Pompey to
remove the seat of war into Epirus, he was for some
time blockaded by his successful adversary in Brundisium, before the return of his fleet enabled him to
evacuate the place, and carry his troops over to the
Caesar" describes
opposite coast.
accurately the works
undertaken there by his orders for
preventing the es-

held for the purpose of arranging the existing differences between Augustus and Marc Antony.
(Dio
Ca.ssius, 48.)
Among the commissioners appointed
was
who
was
former
the
MaRcenas,
by
accompanied on
It was this journey which
the occasion by Horace.

produced the humorous satire of Horace (1, 5), and
which terminates with the poet's arrival at the place
of his destination. Brundisium is now Brindisi. Here
the Appian Way ended.
Cra(Vid. Ap[)ia Via.

—

mer^s Ancicyit Italy, vol. 2, p. 303, seqq.)
Brutii, a people of Magna Graecia, in Italy, below
Lucania.
The origin which ancient historians have
ascribed to the Brutii, or, as they are called by the
Greeks, Bperriot, is neither remote nor illustrious
they are generally looked upon as descended from
some refugee slaves and shepherds of the Lucanians,
:

who, having concealed themselves from pursuit in the
and mountains with which this part of Italy
abounds, became, in process of time, powerful fronj
Their very name is said
their numbers and ferocity.
to indicate that they were revolted slaves
Bperr/ovf
yap KokovaL u-KoaruTa^, says Strabo, speaking of the
Lucanians.
This appellation the insurgents are sup(Nieposed to have accepted as a term of defiance.
forests

;

buhr,

Rom.

Hist., vol.

1,

51,

p.

Cambridge

transl.)

This savage race is represented as pouring forth to
attack their Lncanian masters, and to molest the Greand so forcian settlers on the coast of either sea
midable had they at length rendered themselves, that
to
the Lucani were compelled
acknowledge their independence, and to cede to them all the country south
of the rivers Laus and Crathis.
This advancement
;

of the Brutii to the rank of an independent nation is
supposed by Diodorus Siculus to have taken place

about 397 years after the foundation of Rome.
Dion,
the Syracusan, was at this time prosecuting his unit is
and
the
younger Dionysius
dertaking against
conceived that the hostilities of the Brutii were fomented by his means, in order to prevent the tyrant
from deriving any aid from his Lucanian allies. (Uiod.
;

—

The enterprising and
Strabo, 255 )
Sic, 16, 15.
turbulent spirit of this people was next directed
and, in proportion as
against the Greek colonies
;

these were rapidly declining, from jealousies and internal dissensions, and still more from luxury and indolence, their antagonists were acquiring a degree of vigour and stability which soon enabled them to accomThe Greek towns on the western
plish their downfall.
coast, from being weaker and more detached from the

main body of the Ilaliot confederacy, first fell into the
hands of the Brutii. The principal cities of which this
league was composed now became alarmed for their
own security, and sought the aid of the Molossian
Alexander against these dangerous enemies, with
whom the Lucanians also had learned to make common
cause.
This prince, by his talents and valour, for a
time checked the progress of these barbarians, and
in penetrating into the heart of their
but after his de.ah they again advanced, like
a resistless torrent, and soon reduced the whole of the
and Crathis, with the expeninsula between the Laus
At this p^
and Rhegium.
ception of Crotona, Locri,
an end at once
riod, Rome, the universal foe of all, put
After sustainto their conquests and independence.
both the Lucanians and Brutii are
ing several defeats,
said to have finallf submitted to L. Papirius Cursor,

even succeeded

country

;
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A.U.C. 430, which was two years after Pyrrhus had
withdrawn his troops from Italy. (Liv., Epit., 14.
The arrival of Hannibal once more,
Polyh., 1, 6.)

—

however, roused the Bruiii to exertion ; they flocked
eagerly to the victorious standard of that general, who
was by their aid enabled to maintain his ground in this
corner of Italy, when all hope of final success seemed
But the consequences of this
to be extinguished.
protracted warfare proved fatal to the country in which
it was carried on ; many of the Brutian towns being
totally destroyed, and others so much impoverished as
to retain scarcely a vestige of their former prosperity.
To these misfortunes was added the weight of Roman
vengeance ; for that power, when freed from her formidable enemy, too well remembered the support he
had derived from the Brutii for so many years to allow
unheeded.

A decree was there-

Such

is

" That Brutus
procu-

the legend of Brutus.

red the banishment of the Tarquins, in his capacity of
Tribune of the Celeres, is demonstrated," observes

"by

Niebuhr,

D. de origine

the

Lex

juris.)

tribunicia.

From

this

{Pomponiits, I. 2,
source came the in-

the lay which spoke
formation that he bore that office
of his feigned idiocy cannot have known anything of
this, and was incompatible with it ; the annalists combined the two.
That poetical tale may have been ocwhich yet may have had a
casioned by his surname
very different meaning from the one there affixed to
it.
Brutus, in Oscan, meant a runaway slave : now it
is easy
enough to understand, that the partisans of the
Tarquins may have called him such, and that, on the
other hand, he and the Romans might not be sorry to
let the nickname pass into vogue."
(Rom. Hist., vol.
:

:

—

II. D. Junius, master
1, p. 453, Cambridge transl.)
most abject state of the horse A.U.C. 418, and consul A.U.C. 429.
of dependance
they were pronounced incapable of {Liv., 8, 12, et 29.)— HI. D. Junius, consul A.U.C.
being employed in a military capacity, and their ser- 615, obtained a triumph for his successes in Spain.
vices were confined to the menial offices of couriers IV. M. Junius, father of the Brutus who was concernHe embraced the party
and letter-carriers. (Strabo, 251.— Id., 253.)
in the assassination of Caesar.
Brutidm, or Brctiorum Acer, the country occu- of Marius, and was overcome by Pompey. After the
death of Sylla, and the renewal of hostilities, he was
(Vtd. Brutii.)
pied by the Brutii.
Brutds, I. L. Junius, a celebrated Roman, the au- besieged by Pompey in Mutina, who compelled him to
thor, according to the Roman legends, of the great surrender after a long resistance, and caused him to be
He was brother-in-law to Cato by his
revolution which drove Tarquin the Proud from his put to death.
Brutus was an able lawyer, and wrote
throne, and which substituted the consular for the re- wife Servilia.
He was the son of Marcus Junius on the Civil Wars. (Cic, Bnit., 02.— Id., Or., 2,
gal government.
and of Tarqumia the second daughter of Tarquin. 32.
V. Marcus Junius, son of
Id., pro Cluent., 51.)
While yet young in years, he saw his father and broth- the preceding, was by the mother's side nephew of M.
slain
the
order
of
and
means
er
Cato (Uticensis). He accompanied his uncle to Cyby
Tarquin,
having no
of avenging them, and fearing the same fate for him- prus, A. U.C. 695, where the latter was sent by Clodius
It
to annex that island to the Roman empire.
self, he affected a stupid air, in order not to appear at
appears,
all formidable in the eyes of a suspicious and cruel
however, that he did not copy the example of Cato's
This
artifice
the
creditor
of
the citiand
he
so
far
become
successful,
for, having
tyrant.
proved
integrity
deceived Tarquin, and the other members of the royal zens of Salamis to a large amount, he employed one
family, that they gave him, in derision, the surname of Scaptius, a man of infamous character, to enforce the
Brutus, as indicative of his supposed mental imbecility. payment of the debt, together with an interest four
At length, when Lucretia had been outraged by Sextus limes exceeding the rate allowed by law. {Cic, ad
And when Cicero
Id. ib.j 6, 1, seqq.)
Tarquinius, Brutus, amid the indignation that pervaded An., 5, 21.
all orders, threw off the mask, and,
snatching the dag- governed the province of Cilicia, to which Cyprus
ger from the bosom of the victim, swore upon it eternal seems to have been annexed, Brutus wrote to him,
Wearied out with the and was supported by Atticus in his request, entreatexile to the family of Tarquin.
tyranny of this monarch, and exasperated by the spec- ing him to give Scaptius a commission as an officer
tacle of the funeral solemnities of Lucretia, the people of the Roman government, and to allow him to employ
abolished royalty, and confided the chief authority to a military force, to exact from the Salaminians the usuCicero
the senate and two magistrates, named at first praetors, rious interest which he illegally demanded.
but subsequently consuls.
Brutus and the husband was too upright a magistrate to comply with such reof Lucretia were first invested with this important of- quests, but they were so agreeable to the practice of
fice.
They signalized their entrance upon its duties the times, that he continued to live on intimate terms
by making all the people take a solemn oath never with the man who could prefer them and the literary
Efforts nevertheless tastes of Brutus were a recommendation which he
again to have a king of Rome.
were soon made in favour of the Tarquins an ambas- could not resist so that he appears soon to have forsador sent from Etruria, under the pretext of procuring gotten the affair of Scaptius, and to have spoken and
a restoration of the property of Tarquin and his family, thought of Brutus with great regard. They both, informed a secret plot for the overthrow of the new gov- deed, were of the same party in politics, and Brutus
ernment, and the sons of Brutus became connected with actively exerted himself, in the service of Pompey,
A discovery having been made, the although his own father had been put to death by the
the conspiracy.
sons of the consul and their accomplices were tried, orders of that commander.
Being taken prisoner in
condemned, and executed by the orders of their father, the battle of Pharsalia, he received his life from
Before Caesar set out for Africa to
although the people were willing that he should par- the conqueror.
don them. From this time Brutus sought only to die carry on war against Scipio and Juba, he conferred on
months
a
battle between the Brutus the government of Cisalpine Gaul, and in that
after,
himself, and some
Romans and the troops of Tarquin enabled him to province Brutus accordingly remained, and was actualHe encountered, in the fight, Aruns, ly holding an office under Caesar, while his uncle Cato
gratifv his wish.
the son of the exiled monarch; and with so much im- was maintaining the contest in .Africa and committed
of the enepetuosity did they rush to the attack, that both fell suicide rather than fall alive into the hands
His character, however, seems in have been
dead on the spot, pierced to the heart, each by the my.

their defection to pass

fore passed, reducing this people to a

—

:

—

—

;

—

;

:

The

corpse of Brutus was carThe consul Valerius pronounced a fvmeral eulogy over it, a statue of bronze
was raised to the memory of the deceased in the capitol, and the Roman females wore mourning for an enDion. Hal,
tire year.
Id., 2, 1, &c.
(Liv., 1, 56.

weapon
ried to

of the other.

Rome

in triumph.

—

4.

15.— Id.,

6, 1,

268

6Lc.— Virg.y ^n.,

—

6,

822, seqq.)—

;

o' the Salamingreatly improved since his treatment
ians, for he is said to have governed Cisalpine Gaul
In the year 708
with great integrity and humanity
he returned to Rome, but afterward set out to meet

Caesar on his return from Spain, and in an interview
which he had with him, at Nicaea, pleaded the cause
of Deiotarus, tetrarch of Galatia, with such warmth

BUG

BRUTU9.

That he was a stem and consistent
and freedom, that Csesar was struck by it, and was re- ter of Brutus.
minded of what he used frequently to say of Brutus, patriot throughout the whole of his career, the sketch
that, what his inclinations might be, made a very great which we have given of his movements prior to the
difference but that, whatever they were, they would be assassination of Caesar most clearly disproves.
Why
hold office under one who was trampling upon the
It was about this time also that
nothing lukewarm.
liberties
of
of
his
1
so
Brutus divorced his first wife, Appia, daughter
Why require much soliApcountry
famous Porcia, his citation before engaging in the conspiracy 1 Was he
pius Claudius, and married the
not
a usurper 1
he
aware
that
after
received
Cassar
was
Cato.
Soon
this would
of
the
cousin,
daughter
Or did he preanother mark of Cffisar's favour (P/uY., Vit. Brut.,c. 7. show a miserable want of penetration.
Dio Cass., 44, 13), in being appointed Praetor Urba- fer security to danger 1 where was the Roman paThe truth is, Brutus, notwithstanding
nus, A.U.C. 709 ; and he was holding that office when triot in this ]
he resolved to become the assassin of the man whose all that has been said of him, was but a tardy patriot.
government he had twice acknowledged by consenting His motives towards the close of his career were no
He was led into doubt pure enough, but he ought to have had nothing to
to act in a public station under it.
the conspiracy, it is said, by Cassius, who sought at do with Caesar the moment that general began to act
with treason towards his country.
As a student and
first by writing, and afterward by means of his wife
Junia, the sister of Brutus, to obtain his consent to be- man of letters, the character of Brutus appears to more
come an accomplice ; and Plutarch informs us, that advantage than as a patriot. He was remarkable for
when the attack was made on Caesar in the senate- literary application, usually rising with this view long
house, the latter resisted and endeavoured to escape, before day, and it is said that, on the evening previous
until he saw the dagger of Brutus pointed against him, to a battle, while his army was in a state of anxious
when he covered his head with his robe and resigned suspense and alarm, he calmly occupied himself in his
himself to his fate.
After the assassination of Caesar, tent with writing an abridgment of the history of Pothe conspirators endeavoured to stir up the feelings of lybius.
One of the most singular circumstances in the
the people in favour of liberty ; but Antony, by reading life of Brutus is that of the so-called apparition, which
the will of the dictator, excited against them so violent it is said appeared to him, on one occasion, in his tent
a storm of odium, that they were compelled to flee from at midnight.
"Who art thoul" inquired Brutus.
the city.
Brutus retired to Athens, and used every •'Thy evil genius," replied the phantom; "we will
;

—

—

—

—

—

exertion to raise a party there among the Roman noObtaining possession, at the same time, of a
large sum of the public money, he was enabled to bring
to his standard many of the old soldiers of Pompey
who were scattered about Thessaly. His forces dai-

bility.

he soon saw himself surrounded by a
considerable army, and Hortensius, the governor of
Macedonia, aiding him, Brutus became master in this
way of all Greece and Macedonia. He went now to
Asia and joined Cassius, whose efforts had been equalIn Rome, on the other hand, the triumly successful.
virs were all powerful ; the conspirators had been condemned, and the people had taken up arms against
them.
Brutus and Cassius returned to Europe to oppose the triumvirs, and Ociavius and Antony met them
on the plains of Philippi. In this memorable conflict
Brutus commanded the right wing of the republican
army, and defeated the division of the enemy opposed
to him, and would in all probability have
gained the
day, if, instead of pursuing the fugitives, he had brought
succours to his left wing, commanded by Cassius, which
was hard pressed, and eventually beaten by Antony.
Cassius, upon this, believing everything lost, slew himself in despair.
Brutus bitterly deplored his fate, sty" the last
him, with tears of the sincerest
ly increasing,

sorrow,
of the Romans."
On the following day, induced by
the ardour of the soldiers, Brutus again drew
up his
forces in line of battle, but no action took
place, and
he then took possession of an advantageous post, where
it was difficult for an attack to be made
upon him. His
ling

true policy was to have remained in this state, without
hazarding an engagement, for his opponents were distressed for provisions, and the fleet that was
bringing
them supplies had been totally defeated by the vessels
of Brutus.
This state of things, however, was unknown to the latter, and, after an interval of twenty
Where he himself
days, he hazarded a second battle.
fought in person, he was still successful hut the rest
of his army was soon overcome, and the conflict ended
in a total defeat of the
republican army.
Escaping
with only a few friends, he
passed the night in a cave,
and, as he saw his cause irretrievably ruined, ordered
;

at Philippi."
And so it happened. The
re-appeared on the eve of the second battle of
have here either an illusion on the part
Philippi
of Brutus, or a trick played off by some partisan of

meet again
spirit

I

We

Antony's, in order to discourage and depress the republican commander, or, what is most likely of all, a
tale utterly untrue.
{Plut., Vit. Brut.
Encyclop.
MetropoL, Div. 3, vol. 2, p. 274, seqq.)
Bryges, a people of Thracian origin, living at one
time in Macedonia.
They afterward crossed into

—

Asia, where their

name was changed

to

Phryges.

{Vtd. Phrygia.)

BuBASTicus Fluvius (BovSaaTLKog Trora^uof, Ptol.),
a name sometimes given to the easternmost arm of the
Nile, from the circumstance of
of Bubastis.
(FitZ. Bubastis.)

its

passmg by the

city

BuB.^sTis (or BuBASTOs), a city of Egypt, in the
eastern part of the Delta, and the capital of the Bubas-

nome. This city is called in scripture Phi-Beseth,
which is now altered into Basta. It was situated on
a canal leading from the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile
to the canal of Trajan.
The Pelusiac branch was
sometimes called, from this city, the Bubastic. Bubastis was remarkable also as being the place where
great numbers assembled to celebrate the festival of
the goddess Bubastis, who had a splendid temple here.
More than 70,000 persons were accustomed to meet
here on these occasions.
The custom had ceased,
however, in the time of Herodotus. This was the
Japlace, also, where the sacred cats were interred.
blonski (Panth. JEgypt., 3, 3.
Voc. Mgypt., p. 53)
the name Bubastis to mean, " she who
titic

—

bares,"*
explains
or " uncovers," or " she who multiplies her aspects.^*
This appellation suited very well, therefore, the goddess of the new or increasing moon, for such Bubastis,

ihe Egyptian deity, in reality was.

we see why Herodotus says,

that the

Hence,

name

"

too,

Bubastis,"

in the Egyptian tongue, was equivalent to "Artemis,"
or Diana, in Greek (tj 6e BovSacric, Kara 'EAAada
Herod. ^ 2, 137).
y^-iJcaav, iarl 'kpre^ig.
of India, near the Hydaspes,
BucEPHALA, a

city

built by Alexander in honour of his favourite horse Buone of his attendants, to kill him. Strato re- cephalus.
It is supposed to have been situated somefused for a long time to perform the
and Lahaur.
painful office ; where on the road between Attack
but, seeing Brutus resolved, he turned away his face, {Curt., 9, Z.—Justin, 12, 8.)
and held his sword while Brutus fell
BccEHHALUs, a horse of Alexander's, so called
upon it. He died
in the
A great either because his head resembled that of an ox (J3o6^
forty- third year of his age, B.C. 42.
deal of false glare has been thrown round the characan ox's head
Ke<j>alv), or because he had the mark of

Strato,

—

^

369

BUP

BUR

—Hurt not

impressed upon his flank or, according to another
account, because he had a black mark upon his head
resembling that of an ox, the rest of his body being
white.
Plutarch gives an account of the mode in
which Bucephalus came into the hands of Alexander.

the labouring beast,"
ings of the first fruits.
i. e., the beast
employed in agriculture. The first who
offended against this last command was a person named
Thaulon, who, at the feast of Zevg Tlo?uevg, observing
a steer eating the sacred noTzavov on the altar, took up
an axe and slew the trespasser. The expiation- feast
(Bovipovta), instituted for the purpose of aioning for

;

The horse had been offered for sale to Philip, the
prince's father, by a Thcssalian, but had proved so unmanageable that the monarch refused to purchase,

this involuntary offence, it was found afterward exThe ceremonies observed in it
pedient to continue.
are not a little amusing.
First was brought water by
females appointed for the office, for the purpose of
sharpening the axe and knife, with which the slaughter
was to be committed. One of these females havuig
handed the axe to the proper functionary, the latter
felled the beast and then took to flight.
To slay the
All
beast outright was the office of a third person.
The meal finished,
present then partook of the flesh.
the hide was stuffed, and the beast, apparently restored
Now commenced the
to hfe, was put to the plough.
steer-trial.
judicial assembly was held in the Pry-

be taken away.

Alexander thereupon expressing his regret that they were losing so
fine a horse for want of skill and spirit to manage
and ordered

to

it

Philip agreed to pay the price of the steed if his
The prince accepted the offer,
son would ride it.
and succeeded in the attempt.
Bucephalus, after this,
would allow no one but Alexander to mount him, and
he accompanied the monarch in all his campaigns. In
the battle with Porus, he received, according to the
same authority, several wounds, of which he died not
it,

A

after.
writer, however, quoted by the same
Plutarch, states that he died of age and fatigue, being
Arriau also {Exp. Al., 5, 19) exold.
thirty years
this last acount
airedavev avTov,
presj'ly confirms
ov (STiTiOel^ Trpof ovdevoc, dXX' uird Kavixarog re kcu

long

A

taneum, to which all were summoned who had been parEach lays the blame
takers in the above transaction.
upon the other. The water bearers throw the guilt
upon the sharpener of the axe and knife the sharpener

:

Tj'KLKlag
ffv yap afj.(j>l ra rpiuKovra etjj.
Alexander,
upon this occasion, showed as much regret as if he of the knife casts it upon the person delivering it to the
had lost a faithful friend and companion. He built a feller of the beast the feller of the beast upon the
city near the Hydaspes, which he called Bucephala, actual slaughterer, while this last ascribes the whole
"

:

:

after the

name

Plin., 6,

20.— Ptol.,

of his steed.
7,

{Plut., Vii. Alex., 61.

l.—Diod Sic,

—

The knife, unable to speak,
found guilty and thrown into the sea.
{Aristoph.,
Mitchell, ad Aristoph., I. c.
Nub., 945.
Creuzer,

guilt to the knife itself.

17, 95.)

BucoLicoM, one of the mouths of the Nile, situate
between the Sebennytic and Mendesian mouths. It
is the same with the Phatnetic.
{Herod., 2, 17.)
BuLis, I. a town of Phocis, on the shore of the
Sinus Corinthiacus, southeast of Anticyra. The town
was situate on a hill, only seven stadia from its port,
which is doubtless the same as the Mychos of Strabo,
and the Naulochus of Pliny (4, 3). Pausanias seems
158.) —

11.)

BuPALUs, a sculptor and architect, born in the island of Chios, and son of Anthermus, or rather Archen{Vid. Anthermus.) He encountered the animosity of the poet Hipponax {Callim, fragm., 90, p.
460, ed. Ernest.), the cause of which is said to have
been the refusal of Bupalus to give his daughter in
marriage to Hipponax, while others inform us that it
was owing to a statue made in derision of the poet by
Bupalus. {Welcker, fragm. Hippon.,\2.) The satire
and invective of the bard were so severe, that, according to one account, Bupalus hung himself in despair.
Acron. ad Horat., I. c.
Plin.,
{Horat., Epod, 6, 14.
As Hipponax flourished in the reign of Da36, 5.)
rius {Proclus, ad fin. Hephcest., p. 380, ed. Gaisf.),
been living not only in Olymp.
Bupalus must have
His broth68, but also very probably in Olymp. 64.
In addition to the statue
er's name was Athenis.

nus.

—

{Paus

,

1, 25.

— Strabo, 386.)

an epithet applied to Hercules, from
II. A river of Achaia, near the
his temple near Bura.
town of Bura. {Pausan., 7, 25.)
BuRGUNDi, a German nation, one of the principal
branches of the Vandals.
They can be traced back
to the country between the Viadrus {Oder) and the
Vistula, in what is now the New Mark, and the southern part of West Prussia.
They were distinguished
from the other Germans by living together in villages,
burgen, whence, according to some, they received the
name of Burgundi. Others, however, derive the name
from Gunt, " combat," as alluding to the warlike char" the lance
acter of the race, and make Burgundi mean
of war."
{Maltc- Brun, Diet. Geogr., p. xiii., Vocab.
Their dwelling in villages, and
de mots generiques.)

BuraIcus,

The
abroad for the purpose of dispelling his cares.
an epistle to him, in which he instructs
poet addressed
him that happiness does not depend upon climate or
state of one's own mind. {Horat.,
place, but upon the
1,

—

small river Buraicus.

to death.
The king, howting the king's messengers
ever, refused to retaliate.
{Herod., 7, 134, &.c.)
BuLLATius, a friend of Horace's, who was roaming

Epist.,

vol. 4, p. 123, seq.)

;

A

Anc.
Lacedaemonian,
p.
given up to Xerxes, along with his countryman Sperof
conduct
for
the
the
alone
to
thias,
Spartans in putII.

—

Symbolik,

BupRAsiuM, a city of Ehs. It was the first town
on the Elean side of the Larissus, and is often mentioned by Homer as one of the chief cities of the Epe755 )
ans.
{II., 2, 615.—//., 11,
Bora, one of the twelve original Achaean cities, as
we learn from Herodotus (1, 146), which stood at first
but having been destroyed, with the
close to the sea
neighbouring town of Helice, by a terrible earthquake
and inundation, the surviving inhabitants rebuilt it afterward, about forty stadia from the coast, and near the

to assign Bulis to Boeotia (10, 37), but Stcph. Byz.,
{Cramer^s
Pliny, and Ptolemy (p. 87), to Phocis.

Greece, vol. 2,

is

I.

—

not leading, like the rest of the Germans, a wandering
the reason why they retained possession of their
country much longer than the neighbouring Goths and
Vandals, till, at length, they were no longer able to
life, is

—

withstand the Gepidae,
the

who

mouths of the Vistula.

pressed in upon them from
In consequence of the loss

which Bupalus made in derision of Hipponax, other
works are mentioned by Pliny {I. c.) as the joint productions of the two brothers.
{Sillig, Diet. Art.,

of a great battle with the Gepidae, they emigrated to
Germany, where they advanced to the region of the
Upper Rhine, and settled near the Alemanni. From
these they took a considerable tract of country, and
In the
lived in almost continual war with them.
beginning of the fifth century, with other German naAfter a long strugtions, they passed over into Gaul.

$.v.)

gle,

BuPHONiA, a

festival in

honour of Jupiter

at

Athens.

this festival is a singular
legend connected with
Among the laws given by Triptolemus to the
Athenians, three more especially remarkable were
" Reverence
Honour the gods by offeryour elders.

A

The
one.

—

S70

and many losses, they succeeded in possessing
themselves of the southeastern part of this country bv
a contract with the Romans.
part of Switzerland,
Savoy, Dauphiny, Lionnais, and Franche-Cont6, bethe year
longed to their new kingdom, which, even in
470, was known by the name of Burgundy. The seat

:

]

I

BUT

BUS

ol government seems to have been sometimes Lyons with Typhon, that is, red-haired.
{Diod. Sic, 1, 88.)
By their old They sacrificed also cattle of this same hue, a circum(Lugdunum), and sometimes Geneva.
constitution, they had kings, called hendinos, whom stance that reminds us of the red heifer mentioned in
If any great scripture {Numb., 19, 2.
Compare Spencer, de LeiLey chose and deposed at their pleasure.
of the crops, a pesti- gibus Hcbr. ritual., 15, p. 489, ed. Pfaff.— Wilaius,
calamity befell them, as a failure
Now, continues Diodorus, these
lence, or a defeat, the king was made responsible for Mgyptiac, 2, 8.)
his throne was given to another, from whom red-haired persons were almost always strangers, few
it, and

—

I

—

'

\

j

.

Before their conversion
to Christianity (which happened after their settlement
in Gaul), they had a high-priest called Sinestus, whose
office was for life.
The
person was sacred, and whose
trial by combat even then existed among them, and
was regarded as an appeal to the judgment of God.
Continually endeavouring to extend their limits, they
became engaged in a war with the Franks, by whom
of
they were at last completely subdued, under the son
Clovis, after Clovis himself had taken Lyons.
They
still
preserved their constitution, laws, and customs for
a time.
But the dignity of king was soon abolished,
and, under the Carlovingians, the kingdom was divided
into provinces, which, from time to time, shook off
Their later movements belong to
their dependance.
they hoped for better times.

!

,

I

—

modem

tan., c. 5.

the land, and

—

—

,

them

—
—

Id. de reb. Get.,
Jornand., de Regnor. Success p. 54.
Paul. Warnefr. de gest. Longob., 3, 3.
p. 98.
Encyclop. Americ, vol. 2, p. 329.)
BusiRis, a king of Egypt, son of Neptune and Lysianassa daughter of Epaphus, or (as Plutarch states,
from the Samian Agaiho), of Neptune and Anippe,
{PluL, ParalL, p. 317.) This
daughter of the Nile.
king, in consequence of an oracle, offered up strangers
on the altar of Jupiter for Egypt having been afflicted
with a dearth for nine years, a native of Cyprus, named
Thrasius, a great soothsayer, came thither, and said that
it would cease if they sacrificed a stranger every year
Busiris sacrificed the prophet himself first
to Jupiter.
When Herof all, and then continued the practice.
cules, in the course of his wanderings, came into Egypt,
he w as seized and dragged to the altar ; but he burst
his bonds, and slew Busiris. his son Amphidaraas, and
Now who
his herald Chalbes.
(Apollod., 2, 5, 11 )
have here a question to which
was this Busiris 1
themselves
different
the ancients
answers.
gave very

—

Isocrates, in defending the memory of the Egyptian
monarch, pretends that he lived two centuries before

Perseus, and, consequently, long anterior to Hercules.

to

whose

cruel devastations well entitled
in a
with

be identified,

spirit of all evil.

Typhon, the
— Jablonski degree,
{Vac JSgypl.,
54) and
p.

{de Obelise, p. 288) explain the word Busiris
" the tomb of
Osithrough the Coptic Be-Oasiri, i. e.,

Zoega

ris," in

,

'

:

— We

We

—

Mamert. Paneg. MaximRer. Franc, 1, p. 50.

{Claud.,
— Hadrian,
Vales.

history.

of the Egyptians being found with hair of that colour;
and hence arose the fable of human sacrifices by Busiris.
In fact, expressly adds this writer, Busiris is not
the name of a king, but means, in the
JCgyptian lan" the tomb of Osiris."
have here, then, a
guage,
solution of the whole legend.
The fettered Hercules
is the sun in the winter season, enfeebled and in the
hands of his enemy.
He is about to become the prey
of the tomb (the victim of Busiris) ; but, on a sudden,
resumes his strength, breaks his fetters, and triumphs
over gloom and darkness.
But why sacrifice victuns
of the peculiar colour mentioned abovel
Possibly we
have here a traditionary allusion to the shepherd race,
the red-haired, blue-eyed strangers, who once overran

accordance with the remark of Diodorus, men-

tioned above.
ChampoUion, on the other hand, writes
the word Pousiri, and sees in it only the name of OsiHe condemns, at the same
ris, preceded by the article.
time, as altogether absurd, the etymology given by
many of the Greeks, namely, Bovf and 'Oaipig. (Com-

pare Sleph. Byz.,
latter point,

'

Agreeing with him on this
nevertheless regard the expla-

s. v.)

we must

nation of Diodorus, which he also rejects, as entitled
to great weight.
Plutarch, moreover {de Is. et Os.y
c. 21), says
expressly, that 'Bovapig is the same as
Tatpoatptg,
Td<j>oc,

"a

vol. 1, p.

—

which he derives,
and 'Otript^.

tomb,*^

353, seqq.

consequence, from

in

— Guigniaut,{Creuzer,

II. There were
seqq.)
in ancient Egypt, the

Syrnbolik,

vol. 1, pt. 2,
p. 848,
three or four cities of this name

most celebrated of which is
It
placed by Herodotus in the centre of the Delta.
had a magnificent temple of Isis. {Herod., 2, 59.
802.
Diod. Sic, 1, 85, et 88.
Compare Strab.,

—

—
—

—

Wesseling, ad Diod., I. c.
ChampoUion, VEgypte
sous les Pharaons, vol. 1, p. 365 vol. 2, p. 42, &c.)
It is worthy of remark, that these were all
sepulchral
;

Other writers have made
(Isocr., BuMr., c. 15.)
mention of from three to five kings of Egypt bearing cities. {Guigmaut, I. c)
this same name.
BuTEs, I. one of the descendants of Amyous, king
Sturz.,
{Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.
ad Pherecyd., p. 141. Compare Theon., Progymn., of the Bebryces, very expert in the combat of the cestus.
152.
c. 6.
Interpret, ad Diod., He was one of the Argonauts, and leaped overboard in
Syncell., Chron., p.
Herodotus contradicts the common tradition, order to swim to the island of the Sirens, but Venus
1, 88.)
and seeks to free the Egyptians from the reproach of caught him up and conveyed him to LilybKum in SiHe may be right as cily. Here she became by him the mother of Eryx.
having offered up human victims.
regards the times immediately preceding the period {Apoll. R., 4, 912.- Virg., Mn., 5, 372.)— II. A son
when he himself flourished, since it is well known that of Pandion king of Athens, and brother of Erechtheus.
king Amasis abolished human sacrifices at Heliopolis, The father divided his offices between his two sons,
and great changes took place also after the Persian giving Erechtheus his kingdom, and Botes the priesthood of Minerva and Neptune Erichthonius. Butes
Still, however, numerous scenes and imaconquest.
ges delineated in the temples and sepulchres of Egypt, married Chthonia, the daughter of his brother, and the
the
for
existence
of
but
too
this
speak
plainly
frightful sacerdotal family of the Butadae deduced their lineage
custom in earlier times. {Costaz, Descript. de VEg., from him. {Apollod., 3, 15, 1.) III. An armourvol.
401.
c.
1,
9, p.
Guigmaut, plancke xliv.*— bearer to Anchises, and afterward to Ascanius. Apollo
assumed his shape when he descended from heaven to
Compare Manetho, ap. Porphyr. de Abstin., 2, 55.
Butes was killed by
Plut., de Is. et Os., p. 556, ed Wyttenb.—Plut., de encourage Ascanius to fight,
Malign. Herod., p. 857.) According to Eratosthenes, Tumus. {Vtrg., JEn., 9, 647; 12, 632.)
as cited by Strabo (802), Egypt never had a king
BuTHROTUM, a town of Epirus, opposite Corcyra.
named Busiris, but the whole superstructure of fable It was originally a small village, but was subsequently
erected upon this name has no other origin than the fortified by the Romans, in order to keep in subjection

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

odious inhospitality of the inhabitants of the Busiritic
nome.
have here, without doubt, a glimpse of the
truth, which is fully revealed to us by Diodorus Siculus.

We

to this writer, or, rather, the tradition collected by him, the kings of Egypt immolated in earlier
tomb of Osiris, men of the same colour
on
the
I,

According

the inhabitants of the interior, and

became a place of
Helenus to have

Virgil makes
great consequence.
Stephanus By{JEn., 3, 295, seqq.)
reigned here.
zantinus derives the name from an ox (/Jovf) having
about
broken loose at this place when
being sacrificed.

(Cramer's Anc. Greece,

vol. 1, p. 107.)
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BoTUs, a city of Egypt, at the Sebennytic mouth
of the Nile, or, rather, on the southern shore of the
Butus Lacus, the outlet from which into the sea is
formed by the Ostium Sebennyticum. It was famed
temples of Apollo, Diana, and Latona, that is,
of Egyptian deities supposed to coincide with these.
The temple of Latona had a celebrated oracle connected with it, and the goddess had also an annual festival here, which was one of the most
numerously attended in Egypt.
The shrine of the goddess, according to Herodotus, was of one solid stone, having equal
It was brought
sides, each side forty cubits long.
from a quarry in the isle of Philae, near the cataracts,
for its

on

rafts, for

200 leagues,

the distance of

and seems

to its destined

have been the heaviest weight
ever moved by human power.
It employed many
thousand men for three years in its transportation.
station,

to

The modem Kom-Kasir

thought to correspond to
the ancient city.
Schlichthorst, however, gives the
modern name of the ancient site as El-Bueib. (^Heis

63.— P/zTi.,

rod., 2, 59, et

Byblus, a town of

5, 10.)

Phoenicia, nearly

midway be-

adjacent country. The meaning of the myth would appear to be, that a Thracian prince. Having united himselt
in marriage with a Grecian female, founded the city,
with the aid of a Greek colony, and gave the place a
name derived from his own. {Scymn., 715.
Euseb.,
Chron. 01., 30, 2.—Steph. Byz., s. v.
Eustath., ad
Dion. Perieg., 803.
5.
Gcogr.
Dionys. Byzant., p.
Gr. Min., vol. 3.)
The early commerce of Megara
was directed principally to the shores of the Propontis,
and this people had founded Chalcedon seventeen

—

—

—

—

years before Byzantium, and Selymbria even prior to
Chalcedon. (Herod., 4, 144.
Scynin.,l\\.) When,
however, their trade was extended still farther to the
north, and had reached the shores of the Euxine, the
harbour of Chalcedon sank in importance, and a commercial station was required on the opposite side of

—

the strait.
This station was Byzantium. The ap" blind
men," given to the Chalcedonians
pellation of
by the Persian general Megabyzus {Herod., 4, 144),

having overlooked the superior site where Byzantium was afterward founded, does not therefore appear
As long as Chalcedon was
to have been well merited.
the northernmost point reached by the commerce of
for

tween Tripolis and Berytus.
Stephanus of Byzantium calls it a very ancient city, but this expres- Megara, its situation was preferable to any offered by
sion suits better an earlier place, called Palaeobyblus. the
opposite side of the Bosporus, because the curThe name Byblus itself shows very plainly that the rent on this latter side runs down from the north more
founders of the place were Greeks, and merely took strongly than it does on the side of Chalcedon, and
the inhabitants of Palaeobyblus to reside with them.
influence of Grecian customs here is also shown
by the worship of Adonis, to whom a temple was consecrated in this city, and the river called after whom
was in the neighbourhood of this place. Byblus did
not lie directly on the coast, but on a height at some
distance from it.
The modern name is Esbile, or, acThe
cording to the Frank pronunciation, Dschibile.
{Joh.
appellation Zebclct occurs already in Phocas.

the harbour of this city, therefore,
to vessels coming from the south.

Phoc, c. 5. Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt.
Byrsa, the citadel of Carthage. The
monly told about the origin of its name is
When Dido came to Africa she bought of

The

The

—

1, p.

383.)

story comas follows
:

the inhabi-

much

land as could be encompassed by a
After the agreement, she cut the hide in
small thongs, and enclosed a large piece of territory,
on which she built a citadel, which she called Byrsa
This, however, is a mere fable of
{fivpaa, a hide).
the Greeks.
The name is derived from the Punic
term Basra, " a fortification," " a citadel," the sibilant
(Gesen., Phoen. Mon., p. 420.
being transposed.
Compare Heyne, ad Virg., JEn., 1, 367. Valck.,
tants as

bull's hide.

—

—

Opusc, vol. 1, p. 103.)
BvzAciuM, a district of Africa Propria, lying above
the Syrlis Minor.
The Carthaginians were the possessors of

it,

and

for a long

time allowed no

to navigate the coast below the
promontory, fearful lest their enemies might
ed to seize what formed the granary of
This district was originally distinct from

vessels

Roman

Hermean
be temptCarthage.

Byzantium was

far superior to

is

more accessible
the other hand

On

Chalcedon

for the north-

em

trade, since the current that set in strongly from
the Euxine carried vessels directly into the harbour of

approach to Chalcedon
The harbour
of Byzantium was peculiarly favoured by nature, being
deep, capacious, and sheltered from every storm.

Byzantium, but prevented
in a straight course.

their

{Polyb., 4, 43.)

current of the Euxine swept vessels into it without the aid of sail or oars, and it also brought thither
various kinds of fish that afforded a lucrative article of

From its shape, and the rich advantages
thus connected with it, the harbour of Byzantium obtained the name of Chrysoceras, or" the Golden Horn,"
or neck of
which was also applied to the

commerce.

land

that

Amm.

contributed

MarcelL, 22, 8.)

to

promontory
form it.
{Phn.,

And

4, 11.

—

yet, notwithstanding all
remained for a long time

these advantages, Byzantium
The declinmg commerce of
an inconsiderable place.
Megara, and the character which Byzantium still sustained of being a half-barbarian place, may serve to account for this.
At a subsequent period the Milesians
sent hither a strong colony, and so altered for the better the aspect of things, that they are regarded by some
ancient writers as the founders of the city itself.
When, at a later day, the in{Veil. Paterc, 2, 15.)

surrection of the Asiatic Greeks had been crushed by
Darius, and the Persian fleet was reducing to obedi-

what was ence the Greek cities along the Hellespont and Protermed Emporiae, which lay below it.
Afterward, pontis, the Byzantines, together with a body of Chalhowever, they became united into one, and the terri- cedonians, would not wait for the coming of the Perto the
tory of Byzacium was extended upward as far as the sians, but, leaving their habitations, and fleeing
river Bagradas, thus forming the Byzacena Provincia. Euxine, built the city of Mesembria on the upper coast
The Persians destroyed
{Plin., 5, A.—Liv., 29, 25.—Polyb., 1, 82.— Id., 3, of Thrace.
{Herod., 6, 33.)
Gesenius deduces the the empty city, and no Byzantium for some time there23.
Id., Excerpt. Leg., 118.)
name Byzacium (Bizacium, BvaaaKlTig, Polyb.) from after existed. This will explain why Scylax, in his
the Punic Byt saki, "an irrigated region."
(Phcen. Periplus, passed by Byzantium in silence, while he
Mon.,p. 420.) Hamaker, less correctly, from Beth saki, mentions all the Grecian settlements in this quarter,
"the abode of irrigation." {Misccll. Phcen., p. 234.) and among them even Mesembria itself. Byzantium
Byzantium, a celebrated city of Thrace, on the shore re-appeared after the overthrow of Xerxes, some of the
of the Thracian Bosporus, called at a later period Con- old inhabitants having probably returned, and here
of the Eastern em- Pausanias, the commander of the Grecian forces, took
stantinopolis, and made the capital
He gave the city a code of
a Dorian colony up his headquarters.
pire of the Romans. It was founded by
from Megara, or, rather, by a Megarian colony in con- laws, and a government modelled, in some degree,
and hence he was regarded by
junction with a Thracian prince. For Byzas, whom the after the Spartan form,
true founder of the city.
{Justin, 9, 1.)
city acknowledged, and celebrated in a festival as its some as the
founder, was, according to the legend, a son of Neptune The Athenians succeeding to the hegemony, Byzantiof lo, and ruled over sdl the um fell under their control, and received so many imand Ceroessa the

—

—

daughter
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poruni addilions from

ihetn, that

Ammianus Marcel-

hnu8, in a later age, calls it an Attic colony (22, 8).
The city, however, was a Doric one, in language,
customs, and laws, and remained so even after the
The maintenance of
Athenians had the control of it.
this military post became of great importance to the
Greeks during their warfare with the Persians in subsequent years, and this circumstance, together with
the advantages of a lucrative and now continually increasing commerce, gave Byzantium a high rank
among Grecian cities. After Athens and Sparta had
weakened the power of each other by national rivalry,
and neither could lay claim to the empire of the sea,
Byzantium became an independent city, and turned its
Its strong situation
whole attention to commerce.
enabled it, at a subsequent period, to resist successfully
nor did Alexander, in
the arms of Philip of Macedon
his eagerness to march into Asia, make any attempt
upon the place. It preserved also a neutral character
under his successors. The great evil to which the
came from the inland
city of Byzantium was exposed
country, the Thracian tribes continually making incursions into the fertile territory around the place, and
;

carrying off more or less of the produce of the fields.
The city suffered severely also from the Gauls ; being
compelled to pay a yearly tribute, amounting at least
to eighty talents.
After the departure of the Gauls it
again became a flourishing place, but its most prosperous period was during the Roman sway. It had
thrown itself into the arms of the Romans as early as
the war against the younger Philip of Macedon, and
enjoyed from this people not only complete protection,
It was
out also many valuable commercial privileges.
allowed, moreover, to lay a toll on all vessels passing
through the straits, a thing which had been attempted
before without success, and this toll it shared with the
Romans. {Strabo, 320. Herodian, 3, 1.) But the
day of misfortune at length came. In the contest for

—

the empire between Severus and Niger, Byzantium
declared for the latter, and stood a siege in consequence, which continued long after Niger's overthrow
and death. After three years of almost incredible exThe fewertions, the place surrendered to Severus.

whom

famine had spared were
to the ground, its
territory given to Perinthus, and a small village took
the place of the great commercial emporium.
Repenting soon after of what he had done, Severus rebuilt Byzantium, and adorned it with numerous and
splendid buildings, which in a later age still bore his
name, but it never recovered its former rank until the

remaining inhabitants

sold as slaves, the

city

was razed

—

Dio Cass.,
days of Constantine. {Herodian, 3, 6.
74, 10.
Zosimus, 2, 30.
Spartian., CaracalL, c. 1.

—

—

— Smdas,

s. V.

— Treb.
— Constantine had no great

Pollio, Gallien., c.
affection
as a city, nor had the inhabitants any great
for
felt the necessity, moreover, of
him.
He
regard
having the capital of the empire in some more central
6.'

— Claud.,

for

I,e6rjpo^.

c. 9.)

Rome

from which the movements of the German
on the one hand, and those of the Persians on
the other, might be observed.
He long sought for
such a locality, and believed at one time that he had
found it in the neighbourhood of the Sigaean promontoHe had even commenced
ry, on the coast of Troas.

quarter,
tribes

building here, when the superior advantages of Byzantium as a centre of empire attracted his attention,
and he finally resolved to make this the capital of the
Roman world. For a monarchy possessing the westem portion of Asia, and the largest part of Europe,
together with the whole coast of the Mediterranean
Sea, nature herself seemed to have destined Byzantium as a capital.
Constantino's plan was carried
into rapid execution.
The ancient city had possessed
a circuit of forty stadia, and covered merely two hills,
one close to the water, on which the Seraglio at present stands, and another adjoining it, and
extending to-

M

M

wards the interior to what is now the Bescstan, or
The new city, called Canst an linopoiiM,
great market.
or " City of Constantine," was three times as
large,
and covered four hills, together with part of a fifth,
having a circuit of somewhat less than fourtecen
geographical miles.
Every effort was made to embellish this new
the most
capital of the Roman world
splendid edifices were erected, an imperial palace, nu;

merous residences

for the chief ofScers of the court,

and inhabitants were
churches, baths, a hippodrome
Its rapid increase callprocured from every quarter.
ed, from time to time, for a corresponding enlargement
of the city, until, in the reign of Theodosius II., when
the new walls were erected (the previous ones having
been thrown down by an earthquake), Constantinople
;

attained to the size which

it

at present has.

{Zonaras,

13, 23.)
Chalcondylas supposes the walls of the city
to be 111 stadia in circumference; Gyllius, about
Italian miles ; but, according to the best
plans of Constantinople, it is not less than
The number of gates is twenty-eight ;
19,700 yards.
fourteen on the side of the port, seven towards the
The city is
land, and as many on the Propontis.
built on a triangular promontory, and the number of
hills which it covers is seven.
Besides the name of
Constantinopolis, or Constantinou polis (KuvaTcnnivov TToXff ), this city had also the more imposing one of

thirteen

modem

New Rome
into disuse.

(Sea Tw/zj?), which, however, gradually fell
At the present day, the peasants in the

neighbourhood, while they repair to Constantinople,
say in vulgar Greek that they are going es tan bolin
(i. e., £f Tuv 7r6?uv), "to the city," whence has arisen
the Turkish name of the place, namely, SlambmU.
The more polished or less barbarous inhabitants, howIt is easy to
ever, frequently call it Constantima.
recognise in the vulgar Greek of the peasantry, as just
{Mannert,
given, the remains of the ancient Doric.
For an account of the
Geogr., vol. 7, p. 154, seqg.)
Byzantine empire consult the succeeding article, at the
will be found some remarks on the
Byzantine historians, as they have been denominated.
Constantinople was taken by Mohammed II., on the
29th May, A.D. 1453.
Byzantinum imperTom. The Byzantine, or East-

end of which also

—

ern Roman Empire, comprehended at first, in Asia,
the country on this side of the Euphrates, the coasts
of the Black Sea, and Asia Minor; in Africa, Egypt;
and in Europe, all the countries from the Hellespont
This survived the Westto the Adriatic and Danube.
ern Empire 1000 years, and was even increased by
the addition of Italy and the coasts of the Mediterranean. It commenced in 395, when Theodosius divided
the Roman empire between his two sons, Arcadius and
Honorius. The Eastern Empire fell to the elder, Arca-

whose weakness it suffered many misforDuring his minority Rufinus was h-is guardian
and minister, between whom and Stilicho, the minister
The
of the Western Empire, a fierce rivalry existed.
Goths laid waste Greece. Eutropius, the successor,
and Gainas, the murderer, of Rufinus, were ruined by

dius, through

tunes.

their

own

crimes.

The

latter lost his life in a civil

war

Arcadius and his emcovetous wife
pire were now ruled by his proud and
The Isaurians
Eudoxia, till her death (A.D. 404).
and the Huns wasted the provinces of Asia, and the
Theodosius, the younger,
country along the Danube.
succeeded his father (A.D. 408), under the guardianof his sister Pulcheria.
Naturally of an inferior

excited by

him (A.D. 400).

ship

mind, his education had made him entirely imbecile,
Pulcheria, who bore the
and unfit for self-command.
Of
title of Augusta, administered the kingdom ably.
the Western Empire, which had been ceded to Valen-

The
Theodosius retained Western Illyria.
Greeks fought with success against the King of the
of Armenia, thrown
Persians, Varanes. The kingdom
into confusion by internal dissensions, and claimed at

tinian,
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the same time by the Romans and the Persians, beapple of contention between the two
Attila laid waste the dominions
nations (A.D. 440.)
After
of Theodosius, and obliged him to pay tribute.
the death of her brother, Pulcheria was acknowledged
empress (A.D. 450). She was the first female who atShe gave her hand to the senator
tained this dignity.
His wisdom
Marcian, and raised him to the throne.
the
attacks of the Huns from the
and valour averted
not
did
he
the
Western
frontiers, but
support
Empire

came now an

their officers, emperor.
Mauritius
and put to death (A.D. 602).

flight

was taken

The

in ttt»

vices of Pho-

cas, and his incapacity for government, produced the
Heraclius, son of
greatest disorders in the empire.
the governor of Africa, took up arms, conquered Con-

stantinople, and caused

Phocas

to

be executed (A.D.

He distinguished himself only in the short pe610).
riod of the Persian war.
During the first twelve
years of his reign, the Avari, and other nations of the

(A.D. 457), a

Danube, plundered the European province?, and the
Persians conquered the coasts of Syria and Egypt.
Having finally succeeded in pacifying the Avari, he
marched against the Persians (A.D. 622), and defeated them but, during this time, the Avari, who had
renewed the war, made an unsuccessful attack on

prince praised by contemporary authors, was chosen
successor of Marcian.
His expeditions against the
Vandals (A.D. 467) were unsuccessful. His grand-

surrection of the subjects of Chosroes, he penetrated
into the centre of Persia.
By the peace concluded

its wars against the Huns and Vandals with suffiHe aflforded shelter to a part of the
cient energy.
Germans and Sarmatians, who were driven to the Roman frontiers by the incursions of the Huns. Pulche-

in

ria

died before him in 453.

Leo

I.

son Leo would have succeeded him, but died a minor
shortly after him, having named his father Zeno his

The government of this weak
colleague (A.D. 474).
emperor, who was hated by his subjects, was disturbed
by rebellions and internal disorders of the empire.

The Goths

depopulated their provinces till their king,
Theodoric, turned his arms against Italy (A.D. 489).
Ariadne, widow of Zeno, raised the minister Anastasius, whom she married, to the throne (A.D. 491).
The nation, once excited to discontents and tumults,
could not be entirely appeased by ihe alleviation of
The forces of the
their burdens and by wise decrees.
empire, being thus weakened, could not offer an effectual resistance to the Persians and the barbarians

To prevent their incursions into
along the Danube.
the peninsula of Constantinople, Anastasius built the
After the death of Anastalong wall, as it is called.
sius, the soldiers proclaimed Justin emperor (A.D.
518).
Notwithstanduig his low birth, he maintained
possession of the throne.
Religious persecutions,
which he undertook at the instigation of the clergy.
lergy,
and various crimes into which he was seduced by his
nephew Justinian, disgrace his reign. After his early
<leath, in 521, he was succeeded by the same Justinian, to whom, though he deserves not the name of
the Great, many virtues of a ruler cannot be denied.

He was renowned as a legislator, and his reign was
distinguished by the victories of his general Belisabut how unable he was to revive the strength
rius
;

of his empire was proved by its rapid decay after his
Justin H., his successor (A.D. 565), was an
death.

;

Constantinople in 626.

Taking advantage of an

in-

with Siroes (A.D. 628), he recovered the lost provinces
and the holy cross.
But the Arabians, who, meanwhile, had become powerful under Mohammed and
the califs, conquered Phoenicia, the countries on the
Euphrates, Judea, Syria, and all Egypt (A. IX 631641).
Among his descendants there was not one able
He was succeeded by his son Constantine
prince.
III., probably in conjunction with his .«tep-brother
Heracleonas.
The former soon died, and the latter
After him, Conlost his crown and was mutilated.
stans, son of Constantine, obtained the throne (A D.
of
His sanguinary spirit
642).
persecution, and the
murder of his brother Theodosius, made him odious
to the nation.
The Arabians, pursuing their conquests, took from him part of Africa, Cyprus, and
Rhodes, and defeated him at sea (A.D. 653). InterAfter
nal disturbances obliged him to make peace.
this he left Constantinople (A.D. 659), and, in the
following year, carried on an unsuccessful war against
the Lombards in Italy, in which he lost his life at SyrConstantine IV., Pogonatus, son
acuse (A D. 660).
of Constans, vanquished his Syracusan competitor Mezizius, and, in the beginning of his reign, shared the
government with his brothers Tiberius and Heraclius.
The Arabians inundated all Africa and Sicily, penetrated through Asia Minor into Thrace, and attacked
Constantinople for several successive years by sea

(A.D. 669). Nevertheless, he made peace with them
on favourable terms. But, on the other hand, the
Bulgarians obliged him to pay a tribute (A.D. 680).
Justinian II., his son and successor, weakened the

avaricious, cruel, weak prince, governed by his wife.
tore from him
of Italy (A.D.
part
His war with Persia, for the possession of Ar568).
menia, was unsuccessful ; the Avari plundered the

power of

provinces on the Danube, and the violence of his grief
Tibeat these misfortunes deprived him of reason.
rius, his minister, a man of merit, was declared Csesar, and the general Justinian conducted the war
The Greeks now alagainst Persia with success.
lied themselves, for the first time, with the Turks.
Against his successor, Tiberius II. (A.D. 578), the
Empress Sophia and the general Justinian conspired in

dethroned by Apsimar, or Tiberius III. (A.D. 698),
who was himself dethroned by Trebelius, king of the

The Lombards

From the Avari the emperor purchased peace
from the Persians it was extorted by his general MauThis commander Tiritius or Maurice (A.D. 582).
vain.

;

berius declared Caesar in the same year.
Mauritius,
under other circumstances, would have made an exthe
times
he
for
wanted
cellent monarch, but
prudence
and resolution. He was indebted for the tranquillity
to
of
the
frontiers
of the eastern
gratitude
King Chosroes IT., whom, in 591, he restored to the throne

from which he had been deposed by his subjects.
Nevertheless, the war against the Avari was unsuccessful, through the errors of Commentiolus.^ The
army was discontented, and was irritated, now by untimely severity and parsimony, and now by timid indulgence.
They finally proclaimed Phocas, one of
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the Maronites, but fought without success
Leonitius deagainst the Bulgarians and Arabians.
throned this cruel prince, had him mutilated, and sent
Leonitius was
to the Tauric Chersonese (A.D. 695).

Bulgarians, who restored Justinian to the throne (.\.D.
705) but Philippicus Bardanes rebelled anew against
With Justinian II. the race of Heraclius was
him.
The only care of Philippicus was the
extinguished.
;

spreading of Monotheism, while the .'\rabians wasted
In opposition to this prince,
Asia Minor and Thrace.
who was universally hated, the different armies pro-

claimed their leaders emperors,

among whom Leo

the Isaurian obtained the superiority (A.D. 713-714).
Leo repelled the Arabians from Constantinople, which

they had attacked for almost two years, and suppressed the rebellion excited by Basilius and the former
From 726 the abolition of the
emperor Anastasius.
worship of images absorbed his attention, and the
Italian provinces were allowed to become a prey to the
Lombards, while the Arabians plundered the eastern
After his death (A.D. 741) his son Conprovinces.
stantine V. ascended the throne, a courageous, active,

He vanquished his rebellious
and noble prince.
brother-in-law Artabasdus, wrested from the Arabians
part of Syria and Armenia, and overcame at last the
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whom he had been long unsuccess(A.D. 775), and was succeeded by his

Bulgarians, against
ful.

He

son Leo
Arabians

(lied

III.,

who

fought successfully against

the

son Constantine VI.,
whose imperious mother Irene, his guardian and associate in the government, raised a powerful party by
He enthe restoration of the worship of images.
deavoured in vain to free himself from dependance on
her and her favourite Stauratius, and died in 796, after
having had his eyes put out. The war against the Arabians and Bulgarians was long continued
against the
The design of the emformer it was unsuccessful.
;

and

this latter,

by

his

;

discontent of
press to marry Charlemagne excited the
the patricians, who placed one of their own order, NiIrene died in
cephorus, upon the throne (A.D. 802).
a monastery.
Nicephorus became tributary to the
Arabians, and fell in the war against the Bulgarians
Stauratius, his son, was deprived of the
(A.D. 811).
crown by Michael I., and he in turn by Leo IV. (A.D.
813). Leo was dethroned and put to death by Michael
II. (A.D. 826).
During the reign of the latter, the

Arabians conquered Sicily, Lower Italy, Crete, and
other countries.
Michael prohibited the worship of
images ; as did also his son Theophilus. Theodora,
guardian of his son Michael III., put a stop to the dispute about images (A.D. 841). During a cruel persecution of the Manichaeans, the Arabians devastated
The dissolute and extravagant
the Asiatic provinces.
The
Michael confined his mother in a monastery.

government was administered in his name by Bardas,
his uncle, and after the death of Bardas by Basil, who
was put to death by Michael (A.D. 867). Basil I.,
to the throne in 867, was not altogether a
He died A.D. 886. The
contemptible monarch.
reign of his learned son, Leo V., was not very happy.
He died A.D. 911. His son, Constantine VIIL, Porphyrogenitus, a minor when he succeeded his father,
was placed under the guardianship of his colleague
Alexander, and after Alexander's death in 912, under
Romanus Lakopenus, his
that of his mother Zoe.
general, obliged him, in 919, to share the throne with
nim and his children. Constantine subsequently took
sole possession of it again, and reigned mildly but
His son Romanus II. succeeded him in 959,
weakly.
To
and fought successfully against the Arabians.

who came

him succeeded, in 963, his general Nicephorus, who
was put to death by his own general, John Zimisces
(A.D. 970), who carried on a successful war against
the Russians.
Basil II., son of Romanus, succeeded
this good prince.
He vanquished the Bulgarians and
the Arabians,
His brother, Constantine IX. (A.D.
Romanus III. became
1025), was not equal to him.
emperor (A.D. 1028) by a marriage with Zoe, daughThis dissolute but able princess
ter of Constantine.
caused her husband to be executed, and successively
raised to the throne Michael IV. (A.D. 1034), Michael V. (A.D. 1041), and Constantine X. (A.D.
1042). Russians and Arabians meanwhile devastated
Her sister Theodora succeeded her on
the empire.
the throne (A.D. 1053).
Her successor, Michael VI.
(AD. 1056), was dethroned by Isaac Comnenus in
His suc1057, who became a monk (A.D. 1059).
cessor, Constantine XL, Ducas, fought successfully
against the Uzes.

Eudocia, his wife, guardian of his
sons Michael, Andronicus, and Constantine, was intrusted with the administration (A.D. 1067), married
Romanus IV., and brought him the crown. He carried on an unsuccessful war against the Turks, who
kept him for some time prisoner. Michael VII., son of
Constantine, deprived him of the throne (A.D 1071).
Michael was dethroned by Nicephorus III. (A.D. 1078),
and the latter by Alexius I., Comnenus (A.D. 1081).
Under his reign the crusades commenced. His son,
John II., came to the throne in 1118, and fought with
great success against the Turks and other barbarians.
The reign of his son Manuel I., who succeeded him in

His son, Alexiua
1143, was also not unfortunate.
succeeded (A.D. 1180), and was dethroned by his
guardian Andronicus, as was the latter by Isaac (A.D.
After a reign disturbed from without and
1185).
within, Isaac was dethroned by his brother, Alexius
III. (A.D. 1195).
The crusaders restored him and
his son Alexius IV.
but the seditious Constantinopolitans proclaimed Alexius V., Ducas Murzuphlus,
At the same
emperor, who put Alexius IV. to death.
time Isaac II. died.
During the last reigns, the kings
of Sicily had made many conquests on the coasts of
the Adriatic.
The Latins now forced their way to
II.,

;

Constantinople (A.D. 1204), conquered the city, and
it, together with most of the European territories of the empire.
Baldwin, count of Flanderst
was made emperor ; Boniface, marquis of Montferrat,
obtained Thessalonica as a kingdom, and the Venetians acquired a large extent of territory.
In Rhodes,
retained

Philadelphia, Corinth, and Epirus, independent soverTheodore Lascaris seized on the Asiatic
eigns arose.
provinces, bore the title of emperor at Nice, and was,
at first, more powerful than Baldwin.
descendant
of the Comneni, named Alexius, established a princi-

A

which

Trebisond,
great-grandson John
took the title of emperor.
Neither Baldwin nor his
successors were able to secure the tottering throne.
He himself died in captivity among the Bulgarian*

pality at

in

his

To him succeeded Henry, his brother, with
(1206).
Peter, brother-in-law of Henry, and his son Robert
With the exception of Constantinople,
(.\.D. 1221).

the remaining Byzantine territory, including Theswas conquered by John, emperor of Nice.
Baldwin II., brother of Robert, under the guardianship

all

salonica,

of his colleague, John Brienne, king of Jerusalem, died
in 1237.
Michael Paiaeologus, king of Nice, conquered Constantinople in 1261, and Baldwin died in
the West a private person.
The sovereigns of Nice,
up to this period, were Theodore Lascaris (A.D.
1204) ; John Ducas Patatzes, a good monarch and
successful warrior (A.D. 1222) ; Theodore II., his
son (A.D. 1259), who was deprived of the crown by
Michael Paiaeologus (A.D. 1260).
In 1261 Michael
took Constantinople from the Latins.
He laboured to
unite himself with the Latin church, but his son Andronicus renounced the connexion.
Internal disturbances and foreign wars, particularly with the Turks,
threw the exhausted empire into confusion.
Andronicus HI., his grandson, obliged him to divide the
throne (A.D. 1322), and, at length, wrested it entirely
from him.
Andronicus died a monk (A.D. 1328).
Andronicus IV., who ascended the throne in the same

waged war unsuccessfully against the Turks, and
His son John was obliged to share
died A.D. 1341.
the throne with his guardian, John Cantacuzenus, duThe son of the latter, Matthew, was
ring ten years.
also made emperor, but John Cantacuzenus resigned
the crown, and Matthew was compelled to abdicate
(A.D. 1355.) Under the reign of John, the Turks
first obtained a firm footing in Europe, and conquered
The family of Paiaeologus,
Gallipolis (A.D. 1357).
from this time, were gradually deprived of their Euroyear,

pean territories, partly by revolt, and partly by the
Turks.
The sultan Amurath took Adrianople A.D.
1361.
Bajazet conquered almost all the European
John to
provinces except Constantinople, and obliged
time after,
pay him tribute. The latter was, some
driven out by his own son Manuel (A.D. 1391).
defeated an army of
Bajazet besieged Constantinople,
western warriors under Sigismund, near Nicopolis, and
Manuel was obliged to place John, son of Andronicus,
Timour's invasion of the Turkish
on his throne.
for this time (A.D.
provinces saved Constantinople
Manuel then recovered his throne, and re1402).
from the contending
gained some of the lost provinces
To him succeeded his son John
sons of Bajazet.
(A D. 1425), whom Amurath II. stripped of all his
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temtories except Constantinople, and extorted from
him a tribute (A.D. 1444). To the emperor John
With the assistsucceeded his brother Constantine.
ance of his general, the Genoese Justinian, he withstood the superior forces of the enemy with fruitless
of Constantinople, by
courage, and fell in the defence
the conquest of which, May 29, A.D. 1453, Mohammed II. put an end to the Greek or Byzantine empire.
I'he events
{Encyclop. Americ, vol. 2, p. 359, seqq.)
which have just been detailed are recorded by a series
of Greek authors, known by the general name of By-

—

Their works relate to the history
zantine historians.
of the lower empire, from the fourth century to the
conquest of Constantinople by the Turks, and to the

Turkish history

some period

later.
They display
in their writings the faults of a degenerate age, but are
which
valuable for the information
they furnish, being
the pnncipal source from which we obtain the history

for

The most valuaof the decay of the Eastern empire.
ble of the number are Zonaras, Nicetas, Nicephorus,
and Chalcondylas. These four form a continued hisOf
tory of the Byzantine empire to the year 1470.
the remaining authors, who give us histories of detached portions of this same period, the following deserve particular mention, and are given in chronological order; 1. Procopius ; 2. Agathias ; 3. Theophylactus ; 4. Nicephorus, patriarch of Constantinople
6. Johannes Scylitzes ; 6. Anna Comnena ; 7. Georgius AcropoUta ; 8. Georgtus Pachymeres ; 9. Jo;

(vSpaleTTjc) erected by him, probably for the use of
the mines which were in this vicinity.
{Strab., 556.)
was here that Mithradates posted himself with bin

It

army, in the campaign which followed the disastrous
from Cyzicus, in order that he might afford succours to the neighbouring cities of Amisus and
retreat

Eupa-

toria,

besieged by Lucullus.

{Appian, Bell. Mithrad.,

On his second defeat, however, it fell into the
78.)
hands of that general, with several other cities. Pomc.

pey afterward enlarged the
to Diopolis.
Pythodorus
improvements in this city,
residence there, bestowed
baste.

some

place,

and changed

its

name

subsequently made farther
and, having finally fixed his
on it the appellation of Se-

The modern Snvas appears to
{Strab.,l. c.)
to indicate the site of the ancient Sebaste, but

belongs rather to Sebastia, at least 120 miles from
Magnopolis, whereas Cabira was only 150 stadia from
must look rather for the remains
the latter place.
of the city of Cabira or Sebaste (Sebastopolis) on the
right bank of the Lycus, between Niksar and Tchen-

We

ikeh, or Magnopolis.

{Cramer

s

Asia Minor,

vol. 1,

311, seqq.)
Cabiri, certain deities held in the greatest veneration at Thebes and Lemnos, but more particularly in
the islands of Samolhrace and Imbros.
Their number
was not fixed, but was commonly given as four, and

p.

names of these four were Axierus, Axiokersus,
Their mysteries were
Axiokersa, and Casmillus.
celebrated with great solemnity, and, according to
some, with much impurity.
They were supposed,
among other things, to preside over metals, and were
represented as small of size, with It hammer on the
shoulder, and a half eggshell on the head.
They were
the

hannes Cantacuzenus ; 10. Georgius Codinus ; 11.
Cvnstantinus Forphyrogenitus ; 12. Ducas ; 13. ^nselmus Bandurius ; 14. Pclrus Gyllius ; 15. Zosimus ; 16. Georgius Phranza. Besides editions of
individual works or of entire authors, we have the still farther deformed by projecting bellies and phallic
Creuzer traces the worship of the Cabiri,
united works of these writers in what is called the appendages.
Corpus Byzantinum, in 27 (counted sometimes as 23) in the first instance, to the Phoenicians, and makes
correct
much
more
howA
volumes folio.
these deities identical with the Pataeci, or Pataeci, of
edition,
He then proceeds to
ever, 18 that which was published at Paris, under the this people.
{Herodot., 3, 37.)
find vestiges of these same Cabiri in Upper Asia, in
title of Corpus Scriptorum Hislorice Byzantma (from
This was reprinted at the name of the Pontic city Cabira in the Mesopotathe royal press, 23 vols, fol.)
Venice, with a different arrangement of the works, in mian Carrse, the medals of which place seem to as1729-1733. These collections, however, are rarely sociate the worship of the Cabiri with that of the god
The best edition will undoubt- Lunus, and also in the Chaldean river Chobar or (Jhato be found complete.
He discovers also in Malta, among the remains
edly be that, now in a course of publication, from the boras.
It was comof Punic preserved in the vulgar dialect of the island,
press of Weber, at Bonn in Germany.
menced under the editorial care of the celebrated Nie- some traces of the name Cabiri in the word Qbir or
buhr, aided by other eminent scholars, in 1828, and Kibir, which seems to designate an ancient pagan di" the devil."
It is of the octavo
has been continued since his death.
vinity, and is now taken to denote

—

;

{Purer, Lex. Univ.,
Byzas, a Thracian prince.

form.

vol. 4, p.

582.)
(Consult remarks at the
commencement of the article Byzantium.)
Vid. Bizya.
Byzia.

C.

Ptolemy

calls

it

Chabala (XuCoAa).

It

is

thought to correspond to the modern Cablasvar, in
{Bischoff und Mbller, Worterb. der Geogr.,
Georgia.
p. 217.)
Caballinum, a town of theiEdui, in Gallia Lugdunensis, southeast of Bibracte, now Chalons- sur- Saone.
Ptolemy gives Caballinum (KaSd'AXivov), as here writCaesar (B. G., 7, 42, et 90) has Cabillonum
ten.
;

; and Ammianus Marcellinus,
CabiUo (14, 31).
Cabira, I. a wife of Vulcan. She was one of the

the Itin. Ant., Cabillio

Oceanides.

Her

offspring, according to the Ionian
( Vid. Cabiri. )

school, were the deities called Cabiri.

Cabiri in Persia, and refer to the Gabarini, or "strong

men," whom the essential ideas of metallurgy and of
arms would seem naturally to assimilate, either to the
robust forge-men of Vulcan at Lemnos, or to the armed

Cabalaca, a town of Albania, on the southeastern
declivity of Caucasus, near the Caspian Sea {Plin., 4,
10).

{Creuzer'' s Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 2, p. 286.
Religion der Carihager, ed. 2, p. 87.)
Other writers believe, that they discover traces of the

— Miinter,

—

A

priests of Phrygia, Crete, and different parts of Greece.
Mem. del Acad,
{Foucher, sur la Religion des Perses.

—

des Inscript., &c., vol. 29.)
Others, again, have recourse to the mythology of India, and find the root of
Cuvera.
the name Cabiri in the Hindu
{Wilford,
Asiatic Researches, vol. 5, p. 297, seqq.
Polier, MyThe best etythol. des Indous, vol. 2, p. 312, seqq.)
mology, no doubt, is that which makes the appellation

—

of these deities a Phoenician one, denoting "powerful,"
"strong;" and hence the titles, Qeol [lEyaloi, dvvaTot, which the Cabiri frequently received among the

With the Cabiri, viewed in this light, may
Greeks.
be compared the Dii Poles of the augural books of
the Romans.
{Varro, L. L., 4, 10, p. 16, ed. Scalig.)
Schelling, however {iiber die Gottheilen von Samo107, seqq.), gives a new etymology (the
the name Cabiri is made
" the associate
and he

south of Magcity of Pontus, in Asia Minor,
It
foot of Mount Paryadres.
nopolis, and at the
was at one time the favourite residence of Mithrada-

thrace,

His palace, park, and preserves were still in existence when Sirabo wrote, as well as a water-mill

Complice,
whose worship the Romans borrowed from the Etruri-

II.

tes.
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p.

Hebrew Chaberim), by which

to signify
deities,"
these deities with the Dii Consentes or Dii

compares

C

CABIRI.
The same learned writer compares the names
to him,
KuSecpoi, Ku6apoc, K66aXoi (which, according
"
are identical), with the German Kobold,
goblin," and
His
finds in them all a common idea.
theory respectwhich he refers excluing the worship of the Cabiri,
Semitic
and
sources, difsively to Phoenician, Hebrew,
fers in several important points from that of Creuzer,
and has excited a great deal of attention on the contiIt is in following the footsteps of
nent of
ans.

Europe.

the mySchelling that Pictet thinks he has found, in
the
thology of the ancient Irish, the worship, and even
{Du Culte
very names, of the Cabiri of Samothrace.
des Cabires chez Us anciens Irlandais, Geneve, 1824.
Compare Bihliotheque UnivcrseUe^ vol. 24.) On the

—

other hand, C. 0. Miiller, in a very remarkable disserta-

appended to his work on Orchomenus ( OrcAamcno*
Gesch. der
die Minyer, Beilage 2, p. 450, seqq.
Hellenischer Stdmme, &-c., vol. 1), and Welcker(Tnlogie der Prometheus, Darmstadt, 1824, 8vo), reject
tion

—

und

AC

them remained hidthey lost this triple origin
den powers, sons of the cosmogonical Jove, and of
:

three of

Proserpina, the passive principle of fecundity as well
the two others took the Greek names
as of destruction
of Castor and Pollux, and had Leda for a mother, the
mistress of Olympian Jove.
3, 21.)
{Cic, N.
For, in Egypt, their mother was not Leda, but Nemesis, one of the appellations of Athyr, or the primitive
The amour of Jupiter also has here a fantastic
:

D

night.
character, which

is

sensibly

weakened

,

in the

Grecian

Not only does

Jupiter change himself into a
swan, but he likewise directs Venus to pursue him under the form of an eagle, and he takes refuge in the
fable.

bosom of Nemesis, whom slumber

and who

seizes,

Hermes
an easy conquest to her divine lover.
thereupon conveys the egg to Sparta, and Leda incuthe
cosThe Greeks, rejecting altogether
bates it.
offers

mogonical personage Nemesis, made Leda the real
mother, and the ancient Cabiri became thus a compoThe Ionian
the Phoenician, or, more properly speaking. Oriental nent part of the national mythology.
The first of these writers sees school, however, faithful to the principles of a sacerorigin of the Cabiri.
in them a worship purely Pelasgic, and, up to a certain dotal philosophy, continued to call them the offspring
of the eternal fire, Vulcan, and of the nymph Cabira,
point, the primitive religion of the Greeks entire, with
a distant relation, at the same time, to the Theogonies one of the Oceanides, which recalls the generation by
When astronomy was introduced into
of India
the second discovers a mixture of various fire and water.
elements, successively amalgamated, and the most an- the religion of Greece, they became the star of the
It is possible to see
cient of which would be the Dardan or Trojan Penates, morning and the star of evening.
Od
becoming, in process of time, the Dioscuri, or else con- an allusion to this idea in Homer. (//., 3, 243.
founded with them, and at an early period transported 11, 302.) At a later period they became the Twins.
to Rome.
According to Constant {de la Religion, {Constant, de la Relig., vol. 2, p. 433, seqq., in notis.)
As regards the names of the individual Cabiri, it may
vol. 2, p. 430), the Cabiri designated the two grand
opposing powers in each department of nature, and be remarked, that they all appear decidedly Oriental.
them are as follows Axieros
represented by turns the earth and the heavens, moist- The etymologies given to
ure and dryness, the body and soul, inert matter and is said to have signified, in Egyptian, "the all-powerTheir number was not fixed, ful one," and he is supposed by some to be identical
vivifying intelligence.
Axiokersus is made to denote
but varied according to the necessity under which the with Phtha or Vulcan.
" the
is
thought to have been the
great fecundator," and
priests found themselves of expressing the cosmogonical powers.
Their figures were at first excessively same with Mars, the planet named in Egyptian Ertosi,
Axiokersa is
deformed
they were represented under the guise of a word which presents the same idea.
distorted dwarfs, and under these forms were brought consequently "the great fecundatrix," Aphrodite or
to Samothrace.
Their worship consisted in orgies Venus, the companion of Mars. {Zoega, de Obelise,
;

—

,

—

—

:

;

The

closely resembling those of the Phrygian Cybele.

Grecian mythology at length received them, and the
poets, in examining their attributes, sought to ascertain which of them were susceptible of the necessary
transformation.
The statues of the Cabiri were placed
in the port of Samothrace.
They presided over the
winds.
Hence, with the Greeks, they became gods
favourable to navigators and terrible to pirates
(Nigid., ap.

Schol.

Germ,

m

They

imag. Gemin.)

ap-

according to the Grecian belief, on the
tops of masts, under the form of brilliant flames, to announce the end of tempests. (Died. Sic, 4, 43.)
Expressing, as they did, among other things, the opposition between light and darkness, they became with
the Greeks two deities, one of whom was hidden beneath the earth, while the other shone in the skies.

peared

also,

The

Cabiri proceeded from the cosmogonical egg
and hence, wiih the Greeks, the new deities came
forth from an egg, the fruit of the amour of Jupiter
with Leda.
In order, however, to nationalize them
:

more, they were made the tutelary heroes of
Sparta, and to preside over the Olympic games.
{Find., Olymp.. 3, 63, seqq.)
They became identified, through Helen, with the family of the Atridse.
Warlike ad ventures were ascribed to them. (^Pausan ,
still

3. 13.)

Winged

coursers were given them by the gods.

{^Stesick. ap. Tertull. in

Spectac,

p.

9, seqq.)

They

received the names of Castor and Pollux
and thus
the hideous Cabiri became the beauteous
Tyndaridse.
;

—The whole

fable of the Cabiri is
singularly obscure.
In Egypt they were at first five in number, in allusion
to the five
intercalary days necessary for completing
the year.
Under this astronomical point of view they
had three fathers, the Sun, Hermes, and Saturn. ( Plut.,
dc Uf a Os.)
In the transition from
Egypt to Greece

p.

220.

— Compare Miinter, Antiquar. Abhandl.,

p. 190,
fourth personage, Casmillus, the
"
the all-wise" by those who
said to import

As

seqq.)

name

is

to

the

to the Egyptian.
{Zoega, I. c) Bochart,
however, with more probability, compares it with the
Hebrew Cusrniel, which signifies " a servant," " a min-

trace

it

(Geogr. Sacr., 1, p. 396.) Bochart gives Hebrew derivations also for the other names
of the Cabiri.
Schelling, more recently, proceeding
on the same principle, arrives at a similar result with
ister of the deity."

Bochart, but in a quite different way.

(Samotkrac.

His new etymologies, however, as those of Zoega, are not regarded very favourably by De Sacy, in the note to Sainte
Gottheiten, p.

16, 17, 63, 67, seqq.)

stives du Paganisme, vol. 1, p. 43.
Croix's work,
Miinter defends the explanations of Zoega, and maintains, in general, with Creuzer, the Egyptian origin of
the Cabiri.
He inclines, however, to consider the
last of the four, Casmillus, as of Phoenician origin, and
explains it with Schelling, in a more simple manner
" he who stands
than Bochart, by the term Cadmiel,
before the deity," or " who beholds the face of the deity."
(Religion der Carthager, 2d ed., p. 89, seqq.)
Miiller, Welcker, Schwenk, and Volcker have explored the Greek language alone for an elucidation of these
And yet the first of these learned
mysterious names.
cannot
writers, in spite of his purely Hellenic system,
the remarkable
prevent himself from being struck by
between
Cama,
coincidence, as well real as verbal,
the Hindu god of love, and Casmillus {Creuzer' s
vol. 2, p. 293, seqq., in
Symbolik, par Guigniaut,

My

notis.)

Cabiria,

I.

a

surname of Ceres.— II. The

of the Cabiri.
{Vid. Czbm.)
Caca, a ^
goddess among the

Romans,

festivals

sister to
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CADMUS.

one version of the

ferent genealogy

(Schol. ad
given by Pherecydes.
After the death of his mother,
R.,S, 1179.)
where her brother had concealed his oxen. For this Cadmus went to .Delphi, to inquire of the oracle reshe was deified.
She had a chapel {sacellum) at Rome, specting Europa. The god desired him to cease from
with a sacred fire continually burning in it, and vestal troubling himself about her, bui to follow a cow as his
{Lactant., 1, 20, p. 110, guide, and to build a city where she should lie down.
virgins to perform her rites.
ed. Gall.—Serv. ad Virg., JEn., 8, 190.)
On leaving the temple, he went through Phocis, and
a
famous
son
of Vulcan, represented meeting a cow belonging to the herds of Pelagon, he
Cacds,
robber,
in fable as of gigantic size, and
followed
her.
forth
smoke
She went through Boeotia till she came
vomiting
and fire.
He inhabited the gloomy recesses of the to where Thebes afterward stood, and there lay down.
forest on Mount Aventine, and a deep cave there was Wishing to sacrifice her to Minerva, Cadmus sent his
his dwelling-place, the entrance to which was
hung companions to fetch water from the fountain of Mars,
around with human heads and limbs.
He plundered but the fount was guarded by a serpent, who killed
and kept in continual alarm the neighbouring country
the greater part of them.
Cadmus then engaged and
and, when Hercules returned from the conquest of destroyed the serpent. By the direction of Minerva he
Geryon, he stole some of his cows, and dragged them sowed its teeth, and immediately a crop of armed men
backward into his cave to prevent discovery. Her- sprang up, who slew each other, either quarrelling or
for it is said that when Cadmus
cules, after having enjoyed the hospitality of Evander, through ignorance
was preparing to depart, without being aware of the saw them rising he flung stones at them and they,
theft ; but his oxen,
having lowed, were answered by thinking it was done by some of themselves, fell upon
the cows in the cave of Cacus, and the hero thus be- and slew each other.
Five only survived, Echion
came acquainted with the loss he had sustained. He (Viper), Udseus (Groundly), Chthonius (Earthly), Hyran to the place, attacked Cacus, and strangled him in perenor (Mighty), and Pelor (Huge).
These were
his arms, though
Hercules called the Sown (andpToi) and they joined with Cadvomiting fire and smoke.
erected an altar to Jupiter, in commemoration of his mus to build the city.
For killing the sacred serpent
and an annual festival was instituted by the Cadmus was obliged to spend a year in servitude to
victory
inhabitants in honour of the hero who had delivered Mars.
At the expiration of that period, Minerva herthem from such a pest. {Ovid, Fast., 1, 551.
Virg., self prepared for him a palace, and Jupiter gave him
JEn., 8, 194.— Proper/., 4, 10.— JuD., 5, 125.— Lir., Harmonia, the daughter of Mars and Venus, in marAll the gods, quitting Olympus, celebrated the
1, 7.
Dionys. Hal., 1, 9.) The allegorical charac- riage.
ter of the fable here related is sufficiently indicated nuptials in the Cadmea, the palace of Cadmus.
The
by the names of the parties. Thus Eva'ndcr, who re- bridegroom presented his bride with a magnificent
ceived Hercules on his return from the conquest of robe, and a collar, the work of Vulcan, given to him, it
Geryon, and Cacus (in Greek Evav(Jpof and Ko/cof), is said, by the divine artist himself. Harmonia beseem to be nothing more than appellations intended came the mother of four daughters, Semele, Autonoe,
to characterize the individuals to whom they are
After the
ap- Ino, and Agave, and one son, Polydorus.
Evander, therefore, the leader of the Pelasgi, various misfortunes which befell their children, Cadmus
plied
the head and chief of the division of that
great sacer- and his wife quitted Thebes, now grown odious to
dotal caste which passed into Italy, and, consequently, them, and
migrated to the country of the Enchelians ;
to apply a modern term, the
high-priest of the order, who, being harassed by the incursions of the lilyrians,

wno, according

cus,

to

came enamoured of Hercules, and showed

fable, be-

the hero

Apoll.

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

Good Man (evavSpo^), and Cacus, his opponent,
Bad Man (/ca/cdf). Hercules destroys Cacus,
is, the solar worship, or some other Oriental system of belief professed by the Pelasgi, was made ta
supplant some rude and probably cruel form of worand as Evander was high-priest of the one, so
ship
Cacus, whoever he was, may be regarded as the head

were told by the oracle that, if they made Cadmus and
Harmonia their leaders, they .should be successful.
They obeyed the god, and his prediction was verified.
Cadmus became king of the lilyrians, and had a son
named Illyrius. Shortly afterward he and Harmonia
were changed into serpents, and sent by Jupiter to the
Elysian plain, or, as others said, were conveyed thither
of the other. (Compare Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 343, seqq.) in a chariot drawn by serpents.
(Apollod., 3, 4.
Cacuthis, a river in India according to Mannert, Apoll. R., 4, 517.— Ovtd, Met., 4, 563, seqq.— Nanthe Gumty, which falls into the Ganges, to the north mis, 44, 115.)
The myth of Cadmus is, by its relation
is

the

is the

that

;

—

—

;

of Benares.

{Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 93.)
Cadmea, the citadel of Thebes, fabled to have been

built

by Cadmus.

It

represents very evidently the

early city, built upon a height, around which the later
city of Thebes was subsequently erected, and then the

former answered for a citadel, as in the case of the
Of the walls of the Cadmea, a
Acropolis of Athens.
few fragments remain, which are regularly constructed.

These were probably erected by

the Athenians,

Cassander restored the

Thebes.

when

one of considerable importance. It is usually
regarded as offering a convincing proof of the fact of
colonies from the East having come to Greece, and havAn examinaing introduced civilization and the arts.
to history,

however, of the legend, in this point of view, will
In the Iliad, though
hardly warrant such an opinion.
the Cadmeans are spoken of more than once, not the
to Cadmus.
In the Odyssey,
slightest allusion is made
tion,

is said to have been
and daughter to Cadmus. (Od., 5, 333.)
Hesiod says that the goddess Harmonia was married to
Travels, vol. 1, p. 264.)
Cadmus in Thebes. (Theog., 937, 975.) Pindar freCadmeis, an ancient name of Boeotia.
Cadmus, I. son of Agenor, king of Phoenicia, by quently speaks of Cadmus ; he places him with the GreTelephassa, was sent by his father, along with his cian heroes, Peleus and Achilles, in the island of the
brothers Phoenix and Cilix, in quest of their sister Eu- blessed (01., 2, 142) but it is very remarkable that this
ropa, who had been carried off by Jupiter, and they Theban poet never hints even at hi^ Phoenician origin.
were ordered not to return until they had found her. It was an article, however, of general belief in Pindar's
The brothers were accompanied by their mother, and time. There is a curious coincidence between the
Their search was to name Cadmus and the Semitic term for the east, Keby Thasus, a son of Neptune.
no purpose they could get no intelhgence of their dem, and this may in reality be the sole foundation for
for none
sister ; and, fearing the indignation of their father, the notion of a Phoenician colony at Thebes
Phoenix of the usual evidences of colonization are to be found.
they resolved to settle in various countries.
meet
with
the
do not, for example,
slightest trace
thereupon established himself in Phoenicia, Cilix in
Cilicia, and Cadmus and his mother went to Thrace, of Phoenician influence in the language, manners,
where Thasus founded a town also named after him- or institutions of Boeotia. It is farther a thing most
self.
{Avollod., 3, I, 1.)
Compare the somewhat dif- incredible, that a seafaring, commercial people like the

city of

{DodwelVs

the sea-goddess Ino-Leucothia

a mortal,

;

:

;

We

—
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was of Phoenician

Phoenicians should have selected, as the site of their
in a
very earliest foreign settlement, a place situated
rich fertile valley, away from the sea, and only adapted
for agriculture, without mines, or any of those objects
of trade which might tempt a people of that character.
It is also strange, that the descendants of these colonists should have so entirely put off the Phoenician

origin, and what were
days consisted originally of
nothing more than a mere knot, skilfully formed, and
used to secure the chests and wares of the Phoenician
This knot became very probably attached, in
traders.
the course of time, to a bough adorned with green
leaves at the end, and the whole thus formed a sym-

character; as to become noted in after ages for their
disUke of trade of any kind.
may, therefore, now
venture to dismiss this theory, and seek a Grecian

bol of traffic.

We

for

Cadmus.

(Muller,

— Homer and

origin

Orchumenus,

113,

p.

Hesiod call the people of Thebes
Cadmeans or Cadmeonians, and the country the Cadseq.)

mean

land

;

the citadel

Cadmus

Cadmea.

was

at all

times

named

the

therefore apparently (like Pelasgus, Dorus, Ion, Thessalus, and so many others) mereAgain,
ly a personification of the name of the people.
is

Cadrailos or Cadraus was a name of Mercury in the
mysteries of Samothrace, which were instituted by the
Tyrrhenian Pelasgi, who, at the time of the Dorian
migration, being driven from Boeotia, settled on the
The name Cadislands in the north of the ^gean.
mus, moreover, occurs only at Thebes and Samothrace ; Harmcwia also was an object of worship in this
last place, and the Cabiri were likewise worshipped at
Thebes.
Now, as the word Ka6fjL0£ may be deduced
from Kal^u, " to adorrC or " order,'''' and answers exactly
to K6<7/rof, the name of the chief magistrate in Crete,
Herit has been inferred, that Cadmus-Hermes, i. e
,

mes, the Regulator or Disposer, a cosmogonic power,
gave name to a portion oi the Pelasgic race, and that,
in the usual manner, the god was made a mortal king.
Id., Prolcgom.,
{^Midler, Orchomenus, p. 461, scgq.
p. 146, seqq.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 325, seqq.)

—

—

—The

ancient tradition was, that Cadmus brought sixteen letters from Phoenicia to Greece, to which Palamedes added subsequently four more, ;?, f, ^, x^ and
Simonides, at a still later period, four others, f, tj, ijj, u.
The traditional alphabet of Cadmus is supposed to
have been the following A, B, T, A, E, F, I, K, A,
M, N, O, n, P, 2, T, and the names were, 'AA<pa, B^ra,

the caduceus
the

in

serpents

latter

Here we see also the origin of the
The caduceus served Mercury also as a herand hence its Greek name KTjpvKecov,
staff,

wings.
ald's

whence, as some think, the Latin caduceus is corThe term caduceus was also applied somerupted.
times to the white wand or rod, which the ancient heralds regarded as the symbol of peace.
(Consult Bottiger, Amalthea, vol. 1, p. \'\)\, seqq.)
Cadukci, a people of Gallia Celtica, living between
the Oldus or Oltis (the Olt) and the Duranius {Dor-

dogne), two of the northern branches of the Garumna.
Their capital was Divona, afterward called from their
own name Cadurci, now Cahors. {Cces., B. G., 7, 4.)

Cadytis, a town of Syria, mentioned by Herodotus
It is supposed by Reland to have been the
same with Gath.
D'Anville, Rennell, and many
This
others, however, identify it with Jerusalem.
(2, 159).

opinion is undoubtedly the more correct one,
and the name Cadytis would seem to be only a cor"
holy city."
ruption of the Hebrew Kedosha, i. e.,
With this, too, the present Arabic name El Kads, i. e.,
latter

" the
{Rennell, Geogr. Herod.,
holy," clearly agrees.
vol. 1, p. 324.
Rosenmiiller, Bibl. Alterthumsk, vol.
487.
Heeren, Ideen, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 114.
2, pt. 1, p.

—
—
—
—Dahlman, Herod.,
— Bdhr, Excurs.,
p. 75.

Valckencer,

Opusc,

vol.

11, ad Herod., I. c.)
152, seqq.
CjEk, an island of the .^Egean Sea, among the Cyclades, called also Ceos and Cea.
{Vid. Ceos.)
CiEciAs, a wind blowing from the northeast, (Com1, p.

pare Aulus Gellius, 2, 22, and Schneider, Lex., s. v.
KaiKiag.)
CsciLiA Caia, or Tanaquil. Vid. Tanaquil.

the question relative to the existence of an early
Pelasgic alphabet in Greece, some remarks on which
found under the article Pelasgi.
II.
native

I. was
proposed A.U.C. 693, by
Nepos, to exempt the city and Italy
Bio Cass.,
from taxes. {Cic, Ep. ad Att., 2, 9.
II. Another, called also Didia, or Didta et
37, 51.)
C&cilia, A.U.C. 654, by the consuls Q. Caecilius Metellus and T. Didius, that laws should be promulgated for three market-days (17 days), and that several
distinct things should not be included in the same law,
which practice was called ferre per saturam. III.

of Miletus, who flourished

Another, A.U.C. 701, to restore to the censors their

:

Fav, 'lura, KuTnra, Au/i6da, Mw,
'FQ, 'Ziyfia, Tav. The explanation which
has just bfen given to the myth of Cadmus, and its
connexion with the Pelasgi, has an important bearing
Tdfifia,

Ae'/lra, El,

Nv, Ov,

III,

on

—

will be

A

about 520 B.C.

Cecilia Lex,

Caecilius Metellus

—

Pliny
(7, 66) calls him the most ancient of the logographi.
In another passage (5, 29), he makes him to have

original rights

been the

also Gabinia,

prose writer, though elsewhere he attributes this to Pherecydes.
According to a remark
of Isocrates (in his discourse Tzepl dvTiSoaecjg), Cadmus was the first that bore the title of aoc^LGTrj^, by
which appellation was then meant an eloquent man.
He wrote on the antiquities of his native city. His
work was abridged by Bion of Proconnesus. {Sch'oll,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 134.)
Caduceus, the wand of the god Mercury, with
which he conducts the souls of the departed to the
lower world. In the case of the god it is of gold, hence
first

and was said to have
been given him by Apollo in exchange for the lyre,
which the former had invented. Commonly speaking,
however, it was a wand of laurel or olive, with two
little
wings on the upper end, and with two serpents
entwined about this same part, having their heads turned towards each other, the whole serving as a symbol

called by the poets aurea virga,

of peace.

Accordmg

to

the

fable,

Mercury, when

saw two serpents fighting with
one another, and threw the rod of peace between
them, whereupon they instantly ceased from the contest, and wound themselves around the staff in
friendly
and lasting union.
a much
Bottiger, however,
travelling in Arcadia,

more

gives

rational explanation.

According

to this writer,

—

—

and privileges, which had been lessen-

ed by P. Clodius, the tribune.

— IV.

Another, called

A.U.C. 685, against usury.

CiEciLiA (gkns), a distinguished plebeian family of

Rome, the principal branch of which were the Metelli.
They pretended to have derived their origin from Caeculus, son of Vulcan.
C.<ECiLius, I. Metellus.

—

II. Sta(Vid. Metellus.)
a comic poet, originally a Gallic slave.
(Aul.
His productions were held in high esGelL, 4, 20.)
timation by the Romans, and were sometimes ranked
on an equality with those of Plautus and Terence, at
other times preferred to them.
(Horat., Ep., 2, 1, 59.
—Cic, de Orat, 2, 10.— Id. ad Attic, 7, 3.— VulgaHe died one
tius Sedigitus^ap. Aul. GelL, 15, 24.)
year after Ennius.
possess the names and frag-

tius,

We

ments of more than tliirty of his comedies, in which
he appears to have copied the writers of the New
the Greeks, especially Menander.
Comedy

among
Rom.

{Biihr, Gesch.

Lit., p. 70.)

Cjscina, Allienus, a celebrated general, a native
of Gaul.
He commanded at first a legion for Galba,
in Germany
then he embraced the parly of Vitellius,
and gained him the crown by the victory of Bedria;

cum, where Otho was defeated. Soon after this, howand went over to Vespaever, he abandoned Vitellius
sian,
Irritated at not being promoted by the new &n279

C^R
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peror to the honours at which he aimed, he conspired
against him, but was slain by order of Titus at a banSome writers have thrown doubts on this conquet.
was actuated
spiracy, and have pretended that Titus
by a feeling of jealousy in seeing Caecina regarded
with attachment by Berenice.
{Tacit., Hist., 1, 61.

—Id. lb., 3, Vd.—Dio Cass.,
C^cuBUs Ager, a district

66, 16.)
in the vicinity of For-

and Caieta in Latium, famous for its wines.
Pliny (14, 6) informs us, that, before his time, the
Caecuban wine, which came from the poplar marshes
of Amyclae, was most esteemed, but that at the period
when he wrote, it had lost its' repute, through the negligence of the growers, and partly from the limited
extent of the vineyards, which had been nearly destroyed by the navigable canal begun by Nero from the
miae

Lake Avernus to Ostia. Galen {Athen., 1, 21) describes the Caecuban as a generous and durable wine,
but apt to affect the head, and ripening only after
many years. When new it probably belonged to the
It was Horace's favourclass of rough sweet wines.
ite, and scarce after the breaking up of the principal
vineyards. The best, and, at the same time, the oldest

L. Opimius Nepos was
the Opimian.
U. 633, m which year the excessive heat of
the summer caused all the productions of the earth to
attain an uncommon degree of perfection. (Vid. FaHenderson's Hist. Anc. and
lernum and Massicus.
vintage,

consul

was

A

—

Mod. Wines,

81, seqq.)
CiEi uLus, a son of Vulcan, conceived, as some say,
she was sitting by the fire, a spark
mother
as
his
by
having leaped forth into her bosom. After a life spent
p.

plundering and rapine, he built Praeneste ; but, being
unable to find inhabitants, he implored Vulcan to tell
him whether he really was his father
Upon this a
flame suddenly shone around a multitude who were assembled to see some spectacle, and they were immein

diately persuaded to
Virgil says, that he

some

become the subjects of Caeculus.
was found on the hearth, or, as

less correctly explain it, in the very fire itself,
to have been the son of Vulcan.

and hence was fabled

The

nan>e Caeculus refers, it is said, to the small size
Scrv.
of the pupils of his eyes.
( Virg., JEn., 7, 680.

ad

—

Virg.,

I.

c.)

Vid. Vibcuna.
CiELEs ViBENNA.
C^LiA Lex, was enacted A.U.C. 630, by

Caelius,

a tribune.
It ordained, that in judicial proceedings before the people, in cases of treason, the votes should
be given by ballot ; contrary to the exception of the

Cassian law.

(Heinecc, Antiq. Rom., ed. Haubold,
250.)
CiELius, I. a young Roman of considerable talents and accomplishments, intrusted to the care of
Ci(^ro on his first introduction to the forum. Having
imprudently engaged in an intrigue with Clodia, the
well-known sister of Clodius, and having afterward
deserted her, she accused him of an attempt to poison
her, and of having borrowed money from her in order to
procure the assassination of Dio, the Alexandrean amHe was defended by Cicero in an oration
bassador.
which is still extant. II. Aurelianus, a medical wriIII. Sabinus, a writer in the
ter.
{Vid. Aurelianus.)
a treatise on the
age of Vespasian, who composed
IV. One of the seven
ediles.
curule
the
edicts of
Romulus surrounded
hills on which Rome was built.
it with a ditch and rampart, and it was enclosed
by
p.

—

—

—

It is supposed to
walls by the succeeding kings.
have received its name from Ceeles Vibenna.
C«NE, or C^NEPOLis, I. a town of Egypt, in the
Ghenne
Panopolitan nome, supposed to be the present
II. A town near the promontory of Taenaor Kenne.
Vid. Taenaits previous name was Taenarum.
ru8
(

Cjenina, a town of Latium, near Rome, placed by
Cluverius on the banks of the Anio.
The inhabitants, called CcEJiinenses, made war against the
after the rape of the Sabines.

RoHaving been

mans

conquered by Romulus, Caenina is said to have received a colony from the victor, together with Antemnae.
{Dion. Hal., 2, 36.) It is thought to have stood
on the hill of SanV Angelo,ox Monticelli. {Holslen.^
Adnot.,

103.)

p.

C.<ENis, a Thessalian son of Elatus, and one of the
He was, according to the fable, originally
Lapithae.

and obtained from Neptune the privilege
of changing sex, and of becoming a warrior and invulnerable. In this new sex he became celebrated
for his valour and his exploits in the war
against the
Centaurs. He offended Jupiter, and was changed into
a bird.
Virgil represents Caenis under a female form
in the lower world.
The name is
{JEn., 6, 44S.)
sometimes, but less correctly, given as Caencus. (Con
a female,

Heyne, ad JEn., I. c.)
a promontory of Italy, in the country of
the Bruttii, north of Rhegium.
It faced the promontory of Pelorus in Sicily, and formed, by its means,

suit

C^NYs,

the narrowest part of the

Fretum Siculum.

{StrahOy

According to Pliny (3, 10), these two promontories were separated by an interval of twelve stadia, or a mile and a half : a statement which accords
256.)

with that of Polybius (1, 42). Thucydides, on the
other hand (6, 1), seems to allow two and a half for
the breadth of the strait, but, at the same time, considers this as the utmost amount of the distance.
Topographers are divided as to the exact point of the
Italian coast which answers to Cape Csenys ; the
Calabrian geographers say, the Punta del Pezzo, called also Coda del Volpe, in which opinion Cluverius
and D'Anville coincide but Holstenius contends for
the Torre del Cavallo.
This perhaps may, in fact,
be the narrowest point; but it does not apparently answer so well to Strabo's description of the figure and
{Cramer^s Ancient Italy ,
bearing of Cape Caenys,
;

vol. 2, p.

426, seqq.)

or, as it is always called by the Greek wriAgylla, one of the most considerable cities of
Etruria, and universally acknowledged to have bees
founded by the Tyrrhenian Pelasgi.
{Dion. Hal., 1,
20.
Id., 3, 60.) It was situate near the coast, to the
writers
seem
of
Veii.
Ancient
west
puzzled to account for the change of name which this city is allowed to have undergone, the Romans never calling it
{Mn., 8, 478 )
anything but Caere, except Virgil.
Strabo (220) relates, that the Tyrrheni, on arriving
before this city, were hailed by the Pelasgi from the
walls with the word Xalpe, according to the Greek
mode of salutation and that, when they had made
themselves masters of the place, they changed its
name to that form of greeting. Other variations of
this story may be seen in Servius {ad JEn., 8, 597).
According to one of them,' given on the authority of
Hyginus, the Romans, and not the Lydians, changed
All these explanaits name from Agylla to Caere.
It has been
tions, however, are very unsatisfactory.
supposed that C«ere might be the original name, or
the
the
ancient
Siculi,
perhaps that which
possessors,
Ker
gave to the place before the Pelasgic invasion.
is a Celtic word.
s
Ancient
{Cramer''
Italy, vol. 1, p.

Cjerz,

ters,

—

;

205.)

According

to Miiller

vol. 1, p
two different
same writer
have been Cisra.

{Die Etrusker,

87), the two names for the place point to
stems or races of inhabitants.
This

makes the genuine Etrurian name

to

—

(Compare Verriu.t Flaccus., Etrusc. 1, ap. Interp.
Mn., 10, 183, Veron) The earliest record to be

CyENEUs.

found of the history of Agylla is in Herodotus (1, 166).
That writer informs us, that the Phocaeans, having
been driven from their native city on the shores of
Ionia by the arms of Cyrus, formed establishments in
Corsica, of which the Tyrrhenians and Carthaginians

:

rus.)

Vtd. Caenis.

CiENioEs, a patronymic of Eetion, as descended
from Caenus.
{Herod., 5, 92.)
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CiES
jealou8 of

their nautical skill

CiESAR.
and enterprising

spirit,

A severe action accordsought to dispossess them.
of Sardinia, between the
ingly took place in the Sea
Phocaeans and the combined fleet of the latter powers,
but it was such
in which the former gained the day
a victory as left them little room for exultation, they
and the rest being
having lost several of their ships,
The Agylleans, who appear to
nearly all disabled.
have constituted the principal force of the Tyrrhenians,
on their return home landed their prisoners and barbafor which act of cruelty
rously stoned them to death
;

ccBsa in Punic, as

Servus informs us (ad JEn.,

1,

290)«

The derivation of Pliny is generally considered the best.
The nobility of the Julian family was so ancient and
80 illustrious, that, even after it obtained the imperial
it needed not the
exaggeration of flatterers to
Within thirty years after the commencement

dignity,
exalt it.

of the republic, we find the name of C. Julius on the
list of consuls, and the same person, or a relation of
the same name, is said to have been one of the De-

whom

the laws of the twelve tables were
numbered, after this, several other indiIt was
viduals who attained to the offices of prsetor and conthey were soon visited by a strange calamity.
observed, that all the living creatures which approach- sul, one of whom, L. Julius Caesar, distinguished himself
in the Italian war by a great victory over the
ed the spot where the Phocapans had been murdered,
were immediately seized with convulsive distortions Samnites, and was afterward murdered by order of
On consulting Marius. Another, of the same line, C. Julius Caesar,
and paralytic affections of the limbs.
the oracle at Delphi, to learn howthey might expiate the brother of Lucius, was eminent as a public speaker
their offence, the Agylleans were commanded to cele- for his wit and pleasantry, and perished together with
brate the obsequies of the dead, and to hold games in the former when Marius and Cinna first assumed the
The most illustrious of the name, howtheir honour; which order, the historian informs us, was government.
We learn also ever, was C. Julius C.«s.\r, born July (Quinlilis)
punctually attended to up to his time.
His father was C. Julius Caesar, a
from Strabo (220), that the Agylleans enjoyed a great 10th, B.C. 100.
man of praetorian rank, and is recorded by Pliny (7,
for, though
reputation for justice among the Greeks
sudden death, he
very powerful, and ablf^ to send out large fleets and nu- 53) as a remarkable instance of
merous armies, they always abstained from piracy, to havmg expired suddenly one morning at Pisa while
C. Caesar married Aurelia, of the
which the other Tyrrhenian cities were much addicted. dressing himself.
According to Dionysius, the Romans were first en- family of Aurelius Cotta, and of these parents was
gaged in hostilities with Caere under the reign of Tar- born the subject of the present sketch. From his earquin the Elder, and subsequently under Servius Tul- liest boyhood Caesar discovered extraordinary talents.
He had a penetrating intellect, a remarkably strong
.lius, by whom a treaty was concluded between the
two states (3, 28).
Long after, when Rome had memory, and a lively imagination was indefatigable in
been taken by the Gauls, the inhabitants of Caere ren- business, and able, as we are told by Pliny, to read,
dered the former city an important service, by receiv- write, hear, and dictate, at one and the same time,
When the party
ing their priests and vestals, and defeating the Gauls from four to seven diflferent letters.
on their return through the Sabine territory on which of Marius had gained the ascendancy at Rome, Cinna
occasion they recovered the gold with which Rome gave his daughter Cornelia in marriage to Caesar.
This is a cu- The latter was also farther connected with the
is said to have purchased its liberation.
popular
rious fact, and not mentioned by any historian
but party through the marriage of Julia, his father's sister,
with
well
the
account
which
thus
it
obwith
the
Marius
elder
very
Polybius
doubly
although
yet,
agrees
In re- noxious to the victorious side, he refused to comply
gives us of the retreat of the Gauls (1, 6).
turn for this assistance, the Romans requited the Cse- with the commands of Sylla, to divorce his wife
and
rites by declaring them the public guests of Rome, and
being exposed, in consequence, to his resentment, he
admitting them, though not in full, to the rights en- fled from Rome, and baffled all attempts upon his life,
They were made citizens, but partly by concealing himself, and partly by bribing
joyed by her citizens.
;

cemviri by
compiled.

It

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

without the right of voting; whence the phrases, in the officers sent to kill him, till Sylla was prevailed
Cczritv.m tahulas refcrre aliquem, " to deprive one of upon, according to Suetonius, to spare him at the enhis right of voting," and Cczrite cera digni, " worth- treaty of some common friends.
A story was afterless persons," in reference to citizens of Rome, since ward common, that Sylla did not pardon without great
what would be an honour to the people of Caere would reluctance and that he told those who sued in his
be a punishment to a native Roman citizen.
(Cra- behalf, that in Caesar there were many Mariuses. Had
'*
mer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 207.)
It is a weak
he indeed thought so, his was not a temper to have
notion of Strabo," observes Niebuhr, "that the Ro- yielded to any supplications to save him
nor would
mans had acted ungratefully in not admitting the Cae- any considerations have induced him, to exempt from
It was not in their
rites to a higher franchise.
power destruction one from whom he had apprehended so
to do so, unless the Ccerites themselves preferred reAfter this, the young Caesar progreat a danger.
nouncing the independence of their state, receiving ceeded to the court of Nicomedes, king of Bithynia,
their landed property from the republic, according to and on
leaving this monarch, of whose intimacy with
the Roman law, and forming a new tribe
and this him a scandalous anecdote is recorded, he went to M.
they were certainly far from wishing at that time, as Municius Thermus, then praetor in Asia, who intrustfortune had been more favourable to them in the Gal- ed him with the command of the fleet that was to
lic war than to Rome ; if, indeed, the Roman citizenIn the execution of this trust
blockade Mytilene.
ship were really conferred on the Caerites at this time, Caesar distinguished himself highly, although but twenand not considerably earlier, in the flourishing days of ty-two years of age.
He next visited Rhodes, and
the ancient Agylla."
(Roman History, vol. I, p. studied eloquence for some time under Apollonius
In the first edition of his Molo, from whom Cicero, about the same period, was
403, Walter''s Iransl.)
;

—

;

;

work (vol. 1, p. 193, seqq., in notis), Niebuhr starts
the bold hypothesis, that CcRve was the parent city of
Rome. In the second edition, however (Cambridge
transL), this theory

is

silently

withdrawn.

—

also receiving instruction. (Sueton.,Jul., c. 4.
Cjc,
de CI at. Or., c. 91.)
On the way thither he was

taken by

and was detained by them till he
some of the neighbouring cities fifty
No sooner, however, was he
ransom.

pirates,

collected from

C^sAR, a surname given to the Julian family at talents for his
Rome, for which various etymologies have been assign- released, than he procured a small naval force, and
ed.
Pliny (7, 9) informs us, that the first who bore the set out on his own sole authority in pursuit of them.
name was so called, quod c<bso mortuce matris utero He overtook the pirates, and captured some of their
natus fuerit.
Festus derives it from ccesaries, cum vessels, which he brought back to the coast of Asia
qva e matris ventre prodierit. Others, because the with a number of prisoners. He then sent word of
fii»t of the name slew an
elephant, which was called his success to the proconsul of Asia, requesting him
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but that officer
to oroer the execution of the captives
being more inclined to have them sold as slaves, Caesar
crucified them all without loss of time, before the proconsul's pleasure was officially known.
Such conduct was not likely to recommend him to those in auand we are told that on several other occathority
sions, he wished to act for himself {Veil. Paterc, 2,
67.
Sueton., Jul., 4), and even to take part in the
war which was now renewed with Miihradates, without
any commission from the government, and without
submitting himself to any of the regular officers of the
;

;

—

These early instances of his lawless spirit
republic.
are recorded with admiration by some of his historians,
as affording proofs of vigour and greatness of mind.
He now returned to Rome, and became, in succession,

and to remove him farther from the city, added to his
government the province of Transalpine Gaul, and
voted him another legion.
After marrying Calpurnia,
the daughter of Lucius Calpurnius Piso (his third wife
had been divorced by him in consequence of the affair
of Clodius), Caesar repaired to Gaul, in nine years re-

duced the whole country, crossed the Rhine twice,
passed over twice into Britain, defeated the natives of
this island in two battles, and
compelled them to give
The senate had continued his government
hostages.
in Gaul for another period of five
years ; while Pompey was to have the command of Spain, and Crassus
that of Syria, Egypt, and Macedonia, for five
years also.
The death of Crassus, however, in his unfortunate

campaign against the Parthians, dissolved the triumAbout this same time, too, occurred the death
of Julia, and thus the tie which had bound Pompey so
ple by affability, by splendid entertainments, and pub- closely to Caesar was broken, and no private considerlic shows
and, trusting to his popularity, he ven- ations any longer existed to allay the jealousies and
tured to erect again the statues of Marius, whose animosities which political disputes might enkindle
memory was hated by the senate and patricians. In between them. The power of Pompey, meanwhile,
the conspiracy of Catiline he certainly had a secret kept continually on the increase
and Caesar, on his
and his speech in the senate, on the question of part, used every exertion to strengthen his own repart
their punishment, was regarded by many as an actual sources, and enlarge the number of his party and
Caesar converted Gaul into a Roman provproof of this, for he insisted that death, by the Roman friends
constitution, was an illegal punishment, and that the ince, and kept governing it wiih policy and kindness.
property merely of the conspirators should be con- Pompey, on his side, elevated Caesar's enemies to the
fiscated, and they themselves condemned to perpetual consulship, and prevailed upon the senate to pass a deimprisonment. Soon after this he was chosen pontifex cree requiring Caesar to leave his army, and resign his
maximus, and was about to go as governor to Farther government of Gaul. The latter declared his willingSpain but his creditors refusing to let him depart, ness to obey this mandate, if Pompey also would lay
Crassus became his security in the enormous sum of aside his own authority, and descend to the ranks of
It was on his
The proposition was unheeded,
eight hundred and thirty talents.
jour- a private citizen.
ney to Spain that the remarkable expression fell from and a second decree followed, commanding Caesar to
his lips, on seeing a miserable village by the way, resign his offices and military power within a specified
" that he would rather be first there than second at
period, or be declared an enemy to his country, and at
Rome." When he entered on the government of this the same time appointing Pompey commander-in-chief
An open rupture now
province, he displayed the same ability, and the same of the armies of the republic.
The decree of the senate was negatived by
unscrupulous vvaste of human lives for the purposes of ensued.
his ambition, which distinguished his subsequent ca- two of the tribunes, Antony and Cassius {Cces
Bell.
In Older to retrieve his fortune, to gain a mili- Civ., 1, 2, seq.) the senate, on the other hand, had
reer.
tary reputation, and to entitle himself to the honour of recourse to the exercise of their highest prerogative,
a triumph, he attacked some of the native tribes on the and directed the consuls for the time being " to promost frivolous pretences {Dio Cass., 37, .52), and thus vide for the safety of the republic." This resolution
enriched himself and his army, and gained the credit was entered on the journals of the senate on the sevand no sooner was it passed, than
of a successful general by the plunder and massacre enth of January
of these poor barbarians.
On his return to Rome he Antony and Cassius, together with Curio, professing
paid off his numerous and heavy debts, and, in order to believe their lives in danger, fled in disguise from
to gain the consulship, brought about a reconciliation Rome, and hastened to escape to Caesar, who was
between Pompey and Crassus, whose enmity had di- then at Ravenna, waiting for the result of his proposivided Rome into two great parties.
He succeeded tion to the senate. {Cic., Ep. ad Fam., 16, 11.
in his design, and that famous coalition was eventually Plut., Vil. C(Bs., c. 31.) It appears, from one of Ciceformed between Pompey, Crassus, and himself, which ro's letters (ad Alt., 7, 9), written a few days before
is known in Roman history by the name of the First
the first of January, that he had calculated on such an
Triumvirate.
{Vid. Triumvir.)
Supported by such event as the flight of the tribunes, and on its affording

At the same
military tribune, quaestor, and aedile.
time, he had the address to win the favour of the peo-

virate.

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

—

in addition to his own
popularity,
Caesar was elected consul, with M. Calpurnius Bibulus, confirmed the measures of Pompey, and procured
the passage of a law for the distribution of certain
lands among the poorer class of citizens.
This, of
"With Pompey
course, brought him high popularity.
he formed a still more intimate connexion, by giving
him his daughter Julia in marriage and the favour of
the equestrian order was gained by releasing them
from a disadvantageous contract for the revenues of
Asia, a step which the senate had refused to take in
their behalf; and thus the affections of a powerful

powerful assistants,

;

body of men were alienated from the aristocracy at
the very time when their assistance was most needful.

When

the year of his consulship had expired, Caesar obtained froni the people, by the Vatinian law, the government of Cisalpine Gaul and lUyricum, for five years,
As the law then
with an army of three legions.
stood, the disposal of such commands was vested in
the senate alone ; but that body, wishing, no doubt, to
increase the weight of Caesar's employments abroad,

When
Caesar a pretext for commencing his rebellion.
had actually taken place, the senate, well aware of
the consequences to which it would lead, began to
make preparations for defence. Italy was divided into
districts, each of which was to be under the command of a separate officer; soldiers were ordered to be
everywhere levied, money was voted from the treasury to be placed at Pompey 's disposal, and the two
it

Gauls, which Caesar had just been
sign, were bestowed
sidius Nonianus.

on

L

summoned

to

re-

Domitius and M. Con-

When

Ca-sar was informed of the
flight of the triUines and of the subsequent resolutions of the senate, he assembled his soldiers, expatiated on the violence offered to the tribunitian character, and on the attempts of his enemies to despoil

himself of his dignity, by forcing him to resign his
province before the term of his command was exHe found his troops perfectly disposed to folpired.
low him, crossed the Rubicon, and, seizing on Ariminum, the first town of importance without the limits
of his province, thus declared himself in open rebel-
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At Ariminum he met the fugilion against the state.
tive tribunes, introduced them without delay to his
army, and, working upon the feeHngs of the latter by
a powerful harangue, soon made himself master of Itawithout striking a blow, as Pompey, taken by surthe suddenness of Caesar's hostile opprise through
left
erations, and destitute of troops to meet him, had
the city with the senators, consuls, and other magistrates.
Levying an army thereupon, with the treasly

ures of the stale, Caesar hastened into Spain, which
he reduced to submission, without coming to a pitched
He next conquered
battle with Pompey's generals.
Massilia {Marseille), and then, returning to Rome,
was appointed dictator by the praetor M. iEmiUus Lepidus.
Meanwhile Pompey had collected an army in
the East, and his rival hastened to Epirus, with five

After various operations, which our
legions, by land.
limits prevent us from detailing, the rival commanders
met in the plain of Pharsalia, and Caesar gained a de-

Pompey, fleeing to Egypt, was basely
there, while his more fortunate antagonist,
hastening likewise to the East, came just in time to
an honourable burial to the body of his opponent.
cided victory.

murdered

give
After settling the differences between Ptolemy and
his sister Cleopatra, Caesar marched against Phamaces, king of Pontus, son of Mithradates the Great, and
finished the war so rapidly as to have announced the
result to his friends at home in those well-known
"
vcni, vidi, mci" (" / have come, I have seen,
words,
I have conquered'''), so descriptive of the celerity o^his
movements. Returning to Rome, after having thus
composed the affairs of the East, Cajsar granted an
amnesty to all the followers of Pompey, and gained
by his clemency a strong hold on the good feelings of
the people. He had been appointed, meanwhile, consul
for five years, dictator for a year, and tribune for life.
When his dictatorship had expired, he caused himself
to be chosen consul again, and, without changing the
ancient forms of government, ruled with almost unlimited authority. Then came the campaign in Africa,
where the friends of the republic had gathered under
the standard of Cato and other leaders.
Crossing
over against them, Caesar engaged in several conflicts
against these new antagonists, and at last completely
Fresh hondefeated them at the battle of Thapsus.
The dictatorship was
ours awaited him at Rome.
again bestowed on him for the space of ten years, he
was appointed censor for life, and his statue was placed
From the date of
by that of Jupiter in the capitol.
Caesar's return from Africa to the period of his assassination, there is an interval of somewhat less than
two years, and even of this short time nine months
were engrossed by the renewal of the war in Spain,
which obliged him to leave Rome once more, and contend for the security of his power against the sons of
Pompey at the point of the sword. {Vid. Munda.)

—

He enjoyed the sovereignty, therefore, which he had
so dearly purchased, during little more than one single
from the end of July, A.U.C. 707, to the midyear
;

dle of the winter, a period of between seven and eight
months, owing to the reformation of the calendar

which he introduced during this interval and again
from October, 708, to the Ides of March in the follow;

When Caesar again entered Rome after
spring.
conquering the sons of Pompey, he was made perpetual dictator, and received the title of imperator

mg

The appellation also of
with powers of sovereignty.
" Father of his
Country" was voted him the month in
which he was born, and which had till then been called
Quintilis, was now named Julius (July), in honour of
him money Aras stamped with his image, and a guard
of senators and citizens of equestrian rank was
He was
appointed for the security of his person.
allowed also to wear, on all public festivals, the
dress worn by victorious generals at their
triumphs,
and at all times to have a crown of laurel on his
;

;

He continued, meanwhile, to conciliate nit
Larenemies, and to heap favours on his friends.
gesses were also distributed among the populace,
shows of various kinds were exhibited, and everything,
in fact, was done to call off their attention from the
utter prostration of their liberties which had so sucThe gross and impious flatcessfully been achieved.
The btattery of the senate now reached its height.
ues of Caesar were ordered to be carried, along with
those of the gods, in the processions of the circus ;
temples and altars were dedicated to him, and priests
head.

These
to superintend his worship.
things he received with a vanity which affords a striking contrast to the contemptuous pride of Sylla.
Caesar took a pleasure in every token of homage, and
in contemplating with childish delight the gaudy honours with which he was invested.
It was a part of the
were appohited

prize which he had coveted, and which he had committed so many crimes to gain ; nor did the possession of

power seem to give him greater delight, than the
enjoyment of these forced, and, therefore, worthless

real

flatteries.

— We

now come

to

the closing scene, his

Various causes tended to hurry this
event.
Caesar had given offence to the senate by receiving them without rising from his seat when they
waited upon him to communicate the decrees which
He had given
they had passed in honour of him.
assassination.

equal offence to numbers in the state by assuming so
openly not only the patronage of the ordinary offices,
but the power of bestowing them in an unprecedented
On one occamanner, in order to suit his own policy.
sion, too, as he was sitting in the rostra, Marc Antony
He refused it, however,
offered him a royal diadem.
and his refusal drew shouts of applause from the peoThe next morning his statues were adorned with
ple.
diadems.
The tribunes of the people took them off,
and imprisoned the persons who had done the act, but
These
they were deposed from their oflSce by Caesar.
and other acts, that declared but too plainly the ambitious feelings of the man, and his hankering after the
bauble of royalty, gave rise to a conspiracy, of which

Caius Cassius was the prime mover.
Caesar, having
no suspicion of the danger which threatened him, was
to
subdue the
resolved
new
He
forming
projects.
Parthians, and then to conquer all Scythia from the
Caucasus to Gaul. His friends gave out, that, according to the Sibylline books, the Parthians would be
conquered only by a king, and the plan proposed therefore was, that Caesar should retain the title of dictator
with regard to Italy, but should be saluted with that of

king in all the conquered countries. For this purpose
a meeting of the senate was appointed for the 15th
and this was the day fixed upon
(the Ides) of March
by the conspirators for the execution of their plot.
Caesar, it is said, had been often warned by the augurs
to beware of the Ides of March (Plut., in Vit., c. 63.
Sueton., in Vit., c. 81), and these predictions had
;

—

probably wrought upon the mind of his wife Calpurnia,
so that, on the night which preceded that dreaded day,
her rest was broken by feverish dreams, and in the
morning her impression of fear was so strong that she
from the
earnestly besought her husband not to stir
house.
He himself, we are told, felt a little unwell,
and being thus more ready to be infected by superstitious fears, was inclined to comply with Calpurnia's
wishes.
His delay in attending the senate alarmed the
sent to call on him,
conspirators Decimus Brutus was
to the
and, overcome by his persuasions, he proceeded
On his way thither. Artemidorus of Cnidus, a
;

'

capitol.

Greek sophist, who had been admitted into the houses
some of the conspirators, and had there become acexcited his suspicions, apquainted with some facts that
statement of the informaproached him with a written
tion which he had obtained, and, putting it into his hand,
as it was of the last imbegged him to read it instantly,
of

portance.

Caesar,

it is

said, tried to look at

it,

but

was
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prevented by the crowd that pressed around hin\ as he
passed along, and he still held it in his hand when he entered the senate-house.
When Caesar had taken his
scat, the conspirators gathered more closely around him,

and L. Tillius Cimber approached him as

if

to offer

some

Caesar seemed unwilling to grant it, and appeared impatient of farther importunity, when Cimber
took hold of his robe and pulled it down from his
shoulders.
This was the signal for attack. The dagger of Casca took the lead, and Caesar at first attempted to force his way through the circle that surrounded him. But when all the conspirators rushed
upon him, and were so eager to share in his death that
they wounded one another in the confusion of the mopetition.

ment

and when, moreover, he saw Junius Brutus
among the number, Caesar drew his robe closely around
;

him, and, having covered his face, fell without a struggle
or a groan. He received three-and-twenty wounds, and
it was observed that the blcod, as it streamed from them,
bathed the pedestal of Pompey's statue.
No sooner
was the murder finished, than Brutus, raising his gory
dagger, turned round to the assembled senate, and calling on Cicero by name, congratulated him on the reBut to preserve orcovery of their country's liberty.
der was hopeless, and the senators fied in dismay. (For
an account of the events immediately subsequent, vid.
Antonius and Brutus.) Csesardied in the 56lhyear of
his age.
In his intellectual character he deserves the
highest rank among the men of his age as a general,
But
moreover, it is needless to pronounce his eulogy.
if we turn from his intellectual to his moral physiognomy, the whole range of history can hardly furnish a
Besides being excespicture of greater deformity.
sively addicted to gross sensualities, never did any man
occasion so large an amount of human misery with so
In his campaigns in Gaul he is
little provocation.
said to have destroyed one million of men in battle

—

—

;

{Plut., Vtt. C(BS., c. 15.— Compare Plin., 7, 25), and
to have made prisoners a million more, many of whom

were destined to perish as gladiators, and all were torn
The
from their country and reduced to slavery.
slaughter which he occasioned m the civil wars cannot
nor can we estimate the degree of sufbe computed
fering caused in every part of the empire by his spoliations and confiscations, and by the various acts of opWas,
pression which he tolerated in his followers.
;

—

then, his assassination a lawful act 1
Certainly not.
The act of assassination is in itself so hateful, and mvolves in it so much of dissimulation and treachery,

whatever allowance may be made for the perpewhen we consider the moral ignorance of the
times in which they lived, their conduct must never be
spoken of without open condemnation. (Encyc. McEncyc. Amer.,
tropoL, Div. 3, vol 2, p. 156, seqq.
As an historical writer Caesar has
vol. 2, p. 379.)
been compared to Xenophon. Simplicity is the char-

that,

trators,

—

—

though in Caesar perhaps it borders
have from the pen of the Roman
seven
books of commentaries on the Galcommander
of
three
the civil contest.
His style is reand
lic war,
markable for clearness and ease, and its most distin-

acteristic of both,

on

severity.

guishing

We

characteristic

is its

perfect equality of expres-

It has been affirmed, by some critics, that Caesar did not write the three books of the civil war, and
even that Suetonius was the author of the seven books

sion.

But Vossius has vindicated Caethe authorship of the Commentaries as
he does not vouch
they stand in the editions, though
The
for his accuracy or veracity on all occasions.
are not Caesar's
opinion that the extant commentaries
a confusion of circumpossibly have arisen from

on the Gallic war.
sar's

title to

tioned in the commentaries, and must in all probabilhave read them in the journal.
{Malkin's Classical

ity

Disquisitions, p. 185, seqq )— The question, when
Ccssar wrote his commentaries, has been frequently
Guischard (Mem. Crit., 539) is in favour
agitated.
of the common opinion, that they were written shortly after the events themselves, 1. Because Cicero,
in his Brutus, a work written before the civil war,
2. Because, if
speaks of the commentaries of Caesar.
Caesar had written his commentaries after the civil war
was ended, there would not have been a lacuna after
3. Because
the sixth book, to be supplied by Hirtius.
Caesar had little leisure at his disposal after the civil
Caesar wrote other books, especially one on the
war.
few fragments reanalogies of the Latin tongue.
main, which do not impress us with a very high opin-

—

A

It was entitled De Analogiuy
ion of this performance.
and was written, as we are informed by Suetonius,

was crossing the Alps, on his return to
army from Hither Gaul, where he had been to at-

while Caesar
the

tend the assembly of that province.
Jtd.,
{Suet
In this book, the great principle established by
him was, that the proper choice of words formed the
foundation of eloquence {Cicero, Brut., 72); and he
cautioned authors and public speakers to avoid as a
rock every unusual word or unwonted expression.
,

56.)

{Aul. GelL, 7, 9.)

— There were also several useful and

important works accomplished under the eye and direction of Caesar, such as the graphic survey of the
Extensive as their conquests
whole Roman empire.
had been, the Romans hitherto had done almost noTheir
thing for geography, considered as a science.
knowledge was confined to the countries they had subdued, and these they only regarded in the view of the
levies they could furnish and the taxations they could
C«sar was the first who formed more exalted
endure.
views,
^thicus, a writer of the fourth century, in-

forms us, in the preface to his Cosmosraphia^ that this
which a
great man obtained a senatus consultum, by
of the whole
geometrical survey and measurement
Roman empire was committed to three geometers.

Zenodoxus was charged with the eastern, Polycletus
with the southern, and Theodotus with the northern
Their scientific labour was immediately
provinces.
commenced, but was not completed till more than
death of him with whom the unthirty years after the
The information which
dertaking had originated.
Caesar had received from the astronomer Sosigenes
in Egypt, enabled him to alter and amend the RoThe computation he adopted has
man calendar.
been explained by Scaliger and Gassendi, and it has
been since maintained, with little farther alteration than

by Pope Gregory. When
consider the imperfections of all mathematical instruments in the time of Caesar, and the total want of
view with admiration, not
telescopes, we cannot but
unmixed with astonishment, that comprehensive genius
which, in the infancy of science, could surmount such
difficulties, and arrange a system that experienced but
in the course of sixteen centua
that of the style introduced

we

trifling derangement
ries.
Although Caesar

—

wrote with his own hand only
seven books of the Gallic campaigns, and the history
of the civil wars till the death of his great rival, it
seems highly probable that he revised the last or eighth
book of the Gallic war, and communicated information for the history of the Alexandrean and African exwith
peditions, which are now usually published along
his own commentaries, and may be considered as their

The author of these
supplement or continuation.
works, which nearly complete the interesting story of
the campaigns of Caesar, was Aulus Hirtius, one of his
may
It is believed that he most zealous followers and most confidential friends.
stances between two works.
The eighth book of the Gallic war contains the acwrote Ephemerides, containing a journal of his life
Servius quotes them, as does also count of the renewal of the contest by the states of
but they are lost.
Frontinus likewise seems to refer to them, Gaul after the surrender of Alesia, and of the different
Plutarch.
since he relates many of Caesar's stratagems not men- battles that ensued, at most of which Hirtius was per;
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port by Herod, who called it Ccesarea in honour oi
Augustus and it now began to receive Jews among
its inhabitants.
Frequent contentions hence arose,
of the third book of the civil war, mentions the com- in consequence of the diversity of faiths that prevailed
its
was
not
within
walls.
Here the Roman governor resided,
Hirtius
mencement of the Alexandrean.
events of this and a Roman garrison was continually kept.
Vespapersonally present at the succeeding
Egyptian contest, in which Caesar was involved with sian, after the Jewish war, settled a Roman colony m
the generals of Ptolemy, nor during his rapid cam- it, with the additional title of Colonia prima Flavia.
de cens.)
In later times it became the
paigns in Pontus against Pharnaces, and against the {Ulpian, 1,
This city is frequently
remains of the Pompeian party in Africa, where they capital of Palastina Prima.
Here King Agriphad assembled under Scipio, and, being supported by mentioned in the New Testament.
He pa was smitten, for neglecting to give God the praise
Juba, still presented a formidable appearance.
Here Corcollected, however, the leading events from the con- when the people loaded him with flattery.
and also Philip,
versation of Caesar, and the officers who were engaged nelius, the centurion, was baptized

when Caesar,
sonally present, till the final pacification,
him
learning the designs which were forming against
at Rome, set out for Italy.
Ca?sar, in the conclusion

;

;

He has obviously imitated the the deacon, with his four daughters and here Agabus,
campaigns.
and the resemblance which he has the prophet, foretold to Paul that he would be bound at
style of his master
{Acts,9,\Q.) The modern name of the
happily attained, has given an appearance of unity and Jerusalem.
It was the birthplace of Eusebiconsistence to the whole series of these well-written place is Kaisarieh.
and authentic memoirs. It appears that Hirtius car- us. II. The capital of Mauritania Caesariensis, and a
for place of some note in the time of the Roman emperried down the history even to the death of Caesar
It was originally called lol, but was beautified
in his preface addressed to Balbus, he says that he had ors.
brought down what was left imperfect from the trans- at a subsequent period by Juba, who made it his resiactions at Alexandrea to the end, not of the civil dis- dence, and changed its name to Caesarea, in honour of
This city was situate on the coast, to the
sensions, to a termination of which there was no pros- Augustus.
This latter part, how- west of Saldae, and, according to D'Anville, its repect, but of the life of Caesar.
ever, of the Commentaries of Hirtius, has been lost. mains are to be found at the modern harbour of Vacur.
It seems now to be generally acknowledged that he (Plin., 5, 2.— Mela, 1, 6.—Sf.rab., 571.)— III. Ad'
was not the author of the book De Bella Hispanico, Argaeum, the capital of Cappadocia, called by this
which relates Caesar's second campaign in Spain, un- name in the reign of Tiberius, previously Mazaca. It
dertaken against young Cneius Pompey, who, having was situate at the foot of Mount Argaeus, as its name
assembled, in the ulterior province of that country, indicates, and was a place of great antiquity, its foundthose of his father's party who had survived the disas- ation having even been ascribed by some writers to
ters in Thessaly and Africa, and being joined by some Mesech, the son of Japhet.
(Joseph., Ant. Jud., 1,6.)
of the native states, presented a formidable resistance Philostorgius, however, says it was first called Maza,
to the power of Caesar, till his hopes were terminated from Mosoch, a Cappadocian chief, and afterward MaThe modern name is KaisaDodwell, indeed, in zaca.
by the decisive battle of Munda.
(Strab., 530.)
his Dissertation De auctore Belli Gallici, &c., main- rieh.
This city, as Strabo reports, was subject to great
that
it
was
written
but
was
ill
tains,
inconveniences, being
by Hirtius,
originally
supplied with water, and desin these

;

;

—

:

interpolated by Julius Celsus, a Constantinopolitan writer of the sixth or seventh century.
Vossius, however,

whose opinion

is the one more commonly received, atCaius Oppius, who wrote the Lives of
Illustrious Captains, and also a book to prove that the
Egyptian Cassarion was not the son of Caesar. {Dun-

tributes

to

it

Roman Literature, vol. 2, p. 191, scqq.) The
best editions of Caesar's Commentaries are, the magnificent one by Dr. Clarke, fol., Lond., 1712
that of
Cambridge, with a Greek translation, 4to, 1727 ; that
of Oudendorp, 2 vols. 4to, L. Bat., 1737; that of the
lop's

;

that of Oberlinus, Lips.,
Elzevirs, 8vo, L. Bat., 1635
1819, Svo and that of Achaintre and Lemaire, Paris,
4 vols. Svo, 1819-22. II. The name Caesar became a
title of honour for the Roman
emperors, commencing
;

;

—

with Augustus, and at a later period designated also the
presumptive heirs to the empire. {Vid. Augustus.)
III. The twelve Caesars, as
they are styled in history,
were Julius Casar, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula,

—

Claudius, Nero, Galba, Otho, Vitellius, Vespasian,
These succeeded each other in the
Titus, Domitian.
order which we have mentioned. The true line of the
Caesars, however, terminated in Nero.
C.«s.\RAiTGUsTA, a town of Hispania Tarraconensis,
now Saragossa, so called from its founder, Augustus
Caesar, by whom it was built on the banks of the river
It was
Iberus, on the site of the ancient city Subduba.
the birthplace of the poet Prudentius.
(Isidor., Hisp.

Elymol,

15,

\.—Manncrt, Gcogr.,

vol. 1, p. 428.)

CiESAREA, I. the principal city of Samaria, situate
on the coast, and anciently called Turris Stratonis,
' Strato's tower." Who this Strato was is not

clearly
ascertained.
In the preface to the Novels it is stated
that he came from Greece and founded this
an
place
;

event which took place probably under the reign of SeThe first inhabitants
leucus, the first king of Syria.
were Syrians and Greeks. (Joseph., Ant. Jud., 20,
It was
6.)
subsequently made a magnificent city and

The surrounding country was
unproductive, consisting of a dry, sandy plain,
with several volcanic pits for the space of many stadia
And yet it is worthy of remark, that
around the town.
in modern times, travellers are struck with the great
quantity of vegetables offered for sale in the market of
Kaisarieh, and it is said that there is no part of Asia
Minor which surpasses the neighbourhood for the
titute of fortifications.

also

quality
p. 103.

and variety of

(Kinneir^s Travels,

its fruits.

— Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 2, p. 118.)

— IV.

of Palestine,
Philippi, a town on the northern confines
in the district of Trachonitis, at the foot of Mount
It was
Paneus, and near the springs of the Jordan.
Leshem, Laish, Dan, and Paneas. The
it
name Paneas is supposed to have been given by the

also called

Phoenicians. The appellation of Dan was given to it by
the tribe of that name, because the portion assigned to
them was *' too little for them," and they therefore
" went
up to fight against Leshem (or Laish, Judg.,
it "Dan, after the name
18, 29), and took it,"
calling

of Dan, their father."

(Josh., 19, 47.)

Jerome distinguish Dan from Paneas
different places,

writers consider

as

Eusebius and
if they were

but most
though near each other;
Jerome
place, and even

them as one

was
himself, on Ezek., 48, says, that Dan or Leshem
rebuilt
afterward called Paneas.
Philip, the tetrarch,
it,

it

or, at least,

embellished and enlarged it, and named
Emperor Tiberius and

Caesarea, in honour of the

;

afterward Agrippa, in compliment to Nero, called it
the site is now
Neronias.
According to Burckhardt,
Ant. Jud.,
called Banias.
(Plin., 5, 15.— Joseph.
18,

3.— Id., Bell. Jud., 1, 16.— Sozoni.,
now the isle of Jersey.

3,

21.)— V.

Insula,

the reputed son of Julius Caesar and
Plutarch calls him the son of Cssar, but
Dio Cassius (47, 31) throws doubt on his paternity.
He was put to death by Augustus. (Sueton., Vit.

C^SARION,

Cleopatra.

Jul., c.

52.— Id.,

Vit.

Aug., 17.)
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CiEslRis AR^, placed by Ptolemy near the Tanais,
In what is now called the country of the Don Cossacks.
They are supposed to have been erected in honour of
BOuie one of the Roman emperors by some neighbouring
pnnce perhaps by Polemo, in the reign of Tiberius.
Near the source of the Tanais Ptolemy places the
Alexandri Arts, which see.
{Strab., 493.
Tacit.,
;

Ann., 12,

15.

— Dio

—

—Mannert,

Cass., 9, 8

Geogr.,

Tol. 4. p. 159).

praenomina, which were marked with an inverted capiwere, however, early disused among the Romans.
The custom after this was, in case there was only
one daughter, to name her after the gens. If there
tal,

were two, to distinguish them by major and minor
added to their names if there were more than two,
they were distinguished by their number, Prima, Sccunda, &c. Thus we have, in the first case, Tullia, the
daughter of Cicero, Julia, the daughter of Caesar and
in the second, Cornelia Major, Cornelia Minor, &c.
;

;

C^sARODONUM, HOW TouTS, the Capital of the Turones.
{Amm. Marcell., 15, 28. Greg. Turon., 10,

—

Id.^Sulp. Sever., Dial.

C^SAROMAGOs,
Bellovaci.

AL

I.

{Anton.,

3, 8.)

now

Bcauvais, the capital of the
II. A
city of the Trino-

Itiji.)

—

bantes in Britain, answering, as is thought, to what is
now Chelmsford. It lay 28 miles north of Londinum.
The Peutinger Table calls it Baro{Anton., Itin.)

macus.

C^siA

SYLVA, a forest in Germany, in the territory
of the Istaevones and Sicambri.
It is supposed to correspond to the present forest of Heserwald. {Tacit.,
Ann., I, 50.
Brotier, ad Tacit., I. c.)

—

Calaber. Vid. Quintus, II.
Calabria, the part of Italy occupied by the ancient
Calabri.
It seems to have been that portion of the
lapygian peninsula extending from Brundisium to the
city of Hydruntum, answering nearly to what is now
called Terra di Lecce.
Its name is supposed to have
been derived from the Oriental '» Kalab'^ or pitch, on
account of the resin obtained from the pines of this
It was also called Messapia and lapygia.
The poet Ennius was born here. The country was
fertile, and produced a variety of fruits, much cattle,
and excellent honey.
Horat.,
{Virg., G., 3, 425.
Od., 1, 31
Epod., 1, 27, \.—Pltn., 8, 48.)
country.

—

Ci«so or K^so, a Roman praenomen, peculiar to
the Fabian family.
Thus we have Cffiso Fabius in
Calagurris. There were two cities of this name
Livy (2, 43), and C.«so Quintius in the same writer in ancient Spain, both of them in the territory of the
In ancient in.scriptions it is more commonly Vascones.
One was called Calagurris Fibularensis,
(3, 11).
written with an initial K.
The latter of the two indi- the other Calagurris Nascica. The modems are not
viduals just mentioned was the son of L. Quintius yet decided which of these two cities answers to the
It is generCincinnatus, and opposed the tribunes in their passage present Calahorra and which to Loharre.
of the Lex Terentilla.
He was brought to trial for ally thought that Calagurris Fibularensis is the modern
this, and also for the crime of homicide that was alleged
Calahorra, but Marca is in favour of Loharre, and
;

—

against him, but escaped death by going into voluntary
exile.
{Livy, 3, 11, seqq.)
CAiciNus, a river of Italy in Brutium, near the

his opinion

Epizephyrian Locri, and at one time separating the
territories of Locri and
Rhegium. It is noticed by ancient writers for a natural phaenomenon which was
observed to occur on its banks.
It was said that the
cicadsB on the Locrian side were always chirping and
musical, while those on the opposite side were as conThe Caicinus is supposed by Romanstantly silent.
elli to
correspond to the Amcndolea, which falls into
the sea about ten miles to the west of Cape Spartivento.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 412.)
CaIcus, I. a companion of ^^neas. ( Virg., Mn., 1,

Calais and Zktes.
Vid. Zetes.
Calamis, a very celebrated statuary, and engraver
on silver, respecting whose birthplace, and the city in
which he exercised his profession, ancient writers have
The period when he flourished
given no information.
From
appears to have been very near that of Phidias.
the account given of his works by the ancient writers,
he would seem to have been one of the most industrious artists of antiquity, for he executed statues of
every description, in bronze, marble, and in gold
blended with ivory.
Cicero and Quintilian refer to

II.
river of Mysia, falling into the ^Egean
187.)
On its banks stood the city of
Sea, opposite Lesbos.
Pergamus, and at its mouth the port of Elaea. It is
supposed by some to be the present Girmasti. Ac-

his productions as not sufficiently refined, though superior in this respect to those of his predecessors.

its modern name is the
Afcla, 1, 18.
{Pliny, 5, 30.
Virg.,
Georg., 4, 370.— Ovid, Met., 15, 277.)
a
town
and
harbour of Latium, southeast
Caikta,
of the promontory of Circcii, which was said to have
received its name from Caieta, the nurse of .^neas,
who was buried there. {Virg., jEn., 7, 1.) This,
however, is a mere fable, since ^Eneas never was in

Calanus, a celebrated Indian philosopher, one of
He followed Alexander from Inthe gymnosophists.
dia, and, becoming unwell when they had reached PerHavto
have his funeral pile erected.
sia, he desired

—

A

cording to Mannert, however,

Mnndragorai.

—

—

the etymology of Aurelius Victor, who derives the name from Kateiv, to
burn, because the fleet of ^Eneas was burned here
as
if the Trojans spoke Greek
Strabo (233) furnishes
Italy.

Equally objectionable

is

:

!

It comes,
the best explanation.
according to him, from
a Laconian term {KaiaTra), denoting a hollow or cavin allusion, perhaps, to a receding of the shore.
ity
The harbour of Caieta was considIt is now Gacta.
ered one of the finest and most commodious in Italy,
Cicero laments on one occasion that so noble a port
should be subject to the depredations of pirates even in
the ooen
Compare Flonis, 1,
{Proleg. Man.
'
day.
;

—

16)
Caius and

Caia, a praenomen

very

common

at

Rome to both sexes. In this word, and also in Cncius,
the C must be pronounced like G.
{Quintil., 1, 7.)
C,

in its

male, and

natural position, denoted the name of the
when reversed that of the female : thus, C

was equivalent
986

to

CAIUS

;

but

to

CAIA.

Female

Marca,

appears confirmed

2, 28.

— Liv., fragm.,

{Petr. de
91, ed. Bruns., p

by Livy.
lib.

27.)

{Ctc, Brut., 18,

70.— Quintii,

12,

10.— Silltg,

Diet.

Art., s. V.)

ing offered up his prayers, poured libations upon himand cut off part of his hair and thrown it into the
fire, he ascended the pile, and moved not at the apself,

Plutarch says, that, in taking
proach of the flames.
leave of the Macedonians, he desired them to spend
the day in merriment and drinking with their king,
" in a little while at
" For I shall see
him," said he,
three months
died
in
Alexander
Babylon
Babylon."
after this.
Calanus was in his eighty-third year when
he burned himself on the funeral pile.
{Cic, de Div.,
1, 23.
Mlian, V. H.,
Arrian, et Plut. in Alex.

—

—

2,

41, 5,

%.— Val.

Max.,

1,

8.)

island in the Sinus Saronicus, oppoIt obtained
harbour of Troezene in Argolis.
its
greatest celebrity from the death of Demosthenes.
Before that event, however, it was a place of great
note and sanctity.
Neptune was said to have received it from Apollo in exchange for Delos, agreeably
to the advice of an oracle.
{Ephor. ap Strab., 374.)
His temple was held in great veneration, and the
Seven
sanctuary accounted an inviolable asylum.
confederate cities here held an assembly somewhat

Calaurea, an

site the

similar to the

Amphictyonic council, and joined

in

CAL

C A L

Strabo names Hermisacrifices to the god.
one, EpidauruB, ^gina, Athens, Prasiae, Nauplia, and
the Minyan Orchomenus.
Argos subsequently repre-

•olemn

Asia.
ty,

the

(Vitruv.,

I.

According

c.)

same kind of bricks

una singolarissima

specie

are

to a modern authonmade in Italy, " de

di mattone.^*

{Fabrani,

NaupHa, and Sparta succeeded to Prasiae. Dissert., Venczia, 1797, 8vo.)
In this sanctuary Demosthenes, who
Cales, a city of Campania, to the south of Tea{Strab., I. c.)
had rendered himself obnoxious to the Macedonian num, now Calvi. According to Livy (8, 16), it forbut was conquered by
sovereign, took refuge when pursued by his satellites. merly belonged to the Ausones,
Here he swallowed poison and terminated his exist- the Romans, and colonized (A.U.C. 421). TheAger
ence.
Pausan., 2, 33.) A Calenus was much celebrated for its vmeyards. ( Vtd.
(Plut., Vit. Dcmosih.
monument was raised to this great orator within its Falernum.)
the
Caletes, a Belgic tribe in Gaul, north of the mouth
peribolus, and divine honours were paid to him by
Calaurcans. According to Strabo, the island of Calau- of the Sequana, and inhabiting the peninsula which
Their territory is now
rea was four stadia from the shore, and thirty in cir- that river makes with the sea.
" the
It is now called Poro, or
cuit.
ford," as the le pays de Caux, forming a part of Normandy, in th«
Their capital
narrow channel by which it is separated from the department de la Seine-Iriferieure.
Strabo calls them
mainland may, in calm weather, be passed on foot. was Juliobona, now Lillebonne.
The temple of Neptune was situated at some dis- KaAfroi, and hence on D'Anville's Map of Ancient
tance from the sea, on one of the highest summits of Gaul they are named Caleli. Ptolemy, on the other
Dodwell observes {Class. Tour, vol. 2, hand, gives KalTJreg. They appear to have been
the island.
of this celebrated ranked by Caesar among the Armoric states, if in one
p. 276), that not a single column
sanctuary is standing, nor is the smallest fragment to part of his Commentaries {B. G., 7, 75) we read Caletet
for Cadctes.
be seen among the ruins.
They could easily have been connected
Calchas, a celebrated soothsayer, son of Thestor. with the Armoric tribes by commercial relations and
He had received from Apollo the knowledge of future affinity, and yet have belonged, by their position, to the
and the Greeks, accordingly, on their de- Belgic race. {Lemaire, Ind. Geogr. ad Cces., p. 220.
events
Op., vol. 4.)
parture for the Trojan war, nominated him their highCaligula, Caius Caesar Augustus Germanicus, son
priest and prophet. Among the interpretation of events
imputed to him, it is said he predicted that Troy could of Germanicus and Agrippina, was born A.D. 12,
and that, in the camp, probably in (rermany, and was brought
not be taken without the aid of Achilles
havmg observed a serpent, during a solemn sacrifice, up among the legions. {Sueton., Vit. Calig., 8.)
surname of
glide from under an altar, ascend a tree, and devour Here he received from the soldiers the
nine young birds with their mother, and afterward be- CaUgula, from his being arrayed, when quite young,
come itself changed into stone, he inferred that the like a common soldier, and wearing a little pair of
He also foretold calig(B, a kind of shoe or covering for the feet used
siege of Troy would last ten years.
This was done in
thai the Grecian fleet, which was at that same time chiefly by the common soldiers.
detained by contrary winds in the harbour of Aulis, order to secure towards him the good-will of the
would not be able to sail until Agamemnon should troops. Caligula himself, however, disliked the apCalchas pellation in after days, and preferred that of Cains
have sacrificed his own daughter Iphigenia.
also advised Agamemnon, dunng the pestilence by which Caesar, which is also his historical name.
Upon his
Apollo desolated the Grecian camp, to restore Chry- father's death he returned from Syria, and lived with
He his mother till her exile, when he removed to the resiseis, as the only means of appeasing the god.
was consulted, indeed, on every affair of importance, dence of Livia Augusta, his great-grandmother, whose
and appears to have often determined, with Agamem- funeral oration he delivered in public, while he
non and Ulysses, the import of the oracles which he still wore the prcetexta. He afterward remained in
His death is said to have happened as the family of his grandmother Antonia until his
expounded.
After the taking of Troy, he accompanied twentieth year, when, being invited to Caprese by the
follows.
Amphilochus, son of Amphiaraus, to Colophon in Ionia. emperor, he assumed the dress proper to manhood,
It had been predicted that he should not die until he but without the customary ceremonies.
In the court
found a prophet more skilful than himself this he ex- of his grandfather, his naturally mean and vicio«s temiiented

—

—

;

;

:

perienced
to tell

m

how

the person of Mopsus.
He was unable
many figs were on the branches of a cer-

and when Mopsus mentioned the exact
number, Calchas retired to the wood of Claros, sacred
where
he expired of grief and mortification.
to Apollo,
Calchas had the patronymic of Thestorides.
(Horn.,
Msch ,Agam. Eurip.,Iphig. PauII. 1, 69, &c.
tain fig-tree

;

—

—

,

san.,

—

—

43.)
in the north of Britain, now
Scotland.
The ancient Caledonia comprehended all those countries which lay to the north of
the Forth and Clyde.
It was never
completely subdued by the Romans, though Agricola penetrated to
the Tay, and Severus into the very heart of the counThe Caledonians are supposed to have derived
try.
their name from the Celtic words Gael Dun,
implying
"the Gael (Gauls) of the mountains," i. e., "Highlanders."
These Gallic tribes were driven into Scotland, from Britain, by the conquests of the Belgic or
1,

Caledonia, a country

called

Kimric

race.

(Compare Adelung's Mithridates,

vol.

2, p. 78.)

Calentom, a city of Spain, in the country of Baetica, supposed to correspond to the modern Cazalla.
The ancient place was famed for making bricks of
so much lightness that they floated
upon the water.

This was also done
{Plin., 35, ^d.— Vttruv., 2, 3.)
«t Massilia {Marseille) in
Gaul, and at Pitane in

per appeared in a servile compliance with the caprices
of those in power, in a wanton love of cruelty towards
the unfortunate, and in the most abandoned and unso that Tiberius observed,
principled debauchery
that he was breeding a second Phaethon for the de;

{Sueton., Cal.,c. 10.) Tibeby his testament, appointed his two grandsons, Caius Caesar and Tiberius Gemellus, the latter
The
the son of Drusus, joint heirs of the empire.
first act of Caligula, however, was to assemble the senstruction of the world.

rius had,

purpose of declaring the invalidity of the
and this being readily eflfected, and Tiberius Gemellus being declared too young to rule, Caius Caesar
This
Caligula was immediately proclaimed emperor.
appointment was received with the most unbounded
the conjoy both at Rome and in the provinces, and
duct of the new
seemed at first to promise one
ate, for the

will

;

prince
But this was all
of the most auspicious of reigns.
a dissimulation which he
dissimulation on his part
for Caligula
had learned under his wily predecessor
esteemed it prudent to assume the appearance of modbe firmly
should
he
till
and
eration,
;

;

liberality,

justice,

seated on the throne, and freed from all apprehension
lest the claims of the young Tiberius might be revived
He
been taken by the senate.
on
oflTence

having
any
the remains
interred, in the most honourable manner,
of his mother and of his brother Nero, set free all state

JW7

C A L

CALIGULA.

He became reconciled to the senate agam
(Dagger).
when he found it worthy of him. He supported public brothels and gaming-houses, and received himself

prisoners, recalled the banished, and forbade all prosecutions for treason.
He conferred on the magistrates

and independent power.
Although the will of
Tiberius had been declared, by the senate, to be null
and void, he fulfilled every article of it, with the exWhen he was
ception only of that above mentioned.
chosen consul, he took his uncle Claudius as his colThus he distinguished the first eight months
league.
of his reign by many actions dictated by the profoundest hypocrisy, buA which appeared magnanimous
and noble to the eyes of the world, when he fell, on a
free

His horse, named
the entrance-money of the visiters.
This horse he made one
Incitalus, was his favourite.
of his priests, and, by way of insult to the repuban
It was kept
declared it also consul.
lic,
ivory stable, and fed from a golden manger and, when

m

;

was invited to feast at the emperor's table, gilt corn
was served up in a golden basin of exquisite work-

it

had even the intention of destroying the
the point of removing
the works and images of Virgil and Livy from all libra-

He

built a

to Apollo, to
temple to his

Mars, and even

own

divinity.

Homer, and was on

those of the former, because, as he said, he was
those of the latter,
destitute of genius and learning
because he was not to be depended upon as an histories

:

;

Caligula's morals were, from his youth upward,
After he had married and repudiated several wives, Caesonia retained a permanent
number of conspirators, at
hold on his affections.
rian.

abominably corrupt.

A

whom were Chaerea and Cornelius Sabinus, both tribunes of the praetorian cohorts, murdered
him in the 29th year of his age, and the fourth of his
{Crevier, Hist, des Emp.
tyrannical reign, A.D. 41.
the head of

Rom.,

— Encydop.
— Encydop. MctropoL,

vol. 2, p. 1,

405, seqq.
434, scqq.)
p.

seqq.

Americ, vol. 2,
div. 3, vol. 2, p.

Callaici or Call.£Ci, a people of Spain, in the
northwestern part of the country. They inhabited what
is now Gallicia,
together with the Portuguese ^xo\inces oi Entrc-Douro-y-Minho and Tras-los- Monies.

:

were paid

He

manship.
poem.s of

sudden, dangerously ill, in consequence, as has been
imagined, of a love-potion given him by his mistress
Milonia Caesonia (whom he afterward married), with a
view to secure his unconstant affections.
On recovering from this malady, whether weary by this time of
the restraints of hypocrisy, or actually
deranged in his
intellect by the
inflammatory effects of the potion
which he had taken {Juv., Sat., 6, 614), the emperor
threw off all appearance of virtue and moderation, as
well as all prudential considerations, and acted on every
occasion with the mischievous violence of unbridled
passions and wanton power, so that the tyranny of
Tiberius was forgotten in the enormities of Caligula.
{Senec, Consol. ad Helv., 9, c. 779.) The most exquisite tortures served him for enjoyments.
During
his meals he caused criminals, and even innocent perthe
sons, to be stretched on the rack and beheaded
most respectable persons were daily executed. In the
madness of his arrogance he even considered himself a
god, and caused the honours to be paid to him which
to Jupiter.

(Eutrop., 4,

At one time

Inscript.,

he wished that the whole Roman people had but one
head, that he might be able to cut it off at a single
blow.
He frequently repeated the words of an old
One of his greatest
poet, Oderint dum mciuant

19.— Sil.

ltd., 3,

352.— P/m.,

3,

3.—

ap. Gruter.)
or Cale, a seaport

town of the Callaici, at
mouth of the Durius. It is now Oporto. From
Portus Calks comes, by a corruption, the name of
modern Portugal. {Sil. Ital, 12, bib.— Veil. Pabetween terc., 1, U.—Cic., Agrar., 2, 31.)

Calle

the

was the building of a bridge of vessels
Baiae and Puteoli, in imitation of that of Xerxes over
the Hellespont.
He himself consecrated this grand
follies

CallTas, a rich Athenian, who offered to release
Cimon, son of Miltiades, from prison, into which he
structure with great splendour
and, after he had had been thrown through inability to pay his father's
passed the night following in a revel with his friends, fine, if he would give him the hand of Elpinice, Ciin order to do something extraordinary before his de- mon's sister and wife.
Cimon consented, but with
He was afterward charged with
parture, he caused a crowd of persons, without dis- great reluctance.
tinction of age, rank, or character, to be seized, and
having violated the terms of his agreement with Calthrown into the sea. On his return he entered Rome lias, which was looked upon by the Athenians as adulin triumph, because, as he said, he had
conquered tery on his part, Elpinice having become the property
nature herself. After this he made preparations for an of another.
This custom of marrying sisters at
expedition against the Germans, ppissed with more than Athens extended, according to Philo Judaeus, only to
200,000 men over the Rhine, but returned after he had sisters by the same father, and was forbidden in the
travelled a few miles, and that without
Elpinice was
having seen an case of sisters by the same mother.
enemy. Such was his terror, that, when he came to the taken in marriage by Cimon, because, in consequence
river, and found the bridge obstructed by the crowd of his extreme poverty, he was unable to provide a
upon it, he caused himself to be passed over the heads suitable- match for her. The Lacedaemonians were
of the soldiers. He then went to Gaul, which he plun- forbidden to marry any of their kindred, whether in the
but in the case
dered with unexampled rapacity. Not content with the direct degrees of ascent or descent
considerable booty thus obtained, he sold all the prop- of a collateral it was allowed.
Several of the barbaerty of his sisters Agrippina and Livilla, whom he ban- rous nations seem to have been less scrupulous on
ished. He also sold the furniture of the old court, the this head ; the Persians especially were remarkable for
;

I

:

clothes of Augustus, Agrippina, <kc.
Before he left
Gaul he declared his intention of going to Britain.
He collected his army on the coast, embarked in a

magnificent galley, but returned

when he had

such unnatural unions.

Callicolone, a

hill

(C

Nep.

et

Plut. in Cim.)

in the district of Troas, deri-

name

the pleasing regu{Ka?.rj koXojvj]) from
form, and the groves by which it seems
It is mentioned by
for ages to have been adorned.
Homer in the 20th book of the Iliad (v. 53 and 151).
Strabo informs us, from Demetrius of Scepsis, that it
was ten stadia from the village of the Ilians CIai^cjv

ving

its

hardly
left the land, drew up his forces, ordered the signal
of battle to be sounded, and commanded the soldiers
to fill their helmets with shells, while he cried out,
" This
booty, ravished from the sea, is fit for my palWhen he returned to Rome he
ace and the capitol."
was desirous of a triumph on account of his achieve-

larity of

Disments, but contented himself with an ovation.
contented with the senate, he resolved to destroy the
most
and
the
of
the
members,
distinguishgreater part
This is proved by two books
ed men of Rome.
which were found after his death, wherein the names
of the proscribed were noted down, and of which one
A'as entitled Gladius (Sword), and the other Pugillus

near the banks of the SimoVs.
(Compare Le Chevalier's Map of the Plain of Troy, and the note of Heyne
to the 262d page of the German translation of Le
Consult also
Chevaher's works on this subject.

KCjfiT]),

self.

its

from Troy
it
forty stadia
situate to the northwest of this city,

which would make
It

was

it-

Clarke's Travels, vol. 3, p. 119, Lo7id., 8vo ed.)
Callicrates, I. an Athenian, who caused Dion to

be assassinated.

(Fi(f.

Dion

I.)

—

II.

An

officer in-

C A

C A L

I

The

by Alexwho, in conat Athens,
junction with Ictinus, built the Parthenon
and who undertook also to complete the long walla
termed OKtlrj. {Plut., Vit. Pericl., c. 13.) He ap80 or 85. (Silligy
pears to have flourished about Olymp.

Ibis is a bird, whose habits taugtH
use of clysters.
know not the
reason why Callimachus gave this appellation to his en-

IV.
Diet. Art., s. V.)
sculptor, distinguished prinof his performances. He is
cipally by the minuteness
mentioned as a Lacedaemonian, and is associated with

master.
It is in imitation of Callimachus that Ovid
has given the title of Ibis to one of his poems.
5.
Hymns. Of these we have six remaining; five in the
The subject of
Ionic dialect, and the sixth in Doric.
this last is the bathing of the statue of Minerva.
Ac-

irusted with the care of the treasures of Susa

ander.

(Cur/., 5, 2.)

—

—

III.

An architect,

A

—

(V. H., 1, 17.
Compare
Myrmecides by .-Elian.
In connexion with
Galen, Adhort. ad Art., c. 9.)
this artist he is said to have made some chariots which
could be covered with the wings of a fly, and to have
inscribed on a grain of the plant sesamum some verses
Galen, therefore, well ap(Plin., 7, 21.)
Athena^us,
plies to him the epithet fiaraLorexvog.

of Homer.

however, relates that he

The age in
(II, p. 782).
ISilUg, Diet. Art., s. v.)

engraved only large vases
which he lived is uncertain.

Callicratidas, a Spartan, who succeeded LysanHe took Methymder in the command of the fleet.
He
na, and routed the Athenian fleet under Conon.
near
the
was defeated and killed
Arginusae, in a naval
was
of
the
last
that
406.
He
one
battle, B.C.
preserved the true Spartan character, which had become
greatly altered for the worse during the Peloponnesian
war, by the habit which the Lacedaemonians had contracted of fighting beyond the limits of their country.

The

enervating climate of Ionia had also contributed

much towards producing

very

Hist. Gr.,

1,

6,

result.

this

l,seqq.—Diod. Sic, 13,

{Xen.,

76.—Id.

ib.,

not reached us.

man,

it is

We

said, the

m

ridicule, probably, of some peremy it was done
sonal deformity, or else from some resemblance which
bore
to
this
bird in the eyes of his irritated
ApoUonius
:

cording to the commentators, the Doric dialect was
preferred for this poem, because Callimachus composed it at Argos, where, during a certain festival, the
Of the
statue of Pallas was bathed in the Inachus.
six hymns which we have from Callimachus, that adThe one in honour of
dressed to Ceres is the best.
Delos is in the epic style, like the hymns of the Homeridae. 6. Epigrams. Of these we possess seventyfour, which may be regarded among the best of anThe grammarian Archibius, the father, or,
tiquity.
according to others, the son of ApoUonius, wrote a
commentary or exegesis {h^rjyrjai^) on these epigrams

and Marianus, who lived under the Emperor Anasta

made

them in iambic verse. 7.
Strabo refers to them, and
some fragments remain. Such are some of the prinhave to recipal poetic works of Callimachus.
gret the loss of several prose works, which would, no
doubt, have thrown great light on various subjects
connected with the antiquities of Greece. Such are
sius,

a paraphrase of

Iambics and choliambics.

—

We

Commentaries, or Memoirs {'Tirofiv/jfiaTa)', hi»
work entitled Kriaeig v^auv Kal noXeuv, " The set" WonIt was occupied by Cato,
tling of islands and founding of cities ;" his
with a body of troops, in the battle fought at the pass ders of the World," Qavfxdaca, or, Qavfidruv tcjv e'n
of Thermopylae, between the Romans, under Acilius uTtaaav ttjv y^v koL totzovq ovtcjv avvaycjy^, &c.
Glabrio, and the army of Antiochus
and, owing to Callimachus did not want detractors, who occasioned
this manoeuvre, the latter was entirely routed. (Com- him that species of torment to which the vanity of auH.
thors exposes them, and, at the same time, renders them
N., 4, 7.)
pare Pliny,
Callimachus, I. a native of Cyrene, descended so sensitive. A certain grammarian, named Aristofrom an illustrious family. He first gave instruction phon, wrote against one of his productions
and there
in grammar, or belles-lettres, at Alexandrea, and num- exists, in the
Anthology, a distich against Callimabered among his auditors ApoUonius Rhodius, Eratos- chus, by ApoUonius the grammarian, which is often
thenes, and Aristophanes of Byzantium.
Ptolemy erroneously ascribed to the author of the Argonautics.
Philadelphus subsequently placed him in the MuseAmong the editions of Callimachus may be menum, and from this period he turned his principal at- tioned that of Ernesti, Lugd. Bat., 1761, 2 vols. 8vo,
tention to poetic composition.
He lived, loaded with and that of Blomfield, Lond., 1815, 8vo. Brunck
honours, at the court of this prince, where his abilities gave also a revised text in his Poetae Gnomici.
were greatly admired. The small number of pieces, {Schiill, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 107, seqq.) II. A
however, that remain to us, out of eight hundred com- celebrated artist, whose attention was directed not
posed by him, present him to us in the light of a cold only to statuary, but to engraving on gold and to
On account of the elegant
poet, wanting in energy and enthusiasm, and making painting.
{Plin., 34, 8.)
vain efforts to replace by erudition the genius which finish of his works in marble, he was styled
by the
nature had denied him.
These productions compel us Athenians KaruTexvo^.
Com{Vitruv., 4, 1, 10.
his

13, 99.)

Callidromus, according
est summit of Mount CEta.

to

Livy (36,

15), the high-

;

;

—

—

—

to subscribe
*•

to

Ovid's

Quamvis ingenio non

The

opinion
valet, arte

in

relation

valet.''''

to him,

{Amor.,

1,

works of Callimachus were as follows 1. Elegies. These were regarded as his princiThe Romans, especially in the Aupal title to renown.
gustan age, held them in high estimation they were imitated by Ovid and Propertius.
Among the Elegies of
Callimachus two in particular were celebrated, one on
the tresses of Berenice, queen of Ptolemy III., which
Catullus has either translated or imitated
and the
other, entitled Cydippe, to which Ovid alludes {Rem.
Am., 1, 380), and which he has imitated in his 20th He16.)

principal

:

;

;

We

have only some fragments remaining of the
"
klTiai,
four
Causes,^' i. e a poem,
cantos, on the origin or causes of various fables, cusroid.

elegies.

2.

,

m

Some fragments remain. 3. 'EkuXi], Hetoms, &,c.
cole, an heroic poem, the subject of which was the hospitable reception given to Theseus, by an old female,
when he was proceeding to combat the Marathonian
bull.
Some fragments remain. 4. M5/f, " the iZ>/s," a
poem directed against one of his pupils, accused by
him of ingratitude, named ApoUonius Rhodius. It has

O

o

pare the remarks of Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Calliope, one of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter
She presided over epic poetry and
and Mnemosyne.

eloquence, and was represented holding a close-rolled
She derived
parchment, and sometimes a trumpet.
her name from her beautiful (silver-toned) voice, drrb
TTj^ Kok^g b-Kog.
Calliope bore to CEagrus a son
named Linus, who was killed by his pupil Hercules.
sire the
{Apollod., 1, 3, 2.) She had also by the same
celebrated Orpheus.
Others, however, made Apollo
Hesiod {frag. 97)
the sire of Linus and Orpheus.
Linus. ( Vtd. Musays, that Urania was the mother of
soB, and consult Mixller, Archceol. dcr Kunst, p. 594,
seqq.)

Callipatira, daughter of Diagoras, and wife of
Callianax the athlete.
According to the common acdeath of hei
count, she went with her son, after the
husband, to the Olympic games, having disguised
herself in the attire of a teacher of gymnastics. When
her son was declared victor, she discovered her sex in
the joy of the moment, and was immediately arrested,
as women were not allowed to appear on such occa-

C A L

C

AL

The punishment to which she was liable was not deserve the name of a philosopher, which 8om€
be cast down froni a precipitous and rocky height, have bestowed upon him
he appears, on the contrary,

sjons.

to

;

but she was pardoned in consequence of the peculiar circumstances of her case.
A law, however, was
immediately passed, ordaining that the teachers of
gymnastic exercises should also appear naked at the
games. {Pausanias, 5, 6, 5.) From an examination of authorities, it would appear that the story just
toJd relates rather to Berenice {^epeviKTj), the sister
of Callipatira.
(Consult Bayle, Diet., s. v. Berenice,

—

and

ad Paicsan.,

Sicbelis,

I.

c.)

CallIphon, a painter, a native of Samos, who
decorated with pictures the temple of Diana at EpheThe subjects of his pieces were taken from the
8U8.
Iliad.

{Pausan., 5, 19.)
Callipolis, I. a city of Thrace, about five miles
from .^gospolamos. Its origin is uncertain a Byzantine writer ascribes its foundation and name to
Callias, an Athenian general {Jo. Cinnamus, 5, 3),
while another derives its appellation from the beauiy
:

o.

*.ne site.

(Agathias, 5,

p.

155.)

It is certain that

we

do not hear of Callipolis before the Macedonian
war, when Livy mentions its having been taken by

—

ComPhilip, the last king of that name (31, 16.
From the Itineraries we learn, that
pare Plin., 4, 11).
Callipolis was the point whence it was usual to cross
The modthe Hellespont to Lampsacus or Abydos.
ern name is Gallipnlt, and it is from this that the
Chersonese now takes its name as a Turkish province.

—

II. A town
vol. 1, p. 330.)
III. A city
of Sicily, north of Calana, now Gallipoli.
of Caiabfia, on the Sinus Tarentinus, now Calli-poli.
According to Dionysius of Halicamassus (17, 4), it
owed its foundation to Leucippus, a Lacedaemonian,
who erected a town here with the consent of the Tarentines. who expected to be put in possession of it
but in this hope they were deceived ;
shortly after

{Cramer^ s Anc. Greece,

—

;

and on finding that the Spartan colony was already
strong enough to resist an attack, they suffered Leucippus to prosecute his undertaking without molestation
{Dion. Hal., frag. ed. Angela Maio, Medial.,
Mela styles" it " urhs Graia Callipolis'" (2,
1816.)
The passage in which Pliny names this town is
4).
Cramer^s Ancient Italy, \o\.
{Plin., 3, 11.
corrupt.

—

Callirhoe, I. a daughter of the Scamander, who
married Tros, by whom she had Ilus, Ganymede, and
Assaracus.
(iZ, 20, 231 )— II. A daughter of Oceanus and Tethys, mother of Geryon, Echidna, Cerberus, and other monsters, by Chrysaor. {Hesiod, Theog.,
287, seqq.)
Calliste, an island of the ^gean Sea, called also
Thera. {Vid. Thera.)
Callisteia, Beauty's rewards a festival at Lesbos, during which all the women presented themselves
in the temple of Juno, and the prize was assigned to
;

There was
{Athenceits, 13, p. 610, a.)
institution of the same kind among the Par-

the fairest.

made

by Cypselus, whose wife was
honoured with the first prize. The Eleans had one
also, in which the fairest man received as a prize a
complete suit of armour, which he dedicated to MinerCasaub. et Schweigh., ad loc.)
va.
{Athenaus, I. c.
Callisthenes, a native of Olynthus, the son of
rhasians,

Vit. Alex.

—

—

Polyh., 12,

&c., p. 34, seqq

first

—

He was placed by the StaHero, Aristotle's sister.
about the person of Alexander, as a kind of ingirite
structer, or, rather, companion of his studies, and accompanied the monarch into the East. He gave offence, however, by the rudeness of his manners and
his boldness of speech, and was eventually charged
with being implicated in a conspiracy against Alexander.
According to the common account, he was mutilated, and then carried along with the army in an iron
Ptolemy,
cage, until he ended his days by poison.
however, wrote in his history of Alexander, that he
was first tortured and then hanged. Callisthenes does
890

23.— Sainte-Croix, Examen,

Id. ib., p. 163, seqq.)

Callisto and CaListo, called also Helice, was
daughter of Lycaon, king of Arcadia, and one of Diana's attendants.

saw

Jupiter

her,

and assuming the

form of Diana, accompanied the maiden to the chase,
and surprised her virtue. She long concealed her
shame but at length, as she was one day bathing with
her divine mistress, the discovery was made, and DiWhile in
ana, in her anger, turned her into a bear.
this form she brought forth her son Areas, who lived
with her in the woods, till the herdsmen caught both
her and him, and brought them to Lycaon.
( Vid. ArSome time afterward she went into the temeeas.)
nus, or sacred enclosure of the Lycaean Jove, which it
was unlawful to enter.
A number of Arcadians,
among whom was her own son, followed to kill her, but
Jove snatched her out of their hands, and placed her as
;

—

a constellation in the sky. {Apollod., 3,8.
Ovid, Met.,
2, 401, seq.
Id., Fast
2, 155, seq.
Hygin., fab.,
It was also fabled, that at the request of Juno,
177.)
Tethys forbade the constellation of the bear to descend
into her waves.
This legend is related with great variety in the circumstances.
According to one of these

—

—

,

versions. Areas, having been separated from his mother
and reared among men, met her one day in the woods,

and was on the point of slaying her, when Jupiter
transferred the mother and son to the skies, {KeigktMythology, p. 425, seq.)
Callistratus, I. a celebrated orator of Athens.
Demosthenes, having heard him plead on one occasion, was so charmed by his eloquence that he abandoned all his other studies, and betook himself to oraHe was employed on several occasions as an
tory.
ambassador, but eventually met with the common fate
of popular leaders, and was exiled.
Retiring upon

ley^s

this

to Thrace, he

Datum
— Scylax,

founded

{Plvt., Vit. Demosth.,

2, p. 317.)

also an

to have been little better than a mere
He
sophist.
wrote a history of Alexander's movements which has
not come down to us, but which, from the remarks of
ancient writers, does not appear to have possessed
even the merit of exactness in ordinary details. {Plut.,

c. 3.

A

in

that country.

Peripl., p. 27.)—thinks, a little be-

sophist, who lived, as Heyne
fore the elder Philpstratus, towards the close
II.

second century of our

era.

We have

of the

from him a de-

it is true, in the
scription of fourteen statues, written,
style of a rhetorician, but still containing many details

of a curious nature as regards the history of ancient
art.
{Heyne, Opusc, vol. 5, p. 196, seqq.) The
work accompanies the writings of Philostratus, and is

found

in all

lawyer,
acalla.

who

—

A

III.
Roman
our editions of the latter.
lived during the time of Severus and Car-

{Biogr. Univ., vol. 6, p. 555.)
a river of Italy, which rose in the mountains
passed Beneventum, and joined the

Calor,

of the Hirpini,
Vulturnus.
{Liv., 24, 14.)

Cakpe, a

lofty

mountain

of Spain, opposite
coast.

to

in the

most southern parts

Mount Abyla on

These two mountains were

the African

called the

Pillars

of Hercules.
Calpe is now called Gibraltar, from the
" the mountain of Tarik."
Arabic Gibel Tarik (i. e.,
This Tarik was a Moorish general, who first led the

—

For some remarks on
into Spain, A.D. 710).
the etymology of the name Calpe, vid. Abyla.
Calpurnia, I. a daughter of L. Piso, and Julius

Moors

The night previous to her husCaesar's fourth wife.
band's murder, she dreamed that he had been stabbed
in her arms.
According to others, she dreamed that
the pinnacle had fallen, which the senate, by way of
ornament and distinction, had caused to be erected on
After Caesar's
Caesar's house.
(Plut., Vit. Cces.,c.)
death she intrusted Antony with his private treasure,
which amounted to four thousand talents, and also with

CAM

CAL
{Plut., Vit. Ant.,

ine private papers of the dictator.

—

Calpurnia Lex, passed A.U.C. 604,
against extortion, by which law the first quctstio perIII.
petua was established. {Cic. tn Verr., 4, 25.)—
Another, called also Acilia, concerning bribery, A.U.C.
686.
{Cir.pro Mur(rn., 23.)
Cai.purnios, I. a writer of mimes, not to be confounded with the pastoral poet of the same name.
{Bdhr, Gcsch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 118.)— II. A
Christian in the time of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius,
from whom we have Hfty-one Declamations remaining.
{Bdhr, ib.y p. 557.) III. A Latin poet, a native of Sicic.

15.)

II.

—

ly,

and contemporary of Nemesianus, lived during the

In the earliest editions of
third century of our era.
his works, and in all but one of the MSS., eleven
however, at
pass under his name.

however, was ample and producSome time after the Pelo577, seqq.)
ponnesian war, we find Calydon in the possession of the
It is
Achajans.
probable that the Calydonians themselves invited over the Achaeans, to defend them
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 4, 6. 1.—
against the Acarnanians.
Pausan., 3, 10.) Their city was, in consequence, oc
cupied by an Achaean garrison, until Epaminondas,
after the battle of Leuctra, compelled them to evacuIts territory,

217.)
tive.

{II., 9,

ate the

{Diod. Sic, 15, 57.)

place.

It

was

still

a

town of importance during the Social war {Polyb., 4,
65.
Id., 5, 95), and as late as the time of Caesar.
But Augustus accomplished its
{B. Civ., 3, 35.)

—

by removing the inhabitants to Nicopolis.
According to Dodwell, there are yet to be seen here
the remains of a city, and its acropolis, composed of

downfall

Ugoletus,
eclogues
a later period, guided by this single MS., undertook to magnificent walls, constructed nearly in a regular manthe
eleven
to Nemesianus.
In this he ner.
four
of
{Cram^r^s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 78, seqq.)
assign
is wrong, for the tone and manner of these pieces show
Calvdonis, a name of Deianira, as living in CalySuch was don. {Ovid, Met., 9, 112 )
plainly that they all came from one pen.
the opinion of Ulitius {Praf. ad Nemesian., Eclog.,
Calymna, an island of the ^gean, southeast of
Id. ad Nemesian., Cyneg., v. 1, p. 314),
Leros.
{Vid. Calydnae, II.)
p. 459.
with which Burmann agrees (Poet. Lat. Min., Pro,/.,
Calypso, a daughter of Atlas, according to Homer.
Hesiod, however, makes
lb., 7, 245.)
p. **»4), and which Wernsdorff at last has fully estab- {Od., 1, 52.
The her an ocean-nymph {Theog., 359), and Apollodoru.s
lished.
{Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 2, p. 15, seqq.)
Eclogues of Calpurnius are not without merit, though a Nereid (1, 2). Like Circe, she was a human-speakgreatly inferior in elegance and simplicity to Virgil's. ing goddess, and dwelt in solitary state with her attendThey are dedicated to Nemesianus, his protector and ant nymphs on an island named Ogygia, in the midst
In the time of of the ocean.
Her isle presented such a scene of sylpatron, for he himself was very poor.
Charlemagne these pieces were placed in the hands of van beauty as charmed even Mercury, one of the
young scholars. The best editions are found in the dwellers of Olympus. (Od., 5, 72.) Calypso received
Poetcc Latini Minor es of Burmann, Lugd. Bat., 1731, and kindly entertained Ulysses, when, in the course of
2 vols. 4io, and of Wernsdorff, Altemb., 1780-1799, 10 his wanderings, that hero was thrown upon her domains
She detained him there for eight
vols. 8vo.
after his shipwreck.
{Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 301.)
Calvus Corn. Licinius, a Roman, equally distin- years, designing to make him immortal, and to keep
In the former ca- him with her for ever
but Mercury arriving with a
guished as an orator and a poet.
pacity he is mentioned with praise by Cicero {Brut., command from Jupiter, she was obliged to consent to
61.— Ep. ad Fam, 7, 2^.— Ibid., 15, 51). He was his departure. She gave the hero tools to build a raft
also the friend of Catullus, and two odes of that au- or light vessel, supplied him with provisions, and reThe name Cathor's are addressed to him, in which he is commemo- luctantly took a final leave of him.
rated as a most delightful companion, from whose so- lypso means " the Concealer,'' the poet, after his usual
The fragments of his manner, giving her a significant appellation. As reciety he could scarcely refrain.
epigrams which remain do not enable us to judge for gards her island, Homer seems to have conceived
ourselves of his poetical merits.
He is classed by Ogygia to lie in the northwestern parts of the West sea,
Ovid among the licentious writers. {Horat., Serm., far remote from all other isles and coasts ; and he thus
I, 10, 19.
Dunlop's Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 540.)
brought his hero into all parts of that sea, and informed
Calycadnus, a large and rapid river of Cilicia Tra- his auditors of all its wonders. {Keightley's Mytholin
central
which
rises
the
chain
of
chea,
Taurus, and, ogy, p. 274, seq.)

—

—

;

—

—

some minor tributary streams, falls into
the sea between the promontories of Zephyrium and
It is now the Giuk-sou.
{Plin., 5, 27.
Sarpedon

after receiving

—

Liv., 38,

38

—Amm.

MarcelL, 14, 25.)
Calydn^, I. small islands, placed by Strabo (603)
between Cape Lectum and Tenedos, but not to be
In Choiseul GoufBer's map
found in that direction.
they are laid down between Tenedos and Sigaeum.

—

II.

A

group of islands, lying off the coast of Caria, to

the southeast of Leros.

One

of the

number was

called

Herodotus informs
{Horn., II., 2, 676.)
us (7, 99), that the Calydnians were subject to Artemisia, queen of Caria.
Calymna, in modern charts, is
called Calimno, and the surrounding group Kapperi

Calymna.

and Carabaghlar.

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 2, p.

218.)

Calydon, a city of iEtolia, below the river EveIt was
nus, and between that stream and the sea.
famed in Grecian story on account of the boar-hunt

CamalodOnum, the first Roman colony in Britain,
Its situation agrees with
established under Claudius.
that of the modern Maiden, according to Cluver and
Cellarius.

{Tacit., Ann., 12,

32.—

M

ih., 14,

31.)

Camaracum, a city of the Nervii, in Belgic Gaul,
east of Nemetacum, now Cambray {Cammerik).
Camarina, a city of Sicily, near the southern coast,
on the river Hipparis. {Schol. ad Pind., 01., 5, 19.)
It was originally founded by a colony from Syracuse,
but, proving subsequently disobedient, it was destroyed by the parent state, and the ground on which it
stood was sold to Hippocrates, tyrant of Gela, as a
ransom for some Syracusan captives. Hippocrates re-

but his successor, Gelon, after having
obtained the sovereignty of Syracuse, transferred the
inhabitants of Camarina to the former city, and thus
{Herodot., 7, 156.)
again was Camarina destroyed.
Dissensions in Syracuse enabled the Geloans to rebuild
built the city

;

Camarina according to Timaeus, in the 82d Olympiad,
79th. This
neighbourhood {vid. Meleager), the theme of but according to Diodorus at the end of the
are told by my- city, however, seemed destined to be still unfortunate.
poetry from Homer to Statius.
and the inthologists that CEneus, the father of Meleager and It again suffered from the elder Dionysius,
Tydeus, reigned at Calydon, while his brother Agrius habitants were once more obliged to become wandersettled in Pleuron.
When Timoleon, after the overthrow of tyranny,
Frequent wars, however, arose ers.
between them on the subject of contiguous lands a gave peace to the whole island, Camarina again reIt suffered once more,
circumstance to which Homer alludes.
vived.
{II., 9, 525,
{Diod. Sic, 16, S2.)
From the same poet we collect, that Calydon however, in the contest between Carthage and Agatho
*eqq.)
was situate on a rocky height. {II., 2, 640
and finally, in the first Punic war, was severely
13, cles
291
in

;

its

We

;

;

;

punished by the

CAM

AM

C
Romans

for

having admitted Cartha-

From this time it reginian troops within its walls.
mained an inconsiderable city. In the neighbourhood
of the place the river formed a low island, covered at
high water, but when the tide fell converted into a
marsh.
This marsh yielded exhalations which produced a pestilence, and the inhabitants consulted an
oracle whether they should drain it.
Although the oracle dissuaded them, they drained it, and opened a way
to

their

enemies

come and plunder

to

their

arose the proverb, from the words of the oracle,
" move tiot
uri KLVEL Kufiapivav,
Camarina,^^ applied
to those who, by removing one evil, wdl bring on a

154.)

Mandano

in marriage.

46.— 7^.,

(

A member of the sacerdotal orings of his subjects.
der called the Magi availed himself of this discontent,
and, aided by the strong resemblance which he bore to
the murdered Smerdis, as well as by the exertions of
a brother who was also a Magian, seized upon the
throne of Persia, and sent heralds in every direction,
commanding all to obey, for the time to come, Smerdis,
The news of this
son of Cyrus, and not Cambyses.
usurpation reached Cambyses at a place in Syria called Ecbatana, where he was at that time with his army.
Resolving to return with all speed to Susa, the monarch was in the act of mounting his horse, when his
sword fell from its sheath and inflicted a moital blow
in his thigh.
An oracle, it is said, had been given
him from Butus, that he would end his life at Ecbatana, but he always thought that the Median Ecbatana
was meant by it. He died of his wound soon after,
B C. 522, leaving no children. {Herod., 3, 61, seqq.)
He makes CambyCtesias gives a different account.
ses to have died at Babylon of a wound he had giverf
himself on the femoral muscle, while shaving smooth
a piece of wood with a small knife.
{Cles., Excerpt.

Vid. Astyages.)

was Cyrus the Great.

— HI.

{He-

The son and

succes1, 107.)
sor of Cyrus the Great, ascended the throne of Persia
B.C. 530.
Soon after the commencement of his
rod., 1,

reign, he undertook the conquest of Egypt, being exciied to the step, according to the Persian account as

given in Herodotus (3, 1), by the conduct of Amasis,
the king of that country.
Cambyses, it seems, had demanded in marriage the daughter of Amasis but the
latter, knowing that the Persian monarch intended to
make her, not his wife, but his concubine, endeavoured to deceive him by sending in her steady the daughter
of his predecessor Apries.
The historian gives also
another account besides this ; but it is more than probable that both are untrue, and that ambitious feelings
alone on the part of Cambyses prompted him to the
;

148. —

(Compare Dahlmann, Herod., p.
Creuzer, ad Herod., I. c.) Amasis died before Cambyses marched against Egypt, and his son Psammenitus succeeded to the throne.
A bloody battle was
fought near the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, and the
enterprise.

Egyptians were put to flight, after which Cambyses
made himself master of the whole country, and received tokens of submission also from the Cyrena;ans and
the people of Barca.

conquered by him
ed new projects.

The kingdom

of

Egypt was thus

months. Cambyses now formHe wished to send a squadron and
subjugate Carthage, to conquer ^Ethiopia, and to make
himself master of the famous temple of Jupiter Amnion.

The

in six

of these expeditions, however, did not take
the Phoenicians, who composed his naplace,, because
val force, would not go to attack one of their own colThe army that was sent against the Ammonionies.
ans perished in the desert ; and the troops at whose
head he himself had set out against the ^Ethiopians
first

now

which brought on abortion. {Herod., 3, 30, seqq.)
These and many other actions, alike indicative of almost complete insanity, aroused against him the feel-

—

issue of this union

said to have been subject to epilepsy from
and the habit of drinking, in which
;

indulged to excess, rendered him at times comNo relation was held sacred by him
Having dreamed that his brother
Smerdis was seated on the royal throne, he sent one
of his principal confidants to Persia, with orders to put
him to death, a mandate which was actually -accomHis sister and wife Atossa, who lamented
plished.
the death of Smerdis, he struck with a blow of his foot,

—

The

is

pletely furious.
intoxicated.

southern boundary of Macedonia, and separating that
Id., 44, 2.)
(Lir., 42, 53.
country from Thessaly.
Cambyses, I. an early monarch of the line of the
Achaemenides, the successor of Te'ispes, who was himself the successor of Achaemenes. He must not be confounded with Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, who was, in
fact, the second of the name in the line of Persian
Consult Bdhr and Lurcher,
{Herod., 7, 11.
kings.
adloc.) n. A Persian of good family, but peaceful
disposition, to whom Astyages, king of Media, gave
his daughter

Cambyses
he

CambunIi Montes, a chain of mountains forming the

—

to the
Ob
greatest acts of outrage and cruelty.
entering Memphis he found the inhabitants engaged in
celebrating the festival of the re-appearance of Apis,
and, imagming that these rejoicings were made on account of his ill success, he caused the sacred bull to
be brought' before him, stabbed him with his dagger,
of which wound the animal afterward died, and caused
the priests to be scourged.
{Herod., 3, 27, seqq.)

up

when

greater.
Nothing now remains of this city but some
ruins, and the name Camarana, given by the natives to
a town and a neighbouring marsh.
(Virg., Mr.., 3,
7,

\

his earliest years

city.

Hence

1Q\.— Herod.,

I

Pers., ^ 12.)
'

According

to

Herodotus

(3, 66),

Cam-

Ctesias
byses reigned seven years and five months.
but there must be some error in
says eighteen years
this.
Clemens of Alexandrea gives ten years. ( Clem.
Alex., Strom., 1, p. 395.)— IV. A river of Asia, which
rises, according to Pomponius Mela (3, 5), at the base
of Mons Coraxicus, a branch of Caucasus, and in the
After flowing
vicmity of the sources of the Cyrus.
through Iberia and Hyrcania, it joins the Cyrus, and
La
the united streams empty into the Hyrcanian Sea.
Martiniere {Diet. Geog.) remarks, that there is no river in modern times answering to this description of
the Cambyses.
Vossius thinks that Mela intended to
designate the Araxes, but the sources of this river are
;

too far distant.
Hardouin, suspecting that Ptolemy
has spoken of the Cambyses under another name, believes it to be the same with the Soana of this geographer he goes, however, too high towards the northern
{Hardouin, ad Flin., 6, 13,
extremity of Albania.
:

not. 7.)

CamerInum, a town of Umbria, on the borders of
How far he Picenum. It was a Roman colony and a city of some
were compelled by hunger
be
ascertained
cannot
from
advanced into .Ethiopia
note, and must not be confounded with the Camerte
anything that Herodotus says. Diodorus Siculus, how- of Strabo, an error into which Cluverius has fallen.
ever (1, 33), makes Cambyses to have penetrated as {Ital. Ant., 1, p. 613.) The modern name is CamCic. ad Attic., 8,
far as the spot where Meroe stood, which city, accord- erino.
{Cces., Bell. Civ., 1, 15.
and named after 12. Ptol, p. 62.) Appian calls it Cameria. {Bell.
ing to this same writer, he founded,
His mother, however, was Cassandana. Civ., 5, bO.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 262.)
his mother.
Camerte, a town of Umbria, between Tuder and
Josephus {Ant. Jud., 2, 10, 2) makes the previous
name to have been merely changed by Cambyses to Ameria. {Strah., 'ill, seq. Consult the remarks of
Meroe, in honour of his sister. (Compare Strata, 790. ) Cramer, Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 274.)
Both accounts are untrue. {Vid. Meroe.) After his
Camilla, queen of the Volsci, was daughter of Meleturn from ^Ethiopia, the Persian king gave himself tabus and Casmilla. Her father, who reigned at Priver293
to retreat.

—

—

—

—
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num, having by his tyranny rendered himself odious to
his subjects, was by them expelled from his dominions,
and forced to take refuge from their fury in the lonely
Here he bred up the infant Camilla, the sole
woods.
dedicated her to
companion of his flight; and, having
the service of Diana, he instructed her in the use of the
bow and arrow, and accustomed her to the practice of
She was so remarkable
martial and sylvan exercises.
for her swiftness, that she is described by the poets
as flying over the corn without bending the stalks, and
wetskimming over the surface of the waves without
Attended by a train of warriors, she led
ting her feet.
the Volscians to battle against ^Eneas.
Many brave
but she was at length herself
chiefs fell by her hand
of
killed by a soldier of the name
Aruns, who, from
a place of concealment, aimed a javelin at her.
Diana,
however, who had foreseen this fatal event, had com-

payment of the ransom-money to the Gauls, his breaking oflf the compact as invalid, his expelling the Gauls
from the city, and then gaining a victory over them on
the road to Gabii, from which no messenger escaped to
carry home the tidings.
Polybius, a more ancient witness, and of much greater validity, who is never partial
towards the Romans, and could not be so to the Gauls,
assures us that the conquerors returned home with the

;

missioned Opis, one of her nymphs, to avenge the
death of Camilla, and Aruns was slain in his flight
from the combat bv the arrows of the goddess. ( Virg.
.En., 7, 803, seq'q.—Id. i6., 11, 632, seqq.—U. ih.,
I'asso has applied this story of Camil11, 848, seqq.)
la to Clorinda {B. 12, stanza 20, &c.).
,

Camillus (L. FuBius), a celebrated Roman, called
Romulus, from his services to his country.

a second

After filling various important stations, and, among
other achievements, taking the city of Veii, which had
for the space of ten years resisted the Roman arms, he
encountered at last the displeasure of his countrymen,
and was accused of having embezzled some of the
Being well aware how the matplunder of this place.
ter would terminate, Camillus went into voluntary exile, although his friends offered to pay the sum demand-

ed of him.

During

this period of separation

from

his

story, however, was
that the gold which had

The

booty

(2,

18).

among

the

Romans,

was recovered, and

it is

common
been paid

said to have been kept in the

capitol, in the sanctuary of Jupiter {Pltn., 33, 5), until
the time of Crassus's sacrilege, and increased to double

the amount by the addition of plunder.
Yet, even according to Livy himself (5, 50), this Capitoline gold
was no proof of it, and was rather collected from the
treasures of different temples, which it was impossible
to separate in order to restore them ; and even the du-

might prove a replacing, according to custom,
Livy thought it
shocking and insufferable that the existence of Rome
should have been purchased with gold hence his narration, according to which the arrival of Camillus arBesides
rested the payment, is poetically consistent.
plication
for the

payment of the war-taxes.

;

the bitter truth of Polybius, there are two other series
of traditions, which do not deny the departure of the
Gauls with the gold, but do not allow them to have
Of the first class ap
derived any advantage thereby.
it is found
parently is that of Pliny, already adduced
;

most

distinctly in Diodorus.

According

to

him, Ca-

millus recovered the ransom, and almost all the remaining booty, when relieving one of the allied towns

which was besieged by the Gauls. (Diod., 14, 117.)
The other story seems to have deemed it sufficient
for the honour of Rome if the Gauls did not carry

country, Rome, with the exception of the capitol. was
It deposes as a wittaken by the Gauls under Brennus.
Camillus, though home the gains of their victoi'y.
an exile, was invited by the fugitive Romans at Veii ness to the unpalatable truth revealed by Polybius.
to take command of them, but refused to act until the On its authority Strabo relates of the Caeritians, that
wishes of the Romans besieged in the capitol were they defeated the Gauls on their return from Rome,
known. These unanimously revoked the sentence of and wrested from them the booty which they were carThe noble- rying off. (Strabo, 220). Diodorus has also the story
banishment, and elected him dictator.
minded Roman forgot their previous ingratitude, and of a victory gained by this nation over the Gauls that
m^hed to the relief of his country which he deliv- were returning from Apulia; he blends the two acered, after it had been for some time in the possession counts together."
(Niebuhr^s Rom. Hist., vol. 2, p.
The Roman account says, that Camil- 282, Walter^s transl. Compare the remarks of Arof the enemy.
of
lus, at the head of an army
forty thousand men, nold, Hist, of Rome, vol. 1, p. 547, seqq.)
hastened to Rome, where he found the garrison of the
Camirus, a town of the island of Rhodes, on the
of
It derived its name from a son of
the
on
purchasing peace from the in- western coast.
capitol
point
" With
vaders.
learn from Dioiron, not wiih gold," exclaimed Ca- Cercaphns, one of the Heliadae.
" Rome
millus,
buys her freedom." An attack was dorus Siculus (5, 57), that Juno Telchinia was worPisander, the epic poet, was a native
instantly made upon the Gauls, a victory obtained, shipped here.
and the foe left their camp by night. On the morrow of Camirus. The place retains the name of Camiro.
Camillus overtook them, and they met with a total (Cramer^ s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 237.)
His triumphal entry into Rome was made
overthrow.
Campania, a district of Italy, below Latium, and
amid the acclamations of thousands, who greeted him for some time separated from it by the river Liris.
with the name of Romulus, father of his country, and All ancient writers who have treated of Italy bear
After performing another witness to the frequent change of inhabitants which
seco7id founder of the city.
equally importanw service, in prevailing upon his coun- Campania more particularly has undergone in the
trymen to rebuild their city an3 not retire to Veii, and course of its history. Attracted bv the fertility of its
after gaining victories over the .^qui, Volsci, Etruri- soil, the beauty of its climate, and the commodiousans, and Latins, he died in the eighty-ninth year of his ness of its havens, successive invaders poured in and
once censor, three dispossessed each other, until the superior ascendancy
age, having been five times dictator,
times interrex, twice military tribune, and having ob- of Rome left her the undisputed mistress of this garden
in
Vit
From these repeated contentions arose, as
tained four triumphs.
Liv., 5, 46, of Italy.
{Plut.
have Strabo asserts, the fiction of the battle between the
seqq.—Flor., 1, 13 —Virg., JEn., 6, 825.)—
The true
touched merely on a few of the events connected with gods and giants in the Phlegra;an plains.
the history of Camillus, in consequence of the strong solution of this tradition, however, it may be observed
and tremendous
suspicion which attaches itself to the greater pan of in passing, refers itself to some early
Tn no instance, perhaps, have the fam- volcanic eruption, since it would seem that there is a
the narrative.
;

—

We

—

We

ily-memorials of the Roman aristocracy more comof true history than in the
pletely usurped the place
The part relative to the overthrow
case of Camillus.
" For a
of the Gauls appears to be all a pure fiction.
long time past," observes Niebuhr, "no one has perused, with any degree of faith, Livy's narrative of the
ftrrival of the dictator Camillus in the
city during the

source of volcanic

fire, at

no great distance from the

surface, in the whole of Southern Italy. (Consolations
It is universally
in Travel, p. 123, Am. ed.)
agreed
that the first settlers in Campania with whom history
Oscans.
are the
makes us
(Antioch.

—

ap. Strab

—

acquainted
Plm.,
234.
,

Syrac.

3, 5.)

Even when

the

Oscan

name had disappeared from the rest of italv, the Oscan
293
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language was retained by the inhabitants of Campania,
though mingled with the dialects of the various tribes
which successively obtained possession of that muchOf these, the next to be mentioned
prized country.
are the Tuscans, who are stated to have extended their
dominion at an early period both to the north and south
of that portion of Italy, which is considered as more
When they had effected
properly belonging to them.

In the Latin poets we generally
designated under the simple name of Campus.
The Campus Martius is the principal situation of modern Rome.
In the reign of Augustus, when the city
had extended itself far beyond the lines of Servius
Tulhus, a great part of the Campus Martius was enclosed and occupied by public buildings, more especonsiderable
cially by the great works of Agrippa.

the conquest of Campania, that province became the
seat of a particular empire, and received the federal
centred in twelve principal cities.
form of

expanse of

vius Tullius (1, 44).
find

it

A

meadow was

left

open, however, at that

Wealth

time, as we learn from Strabo (236), who has accuIt was
rately described its situation and appearance.
here that the Roman youths engaged in martial sports

and luxury, however, soon produced their usual effects
on the conquerors of Campania, and they in their turn
fell an easy prey to the attacks of the Samnites, and
were compelled to admit these hardy warriors to share
with them the possession and enjoyment of these sunny

and exercises, while the neighbouring waters of the
Tiber afforded them a salutary refreshment after their
Strabo also informs us, that the Campus
fatigue.
Martius was surrounded by many porticoes and sumpThese were principally the structuous buildings.

moro par-

In times posterior to the
tures erected by Agrippa.
age of the geographer, we find that Nero constructed

government,

242.— Liu.,

{Strabo,

plains.
ticular

4,

37.— Po/yJ.,

2, 17.)

^his observation, however, applies

h

and its district, which was surprised
byaSri i.'H t force, A. U.C. 331. (Lir., 4, 44.) It is
from tin.-- eiiod that we mustdate the origin of the Campanian nation, which appears to have been thus composed of Oscans, Tuscans, Samnites, and Greeks, the
latter having formed numerous colonies on these shores.
v

(''apua

'

1

baths in

this part of

the city.

(Cramer's Ancient

Italy, vol. 1, p. 436.)

Canaria, the

largest of the cluster of islands called

by the ancients Beaton and Fortunatce Insula, and

now Canary Islands. Pliny says, that this island deRomans gladly seized the rived its name from the number of very large-sized
so
valuable
a
to
portion of Italy
opportunity of adding
dogs which it contained, and that two of these were
their dominions, under the pretence of defending the brought over to Africa for King Juba.
{Plin., 6, 32.
their
former
enemies
the
Samnites.
Vid. Fortunatae Insulse.)
Campanians against
From this time Campania may be regarded as subject
Candace, a name given to the queen-mothers in
to Rome, if we except that short interval in which the Meroe, in .Ethiopia.
Some females of this name apbrilliant successes of Hannibal withdrew its inhabitants pear in history, but they seem to have been merely
from their allegiance ; an offence which they were made queen-regents, governing during the minority of their
to expiate by a punishment, the severity of which has sons.
Some ancient authors, however, state, that it
few examples in the history, not of Rome only, but of was customary for the ^Ethiopians to be governed by
nations.
The natural advan- queens called each by the name of Candace. (Compare
{Liv., 26, 14, seqa.)
tages of Campania, its genial climate and fertile soil, Plin., 6, 29, but especially Eusebius, Hist. EccL, 2. 1 :
so rich in various productions, are a favourite theme Kara to Trurpiov tdog vrcb yvvaiKoq rov Idvovg eIoetl
with the Latin writers, and elicit from them many an vvv (iaaiXevofiivov.) Suidas speaks of a Candace who
but this
Pliny, was made prisoner by Alexander the Great
eloquent and animated tribute of admiration.
Felix ilia Campania .... appears to be a mere fable.
in particular, styles it,
A Candace, blind of one
certamen humana voluptatis .'^ {Cramer* s Ancient eye, made an irruption into Egypt during the reign of
She took and pillaged several
Italy, vol. 2, p. 143, seqq )
Augustus, B.C. 20.
Campaspe, a beautiful female whom Alexander be- cities, but Petronius, the prefect of Egypt, pursued
stowed upon Apelles. {Vid. Apelles.)
her, penetrated into her dominions, which he pillaged
Campi, I. Canini, plains situate in the country of in turn, until she restored the booty which she had
About eighty years

after, the

—

—

—

^"^

the Mesiates, in Cisalpine Gaul,

whose

territory cor-

{Amm.
responded to the modern Val di Misocco.
MarcelL, 15, 10.) II. Diomedis, the plains in Apulia
on which the battle of Cannse was fought. {Sil. leal.,

—

8,2^2.— Liv., 25, 11.— S/rai., 283 )— III. Laborini,
a name applied to the district between Cuma; and
The modern name
Puteoli, now Terra di Lavoro.

—

probably derived from the ancient. {Plin., 3, 5.)
V. Taurasini,
IV. Raudii.
{Vid. Raudii Camm.)
a name given to the territory of a aurasium, in Samnium. Pyrrhus was defeated here by Dentatus. The
name is often incorrectly given as Campi Arusini.
is

—

{Flor., 1,

\S.—Frontin., Sirateg.,

4,

\.—Oros.,

4, 2.)

Campus Martius,

a large plain at Rome, without
the walls of the city, where the Roman youths perPublic assemblies
formed their gymnastic exercises.

were often held here, magistrates chosen, and here,
audience was given to such ambassadors as the

too,

The
senate did not choose to admit within the city.
The
bodies of the dead were also burned here.
Campus Martius, as we learn from Livy (2, 5), was
land which belonged formerly to Tarquin, but which,
the remaining property of that
being confiscated with
was dedicated to Mars. But
king after his expulsion,
affirms (5, 13) that it had
Dionysius of Halicarnassus
been consecrated before, but, having been seized by
the people. And
Tarquin, was recovered afterward by
this account is more probable, as Festus quotes a law
of

Numa

Martius

(*.

allow the

which mention is made of the Campus
v. Solifauril ), and Livy himself seems to

in

name

to be as ancient as the reign of Ser-

;

oflf from
Egypt, and sued for peace. {Dio
Plin , 6, 29.) Mention is also made
Cass., 54, 5.
in the sacred writings of a queen of ^Ethiopia named
Consult Kuinoel, ad loc.)
Candace. (Acts, 8, 27.
There is a gloss given by Alberti (Gloss. N. T., p.
213), in which it is said that the .Ethiopians had no
particular or individual name for their kings, but styled

carried

—

—

—

" sons of the
ail
Sun," whereas the queen-mother
Now in the Lydian
they called Candace, as above.
language Candaules was an appellation for Hercules,
or the Sun.
(B'dhr, ad Herod., 1, 12.)
Possibly,
therefore, the word Candace, in the ancient Ethiopian,
may be of cognate origin with Canrfaules in the Lydian
tongue, the root being apparently the same, and may

them

" a
daughter of the Sun."
Candavia, a district of Macedonia, bounded on the
east by the Candavian mountains, supposed by some
to be the same with the Cambunii Monies of Livy,
and the Canaluvii Monies of Ptolemy. (Sir ah., 323.
signify

—Lucan,

6,

331.)

Candaules, a monarch of Lydia, the last of the
Heraclidae, dethroned by Gy^es at the instigation ol
his

true

own queen. (Consult Herod., 1, 7, seqq.) His
name appears to have been Myrsilus, and the ap-

pellation of Candaules to have been assumed by him
as a title of honour, this latter being, in the Lydian
language, equivalent to Hercules, i. e., the Sun.

(Bdhr, ad Herod.,

1,

12.)

number of virgins of honourable birth, who formed part of the procession in the festival called Dionysia, celebrated Ik

Canephori

(KavTj^opoL), a select

CAN

CAN

m

honour of Bacchus. They carried small baskets of wings. He commanded in the centre
person, and
sacred and mysteri- here he had purposely stationed his worst troops
the
gold, containing fruit and various
of
extremities
the
each wing,
were
at
best
19.—
ous things. {Clem. Alex., Frotr., p.
Anstoph.,
posted
Acharn., 241, seqg.) They wore around their necks a which would enable them to act with decisive advancollar of dried hgs.
(Compare Aristoph., Lysislr., tage as bodies of reserve, they being, in fact, the rear
Hasdrubal commanded the left
V. 647.
Sadntc- Croix, Myslercs du Paganisme, vol. of the other forces.
On the Roman side, want of
wing, Hanno the right.
2, p. 87, with the note of De Sacy.)
Caniculares dies, certain days in the summer, union between the two consuls, and want of spirit
the men, afforded a sure omen of the fortune
preceding and ensuing the heliacal rising of Canicula, among
.^milius commanded the right, Varro
or the dog-star, in the morning. The ancients bfc.ieved of the day.
the proconsuls Regulus and Servius,
that this star, rising with the sun, and joining his in- the left wing
fluence to the fire of that luminary, was tfie cause of who had been consuls the preceding year, had charge
What Hannibal foresaw took place.
the extraordinary heat which usually prevailed in that of the centre.
and accordingly they gave the name of dog- The charge of the Romans, and their immense superiseason
in numbers, at length broke his centre, which,
days to about six or eight weeks of the hottest part ority
of summer. This idea originated with the Egyptians, giving way inward, his army now assumed the shape
and was borrowed from them by the Greeks. The of a concave crescent. The Romans, in the ardour of
Romans sacrificed a brown dog every year to Canicula, pursuit, were carried so far as to be completely surBoth flanks were assailed by the veterans
at its rising, to appease its rage.
(Consult remarks rounded.
of Hannibal, who were armed in the Roman manner ;
under the article Sirius.)
CanjdIa, a reputed sorceress at Rome, ridiculed by at the same time the cavalry of the Carthaginians attacked their rear, and the broken centre rallying, atHorace. (Epod. 5.)
CANiNKFATfis, a people of Germania Superior, of tacked them in front. The consequence was, that they
common origin with the Batavi, and inhabiting the were nearly all cut to pieces. The two proconsuls,
The name is together with ^Emilius the consul, were slain. Varro
western part of the Insula Batavorum.
written differently in different authors. {Veil. Paterc, escaped with 70 horse to Venusia. The Romans lost
on the field of battle 70,000 men and 10,000 who
4, 15 )
2, 105.— Plin., 4, lb.— Tacit., Hisl
Caninius Rebilos, C. a consul along with Julius had not been present in the fight were made prisoners.
Caesar.
Q. Fabius Maximus, the regular colleague of The Carthaginian loss amounted to 5500 infantry and
Such is the account of Polybius, whose
Caesar in the consulship, died on the last day of his 200 cavalry.
statement of the fight is much clearer and more satisofficial year, in the morning, and Caesar caused CaHannibal has been cenninius to be elected in his stead, although only a few factory than that of Livy.
;

—

;

;

.

hours remained for enjoying the consulship. Caninius,
therefore, was chosen consul at one o'clock P.M. on
the 3 1st December, and held office until midnight, the
end of the civil year, and commencement of the kalends of January. As we may suppose that the newlyappointed consul would hardly retire to rest before
midnight, we can understand the jest which Cicero
utter^ on this occasion, that Rome had in Caninius a
most vigilant consul, since he had never closed his
This mode
eyes during the period of his consulship.
of conferring office was intended to conciliate friends,
for the individual thus favoured enjoyed, after his brief
continuance in office, all the rights and privileges, together with the honorary title, of a man of consular
rank.

{Cvo.,

Ep. ad Fam.,

7,

30

)

;

sured for not marching immediately to Rome after the
which city all was consternation. But a defence of his conduct may be found under the article

battle, in

Hannibal, which see.

The citadel, however, was preserved, and the
216.
circumstance of its occupation by Hannibal seems to
have been regarded by the Romans of sufficient importance to cause them considerable uneasiness and
It commanded, indeed, all the adjacent
annoyance.
country, and was the principal southern depot of stores
and provisions on which they had depended for the

approaching campaign. The Greek writers, especially
polybius, use the name in the singular, Kuvva. There
is an exception to this, however, in the 15th book, c.
7 and I L where the plural form is used by the histoThe decisive victory at Cannae
rian just mentioned
was owing to three combined causes the excellent arranirements of Hannibal, the superiority of the Numidian horse, and the skilful manoeuvre of Hasdruhal

—

:

—

Liv.,

of
noting, in Arabic, a passage), which is the remains
This lake has no communication with
this branch.
the Nile, except at the time of its greatest increase.
It is

The Canopic mouth
Naucraticum Ostium and

merely a salt-water lagoon.

was sometimes

also called

Heracleoticum Ostium.
1,

Cannae, a small village of Apulia, situate about five
miles from Canusium, towards the sea, and at no great
It was celebrated for the
distance from the Aufidus.
defeat of the Romans by Hannibal. Polybius tells us
that, as a town, it was destroyed the year before the
battle was fought, which took place May 21st, B.C.

(Polyb., 3, 113, et seqq.

U.—Flor., 2, 6.— Pint., Vit. Hannib.)
Canopicum (or Canobicum) ostium, the westernmost mouth of the Nile, twelve miles from Alexandrea^
Near its termination is the lake Madie or Maadie (de22,

33— Plin.,

5,

{Herod., 2, 17.

10.— Mela,

—Diod.

Sic.,

1, 9.)

Canopus (or Canobus), a city of Egypt, about
twelve miles northeast of Alexandrea, and a short disThe
tance to the west of the Ostium Canopicum.
Greek writers give the name as Canobus (KuvuSog) ;
The form KavwTrof occurs also
the Latin, Canopus.
in Scylax (p. 43), but the reference there is to the island formed by the mouth of the Nile in this quarter.

—

and most probably
of Egyptian origin, since we are informed by Diodorus
Siculus (1, 33) that each mouth of the Nile was defended by a fortified city, and since the Ionian Greeks,
who came first to this quarter, were only allowed

Canopus was

a very ancient city,

arm of the river. Whence
It came,
of the place arose is unknown.
one
very likely, from the brilliant star Canobus, which
on
beholds, even in the southern regions of Asia Minor,
the edge of the horizon, but which was seen to rise
in full splendour by a spectator on the coast of Egypt.
The Greek writers, however, not knowing any better
deduced it from that of the
derivation for the

originally to enter by this

the

name

name,
called
Menelaus, who was fabled to have been
been interred here.
in 0[)posing only the light-armed cavalry against that
Canopus, and to have died and
of the Romans, while he emploved the heavy horse, Herodotus makes no mention of this legend, but Scydivided into small parties, in repeated attacks on dif- lax speaks of a monument in this quarter which Menferent parts of the Roman rear.
The Roman army elaus, as he informs us, erected here in memory of his
contained 80,000 infantry and 6000 cavalry, the Car- pilot.
Previous to the founding of Alexandrea, CanoHan- bus must have been a very important place, since it
thaginians 40,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry.
nibal drew up his forces in the form of a convex cres- formed the chief centre of communication between
cent, haying his centre thrown forward before the the interior of Egypt and other countries lying to the
pilot of

,
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north.
It sank, however, in importance after Alexandrea was built, and merely retained some consequence
from its temple and oracle of Serapis, which latter was
consulted during the night, and gave intimations of
the future to applicants while sleeping within the walls
of the structure.
The festivals, also, that were celebrated at this temple, drew large crowds of both sexes
from the adjacent country, and exercised an injurious
influence on the morals of all who took part in them.
in fact, was
place, ^and, even after

Canopus,

always regarded as a dissolute
Alexandrea arose, it was much

frequented by the inhabitants of the capital for purposes of enjoyment and pleasure, the temperature of the
air and the situation of the city
being spoken of in
high terms by the ancient writers.
{Amm. MarcelL,
22, 16.) The festivals of Serapis ceased on the introduction of Christianity, and from that period history
silent respecting Canopus.
The French savans
found some traces of the ancient city a short distance
west of the modern Ahoukir. {Mannert, Geogr.,

is

m

Philostratus
wealthy lady of this city (22, 52).
forms MS (Vit. Sophist.), that Hadrian colonized thia
place, and procured for it a good supply of water, of
which it stood much in need, as we know from Hor-

The same
(Sat., 1, 5, 90.)
also of the grittiness of the bread.
ace.

He was

one of the seven leaders in the war against
Adrastus), and is often alluded to by the
ancient poets as remarkable for his daring and impiety.
Having boasted that he would take the Theban city,
in despite even of Jove, this deity struck him with a
thunderbolt as he was in the act of ascending the
"When his body was being consumed on
ramparts.
the funeral pile, his wife Evadne threw herself upon
it
and perished amid the flames, ^sculapius was
fabled to have restored Capaneus to life.
{Apollod.,

Thebes

3, 6,

{vid.

3.— Id.,

to the

^sch., Sept.,

vol. 10, pt. 1, p.

lod., 3, 6, 3.)

541, seqq.)
CA.NT.iBRi, a warlike and ferocious people of Spain,
who long resisted the Roman power. Their country
answers to Biscay and part of Asturias. Augustus
marched in person against them, anticipating an easy
The desperate resistance of the Cantabrians,
victory.
however, induced him to retire to Tarraco, and leave
the management of the war to his generals.
They
were finally reduced, but, rebelling soon after, were
decreed to be sold as slaves. Most of them, however,
preferred falling by their own hands. The final reduction of the Canlabri was effected by Agrippa, A.U.C.
734, after they had resisted the power of the Romans
in various ways' for more than two hundred years.

Epit.,AS.—Flor.,i, 12.— P/m, 3,2.— i/oraf.,
Od.,3, 8, 22.)
Cantium, a country in the southeastern extremity

{Liv.,

now

of Britain,

called Kent.

The name

is

derived

from the British word cant, signifying an angle or corner.
(Consult Adclung, Gloss. Med. el Inf. Lat.,
vol. 2, p. 133, *. V. canto.)

Canulkia lex, a law proposed by C, Canuleius,
commons, A.U.C. 310, and allowing of

tribune of the

intermarriages between the patricians and plebeians.
(Ltc.,4, 1.)
CanusTum, a town of Apulia, on the right bank of
the Aufidus, and about twelve miles from its mouth.
The origin of Canusium seems to belong to a period
which reaches far beyond the records of Roman history, and of which we possess no memorials but what a
This tradition
fabulous tradition has conveyed to us.
ascribes its foundation to Diomede, after the close of
the Trojan war.
Perhaps, however, we should see in
Diomede one of those Pelasgic chiefs, who, in a very
formed
settlements in various parts of
distant age,
Italy.

Canusium appears

to

have been

in

its earlier

c.

:

which latter is the more probable opinion
of the two.
The MSS., however, give him the title
"
In process of time he atof
the Carthaginian."
tained to proconsular dignity, but whether he was a
About
Christian or not is a matter of uncertainty.
the middle of the fifth century of our era he wrote at
tion there,

Rome

a work bearing the appellation of Salira or
It is a species
Satyricon, divided into nine books.
of encyclopedia, half prose and half verse, modelled
The first two books form
after the Varronian satire.
a detached and separate work, entitled De Nuptiis
Philologia et Mercurii, and treating of the apotheosis of Philology and her marriage with Mercury.
find in it, among other things, a description of
heaven, which shows that the mystic notions of the

We

Platonists of that day approximated in a very singular
In the seven
to the truths of Christianity.
following books Capella treats of the seven sciences,

manner

which formed

at that

—

— Romanelli,

vol. 2, p. 265.
Compare Strabo,
splendid remains of antiquity discovered
ruins of Canosa, together with its coins,
establish the fact of the Grecian origin of this place.
Antiquaries dwell with rapture on the elegance and
beauty of the Greek vases of Canosa, which, in point

The
among the

of size, numbers, and decorations, far surpass those
discovered in the tombs of any other ancient city, not
even excepting Nola. {Millingen, Peintures A ntiques
Horace alludes to the mixed dialect
des Vases, &c.)
of Oscan and Greek, in the expression employed by

—

him,

—

" Canusini more

hilinguis.'"

{Sat.,

1,

10, 30.)

small remnant of the Roman
army, which escaped from the slaughter of Cannae,
took refuge here.
Livy records the generous treatment they experienced on that occasion from Busa, a
It is stated, that the
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study,

:

tius,

Bat., 1599, 8vo ; although a good edition,
sense of the term, is still a desideratum.
of Giotius is
regarded as a litera-

Lugd.

in the strict

The work

generally

old when
ry wonder, since he was only fourteen years
he undertook the task of editing Capella, and published
it
He was aided
age of fifteen.
he himself informs us, and very probhim to atably also by Joseph Scaliger, who induced
tempt the task. {Bnhr, Gesch. Bom. Lit., vol. 1, p.

by

13.

human

time the circle of

namely, grammar, logic, rhetoric, geometry, astrology,
arithmetic, and music, which comprehends poetry.
This work, written in a barbarous style, was introduced into the schools of the middle ages hence it was
frequently copied, and the text has become extremely
The best edition of Capella is that of Grocorrupt.

his edition at the

28.)

—

Capella, I. (Marcianus Mineus Felix), a poet, bom,
he
according to Cassiodorus, at Madaura in Africa
" the
calls himself, however, at the end of this work,
foster-child of the city of Elissa ;" whether it be that
he was born at Carthage, or else received his educa-

days a large and flourishing place.

maining vestiges, that they must have embraced a circumference of sixteen miles. (Pratilli, Via Appia, 4,

7.— Id., 37, 2.—Id., 3, 10, 3.—
Theb., 427, seqq.
Heyne, ad Apol-

3, 6,

who have

It is said by those
traced the circuit of the walls from the re-

complains
{Cramer^s An-

poet

cient Italy, vol. 2, p. 292.)
Capaneus, an Argive warrior, son of Hipponoiis.

in

his father, as

727, seqq.—SchUl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 98.—
Walckenaer, in Biogr. Univ., vol. 7, p. 62 ) II. An
Ovid. {Pont..,
elegiac poet, mentioned with eulogium by
have no remains of his productions.
4, 16, 36.)
Capena, I. a gate of Rome, now the gate of S.

—

We

Sebastian, in the southeast part of modern Rome.
southcity of Etruria,
{Ovid, Fast., 5, 192.)— II.
east of Mount Soracte.
It is frequently recorded, in
which
the early annals of Rome, among those
oppo-

A

encroachments
Great diversity of opinion has existed
as to the modern site, but the conjecture of Galetti is
now generally followed, which makes Capena to hav«
stood at a place called Civitucula.
{Cramer's Anc.

sed, though unsuccessfully, the gradual

of

its

power.

Italy, \o\. l,p. 231.)

Capktus, a king of Alba, who reigned twenty-six

CAP

CAP
years.

(Consult, however, the remarks under the ar-

ticle

Alba.)
Caphareus, a

lofty

mountain and promontory

at

the southeastern extremity of Euboea, where Nauplius, king of the country, to avenge his son Palamedes, put to death through the false accusation

brought against him by Ulysses, set a burning torch
in the darkness of night, which caused the Greeks to
It is now called Cavo
be shipwrecked on the coast.
d^Oru, and, in the infancy of navigation, was reckoned
very dangerous on account of the rocks and whirlpools
on the coast. {Eunp., Troad., 88.— Id., Hei, 1136.

—

Vtrg., JEn., 11,

260.— Ooifi,

Met., 14,

er arrangement.
p.

— Moller,

464.

{B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1,
Dissert, de Julio Capitol., AUdorf,

1689, 4to.)
Capitoliiim, a celebrated temple and citadel at
Rome, on the 'i'arpeian Rock. The foundations were
laid by Tarquinius Prisons, A.U.C. 139, B.C 615.
The walls were raised by his successor Servius Tul-

and Tarquinius Superbus finished it, A.U.C. 231,
533.
It was not, however, consecrated until
the third year after the expulsion of the kings.
This
lius,

481.— Pro- B.C.

ftrt., 4, 1, 115.)

Capito, I. the uncle of Paterculus, who joined
{Vtll. Faterc, 2, 69.)
Agrippa against Cassius.
II. Fonleius, a Roman nobleman sent
by Antony to
settle his disputes with Augustus.
{Horat., Serm.,

—

I, 5,

Maximus, and Balbinus. He wrote other lives ai8C
which have not reached us. The greater part of his
biographies are dedicated to Dioclesian and Constantine.
His works show carelessness and want of prop-

32.)

ceremony was performed by the consul Horatius. It
covered 8 acres, was 200 feet broad, and about 215
It consisted of three parts, a nave sacred to
long.
Jupiter, and two wings or aisles, the right sacred to MiThe ascent to it from the
nerva, and the left to Juno.
forum was by a hundred steps. The magnificence and
All the
richness of this temple are almost incredible.

Capitolixus, I. a surname of Jupiter, from his
II. A surname of M.
temple on Mount Capitolinus.
Manlius, who, for his ambition in aspiring to sover- consuls successively made donations to the Capitol,
eign power, was thrown down from the Tarpcian Rock, and Augustus bestowed upon it at one time 2000
which he had so nobly defended. III. Mons, one of pounds weight of gold. The gilding of the whole
the seven hills on which Rome was built, contain- arch of the temple of Jupiter, which was undertaken
Three as- after the destruction of Carthage, cost, according to
ing the citadel and fortress of the Capitol.
cents led to its summit from below.
1st. By the 100
The gates of the temple
Plutarch, 21,000 talents.
The
steps of the Tarpeian Rock, which was probably on the were of brass, covered with large plates of gold.
(Com- inside of the temple was all of marble, and was adornsteepest side, where it overhangs the Tiber.
pare Tacitus, Hist., 3, 71.— Liv., 5,46.— P/m^, Vii. ed with vessels and shields of solid silver, with gilded
CamilL) 2d. The Clivus Capitolinus, which began chariots, &c. The Capitol was burned in the time of
from the arch of Tiberius and the temple of Saturn, Sylla, A.UC. 67^), B.C. 84, through the negligence
near the present hospital of the Consolaztone, and led of those who kept it, and Sylla rebuilt it, but died beto the citadel by a winding path.
{Ovid, Fast., 1. fore the dedication, which was performed by Q Catu-

—

—

261.) 3d. The Clivus Asyli, which, being less steep
than the other two, was on that account the road
by
which the tnumphant generals were borne in their
cars to the Capitol.
This ascent began at the arch of
Septimius Severus, and from thence, winding to the
left, passed near the ruined pillars of the temple of
Concord, as it is commonly but improperly called, and
from thence led to the Intermontium. The Capitoline
Hill is said to have

been previously called Saturnius,
from tne ancient city of Saturnia, of which it was the
citadel.
Afterward it was known by the name of
Mons Tarpeius, and finally it obtained the appellation
first mentioned, from the circumstance of a human
head being discovered on its summit, in makinc the
foundations of the temple of Jupiter.
( Varro, L. L.,
It was considered as
4, 8.)
forming two summits,
which, though considerably depressed, are yet suffiThat which looked to the south
ciently apparent.
and the Tiber was the Tarpeian Rock or citadel the
;

which was properly the Capitol, faced the north
and the Quirinal.
The space which was left between
these two elevations was known by the name of In-

other,

termontium.

— IV.

All appellation said to have been

given to an individual named Petilius, who had been
governor of the Capitol.
(Compare the scholiast on
Horace, Sat., 1, 4, 94.) It is also related, that he was
of
accused
having stolen, during his office, a golden
crown, consecrated to Jupiter, and that, having pleaded
his cause in person, he was
acquitted by the judges, in
order to gratify Augustus, with whom he was on friend-

was again destroyed in the
19th December, AD. 69;
and Vespasian, who endeavoured to repair it, saw it
Domitian raised it again
again in ruins at his doath.
for the last time, and made it more grand and magnifi-

his,

A.U.C. 675.

It

troubles under Vitellius,

cent than any of his predecessors had, and spent 12,000
The ordinary derivation of the
talents in gilding it.
term Capitolium is deservedly ridiculed by a modem
"
tourist
It was in digging the foundation of the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus that a human head was found,
according to Roman legends ; and the augurs declared this to be emblematical of future empire.
The

—

:

in consequence, which had been originally called Saturnius, and then Taipeii's, was now denominated Capitulius {Caput Oln), beciuse this head, it
seems, belonged to somebody .'^all^d Toiius or Olius,
though how they knew the man's nari:e from his sculj
I never could discover."
(Romz z>; tti*". Nmttecntk

hill,

Century, vol. 1, p. 179.) Equally unfortunc^te 's th*
etymology assigned by Nork, who deduces Cap:'ol;u»
from caput (tov) TrroAewf, where KT6?<,eu(, is Jhe oli
form for n6?.ecj^, and which old form, in the prt;';e»«
of time, dropped the tt instead of the r
{.Eiymoi.
!

Handwort., vol. 1, p. 128.)
Cappadocia, a country of Asia Minor, bounded or
the north by Galatia and Pontus, west by Phrygia
It»
east by the Euphrates, and south by Cilicia.
The term
eastern part was called Armenia Minor.
Cappadocia, under the Persians, had a more extended
it
comprised two
meaning than in later geography
terms.
One
at
on
of
the
ly
least,
part,
story is incorrect, satrapies, Cappadocia the greater and Cappadocia
since the Capitolim were a branch of the" Petilian fam- the Pontus Euxinus.
The first satrap of the greater
ily

long before this time.
(Compare Vatllant, Num.
Rom vol. 2, p. 222.) What degree of credit
to be attached to the rest of the narrative is uncer-

fam.
is

,

(Consult Wieland, ad Horat., I. c.)— V. Juone of those later Roman historians, whose works
form what has been termed " the
Augustan

tain.
lius,

History."
lived during the
reign of Dioclesian and Constantinethe Great, and wo have from him the lives of Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Verus,
Pertinax, Albinus, Macrinus, the two Maximins, the three Gordians,

He

:

of Per-

Cappadocia was a member of the royal family
and a kind of hereditary succession seems to have
allowed, beprevailed, which the great king probably
The founder of this
cause he could not prevent it.
to Diodynasty was named Anaphus, and, accordmg

sia,

dorus Siculus {ap.Phot., Cod., 244, p. 11.S7), was oiie
of the seven conspirators who slew the false Sinerdis.

the first reguDatames, the grandson of Anaphus, was
and after
sovereign of this Cappadocian dynasty
a
him and his son Ariamnes, we have
long hst of
lar

;
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bearing the name of Ariarathes for sever(Vid. Ariarathes.)
Cappadocia was
surrounded on three sides by great ranges of mountains, besides being intersected by others of as great
Hence its minerelevation as any in the peninsula.
al productions were various and abundant, and a source
Strabo specifies the rich
of wealth to the country.
mineral colour called Sinople, from its being e.\ported
by the merchants of Sinope, but which was really dug
a
in the mines of Cappadocia
also, onyx ; crystal
kind of white agate, employed for ornamental purand the lapis specularis this last was found
poses
in large masses, and was a considerable article of the
The champagne country yielded almost
export.trade.
every kind of fruit and grain, and the wines of some
districts vied with those of Greece in strength and
flavour.
Cappadocia was also rich in herds and flocks,
but more particularly celebrated for its breed of horses
and the onager, or wild ass, abounded in the mountains towards Lycaonia.
Herod{Strab., 535, seqq.)
otus informs us, that in the days of Croesus and Cyprinces,

all

—

al generations.

:

;

:

;

;

—

rus the people commonly known in history by the
name of Cappadocians were termed Syrians by' the
Greeks, while the Persians employed the more usual

—

Id, 7, 72) A portion,
{Herod., 1,72.
moreover, of this same nation, who occupied the coast
of Pontus and Paphlagonia. about Sinope and Amisus,
long retained the name of Leucosyri, or white Syrians,
to distinguish them from the more swarthy and southern inhabitants of Syria and Palestine.
{Slrab., 544.)

Rhod., Argon., 1.) Augustus was the first emperor
who made Capreae his residence, being struck, as Suetonius relates, by the happy presage of an old decayed
ilex having, as it was said, revived on his arrival there.
Not long after, he obtained the island from the Nea-

by giving them in exchange that of Ischia,
which belonged to him. {Suet., Aug., 92.) Tiberius
was led to select this spot for his abode, from its diffipolitans,

culty of access, being cut off from

all approach,
except
on one side, by lofty and perpendicular cliffs.
The
mildness of the climate and the beauty of the prospect, which extends over the whole bay of Naples,
might also, as Tacitus remarks, have influenced his
Here he caused twelve villas to be erected,
choice.
which he is supposed to have named after the twelve
The ruins of the
chief deities.
{Tacit., Ann., A, G7 )

of Jove, which was the most conspicuous, are
on the summit of the cliff looking towards Sorrento. It is probably the same with the
Arx Tiberii of Pliny (3, 6). The island of Capri, at
the present day, abounds so much with various birds
of passage, but especially with quails, that the greatest
part of the bishop's income arises from this source.
Hence it has been called the " Bishopric of Quails."
villa

still

to be seen

—

In bad years the number caught is about 12,000, in
good years it exceeds 60,000. The island is surrounded by steep rocks, which render the approach to
In the centre the mountains recede
it
very dangerous.
from each other, and a vale intervenes, remarkable for
The climate of the island is
its
beauty and fertility.
The origin of the Cappadocians, therefore, unlike that a delightful one the lofty rocks on the coast keep off
of most of the other nations of Asia Minor, was of the cold winds of winter, and the Seabreeze tempers
Asiatic growth, unmixed vviih the Thracian hordes the heat of summer.
{Malte- Brun, Geogr., vol. 4, p.
which had overrun Phrygia and al! the western part of 240, Brussels cd.)
the peninsula.
\o\.
Asia
of
a
town
2, p 105,
Minor,
Capsa,
{Cramer's
Libya, in the district of Byzacium,
The Cappadocians bore among the ancients north of the Palus Tritonis, surrounded by vast deserts.
seqq.)
the character of volatility and faithlessness.
They Here Jugurtha kept his treasures. It was surprised
were also made the subject of sarcastic remark, for by Marius and was destroyed in the war of C«sar
It was afterward rebuilt, and is
having refused freedom when it was otfered them by and Metellus Scipio.
the Romans, and for having preferred to live under now Cafsa.
Sallust {Bell. Jug., 94) ascribes the
the sway of kings.
There was no- origin of this place to the Libyan Hercules. Diodn{Justin, 38, 2.)
appellation.

;

—

;

thing, however, very surprising in this refusal, coming,
as it did, from a people who knew nothing of freedom, and who had. become habituated to regal sway.

Their moral character is severely satirized in the wellknown epigram, which states that a viper bit a Cappadocian, but died itself from the poisonous and corrupt blood of the latter ! The Greeks and Romans
found in this country few towns, but a number of
strong castles on the mountains, and large villages in
the neighbourhood of celebrated temples, to which the
latter served as a kind of protection.
Most of these
villages became cities in the time of the Romans,
when this people had destroyed the castles and strongholds on the mountains.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6,

—

216, seq.)
Cappadox, a river of Cappadocia, bounding it on the
sideof Galatia, and falling into theHalys. {Plin.,6,3.)
Capraria, I. a mountainous island, south of Balearis
Major or Majorca, and deriving its name from its nu-

pt. 2, p.

The modern name is
{caper, capra).
H. One of the Fortunatae
{Pliny, 2, 6.)
Some make it the modern
InsulsB, or Canaries.
Palma, but it answers rather to Gomera. {Mannert,
merous goats

—

Cabrera.

Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 628.)
Caprem, an island off the coast of Campania, situIt is now
ate near the promontory of Minerva.
Capri.
This island is chiefly known in history as the abode of
his
infamous
of
scene
the
Tiberius, and
debauchery.

—

1.
Dio
{Sueton., Tib., c. 42, seqq.— Tacit., Ann., 6,
Tradition reported, that this island
Cass., 58, 22.)
was first in the possession of the Teleboae, who are
mentioned as a people of Greece, inhabiting the Echinades, a group of islands at the mouth of the Acheloijs,

—

Acarnania but how they came to settle in Capreae
no one has informed us. (Compare Schol. in Apoll.

in

;

rus Siculus also (4, 18) speaks of a large city, called

Hecatonpylos, from its hundred gates, and which was
founded in a fertile spot in the desert by Hercules, as
Hanno is
he was proceeding from Libya to Egypt.
said to have taken this city during the first Punic ^ai.
{Diod., 2, 24, exc. 1.— Compare Polyb., 1, 73.) Mannert identifies Hecatonpylos with Capsa, and strives to
elucidate the fable by ascribing to the place an Egyp-

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 346.)
Gesenius derives the name of Capsa from the Punic
"
Mon..
or " barrier."
"a
tian origin.

captsa,
p.

bolt,"

bar,"

{Phcen.

421.)

Capua, a rich and flourishing city, the capital of
Campania until ruined by the Romans. Its origina.
name was Vulturnus, which was changed by the Tyrrheni, after they became masters of the place, to Capua.
This latter name was derived from that of their leadei
this appelCapys, who, according to Festus, received
from his feet being deformed and turned inThe name is not of Latin, but Tuscan origin.
ward.
The Latins, however, pretended, notwithstanding, to

lation

ascribe the foundation of the city to Romulus, who
named it, as they staled, after one of his ancestors.
Capua was the chief city of the southern Tyrrheni ;
and even after it fell under the Roman dominion, con-

Before
tinued to be a powerful and flourishing place.
Capua passed into the hands of the Romans, a dread
the
Sambv
inhabitants
ful massacre of its Tyrrhenian
nites put the city into the hands of this latter people.
Livy appears to have confounded this event with the

when he makes it to have changed
name from Vulturnus to Capua, after the Samnitt

origin of the place,
its

It is very remarkable that retaliation
leader Capys.
should have followed in a later age from the hands of
the Romans, themselves in part of Tyrrhenian, that Is.

CAR
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Pelasgian descent.
Capua deeply offended them by
opening its gales to Hannibal after the victory of CanThe vengeance inflicted by the Romans was of
nae.
a most fearful nature, when, five years after, the city
Most of the senators
again fell under their dominion.

and principal inhabitants were put to death, the greater
were sold into slavery, and
part of the remaining citizens
by a decree of the senate the Capuani ceased to exist

The

and

with equal hatred and contempt. From motives of avarice, he gave all the freemen of the empire- the right
of citizenship, and was the first who received Egyptians into the senate.
Of all his follies, however, the
greatest was his admiration of Alexander of Macedon.

From

his infancy

he made

this

monarch

his

model, and

to imitate.
everything which it was easy
He had even a Macedonian phalanx of sixteen thousand men, all born in Macedonia, and commanded by
officers bearing the same names with those who had
served under Alexander. Convinced, moreover, that

copied him

in

however, did not
few inhabitants were
allowed to remain in the former, and the latter was in
a great measure sold by the Romans to the neighbour- Aristotle had participated in the conspiracy against
Julius Caesar sent a powerful colo- the son of Philip, he caused the works of the phiing communities.
With equally foolish enthuny to Capua, and under the emperors it again flourish- losopher to be burned.
But it suffered greatly from the barbarians in a siasm for Achilles, he made him the object of his
ed.
later age
so much so, in fact, that the Bishop Lan- deepest veneration.
He went to Ilium to visit the
dulfus and the Lombard Count Lando transferred the grave of Homer's hero, and poisoned his favourite
inhabitants to Casilinum, on the Vulturnus, 19 stadia freedman named Festus, to imitate Achilles in his grief
This is the site of modern Capua. {Man- for Patroclus.
His conduct in his campaigns in Gaul,
distant.
where he committed all sorts of cruelties, was still more
nert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 1, p. 701, 766.)
Capys, I. a Trojan who came with --Eneas into Ita- degrading. He crossed over the Rhine in^o the counThe Catti defeated
tries of the Catti and Alemanni.
ly, and, according to the common, but erroneous, acII.
count, founded the city of Capua.
him, and permitted him to repass the river only on
{Vid. Capua.)
A son of Assaracus, by a daughter of the Simois. condition of paying them a large sum of money. He
He was father of Anchises by Themis. {Ovid, Fast.y next marched through the land of the Alemanni as an
fortifications.
He then called to4, 33.)
ally, and built several
Car, I. a son of Phoroneus, king of Megara. {Pau- gether the young men of the tribe, as if he intended to
II. A son of Manes, and
san., 1, 40.)
regarded by take them into his service, and caused his own troops
For this
the Cariaus as the patriarch of their race.
{Herod., 1, to surround them and cut them in pieces.
barbarous exploit he assumed the surname of AlenmnMX.—Strah^Qb'd.)
Caracalla, Antoninus Bassianus, eldest son of the nicvs. In Dacia he gained some advantages over the
Emperor Severus, His name Caracalla was derived Goths. He signed a treaty of peace at Antioch with
from a species of Gallic cassock which he was fond of Arlabanus, the Parthian king, who submitted to all his
He invited Abgares, the king of Edessa,
wearing ; that of Bassianus from his maternal grand- demands.
Caracalla was born at Lugdunum {Lyons), an ally of the Romans, to Antioch, loaded him with
father.
A.D. 188, and appointed by his father his colleague in chains, and took possession of his estates. He exerthe government at the age of thirteen years.
And yet cised the same treachery towards Vologeses, king of
he is said, even at this early age, to have attempted his Armenia
but the Armenians flew to arms and refather's life.
Severus died A.D. 211, and was suc- pulsed the Romans.
After this Caracalla went to
ceeded by his two sons Caracalla and Geta.
These Alexandrea, to punish the people of that city for riditwo brothers bore towards each other, even from infan- culing him. While preparations were making for a
After a campaign great massacre, he offered hecatombs to Serapis, and
cy, the most inveterate hatred.
against the Caledonians, they concluded a disgraceful visited the tomb of Alexander, on which he left his
peace.
They then wished to divide the empire be- imperial ornaments by way of offering. He afterward
tween them but their design was opposed by their dpvoted the inhabitants for several days and nights to
mother, Julia, and by the principal men in the state, plunder and butchery, and seated himself, in order to
and Caracalla now resolved to get rid of his brother, have a view of the bloody spectacle, on the top of the
After many un- temple of Serapis, where he consecrated the dagger
by causing him to be assassinated.
successful attempts, he pretended to desire a recon- which he had drawn, some years before, against his own
ciliation, and requested his mother to procure him an brother.
His desire to triumph over the Parthians ir*interview with his brother in her Own apartment
duced him to violate the peace, under the pretence that
Geta appeared, and was stabbed in his mother's arms, Artabanus had refused him his daughter in marriage.
A.D. 213, by several centurions, who had received or- He found the country undefended, ravaged it, marched
ders to this effect.
The praetorian guards were pre- through Media, and approached the capital. The Parvailed upon, by rich donations, to proclaim Caracalla thians, who had retired
beyond the Tigris to the mounsole emperor, and to declare Geta an
enemy to the tains, were preparing to attack the Romans the foland
the
senate
confirmed
the
Caracalla returned
nomination of the lowing year with all their forces.
state,
After this, the whole life of Caracalla was without
soldiers.
delay to Mesopotamia, without having even
When the senate received from
only one series of cruelties and acts of extravagant fol- seen the Parthians.
All who had been in any way connected with Geta him information of the submission of the East, they dely.
were put to death, not even their children being spared. creed him a
Betriumph and the surname Parthicus.
The historian Dio Cassius makes the whole number
of the Parthiing informed of the warlike preparations
of victims to have amounted to 20,000.
{Die Cass., ans, he prepared to renew the contest but Macrinus,
77, 4.)
Among those who fell in this horrid butchery the praetorian prefect, whom he had offended, assassiwas the celebrated lawyer Papinian. And
on his way to the
yet, after nated him at Edessa, A.D. 217,
this, by a singular act of contradiction, he not
His reign had lasted more than
only put temple of Lunus.
to death
It is remarkable, that this prince, almany of those who had been concerned in the six years.
murder of his brother, but even demanded of the sen- though he did so much to degrade the throne of
the most
ate that he should be enrolled
among the gods. His the Caesars, yet raised at Rome some of
Magnifipattern was Sylla, whose tomb he restored and adorn- splendid structures that graced the capital.
ed.
Like this dictator, he enriched his soldiers with cent therma? bore his name, and among other monuthe most extravagant
a
was
triumphal arch, on
largesses which extortion enabled ments of lavish expenditure
him to furnish. The augmentation of
victories and achievepay received by which were represented the
them is said to have amounted to 280 millions of ses- ments of his father Severus. Notwithstanding his
terces a year.
As cruel as Caligula and Nero, but crimes, Caracalla was deified after death by a decree
weaker than either, he regarded the senate and
(Dio Cass., 122, 1, seqq.—Sparlian.,
people of the senate.
as a people.

become thereupon

city

deserted.

territory,

A

;

—

—

;

;

:

;
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Caracall. — Biogr.

Vu.

Univ., vol.

CAR
7,

p.

Am., vol. 2, p. 50G.)
Caracates, a peole of Germania Prima,

95.

— En-

cyclop.

in Belgic

Their country answers now to the diocese of
Maience. {Tacit., Hist., 4, 70 )
Gaul.

Caractacus, king of the Silures in Britain, a peooccupying what is now South Wales. After with-

ple

standing, for the space of nine years, the Roman arms,
he was defeated in a pitched battle by Ostorius Scapula, and his forces put to the rout.
Taking refuge,
upon this, with Cartismandua, queen of the Brigantes,
he was betrayed by her into the hands of the Romans,
and led to Rome.
Great importance was attached to

name, among whom were, I. Caius, a Roman orator, th«
contemporary and friend of Tiberius Gracchus, was accused of seditious conduct by L. Crassus, and committed suicide by swallowing cantharides.
{Cic, Brut.,
27, et 43.— Id., Or., ^i—Id., Ep. ad Fam., 9, 21.) He
was thought to have been concerned in the assassination of the younger Africanus.
{Cic, Or., 2, 40.
Ep.

ad Fam.,

—

—

Cneius, son of the preceding, was
three times consul, and at last proconsul in (j^aul.
He was a partisan of Marius', and was put to death
Consult,
by order of Pompey, at Lilybaeum, in Sicily.
as regards the singular attachment to life which he
displayed, the account given by Valerius Maximus
I.

c.)

II.

his capture.
Claudius, who was emperor at the time, (9, 13).
Carchedon (Kapxv^<^v), the Greek name of Caraugmented the territories of Cartismandua. and triumThis exploit thage.
phal honours were decreed to Ostorius.
was compared to the capture of Syphax by Scipio, and
Cardia, a town in the Thracian Chersonesus, at
that of Perses by Paulus ^Emilius.
The manly and the top of the Sinus Melanis. It was destroyed by
independent bearing, however, of the British prince, Lysimachus when he founded Lysimachia a little south
when brought into the presence of the Roman em- of it. It derived its name from being built in the form
It was also called Hexamilium, because
peror, excited so much admiration, that his fetters of a heart.
were removed, and freedom was granted him, together the isthmus is here about six miles across. It was afterwith his wife and children, who had shared his captivi- ward rebuilt, and is now Hexamili.
1.
{Plin., 4,
Some time after Claudius sent him back to his Mela, 2, %—Solin., c. 10.— Ptol., 3, 12.— Herod.,
ty.
native island with rich presents, and he reigned there 7,58.)
for two years after,
Carduchi, a warlike nation in Gprdyene, a district
remaining during all that period a
firm friend to the Romans.
{Tacit., Ann., 12, 33, of Armenia Major, inhabiting the Monies Carduchi,
Strabo says
between the Tigris and Lake Arsissa.
scqq.
Biogr. Univ., vol. 7, p. 103.)
Caralis, or, with less accuracy, Carallis, a city of that in his time they were called Gordycti.
Pliny (6,
Sardinia, founded by the Carthaginians, and soon made 12) and Quintus Curtius (4, 10) both make mention
the capital of the island.
It is
supposed to correspond of the Monies Gordym, but the former writer elseto the modern Cagliari, but it reached, in fact, far- where (6, 17) informs us that the Carduchi were callther to the east than Cagliari, up to the present Capo ed in his time Cordueni.
The modern Kurds are reSt. Etta.
This we learn from Ptolemy, who speaks garded as the descendants of this ancient people.
of the city and promontory of Caralis together.
Clau- {Xen., Anab., 3, 5, 16, &c.
Consult Kriigcr, ad loc.)
dian also alludes to the long extent of the place.
Cakia, a country of Asia Minor, to the south of
" Tendxtur in
longum Caralis,''^ &c. {Bell. Gild., Ionia and Lydia, from which it was separated by the
520 ) Its harbour, which afforded a good shelter course of the Maeander. In extent it was the least
but,
against the winds and waves, rendered it always a considerable of the divisions of the peninsula
place of importance.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. from the number of towns and villages assigned to
it
seem
to
would
have
it
2, p. 490.)
by the ancient geographers,
1

—

—

—

;

Carambis, I. a promontory of Paphlagonia, now Karcmpi, facing Criii-Mctopon (Cape Crio), in the Tauric

citv

Chersonese.
{Slrab., 545.— P/in., 6, 2.)— II. A
near the promontory of the same name.
{Scylax,

PeripL, p. Si.—Plin., 6, 2.)
Car.inus, a descendant of Temenus the son of
Hercules.
According to Justin (7, 1), Velleius Paterculus (1, 6), Pausanias (9, 40), and others, he quitted Argos, his native city, at the head of a numerous

body of colonists, and, arriving in .^mathia, a district
of Macedonia, then ruled by Midas, obtained possession of Edessa, the capital, where he established his
sway, and thus laid the foundation of the Macedonian
Considerable doubts, hovpever, arise, upon
empire.
looking into the accounts of Herodotus and Thucydides, as to the authenticity of the adventure ascribed
to Caranus. (Consult remarks under the article Mace-

donia)
Carausius, a native of Gaul, born among the MenaHis naval abilities attracted the notice of Maxpii.
imian, who gave him the command of a squadron
against the pirates.
to his trust, and too

He

proved, however, unfaithful
bent on enriching himself.
Maximian thereupon gave orders to put him to death ;
but Carausius, apprized of this in season, retired with

been very populous. The corresponding division of
the Turkish provinces, in modern geography, is called
Muntesha. Caria was a fruitful country, and produced,
surrounding regions, wheat, oil, wine, &c.
Carians were not considered by Herodotus and

like the

The

other early Greek historians as the aboriginal inhabitants of the country to which they communicated their
name. Herodotus, himself a native of Caria, and who
must therefore he allowed to have been well acquainted
with its traditions, believed that the people who inhab
ited it had formerly occupied the islands of the yEgean,

under the name of Leleges but that, being reduced
by Minos, king of Crete, they were removed by that
where they still,
sovereign to the continent of Asia,
however, continued to be his vassals, and to serve him
more especially in his maritime expeditions. At this
Carians were by far the
period, says the historian, the
most celebrated of the existing nations they excelled
in the manufacture of arms, and the Greeks ascribed
to them the invention of crests, and the devices and
handles of shields. {Herod., 1, 171.— Compare Avacr.
The Carians appear to have
et Ale.
Slrab., 661.)
;

;

ap.

been, at an early period, great pirates, and it was for
this reason, doubtless, that Minos expelled them from
the island, while he was glad, at the same time, to
Here he succeeded in gaining avail himself of their skill and enterprise for the aggranhis fleet to Britain.
The account which the
over, or else intimidating, the only Roman legion that dizement of his own empire.
remained in the island, and finally proclaimed himself Carians themselves, however, gave of the origin of
He forced the emperors Maximian and Dio- their race, indicates a near degree of affinity with the
emperor.
clesian to acknowledge his authority, which he main- Lydians and Mysians, for they made Lydus and MyHe was assassi- sus the brothers of Car, the patriarch of their nation.
tained for the space of seven years.
Hence it is not unnated by Allectus.
{Crevier, Hist, des Emp. Rom., {Herod., 1, lll.—Strab., 659.)
reasonable to suppose, that as Thrace and Macedonia
vol. 6, p. 177, 202.)
Carbo, the surname of a branch of the Papirian furnished those numerous tribes, which, under the sevSeveral distinguished men bore this eral names of Leleges, Caucones, and Pelasgi, spread
family at Rome.

800
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themselves over the shores of the ^Egean and the islands of that sea, the Carians therefore must have belonged to the same great family, since they are conIt
founded by the best authorities with the Leieges.
is diiTicult to say what nation inhabited Caria before
whom
it
Minos had removed thither the people from

eral engagements took place, in which success seemed balanced.
At last a decisive battle was fought
near Margum, and Carinus was on the point of gaining a complete victory, when he was slain by a tribune
of his own army, who had received an outrage at his
This event took place A.D. 285, so that the
hands.
reign of Carinus, computing it from his father's death,
was a little more than one year. {Vopisc, Car., 7.

took

its

name

;

but

it is

not improbable that the Phoe-

nicians occupied a portion of

they had colonized

For we know

it.

Rhodes and other

and Athenaeus remarks

that

islands off the

174) that certain
The
poets had applied the name Phoenice to Caria.
Carians appear to have offered but little resistance to
the Greek settlers who successively established themselves on their coast, and to have been gradually confined to the southern coast chiefly, and to the valleys
of those streams which are tributary to the Maeander, towards the borders of Phrygia and Pisidia.
coast,

(4, p.

We

them

also yielding to the superior ascendency
of the Lydians, under the dominion of Alyattes and
find

—

—

—

Id., Numer., 11.
Smd., g. v.
Id., Carin,, 16, seq.
If historians have decried
Kaplvog.
Eutrop., &c.)
Carinus for his vices, there have not been wanting
Nemesianus and Calpurpoets to sing his praises.
nius have followed the example of Virgil
and, as the
latter has placed, on the lips of shepherds, eulogiums on
Augustus, so these two bards have sung in their eclogues the praises of Carinus and Numerian, and have
raised them both to the rank of gods
{Biogr. Univ.,
vol. 7, p. 137, seq.
Crevier, Hist. Emp. Rom., vol.

—

;

—

I

6, p. 150, seqq.)

Carmania, a country of Asia, between Persia and
{Nic, Damasc, p. 2^Z.— Herod., 1, 28.)
On the overthrow of the Lydian empire they passed Gedrosia, now Kerman. Its capital was Carmania or
of
the sovereigns Kcrman, southeast of Persepolis.
under the Persian sway. The policy
{Plin., 6, 22, seq.
of Persia was, to establish in each subject or tributary —Solin., c. 10^.— Arrian, Exp. Al., 6, 28.)
state a government apparently independent of them,
a
of
the
Carmelus, god
Syrians, who was worshipbut whose despotic authority at home afforded the ped on Mount Carmel.
He had an altar, but no tembest guarantee that the people would everywhere be ple.
According to Tacitus, a priest of this deity preIt dicted to
brought under the control of the court of Susa,
Vespasian that he would be emperor. (Comwas to this system that the dynasty of Carian princes, pare the remarks of Brotier, ad Tacit., Hist., 2, 78.)
who fixed their residence at Halicarnassus, owed its
Carmenta and Carmentis, according to the old
A sketch of their history will be given in the Italian legend, a prophetess of Arcadia, mother of
origin.
account of that city. From the Persian Caria passed Evander, with whom she was said to have come to
to the Macedonian sway.
At a later period, it appears Italy. Her first name is said to have been Themis,
to have been, for a time, annexed to the kingdom of and the
appellation Carmenta, or Carmentis, to have
Egypt. {Polyb., 3, 2.) It next fell under the dominion been given her from her delivering oracles in verse
of Antiochus
but, on his defeat by Scipio, the Ro- {Carmina.
Compare Kruse, Hellas, vol. 1, p. 444,
man senate bestowed this part of the conquered mon- in notis). Carmenta seems, in fact, to have been a
arch's territory upon the Rhodians.
It was afterward
That she
deity similar to the Camenae or Muses.
overrun, and occupied for a short time, by Mithradates, was an ancient Italian deity is clear, for she had a
but was finally annexed by the Romans to the procon- flamen and a festival.
{Cic, Brut., 14.) The Carsular province of Asia.
{Cramer^s Asia Minor, vol. mentalia were on the 11th and 15th of January. CarCroesus.

—

;

menta was worshipped by the Roman matrons. They
CARiNiE, a street of Rome, where Cicero, Pompey, prayed, on this occasion, to two deities, named Porriand others of the principal Romans dwelt. From the ma and Prosa, or Antivorta and Postvorta, for a safe deepithet lauta, which Virgil applies to the Carinas, we livery in childbirth.
(Keightley's Mythol., p. 532.)
may infer, that the houses which stood in this quarter
Carmentalia, a festival at Rome in honour of Carof ancient Rome were distinguished by an air of su- menta, celebrated the 1 1 th and 15th of
January. ( Vid.
perior elegance and grandeur.
(JEn., 8, 361, seqq.) Carmenta.
Ovid, Fast 1, 461.)
The name Carinas is derived, as Nardini not improbaCarmentalis Porta, one of the gates of Rome in
It was afterward
bly supposes, from the street's being placed in a hol- the neighbourhood of the Capitol.
low between the Coelian, Esquiline, and Palatine hills. called Scelerata, because the Fabii passed
through it
in going to that fatal expedition where they perished.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 375.)
CarLnus (M. AuRKLius), eldest son of the Em- {Virg., jEn., 8, 338.)
peror Carus, who gave him the title of Caesar, and
Carneades, a philosopher of Cyrene in Africa,
2, p. 163, scqq.)

—

,

rank of Augustus, together with the government of
Italy, Illyricum, Africa, and the West, when he himself was setting out with his second son Numerianus,

founder of a sect called the third or New Academy.
The Athenians sent him with Diogenes the Stoic, and

make war against the Persians. Carus, knowing
the evil qualities of Carinus, gave him this
charge
with great reluctance, but he had no alternative, as

B.C. 155.

to

Numerianus, though superior
elder brother,

was too young

in

every respect to his

to hold so important a

As soon as Carinus entered Gaul, which
had particularly charged him to defend
against
the barbarians, who menaced an
irruption, he gave
himself up to the most
degrading excesses, discharged
the most virtuous men from
public employment, and
command.
his father

substituted the vile companions of his debaucheries.
On hearing of the death of his father he indulged in

new

new crimes. Still, however, his
He defeated
courage and his victories merit praise.
the barbarians who had
begun to attack the empire,
others
the
and
he
afterward overSarmatse,
among
threw Sabinus Julianus, who had assumed the
purple
in Venetia.
He then marched against Dioclesian, who
had proclaimed himself
after
the
death
of
emperor
Numerian. The two armies met in Moesia, and sevexcesses and

Critolaus

the peripatetic, as ambassador to Rome,
Carneades excelled in the vehement and

the correct and elegant, and Diogenes in the simple and modest, kind of eloquence.
Carneades, in particular, attracted the attention of
his new auditory by the subtlety of his reasoning and
Before Galba and Cato
the fluency of his language.
the Censor, he harangued with great variety of thought
and copiousness of diction in praise of justice. The
rapid, Critolaus in

next day, to establish his doctrine of the uncertainty
human knowledge, he undertook to refute all his
former arguments.
Many were captivated by his elobut Cato, apprehensive lest the Roman
quence
in the puryouth should lose their military character
suit' of Grecian learning, persuaded the senate to send
to
their own
back these philosophers, without delay,
schools.
Carneades obtained such high reputation at
home, that other philosophers, when they had dismissed their scholars, frequently came to hear him^
of

;

New

was the doctrine of the
Academy, that the
senses, the understanding, and the imagination freIt

CAR

CAR

quently deceive us, and therefore cannot be infallible
judges of truth but that, from the impression which
we perceive to be produced on the mind by means of
the senses, we infer appearances of truth or probabilities.
He maintained, that they do n jt always correspond to the real nature of things, and that there is no
infallible method of determining when they are true or
false, and consequently that they afford no certain criterion of truth.
Nevertheless, with respect to the
conduct of life, Carneades held that probable appearances are a sufficient guide, because it is unreasonable
that some degree of credit should not be allowed to
those witnesses who commonly give a true report.
;

Marcomanni and Quadi. It
plundered and destroyed by the barbarians in
fourth century (Ammian. Marcell
30, 5), but
afterward rebuilt, though it never attained to its
erations against the

,

was
the

was

previous flourishing condition.
The ruins of this place
be found at the present day between Petronel
and Altcnburg, on the Danube.
{Veil. I'aterc., 2,

are to

109— P/m.,

— Mannert,

12.— Eutrop,

4,

8,

G —Spartian. Sev.,

maintained, that all the knowledge the human
is capable of
attaining is not science, but opinion.
{Enjield's Hist. Phil., vol., 1, p. 254, seq.
Cic. ad Att., 12, 23, de Orat., 1 et 2.—Lactant., 5,

Geogr., vol. 3, p. 657.)
Carpates, a long chain of mountains in the northern parts of Dacia, called also Alpes Bastarnicae, now
the range of Mount Krapack.
{PtoL, 3, 7.)
Cakpathiis. an island in the Mediterranean, between Rhodes and Crete. The adjacent sea received
Its first
from it the name of Mare Carpathium.
inhabitants were transplanted here by Minos from
Crete
and an Argive colony was afterward added

14.— Fa/. Max.,

to

He

mind

—

8, 8.)
a festival observed in

Carnea,
but more

many

of the

Grecian

particularly at Sparta, where it was
( Vid.
instituted, in honour of Apollo Carneus.
at Sparta on the seventh
It
commenced
Carneus.)

cities,
first

day of the month named after it Carneus (Kapvftof),
which corresponded to the Athenian Melageitnion, or
a part of our August and September.
The celebration lasted nine days, and, according to some, was an
imitation of the manner of living, and the discipline
used, in camps ; for nine OKiu6ec {tents) were erected
in every one of which nine men, of three different
tribes, three being chosen out of a tribe, lived for the
space of nine days, during which time they were obedient to a public crier or herald, and did nothing without express directions from him.
Hesychius tells us,
;

that the

priest,

whose

office

it

was

to attend at

this

solenmity, was named uyqrfi^, and he adds, in another
place, that out of every tribe five other ministers were
called KapvtuTai, who were obliged to
continue in their function four years, during which
time they led a life of celibacy.
At this festival, the
musical numbers called Kdpveioi vo/xoi were sung by
who
for
contended
The first prize
musicians,
victory.
was won by Terpander. (Athcnceus, 14, p. 635, e.
Compare Corsini, Fast Attic, 3, p. 41. Sturz, ad

elected, and

—

—

—

Manso, Sparta, vol. 1, pt.
p. 83.
2l^,seqq.)
Carneus, an epithet applied to Apollo. According
to the common account, the name was derived from
Camus, an Acamanian, who was instructed by the
god in the art of divination, but was afterward slain
by Hippotes, a descendant of Hercules. Apollo, in

Hellamc, fragm..,
2, p.

revenge, sent a plague upon the Dorians, to avert
which they instituted the festival of the Carnea. Various other accounts, equally unworthy of reliance, are

The epithet Carneus evidently refers to the
prophetic powers of the god, and the ceria.\\\ fulfilling
of his predictions ; and hence it is clearly related to
the Greek verb Kpaivu, "to accomplish."
(Compare
Schol. ad Theocrit., 5, 83.
Manso, Sparta, vol. 1, pt.
given.

—

2, p. 218.)

Carnutes, a powerful nation of Gallia Celtica,
known even before the time of Caesar, and mentioned
by Livy (5, 34) among the tribes that crossed the

And yet
Alps in the time of Tarquinius Priscus.
Caesar {B. G., 6, 4) among the
they are numbered by
Their country
clients or dependants of the Remi.
was the

principal

seat of the Druids, and lay to the
It answered to the modern

5.

;

them. {Diod. Sic., 5, 54.)
Carpathus was two
hundred stadia in circumference, and, according to
In this he is wrong
since
Strabo, had four towns.
Pliny and Scylax speak merely of three ; and even
so
small
an
island.
The
for
this is a large number
;

The Turks call the island
chief place was Nisyrus.
of Carpathus at the present day Scarpanto, but the modern Greeks Carpatho.
{Plin 4, 12.— Scylax, p. 38.)
Carrie and Carrh.*;, a town of Mesopotamia, near
which Crassus was killed. It lay to the southeast of
,

It is supposed
Edessa, and was a very ancient city.
be the Charran of Scripture, whence Abraham de(Compare WelVs
parted for the Land of Canaan.
CalmeVs Diet., vol. 5,
Sacred Geogr., s. v. Charran.
According to Kinneir, a modern traveller in
p. 323.)

to

—

Charran, or. as it is now called, Harran,
who
peopled by a few families of wandering Arabs,
have been led thither by a plentiful supply of good
It is situated in
water from several small streams.
that quarter,
IS

36° 52' north

latitude,

a flat sandy plain.

and 39°
1,

5'

Eutrop., 6,
de rarn.
Ant. Jud., 1,
It

p.

east longitude, in

—
—
—Joseph.,

lOA.—Plin., 5, 24.
23, 4.
Jornand.,

{Lucan,
18 — Amm. Marcell.,
22. — Zosim.,
Success.,

3, 12.

7, 19.)

Carseoli, a town of the .^qui, on the Via Valeria.
became a Roman colony after the JEqui had been
It was sometimes sereduced.
{Liv., 10,2.)

finally

lected by the senate as a residence for illustrious state
Ovid {Fast., 4, 683) describes
captives and hostages.
the adjacent country as cold, and unfit for raising olThe ruins of the place still
for grain.
ives, but

good

name of Carsoli. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.
P-324.)
Carteia, a city of Hispania Baetica, the position of
which has given rise to much dispute. It does not apto have been the same with Calpe.
pear, however,
D'Anville places it at the extremity of a gulf which
but Manthe mountain of Calpe covers on the east

retain the
1.

;

nert,

more

of the strait
correctly, at the verv extremity

—

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 305.
Geogr., vol. 2, p. 345.)
Carth^a, a town in the island of Ceos, whence
It
the epithet of Cartheius.
{Ovid, Mel., 7, 368.)
was situate on the southeastern side of the island, and
is now called Poles.
(Compare the French Strabo,

below Algesiras.

Compare

XJkert,

vol. 4, p.

164. not.)

Cakthaginienses, the inhabitants of Carthage.
{Vid. Carthago.)

Carthago,

a celebrated city of Africa, the rival,

It was
long period, of the Roman power.
and du Loiret.
Autri- founded by a colony from Tyre, according to the
departments d'' Eur e-et- Loire
cum, now Chartres, was their chief city. (Lemaire, common account, B.C. 878. Some suppose, howand
Ind. Geogr. ad Ccbs., s.v.)
ever, that the city was more than once founded,
CarnOtum, or Carnuntum, a city of Pannonia Su- in this way they seek to remove the difficulty preon the Danube, opposite the mouth of the Ma- sented by the various accounts respecting the buildperior,
It became a place of importance in the war ing of Carthage, by referring them to different epochs.
rus.
with the Marcomanni, and here the emperor Marcus {Heyne, Excurs., 1, ad JEn., 4.— Vol. 2, p. 543, ed.
Aurelius took up his residence for some years, and Lips.) According to this view of the subject, Carmade it a central point from which to direct his op- thage was originally settled by Tzorus and Carchedon,

southwest of the

Parisii.

for

a

CARTHAGO.

CARTHAGO.

50 years before the fall of Troy. (Appian, Bell.
Pun. init. Hieron. in Euseh. ad Num., 805, p. 91,
ed. ScaJig-.)
By the computation of Eusebius, however, it took place 37 years before Troy was destroyed.

sions of the mother-country, Phoenicia.
They were
never able, however, to make themselves
maste^ of
the whole island
had they succeeded in their design,
their subsequent history might have been different.
They probebly never had secure possession of more

—

The second

founding of Carthage occured 173 years
subsequent to the former one {Ckron. Euseb., Hieron.
ad Num ,91\), or, if we follow Syncellus (p. 181, A),
With this epoch
133 years after the taking of Troy.
H5r
the mention of Dido comes in for the first time.
true era, however, appears to be that of the third founding of the city, 190 years later, according to Josephus
The Greeks called Car{in Apian., 1, 18, p. 1042)
thage KapxrjSiJv, and the Carthaginians, Kapxv^^'^^-o'The name of the place in Punic was Carthada, i. e.,
" The New
in contradistinction to the old or

—

parent

city

City,"
of Tyre.

(Compare Gesenius, Gesch.

Hebr. Spr.,p. 229.— Id Phoen. Mon., p. 421.)— Carthage was situated on a peninsula, in the recess of a
spacious bay, formed by the promontory Herma^um
(Cape Bon) on the east, and that of Apollo (Cape
The Bagradas flows into the
Zibib) on the west.
bay between Utica and the peninsula, and, being an
inundating river, has doubtless caused many changes
in this bay.
The adventurers who founded Carthage
,

for which they paid a
with the increasing wealth and power of
yearly tax
the city, the respective conditions of the Carthagini-

bought a small piece of land,
;

ans and the natives were changed, and the merchants
assumed and maintained a dominion over the Libyans
them.
The Carthaginians upheld
their control over the native tribes by sending out colo-

who dwelt around

Romans did into the Italic states ; a mixed
population would thus soon arise. A regular colonizing
system was part of the ('arlhaginian policy. {ArisTo provide for the poor by grants
tot., Polit., 6, 3.)
of land, and to avoid popular commotion, which is

nies, as the

naturally produced by poverty, was the object of their
colonial establishments.
This kind of relief cannot be

permanent, and we consequently read of more colonies
of this description in the later periods of Carthage.
Their settlements in Africa were principally on the
coast between Carthage and the Syrtis Minor they appear to have been under the immediate control of the paBut there is no reason for supposing, that the
rent city.
:

genuine Phoenician colonies, those established by Tyre,
or other cities of the parent country, were in this kind
of dependance on Carthage.
It was the
policy of Car-

—

thage to encourage the agriculture of the productive retheir city was thus
gion of Byzacium
supplied with
the prime necessaries of life.
The boundaries of the
Carthaginian territories in Africa were these on the
:

—

:

east the tower of Euphranta was the barrier between
them and the Cyrenaeans. From this place, which was
on the eastern shore of the Syrtis Major, or from Charan,
which was near to it, the Carthaginians carried on a con-

traband trade to procure the silphiurn.
{Strabo, 836.)
The southern boundary was determined by natural limits
the sandy desert and its
wandering inhabitants
owned no master. It is more difficult to
assign a
western boundary
they had posts, or trading posithe
northern
coast as far as the Straits of
tions, along
Gibraltar, but this will not prove that they had
•

:

territorial

themselves
site to

possession.

The Nomades would

any

give

concern about a small island oppothe coast, or a barren rock
upon it, and the
little

Carthaginians might gradually
besides the spot which was a
The Carthaginian possessions
probably did not extend west

attain

some small

tract

depot for commodities.
which were undisputed
of the 26th
degree of

east longitude, and
spread some distance into the interior.
The lake Tritonis may be considered as the
southern and western limit of the cultivated
region.
Among the foreign possessions of
be

Carthage may
enumerated their dependances in
Sicily and Spain, as
well as Sardinia, Corsica, the
Baleares, and Malta.
In Sicily the
Carthaginians succeeded to the posses-

:

than one third of the island.
Sicily was the point
where the interests of the Greeks and Carthaginians
conflicted.
The Greek cities were free slates, whose

much rapidity, according to
extant documents, as any countries whose history is
known, except some of the free states of America
Had these little commonwealths always united their
wealth increased with as

the

forces,

settlements, which were
modern acceptation of the

Carthaginian

strictly colonies

the

in

word, must have yielded to the superior energies of
It is said {Herotkot., 7, 165) that it was
a concerted plan between Xerxes and the Carthaginat the
ians, that Greece and Sicily should be crushed
same time one by the united myriads of the east, the
the barbarians of the west, who formed the
other
the Greeks.

;

by
armies of Carthage.

But Hamilcar, the Carthaginian
saw his forces vanquished by the Sicilian
As to Spain, it
Greeks, and he himself lost his life.
is difficult to distinguish between the Phoenicians and

—

general,

their descendants, the Carthaginians,

owing

to the im-

we

possess of Carthaginian history;
nor can we with certainty assign the era when the
colonists succeeded to the foreign possessions of the
The southwestern part of Spain,
mother-country.
the modern Andalusia, was their favourite region
the town of Gades {Cadiz) became a flourishing
{Heeplace, and the emporium of Southern Spain.
perfect records

:

ren, Ideen, vol. 2, pt.

Geogr.,

p.

1, p.

27, seqq.

— Long's Anc.

91, seqq.)
1

.

The Carthaginian

Our information on

this

Polity.

important and interesting

of ansubject is not so complete as the investigator
Aristotle's small extant treatise,
cient history desires.
"
entitled
Politica," is our best guide in this obscure
The city was a commercial town, possessing,
matter.
as we have seen, numerous foreign colonies, besides
dependent towns in the fertile region of Byzacium.
African colonies,
Agriculture was encouraged in the
or subject cities, by the demands for the necessaries
from the
of life which a great capital would create
and the tesfragments of. Mago's book on husbandry,
:

timony of historians, we infer that the cultivation of
and the vine, and the raising of
grain, of the olive,
Carthage, like most
cattle, were well understood.
of the towns in the Greek states, was the ruling
the
which it was situated
city of the district in
citizens of the metropolis possessed the sovereign
was distributed
power, but the mode in which it
among those of Carthage requires some explanation.
There was in Carthage, undoubtedly, a body of rich
citizens, who are sometimes considered as a kind
;

of aristocracy, but there is uo proof that this was
an hereditary dignity, or that it was anything more
than the influence which a rich individual possesses and transmits to his children by joining it to a
An aristocracy may be formed in this
large estate.
way that of Carthage, as far as we know, possessed
no hereditary privileges, and no political power but
from election. But posts of honour and dignity
brought with them no emolument, and, consequently,
were the exclusive property of the rich, who alone
could afford to sustain the expense which such situa:

tions necessarily require.
Bribery is a consequence
of such an institution, and a small body, whatever
name it may have, will thus govern a community.
(Aristot., Polit., 2,
p.

108, seqq.)

istotle

The

S.—Heercn's Jdcen, vol. 2, pt. 1,
was that which ArSpartan polity
consider the most nearly related

and Polybius

to the Carthaginian.

The power

of the people

was exercised only
very limited, and

m

was

their public
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The kings or suffetes, and the generals of
meetings.
the republic, were elected by the people in their public
assemblies
but bribery was so usual that Aristotle
considered those high distinctions as saleable at the
tinne when he wrote.
When the suffetes and the
senate could not agree about any proposed enactment,
the people had the right of deciding between them.
The senate possessed the chief power, both legislative
and executive ; but we are entirely ignorant of the
constitution of this body.
It is
only from the comparison made by Aristotle and Polybius between the con;

and Sparta, and the additional
resemblance between that of Carthage and Rome in
the time of Polybius, that we can attain to any probastitutions of Carthage

We

bilities.

suppose, then, that the senators might
hold their offices for life ; that their number was con-

siderable, and that they 'possessed the principal legislative and e.xecutive
officers
The

power.
presiding
of the senate and the chief civil
magistrates were the
suffetes
the Greek writers call them kings, and the
:

Roman

historian, Livy,

compares them with the con-

They were

elected from the richest and noblest
families {Aristot., Polit., 2, 81) ; we
suppose the number was two, like that of the kings of Sparta and consuls of Rome : any farther
conjectures about them may
suls.

we have Elim, Alonim,

and, in the feminine, Alonoth ;
Baal and Baalath ; Melech and Malcath ; Don for
Adon. {Plaut., Pxnul., 5, 1, 15.
Compare Bellermann, vol. 1, p. 45, and vol. 2, p. 15.) Theseappellations, given to the deities of Carthage as well as to
those of Phoenicia, expressed in both countries the
majesty of those all-powerful beings, and the dominion
which they exercised over men. It was to the sun,

—

however, as the first principle of nature, as the generative power, that the Carthaginians, after the example
of the nations of Canaan, offered peculiar adoration.
"
"
They styled him Baal or Moloch. the lord," the
" the lord of heaven."
king," and also Belsamen,
This supreme deity they worshipped with a reverence so profound as scarcely ever to dare to pronounce his true name they contented themselves in
" Ancient
One,"
general with designating him as the
"the Eternal." {Augusiin., De Consensu Evang.^
:

1,

—

—

Vol. 3, p. 11, cd. Maur.
Compare the ex"Ancient of Days," in Daniel, 7, 9, 13.)
Greek writers translated Baal by Kpovog, and the

36.

pression,

The
Romans by Saturnus, no doubt on account of the common reference which those divinities had to the idea
of time.
The images, as well as the titles of the SunGod, were the same, to all appearances, both among

will also be useless.
The gen- the Phoenicians or Canaanites, and the Carthaginians.
were elected also from the most dis- The description which Diodorus has left us of the
tinguished families. The civil and the military power statue of Cronus (Saturn) at Carthage, coincides iu
in Carthage were distinct.
W^e may find instances in general with the account given by the Jewish Rabbins
which the kings seem to have had something like mil- of that of Moloch in Canaan. {Diod. Sic, 20, 14.—
as
in
the
case
of King Hanno, who Selden, de Diis Syris, 1, 6.)
Both were made of
itary command,
conducted the colonial expedition but, m general, we metal both had the arms extended, with a kind of
can have no doubt that the generals of the republic furnace, or inner cavity, below, into which children
were officers chosen by the people to command the were thrown to be destroyed by fire, as an offering to

be ingenious, but they
erals of the state

;

;

armies

expeditions or in domestic dissenjudicature of Carthage resembled that of
Sparta : the judges of the several courts had the full
and complete cognizance of all civil and criminal cases,
without the aid of jurymen.
{Anstot , Poltt., 3, 1.)
The court of the one hundred was the supreme tribunal
in

foreijG^n

The

sion.

of Carthage, and the account of its origin, given by
Justin (18, 7), is rendered more probable by Aristotle's
this body with that of the
Spartan Ephori.
comparing
Such a tribunal as this could be converted by favourable circumstances and a few bold leaders into a real
court of inquisition
it
actually became so in the later
ages of the commonwealth; and, if we believe Livy
:

and property of the citizens were
disposed of according to its caprice.
Any injury, real
or imaginary, done to one of the Dody, was an offence
the
of
the
whole college.
Hannibal
against
dignity
overturned the throne of the inquisitors, and destroyed
(33, 46), the lives

this

was

This body
tyrannical and dangerous tribunal.
not chosen by the people, but by courts called

Pentarchies

:

we know

nothing more of these latter

courts, except that they had cognizance of very important cases, and enjoyed the privilege of supplying
the vacancies that happened in their own body.
The

members

of the court of one hundred retained their
place for a long time, though originally not for life.
Our materials will hardly ad{Aristot.y Polit., 2, 8.)
mit any farther development of the constitution of CarIn the decline of the state, we know from Arthage.
istotle that the influence of a few rich families in obtaining possession of places of importance, and the
union of several distinct offices in one person, contributed materially to hasten the end of the political

—

(Heeren's Ideen, vol. 2,
Long's Anc. Geogr., p. 97.)

system.

2.

pt. 1, p.

118, seqq.

Religion of the Carthaginians.

The

religious faith and ceremonies of the Carthaginappear to have been at bottom the same with
Hence the
those of the mother country, Phoenicia.
general denominations for their divinities betray a
Thus
strong resemblance between the two nations.

ians

304

In process of time, when the Carthaginians had become more closely connected with
the Greeks, it is probable that Baal was made in some
respects to resemble the Apollo of the latter; his worthis horrid idol.

as his figure, would begin to modify
themselves, and hence the Apollo of Carthage, whose
colossal statue, entirely gilt, was transported to Rome
ship, as well

«

— Appian,
— Creuzer^s
—
269
But consult Guigniaut's

(Polyb., 7, d.
Pint., Vit. Flamin., c.

Bell.

by Scipio.

—

vol. 2, p.

1.

Pun., 70.
Symholik,

note, vol. 2,

In the Roman Carthage,
231, of the French work.)
which retained the worship of its ancient deities, while
it
changed, at the same time, their forms and names,
the Latin Saturn appeared to take the place of the
Phoenician Baal ; but the human sacrifices, still con-

p.

tinually renewed, notwithstanding the repeated order?
to the contrary on the part of the Romans, attest the

permanency of ancient ideas and

rites.
Baal-Saturn
maintained his honours even to the extremities of the
west, even to Gades, where, under the Roman do(Comminion, there still existed a temple of this god.
pare MUnter, Religion der Karthagcr, p. 17, seqq.
Various aniId., uber Sardische Idole, p. 8, seqq.)

—

mals were consecrated

to Baal, as to all the great di-

paganism. Oxen were sacrificed to him, and
Phoenician
he himself bore the attributes of a bull.
medal, which has come down to us, displays the image
of a god, like the Jupiter of the Glreeks, seated on a
The inscripthrone, and having the head of an ox.
vinities of

A

Baal-Thvrz. Payne Knight {Inquiry into the
Class. Journ., vot 23, p.
Symh. Lang., &c., 31.
226) compares the name Thor, given to the bull among

tion is

f)

—

Phoenicians, according to Plutarch {Vit. SylL,
with the god Thor of Scandinavian mythology,
Horses
the head of whose image was that of a bull.
were also dedicated to the Sun, and their blood shed
at his festivals.
{Miinter, Religion der Karthager,
14, n. 44, who deduces this from a passage in the

the

17),

p.

2d (4th) Book of Kings, 23, 11

It is also very
)
probable that the elephant, an animal so renowned
among the ancients for the species of worship which
it

was

said to offer to

the sun and

moon {Mlian

CARTHAGO.

CARTHAGO.
B. A.,

One

7,

A.—Plin.,

thing at least

is

8, 1),

was held sacred

to Baal.

certain, that in Africa these pious

animals were in some degree connected with the worand the coins of Juba, king of Mauship of Ammon
ritania, display on one side the head of Jupiter Ammon, and on the other an elephant. (Eckhel, Doctr.
Num. Vet., vol. 4, p. 154.) To the Sun-God, as
;

—

monarch of the skies and supreme generator, was
joined a female divinity, as the great goddess icar'
e^oxvv, as the queen of heaven, and the principle of
This divinity makes her appearfecundated nature.
ance under various forms and diflferent names in almost
all the
religions of Asia.
(Compare Nouveau Journal

Asialiquc,

vol.

1

11,

(1828), p.

Symbolik, par Guigmaut, vol.

seqq.

2, p.

— Creuzer's

232.)

sponds to the idea of sovereign of the heavens and the
stars.
Thus the Greeks called her, in their language,
" Celestial Goddess."
Urania, and the Romans the
This deity was worshipped in numerous temples at
Carthage, along the coast of Africa, at Malta, and in
the other isles of the Mediterranean, as also in Spain,
near Gades and her rites were no less voluptuous in
;

their character than those of Mylitta at Babylon, of
Anaitis in Armenia, and of Venus-Urania in Cyprus.
p. 80, seqq.)

Karthager

—Immedi-

ately after Baal and Astarte, was placed, among the
national divinities of Carthage, Mdkarth, the " king

of the city," the tutelary deity of the parent city of
Tyre.
{Munter,ibid,p. 36, seqq.) Wherever the
Phoenicians penetrated, the altars that were raised in
honour of this god, and the various traces of his worship, testify the high veneration which this people entertained for him.
The Tyrian colonies regarded him
as their common protector; they adored him as a kind

of divine mediator ; as a sort of sacred bond, uniting
them one with another and with their common counThe symbol of the victorious course of the sun,
try.
and identical, in this respect, with the Grecian Hercules, he naturally became, for these hardy navigators,
the celestial guide of their distant expeditions, and,
consequently, the god of commerce. {Creuzer^s SymIn this way
bolik, par Guigmaut, vol. 2, p. 172, n. 4.)
he was in some measure assimilated to another deity, Sumes, whose Phoenician name recalls the Som
of Egypt.
(Compare Bellermann, uher Phosnic.
similar alliance existed at Rome
Miinz., 1, p. 25.)
between Hercules and Mercury, both deities being
considered as the gods of riches and abundance.
Melkarth was, in effect, like the Grecian Hercules, the
same with the sun. The Tyrians raised, in his temple
at Gades, an altar to the year {Eustath. ad
Dionys.
Perieg., p. 453), and it is in a point of view directly

A

analogous, that Nonnus calls Hercules the conductor
of the twelve months.
(Dionys., 40, 338.)
Every
year they kindled at Carthage, as at Tyre, and probably
all the Phoenician colonies, a
large pyre in honour
of Melkarth, whence an eagle was let loose, as a symbol, like the Egyptian phoenix, of the sun, and of time
renewing itself from its own ashes. This scene was

m

transferred by the

Greeks

to

Mount

—

Vol.
(Dio. Chrysostom., Oral., 33
Rciske.) The worship of a Hercules,
distinct from the one of Thebes, was continued, even
to the last periods of paganism, in
Carthage and in all
the Phoenician cities.
Omitting the mention of other
2,

p. 23,

ed.

—

and

less important divinities of the
Carthaginians,

we

conclude the present head with some general remarks on the religion of this people. The character

will

of the Carthaginian religion, like that of the nation
which professed it, was melancholy even to
cruelty.
Terror was the animating principle of this
a
;
religion

religion thirsting after blood,

Qq

degraded the minds of its votaries by superstitions in
turn atrocious and dissolute ; and we are naturally led
to the inquiry, what moral influence such a religion
it

could have exercised over the people who professed it.
The portrait which antiquity has left us of the Cartha
ginian character is hence far from being a flattering one

By turns imperious and servile, melancholy and cruel,
inexorable and faithless, egotistical and covetous, it
spired with

and environed with the

if the spirit of their
religion had conthe jealous aristocracy that weighed so

as

heavily upon them, and with their purely commercial
and industrious habits, to close their hearts to every
generous emotion and every elevated thought. Their
system of belief may have contained some noble ideas,

but their practice of that system served effectually to
obscure these.
goddess presided over their public
councils {Appian, Bell. Pun., p. 81, ed. Tollii) ; but
these councils or assemblies were held during the
night, and history informs us respecting some of the

A

terrible

measures that were agitated therein.

of the solar

fire

was

The god

the patron deity of both Carthage

and Tyre, and gave an example of great enterprises
and hardy labours yet his brightness was often stained
with blood, and every year human victims were immo;

Wherever the
Phoenicians, or the Carthaginians after them, carried
commerce and their arms, not only at particular

lated at his altars as at those of Baal.
their

periods, but in all critical conjunctures, their high-toned
fanaticism renewed these sanguinary sacrifices.
In

vain did Gelon of Syracuse, with the authority which
in vain did the Greeks established
victory gave him
;

at Carthage, endeavour, by mild and pacific influence,
to put an end to these inhuman rites {Ttmaus, Tau'

—

Miinter,
ap. Schol. in Pind., Pyth., 2, 3.
Rel. der Karth., p. 25)
the ancient barbarity con-

rornen.

;

stantly reappeared,

and maintained

itself

even

in

Ro-

man

At the commencement even of the
Carthage.
third century of our era, traces of this
frightful mode
of worship were still found to be practised in secret.

From the year of Rome 655, all
(TertulL, ApoL, 9.)
human sacrifices had been prohibited but the emperors rrtore than once found themselves under t-he neone.
cessity of making this prohibition a more
;

binding

Still,

and

however, the
see, even

was not completely eradicated
Rome, the worthless Elagabalus

evil

we

at

;

immolating children in the course of his magic ceremonies.
Creuzer's SymboUk,
(Dio Cass 79, 12.

—

,

par Guigniaut,
3.

An

vol. 2. p.

252.)

Carthaginian Language and Literature.

account of the language and literature of Car-

thage will

come

Phoenicians.

in

To

more

naturally

when

treating of the

this latter head, therefore,

we

refer

the reader.
4.

CEta, where Her-

cules, in consuming himself on the funeral pile, celebrates his apotheosis after the accomplishment of his

twelve labours.

I
pear in some degree actual objects of envy.
silenced the most sacred sentiments of human nature ;

At Car- would seem

thage, as in Syria and Phoenicia, she appears to have
borne the name of Astarte or Astaroth, which corre-

JMiinler, Rel. der

When we ric
the abstinences, the voluntary tortures, and, above all,
the horrid sacrifices which it imposed as a duty on the
living, we are not astonished that the dead should ap
most gloomy and appalling images.

The

History of Carthage.

period of the history of Carthage extends
to the beginning of the war with Syracuse, from B.C.
480.
to
878
Carthage extended its conquests in Africa and Sardinia, carried on a commercial war with
the people of Marseille (Massilia) and the Etrurians,
and concluded a commercial peace with Rome, B.C.
509.
The Carthaginians then directed their chief attention to the conquest of Sicily, with which comfirst

mences

their second and most splendid period, extending to the beginning of their war with the Romans,
When Xerxes undertook his campaign
B.C. 265.
into Greece, the Carthaginians made a league with
him, and the object of this arrangement was to crush
The Carthaginian^
at once both Sicily and Greece.
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This new city of Carthage was conquered
however, were defeated at Himera by Gelon, king of rebuild it.
Syracuse, and obliged to sue for peace, and to abstain from the Romans by the arms of Genseric, A.D. 439,
the
In
war
with
it
was
for
froai offering human sacrifices.
and
more than a century the seat of the

Vandal empire in Africa. It was at last destroyed by
Himera, and Agrigentum.
Dionysius the Saracens, during the califate of Abdel Melek, tothe elder obtained a temporary peace.
But, after Ti- wards the end of the 7th century, and few traces of it
moleon had delivered Syracuse and Sicily from the now remain except an aqueduct. According to Livy,
yoke of tyranny, the Carthaginians were peculiarly Carthage was twelve miles from Tuneium or Tunis,
unfortunate.
Contagious diseases and frequent muti- a distance which still subsists between that city and
When Sicily a fragment of the western wall of Carthage. {Hceren,
nies reduced the strength of the city.
suffered under the tyranny of Agathocles, Carthage Idccn, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 270, seqq.
Encyclop. Americ.y
engaged in a war with him, and was soon attacked vol. 2, p. 543, scqq.)
and severely pressed by the usurper. After the death
5. Circulating Medium and Revenue of Carthage.
of Agathocles, Carthage once more took part in the
The precious metals were probably early used in
commerce of Sicily, when difficulties broke out there
with their auxiliaries the Mamertines.
The Romans Carthage, as a medium of exchange as well as an artook advantage of these troubles to expel the Cartha- ticle of luxury
but whether the state stamped coin
ginians from Sicily, although they had previously re- for the use of the community is a question still undeceived assistance from them in the war against Pyr- cided.
That gold and silver coin was in circulation
rhus, king of Epirus, in Sicily and Lov/er Italy. Here we cannot doubt ; the dispute is about the existence
Hiero, the next king, the Carthaginians conquered the

cities Selinus,

—

;

begins the third period of Carthaginian history, embracing the thrice-repeated struggle for dominion between Rome and Carthage, in the interval between
264 and 146 B.C. The first Punic war continued 23
The fleets and armies of Carthage were vanyears.
quished.

of real Carthaginian coins.

circulation

substi-

was often inadequate

wants of the

to the

It is likely that the conquest of Spain
Several writers
supplied this deficiency.

community.

the peace (B.C. 241) the Carthaginians
Upon this, the

By

But we read of a

tute that the Carthaginians had for gold and silver,
which renders it probable that the precious metal in

materially

this was a
speak of a leather circulating medium
whose wages could not be paid by piece of leather with a state-stamp on it, probably demercenary
the exhausted treasury of the city, took up arms. noting its value.
In this leather a small piece of
Hamilcar Barcas conquered them, and restored the metal was enclosed, the precise nature of which,
Notwithstanding the whether it was a compound, or had some peculiar
Carthaginian power in Africa.
The best
peace with Carthage, the Romans took possession of mark upon it, we cannot now ascertain.
Sardinia in 228, where the mercenary troops of Car- account of this substitute, which we may presume was
Hamilcar, who was at the head not used beyond the city, is found in a dialogue on
thage had revolted.
lost all

their possessions in Sicily.

:

forces,

of the democratic party, now undertook the conquest
of Spain, whose rich mines tempted his countrymen.
For the success of this enterprise, within 17 years,
Carthage was indebted to the family of Barcas, which
could boast of the glorious names of Hamilcar, HasTo secure the possession of
drubal, and Hannibal.
acquisition, Hasdrubal founded New Carthage
{Carthagena), the most powerful of all the CarthaginThe second Punic war (from 218 to
ian colonics.
201 B.C.), notwithstanding the abilities of the genHaneral, ended with the subjugation of Carthage.

this

nibal, neglected

by his countrymen, and weakened by

wealth in ^Eschines Socraticus
cher.

— Compare

Arislid.,

(2, 24, p. 78, ed.

Or at.

Fis-

Plat., 2, p. 241.

—

The revenue of Carthage
Salmas., de Us., p. 463).
was derived from various sources that from the agricultural colonies within the African territory of Carthage, consisted of a tax paid in raw commodities.
The duties on imported goods, both in the metropolis
and the colonies, were another abundant source of public income.
learn from Aristotle (Polit., 3, 5),
:

We

were treaties between the Carthaginians and
Etrurians, by which the commodities that might be
carried by each nation into the ports of the other were
that there

this is an indication of commermutual jealousies, and high duties.
The produce of the mines of Spain, which at that time
were rich in gold, silver, and iron, must be added to
The richest mines
the public revenues of the state.
were in the neighbourhood of New Carthage. It w
cept ten, paid 10,000 talents (about $10,000,000), probable that they were worked by slaves, both native
and promised to engags in no war without the con- and imported, while they were in the possession of the
Besides this, Masinissa, the Carthaginians, as they were afterward when the Rosent of the Romans.
In times of difficulty
ally of Rome and implacable enemy of Carthage, was mans were masters of Spain.
This king, under the Carthage occasionally applied for loans to foreign
placed on the Numidian throne.
protection of Rome, deprived the Carthaginians of the countries. In the Punic war, the impoverished repubbest part of their possessions, and destroyed their trade lic asked as a favour from the rich Ptolemy PhiladelThe third war with the Ro- phus, king of Egypt, the loan of 2000 talents, which
in the interior of Africa.
mans was a desperate contest. The disarmed Car- the prudent Greek declined. It cannot be considered
to
demolish part of their own that this was one of the ordinary sources of revenue,
were
obliged
thaginians
walls.
Then, taking up arms anew, they fought for because the only profit that could arise from it would
After three years, the younger Scipio be the use of the money and the non-payment of the
death or life.
ended this war by the destruction of the city, B.C. interest and principal and this kind of profit would
146.
Only 5000 persons are said to have been found necessarily cease, as in the case of some modern
It was 23 miles in circumference
within its walls.
states, when the character of the borrower was known.
and when it was set on fiire by the Romans, it burned (Heercn, Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 148.
Long^s Anc.
After the overthrow of Car- Geogr., p. 98.)
incessantly for 17 days.

a victory that cost him so ipuch blood, was obliged to
leave Italy, in order to hasten to the assistance of Carthage, which was threatened by the Romans. The battle of Zama resulted in favour of the Romans.
Scipio
granted the city peace under the severest conditions.
Carthage ceded Spain, delivered up all her ships ex-

accurately described
cial

:

restrictions,

;

—

;

thage Utica became powerful. Caesar planted a small
Augustus sent
colony on the ruins of Carthage.
3000 men thither, and built a city at a small distance
from the spot on which ancient Carthage stood, thus
avoiding the

ill

which had

effects of the imprecations

been pronounced by the R-)mans, according
at the time of its destructK n, against those

906

to

custom,
should

who

6.

Naval Commerce, and Naval and Military for ce
of Carthage.

The

in the province called
Africa Propria by the Romans, and the island of Sarthis comdinia, were the grain countries of Carthage
mercial town derived its supply of bread from remote
district of

Byzacium,

:

CARTHAGO.
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Athens, Corinth, and other large cities of place a quantity of gold near the commodities, and rethe Punic tire.
The Carthaginians then would leave the ship,
Greece.
Sicily was much frequented by
merchants ; and the rich emporium of Syracuse, in and examine what the natives had left in exchange
times of peace, saw its port crowded with African if it was sufficient, they would take the gold, leaving
if they were not
Oil and wine were imported from Sicily ; their own merchandise in its stead
vessels.
both of these articles were produced in Africa, but it satisfied, they gave the gold -possessors an opportuniStrabo ty of adding to the deposite of precious metals by reis
probable that the supply was insufficient.
This was repeated till the
(836) speaks of a contraband trade carried on by Car- tiring again to their ship.
bargain was closed, and, it is added, neither party
thage with the Cyrenaeans, through the port of Charax
This story of the Carthaginthe Punic merchant brought wine, and received in ex- ever wronged the other.
it
change the precious silphium. The treaties with Rome ians must not be considered as a mere fiction
in
may have received some slight alterations, but the
preserved in Polybius, and the remarks of Aristotle
Carof
it
commerce
the
of
bears
the
marks
of
truth.
the
active
outline
modern
nis Politica, prove
The traveller (Host), quoted by Heeren (Ideeri, vol. 2, pt.
thaginians and their jealousy of foreign rivals.
Etrurians, who had built towns in Campania, were 1, p. 182), describes in a similar way the mode of exthey procured changing commodities between the people of Morocco
probably rather pirates than merchants
A carthe wares which they had to exchange for other com- and the negroes on the borders of Negroland.
modities by robbing vessels on the sea, or the towns avan goes once a year from Sus, one of the four diThe Carthaginrans, as has already been visions of the empire of Morocco, across the terrific
of the coast.
remarked, had commercial treaties with the Etrurians, waste of the western Sahara tobacco, salt, wool, with
who, from the nature of their profession, could furnish woollen and silken cloths, are the articles which they
them with most of the articles that the Mediterranean carry. Gold-dust, negroes, and ostrich- feathers are
The Moors do not
In return, their African friends gave them given in exchange by the blacks.
produced.
slaves, precious stones, ivory, and gold, the produce enter the Negroland, but meet the blacks at a place
of the vast continent behind their city.
Malta, and on the frontiers, and conclude the bargain without
the small adjoining island of Gaulus {Gozo), were Car- speaking a word.
The mutual ignorance of each
thaginian possessions cloth for wearing apparel was other's language renders this the only mode of conmanufactureJ in Malta, and probably from a native ducting their mercantile transactions.
Carthage, in
The wax of Corsica was also an article of time of war, maintained a large army and navy nay,
cottOH.
commerce the natives of the island were prized for even when she was not engaged in foreign strugmaking excellent servants. {Diod. Sic, 5, 13.) The gles, her distant colonies required the residence of
little island of .^thalia or Ilva, now Elba, has fura garrison and the occasional visits of a navy.
The
nished iron ore from the remotest historical period the writers on the Punic wars have left us informaforeign trader and the merchant of Carthage purcha- tion on the military and naval force of the republic,
sed the ore when it was smelted, and deposited it in which is in general satisfactory.
The principal dockthe hands of their countrymen for farther improve- yard was in the city of Carthage.
{Appian, Bell.
ment.
Majorca and Minorca exchanged mules and Pun., 96.) There were two ports or havens, an out
fruit for wme and female slaves
the latter article er one, intended for merchant ships, and an inner bathese rude islanders were always ready to purchase. sin, which was separated from the other by a double
The precious metals of Spain have been frequently wall.
small but elevated island in the centre ot
alluded to
some of the mines appear to have been the inner haven commanded a view of the sea. The
Two hundred and
public property, while in other cases the merchant pro- admiral of the navy resided here.
cured gold-dust from the natives by an exchange of twenty ships of war were generally laid up in this dockcommodities.
There is no impossibility involved in yard, with all the necessary stores for fitting them out
In the wars with Syracuse, the
supposing that the Phoenicians or the Carthaginians on a short notice.
visited the northern shores of Europe
but, as direct ships of Carthage were only triremes (Diod. Sic, 2,
evidence is wanting, it is not necessary to assume 16^), but they afterward built vessels of a much larger
that the tin and the amber which they sold to the size, in imitation of the Macedonian Greeks.
The
world were brought by their own ships from the Scilly
war-ships of the Romans and the Carthaginians in the
islands (Cassiterides) or the coast of the Baltic.
The first Punic war (Polyh., 1, 2) carried nearly five huneach Roman vessel contained one huntrading towns established on the shores of Mauritania dred men
seem to have been intended to form a commercial dred and twenty soldiers and three hundred seamen.
connexion with central Africa the carriers of the des- The Carthaginian ships had about the same number
ert would bring the products of Soudan to the small of men on board.
In one engagement the Carthaginisland of Cerne, the most southern of the colonies es- ians collected a fleet of three hundred and
fifty ships,
tablished by Hanno.
The Carthaginians supplied manned, according to the computation of Polybius
them from the stores in Cerne with earthen vessels, himself, by more than one hundred and fifty thousand
There was sailors and soldiers.
trinkets, and ornaments of various kinds.
find extravagant and apalso a fishery on this coast, according to the book of
parently improbable estimates of numbers in all the
wonders ascribed to Aristotle (c. 148). The fish was Carthaginian wars in Sicily, and in their sea-fights
salted and carried to Carthage, where it commanded a with the Romans.
The sailors or rowers were slaves,
parts, like

:

;

;

:

A

;

:

—

:

;

:

;

;

A

;

;

:

:

We

high price.

As

we

some

regards the discovery-voyage of

Han- purchased by the state for this service the complement of a quinquereme was about three hundred slaves

know whether it was useon the gold coast of Africa;
and our admiration of the extensive knowledge of He-

no,

feel

curiosity to

ful in establishing a trade

rodoius is increased, by finding in his history the only
extant information on this obscure subject.
In the
fourth book (c. 146), he tells us, on the
authority of

some Carthaginians,

that merchants from that renowned trading town, after passing through the straits,
visited a remote place on the
Libyan coast, where
When
they procured gold from the natives by barter.
they landed at the spot which the natives frequented,

was their practice to lay their wares on the shore
and return lo their vessel after
The
raising a smoke.

it

inhabitants, seeing this,

would come down

to the coast,

:

and one hundred and twenty fighters. In ancient naval tactics, to move in any direction with celerity, to
break through the enemy's line, and to disable or sink
his ships, were the evolutions on which victory deSometimes a number of ships were wedged
pended.
and the soldiers fought on the decks as if it
together,
were a land battle, but with this important difference,
The slaughter in
that an escape was not so easy.
their naval

amounting
men. The

sometimes
engagements was prodigious,
ten, twenty, or even thirty thousand
and
sea-fights described by Thucydides

to

in the first book, are minute,
Polybius, particularly
faithful accounts by tha
and, we believe, generally
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two great historians of antiquity. The command of
the fleet was usually separated from that of the land
force, but we find instances in which a single person

from the numerical estimates of Diodorus, which he
took from the careless and credulous Ephorus, or from
Timaeus {Polyb., 12, cxc. 8), whose authority is not
much better. To form some idea of the naval and military force of Carthage, even in time of peace, we must

The military force
possessed the direction of both.
of Carthage consisted principally of hired troops, collected from all the nations with which the state had
commercial connexions. Only a small part of the citizens of Carthage could be employed in military service.
The mercantile occupations of the majority
would not allow them to neglect their business for
foreign conquests, or the defence of remote possesIt was found to be a more economical plan,
sions.
to make a bargain with nations who had nothing to
dispose of but their bodies, and with this saleable commodity to provide for the defence of their colonies or
to

new

acquire

possessions.

But

that their foreign trading ports were main-<
tained by garrisons, and that, in the short interval of
it was
peace,
necessary to support a force sufficient to
meet the probable danger of war.
Three hundred

recollect

elephants were kept in the citadel of Carthage, which
contained, also, stalls for four thousand horses, with
accommodations for their riders, and for forty thou-

sand foot soldiers besides.
1, p.

250, seqg.
6.

the distinguished

— Long^s

{Heeren, Jdeen, vol. 2, pt,
Atic. Geogr., p. 98, seqq.)

Inland Commerce of Carthage.

Writers who have discussed the commercial relations of Carthage, seem scarcely to have supposed the
In times of danger, all the citizens would necessarily existence of an extensive caravan-trade with central
arm themselves to repel an attack on the metropolis
Africa and other parts of the continent.
But if we
but we are now speaking of the ordinary constitution compare the position of the modern towns of Tripoli,
of a Carthaginian army, and this neither admitted nor Tunis, and Algiers, with that of Carthage, and con-

families of Carthage served in the armies of the stale,
and from this class all the commanders were chosen.

;

required a large

number of Carthaginian

citizens.

A

sider the nature of their

commerce

at the present day,

Punic army was like a congregration of nations the we cannot doubt that similar circumstances would, in
This
half-naked savage of Gaul stood by the side of the wild ancient times, produce corresponding results.
Iberian ; the cunning Ligurian, from the Alpine or Ap- probability is increased and strengthened by a few
in
the
of
eunine mountains, met with the Lotophagi of Libya
works
Herodotus.
The
commodpassages
and the Nasamones, the explorers and guides in the ities of Central Africa, of the desert, and of the reand
half-bred
slaves, gion of Beledulgerid, must necessarily create a caraGreeks, runaways,
great desert,
found themselves mingled in this strange assembly. van trade, extending from the shores of the MediterTroops of Carthaginian and Liby-Phceniciau origin ranean to the banks of the Niger. These commodiwere in the centre of the army on the flank the nu- ties are black slaves, male and female, from the counmerous Nomadic tribes of western Africa wheeled tries south of the Sahara salt from the great saline
about on unsaddled horses guided by a bridle of rush- deposites in the desert ; and dates from the region
es.
The Balearic slingers formed the vanguard, and bordering on the north side of the great sandy waste.
the elephants of .Ethiopia, with their black conductors, These three things have in all ages been considered
were the moveable castles that protected the front articles of necessity by the inhabitants of the Tripoli
lines.
According to Polybius (1, 6), it was consid- and Tunis coasts, or those connected with them by
ered politic to form an army of such materials, that commercial relations.
Gold is seldom found in north
diflference of language might prevent union between Africa ; it is principally procured by washing the
several nations, and remove all danger of a general earths in the neighbourhood of the Kong, or Mountconspiracy but there are disadvantages also, which ains of the Moon, south of the great river Niger.
arise from the want of a medium of communication, Ivory is also another article of luxury, which the
and these were developed in the later periods of the central countries furnish to the merchants of the seaWhen Xerxes led the nations of Asia coast. The native tribes of the Sahara are the carrepublic.
against the Greeks of the land of Hellas, a Carthagin- riers of the desert, for which occupation they are peian armament was despatched to subjugate the west- culiarly adapted by their nomadic life, and the posses:

;

:

;

:

The muster-roll of the Asiatern colonies in Sicily.
ic force {Herodot. J 7, 61, scgq.) contained the names
of all the nations in his extensive empire, and even
some beyond it, who served for money. The Punic
army was composed of the tribes of the western
world and of the African desert, and the two armies
combined would have exhibited specimens of nearly
all the tribes of men that were then known.
become intimately acquainted with the nature of a Carthaginian army from the extant narrative of Polybius.
In the opinion of this soldier and historian, the cavalry of Numidia formed the strongest part of the army,

We

their quick evolutions, their sudden retreat, and
their rapid return to the charge, he attributes the success of Hannibal in his great victories.
3,

and to

{Polyb.,

Another cause may be assigned for the losses
12.)
of the Romans, without at all impeaching the opinion
The Romans
of Polybius on the Numidian cavalry.
of their armies,
frequently had two consuls at the head
and when both happened to be together in the field,

At the fatal
alternately, day by day.
Cannae, the ignorance and presumption of
Varro were associated with the better judgment and
calm valour of ^milius the single unshackled energy
of the great Hannibal was more than a match for this
can readily admit the
unfortunate combination.
rich compossibility of the large armaments which the
is
said
to have equipped, but
mercial city of Carthage

they

commanded

battle of

We

find

it

numerous beasts of burden.

Many

of

them

are merely carriers for the rich merchants settled at
the different trading ports, while some of them, who

possess a capital, purchase commodities on their ovra
account, and frequently acquire considerable wealth.
The direction of this traffic across the desert has probably changed very little : the great emporiums of commerce on the shores of the Mediterranean and in
Lower Egypt, are nearly in the same position, and
the caravan-routes across the Sahara are determined
by the unchanging physical circumstances of this extensive sandy waste.
The caravans choose those
times for their route at which springs of water can be
to
refresh
the
found
men and animals, and to furnish
them with a sufficient supply during their journey from
one halting- place to the next. It appears from the
narrative of Herodotus, that the people between the
two Syrtes were the carriers of the desert. The

Carthaginians might either directly participate in this
or they might meet the caravan near the smaller Syrtis, and receive from it their slaves, their gold and

traffic,

precious stones, in exchange for manufactured artiThe immense consumpcles, for wine, oil, or grain.
tion of slaves in this commercial and military republic,
would render a slave-trade necessary to its existence,
and from no place could they be procured in such
number as from the inexhaustible slave-magazines of
When we aflSrm that the Carthe African continent.
necessary to detract something thaginians were engaged in commerce with the na;

we perhaps shall
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sion of

CAR
tions of Central Africa, we do not mean to say that it
was a direct commerce, though it is possible it might
be so in some degree. The tribes between the two

Syrtcs travelled to Garama, and, as every great resting-place might be a depot for commodities, they could
procure from this town the products of remote lands
which the Carthaginians desired to possess. The
towns on the coast of Byzacium would be the market
for the caravans of Garama, and places of the greatest
It does
importance for the commerce of Carthage.
not appear that the wares and products of Central Africa were carried by the caravans any farther than the
towns near the Syrtes, on the edge of the desert
thus the connexion of Carthage with the nations of the
:

appears to have attracted little attention.
{Heeren, Idecn, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 185, seqq.
Long^s
Anc. Geogr., p. 104, seqq.)
Carthago nova, a well-known city of Hispania
Tarraconensis, situate on the coast, a little distance
above the boundary line between Tarraconensis and
Bxtioa. It was founded by Hasdrubal, the Carthaginian, who succeeded Barcas, the father of Hannibal,
B.C. 242. (Polyb., 2, 3.— Mela, 2, 6.—Slrab., 158.)
It was taken by Scipio Africanus
during the second
Punic war, and, on falling into the hands of the Romans, it became a colony, under the title of Colonia
Victrix Julia Nova Carthago
{Florez, Med. de
interior

—

Esp., vol. I, p. 316.) The situation of this place was
very favourable for commerce, since it lay almost in
the middle of the southern coast of Spain, which
had hardly any good harbours besides this along its
whole extent. {Polyh., 10, 10 —Id., 3, 39.— Strab.,
In Strabo's time it was a very important place,
156.)
and carried on an extensive commerce, and in the
mountains not far to the north of it were the rich-est
silver mines of all Spain.
The governor of the province of Tarraconensis spent the winter either in this
The modern Car{Sfrab., 167.)
city or Tarraco
thagena occupies the site of the ancient city. ( Vkert,

Geogr., vol. 2,

400, seqq.)
Carvilius, I. one of the four kings of Cantium
{Kent), who, at the command of Cassivelaunus, made
an attack on Caesar's naval camp, in which they were
repulsed and lost a great number of men.
{Ccbs.,
B. G., 5, 22.)— II. The first Roman who divorced
his wife during the space of six hundred
This
years.
was for barrenness, B.C. 231. {Val. Max., 2, 1, 4.)
III. A
of
this
to
Pluname, according
grammarian
tarch {de qucest. Rom., n. 54), first introduced the
p.

—

G

into the

used

for

Roman
it.

ing of the city.

(Compare

Quinttlian, 1, 7, 23.

—

Maur., p. 2402.— /</., p. 2410.— Jlfar. Vtcl.,
2469.
Serv. ad Virg., Georg.,
Diom., p. 417.

Tere7it.
p.

C

having been previously
This was nearly 500 years after the buildalphabet,

—

—

19^.— Schneider,

L. G., vol. 1, p. 233, seqq.)
Cards, a Roman emperor, who succeeded Probus.
He was first appointed, by the latter, Praetorian prefect,
and after his death was chosen by the army to be his
Carus created his two sons,
successor, A.D. 282.
Carinus and Numerianus, Caesars, as soon as he was
elevated to the empire, and, some time after, gave them
each the title of Augustus.
On the news of the death
of Probus, the barbarians put themselves in motion,
and Carus, sending his son Carinus into Gaul, departed with Numerianus for Illyricum, in order to oppose the Sarmatae, who threatened Thrace and ItaHe slew 16,000, and made 20,000 prisoners.
ly.
1,

Proceeding after this against the Persians, he made
himself master of Mesopotamia, and of the cities of
Seleucia and Ctesiphon, and took in
consequence
the surnames of Persicus and Farthicus.
He died,
however, in the midst of his successes, A.D. 283.
His whole reign was one of not more
( Vid. Aper.)
than sixteen or seventeen months.
Carus was deified
after his death.
According to Vopiscus, he held a
laiddle rank between
good and bad princes. {Vopisc,

Car.

—

p.

Mem.

CAS
—

—

24.

Id., Carin., c. 16, »eq.
de VAcad. des Inscript., &c., vol. 13,

Id., Prob.,

Bastie,

c.

437, seqq.)

I. a
village of Arcadia, near the sources of
the Aroanius.
II.
small town
(Pausan., 8, 14.)
of Laconia, to the north of Sellasia.
{Pausan., 3, 10.)
It appears from Pausanias (8, 45), that the
Caryatae
were formerly attached to the territory of Tegaea ; and

Cary^,

—

A

is clear from
Xenophon {Hist. Gr., 6, 5, 25), that
was a border-town. At the latter of these two
places a festival was observed in honour of Diana
it

it

Gary Otis.

{Vid. Caryatae.)

It is
Caryat.*:, the inhabitants of Caryas (II.).
said, that they joined the Persians upon their invading
Greece, and that, after the expulsion of the invaders,
the Greeks made war upon the Caryatae, took their
city, slew all the males, carried the women into slavery, and decreed, by way of ignominy, that their
images should be used as supporters for public edifices.
Hence the Caryatides of ancient architecture. No
trace of this story, however, is to be found in any
Greek historian, and no small argument against its
credibility may be deduced from the situation of the
writer in the
Caryatae, within the Peloponnesus.
Museum Criticum (vol. 2, p. 402) suggests, that these
figures were so called from their resembling the statue
of 'AprfjUff Kapvdrig, or else the Laconian virgins, who
and he
celebrated their annual dance in her temple

A

refers to

Pausan.,

3, 10.

— Lucian,

—
—
;

Salt., 10.

Plut.,

Gesch. der
225.
Vis-

Artax.
(Compare Winckelmann,
Kunst. des Alterthums, vol. 4, pt. 1, p.
Mu^-PioB'dhr, ad
conti,
Clement., vol. 2, p. 42.
Ctes., p. 239.)
Carystus, I. a city of Euboea, on the seacoast, at
It is now known by the
the foot of Mount Oche.
name of Castel-Rosso, and was founded, as we are
told, by some of the Dryopes, who had been driven
from their country by Hercules.
{Thucyd., 7, 57.)
Vit.

—

This place was principally celebrated for its marble,
which was highly esteemed, and much used by the
Romans in the embellishment of both public and private edifices.

—

Compare Plin., 4, 12.
learn from Strabo (446), that the
spot which furnished this valuable material was named
Marmarium, and that a temple had been erected there

—Id., 36,

7.)

(

TibulL, 3, 13.

We

—

A

town of Laconia, belongto Apollo Marmarius.
II.
Its wine was celebrated
ing to the territory of -^gys.
are informed by Strabo
as
we
by the poet Alcman,
(446.— Cram<;r'« Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 224).
Casca, p. Servilius, one of the conspirators against
Caesar, and the individual who inflicted the first blow
He had been attached to the party of Pompey, but had
Plusubmitted, and received a pardon from Caesar.
tarch states, that Casca gave Caesar a stroke upon the
neck, but that the wound was not dangerous, as he
was probably in some trepidation at the time. Caesar, turning around, caught hold of his dagger, crying
" Villain
Casca what art
out at the same time,
thou doing !"
{Plut., Vit. Ccbs., c. 66.)
Cascellius Aulus, a lawyer of great erudition and
!

talent in the time of

371.— Val. Max.,

Augustus.

!

{Horat., Ep. ad Pis.^

8, 12, 1.)

Casilinum, a city of Campania, on the river VulIt is celebrated in histhe Appian Way.
which it made against
tory for the obstinate defence
Hannibal after the battle of Cannae. It appears from
the town into two
Livy, that the river Vulturnus divided
and that the one on the right bank was occupied

tumus and

parts,

m

possesRoman garrison, while the other was
sion of the Carthaginian army, which was thus enabled
to cut off all supplies, except such as might be conveyed down the stream by this means the brave handful
of soldiers who defended the town were at last forced

by the

;

Vol. Max., 7, 6.)
{Liv., 23, 17, seqq.—
This town appears to have been still in existence in
the time of Strabo (249) ; but Pliny, who wrote some
to surrender.
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CAS
time

after,

speaks of

it

CASPIUM MARE.

as being reduced to the lowest

state of insignificance.

(P/i«., 3, 5.)

It

however,

is,

width is 1 13, and its greatest width 275 miles. The
situation of this sea, thouglr now well known, was not

mentioned by Ptolemy (p. 66). The modern Capua ascertained a hundred years ago. The ancients lagenerally supposed to occupy the site of Casihnum. boured under a general mistake of its being a gulf of
(P ratlin, Via Appia, 2, 12, p. 257. Cramer's Anc. the Northern Ocean, and this was not corrected till
the second century of our era.
Ptolemy re-establishItaly, vol. 2, p, 199.)
Casinum, the last town of Latium on the Latin ed the fact, which had been known to Herodotus, and
Way, according to Strabo (238). It was a large and perhaps to Aristotle. The Caspian Sea was then repopulous place, and its site is now partly occupied by stored in the maps to the form of a lake or inland sea,
the modern town of San Germano.
According to separate on all sides from the northern and every other
But, instead of having its longest diameter in
Varro, its name was derived from Cascum, an Oscan ocean.
The same wri- a direction from north to south, it was described as
word, answering to the Latin Vetus.
ter informs us, that Casinum originally belonged to the longest from east to west.
One reason for this view
Samnites, from whom it was conquered by the Ro- of it was, that the Northern Ocean was still thought to
it
nearer
to
than
it did, and not to leave
L.
L
much
mans. (Varr.f
come
6.)
Casius, I. a mountain on the coast of Africa, near room in a northerly direction for the dimensions of this
the Palus Serbonis (Herodot., 2, 6), and, according to sea, the total extent of which was pretty well known.
Strabo (758), three hundred stadia from Pelusium. Besides this, the Sea of Aral, being imperfectly known,
The Itm. Antonin., however, makes the distance be- was considered as a part of the Caspian Sea. This
tween it and the latter place 320 stadia. (Compare notion is shown to have been entertained by the opinLarcher, Hist. d'Herodote, Table Giographique, vol. 8 ion which the ancients had of the mouth of the river
this mountain reposed the remains of Pom- Oxus.
{Vid. Oxus.)— The level of the Caspian Sea
p. lOL) On
pey, and here also Jupiter, surnamed Casius, had a tem- is much lower than that of the ocean or the Black
remarks under the article Asi.) Mount Sea.
Olivier makes a difference of 64 feet.
Lowitz,
ple. (Compare
Casius forms a promontory called at the present day whose researches seem to have been unknown to that
Cape El-Cas. II. Another in Syria, below Antio- learned traveller, makes it only 53. The north and
chia.
It is a very lofty mountain.
Pliny, in a style south winds, acquiring strength from the elevation of
of exaggeration, asserts, that at the fourth watch (three the shore, added to the facility of their motion along
o'clock A.M.), the rising sun could be seen from its the surface of the water, exercise a powerful intluence
is

—

,

—

top, while the base

was enveloped

in darkness.

{Plin.,

The African appears to have been named af22.)
ter the Syrian mountain.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10,
As regards the etymology of the name Cap. 493.)
ft,

sius, consult Ritter, Vorhalle, p.
marks under the article Asi.

465, and compare re-

Caspi.<e PoRTiE or Pyl.<e, the Caspian gates or
pass, a name belonging properly to a defile near TeMorier (^Second Journey
heran, in ancient Media.
through Persia, &.C., chap. 23) names it the pass of
Charvar. (Compare Sainte-Croix, Examen des Hist.
It is
688, seqq., and 862, ed. 2d.)
vaguely
applied by Tacitus and some other ancient writers to
different passes of Mount Caucasus.
{Malte-Brun,

dl'Alex., p.

Brussels ed.) For the Caucavid. Caucasus.
Caspii, a nation dwelling along the southern borders
of the Caspian Sea, and giving name to it, according to
Ritter.
{Erdkunde, vol. 2, p. 899, seqq.) They appear to have been at one time a powerful commercial
people, and to have occupied, in the time of the PerGeogr.,

sian

vol. 2, p. 13,

and Albanian gates,

sian dominion, the country answering to Ghilan and
Their name is supposed to have been deDerbend.

" a mountain.''
rived from the term Casp, signifying
Gatterer is wrong in placing them be(Ritter, I. c.)
tween the Sea of Aral and the northeastern shore of
the Caspian, from which quarter, according to him,
they advanced into the country of the Sarmatas, and
afterward, in the first century of our era, emigrated into

Europe. (Consult B'dhr, ad Herod., 3, 95, and compare PtoL, 7, l.—Mela, 3, 5.)
Caspium mare, a celebrated inland sea of Upper
Asia, deriving its name either from the Caspii along
''
a
its southern shores {vid. Caspii), or from Casp,
mountain," in allusion to its vicinity to Caucasus.
astronomical
observations
and
According to the latest
local measurements, it extends from north to south, in
a longitudinal direction, nearly all of equal width, exwhich occurs at the encroachcepting a contraction

The northe peninsula of Apsheron.
thern end forms a large bay, turning round from the
north to the northeast, and approaching to the basin
The length of the Caspian may
of the Sea of Aral.
be estimated at 760 a lies, in a line drawn from north
to south, that is, from he bay of Kolpinskom, on the
ment made by

west of the

river Ural, to Balfoosh.

ever, crosses the peninsula of

310

tremities.

We

historiens d' Alexandre, p. 701.)
Pallas and others
have indulged in the geological speculation first advanced by Varenius, of the former existence of a much
greater extension of this sea to the northwest, and a
union of it with the Palus Maeotis, or Sea of Azof,
along the low grounds, abounding in shells and saline
But of such an extension not the slightest
plants.
historical trace is to be found in any creditable author.

The ideas

of the ancient geographers respecting a great
extension of this sea to the east have no relation to
The voyage of the Argonauts
this supposed strait.
would not be at all explained by such a strait, and requires no such explanation.— But what becomes, it may
be asked, of all the water which so many rivers pour
Do they flow into two subinto the Caspian Seal
terranean communications, which connect this sea
with the Persian Gulf, and which some travellers pretend to have seenl
Avril,
{Struy's Travels, p. 126
Voyages, &c., p. 73.) Tunnels of this kind have at
all times been considered by the judicious as
purely
{Kaempfer, Amcenit. Exot., p. 254.)
imaginary.
The willow-leaves found in the Persian Gulf do not
require to come from Ghilan, or any other part of the

—

—

Caspian shore, the banks of the Euphrates being sufThe waters of the Caspian
ficient to furnish them.
Sea, like those of the ocean, give off their superfluity
This evaporation has been considered
as established by the extreme humidity of the air in

by evaporation.

Daghistan, Shirican, Ghilan, and Mazanderan ; but
no such phenomena as these are required for the demRound the mouths of the rivers the waonstration.
ter is fresh, but becomes moderately salt towards the
middle of the sea, though less so than that of the

—

how-

ocean.

Its smallest

water,

This

Karagan.

varying the level of the water at the opposite exHence its variations have a range of from
four to eight feet, and powerful currents are generated
the
with
both
It
rising and subsiding of the winds.
has also been said to be subject to another variation,
which observes very distant periods.
are told,
that since 1556, the waters of the sea have encroached
on the Russian territory to the north. This is a fact
which might deserve to be better ascertained. The
depth of this sea is inconsiderable, except at the
southern extremity, where bottom has not been found
at a depth of 2400 feet.
{Sainte-Croix, Examen des
in

line,

it

In addition to the usual ingredients of seacontains a considerable quantity of sulohuric

CAS
ecid,

which

is

obtained from

it

CASSANDER.
in

union with soda, that

the state of Glauber's salt.

(Gmelin, Voyage,
The northwest winds are said to divol. 3, p. 267.)
minish the saltness, and to increase the bitterness of
is, in

The powerful phosphorescence of the thick,
muddy waters of the Caspian Sea is remarked by
The black colour which they assume at a
Pallas.
the v/ater.

shore is nothing more than
great distance from the
the effect of the depth, and owing to the same optical

cause which makes the ocean appear comparatively
dark and blue instead of light green, in deep places
where the colour of the bottom does not intermix
It would
itself with the natural colour of the water.
serve little purpose to enumerate all the names which
"
have been given to this sea. The
Caspian" is one
This name is not only common
of the most ancient.
to the Greek and Latin languages, but enters into the

—

mother of Alexander,

into

Macedon, where

it

was m-

tended that she should once more enjoy a share of that
authority in the government, of which, during the regency of Antipater, it had been necessary to deprire
her.
Polysperchon had soon reason, however, to repent of this resolution

;

for

Olympias,

still

untaught by

events, and thirsting for revenge, returned to the Macedonian capital only to gratify her worst feelings and

A

disturb the tranquillity of the state.
powerful rivalry soon arose between the two queens, Olympias and

Eurydice and the former, having acquired a momentary ascendency over the affections of the Macedonian
soldiers, drove out Eurydice and Aridsus, and afterward, on getting possession of their persons, caused
them both to be despatched by assassins. But the
;

ination for

rage of the inexorable Olympias was not supported by
The presence of Cassander in
an adequate force.
Macedonia, who flew thither to avenge the death of
Eurydice, struck terror into the aged queen, and she
After a long
shut herself up in the city of Pydna.
resistance, this strongly-fortified place fell before the

lated, but

arms of Cassander

(Wahl,
Georgian, the Armenian, and the Syriac.
Asien. vol. 1, p. 679, seqq.) The Jewish Rabbis and
The Turkish denomPeritsol call it the Dead Sea.
it, Kkoosghoon Denghizi, is variously transno probable etymology is assigned. The
Byzantine and Arabian writers call it the Sea of Khoand the Russian anzares, after a powerful nation
nalists knew it in the tenth century under the name of
Gualenskoi or Shmalenskoi-More, after the Shawlis a
Slavonian people, not much known, that lived on the
Wolga. The name given to this sea in the ZendaVesta is, however, worthy of remark. That apocryphal work, which is full of old traditions, calls this sea
Tchcka^t Daeti, or " the great water of the judgment."
Perhaps Noah's flood, as described in some of the
Eastern traditions, might have a connexion with a
sinking of the earth, which had destroyed the inhabitants of an extensive country, and converted it into
this remarkable sea.
{Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 2, p.
;

;
Olympias was put to death, and
the victor married Thessalonica, half-sister of the conqueror of Asia, who, with other members of the royal
of the place, fallen into his
family, had, by the capture

The nuptials were celebrated in a style of the
greatest magnificence, and the active governor chose
to mark his accession to power by building Cassandrea
on the Isthmus of Pallene, and by restoring to its anhands.

cient splendour the city of Thebes.
Aspiring now to
the throne, he found powerful opponents in Antigonus
and Ptolemy, who, in order to strengthen their side,
proclaimed liberty for the whole of Greece, awd this

country became, in consequence, the theatre of war,
which was terminated at last by a treaty, B.C. 311.
The conditions of this treaty were, that, until Alexander, son of Roxana, should be of age, Cassander was
130, Brussels ed.)
short time before to hold the government of Macedon and Greece, LyCiiss.iNDKR, son of Antipater.
the death of Alexander, he crossed over into Asia for simachus that of Thrace, Ptolemy that of Egypt, and
The death of the young
the purpose of defending his father against the accusa- Antigonus that of Asia.
tions of Olympias ; and when, after the decease of the Alexander was, without doubt, one of the secret conMacedonian monarch, Antipater was appointed regent, ditions of this league, for Cassander caused him to be
his son received from him the command of the Asiatic put to death not long after, together with his mother
The ambitious views, however, of the young Roxana, and no attempt was made by the other conhorse.
Cassander, induced his parent to bequeath to him no tracting parties to punish him for the deed. Polyspershare in the government, and Cassander, therefore, chon, moreover, influenced by Cassander, put to death
The race
wishing to annul the arrangements which his father Hercules, son of Alexander and Barsine.
had made at his death, gave Nicanor the command of of Alexander being thus extinct, Antigonus assumed
the garrison in the Munychia at Athens, by means of the title of king, in which he was imitated by Ptolsecret orders, before the news of his father's death emy, Lysimachus, and Cassander, and these three soon
could reach that city, and thus secured for himself an found themselves obliged to unite their forces against
He then crossed over into Antigonus and his son Demetrius, who aimed at noimportant stronghold.
Asia, in order to secure the co-operation of Ptolemy thing less than reuniting under their sway all the
and Antigonus. During his absence, Polysperchon countries once ruled over by Alexander. Antigonus
sent an army into Attica, and issued a decree for the having lost the battle of Ipsus, B.C. 301, and Demere-establishment of democracy in all the Grecian cities, trius being too feeble in point of resources to make any
in place of the aristocratic forms of government which effectual opposition, Cassander found himself the tranHe did not, however,
'I'his edict had
had been brought in by Alexander.
quil possessor of Macedonia.
all the effect which Polysperdion intended, and the
long enjoy the fruits of his labours, but died, B.C. 298,
cities of Greece drove out, for the most part, those in- of a dropsy which ended in the morbus pedicularis.
dividuals who were at the head of their aflfHirs.
The He had by Thessalonica three sons, Philip, Antipater,
It is difl!icult to form a true opinion
Athenians, likewise, put many persons to death, in the and Alexander.
number of whom was the celebrated Phocion, but could of the character of this prince. The Greek virriters
not dislodge the garrison from the Munychia.
Cas- have not done justice to him, since they regarded both

A

sander, having returned with troops and vessels, which
hf. had obtained from
Antigonus. seized upon the Pira;us,

and compelled the Atheniatis

more

to an aristocratic rule, at the head of

submit once
which he
Demetrius
the
Phalerean.
He
then
went into
placed
where
he
had
Macedonia,
many partisans, and conferred the reins of government on Eurydice and her

husband

;

to

and, after this, returning to the Peloponne-

sus, he drew many of the Grecian cities over to his
side.
While he was occupied with the siege of Tegea
in Arcadia, Polysperchon, in order to check the influence of Eurydice, advised the recall of Olympias, the

him and his father Antipater as foes to popular freedom. We cannot refuse him, however, the praise^of
valour and of considerable talents for government.
He loved letters, had copied Homer with his own

hand, and could repeat from memory a large number
of his verses. Still, however, no excuse can be found
for his conduct towards the mother and the children oi
ambition alone was the inAlexander.
grasping
His son
these acts of bloodshed
citing cause to
but died the same year with hi»
Philip succeeded him,
second son, put to death his
father.
Antipater, his
own mother, for having, after the decease of Cassan-

A

—

311

CAS

CAS
der, favoured, as

son of

he thought, the interests of his brothof Demetrius,

The latter, with the aid
Antigonus, made war upon him

er Alexander.

when about

to

become reconciled

for this; but,

to him,

was

treach-

erously slain by Demetrius, his own ally ; and Antipater was afterward put to death by his own father-in-

law Lysimachus.

—Id.,

15, 2,

{Justin, 13, 4, 18.

3.— Id.,

16, 2,

1,

—

Id., 14,6, 12.

&c.—Diod.

Sic., 18,

seqq.—Id., 18, 54, &c.)
Cassandra, daughter of Priam and Hecuba. She
was beloved by Apollo, and promised to listen to his
addresses, provided he would grant her the knowledge
of futurity.
This knowledge she obtained but she
was regardless of her promise
and Apollo, in revenge, determined that no credit should ever be at3,

:

;

employed, and held
live of Scyllacium

in

high estimation.

He wa3

a

nj^-

Graecia, and descended
of a noble family, his father having held a considerable
office under Odoacer.
In 514 he was sole consul,
in

Magna

and afterward commander of the praetorian guard and
It is in this latter capacity that he
secretary of state.
composed his twelve books of public epistles, or Variarum (Epistolarum), libri xii., consisting of various
writings and ordinances prepared by him from time
to time for the Ostrogothic kings.
They are the
most valuable of his works now extant, and give a
considerable and curious insight into the history and
manners of the age in which he lived. The style is
considered by Gibbon to be quaint and declamatory,

while Tiraboschi characterizes it as possessing a bartached to her predictions.
Hence her warnings re- barous elegance. During the whole of his continuspecting the downfall of Troy, and the subsequent ance in office, he was the patron of learning and of
misfortunes of the race, were disregarded by her coun- learned men, till the impending dissolution of the
When Troy was taken, she fled for shelter Gothic kingdom in Italy induced him to retire frona
trymen.
to the temple of Minerva, but was exposed there to the public life to the enjoyment of a learned leisure in a
In the division monastery of his own founding near his native place.
brutality of Ajax, the son of Oileus.
of the spoils she fell to the share of Agamemnon, and Here he divided his time between the study of the
was assassinated with him on his return to Mycense. Scriptures and other religious writings, and the conCassandra was called Priameis struction of various mechanical contrivances, such as
(Vid. Agamemnon.)
from her father and Alexandra, as the sister of Alex- water-clocks, sundials, curious lamps, &c., and is said
Lord Bacon considers this fable to to have lived in his retirement till 575, when his deander or Paris.
have been invented to express the inefficacy of unsea- cease took place in his ninety- sixth year. His writings
**
sonable advice
For they," affirms the great philos- were of various descriptions ; all his orations, highly
" who are
as also is his history
conceited, stubborn, or untractable, celebrated in their day, are lost
opher,
and listen not to the instructions of Apollo, the god of the Goths, comprised in twelve books, an abridgof harmony, so as to learn and observe the modula- ment of which by Jornandes is, however, still extant.
tions and measures of affairs, the sharps and flats of His devotional tracts, consisting of a " Commentary
" In.stitutions of Divine and Human
discourse, the difference between judicious and vulgar on the Psalms,"
cars, and the proper times of speech and silence, let Letters," "Commentaries on the Epistles of St. Paul,"
"
them be ever so intelligent, and ever so frank of their
On the Acts and Apostolical Epistles, and the Apocadvice, or their counsels ever so good and just, yet all alypse," &c., were composed by him in his seclusion.
their endeavours, either of persuasion or force, are of The editions of his works that we possess are that
little significance, and rather hasten the ruin of those
of Gravius, Colon., 1650, 8vo; that of Caret, Rotom.,
whom they advise. But at last, when the calamitous 1679, 8vo that of Lebrun des Marettes, Paris, 1685,
event has made the sufferers feel the effects of their 2 vols. 4to and that of L. A. Mnratori, Veron., 1736,
The last is the best. (Scholl, Hist. Rom. Lit.^
neglect, they too late reverence their advisers as deep, fol.

—
;

:

;

;

;

(Apollod., 3, 12, vol. 3, p. 174 and 329 —Id., vol. 4, p. 114.— BaAr,
Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 602.)
6.—Virg., Mn., 2, 324 —Bacon, Bt Sap. Vet. 1.)
Cassiope and Cassiepea, I. wife of Cepheus, king
Cassandrea, a city of Macedonia, on the neck of
It was founded by Cassanthe peninsula of Pallene.
of ..'Ethiopia, and mother of Andromeda.
Having of-

foreseeing, and faithful prophets."

der,

and he transferred to

it

the inhabitants of several
those of Po-

neighbouring towns, and, among others,
tidaea, and the remnant of the population
Cassandrea b said to have surpassed all
nian cities in opulence and splendour.
19, 52.)
Philip, the son of Demetrius,

of Olynthus.
the Macedo-

{Diod. Sic,

made use

off

fended the Nereids by her presumption in setting herthem as regarded beauty, Neptune, sympathizing with the anger of the sea-maidens, laid waste
the realms of Cepheus by an inundation and a seaself before

—

monster.
{Vid. Andromeda.)
Cassiope was made a
constellation after death in the southern hemisphere.
It consists of thirteen stars, and is placed over the

the place as his principal naval arsenal, and at one
The Arabians compare the stars
time caused a hundred galleys to be constructed in the head of Cepheus.
docks of that port. (Liv., 28, 8.) Pliny speaks of of this constellation to an open hand.
{Ideler, StemFrom Pro- namen, p. 81.) The form Cassiopea, which is someCassandrea as a Roman colony (4, 10).
It ought
copius we learn that this city at length fell a prey to times given to the Latin name, is incorrect.
the Huns, who left scarcely a vestige of it remaining. to be Cassiepea, from the Greek KaccriiTreia.
(ScaliButtmaiin in Ideler'' s Stem(^Bell. Pers., 2, ^.—Id., de Mdif., 4, 3.—Niceph.
ger, ad Manii, p. 459.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. namen, p. 308.) II. A harbour of Epirus, to the
Greg., vol. 1, p. 150.
south of Onchesmus, and probably so called frona
1, p. 246.)
was
enacted
lex
Cassia
by Cassius Longinus, its vicinity to a port and town of the same name
it
no
man
condemned
649.
the
III. A town and harbour
A.U.C.
By
by
peo- in the island of Corcyra.
of military power was permitted to en- of Corcyra, to the north of the city of Corcyra, at the
ple or deprived
II. Another, that the
ter the senate-house.
{Cic, Ep. ad Fam.,
people distance of about 120 stadia.
III. Another, called also fruIt probably derived its name from a temple
should vote by ballot.
16, 9 )
mentaria, proposed by the consuls C. Cassius and M. sacred to Jupiter Casius or Cassius.
{Plin., 4, 12.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Terentius, and hence sometimes termed Lex Cassia
It ordained, as is thought, that five modii
Terentia.
of grain should be given monthly to each of the poorer
It was passed A.U.C. 680.
(Sail.,
citizens, &c.
Hist, frag., p. 974, ed. Cort.)
Cassiodorus. Magnus Aurelius, an eminent statesman, orator, historian, and divine, who flourished du-

of the sixth century, under Thering the greater part
odoric, Amalasontha and her sons Athalaric, Theo-

doras and Viiiges, by
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all

of

whom

he was honourably

Procop. Goth., 4:, 22.) Suetonius relates {Vit. Ner.^
22), that Nero, in a voyage made to this island, sang
in public at the altar of this god.
Ptolemy also notices Cassiope (p. 85), and near it a cape of the same
name. Its vestiges remain on the spot which is still
called Sa7ita Maria di Cassopo.
the Cape di Santa Caterina.

The promontory is
{Cramer's AncierU

1, p. 162 )
Cassiterides, islands in the Western Ocean, where
tin was found, supposed to be the Scilly Islands of the

Greece, vol.

CAS

CAS
The
part of Cornwall.
derived from the Greek K.aaaiThe tin was obtained by the islanders
Tcpof, tin.
from the main land, and afterward sold to strangers.
Solinus (c. 22) mentions these islands under the name

He

modems, together with a

was a Latin poet of considerable

term Cassiterides

with Brutus and Cassius in the civil war, and obtained the oflSce of military tribune. After the defeat of the
republican forces he retired to Athens, and was put
to death by Q. Varius, who had been sent for that
(Schol. ad Horat., Ep., 1, 4,
purpose by Octavius.
He must not be confounded with Cassius the
3.)
Etrurian, who appears to have been a very rapid and

is

of Silurum InsulcE, and Sulpitius Severus (2, c. 51)
under that of Syltna Insula. {Mannerly Geogr., vol.
2, p. 238.)

Cassivellaunus, a monarch over part of Britain at
His territories were
the time of Caesar's invasion.
the river Taseparated from the maritime states by
He commanded the confederate
mesis or Thames.
In Dio Cassius the name is
against Caesar.
incorrectly written loviXXav, which Reimar changes
in the text to KacroveA/lavdv, but, in a note, thinks that

forces

the true form

is

KacoveXXav.

(Keim. ad Dton. Cass.,

Bode
40, 2.)
Polyaenus has KaaoXavAof (8, 23, 5).
has Casgives Cassabellaunus. Julius Celsus (p. 60)
melianuLSy and in another place (p. 61) CasmeUau7ius.
Cambden makes Cassivellaunus equivalent to Ca.ssiorum princeps. CjEsar makes mention of the Cassi
(whom Cambden calls Cassii) in a part of his Com(Cas., B. G.,

mentaries.

Reimar

y

5, 11.

—

Id. ib.,

c.

21.

—

I.e.)

C. or C. Cassius Longinus, one of the
Even when a boy
conspirators against Julius Cagsar.
he is said to have been remarkable for the pride and
Cassius,

I.,

violence of his temper, if we may believe the anecdotes recorded of him by Plutarch {Vit. Brut., c. 9)
and Valerius Maximus (3, 1). He accompanied Cras8US into Parthia as his quaestor, and disti-nguished himself, after the death of his general, by conducting the

wreck of the Roman army back to Syria in safety.
At the beginning of the civil war he was one of the
We find him after this comtribunes of the people.
manding

the Syrian squadron in

Pompey's

A

fleet,

and

short time before the
infesting the coasts of Sicily.
battle of Pharsalia he had burned the entire fleet of the

enemy, amounting
of Messana.

to thirty-five ships, in the harbour

The news

of

Pompey's

defeat, however,

deterred him from pursuing his advantages, and, resigning the contest, he submitted to Cssar in Asia
Mmor, when the latter was returning from Egypt into
Cicero, however, asserts, that at this very time
Cassius had intended to assassinate the man whose
clemency he was consenting to solicit, had not an accident prevented the accomplishment of his purpose.
He was not only spared by Caesar,
{Philipp., 2, 11.)
but was appointed by him one of his lieutenants, a faItaly.

vour bestowed by magistrates upon their friends, in
order to invest them with a public character, and thus
enable them to reside or to travel in the provinces with

Even during the last
greater comfort and dignity.
campaign of Caesar in Spain, Cassius wrote to Cicero,
saying that he was anxious that Caesar should be victorious, for that he preferred an old and merciful master to a new and cruel one.
(Czc, Ep. ad Fam., 15,
He also, together with Brutus, was appointed
19.)
for
the
one of the praetors
year 709 {Fluf., Vrt.
Brut., c. 7 —Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 11, 2, et 3). at a
moment in which he was entirely discontented with
and he is said to have been the
Caesar's government
person by whose intrigues the first eleraer)ts of the
Cassius had married Junia,
conspiracy were formed.
the sister of Brutus, and it was partly
through her
means that he made his approaches, when seeking to
gain over her brother and induce him to join in the
;

After the assassination of C»sar, Cassius, together with Brutus, raised an army to maintain his
country's freedom.
They were met by Octavius and
Antony at Philippi. The wing which Cassius commanded being defeated, he imagined that all was lost,
and killed himself, B.C. 42.
Brutus gave him an
honourable burial, and called him, with tears, the last
of the Romans.
II. Parmensis, so
{Vid. Brutus.)

plot.

—

called from his
having

R»

been born

at

Parma

in Italy,

talent.

sided

—

Schol., ad
{Horat., Serm., 1, 10, 61.
inclines to the opinion, that the person sent by Octavius, to put to death Cassius of Parma, was not Varius, but Varus, a commander of his,
and the same individual to whom Virgil alludes.

poor writer.

Ruhnken

loc.)

{Kuhnk. ad.

Veil.

early annalist of

Paterc,

2,

Rome, who

83.)— III. Hemina, an
flourished about

—

A.U.C.

Funcc. de Adolesc,
Voss., de Hist. Lat., 1, 7.
L., 6, 7.—Maffei, Ver. Illuslr., 3, p. 35.)— IV.
Roman lawyer, remarkable for his strictness in dis-

608.

(

A

L

Hence severe and rigid magistrates
pensing justice.
were called from him Cassiani Judices. {Cic., pro
Rose c. 30.) V. A Roman orator, distinguished for

—

,

same

his eloquence, and fond, at the
ging in satirical composition.

He was

time, of indulexiled by Au-

gustus to the island of Seriphus, where he ended his
His full name was T. Cassius
days in wretchedness.
Severus.
{Tacit., Ann., 1, 75.—Id. tb., 4, 21.—
Lips, ad Tacit., 4, 21.)
Castabala, a city of Cappadocia, northeast of Cybistra, and near the source of one of the branches of
Col. Leake is inclined to identify it with
the Halys.
this latter place answers
Castabala was remarkable for a

modern Nigde, but

the

rather to Cadyna.

It was asserted, that
temple sacred to Diana Perasia.
the priestesses of the goddess could tread with naked
feet on burning cinders without receiving any injury.
The statue of Diana was also said to have been the
identical one brought by Orestes from Tauris, whence
the name of Perasia, "/rom beyond sea" (Trcpa), was
(Slrah., 538.
Steph. Byz.,
thought to be derived.
Cramer^s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p 132.)
s. V.
Castauus fons, or Castalia, I. a celebrated fountIt
ain on Mount Parnassus, sacred to the Muses.

—

—

poured down the cleft or chasm between the two
summits, being fed by the perpetual snows of the
mountain. " The Castalian spring," says Dodwell,
" is
The
and forms an excellent

clear,
beverage.
water, which oozes from the rock, was in ancient
times introduced into a hollow square, where it waa
retained for the use of the Pythia and the oracular
The fountain is ornamented with pendent
priests.
a large fig-tree.
After a
ivy, and overshadowed by
quick descent to the bottom of the valley, through a

narrow and rocky glen,

it

joins the

—

little

river Pleis-

II. Another in
{Travels, vol. 1, p. 172 )
SyThe waters of this fountain were
ri?, near Daphne.
behoved to give a knowledge of futurity to those wHb
The oracle at the fountain promised Hadrank them.

tus."

drian the supreme power when he was yet in a private station. He had the fountain shut up with stones
when he ascended the throne. {Amm. MarcelL, 22,
12.

— Cas'iub.

ad Sparlian.,

Vit.

Hadr.,

2.

—

Id.

ad

c. 8.)
Capitol., Vit. Antonin., Phlos.,
Castellum, a term of frequent occurrence in ancient geography, as indicating some fortified post or
became the site of a city.
which in later

days

castle,

important of these are, I. Castellum, or,
sometimes given, Munimkntum Trajanm, a
and enlarpost on the Rhine, strengthened

The most
as

it

is

fortified

ged by Trajan and Julian.

It is

now

Castel.

{Amm.

init.)—U. Castellum .Akianorum,
now Castel-Naudarey in France, in the department
o^ Aude.—\l\. Castellum Baluum, now Castel Balnow
do, on the Adige— IV. Castellum Hunnorum,
Castellaun in Prussia, on the river Duin.—V. CastelMarc'eli,

17,

lum Menapiorum, now
ern bank of the

Kessel, a village on the west-

Maas.—Yl. Castsllum Morinorum,
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CAS
now

Montcassel, northeast of St.

VII.

Castkllum Turentinum,

CAS

—

Omer

in France.
Leda diifers little from Leto, and may therefore be rePicenum, now garded as darkness : she is married to Tyndarus, a
{Pomp, in Cic, Epist. ad Fam., 8, name which seems to be of a family of words relating

Torre Segura.

in

^

12.)

j

Casthan^a,

a

town of Thessaly, on

the coast of

Magnesia, northwest of the promontory Sepias. It is
noticed by Herodotus in his account of the terrible
storm experienced by the fleet of Xerxes off this coast

183.— Compare
name is written by
(7,

Strab.,

US.—Plin.,

The

4, 9).

Steph. Byz. Kaaravaia {Castancea), and in the Etymoi. Mag. Kaaravia {Castania.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 424).

—

Castor and Pollux

(in Greek Kdarwp and TiolvdevKTjq), twin brothers, the latter the son of Leda and
Jupiter, the former of Leda and Tyndarus.
{Vid.

The

Leda.)

earliest exploit of these twin heroes,
born at Amyclse in Laconia, was the re-

who were

covery of their sister Helen from the hands of Theseus,
whose mother JEthra they dragged into captivity.
They took part in all the great undertakings of their
time, were at the Calydonian hunt, accompanied Hercules against the Amazons, sailed in the Argo, and
aided Peleus to storm lolcos.
Pollux was ihe most

distinguished pugilist, Castor the most experienced
charioteer of his day.
Mercury bestowed on them the
fleet steeds
Phlogius and Harpagus, the offspring of
the harpy Podarge : Juno gave them the swift Xanthus and Cyllarus.
The brothers fell into the very

same offence which

they had punished in Theseus.
Being invitJ^d to the wedding- feast by their cousins
Idas and Lynceus, the sons of Aphareus, who had
married their cousins Pbcebe and Hilaera, the daughters of Leucippus, they became enamoured of the
Idas and his brother
brides, and carried them oflf.
In the conflict Csslor fell by the spear
pursued them.
of Idas
and Pollux, aided by the thunder of Jove,
slew the two sons of Aphareus.
{Schol. ad II., 3,
2i'S.—Schol. adPind, Nem., 10, 112.— Hygin., fab.,
Another account says, that the four heroes
80.)
IJas
joined to drive oflf the herds of the Arcadian-.
;

was appointed

to divide the booty.

He

killed »n.

ex

;

and, dividing it into four parts, said that one half cf
the prey should fall to him who had first eaten his
*hare, and the remainder to him who next finished.
He then quickly devoured his own and his brother's
The
part, and drove the whole herd to Messene.
Dioscuri {AtoaKovpoi, Jove's sons), as Castor and his
brother were called, made war on Messene.
Driving
jfF all the cattle which they met, they laid themselves
^n ambush in a hollow tree.
But Lynceus, whose

could penetrate the trees and the rocks, as.ended the top of Taygetus, and, looking over on
the Peloponnesus, saw them there
whereupon he
ind his brother hastened to attack them.
Castor fell
l>y the spear of Idas ; Pollux pursued the slayers, and,
foming up with them at the tomb of their father Aphaeus, was struck by them in the breast with the pillar
Unretarded by the blow, he rushed
.oelonging to it.
killed Lynceus with his
tx\, and
spear ; and Jupiter,
it the same moment, struck Idas with a thunderbolt.
vision

;

Schol. ad

Find, Nem., 10, lU.—Tzetz. ad LyPollux was inconsolable for the loss
ophr., 511.)
f his brother ; and Jupiter, on his prayer, gave him
uis choice of being taken up himself to Olympus, and
aharing the honours of Mars and Minerva, or of dividing them with his brother, and for them to live day and
day alternately in heaven and under the earth. Pollux
chose the latter, and divided his immortality with CasSchol. ad Theoctor.
{Find., Nem., 10, 103, seqq.

I

to light, flame, or heat.
(Possibly there may have
been a Pelasgic word akin to the German ziinden, and
the Anglo-Saxon tendan, whence the English tinder.

The

children of

Leda by Tyndarus

or Jupiter, that is
" the
bright god,'" are Helena,
" adorner''''
(«u^(j,
lights, Castor,

by Jupiter- Tyndarus,
"
{k'Xa,

brightness''''

'^toadorn^^ ox

'^

(^fvw, SevKi^g).

regulate'''),

and Polydeukes,

In Helena, therefore,
for Selene, or the moon

'^

dcwful"

we have

only
another name
the Adurner
a very appropriate name for the day, whose light
adorns all nature
and nothing can be more apparent
than the suitableness of Dewful to the night.
It is
rather curious, that, in the legend, Helena is connected
by birth with Polydeukes rather than with Castor.
Another explanation of this myth views the brothers
as sun and moon, to which their names and the form
of the legend are equally well adapted.
VVelcker,
who adopts this latter opinion, makes Castor the same
as Astor {Starry), and Polydeukes the same as PolyThis latter etymology will remind
leukes {Lightful).
us at once of the Latin form of the name Pol-lux, and
is much better, as far as we can hazard an opinion,
than the other derivation for the name Polydeukes
given above. {Welcker, Tril., p. 130, 220, 271.) To
proceed to the other names of the legend, Idas and
Lynceus, that is. Sight and Light, are the children of
Aphareus or Phareus, that is, the Shiner {(jnlu) and
the two daughters of Leucippus or White-horsed (an
epithet of the Dioscuri, Eurip., Hei, 639), are Phoebe,
;

is

;

—

;

Brightness, and Hilaera, Joyful (tAapof), which last
an epithet given to the moon by Empedocles. {Flut.,
In the Cypria they were
de Fac. in Orb. Luna, 2.)
called the daughters of Apollo.
{Pausan., 3, 16, 1.)
That these were original divinities is demonstrated
by their being objects of worship. The Dioscuri were
also called Anaces {'AvaKec) or kings, and had their
is

—

They were represented genertemples and statues.
a spear
ally as two youths on horseback, each holding
in his hand, and their heads surmounted by a circular
cap, fabled by the poets to be a half egg, in allusion
to the circumstances of their birth, but referring evidently to the cosmogonical egg, and forming an additional proof, if one were needed, of the truth of our

The Dioscuri were also
explanation of the legend.
identified with the Cabiri, and were regarded as the
protectors of ships in tempests {Eurip., Orest., 1653.
—Id., Hei, 1663) ; and the St. Elmo's fire, as it is
now

termed, was ascribed to them.

They were

said to be the constellation of the twins.

Mythology,

p.

also

{Keightley's

430, seqq.)

Castra, a term of frequent occurrence

in ancient

site of some
geography, and generally indicating the
Roman or other encampment. From the winter quar-

Romans, strongly fortified according to established custom, and presenting the aj)pearance of cities in miniature, many towns in Europe are supposed
to have had their origin ; in England particularly those,
The
the names of which end in cester or Chester.

ters of the

—

principal

are as
places indicated by the term castra
I. Castra ad Garumnam, now Caslres, on

follows
II. Castra Constantina,
the Garonne in France.
now Coutances, on the river Soulle in Normandy.
III.
Castra Cornelia, a city of Africa, in the
:

—

—

being personifications of natural powers and objects.
This is confirmed by the names in the myth, all of

neighbourhood of Utica, where Scipio pitched his first
It is now Gellah.
in the second Punic war.
{Plin., 5, 4.— Mela, 1, 7.)— IV. Castra ExploraTORUM, now Netherby, on the borders of Scotland. V. Castra Hannibalis, now Castellete in Calabria.
VI. Castra Ind^eorum, a place in Lower Egypt,
now Jehudieh VII. Castra Trajana, a place in
Dacia, now Ribnik in Wallachia.
Castrum, a term of frequent occurrence in ancient

which seem

geography.

—

137, seqq.—ApoUod., 3, 11, 2.—Tzetz. ad
Lycophr., .5, U.—Ovid, Fasti, 5, 699, seqq.)— The
remarkable circumstance of the two brothers living and
dying alternately, leads at once to a suspicion of their

rit.,22,

to
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refer to

light or its opposite.

Thus,

camp

—

—

The

are
principal places thus designated

CAT

CAT
:

now Santa Marinella. D'Anville, however, makes
II.
correspond to the modern Torre Chiarruccia.
Castrifm lNUi,a place on the coast of Latium, between
Antium and Ardea. {Virg., Mn., 6, 775.) AccordIII.
the same with Pan.
ing to Livy (1,5), Inuus was
Castkum Lucii, now Chains in France, in the deof
I.
Here Richard
Engpartment of Upper Vienne.

—

is
it

—

land

same with the Marsyas. (Compare
d'Hirodote, vol. 8, p. \0^.— Table Giographique, and the authorities there cited.)
Cath.(Ea, a country of Asia, the precise situation
Mannert places it northeast of
of which is doubtful.
the Malli, in the vicinity of the Hydraotes. The chief
town was Sangala. Diodorus Siculus calls the people
Catheri.
Thevenot is supposed to allude to their descendants under the name of Cattry, that is, the Kultry

of Asia Minor,
I. Castrum Novum, a town of Etruria,
Centum Cellae, and situate on the coast. It Larcher, Hist.

as follows

south of

died.

— IV.

Switzerland.

Castrum Sedunum, now Sion

was

It

also called Civitas

in

Sedunorum.

{Casaub. ad Suet., Vit. Aug., c. 58.)
Castulo, a town of Hispania Baetica, on the Baetis,
Now Cazlona. {Pint., Vil. Sert.
west of Corduba.

—Liv., 24. 41.)
Catabathmus,

the

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5, p. 56.)
Catilina, L. Sergius a Roman of patrician rank,
and the last of the gens Sergia. Of his father and
the former would seem
grandfather little is known
to have been in indigent circumstances, from the lantribe or Rajpoots.

:

guage of Quintus Cicero
a great declivity,

whence

its

name,

YLarataSiio^, separating Cyrenaica from Egypt.
Some ancalled by the Arabs Akabct-assolom.
cient writers, and in particular Sallust, make this the
There
and Africa.
point of separation between Asia
was another Catabathmus in the Libyan nome, called
It is

now

It lay southeast
parvus, as this was styled magnus.
Flin.,
of Parjetonium.
{Sallust, Jug., 17 et 19.

—

{de Petitione Consulalus, c.
of Catiline as having been born amid
The
the poverty of his father {in pa/ris egestalc).
Silus or Silo, distingreat-grandfather, M. Sergius
guished himself greatly in the second Punic war, and
was present in the battles of Ticinus, Trebia, Trasymenus, and Cannae. Pliny (7, 29) speaks of his exThe cruelty of Catstrain.
ploits in a very animated
iline's disposition, his undaunted resolution, and the
2),

who speaks

—

a distindepravity of his morals, fitted him for acting
scenes of the
part in the turbulent and bloody

5,5.)

Catadupa, a name given by the Greek geographers guished,
Nile (Cataractes Minor),
and intended to indicate the loud noise occasioned by
the fall of thewaters (/cara and dovirog, a heavy, crashIt was situate in the Thebais, at Dodecaing sound).
schcenus, to the south of Elephantina, and near Philae.
Senec,
Plin., 5, 9.
{Cic., Sam. Scip., c. 5.
to the smaller cataract of the

—

—

He embraced the interest
period in which he lived.
of Sylla, in whose army he held the office of quoestor.
That monster in his victory had in Catiline an able
coadjutor,

whose heart knew no sympathy and

lewdness no bounds.

He

rejoiced in the carnage

his

and

plunder of the proscribed, gratifying at one time his
Quasi. Nat., 4, 2.) The ancients believed that the own private resentments by bringing his enemies to
at another the bloody manneighbouring inhabitants were deprived of hearing by punishment, and executing
dates of the dictator himself.
the constant roar of the waters
{Cic, I. c.)
Many citizens of noCatana, a city of Sicily, on the eastern coast, at the ble birth are said by Quintus Cicero {de Petit. Cons.,
base of ^Etna, and a short distance below the river Acis c. 23) to have fallen by his hand ; and, according to
and the Cyclopum Scopuli. It was founded by a colony Plutarch {Vit. SylL, c. 3^—Vit. Cic, c. 10), he had
from Chalcis in Euboea, five years after the settlement assassinated his own brother during the civil war, and
of Syracuse. Catana, like all the other colonies of Gre- now, to screen himself from prosecution, persuaded
cian origin, soon became independent of any foreign Sylla to put him down among the proscribed as a perHe murdered too, with his own hands,
control, and, in consequence of the fertility of the sur- son still alive.
rounding country, attained to a considerable degree of his sister's husband, a P^oman knight of a mild and
It does not appear, however, to have been peaceable character.
{Q. Cic, de Petit. Cons., c. 3.)
prosperity.
One of the most horrid actions, however, of which he
at any time a populous city ; and hence Hiero of
Syracuse was enabled without difficulty to transfer was guilty, would seem to have been the killing of
A new colony of Pel- M. Marius Gratidianus.anear relation of the celebrated
the inhabitants to Leontini.
Sylla had put the name of this individual on
oponnesians and Syracusans was established here by Marius.
him, and the place called -^tna, from its proximity to the list of the proscribed, whereupon Catiline entered
the mountain.
Find., Pyth., 1.) the dwelling of the unfortunate man, exhausted upon
{Diod. Sic, 11,49.
After the death of Hiero, the new colonists were his person all the refinements of cruelty and insult,
driven out by the Siculi, and the old inhabitants from and having at last put an end to his existence, carried
Leontini then came, and, recovering possession of the his bloody head in triumph through the streets of Rome,
find and brought it to Sylla as he sat on his tribunal in the
place, changed its name again to Catana.
Catana after this possessed for a short time by the forum. When this was done, the murderer washed
into
the
hands of his hands in the lustral water at the door of Apollo's
Athenians, and subsequently falling
This tyrant, according to Di- temple, which stood in the immediate vicinity. {SejtDionysius of Syracuse.
Catiline was peculiarly dangerous
odorus Siculus (14, 15), sold the inhabitants as slaves, eca, de Ira, 3, 18.)
and gave the city to his mercenary troops, the Cam- and formidable, as his power of dissimulation enabled
in.
Such was his
It is probable, however, that he him to throw a veil over his vices.
pani, to dwell
Roonly sold those who were taken with arms in their art, that, while he was poisoning the minds of the
hands, and that many of the old population remained, man youth, he gained the friendship and esteem of the
!

—

—

^

We

—

since Dionysius afterward persuaded these same Cam{Diod. Sic, 14,
pani to migrate to the city of JEtna.
58.)

Catana

fell

into the

power of the Romans du-

The mod{Plin., 7, 60.)
ring the first Punic war.
ern name is Catania, and the distance from it to the
summit of iEtna is reckoned thirty miles. {Mannert,
Geogr., vol. 9,

CataonIa, a

pt. 2, p.

287.)

tract of country in the southern part

The
of Cappadocia.
It answers now
gin.

inhabitants

were of Cilician

ori-

canton of Aladeuli, in the
(Compare Mannert, Geogr., vol.
to the

severe Catulus.
Equally well qualified to deceive the
own
good, to intimidate the weak, and to inspire his
boldness into his depraved associates, he evaded two
accusations brought against him by Clodius, for criminal intercourse with a Vestal, and for monstrous extortions of which he had been guilty while proconsul
He was suspected also of
in Africa (A.U.C. 687).
murdered his first wife and his son. A con-

having

many young men of high birth and daring
who saw no other means of extricating

federacy of
character,

themselves from their enormous debts than by obtainthe state, having been formed,
ing the highest offices of
This eminence be
Catiline was placed at their head.
owed chiefly to his connexion with the old soldiers of
river Sylla, by moans of whom he kept in awe the town*

pachalic of Adana.
6, pt. 2, p. 222, seqq.)
Cataractes, I. a river of Pamphylia, falling into
It derived its ancient name
the sea near Attalia.

from

its

impetuosity.

Now

Dodensoui.

—
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Rome, and even Rome itself. At the same time my of the Roman state. Cicero then rose and deliyhe numbered among his adherents not only the worst ered that bold oration against him, which was the
and lowest of the riotous populace, but also many of means of saving Rome by driving Catiline from the
the patricians and men of consular rank.
Everything city. The conspirators who remained, Lentulus, Cenear

favoured his audacious scheme.
Pompey was pursuing the victories which Lucullus had prepared for him,
and the latter was but a feeble supporter of the patriots

who wished

him, but in vain, to put
himself at their head.
Crassus, who had delivered Italy from the gladiators, was now striving with mad
in

the senate,

eagerness after power and riches, and, instead of opposing, countenanced the growing influence of CatiCaesar,
line, as a means of his own aggrandizement.

who was lalwuring

to revive the
party of

Marius, spared
CatiUne, and, perhaps, even encouraged him. Only two

Romans remained determined to uphold their falling
Cato and Cicero the latter of whom alone
country
possessed the qualifications necessary for the task.
The conspirators were now planning the elevation of
Catiline and one of his accomplices to the consulship.

—

;

When this was effected, they hoped to obtain possession
of the public treasures and the property of the citizens,
under various pretexts, and especially by means of proIt is not probable, however, that Catiline
scription.
had promised them the liberty of burning and plunderCicero had the courage to stand candiing Rome.
date for the consulship, in spite of the impending danger, of the extent of which he was perfectly aware.
Neither insults nor threats, nor even riots and attempts
to assassinate him, deterred him from his purpose ;
and, being supported by the rich citizens, he gained
All that the party of Catiline
his election, B.C. 65.
could accomplish was the election of Caius Antonius,
one of their accomplices, as colleague of Cicero. This
failure, however, did not deprive Catiline of the hope
For
of gaining the consulship the following year.
this purpose he redoubled the measures of terror, by
means of which he had laid the foundation of his powMeanwhile he had lost some of the most imporer.
tant members of his conspiracy.
Antony had been
prevailed upon or compelled by Cicero to remain neutral.
Caesar and Crassus had resolved to do the same.
Spain.
Italy, however, was
veterans of Sylla only waited
up arms. This signal was now
given by Catiline. The centurion Manlius appeared
among them, and formed a camp in Etruria. Cicero

Piso had been killed
destitute of troops.
the signal to take

in

The

was on

the watch, and a fortunate accident disclosed
him the counsels of the conspirators. One of them,
Curius, was on intimate terms with a woman of doubtful reputation, Fulvia by name, and had acquainted
her with their plans.
Through this woman Cicero
learned that two knights had undertaken to assassiOn the day which they had
nate him at his house.
to

fixed for the execution of their plan, they found his
Still Cicero delayed to
doors barred and guarded.
make public the circumstances of a conspiracy, the
progress and resources of which he wished first to asHe contented himself with warning his felcertain.
low-citizens, in general terms, of the impending danBut when the insurrection of Manlius was made
ger.
known, he procured the passage of the celebrated de" that the consuls should take care that the recree,
no detriment." By a decree of this
public received
kind, the consuls or other magistrates named therein
were, in accordance with the custom of the state,
armed with the supreme civil and military authority.

thegus, and other infamous senators, engaged to
head the insurrection in Rome as soon as Catiline

According to Cicero and Salintention of the conspirators to set
the city on fire, and massacre the inhabitants.
At any
rate, these horrid consequences might have easily followed from the circumstances of the case, without any
appeared
lust, it

at the
gates.

was the

previous resolution.
Lentulus, Cethegus, and the
other conspirators, in the mean while, were carrying on
their criminal
plots.
They apphed to the ambassadors of the Allobroges to transfer the war to the frontiers of Italy itself.
These, however, revealed the
plot, and their disclosures led to others still more im-

The correspondence of
portant.
with their leader was intercepted.

the

conspirators

The senate had
a notorious crime to punish.
As the circumstances of the case did not allow of a minute observance of form in the proceedings against the conspirators, the laws relating thereto were disregarded, as
had been done in former instances of less pressing
Cjesar spoke against immediate execution,
danger.
but Cicero and Cato prevailed.
Five of the conspirators were put to death.
Caius Antonius was then appointed to march against Catiline, but, on the eve of

now

under pretence of being disabled by the gout,
he gave the command to his lieutenant Petreius.
The
battle was fought at Pistoria (now Pistoia) in Etruria,
and erjded in the complete overthrow of the insurgents.
Catiline, on finding that all was lost, resolved to die
sword in hand. His followers imitated his example.
The history of Catiline's conspiracy has been written
battle,

—

The conspiracy of Catiline, as described
by this historian and Cicero, is considered by some
persons to contain many improbabilities. It is incredible, say they, that a man like Catiline, unconnected
with the regular popular party, should have seriously
hoped to effect a revolution nor can it be believed
that any of the nobility would have submitted themEven if he
selves to the guidance of such a leader.
had succeeded in setting fire to the city and destroying the principal senators, the praetor of the nearest
province would presently have marched against him,
and would have crushed him with little difficulty

by Sallust.

;

But they who argue thus, forget that Catiline was a
patrician of noble family ; that he had been praetor ,
and that he was considered by Cicero as his most dangerous competitor for the consulship
He had been
candidate for that office.
la's

proscription as a

man who

when he was
known in Syl-

scrupled at nothing

Rome

;

whom

such a
character was the greatest recommendation, and who
would gladly follow any one that possessed it. That
this party was inconsiderable in point of political power,
is true
and they accordingly hoped to effect their designs by fire and assassination rather than by open
force.
But if Catiline could have once made himself
master of the city, no one can doubt but that he would
have found a majority in the Comitia ready, either
from fear or sympathy in his projects, to elect him
consul or dictator; and, when once invested with the
title of a legal magistrate, and in possession of the
seat of government, he would ]M*>bably have persuaded
a very great part of the community to remain neu-

and there was a large party

in

to

;

person of one tral, while his own active supporters, the profligate
in and out of young nobility, the needy plebeians, the discontented
Rome ; still more difficult would it be to prove his Italian allies, and the restless veterans of Sylla's arwho were accomplices with him, or, mies, would have enabled him to defy the efforts of
guilt before those
at least, were willing to make use of his plans to serve any neighbouring prsetor who might have been disHe had to choose between two posed to attack him. He might have held the governtheir own interests.
an^^ although
a revolution within the city, or a civil war he ment as easily as Cinna had done
evils
Catiline had the boldness to take Pompey might have imitated successfully the conlatter.
preferred the
his seat in the senate, known as he was to be the ene- duct of Sylla, in returning from Asia to revenge the

It

was exceedingly

who had

difficult to seize the

soldiers at his

—

command, both

:
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cause of the aristocracy, yet the chance of resisting
him was not so ho[)eless as to dismay a set of desperate conspirators, who, in their calculations, would
have been well contented if the probability of their

was only

than that of their suc&c.—
cess.
(Sail., Bell. Cat.—Cic, Or. in Cat., 1,
Id., pro Muran., c. 25.
Encyclop. Amer., vol. 3, p.
3, seqg.
Encyclop. MetropoL, Div. 3, vol. 2, p. 176,
failure

a little greater

—

—

not.)

Catillus or Catilus. Vid. Tibur.
Catius, M. a fictitious name in Horace (Scrm., 2,
4), under which the poet alludes to an entire class of
persons, who abused the genuine doctrines of Epicurus, and made a large portion of human felicity consist in the

pleasures of the table.

und Abhandlungcn,

According

to

p. 59),

—

'•
have been an Epicurean, and to have written on the
Nature of Things," and " the Sovereign Good." With
this account Acron and Porphyrion agree.
Cicero,
moreover, speaks of the Epicurean Catius, from Insubria, as of a writer who had died only a short time previous.
{Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 15, 16.
Compare Quinfil., 10, 1.)
Still, however, the explanation we have
of
Horace's
satire
the
and,
spirit
given suits better
besides, Catius had died some time before, and was
I. c.)
almost entirely forgotten.
{Heindorf,
Cato, a surname of the Porcian family, rendered
illustrious by M. Porcius Cato, a celebrated Roman,

—

;

surnamed Censorius, in allusion to the severity with
which he discharged the office of censor, and hence
" Cato the Cencommonly styled, at the present day,
sor."
Other surnames were, Priscus, "the old," and
" the
elder," both alluding to his having preMajor,
ceded, in the order of time, the younger Cato, who

committed suicide at Utica. The subject of the present sketch was born 232 B.C., at Tusculum, of plebeian parents.
His family were in very moderate circumstances, and little, if anything, was known of it,
until

he himself made the name a conspicuous one.

His father left him a small farm in the Sabine territory, and here the first years of his youth were spent.
The state of public aflfairs, however, soon compelled
him to take up arms for the defence of his country.
The second Punic war had broken out, and Hannibal
had invaded

Cato, therefore, served his

Italy.

first

campaign at the age of seventeen, under Fabius MaxiFive
mus, when he besieged the city of Capua.
years after this he fought under the same commander
at the siege of Tarentum, and, after the capture of this
place, became acquainted with the Pythagorean Nearchus, who initiated him into the principles of that
system of philosophy, with which, in practice, he had
The waA^ing ended, Cato
already become familiar.

Near this ^Rre stood a cotManius Curius Dentatus, who had

returned to his farm.
tage belonging to

repeatedly triumphed over the Sabines and Samnites,
and had at length driven Pyrrhus from Italy. Cato was

accustomed frequently to walk over to the humble
abode of this renowned commander, where he was
struck with admiration at the frugality of its owner,
and the skilful management of the farm which was
attached to

it.

Henc^gt became

down along

sat

with them at table, eating
the same wine. Valerius

same bread and drinking

the

Flaccus, a noble and powerful Roman, t'ccupied an
estate in the neighbourhood of Cato's residence.
witness of the virtues and talents displayed by him, he

A

persuaded the young Cato to remove to Rome, and
promised to assist him by his influence and patronage.
Cato came accordingly to the capital, with an obscure
name, and with no other resources but his own talents
and the aid of the generous Flaccus but by the purity
;

of his morals, the austere energy of his character, his
knowledge of the laws, his fluency of elocution, and
the great ability that marked his early forensic career,
It
he soon won for himself a distinguished name.

Manso was

Catius appears
to have had for his prototype one Malius, a Roman
knight, famed for his acquaintance with the precepts
of the cuhnary art. (Consult Heindorf, ad Moral., I. c.)
The scholiast cited by Cruquius makes Catius to
(Schri/ten

which he

his great object to

in the camp, however, rather than at the bar, that
At the age of
he strove to raise himself to eminence.
The next
thirty he went as military tribune to Sicily.
year he was chosen quaestor, and was attached to the
army which Scipio Africanus was to carry into Africa,

at

which period there commenced belaveen him and
commander a rivalry and hatred which lasted undeath.
Cato, who had returned to Rome, accused

that
til

Siipio of extravagance ; and, though he failed in supporting his charge, yet his zeal for the public good gained him great influence over the minds of the people.

Five years subsequent to this, after having been already
he was chosen ])raetor, and the province of Sar-

aedile,

dinia

fell

to

him by

lot.

His austere

self-control, his

and

justice, while
into direct and

discharging this office,
most favourable contrast
brought him
Here too it was
with those who had preceded him.
that he became acquainted with the poet Ennius, who
was then serving among the Calabrian levies attached
to the army.
From Ennius he acquired the Greek
integrity

language, and, on his departure from the island, he
He was finaltook the bard along with him to Rome.
his colleague in ofl[ice
ly elected consul, B.C. 193, and
was Valerius Flaccus, his early friend. Vk'hile consul
he strenuously but fruitlessly opposed the abolition of
the famous Oppian Law {vid. Oppia Lex), and soon after
this set out for Spain, which had attempted to shake

With newly-raised troops, which
oflfthe Roman yoke.
he soon converted into an e.xcellent army, he quickly
reduced that province to submission, and obtained the
honours of a triumph at Rome, though there is but
too much reason to believe that he had justly exposed
himself, in the eyes of a candid historian, if such a
one could then have been found among his countrymen, to the charge of perfidious conduct and cruelty
Hardly had Cato descended from the triumphal char
assuiot, when, laying aside the consular robe and
ming the garb of the lieutenant, he accompanied, as
such, the Roman commander Sempronius into Thrace.
He afterward placed himself under the orders' of Manius Acilius, the consul, to fight against Antiochus,
and carry the war into Thessaly.
By a bold march
he seized upon Callidromus, one of the rockiest summits of Thermopylae, and thus decided the issue of
the conflict.

For

this signal service, the consul, in the

excess of his enthusiasm, embraced him in the presence
of the whole army, and exclaimed that it was neither
in his power, nor in that of the Roman people, to
award him a recompense commensurate with his deAcilius immediately after this sent him to Rome
Seven years
tidings of the victory.
of censor, notsubsequently he obtained the office
of a large part of
withstanding the powerful opposition
the nobility^who dreaded to have so severe an inwhen luxury, the
spector of public morals, at a time
result of their Asiatic conquests, had driven out many

serts.

to

communicate the

emulate his illustrious^^hbour, and adopt him as his
model.
Having made an estimate of his house, lands,
slaves, and expenses, he applied himself to husbandry
with new ardour, and retrenched all superfluity.
In
He fulthe morning he went to the small towns in the vicinity of the earlier virtues of the Roman people.
Some of his
to plead and defend the causes of those who
applied filled this trust with inflexible rigour.
to him for assistance.
Thence he returned to his acts, it is true, would seem to have proceeded from
fields
where, with a plain cloak over his shoulders in that pugnacious bitterness which must be contracted
strife and inflictions
winter, and almost naked in summer, he laboured with
by a man engaged in constant
his servants till they had concluded their
he took away bis horse from Lutasks, after thus, for example,
^
;

•.
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cius Scipio, and expelled Manilius from the senate for
saluting his wife at what Cato deemed an improper
time.
Still, however, most of his proceedings when

be found the strange combination of grovelling cupidity
and boundless indifference towards external goods 1
As to what regards the first point, we need not, as

censor indicate a

m

at

tion of

man who aimed, by every method,
Hence,
keeping up the true spirit of earlier days.
though his measures, while holding this otiice, caused
him some obloquy and opposition, ihey met in the end
with the highest applause, and, when he resigned the
:ensorship, the people erected a statue to him in the
iemple of Health, with an honourable inscription, tesiifying his faithful discharge of the duties of his ofhce.
Cato's attachment to the old Roman morals
was still more plainly seen in his opposition to Carneades and his colleagues, when he persuaded the senate to send back these
philosophers, without delay, to

own schools, through fear lest the Roman youth
should lose their martial character in the pursuit of
Grecian learning. The whole political career of Cato
was one continued warfare. He was continually accusing others, or made the subject of accusation himself.
Livy, although full of admiration for his character, still does not seek to
deny, that Cato was suspected of having excited the accusation brought against
their

Scipio Africanus, which compelled that illustrious man
to retire from the capital.
He was also the means of
the condemnation of Scipio Asiaticus, who would

have been dragged to prison had not Tiberius Gracchus generously interfered.
As for Cato himself,
he was fifty times accused and as often acquitted.
He was eighty-five years of age when he saw himself
compelled to answer the last accusation brought against
him, and the exordium of his speech on that occasion
was marked by a peculiar and touching simplicity: "It
is a hard
thing, Romans, to give an account of one's
conduct before the men of an age different from that
in which one has himself lived."
The last act of Ca-

—

was his embassy to Carthage, to settle
the dispute between the Carthaginians and
King Masto's public life
sinissa.

This voyage of his is rendered famous in hisit has been attributed the destruction of

tory, since to

In fact, struck by the rapid recovery of
Carthage.
this city from the loss it had sustained, Cato ever after ended every speech of his with the well known

words, ''Praterea censco Carlhaginem esse delcndanC^
(" I am also of opinion that Carthage ought to be de-

Whatever we may

stroyed").
in this,

we

think of his patriotism

certainly cannot admire his political saga-

of Carthage, by removing all dread
of a once powerful rival, only tended to accelerate
the downfall of Romafi freedom itself.
Cato died a
year after his return from this embassy, in the eightyfifth
year of his age.
Although frugal of the public
revenues, he does not appear to have been indifferent
to riches, nor to have neglected the ordinary means of
city, since the ruin

—

nay, if Plutarch speaks truly, some
acquiring them
of the modes to which he had recourse for increasing
his resources were anything but reputable.
Towards
the end of his life he was fond of
indulging in a cheerful glass, and of inviting daily some of his
neighbours
to sup with him at his villa; and the conversation
on these occasions turned, not, as one might have supposed, chiefly on rural affairs, but on the praises of
He was
great and excellent men among the Romans.
twice married, and had a son by each of his wives.
;

other cases, betake ourselves to Plutarch's collecanecdotes ; we can judge of it from Cato's

own work on husbandry and household economy.
At

the very outset of the book, he sees nothing to
with in a respectable man's endeavouring to

find fault

enrich himself by trade ; for profit and gain appear
to him an important object of hfp ; only he looks
upon the mercantile profession as^ too hazardous in
While we recognise with pleasure, even
its nature.
Cato's generation, the old Sabine discipline in the
simplicity of life, rural employments, and social cheerfulness of the Roman country nobleman, yet we perceive with horror that the treatment of slaves, even in

—

m

ancient Italy and

was

still

according to old

more degrading

Roman

humanity than

to

manners,
Greece.

in

Cato bought slaves like hounds or foals, when they
were young, in order to sell them again when grown
he treated them exactly like hounds or foals ;
;
up

used them well, because they had a money value, but
otherwise viewed them mereJy as live-stock, not as
persons. This, however, we find less surprising, since,
even in his warlike undertakings, Cato opposed rigour
and cruelty, as genuine Roman policy, to Scipio's
His advice, however, to the farmer, as to
mildness.
the mode in which old and sickly slaves are to be disHe
posed of, shows an utter want of good feeling.
classes them with old and worn-out iron implements,
"
Ferramenta Veteand recommends them to be sold :
ra, scrvum senem, servvm morbosum, ct si quid alind

—

Among
supersil vendat.'^ {R. R., 2, p. 12, ed. Bip.)
the literary labours of Cato, the first that deserves
De Re Rustica (" On Agrito us in a
appears to have come down
mutilated state, since Pliny and other writers allude
to subjects as treated of by Cato, and to opinions as
delivered by him in this book, which are nowhere to be
In its
of the work now extant.
found in
mention

is

culture*').

the treatise
It

any part
present state, it is merely the loose, unconnected journal of a plain farmer, expressed with rude, sometimes
with almost oracular, brevity ; and it wants all those
and illustration which
elegant topics of embellishment
It
the subject might have so naturally suggested.
consists solely of the dryest rules of agriculture, and
some receipts for making various kinds of cakes and
Servius says, it is addressed to the author's
wine.
The
son, but there is no such address now extant.

most remarkafc feature in
want of aWingement.

this

total

work of Cato's

It is

is

its

divided, indeed, into

had never taken
chapters, but tm author apparently
the trouble of reducing his precepts to any sort of
method, or of following any general plan. The hunof which this work condred and
si.xty-t\mchapters,

committed to writing, as the
He gives direcdaily labours of t^Meld suggested.
tions about the vii^ard, then goes to his corn-fields.
and returns again to the vineyard. His treatise, thereas a regular and wellfore, was evidently not intended
of incidental
composed book, but merely as a journal
That this was its utmost pretension, is
observations.
farther evinced by the brevity of the precepts, and the
or *nbellishment. Of the
deficiency of all illustrations
careful, as his Memhe of course would be
sists,

seem so

m^^ules

His conduct as a husband and father was equally ex- style,
lil^
his family
Cato may be taken as a specimen of the oranda were intended for
emplary.
th^w only of and
someIf his life be
Sabino-Samnite character.
It is therefore
regarded as ^nd slaves.
al^^s simple,
that of a mere private man, it offers only ^erbity and times rude, but it is not ill-adapted to the subject, and
of its author
it
presents, however, a wholly different as- suits our notions of the severe manners
rigour
Besides
pect if one contemplates him as the representative of and the character of the ancient Romans.
the early Italian popular character.
Many features of this book on agriculture, Cato left behind him various
He left
this same character strikingly resemble the modem. works, which have almost entirely perished.
Who does not, in Cato's vehement bitterness, retrace a hundred and fifty orations {Cicero, Brutus, c. 17),
a leading feature of the modern Italian, so vehement which were existing in the time of Cicero, though aland implacable when his feelings are once irritated 1 most entirely neglected, and a book on military disciWho knows not that in Italy is most freq,uently to pline {Vegetiits, 1, 8), both of which, if now extant.

—

—

:
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from one
interesting, as proceeding
the camp and forum.
equally distinguished in
dissuasion or
good many of his orations were in
favour of particular laws and measures of state.
By
and his bitterness in
his readiness and

Moribus,

who

who was

A

out his adversaries (Liv.,
speaking, he completely wore
39, 40), and earned the reputation of being, if not the
most eloquent, at least the most stubborn, speaker
among the Romans. Both Cicero and Livy have exthe subject of Cato's
pressed themselves very fully on
"
is
that his

The former admits

minican, Nanni, better

in his

—give anpower

to

change

— add

number and

by

self greatly in the battle of Pydna, against Perses,
from
king of Macedonia, and received high eulogiums
Paulus ^milius, the Roman commander on that occasion, whose daughter Tertia he afterward married.
He died while filling the office of praetor. (Flut., Vit.

;

But

the loss of

the seven books, De Originibus, which he commenced
his vigorous old age, and finished just before his
death, must ever be deeply deplored by the historian

m

and antiquary.

Cato

is

said to have

begun

Cat. Maj., c. 20 et 24.)— III. Salonius, or, as Plutarch calls him, Saloninus (SaXwvivof), son of Cato
the Censor, by his second wife. This second wife was

to inquire

into the history, antiquities, and language of the Rothe influence
people, with a view to counteract

the daughter of one Salonius, who had been Cato's
a memsecretary, and was, at the time of the marriage,
ber of his retinue. Salonius, hke his half-brother MarHe left, however, a son nacus, died when praetor.
med Marcus, who attained to the consulship, and who
was the father of Cato the younger, commonly called

man

of the

Greek

The
work, De Onginibus, as we

taste introduced by the Scipios.

book of the valuable
are informed by Cornelius Nepos, in his short
Cato, contained the e.Kploits of the kings of
first

life

of

Rome.

Cato was the first author who attempted to fix the era
of the foundation of Rome, which he calculated in his
Origines, and determined to have been in the first year

{Flut., Vit. Cat. Maj.,c. 27.)— IV. Vaa celebrated grammarian in the time of Sylla.
He was deprived of all his patrimony during the excesses of the civil war, and then directed his attention
He wrote a poem entitled Dira
to literary pursuits.
It was
in Battarum, " Imprecations on Battarus."
directed against the individual who had profited by his
the property of
disgrace, to appropriate to himself all
the former.
Suetonius, who has preserved some actwo
other
count of him, mentions
poems of his, the
one entitled Lydia, the other Diana, and also a third

Uticensis.
lerius,

of the 7th Olympiad, which is also the estimate followed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. The second
and ihird books treated of the origin of the different
states of Italy, whence the whole work has received
the name of Origtnes.
The fourth and fifth books

comprehended the history of the first and second Punic
wars and in the two remaining books, the author dis;

cussed the other wars of the Romans till the time of
The
Servius Galba, who overthrew the Lusitanians.
whole work exhibited great industry and learning, and,
had it descended to us, would unquestionably have

work, probably in prose, called Indignatio, in which
These
he gives an account of his misfortunes.

thrown much light upon the early periods of Roman
history and the antiquities of the different states of ItaDionysius of Halicarnassus, himself a sedulous inly.

works are lost. {Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1,
V. Dionysius, a writer supposed to have
152.)
flourished in the age of Commodus and Septimius Severus, and who is regarded as the author of the Distithree

p.

quirer into antiquities, bears ample testimony to the
research and accuracy of that part which treats of the
of the ancient Italian cities.
Cato was the
origin
first of his countrymen who wrote on the subject of

232.

;

cure.
The recipes, indeed,
(Pliny, 20, 9.)
contained in his work on agriculture, show that his
medical knowledge did not exceed that which usually exists among a semi-barbarous race, and only extended to the most ordinary simples which nature affords.
Aulus Gellius (7, 10) mentions Cato's Lihri
quastionum Epistolicarum ; and Cicero his Apophite

1,

29), the

first

to take

him frequently

to the residence of Sylla,

his father's friend, the

His affectionate disposition was clearly displayed in
his brother by the
strong attachment to Caepio,

example, prob-

however, was not written in verse, as might be supposed from the title.
Precepts, imprecations, or prayers, or any set formula whatever, were called Carmina.
Misled, however, by the title, some critics have
erroneously assigned to the censor the Disticha de

Led. Auson.,
de Catone., c.

young Cato, then
but fourteen years of age, struck with horror at the
asked
bloody scenes that were passing around him,
his preceptor for a sword that he might slay the tyrant.

ably, of that class of

—

Scaliger,

;

tomed

who had been

—

works which, under the appellation of Ana, became so fashionable and prevalent in
France.
The only other work of Cato's which we
shall here mention is the Carmen de Moribus.
This,

— Cannegieter,(Compare
Rescrip. Boxhorn.

18.— B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lilt., vol. 1, p. 154.)—VI.
Marcus, surnamed Uticensis, from his death at Utica,
was great-grandson to the censor of the same name,
and born B.C. 93. A short time after his birth he
lost both his parents, and was brought up in the man
sion of Livius Drusus, his uncle on the mother's side.
Even in early life Cato displayed a maturity of judgment and an inflexible firmness of character far above
his years
and Sarpedon, his instructer, being accus-

This was done in a work entitled " Commentarius quo mcdelur Ftlio, Servis, Familiar ibus.'^
In this book of domestic medicine, duck, pigeons,
and hare were the food he chiefly recommended to
His remedies were principally extracted
the sick.
from herbs and colewort or cabbage was his favourmedicine.

Officiis,

—

cha de Moribus.

—

thegmata {De

end of

—

—

want of those of Cato.

of Annius

—

Cato."
Livy principally speaks of the facility, asperiOf the book on miliand freedom of his tongue.
into
tary discipline, a good deal has been incorporated
and Cicero's orations may conthe work of Vegetius
sole us for the

name

enlarged by Ausonius Popma, and added by him, with
notes, to the other writings of Cato, published at Leyden in 1590. The best edition of the work on Agriculture is contained in Gesner's Scriptores Rei RustiII. Marcus, son of Cato
ccB, 2 vols. 4to, Lips., 1735.
He distinguished himthe Censor,
his first wife.

ca-

you
ty,

the

first

lished at the

easier turn to his sentences, and regulate the structure and connexion of his words, and
will find no one who can claim the preference to

dence

known by

—

collected by Riccobonus, and pubhis Treatise on History {Basle,
They have been
1759), are believed to be genuine.

few remains

language

:

—

Viierbiensis, and inserted in his Andquitates Variety
the impoprinted at Rome in 1498, are spurious, and
The
sition was detected soon after their appearance.

harsh and ineleantiquated, and some of his phrases
" which it
gant but only change that," he continues,

was not

lived,

—

pertinacity,

orations.

now

generally attributed to Dionysius Cato,
according to Scaliger, in the age of Commodus and Sepiimius JSeverus.
{Flut., Vtt. Cat.
Dunlop's
Biogr. Univ., vol. 7, p. 399, seqq.
Maj.
Roman Literature, vol. 2, p. 16, seqq.) The pretended fragments of the Origtnes, published by the Do-

would be highly

his

may be seen by a reference to the pathe priesthood
Being appointed to
ges of Plutarch.
of Apollo, he changed his residence, and took his
share of his father's estate ; but, though the fortune
which he thus received was a considerable one, his
tafcanner of living was simpler and more frugal than
connexion with An^er. He formed a particular
made himself
tipater of Tyre, the stoic philosopher,
mother's side, as

'

*^
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well acquainted with the tenets of this school, and ever
after

remained true
extreme of

to its principles,

His

pushing them even
appearance in

[

to Juba, king of Mauritania, where "Varus had col
"
.
-.
^
lected a considerable force. Cato immediately resolv.

was comausterity.
was against the tribunes of the people, who pelled to make a long and painful march across a deswished to remove a column of the Porcian Basilica, or ert region, in which his troops suffered severely from
Hall of Justice, which incommoded their benches. hunger, thirst, and every hardship, but which privaThis Basilica had been erected by his great-grandfa- tions his own example enabled them manfully to en*
to the

first

ed to join them, and,

in order to effect this,

public

ther the censor, and the young Cato displayed on the
occasion that powerful and commanding eloquence
which afterward rendered him so formidable to all

His

his opponents.

campaign was

first

in the

After seven days of suffering his force reached Utica, where a junction between the two armies
dure.

took place.

The

soldiers

war general, but he yielded

to

wished to have him for their
what he conceived to be the

against Sparlacus, as a simple volunteer, his halfbrother Csepio being a military tribune in the same
army ; and he distinguished himself so highly, that
Gellius, the prastor, wished to award him a prize of
He was
honour, which Cato, however, declined.
then sent as military tribune to Macedonia. There
he learned that Caepio was lying dangerously ill at

superior claims of Scipio, who held the office of proconsul ; and this fault on his part, of which he soon
after had reason to repent, accelerated the ruin of the
cause in which he had embarked.
Scipio having wished, for Juba's gratification, to put all the inhabitants
of Utica to the sword, Cato strenuously opposed this
cruel plan, and accepted the command of this impor-

.^nos

tant city, while Scipio and Labienus marched against
Caesar.
Cato had advised them to protract the war ;

in

Thrace, and instantly embarked for that

place in a small passage-boat, notwithstanding the
roughness of the sea and the great peril which attended the attempt, but only arrived at JEnos just

but they hazarded an engagement at Thapsus, in which
they were entirely defeated, and Africa submitted to
the victor.
After vainly endeavouring to prevail upon
the fragments of the conquered army, as they came
successively to Utica, to unite in defending that city
against the conqueror, Cato furnished them with all
the ships in the harbour to convey them whithersoWhen the evening of that
ever they wished to go.

after Caepio had breathed his last.
Stoicism was here
of no avail, and the young Roman bitterly lamented
the companion of his early years.
According to Plutarch, there were some who condemned him for acting in a way so contradictory to his philosophical prinbut the heavier and more unfeeling charge was
ciples
;

day came, he retired to his own apartments, and employed himself for some time in reading the Pha?don

him by Caesar, in his work enIt was there stated, that, after
the lavish expenditure in which Cato had indulged
in performing the funeral obsequies of
Caepio, and
the one brought against

titled

' Anti-Cato."

of Plato, a dialogue that turns upon the immortality of
the soul.
He endeavoured at the same time to lull
from
the
repayment
daughter the suspicions of his friends, by seeming to take a
of the latter, he nevertheless passed Caepio's ashes lively interest in the fate of those who were escaping
through a sieve in search of the gold which might by sea from Utica, and by sending several times to the
have melted down with them
When the terra of his seaside to learn the state of the wind and weather.
service in Macedonia had expired, he travelled into But towards morning, when all was quiet, he stabbed
He fell from his bed with the blow, and the
Asia, and brought back with him the stoic Atheno- himself
dorus to Rome. He was next made qua?stor, and dis- noise of his fall brought his son and servants into the
charged with so much impartiahty the duties of this room, by whose assistance he was raised from the
difficult office, and displayed so much
integrity in its ground, and an attempt was made to bind up the
various details, that, on the last day of his quaestor- wound.
for
Their efforts to save him were in vain
ship, he was escorted to his house by the whole assem- Cato had no sooner recovered his self-possession, than
So high, indeed, was the opinion he tore open the wound again in so effectual a manner
bly of the people.
entertained by his countrymen of the purity of his that he instantly expired.
He died at the age of 48
moral character, that when, at the Floral games given and when Caesar heard of his fate he is said to have
by the aedile Messius, Cato happened to be a specta- exclaimed, "I grudge thee thy death, Cato, since thou
all

after having declined

!

:

;

—

Such was
hast grudged me the saving of thy life."
the end of a man whom a better philosophy, by teachfaults
instead
ing him to struggle with his predominant

tor, the people, out of respect for him, hesitated about
ordering the dancers to lay aside their vestments, according to long-established custom, nor would they
allow this to be done until he had departed from the

of encouraging them, would have rendered truly amiable and admirable. He possessed the greatest integthe beginning of his pority and firmness ; and, from
litical career, was never swayed by fear or interest to

When the conspira{Val. Max., 2, 10,8.)
cy of Catiline was discovered, Cato supported by
every means in his power the acts of Cicero, and was
the first that gave him publicly the honourable title of
" Father of his
Country." Opposing after this the
ambitious movements of the first triumvirate, they
managed to have him removed to a distance, by sending him out as governor of the island of Cyprus.

desert that which he considered the course of liberty
He is said to have foreseen Caesar's deand justice.

Having executed

him

theatre.

with

were generally suspected but
well-known animosity against him rendered his auand his zeal led
thority on the subject less weighty
signs long before they

;

and success,
the treasury nearly seven

this trust

;

his

ability

and having deposited in
thousand talents of silver, he again took part in public
affairs at Rome, and again continued his
opposition

to miscalculate the strength of the

commonwealth,

to adopt those
earnestly advised the senate
measures which gave Caesar a pretence for commenhostilities.
During the civil war he had the rare

when he

cing

When, however, the rupture took merit of uniting to the sincerest ardour in the cause
place between Pompey and Caesar, he sided with the of his party a steady regard for justice and humanity
former, and was left behind by him at Dyrrhachium he would not countenance cruelty or rapine because
to the triumvirate.

;

or coloured with pretences
practised by his associates
But philosophical pride overof pubUc advantage.
shadowed the last scenes of his life, and led him to

to guard the military chest and magazine, while he
pushed on after Caesar, who had been forced to retire
from the siege of that city. Cato, therefore, was not
On receiving the
present at the battle of Pharsalia.

news of

this

rather than live
indulge his selfish feelings by suicide,
for the happiness of his family and friends, and mitidistressed condigate, as far as lay in his power, the

event he sailed to Corcyra with the

troops under his orders, and offered the command to
He then proceeded to Afri- tion of his country. His character, however, was so
Cicero, who declined it.
ca, where he hoped to meet with Pompey, but on Jfcjre, and, since Pompey's death, so superior to that of
in the same cause,
reaching Cyrene he beard of his death, and was also pill the leaders engaged with him
infonnc^ that
father-in-law, Scipio, had gone that his opponents could not refuse him their respect

Pompey's
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and his name has become a favourite by Caesar in that year. He had satirized the dictator,
t-ivl
praise
theme of panegyric in modern times, as that of the who revenged himself, like a man of the world and a
roost upright and persevering defender of the Hberties man of sense and good temper, by asking the satirist
The distracted and unhappy state
of Rome.
Biogr. Univ., vol. to sup with him.
{Fiut., Vit. Cat. Mtn.
7, p. 405, seqq.
Encyclop. Metropol., Div. 3, vol. 2, of his country, and his disgust at the treatment which
son of the preceding, was he had received from Memmius, were perhaps suffip. 261.)— VII. M. Porcius,
but
spared by Cassar, but led a somewhat immoral life, cient excuse for shunning political employments
until he effaced every stain upon his character by a when we consider his taste and genius, we cannot help
(Plut.^ Vit. Cat. Min., c. regretting that he was merely an idler and a debauchee.
glorious death at Philippi.
He loved Clodia (supposed to have been the sister of
73)
the infamous Clodius), a beautiful but shameless womCatti or Chatti (Xorrot, Strab. Xarrai, Ptol.
of
a
nation
Catti, Tacit.
Chatti, Plin.),
an, whom he has celebrated under the name of Lespowerful
Germany, little known, however, to the Romans, since bia, as comparing her to the Lesbian Sappho. Among
that people, though they made some incursions into his friends he ranked not only most men of pleasure
their country, never had a fixed settlement therein. and fashion in Rome, but many of her eminent literaCaesar knew nothing more of them than that they lived ry and political characters, as Cornelius Nepos, Cicein the vicinity of the Ubii, and that in the interior a ro, and Asinius Pollio.
His enmities seem to have
wood called Bacenis separated them from the Cherus- been as numerous as his loves or friendships, and comci.
Tacitus describes them more closely, and assigns petitions in poetry or rivalship in gallantry appear althe Decumatcs Agri for their southern boundary, and ways to have been a sufficient cause for his dislike
the Hercynian forest for their eastern.
The country and where an antipathy was once conceived, he was
of the Catti would seem to have comprehended the unable to put any restraint on the expression of his
The hostile feelings. His poems are chiefly employed in
territory of Hesse and other adjacent parts.
name Catti or Chatti, and the more modem Hassen the indulgence and commemoration of these various
and Hessen, appear to be identical. (Compare Wrvk. passions. They have been divided into lyric, elegiac,
Hessischen Landesgeschichte, vol. 2, p. 22.
TVy/-and epigrammatic, an arrangement convenient from
mrt, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 183, seqq.) A fortress of the its generality, but to which all cannot with strictness
called
still
Cusbears
the
name
of
be reduced.
He seems to have been the earliest
Castellum,
Catti,
of
stl ; but their capita] Mattium is now Marpurg.
lyric poet of Latium, notwithstanding the claim
Catullus, Caius Valerius, a celebrated poet, bom Horace to the same honour. Much of his poetry
of respectable parents in the territory of Verona, but appears to have been lost
the pieces that remain to
whether in the town so called, or on the peninsula of us exhibit, in singular contrast, the sensual grossness
Sirmio, which projects into the Lake Benacus, has been which is imbibed from depraved habits and loose imaa subject of much controversy.
The former opinion ginations, together with gleams of sentiment and taste,
has been maintained by Maffei {Verona Ulusfrata, pt. and the polish of intellectual cultivation.
They who
2, c. 1) and Bayle {Diet. Hist., art. Catullus), and the turn with disgust from the coarse impurities that sullatter by Gyraldus (D<: Poet., dial. 10), SchoU {Hist.
that the
ly his pages, may be inclined to wonder
Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. 310), Fuhrmann {Handbuch der term of
with
delicacy should ever have been coupled
But to many of his effusions,
Class., vol. 1, p. 187), and most modern writers. the name of Catullus.
The precise period, as well as place, of the birth of distinguished both by fancy and feeling, this praise is
Ac- justly due. .Many of his amatory trifles are quite unCatullus, is a topic of debate and uncertainty.
and no
cording to the Eusebian chronicle, he was born A.U.C. rivalled in the elegance of their playfulness
to
other authorities in 667 {Saxii author has excelled him in the purity and neatness
666, but according
vol.
or
668.
In
1, p. 148)
Onomast.,
consequence of an of his style, the delightful ease and rare simplicity
invitation from Manlius Torquatus, one of the noblest of his manner, and his
graceful turns of thought and
of
the
he
state,
patricians
proceeded in early youth to happiness of expression. Some of his pieces, which
Rome, where he appears to have kept but indifferent breathe the higher enthusiasm of the art, and are col;

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

at least in point of moral character.
He impaired his fortune so much by his extravagance, that

company,

he complains he had no one
" Fractum
veteris
qui

'

This,

In

pedem grabaii,

collo sibi collocare possit.

"

however, must partly have been written in
his finances were always sufficient to allow

jest, as

him

keep up a delicious villa on the peninsula of
With
Sirmio, and an expensive residence at Tibur.
a view of improving his pecuniary circumstances, he
to

adopted the usual Roman mode of re-establishing a
diminished fortune, and accompanied Caius Memmius, the celebrated patron of Lucretius, to Bithynia,
where he was appointed praetor to that province. His
situation,

however, was but

little

meliorated by this

expedition, and, in the course of it, he lost a beloved
brother who was along with him, and whose death was
lamented in verses never surpassed in delicacy or
pathos.
He came back to Rome with a shattered constitution and a lacerated heart.
From the period of
his return to
to
Italy till his decease, his time

appears
have been chiefly occupied with the
prosecution of

li-

centious amours in the capital or in the solitudes of
Sirmio.
The Eusebian chronicle places his death in
A.U.C. 696, and some writers fix it in 705. It is evident, however, that he must have survived at least till
708, as Cicero, in his Letters, talks of his verses
against
f^aesar and Mamurra as
newly written, and first seen

S

«

oured with a singular picturesqueness of imagery,
increase our regret at the manifest mutilation of his
works. No one of his poetical predecessors was more
versed in Greek literature than Catullus, and his extensive knowledge of its beauties procured for him
the appellation of Doctus : unless we understand by
"
the term in question, not
learned," but rather knowwhat
the old English writers
and
accomplished
ing
"
"
cunning in mucunning," as
generally signify by
;

Catullus translated many
sic and the mathematics."
of the shorter and more delicate pieces of the Greeks,
an attempt which hitherto had been thought impossible, though the broad humour of their comedies, the
vehement pathos of their tragedies, and the romantic
interest of the Odyssey, had stood the transformation.

His stay in Bithynia, though little advantageous
his fortune, rendered him better acquainted than

to

he

of
might otherwise have been with the productions
Greece ; and he was therefore, in a great degree, indebted to this expedition (on which he always appears
to have looked back with mortification and disappointthat
ment) for those felicitous turns of expression,
which are the characterisgrace, simplicity, and purity
tics of his poems, and of which hitherto Greece alone
had afforded models. Indeed, in all his verses, whether elegiac or heroic, we perceive his imitation of the
Greeks ; and it must be admitted that he has drawn

from them
frequent
^

:

his choicest

stores.

His Hellenisms are
and address321

his images, similes, metaphors,

CA

CAU

U

es to himself are all Greek and even in the versification of his odes we see visible traces of their origin.
Nevertheless, he was the inventor of a new species of
;

Latin poetry ; and as he was the first who used such
variety of measures, and perhaps invented some that
were new, he was amply entitled to call the poetical

volume which he presented

to Cornelius Nepos LepiThe beautiful expressions,
Libellum.
too, and idioms of the Greek language, which he has
80 carefully selected, are woven with such art into the
texture of his composition, and so aptly paint the impassioned ideas of his amorous muse, that they have
all the fresh and untarnished hues of
The
originality.
best editions of Catullus are, that of Vulpius, Patav.,
4to, 1737, and that of Doring, Lips., 8vo, 1788, reThe works of this poet
printed in London, 1820.
have also been frequently edited in conjunction with
those of Tibuilus and Propertius, of which the best
edition is perhaps that of Morell, Paris, fol., 1604.
{Bdhr, Gcsch. Rom. Lit.^ vol. 1, p. 253, seqq.
Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. 236, 310, seqq.—
EltorCs Specimens, vol. 2, p. 31.
Dunlop, Rom.

dum Novum

—

—

—

Lit., vol. 1, p. 454, seqq.)

C.tTULUs, Q. LuTATius, I. a Roman naval commander, famous for his victory over the fleet of the

the barbarians of the north threatened both the Roman
and the Persian empire.
It is now called Dariet.
The Albanian pass of the ancients was, according to
common opinion, the pass of Derbend along the CasLater and better authorities sanction the
pian Sea.
belief, however, that it was the same with the Sarmatian pass, and coincides with a defile passing
through
the territory of Ooma-khan, along the frontier of Daghestan, and then traversing the district of Kagmam'
sharie.
sels

{Malte-Brun, Geogr.,

vol.

2,

p.

Brus-

12,

ed. )

Caucones, a people of Paphlagonia, who occupied
Euxine from the Mar}'andynes as far
Some pretend that they were

the coast of the

as the river Parthenius.
of Arcadian origin, in

roamed about

like

common

this

with the Pelasgi, and

latter

345),
people {Strab
while, according to others, they were of Scythian exA
of
traction.
these
Caucones
542.)
{Strab.,
portion
are said to have passed into Greece, and occupied a
of
the
division
called Coele, or " the
in
Elis,
territory
Another part settled in Triphylian Elis. It
hollow."
is

,

of the latter that Herodotus speaks (1, 147 ; 4, 148.
Larcher, Hist. d'Herod., vol. 8, p. 106,

— Compare

Table Geographique).

Caudium, a city of Samnium, the position of which
not perfectly agreed upon by antiquaries
most of
them, indeed, place it, with Holstenius, who examined
the whole of this tract with great accuracy, at Arpnia.
But D'Anville assigns it a situation a few miles farther
In the vicinity of Caudium
towards Beneventum.
was the famous defile called Furcce Caudince, where

Carthaginians, consisting of 400 sail, off the Mgates
Insula ; forty of the Carthaginian vessels were sunk,
This
seventy taken, and the remainder dispersed.
celebrated victory put an end to the first Punic war.
II.
celebrated Roman, the
{Vid. iEgates Insulse.)
colleague of Marius in the consulship, and who jointly
with
the
Cimbri.
He was conhim over
triumphed
demned to death by Marius, during the tyrannical sway
of the latter, and suffocated himself in a newly-plastered room by the steam of a large fire.
{Plut., Vit. Mar.

is

—Veil. Paterc., 2, 22.)
Catoriges, a Gallic

or Caulon, a city of Brutium, in lower
on the seacoast, a short distance south of Cocintum Promontorium, and between that and the Zephyrian Promontory.
It was one of the earliest colonies
founded by the Achaeans on these shores (iS/rfli., 261.
Scymn., Ch., v. 317), and the name originally, perhaps,
was Anion. {Stepk. Byz., s. v. Av^-uv.) That it

—

A

:

Roman army was compelled by the Samnites to
The present valley of Arpnia is
pass under the yoke.
{Cramer^s Ancient
thought to answer to this pass.
the

Italy, vol. 2, p. 24i3.)

CaulonIa

nation,

dwelling among the
Their capital was Ca-

(P/m., 3, 20 )
luriga, traces of which are found, according to D'Anvillp, at Charges, between Gap and Emhrun, in the
Cottian Alps.

Italy,

—

department rfe* Hautes-Alpes. {Lcmaire, Ind. Geogr.
ad Cas., p. 228, seq.)
Caucasus, the name of the highest and most exten- held a distinguished rank among the republics of Magsive range of mountains in the northern part of Asia, na Graecia we may collect from Polybius (2, 39), who
and which the ancients erroneously considered as a records its alliance with Crotona and Sybaris. It was
continuation of the chain of Taurus.
According to razed to the ground by Dionysius of Syracuse, who reStrabo, it extended from the Euxine to the Caspian moved the inhabitants to his capital {Diod. Sic., 14,
It divided Albania and Iberia towards the south,
Sea.
106), but it must have arisen again from its ruins,
from the level country of the Sarmatae on the north. since, during the war with Pyrrhus, it espoused the
The inhabitants of these mountains formed, according cause of that prince, and was, in consequence, attacked
to some, seventy, and according to others, 300 different and pillaged by the Mamertini, who were the allies of
nations, who spoke various languages, and lived in a the Romans.
{Pausan., 6, 3 ) The town was subThe breadth of this chain, according to sequently occupied by the Brutii, who defended it
savage state.
the best Russian authorities, is about 400 miles be- against the Romans during the second Punic war.
tween the mouths of the Don and Kooma ; about 756 The siege was raised by Hannibal. {Liv., 27, 12 et
between the straits of Caffa and the peninsula of Ap- \b.—Plut., Vit. Fab. Max.) Banio, and the other
sheron ; and about 350 between the mouths of the Calabrian topographers, fixed its site at Castro vetere ;
The etymology of but the opinion of the best- informed antiquaries is in
Phasis and the city of Derbend.
the name of Caucasus, so celebrated in history and favour of Alaro. {Cramer^s Anc. Italy, \o\. 2, p. 402.)
the most probable opinion
Caunus, a city of Caria, at the foot of Mount Tarbepoetry, is not agreed upon
It appears to have
is that which connects it with the Asi, the early divinlus, west of the Sinus Glaucus.
The range of Caucasus been the capital of a people, whom Herodotus regarded
ities of Asia.
{Vid. Asi.)
cannot be compared with the Alps in point of eleva- as differing from the Carians in some important particulars, and possessing more of the character of an intion, though in resemblance it may, as the middle of
This city, though
the chain is covered with glaciers, or white with eter- digenous nation.
{Herod., I, 172.)
The highest summit is only 5900 feet possessing the advantages of a good harbour and a very
nal snows.
above the level of the Black Sea. The two principal fertile territory, was nevertheless reckoned particularly
reason of the excesare mentioned by the ancients
unhealthy during the summer by
passages of Caucasus
under the name of the Caucasian and Albanian gates. sive heat; the abundance of fruit was also prejudicial
The first is the defile which leads from Mosdok to to the health of its inhabitants. Under the Byzantine
It is the narrow valley of four days' journey, emperors, Caunus formed part of Lycia.
{Hieroci., p.
Tijlis.
where, according to Strabo, the river Aragon, now 685.
Compare the Acts of Councils and Notitiae.
of
site
Caunus
is now
The
It is, as Pliny calls it, an
called Arakui, flows.
Geogr. Sacr., p. 248.)
enormous work of nature, which has cut out a long occupied by a small town and seaport named Kaigv.»z
to the south of the enopening among the rocks, that an iron gate would be or Kheugez, about four miles
It is by this passage that trance of the Calbis into the sea.
almost sufficient to close.
{Cramer's Asta
;

—
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CEB
Minor, vol. 2, p. 193, seqq.) The figs of this place
were famous. Cicero {de Viv., 2, 4) mentions the cry
of a person who sold Caunian figs at Brundisium, as

omen against Crassus when setting out, at the
The cry of the figtime, on his Parthian expedition.
vender was Cauncns (supply ficiis erne, or vendo), and
a bad

Roman

this to a

ear would sound very

much

like cave

caw^
KC eas, pronounced
is,
the letter v being sounded by the Romans
rapidly, that

like

w' cas,
like u.

(Schneider, L. G., vol. 1, p. 357, seqq )
Caystkr or Caystrus, a rapid river of Asia, rising
in Lydia, and, after a meandering course, falling into

^gean Sea near Ephesus. Near its mouth it
formed a marsh called Asia Palus, or the Asian marsh,
and the same with the 'A<TiOf XeifJ,u)v of Homer, much

the

The
frequented by swans and other water-fowl.
Cayster is now called the Kilchik Minder, or Little
Maeander, from its winding course.
{Plin., 5, 29.

—

Strab.,

383.— W ^n.,
,

Ep.,\, 54,

tial,

A70.— Virg., Georg., 1,
699.— OtJtd, Met., 5, 386.— Mar-

6^i—Hom.,
7,

Ji, 2,

6.)

Ckbenna Mons,

a range of mountains in Gaul, commencing in the territory of the Volcae Tectosages, runa
northern direction into the country of
ning thence in
the Ruteni, communicating by a side-chain with the
mountains of the Arverni to the northwest, while the
main range pursues its course towards the northeast
and north, connecting itself, in the former direction
with Mount Jura, and in the latter with Mount Vogesus ( Vosge).
The modern name of the range is the
Cevennes, in the departments of VAveyron, la Latere,
and VArdeche.
B. G., 7, 4 et 56.)
( Cas.,
Pliny calls
this

range

Greeks

Gehenna

m

(3, 4)

Ptolemy, Strabo, and the

;

Avienus
general, style it Kefifievov bpog.
{Or. Marit., 614) calls the adjacent region Cimenice.

(Compare Wemsdorff, ad
ad

loc.

— Lemaire, Index Geogr.

C(Bs., s. v., p. 229.)

Cebes, I. a (jreek philosopher, and disciple of Socand also one of the interlocutors whom Plato introduces in his dialogue entited Phjedon.
He was
bom at Thebes, and composed three dialogues, called
rates,

Hebdome

Phrynichii^ {^pvvLXo^), and PiThe last is the only one
nax, or the Picture {Ulva^.
which has come down to us. It is commonly cited
by its Latin title Cebetis Tabula (i. e., picta), and is a
moral sketch or picture of human life, written in a
{'E6S6fiij),

Some critics have raised
pleasing and simple style.
doubts as to the authenticity of this little work.
It
breathes, indeed, a very pure vein of morality, but is not
composed, as they think, in the true spirit of the Socratic school and they are disposed, therefore, to
regard
it as the work of some stoic,
perhaps Cebes of
;

(No.

II.),

who wished

Cyzicus

to

in the practice of virtue.
to Cebes by Lucian {de

after

39),
das.

show that happiness consisted
But it is expressly attributed

Mercede Conduct., c. 42), and
him by Tertullian {de Prctscript. adv. Hteret., c.
Laertius
(2, 125), Chalcidius, and SuiDiogenes
Wolff was the first among the moderns who

ventured to

in question this
testimony of the an-

call

and he has been followed on the same side by
the Abbe Sevin {Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c.,
cients,

vol. 3, p. 75.

the

— Compare the

dissertation of

Gamier,

in

No work

same

collection, vol. 49, p. 455).
tiquity has met with a wider circulation.
translated into almost all the modern

—The

into the Arabic.

of anIt has been

languages, even

best editions of

Cebes

are, that

of Schweighaeuser, Argent., 12mo, 1806, and that of
Thieme, Berol., 8vo, 1810, with German notes of
great merit.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, 346.)—
II.
philosopher of Cyzicus, who lived in the time of
Marcus Aurelius. (Compare Athenaus, 4,
156.

A

p.

—

Ed. Schweigh., vol. 2, p. 109, and Gamier, Dissert,
tur le Tableau de Cebes.
Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr.,

—

&.C., vol. 49, p.

455.)
Cebrenk, a city of Troas, capital of a small district
named from it Cebrenia. This district was
separated

I

by the Scamander (the Simo'is of Homer) from

tlie

Scepsis, as Strabo informs us, and the
Cebrenians and the people of Scepsis were almost
continually at war, until Antigonus removed the inhabitants of both places to Anligonia, afterward Alexterritory of

andrea Troas.
{Strab, 597.) According to Ephorus,
Cebrene had received a colony from the .^olian Cyme.
s.
v. Ke6pi]va.)
Xenophon affirms
a place of great strength.
{Hist. Gr., 3,
site is called at the present day Kutchu-

{Ap. Harpocr.,
that

it

was

The

1, 14).

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 1, p. 119.)
a river of Mossia, flowing into the Danube,
It is now
and separating Upper from Lower Moesia.
either the Isclia, a small Bulgarian stream, or the Zib-

lan-tepe.

Cebrus,

{Dio Cass., 51,25.)
Cecropia, the original name of Athens,

riz.

of Cecrops,

its first

in

honour

founder.

{Vid. Cecrops.)
Cecropid.*, a name given to the Athenians by the
{Vid.
poets, as the fabled descendants of Cecrops

Cecrops.)

Cecrops, according to the Attic legend, an autochthon or indigenous personage, and the earliest monarch
His form was half huof the country, after Ogyges.
In his days, it is said, the
man, half that of a serpent.
gods began to choose favourite spots among the dwellas the expresings of men for their own residence, or,
sion

seems

to

with especial

mean, particular deities were worshipped
It

particular cities.

in

homage

was

at

this time, therefore, that Minerva and Neptune strove
The question was to be
for the possession of Attica.

determined by the natural principle of priority of occupation.
It was asserted by Neptune, that he had appropriated the territory to himself, by planting his trident
on the rock of the Acropolis at Athens, before the land
He pointed to it there
had been claimed by Minerva.
which had then
standing erect, and to the salt-spring
issued, and was flowing from the fissure of the cliff,

On
had opened for the reception of the trident.
the other hand, Minerva alleged that she had taken
still
earlier
period than
possession of the country at a
that

She appealed, iu
rival deity.
support of her claim, to the olive, which had sprung at
her command from the soil, and which was growing
near the fountain produced by the hand of Neptune
had been done by the

from the same place. Cecrops was required to attest
He had been witness of
the truth of her assertion.
the act, and testified accordingly ; whereupon the
twelve
according to one version of the fable,
gods,

but, according to another,

Cecrops himself, decided

in

favour of Minerva, who then became the tutelary deity
of Athens.
Cecrops married
{Apollod., 3, 14, 1.)
and became the father
Agraulos, daughter of Actajus,
of three daughters, Pandrosos, Herse, and Agraulos.
After a reign of many years, spent in introducing
among his subjects the blessings of civilization, he
died, leaving the kingdom to Cranaus, another autochthon.
ble,

{Apollod.,

which has become

matter of

fact.

The

I.

in

c.)

—Thus

much

our histories so

truth appears to

for the fa-

much grave

be, that

the

whole series of Attic kings who are said to have preceded Theseus, including, perhaps, even Theseus himto misunself, are mere fictions, owing their existence
derstood names and false etymologies, to attempts to
and to a
explain ancient customs and religious rites,
wish to exalt the antiquity of a nation or a family by
At the head of
giving it a founder in a remote age.
the list of Attic kings is commonly placed Ogyges.

The evidence of his historical existence is so slight
that his name hardly appears deserving of remark.
Whether we make it equivalent, as some do, to ap-

to a root
it, with other etymologists,
in either case the
yvyv, meaning night or darkness,
name is merely figurative, and is intended to refer,
not to an individual, but to a period of remote and
obscure antiquity.— Next in order comes Cecrops,
whom we ought to regard as being, in genuine Attic

Xaloc, or trace
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CECROPS.
fable, the first king of Attica ; the true autochthon
Ijrom whom,
according to the popular faith, the Attic

of the arts of civilized life.
For the immediate jjuccessor of Amphictyon, and the representative of the
slate of the Athenian nation, as it existed in that
peErichthonius was, in the
riod, was Erichthonius.
language of mythology, thie son of Vulcan and Minerva ; or, as that tradition may be interpreted, it was in
this age that the manual labours which
enjoyed the
especial patronage of those two deities began to at-

The story of his being half
people had their origin.
man, half serpent, is only an expression of his autochthonous nature.
For in Herodotus (1, 78), the explanation given by the Telmessians of the serpents
devoured by the horses at Sardis is, oipiv elvai yz/f
" that the snake is a child of earth."
The
nalda,
story of his leading a colony from Sais, in Eg)'pt, to tract the attention and assume the importance which
Athens, is a comparatively late invention, and entitled afterward rendered them the source of afl[luence and
to no credit.
The very of glory to the possessors of the Athenian soil.
{Philol. Museum, 5, p. 357.)

name Cecrops
else than a

cicada,

(Ke/cpo^') itself appears to

synonyme of

ovr6;j;iJwv.

be nothing

The

tettl^, or

was always regarded by the Athenians as a

As the eggs of this inground from the stalks on which they
are deposited {Aristot., Hist. An., 5, 24), and are
hatched in great numbers in showery weather, it was
symbol of
sect

fall

their autochthonia.

to the

natural that the
vulgar should consider the earth as
one of the names of the ciproducing them.

Now

cada is KipKcjrp {JElian, Hist. An., 10, 44), the original form of which would seem to have been Kpiaoxl),
referring, as well as tettl^, to the peculiar sound which
the insect emits.
Cecrops, therefore {KiKpoip, KpeK<np), is in reality nothing more than the cicada itself,
the emblem of autochthonia, converted into the first
This is rendered still more probable
king of Athens.
by the names of his daughters. As the ancients supposed the cicada to be produced from the ground, so

they thought that it was wholly nourished by the dew.
Hence the names Udvdpoaog (** All-dewy'''') and 'Kpajj
(" Deic'^), given to two of the daughters of the fabled

{Wordsworth's

Museum, 5,
Cel^n.^

Greece, p.
345, seqq.)

p.

92,

seqq.

—

Philological

a city of Phrygia, in the
southwest, at the sources of the Marsyas. This was a
small river which flows into the Maeander, and which,
or

Celenb,

according to Xenophon, was named after Marsyas,
whom Apollo caused to be flayed alive, and whose
skin he hung in the cave where the river rises. Cyrus
the Younger had a palace there, with a park filled witli
wild beasts, where he exercised himself in hunting.
Within the enclosure of this palace rose the Maeander,
and flowed through the park the Marsyas rose in the
At the sources of the latter, Xerxes,
market-place.
after his return from Greece, built a palace and citadel.
The inhabitants of Celaenae were in after days
carried off" by Antiochus Soier to the city of Apamea,
founded by him a few miles to the southeast, at the
confluence of the Marsyas and Maeander.
{Liv., 38,
;

13.

—

Xenoph., Anab., 1.)
Ckljeso, one of the harpies, daughter of Neptune
and Terra. ( Virg., Mn., 3, 245.)
The third name, 'AypavXo^ (" Field-piper"'),
Cklbnderis, a city on the coast of Cilicia Trachea,
Cecrops.
is equally
It
appropriate to the cicada, of whose music to the northeast of the Anemurian promontory.
the ancients thought so highly, that it was doubte^ was founded by the Phoenicians, and afterward receivwhether the lonians did not wear the golden cicada in ed a Samian colony. Celenderis appears to have
their hair in honour of Apollo.
{Schol. ad Aristoph., been a place of great strength, built on a high and
Nub., 971.) But what becomes of the legend respect- craggy precipice, surrounded by the sea.
{Tacit.,
the
that
It is now Chelindreh.
{Cramer's
ing
part
Cecrops bore in the controversy be- Ann, 2, 80.)
tween Neptune and Minerva 1 It is not difficult to Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 328.)
Vid. Equites.
Celekes.
perceive, that in this tradition a record is preserved of
the rivalry that arose between two classes of the Attic
Celeus, a king of Eleusis, father to Triptolemus
He gave a kind reception to Ceres, who
population, the one devoted to maritime pursuits, and by Metanira.
{Heaiming at commercial eminence, the other contented taught his son the art of cultivating the earth.
with their own domestic resources, and preferring the siod. Op. ct D., v. ^23.— Apollod., 1, 5, 1.
Pau-

—

—

tranquil occupations of agricultural and pastoral life,
which were typified by the emblematic symbol of

peace.

The

victory of Minerva, which

it

commem-

H.— Virg.,

165.)
Cblsus, I. AuLus Cornelius, a celebrated physiHis native city is unknown ; some writers concian.
san., 1,

Georg.,

1,

(Compare FaEven his very
doubt, some making it Au-

orates, is a true and significant expression of the condition of this country, and of the habits of its people,

tending for

from the days of Cecrops to those of Themistocles.
s
Cranaus comes next
{^Words^Dorth" Greece, p. 93).
in the list of Attic kings.
He was also an autochthon,
He marcontemporary with the flood of Deucalion.
ried Pedias, and the issue of their wedlock was AtWhat is this but the legend of a union between
this.

name is partly involved in
relius Cornelius Celsus, others Aulus.

—

inhabitants of the hills {Kpavarj yrj, the
rocky
country) with those of the plains of Attica {JleSidg,
the plain country) 1 and thus Attica ('Ar^if ) was
formed by uniting the rugged district with that beAnd yet a hundred histories
longing to the plain.
have repeated the name of Cranaus as a king of AtThis state of prosperity, however, does not aptica
for Atthis is said
pear to have been of long duration
and the flood of Deucalion
to have died in early youth
to have inundated the country during the reign of Cranaus, who was himself driven from the throne by the
king next in succession, named Amphictyon. This
appellation, indicating, as it does, a collector of neigh-

the

Rome,

others for Verona.

bricius, Bibl. Lat., 2, 4, p.

^,

seqq.)

The

lime hi

been made a subject of controOne class of writers infer, from a passage ia
versy.
Columella {R. R., 1, 1, 14, compare 3, 17, 4, and 4,
8, 1), that he was born in the time of Tiberius, and

which he

lived

lived has also

until the reign of Trajan.

{Schilling, Quctst.

Celsi V-da, Lips., 1824, p. 19 and 75.)
Another class place his birth under the reign of Au(Compare Le Clerc, Hist, de la Med., vol.
gustus.
Schulze, Compend. Hist. Med., p.
1, p. 617, seqq.
The most probable opinion is, that he
298, seqq.)
lived under Augustus and Tiberius, but wrote his
works under the latter. Celsus composed a large
work, on the plan, in some measure, of an encyclopaedia, in which he treated of philosophy, jurisprudence,
" De ArIt was entitled
agriculture, and medicine.
tibus."
Unhappily, however, only the eight books
(from the 6th to the 14th) which treat of medicine
bouring people into one community, appears to indicate have come down to us. The best editions arc that
an attempt made in this, the next age, to organize of Ruhnken, Lugd. Bat., 1785, and that of Milligan,
Roman literature, otherwise so barren
afresh the social elements, which had been disturbed Lond., 1826.
by the convulsions of the previous generation, and to of good medical authorities, can boast of possessing
combine them together into one federal body. This in Celsus one, who, for elegance, terseness, learning,
stands unrivaldesign seems to have been attended with success, and good sense, and practical information,
to have produced results favourable to the cultivation led.
Every branch of the profession has been treated
!

de

Corn.

—

—

;

;

—
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CELSUS.
of by him, and it may be well said of him, Nihil quod
So complete a specimen of protetigit non ornavit.
fessional knowledge, selected by a sound judgment,
and adorned with philosophy, is nowhere else to be
met with. As a Roman historian said of Homer, that
he who can believe him to have been born blind must
himself be devoid of every sense, so may we venture to
affirm respecting Celsus, that he who can suppose him
to have been a mere compiler, and never to have
practised the art of medicine, must be totally destitute
His preface contains
of all professional experience.
an admirable exposition of the principles of the diffefent sects which had risen up in medicine before his
time
and in the remaining part of the 1st book there
are many pertinent remarks on the best method of
In the 2d, which treats of the
preserving the health.
general symptoms and phaenomena of diseases in general, he has copied freely from Hippocrates, having, no
*'
to copy nature was to copy
doubt, discovered that
him." The last part of this book is devoted to the
and here his views will,
subject of diet and regimen
with a few exceptions, even now be admitted by the
Dr. Cullen,
unprejudiced to be wonderfully correct.
with all his prejudices against ancient authors, allows
" in most
that,
instances, his judgment, if understood
In
well, might be found perhaps to be very good."
and here his
the 3d book he has treated of fevers
;

;

—

;

distinctions, remarks upon critical days, and treatment,
will be found to be particularly deserving of attention.

Venesection and cold applications to the head are the
general remedies which he most approves of, and happy would it have been for mankind if the masters of
the profession had been content to follow this simple
plan of treatment, instead of being carried away 4)y
such specious theories as the Cullenian and Brunoni-

which all must now admit have introduced very
mistaken and fatal views of practice. The other parts
of his work it is unnecessary to go over minutely ; but
we would point out, as particularly valuable, his diIt is remarkable that
visions and treatment of ulcers.
no one has treated of diseases of the " ohscczna.
varies" with the same precision that he has done.
The different shades of cutaneous diseases, which are
found so difficult to define, he has marked with a surBut, of the whole work,
prising degree of precision.
an,

member

of his profession.

—

II.

A

Platonic, or, accord*

Epicurean philosopher, who lived towards the close of the reign of Hadrian. His name
18 famous as that of one of the bitterest enemies of
From a motive of curiosity, or, perhaps,
Christianity.
in order to be better able to combat the new religion,
Celsus caused himself to be initiated into the mysteries of Christianity, and to be received into that secret
society which St. Clement of Rome is supposed to
have founded.
(Compare Kestner, Agape, oder der
gcheime Weltbunde der Christen^ &c., Jena, 1819,
It appears, however, that the sincerity of the
8vo.)
neophyte was distrusted, and that he was refused adto others,

ing

mittance into the higher ceremonies.

which

The

discontent

the breast of Celsus, inflaagainst the Christians, and he wrote
"
true
a work against them, entitled 'AXrjO^g Xoyoq,
discourse," in which he employed all the resources of
his intellect and eloquence to paint Christianity as a
to

this

gave

rise in

med his resentment

A

ridiculous and contemptible system, and its followers
as a sect dangerous to the well-being of the state.
There is no falsehood to which he has not recourse in

order to represent in an untrue light the Christian
scheme of morals, to parody and falsify the text of the
Old and New Testaments, and to calumniate the charHe styles
acter of Jesus Christ and his disciples.
Christianity a doctrine tending to pervert and corrupt
the human race Q^6yo<; \v\iaiv6^tvoq rov rdv avOpuiruv jSiSv), and exhorts the government to extirpate
The disthe sect, if it wishes to save the empire.
course itself is lost ; but Origen, who refuted it, in a
work divided into eight books, has given us so complete an extract from it, that, by the aid of this, we can
Celfollow all the principal reasonings of the author.
sus wrote also a work against magicians and sorcerers
(Kara Mdjov), which is cited by Origen and Lucian.
The latter, who was his friend, addressed to him his
memoir on Alexander, the false''pro()het, in which he
extols the wisdom of Celsus, his love for truth, and
his amiable manners.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5,
III. Albinovanus, a friend of Horace,
p. 103, seqq.)

—

warned against plagiarism (Epist.,

1, 3, 15) and pleasantly ridiculed (Epist., 1, 8) for his foibles.
Celt.iE, a general name for the whole Gallic race,
but, in a special sense, an appellation given to the most

most interesting part, perhaps, is the 7th book, indigenous and extensive of the three great tribes that
which treats of the operations of surgery. His ac- occupied Gaul in the days of Caesar. (Vid. Gallia.)
count of those performed upon the eye may be inCeltiberi, a people of Spain, brave and powerful,
the

stanced as particularly excellent.
The operating for
couching the cataract is described in much the same
manner as it is now performed. The ancients were
rot acquainted with the mode of extracting.
The operation of lithotomy, as described by him, though not
exactly the same as that now generally practised, has,
even at the present day, its admirers, among whom we
may mention the celebrated Dupuytrens, who has reit at Paris, and considers it to
possess the advantage over the common plan of affording a freer
Mr. Charles Bell, of London,
passage to the stone.
has also operated much in the same way upon boys,
to whom, by-the-by, Celsus restricts his practice.
Celsus has the merit of being the first author who
makes mention of the application of the ligature to

vived

for stopping hemorrhage.
The ligature is
mentioned by Heliodorus in a short tract on amputation preserved by Nicetas, by Galen in nearly
twenty places, by Aetius, Paulus JEgineta, Avicenna,
so that it cannot
Rhazez, Avenzoar, and Albucasis
with any propriety be called a modern invention.
In
the last book he treats minutely of fractures and dislocations
and here, of course, he avails himself of the
correct views previously laid down by Hippocrates.
One may venture to affirm that, even at the present
day, he who is thoroughly acquainted with the writings of Celsus, and has learned to reduce his knowled^ to practice, will prove a usefiU and distinguished

who occupied

the greater part of the interior of the

According to Diodorus Siculus (5, 33), they
were composed of two nations, the Celtae and Ibcri,
whence their name, which, perhaps, was used for distinction' sake from that of the Celtae beyond the Pyrenees in Gaul. Their cavalry were excellent, and fought
equally well on foot and on horseback, Niebuhr considers the fact far from proved that the Celts of Iberia were
strangers from Gaul who had migrated into that coun-

country.

try.

No

definite tradition of this event

is,

according

This asto him, to be found ;not even in Diodorus.
sertion, however, is altogether untenable, and is based

upon the strange hypothesis that different races of human beings were originally created, and that mankind
did not spring from one common parent.
(Compare

The

arteries

Niebuhr, Rom. Hist.,

also

were reduced beneath the Roman sway in the Seriorian war, after a long and brave resistance. They were

;

;

—

vol. 2, p.

256.)

Celtiberi

divided into six tribes, the Bellones, Arevaci, PelenThe country of the
dones, Ditthi, Belli, and Lusones.
Celtiberi was sometimes called Celtiberia, and bordered, on the east, upon the Edetani and the range of
Mount
on the north upon the Iberus ; on
;

Ortospeda

on the
upon the Tagus and the Carpetani
It comprised, therefore, what
south upon the Oretani.
is now the southwestern part of Aragon, the southern
of Old Castile, and
part of Navarre, the eastern portion
the west

the northeastern division of

;

New

Castile.
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{Plin., 3,

^

CEN
3.— Id.,

22.— Li©.,

4,

Epit.,

CE N

48.—Eutrop.,

4,

16.—

Hisp. Chron. Goth., p. 173.)
CeltIci, a people of Lusitania, whose territory lay
below the mouth of the Tagus, and between that river
and the Turdetani. They were of Celtic origin, as
their name imports, and their country answered to
what is now the southern part of Alontejos. Their
Jsidor.,

was Pax

chief town

Julia,

now

Beja.

{Plin., 3, 1.

—

Id., 4, 21.)

Centum, a promontory of Euboea, which formed the
extreme point of the island towards the northwest.
The modern name is Lithada.
4, 12.— Plot., p. 87.)
UENCHREiE,
Gulf, from

I.

w^ch

{Strab., 444.

—

Plin.,

a harbour of Corinth, on the Saronic
this city traded with Asia, the Cyc-

and the Euxine. {S/rabo, 380.) It was aboi>t
seventy stadia from the city itself; and the road thither
appears, from the account of Pausanias, to have been
lined with temples and sepulchres.
Dr. Clarke observes, that the remains at Cenchreae faithfully correspond with the description given by Pausanias of the
lades,

W.

Gell says the place is still called Kenof the Morea, p. 207.) II. A village of
Argolis, near the frontiers of Arcadia, southwest of
A tumulus was here erected to some Argives
Argos.
who had fallen in a battle with the Spartans. {Strabo,
spot.
chres.

Sir

—

(Itin.

376.)

Cenchreis, a small island off the Spirseum Promontorium of Argolis.
{Plin., 4, 11.)
Cenchrius, a river of Ionia rear Ephesus and Mount
Solmissus, where the Curetes, according to some, concealed and protected Latona after her delivery, when
she was pursued by the power of Juno.
{Strab., 639.

—

Tacit., Ann., 3, 61.)

Cenimaoni, a people of

Britain, north of the Trinobantes, on the eastern coast, forming part of the great
the
of
Iceni.
nation
(Vid. Iceni.)
Lipsius, however,
rejects the term CentTtxa^ni, where it occurs in the
text of Caesar (fl. G., 5, 21), on the ground that this
race are nowhere else mentioned among the British
tribes, and he proposes to read in place of it, Iceni,
The author of the Greek paraphrase of Caesar
Cangi.

has l^evLfiavoi, whence Vossius conjectured the true
reading to be Cenomani, and supposed this nation to
have crossed over from Gaul. {Lemaire, Ind. Gtogr.
ad Cas., p. 231, seqq.)
Vid. CaBnina.
Cenina.
Cenomani, a people of Gaul, belonging

to the nation

wrote a small work entitled " Be die AWoZt," which wa«
so called because composed on occasion of the birth-

day of his friend Cerellius. It treats of the time
of birth, of the influence of one's Genius, as well as
that of the stars, upon the birth-period of an individual ; and embraces many other topics of a chronolomathematical, and cosmographical character.
Canio, therefore, who edited the work in 1583, separated the latter part of this production from the rest,
and regards it as a fragment of an unknown author,
" De naturati
institutione.^^
The style of Censorinus
is
good, though not free, of course, from the blemishes
natural to his time.
have also a fragment, de MeHe composed also a work
tris, by this same writer.
on accents, and another on geometry, but these last two
have not reached us. The best edition of Censorinus
is that of Havercamp,
Lugd. Bat., 1743, 8vo, reprinted
in 1767.
{Bdhr, Gesch. Rom Lit., vol. 1, p. 661.)
The latest edition is that of Gruber, Nuremb., 1805,
8vo.
Centauri, a Thessalian race fabled to have been
The Centaurs and Lapithae are
half-men half-horses.
gical,

We

—

two mythic

tribes,

which arc always mentioned

to-

The

former are spoken of twice in the Iliad,
under the appellation of wild-creatures {^rjpe^), and
once under their proper name. {II., 1,268.
/A., 2, 742.
also find the name Centaurs in the
lb., 11,832.)
Odyssey (21, 303).
They seem to have been a rude
mountain-tribe, dwelling on and about Mount Pelion.
It is very doubtful whether Homer and Hesiod conceived them to be of a mingled form, as they were

gether.

—

—

We

In the fight of the Centaurs and Lapiths on the shield of Hercules, tJie latter appear in panoply fighting with spears, while the
former wield pine-clubs.
{Hes., Scut. Here, 178,

subsequently represented.

Pindar is the earliest poet extant who expressdescribes them as semi-ferine.
According to him
{Pyth., 2, 78, seqq.), the ofl'spring of Ixion and the
cloud {vid. Ixion) was a son named Cenlaurus, who,
when grown up, wandered about the foot of Mount
Pelion, where he united with the Magnesian mares, who
brought forth the Centaurs, a race partaking of the
form of both parents, their lower parts resembling their
seqq.)
ly

dams,

makes

their

upper their

sire.

the Centaurs to have

The common account
been the immediate

oflF-

By his wife Dia, Ixion
spring of Ixion and the cloud.
had a son named Pirithoiis, who married Hippodamia,
The chiefs of
daughter of Adrastus, king of Argos.

his own tribe, the Lapithae, were all invited to the wedCensor Es, two magistrates of great authority at ding, as were also the Centaurs, who dwelt in the
Rome, first created A.U.C. 312. The office of the neighbourhood of Pelion. Theseus, Nestor, and other
At the feast, Enrycensors was chiefly to estimate the fortunes, and to in- strangers were likewise present.

of the Aulerci.

{Vid. Aulerci.)

For a full account
spect the morals of the citizens.
of their duties, &c., consult Adams, Rom. Ant.
I.
one
of
the
Censorinus,
ephemeral Roman emperors who appeared in so great numbers under the reign
of Gallienus, and are known in later Roman history
as " the thirty tyrants."
(Treb. Pollio, in Hist. Aug.

tion, one of the Centaurs, becoming intoxicated with
the wine, attempted to offer violence to the bride
the
other Centaurs followed his example, and a dreadful
conflict arose, in which several of them were slain.
The Centaurs were finally driven from Pelion, and
;

obliged to retire to other regions.

—

—

{Ovid, Met., 12,

Censorinus had 210, seqq.
Diod. Sic, 4, 70.)
According to the
been distinguished in camps and in the senate he had earliest version of this legend, Eurytion, the Centaur,
been twice consul, twice praetorian prefect, three times being invited to the mansion of Pirithoiis, got intoxiAfter cated, and behaved so ill, that the heroes rose, and,
prefect of Rome, and four times proconsul.
having passed through this honourable career, he re- dragging him to the door, cut off his ears and nose,
" strife between the Centired to the country, being now advanced in years, and which was the occasion of
lame from a wound he had received in the war against taurs and men." {Od., 21, 295, seqq ) When HerIt was un- cules was on his way to hunt the Erymanthian boar,
the Persians during the reign of Valerian.
and this
der these circumstances that he was proclaimed em- he was entertained by the Centaur Pliolus
it
as
would appear, of his gave rise to a conflict between him and the other Cenperor, A.D. 269, in spite,
of
he
total
a
was
which
terminated
in
the
discomfiture
of the
own wishes and by
taurs,
pleasantxy
species
surnamed, or rather nicknamed, Claudius, in allusion to latter. The most celebrated of the Centaurs was
The strict disci- Chiron, the son of Saturn by the nymph Philyra.
his lameness (claudus, "lame").
wished to introduce, gave of- {Vid. Chiron.) It is the opinion of Buttmann {Mypline, however, which he
fence, and he was slain by the very soldiers who had tholosus, vol. 2, p. 22), that the Centaurs and Lapithae
are two purely poetic names, used to distinguish two
raised him to the throne.
{Treb. Poll., Vit. Cens.)
the former, the rude horseII. A grammarian and philosopher, who flourished
opposite races of men
ander Maximus and Gordianas, about A.D. 238. He riding tribes, which tradition records to have been
Script., vol. 2, p.

254, ed. Hack.)

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

3S6

CEN
spread over the north of Greece

CEP
the latter, the

;

more

race, which founded towns, and gradually
drove iheir wild neighbours back into the mountains.
civilized

He therefore thinks the exposition of Centaurs as Airnot an improbable
piercers (from KevT€iv ttjv avpav)
one, for that very idea is suggested by the figure of a
Cossack, leaning forward with his protruded lance as
He regards, however, the idea of
he gallops along.
Kevravpoq having been in its origin simply Kevrtjp as
much more probable. Lapithae may, he thinks, have
signified Stone-pcrsuadcrs (from Xaag netdeiv), a poHe supposes
etic appellation for the builders of towns.
Hippodamia, as her name seems to intimate, to have
been a Centauress, married to the prince of the Lapithse, and thus accounts for the Centaurs having been
at the wedding.

—Kcightley's My-

{Mythologus, I. c.
Knight takes a very different
thology, p. 316, scqq.)
view of the legend. The horse, as he observes, was
sacred to Neptune and the Rivers, and was employed
The Centaurs apas a general symbol of the waters.
pear to him to have been the same symbol partly humanized. According to this explanation, the legend
respecting the Centaurs and Lapithae will have reference to the draining of some parts of Thessaly by that

—

old Pelasgic race.
(Knigkt^s Enquiry, &c., ^111,
Class. Journ., vol. 25, p. 34, seqq.)
CENTRiTts, a river of Armenia Major, flowing under

seqq.

—

the ramparts of Tigranocerta, and falling into
name of Nicephorius,

on account of some

in its vicinity during the time of the
It separated Armenia from the country
Syrian kings.
of the Carduchi, and is now ihe Bif lis- Soo. {Xen.,
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5, p. 236.)
Anab., 4, 3.
Centrones, a people of Gaul, among the Alpes
Graiae, who, along with the Graioceli and Caturiges,
were defeated by Caesar in several engagements.
Their chief city was Forum Claudii Centronum, now
Centron.
{Lemaire, Index Geogr. ad C(Bs., p. 231 )
Cbntum Cell.(E, a seaport town of Etruria, northIt is better known under the name of
east of Cajre.
Trajani Portus, that emperor having caused a magnificent harbour to be constructed there, which Pliny the
younger has described in one of his epistles (6, 31).
Two immense piers formed the port, which was semicircular, while an island, constructed artificially of im-

battle gained

—

mense masses of

rock, brought there by vessels and
served as a breakwater in front and
The coast being very destitute
supported a pharos.
of shelter for vessels of burden, this work of Trajan
was of great national benefit. Previous to Trajan's
in the sea,

improvements the place was very thinly inhabited, and
received its name from the mean and scanty abodes
scattered here and there along the shore.
Centum
Cellae having been destroyed by the Saracens, the inhabitants built another town at some distance inland,
but afterward they reoccupied the site of the old
city,

which, from that circumstance, obtained its present
name of Civita Vecchia. {Cramer's Ana. Italy, vol.
1, p.

201, seqq.

— Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 9, p.

373.)

absence of the praetor. {Sueton.,
Trials before the centumviri were held
usually in the Basilica Julia, sometimes in the forum.
(Consult Hcineccitis, Antiq. Rom., ed. Haubold, 4, 6,
9, p. 664.)
side in

in the

Aug., 36.)

Cknturipa (ri KevTopina.
Sil. Ital.,

—

Ptol., KevTovpnrai.

Centuripe), an ancient

—

city of the Siouli,

After
Sicily, near Catana.
conquest of the island it became an im-

on the eastern shore of
the

Roman

The
portant place in the corn-trade to Italy.
Ccntorbi appears to mark the ancient site.
nert,

Geogr.,

vol. 9, pt. 2, p.

416.)

Ceos

modem
{Man-

— Ovid,

Met.,
(also called Cea, Plin., 4, 12.
368, &c.), an island of the iEgean, one of the Cyclades, opposite the promontory of Sunium in Attica.
It was famed for its fertility and rich pastures.
Pliny
(4, 12) writes, that it had been torn from Euboea, and
was once 500 stadia in length, but nearly four parts
were carried away by the sea on the side of Boeotia.
Herodotus states, that it was an Ionian colony peopled from Africa, and furnished a few ships both at
7,

Ckntumviri, the members of a court of justice at
There were originally chosen three from each
of the 35 tribes of the people, and, though 105, they
were always called Cenlumvir^. They were afterward increased to the number of 180, but still kept
their original name
They seem to have been first instituted soon after the creation of the praetor
peregrinus.
causes that came before them in the time of the
are
enumerated
Cicero.
republic
by
They

The

judged

then chiefly concerning testaments and inheritances.
Or.', 1,

38.— Fa^ Max.,

7,

l.—Quintil,

4,

sessed four towns,

1*

After the time of Augustus, however,
they formed
the council of the praetor, and
judged in the most imWhen the number of the Centumviri
portant causes.
7.)

reached 180, they were divided mto four councils,
sometimes only into two, and sometimes, in
important

named

lulls,

Carthaea,

Coressia,

time only the two former
remained, the population of the others having beea
lulis was the birthplace of Sitransferred to them.

and Poeessa, but

in Strabo's

monides, and is probably represented by the modem
It is said
Zea, which gives its name to the island.
that the laws of this town decreed, that every man, on
reaching his sixtieth year, should destroy himself by
poison, in order to leave to others a sufficient maintenance.
This ordinance is said to have been promulgated when the town was besieged by the Athenians.
{Strabo, ^86.— Mian, V. H., 3, 37.— Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 401, seqq.)
Cephallenia, an island in the Ionian sea, southwest of Ithaca, from which it is separated by a strait
of six miles.
It is now Cefalonia, and forms one of
Strabo (456) asserts, that
the seven Ionian islands.
it was about three hundred stadia in circuit, or thirbut
Pliny (4, 12), forty-four miles
ty-eight miles
;

;

both are very far short of the real measurement, which
Th©
is little less than one hundred and twenty miles.
more ancient name of this large island was Samos, as

we learn from Homer. {Od., 4, 671.) But the poet
elsewhere speaks of the Cephallenians as the subjects
All the writers of antiquiof Ulysses.
(//., 2, 631.)
from
ty agree in deriving the name of Cephallenia
Cephalus, who settled here after his expedition against
the Telebose, in which he accompanied Amphitryon.
The Cephallenians did not .share
{Strabo, I. c.)
but one of their
in the
glory of the victory of Salamis,

few soldiers to Plataea. {Herodot., 9,
Prior to the Peloponnesian war, the whole isl-

cities sent a

28.)

Rome.

{Cic,

them

—

Artemisium and Salamis (8, 1). From this island, as
Varro reports, a greater degree of elegance was introthe Eu- duced in female dress.
It once pos{Plin., I. c.)

The Greeks gave it the
phrates.
" that
brings victory," probably

sunk

A

cause before
causes, they judged all together.
them could not be adjourtied. (Plin., Ep., I, 18.
Ten men were appointed, five senators
Id., 4, 24.)
and five equites, to assemble these councils, and pre-

and was conquered by an Athenian fleet commanded
But its subjugation does not appear to
by Tolmides.
have been permanent, since Thucydides mentions,
it was
that, towards the commencement of the war,
without a
brought under the dominion of Athens,
triremes (2, 30).
struggle, by a fleet of one hundred

There were four cities in the island, Palle or Pale,
Besides these well-known
Cranii, Same, and Proni.
to Cephallenia a
cities, Stephanus Byzantinus assigns
town called Taphos, of which some remains are said
to exist near the modern village of Taphios, on the
western coast of the island. {DodweWs Tour, vol. 1,
Strabo reports, that, towards the close of the
p. 75.)
Roman republic C. Antonius, the colleague of Cicero
in his consulship, resided in Cephallenia during his
such an influence over the inhabiexile, and acquired
^
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CEP
tants that he appeared to

have the direction of the
whole island. He had projected the foundation of a
new city, but the work was never executed. {Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 49, seq.)
Cephalion, a Greek writer, whose native country

das makes Cephalus to have been the first orator thai
made use of an exordium and peroration. {Suid., s
V. Ke^aylof.)
III. The father of
Lysias the orator
He was a native of Syracuse, but settled at Athens
as a resident sojourner, or one of the (liroLKOL.
{Lys.
contra Eratosth., 2.
Reiske, ad loc.)
Cepheis, a name given to Andromeda as daughter
of Cepheus.
{Ovid, A. A., 1, 193.)
Cephenes, I. an ancient name of the Persians.
II.
name of the
Herodot., 7, 61.)
{Vid. Persia.
^Ethiopians, from Cepheus, one of their kings. {Ovid,

—

—

Suidas, it is true, makes him to have
Gergitha in Troas, but the lexicographer
evidently confounds him with another writer named
Ccphalon. {Voss., Hist. Gr., 2, 12.)
Cephalion is
said to have lived during the reign of Hadrian, and to
have been exiled to Sicily for some ofTence given to
the emperor.
He wrote an Abridgment of Universal Met., 4, 76i.-^Gieng, ad loc.)
Cepheus, a king of -Ethiopia, father of Andromeda,
History {IiVVTOfiog 'loToptKo^) from Ninus to the death
of Alexander.
It was in the Ionic dialect, like the by
He was one'of the Argonauts, and waa
Cassiope.
work of Herodotus, and, like this also, was divided changed into a constellation after his death. {Ovid,
into nine books, each named after one of the Muses. Met., 4, 669.— id., 5, 12.— Pausan., 4, 35.)
He composed also rhetorical declamations. His works
Cephisia, a borough of Attica, at the foot of Mount
arc lost.
vol. 1, p. 34, ed. Bek- Brilessus, and near the source of the Cephissus.
It
{Photius, Cod., 68
ker.
Kusfer ad Suid., s. v.)
was the favourite residence of Herodes Atticus, who
CephIlon, a native of Gergitha in Troas, not to be had a beautiful villa here. The modern name is said
confounded with the preceding.
Cramer, however, gives Cephissia.
Cephalon wrote an to be Kissia.
Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol.
historical work, entitled Trojan Events {TpuiKu). He {Aul. GelL, 18, 10.
appears to have been anterior to Alexander the Great, 2, p. 400.)
and is considered by Dionysius of Halicarnassus
Cephisodotus, I. a statuary of Athens, flourished
His work about B.C. 372.
Two works of his are spoken of by
worthy of reliance as an historical writer.
is lost.
the ancients, a Mercury nourishing Bacchus when an
{Dion. Hal., Ant. Rom., 1, 49, et 72.)
Cephalus, I. the son of Deion, and a grandson of infant, and one of a public speaker in the act of deliv^Eolus, was married to Procris. the eldest daughter of ering an oration.
{Plin., 34, 8, 19.
Sillig, Diet.
Erechtheus. They dwelt at Thoricos in Attica, and Art., s. V.)
II. Another statuary, who flourished
lived happily together, till curiosity to try the fidelity about Olym. 120.
{Plin., 34, 8, 19.—Stllig, Diet.
of his wife entered the mind of Cephaljus.
Feigning Art., s. V.)
a journey of eight years, he disguised himself and
Cephisus and Cephissus, I. a celebrated river of
came to Procris with a splendid jewel, which he offer- Greece, that rises at the foot of Parnassus, close to
ed to her on dishonourable terms.
After much hesita- Lilaea, and, after traversing the plains of Phocis and
tion she yielded, when her husband discovered himself part of the Boeotian territory, empties into the
Copaand reproached her with her conduct.
She fled from ic I^ke in the latter country. Hesiod compared it to
him in shame, but they were soon after reconciled. a serpent, from the many sinuosities of its course.
Cephalus went constantly to the chase and Procris {Ap. Strab., 424.) The modern name is Mauro Pagrowmg suspicious, as she had failed herself, fancied tamo. According to the poets, the son of the riverthat he was attracted by the charms of some other fair
god Cephissus introduced the worship of the Graces
one.
She questioned the slave who used to accom- into Boeotia {vid. Orchomenus), and hence the pecupany him and he told her, that his master used fre- liar attachment which they were said to have for the
II. A river
quently to ascend the summit of a hill, and cry out, waters of this stream.
{Vid. Gratiae.)
"Come, Nephela, come !" Procris went to the des- of Attica, generally distinguished by the name of Atignated hill, and concealed herself in a thicket ; and ticus, to prevent its being confounded with the Ceon her husband's crying, " Come, Nephela, come !" phissus which flowed near Eleusis. Strabo (400) af(which was nothing more than an invocation for some firms, that it took its source near the demus of Trineis

unknown.

been born

at

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

cloud to interpose itself between him and the scorching
of the sun), she rushed forward towards her
husband, who, in his astonishment, threw his dart and
unwittingly killed her.
{Pherecydes, ap. Schol. ad

beams

Od., 11, 321.)
tions,

which

it

This legend is told with great varianot worth while here to enumerate.

is

—

(Consult Hygin., fab., 189.
Ovid, Met., 7, 661,
AnPausan., 9, 19, 1.
seqq.
Apollod., 3, 15, 1.
for
his
ton. Lib., c. 41.)
Cephalus,
involuntary crime,

—

—

was banished.

He went

to

—

Thebes, which was

at

that time ravaged by a fox, which nothing could overtake, and he joined Amphitryon in the chase of it.

meis, and, after flowing through the Attic plains and
passing under the long walls, discharged itself into the

he adds, that in summer it was
sea near Phalerum
In the CEdipus Coloneus it is described,
nearly dry.
Crahowever, as a perennial stream (v. 685, seqq.
III.
river
mer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 357).
running near Eleusis. According to Sir W. Gell {Itinat present into many small
erary, p. 34), it is divided
branches, and often inundates the plain in its vicinity.
The modern name is said to be the Podhomsta.
:

—

—
—V.

A

river of Argolis, flowing into the Inachus.
river in the island of Salamis.
{Strabo, 424.)

IV.

A

—

A

but, just as he was
both to stone. {Apol-

Ceramicus, I. now Keramo, a bay of Caria, north
of the peninsula of Doris, receiving its name from the
II.
{Plin., 5, 29.)
city of Ceramus in its vicinity.
One of the most considerable and important parts of
Its name was derived from the
the city of Athens.
hero Ceramus {Pausan., 1, 3), or perhaps from .some

{Keightleys Mythology, p. 381,
Athenian orator, who flourished towards the end of the Peloponnesian war, and was one
of those that contributed most to overthrow the rule
of the thirty tyrants.
Although he lived during a
very stormy period, and although no one ever proposed or caused to be passed more laws than he did, yet
he never had any accusation brought against him, a
must
remarkable fact in the history of Athens.
not confound him with Cephalus, the father of Lysias,
who came from Syracuse and settled at Athens. Sui-

situated there.
{Herodpotteries which v/ere formerly
It included
Suidas, s. v. KepajUEig.)
otus, 5, 88.
and
the
PoeStoa
the
the
Basileios,
Agora,
probably

His dog Laelaps ran

it

down

;

Jupiter turned them
lod., 2, 4, 7.)
Cephalus then aided Amphitryon against
the Teleboans, and on their conquest he settled in
This lastthe island named from him Cephallenia.
mentioned circumstance, however, is a mere coinci-

catching

it,

dence of name.
seqq.)

—

II.

An

We

328

—

—

as various other temples and public
Antiquaries are not decided as to the general extent and direction of this part of the ancient
trace remains of its monucity, since scarcely any
ments and edifices but we may certainly conclude,
from their researches and observations, that it lay enon the south side of the acropolis. {Leakeys
cile,

as well

buildings.

;

tirely

Topography of Athens,

p. 101.)

In

this direction it

CER

CER

must have been limited by the city walls, which, as
we know, came close to the fountain Callirhoe or En-

nage du s6jour du supreme juge de I'Amenthi eat
annonc6 par un pi^destal, sur lequel se repose un

of the
neacrounos.
{Thucyd., 2 15.) The breadth
Ceramicus, according to Mr. Hawkins, being thos
confined on one side by the walls of the city, and on
the other by the buildings immediately under the acropolis, could not have exceeded one half of its length.
It was divided into the outer and inner Ceramicus.
The former was without the walls, and contained the
tombs of those who had fallen in battle, and were bu-

animal monstrueux, mais dont les formes sont si d4terminees qu'on ne peut y meconnaitre un hippopotame, amphibie redoubtable, dont les cavernes du Nil
renfermaient un grand nombre.
Ici c'est I'hippopot-'
ame femelle, qui, dans les tableaux astronomiques de
Thebes et d'Esneh, occupe dans le ciel meme la place
que les Grecs ont donnee a la grand ourse. Cett©

ried at the public expense.

772. — PluL,

From

Vit.

Plutarch

Syll.

it

{SchoL, Aristoph.
— Hesych.,
KepafzecKoc)
Equit.,

,

p.

communication
was by the gate

(Hawkins's Topogr. of Athens, in Walp.
Cramer''s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 315,

Dipylum.
Coll

v.

s.

appears, that the
to the other

from the one Ceramicus
485.

—

seqq.)

Cb RAMUS, a small town and fortress of Caria, on the
northern side of the Sinus Ceramicus, and a short disThe village of
tance to the east of Halicarnassus.
Keramo, at the present day, indicates the ancient site.
611.—PtoL,

{Strab.,

p.

119.)

nommee le Chien de Typhon pai
Egyptiens, et sa presence dans VAmenlhi (I'enfer)
ne laisse pas douter que cet animal ne soit le type do
chien Cerbere, qui, selon les mythes Grecs gardait
Tentr^e du palais dMdc*."
(ChampoUion, le jeune,
"
Explication de la principale scene peinte dans des
Papyrus funeraires Egyptiens." Bulletin des Sciences Historiques, &c., vol. 4, p. 351.)
Cercasorum, a city of Egypt, in the Memphitic
nome, on the western bank of the Nile. It lay to the
north of Memphis, and a short distance south of the
spot where the Nile branched off into the Pelusiac and
Canopic mouths. (Herod., 2, \5.—Id., 17, 97.) The
constellation etait
les

—

on the seacoast,
southwest of Trapezus.
It was founded by a colony
from Sinope in Paphlagonia, to which it paid a yearly
tribute.
It must not be confounded with Pharnacia.
(Vid. Pharnacia.)
Xenophon and the Greeks rested
here for ten days on their retreat from Asia. {Anab.,
From
this
5, 3, 5.)
place, according to Pliny, Lucul-

ancient Cercasorum is thought to answer to the
ern Eksas, or Al Achsas. (Compare D'Anville,
Edrisii Africa, p. 426.)
sur VEgypte, p. 73.

lus first brought cherries into Italy, A.U.C. 680, which
were introduced 120 years after into Britain. Hence

53.— Plin.,

Ckrasus

(unlis), a city of Pontus,

" a
the Latin cerasus, " a cherry-tree," and cerasum,
cherry." According to Tournefort, the country is hilly

and the

hills

covered with

forests, in

which cherry-trees

now Kerasoun. {Amm. Marcell., 22, \3.—Plin, 15, 25.— Mela, 1, 19.)
Ceraunii (or Acroceraunii) Montes, a chain of
grow

It is

naturally.

mountains stretching along the coast of northern Epiand forming part of the boundary between it and
That portion of the chain which extended
lUyricum.
beyond Oricum, formed a bold promontory, and was
termed Acroceraunia (JAKpoKepavvta), from its sumrus,

mits (uKpa) being often struck by lightning (Kepavvog).
for the Ceraunian range is Monte
Chimarra, and that of the Acroceraunian promontory
The Greek and Latin poets are
is Cape Linguetta.
full of allusions to this dangerous shore.
{Apollon.,

The modern name

—

mod-

Mem.

—

Cercina (Cercinna, Mela, 2, 7. Strab., 574), a
small island off the coast of Byzacium, in Africa, al
the mouth of the Syrtis Minor, towards the northwest.
It is now Ktrkine.
Tacit., Ann., 1,
(Liv., 33, 48.

—

5, 7.)

Cercinium, a town of Macedonia, west of AmphipIt was situate at the mouth of the river Pontus, on a lake called Cercinitis polus.
(Liv., 31, 41.)
Cercopes, a predatory race infesting Lydia during
the reign of Omphale.
They were overcome by Her-

olis.

(Diod. Sic, 4, 31.) The legend connected
with their name will be given, with some remarks
upon it, under the article Melampyges.
Cercyon and Cercyones, a king of Eleusis, son
He
of Neptune, or, according to others, of Vulcan.
and, as he
obliged all strangers to wrestle with him
was a dexterous wrestler, they were easily conquered
and put to death. After many cruel victories of this
cules.

;

kind, he challenged Theseus in wrestling, and was
conquered and put to death by his antagonist. (Plut.,
Vit. Thes.—Diod. Sic, 4, 59.— Hygin., 38.)
Cercyra (KepKvpa), the Greek form of the name

n\6—Lycophr., \Q\6.— Virg, JEn., 3, Corcyra Latinized. (Vtd. Corcyra.)
506.— //or., Od., 1, 3, 19.) It was much dreaded by
Cbrealia, festivals in honour of Ceres first inthe mariners of antiquity, from the belief that the stituted at Rome by Memmius the aedile, and celeArg., 4,

;

mountains attracted storms. Augustus narrowly escaped shipwreck here when returning from Actium.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 94.)
Ceraunus, a surname of one of the Ptolemies.
(Jid. PtolemsBus XV.)
Cerbekus, the famous dog of Hades, the fruit of
He was stationed at
Echidna's union with Typhon.
the entrance of hell, as a watchful keeper, to prevent
the living from entering the infernal regions, and the

dead from escaping from
lulled

their confinement.

him to sleep with
him from hell in

dragged

twelfth and last labour.

(

differ in their descriptions

his

the

Orpheus

and Hercules
performance of his

lyre

;

Vid. Hercules.)

The

of this fabled animal.

siod {Theog., 312) assigns

him

poets

He-

fifty heads, calling
Sophocles (Track.,

him Kvva TrevTTjKovTaKapijvov.
1114) styles him 'Ac6ov rptKpavov aKvlaKa ("the
ihree-headed dog of Pluto"), and in this last account

the Latin poets generally coincide.
Horace, however,
him bcllua centiceps (Od., 2, 13, 14), either by
poetic amplification, or else in accordance with some

calls

'

Greek

(Compare the remarks of Tzetzes
scholium on Lycophron, v. 678 6 Ktjuv tov
kKarbv
*Atf5ov, oc ^x^t
/ce^aXdf.)
ChampoUion traces
a curious analogy between the Egyptian and Grecian
*'
Le voisimythology as regards the dog of Hades.
authority.

in his

:

Tt

Persons in mourning
brated on the 9th of April.
were not permitted to appear at the celebration ; and
therefore they were not observed in the year after the
battle of Cannae.
They were analogous to the Grecian Thesmophoria.
(Vid. Thesmophoria.)
Ceres (in Greek Demeter, ArjfiTJrijp), daughter of
Saturn and Rhea, was the goddess of grain and harvests.
She is in fact, however, the same as the goddess of the earth, Mother-Earth (yij /iVTVp), whence
some ancient system married her to Jupiter, the god
of the heavens, and hence in Hesiod (Theog., 454,
912) she is said to have become by this deity the
In Homer she
mother of Proserpina (Persephone).

but slightly mentioned (II., 5, 500.— Od., 5, 125),
and she does not appear among the gods on Olympus.
She seems to have been early distinguished from the
thenceforth regoddess called Earth, and to have been
corn and of
garded as the protectress of the growing
The most celebrated event
agriculture in general.
of
her daughoff
in the historv of Ceres is the carrying
ter Proserpina by Hades or Pluto, and the search of
It
the goddess after her throughout the whole world.
but the Homeric
is noticed
by Hesiod (TA<;o^., 914)
the earliest narhymn in her honour contains perhaps
rative of this event, which, though apparently upknown
to Homer himself, became a favourite theme with
is

;

329

CERES.

CERES.

whom

Ovid has related it {Met.,
Claudian also has
417, seq.).
sung it in a poem, of which, unfortunately, a portion is
lost.
Proserpina, according to the author of the Homeric hymn, was in the Nysian plain with the ocean-

—

succeeding poets,
5, 341.

after

Id., Fast., 4,

—

uymphs gathering flowers. According to some accounts, Venus, Minerva, and Diana were the companions of their sister on this occasion.
{Hygin., fab.,

1^6.— Claudian, Rapt.

Pros.,

2,

11, seqq.

—

Stat.,

;

Others gave her the sirens as her
2, 150.)
She plucked the
(Apoll. Rh., 4, 896.)
the
the
rose,
crocus, the hyacinth, when she
violet,
beheld a narcissus of surprising size and beauty, having a hundred flowers growing from a single root.
Unconscious of danger, the maiden stretched forth
her hand to seize the wondrous flower, when suddenly

arrives to congratulate

the wide earth gaped, Pluto arose in his
golden chariot, and, seizing the terrified goddess, carried her off
shriekmg for aid, but unheard and unseen by gods or

becomes her attendant. Jove sends Rhea to invite
them back to heaven. Ceres now complies, and ferCeres theretility once more prevailed over the earth.

mortals save by Hecate, the daughter of Perses, who
heard her as she sat in her cave, and by King Helms
So
(the sun), whose eye nothing on earth escapes.
long as the goddess beheld the earth and starry heavens, the fishy sea, and the beams of the sun, so long she
hoped to see her mother and the tribes of the gods
and the tops of the mountains and the depths of the
sea resounded with her divine voice.
At length her
mother heard, and, frantic with grief, inquired for tiof
her lost daughter but neither gods, nor men,
dings
nor birds, could give her intelligence.
Nine days she
wandered over the earth, with flaming torches in her
hands on the tenth Hecate met her, but could not

upon taught Triptolemus, horse-lashing Diodes, the
mighty Eumolpus, and Celeus, leader of the people,"
the mode of performing her sacred rites
and the godSuch is, in all
dess, after this, returned to Olympus.
probability, the oldest account of this celebrated event.
In progress of time it underwent various alterations ;
the scene was, as usual, changed, and circumstances
also were added or modified.
In the beautiful versions of it given by the Latin poets, the scene is
transferred to the grove and lake in the neighbourhood of Enna in Sicily, the nymph Arethusa gives
intelligence of the ravisher, the torches of Ceres are
lighted from ^Etna, and Ascalaphus tells of Proser-

AchilL,

attendants.

;

;

;

who

it was that had carried off
ToProserpina.
gether they proceeded to Hel'us, and the Sun-god
tells Ceres that the ravisher is Pluto, who,
by the permission of her sire, had carried her away to be his
Incensed at the conduct of Jupiter, Ceres
queen.
thereupon abandoned the society of the gods and
came down among men. But now she was heedless
of her person, and no one recognised her. Under the
guise of an aged female, she came to Eleusis, and
was employed, as a nurse for her infant son Demophoon, by Metanira the wife of Celeus, monarch of the
Beneath the care of the goddess the child
place.
"throve like a god." He ate no food, but Ceres
breathed on him as he lay in her bosom, and anointed
him with ambrosia, and every night hid him beneath
the fire, unknown to his parents, who marvelled at his
It was the
growth.
design of Ceres to make him
immortal, but the curiosity and folly of Metanira
She watched one
deprived him of the intended gift.
night, and, seeing what the nurse was doing to her
The goddess
child, shrieked with affright and horror.

tell

/

joy, and heedlessly swallowed a grain of pomegranate which he presented to her.
Mercury conducted his fair charge safe to Eleusis, and delivered
her into the hands of Ceres.
When their joy had
a little subsided, Ceres anxiously inquired of her
daughter if she had lasted anything while below ; for
if she had not she would be free to
spend her whole
time with her father and mother
whereas, if but one
morsel had passed her lips, nothing could save her
from passing one third of the year with her husband ;
she should, however, paco the other two with her and
the gods.
Proserpina ingenuously confessed the swallowing of the gram of pomegranate, and then relates
unto her mother the whole story of her abduction.
They pass the day in delightful converse. Hecate

up with

threw the infant on the ground, declaring what he had
lost by the inconsiderateness of his mother," but announcing that he would still become a great and honShe then disclosed her real character,
oured man.
and directed the people of Eleusis to raise an altar and
temple to her without the city, on the hill Callichorus.
The temple was speedily raised, and the mourning
goddess took up her abode in it, but a dismal year
came upon mankind t^e. earth yielded no produce
in vain the oxen drew the plough in the field
in vain
the seed was cast into the ground, for Ceres would
at
increase.
Jove
of
no
sent
Iris
allow
to
length
Eleusis to invite Ceres back to Olympus, but she
;

;

;

Proserpina, and henceforward

•'

—

;

pina's having plucked a pomegranate in the garden
of Pluto, and having put seven of the seeds in her
In this as in other legends, the fancy of pomouth

and vanity of the inhabitants of different places,
have taken abundance of liberties with the ancient
tale.
The meaning of the whole fable is evident

ets,

—

Proserpina signifies the seed-corn, which,
that
cast into the ground, lies there concealed
she is carried off by the god of the lower world ; it

enough.

when
is,

;

re-appears ; that is, Proserpina is restored to her mothand she abides with her two thirds of the year.
As, however, the seed-corn is not a third part of the
year in the ground, it is probable that by the space of
time which Proserpina was to spend with the god in
the invisible state, was intended to be expressed the
er,

period between the sowing of the seed and the apj>earance of the ear, during which the corn is away ;
and which space of time in some species of grain, barfour months.
The vanity
ley for instance, is about
of the people of the hungry soil of Attica made them

pretend, that corn
first

practised,

m

was
their

first

known, and agriculture

country.

They

fabled, that

the goddess gave to Triptolemus {Tkrice-plougher),
who occupies the place of Demophoon in the foregoing
legend, her chariot drawn by dragons, in which he
flew through the air, distributing corn to the different

—

H

in Ccr., 22.
Fauregions of the earth. {CaUim.,
1, 14, 2.— Ovid, Met., 5, 65^.— Hygin., fab.,
147.)—Ceres, though of a gentle disposition in general, partook of the usual revengeful char*6ter of the
gods, as may be seen by the legends of Stellio and

san.,

—

The
{Vid. Stellio and Erysichthon.)
Erysichthon.
chief seats of the worship of Ceres and Proserpina were
Attica, Arcadia {vid. Oncaeum), and the fertile isle
of Sicily, which was given by Jupiter to his daughter
on her day of unveiling, that is, on her marriage ; as

would not comply with the call. All the other gods
were sent on the same errand, but with as little success.
Finding that there was no other remedy, and was also Thebes, according to the poet Euphorion.
that the goddess would not allow the earth to bring {Schol. ad Eurip., Fhoen., 693.
MiiUer, Orchom.,
forth until she had seen her daughter, Jupiter sent p. 217.) The form of Ceres is copied from that of JuMercury to Erebus to endeavour to prevail on Pluto no. She has the same majestic stature and matronly
The mon- air, but of a milder character. Her usual symbol are
to suffer Proserpina to return to the light.
arch of the lower world yielded compliance, and, poppies, which sometimes compose a garland for her
in her hand.
She is frekindly addressing Proserpina, granted her permission head, sometimes are held

—

to return to her mother.

The goddess

instantly sprang

quently represented holding a torch, significant of her

CER

G H A

At times she appears in her
search after Proserpina.
drawn by dragons. {KeightUy'g Mythology,
The Latin name Cerbs is in reality of
p. 170, scgq.)
the same ibrce with the Greek appellation Demeteb

chariot

—

(AijfiVTTip,

i.

e., yfj fi^TT/p),

the

Roman C

being origi-

same letter, both in figure and power, as the
Greek F, which was often employed as a mere gut-

nally the

and the Ceretani Juliani, who possessed

territory),

Jus Lata. Their country answers to the district
of Cerdagne in Catalonia.
Petr. dc
{Plin., 3, 3.
the

—

Marca, 1, 12.)
Cbstrine, a

district of Epirus, separated from
It was said to
Thesprotia by the river Thyamis.
have taken its name from Cestrinus, the son of Helenus, having previously borne the appellation of Cammania.
It is now called Philates.
{Pausan., 1, 11.

from
which the Latin is principally derived. (Compare
Knight on the Greek Alphabet, p. 4, seqq.) The hiss-

— Steph.

ing termination, too, in the S, belonged to the same
wherefore the word, which the Attics and lonians
wrote EPA, EPE, or HPH, would naturally be written PEPES by the old Colics ; the Greeks always ac-

Cethegus, I. a Roman consul, A.U.C. 421. He
was obliged to lay down his office on account of some
II. M. Cornelius, a disinformality in his election.
tinguished

orthography to their pronunciation
and not, like the English and French, encumbering
their words with a number of useless letters.
Ceres,
however, was not a personification of the brute matter
which composed the earth, but of the passive productive principle supposed to pervade it {Ovid, Fast.,
1, 673.— Virg., Georg., 2, 324) ; which, joined to the
active, was held to be the cause of the organization
and animation of its substance ; from whence arose
" the inventress.^^
She
her other Greek name AHQ,
is mentioned by Virgil {loc. cit.) as the wife of the
JEther
or
and
therefore
Jupiter,
omnipotent Father,
the same as Juno ; who is usually honoured with that
whose
Greek
name
and
title,
signifies, as before observed, precisely the same.
{Plutarch, ap.
Euscb., Prap. Evang., 3, 1.) The Latin name Juno
is derived from the Greek AIGNH, the female Zerf or
A/f ; the Etruscan, through which the Latin received

he quelled a sedition of the soldiers in that island.
He was called to the censorship before he had
been consul, a thing not in accordance with Roman
usage, and obtained this latter office six years subseHe carried on the war against the
quently, B.C. 204.
Carthaginians in Etruria, and defeated Mago,who was
coming with succours for Hannibal. {Liv., 27, 11.
III. C. Cornelius, proconsul in Spain,
Id., 30, 18.)
A U.C. 552, defeated a numerous army of the Sedetani.
Being elected consul, A.U.C. 557, he gained
a great victory over the Insubres, and on his return to
Rome obtained the honours of a triumph. The peohe assigned
ple having afterward chosen him censor,

tural aspirate, especially in the old iEolic dialect,

:

commodating

their

;

HPH

orthography, having no D or O in its alancient Germans worshipped the same
goddess under the name of Hertha, the form and
meaning of which still remain in our word Earth.
The Greek title seems originally to have had a more
general signification ; for without the aspirate (which
was anciently added and omitted almost arbitrarily)
it becomes EPE ; and
by an abbreviation very common in the Greek tongue, PE, or PEE ; which, pronounced with the broad termination of some dialects,
and with the hissing one of others,
become PEA
PES or RES ; a word retained in the Latin, signify-

much

of

phabet.

its

The

;

ing properly matter, and figuratively every quality and
modification that can belong to it.
The Greek has
no word of such comprehensive meaning ; the old
general term being in the refinement of their language

rendered more specific, and appropriated to that principal mass of matter which forms the terraqueous
globe, and which the Latins also expressed by the

same word united

to the

Greek

RA.

ry epa— TER— Class.
35,
— Sainte-

article

{Knight, Inquiry, &c., ^
Journ., vol. 23, p. 228, and vol. 25,

seqq.

p. 39.

du Paganisme, vol. 1, p. 159.)
Croix, My
Ckrinthus, a town of Euboea, in the vicinity of
The
Histiaea, and near a small river called Budorus.
s teres

name
coast,

of Geronda, attached to a hamlet on the western
seems to recall that of Cerinthus. {Scymn.,

Ch., 574:.— Plut., Quccst.
7, p. 1S7.)

Gr.—Op.,

ed. Reiske, vol.

Ckrne, an island without the pillars of Hercules,
on the African coast, mentioned by Hanno in his
Periplus, as it is usually though incorrectly termed.
Here he established a colony, and it was always the
depot of the Carthaginians on the Atlantic coast of
Africa.
Hanno says that it was the same distance
from the Columns of Hercules that
was.

Carthage
According to Rennell, the island of Cerne is the modem Argutn. Gossellin, however, makes this island to
be the modern Fedala.
{Vid. the account of Hanno's voyage under the article Africa.)
Ceretani, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, at
the foot of the Pyrenees, and to the east of the Vascones.
Pliny divides them into the Ceretani Augustani (so named from
Augustus having enlarged their

Byz.,

s. v.

Kafifxavia

— Thucyd.,

1,

4G.)

—

Roman

orator.

Being sent as

praetor to

Sicily,

—

—

distinct places

to the

senators at the public games.

{Liv.,-il, 49.— Id., 32, ZQ.—Id., 35, 9.)— IV. C. Cornelius, a Roman rendered powerful by his influence

with Marius.
He himself was wholly governed by a
female named Praecia, who obtained for Lucullus the
government of Cilicia. {Plut., Vit. Lucull.)—\. C.
Cornelius, a Roman of the most corrupt and abandoned character, and one of the accomplices of Catiline.
He was strangled in prison by order of the sen{Sail., Bell. Cat.)
a daughter of

ate.

Ceto,

Pontus and Terra, who mar-

ried Phorcys, by whom she had the three Gorgons,
the Graeae, Echidna, and the serpent that watched the

{Hesiod., Theog., 270.)
golden apples.
C^us, an incorrect form for Coeus or Coios.

{Vid.

Coeus.)

Ceyx, a king of Trachinia, and husband of Alcyone.
He was drowned as he went to consult the oracle of Claros
and his wife, having been apprized of
;

his fate in a

dream, found his corpse on the shore.
into Halcyons.
{Vid. Al-

They were both changed
cyone.)

Chaboras, a river of Mesopotamia, springing, according to Ptolemy, from Mount Masius, a little to the
west of Nisibis, but, according to other authorities, a
These last are followed by
little east of Charras.
D'Anville.
It fejl into the Euphrates near the town
In
Its modern name is the iC^afcour.
of Circesium.
the Anabasis of Xenophon (1, 4, 19.
Compare Ind.
Norn, to the edition of Zeune), it is called the A raxes,
which appears to be an appellative term, as we find it

—

applied to many other rivers in antiquity.
boras is called by Strabo (747) the Abborras

mus

(3, 13) the

14, 1,

and 23,

The Cha;

by Zosi-

((3ompare Avim. Marcdl.y
Mannerly xGeogr., vol. 5, p. 268,

Aboras.

5.

—

seqq.)

(Jhabrias, a celebrated Athenian general, at
who distinguished himself

disciple of Plato's,

first

in

a

the

the fourth cen
military movements of Athens during
termination of the Pelotury before our era, after the

was

the aid-

One of his first exploits
ponnesian war.
in the island of Cying of Evagoras, king of Salamis,
He was after this
arms.
prus, against the Persian
sent to the aid of the Boeotians, who had been attacked
the

Spartan general
by Agesilaus, and he disconcerted
His
to the Greeks.
by a manoeuvre hitherto unknown
hard pressed by the foe,
army, on this occasion, being

sure of victory, Chabrias oralready become
dered his soldiers to plant one knee on the ground,

who had

asi

C H iE

JC

HA

spears firmly on the other, covering panied ^lius Gallus in his journey through Egypt,
their persons at the same time with their shields. and was subsequently appointed librarian to the Serathem in this po- peum. Being afterward called to Rome to preside
-Agesilaus, not daring to attack
A statue over the education of Nero, he shared this office with
sition, drew back his forces into camp.
was erected to Chabrias in honour of this exploit, Alexander of JElgas the peripatetic. His historical laand he was represented in the posture just described. bours embraced the antiquities of Egypt, both sacred
Some of the learned of modern times think that they and profane. He wrote also a work on Hieroglyphics,
" Gladiator." which has
He is the author,
recognise this statue in that of the
unfortunately perished.
Chabrias afterward defeated near Naxos the fleet of also, of one of the two systems relating to the Egyp.
the Lacedaemonians, and thus restored to Athens the tian religion, which divided the opinions of the ancient
control of the sea, which she had lost since the battle world.
According to him, this religion was nothing
of ^gos Potamos.
Subsequently to this he was ac- more than a species of sacred physics, in which the viscused of treason for having allowed Oropus to be sur- ible worlds {bpibfievoc Koafioi) played a principal part,
prised by the Theban exiles, but was acquitted not- lamblichus. on the other hand, maintained, that the
withstanding the powerful efforts of his foes, and par- Egyptians acknowledged one supreme and absolute inticularly of Callistratus.
Finding a stay at Athens telligence.
Perhaps both these philosophers were
rather unsafe, he accepted the offer of Tachus, king right
they may have spoken of different epochs.
of Egypt, who already had Agesilaus in his service, {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 177, seqq.
Creuand accepted the command of his naval forces. Ta- zer, Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 383.)
chus, however, having been abandoned by Agesilaus,
Ch^ronea, a city of Boeotia, to the northeast of
who sided with his son Nectanebis, Chabrias returned Lebadaea. It was about sixteen English miles from
to Athens, and he was then sent into Thrace to take Elatea, twenty-seven from Thebes, and sixty-two from
His ope- Athens {Clinton's Fasti Hellemci, 2d ed., p. 295, in
charge of the war against Chersobleptes.
rations, however, were not very successful in this notis), and was remarkable for the important military
quarter, owing to the disorganized state of the Gre- events which occurred in its territory, and also as
cian forces, in consequence of the failure of their pay. being the birthplace of Plutarch.
Pausanias is inNot long after this the social war, as it has been clined to look upon this city as the Boeotian Ame menActermed, broke out between the Athenians on the one tioned by Homer (//., 2, 507.— Pausan., 9, 40).
side, and the Byzantines, together with the inhabi- cording to some traditions, however, Ame and Mitants of Chios, Rhodes, and Cos, on the other.
The dea had both been swallowed up by the waters of the
Athenians gave the command of their forces to Chares, Copaic Lake
but others considered the town of
and Chabrias went with him as second in authority, Acrasphium as the Arne of the poet.
{Strabo, 413.)
having charge of the fleet according to Diodorus Sicu- Pausanias reports, on the authority of Hesiod, that
from
as
informs
in
derived
the
character
a
the
of
Chaeronea
was
of
name
Chaeron, the
lus, but,
us,
Nepos
son of Apollo.
It was memorable for the defeat of
simple volunteer.
They proceeded to attack Chios
and Chares, wishing to make an onset by both sea and the Athenians by the Boeotians, B.C. 447, and much
The more for their irretrievable defeat by Philip, B.C.
land, gave the command of his ships to Chabrias.
latter succeeded in forcing an entrance into the har- 338.
Strabo, 414.)
{Plut, Vit. Demosth., c. 24=.
bour, but, not being followed by the remainder of the Pausanias observes, that no trophy was erected by
squadron, he was surrounded by the vessels of the Philip after this signal victory, as it was not the pracenemy, and fell bravely defending his ship, although tice of the Macedonian kings. Several years after
he might have escaped had he felt inclined.
Great this place witnessed another bloody engagement, behonours were paid to his memory at Athens.
Demos- tween the Romans, under the conduct of Sylla, and

and

rest

their

I

j

j

—

:

—

;

;

—

thenes says, that he took in the course of his life seventeen cities and seventy vessels
that he made
three thousand prisoners, and brought one hundred
and ten talents into the public treasury
that he
erected also many trophies, but his foes not a single
He adds, that the
one for any victory over him.
Athenians, during the whole time Chabrias was commander, never lost a single city, a single fortress, a
In this, no
single vessel, or even a single soldier.
still, however, he
doubt, there is great exaggeration
;

;

;

appears to have been a very able general, and one that
would have equalled all who went before him, had he
Plutarch says, that
lived in more favourable times.
Chabrias, though at other times scarcely anything
could move him, was in the moment of action impetuously vehement, and exposed his person with a
have his life
boldness ungoverned by discretion.
by Cornelius Nepos, but it is a very meager one.
Xenophon, in his Greek history, might have given us
more details respecting him but the partiality of this
writer for Sparta prevented him from saying much in
favour of the Athenian commander.
{Corn. Nep. in

We

;

Vtt.—Pcnzon. ad

—

M.y

V. H., 5,

l.—Ihod. Sic,

—

15,

the troops of Mithradates, commanded by Taxile?
Chaeronea is now called
and Archelaus, B.C. 86.
Kaprena, and is still a populous village, with many
{Cramer's Ancient
vestiges of the ancient town.

220.— Gc//,

p.

Itin., p.

Byzantium or Constantinople. It was founded
by a colony from Megara, about seventeen years prior
Chalcedon was called
to the settling of Byzantium.
by the Persian satrap Megabyzus, in derision, the city
of the blind, because the inhabitants had overlooked
the superior position on the opposite side of the
straits, where Byzantium was subsequently founded.
site to

Strabo, however, ascribes this re{Herodot., 4, 144.)
mark to an oracle of Apollo, which was received by
the founders of Byzantium, and by which they were
directed to select a spot for a city " opposite the

—

blind" {airevavTiov tuv tv^Iuv.
Strab., 320).
But,
whichever be the true account, one thing is very certo
be
cast
tain, that the imputation attempted
upon
When
the Chalcedonians was any other than just.
Chalcedon was founded, the commerce of Megara had

DeXen., Hist. Gr., 5, 1, 10, seqq.
32, seqq.
mosih., adv. Leptin., 17, &c.)
Ch.*:remon, I. a tragic poet of Athens, who flour-

idle, therefore, to

The earliest testimony, perished about 338 B.C.
to this poet, is the mention made of
haps, in relation
him by the comic writer Eubulus. {Aihenceus, 2, p.
Id., Rhet.,
Aristot., Poet., 2, 25.
43, c.

that the

— Compare
— Theophrast.,

2, 23, et 29.

—

Hist.

Plant., 5, 9, 5.

—

—
A

II.
Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, 2d ed., p. xxxii.)
He accomof Aleiandrea.
philosopher and historian

—

DodwelVs Tour, vol. 1,
241, seqq.
221.)
CuALCEDON, a city of Bithynia, situate at the southem extremity of the Thracian Bosporus, nearly oppoGreece, vol. 2,

p.

not extended to the Euxine, and it would have been
found a city, at that period, on the
European side of the Bosporus, along which a steady
It was
current sets down from the Euxine Sea.
only
when traffic had spread to the shores of the Euxine,
site

occupied at present by Constantinople

became an important one; since the vessels from
that sea would then be carried down directly by the
current into the harbour of the last-mentioned city.

CHA

CH A
Chalcedon was

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 7, p. 1S5.)
It preserved its indealways a considerable place.
to whose arms the
pendence until the reign of Darius,
Chalcedonians were forced to submit.
They recovertheir freedom, however, after the defeat of Xerxes,
and became the allies, or, rather, tributaries of the
Athenians, to whom the ports of the Bosporus were an
of the highest commercial and financial impor-

^

object
tance.

After the battle of .^gos Potamos, however,
Chalcedon opened its gates to Lysander, whose first
been to secure the entrance of
object seems to have
the Bosporus by the possession of this city and By-

{Xen., Hist. Gr., 2, 2, 1.) Theopompus,
quoted by Athenaeus, observes, that the Chalcedonians at first possessed good institutions, but,
of
having been tainted by the democratic principles
zantium.

who

is

their neighbours, the Byzantines, they became luxuand debauched. {Athen., 12, p. 626, /.) This
for the
city is also celebrated in ecclesiastical history

Boeotians in their depredations on the coast of
Attica, soon after the expulsion of the Pisistratidae,
afforded the Athenians just grounds for reprisals.
They accordingly crossed over into Euboea with a
large force, and, after defeating the Chalcidians, occuthe

pied the lands of the wealthiest inhabitants, and distributed among them 4000 of their own citizens.
These, however, were obliged to evacuate the island

on the

arrival of the Persian fleet

under Datis and Ar-

The Chalcidians, after
(//crod., 6, 100.)
taphcrnes.
the termination of the Persian war, became again dependent on Athens with the rest of Euboea, and did
not regain their liberty till the close of the Peloponnesian war, when they asserted their freedom, and,
aided by the Boeotians, fortified the Euripus and established a communication with the continent by
Towthrowing a wooden bridge across the channel.

at each extremity, and room was left
middle for one ship only to pass. This work was
{Diod.
council held there against the Eutychian heresy (A.D. undertaken, according to Diodorus, 410 B.C.
From the advantages of its situation
Hierocles assigns to it the first rank among the Sic, 13, 47.)
451).
and the strength of its works, Chalcis was considered,
cities of the province then called Pontica Prima (p
in the latter period of the history of Greece, as one
It is to be observed, that in writing the name
690).
of this city ancient authors have not been uniform, of the most important fortresses of that country ;
some giving KalxV^f^v, others XaA/cjydwv. The for- hence we find it a frequent object of contention bemer mode is, however, much more frequent, and it tween the Romans and Philip, son of Demetrius, who
termed it one of the chains of Greece. {Polyb., 17,
is confirmed by the existing coins, the epigraph of
which is invariably KAAXAAONIQN, according to 11. Id., 18, 28.) In the war with Perses, the Chalthe
the Doric form.
{Eckhel, Doct. Num. Vet., p. 1, vol. cidians were cruelly oppressed and plundered by
The site of this ancient city is now oc- Roman praetors Lucretius and Hortensius. (Livy,
1, p. 410.)
the 43, 7.)
They were subsequently treated with still
cupied by the Turkish village of Kadikevi, but
Greeks still preserve the classical name. ( Cramer'' s greater severity by Mummius, the destroyer of CorAsia Minor, vol. 1, p. 190. Mannert, Geogr., I. c. inth, for having favoured the Achaeans in their contest
with Rome ; and the epitomist of Livy asserts thai
Walpole, Memoirs, vol. 2, p. 8, Append., n. 41.)

rious

ers

were placed

in the

—

—

—

—

—

ChalcidIce, I. a district of Macedonia, between the
The lower part
Sinus Thermaicus and Strymonicus.
of it formed three peninsulas, Phlegra or Pallene, SiThe small town of Chalcis gave
thonia, and Athos.

—

—

town was actually destroyed. {Liv., 52. ComPausanias informs us
pare Freinsh., Suppl., 19.)
that Chalcis no longer existed in his day (5, 23.
Compare Steph. Byz., s. v. XaToKig. Hierocles, p.
645).
Procopius names it among the towns restored
their

—

—

II. Another in Syria, adjacent
town of Chalcis. (Vid. Chalcis V.)
by Justinian (4, 3). In the middle ages it assumed
Chalcidicus {Chalcidian), an epithet applied to the name of Euripus {Apospasm., Geogr., vol. 4, p.
Cumae in Italy, as built by a colony from Chalcis in 42, Geogr. Mm., ed Hudson), which was in process
of time corrupted to Negropont, the modern appellaEuboea. {Virg., JEn., 6, 17.)
Chalcicecus, an epithet applied to Minerva at tion of the whole island, as well as that of its capital.

name

to this district.

to the

Sparta, from her having a brazen temple {xa%KOvg
Sir
Cell, in his account of the Treasury
at Argos, gives a reasonable explication of this seemHe discovered in the interior
ingly strange term.

oUog).

W.

of the Treasury, which still remains in a great degree entire, a number of brass nails, placed throughout at regular intervals on the walls, and these he
supposes were originally used for securing plates of
the same metal to the wall ; and hence the seeming
In a
fables of brazen chambers and brazen temples.

manner may be explained

the account, given
by the ancients, of the brazen vessel made by Eurystheus, and into which he retired whenever Hercules
returned from his labours.
{GeWs Argolis, p. 33.)
similar

Chalcis, I. the most celebrated and important city
of Euboea, situate on the narrowest part of the Euripus.
According to the common account, it was
founded after the seigc of Troy by an Ionian colony

—

{Cramer's Ancient Greece,

A

II.
vol. 2, p. 134.)
iEtolia, at the foot of Mount Chalcis, and oa
It was sometimes
the right bank of the Evenus.
with reference to its situation at
called

town of

Hypochalcis,

the base of the mountain, and is now represented by
the modern village of Galata.
Thucydides (2, 83)
Livy says
places it near the mouth of the Evenus.

stood on the road from Naopactus to Lysimachia
and Stratus (36, 11).
Polybius calls it Chalcia, and
III. A
speaks of it as a maritime town (5, 94).
small maritime town of the Corinthians, situated towards Sicyon. {Thucyd., 1, 108.)— IV. A city of
Macedonia, in the district of Chalcidice, to which it
a
gave name. It was founded at an early period by
V. A city of Syria,
colony from Chalcis in Euboea.
of Grecian orcapital of the district of Chalcidice, and
It was
the Macedonians.
igin, having been settled by
It is repsuperseded afterward by Chaleb or Beroea.
resented by the modern Kinncsrin or Chinserin.
it

—

—

from Athens, under the conduct of Cothue. {Strabo,
Other authorities, however, have assigned to {Appian, Bell. Syr., 20.—Joseph., Bell. Jud., 20, 3.)
447.)
it a much
Chald^a, a country of Asia, at the head of the
greater antiquity, and it is certain that Homer speaks of Chalcis as already existing before the Persian Gulf, and south of Babylonia. Some writers,
event above mentioned.
The flourish- however, make Babylonia a part of it. With respect to
(7/., 2, 537.)
called
scripture
ing condition of this great Ionian city, at a very early the origin of the Chaldaeans, who are
entertained. Miperiod, is attested by its numerous colonies on the Chasdim, various opinions have been
in
race
shores of Italy and Sicily, as well as on the Thracian chaelis considers them as a foreign
Assyria.
is founded on the
coast around Pallene and Mount Athos.
Aristotle, as His chief reason for this opinion
Strabo reports, dated these establishments from the names of Chaldcean and Babylonian kings preserved
which differ
period when the government of Chalcis, through tlie scripture, and by Ptolemy and Syncellus,
influence of the wealthiest inhabitants, named Hippo- from the Assyrian names, and bear an apparent reFrom Herodotus semblance to those of some northern nations of Sla
bottt, became a pure aristocracy.
Thus Nebucadnezzar would be in Sla
(5, 77) we learn, that the Chalcidians, having joined vonic origin.

m

m

HA

C

C

Nehi'godnoi-tzar, i. e., a prince worthy of heavBelshazzar would be equivalent to Bolshoi-tzar,
i.
It has been
6., a great prince; and so oi others.
objected to this, that the word Czar in Slavonic is
of
Cctsar, an opinion
nothing more than a corruption
The orthography of the Rushardly worth refuting.
sian term tsar sufficiently disproves such an idea.
the
Compare the Hebrew sar ; the Arabic sary
Sanscrit shera ; the English sire.
So also we have
in the arrow-headed inscriptions of Persepolis, as interpreted by Lassen, the form ksahiak for "king."
voijic,

en.

,•

{Lassen, AUpersischen Keil- Inschriflen, &c., p. 141.
Compare Michaelis, Spicileg. Geogr., Heb. ext.,
vol. 2, p. 77, seqq.)— The Chaldasans
appear to have
been originally a mountaineer-race from the northern
parts of Mesopotamia, though not, as Michaelis supposes, of foreign extraction, but in reality a branch of
the Semitic race.
(Compare Adelung, Mithradates,
vol. 1, p. 517.
Fur St, Chald Gram., p. 5, seqq.

—

—

Compare

still

—

farther,

in

relation

the

to

Chaldee

tongue, the remarks of Saint-Martin, as cited by BalIntroduction a VAtla^s Ethnographique, p. 106,
and, as regards the pretended antiquity of the Chaldee
empire, consult Cuvier, on the Revolutions of the Sur-

bi.

face of the Globe, p. 127, seqq., Eng. transi, 1829,
and Drummond's Origines, vol. 1, p. 13, seqq.) The
Chaldaeans are highly commended in many of the an-

HA

Cyrus either, therefore, they must have shifted their
position, or Croesus subsequently lost what he had
:

gained on the right bank of the Halys.
Xenophon,
who traversed the country of the Chalybes, speaks of
them as being few in number, and subject to the Mohe adds, that their chief employment was
synoeci
;

But it is worthy of remark, that he
forging iron.
places these Chalybes more to the east than other
writers.
Zennius, therefore, is of
(Anab., 6, 5, 2.)
opinion, that this people must have lived a wandering
sort of life, and have often changed their territory.
(Dissert. Geogr. ad Anab., p. xxvii., ed. Oxon., 1809.)
Xenophon, however, speaks elsewhere of some other
Chalybes, who were sijuated apparently on the borders
of Armenia, and were much more numerous and war-

Strabo reports, that the
{Anab., 4, 7, 10.)
Chalybes, in his time, had changed their name lo that
of Chaldaei {Sfrab., 549), and it is remarked, that Xenophon speaks of an Armenian tribe of Chaldees, who
encountered the Greeks near the river Centritis {Anab.,
4, 3, 4.
Compare Eustath. ad Dion. Perteg., 768) ;
but Menippus, in his Periplus, calls the Pontic tribe
Chaldi, and their canton Chaldia.
{Ap. Steph. Byz.,
like.

—

s. V.

Xa?.6La.

— Cramer^s Asia

Minor,

vol.

1, p.

273,

seqq.)

to this high character were very
to have pursued the study of as-

Chalybon, a city of Syria, capital of the district
called Chalybonitis, and the same with the Scripture
Helbon.
{Ezek., 27, 18.) The surrounding country
was famed for its wine. (Compare Casaub. ad Alhen.,
2, p. 66.
Bochart, Hieroz., pt. 1, lib. 2, c. 45, p.
^b.—Sckleusner, Lex. V. T., s. v. XeUiov.) The-

farther than as it might tend to aid their
astrological researches.
They taught that the shape
of the earth was that of a skiff or small boat, and of

venot, Russel, and others make this city correspond to
the modern Aleppo {Halcb).
Pococke, however, is in
favour of Kennesrin, to the south of Aleppo.
{Vid.

cient writers for their skill in the sciences, especially
in astronomy.
If we are to believe Diodorus, however, their claims

They seem

slight.

tronomy no

eclipses of the sun they knew but little, and never
ventured to predict them, or fix the time of their ocSo says Diodorus. {Diod. Sic, 2, 31.
curring.

—

in relation to the science of the
Chaldaeans, the remarks of Sir W. Drummond, Class.
vol. 17,
Journ.,\o\. 16, p. 145 and 262
p. 19; vol.

Compare, however,

;

18. p. 1 and 298 ; vol. 19, p. 296.)
CHAi-n.«;i, I. the inhabitants of Chaldxa.

—

II,

The

same with the Chalybes. {Vid. Chalvbes.)
Ch^lybks, a people of Pontus, in Asia Minor, who
mhabited the whole coast from the Jasonium Promontorium to the vicinity of the river Thermodon, together with a portion of the inner country.
They
were celebrated in antiquity for the great iron-mines

and forges which existed
Rh., 2, 1002, seqq.— Id

in

their country.

2,

374

—

{Apoll.
Ttr^., Georg., 1,
are ignorant of
Perieg., 768.)
the grounds on which the ancients attributed this active employment in the manufacture of iron to the
Chalybes, for it does not appear at present that this

58.

— Dionys.

,

We

part of Asia is at all productive of that most useful
metal perhaps, however, if the mountainous districts
were accurately examined, there could be found traces
It is plain, however, that
of the ancient works
they
had not ceased to furnish a good supply of metallic
ore in Strabo's time, for he observes, that the two
of produce in the land of the
great articles
Chalybes,
who were then commonly called Chaldaei or Chaldi,
were the fisheries of the pelamys and the iron-works ;
;

the latter kept in constant employment a great numStrabo observes, also, that these mines
ber of men.
and this cirformerly produced a quantity of silver
c umstance, together with some affinity in the names,
led some commentators of Homer to identify the Alybe of that poet with the Chalybes of Pontus. (//., 2,
Strabo himself strongly contends for this inter856.)
and it is in all probability the true one.
pretation,
;

{Strabo, 549, seqq.)
names the Chalybes

It is

remarkable, that Herodotus

among

were conquered by Croesus

the nations of Asia that
(1, 28),

and yet they cer-

found afterward considerably beyond the
Halys, which separated his dominion from those of

tainly are

—

Beroea.)

Chalybs, a river of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the
country of the Celtiberi, and one of the tributaries of
the Iberus. Its waters were famed for hardening steel ;
so that the name Chalybs was given to it from this
circumstance, by either the Romans or the Greeks,
more probably the former. The modem name is the
{Jjisttn, 44, 3.)
Qneiles.
Chaones, a people of Epirus. {Vid. Chaonia.)
Chaonia, a region of Epirus. The ancients comprehended under the name of Chaonia that northwestern part of Epirus which bordered on the territory of
Oricum, Amantia, and still more to the east on the
country of the Atintanes, while it extended along the
coast of the Ionian Sea from the Acroceraunian promthe islontory to the harbour of Buthrotum, opposite
and of Corcyra. The exact limits of Chaonia cannot now be ascertained, since, even in Strabo's lime,
what beit was
impossible to discern with accuracy
tribes into which the
longed to each of the several
of the nation had been divided, owing to the great

body

had experienced
pohtical changes which that country
since it became subject to the Romans.
{Straio,
must observe, however, that in the time
322.)
that
southbounded
of Thucydides, the river Thyamis
ern portion of Chaonia which bore the name of CesThe Chaones, as we
trine, on the side of Thesprotia.
learn from Strabo, were once the most powerful and

We

wariike people of Epirus, until the Molossi, in their
turn, acquired a preponderating ascendancy over the
In the time of the Pelother clans of that country.
oponnesian war the Chaones differed from their neighbours, in being subject to an aristocratical and not a
monarchical government ; their annual magistrates
{Thubeing always chosen from a particular family.
Tradition ascribed the origin of their
2, 80.)
cyd.,

name to Chaon, the brother of Helenus who married
Andromache after the death of Pyrrhus. {Virg.,
JEn., 3, 333.
Compare the commentary of Servius,
ad loc.) It may be inferred from the name of Pelassome ancient writers, that it
gis given to Chaonia by
was formerly occupied by the Pelasgi. {Steph. Byz.,

—

C

Chaonius
Virgil usea the epithet

Xaovca)

». «.

C H A

H A
for

Dodonaiis {Georg., 1, 8) in referring to the acorns of
Cramer's A nc. Greece, vol. 1 p. 93. )
Dotlona.
(
Chaos, a heterogeneous mass, containing all the
eeds of nature. According to Hesiod {Theog., 116),
"Chaos was first;" then came into being "broadbreasted Earth, the gloomy Tartarus, and Love."
Chaos produced Erebus and Night, and this last bore
The idea of Chaos and
to Erebus Day and ^ther.
,

Night, divested of poetical imagery,

is

simply that of un-

formed matter, eternally existing as the passive princiforms are produced. Whether, besides
ple, whence all
this Chaotic mass, the ancient theogonies suppose an
infinite, active, intelligent Principle, who from the
first matter formed the universe, is a question which
It is evident, upon the
has occasioned much debate
most cursory review of all the ancient theogonies, that
of
all
God, the great Creator
things, is not expressly
introduced, but it is doubted whether the framers of
these theogonies meant to exclude him from their reto suppose his existspective systems, or indirectly
ence and the exertion of his power in giving motion to
When divested of allegory and poetry, the
matter.
Bum of the doctrine contained in the ancient theogo-

nies will,

The

it

is

conceived, be found to be as follows

:

matter, containing the seeds of all future
At length
being, existed from eternity with God.
the Divine energy acting upon matter produced a motion among its parts, by which those of the same kind
first

foe, and excited the discontent of the allies, so that tho
Athenians finally recalled him, and put Phocion in his
This, however, did not prevent them from choo
place.

sing him for their general at the battle ol Chaeronaea,
where his ignorance and incapacity mainly contributed
to the loss of the day.
He was one of those whom
Alexander ordered to be delivered up to him after the
destruction of Thebes, but he succeeded in mollifying
the conqueror, and was permitted to live at Athena.
(Diod. Sic, 15,
Hist. Gr., 7, 2,

—

95.— Athenceus, 12, p. 532.— Xcn.,
18.— Lambin., ad Corn. Nep., Vit.

A

II.
Greek statuary, bom at Lindus.
the disciple of Lysippus, and was celebrated
as the maker of the colossus of Rhodes, on which he
c. 3.)

Chabr.,

He was

—

was employed twelve years. {Strab., 652. Plin.,
s. v.)
Stllig, Diet. Art
Charicles, I. one of the 30 tyrants set over Athens

34, 7.

—

,

by the Lacedaemonians, and possessing great influence

among

—

—{Xen., Mem.ad

Socr., 1, 2, 31.

his colleagues.

Aristot., Polit., 5, 6.

Aristot., I. c.)
Schlosser,
II.
celebrated physician in the train of Tiberius.
Towards the end of that emperor's life, Charicles, on

—

A

taking leave of him, as if about to journey abroad, managed, in grasping the hand of Tiberius, to feel his
pulse, and became instantly convinced that the latter
had not more than two days to live, a secret which he
soon divulged to Macro. {Tacit., Ann., 6, 50.
Gronov., ad loc.)
CharTla, a festival observed once in nine years by

—

It owed its origin to this circumstance
famine the people of Delphi assembled and
He acapplied to their king to relieve their wants.
were produced. The same energy of emanation gave cordingly distributed the little corn he had among the
but
of
them
an
existence to animals and men, and to gods who in- better portion
orphan girl coining and
The
habit the heavenly bodies, and various other parts of importuning him, he beat her with his sandal.
nature.
Among men, those who possess a larger por- girl, unable to endure the aflfront, hung herself with
and the oracle
The famine increased
tion of the Divine nature than others are hereby im- her girdle.
pelled to great and beneficent actions, and afford illus- told the king that, to relieve his people, he must atone
trious proofs of their divine original, on account of for the murder of Charila.
Upon this a festival was
which they are, after death, raised to a place among instituted with expiatory rites. The king presided
the gods, and become objects of religious worship. over this festival, and distributed pulse and corn to
Charila's image was brought besuch as attended.
(Enfield's Htst. of Philosophy, vol. l,p. \^{i,seqq.)
after
Charadra, a town of Phocis, about 20 stadia from fore the king, who struck it with his shoe
Lilaea.
Near it flowed the river Charadrus, which fell which it was carried to a desolate place, where they
Herodotus (8, 33) names this put a halter round its neck, and buried it where Charinto the Cephissus.
{Plut., Qucsst. Gr.
place among the Phocian cities destroyed by the army ila was buried.
Op.,ed. Reiske^
Dodwell states, that the ruins of Chara- vol. 4, p. 176.)
of Xerxes.
dra are to be seen near the village of Mariolates, at
Charts, a name applied by Homer (7Z., 18, 382) to
the foot of Parnassus. {DodweWs Tour, vol. 2, p. 132.) the wife of Vulcan.
In the Odyssey, on the other

were brought together, and those of a diflferent kind
•were separated, and by which, according to certain
wise laws, the various forms of the material world

the Delphians.

:

in a great

;

;

;

—

Charax, I. a considerable emporium of Bithynia,
in the later periods of the Byzantine empire.
It was
situate on the bay of Nicomedia, or Sinus Astacenus.
{Steph. Byz.,

name
9. V.

s.

v

Xupa^.)

—

II.

Another and

earlier

for the city of Tralles, in Lydia.

TpuAAif,

Xapaf )— III.

A

{Steph. Byz.,
town of Phrygia, be-

tween Lampe and Graosgala. {Nicet., Ann., p. 127,
IV. A town of Armenia Minor, in the northeasth.)
em angle of the country. {Ptol. Compare Cramer,
Asia Minor, vd. 2, p. 154.)

—

—

a Mytilenean, brother to Sappho. {Vid.
Sappho, near the commencement of the article.)

Charaxus,

hand (8, 267), Venus is named as his spouse. It
amounts to the same thing in the figurative explanamyth, since Grace and Beauty were both

tion of the

regarded as the characteristics of Vulcan's labours.
{Heyne, ad 11., I. c.)
Charisia, a festival in honour of the Graces, with
cake was given
dances which continued all night.
to those who remained awake during the whole time.

A

{Eustath. ad Od., 18, 194.)

Charistia, a festival at Rome, on the 8th day beIt was
Calends of March (February 22).

fore the

by a kind of family banwere made. No stranger was althe command after the condemnation and death of lowed to be present.
{Val. Max., 2, 1, 8.)
Leosthenes.
He was sent by the Athenians against
Charites, the Graces, daughters, according to HeAlexander, tyrant of Pherae, but, instead of coming to siod {Theog., 907), of Jupiter and the ocean- nymph
action with the foe, he harassed the Athenian allies to Eurynome.
They were three in number, and their
such a degree by his extortions and oppression, that names, as the same bard informs us, were Aglaia
Thalia {the Bloomthe social war was the result (B.C. 388).
Although {Splendour), Euphrosyne {J(ry), and
Chares was the principal cause of this war, yet the ing one). According to Antimachus {Pausan., 9,
orators of his party shielded him from punishment, and 35), the Graces were the daughters of Helius {the
succeeded in having him nominated commander-in- Sun) and JEgle {Splendour)', and Hermesianax made
chief.
Peitho {Persuasion) one of their number. In Nonnus
Little, if anything, was effected by him, and
he was at length recalled for having aided Artabazus,
their names are Pasithea, Peitho,
{Dianys., 24, 263)
who had revolted against the king of Persia. Some and Aglaia. The Graces, like the Muses and other
of by Homer in the plutime after he was sent to aid Byzantium
against Philip sister-goddesses, are spoken
is indefinite.
of Macedon, but he only incurred the
They
contempt of his ral, and with him their number

Chares,

I.

an Athenian general,

who succeeded

to

celebrated

among

quet, and presents

relations

CH A

CH A
are graceful and beautiful themselves, and the bestovvers of all grace and beauty both on persons and things.
They seem to have been particularly attached to the

for his beauty and his
dissipated mode of life
After having squandered his patrimony, he became a
pupil of Socrates, and was advised by that philosopher
life

train of the goddess of love, although the queen of to turn his attention to public affairs.
This advice
heaven had authority over them (11., 14, 267); and proved unfortunate, for Charmides, having joined the
of
she promises Pasithea, one of the youngest of them, party
Critias, was made one of the ten tyrants whom

as a wife to

Somnus,

in return for his aid in

deceiving
be their

Lysander established

in

the Piraeus, to govern con-

He was slain along
city.
with Critias in the first battle between the exiles under Thrasybulus and the forces of the tyrants.
vol. 1, p. 430.)
Plato
was the chief seat of the worship of these goddesses. has called one of his dialogues after him. Xenophon
Its introduction was ascribed to Eteocles, the son of makes mention of him on several occasions, especially
the river Cephissus.
The Lacedajmonians worship- in his Banquet. (Xen., Mem. Socr., 3, 7, 1. Schneiped only two Graces, whom they name Cleta (Re- der, ad loc. Xen., Sympos., 4, 31, &c.) H. or
nowned) and Phaenna (Bright), as we are informed Charmidas, an academic philosopher, the companion
by Pausanias (/. c, et 3, 18, 6). The Athenians ori- of Philo. He was celebrated for the compass and
adored the same number, under the names of fidelity of his memory, and for his moral wisdom.
finally
legemone (Leader) and Auxo (Increaser). The (Cic, Tusc. Quast., 1, 24. Davies, ad loc.)
Graces were at all times, in the creed of Greece, the
Charmion, one of Cleopatra's female attendants,
goddesses presiding over social enjoyments, the ban- who killed herself after the example of her mistress.
quet, the dance, and all that tended to inspire gayety (Plut., Vit. Anton., c. 86.)
and cheerfulness. They are represented as three
Charmis, a physician of Marseille, in Nero's age,
beautiful sisters, either dancing together, or standing who revived the use of cold baths at Rome in cases
with their arms around each other.
Sometimes they of sickness, after the practice had been discontinued
are nude, sometimes habited.
He
(F?d. Musa.)
(Kcightley^s Mythol- since the time of AntoniusMusa.
The Graces, like the Horae and was very successful in his professional labours, and
ogy, p. 192, scq.)
Muses, appear to have had originally a reference to amassed great riches. (Plin., 29, 1. Sprengel, Hist.
Jupiter

:

by later writers she
{Nonnus, 31, 184.

mother.
Anecd. Gr.,

is

even said

— Eudocia,

to

jointly

with the thirty in the

ap. Villois.,
Orchomenus, in Boeotia,

—
—

—

—

—

—

The Greeks

deprived them
of their astronomical functions, and substituted such
attributes as were merely of a poetic character.
still see, however, on an ancient
gem, the Graces dancing upon the head of Taurus, while two of them are
turning towards seven stars, at which they point with
the hand.
(Borioni, Collect. Antiq. Rom., fol. 1736,
the stars

and seasons.

We

n.

82.

—Passerat,

144.)

At

Thcsaur.

a later period,

gemm. astrifer., 1, tab.
when moral ideas began to

be more intimately blended with parts of the Grecian
system, the Graces assumed analogous attributes.
One of them was supposed to represent a favour conferred, another a favour received, while the third designated the return made for benefits. (Ai-istot., Eth.,

—

—

Senec, de Bcnef , 1, 3.
Constant, de la ReliWinckelmann, Essai sur V Algion, vol. 2, p. 402.
Traitis sur VAllegorie, vol. 1, p. 132.)
legoric, c. 2.
Chariton, of Aphrodisias (a Carian town), the
5, 8.

—

—

name by which we know

the author of a

Greek

ro-

mance, entitled, Tuv nepl Xaipeav Kal Ka?.?ul!)^6Tjv
" The Loves of ChaeepuTiKuv SiTj-yTjfiUTuv Tioyoi rj
The appellation
reas and Callirhoe, in eight books."
is probably an assumed one, as well as the title he
"
Secretary to the rhetorician Athengives himself of
This rhetorician is supposed by some to be
agoras."
the same with the one of whom Thucydides makes
mention (6, 35, seqq.) as enjoying great credit among
He was opposed to Herthe people of Syracuse.
:

mocrates, the general who vanquished the Athenians.
The daughter of this Hermocrates is the heroine of
the romance, and it is probable that the writer wished
to appear to his readers in the light of a contemporary.

We

have no data by which to fix the period when
Chariton flourished. Some place him at the end of the
As regards the romance it4th century of our era.
self, it may be observed, that, though by no means
remarkable for its invention, it is smooth and easy in
"Villemain has said no worse about it,"
the story.
observes a writer in the Foreign Quarterly (No. 9, p.
" than that it is a work which the learned Lar132),
cher has translated without being able to render it
amusing ;' and Larcher himself, in his preface, resolves, with great good sense, to say nothing about
In fact, it is by no means easy to say anything
't.'
about a book which is too dull for praise and too
harmless for censure." The best edition of Chariton
is that of D'Orville, with some excellent conjectural
emendations of Reiske, Amst., 1750, 3 vols. 4to.
Charmides, son ©f Glaucon, was famed in early
'

'

—

336

de la Med., vol. 2, p. 24.)
Charon, I. a deity of the lower world, son of Erebus and Nox, who conducted the souls of the dead in
a boat over the river Acheron to the infernal regions

The sum exacted

for this service, from each of the
shades ferried over by him, was never less than an
obolus, nor could it exceed three.
piece of money,
therefore, was generally placed by the ancients under
the tongue of the deceased, in order to meet this necesSuch as had not been honoured with a
sary demand.
funeral were not permitted to enter Charon's boat,
without previously wandering on the shore for one
hundred years. If any living person presented himself to cross the river of the dead, he could not be
admitted into the bark before he showed Charon a
golden bough, obtained from the Cumaean sibyl and
the ferryman was on one occasion imprisoned for an
entire year, because he had, though against his ovm
will, conveyed Hercules across the stream without

A

;

The
receiving from him this necessary passport.
poets have represented Charon as a robust old man,
of a severe though animated countenance, with eyes
glowing like flame, a white and bushy head, vestments
of a dingy colour, stained with the mire of the stream,
and with a pole for the direction of his bark, which
last is of a dark ferruginous hue.
(Vtrg., Mn., 6,
298, scqq.) The earliest mention of Charon in Grecian poetry seems to be in the ancient poem of the

first

—

The fable
Minyas, quoted by Pausanias (10, 28).
itself is considered by some to be of Egyptian origin,
and in support of this opinion they refer to the account of Diodorus Siculus, relative to the statements
made by

the Egyptian priests. (Diod. Sic, 1, 92, et
asserted, it seems, that Orpheus and
learned wisdom on the banks of the
and that the Erebus of Greece, and all its

The latter
Homer had both

96.)

Nile

;

parts, personages, and usages,
the mode of burial in Egypt

were but transcripts of
and here the corpse
;

was, on payment of an obolus, conveyed by a ferryman (named Charon in the language of Egypt) over
the Acherusian lake after it had received its sentence
from the judges appointed for that purpose.
(Diod.,
in his Aglaophamus (vol. 2, p. 811),
these fictions of the Egyptian priesthood in a very plain and summary manner, dignify"
portentosa mendaing them with the appellation of
"
a title which they fairly deserve.
cia,''''
Quin tota

I.

c.)

Lobeck,

despatches

all

Orci et locorum inferorum descriptio ad Orpheum refertur auctorem, ab JEgyptiis illis, qui, prater reliqua

CHE

G H A
porlentosa mcndacia a Diodoro relala, Orpheum narrant raf koI tuv aaeftCjv iv ^6ov Tificofna^, k. t. X."

{KeightUy' s Mylhologyy
lier Cireeic

p.

92.)

—

II.

One

of the ear-

historical writers, a native of

Lampsacus,
supposed to have flourished between the 75th and 78th
Charon continued the researches of HeOlympiads.
He wrote (as was
catajus into eastern ethnography.
the custom of the historians of his day) separate works
<kc.

upon Persia, Libya, .^hiopia,

He

also subjoined

own

Chauci, a people of Germany, of Suevic race, and
divided into the Chauci Majores and Mmores.
The
former were situate between the Visurgis {Wescr)
and Albis (Elbe); the latter between the Amisia
(Ems) and Visurgis. Tacitus draws a very flatterHe represents them as the
ing picture of the Chauci.
noblest of the German tribes, as distinguished for a
love of justice and peace, but able, when attacked, to
bring a powerful army of horse and foot into the fierld.

time, and he preceded Herodotus in narrating the events of the Persian war, although Herodotus nowhere mentions him. From the

What is very surprising, Pliny
(Tacit., Germ., 35.)
describes the Chauci as a miserable race, weak in

fragments of his writings which remain,

ins

the history of his

cler to an
life

it is

manifest,
that of a dry chroni-

historians did,

own country, as several of the early
who were thence called Horograpkers :

corresponding to the Latin annales, ought not to
be confounded with opoi, termini, limites.
Schweigh.
ad At ken., 11, p. 475, b; 12, p. 520, d.) The fragments of Charon have been collected by Creuzer, in
his Historicorum Gracorum
Antiquissimorum Frag-

—

{ijpoi,

89, seqq.
Charondas, a celebrated legislator, born at Catana
in Sicily, where he flourished about 650 B.C.
have very few details of his life.
Aristotle merely
p.

We

informs us, that he was of the middling class of citizens, and that he framed laws for the people of Catana as well as for other communities, which, like them,
were descended from Chalcis in Euboea. .^Elian adds
{V. H., 3, 17), that he was subsequently driven into
e.xile from Catana, and took
refuge in Rhegium, where
he succeeded in introducing his laws. Some authors
inform us, that he compiled his laws for the Thurians;
but he lived, in fact, a long time before the foundation
of Thunum, since his laws were
abrogated in part by
It
Anailias, tyrant of Rhegium, who died 476 B.C.
is not necessary, therefore, to
suppose, with SainteCroix (Mem. de I' Acad, des Inscript., vol. 42, p. 317),
that there were two legislators of the same name, one
a native of Catana, and the other of Thurium.
The
laws of Charondas were, like those of many of the
ancient legislators, in verse, and formed part of the instruction of the young.
Their fame reached even to
Athens, where they were sung or chanted at repasts.
The preamble of these laws, as preserved to us by
Stobaeus,

is

to build their cabcountry being twice every day inundated by the sea, without cattle or pasturage, or even

on

hills, their

historian,

acquires
chronicle of his

menta,

numbers and resources, compelled

Herodotus was
under whose hands everything a single tree in their territory. (Plin., 16, 1.)
How
and character.
Charon wrote, besides, a are these two writers to be reconciled 1 Probably in

that his relation to

thought, as

at least, as
regards the

far,

form of expression, not to be genuine
and Heyne
supposes it to have been taken from some Pythagorean treatise on the laws of Charondas.
The man;

—

ner of this legislator's death is
deserving of mention.
He had made a law, tha no man should be allowed
t> come armed into the
The
assembly of the people.

He became the
penalty for infringement was death.
victim of his own law : for,
having returned from pursuing some robbers, he entered the city, and presented
himself before the assembly of the people without reSome
flecting that he carried a sword by his side.

the following way.
The Chauci, about the fourth
century of our era, formed part of the confederation of
the Saxones. This confederation, however, appears to
have been better known by the name of Chauci than
that of Saxones.
Now Pliny may have meant the
people termed Chauci, and Tacitus the confederation.
vol.

(Consult Malte-Brun., Geogr.,
sels

1, p.

105, Brus-

ed.)

Chelidonia, a festival at Rhodes, in which it was
customary for boys to go asking for presents from
door to door, and singing a song called Chelidonisma,
so named because it began with an allusion to the arrival of the swallows, and the consequent approach of
spring
360,

^HW,

:

p.

b, c.

;\;e/li(Ja>v, k.

— Casaub., ad
fjlde

r. A.

(Athenceus, 8,

loc.)

Chelidoni.*, now Kelidoni, small islands soutii
Sacrum Promontonum, on the coast of Lycia,
very dangerous to sailors. The Chelidonian isles were
two in number, according to Scylax (p. 38), or three
as Strabo reports
the latter geographer says that
they were six stadia from the land, and five from
each other.
Captain Beaufort, however, distinctly
counted five of these islands
whence he is led, not
without reason, to think that this increase of number
has been produced by the shock of an earthquake :
two are from four to five hundred feet high, the other
three are small and barren. (Karamania, p. 37, seq.)
of the

:

;

After the victory at the river Eurymedon, it became
the boast of the Greek nation, that no armed ship of
Persia was to be seen westward of the Chelidonian
or of the

isles,

Euxine

Cyanean rocks

at the

entrance of the

and that no Persian troops dared to show
themselves within a horseman's day's journey of the.
Grecian seas.
In after times a report arose, that a
treaty of peace had been regularly made between the
Persian monarch and the Greeks, in which it was forbidden for any Persian forces to come within the liirk;

As regards this pretended treaty,
just mentioned.
consult the remarks towards the close of the article
its

Cimon.

(Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 2, p.

256.)

Chelidonium Promontorium, the same with the
Sacrum Promontorium of Lycia, now Cape Kelidonia.
(Vid. Sacrum Promontorium, II.)
Chelone, a nymph who was the only one of the

one thereupon remarked to him, " You are
violating
" On the
your own law." His reply was,
contrary, I deities that did not attend the nuptials of Jupiter and
am establishing it ;" and he slew himself on the spot. Juno nay, she even made the celebration a subject
This action, however, is ascribed by others to Diodes, of ridicule.
Mercury thereupon precipitated her into
legislator of the Syracusans
perhaps it is true of a river on the banks of which her mansion was situaneither.
For farther details respecting Charondas, ted, and transformed her into a tortoise, under which
consult the memoir of Sante-Croix, cited
above, and shape she was doomed to perpetual silence, and to the
Heyne, Opuscula Academica, vol. 2, p. 74, seqq.
necessity of always carrying her dwelling about with
Charybdis, a dangerous whirlpool, mentioned in her. The Greek for a tortoise is j^^eAuv;/, and hence
the Odyssey, and placed
by Homer somewhere be- the fable arose. (Serv. ad Virg., JEn., 1, 509.)
tween his Wandering Rocks and his island of ThriChelonItes or Chelonatas, Promontorium, a
nakia.
Directly opposite to it was the fearful Scylla. promontory of Elis, forming the extreme point of the
The ancients, who were anxious to localize all the
Peloponnesus towards the northwest. (Strabo, 338.
wonders of Homer, made the straits of Messina the
It is now called Cape Torncse.
Plin., 4, 5.)
abode of Scylla and Charybdis. A full account of the
Chemmis, I. a city of Egypt, the same as Panopowhole fable, with its solution
by Spallanzani, will be lis. (Vid. Panopolis.)— If. A city of Egypt, menfound under the article Scylla.
tioned by Herodotus (2, 91), and placed by him in the
;

:

—

U

i^7

CHE

CHE
Thebaic nome, near Neapolis. There was in it, according to the historian, a temple dedicated to PerThis city is considered by
seus, the son of Danae.
many to be the same with Panopohs, but incorrectly,
as will appear on the least examination of the case.
Herodotus says not a word of Pan's being worshipped in this place, he only speaks of the hero Perseus

quent attendance on the dissolute festivals so common
among the Egyptians. Diodorus Siculus gives Chembes {Xefi67]^) as the name of the monarch who suc-

He

to Cheops.
According to Herodotus (2, 127), he both
imitated his brother in other things, and particularly in
a
He reigned fifty-six years. The
pyramid.
building
historian adds, that the Egyptians, in consequence of
the oppressive reigns of these two monarchs, Cheops

—

The
Chemmis (Xe^^if), as we
MSS. {Diod. Sic, 1, 63.)

to this

Still
being the same with Chemmis.
farther, he mentions the city of Neapolis as standing near his Chemmis, when no traces of this city,
nor, indeed, of any city at all, are to be found near
For these reasons Mannert appears to be
Panopolis.

latter

place

PhiCitis, a

156), affirmed, that

it

was a

floating

but the historian, with great candour, adds,
that for his own part he could neither see it float nor
move. The island contained a spacious temple dediwith great numbers
cated to Apollo, and three altars
of palms, and other trees, as well of such as produce
The Egyptians had
fruit as of those that do not.

his

life

by concealing him

when Typhon,

kept his cattle at that tinw? in
this Philitis was it i* im-

Who

—

rodotus, nor the corrupt reading ^I'^trto^, recalled by
Zoega, could come from ^iXat, as the root of theif
nominative the form in that event would be ^iMrov,
or ^iliTov, from a nominative ^LldTTjg or ^lUttj^.

:

and preserved

who

parts."

—

they
following legend respecting this island
stated, that Latona, one of the eight primary deities,
from
the
in
received
hands
of
Butus,
Apollo
residing
Isis,

some

Egypt, is indicative of contempt. (Compare Genesis,
Manetho, ap. Joseph, adv. Apion., 1, 14, p.
46, 34.
1039.
Heeren, Idecn, vol. 2, pt 2, p. 148.) Besides,
neither the genitive ^tlinoyvog, as employed by He-

;

:

in this

(Compare Steph. Byz.,

739, ed Berk.)

p.

—We come

now

to another opinion, which makes the pyramids of
Cheops and Chephren to have been erected by kings

arriving in these parts, used all
It is
possible diligence to find out the son of Osiris.
thought that the Greeks invented from this story their
island,

no doubt,

written in

pyramids namely) were consecrated, and who, as he
supposes, was called "a shepherd," in the same sense
*'
in which kings are called by Homer
the shepherds
of their people" {noi/iivcc Xauv).
This opinion,
''
however, is utterly erroneous, since the word
shepherd," as employed on this occasion by the priests of

;

the

it

possible to say.
Zoega {de Obelise, p. 389, not. 20)
thinks, that Osiris of Philae is meant {Osiris PhUensis), a deity to whom these abodes of the dead (the

Creuzer and Bahr, on the other hand,
374.)
arc in favour of the opposite opinion stated above, but
adduce very feeble arguments in its support. (Bdhr,
ad Herod., 2, 91.)— HI. An island in Egypt, situate
in a broad and deep lake, near the temple of Latona,
in the city of Butus.
The Egyptians, according to
(2,

shepherd,

same

these

pt. 1, p.

Herodotus

find

and Chephren, would never thereafter mention their
names, but always attributed their pyramids to "one

perfectly correct in making the Chemmis of Herodotus identical with Coptos.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10,

island

true reading,

is

Chephre.v, a king of Egypt, brother and successoi

places, moreover, his Chemmis, not in the Thebaid, but in the Thebaic nome, the distance of which

from Panopolis forms another strong objection

ceeded Rhampsinitus.

—

of the Shepherd- race.

It will

be

sufllicient,

however,

(Compare Larchcr, ad Herod., in rejecting this supposition, to remark, that the buildAs regards the name Chemmis, consult the re- ing of such structures is entirely at variance with the
I. c.)
marks of Champollion, Sysleme Hierogl., p. 112. known habits of a nomadic people. Jablonski ( Voc.
Mannert makes the Egyptian legend arise from the ^Egypt, p. 346) thinks, that in the word "Philitis"
fable respecting Delos.

—

there lurks the form " Philista?an,"

wish, on the part of the Egyptian priests, to explain
the Grecian mythology by a reference to their own as
its parent source.
(Compare the remarks at the close

of the article Charon.
1, p.

— Mannert, Geogr.,

i.
e., a native of
Palestine, which he considered to be equivalent here
to "one of the Jewish nation," and to have reference
to Moses.
Heeren, however, appears to be nearest
the truth, when he makes the pyramids of Cheops
and Chephren to have been the work of Ethiopian

—

vol. 10, pt.

559.)

Cheops, a king of Egypt, the successor, according
*'
Herodotus (2, 124), of Rhampsinitus.
shepherd" to have been, as
According conquerors, and the term
to Larcher (Ckronol. d' Herod., vol. 7, p. 90), Che- above remarked, merely expressive of the contempt
Herodotus makes him and hatred borne by the conquered towards those who
ops began to reign 1178 B.C.
to have ruled over Egypt for the space of fifty years, had subdued them.
{Heeren, Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 2, p
and to have been a most oppressive monarch. He 118, not.
Bdhr, ad Herod., 2, 128.)
shut up all the temples, forbade public sacrifices, and
Chersonesus, a Greek geographical term, equiva-

to

—

compelled the people to undergo the severest labour.
Ten years were occupied in constructing a causeway,
along which to draw the stones intended for a large
pyramid, and twenty years were then spent in erectOn this structure was an ining the pyramid itself
scription, in Egyptian characters, stating how much
had been expended in radishes, onions, and garlic for
The interpreter informed Herodotus,
the workmen.
that this sum amounted to no less than 1600 talents

of silver.

Taking

the Attic

talent

at

a valuation of

$1055,60, the sum expended will be nearly Si, 700, 000
The mode to which Cheops had reof our currency.
course in order to replenish his exhausted treasury,

Herodotus
although gravely related by

(2, 126), is ut-

and must have been a falsehood of
the Egyptian priests. Indeed, the whole account given
He
of Cheops bears this same impress of mendacity.
was, in all probability, a monarch who broke loose
from the restraints of the sarcedotal order, and not
but likewise emonly curbed the power of the latter,
of the population
ployed on public works a larger part
of Egypt, who were living in idleness, and whose morals were becoming more and more corrupted by a freterly incredible,

338

'^
The earto the Latin
peninsula.''^
Cherronesus, the word being derived from
"
a continent" or " mainform ;^fp(TOf),
;t;e/5/6of (later
" an
island," since a peninsula
land," and VTjaog,
partakes, as it were, of the properties of both continen
and island.
The most noted Chersonesi in ancieni
times were the following I. Chersonesus Aurea,

lent in

'

lier

meaning

form

is

—

:

or

Golden Chersonese, a peninsula of

farther India,

corresponding, according to D'Anville, Rennell,

Man-

nert, and others, to the modern Malacca, but, as GosThe
sellin maintains, to the southern part of Pegu.
positive knowledge of the ancient geographers can
hardly be said to have extended much beyond this,
their account of the regions farther to the east being

principally derived from the natives of India.

Even

the position of the Golden Chersonese itself is given
(Consult Gossellin,
differently by different writers.

Recherches, &c., vol.

3, p.

49.— vol.

2, p.

262, &c.)

The name given
reference to

gold

;

to this region by the ancients has
the popular belief of its abounding in

and here,

too,

some

inquirers into early geogra-

phy have placed the Ophir of Solomon, an opinion
maintained also by Josephus.
{Ant. Jud., 8, 6, 4.>

—

CHI
Chbrsonrsur CiMBRirA,

C H

I

in the northern of Lycia
but Strabo seems rather to place the site in
modern Jutland, Moi.nt Cragus {Strah., 665), while Pliny, on the auIII.
Chbrof
Ctesias, whose words have been preserved
{FloL, 2, 11.)
thority
BONEsus Taurica, a peninsula between the Pontus by Photius {Cod., 72), fixes it near Phaselis, beyond
Euxinus and Pains Ma^otis, answering to the modern Olympus. {Plin., 2, 106.) Seneca, in his account
" In
Crimea. The name was derived from the Tauri, a of this natural pha^nomenon, says {Ep
79)
barbaro\Js race who inhabited it.
It was sometimes
Lycia rcgio nutissima est, Hcph(Bstion incola: vacant

a peninsula

pari of Gerinany, answering to the

Schtesswtfr, and Hobiein.

;

—

:

,

and Chersonesus Magna.
Pont., 3, 2, 5 )— IV.
Chersonksus Thracica, often called simply the CherIt was a
sonesus, and the most important of all.
peninsula of Thrace, between the Sinus Melas and
the Hellespont.
The fertility of its soil, and its proximity to the coast of Asia Minor, early attracted an
influx of Grecian settlers, and its shores soon became
crowded with flourishing and populous cities. From
this quarter the Athenians drew their chief supply of
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 322, segq.)
grain.
Chkrusci. a people of Germany, between the Weser and the Elbe, southeast of the Chauci.
Under
the conduct of Arminius, they defeated and slew three
Roman legions commanded by Varus, A.D. 10, in the
Saltus Teutobergiensis, or Bishopric of Paderborn
They were afterward defeated by Germanicus, and
never recovered their former eminence.
{Tacit.,
Ann, 1, 56 and 59.— W. tbid., 2, 17, 26, 41, 45,
and 64.— /rf. Germ., 36.— C«*, B. G., 6, \0.— Vell.
Paterc, 2, 105.)
Chilo, a Spartan, ranked, on account of his wisdom and experience, among the seven sages of
called Chersonesus Scythica

63— Id.,

{Ovid, Tnst., 4, 4,

He directed his attention to public affairs,
Greece.
and became one of the ephori, B.C. 556.
{Diog. La68.
ert., 1,
Me.nag., ad lac.)
Many of his maxims

—

are quoted by the ancient writers, which justify the
He died
high reputation connected with his name.
of joy at an advanced age, while embracing one of

who had gained a prize at the Olympic games.
story told by Herodotus (1, 59) respecting Chilo
and the father of Pisistratus cannot be true, since
his sons

The

Pisistratus usurped the government of Athens B.C.
561, only five years after Chilo became ephorus, and
there could not have been any very great difference

between

Chilo appears to have

their respective ages.

much

abroad, and it is probable that he visited Sardis, the
capital of Croesus, a monarch who had

travelled

perforatum pluribus locts solum, quod sine ulln nasLata itaque
centium damno ignis tnnoxius circuit.
rcgio
vi

et

herbida,

ml flammis

adurentibus, sed tan turn

From this derefulgentibus.''''
is plain that the fire in question had little

rcmissa ac languid a

scription

it

of the usual volcanic character, being perfectly harmless.
Instances of this sort of flame are, however
that of Pietra mala, in the
by no means uncommon
Apennines, is well known, and there are others in
islands.
"We are indebted to
and
the
Greek
Epirus
Capt. Beaufort for an accurate account of the ChimiEra flame, which, after the lapse of so many centuries,
;

is still unsubdued.
This able navigator and antiquary, being at the time to the east of Olympus,
"
had seen from the ship, the preceding
says
night, a small but steady light among the hills ; on
mentioning the circumstance to the inhabitants, we
learned that it was a yanar or volcanic flame and they
:

We

;

offered to supply us with horses and guides to examine it.
rode about two miles through a fertile

We

and then, winding up a rocky
In
and thickly- wooded glen, we arrived at the place.

plain, partly cultivated,

the inner corner of a ruined building the wall is undermined, so as to leave an aperture of about three feet
diameter, and shaped like the mouth of an oven; from
thence the flame issues, giving out an intense heat,
yet producing no smoke on the wall ; and though from
true neck of the opening we detached some small
lumps of caked soot, the walls were hardly discoloured.
Trees, brushwood, and weeds grow close around
this little crater, a small stream trickles down the hill

hard by, and the ground does not appear to feel the
effect of its heat beyond the distance of a few yards.
No volcanic productions whatever were perceived
The guide declared that, in the
the neighbourhood.
memory of man, there had been but one hole, and
It
that it never had changed its size or appearance.

m

was never accompanied, he said, by earthquakes or
It noises, and it ejected neither stones, smoke, nor noxsought an alliance with Sparta.
{Herod.., 1, 69.)
was at the court of the Lydian monarch, in all proba- ious vapours
nothing but a brilliant and perpetual
bility, that he saw /Esop, since Diogenes Laertius
flame, which no quantity of water could quench."
of
a
the
speaks
question put by
Compare
philosopher to the {Beaufort'' s Karamania, p. 47, seqq.
fabulist.
Cramer's Asia MiClarke'' s Travels, vol. 5, p. 427.
{Diog. Lnert., 1, 68, scqq.)
a
fabulous
the
of
vol.
CniMiSRA,
monster,
2, p. 258, seqq.)
Ty- nor,
offspring
Chimkrium, a promontory on the coast of Epirus,
phon and Echidna {Hesiod, Theog., 319), which ravof
the
until
It is mentioned by
slain
aged
Lycia
country
by Bellerophon. opposite the island of Paxos.
It had the head and neck of a lion, the
body of a goat Thucydides (1, 30) as the place where the Corinthians
{Xifiaipa), and the tail of a serpent, and vomited forth formed a camp to protect their allies against the Corfire.
Hesiod's account is some- cyreans.
{Horn., 11., 6, 181.)
(Compare Strabo, 324. Pausan., 8, 7.)
what different from that of Homer's, since he gives It seems to answer to Cape Saracinico, above Parga.
the Chimaera three heads, one that of a lion, another {Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 111.)
a goat's, and a third a serpent's.
Chion, a native of Heraclea Pontica, and disciple
{Theog., 321.)
There is strong reason to believe, however, that this of Plato. Animated by the political fanaticism to
passage in Hesiod is an interpolation. {Heyne, in which the young and inexperienced so easily abandon
Comment. Soc. Gott., vol. 2, p. 144.) The Latin themselves, he left Athens, where he had resided for
poets, in their description of this monster, have imita- the space of five years, attending the instructions of
ted, as usual, their Grecian masters.
(Consult Lii- Plato, and returned home with the determination oi
of tyranny.
cret., 5, 903.— Ovtrf, Met., 9, &\6.— Virgil, Mn., 6,
freeing his native city from the yoke
The various e-xplanations given to this fabu- Clearchus. who ruled at Heraclea, was not, it is true,
288.)
Chion was the
lous legend by the Greeks may be seen in Eustathius a
good prince but, in slaying him,
{ad 11. 6, 181, p. 634, 40).
Servius, the great com- cause of this city's falling under a worse tyrant, Satymentator on Virgil, give^j a curious one : "This, in rus, the brother of Clearchus.
Chion himself perishtruth," says he, speaking of the Chimaera, "is a ed as the victim of the latter's elevation to power.
mountain t)f Lycia, the
of which is on fire at the
have seventeen letters said to have been written
;

—

—

—

;

,

present day

:

near

it

top
are lions

We

:

but the middle region

occupied by pastures which abound in goats. The
lower parts of the mountain swarm with
serpents."
The geographers agree
{Serv. ad Vtrg., JEn.] I. c.)
in
this
fable to the mountains on the coast
adapting

is

—

by

this

young

philosopher.

They

are principally ad-

but their authenticity
dressed to his father Matris
and the real author is
has been called into question
a Platonist of the fourth censupposed to have been
The style is clear, simple, and animated.
;

;

tury.

C H
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The

best edition of these letters is that of Hoffmann,
is
joined to the edition of the fragments of
Memnon, by Orelli, Lips., 1816. Consult, in relation to Chion, and the authenticity of these letters,
the prolegomena of Hoffmann, p. 131, seqq.
(Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 281.)

which

—

Chionides,

said to

have been the earliest writer of

the old Athenian comedy.

—

(Compare

Aristot., Poet.,

His representations date
3, 5.
Suidas, s. v. Xiwv.)
from Olymp. 73, 2, or 487 B.C.
The names of three
of his comedies are recorded, 'Hpueg, Repaal rj 'AaTo judge from these titles, we
ovpiol, and UtcjxoL
should conclude that his comedies had a political reference, and were full of personal satire ; and from
an allusion in Vitruvius {Praf. in lib., 6) we may infer, that they were gnomic, like those of Epicharmus,
{Theatre of the Greeks, p. 99, 4th ed.)
Chios, now Scio, an island in the J^gean Sea, between Lesbos and Samos, on the coast of Asia Minor.
It is about 900
leagues in circuit, and was probably
once connected with the main land, from which it is

separated only by a strait three leagues wide.
{StraIt was known
bo, 645 )
by the names of .^thalia,
and
Macris,
Pityusa, but its most prevalent name was

Chios, derived, according to some, from

;t'^wv, snow,
mountains were often covered with it.
deduces
the
name
a Syriac
from
Isidorus, however,
term signifying maslich, with which the island abounds.

because

its

—

Plin., 12, 16.) It was
well inhabited, and could once equip a hundred
ships ;
and its chief town, called Chios, had a beautiful har-

(Comp&Te Dioscorides,

1,

90.

bour which could contain eighty ships. {Herodot., 6,
and Zl.—Thiicyd., 8, 15.) The wine of this isl-

8,

and, so much celebrated by the ancients, is still in
esteem.
The Chians are said to have first known the
art of
cultivating the vine, taught them by CEnopion,
the son of Bacchus, and by them communicated to the
rest of mankind.
The first red wine was made here.
The marble of Chios was also in repute. It was one
of the places which contended for the honour of

!

death from his misery.
According to another accaimt,
he was. on his prayer to Jove for relief, raised to the
sky and made the constellation of Sagittarius.
{Ovid,

—

Fast., 5, 379, seqq.—Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2, 38.
Keightley's Mythology] p. 69, 317, 356.)
Chloe, I. a surname of Ceres at Athens. Her yearly festival, called Chloeia, was celebrated with much
mirth and rejoicing on the 6th of the month Thargelion (a month corresponding to the middle of our May

and June), and a ram, together with young garden
She had a temple near the
Schol. ad Soph., (Ed.
The name Chloe (;t'^u6j7) embraces the
Col., 1600.)
double idea of "green" or "verdant," as referring to
the young blade of corn coming forth and gradually in"
"
yellow," as
golden-coloured" or
creasing, and also
In this latter sense
applicable to the ripened harvest.
plants, was offered to her.
citadel.
{Pausan., 1, 22.

it

bears a direct relation to the Homeric ^avdij Atji^tj^'
and the Roman " Flava Ceres.
(Consult Creu-

TTjp,

zer,

Symbolik,

Chloris,
Zephyrus.
"

:

the offspring of this union

was Chiron,

man and half horse. This legend first appeared
the poem of the Gigantomachia.
(Schol. ad Apoll.

in

Rh.,

3,

554.)

3, 1, seqq.)

It is also noticed
by Pindar. {Pyth.,
Probably the praise of Chiron, by Homer

832), for his love of justice, led to the making
the offspring of the god who ruled over the
golden race of men ; and if, as it would appear, he was
(//., 11,

him

skilled in music, a more suitable mother could not have
been assigned him than the nymph " Lyre- loving." ($iWelcker, Nachtrag zur Tril.,
?.vpa, quasi ^i?.t?,vpa.
Unto Chiron was intrusted the rearing
p. 53, not.)
and educatmg of Jason and his son Medeus, HercuBesides his knowlles, ^sculapius, and Achilles.
edge of the musical art, which he imparted to his heroic pupils, he was also skilled in surgery, which he
In the contest
(aught to the last two of the number.
between Hercules and the Centaurs, Chiron was accidentally wounded in the knee by one of the arrows of
the hero.
Grieved at this unhappy event, Hercules
ran up, drew out the arrow, and applied to the wound

—

314, not.)— II.

A

female

I.

the goddess of flowers,

The name

is

who married

derived from

the

Greek

verdant," and, according to Ovid, she is the
j^Awpof,
same as Flora. {Ovid, Fast., 5, 195.) II.
daughter of Amphion son of Jason and Persephone, who

—

A

married Neleus, king of Pylos, by whom she had one
daughter and twelve sons, who all, except Nestor,
were killed by Hercules. {Pausan., 2, 21, 9, 36.)
Chlorus. Vid. Constantius Chlorus.
Choispes, I. an Indian river. {Vid. Suastus.) II.

—

A

river of Susiana.

{Vid. En\stus.)
Chobus, a river of Colchis, falling into the Euxine,
north of the mouth of the Phasis.
{Arrian, Peripl.,
Pont. Eux., p. 122, ed. Blancard.) Mannert supposes
it to be the same with the modem Schtjani.
{Geogr.,

of lapygia.

half

p.

corn," &c.

Modem Scio, until the dreadful ravages
of the Turks, contained 115,000 inhabitants, nearly all
and
was the best cultivated and most flourGreeks,

into a steed

4,

of

vol. 4, p.

ishing island in the Archipelago.
(Compare MalteBrun, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 86, Am. ed.)
Chiron, the most celebrated of the Centaurs (vid.
Centauri), and son of Saturn and the nymph Philyra.
Dreading the jealousy of his wife Rhea, the god is said
to have transformed Philyra into a mare, and himself

vol.

frequent occurrence, and denoting "the
" the fresh in
youthful beauty," &c.
blooming one,"
" '^he
It comes from x^^Vj
young blade of grass,

name

having
given birth to Homer, and his school was shown in
the island.

—

394.)

Chceradks,

islands in the Ionian Sea, off the coast
D'Anville follows
7, 33.)

{Thv.cyd.,

Cluverius in placing them near the harbour of Tarentum,
(Compare Haack, ad Thucyd., I. c.)
CncEREiE, islands off the coast of Eubcea, near Styra.
They coincide with the Cavalleri of modem
{Herodot., 6, 101.)
maps,
Chcerilus, I. an Athenian tragic poet, the contem
of
of
Phrynichus, and, like him, the competitor
porary
With Pratinas and the last-mentioned
vEschylus.
dramatist he contended Olymp. 70, 2, or B.C. 499,
It is stated
the time when iEschylus first exhibited.
that he contended with Sophocles also, but the difference in their ages renders this extremely improbable ;
and the mistake may easily have arisen from the way
in which Suidas mentions the book on the chorus
which Sophocles wrote against him and Thespis.
It would seem that tra{Choerilus, ed. Nake, p. 7.)
form
gedy had not altogether departed from its original
in his time, and that the chorus was still satyric.
Choerilus is said to have written 150 pieces, but no
The disparaging refragments have come down to us.
marks of Hermeas and Proclus do not refer to him,
but to his Samian namesake {Chosrilus, ed. Nake, p.
92), and he is mentioned by Alexis in such goodly
becompany {Athenancs, 4, p. 164, c.) that we cannot
lieve his poetry to have been altogether contemptible.
One of his plays was called the Alope, and appears to
have been of a strictly mythical character.
{Pausan.,

theatrical costume are
him by Suidas and Eudocia. {Theatre of
a remedy given by Chiron himself
but in vain
the the Greeks, p. 59, 4th ed.)— II. A native of Samos,
venom of the hydra was not to be overcome. Chiron born in a state of slavery, from which condition he
Suiretired into his cave longing to die, but unable on ac- subsequently found means to extricate himself.
count of his immortality, till, on his expressing his das, from whom we obtain this fact, makes him to
but
willingness to die for Prometheus, he was released by have been the pupil and favourite of Herodotus ;
340
;

;

1,

14.)

Some improvements in

ascribed to

C H

CHCERILUS.
this same lexicographer adds, that Chcerilus
young man when Xerxes invaded Greece, there
is a contradiction to the previous assertion, since HePlutarch
rodotus was at this time but just born.
states, that Lysander of Sparta was very fond of the
this would fix the period when he
poet's society
flourished between the peace of Cimon and the commencement of the Peloponnesian war, or between 460
and 431 B.C. {Chcerilus, cd. ISdke, p. 21, scqq.) In
his old age Chcerilus was invited to the court of Ma.n

what

was

a

:

cedonia by King Archelaus, who allowed him, it is said,
At the court of this prince he died.
three minse daily.
Chcerilus perceived that a poet could no longer please
by following the footsteps of Homer, since a people
arrived at the degree of civilization in which the
Greeks then were, seemed no longer capable of relishing, in a modern work, the simplicity which possesses so many charms in the earlier national poetry.
Chcerilus selected, in consequence, an historical subof his countrymen over the arms of
ject, the victory
In this, however, he was unfortunate, since
Xerxes.
so recent an event was incompatible with the employment of fiction, and fiction is an important part of the
machinery of every epic poem.
According to Stobaeus, he entitled his

We

poem

Heparjig,

" the Persei'd."

have so few fragments remaining of this poem
of his, that we are unable to ascertain whether he
ended it with the battle of Salamis, or carried it on to
the close of the war with Xerxes.
This poem was a
monument raised to the glory of the Athenians. An
ancient law of Solon's relative to Homer, was revived
in honour of Chcerilus, and the people decreed that
the poem should be publicly read, every year, at
the festival of the Panathenaja.
" it was
that

merely

Suidas,

decreed that

states,

it

is

this

true,

poem

sWould be read with those of Homer."
But such a
resolve could only proceed from the Athenians, and
could only have reference to the great celebration
just mentioned, which periodically reunited the tribes
of Attica.
Suidas adds, that the author received a
piece pf gold for every verse a recompense but little
in unison with the spirit of a republic, and still less
It would
probable in the case of a long epic poem.
seem, in fact, that Suidas is here mistaken, and re;

lates of the Samian Chcerilus what happened to another poet of the same name, who composed an efTusion in honour of Alexander the Great.
{Chcerilus,

Whatever the reputation of
been, one thing at least is certain,
that the Alexaridrean critics excluded him from their

cd.

Nake,

Chcerilus

p.

78, serjq.)

may have

canon, in which they assigned the

fifth and last
place
Antimachus.
A certain want of elegance
with which the style of Chcerilus was reproached, as

to his rival

well as the predilection of Plato for Antimachus,
may
have been the primary causes of this disgraceful exclusion of the Athenian poet.
Among the fragments
of the Perseid which have come down to us, there are
some verses that have given rise to a curious discus-

—

sion.

The

lines

in question are

preserved

—

for

us

by Josephus {contra Apion., 1, p. 454. vol. 2, cd.
Havercamp), as the most ancient profane document
in which mention is made of the Jews.
In the enumeration of the forces composing the army of Xerxes,
Choenlus speaks of the inhabitants of the mountains
of Solymi, in the vicinity of a large lake. {'QtKeov &

h

HoXvixoic opeoiv, TrAare?? em Xifxvy.)
Josephus is
convinced that the poet means Jerusalem, but some
critics of modem days insist that the
in

Solymi

Lycia

are meant, because Chcerilus speaks of these
troops
as rpoxoKOvpuSec, i. e., having the hair cut in a circular form ; a usage which the Levitical law
{Levit.,
19, 27) forbade, with the express view of distinguishthe
Jews
from
the
nations.
All
ing

neighbouring

is removed with
regard to the poet's
his adding, that the
troops in question

doubt, however,

meaning, by
•poke the Phoenician tongue, of which the Hebrew

is

only a dialect (TXiJaaav fitv ^oiviaaav
It

u-::o

arofiUTuv

probable, therefore, that Choerilus
knew the inhabitants of these countries had in general
the custom of cutting the hair of the head in this
way,
and that his means of information had not put him in
possession of the fact, that one community of Syria
uipLtvTeg).

is

deviated from this custom.

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
III.
poet of lassus in Asia
of
whom Horace {Episf., 2, 1, 233. Epist.
Minor,
ad Pis., 357), Quintus Curtius (8, 5, 8), and Ausoriius {Ep. 16), as well as Acron and
Porphyrion, the
vol, 2,
p. 125, seqq.)

—

A

—

on Horace, make mention. It was to this
poet that Alexander the Great is said to have promised a piece of gold for every good verse which he
should compose in his praise.
The commentator,
known under the name of the scholiast of Cruquius, informs us, that Chcerilus could only produce
seven lines that were deemed worthy of the price
oflered by the monarch.
Porphyrion, however, remarks in more general terms, " Hvjus omnino septem.
Now Strabo (672), and also
versus laudabantur.^^
Athenaeus (8, 356), have preserved for us a translation, by Chcerilus, into seven hexameters, of the Assyrian inscription on the tomb of Sardanapalus ; and
hence it has been supposed that these are the seven
It is also stated
verses to which the scholiasts refer.
of Chcerilus that he consented to receive a blow for
his
encomiums
on
of
Alexander which
every verse
should be rejected by the judges, and that he paid
scholiasts

—

It
dearly, in consequence, for his foolish presumption.
is probable that he was the author of the poem on the

Lamiac war
cribes to the
p.

{AafiiaKo.), which
Samian Chcerilus.

Suidas erroneously as(Chwrilus, ed. ISdke,

101, scqq.—Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 75.)

Chorasmii, a people of Asia, between Sogdiana
and the northeastern shore of the Caspian, whose capital was
Gorgo, now Urgheng. Their country is now
Kharasm. Ritter has some curious speculations on
the name Khorasan, as indicating a country in which
the worship of the sun anciently prevailed {KhorAsan.
Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 90.)
Vid. Corcebus.
CnoRCEBUs.
Chosroes, t. (more correctly Khosrou), king of Persia, surnamed the Great, was the twenty-first monarch
of the line of the Sassanides, and succeeded his father
The Orientals, even after the lapse
Kobad, A.D. 531
of twelve centuries, are accustomed to cite him as a
model for kings, and the glorious surname of the "Just"
is one which he frequently bears in history.
Chosroes manifested even in early life the germes of those
virtues which were afterward so brilliantly developed
by him on coming to the throne. At the period of his
accession Persia was involved in a war with Justinian,
but Chosroes succeeded in negotiating a favourable
peace, by the terms of which the Roman emperor had
to pay 11,000 pounds of gold, and forego various ad-

—

.

Not long after (A.D. 540), having become
vantages.
powerful by reason of various Asiatic conquests, and
regarding the Romans as usurpers of many of the ancient provinces of Persia, he invaded Syria, laid Antioch in ashes, and only drew off his forces from the
territories of the empire on the payment of a considerable sum.
After several other victorious expeditions,
he renewed the war with Justin, the successor of Jushe compelled to solicit a truce, but was
tinian,
soon after driven back across the Euphrates by Tibeand the Romans took up their
the new

whom

rius,

emperor,

Chosroes
winter-quarters in the Persian provinces.
died A.D. 579, after a glorious reign of forty-eight
He encouraged the arts, founded schools, and
years.
said to have made considerable proficiency in philosin Biogr. Univ., vol.
ophy himself. {Saint-Martin,
vol. 3, p. 162.)— II.
22, p. 380, seqq.—Encycl. Am.,
The second of the name, grandson of the preceding,
ascended the Persian throne A.D. 590. The earlier
part of his career was marked by great reverses of for^
341
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C

C

tune, he having been dethroned and driven from his
kingdom by a formidable rival, and compelled to take

refuge with the

Emperor Maurice.

toration to the generous aid of the

He owed
same

his res-

potentate.

Not long after, upon the death of Maurice, he carried
his victorious arms against his former allies, to the
very walls of Constantinople and Alexandrea; and
subsequently he beheld the very Romans, whom he
had so often defeated, penetrating, under Heraclius,
into the heart of the Persian empire, and pillaging and
He was at last dethroned
burning his palace itself.
by his own son and cast into prison, where he died
A.D. 628. {Saint-Martin, in Biogr. Univ., vol. 22, p.

391.)

Chronium Mare,
to

name applied by the ancients
Frozen Ocean.
The Cimbri, according to

the

a

Pliny (4, 13), called it Morimarusa, i. e., "the dead
sea."
In the Welsh tongue, mar is the " sea," and
mart " dead ;" in the Irish, muir-croinn denotes a
thick, coagulated, frozen sea.
(Compare Classical
vol. 6, p. 297.)
Chrysa, I. a town of Troas, on the coast, near
the city of Hamaxitus, where lived Chryses, the father of the beautiful Chryseis.
{Homer, Iliad, 1, 37.
Id. ibid., 430, &c.)
Strabo (604), however, places
innermost part of the Adramyttian Gulf,
it in the
and hence some are in favour of making two places

Journal,

—

of this name, an old and a new Chrysa.
(Compare
Heyne's note to the German transl. of Le Chevalier,
a
This
was
famous
for
7,
place
seqq.)
temple of
p.

Smintheus), whence it was
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt.
II. A small island in the immediate vi3, p. 463.)
cinity of Lemnos, in which Philoctetes took up his
abode when
from the wound inflicted by one
suffering
of the arrows of Hercules.
It
{Pausan., 8, 33.)
was afterward submerged by the sea, in accordance
with an ancient prediction. {Herodol., 7, 6.)
Choi-

Apollo Smintheus
also called

{yid.

Sminlhium.

—

scul-Gouffier {Voyage pittorcsque de la Greece, vol. 2,
thmks he saw traces of it still remaining.
p. 129)
That the change here referred to has been occasioned
action no one can doubt.
volcanic
( Vid. Mosychby

The whole island of Lemnos is said to bear
the strongest marks of the effects of volcanic fire ; the
Tocks in many parts are like the burned and vitrified
scoria of furnaces.
{HunVs Journal, in Walpole's
lus.)

Collection, vol. 2, p. 59.)
Chrvsanthius, an eclectic philosopher of Sardis,
made highpriest of Lydia by the Emperor Julian, and

supposed to possess a power of conversing with the
gods and of predicting future events. {Eunap., p.
144, seqq.
Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 2,

—

p. 71.)

Chrysaor, a son of Medusa by Neptune, bom immediately after the decapitation of his mother by Perseus.

{Apollod., 2, 4, 2.

— Heyne, ad

loc.)

He was

of gigantic stature, and received his name, according
to Hesiod {Theog., 283), from his wielding in his hands
a " golden sword" {xpvaeiov uop).
Chrysaor became
by Callirhoe, one of the ocean- nymphs, the father of
Geryon and Echidna. {Hesiod, Theog., 287, seqq.
Compare Ctesias Ephes. ap. Plut. de flum., p. 1034,

—

Wytt.—Tzetz. ad Lycophr., v. 17.)— The legend
of Chrysaor, like that of Perseus itself, has a blended religious and astronomical reference. It is based
on the idea of purification by blood, and also of the
ed.

HR

Chryseis, the patronymic of Astynome, daughter
of Chryses.

(Fiti.

Chryses.)

Chryses, a prie.st of Apollo Smintheus at Chrysa.
He was the father of Astynomei who was called from
him Chryseis. In the division of the spoils of Hypoplacian Thebe, when that city was taken by the
Greeks, Chryseis, as one of the captives, fell to the
Agamemnon. Chryses, upon hearing of his
daughter's fate, repaired to the Grecian camp, attired
in his sacerdotal insignia, to solicit her restitution ;
and when his prayers were fruitless, he implored the
aid of Apollo, who visited the Greeks w.th a pestilence, and obliged them to restore Chryseis.
{Horn.,
Id. ib., 366, seqq.)
It has been
II., 1, 11, seqq.
asked how Chryseis, a native of Chrysa, could have
been taken prisoner at Thebe 1 Eustathius solves the
difficulty, giving us our choice of one of two explanations.
According to one account, as he informs us,
she had been sent to /Thebe as to a place of more
safety than Chrysa, while another made her to have
gone thither to attend a festival of Diana. {Eustath.
share of

—

ad

II.,

I.

366.)

Chrysippos, I. a son of Pelops, carried oflf by
This circumstance beLaius.
{Apollod., 3, 5, 6.)
came a theme with many ancient writers, and hence
the story assumed different shapes, according to the
The death of Chry^ipfancy of those who handled it.
pus was also related

in different

ways.

According

to

common

account, he was slain by Atreus, at the
(Consult
instigation of h 6 stepmother Hippodamia.
stoic philosopher of Soli in
Heyne, ad lot .)—U.
He fixed his residence at Athens,
Cilicia Campestris.
and became a disciple of Cleanthes, the successor of
the

A

Zeno.
He was equally distinguished for natural abiland industry, seldom suffering a day to elapse
without writing 500 lines. He wrote several hundred
volumes, of which three hundred were on logical subfrom others.
He
jects, but in all he borrowed largely
maintained, with the Stoics in general, that the world
was God, or a universal eff'usion of his spirit, and
that the superior part of this spirit, which consisted in
mind and reason, was the common nature of things,
Sometimes he
containing the whole and every part.
speaks of God as the power of fate and the necessary
sometimes he calls him fire and
chain of events
sometimes he deifies the fluid parts of nature, as-water
and air and again, the earth, sun, moon, and stars,
and the universe in which these are comprehended,
and even those men who have obtained immortality.
ities

;

;

;

He was

very fond of the figure Sorites in arguing,
hence called by Persius the heap of ChrysipHis discourses abounded* more in curious subpus.
tleties and nice distinctions than in solid arguments.
In disputation, in which he spent the' greatest part oi
his life, he discovered a degree of promptitude and
He
confidence which approached towards audacity.
" Give me
and I
often
to his

which

is

said

doctrines,

preceptor,

arguments to support them." It was a' singular proof of his haughty spirit, that when a certain
person asked him what preceptor he would advise him
" Me
for if I thought
to choose for his son, he said,
any philosopher excelled me, I would myself become
will find

;

his pupil

"

With

so

much contempt

did he

look

down upon

the distinctions of rank, that he would
never, as other philosophers did, pay his court to
princes or great men, by dedicating to them any of his

the darker period of the writings.
The vehemence and arrogance with which
fertility, after
months of winter, have passed away. (Com- he supported his tenets, created him many adversaries, particularly in the Academic and Epicurean
pare remarks under the article Perseus.)
Chrysaorius, a surname of Jupiter, from his temple sects. Even his friends of the Stoic school comThere was a political union plained, that, in the warmth of dispute, while he was
at Stratonice in Caria.
of certain Carian states, which held their meetings attempting to load his adversary with the reproach of
These states obscurity and absurdity, his own ingenuity often failed
here, under the name of Chrysaorium.
had votes in proportion to the number of towns they him, and he adopted such unusual and illogical modes
Cramer^s Asia Minor, vol. of reasoning, as gave his opponents great advantages
( Slrab. 660.
possessed

reappearance of
year, the

.

2, p.

204.)
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,

—

over him.

{Cic, Ac. Quest.,

4, 27.)

It

was

also

,

C H R
a common

C

practice with Chrysippus, at different times,

to Herodias,

I

who sought

B
the head of John in a char-

Eudoxia was not altogether unjustifiaconsequence of her resentment was the asmight easily be turned, as occasion offered, against sembling of another synod, and in A.D. 404 the pahimself.
The
Carneades, who was one of his most able triarch was again deposed and sent into exile.
and skilful adversaries, frequently availed himself of place of his banishment was Cucusus, a lonely town
this circumstance, and refuted Chrysippus by convict- among the ridges of Mount 'I'aurus, on the confines of
Of his writings nothing Cappadocia and Cilicia. He sustained himself with
ing him of inconsistency.
but having, by means of his great inremains, except a few extracts which arc preserved in much fortitude
the works of Cicero, Plutarch, Seneca, and Aulus Gel- fluence and many adherents, procured the intercession
He died in the 143d Olympiad, B.C. 208, at the of the western emperor, Honorius, with his brother Arlius.
age of eighty-three. A statue was erected to his mem- cadius, he was ordered to be removed still farther
Enfield's from the capital, and died on the journey at Coraana in
(Diog. Lacrt., 7, 189.
ory by Ptolemy.
Pontus, A.D. 407, at the age of sixty.
Opinion was
History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 358.)
Chrvsockras. or the horn of gold, a name given much divided in regard to his merits for some time
to take the oj)|)osite sides of the same question, and
thus furnish his atitagonisls with weapons, which

ger, the anger of
ble.

"^I'he

;

—

to the harbour of Byzantium.

{Vid. Byzantium.)
Chrvsopolis, a town and harbour opposite Byzanis often mentioned in
It
on
the
Asiatic
shore.
tium,
history.

The Athenians

established there a

toll, to-

wards the close of the Peloponnesian war, to be paid
all ships
coming from the Euxine. {Xen.^-Hist.
The ten thousand
Gr.^ 1, I, U.—Polyb., 4, 44, 3.)
Greeks were encamped there for some days prior to
crossmg over into 'fhrace. (Xen., Anab., 6, 6, 22.)
It is mentioned by Strabo (563) as a small town, and

by

" Fuit
Several hisChrysepolis^'' (5, 32).
however, of a later date, continue to speak of
it.
Socrat.^ Mist. Eccles., 1, 4.
(Zosim., 2, 30.
Amm. Marcell., 22, 12.) Stephanus of Byzantium
various
etymological derivations of the name.
gives
The modern Scutari is thought to correspond to the
ancient place. (^Cramer's Asia Minor^ vol. 1, p. 191,
Pliny says,

torians,

—

—

*eq.)

<3hrvsorrh6as, or Golden Stream, a river of SyrIt rises in Mount Libanus, and,
ia, near Damascus.
after leaving its native valley, divides itself into five

small streams near the village of Dumar. The main
one of these flows through Damascus, while two others
water the gardens in the plain of El-Gutha.
All the
streams unite subsequently, and their collected waters

empty

into the sea.

The^ Chrysorrhoas

is

the

same

Amana (in Scripture Abana, 2
Kiags^ 5, 12), now the Baradi. {Abulfeda, Tab.
Syr'—Burckhardt, p. 37.— Von Richtcr,' Wallfahri,
with the Bardine or

p. 154, seqq.)

Chrysostom (St. John), an eminent father of the
church, was born of a noble family at Antioch, AD.
His father's name was Secundus, and the sur347.
name of Chrysostom, or "golden mouth" {Xpyaoarofio^), obtained by the son, was given to him on account
of his eloquence. He was bred to the bar, but quitted
it for an ascetic life :, first, with a monk on a mountain near Antioch, and then in a cave by himself.
He
remained in this retirement six years, when he returned to Antioch, and, being ordained, became so
celebrated for his talents as a preacher, that, on the
death o( Nectarius, patriarch of Constantiiiople, he
was chosen to supply his place. On obtaining this
preferment, which he very unwillingly accepted, he
acted with great vigour and austerity in the reform of
abuses, and exhibited all the mistaken notions of the
He
day in regard to celibacy and the monastic life.
also peri^ecuted the pagans and heretics with great zeal,
and sought to extend his episcopal power with such
unremitting ardour, that he involved himself in a quarrel with Theophilus, bishop of Alexandrea. who em
which
joyed the patronage of the Empress Eudoxia
quarrel ended in his formal deposition by a synod held
at Chalcedon A.D. 403.
He was, however, so popular in Constantinople, that a formidable insurrection
;

ensued, and the empress herself interfered

for his re-

after his death, but at length his partisans prevailed,
and, thirty years from his decease, he was removed

from his place of interment as a saint, and his remains were met in procession by the Emperor Thcodosius the younger, on their removal from the place
of his original interment to Constantinople.
Chrysostom was a voluminous writer, but more eloquent
than either learned or acute.
Although falling short
of Attic purity, his style is free, copious, and unaffected, and his diction often glowing and elevated.
The numerous treatises or sermons by which he chiefly
gained his reputation, are very curious for the information they contain on the customs and manners of the
times, as elicited by his declamation against prevailThe first entire Greek edition
ing vices and follies.
of the works of Chrysostom was that of Sir Henry Saville, at Eton, in 8 vols, folio, 1613 ; but that of

Montfaucon, Paris, with annotations and his
vols, folio, 1718, is by far the most complete.

life,

11

{Gor-

ton's Hiogr. Diet., vol. 1, p. 485.)

Chrysothemis,
Clytemnestra.
poetical

—

prize

II.

I.

a daughter of
Cretan, who

A

at the

Agamemnon and
first

Pythian games.

obtained the

{Pausanias,

10, 7.)
CiBAt,.iE, a town of Lower Pannonia, situate on the
Saavus, about fifty miles from Sirmium, and about
one hundred from the confluence of the Saavus and
Danube. It was famous for the defeat of Licinius by
Constantine, A.D. 315, and was also the birthplace of
Gratian.
Its name is preserved in the obscure ruins

of Savilei.

{Eutropius, 10,

4.

—Amm.

Marcellimis,

30, 24.)

a flourishing commercial city in the
CiBifRA,
southwest angle of Phrygia, between Lycia and Caria.
It was surnamed the Great for distinction' sake
from another city of the same name situate in PamCibyra seems to have been originally a small
phylia.
town of the Cabalees, from whom the tract of Cabalia
On the accession, however,
or Cabalis took its name.
of a Pisidian colony, the site was changed, the town
considerably enlarged, and the name gradually altered
from Cabalis, or some analogous form, to that of CibI.

The

became very prosperous, and its prosowing to the excellence of its laws,
though the government was that of an absolute monUnder this government were included the
archy.

yra.

perity

was

place

chiefly

three old Cabalian towns of

Bubon, Balbura, and QEno-

anda, and these, together with the capital Cibyra,
Each of these towns had one
constituted a tetrapolis.
vote in the general assembly of the states, except
of its supeCibyra, which had two, in consideration
This city, as we are told by Strabo,
rior power.

could raise no less than 30.000 foot and 2000 horse,
and its influence and power extended over a part of
Peraea of the
Pisidia, Milyas, and Lycia, as far as
After its conquest by the
Rhodians.
{Strab., 631.)

turn.

Towards

the end of the same year, owing to
his zeal relative to a statue of Eudoxia,
placed near the
great church, and causing a disturbance of public worall
his
troubles
were renewed.
If true, that in
ship,

Romans, we find Cibyra mentioned as the chief city
of a considerable forum or conventus, comprising not
less than twenty-five towns. (Cic, Ep. ad Att., 5, 21.

one of

his

Cibyra,
having
-"

sermons the empress was compared by him

—

Plin., 5, 29.)

According to Tacitus {Ann., 4, 13),
been nearly destroyed by an earth-
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In later
quake, was afterward restored by Tiberius.
we find it included within the limits of Caria.
Strabo reports, that there were four
{HierocL, 690.)
dialects in use at Cibyra
that of the ancient Solymi,
the Greek, the Pisidian, and the Lydian
the latter,
However, he adds, was quite extinct even in Lydia.
writers

:

;

The Cibyratae excelled in engraving on iron or steel.
No trace of the ruins of Cibyra has as
{Slrah., 631.)
yet been discovered.
They are to be found, however,
in

probability, not far from Denisli, or Laodicea,
river which is either the Lycus or a branch of it.

all

on a

—

(Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 269, seqq.) II. A
town on the coast of Pamphylia, southeast of Aspendus, called Cibyra Parva, for distinction' sake from
the preceding.
Ptolemy annexes it to Cilicia Trachea.
rar.

corresponds to that of the modern Ibu{Strab., 667.)
Its site

Cicero, Marcus Tullius, a celebrated Roman orator, was born at Arpinum, the native place of Marius,
B.C. 107, the same year which gave birth to PomHis family was ancient, and of equespey the Great.
trian rank, but had never taken part in public affairs at
Rome, though both his father and grandfather were
persons of consideration in the part of Italy in which
His father,
they resided.
(Or. contra. RulL, 2, 1.)
being a man of cultivated mind, determined to educate
his two sons, Marcus and Quintus, on an enlarged
and liberal plan, and to fit them for the prospect of
those public employments which his own weak state
of health incapacitated him from seeking.
Marcus,
the elder of the two, soon displayed indications of a
and
we
are
told
that
his
schoolfellows
mind,
superior
carried home such accounts of his extraordinary parts,
that their parents often visited the school for the sake
of seeing a youth who gave so much promise of future

eminence.
ters

ward

was

{Plut. in Vit.)
the poet Archias,

One

whom

of his earliest mas-

he defended

after-

and under his instruction
consular year
he made such proficiency as to compose a poem,
though yet a boy, on the fable of Glaucus, which had
formed the subject of one of the tragedies of .^schylus.
Soon after he assumed the manly gown, he was placed
under the care of Scaevola, the celebrated lawyer,
whom he introduces so beautifully into several of his
philosophical dialogues ; and in no long time he gained
a thorough knowledge of the laws and political instiin his

;

two years under pretence of his health, which he tells
us was yet unequal to the exertion of pleading.
(De
At Athens he met with T. PompoClar., Or., 91.)
nius Atticus, whom he had formerly known at school,
and there renewed with him a friendship which lasted
through life, in spite of the change of interest and estrangement of affection so commonly attendant on
turbulent times.
Here too he attended the lectures
of Antiochus, who, under the name of an Academic,
taught the dogmatic doctrines of Plato and the Stoics.
Though Cicero at first evinced considerable dislike of
his philosophical views, he seems afterward to have
adopted the sentiments of the Old Academy, which
they much resembled, and not until late in life to have
relapsed

into

the sceptical tenets of his earlier

structer Philo.

—

(Warburton, Div. Leg.,

in-

3, sec.
After visit-

lib.

Vossius, de Nat. Log., c. 8, sec. 22.)
ing the principal philosophers and rhetoricians of Asia,
he returned at the age of thirty to Rome, so strength3.

ened and improved both in bodily and mental powers,
that he soon eclipsed in speaking all his competitors

So popular a talent speedily gained
and being sent to
suffrage of the commons
Sicily as quaestor, at a time when the metropolis itself
was visited with a scarcity of corn, he acquitted himself in that delicate situation with so much success as
for public favour.

him the

;

to supply the clamorous wants of the people without
oppressing the province from which the provisions
were raised. (Or. pro Plane., 26. In Verr., 5, 14.)
Returning thence with greater honours than had ever
before been decreed to a Roman governor, he gained for himself still farther the esteem of the Sicil-

—

by undertaking his celebrated prosecution of Verwho, though defended by the influence of the
Metelli and the eloquence of Hortensius, was driven
in despair into voluntary exile.
Five years after his
Though posquaestorship Cicero was elected aedile.
sessed of only a moderate fortune, he nevertheless,
with the good sense and taste which mark his characians,

res

;

was enabled, while holding

this expensive office,
domestic arrangements the dignity
of a literary and public man, without any of the ostentation of magnificence which often distinguished the
candidate for popular applause.
(Or. pro Dom., 58.)
After the customary interval of two years, he was returned at the head of the Hst as praetor (Or. in
tutions of his country. {De Clar., Or., 29.) This was Pis., 1), and now made his first appearance on the
About the
about the time of the Social War and, according to rostra in support of the Manilian law.
At the expithe Roman custom, which made it a necessary part same time, also, he defended Cluentius.
of education to learn the military art by actual service, ration of his prsetorship, he refused to accept a foreign
Cicero took the opportunity of serving a campaign province, the usual reward of that magistracy ; but,
under the consul Pompeius Strabo, father of Pompey having the consulship full in view, and relying on his
the Great.
Returning to pursuits more congenial to interest with Csesar and Pompey, he allowed nothing
his natural taste, he commenced the study of philoso- to divert him from that career of glory for which he
Having sucphy under Philo the Academic. But his chief atten- now believed himself to be destined.
tion was reserved for oratory, to which he applied him- ceeded at length in attaining to the high office of
self with the assistance of Molo, the first rhetorician which he was in quest, he signalized his consulship
and the Rowhile Diodotus, the Stoic, exercised him by crushing the conspiracy of Catiline
of the day
in the argumentative subtleties for which the disciples mans hailed him, on the discovery and overthrow of
At the same time he this nefarious plot, as the Father and Deliverer of his
of Zeno were so celebrated.
His consulate was succeeded by the return
declaimed daily in Greek and Latin with some young country.
were
who
noblemen,
competitors in the same race of of Pompey from the East, and the establishment of
Cicero was the first Roman the First Triumvirate which, disappointing his hopes
honours with himself.
who found his way to the highest dignities of the state of political greatness, induced him to resume his foFrom these he was
with no other recommendation than his powers of elo- rensic and literary occupations.
quence and his merits as a civil magistrate. (Or. in called ofl^ after an interval of four years, by the threatCat., 3, 6.— In Pis., 3.— Pro Sull, 30.—Pro Dom., ening measures of Clodius, who at length succeeded
37.— De Haritsp. Resp., 23.— Ep. ad Fam., 15, 4.) in driving him into exile. This event, which, considThe first cause of importance which he undertook ering the circumstances connected with it, was one of
was the defence of Roschis Amerinus, in which be the most glorious of his life, filled him with the utIts history is as folhis courageous defence of his most distress and despondency.
distinguished himself by
Clodius, Cicero's bitter enemy, had caused a
client, who had been accused of parricide by Chry- lows.
This obliging him, law to be renewed, declaring every one guilty of treasogonus, a favourite of Sylla's.
however, according to Plutarch, to leave Rome from son who ordered the execution of a Roman citizen
The blow
of Sylla being at that before the people had condemned him.
prudential motives, the power
lime paramount, he emptoyed his time in travailing for was aimed against Cieero, an account of the punislv
ter,

to preserve in his

;

;

;

—
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mcnt he had caused

to be inflicted, by the authority
The
of the senate, upon the accomplices of Catiline.
illustrious ex-consul put on mourning, and appeared

m public,

After the battle of Pharsalia and the
flight of Pompey,
he refused to take the command of some
troops then
under the orders of Cato, but returned to Italy, which

was governed by Antony, the representative of Caesar,
demanding the protection of the people. His return was attended with several unpleasant cirClodius, however, at the head of his armed adherents, cumstances, until the conqueror wrote to him, and soon
insulted them repeatedly, and ventured even to be- after received him in the most friendly spirit.
Cicero
Cicero, upon this, went into now devoted himself entirely to literature and philososiege the senate house.
exile.
reThe
state
of
his
His
in
this
involvconduct,
however,
phy.
voluntary
private aflfairs, however,
verse of fortune, showed anything but the firmness of ed him in great embarrassment.
A large sum, which
a man of true spirit.
He wandered about Greece, be- he had advanced to Pompey, had impoverished him, and
wailing his miserable condition, refusing the consola- he was forced to stand indebted to Atticus for present
tions which his friends attempted to administer, and assistance.
These difficulties led him to a step which
shunning the public honours with which the Greek it has been customary to regard with great severity ;
cities were eager to load him.
{Ep. ad Alt., lib 3. the divorce of his wife Terentia, though he was then
Or. pro Sext., 22.— Pro in his 62d year, and his marriage with his rich ward
Ep. ad Fam., lib. 14.
Dom., 36.) He ultimately took refuge in Thessa- Publilia, who was of an age disproportionate to his
lonica with Plancus.
Clodius, in the mean time, pro- own.
Yet, in reviewing this proceeding, we must
cured new decrees, in consequence of which Cicero's not adopt the modern standard of propriety, forgetful
country seats were torn down, and a temple of Free- of the character of an age which reconciled actions
dom built on the site of his house at Rome. His wife even of moral turpitude with a reputation for honour
and children were also exposed to ill usage from his and virtue. Terentia was a woman of a most imperiimbittered persecutors.
A favourable change, how- ous and violent temper, and (what is more to the
ever, soon took place in the minds of his countrymen. purpose) had in no slight degree contributed to his
The audacity of Clodius became insupportable to all
present embarrassment by her extravagance in the
Pompey encouraged Cicero's friends to get him re- management of his private afTairs. By her he had
called to Rome, and the senate also declared that it two children, a son born the
year before his conwould not attend to any business until the decree sulship, and a daughter, whose loss he was now fated
which ordered his banishment was revoked. Through to experience. To Tullia he was tenderly attached,
accompanied by the equites and many young

patricians,

—

—

:

the zeal of the consul Lentulus, and at the
proposition
of several tribunes, the decree of recall passed the assembly of the people in the following year, in spite
of a bloody tumult, in which Cicero's brother Quintus

was dangerously wounded

and the orator returned
;
to his native country, after an absence of ten months,
and was received with every mark of honour. The
senate met him at the city gates, and his
entry resembled a triumph. The attacks of Clodius,
though
could
now
do
no
were
harm,
they
immediately renewed, until Cicero was freed from the insults of this
turbulent demagogue by the hand of Milo, whom he
afterward, in a public trial for the deed, unsuccessFive years after his
{Vid. Milo.)
fully defended.
return from exile he received the government of Cili-

consequence of Pompey's law, which obliged
those senators of consular or praetorian rank who had
never held any foreign command, to divide the vacant
Cicero conducted a war,
provinces among them.
while in this office, with good success
against the
plundering tribes of the mountain districts of Cilicia,
cia, in

and was greeted by

his soldiers with the title of

Im-

He resigned his command, and returned to
Italy, about the close of the year 703, intending to
but the troubles wliich
prefer his claim to a triumph
were just then commencing between Caesar and PomHis return
pey prevented him from obtaining one.

perator.

;

home was followed by earnest endeavours to reconcile Pompey with Caesar, and by
very spirited behaviour when CsBsar required his presence in the senate.
But this independent temper was only transient and
at no period of his public life did he
display such mis;

erable vacillation as at the
opening of the civil war.
His conduct, in this respect, had been
faulty enough
before, for he then vacillated between the several
members of the first triumvirate,
Vatinius

defending

m

order to please Caesar, and his bitter
political enemy Gabinius to ingratiate himself with Pompey.

Now, however, we find him first accepting a commission from the republic then
next,
courting Caisar
on Pompey's sailing for Greece,
resolving to follow
him thither presently determining to stand neuter ;
then bent on retiring to the
Pompeians in Sicily and
when, after all, he had joined their camp in Greece,
discovering such timidity and discontent as to draw
from Pompey the bitter reproof, "
cupio ad hostes Cicero transeat, ut nos timcat.'"
{Macrobius, Sat., 2, 3.)
;

;

;

;

Xz

not only from the excellence of her disposition, but
from her love of polite literature ; and her death tore
from him, as he so pathetically laments to Sulpicius,
the only comfort which the course of public events
had left him.
{Ep. ad Fam., 4, 14.) His distress
was increased by the unfeeling conduct of Publilia,
whom he soon divorced for testifying joy at the death
of her step- daughter.
It was on this occasion that he
wrote his treatise " On Consolation," with a view to
of
the
his sufferings.
His friends
mitigate
anguish
were assiduous in their attentions and Caesar, who
had treated him with the utmost kindness on his return from Egypt, signified the respect he bore his character by sending a letter of condolence from Spain,
where the remains of the Pompeian party still engaged him. But no attentions, however considerate,
could soften Cicero's vexation at seeing the country
he had formerly saved by his exertions, now subjected
to the tyranny of one master.
His speeches, indeed,
for Marcellus and Ligarius exhibit traces of inconsistency ; but for the most part he retired from public
business, and gave himself up to the composition of
those works which, while they mitigated his political
The assorrows, have secured his literary celebrity.
sassination of Caesar, which took place in the following year, once more brought him on the stage of pub;

lic affairs.

He

hoped

to regain great political influ-

but Antony took Csesar's place, and all that
was left Cicero to do was to compose those admira-

ence

:

ble orations against

are known by the name
equally distinguished for elo-

him which

of Philippics, and are

quence and patriotism. His enmity towards Antony
induced him to favour the young Octavius, although
the pretended moderation of the latter by no means
With him originated all the enerdeceived him.
of the war
getic resolutions of the senate in favour
which the consuls and the young Caesar were conrepublic ;
ducting against Antony in the name of
and for a time the prospect seemed to brighten. At
himself
of
last, however, Octavius having possessed
the consulship, and having formed an alliance with
convinced that
Antony and Lepidus, Cicero became
At Tusculum, whither he had
liberty\vas at an end.
retired with his brother and nephew, he learned that
Octavius had basely deserted him, and that his name,
at Antony's demand, had been added to the list of the
He repaired, in a state of indecision, to
the

proscribed.
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the seacoast, and embarked.
Contrary winds, howAt the request of
ever, drove him back lo the shore.
his slaves he embarked a second time, but soon re-

turned again to await his fate at his country-seat near
" in that
" I will
Formiae.
die," said he,
country
which I have so often saved." Here, then, he was disposed to remain, and to meet his death; but his slaves,
who were warmly attached to him, could not bear to
see him thus sacrificed ; and when the party of soldiers sent to murder him was advancing towards the

yet meanly panegyrizing the government of a usurpei.
His foresight, sagacity, practical good sense, and singular tact in directing men's measures, were lost for
want of that strength of mind which points them
He was never decided, never
steadily to one object.
(as has sometimes been observed) took an important
Nor can we
step without afterward repenting of it.
account for the firmness and resolution of his consulate, unless we discriminate between the ease of resisting a party and that of balancing contending in-

they almost forced him to put himself into his
and to allow them to carry him once more on
board of the vessel, which was still lying at Caieta.
But, as they were bearing the litter towards the sea,

terests.
Boldness in opposition differs widely from
steadiness in mediation
the latter implying a coolness of judgment, which a direct attack is so far from
that
it ever
inspires minds naturally timid
requiring,

they were overtaken in the walks of his own grounds
by the soldiers who were in search of him, and
who were headed by one Herennius, a centurion, and
Popilius was a native of Piby C. Popilius Lsnas.
cenum, and had, on a former occasion, been success-

with unusual excitement.
Let us
as a public speaker and writer.

villa,

litter,

fully

defended by Cicero, when brought to

trial

for

As the asoffence before the courts at Rome.
sistance of advocates was given gratuitously, the consome

nexion between them and their clients was esteemed
and it was
very differently from what it is among us
therefore an instance of peculiar atrocity, that Popil;

ius offered his services to Antony to murder his patron, from no other motive than the hope of gaining
favour, by showing such readiness to destroy his
The slaves of Cicero, undismayed
greatest enemy.
at the appearance of the soldiers, prepared to defend
their master ; but he refused to allow any blood to be
his

down

shed on his account, and commanded them
He was
the litter and await the issue in silence.
obeyed and when the soldiers came up, he stretched
out his head with perfect calmness, and submitted his
He died in his sixtyneck to the sword of Popilius.
When the murder was accomfourth year, B.C. 43.
cut off his two hands also, as the
plished, the soldiers
instruments with which he had written his Philippic
Orations ; and the head and hands were carried to
Rome, and exposed together at the Rostra. Men
crowded to see the mournful sight, and testified by
their tears the compassion and affection which his unworthy death, and his pure and amiable character, had
On the whole, antiquity may be
60 justly deserved.
challenged to produce an individual so virtuous, so
as Cicero.
None interest more in
perfectly amiable
their lives, none excite more painful emotions in their
deaths.
Others, it is true, may be found of loftier
and more heroic character, who awe and subdue the
mind by the grandeur of their views or the inteflsity
But Cicero engages our affections
of their exertions.
to set

;

of
integrity of his public conduct, the purity
his private life, the generosity, placability, and kindness of his heart, the playfulness of his temper, the
warmth of his domestic attachments. In this respect

by the

Here we see the man
letters are invaluable.
without disguise or affectation, especially in his letters
to Aiticus, to whom he unbosomed every thought, and
It
talked with the same frankness as to himself.

his

must, however, be confessed, that the publication of
this same correspondence has laid open the defects of
his political character.
Everything seemed to point
out Cicero as the fittest person of the day to be a

mediator beween contending factions.

And

yet, after

;

—

now
The

pass to Cicero

orations he is
have composed amount in all to about eighof which fifty-nine, either entire or in part, are pre-

known
ty,

to

All those pronounced by him during the five
years intervening between his election to the quaestorship and aedileship have perished, except that for M.
Tullius, the exordium and narratio of which were
brought to light by the discoveries of Maio, in the AmFrom the same quarter
brosian library at Milan.
have been obtained many other reliques of the eloquence of Cicero, among the most important of which
are, a large fragment of the oration for Scaurus, and
detached portions of that delivered against Clodius for
his profanation of the mysteries of the Bona Dea.
Of
served.

the lost orations, the

all

two most regretted

are, that in

defence of Cornelius, and the speech delivered by him
in the temple of Bellona, in quelling the disturbance
This last is said to have
excited by the law of Olho.

been one of the most signal victories of eloquence
over the turbulence of human passions, while to the
former Cicero himself frequently alludes as among

most

the
for

finished of his compositions.

Marcellus

performance.

The

oration

maintained by many to be a spurious
It would seem, however, after weigh-

is

ing all the arguments adduced by modern critics, that
a part is actually genuine, but that much has been
subsequently interpolated by some rhetorician or deOf the rhetorical works of Cicero, the most
claimer.

admired and finished is the dialogue De Oratore, of
which Cicero himself highly approved, and which his
friends were accustomed to regard as one of the hapIn the Oratoria Parlitiones,
piest of his productions.
the subject is the art of arranging and distributing the
parts of an oration so as to adapt them in the best
manner to their proper end, that of moving and perIn the dialogue on famous orasuading an audience.
tors, entitled Brutus, he gives a short character of all
who had ever flourished in Greece or Rome, with any
considerable reputation for eloquence, down to his
time.
It was intended as a fourth and suppleThe Oramental book to the treatise De Oratore.
tor, addressed to Brutus, and written at his solicitation, was intended to complete the two works just
It enlarges on the favourite topic of Cimentioned.
cero, which had already been partially discussed in
the treatise De Oratore, the character of the perfect orator, and seeks to confirm his favourite proposition, that perfection in oratory requires an extensive
It is on the merits of
acquaintance with every art.

own

this

work

Cicero, in a letter to a

in particular that

the eventful period of his consulship, we see him restation in the republic which he himsigning the high
have filled, to the younger Cato, who, with
self

friend, asserts his perfect willingness that his reputation

and no address,

Oraiorum was originally intended as a preface lo a
translation of the celebrated orations of Demosthenes

might

only half his

abilities, little foresight,

for a statesman, firmness.
possessed that first requisite
Cicero, on the contrary, was irresolute, timid, and inconsistent.
{Montesquieu, Grand, des Rom., c. 12.)
He talked, indeed, largely of preserving a middle course
{Ep. ad Att., 1, 19), but he was continually vacilla-

extreme always too confiting from one to the other
of success,
dent or too dejected
incorrigibly vain
;

;
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The Topica are a compend of the
should be staked.
Topica of Aristotle. The treatise De optimo genere
and ^schines De Corona.

was

The work De

a youthful performance,
Herennius, according to the

Inventione

and that addressed to

best authorities, nevei
In all Cicero's rhetorical
proceeded from his pen.
works, except, perhaps, the Orator, he professes to
have digested the principles of the Aristotelic and Iso-
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cratean schools into one finished system, selecting
what was best in each, and, as occasion might offer,

separate words, to be perspicuous it must be full.
Livy, and much more Tacitu.s, have gained
energy, they have lost in perspicuity and elegance.
Latin, in short, is not a philosophical language ; not a
language in which a deep thinker is likely to express
himself with purity or neatness.
Now Cicero rather
made a language than a style, yet not so much by
the invention as by the combination of words.
Some

The subject
adding remarks and precepts of his own.
is considered in three distinct lights, with reference to
The case, as
the case, the speaker, and the speech.
its nature, is definite or indefinite ; with reference to the hearer, it is judicial, deliberative, or derespects

scriptive ; as regards the opponent, the division is
fourfold ; according as the fact, its nature, its qrality,
The art of the
jr Its propriety is called in question.

the discovery of
speaker is directed to five points
persuasives (whether ethical, pathetic, or argumentaAnd
tive), arrangement, diction, memory, delivery.
introduction (or
the speech itself consists of six parts
exordium), statement of the case, division of the sub|ect, proof, refutation, and conclusion or peroration.
;

;

Cicero's laudatory orations are among his happiest efforts.
Nothing can exceed the taste and beauty of
those for the
for Archias,

Manihan Law,
and the ninth

for

which

is

m

indeed, his philosophical subjects compelled
but his great art lies in the application
of existing materials, in converting the very disadvantages of the language into beauties, in enriching it
with circumlocutions and metaphors, in pruning it of
harsh and uncouth expressions, in systematizing the
structure of a sentence.
This is that copia dicendi

terms,

him

to coin

;

which gained Cicero the high testimony of Ca;sar to
powers {De Clar., Or., 72). and which,
we may add, constitutes him the greatest master of

his inventive

If the comparcomposition the world has ever seen.
ison be not thought fanciful, he may be assimilated to
a skilful landscape-gardener, who gives depth and richness to narrow and confined premises, by taste and va-

Marcellus, for Ligarius,

Philippic,

its

What

princi-

But it is in jupally in praise of Servius Sulpicius.
dicial eloquence, particularly on subjects of a lively
and
Mursena, and
cast, as in his speeches for Cjelius

riety in the disposition of his trees

and walks.

— We

against Cfficilius, that his talents are displayed to the
best advantage.
To both kinds his amiable and

come next

pleasant turn of mind imparts inexpressible grace and
delicacy ; historical allusions, philosophical sentiments,
descriptions full of life and nature, and polite raillery,
succeed each other in the most agreeable manner,
Of this nature
without appearance of artifice or effort.
are his pictures of the confusion of the Catilinarian

on the character of his philosophy itself
The treatise
De Legibus has reached us in an imperfect state, only
three books remaining, and these disfigured by numerous chasms that cannot be supplied.
It traces the
philosophic principles of jurisprudence to their remotest
sources, sets forth a body of laws conformable to Cicero's idea of a well-regulated state, and is supposed
to have treated in the books that are lost of the executive power of the magistrates and the rights of Roman citizens. The treatise De Finibus Bonorum et
Malorum is written after the manner of Aristotle, and
discusses the chief good and ill of man
in it Cicero
explains the several opinions entertained on this sub-

to Cicero's philosophical
writings, after a
brief enumeration of which we will offer a few remarks

conspirators on detection {Or. in Cat., 3, 3); of the
death of Melellus {Or. pro Ccd., 10) ; of Sulpicius
undertaking the embassy to Antony {Phihpp., 9, 3)
the character he draws of Catiline {Or. pro CaL, 6);
;

and his fine sketch of old Appius frowning on his deBui, by the ingenerate descendant Clodia {ib., 6).
vention of a style which adapts itself with singular feof
whether
class
lofty or famillicity to every
subjects,
iar, philosophical or forensic, Cicero answers more exactly to his own definition of a perfect orator {Oral.,

;

The Academics (^cpsject by the sages of antiquity.
tiones relate to the Academic Philosophy, whose tenets Cicero himself had embraced.
It is an account
and defence of the doctrines of the Academy. In the
TusculancB Disputationes, five books are devoted to

and vivacity.
plausibility, pathos,
excellences possessed by Cicero's oratorical diction, the greatest is its suitableness to the
genius of the Latin tongue ; though the diffusencss
thence necessarily resulting has exposed it both in
his own days, and since his time, to the criticisms of
29),

than

by his

Among many

as

many

different questions of philosophy,
bearing the

most strongly on the practice of life, and involving
The
topics the most essential to human happiness.
Paradoxa contain a defence of six paradoxes of the
Stoics.
The work De NaJura Dcorum embraces a

those, who have affected to condemn its Asiatic character, in comparison with the simplicity of Attic wri-

examination of the various theories of heathen anon the nature of the gods, to which the treatise
ever, is celebrated for copiousness in its vocabulary De Divi7iatione may be regarded as a supplement.
and perspicuity in its phrases, and the consequent fa- The essay De Officiis, on moral duties, has not uncility of expressing the most novel or abstruse ideas
aptly been styled the heathen Whole Duty of Man ;
Hence the Attic style nor have the dialogues De Senectute and De Amicitia
with precision and elegance.
of eloquence was plain and simple, because simplicity been incorrectly regarded as among the most
highly
and plainness were not incompatible with clearness, finished and pleasing performances of which any Ian
it was a
and
But
to
want
can
boast.
have
lament
of
the
loss
of ihe
harmony.
energy,
singular
guage
judgment, an ignorance of the very principles of com- treatises De Consolatione (that which we have undei
position, which induced Brutus, Calvus, Sallust, and this title being a patched-up imposture of Sigonius). De
others, to imitate this terse and severe beauty in their Gloria, and the one entitled Hortcnsius, in which last
own defective language, and even to pronounce the Cicero undertook the defence of learning and philosoopposite kind of diction deficient in taste and purity. phy, and left to his illustrious competitor the task of
In Greek, indeed, the words fall, as it were, naturally arraigning them.
It was this book which first led St.
into a distinct and harmonious order
and, from the Augustin to the study of Christian philosophy and the
exuberant richness of the materials, less is left to the doctrines of Christianity.
The treatise De Kepublica
But the Latin language is has been in part rescued from the destroying hand
ingenuity of the artist.
comparatively weak, scanty, and unmusical, and re- of time by the labours of Maio.
Except the works on
quires considerable skill and management to render it Invention and De Oratore, this was the earliest of
It was given to the
expressive and graceful.
Simplicity in Latin is Cicero's literary productions.
and justly as Ter- world A.U.C. 7^0, just before its author set out for
scarcely separable from baldness
He was then
ence is celebrated for chaste and unadorned diction, his proconsular government in Cilicia.
The object and spirit of the
yet even he, compared with Attic writers, is flat and in his fifty- third year.
He wished to bring the
heavy.
{Quinlii, 10, 1.)
Again, the perfection of work were highly patriotic.
but to this com- constitution back to its first principles by an impression
strength is clearness united to
ters,

and the strength of Demosthenes.

full

Greek, how-

tiquity

We

;

;

brevity,
bination Latin is utterly unequal.
From the vagueoess and uncertainly of
which characterize

meaning

to inflame his contemporaexpositive of its theory
with the love of virtue, by portraying the charactei
;

j

I

ries
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ot their ancestors in its primeval purity and beauty
ody and fulness of his style, unite to throw a ciiarm
and while he was raising a monument to all future around these productions which has been felt in every
Cicero's Epistles, about 1000 in all, are comages of what Rome had been, to inculcate upon his age.
know it to prised in thirty-six books, sixteen of which are adown times what it ought still to be.
have been his original purpose. to make it a very volu- dressed to Atticus, three to his brother Quintus, one
minous work for he expressly tells his brother {Ep. to Brutus, and sixteen to his different friends and
ad Q. Frat., 3, 5) that it was to be extended to nine they form a history of his Hfe from his fortieth year.
books.
Ernesti thinks that they were all given to the Among those addressed to his friends, some occur
world {Ep. ad Att., 6, 1, in notis), although Cicero, from Brutus, Metellus, Plancus, Caelius, and others.
in a letter to Atticus, on which that learned and accu- For the preservation of this most valuable department
;

—

We

;

;

makes

this very remark, speaks of them as
or sureties for his good behaviour.

rate scholar
his six

— Cicero,pledges
as a philosopher, belongs,

upon

the whole,

to the New Academy.
It has been
disputed whether
he was really attached to this system, or had merely
resorted to it as being the best adapted for furnishing
him with oratorical arguments suited to all occasions.

At first its adoption was subsidiary to his other plans.
But, towards the conclusion of his hfe, when he no
longer maintained the place he was wont to hold in
the Senate or the Forum, and when philosophy formed
the occupation " with which," to quote his own words,
" life was
just tolerable, and without which it would
have been intolerable," he doubtless became convinced
that the principles of the

New Academy,

illustrated as

they had been by Carneades and Philo, formed the
soundest system which had descended to mankind
from the schools of Athens. The attachment, however, of Cicero to the Academic philosophy was free
from the exclusive spirit of sectarianism, and hence it
did not prevent his extracting from other systems what
he found in them conformable to virtue and reason.
His ethical principles, in particular, appear eclectic,
having been in a great measure formed from the opinions of the Stoics.
Of most of the Greek sects he
For the Epicureans
speaks with respect and esteem.
alone he seems (notwithstanding his friendship for
Atticus) to have entertained a decided aversion and

contempt.

The general purpose

of Cicero's philosoph-

works was rather

to give a history of the ancient
philosophy, than dogmatically to inculcate opinions of
It was his great aim to
his own.
explain to his felical

low-citizens,

in

their

own

language,

whatever the

sages of Greece had taught on the most important
subjects, in order to enlarge their minds and reform
their morals.
In theoretic investigation, in the development of abstract ideas, in the analysis of qualities
and perceptions, Cicero cannot be regarded as an inventor or profound original thinker, and cannot be
ranked with Plato and Aristotle.
His peculiar merit,
as a philosophical writer, lay in his luminous and
popular exposition of the leading principles and disand no works transputes of the ancient schools
mitted from antiquity present so concise and comprehensive a view of the opinions of the Greek philosoThe most obvious peculiarity of Cicero's philphers.
The idea
osophical writings is their form of dialogue.
was borrowed from Plato and Xenophon but the nature of Cicero's dialogue is as different from that of
;

;

we

of Cicero's writings,

are indebted to Tyro, the au-

thor's freedman, though we possess at the present day
The most
only a part of those originally published.

interesting by far are the letters to Atticus, for they
not only throw great light on the history of the times,
but also give us a full insight into the private character
of Cicero himself, who was accustomed at all times to

unbosom

his thoughts

most

freely to this friend of his.

The authenticity of the correspondence with Brutus has
been much disputed by modern scholars, and the gen-

—

eral opinion is adverse to these letters being genuine.
His poetical and historical works have suffered a heavy

The latter class, consisting of his
his consulship, and his history of his

fate.

commentary

own times,
are altogether lost.
Of the former, which comprised
the heroic poems Alcyones, Limon, Marius, his own
consulate, the elegy of Tamelastis, translations of
on

Homer and Aratus, Epigrams, &c., but little remains
except some fragments of the Phaenomena and Diosemeia of Aratus.
It may, however, be questioned,
whether literature has suffered much by these losses.
are far, indeed, from speaking contemptuously of
the poetic powers of one who possessed so much
But his
fancy, so much taste, and so fine an ear.
poems were principally composed in his youth and

We

;

when

powers were more mature, his occupations did not allow even his active mind the time
necessary for polishing a language still more rugged
in metre than it was in prose.
His contemporary history, on the other hand, can hardly have conveyed
more explicit, and certainly would have contained less
afterward,

his

information than his private correspondence ;
all the penetration he assuredly possessed,
it
may be doubted, if his diffuse and graceful style of
thought and composition was adapted for the depth of
reflection and condensation of meaning, which are the
The edichief excellences of historical composition.
tions of the separate vi'orks of Cicero are too numerous
The best editions of the entire
to be mentioned here.
works are: that of Ernesti, Hal., 1774, 8 voly. 8vo ;
that of Olivet, Paris, 1740, 9 vols. 4to that of Schiitz,
faithful,

while, with

—

;

Lips.,

1814-20, 19

(in 27) 12mo ; and that of
vol. 4to, or 10 vols. 12mo.
Metropol, div. 3, vol. 2, p. 279,

vols,

Nobbe, Lips., 1827,

1

{PLut.,in Vit.—E7ic.
Biog. Univ., vol. 8, p. 530, seqq.
Encyclop.
Am., vol. 3, p. 190, seqq. Dunlop, Rom. Lit., vol.
2, p. 275, seqq.
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p.
II. Marcus, only son of the orator, and
487, seqq.)
seqq.

—

—

—

—

—

ty,

the latter addressed his work De Officiis.
took part in the civil contest at an early age, and
After the
served under both Pompey and Brutus.
battle of Philippi he retired to Sicily and joined the
Subsequently, however, he took
younger Pompey.
advantage of the act of amnesty that was passed, and
returned to Italy, where he hved some time in a piivatt

his discussions.

situation.

the

two Athenians, as was

his

object in writing.
of argument could

the Socratic mode
hardly be displayed in any other shape ; whereas Cicero's aim was to excite interest, and he availed himself of this mode of composition for the life and varie-

With them,

the ease, perspicuity, and vigour which it gave to
Nor does Cicero discover less skill
in the execution of these dialogues, than address in
In the dignity of his speakers, their high
their design.
tontj of mutual courtesy, the harmony of his groups,

to

whom

He

Augustus, on attaining

to sovereign

power,

his colleague in the consulship, and it was
to Marcus Cicero, in his quality of consul, that he

made him

wrote an account of the victory at Actium and the
and the delicate relief of his contrasts, he is inimitable. conquest of Egypt. Marcus had the satisfaction of
The majesty and splendour of his introductions, the executing the decree which ordered all the statues and
to Antony to be
eloquence with which both sides of a question are suc- monuments that had been erected
After his consulship he was appointed
cessively displayed, the clearness and terseness of his thrown down.
statements on abstract points, his exquisite allusions to governor of Syria, from which period history is silent
He died at an advanced age, and was
the scene or time of the supposed conversation, his respecting him.
He
and intemperate habits
digressions in praise of philosophy, and, lastly, the mel- notorious for dissipated
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OIL
appears to have inherited
ther's

little, if

anything, of his fa-

{Cic, Ep. ad
patriotism, and talent.
Id., Ep. ad Fa7n., 13, ll.—Plut., Vit.
HIQuintus, brothId.y Vit. Brut., &c.)—

virtue,

2—

Att., 1,
Cic. cxtr.

—

After
and brother-in-law of Atticns.
having been prietor A.U.C. 692, he obtained the government of Asia. He was subsequently a lieutenant
of Caesar's in Britain, and only left that commander to
er of the orator,

accompany

his brother

Marcus Tullius,

as lieutenant,

After the battle of Pharsalia, in which
he took part on the side of Pompey, he was proscribed
by the triumvirate, and put to death by the emissaries
into Cilicia.

He

for poetry, and
the invasion of Britain by Caealso composed several tragedies, imitated or

of Antony.

He

sar.

had a marked talent

poem on

had planned a

else translated

from the Greek, but which have not

Eighteen lines of his are preserved in
He was the au" de Pctitionc
of
the
thor
Consulatus,'^
piece entitled
It
usually printed along with Cicero's letters to him.
is addressed by Quintus to his brother when the latter
reached us.
the

Corpus Po'etarum of Maittaire.

numerous

fleets to the Persian monarchs, as well 8>
Syrian and Egyptian successors of Alexander
especially from the formidable character of her piratical navy that Cilicia has obtained a
name in the seafaring annals of antiquity. "Some idea
of the alarm inspired by these daring rovers can be
formed from the language of Cicero, however exaggerated we may suppose it to be for a political purpose.
to the

But

it

was more

{Or. pro Leg. Manii, 11.)
the Roman people made of

The

selection, too, which
the unusual

Pompey, and

to him, prove the importance of the
In less than 50 days, however, Pompey reduced the whole province either by force or the terror
of his arms.
More than 20,000 pirates are said to have

powers confided

contest.

fallen into his

removed

hands

;

these he settled in the interior,

some

distant countries, and thus entirely purged the shores of Asia of these nests of robbers.
In the course of this war the Romans are said

or

to

have captured 378 ships, and burned 1300, conquered
120 towns and castles, and to have slain 10,000 of the
Cilicia was divided into Campestris and
enemy.
was a candidate for the consulship, and gives advice Trachea. The former was the larger and more eastwith regard to the measures he should pursue to at- erly portion, and derived its name from its champaign
tain his object, particularly inculcating the best means character.
Trachea, on the other hand, was so called
"
It was
to gain private friends and acquire general popularity. from its rugged aspect {rpaxela,
rough'''').
(Corrad. QueBst., p. 278, ed. Lips.
Biogr. Univ., nearly all occupied by the broad ridge of Taurus, which
vol. 8, p. 560.
Dunlop, Roman Liieraiure, vol. 2, p. leaves scarcely any room for level land towards the sea.
495.)
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 315, seqq.)
CiLix, a son of Agenor, who gave his name to CiCicoNEs, a people on the coast of Thrace, near the
Homer has licia, according to Herodotus. (Consult remarks under
spot where Maronea stood in a later age.
Isma- the article Cilicia.
Hcrodot., 7, 91.)
placed here the scene of Ulysses' first disaster.
rus was the name of their city, which the poet supCiLLA, a town of Troas, in the immediate vicinity
taken
and
but
of
Strab., 612.)
plundered
Adramyttium. {Horn., II., 1, 37.
poses that chieftain to have
the natives coming down from the interior in great
CiMBER, L. Tillius, one of the conspirators against
men
with
severe
loss
of
both
and
Caesar.
man
off
He
was
a
notorious
for
his
he
drunkenness
was
driven
force,
Ismarus is known to later and low violence {Seneca, Ep. 83 Id., de Ira, 3,
{Od., 1, 40, seqq.)
ships.
writers only as a mountain celebrated for its wine, 30), and he had been throughout the civil war a violent
which indeed Homer himself alludes to in another pas- partisan of Caesar's, who appointed him a short time
to

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

(Od., 1, 197.)
Cilicia, a country of Asia Minor, on the seacoast,
south of Cappadocia and Lycaonia, and to the east of

before his assassination to the province of Bithynia.

Herodotus says (7, 91), that
Pisidia and Pamphilia.
the people of this country were anciently called Hypachaei, and that the appellation of Cilicians was sub-

upon with his associates for commencing the attack,
by taking hold of Caesar's robe, and pulling it down
from his shoulders. {Plut., Vit. C(zs.)
CiMBRi, a people of Germany, who invaded the
Roman empire with a large army, and were conquered
by Marius and Catulus.
(For an account of the war,
consult the article Teutones.)
The Cimbri are generally thought to have had for their original seat the
Cimbric Chersonese, or modern Jutland. It would
seem, however, that there is some curious connexion
between their name and that of the ancient Cimmerii,
a point which may have some bearing on the question

sage.

sequently derived from Cilix, son of Agenor, a PhoeniThis passage seems to point to a Phoenician or
Syrian origin for the race, a supposition strengthened
by the fact of the early commercial habits of the people
of Cilicia.
This country, though tributary to the Persian king, was nominally under the government of its
native princes, with whom Syennesia appears to have

cian.

been a

name.
—common
Xen., Anab.,

(Consult Herod.,

1, 74.

—

Id.,

{Appian, Bell.
13.)

—

Civ., 3, 2.
Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 12,
the one who gave the signal agreed

Cimber was

more especially
that part which consisted of plains, was a wealthy respecting the origin of the Germanic race.
(Consulf
country since we are informed by Herodotus (3, 90) remarks under the article Cimmerii, and compare
that it yielded to Darius a revenue of 500 talents, Manner t, Geschichte der alien Deutschen, p. 11, and
Adeequal to that of Mysia and Lydia together, besides Pfister, Gesch. der Teuischen, vol. 1, p. 40.)
360 white horses. Xenophon also {Anab., 1, 2) de- lung, however, opposes this idea. {Mithradates, vol
5, 118.

1, 2.)

Cilicia,

;

it as a broad and beautiful plain, well watered,
and abounding in wine and all kinds of trees, and
In a military
yielding barley, millet, and other grain.
point of view, the importance of Cilicia was also very
great, since it was surrounded by lofty mountains,
presenting only one or two passes, and these easily

scribes

secured by a small force against the largest armies.
Had the Persians known how to defend these, the
younger Cyrus would never have reached the Euphrates, nor would Alexander have been able to penetrate
to the plains of Issus, which witnessed the overthrow
of Darius.
At a later
{Arrian, Exp. Al., 2, 4.)

2, p.

143.)

I. a
range of hills in Etruria, lying to th«
south of Salpinum.
II.
lake at the foot of Monf
Ciminus, now Lago di Vico, or Ronciglione. {Strabo^
225.) The Ciminian* forest, whose almost impenetrable shades served for a time as a barrier to Etruria
against the attacks of Rome, is described as covering
the adjacent country to a considerable extent.
{Liv.,
9, 36.— Front. Strat., 1, 2.—Plin., 2, 96.)
who
of
a
nomadic
race
Asia,
apCimmerii,
Upper
inhabited a part of what is now
pear to have

CiMiNus,

—

A

originally
called Tartary.
According to Herodotus (1, 15). thej

we learn from Cicero, during his command there, were driven from their primitive seats by the Scythians,
what importance the Romans attached to the province and moved down, in consequence, upon Asia Minor
the reign of
of Cilicia, when it became necessary to cover Asia which
they invaded and ravaged during

period

against the growing power of the Parthians.
{Ep. ad
As a maritime country, too, Cilicia
Att., 5, 20.)
makes a considerable figure in history, since it furnished

Ardys, king of Lydia, the successor of Gyges. Strabo,
however, places the incursion of the Cimmerians in
the time of Homer, or a little before the birth of the
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CIMMERII.
{Strab., 20.)
poet.
Wesseling thinks the authority
of Strabo inferior to that of Herodotus
but Larcher
;

inclines to the opinion that two different incursions are
He makes the
spoken of, an earlier and a later one.

former of these anterior even to the time assigned by
Strabo, and thinks it preceded by a short' period the
He supposes this, moreover, to be the
siege of Troy.
one alluded to by Euripides. {Iph. in Taur., 1115,
Larcher, ad Herod., 1,6.)
seqq.
According to this
view of the subject, Herodotus speaks merely of the

—

two

I

M

who overran Asia Minor,

merians, therefore,
Celtic race.
There

will

be a

is
something extremely plausible
and in this way, too, we may, without having recourse to Bochart's derivation, account
for the existence of Cimmerii, or Celts, in the remote

in this supposition,

west.

(Ukert, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 26, not.)
a town in the interior of the Tauric
Chersonese, northwest of Theodosia. It is now EskiKrim (Old Krim), on the river Tschuruck. (Mela,

CiMMEKiUM,

19

1,

)

in like

CiMOLUs, one of the Cyclades, northeast of Melos.

manner, that there were two incursions of the Cimmerians, but he places the first of these in the reign of
Ardys (699 B.C.), to which he thinks Herodotus alludes in the fifteenth chapter of his first book
and the
second one in the time of Alyattes and Cyaxares,
which he supposes to be the inroad alluded to by Herodotus in the one hundred and third chapter of the
same book. {Volney, Suppl. a P Herod., de Larcher,

Its more ancient name was Echinusa, or Viper's Island, from the number of vipers which infested it before it was inhabited.
It produced what was called
the Cimolia terra, a species of earth resembling, in
some of its properties, fuller's earth, though not the
same with it. (ThcophrasL, de Lapid., 2, 107.

latter of these

inroads.

Volney maintains,

;

It

p. 75, seqq.)

appears

much more

reasonable,

how-

one invasion on the part of
the Cimmerian race, commencing in the time of Ardys, and continued until the reign of Alyattes (616.
B.C.), when these barbarians were expelled from the
ever, to refer all to but

Asiatic

peninsula.

(B'dhr,

ad Herod.,

1,

6.)

—The

account given by Herodotus is, that the Cimmerians,
when they came into Asia Minor, took Sardis, with
the exception of the citadel, and that they were finally
expelled by Alyattes, the contemporary of Cyaxares.

The same historian makes the
1, 15, seq.)
Cimmerians to have dwelt originally in the neighbourhood of the Palus MaiOtis and Cimmerian Bosporus,
and when driven out " from Europe," as he expresses
(Herod.,

himself {^k r^f Evp(J7rT]g), by the Scythians, to have
fled along the upper shore of the Euxine to Colchis,
and thence to have passed into Asia Minor.
(Herod.,
1, 103.)
Niebuhr, with very good reason, insists that
Herodotus has here fallen into an error, and that all
the wandering races which have in succession occupied
the regions of Scythia, have, when driven out by other
tribes from the east, moved forth in a western direction
towards the country around the Danube.
The Cimmerians, therefore, must have

come

into

Asia Minor

As

regards the name of the Cimmerian
Bosporus, the same acute critic supposes it to have
ari.sen from the circumstance of a part of the Cimmerian horde having been left in this quarter, and having

from the

east.

continued to occupy the Tauric Chersonese as late as
the settlement of the Greek colonics in these parts.
The an(Niehuhr, Klcine Schriftcn, p. 365, seqq.)

—

cients differed in opinion as regarded the orthography of
the name Cimmerii, some being in favour of Kephepiot,

—

others of Xeifisptoi.
Eustath., nd
{Hcsych., s. v.
Od., 10, l4:.—Schol., ad loc—Aristoph., Ran., 189.
513.
Voss, Wcltk., p. 14.)
Elymol. Mag., p.
Modern scholars are in like manner divided as to the
*'
derivation of the term
Cimmerian" itself It is main-

—

—

tained by
first

some of these

knowledge of

this

Greeks obtained their
race from the Phcenicians, and
that the

—

Strabo, 484.)

The

ancients used it for cleaning their
white, dense, of a loose texture,

It was
mixed with sand or small pebbles, insipid to the taste,
and unctuous to the touch. The substance, according
to Sir John Hill (ad Theophr., I. c), which comes

clothes.

nearest to the Cimolian earth of antiquity, is the Steatite of the Soap-rock of Cornwall, which is the common matter of a great part of the cliff near the Lizard
Point.

is now Kimoli, though more generally
name of Argentiera. (Cramer's Anc.

Cimolus

known by

the

Greece, vol. 3, p. 405 )
CiMON, I. son of Miltiades, and of Hegesipyle the
daughter of Olorus, a Thracian prince. His education,

according to Plutarch, was very much neglected, and
he himself indulged, at first, in every species of exAt his father's death he seems to have success.
ceeded to a very scanty fortune, and he would perhaps have found it difficult to raise the penalty of fifty
talents, which had been imposed upon his parent, and
which the son was bound to pay to the public treasury, had not Callias, one of the wealthiest men of
Athens, struck by the charms of his half-sister Elpinice, undertaken to discharge the sum as the price of
her hand.
Cimon, how(Vid. Callias, Elpinice.)
ever, had attracted notice, and gained reputation, by

the spirit which he displayed on the occasion of leaving the city on the approach of the Persians, when he
was the foremost to hang up a bridle in the Acropolis,
as a sign that he placed all his hopes in the fleet ; and
also by the valour with which he fought at Salamis.
Aristides, in particular, saw in him a fit coadjutor
to himself

and antagonist to Themistocles, and exand the readiness with

erted himself in his favour

;

Greeks, when disgusted by the arrogance of Pausanias, united themselves with .Athens,
was owing in a great measure to Cimon's mild temThe popuper, and to his frank and gentle manners.
while
larity of Themistocles was already declining,

which the

allied

series of successful enterprises, was rapdefeated the Perrising in public favour.
sians in Thrace, on the banks of the Strymon, took

Cimon, by a

idly

Eion, and

He

made himself master

He

of the whole country.

conquered the island of Scyros, the inhabitants of
gloom which enshrouded the Cimmerian land, and of which were addicted to piracy; and brought thence to
the other appalling circumstances connected with this Athens what were deemed the bones of the national
He next subdued all the cities on the
people, were mere Phoenician inventions to deter the hero Theseus.
Grecian traders from visiting them. In accordance coast of Asia Minor, and went against the Persian
"
with this idea, Bochart derives the word Cimmerian" fleet which lay at the mouth of the Eurymedon. The
from the Phcenician kamar, or kimmer, " tenebrosum." Persians, although superior in number, did not dare to
Compare Job, 3, 5.) Hence abide an engagement, but sailed up the river to place
{Gcogr. Sarr., col. 591.
we read of Cimmerians, not only in Lower Asia, but themselves under the protection of their land forces.
" The CimmeCimon. however, provoked them to a battle, and, havalso in the remotest west and north.
" are a
rians," says Eustathius,
people in the west, on ing defeated and sunk or taken two hundred ships,
the Oceanus
(Com- landed his men, flushed with victory, and completethey dwell not far from Hades."
and consult the article ly routed the Persian army.
Returning to Athens
pare Tzetz., ad Lycophr., 695,
Avemus.) Another class of etymologists, however, after these two victories thus achieved in a single
deduce the word in question from the Celtic, and make day, he employed the perquisites of his command, and
the Cimmerii identical with the Kimri, whence the later the resources which he had acquired from his sucThe Cim- cesses over the barbarians, in the embellishment oi
Cimbri.
(Volney, Suppl., &c., p. 75.)
that hence, in all probability, the stories told of the

—

:
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CIMON.
his native city, and in relieving the wants of the indilaid a part of the foundations of the long

He
gent.
walls with

magnificent solidity at his own charge,
and the southern wall of the citadel was built with the
treasures which he brought from Asia into the coffers

He also set the example of adorning the
introdupublic places of the city with trees, and, by
cing a stream of water, converted the Academy, a spot
waste
an
arid
from
of
the
about two miles north
city,
of the state.

N

I

mosthenes, Diodorus, and Plutarch speak, never tooK
The silence of Thucydides is conclusive on
place.
the subject, to say nothing of the vague and contradictory statements of the very authors who do mention it.
The fable seems to have sprung up, or to
have acquired a distinct shape, in the rhetorical school
of Isocrates, and to have been transmitted through the
orators to the historians.

waWs

Greece, vol. 3,

(Pint., Vit.

p. 2,

Cim.

— Thirl-

scqq.)

CiNciA i-EX, was proposed by M. Cincius, a tribune of the people, A.U.C. 549. It enacted, that no
wished might enter and partake of their produce he one should take money or a present for pleading a
not only gave the usual entertainments expected from cause.
Tac, Ann., 11, 6.)
{Liv., 34, 4.
the rich to the members of his own borough, but kept
CiNciNNATUs, L. Quintius, a Roman patrician,
He never appeared whose name belongs to the earlier history of the rea table constantly open for them.
well-known and spirit-stirring legend
in public without a number of persons attending him
public, and has a
His son, Kseso Quintius, had been
connected with it.
in good apparel, who, when they met with any elderly
citizen scantily clothed, would insist on exchanging banished on account of his violent language towards
It
the tribunes, and the father had retired to his own pattheir warm mantles for his threadbare covering.
was the office of the same agents, respectfully to ap- rimony, aloof from popular tumults. The successes

He

threw
into a delightful grove.
( Vjrf. Academus.)
the fences of his fields and orchards, that all who

down

—

:

proach any of the poorer citizens of good character,
whom they might see standing in the market-place,
and silently to put some small pieces of money into
This latter kind of expenditure was certheir hands.
and was not the
tainly of a mischievous tendency
less that of a demagogue, because Cimon sought popularity, not merely for his own sake, but for that of his
About 466 B.C., Cimon was
order and his party
sent to the Thracian Chersonese, of which the Persians still kept possession, and having driven them out,
next reduced the island of Thasus, and took posses;

—

gold-mines on the neighbouring
continent.
Scarcely, however, had he returned to Attica, when an accusation was preferred against him of
having been corrupted by the King of Macedonia, because he had refrained, not, according to the common
account, from attacking the Macedonians then at
peace with Athens, but from striking a blow at the
Thracian tribes on the frontier of that kingdom, who
had recently cut off the Athenian settlers on the banks
sion of the Thasian

From this ac(Vid. Amphipolis.)
a very narrow escape.
Having
been sent, however, after this, with a body of troops to
aid the Spartans before Ithome, and the latter having,
after some interval, sent back their Athenian allies,
whom they suspected of not lending them any effectual
of the Strymon.

cusation

Cimon had

assistance, the irritation produced by this national in-

upon Cimon, who was known to be
an admirer of the Spartan character and constitution,
and he was accordingly driven into exile.
Subsequent events, however, made the Athenians feel the
want of this able commander, and he was recalled and
sent on an expedition against Egypt and Cyprus
but
he was carried off by illness, or the consequences of a
in
the
harbour
of
wound,
Citium, to which place he
was laying siege. His spirit, however, still animated
his countrymen ; for the fleet, when sailing home with
bis remains, gained a naval victory over a
large squadron of Phoenician and Cilician galleys near the Cyprian
Salamis, and followed up this victory by another which
they gained on shore, either over the troops which had
landed from the enemy's ships, or over a land force
Cimon was, beyond
by which they were supported.
dispute, the ablest and most successful general of his
day and his victories shed a lustre on the arms of
Athens, which almost dimmed the glories of Marathon
and Salamis.
In after times, Cimon's military renown
was enhanced by the report of a peace which his victories had compelled the Persian
king to conclude on
terms most humiliating to the monarchy.
These
that
the
Persians
had
were,
agreed to abandon at least
the military occupation of Asia Minor, to the distance
of three days'
journey on foot, or one on horseback,
'rom the coast, and to abstain from
passing the mouth
of the Bosporus and the Chelidonian islands into
the western sea.
This peace, of which Isocrates, De-

sult fell principally

;

—

;

^qui and Volsci, however, rendered the appointment of a dictator necessary, and Cincinnatus
was chosen to that high office. The delegates who
were sent to announce this unto him, found the Roman noble ploughing his own fields and from the
plough he was transferred to the highest magistracy of
of the

;

The

aside his rural
habiliments, assumed the ensigns of absolute power,
levied a new army, marched all night to bring the necessary succour to the consul Minucius, who was
his native state.

dictator laid

surrounded by the enemy and blockaded in his camp,
and before morning surrounded the enemy's army, and
reduced it to a condition exactly similar to that in
which the Romans had been placed. The baffled
iEqui were glad to submit to the victor's terms and
;

Cincinnatus, thereupon returning in triumph to Rome,
laid down his dictatorial power, after having held it
At an
only fourteen days, and returned to his farm.
advanced age he was again appointed dictator, to restrain the power of Spurius Melius {vid. Melius), and
again proved himself the deliverer of his country.
{Val. Max., 4, 4, 7.—Liv., 3, 26.)
CiNEAS, a Thessalian, a minister and friend of Pyrrhus, and employed by the latter on many embassies.
He had been a pupil of Demosthenes, and possessed
considerable talents as an orator.
Having been sent
by Pyrrhus to Rome with proposals of peace, he compared the senate, on his return, to an assembly of
khigs, and a war with the Romans to a contest with
another Lernaean hydra.
{Plut., Vit. Pyrrh.)
CiNGULUM, a town of Picenum, southwest of Ancona.
It surrendered to Caesar, though Labienus, then
a great partisan of Pompey, had raised and constructed
its

fortifications

name

is

at

Cinoolo.

his

own

expense.

{Cces., Bell.

Civ.,

The modem

1,

15.

— Cic,

Ep. ad Att., 7, U.—Sil Ital, 10, 34.)
CiNNA, L. Cornelius, an adherent of Marius, who
played a conspicuous part in the civil war between
and Sylla. Having attained to the consulship, after the proscription of Marius by his opponent, he began to exert himself for the recall of the
that leader

accused Sylla, who was just going as
That comproconsul to Asia, of maladministration.
mander, however, took no notice of the complaint.
After the departure of Sylla, he brought forward once
more the law of Sulpicius, which admitted the Italians
A
into all the thirty-five tribes without distinction.
violent riot ensued, numbers were slain, and Cinna,
the
from
with his chief partisans, was driven
city by
The Italian towns, regarding
his colleague Octavius.
him
received
with
the cause of Cinna as their own,
former, and

He collected thirty legions,
cordiality.
called the proscribed to his support, and with Marius,
Sertorius, and Carbo, marched upon and took poseesscene of bloodshed and lawless
sion of Rome.
the utmost

A

rapine
^

now

ensued, which has perhaps no parallel in
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arc lent or modern times, and has deservedly procured
for those who were the actors in it the unmitigated abCinna and Marius, by their
horrence of all posterity.
authority, now declared themselves consuls for
the ensuing year but Marius dying, after having only
held that office for seventeen days, Cinna remained in
effect the absolute master of Rome.
During the

own

;

space of three years after this victory of his, he continued to hold possession of the government at home,
a period during which, as Cicero remarks {De Clar.
Orat., 62), the republic was without laws and without

At length, however, Sylla, after terminating
dignity.
the war with Mithradates, prepared to march home
with his army and punish his opponents.

Cinna, with

his colleague Carbo, resolved thereupon to cross the
Adriatic, and anticipate Sylla by attackmg him in
Greece ; but a mutiny of their troops ensued, in which

Greek Kivvpa, and

I

R

also Kivvpi^o, " to

mourn"

or " la-

ment."

(Keightley's Mythology, p. 143.)
CiRCEii, I. a promontory of Latium, below Antium,
now Monte Circello. It was the fabled residence ol
Circe ; the adjacent country being very low, and
giving this promontory at a distance the appearance of
an island.
It would seem, that Hesiod's
making the
kings of the Tyrrheni to have been descended from
Circe and Ulysses, led to the opinion that the island
of that goddess was to be found on the Italian coast.
An accidental resemblance in name also may have
induced many to select this promontory as the place
of her abode.
Homer's account, however, of the isle
of Circe does not at all suit this
The island
spot.
was a low one, whereas this is a lofty promontory.
The adjacent sea also is represented by the poet as
boundless to the view, which is not the case as regards

Cinna was slain, B.C. 77. Haughty, violent, always
eager for vengeance, addicted to debauchery, precipitate in his plans, but always displaying courage in their

But, in truth,

execution, Cinna attained to a power little less absolute
than that afterward held by Sylla or Csesar and it is
somewhat remarkable, that his usurpation should have
been so little noticed by posterity, and that he himself
should be so little known, that scarcely a single per-

It is more
bing places which had an actual existence.
than probable, that the fiction relative to the abode of
Circe, received its application to the Italian coast sub-

:

Circeii.

vol. 9, pt. 1, p. 621.)
requires too great a stretch of the
imagination to believe that Homer, and the other poets
who have sung of the charms of Circe, were descri-

{Mannert, Geogr.,
it

sequently to the period in which Homer wrote, when,
on record. {Ap- from the celebrity of his poems, it became a matter of
{Cluver., Ital. Ant., vol. 2, p. 1000.— Cropian, Bell. Civ., 1, 6A.— Vell. Paterc, 2, 43, seqq.— belief.
Appian, B. C, 1, 74, seqq.—PhcL, Vit. SylL, 22.— mer'* Anc. Italy, vol. 2, f. 91.) Niebuhr, however,
II. One of the conspirators makes the fable indigenous in the
Liv., Epit., 83, &c.)
neighbourhood of
III. C. Helvius, a the mountain.
{Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 66, 2d ed.,
against Caesar {Plut., Vit. C<zs.)
Roman poet, intimate with Caesar, and tribune of the Cambridge transl.) The promontory of Circeii was
commons at the time when the latter was assassinated. famed for its oysters in the time of both Horace and
According to Plutarch, he went to attend the obsequies Juvenal. {Horat., Sat., 2, 4, 33.—Jicv 4, 140 )— II.
of Caesar, but, being mistaken by the populace for Cinna A town of Latium, standing rather inland from the
the conspirator, was torn in pieces by them.
{Plut., promontory just mentioned, probably on the site of the
Helvius composed a poem entitled Smyr- village of San Felice, where some ruins are said to be
Vit. C(zs.)
na (or Zmyrna), on which he was employed nine or visible. {Corradini, Vet. Lot., 1, 9, p. 98.— Pratilli,
Four fragments of it have reached us. It ViaAppia, 1, 16, p. 113.)
first hear of this
ten years.
place
Dionysius inappears to have been characterized by considerable in the reign of Tarquinius Superbus
sonal anecdote of him

is

to be found

—

—

—

,

We

;

obscurity of meaning until the grammarian Crassitius
wrote an able commentary upon it.
{Sueto7i., JUuslr.
Gram., 18.) Some other fragments have also reached
us of other productions of this poet.
( Wcichcrt, de C.

—

Helv. Cinn.poet. Comment.
Bdhr, Gesch. Ram. Lit.,
vol. 1, p. 164.)
CiNNiANA, a town of Lusitania, in the northern or
Its precise sitnorthwestern section of the country.
uation has given rise to

much

dispute.

According

to

corresponds to Sitania, a deserted spot, six
Others, however, make it the
leagues east of Braga.
same with certain ruins, called at the ])resent day
and
near
Caldas dc Gerez, on the
Chalcedonia,
lying
northern confines of Portugal.
{Val. Max., 6, 4, ext.
1.
Link, Reisen durch Portugall, vol. 2, p. 3, seqq.

some,

it

—
—

Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 399.)

—

CiNYPs and Cinyphus (Kivvrp, Herod. Kivv<f>OQ,
Plol, Strab.
Ktvv^iof, Suid.), a small river of Africa,
below Tripolis, falling into the sea southwest of the
Herodotus (4, 198) speaks
promontory of Cephalae.
of the land around this river as being remarkably fertile, and equal to any other land in the production of
The water of this stream was conveyed by an
corn.
Bochart deaqueduct to the city of Leptis Magna.
rives the name of the Cinyps or Cinyphus from the

—

Phcenician Kinphod, "porcupine's river," the porcuto Herodotus (4, 192), in
pine being found, according
watered by this stream.
( Bochart,
parts of the country
The modern name of
col.
486.)
Geogr. Sacr., 1, 24,
and
travellers
Wadi
is
describe
the Cinyps
Quaham,
the soil in its neighbourhood as being still remarkable
for its fertility.
{Ritter, Erdkunde, vol. 1, p. 927.

—

forms us that it was colonized by his soldiers, as being
an important place from its situation near the Pometinus Campus and the sea. (4,63.
Compare Livy, 1,
It is uncertain, however, whether the town ex56.)
isted before this period.
Circeii appears to have oeen
still extant in Cicero's time, for he mentions that Circe

—

was worshipped

there.
It was as(iV. D., 3, 19.)
signed to Lepidus as the place of his exile by Augustus.

Aug., 16.)
Circe, sister of ^Eetes king of Colchis, and daughter
of the Sun and Perse, one of the ocean-nymphs.
(Homer gives the mother's name as Perse, but HpCirce is celsiod, Apollodorus, and others, Perseis.)
ebrated for her skill in magic arts, and for her knowl{Suet.,

edge of subtile poisons. According to Homer {Od.,
10, 135, seqq.), she dwelt in an island, attended by
four nymphs, and all persons who approached her
dwelling were first feasted, and then, on tasting the
of her magic cup, converted into swine.
Ulysses had been thrown on her shores, he
deputed some of his companions to explore the counthese, incautiously partaking of the banquet set
try
before them, were, by the effect of the enchanted poWhen Ulysses himself,
tion, transformed as above.
on hearing of their misfortune from Eurylochus, set
out to release them or share their fate, he was met by

contents

When
;

Hermes, who gave him a plant named Moly (MwZv),
potent against her magic, and directed him how to
act.
Accordingly, when she reached him the medicated cup, he drank of it freely, and Circe, thinking it
had produced its usual effect, striking him with her

wand, bade him go join

his

comrades

in

their sty.

But Ulysses, drawing his sword, threatened to slay
Beechy's Travels, p. 71.)
and the terrified goddess bound herself by a
CiNYRAS, a king of Cyprus, father, by Myrrha, of her
She afterward, at
Adonis. {Vid Adonis and Myrrha.) He bears his solemn oath to do him no injury.
;

part in the
to

myth
come from
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of the sun-god, and his name appears
the Phcenician Kinnor, whence the

his desire, restored his

form, and they

all

companions to their pristine
abode in her dwelling for an ent'rf

CIR

CIR

have had by Ulysses a son named long-circular buildmg, erected for exhibiting shows and
year.
The most ancient and celebrated of these
'I'elegonus, who after ward unwittingly slew his own fa- games.
ther.
Hesiod, in his Theogony (1011), says Agrius structures, of which there were many in the Roman
"
and Latinus (not the king of Latium),
who, afar in capital, was the Circus Maiimus. It was built by
the recess of the holy isles, ruled over all the renowned Tarquinius Priscus, and afterward, at diff'erent times,
This structure lay between
Tyrsenians." Later writers took great hberties with magnificently adorned.
the narratives of Homer and Hesiod.
Thus, for ex- the Palatine and Aventine hills. Its length was three
ample, Dionysius, the cyclographer, makes Circe the stadia (2187^^ feet), and the breadth a little over one
daughter of JSetes by Hecate, the daughter of his stadium, with rows of seats all around, rising one above
brother Perses.
He goes on to say, that she was another. The lowest of these seats were of stone,
married to the king of the Sarmatians, whom she and the highest of wood, and separate places were alIt is said to have
poisoned, and seized his kingdom ; but, governing lotted to the senators and equites.
tyrannically, she was expelled, and then fled to a contained at least 150,000 persons, or, according to
desert isle of the ocean, or, as some said, to the others, above double that number ; according to Pliny,
headland named from her in Italy.
some moderns say 380,000. Its circumfe(Vid. Circeii.) 250,000
The Latin poets thence took occasion to connect Circe rence was one mile. It was surrounded with a ditch
with their own scanty mythology.
It was fabled, for or canal, called Euripus, 10 feet broad and 10 feet
both the
example, that she had been married to King Picus, deep, and with porticoes 3 stories high
whom, by her magic art, she changed into a bird. work of Caesar. The canal served to supply it with
Schol. ad Apoll. water in naval exhibitions.
For some interesting re[Diod. Sic, 4, 45.
Eudocia, 26 L
Rh., 3, 200.— Orii, Met., 14, 320, seqq.) Another marks on the ancient Circi in general, consult the
legend made her the mother of Faunus, by the god of work of Burgess {Description of the Circus on the
the sea.
{Nonnus, 13, 328.) The herb Moly is said, Via Appia, near Rome, &c.. Loud., 1828, 12mo).
CiRRHA, a town of Phocis, at the head of the Crisby these late writers, to have sprung from the blood
of a giant slain by the Sun, in aid of his daughter in s^an Gulf.
It served as the harbour of Delphi, and
her island.
Its name, we are told, comes from the was situated close to the mouth of the river Pleistus,
Its flower is white, as the warrior was which descends from Parnassus.
Pausanias (10, 37)
fight (jUwAoc).
the Sun. {PtoL, Hephast. ap. Phot, Cod., 190, vol. 1, reckoned
sixty stadia from the city of Delphi to Cirrha.
p. 149, ed. Bekkcr.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 267.) This writer, however, seems to have confounded the
Among other supernatural acts ascribed to Circe, was town of which we are here speaking with Crissa, a city
her converting Scylla into a hideous sea-monster. that had ceased to exist in his time, but which formerVarious theories have been started ly stood more inland, between Cirrha and Delphi.
(Vid. Scylla.)
for explaining the fable of Circe and her transforma- Strabo
(418), who clearly distinguishes them, informs
tion of men into swine.
Heyne (£xcurs. 1, ad Virg., us that Cirrha was situate on the sea, and opposite to
that
Homer
an
JEn., 7, p. 103) thinks,
merely gave
Sicyon and that the distance thence to Delphi was
historical aspect, as it were, to an allegory invented
The Cirrhean plain and port, Siiys tEseighty stadia.
some earlier poet, and in which the latter wished chines {in Ctes., p. 69. Compare Pausan., 10, 38),
£»jr
to show the brutalizing influence of sensual
indulgen- which are now accursed, were formerly inhabited by
ces.
(Compare Wachsmuth, ad Athen., 2, 2, p. 218.) the Cirrhaei and Acragallidae, a nefarious race, who
Creuzer {Symbolik, vol. 4, p. 22) sees in the name violated the sanctity of the temple of Delphi, and ranCirce {KipKT]) an allusion to some magic ring, since sacked its treasures." The oracle, on being consulted
"a
KipKoq is the Doric form for KpiKog,
{Greg. by the Amphictyons, declared that a war of exterring."
J. C. Wolf (Mul. mination was to be carried on
Corinth., ^ 165.— Koen, ad loc.)
against these offenders,
GrcEc, Sec, fragm. 312) is in favour of another ex- and that their land was never thereafter to be placed
This decree was executed in
planation, in support of which he cites Bochart {Geogr. in a state of cultivation.
Sacr., 1, 33) and Fabricius {Bibl. Grcec., vol. 13, p. the time of Solon, who took an active part in the exThe historians from whom Diodorus Siculus pedition. The port of Cirrha was then demolished,
120).
(2, 106) derived his information, represent the knowl- and its territory declared accursed, according to the
of
Circe and Medea as purely natural, and relating form prescribed by the oracle
but this edict was afedge
particularly to the efficacy of poisons and remedies. terward violated by the Amphissians, who tilled the
which
mental
It is evident that Cirrha
Hence, also, drugs
produced
stupefac- land and repaired the port.
tion, without impairing the physical powers, are thought still existed in the time of Pausanias, as he mentions
to
some
have
in
this
and
other
to
of
the temples
by
cases,
given rise,
Apollo, Diana, and Latona, as well as
the accounts of men being transformed into brutes. several statues
worthy of notice. The ruins of Cirrha
{Salver te, d^s Sciences Occulles, &c.
Foreign Quar- are pointed out by Sir William Gell, near the village
terly Review, No. 12, p. 427 and 444.)
Porphyry of Xeno Pegadia, on a very gentle eminence on the
thought the meaning of the fable relative to Circe was coast, close to the many beds of the Pleistus.
{Crathis, that impure souls passed after death into the bod- mer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 153, seqq.)
ies of brutes, a doctrine taught by the school of
48
about
of
CiRTHA
and
a
Numidia,
CiRTA,
Pycity
thagoras.
(Compare Heercn, ad Stob. Eel. Phys. ^et miles from the sea, on a branch of the river Ampsagas.
Eth., 1, 52, vol. 1, p. 1047.)
It was intended as the royal residence, and being, in
CiRcius, a violent wind blowing in the southern parts fact, the only city originally in the country and erected
of Gaul, along the coast of the Mediterranean.
Its by
Carthaginian workmen, it hence took the Punic
was so
that it carried off the roofs of dwell- name of
It was the residence
or " the
Circe

is

said to

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

fury

great,
ings, overthrew armed

Cartha,

city."

and even loaded of Syphax, Masinissa, and the other rulers of the land.
wagons. {Cato, Orig., lib. 3, ap. Aid. Gell., 2, 22.) When Caesar had landed in Africa, and was in great
and Juba, a
It blew from the northwest.
Its Gallic name was
danger of being overpowered by Scipio
Kirk, i. e., "the impetuous" or "destructive."
In certain Sittius, who had fled from Rome into Africa,
Armoric, kirk means impetuosity, and also a hurricane. and was roaming along the latter country with a preda(Compare Adelung, Mithradatcs, vol. 2, p. 53. Cam- tory band, having made a sudden attack upon Cirta,
dene's Britannia, p. 19.)
In Gaelic, Ciurrach means took it, and compelled Juba to return and defend his
that which strikes or destroys.
Caesar being thus relieved, when the war
{Armstrong's Galic kingdom.
to Sittius, with a
Diet., s. V.
Thierry, Histoire des Gaulois, vol. 2, p. was over, gave Cirta as a reward
6.
Compare Favorin. Gallus, ap. Gell., 2, H.— Sen- part of the adjacent country. The city now changed its

men,

riders,

—

—

—

eca, QucEst. Nat., 5,

17.— Plin.,

Circus, a name given at

2, 47.)
to a species of ob-

Rome

name to Sitlianorum Colonia. In the time of the Emsuffered much on account oi
peror Constantine, having
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CIT
to t' at prince, he repaired and re -embellished
This name regiving it tl^e name of Constantina.
mains, with a slight variation, to the present day, and
the small city built upon the ruins of the ancient capital is still called Cosantina.
(Appian, Bell. Pun., 7.
its fidelity

it,

—Id.,

Numid., \U.—Id., Bell. Civ., 2, 96.— rendered but it was the last exploit of that distinguished general, for he was soon after taken ill, and died
1, l.—Plin., 5, Z.—Mannert,

Bell.

Strabo,

stance which is confirmed by Cicero {de Fin., 4, HO)
and Suidas {s. v. Z^vwv).
Citium was besieged, at
the close of the Persian war, by the Athenian forces
under the command of Cimon.
{Thucyd., 1, 112.)
According to Diodorus Siculus (12, 3), the place sur;

821.— Mela,

Georgr., vol. 10,

on board his ship in the harbour. {Plut. et Com Nep.,
Cim.) Citium was a bishopric under the Byzan-

310, seqq.)
Vid. Gallia.
Vid. Gallia.

pt. 2, p.

CiSALPiNA Gallia.
CisPADANA Gallia.

vit.

a king of Thrace, father to Hecuba.
CissBus,
son of Melampus, killed
{Virg., JSn., 7, 320.)— If.

The place still retains the name of Cki{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 379, seq.)
Cius, I. a river of Thrace, rising in the northwestern part of the chain of Mount Rhodope, and falling
into the Ister.
It is now the Esker.
D'Anrille calls
the river Ceseus.— II.
river and town of Bithynia.

by ^neas.

The town was

CissA.

tine empire.

Vid. Susiana.

ti.

CissEis, a patronymic given to

Hecuba

as daughter

of Cisseus.
I.

A

317.)
Cissi A, a country of Asia, having Media to the north,
to
the
the Persian Gulf to the south,
west,
Babylonia
and Persia to the southeast.
Its capital was Susa.
In Cissia was Ardericca, where Darius settled those
of the Eretrians whom his naval commanders had
{Id., 10,

brought to him as prisoners in obedience to his comriiand.
Susiana is fre(FiVi. Ardericca and Eretria.)
The former was
quently confounded with Cissia.
merely a part of the latter, and was properly the territory adjacent to

the city

of Susa.
Herod. — Table Giographique,

(Larcher, Hist,
d"
vol. 8, p. 133.)
Cissus, a town of Macedonia, in the vicinity of Thessalonica, which contributed, as Strabo asserts {Epit.
The
7, p. 330), to the aggrandizement of that city.

modern name

is

said to be CismS.

{French Strabo,
vol. 3, p. 126 )
Xenophon also speaks of a Mount
Cissus. which was probably in this direction. {Cyneg.,
c.

II, 1.)

a king of Plataca in Boeotia, remarkaBy his advice, Jupiter pretended
to be contracting a second
marriage, when Juno had
The scheme succeeded,
quarrelled with and left him.
and the goddess became reconciled to her spouse.

C1TH./ERON,

ble for his

{Pausan.,

name

I.

wisdom.

9,

to the

3 ) This monarch is said to have given
well-known mountain-range in Boeotia.

—

'Pausan., 9, 1.) II. An elevated ridge of mountains,
dividing Boeotia first from Megaris, and afterward from
Attica, and finally uniting with Mount Pames and
other summits which belong to the northeastern side of
that province.
It was dedicated, as
{Strabo, 405.)
Pausanias affirms (9, 2), to Jupiter Cithaeronius, and

A

destroyed by Philip, father of Perses,

and rebuilt by Prusias, who called
name, Prusias. {Vid. Prusias.)

it,

after bis

own

CiviLis, a powerful Batavian, who raised a sedition
against the Roman power during the controversy for

empire between Vitellius and Vespasian. Tacitus has
furnished us with interesting and copious details of
this long-protracted conflict.
{Tacit., Hist., 4, 13.

—

Id. ib., 5, 14,

&c.)

Clanis, a river of Etruria, now la Chiana, rising
near Arretium, and falling into the Tiber northeast of
Vulsinii.
It may be seen from Tacitus that a project

was once agitated for causing its waters, which formed
large marshes near Clusium, to discharge themselves
II. (or Clanius),
into theAmns. {Tacit., Ann., \, 79.)
a river of Campania, falling into the sea near Liternum.

—

the Apennines near Nola, and flows at no
The modern name is
great distance from Acerrae.
Lagno. By some writers the ancient name is given as
It rises in

Liternus.

{Strabo,2^3.—Liv., 32,29.)

This stream

apt to stagnate near its entrance into the sea, and to
form marshes, anciently known as the Pains Litema,

is

now Lago

di Patria.
The appellation Clanius is evi{Midler,
dently derived from the Etrurian Clanis.
Etrusker, vol. 1, p. 146, ?7i not.) Pliny names them
both Glanis.
(^Plin., 3, 9.)
Claros, a city of Ionia, northeast of Colophon and
southeast of Lebedus.
It was famous for its temple,
This celebrated seat of
grove, and oracle of Apollo.
divination is supposed to have been discovered soon
after the siege of Troy, and the poets relate many tales
with regard to a contention in prophetic skill which
took place here betweeii Calchas and Mopsus, and
which ended in the defeat and death of the former.
(Vid. Calchas.) Tacitus gives an account of the visit

was celebrated in antiquity as having been the scene
of many events recorded by poets and other writers.
Such were the metamorphosis of Acta^on, the death of
Here also paid by Germanicus to this oracle. {Ann., 2, 54.)
Pentheus, and the exposure of CEdipus.
Bacchus was said to hold his revels and celebrate his The priesthood was confined to certain families, prinhis
The number and names of those
usual
train of satyrs cipally of Miletus.
mystic orgies, accompanied by
and frantic Bacchantes. {Eurip., Bacchce, 1381
who came to consult the oracle were announced to

—

U5\.—Id. ibid., \2n.—Eurip., the seer, who, having descended into the cave and
We know from Thucydides (2, 75), drunk of the spring, revealed in verse to each his most
this mountain was once
On this occasion it is said that a
supplied with forest tim- secret thoughts.
as the Peloponnesians are said to have derived
The
speedy death was announced to Germanicus.

Soph., (Ed. Tyr.,
Phmn., 809.)
that
ber,

from thence the supply they required for carrying on
the siege of Plataea.
But Dodwell says, " it is now
shrouded by deep gloom and dreary desolation," and
elsewhere he remarks, *' it is barren, or covered only
with dark stunted shrubs towards the summit, however, it is crowned with forests of fir, from which it de;

rives its

modern name of Elatea, the modern Greek

term for the

being, like the ancient, eAarjy."
Cramefs Ancient Greece,
p. 281.

fir-tree

—

{Travels, vol. 1,
vol. 2, p. 218, seqq.)
CiTiUM, one of the most ancient cities of Cyprus,
on the southern shores of the island, northeast of Amathus.
Josephus says it was built by Chittim, the
son of Javan. {Ant. Jud., 1, 7.
Compare Epiphan.,
It was the
Hieron. in Jes., 5, 23.)
Hcer., 1, 30.
of
the
and Diogenes Lacelebrated
Zeno
;
birthplace
€rtius, in his life of that philosopher, reports, that this
town had been colonized by the Phoenicians, a circum-

—
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—

oracle continued to flourish in the time of Pliny (5, 29),
Consideralate as the reign of Constantino.

and as

ble vestiges are still to be seen at ZiUe, which occu{Cramer^ s Asia
pies the site of the ancient Claros.
vol. 1, p. 359, seq.)
Clastipictm, a town of Liguria, northeast of Der-

Minor,
tona,

now

Chiasleggio.

It

was celebrated

as the spot

where Claudius Marcellus gained the spolia opima, by
vanquishing and slaying Viridomarus, king of the Gte-

M.—Plut., Vit. Marcell —Val.
Clastidium was betrayed to Hannibal
Ticinum, with considerable magazines which the Romans had laid up there, and it formed the chief depot of the Carthaginian army while ensatae.

Max.,

{Polybius, 2,

1,

1.)

after the battle of

camped on

— Cic,

the Trebia.

Tusc. Disp.,

48
was afterward burn-

{Polyb., 3, &9.—Liv., 21,

4, 22.)

It

ed by the Romans in a war with the Ligurians.
32, 29, and 31.)

{Liv.,

CLA

C LA

be the same with what was calhvd the
ClaudTa Gens,
supposed
Rome, from which came many distinguished men in Senalus-consultum Macedontanum, enforced by Vciithe days of the republic.
According to Suetonius pasian. {Tacit., Ann., 11, 13.) IV. Another, passed
(Vit. Tib., 1), this family could boast of 28 consuls, 5 A.U.C. 535, and forbidding any senator or father of
The a senator to have a vessel above a certain burden
dictators, 7 censors, 7 triumphs, and 2 ovations.
emperors Tiberius and Claudius were of this same line. (300 amphora). The object it had in view was to
The Claudian family claimed descent from Appius prevent their engaging in commercial operations. A
There was also a plebeian branch of the clause is supposed to have been added to this law, proClaudius.
Claudii, named the Claudii Marcelli.
{Ltv., 21,
(Consult Glan- hibiting the quaestors' clerks from trading.
63.
Compare Crusius, ad Sueton., Vit. Dom., c. 9.)
dorp, Onomast.y p. 222, seqq.)
Claudia aqu.«, the first water brought to Rome
Claudia, I. a vestal virgin, suspected of having violated her vow.
She proved her innocence by drawing by means of an aqueduct. This was one of 11 miles,
off from a shoal in the Tiber, with the aid of her girdle erected by the censor Appius Claudius, A.U.C. 441.
{Eumerely, a vessel which had been stranded there, and The supply was obtained from the river Anio.
on board of which was the statue of Cybele, that had trop., 2, A.— Liv., 9, 29.)
a
been brought to Italy from Asia Minor. (Ovid, Fast.,
Claudiands, Claudius, Latin poet, bom at Alex4, 30ft, seqq.—Sueton., Vit. Tib., c. 2.—Liv., 29, 14.) andrea in Egypt, probably about 365 A.D., in the first
His name indiII. A sister of Claudius Pulcher, fined by the people
year of the reign of Valentinian I.
on account of an offensive remark made by her. It cates that his family was originally from Rome but
seems, ihat, as her vehicle {carpentum) was retarded in at Alexandrea Greek was the language of every-day
its
progress through the streets of Rome by the press- intercourse, and it was in this tongue that Claudian
He received a distinguished
ure of the crowd, she exclaimed, in a moment of composed his first works.
It has been supposed, from some
haughty irritation, strikingly characteristic of the Clau- literary education.
dian race, " I wish my brother Pulcher were alive passages in his works, that in his youth he bore arms,
again, and would lose another fleet, that there might and that he assisted, A.D. 394, in the battle between
be less crowding and confusion at Rome !" {Sjieton., Theodosius and Eugenius.
Gesner, however, has
III. A vestal virgin, daughter of ApVit. Tib., c. 2 )
shown that these passages are susceptible of another
When the tribunes of the com- interpretation. It is more certain, that, after having
pius Claudius Audax.
mons endeavoured to pull her father from his chariot, passed some time at Rome, he followed, A.D. 395,
in the midst of a triumph (A.U.C. 610), she ascended Stilicho, the minister and guardian of Honorius, to
the triumphal car, took her place by her father's side, Mediolanum, which was, at this period, the residence
and rode with him to the Capitol, thus securing him by of the Emperor of the West. The minister; a Vandal
her sacred character from any farther molestation. by nation, and his spouse, the Princess Serena, became
and the latter expressed
In Sue- the patrons of the young poet
(Vol. Max., 5, 4, 6.— Cic, pro. Cod., 14.)
tonius {Vit. Tib., c. 2), Appius is called her brother his gratitude in verses, which were recompensed by
Not only
(fratrem), but this is evidently an error of the copyists honours of the most exaggerated character.
for patrem.
IV. Au- was Claudian raised to stations of which his talents no
(Pigh., Ann., vol. 2, p. 473.)
Her birth ex- doubt rendered him worthy, but, on the request of the
gusta, a daughter of Nero and Poppaea.
cited great joy in her profligate father, but she died senate, the two emperors of the East and West united
Divine honours were de- in having a bronze statue raised to him in the forum,
at the end of four months.
creed unto the royal infant, and a temple and priestess. the pedestal of which, bearing an inscription in hon{Tacit., Ann., 15, 23.— Sucfow., Vtt. Ner., c. 35.)— V. our of the poet, was discovered at Rome in the 15th
The authenticity of this monument is doubt(Via) a Roman road, which branched off from the Via century.
Flaminia, at the Pons Mulvius, near Rome, and, pro- ed by some, but without sufficient reason, since Clauceeding through the more inland parts of Etruria, joined dian himself makes mention of the statue in one of his
the Via Aurelia at Lucca.
It appears to have fallen poems (25, 7.
Compare Schbll, Hist. I,it. Rom.,
into disuse, when the central parts of Etruria, which it vol. 3,
in notis).
About A.D. 398, Claudian
p. 82,
crossed, became unfrequented.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, returned to Egypt, armed with a letter from his provol. 1, p. 245.)
VI. Antonia, a daughter of the Em- tector, demanding for the bard the hand of a rich heirThe marriage was celebrated at
peror Claudius, married Cn. Pompey, whom Messalina ess in this province.
caused to be put to death.
Her second husband, Syl- Alexandrea, and Claudian conducted his young bride
la Faustus, by whom she had a son, was killed
to
the
After having enjoyed, for the
court.
by
imperial
Nero, and she shared his fate when she refused to space of more than ten years, the favour of his powerful protectors, our
marry his murderer. {Sueton., Vit. Claud., c. 27.
poet was involved in one of those
a celebrated

patrician house

at

to

is

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

Id., 'Vit. Ner., 35.)

Claudia Lex,

proposed by Claudius the consul,
at the request of the allies, A.U.C. 573, that the allies
and those of the Latin name should leave Rome, and
return

I.

own cities. According
made an edict and a decree

to their

to this law,
of the senate
was added, that, for the future, no person should
be manumitted, unless both master and slave swore
that the latter was not manumitted for the sake of
For the allies used to give their
changing his city.
children as slaves to any Roman citizen, on condition
of their being manumitted.
{Liv., 41, 8, seq.
Cic,

the consul

;

23.) —

—

Another by the consul Marcellus,
pro Balb.,
A.U.C. 703, that no one should be allowed to stand
candidate for an office while absent
thus taking from
Caesar the privilege granted by the Pompeian law
also, that the freedom of the city should be taken from
the colony of Novumcomum, which Csesar had
planted.
{Sueton., Vit. Jul., 28.— Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 13, 35.)—
III. Another, de usura,
by the Emperor Claudius,
which forbade people to lend money to minors on condition of payment after the decease of their
It
parents.
II.

;

;

Accused, probably
catastrophes so common at courts.
without any reason, of a design to raise his own son to
the imperial throne, Stilicho was delivered over to
punishment in 408. Though we know not how far
Claudian was involved in the disgrace of his protectors,
still we cannot doubt that he
and also a part of his fortune.

—The question

lost his official stations,

The

period of his death

sometimes put, whether
There is nothing in
Claudian was a Christian or not.
for some Christian
his works to indicate that he was
is

unknown.

is

;

epigrams that are found

among

his

poems

are evi-

not a little surprising, indeed,
that one who lived in a court which possessed a great
zeal for Christianity, should have remained faithful to
the regrets, however, of St.
the religion of his fathers
state that Claudian was
Augustine and of Orosius, who
a pagan, are too positive in their character to admit of
de Civ. Dei, 5,
any doubt on this point. {Augustin.,
Claudian has
26.
Oros., adv. Pagan. Hist., 7, 35.)—

dently spurious.

It is

:

—

left

poems of various kinds

:

epic, panegyric, satirical,

and also idyls and epigrams. The panegyrics in verse,
the earliest with which we are
composed by him, are

866
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acquainted, and may be regarded in the light of an
innovation.
Prose panegyrics had been in use from
These eulogiums in
the second century of our era.
verse, composed by the poet, are as follows : 1st.
Panegyric on the consulship of Probinus and Olybrius,

A

which took place in 395 2d. Panegyrics on the third,
and sixth consulships of Honorius, which look
place in the years 396, 398, and 404: 3d. A Panegyric in honour of Mallius Theodorus, A.D. 399
5th. A
4th. A Eulogium on Stilicho, in three parts
Eulogium on Serena. In reading these productions
we are at a loss which to wonder at most, the base
:

fourth,

:

:

reflattery of the poet, or the effrontery of those who
In epic
ceived his gross adulation without a blush.
poetry Claudian has left us a piece in three cantos or

—

*'

De Raptu

ProserpincB ;" and the
commencement of a second production, entitled " GiAs regards
gantomachia,^^ the war of the Giants.
the first of these works, critics have considered the
to
other
inferior
in
ihe
third book
two, and showpolish
The plan of the poem,
ing less of a finishing hand.
Instead of hurrying us
moreover, is a defective one.
at once into the very midst of the action, as an epic
bard should do, he recounts his fable from its very
commencement, as an historian would relate an event.
books, entitled

All the actors, too, being deities, and, consequently,
elevated above the level of human nature, can only inThis defect Claudian seeks to
spire a feeble interest.

In both of these pieces Claudian shows imagmalMTn
and talent.
The first of these epithalamia is followed
by a poem, to which the copyists have given the title
of Fescennina.
There exist also five poetical epistles
of Claudian, which may be ranked among the feeblest
of his productions.
Under the name of Idyls, we have,
moreover, seven didactic or descriptive poems. There
are likewise some epigrams remaining, but many of
them appear to have been written, not by Claudian,
but by a Christian bard.
To the works of Claudian
it has been
customary to join a poem in honour of
It is more correctly
Hercules.
assigned, however,
to Olympius Nemesianus.
(Wernsdorff, Poet. Lat.
Min., vol. 1, p. 275.) The best editions of Claudian
that of Burare, that of Gesner, Lips., 1759, 8vo
mann (secundus), Amst., 1760, 4to and that of Artaud (in Lemaire's collection), Paris, 1824, 2 vols. 8vo.
Claooiopolis, I. a city of Bithynia, previously
It was situate above Tium, in a
called Bithynium.
district named Salone, celebrated for its excellent pastures, and a cheese much esteemed at Rome.
{Strab.j
565.
From Pausanias (8, 9), it
Pliny, Jl, 42.)
would appear to have been either on the banks of the
It obtained the name of
Sangarius, or near them.
At a later
Claudiopolis in the reign of Tiberius.
period, as the birthplace of Antinoiis the favourite of
Hadrian, it received several privileges from that em;

;

—

{Dio Cass., 69, 11.) Under Theodosius it
peror.
remedy by a style always elevated, by striking imagery was made the capital of the province Honorias. Many
and brilliant descriptions but this tone pervading the years after, we learn from Anna Comnena (p. 967)
whole work, and the uniformity of the characters, have and Leo Diaconus (4, 9), who describe it as the most
spread over it a monotony which becomes fatiguing in wealthy and flourishing city of Galalia, that it was
:

the extreme.

Notwithstanding

all this,

however, Clau-

perhaps, next to Statius, the Latin epic poet
that has come nearest to Virgil, especially in some of
his descriptions and comparisons, and his merit will no
doubt appear in a much more favourable light if we take
dian

is,

—

almost totally destroyed by an earthquake, attended
with vast loss of lives. {Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 1,
II. A
city of Cilicia Trachea, but assigned
p. 209.)—
by Ammianus and Hierocles to Isauria. {Ammian.
It was founded
Hierocl., p. 709.)
Marceli, 14, 25.
by Claudius the Roman emperor, and was situate in a

—

Two
consideration the period when he lived.
other works of Claudian may be ranked in the class of plain between two summits of Mount Taurus, and
One is entitled " Dc Bcllo Gildonico ;" probably also on the Calycadnus, or one of its branches.
epic poems.
Gil- (Wesscling, ad Hierocl., I. c.
Cramer^s Asia Minor,
the other, " De Bello Getico, sive Pollentiaco.*^
don, son of a king of Mauritania, had made himself in- vol. 2, p. 332.)
Claudius, I. Appius. {Vid. Appius.) II. Puldependent in Africa during the reign of Theodosius
The loss of this province, one of the gran- cher, a Roman consul, in the first Punic war. When,
the Great.
Under Hono- previous to a naval engagement with the Carthaginiaries of the empire, was se^rely felt.
rius, however, Africa was reconquered, and it is this ans, the person who had charge of the sacred fowls
exploit that Claudian celebrates in a poem, of which told him that they would not eat, which was esteemed
we have only the first canto, containing the cause and a bad omen, he ordered them to be thrown into the
The poem " De Bello sea, exclaiming, "Then let them drink." After this,
the preparations of the war.
Getico'^ turns on the war with the Visigoths, called joining battle with the foe, he was defeated with the
also the war of PoUentia, which occurred A.D. 402, loss of his fleet.
Having been recalled by the senate,
when Honorius was consul for the fifth time with his he gave another specimen of the haughty temper of the
brother Arcadius, emperor of the East.
Alaric, king Claudian race, for, on being directed to nominate a
of this Germanic race, having entered Italy by the way dictator, he purposely named his own viator, an indiwas
defeated by Stilicho near PoUentia, vidual of the lowest rank.
of Pannonia,
Cic,
{Liv., Epit., 19.
into

—

—

—

among the Cottian Alps. This war is
poem by Claudian, in six hundred and

the subject of a
forty-seven ver-

Cassiodonis, it is true, and likewise Jomandes,
say directly the contrary in relation to this affair ; but
.•n
admitting the fact of the overthrow, as stated by
Claudian, we do not intend to prejudge a question of

ses.

iiistory.

— Claudian

is

the author also of

some poems,

N. D.,

3.— Id.,

2,

de Div.,

1,

16.)— III. Nero,

a

Ro-

man

consul in the second Punic war, who, in conjunction with his colleague Livius Salinator, defeated
Hasdrubal in Umbria, on the banks of the Metaurus.
IV. Tiberius Nero,
{Vid. Metaurus and Hasdrubal.)

—

father of the

Emperor

Tiberius.

He was

distinguished

for his naval skill in the Ale-xandrine war, under Julius Caesar.
At a subsequent period he excited a se-

which one would be tempted to rank in the class of
satires, if the manner in which he treats his subject dition in Campania, by promising to restore the propwas not rather of an epic, or, if we may so speak, of erty of those who had suffered in the civil wars. This
a rhetorical character, and if these pieces were not tumult, however, was soon quelled by the arrival of
composed with the same view as his panegyrics, Octavius and Tiberius, together with his wife Livia,
namely, that of pleasing Stilicho. The productions to took refuge in Sicily and Achaia until the establishwhich we refer are his invectives against Rufinus and ment of the second triumvirate made it safe for him to
These are, return to Rome. Livia having after this engaged the
Eutropius, two enemies of the minister's.
Some critics, how- affections of Octavius, Tiberius transferred to him the
perhaps, Claudian's chef-d'oeuvres.
ever, consider the poem against Eutropius superior to name and privileges of a husband.
{Tacit., Ann.,
have also two Epithalamia 5, 1.) V. Tiberius Nero Csesar, the successor of Au-hat against Rufinus.
one on occasion of the marriage of Ho- gustus, and son of the preceding. {Vid. Tiberius.)
ov Claudian
VI. Tiberius Claudius Drusus Csesar, more comnorius and Maria, the daughter of Stilicho and Serena
the other on the marriage of Palladius and Celerina. monly known by his historical name of Claudius, sue;

—

We

;

;
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ceeoed to the Roman empire on the death of Caligula.
He was the second son of Drusus and Antonia, and,

When

the

consequently, grand-nephew to Augustus.
assassination of Caligula was made known, the first
impulse of the court party and of the foreign guards

was

massacre

to

all

who had

participated in the mur-

Several persons of distinction, who imprudently
the vicexposed themselves, became, in consequence,
This violence subsided, however,
tims of their fury.
concealed
upon their discovering Claudius, who had
himself in an obscure corner of the palace, and, being
their
dragged from his hiding-place, threw himself at
der.

feet in the

his

life.

utmost

The

terror,

and besought them

to spare

soldiers in the palace immediately saand Claudius, in return, set the

him emperor,
example of paying the army for the imperial digIt is difnity by a largess from the public treasury.
ficult to assign any other motive for the choice which
the army made of Claudius than that which they themselves professed, " His relationship to the whole fami-

luted
first

ly of

the

Caesars."

Claudius,

who was now

fifty

years old, had never done anything to gain popularity,
or to display those qualities which secure the attachment of the soldiery. He had been a rickety child,
and the development of his faculties was retarded by
his bodily infirmities ; and although he outgrew his
scholcomplaints, and became distinguished as a polite

—

Suear and an eloquent writer {Tacit., Ann., 13, 3.
ton., Vit. Claud., c. 41), his spirits never recovered
from the effects of disease and of severe treatment,
and he retained much of the timidity and indolence of

by which he

him

is

best known, Nero, and
constituting

Claudius having afterward shown a disposition to change the succession
and restore it to Britannicus, fell a victim to the ambition of Agrippina, who caused him to be poisoned.
A dish of mushrooms was prepared for the purpose, a
kind of food of which the emperor was known to be
especially fond, and the effects of the poison were
hastened by the pretended remedies exhibited by Xeno*
It was given out
phon, the physician of the palace.
that Claudius had suffered from indigestion, which his
habitual gluttony rendered so frequent that it excited
no surprise and his death was concealed till Domitius Nero had secured the guards, and had quietly
taken possession of the imperial authority,
Claudius
died in the sixty-fourth year of his age, and the fourteenth of his reign, A.D. 54.
(Sueton., Vit. Claud.
heir to the imperial throne.

:

—

— Dio

Cass., lib. 60.
Encyclop. MetropoL, div. 3,
443, seqq.)
Cl.*.z6men./E, a city of Ionia, on the coast of the
iEgean Sea, west of Smyrna. There were two places
of this name ; the more ancient stood on the continent, and was strongly fortified by the lonians to resist the Persians.
After the defeat of Croesus, however, they were terrified, and withdrew to a neighbouring island, where they built the second Clazomenae, so
often mentioned in Roman history.
(Sfrabo, 645.
vol. 2, p.

—

Compare Pausanias,

7, 3.)

Alexander joined

it

to

causeway 2.50 paces long from
which time it was reckoned among the cities on the
continent.
{Plin., 5, 29.)
Augustus greatly emhis childhood.
During bellished it, and was styled, on some medals, its
(^Sueton., Vit. Claud., c. 2.)
the reign of Tiberius he gave himself up to gross sen- founder, through flattery.
Anaxagoras was born here.
On or near its site stands the small town of Dourlak
suality, and consoled himself under this degradation
There are still some remains of the anby the security which it brought with it. Under Ca- or Vourla.
consist in maintaining cient causeway, by which one can reach, with some
ligula also he found his safety
his reputation for incapacity, and he suffered himself risk, however, from the force of the sea, the island of
to become the butt of court parasites, and the subject St. John.
(Pococke, vol. 3, book 2, c. 2 —Chandler,
of their practical jokes.
Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 329.)
{Sueton., Vit. Claud., c. 7.) c. 24.
The excitement of novelty, on his first accession to
Cleanthes, I. a Stoic philosopher of Assus in LydAfter the death of Zeno he
the throne, produced efforts of sagacity and prudence, ia, disciple of Zeno.
His first appearance was in
of which none who had previously known him believed presided over his school.
him capable and during the whole of his reign, too, the character of a wrestler. In this capacity he viswe find judicious and useful enactments occasionally ited Athens, where the love of philosophy was diffused
He soon caught the genmade, which would seem to show that he was not in through all ranks of people.
" so
have gen- eral spirit, and though he was possessed of no more
silly an emperor" as historians
reality
It is most probable,
than four drachmce, he determined to put himself under
erally represented him to be.
His first
therefore, that the fatuity which characterizes some the tuition of some eminent philosopher.
He afterward beparts of his conduct was the result, not of natural im- master was Crates, the Academic.
unlimited indulgence of came a disciple of Zeno, and a celebrated advocate of
becility, but of the early and
Claudius embellished Rome his doctrines.
the grossest sensuality.
By night he drew water as a common
he made Mauritania a labourer in the public gardens, that he might have
with many magnificent works
the continent by a

;

—

;

;

Roman province;

armies fought successfully against

leisure in the daytime to attend the schools of philosophy. The Athenian citizens observing that, though
he appeared strong and healthy, he had no visible
means of subsistence, summoned him before the Areopagus, according to the custom of the city, to give an
account of his manner of living.
Upon this he produced the gardener for whom he drew water, and a
woman for whom he ground meal, as witnesses to
for the emperor to
stigation it was but too common
prove that he subsisted by the labour of his hands,
put to death, on false charges of conspiracy, some of and the judges of the court were struck with such adthe wealthiest of the nobles, and to confiscate their es- miration of his conduct, that they ordered ten mine to
which, howtates, with the money arising from which she openly be paid him out of the public treasury
pampered her numerous paramours. When the ca- ever, Zeno would not suffer him to accept. {Diog.
reer of this guilty woman was terminated, Claudius Laert.—Val. Max., 8, 7.— Sen., Ep., 44 )
Antigowas governed for a time by his freedman Narcissus, nus afterward presented him with three thousand mina.
he
took to From the manner in which this philosopher supported
and Pallas, another manumitted slave, until
"
wife his ov^-n niece, Agrippina, daughter of Germani- himself, he was called ^pfuvrAo?, or the well-drawer."
of
of
but
insa- For many years he was so very poor that he was comwoman
natural
a
cus,
abilities,
strong
tiable avarice, extreme ambition, and remorseless cru- pelled to write the heads of his master's lectures on
Her influence over the feeble emperor was shells and bones, for the want of money to buy better
elty.
He remained, however, notwithstanding
boundless, and was displayed in the most glaring man- materials.
ner.
She prevailed on him at last to set aside his own every obstacle, a pupil of Zeno for nineteen years.
son Britannicus, and to adopt her son Domitius Aheno- His natural faculties were slow but resolution and
OarbuB, by her former husband, giving him the name perseverance enabled him to overcome every difficalty
his

and he himself triumphed magnificently
the Germans
for victories over the Britons, and obtained, together
But
with his infant son, the surname of Britannicus.
in other respects he was wholly governed by worthless
favourites, and especially by his empress, the profligate
and abandoned Messalina, whose cruelty and rapacity
were as unbounded as her licentiousness. At her in;

;

;

;
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and

he became so complete a master of the

at last

Stoic philosophy as to be perfectly well qualified to
His fellow-disciples often ridiculed
succeed Zeno.
him for his dulness by calling him an ass ; but his

answer was, that

if

he were an ass he was the better

He wrote
able to bear the weight of Zeno's doctrine.
much, but none of his writings remain except a most
beautiful hymn to Jupiter, preserved in the Anthology.
After his death, the Roman senate erected a statue
honour of him at Assus. It is said that he starved
himself in his 90th year, B.C. 240.
{Enfield's Hisin

—

A

CoII.
tory of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 354, seqq.)
rinthian painter, whom some make to have been the
inventor of drawing in outline.
Athe{Plin., 35, 3.)
nagoras mentions him among the first that practised
branch of the

this

art.

{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

Clearchus, I. a tyrant of Heraclea Pontica, who
was killed by Chion and Leonidas, Plato's pupils, during the celebration of the festival of Bacchus, after
the enjoyment of the sovereign power for twelve

353 B.C.

years,

Memnon, fragm.,

(Consult

c.

—
Epist.
1,

and Hoffmann's Prolegomena in Chionis
Compare also remarks under the article Chion.)
II.
Lacedsemonian, one of the Greek commanders in the army of Cyrus the younger, and held by

—

A

that prince in the highest estimation of all the Greek
leaders that were with him.
sketch of his charac-

A

and history is given by Xenophon {Anab., 2, 6),
in which many things appear to be softened down.
He had been governor previously of Byzantium, under
the orders of the Spartan Ephori, and had conducted
ter

himself so tyrannically that the government at home
sent an armed force against him.
Clearchus, anticipating the arrival of these troops, left Byzantium and
seized upon Selymbria, and when the Spartan forces
came he engaged in battle with them, but was deAfter this he fled to Cyrus.
feated.
He was entrapped along with the other Greek leaders, after the battle of Cunaxa, by the satrap Tissaphernes, and
put to
death in common with them.
(Xe7i., Anab., 2, 6, 31,
Id. ib., 2, 6, 1, seqq.
Diod. Sic, 14, 12.)
seqq.

—

—

Clemens,

I.

(commonly

called

Romanus,

for distinc-

sake from Clemens of Alexandrea), one of the
early Christians, the friend and fellow-traveller of St.
Paul, and afterward bishop of Rome, to which station
he was chosen A.D. 67, or, according to some, A.D.
He was the author of an epistle to the church of
91.
" Patres
Corinth, printed in the
Apostolici" of Le
Of this work, the only manuClerc, Amst., 1698.
tion'

script of

which now extant

Archbishop

Wake printed

in the British

is

Museum,
The

a translation in 1705.

best edition of the original

Jacobson's, 2 vols. 8vo,
supposed to have died at

is

1838.
Clemens is
about the close of the first century.
II. An
eminent father of the church, who flourished between
A.D. 192 and 217, and is commonly called Alexandrinus, to distinguish him from Clemens of Rome.
He is supposed by some to have been a native of
Athens, and by others of Alexandrea, but of his real
is known.
He early devoted himself
origin very little
to study in the schools of the latter city, and had many
Euseb., Hist. Eccl.,
(Strom., l,p. 274.
preceptors.
His Hebrew preceptor, whom he calls "the
5, 2.)
0x071.,

—

Rome

—

was unquestionably Pantaenus, a Jew
by birth, but of Sicilian extraction, who united Grecian with sacred learning, and was attached to the
CleStoic philosophy.
(Vales, ad Euseb., 5, 10.)
mens so far adopted the ideas of this preceptor as to
In other
espouse the moral doctrine of the Stoics.
respects he followed the Eclectic method of philosoWhile the pagan philosophers pillaged the
phizing.
Christian stores to enrich the Eclectic system, this
Sicilian bee,"

recommending
after Pantsenus,

Christianity to his catechumens (for,
he had the charge of the Christian

catechetical school in Alexandrea), Clemens made a
large collection of ancient wisdom, under the name of

Stromata, an epithet borrowed from carpet-work, and
intended to denote the miscellaneous nature of the
philosophical and religious topics of which the work
He assigned this reason for the undertaking,
treats.
that much truth is mixed with the dogmas of philosophers, or, rather, covered and concealed in their wriThis work is
tings, like the kernel within its shell.
of great value, as it contains many quotations, and
relates many facts, not elsewhere preserved.
But,
though the object of his labours was laudable, it must
be confessed that his inclination to blend heathen
tenets with Christian doctrines rendered his writings
in many respects injurious to the Christian cause.

His vast reading encumbered

his

judgment

;

and his

injudicious zeal sometimes led him into credulity, if
not into dishonesty.
frequently find him adopting Platonic and Stoic tenets as Christian doctrines,

We

and thus sowing the seeds of error in the Christian
church.
Besides the Stromata, we have the following
works of Clemens remaining 1. Protrepticon, or an
exhortation to the Pagans ; 2. Padagogus, or the in
strucler ; 3. The fragments of a treatise on the use of
" What rich man shall be saved T'
riches, entitled,
In these works he approaches the strict standard of
orthodoxy ; but in one which is lost, and the title of
which was Hypotyposes, or " Institutions," he is stated
by Photius (Cod., 109.— vol. 1, p. 89, ed. Bekker) to
:

—

have maintained sentiments which were unscriptural.
The works of Clemens were first printed in Greek
Of the various editions
only, at Florence in 1550.
with Latin versions, the best is that of Archbishop
Potter, 2 vols, fol., 1715, Oxon.
(Enfield's History
of Philosophy,

vol. 2. p.

274, seqq.)

Cleobis and Biton, two youths, sens of Cydippe,
the priestess of Juno at Argos, and remarkable for
physical prowess, having both carried off prizes in the
Solon, in his conversation with Croepublic games.
sus on the subject of human felicity, related, according
to Herodotus (1, 31), the following incident
respecting
them.
Their mother Cydippe was required by sacred custom to be drawn to the temple of Juno, on

a certain festival, by a pair of oxen.
The animals
happening not to be brought up from the field in due
season, and Cydippe being pressed for time, her two
sons put themselves under the yoke, drew the chariot
in which their mother sat for the distance of forty-five
stadia (nearly six miles), and brought her in that manThe men of Argos who stood
ner to the temple.
around commended the strength of the youths, and the

women

felicitated their mother on having such sons ;
while Cydippe herself, in a transport of joy, prayed to
the goddess that Cleobis and Biton might obtain the
When she had
greatest blessing man could receive.
finished her prayer, and her sons had sacrificed and

feasted with her, they

asleep in the temple, and
Argives, in commemoration of
statues
to be erected to them
their filial piety, caused
at Delphi.
Servius (ad Virg., Georg., 3, 532) says,
that the want of oxen on this occasion was owing to
fell

The

awoke no more.

a pestilential malady, which had destroyed

—
—

all

the cat-

This touching little story is
belonging to Argos.
frequently alluded to by the ancient writers. (Compare
Plut., Consol. ad ApolL, p
Cic, Tusc. QucEst., 1, 47.
tle

F.—Id Vit. Sol., c. 27.—StobcEus, p. 603, &c.)
Cleobflus, a native of Lindus, m the island of
Rhodes, son of Evagoras, monarch of that city, and
He was not less reclaiming descent from Hercules.
108,

,

Christian father, on the contrary, transferred the Platonic, Stoic, and Oriental dogmas to the Christian
creed, as relics of ancient tradition originating in Di-

for strength than for beauty of person.
After travelling in Egypt for the purpose of acquiring
knowledge, he ascended the throne on the death of his
The rest of his
father.
Plutarch says he usurped it.

vme

life

revelation.

(Strom.,

1, p.

313.)

In hopes of

markable

is

unknown

:

we

are merely informed that he at-
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With him ended the race of
which had so long sat on the throne of
Ptolemy ordered his body to be flayed
a cross, and his children to be put to

tamed to the age of seventy years, and died about the
65th Olympiad.
By some he is ranked among the
His favourite maxim was 'Aptawise men of Greece.
'*
Tov fitrpov^
moderation is bcsty" i. e., preserve a due

years king of Laconia.

mean m all things.
Cleombrotus, I.

death.

{Oiug. Lacrl. in Vil.)
a king of Sparta, who succeeded

He was defeated by Epamhis brother Agesipolis L
inondas in the battle of Leuclra, and lost his life on

A

(Xcn., Hist. Gr., 6, 4, 13.)— H.
Bon-in-iaw of Leonidas II., king of Sparta, who usurped the kingdom after the expulsion of that monarch,
but was soon after expelled in turn and sent into banthat occasion.

ishment.

the Heraclidffi,
that country.

and nailed to

(Plut., Vit. Clcom.)

Cleon, an Athenian, bred among

the lowest of the

people, the son of a tanner, and said himself to have
exercised that trade.
Of extraordinary impudence and
little
courage, slow in the field, but forward and noisy
in the assembly, corrupt in practice as in principle, but
boastful of integrity, and supported by a coarse but
ready eloquence, he gained such consideration by flattering the lower orders and railing at the higher, that
he stood in the situation of head of a party.
By an
extraordinary train of circumstances he came off victorious in the affair of Sphacteria, the Athenian popu-

{PlKt., Vit. Ag. et Cleom.)
Clkomedes, a Greek writer, supposed to have been
the author of the work which has reached us, entitled
"
Cyclic Theory of Meteors," i. e.. Circular Theory
He is thought to have lived some years lace having chosen him one of their generals. Elated
of the Stars.
before the Christian era.
{DeUmhre, in Biogr. Univ.y upon this with the idea that he possessed military talvol. 9. p. 54.)
ents, he caused himself to be appointed commander of
Cleomenes I., king of Sparta, ascended the throne an expedition into Thrace. He was slain in a battle at
At the beginning of his reign he under- Amphipolis against Brasidas, the Spartan general, 422
B.C. 519.

took an expedition against the Argives, defeated them,
and destroyed a large number who had taken refuge in a sacred grove. He afterward drove out the
This is the same CleomePisistratidae from Athens.
nes whom Aristagoras endeavoured, but in vain, to inHe afterward manvolve in a war with the Persians.
aged, by undue influence, to procure an oracular re-

sponse from Delphi, pronouncing his colleague Demaratus illegitimate, and thus obtained his deposition.
Becoming alarmed, subsequently, lest the fraud should
be discovered, Cleomenes fled secretly to Thessaly,
and from thence passing into Arcadia, he began to stir

up the people of

this latter

country against Sparta.

The

Lacedaemonians, fearing his intrigues, recalled
him, but he died soon after his return, in a fit of in{Herod., 5, 64.
Id., 5,
sanity, by his own hand.
49, seqq.
Id, 5, 65, &c.) II. Cleomenes II, succeeded his brother Agesipolis II. on the throne of
The power of his country was
Sparta, B C. 371.
then on the decline, and he possessed not the requisite
talents to restore it to its former state.
He reigned
sixty years and ten months without having done any{Paics., 3, 6.)
thing worthy the notice of posterity.
III. Cleomenes III., son of Leonidas II., ascended the
Dissatisfied at the prevailSpartan throne B.C. 230.
ing manners of Sparta, he resolved to bring about a
reform, and to restore the institutions of Lycurgus,
after the example of Agis, who had lost his life in a

—

—

—

—

B.C. (Consult the remarks of Mitchell, in his edition
of the Acharnenses of Aristophanes, Appendix, note
A, and compare Thucyd., 4, 28, seqq. Id.y 5, 2.

—

—

Id., 5, 8, seqq.)

Cleonje, I. a town of Argolis, northeast of Nemoa.
According to Strabo, it was 120 stadia from Argos
and eighty from Corinth he adds, that it was situated
on a rock, and surrounded by walls, which justified the
Hercules
epithet applied to it by Homer {II., 2, 570).
was said to have defeated and slain the Elean chief
;

called Moliones, near Cleonae.
{Pindar, Olymp., 10,
learn from
36.
Compare Apollodorus, 2, 5, 1.)
Pindar that games were there solemnized. {Nem., 4,
Dodwell states, that the ruins
26.
Ibid., 10, 78.)

—
—

We

of Cleonae are to be seen on the site now called Courtese.
They occupy a circular hill, which seems to
On
have been completely covered with buildings.
the side of the hill are six ancient terrace-walls, rising

one above another, on which the houses and streets
were situated. {Tour, vol. 2, p. 206.
Chandler,

—

—

2S8. —GeWs Itin. of the Morea., p. 157.)
II. A town of Macedonia, in the peninsula of Athos,
said to have been founded by a colony from Chalcis.
vol. 2, p.

{Herod., 7, 1i2.—Thucyd., 4, 109.— Cramer's Anc.
Greece, vol. 1, p. 260.)
Cleopatra, I. a daughter of Idas and Marpessa,
and the wife of Meleager. {Horn., II., 9, 557.) IL
The wife of Philip of Macedon, whom that monarch

—

similar attempt.
Thinking that war would furnish
the best opportunity for the execution of his design, he
forces
led his
against the Achaeans, who were com-

married after he had repudiated Olympias.
{Justin,
After the death of Philip, Olympias compelled
9, 5.)
III.
her to destroy herself
(Justin, 9, 7.)
daugh-

manded by Aratus, and

ter of Philip

greatly distinguished himself
Returning after this to Sparta, with a portion of his
to
death
the
he
Ephori, made a new division
army,
put
of the lands, and introduced again the old Spartan

system of education. He also took his brother Euclidas as his colleague on the throne, and thus for the
first and only time the Spartans had two
kings of the
same family. After a long, and in many respects successful, series of operations against the Achseans and
Macedonians, the latter of whom had been called in
by Aratus as allies, Cleomenes was defeated by Antigonus in the battle of Sellasia, and immediately after

Ptolemy Euergetes in Egypt. This monarch
him with some degree of generosity, but his
successor Ptolemy Philopator, a weak and suspicious
soon
prince,
began to look upon him with an evil eye,
and at last kept him in confinement. The Spartan
monarch, in a fit of despair, and taking advantage of
the temporary absence of Ptolemy from his
capital,
broke forth from the place where he had been
kept in
custody, along with thirteen of his friends, and endeavoured to arouse the inhabitants in the cause of

fled to

treated

freedom.

by

their

But, finding their efforts fruitless, they fell
hands.
Cleomenes had been sixteen

own

—

the Great.
fell

in

A

and Olympias, and sister to Alexander
She married Alexander of Epirus, who
{Justin, 9, 6, 1.)

Italy.

After the death of

Alexander of Macedon, her hand was sought by Perdiccas and others of his generals, but she was put to
death by Antigonus.
{Died. Sic, 20, 37.
Compare
Diod. Sic, 18, 23, and Wcsselmg, ad loc.y—IV. A
wife
of
of
and
the
Mithradates,
Tigranes.
daughter
V. A daughter of Antiochus III. of
(Justin, 38, 3 )
and
of
She
married
V.,
Eg>pt,
Ptolemy
king
Syria.
was left guardian of her infant son Ptolemy VI., but
she died soon after her husband, to the great regret of
VI. A daughter of Ptolemy Philometor,
her subjects.
was the wife of three kings of Syria, and the mother of
four namely, of Antiochus Dionysius, by her first husband Alexander Balas of Seleucus V. and Antiochus
VIII., by Demetrius Nicator and, lastly, of Antiochus
or
IX., surnamed Cyzicenus, by Antiochus Euergetes
She was compelled by her son, Antiochus
Sidetes.
VIII., to drink the poison which she had prepared
VII. The most famous of the
for him, B.C. 120.
name was the daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, and remarkable for her beauty and personal accomplishments.
According to the usage of the Alexandrean court, shs
369

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

CLE

CLEOPATRA.
married her eldest brother Ptolemy XII., and began
to reign with him in her seventeenth year.
Both she
and her husband, being minors, were placed by the
will of their father under the guardianship of Rome,
an office which the senate transferred to Pompey. An
insurrection breaking out in the Egyptian capital soon
after the commencement of this reign, Cleopatra was
crmpelled to yield to the tide of popular fury, and to
flte into Syria, where she sought protection in tempoThe flight of this princess, though mainly
rary exile.
arising from the tumult just mentioned, was unquestionably accelerated by the designs of the young king
and his ambitious ministers. Their object became
manifest when Cleopatra, after a few months' residence
in Syria, returned towards her native
country to resume
her seat on the throne.
Ptolemy prepared to oppose
her by force of arms, and a civil war would inevitably
have ensued, had not Caesar at that very juncture

Alexandrea in the most foolish and puerile
The death of his wife, and his subsequent
marriage with Octavia, delayed for a time the crisis
which his ungoverned passions were preparing for
him.
But, though he had thus extricated himself from
the snares of Alexandrea, his inclinations too soon returned to that unhappy city ; for we find that when
he left Rome to proceed against the Parthians, he despatched in advance his friend Fonteius Capito, to
conduct Cleopatra into Syria.
On his return from
this disgraceful campaign, he encountered still deeper
disgrace by once more willingly submitting to that
bondage which had rendered him contemptible in the
eyes of most of his followers.
Passing over events
which have been alluded to elsewhere ( Vtd. Augustus),

sailed to the coast of

we come

A

Egypt in pursuit of Pompey.
secret interview soon took place between Cleopatra
and the Roman general. She placed herself on board
a small

skiff, under the protection of Apollodorus, a
Sicilian Greek, set sail from the coast of Syria, reached the harbour of Alexandrea in safety, and had herself
conveyed into the chamber of the Roman commander
in the form of a large package of goods.
The strata-

Cleopatra was
her twentieth year, distinguished by extraordinary personal charms, and surrounded with all the
graces which give to those charms their greatest power.
Her voice sounded like the sweetest music ; and
she spoke a variety of languages with propriety and
ease.
She could, it is said, assume all characters at

proved completely successful.

gem
now

will,

that

in

which all alike became her, and the impression
was made by her beauty was confirmed by the fas-

The day after
cinating brilliancy of her conversation.
this singular meeting, Caesar summoned before him the
king, as well as the citizens of Alexandrea, and made
for the restoration of peace,
procuring
Cleopatra, at the same time, her share of the throne.
one
of
Pothinus, however,
Ptolemy's ministers, in
whose intriguing spirit all the dissensions of the court

arrangements

had originated, soon stirred up a second revolt, upon
which the Alexandrean war commenced, in which
Ptolemy was defeated, and lost his life by drowning.
CaBsar now proclaimed Cleopatra queen of Egypt but
she was compelled to take her brother, the younger Ptolemy, who was only eleven years old, as her husband and
The Roman general contincolleague on the throne.
ued for some time at her court, and she bore him a son,
called, from the name of his father, Caesarion.
During
the si.x years which immediately followed these events,
the reign of Cleopatra seems not to have been disturbed by insurrection, nor to have been assailed by
When her brother, at the age of fourteen,
foreign war.
demanded his share in the government, Cleopatra poi;

pire of the world.

After a fruitless attack upon the

territory of Palmyra, he hastened to forget his disgrace
in the society of the Egyptian queen, passing several

months

at

dissipation.

—

to the period that followed the battle of

Ac-

When

Octavius advanced against Egypt, and
Antony had been a second time defeated under the
walls of Alexandrea, Cleopatra shut herself up with a
few attendants, and the most valuable part of her
treasures, in a strong building which appears to have
been intended for a royal sepulchre. To prevent intrusion by friend or enemy, she caused a report to be
circulated that she had retired into the monument to
Antony resolved to follow her
put herself to death.
example, and threw himself upon his sword but being
informed, before he expired, that Cleopatra was still
to be carried into her presliving, he caused himself
ence, and breathed his last in her arms.
Octavius,
after this, succeeded in getting Cleopatra into his power, and the queen at first hoped to subdue him by her
attractions
but finding at last that her efforts were
unavailing, and suspecting that her life was spared
only that she might grace the conqueror's triumph, she
ended her days, if the common account is to be credsmall puncture in the
ited, by the bite of an asp.
arm was the only mark of violence which could be deof
tected on the body
Cleopatra and it was therefore
believed that she had procured death either by the
tium.

;

;

A

;

venomous reptile, or by the scratch of a poiShe was in her thirty-ninth year, havsoned bodkin.
ing reigned twenty- two years from the death of her

bite of a

father.

Octavius,

it

is said,

though deprived by this

act of suicide of the greatest ornament of his approaching triumph, gave orders that she should have a mag-

funeral, and that her body, as she desired,
In the grave of Cleshould be laid by that of Antony.
opatra was deposited the last of the royal race of the
Ptolemies, a family which had swayed the sceptre of
Egypt for two hundred and ninety-four years. Of the
real character of this celebrated queen herself, it is not
possible to speak, at this distance of time, with any
That she had beauty and taldegree of confidence.
and
soned him,
remained sole possessor of the regal ents of the highest order, is admitted by every histoThe
dissensions
authority.
among the rival leaders rian who has undertaken to give the annals of her
who divided the power of Csesar, had no doubt nearly reign ; and that she was accomplished in no ordinary
involved her in a contest with both parties
but the degree, is established by the fact of her being a great
decisive issue of the battle of Philippi relieved her proficient in music, and mistress of nearly all the lanfrom the hesitation under which some of her measures guages which were cultivated in her age.
She was
appear to have been adopted, and determined her in- well skilled, for example, in Greek and Latin, and she
clinations, as well as her interests, in favour of the could converse with Ethiopians, Jews, Arabians, SyrTo alford her an opportunity of explain- ians, Medes, and Persians, without an interpreter. If
conquerors.
ing her conduct, Antony summoned her to attend him her conduct was not at all times strictly pure, we must
in Cilicia, and the meeting which she gave him on the seek for an apology in the religion and manners of her
river Cydnus has employed the pen, not only of the country, and must ascribe the most glaring of her frailhistorian, but of the prince of English dramatists. ties to the absurd institutions which regulated the mat{Shakspeare, Antony and Cleopatra, act 1, scene 1.) rimonial connexions of the Graeco-Egyptian princes,
nificent

—

;

artifices of this fascinating princess, now in her
twenty-fifth year, so far gained upon Antony, as not
only to divert his thoughts from his original purpose of

The

and which paid no respect to the age, affections, or
temper of the parties. {Plut., Vii. Cces. Id., Vit.
Ant.
Encyclop. MetropoL, div. 3, vol. 2, p. 345.)
Cleopatris, a city of Egypt, at the head of the Sisubjecting her kingdom to the payment of tribute, but
in the immediate
entirely to lull his ambition to sleep, and make him nus Arabicus, and
vicinity of Araisacrifice his great stake as a candidate for the em- noe.
{Vid. Arsinoe, VI.)
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CLO

CLI
Climax, a narrow passage on the coast of Lycia,
near Phaselis.
{Vid. Phaselis.)
Clinias, I. a Pythagorean philosopher and musician,

520 years before the Christian

—
23.)

V. //., 14,

II.

An

era.

{JElian,

Athenian, said by Herodotus

(8, 17) to have been the bravest of his countrymen
in the battle fought against the Persian fleet at Ar-

and the Athenians are said by the same
:
writer to have conducted themselves on that occasion
This
with the greatest valour of any of the Greeks.
Clinias was the father of the celebrated Alcibiades.

temisium

—

He

married Dinomache, the daughter of Megacles,
to Agariste, the daughter of Clisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon.
He fell at the battle of Coronea.
Consult the learned note of Valckenaer {ad Herodot.,

grandson

I.

c.)

III.

for other particulars respecting this Clinias.

The

father of Aratus, killed by Abantidas,

—

B.C.

{Vid. Aratus II.)
She presided over histoClio, one of the Muses.
ry, and was generally represented as holding a half-

263.

The invention of the cithara was ascribed
Having drawn on herself the anger of Venus,
her
with her passion for Adonis, Clio was
by taunting
inspired by the goddess with love for Pierus, the son
of Magnes, and bore him a son named Hyacinthus.
opened

roll.

to her.

{ApoUod.,

1, 3, 2,

scqq.)

Her name

{Kleici)) is de-

rived from nXetog (Ionic for /cAeof), glory, renown,
&c., because she celebrates the glorious actions of the
good and brave.
CuTOMjicHiJs, a native of Carthage. {Diog. LaIn his early years he acquired a
ert., 4, 67, seqq.)

fondness for learning, which induced him to visit
Greece for the purpose of attending the schools of the
From the time of his first arrival in
philosophers.
Athens he attached himself to Carneades, and continued his disciple until his death, when he became
He studied with
his successor in the academic chair.
great industry, and made himself master of the systems
o( the other schools but professed the doctrine of suspension of assent, as it had been taught by his master.
Cicero relates, that he wrote four hundred books upon
At an advanced age he was
philosophical subjects.
seized with a lethargy.
Recovering in some measure
" The love of life
the use of his faculties, he said,
shall deceive me no longer," and laid violent hands
upon himself. He entered, as we have said, upon the
office of preceptor in the academy immediately after the
death of Carneades, and held it thirty years. According
to Cicero, he taught that there is no certain criterion
by which to judge of the truth of those reports which
we receive from the senses, and that, therefore, a wise
;

man

will either wholly suspend his assent, or decline
giving a peremptory opinion ; but that, nevertheless,
men are strongly impelled by nature to follow probaHis moral doctrine established a natural allibility.
He was a professed
ance between pleasure and virtue.
to rhetoric, and thought that no place should be
allowed in society to so dangerous an art.
{Sext.
Emp. adv. Rhet ^ 'iO .—Enfield' s History of Philosvol.
1,
258.)
p.
ophy,

enemy

,

Clitumnus, a river of Umbria, rising in the vicinity
of Spoletum, and falling into the Tinia, and both toThe modern name of the Cligether into the Tiber.

tumnus

is

Clitunno.

It

was famous, according

to

to Eustace, white herds are still seen wandering over
the rich plain watered by this river.
{Classical Tour^
vol.

1, p.

322.)

Clitus, a familiar friend and foster-brother of AlAlexander, who had saved the king's life in battle.
exander killed him with a javelin in a fit of inebriety,
the
of
at
actions
a
he
because,
feast,
Philip
preferred
to those of his son.

(Vid. Alexander.)

Cloacina, a goddess at Rome, who presided over
These cloacae were sewers for carrying
off the filth of the city.
The main one was called
Cloaca Maxima. From what remains of the Cloaca
the cloacae.

Maxima at the present day, we may infer that the
praise which the ancients bestowed on the Roman
The first cloacae
cloacae generally was not unmerited.
were constructed by the two Tarquins. Tarquinius
Priscus drained the low grounds of the city about the
Forum, and the valleys lying between the hills (the
Palatine and Capitoline), by cloacae, which were carried
But the draining was
into the Tiber.
{Liv., 1, 38.)
imperfect, and the Cloaca Maxima was in consequence
It
built by Tarquinius Superbus.
(Liv., 1, 56.)
crossed the Roman Forum beneath the level of the
pavement, and in ancient times it is said that the
tunnel was so large that a wagon loaded with hay
could easily pass under it.
Pliny ex(Strabo, 235.)
of this
presses his wonder at the solidity and durability
a lapse of 800 years,
great undertaking, which, after

remained uninjured and entire (36, 15). At
the present day, however, all that we see of it is the
upper part of a gray massy arch of peperin stone, as
solid as the day it was built, through which the water
still

almost imperceptibly flows.
Though choked up nearly
to its top by the artificial elevation of the surface of
modern Rome, it is curious to see it still serving as

common sewer of the city, after the lapse of nearly
When the Tiber, into which it
three thousand years.
flows, is flooded, the water in the cloaca is driven back
so as to rise above the keystone of the arch, and hide
it from view.
When the Tiber is low, not only this
the

arch, but also the arch through which
sordid flood into the river, may be

discharges its
seen from the
Ponte Rotto, or still more distinctly from the river
itself.
Dionysius informs us (3, 67), that it cost the
state the enormous sum of 1000 talents to have the
W^e hear also of other
cloacae cleaned and repaired.
sewers being made from time to time on Mount Aventine and other places, by the censors M. Cato and Valerius Flaccus {Liv., 39, 44), but more especially, by,
it

Agrippa, who, according to Pliny (Z. c), is said to
have introduced whole rivers into these hollow channels, on which the city was, as it were, suspended,
and thus was rendered subterraneously navigable.

—

Cassiod., Var. Ep., 3, 30.)
(Compare Strabo, I. c.
It would seem, according to the common account,
that the early cloacae were at first carried through the

but that, through want of regularity in rebuilding the city after it was burned by the Gauls, they in
many places passed under private houses. Some
architects, in order to support their improbable theory
that the construction of the arch was not known even
in Greece (where the art had reached a perfection it
will never more attain) till about a hundred years before the Christian era, have attempted to controvert
streets

;

—

Maxima, and attribute it to
(Compare Hirt, Gesch. der

Virgil, for its milk-white herds, selected as victims in

the antiquity of the Cloaca

the celebration of the triumph.
(Virg., Geoig., 2,
l^ft.—Propert., 2, el. 19, 25.— <S?1 Ital, 8, 452.—

a

The
Tuv., 12, \Z.— Claud., 6, Cons. Hon., 506.)
beautiful description which the younger Pliny {Ep.,
has
left
us
of
its
this
sacred
river
and
little
tem8, 8)
ple, the ruins of which are still to be seen near the

But if it had really been rebuilt,
259.)
learned antiquary chose to imagine, by .-Vugustus,
would it have escaped the notice of Suetoinus! or
would Livy, that minute and accurate historian, who
and carefully chronand
extols its

posthouse of Le Verre, between Foligno and Spoleto,
will be read with most pleasure in the original.
(Compare VemUi, Osservazioni sopra il fiume Clitunno, del suo Culto e Tcmpio, Rom., 1773, 4to.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 270.) According

—

much

later

Baukunst,

period.

vol. 2, p.

1, p.

vol.
123, and Midler, Etrusker,
as a late

antiquity,
grandeur
icles the erection of every temple

and basilica, have
such a work as this, which must
have been executed before his own eyes, and by the
On the
in whose court he was living %
failed

to record

very prince

CLO

CLXJ

" that
contrary, he expressly says,
Tarquin made the
great subterranean cloaca to carry oflf the filth of the
the
even
so
vast
that
a
work
magnificence of the
city,
(Liv-^ 1,
present age has not been able to equal it."
66.)
Pliny also, who records its repair in the reign
of Augustus, expressly says, that, after 800 years, this
opus omnium maximum continued as strong as when
first built

by Tarquin.

ble, that the

Romans,

It

may, indeed, seem incredirude age, should have

in that

been capable of executing so noble a piece of architecbut Livy tells us, " that Tarquin sent for artists
from every part of Etruria," for this and his other public works.
Nothing can be clearer than this evidence
of the Cloaca Maxima being the work of the Tarquins
and its denial only affords one of the many proofs, that
ture

;

;

antiquaries will pervert or overlook facts when they
This cloaca,
interfere with their favourite theories.

did he become even to his own party, that, in order to
keep him in check, Pompey procured the recall of Cicero from exile, which he could not effect, however,
without the strenuous aid of the tribune Milo ; and
not long after Clodius was slain in a conflict that took
(Czc,
place between his followers and those of Milo.
Or. pro Mil.—Plut., Vit. Cic.)
Clcelia, a Roman virgin, given as a hostage to Porsenna.
According to the old Roman legend, when
Porsenna and the Romans made a peace after the affair of Mucins Scaevola, the latter
people gave hostages
to the king, ten youths and ten maidens, children of
noble parents, as a pledge that they would truly keep
the peace which had been made.
It happened, as the
camp of the Etrurians was near the Tiber, that Cloelia,
one of the maidens, escaped with her companions, and
fled to the brink of the river
and, as the Etrurians pursued them, they all rushed into the water and swam in
But the Romans, jealous of
safety across the stream.
;

doubly interesting, not only from its extraordinary grandeur and antiquity, but from being,
perhaps, the sole, and certainly the finest, remains of their reputation for good faith, sent them all back to
Not to be outdone in generEtruscan architecture that have come down to our the camp of Porsenna.
times.
{Rome in the 19th Century, vol. 1, p. 249, osity, the monarch gave her and her female compan
not.
Compare Burgess, Antiquities of Rom£, vol. 2, ions their freedom, and permitted her to take with hei
half of the youths ; whereupon, with the delicacy of a
p. 223.)
Cloanthus, one of the companions of .^neas, Roman maiden, she selected those only who were of
from whom the family of the Cluentii at Rome claimed tender years. The Romans raised an equestrian
statue in honour of her, on the highest part of the Sadescent.
{Virg., Mn., 5, 122.)
Clodia, I. a sister of Clodius the\ tribune, and a cred Way. {Liv., 2,13.) She was also rewarded with
female of the most abandoned character.
She married a horse and arms. {Fragm. Dion. Cass., 4. Bekker,
Q. Metellus Celer, and was suspected of having poi- Anecd., 1, p. 133, 8.) There is another story, that
soned him.
II. The younger sister of the
preceding, Tarquinius fell upon the hostages as they were conand equally infamous in character. She married Lu- ducted into the Etrurian camp and, with the excepsuUus, but was repudiated by him for her scandalous tion of Valeria, who fled back to the city, massacred
therefore,

is

—

—

—

;

.conduct.

{Plut., Vit. Lucull.)

de Cypro, was brought forward by
ihe tribune Clodius, A.U.C. 695, that Cyprus should
be taken from Ptolemy and made a Roman province.
This was done in order to punish that monarch for
having refused Clodius money to pay his ransom when
taken by the pirates, and to remove Cato out of the
way by appointing him to see the law executed. II.
Another, dc Magistratibus, A.U.C. 695, by the same.
It forbade the censors to put a stigma or mark of infamy upon any person who had not been actually acIII. An:used and condemned by both of them.
other, A.U.C. 695, which required the same distribuion of corn among the people gratis, as had been given
IV".
.hem before at six asses and Sitriens the modius.
It
Another, A.U.C. 695, by the same, de Judiciis.
called to an account such as had executed a Roman
citizen without a judgment of the people, and all the
Cicero was aimed at by this
formalities of a trial.
law, and soon after, by means of a hired mob, was actually banished.
Clodius, Publius, a Roman descended from an illustrious family, but notorious as a bold and reckless
demagogue, and a man of the most corrupt morals.
Besides being guilty of the most revolting turpitude in
the case of his nearest female relatives, he introduced
himself, in woman's clothing, into the house of Julius
Caesar, with improper designs against Pompeia, the
wife of Caesar, of whom he was enamoured, and
who was then celebrating the mysteries of the Bona
Dea, at which no male was allowed to be present.
He was tried for the sacrilege, but escaped punishment by bribing the judges. In order to be eligible to

Clodia Lex,

I.

—

—

—

the tribuneship, he relinquished his patrician rank, and
had himself adopted into a plebeian family. While
of tribune he had numerous laws passfilling the ofiice
ed, favourable to the people and adverse to the patriHe procured for Cato, whom he detested, the
cians.
of Cyprus, in order that he might lose his

government

and along with it the
reputation in this difficult office,
He cherished
influence which he enjoyed at Rome.
he finally succeedwhom
equal hatred towards Cicero,
ed in driving from the city. So troublesome at last

them all. {Plin., 34, 13.)
Clotho, the youngest of the three Parcae, daughters
She held the
of Jupiter and Themis.
{Vid. Parcae.)
distaff, and spun the thread of life, whence her name
{k?m6eiv, to spin).
Cluentius, a Roman, who, at his mother's instigation, was accused of having poisoned his stepfather
He was defended with great ability by
Oppianicus.
Cicero, in an oration which is still extant.
( Vid. Cicero.)

Clusium, now Cldusi, a town of Etruria, on the banks
Its more ancient name was Camera.
of the Clanis.
(Lit)., 10, 25.
Compare Midler, Etrusker, vol. 1, p.
102, where the name Gamers or Camars is regarded
as a proof of the place's having been originally posConsessed by the Umbrian race of the Camertes.

—

sult also Cluver, It. Ant., vol. 2, p. 567.)
under Brennus
it, but marched to

besieged

The Gauls

Rome

with-

It was at Clusium that Porsenna held
out taking it.
his court ; and near this city he erected for himself the
to
splendid mausoleum of which Pliny has transmitted
us a description on the authority of Varro.
{Plin., 36,
The whole account seems to bear no small ap13.)
pearance of fiction ; for, had such a stupendous work
it would surely have rePliny's day, but even in the
PUny (3, 5) makes a distinction between
present age.
Clusium Vetus and Novum and a village, named

really existed,

some

mained, not merely

—

traces of
in

;

Chiusi, supposed to represent the latter, is pointed out
Apennines, north of Arezzo, in con-

at the foot of the

firmation of this distinction.

{^Cramer's Anc. Italy,

vol. 1, p. 219.)

or Clesius, a river of Gallia Transpada
the Euganei, and flowing between the
Benacus and the river Mela. It is now the Chiese,

Clusius,
na, rising

Lake

I.

among

—

or Chiso, one of the tributaries of the Oglio.
surname of Janus, when his temple was shut.
Fast.,

1,

II.

The

{Ovid,

130.)

I. a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys,
married lapetus, by whom she had Atlas, Prome{Hesiod, Theog.,
theus, Menoetius, and Epimetheus.
508, seqq.)— II. The mother of Phaethon. {Ovid, Met.,
of
servant
female
A
III.
Helen, who acIj 756.)—

Clymene,

who

coc

CNO

The
to Troy when she eloped with obtained the dominion of nearly the whole island.
{(hid, Heroid., 17, 267.— Horn., II., 3, 144.) vestiges of this city are discernible at the present day,
Clymkneides, a patronymic given to Phaethon's to the east of the town of Candia, which has communicated to the island its present name.
The precise
sisters, who were daughters of Clymene.
Clypea (called by the Greek writers Aspis), now site of the ruins is culled Long Candta. {Cramer'' s
AkUbta, a town of Africa Propria, 23 miles east of A?ic. Greece, vol. 3, p. 368, seqq.) The name of this
It was built upon a promontory which was city is sometimes- written with an initial G, as CnoCarthage.
Agathocles seized upon this sus, and the T occurs actually on some coins, but the
shaped like a shield.
companied her mistress
Paris,

when he landed in Africa, fortified it, and gave
from the shape of the promontory, the name of Assame as Clypeus in Latin).
pis ("a shield" in Greek,
The natives called the promontory Taphitis. This
town served as a stronghold to Regulus in the first
Punic war. {Lucan, 4, 586. Liv., 27, 29.
Cces.,

place
it,

—

—

B.

C,

more common

on coins

initial

Greek inscriptions and
(Compare Rasche, Lex. Rei

letter in

K.

the

Num., vol. 2, col 649, seqq.)
CocALUs, a king of Sicily, who hospitably received
When Minos
D^dalus, when he fled before Minos.
arrived in Sicily, the daughters of Cocalus destroyed

him.

2, 23.)

is

{Ovid, Met., 8,261.)

Vid. Nerva I.
CoccEius Nerva.
CoccvGius, a mountain of Argolis, between Halice
Its previous name was Thornax j
brother Castor, from one of the eggs which her mother and Hermione.
from the
brought forth after her amour with Jupiter, under the but it received the appellation of Coccygius
She married Agamemnon, king of circumstance of Jupiter's having been metamorphosed
form of a swan.
the
Mycenas. When this monarch went to the Trojan war, there into the bird called Coccyx {Kokkv^) by
On its summit was a temple sacred to that
he left his wife and family, and all his affairs, to the care Greeks.
But the latter proved un- god, and another of Apollo at the base. {Pausanias,
of his relation .^gisthus.

Clytemnestra, a daughter of Tyndarus, king of
She was born, together with her
Sparta, by Leda.

faithful to his trust,

corrupted Clytemnestra, and usurp-

2, 36.)

CociNTUM Promontoriom, a promontory of BruAgamemnon, on his return home, was
who was herself after- tium in Lower Italy, below the Sinus Scylacius. The
along with .^gisthus, by Orestes, son of modern name is Cape Stilo. It marked the separation

ed the throne.

murdered
ward slain,
the deceased monarch.

by his guilty wife,

(Consult, for a more detailed
account, the articles Agamemnon and Orestes.)
Cnidus, a town and promontory of Doris in Caria,
at the extremity of a promontory called Triopium.
The founder of the place is said to have been Triopas.

between the Ionian and Sicilian seas. {Polyb., 2, 14.)
CocLEs, Publius Horatius (or, as Niebuhr gives it,
Marcus Horatius), a Roman who, alone, opposed the
whole army of Porsenna at the head of a bridge, while
his companions behind him were cutting oft' the com-

Pausan., 10, 2.) From him it re{Diod., 5, 61.
ceived at first the name of Triopium, which at a later
period was confined merely to the promontory on which

munication with the other shore.

In the last of these stood a celeAcraea, and Euplcea.
brated statue of the goddess, the work of Praxiteles.
{Pausan., 1, l.—Plin., 36, 5.—Hor., Od.,3, 28.— CaNicomedes of Bithynia wished to purtiUL, 36, 11.)
chase this admirable production of the chisel, and actualto liquidate the debt of Cnidus, which was
ly offered
very
but
considerable, if the citizens would cede it to him

stint

—

When

the bridge

was destroyed, Codes, after addressing a short prayer
to the god of the Tiber, leaped into the stream, and
As a mark of
it stood.
Herodot., 1, 174.) Venus swam across in safety with his arms.
(Scylax, p. 38.
was the chief deity of the place, and had three temples gratitude, every inhabitant, while famine was raging
erected to her, under the several surnames of Doritis, within the city, brought him all the provisions he could

—

;

they refused to part with what they esteemed the glory
A drawing of the Venus
of their city.
{Plin., I. c.)
of Cnidus, from an antique statue found near Rome,
is
given by Flaxman, at the end of his lectures on

sculpture {pi. 22). The shores of Cnidus furnished in
ancient times, as they do now, a great abundance of
fishes.

himself of; and the state afterward raised a statue
him as much land as he could plough
Dion. Hal, 1, 24.)
{Liv., 2, 10.
Whatever we may think of the other parts of the story,
that portion of it which relates to the land is evidently

to him, and gave
round in a day.

Polybius (6, 53) makes
have perished in the river. (Consult, as
regards the whole legend, the remarks of Niebuhr,

mere poetic exaggeration.

Codes

;

;

An

account
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 236.)
of the ruins of Cnidus is given in Clarke's Travels,
vol. 3, p. 261, from Walpole's MS. Journal.

to

Rom. Hist., vol. i., p. 476, seqq., Cambr. transl.)
The name Codes properly means "a person blmd
one eye." It appears
oculus), with a harsh

—

of

be the old form odes (from
initial aspiration.
{Varro, L.
to

L., 6, 3.)

The wines were famous, and Theophrastus

speaks of the Cnidian onions as of a particular species,
Cnidus
being very mild, and not occasioning tears.
was the birthplace of the famous mathematician and
astronomer Eudoxus of Agatharchidas, Theopompus,
It is now a mere heap of ruins
and Ctesias.
and
the modern name of the promontory is Cape Crio.

—

CocYTUs, a

river of Epirus, which, according

to

blended its nauseous waters with
Its fancied etymology (from
those of the Acheron.
" to
" to
the unwholesome-

Pausanias

(1, 17),

lament,'^

KUKvo),

waiV),

waters, and, above all, its proximity to the
Acheron, induced the poets to make it one of the rivers of the lower world.
Id.,
{Virg., Georg., 3, 38.
"
JSn., 6, 297, &c.)
Leaving Potamia," observes an
" we
or
a
marsh
over
bog
passed
intelligent traveller,

ness of

its

—

—

in-

formed by the overflowing of the river Vava, which
It flows from
probably the Cocylus of antiquity.
below the mountains of Margariti, opposite Purami-

scriptions), the royal city of Crete, on the northern
Its earlier
coast, at a small distance from the sea.

thia, and, after skirting the opposite side of the plain,
distance
empties itself into the Acheron, at a small

name was

from its mouth, below the village of Tchcukmdes.
Pausanias, in his description of the Acheron, iiuimates
and no
that the Cocytus also flows in the same plain
other river except the Acheron, now called the TroTUftt
Tov :Zov?ui, and the Vava;\s to be discovered in the

Cnoscs

(Kvcj<T(5f,

Kvtj(Tor6f, if

we

follow the

Caeratus,

all

its

language of coins and

which appellation was given also

to the inconsiderable

wails.

more correct than Cnossus,

stream that flowed beneath

its

It was indebted to Minos for
{Strab., 476.)
That monarch is
importance and splendour.

said to have divided the island into three
portions, in
each of which he founded a large city ; and fixing his
residence at Cnosus. it became the capital of the

king-

dom.

{Diod. Sic, 5, 78.)

It

was here

that Daeda-

and planned the celebrated labCnosus long preserved its rank among the
jrrinth.
chief cities of Crete, and, by its alliance with Gortjrna,
lus cultivated his art,

is

;

Phanari. The very appellation Vava {(3a6d), which is
an expression of grief or aversion, seems to strengthen
and not only this, but the water of
the conjecture
the Vava exactly coincides with the expression of
it flows slowly
Pausanias, vSup aTtpirearaTOV, for
noxious qualities
over a deep
^ soil, imbibing
^ muddy
;
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from innumerable weeds upon

its banks, and occasions
the greatest part of the malaria of the plain." {Hughes,
Travels in Greece, &c., vol. 2, p. 311.
Compare
Wordsworth's Greece, p. 254, seqq.)
CoDANUs SINUS, onc of the ancient names of the
Baltic.
Mela (3, 3, 6) represents it as full of large

—

and small islands, the largest of which he calls Scandinavia ; so also Pliny (4, 13).
The name Codanus
seems to have some reference to that of the Goths in
sound.
The modern term Baltic appears to be derived from the Celtic Bolt or Belt, denoting a collection
of water
whence also the name of the straits. Great
;

and

(Malte-Brun, Diet. Geogr., p. viii.)
a sumamc of Darius the Third, king
of Persia.
{Vid. Darius III.)
CoDRus, the last king of Athens. He received the
sceptre from his father Melanthus, and was now far
advanced in years, having reigned for a considerable
time, when some of the Dorian states united their
forces for the invasion of Attica.
The Dorian army
marched to Athens, and lay encamped under its walls;
and the oracle at Delphi had assured them of success,
provided they spared the life of the Athenian king.
Little Belt.

CoDOM ANNUS,

A

friendly Delphian,

answer of the oracle

named Cleomantis,

disclosed the

Athenians, and Codrus resolved to devote himself for his country in a manner
not unlike that which immortalized among the Romans, at a later date, the name of the Decii. He
went out at the gate disguised in a woodman's garb,
and, falling in with two Dorians, killed one with his
bill, and was killed
by the other. The Athenians
thereupon sent a herald to claim the body of their king,
and the Dorian chiefs, deeming the war hopeless, withdrew their forces from Attica
This story, which continued for centuries to warm the patriotism of the
Athenians, has been regarded by some as altogether
It would seem, however, to be confirmimprobable.
ed by the fact mentioned by the orator Lycurgus
to the

—

(contra Leocr., p. 158), that Cleomantis, and his posterity, were honoured with the privilege, of sharing the

the time of Dioclesian it received the name of Phoenicia Libanesia.
The modern appellation is given by
some as El-Bokah. {Mela, 1, 11. Plin., 5, 12.
Jornand., de Regn. Success., p. 65, &c.)

—

—

CoELiA Lex, a law passed A.U.C. 630, that in trials
people should vote by ballot, which
had been excepted by the Cassian law. (Consult
Cic, de Leg., 3, 16.)
for treason the

CcELius, a young Roman of considerable talents
and acquirements, but of dissolute character, who had
been intrusted to the care of Cicero on his first introduction to the Forum.
Having imprudently engaged
in an intrigue with Clodia, the well-known sister of
and
afterward
deserted her, she acClodius,
having
cused him of an attempt to poison her, and of having
borrowed money from her in order to procure the asHe
sassination of Dio, the Alexandrean ambassador.
was defended by Cicero in a speech still extant, and
We find him subsequently atobtained an acquittal.
taining to the praetorship, and engaging eventually in
In this, as
the civil contest, in which he lost his life.
in most other prosecutions of the period, a number of
charges, unconnected with the main one, seem to have
been accumulated in order to give the chief accusation
Cicero had thus to
additional force and credibility.
defend his client against the suspicions arising from
Middleton has
the general libertinism of his conduct.
pronounced this to be the most entertaining of the orations which Cicero has left us, from the vivacity of
wit and humour with which he treats the gallantries
of Clodia, her commerce with Coelius, and, in general,
This orathe gayeties and licentiousness of youth.
tion was a particular favourite with the celebrated

Mr. Fox.
309, seqq.
p. 50.)

Roman

—{Dunlop's
Correspondence

CcELUs, one of the
Terra.

He

is

the

Literature, vol.

2,

p.

of Wakefield and Fox,

and the spouse of
the Grecian Uranus.

earlier deities,

same with

{Vid. Uranus.)
CcEus (KoiOf), one of the Titans, son of Coelus and
Terra, or, to adopt the Grecian phraseology, of UraHis name indicates his cosmonus and Ge (Gea).

entertainment provided in the Prytaneum at Athens
for the guests of the state.
But we scarcely know
how the current tradition is to be reconciled with an- gonical character, being derived from Kaio, " to burn."
other preserved by Pausanias (7, 25), that a part of {Vid. Titanes.)
He was the father of Latona by
the Dorian army effected their entrance by night Phoebe.
{Hesiod, Theog., 404, seqq.)
within the walls, and, being surrounded by their enVid. Legio.
CoHORs.
emies, took refuge at the altars of the Eumenides on
CoLCHi, the inhabitants of Colchis.
were
the Areopagus, and
Colchis, a country of Asia, having Iberia on the
spared by the piety of the
Athenians.
If, however, either must be rejected as a
east, the Euxine on the west, Caucasus on the north,
It is famous in poetic
fabrication, this last has certainly the slightef claim to and Armenia on the south.
credit.
After the death of Codrus, the nobles, taking legends as having been the land to which the Argoadvantage, perhaps, of the opportunity afforded by a nautic expedition was directed in quest of the golden
It corresponds at the
dispute between his sons, are said to have abolished fleece.
{Vid. Argonautae.)
Colchis
the title of king, and to have substituted for it that of
present day to what is called Mingrelia.
This new office was to be held for life, and abounded, according to Strabo, with fruit of every
archon.
then transmitted to the son of the deceased.
The kind, and every material requisite for navigation. Its
which had a
first of these hereditary archons was Medon, son of
only exceptionable produce was the honey,
Codrus, from whom the thirteen following archons bitter taste. The linen manufactured here was in high
were called Medontidse, as being his lineal descend- repute, and was made, according to Herodotus (2, 105),
ants.
ThirlvmWs Hist, of Greece, after the manner of Eg}'pt the two kinds, however,
{Vid. Archontes.
since the
vol. 1, p. 275, vol. 2, p. 15.)
being distinguished from each other by name,
CoELE (KoiAjy), or, the Hmlow, I. the northern di- Greeks called the Colchian by the name of Sardonian,
II. A quarter in the suburbs of but that which came from Egypt by the proper name
vision of Elis.
Cimon and Thu- of the country. This species of manufacture, together
Athens, appropriated to sepulchres.
{Herodot., with the dark complexion and crisped locks of the nacydides were both interred- in this place.
Plut., Vit. Cimon.
Pausan., 1, 23.) Coele tives, were so many arguments with the ancients to
6, 103.
is classed by Hesychius among the Attic demi or borprove them of Egyptian origin, independently of other
from their lanoughs. Col. Leake places, with great probability, this proofs drawn, according to Herodotus,
" to the south of the
The historian farther informs
hollow way or gate
acropolis, guage and mode of life.
near the gate of Lumbardhari, which answers to the us, that, being struck by the resemblance between the
Portae Melitenses."
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. Colchians and Egyptians, he inquired, from motives of
discovered that the Col2, p 336.)
curiosity, of both nations, and
CoELEsvRiA (Kot7>.77 'Zvpla), or, the "Hollow Sy- chians had more recollection of the Egyptians than
The Egyptians,
ria," a tract of country between the ranges of Libanus the Egyptians had of the Colchians.
and Antilibanus ; in Syria, and stretching inland from however, told him, that they believed the Colchians to
In have been descended from a part of the army of Se
the coast as far as the country around Damascus.

—

—

;

—

—

—
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behind by him in this quarter to guard the gions or wards into which Rome was divided by Sefwhen he was going on his Scythian expedition, vius Tullius. The other three were Palatina, 8ubuf
and who were finally established here as a military colo- rana, and Esquilina. {lAv., 6, 41. Id., 36, 10,—
sottris, left

—

passes

Another argument, in favour of the identity of the
Colchians and Egyptians, is drawn by Herodotus from

Plin., 34, 6.)

the singular circumstance of the rite of circumcision
(Compare Michaelis, Mos.
being common to both.
RcchL, vol. 4, () 185. -^Memcrs, in Comment. Soc.

is

ny.

207, seqq., p. 211, scqq.)
here given by Herodotus of the Colchians has elicited a great diversity of opinion among
modern scholars. Heeren, for example, thinks that
the Egyptian colony in Colchis owed its existence to
the Eastern custom of transplanting vanquished navol. 14, p.

Keg. Gotting.^
—
The account

other and more

whole or part, to
and he supposes the Colchian settlement to have been the result of some such transplantation by Nebuchadnezzar, or some other of the Asiatic
monarchs, who penetrated into Egypt. {Ideen, vol 1,
tions, either in

tant regions

dis-

;

Holstenius makes the Colchians
1, p. 405, not.)
have been a colony of Jews, transported to the
shores of the Euxine by some Assyrian king.
{Ep.
ad divers, ed. Boissonad., p. 510.) Michaelis views
them as of Syrian origin, led out from home after the
overthrow of the kingdom of Damascus.
{Mos. Recht.,

pt.

to

Ritter maintains a theory
18, not.)
(j 185, p.
He
altogether different from any of the preceding.
makes the Colchians of Indian origin, and in this
way explains their acquaintance with the manufacture
of Imen.
According to him they were a mercantile
colony, established on the shores of the Euxine for the
vol. 4,

traffic, and the very name of Sardonian,
as applied to the Colchian linen, he traces, along with
" fine
the term Sindon (StvdoJv,
linen"), to the land
of Serhind (Sind) or India.
(Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 35,

purposes of

seqq.)

CoLrAS Promontorium, a promontory of Attica,
about twenty stadia from Phalerum, and still retaining
its ancient name,
though occasionally designated by
Here was a temple consecrated
that of Trispyrgoi.
to Venus, another to the goddesses named Genetyllides
Strab., 398), and also chapels of
{Pausan., 1, 1.
Pan and Ceres. {Mcurs., de Pirao, c. 11, p. 574.)
Colias was also celebrated for its earthenware. {Plut.,
de Audit.
Op., ed. Reiske, vol. 6, p. 153.
Etym.

—

—

—

Mag. — Suid.)

CoLONiB, I. a city of Troas, north of Larissa. It
placed on the coast by Scylax and others.
Pliny,

it a
Strabo makes it
position inland.
the residence of a Thracian prince, who ruled over the
adjacent country, and also the island of Tenedos.

however, assigns

—

{Mannert, Geogr., yo\. 6, pt. 3, p. 466.)
of Mysia, in the territory of Lampsacus.

\2.— Strabo,

II.

A

town

{Arrian,

1,

589.)

CoLONiA Agbippina,

a city of

Germany, on the

Rhine.

{Vid. Agrippina III.)
CoLONUs, a demus of Attica, to the northwest of
It was named
the Academy, near Athens.
Hippeios,
from the altar erected there to the Equestrian Nepso
celebrated
is
rendered
the
and
tune,
by
play of
Sophocles {CEdipus at Colonus) as the scene of the
It was the native borough
last adventures of CEdipus.
of the poet, and is beautifully described by him in one
From Thucy did es
of the choruses of the same play.
we learn that Colonus was distant ten stadia from the
city, and that assemblies of the inhabitants were on
some occasions convened at the temple of Neptune.
8, 67.)

{Thucyd.,

Colophon, a city of Ionia, northwest of Ephesus.
It was founded by Andraemon, son of Codrus, and was
situate about two miles from the coast, its harbour,
called Notium, being connected with the city by means
of long walls.
Colophon was destroyed by Lysimachus, together with Lebedus, in order to swell the population of the new town he had founded at Ephesus.

{Pausan., 1, 9.—Diod. Sic., 20, 107.) The Colophonians are stigmatized by several ancient writers as
very effeminate and luxurious {Athenceus, 12, p. 526),
and yet Strabo says, that, at one period, this place
possessed a flourishing navy, and that its cavalry was
in such repute, that victory followed wherever they

were employed. Hence arose the proverb KoXo^wva
kizLTidevat, "to add a Colophonian," i. e., to put the
The scholiast on Plato,
finishing hand to an aflfair.
however, gives another explanation

of the

saying,

which appears somewhat more probable, though
authority

is

its

He

states, that the Colothe right of a double vote in the general

not so good.

Ritter indulges in some curious specColias, and finds in it a connecting link between the religious systems of the eastern
and western world. {Vorhalle, p. 54, seqq.)
CoLLATi.K, I. a town of Latium, to the north of Ga-

phonians had
assembly of the lonians, on account of the servi«e
they had rendered the confederacy by inducing the city

was rendered famous

{Schol. ad Plat. Thecetet., p. 319.)
parity of suffrages.
It arose from this old saying, that, in the early periods
of the art of printing, the account which the printer
gave of the place and date of the edition, being the

ulations on the

bii,

in

name

and colonized from Alba.

It

Roman

history by the self-immolation of the chaste
In the time of Strabo (229)
{Liv., 1, 58.)
little more than a village.
The ruins of this

Lucretia.
it

was

place are

still

to

has obtained the

be traced on a

name

hill,

which from thence

of Castellacio.

—

{Nibby, Viagtown of Apu-

of

Smyrna

to join

it.

Hence

enabled to decide points

left

they were frequently
undetermined from a

the end of the book, was called
city was one of the places which
contended for the birth of Homer, and was unquestionably the native place of Mimnermus and Hermesianax.
last thing printed at

the Colophon.

This

II. A
gio Anliqiiario, vol. 1, p. 240.)
lia, near Mount Garganus, now Collatini.
{Plin., 3,
It was also famed for its resin, whence the name of
Front., de Col.)
CoLLATiNus, L. Tarquinius, grandson of Aruns Colophony, otherwise called Spanish wax, and Grecian
elder brother of Tarquinius Priscus.
He derived his resin. {Cramcr''s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 357, seqq.)
surname from Collatia, where he resided, and with the
CoLoss.<gE, a large and flourishing city of Phrygia
CoUatinus was Pacatiana, in an angle formed by the rivers Lycus and
principality of which he was invested.
the husband of the celebrated Lucretia
Strabo speaks of the great profits accruing
and, after the Maeander.
One of the first Christian churchexpulsion of the Tarquins, he and Brutus were elected from its wool-trade.
the first consuls.
His relationship, however, to the es was established here, and one of St. Paul's epistles
excited
when
a law was 'was addressed to it.
In the tenth year of the reign of
distrust, and
Tarquin family
passed banishing the whole Tarquinian house, he was Nero, or about two years after the epistle of St. Paul

n.—

;

forced to lay

He

down

ended his days

his office
at

and depart from Rome.

Lavinium.

{Liv., 1, 60.

—

Id.,

2, 2.)

CoLLiNA,

I.

one of the gates of Rome, on Mount

Quirinalis, so called, a collibus Quirinali et Viminali.
It was called also
To this gate HanniQuirinalis.
bal rode up and threw a spear within the
{Ovid,

—

city.

Fisr., 4, 871.)

II.

The name

of one of the four re-

was sent, this city was nearly destroyed by an earthUnder the Byzantine emperors, Colossae,
quake.
for a more modem
being in a ruinous state, made way
town named Chonae, which was built at a short disSome remains of Colossae and its more
tance from it.
modern successor are to be seen near each other on the
site called

Khonas, or Kanassi, by the Turks.

delVs Seven Churches,

p.

{Arun-

92.)— Hierocles writes
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name

a reading

ot this place

given also

very probably, part of a work on agriculture, in four
books, which Columella had published as the first edition of that which we now have in twelve books.
On

Kohzoaai,
by
But HerodoSt. Paul's Epistles.
the
more
and
Strabo
tus, Xenophon,
give
customary
forms, and they have also on their side the evidence this supposition Cassiodorus was correct in saying
of coins, the authority of which is not to be disputed. that Columella had written a work in sixteen books on
rural economy.
This author appears to have been but
{Cramer" s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 44.)
Colossus, a celebrated brazen image at Rhodes, Uttle read. Among the ancients, Servius, Cassiodorus,
which passed for one of the seven wonders of the and Isidorus are the only ones that cite him. He
It was the workmanship of Chares, a pupil of fell into almost complete neglect after Palladius had
world.
(Vid. Palladius
Lysippus, who was employed twelve years in making made an abridgment of his work.
Its height was 105 Grecian feet
there were few II.)
Hence Vincent de Beauvais and Petrus de
it.
'•
dilipersons who could encompass the thumb with their Crescentiis, the latter of whom Schneider calls
arms, and its fingers were larger than most statues. geiitissimum vetenim reirusliccB scriptorum lectoreniy"
It was hollow, and in its cavities were large stones,
were not acquainted with him.
(Compare Script.
The style of
placed there to counterbalance its weight, and render Rei Rust., ed Schneider, vol. 2, p. 5.)
it steady on its pedestal.
The cost was 300 talents Columella is pure and elegant if any reproach can
(nearly $317,000), and the money was obtained from be made against him, it is that of being too studied in
the sale of the machines and military engines which his language on the subject of which he treats.
The
Demetrius Poliorcetes had left behind him when he best edition is that of Schneider, in the Scriplores
4
raised the siege of Rhodes.
vols.
8vo.
The
That
Rei Rusticee, Lips., 1794-97,
of
{Plin., 34, 18.)
Colossus is generally supposed to have stood with dis- Gesner is also in deservedly high repute. Lips., 1773,
tended legs upon the two moles which formed the 2 vols. 4to.
entrance of the harbour.
As the city, however, bad
Columns Herculis, "The Pillars of Hercules,"
two harbours, the main one, and a second one much a name often given to Calpe and Abyla, or the heights
The tradismaller, within which their fleets were secured, it on either side of the Straits of Gibraltar.
seems more natural to suppose that this Colossus was tion was, ttat the Mediterranean had no outlet in this
placed at the entrance of this latter one, inasmuch as quarter until Hercules broke through the mountain
the space between the legs at the base could not have barrier, and thus formed the present straits.
The
a space too narrow to be the rocky height on either side of the opening was fabled
greatly exceeded fifty feet
entrance to the main harbour.
There was a winding to have been placed there by him as a memorial of his
staircase to go up to the top of the statue, from whence achievement, and as marking the limits of his wanderone might discover Syria, and the ships that went to ings towards the west. {Vid. Calpe, Abyla, and MedIt was erected B.C. 300, and, after
Virg., Mn., 11,
Egypt.
Odyss., 4, 351.
having iterraneum Mare.
stood about fifty-six years, was broken off below the 262.)
knees, and thrown down by an earthquake.
CoLUTHDs, a native of Lycopolis in Egypt, sup(P/tn., /.
Eusebius says that this occurred in the second posed to have lived about the beginning of the sixth
c.)
but Polybius seems to century. He wrote a poem in six cantos, entitled " Colyear of the 139th Olympiad

numerous MSS. of

;

;

;

—

—

;

a

later, in the 140th Olympiad (5, 88).
writer adds, that the greater part of the
walls and docks were thrown down at the same time.
It remained in ruins for the space of 894 years; and
the Rhodians, who had received several large contributions to repair it, divided the money among them-

place

it

little

The same

and frustrated the expectations of the donors,
by saying that the oracle of Delphi forbade them to
raise it up again from its ruins.
In
{Strab., 652.)
selves,

the year 672 of the Christian era, it was sold, according to Cedrenus, by the Saracens, who were masters
of the island, to a Jewish merchant of Edessa, who
loaded 900 camels with the brass.
Allowing 800
pounds' weight for each load, the brass, after the diminution which it had sustained by rust, and
probably
by theft, amounted to about 720,000 pounds' weight.

The

city

of

Rhodes had, according

to

Pliny,

—

name

of the statue.

Columella

{Vorhalle, p.

(L. Junius Moderatus), an ancient
writer, born at Gades, in the reign of Augustus or Tiberius, and a contemporary, according to his own acThe elder Pliny also
count, of Seneca and Celsus.
His father, Marcus
frequently makes mention of him.
Columella, had possessions in the province of BaeThe son betook himself at an early period to
tica.
Rome, where he passed his life, with the exception of
a few journeys to Syria and Cilicia.
It is not ascertained whether he visited these latter countries as
a simple traveller, or on some mission of government, for we know nothing very particularly of the cirhave two works of his recumstances of his life.
*'
De Re Rustica,^^ in twelve
maining one, entitled
"
the
oooks
De Arboribus." This last made,
other,

We

:

;

He

any great degree of certitude, to have been the author
of a poem, in three hundred and eighty-five verses,
which bears the title of " the Rape of Helen" ('EAcvjyf
This most unfortunate imitation of Homer
dpnayfi).
commences with the nuptials of Peleus and Thetis.

The

poet goes on, without any animation, sentiment,
or grace whatsoever, to recount the judgment of Paris,
the voyage of this prince to Sparta, and the abduction
of Helen, which takes place after the first interview.

This poem of Coluihus was discovered by Cardinal
The
Bessarion along with that of Quintus Smyrn«us.
best editions are, that of Van Lennep, Leovard, 1747,
8vo, improved by Shaeffer, Lips., 1825, 8vo, and that
of Bekker, Berol., 1816, 8vo.

CoMAGENE.

100

other colossuses, of inferior size, in its different quarters.
Compare the remarks of Ritter in relation to
the worship of the sun, which prevailed in the earliest periods of Rhodes, and the connexion between
this and the Colossus.
He finds also his accustomed
root (Col-) in the
104, seqq.)

as well as other pieces that
ydoniacs*'' (Ka2v^wvt/cd),
is believed also, though without
are now lost.

CoMANA
tica, to

Vid.

(orum),

distinguish

I.
it

Commagene.
a city of Pontus, surnamed Ponfrom the Cappadocian city of the

same name. It was situate to the northeast of Zela,
and not far from the source of the Iris. (Strabo, 547.)
This place was celebrated for the worship of the goddess Mk, supposed to answer to the Bellona of the
West. She was likewise revered with equal honours
Cappadocian Comana. The priesthood attachtemple was an office of the highest emolument and dignity, and was sought after by kings and
The city itself was large and populous, and
princes.
The
kept up a considerable traffic with Armenia.
festivals of the goddess, which were held twice a year,
drew thither an immense concourse from the surrounding countries and towns, as well as from more distant
There were no less than 6000 slaves attached
parts.
to the service of the temple, and most of these were
in the

ed

to the

Hence it was remarked, that the citizens
were generally addicted to pleasure, and the town
The
itself was styled by some the little Corinth.
When the
chief produce of the country was wine.
a
report
Romans, under LucuUus, invaded Pontus,
courtesans.

COM

COM

was spread, probably by Miihradates, that they were who was
[

come

express purpose of plundering the shrine
ofComana. {Cic, Or. pro Leg. Maml.,^ 9.) Some
remains, at the present day, not far from Tokat, under
the name of Komanak, sufficiently indicate the ancient
•ite.

—

II.

for the

{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. i., p. ^^07, seq.)
city of Cappadocia, on the river Sarus, and

A

It was
the principal place in the district of Cataonia.
celebrated, like its Pontic namesake (No. I.), for the
worship of M^, the Cappadocian Bellona. The popu-

lation

consisted,

in

a great degree, of soothsayers,

priests, and slaves,
the latt«r of these

belonging to the sacred institution;
amounted, in the time of Strabo,
to more than 6000 of both sexes.
These belonged
exclusively to the high-priest, who stood next in rank
to the Kmg of Cappadocia, and was generally chosen
from the royal family.
The territory annexed to the
temple was very considerable, and furnished a large

at last slain

A

by his soldieis for his severity.

conspiracy against the life of Commodus having
failed, was followed by a long succession of judicial
murders, to gratify the vengeance of the cowardly and
vindictive tyrant.
He was next threatened by a new
danger disaffection had spread over the legions, and
an attempt of Maternus, a private soldier, who headed
a band of deserters, and projected the assassination ol
Commodus during the celebration of the festival ol
Cybele, was so ably conceived, that he must have been
successful but for the treachery of an accomplice.
But
neither duty nor danger could draw Commodus from
the sports of gladiators or the pleasures of debauchery.
Oleander, a Phrygian slave, soon succeeded to the
place and influence of Perennis, and for three years
the empire groaned beneath his cruelty and rapacity.
At length a new insurrection burst forth, which nothing
could allay, the praetorian cavalry being defeated in the
streets by the populace, until the head of Oleander
:

income for the pontiff (Ctc, Ep. ad Fam., 15, 4.)
It was asserted that the worship of Bellona, like that was, by the emperor's command, thrown to the insurof Diana Tauropolus, had been brought from Tauris gents. In the mean time, Commodus was indulging his
by Orestes and Iphigenia, and it was even pretended base tastes and appetites, not only by gross sensuality,

had deposited within the temple his but by endeavouring to rival the gladiators in their
mourning locks (KOfiTjv), whence the city was called sanguinary occupation. Being a very skilful archer,
Comana. {Strab.,5S5.) These, of course, are fables and of great personal strength, he delighted in killing
of Greek invention.
The Bellona of Comana was wild beasts in the amphitheatre, and thus pretending
that the former

probably no other than the Anaitis of the Persians
and Armenians, and perhaps the Agdistis and Cybele
of the Phrygians.
The Cappadocian Comana was distinguished from the Pontic by the epithet of Xpva^.
The Turkish town of El Bostan is thought to represent the ancient city.
{Kinneir's Travels, Append.,
Cramer''s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 138, seqq.)
p. 560.

—

CoMARiA PROMONTORiuM,

a

promontory forming the

southern extremity of India intra Gangem.
It is now
Cape Camorin (or Comari). Al-Edrissi, the Arabian
geographer, confounds this cape with Comar, or the
island of Madagascar.
{Arrian, Pcripl. Mar. Erythr.

— Vincent's Anc.

Commerce, vol. 2, p 498.)
a district of Syria, in the northeastern
extremity of that country, bounded on the north by
Mount Taurus, on the west by Amanus, on the east
by the Euphrates, and on the south by Cyrrhestica.
Its chief city was Samosata.
This tract of country
had at one time rulers of its own, but became a Ro-

CoMMAGENE,

In the gladiatorial
to rival the prowess of Hercules.
contests, he publicly engaged so often, that he was
the conqueror in 735 combats.
Though luxurious in
his dress, frequently resorting to the baths eight times
in the day, scattering gold dust in his hair, and, from
the fear of admitting the approach of a razor in the

hand of another, singing off his beard, he was espeproud of exhibitions of personal strength, and
frequently butchered victims with his own hands in the

cially

garb of a sacrificer.
Among the flatteries of the obsequious senate, none pleased him more than the vote
which styled him the Hercules of Rome, not even that
which annexed to him the titles of Pius and Felix*
or which offered to abolish the name of the eternal
city, and substitute for it Colonia Commodiana !
After thirteen years of unmitigated oppression, his
favourite Martia ultimately became the instrument by
which the Roman world was delivered from its odious
master.
She discovered, from some private notes of

—

man province under Domitian. Its modern name is Commodus, that herself, Lastus the praetorian praefect,
Camash or Kamask. (Plin 5, 12. Eutrop., 7, 19. and Electrus the chamberlain, were on the list devoted
Amm. Marcell., 14, 26.) The name often occurs to death a conspiracy was immediately formed, Maras Comagene, but the more correct form is Comma- tia administered poison to the emperor, and, lest the

—

,

—

:

(Consult Rasche, Lex. Ret Num., vol. 2, col. measure should not prove effectual, the deed was com723)
pleted by suflTocation, A.D. 192.
(Lamprid., Vit.
CoMMODCs, L. AoRELius Antoninus, son and suc- Com. Encyclop. Metropol., div. 3, vol. 2, p. 684.)
cessor of M. Aurelius Antoninus, ascended the imCoMPSA, a city of Samnium, on the southern conThe reign of this prince is a fines of the Hirpini. It revolted to Hannibal after the
perial throne A.D. 180.

gene.

—

scene of guilt and misery, which the historian contemplates with disgust, and is glad to dismiss with
He appears, indeed, to have inherited all the
brevity.
rices of his mother Faustina
and his father, in selectfor
his successor, allowed the feelings of the
him
ing
Darent to triumph over the wisdom of the magistrate.
;

He

had accompanied his father on the expedition
against the Marcomanni and Quadi, but no sooner was
Aurelius dead than his degenerate son became anxious
to proceed to Rome, and soon concluded a hasty and
disgraceful peace with the very barbarians
father was on the point of completely

whom

his

subjugating

when he was

cut off by disease.
Notwithstanding the
care which Antoninus had bestowed upon his education,
Commodus was ignorant to an extreme degree, having
neither abilities nor inclination for profiting by the im-

battle of Cannae, and it was here that this
general left
all his
baggage and part of his army when

advancing
towards Campania.
{Liv 23, 1.) Compsa was retaken by the Romans under Fabius two years afterward.
Velleius Paterculus says,
{Liv., 24, 20.)
,

that Milo, the opponent of Clodius, met his death before the walls of Compsa, which he was at that time

besieging {Veil. Paterc, 2, 68); but, according to
Caesar and Pliny, this event took place near Cossa in
Lucania.
The modern Conza occupies the site of the
ancient city.
{Cramer''s Anc. Italy, vol 2, p. 253.)
CoMUM, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, at the southern
It
extremity of the Lacus Larius, or Lago di Como.
was originally a Gallic settlement, and continued to be

an inconsiderable place until a Greek colony was established here by Pompeius Strabo and Cornelius
example and instruction. On his return to Rome Scipio, and subsequently by Julius Caesar. Comum
Eerial
e speedily showed the bias of his natural
Novum Comum. {Stradisposition, thenceforth took the name of
Porcacchi Nobilta della Citta di Como, vol.
giving himself up to unrestrained indulgence in the bo, 212.
That he might do so without impedi- 1, p. 10.) The enemies of Caesar, among whom were
grossest vices.
ment, he intrusted all power to Perennis, prsefect of the consuls 01. Marcellus and L. Cornelius Lentulus,
the praetorian guard, a man of stem and cruel
and used every endeavtemper, appear to have taken the lead,

—

J07

CON

CON

our to ruin the colony, and even went so far as to propose a law which should deprive it of its municipal
rights.
(Appian, Bell. Civ., 2, 26.— Plut., Vii. Cas.
If they succeeded in their
Suet., Vit. Jul., 28.)
since we may
designs, it was only for a short time
collect from the letters of the younger Pliny, who was
born at Comum, that his native city was in his time in
a very flourishing stale, and in the enjoyment of all

The plan was approved of
Agesilaus from the East.
by the King of Persia, and Conon, at the head of a
Persian fleet, B.C. 398, attacked the Spartan admiral
Pisander near Cnidus, and defeated him, with the loss
of the greater part of his ships.
Lacedaemon immediately lost the empire of the sea, and her power in Asia
Minor ceased. Conon thereupon, after ravaging the

—

;

the privileges which belonged to a Roman corporation,
independently of the prosperity and affluence it would
naturally derive from the peculiar advantages of its
situation.

{Plin., Ep., 3,

Q.—ld.
Como.

Comum is now

4, 24. )
Italy, vol. I, p. 60.)
ibid.

,

ibid., 4,
(

id.— Id.

Cramer'' s Anc.

CoNCANi, a people of Spain, among the Cantabri.
According to Horace (0</e, 3, 4, 34), they delighted
in mingling the blood of horses with their drink.
This
same trait is mentioned by SiUus Italicus (3, 360,
seqq.), who makes them of Scythian origin, tracing
them up to the parent stock of the Massagetae. Strabo
likewise speaks of a resemblance between them and
the Scythians in certain customs.
The Scythian Massagetae, according to
seqq.),

Dionysius Periegetes (v. 743,
drank milk mixed with horse's blood which is
;

also ascribed to the Geloni by Virgil {Georg., 3, 463) ;
while Pliny states, that the Sarmatae mixed millet with

the milk of mares, or with the blood drawn out of their
Their chief town, Concana, is now called Sanlegs.

{Virg., G., 3, 463.— (Sz7.
Od., 3, 4, 34.)
CoNDRusi, a people of Gallia Belgica, to the south
Their country answers at the presof the Eburones.
tilana, or
Ital., 3,

ent

Cangas

de Onis.

361.—Horat.,

to

day

the

archdeaconry of

Condros, forming

—

{C<bs., B. G., 2, 4.
part of the bishopric oi Liege.
Lemaire, Ind. Geogr. ad C<zs., vol. 4, p. 239.)
CoNFLUENTEs, a city of the Treviri, at the con-

fluence of the Moselle and Rhine, now Coblentz.
in the time of the Romans, was the station
of the first legion ; and afterward became the residence of the successors of Charlemagne. {Anton.,

This town,

Itin.—Tab. Peut.—Cas., B. G.,
cell.,

4,

15.—Amm. Mar-

16, 3.)

CoNiMBRicA, a town of Lusitania, near the seacoast,
Munda, now Coimbra in modern Portugal.

on* the river

As

regards the termination of the ancient name {-brica),
consult remarks under the article Mesembria.
CoNON, I. a distinguished Athenian commander,
was one of the generals who succeeded Alcibiades in
the command of the fleet during the Peloponnesian
war.
Having engaged with Callicratidas, the Spartan admiral, he lost thirty vessels, and was compelled
to take shelter in the harbour of Mytilene, where he

was blockaded by
by the Athenians
length from this

his opponent.
The victory gained
at the Arginusae released him at

situation.
Being subsequently appointed along with five others to the command of a
powerful fleet, he proceeded to the Hellespont, where
Lysander had charge of the Lacedaemonian squadron.
The negligence of his fellow-commanders, the result
of overweening confidence in their own strength, led

to the fatal defeat at

Athenian

fleet

^gos

Potamos, and the whole

was taken, except nine vessels of Co-

non's division, with eight of which, thinking that the
war was now desperate, he sailed to Salamis in the
island

of Cyprus.

The

ninth

Athens with the tidings of the

vessel

was

sent

to

j

coasts of Laconia, returned to Attica, rebuilt the city
walls as well as those of the Piraeus, with means which
had been furnished by Phamabazus, and gave on this
occasion a public entertainment to all the Athenians.
The Lacedaemonians, dispirited by the success of Conon, and alarmed at the re-establishment of the Athenian fortifications, sent Antalcidas to Tiribazus, one
of the Persian generals, to negotiate a peace.
The

Athenians, on their part, deputed Conon and some
others to oppose this attempt ; but Tiribazus being
favourably inclined towards Sparta, and in all probabiUty jealous of Phamabazus, imprisoned Conon, under the pretext that he was endeavouring to excite an

The Persian king,
however, disapproved of the conduct of his satrap, and
Conon was released. The latter thereupon returned
to the island of Cyprus, where he fell sick and died,
about B.C. 390.
His remains were conveyed to
Athens.
Xen., Hist. Gr., 1, 4,
{Corn. Ncp., in Vit.
insurrection in .^olis and Ionia.

—

&.c.—Diod. Sic, 13, 78.— Id.,
14, 83, &c.)-— II. A native of Samos, disNone
tinguished as an astronomer and geometrician.
he is mentioned, howof his works have reached us
ever, with eulogiums, by Archimedes, Virgil, Seneca,
Conon lived between about 300 and 260
and others.
Apollonius, in the fourth book
years before our era.
of his Conic Sections, does not speak as favourably of
him as Archimedes has done. He thinks that many of
his demonstrations might be rendered more concise.
This is nearly all that we know respecting Conon as a
He is mentioned as an astronomer by one
geometer.
of the commentators on Ptolemy, who speaks of his
having made observations in Italy. Seneca {Qucest.
Nat., 7, 3) informs us, that he had made out a list of
the eclipses of the sun that had been visible in Egypt.
He is mentioned also by Virgil {Eclog., 3, 40), and
by Catullus in his translation of the Greek poem of
The Greek
Callimachus, on the tresses of Berenice.
piece itself, in which he bore a conspicuous part, is
Delambre expresses considlost.
{Vid. Berenice.)
erable doubt as to the correctness of the story, which
makes Conon to have named a new constellation after

10.—Id. ib.,
14, 39.— Id.,

2, 1, 21,

;

the locks of the Egyptian queen. {Delambre, in Biogr.
Univ., vol. 9, p. 427.)
CoNSENTEs, the name which the Romans gave to
the twelve superior deities, or Dii Majorum Gentium.
The best derivation of the name is that which traces
verb conso, " to adit to the
participle of the obsolete
vise" or " counsel," the Dii Consentes being they
who formed the council of the sky. {Voss., Etym., s.
their names in the two folEnnius has
V.)

expressed
lowing lines
"
Juno, Vesta, Ceres, Diana, Minerva, Venus, Man,
Mercurius, Jovi\ Neptunus, Vulcanus, Apollo.'*
:

{Ennii, Fragm., ed. Hessel,

p.

164.

— Compare

Co-

lumna, ad loc.)
CoNSENTiA, a town of the Brutii, the capital of that
at the
people according to Strabo (255), and situated
It was taken by Hansources of the river Crathis.

In Cyprus,
Conon remained at the court of Evagoras, watching
for an opportunity to prove of service to his country. nibal after the surrender of Petilia {Liv., 23, 30), but
Such a state of affairs soon presented itself. The again fell into the hands of the Romans towards the
Lacedaemonians, having no more rivals in Greece, sent end of the war. {Liv., 29, 38.) It is now repreto make war upon sented by Cosenza.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.
Agesilaus with an army into Asia,
Conon immediately repaired to 434.)
the Persian king.
CoNSTANS, a son of Constantine. {Vid. ConstanPhamabazus, the satrap of Lydia and Ionia, aided him
with his counsels, and suggested to him the idea of tinus.)
CoNSTANTifA, a granddaughter of Constantine, who
exciting the Thebans and other Grecian communities
agamst Sparta, so as to compel that state to recall married the Emperor Gratian.

368

defeat.

CON
CoNSTANTiNA, a

priuccss,

CONSTANTINUS.

wife

of the

Emperor

^iallus.

struggle, Galerius conferred the title of emperor orj
his fncnd Licinius ; and thus there were at once six

Vtd Byzantium.
pretenders to the sovereignty of the empire, nameConstantInus (Caius Flavius Valerius Aurclius ly, Galerius and Licinius, Maximian and his son MaxClaudius), surnanied the Great, son of the Emperor entius, Maximin, who had been nominated Caesar
Constanlius Chlorus, was born A.D. 272, or, according by Galerius, and Constantine, the son and successor
to some authorities, A.D. 274, at Naisus, a city of Da- of Constantius.
Among these rivals Constantine
cia Mediterranea.
When Constantine's father was possessed a decided superiority in prudence and abilCoNSTANTiNOi'OLis.

associated in the government by Dioclesian, the son
was retained at court as a kind of hostage, but was
treated with great kindness at first, and was allowed
several opportunities of distinguishing himself.
After
the abdication of Dioclesian, Constantius and Gale-

were elevated to the rank of Augusii, while two
Caesars, Severus and Maiimin, were appointed
second them.
Constantine was not called to the

rius

new
to

succession.

Dioclesian, partial to Galerius, his sonin-law, had left the nomination of the two new Caesars to the latter
and the son of Constantius, whose
;

popularity and talents had excited the jealousy of
Galerius, and whose departure, although earnestly so-

by his father, was delayed from time to time
under the most frivolous pretences, with difficulty at
licited

length obtained permission to join his parent in the

West, and only escaped the machinations of the emperor by travelling with his utmost speed until he
reached the western coast of Gaul.
He came just in
time to join the Roman legions, which were about to
sail under his father's command to Britain, in order to
make war upon the Caledonians. Having subdued
the northern barbarians, Constanlius returned to York,
where he died in the month of July, in the year 306.
Galerius, sure of the support of his two creatures, the
Cajsars, had waited impatiently for the death of his
colleague, to unite the whole Roman empire under his
individual sway.
But the moderation and justice of
Constantius had rendered him the more dear to his
soldiers from the contrast of these
qualities with the
At the moment of his death, the
ferocity of his rival.
legions stationed at York, as a tribute of gratitude and
affection to his

memory, and, according

to

some,

at his

dying request, saluted his son Constantine with the
title of Caesar, and decorated him with the
purple.

Whatever resentment Galerius felt at this, he soon
As
perceived the danger of engaging in a civil war.
the eldest of the emperors, and the
representative of
Dioclesian, he recognised the authority of the colHe asleague imposed upon him by the legions.
signed unto him the administration of Gaul and Britain, but gave him only the fourth rank among the
rulers of the empire, and the title of Caesar.
Under
this official appellation, Constantine administered the
prefecture of Gaul for six years (A.D.

306-312),
perhaps the most glorious, and certainly the most virtuous, period of his life.— The title and rank of

Auguswhich his soldiers had conferred upon Constanbut
which
Galerius
had
not allowed him to retine,
tain, the latter gave to Severus, one of his own Caesars.
This dignity had been expected by Maxentius, son of
tus,

the abdicated Emperor Maximian, the former
colleague
of Dioclesian.
Indignant at his disappointment, Maxentius caused himself to be
his

proclaimed emperor by
army ; and, to colour his usurpation, he induced his
father to leave his retreat and resume the
imperial title.
A scene of contention followed, scarcely
paralleled in the annals of Rome.
Severus marched against
the two usurpers; but was abandoned
his
own
by

and was
and

troops, yielded,

slain.

Galerius

levied

a

marched into Italy against Maxarmy,
imian and Maxentius, who,
dreading his power, retired to Gaul, and endeavoured to
procure the support
of Constantine.
This politic prince did not consider
it
to
a
war at that time, and for
expedient
provoke
no better cause; and Galerius
having withdrawn
from Italy and returned to the
East, Maximian and
Maxentius returned to Rome. To aid him in the

great

AAA

The harsh temities, both military and political.
per of Maximian soon led to a quarrel between him
and his son Maxentius. Quitting Rome, he went to
Gaul, to Constantine, who had become his son-in-law
when he and his son were endeavouring to make head
Here also Maximian found himself
against Galerius.
disappointed of that power which he so greatly longed
to possess, and,

having plotted against Constantme,
Galerius died not
to death.
long after, leaving his power to be divided between
and there were
his Caesars Maximin and Licinius

was detected and put

;

now

four competitors for the empire, Constantine,
Maxentius speedMaxentius, Maximin, and Licinius.

with Constantine, who
ily provoked open hostilities
marched at the head of a powerful army towards Rome.
It was while Constantine was proceeding on this momentous expedition that he made an open and public

Before that
in favour of Christianity.
time, the persecuting edicts of Dioclesian had been
and
forbearance
the
much mitigated by
leniency of
Constantius ; and Constantine not only followed his
declaration

father's

example

in

being merciful to the persecuted

Christians, but even showed them some marks of positive favour.
Very considerable numbers of them, in
consequence, flocked to his standard, and swelled the

Their peaceful, orderly, and faithful
ranks of his army.
conduct, contrasting most favourably with the turbulent and dissolute behaviour of those who formed the
mass of common armies, won his entire confidence.
To what extent this led Constantine to form a favourble opinion of Christianity, or inclined him to view
with esteem and respect the tenets which had produced
How far his
results, cannot be ascertained.
avowed reception of Christianity was influenced by
how
far
the prudence of the politician,
by the convicThe
tion of the convert, it is impossible to determine.
accounts of his dream and his vision (vid. Labarum),
which united to enforce his trust in Christianity, bear

such

much

the aspect of fiction, or of having been the
consequences of mental anxiety, brooding intensely on the possible results of a great religious revtoo

illusive

olution, to be woven into the narrative of sober history.
This, at least, is certain : Constantine caused the cross
to be
employed as the imperial standard, and advanced
After the armies of Maxwith it to promised victory.
entius, led by his generals, had sustained two suc-

cessive defeats, that emperor himself, awakening from
his sensual and inactive life at Rome, advanced against
his formidable assailant, and met him near the little

Cremera, about nine miles from the city. Maxentius lost the day, after a bloody conflict, and, in endeavouring to enter the city by the Milvian bridge,
river

was

precipitated into the Tiber,

where he perished.

Rome with

acclamations ;
and an
Africa acknowledged him, as well as Italy
edict of religious toleration, issued at Milan, extended
the advantages, hitherto enjoyed by- Gaul alone, to
After a brief stay at Rome, duthis prefecture also.
the senate their authority,
ring which he restored to
disbanded the praetorian guard, and destroyed their forawed the
tified camp, from which they had so long
to the empire, Constantme procity and given rulers
ceeded to Illyricum to meet Licinius, with whom he
had formed a secret league before marching against
Maxentius. The two emperors met at Milan, where
of Licinius
their alliance was ratified by the marriage

Constantine was received

at

;

to Constantine's sister.

During

this

calm interview,

Constantine prevailed upon Licmius to repeal the per-
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secutmg edicts of Dioclesian, and to issue a new one,
by which Christianity was encouraged, its teachers
were honoured, and its adherents advanced to places

father of Constantine the Great, merited the title of
Caesar, which he obtained, by his victories in Britain
and Germany. He became the colleague of Galerius

of trust and
in the state.
After the overinfljience
throw of Maximin by Licinius, and his death at Nicomedia, Constantine and his brother-in-law were now
the only two that remained of the six competitors for
the empire
and the peace between them, which had
seemed to be established on so firm a basis, was soon

on the abdication of Dioclesian
and, after bearing
humane and benevolent prince, he
died at York, and had his son for his successor, A.D.
306.
II. The third son of Constantine the Great.
III. The father of Julian and
{Vid. Constantinus.)
Gallus, was son of Constantius by Theodora, and died
IV. A Roman general, who married PlaA.D. 337.
cidia, the sister of Honorius, and was proclaimed emHe
peror, an honour he enjoyed only seven months.
died universally regretted, 421 A.D., and was succeeded by his son Valentinian in the West.
CoNsuALiA, the festival of the god Consus. {Vid.

;

interrupted
first

by a

for sole

strife

supremacy.

In the

war (A.C. 315) Constantine wrested Illyricum

from his competitor.
After an interval of eight years
the contest was renewed.
Licinius was beaten before
Adrianople, the 3d July, 323, and Constantine the
Great was recognised as sole master of the Roman

—

The seat of empire was now transferred to
Byzantium, which took from him the name of ConSeveral edicts were issued for the supstantinople.
pression of idolatry ; and their churches and property
restored to the Christians, of which they had been deworld.

;

the character of a

—

—

—

Consus.)

CoNsuLEs, two chief magistrates at Rome, chosen
The otRce commenced afannually by the people.
ter the e.xpulsion of the kings, and the first two consuls were L. Junius Brutus and L. Tarquinius ColA re-construction latinus, A.U.C. 244. In the first ages of the republic
prived during the last persecution.
of the empire was effected
the
two consuls were always chosen from patrician
upon a plan entirely new,
and this renovated empire was pervaded by the worship families ; but the people obtained the privilege, A.U.C.
and the institutions of Christianity. That much of 388, of electing one of the consuls from their own
the policy of the statesman was mixed
up with this body ; and sometimes both were plebeians. The first
It was
patronage of the new religion can easily be imagined. consul from the plebeians was L. Sextius.
But still it would be wrong to make him, as some have required that every candidate for the consulship should
done, a mere hypocrite and dissembler.
The state of be forty-three years of age. He was always to aphis religious
knowledge, as far as we have any means pear at the election as a private man, without a retiof judging, was certainly
very inadequate and imper- nue ; and it was requisite, before he canvassed for the
fect ; but he was well aware of the characters of the oflice, to have discharged the inferior functions of

—

two

conflicting religions, Christianity and Paganism,
and the purity of the former could not but have made
some impression upon his mind. The private character of Constantine has suffered, in the
eyes of posterity, from the cruel treatment of Crispus, his son by his
first wife, whom he had made the
partner of his empire
and the commander of his armies.
Crispus was at the
head of the administration in Gaul, where he gained
the hearts of the people.
In the wars against Licinius
he had displayed singular talents, and had secured victo
the
arms
of
his
father.
tory
But, from that moment,
a shameful and unnatural jealousy stifled
every paternal
He detained
feeling in the bosom of the monarch.
in
his
surrounded
him
with
Crispus
palace,
spies and
informers, and at length, in the month of July, 326,
ordered him to be arrested in the midst of a grand
festival, to be carried off to Pola in Istria, and there
A cousin of Crispus, the son of Liciniput to death.
us and Constantine's sister, was at the same time sent,
without trial, without even accusation, to the block.
His mother implored in vain, and died of grief. Fausta, the daughter of Maximian, the wife of Constantine,
and the mother of the three princes who succeeded
him, was shortly after stifled in the bath by order of
her husband.
Constantine died at the age of sixty-

—

—

three, at

Nicomedia, May 22, 337, after a reign of
thirty-one years from the death of his father, and of
fourteen from the conquest of the empire.
(Hetherington. Hist, of

Rome,

p.

Roman Empire,

of the

tropol., din. 3, vol. 3,

p.

236, seqq.

— Sismondi, Fall

—
—

76, seqq.
Encyclop. MeConstantine left
74, seqq.)

p.

three sons, Constantine, Constans, and Constantius,
among whom he divided his empire. The first, who

had Gaul, Spain, and Britain for his portion, was conquered by the armies of his brother Constans, and
killed in the twenty-fifth year of his age,

A.D. 340.

Magnentius, the governor of the provinces of Rhaetia,
murdered Constans in his bed, after a reign of thirteen
and Constantius, the only surviving brother,
years
;

now become

the sole emperor, A.t). 353, punished his

brother's murderer, and gave
He visited Rome,
pression.

way

to cruelty

and op-

where he displayed a
triumph, and died in his march against Julian, who had
been proclaimed emperor by his soldiers.
Constantius, I. Chlorus, son of Eutropius, and
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quaestor,

aedile,

and praetor.
Sometimes, however,
were disregarded. M. Valerius

these qualifications

Corvus was made a consul in his twenty-third year ;
Scipio Africanus the Elder in his twenty- fourth, and
T. Quinctius Flamithe Younger in his thirty-eighth
ninus when not quite thirty ; Pompey before he was
full thirty-six.
The consuls were at the head of the
whole republic ; all the other magistrates were subject
to them, except the tribunes of the commons.
They
assembled the people and senate, laid before them
what they pleased, and executed their decrees. The
;

—

laws which they proposed and got passed were usually
called by their name.
They received all letters from
the governors of provinces, and from foreign kings and
The year
states, and gave audience to ambassadors.
was named after them, as it used to be at Athens from
one of the archons. Their insignia were the same
with those of the kings (except the crown), namely,
the toga pratexta, sella curulis, the sceptre or ivory
and twelve lictors with the fasces and securis.

staff,

went before only one of
for a month alterA public servant, called accensus, went benately.
He
fore the other consul, and the lictors followed.
who was eldest, or had most children, or who was first
had
the
elected, or had most suffrages,
fasces first.

Within the

city, the

the consuls, and

lictors

that

commonly

When

the consuls commanded different armies, each
the fasces and securis ; but when they
both commanded the same army, they commonly had
them for a day alternately. Valerius Poplicola took

of

them had

away

the securis from the fasces, i. e., he took from
power of life and death, and only left
Out of the city, howthe right of scourging.

the consuls the

them

when invested with military command, they retained the securis, i. e., the right of punishing capiever,

Their provinces used anciently to be decreed
by the senate after the consuls were elected or had
But by the Sempronian law,
entered on their oflSce.
passed A.U.C. 631, the senate always decreed two
tally.

provinces to the future consuls before their election,
which they, after entering upon their oflSce, divided
by lot or agreement. Sometimes a certain province
was assigned to some one of the consuls, both by the
senate and people, and sometimes again the people
reversed what the senate had decreed respecting the

COP

COP
No one could be consul two following
provinces.
must have elapsed preyears ; an interval of ten years
vious to the second application ; yet this regulation
was sometimes broken, and we find Marius re-elected
consul, after the expiration of his office, during the
Cimbrian war. The office of consul became a mere
matter of form under the emperors
although, as far
as appearance went, they who filled the station inhad
before been
dulged in much greater pomp than
;

they wore the loga picfa or palmata, and
customary
had then fasces wreathed with laurel, which used formerly to be done only by those who triumphed. They
also added the sccuris or axe to the fasces of their lietors.
Caisar introduced a custom, which became a
common one after his time, of appointing consuls for
:

—

The object was to gratify a
merely a part of a year.
Those chosen
larger number of political partisans.
on the first day of January, however, gave name to
the year, and were called ordinarii; the rest were
termed svffccti. Under Commodus tliere were no
less than twenty-five consuls in the course of a single
year.

Constantme renewed the

original institution,

and permitted the consuls to be a whole year

in office.

CoNsus, a Roman deity, the god of counsel, as his
name denotes. His altar was in the Circus Maximus,
and was always covered, except on his festival-day,
the 18th August, called Consualia.
Horse and chariot
races were celebrated on this occasion, and the working-horses, mules, and asses were crowned with flowers, and allowed to rest.
Pint.,
{Dion. Hal., 1, 33.
Hence Consus has probably been
Quast. Rom., 48.)
confounded with Neptunus Equestris. It was at the
Consiialia that the Sabine maidens were carried off by

—

I.
c.
Fortunately for th«»
Stcph. Byz., V. c.)
Boeotians, nature had supplied several subterranean
canals, by which the waters of the lake found their

bo,

Strabo supposes they
Their number is uncertain ; but Dodwell, who seems to have inquired
minutely into the subject, was informed by the natives
that there were as many as fifteen.
He himself only
observed four, one at the foot of Mount Pious, near
Acrasphia, which conveys the waters of Copais to the
Lake Hylica, a distance of about two miles. The other

way

into

the sea of Euboea.

were caused by earthquakes.

kalabothra, as they are called by the modern Greeks,
Dodwel
are on the northeastern side of the lake.
speaks of these subterranean canals as being in a cal-

careous rock, of a hard though friable quality, and full
of natural caverns and fissures.
y^DodweWs Tour, vol.
In consequence of some obstructions in
1, p. 238.)
these outlets, an attempt was made to cleanse them in
the time of Alexander, and for this purpose square pits
in the rock in the supposed direction of this
underground stream. Mr. Raikes saw some of these

were cut

—

WalpoWs Memoirs, vol.
remaining. {MS. Journal.
1, p. 304.)
According to Dodwell (vol. 1, p. 240),
" the
feet square ;
these
size
of
pits is four
general
the depth varies according to the unevenness of the
ground under which the water

is

conducted

to its out-

impossible to penetrate into these deep recesses, which are most of them filled with stones or
overgrown with bushes ; but it would not be difficult to
ascertain their depth, and their direction might be
traced by following the shafts, which extend nearly
to the sea."
Mr. Raikes gives the following account
'*
From
of the outlets where they empty into the sea.
the mouth of the Larmi I rode along its banks, until,
the Romans.
(Keightley^s Mythology, p. 529.)
Cop.*:, a small town of Boeotia, on the northern in about three miles, I came to a spot covered with
shore of the Lake Copais, and giving name to that rocks and bushes, in the middle of which the whole
It was a town of considerable anriver burst with impetuosity from holes at the foot
piece of water.
tiquity, being noticed by Homer in the Catalogue of of a low cliff, and immediately assumed the form of a
Above this source there is a
the ships.
502
Pausanias
remarks here the considerable stream.
)
(//.,2,
small plain under cultivation, bounded to the west by
temples of Bacchus, Ceres, and Serapis (9, 24.
Compare Thucyd., 4, 9i.—Strab., 406 and 410). Sir a range of low rocky hills. From these a magnificent
W. Gell points out, to the north of Karditza (the an- view of the Copaic Lake and the mountains of PhoThe same writer recient Acrsephia), *' a triangular island, on which are cis presents itself to the eye."
the walls of the ancient Copse, and more distant, on marks, that "when the undertaking for clearing the
another island, the village of Topolias, which gives the katabothra, in the time of Alexander, was proposed,
{GelVs Itin., p. 143.) the rich and flourishing towns of the plain were represent name to the lake."
And Dodwell speaks of a low insular tongue of land duced to a state of desolation by the encroachments of
projecting from the foot of Ptous, and covered with the lake, and under the despondency occasioned by a
the ruins of a small ancient city, the walls of which universal monarchy, sunk into complete decay.
At
are seen encircling it to the water's edge.
{DodwclVs present the rising of the waters in winter has turned
a great portion of the richest soil in the world into a
Tour, vol. 2, p. 56.)
Copais Lacus, a lake of Boeotia, which, as Strabo morass, and, should any permanent internal obstruction
informs us, received different appellations from the occur in the stream, the whole of this fertile plain might
different towns situated along its shores.
At Haliarbecome included in the limits of the Copaic
tus it was called Haliartius Lacus {Strabo, 410) ; at Gradually
The Copaic Lake was especially famed for
,ake."
let.

It

is

—

—

—

—

Orchomenus, Orchomenius. (P/tn., 16, 36.) Pindar
and Homer distinguish it by the name of Cephissus.
That of Copais, however, finally prevailed, as Copae
was situate near the deepest part of it. It is by far
the most considerable lake of Greece,
being not less
than three hundred and eighty stadia, or
forty-seven
miles in circuit, according to Strabo (407).
Pausanias states, that it was
navigable from the mouth of

which grew to a large size, and were highly
esteemed by the epicures of antiquity. {Archestr. ap.
We know from Aristophanes that
Athcn., 7, 53.)
they found their way to the Athenian market (^cAam.,
informV. 880,
Lysistr., v. 36); and we are
.seqq.
ed by Dodwell (vol. 1, p. 237), "that they are as
much celebrated at present as they were in the time
of the ancients
and, after being salted and pickled,
the Cephissus to Copa; (9, 24).
As this considera- are sent as delicacies to various parts of Greece."
ble extent of water had no
were offered
apparent discharge, it Some which were extraordinarily large
victims.
sometimes threatened to inundate the whole surround{Athen.,
up as sacrifices, and decorated like
Tradition indeed asserted, that near 7, 50— Compare Pausan., 9, 24.—/. Poll., 6, 63.—
ing country.
Copae there stood, in the time of Cecrops, two ancient Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 256.)
some
cities, Eleusis and Athenae, the latter of which was sitCopHAS, a harbour in Gedrosia, supposed by
uated on the river Triton, which, if it is the torrent to be the modern Gondcl.
(Compare the remarks of
vol. 1, p. 252,
noticed by Pausanias, was near Alalcomena;.
{Stra- Vincent, Commerce of the Ancients,
bo, 407.
Pausan., I. c.) Stephanus Byzantinus re- seqg.)
the Romans,
ports, that when Crates drained the waters which had
CopTa, the goddess of plenty among
a horn filled with fruits, &c.
the latter town became visible
as
overspread the
its eels,

—

;

—

plains,

(s. V. 'AdTjvai).

occupied the

Some

bearing
of the
CoPTUS, a city of Egypt, in the northern part
Thebais. and to the east of the Nile, from which river

represented

writers have asserted, that

site of the ancient

Orchomenus.

it

{Stra-
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some distance back in a plain. Under the forms, according to him, a natural fortress that mi^t
be rendered impregnable and the numerous walls and
its true name appears to have been Chemtowers prove bow anxiously its former possessors lait would seem to have been at that time
{BeauforVs Karamania, p.
merely a place connected with the religious traditions boured to make it so.
Under the Ptolemies, on the 172.— Cramer'* Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 320.)
of the Egyptian nation
it

stood

Pharaohs
mis, and

;

other hand, not only the appellation for the place assumed more of a Greek form, but the city itself rose
The Arabian Gulf beinto commercial importance.
ginning to be navigated by the Greeks, and traffic be-

ing pushed from this quarter as far as India, Coptus
the centre of communication between this latter country and Alexandrea,
through the harbour of

became

Berenice on the Red Sea.
It was well situated for
such a purpose, since the Arabian chain of mountains,
which elsewhere forms a complete barrier along the
coast, has here an opening which, after various windings, conducts to the shore of the Red Sea. Along this
route the caravans proceeded; and camels were also
employed between Coptus and the Nile. The road
from Coptus to Berenice was the work of Ptolemy
It was raised
Philadelphus, and 258 miles in length.
above the level of the surrounding country.
Coptus

—

was destroyed by

the

Emperor Dioclesian,

for

having
opponent Achilleus.
{Theophan.,
ed.
Paris.
Euseb., Chron., p. 178.)
Chronogr.f p. 4,
Its favourable situation for commerce, however, soon
caused it again to arise, and Hierocles speaks of Copsided

with

his

—

—

CoRALLi, a savage people of Sarmatia Europea, who
inhabited the shores of the Euxine, near the mouths
of the Danube.
{Ovid, ex Pont., 4, 2, 37.)
Coras, a brother of Catillus and Tiburtus {vid. Ti-

who fought

against ..-Eneas. {Virg.,.Mn.,l,612.)
a Sicilian, whom the ancients regarded as
the creator of the rhetorical art.
Cicero, following
Aristotle, says, that when the tyrants were driven out
bur),

CoRAi,

of Sicily, and private affairs began again to be taken
cognizance of by the tribunals of justice, Corax and
Tisias wrote on the rhetorical art, and penned preIn this way, according to him, the
cepts of oratory.
eloquence of the bar arose, the Sicilians being naturally

an acute race and given to disputation.
(Cic, Brut.,
12.— Compare De Oral., 1, 20, and 3, 21.) Corax
and Tisias must have lived, consequently, about 473
c.

B.C., since this is the period when the Sicilians regained their freedom, of which they had been deprived
by Gelon and the other tyrants who were contemporaneous with him.
{Clavier, in Biog. Univ., vol. 9,
p.

656.)

CoRBULO, Cn. Domitius, a celebrated Roman comHe was famed
mander, under Claudius and Nero.

tus in the sixth century.
The modern name is Keft
or Kuypt, a name which exhibits,
according to some,
the simple form of that word which the Greeks cor-

discipline,

rupted or improved into ^gyptus.

against the Parthians.

Plutarch states

for his military talent, his rigid observance of ancient
and for the success of his arms, especially

On

account of his great repu-

(Z)e Is. et Os., p. 356.— Op., ed. Rciske, vol. 7, p.
405), that Isis, upon receiving the news of the death

tation, he became an object of jealousy and suspicion
to Nero, who recalled him, under pretence of reward-

of Osiris, cut off one of her locks here, and that hence

When Corbulo reached Corinth, he
ing his merit.
met there an order to die. Reflecting on his own want
of prudence and foresight, he fell upon his sword, ex" I have well deserved this !" Thus
perishclaiming,
ed, A.D. 67, the greatest warrior, and one of the most
Corbulo had written Mevirtuous men of his time.
moirs of the wars carried on by him, after the manner
but they have not reached
of Caesar's Commentaries

the place was called Coptus, this term signifying, in
the Egyptian language, want or privation.
Mannert
suggests, that Coptus may have denoted in the Egyptian

tongue a mixed population, a name well suited

to the inhabitants of a large commercial city ; and he
conjectures, that the modern appellation of Kopts, as

given to the present mingled population, which is supposed to be descended in part from the ancient Egyptians, may have reference to the same idea.
(Mannert, Geogr.y

vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 365.)

;

IS.— Id.
U, &c.)
CoRBULONis MoNUMENTUM, a placo

our day.

{Tacit., Ann., 11,

ib.,

13,

35.—

Id. ib., 13,

in the north-

Cora, a town of Latium, southwest of Anagnia. It western part of Germany, among the Frisii, near the
was a place of great antiquity, and has preserved its confines of the Chauci. It is supposed to answer to
name unchanged to the present day. Virgil (jEn., 6, the modern Groningen. {Tacit., Ann., 11, 19.)
773) makes it to have been a colony from Alba, while
CoRC-f-RA, an island in the Ionian Sea, off the coast
Pliny (3, 5) says, it was founded by Dardanus, a Tro- of Epirus, in which Homer places the fabled gardens
Cora suffered greatly during the contest with of Alcinoiis. It is said to have been first known unjan.
Spartacus, being taken and sacked by one of his wan- der the name of Drepane, perhaps from its similarity
It apparently, howTo
of shape to a scythe.
{Flor., 3, 20.)
dering bands.
{Apollon., Argon., 4,982.)
ever, recovered from this devastation, as there are this name succeeded that of Scheria, always used by
some fine remains of ancient buildings to be seen Homer, and by which it was probably known in his
here, which must have been erected in the reigns of time. From the Odyssey we learn, that this island was
Tiberius and Claudius.
But Propertius and Lucan then inhabited by Phaeacians, a people who, even at
speak of Cora as the seat of ruin and desolation.
Lucan, 7, 392.— Nibby, Viag.An{Propert., 4,
207.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.
tiq., vol. 2, p.

U.—

105.)

that early period, had acquired considerable skill in
nautical atfairs, and possessed extensive commercial
relations, since they traded with the Phoenicians, and
also with Euboea and other countries.
Corcyra was

—

days the principal city of the island, and was

CoRACEsiuM, a maritime town of Pamphylia, southIt is described by Strabo as a
east of Side.
strong
and important fortress, situate on a steep rock. Pomin
Coracesium
the
took
war.
It is
piratical
pey

in after

also incidentally noticed by Livy (33, 20.
ComHierocles asPlin., 5, 27).
pare Scylax, p. 40.
signs Coracesium to Pamphylia, and D'Anville's map

tion of the city very accurately {Od., 6, 262).
middle ages, the citadel obtained the name of

—

—

Others, however, to Cilicia ; and
places it in this latter country, just beyond the confines of Pamphylia. The site of Coracesium corresponds with that of Alaya. Capt. Beaufort describes it as a promontory rising abruptly from

agrees with

Cramer's

this.

map

Two of its sides are cliffs
a low sandy isthmus.
of great height, and absolutely perpendicular ; and
the eastern side, on which the town is placed, is so
It
steep, tliat the houses seem to rest on each other.
372

situated precisely where the modern town of Corfu
stands.
Scylax speaks of three harbours, one of which
Homer describes the posiis depicted as beautiful.

In the

Kopvfu),
from its two conical hills or crests, which appellation
was, in process of time, applied to the whole town,
Hence the modem
and finally to the island itself.
name of Corfu, which is but a corruption of the for-

mer.

{Wordsworth's Greece, J). 263.) As, however,
the island is designated in Boccacio by the appellation of Gurfo, and as the modern Greek term is Korfo,
some have imagined that the name Corfu originated
in a

Romaic corruption of
"

(/cd/l7rof),

the ancient

word

for

Kolpo

"
bay," which might well be
gulf" or

COR

COR
the double summits.
applied to the harbour beneath
(Wordsworth, I. c.) Corfu forms at the present day
one of the Ionian islands, and is the most important of
It is 70 miles in length by 30 in breadth,
the number.
The olive
and contains a population of 30,000 souls.
arrives at greater perfection here than in any other part
it
acrid.
is
Corfu
from
but the oil obtained
of Greece

—

;

was for a long time considered as the stronghold of ItMussulmans. The folaly against the attacks of the
Its
is a sketch of the history of this island.
lowing

mist of uncertainty
to have
It was
settled there about 1349 years before our era.
afterward governed by kings of whom little is known.
Homer has, indeed, immortalized the name of AlciBut it is not easy to draw a map of the Honoiis.
meric Phaeacia, which shall coincide in its details with
nor will the topographer find
the localities of Corfu
it a
simple task to discover the natural objects connected in the Odyssey with the city of the Phaeacian
In process of time, Corcyra, enriched and agking.
grandized by its maritime superiority, became one of
the most powerful nations in Greece. {Thucyd., 1, 1.)
earlier periods are

and conjecture.

enveloped

in the

A colony of Colchians is said

;

The

Corinthians, under Chersicrates, formed a settlement here in 753 B.C., and 415 years afterward it was
captured by Agathocles of Syracuse, who gave it to
his daughter Lanessa upon her marriage with Pyrrhus
of Epirus.
It was occupied by the troops of the IIlyrian queen Teuta, about fifty- eight years after its
seizure by Agathocles, but was soon after taken from
her by the Romans, under the consul Cn. Flavius
and, although it had the privileges of a free city, it
In
remained under the Romans for many centuries.
the time of Strabo it was reduced to extreme misery,
owing to the vices of its administration and its want of
Corfu has for several cenmoderation in prosperity.
turies been celebrated for its powerful fortresses, to
which great additions were made by the French, and
subsequently by the English, in the hanJs of which
;

latter

people

it,

together with the other Ionian islands,
{DodwelVs Tour, vol. 1, p. 36,
on the CQast of

at present remains.

—
seqq.)

II.

An

island in the Adriatic,

It surrendered to
against the liberties of his country.
him after a short defence. {Bell. Civ., 1, 16. Compare Florus, 4, 2.—Appian, Bell. Civ., 2, 38.) The
church of S. Pelino, about three miles from the town
of Popoli, stands on the site of this ancient city, and

—

the little hamlet of Pertinia occupies probably the
{D'Anville, An. Geogr., vol. 1,
place of its citadel.
p. 173.— Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 1, p. 600.)
CoRiNNA, a poetess of Thebes, or, according to
others, of Tanagra, distinguished for her skill in lyric
verse, and remarkable for her personal attractions.
She was the rival of Pindar, while the latter was still

young man and, according to ^lian(F. H., 13,25),
she gained the victory over him no less than five times.
Pausanias, in his travels, saw at Tanagra a picture, in
which Corinna was represented as binding her head with
a fillet of victory, which she had gained in a contest with
He supposes that she was less indebted for
Pindar.
this victory, to the excellence of her poetry than to her
Boeotian dialect, which was more familiar to the ears of
the judges at the games, and also to her extraordinary
Corinna afterward assisted the young poet
beauty.
with her advice
it is related of her, that she recommended him to ornament his poems with mythical narbut that, when he had composed a hymn, in
rations
the first six verses of which (still extant) almost the
whole of the Theban mythology was introduced, she
should sow with the hand, not
smiled and said, "
with the whole sack."
Plut., di
{Pausan., 9, 22.
a

;

;

;

We

—

Ath.—Op., ed. Reiske, vol. 7, p. 320.) She
was surnamed " the Fly" (Mvla), as Erinna had been
Glor.

styled

This appellation of Mum has dewho speaks of a poet

"the Bee."

ceived Clement of Alexandrea,

named Myia.
Corinna were all

ess

Too

little

in

{Strom., 4, 19.) The poems of
the Boeotian or JEolic dialect.

of her poetry, however, has been preserved
our forming a safe judgment of her style

to allow of

of composition.
to mythological

The

extant fragments refer mostly

of
subjects, particularly to heroines

the Boeotian legends.
These remains were given by
Ursinus, in his Carmina novem illuslrium feminarum,

1568

;

by

Wolf

in his

Poetriarum

octo

fragmenta,

and by Schneider in his Moiktwv uvQr], Giess.,
lUyricum, termed Nigra ("Black"), in Greek M.ilaiva, 1734
it from the more celebrated island of the
1802, 8vo.
{ScKoU, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p. 295.—
same name. It is now Curzola. Apollonius accounts Mbhnike, Gesch. Lit. der Gr. und R., p. 317.)
CoRiNTHi Isthmus, or Isthmus of Corinth, between
for the epithet just mentioned from the dark masses of
wood with which it was crowned. {Argon., 4, 571.) the Saronicus Sinus and Corinthiacus Sinus, and uniScymnus attributes to this island the honour of hav- ting the Peloponnesus to the northern parts of Greece,
The ancients appear to have
ing received a colony from Cnidus in Asia Minor. or GrcBcia Propria.
Compare Scylax, p. 8. Strabo, been divided in their opinions concerning the exact
(Scymn., v. 426.
Diodorus (11, 16) and Strabreadth of the isthmus.
ai5.)
CoRnuBA, a city of Hispania Bsetica, on the right bo (335) say it was forty stadia, and Mela (2, 3) five
The
bank of the river Baetis, and about 1200 stadia from miles, with which last Pliny agrees (4, 5).
The river being navigable to this quarter, real distance, however, in the narrowest part, cannot
the sea.
Corduba became, in consequence, a large and opulent be less than six miles (or not quite five British miles),
It was the birthplace of both the
commercial place.
as the modern name of Hexamilion sufficiently denotes.
Senecas, and of the poet Lucan, and is now Cordova. Ships were drawn, by means of machinery, from one
{Strab., \A\.—Plin., 3, S.—Wermdorff, Poet. Lat. sea to the other, near the town of Schoenus, over the
narrowest part of the isthmus, which was called DiolMin, vol. 5, pt. 3, p. 1366.)
Core I. (Koprj, '^ the maiden'^), an Attic name for kos. This could only be accomplished, however, with
Some, not very correctly, derive the term the vessels usually employed in commerce, or with lemProserpina.
from KEipti, " to cut," &c., and make it have reference bi, which were light ships of war, chiefly used by the
" harvest."
to the
and Macedonians. The tediousness and ex{Journal Royal Institution, No.
;

to distinguish

—

—

—

Illyrians

A

Corinthian female, said to have been
II.
1, p. 59.)
the inventress of plaster-casts.
{Athenag., Leg. pro
Christ., 14, p. 59.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
CoRPiNiuM, the capital of the Peligni, in Italy, about
three miles from the Aternus.
During the Social war
it took the name of Italica, and had the honour of be-

This arrangement, howing styled the capital of Italy.
ever, was of short continuance, as Corfinium appears
to have seceded from the confederacy before the conclusion of the war.

In la{Diod. Sic., Fragm., 37.)
regarded as one of the most
of
this
cities
of
and
one
which
part
important
Italy,
C«Mr vfta moBt anxious to secure in bis enterprise
ter

times

we

find

it still

this process, and still more probably
the difficulty of circumnavigating the Peloponnesus,
led to frequent attempts, at various periods, for effecttwo seas but all proved
ing a junction between the

pense attending

;

DeAccording to Strabo (54),
equally unsuccessful.
metrius Poliorcetes abandoned the enterprise, because
same
the
on
not
it was found that the two gulfs were
level.
read of the attempt having been made beand
Alexander, and, subPeriander
fore
time

We

his

by

Julius Caesar, Caligula
sequently to Demetrius, by
"It appears somewhat
Nero, and Herodes .\tticus.
"
remarks Mr. Dodwell, that these successsurprising,"
ive attempts should have failed or been relinquished
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The art of perforating rocks was well understood and
dexterously practised both in Italy and Greece at a
very early period, and, therefore, no difficulty of this
kind could have occasioned the abandonment of so
useful a project, though Pausanias is of a different opin»
ion.
It was afterward begun with the greatest energy,
and abandoned without any plausible motive, as no doubt
the quantity of rock or earth to be removed, and all
the associated impediments, must have been the subAnd if Demetrius was
ject of previous calculation.
really convinced that the level of the Corinthian Gulf
was higher than that of the Saronic, and that the adjacent shore, with the neighbouring islands, would be
inundated by the union of the two seas, those who came
after him would not have persevered in so destructive
an undertaking.
Sesostris, and afterward Darius,
were in the same manner deterred from finishing a canal from the Red Sea to the Nile, by an apprehension
that Egypt would be inundated. {Slrab.,d8.
Id., 804.)
Dio Cassius tells nearly the same story about digging

—

the isthmus as that which

is

related to travellers at

He

says that blood issued from the ground
and lamentations were heard, and terrible apIn order to stimulate the perseverance
paritions seen.
of the people, Nero took a spade and dug himself. {Dio
this day.

;

that groans

—Compare

—Lu-

Cass., 63, 16.
Suet., Vit. Ner., 19.
Lucian informs us, that Necian, de perfoss. Isthm.)
ro was said to have been deterred from proceeding, by

a representation made to him, similar to that which Demetrius received respecting the unequal levels of the
two seas. He adds, however, a more probable reason ;
the troubles, namely, that were excited by Vindex in
Gaul, and which occasioned the emperor's hasty return from Greece to Italy. {Lucian, de perfoss. Isthm.

—

It is probable, as
Op., ed. Bip., vol. 9, p. 298.)
as the supernatural appearances went, that the
priests at Delphi had some influence in checking the

far

enterprise."

{DodwelVs Tour,

yo\. 2, p. ]84r.)

Trav-

some remains of the canal undertaken by the Roman emperor are yet visible,
reaching
from the sea, northeast of Lechaeum, about half a mile
across the isthmus.
It terminates on the southeast
side, where solid rock occurs, which, as Dr. Clarke
thinks, must have opposed an insurmountable obstacle. {Trav., vol. 6, p. 562.) Sir W. Cell remarks, that
ellers inform us, that

the vestiges of the canal may be traced from the
port
or bay of Schcenus, along a natural hollow at the foot
of a line of fortifications.
There are also several
pits,

probably sunk to ascertain the nature of the soil, through
which the canal was to be carried. The ground, however, is so high, that the undertaking would be attended with enormous expense.
{Itin. of the Morea, p.
hear also of various attempts made to raise
208.)
fortifications across the Isthmus for the
Peloponnesus
when threatened with invasion. The first undertaking
was made before the battle of Salamis, when, as Herodotus relates, the Peloponnesian confederates, having blocked up the Scironian way, collected together a
vast multitude, who worked
night and day, without intermission, on the fortifications.
Every kind of mate-

—We

rial,

ed,

such as stones, bricks, and timber, were
employand the insterstices filled up with earth and sand.

{Herodot., 8, 73.)
Many years after, the Lacedaemonians and their allies endeavoured to fortify the isth-

mus from Cenchreae

to

Lechaeum against Epaminon-

but this measure was rendered fruitless
by the
conduct and skill of that general, who forced a pasthe
across
Oneian
Mountains.
{Xen., Hist. Gr.,
sage

das

;

Cleomenes also threw ujt trenches and lines
from Acrocorinthus to the Oneian Mountains, in order
to prevent the Macedonians, under
Antigonus Doson,
from penetrating into the peninsula. (Polyh., 2, 52.
The Isthmus of Corinth derived
Plut., de Cleom.)
great celebrity from the games which were celebrated
there every five years in honour of Palaemon or Melicerta, and subsequently of Neptune.
{Paiisan.. 1, 44.
7, 1.)

—

—
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—

These continued in vogue when
Plut., Vit. Thes.)
the other gymnastic exercises of Greece had fallen into

neglect and disuse ; and it was during their solemnization that the independence of Greece was proclaimed, after the victory of Cynoscephalae, by order of the

—

Roman

senate and people.
Liv.,
{Polyh., 18, 29.
After the destruction of Corinth, the superintendence of the Isthmian games was committed to

33, 32.)

the Sicyonians by the Romans ; on its restoration, however, by Julius Caesar, the presidency of the games

{Pausan.,
again reverted to the Corinthian settlers.
2,2.)
CoRiNTHiACUs SiNus, or Gulf of Lepanto, an arm
of the sea running in between the coast of Achaia and
Sicyonia to the south, and that of Phocis, Locris, and
Its gulf had the general appeliEtolia to the north.
lation of Corinthian as far as the Isthmus, but it was
divided into smaller bays, the names of which were
sometimes poetically used for the entire gulf. Its

names were the Crissaean, Cirrhaean, Delphic,
Besides being
Calydonian, Rhian, and Halcyonian.
now called the GuU of Lepanto, the Sinus Corinthiacus
is often known by the name of the Gulf of Nepaktos or
The victory of Don John of Austria, in 1571
Salona.
over the Turks, has immortalized the name of the Gulf
different

,

of Lepanto in
1, p. 111.)

modern

history.

{DodwelVs Tour,

vol.

CoRiNTHUs, a famous city of Greece, now Corito or
Corinth, and situate on the isthmus of the same name.
Commanding by its position the Ionian and ^gean
seas, and holding, as it were, the keys of Peloponnesus, Corinth, from the pre-eminent advantages of its

was already the seat of opulence and the
while the rest of Greece was sunk in comparaIts origin is, of course,
tive obscurity and barbarism.
but we are assured that it
lost in the night of time
of Ephyre long before
already existed under the name
the siege of Troy.
According to the assertions of the
Corinthians themselves, their city received its name
from Corinthus, the son of Jove but Pausanias does
situation,

arts,

;

;

not credit this popular

Eumelus
rived

to

from

tradition,

and cites the poet

that the appellation was really deCorinthus, the son of Marathon (2. 1).

show

certainly employs both names indiscriminately.
570; 13, 6G3.) Pausanias reports, that the
descendants of Sysiphus reigned at Corinth until the
invasion of their territory by the Dorians and Hera-

Homer

{11., 2,

when Doridas and Hyanthidas, the last princes
of this race, abdicated the crown in favour of Aletes,
a descendant of Hercules, whose lineal successors remained in possession of the throne of Corinth during
five generations, when the crown passed into the family
of the Bacchiadae, so named from Bacchis, the son of
clidffi,

Prumnis, who retained

it for five other generations.
After this the sovereign power was transferred to annual magistrates, still chosen, however, from the line
Strabo
of the Bacchiadae, with the title of Prytanes.
affirms that this form of government lasted 200 years
the former
but Diodorus limits it to ninety years
writer probably includes within that period both the
the Bacchiadae, Diodorus only
kings and Prytanes of
Lurthe latter.
{Strabo, S78.—Diod. Sic, Frag.—
;

:

The
cher, Chronol. d'Herodote, vol. 7, p. 519, 531.)
established by this rich and powerful
so

long
oligarchy
about 629 B.C., by
family was at length overthrown,
of the Corinthians, deCypselus, who banished many
and putting others
priving others of their possessions,
to death.
Among those who fled
{Herodot., 5, 92.)
from his persecution was Demaratus, of the family of
the Bacchiadae, who settled at Tarquinii in Etruria,
and whose descendants became sovereigns of Rome.
{Strabo, 278.— Polyb., 6, 2.—Dion.
The reign of Cypselus
Liv., 1, 34.)

Hal, 3, 46.—
was more pros-

and the system of
perous than his crimes deserved
so well
colonization, which had previously succeeded
;

in the settlements of

Corcyra and Syracuse, was ac-

COR

CORINTHUS.
added Ambracia,
pursued by that prince, who
Anactorium, and Leucas to the maritime dependencies
of the Corinthians.
Arislot., Polit., 5,
{Strabo, U c.
his son Periander.
9.)
Cypselus was succeeded by
a
after
On the d^ath of this latter,
reign of forty-four
lively

—

his
years, according to Aristotle,

nephew Psammeti-

chus came to the throne, but lived only three years. At
his dectase Corinth regained its independence, when a
moderate aristocracy was established, under which the
of tranquillity and prosperity
republic enjoyed a state

We

are told
unequalled by any other city of Greece.
that the Corinthians were the first to

by Thucydides,

build war-galleys or triremes

;

and the

earliest naval

was

engagement, according to the same historian,
who
fought by their fleet and that of the Corcyreans,
had been alienated from their mother-state by the
(Thucyd., 1, 13.
cruelty and impolicy of Periander.
Compare Heroiot., 3, 48.) The arts of painting and

—

of casting in bronze, atsculpture, more especially that
tained to the highest perfection at Corinth, and rendered
this city the ornament oi Greece, until it was stripped
by the rapacity of a Roman general. Such was the
beauty of its vases, that the tombs in which they had
been deposited were ransacked by the Roman colonists
whom Julius Caesar had established there after the destruction of the city

were purchased

at

;

these, being transported to

enormous

prices.

Rome,

{Strabo, 381.)

An interesting dissertation on these beautiful specimens
in Dodweli's Tour (vol. 2, p. 196).
the Achaean confederacy, owing to the infatuation of those who presided over its counsels, became involved in a destructive war with the Romans,

of art will be found

— When

Corinth was the last hold of their tottering republic
and, had its citizens wisely submitted to the offers proposed by the victorious Metellus, it might have been
but the deputation of that general having
preserved
been treated with scorn, and even insult, the city be;

;

came exposed

to all the

vengeance of the Romans.

L. Mummius, the
{Polyb., 40, 4, I.— Strabo, 381.)
consul, appeared before its walls with a numerous army,
a general engagein
the
after
Achaeans
and,
defeating
ment, entered the town, now left without defence, and
It was
deserted by the greater part of the inhabitants.

around Corinth, was the Acrocorinthus, an account
of which has been given in a previous article.
{Vid

On the summit of this hill was
Acrocorinthus.)
erected a temple of Venus, to whom the whole of the
In the times of
Acrocorinthus, in fact, was sacred.
Corinthian opulence and prosperity, it is said that the
shrine of the goddess was attended by no less than
one thousand female slaves, dedicated to her service
as courtesans.
These priestesses of Venus contributed not a little to the wealth and luxury of the city ;
whence arose the well- known expression, ov Travrof
uvdpd^ eif Kopivdov ear' 6 rrXoiif, or, as Horace ei.
" Non cuivis homini
presses it {Epist., 1, 17, 36),
contingit adtre Corinthum,^^ in allusion to its expenCorinth was famed for its three harsive pleasures.
bours, Lechaeum, on the Corinthian Gulf, and CenNear this last
chreae and Schoenus on the Saronic.
was the Diolcos, where vessels were transported over
the isthmus by machinery.
{Vid. Corinthi Isthmus.)
The first of these is now choked with sand, as is likeof
The shallow harbour of
Cenchreas.
wise the port
SchcEnus, where was a quay in ancient times, has now
All these harbours are mere moalmost disappeared.
Before leaving
rasses, and corrupt the air of the city.
this subject, it may not be amiss to say a few words
in relation to the well-known Corinthian brass of an-

—

—

tiquity.

The common account

is,

that

when Corinth

was destroyed by the Romans, all the metals that were
in the city melted and mixed together during the
conflagration, and formed that valuable composition,
known by the name of *' Corinthian brass," JEs Corin-

This, however, bears the stamp of improbaon its very face. Klaprolh rejects the account.
He seems to think, and adduces the authority of Pliny
in his favour, that it was merely a term of art, and

thium.
bility

applied to a metallic mixture in high estimation among
the Romans, and, though of a superior quality, nearly

This last was composed ot
resembling aurichalcum.
either copper and zinc, or of copper, tin, and lead
a
the former of
pale yellow, the latter of a darker
The mixture by means of
colour, resembling gold.
calamine was rendered tough and malleable.
{Crom;

bie's

Gymnasium,

vol. 2, p.

127, not.)

the
then given up to plunder, and finally set on fire
walls also were razed to the ground, so that scarcely
a vestige of this once great and noble city remained.
Polybius, who witnessed its destruction, affirmed, as
we are informed by Strabo (381), that he had seen the
finest paintings strewed on the ground, and the Roman
soldiers using them as boards for dice or draughts.

CoRioLANUs, Caius Marcius, a distinguished Roman of patrician rank, whose story forms a brilliant
His name at
legend in the early history of Rome.
first was Caius Marcius, but having contributed, mainly

Pausanias reports (7, 16), that all the men were put to
the sword, the women and children sold, and the most
valuable statues and paintings removed to Rome.
Strabo observes (l. c), that the
{Vid. Mummius.)

surname of Coriolanus. Not long after this,
however, during a scarcity at Rome, he opposed the
distribution of a supply of provisions, in part sent by
Gelon, of Sicily, and advised the patricians to make
this a means of recovering the power which had been
wrested from them by the commons.
For this and
other conduct of a similar nature, he was tried in the
Comitia Tributa, and condemned to perpetual banishment.
Resolving, upon this, to gratify his vindictive
to
spirit, Coriolanus presented himself as a suppliant

;

by his great personal valour, to the capture of Corioli,
and the defeat of a Volscian army, assembled for its
aid, on the same day, he received for this gallant exploit the

works of art which adorned that capital in his
He likewise states, that
time had come from Corinth.
Corinth remained for many years deserted and in ruthe
ins ; as also does
poet Antipater of Sidon, who describes in verse the scene of desolation.
(Anal., vol
Julius Caesar, however, not long before his
2, p. 20.)
death, sent a numerous colony thither, by means of Tulhus Aufidius, the leading man among the Voisci,
which Corinth was once more raised from its state of was well received by him and the whole nation, and,
It was already a large and popruin.
war being declared, was invested, along with Aufidius,
{Strabo, 381.)
ulous city, and the capital of Achaia, when St. Paul with the command of the Volscian forces.
By his
preached the gospel there for a year and six months. military skill and renown Coriolanus at once defeated
It is also evident that, when visited
{Acts, 18, 1 1.)
by and appalled the Romans, till, having taken almost all
JPausanias, it was thickly adorned by public buildings, their subject cities, he advanced at the head of the
and enriched with numerous works of art {Pausan., 2, Volscian army against Rome itself, and encamped only
and as late as the time of Hierocles, we find it five miles from it, at the Fossa; Cluiliae. All was there2)
and confusion in the Roman capital. Emstyled the metropolis of Greece.
{Synecd., p. 646.) upon terror
In a later age, the Venetians received the place from bassy after embassy was sent to Coriolanus, to enMohammed II. took it from them treat him to spare his country, but he remained inexa Greek emperor
in 1458 ; the Venetians recovered it in 1687, and for- orable, and would only grant peace on condition that
tified the Acrocorinthus again
but the Turks took it the Romans restored all the cities and lands which
anew in 1715, and retained it until driven from the they had taken from the Volsci, and granted to the
as bad been done in the
Peloponnesus. An important feature in the scenery latter the freedom of Rome,
finest

;

;

;

—
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case of the Latins. After all other means of conciliation had failed, a number of Roman females, headed
b'v the mother and the wife of Coriolanus, proceeded

;

remonstrances of his parent
were more powepf »l than all the arms of Rome had
proved, and the son, after a brief struggle with his irritated and vindictive feelings, yielded to her request,
" Oh
mother, thou hast
exclaiming at the same time,
saved Rome, but destroyed thy son !" The Volscian
<"orces were then withdrawn, and Rome was thus saved,
On
by female influence alone, from certain capture.
returning to the Volsci with his army, Coriolanus, according to one account, was summoned to trial for his
conduct, and was slain in a tumult during the hearing
of the cause, a faction having been excited against him
by Tullius Aufidius, who was jealous of his renown.
{Dion. Hal., Ant. Rom.., 8, 59.)
According to another
statement, he lived to an advanced age among the
Volscian people, often towards the close of his life ex" How miserable is the state of an old man
claiming,
in banishment!"
Liv., 2, 33, scqq.)
{Plut., in Vit.
Niebuhr, who writes the name Cnaeus Marcius, on
what he considers good authority, indulges in some
He
acute speculations on the legend of Coriolanus.
to his tent,

where the

It ordained, that whoever had been tribune should
not afterward enjoy any other magistracy ; that there
should be no appeal to the tribunes
that they should
not be allowed to assemble the people and make ha
rangues to them, nor to propose laws ; but should only
retain the right of intercession.
{Cic., de Leg., 3, 9.)
VI. Another, by the same.
It allowed an individual, accused of having taken away the life of another

lofty

—

thinks that poetical invention has here most thoroughly
He regards the name
stifled the historical tradition.
Coriolanus as of the same kind merely with such appellations as Camerinus, Collatinus, Mugillanus, Vibula-

—

by weapons, poison, false accusation, &c., the privilege
of choosing whether he wished the judges to decide Ms
case by voice or by ballot.
VII. Another, by the same,
imposing the punishment of aqucB et ignis interdictio
on all such as were found guilty of forging testaments

—

or any other writings, of debasing or counterfeiting
the public coin, <kc.
VIII. Another, imposing the
same punishment as the preceding on all who had been

—

(Consult,
guilty of extortion, &c., in their provinces.
as regards other " Cornelian Laws," Hcinecciust, Antiq.

—

Rom., ed Haubold, p. 650, &c. Ernesti, Clav. Cic,
s. V.
Adam's Rom. Antiq., p. 162, cd. Boyd.)
Cornelia, I. daughter of Cinna. She was Julius

—

and mother of Julia the wife of
She died young. Plutarch says, it had
been the custom at Rome for the aged women to have
Caesar's second wife,

Pompey.

funeral panegyrics, but not the young.
Caesar first
broke through this custom, by pronouncing one upon
Cornelia.
This, adds the biographer, contributed to
fix

him

in

the

affections of

his

countrymen

:

they

when taken from an independent town, sympathized with him, and considered him a man
were assumed by its Trpofevof, when from a dependant of good feeling, who had the social duties deeply at
one by its patronus. The capture of Corioli belongs heart. {Plut., Vit. Gets., c 5.)— II. Daughter of
As for Co- Metellus Scipio, married to Pompey after the death of
merely, in his opinion, to a heroic poem.
She was remarkriolanus himself, he thinks that he merely attended the her first husband Publius Crassus.
nus, &c., which,

Volscian standard as leader of a band of

Roman

exiles.

He

admits, however, that a recollection like the one
which remained of him could not rest on mere fable,
and that, in all probability, his generosity resigned the
opportunity afforded him of taking the city, when La-

able for the variety of her accomplishments and the
Plutarch makes
excellence of her private character.
her to have been versed, not only in the musical art,

but in polite literature, in geometry, and in the precepts of philosophy. {Plut., Vit. Pomp.,c. 55.) After
the battle of Pharsalia, when Pompey joined her at
Mytilene, Cornelia with tears ascribed all his misfortunes to her union with him, alluding at the same lime
to the unhappy end of her first husband Crassus in his

tium was almost entirely subdued, and when Rome
was brought to a very low ebb by pestilence. {Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 2, p. 234, seqq., Cambr. transl)
Corioli, an ancient city of the Volsci, between
Velitrae and Lanuvium, from the capture of which C. expedition against the
Marcius obtained the surname of Coriolanus, according 8, 88.) She was also

common account. {Vid., however, remarks at
collect from
the end of the article Coriolanus.)
Livy that it was situated on the confines of the territory

to the

We

the

murder

Parthians.

(Compare Lucan,

a witness, from her galley, ol
of her husband on the shores of Egypt.

—

III. Daughter of Scipio
{Plut Vit. Pomp., c. 79.)
Africanus Major, and mother of Tiberius and Caius
of Ardea, Aricia, and Antium.
Cornelia occupies a high rank for the purity
{Liv., 2, 33, and 3, Gracchus.
71.)
Dionysius speaks of Corioli as one of the most and excellence of her private character, as well as for
She was married to
considerable towns of the Volsci.
{Ant. Rom., 6, 92.) her masculine tone of mind.
Pliny (3, 5) enumerates Corioli among the towns of Sempronius Gracchus, and was left on his death with
Latium of which no vestiges remained.
a family of twelve children, the care of whom devolved
hill, now
known by the name of Monte Giove, is thought, with entirely upon herself. After the loss of her husband,
some degree of probability, to represent the site of her hand was sought by Ptolemy, king of Egypt, but
Corioli.
Plutarch speaks in high terms
the offer was declined.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 84.)
Cornelia Lex, L de Rdigione, enacted by L. Cor- of her conduct during widowhood. Having lost all
nelius Sylla, A.U.C. 677.
It restored to the sacerdoher children but three, one daughter, who was married
tal college the privilege of choosing the priests, which,
to Scipio Africanus the younger, and two sons, Tibeby the Domitian law, had been lodged in the hands of rius and Caius, she devoted her whole time to the
W. Another, de Municipiis, by the same
the people.
education of these, and, to borrow the words of Pluthat the free towns which had sided with Marius should tarch, she brought up her two sons in particular with
be deprived of their lands and the right of citizens ; so much care, that, though they were of the noblest
the last of which Cicero says could not be done.
{Pro origin, and had the happiest dispositions of all the
Dom., 30.) HL Another, de Magistratibus, by the Roman youth, yet education was allowed to have consame which gave the privilege of bearing honours and tributed still more than nature to the excellence of
being promoted before the legal age, to those who had their characters. Valerius Maximus relates an anecA Camfollowed the interest of Sylla, while the sons and par- dote of Cornelia, which has often been cited.
tisans of his enemies, who had been proscribed, were panian lady, who was at the time on a visit to her,
deprived of the privilege of standing for any office in having displayed to Cornelia some very beautiful ornaIV. Another, de Magistratibus, by the ments which she possessed, desired the latter, in rethe state.
The Roman mother purIt ordained, that no person should
jame, A.U.C. 673.
turn, to exhibit her own.
tjxercise the same office until after an interval of ten posely detained her in conversation until her chi dren
years, or be invested with two different magistracies returned from school, when, pointing to them, she exin one year
and that no one should be prsetor before claimed, " These are my ornaments !" {Hcec ornaPlutarch inVol. Max., 4, init.)
being quaestor, nor consul before being prstor. V, menta mea sunt
Another, de Magistratihis, by the same, A.U.C. 673. forms us, that some persons blamed Cornelia for Iho
,

A

—

;

—

;

—
;
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rash conduct of her sons in after

accustomed

to reproach

them

she having been

life,

that she

was

still

called

Scipio, not the mother of the
She bore the
(PZu/., Vit. T. Gracch., c. 8.)

the mother-in-law of

Gracchi.

untimely death of her sons with great magnanimity,
and a statue was afterward erected in honour of her
by the Roman people, bearing for an inscription the
words " Cornelia, mother of the GracchV {Plut.,
Vtt. C. Gracch., c. 4.)
Cornelius, a name indicating a member of the

doubted whether so large a work would be read and
that Chrysippus had written as much,
he replied, " His writings were useful to mankind."
After so unpardonable an offence against imperial
vanity, the only wonder was that Cornutus escaped
with his life.
He composed some tragedies, and a
large number of other works, the only one of which
;

when it was urged

that has

come down

to us is the "

Theory concerning
{Qeupia nepl rqq tuv ^euv
<j)va£ug), or, as it is entitled in one of the MSS.,
"
Corconcerning Allegories" {nepl 'AXTiijyopiuv).
the

Nature of

the Gods''

The greater part of the individuals
Cornelia.
bore it are better known by their surnames of nutus, in fact, in this production, seeks to explain the
Cossus, Dolabella, Lentulus, Scipio, Sylla, &.c., which Greek mythology on allegorical and physical principles.
Gens

who

The

see.

CoRNicuLUM,

which gave its name
is one of those places

a Sabine town,

It
to the Corniculani CoUes.
the
of which no trace is left, and is only interesting
history of Rome as being the most accredited birthDion. Hal.,
{Liv., 1, 39.
place of Servius Tullius.
The Corniculan hills are those of
3. bO.—Plin., 3, 5.)

m

—

Monlicclli and Sant^ Angclo ; and Corniculum itself
may have stood on the site of the latter village, if we
{Cramer's Ancient Italy,
place Caenina at Monticelli.
vol. 1, p. 308.)

CoRNiFicius,

Quintos, a contemporary of Ci-

I.

cero's, distinguished for talents and literary acquirements, who attained to some of the highest offices

Catullus and Ovid both speak of his
poetic abilities, and he appears to have been the friend
of both.
{CatulL, 28.— Ovid, Trist., 2, ASQ.—Burmann, ad Ov., I. c.) Cornificius distinguished himself
as Propraetor in the lUyrian war, and also as governor
In this latter provof Syria, and afterward of Africa.
ince he espoused the cause of the senate after Caesar's
death, and received and gave protection to those who
in the state.

had been proscribed by the second triumvirate. He
lost his life, however, while contending in this quarter
against Se.xtius, who had been sent against him by
Octavius.

36

;

4,

—

Id. ib., 4,
3, 85.
the account given by

{Appian, Bell. Civ.,

53

;

4,

56.

— Compare

Eusebius, Ckron. An. mdcccclxxvi.)

Some mod-

ern scholars make this Cornificius to have been the
author of the Treatise to Herennius, commonly ascribed to Cicero.
He is said also
{Vid. Herennius.)
to have been an enemy of Virgil's, but this
supposition violates chronology, since the poet only became

eminent subsequent
{Heync, ad Donat.

to the period
Vit. Virg.,

when
()

Cornificius died.

67, p. clxxii.)

—

II.

Lucius, a partisan of Octavius, by whom he was appointed to accuse Brutus, before the public tribunal
at Rome, of the assassination of Caesar.
{Plut., Vit.

He after\vard distinguished himself,
Brut., c. 27.)
as one of Octavius's lieutenants, by a masterly retreat
in

Sicily

{Appian,

during

the

war with Sextus Pompeius.

Bell. Civ., 5, 111, seqq.)

CoRNiGER, a surname of Bacchus.
CoRNUTUs, L. Annaeus, a Greek philosopher, bom
Leptis in Africa, who lived and taught at Rome
The appellation L. Annaeus
during the reign of Nero.
appears to indicate a client or freedman of the Seneca
His tenets were those of the Stoic sect, and
family.
his name was not without distinction in that school of
He excelled in criticism and poetry but
philosophy.
his principal studies were of a philosophical character.
His merits as a teacher of the Stoic doctrine sufficiently appears from his having been the preceptor of
that honest advocate for virtue, the satirist Persius.

.at

;

best edition is that given by Gale in his Opuscula
The name of this philoso{Caniabr., 1670, 12mo).
pher is sometimes, though less correctly, written Phurnutus.
(Consult the remarks of Gale, Prcef. ad
Opusc, p. 2, seqq., and Martini, Disputatio de Cor-

—

—

Lugd. Bat., 1825, 8\o.—Aul. Gell., 6, 2.
Euseb., Eccl. Hist., 6, 19.— Enfield's Hist. Phil., vol.
2, p. 110.)
CoRCEBUs, I. a foot-racer of Elis, who carried oflf
This date
the prize at the Olympic games, B.C. 776.
is remarkable, as being the one from which the Greeks
began to count their Olympiads. Not that the Olymbut
pic games were now for the first time established,

nuto,

names of the victors were now first inscribed on
Some writers calculate the Greek
the public registers.
Olympiads from the period of their re-establishment by
the

Lycurgus, Iphitus, and Cleosthenes, and hence they
make the first Olympiad of Coroebus correspond to the

—

Siebelis,
{Pausan., 5, 8.
twenty-eighth of Iphitus.
loc.
Larcher, Tahl. ChronoL, vol. 7, p. 590.
de
Essai
Id.,
Chronologic, p. 307.) According to
Athenaeus, Coroebus was by profession a cook {Athen.,
9, p. 382, b.
Compare Casaubon, ad loc.) The
Arundel Marbles make the first Olympiad of Coroebus
coincide with the year 806 of the Athenian era, when

—

ad

—

!

—

.^schylus, the twelfth perpetual archon, was in his
third year of office.
{UArt de Verifier les Dales,
Delalande makes the
vol. 3, p. 173, Paris, 1819.)
true summer-solstice of the year 776 B.C., under the
meridian of Pisa in Elis, to have taken place at lib 15'
33" of the morning. {L'Art de Verifier, &c., vol. 3,
II. An architect, who lived in the age of
p. 170.)
son of
Pericles.
{Plut., Vit. Pericl, c. 13.)— III.
Mygdon, king of Thrace, who, from his love for Cas-

—

A

sandra, offered his services to Priam, under the hope
of obtaining the hand of his daughter. The prophetess,
however, knowing the fate that awaited him, implored

him
fell

but he was inflexible, and
to retire from the war
by the hand of Peneleus the night that Troy was
;

taken.

{Virg., Mn., 2, 425.)
CoRONE, a city of Messenia, on the western shore
It is now Coron, and the
of the Sinus Messeniacus.
Its original
gulf is called after it, the Gulf of Coron.
name was JEpea ; but this was changed to Corone
It was in atafter the restoration of the Messenians.
tempting to take this town, during the war occasioned
by the secession of Messene from the Achaean league,
that Philopoemen was made prisoner.
{Liv., 39, 49.)
Strabo reports that this place was regarded by some as
the

Pedasus of Homer.

called

the

of Corone was
{Cramer^s Anc.

The haven

Port of the Achaeans.

Greece, vol. 3, p. 139.)
CoRONEA, a city of Boeotia, to the southeast of ChaeIt was a place ol
ronea, on a branch of the Cephissus.
Persius, dying before his master, left him his library, considerable antiquity and importance, and was said to
the
with a considerable sum of money but Cornutus ac- have been founded,
together with Orchomenus, by
cepted only the books, and gave the money to the descendants of Athamas who came from Thessaly.
sisters of his
The poet Lucan was also one of {Pausan., 9, 3^.— Strabo, 411.) Several important
pupil.
his pupils.
Under Nero, Cornutus was driven into actions took place at different times in its vicinity.
exile for his freedom of speech.
The emperor having Tolmides, who commanded a body of Athenian troops,
written several books in verse on the affairs of
was here defeated and slain by the Boeotians, which
;

Rome,

and his

flatterers advising

the honest Stoic had the

B

B B

him

to continue the

poem,
courage to remark, that he

led to the emancipation of the whole province, after
had been subject to the Athenians since the victor*

it
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they obtained at CEnophytae. {Thucyd., 1,113.) The
battle of Coronea was gained by Agesilaus and the
Spartans against the Thebans and their allies in the
second year of the 96th Olympiad, 394 B.C. {Xen.,
Hist.

Gr., 4, 3, 8, seqq.—Plut., Vit. Agesii, 17.)
was also twice taken by the Phocians under
Onomarchus, and afterward given up to the Thebans

This

city

—

by Philip of Macedon. {Demosth., de Pac, p. 62.
The Coroneans, in the Macedonian
Philip., 2, p. 69.)
war, having adhered to the cause of Perses, suffered
severely from the resentment of the Romans.
{Polyb.,

2.—Liv., 42, 44, and 67.— Id., 43,
ruins of Coronea are observable
near the village of Korumis, on a remarkable insulated
"
hill, where there are
many marbles and inscriptions.
On the summit or acropolis are remains of a very an27,

1, 8,

SuppL,

and

1, 2.)

5,

The

cient polygonal wall, and also a Roman ruin of brick."
{Gell, Ilin., p. 150.— Dodwell, vol. 1, p. 247.)
CoRONis, daughter of Phlegyas, and mother of

She was put to death by the
.^sculapius by Apollo.
for having proved unfaithful to him, but the offspring of her womb was first taken from her and spared.

god

{Vid. ^sculapius.)
II. The inCoRsi, I. the inhabitants of Corsica.
habitants of part of northern Sardinia, who came origi-

—

nally from Corsica.
p.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 9, pt. 2,

479.)

Corsica, an island of the Mediterranean, called by
Its inhabitants were styled by
the Greeks Kvpvoc.
In
the same people Kvpvioc; by the Latins, Corsi.
later times the island took also the name of Corsis.
(7

Kopfftf.

—

— Compare

Dionys. Perieg.,

v.

Slepk. Byz., s. v. Kopalc459, ct Eustath., ad loc.) The

ancient writers represent it as mountainous and woody,
and only well cultivated along the eastern coast, where
the Romans had settlements.
{Dionys. Perieg., v.
460.) Its natural products were resin, honey, and

The honey, however, had
{Diod. Sic, 5, 13.)
a bitter taste, in consequence of the bees deriving it
from the yew-trees with which the island abounded.
Diod.
{Vtrg., Eclog., 9, 30.— Ovid, Am., 1, l^.

wax.

—

Sic,

5,

14.)

It

was

to

their feeding

abundantly on

this honey, however, that the longevity of the Corsicans was ascribed. (Compare Eustath. ad Dionys.
Perieg., v. 458.) The inhabitants were a rude race
of mountaineers, indebted for their subsistence more

to the produce of their flocks than to the cultivation of
the soil.
Seneca, who was banished to this quarter in
the reign of Claudius, draws a very unfavourable picture of the island and

its

inhabitants

;

describing the

former as rocky, unproductive, and unhealthy, and the
He writes, however,
latter as the worst of barbarians.
under the influence of prejudiced feelings, and many
allowances must be made.
(Senec, de Consol. ad
The Corsi appear to have derived
Helv., c. 6, 8.)
their origin from Ligurian and Iberian (called by SenEustathius says that a Ligurian
eca Spanish) tribes.

named Corsa, having pursued in a small boat
a bull which had taken to the water, accidentally discovered the island, which her countrymen named after
Comher.
{Eustath., ad Dionys. Perieg., v. 458.
pare Isidori Origines, 14, 6.) The Phocaeans, on resettled here for a time, and founded
tiring from Asia,
the city Aleria, but were driven out finally by the Tyrfemale,

—

rhenians

and

The Romans

Carthaginians.

{Died.

Sic,

5,

13.)

course.
Mannert supposes it to have been nothing
more than a canal cut from the Euphrates. {Vid.
Masca, where notice is taken of an error in D'Anville'a
The site of Corsote appears to correspond, at
chart.)
the present day, to a spot where are the ruins of a
large city, named Erzi or Irsah.
{Rennell, Illustrations of the Anabasis, <Scc., p. 103.)

CoRTONA, a town of Eiruria, a short distance northwest of the Lacus Thrasymenus, and fourteen miles
south of Arretium.
Its claims to antiquity were equalled by few other places of Italy.
It is thought to have
been built on the ruins of an ancient town called Cois known
by that appellation in Virgil.
170.—
ibid., 7, 209; 9, 10; lO, 719.—
Compare Silius Italicus, 5, 123.) From the similarity of names, it was supposed by some to owe its ori-

rythus,

and

(iEn., 3,

M

Others degin to Corythus, the father of Dardanus.
duced the name from the circumstance of Dardanu8
Both,
having lost his helmet («6pi'f ) there in fighting.
however, are pronounced by Heyne to be mere fables.
{Heyne, Excurs., 6, ad JEn., 3.) Perhaps the opinion
entitled to credit is that of Mannert, who makes
the place to have been of Pelasgic origin.
This, in
fact, is strongly corroborated by the massy remains of
the ancient walls, evidently of Pelasgic structure.

most

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, moreover, who quotes
from Hellanicus of Lesbos, an author somewhat anterior to Hesiod, slates that the Pelasgi, who had landed at Spina on the Po, subsequently advanced into the
interior of Italy, and occupied Cortona, which they
fortified, and from thence formed other settlements in
On this account Cortona is styled the
Tyrrhenia.

—

{Stcph. Byz., s. v.
metropolis of that province.
Compare Sil. Ital., 7, 174.) Cortona was one of the
twelve cities of Etruria. {Mailer, Etrusker, vol. 1, p.
The Greek name of the place was Goriyn
345.)
(rdprvv), and the Etrurian one Kortun, from which
the Romans made Cortona.
{MiiJler, Etrusker, vol
2, p.

The city still retains its ancient appella268.)
It was colonized by the Romans
Cortona.

tion of

{Dionys., 1, 26), at what period is uncertain; probably in the time of Sylla, who colonized several towns
Cramer thinks, that some confusion of
of Etruria.
names must have given rise to the story of Dardanus
coming from Italy to Troy, as alluded to by Virgil

{Mn., 7, 205). It is known that there were several
towns in antiquity of the name of Gyrton, Gyrtone,
and Gortyna, in Thessaly, Boeotia, Arcadia, and Crete;
countries all more or less frequented at one time by
the Pelasgi.
This, he thinks, was the original form
by which Cortona was first named for Polybius calls
it Cyrtone (3, 82), and it is known that the Etruscans
and Umbri, who took their letters from the Pelasgi,
;

never used the

letter O.

Now, according

to

some

ac-

counts, Dardanus came from Arcadia, and according
Cramer suspects, however,
to others, from Crete.
that the Thessalian Gyrton ought to have the preferfor this city, in a passage of Strabo, though it is
supposed to be mutilated, is entitled the Tyrrhenian
{Strab., 330), and this might prove the key to the
Italian origin of Dardanus, besides confirming the
identity of the Tyrrheni with the Thessalian Pelasgi.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 215, not.)
CoRviNus, I. or Corvus, a name given to M. Valerius, from his having been assisted by a crow {corvus)
while engaged in combat with a Gaul.
{Vid. Valeri-

ence

;

took the island from this latter people
B.C. 231, and subsequently two colonies were sent us.)— It. Messala, a distinguished Roman in the Auone by Marius, which founded Mariana, and an- gustan age. (Fi<f. Messala.)
to it
other by Sylla, which settled on the site of Aleria.
CoRVBANTEs, the priests of Cybele, called also
Mantinorum Oppidum, in the same island, is now Bas- Galli. {Vid. Cybele.) In celebrating the festivals of
the goddess, they ran about with loud cries and bowltia ; and Urcinium, Ajaccto, was the birthplace of Na{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 505, seqq.) ings, beating on timbrels, clashing cymbals, sounding
poleon.
Corsote, a city of Mesopotamia, on the river Masca. pipes, and cutting their flesh with knives. Some deD'Anville places it at the confluence of the Masca and rive the name from their moving along in a kind of
The Masca, according to Xenophon dance, and tossing the head to and fro {utto tov KopvirEuphrates.
(Anab., 1, 5, 4), flowed around the city in a circular Tovraq (3aiveiv).
According to Strabo (479), and
;
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de VAcad. dcs. Inscr., &c., vol. 18, p. modern name is Korghoz.
About twenty ntadia inword Corybas is a Phrygian one, and refers to land was the Corycian cave, celebrated in mythology
as the fabled abode of the giant Typhceus.
the wild dances in which the Corybantes indulged.
{Pind.^
As regards the assertion commonly made, that the Co- Pyth., 1, 31.— Id. ib., 8, 20.—JEschyl., P. v., 350,
it
may be segq.) In fact, many writers, as Sirabo reports, placed
rybantes were originally from Mount Ida,
remarked, that more correct authorities make Phrygia Arima or Arimi, the scene of Typhceus's torments,
to have been their native seat.
(Compare Rolle, Re- alluded to by Homer, in Cilicia, while others sought it
The description
ehtrches sur le Culte de Bacchus, vol. 1, p. 246, seqq.) in Lydia, and others in Campania.
The dance of the Corybantes is thought to have which Strabo has left us of this remarkable spot leads
been symbolical of the empire exercised by man over to the idea of its having been once the crater of a volHe says it was a deep and broad valley, of a
metals, as also of the movements of the heavenly bodies. cano.
The circular shape, surrounded on every side by lofty rocks.
{Constant, de la Religion, vol. 2, p. 375, segq.)
Corybantes are said to have been the first that turned The lower part of this crater was rugged and stony,
their attention to metallurgy.
{Sainte Croix, Mys- but covered nevertheless with shrubs and evergreens,
and especially saffron, of which it produced a great
teres du Paganisme, vol. 1, p. 79.)
Corybas, son of lasion and Cybele, who introduced quantity, regarded as the best of all antiquity. There
the rites of the mother of the gods into Phrygia, from was also a cavity from which gushed a copious stream,
the island of Saraothrace.
which, after a short course, was again lost, and re{Diod. Sic, 5, 49.)
CoBvciDEs, a name applied to the nymphs who appeared near the sea, which it joined. It was called
"
were supposed to inhabit the Corycian cave on Mount the bitter water." {Strab., 611.) The account of
Parnassus.
They were the daughters of the river-god Pomponius Mela is still more minute and elaborate.
Pleistus.
{Ovid, Mel., I, 320.—Apoll. Rh., 2, 711. {Mela, 1, VS.— Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 336.)
III. A naval station, on the coast of Lycia, about
Gierig, ad Ovid, I. c.)
CoRYciuM Antrum, I. a cave or grotto on Mount thirty stadia to the north of Olympus. Strabo makes it
Strab., 666).
Parnassus, about two hours from Delphi, and higher a tract of shore {Ko)pvKog alyLaXog.
Corvphasium, a promontory on the western coast
up the mountain. It is accurately described by Pauof
now
of
Methone,
sanias, who states, that it surpassed in extent every
Messenia, north
Cape Zonchio.
other known cavern, and that it was possible to ad- There was a town of the same name on it, to which
vance into the interior without a torch. The roof, the inhabitants of Pylos retired after their town was
from which an abundance of water trickles, is elevated destroyed. {Pausan., A,Z6.)
far above the floor, and vestiges of the dripping water
Cos, an island of the ^gean, one of the Sporades,
are to be seen attached to it, says west of the promontory of Doris.
Its more ancient
(i. e., stalactites)
The names were Cea, Staphylus, Nymphaea, and Meropis,
Pausanias, along the whole extent of the cave.
inhabitants of Parnassus, he adds, consider it as sa- of which the last was the most common.
{Thucyd.j
cred to the Corycian nymphs and the god Pan.
{Pau- 8, 41.) The colonizing of this island must have tak^n
san., 10,32.
Compare Stiabo, ^17.) Herodotus re- place at a very early date, since Homer makes menlates (8, 36), that on the approach of the Persians, the tion of it as a populous settlement.
14,
(iZ., 2, 184
The inhabitants were of Dorian origin, and
greater part of the population of Delphi ascended the 255.)
mountain, and sought refuge in this capacious recess. closely connected with the Doric colonies on the main
We are indebted for an account of the present state of land. It is now called Start- Co. Its chief city was
Strabo remarks, that
this remarkable cave to Mr. Raikes, who was the first Cos, anciently called Astypalaea.
modern traveller that discovered its site. He describes the city of Cos was not large, but very populous, and
the narrow and low entrance as spreading at once into seen to great advantage by those who came thither by
a chamber 330 feet long by nearly 200 wide.
The sea. Without the walls was a celebrated temple of
stalactites from the top hung in the most graceful .lEsculapius, enriched with many admirable works of
forms the whole length of the roof, and fell like dra- art, and, among others, two famous paintings of ApelThe lat{Ratke's Journal, in Walpole's les, the Antigonus and Venus Anadyomene.
pery down the sides.
II. A cave in Cilicia,
ter painting was so much admired that Augustus reCollection, vol. 1, p. 312.)
moved it to Rome, and consecrated it to Julius Caenear Corycus.
{Vid Corycus, II.)
CoRYCus, I. a promontory of Ionia, southeast of the sar and in consideration of the loss thus inflicted on
The high and rugged the Coans, he is said to have remitted a tribute of
southern extremity of Chios.
coast in this quarter harboured at one time a wild and one hundred talents which had been laid on them.
and Besides the great painter just mentioned, Cos could
daring population, greatly addicted to piracy
who, by disguising themselves, and frequenting the boast of ranking among her sons the first physician of

Freret

{Mem.

34), the

—

1

—

j

|

—

—

—

—

,

—

;

:

The soil of the land was very
harbours in their vicinity, obtained private information antiquity, Hippocrates.
of the course and freight of any merchant vessel, and productive, especially in wine, which vied with those
It was also celebrated for its
concerted measures for the purpose of intercepting it. of Chios and Lesbos,
The secrecy with which their intelligence was pro- purple dye, and for its manufacture of a species of
cured gave rise to the proverb, Tou d' up' 6 KupvKalog transparent silk stuff, against the use of which by the
"
This, then, the Corycean overheard," a Romans Juvenal in particular so strongly inveighs.
TiKpou^ETo,
saying that was used in cases where any carefully- The modern island presents to the view fine plantaguarded secret had been discovered. (Compare Eras- tions of lemon- trees, intermixed with stately maples.
mus, Chil. 1, cent. 2, col. 76.) The modern name of (For a more particular account of it, consult Turner's
the ridge of Mount Corycus is the Table Mountain, Tour in the Levant, vol. 3, p. 41, segq.— Cramer's
but the ancient appellation is still preserved in that of Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 220.)
near the
Kourko, which belongs to a bold headland forming the
CossA, I. (or Cossae), a town of Etruria,
extreme point of the Erythrean peninsula towards Sa- coast, on the promontory of Mount Argentarius, northmos. Pliny (5, 31) calls it Coryceon Promontorium. west of Centum Cellae. It was situate at a little distance from the modern Ansedonia, which is now itself
II. A small
{Cram£r''s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 351.)
town of Cilicia Trachea^ near the confines of Cilicia in ruins. For a plan of this ancient city, consult Jtfialso a repreCampestris, on the seacoast, and to the east of Seleu- cali, Vltalm, &c., tav. 10, who gives
stones.
cia Trachea.
It appears to have been a fortress of
sentaiion of parts of its walls built of polygonal
Jlalianh
great strength, and a mole of vast unhewn rocks is (Compare Micalt, Storia degli Antuhi Popoli
this is the only specimen
carried across the bay for about a hundred yards.
It
tav. 4.)
According to him,
From
served at one time as the harbour of Seleucia, and of such construction to be found in Etruna.
was then a place of considerable importance. The Pliny (3, 5), we learn that Cossa was founded by the

—

COT

COT
people of Volci, an Etruscan city, and Virgil has
named it in the catalogue of the forces sent by Etruria

Cicero.

&c.)

—

{Cic, de Div.,

2,

M. Aurelius,

a

III.

21.— Ep. ad Ait., 12, 23
Roman commander in the

to the aid of ^neas.
(^n., 10, 167.) Cossa be- Mithradatic war, sent by the senate to guard the Procame a Roman colony A.U.C. 480. {Veil. PcUerc, pontis and to protect Bithynia. His eagerness to enCramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. gage in battle with Mithradates before Lucullus came
1, 14.
Liv., Epit., 14.

—

—

—

A

II.
195.)
city of Lucania, in Italy, near the
sources of the river Cylistamus.
{Steph. Byz., s. v.

1, p.

up, led to his defeat by both sea and land, after which
he was shut up in Chalcedon until relieved by Lucul

—

Koaaa.) Caesar, who calls it Cosa, states that Titus lus. {Plut.,
Annius Milo was slain before its walls when besieging lieutenant of
the place in Pompey's cause.
{Bell. Civ., 3, 22.)
Cluverius was nearly correct in his supposition, that
Cassano might occupy the site of this ancient town
1205), for more modern topographers have in fact discovered its ruins at Civita, a
village close to the former place.
{Anton., Lucan. p.
{Ital. Ant., vol. 2, p.

—

—

1.
Cramer's
3, disc.
Romanelli, vol. 1, p. 240.
Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 354.)
Cossus, I. a surname of the familia Maluginensis^
a branch of the Gens Cornelia.
II. Aulus Cornelius,
a Roman, and military tribune, who slew in battle
with his own hands Lar Tolumnius, king of the Veientes, for which he offered up the Spolia Opima to Jupiter Feretrius, being the only one who had done this
since the time of Romulus.
{Liv,, 4, 20; where
consult the discussion into which Livy enters on this
subject, and also the note of Crevier.)

—

Cotes, a promontory of Mauritania, now Cape Es-

The form in Greek is generally given as plupartel.
ral, ai Kwreif.
Ptolemy, however, has the singular,

The name is Punic, and signified " a
KuTT/g uKpov.
vine ;" and hence the Greeks sometimes translated the

—

term by Ampelusia.
Mannert, Geogr.,
{Mela, 1, 5.
vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 465.)
a
name
to
a
small
but elevated islCoTHo>f,
given
and in the inner harbour of Carthage, commanding a
view of the sea, and on which the Carthaginian admiral resided.

Around

the whole island

numerous ships

Vit. Lucidl.)
IV. L. Aurunculeius, a
Cassar's in Gaul, cut off along with Titurius by the Eburones.
{Cas., B. G., 5, 26, scqq.)
CoTTi.* Alpes, now Mont St. Genevre, generally,

be the place where
{Vid. Alpes.)
They
{Vid. Cottius.)
a
who
held
a
kind
of
CoTTius, chieftain,
sovereignty
over several valleys among the Alps.
It appears to
have been hereditary, as we also hear of King Don-

though erroneously, supposed
Hannibal crossed into Italy.
took their name from Cottius.

his father.

nus,

to

Cottius

{Ovid, Ep. Pont., 4, 7.)

represented as lurking in the fastnesses of his Alps,
and even defying the power of Rome, till Augustus
thought it worth while to conciUate him with the
title of
{Dio Cassius, 9, 24. Amm. Marprefect.
is

—

cell.,

the

15,

title

Claudius, however, restored to him
of king.
Under Nero, the Cottian Alps be10.)

came a Roman

The
{Suet., Ner., 18.)
province.
extent of the territory which Cottius possessed cannot
now be easily defined ; for though all the people
which composed his dominions are enumerated in the
inscription of the arch at Suza, many of them remain
unknown, notwithstanding great pains have been taken

to identify their situation.

en

Italic, vol. 1, p. 105.)

make
extended much
of them to

(Consult Millen, Voyage

Enough, however,

is

known

appear, that the territory of Cottius
farther on the side of Gaul than of
it

In Gaul, he seems to have held under him all
eastern part of Dauphine, and the northeastern
portion of Provence.
(Compare D'Anville, Not. de
Italy.

the

VAnc. Gaule, art. Caturigcs, Savincates, Esubiani,
&c.)
CoTTDs, a giant, son of Coelus and Terra, who had
The term appears to indicate a harbour one hundred hands and fifty heads. {Hesiod, Theog.,
bo, 572.)
made by art and human labour and hence Festus 149.) His brothers were Gyes {Vvr}^, the form Vvyrjc
states that artificial harbours were called Cothones. is less correct
Gottling, ad loc.) ^x\^Bx\zxeos. The
{Fest., s. V. Catones, with the emendation of Scali- most recent expounders of mythology consider these
The word appears to be derived from the Pu- three as mere personifications, relatmg to the winter
ger.)
nic (Hebrew) Keton, with its primary reference to season.
Thus Cottus {Kotto^, from kottto, " to
{Gesenitis, Phoen. Mon., p. smite") is the Smiter, and is an epithet for the hail
cutting, lopping off, &c.
422.)
Gyes (Fuj/f, the part of the plough to which the share
CoTiso, a king of the Daci, whose army invaded is fixed), is the Furrower, or the rain and Briareos
and
was
defeated by Corn. Lentulus, the (Bpuipeug, akin to (3pid(j, (3piap6g, /3ptdu, i^ptdvg, all
Pannonia,
lieutenant of Augustus.
Flo- denoting weight and strength) is the Presser, the snow
{Sueton., Aug., 21.
which lies deep and heavy on the ground. They were
ras, 4, l2.~Horat., Od, 3, 8, 18.)
CoTTA, I. Caius Aurelius, a celebrated Roman ora- naturally named Hundred-handed {kKUToyx^ip^g, centitor, of the school of Crassus, and who flourished
mani), from their acting so extensively at the same
about A.U.C. 661.
He failed, observes Cicero, in his moment of time. {Hermann, uber das Wesen, &c.,
Welcker understands by the Hundred-handed
pursuit of the tribuneship by the envious opposition p. 84.)
which he encountered. Being accused before the the water. {Welck., Trii, 147.
Keightley's Myof war were laid up under cover of spacious halls or
arsenals, with all the necessary stores for fitting them
out at the shortest notice. {Appian, Pun., 9Q.—Slra;

:

:

:

—

—

—

people, he spoke with great force against the violent
and unjust mode in which the equites dispensed justice, and then went into voluntary exile, without wait-

thology, p. 46.)
CoTy.«UM, a

for his condemnation.
This happened in the
He was recalled
stormy times of Marius and Sylla.
When consul in 677, Cotta had a law
by the latter.
passed, which gave the tribunes of the commons the
other offices, of which they had been
right of holding

says, that, according to some accounts, it was the
Alexander, a grambirthplace of ^sop the fabulist.
marian of great learning, and a voluminous writer, was

ing

—

L. Aurelius, flourished at the
jeprived by Sylla.
Roman bar when Cicero was yet a young man, and
the latter states that none kindled in him more emulaThe eloquence of
tion than Hortensius and Cotta.
II.

town of Phrygia, south of Dorylaeum,
on the Thymbris, a branch of the Sangarius.
Suidas

liate Byzantine writers
also a native of CotyoBum.
term it the metropolis of Phrygia.
{M. Due, p. 7, a.)
Kutaya or Kutaieh, a Turkish town of about eight

thousand souls, has succeeded to the ancient Cotiaeum.
of this is sometimes given as Coyiaeum,
which, judging from ancient coins, is the more correct

The name

was calm and flowing, and his diction mode of writing it, the legend being always KOTIAHe was elevated to the con- EQN iSestini, p. 121. Rasche, Lex Rei. Num.,
Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p.
687 A.U.C, and in the year following to vol. 3, col. 1052.

this individual

elegant and correct.

—

sulship in
the censorship.

In the debate respecting the recall
of Cicero, Cotta, who was first called upon for his
opinion, distinguished

him.self

for

the

manly frank-

ness with which he censured the proceedings against

—

17.)

CoTYs, a name borne by several kings of Thrace,
I. A
and also by some other princes.
king of Thrace,
contemporary with Philip, father of Alexander. He

—

CRA

C R A
was a very active and inveterate foe to the Athenians,
and did them considerable mischief in the Chersonese.
Cotys was assassinated by Python and Heraclides,
who received each from the Athenians, as a recomof citizenship and a
pense for the deed, the rights
Aristocr.
Aristot.,
golden crown. {Dcmosth., contra
Palmer., ad Demos th., contr. Arist.,
Polit., 5, 10.

—

—

—

A

II.
30.)
king of Thrace, who sent his son Sadales,
at the head of five hundred horse, to the aid of Pom{Cces., Bell. Civ., 3,
pey, in his contest with Caesar.

— Compare Lucan,

—

III.
5, 64, and Cortius, ad loc.)
king of Thrace in the time of Augustus, slain by
He was a prince of
his uncle Rhescuporis, B.C. 15.
a literary turn, and Ovid addressed to him one of his
9.
Tacit.,
epistles from the Euxine {Ep. ex Ponto, 2,
Ann., 2, 66, &c.) IV. Son of Manes, succeeded his
Confather on the throne of Lydia.
(Herod., 4, 45.
sult Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 365)— V.
king of the
interests
of
PerOdrysaB, in Thrace, who favoured the
4.

A

—
—

—

A

ses against the

Romans.

{Liv., 42, 29.)

or CoTYs, a goddess worshipped by the
Thracians, and apparently identical with the Phrygian
Her worship was introduced at Athens and
Cybele.
Corinth, where it was celebrated, in private, with great
The priests of the
indecency and licentiousness.
goddess were called Baptae. A full account of all that
the ancients have left us in relation to this deity, may
be found in Buttmann {Mythologus, vol. 2, c. 19, p.
" Ueber die
159, seqq.,
Kotyttia und die Baptce")
and in Lobeck (Aglaophamiis, p. 1007, seqq.
Epi-

CoTVTTO,

—

melrum xi.,
Cragos,

ad. c. 8).
I.

a chain of mountains

running along
It rises precipitously from the
the coast of Lycia.
sea, and, from the number of detached summits which
it offers to the spectator in that direction, it has not
unaptly been called by the Turks Yedi Bouroun, or

tion as a

moral inslructer.

losophy, vol.

1, p.

(EnJieWs History of Phi-

248, seqq.)

Lucius Licinius, a Roman orator and
of consular rank.
In A.U.C. 633, being only
twenty-one years of age, he made his debut in the

Crassus,

I.

man

a prosecution against C. Carbo.
Cicero
was remarkable, even at this early period,
for his candour and his great love of justice.
Crassus
was but twenty-seven years old when his eloquence
obtained the acquittal of his relation, the vestal Licinia.
Being elevated to the consulship in 657, he was the
author of a law, by which numbers of the allies, who

Forum,

in

says, that he

Roman citizens, were sent back to their
This law alienated from him the
respective cities.
affections of the principal Italians, so that he was repassed for

garded by some as the primary cause of the social war,
which broke out three years after. Having Hithei
Gaul for his province, Crassus freed the country from
the robbers that infested it, and for this service had
The senate were
the weakness to claim a triumph.
but Scaevola, the other
favourable to his application
consul, opposed it, on the ground that he had not conCrassus
quered foes worthy of the Roman people,
conducted himself, in other respects, with great wisdom in his government, and not only did not remove
from around him the son of Carbo, who had come as
a spy on his conduct, but even placed him by his side
on the tribunal, and did nothing of which the othei
was not a witness. Being appointed censor in 659,
he caused the school of the Latin rhetoricians to be
;

closed, regarding them as dangerous innovators for
Crassus left hardly any orations behind
the young.
him ; and he died while Cicero was yet in his boy-

hood

but still that author, having collected the opinwho had heard him, speaks with a minute,
and apparently perfect, intelligence of his style of orathe Seven Capes. Strabo, however, assigns to it eight tory.
He was what may be called the most ornamental
summits.
This same writer also pla- speaker that had hitherto appeared in the Forum.
(Strab., 665.)
ces in the range of Cragus the famed Chimaera. (Vid. Though not without force, gravity, and dignity, these
Chimsra.) Scylax calls Cragus, however, a promon- were happily blended with the most insinuating politeHe was master of
tory, and makes it the separation of Lycia and Caria ness, urbanity, ease, and gayety.
the most pure and accurate language, and of perfect
(p. 39.— Compare Plin., 5, 28).— II. A town of Lycia, in the vicinity of the mountain-ranges of the same elegance of expression, without any affectation, or unname. (Strab., 665.)
The authority of Strabo is pleasant appearance of previous study. Great clearconfirmed by coins.
Cramer^s Asia ness of language distinguished all his harangues and,
(Sestini, p. 92.
while descanting on topics of law or equity, he posMinor, vol. 2, 245, seqq.)
CranIi, a surname of the Athenians, from their sessed an inexhaustible fund of argument and illus«
tration.
Some persons considered Crassus as only
King Cranaus. (Vid. Cr&naus.)
Cranaus, the successor of Cecrops on the throne equal to Antonius, his great contemporary others preof Attica.
He married Pedias, and the offspring of ferred him as the more perfect and accomplished orator.
their union was Atthis.
(Consult remarks under the The language of Crassus was indisputably preferable
article Cecrops.)
but the action and gesture of the
to that of Antonius
of
a
town
Cranii,
Cephallenia, situate, according latter were as incontestably superior to those of Crasto Strabo, in the same gulf with Pale.
As a public speaker Crassus was remarkable for
(Strab., 456. sus.
—Thucyd., 2, 3A.—Liv., 38, 28.) The Athenians his diffidence in the opening of a speech, a diffidence
established the Messenians here, upon the abandon- which never forsook him
and, after the practice of a
ment of Pylos by the latter, when that fortress was re- long life at the bar, he was frequently so much agitastored to the Lacedaemonians.
(Thucyd., 5,35.) Dr. ted in the exordium of a discourse, as to grow pale and
Holland says, '' this city stood on an eminence at the tremble in every joint of his frame.
The most splenupper end of the bay of ArgostoU ; and its walls may did of all the efforts of Crassus was the immediate
yet be traced nearly in their whole circumference," cause of his death, which happened A.U.C. 662, a short
which he conceives to be nearly two miles. The while before the commencement of the civil wars of
structure is that usually called Cyclopian.
(Vol. 1, p. Marius and Sylla, and a few days after the time in which
he is supposed to have borne his part in the dialogue
55.—Dodwell, vol. 1, p. 75.)
Cranon and Crannon, a city of Thessaly, on the "De Oratore."" The consul Philippus had declared,
river Onchestus, southeast of Pharsalus.
Near it was in one of the assemblies of the people, that some other
a fountain, the water of which warmed wine when advice must be resorted to, since, with such a senate
mixed with it, and the heat remained for two or three as then existed, he could no longer direct the affairs
A full senate being immediately
of the government.
(Athenceus, 2, 16.)
days.
Crantor, a philosopher of Soli, among the pupils summoned, Crassus arraigned, in terms of the most
of Plato, B.C. 310,
He was the first who wrote com- glowing eloquence, the conduct of the consul, who,
mentaries on the works of Plato.
Crantor was highly instead of acting as the political parent and guarits members
celebrated for the purity of his moral doctrine, as
may dian of the senate, sought to deprive
be inferred from the praises bestowed by the ancients, of their ancient inheritance of respect and dignity.
"
on grief." Being farther irritated by an attempt, on the part of
especially by Cicero, upon his discourse
Horace also (Ep., 1, 2, 3) alludes to his high reputahim into compliance with his de
Philippus, to force
381
:

ions of those

—

;

;

;

;

CRASSUS.

CRASSUS.

signs, he exerted, on this occasion, the utmost effort of
but he returned home with a
his genius and strength
pleuritic fever, of which he died seven days after.
This oration of Crassus, followed, as it was, by his
almost immediate death, made a deep impression on
his countrymen
who, long afterward, were wont to repair to the senate-house for the purpose of viewing the
spot where he had last stood, and where he fell, as it may
be said, in defence of the privileges of his order. {Dun-

Crassus appears
though he displayed
so few of the qualities of a commander in his Parthian
Created praetor A.U.C. 680, he was sent
campaign.
to terminate the war with
He accordingly
Spartacus.

;

;

—

eager grasping after wealth, however,
to have been no mean soldier, even

met, defeated him in several encounters, and at last
bringing him to a decisive action, ended the war by a
single blow, Spartacus and forty thousand of his followers being left on the field.
Not venturing to de

II. Marcus,
mand a triumph for a victory over gladiators and slaves,
lop^s Rom. Lit., vol. 2, p. 215, seqq.)
was praetor A.U.C. 648. (Ctc, de Fin., 5, 30.) He he contented himself with an ovation. In 682 Craswas surnamed by his friends Agelastus ('AyfAatrrof), sus obtained the consulship, having Pompey for his
At a subsequent period we. find him imbecause, according to Pliny (7, 19), he never laughed colleague.

or because, acduring the whole course of his life
{Cic, de
cording to Lncilius, he laughed but once.
;

—
30.)

Marcus

Fin., 5,
Licinius, surnamed the
Rich, grandson of the preceding, and the most opulent Roman of his day, was of a patrician family, and
the son of a man of consular rank.
His father and
brother perished by the proscriptions of Marius and
Cinna while he was still quite young, and, to avoid a
III.

similar fate, he took refuge in Spain until the death of

when he

returned to Italy and served under
Crassus proved very serviceable to this com-

Cinna,
Sylla.

mander

in the decisive battle that was fought near
but afterward, making the most unjust and rapacious use of Sylla's proscriptions, that leader, according to Plutarch, gave him up, and never employed
him again in any public affair. The glory which was
then beginning to attend upon Pompey, though still
young and only a simple member of the equestrian
order, excited the jealousy of Crassus, and, despairing
of rising to an equality with him in warlike operations,
he betook himself to public affairs at home, and, by
paying court to the people, defending the impeached,
lending money, and aiding those who were candidates
ft.T office, he attained to an influence
almost equal

Rome

;

by an informer in the conspiracy of Catiline,
but acquitted by acclamation the moment the charge
was heard by the senate.
now come to the cloWhen Caesar, on
sing scene in the career of Crassus.
from
his
returning
government to solicit the consulfound
and
Crassus
at
variance (which
ship,
Pompey
had been the case also during almost all the time that
they were colleagues in the consular office), and perceived, that, for the furtherance of his own ambitious
views, the aid of these two individuals would be needed
by him for opposing the influence of the senate, as well
as that of Cicero, Cato, and Catulus, he managed to
reconcile them, and soon, in conjunction with both of
them, formed the well-known league usually styled the
First Triumvirate, which proved so fatal to the liberplicated

We

of the Roman people.
By the terms of this comIn
pact Crassus obtained the government of Syria.
the law that was passed relative to this government
of Crassus, no mention was indeed made of any war
ties

its
still
every one knew that he
neighbourhood
had connected with it an immediate invasion of Parthia.
Plutarch even states, that he had fixed upon

in

;

neither Syria nor Parthia as the limits of his expected

good fortune, but intended to penetrate even to Bacto that which Pompey had acquired by his military tria, India, and the shores of the Eastern Ocean.
The
It was at the bar, in
achievements.
particular, that only nM)tive to this memorable and unfortunate underCrassus rendered himself extremely popular.
He taking was the rapacious love of wealth. It was not,
was not, it would seem, a very eloquent speaker, yet however, without considerable opposition from the
by care and application he eventually exceeded those people and the tribunes that Crassus was allowed to
whom nature had more highly favoured. When Pom- proceed on this expedition. All the influence of Pompey, and Caesar, and Cicero declined speaking in be- pey was necessary to prevent an expression of popular
half of any individual, he often arose, and advocated wrath, for no good was expected to result from hosBesides this promptness to tilities against a people who had done the Romans no
the cause of the accused.
When
aid the unfortunate, his courteous and conciliating de- injury, and who were, in fact, their allies.
portment acquired for him many friends, and made him Crassus, moreover, had reached the gate of the city,
There was not a the tribune Ateius attempted to stop him by force
very popular with the lower orders.
Roman, however humble, whom he did not salute, or but, failing in this, he immediately proceeded to perwhose salutation he did not return by name. The form a religious ceremony of the most appalling nagreat defect, however, in the character of Crassus, ture, by which he devoted the commander himself,
was his inordinate fondness for wealth and, although and all who should follow him on that service, to
he could not strictly be called an avaricious man, since the wrath of the infernal gods and a speedy destruche is said to have lent money to his friends without tion. Undismayed, however, by either denunciations
demanding interest, yet he allowed the love of riches or omens {vid. Caunus), Crassus, embarking at Brunto exercise a paramount sway over his actions, and it disium, proceeded into Asia by Macedonia and the
Plutarch Hellespont.
As the enemy were not prepared for
proved at last the cause of his unhappy end.
informs us, that his estate at first did not exceed three this unprovoked invasion, the Romans met with no rehundred talents, but that afterward it amounted to the sistance. At first Crassus overran the greater part of
enormous sum of seven thousand one hundred talents Mesopotamia and, had he taken advantage of the
The means by which he at- consternation into which his sudden appearance had
(nearly $7,500,000).
tained to this are enumerated by the same writer, and thrown the Parthians, he might, with the greatest ease,
some of them are singular enough. Observing, says have extended his conquest to Babylonia itself. But
Plutarch, how liable the city was to fires, he made it the season being far advanced, he did not think it ex
On the contrary, having left in
his business to buy houses that were on fire and others pedient to proceed.
and he commonly got them at the different towns and strongholds a detachment of
that joined upon them
a low price, on account of the fear and distress of the 7000 foot and 1000 horse, he returned into Syria, and
owners about the result. A band of his slaves there- took up his winter quarters in that province. This
was a fatal error. His occupaupon, regularly organized for the purpose, exerted retrograde movement
themselves to extinguish the flames, and, after this was tions, too, during the winter were highly censurable,
done, rebuilt what had been destroyed, and in this way having more of the trader in them than the general.
Crassus gradually became the owner of a large portion Instead of improving the discipline of the soldiers, and
He gained large sums also by educating keeping them in proper exercise, he spent his time in
of Rome.
and then selling slaves. Plutarch, in fact, regards making inquiry relative to the revenues of the cities,
With all this and in weighing the treasures which he found in the
this as his principal source of revenue.
;

;

;

;
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of Hierapolis.

In the spring the

Roman com-

suits.

on the frontiers of Syria, with
seven legions, four thousand horse, and an equal numWith this force he
ber of light or irregular troops.
he was joined by
again passed the Euphrates, when
an Arabian chief, whom Plutarch calls Ariamncs, but
who is elsewhere named Acbarus or Abgarus and in
this barbarian, owing to his knowledge of the counof attachtry, and his warm and frequent expressions
ment to the Romans, Crassus unfortunately placed the
utmost confidence. The result may easily be foreCrassus intended to have followed the course
seen.
of the Euphrates till he should reach the point where
it
approaches nearest to Seleucia and Ctesiphon, the

mander took the

field,

;

Parthian empire
but, being dissuaby his crafty guide, and directing his
march across the plains, he was led at last into a sandy
desert, where his army was attacked by the Parthian
An unequal conflict ensued.
forces under Surena.
The son of Crassus, sent with a detachment of Gallic
capital of the

ded from

;

this

horse to repel the Parthian cavalry, lost his life after
the most heroic exertions and his loss was first made
known to his father by the barbarians carrying his head
on a spear. Crassus himself, not long after, being
compelled by his own troops to meet Surena in a con;

ference, was treacherously slain by the barbarians, and
his head and right hand sent to the Parthian king,
The whole loss of the Romans in this disOrodes.

While they

inviolate,

lived,

their friendship continued
in the same

and they were both buried

—

An Athenian,
capacity performHe could
ed the principal part in the plays of Cratinus.
not, however, have followed this profession very long,
was
well
he
known
we
learn
from
that
for
Euaebius
as
a comic writer in 450 B.C., which was not long after
to
ArisCratinus began to exhibit.
Crates, according

grave.

{Diog. Laert., 4, 21.)

originally an actor,

and who

III.

in that

totle {Poet., 4, 6), was the first Athenian poet who
abandoned the iambic or satiric form of comedy, and

made use of general stories or fables. Perhaps the
law, passed B.C. 440, restraining the virulence and
license of comedy, might have some share in giving
His style is said to
his plays this less offensive turn.
have been gay and facetious ; yet the few fragments
of his writings which remain are of a serious cast such
and his
are, for example, his reflections on poverty,
From the expressions of
beautiful lines on old age.
of Crates
Aristophanes {Equit., 538), the comedies
seem to have been marked by elegance of language
;

Yet, with

and ingenious ideas.

all

his

endeavours to

in common
please his fastidious auditors, the poet had,
with his rivals, to endure many contumelies and vexations.
He nevertheless, with unwearied resolution,
and exhibit during a varied cacontinued to

compose

reer of success and reverses.

2d

{Theatre of the Greeks^

ed., p. 170.)

I. a river of Arcadia, rising in a mountain
same name, and flowing through Achaia into the
It was from
Sinus Corinthiacus, to the west of JEgira.
Appian, Bell. Parth.)
seqq.
Crater, or Sinos Crater, the ancient name of the this stream that the Italian Crathis, which flowed beGulf of Naples, given to it from its resembling the tween Crotona and Sybaris, derived its appellation.
mouth of a large bowl or mixer {Kpar^p.) It is about {Herodot., 1, U6.—Strabo, 386.)— II. A river of Lutwelve miles in diameter.
cania, flowing into the Sinus Tarentinus, between CroCraterus, one of Alexander's generals, distinguish- tona and Sybaris. It is now the Crati. The ancients

astrous campaign was 20,000 killed and 10,000 taken
Dio Cass.j 40, 13,
{Plut., Vit. Crass.
prisoners.

—

—

both literary and warlike acquirements.
He
in high esteem by x\lexander, whose confidence he obtained by the frankness of his character
and the monarch used to say, " Hephaestion loves
After the death
Alexander, but Craterus the king."
of Alexander, he was associated with Antipater, in the
He afterward crossed
care of the hereditary states.
over into Asia along with Antipater, in order to contend against Eumenes, but was defeated by the latter,

ed

for

was held

;

—

and lost his life in the battle. (Nep., Vit. Eum., 2.
Justin, 13, 6, &c.)
Crates, I. a philosopher of Boeotia, son of Ascondus, and disciple of Diogenes the Cynic, B.C. 324.
He is considered as the most distinguished philosopher
of the Cynic sect, after Diogenes.
In his natural temper, however, he differed from his master, and, instead
of being morose and gloomy, was cheerful and facetious.
Hence he obtained access to many families of
the most wealthy Athenians, and became so highly esteemed, that he frequently acted as an arbiter of disHe was honputes and quarrels among relations.
but
ourably descended, and inherited large estates
when he turned his attention to philosophy, he sold
them, and distributed the money among the poorer
ritizens.
He adopted all the singularities of the Cynic
sect.
His wife Hipparchia, who was rich and of a
good family, and had many suiters, preferred Crates to
every other, and, when her parents opposed her inclinations, so determined was her passion that she
threatened to put an end to her life.
Crates, at the
request of her parents, represented to Hipparchia
every circumstance in his condition and manner of
living which might induce her to change her mind.
Still she
persisted in her resolution, and not only became the wife of Crates, but adopted all the peculiarities of the Cynic profession.
{Enfield's History of
;

Crathis,

of the

ascribed to this stream the property of turning white
the hair of those who bathed in its waters, which
were, however, accounted salutary for various disor
ders.

{Strabo, 263.)

Cratinus, an Athenian comic poet, bom B.C. 519.
was not till late in life that he directed his attention
The first piece of his on
to comic compositions.
record is the 'Apxt^oxoi, which was represented about
448 B.C., at which time he was in his seventy-first
It

In this play, according to Plutarch {Vit. Cim.),
he makes mention of the celebrated Cimon, who had
died the preceding year, B.C. 449, and from the language employed by the poet, it may be inferred that
he was on terms of close intimacy with the Athenian

year.

Soon after this, comedy became so licengeneral.
tious and virulent in its personalities, that the magis{Schol. in Arisloph.y
tracy were obliged to interfere.
Acharn., 67.— Compare Clinton's Fasti Hellenici,

A

decree was passed, B.C. 440,
B.C. 440 and 437.)
law conprohibiting the exhibitions of comedy ; which
tinued in force only during that year and the two folof Eiithymlowing, being repealed in the archonship

Three victories of Cratinus stand recorded
recommencement of comic performances.
With the XeiiiaCofievoL he was second, B.C. 426
{Argum. Acharn), when the 'Axapvelg of Aristophanes won the prize, and the third place was adjudged to
enes.

after the

In the succeeding year he
the NovfiTjvlat of Eupolis.
the I.dTvpoL, and Aristophanes
In a
{Argum. Equit.)
again first with the 'iTTTTftf.
rival makes mention
that
of
this
young
play
parabasis
sucof Cratinus ; where, having noticed his former
of an equivocal
cesses, he insinuates, under the cloak
was becommg doting a "d supiety, that the veteran
The old man, now in his ninety-fifth
perannuated.
insidious attack, exerted his
year, indignant at this
the contests
II.
Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 313.)
philosopher of remaining vigour, and composed, against
entitled livriviiy
Athens, who succeeded in the school of his master Pol- of the approaching season, a comedy
emon.
Crates and Polemon had long been attached or The Flagon, which turned upon the accusations
The aged
to each other from a
similarity of dispositions and pur- brought against him by Aristophw.**.

—

A

was again second with

C

ORE

RE

dramatist had a complete triumph.
{Argum. Nub.)
He was first ; while his humbled antagonist was vanthe
quished also by Ameipsias with the Kovvof, though
was his favourite Ne^^Aat. Notplay of Aristophanes
withstanding his notorious intemperance, Cratinus lived
to an extreme old age, dying B.C. 422, in his ninetyseventh year.
{Lucian, Macrob., 25.) Aristophanes
alludes to the excesses of Cratinus in a passage of the
In the Pax (v. 700, seqq.),
Equites (v. 526, seqq.).
he humorously ascribes the jovial old poet's death to
a shock on seeing a cask of wine staved and lost.
Cratinus himself made no scruple of acknowledging
his failing
("Ori de (^i7.0Lvog 6 Kparlvog koI avrbg

—

:

Schol. in Pac., 703).
kv Ty livTivy X6yet cra^wf.
Horace, also, opens one of his epistles (1, 19) with a
maxim of the comedian's, in due accordance with his
The titles of thirty-eight of the comedies
practice.
of Cratinus have been collected by Meursius, Koenig,
&c. His style was bold and animated {Per situs, 1,
123), and, like his younger brethren, Eupolis and Aristophanes, he fearlessly and unsparingly directed his
satire against the iniquitous public officer and the

{Horat., Sat., 1, 4, \,seqq.)
profligate of private life.
Nor yet are we to suppose, that the comedies of Cratinus and his contemporaries contained nothing beyond
broad jest or coarse invective and lampoon. They
were, on the contrary, marked by elegance of expreselevated sometimes into
sion and purity of language
philosophical dignity by the sentiments which they
declared, and graced with many a passage of beautiful
so that Quintilian deems the
idea and high poetry
Old Comedy, after Homer, the most fitting and bene;

:

ficial object of a young pleader's study.
{Quint.,
Theatre of the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 166, seqq.)
10, 1.
of
a
Mytilene,
Cratippds,
peripatetic philosopher
who, among others, taught Cicero's son at Athens.

—

He

first

became acquainted with Cicero

at

Ephesus,
whither he had gone for the purpose of paying his reaided
the
him.
to
Afterward,
orator,
by
being
spects
he obtained from Caesar the rights of Roman citizenOn coming to Athens, he was requested by the
ship.
Areopagus to settle there, and become an instructer of
youth in the tenets of philosophy, a request with which
he comphed. He wrote on divination and on the inId., de Div.,
terpretation of dreams. {Cic, Off., 1, 1.
1, Z.—Id., Ep. ad Fam., 12, 16.)
Cratylus, a Greek philosopher, and disciple of

—

According to Aristotle {Metaph., 1, 6),
Plato attended his lectures in his youth.
Diogenes
Laertius, however (3,. 8), says that this was after the
is
one
of
the
interlocutors
death of Socrates.
Cratylus
in the dialogue of Plato called after his name.
(Coms Introduction to the Cratylus,
Schleiermacher''
pare
Heraclitus.

Dobson^s transl,

p. 245.)
Crauallid^, a nation who occupied at one period
a part of the Cirrhsean plain. They are described by .^schines {in Ctes., p. 405) as very impious, and as havThey
ing plundered some of the offerings of Delphi.
were exterminated by the Amphictyons. The name

erroneously given by some as Acragallidae, and they
are thought by Wolf, who adopts this lection, to have
Deen a remnant of the army of Brennus. (Consult
is

I.
c.)
Taylor, ad Msch.,
Cremera, a small river of Tuscany, running between
Veii and Rome, and celebrated for the daring but unfor-

This fortress was considered afterPisidians.
ward by the Romans to be of so much consequence,

the

that they established a colony here.

HierocL,

681.

— Zosim.,

1,

60.)

{PtoL,
It

p.

124.

—

is

generally
supposed, that this town is represented by the modern
fort of Kebrinaz,
occupying a commanding situation
p.

between Isbarteh and the lake Egredcr. {Cramer s
Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 300.) II. A commercial place
on the Palus Maeotis.
Mannert supposes the name
to be one of Greek origin, and to have reference to its
He locates the place at the mouth of
rocky situation.
the Tanais, near the modern Taganrock.
{Mannert,

—

Geogr., vol. 4, p. 115.)
Cremona, a city of Cisalpine Gaul, northeast of
Cremona and
Placentia, and a little north of the Po.
Placentia were both settled by Roman colonies, A.U.C.
535.
After the defeat on the Tre{Polvb., 3, 40.)
bia, we find the consul P. Scipio retiring to Cremoit
appears that the Romans retained the place throughout the whole of the second
Punic war, though it suffered so much during its continuance, and afterward from the attacks of the Gauls,

na {Liv., 21, 56), and

it was found
necessary to recruit its population
The
{Liv., 37, 46.)
by a fresh supply of colonists.
colony, being thus renewed, continued to prosper for
when the civil wars,
nearly a hundred and fifty years
which ensued after the death of Cassar, materially af-

that

;

its interests.
Cremona unfortunately espoused
the cause of Brutus, and thus incurred the vengeance
The loss of its territory, which
of the victorious party.
was divided among the veteran soldiers of Augustus,

fected

is

"
is

well known from the line of Virgil {Eclog., 9, 28),
Mantua vat miser a nimium vicina Cremona,''^ which
nearly repeated by Martial (8, 55), '^JugeraperdideThe effect of this ca-

rat miserce vicina Cremona.^''

lamity would seem, however, to have been but tempoand, in fact, we learn from Strabo (216), that Crerary
mona was accounted in his time one of the most considerable towns in the north of Italy.
The civil wars,
which arose during the time of Otho and Vitellius, were
the source of much severer affliction to this city than
any former evil, as the fate of the empire was more than
once decided between large contending armies in its immediate vicinity.
After the defeat of Vitellius's party
by the troops of Vespasian, it was entered by the latter,
and exposed to all the horrors that fire, the sword, and
the ungoverned passions of a licentious soldiery can inflict upon a city taken by storm.
The conflagration of
the place lasted four days.
The indignation which
this event excited throughout Italy seems to have
been such, that Vespasian, afraid of the odium it might
attach to his party, used every eflfort to raise Cremona
from its ruins, by recalling the scattered inhabitants,
reconstructing the public edifices, and granting the
{Tacit., Hist., 3, 33 and 34.
city fresh privileges.
:

—

Plin., 3,

19.— P^oZ.,

p.

&Z.— Cramer's Ancient

Italy,

vol. 1, p. 66, seq.)

Cremutius (3ordus, an historian who wrote an acHe gave ofcount of the achievements of Augustus.
fence to Tiberius, and his prime minister Sejanus, by
"
Cassius was the last of
stating in his history that
the Romans.''
Suetonius,
{Tacit., Ann., 4, 34.)
however, makes him to have called both Cassius and
Brutus by this title. {Sucton., Vit. Tib., 61.—Dio
Cass., 57, 24.)

tunate enterprise of the gallant Fabii.
{Ovid, Fast., 2,
The Cremera is now called la Valca, a
193, seqq.)
the
in
rises
rivulet which
neighbourhood of Baccano,
and falls into the Tiber a little below Prima Porta.

Creon, I. king of Corinth, and father of Creiisa
or Glance, the wife of Jason.
{Vid. Creiisa and MeII. The brother of Jocasta, mother and wife of
dea.)
He
ascended the throne
{Vid. CEdipus.)
CEdipus.

{Cramer's Anc.

of Thebes after Eteocles and Polynices had fallen in
mutual combat, and gave orders that the body of the
latter should be deprived of funeral rites, on which circumstance is founded the plot of the Antigone of Soph-

Cremna,

I.

Italy, vol. 1, p. 239.)

a strong place in the interior of Pisidia,
to Ptolemy, on the declivity of Tau-

lying, according
rus, nearly six miles north of Selga.

According

to

Strabo (569), it had been long looked upon as impregbut it was at length taken by the tetrarch
lable
Amyitas, with some other places, in his wars against
;

—

ocles.

{Vid. Eteocles, Polynices, Antigone, &c.)
native of Samos, who composed,
under the title of OlxcO^iaQ aTiuaig, " The conquest of

Creophylus, a

384
-v),

CRE

CRETA.

QEchalia/' an epic poem commemorative of the exploits of Hercules.
According to an ancient tradition,
Homer himself was the author of this piece, and gave
to Creophylus as a return for the hospitable reception which he had received under his roof.
{Strabo,
In an epigram of Callimachus, however, CreG38.)

of antiquity, first gave laws to the Cretans, and, having conquered the pirates who infested the .^gean
Sea, established a powerful navy.
{Herodot., 1, 171.
Id., 3, 122.
Thucyd., 1, 4, seqq.
Ephor., ap.
In the Trojan
Strab., ^76.—Artstot., Polit., 2, 12.)
war, Idomencus, sovereign of Crete, led its forces to
the war in eighty vessels, a number little inferior to

•'t

is named as the real author.
{Strab., I. c.)
was among the descendants of Creophylus that Ly-

ophylus
It

curgus found, according to Plutarch {Vit. Li/curg.,A),
the Iliad and Odyssey.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
1, p.

166.)

Crksphontks,
his brothers

a son of Aristomachus,

who, with

Temenus and Aristodemus, conquered

the

Peloponnesus. This was the famous conquest achieved by the HeracUdaj. {Vid. Aristodemus and HeracUda.)
I. or Creston, a city of Thrace, the capDionysius
probably of the district of Crestonia.
of Halicarnassus, and most of the commentators and
translators of Herodotus, confound this city with Cortona in Umbria.
(Compare Miiller, Etrusker, vol. 1,
Table Geogr.,
Larchevy Hist. d'Herodote.
p. 95.
Herodotus speaks of Crestone as sitvol. 8, p. 149.)
uate beyond the Tyrrhenians, and inhabited by Pelasfrom their
gi (1, 67), speaking a different language
Rennel thinks that the reading Tyrrheneighbours.
nians is a mistake, and that Thermaans should be
substituted for it, as Therma, afterward Thessalonica,
agrees with the situation mentioned by the historian.

Crestone,

ital

—

—

If, however, the text
p. 45.)
be correct as it stands, it shows that there was once
a nation called Tyrrhenians in Thrace. This is also
contirmed by Thucydides (4, 109.
Compare the
II. A
elaborate note of Larcher, ad Herodot., I. c.)
district of Thrace, to the north of Anthermus and
Bolbe, chiefly occupied by a remnant of Pelasgi.
We are informed by Herodotus,
{Hero^iot., 1, 57.)
that the river Ethedorus took its rise in this territory
and also that the camels of the Persian army were here
attacked by lions, which are only to be found in Europe, as he remarks, between the Nestus, a river of
ThuThrace, and the Acheloiis (7, 124, and 127).
cydides also mentions the Crestonians as a peculiar
of
whom had fixed themselves near Mount
race, part
Athos (4, 109).
The district of Crestone is now
known by the name of Caradagh. {Cramer's Anc.

{Geography of Hcrodot.,

—

—

—

that

—

—

commanded by Agamemnon

himself.
According
which Virgil has followed, Idomeneus
was afterward driven from his throne by faction, and
compelled to sail to lapygia, where he founded the
town of Salernum. (JSn., 3, 121 and 399.) At this
period the island appears to have been inhabited by a
mixed population of Greeks and barbarians. Homer
enumerates the former under the names of Achaei, DoThe latrians, surnamed Trichaices, and Pelasgi.
ter, who were the most ancient, are said to have come
from Thessaly, under the conduct of Teutamus, posterior to the great Pelasgic emigration into Italy.
{AnThe Dorians
dron., ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. Aupiov.)
are reported to have established themselves in Crete,
under the command of Althamenes of Argos, after
the death of Codrus and the foundation of Megara.
After the
{Strabo, i8] .—Eustath. ad II., 2, 645.)
Trojan war and the expulsion of Idomeneus, the principal cities of Crete formed themselves into several
republics, for the most part independent, while others
were connected by federal ties. These, though not
exempted from the dissensions which so universally
distracted the Greek republics, maintained for a long
to the traditions

time a considerable degree of prosperity, owing to the
good system of laws and education which had been so
early instituted throughout the island by the decrees of

Minos.
The Cretan code was supposed by many of
the best-informed writers of antiquity to have furnished Lycurgus with the model of his most salutary reg-

It was founded, according to Ephorus, as
by Strabo (480), on the just basis of liberty and
an equality of rights
and its great aim was to promote
social harmony and peace by enforcing temperance and
On this principle, the Cretan youths were
frugality.
divided into classes called Agels, and all met at the
Andreia, or public meals. Like the Spartans, they were
early trained to the use of arms, and inured to sustain
the extremes of heat and cold, and undergo the severest exercise
they were also compelled to learn
vol.
letters and certain pieces of music.
their
The chiei
Greece,
1, p. 240.)
one
of
the
islands
of
the
Mediterracalled
Cosmi (Koa/zoi), were ten in numCreta,
largest
magistrates,
nean Sea, at the south of all the Cyclades. Its name ber, and elected annually. The Gerontes constituted
is derived by some from the Curetes, who are said to
the council of the nation, and were selected from those
have been its first inhabitants
by others, from the who were thought worthy of holding the office of Cosnymph Crete, daughter of Hesperus and by others, mus (K6o]uof). There was also an equestrian order,
from Cres, a son of Jupiter, and the nymph Idaea. who were bound to keep horses at their own
expense.
But
{Stcpk. Byz., s. V. Kp^TTj.) It is also designated (Compare Aristot., Polit 2, l.—Polyb., 6, 46.)
among the poets and mythological writers by the sev- though the Cretan laws resembled the Spartan institueral appellations of ^ria, Doliche, Idaea, and Telchin- tions in so
many important points, there were some
ia.
Ac- striking features which distinguished the legislative enSteph. Byz., s. v. 'Aepla.)
{Pliny, 4, 12.
One of these was,
cording to Herodotus, this great island remained in actments of the two countries.
the possession of various barbarous nations till the time that the Lacedaemonians were
subject to a strict agraof Minos, son of Europa, who, having expelled his rian law, whereas the Cretans were under no restraint
;

ulations.

cited

;

;

;

;

,

—

became
— Compare

brother Sarpedon,
(1, 173.

country

the sole sovereign of the

Hocck, Kreta,

vol.

1,

p.

These

141).
early inhabitants are generally supposed
to be the Eteocretes of Homer, who clearly distin-

guishes them from the Grecian colonists subsequently
settled there.
Strabo observes that
{Od., 19, 172.)
the Eteocretes were considered as
indigenous ; and
adds, that Staphylus, an ancient writer on the subject
of Crete, placed them in the southern side of the isl-

Other authors, who concur in
{Strab , 475.)
this statement of the
geographer, would lead us to establish a coimeiion between this
primitive Cretan race
and the Curetes, Dactyli, Telchines, and other ancient
so
often alluded to with reference to the mystic
tribes,
rites of Crete. Samothrace, and
Phrygia.- {Strab.,

and.

466.)

Minos, according to the concurrent testimony

Ccc

as to the accumulation of moneyed or landed property ;
another, that the Cretan republics were for the most
part democratical, whereas the Spartan was decidedly
aristocratical.
Herodotus informs us, that the Cretans
of the
were deterred
the unfavourable

response
by
Grecian
Pythian oracle from contributing forces to the
armament assembled to resist the Persians (7, 169).
In the Peloponnesian war, incidental mention is made
of some Cretan cities as allied with Athens or Sparta ;
but the island does not appear to have espoused colof the belligerant parties.
lectively the cause of either
The Cretan soldiers were held in
2, 85.)

{Thucyd.,

and archers, and readigreat estimation as light troops
for hire to such states, whethly offered their services
{Thucyd., 7.
er Greek or barbarian, as needed them.

57.—Xen., Anab

,

3, 3,

G.—Polyb.,

4,

8.— Id.,

5,

14

»
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In the time of Polybius the Cretans had much degenerated from their ancient character, for he charges them
and the most
repeatedly with the grossest immoraHty
hateful vices.

We

46.)

{Polyh., 4,

know

St. Paul, in

proved by

M.—Id.

53.— Id.,

ibid.,

6,

what severity they are rethe words of one of their own

also with

and wool.

silk,

ferent kinds of

Am.

ed.

Crete abounds in wild fowl and

dif-

vol. 6,
vol. 3, p.

{Malte-Brun, Geogr.,
—game.
Cramer^s Ancient Greece,

166,
356, seqq.) The best work on the history of ancient
Crete is that of Hoeck {Kreta, 3 vols. 8vo, Gbttingen,
1823-29).
Crete, I. the wife of Minos. {Apollod., 3, 1.)
11. A daughter of Deucalion.
{Id., 3, 3.)
Cretks, the inhabitants of Crete. {Virg., JEn., 4,
p.

—

Epimenides {Ep. Tit., 1, 12), Kpfjre^ del tpevaThe Romans did
rai, Kaxd ^rjpla, yaaripeg apyai.
not interfere with the affairs of Crete before the war
with Antiochus, when Q. Fabius Labeo crossed over 146.)
into the island from Asia Minor, under pretence of
Creusa, I. a daughter of Creon, king of Corinth,
She received from Medea, as briclaiming certain Roman captives who were detained and wife of Jason.
Several years after, the island dal presents, a diadem and robe, both of which had
there.
{Liv., 37, 60.)
was invaded by a Roman army commanded by M, An- been prepared with magic art, and saturated with deadOn arraying herself in these, flames burst
tonius, under the pretence that the Cretans had se- ly poisons.
but Florus forth, and fed upon and destroyed her. Creon, the facretly favoured the cause of Mithradates
more candidly avows, that the desire of conquest was ther of the princess, perished in a similar way, having
Com- thrown himself upon the body of his dying daughter,
the real motive which led to this attack (3, 7.
pare Ltu., Epit., 97). The enterprise, however, having and being afterward unable to extricate himself from
island
was
not
effect- the embrace of the corpse.
failed, the subjugation of the
{Eurip., Med., 781, seqq.
Id. ib., 1156, seqq.)
ed till some years later, by Metellus, who, from his
According to the scholiast,
of
the
Creticus.
she
was
also
called
Glauce.
{Liv.,
success, obtained
{Schol. ad Eurip., Med.^
agnomen
Appian, Excerpt, de Reb. Cret. Mor., 3, 19.) II. Daughter of Priam and Hecuba, and wife of
Epit., 99.
./Eneas.
When Troy was surprised by the Greeks,
It then became annexed to the Roman empire,
7.)
and formed, together with Cyrenaica, one of its nu- she fled in the night with her husband, but they were
merous provinces, being governed by the same pro- separated during the confusion, nor was her absence

—

poets,

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Strabo, 1198.)
{Dio Cassius, 53, l2.
Crete forms an irregular parallelogram, of which the
western side faces Sicily, while the eastern looks towards Egypt on the north it is washed by the Mare
Creticum, and on the south by the Libyan Sea, which
intervenes between the island and the opposite coast
The whole circumference of Crete was
of Cyrene.
but Sosiestimated at 4100 stadia by Artemidorus
crates, who wrote a very accurate description of it, did
consul.

;

;

compute the periphery at less than 5000 stadia.
Hieronymus also, in reckoning the length alone at 2000
stadia, must have exceeded the number given by Artemidorus.
According to Pliny, the
{Strabo, 474.)
extent of Crete from east to west is about 270 miles,
In breadth it nowhere
in
circuit.
and it is nearly 539
Strabo observes, that the interior
exceeds 50 miles.
is very mountainous and woody, and intersected with
Mount Ida, which surpasses all the
fertile valleys.
other summits in elevation, rises in the centre of the
not

base occupies a circumference of nearly
To the west it is connected with another
chain, called the white mountains {AevKu bprj), and to
the east its prolongation forms the ridge anciently
island

600

its

;

stadia.

the name of Dicte.
{Strabo, 475, 478.)
contains no lakes, and the rivers are mostly
mountain-torrents, which are dry during the summer

known by
The island

—

has been remarked by several ancient wriin one passage ascribes to Crete 100
cities
Jl., 2, 649), and in another only 90 {Od., 19,
174) , a variation which has been accounted for on the
ten of the Cretan cities were foundsupposition, that
ed posterior to the siege of Troy ; but, notwithstandthis explanation, which Strabo adopts from Epho-

season.

ters, that

It

Homer

.ng

rus,

it

seems rather improbable,

that the poet should

observed until the other fugitives arrived at the spot
./Eneas a second time
appointed for assembling.
braved the perils of the burning city in quest of his
wife.
While he was distractedly seeking for her
through every quarter of Troy, Creiisa appearedtohim
as a deified personage, and appeased his alarm by informing him, that she had been adopted by Cybele
among her own attendant nymphs and she then exhorted him to pursue his course to Italy, with an intimation of the good fortune that awaited him in that
;

land.

{Virg., JEn., 2, 562, seqq.)

Creusis or Creusa {Kpevatc or Kpevaa), a town of
Boeotia, which Pausanias (9, 32) and Livy (36, 21)
term the harbour of Thespiae.
It was on the confines
of the Megarean territory, and a difficult and dangerous road led along the shore from thence to ^Egosthenae, a seaport belonging to the latter.
Xenopbon, on
two occasions, describes the Lacedaemonians as retreating from Boeotia by this route, with great hazard
and labour, before the battle of Leuctra, when under
the command of Cleombrotus, and again subsequent to
that bloody conflict.

{Hist. Gr., 5, 4,

17.— Ibid.,

6,

Pausanias describes the navigation from the
coast of the Peloponnesus to Creusa as dangerous, on
account of the many headlands which it was necessary
to double, and also from the violence of the winds
Compare Strablowing from the mountains (9, 32.
The position of
bo, 405 and 409.— P^o^, p. 86).
Creusa seems to correspond with that of Livadostro, a
4, 25.)

—

well-frequented port, situated in a bay running inland
towards the north, to which it gives its name. From
Livadostro to Psato there is a path which winds around
the western shore of the bay, at the base of Mount
Citha?ron, and agrees very well with Xenophon's de-

have paid less attention to historical accuracy in the scription.
{Cramer'*s Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 203,
Iliad than in the Odyssey, where it was not so much seqq.)
be
solved
The
assumor Crimissus, I. a river of Sicily, in the
Crimisus
difficulty may
by
required.
what has every appearance of being true, that western part of the island, flowing into the Hypsa.
ing,
the Odyssey was not the composition of Homer, but D'Anville makes the modern name Cattabellotta ; but
Others affirmed, that during Mannert, the San Bartolomceo.
The orthography of
the work of a later age.
the siege of Troy the ten deficient cities had been the ancient word is given differently in different ediof Idomeneus.
The true reading is Crimisus or Cri{Strabo, tions of Virgil.
destroyed by the enemies
479.
Compare Hoeck, Kreta, vol. 2, p. 437.) The missus. (Consult Heyne, in Var. Lect., ad Virg.,
modern name of Crete is Candia. Chalk was pro- JEn., 5, 3S.—Cellarius, Geogr. Ant., vol. 1, p. 794.)
II. or Crimisa, a promontory, river, and town of
duced in great abundance here, and was hence called
The valleys or slo- Brutium, north of Crotona. The modern name of
Creta Terra, or simply Creta.
Candia are very fertile. The the promontory is Capo delV Alice ; of the river, the
ping plains in modem
of the land is not cultivated, but it Fiumenica ; the modem Ciro answers to the city.
greater portion
and the b'est This place was said to have been founded by Philocmight produce sugarcane, excellent wine,

—

—

kind of fruit; the exports are
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salt, grain, oil,

honey,

tetes after the siege of Troy.

{Strab., 254.

— Steph.

CRCE

CRI
i^r.,

s.

—
v.—Lycpphr., 911.)

III.

The god

of the river

He became, by a Trojan female,
Crimisus in Sicily.
the father of Aceste? or ^gestes.
{Vtd. ^'gestes,
•nd compare Scrv., ad Virg., JEn., 1, 550.)
in Egypt, of
I.
a
native
of
Alexandrea
Crispinus,
mean, if not servile, origin. According to the scholiast on Juvenal (1, 26), he was at first a paper- vender
(xapTonwXijg), but became afterward a great favourite
with Domiiian, and was raised to equestrian rank.
He was a man of infamous morals. {Schqi, in cod.

A

Schurz., ad Juv., I. c—Schott, Obs., 5, 35.)— 11.
ridiculous philosopher and poet in the time of Horace,
and noted for garrulity. According to the scholiast

a native of Phaselis in Lycia, wno
Critolacs,
came to Athens to study philosophy, and became there,
after the death of Ariston of Ceos, the head of the
He was sent by the Athenians,
peripatetic school.
I.

along with Canieades and Diogenes, on an embassy to
Rome, B.C. 158, and acquired great reputation in that
in .speaking;
city, during his stay there, for his ability
a circumstance, however, which did not prevent his
declaiming against the rhetorical art, which he considHe lived more
ered prejudicial rather than useful.
Critolaus strove to confirm, by
than eighty years.
new arguments, the doctrine of Aristotle respecting
the eternity of the world.
{Plut., de Exit., p. 605.

—
—

—

Stobaus, Eclog. Phys., 1, 1.
{ad Horat., Serm., 1, 1, 120), he wrote some verses Cic, de Fin., 5, 5.
on the Stoic philosophy, and, on account of his ver- Philo, Mund. Incorrupt., p. 943.)— II.
general of
boseness and loquacity, received the appellation of the Achaeans, and one of the principal authors of the
war between the Romans and his countrymen, which
(Compare Dbring, ad Horat., I. c.)
(iperuAoyof.
ended in the subjugation of the latter. {Polyb., 38,
Vid. Sallustius.
Crispus, Sallustius.

A

Criss2e:cs Sinus, an arm of the Sinus Corinthiacus,
It extends into the country of
shore.
Phocis, and had at its head the town of Crissa, whence
Its modem name is the Gulf of
it took its name.
Salona, from the modern city of Salona, the ancient
Amphissa, which was the chief town of the Locri
Ozolae, and lay to the northeast of Delphi.
{Cramer's

on the northern

Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p 151.)
Critheis, the reputed mother of Homer.

{Vid.

2.— Id.,

38, 5, &c.)

Criu-metopon {Kpiov MerwTrov, i. e., " Ram's
FronC), I. a promontory of the Tauric Chersonese,

It iand the n)ost southern point of that peninsula.
now called Karadjebouroun, according to D'Anville
which signifies, in the Turkish language. Black-nose
Mannert, however, makes the modern name to be
II. A promontory
Ajadag, or the Holy Mountain.
of Crete, forming its southwestern extremity, now

—

Crio.

Homerus.)

Cape

CritTas, one of the thirty tyrants set over Athens
by the Spartans. He was of good family, and a man
of considerable talents, but of dangerous principles.
He applied himself with great success to the culture
of eloquence, which he had studied under Gorgias,
and Cicero cites him among the public speakers of

Crobyzi, a people between Mount Haemus and th«
Danube, in Lower Maesia. Their territory lay in a
northeastern direction from PhilippopoHs on the He-

that day.
He appears
Oral., 2, 22.)
{Brut.,
also to have had a talent for poetry, if we may judge

Crocus, a youth who, being unable to obtain the
object of his affections, the nymph Smilax, pined
" saffron."
away, and was changed into the crocus, or
Smilax herself was metamorphosed into the smilax, or
" Oriental bindweed."
{Ovid, Met., 4, 283.)
Crcesus, son of Alyattes, king of Lydia, and bom
He was the fifth and last of the
about 591 B.C.
Mermnadas, a family which began to reign with Gyges,
who dethroned Candaules. {Herod., 1, 14.) According to the author just quoted, Croesus was the son
of Alyattes by a Carian mother, and had a half-brother,
named Pantaloon, the offspring of an Ionian female. An
attempt was made by a private foe of Croesus to hinder

T.—De

from some fragments of his which have reached

us.

Critias turned his attention likewise to philosophical
studies, and was one of the disciples of Socrates, whom,

however, he quarrelled with and left. {Xen., Mem.,
1, 2.)
Being after this banished from Athens for
some cause that is not known, he retired to Thessaly,
where he excited an insurrection among the Penestae
(Consult Schneider, ad Xen., Hist. Gr., 2,
ad Xen., Mem., 1, 2, 24.) Subsequently to
this he visited Sparta, and wrote a treatise on the laws
and institutions of that republic. Returning to Athens
along with Lysander, B.C. 404, he was appointed one
of the thirty, his pride of birth and hatred of demagogues having pointed him out as a fit person for that
After a cruel and oppressive use of the power
office.
thus conferred upon him, he fell in batttle against ThraPlato, who was a relation
sybulus and his followers.
of his, has made him one of the interlocutors in his Timaeus and Critias. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 2, 3.— Id., 2, 4.)
Crito, I. a wealthy Athenian, the intimate friend
and disciple of Socrates. When that philosopher was
accused, he became security for him
and, after his
condemnation, succeeded in bribing the keeper of the
or serfs.

3, 36, et

;

prison, so that Socrates,

had he

felt

inclined,

might

brus.

{Plin., 4, 11.)

(P^in., 4, 12.)

Crocodilopolis, a

city of

Egypt.

{Vid. Arsinoe

and to place the kingdom
hands of Pantaleon; but the plot failed {Herod.,
1, 92), although Stobaeus {Serm., 45) informs us, that
Croesus, on coming to the throne, divided the kingdom
Plutarch states, that the second
with his brother.
wife of Alyattes, wishing to remove Croesus, gave a
female baker in the royal household a dose of poison to
his accession to the throne,
in the

The woman
put into the bread she made for Croesus.
informed Croesus, and gave the poisoned bread to the
conqueen's children, and the prince, out of gratitude,
secrated at Delphi a golden image of this female three
cubits high.
{Pint., de Pyth. Orac.
Op., ed. Reiske,
Croesus ascended the
580.
vol. 7,
Herod., 1, 51.)
p.

—

—

have escaped.
He is introduced, therefore, throne on the death of his father, B.C. 560, and immecomby Plato as an interlocutor in the dialogue called diately undertook the subjugation of the Greek
The remainder of his life is not munities of Asia Minor (the iEolians, lonians, and
Vrito, after his name.
continual
known but, as he was nearly of the same age with Dorians), whose disunited state, and almost
Crito wars with one another, rendered his task an easy one.
Socrates, he could not have long survived him.
after reducing them
wrote seventeen dialogues, which are lost.
{Plat., He contented himself, however,
II. A Macedonian historian, who
Crit.
Suid., &c.)
beneath his sway, with merely imposing an annual
wrote an account of Pallene, of Persia, of the founda- tribute, and left their forms of government unaltered.
tion of Syracuse, of the Getse, &c.
When this conquest was effected, he turned hi3
{Suid., s. v.)
of a fleet, intendmg to
III. An Athenian sculptor, who, with Nicolaus, one
thoughts to the construction
of his fellow-citizens, made a statue intended as a attack the islands, but was dissuaded from his purpose
This work, belonging to the by Bias of Priene. {Herod., 1, 27.) Turning his
support to a building.
the nations of Asia Minor he
class of Caryatides, is still extant, and forms
part of arms, upon this, against
west of the river Halys,
the collection at the Villa Alhani. Winckelmann (vol.
all
the
lying
country
subjected
then applied himself to
6, p. 203) thinks he flourished about the time of Cice- except Cilicia and Lycia; and
ofthe sciences
ro.
the arts of peace, and to the patronage
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
easily

;

—

—

—
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CRO

CRCESUS.
and o! literature. He t».;coin«« famed for his riches
and munificence.
Poets ana philosophers were invited
to his court, and, among others, Solon, the Athenian, is
said to have visited his captital, Sardis.
Herodotus

relates the conversation

which took place between the

and Croesus on the subject of human felicity, in
which the Athenian oflFended the Lydian monarch by
he little value which he attached to riches as a means
This anecdote, howof happiness.
{Herod., 1, 30.)
'atter

ever, appeared encumbered with chronological difficulties, even to the ancients {Pint., Vit. Sol., c. 27), and

has given rise to considerable discussions in modern
times.
(Consult Larcher, Chronol. d' Herod., vol. 7,
Clavier, Histoire des frcmiers temps
p. 205, seqq.
de la Grece, vol. 2, p. 324.
Schultz, Apparat. ad
Annall. Crit. Rer. Gtcbc, p. 16, seqq.
B'dhr, ad
Not long after this, Croesus had
Herodot., 1, 30.)
the misfortune to lose his son Atys {vid. Atys) ; but

—

—

—

the deep affliction into which this loss plunged him
was dispelled in some degree, after two years of
mourning, by a feeling of disquiet relative to the move-

when he saw a soldier in the act of killing his father
and, by the exclamation which he uttered, saved hia
parent's life, the soldier being ignorant of his rank ,
Croesus having been
and the other being as follows
:

prisoner, a pile was erected,
placed in order to be burned alive.

made

on which he was

After keeping silence for a long time, the royal captive heaved a deep
sigh, and with a groan thrice pronounced the name ol
Solon.
Cyrus sent to know the reason of this exclamation, and Croesus, after considerable delay, acquainted him with th6 conversation between himself and
Solon, in which the latter had discoursed with so much
wisdom on the instability of human happiness. The
Persian monarch, relenting upon this, gave orders for
But the flames had already
Croesus to be released.
begun to ascend on every side of the pile, and all human aid proved ineffectual. In this emergency Croesus
prayed earnestly to Apollo, the god on whom he had
lavished so
his prayer,

many

splendid oflferings

;

and a sudden and heavy

that deity heard
of rain extin-

fall

This
{Herod., 1, 86, seqq.)
guished the flames!
ments of Cyrus and the increasing power of the Per- story must be decidedly untrue, as it is not possible to
sians.
Wishing to form an alliance with the Greeks conceive that the Persians would employ fire, which
of Europe against the danger which threatened him, to them was a sacred element, in punishing a criminal.
a step which had been recommended by the oracle at Croesus, after this, stood high in the favour of Cyrus,
Delphi (Herod., 1, 53), he addressed himself, for this who profited by his advice on several important occaand Ctesias says that the Persian monarch aspurpose, to the Lacedaemonians, at that time the roost sions
powerful of the Grecian communities, and having suc- signed him for his residence a city near Ecbatana.
ceeded in his object, and made magnificent presents to This prince, in his last moments, recommended Croethe Delphic shrine, he resolved on open hostilities with sus to the care of his son and successor Cambyses,
The art of the crafty priesthood who and entreated the Lydian, on the other hand, to be an
the Persians.
;

managed the machinery of the oracle at Delphi is no- adviser to his son. Croesus discharged this duty with
where more clearly shown than in the history of their so much fideUty as to give offence to the new monarch,
He had lavished who ordered him to be put to death. Happily for him,
royal dupe, the monarch of Lydia.
temple the most splendid gifts so splendid,
we should be tempted to suspect Herodotus of exaggeration if his account were not confirmed

upon

their

;

in fact, that

by other

And

the recipients of this bounty, in
with an answer of the most studied
their far-famed oracle on
the subject of a war with the Persians.
The response
of Apollo was, that if Croesus made war upon this peowriters.

their turn, put

him

oflf

ambiguity when he consulted

would destroy a great empire; and the answer of
Amphiaraus (for his oracle, too, was consulted by the
Lydian king), tended to the same effect, {Herod., 1,

ple, he

53.)

The

verse

itself,

containing the response of the

by Diodorus {Excerpt., 7, ^ 28), and is
as follows
Kpotao^, 'AXvv 6ia6a(, fityaKrjv apxhv
'*
Crcesus, on having crossed the Halys,
KaraXvaet,
will destroy a great empire,'' the river Halys being, as
already remarked, the boundary of his dominions to
the east.
(Compare Cic, de Div., 2, 56. Aristot.,

oracle, is given
:

—

Croesus thought, of course, the kingdom
Rhet., 3, 4.)
thus referred to was that of Cyrus ; the issue, however,

proved it to be his own.
Having assembled a numerous army, the Lydian monarch crossed the Halys, invaded the territory of Cyrus, and a battle took place
in the district of Pteria, but without any decisive reCroesus, upon this, thinking his forces not sufficiently numerous, marched back to Sardis, disbanded
his army, consisting entirely of mercenaries, and sent

sult.

succour to Amasis of Egypt, and also to the Lacedaemonians, determining to attack the Persians again in the
But Cyrus did not allow
beginning of the next spring.
him time to effect this. Having discovered that it was
the intention of the Lydian king to break up his present
army, he marched with all speed into Lydia, before a
new mercenary force could be assembled, defeated
Croesus (who had no force at his command but his
for

Lydian cavalry), in the battle of Thymbra, shut him up
in Sardis, and took the city itself after a siege of fourteen days, and in the fourteenth year of the reign of

With Croesus fell the empire of
the son of Alyattes.
the Lydians.
Herodotus relates two incredible stories
connected with this event one having reference to
the dumb son of Croesus, who spoke for the first time
;
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they who were charged with this order hesitated to
carry it into execution ; and Cambyses, soon after,
having regretted his precipitation, Croesus was again
brought into his presence, and restored to his former
The rest of his history is unknown. As he
favour.
was advanced in years, he could not have long sur-

vived Cambyses.

—

{Herod., 3, 36, seqq.
Compare
102, seqq.
Crevzer, Fragm. Hist.,
in
Nic.
Damasc,
Excerpt. Vales., p.
p. 207, seqq.
457, seqq.) The wealth of Croesus was proverbial
the ancient world, and one source of supply was in the
gold ore washed down by the Pactolus from Mount
B'dhr,

ad Ctes.,

—

—

p.

m

Tmolus

in Lydia.

(Compare Erasmus,

ckil. 1, cent.

216.— S/rfli., 610, 625.— Fir^.,
—Senec, Phoen., 60i.—Juvenal, Sat.,

JEn., 10, 141.
14, 298.)
Cromi or Cromni, a town of Arcadia, in the district
Cromitis, mentioned by Xenophon as a place of some
It is thought by Sir W. Gell to correspond
strength.
with Crano, two hours and forty-seven minutes from

6, cul.

{Itin. of the Morea, p. 99.)
Sinano, or Megalopolis.
Crommyon, a small place in Corinthia, on the shore
of the Saronic Gulf, south of the Megarean frontier.
It was celebrated in mythology as the haunt of a
wild boar destroyed by Theseus.
(Pint., Vit. Thes.,
Pausanias says
Plat., Lack., p. 196.— Strabo, 380.)
From
it was named after Crommus, son of Neptune.

Thucydides (4, 44) it appears that Crommyon was
120 stadia from Corinth. The little hamlet of Canetta or Kinetta is generally thought to occupy the site
of this ancient town.
{Chandler s Travels, vol. 2,
ch.

A2.—GelVs

Itin., p.

209.)

Crophi, a mountain of Egypt, between Elephantina
and Syene. Between this mountain and another called
Mophi were the sources of the Nile, according to a
foolish statement made to Herodotus by an Egyptian
priest at Sais.

{Herodot., 2, 28.)

Croto (Kporwv), now Cotrone, a
powerful city of Italy, in the Brutiorum ager, on the
Its foundation is ascoast of the Sinus Tarentimis.
cribed to Myscellus, an Achasan leader, soon after Syba
aris had been colonized by
party of the same nation,
which was about 715 A.C. {Antioch., Syrac, ap.
Crotona

or

CTK

CROTONA.
According to some traditions, the oriCrotona was much more ancient, and it is said to
its name from k.ne hero Croion.
(Ovid, Metam.,
16, 53.— Compare HeracL, Pont. Fragm., p. 20.
Diod. Sic, 4, 24.) The residence of Pythagoras and
his most distinguished followers in this city, together
with the overthrow of Syharis which it accomplished,
and the exploits of Milo and of several other Crotoniav
Stral., 262.)

gin of
derive

I

—

Its harbour, however, does not seem to have
been any of the best, or well calculated to afford proIt was rather what
tection against storms and winds.
{Cramer's
Polybius calls (10, 1) a summer-harbour.
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 391, seqq. Mannert, Geogr.,
4, 26.)

—

vol. 9, pt. 2, p.

210.)

Crotoniat^,

the inhabitants of Crotona.

{Cic.f

de Int., 2, 1.)

Crotoniatis {fj KpoTuviuTic x'^P^)^ * P*rt of Italy,
victors in the Olympic Games,
Its climate, also, was prover- of which Crotona was the capital.
{Thucyd., 7, 35.)
degree to raise its fame.
Crcstumerium or Crustumium, a town of the
bially excellent, and was supposed to be particularly
calculated for producing in its inhabitants that robust Sabines, in the vicinity of FidenaB, and, like Fidens,
contributed in a high

frame of body requisite to ensure success

in

gymnastic

founded by a colony from Alba.

{Dion. Hal., 2, 53.)

was commonly said, that the last Its great antiquity is also attested by Virgil {JEn., 7,
From Pliny (3,
athlete of Crotona was the first of the other Greeks. 629), and by Silius Italicus (8, 367).
This city was also celebrated for its 5) we learn that the Crustumini were vanquished by
{Strabo, 262.)
school of medicine, and was the birthplace of Demo- Romulus, and that a settlement was formed in their
The fertility of their lands is extolled by
cedes, who long enjoyed the reputation of being the territory.
first physician of Greece.
How- more than one writer. Their city, however, was not
{Herodot., 3, 131.)

Hence

contests.

it

ever brilliant an epoch in the history of Crotona its
triumph over Sybaris may appear, that event must be
regarded also as the term- of her greatness and prosfor from this period it is said that luxury and
;
the love of pleasure, the usual consequences of great
opulence, soon obliterated all the good effects which

perity

had been produced by the wisdom and morality of Pythagoras, and conspired to enervate that hardihood and
vigour for which the Crotoniatas had hitherto been so peculiarly distinguished.
{Polyb., Fragm., 7, 1, and 10,
1.
Ttm., ap. Athen., 12, 4.) As a proof of the remarkable change which took place in the warlike spirit of
this people, it is said that, on their being subsequently
engaged in hostilities with the Locrians, an army of

—

conquered till the reign of the elder Tarquin.
The name of Crustumini Colles ap1, 38 )
of which the
pears to have been given to the ridge
Mons Sacer formed a part, since Varro, speaking of
the secession of the Roman people to that hill, terms
The tribe
it Secessio Crustumerina.
{L. L., 2, 1.)
finally

{Liv.,

called

Crusiumina evidently derived

its

name

fronx

42, 34.) The ruins of Crustumerium are said to exist in a place now called Marc. 17.
cigliano Vecchio. {Vulp., Vet. Lat lib. 18,
this ancient city.

{Liv

,

—

,

Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 303, seqq.)
Ctesias, I. a Greek historian and physician of Cui-

who

dus,

{Suidas,

flourished in the time of Artaxerxes

v.—Xen., Anab., 1,
He was of the family of
s.

8,

Mnemon.

27.— Diod.

Sic,

130,000 Crotoniatae were routed by 10,000 of the enemy on the banks of the Sagras. Such was, indeed,

the Asclepiades, who
possessed the art of healing as a patrimony, inherited

the loss they experienced in this battle, that, according
to Strabo, their city henceforth rapidly declined, and
could no longer maintain the rank it had long held among

{Galen, vol.
Ctesias assisted at the
652, I. 51, ed Basil.)
battle of Cunaxa, B.C. 401, but it is not precisely
known whether he was in the army of Cyrus or hi
He merely states that he healed
that of Artaxerxes.
the wound received by the latter during the conflict.
In speaking, however, of the death of Clearchus, the
Grecian commander, which took place a short time
after the battle, he informs us, that he was then the
physician of Parysatis, the mother of Artaxerxes,

the Italiot republics.
Justin (20, 2),

be assigned

it is

to

(Strabo, 261.)

true, a

this

event

According

to

much
;

earlier date ought to
but the accounts which

Strabo has followed evidently regarded it as subsequent
fall of
Sybaris, and probability rather favours
such an arrangement in the order of events.
(Consult Heynt, de Civit. Grcec, prolus. 10, in
Op. Acad.,
to the

vol. 2, p. 184.)
Dionysius the elder, who was then
aiming at the subversion of all the states of Magna

Graecia, having surprised the citadel, gained possession
of the town, which, however, he did not long retain.
Crotona was finally able to assert its
{Ltv., 24, 3.)
independence against his designs, as well as the attacks
of the Brutii ; and when Pyrrhus invaded Italy, it was
still a considerable
city, extending on both banks of
the iEsarus, and its walls embracing a circumference
of twelve miles.
But the consequences of the war
which ensued with that king proved so ruinous to its

above one half of its extent became
deserted
the ^Esarus, which flowed
through the town,
now ran at some distance from the inhabited part,
prosperity, that
;

1,

32.)

from their great progenitor .^sculapius.

5, p.

which would render

it

very probable that he was from

the first in the suite of the king, and not in that of his
brother.
(Compare Bahr, ad Ctes., p. 16, Proleg.)
after this, seventeen years at the court of
He

passed,
Ctesias composed a History of Assyria and

Persia.

Persia, entitled HepaLKu, in 23 books, written in the
In writing this, he obtained great asIonic dialect.
sistance, as well from the oral communications of the

Persians as from the archives of the empire, to which
he states that he had access, and in which appear to
have been deposited those royal documents which DiThese anodorus Siculus calls fiaai'kiKoi 6i<p6epaL.
nals contained rather the history of the court and tho
monarchs of Persia than that of the slate itself.

which was again separated from the fortress by a va- What we possess at present of the history of Ctesias,
cant space.
Such is the picture which Livy draws of induces the belief, that it was precisely in this circle
was
the state of this city after the battle of Canna?, at of events that the work of Ctesias
just mentioned
which period almost all the Greek colonies abandoned
It is by means of quotations
principally taken up.
the Roman cause.
Crotona was then occupied by the given by Athenasus, and more particularly by Plutarch,
of
Brutii, with the exception of the citadel, in which the that we are made acquainted with some fragments
chief inhabitants had taken
these being unable the first six books, which turned entirely on the history
refuge
to defend the place
have an extract, in a somewhat more
against a Carthaginian force, soon of Assvria.
books that immeafter surrendered, and were allowed to withdraw to
complete order, from the seventeen
Locri.
Crotona eventually fell diately follow
Photius has placed it m his Bibliothe{Liv., 24, 2 and 3.)
m
Ctesias wrote also a history of India {'IvdiKu),
again into the hands of the Romans, A.U.C. 560, and ca.
a colony was established here.
has also copied an exPliny merely speaks one book, from which Photius
contradiction with
of it as an
Oppidum, without adding a single remark tract.— On manv points Ctesias is in
and
of dealing in fable
It became a
respecting its importance.
place of some Herodotus, whom he accuses
He has been charged, m his
consequence in the time of Belisarius, who made it, also with Xenophon.
on account of its position, a chief
occasions, negligent of the
point in his opera- turn, with being, on many
;

We
:

;

tions

along the coast,

{Frocop., B. Goth., 3, 28, et

truth.

What

o:
has principally injured the reputation

CUM

CTE
system of chronology, which

more difCtesias is his
ficult to be reconciled with that of the Scriptures than
It must be observed,
the one adopted by Herodotus.
however, that, among the ancient writers, Plutarch is
the only one who shows little respect for Ctesias ;
whereas Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Diodorus Siculus,

Sirabo, Pliny, and even

Xenophon

is

himself, his

contemporary, cite him with praise, or at least without
It may reasonably be asked, morecontradicting him.
over, which of the two ought to have been better acquainted with the subject of which they treat, Herodotus or Ctesias 1
Herodotus, who speaks only of the
aflairs of Persia on the testimony of others, and who
wrote at a period when the Greeks had as yet but little intercourse with Persia
or Ctesias, who had
passed many years at Susa, where he enjoyed so high
a reputation as to be charged with the management of
some important negotiations? {Gedoyn, Mem. de
;

—

VAcad. des Inscr., &.C., vol. 14, p. 247, seqq.) What
has just been said, however, refers merely to the work
of Ctesias on Persia.
His history of India is crowded
justify Ctesias,

day among the ruins of Persepolis.

We

there find,

martichora, that fabulous animal
which was the symbol or hieroglyphic of royal power.
Many other fables are to be explained by the ignorance
of the laws of nature, which was so great among the
ancients.
The fragments of Ctesias are to be found
for

example,

the

—

appended

to various editions of

Herodotus.

A

separ-

ate edition was given by Lion, in 1825, 8vo, Gotting.,
and another by Bahr, in 1824, 8vo, Franco/. This

The editor has not contented himself with giving an accurate text, corrected
aid
of
in his commentary he
the
but
by
manuscripts,
explains the text, with reference to history, geography,
<kc., and seeks also to justify Ctesias against most of
last is decidedly the best.

the charges alleged to his discredit.
{Schbll, Hist.
Lit. Gr.y vol. 2, p. 176, seqq.
Id., vol. 7, p. 436.)—

—

II. An Ephesian, who also wrote on Persian affairs
(Consult Vossius, de Hist. GrcBc, 3, p. 349.)— III.
An artist, mentioned by Pliny (34, 29) as having
flourished, along with other carvers in silver, after the
IV.
time of Myron.
spendthrift and debauched
Some verses of the comic poets Anaxilas and
person.
Philetaerus against him are preserved in Athenseus (10,

—

A

416, d.)
Ctesibius, a native of Ascra, and contemporary of
Archimedes, who flourished during the reigns of Ptolemy II. and Ptolemy III., or between 260 and 240
B.C. He was the son of a barber, and for some time
exercised at Alexandrea the calling of his parent.
His mechanical genius, however, soon caused him to
emerge from obscurity, and he became known as the
p.

inventor of several very ingenious contrivances for
The invention of clepsydra, or
raising water, &c.
water clocks, is also ascribed to him. (Compare ViHe wrote a work on hydraulic matruvius, 9, 9.)
chines, which
vol. 3, p.

is

now

lost.

{SchoU, Hist. Lit.

Gr

,

363.)

Ctesiphon,

I.

an Athenian,

who brought forward

the proposition respecting the crown of gold, which
the Athenians, on his motion, decreed to Demosthe-

nes for his public services. He was accused and
brought to trial for this by JCschines, but was sucThis controcessfully defended by Demosthenes.
versy gave rise to the two famous and rival orations

concerning "the Crown."

(Vid. iEschines, DemosII. A city of Parthia, situate on the eastern
thenes.)
bank of the Tigris, opposite to, and distant three miles

—

39Q

— Spartian.,
{Dio Cass., 75,
—Herodian,
30.)
Notwithstanding,

Emperor Severus.
Vit. Sev., 16.

however,

9.

3,

its losses, it

succeeded

to

Babylon and Se-

leucia as one of the great capitals of the East.
In the
time of Julian, Ctesiphon was a great and flourishing
city ; and Coche, as the only remaining part of Seleu-

was called, was merely its suburb. To these two
have been assigned the modern epithet of '^ Al Mo" the cities."
dain," or
They are now both in ruins.
Ctesiphon never recovered its sack by the Saracens,
A.D. 637. This place was the winter residence of
In summer they
the Parthian and Persian monarchs.
dwelt at Ecbatana in Media.
{Strabo, 743.
Plin.,
cia

—

2e.—Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5, p. 406.)
CuLARO, a city of the Allobroges, in Gallia Nar-

6,

Heeren

{Idcen, vol. 1, p. 323) seeks to
on the ground that he details merely
those of the myths of India which were in the mouths
of the vulgar in Persia.
Cuvier also observes, that
Ctesias has by no means imagined the fantastic animals of which he speaks, but that he has fallen into
the mistake of ascribing an actual existence to the
hieroglyphic figures, which are remarked at the present

with fables.

from Seleucia. It was founded by Vardanes, fortified
by Pacorus, and became the metropolis of the whole
Parthian empire.
Ctesiphon was at first an inconsiderable village, but the camp of the Parthian monarchs
being frequently pitched in its vicinity, caused it gradIn A.D. 165 it was
ually to become a large city.
taken by the Romans, and again 33 years after by the

On being rebuilt
bonensis, on the banks of the Isara.
it took the name of
Gratianopolis, and is

by Gratian,

—

now

Grenoble.
{Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 10, 23. Paul
Warnefr., de Gest. Longob 3, 8.)
ComjE, I. a city of ^Eolis, in Asia Minor. (Vid.
Cyme.) II. A city of Campania in Italy, northwest
of Neapolis.
It was placed on a rocky hill washed by
,

—

and the same name is still attached to the
lie scattered around its base.
Whatever
doubt may have been thrown on the pretensions of
many other Italian towns to a Greek origin, those of
Cumae seem to stand on grounds too firm and indisthe sea

;

ruins which

It is agreed upon
putable to be called in question.
by
all ancient writers who have adverted to this city, that it
was founded at a very early period by some Greeks of
Euboea, under the conduct of Hippocles of Cumae and
Thucyd., 6,
Megasthenesof Chalcis. {Strabo, 243.

—

— Liv.,

The Latin poets, moreover, with
8, 22.)
Virgil at their head, all distinguish Cumae by the title
of the Euboic city.
Ovid, Met., 14, 154.
( JB«., 6,
4.

2.—
—
— Lucan,
—Martial,
—The period which Cumae was founded
9, 30.

5, 195.

Statins, Sylv., A,
is stated
to have been about 1050
of
Eusebius
chronology
B.C., that is, a few years before the great migration
of the lonians into Asia Minor.
(Compare Scaliger,
ad Euseb., Chron., and Prideaux, Not. ad Marin.
have also the authority of Strabo
Oxon., p. 146.)
it as the most ancient of all the
(/. c.) for considering
The coloGrecian colonies in both Italy and Sicily.
nization of Cumae at this early period is a remarkable
3.)

at

in the

We

event, as showing the progress already made by the
Greeks in the art of navigation, and proving also that

(Compare
they were then well acquainted with Italy.
Mailer, Etrusker, vol. 1, p. 167.) Hence Blum is of
between Rome and
opinion, that to an early intercourse
Cumae, by means of commercial operations, is to be
so clearly develops
which
ascribed the .^olic character
itself in the forms of the most ancient Latin.
(EinStrabo also
leitung in Roms alte Geschichte, p. 89.)
informs us, that from its commencement the state of
The fertility of the
the colony was most flourishing.
surrounding country, and the excellent harbours which
the coast afforded, soon rendered it one of the most
it to form
powerful cities of southern Italy, and enabled
settlements along the coast, and to send out colonies
When Campania placed itself under
as far as Sicily.
the protection of Rome, Cumae followed the example
of that province, and obtained soon after the privileges

In
of a municipal city.
(Liv., 8, 14, and 23, 31.)
the second Punic war it was attacked by Hannibal, but,
by the exertions of Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus,
it was vigorously and successfully defended.
{Liv.,
This city became a Roman colony in the
23, 37.)
attractions
to
the
of
superior
Augustus but, owing
reign

CUR

CUR
and Neapolis, it did not attain to any degree
of ()rospcrily, and iii Juvenal's time it appears to have
been nearly descried. {Sat., 3, 1) But Cumaj was,
for its celebrity to the
perhaps, still more indebted
ot Baiae

oracular sibyl, who, from the earliest ages, was supposed to have made her abode in the Cum«an cave,
from which she dehvered her prophetic lore.
Every

acquainted with the splendid fictions of Virgil
relative to this sibyl, but it is not so generally known

one

is

I

'

pelago, and estAblishing themselves also along the coasts
It is from them that the latof Acarnania and iEtolia.
ter country first received the name of Curetis.
Scrabo

(465) derives their appellation from Kovpa, tonsura,
from the circumstance of their cutting off the hair in
front, to prevent the enemy from taking hold.
(Compare remarks under the article Abantes.)

duce

their

name from

in the vicinity

the

Others de-

town of Curium

of Pleuron.

in iEtolia,

however, finds in
that the noble fabric of the poet was raised on a real the name Curetes the key-word of his system (Kor),
The temple of Apollo, or, as it was more which traces everything to an early worship of the Sun
foundation.
the cavern of the sibyl, actually ex- and other heavenly bodies
just as he deduces the
generally called,
name Creta from Cor-eta. (Vorhalle, p. 410.) The
it consisted of one vast chamber, hewn out of
isted
the solid rock; but was almost entirely destroyed in a name Curetes is also applied, in a religious sense, to
Ritter,

—

;

;

then in the possiege which the forires.8 of Cumse,
that
session of the Goths, maintained againstNarses
the citadel
general, by undermining the cavern, caused
to sink into the hollow, and thus involved the whole in
;

one
is

common

There
{Agath., Hist. Goth., 1.)
this cave in Justin Martyr.
Cramer'' s Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 148,

ruin.

also a description of

Par an.

(Qrat.

—

a class of priests in the

island of Crete,

who would

seem, however, to be identical with the early inhabiTo them was confided by
tants already spoken of.
Rhea the care of Jupiter's infancy, and, to prevent his
being discovered by his father Saturn, they invented a
species of Pyrrhic dance, and drowned the cries of the
infant deity by the clashing of their arms and cymbals.

Some

*eqq.)

Babylonia, where the battle was
his brother
fought between Cyrus the younger and
Artaierxes Mnemon, and in which the former lost his

CuNAXA, a place

in

writers among the ancients pretended, that the
Dactyli were the progenitors of the Curetes, and that
Phrygia had been the cradle of their race. Others

maintained, that Minos brought them with him into
Crete.
(Compare Ephorus, ap. Diod. Sic., 5, 64.)
D'AnviUe places it The president De Brosses, in order to clear up this
stadia distant from Babylon.
within the limits ol Mesopotamia, near Is, the modern obscure point, advances the opinion, that the Curetes
But Mannert, with more propriety, assigns it to were the ancient priesthood of that part of Europe
Hit.
the vicinity of Asia, and resembled the
Babylonia, and fixes its location a few miles south of which lies in
and the Salii among the Sathe entrance of the wall of Media.
{Geogr., vol, 6, Druids among the Celts,
bines, as well as the sorcerers and jugglers of Lapland,
pt. 2, p. 331.)
CuNBus, I. Acer, a region in the southernmost part Nigritia, &c. Hence he infers, that it would be idle
of Lusitania, between the river Anas and the Sacrum to seek for their native country, since we find this

Plutarch {Vit. Artax.,

life.

c.

8) says,

it

was 500

Promontorium and Atlantic, ll is novf Algarve. The
Cuneus is generally thought to have been

appellation
it

given

by the Romans from

its

resemblance to " a

wedge" (cuneus) ; Ukert, however, thinks that the
name is to be traced to the Conii (Kovioi), of whom
Polybius (10, 7) speaks as dwelling to the west of the
and who were probably inhabitants of the southwestern part of Iberia. Appian (Reb. Hisp., c. 57)

straits,

everywhere existing where popular beThe most celesuperstition.
brated college of these jugglers would be in Crete.
class of priests
lief

was based on gross

(Hist, de la Republ. Rom. de Salluste retablie, vol. 2,
But, whoever they may have been,
564, in notis.)
one thing is certain, that the Curetes exerted themselves successfully to civilize the rude inhabitants of

p.

—

Crete.
(Compare Servius, ad Virg.,2En., 3, 131.
them Cunei (Kowioi), and makes their capital " Curetes primi cultores Cretce esse dicuntur.") They
It is very probable that this
to have been Conistorgis.
taught them to keep flocks and herds, to raise bees, to
name, in the time of the Roman sway, reminding that work metals. Tney made them acquainted also with
of astronomy.
(Theon.,
people of their own term cuneus, gave rise to the idea some of the leading principles
of ascribing a wedgelike form to the country in the ad Arat., 1, 35.) To the Curetes, too, must no doubt
southern parts of Lusitania.
(Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, be attributed what is said of Melisseus, the first king
to the gods,
II. or CuNBUM Promontorium, a
p. 309.)
promon- of Crete, that he was the first to sacrifice
and sacred processions unknown
tory of the Cuneus Ager, in Lusitania, to the west of to introduce new rites
and that his daughter Melissa was the
the mouth of the Anas, now Cape Santa Maria.
It before his time
Gods. (Lactant.,div
is the southernmost point of Portugal.
(Plin., 4, 22.) first priestess of the Mother of the
Melisseus, whose daughters AmalInst., 1, 22, 19.)
CopiDO, the god of love. (Vid. Eros.)
CuRKs, a town of the Sabines, to the north of Ere- thea and Melissa nourished the infant Jupiter with milk
tum, celebrated as having given birth to Numa Pom- and honey, was of necessity contemporaneous with the
as one
(Virg., Mn., 6, 811.)
Antiquaries are divi- Curetes, and may be regarded without doubt
pjlius.
ded in opinion as to the site occupied by this ancient of them. In a word, so well grounded a reputation
calls

—

;

Cluverius fixed

place.

it

at Vescovo di Sabini (lial.

Ant., 1, 675), about twenty-five miles from Rome;
the Abb6 Chaupy at Monte Maggiore, on the Via Saleria,

and twenty miles from that

Mauson d'Hor.,

city.

(Dec. de la

The

opinion of Holstenius ought, however, to be preferred ; he places it
at Corcsr,, a little town on a river of the same name,
which bears an evident similarity to that of the ancient
city, and where, according to the same accurate obvol. 3, p.

576.)

did the Curetes leave behind them, that, in process of
time, it became customary in Crete, when an inhabitant of the island had rendered himself conspicuous by
talent or acquirements, to call him, as is proved by
a new Curete, or simply a
the
of

example

Epimenides,

Solon, SA.—Diog. Laert., 1.
of Vnyevel^, or "children of the
Earth," also given to the Curetes (Diod. Sic., 5, 65).
and likewise that of " Companions of Rhea" (Sfrabo,

Curete.

(Plut.,

The

114.)

Vit.

title

this divinmany remains were still visible when he ex- 465), suflSce to prove that they worshipped
amined the spot. (Adnot. ad Steph. Byz., p. 106.
The founders of Cnosus, they raised in that
ity.
consecrated a grove, unto the
Compare D'AnviUe, Geogr. Anc, vol. 1, p. 195.
city a temple, and
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 310.)
Mother of the Gods. (Dwd. Sic, 5, 6e.—Syncell.,
on the Curetes,
CuRETKs, an ancient people, who would seem to Chran p. 125 )— For other remarks
have been a branch of the Leieges, and to have settled consult Sainte-Craix, Mysttrcs du Pagantsme, vol. 1.
at an early period in the isknd of Crete.
_,
(Compare p. 71, seqq.
to Crete, as being the
Euseb., Chron., 1, p. 14.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 8, p.
CoRETis, I. a name given
Met., 8, 136.)— II
(Ovid,
Curetes.
the
of
in
in
their
we
find
residence
21.) Being piratical
them,
habits,
pro-

server,

—
—

,

—

ceps of time,
occupying

many of the

i.

islands of the Archi-

The

earlier

name

of iEtolia.

(Vid. Curetes.)
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CdrIa,

a subdivision of the uarly

I.

Roman

tribes,

This arrangement
each tribe containing ten curiae.
commenced, as is said, with Romulus, at which lime

circumstance which applies to Curium in the middle
Ancient writers report,
(Hierocl., p. 706.)
ages.
that the hills around Curium contained rich veins of

—

tribes amounted to three, so that the copper ore.
Serv., ad Virg.,
(Theophr., de Vent.
This number £n., 3, 111.
Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 3"6.)
very outset were thirty.
CuRius Dkntatus, Manius, a Roman, celebrated
of curiae always remained the same, whereas that
of the tribes was increased subsequently to thirty- for his warlike achievements, and also for the primitive
five.
Each curia anciently had a chapel or temple simplicity of his manners. In his first consulship
for the performance of sacred rites.
He who presided (A.U.C. 463) he triumphed twice, once over the Samover one curia was called Curio ; he who presided nites and then over the Sabines, and in this same year
over them all. Curio Maximus.
II. A name given to
also he obtained an ovation for his successes against
a building where the senate assembled.
These curiae the Lucanians. (Aurel. Vict., c. 33. Compare the
were always consecrated, and, being thus of a reli- remarks of Sigonius, ad Fast. Cons., p. 142, seqq.,
He afterward (A.U.C. 478), in his third
gious character,were supposed to render the debates of ed. Oxon.)
the senate more solemn and auspicious.
The senate consulship, triumphed over Pyrrhus and the Samnites.
appear at first to have met in the chapels or temples (Sigon., p. 164.) It was on this occasion that the
of the curiae, and afterward to have had buildings spe- Roman people first saw elephants led along in triumph
Varro, therefore, dis- (Flor., 1, \S.
cially erected for this purpose.
Pliny, 8, 6.—Eutropius, 2, 14.—

the

number of

—

curiae at their

—

—

—

tinguishes the curiae into two kinds; the one where
the priests took care of divine matters, and the other
where the senate took counsel for human affairs.

—

{Varro, L. L., 4, 32.
Burgess, Antiquities of Rome y
vol. 1, p. 360.)
CuRiATii, a family of Alba. The three Curiatii,

who engaged

the Horatii and lost the victory, belonged
{Liv 1, 24.)
I.
Curio,
Caius, was praetor A.U.C. 632, but did
not attain to the consulship.
Cicero speaks with
praise of his oratory, an opinion founded, not on personal knowledge, but on the speeches he had left. (C/c,
II. C. Scribonius, was consul with CneBrut., 32.)
U8 Octavius, A.U.C. 677.
On returning from the
province of Macedonia, he triumphed over the Dardani, as proconsul, A.U.C. 681.
(Sigon., Fast. Cons,
ad Ann. dcxxci. Id., Comment, in Fast., p. 454,
ed. Oxon.)
Cicero often mentions him, and in his
Brutus (c. 49) enumerates him among the Roman
III. C. Scriorators, along with Cotta and others.
bonius, son of the preceding, a turbulent and unprincipled man, and an active partisan of Julius Caesar's.
Bcmg deeply involved in debt when tribune of the
commons, Caesar gained him over by paying for him
what he owed {Pluf., Vit. Pomp., c. 58), and Curio
immediately exerted himself with gjreat vigour in his
behalf.
Caesar, it seems, was under obligations to him
before this, since Curio is said to have saved his life
when he was leaving the senate-house after the debate
about Catiline's accomplices, his personal safety being
to

it.

,

—

—

—

endangered by the young men who stood in arms
around the building. {Pint., Vit. Cas., c. 8.) Plutarch ascribes Antony's early initiation into licentious
habits to his acquaintance with Curio.
(Vic. Ant., c.

—

Compare, Cic.,Phil., 2, 2.) Cicero speaks very
favourably of his natural qualifications as an orator,
but denies him the praise of application.
{Cic, Brut.,
On the breaking out of the civil war, Caesar,
81.)
after having possessed himself of Rome, sent Curio to
take charge of Sicily.
The latter subsequently crossed
over from this island into Africa, with an armed force,
Juba
and
the followers of Pompey, but was deagainst
feated and slain.
(Appian, Bell. Civ., 2, 41, seqq.)
CuRiosoLiT^, a people of Gaul, forming part of the
2.

Tzschucke, ad Eutrop., I. c), and it was this victory
The simple manners
that drove Pyrrhus from Italy.
of this distinguished man are often referred to by the
Roman writers. When the ambassadors of the Samnites visited his cottage, they found him, according to
one account, sitting on a bench by the fireside, and

supping out of a wooden bowl (Val. Max., 4, 3, 5),
and, according to another, boiling turnips (hpovra yoyOn their atyvlidaq.—Plut., Vit. Cat. Maj., c. 2).
tempting to bribe him with a large sum of gold, he at

once rejected their offer, exclaiming, that a man who
could be content to live as they saw him living, had
no need whatever of gold and that he thought it more
glorious to conquer the possessors of it than to possess
His scanty farm and humble cottage, moreit himself
over, were in full accordance with the idea which Curius had formed of private wealth
for, after so many
achievements and honours, he declared that citizen a
pernicious one who did not find seven acres (jugera)
;

—

;

sufficient for his subsistence.

(Plin., 18, 3.

— Com-

Seven acres
33.)
was the number fixed by law on the expulsion of the
(Plin , I. c.)
According to Pliny, Dentatus
kings.
was so named because boni vrith teeth (cum dentibus.

pare Schott.,

ad.

Aurel. Vict.,

c.

—

—Plin.

7, 15).

CuRTius, M., a

I^

Oman youth, who devoted

himself,

Manes, B.C. 359. Acby Livy (7, 6), the ground
near the middle of the Forum, in consequence, as the

for his country, to the gods
cording to the account given

historian remarks, either of an earthquake or some other violent cause, sank down to an immense depth,

forming a vast aperture ; nor could the gulf be filled
At
all the earth which they could throw into it.
last the soothsayers declared, that, if they wished the
Roman commonwealth to be everlasting, they must
devote to this chasm what constituted the principle
Curtius, on hearing
strength of the Roman people.
the answer, demanded of his countrymen whether they
possessed anything so valuable as their arms and cour-

up by

age.

They

yielded a silent assent to the question put

them by the heroic youth whereupon, having arrayed
himself in full armour and mounted his horse, he
;

plunged into the chasm, and the people threw after
him their offerings, and quantities of the fruits of the

Their territory lay to the northeast
of the Veneti, and answers to what is now the territory
of St. Malo, between Dinant and Lamballe, in the de{Lemaire, Ind. Geogr.,
partment des Cotes-du-Nord.

Valerius Maximus (5, 6, 2) states, that the
earth closed immediately over him.
Livy, however,
speaks of a lake occupying the spot, called Lacus

ad CcEs p. 244.)
Curium, a city of Cyprus, on the southern

mentions

Armoric

states.

,

earth.

In another part of his history (1, 13), he
same lake as existing in the time of
Romulus, and as having derived its name from Melius
In all
Curtius. a Sabine in the army of Titus Tatius.
it was of volcanic
origin, since the early ac-

Curtius.

this

coast,
or rather, according to the ancients, at the commencement of the western shore, at a small distance from

probability

which, to the southeast, there is a cape which bears
the name of Curias.
Curium is said to have been
founded by an Argive colony, and it was one of the
nine royal cities of Cyprus.
(Herod., 5, 113.
Strab.,
The site seems to correspond with what is now
683.)
Epucopia, implying the existence of a bishop's see, a

counts speak of its great depth, and was not produced
merely by the inundations of the Tiber, as Burgess
Tarthinks.
(Antiquities of Rome. vol. 2, p. 2 9.)
quinius Priscus is said to have filled up this lake, at
the time that he drained the whole of this district and
constructed the Cloaca Maxima.
Possibly he mvt

—
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have been aided in this by a natural tunnel gradually
formed through the basin of the lake itself.
(Compare
II. QuinArnold's History of Rome, vol. 1, p. 511.)
historian.
tus Kufus, a Latin
{Vid. Quintus I.)

—

CuRULis Maoistratus,

the

name given

to a class

of magistracies which conferred the privilege of using
This was anciently
the sella curulis or chair of state.
made of ivory, or, at least, adorned with it. The mawho enjoyed this privilege were the dictator,
gistrates
consuls, praetor, censors, and curule aediles.
They
sat on this chair in their tribunals on all solemn occaThose commanders who triumphed had it with
sions.
them in their chariot. Persons whose ancestors, or

themselves, had borne any curule office, were called

and had the jus imaginum. They who were
of the family that had raised themselves
to any curule office, were called homines novi, new
men. As regards the origin of the term curulis,
"a
Festus deduces it from currus,
chariot," and says,
'*
curule magistrates" were so called because
that
be
borne along in chariots
ihey were accustomed to
Aulus Gellius (3, 18)
(" quia curru vckehantur").
also remarks, quoting, at the same time, Gabius Bassus, that those senators who had borne any curule maas a mark of honour, to be
gistracy were accustomed,
conveyed to the senate in c)mriots, and that the seat in
the chariot {sella in curru) was hence denominated
'curule" {sella curulis). He may be correct as rebut he is cergards the mere derivation of the term,
which he gives, since
tainly wrong in the explanation
iiobiles,
tlie

first

—

Pliny expressly states (7, 43), that L. Metellus,

orders

;

they failed, however, in their effect upon

Ve§

pasian, who is stated to have died here.
{Suet., Veap.f
24.
Cramer^ s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 317, seqq.)

—

CvANK, according

to

Ovid, a fountain-nymph of

Sicily, whose stream flowed into the Anapus, near Syracuse.
She attempted, but in vain, to stop the car
of Pluto, when that god was carrying off Proserpina.

The irritated deity made a passage for himself to the
lower world through the very waters of the fountain.
{Ovid, Met., 5, 409, seqq .)—Chudi&n, on the other
hand, makes Cyane one of the attendants of Proserpina, and to have been gathering flowers with her at
the time she was carried off.
According to this poet,
she pined away, and dissolved into a fountain after the
abduction of the goddess.
{Claudian, de rapt. ProId. tb., 3, 246, seqq.)
Diodorus Sicuserp., 2, 61.

—

which the fountain Cyane
from the opening through
which Pluto descended with Proserpina to the shades.

lus gives a third legend, by
is made to have come forth

{Died. Sic, 5, 4.)

—The modern name

of the fountain

Pisma. On the banks of this stream
grows the papyrus, which is thought by Hoare to have
been brought hither from Egypt by the orders of Hiero.
is

said to be the

{Hoare^s Classical Tour, vol.

2, p. 163.)
Cyane^, two small, rugged islands at the entrance of the Euxine Sea, and forty stadia from the
mouth of the Thracian Bosporus. {Arrian, Peripl.
Mar. Eux., ad fin., p. 137, ed. Blanc.) According
to Strabo, one was near the European, the other near
the Asiatic side, and the space between them was

who about twenty

had enjoyed the highest honours in the state, having
become deprived of sight, had the privilege allowed
him of being conveyed to the senate in a chariot, a
favour granted to no one before his time. The common derivation of the word is from Cures, a town of
the Sabines, whence this official badge is said by some
to have been borrowed.
Lipsius favours this latter
{De Magistr. Vet. P. R., c. 12.)
etymology.
Cuss.«i or Coss.«i, a nation occupying the southern
declivity of the mountains which separated Susiana
from Media. The Elymaei possessed the northern dechvities. The Cussaei or Cossaei were a brave peowere frequently compelled
ple, and the kings of Persia
to purchase a passage over these mountains from them.
Alexander effected one by taking them by surprise.

—

stadia.
There was an
{Strab., 319.)
ancient fable relative to these islands, that they floated
about, and sometimes united to crush to pieces those
vessels which chanced at the time to be passing through
the straits.
{Pomp. Mela, 2, 7.) Pliny gives the
same fable (4, 13), but assigns, at the same time, the
true cause of the legend.
It arose from their appearing, like all other objects, to move towards, or from
each other, when seen from a vessel in motion itself.

The Argo, we

are told by ApoUonius Rhodius (2, 601),
had a narrow escape in passing through, and lost the
of
her stern {u^laaroLO uKpa Kopv/nSa).
extremity
Pindar says, that they were alive, and moved to and
fro more swiftly than the blasts, until the expedition
of the Argonauts brought death upon them.
{Pyth..,
On which passage the scholiast re4, 371, seqq.)
marks in explanation, that it was decreed by the fates
they should become "rooted to the deep" whenever

Antigonus lost a large portion of his army in crossing
over.
According to Mannert, this people, together
with the Carduchi and some other neighbouring tribes, a vessel succeeded in passing through them
{ElfiapTO,
were the ancestors of the modern Curds. {Mannert, (^laTrXevcduTig veug l)c^(j67jvai T«f nerpa^ tC) TzeXdyei).
:

Geogr.,

vol. 5, p.

The

493.)

Cusus, a riv'er of Hungary, falling into the Danube;
now the Vag, according to D'Anville. Mannert, however, makes it the same with the Granna or Gran.
vol. 3, p. 380, in notis.)
CuTiLi^, a town of the Sabines, east of Reate, and
on the right bank of the Velinus, famed as an aborigi-

(Mannert, Geogr.,

nal city of great antiquity {Dion. Hal., 1, 14 and 2,
49), and celebrated for its lake, now Pozzo Ratignano,
and the floating island on its surface.
{Senec, Nat.

—

This lake was farther
Plin., 2, 95 )
Quast., 3, 25.
distinguished by the appellation of the Umbilicus, or
"Navel" (i. e., centre) of Italy. {Varro, ap. Plin.,

prediction was accomplished by the Argo. Phineus {vid. Argonautae) had directed Jason and his companions to let fly a pigeon when they were near these
telling them that, if the bird came safely
through, the Argo might venture to follow her. They
obeyed the directions of the prophet-prince; the pigeon passed through safely with the loss of its tail ;
and then the Argonauts, watching the recession of the
rocks, and aided by Juno and Minerva, rowed vigorously on, and passed through with the loss of a part of

islands,

the stern-works of their vessel.

—The term " Cyaneae"

"dark blue" or "azure," is referred
by the scholiasts on Euripides {Med., 2) and ApoUoThis statement is found by D'Anville {Anal. nius Rhodius (2, 317), to the colour of these rocks.
3, 12.)
Geogr., p. 165) to be correct, when referred to the In the description of Homer, however, as will be seen
to the appellathe distance from Ostia to Cutiliae,
breadth of Italy
presently, a more poetic turn is given
{Kvdveai),

i.

e.,

;

the ruins of which are to be seen close to Paterno, a
village near Civita Ducale, being seventy- six miles,

and the same from thence
the Adriatic.

If

to

Cluverius

is

Castrum Truentinum on
right in reading KotvXt/

Stephanus of Byzantium, who quotes the
the Periegesis of Ctesias, as belonging to a
city of the Umbri, we may adduce the authority of that
early historian in proof of the antiquity of this town.

for

KoavTTj

in.

name from

Cutiliae is also noticed

by Strabo (228)

for its

waters, which were accounted salutary for

Ddd

mineral

many

dis-

tion.

To

the

name Cyaneae

is

frequently joined that
" the Dashi

of " Symplegades'' {tvfnrlriydSeg),

e_,

ers," in allusion to their supposed collision

when

ves-

attempted to pass through. (Compare Eurip.,
Juvenal calls
Kvavfoc ZvnT:lr]yd6ag )
Med., 2.
them '' concurrentia saxa, Cyaneas'' (15, 19), and
"
Ovid {Met., 7, 62) has,
Qui mediis concurrere in
Homer {Od., 12. 61) calls
undis dtcuntur monfes.''
them IlAay/crai, "The Wanderers," and gives the
" There there are
of them

sels

—

following description

lofly

:
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CYANE^.

CYANE^.

and near them the vast wave of the dark Amthe blessed gods call them the
resounds
Wanderers, Here neither birds pass by, nor do fearbut
ful doves v/hich carry ambrosia to father Jove
the smooth rock always takes away some one of
them, while the father supplies another to make up
their number.
From this not yet has any ship of men
of
escaped, whichever has come to it, but the waves
the sea, and the storms of pernicious fire take away
planks of ships and bodies of men together. That ship,
indeed, only, which passes over the sea, has sailed beyond, the Argo, a care to all, which sailed from ..^Eta
But as to the two rocks, the one reaches the wide
heaven with its sharp top, and a dark cloud surrounds
rocks

;

:

phitrite

;

.

.

.

this, indeed, never goes away, nor does clearness
ever hold possession of its top, either in summer or in
autumn nor could a mortal man ascend it, or descend, not if he had twenty hands and feet ; for the
rock is smooth like one polished around." It is not
difficult, from the accounts here given, adorned though
they he with the garb of poetry, to deduce the inference
it

:

;

—

Cyanean isles were originally volcanic. The
" storms of
pernicious fire" (rrvpof bloolo -^eXkai)
and the dark cloud {Kvavirj ve^tA??) point at once to
this.
Hence, in the discussions which have arisen
relative to the formation of the Thracian Bosporus,
and the enlargement of the Mediterranean Sea {vid.
Medilerraneum Mare), the agency of volcanoes is generally asserted by the one party.
(Compare Olivier,
that the

Voyage,
la

&.c., vol. 1, p.

62. — Geographie Physique de

Mere Noire, par Bureau dc

la Malle, p. 255, seqq.)

Their opponents, on the other hand, maintain, that the
only probable change in the region of the Bosporus
must have been produced by a gradual sinking of a
barrier of rocks, and that even this must have occurred
at a period antecedent to all historical and geographical records.

They add, that the pretended volcanic
brought from ihe Bosporus have been
proved to be merely fragments of ordinary rocks.
{MaltcBrun, Geogr., vol. 3, p 397, Brussels ed) It
is difficult, however, to reconcile this assertion with
the strong and decided language of Dr. Clarke, relative to the structure of the rock of which the Cyanean
substances

isles consist, as well as to the general appearance of
" The
the shore along the line of the Bosporus.
Cy-

he remarks, " are each joined to the main land
by a kind of isthmus, and appear as islands when this
is inundated ;
which always happens in stormy
aneffi,"

weather.
But it is not certain that the isthmus, connecting either of them with the continent, was forThe disclosure has been probably
merly visible.
owing to that gradual sinking of the level of the Black
Sea before noticed. The same cause continuing to
operate, may hereafter lead posterity to marvel what
is become of the Cyaneae
and this may also account
;

for their multiplied appearance in ages anterior to the

For some time before we reached
time of Strabo.
the entrance to the Canal, steering close along its European side, we observed in the cliffs and hills, even
to their summits, a remarkable aggregate of heterogeneous stony substances, rounded by attrition in water, imbedded in a hard natural cement, yet differing
from the usual appearance of breccia rocks for, upon
a nearer examination, the whole mass appears to have
;

undergone, first, a violent action of fire and, secondly,
that degree of friction in wate^ to which their forms
must be ascribed. Breccia rocks do not commonly
The stralum formconsist of substances so modified.
ed by this singular aggregate, and the parts composing
of their position, a
it, exhibited, by the circumstances
striking proof of the power of an inundation
having
dragged along with it the constituent parts of the
above
the
over
the
all
mixture,
present level
heights
of the Black Sea, and deposited them in such a manner as to leave no doubt but that a torrent had there
All the strata
passed towards the Sea of Marmora.
;

;
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of the mountains, and each individual mass
composing
At the point
them, lean from the north to the south.
of the European lighthouse, we found the sea tempestuous, beating against immense rocks of a hard and
compact lava : these rocks have separated prismatically, and they exhibit surfaces tinged by the oxide of

From

iron.

this point

we

passed to the Cyanean

isle,

side of the strait, and there landed.
structure of the rock, whereof the island consists,

upon the European

The

corresponds with the nature of the strata already described
but the substances composing it were
perhaps never before associated in any mineral aggregate.
all
to
have
been
more
or
less
modified by
They
appear
fire, and to have been cemented during the boiling of
a volcano.
In the same mass may be observed fragments of various-coloured lava, of trap, of basalt, and
of marble.
In the fissures appear agate, chalcedony,
and quartz ; but in friable and thin yeins, not half an
inch in thickness, deposited posterior to the settling of
the stratum.
The agate appeared in a vein of considerable extent, occupying' a deep fissure not more
than an inch wide, and coated by a green earth, resembling some of the lavas of JEtna, which have been
:

decomposed by acidiferous vapours. The summit of
this insular rock is the most favourable situation for
thus viewed, it has
surveying the mouth of the canal
the appearance of a crater, whose broken sides were
;

opened towards the Black Sea, and, by a smaller aptowards the Bosporus. The Asiatic side of
the strait is distinguished by appearances similar to

erture,

those already described ; with this difference, that,
opposite to the island, a little to the east of the Anatolian lighthouse, a range of basaltic pillars may be
discerned, standing upon a base inclined towards the
sea ; and, when examined with a telescope, exhibiting
From all the preceding
very regular prismatic forms.
ob.servations, and after due consideration of events recorded in history, as compared with the pheenomena
of nature, it is, perhaps, more than probable, that the
bursting of the Thracian Bosporus, the deluge mentioned by Diodorus Siculus, and the draining of the
waters once uniting the Black Sea to the Caspian,
were all the consequence of an earthquake caused by
subterranean fires, which were not extinct at the time
of the passage of the Argonauts, and the effects of
which are still visible." {Clarke's Travels Russia,

—

—

Tartary, and Turkey vol. 2, p. 430, seqq.)
CvAX-iREs, I. a king of the Medes, grandson of
Dejoces, son of Phraortes, and father of Astyages. He
was a prince of violent character {Herodot., 1, 73.

—

Compare Larcher, ad
self in his

loc

),

and

this trait displayed it-

treatment of the Scythians, a body of whom
in his territories in consequence of a
He received them kindly, allowed them set-

had taken refuge
sedition.

tlements, and even went so far as to intrust some
children to their care, in order to have them taught
the Scythian language and the art of bending the bow.
After some time had elapsed, the Scythians, accus-

and to bring back to
obtained by the hunt, returned one day with empty hands.
Cyaxares gave
The
vent to his temper by punishing them severely.
Scythians, indignant at this treatment, which they
knew to be unmerited, resolved to slay one of the children confided to their care, and, after preparing the flesh
like the game they had been accustomed to bring, to
serve it up before Astyages, and betake themselves im-

tomed

to

the king

go

forth to the chase,

some of

the

game

The horrid plan
mediately unto Alyattes at Sardis.
succeeded but too well.
Cyaxares demanded the fuand on his refusal a
gitives from the Lydian monarch,
war ensued. This war lasted for five years in the
sixth, an eclipse of the sun, which had been predicted
:

by Thales, separated the contending armies.

was soon restored through
tus,

Peace

the mediation of Labyne-

king of Babylon, and Syennesis, king of Cilicia.
Herodotus also informs us
1, 73, seqq.)

{Herodot.,

CYB

C

Cyaxares was superior in valour to his
ancestors ; that he was the first who regularly trained
the Asiatics to military service ; dividing the troops,
which had been imbodied promiscuously before his
(1, 103), that

time, into distinct companies of lancers, archers, and
The historian then adds parenthetically,
cavalry.
the Lydians ;
(" this was he who waged war with
when, during a battle, the day became night"). This
refers to the foregoing
parenthetical remark evidently
are next informed, that,
account of the eclipse.

We

he
having subdued all Asia above the river Halys,
marched with all that were under his command against
Nineveh, resolving to avenge the death of his father
by the destruction of that city. After he had defeated the Assyrians, he laid siege to the city but was
forced to raise it by a sudden invasion of his territories.
For a numerous army of iScythians, headed by Main a
dyas, made an irruption into Media, defeated him
pitched battle, and reduced him and all Upper Asia,
under subjection to them, for eight-and-lwenty years.
;

{Herodot.,

1,

103, seqq.)

Then,

in

revenge

for their

galling impositions and exactions, he slew their chieftains, when intoxicated, at a banquet to which he had
invited them, and, expelling the rest, recovered his for-

8.

— Heyne, ad

tulL, 63, 9.

reigned forty years, including twenty-eight years of
the Scythian dominion.
Hale fixes the time of the
eclipse that was predicted by Thales, as above stated,
on the 18th of May, B.C. 603, at 9 hours and 30 minutes in the morning.
He makes this eclipse to have
been a total one, and the moon's shadow to have traversed the earth's disk, near the mouth of the river Halys, the boundary of the two contending kingdoms at
a later day.
{HaWs Analysis of Chronology, vol. 4,
The same learned writer makes Cyaxp. 84, 'id cd.)
ares I. to have been the same with Kai Kobad, whom
Mirkhond, and other Persian historians give as the
founder of the second or Kaianian dynasty.
He identifies
him also with the Ahasuerus of Scripture.

—

(•Hale's Analysis, vol. 4, p. 76, 81.)
According,
ever, to another modern writer, Cyaxares is the

howsame

with the monarch styled Chistasp.
(Holty, Djemschid,
Feridun, &c., p. 53, seqq., Hanov., 1829.) H. Son
of Astyages, succeeded his father at the age of 49
years.
Being naturally of an easy, indolent disposition, and fond of his amusements, he left the burden
of military aflfairs and the care of the government to Cyrus, his nephew and son-in-law, who married his only

—

daughter, and was, therefore, doubly entitled to succeed him. Xenophon notices this marriage as taking
place after the conquest of Babylon.
(Cyrop., 8, 28.)
But to this Sir Isaac Newton justly objects " This
:

was reported

be very
handsome, and used to play with Cyrus when they
were both children, and to say that she would marry
him and, therefore, they were much of the same age.
daughter, saith Xenophon,

to

;

saith, that Cyrus married her after the taking of Babylon but she was then an old woman. It is
more probable that he married her while she was young
and handsome, and he a young man." {Chron., p.
Newton supposes that Darius the Mede was
310.)
the son of Cyaxares, and cousin of Cyrus
and that
rebelled
Cyrus
against, and dethroned him two years

Xenophcp

;

3,

areift.

Lex. Tot. Lat.,

CvBELB

Propcrt., 3, 15,

s. r.

Ca^
ID,

35.— Firrcelli-

Cybebc.)

(for the quantity of the penult,

ri<i.

Cybebe),

a goddess, daughter of Ccelus and Terra, and distin"
guished by the appellation of Mother of the Gods,"
The Phrygians and Lydians reor '* Great Mother."
garded her as the goddess of nature or of the earth.

the summits of hills or mountDindymus, Berecyntus, Sipylus, and
She was particularly worshipped at Pessuius,
others.
in Galalia, above which place rose Mount Dindymus,
whence her surname of Dindymene. Her statue in
this city was nothing more than a large aerolite, which
was held to be her heaven-sent image, and which was
removed to Rome near the close of the second Punic
war.
The legend of Cybele and Atys has already
been alluded to, in its various forms {vid. Atys), and
the explanation given on that occasion may here be re-

Her temples stood on
ains,

such as

an incarnation of the
peated, that Atys was, in fact,
sun.
The account of Diodorus, as usual, is based upon
the system of Euhemerus, by which a mortal origin was
to be established for all the heathen divinities.
sought

Cybele was daughter to King
queen Dindyme. She was exposed by
her father on Mount Cybelus, where she was suckled
by panthers and lionesses, and was afterward reared

mer power and possessions. {Herodot., 1, ]96.) After According
Mson and
this, the Medes took Nineveh and subdued the Assyrian provinces, all except the Babylonians, their confederates in the war.
Cyaxares died after having

111. — D&ring, aa
Virg., JEn.,
— HeinsiiLS,
ad Prudent., nepl

196.— Brouckhus., ad
ni,

YB

to this writer,

his

by shepherdesses, who named her Cybele. When
she grew up, she displayed great skill in the heahng
art, and cured all the diseases of the children and cattle.
They thence called her the mountain-mother.
While dwelling in the woods she formed a strict frienda love-affair with a youth
ship with Marsyas, and had
named Atys or Altis. She was afterward acknowledged by her parents ; but her father, on discovering
her intimacy with Atys, seized that unhappy youth and
Grief deprived Cybele of her reaput him to death.
son with dishevelled locks she roamed to the sound
of the drums and pipes which she had invented, over
various regions of the earth, even as far as the coun:

Hyperboreans, teaching mankind agriculture ;
Meanher companion was still the faithful Marsyas.
time a dreadful famine ravaged Phrygia ; the oracle,
being consulted, directed that the body of Atys should
be buried, and divine honours be paid to Cybele.
erected to her at Pesstately temple was accordingly
try of the

A

King Midas. {Diod. Sic, 3, 58, seq.) It
apparent from this account, pragmatized as it is,
that Cybele, Marsyas, and Atys were all ancient PhryLike Asiatic worship in general, that of
gian deities.
sinus by
is

—

Cybele was enthusiastic. Her priests, named Galii
and Corybantes, ran about with dreadful cries and
soundbowlings, beating on timbrels, clashing cymbals,
The
ing pipes, and cutting their flesh with knives.
box-tree and cypress were considered as sacred to her ;
as from the former she made the pipes, and Atys was
find from
said to have been changed into the latter.
Pindar and the dramatists, that the worship and the
in Greece,
mysteries of the Great Mother were common

We

lime.
(Pind., Pyth.,
particularly at Athens, in their
143.—
3, 137.— ScAo/., ad loc.—Eurip., Hippol,

K,

The worship of CybBacch., 78.— Id., HeL, 1321.)
was introduced into
ele, as has already been remarked,
Rome near the close of the second Punic war, A.L.C.
;
sent to Attains,
547, when a solemn embassy was
the image at Pessmus,
after the capture of
Babylon. But this is unfounded : king of Pergamus, to request
The monarch readily
for Darius the Mede was sixteen
years older than Cy- which had fallen from heaven.
was conveyed to
rus.
may therefore rest assured that he was Cy- yielded compliance, and the goddess
a stately temple was bu.lt to
where
axares himself, and none else.
Italian
the
{HaWs
capital,
Analysis of
"
named the Megalereceive her, and a solemn festival,
Chronology, vol. 4, p. 88, 2d ed.)
her honour.
(Lw.,
CvBEBK, a name of Cybele, used by the poets when sia, was celebrated every year in
a long penult is required.
The form Cybelle is some- 29, l4.-0ri^. Fast., 4, 179, seqq.) As the Greeks
made
her
Latins
the
so
times, though with less propriety, employed for a sim- had confounded her with Rhea,
(Luthe goddess of the
ilar
purpose.
(Compare the Greek forms ILvSeTitj and one with their Ops,
earthy
104 .6 785. &c.)
Kx^tri, and consult Drakenborch, ad Stl. Ital., 17, cret., 2. 598, seqq.-Virg., ^n., 3.
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CYC

CYC
—-In works of

art

Cybele exhibits the matronly

air

and

I

art

itself,

composed dignity, which distinguish Juno and Ceres. counted
Sometimes she is veiled, and seated on a throne with from the
'

times riding in a chariot
drawn by lions. Her head is always crowned with
towers.
She frequently beats on a drum, and bears a
sceptre in her hand.
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 223,
her side

lions at

at other

;

the author, with tedious minutenesss, rethe attendant circumstances of an event,
earliest beginnings of the same
as, for ex-

all

;

ample, the history of the Trojan war, from the story ol
Leda and the eggs. (Compare Heyne, Excurs. 1, ad
JEn., 2, vol. 2, p. 268, ed. Lips.)
Cyclopes, a fabled race, of gigantic size, having
but one eye, large and round, placed in the centre of
their forehead, whence, according to the common ac-

seqq.)-^The name Cybele is derived, by some, from
the cymbals {KVfiBog, KVfi6aXa) used in the worship of
the goddess.
It is better, however, to
suppose her so count, their name was derived, from KVK'Kog, "a circu'^
an eye."
Homer makes
called, because represented usually in her more mys- lar opening,'''' and utp,
terious character, under a globular or else square form
Ulysses, after having left the country of the Lotus{?JyeTat 6e koI Kv6i2.7] and tov kv6ikov axVH-CLTog, eaters (Lotophagi), to have sailed on westward, and to
Kara yeufitTpiav, fj y^. Lex. Antiq., Frag, in Herm. have come to that of the Cyclopes, which could not have
Gramm. Knight's Inquiry, (} 42, Class. Journ., vol. been very far distant, or the poet would in that case,
For an explanation of the myth of Cybele, as he always does, have specified the number of days
23, p. 233.
which cannot, of course, be given here, consult Guig- occupied in the voyage. The Cyclopes are described
niaut, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 67, seqq.)
by him as a rude and lawless race, who neither planted
CvBisTRA, a town of Cappadocia, in the district of nor sowed, but whose land was so fertile as to proCataonia, and at the foot of Mount Taurus.
(Ctc, duce for them, of itself, wheat, barley, and vines.
Ep. ad Fam., 15, 2 et 4:.—Ep. ad. Att., 5, 20.) Ci- They had no social institutions, neither assemblies nor
cero made it his headquarters during his command in laws, but dwelt separately, each in his cave, on the
Cilicia.
Leake is inclined to place Cybistra at Kara- tops of lofty mountains, and each, without regard to
The adhissar, near Mazaca, but this position does not agree others, governed his own wife and children.
with Strabo's account.
D'Anville had imagined, from venture of Ulysses with Polyphemus, one of this race,
a similarity of name, that Cybistra might be represented will be found under the latter article.
Nothing is said
by Bustereh, a small place near the source of one of by Homer respecting the size of the Cyclopes in genthe branches of the Halys
but it is not said whether eral, but every effort is made to give an exaggerated
there are any remains of antiquity at Bustereh, and, idea of that of Polyphemus.
Hence some have imI^ake
besides,
affirms, that, according to the Arabian agined that, according to the Homeric idea, the Cythe
true
of
such
name
of
the
geographer Hadji Khalfa,
huge dimensions or
place clopes were not in general
IS Kostere.
{Asia Minor, p. 63.) Cybistra is men- cannibal habits as the bard assigns to Polyphemus himtioned by Hierocles among the Episcopal cities of self.
For the latter does not appear to have been of
{HierocL, p. 700.
Mannert, Geogr., the ordinary Cyclops-race, but the son of Neptune and
Cappadocia.
vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 236, 262.)
a sea-nymph ; and he is also said to have been the
:

—

—
—

;

—

CvcLADEs, a name applied by the ancient Greeks
to that cluster {kvkKo^) of islands which encircled
Strabo (485) says, that the Cyclades were
Delos.
at first only twelve in number, but were afterward increased to fifteen.
These, as we learn from Artemi-

were Ceos, Cythnos, Seriphos, Melos, Siphnos,
Cimolos, Prepesinthos, Olearos, Paros, Naxos, Syros,
Myconos, Tenos, Andros, and Gyaros, which last, however, Strabo himself was desirous of excluding, from
its
being a mere rock, as also Prepesinthos and Olearos.
It appears from the Greek historians, that the

strongest of the Cyclopes.

Laterpoets,

(Orf., 1,70.)

in supplying whatever the fable
wanted in this respect, and hence Virgil describes the
whole race as of gigantic stature, and compares them
to so many tall forest-frees.
{Mn., 3, 680.) It is not

however, lost no time

quently occupied
rant of Samos, and the Persians.
{Herodot., 5, 28.)
But, after the battle of Mycale, they became dependant
on the Athenians. {Thucyd., 1, 94.)

a little remarkable, that neither in the description of
the Cyclopes in general, nor of Polyphemus in particular, is there any notice taken of their being oneeyed ; yet, in the account of the blinding of the latter,
it aeems to be assumed as a thing well known.
may hence, perhaps, infer, that Homer followed the
Thus much for the
usual derivation of the name.
Homeric account of the Cyclopes.^ In Hesiod, on the
other hand {Theog., 139, seqq.),'-we have what apthese fabled
pears to be the earlier legend respecting
tend to show that
beings, a circumstance which may
the Odyssey was composed by a poet later than HeIn the Theogsiod, and not by the author of the Iliad.
ony of Hesiod, the Cyclopes are only three in number,
Brontes, Steropes, and Arges.
They are the sons of

Cyclici poet(B, a name given by the ancient grammarians to a class of minor bards, who selected, for the

Uranus and Gsea (Ccelus and Terra), and
ployment is to fabricate the thunderbolt

subjects of their productions, things transacted as well
and who,
during the Trojan war, as before and after
in treating of these subjects, confined themselves within a certain round or cycle of fable (/cv/cAof, circulus).

They

doriis,

—

Cyclades were

inhabited by the Phoenicians, Cari-

first

ans, and Leleges, whose piratical habits rendered
formidable to the cities on the continent, till they

conquered and
I, 4.

— Herodot.,

finally
1,

extirpated by Minos.

These

171.)

for a short

islands

them
were

{Thucyd.,

were subse-

time by Polycrates, ty-

;

In order to understand the subject more fully, we must
observe, that there was both a Mythic and a Trojan
The former of these embr ced the whole secycle.
ries of fable, from the genealogies of the gods down to
The latter comprised the
the time of the Trojan war.
fables that had reference to, or were in any way conOf the first class were
nected with, the Trojan war.

Theogonies,
like

;

Cosmogonies, Titanomachies, and the

of the second, the

poems of Arctinus, Lesches,

Stasinus, and others. At a later period, the term cyclic
/as applied, as a mark of contempt, to two species of

one, where the poet confined himself to a trite
and hackneyed round (icv/cAof ) of particulars (compare
the other, where, from an
Horat., Ep. ad Pis., 132)
of the true nature of
epic poetry and of the
ignorance

poems

;

;

896

We

—

their
for

em-

Jove.

are said to be in every other respect like gods,
excepting the one, single eye, in the middle of their
foreheads, a circumstance from which Hesiod also,
" Their
like Homer, deduces their general name
" was
name," says the poet,
Cyclopes, because a sintheir forehead."
{Theog., 144,
gle, round eye lay in
:

In the individual names given by Hesiod, we
have evidently the germe of the whole fable. The Cyseq.)

clopes are the energies of the sky, the thunder, the
lightning, and the rapid march of the latter (Brontes,
from ^povTT], thunder.
Steropes, from crrepoTrrj, the
Arges, from apyrjq, rapid). In accordance
lightning.

—

—

with this idea, the term Kv/cAwi/> {Cyclops) itself may
be regarded as a simple, not a compound term, of the
same class with fj.6?.o)ip, KepKuip, KeKpotp, TleT.orp and
;

the

root, we may make the Cythe Whirlers, or, to designate them by a

word KVKTiog being the

clopes to be
Latin name, the

Volvuli.

Mythol. GrcBC. Antiquiss.

—(Compare
Opusc,

Hermann, de

vol.

2,

p.

176.)

CYD

CYCLOPES.
When

the Thundei,

the

Lightning, and

the rapid

Flame had been converted by poetry

into one-eyed
in the neighbourhood of volca-

and localized
was an easy process

giants,

noes,

it

smiths,

assistants

the

Dian., 46,
416, seqq.)

convert them into

to

of Vulcan.

seqq.— Virg., Georg.,

4,

{Callim. H. .in
173.— uEn., 8,

they were now artists in one line, it
gave no surprise to find them engaged in a task adapted to their huge strength, namely, that of rearing the
massive walls of Tiryns, for which purpose they were
{Schol. ad Eurip.,
brought by Proetus from Lycia.

Orest

As

955.

,

—Keightley's

Mythology,

p.

259, seqq.)

Hence, too, the name Cyclopian, is applied to this species of architecture, respecting which we will give
some explanatioa at the close of this article. This last-

—

mentioned circumstance has led some to imagine, that
the Cyclopes were nothing more than a caste or race of
miners, or, rather, workers in quarries, who descended
into, and came forth from, the bowels of the earth, with
a lamp attached to their foreheads, to light them on
their way, and which at a distance would appear like a
than
large, flaming eye ; an explanation more ingenious
(Hirt, Geschichte der Baukunst, vol. 1,
ap. Phot., Cod., 250.) Another
that which refers the name Cyclops to the

satisfactory.
p.

199.— Agatkarch.,

solution

is

circular buildings constructed by the Pelasgi, of which
we have so remarkable a specimen in what is called

From the form
the Treasury of Atreus, at Mycenae.
of these buildings, resembling within a hollow cone or
beehive, and the round opening at the top, the individuals who constructed them are thought to have derived
their appellation.
(Kruse, Hellas, vol. 1, p. 440.

—

—

As regards the
Argolis, p. 34.)
country occupied by the Homeric Cyclopes, it may be
remarked, that this is usually supposed to have been
the island of Sicily.
But it would be very inconsistent
in the poet to place the Cyclopes, a race contemning
the gods, in an island sacred to, and in which were
The distance, too,
pastured the herds of, the Sun.
between the land of the Lotophagi and that of the Cyclopes, could not have been very considerable ; since,
as has already been remarked, it is not given in days
and nights, a mode of measurement always adopted by
Homer when the distance mentioned is a great one.
Compare

Cell's

Everything conspires, therefore, to induce the belief,
that the Cyclopes of Homer were placed by him on the
coast of Africa, a little to the north of the Syrtis Minor.
(Compare Mannert, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 9, seqq.)
They who make them to have dwelt in Sicily blend an
old tradition with one of more recent date.
This last
probably took its rise when JEtna and the Lipari islands were assigned to Vulcan, by the popular belief
of the day, as his workshops
which could only have
happened when .^Etna had become better known, and
Mount Moschylus, in the isle of Lemnos, had ceased
to be volcanic.
Before we conclude this article, a few
remarks will be made on the subject of Cyclopian
This style of building is frequently alarchitecture.

and at Cosa in Etruria. In this style there arf
no courses. The third era appears in ihe Phociao
It is discities, and in some of Bceotia and Argolis.
tinguished by the work being made in courses, and the
lulis,

stones, though of unequal size, being

luded to by the ancient writers.
In fact, every architectural work of extraordinary magnitude, to the execution of which human labour appeared inadequate,
was ascribed to the Cyclopes. (Eurip., Iph. in AuL,
534.— Id., Here. Fur., l^.—Id., Troad., 108.— Strabo, 273.— Scnec., Here. Fur., 996.— Statins, Theb.,

— Pausan.,

The general character of
2, 25.)
immense blocks of stone, without cement, placed upon each other, sometimes
irregularly, and with smaller stones filling up the interstices,
sometimes in regular and horizontal rows. The CyThe
clopian style is commonly divided into four eras.
first, or oldest, is that employed at Tiryns and MycenjE, consisting of blocks of various sizes, some of them
very large, the interstices of which are, or were once,
filled
up with small stones. The second era is marked
4, 151.

the Cyclopian style is

by polygonal stones, which nevertheless fit into each
other with great nicety.
Specimens exist at Delphi,

same

Archaeolog., 15, 320 )
Drawings of Cyclopian walls
are given in GeWs Argolis, pi. 7.
Micali, Antichi
Monumenti, iav. 9, 10, 11, 12. Hirt, Geschichte der

—

—

Baukunst,

The most

taf. 7,
10.
fig. 5, 6, 8, 9,

tional opinion
quity, is that

ra-

relative to the Cyclopian walls of antiwhich ascribes their erection to the an-

(Dodwell, Tour, vol. 2, p. 219.—Hirt,
Cesch. der Bauk., vol. 1, p. 199, &c.)
Cycnus, I. a son of Mars, killed by Hercules. As
the latter was passing by the temple of Apollo at Pa-

cicnt'Pelasgi.

gasae,

he was opposed by Cycnus, who was

in

the

habit of plundering those who brought the sacrifices
to the god.
Both Cycnus and his parent Mars were

standing in the same chariot ready for the conflict.
Hercules engaged, and slew the former ; and when
Mars, who had witnessed the fate of his son, would
avenge him, he received a wound in the thigh from the
spear of the hero. The two combats are described in
the Hesiodean fragment called the " Shield of Hercules."
II.
son of Neptune, whom
(Vid. Hesiod.)
his father had made invulnerable.
He fought on the
side of the Trojans at the landing of the Greeks, and

—

A

"When the latter saw
for an antagonist.
weapons were of no eflfect, he took advantage
of a fall on the part of Cycnus, occasioned by a stone
with which he came in contact, as he was retreating
before the Grecian hero, and choked him to death by
means of the strap of his helmet. Neptune immediately changed the corpse of his son into a swan (kvkIII. Son of
vof, cycnus.
Ovid, Met., 12, 72, seqq.)
He was a reStheneleus, and king of the Ligurians.
lation and friend of Phaethon's, and was standing on
had Achilles
that his

—

—

the banks of the

Po when

were transformed

into poplars.

the sisters of the latter

While mourning

at

the sight he was himself changed into a swan.
{Ovid,
Met., 2, 367.)
CvniAs, a painter, born in the island of Cythnus,

one of the Cyclades, and who flourished Olymp. 104.
Hortensius, the orator, purchased his painting of the
Argonauts for 144,000 sesterces (nearly $5600). This
same piece was afterward transferred by Agrippa to the
Dio Cass., 53,
{Plin., 35, 40.
portico of Neptune.

—

27.)

Cydippe.

;

—

of the

The fourth and youngest style presents horizontal courses of masonry, not always of the same
but
formed of stones which are all rectangular.
height,
This style is chiefly confined to Attica. (Hamilton,
height.

Vid. Acontius.

Cydnus, a river of Cilicia Campestris, rising in the
chain of Mount Taurus, and falling into the sea a little
below Tarsus, which stood on its banks. (Xen.,
Anab., 1, 2.) Its waters were extremely cold, and
Alexander nearly lost his life by bathing in them when
overheated and fatigued. The illness of Alexander rewell-known
sulting from this, is connected with the
(Arrian, Exp. Alex.,
story of the physician Philip.
2,

4.— Quint.

Curt., 3, 4, 7, seqq.)

The

river

Cyd-

nus expanded about a mile below Tarsus, near the
sea, and formed a port for the city, called Rhegma,
The Geogr. Nub.
or the aperture.
{Strabo, 672.)
the harClima, 4, p. 5, gives the castle of Arlow as
bour of Tarsus.
(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p.

The Cydnus is now the Tersoos, and, according
65.)
to any
to Captain Beaufort, is at present inaccessible
within the bar that obboats

but the smallest

;

structs the entrance,
feet wide.

That

though
about 160
deep enough, and
was navigable, however,

it is

this river

from Plutarch's description of Cleanciently, we learn
in sailing down its stream ;
opatra's splendid pageant
a passage so well known to the English reader from
(Plut., Vit. Ant., c
Shakspeare's beautiful version.
^

397
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25.) Capt. Beaufort observes, that the sea must have
retired considerably from the mouth of the Cydnus
since, in the time of the crusades, it is reported to
have been six miles from Tarsus, and now that distance is more than doubled.
{Karamania, p. 275.
;

—

Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 344.)
Cydonia, the most ancient city in the island of
It is said to have been foundCrete.
(Strata, 476.)
ed by the Cydones of Homer {Od., 3, 292), whom
But Herodotus asStrabo considered as indigenous.
cribes its origin to a party of Samians, who, having
been exiled by Polycrates, settled in Crete when they
Six years afterward,
had expelled the Zacynthians.
the Samians were conquered in a naval engagement
and
the
and
reduced to captiviCretans,
by
^ginetae
the town then probably reverted to its ai.cient
ty
:

It
(Herodot., 3, 59.)
possessors the Cydonians.
stood on the northern coast of the northwestern part
of Crete, and was the most powerful and wealthy city
of the whole island, since, in the civil wars, it withstood the united forces of Cnosus and Gortyna after
From
they had reduced the greater part of Crete.

Cydonia the quince-tree was first brought into Italy,
and thence the fruit was called malum Cydonium, or
Cydonian apple. Its inhabitants were the best of the
Cretan archers. The ruins of this ancient city are to
be seen on the site of Jerami. {Cramer's Ancient

On their arrivai
previous to crossing over into Asia.
in -^olis, they found that country in the
possession
of the Pelasgi ; but the latter, who had sustained
great losses during the Trojan war, were unable to
oflTer
any resistance to the invaders, who successively

founded Neontichos and Cyma, though, according to

some

traditions, there existed already a place of that

name, so called from Cyme, one of the Amazons.
{Strabo, 623.

On the contrary, they were proverbially
citizens.
taxed with stupidity and slowness of apprehension.
Suid., 'Ovof eig Kvnaiovg.
Plut.^
{Strabo, 622.
In the reign of Tiberius, Cyma
Vit. C(zs., c. 61.)
suffered, in common with the other cities of Asia,
its

—

from

the

{Herodot., 7, 30.)
a celebrated horse of Castor, according to
Valerius
Flaccus, Claudian, and Martial, but,
Seneca,
3, 90.)
according to Virgil, of Pollux, {Virg.,
The point is gravely discussed by La Cerda and Marconclutheir
and
the
in
commentaries,
respective
tyn,
sion to which both come is, what might have easily
been surmised, that the steed in question was the common property of the two Dioscuri. Statins,, in his
poem on Domitian's horse, mentions Cyllarus as serving the two brothers alternately. (iSy/tJ., 1, 1,54 ) Stesichorus also, according to Suidas, says that Mercury
gave Phlogeus, and Harpagus, and Cyllarus to both
Castor and Pollux. {Said., s. v. KvTilapo^.) In the

G

,

Etymol. Mag. it is stated, that Mercury gave them
Phlogeus and Harpagus, but Juno, Exalithus and Cyllarus.
{Etymol. Mag., p. 5Ai, 5A.)
I. the
port of Elis, the capital of the disof Elis in the Peloponnesus.
It is supposed to
Chiarenza.
II. The loftiest and most
be the modern
of
mountain
celebrated
Arcadia, rising between Stymon the borders of Achaia. It
phalus and Pheneos,
was said to take its name from Cyllen, the son of Elatus, and was, according to the poets, the birthplace
of Mercury, to whom a temple was dedicated on the
Hence the epithet Cyllenius applied to him.
summit.
Horn., Hymn, in Merc, I.
Find.,
{Paiisan., 8, 17.

CvLLENB,

trict

—

—

129.— iZ.,

—

2,

603.— Fir^., Mn.,

8, 138.)
of this mountain was estiperpendicular height
mated by some ancient geographers at twenty stadia,

Olymp.,

6,

The

by others

name

at

is

The modern
{Strabo, 388.)
(GeWs Itin., p. 168.) Pouqueville
{Voyage de la Grece, vol. 5, p. 339.)

fifteen.

Zyria.
Chelmos.
CyllknIus, an epithet applied to Mercury, from his
having been born on Mount Cyllene.
calls

it

the most considerable of the cities of .Eolis,
Asia Minor, and lying to the northeast of Phocjea.
This place, sometimes, but less correctly, called Cuma,
was surnamed Phriconis, because its founders had settled for some time around Mount Phricium in Locris,

Cyma,

in

388

—

—

terrible

earthquake which desolated

that

Its site is near the
{Tacit., Ann, 2,^1.)
Turkish village of Sanderly. D'Anville is in favour
of Nemourt, but this is more probably the ancient

province.

—

{Mannert' s Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 390.
Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. i., p. 147, seqq.)
Cymothoe, one of the Nereides, represented by

245.)

CvLLARUS,

Cyma was

And yet this city, notwithstanding the celebrity it derived from the birth of such talented individuals, was
by no means generally famed for the genius and wit of

erected in Cydrara by Croesus, with an inscription defining the boundaries of Phrygia and Lydia ; so
that it must have been on the confines of these two
countries at least.

Kvfii].)

m

Myrina.

pillar

s. v.

ther was born
this place, the poet himself, however, in Ascra in Boeotia.
Ephorus, also, one of
the most distinguished historians of Greece, but whose
works are unfortunately lost, was a ftative of Cyma.

Greece, vol. 3, p. 365, seq.)
CvDRABA, a city of Phrygia. Mannert supposes it
to have been the same with Laodicea, on the confines
of three provinces, Caria, Phrj'gia, and Lydia, and
situate on the Lycus, which flows into the Maeander.
Herodotus speaks of
{Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 131.)

a

— Stepk. Byz.,

one among the many cities which laid claim to the
honour of having given birth to Homer. Hesiod's fa-

Virgil as assisting the Trojans, with Triton, after the
at the request of Juno, had

storm with which iEolus,
afllicted

the fleet.

CynjEGirus, an

{JEn.,

1,

148.

—Hesiod,

Theog.j

Athenian, celebrated for his extraorwas brother to the poet .^schy-

He
dinary courage.
lus.
After the battle of Marathon, he pursued the
their ships, and seized one of their
to
Persians
flying

vessels with his right hand, which was immediately
severed by the enemy.
Upon this he seized the ves-

and when he had lost that also,
Herodotus merely
kept his hold with his teeth.
relates that he seized one of the Persian vessels by the
The more
stern, and had his hand cut off with an axe.
detailed account is given by Justin.
Phasis, an obscure
with both his hands,
painter, represented Cynaegirus
which Cornelius Longinus made the subject of a very

sel with his left hand,

he

still

neat epigram, preserved in the Anthology.
{Herodot.,
6,
Justin, 2, 9.—Antkol. Palat., vol 2, p. 660,

\U.—

Jacobs

ed.

)

of Arcadia, on the river Crathis,
near the northern borders, and some distance to the
It had been united to the
northwest of Cyllene.
AchaBan league, but was betrayed to the ^Etolians in

CvNiETH^, a town

War. This was effected by some exiles,
their return to their native city, formed a plot
The ^^tothe enemy within its walls.

the Social

who, on

for admitting
lians, accordingly, having crossed into Achaia with a
considerable force, advanced to Cynoethae, and easily
scaled the walls ; they then sacked the town and destroyed many of the inhabitants, not sparing even those
to whose treachery they were indebted for their success.
Polybius observes, that the calamity which thus

overwhelmed the Cynaethians was considered by many
as a just punishment for their depraved and immoral
conduct, their city forming a striking exception to the
estimable character of the Arcadians in general, who
were esteemed a pious, humane, and social people.
Polybius accounts for this moral phenomenon, from
the neglect into which music had fallen among the
Cynaethians. All the towns of Arcadia, save this single
one, paid the greatest attention to the science, deem-

ing

it

a necessary branch of education, on the principle

was beneficial in humanizing the
character and refining the manners of the people.
The historian adds, that such was the abhonence

that its influence

CYN

CYN
m

Arcadia by the conduct of the Cyn»massacre which took place
towns refused to receive
wnong them, many of the
their deputies, and the Mantinaeans, who allowed them
uroduced

thians, that, after a great

« passage through their city, thought it necessary to
sacrifices in every
perform histral rites and expiatory
iheir territory.
CynsBthae was burned by the
part of
iEtolians on their retreat from Arcadia {Folyb.At 19,
as it still existed in
seqq.), but was probably restored,
the time of Pausanias.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece,
vol. 3, p. 319.)
Cynsethae is supposed to have stood
near the modern town of Calabrxjta, though there are
no remains of antiquity discernible near that place.

{Dodweirs Tour,

vol. 2, p.

U7.—GeWs

Itin.

of Mo-

rea, p. 131.)

the

Median language, was Spaco, according to Herod*
who makes Cyno the Greek translation of it,

otus,

from

'*

KV(jv,

a dog,*' and adds that

Median tongue, a female dog.

it

It

signified, in the
is

not

known

whether the dialect of the Medes and Persians was
the same.
In such remains as we have of the Persian language, Burton and Reland have not been able
to discover any term like this.
Nevertheless, Lefevre
affirmed that the Hyrcanians, a
people in subjection
even in his time, a dog by the
word spac. On what authority he makes this assertion is not known.
Foster, in his letter to Michaelis
upon the origin of the Chaldees, thinks that he detects
a resemblance between the Median Spaco and the Slavonic Sabaka, which has the same meaning.
(Comto the Persians, called,

CvNEsii or Cynetbs {Kw^aiot or KwTyref), acwestern incording to Herodotus (2, 33), the most
Manhabitants of Europe, living beyond the Celtae.
nert, following the authority of Avienus {Ora Marit.,
V. 200), makes them to have been situate in Spain, on
both sides of the river Anas, and their western limit to
have corresponded with the modern Faro in Algarve,
while their eastern was the bay and islands formed by
the small rivers Odiel and Tinto.
(Compare Larcher,

Some of
pare Michaelis, Spicilegium, vol. 2, p. 99.)
the Greek grammarians' cite the word and^ as signi"a
{Struve, SpC'
fying
dog," among the Persians.

Geogr., vol. 7, p. 159.—
Mannert, GeUkert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 247, 251.
ogTi vol. 1, p. 235 ) Niebuhr, however, is of a dif*'
Still more absurd," observes he,
ferent opinion.
"than this identification of the Celts of Herodotus
is
the notion that the Cynetes, who,
the
with
Celtici,
by his account, dwelt still farther west, being the most

10.)

Hist. (VHerodote.—Tab.

—

cim. QucBst.,

p. 14, not.)

Cynosckphal.(E, eminences in Thessaly, southeast
of Pharsalus, where the Romans, under T. Quinctius
Flamininus, gained a victory over Philip, king of Macedon, and put an end to the first Macedonian war.

441.— Lit?., 33, 6.—Polyb., Fragm., 18, 3,
They are described by Plutarch as hills of small
and the name properly belongs
with sharp tops

(Strabo,

size,
to those tops,

;

from their resemblance to the heads of

—

in that part of Europe, were the inhabitants of Algarve, merely because this district, on account of Cape St. Vincent, which projects in the shape
of a wedge, was called Cuneus by the Romans, and

Larissa from
— Compare
Pouqueville,

unfortunately may, from its true situation, be considAs
ered the westernmost country in this direction.
in historical geography we are not to look for the
Celts to the west of the Iberi, so the Cynetes are not
to be sought to the west of the Celts ; yet assuredly
they are not a fabulous people, but one which dwelt at
a very great distance beyond the Celts, and, therefore,
probably in the north ; for, the more distant the object
was, the farther it naturally diverged from the truth."

—

remote people

(Niebuhr^s Geography of Herodotus, p. 13.)
Cynici, a sect of philosophers, so called either from
Cynosarges, where Antisthenes, the founder of the
sect, lectured, or from the Greek term kvuv, "a dog,"
in allusion to the snarling humour of their master.
This sect is to be regarded not so much as a school
It was
of philosophers as an institution of manners.

formed rather for the purpose of providing a remedy
moral disorders of luxury, ambition, and avarice, than with a view to establish any new theory of
The sole end of the Cynic phispeculative opinions.
losophy was to subdue the passions, and produce simHence the coarseness of their
plicity of manners.
outward attire, their haughty contempt of external
The riggood, and patient endurance of external ill.
for the

orous discipline of the first Cynics, however, degenerated afterward into the most absurd severity.
The
Cynic renounced every kind of scientific pursuit, in
order to attend solely to the cultivation of virtuous
habits.
The sect fell gradually into disesteem and

W.

Sir
Plut., Vit. Flamin.)
Gell, in describing the route between Larissa and
the
ancient
that
Velestino,
Pherae, observes,
Cynoscephalae was in the range of hills which separate the

dogs {Kvvdv KE^alai.

that of Pharsalia.

plain of

Cynocephali,

vol. 3, p.

{Itin., p.

268.

390.)

a nation of India,

who were

said to

have the heads of dogs, whence their name. ( Ctesiaty
Ind., 23.—Aul. Gell., 9, ^.—^Itan, Nat. An., 4,46.
Diod. Sic., 3, 34.) The writer last quoted speaks
of them as resembling human beings of deformed
It
visage, and as sending forth human mutterings.
has been generally supposed, that the Cynocephali of
antiquity were ru)thing more than a species of large
Heeren, however {Ideen, 1, 2, p.
ape or baboon.
689), thinks, that Ciesias refers, in fact, to the Parias,
or lowest caste of Hindoos ; and that the appellation

of Cynocephali
state.

is a
figurative allusion to their degraded
Malte-Brun also thinks that the narration ol

Ctesias refers to some actual race of human
beings
{Nouvelles Annales, p. 356, seqq.
Bdhr, ad Ctes., p.
that
a
black
and
race
is
321),
meant, who
supposes
at a very early period occupied not only the islands of
the Southern Ocean, but the interior of the peninsula
of India as far as the mountains, and also the country
around the sources of the Indus.
He calls them

—

'*

Negres Oceaniques, Haraforas, ou Alphuriens de
Borneo." Bahr seems inclined to admit this hypothesis, but maintains that more or less of fable must have
been blended with it. He refers to the Hindu legends of the war waged by Rama with the nation of
apes in Ceylon, and to the bridge built by apes, connecting that island with the peninsula of India.
the plate given in Creuzer^s Symbolik, n.
28, and the remarks of Creuzer himself, vol. 1, p. 606,
Some inferior race, subdued by a superior one,
612.)

(Compare

is

evidently meant.
Cynos, a town of Locris, in the territory of the

contempt, and many gross and disgraceful tales were
propagated respecting them.
{Vid. Antisthenes and
Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1,
Diogenes.
Tcnneman, Grundriss der Gesch. der
p. 301, seqq.

AccordOpuntii, and their principal maritime place.
it had long been the
ing to some ancient traditions,
the latter was
residence of Deucalion and

Pkil.,Y>. 113.)

even said

—

—

Cynisca, a daughter of Archidamus, king of Sparta,

who was

female that ever turned her attention
to the training of steeds, and the first that obtained a
the

first

prize at the

Olympic games. (Pattsan., 3, 8.)
the wife of a herdsman, and the one who
nurtured and brought up Cyrus the Great, when ex-

Cyno,

posed

in infancy.

{Herodot,

1,

llO.)

Her name,

in

Pyrrha;
have been interred here. {Strabo, 425.
Find., 01, 9, 65.) The ru—Apollod., ap. Schol.
those which have been obins of this city are
to

m

probably
served near the small village of Lebanitis, by Sir W.
Gell and other travellers.
Cynosarges, a place in the suburbs of Athens,
where the school of the Cynics was held. It derived
its name from a white dog {kvuv apydg), which, when
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snatched away
sacrificing to Hercules,
It was adorned with several tempart of the victim.
most
the
The
was
that of Hercules
splendid.
ples
most remarkable thing in it, however, was the Gym-

Diomus was
;

nasium, where all
an Athenian, had

strangers,

who had

but one parent

stag, and, amid the
loss of the animal,

YP

deep sorrow which he felt lor tne
was changed into a cypress-tree.

{Ovid, Met., 10, 121, seqq.)

Cyprianus (or Thascius Caecilius Cyprianus), one
of the Latin Fathers of the church, born at the. beginning of the third century of our era, in Africa, either

to perform their exercises, because
Hercules, to whom it was consecrated, had a mortal at Carthage, or some place in its vicinity.
According
for his mother, and was not properly one of the im- to Gregory Nazianzen, he belonged to a senatorial
situis
to
been
to
his con
have
of
that
name
His
mortals.
supposed
family
previous
Cynosarges
place.
ated at the foot of Mount Anchesmus, now the hill of version was Thascius Cyprianus, but he now assumed
Cramer's Anc. the additional appellation of Caecilius, the name of
St. George.
{Potter ^ Gr. Ant., 1, 8.
the priest by whom he was converted.
Greece, vol. 2, p. 342.)
Cyprian conCynossema {the dog's tomb), a promontory of the ducted himself so well after his change of faith,
Thracian Chersonesus, where Hecuba was changed that, upon the death of Donatus, bishop of Carthage,
For
he was unanimously chosen to succeed him.
into a dog, and buried.
{Ovid, Met., 13, 569.
Strabo, 595.— Schol. Lye, 315, et 1176.) .Here the nearly two years he managed the affairs of his bishAthenian fleet, under the command of Thrasybulus o^c in tranquillity; but in 251, on the commenceand Thrasyllus, gained an important victory over the ment of the Decian persecution, the pagans of Carallied squadron of the Peloponnesus, towards the close thage, enraged at his desertion of them, demanded
of the war with that country.
{Thucyd., 8, 103, seqq.) that Cyprian should be thrown to the lions. During
The site is said to be now occupied by the Turkish the storm he thought it prudent to withdraw, on which
fortress of the Dardanelles, called Kelidil-Bahar. he was proscribed by government and his goods were
confiscated.
In his retirement, which lasted fourteen
{Chevalier, Voyage dans la Troade, pt. 1, p. 5.)
Cynosura, I. a nymph of Ida in Crete, one of the months, he employed himself in writing letters to his
nurses of Jove.
She was changed into a constellation. people and clergy, and to the Christians at Rome, exOn
(Consult remarks under the article Arctos, near its horting them to remain steadfast in their faith.
II.
close.)
promontory of Attica, formed by the the death of the Emperor Decius, Cyprian returned to
It is now Cape Cavala.
{PtoL, Carthage, and held different councils for regulating the
range of Pentelicus.
III.
Suid., s. V.)
promontory of Aitica, affairs of the church and a number of points relating
p. 86.
It is to ecclesiastical
One subject of much condiscipline.
facing the northeastern extremity of Salamis.
mentioned in the oracle delivered to the Athenians, tention was the validity of the baptism of heretics.
GeWs Cyprian maintained, that all baptism out of the Catholic
{Herod., 8, 76.
prior to the battle of Salamis.
Church was null and void, and that all who came over
Itin., p. 103.)
^^
Cynthia, I. a female name, occurring in some of from heresies to the church ought to be baptized again.
the ancient poets.
Ovid, Rem. He was supported by the African bishops, but opposed
{Propert., 2, 33, 1.
surname of Diana, from Mount by Stephen, bishop of Rome. In 257 the persecution
Am., 764, &c.) II.
Cynthus, in the island of Delos, where she was born. was renewed by order of the Emperors Valerian and
III.
name given to the island of Delos it^lf. Gallienus, and Cyprian was summoned before Aspasius
Patemus, proconsul of Africa, and, remaining firm in
{PUn., 4, 12.)
Cynthius, a surname of Apollo, from Mount Cyn- his, faith, was banished to CJurubis, a town twelve
of
in
the
island
he
was
where
bom.
thus,
Delos,
( Vid.
leagues from Carthage, where he employed himself in

—

—

"

—
—

A

—

A

—

—

—

—

A

A

writing letters to the persecuted Christians, exhorting

Cynthus.)

Cynthds, a mountain of Delos, which raises its them to cheer their spirits and persevere in their reliAt the end of eleven months he was recalled to
barren summit to a considerable height above the plain. gion.
At its base was the city of Delos. The modern name Carthage by Galerius Maximus, a new proconsul. On
On this mountain, according to the his return, finding that orders were issued to carry him
is Monte Cintio.
poets, Apollo and Diana were bom, and hence the before the proconsul, who was then at Utica, and
wishing to suffer martyrdom before the eyes of his own
church, he retired to a place of temporary concealment,,
from which he emerged to give his last testimony tothe truth of his religion on the return of Galerius to
Carthage.
Being apprehended, he was desired by the
nia, Arcadia, and Argolis properly so called.
They magistrate to obey the imperial edict, and to sacrifice
were an ancient race, accounted indigenous by He- to the gods and, on his preremptory refusal, he was
rodotus (8, 73), who also styles them lonians.
The sentenced to be beheaded. This sentence was exepossession of the tract of country which they occupied cuted at a place called Sexti, near the city of Carthage,
led to frequent disputes and hostilities between the in the year 258, where Cyprian submitted to his fate
As a bishop, he dis{Pausan., 3, 2, 7.
Spartans and Argives.
Steph. with firmness and cheerfulness.
Byz., s. V. Kvvovpa.) As early as the time of Eches- charged the duties of his office with prudence, fidelity,
tratus the son of Agis, the first king of Sparta, the and affection, and with a degree of modesty and huAs a
Cynurians were expelled from their homes by the La- mility which much endeared him to his flock.
cedaemonians, under pretence that they committed writer, he is correct, pure, and eloquent, with much

epithets of Cynthius and Cynthia, respectively applied
to them.
{Strab 485.—P/in., 4, 12.— Ftr^., Geogr.,
3, SQ.—Ovid, Met., 6, 304.— /<i.. Fast., 3, 346, &c.)
Cynurii, a small tribe of the Peloponnesus, on the
shore of the Sinus x\rgolicus, and bordering on Laco,

;

—

depredations on the Spartan territory.

{Pausan.^

lac.

force and argumentative skill.
According to Erasmus,
is the only African writer who attained to the native
His works consist of
purity of the Latin tongue.

he

cit.)

Cypariss.iE or Cyparissia, I. a town of Messenia,
near the mouth of the river Cyparissus, and on the
The river and gulf are now called
Sinus Cyparissius.
Arcadia and Gulf of Arcadia respectively, from the

modem town

which occupies the site of Cyparissia.
town of Laco{Strabo, 348.— Po/yft., 5, 92.)— II.
The site is now
nia, in the vicinity of the Asopus.
occupied by the modern fortress of Rupino or Ram{ Crapano, sometimes also called Castel Kyparissi.

A

mer's Anc. Greece, vol.

3, p; 194.)

Cyparissus, a youth, son of Telephus of Cea, beHe slew, by mistake, a favourite
loved by Apollo.
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on various subjects ; some being defences of
Christianity against the Jews and Gentiles, and others
on Christian morality and the discipline of the church.
The best editions are, that of Erasmus in 1520 ; of

treatises

of Bishop Fell, at Oxford,
Rigaltius, Paris, 1 648
1662, with the Annales Cyprianici of Bishop Pearson
prefixed ; and that of Father Maran, a Benedictine
;

monk of the congregation
They were translated into
shal, in

17L7.

{Dupin,

of St. Maur at Paris, 1727.
English, with notes, by Mar-

Bibl. Lat.j vol. 3, p. 377,

uqq.—Biogr.

—

Fabric.^
Univ., vol.

vol. 1, p. 149, seqq.

CYR

CYP
—

10, p. 397, seqq.
Rettberg, Oijprian darg-estdlt, Sec.
B'dhr, C\ristUch-liom. TheoL,
Ootting., 1831, 8vo
p. 60, seqq.)
Cyprus, a large island of the Mediterranean, south
Like every other isle in
of Cilicia and west of Syria.
thQ Grecian seas, it appears to have borne several apin remote ages, but many of these are only

—

pellations

and rest on dubious and obscure authority.
are Sphecia, Cerastis, and Cryptus, for which fanciful etymologies are
of
adduced by Stephanus
Byzantium, Eustathius, and
that of Cyother authorities compiled by Meursius
over every other, is also
prus, which finally prevailed
but the notion which derives it from the
uncertain
shrub cypress is probably the most correct and Bochart, whose Phoenician analogies rest here on safer
{Geogr. Sacr.,
ground, insists strongly on its validity.
Cyprus is reckoned by Strabo (654), or,
p. 373.)
rather, Timaeus, whom he quotes, as the third in extent
of the seven Mediterranean isles, which he classes in
poetical,

Those which occur most commonly

:

;

;

the following order: Sardinia, Sicily, Cyprus, Crete,
Euboea, Corsica, and Lesbos.
According to ancient

measurements,

its

circuit

amounted

to

including the sinuosities of the coast.
length from west to east, between Cape
the

islands called Clides,

little

stadia.

stadia,
Its greatest

people to govern themselves, made himself tyrant of
Corinth.
However violently the Corinthian orator in
Herodotus (5, 92) accuses this sovereign, the judgment of antiquity in general was widely different. Cypselus was of a peaceful disposition, reigned without a

body-guard, and never forgot that he rose from being a
demagogue to the throne. Herodotus informs us (/.
that an oracle had been given to the parents of
Cypselus, before the birth of the latter, intimating that
the offspring of their union would overthrow the exand that the Bacchiadae,
isting authority at Corinth
happening to hear of this, and comparing it with another response which had been given unto their own
c.)

;

family, sent certain of their number to destroy (cypselus shortly after he was born.
His mother, however,

Acamas and saved

was reckoned

The

ridge being

3420

previously cTianged the original constitution ol Connth
into an oligarchy, by keeping themselves
distmct, in
the manner of a caste, from all other families, and
alone furnished the city with the annual prytanes or
chief magistrates.
Cypselus, although connected on
the mother's side with the Bacchiadae, overcame, with
the assistance of the lower orders, the
oligarchs, now
become odious through their luxury and insolence
V.
H., 1, 19), and, from the inability of the
{Mlian,

1400
mountainous a
at

interior of Cyprus is
drawn across the entire length of the

;

island,

from Cape Acamas on the west, to that of Dinaretum
in the opposite direction ; it attains the highest elevation near the central region, and was anciently called

This physical conformation precludes the
There are no
existence of any considerable rivers.
lakes, but some salt marshes on the coast.
Cyprus
yielded to no other island in fertility, since it produced
excellent wine and oil, and abundance of wheat and

Olympus.

his life by hiding him in a coffer or chest {Kv\p'
from which circumstance he obtained his name
His descendants, the Cypselidae, conse(Kui/;£Aof).
e'kr]),

crated at Olympia, in theftemple of Juno, a richly
coffer, in commemoration of the escape of
their progenitor, an elaborate account of which offer-

adorned

is
given by Pausanias (5, 17, seqq.). This was not,
however, the coffer in which Cypselus himself had been
preserved.
(Compare Valckenaer, ad Herod., I. c,
and consult, on the subject of the coffer of Cypselus,
Mailer, Archceol. der Kunst, p. 37.
Heyne, uber den

ing

—

—

Kasten des Kypselus; eine Vorlesung; 1770, 4to. DeThere was also a great supply of timber scrizione della Cassa di Cipselo, da Seb. Ciampi, Pisa,
various fruits.
for buildmg ships.
Its mineral pro18l4f Quairemere-de- Quincy, Jup. Olymp., p. 124.
{Strabo, 684.)
ductions were likewise very rich, especially copper,
Siebelis, Amallhea, vol. 2, p. 257.
Thiersch, Epofound at Tamasus, and supposed to be alluded to in chen, p. 169.) Creuzer and Bahr think, that the hisThe first inhabitants of this island are tory of Cypselus, if such a person ever reigned at
the Odyssey.
generally supposed to have come from Phcenicia ; and Corinth, has received a colouring from the fables relyet, that the Cyprians spoke a language different from ative to Hercules, Bacchus, and Osiris.
{Creuzer^
the Phoenicians and peculiar to themselves, is evident Comment. Herod., p. 62,
Bdhr, ad Herod., I. c.
seqq.
from the scattered glosses preserved by the lexicog- Compare Miiller, Dorians, vol. 1, p. 187, seq.) CypOne thing is certain, how- selus was succeeded by his son Periander. II. The
raphers and grammarians.
ever, that the whole of the ceremonies and religious elder son of Periander, incapacitated from succeeding
rites observed by the Cyprians, with respect to Venus him
by mental alienation. III. A king of Arcadia,
and Adonis, were without doubt borrowed from Phoe- who gave his daughter in marriage to Cresphontes, the
nicia.
Venus, in fact, was the principal deity of the Heraclide, and thus saved his dominions from the sway
island, and, as might be expected, the Cyprians were, of the Dorians when they invaded the Peloponnesus.
in consequence, a sensual and licentious people.
Pros- {Pausan, 8, 5.)
titution was sanctioned by the laws (Herod., 1, 199.
Cyrenaica, a country of Africa, east of the Syrtis
Athenceus, 12, p. 516), and hired flatterers and pro- Minor, and west of Marmarica.
It corresponds with
fessed sycophants attended on the luxurious orinces of the modern Barca.
Cyrenaica was considered by the
the land.
Never- Greeks as a sort of terrestrial paradise. This was
{Clearch., ap. Athen., 6, p. 255.J
theless, literature and the arts flourished here to a con- partly owing to the force of contrast, as all the rest of
siderable extent, even at an early period, as the name the African coast
along the Mediterranean, from Carof the Cypria Carmina, ascribed by some to Homer,
thage to the Nile, was a barren, sandy waste, and partly

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sufficiently attests.
p.

682.)

fertility.

cotton.

{Herod., 2, 118.

—AthencBus,

lb,

The island of Cyprus is still famed for its
The most valuable production at present is
The French also send thither for turpentine,

building timber, oranges, and particularly Cyprus wine.
Hyacinths, anemonies, ranunculuses, and the single

and double narcissus, grow here without cultivation.
They deck the mountains, and give the country the

But agriappearance of an immense flower-garden.
culture is neglected, and an unwholesome
atmosphere
infects some districts where the method of
draining
the stagnant water is unknown.
{Malte-Brun, Geogr.,

to the actual fertility of

Cyrenaica

itself.

It

was

ex-

tremely well watered, and the inhabitants, according
to Herodotus (4, 199), employed eight months in collecting the productions of the land the maritime places
which
first
yielded their fruits, then the second region,
they called the hills, and lastly those of the highest
One of the chief natural productions of
part inland.
of laserCyrenaica was an herb called silphium, a kind
It was fattening for cattle, renpitium or assafoetida.
a useful aperient
dering their flesh also tender, and was
:

for

man.

From

its juice, too,

when kneaded with

clay,

vol. 2,

The silphium
a powerful antiseptic was obtained.
formed a great article of trade, and at Rome the comfor its weight in silver.
position above mentioned sold

son of Eetion, and a native of Corinth,
CvpsELUs,
who attained to the sovereign power in that city about
660 B C- The Heraclide clan of the Bacchiadae had

It is for this reason that the silphium appeared always
on the medals of Cyrene. Its culture was neglected
however, when the Romans became masters of the

vol. 2, p. 88,
p.

Am. ed.— Cramer'' s Asia Minor,

366, seqq.)
I.

Ebb

m

CYR

CYRENE.

to.
Capcountry, and pasturage was more attended
tain Beechy, in the course of his travels through this
feet in height, very
three
about
a
noticed
plant
region,
much resembling the hemlock or wild carrot. He was
it
was
that
told,
usually fatal to the camels who ate of
was so acrid as to fester the flesh,
it, and that its juice
He supposes it to be the silphium.
if at all excoriated.

Delia Cella describes, apparently, the same production
as an umbelliferous plant, with compound, indented
leaves, fleshy, delicate, and shining, without any involu-

crum

;

the fruit being somewhat flattened, surmounted
ribs, and furnished all round with a membrane

by three

as glossy as silk (p. 128).
Captain Smith succeeded
in bringing over a specimen of the plant, which is said
to be now thriving in Devonshire.
{Beechy, p. 410,
M. Pacho says, that the Arabs call it derias ;
seqq.)

and he proposes to class the plant as a species of laIt
serwort, under the name of laserpitium derias.
seems to resemble the laserpitium ferulaceum of LinusBus.
CyrenaVca was called Pentapolis, from its hav-

—

note in it, Cyrene, Barce, Ptolemais,
ing
All of these exist at the
Berenice, and Tauchira.
present day under the form of towns or villages, and,
what is remarkable, their names are scarcely changed
five cities of

from what we may suppose the pronunciation to have
been among the Greeks.
They are now called KuSome
rin, Barca, Tollamata, Bernic, and Taukcra.
farther remarks upon the district of Cyrenaica will be
found under the head of Cyrene, being blended with
For a full acthe history of that city as its capital.
count of the silphium, see the 36th volume of the
Mimoires de VAcadcm. des Belles Lettres, p. 18, and

—

I

I

\

I

'

I

dates as far back as the 37th Olympiad (about B.C.
628), when, according to Herodotus, a colony of
Greeks from Thera, under Battus, were conducted by
the Libyan Nomades to this delightful spot, then called Irasa.
In the neighbourhood was a copious spring
of excellent water, which the Dorian colonists are said
to have called the fountain of Apollo, and to have

named Cyra (Kvpa), having in this, most probably, given a Greek form to some appellation in use among
the natives.
From Ki'pa arose the name of the place,
Kvpdva, which, substituting the Ionic for the Doric
became Kvprfrrj, or Cyrene. {Callim. H. in
Eustath., ad Dionys. Perieg., 213.
ApolL, 88.
Spanheim, ad Callim., I. c.) The poetic account,
which makes Aristagus to have been the founder of the
city, and to have named it after his mother, the nymph
form,

—

—

—

After the aris, of course, purely fabulous.
Battus in this quarter, other migrations from
Greece also took place and the colonists had become
strong enough, under their third sovereign, to make
war upon their Libyan neighbours, and even to defeat
an army of Egyptian auxiliaries, which Apries (Pharaoh Hophra) had sent to their assistance.
{Herodot.,
The state of Barca was founded by a divi4, 160.)

Cyrene,

rival of

;

sion of the colonists, headed by the brother of the
(Arcesilaus HI.), who, having abjured his author-

king

ity, left

Cyrene with

his followers.

A

civil

war en-

sued, followed by the usual consequences, an application to the neighbouring states for foreign aid, the
eventual ruin of one party, and the loss of independence
by the other. At first the Barceans appear to have
had the advantage
but, in the reign of a fourth Arcesilaus, who had married the daughter of the sovereign
;

some valuable observations respecting Cyrenaica,
consult the work of M. Pacho, Relation d'un Voy- of Barca, a popular insurrection took place, in which
age dans la Marmarique, la Cyre-naiquc, &.C., Pans, both monarchs were assassinated. The mother of the
1828, 4to.
Cyrenean king. Queen Pheretime, fled to Egypt, and
CvrknaTci, a sect of philosophers who followed the invoked the aid of Aryander, the Persian viceroy undoctrines of Aristippus, and whose name was dettved der Darius Hystaspes, who readily espoused her cause.
for

from their founder's having been a native of Cyrene,
and from their school's having been established in this
Aristippus made the summum honum and the
place.
Te7\.o^

good

of

man

taste

to consist in enjoyment, accompanied by
and freedom of mmd, to Kparetv Kal firj

{Diog.
ijTTuadat T}66vuv apiarov, ov to firj xpvf^Oai.
Laert., 2, 75.)
Happiness, said the CyrenaVcs, conbut in a pleassists, not in tranquillity or indolence,
ing agitation of the mind or in active enjoyment.
Pleasure is the ultimate object of human pursuit ; it
is only in subserviency to this that fame, friendship,
and even virtue are to be desired. All crimes are
venial, because never committed but through the im-

Barca, after a long siege, fell through treachery, and
while the vengeance
the Persians
of all who
glutted in the massacre
After this
had been concerned in the insurrection.
we hear no more of Barca as a separate state. In the

was plundered by
of the queen was

;

time of Aristotle Cyrene was a republic and this appears to have been the form of government at the era
of the memorable dispute recorded by Sallust, between
the Cyreneans and the Carthaginians, relative to their
{Vid. Philaeni.)
Cyrene subserespective limits.
;

fell under the power of the Carthaginians,
and was comprised, with Egypt and Libya, in the
brother Magas
viceroyalty of Ptolemy Lagus, whose
mediate impulse of passion.
Nothing is just or un- ruled Cyrene for fifty years. It continued to form part
it
was
made over
law.
The
business
till
and
of the empire of the Ptolemies
just by nature, but by custom
of philosophy is to regulate the senses in that manner by Ptolemy Physcon to his illegitimate son Apion.
which will render them most productive of pleasure. During a reign of twenty-one years, during which
Since, then, pleasure is to be derived, not from the past Egypt was a prey to intestine disturbances, Apion
or the future, but the present, a wise man will take care maintained peace and tranquillity in his dominions,
to enjoy the present hour, and will be indifferent to life and on his death bequeathed ('yrenaica to the RoSuch were the tenets of the Cyren?''c school. mans. The senate accepted the bequest, but allowed
or death.
The short duration of this sect was owing, in part, to the cities to be governed by their own laws, which
the remote distance of Cyrene from Greece, the chief opened the way for fresh discord ; and the anarchy
in part to the unwas terminated, twenty years after the death of Apion
seat of learning and philosophy
bounded latitude which these philosophers allowed (B.C. 76), by the reduction of the whole of Cyrenaica
In the time
themselves in practice as well as opinion ; and in part to the condition of a Roman province.
to the rise of the Epicurean sect, which taught the doc- of Strabo it was united with Crete in one governtrine of pleasure in a more philosophical form.
(En- ment. The most flourishing period of Cyrene was
vol. 1, p. 197.
Tenne- probably that of the Ptolemaic dynasty, and of the prefield's History of Philosophy,
mann's Manual, p. 10 1, Johnson's transl.)
ceding two or three centuries, when Grecian art was
Cyrene, I. the daughter of the river Peneus, be- in the highest perfection to which period we may asThe god carried her in his golden sign the Doric temples and other monuments, which
loved by Apollo.
The philosophy and
chariot over the sea, to that part of Africa called after- are decidedly of an early style.
ward Cyrenaica, where she bore him a son named Aris- literature of Greece were diligently cultivated at CytjEUs.
Heyne, ad Virg., rene, and this city gave birth to Aristippus, the found{Pind., Pyth., 9, 90, seqq.
H. A celebrated city of Africa, on er of the licentious sect distinguished by the name of
Georg., 4, 321.)
the Mediterranean coast, the capital of Cyrenaica, and Cyrenaic. It was the birthplace also of the poet CallimThe foundation of this place achus, of Eratosthenes the historian, and Carneades
to the west of Egypt.

quently

;

—

;

—

—

C

YR

CYRILLUS.

a league.
The Greek church has a festival on the
the sophist.
Numbers
It was 7th of May, in commemoration of this
in Cyrenaica, even prior to the Christian era.
phenomenon,
a J'.'w of Cyrene whom the Roman soldiers compell- which marked the promotion of Cyrill to the mitre.
himself
has
of
this celestial
ed to bear one end of our Saviour's cross.
left
a
{Matt., Cyrill
description
a letter to the Emperor Constantius,
Mark, 15, 21.) Cyrenean Jews were pres- appearance
27, 32.
some and the subject has aflTorded much controversy to
ent at Jerusalem on the day of the Pentecost
of them took part with their Ale.xandrean brethren in writers of a later age.
Cyrill became involved in a
disputing against the proto-martyr Stephen and Chris- controversy with Acacius, archbishop of Caesarea, an
tian Jews of Cyprus and Cyrene, fleeing from the per- Arian or Semiarian in his tenets
and refused to obey
secution of their intolerant brethren, were the first the citation of his opponent to appear at Caesarea
preachers of Christianity to the Greeks of Antioch. the charge alleged against him was, his having wasted
That Cyrene continued the property of the church, when the truth was, that,
6, 9
II, 20.)
(Acts, 2, 10
to flourish under the Romans, may be inferred as well during a great famine in Judea, Cyrill had sold some
from some Latin inscriptions as from the style of many of the sacred ornaments in order to procure susteof the architectural remains.
To what circumstance nance for the suflfering poor. The council assembut in bled at Caesarea, and composed of Arian bishops, conits desertion is attributable, does not appear
It is demned him, and, on Cyrill's appealing from them to a
the fifth century it had become a mass of ruin.
so described by Synesius, who lived in the time of higher tribunal, Acacius, construing this appeal into a
Theodosius the younger. The wealth and honours of high oflfence, drove him from Jerusalem. He was reCyrene were transferred to the episcopal city of Ptol stored to his see in 359 by the council of Seleucia,
emais.
The final extirpation of the Greek colonies of which also pronounced the deposition of Acacius and
Cyrenaica dates, however, from the destructive inva- many other Arians but in the following year Acacius
sion of the Persian Chosroes, who, about 6 1 6, overran and his partisans succeeded in again deposing Cyrill.
Syria and Egypt, and he advanced as far westward as In the year 361 he was again restored to his pontifiThe Saracens comple- cate. It was about this time that Julian made his
the neighbourhood of Tripoli.
ted the work of destruction, and for seven centuries memorable attempt to rebuild the Jewish temple
Cyrthis once fertile and populous region has been lost to ill was then at Jerusalem, and before the flames iscivilization, to commerce, and almost to geographical sued from the side of the former structure, he confiknowledge. For three parts of the year Cyrene is dently predicted the failure of the emperor's scheme.
untenanted, except by jackals and hyenas, and during He became odious to Julian, who resolved, according
of

Jews appear

to

have settled

—

m

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

the fourth, wandering Bedouins, too indolent to as- to Orosius, to sacrifice this pontiff to his hatred on his
cend the higher range of hills, pitch their tents chiefly return from the Persian war. Julian, however, peron the low grounds to the southward of the summit on ished in the expedition. Cyrill was again exiled, in
which the city is built. The situation of Cyrene is 367, by the Emperor Valens, who had embraced Aridescribed by modern travellers as singularly beautiful. anism his exile lasted for ten years, and he only reIt is built on the edge of a range of hills, rising about turned to Jerusalem in 378, when Gratian re-estab800 feet above a fine sweep of high table-land, form- lished in their sees those bishops who were in coming the summit of a lower chain, to which it descends munion with Pope Damasus.
Cyrill governed his
by a series of terraces. The elevation of the lower church without any farther troubles for the space of
chain may be estimated at 1000 feet ; so that Cyrene eight years, under the reign of Theodosius, and assiststands about 1800 feet above the level of the sea, of ed in 381 at the general council of Constantinople.
which it commands an extensive view over the table- He subscribed the condemnation of the Arians and
land, which, extending east and west as far as the eye Macedonians, and died in 386, in the 71st year of his
can reach, stretches about five miles to the northward, age and the 36th of his episcopate.
The works of
and then descends abruptly to the coast.
The view Cyrill consist of twenty-three Instructions, known by
from the brow of the height, extending over the rocks, the name of Catccheses, which were composed by
and woods, and distant ocean, is described by Capt. him at Jerusalem when he filled the station of cateBeechy as almost unrivalled in magnificence. Ad- chist, previous to his being made a bishop. These
vantage has been taken of the natural terraces of the productions, the style of which is in general simple
declivity, to shape the ledges into practicable roads, and familiar, are regarded as the most ancient and comleading along the face of the mountain, and communi- plete abridgment that we possess of the doctrines of
The Calvinists have attempted
cating, in some instances, by narrow flights of steps the primitive church.
cut in the rock.
These roads, which may be supposed to prove them supposititious, but the Protestants of
to have been the favourite drives of the citizens of
Cy- England have fully succeeded in establishing their auhave also a homijy of Cyrill's on the
rene, are very plainly indented with the marks of char- thenticity.
iot-wheels, deeply furrowing the smooth, stony sur- paralytic man mentioned in Scripture, and his letter to
face.
The rock, in most instances rising perpendicu- Constantius on the luminous cross which appeared at
The best editions of his works are, that
larly from these galleries, has been excavated into in- Jerusalem.
numerable tombs, formed with great labour and taste, of Mills, Oxon., 1703, fol., and thatof Touttee, Paris,
:

We

and generally adorned with architectural facades.
In
several of the excavated tombs were discovered remains of paintings, representing historical, allegorical,
and pastoral subjects, executed in the manner of those
of Hetculaneum and Pompeii
some of them by no
means inferior to the best that have been found in
those cities.
(For some remarks on these paintings,
consult Beechy, p. 451, seqq.)
:

decidedly the better one, and
the death of Touttee. {BxII. Bishop of Alogr. Univ., vol. 10, p. 404, seqq.)
exandrea, in the fifth century, succeeded his uncle
Th?
Theophilus in that dignity in the year 412.
aubishops of Alexandrea had long acquired great
to
thority and power, and Cyrill took every opportunity
Soon after his elevation, he
confirm and increase it.
and stripped
expelled the Novatians from Alexandrea,
In 415
their bishop, Theopompus. of all his property.
the Jews committed some insult on the Christians of

1720,

fol.

This

last is

was published by Maran on

—

Cyreschata.
Vid. Cyropolis.
CvRiLLUs, I. bishop of Jerusalem, born in that
He succeeded Maximus in the episcity A.D. 315.
copate, about the close of the year 350 and the author Alexandrea, which so enraged Cyrill,
of the Chronicle of Alexandrea, as well as Socrates
for redress to
advising them to apply

that, instead of

;

and other writers, inform us, that on the 7th of May,
351, about nine in the morning, a luminous cross was
seen in the heavens, extending from
Calvary to the

Mount of

OliTes, a distance of nearly three fourths of

the civil magis-

of his people, and led
trate, he put himself at the head
them to the assault and plunder of the synagogues and
houses of that people, and drove them out of the city.
This conduct, however, displeased Orestes, the goveoi-

CYR

CYR
or of Alexandrea, who feared that the bishop's authorthat of the
ity, if not checked, might infringe upon
Parties were formed to support the rival
magistrate.
claims, and battles were fought in the streets of Alex-

troversial correspondence between the two bishops ensued, which ended in an open war of excommunicaTo put an end to this controtions and anathemas.
versy, in 431 a council was held at Ephesus by the
Emperor Theodosius ; and Cyrill, by his precipitation
and violence, and not waiting for a number of Eastern
bishops, obtained the condemnation of Nestorius with-

out his being heard in his own defence, and that prelate
was deprived of his bishopric and banished to the
When John, bishop of Antioch,
Egyptian deserts.

and the other Eastern bishops, however, appeared, they
avenged Nestorius, and, deposing Cyrill, put him in
In a subsequent meeting of the council, he
prison.
was liberated and absolved from the sentence of debut
had the mortification of seeing the docposition,
trine which he had condemned spreading rapidly through
He died at
the Roman empire, Assyria, and Persia.
Alexandrea in the year 444.
Cyrill was undoubtedly
a

called from its capital Cyrrhus.
Alt., 6, 18.)
a city of Macedonia, in the vicinity of

It

23.— Ctc., Ep. ad

Cyrrhus, I.
(Compare Thiicydides, 2, 100.) There is a
and Orestes himself was one day suddenly Palao Castro about sixteen miles northwest of Pella,

andrea
surrounded by 500 monks, by whom he would have
been murdered had not the people interfered. One of
these assailants, being seized, was put to the torture
so severely that he died under the operation, on which
Cyrill had him immediately canonized, and on every
There
occasion commended his constancy and zeal.
also lived in Alexandrea a learned pagan lady, named
Hypatia, with whom Orestes was intimate, and who
was supposed to have encouraged his resistance to the
This accomplished female was
claims of the bishop.
one day seized by a band of zealots, who dragged her
through the streets, and concluded by tearing her limb
from limb, a piece of atrocity attributed to the instigation of Cyrill, and from which his memory has never
been absolved. He next engaged in a furious controversy with Nestorius, bishop of Constantinople, who
maintained that the Virgin Mary ought not to be called
the Mother of God, but the mother of our Lord or of
Christ, since the Deity can neither be bom nor die.
These homilies, falling into the hands of the Egyptian
monks, caused a great commotion among them, and
Cyrill wrote a pastoral letter to them, in which he
maintained that the Virgin Mary ought to be called
the Mother of God, and denounced bitter censures
A conagainst all who supported an opposite opinion.
;

was so

bonitis.

{Plin., 5,

man

of learning, but overbearing, ambitious, cruel,
in the highest degree.
He is much extolled by Catholic writers for his great zeal and piety,
of which the particulars thus specified are proofs.
He
was the author of a number of works, treatises, &c.,

and intolerant

was published at Paris in
under the care of Jean Aubert,

the best edition of which

1638, in 7 vols,

fol.,

canon of Laon.

{Biogr. Univ., vol. 10, p. 406.)

Pella.

which is very likely to be Cyrrhus. Wesseling thinks
that Diodorus alludes to the Macedonian Cyrrhus (18,
4), when he speaks of a temple of Minerva built there
by order of Alexander {ad Ittn. Hieros., p. 606).

Hence the title of Kv^^iarLg, noticed by both Strabo
and Stephanus.
But these writers allude to the Syrian Cyrrhus. {Cramer^ s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 229.)

—

A

II.

after

it

city of Syria, the capital of a district named
It derived its name from the
Cyrrhestica.

Macedonian Cyrrhus.
ever, writes

Krjpfyog.

Stephanus Byzantinus, howLater writers, and especially

Christian ones, give the name of this place as KuCyrus, being misled, probably, by the fable which
is found in Procopius {JSdif., 2, 12), that the Jews
were the founders of the city, and called it after Cyrus

poq,

their

The

liberator.

ruins

are

still

called

Corus.

{Cellarius, Geogr. Ani., vol. 2, p. 359.)
Cyrus, I. a celebrated conqueror, and the founder of

the Persian empire.
His early history has been given,
on the authority of Herodotus, under the article AstyHe had not been long seated on the throne,
ages.
when his dominions were invaded by Croesus, king of
Lydia, the issue of which contest was so fatal to the

—

The conquest of Lydia es{Vid. Croesus.)
tablished the Persian monarchy on a firm foundation,
and Cyrus was now called away to the East by vast
latter.

designs, and by the threats of a distant and formidable

remained an independent city
and to reduce it was his
On another side he was
tempted by the wealth and the weakness of Egypt;
while his northern frontier was disturbed and endan-

enemy,

gabylon

still

in the heart of his empire,
first and most
pressing care.

gered by the fierce barbarians, who xanged over the
plains that stretch from the skirts of the Indian Caucasus to the Caspian.
Until these last should be subdued or humbled, his Eastern provinces could never

These objects demanded hia
enjoy peace or safety.
the subjugation of the Asiatic Greeks,
presence
as a less urgent and less difficult enterprise, he comWhile the latter, therefore,
mitted to his lieutenants.
were executing his commands in the West, he was himself enlarging and strengthening his power in the East.
After completing the subjugation of the nations west of
The account
the Euphrates, he laid siege to Babylon.
of its capture is given elsewhere {vid. Babylon), though
it seems doubtful whether he took the
city in the way
there related, or in any other manner, and did not rather owe his success to some internal revolution, which
put an end to the dynasty of the Babylonian kings.
In Xenophon's romance, Cyrus is made to fix his resi-

own

dence

;

Babylon during seven months

in the year
cannot safely conclude that this was ever
but it is highly
the practice of any of his successors
Corsica.)
Cyropolis, a large city of Asia, on the banks of probable, that the reduction of this luxurious city conthe laxartes, founded by Cyrus.
{Cellarius, Geogr. tributed, more than any other of the Persian conquests,
It
to change the manners of the court and of the nation.
Ant., vol. 2, p. 715.— Salmas., in Solin., p. 480.)
Both of these names, Cyrus himself scarcely enjoyed so long an interval of
was also called Cyreschata.
Greek
translations
of
are
the true Persian repose.
The protection which he afforded to the Jews
however,
The termination of the last is the Greek eo- was probably connected with his designs upon Egypt
terms.
as did the Persian one, the remote but he never found leisure to carry them into effect.
XaTT], expressing,
Alexander destroyed it, and Soon after the fall of Babylon he undertook an expedition
situation of the place.
built in its stead a city, called by the Roman geogra- against one of the nations on the eastern side of the Casphers Alexandrea Ultima, by the Greeks, however, 'AX- pian.
According to Herodotus, it was the Massagetae,
e^avdpELa '"RaxO'TTj, of which the Latin is a translation. a nomadic horde, which had driven the Scythians beThe modern Cogend is supposed by D'Anville to an- fore them towards the West; and, after gaining a vicSome writers make tory over them by stratagem, he was defeated in a great
swer to the site of this city.
another city of the name of Cyropolis to have been battle and slain.
The event is the same in the narfounded by Cyrus in Media.
(Compare Cellarius, rative of Ctesias but the people against whom Cyrus
marched are called the Derbices, and their army is
Geogr. Ant., vol. 2, p. 666.)
Cyrrhestica, a country of Syria, northeast of the strengthened by troops and elephants furnished by Indiof the district of Chaly- an allies
while the death of Cyrus is speedily avenged
city of Antiochia, and north

Cybnos (Kvpvof ), the Greek name of Corsica.

(

Vid.

at

perhaps

;

we

:

;

;

;
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CYRUS.

by one of his vassals, Amorges, king of the Sacae, who
and annexgains a decisive victory over the Derbices,
This account is
es their land to the Persian empire.
so far confirmed by Herodotus, that we do not hear
from him of any consequences that followed the success of the Massagetse, or that the attention of Cambyses, the son and heir of Cyrus, was called away towards the North. The first recorded measure of his

on the contrary, was the invasion of Egypt.
{Tkirlwairs Greece, vol. 2, p. 172, scq.) Thus much
for the history of Cyrus, according to the generally received account. It is more than probable, however, that
Btany and conflicting statements respecting his birth,
parentage, early life, attainment to sovereign power,
and subsequent career, were circulated throughout the
East, since we find discrepances between the narratives of Herodotus, Ctesias, and Xenophon in these
several particulars, that can in no other way be acIt has been customary with most scholcounted for.
ars to decry the testimony of Ctesias, and to regard
reign,

—

him

as a writer of but slender pretensions to the character of veracity.
As far, however, as the history of

Cyrus was concerned,

to say

nothing of other parts of

his narrative, this opinion is evidently unjust, and its
injustice will be placed in the clearest light if we com-

pare together the two rival statements of Ctesias and
Herodotus.
The account of the latter teems with fables, from which that of the former appears to be entireIt
is
free.
far more consistent with reason, to bely
lieve with Ctesias that there was no affinity whatever

between Cyrus and Astyages, than with Herodotus, that
the latter was his maternal grandfather.
Neither does
Ctesias make any mention of that most palpable fable,
the exposure of the infant ; nor of the equally fabulous
story respecting the cruel punishment of Harpagus.
(Compare Bdhr, ad Ctes., Pers., c. 2, and the words

of Reineccius, FamiL Reg. Med. et Bactr., Lips.,
" ai
1672, p. 35,
Astyage nsurpatoe in Cyrum et
Harpagi fiiium crudeluatis decantatam ab Herodoto

faimlam plane rejicimus.''*) Nor need this dissimilarity between the statements of Ctesias and Herodotus
occasion any surprise.
The latter historian confesses,
very ingenuously, that there were three different traditions in his time relative to the
origin of Cyrus, and
that he selected the one which appeared to him most

How unfortunate this selection was
probable (1, 96).
we need hardly say. Ctesias, then, chose another tradition for his guide, and Xenophon, perhaps,
partially mingled a third with his narrative.
lus {Pers(B, v. 767) appears to

may have

^Eschyhave followed a fourth.
I.
c, and Larcher, ad

(Compare Stanley, ad Mschyl.,

With these several
Ctes., Pers., c. 2.)
again, what the Armenian writers tell us

accounts,

respecting Cy-

rus is directly at variance.
(Compare Recherches Curieuses sur VHistoire Ancienne de VAsic, par Cirbied
64, seqq.)
Among the modern scholars
the cause of Ctesias, his recent edstands
most
itor, Bahr,
This writer reconspicuous.
gards the narrative of Herodotus as savouring of the
Greek love for the marvellous, and thinks it to have
been in some degree adumbrated from the story of the
Theban QEdipu? and his exposure on Cithaeron ; while,
on the other hand, Xenophon presents Cyrus to our
et

Martin,

p.

who have espoused

view as a young man, imbued with the
precepts of the
Socratic school, and exhibiting in his life and conduct
a model for the imitation of others.
The same scholar
gives the following as what appears to him a near ap-

He supproximation to the true history of Cyrus.
poses Cyrus not to have been of royal lineage, but to
have been by birth in the rank of a
subject, and gifted
with rare endowments of mind.
He makes him to
have firt?t seen the light at the time when the Medes
The provinces or dipossessed the empire of Asia,
visions of this
empire he supposes to have been held
by satraps or viceroys, whose power,
derived
though
ixom the monarch, was hereditary
among themselves.

He makes

Cambyses, the father, to have been one of
and Cyrus, the son, to have succeeded
him.
Their sway was over the Persians, whom they
ruled with almost regal power.
Cyrus at length revolted from the king of the Medes, and, by the aid of
his immediate followers, obtained possession of the
these satraps

;

In order, however, the better to keep in subempire.
jection the other nations composing the empire of Astyages, he wished to pass himself off as the son and lawful successor of the dethroned monarch.
Hence arose
the nuptials of Cyrus and Amytis the wife of Astyages.
(Compare, as regards the Persian custom of intermar-

riage, Creuzer,

ad Curt.,

3,

—

Fragm.

Hist., p. 223.

11,24, and 8,

2,

—

Freinshem.y
\9.—Theod(rret Serm.,
,

614.
Bdhr, ad Ctes., p. 91.) Hence, too, we
may account for the circumstance of Astyages' not
having been put to death, but being treated with great
honour, and made the companion of Cyrus in his
marches against those nations who would not acknowl9, p.

ad Ctes.,

his

(Consult Bdhr,
sway.
edge
—
have reigned
Ctesias makes Cyrus
to

p.

86, seqq.)

thirty years,

and Herodotus twenty-nine.
According to some authorities he died at a very advanced age.
(Compare
Scaliger, guided by
Xenophon, Cyrop., 8, 7, 1.)
Dinon and Ctesias, makes Cyrus to have reached the
218th year of the era of Nabonassar, i. e., B.C. 528.

—

{De Emend. Temp., p. 402.) The name Cyrus (Kt5pof ) is generally thought to have been deduced from a
Persian word, meaning the Sun.
{Pbit., Vit. Artax.,
1.)
Coray (ad Plut., I. c.) informs us, that the Sun is
still called Kour by the Persians.
(Compare Hesychitis, s. V. Kvpo^ .... UTTO tov T]7itov Tov yap ffkiov
Kijpov MyovaLV and Plethon., Schol. in
Ritter
Zoroastr., p. 68, lin. 3, a fine.)
also adduces various authorities to show, that, among
the ancient Persians, as well as other early Oriental
( Vorhalle,
nations, Kor and Koros denoted the Sun.
Wahl had proved the same before him.
p. 86, seqq.)
01 Tiipaai

Orac.

Mag.

(Vorder und Mittel-asien, vol. 1, p. 599.) The Hebrew Khoresh (Cyrus) is traced by Gesenius also to
the Persian.
(Heb. Lex., s. v.) The previous name
of Cyrus appears to have been Agradates (Strabo,
729), which Rosenmiiller explains by the Persian
^^
Agah-dar-dad, i. e., juris cognitionem habens,^^ "jus
tenens ac servans."
{Rosenm., Handbuch, vol. 1, p.

367.— BaAr, ad

Ctes., p. 458.)— II. Commonly called
the Younger," to distinguish him from the preceding, was the second of the four sons of Darius Nothus
and Parysatis.
According to the customs of the monarchy, his elder brother Artaxerxes was the legitimate
'*

heir apparent ; but Cyrus was the first son born to
Darius after his accession to the throne and he was
;

also his mother's favourite.

She had encouraged him

Xerxes, through the influence of Atoshad been preferred to his elder brother, who was
born while their father was yet in a private station, so
she should be able to persuade Darius to set aside ArIn the
taxerxes, and declare Cyrus his successor.
mean while he was invested with the government of
he
seems
This
the western provinces.
appointment
from the first to have considered as a step to the throne.
He had, however, sagacity and courage enough to perfirst exceive, that, should he be disappointed in his
of the Greeks might still
pectations, the co-operation
It was
enable him to force his way to the throne.
with this view that he zealously embraced the side of
both as the power
Sparta in her struggle with Athens,
which he found in the most prosperous condition, and
deas that which was most capable of furthermg his
Artax., 2), Cyrus
According to Plutarch (Vit.
signs.
went to attend his father's sickbed with sanguine
her piirpose,
hopes that his mother had accomplished
and that he was sent for to receive the crown. On his
himself disappointed
arrival at court, however, he saw
that he had only come
in his expectations, and found
and his brother's accesto witness his father's death,
to hope, that, as
sa,
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CYT

CYRUS.
throne.
He accompanied Artaxerxes,
Greeks distingurshed by the epithet of Mnemon, to Pasargadae, where the Persian kings went
through certain mystic ceremonies of inauguration, and

have belonged to Cyrus. According to the Persian
custom of treating slain rebels, the head and right
hand of Cyrus were cut oft' and brought to the king,
who is said himself to have seized the head by the
Tissaphernes took this opportunity of charging him hair, and to have held it up as a proof of his victory
Thus ended
with a design against his brother's life. It would seem, to the view of the surrounding crowd.
from Plutarch's account, that one of the officiating the expedition of Cyrus. Xenophon, who gives an acpriests was suborned to support the charge
though it count of the whole enterprise, pauses to describe the
is by no means certam that it was unfounded.
Arta- qualities and conduct by which this prince commanded
xerxes was convinced of its truth, and determined on love and respect, in a manner which shows how importo
death
his
brother
and
was
saved
tant the results of his success might have been for the
only
Cyrus
putting
The Greeks, after the battle, began
by the passionate entreaties of Parysatis, in whose arms welfare of Persia.
fiion

to

whom

the

the

;

;

he had sought refuge from the executioner.
The character of Artaxerxes, though weak and timid, seems not
to have been naturally unamiable.
The ascendency
which his mother, notwithstanding her undissembled
predilection for her younger son, exercised over him,
was the source of the greater part of his crimes and
misfortunes.
On this occasion he suffered it to overpower both the suspicions suggested by Tissaphernes,
and the jealousy which the temper and situation of Cyrus might reasonably have excited.
He not only pardoned his brother, but permitted him to return to his
government.
Cyrus felt himself not obliged, but humand the danger he had
bled, by his rival's clemency
escaped only strengthened his resolution to make himself, as soon as possible, independent of the power to
which he owed his life. Immediately after his return
to Sardis, he began to make preparations for the execution of his design.
The chief difficulty was to keep
them concealed from Artaxerxes until they were fully
;

^

matured ; for, though his mother, who was probably
from the beginning acquainted with his pu.-pose, was
at court, always ready to
put the most favourable construction on his conduct, yet Tissaphernes was at hand
to watch it with malignant attention, and to send the
earliest information of any suspicious movement to the
king.
Cyrus, however, devised a variety of pretexts
to blind Tissaphernes and the court, while he collected
an army for the expedition which he was meditating.
His main object was to raise as strong a body of Greek
troops as he could, for it was only with such aid that
he could hope to overpower an adversary, who had the
whole force of the empire at his command and he
knew enough of the Greeks to believe, that their superiority over his countrymen, in skill and courage, was
:

to negotiate with the king through Tissaphernes,

who

them home. He treacherously violated
his word, however and having, by an act of perfidy, obtained possession of the persons of the Greek commanders, he sent them up to the king at Babylon, where
The Greeks were not,
they were all put to death.
however, discouraged, though at a great distance from
their country, and surrounded on every side by a powoffered to lead

;

erful

They immediately chose new commandnumber of whom was Xenophon, who has

enemy.

ers, in the

given so beautiful and interesting an account of their
( Vid. Xenophon.)
According to
Diodorus and Diogenes Laertius, the expedition was
undertaken by Cyrus in the 4th year of the 94th
Olympiad. Larcher, on the contrary, in a dissertation

celebrated retreat.

Memoirs of the Acadeof Inscriptions and Belles Lettres, makes it to have
in the third year of that Olympiad, in the end of
March or beginning of April. He makes the battle of
Cunaxa to have been fought at the end of October, in
the 4th year of the same Olympiad, and the time which
the whole expedition occupied, including the retreat,
down to the period when the Greeks entered the army
of Thymbron, to have been two years.
{Plut., Vit.
inserted in the 17th vol. of the

my

been

—

—

ThirlwalVs Greece, vol. 4, p.
Arlax.
Xen., Anab.
III. A large river of Asia, rising in Iberia
281, scqq.)

and

—

falling into the

Caspian

;

now

the

Kur.

This river

waters the great valley of Georgia, and is increased
by the Aragui, the lora, probably the Iberus of the
ancients, and the Alasan, which is their Alazo. When
it reaches the
plains of Shirvayi, its waters are mixed
These two rivers
with those of the Aras or Araxes.
form several branches, sometimes united and sometimes separated, so that it appears uncertain, as it was
in the time of Strabo and Ptolemy, whether their
mouths were to be considered as separate, or whether
the Cyrus received the Araxes.
Id.,
{Plin., 4, 10.

compensate for almost any inequality of
In the spring of 401 B.C., Cyrus began
march from Sardis. His whole Grecian force, a
Id., 10, IS— Mela, 3, 5.— Strabo, 345.)
part of which joined him on the route, amounted to 6,
11,000 heavy infantry, and about 2000 targeteers. His
Cyta, a city of Colchis, in the interior of the counbarbarian troops were 100,000 strong. After
directing try, near the river Phasis, and northeast of Tyndaris.
his line of march through the whole extent of Asia Mi- It was the
birthplace of Medea, and its site corresponds
and it was at the present day to Kutais, the capital of the Rusnor, he entered the Babylonian territory
not until he reached the plain of Cunaxa, between sian province of Imerethi.
The inhabitants, like the
sixty and seventy miles from Babylon, that he became Colchians generally, were famed for their acquaintance
certain of his brother's intention to hazard an engage- with poisonous herbs and magic rites.
Scylax calls
Artaxerxes met him in this spot at the head of the place Male (MaA;?), which Vossius changes to
ment.
an army of 900,000 men. If we may believe Plutarch, Cyta (Kvra).
Medea was called Cytms from this
the Persian monarch had continued to waver almost to her native city.
Cellar., Geog.
(Steph. Byz., s. v.
the last, between the alternatives of fighting and re- Antiq., vol. 1, p. 308.)
Cytmis, a surname given to Medea by the poets,
treating, and was only diverted from adopting the lat*
ter course by the energetic remonstrances of Tiriba- from her
having been born at Cyta. {Propert., 2,
the
battle
which
In
zus.
ensued, the Greeks soon 1. 73.)
barbarians
to
routed the
them, but committed
opposed
Cythera, now Cerigo, an island on the coast of
It was particularly sacred
an error in pursuing them too far, and Cyrus was com- Laconia in Peloponnesus.
avoid being surrounded by the rest to the
pelled, in order to
goddess Venus, who was hence surnamed Cythesufficient to

numbers.

—

his

9—

;

—

of the king's army, to make an attack upon the centre,
where his brother was in person. He routed the
royal body-guard, and, being hurried away by the violence of his feelings the moment he espied the king, he
engaged with him, but was himself wounded and slain

and who

rose, as fables tell us, from the sea. near
Stephanus of Byzantium says, that the
island derived its name Cythera from a Phoenician
named Cytherus, who settled in it. Before his arrival
rcea,

its

coasts.

Clearchus acted in conformity with the directions of Cyrus, and led his division against the king's centre, instead of being drawn

was called Porphyris or Porphyrissa, according to
Eustathius {ad Dion. Perieg., 500), from the quantity
but the name of
of purple fish found on its shores
Cythera is as ancient as the time of Horner. (Od., 1,

off into pursuit of the flying

80.)

by a

common

406

soldier.

Had

enemy, the victory must

it

;

The

fable respecting

Venus' having arisen from

c
ttK sea in

vz

D

means nothing more than

its vicinity,

that

was introduced into the island by some
maritime people, probably the Phoenicians.
Oythera
was a place of great unportance to the Spartans, since
an enemy, if in possession of it, would be thereby enIts
abled to ravage the southern coast of Laconia.
ker worship

AC

the slope of Mount Arcton-oros.
Its first foundation
is ascribed
by Conon to a colony of Pelasgi from Thessaly, under the conduct of Cyzicus, son of Apollo, and

and afforded

Aristides speaks of the god himself as the founder of
the city.
In process of
{Orat. Cyzic, 1, p. 114.)
time the Pelasgi were expelled by the Tyrrhem, and
these again made way for the Milesians, who are

the attacks
protection to all merchant vessels against
of pirates, whose depredations, on the other hand,

generally looked upon by the Greeks as the real settlers, to whom the foundation of Cyzicus is to be

would have been greatly

attributed.

harbours also sheltered the Spartan

fleets,

facilitated

by

its acquisition.

who

{Conm,

Narrat., ^l.—Slrah., 635.) Cyz-

it, were driven out eventually by the Spartans.
magistrate was sent yearly from Sparta, styled Cy-

icus became, in process of time, a flourishing commercial city, and was at the height of its prosperity,
when, through the means of the kings of Pergamus, it

therodices, to admini.ster justice, and to examine into
the state of the island ; and so important a position
was it, that Demaratus expressly advised Xerxes to

secured the favour and protection of Rome.
Florus
speaks in the highest terms of its beauty and opuand Strabu assures us that it equalled in these
lence

he
it with a
part of his fleet, since by that means
would compel the Spartans to withdraw from the conDemarafederacy, and defend their own territories.
tus quoted, on this occasian, the opinion of Chilo, the
Lacedaemonian sage, who had declared it would be a
great benefit to Sparta if that island were sunk into
the sea.
Cythera (Certgo) is now one of the Ionian
islands.
{Vtrg., Mn., 1, 262; 10, b.—Pausan., 3,
33.— Orui, Met., 4, 288 15, 386.— Fa*/., 4, 15.—

respects, as well as in the wisdom of its political institutions and the firmness of its government, the

{Thucyd.,

4, 53.)

Hence

the Argives,

originally

held

A

seize

;

Herodot.,

1,

29.)

CvTHER.a:A, a surname of Venus, from her rising
of the ocean near the island of Cythera.

;

most renowned cities of Asia. The Cyzicene commonwealth resembled those of Rhodes, Marseilles, and
They elected three magistrates, who were
Carthage.
curators of the public buildings and stores.
They
possessed extensive arsenals and granaries, and care
was taken to preserve the wheat by mixing it with
Chalcidic earth.
Owing to these wise and salutary
precautions, they were enabled to sustain an arduous
out and memorable siege against Mithradates, king of Pontus, by both sea and land, until relieved by Lucullus.

CvTHNOs, an island between Ceos and Seriphus, in {Appian, Bell. Mithr., c. 73, seqq.—Plut., Vit. LuMare Myrtoum, colonized by the Dryopes. {Ar- cuU., c. 9, seqq. Strab., 575.) The Romans, in acIt was knowledgment of the bravery and fidelity displayed by
tem., ap. Strab., 485.
Dicaarch., Ins., 27.)
the birthplace of Cyadias, an eminent painter.
The the Cyzicenians on this occasion, granted to them
the

—

—

cheese of Cythnos, according to Stephanus and Julius
Pollux,

was held

cients.

also

The

in

island

high estimation
is

now

among

the an-

called Tkermia.

named Opkiussa and Dryopii.

It

was

{Cramer's Anc.

Greece, vol. 3, p. 403.)
Cytineum, the most considerable of the four cities
of Doris in Greece.
According to Thucydides (3,
95), it was situate to the west of Parnassus, and on
the borders of the Locri Ozolae.
iEschines observes,
that it sent one deputy to the Amphictyonic council.
(De Fals. Leg., p. 43.)
Cytorom, a city of Paphlagonia, on the coast between the promontory Carambis and Amastris.
It
was a Greek town of great antiquity, since Homer alludes to it {II., 2, 853), and is thought to have been
founded by a colony of Milesians. According to Strabo (545), it had been a port of the inhabitants of SiIn its vicinity was a mountain, named Cytonope.
jTus, which produced a beautifully-veined species of

independence, and greatly enlarged their terriUnder the emperors, Cyzicus continued to prosper greatly, and in the time of the Byzantine sway
it was the
metropolis of the Hellespontine province.
It was nearly destroyed by an
{Hierocl., p. 661.)
Cyzicus gave birth to several
earthquake, A.D. 943.
their
tory.

The coins
historians, philosophers, and other writers.
of this place, called Kv^iktjvoi arar^peq, were so beautiful as to be deemed a miracle of art.
Proserpina
was worshipped as the chief deity of the place, and the
inhabitants had a legend among them, that their city
was given by Jupiter to this goddess, as a portion of

her dowry.
The
name of Atraki.

—
seqq.)

ruins of Cyzicus

now

pass by the

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

vol. 1, p.

A

king of the Dolionians, a people
who are said to have been the first inhabitants of the
He was killed in a
district of Cyzicus in Mysia.
night encounter by the Argonauts, whom he had mistaken for enemies.
{Vid. Argonautse.)

40,

III.

{CatuUics, 4, 13.— Virg., Georg., 2, 437.)
ruins of the ancient city are found near a harbour
called Quilroe or Kitros.
lib. 3,
{Tavernier,
box-tree.

The

D.

Voyage,

c. 6.)
In the vicinity is a high mountain called Kutros or Kotru.
Man{Abulfeda, tab. 18, p. 309.

—

Htrt, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 23.)

CyzTcus,

I.

an island off the northern coast of.My-

nearly triangular in shape, and about five hundred
stadia in circuit.
Its base was turned towards the
sia,

Propontis, while the vertex advanced so closely to the
continent that it was easy to connect it by a double

This, as Pliny reports, was done by Alexanbridge.
der.
Scylai, however, says that it was always a peninsula, and his authority is followed
Mannert, who

Dam

Dah.£

(called by Herodotus Dai), a peo
the southeastern borders of the CasThey seem
pian Sea, in the province of Hyrcania.
to have been a roving nomadic tribe.
Virgil (JSn.,

pie

or

who dwelt on

728) styles them indomiti; and Servius, in commenting on the passage of the poet where the term occurs,
states that they extended to the northern part of Per-

He must allude evidently to the incursions they
were accustomed to make into the countries south of
and
Hyrcania.
(Compare PUn., 6, 11 —Mela, 1, 2,
Their country is supposed by some to answer
3, 5.)
Curt., 7, 4.
to the modern Dahistan.
{PUn., 6, 17.
sia.

—

by
is of
opinion that the inhabitants may, after the time
of Scylax, have separated it from the mainland
by a —Herod., 1, 125.)
on the
canal or ditch, for purposes of
{Plin., 5,
Dacia, a large country of Europe, bounded
security.
it from Moesia,
Z2.— Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 527.) It is south
by the Danube, which separated
the Tyras
certainly a peninsula at the present day, and there are on the north by Sarmatia, on the east by
no indications whatever of the
the west by the lazybridges mentioned by and Pontus Euxinus, and on
to
Valachia,
It corresponded nearly
Cra- ges Metanastae.
Pliny and others.
{Sestini, Viaggio, p. 502.
mer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 47.)
and that part of Hungary
II. A celebrated
Transylvania, Moldavia,
one of
or
of
Tibiscus
Tciss,
city
Mysia, on the island of the same name, situate which lies to the east of the
In A.D. 105,
partly in the plain which extended to the bridges con- the northern branches of the Danube.
nectmg the island with the conUnent, and partly on Trajan added this country to the Roman empire. He

—

—

DJED

DMB

erected a stately bridge over the Danube, 3325 English feet in length.
This Aurelian destroyed his motive in so doing is said to have been the fear lest the
barbarians would find it an easy passage to the countries south of the Danube, for he had by a treaty abandoned to the Goths the Dacia of Trajan. {Vopisc,
On this occasion he named the province
33, 39.)
south of the Danube, to which his forces were withdrawn, Dacia Aureliani. (Fi</. Moesia.) There were

erected, and upon it wcfre
together
thrown large quantities of combustible materials. Afterward a bull was sacrificed to Jupiter, and an ox or
heifer to Juno, by every one of the cities of Boeotia,
and by the most opulent that attended. The poorest
citizens offered small cattle
and all these oblations,
together with the Dasdala, were thrown in the common heap and set on fire, and totally reduced to ashes.
The festival originated in this when Juno, after a
quarrel with Jupiter, had retired to Euboea, and refused

:

afterward distinguished in Dacia, the part bordering
on the Danube and called Ripensis, and that which
was sequestered in the interior country under the name
of Mediterranea.
This last was probably the same
The
with what was more anciently termed Dardania.
Daci of the Romans are the same with the Getae of
the Greeks.
{Mannert, Geogr.,\o\. 4, p. 188, seqq.)
From Dacus comes Davus, the common name of
slaves in Greek and Roman plays.
Geta was used
in the same sense.
The Daci were, in process of

was

like stones,

;

:

god went

to return, the

some

Platata, to find

Cithaeron advised

obstinacy.

woman's
licly to

to consult Cithaeron, king ol
measure to subdue her

effectual

apparel, and carry

report

it

was

whom

it

him

to dress a statue in

in a chariot,

Plataea, the daughter of
to marry.
The advice

and pubAsopus,

he was going
was followed, and Juno, informed of her husband's future
in
haste
to
meet
the
chariot, and
marriage, repaired
was easily united to him, when she discovered the
artful measures he made use of to effect a reconciliation.
{Pausan., 9,3.) Plutarch composed an entire

subdued by the Sarmatae, the Goths,
and lastly, the Saxons, driven by the
conquests of Charlemagne, established themselves in treatise on this festival, some fragments of which have
The Saxons principally concentrated them- been preserved by Eusebius {Pnep. Evang., 3, 1, p.
Dacia.
selves in what is now Transylvania, corresponding 83.—Plut., Op. ed. HiUten, vol. 14, p. 287), and
to the ancient Dacia Mediterranea, a fertile region, agree with the account given in Pausanias, except
surrounded with forests and metalliferous mountains. that, in the narrative of Eusebius, Cithaeron is called
{Sambuco, Append. Rer. Hung. Bonfin., p. 760.) To Alalcomene, and Plataea, Daedala. {Siebelis, ad Pautime, successively

and the Huns

their
its

coming must be

cultivation.

them

;

All

entirely attributed the origin of
principal towns were built by

its

traces of their language still remain
and it
is from them that Transylvania received the name of
Siebcnburgcn, or the Region of Seven Cities. {Chron.
Clarke's
Hung., c. 2, ap. Rer. Hung. Script., p. 31.
:

;

Trivels

— Greece^

—

Egypt, Holy Land,

6lc., vol.8, p.

295, seqq.)

I.

c.)

name

of a celebrated artist of antiIn treating of him, it is requisite first to mention, that the
statements of ancient writers respecting him cannot be
understood as exhibiting the true history of an indi
vidual, but rather as obscurely intimating the origin
and progress of the arts in Greece and, in particular, the information which is afforded respecting the
place of his birth, and the countries in which he lived,

DiEDALUS,

quity, said to

I.

the

have been a native of Athens.

;

Dacicus, I. a surname of the Emperor Trajan, from
(Rasche, Lex. Rei Num., vol.
conquest of Dacia.
II. A surname,
3, col. 27.)
supposed, but erroneously, to have been assumed by Doraitian, on account

his

san.,

—

of a pretended victory over the Dacians.
The coins
on which it occurs are Trajan's. {AchaintrCy ad Juv.,
Sat., 6, 204.)
Dactyli.
Vid. Idaei Dactyli.
DiEDALA, I. a town of Caria, near the confines of
Lycia, and on the northern shore of the Glaucus Sinus.
It was said to have derived its name from Dsedalus,
who, being stung by a snake on crossing the small
river Ninus, died and was buried here.
(Steph. Byz.,
s. V. Aa/daAa.)— II.
mountain, in the vicinity of
the city of the same name, and on the confines of
III. Two festivals in Boeo{Strabo, 664.)
Lycia.
tia.
One of these was observed at Alalcomenos by
in
the Plataeans,
a large grove, where they exposed, in
the open air, pieces of boiled flesh, and carefully observed whither the crows that had come to prey upon
them directed their flight. All the trees upon which
any of these birds alighted were immediately cut
down, and with them statues were made, called D(zdThe other festival was
ala, in honour of Daedalus
It was celebrated
of a more solemn kind.
every sixty
years by all the cities of Boeotia, as a compensation
for the intermission of the smaller festival for that
number of years, during the exile of the Plataeans.
Fourteen of the statues called Daedala were distributed by lot among the Plataeans, Lebadaeans, Corone-

A

—

seems to reflect light on the districts in which the arts
were first cultivated. In noticing the accounts which
have reached us, of the personal history of the artist
Daedalus, the name itself first claims our attention.
learn from Pausanias (9, 3, 2), that all statues
and images were anciently styled daiSaXa, and as
this designation was common long before the birth of
the Athenian artist Daedalus, it is inferred that the
name Daedalus was given to him on account of his productions.
We have many similar instances of names

We

given to individuals, to show either the origin of particular acts, or the talents, ingenuity, and other excellences of artists. Diodorus JSiculus (4, 76, seqq.) and

—

Pausanias (7, 4, 5.
writers, say that he

Id., 9, 3, 2),

the island of Crete.

The name

together with other

was born in Attica but Ausonius {Mos., 30 i) designates him as a Cretan, probawas spent in
bly because a large portion of his time
;

of his father

is

vari-

Plato (Ion, p.
by different authors.
363) and Diodorus Siculus (4, 76, seqq.) give the
name as Metiones. On the other hand, Hyginus
(fab., 274), Suidas, Servius (ad Virg., JEn., 6, 14),
and some other authorities, mention Eupalamus as his
Pausanias (9, 3, 4) calls the latter Palamus
parent.
and thus we have three names contended for by different authors, all of which imply descent from some skil
Dssdalus was celebrated for
ful and ingenious person.
His nephew,
his skill in architecture and statuary.
ans, Orchomenians, Thespians, Thebans, Tanagraeans, named Talus or Perdix, showed a great genius for
and Choeroneans, because they had effected a recon- mechanics having, from the contemplation of a serciliation among the Plataeans, and caused them to be pent's teeth, invented the saw, and applied it to the
recalled from exile about the time that Thebes was cutting up of timber.
Daedalus, jealous of his skill,
restored by Cassander, the son of Antipater.
During and apprehensive of the rivalry of the young man, cast
For
this festival, a woman in the habit of a bridemaid ac- him down from the Acropolis and killed him.
companied a statue, which was dressed in female gar- this murder he was banished by the court of AreopaThis proces- gus, and he betook himself to Minos, king of Crete,
ments, along the banks of the Eurotas.
He also devised an
sion was attended to the top of Mount Cithaaron by for whom he built the
ously

stated

—

;

;

many
lot.

of the Boeotians, who had places assigned them by
altar of square pieces of wood, cemented

Here an

m

Labyrinth.
the daughter
ingenious species of dance for Ariadne,
of that monarch (iZ., 18, 590) ; but, having formed

DAM

DAL
the wooden cow for Pasiphae, he incurred the disof the king, and was thrown into prison.
pleasure
Having, by means of Pasiphae, escaped from confinebut, being
ment, he determined to flee from Crete
unable to get away by sea, he resolved to attempt
;

He made, accordingly, wings
through the air.
of feathers united by wax, foi himself and his son Icarus.
They mounted into the air ; but Icarus ascending too high, and approaching too near the sun, its
heat melted the wax, and the youth fell into the sea
and was drowned.
Daedalus arrived in safety in Sicireceived by Cocalus, king
ly, where he was kindly
of that island, who took up arms in his defence against
flight

Muios, when the

pursued him thither. (Apollod.,
15, 9.—0vid, Met., 8, 103, seqq.—Philisti Fragm.,
Here, too, he was employed
p. 145, cd. Goller.)

3,
1,

latter

erecting several great architectural works,

in

some of

which were extant even in the time of Diodorus.
This author states that he died in Sicily, but others
mention that he went to Egypt, where he left monuand others,
ments of his ability {Sr.ylax Peripl.)
again, assert, that he was a member of the colony which
\

some

have established in Sarpretended history of Daedalus.
It must be evident, that under the name of this
artist are concealed facts respecting the origin of Grecian art, which took its rise in Attica, and then spread,
under different circumstances, into Crete and Sicily.
"
" inventtherefore
AristzBus

dinia.

is

said

by
— Thus much

Daedalus,

(daicJaAof,

ingenious,''''

merely a personification of manual

he"'), is

was

to

for the

He

art.

of the class of Daedalids, or statuaries, at Athens, and there were various wooden statues, preserved till late times, and said to be the work
of his hands.
Icarus (from eiKu, '' to be like,'''' e'lKuv,
the

Eponymus

UeXoc) was a suitable name for his son, and the re•emblance between it and the name of the Icarian Sea
probably gave occasion to the legend of the flight
{Stllig, Diet. Art., s. v.
Keightthrough the air.
Daedalus is said to have
ley^s Mythology, p. 398.)
introduced several improvements into the forms of ancient statues, by separating the legs, which before
were clo.sed together, and representing his statues in
and also by opening
the attitude of moving forward
Hence arose
the eyes, wlflch were previously shut.
the fabulous statement, invented at a subsequent period, that Daedalus communicated motion to statues by
an infusion of quicksilver.
{Plat., Men., p. 97, ed.

—

;

—

— Suid.,

s. v. ^ai.ddlov
Dcedalus
p. 49.)
inventor of the axe, plumbline,
also
and
of
and
likewise
as
the
auger,
glue
person who
first introduced masts and sails into
{Plin., 7,
ships.

Stalb.

Aristot., Polit., 1, 4.

—

iroi7}fiaTa.
B'ottiger,
is mentioned as the

Andeutungcn,
;

66.

— Varr., Fragm.,

ry of Sicyon,
III.

A

325, cd.

lhp)—U. A

statua-

who

flourished in the 95th Olympiad, or
8.— Stllig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
statuary of Bithynia, author of an admirable

400-397 B.C.

—

p.

{Pltn., 34,

Zcvf SrpariOf, which was preserved ai Nicomedia.
{Arriart, ap. Eustath., ad Dionys. Pcrieg.,
Thiersch thinks that he lived after the found796.)
figure of

mg

He

of Nicomedia.

certainly flourished

when

the

had been brought to a high state of perfection
Greece.
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

arts

Dkhm.

Da».

Vtd.

DalmatIa, a

in

part of Illyricum,

between the

rivers

and Drinus, and the ranges of the Bebian
mountains and Scardus.
It derived its name from the
Dalmates, a barbarous but valiant race, supposed to be
of Thracian origin, and who were
very skilful in navigating the sea along their coast, and extremely bold

Titius

in their piracies.
is

the

um

same with

The modern name of the country
the ancient.
The capital, Dalmini-

Delminium, was taken and destroyed by the
the country, however, was not
completely subdued until the time of Augustus, who
is said
by Appian {Bell. 111. c. 25) to have concluded
the war in person before he became
Acemperor.
F F 7
or

Romans, B.C. 157

;

cording to Strabo, the Dalmatians had a peculiar cu»
tom of dividing their lands every eight years, and had
The geographer also informs u*,
that they possessed fifty towns, all of considerable size,
several of which were burned by Augustus.
Their
capital he calls Dalmium, and derives from it the name

no coined money.

of the nation. {Strab.,3\5.) The Romans, after their
conquest of this country, divided it into Dalmatia Maritima and Mediterranea, and made it part of the province of Illyricum, forming the lower portion of
Illyria
Barbara.
Dalmatia, however, is sometimes made to
comprehend a much wider tract of country, namely,
Illyria Barbara, or the region between Istria and
Dyrrhachium, the Adriatic Sea and the Danube. Dalmatia was the native land of several of the Roman
emperors, who exerted themselves, accordingly, to imMany cities, therefore, and splenprove its condition.
all

did structures arose in various parts of it ; and, after
the new division of the Roman provinces under Constantine and Theodosius, Dalmatia became one of the
most important parts of the enjpire. {Flor., 4. 12.

—

—

—

Sueton., Vtt. Tib., c. 9.
Id^ Vit. Aug., c. 21. Jornand., de ttegn. Succ., p. 39, 58.
Id., de Reb. Get.f p.
109, 128, 136.)
Dalmatius, a nephew of Constantine the Great.

—

He was

invested by this emperor with the title of
commanded against the Goths in Thrace,
Dalmatius fell in a tumult of
Macedonia, and Greece.
his own soldiers, A.D. 338, brought about by the intrigues of Constantius, after the death of Constantine.
{Zosim., 2, 39, seq.
Compare Crevier, Hist, des
Caesar, and

—

Emp., vol. 6, p. 395.)
Dalminium, the capital of Dalmatia, and from which
the Dalmatae are said to have derived their name.
It
was situate to the east of the river Naro, and north-

This place, like many other of the
Dalmatian towns, was sit,uate on an eminence. Hence,

east of Narona.

when it was attacked by the Romans, the usual machines could not be brought up against it, and the consul Figulus was compelled to dart burning brands from
his caiapultas.
As the fortifications of the place were
of wood, these were soon reduced to ashes, and with
them a large part of the city itself Strabo (315) and
Stephanus of Byzantium write the name Dalmion
The reduction of this city by Figulus took
( Au/l/ziov).
place B.C. 119.
{Appian, Bell III., 11. Mannert,

—

Geogr., vol. 7,

p.

372.)

Damascena.

or

Damascene

a

name given

to the region

(^ AafiacKijvTi ;t<^pa),
in Sy-

around Damascus,

{Pltn., 5, n.—Strab., 756.)
Damascios, a philosopher, a native of Damascus.

ria.

He commenced

his studies under Ammonius at Alexandrea, and completed them at Athens under Marinus,

and Zenodotus. According to some, he was
It is certain, however,
successor of Isidorus.
that he was the last professor of New-Platonism at
Athens.
He appears to have been a man of excellent
judgment, and to have had a strong attachment for the
He wrote a work
sciences, particularly mathematics.
Isidorus,

the

entitled 'ATroprnt Kal XiJaeig Trepl tuv rrpuruv upxt^v,
" Doubts and solutionis
eoncerning the origin oj

Of this only two fragments remain, one
things."
preserved by Photius, which forms a biographica
sketch of Isidorus of Gaza ; the other treating T^epi
"
A Munich
yevvT]Tov,
of what has been procreated."
is said to contain an unedited work of his, entitled 'kvopiaL Kal AvaeLg elg tov lUAruvog Ylapfisvi" Doubts and solutions relative to the Parmeni'

MS

6riv,

des of Plato."
Lit., vol. 1, p.

\\7,seq.)

{Aretin, Beitrdgc

2^.—Sch6ll, Hist.

zur Gesch. und

Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p.
.

one of the

pniw
(in Hebrew Dammesek),
in what was called Ccele-Syria,
cipal cities of Syria,
a few miles to the east of Antilibanus, where the chain

Damascus

the southeast, under the name of
begins to turn off to
CarmeL It was beautifully situated in as exteusiv©

DAM

DAM

auQ pleasant plain, still called Gouteh Demesk, or the wall. As the several tribes of the Damnonii submitoichard of Damascus, and watered by a river called ted without much resistance to the Romans, and never
by the Greeks Bardine or Chrysorrhoas, the golden joined in any revolt against them, their conquerors
The Syriac name of this stream were under no necessity of building many forts or
stream, now Baradi.
was Pharphar. Damascus is supposed to have been keeping many garrisons in their country. Hence it
founded by Uz, the eldest son of Aram. (Gen., 10, happens, that few Roman antiquities have been found
However this may be, it subsisted in the time here, and that the name of its people is seldom men23.)
of Abraham, and may be reckoned one of the most tioned by the Roman writers. Mannert considers the
It was conquered by David
ancient cities of Syria.
name Dumnonii the more correct of the two. (Geogr.,
(2 Sam.. 8, 6), but freed itself from the Jewish yoke in vol. 2, p. 195.)
the time of Solomon (1 Kings, 11, 23, seqq.), and
Damocles, one of the flatterers of Dionysius the
became the seat of a new principality, which often Elder, of Sicily. Having in the course of conversaharassed the kmgdoms of both Judah and Israel.
It
tion extolled the power and wealth of the tyrant, and
afterward fell, in succession, under the power of the the abundant means of felicity by which the latter apAssyrians and Persians, and came from the latter into peared to be surrounded, Dionysius asked him wheththe hands of the Seleucidae.
Damascus, however, did er he would like to make trial of this same state,
not flourish as much under the Greek dynasty as it which seemed to him so happy a one.
Damocles
had while held by the Persians.
The Seleucidae neg- eagerly assented, and the tyrant caused him to be
lected the place, and bestowed all their favour on the placed on a purple couch, most beautifully adorned
new cities erected by them in the northern parts of with various embroidery. Vessels of gold and silver,
and here, no doubt, lies the reason why the richly wrought, met his view on every side, and an
Syria
later Greek and Roman writers say so little of the city exquisite banquet was served up by slaves of the most
attractive mien, who were attentive to his every comitself, though they are all loud in their praises of the
Damascus was seized by the Ro- mand. Damocles thought himself at the summit of
adjacent country.
naans in the war of Pompey with Tigranes, B.C. 65, human felicity
when, happening to cast his eyes upbut still continued, as under the Greek dynasty, a ward towards the richly carved ceiling, he perceived a
the
tune
of
sword, suspended from it by a single horsehair, dicomparatively unimportant place, until
Dioclesian.
This emperor, feeling the necessity of a rectly over his neck as he lay reclined at the banquet.
strongly fortified city in this quarter, as a depot for All feeling of delight instantly left him and he begged
munitions of war, and a military post against the fre- the tyrant to allow him to depart, since he no longer
And thus was
quent inroads of the Saracens, selected Damascus for wished to enjoy this kind of felicity.
the purpose.
Everything was done, accordingly, to Damocles taught the salutary lesson, that little, if any,
extensive magazines were also enjoyment is found in the pos.session of usurped power,
strengthen the place
established, and likewise numerous workshops for the when every moment is imbittered by the dread of im{Malala, Chron.y 1 1, pending conspiracy and danger. (Cic, Tusc., 5, 22.
preparation of weapons of war.
132.
Notitia Imperii.)
It is not unlikely that the
Compare Philo, ap. Euseb., Prap Evang., 8, 14, p.
E.igh reputation to which Damascus afterward at- 391.
Macrob.,adSomn. Scip., 1, 10.— Sidon. ApoU.y
tained, for its manufacture of sword-blades and other 2, 12.—Harat., Od., 3, 1, 17.)
works in steel, may have had its first foundations laid
Damon, a Pythagorean philosopher of Syracuse,
The united by ties of the firmest friendship to Phintias
by this arrangement on the part of Dioclesian.
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

city continued

from

time a flourishing place.
In
hands of the Saracens,
and was for some lime after this the seat of the califs.
Its prosperity, too, remained unimpaired, since
the route of the principal caravans to Mecca lay through
it.
It is now the capital of a
The Arabs
pachalic.
call it El- Sham, and the Oriental name Demesk is
known only to geographers. It is one of the most
beautiful and pleasant cities of Asia, and is by the
Arabs considered the first of the four terrestrial paradises.
Its population is variously estimated from
80,000 to 200,000. Volney gives the former number,
and Ali Bey the latter. The Christian population
is estimated
by Connor at about 20,000, including
the 7ih century

this

it fell

into the

Greeks, Catholics, Latins, Maronites, Armenians, and
" this is a
Nestorians, but he says
rough calculation.
It is impossible to know the exact number."
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 409, seq.)

Damasippus, I. a praetor during the consulship of
Papirius Carbo and the younger Marius, A.U.C. 671.
As a follower of the Marian party, he indulged in
many cruel excesses against the opposite faction, and
also against such as were suspected of
favouring it.
He was put to death by Sylla. {SalliLst, Cat., 51.
Veil. Paterc., 2, 26.)

—

—

II.

A character in Horace,

who

represented as having been at first a virtuoso,
or dealer in antiques, but who, proving unfortunate in
this branch of business, assumed the name and
ap(Horat., Sat., 2, 3,
pearance of a Stoic philosopher.

is there

(not Pythias, as the name is commonly given), another
Dionysius the tyrant
Pythagorean, of the same city.
for conspiring
having condemned Phintias to death
that leave might be alagainst him, the latter begged
for a short period to a neighbouring
lowed him to

go

and ofplace, in order to arrange some family aflfairs,
fered to leave one of his friends in the hands of Dioan appointed time,
nysius as a pledge for his return by
and who would be willing, in case Phintias broke his
word, to die in his stead.
Dionysius, quite sceptical
as to the existence of such friendship, and prompted
to the arrangement, and
assented
by
curiosity,
strong
took the place of Phintias.

Damon

for the return of the latter arrived,

tation

The day appointed
and public expec-

as to the probable issue of
to a close, no Phinwas in the act of being led to

was highly excited

this singular affair.
tias came, and

The day drew

Damon

execution, when, on a sudden, the absent friend, who
had been detained by unforeseen and unavoidable obstacles, presented himself to the eyes of the admiring
crowd, and saved the life of Damon. Dionysius was
so much struck by this instance of true attachment,
that he
Phintias, and entreated the two to

pardoned

allow him to share their friendship. {Diod. Stc, fragm.,
10, vol. 4, p. 52, seqq.,ed. Bip.—Val. Max., 4, 1,
ext ed. Hose.
Plut., de amic. mult., p. 93.)
Damophila, a poetess of Lesbos, intimate with
a hymn on the worship of the
She

lib.

1,

Sappho.

—

composed

Pergaean Diana.

{Phil'ostrat., Vit. Apollon., 1,

20

)

Damoxenus, a boxer of Syracuse, excluded from
Damnii, one of the ancient nations of Scotland, the Nemean games for killing his opponent in a pugiwhose country answered to the modern Clydesdale, listic encounter. The name of the latter was Creu(Ptol.
Renfrew, Lennox, and Stirling.
Mannert, gas, and the two competitors, after having consumed
17, seqq.)

—

Geogr.

vol. 2, p.

Damnonii

207.)

Dumnonii, a people of Britain, whose
country answered to the modern Devonshire and Corn410
or

the entire day in boxing, agreed each to receive Irom
the other a blow without flinching.
Creugas first
struck Damoxenus on the head, and then Damoxenus^

DAN

DAN

with his fingers unfairly stretched out, struck Creugas sound in Danad and Daunia.
Dauniis is the father of
tlie side
and such, observes Pausanias, was the Turnus.
An explanation of the legend of Danae will
hardness of his nails and the violence of the blow, be foun_ -nder the article Perseus. {Apollod., 2, 4,
that his hand pierced his side, seized on his bowels, seqq.
Keightley^a Mythology, p. 414, seqq.)
and, drawing them outward, gave instant death to
DanIi, a name originally belonging to the Argives,
fine piece of sculpture has come down as being, according to the common opinion, the subCreugas.
to us, with this for its subject.
In consequence, however, of the
{Pausan.^ 8, 40.)
jects of Danaus.
Dana, a large town of Cappadocia. D'Anville warlike character of the race, and the high renown acmakes it to have been the same with Tyana, an opin- quired by them. Homer uses the name Danai (Aavaot)
ion which is ably refuted by Mannert, who maintains as a general appellation for the Greeks, when that of
that it lay more to the southeast, and coincided with Hellenes was still confined to a narrower range. ( Vid.

on

—

:

—

—A

the Tanadaris of Ptolemy.

It is

mentioned

in

Xeno-

phon's Anabasis as being in the vicinity of the Cilician Gates (1, 2).
The position of Tyana on Mannert's chart is north of the Cilician pass; in D'Anille's

it

pt. 2, p.

IS to

the northeast.

239, 263

{Mannert^ Geogr.,

vol. 6,

)

Danae, I. the daughter of Acrisius, king of Argos,
by Eurydice, daughter of Lacedaemon. Acrisius inquired of the oracle about a son and the god replied
that he would himself have no male issue, but that his
daughter would bear a son, whose hand would deprive
;

him of

Fearing the accomplishment of this prea brazen subterranean chamber
{'9dXafwv x^^ii^ov VKO y^v), in which he shut up his
daughter and her nurse, in order that she might never
become a mother. (The Latin poets call the place of
confinement a brazen tower.) But Jupiter had seen
and loved the maiden and, under the form of a golden shower, he poured through the roof into her bosom.
life.

diction, he framed

;

Danae became,

in consequence, the mother of a son,
she and her nurse reared in secrecy until he
had attained his fourth year. Acrisius then chanced
to hear the voice of the child at play.
He brought
out his daughter and her nurse, and, putting the lat-

whom

ter instantly to death, drew Danae
privately, with her
child, to the altar of Hercean Jove, where he made her

answer on oath whose was her son.
She replied that
he was the offspring of Jove.
Her father gave no
credit to her protestations.
Enclosing her and
in a coffer, he cast them into the sea, to

the

the
mercy of the winds and waves, a circumstance which
has afforded a subject for a beautiful piece by the
The coffer was carried to the little
poet Simonides.
island of Seriphus, where a person named
Dictys drew
it out in
his nets {SlKTva)
and, freeing Danae and
Perseus from their confinement, treated them with
the greatest attention.
Polydectes, the brother of
He fell in love with
Dictys, reigned over the island.
Danae but her son Perseus, who was now

boy

;

grown

;

He had,
up, was an invincible obstacle in his way.
therefore, recourse to artifice to deliver himself of his
and, feigning that he was about to become
presence
a suitor to Hippodainia, the daughter of CEnomaus, he
to
send Perseus, who had bound himself by a
managed
rash promise, in quest of the head of the
Gorgon Medusa, which he pretended that he wished for a bridal gift.
When Perseus had succeeded, by the aid of Hermes,
in
destroying the Gorgon, he proceeded to Seriphus,
where he found that his mother and Dictys had been
obliged to fly to the protection of the altar from the
;

violence of Polydectes.
He immediately went to the
and when, at his desire,
royal residence

Polydectes
had summoned thither all the people, to see the formidable head of the Gorgon, it was displayed, and each
became a stone of the form and position which he ex;

moment of the transformation. Having established Dictys as king of Seriphus, Perseus
returned with his mother to Argos, and, not
finding
Acrisius there, proceeded to Larissa in
Thessaly,
whither the latter had retired
fear of the ful-

hibited at the

through

filment of the oracle.
Here he inadvertently killed
Acrisius.
There was a
{Vid. Acrisius, Perseus.)

—

Danaiis.)
fifty daughters of Danaiis, king of
account of the legend connected with
their names will be found, together with an explanation of the same, under the article Danaiis.
Danaperis, another name for the Borysthenes,
first mentioned in an anonymous Periplus of the Eux-

Danaides, the

An

Argos.

the Dnieper.
The Dnieper rises
near the sources of the Duna, and,
after a winding course of about 800 miles, falls into the
Black Sea, a little to the east of the Dniester. In the
lower part of its course the navigation is impeded by
islands, and at one place, about two hundred miles
from its mouth, by falls, whi^h continue for nearly
A little above its mouth, the river wiforty miles.
ine Sea.
in the

It is

Valdai

now

hills,

dens into a kind of lake or marsh, called Liman, into
which the Bog, the ancient Hypanis or Bogus, one
of the principal tributaries of the Dnieper, discharges
itself.
As regards the root of the name Danaperis
{Dan, Dan), consult remarks under the article Tanais.
{Plin., 4, 12.— Mela, 2, l.—Ammian. Marcell., 22,
18.
Jornand., de Reb. Get., p. 5.)
Danastus, another name of the Tyras or Dniester.

—

Danastus by Ammianus Marcellinus (31,
Danastris by Constantine Porphyrogenitus {de administr. Imperio, c. 8), and Danaster by Jornandes
The Dniester rise's from a lake
{de Reb. Get., p. 84).
amid the Carpathian Mountains in Austrian Gallicia,
and empties into the Black Sea after a course of about
six hundred miles.
The name Tyras (Tt-paf) occurs
in Ptolemy, Strabo, Stephanus of Byzantium, and
It is called

3),

Herodotus gives the Ionic form
of Chios.
As regards the root of the
{Herod., 4, 51.)
name {Dan, Don), consult remarks under the article
Tanais.
Danaus, a son of Belus and Anchinoe, and brother
of .^gyptus.
Belus assigned the country of Libya to
Danaus, while to ^Egyptus he gave Arabia, ^gyptus conquered the country of the Melampodes, and

Scymnus

Tvpri^.

By many wives he became
Danaiis had by several wives
an equal number of daughters. Dissension arising between him and the sons of .^gyptus, they aimed at
named

it

from himself.

the father of

fifty

sons.

and, fearing their viodepriving him of his kingdom
lence, he built, with the aid of Minerva, a fifty-oared
vessel, the first that ever was made, in which he emHe
barked with his daughters, and fled over the sea.
first landed on the Isle of Rhodes, where he set up
a statue of the Lindian Minerva
but, not willing to
abide in that island, he proceeded to Argos, where Gelwho at that time ruled over the country, cheer;

;

anor,

who

to the stranger
fully resigned the government
The
arts.
brought thither civilization and the
P^opje
took the name of their new monarch, and were called
Danai (Aavaoi). The country of Argos being at this
water
time extremely deficient in pure and wholesome
his daughters
{Vtd. Inachus), Danaus sent forth
As Amymone, one of them, was enquest of some.
from
gaged in the search, she was rescued by^eptune
revealed
the intended violence of a satyr, and the god
and the most
to her a fountain called after her name
to form
famous among the streams that contributed
The sons of .Egyptus
the Lernffian lake or marsh.

m

legend in Italy, that Ardea, the capital of the Rutuentreated their uncle
lians, had been founded by Danae.
{Virg., ^n., 7, came now to Argolis, and
t^
and to give them theff
It was probably caused
372, 410.)
by the similarity of bury past enmity in oblivion,

DAN
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m

Danaiis, retaining a perfect
marriage.
the injuries they had done him, and
distrustful of their promises, consented to bestow upon
them his daughters, whom he divided among them by

cousins

recollection of

;
but, on the wedding-day, he armed the hands of
the brides with daggers, and enjoined upon them to slay
All but
in the night their unsuspecting bridegrooms.
Hypermnestra obeyed the cruel orders of their father

lot

;

and, cutting oflf the heads of their husbands, they flung
them into Lerna, and buried their bodies with all
due rites outside of the town. At the command of

Mercury and Minerva purified them from the
Hypermnestra had spared Lynguilt of their deed.
for
the delicate regard which he had shown to
ceus,
Jupiter,

her modesty.
Her fither, at first, in his anger at her
Redisobedience, put her into close confinement.
lenting, however, after some time, he gave his consent
to her union with Lynceus, and proclaimed gymnastic games, in which the victors were to receive his
other daughters as the prizes.
It was said, however,
that the crime of the Danaides did not pass without
due punishment in the lower world, where they were
condemned to draw water, for ever, with perforated
vessels.

(Apollod., 2, 1, ^.—Hygin., fah., 168, 169,
\H}.—Schol. ad IL, 1, 42, et ad 4, 171.— Schol. ad
Eurip., Hec, 872.) Thus much for the story of Da-

—

The

intimate connexion between this popular
legend and the peculiar character of the Argive soil,
which exhibited a striking contrast between the upper
naiis.

part of the plain and the low grounds of Lerna, has
given rise to a bold and ingenious theory.
Argos was
greatly deficient in water (whence Homer calls it
'*

"

thirsty,''''

TroXvdlipiov),

We

and the word davog

signifies

have here, then, a simple derivation for
dry."
the name Danai, namely, the people of the thirsty land
of Argos ; and, in the usual manner, the personification of their name is a hero, Danaiis.
Again, springs
are daughters of the earth, as they are called by the
the nymphs of the springs are therefore
Arabs
daughters of Danaiis, that is, of the thirsty land and
as a confirmation, in some degree, of this view of the
subject, we may state, that four of the daughters of
Danaiis, namely, Amymone, Peirene, Physadea, and
Still farther, a head
Asteria, were names of springs.
(kp^vtj) is a usual name for a spring in many languages
and a legendary mode of accounting for the origin of
founts is to ascribe them to the welling forth of the
blood of some person who was slain on the spot where
the spring emitted its waters.
Thus the blood of
Pentheus and Actaeon gave origin to springs on Cithae;

;

;

ron.

{Philostrat., Icon.,

Trii,

p.

14.

— Compare

Welcker,
in the case of the
an
we
cannot
Danaides,
probably
arbitrary one, for
discern in it any relation to the weeks of the year, as
some endeavour to do. (Volcker, Myth, der lap., p.
It is to be observed, that the founts of the
192, seqq.)
Inachus were in Mount Lyrceon or Lynceon (Schol.
ad Apoll. Rh., 1, 125), and here, perhaps, lies the origin of Lynceus, who, in one form of the legend, fights
with and vanquishes Danaiis {Schol. ad Eurip., I. c);
that is, the stream from Mount Lynceon overcomes
400.)

1,

The number

fifty,

is

We

the dry nature of the soil.
see, therefore, that
the physical legend may have existed long before
there was any intercourse with Egypt ; and, like that
of lo, may have been subsequently modified so as to
suit the new theory of an Egyptian colony at

Argos.

more considerable than the

third or the

Donau, a

ble stream that is enclosed in a stone basin,
into a fountain in the court of the castle of

fee-

and formed

Donau-Es-

It is, therefore, the first two that may be
chingen.
considered the source of the Danube.
(Malte-Brun,

—

vol. 7, p. 41, Am. ed.
It is one
Id., vol. 6, p. 288.)
of the few rivers which run from west to east, traversing Austria, Hungary, and part of Turkey in Europe,

and, after a course of about 1620 miles, falls into the
Black Sea.
It is of irregular width, being sometimes
confined between rocks and mountains, at other times
so wide that it almost resembles a sea, and again brointo small streams by numerous islreceives sixty navigable rivers, the largest of
the CEnus or Inn, and 120 smaller streams.
It is always
yellow with mud, and its sands are everywhere auriferous. At its entrance into the Black Sea
it is shallow ; its waters are
spread over an immense
surface, and lie stagnating among an infinity of reeds
and other aquatic plants.
The current of the river
communicates a whitish colour to the sea, and gives
a freshness to it for nearly nine leagues, and within

ken and divided

ands.

It

which

is

one league renders it fit for use.
Pomponius Mela
says it had as many mouths as the Nile, of which three
were small and four navigable.
Only two now remain, which can scarcely be entered by ships of considerable size or burden, the rest being choked up.

The

name

of Ister to the eastern
junction with the Savus or
Saave.
The Greeks and Romans were very imperfectly acquainted with the whole course of the stream,
which was for a long period the northern boundary of

ancients gave the

part of this river after

its

Roman empire in this quarter. This river was an
The river-god is
object of worship to the Scythians.
represented on a medal of Trajan ; but the finest figthe

ure of him

(Mela, 2,

—

on the column of that emperor

is

7.—Amm.

—

at

Rome.

Marcell., 22, \9.—Ptol., 3, 10.

Plin., 4, 12.
Dionys. Perieg., 301.) As regards
the root of the name (Dan), consult remarks under the
article Tanais.

Daphn^e, a city of Egypt, about sixteen miles from
Pelusium, on the route to Memphis.
(Anton., Itin.,
There was always a strong garrison in this
p. 162.)
and Syrians. It
place, to keep in check the Arabians
is

now Safnas.

(Herodot., 2, 30.)
a daughter of the Peneus, and the first
This god, according to the poetic
love of Phoebus.
legend, proud of his victory over the serpent Python,
beholding Cupid bending his bow, mocked at the efforts of the puny archer.
Cupid, incensed, flew to
Parnassus, and, taking his station there, shot his golden arrow of love into the heart of the son of Latona,
and discharged his leaden one of aversion into the
bosom of the nymph of the Peneus. Daphne loved
the chace, and it alone, indifferent to all other love.

Daphne,

I.

Phoebus beheld her, and pursued. Exhausted and
banks of her father's
nearly overtaken. Daphne, on the
stream, stretched forth her hands, calling on Peneus
The river-god
for protection and change of form.
bark and leaves covered his daughter, and
heard
Daphne became a bay-tree (6(i(j)vi], laurus). The
embraced its trunk, and declared that it should be
;

god

afterward his favourite tree.
seqq.

gend

— Hygin.,
is

fab., 203.)

Met.,
—The(Ovid,
meaning of

1,

452,

this le-

It is only one of the many
marvel to the origin of natural
object is to account for the bay-

evident enough.

tales devised to give

and its
(Herod., 2, 91 ; 171, lS2.—Muller, Orchom., p. 109, productions
The great majority of
Id. Proleg., p. 184, seqq.
seqq.
Keightlcy' s Mythol- tree being sacred to Apollo.
authorities
the
place the legend in Arcadia, making
ogy, p. 409, seqq.)
Danubius, the largest river of Europe except the Daphne the daughter of the Ladon by Earth (the natuRha or Volga, and called in German the Donau, by ral parent of a plant), and add that it was her mother
Strabo and Pliny make it rise in the who changed her on her prayer.
us the Danube.
(Pausan., 8, 20.
Schol. ad 11, 1, U.—Stat., Theb.,
chain of Mons Abnoba, or the mountains of the Black Nonnus, 4:2,
II. A
Forest.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 118.)—
According to modern accounts, it has its ori- 4, 289, &c.
stadia to the south of Antigin on the heights of the Black Forest, from three beautiful spot about forty
and
sources, the Brig-Ach and the Brige, which are both och, near the Orontes, adorned with fair edifices,

—

—

;

—

387—

—

412

D
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D
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The
containing a temple sacred to Apollo and Diana.
whole was surrounded with a thick grove of cypresses
and bay-trees (tJa^vai), from the latter of which the
its name.
Numerous fountains, too,
place derived
imparted continual freshness to the grove and cool-

Homeric topography, the Dardani, who wtfre
subject to Anchises, and commanded by his son .^l-^neaa
during the siege, occupied the small district which lay
between the territory of Abydus and the Promontory
of Rhceteum, beyond which point the Trojan land,

The luxurious
ness to the surrounding atmosphere.
Antioch made this a favourite place of retreat, and even the Roman governors often forgot
amid the enjoyments of Daphne the cares of office.
Pompey is said to have been so charmed by the place,
and by the united beauties of nature and art with

properly so called, and the hereditary dominions ot
Priam commenced. Towards the mainland, Darda-

citizens of

which

was adorned,

it

that he considerably enlarged
many of the

the limits of the grove, by the addition of

The modern name of the place
surrounding fields.
'*
the house of water."
Beit-el-Mar,
{Ammian.
Marcell, 19, 2.— 7<i., 22, ZX.—Sozamen, 5, 19.— £mis

trap^,

6, 11.)

DaphnephohTa, a festival in honour of Apollo, celeIt was then
brated every ninth year by the Boeotians.
usual to adorn an olive bough with garlands of bay and
a
on
the
brazen
and
flowers,
top
globe, from which
place
were suspended smaller ones. In the middle were a
number of crowns, and a globe of inferior size ; and the

to the

nia extended to the summit of Ida, and beyond that
chain to the territory of Zelea, and the plains watered

by the .^sepus on the north, and as far as the territories of Assus and Antandrus to the south.
{Strab.f
592, 606.)

It

was more

particularly in this inland

descendants of .^neas are said to have
maintained themselves as independent sovereigns after the siege of Troy.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol.
II. A region of lUyria, lying south of
1, p. 80, seq.)

district that the

—

It comprehended the
the territory of the Scordisci.
upper valleys of the Drilo, and extended to the borders
The
of Paeonia and Macedonia.
Dardani, its inhabitants, were often at war with the latter power, more
the reign of its last two monarchs.
particularly under
Their country answers to the modern districts of Ipeck,
Pristina, and Jacova, which are situate to the south

bottom was adorned with a saflfron-coloured garment. of Servia, and form part of the pachalic of Scutari.
on the top represented the Sun or Apollo ; Strabo describes these Dardani as a savage race, living
globe
that m the middle was an emblem of the moon, and mostly in caves formed out of mud and dirt, and yet posthe others of the stars.
The crowns, which were 365 sessing great taste for music, having from the earliest
with both wind and stringed
in number, represented the sun's annual revolution.
period been acquainted
Cramer^s Anc. Greece^
This bough was carried in solemn procession by a instruments. {Strab., 316.
beautiful youth of an illustrious family, and whose pa- vol. 1,
p. 47.)
rents were both living.
Dardanis or Dardanium, a promontory of Troas,
{Pausan., 9, 10, 4.)
Daphnis, a celebrated herdsman of Sicily, the son south of Abydus, near which was situate the city of
of Mercury by a Sicilian nymph.
He was found by Dardanus. It is now called Cape Berbieri, or Kepos
the shepherds, when an infant, lying among the bay- Burun.
The Hellespont here begins to contract ittrees (dd(pvai), and from this circumstance obtained his self.
iStrab., 587, 595.)
name. Pan taught him to sing, and play upon the
Dardanus, I. a celebrated hero, son of Jupiter and
pipe, the nymphs were his foster-parents, and the Muses Electra, who came to Troas, according to some acinspired him with the love of song.
According to counts, from Arcadia according to others, from Italy.
He All, however, agree in fixing upon Samothrace as the
Diodorus, he was the inventor of pastoral poetry.
also accompanied Diana in the chase, and, when the
formed his first principality, bespot in which he had
labours of the day were ended, was wont to delight the fore he
{Apollod.,
migrated to the foot of Mount Ida.
goddess with the sweet notes of his syrinx. Daphnis 3, \2.—Strah., Z^l.—Virg., JEn., 7, 207.)
may

The

—

;

We

became eventually attached to a Naiad, who forbade reconcile this variety of opinions respecting the native
him holding communion with any other female, under country of Dardanus, by supposing that he was a chief
and she bound him by an oath of that early race, who, under the name of Pelasgi, were
pain of loss of sight
to that effect.
A princess, however, contrived to in- so widely diffused, and more especially in those coun;

he broke his vow, and the threatened
inflicted.
According to Diodorus, howNaiad merely predicted that loss of sight
would be the consequence of his proving unfaithful to
her.
Theocritus, in his first Idyl, represents him as
pining away in death, and refusing to be comforted.
Diod. Sic, 4, 84.
{Serv. ad Vir^., Eclog., 5,
—Schol. ad Theocr., Idyll., 1, 66.— Par/Am., Erot.,
29.— Mian, V. H., 10, 18.) Ovid says, that the Naiad turned him into a rock. {Met., 4, 276, seqq.
toxicate hirn

penalty

:

was

ever, the

20—

—

Keightley's Mythology, p. 240.)
Daphnus (gen. -untis : in Greek, Aafvov^, -ovvrog),
a town of the Locri bpuntii, situate on the seacoast, at
the mouth of a river of the same name, near the frontiers
of the Epicnemidian Ix)cri.
Strabo (424) places it

each of which claimed to be the birthplace of the
The epoch of the arrival of Dardanus on the
coast of Asia is too remote to be ascertained at presHomer reckons five generations
ent with accuracy.
between Dardanus and Priam. (//., 20, 230.) Plato,
Strabo
as we learn from
(592), placed his arrival in the
second epoch after the universal deluge, when mankind began to leave the summits of the mountains to
which fear had driven them, and where they had led
a barbarous and savage life, in caves and grots, like
The Athenian philosopher
the Cyclopes of Homer.
deduced his reasoning from the passage in Homer,
where the town founded by Dardanus is stated to have
been built at the foot of Ida. {11, 20, 215, seqq.)
The legend respecting Dardanus is as follows : Afthe death of his brother lasion, whom Jove
flicted
tries,

hero.

—

twenty stadia from Cnemides. Into the river Daphnus
by
the body of Hesiod was thrown after his murder. ( Vid. had struck with
left Samothrace,
lightning, Dardanus
Hesiodus.)
and passed over to the mainland, where Teucer, the
DarIdus (called also Daras, gen. -atis), a river of son of the river Scamandrus and the nymph Idaea then
He was well
Teucrians.
Africa, rising to the northwest of the Palus Nigrites,
reigned over a people called
on Mount Mandras, and falling into the Atlantic to received
his daughter
by this prince, who gave him
the north of the promontory Arsinarium.
It is supBatieia (7/., 2, 813) in marriage, and a part of his terDardanus. He
posed to be the same with the Senegal.
(Bischoffund ritory, on which he built a town called
Mbller, Wbrteb. der Geogr., p. 405.) Gossellin, how- had two sons, Ilus and Erichthonius, the former of
the latter succeeded to the kingever, makes it correspond to the modern Darabin. whom died childless
wealth.
By Asty{Recherckes, vol. 3, p. 112.)
dom, and was remarkable for his
Dardania, I. a district of Troas, in the north, call- oche, daughter of the Simois, Erichthonius had a son
ed 80 from its inhabitants the Dardani. These derived named Tros, who succeeded him on the throne. From
and Ganymedes.
The
their name from Dardanus, who built here the
city of Tros came Ilus, Assaracus,
the same name. {Vid. Dardanus, I.,
house of Priam were descended from Ilus ; that of
:

II.)

According

I

-

AmS

^

BAR

DAR
I,

p.

76, seqq.

—

consisting of Greek and Roman names which had some
analogy with the names of the sovereign princes of the

Asia Minor, vol.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 483.)

JEneas from Assaracus.

{Cramer'' s

—

An

ancient city of Troas, founded by Dardanus.
According to Homer, who calls it Dardania, it was
situated at the foot of Mount Ida.
(JL, 20, 215.
SSfrah., 592.)— III. Another city of Troas, not to be
II.

middle ages.

—

confounded with the preceding. By whom it was
know, however, that it existed
in the time of Herodotus (5, 117), who mentions its
built is uncertain.

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,vol. 7, p. 3, seqq.)

This same work of Dares Phrygius was the source
whence Conrad of Wiirzburgh, in the latter half of the
13th century, derived the materials of the poem which
he composed in like manner on the war of Troy.
{Kober stein, Grundriss der Deutsch Nationalit, $ 46, not.
II. One of the
3.)
companions of .^neas, celebrated

We

—

In
capture by the Persians, in the reign of Darius.
the narrative of Xerxes's march, he describes it as
close to the sea, and conterminous with Abydus (7, 43).
Strabo reports, that the inhabitants were often compelled to change their abode by the successors of Al-

as a pugilist, though conquered in the funeral
games of
Anchises by the aged Entellus. {Virg., JEn., 5, 369,
This Dares, or a Trojan of the same name, was
seqq.)

slam by Turnus in Italy.
{Mn., 12, 363.)
Daricus, a Persian coin of the purest gold- Acwas
concluded cording to Harpocration and Suidas, it weighed two
exander he reports also, that peace
here between Sylla and Mithradates.
drachmas, and hence it was equivalent in value to 20
{Strab., 595.
of
Dardanus
are Attic drachmas of silver.
The
ruins
Vit.
c.
Five Darics were consePlut.,
24.)
Syli,
to be found between Kepos Burun and Dervend quently equal to an Attic mina of silver.
{Wurm,
Tchemeh Burun. The name Dardanelles, which was de pond., &c., p. 58.) Reckoning the Attic drachma

—

:

in the first instance applied to the Turkish castles erected to defend the passage of the straits, and next to the
straits

17 cents, 5.93 mills. Federal currency, the value
of the Daric will be 3 dolls., 51 cts., 8 64 mills.
The
at

Daric was the gold coin best known at Athens
and
when we consider the great number that are recorded
to have been employed in presents and bribes alone,
exclusive of the purposes of traffic, it would seem extraordinary that .so few should have reached modern
times, if we did not know that, upon the conquest of
Persia, they were melted down, and recoined with the
type of Alexander. Very few Persian Darics are now
to be seen in cabinets.
There is one in Lord Pembroke's, which weighs 129 grains ; and there are three
in the cabinets at the British Museum,
weighing about
128J grains each. The purity cf the gold in the Persian Daric was remarkable.
Bath6lemy found it to be
in one, =1%, or 0,9583 {Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr.,
vol. 21); and yet, if we credit Patin {Hist. Num., c.
7), this was exceeded by the purity of the gold coins
of Philip and his son Alexander, which he makes
23 carats, 10 grains, or 0.979. {Wurm, I. c.) The
Daric had on one side the figure of an archer crowned,
and kneeling upon one knee ; upon the other a sort of
quadrataincusa,or deep cleft.
Knight sees in the figure upon the Persian Daric, not an archer, but a type
of Hercules-Mithras, or the sun.
{Inquiry, ^ 131.

is confessedly derived from this an{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. I, p. 82.)

themselves,

cient city.

;

a Trojan priest, mentioned by Homer (7Z.,
absurdly pretended, by some of the ancient
writers, that he wrote an Iliad, or history of the Trojan
war, in prose ; and JSlian {Var. Hist., 11, 2) assures
us that it still existed in his day, without telling us,
however, whether he himself had read it or not. There
can be no doubt that iElian was deceived, and that
the work which he took for the production of Dares
was the composition of some sophist of a much later
However this may be, the Iliad of which JElian
age.
speaks no longer exists ; but we have a Latin work
remaining, written in prose, which was for some time
regarded as a translation from the Greek original, and
was ascribed to Cornelius Nepos, though abounding
with solecisms.
The truth is, that this work is the
production of an English poet, who flourished at the
close of the 12lh century.
His name was Joseph, to
which was sometimes added Davonius, from his havmg been born at Exeter in Devorshire, and at other
times Iscanus, from the ancient name of Exeter, Isca.
This Iliad, thus falsely ascribed to Dares, is not even
translated from any Greek writer ; it is merely the
plan or prose outline of a Latin poem in six cantos,
which Joseph Iscanus composed under the title De
The work just mentioned, as well as
Bcllo Trojano.
that of Dictys Cretensis, forms the original source of
a famous romance of chivalry, which met with extraordinary success during the middle ages, and in the
centuries immediately subsequent to the invention of
These works of Dares and Dictys having
printing.
fallen into the hands of a Sicilian named Guido dalle
Colonne, a native of Messina, and a celebrated lawyer
and poet of the 13th century, he conceived the idea
of giving them that romantic air which would harmonize with the spirit of the age, when chivalry had now

Dares,

5, 9).

I.

It is

=

—

Class. Journ., vol. 25, p. 49.)
Common parlance,
however, made the figure to be an archer; and hence
arose the witticism of Agesilaus, who said that he had
been driven out of Asia by thirty thousand archers,
meaning so many Darics distributed among the Greek
"Who the Darius was
cities by the Persian king.
from whom the coin received its name has never been

—

According to the scholiast on
589), and also Harpocration
Aristophanes {Eccles
and Suidas, the Daric did not obtain this appellation
from the son of Hystaspes, but from a more ancient
Hence some writers are
king of the name of Darius.
led to infer that Darius the Mede, who is mentioned by
Daniel (5, 31), was the same with the Cyaxares of
He consequently inter- whom Xenophon speaks. (Compare Prideaux, Hist.
acquired its greatest lustre.
calated the narratives of the pretended poets of Phry- Connect., 2, 538.
Hutchinson, ad Xen., Cyrop., 5,2,
with various adventures, suited to the 3.
Perizon., ad JElian, V. H, 1, 22.) Wesseling,
gia and Crete
taste of the age, such as tournaments, challenges, sin- however, maintains the contrary, and ascribes the ori&c. His work having met with consid- gin of the coin in question to the son of Hystaspes ;
gle combats,
erable success, he composed, in Latin prose, a romance 1st, because we find no mention made by the Greeks
of the war of Troy, in which he also introduced the of any more ancient Darius than the one just alluded
war of the Seven against Thebes, and the expedition to and, 2d, because, as the lineage of the monarch is
He confounds together history and given by Herodotus, Darius, the son of Hystaspes, apof the Argonauts.
mythology, Greek and Arabian manners his heroes pears to have been the first who bore the name. Zeune
are acquainted with alchymy and astronomy, and come conjectures (what, in fact, seems more than probable),
in contact with dragons, griffons, and other fabulous that Darius, the son of Hystaspes, only corrected, and
His romance was translated into almost gave his name to an ancient coinage already existing.
monsters.
every European language, and excited a general en- Mijller also speaks of the Daric as having been coined
Hence the desire which at that time seized by Darius Hystaspis. {Public Econ. of Athens, vol.
thusiasm.
The silver coins which go by the name of
the great families of Europe of claiming descent from 1, p. 32.)
The earliest of them,
one of the heroes of Trojan story and hence the eager- Darics are in truth miscalled
if we may credit Herodotus (4, 166), were struck by
ness, on the part of the monks, to compose genealogies
clearly ascertained.

,

—

—

;

;

—

;

.

AH

BAR

DARIUS.

Aryandes, the Persian governor of Egypt, under Cam^
He was put to death
byses, in imitation of the Darics.

The coining of these
by Darius for his presumption.
Darics or Aryandics in silver, however, must have been
No
continued after the time of the Persian governor.
fewer than eight specimens of this description are in
the cabinets of the British Museum.
One, formerly
Mr. R. P. Knight's, bears the name of Pythagoras, a
king or governor of Cyprus, as Mr. Knight conjectured.
Others, which have the figure of the archer crowned
on one side, have a mounted horseman on the other.
They are generally considered as ancient Persian coins,
and are commonly, though without any assignable reason, except as bearing the impress of an archer, callIn the silver Daric, a drawing of which is
ed Darics.
given by Landon (Numismatigue du Voyage d^Anacharsis, p. 48), a kneeling archer appears on both
sides of the coin.
Prideaux observes, that in those
of Scripture which were written after the BabyEarts
mian captivity (he refers to Chron., 29, 7, and Ezra,
8, 27). the gold Darics are mentioned by the name of
Adarkonim ; and in the Talmudists by the name of
Darkonoth {Buxtorf, Lex. Rabbin., p. 577), both from

—

the Greek AapeiKO^.
{Prideaux*s Connexions, vol.
1, p. 183, ed. 1725.)
Darii's, I.surnamedHystaspis(or son of Hystaspes),
a satrap of Persia, belonging to the royal line of the

which expressed

by arbitrary and irregular exae*
organized them into an empire,
where every member felt its place and knew its functions.
His realm stretched from the .^gean to the
Indus, from the steppes of Scythia to the Cataracts of
tions

:

Darius

He

the Nile.

itself

first

divided this vast tract into twenty sa-

trapies or provinces, and appointed the tribute which
each was to pay to the royal treasury, and the proportion in

which they were

to supply provisions for the

army and for the king's household. A high road on
which distances were regularly marked, and spacious
buildings placed to receive all who travelled in the
king's name, connected the western coast with the seat
of government ; and along this road, couriers trained

extraordinary speed transmitted the king's mesCompared with the rude government of his
predecessors, the institutions of Darius were wise and
in themselves, however, unless they are
vigorous
considered as foundations laid for a structure that was
never raised, they were weak and barbarous. The defects of the Persian system, however, belong to another
head.
Darius, in the very beginning
{Vid. Persia.)
of his reign, meditated an expedition against the
Scythians, in retaliation, most probably, for the desolato

sages.

—

;

—

and to
ting inroads of that barbarous but warlike race,
check their incursions for the time to come by a salutary display of the power and resources of the Persian

,^

His march, however, was delayed by a reAchaemenides, and whose father Hystaspes had been empire.
The ancient capgovernor of the province of Persia. Seven noblemen of bellion which broke out at Babylon.
the highest rank, in the number of whom was Darius, ital of Assyria had been secretly preparing for revolt
fall
of the Magian,
followed
the
to
that
dethrone
the
who
had
the
troubles
conspired
Magian Smerdis,
during
usurped the crown after the death of Cambyses, and, and for nearly two years it defied the power of DariAt length the treachery of Zopyrus, a noble Perhaving accomplished their object, resolved that one of us.
their number should reign in his stead.
According to sian, who sacrificed his person and his power to the inHerodotus (3, 84), they agreed to meet at early dawn terest of his master, is said to have opened its gates to
in the suburbs of the capital, and that he of their num- him.
When he was freed from this care he set out
ber whose horse should first neigh at the rising of the for the Scythian war.
The whole military force of the
If we believe the empire was put in motion, and the numbers of the army
sun, should possess the kingdom.
historian, who gives two accounts of the matter, Da- are rated at seven or eight hundred thousand men.
rius obtained the crown through an artful contrivance This expedition of Darius into Scythia has given rise
on the part of his groom. It is more probable, how- to considerable discussion. The first point involved
ever, that, in consequence of his relationship to the is to ascertain how far the Persian monarch penetrated
royal line, his election to the throne was the unanimous act of the other conspirators. It is certain, indeed, that they reserved for themselves privileges
which tended at least to make them independent of the
monarch, and even to keep him dependant upon them.

One

of their number is even said to have formally
stipulated for absolute exemption from the royal
authority,
as the condition on which he withdrew his claim to the

crown

and the rest acquired the right of access to
king's person at all seasons, without asking his
leave, and bound him to select his wives exclusively
from their families.
far the power of Darius,
:

the

How

though nominally despotic, was really limited by these
privileges of his grandees, may be seen from an occurrence which took place in the early part of his reign,
in the case of Intaphernes, who had been one of the

He revenged himself, it
an outrage committed by this individual,
to death.
But, before he ventured to
take this step, he
thought it necessary to sound the
rest of the six, and to ascertain whether
they would
make common cause with the offender. He was prob-

into the country.
According to Herodotus (4, 83),
he crossed the Thracian Bosporus, marched through

Thrace, passed the Danube on a bridge of boats, and
then pursued a Scythian division as far as the Tanais.
Having crossed this river, he traversed the territories
of the Sauromatae as far as the Budini, whose city he
burned.
Beyond the Budini he entered upon a vast
desert, and reached the river Oarus, where he re-

mained some considerable time, erecting forts upon its
Finding that the Scythians had disappeared,
he left these works only half finished, turned his course
banks.

to the

westward, and, advancing by rapid marches,
entered Scythia, where he fell in with two of the divisions of the enemy.
Pursuing these, he traversed the
territories of the Melanchlasni, Androphagi, and Neuri,
without being able to bring them to an engagement.

partners in the conspiracy.

Provisions failing, he

is

cross the

true, for

by putting him

ably glad to

ernments

;

remove men so formidable

and

it

may

power was so great

easily

at court,

to distant govthat, if their

be conceived,
it

was

still

less restrained

in the

provinces that were subjected to their authority.
Nevertheless, Darius was the greatest and most powerful
king that ever filled the throne of Persia, and even
the disasters he
experienced but slightly clouded the
remembrance of his wisdom and his prosperity. Cyrus

and Cambyses had conquered nations Darius was the
true founder of the Persian state.
The dominions
of his predecessors were a mass of countries
only united by their
to
the
will
ot a common ruler,
subjection
:

was eventually compelled

to re-

saved
(vid. Histiaeus), glad to have
Accorda small portion of his once numerous army.
vol. 1, p.
ing to Rennel {Geography of Herodotus,

Danube

the
136), the Persian monarch, in marching against
Ismail and
Scythians, crossed the Danube between
the junction of that river with the Pruth, and pene(Compare
trated as far as Saratow on the Wolga.
It w very
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 13, seqq.)
as far as
doubtful, however, whether Darius proceeded
when we take into consideration the
this, especially

time consumed by a Persian army in making an expelabour of crossing large and rapid nvers,
and the difficulty of supplying so numerous a force
with food and forage, especially when wandering
from the coast.
the track of the Scythians at a distance
305), Danus only
According to other accounts {Strabo,

dition, the

m

came

Danube and
415

as far as the sandy tract between the

^

DARIUS.

DARIUS.

the Tjnras, in the present Bessarabia, where, in after
days, Antigonus was taken prisoner by the Scythians,
with his whole army.
{Ukert, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 59.)
To wipe away the disgrace of this unfortunate en-

-

—

terprise,

we

find the Persian

dertaking an

monarch

shortly after unIn this he was
expedition against India.

more

successful, and conquered a part of the Pendjab ;
not, however, the whole country, as some modern wriSome time after this,
ters erroneously represent.

Miletus having revolted, and Aristagoras, its ruler,
having solicited aid from the Athenians for the purpose
of enabling it to maintain its independence, they sent
twenty ships, to which the Eretrians added five more,
in order to requite a kindness previously received from

'^

prudent.''^

(}fOovt(iog,

who restrains,'''' but he is
who makes it the same as
Grotefend makes Darius to

be a compound word, the first part being an abbreviation of Dara (" lord"), and the latter portion
coming
from kshah ("king"), and thinks that the name may
have been pronounced in Persian Daryeush, or Daryeoesh, whence, by an easy change, we have Daryaveah,
which reminds us of the Aapeialo^ of Ctesias {Pers.,
Herodotus appears to have merely translated
i) 48).
the latter part of the name Darius, by ip^iriq, imitating,
Greek fashion, the sound of the Persian word.
{Grotefend, in Heeron, Jdeen, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 347.)
after the

Martin reads the name as Dareiousch Vyschtas-

St.

Aristagoras, upon this succour's arriving, resolved to make an expedition against Sardis, the
residence of the Persian satrap.
Accordingly, landing
at Ephesus, the confederates marched inland, took Sar-

ponea on the Persepolitan

and drove the governor into the citadel. Most of
Sardis were made of reeds, and even
those which were built of brick were roofed with
reeds.
One of these was set on fire by a soldier, and
immediately the flames spread from house to house,
and consumed the whole city. The light of the conflagration showing to the Greeks the great numbers of

word being equivalent to the Gustasp of the modem
Persian, and meaning "one whose employment is

the Milesians.

dis,

the houses in

^

'^
one
equivalent to ip^ivCi
at variance with Hesychius,

their opponents,

who were beginning

to rally,

being

constrained by necessity to defend themselves, as their
retreat was cut off by the river Pactolus, the former

and regained their ships.
Upon
the receipt of this intelligence, Darius, having called
for a bow, put an arrow into it, and shot it into the
"
Grant, oh Jupiter, that I may
air, with these words
be able to revenge myself upon the Athenians." After
he had thus spoken, he commanded one of his attendants thrice every time dinner was set before him, to
" Master remember the Athenians." Marexclaim,
donius, the king's son-in-law, was intrusted with the
After crossing the Hellespont, he
care of the war.
retired through fear,

:

!

marched down through Thrace,
to

double Mount

but, in endeavouring
Athos, he lost 300 vessels, and, it is

more than 20,000 men. After this he was attacked in the night by the Brygi, who killed many of
He suchis men, and wounded Mardonius himself.
ceeded, however, in defeating and reducing them under his power, but his army was so weakened by these
circumstances that he was compelled to return ingloDarius, only animated by this loss,
riously to Asia.
sent a more considerable force, under the command of
Datis and Artaphernes, with orders to sack the cities
of Athens and Eretria, and to send to him all the surThe Persians took the
viving inhabitants in fetters.
isle of Naxos and the city of Eretria in Euboea, but
were defeated with great slaughter by the Athenians
and Plataeans under the celebrated Miltiades at Marathon. Their fleet was also completely unsuccessful in
an attempt to surprise Athens after the battle. {Vid.
The anger of Darius was
Miltiades and Marathon.)
doubly inflamed against Athens by the event of Maraand he resolved that the insolent people, who
thon
had invaded his territories, violated the persons of his
messengers, and driven his generals to a shameful
should feel the whole weight of his arm.
The
flight,
set on foot were on a vast scale,
preparations he now
and demanded a longer time. For three years all Asia
said,

;

inscriptions,

i.

e.,

Darius

(tov) Vishtaspo {sc. Jilius).
{Journal Asiatique,
Febr., 1823, p. 83.)
Lassen, however, more correctwe
think, gives DarJiavms Vistaspaha, the latter
ly,

about horses."

{Die Allpersisch. Keil-Inschriften, p.
II. The second of the name was surnamed
37, seqq.)
Ochus. {Vid. Ochus.) III. The third of the name,
and the last king of Persia, was son of Arsames, who

—

—

had for his father Osthames, one of the sons of Darius
Ochus.
His true name was Codomannus, and he had,
to the throne, acquired some reputation
courage, chiefly through an exploit which
he had performed in one of the expeditions against the
Cadusians, when he accepted a challenge from one of
their stoutest warriors, and slew him in single combat.
The eunuch Bagoas raised him to the throne, not so

before

coming

for personal

much, however, on this account, as because they had
previously been friends, and because, perhaps, there
was no other prince of the blood on whose gratitude
he could safely rely.
Codomannus,
{Vid. Bagoas.)
upon his accession, which took place about the time

when Philip of Macedon died, assumed the name of
Darius.
He soon discovered that Bagoas, who may
have intended at length to mount the throne himself,
designed that he should share the fate of his last two
predecessors.
cup of poison had been prepared for
him.
But, having detected the plot, he called Bagoas
into his presence, and compelled him to drink the deadly
The reign of Darius Codomannus was early
draught.
disturbed by the invasion of Alexander.
The Persian
monarch, however, did not take the command of his
forces until after the battle of the Granicus had been

A

—

fought,

and Alexander had advanced as

far as Cilicia.

He

then proceeded to meet the invader, in all the pomp
of royalty, but with an army ill fitted to contend
Resolving to hazard an
against such an antagonist.
encounter, contrary to the advice of his Greek allies,
Darius engaged in the battle of Issus, but was compelled to flee from the field with so much precipitation
as to leave behind him his bow, shield, and royal
mantle.
His camp was plundered, and his mother,
wife, and children fell into the hands of the conqueror
In vain, after this, did Darius supplicate for an accommodation.
Alexander went on in the career of victo
ry

;

and

monly
again

in a

second pitched battle

at

Gaugamela, com-

called the battle of Arbela {vid. Arbela), Darius
His
fought, and again was compelled to flee.

plan was now to advance into Media, lay waste the
was kept in a continual stir in the fourth, however, country through which he passed, and seek refuge
Darius was distracted by other causes by a quarrel finally on the other side of the Oxus, where he hoped
between his two sons respecting the succession to the that the conqueror would be content to leave him unIn the fol- molested. Alexander suffered four months to elapse
throne, and by an insurrection in Egypt.
:

;

lowing year, before he had ended his preparations
he died, and Xerxes mounted
against Egypt and Attica,
Darius reigned thirty-six years.
the throne, B.C. 485.

His memory was always held in veneration by the Persians and the other nations comprehended under his
sway, whom he governed with much wisdom and modAs regards the import of the name Darius
eration.
in Persian, Herodotus (6, 98) informs us that it was

—
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He then
before he again set out in pursuit of Darius.
advanced by forced marches in pursuit of him, and
was
that
the
a
monarch
learned eventually
prisoner in
the hands of Bessus, one of his own satraps.
{Vid.
Bessus.)

A

still

more

active pursuit

now commenced,

and the unhappy king refusing to proceed any

wounded

was

left

mortally

and

his

accomplices

farther,

in a chariot, while Bessus
took to flight, accomoanied by

DAT
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Darius expired before Alexander saw him.
his cloak over the corpse.— Alexander ordered his body to be buried in the sepulchre
of his ancestors with royal magnificence, took charge
of the education of his children, and married his daughThirlwalVs
ter. {Flut., Vil. Alex.
Arrian, Exp. Al.
Eldest
History of Greece, vol. 6, p. 237, seqq.)—\\.
death
for conspito
son of Artaxerxes Mnemon, put

Pluto, whereas the common account places the sceae
of the fable at Enna in Sicily.
This place was pioverbially rich, on account of the mines of gold in its

his father.
{Pint., Vit. Artax.)
ring against
Dascvlium, a city of Bithynia, in the district Olyma lake at the mouth of
pena, placed by D'Anville on
which runs, according to
the small river Horisius
Mannert, however, makes it
him, into the Propontis.
to have been situated to the west of the mouth of the

3, 71.)

000

horse.

The conqueror threw

—

—

I

;

river Gebes or Gelbes, and gives the Horisius as flow{Geogr.,
ing to the west towards the Rhyndacus.
This city is named by Strabo
vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 559.)
and Ptolemy Dascyliura, as it is here given, but by

Mela and

(Slrabo, blb.—Pltn., 5,
Pliny, Dascylos.
1, 19.)
During the continuance of the
Persian empire, it was the residence of the satrap of

32.

—Mela,

territory.

Its territory also

was

highly

fertile,

and

it

possessed excellent docks for the construction of ships ;
hence arose the proverb, Aarof ayadiJv, i. e an abundance of good things.
{Strabo, p. 331.
Compare
Zenob., Prov. Gmc. Cent.,
Harpocrat., s. v. Acirof.

—
,

—

Daulis, I. a city of Phocis, south of the Cephisand about seven stadia from Panopesus. {PauIt was a city of
san., 10, 4.)
great antiquity, and
celebrated in mythology as the scene of the tragic
Thucydides (2, 29)
story of Philomela and Progne.
aflftrms, that Teres, who had married Progne, the
daughter of Pandion, sovereign of Athens, was chief
sus,

of Daulis, then occupied, as well as the rest of Phocis,
by a body of Thracians ; in support of his statement,
he observes, that the poets frequently alluded to Philomela under the name of the " Daulian bird." Strabo
"
Daulos," which signifies
(423) asserts, that the word

a thick forest, had been applied to this district from its
woody character. Daulis, having been destroyed by
the Persians, was no doubt afterward restored, as we
The modern name, according to D'Anville, is find it besieged and taken, during the Macedonian war,
1, 18.)
Dtaskillo.
Livy represents it as
by T. Flamininus, the consul.
Datambs, a satrap of Cappadocia, in the reign of situate on a lofty hill difficult to be scaled (32, 18).
He was a man of extraordinary Daulis was the more ancient name ; it was afterward
Artaxerxes Mnemon.
abilities, had served the king with the utmost loyalty,
changed to Daulia {Strab., I. c.) and Daulium. {Poand might have proved the firmest bulwark of his lyh., 4, 25.) Pausanias reports, that the Daulians surBut the calumnies of some envious courtiers passed in strength and stature all the other Phocians
throne.
The site of this ancient city retains the name
had excited the suspicions of Artaxerxes against him, (10, 4).

Mysia and Phrygia Minor ; hence, immediately after
the battle of the Granicus, Alexander despatched Parmenio to take possession of it. {Arrian, Exp. Alex.,

and Datames saw himself obliged to revolt, to escape
He long maintained his independdisgrace and ruin.
ence, but was at length entrapped and slain by Mithradates, a son of Ariobarzanes, satrap of Phrygia.
This event took place after the death of Artaxerxes,
and when Ochus had succeeded to the throne. Nepos
has written the life of Datames.
(Nep., Vit. Dat.

—

Compare Polyan.,

7, 29, 1.)

Datis, a general of Darius Hystaspis, sent, in conjunction with Artaphernes, to punish Eretria and AthDalis was a Mede, and Artaphernes son of the
ens.
He was hence
satrap of Lydia, and nephew of Darius.
superior in rank, but inferior probably to Datis both in

The latter, therefore,
age and military experience.
would seem to be the real leader of the expedition.
The whole armament consisted of 600 ships, according to Herodotus ; this, on the footing which he fixes
elspwhere, of 200 men to each trireme, would give
120,000 men as the strength of the Persian land

of Daulia.

— Geirs

(Compare Dodwell, Tour,

vol. 1, p. 204.
Cramer's Anc.

Itinerary, p. 172 and '203.—
Greece, vol. 2, p. 183.)
Daunia, a country of Italy, forming part of Apulia,
and situate on the coast to the northwest of Peuceto have been one of the earlitia.
The Daunii

appear

which the Greeks became acformed
quainted, from the circumstance of their having
colonies, which they established at a remote period on
This people, acthe western shores of the Adriatic.
est Italian tribes with

obtained their
cording to the most received tradition,
of Diomede,
appellation from Daunus, the father-in-law
which latter is stated, on his return from Troy, to have
been compelled, from domestic calamities, to abandon
his native country, and to have founded another kingdom in the plains watered by the Aufidus. This tradition, as far as it relates to Diomede, may afford matter for discussion, but

it

the great anproves, at least,

Daunians as an indigenous people of ItOther accounts, perhaps still more ancient, asaly.
serted that Daunus was an Illyrian chief, who, driven
from his country by an adverse faction, formed a settiquity of the

force transported in the fleet.
After accomplishing
one object of the expedition in the capture of Eretria,
Datis and Artaphernes then invaded Attica, but were
defeated in the memorable battle of Marathon.
Ac- tlement in this part of Italy. {Festus, s. v. Daunia.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 266.)
cording to Ctesias (Pers., c. 18), Datis fell on the
but Herodotus (6, 119) makes him to
field of battle
Daunus, according to one account, an Illyrian chiefhave returned to Asia.
Larcher sides with the latter tain, who, on being driven from his native country by
(Hist. d'Herod., vol. 9, p. 272), and Bahr with the an adverse faction, formed a settlement in that part of
former {ad Ctes., p. 148).
This commander, in the Italy which was called Daunia after his name. {Fesexultation which he felt on occasion of his first suc- tus, s. V. Daunia.)
Poetic legends, however, make
cess in reducing Naxos {vid. Darius), exclaimed, (if him to have been of Italian origin, and a son of PilumThe word xo-i-po- nus, king of Apulia, by Danae, who had fled hither, as
7]dofiaL Kol TEpTTOfiaL KOL xctipofJ-ai
was fabled, from Greece. Virgil makes Turnus the son
(lat is a barbarism, for the Greeks always said x<itp(^10, 76.)
These kinds of barbarisms were afterward called Da- of Daunus, and
grandson of Pilumnus. {^n.,
to the east
tisms.
(Compare Aristoph., Pac, v. 290, and the
Decapolis, a country of Palestine, lying
remarks of the scholiast on v. 288.)
and southeast of the sea of Tiberias. It seems to have
Datos, a town of Europe, which, after having belong- belonged originally to the possessions of the kingdom
ed to Thrace, was transferred to Macedonia when the of Israel, but was afterward reckoned as a part of byna.
of it as forming
It was situate not
empire was extended on that side.
Pliny (15,2) and Ptolemy both speak
name is derived
far from the coast, to the northeast of
Amphi polls, and a part of the latter country. The
cities {deKa rroAftf) connear the southern extremity of the
range of Mount from the circumstance often
m order to
It stood on a
Panga;us.
craggy hill, having a forest tained in it having formed a confederation,
whom the Jewish
to the north, and to the south a lake or marsh at a small
oppose the Asmonsan princes, by
Aftei
the time of Herod.
distance from the sea.
Proserpina is said to have been nation was governed until
hands of the Romans,
gathering flowers here when she was carried away by his death they passed into the
G tt o

—

;

!
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{Josephus, Ant., 17,
inhabitants

These

were

12— Id.,

DECEMVIRI.
The

Bell. Jud., 2, 4.)

most part of Grecian origin.
according to Ptolemy, were Scy-

for the

ten cities,

thopolis, Hippos, Gadara, Dion, Pella, Gerasa, Philadel-

phia, Canatha, Capilolias, and Gadora.

Pliny, instead
of the last two, gives Damascus and Raphana ; in the
rest his account agrees with that of Ptolemy, who
seems more worthy of reliance in this instance than
the Roman writer.
{Plin., 6, 18.)
Decebalus, a warlike and enterprising monarch of
the Dacians, who prosecuted a successful war against
He
Domitian, and drove him to a disgraceful peace.
was unable, however, to cope with Trajan, and deHis head was sent
stroyed himself when all was lost.
by the emperor to Rome, and his treasures were found
by the Romans, on the information of one of his confidants, in the bed of the river Sargetia (now the Istrig),
and in various secret caverns. {Dio Cass., ^7,6.
Id.,

—

Lazius, cited by Fabretti, says, that some
Wallachian fishermen, in the middle of the sixteenth
found
a part of these treasures, which bad escentury,
caped the search of Trajan. ( Fahr. de Col. Traj. c. 8. )
Decelea, a borough and fortress of Attica, about
125 stadia from Athens, and the same distance from
the Boeotian frontier.
This town was always considered of great importance, from its situation on the road
68, 6, seqq.)

,

,

whence the Athenians derived most of their
supplies; when, therefore, by the advice of Alcibiades, it was seized and garrisoned by a Lacedaemonian
force, they became exposed to great loss and inconveto Euboea,

nience.

(Thucyd.,

6,

91.— Id.,

7,

19.— Strabo,

396.)

Thucydides reports, that Decelea was visible from Athens and Xenophon observes that the sea and Pira?us
could be seen from it. (Hist. Gr., 1, 1, 25.) Herodotus states, that the lands of the Deceleans were always
;

spared by the Peloponnesian army in their invasions of
Attica, because they had pointed out to the Tyndaridae
the place were Helen was secreted by Theseus, when
{Herodot., 9,
they came to Attica in search of her.
73.— Alex., ap. Aihen., 2, 76.) Sir W. Gell describes
Decelea as situate on a round detached hill, connected
by a sort of isthmus with Mount Parnes. From the
top is an extensive view of the plains of both Athens
and Eleusis. The fortress is at the mouth of a pass
The nearest place is Vathrough Parnes to Oropus.

Mr. Hawkins gives the modern name of the spot on which the ruins of Decelea
«tand as XupioKXeldta.
{Waipole's Collection, vol.
Cramer^s Ancient Chreece, vol. 2,
1, p. 338, in notjs.
ribobi.

{Itin., p. 106.)

—

p.

much opposition on the part of the patricians, the
law was passed, and three commissioners were at
length sent to Greece, to collect from the Grecian
states such notices of their laws and constitutions as
might be serviceable to the Romans. After the absence of a year, they returned
and the commons,
ter

;

vain to insist upon five of their own body
forming part of the reviewers of the laws, yielded the
point, and ten of the most distinguished of the patrician
finding

Decemviri, I. ten commissioners appointed to frame
The history of
a code of laws for the Roman state.
The intestine feuds between
this afiair is as follows
the patricians and plebeians were continuing with unabated animosity.
Occasionally one of the consuls
favoured the plebeians, and proposed some mitigation
under
which they were labouring, or
the
of
hardships

—

:

in

and senatorial body were chosen to form an entirely

new and complete code of laws, by which the slate
should be governed.
They were named Decemviri
m«n"), and during their office they were
supersede every other magistrate. Each in his
turn was to administer the government for a day, or,
according to others, for several days, till they should
After the careful
complete their legislative labours.
(" the ten

to

deliberation of a few months, the result was laid before the people in the form of ten tables, fully written
out, and exhibited in a conspicuous place where alt

Various amendments were promight read them.
posed, and the ten tables again laid before the senate,
the curiae, and the centuries, and, having received the
sanction of both orders of the state, were recognised
as the very fountain of the laws, public and private.
The decemvirs had conducted matters so much to the
satisfaction of the community, that when, at the expiration of their year, they requested a renewal of theif

on the ground that they had still two more tables
complete their task, an election oi
new decemvirs was ordered. The patrician Appiua
Claudius, who took the leading part in the whole atfair,
was nominated to preside over this election. He acted in concert with the plebeians, by receiving votes for
plebeian candidates, and for himself likewise, though
it had been declared
contrary to law that any functionary should be re-elected immediately after holding office.
By dint of intrigue, however, Appius was reelected, and along with him nine others, half of whom
were patricians, half plebeians. The new commission
Each
soon showed itself very different from the first.
of the decemvirs had twelve lictors, whereas the previous commission had the Uctors only by turns, and a
single accensus or officer preceded each of the rest.

office,

to form in order to

lictors, too, now bore atnid the fasces the formidable axe, the emblem of judgment on life and death,
which the consuls, since the time of Valerius Publicola, had been obliged to lay aside during their conThe Decemviri seemed resolved
tinuance in the city.

The

to

403.)

it

change the government of

Rome

into a

complete

oligarchy, consisting of ten, whose power should be
absolute in everything.
They arrogated the right of
superseding all other magistracies ; and, at the con-

clusion of their second year, they showed no intention
of resigning their offices or of appointing their succes-

Matters had nearly arrived at a crisis, when a
war arose, the Sabines and the ^Equi having united
their forces, and being desirous of availing themselves
The decemvirs aslittle
of the distracted state of Rome.
Spurius Cassius, continued to be the main demand sembled the senate, obtained their authority to raise
of the commons and their supporters, but its passage an army, at the head of which they placed three of
was, on every occasion, either directly or indirectly their number, and sent it against the Sabines. AnAt last the commons became convinced, other was raised and sent against the .<Equi, while
prevented.
that they need hope for no complete redress of griev- Appius Claudius remained at Rome to provide for the
ances, until they should have previously secured the es- safety of the city and for the maintenance of the power
tablishment of some constitutional principle, from which of the decemvirs.
Both armies suffered themselves
equal justice would, of necessity and from its very na- to be defeated, and retired nearer to the city, dissatisThen occurred the afture, emanate.
Accordingly, Caius Terentillus Harsa, fied rather than discomfited.
one of the tribunes, proposed a law for a complete fair of Virginia, and the decemviral power was at an

some

sors.

increase of their privilege.s, but generally with
The Agrarian law, brought forward by
success.

Its purport was,
reform of the existing state of things.
that ten commissioners should be chosen, five by the
five
the
to
draw up a concommons,
by
patricians and
stitution, which should define all points of constitutionand should thus determine,
al, civil, and criminal law
on just and fixed principles, all the political, social, and
Afcivil relations of all orders of the Roman people.
;

418

end.

—

—

Liv., 3, 32, seqq.
{Vid. Virginia, Appius.
Hetherington's Hist, of Rome, p. 50, seqq.) The account of the Decemviri is involved in considerable obA careful examination of the whole subject
scurity.
gives rise to the suspicion, that it was an artful and

—

well-concerted scheme on the part of the nobility to
regain the power of which they had been dispossessed

DEC
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by the gradual encroachments of the commons, and
was only frustrated by the selfish and inordinate amThe people had been
bition of the leading agents.
clamorous for a code of laws, a demand which the
in whom the whole judiciary power was
patricians,
vested, and to whom the knowledge of the few laws
which then existed was confined, had always very
After violent altercations bestrenuously opposed.
tween the two orders, the patricians on a sudden yielded to the popular wish, and became apparently as desirous of a code of laws as the people themselves were ;
when, however, it came to the choice of commissioners,
who should be sent abroad for the purpose of inspecting
foreign codes, the nobility insisted that all three deputies should be of patrician rank.
They gained their
That
point, and three of their own order were sent.
these deputies actually went to Greece is a point far
from being well established ; indeed, the contrary would
seem much nearer the truth.
have, it is true, the
authority of Florus, Orosius, and Aurelius Victor, in
laws
been
favour of the Roman
having
compiled from
the code of Solon ; but, on the other hand, Diodorus
Siculus (12, 23), who makes mention of the Decemviri, and of the laws compiled by them, says nothing
of the Romans having sent to Athens for that purpose ;
and in none of the works of Cicero is any account
It must not be denied,
given of this deputation.

We

however, that Dio Cassius (44, 26) makes Cicero
remark, a little after the death of Caesar, that their
forefathers had not disdained to borrow some laws
from Athens and Cicero himself, in his treatise De
Legibus (2, 23), speaking of a funeral law of the
twelve tables, states that it was nearly all borrowed
from one of the laws of Solon. In opposition to this,
however, it may be urged, that a comparison of the
fragments we possess of the decemviral laws with the
;

code of Solon, shows so striking a discrepance in general, as to lead at once to the belief that the coincidences mentioned by Cicero are to be explained on
other and different grounds.
Why, it maybe asked,
if the Roman code were borrowed from the Greek, did
it breathe so little of the
spirit of Grecian legislation,
and contain so many things peculiar to the Romans
and foreign to the Greeks ] How came it that Hermodorus of Ephesus, who is reported to have interpreted and explained the Attic laws to the Roman
commissioners, used many Latin terms, such as auctoritasy libripens, assiduus proletarius, and many
others, for which there were no equivalent expressions
among the Greeks 1 But the authority of Cicero himself is conclusive on this point.
He hesitates not to
rank the laws of the twelve tables far above those of
Greece. " It is easy," he observes, " to perceive how
much the wisdom and prudence of our forefathers surpassed that of other nations, if you compare our laws
with those of Lycurgus, Draco, and Solon.
It is incredible how ill digested and almost ridiculous every
system of civil law is excepting our own. This I

—

when in my discourses I prefer the
wisdom of our Romans to that of other men, and in

repeat every day,

Now

the concurrence of the nobility in the view* of
the people, as regarded a code of laws, appears to have
been all a preconcerted plan. They wished to destroy the tribunician power, and bring in laws which
would tend to strengthen their own hands. The short
time in which the Decemviri were occupied with di-

gesting the code in question, shows that the laws had
already been compiled and arranged by the patricians,
and that their object was merely to present them under
the sanction of some esteemed and respected name, as,
for example, that of Solon, to the attention of the
Roman people. The very continuance of the decemviral office shows this
and Dionysius of Halicarnas*
sus expressly states {Ant. Rom., 10, 58), that the want
of two additional tables was a mere pretext to con»
tinue the office and crush the tribunician power.
It
was no difficult thing for the patricians to impose on
the lower orders, and give theiu old Roman laws for
Athenian ones, especially as the patricians were the
sole depositaries of the ancient laws.
The whole history of the Decemviri would show that, until a short
time previous to their abdication, they acted with a
full
understanding on the part of the patricians ; and
that even towards the close of their administration,
when they wanted levies of troops, the opposition of
Had
the senate was little better than a mere farce.
Appius not been tempted to play the tyrant, and to endeavour to monopolize too large a portion of the decemviral power, the plans of the nobility might have
II. There were also military
had a successful result.
decemviri ; and, on various emergencies, decemviri
were created to manage and regulate certain affairs,
after the same manner as boards of commissioners are
now appointed. Thus there were decemviri for conducting colonies ; decemviri who officiated as judges in
litigated matters under the prstor ; decemviri for dividing the lands among the veteran soldiers; decemviri to prepare and preside at feasts in honour of the
gods ; decemviri to take care of the sacrifices ; and
With regard
decemviri to guard the Sibylline books.
to the last of these, however, it must be observed,
that the number, after having been originally two, and
then increased to 10, was subsequently still farther increased to 15 and 16.
{Vid. Sibyllas.)
Decius I. (Publins Decius Mus), a celebrated Ro;

—

man consul, who, after many glorious exploits, devoted
himself to the gods Manes for the safety of his counHis son
try, in a battle against the Latins, B.C. 337.
Decius imitated his example, and devoted himself in
manner in his fourth consulship, when fighting
against the Gauls and Samnites, B.C. 296. His grandson also did the same in the war against Pyrrhus and
the Tarentines, B.C. 280. (Liv, 7, 21, seqq.
Id., 8,
like

—

10.— FaZ. JJfoa;., 5, 6.— Ftr^., JEn, 6, 824.)— n. (MesQuintus Trajanus), a native of Pannonia, sent by
the Emperor Philip to appease a sedition in Moesia.
Instead of obeying his master's command, he assumed
the imperial purple.
His disaffected troops, it is said,
forced him to this step.
The emperor immediately
marched against him, and a battle was fought near Vesius

for Decius, and
either slain in the conflict or put to death
This took
after he fell into the conqueror's power.
the complace A.D. 249, and from this period is dated
It was one oi
of Decius.
mencement of the

Greeks." (Ctc, de Orat., I, 44.) Is
language of a man who believed that the Decemviri had been indebted to the legislators of Greece
for the code which they
promulgated 1 The truth appears to be, that whatever admixture of Grecian laws
there was in the Roman code, was derived from Grecian customs and usages prevalent at the time both
in the vicinity of Rome and in the
To
city itself
these Grecian customs were added others
peculiar to

rona,

Romans. These last were, in fact, the old Leges
Regies, which, as the ancient writers inform us, were
observed, after the expulsion of the kings, not as written law, but as customs.
The patricians
well

had invaded his dominions. In advancing upon them,
he was, with the greatest part of his troops, entangled
in a morass, where, being surrounded by the enemy,
he perished under a shower of darts, A.D. 251, aged

to give them the sanction of veritten laws,
highly probable that, being of regal institution,
they breathed more or less of an aristocratical spirit.

50 years.

particular of the
this the

—

the

be anxious
as

it is

might

Philip

which terminated successfully

was

reign
short duration, about two years.
During this, howChrisever, he proved a very cruel persecutor of the
He greatly signalized himself against the Pertians.
who
sians, but was slain in an action with the Goths,

vol. 2,
(Casaub., in Hist. Aug. Script.,

p.

168.)

Decumates

agri, lands in

Germany, lymg along
4id
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the Danube, in the vicinity o( Mons Abnoba, which
paid the tenth part of their value to the Romans. ( TaMuch interesting information relative to
cit., G., 29.)
these lands will be found in the work of Leichtlen, en-

exercise of justice, obtained the office of jn6gB
own district, he made himself so celebrated by
the discharge of his official duties that the inhabitants
Preof other districts also came to him for redress.

Schwabenunter denRomern." Fribourg, 8vo,

tending at last that his private affairs were suffering,
consequence of the time which he devoted to the
business of others, he absented himself from the place
where he used to sit to determine differences. Lawlessness and iniquity thereupon increased, until an assembly of the Medes being summoned, the partisans of
Deioces recommended him for king, and he was acHe is said to have founded the
cordingly elected.
city of Ecbatana, and to have reigned 43 years, being
succeeded on his death by his son Phraortes. {Herod.,

titled

'*

1825.

strict

in his

in

Deianira, a daughter of CEneus, king of ^Etolia.
admirers, and her father
promised to give her in marriage to him only who
proved superior in prowess to all his competitors. Her-

Her beauty procured many

cules obtained her hand, after a contest with the god
of the Acheloiis. ( Vid. A cheloiis. ) On his way to Trachis, after his union with the daughter of CEneus,
Hercules came in company with Deianira to the river
Evenus, where Nessus, the Centaur, had taken his

abode, and carried over travellers, saying that he had received this office from the gods as a reward for his
Hercules went across through the water
uprightness.
himself, having agreed on the price for the conveyance
of Deianira.
Nessus attempted the honour of his fair
She resisted, and Hercules, hearing her cries,
freight.
The
shot Nessus to the heart as he came on shore.
dying Centaur thought on revenge he called Deianira
to him, and told her, if she wished to possess a philtre,
:

1,

96, seqq.)

Deiotarus was

first distinguished as tetrarch of
Galatia, and, on account of the eminent services which
he performed in that station, and of the figure which
he made in the Mithradatic war, was afterward ap-

pointed to the throne of Armenia Minor by Pompey,
which appointment was confirmed by the senate. In
the civil wars he sided with Pompey, and on that account was deprived of his Armenian possessions by
Caesar, but allowed to retain the title of king and the

or means of securing the love of Hercules, to keep other favours conferred upon him by the Romans.
which flowed from his wound an Shortly after this he was accused by his grandson, with
advice with which she incautiously complied.
When whom he was at open variance, of having made an
Hercules, subsequently, had erected an altar to Ju- attempt on the Hfe of Caesar when the latter was in
Cicero ably and successfully defended him bepiter at the promontory of Cenaeum in Eubcea, and, Asia.
wishing to offer a sacrifice, had sent for a splendid robe fore Caesar, in whose presence the cause was tried.
to wear, Deianira, having heard from the messenger of After Caesar's death, he recovered by briber)' his fora female captive named lola, whom Hercules had feited territories.
He intended also to join Brutus,
taken, and fearing the effect of her charms on the but the general to whom he committed his troops went
heart of her husband, resolved to try the efficacy of the over to Antony, which saved him his kingdom. {Cic,
philtre of Nessus, and tinged with it the tunic which proRegeDciot.—Id., Phil., 11., U.—Id.,ep. odAtt., 5,
was sent. Hercules, suspecting nothing, put on the l7.—Id,dcHar. Resp., 13.— Id., de Div., 2,37, &c.)
fatal garment, and prepared to sacrifice.
At first he
Deiphobe, a sibyl of Cum», daughter of Glaucus.
felt no effect from it ; but, when it became warm, the
of ^neas to the lower
Virgil makes her the guide
venom of the hydra, which had been communicated world. {jEn., 6, 236, seqq.) Various names are given
by his arrow to the blood of the Centaur, began to to her by the ancient writers, in relation to which, conconsume his flesh, and eventually compelled him, in sult GallfBUs {Dissertationes de Sibyllis, p. 145).
order to put an end to his sufferings, to ascend the
Deiphobos, a son of Priam and Hecuba, who married
funeral pile at QEta.
Another le- Helen after the death of Paris, and was betrayed by her
{Vid. Hercules.)
gend made Deianira to have been the oflTspring of to Menelaus, and ignominiously murdered. {Virg.,
Bacchus and Althaea, queen of CEneus. ApoUodorus JEn., 6, 495.) According to Virgil's account, she inspeaks also of her skill in driving the chariot, and her troduced Menelaiis secretly into the bedchamber of
acquaintance generally with martial exercises, a state- Deiphobus, who was asleep at the time, and, on awament which he appears to have borrowed from some king, was unable to defend himself, his faithless conold poet.
{Apollod., 1, 8, 1.
Heyne, ad loc. Apol- sort having removed his trusty sword from beneath his
He was cruelly
lod., 2, 7,
Id., 2, 7, 7.— Ovid, Met., 9, 9.— Id. head, and all arms from his palace.
ib., 9, 137.)
Miiller, in his explanation of the myth of mutilated before being put to death.
{Virg., I. c.)
Hercules, makes the marriage of that hero with Deia- Homer makes Deiphobus to have particularly distinin two encounnira a figurative allusion to the league between the
guished himself during the Trojan war,
Dorians and ^tolians for the invasion of the Pe- ters with Meriones and Ascalaphus. (iZ., 13, 156, et
carefully the blood

;

—

—

5—

—

—

{Dorians, vol. 1, p. 70, Eng. trans.)
loponnesus.
Creuzer, on the other hand, gives a mystic interpretation to the legend.
According to him, Hercules
represents the power of the sun in drying up and fertilHence CEneus {Oivevg, olvoc),
izing the wet places.
the imne-man (or cultivator of the vine), gives his
offspring in marriage to Hercules (or, in other words,
the vine to the protecting care of that

517, seqq.)

Delia,

which imparts the

principle of production),

and Her-

cules rescues her from the Centaur, the type, according
to Creuzer and others, of the water or morasses. {Sym-

bohk, vol. 2, p. 251.)
Deidamia, a daughter of Lycomedes., king of ScyShe bore a son called Pyrrhus, or Neoptolemus,
ros.
to Achilles, who was disguised at her father's court in
women's clothes, under the name of Pyrrha. {Apol-

a festival celebrated every

fifth

year in the

year
II. Another festival, celebrated annu{Vid. Delos.)
from Athens to Delos.
It
ally by a sacred voyage

—

power was

gives

I.

It was instituisland of Delos, in honour of Apollo.
ted by the Athenians, after the solemn lustration of
of the Peloponnesian war.
Delos, in the sixth

said to

have been instituted by Theseus, who,

to Crete, made a vow to Apollo, that, if
the rest of the youths and maidens should be

when going
he and

saved, he would send every year a sacred delegation

The vow was fulfilled,
to the natal island of the god.
and the custom was ever after observed by the AtheThe persons sent on this annual voyage were
nians.
called Deliasta and Theori, and the ship which conveyed them was said to have been the same with the

The beginone which had carried Theseus to Crete.
the time that
ning of the voyage was computed from
Deiocks, a Median, who, when his countrymen had the priest of Apollo first adorned the stern of the ship_
shaken off the Assyrian yoke, succeeded in attaining with garlands, according to Plato, and from that time
His mode of accomplishing they began to purify the city. During this period, up
to the sovereign power.
that object was as follows
Having, by his probity and to the time of the vessel's return, it was held unlawful

lod.,Z, 13,

7.—Propert.,

2, 9,

seqq.)

:

^0

16.— Ovid, A.

A.,

1,

682,

DEL

DELOS.
which was the neighbourmg

to put any condemned person to death,
reason that Socrates was reprieved for thirty days after
his condemnation, as we learn from Plato and XenWith regard to the sacred vessel itself,
ophoii.
which was called Ocupi^, it was preserved by the

Athenians to the time of Demetrius Phalereus, they
was decayed, and changing the
restoring always what
old rotten planks for others that were new and entire
with matter of dispute,
80 that it furnished
;

islands and the continent.
Among th«
seven wonders of the world was an altar at Delos,
which was made of the horns of animals. Tradition

reported that it was constructed by Apollo, with the
horns of deer killed in huntmg by his sister Diana.
Plutarch says he saw it, and he speaks of the wonderful interlacing of the horns of which it was made, no
cement nor bond of any kind being employed to hold

it
The
{Plut., dc Solert. An., p. 983.)
together.
many repairs and alterations, it still re- Athenians were commanded by an oracle, in the time
mained the same identical ship; and it served as an in- of Pisistratus, to purify Delos, which they did by
stance to illustrate the opinion of those, who held that causing the dead bodies to be taken up which had
the hody still remained the same numerical substance, been buried there, and removed from all places within

philosophers

whether, after so

In the sixth year of the Peloponand the view of the temple.
notwithstanding the continual decay of old parts
the several stages of nesian war, they, by the advice of an oracle, purified it
acquisition of new ones, through
the dead bodies to the neighall
anew, by carrying
life.
SchoL, ad loc.
{Plat.., PfuBdon., () 2, seqq.
island of Rhenaea, where they were interred.
Plut., Vit. Thcs., c. 23.— Xen., Mem., 4, 8, 2.—Cal- bouring
After having done this, in order to prevent its being
III. A surname of Diana,
lim., H. in Del., 278, &c.)
from her having been born in the island of Delos.
polluted for the time to come, they published an edict,
DelTum, a city of Boeotia, on the seacoast, north of that for the future no person should be suffered to die,
It was celebrated for its nor any woman to be brought to bed, in the island, but
the mouth of the Asopus.
the battle which took that, when death or parturition approached, they should
temple of Apollo, and also for
In memory of this purithe Athenians and Boeo- be carried over into Rhenaea.
place in its vicinity between
It was in
fication, it is said, the Athenians instituted a solemn
tians, when the former were totally routed.

—

—

—

this engagement that Socrates, according to some accounts, saved the life of Xenophon, or, according to
{Strabo, 403.
Diog. Laert.,
others, of Alcibiades.
Some vestiges of this an4, 96.)
2, 22.

—

— Thucyd.,

cient town have been observed by modern travellers
near the village of Dramisi, on the Euripus.
(GeWs
Lin., p. lZ4:.—Dodweirs Tour, vol. 2, p. 155.)
Delius, a surname of Apollo, because born in Delos.

Delminium, the ancient capital of Dalmatia. ( Vtd.
Dalminium.)
Delos, an island of the -^gean, situate nearly in
This island was called
the centre of the Cyclades.
also Asteria, Pelasgia, Chlamydias, Lagia, Pyrpilis,
(Plin.,4, 12.
Sicph.
Scythias, Mydia, and Ortygia.

—

—

(Vid. Delia.
Thucyd., 3,
quinquennial festival.
104.) A ship called Theoris (Qeupig) likewise sailed
annually from the Athenian shores on a sacred voyage
When the
to this same island.
{Vid. Delia II.)
Persian armament, under Datis and Artaphernes, was

—

making

its

way through

the Grecian islands, the in-

habitants of Delos left their rich temple, with its treasures, to the protection of its tutelary deities, and fled
The fame of the sanctuary, however, saved
to Tenos.
it

from spoliation.

The

Persians had heard that Delos

the birthplace of two deities, who corresponded
to those which held the foremost rank in their own re-

was

sun
ligious system, the

was probably suggested

and moon. This comparison
to them by some Greek who

wished to save the temple.
It was named Ortygia from oprv^,
Hence, though separately
Byz., s. V. Ar/AOf.)
a quail, and Lagia from Xayug, a hare, the island for- neither of the divine twins inspired the barbarians with
On this reverence, their common shrine was not only spared,
merly abounding with both these creatures.
account, according to Strabo, it was not allowed to but, if we may credit the tradition which was current
have dogs at Delos, because they destroyed the quails in the days of Herodotus, received the highest honours
and hares. (Strabo, 485.) The name Delos is com- from Datis he would not suffer his ships to touch the
monly derived from dA/Aof, manifest, in allusion to the sacred shore, but kept them at the island of Rhenaea.
island having floated under the surface of the sea until He also s^nt a herald to recall the Delians who had
made to appear and stand firm by order of Neptune. fled to Tenos and offered sacrifice to the god, in
This was done for the purpose of receiving Latona, which 300 talents of frankincense are said to have
who was on the eve of delivery, and could find no been consumed. {Herodot., 6,97.) After the Persian
asylum on the earth, Juno having bound it by an oath war, the Athenians established at Delos the treasury
not to receive her ; as Delos at the time was floating of the Greeks, and ordered that all meetings relative
beneath the waters, it was freed from the obligation. to the confederacy should be held there.
{Thucyd.,
Once fixed in its place, it continued, according to pop- 1, 96 ) In the tenth year of the Peloponnesian war,
ular belief, to remain so firm as even to be unmoved not being satisfied with the purifications which the islby the shocks of an earthquake. This, however, is and had hitherto undergone, they removed its entire
contradicted by Thucydides and Herodotus, who re- population to Adramyttium, where they obtained a
(77iuport that a shock was felt there before the Peloponnesian settlement from the Persian satrap Pharnaces.
Here many of these unfortunate Delians
war.
Hcrodot., 6, 98.— Compare cyd., 5, 1.)
{Thucyd., 2, 8.
Orac., ap. Eustath. ad Dion. Perieg., 525, and Pindar, w«re afterward treacherously murdered by order of
Pliny quotes, among oth- Arsaces, an officer of Tissaphernes. {Thucyd., S, 108.)
ap. Phil. Jud., 2, p. 511.)
ers, Aristotle, who pretends that its name was given to Finally, however, the Athenians restored those that
Delos, because the island rose unexpectedly out of survived to their country after the battle of Amphipothe sea, and appeared to view.
Many other opinions lis, as they considered that their ill success in the
have been advanced respecting its origin.
According, war proceeded from the anger of the god on account
however, to Olivier, it is at the present day everywhere of their conduct towards this unfortunate people.
schistose or granitical, exhibiting no traces of a volca- {Thucyd., 5, 32.)
Strabo says that Delos became
deno, and nothing that can explain, by the laws of physics, a place of great commercial importance after the
the wonders which the Greeks have transmitted to us struction of Corinth, as the merchants who had freto this island, which
It appears from Thucydides, that as
respecting it.
quented that city then withdrew
on trade on acearly as the days of Homer, whose hymn to Delos he afforded great facilities for carrying
its port, its advantageous
quotes, this island was the great rendezvous of the count of the convenience of
lonians, who met there to celebrate a national festival situation with respect to the coasts of Greece and
and public games.
Delos was celebrated as the natal Asia Minor, as well as from the great concourse of
island of Apollo and Diana, and the solemnities with
thither at stated times. {Plm., 4,
people who resorted
which the festivals of these deities were observed 12. Liv., 36, 43.) The Romans especially favoured
theire never failed to attract large crowds from the
the interests of the Delians, though they had conceded
421
:

;

—

—

—
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lo the Athenians the sovereignty of the island and
the administration of the temple.
{Polyb., 30, 18.)
But, on the occupation of Athens by the generals of
in
landed
Delos, and comMithradates, they
troops
mitted the greatest devastations there in consequence
of the inhabitants refusing to espouse their cause.

After this calamity it remained in an impoverished and
deserted state.
(Slrabo, 486.
Appian, Bell. MithPausan., 3, 23.
rad., c. 28.
Antip., Thess. Anal.,
The town of Delos was situate in a
vol. 2, p. 118.)

—
—

—

plain watered by the little river Inopus {Strabo, I. c.
Callim., Hymn, in Del., 206), and by a lake, called

—

Trochoeides by Herodotus (2, 170), and Theognis
Callimachus and Euripides also allude to it.
(V. 7),
in Del.,

{Hymn,

261.— Jph.

Taur., 1097.)

The

isl-

and is now called Delo or Sdille, and is so covered
with ruins and rubbish as to admit of little or no culture.

{Wheeler,
— Tournefort,

vol. 1, p. 88.

vol.

— Spon.,
—

vol. 1, p. 176.

Choiseul
p. 307.
vol. 1, p. 396, seqq.)
1,

Goujier,

Voyage Pittoresque,
Delphi, a small but important city of Phocis in
Greece, situate on the southern side of Mount Parnassus, and built in the form of an amphitheatre.
Justin (24, 6) says it had no walls, but was defended
Strabo (418) gives it a circuit
and Pausanias (10, 5) calls it
TToXig, which seems to imply that it was walled like
In earlier times it was, perhaps, like
other cities.
Olympia, defended by the sanctity of its oracle and
the presence of its god. These being found not to afford sufficient protection against the enterprises of the

by

its

precipices.
stadia;

of sixteen

fortified, and became a regupredatory incursions of the Phocians.
The walls may, however, be coeval with the foundation of the city itself; their high antiquity is not disproved by the use of mortar ift the construction.
Some of the Egyptian pyramids are built in a similar

profane,

it

was probably

lar city after the

—

DodwelVs
manner. (Consult Hamilton's JEgyptiaca.
Tour, vol. 1, p. 164.) The more ancient name of
Delphi was Pytho, from the serpent Python, as is commonly supposed, which was said to have been slain

—

by Apollo.

{Apollod., Biblioth.,

1,

4,

3.)

Whence

name Delphi itself was derived we are not informed.
Some make the city to have received this
name from Delphus, a son of Apollo. Others deduce
the

"
the appellation from the Greek ddsX(l>oi,
brethren,''^
because Apollo and his brother Bacchus were both
worshipped there, each having one of the summits of
Parnassus sacred to him. The author of the Hymn
to Apollo seems to pun on the word Delphi, in making
v.
Apollo transform himself into a dolphin {deX^ig.
Some supposed, that the name was intended
494).

—

to designate Delphi as the centre or navel of the earth.

Tel Phi, " the oracle of the Sun" {CaBryant would tempt us to resolve the Nymph who originally presided over the
sacred precincts of Delphi, into Ain omphe, i. e., ^'fons
oraculi.''*
{Mythology, vol. \, p. 110 and '3A5.) Jones
derives the name of Delphi from the Arabic Telb, " to
{Greek Lex., s. v.) If, amid these various
inquire."
etymological theories, we might venture to adduce one
of our own, it would be, that Be?i^oi, the .Eolic form

Faber makes

biri, vol.

it

1, p.

66), and

139, c), contains the
viz., BeA, or the old term eX
" the
sun"), with the digamma prefi.xed in place
(i. e.,
of the aspirate.
(Compare the Greek forms fjliog,
the Latin Sol.)
i. e., kTi-Log, aelac, i. e., ael-ag, and
be
the city of the Sun.
(Compare
Delphi will then
In speaking
with the term BeX the Orientel Baal.)
of this city, the poets commonly use the appellation
of Pytho, but Herodotus and historians in general prefor AeTi^oi {Maittaire, Dial., p.

true

germe of the name,

—

A

and are silent as to the other.
short sketch of the history of this most celebrated oracle and temple will not, perhaps, be unacceptable to the
reader.
Though not so ancient as Dodona, it is evident that the fame of the Delphic shrine had been esfer that of Delphi,

4SS

tablished at a very early period, from the mention made
of it by Homer, and the accounts supplied by PauThe Homeric hymn to Apollo insanias and Strabo.

forms us

(v.

391, seqq.), that,

when

the Pythian god

was

the
establishing his oracle at Delphi, he beheld on
sea a merchant-ship from Crete ; this he directs to
Crissa, and appoints the foreigners the servants of his
newly-established sanctuary, near which they settled.
When this story, which we would not affirm to be historically true, is stripped of the language of poetry, it
can only mean, that a Cretan colony founded the tem{Heeren, Ideen, vol. 3, p.
ple and oracle of Delphi.
Strabo reports, that it was at first consulted only
94.)
by the neighbouring states but that, after its fame
;

became more widely

spread, foreign princes and nations eagerly sought responses from the sacred tripod,
and loaded the altar of the god with rich presents

and costly offerings (420). Pausanias states that the
most ancient temple of Apollo at Delphi was formed,
according to some, out of branches of bay, and that
these branches were cut from the tree that was at
Tempe. The form of this temple resembled that of a
After mentioning a second and a third temcottage.
ple, the one raised, as the Delphians said, by bees
from wax and wings, and sent by Apollo to the Hyperboreans, and the other built of brass, he adds, that
to this succeeded a fourth and more stately edifice of
stone, erected by two architects named Trophonius
and Agamedes. {Pausan., 10, 5.) Here were deposited the sumptuous presents of Gyges and Midas,
Alyattes and Croesus {Herodot., 1, 14; 50,51), as well
as those of the Sybarites, Spinetae, and Siceliots, each
prince and nation having their separate chapel or treasury for the reception of these offerings, with an inscription attesting the name of the donor and the cause
This temple having been
of the gift.
{Strabo, 420.)
year of the
I. c),
the Amphictyons undertook to build another for the
sum of three hundred talents, of which the Delphians
were to pay one fourth. The remainder of the amount
is said to have been obtained by contributions from
the different cities and nations.
Amasis, king of
The
Egypt, furnished a thousand talents of alumina.
Alcmaeonidse, a wealthy Athenian family, undertook
the contract, and agreed to construct the edifice of Porine stone, but afterward liberally substituted Parian
marble for the front, a circumstance which is said to
accidentally destroyed by
fifty-eighth Olympiad, or

fire in

the

first

548 B.C. {Paxisan.,

have added considerably to their influence at Delphi.
{Herodot., 2, \%0.—Id., 5, 62.)
According to Strabo and Pausanias, the architect was Spintharus, a
Corinthian.
The vast riches accumulated in this temthe pass of Therple, led Xerxes, after having forced
mopylae, to detach a portion of his army into Phocis,
with a view of securing Delphi and its treasures, which,
as Herodotus affirms, were better known to him than

own palace. The enterprise, however, failed, owing, as it was reported by the Delphians,
to the manifest interposition of the deity, who terrified
the contents of his

the barbarians and hurled destruction on their scat-

{Herodot 8, 37.) Many years subsequent to this event, the temple fell into the hands of
the Phocians, headed by Philomelus, who scrupled not
tered bands.

,

payment of his troops
war he was then waging against Thebes. The

to appropriate its riches to the
in the

Phocians are said

to

have plundered the temple, du-

ring this contest, of gold and silver, to the enormous
amount of 10,000 talents, or nearly 10,600,000 dollars.
Strabo, 421.)
(Compare Pausanias, 10, 2.

—

At a

Delphi became exposed to a
formidable attack from a large body of Gauls, headed
by their king Brennus. These barbarians, having
forced the defiles of Mount (Eta, possessed themThe
selves of the temple and ransacked its treasures.
booty which they obtained on this occasion is stated
to have been immense
and this they must have sue*
still

later period,

;

DEM

1>ELPHI.

m

cecded
removing to their own country, since we
are told, that, on the capture of Tolosa, a city of Gaul,
of the Delby the Roman general Caepio, a great part
Dio
there.
{Strabo, 188.
phic spoils was found
Pausanias, however,
Cassius, Excerpt. y p. 630.)
relates, that the Gauls met with great disasters in
their attempt on Delphi, and were totally discomfited
the miraculous intervention of the god (10,

—

through

23— Compare

Polybius, 1, 6, 5.— Id., 2, 20, 6.—
Sylla is also said to have robbed this
temple, as well as those of Olympia and Epidaurus.
(Dto Cass., Excerpt., p. 646. Diod. Sic , Excerpt.,
Strabo assures us, that in his time the temple
406.)
was
impoverished, all the offerings of any
Justtiu, 24, 6).

—

greatly

The Emvalue having been successively removed.
peror Nero carried off, according to Pausanias (10, 7),
Confive hundred statues of bronze at one time.
stantine the Great, however, proved a more fatal enemy to Delphi than either Sylla or Nero. He removed
the sacred tripods to adorn the hippodrome of his new
with the Apollo, the statues of
city, where, together
the Heliconian muses, and a celebrated statue of Pan,

Delphi derived farther celebrity Jrom
p. 632.)
being the place where the Amphictyonic council
held one of their asseniblies (Strabo, 420.
Sainte
Croix, des Gouvern. Feder. Art., 2, p. 19), and also
from the institution of the games which that ancient

Nic,
its

—

and

illustrious body had established after the successtermination of the Crissaean war.
(Vid. Pythia,
and
II.,
compare Clinton's Fasti Hcllenici, Appenof DelFor
an
of
the
ruins
account
dix, 1, p. 195.)
phi, on part of the site of which stands the present
Greece,
village of Castri, consult Clarke's Travels
ful

—

Egypt, &c.,

vol.

—

7, p.

225, seqq.

—DodwelVs

Tour,

And for some remarks on the
1, p. 174, seqq.
fable of Apollo and Python, consult the latter article.
No traces of the sacred aperture remain at the presvol.

—

ent day.
Dr. Clarke, however, inclines to the opinion that it ought to be searched for in the very middle of the ancient city.
He bases his remark on a
passage of Steph. Byz. (p. 229, ed. Gronov., Amst.,
1678), and on the statement of Strabo, that the navel
of the earth was in the midst of the temple of Apollo.
(Clarke'' s Travels,

I.

c.)

they were extant when Sozomen wrote his history.
(Gtbbon, Decline and Fall, c. 17.) Among these tripods was the famous one, which the Greeks, after the
battle of Plataea, found in the camp of Mardonius.

his sanctuary and worship at Delphi.
son
of
and
Delphus, a
Celaeno, who, acApollo
cording to one account, was the founder of Delphi.

The Brazen Column which

(Pausan., 10, 6.)

supported this tripod is
be seen at Constantinople.
(Clarke'' s TravThe
Greece, Egypt, &c., vol. 3, p. 75, seqq.)

Delphicus, a surname of Apollo, from

part of Egypt, which received that name
resemblance to the form of the fourth letter
It lay between the
spot whence issued the prophetic vapour, which in- of the Greek alphabet.
Canopic
spired the priestess, was said to be the central point and Pelusiac mouths of the Nile, where the river beof the earth, this having been proved by Jupiter him- gins to branch off, and is generally supposed to have
been formed, in part at least, if not altogether, by the
self, who despatched two eagles from opposite quarters of the heavens, which there encountered each deposites oi the Nile.
(Consult remarks under the ar-*
other.
(Strabo, 4:19.— Pausan., 10, IB.—Plut., de tide Nilus, and also LyeWs Geology, vol. 1, p. 3.55.)
Strabo reports, that the sacred
Orac. Def., p. 409.)
DemIdes, an Athenian, of obscure origin, the son
He aftripod was placed over the mouth of the cave, whence of a mariner, and at first a mariner himself.
proceeded the exhalation, and which was of great terward, although without any liberal education, came
On this sat the Pythia, who, having caught forward as a public speaker, and obtained great infludepth.
the inspiration, pronounced her oracles in extempore ence among his countrymen.
Demades is described
prose or verse ; if the former, it was immediately ver- as a witty, acute, and fluent speaker, but an unprinsified by the poet always employed for that purpose.
and
immoral
man.
cipled
Having been taken prisThe oracle itself is said to have been discovered by oner at Chaeronea, he is said, by a free and well-timed
accident.
Some goats having strayed to the mouth of rebuke, to have checked the insolent joy displayed
the cavern, were suddenly seized with convulsions
by Philip, but afterward to have allowed himself to be
those likewise by whom they were found in this situa- corrupted, and employed as a venal agent by the contion having been affected in a similar manner, the queror.
The first part of this story is hardly credible,
circumstance was deemed supernatural, and the cave the latter is fully substantiated.
Demades from this
He advocated the in(^Pausan., 10, 5. time was the tool of Macedon.
pronounced the seat of prophecy.
still

els

to

—

—

Delta, a

from

its

:

—Plut., de Orac. Def.,

p.

433.— P/tn.,

2, 93.)

The

could only be consulted on certain days.
The season of inquiry was the spring, during the
month Busius. (Plut., Qucest Gr(EC., p. 292.) Sacrifices and other cerenwnies were to be performed by
those who sought an answer from the oracle, before
(Herodot.,
they could be admitted into the sanctuary.
7, HO.— Plut., de Orac Def., p. 435, 437.— W., de
most
397
The
remarkable
of the
)
Pyth. Orac, p.
priestess

Pythian responses are those which Herodotus records
as having been delivered to the Athenians, before the
invasion of Xerxes (7, 140), to Croesus (1, 46), to Lycurgus (1, 65), to Glaucus the Spartan (6, 86), and

one relative to Agesilaus, cited by Pausanias (3, 8).
There was, however, it appears, no difficulty in bribing and otherwise influencing the Pythia herself, as
history presents us with several instances of this imThus we are told, that the Alcmaeonidae sugposture.

gested on one occasion such answers as accorded with
their political designs.

(Herodot., 5, 62, 90.)

Cle-

omenes, king of Sparta, also prevailed on the priestess
to aver that his
colleague Demaratus was illegitimate.

On

the discovery, however, of this machination, the
Pythia was removed from her office.
(Herodotus,
The same charge was brought against Plis6, 66.)
tonax, another sovereign of Sparta. (Thucyd., b, 16.
—Compare Plut., Vit. Demosih., p. 854. —Id., Vit.

terests of Philip, flattered his successor Alexander,
sided with Antipater, and, in a word, is described by
Plutarch as the man who, of all the demagogues of the
day, contributed most to the ruin of his country. ( 'Vit.

He was at last put to death by Cassaninit.)
having been proved, by means of an intercepted
letter, to be in secret league with the enemies of the
Cicero and Quintilian state, that
formep, B.C. 318.
no orations of Demades were extant in their time.
Phoc.
der,

—

The old
Quint., 2, 17, et 12.)
(Cic, Brut., 9.
rhetorician, however, from whom Tzetzes drew his
information on the subject, had read speeches of his.
We have, moreover, re(Tzetz., Chil, 6, 36, seq.)
maining at the present day a fragment of an oration
*'

An
by Demades, entitled v-rrep rfjg dudeKaeria^,
he had
apology for his conduct during the twelve years
been a public orator.'"
It is to be found in the collections of Aldus, Stephens, and Reiske.
(RuhnkeUt
Hist. Crit. Orat. Grac, in Opusc, vol. 1, p. 349,

—

Sch'oU,
seqq.—Hauptmann, de Demade Dissert.
Hist. Lit. Gr, vol. 2, p. 265, seq.)
of
Ariston
successor
Demaratus, I. the son and

on the throne of Sparta, B.C. 526. He was deposed,
hia colleague, on
through the intrigues of Cleomenes,
After his deposithe ground of his being illegitimate.
the office of magistrate
tion, he was chosen and held
on one occasion by Lebut,
insultingly derided
;

being

DEM

DEM
who had been

appointed king in his stead,
the island of Zacynthus, whither he
was pursued by the Lacedasmonians, and afterward
crossed over into Asia to Darius, who received him
honourably, and presented him with lands and cities.
ot}'chides,

he retired,

first to

He enabled Xerxes subsequently
nomination to the empire, in preference

[Herod., 6, 65, 70.)
to obtain the

to his elder brother Artabazarnes, by suggesting to him
an argument, the justice of which was acknowledged
find him after this,
(Herod., 7, 3.)
by Darius.
though an exile from his country, yet sending the first
to
of
the
Sparta
intelligence
designs of Xerxes against
Greece.
He accompanied the
{Herod., 7, 239.)
monarch on his expedition, frankly praised to him the

We

Greeks, and especially that of the
and, before the battle of Thermopylae, explained to him some of the warlike customs of the lastlearn also,
mentioned people. (Herod., 7, 209.)
that he advised Xerxes to seize, with his fleet, on the
of the

discipline

Spartans

;

We

island of Cythera, off the coast of Laconia, from which
he might continually infest the shores of that country.

The monarch did not adopt his suggestion, but still
always regarded the exile Spartan as a friend, and
him accordingly. The nature of the advice
relative to Cythera makes it more than probable that
Demaratus, in sending home information of the threatened expedition of Xerxes, meant in reality to taunt
treated

and alarm
II.

his

—

(Herod., 7, 234, seqq.)
of Corinth, of the family of the Bachad
Cypselus
usurped the sovereign

countrymen.

A rich citizen

chiadae.

When

power of Corinth, Demaratus, with

all his

family, mi-

grated to Italy, and settled at Tarquinii, 658 years before Christ.
Commerce had not been deemed disreputable among the Corinthian nobility
and as a mer;

chant, therefore,

Demaratus had formed

ties of friend-

He

brought great wealth with him.
The sculptors Eucheir and Eugrammus, and Cleophantus the painter, were said to have accompanied
him and along with the fine arts of Greece, he taught
(so the popular account said) alphabetic writing to the
His son Lucumo migrated afterward to
JEtrurians.
Rome, and became monarch there under the name of
ship at this place.

;

—

Liv., 1, 34,
(Plin., 35, 5.
Tarquinius Priscus.
III.
Corinthian, in the time of Philip and
seqq.)
He had connexions of hospihis son Alexander.
of Macedon, and, having
tality with the royal family

—

A

paid a visit to Philip, succeeded in reconciling that
monarch to his son. After Alexander had overthrown
the Persian empire, Demaratus, though advanced in
years, made a voyage to the east in order to see the
"
conqueror, and, when he beheld him, exclaimed, What
a pleasure have those Greeks missed, who died without
seeing Alexander seated on the throne of Darius !" He

died soon
funeral.

—

after,

and was honoured with a magnificent

(Plut., Vif. Alex.,

—

c.

Z7.—Id.

ibid.,

c.

56.

IV. A Corinthian exile at
Id., Vit. Ages., c. 15.)
the court of Philip, king of Macedonia. (Pint., Alex.)
Demktria, a festival in honour of Ceres, called by the
Greeks Demeter (AtjfirJTTip). It was then customary
for the votaries of the goddess to lash themselves with
whips made with the bark of trees. The Athenians
instituted

for

a short time a solemnity of the

same

honour of Demetrius Poliorcetes.
Demetri.vs, a city of Thessaly, on the Sinus Pelasat the mouth of the river Onchesgicus or Pagasaeus,
It owed its name and origin to Demetrius Politus.
orcetes, about 290 B.C., and derived, as Strabo rein the first instance, from the
ports, its population,
neighbouring towns of Nelia, Pagasae, .Ormenium,
Rhizus, Sepias, Olizon, Bcebe, and lolcos, all of which
were finally included within its territory. (Strabo,
It soon became one of
436.
Plut., Vit. Bemctr)
the most flourishing towns in Thessaly, and, in a milwas allowed to rank among the
itary pomt of view,
It was, in fact, most
of Greece.
principal fortresses

name,

in

—

advantageously placed for defending the approaches to

424

the defile of

Tempe,

as well on the side of the plains
Its maritime situation

as on that of the mountains.

both from

its proximity to the island of Eubcea,
Peloponnesus, the Cyclades, and the opposite shores of Asia, rendered it a most important
Hence
acquisition to the sovereigns of Macedonia.
Philip, the son of Demetrius, is said to have termed it
one of the chains of Greece.
Liv.y
(Polyb., 17, 11.
After the battle of Cynosceph32, 27.— Id., 28, 5.)

also,

to Attica, the

—

alae, it

became

public,

the principal town of the Magnesian reand the seat of government. It fell under the
Demetrias
after the battle of Pydna.

Roman power

is
generally thought to coincide with the modern Volo ;
but this last occupies the site of the ancient Pagasae.

(Cramer''s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 434.)
Demetrius, I. a son of Antigonus and Stratonice,
surnamed Poliorcetes (Wo^.iopKTjTT]^), ^'besieger of

from his talents as an engineer, and his pecuconducting sieges, especially by the aid of
machines and engines either invented or improved by
himself.
At the age of twenty-two he was sent by
his father against Ptolemy, who had invaded Syria.
He was defeated near Gaza but he soon repaired his
loss by a victory over one of the generals of the enemy. He afterward sailed with a fleet of 250 ships to
Athens, and restored the Athenians to liberty, by freeing them from the power of Cassander and Ptolemy,
and expelling the garrison which was stationed there
The gratitude of the
under Demetrius Phalereus.
cities,''''

liar skill in

:

x\thenians to their deliverer passed all bounds, or was
only equalled by their fulsome and impious adulation,
the details of which are to be found in the pages of
But Demetrius
Plutarch.
(Vit. Demetr., c. 10 )
was soon summoned by his father to leave the flattery
of orators and demagogues, in order to resume the
combined duties of an admiral and an engineer in the
reduction of Cyprus.
After a slight engagement with
Menelaiis, the brother of Ptolemy, he laid siege to SalThe occuramis, the ancient capital of that island.
rences of this siege occupy a prominent place in
history, not so much on account of the dete mined resistance opposed to the assailants, and the great
importance attached to its issue by the heads of the
belligerent parties, as for a new species of warlike

engine invented by Demetrius, and first employed by
him against the city of Salamis. The instrument in
"
Town-taker,"
question was called an Helepolis, or
and was an immense tower, consisting of nine stories, gradually diminishing as they rose in altitude,
and affording accommodation for a large number of

armed men, who discharged all sorts of missiles against
the ramparts of the enemy.
Ptolemy, dreading the
fall of Salamis, which would pave the way, as he eaforesaw, for the entire conquest of Cyprus, had
made formidable preparations for compelling
Demetrius to raise the siege. A memorable seafight
ensued, in which the ruler of Egypt was completely
defeated, with the loss of nearly all his fleet, and thirty
An invasion of Egypt, by Antithousand prisoners
gonus, then took place, but ended disgracefully ; and
Demetrius was sent to reduce the Rhodians, who persily

already

sisted in remaining allies to Ptolemy.

The

operations

of the son of Antigonus before Rhodes, and the resolute defence of the place by the inhabitants, present

perhaps the most remarkable example of skill and heroism that is to be found in the annals of ancient warfare.
The Helepolis employed on this occasion greatly
exceeded the one that was used in the siege of SalaIts towers were 150 feet high; it was supported
mis.
on eight enormoiis wheels, and propelled by the labour
of 3400 men.
After a siege of a whole year, however,
the enterprise was abandoned, a treaty was concluded
with the Rhodians, and Demetriu.s, at the request of

who were now again subjected to the
Macedonian yoke, proceeded to rescue Greece from
In this he was so successthe power of Cassander.
the Athenians,

DEMETRIUS.

DEMETRIUS.

that he ultimately spread the terror of his arms
The object of Antiover the whole of that country.
the final subjugagonus and his son was now to effect
The contion of Macedonia, Egypt, and the East.
and Casfederacy of Seleucus, Ptolemy, Lysimachus,
sander was therefore renewed, with the view of crush-

His remains were delivered up to hia son
who interred them with great splendour m
the city of Demetrias.
The age of Demetrius at tb«
His posterity enjoytime of his death was fifty-four.

ftal

and in the battle of Ipsus
ing these ambitious schemes,
Antigonus
they succeeded in effecting their object.
fell in the conflict, and Demetrius, after a precipitate
of 200 miles, regained his fleet with only a small

perance.

Antigonus,

ed the throne of Macedon in continued succession
to
the Roman conquest took place.

down

Perses, when
— Demetrius
was remarkable

for the possession of two
be altogether inconsistent
with each other, an excessive love of pleasure and an

qualities,

which seem

to

His courage in conflicts, hit
ardent passion for glory.
Sailmg soon after profound acquaintance with the military art, and his
to Athens, he received information from the fickle and skill, particularly in the construction of warlike ento admit gines, constitute strong claims on the remembrance of
ungrateful inhabitants that they had resolved
His dissolute morals have been justly cenno kmg within their city upon which, finding that all posterity.
Greece had now submitted to the influence of Cassan- sured, but there were many excellent traits of characder, he made a descent on the coast at Corinth for the ter which went far towards counterbalancing his vices.
mere purposes of plunder and revenge, and afterward He always showed himself a dutiful and affectionate
committed similar ravages along the whole coast of son, a mild and generous conqueror, and a liberal paII. Son of
Se- tron of the arts.
Thrace.
{Plut., Vit. Demetr.)
Fortune, however, soon smiled again.
leucus, jealous of the power of Lysimachus, whose ter- Antigonus Gonatas, and grandson of Demetrius PoliHe made
ritories now extended to the Syrian borders, resolved orcetes, succeeded his father, B.C. 243.
to strengthen his own dominions by forming an alli- war on the ^Etolians and Achaeans, and was successful
ance with the family of Demetrius, which was still against both, especially the latter, whom he defeated,
He although under the command of Aratus. He had dispossessed of considerable claims and interests.
therefore made proposals for, and obtained in marriage, tinguished himself, before coming to the throne, by
the accomplished Stratonice, the daughter of his for- driving Alexander of Epirus out of Macedonia, and
mer rival. The power of Demetrius again became also stripping him of his own dominions. He reigned
formidable, an alliance with Ptolemy, who gave him ten years, and was succeeded by his son, Philip III.
his daughter Ptolemais in marriage, having also added {Justin, 26,
Id. ib., 28, 3.) -III. Son of Phihp
to its increase.
Having compelled the Athenians to III., of Macedonia. He was an excellent prince,
open their gates and receive a garrison, and having greatly beloved by his countrymen, and was sent by
generously forgiven their previous fickleness, he turned his father as a hostage to Rome, where he also made
He was subsequently liberated, and
his attention to Macedonia, and having embraced an many friends.
opportunity of.interfering in the affairs of that country, not long after paid a second visit to the capital of Itawhich was afforded by dissensions between the two ly, as an ambassador from Philip, on which occasion
sons <of Cassander, he cut off Alexander, one of the he obtained, by his modest and candid deportment,
two princes, and made himself master of the throne. favourable terms for his parent, when the latter wa&
His restless ambition now projected new conquests in complained of to the Roman senate by the cities of
Europe and Asia. Turning his arms against Pyrrhus, Greece. Returning home loaded with marks of dishe drove him from Thessaly, and then marched to tinction from the Romans, and honoured by the MaceAbout the same donians themselves, who regarded him as the liberator
Thebes, which he took by assault.
time also he built the city of Demetrias on the Pelas- of their country, he excited the jealousy of his own fato
in
order
increase
his
naval power, ther, and the envy and hatred of his brother Perses.
gic gulf; and,
formed a matrimonial union with the daughter of Aga- The latter eventually accused him of aspiring to the
His fleet at length amounted crown, and of carrying on, for this purpose, a secret
thocles, tyrant of Sicily.
flight

remnant of

his

once powerful

host.

;

—

2—

to

500

gallies,

many

of

them havmg

fifteen or sixteen

banks of oars; while his land forces exceeded considerably 100,000 men, of which more than 12,000 were
This formidable power excited the alarm of
cavalry.
Lysimachus and Ptolemy the latter advanced against
Greece with his fleet, while the former, with Pyrrhus
his ally, made a land attack on Macedon in two differDemetrius took the field with his
ent points at once.
usual alacrity, but when he approached the position of
;

Pyrrhus, the greater part of his troops deserted him,
and he was compelled to flee.
Leaving Macedon a
prey to Lysimachus and Pyrrhus, the active Demetrius
passed over into Asia Minor with a body of his best
troops, resolved to assail his adversary in the most

The enterprise was at first atvulnerable quarter.
tended with the most brilliant success.
In a short
time, however, a check was imposed on his career by
Agathocles, the son of Lysimachus, and Demetrius
was compelled

to apply for protection to his aged sonin-law Seleucus.
The latter yielded to his solicitations only so far as to grant him permission to spend
two months within his territory and was subsequently
;

induced by his courtiers to rid himself of so dangerous
a guest, by sending him a prisoner to a strong fortress
on the Syrian coast, about sixty miles south of Antioch.
A sufficient revenue was allowed him for his
support, and he was permitted to indulge in the chace
and oiner manly exercises, always, however, under the

At last, however, giving up all
eye of his keepers.
active pursuits, he closed his checkered life, at the end
of three years, a victim to chagrin, sloth, and intena-

H

H H

Philip, lending too
correspondence with the Romans.
credulous an ear to the charge, put his son Demetrius
to death, and only discovered, when too late, the utter
falsity

of the accusation.

5—

{Liv., 33, 30.

—

Id., 39, 35,

Id., 40, 24.— /rf.,40, 54, seqq.)—
seqq.—Id, 40,
IV. Surnamed Soter (Swr^p), or "the Preserver,"
was the son of Seleucus Philopaior and was sent by
;

his father, at the age of twenty-three, as a hostage to
was living there in this condition when
Rome.

He

B.C. 176. His uncle Antiochus Epiphanes thereupon usurped the throne, and
was succeeded by Antiochus Eupator. Demetrius,
meanwhile, having in vain endeavoured to interest the
senate in his behalf, secretly escaped from Rome,

his father died of poison,

findthrough the advice of Polybius the historian, and,
his claims, deing a party in Syria ready to support
feated and put to death Eupator, and ascended the
He was subsequently acknowledged as king
throne.
the Babvlonians
by the Romans. After this he freed
from the tyranny of Timarchus and Heraclides. and
was honoured for this service with the title of Soter.
At a subsequent period he sent his generals Nicanor
and Bacchides into Judsea, at the solicitation of Alcithat office with
mus, the high-priest, who had usurped
These two commanders ravaged
the aid of Eupator.
slew the celthe country, and Bacchides defeated and
Demetrius, at last, beebrated Judas Maccabaeus.
of so
came so hated by his own subjects, and an object

much dislike,

if

not of fear, to the neighbourin£r princes,

Bala, and
that they advocated the claims of Alexander
he fell in battle against this competitor for the crown,

4a^
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twelve years (from B.C. 162 to
B.C. 150). His death was avenged, however, by his
son and successor Demetrius Nicator. {Polyb., 31,

He reigned a little over six
Belley has written a learned disseron the reign of this monarch, illustrated by medals.
{Mem. de VAcad. des. Inscr., vol. 29.) VII.
Pepagomenus, a medical writer, who flourished during
the reign of Michael VIII. (Palaeologus).
By the order of this monarch, he wrote a work on the Gout

after having reigned

12.—
—
Justin,

19.— 7<Z.,

32, 4, seqq.—Id., 33, 14, seqq.
V. Son of the prece" the
Conqueror."
ding, was surnaraed Nicator, or
with
the aid of Ptoledrove
out
Alexander Bala,
He
/<Z.,

31,

34, 3.

—

—

Id., 35, I.)

who had given him his daughter Clemarriage, though she was already the wife of
He ascended the throne B.C. 146, but soon
abandoned himself to a life of indolence and debauchthe hands of
ery, leaving the reins of government

my

Philometor,

opatra
Bala.

in

m

Lasthenes, his favourite, an unprincipled and violent

The disgust to which his conduct gave rise inTryphon, who had been governor of Antioch
Bala, to revolt, and place upon the throne AntiDionysius, son of Bala and Cleopatra, a child
A battle ensued, in which Deonly four years of age.
metrius was defeated, and Antiochus, now receiving
the surname of Theos, was conducted by the victors
to Antioch, and proclaimed king of Syria.
He reignThe actual monarch was
ed, however, only in name.
Tryphon, who put him to death at the end of about
two years, and caused himself to be proclaimed in his

man.
duced
under
ochus

stead.
leucia.

Demetrius, meanwhile, held his court at SeThinking that the crimes of Tryphon would

soon make him universally detested, he turned his
in a different direction, and marched against the
Parthians, in the hope that, if he returned victorious, he
would be enabled the more easily to rid himself of his

arms

him

into

Upper Asia.

The Abbe

years.
tation

—

We

have two treatises under his
{nepl Yiodaypaq).
name ; but it is extremely doubtful whether he was
indeed their author.
The first is on the art of training
falcons

;

the second, on

the

mode

of breaking and

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 265.)
training dogs.
The best edition of the treatise on the gout is that of

Bernhard, Amsl., 1753,
syllables
and the

Greece.
slave to

8vo.— VIII. Phalereus

(three
— ^aXrjpevg), a native of Phalerum in Attica,
last

of the more distinguished orators of
the son of a person who had been

He was

Timotheus and Conon.

(Compare

jEliarij

Var. Hist., 12, 43, and the remarks of Perizonius, ad
But, though born in this low condition, he soon
loc.)
made himself distinguished by his talents, and was al-

ready a conspicuous individual in the public assemblies when Antipater became master of Athens
for
he was obliged to save himself by flight from the venHe
was
of
Macedonian
the
partv.
compelled
geance
to quit the city a second time, when Polysperchon
took possession of it through his son.
Subsequently
named by Cassander as governor of Athens (B.C.
affections
of
his
the
he
so
312),
countrymen,
gained
that, during the ten years in which he filled this of;

After some successes, however,
Syrian antagonist.
he was entrapped and made prisoner by the Parthian
monarch Mithradates, and his army was attacked and
cut to pieces.
His captivity among the Parthians was
an honourable one, and Mithradates made him espouse

fice, they are said to have raised to him three hundred and sixty statues.
Athenaeus, however, on the
authority of .Duris, a Saraian writer, reproaches him
with luxurious and expensive habits, while he prescri-

The intelligence of this
daughter Rhodoguna.
marriage so exasperated Cleopatra, that she gave her
hand to Antiochus Sidetes, her brother-in-law, who
Sidetes having been
thereupon ascended the throne.
slain in a battle with the Parthians after a reign of
several years, Demetrius escaped from the hands of
Mithradates and remounted the throne. His subjects,
however, unable any longer to endure his pride and
cruelty, requested from Ptolemy Physcon, a king of the
race of the Seleucidae to govern them.
Ptolemy sent
Alexander Zebina. Demetrius, driven out by the Syr-

and fixed limits

his

ians,

came

to Ptolema'is,

where Cleopatra,

his first wife,

then held sway, but the gates were shut against him.
He then took refuge in Tyre, but was put to death by
the governor of the city.
Zebina recompensed the
Tyrians for this act, by permitting them to live according to their own laws, and from this period com-

mences what

is called
by chronologists the era of the
independence of Tyre, which was still subsisting at
the time of the council of Chalcedon, 574 years after

this event.

12.— Id.

VArt

ih.,

—
1.—
\.—Id.,
— VI. Sur331.)

{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 13, 9.
13, \1.— Justin, 36,

de verifier les Dates, vol. 2,

Id. ib., 13,

39,

p.

named Eucarus (Ev/caipof), "the Seasonable" or
"
Fortunate," was the fourth son of Antiochus GryHe was proclaimed king at Damascus, and, in
pus.
conjunction with his brother Philip, to whom a part of
Syria remained faithful, drove out Antiochus Eusebes
from that country, compelling him to take refuge
among the Parthians. The two brothers then divided
Syria between them, Antioch being the capital of PhilThe latter afterand Damascus that of Demetrius.
ip,
ward marched to the aid of the Jews, who had revolted
He was recalled,
from their king Alexander Janneus,
however, to his own dominions by the news of an inHe took
vasion on the part of his own brother Philip.
but the latter
Antioch, and besieged Philip in Beroea
being succoured by the Parthians and Arabians, De;

metrius was besieged in his own camp, and
He was brought to the King of Partaken prisoner.
thia, who treated him with great distinction, and sent
at length

bed, at the

same

time, frugality to his fellow-citizens,
for their expenditures.
It is thfught,

however, that Duris, or else Athenaeus in copying him,
since what the latter
erred with respect to the name
relates of Demetrius Phalereus, .^lian mentions of DeAfter the
metrius Poliorcetes.
{Var. Hist., 9, 19.)
death of his protector, Demetrius was driven from
Athens by Antigonusand Demetrius Poliorcetes (B.C.
The people of that city, always fickle, always
306).
the demagogues who
ungrateful, always the sport of
;

ruled them, overthrew the numerous statues they had
erected to him, although he had been their benefactor
and idol, and even condemned him to death. Demetrius, upon this, retired to the court of Alexandrea,
where he lived upward of twenty years. It is generwas the individual who gave
ally supposed that he
Ptolemy the advice to found the Museum and famous
This prince consulted him also as to the
library.
Demetrius was in favour of
choice of a successor.

the monarch's eldest son, but the king eventually decided for the son whom he had by his second wife
W^hen Ptolemy II., therefore, came to the
Berenice.
throne, he revenged himself on the unlucky counsellor by exiling him to a distant province in Upper
an end to his own life
Egypt, where Demetrius put
by the bite of an asp (B.C. 284.— Compare the dissertation of Bonamy, on the life of Demetrius Phalereus,
Mem. de VAcad. des. Inscr. et Belles Lettres, vol. 7, p.
157, seqq). Cicero describes Demetrius as a polished,
sweet, and graceful speaker, but deficient in energy

{De Orat., 2, 23.— Brut., 9.) Quintilian
him much of talent and fluency. {Inst.
Both writers, however, agree that he
1, 80.)
first who deviated in a marked degree from

and power.
assigns to
Or., 10,
the

was

the character that previously belonged to Attic elocannot form any opinion of our own requence.
his histors[)ecting the merits of this writer, because
and philosophical writings are all lost.
ical,

We

political,

In the number of these was a treatise "Ow the lonians,''^
and another '* On the Laws of Athens,''^ two pieces,
the acquisition of which would prove of great value to
us.

"
Plutarch cites his treatise

On

Socrates,^*

which
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to have contained also "a hife of Arisiides.'^
have said that the works of Demetrius are lost
" A Treatise
there exists, it is true, under his name

appears

We

:

on Elocution'^ {irepl 'EpfujveiaO, a work full
but critics agree in making it
genious observations
It appears that the copyists have conof later origin.
founded Demetrius Phalereus with Demetrius of Alexandrea, who flourished under Marcus Aurelius,and was,
Besides
of the work in question.
perhaps, the author
of in-

;

the treatise on Elocution, there exists a small

work

On

the Apophthegms of the Seven Sages, which Slobaeus
has inserted in his third discourse, as being the producThe best editions of the
tion of Demetrius Phalereus.
treatise on Elocution are, that of Gale, Oxon., 1676,
8vo, re-edited by Fischer, Lips., 1773, 8vo, and that

—

This last is
of J. G. Schneider, Allen., 1779, 8vo.
yet it is critical, and supprinted with but little care
{SchoU, Hist.
plied with an excellent commentary.
;

—

A

IX.
Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 241, scqq.)
in the
opher, who flourished at Corinth

Cynic
first

philos-

century.

at
During the reign of Caligula, he taught philosophy
Rome, where he obtained the highest reputation for
wisdom and virtue. He was banished from Rome in
the time of Nero, for his free censure of public man-

ners.

Rome

;

After the death of this emperor he returned to
but the boldness of his language soon offend-

ed Vespasian, and again subjected him to the punishment of exile. ApoUonius, with whom he had contracted a friendship, prevailed on Titus to recall him
but under Domitian he shared the common fate of
Seneca, who
philosophers, and withdrew to Puteoli.
was intimately acquainted with him, speaks in the
highest terms of his masculine eloquence, sound judgment, intrepid fortitude, and inflexible integrity. {Sen;

means of

subsistence.
His brother Damosis, howevreceived him kindly, and liberally supplied all his
wants.
It was a law in Abdera, that whoever should
waste his patrimony, should be deprived of the rites
of sepulture.
Democritus, desiring to avoid this diser,

grace, gave public lectures to the people, chiefly from
his larger Diacosnius, the most valuable of his writings ; in return, he received from his hearers many

valuable presents, and other testimonies of respect,
which relieved him from all apprehension of suff^ering
Democritus, by his
public censure as a spendthrift.
learning and wisdom, and especially by his acquaintance with natural phenomena, acquired great fame, and

much admiration among the ignorant Abderites.
giving previous notices of unexpected changes in
the weather, and by other artifices, he had the address
to make them believe that he possessed a power oJ
predicting future events, and they not only looked upon
him as something more than mortal, but even proposed
to invest him with the direction of their public affairs.

excited

By

From inclination and habit, however, he preferred a
contemplative to an active life, and therefore declined
these public honours, and passed the remainder of his
It is said that from this time he
days in solitude.
spent his days and nights in caverns and sepulchres ;
and some even relate, that, in order to be more perfectly master of his intellectual faculties, he deprived
himself, by means of a burning-glass, of the organs of
sight.

The

the writers

story,

however,

who mention

it

utterly incredible, since
affirm that Democritus

is

his leisure in writing hooks, and in dissecting the bodies of animals, neither of which could well
Nor is greater credhave been effected without eyes.

employed

it due to the tale that Democritus
spent his leisure
hours in chemical researches after the philosopher's
Df MocEDEs, a celebrated physician of Crotona, son stone, the dream of a later age ; or to the story of his
He was conversation with Hippocrates, grounded upon letters
of Calliphon, and intimate with Polycrates.
carried as a prisoner from Samos to Darius, king of which are said to have passed between the father of
Persia, where he acquired great riches and much repu- medicine and the people of Abdera, on the supposed
tation by two cures which he performed, one on the madness of Democritus, but which are so evidently
Always desirous of spurious that it would require the credulity of the Abking, and the other on Atossa.
The
returning to his native country, he pretended to enter derites themselves to suppose them genuine.
interests
of
the
into the views and
Persians, and pro- only reasonable conclusion that can be drawn from
cured himself to be sent with some nobles to explore these and other marvellous tales, is, that Democritus
the coast of Greece, and to ascertain in what parts it was, what he is commonly represented to have been,
might be attacked with the greatest probability of suc- a man of lofty genius and penetrating judgment, who,
cess.
Stopping at Tarentum, the Persians were seized by a long course of study and observation, became an
as spies, and Democedes escaped to Crotona, whither eminent master of speculative and physical science ;
the Persians followed him, and demanded, but in vain, the natural consequence of which was, that, like Roger
He settled there, and Bacon in a later period, he astonished and imposed
that he should be restored.
Petromarried the daughter of Milo.
{Mlian, V. H., 8, 18. upon his ignorant and credulous countrymen.
nius relates, that he was perfectly acquainted with the
—Hcrodot., 3, 124, &c.)
Democritus, a celebrated philosopher, born at Ab- virtues of herbs, plants, and stones, and that he spent
dera, about 490 or 494 B.C., but according to some, his life in making experiments upon natural bodies.
460 or 470 B.C. His father was a man of noble fam- Democritus has been commonly known under the apand contributed largely to- pellation of " The Laughing Philosopher ;" and it is
ily and of great wealth,
wards the entertainment of the army of Xerxes, on his gravely related by Seneca {De Ira, 2, 10. De Tranq.f
As a reward for this service, the Per- 16), that he never appeared in public without expressreturn to Asia.
sian monarch made him and the other Abderites rich ing his contempt of the follies of mankind by laughBut this account is wholly inconsistent with
presents, and left among them several Chaldaean Magi. ter.
Democritus, according to Diogenes Laertius, was in- what has been related concerning his fondness for a
structed by these Eastern sages in astronomy and the- life of gloomy solitude and profound contemplation;
After the death of his father, he determined and with the strength and elevation of mind which his
ology.
and which
to travel in search of wisdom ; and devoted to this
philosophical researches must have required,
purpose the portion which fell to him, amounting to are ascribed to him by the general voice of antiquity.
one hundred talents.
He is said to have visited
be easily admitted on the
Thus much, however,

eca, dc Vtt. Beat., 25.)

—

—

may

Egypt

and Ethiopia, the Persian Magi, and, according to some,
even the Gymnosophists of India.
Whether, in the
course of his travels, he visited Athens or attended
upon Anaxagoras, is uncertain. There can be little
doubt, however, that, during some part of his life, he
was instructed in the Pythagorean school, and particuAfter a
larly that he was a disciple of Leucippus.
long course of years thus spent in travelling, Democritus returned to Abdera, richly stored with the treasures of philosophy, but destitute even of the
necessary

^lian (F. H., 4. 20) and Lucian (Fi7. Auct.,
to the
vol. 3, p. 112, ed. Bip.), that a man so superior
and whose lot it was to
generality of his contemporaries,
to a proverb,
live among a race of men who were stupid
credit of

follies with ridicule and
might frequently treat their
find that, among his felAccordingly, we
contempt.
of yfXofftvof,
low-citizens, he obtained the appellation
" Derider.*' Democritus appears to have been
or the
and his sobriety
in his morals chaste and temperate
;

was repaid by a

healthy old age.

He

lived

427
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joyed the use of his faculties to the term of a hundred seriously impeded by the want of sufficient means, tc
years (some say several years longer), and at last died say nothing of the over-anx'ous fears of maternal tenDemocritus expanded the atom- derness, and the delicate state of his own health.
through mere decay.
ic theory of his master Leucippus, to support the truth When Demosthenes was about sixteen years of
age,
of which he maintained the impossibility of division ad his curiosity was attracted by a trial in which Callisof
tratus
the
a
comand
won
a
and
from
cause
of
considerable
iminfinitum ;
difficutly
pleaded,
assigning
mencement of time, he argued the eternity of existing portance. The eloquence which procured, and the
He supposed acclamations which followed, his success, so inflamed
nature, of void space, and of motion.
the atoms, originally similar, to be endowed with cer- the ambition of the young Athenian, that he detertain properties, such as impenetrability, and a density mined to devote himself thenceforward to the assiduHe referred every ac- ous study of oratory. He chose Isaeus as his master
proportionate to their volume.
tive and passive affection to motion, caused by impact, rather than Isocrates (either because this plan was less
limited by the principle he assumed, that like can only expensive, or because the style of the latter was not
act on like.
He drew a distinction between primary sufficiently nervous and energetic) from Plato, also,
motion and secondary impulse and reaction from a he imbibed much of the richness and the grandeur
combination of which he produced rotatory motion. which characterized the writings of that mighty master.
Herein consists the law of necessity, by which all At the age of seventeen he appeared before the public
From the endless multi- tribunals, and pronounced against his faithless guarthings in nature are ruled.
plicity of atoms have resulted the worlds which we dians, and against a debtor to his father's estate, five
behold, with all the properties of immensity, resem- orations, which were crowned with complete success.
The These discourses, in all probability, had received the
blance, and dissimilitude which belong to them.
soul consists (such is his doctrine) of globular atoms finishing hand from Isaeus, under whom Demosthenes
of fire, which impart movement to the body.
Main- continued to study for the space of four years after he
An opening so brilliantly
taining his atomic theory throughout, Democritus in- had reached his majority.
troduced the hypothesis of images (eWwAn), a species successful imboldened the young orator, as may well
of emanation from external objects, which make an im- be supposed, to speak before the people but, when he
on our senses, and from the influence of which made the attempt, his feeble and stammering voice, his
pression
he deduced sensation (^alaBriaLq) and thought {votjol^). interrupted respiration, his ungraceful gestures, and his
He distinguished between a rude, imperfect, and there- ill-arranged periods, brought upon him general ridicule.
fore false perception, and a true one.
In the same Returning home in the utmost distress, he was reanimanner, consistently with his theory, he accounted for mated by the kind aid of the actor Satyrus, who, havthe popular notions of the Deity
partly through our ing requested Demosthenes to repeat some passage
incapacity to understand fully the phenomena of which from a dramatic poet, pronounced the same extract
we are witnesses, and partly from the impressions com- after him with so much correctness of enunciation,
I

—

!

'

:

;

;

;

;

municated by certain beings {elduTM) of enormous
and resembling the human figure, which inair.
To these he ascribed dreams, and the

stature,

habit the

causes of divination.

He

carried his theory into pracphilosophy also, laying down that happiness consisted in an equability of temperament
(evOvfua),

tical

manner so

and

in a

the

young

true to nature, that it appeared to
orator to be quite a diflferent passage.
Con-

vinced, thereupon, how much grace and persuasive power a proper enunciation and manner add to the best
oration, he resolved to correct the deficiencies of his
youth, and accomplished this with a zeal and perseverance which have passed into a proverb.
How

whence he deduced his moral principles and prudenmaxims.
It was from Democritus that
Epicurus deeply he commands our respect and admiration by
borrowed the principal features of his metaphysics. his struggles to overcome his natural infirmities, and
(Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 423, seqq. remove the impressions produced by his first appearTenne- ance before his assembled countrymen
He was not
hitter, Hist. Phil, vol. 1, p. 544, seqq.
mann's Manual, p. 79.)
indebted for the glory he acquired either to the bounty
Dkmodocus, I. a musician at the court of Alcinoiis, of nature or to the favour of circumstances, but to the
tial

—

—

who sang

!

in the presence of Ulysses.
(Horn Od.,
AA.—Plut., de Mus.) 11. A Trojan chief, who
came with .^neas into Italy, where he was killed.

—

8,

,

[Virg., JEn., 10,413.)
Demoleov, I. a centaur, killed by Theseus at the
II. A
{Ovid, Met., 12, 356.)
nuptials of Pirithoiis.

—

son of Antenor, killed by Achilles. (Horn., II., 20, 395.)
Demonax, a Cynic philosopher, of excellent character, contemporary with Lucian, who relates his history.
He was a native of Cyprus, of wealthy parents, and is
described by Lucian as having been the best philosoDemonax resided at Athens, atpher he ever knew.
tained to the age of nearly 90 years, and was honoured
at his death with a public funeral.
{Lucian, Vit. De-

inherent strength of his own unconquerable will.
To
free himself from stammering, he spoke with pebbles
in his mouth, a story resting on the authority of Demetrius Phalereus, his contemporary.
It also
appears
that he was unable to articulate clearly the letter
;
but he vanquished that difficulty most perfectly ; for

R

Cicero says, " exercitatione fecisse ut plenissime dice-

ret.''^

He removed

the distortion of features, which

accompanied his utterance, by watching the movements
of his countenance in a mirror
and a naked sword
;

was suspended over

his left shoulder while he

was

prevent its rising above the
That his enunciation might be
level of the right.
loud and full of emphasis, he frequently ran up the
monad., vol. 5, p. 231, seqq., ed. Bip.)
steepest and most uneven walks,, an exercise by which
and on the
his voice acquired both force and energy
Demophoon or Demophon. Vid. Phyllis.
Demosthenes, I. a celebrated Athenian orator, a seashore, when the waves were violently agitated, he
native of the borough of Paeania, in the tribe Pandio- declaimed aloud, to accustom himself to the noise and
His father, Demosthenes, was a citizen of rank tumult of a public assembly. He constructed a subnis.
and opulence, and the proprietor of a manufactory of terranean study, where he would often stay for two or
arms not a common blacksmith, as the language of three months together, shaving one side of his head,
The son that, in case he should wish to go abroad, the shame
Juvenal (10, 130) would lead us to believe.
was born in the fourth year of the 98th Olympiad, of appearing in that condition might keep him within.
at
the early age of seven In this solitary retreat, by the light of his lamp, he
B.C. 385, and lost his father
the care of his mother, copied and recopied, ten times at least, the orations
years, when he was left to
The guardians to whom his father had scattered throughout the history of Thucydides, for
Cleobule.
intrusted the administration of a large property pro- the purpose of moulding his own style after so pure a
Whatever may be the truth of these several
ving faithless to their charge, and wasting a large por- model.
tion of his patrimonv, the orator's early studies were stories, Demosthenes got credit for the most ind*

declaiming

in private, to

;

;

—
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His
in the acquisition of his art.
faligable labour
enemies, at a subsequent period of his career, attempted to ridicule this extraordinary indust^, by
"smelt of the lamp,"
remarking that all his arguments
and they eagerly embraced the opportunity of denying
malicious
him the possession of natural talents.

A

opinion like this would easily
a similar mistake is very frequently

find credit

;

made

and, in fact,
for, since
;

successful men
who are naturally dull must be industrious, the converse of the proposition grows into repute, and it is inferred that all men who are industrious must necessarily
The accusation against Demosthenes seems
be dull.
to have rested chiefly on his known reluctance to speak
The fact is, that, though he could
without preparation.
ciert the talent of extemporaneous speaking, he avoided
rather than sought such occasions, partly from deferit is

acknowledged on

all

hands, that

all

immense concourse of spectators. Demosthenes
umphed, and his antagonist, not having received

tri-

the
part of the votes, was, in conformity with the exshort
isting law, compelled to retire into exile.
fifth

A

time

splendid victory, Demosthenes was
condemned for having .suffered himself to be bribed
by Harpalus, a Macedonian governor, who, dreading
the anger of Alexander, had come to Athens to hid*
there the fruit of his extortion and rapine, and had bargained with the popular leaders of the day for the protection of the republic.
Demosthenes, having escaped
after

this

from imprisonment, fled to .^gina, whence he could
behold the shores of his beloved country, and earnestAfter the
ly and constantly protested his innocence.
death of Alexander he was restored, and his entry into
Athens was marked by every demonstration of joy.
A new league was formed among the Grecian cities

to his audience, and partly from apprehending
the possibility of a failure.
Plutarch, who mentions
this reluctance of the orator, speaks at the same time
of the great merit of his extemporaneous effusions.
Demosthenes reappeared in public, after the rigorous

against the Macedonians, and Demosthenes was the
soul of it.
But the confederacy was broken up by

—

Antipater, and the death of the orator was decreed.
He retired thereupon from Athens to the island of Calauria, oflfthe coast of Argolis, a^id, being still pursued

the age of 25 years,
discipline of private study, at
and pronounced two orations against Leptines, the
author of a law which imposed on every citizen of
Athens, except the descendants of Harmodius and
Aristogiton, the exercise of certain burdensome funcThe second of these discourses, entitled " Of
tions.
^^
Immunities, is regarded as one of his happiest efforts.
After this he became much engaged with the business
of the bar, and these professional labours, added to the
scanty portion of his patrimony which he had recovered
from his guardians, appear to have formed his only
means of support. But, whatever may have been the
distinction and the advantages which Demosthenes

by the satellites of Antipater, terminated his life there
by poison, m the temple of Neptune, at the age of
above sixty years.
Before the time of Demosthenes

ence

—

there existed three distinct styles of eloquence : that
of Lysias, mild and persuasive, quietly engaged the attention, and won the assent of an audience ; that of
Thucydides, bold and animated, awakened the feelings
and powerfully forced conviction on the mind while
;

that of Isocrates

two former.

was, as

it

were, a combination of the

Demosthenes can scarcely be

said

to

have proposed any individual as a model, although he
bestowed so much untiring labour on the historian ot

the Peloponnesian war.
He rather culled all that was
acquired by his practice at the bar, his principal glory valuable from the various styles of his great predecesAt the pe- sors, working them up, and blending them into one
is derived from his political discourses.
riod when he engaged in public affairs, the state was a harmonious whole
not, however, that there is such
mere wreck. Public spirit was at the lowest ebb the a uniformity or mannerism in his works as prevents
laws had lost their authority, the austerity of early man- him from applying himself with versatility to a variety
on the contrary, he seems to have had
ners had yielded to theinroadsof luxury, activity to indo- of subjects
lence, probity to venality, and the people were far advan- the power of carrying each individual style to perfecced upon the route which conducts a nation to irremedi- tion, and of adapting himself with equal excellence to
Of the virtues of their forefathers there each successive topic. In the general structure of
able servitude.
remained to the Athenians naught save an attachment, many of his sentences, he resembles Thucydides ; but
carried almost to enthusiasm, for their native soil, for he is more simple and perspicuous, and better calculathat country the possession of which had been con- ted to be quickly comprehended by an audience.
On
On the slightest occasion the other hand, his clearness in narration, his elegance
tested even by the gods.
this feeling of patriotism was sure to display itself; and purity of diction, and (to borrow a metaphor from
thanks to this sentiment, the people of Athens were a sister art) his correct keeping, remind the reader oi
still capable of making the most strenuous efforts for
But the argumentative parts of the speeches of
Lysias.
No one knew bet- Lysias are often deficient in vigour whereas earnestthe preservation of their freedom.
ter than Demosthenes the art of exciting and keeping ness, power, zeal, rapidity, and passion, all exemplified
His penetration enabled him in plain, unornamented language, and a strain of close,
alive this enthusiasm.
easily to divine the ambitious plans of Philip of Mace- business-like reasoning, are the distinctive characterisdon, from the very outset of that monarch's operations, tics of Demosthenes. The general tone of his oratory,
and he resolved to counteract them.
His whole pub- indeed, was admirably adapted to an Athenian audience,
lic career, indeed, had but one
object in view, and that constituted as it was of those whose habits of life were
For the space of fourteen mechanical, and of those whom ambition or taste had
was, war with *Philip.
The former were
years did this monarch find the Athenian orator con- led to the cultivation of literature.
tinually in his path, and every attempt proved unavail- captivated by sheer sense, urged with masculine force
These and inextinguishable spirit, and by the forcible applicaing to corrupt so formidable an adversary.
fourteen years, which immediately preceded the fall tion of plain truths ; and yet there was enough of grace
audiof Grecian freedom, constitute the
brightest period in and variety to please more learned and fastidious
the history of Demosthenes.
And yet his courage was tors. " His style," as Hume well observes, "is rapid
At Chaeronea be fled harmony, exactly adjusted to the sense it is vehement
political rather than military.
from the field of battle, though in the Athenian assem- reasoning, without any appearance of art it is disdain,
bly no private apprehensions could check his eloquence anger, boldness, freedom, involved in a continued
or influence his conduct.
But, though overpowered in stream of argument and, of all human productions,
to us the models
the contest with the enemy of Athenian
independence, the orations of Demosthenes present
he received after his defeat the most glorious recom- which approach the nearest to perfection." Another
pense, which, in accordance with Grecian customs, very remarkable excellence of Demosthenes is the colof sentences
a grateful country could bestow
upon a virtuous son. location of his words. The arrangement
Athens decreed him a crown of gold. The reward was in such a manner that their cadences should be haropposed by .^schines. The combat of eloquence which monious, and, to a certain degree, rhythmical, was a
arose between the two orators, attracted to Athens an study much in use among the great masters of Gre:

;

;

;

:

:

;

^
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Plato passed the latter years of his
cian composition.
life in
correcting his dialogues ; and that very simplicithe periods of Demosty remarkable in the structure of
The question has often
thenes is itself the result of art.
been raised as to the secret of the success of Demosthenes.
How is it that he attained to his astonishing
a faculty which is
How is it that,
pre-eminence 1

—

m

common to the whole species, that of communicating
our thoughts and feelings in language, the palm is conceded to him alone by the unanimous and willing conAnd this universal apsent of all nations and ages ?
probation will appear the more extraordinary to a reader
who for the first time peruses his unrivalled orations.
They do not exhibit any of that ostentatious declamation, on which loosely hangs the fame of so many

**

consists in his abruptness, that of the
remarks,
Our countryman (Demosother in his diffuseness.
thenes), from the force, the

fire,

the mighty

vehemence

with which he bears down all before him, may be
compared to a tempest or thunderbolt while Cicero,
;

wide-spreading conflagration, devours and rolls
in every direction, ever maintaining its destructive energy, and nourished and supported from
time to time by the fuel of various kinds with which
like a

onward

{Longicontinually supplied in its progress."
Cicero's eloquence is like a consular tri12.)
most
he
is
himself
the
conspicuous figure in
umph
it is

nils,

<J

;

the procession, which is swollen with the grandeur
and riches of conquered provinces. Demosthenes is
Cicethe terrible sweep of a vast body of cavalry.
ro's oratory was local, fitted only to the audience ;

There appears no deep repretenders to eloquence.
Demosflection to indicate a more than ordinary penetration, in Athens it would not have been tolerated.
or any philosophical remarks to prove the extent of thenes was for the whole earth, and at all times.
his acquaintance with the great moral writers of his In Rome he would have been as resistless as in AthHe affects no learning, and he displays none. ens and his eloquence would be as convincing now
country.
Of the
He aims at no elegance ; he seeks no glaring orna- as it was in the popular assemblies of old.
ments he rarely touches the heart with a soft or orations of Demosthenes we have sixty-one remaining,
melting appeal, and when he does, it is only with an and sixty-five Introductions, or npooifiia 6T][i7]yopiKd.
effect in which a third-rate artist would have surpassed In
confining ourselves to the classification adopted by
him.
He had no wit, no humour, no vivacity, in our the ancient rhetoricians, we may arrange all these disthese
1. Deliberative
of
which
contribute
courses under one of three heads.
terms, qualities
acceptance
80 much to the formation of a modern orator.
He discourses {Xoyoi (TV/idovXevTiKOi), treating of political
wanted all these undeniable attributes of eloquence, topics, and delivered either before the senate or the
and yet who rivals him 1 The secret of his {)Ower is assembly of the people. 2. Judicial speeches {Xoyoi
it lies essentially in this, that his
simple
political diKaviKOL), having for their object accusation or de3. Studied or set speeches {Xoyoc entdelKTi'
they fence.
principles were interwoven with his very spirit
were not assumed to serve an interested purpose, to Koi), intended to censure or praise. Seventeen of the
be laid aside when he descended from the Bema, and orations of Demosthenes belong to the first of these

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

resumed when he sought to accomplish an object.
No they were deeply seated in his heart, and emanated
from its profoundest depth. The more his country
was environed by dangers, the more steady was his
resolution.
Nothing ever impaired the truth and inhis generous contegrity of his feelings, or weakened
It was his undeviating firmness, his disdain
viction.
of all compromise, that made him the first of statesmen and orators in this lay the substance of his pow;

;

the primary foundation of his superiority ; the rest
was merely secondary. The mystery of his mighty
influence, then, lay in his honesty ; and it is this that

er,

gave warmth and tone to his feelings, an energy to his
language, and an impression to his manner, before
which every imputation of insincerity must have immay hence perceive the
mediately vanished.
meaning of Demosthenes himself, when, to one who
asked him what was the first requisite in an orator, he
"
and when
merely replied,
Delivery''^ {vTroKpiacc)
asked what were the second and third requisites,
gave the same answer as at first. (Plut., Vit. X.
His idea was this a lifeless manner
Orat., p. 84.*).)

— We

;

:

part of a public speaker, shows that his own
feelings are not enlisted in the cause which he is ad-

on the

vocating, and it is idle for him, therefore, to seek to
make converts of others, when he has failed in making
On the other hand, when the tone of
one of himself.
voice, the gesture, the look, the whole manner of the
orator, display the powerful feelings that agitate him, his
emotion is communicated to his hearers, and success
is

inevitable.

It

"

was

action"
not, therefore, mere
required in an orator, an error into

Demosthenes
which some have fallen from a mistranslation of the
"
Latin rhetorical term
actio,'''' as employed by Cicero
this incident
but it was an
{Brut., 37) in mentioning
attention to the whole manner of delivery, the look,
the tone, the every movement, as so many unerring
indications of internal emotion, and of the honesty and
that

;

(Compare Quintilian, Inst.
sincerity of the speaker.
A comparison has often been drawn
Or., 11, 3, init.)
between Demosthenes and Cicero ; but by no writer
has it been done more successfully than by the cele"The sublimity of the one," he
brated Longinus.

—

classes, fortv-two to the second,

(Compare Becker, Demosthenes

and two to the third.
Slaatsmann und

als

Redncr, Halle, 1815, 2 vols. 8vo.)— Of the seventeen discourses which compose the first class, five treat
of various subjects connected with the republic, and
twelve of the quarrels between the state and King
Our limits, of course, allow an examination
Philip.
of only a few of these, that are most important in their
character.
Of the twelve harangue* that turn upon
the quarrels of the republic with King Philip, the first
was pronounced in the first year of the 107lh Olymthe second, third, and fourth, in the
piad, B.C. 352
the
fourth year of the same Olympiad, B.C. 349
fifth in the second year of the 108th Olympiad, B.C.
347 the sixth in the third of the same Olympiad,
B.C. 346 ; the seventh in the first year of the 109th
Olympiad, B.C. 344; the eighth in the second year
the ninth in the
of the same Olympiad, B.C. 343
the
third year of the same Olympiad, B.C. 342
tenth and eleventh in the fourth year of the same
the first
Olympiad, B.C. 341 ; and the twelfth in
The order
year of the 110th Olympiad, B.C. 340.—
here given is taken from Dionysius of Halicarnassus ;
The
but no manuscript and no editions observe it.
lU\i Philipmanuscripts give the 1st, 2d, lOth, and
his fifth as
pics of Dionysius by name, and regard
;

;

;

;

;

They give the
forming the conclusion of the first.
title of 2d, 3d, and 1st Olynthiacs to his 2d, 3d, and
4th.
The remaining four (6th, 8th, 9th, 12lh) have
" Of
" Of
Halonesus,'*
the following titles
Peace,"
" On the letter of
" Of the
Chersonese," and
Philip."
:

We
1st

will now speak of them in chronological order.
" First
and 2d, ITpof ^tTiinTrov Xoyoc Trpwrof,

Demosthenes here exhorts his fellowPhilippic."
citizens to prosecute the war with the greatest vigour
This monarch had, after the defeat of
against Philip.
the Phocians, assumed a
attitude, as if
threatening

diswishing to establish himself in their country. The
course we are now considering has been divided into
two parts, which, according to Dionysius of Halicarbut this
nassus, were pronounced at different times

—

;

3d, 4th, 5th,
opinion is contradicted by most critics.
The three Olynthiacs. Their
'0?MveiaKo<; A. B. T.
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a recompense for the disinterested manner in which li*
IS to stimulate the Athenians to succour Olynand prevent its falling into the hands of Philip. had filled various offices, and for the services which hf
6th. Uepl Tfi^ eipyvijg, "Of the Peace."
Philip had never for a moment ceased to render the state.
having obtained a seat in the council of the Amphic- This matter had to be confirmed by a psephisma, or
but, before it was brought betyons, Demosthenes advises his countrymen to pre- decree of the people
Libanius thinks fore them, .(Eschines presented himself as the accuser
serve the peace with this prince.
that this discourse, though written by Demosthenes, of Ctesiphon.
He charged him with having violated
was never delivered. Leiand, Auger, Jacobs, and the laws in proposing to crown a public functionary
Bekker are, however, of a different opinion. 7th. before the latter had given an account of the manner
Kara «t>tXi7r7rov Aoyof B, the Second Philippic, pro- in which he had discharged his office, and to crown
nounced after the return of Demosthenes from the him, too, in the theatre, instead of the senate-house or
finally, in
Peloponnesus, where he had negotiated a peace be- the Pnyx, where this could alone be done
tween Sparta and Messenia. 8ih. Repl rfj^ 'AAo- having alleged what was false, for the purpose of
" Of
He concluded by demanding
vriaov,
Halonesus," or, rather, of a letter of favouring Demosthenes.
King Philip's, by which he makes a present to that a fine of fifty talents be imposed upon Ctesiphon.
the Athenians of the isle of Halonesus, which he The matter remained for some lime pending, in conhad taken from the pirates, and demands of the Athe- sequence of the interruption which public business of
nians to share with them the office of protecting the all kinds met with during the embarrassments and
seas.
Demosthenes strenuously opposes so insulting troubles that succeeded the battle of Chaeronea. When,
an offer it is, however, far from certain whether he however, the influence of the Macedonian party had,
ever pronounced such a discourse as this.
Libanius through the exertions of Antipater, gained the ascendsays, that the ancient critics ascribed it to Hegesippus, ancy in Athens, JEschines believed it to be the fathe friend of Demosthenes.
Suidas and the author of vourable moment for the revival of his accusation. Il
the Etymologicon Magnum agree with him.
Valcke- was brought forward, therefore, again, in the 3d year of
naer (DicUr. de fragm. Eurip., p. 253), Larcher the 112th Olympiad, which was eight years since the
(Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c., vol. 2, p. 243), and proposition of Ctesiphon had been made. JEschines
Bekker, also adopt this opinion : Jacobs (Demosthenes thereupon pronounced his famous harangue, to which
This speech of Demosthenes
Staatrcden, p. 378), after having stated the arguments Demosthenes replied.
on either side, pronounces no decision Jacques de is regarded, and justly so, not only as his chef-d'oeuvre,
Tourreil {Preface historique des Philippes de Demos- but as the most perfect specimen that eloquence has
Such is the opinion of Dionysius of
thcne, p. 124) and Weiske (Oratio de Haloneso, &c. ever produced.
Ed. Reiske, Op.,
Lubben., 1808, 4to) maintain that the speech is genu- Halicarnassus (De Comp. Verb.
9. Uepl Tuv ev Xe/3/6ov^trcj
ine.
npayfidTuv, f/ 6 nepl vol. 5, p. 204), of Cicero (Orat., ^ 133), and of Quin" Of the events in the
AtoTreideov^,
Chersonese, or tilian (Inst. Or., 11, 1). Modern critics come to the
of Diopeithes."
This general, sent at the head of same conclusion.
It is said that after this discourse,
a colony into the Chersonesus, had committed hos- Demosthenes no longer appeared as a public speaker,
tilities
the only one which Ulpian, in his commentary on the oration respecting
against the city of Cardia
Philip had reserved for himself in the conditions of the crown, relates an anecdote, which has often been
Diopeithes had even made an inroad into cited by those scholars who maintain that the Greek
Reacc.
lacedonia.
accents are anterior to the grammarians of Alexandrea.
Philip insisted on his being punished
Demosthenes undertakes in this oration to justify the Demosthenes is endeavouring to fix the charge of briconduct of the Athenian commander.
10th. Kora
bery on iEschines, whom he represents as corrupted
^i?u7nrov Xoyog T, the Third Philippic
The prog- by Philip and by Alexander, and consequently their
ress which Philip had made in Thrace, where he
Of this asserhireling, and not their friend or guest.
was preparing to lay siege to the cities of Perinthus tion he declares his willingness to submit the truth to
" I call
and Byzantium, form the subject of this harangue. the judgment of the assembly.
thee," says
11. Kara ^iHttttov h)yo^ A, Fourth Philippic, pro- the orator, " the
and now of
hireling, first of Philip,
nounced at the time when Philip had raised the siege Alexander ; and all these who are here present agree
of Perinthus, in order to fall upon Byzantium. Valck- in
If thou disbelievest it, ask them
opinion with me.
enaer (Or. de Phil, p. 250), Wolf (ad Lept. Proleff., the
Athequestion : but no, I will ask them myself.
p. Lx), and Bekker do not acknowledge this as a pronians, does iEschines appear to you in the light of a
duction of Demosthenes.
12. 'O TrpOf T7)V klTLCTo'kTIV
In putting this
hireling or a friend of Alexander's?'
" On t"he letter of
^iTuKiTov
The letcommits a fault of
object

thus,

—

;

—

—

;

:

:

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

Xoyoc,

Philip."

ter of the king, to

which

this harangue refers, still excomplaints, but no declaration
of war.
Taylor, Reiske, Valckenaer, and Bekker,
consider this letter to be spurious.
now come to
the second class of the orations of Demosthenes,
those
of
a
nature
and here a disnamely,
judicial

ists.

It

contains

many

— We
;

question, Demosthenes purposely
accentuation : he places the accent improperly on the
of fiiadoTo^
antepenultima, instead of the last syllable,
in order
in the words of Ulpian, kKuv e6ap6upcaev
to draw the attention of the people from the question
This had the desired effect;
to the pronunciation.
the accurate ears of the Athenians were struck with

—

—

must be made between those which refer to the mistake ; to correct it, they called out /utadcoroc,
connected with the state, and those which rea hireling !") from every part
fiiaduroc (" a hireling
late to individual interests
word as the
in the former case, the of the
Affecting to receive the
assembly.
of their sentiments on the guilt of iEschines,
procedure was called Karriyopia in the second, diKrj
expression
words which may be translated by " accusation" and he cries out, " Dost thou hear what they say 1"--The
'•
pleadings." Of the first species, we have twelve ha- simple pleadings (dUai) relative to matters of private
rangues remaining, the most important one of which is interest, constitute the second class of judicial actions.
are as folthat entitled Uepl <TTe(f>uvov, *'
Concerning the Crovm.** Of these we have thirty remaining, which
Demosthenes had been twice crowned in the theatre lows 1. Discourses having relation to the proceedtinction
affairs

!

:

;

;

:

the first time, after the
during the Dionysiac festival
expulsion of the Macedonian garrisons from the island
of Euboea, and again after the alliance with the Thebans.
In the 2d year of the 1 10th
Olympiad, Ctesiphon, who was then president of the senate, had a
decree passed by this body, that, if the
people approved, Demosthenes should be crowned at the ap;

proaching Dionysiac

festival, in the public theatre, as

ings instituted by
They are five in

Demosthenes against his guardians.
number of these, two are against
:

his brother.— 2.
Aphobus, and two against Onitor,
Cicero (de Invent, I, 8),
Aoyoi TTapaypi(^LK0L, or, as
calls

The Roman
them, constitutiones translattva.
*'
Cum causa ex eo pendet quod non

orator remarks

:

aut non apud quos,
agere videtur quem oportet,
quo tempore, qua lege, quo crimine, qua poena opor-

aut

is

DER
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tion during a part of the Peloponnesian war.
When
the Spartan monarch Agis made an inroad into Atinfested
on
his
the
coasts
tica, Demosthenes,
part,

let, Iranslativa dicitur constitutio, quia actio translationis et comrautationis indigere videtur. Atque harum

aliquam

Nam

in

in omne causae genus incidere necesse
quam rem non incident, in ea nihil esse

test controversiae

;

We

esl.

po- of the Peloponnesus, and seized upon and
ne causam quidem con- the Messenian Pylos. This led to the
have seven discourses of this class Sphacteria, in which he had a conspicuous,

qiiare earn

venit putari."
from the pen of Demosthenes, viz., against Zenothemis,
against Apaturius, against Lacritus, against Phormion,

are three in number
against Calippus, against
5. Actions for inNicostratus, against Timotheus.

—

:

—

person appointed to undergo any

public charge, or

Euergus and Mnesibulus. 7. Three discourses on the subject of the avridocLg, or exchange
of estates.
According to the laws of Athens, if any

—

It

would

of ten talents.
It does not appear
whether he brought the two other guardians to trial or
not
it is probable that he settled the matter with
These discourses have some resemblance to
them.
The paragraph for Phorthose of Lsaeus, his master.
mio against Apollodorus has furnished occasion for
are
a reproach to the memory of Demosthenes.
:

—

We

told

Dem.—\o\. 4,
Demosthenes "wrote an

Plutarch

by

that

Reiske),

{Vit.

p. 717, ed.
oration for

Apollodorus, by which he carried his cause against the
general Timotheus, in an action for debt to the public
as also those others against Phormio and
treasury
Stephanus, which formed a just exception against his
For he composed likewise the oration
character.

which
productive principle supposed to pervade it
joined to the active, was held to be the cause of the'
organization and animation of its substance; whence
arose her other Greek name, AHQ, the inventress."
{Enquiry, &c., ^ 36.) Some etymologists are in favour of an Oriental derivation for the name.
Thus,
Sickler {Hymn, ad Cer., p. 112) deduces it from the
"
"
Hebrew davah, to be feeble" or afflicted," in allusion to the sorrow of Ceres for the loss of her daughter ; or, as he explains it, the condition of the vegetable kingdom, when the quickening principle does not
;

—

p.

—

The
vol. 4, p. 275, not.)
Homeric hymn to Ceres (v.

Deoine {ArjutvT)), a name given by the Greek poets
Vid.
to Proserpina, as the daughter of Deo or Ceres.

—

Valck., ad loc.)
{Callim., fragm., 48.
city of Asia Minor, in Lycaonia, near
Isauria.
D'Anville places it in a district of Isauria

Deo.

Demosthenes'

Derbe, a

We

called Antiochiana, agreeing with

Ptolemy

(p.

124)

and Stephanus of Byzantium but St. Luke {Acts,
14, 6) and Hierocles (p. 675) assign it to Lycaonia.
Derbe and the adjacent town of Lystra derive considerable interest from what befell St. Paul and Barnabas there on leaving Iconium. Stephanus reports, that
this place was called by some Delbia, which, in the
" the
The
Lycaonian language, signified
juniper."
same lexicographer describes it as a fortress and port
;

—

—

pus Oratorum Gracorum, and

that of Bekker, in the
Oratores Attici, 10 vols., 8vo, Oxon., 1828.
{Scholl,
Hist. Lit. C'.jvol. 2, p. 22^.—Encychp. Metropol,
Recollections of an Irish
div. 2, vol. 1, p. 699, seqq.

of Isauria

I

;

but

we

ought, in his account, to substitute

which would imply, that the town was
situated near some one of the numerous lakes that are
to be found in this part of Asia Minor.
Derbe, as we
learn from Strabo (569), was at one time the residence
and capital of Antipater, the robber chieftain of Lyca-

"kinvri

—

432

—

— Creuzer, Symbolik,

—

" studied or set
orations, the /loyoi kTrideiKTiKoc,
have only two remaining, and these,
speeches."
The one, CTTird^wf ?i6very probably, are spurious.
on the Athenians who had perished at
yog, is an eloge
Chaeronea the other, tpuriKog ?^6yog, is written in
There
the beauty of the young Epicrates.
praise of
are also six letters of Demosthenes, written by him
are addressed to the
during his exile five of them
The best editions of the entire
people of Athens.
works of Demosthenes are, that of Reiske, in the Cor-

Barrister, s. v. Demosth.)— 11. An Athenian general,
•on of Alcisthenes, who obtained considerable reputa-

57.

ed., p. ci., seq.)

—

:

" the one that

term Atju occurs in the
47, 211, 497), but is suspected by Hermann of being
an interpolation. {Horn., Hymn., ed. Herm.
Episi.

weapons out of the same shop." The discourse against
Macartatus respecting the succession of Hagnias is interesting from the circumstance of our having the defence of Macartatus by lsaeus, and from our being thus
It
able to compare the pupil with his former master.

:

signify

has become feeble and dejected with sorrow and fruitId. ib.,
less search." {Gotth. der Samothrak., p. 13.

which Phormio had pronounced against Apollodorus.
This, therefore, was like furnishing the enemies with

third class of

ScheUing also makes Deo

act.

;

remains to speak of the

in

—

which Demosthenes pronounced against

sum

thenes the

—RenauUdin,

Apollon,
pare EiLstath., ad Horn., Od., 11, 115.
Lex. Horn., p. 221, ed. Toll.) Knight, however, givea
a different and much superior explanation. " Ceres,
he observes, " was not a personification of ihe brute
matter which composed the earth, but of the passive

;

five discourses

A

given to Ceres. According to
" the finder" or " init means
ventress," and alludes to the search for, and discovery
of, her daughter, on the part of the goddess.
(Com-

be useless to speak of each of these thirty pleadings
The
a few remarks on some of them must suffice.
his guardians contain valuable details respecting his
youth, his fortune, the Athenian laws, &c. Aphobus,
one of the guardians, was condemned to pay Demos-

—

the

against Phcenippus, against Polycles,
trierarchia.

sent
before

Deo (A?7(j), a name
common account,

nied that he was the richer of the two, they then exThe discourses under this head are
estates.
:

father of the orator

gel, Hist, de la Med.^ vol. 1, p. 458.
Biogr. Univ., vol. 11, p. 64.)

changed

the following

afterward
of Nicias

We

?^€CTOvpyia, could find another who was richer than
himself, and who was free from all duties, the informer
was excused. But if the person thus substituted de-

and respecting the crown of the

relief

{Thucyd.,\,Z,seqq.—Plut., Vit. Nic.)— III.
Demosthenes, a rich manuIV.
facturer of arms.
{PluL, Vit. Demosth.)
Greek physician, a disciple of Alexander Philalethes,
who obtained the same surname as his master, name" Lover
He flourished
of Truth.''
ly, Philalethes, or
about the commencement of our era, and turned his athave
tention particularly to diseases of the eye.
some fragments remaining of his writings on this suba work
ject, which appear to have formed part of
often cited by Galen, Oribasius, and Aetius. {Spren-

The

Boeotus, against Olympiodorus, against Conon, against
6. Actions for perDionysiodorus, against Callicles.
two discourses against Stephanus, and one
jury

—

the

death.

demnity and for damages (f3M6T], atKia). The discourses under this head are five in number
against

against

to

;

in number : against Macartatus, against Leochares,
against Spudias, against Boetus for his mother's dowry.
—4. Discourses in matters of commerce and of debt.

:

He was

share.

armament

of

or, rath-

but, by his precipitate measures there,
Syracuse
brought defeat upon himself, and the consequent
Demosthenes and Niruin of the whole expedition.
cias were both put to death while in prison, notwithstandmg the endeavours of the Spartan commander
Gylippus to save their lives. Another account, alluded to by Plutarch, makes them to have been stoned to

—

:

principal

an

with

against Pantsenetus, against Nausimachus, and Xeno3. Discourses relative tp the rights of sucpithaea.
These are four
cession and to questions of dower.

These

the

er,

fortified
affair

for

TiLjjltjv,

DEV

DEUCALION.

supposed to have been derived from There was another river named Deva in Britain, ou
was one of the northwestern coast, which is also called Dee, and
; and here, perhaps,
the passes of Mount Taurus, as the name of Alahdag flows into Wigtoun Bay, the ancient Jena vtlstuarium.
is yet given to the spot, signifying the pass of the high
Deucalion, a promment personage in the mythical
He is
Colonel Leake thinlts, that the rums traditions from which Greek history sprang.
mountains.
now called Binbir-Klissa, or the Thousand and One represented as the son of Prometheus and Clymene
{Schol. ad Pind., 01., 9, 72), or of Prometheus and
Churches, will perhaps be found to be those of Derbe
they ha-"3 never yet, he adds, been visited, or at least Pandora, and is sometimes called the father {Thucyd.,
Me- 1, 3), sometimes the brother of Hellen {Schol. ad
described, by any modern traveller.
( WalpoWs
Leakeys Asia Minor, p. lOL Apollon. Eh., 3, 1086), the reputed founder of the
moirs, vol. 2, p. 233.
Greek nation. The seat of his authority was ThesCramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 68.)
Derbices, a nation of Upper Asia, whom Ptolemy saly, from which, according to general tradition, he
(6, 10) places in Margiana, where the Oxus, accord- was driven to Parnassus by a great deluge {ApolLod.,
Its

onia.

the

name

is

word Darb, a gale

:

—

—

ing to him, empties into the Caspian but Strabo (782)
in Hyrcania.
Larcher seeks to reconcile this discrepance by supposing, that, in Strabo's time, Margiana did
;

Others place
not yet extend as far as the Caspian.
them on the southern and western shores of the Cas-

{Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 135.) Wahl,
however, thinks that they occupied a part of what is
now Chorasan. ( Vorder und Mittel-As., vol. 1, p. 562.)
The most probable opinion is, that the Derbices dwelt
not only around the Oxus and the shores of the Caspian, but that their territories extended also to the
pian.

1, 7, 2),

which, however, according to Aristotle {Me14), occurred between Dodona and the

teoroL, 1,
Acheloiis.

respecting this memoDeucalion was married to
of
Pyrrha, the daughter
Epimetheus and Pandora.
When Jupiter designed to destroy the brazen race of
men on account of their impiety, Deucalion, by the
advice of his father, made himself an ark {lapvaKa),
and, putting provisions into it, entered it with his wife
Pyrrha.
Jupiter then poured rain from heaven, and
inundated the greater part of Greece, so that all the

The Greek legend

rable event is as follows

:

{Bdhr, ad Ctes., Pers., c. people, except a few wno escaped to the lofty mountAt the same time, the
Wien. Jahrb., vol. 7, p. 253.)
ains, perished in the waves.
Derceto and Dercetis, a goddess worshipped by mountains of Thessaly were burst through by the flood,
the Syrians, and the same, in all probability, with and all Greece without the isthmus, as well as all the
Deucalion was carAtargatis, the name Derceto or Dercetis itself being, Peloponnesus, were overflowed.
ried along the sea in his ark for nine days and nights,
apparently, a mere corruption from Atargatis.
( Vid.
Atargatis.)
According to Diodorus Siculus (2,4) and until he reached Mount Parnassus. By this time the
Lucian {de Syria Dea, 14), her statues represented rain had ceased, and, leaving his ark, he sacrificed to
her as half woman, half fish, the female part being Jupiter " Flight- giving''' {^v^tog), who sent Hermes,
from the head to the loins. The Syrians of Ascalon, desiring him to ask what he would. His request was
where Derceto had one of her temples, accounted for to have the earth replenished with men. By the dithis peculiarity of form by the
following legend. Der- rection of Jupiter, thereupon, he and his wife flung
ceto, it seems, having offended Venus, was inspired stones behind them, and those which Deucalion cast
by the latter with a passion for a young priest, and, became men, those thrown by Pyrrha women and
having become a mother, and being filled with shame from this circumstance, say the Greeks, came the
at her own conduct, she put the
young man to death, name for people {Xaog from Xaag, "a stone." ApolThis narrative, it may easily be seen,
exposed the child in a lonely spot, and, throwing her- lod., 1, 7, 2),
It
self into the sea, became partially transformed into a is of a very narrow and even unpoetic character.
fish.
Hence the Syrians abstained from eating fish, restricts the general deluge to Greece Proper, perhaps
and regarded them as something divine. The child originally to Thessaly {Aristot., I. c.) ; and it most
was the famous Semiramis. {Diod., I. c.) Guigni- incongruously represents others as having escaped
aut makes the true form of the name Atargatis to have as well as Deucalion
yet, at the same time, it intibeen Addirdaga, i. e., " the excellent" or " divine mates, that he and his wife alone had been preserved
"
fish."
The root is dag, a fish," which we find in- in the catastrophe. What is said of the brazen age is
verted in Atargatis and Derceto, but plainly appearing quite at variance with fhe narrative of Hesiod, and is
in the Syrian name Dagon.
Dupuis and others make a very clumsy attempt at connecting two perfectly inthe Syrian fish-worship to have had an astronomical dependent and irreconcilable myths.
The circumbasis, in which they are very probably correct,
{Ori- stance of the ark is thought by some to be borrowed
gine des Cultes, vol. 2, ch. 17.
Guigniaut, vol. 2, from the Mosaic account, and to have been learned at
Alexandrea, for we elsewhere find the dove noticed!.
pt. 1, p. 35, seqq.)
east as far as Bactriana.
6.

— Von Hammer,
—

;

—

—

;

—

Dertona, a city of Liguria, about twenty miles to
the west of Asta.
According to Strabo (217), it was
a considerable place. It was a Roman colony {Plin.,
'},

5),

lulia, as we learn from ancient inThe modern name is Tortona. {Veil.

surnamed

scriptions.

" inform
" The
us, that
mythologists," says Plutarch,
a dove let fly out of the ark, was to Deucalion a sign
of bad weather if it came in again, of good weather if
it flew away."
{Plut., de solcrt. an.
Op., ed. Reiske,
vol. 10, p. 37.)
The sacrifice and the appearance of
Hermes also strongly remind us of Noah. The Latin
Acwriters take a much nobler view of the deluge.
cording to them, it overspread the whole earth, and

—

—

1, 15.—Cic., Ep. ad Fam., 11, 13.)
Dkrtose, now Tortosa, a city of the Ilercaones in
Spain, situate on the Iberus, a short distance above
its mouth.
Here was a bridge over the river, and all animal life perished except Deucalion and Pyrrha,
along this route led the main military road to the whom Ovid, who gives a very poetical account of this
southern parts of Spain, and the colonies established
small boat to the sumgreat catastrophe, conveys in a
there,
(ilkert, Gcogr. , vol. 2, p. 418,
Mannert, mit of Parnassus while others make iEtna or Athos
the mountain which yielded them a refuge.
{Ovid,
Gcogr., vol. 1, p. 429.)
Serv. ad
Deva, I. a city of the Cornavii in Britain. It lay Met., 1, 253, seqq.— Hygin., fab., IbZ.
conon the river Seteia, or Dee, and was the station of the
to
Ovid,
they
According
Virg., Eclog., 6, 41.)
20th legion.
Devana is merely an error of the edi- sulted the ancient oracle of Themis respecting the resretions: the Greek form of the name in
Ptolemy is toration of mankind, and received the following

Palerc,

—

;

—

It is
Geogr., vol. 2, p. 131.)
river of Britain, in the north,
now the Dee, from which the cities of Old and New
Aberdeen, the latter of which lies at its mouth, derive

AT]ova.
{Mannert,
now Chester. II.

—

their

A

name. {Mannert, Geogr.,
III

vol. 2, p.

201.)— Ill,

"
veil your heads,
Depart from the fane,
sponse :
loosen your girded vestments, and cast behind you the
{Met., 1, 381, seqq.)
great bones of your parent."
such an act of imThey were at first horror-struck at
them ; but at length Dejpiety being enjoined upon

DIA

DIANA.

calion penetrated the sense of the oracle, the stones
being, by a very natural figure, the bones of the earth.

She was the goddess of

the chase ; she also
The sudden
presided over the delivery of females.
Deucahon and Pyrrha are evidently pure beings of deaths of women were ascribed to her darts, as those
The name of men were to the arrows of her brother, of whom she
fiction, personifications of water and fire.
Deucalion comes very probably from Sevu (whence forms the exact counterpart.
Diana was a spotless
SevKf:), to wet; while Pyrrha is evidently derived virgin ; her chief joy was to speed like a Dorian maid
from TT'Jp, fire. The meaning of the legend will then over the hills, followed by a train of nymphs, in purCallimachus thus relates the
be, that when the passage through which the Peneus suit of the flying game.
carries off the waters that run into the vale of Thes- early history of the
goddess. {Hymn, ad Dian ) Disaly, which is on all sides shut in by lofty mountains, ana, while yet a child, as she sat on her father's knee,
had been closed by some accident, they overflowed besought him to grant her permission to lead a life of
the whole of its surface, till the action of .subterranean perpetual
a bow and arrows formed by
virginity, to get
fire opened a
way for them. According to this view the Cyclopes, and to devote herself to the chase. She
of the subject, then, the
farther
asked
for
sixty Ocean-nymphs as her compandeluge of Deucalion was
merely a local one ; and it was not until the time of ions, and twenty nymphs from Amnisus in Crete as her
Ptolemy Fhiladelphus, when the Hebrew Scriptures attendants. Of towns and cities she required not more
became known to the Greeks, that some features bor- than one, satisfied with the mountains, which she never
rowed from the universal deluge of Noah were incor- would leave, but to aid women in the pains of childHer indulgent sire assented with a smile, and
porated into the story of the Thessalian flood. ( Welck- birth.
She speeds to
Clin- gave her not one, but thirty towns.
er, Tril., p. 549, not.
Keightley's Mythology.
ton's Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1,
It is but
Crete, and thence to Ocean, and selects all her nymphs.
p. 43, not.)
fair to remark, however, that
many modern writers re- On her return, she calls at Lipara on Vulcan and the
gard the deluge of Deucalion as nothing else than a Cyclopes, who immediately lay aside all their work to
tradition of the great cataclysm of Noah, altered in execute her orders.
She now proceeds to Arcadia,
some of its features, and placed by the Hellenes in the where Pan, the chief god of that country, supplies her
Mount Parrhasius
period which they also assigned to Deucalion, because with dogs of an excellent breed.
he was regarded as the founder of their nation, and then witnessed the first exploit of the huntress-goddess.
because his history is confounded with that of all the Five deer, larger than bulls, with horns of gold, fed
chiefs of the renewed nations.
Such, in particular, is on the banks of the dark-pebbled Anaurus, at the foot
the opinion of the celebrated Cuvier.
of that hill
of these the goddess, unaided by her dogs,
( Theory of the
Earth, p. 145, seqq., Jameson's transl.
Ovid, ed. caught four, which she reserved to draw her chariot ;
the fifth, destined by Juno for the last labour of HerLemaire, vol. 3, p. xiii., seqq.)
DiA, I. another nam^ for the island of Naxos. cules, bounded across the Keladon and escaped.
II. An island not far from the northThe adventures of Diana were not numerous. She
{Plin , 4, 12.)
em shore of Crete. It is now Sfandia.
turned Action into a stag for having unconsciously
Di.\g6r AS, I. a native ot' the island of Melos, and fol- beheld her when bathing.
Callisto was changed by her
lower of Democritus.
Having been sold as a captive into a bear for a breach of maiden purity. Orion perin his youth, he was redeemed by Democritus, and ished by her arrows.
Along with her brother she de[

Apollo.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

trained

up in the study of philosophy. He attached
himself also to lyric poetry, and was much distinguished for his success in this branch of the art. His name,
however, has been transmitted with infamy to posterity, as that of an avowed advocate for the rejection of

and, in a fable later
stroyed the children of Niobe
than Homer, she is said to have detained the Grecian
fleet at Aulis, in consequence of Agamemnon's having
killed a hind which was sacred to her, and to have reThe
quired the sacrifice of his daughter Iphigenia.

all
It is
religious behef.
expressly asserted by ancient
writers, that when, in a particular instance, he saw a
perjured person escape punishment, he publicly declared his disbelief of Divine Providence, and from

Aloidse, Otus and Ephialtes, sought in marriage Juno
and Diana the latter goddess, changing her form into
a hind, sprang out between the two brothers, who,

that time spoke of the gods and all
religious ceremonies with ridicule and contempt.
He even attempted
to lay open the sacred mysteries, and to dissuade the

A

people from submitting to the rites of initiation.
was set upon his head, and he fled to CorHe lived about 416 years before
inth, where he died.

price at last
Christ.

(Cic, N. D.,

—

1,

23,— Jrf.

An

ib.,

3,

37.—Val.

;

;

supposed beast, by her art
If Diana or Artemis
pierced each other, and died.
were merely one of the names under which the moon
was worshipped, it need not surprise us to find her
identified with Selene, with Hecate, and even with
Proserpina, the goddess of the under world, and to be
thence called the three-formed goddess, ruling as Selene in the sky, as Artemis or Diana on earth, as HeThis will also give a
cate or Proserpina in Erebus.
very simple reason for her being the aider of women
The moon was believed by the ancients to
in labour.
aiming

their darts at the

—

Rhodes, who
gained
pugilism at the Olympic games,
B.C. 462, 01. 79. His victory was celebrated by
Pindar, in an ode which is still extant (Olympiad 7), have great influence over growth in general {Plin.,
and which is said to have bfeen inscribed in golden let- 18, ZO.—Id., 2, 99.—i(Z., 10, b^.—Plut., de Is. et
ters in the temple of the Lindian Minerva, at Rhodes.
Eudocia, 11) and as, moreover, a woman's
Os., 41.
According to Pindar, he twice obtained the victory in time was reckoned by moons, it was natural to conthe games of Rhodes, four times at the Isthmian, and ceive that the moon-goddess presided over the birth of
was successful also at the Nemean and other contests. children. {Vid. Lucina.) On the other hand, sudAulus Gellius (3, 15) informs us, that he saw his three den deaths were ascribed to the influence of Apollo
In the former case, this will be an allusons crowned on the same day at the Olympic games, and Diana.
and expired through joy. Bayle {Diet., s. v.) censures sion to the coups de soleil ; in the latter, to the wellPindar for prolix digression in the ode above referred known unhealthy influence of the moon, in producing
*'
Diana was also confounded with the godto, and is censured in turn by Bockh
Baylius, Pin- fevers, &c.
dari quidem jpessimus judex : nam hoc carmen, quod dess worshipped on the Tauric Chersonese, whose aloh digressiones reprehendit, ita pulchre adomatum est, tars were stained with the blood of such unhappy
ut nihil vitwperari queat.^^ {Bockh, ad Pind., 01., 7, strangers as were cast on that inhospitable shore.
She was
vol. 3, p. 167.)
{Herod., 4, 103
Eurip., Iph. in Taur.)
DiAMASTiGosis, a festival at Sparta in honour of Di- identified, too, with the goddess of nature adored at
ot
ana Orthia. {Vid. Bomonicae.)
Ephesus, whose symbolical figure, by its multitude
Diana (called by the Greeks 'Apre/iic, Artemis). breasts and heads of animals hung around it, denoted
was the daughter of Jupiter and Latona, and sister of the fecundity of nature. Diana is generally repre-

Max.,

1, 1, ext.

7.)
the prize in

II.

athlete of

—

;

—

:

—

—

431

Die

DI A
Bented as a healthy, strong, active maiden ; handsome,
She wears the
but with no gentleness of expression.

Cretan hunting-shoes {hv6po{ii6e^\ and has her garment tucked up for speed. On her back she bears a
She
quiver, and in her hand a bow or a hunting-spear.
Walker considers the
is usually attended by a hound.
mode in which this goddess is represented as an illustration of what he terms the locomotive system.
{Analysis of Beauty, p. 220.) The name Artemis
seems identical with uprefiTJ^, whole, uninjured, and,
therefore, sound and piire, probably with reference to

—

the virginity of the goddess.
it as an
epithet of the

Welcker, however,

it is

(Schwenk,
or Deiva
Jana, which became Diajana or Deivjana, and ultiShe was invoked as Deiva lana in
mately Diana.
the Salian hymns.
Varro makes laTia the same as
Luna. {R. R., 1, 37, 3.) Nigidius, however {ap.
Macrob., Sat., 1. 9), makes Diana come from lana
with D prefixed
while Lanzi deduces the name from
" the
the
Greek form TH ANA
p.

(Greg. Turon., 3, 19.)
Dic/EA, a town of Thrace in the territory of the
Bistones, and to the southeast of the Bistonian marsh.
{Herod., 7, l09.~Scylax, p. "Xl.—Strabo, Epit., 7, p.
331.) Dr. Clarke, in his travels, mentions the Bistonis Palus, and some ruins near it, which probably
are to be identified with those of Dicaea.
{Clarke's
Travels, vol. 8,

;

early

(i.

e.,

17

avdcrffa,

as Apollo is called avaf.
(Saggio di
queen'''), just
Lingua Etrusca, vol. 1, p. 48, not.) Mythologists
are divided respecting the original nature of Apollo and

—

The question is, whether they are to be reBoth classes of
garded as physical or moral beings.
disputants agree that the latter is their character in
the Homeric and Hesiodic poetry, where Apollo appears only as the god of prophecy, music, and archery, and Diana as his counterpart in this last office
Voss, therefore (with whom agree Wolf, Lobeck, Hermann, Volcker, Nitzsch, and Miiller), maintains such
to have been the original conception of these deities
while Heyne, Buttmann, Welcker, Creuzer,Guigniaut,
and others, think that Apollo and Diana were, in their
primitive character, the same with the sun and moon.
This latter hypothesis is undoubtedly the more correct
one of the two. ( Keightley^s Mythology, p. 128, segq.)
Diana.

;

The

p.

Dic^ARCHiA.

65.)
Vid. Puteoli.

Dic-flEARCHue, I. a native of Messana in Sicily. He
a scholar of Aristotle's, and is called a peripatetic

apt-Qefii^.

The name Diana comes from Dia

263.)

some

same nature with Opis

gards

and Nemesis, and says that

re-

DiBio, a city of Gaul, in the territory of the Lingonow Dijon. It was founded, according to
authorities, by the Emperor Aurelian, while
others make him merely to have fortified it anew.
nes, and

was

philosopher by Cicero {Off., 2, 5); but, though he
wrote some works on philosophical subjects, he seems
to

have devoted his attention principally to geography

and

statistics.

"

His chief philosophical work was two

dialogues on the Soul," each divided into three books,
the one dialogue being supposed to have been held at
In these he argued
Corinth, the other at Mytilene.
against the Platonic doctrines of the soul, and, indeed,
altogether denied its existence. The greatest performance, however, of Dicaearchus was a treatise on the geography, politics, and manners of Greece, which he
called BiOf 'EAAddof, " The Life of Greece" (a title
imitated by Varro in his Vita Populi Romam).
All
the philosophical writings of Dicaearchus are lost. His
geographical works have shared the same fate, except

—

few fragments.
and fifty verses of

We

have remaining one hundred
'Avaypa<j>7} r^f 'EX^adof, or
Description of Greece^'' written in iambic trimeters
and also two fragments of the Biof 'EA^adof , one containing a description of Bceotia and Attica, and another an account of Mount Pelion.
It has been cona

his

"

;

jectured, with great appearance of truth, that the citations from Dicaearchus, in which his treatises on " Mu-

" on the
Dionysian Contests," &c.,
drawn from his " Life of Greece,"
and that the grammarians have named them by the title
of the subdivision to which these subjects belonged, instead of the leading title of the book.
{Ndke, Rhein.
sical

Contests,"

references, in the discussion just alluded to, are as
follows
Voss, Mythol. Briefe, vol. 2, p. 2S5.— Id.
ib., vol. 3, p. 53.— Wolf, ad IL, 1, ^3.— Lobeck, AgHermann, iiber das Wescn, &c., p.
laoph., p. 79.

are referred

Violcker. Myth, der lap., p. 309.
106, seqq.
Heyne,
ad IL, 1, 50. Buttmann, Mytholog.,\6\. 1, p. 1, seqq.
Welcker, Tril., p. 41, 65, 222.
DiANiuM Promontoriom, a promontory and town
of Hispania Tarraconensis, on the Mediterranean coast,
The modern name of
opposite the Pityusae Insulae.
the town is Denia, and of the promontory, cape St.
It was one of the three towns on this coast
Martin.

Mils, for 1833, p. 47.)
Dicaearchus's maps were extant in the time of Cicero {Ep. ad Att., 6, 2), but

:

—

—

—
—

—

to,

are

geography was not much

his

to

be depended upon.

Cicero was very fond of the writings
{Strab., 104 )
of Dic^archus, and speaks of him in terms of warm
admiration.
{Ep. ad Att., 2, 2.) In one of the extant fragments Dicaearchus quotes Posidippus, and

—

must therefore have been alive in 289 B.C. The rewhose foundation was ascribed to the Massilians. It mains of this writer are given in the Geographi Gract
was called by them Artemisium, from the Greek name Minores of Hudson, Gail, and Bernhardy. They were
of Diana, who had a temple here which was much printed also (with the exception of the one respecting
venerated.

Sertorius

made

consequence of

this the chief station for

favourable position for
Mela names the
intercepting the vessels of the foe.
promontory Ferraria, without doubt from iron-works
in its vicinity.
{Strab., 159.
Mannert, Geogr., vol.
his fleet, in

its

—

423.— Mc/a, 2, 6.)
DiasTa, a festival in honour of Jupiter at Athens.
In ancient Attica, the four tribes under the government of Erichthonius derived their names from four
1, p.

divinities,

Jupiter,

They were termed,

Minerva,

Neptune, and Vulcan.

accordingly,

Amf

'A^T/vaaj- IIodeities in question
,

,

The
cetduvidc, and 'H^ciortaf.
were the four great possessors of the Attic soil, and
Jove was the first among them. At the outgoing of
the month Anthesterion, all the citizens celebrated his
under the name of Diasia; many, after the
old fashion, offered him the fruits of their fields, while
others sacrificed cattle.
It was a state
family-feast ;
the old idea of house and court not
being forgotten in

festival

it.

Symbolik, vol. 2, p.
vol. 4,
p. 25, et

{Creuzer,
Alterthumsk.,
Aristoph., Nub., 397.)

510.

— Wachsmuth,

139.— Mitchell, ad

Pelion) in the collection of Stephens, Paris, 1590, and
second volume of Gronovius's Thesaurus AnMarx has given a new edition of them in
tiq. Grate.
Creuzer's Meletemata, vol. 3, p. 174, seqq.
II.
grammarian, a pupil of Aristarchus. {Suid.)
DicT^us MoNs. Vid. Dicte.
in the

—

A

Vid. Dictynnaeum
DicTAMNUM Promontoriom.
Promontorium.
Dictator, the highest extraordinary magistrate in

the Roman republic.
Though the name obviously
contains the element die (from dico), it was doubted
by the Roman writers, whether the title had reference
He was
to the mode of his nomination or his power.
also called Prcztor

Maximus, and Magister Populi,

*'
double consul." After
dLavirarog, or
the expulsion of the kings, the consulship was established.
The two consuls possessed the same power
as the
in the administration of the state and the

and

in

Greek

kings

command
to

some

of the army, yet their authority was subject
to the appeal that
and

restrictions,

principally

could be made from their decisions.

The two

con-

often differed in their
suls, possessing equal authority,

Die

DICTATOR.
views and opinions a circumstance which necessarily caused jealousy and disunion, particularly in the
of the army when on active service.
In
;

command

extraordinary emergencies, therefore, the republic required a single magistrate, invested with ample auSuch circumstances led to the establishment
thority.
of the dictatorship.
The first dictator was created
about 253 A.U.C., or 501 B.C.
{Uv., 2, 18.) The
dictator united in himself the power of the two consuls ; and the authority of all the other magistfates,
except that of the tribunes, ceased as soon as he was
He possessed the whole administrative
appointed.
power of the state, and the command of the army

disused, but

in dangerous emergencies the consuls
were armed with dictatorial power. This office, so reand
illustrious in the first ages of the
spectable
republic, became odious by the usurpations of Sylla and

Csesar ; and, after the death of the latter, the Roman
senate, on the motion of the consul Antony, passed a
decree, which forbade a dictator's being ever after appointed at Rome. Augustus declined the office, though
offered to him by the people {Suet., Aug., 52), ar-d the
title of dictator was never assumed by the emperors
These are the received opinions as to the
of Rome.

—

Roman
we find

dictators; but in Niebuhr's Roman History
other views of the subject, to which we shall

without any restrictions.

{Dio Cass., according to briefly advert.
According to him, the dictatorship
Zonaras, 7, 13, where a reference to a lost book of was of Latin origin, and was introduced from the Latins
Dio is given. Dion. Hal, 5, 70, seqq.) He had the among the Romans. The object of the Roman dicpower of life and death, and there was no appeal from tatorship was to evade the Valerian laws, and to eshis decision.
This power, however, continued only tablish the power of the patricians over the plebeians ;
for the space of six months, even although the busi- for the appeal granted by those laws was from the
ness for which he had been created was not finished, sentence of the consuls, not from that of the dictator.
and was never prolonged beyond that time except in The later Romans had but an indistinct knowledge of
extreme necessity, as in the cast; of Camillus, for Syl- the dictatorship of the ancient constitution. Dio Cas
la and Caesar usurped their perpetual dictatorshio in sius is in error when (without excepting the patricontempt of the laws of their country. But the dic- cians) he asserts, that in no instance was there a right
tator usually resigned his command whenever he had of
appeal from the dictator, and that he could coneffected the business for which he had been created
demn knights and senators to death without trial.
thus, Q. Cincinnatus and Mamercus ^milius abdica- Dionysius is also in error when he says that the dicted the dictatorship on the 16th day
Q. Servilius on tator decided on every measure according to his own
the 8ih day.
Another check on the dictator's power pleasure. It is incorrect to suppose, that the appointwas, that he could lay out none of the public money ment of the dictator in all cases rested with one of the

—

:

;

without the authority of the senate or the order of the
He could not, moreover, leave Italy a law
people.
which was only once violated, and that on account of
the most urgent necessity, as, for example, in the first
Punic war, when a dictator commanded in Sicily.
Neither was he allowed to ride on
{Liv., Epit., 19.)
horseback without the permission of the people. The
principal check, however, against a dictator's abuse of
power was, that he might be called to an account for
his conduct when he resigned his oflSce.
The dictator was not created by the suffrages of the
people, as
the other magistrates, but one of the consuls, by order
;

of the senate, named as dictator whatever person of
consular dignity he thought proper
and this he did,
after having taken the auspices, usually in the dead of
Sometimes the senate itself appointed the dicnight.
tator, and in some instances he was elected by the
;

comitia.

The

dictator

assert, that the dictator was attended by twenty-four
lictors with the fasces and securis even in the
city.

In this they appear to have erred.
Plutarch, indeed,
of Fabius, that the dictator was attended by twenty-four lictors ; but, as Justus Lipsius
observes, this statement is contradicted by higher aufor we are told in the epitome of the 89th
thority
book of Livy, that Sylla, in assuming to himself twenty-four lictors, had done a thing entirely unprecedent"
ed
Sylla, dictator factus, quod nemo quidem untells us, in his life

;

:

cumfascibus viginti quatuor processit.^^
was taken only from the patrician order, but afterward (B.C. 356) from the plebeians
also.
After his appointment he nominated the mas-

— At

fecerat,
first

the dictator

{Magister Equitum), who commanded
under him.
Sometimes, however, a master of the
horse was pitched upon for the dictator by the senate,
It was only when the
or by the order of the people.
state was menaced by a sudden danger from within
was
a
dictator
nominated
or without that
but, in
ter of the horse

;

the course of time, a dictator was elected to preside
at the elections in the comitia, when the consuls were
abroad
and also on some other public solemnities.
;

For one hundred
(Liv., 7, ^.—Id., 8, 18, et 23.)
twenty years before Svlla, the creation of a dictator
436

;

The pontifical books have
trusted to a single person.
preserved so much as this, that the dictator was nominated by the senate, and that the nomination was ap-

A» the plebeians increased in
proved by the people.
power, the dictatorship was seldom required, and then
of
less
importance, and in such cases
only for matters
For a general
the nomination was left to the consuls.
sketch of the dictatorial power, consult Creuzer, Rom.

—

Niebuhr, Rom. Hist.^ vol. 1, p.
495, seqq., Cambr. Iransl.
DicTE, a mountain of the island of Crete, now called
Setkia, and also Lasthi, next in height to Mount Ida,
and covered throughout a great part of the year with
Antiq., p. 231, seqq.

snow

;

whence

Ptolemy,

" the

it is

denominated by Strabo, Pliny, and

White Mountain."

was preceded by twenty-four Compare Athenceus,

lictors, with the fasces and securis, or, in other words,
by as many as the two consuls together. The writers 0T» Roman antiquities, and
especially Dr. Adam,

quam

consuls
for the conferring of kingly power (such as
that of the dictator was) could never have been in-

9, p.

376.)

{Strabo,

It is

338—

commonly sup-

posed to have obtained its name from Dictynna, a
nymph of Crete, who is supposed first to have invented
hunting-nets {SlKtva), and to have been called Dictynna on that account, having been before named Britomartis.
Strabo,
{Callim., Hymn, in Dian.,\\ \97.)
however, censures Callimachus for his false derivation
of the name.

According

to

another

account, she

plunged into the sea in order to avoid Minos, who
pursued her, and was caught in a fisherman's net.
This mountain was consecrated to Jupiter, and hence
he was called Diclceus, as well as from a cave which
was there, in which he had been concealed from Salurn.
{Virgil, Georg., 4, 149.) Crete was sometimes
also styled by the poets

Dictaa arva.

{Virg., JEn.,

3, 171.)

Dictynna, a nymph of Crete.

DicTYNN^UM,

or

{Vid. Dicte.)

DicTAMNUM Promontorium,

a

promontory on the northern coast of the isle of Crete,
This promontory, answering
towards the northwest.
to the Psacum Promontorium of Ptolemy, forms the
termination of a chain called Tityrus by Strabo (499).
On its summit was placed a celebrated temple of the
nymph Britomartis or Dictynna. {Died. Sic, 5, 76.
Mela, 2, 7.) The site of the temple now bears the
name of Magny. ( Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.

—

365.)

and
DicTYs, I. a Cretan, said to have accompanied Idowas meneus to the Trojan war, and to have written a histo-

DID

DID
This work,
ry of that contest.
count that has come down to us, was discovered in the
in
tomb
near Cnossus, which was laid
of
a
Nero,
reign
open by an earthquake. It was written in Phoenician,
and translated into Greek by one Eupraxides or Praxis.
The Greek translation has not reached our times, but
we have remaining the Latin version of Q. Septimius,
who lived in the time of the Emperor Dioclesian, and
not in that of Constantine.
Scioppius {Paradox. Lit.
Ep., 5) makes him to have been a contemporary of
Cornelius Nepos, an assumption which the style of
according to the ac-

The work of SepSeptimius most clearly disproves.
timius contains the first five books, with an abridgment
The Phoenician part of. this story
of the remainder.
" Dishas been very ably refuted by Perizonius, in his
sertatio de Historia Belli Trojani, qu<z Dictyos CreThe real author was
tensis nomen pr<zfert, Graca."
Eupraxides or Praxis, and the whole affair was got up
to impose upon Nero, who was at that time on a visit
to Achaia.
What added to the deception was, that
an earthquake did actually take place in Crete at this

—

same period. {Perizon., Diss., ^ 5.) Although this
work does not merit the confidence which its fabricator wished to produce, it is still not without interest for those who pursue the study of antiquity, since
it contains many things derived from books which no
The best edition is that of Smids,
longer exist.
Amst., 1702, in 4to and 8vo, with the preliminary dissertation of Perizonius.
(Fabric, Bibl. Lat., 1, 6, p.
111.
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 465, seq.)
II. A brother of Polydectes, king of Seriphus, made
monarch of the island, in place of the latter, by Pers-

—

—

eus.

{Vid. Danae.)
DiDiA Lex, de Sumptibus, by Didius, A U.C. 610.
It limited the expense of entertainments, and the number of guests, and ordained that the sumptuary laws
should be extended to all the Italians, and that not

only the master of the feast, but also the guests, should
incur a penalty for their offence.
{Macrob., Sat.,
2, 13.)

DiDius, Julianus, of a family originally from Mediolanum (Milan), and grandson of Salvius Julianus, a
He was
celebrated jurist, was born about A.D. 133.
educated by Doraitia Lucilla, the mother of Marcus
Didius soon rose to important offices, was
Aurelius.
successively quaestor, praetor, and governor of Belgic
Gaul, and, having defeated the Chauci, obtained the
He was afterward sent as governor to
Under
Dalmatia, and next to Germania Inferior.
Commodus he was governor of Bithynia on his return
to Rome he lived in luxury and debauchery, being
After the murder of Pertinax, A.D.
enormously rich.
193, the praetorians having put up the empire at aucDidius
tion,
proceeded to their camp, and bid against
Sulpicianus, the father-in-law of Pertinax, who was
to make his own bargain with the soldiers.
Didius

consulship.

:

having bid highest, and having been proclaimed, was
The senate, with
taken by the soldiers into Rome.
its usual servility, acknowledged him emperor, but the
people openly showed their dissatisfaction, and loaded
him with abuse and imprecations in the circus, when
he assisted at the solemn games which were customary
on the occasion of a new reign. He is said to have
borne these insults with patience, and to have behaved
altogether with great moderation during his short
Three generals, at the head of their respective
reign.
legions, refused to acknowledge the nomination of the
Pescennius Niger, who commanded in the
praetorians
East; Septimius Severus, in Illyricum; and Claudius
Albinus in Britain.
Severus being proclaimed Augustus by his troops, marched upon Rome, and found
no opposition upon the road, as the towns and garrisons all declared for him.
The pra;torians themselves
forsook Didius, and the senate readily pronounced his
abdication and proclaimed Severus
A party
emperor.
of soldiers
making their way into the palace, and dis;

regarding the entreaties of Didius, who offered to renounce the empire, cut off his head. He had reigned
Dto
only sixty-six days.
(Spartianus, Vit. Did. Jul.

—

Cass., Epit. Lib., 73.)
(called also Elissa), was daughter of Belus
king of Tyre, and sister of Pygmalion.
According
to Justin (18, 5), the Tyrians, on the death of Belus,

Dido

II.,

gave the kingdom to Pygmalion, though still quite
young, and Dido married Acerbas, her maternal uncle,
who was priest of Hercules, an office next to that of
Acerbas was possessed of great treasures,
king.
which, dreading PygmaUon's covetous disposition when
the latter had attained to manhood, he deemed it prudent to conceal.
Pygmalion, in order to obtain this
wealth, assassinated him while officiating at the altar,
and Dido, unwilling to remain in a spot which served
but to renew her grief, quitted her brother's kingdom.

The tyrant, to prevent her final escape with the treasures of Acerbas, despatched messengers to solicit her
Dido apparently assented, but took
to return to Tyre.
the precaution, when embarking, to place in the vessel, in the presence of those whom Pygmalion had
sent to her, several bales filled with sand, which she
When they were
told them contained the treasures.
out at sea, she compelled her attendants to throw these
and then representing to those
bales into the sea
who had'come from the monarch, the instant death
that awaited them if they presented themselves before
;

treasures, and that a regard
safety should induce them to become her
companions in search of some settlement, in which
they might find shelter from the persecution of Pyg-

him without the expected
for their

own

malion, she prevailed upon them to follow her fortunes.
Large numbers of the chief men (senatorum agmina),
with whom the time had previously been agreed upon,
thereupon joined her party. She sailed first to Cyprus,
where the priest of Jupiter and his whole family, in
obedience to the will of the gods, added themselves to
the expedition.
Taking these along with her, and also
eighty Cyprian maidens, whom she carried off from the

shore of the island, she sailed in quest of new settleNot being
ments, and landed on the coast of Africa.
allowed by the inhabitants a more extensive grant of
land than what could be covered with a bull's hide,

Dido evaded this jealous concession, by cutting the
hide into small slips, and enclosing with them a large
portion of ground. The space thus enclosed was hence

Greek Bvpaa, " a hide.^^ ( Vid.,
however, Byrsa.) Here the first settlement was made,
and as the city gradually increased around, and Carcalled Byrsa, from the

thage arose, Byrsa became the citadel of the place.
When the Phoenician colony had established itself,
larbas, king of Mauritania, sought the hand of Dido
in marriage, and threatened war in case of refusal.
Her subjects thereupon importuning her to save them
from this formidable enemy, she demanded three
months for consideration. During this interval she
caused a large pile to be erected, as if for the purpose
of offering a propitiatory sacrifice to the manes of

Acerbas, and, having ascended it, there plunged a dagThis action procured for her, it is
ger into her heart.
said, the name of Dido, or "heroine," her previous
name having been Elissa. (But consult remarks at
From this narrative of Justhe close of this article.)

—

The poet asdeviations in Virgil.
of Dido and
signs to Dido indiscriminately the name
Acerbas is the Sichaeus of Virgil and the
Elissa.
slain
Sichaeus,
latter states that Pygmalion, after having
tin's

we

find

many

;

was relong concealed the deed from Dido
vealed to her by the shade of Sichasus, who at the
same time discovered to her the spot where his treasures were concealed, and urged her to seek her own
:

that

it

the story, that the
Virgil sanctions
a foundation for their city,
Carthaginians, when making
which was regarded as a
dug up the head of a horse,
a story which Bochart
presage of future greatness ;
safety in flight.

DID

DIN

considers to have arisen from the word Cacahe (one of
the names of Carthage), signifying also, in Punic,
" the head of a horse."
(Geog. Sacr., col. 471, 583,
But the point on which the Mantuan poet and
743.)
the historians most essentially differ, is the manner of
attributes this to grief on her beDido's death.
Virgil
ing abandoned by .^neas, whom she had hospitably received when wrecked on her coast.
Opinions vary
also relative to the time of Dido's death ; but it is genshe
that
lived
some
centuries
later than
erally agreed,
Her subjects, after her death, paid
the Trojan hero.
her divine honours.
The whole question relative to
Dido is discussed by Heyne in the first Excursus to
the fourth /Eneid.
He divides the earlier history of
Carthage into three epochs the first commences fifty
years before the taking of Troy ; the second, 173 years
after the former; and the third, 190 years still later.
At the commencement of this third epoch he makes

—

:

Dido

to have flourished, and to have
improved, not,
however, to have founded, the city, which, in fact, existed long before.
On the episode of Dido, as introduced by Virgil into his JSneid, Dunlop {History
Rom. Lit., vol. 3, p. 167) has the following remarks
" Our
poet has just so far availed himself of ancient

—

:

traditions as to give probability to his narration, and
to support it by the prisca Jules facto.
He wrote,
however, at such a distance of time from the events

which formed the groundwork of his poem, and the
events themselves were so obscure, that he could deThus,
part from history without violating probability.
it
appears from chronology, that Dido lived many hundred years after the Trojan war ; but the point was one
of obscure antiquity, known perhaps to few readers,
and not very precisely ascertained. Hence, so far was
the violence offered to chronology from revolting his

The Scholia Minora on Homer have
368, b.), &c.
been attributed to him, but incorrectly, for Didymus
The collection of
himself is quoted in these notes.
proverbs extant under the name of Zenobius, was partly
taken from a previous collection made by Didymus ;
and about sixty fragments of his fifteen books on agriculture are preserved in the collection of Cassianus

p.

Bassus.

"
DiEspiTER, a name given to Jupiter as the Father
of Light."

(

Vid. Jupiter.)

DiGENTiA, a small stream, watering the vale of UsIt is celetica, near the Tiburtine villa of Horace.
brated by the poet for the refreshing coolness of its
waters, and the beautiful scenery along its banks.
The modern name is La Licenza. {Horat., Epit., 1,

18, 104.)

DiNARCHUs, one of the ten Greek orators, for the
explanation of whose orations Harpocration compiled
his lexicon.
He was a Corinthian by birth, but settled at Athens, and became intimate with Theophrastus and Demetrius Phalereus.
Dionysius of HalicarThe time of his
nassus fixes his birth at B.C. 361,
highest reputation was after the death of Alexander,
when Demosthenes and other great orators were dead
or banished.
He seems to have got his living by writing speeches for those who were in want of them, and
he carried on apparently a profitable business in this
way.
Having always been a friend to the aristocratical party, he was involved in a charge of conspiracy
against the democracy, and withdrew to Chalcis in
Euboea.
He was allowed to return to Athens by Demetrius Poliorcetes, after an absence of fifteen years.

On his return, Dinarchus, who had brought all his
money back with him, lodged with one Proxenus, an

countrymen, that Ovid, who was so knowing in ancient histories and fables, wrote an heroic epistle as
In giving the narraaddressed by Dido to .^neas."
tive of Dido, we have given also the etymology of the

Athenian, a friend of his, who, however, if the story be
true, proved to be a knave, and robbed the old man of
Dihis money, or, at least, colluded with the thieves.
narchus brought an action against him, and, for the first
time in his life, made his appearance in a court of jus-

name, as assigned by some of the ancient writers.

tice.

—

The

derivation, however, appears to be an erroneous
one.
Dido neither denotes " the heroine," as Servius

maintains (ad JEn., 4, 36), and as we have already
nor " the man-slayer" {avdpo<j)6vo^), as Eugiven it
stathius pretends (compare Bochart, col. 746); nor
;

" the wanderer"

(j] TzXavfjTi^), as we find it stated in
The name Dido means
the Etymologicon Magnum.
" the
beloved,''^ whether the refernothing more than
"
ence be to Baal or to her husband
amor, delicice
:

sive Baalis,

sive mariti."

{Gesenius, Phcen.
other appellation, Elissa (more
" the
conectly, perhaps, Elisa), means
exulting'''' or
*^
joyous one*'' {Gesen., I. c), and not, as Bochart
"
the divine maiden.'*^
makes it,
{Bochart, Geogr.

ejus,

Mon.,

p.

406.)

The

DipvMioN, an
359.)

Of the numerous orations
nysius of Halicarnassus.
of Dinarchus, only three remain, and these are not enOne of them is against
titled to any very high praise.
Demosthenes, touching the affair of Harpalus. Dionysius passes rather a severe judgment on Dinarchus.
He considers him merely an imitator of Lysias, Hyperides, and Demosthenes, and though succeeding,
to a certain extent, in copying the several styles of
these three great orators, yet failing, as all copiers

from models must fail, in that natural expression and
charm which are the characteristics of originality.
The extant orations of Dinarchus arq found in the
{Dion. Hal., de
Reishe, vol. 5, p. 629, seqq.)
DiNDYMUs or A {orum), I. a mountain of Galatia in
Asia Minor, placed by Ptolemy southeast of Pessinus,
usual collections of the Attic orators.

Dinarch. Jud.

Sacr., col. 472.)
5,

The charge against Proxenus, which is drawn
up with a kind of legal formality, is preserved by Dio-

artist,

The name,

mentioned

of course,

in Virgil,

{^n.,

is

imaginary.
DiDYMUS, a famous grammarian, the son of a seller
was
born
in
at
the consulship of
of fish
Alexandrea,

Antonius and Cicero, B.C. 63, and flourished in the
Macrobius calls him the greatest
reign of Augustus.

grammarian of his own or any other time. {Sat., 5,
22.)
According to Athenaeus (4, p. 139, c), he published 3500 volumes, and had written so much that he
" the
forgctter of

— Op.,

ed.

The latter
while Strabo says that the city lay upon it.
writer names it Dindymus, which is generally followed
by subsequent geographers. Mannert, however, considers the true name to have been Didymus, from the
and supposes this appellation to
from its double summit. One
of these summits had the name of Agdistis
and on

Greek

diSv/j.og {twin),

have been given

to

it

;

{^ 16X107^6 ag), for this, according to Pausanius, Atys was buried. Manhe often forgot what he had written himself and also nert makes Dindymus to have been at the northern
" the man with brazen bowels^^
of mountains known by the name
(_;^;a?.K^vr£pof ), from his extremity of a chain
unwearied industry. To judge from the specimens of of Olympus, not to be confounded, however, with the
his writings given by Athenaus, we need not much mountain named Olympus near Prusa in Bithynia, nor
His criticisms were, ac- with another Olympus in Galatia, on which the Tolisof them.
regret the loss
He toboii collected their forces to resist the proconsul
cording to Suidas, of the Aristarchean school.
The whole march of the Roman army, as
wrote, among other things, an explanation of the Aga- Manlius.
memnon of Ion {Athen., 11, p. 418, d.) and also of described by Livy, shows that the last-mentioned
several mountain lay about ten geographical miles northwest
the plays of Phrynichus (Id., 9, p. 371, /)
The goddess Cybele was worshipped at
treatises against Juba, king of Mauretania {Suid., s. v. of Ancyra.
on Mount Dindymus, and hence wa^
'I66af ) ; a book on the conuption of diction {Athen., 9, Pessinus and

was

called

hooks''''

;

;

;
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DIOCLETIANUS.

Dindymene. {Mannert, Anc. Geogr.^ vol. 6,
3,63.) II. A mountain in the island of Cyzicus, and
It had on its summit a temple,
overhanging the city.
said to have been erected by the Argonauts in honour
of Cybele.
{Strabo, 575.)
Dim A, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, and the capIts name is said to be of Celital of the Bodionlici.
tic origin, being derived from din, water, and ia, hot,
so called from the thermal waters at the distance of a
It is now Digne.
(Comquarter of a league from it.
called

—

pare Manncrt, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 106.)
DiNOCRATES, a very celebrated Macedonian architect, who offered to cut Mount Athos into a statue of
Alexander.
{Vid. Athos, at the close of the article.)
The monarch took him to Egypt, and employed him in
several works of art.
Ptolemy Philadelphus directed
him to construct a temple for his queen Arsinoe, after
her death ; and the intention was to have the ceiling of
loadstone, and the statue of iron, in order that the latThe
ter might appear to be suspended in the air.
death of the artist himself frustrated the undertaking.

{Pliny, 34, 14.)

DiNosTRATEs, a famous mathematician of the Platonic school, the brother of Menechares, and disciple
of Plato.
Pursuing the steps of his brother, who amof the conic sections, Dinostrates is
plified the theory
said to have made many mathematical discoveries
but he is particularly distinguished as the inventor of
the quadrcUrix.
Montucla, however, ob.serves, that
there is some reason for ascribing the original invention of this curve to Hippias of Elea, an ingenious philosopher and geometer contemporary with Socrates.
{Produs, Comment, in EucL, 2, 4. Pappus, Coll.
;

—

Math.,

protested his innocence of the death of Numerianus,
and then, upbraiding Aper for the crime, plunged his

sword

into his body.

a friend that he had

The new emperor observed to
now "killed the boar," punning

on the word Aper, which means a boar, and alluding
to the prediction of the Druidess.

Dioclesian, in fact,

self-composed and strong-minded in other respects,
was all his hfe an anxious believer in divination, which
superstition led him probably to inflict summary punHe made
ishment upon Aper with his own hands.
his solemn entry into Nicomedia in September, 284
A.D., and afterward chose this town for his favourite
residence.
Carinus, the other son of Carus, having
collected a force to oppose Dioclesian, the two armies
met at Margium in Moesia, where the soldiers of Carinus had the advantage at first, but Carinus himself
having been slain by one of his own officers, both armies joined in acknowledging Dioclesian emperor,

A.D. 285.

Dioclesian was generous after his victory,

and, contrary to the common practice, there were no
executions, proscriptions, or confiscations of property ;
he even retained most of the officers of Carinus in
their places.
Dioclesian, on assuming the imperial
power, found the empire assailed in various quarters,
but his talents and energy soon succeeded in counterIn the year 286, he chose his old
acting these evils.
friend Maximian, a brave, but rude and uncultivated
soldier, as his colleague in the empire, and it is to
the credit of both that the latter continued ever after
faithful to Dioclesian, and willing to follow his advice.
Maximian was stationed in Gaul, and on the German
frontier, to repel invasion ; Dioclesian resided chiefly
in the East, to watch the Persians, though he appears
in the early part of his reign.
to have visited

Rome

4, prop. 25.)

DiocLEA, a town of Dalmatia, the birthplace, according to some, of the Emperor Dioclesian. Its ruins
are near the modern Narenza.
DiocLBTiANOPOLis, a city of Macedonia, called so
in honour of Dioclesian, and supposed by Mannert
{Geogr., vol. 7, p. 479) to have been identical with

After the lapse of a few years, Dioclesian thought it
necessary, in consequence of invasions and revolts in
different parts of the empire, to increase the number
On the 1st March, 292, or, accordof his colleagues.
ing to some, 291, he appointed Galerius a Caesar, and

Pella.

Constantius

Maximian,

same

the

at

time, adopted, on his part,
Caesars repudiated

The two

Chlorus.

DiocLETiANDs, Caius Valerius .Tovius, a cele- their respective wives ; Galerius married Valeria, DioRoman emperor, born of an obscure family in clesian's daughter, and Constantius married Theodora,
The two Caesars remained
Dalmatia, at the town of Dioclea or Doclea, from daughter of Maximian.
which town he derived his first name, which was subordinate to the two Augusti, though each of the
probably Docles, afterward lengthened to the more four was intrusted with the administration of a part of
harmonious Greek form of Diocles, and at length, the empire. Dioclesian kept to himself Asia and
after his accession to the empire, to the Roman form Egypt
Maximian had Italy and Africa Galerius,
of Diocletianus.
He likewise, on this occasion, as- Thrace and lUyricum and Constantius, Gaul and
sumed the patrician name of Valerius. Some, how- Spain. Bui it was rather an administrative than a
His political division. At the head of the edicts of each
ever, make him to have been born at Salona.
birth year also is differently given.
The common prince were put the names of all four, beginning with
account says 245 A.D., but other statements make that of Dioclesian. Dioclesian resorted to this arhim ten years older. He was first a common soldier, rangement probably as much for reasons of internal as
and by merit and success gradually rose to rank. At of external policy. By fixing upon four colleagues,
the commencement of his career, and while he occu- one in each of the
great divisions of the empire, each
pied some inferior post, it is said that a Druidess, having his army, and all mutually checking one anin whose house he lodged, upbraided him with covet- other, Dioclesian put a stop to military insolence and
" I shall be
The empire was no longer put up for sale
ousness, to whom he jocosely replied,
anarchy.
more generous when I am emperor." " You are jo- this immediate and intolerable evil was effectually
brated

;

;

;

;

king," replied the Druidess

*'

but

you, in good
empire after you
have killed a boar." This circumstance is said to
have occurred in the city of Tongres, and present bishearnest, that

you

opric of Liege.

;

I tell

will attain to the

—Dioclesian served

in Gaul, in Moesia,

under Probus, and was present at the campaign against
the Persians, when Carus perished in so mysterious a
He commanded the household or imperial
manner.
body-guard when young Numerianus, the son of Ca-

was

secretly put to death

by Aper, his father-inlaw, while travelling in a close litter on account of illness, on the return of the army from Persia.
The
death of Numerianus being discovered, after several

rus,

days, by the soldiers, near Chalcedon, they arrested
Aper, and proclaimed Dioclesian emperor, who, addxeas'mg the army from his tribunal in the camp,

cured, though another danger remained, that of disimputes and wars between the various sharers of the
and one
perial power; still it was a smad danger,
which did not manifest itself so long as Dioclesian re-

mained

at the

their censure
call

it,

Writers have been very

helm.

the empire

free of

as they
emperor, for parcelling,
but this was the only chance there

this

upon
;

Italy and
crumbling to pieces.
no longby the change they
er monopolized the wealth and power of the world ;
The new
but the other provinces gained by this.
SuccessCaesars
Dioclesian's expectations.

was of preventing

Rome,

its

in particular, lost

:

—

justified

wars were waged in different quarters of the emand though Galerius at first met with a defeat
from Narses, king of Persia, yet, in the following
a terrible overthrow. Nar
year, he gave the Persians
ful

pire

;

4o"
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«es sued for peace, which was granted by Dioclesian,
on condition of the Persians giving up all the territory
on the right or western bank of the Tigris. This
peace was concluded in 297, and lasted forty years.
At the same time, Dioclesian marched into Egypt

whom

he besieged in Alexandrea,
against Achillseus,
which he took after a siege of eight months, when the
usurper and his chief adherents were put to death.
Dioclesian is said to have behaved on this occasion
with unusual sternness, several towns of Egypt, among
others Busiris and Coptos, being destroyed.
For
several years after this the empire enjoyed repose, and
Dioclesian and his colleagues were chiefly employed
in framing laws and administrative
regulations, and in
Dioclesian kept
constructing forts on the frontiers.
a splendid court at Nicomedia, which town he embellished with numerous structures.
He, or rather
Maximian by his order, caused the magnificent Thermss at Rome to be built, the remains of which still
bear Dioclesian's name, and which contained, besides
the baths, a library, a museum, and other establishments.
In February, 303, Dioclesian issued an edict

—

against the Christians, ordering their churches to be
pulled down, their sacred books to be burned, and all
Christians to be dismissed from offices civil or military ;

with other penalties, exclusive, however, of death.
Various causes have been assigned for this measure.
It is known that Galerius had always been hostile to
the Christians, while Dioclesian had openly favoured
them, and had employed them in his armies and about
his person, and Eusebius speaks of the prosperity, security, and protection which they enjoyed under his
reign.
They had churches in most towns, and one
at Nicomedia, in particular, under the eye of the emJust before the edict was issued, Galerius had
peror.
repaired to Nicomedia to induce Dioclesian to proscribe the Christians.
He fiUod the emperor's mind
with reports of conspiracies and seditions, and, aided
by the artifices of the heathen priesthood, was at last
but too successful.
The barbarities that followed
upon the issuing of the edict above referred to are
Malicious ingenuity was racked
utterly inconceivable.

ny

Maximian

at Milan.

retired to his seat in Lucania,

but, not being endowed with the firmness of Dioclesian,
he tried some time after to recover his former power,

and wrote to his old colleague to induce him to do the
" Were
same.
you but to come to Salona," answered Dioclesian, " and see the vegetables which I raise
in my
with
my own hands, you would no longgarden

er talk to me of empire."
Dioclesian died in 313,
He ranks
surviving his abdication about nine years.
among the most distinguished emperors of Rome ; his
reign of twenty-one years being, upon the whole, pros-

—

perous for the empire and creditable to the Roman
name. He was severe, but not wantonly cruel, and
we ought to remember that mercy was not a Roman
virtue.
His conduct after his abdication shows that
his was no common mind.
The chief charge against

him

is his
haughtiness in introducing the Oriental ceremonial of prostration into the Roman court.
The
Christian writers, and especially Lactantius, have spoken unfavourably of him
but Lactantius cannot be
Aurel.
implicitly trusted.
(Eutrop., 9, 19, seqg.

—

;

—

—

—

Vopisc. Carin., 15.
Paneg. Maxim.
Lactam., de mort. jpersec, 8, et 18. Euscb., Vit.
c.
Const.,
18, &c.)
DiODORUs, I. an historian, sumamed Siculus, because born at Agyrium in Sicily, and the contempoOur principal
rary of Julius Caesar and Augustus.
data for the events of his life are derived from his own
work.
In early life he travelled into Asia, Africa, and
Vict., 39.

—

Europe, and on his return established himself at Rome,
where he published a general history, in forty books,
under the title of BiSXiodriKTj laropiK^, or Historical
To this labour he consecrated thirty years
Library.
life.
The history comprehended a period of
1138 years, besides the time preceding the Trojan
was
carried down to the end of Caesar's Galwar, and
lic war.
His work was written after the death of Caesar.
The first six books were devoted to the fabulous
history anterior to the war of Troy, and of these, the

of his

three former to the antiquities of barbarian states, the
three latter to the archaeology of the Greeks. But the
historian, though treating of the fabulous history of the

barbarians in the first three books, enters into an account of their manners and usages, and carries down
and the history of these nations to a point of time posterior
persecution rage with scarcely mitigated horrors
such multitudes were massacred in all parts of the to the Trojan war thus, in the first book, he gives a
empire, that at last the imperial murderers ventured sketch of Egyptian history from the reign of Menes
to erect a triumphal column, bearing the barbarously to Amasis. In the eleven following books he detailed
boastful, yet false inscription, that they had extin- the different events which happened between the Troguished the Christian name and superstition, and re- jan war and the death of Alexander the Great ; and the
stored the worship of the gods to its former purity and remaining twenty- three books contained the history of
This was the last persecution under the the world down to the Gallic war and the conquest
splendour.
Roman empire, and it has been called by the name of of Britain.
have only a small part remaining of
Dioclesian.
But, as the persecution raged with most this vast compilation, namely, the first five books, then
to the

utmost to devise tortures

lowers of Jesus.

for the

persecuted

fol-

For the space of ten years did

this

;

;

We

fury in the provinces subject to the rule of Galerius,
and as he continued it for several years after Dioclesian's abdication, it might with more propriety be
In November, 303,
called the Galerian persecution.

—

Dioclesian repaired to

Rome, where he and Maximian

enjoyed the honour of a triumph, followed by festive
This was the last triumph that Rome saw.
games.
The populace of that city complained of the economy
of Dioclesian on that occasion, and so offended him by
their jibes and sarcasms, that he left Rome abruptly,

A

in the month of December, in very cold weather.
long illness ensued, which confined him at Nicomedia

and, soon after his recovery, he

was

visited

;

by Galerius,

almost forced him to abdicate.
According to others, however, Dioclesian did it sponSetting off for Salona, in Dalmatia, he
taneously.
built himself, near this place, an extensive palace by
the seashore, in which he lived for the rest of his life,
respected by the other emperors, without cares and
At the same time that Dioclesian abwithout regret.
dicated at Nicomedia, Maximian, according to an

who persuaded and

agreement between them, performed a similar ceremo440

from the 11th to the 20lh, both inclusive, and finally
fragments of the other books from the 6th to the 10th
These rescued
inclusive, and also of the last twenty.
portions we owe to Eusebius, to John Malala, Syncellus, and other writers of the lower empire, who have
cited them in the course of their works
but, above
" Extracts
all, to the authors of the
respecting Em"
Extracts respecting Virtues and
bassies," and of the
are indebted also for a part of them to
Vices."
;

We

the patriarch Photius, who has inserted in his Myriobiblon extracts from several of the books, from the
31st to the 33d, and from the 36th to the 38th and

Important additions have also recently been

40th.

made from MSS. in the Vatican Library. (As regards
the sources whence Diodorus drew the materials of

De font
his work, consult the dissertation of Heyne,
ibus hist. Diodori,"' prefixed to the Bipont edition.)
''

A

—

over most

great advantage possessed by Diodorus
of the ancient historians, is his indicating the order ol
it must be acknowledged, at the same
tim.e
:

though

time, that his chronology offers occasional difficulties,
and often needs reducing. Diodorus, who wrote at

DIO

DIODORUS.
Rome, and

a period when the dominion of

at

this

extended over the greatest part of the civihzed
world, arranges his narrative in accordance with the
Roman calendar and consular fasti he frequently
adds the names of the Athenian archons that were
Now, at the time when he wrote,
contemporaneous.
the consuls entered on their office on the first of Jancity

:

uary, whereas, after the adoption of the cycle of MeB.C. 402, the Athenian archons commenced their

lon,

terms about the middle of the year.
Diodorus, however, limits himself to the mention of those archons
that entered upon their duties in the course of the consular year, which forms the basis of his chronology
thus, the events which took place during the first six
months of a year, ought to be referred to the archon
:

Nor is this
in the preceding year.
the duration of the consulship was that of the Roman year, which, from a very early period, was made
to consist of 366 days
while the duration of the archonship remained for a long time subject to the irmentioned by him
all

;

;

regularity of the Athenian calendar and years, the latter being sometimes 354 days, at other times 384.
Thus, to cite only a single instance, Diodorus places

the death of Alexander the Great in the 4th year of the
1 13th
Olympiad, a period with which the names of the

consuls also indicated by him fully agree ; whereas, by
the name of the archon, he makes it to be the following year, the 1st of the 114th Olympiad.
(Compare
Diod. Sic, 17, 113.
Annales des Lagides, par M.

—

ChampoUion Figeac,

vol. 1, p. 264.)

We must care-

fully attend to this point in

remodelling the chronology
of Diodorus.
With regard to the historical value of
the work itself, and the merits of the author, the most
discrepant opinions have been entertained by modern
writers.
The Spanish scholar Vives called him a
mere trifler
and Jean Bodin accused him, in no
while,
sparing terms, of ignorance and carelessness
on the other hand, he has been defended and extolled
by many eminent critics as an accurate and able writer.
The principal fault of Diodorus seems to have
been the too great extent of his work. It was not
possible for any man living in the time of Augustus to
write an unexceptionable universal history. It is not,
then, a matter of surprise, that Diodorus, who does not
appear to have been a man of superior abilities, should
have fallen into a number of particular errors, and
should have placed too much reliance on authorities
sometimes far from trustworthy. Wherever he speaks
from his own observations, he may, perhaps, generally
be relied upon
but when he is compiling from the
writings of others, he has shown little judgment in the
selection, and has, in many cases, proved himself in-

—

;

;

;

a question was proposed to him in the
presence of Ptolemy Soter, by Stilpo, one of his fraternity, which he required time to answer, and on this
account he was ridiculed by Ptolemy, and denominated Chronus {Xpovog).
Mortified at this defeat, he
wrote a book on the question, but nevertheless died of
He is the reputed author of the famous
vexation.
" If
any body be moved, if
sophism against motion.
It is said thac

moved

either in the place where it is, or in a placf
is not, for
nothing can act or suffer wher»
it is not, and therefore there is no such
thing as
tion."
Diodorus was suitably rewarded for this brill
is

where

it

mo

having dislocated his shoulder, th<
who was sent for kept him for some time ii
while
he
torture,
proved from the philosopher's owr
mode of reasoning that the bone could not have
moved out of its place. (Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
III.
3, p. 253.)
peripatetic philosopher, with whom
the uninterrupted succession of the peripatetic school
He was a native of Tyre, and a pupil
terminated.
iant discovery

;

surgeon

—

A

of Critolaus.
Mention is often made of him in the
selections of Stobaeus, and also in the works of Cicero.

The

sovereign good, according to Diodorus, was

to live in a

becoming manner,

from

free

toil

and care,

TO ufioxOvTug Kal Ka?Mg ^fjv, or, vacate omni molestia
cum honestate, as Cicero expresses it. (Acad., 2, 42.)
IV. An orator and epigrammatic poet, a native of

—

Sardis.
in Asia,

He was sumamed Zonas (Zwvaf ). He fought
and was contemporaneous with Mithradales

the Great, against

whom

He

he was charged with conNine of

defended himself successfully.
spiring.
his epigrams rexiiain.
{Jacobs, Catal. Poet.

Epigram,

in AnthoL, vol. 3, p. 883.— Strab., 627.)— V. Another
native of Sardis, who wrote historical works, odes, and
Strabo speaks of him as subsequent to the
epigrams.
former, and a contemporary and friend of his own.
{Strab., 627.)
ing.

{Jacobs,

We

I.

have one of his epigrams remain-

c.)

Diogenes, I. a celebrated Cynic philosopher of SiHis father, who was a banker, was convicted
nope.
of debasing the public coin, and was obliged to leave
the country, or, according to another account, his father and himself were charged with this offence, and
the former was thrown into prison, while the son esHere he
caped from the city and came to Athens.
attached himself, as a disciple, to Antisthenes, who
was at the head of the Cynics. Antisthenes at first
refused to admit him into his house, and even struck
him with a stick. Diogenes calmly bore the rebuke,
and said, Strike me, Antisthenes, but never shall you
find a stick sufficiently hard to remove me from your
worth hearing.
presence, while you speak anything
The philosopher was so much pleased with this reply,

capable of discriminating between the fabulous and
the true.
must not blame him for having given that he at once admitted him among his scholars.
a Greek colouring to the manners of other nations Diogenes perfectly adopted the principles and characwhich he describes, for it was the common practice of ter of his master. Renouncing every other object of
Greek writers to do so, and he has not erred so much ambition, he determined to distinguish himself by his
in this respect as Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
contempt of riches and honours, and by his indignation
are indebted to him, moreover, for many particulars against luxury.
He wore a coarse cloak carried a
which, but for him, we should never have known ; and wallet and a staff; made the porticoes and other pubwe must regret that we have lost the last, and proba- lic places his habitation and depended upon casual
friend, whom he
bly the most valuable, portion of his works, as even contributions for his daily bread.
by the fragments of them which remain we are enabled, had desired to procure him a cell, not executing his order
in many places, to correct the errors of Livy.
The so soon as was expected, he took up his abode in a
It is probable,
style of Diodorus, though not very pure or elegant, is tub or large vessel in the Metroum.
of
sufficiently perspicuous, and presents but few difficul- however, that this was only a temporary expression
he did not make a
ties, except where the MSS. are defective, as is freindignation and contempt, and that
This famous
quently the case.
(Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. tub the settled place of his residence.
it is also ridiculed
Niebuhr, Rom. Gesch., vol. 3, p. 190, no/e tub is indeed celebrated by Juvenal
77, seqq.
The best edition of Diodorus is that of Wes- by Lucian, and mentioned by Seneca. But no notice
297.)
other ancient
seling, Amst., 2 vols, folio, 1746; reprinted at the is taken of so singular a circumstance by
not
Bipont press in 11 vols. 8vo, 1793, with dissertations writers who have mentioned this philosopher
at
II.
even by Epictetus, who discourses
large concerning
by Heyne, and notes and disputations by Eyring.
his
native of Caria, and disciple of the
Megaric school. Diogenes, and relates many particulars respectincr
He was a great adept in that species of verbal com- manner of life. It may therefore be questioned whethbat which prevailed
among the philosophers of his sect. er this whole story^ is not to be ranked among the no

We

We

;

;

A

—

;

;

—

A

KK

K
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mero\is tales which have been invented to expose the
It cannot be doubled,
sect of the Cynics to ridicule.

useless ; but he intended such a cultivation of the
mind as might serve to bring it into a healthy and virtuous state, and produce upon it an effect analogous to
that which exercise produces upon the body.
Ha
adopted Plato's doctrine, that there should be a com-

however, that Diogenes practised the most hardy selfcontrol and the most rigid abstinence
exposing himself to the utmost extremes of heat and cold, and liv;

ing upon the simplest diet, casually supplied by the
hand of charity. In his old age, sailing to .^Egina,
he was taken by pirates and carried to Crete, where
he was exposed to sale in the public market. When
the auctioneer asked him what he could do, he said,
I can govern men ; therefore sell me to one who wants
a master. Xeniades, a wealthy Corinthian, happening at that instant to pass by, was struck with the
On
singularity of his reply, and purchased him.
their arrival at Corinth, Xeniades
gave him his freeand
committed
to
him
the
of
education
his
dom,
children and the direction of his domestic concerns.

Diogenes executed this trust with so much judgment
und fidelity, that Xeniades used to say that the gods
had sent a good genius to his house. During his residence at Corinth, the interview between him and Alexander is said to have taken place. Plutarch relates,
that Alexander, when at Corinth,
receiving the congratulations of all ranks on being appointed to command the army of the Greeks against the Persians,
missed Diogenes among the number, with whose character he was not acquainted.
Curious to see one who

had given so signal an instance of his haughty independence of spirit, Alexander went in search of hira,
" I am
and found him sitting in his tub in the sun.
Alexander the Great,'^ said the monarch '^ and I am
Diogenes the Cynic,''^ replied the philosopher. Alexander then requested that he would inform him what
service he could render him : ^' Stand from between
me ami the sun,'* said the Cynic. Alexander, struck
with the reply, said to his friends who were ridiculing
" If I
the whimsical
of the
;

singularity

philosopher,

were not Alexander, I would wish to be Diogenes."
This story is too good to be omitted, but there are several circumstances which in some
degree diminish its
supposes Diogenes to have lived in his
whereas it appears that he lived there
in the house of Xeniades, and that, if he ever dwelt in
a tub, he left it behind him at Athens.
Alexander,
moreover, was at this time scarcely 20 years old, and
could not call himself Alexander the Great, for he did
not receive this title till his Persian and Indian expedition, after which he never returned to Greece
yet
the whole transaction supposes him elated with the
It
credibility.
tub at Corinth,

;

Diogenes, probably, was visited
by Alexander, when the latter held the general assem-

pride of conquest.

Greeks at Corinth, and was received by him
with rudeness and incivility, which may have
given
rise to the whole story.
The philosopher at this time
would be about 70 years of age. Various accounts
are given concerning the manner and time of his death.
It seems most probable that he died at Corinth, of
mere decay, in the 90th year of his age, and in the
1 14th
Olympiad. His friends contended for the honour
of defraying the expenses of his funeral
but the magistrates settled the dispute by ordering him an interment at the public expense. A column of Parian
bly of the

—

;

marble, terminated by the figure of a dog, was raised
over his tomb.
His fellow townsmen of Sinope also
erected brazen statues in memory of the philosopher.
behind
him no system of philosophy.
Diogenes left
After the example of his master, he was more attentive to practical than theoretical wisdom.
The following are a few of the particular opinions ascribed to
He thought exercise was indispensable, and
him.
able to effect anything
that there were two kinds of
exercise, one of the mind, the other of the body, and
that one of these was of no value without the other.
By the cultivation of the mind, he did not mean the
prosecution of any science, or the acquirement of any
mental accomplishment ; all such things he considered
;

443

munity of wives and children and he held, with the
Dorian lawgivers, that order (/coc^of) was the basis
The freedom of remark in which
of civil government.
Diogenes indulged, and which spared neither the rich
and powerful, nor even the religious superstitions of
and the consequence
the age, gave great offence
was, that in his private life he suffered much obloquy,
and was made the subject of ludicrous and disgrace;

—

;

It is wholly incredible, that a man who
calumny.
universally celebrated for his sobriety and contempt
of pleasure, and who, for his vehement indignation
against vice, and his bold attempts to reform the age

ful
is

which he lived, has been represented by some of the
most eminent philosophers as one endued with divine
wisdom, should have been capable of committing the
The tale which is related of
grossest indecencies.
him and the courtesan Lais is wholly inconsistent with
chronology, for Lais must have been fourscore years
old, and Diogenes seventy, when the circumstance is
The truth is, we are
related to have taken place.
in

to Athenaeus, a writer
chiefly indebted for these stories
who seems to have ransacked every corner of antiquity,

and of his

own

invention too, for tales to the dis-

—

credit of philosophy.
(Diog. Laertius, Vii. Diog.
Plutarch, Apopth.
Enfield, Hist. Philos., vol. 1, p.
II.
native of ApoUonia in Crete, was
305, seqq.)

—

—

A

a pupil of Anaximenes, and contemporary with

agoras.

Schleiermacher, however,

who

is

Anax-

followed by

Schaubach, the editor of the fragments of Anaxagoras, affirms, from the internal evidence of the fragments
of the two philosophers, that Diogenes preceded AnaxBut Diogenes might have written before Anagoras.
as we know
axagoras, and yet have been his junior,
was the case with Empedocles. {Aristot., Met., 1, 3,

Diogenes followed Anaximander in mahe carprimal element of all things ; but
ried his views farther, and regarded the universe as

p.

843,

king

b.)

air the

which it was
issuing from an intelligent principle, by
at once vivified and ordered, a rational as well as sensitive soul, but still without recognising any distinction
between matter and mind. Diogenes wrote several
books on Cosmology (7rcp2 ^vaeu^). The fragments
which remain have been recently collected and edited
Bayle, Hist.
by Panzerbeiter. (Diog. Laert., 9, 9
Schleiermacher, Mem. Berlin. Acad, for
Diet., s. V.

—

—

1815.— PAi7o/. Museum,

vol.

92.)— III.

1, p.

Laer-

so called from his native city, Laertes in Cilicia.
He wrote the lives of the philosophers, in ten books,
which are still extant. The period when he lived is
not exactly known, but it is supposed to have been
during the reigns of Septimius Severus and Caracalla.
c. 12,
(Compare lonsius, de Script. Hist. Phil, lib. 3,
tius,

^ 5. seqq.)

Diogenes

is

thought to have belonged to

He divides all the Greek philosthe Epicurean sect.
ophers into two classes those of the Ionic and those
He derives the first from Anaxiof the Italic school.
;

mander, the second from Pythagoras. After Socrates,
he divides the Ionian philosophers into three branches :
1st. Plato and the Academics, down to Clitomachus
:

down
The
Theophrastus.
2d. the Cynics

to

Chrysippus

:

3d. Aristotle

and

series of Italic philosophers conTelanges,
Pythagoras, of the following
Xenophanes, Parmenides, Zeno of Elea, Leucippus,
The first
to
down
others
and
Democritus,
Epicurus.
seven books are devoted to the Ionic philosophers ; the
The work of
last three treat of the Italic school.
the history of
Dionysius is a crude contribution towards
It contains a brief account of the lives,
philosophy.
doctrines, and sayings of most persons who have been
called philosophers and though the author is evidently
a most unfit person for the task which he imposed
sists,

after

:

—

;

DIO

DIO
who

turned them loose and they strayed on to Mount
Olympus, where they were destroyed by the wild
beasts. {Apollod., 2, 5, 8.
Heyne, ad loc.) Another
account makes Hercules to have given Diomede to be
devoured by his own mares and Eurystheus to have
consecrated them to Juno.
{Diod. Sic., 4, 15.)
Diomedis Insula, certain small islands apposite
distance from the
pretty satisfactory epitome of the Epicurean doctrines, the Sinus Urias, and at no great
and are very useful to the readers of Lucretius. The coast of Apuha. They are celebrated in mythology
best editions of Diogenes are, thatof Meibomius, Amst., as connected with the legend of the transformation of
1692, 2 vols. 4to, and that of HuJmer, Lips., 1828, 2 Diomede's companions into birds.
{Vid. Diomedes

dpon himself, and has shown very little judgment and
discrimination in the execution of it, yet the book is
extremely useful as a collection of facts, which we
could not have learned from any other quarter, and is
entertaining as a sort of omniana on the subject. The
article on Epicurus is valuable, as containing some
original letters of that philosopher, which comprise a

;

—

;

{Aristot., de MiI., towards the close of the article.)
rab.-— Lycophr., Alex., v. 599.— Ovid, Met., 14, 457.)
DioMEDEiB Insula. Vid. Diomedis Insulae.
DioMEDES, son of Tydeus and Deiphyle, was king Ancient writers differ as to their number. Strabo
whereof one was inhabited, the
of yEtolia, and one of the bravest of the Grecian (284) recognises two

vols. 8vo.

;

chiefs in the Trojan war, ranking next to Achilles and
Homer represents him as one of the favourites
Ajax.

of Minerva, and ascribes his many acts of valour to
her protecting influence.
Among his exploits, it is
recorded of him that he engaged in single combat
that he wounded Mars,
with Hector and .^Eneas
iEneas, and Venus ; and that, in concert with Ulysses,
he carried off the horses of Rhesus, and the palladivun ; and procured the arrows of Philoctetes.
(Sophocles, however, makes Ulysses to have been aided
in this last-mentioned affair by Pyirhus, son of AchilDioraede was deprived of the affection of his
les.)
wife iEgiale, through the wrath and vengeance of Ve;

whose influence, during his absence at the war,
she had become attached to Cyllabarus, the son of
Sthenelus.
(But consult Heyne, ad Apollod., 1,8, 6,

nus, by

ad Horn., 11., 5, 412.) Diomede was so afflicted at
enslrangement of .^giale, that he abandoned
Greece, and settled at the head of a colony, in Magna
Graecia, where he founded a city, to which he gave the
name of Argyripa and married a daughter of Dau-

et

the

;

nus, prince of the country.

voyage
of the

In the progress of his

Diomede was shipwrecked on that part
Libyan coast which was under the sway of Lyto Italy,

cus, who, as

was

his

and conlined him.

usage towards all strangers, seized
He was, however, liberated by

Callirhoe, the tyrant's daughter, who became so enamoured of him, that, upon his quitting the African
Diomede, according
shores, she put herself to death.

one account, died in Italy at a very advanced age ;
while another legend makes him to have been slain by
his father-in-law Daunus.
{Tzetz., ad Lycophr., 603,
His companions were so much afflicted by his
seqq.)

to

death that they were changed into birds. Virgil, however, makes this transformation earlier in date, and
to have taken place during the lifetime of Diomede.
(Mn., 11,272.) He seems to have followed the tradition recorded by Ovid (Mel., 14, 457), that Agnon,
one of Diomede's companions in his voyage from
Troy, insulted Venus with contemptuous language,
and that the goddess, in revenge, transformed not only
Agnon, but many others of Diomede's followers into
These birds, according to Ovid, resembled
birds.

is also the account of Pliny (3,
26, and 10, 44), who states, that one was called Diomedea, and the other Teutria. Ptolemy, however,
reckons five, which is said to be the correct number,

This

other deserted.

we include in the group three barren rocks, which
The island to
scarce deserve the name of islands.
which Pliny gives the name of Diomedea appears to
have also borne the appellation of Tremilus, as we
learn from Tacitus (Ann., 4, 71), who informs us that
his abanit was the
spot to which Augustus removed
doned
Julia, and where she terminated a life
if

daughter

Of these islands, the largest
of infamy.
Isola San Domino, the other S. Nicolo.
vol. 2, p.

Dion,

296.— Cramer's Anc.
I.

an

is

now

called

{Romanellif
2, p. 275.)

Italy, vol.
illustrious inhabitant of Syracuse,

who,

from his father Hippaderiving an ample inheritance
rinus, became a disciple of Plato, invited to the court
In consequence
of
by the elder Dionysius.
Syracuse

of the instructions of his master, he escaped being infected with the licentiousness of the capital, and he
shared with his preceptor, at a subsequent period, in
the persecutions inflicted by the son and successoi
He was nearly connected with Dionyof the tyrant.

by having married his daughter, and by
and he was also much
being one of his wives
esteemed by him, so as to be employed on several emAt the accession of the younger Dionysius
bassies.
Plato was again, at Dion's request, invited to Syra
In order, however, to counteract his influence,
cuse.
the courtiers obtained the recall of Philistus, a man
notorious for his adherence to arbitrary principles.
This faction determined to supplant Dion, and availed
themselves of a real or supposititious letter to fix on
him the charge of treason. Dion, precluded from defence, was transported to Italy, and from thence proceeded to Greece, where he was received with great
his sis-

sius
ter

;

Dionysius became jealous of his popularity
Greece, especially at Athens, stopped his remittances, confiscated his estates, and compelled his wife,
who had been left at Syracuse as an hostage, to marry
another person.
Dion, incensed at this treatment, dePlato resisted his intentermined to expel the tyrant.
tions ; but, encouraged by other friends, he assembled
swans they chiefly frequented some neighbouring a body of troops, and with a small force sailed to Siislands in the Adriatic, and were noted for their fond- cily, took advantage of the absence of Dionysius in
ness for Greeks, and their aversion towards the natives Italy, and freed the people from his control. Dionysius
honour.
in

;

—

Con(Vid. Diomedis Insulae.
ad JBn., 11, and Lord Bacoii's
Fables of tke Ancients, fab. xviii.) II.
king of the
His
Bistones, in Thrace, son of Mars and Gyrene.

of any other country.
sult

Heyne, Excurs

,

\,

—

A

mares fed on human flesh. Hercules sailed to this
quarter, having been ordered, as his eighth labour, to
The hero overcame
bring these mares to Mycenae.
the grooms of Diomede, and led the mares to the sea.

The

Bistones pursued with arms.
Hercules, leaving
the mares in charge of Abderus, one of his compan-

went to engage the foe. Meantime the mares
tore their keeper to pieces ; and the hero,
having defeated the Bistones and slain Diomede, built a city by
the tomb of Abderus, which he called Abdera after

ions,

him.

Hercules brought the mares to Eurystheus,

some conflicts, was compelled to
The austere and philosophic manescape to Italy.
ners of Dion, however, soon lost him the favour of his
fickle countrymen, and he was supplanted by Herato make his reclides, a Syracusan exile, and obliged
He afterward regained the ascendtreat to Leontini.
and in a rash moment caused Heraclides to be

returned, but, after

ancy,
This robbed him ever after of bis peace
assassinated.
An Athenian, an intimate friend, formed a
of mind.
and Dion was assassinated
conspiracy against his life,
His death was
in the 55th year of his age, B.C. 354.
the Syracusans, and a monuuniversally lamented by
ment was raised to his memory. {Diod. Sic, 16, 6,
Corn. Nep., Vtt. Dion.)-~
seqq.— Pint., Vit. Dion.—
Cassius Apronianus,
II. Cassius Cocceianus, son of
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DIO

DION.

Roman senator, was born AD. 155, in Bithynia. numerous extracts from Dion. Dion has taken PoHis true name was Cassius, but he assumed the other lybius for his model but the imitator is comparable
two names, as being descended on the mother's side with his original neither as respects arrangement and
from Dion Chrysostom. Thus, though he was on his the distribution of materials, nor in soundness of views,
His style is genermother's side of Greek descent, and though, in his and just and accurate reasoning.
writings, he adopted the then prevaihng language of ally clear, though there are occasionally obscure pashis native province, namely, the Greek, he must nev- sages, where there appears to be no corruption of the
Dio Cassius text. His diligence is unquestionable, and, from his
ertheless be considered as a Roman.
passed the greater part of his life in public employ- opportunities, he was well acquainted with the circumments. He was a senator under Comraodus governor stances of the empire during the period for which he
of Smyrna after the death of Septimius Severus for he is a contemporary authority
and, indeed, we may ashad displeased this monarch, and held no office, con- sign a high value to his history of the whole period
to
his own age.
and afterward from the time of Augustus
Nor is
sequently, during the life of the latter
Al- his work without value for the earlier periods of Roconsul, as also proconsul in Africa and Pannonia.
exander Severus entertained the highest esteem for man history, in which, though he has fallen into errors,
him, and made him consul for the second time, with like all the Greek and Roman writers who have hanhimself, though the praetorian guards, irritated against dled the same obscure subject, he still enables us to
him on account of his severity, had demanded his life. correct some erroneous statements of Livy and DioWhen advanced in years, he returned to his native nysius. The best edition is that of Fabricius, comDion published a Roman history, in eighty pleted by Reimar, Hamb., 2 vols, folio, 1751. Notcountry.
books, the fruit of his researches and labours for the withstanding, however, the labours of these editors, a
It embraced a period of
new critical edition is much wanted, both from the
space of twenty-two years.
983 years, extending from the arrival of ^neas in scarcity of the edition just mentioned, and the fact
that the manuscripts have not been collated with sufItaly, and the subsequent founding of Rome, to A.D.
229.
Down to the time of Julius Caesar, he only ficient care. The small Tauchnitz edition, 4 vols.
after this, he enters some16mo, contains all the fragments. A very useful edigives a summary of events
what more into details and from the time of Com- tion appeared in 1824-1825, by Sturz, from the Leipmodus he is very circumstantial in relating what passed sic press, 8 vols. 8vo, which some even prefer to the
have fragments remaining of edition of Fabricius and Reimar.
under his own eyes.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit.
the first 36 books
but there is a considerable portion Gr., vol. 4, p. 180, seqq.
Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliog'
of the 35th book, on the war of LucuUus against Mith- raph., vol. 1. p. 250.)
III. Surnamed Chrysostomus,
radates, and of the 36th, on the war with the pirates, and or the Golden-mouthed, on account of the beauty of
the expedition of Pompey against the King of Pontus. his style, was a native of Prusa, in Bithynia, and a
The books that follow, to the 54th inclusive, are nearly sophist and stoic. He was in Egypt when Vespasian,
all entire: they comprehend a period from B.C. 65 to
who had been proclaimed emperor by his own army,
B.C. 10, or from the eastern campaign of Pompey, and came there, and he was consulted by that prince on
the death of Mithradates, to the death of Agrippa. The the proper course to be adopted under the circumstan55th book has a considerable gap in it. The 56th to the ces. Dion had the candour, or, as some may think,
60th, both included, which comprehend the period from the want of judgment, to advise him to restore the reA.D. 9 to A.D. 54, are complete, and contain the events public. Afterward he resided for years at Rome, till
from the defeat of Varus in Germany to the reign of one of his friends having engaged in a conspiracy
Claudius.
Of the following 20 books we have only against Domitian, Dion, fearing for himself, fled to the
fragments, and the meager abridgment of Xiphilinus. modern Moldavia, where he remained till the tyrant's
The 80th or last book comprehends the period from death, labouring for his subsistence with his own
A.D. 222 to A.D. 229, in the reign of Alexander hands, and possessing no books but the Phaedon of
The abridgment of Xiphilinus, as now ex- Plato, and Demosthenes' irepl HapaTrpeadeiac. DomiSeverus.
tant, commences with the 35th, and continues to the tian having been assassinated, the legions quartered on
end of the 80th book. It is a very indifferent per- the Danube were about to revolt, when Dion got upon
formance, and was made by order of the Emperor an altar, and harangued them so effectually that they
the abbreviator, Xiphilinus, was a submitted to the decision of the senate.
Michael Ducas
Dion was in
monk of the eleventh century. The fragments of the high favour with Nerva and Trajan, and, when the latfirst 36 books, as now collected, are of three kinds.
ter triumphed after his Dacian victories, the orator sat
1. Fragmenta
Valesiana : such as were dispersed in the emperor's car in the procession.
He returned
throughout various writers, scholiasts, grammarians, to Bithynia, where he spent the remainder of his life.
lexicographers, &c., and were collected by Henri de Accusations of peculation and treason were brought
2. Fragmenta Peiresciana :
Valois.
He died at an
comprising large against him, but rejected as frivolous.
" Of Virtues
and advanced age, but it is not known in what year.
extracts, found in the section entitled
Vices," in the great collection or portative library have eighty orations attributed to him, which are very
ft

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

We

—

:

:

—

—

We

compiled by order of Constantine VI., PorphyrogeniThe manuscript of this belonged to Peiresc.
tus.
3. The fragments of the first 34 books, preserved in
the second section of the same work of Constantino's,
" Of Embassies."
T' ese are known under
entitled
the name of Fragmenta Ursiniana, because the manin Sicily by Fulvio
uscript containing them was found
4. Excerpta Vaticana, by Mai, which contain
Orsini.
fragments of books 1-35, and 61-80, and which have
been published in the second volume of the Scriptorum
Nova Collectio, p. 135, seqq. To these are added the
fragments of an unknown continuator of Dion (p.
234-246), which go down to the time of Constantine.
Other fragments from Dion belong chiefly to the first
also published in the same collection (p.
527. seqq), were found by Mai in two Vatican MSS.,
which contain a sylloge or collection made by Maximus Planudes. The annals of Zonaras also contain

35 books,

prettily written,

but not of

much

intrinsic value.

The

that of Reiske, 2 vols. 8vo, Lips.^ 1784
{Srhbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 210, seqq.)
of Venus, as the daughter ot
a
surname
DioN^A,

best edition

is

Dione.

DioNE, a nymph daughter of Nereus and Doris.
She was mother of Venus by Jupiter, according to

Homer

Dione, according to Knight, is
(iZ., 5, 370).
the female AI2, or ZET2, and therefore associated
with him in the most ancient temple of Greece at Do-

—

dona.
(Inquiry into the Symb. Lang., &c., ^ 43.
Class. Journ., vol. 23, p. 234.
Compare Buttmann,
Mythologus, vol. 1, p. 7, and Constant, de la Religeon, vol. 2, p. 335, in notis.)
DionysTa, festivals held in honour of the god DioThe most important of these were
nysus or Bacchus.
and these derive their
held at Athens and in Attica
importance from their being the occasion on which the

—

;

DIO

DIONYSIUS.

An
dramatic exhibitions of the Athenians took place.
account of these festivals, which were four in number,
will be found under the article Theatrum, () 2.

j

I

I

DioNYsxAS, a town of Egypt, situate at the southIt is now called
western extremity of the Lake Moeris.
Beled-Kerun, or, according to some, Scobha.
{Plol.)
DioNYsoi'oLis,

I.

a town of

Lower

Moesia, in the

was
makes
Crunos the port of Dionysopolis. The modern name
is
IL A city of India, supposed by ManDinysipoli.
nert to be the same with the modern Nagar, or Nughr,
on the western bank of the river Cow. Mannert does
not consider it to have been the same with the ancient
city of Nyssa, but makes the position of the latter more
Pliny says that
vicinity of the Euxine Sea.
also called Crunos, but Pomponius Mela (2, 2)

it

—

to the north.

{Geogr., vol. 5, p. 142.)
or the Elder, a celebrated tyrant of
Syracuse, raised to that high rank from the station of
a simple citizen, was born in this same city 430 B.C.
He was son-in-law to Hermocrates, who, having been
banished by an adverse party, attempted to return by
force of arms, and was killed in the action.
Dionysius
was dangerously wounded, but he recovered, and was
In time he procured himself to
afterward recalled.
be nominated one of the generals, and, under pretence
of raising a force sufficient to resist the Carthaginians,
he obtained a decree for recalling all the exiles, to
whom he gave arms. Being sent to the relief of Gela,
then besieged by the Carthaginians, he effected nothing
against the enemy, pretending that he was not sec-

DiONYsiDs

I.,

onded by the other commanders

and his friends suggested, that, in order to save the state, the supreme
power ought to be confided to one man, reminding the
people of the times of Gelon, who had defeated the
The
Carthaginian host, and given peace to Sicily.
;

general assembly therefore proclaimed Dionysius su-

!

'

from a statue of Jupiter, consecrated by Gelon out o{
the spoils of the Carthaginians, he replaced it
by a
woollen garment, saying that this was more suited to
the vicissitudes of the seasons.
He also took away a
golden beard from JEsculapius, observing that it was
not becoming for the son of a beardless father (Apollo)
to make a display of his own beard.
He likewise appropriated to himself the silver tables and golden vases
and crowns in the temples, saying he would make use
of the bounty of the gods.
34.—-^/?( Cic, N. D., 3,

He also made a descent with a fleet
an, V. H., 1, 20.)
on the coast of Etruria, and plundered the temple at
Caere or Agylla of 1000 talents.
With these resources he was preparing himself for a new expedition
to Italy, when a fresh Carthaginian armament landed
in Sicily, 383 B.C., and defeated Dionysius, whose
brother Leptines fell in the battle.
peace followed, of

A

which Carthage dictated the conditions. The boundary
of the two states was fixed at the river Halycus, and
Dionysius had to pay 1000 talents for the expenses of
the war. This peace lasted fourteen years, during which
Dionysius remamed the undisturbed ruler of Syracuse,
and one half of Sicily, with part of southern Italy. He
sent colonies to the coasts of the Adriatic, and his
Twice he sent assistance
fleets navigated both seas.
to his old ally, Sparta; once against the Athenians,
374 B.C., and again in 369, after the battle of Leuctra, when the Spartans were hard pressed by Epaminondas.
Meantime the court of Dionysius was fre-

quented by many distinguished men, philosophers, and
Plato is said to have been among the former,
poets.
being invited by Dion, the brother-in-law of Dionysius
but the philosopher's declamations against tyranny led to his being sent away from Syracuse. The
poets fared little better, as Dionysius himself aspired
to poetical fame, for which, however, he was not so
;

preme chief of the republic about 405 B.C., when he well qualified as for political success. Those who did
was twenty-five years of age. He increased the pay not praise his verses were in danger of being led to
of the soldiers, enlisted new ones, and, under pretence prison.
Dionysius twice sent some of his poems to
of a conspiracy against his person, formed a guard of
He then proceeded to the relief of Gela,
mercenaries.
but failed in the attack on the Carthaginian camp : he
however penetrated into the town, the inhabitants of
which he advised to leave it quietly in the night under
On his retreat he persuaded
the escort of his troops.
This raised suspithose of Camarina to do the same.
cions among his troops, and a party of horsemen, riding
rest, raised, on their arrival at Syracuse,
an insurrection against Dionysius, plundered his house,
and treated his wife so cruelly that she died in conseDionysius, with a chosen body, followed
quence.

on before the

close after, set fire to the gate of Acradina, forced his
way into the city, put to death the leaders of the revolt, and remained undisputed possessor of the su-

The Carthaginians, being
by
a pestilence, made proposals of peace, which were acand
he
then
himself
to
applied
cepted by Dionysius,
fortifying Syracuse, and especially the island of Ortyhis stronghold, and which he peogia, which he made
pled entirely with his trusty partisans and mercenaries,
by the aid of whom he put down several revolts. After reducing beneath his sway the towns of Leontini,
Catana, and Naxus, he engaged in a new war with
Carthage, in vhich he met with the most brilliant success, making himself master of numerous towns in Sicily, and becoming eventually feared both in Italy and
Sicily, to the dominion of both of which countries he
seems at one time to have aspired. In order to raise
money, he allied himself with the lUyrians, and proposed to them the joint plunder of the temple of Delthe enterprise, however, failed.
He then plunphi
dered several temples, such as that of Proserpina at
Locri ; and as he sailed back with the plunder, with a
fair wind, he, who was a humourist in his
way, observed to his friends, " You see how the immortal gods
favour sacrilege."
Having carried off a golden mantle
preme power.

:

afflicted

be recited at the Olympic games, but they were hissed
by the assembly. He was more successful at Athens.
A tragedy of his obtained the prize, and the news of his
success almost turned his brain.
He had just concluded a fresh truce with the Carthaginians, after having made an unsuccessful attack on Lilybaeum, at the
and he now
expiration of the fourteen years' peace
gave himself up to rejoicings and feastings for his poIn a debauch with his friends, he ate
etical triumph.
and drank so intemperately that he fell senseless, and
soon after died (some say he was poisoned by his phy;

sicians, at the instigation of his son), B.C. 367, in the
63d year of his age, having been tyrant of Syracuse

After the death of his first wife,
thirty-eight years.
he married two wives at once, namely, Doris of Locri,
and Aristaeneta, daughter of Hipparinus, of Syracuse
by these women he had seven children, of whom Dionysius, his elder son by Doris, succeeded him in the
sovereignty.
Dionysius was a clever statesman, and
:

—

He did
generally successful in his undertakings.
much to strengthen and extend the power of Syracuse,
and it was probably owing to him that all Sicily did
He was
not fall into the hands of the Carthaginians.
unscrupulous, rapacious, and vindictive, but several of
the stories stated of his cruelty and suspicious temper
The
appear improbable, or at least exaggerated.
works of Philistus, who had written his life, and who
is praised by Cicero, are lost.
Diodorus, who is our
principal remaining authority concerning Dionysius,
lived nearly three centuries after, and was not a critiof Dionysius, like that
cal writer.
The

government

of many others who are styled tyrants in ancient historesembled rather that of
ry, was not a despotism ; it
the first Medici, and other leaders of the Italian repubor that of the stadtholders in
lics in the middle
ages,

still remained, and we find
popular forms
the assembly of the
Dionysius repeatedly convoking

Holland.

The

DioNYsros.

DIONYSIUS.
people on important occasions, when full freedom of
speech seetns to have been allowed. {Plut., Vic. Dion.
Diod. Sic 13, 92, seqq.
Id., 14, 7, scqq., &c.) An
account of the famous prison, or " Ear of Dionysius,"
II. The
will be found under the article Laulumiae.
second of that name, surnamed the Younger, was son
His father, whom he sucof Dionysius I. by Doris.

—

—

,

—

ceeded, had left the state in a prosperous condition,
but young Dionysius had neither his abilities, nor his
He followed at first the adprudence and experience.
vice of Dion, who, although a republican in principle,
had remained faithful to his father, and who now endeavoured to direct the inexperienced son for the good

of his country.
For this purpose Dion invited his
friend Plato to Syracuse about 364 B.C.
Dionysius
received the philosopher with great respect, and, in
deference to his advice, reformed for a while his loose
habits and the manners of his court.
But a faction,

headed by Philistus, who had always been a supporter
of the tyranny of the elder Dionysius, succeeded in
prejudicing the son against both Dion and Plato.
Dion was exiled, under pretence that he had written
privately to the senate of Carthage for the purpose of
Plato urgently demanded of Diconcluding a peace.

onysius the recall of Dion, and, not being able to obtain it, he left Syracuse, after which Dionysius gave
himself up to debauchery without restraint.
Dion,

meanwhile, was travelling through Greece, where his
character gained him numerous friends.
Dionysius,
moved by jealousy, confiscated his property, and obliged
his wife to marry another.
Dion
collected
this,
Upon
a small force at Zacynthus, with which he sailed for
DiSicily, and entered Syracuse without resistance.
onysius retired to the citadel in Ortygia, and, after
some resistance, in which Philistus, his best supportter, was taken prisoner and put to death, he quitted
Syracuse by sea and retired to Locri, the country of
his mother, where he had connexions and friends.

Dion having been treacherously murdered, several

ty-

rants succeeded each other in Syracuse, until Dionysius himself came and retook it about B.C. 346.
Instead, however, of improving by his ten years' exile, he
had grown worse.
Having, during the mterval of his

absence from Syracuse, usurped the supreme power
in Locri, he had committed many atrocities, had put
to death several citizens, and abused their wives and
daughters.

Upon

his return to

Syracuse, his cruelty

and profligacy drove away a great number of people,
who emigrated to various parts of Italy and Greece,
while others joined Iketas, tyrant of Leontini, and a
former friend of Dion.
The latter sent messengers
Corinth to request assistance against Dionysius.
Corinthians appointed Timoleon leader of the
This commander landed in Sicily B.C.
expedition.
344, notwithstanding the opposition of the Carthaginians, and of Iketas, who acted a perfidious part on
he entered Syracuse, and soon after
the occasion
to

The

;

Dionysius was sent
obliged Dionysius to surrender.
to Corinth, where he spent the remainder of his life in
of
actors
and
low
women ; some say,
the company
Justin (21,5) states,
that at one time he kept a school.
that he purposely affected low habits in order to dis-

arm revenge,

in that, being despised, he might no longSeveral
er be feared or hated for his former tyranny.
in answer to those who
repartees are related of him
taunted him upon his altered fortunes, which are not

seqq.

— Compare Phot.,

Biblioth.

work of Dionysius

is

cod. 83.)

,

The

prin-

Roman

his

Antiquities
which commenced with the
{'Pu/iacKff 'kpxato'koyia),
early history of the people of Italy, and terminated
with the beginning of the first Punic war, B.C. 265.
It originally consisted of 20 books, of which the first
The eleventh breaks off in the
ten remain entire.
year 312 B.C., but several fragments of the latter half
of the history are preserved in the collection of Constantino Porphyrogenitus, and to these a valuable adcipal

was made

dition

Besides, the

first

1816, by Mai, from an old

in

three books of

MS.

Appian were founded

upon Dionysius ; and Plutarch's biography
of Camillus must also be considered as a compilation
mostly taken from the Roman Antiquities, so that,
perhaps, upon the whole, we have not lost much of his
With regard to the trustworthiness and generwork.
al value of Dionysius's history, considerable doubts may
for, though he has evidently
justly be entertained
written with much greater care than Livy, and has
studied Cato and the old annalists more diligently than
entirely

:

Roman

contemporary, yet he wrote with an object
once invalidates his claim to be considered a
veracious and impartial historian.
Dionysius wrote
for the Greeks, and his object was to relieve them from
at
the mortification which they felt
being conquered

his

which

at

by a race of barbarians, as they considered the Romans
to be.
And this he endeavoured to effect by twisting
and forging testimonies, and botching up the old le-

make out a prima facie proof of the
Greek origin of the city of Rome and he inserts arbiof set speeches, evidently comtrarily a great number
He indulges in a miposed for the same purpose.
nuteness of detail, which, though it might be some

gends, so as to

;

proof of veracity in a contemporaneous history, is a
the case of an
palpable indication of want of faith in
ancient history so obscure and uncertain as that of

With all his study and research, Dionysius was
so imperfectly acquainted with the Roman constitution, that he often misrepresents the plainest stateRome.

ments about it.
Cambr. transl.)

Rom. Hist., vol. 2, p. 13,
instance, be thought the original
was a monarchical democracy,

(Nicbuhr,

For

constitution of Rome
and he calls the curise the

demus

(d^/iof).

He

be-

second book, that the decrees
of the people were enacted by the curiae and confirmed
by the senate {Antiq., 2, 14), and not, as he afterward
In a word,
discovered, the converse.
{Antiq., 7, 38.)
to extract
though the critical historian may be able
lieved,

much
of

when he wrote

his

that is of great importance for the early history
from the garbled narrative and dull trifling of

Rome

Dionysius, he cannot be regarded as a meritorious writer, or recommended to the student of ancient history
as a faithful guide.
Dionysius also wrote a treatise
criticisms on the style of Thucydides,
on rhetoric

—

;

and DemosLysias, Isocrates, Isaeus, Dinarchus, Plato,
thenes
a treatise on the arrangement of words, and
some other short essays. His critical works are much
more valuable than his history, and are, indeed, written
;

The criticism on Dinarchus
with considerable power.
and shows the
displays good sense and judgment,
to separate the gengreat pains which the author took
uine writings of the Attic orators from

tl

e fabrications

name. The best editions of
Dionysius are, that of Hudson, Oxon., 1704, 2 vols, fol.,
and that of Reiske, Lips., 1774-1777, 6 vols. 8vo.
Diod. Mai's fragments were first published at Milan in 1816,
destitute of wit or wisdom.
{Plut., Vit. Dion.
Sic, 16, 5, seqq.)— III. Halicarnassensis or Halicar- and reprinted the following year at Frankfort, They
nasseus, an historian and critic, was born at Halicar- also appear in the second volume of Mai's Nova Collecknow nothing of tio, Rome, 1827. IV. The author of a Greek poem in
nassus in the first century B.C.
He 1 186 hexameters, entitled T^f OiKovfihrig TLepi^yrjaic,
his history beyond what he has told us himself.
is not clearstates, that he came to Italy at the termination of the "A Description of the Habitable World.^' It
The probability is,
civil war between Augustus and Antony (B.C. 29), ly ascertained where he was born.
in
Susiana.
and that he spent the following two-and- twenty years however, that he was a native of Charax,
he belonged,
at Rome in learning the Latin language, and in col- It is uncertain, also, when he flourished

which passed under

their

—

—

We

;

lecting materials for his history.
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{Antiq. Rom.,

1, 7,

however, according to the general opinion, to the

lat-

DIO

DIO
to the fourth

ter part of the third or the beginning
He derived from his poem the surname
century A.D.
This production of his has httle merit
of Periegetes.
as a work of imagination, and but feeble interest for the
of Eustathius
geographer. The commentary, however,
the miscellaneous
it
possesses some value from

upon

There are
information which is scattered throughout.
two Latin translations of the poem, one by Rufus FesThe last and
tus Avienus, and the other by Priscian.
best edition of the Periegesis is that of Bernhardy,
volume of his Geographi
Lips., 1828, 8vo, in the first

—

Graci Minores. {Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 59.)
V. A Christian writer, called Areopagita, from his havat Athens.
ing been a member of the court of Areopagus
He was converted to Christianity by St. Paul's preachHe is reported to have been
(Acts, 17, 34.)
ing.

the first bishop of Athens, being appointed to that office
by the apostle Paul, and to have suffered martyrdom
under Domitian. During the night of learning, a great
number of writings were circulated under his name,
which were collected together and printed at Cologne
in 1536, and subsequently at Antwerp in 1634, and at
Paris in 1646, 2 vols. fol.
They have now, for a long
time, been deemed spurious, although the learned differ in respect to the times and authors of the fabricaThe most probable reasoning, however, fixes
tion.
them at the end of the fifth century. {Suid. Cave,
Lardner's Creed, pt. 2.) VI. Surnamed
Hist. Lit.
Exiguus, or the Little, on account of the smallness of

—

—

his stature,

—

was a Scythian monk of the sixth century,
at Rome.
Cassiodorus, who

who became an abbot
was

his intimate friend, speaks highly of his learning

and character. At the request of Stephen, bishop of
" ColSalona, he drew up a body of canons, entitled
lectio, sive Codex Canonum Ecclesiasticorum,'" &c.,
translated from the Greek, containing the first 50
as they are called, with those of the
apostolical canons,
councils of Nice, Constantinople, Chalcedon, Sardis,
of certain African councils.
canons
and including 138

He

vacant, Celebris

quern Algebram

According to

est.''''

communication

to Schulz), the

Ideler,

however

Arabic
"

text, when rendered into Latin, runs as follows
liber Ab-kismet de Algebra ct Almokabala Cele-

(in a

.

Cujus

The two words Al-dgebr and Almokabala,

bris est.'"

we

designate with the Arabians what
The term Kismet means "

call

algebra.

Ab-Kismet
may, perhaps, be the Greek word
division,'' but

is

unintelligible

it

:

for arithmetic {'Api6iJ.TjTLK^), in a corrupt and mutila
ted state. Some critics, who attach no great weight to

of the Arabian writer just referred to,
testimony
declare that there is no reason whatever for fixing any
Di400.
precise period between B.C. 200 and A.D.
ophantus is certainly later than the first of these dates,

this

since he cites Hypatia ; he is anterior to the year 400
of our era, since, according to Suidas, the celebrated

perished A.D. 415, commented upon
The reputation of Diophantus was so
him with
great among the ancients that they ranked
AnPythagoras and Euclid. From his epitaph in the
a kind of arithmetical probthologia, which furnishes
lem, the following particulars of his life have been
collected viz., that he was married when thirty- three

who

Hypatia,

his writings.

:

that his son
years old, and had a son five years after ;
died at the age of forty-two, and that his father did not
survive him above four years ; whence it appears that
Diophantus was eighty- four years old when he died.
The problem amounts to this, viz., to find a number
such that its sixth, twelfth, and seventh parts, with
five, its half,

and

four,

amount

to the

whole number

;

Diophantus wrote a
evidently eighty-four.
work entitled Arithmetical Questions, in thirteen books,
It would seem that in the
of which only six remain.
fifteenth, and even at the beginning of the seventeenth,
John Miilcentury all the thirteen books still existed.
assures
ler, known by the name of Regio-montanus,

which

is

us that he saw a complete manuscript of the work ;
and, according to Bachet de Meziriac, Cardinal PerThe
ron also once possessed a complete copy.
arithmetic of Diophantus is not merely important for
the study of the history of mathematics, from its ma-

afterward drew up a collection of the decretals,
to be found in the Bibliotheca Juris CaTo this Dionysius some king known the state of the exact sciences in the fourth
nonici Veteris of Justell.
writers ascribe the mode of computing the time of century before the Christain era, but is interesting
Easter, attributed to Victorinus, and of dating from the also to the mathematician himself, from its furnishing
Hutton's Math. him with luminous methods for the resolution of anabirth of Christ.
{Cave's Hist. Lit.
find in it, moreover, the first
Greek poet and musician, the author lytical problems.
Vn.
Diet.)
of the words and music of three hymns, addressed traces of that branch of the exact sciences called alge-

and both are

—

—

We

A

to Calliope, Apollo, and Nemesis.
They were published by Vincent Galilei, at Florence, in 1581 ; and
by Dr. Fell, at Oxford, in 1672, from a manu-

again

of Archbishop Usher.
music of the hymns
in question was in the Lydian mode and diatonic geGalilei asserts that he had them from a Florennus.
tine gentleman, who copied them from an ancient
Greek manuscript in the library of Cardinal St. Angelo
at Rome, which manuscript also contained the treatises

script found among the papers
It appears by these notes, that the

Aristides, Quintilianus, and Bryennius,
The
since published by Meibomius and Dr. Wallis.
Florentine and Oxford editions of these hymns exactly

on music by

agree

;

and they have since also been printed in the

volume of the French Memoirs of the Academy
of Inscriptions, &c.
(Burney''s History of Music.)
DioPHANTUs, a mathematician of Alexandrea, who,
to
the
most
received opinion, was contemaccording
This opinion is
porary with the Emperor Julian.
founded upon a passage of Abulpharadge, an Arabian
author of the thirteenth century he names, among the
contemporaries of the Emperor Julian, Diophantes
(for Diophantus), as the author of a celebrated work
on algebra and arithmetic ; and he is thought to have
derived his information from an Arabic commentator

fifth

:

on Diophantus, Muhammed al Buziani, who flourished
about the end of the eleventh century.
The passage
of Abulpharadge, in the translation of Pococke, is as
follows : " Ex its etiam
Diophantes, cujus liber A, B,

It is scarcely to be conceived, however, that,
while the cumbrous machinery of common language
constituted the sole instrument of investigation, the
very curious conclusions which we find in this work
could have resulted from the researches of one single
mind.
To suppose that Diophantus was the author of
the analysis which bears his name is so contrary to all
analogy with experience and the history of mental
phenomena, as to be utterly impossible to admit. Still,
if we inquire into the history of this branch of analy-

bra.

and ask who were the predecessors to Diophantus,
or whether they were Greeks or Hindus, no satishave also a secfactory answer can be given.
ond work of Diophantus on Polygon Numbers (TLepi
He himself cites a third, unTTolvydvuv apidfiuv).
The best
der the title of Hopiafiara, or Corollaries.
edition of Diophantus is that of Fermat, Tolos., 1670,
It is a republication of that of Meziriac {Paris,
fol.
valuable translation of
with additions.
sis,

We

1621,

A

fol.),

the Arithmetical Questions into

German was

by Otto Schulz, Berlin, 1822, 8vo,

to

published

which

is

added

on Polygon numbers.
Poselger's translation of the work
43, segq.)
{Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p.
He
Turnus.
DioRKs, a friend of ^neas, killed by
had engaged in the games exhibited by JEneas on his
father's

tomb in

Sicily.

(

Vtrg.,JEn., 5. 297

;

who

12, 509.)

wrote,
DioscoRiDEs, I. a disciple of Isocrates,
A work on the government of LacedaBmon(noAiT£mAaor Historic Memoirs
Ktdacuoviuv) ; 3. Commentaries,
1.

DIOSCORIDES.

DIOSCORIDES.
('iLTTOfiVTJfiaTa)

;

and,

3.

A

treatise on the manners in

Athenagus, who cites
the first two of these works, has preserved a long fragment of the last. It treats of the mode in which the
Homeric heroes subsisted, and is extremely curious.

Homer

(01

Trap' 'Ofi^p(f) vofxoi).

—

Ed. Schweigh., vol. 1, p.
poet of Alexandrea, some of whose epigrams are preserved in the Anthology {ed. Jacobs, vol.
HI. A native of Anazarbus in Cili1, p. 224, seqq.).
cia, who lived, according to some, in the time of Antony and Cleopatra, while others place him in the
One circumstance in favour of the
reign of Nero.
(AthejicBus, Ep., 1, p. 8.

31.)

— n.

A

—

who

men-

and seventh book, two small treawhich have come down to us, the one on AlexiThe authentipharmacs, and the other on Theriacs.
critics ; and yet not only
city of these is doubted by
are these two books found in manuscript, but the whole
work is often arranged in a very different manner ; being distributed sometimes into five, and at other times
ever, cites as a sixth
tises

The text also has
experienced various interpolations, which have in some
degree been removed by the diligence and learning of
later editors.
Among these may be mentioned the
into seven, eight, or nine books.

synonyms

for the

names of

the plants in the several

which are taken from the ancient Egyptian,
whence he borrows, does not once Dacian, and Celtic languages. These have been now
mention Dioscorides, although we find in the work of placed at the end of the work, as they are generally
the former a great number of passages which appear to supposed not to have come from the pen of Dioscorides.
have been borrowed from the latter.
This silence on Many passages, too, have been discovered, which have
the one hand, and conformity on the other, prove that been added to the text, being taken from authors of a
Pliny and Dioscorides wrote nearly at the same period, later period, such as Aetius, Oribasius, Constantinus Afand derived some of their materials from the same ricanus, or else being translations from Pliny. Many
sources, particularly from the lost work of Sextius transpositions, too, have been made in the text by copyDioscorides himself informs us, that, as a mil- ists and possessors of manuscripts, with a view of inNiger.
itary man, he visited many countries. He received the troducing into the work an alphabetical arrangement.
surname of Phacas, from his having on his person a Besides the Alexipharmacs and Theriacs, there exists
Dioscorides is the another work attributed to Dioscorides, and entitled
spot resembling a lentil {(^aKfj).
most celebrated herbalist of antiquity, and for sixteen Uepl evTzopiaruv dnXuv re kuc avvdiruv ^apfiaKuv,
or seventeen centuries there was nothing known that " Of Simple and Compound Medicines which are easy
could be regarded as superior to his work Tiepi "T^irjC to be prepared."
It is divided into two books
the
" On the Materia
Medica," in five books. authenticity of the treatise, however, is extremely
laTpiKTjg,
This is the more surprising, considering the real na- doubtful.
Finally, we have a work entitled Tiepi
The author introduces no ^apfiUKuv efiTzeiplag, '* Of the Knowledge of Mediture of this famous work.
latter

supposition
tions the authors

is,

that Pliny,

faithfully

chapters,

:

order into the arrangement of his matter, unless by
consulting a similarity of sound in the names he gives
his plants.
Thus, medium was placed with epim^dium, althcta cannabina with cannabis, hippophtsstum
The
(cnicus stellatus) with hippophai, and so on.
mere separation of aromatic and gum-bearing trees,
esculents and corn-plants, hardly forms an exception
to this statement.
Of many of his plants no description is given, but they are merely designated by a name.
In others the descriptions are comparative, contradicHe employs the same word in
tory, or unintelligible.
different senses, and evidently attached no exactness
to the terms he made use of.
He described the same
plant twice under the same name or different names ;
he was often notoriously careless, and he appears to
have been very ready to state too much upon the authorNevertheless, his writings are extremely
ity of others.
interesting, as showing the amount of Materia Medica
knowledge in the author's day, and his descriptions
are in many cases far from bad
but we must be care:

not to look upon them as evidence of the state of
botany at the same period ; for Dioscorides has no
pretensions to be ranked among the botanists of antiquity, considering that the writings of Theophrastus,
four centuries earlier, show that botany had even at
that time begun to be cultivated as a science distinct
It was only at last, when
from the art of the herbalist.
the rapidly increasing number of new plants, and the
general advance in all branches of physical knowledge,
compelled the moderns to admit that the vegetable
kingdom might contain more things than were dreamed
of by the Anazarbian philosopher, that the authority of
Dioscorides ceased to be acknowledged.
Dioscorides,
in his preface, criticises the authors who had treated of
lolas of Bithynia, and Herthis subject before him
aclides of Tarentum, had neglected plants and metals
Craterus, the botanist ^i^oTOfio^), and Andreas the
been regarded as the best writers
physician, who had
on this subject, had nevertheless omitted many plants
ful

—

—

:

;

the disciples of Asclepiades, namely, Julius
;
Bassus, Niceratus, Petronius, Sextius Niger, and Diodotus, had described very exactly what all the world
knew, but had passed over in silence the sanative vir-

or roots

He also states, in his preface,
tues of medicaments.
that his work is divided into five books.
Photius, how448

cines."

It is

a species of alphabetical repertory of the

—

works of Dioscorides and Stephen of Athens. Dr.
Alston affirms, that Dioscorides brought the Greek Materia Medica to perfection
or, at least, that it was
" In him I have
never much improved afterward.
" above 90
counted," he says,
minerals, 700 plants,
and 168 animal substances, that is, 958 in all.""
" Even
" who is so
Galen," remarks Dr. Adams,
parsimonious of praise, seldom mentions Dioscorides but
in terms of high eulogy
and neither Galen nor Ae;

;

Oribasius nor PaulusiEgineta,have made any material addition to the list of medical articles described
by Dioscorides. The only fault with which his work
tius,

is

at all chargeable, is his attributing, in some instanmany virtues to one and the same substance ;

ces, too

and probably some which one cannot always admit to
have been founded upon actual experience.
On this
ground Dr. Cullen founds a severe charge against the
as
the
mania
for
of
our
author
but,
;
accuracy
exalting
the expense of the ancient was
height in Edinburgh, the opinion of such a
critic ought to be received with considerable allowance, more especially as Cullen is constantly betraying
his ignorance of the works which he depreciates."
The most celebrated MS. of Dioscorides is one at ViIt was sent by
enna, illuminated with rude figures.
Busbequius, the Austrian ambassador at Constantinople, to Mathiolus, who quotes it under the name of the
" Cantacuzene
Codex," and it is believed to have been
written in the sixth century.
Copies of some of the
in his Historia Stirfigures were inserted by Dodoeus
were
engraved in the reign of the
pium, and others
Empress Maria Theresa, under the inspection of JaTwo impressions only of these plates have ever
quin.
One
been taken off, as the work was not continued.
of them is now in the library of the Linnaean Society,
the other with Sibthorp's collection at Oxford.
They
are of little importance, as the figures are of the rudest
Another MS., of the ninth
imaginable description.

modern
then at

literature at

its

—

was used by Salmasius
with figures, and has both Arabic and Coptic names introduced, on which account it
Besides
is supposed to have been written in Egypt.
these, there is at Vienna a MS., believed to be still
that
first
mentioned
and
three
than
more ancient
;
century, exists at Paris, and
this also is illustrated

:

DIT

DIO
The latest and best
others are preserved at Leyden.
edition of Dioscorides is that of Sprengel, in the collection of Greek physicians by Kuhn, Lips., 1829, 8vo.
The

edition by Saracenus (Sarassin) Franco/.,

folio

also a very good one.
Sprengel's edition is
So far as
improved by a collation of several MSS.

1598,

is

—

89avan8 of the French expedition.
{Mannert,
Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 376.)— III.
city of Palest
called
also
was
situate in an extensive
tine,
Lydda. It
the

A

and

plain,
placed by the Itiner. HierosoL (p. 60)
It was dethirty-two miles northwest of Jerusalem.
stroyed by the Saracens, who at a later period built,
is

European plants are in question, we may suppose that about two geographical miles to the east of its site, the
the means of illustrating Dioscorides are now nearly modern city oi Kamlat. {Abulfeda, Tab. Syr., p. 79.)
but it is far otherwise with his Indian and
exhausted
DiR.«:, another name for the Furies.
{Vid. Furiae)
Persian plants.
Dirge, I. wife of Lycus, king of Thebes. She treatConcerning the latter, it is probable
that much may be learned from a study of the modern ed Antiope with great cruelty, and was put to death by
When the Nestorians, in Amphion and Zethus, Antiope's two sons. They tied
Materia Medica of India.
the fifth century, were driven into exile, they sought her by the hair to a wild bull, and let the animal drag
her until she was dead.
After death she was changed
refuge sunong the Arabs, with whom they established
their celebrated school of medicine, the ramifications into a fountain of the same name, near the city of
II. A fountain near Thebes,
of which extended into Persia and India, and laid the Thebes. ( Vid. Antiope. )
foundation of the present medical practice of the na- in Boeotia, the waters of which emptied into the IsmeNear it was the dwelling of Pindar. Sir W.
In this way the Greek names nus.
tives of those countries.
of Dioscorides, altered, indeed, and adapted to the Gell noticed a brook to the west of the Cadmea, by
some
Turkish
tombs, which he considered to be the angenius of the new countries, became introduced into
the language of Persia, Arabia, and Hindustan, and cient Dirce.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 230.)
have been handed down traditionally to the present
Dis, a name given to Pluto.
(Vid. Pluto.)
Dire or Dere {Aeiprj, called by Ptolemy Arjp^), a
Thus Dr. Royle has shown, by an examination
day.
of this sort of evidence, that the calamos aromatikos promontory of Africa, over against the coast of Araof Dioscorides is not a Gentian, as has been imagined
bia, and at the narrowest part of the Sinus Arabicus,
From its appearance as it stretched
that Nardos Indike is unquestionably the Nardosta- or Red Sea.
chys Jatamansi of De CandoUe, and that the Lukion along the coast, it received the appellation of Dire
;

—

;

Rhamnus nor a Lycium, but, as
{EnProsper Alpinus long ago asserted, a Berberis.

Indicon was neither a
cyc. Us.
vol. 5, p.

KnowL,

vol. 9, p. 5.

—

Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

331, seqq.)

DioscoRiDi Insula {LioaKopiSov vfjao^, Ptol.), or
DioscoRiDA (AiooKopida, Peripl., p. 17), an island
situate at the south of the entrance of the Arabic Gulf,
and now called Socotora. The aloes here produced

" the neck." The modern name is said to
{Aeip^) or
be Bab-el-Mandeb.
According to Mannert, however,
Dire is now Ras-bel, and the opposite promontory of
Posidium is Bab-el-Mandeb. The city of Dire, or, as
it was
originally called, Berenice epi-Dires, stood upon
a part of the promontory Dire.
{^Mannert, vol. 10, pt.
b2,seqq.)

1, p.

DiscoRDiA, a malevolent deity, daughter of Nox,
She
are held in more estimation than those of Hadramaiit. and sister to Nemesis, the Parcae, and Death.
The ancient name, observes Vincent {Periplus of the was driven from heaven by Jupiter, because she sowed
the
of
conthe
and
was
cause
dissensions
Commerce of the Ancients,
gods,
among
Erythrean Sea, p. 341.
When the nuptials of Peleus and
vol. 2), may have a Greek origin ; but it has so near tinual quarrels.
a name to Socotra or Zocotora, that it is much more Thetis were celebrated, the goddess of discord was
likely to be a nautical corruption of an Arabic term, not invited, and this seeming neglect so irritated her,
The island is that she threw into the midst of the festal assembly
than the application of a Greek one.
near a hundred miles long, and thirty at its greatest an apple all of gold, and having on it the inscription,
" Let the
This apple was the cause
it was inhabited
breadth
fairest take me."
only on the northern side in
the age of Arrian, and the population there was very of the ruin of Troy, and of infinite misfortunes to the
Discord is represented with
{Vid. Paris.)
scanty, consisting of a mixture of Arabians, Indians, Greeks.
and Greeks, who had resorted hither for the purposes a pale, ghastly look, her garment is torn, her eyes sparwhile the remainder of the country was kle with fire, and in her bosom she has a concealed dagof commerce
Virg., Mn., 8, 702.)
marshy and deserted. Marco Polo informs us, that in ger. {Lucian, Dial. Marin., 5.
DiTHY RAMBUS, I. a name of Bacchus. {Eurip.,
his time the inhabitants were Christians ; and Al
Edrissi confirms this, with the addition, that the Greeks Bacchce, 526.) According to the old explanation, now
were introduced there by Alexander at the request of deservedly rejected, it stood for diOvpaiiog, " doubleCosmas Indi- doored," " he who has passed through two doors," as
Aristotle, in hopes of obtaining aloes.
The
copleustes, on the other hand, says they were Greeks an allusion to the double birth of Bacchus.
from Egypt {ed. Montfauc, p. 179).
quantity of the first syllable is an insuperable objection
Dioscuri (ALocKovpoi), or sons of Jupiter, a name to this interpretation, and Welcker's answer to it
{Nachtrag., p. 192), that this deviation from the
given to Castor and Pollux.
DioscuRiAS, a maritime town of Colchis, at the quantity of <5iV arose from the necessities of the tromouth of the small river Charus. It was afterward chaic verse, falls to the ground at once, unless it can
called Sebastopolis, and was, in the earliest ages, tke be shown not only that the metre of the dithyramb itself
port most frequented in Colchis by distant as well as was trochaic, but also that it was necessary to introduce
the name of the poem into the poem itself
{Donaldneighbouring nations, speaking different languages
II.
a circumstance that still distinguishes Iskuriah, which son, Theatre of the Greeks, p. 17, not., 4th ed.)
name is only a corruption of the ancient one. {Man- The earliest species of choral poetry connected with
The inventor of this species
Arrian makes it to the worship of Bacchus.
ncrt, Geogr., vol., 4, p. 370.)
have been established by a colony of Milesians. Pom- of hymn was as little known as the meaning of the
It is attributed by Herodotus to Arion (1, 23)
)>onius Mela, however, says that it was founded by name.
Castor and Pollux, who made a voyage to Colchis, by others to Lasus {Schol. ad Aristoph., Vesp., 1450.
and Archilochus, who lived
Said., s. V. Kdaog)
along with Jason, in the Argonautic expedition. {Meit
by name.
ia, 1, 19.)
long before either of them, mentions
DiosPOLis I. Magna, a famous city of Egypt. {Vid. {Archil, frag., 38, ed. Liebel.) It was danced by a
a blazing altar
II. Parva, a
Thebae.)
city of Egypt, wes^ of Ten- chorus of fifty men or boys around
It was the {Schol. ad Pmd., Olymp., 13, 26.— Simonid., Epigr.,
tyra, and on the western side of the Nile.
Pococke thought that 76) and hence it was also called the Cyclic chorus.
capital of the nome Diospolites.
the birth of Bacchus, and
the site of this place was in the
vicinity of the village The subjects were generally
Hou, a supposition adopted by D'Anville, and also by his misfortunes. Indeed, unless we misunderstand
LL L
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—

:

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

DOD
words (Leg.,

Plato's

3,

p.

700,

DODONA.
Atovvffov yevemc

b,

didvpafiSo^ Xeyo/j-evo^), the name of the song
It was originally distinguished
expressed as much.
by a disorderly and enthusiastic wildness of tone,

which, in the end, degenerated into turgidity and bombast.
The music was Phrygian (therefore stirring

and

rapid),

From

the

and the pipe

more solemn

its

accompaniment.
and systematic wild-

original

festivities

ness of the dithyramb sprang tragedy just as comedy
the Phallic song.
Blomfield supposes an
etymological connexion between the words lafxSoc,
and
and
thinks
"dpiafiBo^,
dcdvpa/i6og,
they are corrup-

—

came from

;

tions of

Egyptian terms. {Mus. Crit., vol. 2, p. 70.)
more probable, however, that T&pca/xBog and didvpafj.6oc came with the worship of Bacchus from India, and that Dithyramhus was not, as many think, the
name of the god after it became the name of the song,
It is

but the reverse.
Donaldson, however, opposes this
last-mentioned supposition, and attempts also to give
a new derivation to the term itself, but with little, if
{Theatre of the Greeks, p. 18, not.,
any success.
4th ed.)
DiviTiicus, a leading nobleman of the ^^dai, who
possessed great influence with Caesar in consequence
of his fidelity and attachment to the Romans.
{CiBs.,
B. G., 1, 3.— Id. ib., 1, 41, &c.)
DiUM, one of the principal cities of Macedonia, and
It
not unfrequently the residence of its monarchs.
was situate, according to Livy (44, 6 and 7), at the
foot of Mount Olympus, which leaves but the space of
one mile from the sea ; and half of this is occupied by
marshes formed by the mouth of the river Baphyrus.

in Northern Greece, vol. 4, p. 168, seqq), and
many reasons for believing that the Dodonean territory corresponded to the valley at the south of
It is true there is no mention of
that sheet of water.
a lake in the neighbourhood of the ancient Dodona,
but the place is described as surrounded by marshes,
and it is not unlikely that the Lake of Joamiina may
have been increased in later times from the Kafavoels

there are

thras in the country.
{Leake, vol. 4, p. Itf9.)
universally allowed, that the temple of Dodona

It

is

owed

anterior to
origin to the Pelasgi at a period much
since many writers represent it a»
the Trojan war
existing in the time of Deucalion, and even of Inachus.
Dion. Hal., Ant.
{jEsch~, Pram. Vinct., v. 679.
Rom., 1, 14.) Herodotus distinctly states, that it was
its

;

—

the most ancient oracle of Greece, and represents the
Palasgi as consulting it on various occasions (2, 52).

Hence

whom
vale,

the

title

of Pelasgic assigned to Jupiter, to
was dedicated. {Zcv ava, Awdcj-

the temple

UeXaayiKe.

—

Iliad,

16,233.

— C omp&i

e Hesiod,

Of the existence, however, of
ap. Strab., 7, 327.)
another oracle in Thessaly of the same name {vid.
No.

no doubt can be entertained

II.),

of

;

and to this the
had reference.

Achilles,
Homer, probably
prayer
—
Setting aside the fables which Herodotus has transin

mitted tons respecting Dodona and its doves, to which
he evidently attached no belief, his report of the affinservice of this temple
ity which existed between the
^nd that of Thebes in Egypt is deserving of our atIt appears from this author, that in his time
the service of the temple was performed by females ;
and he has recorded the names of the three priestesses

tention.

StraThucydides (4, 78) says it was the first Macedonian who officiated when he visited Dodona (2, 65).
town which Brasidas entered on his march from Thes- bo, however, asserts, that these duties were originally
This place suffered considerably during the So- allotted to men, from the circumstance of Homer's
saly.
cial war from an incursion of the iEtolians under their mention of the Selli as being attendant upon the gods.
praetor Scopas, who levelled to the ground the walls, The term Selli was considered by many ancient writers
houses, and gymnasium, destroying the porches around to refer to a people of Pelasgic origin, whom they iden-

the temple of Jupiter, an edifice of great celebrity,
with the offerings and everything used in the festivals.
It is evident, however, from Livy's
{Polyb., 4, 62.)
account, that this damage had been repaired when the
Romans occupied the town in the reign of Perseus.

was here

It

that Philip

assembled his army previous

to the battle of Cynoscephalae.
(Lib , 33,
at a later period, became a Roman colony.

3)

Dium,

(Ptol., p.

Colonia Diensis (4, 10).
Some
similarity in the name of this once flourishing city is
apparent in that of a spot called Standia, which answers to Livy's description.
Dr. Clarke, however,
was not disposed to acquiesce in this opinion, and
{Travthought that it must have stood at Katerina.

82.)

els

Pliny terms

— Greece,

it

<&c., vol. 7, p.

Egypt,

400, seqq.)

He

was most probably mistaken, as Katerina, or Hateri,
which is the real name of the place, is doubtless the
Hatera of the Tabula Theodosiana, one stage from
Dium. {Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 203.)
DivodQrum, the capital of the Mediomatrici, a peoof Belgic Gaul, who were located along the Mosella or
Its name was afterward changed to that of
Moselle.
the people

itself,

and

is

63.— ^ mm. Mar cell,
Dodona,
situate

most

now Metz.

{Tacit., Hist.,

1,

15, 27.)

a celebrated city and oracle of Epirus,
probably in the present valley oiJoannina,

I.

but the exact position of which has never been ascerare not assisted here by any accurate antained.
cient traveller like Pausanias, nor have we any itineraries or faithful measurements of distances to guide

We

—

with the Helli {Soph., Truch., v. 1160, seqq.
Strabo, 327.— Eustath., ad 11., 16, v. 233.— Schol.
ad Horn., I. c. Aristot., MetcoroL, 1, 14. Hesych.,
s. V. 'E2,ioi), and also with the Tomuri.
{Eustath.,
ad Od., 16, 403.) The origin of the word Dodona
tified

—

—

seems not to have been ascertained, if we judge from
the contradictory opinions transmitted to us by Steph.
Byz.

{s. V.

AuSuvT].

— Compare remarks under No.

II.)

we

better informed as to the nature and construction of the temple during the early age of Grecian history.
The responses of the oracle were origi-

Nor

are

{Soph.,
nally delivered from the sacred oak or beech.
Hcsiod, ap. Schol. in Soph., TrachTrach., v. 173.

—

Its reputation was at first confined to the inhabin.)
itants of Epirus, Acarnania, JEtolia, and the western

Greece {Pausan., 7, 21), but its fame was afterward extended over the whole of that country, and
even to Asia, as we know that on one occasion the
oracle was consulted by Croesus.
{Herod., 1, 46.)
The Boeotians were the only people who received the
to all other
prophetic answers from the mouth of men
parts of

;

nations they were always communicated by the priestThe reason of this exception is
esses of the temple.
stated at length by Strabo (401), on the authority of
(Compare Prod, Chrestom., ap. Phot.,
Ephorus.
Dodona was the
Bihl., vol. 2, p. 321, ed. Bekker.)
first station in Greece to which the offerings of the

Hyperboreans were despatched, according to Herodotus
they arrived there from the Adriatic, and were
thence passed on to the Maliac Gulf (4, 33).
Among
;

vague and indefinite and, even after a most the several otFerings presented to the temple by varicomparison of all the various passages in which ous nations, one dedicated by the Corcyreans is parIt was a brazen figure placed over
the name occurs, very different opinions may be en- ticularly noticed.
tertained on the subject.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus a caldron of the same metal this statue held in its
from Buthrotum, and two hand a whip, the lash of which consisted of three chains,
places it four days' journey
from Ambracia. {Antiq. Rom., 1,5.) Colonel Leake each having an astragalus fastened to the end of it
makes it to have been situate at the southeastern ex- these, when agitated by the wind, struck the caldron,
ilremity of the Lake of Joannina, near Kastr'itza {Trav- I and produced so continued a sound that 400 vibrations

us

;

all is

;

careful

;

;
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Hence arose the
ceased.
Dodonean caldron and the
Me{Strabo, Compend.,7,p.329.)

could be counted before
various proverbs of the

Corcyrean

lash.

dotal colony from India, and establishes, when taken
in connexion with various other parts of early Grecian

it

history, the remarkable fact of the introduction of the
Bitdda-woTship into Greece along with the germes of

nander, in one of his plays, compared an old nurse's
chatter to the endless sound of this kettle.
(Menand.,

civilization.

The

analogy between the root of the name

It was said by others,
Reltq.,ed. Meinecke, p. 27.)
ihat the walls of the temple were composed of many
to each other, so that, striking
caldrons,

BocJwv?/ {Bod), and that of the Hindu
is sufficiently obvious.
Hitler's work,

upon one, the sound was conveyed to all the rest.
But this account is not so much to be depended on

um

ilization

— We

his expedition into Asia.

{Plut., Apophthegm. Lacon.,
stated by Diodorus Siculus (14, 13),
that Lysander was accused openly of having offered to
The oracle which warned the
bribe the priestess.
It is

fate is well

known from

Dodona was,

" to the
says the historian,
porches, destroyed
of the offerings, and pulled down the sacred ediIt is probable that the temple of Dodona nevfice."
er recovered from this disaster, as in Strabo's time
there was scarcely any trace left of the oracle ; but the

fire,"

many

Hierocles

still

have existed, as

it

is

mentioned by

among the cities of Epirus in the seventh
and we hear of a bishop of Dodona in the

century
council of Ephesus.
{Wessel., ad Hierocl., Synecd.,
All accounts seem to agree that Dodona
p. 651.)
the
stood either on
declivity or at the foot of an elevated mountain called Tomarus or Tamarus.
{StraHence
the
term Tomuri, supposed to be a
bo, 328.)
contraction for Tomaruri (Tofiapovpoi), or guardians of
Tomarus, which was given to the priests of the temple.
In Callimachus {Hymn, in Cer., 52)
{Strabo, I. c.)
we find the name of the mountain written Tmarus
This lofty mountain was farther remarka(T/zdpof).
ble for the number of streams which burst from its
;

—

remarks under the

article

ning of his rebellion, as the natural patron of men of
He afterward fought under him ai
broken fortunes.
Pharsalia, distinguished himself by his revolutionar)
proceedings when tribune during Caesar's absence in
Egypt, and afterward went with him into Africa, anc
served under him through the whole of that campaign

ac-

cording to Polybius (4, 67), almost entirely destroyed
in an irruption of the iEtolians, under their praetor
Dorimachus, then at war with Epirus. "They set

town must

—And compare

Dodona.)
DoDONiDES, the priestesses who gave oracles in the
{Vid. Dodona.)
temple of Jupiter in Dodona.
DoLABELLA, P. Comelius, a Roman who married
His early profligacies
of
the
Cicero.
TuUia,
daughter
and extravagances led him to join Caesar at the begin-

;

length, during the Social war,

and religion flowed into the countries of Eu-

U€?M(TyiK€.

From Demosthenes we learn, that the
Livy (8, 24).
answers delivered from time to time to the Athenians
were laid up in the public archives and he himself appeals to their testimony on more than one occasion.
At

den Kaukasus und an den Gestaden dcs Pontus,

rope from the remote India, by pursuing a route through
the vast regions of Scythia, and coming down into Europe by the shores of the Euxine.
DoDON^us, a surname of Jupiter from Dodona.
Zev ava, 6^u6uvaie,
(Consult Homer, II., 16, 233.

of the Persian invasion {Herodot., 9, 93), and again in
the reign of Agesilaus, who consulted it previously to

Molossian Alexander of his

Vor-

Berlin, 1820, 8vo), ought to be carefully perused in
order to do justice to his learned and elaborate arguHis object is to show, that the stream of civments.

as the other, which, according to Steph. Byz., rests
on the authority of Polemo Periegetes, who seems to
have written a very accurate description of the curiosities of the place ; as also another person named Arishear of the oracle of Dodona at the time
tides.

125.)

(

halle Europ'discher Volkergeschichten vor Herodotus,

contiguous

p.

Budda {Bud\
however

—

On his return to Italy after Caesar's final victory, he
of great magnificence
appears to have lived in a style
and the excellence of his entertainments is recorded b)
Cicero, who, through him and one or two other friends
maintained a friendly intercourse with the dominan/
He was nominated by Caesar for the consulship
party.
a short time before the assassination of the latter, and,
after Caesar's death, assumed the office of consul himself, but went over to the side of the republic, and acted
Subsequently, however, Anvigorously in its behalf
tony drew him entirely away from the republican party
by paying oflf for him a heavy load of debts. Leaving
Rome in order to get possession of Syria against Cas-

sius, he surprised Smyrna and put Trebonius to death,
on which the senate declared him a public enemy.
Having been pursued and defeated by Cassius, he deDolabella was a man of no virtue or
stroyed himself
Cicero was compelled to have his daughprinciple.
sides.
ter TuUia divorced from him.
Still, however, the orIf, then, we had the means of
{Plin., 4, 1.)
distinguishing the modern chain which answers to the ator always kept up a fair intercourse with him, and
ancient Tomarus, we might easily discover the site of endeavoured to use him as a check upon the designs
Dodona, but the whole of Epirus being covered with of Antony, his colleague in the consulship. {Cic,
lofty mountains, it is not easy to ascertain even this Phil., 2, 20.— Id., Ep. ad Fam., 9, 16.— Middleton,
(For discussions on this interesting question, Life of Cicero, vol. 2, p. 206, 224, 290, 343, &c.,
point.
consult Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 115, seqq.
8vo ed.)
Wordsworth^ s Greece, p. 247.
DoucHA, I. a town of Thessaly, in the Perrhaebian
Walpole*s Collection,
Here the consul
vol. 2, p. ^72.— Hughes's Travels, vol. 1,
II.
district, to the southeast of Azorus.
p. 511.)—
A city and oracle of Thessaly. It has given rise to Q. Marcius Philippus received a deputation from the
much controversy whether Homer {11., 2, 749) refers Achaean league, at the head of which was Polybius,
to this or the city of Epirus, and the scholiasts and who
accompanied the Roman army in their singular
commentators are divided in their opinions. Stepha- and perilous march through the defiles of Olympus into
42, 53.—
nus Byzantinus (s. v. Auduvij) enters fully into the Pieria.
{Polyb., Excerpt., 28, U.—Liv.,
the disdiscussion, and quotes passages from several writers Id., 44, 2.)— II. A town of Syria, situate in
on the antiquities of Thessaly, who all acknowledged trict Euphratensis, and northwest of Zeugma. The
a city named Dodona or Bodona in that country
ancient name is preserved in that of Doluc, a castle ou
whence the opinion has been entertained that the ora- a chain of mountains, which, detached from Amanus,

—

—

—

—

:

was afterward transferred to Epirus. are prolonged towards the Euphrates. {Abulfeda,
vol. 6, pt. 1, p.
Strabo (441) seems to adopt this notion, and affirms, Tab.
Syr., p. 122.— Manncrt, Gcogr.,
in one place, that the Thessalian Dodona was situated
496.)
herald Eunear the Titaresius.
Elsewhere, however, he leads us
DoLON, a Trojan, the only son of the
When Hectoi
to
suppose that it stood near Scotussa, at the foot of medes, famed for swiftness of foot.
Mount Ossa (9, p. 441). Ritter has some curious and was anxious to explore by night the Grecian camp
reward of the chari
learned speculations on this subject.
According to this Dolon, induced by the promised
O
writer, the primitive form of the name was Bodona (Bw- and horses of Achilles, undertook the enterprise.
was met by D'
t^wrj), and he traces the founding of Dodona to a sacer- his approach to the Grecian tents, he

cle of Jupiter
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omede and

Ulysses, who, on the part of the Greeks,
had been despatched on a similar expedition. Dolon,
having betrayed to them the situation and plans of the

Trojans, was put to death by

Diomede

for his treach-

(H(m., n., 10, SH.—Virg., JEn., 13, 349.)
DoLONCi, a people of Thrace. {Herodot., 6, 34.

ery.

—

Vid. Miltiades.)

j

The ascendency which she had acquired, however,
over the vicious emperor, was too strong to be thus
suddenly dissolved, and she was recalled to her former
Domitia was concerned, it is thought, in the
station.
She
conspiracy by which the emperor lost his life.
died during the reign of Trajan.
{Sueton., Vit. Domil., 3.)

DoLOPEs, a people of Thessaly, who appear to have
been early established in that southeastern angle of
Thessaly formed by the chain of Pindus, or rather
Tymphrestus, on one side, and Mount Othrys, branchBy the latter mountain
ing out of it, on the other.
they were separated from the -^nianes, who were in

DoMiTiANUs, Titus Flavius, the second son of VesVespasian, well aware
pasian, born at Rome A.D. 51.
of his natural disposition, reposed no confidence in him

Domitian, however, accomduring his whole reign.
panied his father and brother Titus in their triumph at
the close of the Jewish war.
Upon the death of Vespossession of the upper valley of the Sperchius while pasian, he endeavoured to foment troubles in the emto the west they bordered upon Phthiotis, with the in- pire, and share the succession with Titus.
The latter,
habitants of which country they were connected as however, generously forgave him, treated him with
This we learn from Ho- great kindness, and made him his colleague in the conearly as the siege of Troy.
mer, who represents Phoenix, the Dolopian leader, as sulship, always declaring to him that he intended him
accompanying Achilles thither in the double capacity for his successor. Domitian is accused of hastening
of preceptor and ally. (//., 9, 480.
Find., ap. Strab., the death of Titus by poison ; a charge, however, not
The
431.) The Dolopians, according to Pausanias and warranted by the circumstances of Titus's death.
Harpocration, sent deputies to the Amphictyonic coun- beginning of his reign was marked by moderation and
cil.
From Herodotus we learn, that they presented a display of justice bordering upon severity. He afearth and water to Xerxes, and furnished some troops fected great zeal for the reformation of public morals,
for the expedition undertaken by that monarch into and punished with death several persons guilty of adulGreece (7, 132 and 185). Xenophon, at a later peri- tery, as well as some vestals who had broken their
He completed several splendid buildings begun
od, enumerates them as subjects of Jason, tyrant of vows.
Pherae.
Diodorus Siculus informs by Titus ; among others, an odeum, or theatre for
{Hist. Gr., 6, 1.)
us that they took part in the Lamiac war (18, 11).
musical performances.
The most important event of
afterward find Dolopia a frequent subject of contention his reign was the conquest of Britain by Agricola but
between the .^toUans, who had extended their domin- Domitian grew jealous of that great commander's repion to the borders of this district, and the kings of utation, and recalled him to Rome.
His suspicious
Macedonia. Hence the frequent incursions made by temper and his pusillanimity made him afraid of every
the former people into this part of Thessaly when at man who was distinguished either by birth and connexwar with the latter power. (Liv., 31, 12. Id., 33, ions, or by merit and popularity, and he mercilessly sac34.
Id., 36, 38.)
Dolopia was finally conquered by rificed many to his fears, while his' avarice led him to
The cantons put to death a number of wealthy persons for the sake
Perseus, the last Macedonian monarch.
The usual pretext for these murof Thaumako, Grituiano, and part of Agrapha, may of their property.
be supposed to occupy the situation ascribed by an- ders was the charge of conspiracy or treason and thus
cient writers to the country of the Dolopians.
{Cra- a numerous race of informers was created and maintained by this system of spoliation.
His cruelty was
mer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 416.)
DoMiTiA Lbx, de Sacerdotiis, brought forward by united to a deep dissimulation, and in this particular
of
the commons, he resembled Tiberius rather than Caligula or Nero.
On. Domitius Ahenobarbus, tribune
A.U.C. 650. It enacted that the pontificcs, augures, He either put to death or drove away from Rome the
and decemviri sacris faciendis should not be chosen by philosophers and men of letters Epictetus was one
The pon- of the exiled. He found, however, some flatterers
the sacerdotal colleges, but by the people.
tifex maximus and curio maximus were always, in the among the poets, such as Martial, Silius Italicus, and
Statins.
The latter dedicated to him his Thehdis and
first ages of the republic, chosen by the people.
( Cic.,
Achilleis, and commemorated the events of his reign
Rull, 2, l.—Liv., 25, b.—Id., 27, 8.)
DoMiTiA Gens, a celebrated plebeian family, divi- in his SylvcE. But, in reahty, the reign of Domitian was
ded into two branches, that of the Calvini and that of any other than favourable to the Roman arms, except
The Calvini attained to the consular in Britain. In Mcesia and Dacia, in Germany and
the Ahenobarbi.
The latter, Pannonia, the armies were defeated, and whole provoffice A.U.C. 422, the Ahenobarbi in 562.
at length, in the person of Nero, became invested with inces lost.
Domitian
{Tacitus, Vit. Agric, 41.)
but with this emperor perished the himself went twice into Mcesia to oppose the Dacians,
imperial power
male line of the Domitii. Domitiau only belonged to but, after several defeats, he concluded a disgraceful
this family through his mother Domitia.
peace with their king Decebalus, whom he acknowlDoMiTiA, I. Lepida, aunt of Nero, was accused of ma- edged as sovereign, and to whom he agreed to pay
gic and put to death (A.D. 54) through the intrigues tribute, which was afterward discontinued by Trajan.
of Agrippina, who was jealous of her influence over And yet Domitian made a pompous report of his vicNero. {Tacit., Ann., 12, 64, seq.) H., or Doraitilla, tories to the senate, and assumed the honours of a
In the same manner he triumphed over the
wife of Vespasian, by whom he had Titus and Domi- triumph.
She had been Cotti and Sarmatians, which made Pliny the younger
tian, and a daughter named Domitilla.
.he mistress of a Roman knight, and passed ia a freed say, that the triumphs of Domitian were always eviwoman but she was declared of free birth on having dence of some advantages gained by the enemies of
been acknowledged by her father Flavius Liberalis, Rome. In A.D. 95, Domitian assumed the consulwho held the situation of scribe to one of the quaestors. ship for the seventeenth time, together with Flavius
She died before Vespasian came to the throne. {Sue- Clemens, who had married Domitilla, a relative of the
In that year a persecution of the Christians
HI. Longina, daughter of the emperor.
ton., Vit. Vespas., 3.)
famous Corbulo, the general of Nero. She married is recorded in the history of the Church but it seems
^lius Lamia, but was seduced by Domitian, and, after that it was not directed particularly against them, but
the birth of a daughter, publicly raised to the throne. against the Jews, with whom the Christians were then
Suetonius ascribes the
Hardly, however, had the emperor elevated her to the confounded by the Romans.
station of Augusta, when his jealousy was alarmed by proscriptions of the Jews, or those who lived after the
the
and
whom
of
the
he styles " improfessi,^'
certain familiarities to which she admitted
Jews,
panto- manner
mime Paris, and he drove her from his bed and palace. to the rapacity of Domitian. Flavius Clemens and
;

—

We

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

;
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were among the victims. In the lollowmg Brutus and Cassius. After the battle of Philippi he
A.D. 96, a conspiracy was formed against Do- went over to the triumvirs, was pardoned, and, during
mitian among the officers of his guards and several of the ensuing year, obtained the consulship, A.U.C. 722.
his intimate friends, and his wife, the infamous Domi- Subsequently, however, he attached himself to Octahis wife

year,

tilla,

herself

is

said to have participated in

it.

The

im-

which
threatened the life of every one around him, and which
are said to have been stimulated by the predictions of
was very ready
astrologers and soothsayers, whom he
mediate cause of

to consult.

it

was

He was

his increasing suspicions,

killed in his apartments by sev-

eral of the conspirators, after struggling with them for
some time, in his 45th year, and in the fifteenth of his

On the news of his death, the senate assemThe
bled and elected M. Cocceius Nerva emperer.
character of Domitian is represented by all ancient
historians in the darkest colours, as being a compound
of timidity and cruelty, of dissimulation and arrogance,
of self-indulgence and stern severity towards others.

—

reign.

Germanicus, B.C. 28. He degraded his high birth by
the ferocity of his character and the corruption of his
In early life he killed one of his freedmen,
morals.
who would not drink as much as he wished him to do.
He tore out also the eye of a Roman knight who disofplayed towards him a freedom of spirit that gave
accused before Claudius of treason,
fence.

Being

the
adultery, and other crimes, he only escaped by
He used to say, that from himdeath of that emperor.
self and his wife there could only spring a monster
to the human race, a prediction fatally verified

deadly
in Nero.

75.— Id. ib., 6, 45, &c.)
a celebrated grammarian, born
in the fourth century of our era, about A.D. 333.

He gave himself up to every excess, and plunged into
the most degrading vices.
Conceiving at last the mad
idea of arrogating divine honours to himself, he assumed the titles of Lord and God, and claimed to be

{Tacit., Ann., 4,

DoNATUs, .^Lius,

I.

who

Soon after he had succeeded to
a son of Mmerva.
the government, he indulged in that love of solitude,
which pride and fear combined to render in a very
In
short time the most confirmed of all his habits.
the beginning of his reign, says his biographer, he accustomed himself to spend several hours every day in
employed frequently in nothing
flies, and piercing them with a
Hence the well-known remark
sharp instrument.
made by Vibius Crispus, who, when asked whether
there was any one with the emperor, replied, " No, not
Domitian took a delight in inspiring otheven ajlyy
and Dio Cassius tells of a singular
ers with terror
banquet, to which he invited the principal members
of the senate and equestrian order, where everything
wore the appearance of an intended execution. He
once even convened the senate to determine in what
way a large turbot should be cooked, whether whole
the strictest privacy,
else than in catching

;

And

yet at one time, before his becoming
emperor, Dom.itian had applied himself to literature,
and he is said to have composed several poems and
The senate, after his death, issued a deother works.
cree that his name should be struck out of the Roman
or divided.

vius against Antony, but died before he could render
the former any service.—-VI. Cneius Ahenobarbus,
father of Nero, married Agrippina, the daughter o(

with

He was preceptor to St. Jerome,
speaks
and of the manner in
great approbation of his talents,
Indewhich he explained the comedies of Terence.
and Terence,
pendent of his commentaries on Virgil
Donatus composed a treatise purely elementary, in
which he treated of the eight parts of speech individu-

This work was highly esteemed, and Diomedes
an opinion of its
grammarian entertained so high
to add it to his own work on
merits, as

ally.

the

subsequently
Latin grammar.
Some, though without the least authe commentaries of Donatus on
thority, maintain that
and Terence are lost, and that those which at
Virgil
the present day bear his

name
it is

are spurious.

That on
wor-

and

true,
appears
Virgil is very unimportant,
commented on, nor of the
thy neither of the author
to whom it is ascriof
the
reputation
grammarian
bed.
But the commentary on Terence is extremely
Some writers assign the commentary on
valuable.

but to Claudius Tiberius
Virgil not to yElius Donatus,
the
(Compare the remarks of Heyne on

Donatus.

—

of Virgil by Donatus, vol. 1, p. 153, in notis.)
Acfourth century.
bishop of Numidia, in the
was the founder of the
cording to some writers, he
sect of Donatists, which grew out of a schism produced
He was deannals, and obliterated from every public monument. by the election of a bishop of Carthage.
held at Rome
Id. ib., 4, 2, seqq.
{Tacit., Hist., 3, 59, seqq.
posed and excommunicated in councils
Dio Cass., 67. Plin.,Epist., and at Aries, in the years 313 and 314, but was for
Sueton., Vit. Dom.it.
II.— Id., Paneg., 52, 6, &.c.—Juv., Sat., 4, 37, some time after supported by a party at home. W^hat
^,
farther happened to him is not known.— III.
bishop
seqq.)
He continVid. Domitia II.
DoMiTiLLA.
of Carthage, chosen to that office in 316.
namehis
I.
the
first
of
schism
the
Domitian
the
ued
and
by
DoMtTius,
Ahenobarbus,
produced
supported
the Emperor
family that bore the surname of Ahenobarbus, lived sake, which led to a persecution under
about the beginning of the sixth century from the Constans, in which the imperial arms finally prevailed,
II. Cneius Ahenobarbus, son of and Donatus died in exile about 355.
According to
founding of the city.
ihe preceding, was plebeian aedile A.TJ.C. 558, B.C. St. Augustin, this prelate maintained an inequality of
196
and consul A.U.C. 562. persons in the Trinity. {Gorton's Biogr. Diet., vol.
praetor A.U.C. 560
(Liv., 33,42.— W., 49, 35, &c.)— III. Cneius Ahen- 1, p. 653.
He conquered BiDoNf sA, an island in the Icarian Sea, one of the
obarbus, was consul B.C. 122.
It lay southeast of Icaria, and east of Pattuitus, general of the Arverni, slaying 20,000 and ma- Sporades.
On his return to Rome he ob- mos. The marble obtained from this island was
king 3000 prisoners.
RaIV. Lucius Ahenobarbus, was
tained a triumph.
It is thought to correspond to the modern
green.
the followmg
In the elm.
quaestor B.C. 66, and praetor some years after.
(Compare, as regards this island,
He and authorities Tacit., Ann., 4, ZQ.—Mela, 2, 7.—Phn.,
year 54 B.C. he attained to the consulship.
Lentulus were the first to oppose Caesar in his inva- 4, 12.
Steph. Byz., s. v. Aovovaia.)
sion of Italy.
Betrayed by his own troops into the
DoRES, the inhabitants of Doris. {Vid. Dons.)
Mannert
hands of the conqueror at the capture of Corfinium,
DoRiAs, a river of India extra Gangem.
he received his liberty, and again raising a little army makes it correspond to the small river Pegu, {ircohowat his own expense, sustained a
Es- gravh., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 249 and 264.) Others,
siege at Massilia.
the mouth
caping thence, we find him with Pompey in Macedo- ever, are in favour of the modern Zangan,
nia, still the determined enemy of Caesar, and finally of which is in the kingdom of Tonquin.
where Thamyris the
he fell in the flight after the battle of Pharsalia. ( Cic.
DoRioN, a town of Messenia,
a trial of skill
Ep. ad Fam., 8, \i.—Id. ib., 16, \2.—Id., Ep. ad musician challenged the Muses to
which
this ancient town, of
V. Cneius Ahenobarbus, son of the
Att., 1, &.C.)
notices
Pausanias
33)
(4
prenamed Achaia. fetraceding, inherited all his father's hatred towards Caesar. he saw the ruins near a fountain
no such place was known to
After the death of the latter, he
joined the party of bo, however, asserts that

—

—

—

—

life

II.

A

—

A

—

;

;

—

—

:

,

—
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DOR

DORIS.

exist in his day, but that some identified it with an obscure town named Oluris, in the Messenian district of
Aulon (350). This may have been the spot alluded to
Homer (//., 2, 594) assigns Dorium
by Pausanias.
Hesiod seems to have
to the dominions of Nestor.
adopted a different tradition from other poets, since he
removes the scene of the story of Thamyris to Dotium
in Thessaly {ap. Steph. ^yz., s. v. Autiov.
Plin.,

—

4,5).

DoKis, a country of Greece, situate to the south of
Thessaly, and separated from it by the range of Mount
On the
CEta. On the south it had the Locri Ozolae.
east it was parted from the Locri Epicnemidii by the
and on the west
Pindus, a branch of the Cephissus
from -^tolia by a part of the chain of CEta. Its terof
was
small
size, extending only about 40 miles
ritory
The country, though mountainous, had still
in length.
The
several beautiful plains, and was very fruitful.
Dorians were the most powerful of the Hellenic tribes,
and derived their origin, as they pretended, from a
mythic personage named Dorus, who is generally made
the son of Hellen, though he is described as the son of
Xuthus by Euripides {Ion., 1590). Herodotus (1, 52)
mentions five successi ve migrations of this race. Their
first settlement was in Phthiotis, in the time of Deuthe next under Dorus, in Hestiaeotis, at the
calion
the third on Mount Pinfoot of Ossa and Olympus
dus, after they had been expelled by the Cadmaeans
In this settlement, says Herodotus,
from Hestiaeotis.
they were called the Macedonian people ; and he elseto the Dorians a Macedonian
attributes
where (8, 43)
but there does not appear to be any real conorigin
nexion between the Dorians and the Macedonians,
who were of Illyrian origin {Muller, Dorians, vol. 1,
;

—

;

;

'

;

beyond this vicinity of abode. The fourth settlement of the Dorians, according to Herodotus, was
in Dryopis (afterward called the Doric Tetrapolis)
and their last migration was to the Peloponnesus.
Another, and most remarkable expedition, not mentioned by Herodotus, was the voyage of a Dorian colony to Crete, which is stated to have taken place
while they were in their second settlement, at the foot
and Doriof Olympus (Androm., ap. Strab., 475)
ans are mentioned among the inhabitants of that islThe eastern coast
and even by Homer (Od., 19, 174).

p. 2),

;

;

was the first part which they occupied. ( Staphylus, ap.
This early settlement in Crete must
Strab., 475).
not be confounded with the two subsequent expeditions
of the Dorians to that island, which took place after
they were well settled in the Peloponnesus, the one
from Laconia, under the guidance of Pollis and Delphus ; the other from Argolis, under Althaemenes. The
migration of the Dorians to the Peloponnesus, which
" the return of the descendants
is generally called
of
Hercules," is expressly stated to have occurred 80
years after the Trojan war, that is, in B.C. 1104.
(Thucyd., 1, 12.) The origin and nature of the connexion which subsisted between the Heraclidas and
The
the Dorians are involved in much obscurity.
Dorians were, from very early times, divided into three
"
thrice
the
divided"
tribes, and
epithet
{rptxalKs^) is

the ^tolians under Oxylus, who are also said to have
The Heraclidae, then,
taken part in this expedition.
with their ^tolian and Dorian aUies, crossed the Corinthian Gulf from Naupactus, invaded and subdued
Elis, which was assigned to the ./Etolian chieftain ; and,

bending their steps southward, conquered successively,
and with greater or less difficulty, Messenia, Laconia,
In Laconia they were
Argolis, Corinth, and Megaris.
joined by the Cadmaean clan of the -^gidae, who assisted them in their tedious war with Amyclae, and afterward took part in the colonies to Thera and Cyrene.
This invasion, which so materially aflfected the destinies of Greece, was very similar in its character to
The invaders,
the return of the Israelites to Palestine.
who, like the descendants of Abraham, brought their
wives and children with them, though they, perhaps, did
not completely abandon their last settlement, which
was still called and considered Dorian {Thucyd., 1,
107), numbered about 20,000 fighting men, on the highest estimate.
{Midler, Dorians, 1, cb. 4, sect. 8.)
They were therefore very inferior in number to the inhabitants of the countries which they conquered ; but
the superiority of their peculiar tactics ensured them
an easy victory in the field, and they appear to have
taken all the strong places either by a long blockade,
or by some lucky surprise ; for they were altogether
unskilled in the art of taking walled towns.
The government which the Dorians established in all the countries which they thus invaded and conquered, was, as

might have been expected, very analogous to that which
the Norman invasion introduced into England, namely,
an aristocracy of conquest for while the successful
invaders remained on a footing of equality among themselves, all the old inhabitants of the country were reduced to an inferior condition, like the Saxons in Eng" dwellers
land.
They were called TrepioiKoi, or
;

around," a name corresponding to the Pfahlbiirger, or
*'
citizens of the Palisade," at Augsburg, who dwelt in
the city suburbs, without the wall of the city
to the
"pale" in Ireland before the time of James I. to the
and to the Fauxbourpeople of the contado in Italy
{Niebuhr, Roman Hist., vol. 1, p
geois in France.
Arnold's Thucydides, vol. 1, p.
398, Cambr. trans.
The usual name for a constitution in a Dorian
626.)
"
state was
an order," or regulative principle (/cdoyuof),
and this name appears to have arisen from the circumstance that the attention of the Dorian legislators was
principally, if not solely, directed to the establishment
of a system of military discipline, and to the encouragement of that strict subordination which is the result
of it.
The necessity of this was apparent, from the
peculiar relation subsisting between the Dorians and
their neplotKnc.
It was by superior prowess and discipline that the former had acquired their rank, and it
was only by a continuance of this superiority that they
could hope to maintain themselves in the same position.
The same occasion for strict discipline may also
account for the extraordinary austerity which prevailed
in most Dorian communities.
The Dorian women enjoyed a degree of consideration unusual among the
Greeks.
The Syssitia or common tables, which were
established in most Doric states, were designed to ad;

;

;

—

them by Homer in the passages referred
These three tribes were the Hyllaeans, the monish those of the privileged class, that, living as
Dymanes, and the Pamphylians. Now the two latter they did in the midst of a conquered but numerous
tribes are said to have been descended from Dymas population, they must not consider themselves to have
and Pamphylus, the two sons of JEgimius, a mythi- any individual existence, but must live only for the
applied to

to above.

and the first claimed a descent from
;
An attempt has been
Hyllus, the son of Hercules.
made to show that the Hyllaeans were of Doric origin,
as well as the other two tribes. {Muller, Dorians, 1

cal Doric king

,

It is more natural, however, to inchap. 3, sect. 2.)
fer from the traditions, as well as from the duplicate
divinities of the Dorians, that the genuine Dorians were
included in the two other tribes, and that the Heraclidae were a powerful Achaean family, united with
them in a similar manner, but by a stronger tie than
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sake of their order.

(Consult Muller's Dorians, I'ng.
2 vols. 8vo.
Hermann, LehrGriechischen Staalsalterthumer, Heidelb.,

—

trans., Oxford, 1830,

buch

der
1836, translated Oxford, 18^6.— Lachmann, Spartanische Staatsverfas sung, Breslau, 1836.
Encycl.
II. A colony of the Do
Us. Knowl., vol. 9, p. 89.)
On the
rians in Asia Minor, on the coast of Caria.
arrival of the Dorians in Asia, they formed themselves
or
small
into six independent states
republics, which

—

—

were confined within the bounds of as many

cities.

DRE

DOR

Th€9e were Lindus, lalyssus, Camirus, Cos, Cnidus,
DosoN, a surname of Antigonus III because he
And Halicarnassus. Other cities in the tract, called promised and never performed duacjv, in Greek, i. e.,
from them Doris, belonged to their confederacy ; but about to give; i.e., always promising. {Vid. Antigo,

;

the inhabitants of these six alone, as true and genuine
Dorians, were admitted into the temple at Triope,
where they exhibited solemn games m honour of ApolThe prizes were tripods of brass, which
lo Triopius.
the victors were obliged to consecrate to Apollo, and
leave in the temple.
When Agasicles of Halicarnas-

nus

III.)

Draco,

I.

a celebrated Athenian legislator,

who

flourished about the 39th Olympiad, B.C. 621.
Suidas
tells us that he
brought forward his code of laws in
this year,

and that he was then an old man.

Aristotle

custom, and

(Polit., 2, nub fin.) says, that Draco adapted Las laws
to the existing constitution, and that they contained

carried the tripod to his own house, on which account
the city of Halicarnassus was ever afterward excluded

nothing particular beyond the severity of their penalties.
The slightest theft was punished capitally, as

sus won the prize, he transgressed

this

that time

known by

the

Pentapolis, and no longer by \hat of Hexapolis.

— HI.

A goddess of the sea, daughter of Oceanus and Tethys.
She married her brother Nereus, by whom she had 50
Her name is often used
•daughters called Nereides.
lo express the sea itself.
Virg.,
(Propert., 1, 17, 25.
female of Locri,
Eel, 10. Hestod., Theog.) IV.
in Italy, daughter of Xenetus, whom Dionysius the Elder, of Sicily, married the same day with Aristomache.

—

—

—

A

i^Vid. Dionysius.)

DoRiscus, a plain in Thrace, near the mouth of the
Hebrus, where, according to Herodotus (7, 59), Xerxes
iiumbered his land forces, as he was marching upon
Greece.
The mode in which his officers ascertained
.he amount of his troops was this : they drew up in
cne place a body of 10,000 men; and making these
stand together as compactly as possible, they traced a
circle a/ound them.
Dismissing these, they enclosed
the circle with a wall breast high
into this they introduced the army by bodies of 10,000 men each time.
;

{Vid. Xerxes.)

DoRSENNUs, or more correctly Dossennue, a Rooian
comic poet, and writer of Atellan^ fables, who €n}oy«d
no mean reputation as a popular dramatist. (Compare
HorYossius, de Poet. Lat. incert. cBt.y c. 7, p. 84.)
ace makes mention of him {Ep., 1, 2, 173.) He particularly excelled in drawing the -characters of parasites ; but, in consequence of the applause which these
elicited from the lower orders, be would seem, from
the censure of Horace, to have been tempted to go still
The same poet
farther, and push matters to extremes.
also pleasantly alludes to his carelessness and negli-

gence as a

writer, by saying that he traversed the stage
with his sock, or comic slipper, loose and untied.

Seneca makes mention of the inscription on his tomb
from which epitaph some have inferred that he was
;

distinguished as a moral writer.

It

ran as follows

:

*'

Hospes resisle, ct sophiam Dossenni lege.'''' ( Senec,
EpisL, 89, 6.— Fabric, Bihl. Lat., vol. 3, p. 238, seqq.)
DoBso, C. Fabius, a Roman, who, according to the
old legend, when Rome was in the possession of the
Gauls, issued froni the Capitol, which was then besieged, to go and offer on Mons Quirinalis a stated
sacrifice enjoined on the Fabian house.
In the Gabiixe cincture, and bearing the sacred
things in his

hands, he

descended from

the Capitol and passed
without betraying the least signs

through the enemy
of fear. When he had finished his sacrifice, he returned to the Capitol unmolested by the foe, who were
astonished at his boldness, and did not obstruct bis
{Liv., 5, 46.)
passage or molest his sacrifice.
DoRus, a son of Hellen. {Vid. Doris.)
DoRYLuEUM and Doryl.<eu6, a city of Phrygia, now
Eski-shehr, at the junction of the Bathys and Thymbris, two branches of the Sangarius, and on the con.

The plain of Dorylaeum is often
mentioned by the Byzantine historians as the place of assemblage of the armies of the Eastern empire in their
wars against the Turks and it is described by Anna
fines of Bithynia.

;

Comnena

as being the

the most atrocious murder ; and Demades reof his laws, that they were written with blood,
and not with ink. {Plut., Vit. Sol., c. 17.) Draco,
however, deserves credit as the first who introduced
written laws at Athens, and it is probable that he improved the criminal courts, by his transfer of cases of
bloodshed from the archon to the ephetae (Jul. Pollux, 8, 124, seq.), since before his time the archona

The Dorians were from well as
name of the five cities, or marked

from the Dorian confederacy.

first

after crossing the
ridges of

extensive plain of Phrygia

Mount Olympus, and

after

For some remarks on the modern
passing Leucae.
Kski-sbehr, consult WaJpole's Collection, vol. 2, p, 205.

had a right of settling all cases arbitrarily, and without
appeal ; a right which they enjoyed in other cases until Solon's time.
(Bekker, Anecd. GrcBc, p. 449, I.
It appears that there were some offences which
23.)
he did not punish with death ; for instance, loss of civto alter one
il
rights was the punishment of attempting
of his laws.
{Demosth., c. Aristocr., p. 714, Bekk.)
Draco was an archon (^Pausan., 9, 36, 8), and, consequently, an Eupatrid ;
posed, that his object

through his

it is

not, therefore, to be sup-

was to favour the lower orders,
code seems to have tended to abridge

power of the nobles. The Athenians, it is said,
could not endure the rigour of his laws, and the legislator himself was obliged to withdraw to the island of
Here he was actually suffocated in the the.^ginaatre beneath the number of cloaks and garments which
the people of the island, according to the usual mode
of expressing approbation among the Greeks, showered upon him.
He was buried in the theatre. On the
legislation of Draco in general, consult Wachsmuth,
the

—

Hellenische AUerthumsk, 2, 1, p. 239, seqq.
Enq/cl.
Us. KnowL, vol. 9, p. 118.
Vid. Zarangfiei.
Dranc.<e.
Dravus, a river of Germany, rising in the Norican
It traverses the
{Plin., 3, 25.—Strabo, 314.)
Alps.
southern parts of Noricum and Pannonia, running from
west to east, and falls into the Danube near the city of
Comacum, or Erdent. It is now the Drave. Ptolemy calls it the Darus. The Greek copyists frequently allowed themselves the license of altering names
and adding remarks, which only tended to show their

own

ignorance.

So, in the present instance, they

state that this river, which Ptolemy calls Darus, is
the same with that named Daris by the barbarians, or

the modern Drin.
The truth is, Ptolemy means the
Dravus, and no other.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, p.

561.)
I. a town of Sicily, north of Lilybaeum,
Here .^neas, acin the vicinity of Mount Eryx.
cording to Virgil, lost his father Anchises. The more

DrepInum,

and

name is Drepana (to, ApeTzavd).
This place was founded in the beginning of the first
Punic war by the Carthaginian commander Hamilcar,
who removed hither the inhabitants of Eryx, and other
Drepanum and
places adjacent. {Diod. Sic., 23, 9.)
Lilybaeum formed the two most important ujaritime
correct form of the

Off this
by the Carthaginians in Sicily.
was fought the faplace, near the JEgates Insulae,
mous naval battle between the Romans commanded

cities held

and the Carthagini&;is undei
which
gained a decisive victory,
war.
Drepanum was so
put an end to the first Punic
in
its
called from the curvature of the shore
vicinity
by Lutatius Catulus,

Hanno.

The Romans

It is now Trapani
resembling a scythe (dpi:Travov).
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pi. 2, f. 384, seqq.)—U. A
town of Bithynia, on the Sinus Astacenus, called b)
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DRU

DRUm.^.

—

A

Constantine the Great, Hellenopolis.
III.
promit is
ontory on the Sinus Arabicus, below Arsinoe

detailed.
Diogenes Laertius and Aristotle class tne
Druids with the Chaldeans, Persian Magi, and IndiThe
ans, in which they are followed by other writers.
deities of the Sanscrit school are closely to be traced

:

now Ras-Zafrani.
Drilo, a river of Illyricum, which falls into the
This is the largest of the Illyrian
Adriatic at Lissus.
streams.
Strabo (316) informs us, that it was navigable as far as the country of the Dardanii, which is a

The importance
and oxen forms
another very striking mark of coincidence. The Druidical mysteries also are said by Davies to have been
nearly parallel to the rites of Bhawanee and Eleusis.
in the

considerable distance from the sea, as they inhabited
the southern part of what is now Servia. This river
is formed
principally by the junction of two others, the

;

:

;

—

—

—

to bulls

In the magic rod of the Druids we likewise discern the
sacred staff of the Brahmins.
Both possessed consecrated beads both made almost endless lustrations ;
both wore linen tiaras
and Maurice remarks that the
circle, Brahma's symbol, and the crescent, that of Siva,
were both Druidical ornaments. So also there was a
striking resemblance between the notion entertained
by the Druids of a Supreme Being, and that found in
the sacred writings of the Hindus.
The Druids
formed a distinct caste, possessing the greatest authority, being the learned men and philosophers of the
nation, and having also very great authority in the
government of the state. Julius Caesar has left more
information concerning them than any other writer.

in modern geography by the name
of the white Drino, which rises in the chain of Mount
Bertiscus {Strabon., Chrestom. ap. Geogr. Min., vol.
the other flows from the south, out of the
2, p. 99)
great lake of Ochrida, the ancient Lychnitis Palus,
and unites with the former after a course of nearly
sixty miles : this is commonly termed the Black Drino.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 41.)
Dromus AcHiLLis, a promontory near the mouth
of the Borysthenes.
Arrian, PeripL,
{Strabo, 307.

one distinguished

21.

names of the Druidical gods.

which the Druids attached

—

—

Anonym., p. 8. Mela, 2, 1. Plin.,
4, 26.)
According to the old geographers, Achilles,
having entered the Euxine with a hostile fleet, after
ravaging the coast, landed on this promontory, and According to him, they performed all public and priexercised himself and his followers in running and vate sacrifices, explained the doctrines of religion, disother gymnastics sports.
{Manner t, Geogr., vol. 4, tributed all kinds of rewards, administered justice at
It is a low, sandy, and uninhabited neck of stated times, and determined the punishment which
p. 234.)
Stra- should be inflicted on oftenders.
Whoever opposed
land, resembling somewhat a sword in its shape.
bo evidently exceeds the true measurement, when he their decisions was excommunicated by them, and
states it to be one thousand stadia.
was
makes
in
of
all
share
Pliny only
thereby deprived
public worship.
it
Its modern name is said to be Kossa- They could even pronounce this curse against a whole
eighty miles.
p.

Peripl.

Oscharigatsh.

{Vid. Leuce.)

Druentius and Druentia

{6 ^povevrio^, Ptol.

and, in fact, their power had hardly any limap{)ointed the highest officers in all the
cities, and these dared not undertake anything without their advice and direction.
They were freed from

—

people
its.

6 ApovevTta^, Strabo), a river of Gaul, rising among
the Alpes Cottise, north of Brigantio or Briangon.
It falls into the Rhodanus or Rhone, about three miles

taxes and

all
Instruction in religious
public burdens.
other kinds of knowledge, the art of war alone
They gave
excepted, was intrusted entirely to them.
oral instruction in the form of verses, which often had
a hidden meaning, and which, though amounting to

and

below Avenio or Avignon, after a course of one hundred and eighty miles, and is now called the Durance.
Is is an extremely rapid river, and below the modern
town of Sisteron it has been found impracticable to
throw a bridge over it. Its inundations are frequent
and very destructive. {Strab., 185.
Mannert, Geogr. ,

thousands, were committed to memory by their
According to Caesar, they believed in the immortality of the soul, and its transmigration through
different bodies.
They taught, moreover, the nature
and motions of the heavenly bodies, the magnitude of
the universe and the earth, the nature of things, and
the power of the gods.
They also practised astrology,

pupils.

vol. 2, p. 78.)

DruidjE, the ministers of religion among the ancient
Gauls and Britons. Britain, according to Caesar, was
the great school of the Druids, and their chief settlement was in the island called Mona by Tacitus, now
Anglesey. The natives of Gaul and Germany, who
to

be thoroughly versed

in

the

all

many

—

wished

;

They

magic, and soothsaying.
According to Pliny, they
were not ignorant of natural philosophy and physic.

mysteries of

They had a wonderful reverence for the mistletoe,
a parasitical plant, which grows, not from the earth,
the origin of the name.
The common derivation is but on other plants, particularly the oak. This they
from 6pvc, an oak, either from their inhabiting and looked upon as the holiest object in nature.
They
The Druids had
teaching in forests, or, as Pliny states, because they likewise esteemed the oak sacred.
never sacrificed but under an oak.
But it is hard to a common superior, who was elected by a majority of
imagine how the Druids should come to speak Greek. votes from their own number, and who enjoyed his
Some deduce the name from the old British word dru dignity for life. In their sacrifices, the Druids often
or drew, an oak, whence they take dpv^ to be derived. immolated human victims.
{Cces., B. G , 6, 13, seqq.
This last derivation receives considerable support from
Plm., 16, 44.) Caesar states that the members of
a passage in Diodorus Siculus (5, 31), who, speaking of the Gallic nobility might alone enter the order of the
the philosophers and priests oi' Gaul, the same with the Druids.
Porphyry, on the other hand {de Abstin., 4>
Druidism, resorted to this island to complete their
studies.
Many opinions have been formed respecting

—

—

Druids, says that they were called liupuvidai, a term
which some of the commentators trace to the old Greek
form cfdpcjvig (t^of), a hollow oak. Wesseling, however, it must be acknowledged, condemns this reading,
and is in favour of receiving into the text the form
read "EapoviSni.
Among the
ApovtSai, where others

many

17),

Oriental derivations which have been given, a
is that from the Sanscrit term Druwidh,

depositaries,
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have been

it

may be remarked,

that,

—

many.
were the

among

all

the

early nations of antiquity, a sacerdotal caste of some
kind or other appear, by observation of the stars and

phenomena of nature, to have formed for themselves a species of scientific religion, if it may be so
termed, which was carefully treasured up by the sacred

the

this derivation,

—

into this priesthood to

to all

ate as an effectual barrier to the admission of
As regards the wisdom of which the Druids

favourite one

sigmfying poor, indigent. In historical conformity with
it has been urged that,
among the Hindus, we may observe in the Sanniassi the professional
mendicant, while among the Druids poverty was rather
The arguments in favour of
a merit than a disgrace.
the Oriental origin of the Druids are deserving of
great attention, although too numerous to be here all

makes admission

who could obtain the consent of their fellow-citizens.
The severity, however, of a long and
rigorous novitiate, occupying many years, would oper-

open

i

'

order, and rendered inaccessible to the people at large.
Hence those oral traditions which were always con-

fined to the limits of the sanctuary,

and those sacred

DRU

DR

books which were closed against the profane crowd.
Such were, anriong the Etrurians, the Acherontic and
ritual hooks of Tages, containing the precepts of agriculture, legislation, medicine, the rules of divination,
of meteorology, of astrology, and also a system of

such were, among the Egyptians, the
metaphysics
such are, among the
books of Hermes Trismegistus
Hindus, the Vedas, the Pouranas, the Angas, with
and such was the
commentaries
their innumerable
:

;

;

sacred

wisdom

of the Gallic Druids.

— The

ablest

work

V

making her, consequently, the daughter of Juba II.,
The Roman historian is in erking of Mauritania.
And besides,
ror, for Drusilla was of Jewish origin.
history only assigns to Juba II. a son, named Ptolemy.
{Tochon, in Biogr. Univ.,

vol. 12, p. 46.)

Drusus, I. Claudius Nero, son of Tiberius Claudius Nero and of Livia, was born B.C. 38, three
months after his mother's marriage with Augustus.
He served early in the army, and was sent, in 17 B.C.,
with his brother Tiberius, against the Rhaeti and Vin-

who had made an irruption into Italy. He defeated the invaders, pursued them across the Alps, and

on the ancient Druids is the splendid and elaborate
{The Celtic Druids, by
production of Mr. Higgins.
Godfrey His^gins, Esq., F.S.A., 4<o, London.) In
this will be found a vast body of most interesting in" The
formation respecting this ancient priesthood.
" held the same docDruids," observes Mr. Higgins,
tnne, in effect, with Pythagoras, the worship of one
Supreme Being, a state of future rewards and punish-

delici,

circular temples open at the top, their worship of fire
as the emblem of the Sun, their observation of the

attacked the Germans, and, carrying the war beyond
the Rhine, he obtained a series of victories over the

most ancient Tauric festival (when the Sun entered
Taurus), their seventeen-letter alphabet, and their sys-

Sicambri, Cherusci, Catti, and Tencteri, and advanced
as far as the Visurgis or Weser, for which the senate
bestowed on him and his posterity the surname of

reduced their country. Horace has celebrated this vicDrusus married
tory in one of his finest odes (4, 4).
Antonia Minor, daughter of Antony and Octavia, by
whom he had Germanicus and Claudius, afterward
In 14 B.C., being sent
emperor, and Livia or Livilla.
to quell an insurrection in Gaul, occasioned by the
ments, the immortality of the soul, and a metempsy- extortions of the Roman tax-gatherers, he succeeded
chosis.
These doctrines, their hatred of images, their by his conciliatory address. In the following year he

oral instruction, mark and characterize the
Druid in every age and every country of the world, by
whatever name the priests of the country may have
been known." {Celtic Druids, p. 305.) The Druids
exercised, as may well be imagined, great influence
over the minds of their more ignorant countrymen.
Tacitus {Ann., 14, 30) speaks of the summary punishment mflicted upon them by Suetonius Paulinus,
in the reign of Nero.
The island of Mona was taken

tem of

by the Roman troops with great slaughter of the foe,
the sacred groves were cut down, and the Druids driven
out.

On

the introduction of Christianity, the Druidiand the Druids themselves

cal order gradually ceased,

were regarded as enchanters by the early Christians.
Drusilla, I. LivtA, a daughter of Germanicus and
Agrippina, born at Augusta Treverorum {Treves)
A.D. 15. She was far from inheriting the excellent

Her own brother Caligula
qualities of her mother.
seduced her, and then gave her in marriage, at the age
of seventeen, to Lucius Cassius Longinus, a man of
consular rank.
Subsequently, however, he took her
away from her husband, and lived with her as his own

This unhallowed connexion lasted until the
spouse.
death of Drusilla, A.D. 38, and at her decease Caligula abandoned himself to the most extravagant sorrow.
Divine honours were rendered to her memory,
and medals were struck in honour of her, with the title

Germanicus. In 9 B.C., Drusus was made consul,
He was soon after sent
with L. Quintius Crispinus.
by Augustus against the Germans, crossed the Visuror Elbe. He imgis, and advanced as far as the Albis
posed a moderate tribute on the Frisians, consisting
of a certain quantity of hides, which, being afterward
aggravated by the extortion of his successors, caused
a revolt in the reign of Tiberius.
{Tacit., Ann., 4,
He caused a canal to be cut, for the purpose of
72.)
uniting the Rhine to the Yssel, which was known long
after by the name of Fossa Drusi ; and he also began
to raise dikes to prevent the inundations of the Rhine,
which were completed by Paulinas Pompeius, in the
Drusus did noi cross the Albis, probreign of Nero.
ably because he thought that ht had advanced already
far enough
he retired towards the Rhine, but, before
he reached that river, he died, at the age of thirty, in
:

consequence^ as it was reported, of his horse falling
upon him, and fracturing his leg. {Liv., Epit., 140.)
Tiberius, who was sent for in haste, and found his
brother expiring, accompanied his body to Rome, where
his funeral was performed with the greatest solemnity.
Both Augustus and Tiberius delivered orations in his
Drusus was much regretted by both the army
praise.

and the Romans in general, who had formed great expectations from his manly and generous sentiments.
She was 23 years of age at the time of {Tacit., Ann., 1, 3, seq^ —Id ib., 2, 4^ —Id. ib., 4,
of Augusta.
her death.
Dio Cassius 72, &Lc.—Id. Hist., 5, 19, 6lc.— Sueton Vit. Aug.,
{Sueton., Vit. Calig., 24.)
calls the name of her husband Marcus Lepidus, dif94.— M, Vit. Tib., 7.— Id., Vit. Claud., l,&c.)— 11.
He may possibly refer Caesar, the son of the Emperor Tiberius by Vipsania
fering in this from Suetonius.
to a second husband, who may have been given her,
He served with distinction in
daughter of Agrippa.
for form's sake, a short time before her death.
{Dio Pannonia and Illyricum, and was consul with his father,
II. A daughter of Agrippa,
In a quarrel he had with the imperial faCass., 59, 3.)
king of A.D. 21.
She was at first vourite Sejanus, he gave the latter a blow in the face.
Judasa, remarkable for her beauty.
or Livilaffianced to Epiphanes, son of Antiochus, king of
Sejanus, in revenge, seduced his wife Livia
and
Comagene. But, on his declining to submit to the la, daughter of Drusus the elder and of Antonia
was
rite of circumcision and to Judaize, the
marriage was the guilty pair got rid of Drusus by poison, which
broken oflf.
She was then given to Azizus, king of administered by the eunuch Lygdus. The crime reEmesa. Not long after, however, Drusilla renounced mained a secret for eight years, when it was discovered
the religion of her fathers, abandoned her husband, and after the death of
was put to death.
Sejanus, and Livia
espoused Antonius Felix, a freedman of the Emperor {Tacit., Ann., 1, 24, &LC.—Id. ib., 4, 3, seqq.)—lU.
Claudius, and brother to Pallas the freedman of Nero. Caesar, son of Germanicus and Agrippina, and brother
This is the Felix who was governor of Judtea, and is to Nero Caesar and Caligula.
He married .Emilia
to betray hei
mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. Drusilla was
Lepida, who was induced by Sejanus
with Felix at Caesarea when St. Paul appeared before husband.
Deluded himself by the arts of that evil
the latter.
She had a son by her second husband, minister, he conspired against the life of his brother,
named Agrippa, who perished in the eruption of Ve- Nero Caesar, and was starved to death by order of Tisuvius which took place
60.— Id. tb., 6, 23, seqq.)—
during the reign of Titus. berius.
{Tacit., Ann., 4,
Noldius, de Vita et gestis IV. M. Livius.
{Joseph., Jud. Ant., 19, 9.
{Vid. Livius.)
Hcrodum, p. 463, sc^y.)— Tacitus {Hist., 5, 9) calls
Dryades, nymphs that presided over the woods
Drusilla the
that
granddaughter of Cleopatra and Antony, The Dryades differed from the Hamadryades,
,

—

;

—

m

M

M M
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DuiLLius Nepos, C. a Roman consul, the first who
obtained a victory over the naval power of Carthage,
B.C. 260. After his colleague Cn. Corn. Scipio had
been taken at sea by the Carthaginians in the first Punic war, Duillius proceeded, with a newly-built RomaL
fleet, to Sicily, in quest of the enemy, whom he met
near the Lipari Islands
and, by means of grapplingtimes the votaries sacrificed a goat.
The derivation irons, so connected the ships of the Carthaginians wiih
of the name Hamadryades is from a/xa, " at the same his own, that the contest became a sort of land-fight.
time" and Spvg, "a /rec," for the reason given above. By this unexpected manoeuvre, he took eighty and deIt is plain that dpvg and the Germanic tree are the
stroyed thirteen of the Carthaginian fleet, and obtained a
same word. Apvg has apparently this signification in naval triumph, the first ever enjoyed at Rome. There
were some medals struck in commemoration of this
II., 22, 126.— Od., 19, \63.— Herod., 7, 218.— Soph.,
Track., 768. In Nonnus, 6pic is constantly tree, and victory, and a column was erected ou the occasion.
SpvSeig, wooden. {Keightley's Mythology, p. 237, not. ) This column (called Columna Rostrata, because adornDrym.*a, a town of Phocis, on the banks of the ed with beaks of ships) was, as Livy informs us, struck
{Pausan., 10, 34.) down by lightning during the interval between the sec
Cephissus, northeast of Elatea.
It was burned and sacked by the Persians under Xerxond and third Punic wars. A new column was erect
Its ed by the Emperor Claudius, and the inscription rees, as we are informed by Herodotus (8, 33).
Some antiquaries place it at stored, though probably modernized. It was buried
position is uncertain.
Dadi, others at Ogulnitza. (Compare DodvcelVs Tour, afterward amid the ruins of Rome, until at length, ia
vol. 2, p. \Zb.—GeWs Itin., p. 210.)
1565, its base, which contained the inscription, was
Dryopes, a people of Greece, in the vicinity of dug up in the vicinity of the Capitol. So much, how56
Mounts (Eta and Parnassus. {Herodot., 1,
Stra- ever, was defaced, that many of the letters were illeThis inscription has been restored, on conjecbo, 434.)
Dicaearchus, however (v. 30), extends their gible.
territory as far as the Ambracian gulf.
They were so ture, by the learning of modern scholars. (Compare
Ciaccalled, it is supposed, from Dryope, the daughter of Lipsius, Auctarium ad Inscript. Smetianas.
Eurypylus, or, according to the poets, from a nymph conius. Col. Roslr. Inscr. in GrcBv. Thes., vol. 4, p.
violated by Apollo.
Others derive the name, how- 1811.)
ever, from fipvg, an oak, and cnj), a voice, on account of
DuLicHiuM, the principal island in the group of the
the number of oaks which grew about the mountains, Echinades.
Its name occurs more than once in the
and the rustling of their leaves.
The inhabitants Odyssey as being well peopled and extensive. (Od.,
Its situation, however, has never
themselves, however, advocated their fabulous origin, 1, 246; 16, 247.)
and claimed to be the descendants of Apollo
and been determined by those who have commented on the
therefore Hercules, having overcome this people, carnor is it probable that much light can be thrown
poet
Strabo (456),
ried them prisoners to Delphi, where he presented them upon the subject at this distant period.
to their divine progenitor, who commanded the hero who has entered largely on the question, takes much
to take them with him to the Peloponnesus.
Hercules pains to refute those who confounded it with Cej)halHe
obeyed, and gave them a settlement there, near the lenia, or considered it as a town of that island.
Asinean and Hermionian territories hence the Asin- himself contends, that the Dolicha of his time, situated
eans came to be blended with, and to call themselves, at the mouth of the Achelous, opposite to Qi^niadae,
Dryopes.
According to Herodotus, however, they and lOO stadia from Cape Araxus, was the real Duli
these latter were attached to

some

particular tree, with

which they were born, and with which they died
whereas the Dryades were the goddesses of the trees
and woods in general, and lived at large in the midst
of them.
For though Spvc properly signifies an oak,
it was also used for a tree in
Oblations of
general.
and
milk, oil,
honey were offered to them, and some;

;

—

—

;

;

:

passed into Euboea, and from thence into the PeloIt is wor1, 146).
ponnesus and Asia Minor (8, 73
thy of remark, that Strabo ranks the Dryopes among
those chiefly of Thracian origin, who had, from the
earliest period, established themselves in the latter
country, towards the southern shores of the Euxine.
;

{Strab., 586.)
DuBis, a river of Gallia, rising at the foot of Mount
Jura, and, after a course of 50 miles, falling into the
Arar or Saone, near Cabillonum, the modern Chalons.
It is now the Doubs or Doux.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol.
3, pt.

1,

p.

77.)

The

text of Caesar (B. G., 1, 38),

where he makes mention of

quence to apply to Homer's description of that island.
Dodwell, who has made some judicious observatior.s
on this head, thinks that Dulichium may have been
swallowed up by an earthquake and mentions having
been assured by some Greek sailors that there was,
about two miles from Cephallenia, an immersed isl(Classical Tour,
and, extending out for seven miles.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2,
vol. 1, p. 107, seqq.
;

—

P-

very corrupt,
others Alduadubis, and

others again Alduadusius, Adduadubis, and Alduasdubis.
Cellarius, following Valois (Valesius) and Vossius, gives Dubis as the true lection {Geogr. Ant., vol.
1, p. 36), and this has been followed in the best editions.
(Compare the remarks of Oberlinus, ad Cces.,
I. c, as to the origin of the corruption.)
DuBRis PoRTUs, a port of Britain, supposed to be
It was in the territory of the Cantii, and 14
Dover.

At Dubris, according to the
miles from Durovemum,
Notitia Imperii, was a fortress, erected against the
(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, pt. 2, p.
pirates.
lei. —Cellarius, Geogr. Ant., vol. 1, p. 331.)
DuiLLiA Lex, I. was brought forward by M. DuilIt made it a capital
lius, a tribune, A.U.C. 304.
crime to leave the Roman people without tribunes,
or to create any new magistrate from whom there was
no appeal. The punishment was scourging and be-

27.)

DuMNORix, a powerful and ambitious

this river, is

some MSS. reading Adduabis,

Saxon

—

chium.
(Compare Steph. Byz., s. v. Aovlixiov.
Eustalh. ad Horn., Od., 1, 246.) But it is very doubtful whether this place was ever of sufficient conse-

chieftain of

He was disafthe .^dui, and brother to Divitiacus.
fected towards Caesar and the Romans, and, when the
former was on the point of sailing for Britain, and had
ordered Dumnorix to accompany him, the iEduan, on
a sudden,

marched away with the cavalry of his nation,
He was pursued

and directed his course homeward.
and put to death. (Cas., B. G., 1,

—

3.—Id.

ib., 1,

Id. ib.y 5, 6, seq.)
DuRius, a river of Spain, rising in the chain of

20.

Mons

Idubeda, near the sources of which are the ruins
of ancient Numantia.
Ptolemy (2,
(Strabo, 152.)
5) calls it the Aupiag, and Dio Cassius (37, 52) the
It flowed to the west, through the territories
Aupiog.
of the Arevaci and Vaccaei, and formed a dividing line
between the Lusitani and Vettones on the south, and
It empties into the Allanthe Callaici on the north.
tic after a course of nearly 300 miles, but is navigable
on account of the
only seventy miles from its mouth,

The
Its modern name is the Douro.
heading. {Liv., 3, 55.)— II. Another, A.U.C. 392, to rapid current.
are spoken of by the ancients as
regulate what interest ought to be paid for money lent, sands of the Durius
At the mouth
and fixing it at one per cent.
(Sil. Ital, 1, 234.)
"teing auriferous.
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Calle, commonly styled Portus
from a corruption of which last comes the
modern name of Portugal. (Maunert, Geogr., vol. 1,

Baetis.
{Mela, 3, 1.)— III.
city of Hispania TarraIt is supposed to
conensis, near the river Tamaris.
coincide wiih the modem village of Mvros, near the
mouth of the Tambre. Others, however, are
favour
of the harbour of Obre, at the mouth of the Tamaro.

of this river stood
Calles,

p.

340.—Ukerf, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 290.)
DoROCASSEs (called also Drocae and Fanum Druid-

um), a city of the Eburovices, in Gallia Lugdunensis,
southwest of Lutetia.
In its vicinity was the princiThe modern
pal residence of the Druids in Gaul.
name is Dreux. {Cces., B. G., 6, 13. Thuan.,

—

Hist., 34, seq.)

DuROcoRTORUM, the capital of the Remi, on the
Vesle, one of the branches of the Axona or Aisne.
It is now Rheims.
{Cces., B. G., 6, 44.)
DvMiE, the last of the Achaean towns to the west,
situate about forty stadia beyond the mouth of the
Peyrus or Pirus. Pausanias states (7, 18), that its
more ancient name was Palea. Strabo is of opinion,
that the appellation of Dyme had reference lo its
western situation, with regard to the other cities of the
province {rraauv dvafiiKUTuri], a<f ov kol Tovvofia).

He

adds, that

it

was

originally called Straios.

{Straof Cauconis, applied to this
city by the poet Antimachus, would lead to the supposition that It was once occupied by the ancient Caucones.
{Ap. Schol. Lycophron, v. 589.) Dymae is
mentioned as one of the twelve towns of Achaia by

The

bo, 387.)

epithet

Herodotus (], 146). Its territory, from being contiguous to Elis and ^Etolia, was frequently laid waste
during the Social war by the armies of those countries
then united.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 71.)

Dyras, a river of Thessaly, twenty stadia beyond
the Sperchius, said to have sprung from the ground in
order to assist Hercules when burning on Oeta. {Hel^d.—Straho, 428.)
Dyris, the name given to Mount Atlas by the neighinhabitants.
('Opof eotIv, ovrep ol [ih 'EAbouring
"kTjveg 'A-rXavra KaXovacv, ol ^dpSapoc 6e Avpiv.
Mr. Hodgson, in a pamphlet on the afStrabo, 825.)
rodot., 7,

—

of the Berber languages, after observing that
the Atlas chain of mountains was called by the ancient
geographers, besides their common appellation, Dyris
or Dyrim, and Addcris or Aderim, indulges in the folfinities

A

m

und Moller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 446 )
Eboracum, a city of Britain, in the territory of the
Eboracum was, next to LonBriganles, now York.

{Bischoff

dinium or London, the most important city in the
whole island. It formed a convenient post, and place
of arms, for the Romans during the continual war*

waged by them

against the northern nations of Britain.

The modern city can
Roman power and n)agni-

Septimius Severus died here.

show many vestiges

still

of

ficence.

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 123.)
EBUD..E, the western isles of Britam, now Hebrides.
Ptolemy (2, 2) places them to the north of Hibernia,

The name Ebuand makes them five in number.
dae was borrowed by the Romans from the Greek apTwo of the five properly bear the
pellation ''E.Sovdai.
name of Ebudae ; the remaining three were called MaIcus, Epidium, and Ricina.
Pliny (4, 16) calls them
^^
all
Hebrides Insulae.
Ebudes," says Salmasius,
" Mela nulla-s
recenset, et nullas Emodus Ptolemceus.
Vix sane mihi dubium est, quin Emoda, vel Emudce, et

Ebuda eadem
Eburones,

{Salmas. ad Solin., 1, 22.)
a nation of Belgic Gaul, to the west
the Rhine, and to the south of the

sint.^''
I.

of the Ubii and

Their territory corresponded to the present
Menapii.
Under the concountry of Liege {le pays de Liege).
duct of Ambiorix they defeated Sabinus and Cotta,
the lieutenants of Caesar, having induced them to quit
their winter-quarters, and then having attacked them
on the route. Caesar inflicted a terrible retaliation,
desolating the country, and almost annihilating their
race.
The Tungri afterward took possession of the
The capital of the
vacated seats of the Eburones.
Eburones was Aduatuca. This was rebuilt by the
{Cces., B. G., 2, 4,
Tungri, and is now Tongres.

seqq.—Id. tb., 5, 26, seqq.— Id. ib., 6, 33.)
Ebusus {'EBovGog, Gronov. ad Strab., ed Oxon.,

—

p.

216.
Bovooc, Dionys. Perieg.), one of the Pityusae,
" These or
Pine-islands, so named by the Greeks from the
lowing etymological remarks (p. 5, seqq).
names appear to me to be nothing else than the Berber number of pine-trees which grew in them {-kltv^,
words Athraer, Edhrarin, which mean a mountain or pinus). The island of Ebusus was the largest of the
mountains, differently corrupted from what they had number, and very fertile in the production of vines,
been before they were changed to Atlas. Adrar, Ath- olives, and large figs, which were exported to Rome
raer, Edhrarin, Addcris, or Adderim, are evidently and elsewhere.
(Compare Mela, 2, 7. Plin., 3, 5.
the same word, with such variations as may naturally
It was famed
Fest. Avien., v. 621.)
Id., 15, 9.
be expected when proper names pass from one lan- also for its wool but that no poisonous animal existed
guage to another. There is surely not more, nor per- here is a mere fable of former days. Some of the anhaps so much, difference between them as between cient writers call it simply Pityusa.
{Diod. Sic, 5,
Antwerpen and Amberes (the Spanish name for An- 16. Compare Livy, 28, 37, who, however, in another
Mechlin
and
and
it
names
Mulines,
Ebusus.)
twerp),
Lugdunum
Agathemerus {GeLyons, place (22, 20),
^Odvacevg and Ulysses, KapxTj^tJv and Carthage. And ogr., 1, 5) speaks of the larger Pityusa in contradistincif the Romans or the Greeks
and
is
Adhrar
tion
It
about
Edto
the
smaller.
forty miles from the
changed
hrarin into Addcris, or in the accusative Adderim, Mediterranean coast of Spain, and is now named, by a
why from Addcris might they not have made Adras, slight corruption, Iviga. It still produces abundance
The weight of probability, at least, of corn, wine, oil, fruit, &c., and a great deal of salt
Atras, or Atlas 1
seems to be in favour of this supposition." {Trans- is made in it by natural evaporation. Its size is 190
actions of the American Philosophical
Diodorus
the population about 15,000.
Society, vol. 4, square miles

—

—

—

:

—

;

new series.)
DvRRACHiUM, now Durazzo, a
previously called Epidamnus.

this island, in point of size, with Corcychief place on the island was Ebusus, which
had an excellent harbour, and was inhabited in part by
(/.

city of Illyricum,

{Vid. Epidamnus.)

ra.

c.)

compares

The

{Diod. Sic, 5, \6.—Sil. ItaL, 3, 362.)
I. the
capital of Media, situate,
stadia from
according to Diodorus (2, 3), about twelve
Mount Orontes. The
orthography of the
Phoenicians.

Ecbatana {brum),

Eanus,

a

name

of Janus

among

the ancient Latins.

Cornificius, quoted by Macrobius {Sat., 1, 9), maintained that Cicero (iV. D., 2, 27) meant this
appellation,
and not Janus, when he derived the name ab eundo.

Ebora, I. a city of Lusitania, to the south of the
Tagus and north of the Anas, called also Liberaliias
It is
{Plin., 4, 22.— Mela, 3, 1.)
the chief city of the
province of Alontejo.
tress in
Hispania B-jetica, on the eastern

Julia.

—now Evora,
A
II.

for-

bank of the

genuine
word appears to be Agbatana {^ kyCdrava). Slephanus of Byzantium says that this form 'ky6dTava was
the latest ediemployed by Ctesias. Bahr, however,
tor of Ctesias, retains 'E/c6arava, not because he thinks
it the true reading, but from a reluctance to change the
But the
form of the word in opposition to the MSS.
same editor, in his Herodotus (1, 98), adopts 'kytdTQva with Wesseling, for here the MSS. favour U.
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ECBATANA.

ECH

Isidorus Characenus has 'A7ro6drava, a manifest er-

covered the dominion of Upper Asia, Ecbatana, both
as an ancient seat of empire and as a place situate
far from the immediate scene of warfare between the
Persians and the Romans, continued to be a favourite
arid secure place of residence.
The natural bulwarks
of Mount Zagros were never forced by the Roman ledid
nor
the
matrons
of
Ecbatana
ever behold the
gions,
smoke of a Roman camp. Consequently, we find, from

107) deduces
" a lord" or " master."
the name from the Persian Ac,
^nAAbadan, "a cultivated and inhabited place." Ec-

Reland {Diss. MiscelL,

ror.

pt. 2, p.

—

batana, being in a high and mountainous country, was
a favourite residence of the Persian kings during summer, when the heat of Susa was almost insupportable.

The

Parthian kings also, at a later period, retired to it
summer to avoid the excessive heat of Ctesi-

in the

phor..
According to Herodotus (1, 98), Ecbatanawas
built near the close of the eighteenth century B.C. by

Dejoces, the founder of the Median monarchy. The
book of Judith (1, 2) assigns the building of this city,
or, rather, the erection of its citadel, to Arphaxad, in the
twelfth year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar,
king of
Assyria.

Some

made some

additions to

it.

—Herodotus

furnishes

scription of the fortress or citadel, however, is par-

' The
Medes," he remarks,

to their king's

massy

command,

fortifications

now

*'

built those

in obedience
spacious and

called Ecbatana, circle within

Each inner
height of the
battlements alone.
This was effected partly by the
nature of the ground, a conical hill, and partly by the
The number of the circles was seven ;
building itself.
within the innermost were built the palace and the
The circumference of the outermost wall
treasury.
and of the city of Athens may be regarded as nearly
The battlements of the first circle are white ;
equal.
of the second, black ; of the third, scarlet ; of the fourth,
azure ; of the fifth, orange.
All these are brilliantly
coloured with different paints.
But the battlements
of the sixth circle are silvered over, whi'.e those of the
seventh are gilt.
Dejoces constructed these walls
circle, according to the following plan.
circle overtops its outer neighbour by the

around his palace for his own personal safety. But
he ordered the people to erect their houses in a circle
around the outward wall." {Herod., 1, 98, seq.)
The Orientals, however, according to Diodorus Siculus, claimed a far more ancient origin for Ecbatana.

—

not only described

as the capital of the first
They
Median monarchy, founded by Arbaces, but as existing prior to the era of the famed and fabulous Semirait

mis, who is said to have visited Ecbatana in the course
of her royal journeys, and to have built there a
magnificent palace.
She also, with immense labour and ex-

pense, introduced abundance of excellent water into
the city, which before had been badly
supplied with it,
and she effected this object by perforating the adjacent
Mount Orontes, and forming a tunnel, fifteen feet broad,
and forty feet high, through which she conveyed a lakestream.
Ecbatana continued a
{Diod. Sic, 2, 13.)
splendid city under the Persian sway, the great king

spending at this place the two hottest months of the
{Mlian, I. c. Xen., I. c.) The Macedonian
year.
conquest did not prove destructive to Ecbatana, as it
had to the royal palace at Persepolis. Alexander deposited in Ecbatana the treasures taken from Persepolis and Pasargada, and one of the last acts of his life
was a royal visit to the Median capital. Although not
equally favoured by the Seleucidae, it still retained the
and Polybius has left on
traces of its former grandeur
record a description of its state under Antiochus the

—

;

Great, which shows that Ecbatana was still a splendid
though it had been despoiled of many of its more

city,

When

the
{Polyb., 10, frag. 4.)
costly decorations.
Seleucidae were driven from Upper Asia, Ecbatana became the favourite summer residence of the Arsacidae,

we have the authority of Tacitus to show, that, at
the close of the first century, it still continued to be
When
the Parthian capital.
{Tacit., Ann., 1.5, 31.)
the Persians, under the house of Sassan, A.D. 226, reand
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—

Gibbon and Sir W.
dispute among modern scholars.
Jones are in favour of the present Tabriz. The claims,
however, of this town are now completely set aside.
Mr. Williams contends

for

Ispahan.

make Arphaxad the same with Anc. Asia, p. 10, seqq.) He is ably
identify him with Phraortes, the in the Journal of Education (No.

us with no hint whence we raay infer the relative position of Ecbatana on the map of Media.
His deticular.

Marcellinus, that near the close of the fourth
century, Ecbatana continued to be a great and a fortified city.
The site of Ecbatana has been a matter of

writers

Dejoces, while others
son of the latter, who might have repaired the city, or
else

Ammianus

{Geography of
refuted, however,

4, p. 305, seqq.).
others declare for

HammcD'Anville, Mannert, and
The
dan, which is undoubtedly the true opinion.
route of commerce between the low country, in the
neighbourhood of the ancient Seleucia, and the modern Bagdad and the high table-land of Iran, is determined by the physical character of the country, and
has contmued the same from the earliest recorded hisThe places
tory of those countries to the present day.
marked in the Itinerary of Isidorus Characenus, as
lying in Seleucia and Ecbatana, are the places indicated by modern travellers as lying on the route between Bagdad and Hammcdan. Mr. Kinneir describes
the climate of Hammedan as delightful during eight
months of the year but in winter the cold is excesHammedan
sive, and fuel with difficulty procured.
lies in a low plain at the foot of Mount Elitmnd, which
belongs to the mountain-chain that forms the last step
in the ascent from the lowlands of Irak-AraU to the
The summit of Elwund is
high table-land of Iran.
{Kinneir's Persia, p.
tipped with continual snow.
II. A town of Syria, in GaUlaea Inferior, at the
126.)
foot of Mount Carmel, supposed to coincide with the
modern Caiffa. Here Cambyses gave himself a mortal wound as he was mounting his horse, and thus fulfilled the oracle which had warned him to beware of

—

;

—

Ecbatana.

{Herod., 3, 64.)
Echidna, a monster sprung from the um'on of Chrysaor with Callirhoe, the daughter of Oceanus.
She is
represented as a beautiful woman in the upper parts of
the body, but as a serpent below the waist.
{Hesiod,
Theog., 297.)
EcHiNADEs, islands formerly lying opposite the
mouth of the Acheloiis, but which, in process of
time, have for the most part become connected with
the land by the alluvial deposites of the muddy waters
of the river.
These rocks, as they should rather be

termed, were

known

to

Homer, who mentions them

as being inhabited, and as having sent a force to Troy
under the command of Megas, a distinguished warrior
Iliad.
(iZ., 2, 625.)
They are said by some
geographers to be now called Curzolari; but this
name belongs to certain small, pointed isles near them,
called from their appearance Oxiae {'O^elai) by the ancients.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 26.)
EcHiNUssA.
Vid. Cimolus.
EcHioN, one of the men who sprang from the dragon's teeth sown by Cadmus.
He, along with four
others, survived the conflict that ensued, and assisted
Cadmus in building Thebes. The monarch gave him
his daughter Agave in marriage, by whom he had Pentheus.
After the death of Cadmus he reigned in
Hence the epithet " Echionean," applied
Thebes.
by the poets to that city. {Ovid, Met., 3, 311. Ho-

of the

—

Od., 4, 4, 64.)
EcHioNiDEs, a patronymic given to Pentheus as descended from Echion.
{Ovid, Met., 3, 311.)
EcHiONius, an epithet applied to the city of Thebes,

rat.,

as founded by the aid of Echion.
^Horat., Od., 4, 4, 64.)

{Ovid, Met., 3, 311.

EGN

EDE
Echo, a daughter of the Air and Tellus, who chiefly
She was once
resided in the vicinity of the Cephissus.
one of Juno's attendants ; but, having offended that
by her deception, she was deprived, in a great

goddess
measure, by her, of the power of speech. Juno declared, that in future she should have but little uso of
and immediately she lost all power A doher tongue
she heard.
ing any more than repeat the sounds which

opened the royal tombs
It

was here

in

hopes of finding treasure

was assassinated by Pausan-

that Philip

while celebrating the marriage of his daughter
Cleopatra with Alexander, king of Epirus. (Diod.
Sic, 16, 92.) It is uncertain which of the two apias

the

is

pellations

form

more

ancient, jEgae or

Edessa

;

the

{HierocL,
always used by later writers.
It is generally agreed that the town
Synced., p. 638.)
on
the
situate
river
Echo happening to see the beautiful youth Narcissus, called Vodina,
Vistritza, which
became deeply enamoured of him. But, her love be- issues from the Lake of Ostrovo, represents this anof cient city
but it may be observed, that the name oi
ing slighted, she pined away till nothing remained
The former still exists, Bodena appears to be as old as the Byzantine histoher but her voice and bones.
;

latter

is

;

the latter

were converted into stone.

{Ovid^ Met., 3,

341, seqq.)
a people who, according to Pausanias,
inhabited the territory of Thebes, in Boeotia.
Ogyges is said to have been their first king. They
were exterminated by a plague, and succeeded by the

EcTENKs,

first

Hyantes.

(Compare Strabo, 401.

— Pausan.,

9, 5.

—

433.)
Edessa, I. a city of Mesopotamia, in the district of
Osroene, on the banks of a small river called Scirtus.
It lay northeast of Zeugma, and southeast of Samosata, and, according to the Itin. Ant., nine geographical
miles from the Euphrates and Zeugma {ed. Wesseling,
Procopius {Pers., 2, 12) places it a day's
p. 185).
and an Arabian writer cited by
jourrfey from Batnae
"U'esseling {ad Itin. Ant., I. c), about six parasangs or
Edessa is said to have been one of those
four miles.
Lycopkr.,

v.

;

numerous cities which were built by Seleucus Nicator,
and was probably called after the city of the same
name in Macedonia. It was once a place of great celebrity, and famous for a temple of the Syrian goddess,
which was one of the richest in the world. During
the intestine broils which greatly weakened the kingdom of Syria, Augurus or Abgarus seized on this city
and its adjacent territory, which he erected into a

{Cedrenus, vol. 2, p. 705.— Glycas, p. 309.)
Dr. Clarke, in his travels {Greece, Egypt., &c.,vol. 7,
a letter from Mr. Fiolt of Camp. 434, seqq.), quotes
bridge, who had visited Vodina, and which leaves no
He says, " it is
doubt as to its identity with Edessa.
There are sepulchres cut in the
a delightful spot.
rians.

rock, which the superstitious inhabitants have never
are afraid to go near them.
plundered, because they

went into two, and saw the bodies in perfect repose,
with some kinds of ornaments, and clothes, and vases.
There is a beautiful inscription in the town. The fall
Cramer'' s A ncient Greece,
of waters is magnificent."
(
I

vol. 1, p.

226, seqq.)

Edetani, a people of Spain, south of the Iberus.
They occupied what corresponds with the northern
half of Valencia, and the southwestern comer of Ar{Mannert, Geogr.,

agon.
vol. 2, p.

vol. 1, p. 426.

— Ukert,

413, seqq.)

Edoni or Edones, a people of Thrace, on the left
bank of the Strymon. It appears from Thucydides
clan once held possession
(2, 99), that this Thracian
of the right bank of the Strymon as far as Mygdonia,
The
but that they were ejected by the Macedonians.
name of this tribe is often used by the poets to express
the whole of the nation of which they formed a part.

kingdom, and transmitted the royal title to his poster- {Soph., Ant., 955.— Eur., Hec, 1153.)
learn from St. Austin that our Saviour
Eetion, the father of Andromache, and king of Hyity.
promised Abgarus that the city should be impregna- poplacian Thebe in Troas. {Horn., II., 6, 396.)— 11.
ble
and Euagrius {Hist. Eccles., 4, 27) observes, The commander of the Athenian fleet, conquered by
that although this circumstance was not mentioned in the Macedonians under Clitus, near the Echinades.
our Lord's letter, still it was the common belief which {Diod. Sic, 18, 15.)
was much confirmed when Chosroes, king of Persia,
Eqeria, a nymph of Aricia in Italy, the spouse and

We

;

;

after

having set

down

before

it,

was obliged

to raise

—

Edessa
the siege.
This is all, however, a pious fable.
was called Callirhoe, from a fountain contained within
The
sources
of
this
fountain
still
it.
(Plin., 5, 24.)
remain, and the inhabitants have a tradition that this
the place where Abraham offered up his prayer previous to his intended sacrifice of Isaac.
(Compare
Niebuhr, vol. 2, p. 407.
Tavernier, lib. 2, c. 4.)
In later limes it was termed Roha, or, with the article
of the Arabs, Orrhoa, and by abbreviation Orrha. This
appellation would seem to have arisen from the circumstance of Edessa having been the capital of the
district Osroene, or, as it was more probably called,
Orrhoene.
The modern name is Orrhoa or Orfa.
{Chron. Edess. in Assemanni Bibl. Orient., vol. 1, p.
388.) The Arabians revere the spot as the seat of
learned men and of the purest Arabic.
(Abulpharag.,
Hist. Dynast., p. 16, ed. Wesseling, ad loc.)
II. A
city of Macedonia, called also .^Edessa and .^Egae,
situate on the Via Egnatia, thirty miles west of Pella.
According to Justin {1, 1) it was the city occupied by
Caranus on his arrival in the country, and it continued
apparently to be the capital of Macedonia, until the
seat of government was transferred to Pella.
Even
after this event it remained the place of sepulture for
the royal family, since we are told that Philip and
Eurydice, the king and queen of Macedon, who had
been put to death by Olympias, were buried here by
Cassander. {Athcn., 4, 41.)
Pausanias (1, 6) states,
is

—

—

that Alexander was to have been interred here
when Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, had taken and

;

and

plundered the town, he left there a body of Gauls, who

Some regard
instructress of Numa.
(F?^. Numa.)
ed her as one of the Camcense.
According to the old
legend, when Numa died, Egeria melted away in tears
Niebuhr places the grove of Egeria
into a fountain.
below 5. Balbina, near the baths of Caracalla. {Ro-

man

History,

vol..

1,

ner, in a dissertation

p.

202,

on

Cambr. transl)

Wag-

this subject, is in favour of

the valley of Caffarella, some few miles from the present gate of Saint Sebastian.
{Wagner, commentatio

—

de EgericB fonte, et specu ejusque situ.
Marbourg,
1824.)
Vid. .^gesta.
Egesta.
Egnatia, a town of Apulfa, on the coast, below
It communicated its name to the consular
Barium.

way that followed the coast from Canusium to BrunIts ruins are still apparent
disium.
{Straho, 282.)
near the Torre d''Agnazzo and the town of Monopoli.
Via Appia,

—

lib. 4, c. 16.
Romanclli, vol. 2,
Pliny states (2, 107), that a certain stone
was shown at Egnatia, which was said to possess the
property of setting fire to wood that was placed upon

{Pratilli,
p.

143.)

it.

It

was

this prodigy, seemingly, which afforded so
to Horace {Sat., 1,5, 98), and from

much amusement

the expression limine sacra employed by the poet, the
stone in question would appear to have been placed
What
in the entrance of a temple, serving for an altar.
has been
Horace, however, regarded as a mere trick,
about it than the
thought to have had more of reality
Some commentators imagine that the
poet supposed.
stone was placed over a naphtha spring, with an aperture in it for the flame to pass through ; a simple contrivance which the priests would not fail to turn to
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ELE

ELA
good account. So La Lande found in Italy, on a hill
near Pictra Mala, not far from Firenzuolu, flames
breaking forth from the ground, the vapour from which
resembled petroleum

in smell.

{Voyage

Fran-

cfiin

Compare also
cois en Ifalie, vol 2, p. 134. —1765.)
the remarks of Salmasius on the account given by So*inus of a volcanic
^Soltn., c. 5.

hill

near

in

— Salmas., ad lac,Agrigentum
89, seqq.)

Sicily.

Asia,
according to Herodotus, after the battle of
Salamis.
(Herodot, 8, 118.)
Boges was left in
command of the town on the retreat of the Persian armies, and made a most gallant resistance when beOn the
sieged by the Grecian forces under Cimon.
total failure of all means of subsistence, he ordered a
vast pile to be raised in the centre of the town, and

having placed on it his wives, children, and domestics,
he caused them to be slain then, scattering everything of value in the Strymon, he threw himself on the
(Herodot.,
burning pile and perished in the flames.
After the capture of Am7, \07.—Thucyd., 1, 98 )
the
endeavoured
to
phipolis,
Spartans
gain possession
of Eion also, but in this design they were frustrated
by the arrival of Thucydides with a squadron from
Thasus, who repelled the attack.
{Thucyd., 4, 107.)
Cleon afterward occupied Eion, and thither the remains
of his army retreated after their defeat before Amphipolis.
(Thucyd., 5, 10.) This place is mentioned by
Lycophron (v. 417). In the middle ages a Byzantine
town was built on the site of Eion, which now bears
the name of Contessa.
(Cramer'* s Ancient Greece,
vol. 1, p. 295, seqq.)
the
of
the
AccordEl.£a,
port
city of Pergamus.
ing to some traditions, it had been founded after the
of
the
under
the
command
Athenians,
Troy, by
siege
of Mnestheus.
Elaea was distant 12
(Strab., 622.)
stadia from the mouth of the Caicus, and 120 from
;

The modern name

(Strab., 615.)

is

la-

Smith places the ruins of this city at
no great distance from Clisiakevi, on the road from
Smvrna to Berganat. (Account of the Seven Churches
of Asia, p. 7 —Liv., 36, A3.—Fausan., 9, 5.)
ELAG.tB.iLU8, I. the surname of the sun at Emesa.

lea or Lalea.

—

II.

The name

of a

Roman

emperor.

(Vid.

Emesa

and Heliogabalus.)
Elaphebolia. a

festival in honour of Diana the
Huntress.
In the celebration a cake was made in the
form of a deer, i?.a6oc, and offered to the goddess. It
owed its institution to the following circumstance.
"When the Phocians had been severely defeated by the
Thessalians, they resolved, by the persuasion of a certain Deiphantus, to raise a pile of combustible materials, and burn their wives, children, and effects, rather than submit to the enemy.
This resolution was
unanimously approved of by the women, who decreed

Deiphantus a crown

for

his

magnanimity.

When

everything was prepared, before they fired the pile,
they engaged their enemies, and fought with such desperate fury, that they totally routed them, and obtainIn commemoration of this
ed a complete victory.

unexpected success, this festival was instituted to
Diana, and observed with the greatest solemnity.

(A then.,

14, p. 646,

e.

— Castellanus, de

Fest. Grcec,

p. 115.)

Elate A,
Phocian

the most considerable and important of the

according to Pau-

cities after Delphi, situate,

consternation produced at

Athens by

his approach is finely described by

nes

Oration de Corona

in his

chin. in Ctes., p. 73.

— Strab.,

Demosthe-

284.— Compare ASs424). Some years after,

(p.

Elalea made a successful defence against the arms of
It was, however, reduced by Philip, son
Cassander.
of Demetrius, who bribed the prirxipal inhal)itants.
I.
c.)
During the Macedonian war, thi."
town was besieged by the Roman consul, T. Flamininus, and taken by assault.
(Liv., 32, 18, seqq.

(Pausan.,

p.

EiON, a port at the mouth of the Strymon, twentyfive stadia from Amphipolis, of which, according to
Thucydides (4, 102), it formed the harbour. This
historian affirms it to have been more ancient than
It was from Eion that Xerxes sailed to
Amphipolis.

Pergamus.

The alarm and

Athenians.

sanias (10, 34), one hundred and eighty stadia from
Amphicaea, on a gently rising slope, above the plain

—

—

An

attack subsequentlymade on Elatea by Taxilus, general of Miihradates,
was successfully repelled by the inhabitants in con
sequence of which exploit they were declared free bj'

Polyb., 5, 26.

Id., 18, 26.)

;

the Roman senate.
(Pausan., I. c.) Strabo speaks
of its advantageous situation, which commanded the
entrance into Phocis and Bceotia.
Other passages
relative to this place will be found in Plutarch (Vit.
Syll.), Appian (Bell. Mithrad.), Theophrastus (Hist.
Its ruins are tc
Plant., 8, 8, 2), and Scylax (p. 23).
site called Elcphta, on the left bank of

be seen on a

the Cephissus, and at the foot of some hills which
Sir
unite with the chains of Cnemis and CEta.
Gell, in his Itinerary, notices the remains of the city
walls, as well as those of the citadel, and the ruins of

W.

—

several temples (p. 216.
Compare Dodwell, vol. 2,
At the distance of about twenty stadia to
p. 140).
the east was the temple of Minerva Cranaa, described

by Pausanias its remains were discovered by Sir W,
Gell and Mr. Dodwell.
(Cramcr^s Ancient Greece,
:

vol. 2, p. 179.)

Elaver, a river of Gaul, rising in the same quarter with the Liger, and, after pursuing a course almost
parallel with it, falling into this same stream below
Nevers.

and 53.

It

is

now

— Mannert,

the AUier.

(C<zs., B. G., 8,

34

Gengr., vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 119.)
Lucania.
(Vid. Velia.)
one of the Oceanides, wife of Atlas,,

a city of

Elba,
Electra,

I.

and mother of Dardanus by Jupiter.
(Ovid, Fast., 4,
If. A daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and one
31.)
III.
One of the
of the Pleiades.
(Vid Pleiades.)—
Upon the murder of her
daughters of Agamemnon.
father, on his return from Troy, Electra rescued her
brother Orestes, then quite young, from the fury of
..Egisthus, by despatching him to the court of her unThere Orestes formed
cle Strophius, king of Phocis.
the well-known attachment for his cousin Pylades,
which, in the end, led to the marriage of Electra with
that prince.
According to one account, Electra had
previously been compelled, by JEgisthus, to become
the wife of a Mycenean rustic, who, having regarded

—

her merely as a sacred deposite confided to him by the
gods, restored her to Orestes on the return of that
prince to Mycenae, and on his accession to the throne
of his ancestors.
Electra became, by Pylades, the

mother of two sons, Strophius and Medon. Her story
has formed the basis of two plays, the one by Sophocles, the other by Euripides.
Eurip.y
(Soph., Electr.

—

Electr.)

Electrides, islands fabled to have been in the
mouths of the Padus or Po, and to
have abounded with amber (electrum), whence their
name. (Vid. Eridanus.)
Electryon, son of Perseus and Andromeda, and
He was the father of Alcmena.
king of Mycenae.
Adriatic, off the

Electr\on undertook an expedition against the Teleboans in order to avenge the death of his sons, whom
the sons of Taphius, king of the Teleboans, had slain
in an encounter.
Returning victorious, he was met
by Amphitryon, and killed by an accidental blow.
(Apollod., 2, 4, e.—Vid. Alcmena.)
Elei, the people of Elis in Peloponnesus.

(Vid.

It was captured and burnwatered by the Cephissus.
Elis.)
ed by the army of Xerxes (Herodot 8, 33), but, being
Elephantine, an island of Egypt, in the Nile, with
afterward restored, it was occupied by Philip, father of a city of the same name, about a semi-stadium distant
Alexander, on his advance into Phocis to overawe the from Syene.
Pliny (5, 9) calls it Elephantis Insula.
,
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ELEUSINIA.

E

It is of small size, being, according to the French
measurement, 700 toises long and 200 broad. The

island

was remarkable

for its fertility,

and

it

is

there-

fore easy to believe, that, in early ages, when, accordinto several dynasing to Manetho, Egypt was divided
The
ties, one of these had its capital on this island.

cataracts of the Nile are not far distant, and hence Elall the goods that were
ephantine became the depot for
destined for the countries to the south, and that re-

m

order to avoid
quired land-carriage in this quarter
The Nile has here a very conthe falls of the river.
siderable breadth, and it is natural to suppose, that, on
its entrance into Egypt, the inhabitants were desirous
of ascertaining the rise of the stream at the period of
Hence we find a Nilometer here,
its annual increase.
on the banks of the river. {Strabo, 817.) In the
time of the Pharaohs, the garrison stationed on the
frontiers against the .Ethiopians had their head-quarIn the Roman times, however,
ters at Elephantine.

the frontiers were pushed farther to the south.

In the

fourth century, when all Egypt was strongly guarded,
the first Cohors Thecdosiana was stationed in this isl-

—

It is surpriand, according to the Notitia Imperii.
for this island has
sing that merely the Greek name
come down to us, since Herodotus was here during
the Persian sway, when Grecian influence could by
no means have been strong enough to supplant the
a mere transoriginal name by one which is evidently

The modern name

of Elephantine is
" the Island of
Syene." There are
some ruins of great beauty remaining, and, in particular, a superb gate of granite, which formed the entrance
of one of the porticoes of the temple of Cnepht.
lation of

it.

Gezyret Assuan,

(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p 323, seqq.)
Elephantis, an impure poetess. Consult Martial
{Ep., 12, 43, 4), Suetonius {Vit. Tib., 43), and the
remarks of the commentators on each of these places.
a people of ^Ethiopia.
(Consult
the article Ethiopia, page 72, col. 1.)

Elephantophagi,
remarks under

Eleusinia, a great festival observed every fourth
year by the Celeans, Phliasians, as also by the Pheneatag,
but more
Lacedaemonians, Parrhasians, and Cretans
;

particularly by the people of Athens every fifth year,
at Eleusis in Attica, where it was said to have been
introduced by Eumolpus, B.C. 1356. It was the most
all the
religious ceremonies of Greece,
often called, by way of eminence, /j,v(TIt was so superstitiously obTTjpia, the mysteries.
served, that if any one ever revealed it, it was sup-

celebrated of

whence

it

is

posed that he had called divine vengeance upon his
head, and it was unsafe to live in the same house with
him.
Such a wretch was publicly put to an ignominious death.
This festival was sacred to Ceres and
and
Proserpina
everything contained a mystery
Ceres herself was known only by the name of axOeia, from the sorrow (axdog) which she suffered for
the loss of her daughter.
This mysterious secrecy
was solemnly observed, and enjoined on all the votaries of the goddess
and if any one ever appeared at
;

;

;

the celebration, either intentionally or through ignorance, without proper introduction, he was immediately
Persons of both sexes and all
punished with death.

Such

as

were

guilty of murder, though agamst
and such as were convicted of impiety
or any heinous crime, were not admitted
and the
Athenians suffered none to be initiated but those
that were members of their city.
This regulation,
which compelled, according to the popular belief, Hercules, Castor, and Pollux to become citizens of Athens, was strictly observed in the first ages of the instition.

their will,

;

tution, but afterward all persons, barbarians except»i,
The festivals were divided into
freely initiated.

were

the greater and less mysteries.
The less were instituted from the following circumstance
Hercules passed
:

near Eleusis while the Athenians were celebrating the
As this could
mysteries, and desired to be initiated.
not be done because he was a stranger, and as Eumolwas
to
displease him on account of his
pus
unwilling
great power, and the services which he had done to
the Athenians, another festival was instituted without
It was called /xiKpd, and Hercules
violating the laws.
was solemnly admitted to the celebration, and initiated.
These minor mysteries were observed at Agree near the
The greater were celebrated at Eleusis, from
Ilissus.
which place Ceres has been called Eleusinia. In later
times the smaller festivals were preparatory to the
greater, and no person could be initiated at Eleusis
without a previous purification at Agrse.
This purification they performed by keeping themselves pure,
chaste, and unpolluted during nine days, after which
they came and oflfered sacrifices and prayers, wearing
garlands of flowers, called Icfiepa or tfiepa, and having under their feet Afof ku6lov, Jupiter^s skin, which
was the skin of a victim oflfered to that god. The person who assisted was called vSpavog, from vdup, waand they themter, which was used at the purification
;

A

selves were called /nvarai, the initiated.
year after
the initiation at the less mysteries they sacrificed a

sow

to Ceres,

and were admitted into the greater,

ajiJ

were solemnly revealed to
them, from which they were called E<j)opoi and eTtoTTThe institution was performed in the
rai, inspectors.
the candidates, crowned with myrfollowing manner
tle, were admitted by night into a place called {ivgtlKog ajjKoc, the mystical temple, a vast and stupendous
As they entered the temple, they purified
building.
themselves by washing their hands in holy water, and
received for admonition that they were to come with
a mind pure and undefiled, without which the cleanliness of the body would be unacceptable.
After this
the holy mysteries were read to them from a large
book called Trerpufia, because made of two stones,
and then the priest,
nirpai, fitly cemented together
the secrets of the festivals

;

;

called iepo(j>avTijg, proposed to them certain questions,
to which they readily answered.
After this, strange

and

fearful objects presented themselves to their sight;
the place often seemed to quake, and to appear sud-

denly resplendent with fire, and immediately covered
with gloomy darkness and horror.
Sometimes flashes
of lightning appeared on every side.
At other times
thunder, hideous noises, and bowlings were heard, and
the trembling spectators were alarmed by sudden and
dreadful apparitions.
This was called avroipia, intui-

When these ceremonies were ended, the word
Koy^ was uttered by the officiating priest, which implied that all was ended, and that those present might
retire.
In the common text of Hesychius, the words
Koy^ o/iira^ are said to have been uttered on this occasion (Koyf, ofitra^'' biTKpuvrjfia TeTeleofievoig), and
be given.
the deities, and therefore their lives were supposed to various
explanations have been attempted to
be attended with more happiness and real security than Wilford, for example, makes the words in question to
that they are
those of other men. This benefit was not
only granted have been Kdyf, 'Ofi, ITaf, and maintains
during life, but it extended beyond the grave, and they pure Sanscrit, and used this day by the Brahmins, at
were honoured with the first places in the Elysian the conclusion of sacred rites
{Asiatic Researches,
fields, while others were left to wallow in
MiJnter, Creuzer, Ouvaroflf, and othperpetual vol. 5, p. 297.)
filth and
As the benefits of expiation were ers, have adopted the opinion of Wilford. (Miinter,
ignominy.
tion.

ages were initiated at this solemnity, and it was looked
upon as so heinous a crime to neglect this sacred part
of religion, that it was one of the heaviest accusations
which contributed to the condemnation of Socrates.
The initiated were under the more particular care of

!

80 extensive, particular care was taken in
examining
the character of those who were
presented for initia-

Erkl'drung einer griech. Inschrift.,

Symbdik,

vol. 4,

p.

573.

— Ouvaroff,
p.

\S.— Creuzer,
Essai sur

let

ELEUSINIA.

—

Myst. d'Eleusis, p. 26, seqq.
Gotthcit. von Samothrak, p. 91.)
all

ELEUSINIA.

Schelling^ ubcr die
speculations of

The

these writers, as well as the opinion of Von Hamwho derives the word 'Ofxira^ from the Persian

mer,

" voti
Cambaksch, which denotes, according to him,
sui campos,^^ have been very unceremoniously put to
This able and judicious critic has
flight by Lobeck.
emended the text of Hesychius so as to read as fol-

lows
Koyi, o/jLotog 7rd^, kizLfuvrjiia TereXecfiivoig,
and thus both Koy^ and Trdf are nothing more than
mere terms of dismission. The former of these is
borrowed from the language of the Athenian assem;

blies for voting.
The pebble or ballot was dropped
into the urn through a long conical tube ; and as this

made a solemn procession, in which the KaXddiov, holy
basket of Ceres, was carried about in a consecrated
cart, while on every side the people shouted, x^^P^t
After these followed women,
Arjfj^Tep, hail, Ceres !
called Ktaroipopoi, who carried baskets, in which were
carded
wool, grains of salt, a serpent, pomsesamum,
The
egranates, reeds, ivy-boughs, certain cakes, &c.
was called ^ tuv Aafi-Kudav Vfiepa, the torch-day,
because on the following night the people ran about
It was usual to dedicate
with torches in their hands.
torches to Ceres, and contend which should offer the
fifth

largest in commemoration of the travels of the goddess, and of her lighting a torch at the flames of Mount
^tna. The sixth day was called 'Ia/c;^Of, from lac-

tube was probably of some length, and the urn itself
of considerable size, in order to enable several hundred
persons to vote, the stone striking against the metal

chus, the son of Jupiter and Ceres, who accompanied
his mother in her search after Proserpina, with a torch

bottom made a sharp, loud noise.
This sound the
Athenians imitated by the monosyllable koj^. Hence
the term koj^ came to denote that all was ended, that
the termination of an aflfair was reached
and hence
Hesychius assimilates it to the form nd§, which appears to have had the same force as the Latin inter-

torch in

;

—

{Lobeck, Aglaophamus, p. 776, seqq.
jection pax.
Philol. Museum, No. 2, p. 425, not.}— But to return to
the mysteries : the garments in which the new-comers

were

were held sacred, and of no less efficacy
charms and incantations. From
this circumstance, therefore, they were never left off
before they were totally unfit for wear, after which they
were appropriated for children, or dedicated to the godinitiated

to avert evils than

dess.

was

He

The

chief person that attended at the initiation

called lepoijxlvTrjc, the revealer of sacred things.
was a citizen of Athens, and held his office during

the Celeans and Phliasians, it was
limited to the period of four years.
He was obliged
to devote himself totally to the service of the deities

life,

though,

among

;

and his life was to be chaste and single. The Hierophant had three attendants the first was called S^dovthe
XOQ, torch-bearer, and was permitted to marry
second was called KTjpv^, a crier ; the third adminis;

;

tered at the altar, and

was

called 6 knl

fiufii^.

There

were, besides these, other inferior officers, who took
particular care that everything was performed accordThe first of these, called (iaaLkev^,
ing to custom.
was one of the archons he offered prayers and sacand
took
that there was no indecency or
care
rifices,
Besides him there
irregularity during the celebration.
;

From that circumstance his statue had a
hand, and was carried in solemn procession
from the Ceramicus to Eleusis.
The statue, with
those that accompanied it, called 'laKxayoyoi, was
crowned with myrtle. In the way nothing was heard
but singing and the noise of brazen kettles, as the voin his

hand.
its

The way through which they
taries danced along.
issued from the city was called iepd 666g, the sacred
way; the resting-place, Iepd avKij, from a fig-tree
which grew in the neighbourhood. They also slopped
on a bridge over the Cephissus, where they derided
those that passed by.
After they had passed this
bridge, they entered Eleusis by a place called fivaOn the seventh
TiKTj elaodog, the mystical entrance.
day were sports, in which the victors were rewarded
with a measure of barley, as that grain had been
The eighth day was called
first sown in Eleusis.
'Eindavpiuv vf^pa, because once .^sculapius, at his
return from Epidaurus to Athens, was initiated by
It became custhe repetition of the less mysteries.
tomary, therefore, to celebrate them a second time
upon this, that such as had not hitherto been initiaThe ninth and last
ted might be lawfully admitted.

day of the festival was called nXrjfioxoai, earthen vesbecause it was usual to fill two such vessels with
wine, one of which being placed towards the east, and
the other towards the west, which, after the repetition
of some mystical words, were both thrown down, and
the wine being spilled on the ground, was offered as a
The Eleusinian mysteries lasted about eighlibation.
teen hundred years, and were finally abolished by
Theodosius the Great. Various opinions, as may well
be supposed, have been entertained by modern scholars respecting the nature and end of the Eleusinian
sels,

—

were four others, called kirifieXTJTcu, curators, elected
One of them was chosen from the saby the people.
cred family of the Eumolpidae, the other was one of mysteries.
The following are some of the results of
the Ceryces, and the rest were from
among the citi- the inquiries of the learned and judicious Lobeck.
zens.
There were also ten persons who assisted at (Aglaophamus, p. 3, seqq.) In the very early ages of
this and every other festival, called
the
lepoTTOLoi, because Greece and Italy, and probably of most countries,
This festival was observed in inhabitants of the various independent districts into
they offered sacrifices.
the month Boedromion or September, and continued which they were divided had very little communicanine days, from the 15th till the 23d.
During that tion with each other, and a stranger was regarded as
time it was unlawful to arrest any man, or present any little better than an enemy. Each state had its favourpetition, on pain of forfeiting a thousand drachmas, or, ite deities, under whose especial protection it was held
It was also unto be, and these deities were propitiated by sacrifices
according to others, on pain of death.
lawful for those who were initiated to sit upon the and ceremonies, which were different in different
cover of a well, to eat beans, mullets, or weazels.
If places.
It is farther to be recollected, that the Greeks
any woman rode to Eleusis in a chariot, she was obli- believed their gods to be very little superior in moral
edict
of
to
Lycurgus,
pay 6000 drachmas. qualities to themselves, and they feared that if promged, by an
The design of this law was to destroy all distinction ises of more splendid and abundant sacrifices and offerbetween the richer and poorer sort of citizens. The ings were made to them, they might not be able to
As the best mode of escaping
first day of the celebration was called ayvpfio^, assemresist the temptation.
as it might be said that the worshippers first met the calamity of being deserted by their patrons, they
bly,
The second day was called a7ia6e fivcrai, adopted the expedient of concealing their names, and
together.
Private
to the sea, you that are initiated, because they were of excluding strangers from their worship.
commanded to purify themselves by bathing in the sea. families, in like manner, excluded their fellow-citizens
On the third day sacrifices, and chiefly a mullet, were from their family-sacrifices and in those states where
as also barley from a field of Eleusis.
oflTered
These ancient aerolites and such like were preserved as naoblations were called Ova, and held so sacred that the tional palladia, the sight of them was restricted to the
in the state.
(Aglapriests themselves were not, as in other sacrifices, per- magistrates and principal persons

—

—

—

;

;

mitted to partake of them.
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On

the fourth day they

oph.,

p.

65, 273, 274.)

We

are to recollect, that

r

ELE

ELEUSINIA.
Eleusis and Athens were long independent of each
MuUer, Dorians,
{Aglaopk., p. 214, 1351.
The worship of Ceres and Proservol. 1, p. 201.)
of the Eleupina was the national and secret religion
sinians, from which the Athenians were of course excluded, as well as all other Greeks. But when Eleusis

—

other.

and ceremonies which took place

the Eleusinian

in

The

stranger, dazzled and awed by his
own conception of the sacredness and importance of
all he beheld, conceived that
nothing there could be

mysteries.

was conquered, and the two states coalesced, the Athebecame participators in the worship of these

without some mysterious meaning.
What this might
be he inquired of the officiating ministers, who, as various passages in Herodotus and Pausanias show, were
seldom without a legend or Sacred Account (lepo^

which, however, remained so long confined lo
them, as to have given rise to a proverb ('Arrwcoi ra

^oyo^), as it was called, to explain the dress or ceremony, which owed, perhaps, its true origin to the ca-

^Elevaivia), applied to those who met together in secret for the performance of any matter.
{Aglaoph.,
Gradually, with the advance of knowledge,
p. 271.)

humour of a ruder period. Or if th«J
person was himself endowed with inventive
power, he explained the appearances according, in general, to the system of philosophy which he himself had
embraced. (Aglaoph., p. 180, seq.) It was thus that
Porphyry conceived the Hierophant to represent the
Platonic Demiurgus or creator of the world ; the torchthe altar-man (6 km fSufiu)
bearer (S^dovxog) the sun
and the other
the moon ; the herald (tcijpv^) Hermes

nians

deities

;

and the decline of superstition and national illiberality,
admission to witness the solemn rites celebrated each
year at Eleusis was extended to all Greeks of either
sex and of every rank, provided they came at the proper time, had committed no inexpiable offence, had performed the requisite previous ceremonies, and were
introduced by an Athenian citizen. (Aglaopk., p. 14,

These mysteries, as they were termed, were
performed with a considerable degree of splendour, at
the charge of the state, and under the superintendence
whence it follows, as a necessary
of the magistrates
consequence, that the rites could have contained no(Aglathing that was grossly immoral or indecent.
There does not appear to be any valid
oph., p. 116.)
reason for supposing, as many do, that a public discourse on the origin of things and that of the gods,
and on other hi^ and important matters, was de28, 31.)

;

livered by the Hierophant,

seem

whose name would rather

be derived from his exhibiting the sacred
things, ancient statues probably of the goddesses,
which were kept carefully covered up, and only shown
on these solemn occasions. The delivery of a public
discourse would, in fact, have been quite repugnant to
the usages of the Greeks in their worship of the gods
and the evidence offered in support of this supposition
But the singing of sacred hymns,
.5 extremely feeble.
.n honour of the goddess, always formed a part of the
to

;

—

Miiller, Prolegom.,
(Aglaoph., p. 63, 193.
250, seq.) The ancient writers are full of the praises of the Eleusinian mysteries, of the advantage of
being initiated, i. e., admitted to participate in them,
and of the favour of the gods in life, and the cheerful
hopes in death, which were the consequence of it.
Hence occasion has been taken to assert, that a system of religion little inferior to pure Christianity was
But these hopes, and this tranquillity
taught in them.
of mind and favour of heaven, are easy to be accounted
for without having recourse to so absurd a supposition.
Every act performed in obedience to the will of Heaven
is believed to draw down its favour on the
performer.

service.
p.

The Mussulman makes
Mecca, the Catholic

his pilgrimage to the

Kaaba

at

to Loretto, Compostella, or else-

where; and each is persuaded that, by having done
so, he has secured the divine favour.
(Aglaoph., p.

So the Greek who was initiated at Eleusis
70, seq.)
(the mysteries of which place, owing to the fame in
which Athens stood, and the splendour and magnificence with which they were performed, eclipsed

all

others) retained ever after a lively sense of the happiness which he had enjoyed, when admitted to view
the interior of the illuminated temple, arid the sacred
relics

which

it

contained, when, to his excited imagi-

nation, the very gods themselves seemed visibly to descend from their Olympian abodes, amid the solemn

of the officiating priests.
Hence there naturally arose a persuasion, that the benign regards of the
him
after
life ; and, as man
gods were bent upon
through
can never divest himself of the belief of his continued

hymns

existence after death, a vivid hope of enjoying bliss in
the life to come.
It was evidently the
principle al-

ready stated, of seeking to discover the causes of remarkable appearances, which gave origin to most of
the ideas respecting the recondite sense of the actions

N

N N

price or sportive
initiated

;

;

These^fancies of priests
and philosophers have been formed by modern writers
into a complete system, and Saint-Croix in particular
describes the Eleusinian mysteries with as much minuteness as if he had been actually himself initiated.
(Compare Warburton's Div. Legation. Saint-Croix^
Recherches sur les My s teres, &,c.) It is to be observed, in conclusion, with respect to the charges of
impiety and immorality brought against the Eleusinian
mysteries by some Fathers of the Church, that this
arose from their confounding them with the Bacchic,
Isiac, Mithraic, and other private mysteries, mostly imported from Asia, which were undoubtedly liable to
that imputation.
It must always be remembered, that
those of Eleusis were public, and celebrated by the
ministers the inferior stars.

—

—

state.
(Aglaoph., p. 116, 197, 202, 1263.— MiiZ/er,
Proleg., p. 248, seq.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 181,

—

seqq.)

Eleusis or Eleusin, I. an ancient city of Boeotia,
which stood, according to tradition, near Copae and
the Lake Copais, and was, together with another ancient city, named Athenae, inundated by the waters of
that lake.
(Sirab., ^07.) Stephanus of Byzantium re*
ports, that when Crates drained the waters which had

overspread the plains, the city of Athenoe became visible (s. V. ^kdfjvai).
Compare Miiller, Gesch. Hellen-

—

A

II.
St'dmme und St'ddte, vol. 1, p. 57, seqq.
city of Attica, equidistant from Megara and the Piraeus, and famed for the celebration of the mysteries

isch.

of Ceres.

According

name from

a hero,

to

some

whom some

writers, it derived its
affirmed to be the son

—

of Mercury, but others of Ogyges. {Pausan.,.l,.38.
Compare Aristid., Rhet. Elcus., vol. 1, p. 257.) Its
origin is certainly of the highest antiquity, as it appears to have already existed in the time of Cecrops
(Slrabo, 387), but we are not informed by whom, or^
at what period, the worship of Ceres was introduced"
there.
Eusebius places the building of the first temple in the reign of Pandion (Chron., 2, p. 66); but,
according to other authors, it is more ancient. (Clem.

Alex., Strom., 1, p. 381.— Tatian, ad Grac., c. 61.)
Celeus is said to have been king of Eleusis when
Ceres first arrived there. (Horn., Hymn, in Ccr., 96.

—

Id. ibid., 356.

—

Id. ibid.,. 474.)

Some

etymologists

suppose that Eleusis was so called, because Ceres,
after traversing the whole world in pursuit of her
came here (eIevOo, venio), and ended her

daughter,

Diodorus Siculus (5, 69) makes the name
Eleusis to have been given this city, as a monument
to posterity, that corn and the art of cultivating it were
or, to use the words
brought from abroad into Attica
" because the
of the historian,
person who brought
At
thither the seed of corn came from foreign parts."
search.

;

one period Eleusis was powerful enough to contend
with Athens for the sovereignty of Attica. This was
in the time of Eumolpus. The oontroversy wa&ended
was stipulated that Elbusj.^
it
by a treaty, wherein
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should yield to the control of Athens, but that the sacred riles of Ceres should be celebrated at the former
Ceres and Tnptolemus were both worshipped
city.
here with peculiar solemnity, and here also was shown
the Rarius Campus, where Ceres was said to have

sown corn. (Pausanias, 1, 38.) Dodwell observes, that the soil, though arid, still produces abunThe temple of Eleusis
dant harvests (vol. 1, p. 583).
was burned by the Persian army, in the invasion of
first

Attica {Herod., 9, 65), but was rebuilt, under the administration of Pericles, by Ictinus, the architect of
the Parthenon.
Plut., Vit. Periclis.)
(Strabo, 395.
Strabo says, that the mystic cell of this celebrated edifice was capable of containing as many persons as a
theatre.
A portico was afterward added by Deme-

—

trius Phalereus,

who employed

for that

purpose the

This magnificent structure was endestroyed by Alaric A.D. 396 (Ejinap., Vit.
Soph., p. 75), and has ever since remained in ruins.
Eleusis, though so considerable and important a place,
was classed among the Attic demi. {Strabo, I. c.) It
architect Philo.

tirely

belonged to the

tribe

{Steph. Byz.,

Hippothoontis.

'E^evcrZf.)
Livy speaks of the citadel as being
a fortress of some strength, comprised within the sa-

8. V.

—

cred precincts of the temple (31, 25.
Compare ScyPeriplus, p. 21); and Dodwell observes (vol.
1, p. 584), that the acropolis was elevated upon a
rocky ridge, which rises to the north of the temple of
Ceres.
Eleusis, now called Lessinn, is an inconsiderable village, inhabited by a few .Albanian Christians.
{Chandler's Travels, c. 42.) The colossal statue of
the Eleusinian Ceres, the work of Phidias, after hav
ing suffered many mutilations, was brought over to
England by Dr. Clarke and Mr Cripps in 1801, and
now stands in the vestibule of the University Library
lax,

—

at

Cambridge.

cleared b) Sir
vol. 2, p.

The temple

Wm.

Gell.

itself

was subsequently

{Cramer's Ancient Greece,

360, seqq.)

Eleuther^,

a

city of Attica, on the road

•erable fortress situated

on a steep rock, and apparently

—

2, p. 407.)
Elkutheria, a festival celebrated at Plataea in honour of Jupiter Eleutherius, or the asserter of liberty,
by delegates from almost all the cities of Greece. Its

institution

after the victory oboriginated in this
tained by the Grecians under Pausanias over Mardonius, the Persian general, in the vicinity of Plataea, an
altar and statue were erected to Jupiter Eleutherius,
who had freed the Greeks from the tyranny of the bar:

Greece

at break of day a procession
trumpeter at the head, sounding a
After him followed chariots loaded
lands, and a black bull, and certain
:

as no signs of servility

also

makes men-

1, 2), and of
troops, a part
lost
who
had
their way.
of
of those
Cyrus,
army
Cicero came in contact with them during his government in Cilicia, and partially reduced them under the
Roman sway, but they soon after became as free and

their having cut to pieces

some Greek

in the

independent as ever.

{Ep. ad Fam., 15, 4

;

ad

a

title

Att.,

conferred by Augustus

a considerable part of the Laconian nation, consistfor the zeal which the
ing of several maritime towns,
inhabitants had early testified in favour of the Romans.
Enfranchisement and other privileges accompanied the

on

{Strabo, 236.—Pausan., 3, 21.)
Eleutheropolis, a city of Palestine, placed by the
Itin. Ant. 24 miles northeast from Ascalon, and 20
It was founded in
miles southwest from Jerusalem.

title.

the third century, but by whom is uncertain.
{Amm.
Hence, owing to its late foundation,
Marcell., 23, 1.)
or
In
no mention of it occurs in Ptolemy
Josephus.
the days of Eusebius and Jerome, however, it was an
and these writers estiimportant and flourishing city,
mate the distances and positions of places from this
and iElia or Jerusalem. St. Epiphanius was bom here.
Compare Cellarius, Geogr. Ant.,
{Sozom., 6, 32.

—

vol. 1, p.

490.)
Eleutho, a surname of Lucina, from her coming,
when invoked, to the aid of women in labour. {Pind.,
01., 6, 72.)

which he

were to appear during the sowhose honour the festival

libations of

Elkuthero-Lacones,

clouds.

young men,

instituted had died in the defence of their coun-

They carried
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Xenophon

mountaineers {Anai.,

free

was made with a

lemnity, because they in

was

{Diod. Sic, 3, 55.)

tion of the Cilician

with myrrh, gar-

to celebrate the Eleutheria, or
Plataeans celebrated also an

The

anniversary festival in memory of those who had lost
The celebration was
their lives in that famous battle.

try.

dom.

signal for battle.

It was farther agreed upon in a
general assembly, by the advice of Aristides the Athenian, that
deputies should be sent every fifth year from the dif-

thus

—
—

Elicius, a surname of Jupiter, worshipped on Mount
The Romans gave him this name, accordAventine.
because they believed that
ing to Ovid {Fast., 3, 328),
they could, by a set form of words, draw him down
inform them how to expi{elicere) from the sky, to
M. Salverte, in his curious and
ate prodigies, &c.
learned work on the Occult Sciences of the Ancients
{Des Sciences Occultes, ou Essai sur la Magie, &c.,
Paris, 1829, 2 vols. 8vo), takes up this subject of Juseeks to connect it with a knowledge
piter Elicius, and
of the art of drawing down the electric fluid from the

barians.

ferent cities of

;

from

designed to protect the pass of CJithaeron.
{DodweWs
Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol
Tour, vol. 1, p. 283.

festival of liberty.

eared vessels, with jars of oil and precious ointments.
Last of all appeared the chief magistrate, who, though
not permitted at other times to touch iron, or wear
garments of any colour but white, yet appeared clad in
purple, and, taking a water-pot out of the city chamber, proceeded through the middle of the town with
a sword in his hand, towards the sepulchres.
There
he drew water from a neighbouring spring, and washed
after which he sacriand anointed the monuments
ficed a bull upon a pile of wood, invoking Jupiter and
Mercury, and inviting to the entertainment the souls
of those happy heroes who had perished in the defence
After this, he filled a bowl with
of their country.
" I drink to those who lost their lives in
wine, saying,
There was
the defence of the liberties of Greece."
also a festival of the same name observed by the SaSlaves also,
mians in honour of the god of Love.
when they obtained their liberty, kept a holyday, which
they called Eleutheria.
Eleuthbro-Cilices, a name given to those of the
Cilicians who had fied to the mountains when the
Greek settlers established themselves in that country.
The appellation, which means " Free Cilicians," has
The
reference to their independent mode of life.
Greeks, however, connected a fable with this. According to them, when Myrina, queen of the Amazons, was
spreading her conquests over Asia Minor, the Cilicians
were the only people that voluntarily surrendered to
her, and hence they were allowed to retain their free-

5, 20.)

Eleusis to Plataga, which appears to have once belonged to Boeotia, but finally became included within the
limits of Attica.
Pausanias reports
{Strabo, 412.)
<1, 38), that the Eleutherians were not conquered by
the Athenians, but voluntarily united themselves to
that people, from their constant enmity to the The•bans.
Bacchus is said to have been born in this town.
This ancient site probably cor{Diod. Sic, 3, 65.)
responds with that now called Gypto Castro, where
modern travellers have noticed the ruins of a consid-

,

!

wine and milk

in large-

Medals and

traditions are

the grounds

on

" mentions several medals which appear to have a reference
One described by M. Duchoul repreto this subject.
the
sents the temple of Juno, the goddess of the air
roof which covers it is armed with pointed rods. Anrests.

•'

M. La Boessiere," he

states,

:

ELI

EUCIUS.
other, described

and engraved by Pellerin, bears the

with the hghtlegend Jupiter Elicius the god appears
beneath is a man guiding a winged
ning in his hand
the
that
but we must observe,
authenticity of
stag
this medal is suspected.
Finally, other medals cited
;

;

:

by Duchoul, in his work on the Religion of the Romans, present the exergue XV. Viri Sacris Faciundis ; and bear a fish covered with points placed on
M. la Boesijiere thinks, that
a globe or on a patera.
;

a fish or a globe, thus armed with points, was the conductor employed by Numa to withdraw from the clouds
the electric fire.
And, comparing the figure of this
globe with that of a head covered with erect hair, he
gives an ingenious and plausible explanation of the
smgular dialogue between Numa and Jupiter, related

by Valerius Antias, and ridiculed by Arnobius (lib. 5.),
probably without its being understood by either.—The

Numa

history of the physical attainments of
At a period
particular examination.

deserves

when lightning
Numa, instructed by

was occasioning continual injury,
the nymph Egeria, sought a method

of appeasing the

account of Josephus {Bell. Jud., 5, 14), a forest of
spikes with golden or gilt points, and very sharp, cova remarkable feature of
ered the roof of this temple
resemblance with the temple of Juno represented on
;

Roman

medals.
3. That this roof communicated
with the caverns in the hill of the temple, by means
of metallic tubes, placed in connexion with the thick
gilding that covered the whole exterior of the building.
The points of the spikes there necessarily produced the
effect of lightning-rods
How are we to suppose
that it was only by chance they discharged so important a function ; that the advantage received from it had
not been calculated ; that the spikes were erected in
such great numbers only to prevent the birds from lodgYet
ing upon and defiling the roof of the temple 1
this is the sole utility which the historian Josephus attributes to them.
His ignorance is an additional proof
of the facility with which the higher branches of knowledge must be lost, so long as men, instead of forming
them into an organized system of science, sought only
an empirical art of operating wonders." {Salverte,
the

lightning {fulmen piare) ; that is to say, in plain lan- vol. 2, p. \66.— Foreign Quarterly, No. 12, p. 449,
guage, a way of rendering this meteor less destructive. seqq.)
He succeeded in intoxicating Faunus and Picus, whose
Eliaci, a name given to the school of philosophy
names in this place probably denote only the priests of established by Phaedo of Elis. {Laert., 2, 106.) It
he learned from them the was instituted after the Socratic model by Phaedo of
these Etruscan divinities
secret of making, without any danger, the thundering Elis, and was continued by Plistanus an Elian, and
;

Jupiter descend upon earth, and immediately put it in
execution. Since that period, Jupiter Elicius, or Jupiter

who

is

made

to

descend, was adored in

the veil of the mystery

is

transparent

:

Rome.

Here

to render the

lightning less injurious, to make it, without danger, descend from the bosom of the clouds and the effect
:

and the end are common to the beautiful discovery of
Franklin, and to that religious experiment which Nu-

ma
ius
*

frequently repeated with success.

was

less

fortunate.

'

ma, found

TuUus

Hostil-

It is related,'

that this prince, in searching the

says Livy,
memoirs left by Nu-

among them some instructions

afterward by Menedemus of Eretria. {Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 204.)
EnME-i or Elimiotis, a region of Macedonia, to
It was at one time
the east of Stymphalia.
independ-

was afterward conquered by the kings of Macedonia, and finally included by the Romans in the
fourth division of that province.
{Thucyd., 2, 99.
Liv., 45, 30.) Though a mountainous and barren tract,
Elimea must have been a very important acquisition to
ent, but

—

the kings of Macedonia, from its situation with regard
Epirus and Thessaly, there being several passages

to

into those provinces from Elimea.
separated Elimea from Thessaly
were the Cambunii Monies of Livy (42, 53), which
the celebration he deviated from the sacred rite.
cross nearly at right angles the chain of Pindus to the
Exposed to the anger of Jupiter, evoked by a defective west, and that of Olympus to the east. Ptolemy has
ceremony {sollicitati prava religioru), he was struck assigned to the Elimiotae a maritime situation on the
by the lightning and burned, together with his palace' coast of Illyria, which cannot be correct (p. 81), but
An an- elsewhere he places them in the interior of Macedonia
(1, 31.— Compare Phn., 2, 53.— /i., 38, 4).
cient annalist quoted by Pliny, expresses himself in a (p. 83), and writes the name Elymiotae. According to
naore explicit manner, and justifies the liberty we take Stephanus of Byzantium, there was a town named Eliin departing from the sense commonly given to the mea or Elimeum, which tradition
reported to have been
sentences of Livy by his translators.
Guided by the founded by Elymas, a Tyrrhenian chief (5. v. 'EXifieia).
books of Numa, Tullus undertook to evoke Jupiter by Ptolemy calls it Elyma. Livy probably alludes to this
the aid of the same ceremonies which his predecessors city in his account of the expedition undertaken by Perhad employed.
Having departed from the prescribed seus against Stratus, when that prince assembled his
rite, he was struck by the lightning and perished.
(Lu- forces and reviewed them at Elymea (43, 21). This
For the words rites and capital of Elimiotis stood, perhaps, on the Haliacmon,
cius Piso, ap. Plin., 28, 2.)
substitute
the
words
ceremonies,
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol.
physical process, and not far from Greuno.
we shall perceive that the fate of Tullus was that of 1, p. 200, seqq.)
In 1753 this learned man was
Professor Reichmann.
I.
district
of
the Peloponnesus, lying wegt
a
Elis,
killed by the lightning, when repeating too incautiously of Arcadia.
At the period of the Peloponnesian war,
the experiments of Franklin." (Salverte, vol. 2, p. the name of Elis was applied to the whole of that
The art thus veiled under the name of rites of northwestern portion of the peninsula situated between
154.)
Jupiter Elicius, and Zevg KaTaiSdrrj^, M. Salverte con- the rivers Larissus and Neda, which served to separate
But
siders as having been employed by the various imita- it from Achaia and Messenia.
{Strabo, 336.)
tors of thunder.
Going back to the age of Prometheus, in earlier times, this tract of country was divided into
it affords an explanation of the fable of Salmoneus
several districts or principalities, each occupied by a
it was
employed by Zoroaster to kindle the sacred fire separate clan or people. Of these the Caucones were
{Dion Ckrysost., Oral. Borysth.), and perform, in the probably the most ancient, and also the most widely
initiation of his followers, some o\ tue miracles, of disseminated, since we find them occupying both exwhich a traditionary belief still exists in the East. It tremities of the province, and extending even into
relative to

the secret sacrifices offered to Jupiter Elicius.
He attempted to repeat them ; but in the preparations or in
.

.

leading directly

The mountains which

.

;

Strabo affirms, that, accord{Strabo, 342.)
authors, the whole of Elis once bore the
Next to these were the Epei, who
of Cauconia.
Homer {Od., 15, 296) in the northerr

fnay be inferred, that in the time of Ctesias the same
art was known in India, and that the Jews were not un-

Achaia.

acquainted with its effects would appear from some remarks of Michaelis cited by M. Salverte. He remarks,
"1. That there is nothing to indicate that the
lightning ever struck the temple of Jerusalem during the
2. That,
to
the
lapse of a thousand years.
according

name

ing to

some

are placed by

Pausanias
next to Achaia.
part of the province, and
who seems to have regarded them as indigenous, de
rives their name from Epeus, son of Endymion, 01.
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ELIS.

ELIS.

of the earliest sovereigns of the country ; on his death
his brother -^tolus succeeded to his crown ; but, as
he was shortly after forced to fly his country for an involuntary crime, the sovereignty devolved on Eleus,

descended also from Endymion, who ga\'« his name
The former appellation,
to the Elean people (5, 1 ).
however, still continued to predominate, as we may
from the poems of Homer, who mentions Ells as
a district of the Epei, w^ithout ever naming the Elei.
Strabo also states, that Elis did not become the capital of the country till after the Persian war, at which
period it was formed into a city by the union of sevinfer

eral smaller towns.

Prior to

Thebans having led them

the

to

abandon

their inter-

Pausanias writes,
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 7, 5, 1.)
that when Philip acquired the dominion of Greece,
the Eleans, who had suffered much from civil dissensions, joined the Macedonian alliance, but refused to
and Thebans at Chaeronea,
fight against the Athenians
and on the death of Alexander they united their arms
with those of the other confederates, who carried on
the war of Lamia against Antipater and the other comests.

manders of the Macedonian forces. Some years after,
Aristotimus, son of Damaretus, through the assistance
of Antigonus Gonatas, usurped the sovereignty of Elis
the siege of Troy, the but a conspiracy having been formed against him, he

Epei are said to have been greatly reduced by their
wars with Hercules, who conquered Augeas their king,
and the Pylians commanded by Nestor. They sub-

;

was
had

slain at the altar of Jupiter Servator, whither
fled for refuge.

he

5, 4, 5.) During the Sothe firmest allies of the .^to-

{Pausan.,

cial war, the Eleans were
and though they were on
of lians in the Peloponnesus
strength by the influx of a large colony from ^tolia, more than one occasion basely deserted by that people,
in
the field, as well as from
under the conduct of Oxylus, and their numbers were and sustained heavy losses
farther increased by a consideiabJe detachment of the the devastation of their territory and the capture of
Dorians and Heraclidae. {Strabo, 354.
Fausan., 5, their towns, they could not be induced to desert their
3.)
Iphitus, descended from Oxylus, and a contem- cause and join the Achaean league.
{Polyb., 4, 5, segq.
Id., 4, 69, seqq.
Id., 5, 17, seqq.)
Id., 4, 71, seqq.
porary of Lycurgus, re-established the Olympic games,
it
was
as
These
described
said, by Hercules,
events,
which, though instituted,
by Polybius, are the last in
had been interrupted for several years. (Pausan., 5, which the Eleans are mentioned as an independent
The Pisatae having remained masters of Olympia people for though they do not appear to have taken
4.)
from the first celebration of the festival, long disputed any part in the Achaean war, they were included with
its possession with the Eleans, but they were finally
the rest of the Peloponnesus in the general decree, by
conquered, when the temple and presidency of the which the whole of Greece was annexed to the Rogames fell into the hands of their rivals. The pre- man empire. Elis was by far the most fertile and popponderance obtained by the latter is chiefly attribu- ulous district of the Peloponnesus, and its inhabitants
table to the assistance they derived from Sparta,' in are described as fond of agriculture and rural pursuits.
It is remarked by Pausanias (5, 5),
return for the aid afforded to that power in the Mes- {Polyb., 4, 73.)
From this period we may date the as- that Elis was the only part of Greece in which the byssenian war.
cendency of Elis over all the other surrounding districts sus was known to grow. Another extraordinary cirIt now comprised not only the cumstance relative to this
hitherto independent.
province was, that no mules
country of the Epei and Caucones, which might be were engendered in it, though they abounded in the
but
the
territories
of
Pisa and adjoining countries.
This phenomenon had been notermed Elis Proper,
Olympia, forming the ancient kingdom of Pelops, and ticed before by Herodotus (4, 30), who reports that it
to
Strabo's
of
was looked upon as resulting from the curse of Heavthe vvhole
Triphylia, which, according
view of the Homeric geography, constituted the great- en.
Elis was divided into three districts, Elis Proper,
The Pisatis, and Triphylia. The first of these occupied
er part of Nestor's dominions.
{Strabo, 355.)
Eleans were present in all the engagements fought the northern section of the country, and has already
the Peloponnesian war, been alluded to : the second, or Pisatis, was that part
against the Persians, and, in
zealously adhered to the Spartan confederacy, until the of the Elean territory through which flowed the AlpheIt derived
conclusion of the treaty after the battle of Amphipolis, us after its junction with the Erymanthus.
when an open rupture took place between this people its name from the city o( Pisa : the third, or TriphyHa,
and the Lacedaemonians, in consequence of protection formed the southern division. Some authors have deand countenance afforded by the latter to the inhabitants rived the name of this portion of Elis from Triphylus,
of Lepraeum, who had revolted from them.
an Arcadian prince. {Polyb., 4, 77.) But others as( Tkiicyd.,
Such was the resentment of the Eleans on cribe it with more probability to the circumstance of
5. 31.)
this occasion, that they imposed a heavy fine on the its inhabitants having sprung from three different na-

however, acquired

sequently,

a great

accession

;

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

Lacedaemonians, and prohibited their taking part in the
Olympic games. They also made war upon Sparta,
in conjunction with the Mantineans, Argives, and
and it was not till after the unsuccessful
Athenians
;

this confederacy was dissolved.
(Thucyd., 5, 8L) The Lacedaemonians, on the other
hand, avenged those injuries by frequent incursions
into the territory of Elis, the fertility of which presented an alluring prospect of booty to an invading army.
They were beaten, however, at Olympia under the

battle of

Mantinea that

—

Pauof Agis {Xen., Hist. Gr., 3, 2, 16.
san., 5, 4) ; and again repulsed before the city of Elis,
whither they had advanced under Pausanias, in the 3d

command

{Diod. Sic, 14, 17.) At
year of the 94th Olympiad.
wearied with the continual incurlength the Eleans,
sions to which their country was exposed, since it furnished entire subsistence to the army of the enemy,
for peace, and renewed their ancient alligladly sued
Pausan.,
ance with Sparta. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 3, 2.
Not long after, however, we find them again in
I. c.)
and
Boeotians
Argives, against
arms, together with the

—

{Xen., Hist. Gr., 7, 2.) At the battle
of Mantinea, they once more fought under the Spartan
Danners, jealousy of the rising ascendency obtained by
that power.
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tions {rpia ^Xa), the Epei, the Minyae or Arcadians,
Cramer" s Ancient
and the Eleans. {Strabo, 337.
II. The capital of Elis,
Greece, vol. 3, p. 77, seqq.)
situated, as we learn from Strabo, on the Peneus, at
It was, like
the distance of 120 stadia from the sea.

—

—

other towms of Greece, at first composed of sevdetached villages, which, being united after the
It always,
Persian war, formed one considerable city.
however, remained without walls as it was deemed

many
eral

;

sacred, and under the immediate protection of the god
festival was there solemnized.
Hence, in early
times, according to Ephorus, those troops which were

whose

obliged to traverse this country delivered up their arms
on entering it, and received them again \ipon quitting the
frontier.
{Ap. Strabo, 357.
Compare Xen., Hist.

—

But this primitive state of things was
Gr., 3, 2, 20.)
not of long duration : for we subsequently find the
Elean territory as little respected as any other Grecian
state by the powers at war with that republic
still the
peace and tranquillity thus enjoyed for a time by the
with
the
vast
concourse
of
Eleans, together
persons
;

attracted by the Olympic games, greatly contributed
to the prosperity and opulence of their city.
The remains of Elis are now called Paldopoli, but they are

EMO

EMP

inconsiderable, neither are they interesting from their
state of preservation.
(Compare the remarks of Chandler, Travels, vol. 2, ch. l^.—Dodwell, vol. 2, p. 316.
Cramer'' s Ancient
Gell, Itin. of the Morca, p. 32.

—

—

Greece, vol. 3, p. 88, seqq )
{Vid. Dido.)
Elissa, another name for Dido.
Ellopia, a district of Euboea, in the northern part
was
situated.
Accordof the island, in which Histiaea
name from EUops, a son of
ing to some, It derived its

who settled here. {Slrab., 445.)
Ei-PiNicE, a daughter of Miltiades.

Ion,

{Vid. Callias

and Cimon.)

Elvmais, a province of Persia, lying to the south
of Media, and forming the northern part of the larger
It derived its name from the Elydistrict of Susiana.
These were originally seated in the north {Pomaei.
but in process of time spread themselves
lyb., 5, 44),
over all the rest of Susiana, to the shores of the Persian

Gulf.

11, p.

{Strab., Epit.,

1264, ed.

Oxon.)

Elymais, the metropolis of the province, was famed
for a rich temple, which Antiochus Epiphanes attempted to plunder he was beaten off, however, by the inThe temple was afterward plundered by
habitants.
one of the Parthian kings, who found in it, according
;

to Strabo,
pt. 2, p.

10,000 talents.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 5,

158.)
in the south-

a district of

Macedonia,
on Thessaly and Epirus.
Elvsii Campi, the abode of the blessed in another
world, where they enjoyed all manner of the purest
In the Homeric mythology, the Elysian
pleasures.
fields lay on the western margin of the earth, by the
stream of Oceanus, and to them the mortal relatives of
the king of the gods were transported, without tasting
of death, to enjoy an immortality of bliss.
(Od., 4,
In the time of Hesiod, the Elysian Plains
663, seqq.)
had become the Isles of the Blessed, in the Western
Ocean. {Op. et
Pindar, who has left a
169.)
glowing description of Elysium, appears to reduce the
Elymiotis,

west, bordering

D

,

number of these happy islands
At a later day, a change of

to one.
{01., 2, 129.)
religious ideas ensued,

brought about by the increase of geographical knowledge, and Elysium was moved down to the lower
The poworld, as the place of reward for the good.
conceptions respecting Elysium made it a region
olessed with perpetual spring, clothed with continual
verdure, enamelled with flowers, shaded by pleasant
Here
groves, and refreshed by never-failing fountains.
etical

the righteous lived in perfect felicity, communing with
each other, bathed in a flood of light proceeding from
their own sun, and the sky at eve being lighted up
"
solemque suum, sua
by their own constellations
Their emsidera norunt.^'
{Virg., JEn,, 6, 541.)
ployments below resembled those on earth, and whatever had warmly engaged their attention in the upper
world, continued to be a source of virtuous enjoyment
in the world below.
{Virg JEn., 6, 653.)
Ematmia, the more ancient name of Macedonia.
Polybius {fragm., 24, 8) and Livy (40, 3) expressly
:

,

however, that Emathia was originally called Pasonia, though Homer certainly mentions them as two
distinct countries.
{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol.
assert,

1, p.

226.)

of Lusitania, below NorIt is
ba Caesarea, on the northern bank of the Anas.

now Merida.

{Plin., 9, 41.)

Emesa, an ancient

city of Syria, situate near the

eastern bank of the Orontes, southeast of Epiphania.
It was the birthplace of the Emperor Heliogabalus, and
contained a famous temple of the Sun, in which HelioIt is now called Hems, and is
gabalus was priest.
merely a large ruinous town, containing about 2000 inhabitants, though formerly a strong and populous city.

{Amm. Marcell,
Emooj

and those of Imaus, Paropamisus, and Caucasus were
connected together. That part of the chain which Alexander crossed in order to invade Bactriana was called Paropamisus, the more easterly continuation of the
range was termed Emodi Montes, and its still farther
continuation, even to the Eastern Ocean, was styled
Imaus. {Vid. Imaus.)

Empedocles,
flourished about

a native of

450 B.C.

Agrigentum in Sicily, who
He was distinguished not

only as a philosopher, but also for his knowledge of
natural history and medicine, and as a poet and statesman. After the death of his father Meto, who was a
wealthy citizen of Agrigentum, he acquired a great

weight among his fellow-citizens by espousing the pop
ular party and favouring democratic measures. His cou
sequence in the state became at length so great, that

he ventured to assume several of the distinctions of
a
royalty, particularly a purple robe, a golden girdle,
Delphic crown, and a train of attendants, always retaining a grave and

commanding

aspect.

The

skill

which he possessed in medicine and natural philosophy
enabled him to perform many wonders, which he passed upon the superstitious and credulous multitude for
He pretended to drive away noxious winds
miracles.
from his country, and thereby put a stop to epidemic
diseases.
He is said to have checked, by the power
of music, the madness of a young man who was threatto have restored
ening his enemy with instant death
a woman to life who had lain breathless thirty days ;
and to have done many other things, equally astonishOn account of
ing, after the manner of Pythagoras.
;

he was an object of universal admiration, so
to the Olympic games the eyes of
Besides medical
all the people were fixed upon him.
The
skill, Empedocles possessed
poetical talents.
fragments of his verses are scattered throughout the
ancient writers, and Fabricius is of opinion that he
was the real author of that ancient fragment which
bears the name of the " Golden Verses of Pythagoras."
all

this,

that

when he came

Gorgias of Leontini, the well-known orator, was his pu-

whence it may seem reasonable to infer, that Empedocles was also no inconsiderable master of the art
of eloquence.
According to the common account, he
threw himself into the burning crater of ^tna, in order that, the manner of his death not being known,
but the secret was
he might afterward pass for a god
discovered by means of one of his brazen sandals,
which was thrown out from the mountain in a subsepil,

;

This story is rejected,
quent eruption of the volcano.
however, as fictitious by Strabo and other judicious
writers.
The truth probably was, as Timaeus relates,
that, towards the close of his life, Empedocles went
into Greece and never returned, whence the exact
Actime and manner of his death remain unknown.
cording to Aristotle, he died at 60 years of age.— His
masters in philosophy are variously given.
By some,
like the Eleatae generally, he is called a Pythagorean,
in consequence of a resemblance of doctrine in a few
unessential points.
But the principles of his theory
evidently show that he belongs to the Eleatic school,
of
though the statement which makes him a disciple
Parmenides rests apparently upon no better foundation than a comparison of their systems
as, in like
manner, the common employment of the mechanical
was a hearer
physiology has led to an opinion that he
of his contemporary Anaxagoras. Empedocles taught,
that originally All was one
God eternal and at rest ;
a sphere and a mixture (tr^atpof, fiiyfia), without a
in which the elements of things weie held to:

EmerIta Augusta, a town

Asia-

|

26, 18.)
Montes, part of a chain of mountains in

Pliny (6, 16) states, that the Fraodi Montes,

:

vacuum,

love {ipLlia),
gether in undistinguishable confusion by
In a
the primal force which unites the like to like.
as he expresses it,
portion of this whole, however, or,
in the

members of

the Deity, strife (vcf/cof), the force

which binds like to unlike, prevailed, and gave the elements a tendency to separate themselves, whereby the
first

become

perceptible as such, although the separation
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was not so complete but that each contained portions
of the others.
Hence arose the multiplicity of things.
By the vivifying counteraction of love, organic life was
produced, not, however, so perfect and so full of design
as it now appears ; but, at first, single limbs, then irreceived their
regular combinations, till ultimately they
But, as the forces
present adjustments and perfection.
of love and hate are constantly acting upon each other
for generation or destruction, the present condition of
things connot persist for ever, and the world which,
properly, is not the All, but only the ordered part of it,
will again be reduced to a chaotic unity, out of which
a new system will be formed, and so on for ever.
There is no real destruction of anything, but only a

—

Of the elements (which he
change of combinations.
seems to have been the first to exhibit as four distinct
species of matter), fire, as the rarest and most powerful, he held to be the chief, and, consequently, the soul
of all sentient and intellectual beings which issue from
The soul mithe central fire, or soul of the world.
atonegrates through animal and vegetable bodies in

Juno, and was hurled to Erebus.
(Schol. ad Apoll.
There can be very little doubt that this
Rh., I. c.)
mysterious being was originally an object of worship,
and that he was converted into a hero in the usual
manner. The sire assigned to him is nothing more
than a personification of the Olympic Games.
His
union with the moon, and their fifty daughters, will
furnish
a
to
his
true
nature.
In
these
key
perhaps
daughters Bockh sees the fifty lunar months which
formed the Olympic cycle of four years. In such case,
Endymion would probably be the sun, who, with the
moon, is the author of the months or, supposing the

—

;

myth

anterior to the institution of the

Olympic games,

the daughters may have been the weeks of the year
(the round number being employed as usual), of whicu
the sun and moon are the parents.
The conjunction

of these bodies at the time of new moon is a master of
observation.
Endymion is perhaps the setting sun, who goes into (kviSvei) the sea, or, possibly,
in the early myth, into the cavern where he meets the
moon. {Mtdler, Proleg., p. 223. Keightley^s My-

common

—

some guilt committed in its unembodied thology, p. 439, seqq.) The rationalizers said, that
of which he supposed that Endymion was a hunter, who used to go to the chase
state, when it is a demon
The seat of a demon, at night, when the beasts came out to feed, and to
an infinite number existed.
is
a
the
blood.
when in human body,
Closely connect- sleep in a cavern during the day ; and hence he was
ed with this view of the objects of knowledge was his supposed to be always asleep.
(Schol. ad Apoll. Rh.,
In the impure separa- I. c.)
tneory of human knowledge.
ment

for

;

it is
only the predominant one
senses can apprehend
and, consequently,
though man can know all the elements of the whole
singly, he is unable to see them in their perfect unity,

tion of the elements,

that

the

;

wherein consists their

truth.

Empedocles

therefore

rejects the testimony of the senses, and maintains that
pure intellect alone can arrive at a knowledge of the

the attribute of the Deity ; for man
cannot overlook the work of love in all its extent ; and
truth.

This

is

Hence he was
the true unity is open only to itself.
led to distinguish between the world as presented to
our senses {koo/io^ aiadijrog), and its type the intelThe fragments of Emlectual world (KocfiOQ voTjTog).

—

pedocles were published, with a commentary, by Sturz,
Lips., 1805, 8vo, and by Peyron, Lips., 1810, 8vo.
{Enfield, Hist. Phil., vol. 1, p. 402.—Encyc. Useful
KnowL, vol. 9, p. 382.)
Empori.(E, a country of Africa Propria, called also
Byzacium, situate to the north of the Syriis Minor.
In it stood Leptis Minor, below
{Polyb., 3, 23.)
Hadrumetum. This city is said to have paid to the
It was, in fact, a
Carthaginians a talent each day.
and Polybius says, that almost
very fruitful district
;

a river of Macedonia, in the district of
Mount Olympus, and, though nearly
dry in summer, becoming a considerable torrent in
winter from the heavy rains.
Its rugged and steep
banks, which in some places attained a height of 300
feet, served for a long time as a defence to the Mace-

Enipkus,

I.

Pieria, rising in

donian army under Perseus, when encamped on its
left bank, until Paulus ^milius, by sending a considerable detachment round the Perrhaebian mountains,
threatened the rear of the enemy, and forced him to
abandon his advantageous situation. (Liv., 44, 8 and
35.
The modern name of
Plut., Vit. Paul. JEmil.)
this stream, according to Dr. Clarke, is Malathria.

—

(Travels— Greece, Egypt, &c.,

vol. 7, p.

390.)— II.

A

river of Thessaly, flowing into the Apidanus, which
afterward enters the Peneus. It rose in Mount Othrya

(Straho, 256), and flowed from Achaia, or the southwestern part of Phthiotis, as we learn from Thucydides (4, 78), who remarks that Brasidas was arrested
his march through Thessaly when about to cross
It is now called the river of Goura.
the Enipeus.
Near the Enipeus, and not far from its junction with
the Apidanus, was situate the city of Pharsalus.
in

—

all the hopes of the Carthaginians depended on the
(Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 399.) III. A
revenue they drew from it. (Compare Scylax, p. 49.) small river of Elis, flowing near the city of Salmone.
To this were owing the anxiety and state jealousy of (Apollod., 1, 9, 8.) In Strabo's time it was called the

the Carthaginians, that the

Romans

should not

sail

be-

yond the Fair promontory which lay before Carthage,
and become acquainted with a region which they
might be tempted

to

{Mayinert,

conquer.

Geogr.,

vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 160.)

Enceladus, one of the giants that warred against
Minerva flung upon him, as he fled, the island
Jove.
of Sicily, where his motions caused, according to the
the eruptions of ^Etna.
{Find., Pytk., 8, 15.
poets,

—Id., Nem.,

1,

lOQ.— Id.

ib.,

4,

AQ.—Eurip., Ion,

204, seqq.—Apollod., 1, 6, 2.)
Endvmion, the son of Aethlius and Calyce. He
led a colony of .^olians from Thessaly, and founded
the city of JElis.
Endymion, it is said, gained the love
of the goddess Selene, or the Moon, and she bore him
(Pausan., 5, 1.) Jove, as a favour,
fifty daughters.
allowed him to live as long as he pleased {Schol. ad
or, as others said, granted him the
Apoll. Rh., 4, 57)
boon of perpetual sleep. The place of his repose was
a cavern of Mount Latraus in Caria, and thither SeSome said he was
lene used to repair to visit him.
;

made
Ixion,

immortal for his righteousness ; others, that, like
when raised to heaven, he aspired to the love of
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Barnichius.
(Strab., 356.)
Enna, a city of Sicily, one of the most ancient
seats of the Siculi, and celebrated over the whole island, not so much for its size and opulence, as for its
being the principal centre of the worship of Ceres.

The

adjacent country was remarkable for its fertility
and in the plains of Enna Proserpina was sporting
when Pluto carried her away to be mistress of the
lower world.
Here, too, she had Minerva and Diana
In
for her youthful companions.
(Diod. Sic, 5, 3.)
;

the neighbourhood of the city was a cave, facing the
north, through which the King of Hades is said to have
driven his chariot as he was bearing off his prize.

We

have in this, no doubt, some old Siculan legend,
appropriated by the Greeks to goddesses of their own
mythology. Enna was regarded as the navel of Sicily
Callim., Hymn, in Cer., v. 15.
(6jLi(ba?^dg HiKellac.

—

— Compare
res

and

ples.

Cic. in Verr., 4, 48, seqq.), and here CeProserpina had one of their most sacred tem-

it

fell

Enna was never of
the hands of the Carthaginians

In a political point of view

any importance.

From

into those of the

when about

to

Romans, and subsequently,

abandon the

latter

and return

to thei'

ENN
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former masters, the inhabitants met with prompt and

tion from circumstances

{Liv., 24t, 38, seqq.) From this
signal chastisement.
The site of the
period the city gradually declined.
ancient place is at present occupied by the modern

of

Casfro Giovanni, but nearly

all

traces of the blooming

all

others, the

which are usually regarded as,
and oppressive. {De
The honours due to his character and

most

dispiriting

Senect., c. 6.)
talents were, as is frequently the case, reserved till
after his death, when a bust of him was erected in the

—

meads in its neighbourhood have disappeared. (For family tomb of the Scipios. {Cic, pro Arch., c. 9.
some account of the modern place and its vicinity, con- Vol. Max., 8, 15, 1.) In the days of Livy the bust
still remained near that
sult Hoarc's Classical Tour, vol. 2, p. 247, seqq.)
sepulchre, beyond the Porta
Ennka Hodoi, a spot in Thrace, near which the Capena, along with the statues of Africanus and Scipio
It appears to have
Asiaticus {Liv. 38, 56).
The tomb was discovered in
city of i\mphipolis was founded.
derived its name, which means " the Nine Ways," 1780, on a farm situated between the Via Appia and
from the number of roads which met here from differ- Via Latina.
The slabs, which have been removed to
ent parts of Thrace and Macedon.
This supposition the Vatican, contained several inscriptions, commemis confirmed by travellers who have
explored the adja- orating different persons of the Scipian family. There

cent country, and who report, that all the principal were neither statues nor any memorials remaining of
communications between the coast and plains must Africanus himself or Asiaticus {Bankes, Civil History
have led through this pass.
It was here, according to of Rome, vol. 1,
Hobhouse, Illustrations of
p. 357.
Herodotus (7, 114), that Xerxes and his army crossed Childe Harold, p. 167); but a laurelled bust of Pepthe Stryraon on bridges, after having offered a sacri- perino stone, which was found here, and which now
fice of white horses to that river, and buried alive nine stands on the
sarcophagus of Scipio Barbatus in the
{Rome in
youths and maidens. {Walpole^s Collection, p. 610. Vatican, is supposed to be that of Ennius.
Crixmer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 292.)
the I9th Century, Letter 36, vol. 2, p. 401, Am. ed.)
Ennius, Quintus, a poet, who has generally received There is also still extant an epitaph, reported to have
the distinguished appellation of the Father of Roman been written for himself {Cic, Tusc Disp., 1, 15),
He was born at Rudiae, a town of Calabria, strongly characteristic of that overweening conceit,
Song.
and lived from B C. 239 to B.C. 169. (Cjc, Brutus, and high estimation of his own talents, which are said
c. 13
In his early youth he to have formed a principal defect in his character
Id., de Senect., c. 5.)
went to Sardinia; and, if Silius Italicus(12, 393) may
"
cives, senis Enni imaginis formam.
Adspicite,
be believed, he served in the Calabrian levies, which,
Hie vestrum panxit maxima facta patrum.
in the year 216 B.C., followed Titus Manlius to the
Nemo me lacrymis decor et, nee funerafietu
war which he waged in that island against the favourFaxit cur ? volito vivus per ora virum.^*

—

—

—

:

ers of the Carthaginian cause.
After the termination
of the campaign, he continued to live for twelve years
in Sardinia.
Aurelius Victor says he taught Cato

Greek

in

vbi ab

Ennio

Sardinia (" In prcstura Sardintam subegit,
Grcecis Uteris instituius^^)
but this is
inconsistent with what is delivered by Cicero, that Cato did not acquire Greek till his old
age. {De Senect.,
c. 8.)

;

Ennius was

at last

brought to

Rome

by Cato

the Censor, who, in 204 B.C., visited Sardinia, on re{Corn. Nep., Vit.
turning as quaestor from Africa.

Cat.)

At Rome he fi.xed his residence on the Avenwhere he lived in a very frugal manner, hav-

tine Hill,

ing only a single maid as an attendant.
{Hieron.,
Chron. Euseb., p. 37.)
He instructed, however, the
patrician youth in Greek, and acquired the friendship
of many of the most illustrious men in the state. Being distinguished in arms as well as letters, he followed
M. Fulvius Nobilior during his expedition to ..'Etolia
(Cic, pro Archia, c. 10.— Id, Tusc. Disp., 1, 2);
and, in 185 B.C., he obtained the freedom of the city,
through the favour of Quintus Fulvius Nobilior, the
son of his former patron, Marcus.
{Cic, Brutus, c.

He was also protected by the elder Scipio Africanus, whom he is said to have accompanied in most
of his campaigns. {Claudian, de Laud. Stilic, lib. 3,
20.)

not easy, however, to see in what expeditions he could have attended this renowned general.
Scipio's Spanish and African wars were concluded before Ennius was brought from Sardinia to Rome
and
the campaign against Antiochus was commenced and

prof)

It

is

;

terminated while he was serving under Fulvius Nobilior
in .-Etolia.
In his old age he obtained the friendship
of Scipio Nasica
and the degree of intimacy subsistbetween
them has been characterized by the welling
known anecdote of their successively feigning to be
from home. {Cic, de Oral., 2, 68.) He is said to
;

have been intemperate in drinking {Horat., Epist., 1,
19, 7), which brought on the disease called Morbus
Articular is, a disorder resembling the gout, of which
he died at the age of seventy, just after he had exhibited his
{Ser. Sammonicus, de
tragedy of Thyestes.
Medicina, c. 37.) The evils, however, of old age and
indigence were supported by him, as we learn from
Cicero, with such patience, and even cheerfulness, that
one would almost have
imagined he derived satisfac-

—

To

judge by the fragments of his works which remain,
Ennius greatly surpassed his predecessors, not only in

poetical genius, but in the art of versification.
By
his time, indeed, the best models of Greek composition

had begun to be studied at Rome.

Ennius par-

ticularly professed to have imitated Homer, and tried
to persuade his countrymen that the soul and genius

of that great poet had revived in him, through the medium of a peacock, according to the process of PythaFrom a passage in liUcretius
gorean transmigration.
(1, 118, seqq.), it would appear, that Ennius somewhere
in his works had described a descent into hell,

through
which he feigned that the shade of Homer had conducted him in the same manner as Dante afterward
chose Virgil for his mystagogue. Accordingly, we
find in the works of Ennius innumerable imitations of
the Iliad and Odyssey.
It is, however, the Greek
tragic writers whom he has chiefly imitated ; and indeed it appears, from the fragments that remain, that
his plays were rather translations from the dramas
of Sophocles and Euripides, on the same subjects
which he has chosen, than original tragedies. They
are founded on the old topics of Priam and Paris, Hecall

Nor, although Ennius was the first
introduced satiric composition into Rome,
are his pretensions, in this respect, to originality, very
He adapted the ancient satires of the
distinguished.
Tuscan and Oscan stage to the closet, by refining
their grossness, softening their asperity, and introducing railleries, borrowed from the Greek poets, with
whom he was familiar. His satires thus appear to
have been a species of cento, made up from passages
of various poems, which, by slight alterations, were
to the
humorously or satirically applied, and chiefly
tor

and Hecuba.

writer

who

The fragments which remain
of those satires are too short and broken to allow us
even to divine their subject. Quintilian mentions, that
one of the satires contained a dialogue between Life
and Death, contending with each other, a mode of
the allegory of Procomposition suggested perhaps by
dicus.
are farther informed by Aulus Gellius
into another satire, with
(2, 29). that he introduced
fable of the Larks, now
great skill and beauty, .^sop's
well known through the imitation of Fontaine (liy. 4,
delineation of character.

We
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et ses petits avec le maitre d'un
much to be regretted that we

I

certainly

\

possess such scanty fragments of these productions,
which would have been curious as the first attempts

j

cation of this contest, arrives at Ilium, which he thus

apostrophizes
"
patria !

:

divum domus Ilium,

et

incluta hello

/"

Pergama
which was carried to such
perfection by succeeding Latin poets, and which has Different Latin writers extol the elegant lines of Enbeen regarded as almost peculiar to the Romans. nius immediately following, in which the Roman solThe great work, however, of Ennius, and of which diers, alluding to its magnificent revival in Rome, exwe have still considerable remains, was his Annals, claim with enthusiasm, that Ilium could not be deat a species of composition,

I

I

j

i

i

or Metrical Chronicles, devoted to the celebration of
exploits, from the earliest periods to the conclusion of the Istrian war.
These annals were writ-

Roman

ten by our poet in his old age; at least Aulus Gellius informs us, on the authority of Varro, that the
twelfth book was finished by him in his sixty-seventh
The annals of Ennius were partly
year (17, 21).
founded on those ancient traditions and old heroic ballads, which Cicero, on the authority of Cato's Origines, mentions as having been sung at feasts by
the guests, many centuries before the age of Cato,
in praise of the heroes of Rome.
Niebuhr has attempted to show, that all the memorable events of
Roman history had been versified in ballads or metri-

I

stroyed

"

:

Qtcai ncque Dardaneeis campeis poiuere perire,

Nee quom capta

capei, nee

quom combusla

creman,^*

cal chronicles, in the Saturnian

a passage which has been closely imitated in the sev
enth book of Virgil (v. 294, seqq.).
The fifteenth
book relates the expedition of Fulvius Nobilior to
-lEtolia, which Ennius himself is said to have accomIn the two following books he prosecutes the
panied.
Istrian war.
The concluding, or eighteenth book,
seems to have been in a great measure personal to the
Connected with his annals there is a
poet himself.
poem of Ennius devoted to the celebration of the exploits of Scipio, in which occurs a much-admired description of the calm of evening, where the flow of the

time of Ennius

versification

measure, before the
who, according to him, merely exGreek hexameter what his predecessors
pressed
had delivered in a ruder strain, and then maliciously
;

in the

depreciated these ancient compositions, in order that

he himself might be considered as the founder of Roman poetry. The chief work, according to Niebuhr,
from which Ennius borrowed, was a romantic epopee,
or chronicle, made up from these heroic ballads, about
the end of the fourth century of Rome, commencing
with the accession of Tarquinius, and endirjg with the
battle of Regillus.
Ennms begins his Annals with an
invocation of the nine Muses, and the account of a
vision in which Homer had appeared to him, and related the story of the metamorphosis already mentioned
He afterward invokes a great number of the
gods, and then proceeds to the history of the Alban kings, the dream of the Vestal virgin Ilia, which
announced her pregnancy by Mars and the foundation
of Rome.
The reigns of the kings, and the contests
of the republic with the neighbouring states previous
to the Punic war, occupy the metrical annals to the
end of the sixth book.
It should be observed, in passing, that the Annals were not separated by Ennius
hunself into books
but were so divided, long after his

—

;

death, by the

grammarian Q. Vargunteius.

(Sueton.,
Cicero, in his Brutus (c.
treat of the first Punic
war, as Na?vius had previously written on the same
P. Merula, however, who edited the frao-subject.
ments of Ennius, is of opinion that this passage of Ci-

de Illustr.

Gramm.,

19), says that

c. 2.)

Ennius did not

cero can only mean that he had not entered into much
detail of its events, as he finds several lines in the
eeventh book which, he thinks, evidently apply to the
first Carthaginian war, particularly the description of
naval operations, and the building of the first fleet with
which the Carthaginians were attacked by the RoIn some of the editions of Ennius, the characmans.
ter of the friend and military adviser of Servilius, generally supposed to be intended as a portrait of the poet
The
himself, is ranged under the seventh book.
of these Annals, which are
eighth and ninth books
much m>itilated, detail the events of the second Car-

This was by much
thaginian war in Italy and Africa.
the most interesting part of the copious subject which
Ennius had chosen, and a portion of it on which he
would probably exert all the force of his genius, in order
the

more

caniis.

to

honour

his friend

The

tenth, eleventh,
of Ennius contain the

and patron Scipio Afriand twelfth books of the

Philip of Maceof the thirteenth, Hannibal e.xcites Antiochus to a war against the Romans.
In the fourteenth book, the consul Scipio, in tb prose-

Annals
don,

In the
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commencement

war with

is

finely

modulated to the

still

and solemn

Horace, in one of his odes (4, 8), strongly
imagery.
expresses the glory and honour which the Calabnan
muse of Ennius had conferred on Scipio by this poem
The historical poems of Ennius
devoted to his praise.
appear to have been written without the introduction
of much machinery or decorative fiction
and whethei
founded on ancient ballads or framed conformably to
historical truth, they are obviously deficient in those
embellishments of imagination which form the distinction between a poem and a metrical chronicle.
In the
subject which he had chosen, Ennius wanted the poetic advantages of distance in place or time.
But though
not master of a shell round which the passions would
throng, or at the sound of which a whole people would
fall prostrate, as at the first breath of Jubal's lyre, still
the Annals of Ennius, as a national work, were highly
gratifying to a proud, ambitious f>eople, and, in consequence, continued long popular at Rome.
They were
and
highly relished in the days of Horace and Virgil
as far down as the reign of Marcus Aurelius, they
were recited in theatres and other public places for the
amusement of the people. {Aulus Gellius, 18, 5.)
The Romans, indeed, were so formed on his style, that
Seneca called them populus Ennianus, an Ennian race,
and said that both Cicero and Virgil were obliged,

—

;

;

contrary to their own judgment, to employ antiquated
terms, in compliance with the reigning prejudice.
From his example, too, added to
{Aul. GelL, 12, 2.)
the national character, the historical epic became in
future times the great poetical resource of the Romans, who versified almost every important event in
their history.
Besides the Pbarsalia of Lucan, and the
Punica of Silius Italicus, which still survive, there
were many works of this description which are now
Varro Attacinus chose as his subject Caesar's
lost.
war with the Sequarsi Varius, the deeds of Augustus
and Agrippa ; Valgius Rufus, the battle of Actium ;
.'Vlbinovanus, the exploits of Germanicus ; Cicero,
those of Marius, and the events of his own consulship.
The poem of Ennius, entitled Phagetica, is curious ;
since one would hardly suppose that, in this early age,
;

—

luxury had made such progress, that the culinary art
should have been systematically or poetically treated.
All that we krww, however, of the manner in which it
was prepared or served up, is from the Apologia of
It was, as its name imports, a didactic
Apuleius.
poem on eatables, particularly fish. It is well known,
that previous to the time of Ennius, this subject had
been discussed, both in prose and verse, by various
Greek authors, and was particularly detailed in the

poem

of Archestratus the Epicurean.

It

appears from

EPA
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a passage of Apuleius, that the work of Ennius was a
The
all the previous books on this subject.
eleven lines which remain, and which have been preserved by Apuleius, mention the places where different sorts of tish are found in greatest perfection and
Another poem of Ennius, entitled Epiabundance.
charrmis, was so called because it was translated from
digest of

the Greek work of Epicharmus, the Pythagorean, on
the Nature of Things, in the same manner as Plato
gave the name of Timasus to the book which he transThe fragments of
lated from Timaeus the Locrian.
this work of Ennius are so broken and corrupted, that
it is
impossible to follow the plan of his poem, or the
It appears,
system of philosophy which it inculcated.
however, to have contained many speculations concerning the elements of which the world was primarily
composed, and which, according to him, were water,
earth, air, and lire (Varro, R. K., 1,4); as also with

Euhemerus,
tion, as

entitled 'lepa

'kvaypa^.

well as the original work,

is lost.

The translaSome frag-

ments, .however, have been saved by St. Augustine
and Lactantius.
It is clear, notwithstanding their observance of prodigies and religious ceremonies, that
there prevailed a considerable spirit of free thinking
This is exthe Romans in the days of Ennius.
emplified, not merely by his translation of Euhemerus,

among

and the definition of the nature of Jupiter in his Epicharmus, but by various passages in dramas adapted
for public representation, and which deride the superstitions of augurs and soothsayers, as well as the false
ideas entertained of the worshipped divinities.
Polybtoo, who flourished shortly after Ennius, speaks

ius,

of the fear of the gods and the inventions of augury
merely as an excellent political engine, at the same
time that he reprehends the rashness and absurdity of
those who were endeavouring to extirpate such useful

—

Jupiter
regard to the preservative powers of nature.
seems merely to have been considered by him as the air,
the clouds, and the storm
Ennius, however, whose
compositions thus appear to have been formed entirely
on Greek originals, has not availed himself so successfully of these writings as Virgil has done of the works of
Ennius himself. The prince of Latin poets has often

The fragments of Ennius will be found in
opinions.
the Fragmenta Veterum Poetarum Latirwrum, by

condescended to imitate long passages, and sometimes
copy whole lines, from the Father of Roman Song.
This has been shown, in a close comparison, by Ma-

1823

(vol. 5, pt. 1, Fragment. Tragic; pt. 2, Fragm.
Com.); in the Fragmenta Enmi of Columna, Neap.,
1590, improved by Hesselius, Amst., 1707, 4to, &c.

his Saturnalia (6, 1, seqq.).
Lucretius
and Ovid have also frequently availed themselves of
the works of Ennius.
His description of the cutting
of a forest, in order to fit out a fleet against the Carthaginians, in the seventh book, has been imitated by
Statius in the tenth book of the Thebais.
The passage in his sixth Satire, in which he has painted the
happy situation of a parasite, compared with that of
the master of a feast, is copied in Terence's Phormio
It appears, then, that Ennius occasionally
(2, 2).
produced verses of considerable harmony and beauty,
and that his conceptions were frequently expressed
with energy and spirit.
It must be recollected, however, that the lines imitated by Virgil, and the other
which
are
passages
usually selected with reference to

{Dunlop, Rom.

—

to

crobius, in

—

the imitation of the early bard by other poets, are very
favourable specimens of his taste and genius.
Many
of his verses are harsh and defective in their mechanical construction
others are frigidly prosaic ; and not
a few are deformed with the most absurd conceits, not
;

Robert and Henry Stephens, Paris, 1564;

Fragmenta
Bat., 1620

;

in

the

Veter. Tragic. Latin., by Scriverius, L.
in the Opera et Fragmenta Veter. Poet.

Lat., by Maittaire, Land., 1713 (vol. 2, p. 1456, seqq.);
the Poetce Scenici Latinorum of Bothe, Halberst,

in

Lit.

Ram.,

vol.

Lit., vol. 1, p. 84, seqq.
1,

p.

114.— /rf.

—

tb., p.

Schbll, Hist.

U2.

— Bdhr,

Rom. Lit., p. 78, seqq.)
Entella, a city of Sicily, in the western quarter of
the island, near the river Hypsa and northeast of SeliGesch.

It was one of the three cities said to have been
founded by ^Egestes, a fable which clearly indicates
the great antiquity at least of the place, and marks it
find it at one time under
as of Sicanian origin.
the power of Carthage, though with a free constitution.

nus.

We

At a subsequent period it received a body of Campanian troops, which had been disbanded by Dionysius
the elder, and it met with the same fate that all those
cities encountered which had received the Campani
within their walls
the male inhabitants were slaughtered, and the city became the property of these mer;

cenaries.

This change of masters, however, made no

alteration in the affairs of Entella as far as its standing
the Campani sided
with Carthage was concerned
:

mentioned power as the former inhabiso much in the idea, as in a jingle of words and ex- tants had done, and were, in consequence, besieged
On the whole, the works of by Dionysius, who finally captured the city. {Diod.
travagant alliteration.
Ennius are rather pleasing and interesting, as the early Sic, 14, 9.— Id., 15, 73.
hear
Id., 16, 67.)
blossoms of that poetry which afterward opened to little of the place in later times.
The ruins of the
such perfection, than estimable from their intrinsic ancient city are still called Entella, and are situate to
But, whatever may have been the merit of the east of Poggio Reale, near the modern river Balibeauty.
the works of Ennius, of which we are now but incom- ci.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 444.)
petent judges, they were at least sufficiently various.
Entellus, a Sicilian, who, though advanced in
Epic, dramatic, satiric, and didactic poetry were all years, entered the lists against the Trojan Dares, and
He had
and we also learn that conquered him in a pugilistic encounter.
successively attempted by him
he exercised himself in the lighter species of verse, as been, in earlier y^ars, the friend and companion in
the epigram and acrostic.
{Cic, de Div., 2, 54.) For arms of Eryx.
{Virg., JEn., 5, 387, seqq.)
this novelty and exuberance it is not difficult to acEnv ALIUS {'Evvu?iLog), a surname frequently given
count.
The fountains of Greek literature, as yet un- to Mars in the Iliad, and corresponding with the name
tasted in Latium, were open for his imitation.
He Enyo {'Evv(o) given to Bellona. {Horn.., 11, 8, 264.
stood in very different circumstances from those Greek —Id. lb., 13, 519.- Id. lb., 17, 259, &c.)
bards who drew solely from the resources of their
Enyo {'Evvu), the daughter of Phorcys and Ceto,
own genius or from his successors in Latin poetry, according to Hesiod (Theog., 273). She was a warwho wrote after the best productions of Greece had goddess, and one of the companions of Mars, and anbecome familiar to the Romans. He was thus placed swers to the Bellona of the Romans. Some mytholoof Mars.
in a situation in which he could
enjoy all the popularity gists make her the sister, others the wife,
and applause due to originality, without
undergoing {Vid. Bellona.)
the labour of invention, and
Eos ('Hug), the name of Aurora among the Greeks,
might rapidly run with
with the

—

last-

—

We

;

;

to all the eastern
success through every mode of the lyre, without
pos- whence the epithet Eous is applied
Thus far parts of the world. {Ovid, FaM., 3, 406 A. A., 3,
sessing any incredible diversity of genius.
we have spoken of the poetical productions of Ennius : 537; 6, 478.— Fi>^., G, 1, 288; 2, 115.)
but the most curious
point connected with his literary
Epaminondas, a Theban statesman and soldier,
history is his prose translation of the celebrated work of whose praise, for both talents and virtue, there is a

—

;

m

Ooo

^
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EPAMINONDAS.

The disposition of his troops on this occasion was an
improvement on that by which he had gained the batsome tle of Leuctra, and would have had the same decisive
his death, Thebes was always
subjection
on the contrary, while he directed her success, but that, in the critical moment, when the
other power
was
head
of
Greece.
she
at
the
His
councils,
public Lacedaemonian line was just broken, he received a
mortal wound.
The Theban army was paralyzed by
life extends from the restoration of democracy by Penothing was done to improve a viclopidas and the other exiles, B.C. 379, to the battle this misfortune
In the conspiracy by which tory which might have been made certain
of jMantinea, B.C. 362.
and this
that revolution was effected he took no part, refu- battle, on which the expectation of all Greece wailed,
"Each parly," says Xensing to stain his hands with the blood of his country- led to no important result.
men but thenceforward he became the prime mover ophon, "claimed the victory, and neither gained any adHis policy was first directed to vantage indecision, trouble, and confusion, more than
of the Theban state.
assert the right, and to secure the power to Thebes ever before that battle, pervaded Greece."
Whether
of controlling the other cities of Boeotia, several of Epaminondas could much longer have upheld Thebes
which claimed to be independent. In this cause he in the rank to which he had raised her, is very doubtventured to engage his country, single handed, in war ful without him she fell at once to her former obscuwith the Spartans, who marched into Boeotia, B.C. rity.
His character is certainly one of the fairest reHis private life was moral
371, with a force superior to any which could be corded in Greek history.
The Theban generals were di- and refined his public conduct uninfluenced by perbrought against them.
vided in opinion whether a battle should be risked
sonal ambition or by personal hatred.
He was a sinfor to encounter the Lacedaemonians with inferior cere lover of his country
and if, in his schemes for her
numbers was universally esteemed hopeless. Epami- advancement, he was indifferent to the injury done to
nondas prevailed with his colleagues to venture it and other members of the Grecian family, this is a fault
devised on this occasion a new method of attack.
In- from which, perhaps, no Greek statesman except Arisstead of joining battle along the whole line, he concen- tides was free.
Plul., Vit. Pelop.
(Xen., Hist. Gr.
trated an overwhelming force on one point, directing
Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 9, p. 466.)
the weaker part of his line to keep back.
The Spartan
Epaphus, a son of Jupiter and lo. This mytholoright being broken and their king slain, the rest of the gical personage is the instrument by which Grecian
army found it necessary to abandon the field. This vanity derived the rulers of more ancient countries
memorable battle was fought at Leuctra. The moral from its own gods and princes. Epaphus, according
effect of it was much more important than the mere to the legend, was born in Egypt, and married Memloss inflicted upon Sparta, for it overthrew the pre- phis, the daughter of the Nile, by whom he had a
The same fable made him the
scriptive superiority in arms claimed by that state ever daughter named Libya.
This brilliant suc- founder of Memphis. {JEsch., Prom. Vinct., 850,
since its reformation by Lycurgus.
cess led Epaminondas to the second object of his pol- seqq— Herod., 2, Ib^.
Ovxd, Met., 1, 699, seqq.)
icy, the overthrow of the supremacy of Sparta, and the
Libya bore to Neptune Agenor, the father of Cadmus
substitution of Thebes as the leader of Greece in the and Europa, and also Belus, who had by another daughIn this hope a Theban army, ter of the Nile, named Auchmoe, two sons, Danaus
democratic interest.
under his command, marched into the Peloponnesus and .^gyptus.
For some re(Apol/od., 2, 1, 4.)
in
the
B.C.
369. and, in conjunction with marks on the name Epaphus, and on the whole legend,
winter,
early
the Eleans, Arcadians, and Argives, invaded and laid vid. lo.
Numbers of the Hewaste a large part of Laconia.
Epei, a people of Elis.
(Vid. Elis I.)
Ere OS, son of Panopeus, was the fabricator of the
lots took that opportunity to shake olf a most oppressand Epaminondas struck a deadly blow famous wooden horse which proved the ruin of Troy.
ive slavery
at the power of Sparta, by establishing these descend- (Vtrg., JSn., 2, i6A.^Justin, 20, 2.—Pausan., 10,
ants of the old Messenians on Mount Ilhome in Mes- 26.)
Ephesus, a celebrated city of Ionia, near the mouth
senia, as an independent state, and inviting their coun" Alterum
trymen, scattered through Italy and Sicily, to return to of the river Cayster, called by Pliny (5, 29),
their ancient patrimony.
Numbers obeyed the call. lumen Asi(t.^^ Mythology assigns, as its founders,
This memorable event is known in history as the re- Ephesus the son of the river Cayster, and Cresus
turn of the Messenians, and two hundred years had (Kp^dof) a native of the soil.
(Pausan., 7, 2.) AnIn 368 B.C., Epami- other account makes it to have been settled by Epheelapsed since their expulsion.
nondas again led an army into the Peloponnesus but, sus, one of the Amazons. (Sdeph. Byz., s. v.
Etynot fulfilling the expectations of the people, he was mol. Mag., s. v.
AcBerkel, ad Steph. Byz., I. c.)
disgraced, and, according to Diodorus (1.5, 71), was cording to a third tradition, the place owed its origin
In that capacity he is to the .\mazons, who were permitted to settle here by
ordered to serve in the ranks.
said to have saved the army in Thessaly, when entan- Hercules their conqueror.
Hence the name of the
in dangers which threatened it with destruction
A fourth legled
city, 'E^ecrof, from E<peaic, permission.
the
voice
to
assume
the
commakes
the
when
Amazons,
general
being required by
gend
pursued by Hercumand. He is not again heard of in a public capacity les and Theseus, to have fled for refuge to an altar of
till B.C. 366, when he was sent to support the demoDiana, and supplicated the protection of the goddess,
cratic interest in Achaia, and by his moderation and which she accordingly granted
{KaTa<p£vyovca^' ettL
judgment brought that whole confederation over to the Tcva fStjfiov 'ApTefj.idoc, delaOat ouTjjpiag Tvxelv, ttjv
remarkable concurrence of ancient writers.
Nepos
observes that, before Epaminondas was born, and after
in

to

:

;

;

;

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

:

Theban alliance, without bloodshed or banishment.
soon became plain, however, that a mere change

It

of

masters, Thebes instead of Sparta, would be of no serAchaia first, then Elis, then
vice to the Grecian states.
Mantinea and great part of Arcadia, returned to the La-

cedaemonian alhance. To check this defection, Epaminondas led an army into the Peloponnesus for the
Joined by the Argives, Mesfourth time, B.C. 362.
senians, and part of the Arcadians, he entered Lacobut
nia, and endeavoured to take Sparta by surprise
the vigilance of Agesilaus just frustrated his scheme.
near
marched
then
against Mantinea,
Epaminondas
which was fought the celebrated battle in which he fell.
;
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6h Efjietvai avralg Trjv auTTjpiav bdev 'E^cctov Klj]6^vai
TO x^P^ov, Koi TTfv 'kpTEfj.Lv ''E(j)eaiav. Etym. Mag.)
It is curious to observe how the name of the Amazons
(Consult
mingles in with some of these traditions.
remarks under that article.) If we follow the graver
authority of Strabo (640), we will find a settlement to
have been first made in this quarter by the Carians and
Leleges. Androclus, the son of Codrus, came subse(Pausan.,
quently with a body of Ionian colonists.
He protected the natives who had settled from
7, 2.)
devotion about the temple of Diana, and incorporated
them with his followers but expelled those who inhabited the town above, which the Carians and Lele;

EPHESUS.

EPHESUS.

nad built on Mount Prion. (Pausan., I. c.) It
gea
IS recorded that Prion had, in former times, been calland a part behind Prion
ed Lepre Akte {AeirpTi uKTrj)
was still called the Back of Lepre when Strabo wrote.
Pliny (5, 29) enumerates other names for the city,
such as Ortygia, Smyrna, Trachea, &c.
Lysimachus, wishing to protect Ephesus from the inunda-

The Greek revolution, and the predatory excursions
of the Samiotes, in great measure accounted for this
desertion."
In the records of our religion Ephesus is
ennobled as the burying-place of Timothy, the companion of St. Paul, and the first bishop of Ephesus,
whose body was afterward translated to Constantinople by the founder of that city, or by his son Constantius, and placed with Saint Luke and Saint Andrew
The story of St. John
in the church of the apostles.
the Divine was deformed in an early age with gross
but he also was interred at Ephesus, and, as
fiction

;

—

tions to which it was yearly exposed by the overflowbuilt a city up on the mountain,
ings of the Cayster,
and surrounded it with walls. The inhabitants were

unwilling to remove into this, but a heavy rain falling,
and Lysimachus stopping the drains and flooding their
houses, they were glad to exchange.
{Strabu, 640.)
The port of Ephesus had originally a wide mouth, but
Attains
foul with mud lodging in it from the Cayster.
Philadelphus and his architect were of opinion that,
if the entrance were contracted, it would become deeper, and in time be capable of receiving ships of burden.
But the slime, which had before been moved
by the flux and reflux of the tide, and carried oflf, being stopped, the whole basin, quite to the mouth, was
This port is a morass, which comrendered shallow.
municates with the Cayster, as might be expected, by a
narrow mouth ; and at the water's edge, near the ferry,
as well as in other places, may be seen the wall in-

—

;

Epheappears from one narration, on Mount Prion.
The
sus was famed for its splendid temple of Diana.
statue of the goddess was regarded with peculiar
veneration, and was believed by the vulgar to have
It was never changed, though
fallen from the skies.
This
the temple had been more than once restored.
rude object of primeval worship was a block of wood,
said by some to be of beech or elm, by others cedar,
ebony, or vine, and attesting
ty

by the fashion

was carved

in

which

its

very great antiquiIt
had been formed.

it

into the similitude of Diana, not as the

The town

which
elegant huntress, but an Egyptian hieroglyphic,
we call the goddess of nature, with many breasts,
Hermaean
and the lower parts formed into an
statue,
the feet begrotesquely ornamented, and discovering
vest
emthe
It was gorgeously apparelled ;
neath.
broidered with emblems and symbolical devices ; and,
to prevent its tottering, a bar of metal, it is likely of
A veil or curtain,
gold, was placed under each hand.
which was drawn up from the floor to the ceiling, hid

Smyrna.

from view, except while service was performing in
the temple.
This image was preserved till the later
which mines
ages in a shrine, on the embellishment of
The priests of Diana sufof wealth were consumed.
fered emasculation, and virgins were dex'oted to inviolable
They were eligible only from the su-

tended to embank the stream, and give it force by conThe masonry is of that kind termed incertum, in which the stones are of various shapes, but

finement.

The situation was so advantageous as
nicely joined.
to overbalance the inconveniences attending the port.
increased daily, and under the Romans was
considered the chief emporium of Asia this side of TauIn the arrangement of the provinces under the
rus.
Eastern emperors it became the capital of the province
of Asia. {Hierocles, p. 658.) Towards the end of the
eleventh century, Ephesus experienced the same fate as
tled

A

here.

Turkish

But

the

pirate,

named Tangripanes,

set-

Greek admiral, John Ducas, de-

it

chastity.
with privperior ranks, and enjoyed a great revenue,
abuse of which induced Augustus
ileges, the eventual
It may be imagined that many stories
to restrain them.

feated him in a bloody battle, and pursued the flying
Turks up the Maeander to Polybotum. In 1306 it was
among the places which suffered from the exactions of of her power and
the Grand Duke Roger; and, two years after, it surren- lieved at
Ephesus.

dered to Sultan Saysan,

who

to prevent future insur-

removed most of the inhabitants to Tyriaeum,
where they were massacred. In the conflicts which
desolated Asia Minor at a subsequent period, Ephesus
was again a sufferer, and the city became at length reduced to a heap of ruins. The modern name is Aiasaluk, or, more properly, this is the appellation of a
small village inhabited by a few Turkish families,
standing chiefly on the south side of the castle hill,
among bushes and ruins. The name is supposed to
be a corruption of Agios Theologos, from the circumstance of a famous church of St. John the Divine havWhen Smith wrote in
ing once stood near the spot.
='
reduced to an inconsid1677, Ephesus was already
erable number of cottages, wholly inhabited by Turks."
" This
Rycaut confirms this observation.
place, where
once Christianity so flourished as to be a mother
the
church and
see of a metropolitan bishop, cannot
now show one family of Christians so hath the secret
of
God
providence
disposed affairs, too deep and mysrections,

:

us to search into."
From Chishull we
1699, "the miserable remains of the
church of Ephesus resided, not on the spot, but at a vilTournefort, however, says
lage called Kir king ccuiV
there were thirty or forty Greek families
but as he
wrote about the same time as Chishull, this is
probebly
terious

for

learn that, in

;

Pococke, who visited Ephesus about 1740,
says that there was not at that time a single Christian
" I was at
within two leagues round Ephesus.
Eph" the desesus in January, 1824," says Mr. Arundcll
olation was then complete
a Turk, whose shed we
occupied, his Arab servant, and a single Greek, comthe
entire
posed
population, some Turcomans excepted, whose black tents were pitched
among the ruins.

a mistake.

;

;

were current and bepeople convinced that the selfmanifestations of their deity were real, could not easily
be turned to a religion which did not pretend to a simAnd this
ilar or equal intercourse with its divinity.
.vhv in the early ages of
is, perhaps, the true reason
ural interposition by
Christianity, a belief of su;
interposition

A

i

>

the Panagia, or Virgin Mary, and by samts appearing
in daily or nightly visions, was encouraged and inculIt helped by its currency to procure and concated.
firm the credulous votary, to prevent or refute the
cavils of the heathen, to exalt the new religion,
the established of its ideal superiority.

—andThe

to

deprive
" Ye
address of the town clerk to the Ephesians
men of Ephesus, what man is there who knoweth not
that the city of the Ephesians is a worshipper of the
:

that fell down
great goddess Diana, and of the image
is curiously illustrated by an inscription
from Jupiter
found by Chandler near the aqueduct, commencing as
follows: "Inasmuch as it is notorious that, not only

V

the Ephesians, but also everywhere among the
nations, temples are consecrated to her, and
The reputation and the riches
sacred portions," &c.
of their goddess had made the Ephesians desirous of
The fortunate
providing for her a magnificent temple.

among
Greek

—

them new
discovery of marble in Mount Prion gave
so general was the esteem
vigour. The cities of Asia,
and Croesus was
for the goddess, contributed largely
The spot
at the expense of many of the columns.
;

for it was a marsh, as most likely to preserve
the structure free from gaps, and uninjured by earth-

chosen

The foundation was made with charcoal
consumed
rammed, and with fleeces. The souterram
immense quantities of marble. The edifice was exaltThe architects
ed on a basement with ten steps.
were Ctesiphon of Crete and his son Melagenes, 541
475
quakes.

EPHESUS.

EPHESUS.
and their plan was continued by Demetrius, a
of Diana
but the whole was completed by
Daphnis of Miletus, and a citizen of Ephesus, the
B.C.

;

nriest

;

It was the tirst
building having occupied 230 years.
specimen of the Ionic style, in which the fluted column and capital with volutes were introduced. The
whole length of the temple was 425 feet, and the
with 127 coluntfBS of the Ionic order
breadth 220
and Parian marble, each of a single shaft, and sixty
;

These were donations from kings, accordfeet high.
ing to Pliny (36, 14), but there is reason to doubt
the correctness of the text where this assertion is
made. Of these columns thirty-six were carved and
one of them, perhaps as a model, by Scopas. The
temple had a double row of columns, fifteen on either
side
and Vitruvius has not determined if it had a
;

;

roof; probably over the cell only. The folding doorss
or gates had been continued four years in glue, and
were made of cypress wood, which had been treasured

up

for four generations, highly polished.

These were

found by Mutianus as fresh and as beautiful 400 years
after as when new.
The ceiling was of cedar ; and
the steps for ascending the roof (of the cell 1) of a
stem
of
a
vine, which attested the durable nasingle
ture of Ihat wood.
The dimensions of this great temple excite ideas of uncommon grandeur from mere
massiveness ; but the notices we collect of its internal ornament will increase our admiration.
It was
the repository in which the great artists of antiquity
dedicated their most perfect works to posterity. Praxiteles and his son Cephisodorus adorned the shrine
Scopas contributed a statue of Hecate Timarete, the
daughter of Micon, the first female artist upon record,
finished a picture of the goddess, the most ancient in
Ephesus and Parrhasius and Apelles employed their
skill to embellish the walls.
The excellence of these
performances may be supposed to have been proportionate to their price
and a picture of Alexander
grasping a thunderbolt, by the latter, was added to the
superb collection at the expense of twenty talents of
This description, however, applies chiefly to
gold.
;

;

;

;

it was rebuilt, after the earlier
temple
partially burned, perhaps the roof of timber
who
chose
that
to
method
ensure
Herostratus,

the temple as

had been
only, by

to himself an immortal name, on the very night that
Alexander the Great was bom. Twenty years after,

that magnificent prince, during his expedition
against
Persia, ofllered to appropriate his spoils to the restorait, if the Ephesians would consent to allow him
the sole honour, and would place his name on the
They declined the proposal, however, with
temple.
the flattering remark, that it was not right for one deity
to erect a temple to another
national vanity was,
however, the real ground of their refusal. The architect who superintended the erection of the new edifice was Dinocrates, of whose aid Alexander afterward
availed himself in building Alexandrea.
{Vitruv., 2,
Compare Strabo, 640. Plut., Vit. Alex., 72.
pro:/.
37.
The
extreme
Solin., 40.)
Plin., 7,
sanctity

tion of

:

—

—

—

—

of the temple inspired universal awe and reverence.
It was for many ages a repository of foreign and doThere property, whether public or
mestic treasure.
was secure amid all revolutions. The conduct
private,
of Xerxes was an example to subsequent conquerors,
and the impiety of sacrilege was not extended to the
Ephesian goddess. But Nero deviated from this rule.
He removed many costly oflferings and images, and an
immense quantity of silver and gold. It was again
'

the Danube in
plundered by the Goths from beyond
the time of Gallienus ; a party under Raspa crossing
the Hellespont and ravaging the country until comwhen they carried off a prodigious
pelled to retreat,
The de{Treb. Pollio, in Gallien., c. 6.)
booty.
struction of so illustrious an edifice deserved

been carefully recorded by contemporary

We

may

conjecture
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that

it

to

have

historians.

followed the triumph of

The Ephesian reformers, when authorChristianity.
ized by the imperial edicts, rejoiced in the opportunity
of insulting Diana, and deemed it piety to demolish the
very ruin of her habitation. When, under the auspices
of Constantine and Theodosius, churches were erected, the pagan temples were despoiled of their ornaThe imments, or accommodated to other worship.
mense dome of Santa Sophia now rises from the columns of green jasper which were originally placed in
the temple of Diana, and were taken down and brought
to Constantinople by order of Justinian.
Two pillars in the great church at Pisa were also transported
The very site of this stupendous and celebrathence.
The following
ted edifice is even yet undetermined.
are the principal data which may assist in fixing it. The
distance between the site of the temple and the quarries on Mount Prion did not exceed 8000 feet, and no
but the whole space was level plain.
rising intervened,
It was distinct from the city, at the distance of nearly a
stadium for Marc Antony allowing the sanctuary to
reach somewhat more than a stadium from it, a part
of the city was comprised within those limits. It vvas
;

without the Magnesian gate; which Chandler supposes
and in the second cento be that next to Aiasaluc
;

was joined

the city by Damianus, a sophist;
way down to it through the Magnesian gate, by erecting a stoa or portico of marble, a
stadium in length, inscribed with the name of his wife,
and intended to prevent the absence of ministers when
it rained.
It was near the agora or market-place of

tury

who continued

to

the

besieged by Croesus, though distant seven
wanting half a qua/ter, from it. The
monument of Androclus was shown in the second
century near the road going fron) the temple of Diana
The
by the Olympian towards the Magnesian gate;
ancient city was built on Tracheia, and by the Athensum and Hypelaeus. The Athenaeum was without
the new city of Lysimachus, and the fountain HypeIn the plain of Ephelaeus was near the sacred port.
sus were anciently two lakes, formed partly by stagnant
water from the river Selinus, which ran opposite the
temple of Diana, probably from Mount Gallesus. Pliny
"
says
Templum DiancB complexi e diversis regionibus duo Sdinuntes.^' It has been supposed, adds
the

first citys

stadia, or a mile

:

Chandler, that the souterrain by the morass or citytwo pieces of ancient wall, of square stone,
by one of which is the entrance to it, are relics of the
but this was nearly in the centre of the city
temple
and Dallaway says, " Close upon the
of Lysimachus
brink of the present morass, once covered by the sea,

port, with

;

;

upon a rising ground, are accumulated walls of brick,
faced with large slabs of marble, and of sufficient extent to encourage Tournefort and the English travel-

was the farEvery circumstance of de-

lers in a conjecture that this structure

famed temple of Diana."
scription,

adds Arundell, accords with

this spot,

except

and among the fallthe distance from the city wall
en masonry are broken shafts of porphyry, twelve feetv
long and four in diameter, more complete and polished
;

than others which surround them.
Might not this have
been the church dedicated by Justinian to St. John ^

The

souterrain under the supposed site is said by Rycaut to have a descent of about thirty stairs, and by

Van Egmont to be a very narrow and difficult passage,
having spacious caverns, composed of amazingly large
But these may as well have been the
black stones.
foundations of other ancient buildings as of the temple
and evidently Chandler does not agree in the opinion
" the vaulted subfor he says,
that this was the site
structions by the stadium might, it is believed, furnish
an area corresponding belter, and more suited to receive the mighty fabric
which, however, it has been
shown above, was in the plain, and distinct, though
Count Caylus,
not remote, from the present city."
" Les fonda{Memoires de Literature, vol. 53) says
tions qui subsistent encore aujourd'hui, ne ressemblent
,

:

;

:

^

EPH

EPH
point h la description de Pline," &c., and he has no
other mode of accounting for this difference, than by
supposing it might have been rebuilt after the time of

Phny, perhaps in the reign of Gallienus, after it had
been pillaged and burned by the Goths.
Dallaway
suggests, that the massive walls of, and adjoining to,

The
the gymnasium may be those of the temple.
grandeur of its plan and dimensions, which are still
marked by a long nave, finished by an arch of great expanse at either termination, seems to favour the preIn
tensions of this edifice above those of the other.
various points of description they correspond, excepting that this was beyond the limits of the city walls ;
for the circumstance of having been washed by the sea
applies equally to both ruins. 'But the Turks, from
whose barbarous corruptions or analogous terms the
real and more ancient name is in some instances to be
or
call this
ruin " Kislar
collected,
particular
the palace of virgins.
The

Serai,^''

same name induced Dr.

Pococke, when

investigating Alexandrea Troas, to decide on a building as another temple of Diana.
Perhaps the most probable solution of the difficulty will
be, that the entire remains of the temple are buried
under the soil. In the valley above Nolium is a fine
Jonic column, evidently in its original situation, but of
which not more than three or four feet are visible the
remainder is buried by the rapid accumulation of soil
and Mr. Cockerell calculates, that of the temple at
Sardis 25 feet remain still corered with earth the accumulation from the Cayster must be vastly greater
and more rapid. The relative position of, the temple
with the Selinusian lakes would be in favour of a conjecture that it stood'considerably lower down, and more
towards the northeast than the spot usually assigned to
it.
This would agjfcfe better with the distaijce from
the city, and its situation without the Magnesian gate,
which can never be imagined to be that, as Chandler supposes, next to Aiasaluc.
{ArundeWs Seven
Churches of Ana, p. 38, seqq.
Hirt, Geschichte der
Baukunst bei den Alien, vol. 2, p. 60, seqq.)
Ephi.4Ltes, a giant, son of Aloeus.
( Vid. Alo'idge.)
;

;

:

—

Ephori

('E^opoz), a body of magistrates at Sparta,
of great privileges.
The institu-

who were possessed

tion of this office is usually ascribed to
Theopompus,
the grandson of Charilaus the Proclid
but it has been
inferred, from the existence of an ephoralty in other
;

Dorian states before the time of Theopompus, and
from its being apparently placed among the institutions of Lycurgus by Herodotus (1, 65) and Xenophon {de Rep. Lac., 8, 3), that it was an ancient Dorian magistracy.
Arnold supposes that the ephori,
who were five in number, were coeval with the first
settlement of the Dorians in Sparta, and were merely
the municipal magistrates of the five hamlets which

the fine.
They could suspend the functions of any
other magistrate, and arrest and bring to trial even
the kings. {Xcn., de Rep. Lac 8, 4.)
They presided
and put the vote in the public assemblies {Thucyd., 1,
87), and performed all the functions of sovereignty in
receiving and dismissing embassies {Xcn., Hist. Gr.,
2, 13, 19), treating with foreign stales {Herod., 9, 8),
and sendmg out military expeditions {Xcn., Hist. Or.,
'I'he king, when he commanded, was always
2, 4, 29).
attended by two of the ephori, who exercised a con(Herod., 9, 76.)
trolling power over his movements.
The ephori were murdered on their seats of justice by
,

Cleomenes

III.,

and

their office

was overthrown

{Plut.,

Vtt. Cleom., c. 8), but they

were restored by Antithe Achaeans in 222 B C. {Polyb.,
2, 70.
Pausan., 2, 9, 2); and the office subsisted
under the Roman dominion.
{Bockh, Corp. Inscript ,
Some able remarks on this magis1, p. &Q4:,seqq.)

gonus Doson and

—

tracy may be found in Muller's Dorians, vol. 2, p. 1|5,
seqq., and Tittmann^s Darstellung der Gricch. Staatsverfass., p. 104, seqq.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 9>
p.

469.)

Ephorus, a Greek historian, born at Cyme in ..'EoHe survived the passage of Alexander
lis, 405 B.C.
into Asia (333 B.C.), which he mentioned in his his{Clem. Alex., Strom. 1, p. 337, a.) He studied
rhetoric under Isocrates, but with so little success,
that, after he had returned from Athens, his father
tory.

Demophilus sent him back

to the rhetorician for fresh

instruction.

{Plut., Vit. Isocr., p. 366, ed. Wyttenb.)
Isocrates, perceiving his unfitness for public speaking,
recommended him to turn his attention to historical

but his
composition {Senec, de Tranq. An., c. 6)
style was low and slovenly even in his histories, and
Plutarch remarks upon the silliness of the set speeches
which he introduced. {Polit. Pnecon., p. 803, b.)
Polybius observes that, though in his account of
naval matters he is sometimes happy, he always fails
;

by land, and was entirely igno{Excerpt. Vatican., p. 391.) Ephorus wrote, 1. A History of Greece, in thirty books, beginning with the siege of Troy, and termmating with
Part of the thirthe siege of Perinthus (340 B.C.).
tieth book was written 'by his son Demophilus.
{Diod.
3.
Sic, 16, 14.) 2. On Inventions, in two books.
On Goods ajid Ills, in twenty-four books. 4. On
in describing battles

rant of tactics.

Remarkable Objects in various Countries, in fifteen
6. On Dic5. The Topography of Cyme.
The fragments of these works have been collecttion.
ed by Marx, Carlsruhe, 1815.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL,
vol. 9, p. Am,—Schbll., Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 182.)
Ephyra, I. the ancient name of Corinth, which it
received from a nymph of the same name, and hence
" Corinthius.""
{Vid. CoEphyreus is equivalent to
books.

—

—

composed the city {Muller, Dorians, vol. 2, p. 550, rinlhus.) II. A city of Epirus, at the head of the bay
En^. transl.) but that afterward, when the Heracli- or harbour called Glykys Limen. It is mentioned by
dae began to encroach
Homer, in several pasupon the privileges of the other Homer and other writers.
J)orians, and, it would seem, in the reign of Theo- sages of the Iliad and Odyssey, alludes to one or more
pompus, who endeavoured to diminish the powers of cities of this name. The Ephyra, which was situated
;

the general assembly of the Spartan aristocracy, the
Dorians, in the struggle which ensued, gained for the
ephori an extension of authority, which placed them

on the banks of the river Selleis
tively ascribed

by Strabo (338)

(//., 2,

659),

is

posi-

to Elis in

PeloponnecomYnentators on the

though he allows that many
the
virtually at the head of the state, although the nominal poet were of opinion that he there adverted to
Eustathius obsovereignty was still kept in the hands of the Heraclidae. Thesprotian city of the same name.
were
{Arnold, ad Thucyd., 1, 87.
Append., 2, vol. 1, p. serves on the verse above cited, that, as there
Thus the ephori were popular magistrates, as nine towns so called, it was no easy matter to ascer646.)
far as the Dorians themselves were concerned, and
It seems probatain to which reference was made.
were, in fact, the guardians of their rights from the en- ble, however, that the Ephyra, which is twice noticed
croachments of the kings though they were, in rela- in the Odyssey (1, 259, and 2, 328) as a land aboundtion to the Perioeci {IlepLOLKot), the
in question, since
oppressive instru- ing in poisonous drugs, is the one
the river Selleis is
ments of an overbearing aristocracy. {Plato, deLeg., it was
evidently near Ithaca, and
This city is also
4, p. 712, d.) The ephori were chosen in the autumn of not named in either of the passages.
the first gave his name to the year.
Ev- spoken of by Pindar {Nem., 7, 53) ; from which pasevery year
ery Spartan was eligible to the office, without any re- sage we may infer, with Pausanias, that it was the
gard to age or wealth.
They were empowered to fine capital of the ancient kings of Thesprotia, and where,
whom they pleased, and exact immediate
of on the attempt of Theseus and Pirithoiis to carry off
sus,

—

;

;

payment

^
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the wife of Aidoneus, they were both taken prisoners
and detained. (Pausan., 1, 17.
Compare Apollodo-

—

—

It appears from StraDiod. Sic, 4, 36.)
bo (324) and other authorities, that this town afterward took the name of Cichyrus, but on what occasion
we are not informed. Mr. Hughes, who has explored
with great attention this part of Epirus, reports, "that
the ruins of Ephyra are to be seen at no great distance from the Acherusian lake, near a deserted convent dedicated to St. John.
Though the walls lie for
the most part in a confused mass of ruins, they may
be
traced in a circular figure
those parts

rus, 2, 7.

:

distinctly

apophthegms, little consistent with the idea
otherwise have entertained of their nature,
from our knowledge of the buffooneries whence his

abounded

in

we might

comedy sprung, and
partially extant

the writings of Aristophanes, his
But Epicharmus was a
successor.

{Diog-. Laert., 8,
philosopher and a Pythagorean.
In the midst of merriment, he failed not to in78.)
culcate, in pithy gnomae, the otherwise distasteful lessons of morality to the gay and thoughtless, and, sheltered by comic license, to utter offensive political
truths, which, promulgated under any other circumstances, might have subjected the sage to the ven-

We

which remam perfect exhibiting a specimen of masonry
apparently more rude even than Tiryns itself, though
the blocks used are not of so large dimensions."
Cramer^ s Ancient Greece,
{Travels, vol. 2, p. 312.

find Epichargeance of a despotic government
mus still composing comedies B.C 485 {Suidas, s. v.
'Enlx.); and again during the reign of Hiero, B.C.

vol. 1, p. 113, seqq.)

at the

—

Epicharmus, the

we have any

first

Greek comic writer of whom
He was a Syracusan,

certain account.

either by birth or emigration.
{Theocritus, Epig., 17.)
Some make him a native of Crastus, some of Cos

— Eudocia,

but all agree that he
p. lOG)
It was about B.C. 500,
Syracuse.
Olymp. 70, 1, thirty-five years after Thespis began to
exhibit, eleven years after the commencement of Phrynichus, and just before the appearance of .^schylus as
a tragedian, that Epicharmus produced the first comedy properly so called. Before him this department of
the drama was, as we have every reason to believe,
nothing but a series of licentious songs and sarcastic
episodes, without plot, connexion, or consistency. He
gave to each exhibition one single and unbroken fable,
and converted the loose interlocutions into regular diaThe subjects of his
{Aristot., Poet., 5, 5.)
logue.
comedies, as we may infer from the extant titles of
thirty-five of them, were partly parodies of mythological subjects, and, as such, not very ditferent from the
dialogue of the satyric drama, and partly political, and
in this respect may have furnished a model for the

{Siiidas

passed his

life

;

at

dialogue of the Athenian comedy. Tragedy had, some
years before the era of Epicharmus, begun to assume
its staid and dignified character
The woes of heroes
and the majesty of the gods had, under Phrynicus, be-

He died
{Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, B. C. 477.)
Epicharage of ninety or ninety-seven years.
the
to
have
added
mus is said by some authorities
Theatre of
letters f, rj, ip, u, to the Greek alphabet.
(

477.

—

2d ed., p. 162, seqq. Matthice, G. G.,
vol. 1, p. 13, Blomjield's transl.
Compare, however,
Thiersch's G. G.,
transl, vol. 1, p. 25,

the Greeks,

—

Sandford's

seqq.)

Epictetus, an eminent Stoic philosopher, born

in

The year
a servile condition at Hierapolis in Phrygia.
of his birth is not known, nor are we able to make
any very close approximation to it. He must have
been born, however, before the end of Nero's reign,
68 A.D., else he could not have been more than twenty-one when Domitian published that edict against
philosophers, in 89 A.D., in consequence of which
At the age of twentyEpictetus retired from Rome.
one he was not likely to have attained sufficient notoan
riety to bring him within the operation of such
edict.
Epictetus, then, was born most probably during
one of the last eight years of Nero's reign. The
names and condition of his parents are unknown
neither do we know how he came to be brought to
Rome. But in this city he was for some time a slave
to Epaphroditus, a freedman of Nero's, who had been
An anecdote related by Orione of his body-guard.
would
gen, which illustrates the fortitude of Epictetus,
also show, if it were true, that Epaphroditus was a
most cruel master. Epictetus, when his master was
twisting his leg one day, smiled and quietly said,
"You will break it;" and when he did break it, only
'*
Did I not tell you that you would do so 1"
observed,
:

its favourite theme.
The Sicilian poet seems
have been struck with the idea of exciting the mirth
of his audience by the exhibition of some ludicrous
matter dressed up in all the grave solemnity of the
are not told how or
newly-invented art. Discarding, therefore, the low drol- {Ong. c. Cels., 7, p. 368)
but
leries and scurrilous invectives of the ancient Kcjfi(f)6ia, when Epictetus managed to effect his freedom
he opened a novel and less invidious source of amuse- he could not have been still a slave when he left Rome
ment, by composing a set of burlesque dramas upon the in consequence of an edict against philosophers. This
usual tragic subjects.
{Athenaus, 15, p. 698, ed. event, the only one in his life the date of which we
Schweigh., vol. 5, p. 555.) They succeeded, and the can assign, took place, as has been said, in the year
turn thus given to comedy long continued ; so that 89 A.D., being the eighth year of Dom.itian's reign.
when it once more returned to personality and satire, Epictetus then retired to Nicopolis in Epirus, and it is
The
as it afterward did, tragedy and tragic poets were the a question whether he ever returned to Rome.
The great chief ground for believing that he did is a statement
constant objects of its parody and ridicule.
changes thus effected by Epicharmus justly entitled of Spartian {Vit. Hadr., 16), that Epictetus lived on
him to be called the Inventor of Comedy {Theocritus, terms of intimacy with the Emperor Hadrian ; while
Epig., 17), though it is probable that Phormis or Phor- it is agreed, on the other hand, that there is no good
mus preceded him by a few Olympiads. {Aristot., evidence of any of his discourses having been delivered
But his mer- at Rome, but that they contain frequent mention of
AthencEus, 14, p. 652, a.)
Poet., 3, 5.
he was distinguished for elegance Nicopolis.
This argument, however, is hardly suffiits rest not here
of composition as well as originality of conception. cient to overthrow the express testimony of Spartian.
Suidas says that he
do not know when he died.
Demetrius Phalereus (compare Vossius,de Poet. Gr.,
6, p. 31) says, that Epicharmus excelled in the choice lived till the reign of Marcus Aurelius but, though some
on which account the support for this opinion is sought to be obtained from
and collocation of epithets
name of 'E7ri;^dp/ziOf was given to his kind of style, Themistius [Or., 5, ad Jovian. Imp.), yet the authorimaking it proverbial for elegance and beauty. Aris- ty of Aulus Gellius is strong on the other side, who,
totle {Rhet., 3, 9) lays one fault to his charge as a writing during the reign of the first Antonine, speaks

come
to

We

;

—

:

We

;

:

So many
writer, the employment of false antitheses.
were his dramatic excellences, that Plato terms him
of comic writers {Thecetetus, p. 33), and in a
age and foreign country, Plautus chose him as
The plays of
his model.
{Horat., Epist., 2, 2, 58.)
Epicharmus, to judge from the fragments still left us,

the

first

later

4X8

two places, as being dead. {Noct.
18.-76., 17, 19.) Epictetus led a life of exemplary contentment, simplicity, and virtue, practising
He
in all particulars the morality which he taught.
lived for a long while in a small hut, with no other
furniture than a bed and lamp, and without an attend-

of Epictetus, in
Alt., 2,

»

EPI
ant

;

until

EPICURUS.

he benevolently adopted a child

whom

a

friend had been compelled by poverty to expose, and
hired a nurse for its sake.
Epictetus was a teacher of
the Stoic philosophy, and the chief of those who lived

—

His lessons
during the period of the Roman empire.
were principally, if not solely, directed to practical
His favourite maxim, and that into which
morality.
was " bear and
he resolved all
practical morality,
forHe appears to have difbear," avexov Kal airexov.
fered from the Stoics on the subject of suicide.
{Arare told by Arrian, in his
rian, Epict., 1,8.)

We

"
Preface to the
Discourses," that he was a powerful
and exciting lecturer and, according to Origen (c.
Cels., 7, ad intt.), his style was superior to that of
It is a proof of the estimation in which EpicPlato.
;

tetus was held, that, on his death, his lamp was purchased by some more eager than wise aspirant after
philosophy for three thousand drachmas, or over five
hundred dollars of our currency. (Lucian, adv. Invol. 8, p. 15, ed Bip.)
doct. libr. ement
Though it
is said by Suidas that Epictetus wrote much, there is
to
that
believe
he
himself
wrote nothing.
good reason
His Discourses were taken down by his pupil Arrian,
and published after his death in six books, of which
The same Arrian compiled the Enchifour remam.
ridion, and wrote a life of Epictetus, which is lost.
Some fragments have been preserved, however, by
Stobaeus.
Simplicius has also left a commentary on
his doctrine, in the Eclectic manner.
The best edition of the remains of Epictetus is that of SchweigThe same editor
haeuser, 6 vols. 8vo, Lips., 1799.
has published the Enchiridion, together with the Tablet of Cebes, in a separate volume (Lips., 1797,
There is an English version of the Enchiridion
8vo).
or Manual by Mrs. Carter.
(Fabric, Bibl. Grac, ed.
,

— Enfield,

64.
Hist. Philos., vol.2,
Us. KnowL, vol. 9, p. 471.)
Epicurus, a celebrated philosopher, born in the year
341 B.C., seven years after the death of Plato.
He
was a native of the Island of Sainos, whither his father
had gone from Athens, in the year 352 B.C., among
2000 colonists then sent out by the Athenians. (Slra-

Harks,

p.

vol. 5,

p.

121.— Encycl.

Yet he was an Athenian by right, belongbo, 638.)
ing to the borough Gargettus, and to the tribe ^geis.
His father Neocles is said to have been a schoolmasand his mother Chaeristrata to have practised arts
of magic, in which it was afterward made a charge
against Epicurus, that, when he was young, he assisted her. (Diog. Laert., 10, 4.) Having passed his
early years in Samos and Teos, he went to Athens at
the age of eighteen.
are told that he had begun
ter,

We

to study philosophy when only fourteen,
having been
incited thereto by a desire, which the teachers to whom

Epicurus is said by Diogenes Laertius (10, 9;
to have had so many
pupils that even whole cities
could not contain them.
Hearers came to him from
distant places very many from Lampsacus
and while
men often deserted other schools to join that of Epi-

years.

;

;

curus, there

were only two instances,

at most, of

Epicurus being deserted for any other teacher.
Epicurus
and his pupils lived together in the garden of which
we have spoken, in a state of friendship, which, as it
is usually represented, could not be surpassed ; abstaining from putting their property together and enjoying

it

in

common,

for the quaint yet significant rea-

son that such a plan implied mutual distrust.
The
friendship subsisting between Epicurus and his pupils
is commemorated by Cicero (de Fin., 1, 20).
In this
garden, too, they lived in the most frugal and virtuous
manner, though it was the delight of the enemies of Epicurus to represent it differently, and though Timocrates, who had once been his pupil, and had abandoned
him, spread such stories as that Epicurus used to vomit twice a
day after a surfeit, and that many immodest
women were inmates of the garden. ( Vid. Leontium.) An inscription over the gate of the garden told
him who might be disposed to enter, that barley-cakes
and water would be the fare provided for him (Senec,
Ep 31) ; and such was the chastity of Epicurus, that
one of his principal opponents, Chrysippus, endeavoured to account for it, so as to deny him any merit, by
(Stob., Serm.,
saying that he was without passions.
117.)
Epicurus did not marry, in order that he might
be able to prosecute philosophy without interruption.
His most attached friends and pupils were Hermachus
of Mytilene, whom he appointed by will to succeed
him as master of the school Metrodorus, who wrote
several books in defence of his system, and Polyaenus.
,

;

Epicurus's three brothers, Neocles, Chaeredemus, and
Aristobulus, also followed his philosophy, as also one
of his servants, Mys, whom at his death he made free.
Besides the garden in Athens, from which the followers
of Epicurus, in succeeding time, came to be named
the philosophers of the garden (Juv., Sat., 13, 122.
Id., 14, 319), Epicurus possessed a house in Melite, a
he used often to retire
village near Athens, to which
On his death he left this house, towith his friends.
gether with the garden, to Hermachus, as head of the
school, to be left by him again to whosoever might
In physics Epicurus trod pretty
be his successor.
closely in the footsteps of Democritus ; so much so,
indeed, that he was accused of taking his atomic cosmology from that philosopher without acknowledgment. He made very few, and these unimportant, alterations.
(Cic, de Fin., 1, 6.) According to Epicurus,

—

—

as also to Democritus and Leucippus before him, the
he had applied had failed to satisfy, of understanding universe consists of two parts, matter and space, or vacHesiod's description of chaos
and that he began with uum in which matter exists and moves and all matter,
the writings of Democritus.
In Samos he is said to of every kind and form, is reducible to certain indivisible
have received lessons from Pamphilus, a follower of particles or atoms, which are eternal.
These atoms,
;

;

(Smd.—Cic, N. D., 1, 26.)— On the occasion of this his first visit to Athens, Epicurus stayed
there for a very short time.
He left it in consequence

moving, according to a natural tendency, straight downward, and also obliquely, have thereby come to form
the different bodies which are found in the world, and
of the measures taken by Perdiccas after the death of which differ in kind and shape, according as the atoms
Alexander the Great, and went to Colophon to join his are differently placed in respect to one another. It is
with
In his 32d year, 310 B.C., he went to Myti- clear that, in this
father.
system, a creator is dispensed
lene, where he set up a school.
Staying only one year and indeed Epicurus, here again following Democritus,
at this latter place, he next proceeded to
Lampsacus, set about to prove, in an a priori way, that this creawhere he taught for four years. He returned to Athens tor could not exist, inasmuch as nothing could arise
in the year 306 B.C., and now founded the school, out of
nothing, any more than it could utterly perish
which ever after was named from him the Epicurean. and become nothing. The atoms have existed always,
He purchased a garden for 80 minae (about 1400 dol- and always will exist and all the various physical
time to time, by
lars), wherein he might live with his disciples and dephenomena are brought about, from
liver his lectures, and henceforth remained in
It remains to speak of the Epi
Athens, their various motions.
out from the two
with the exception only of two or three visits to his curean
system of ethics. Setting
friends in Asia Minor, until his death, B.C. 270.
of pleasure and pain, and
The facts that man is

Plato.

;

;

—

disease which brought him to his death

He was

was the

stone.

in his seventy-second
year when he died, and
he had then been settled in Athens as a teacher for 36

susceptible
that he seeks the one and avoids the other, Epicurus
man's duty to endeavour to inpropounded, that it is a
crease to the utmost his pleasures, and diminish to

EPI

EPICURUS.
the utmost his pains

;

choosing that which tends to

pleasure rather than that which tends to pain, and
that which tends to a greater pleasure or to a lesser
pain rather than that which tends respectively to a

He used the terms
lesser pleasure or a greater pain.
pleasure and pain in the most comprehensive way, as
including pleasure and pain of both mind and body ;
and he esteemed the pleasures and pains of the mind
as incomparably greater than those of the body.
Making, then, good and evil, or virtue and vice, depend
on a tendency to increase pleasure and diminish pain,
or the opposite, he arrived, as he easily might do, at

the several virtues to be inculcated and vices to be
denounced. And when he got thus far, even his adversaries had nothing to say against him.
It is strange
that they should have continued to revile the principle,
no matter by what name it might be called, when they
saw that it was a principle which led to truth. The
period in which Epicurus opened his school was pecu-

—

In the room of the simplicity of the
Socratic doctrine, nothing now remained but the suband
affectation
of Stoicism, the unnatural severity
tlety
of the Cynics, or the debasing doctrine of indulgence
taught and practised by the followers of Aristippus.
The luxurious refinement which now prevailed in
Athens, while it rendered every rigid scheme of philosophy, as well as all grossness of manners, unpopular,
inclined the younger citizens to listen to a preceptor
who smoothed the stern and wrinkled brow of philosophy, and, under the notion of conducting his followers to enjoyment in the bower of tranquillityr led them
onawares into the path of moderation and virtue.
Hence the popularity of his school. It cannot be denied, however, that, from the time when this philosopher
appeared to the present day, an uninterrupted course
of censure has fallen upon his memory ; so that the
name of his sect has almost become a proverbial exliarly favourable.

pression for everything corrupt in principle and infamous in character. The charges brought against Epicurus are, that he superseded all religious principles by
that
dismissing the gods from the care of the world
if he
conacknowledged their existence, it was only
;

m

formity to popular prejudice, since, according to his
system, nothing exists in nature but material atoms
;

that he discovered great insolence and vanity in the
disrespect with which he treated the memory of for-

mer

philosophers, and the characters and persons of

his contemporaries
and that both he and his disciples
were addicted to the grossest sensuality. These ac;

cusations, too, have been not only the voice of common
rumour, but more or less confirmed by men distinguished for their wisdom and virtue Zeno, Cicero, Plutarch,
With
Galen, and a long train of Christian fathers.
respect to the first charge, it certainly admits of no ref-

—

utation.

The

doctrine of Epicurus concerning nature

militated directly against the agency of a Supreme Being in the formation and government of the world ; and
his misconceptions with respect to mechanical motion,
and the nature of divine happiness, led him to divest

the Deity of

some

of his primary attributes.

It

does

not, however, appear that he entirely denied the exist-

Cicero charges him with
ence of superior powers.
inconsistency in having written books concerning piety
and the reverence due to the gods, and in maintaining
that the gods ought to be worshipped, while he asserted that they had no concern in human affairs. That

there

was an inconsistency

in this

is

obvious.

But

Epicurus professed, that the universal prevalence of the
ideas of gods was sutficient to prove that they existed and, thinking it necessary to derive these ideas,
like all other ideas, from sensations, he imagined that
the gods were beings of human form, hovering about
in the air, and made known to men by the customary
emanations. He believed that these gods were eternal,
and supremely happy, living in a state of quiet, and
;

meddling not with the
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affairs

of the world.

He

con-

tended that they were to be worshipped on account of
the excellence of their nature, not because they could
do men either good or harm. (Cic, N. D., 1, 41.
Our chief sources of informaSenec.,deBenef.,A, 19.)
tion respecting the doctrines of Epicurus are, the lOth
book of Diogenes Laertius, and the poem of Lucretius
" De Rerum NcUura."
Information is also furnished
by the writings of Cicero, especially the "Dc Fini-

—

—

bus'^

eca,

and the " De Natura Deorum ;" by those of Senand by the treatise of Plutarch entitled " Against

Colotes."

Epicurus, according to Diogenes Laertius,
more voluminous writer than any other philosopher, having written as many as 300 volumes, in all
of which he is said to have studiously avoided making
All that now remains of his works are the
quotations.
Letters contained in the 10th book of Diogenes Laertius, and parts of two books of his treatise on Nature
{nepl ^oeug), which were discovered at Hercnlaneum. The last were published at Leipzig in 1818, be-

was

a

ing edited by OrelH.

A

critical

edition of the first

two
was given by Schneider,
—
The Epicurean school was

at Leipzig, 1813.
carried on, after Herma-

letters

Polystratus and many others, concerning
and the doctrines which
nothing is known
Epicurus had taught underwent few modifications.
When introduced among the Romans, these doctrines,
chus, by

whom

;

though very much opposed at first, were yet adopted
by many distinguished men, as Lucretius, Atticus,
Horace.
Under the emperors, Pliny the Younger, and
Lucian of Samosata, were Epicureans. {Enfield, Hist.

—
Us. Knowl.,\o\.
— Book of
— Good's Lucretius,Encycl.
Prolegom.

Phil., vol. 1, p. 445, seqq.
9, p.

472.

Nature,

Id.,

vol. 1, p. 48, segq.,

&c.)

Epidamnus, a city of Illyricum, on the coast, north
of Apollonia.
Its foundation is universally ascribed
to the Corcyreans, who, in compliment to Corinth,
their metropolis, invited a citizen of that town to head
their new colony.
{Thucyd., 1, 24.) But we are not
informed what circumstances led to the change in its
name from Epidamnus to that of Dyrrachium, by
which it is more commonly known to the Latin writers.

Some have

thought that Epidamnus and Dyrrachium
which was the
emporium of the former. Others affirmed, that the
Romans, considering the word Epidamnus to be of evil
omen, called it iDyrrachium from the ruggedness of its
situation.
Pomp. Mel, 2, 3.
(Appian, B. C, 2, 39.

were two

different towns, the latter of

—

—

It is pretty evident, however,
Plin., H. N., 8, 23.)
that the word Av/i/6d;^toi; is of Greek, and not of Latin

the poet Euphorion of Chalorigin, for we find it used by
cis in a verse preserved by Stephanus of Byzantium, s.

Av^pdxiov. The fact seems to be, that the founders
of Epidamnus gave the name of Dyrrachium or Dyrrhachium to the high and craggy peninsula on which
Strabo (316) certainly applies
they built their town.
V.

this appellation to the Chersonese, as does the poet
Alexander cited by Stephanus, s. v. Avp^dxiov, and
this, in time, may have usurped the place of the former
name. It is probable, also, that the town called Dyrrachium did not exactly occupy the site of the ancient
Epidamnus; indeed, this is plainly asserted by PauEusebius refers the foundation of Episanias (5, 10).
damnus to the second year of the 38th Olympiad, or
Periander was then tyrant of Corinth,
about 625 B.C.
and nearly at the same period Cyrene was founded by
Battus.
Placed at the entrance of the Hadriatic, in a
situation most advantageous for commerce, which was
also favoured by its relations with Corcyra and Corinth,

Epidamnus early attained to a considerable degree of
It possessed a treasury at Olymopulence and power.
its citizens vied with those
pia (Pausan., 6, 19), and
of the most celebrated states of Greece in wealth and

And though
(Herodot., 6, 127.)
the jealousy of the neighbouring barbarians had often
of
the
the
peace
rising coloprompted them to disturb
all their attacks until
ny, it successfully withstood
accomplishments.

EPI

EPIDAURUS.

dissension and faction, that bane of the Grecian states,
upon the city their attendant evils, and so imthat it was forced to seek from the
paired its strength
Corcyreans that aid against foreign as well as domesentailed

The renecessities required.
fusal of Corcyra compelled the Epidamnians to apply
to Corinth, which gladly sought this opportunity of inits influence at the expense of that of Corcyra.
tic

enemies which

its

creasing

A Corinthian

force, together with a fresh supply of colaid

was accordingly despatched by land to the
of Epidamnus, and contributed greatly to restore
onists,

or-

The Corcyreans, however, who
der and tranquillity.
were on no friendly terms with the Corinthians, could
not brook this interference in the afTairs of their colony
they also equipped a fleet, which, on its arrival at Epi;

damnus, summoned that town to receive back those
citizens who had been banished, and to send away the

On the rejection of this
Corinthian reinforcement.
in conproposal by the Epidamnians, the Corcyreans,
the
junction with the neighbouring Illyrians, besieged
town, and, after some days, compelled it to surrender.
These are the events which Thucydides has related at
lenath, from their intimate connexion with the origin
know but little of the
of the Peloponnesian war.

We

Epidamnus from
Romans. Aristotle,

fortunes of

by the

this period to its conquest
in his Politics (5, 1), no-

change which took place in its constitution,
from the government of magistrates called phylarchs to
tices a

that of a senate.

The

character of

its

inhabitants,

which was once virtuous and just, was also impaired
by luxury and vice, if we may credit Plautus, who
(Act. 2, Sc. 1.)
portrays them in his Menaechmi.
That Venus was particularly worshipped here we learn
from Catullus (36, 11).
Dyrrachium became the
scene of the contest between Caesar and Pompey.
The latter general, having been compelled to withdraw
from Italy by his enterprising adversary, retired to
Dyrrachium on the opposite coast of lUyria, and having collected all his forces round that city, deterCaesar
mined to make a stand against the enemy.
soon followed him thither, having formed the bold de-

—

of blockading his adversary in his intrenched
This led to a series of opclose to the town.
erations, which are detailed at length by Caesar him-

sign

camp
self;

the success of

which continued doubtful

until

Pompey at length forced his enemy to retire, and was
thus enabled to transfer the seat of war into Thessaly.
(CcBs., B. C, 3, 41, seqq.—Appian, B. C, 2, 40.)
In addition to the strength of its situation, Dyrrachium
was of importance to the Romans from its vicinity to
Cicero landed there on his banishment
Brundisium,
from Italy, and speaks of the kindness he experienced
from the inhabitants.
{Ep. ad Fam., 14, 1.)
learn, indeed, from ^lian {V. H., 13, 16), that the
laws of this city were particularly favourable to stranDio Cassius observes, that Dyrrachium sided
gers.
with Antony during the last civil wars of the republic;
and thence it was that Augustus, after his victory, rewarded his soldiers with estates in its territory. The
Byzantine historians speak of it as being still a con-

We

in their time.

siderable

— Cedren.,place
Basil.

Imp.,

p.

(Ann. Comnen.,
703.

— Niceph.,

1,

41.

Cullist.,

now

But
17, 3.)
scarcely more than a village,
is rendered
unhealthy by its proximity to some
Its modern name is Durazzo.
marshes.
(Cramer^s
Ancient Chrecce, vol. 1, p. 49, seqq.)
a
at
festival
Athens
in
honour
of .^sEpidaoria,
it is

which

culapius.

Epidaurus, I. a city of Argolis, on the shores of the
Saronic Gulf, opposite the island of ^gina.
Its territory extended along the coast for the space of fifteen
stadia, while towards the land it was encircled by lofty
.Tiountains, which contributed to its security.
{StraThe more ancient appellation of this city
jo, 374.)
was Epicanis ; its founders having been Carians, as
Aristotle reported,

P

P p

who were

afterward joined by an

Ionian colony from Attica (ap. Strab., I. c).
On the
arrival of the Heraclidas and Dorians, Epidaurus submitted to their arms, and received a colony from Ar-

gos under De'iphontes. (Pawjan., 2, 34.) It afterward
contributed, as Herodotus informs us (I, 146, and 7,
99), to the foundation of several Dorian cities in Asia
Minor.
The constitution of Epidaurus was originally
monarchical ; in the time of Periander of Corinth, his
father-in-law, Procles,

was

tyrant of Epidaurus.

(He-

Afterward the government was aristorod., 3, 53.)
cratical ; the chief magistrates being called Artynse or
Artyni, as at Argos (Thitcyd., 5, 47), and being the
presidents of a council of one hundred and eighty.

The common

people were termed Konipedes (Kovi-

TTodef) or dusty-feet, in allusion to their agricultural

(Plut., Qruzst. Gr.,\.)
Epidaurus was the
mother-city of iEgina and Cos, the former of which
was once dependant upon it ; afterward, however, the
.^ginetse emancipated themselves from this state of
vassalage, and, by means of their navy, did much injury to the Epidaurian territory. (Herod., 5, 83.) The
pursuits.

Epidaurians sent ten ships to Salamis, and 800 heavysoldiers to Plataea.
(Herodot., 8, 1, and 9, 102.)

armed

They were

the allies of Sparta during the Peloponne1, 105, and 2, 56), and successfully
resisted the Argives, who besieged their city after the
sian

war (Thucyd.,

battle of Amphipolis.

ring the Boeotian

(Thucyd.,

war they were

Lacedaemon (Xen., Hist. Gr.,

we

5, 53, seqq.)

still

4, 2,

in alliance

16

—

Zrf.,

Duwith

7, 2, 2),

them united with
the Achaean league. (Polyb.,2,5.) Epidaurus was still
but in the time of Aratus

find

a flourishing city when Paulus .^milius made the tour
of Greece (Liv., 45, 28.—Polyb., 30, 15, 1) and Pausanias informs us, that many of its buildings were in
good preservation when he visited Argolis, more than
three centuries later.
Epidaurus was famed for having
been, in the mythological legends of Greece, the natal
and it derived its greatest ceplace of iEsculapius
;

—
;

lebrity

from a neighbouring temple to that god, which

was the resort of all who needed his assistance. The
temple of ^sculapius was situate at the upper end of
In 293 B.C.,
a valley, about five miles from the city.

was so celebrated that, during a pestilence at Rome,
a deputation was sent from this city to implore Lhe aid
The temple
of the Epidaurian god.
(Z.tr., 10, 47.)
was always crowded with invalids, and the priests, who
it

were

also physicians, contrived to

keep up its reputawere covered with tablets describing
the cures which they had wrought, even in the time of
This sacred edifice had been raised on the
Strabo.
spot where iEsculapius was supposed to have been
It was once richly decorated with
born and educated.
but these had for the most part disappeared,
oflferings,
tion, for the walls

The greatest
either by open theft or secret plunder.
depredator was Sylla, who appropriated the wealth deposited in this shrine to the purpose of defraying the
expenses of his army in the war against Mithradates.
(Plut.y Vit. Syll.—Diod. Sic, Excerpt., 406.)— Chandler states, that the site of this ancient city is now
called Epithauro ; but the traces are indistinct, and it
vol. 2, p.
has probably long been deserted.
( Travels,
Dodwell observed " several masses of ruin at
272.)
the foot of a promontory, which are covered by the
sea
also some Doric remains and Roman fragments,
on that side which is towards the plain." (Class.
Tour, vol. 2, p. 263.) The ruins of the temple
now called Ge.^sculapius are to be seen on the spot
Near the temrao, probably a corruption of Hieron.
beautiful theatre, built by Polyple was a remarkably
;

d

is now
(Pausan., 2, 27, 5.) This
other theatre in Greece, except
preservation than any
that at Trametzus, near loannina, and was capable of

in better

clitus.

(Leake's Morca, vol.
containing 12,000 spectators.
423.— Cramer'.? Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 270.)
town of Laconia, surnamed Limera, on the
n.
It.
eastern coast, about 300 stadia from Epidelium.

2, p.

A
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had been founded by
whom, indeed,
according to Herodotus, the whole of this coast, as far
Malean promontor>', once belonged. Apollodorus {ap. Strab., 368) pretended, that Liinera was
only a contraction for Limenera, by which allusion was
made to the convenience of the harbour. The town
was situate on an eminence near the sea, and conthe Argives, to

EpimenTdes, a Cretan, contemporary with Solon,
the island tfi
born in the year 659 B.C., at Phaestus,
Crete, accordmg to some accounts, or at Census
Many marvellous tales are reaccording to others.
It is said, that going, by his father's
lated of him.
order, \n search of a sheep, he laid himself down in a
cave, where he fell asleep, and slept for fifty years.
tained, among other buildings, a celebrated temple of He then made his appearance among his fellow-citiThe ruins of Epidaurus Limera are to zens with long hair and a flowing beard, and with a
.-Esculapius.
be seen a little to the north of the modern Moncm- knowledge of medicine and natural history which then
basia. {Itin. of Morea, p. 235.) Its site is now known appeared more than human.
Another idle story told
by the name of Palaio Embasia.
{Cramer's Ancient of this Cretan is, that he had a power of sending his
III.
maritime city of lUy- soul out of his body and recalling it at pleasure. It is
Greece, vol. 3, p. 201.)
Mannert identifies it with added, that he had familiar intercourse with the gods,
ria, south of the river Naro.
the Arbona of Polybius (2, 11.
Mannert, Geogr., and possessed the power of prophecy. The event of
vol. 7, p. 350).
his life for which he is best known, was his visit to
EpidIum, I. one of the Ebudae Insulae, supposed by Athens at the request of the inhabitants, in order to
to
Mannert
be the same with the modern Ila. {Geogr., pave the way for the legislation of Solon by purificavol. 2, p. 231.)
II.
promontory of Caledonia, cor- tions and propitiatory sacrifices. These rites were
responding to the southern extremity of the peninsula calculated, according to the spirit of the age, to allay
of Cantyre.
the feuds and party dissensions which prevailed there ;
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 204.)
Epigoni {''E.myovoi, descendants), the sons of the and, although what he enjoined was mostly of a reliGrecian heroes who were killed in the first Theban gious nature (for instance, the sacrifice of a human vicwar.
The war of the Epigoni is tim, the consecration of a temple to the Euraenides,
{Vid. Polynices.)
famous in ancient history. It was undertaken ten years and of two altars to Hybris and Anaideia, the two evil
after the first.
The sons of those who had perished powers which were exerting their influence on the
in the first war resolved to avenge the death of their Athenians), there can be little doubt but that his object

m

as the

—

A

—

—

A

The god, when

was political, and that Solon's constitution would hardly
have been accepted, had it not been recommended and
sanctioned by some person, who, hke Epimenides,
claimed from men little less than the veneration due to
The Athenians wished to reward
a superior being.
of the expedition.
The other leaders were Amphilo- Epimenides with wealth and public honours, but he
chus, brother of Alcmaeon
^gialeus, son of Adras- refused to accept any remuneration, and only demandtus
Diomedes, of Tydeus Promachus, of Parthe- ed a branch of the sacred olive-tree, and a decree of
of
nopaeus ; Sthenelus,
Capaneus and Eurypylus, of perpetual friendship between Athens and his native
Mecisteus.
The Argives were assisted by the Mes- city.
owe most of the wonderful tales,
probably
senians. Arcadians, Corinthians, and Megarians. The relative to Epimenides, to the Cretans, who were, to
Thebans obtained aid from the neighbouring states. a proverb, famous for their powers of invention. All
The invaders ravaged the villages about Thebes. A that is credible concerning him is, that he was a man
to have intercourse
battle ensued, in which Laodamas, the son of Eteocles, of
superior talents, who pretended
slew .^gialeus, and fell himself by ihe spear of Alc- with the gods and, to support his pretensions, lived
consulted, promised them vicby Alcmaeon, the son of Amphiaraus. Alcmaeon accordingly took the command. Another account, however, given by Pausanias (9, 9, 2), makes
Thersander, son of Polynices, to have been at the head
fathers.

tory, if led

;

;

;

—We

;

;

The Thebans then fled ; and, by the advice of
Tiresias, they secretly left their city, which was entered and plundered by the Argives, and Thersander
maeon.

retirement upon the spontaneous productions of the
Perearth, and practised various arts of imposture.
he had the
haps, in his hours of pretended inspiration,

in

—

was placed on the throne. With the exception of the
events of the Trojan war and the return of the Greeks,
nothing was so closely connected with the Iliad and
Odyssey as the war of the Argives against Thebes,
since many of the principal heroes of Greece, particularly Diomede and Sthenelus, were themselves among
the conquerors of Thebes, and their fathers before
them, a bolder and wilder race, had fought on the same
spot, in a contest which, although unattended with
victory, was still far from inglorious.
Hence, also, re-

art of

would

and entranced, which
appearing totally insensible
for
easily be mistaken, by ignorant spectators,

of dismissing and recalling his spirit.
Epiis said to have lived, after his return to Crete,
Divine honours were paid
to the age of 157 years.
him afte"r his death by the superstitious Cretans. He
a

power

menides

has no other claims to be mentioned among philosoa theogony, and other
phers, except that he composed
poems concerning religious mysteries. He wrote also
a poem on the Argonautic expedition, and other works,

puted Homeric poems on the subject of this war were
extant, which perhaps really bore a great affinity to the
Homeric time and school. For we do not find, as in

His treatise on oracles and
which are entirely lost.
is said to have
responses, mentioned by St. Jerome,
been the work from which St. Paul quotes in the episthe other poems of the cycle, the name of one, or tle to Titus (1,
Consult Heinrich. Epimenides
12.
those of several later poets, placed in connexion with aus Kreta,
Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol.
Leipz., 1801.
these compositions, but they are either attributed to 9,
109.— Vol. Max., 8, 13.
p. 476.— ZHo^. Laert., 1,
Homer, as the earlier Greeks in general appear to have —Plin., 7, 62.—Aristot., Rhet., 3, 9.— Enfield's His-

—

or if the authorship of Homer is doubted, they
;
are usually attributed to no author at all.
Thus the
second part of the Thebai's, which related to the exploits of the Epigoni, was, according to Pausanias (9,

iJone

—

vol. 1, p. 132, seqg.)
tory of Philosophy,
a son of lapetus and Clymene, one

EpiMETml^

9, 2),

He inconsiderately married Panof the Oceanicies.
dora, by whom he had Pyrrha, the wife of Deucalion.
The legend connected with his name will be found un-

in

der the article Pandora.

ascribed by some to Homer.
The true reading
Pausanias, in the passage just referred to, is unand
neither
"KalaTvo^ (more cordoubtedly KaXklvog,
rectly ILakaLvoq), as the common text has it, nor KaAJdfiaxoq, as

Ruhnken conjectures {ad

Callim., vol.

Epimethis, a patronymic of Pyrrha, the daughter
of Epimetheus.

Epiphanea,

1,

—

Mullcr, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

482

p. 70, seq.).

I.

{Ovid, Met., 1, 390.)
a town of Cilicifc Campestris, south-

east of Anazarbus, and situate on the small river CarIt is now
sus, near the range of Mount Amanus.
city of Syria, on
{Plin., 5, 27.)— II.

This ancient elegiac poet, therep. 439,
fore, about the twentieth Olympiad, quoted the Thehaid
The Epigoni was still commonly asas Homeric.
cribed to Homer in the time of Herodotus (4, 32.
ed. Ernest.).

Surfendkar.

I

A

Apamea. Its Oriental and true name
was Hamath, and it was reckoned by the people of the
the Orontes, below

EPI

E PI
"

East one of the most magnificent cities in the world,
Pentaglottus" {UevTayXuTTor), or the Five-tongn*d.
But Scaliger calls him an ignorant man, who comiudhaving been founded, as they imagined, by Hamath,
one of the sons of Canaan. Allusion is frequently ted the greatest blunders, told the greatest falseho<«ls,
made to Hamath in the Old Testament. (Compare and knew next to nothing about either Hebrew or
Still his
Genesis, 10, 18.— 2 Samuel, 8, 9.-2 Kings, 48, 34. Greek.
writings are of great value, as conJerem., 49, 23.
Amos, 6,2.) Its name was chan- taining numerous citations from curious works which
The best edition of his works
ged to Epiphanea, in honour of Antiochus Epiphaiies. are no longer extant.
It is now Hama, and was in modern times the seat of is that of Petavius, Paris, 2 vols, fol., 1622, and Col.t
an Arabian dynasty, to which the geographer Abulfeda 1682.
(Du Pin, Bibl. EccL, vol. 2.— Cave's Lit.
Clarke's Succession of SaBayle, Diet., s. v.
(Abul/eda, Tab. Syr., p. m8.—Pococke, Hist.
belonged.

—

—

—

vol. 2, p.

210.— Mannert,

Epiphanes

—

(illustrious),

King of Syria.
King of Egypt.
IV.,

vol. 6, pt. 1, p.

II.

I.

A

—

cred Literature.

461.)

—Encyc. Useful Knowledge,

vol. 9, p.

surname of Antiochus 477.)
surname of Ptolemy V.,
Epipol.*;, apiece of elevated and broken ground,
a

down towards

sloping

Epiphanius, a bishop of Salamis in Cyprus, in the
He was born of Jewish parents, at a
fourth century.
Besanducan, near Eleutheropolis, in PalA.D. 320, and appears to have been educated in Egypt, where he imbibed the principles of the
Gnostics.
At length he left those heretics, and, becoming an ascetic, returned to Palestine and adopted
village called
estine, about

the discipline of St. Hilarion, the founder of monachism
in that country.
Epiphanius erected a monastery near
the place of his birth, over which he presided till he

was made bishop of Salamis in 367. Here he remained about 36 years, and composed most of his writings.
In 391 he commenced a controversy with John, bishop
of Jerusalem, relative to the Platonic doctrines of the

learned and laborious Origen, against which he wrote
and preached with implacable bitterness. John favoured Origen's views, but Epiphanius found in Theophilus, the violent bishop of Alexandrea, a worthy
coadjutor, who, in 399, convened a council, and condemned all the works of Origen. Epiphanius himself

then called a council in Cyprus, A.D. 401, and reiterated this condemnation, after which he wrote to St.
Chrysostom, then bishop of Constantinople, requesting
him to do the same. On finding this prelate disinclined to sanction his violent proceedings, he forthwith
repaired to Constantinople, for the purpose of exciting
the bishops of that diocese to join in executing the decrees which his Cyprian council had issued ; but, having entered a church in the city in order to repeat his
anathemas, he was forewarned by Chrysostom of the

of his conduct, and was obliged to desist.
at this disappointment, he applied to the
imperial court for assistance, where he soon embroiled
himself with the Empress Eudoxia
for, on the occaillegality

Exasperated

;

sion of her asking him to pray for the young Theodowho was dangerously ill, he replied that her son
should not die, provided she would not patronise the

sius,

the city of Syracuse, but pre-

on the other side. It received its name from
the circumstance of its overlooking Syracuse. Hence
Thucydides (6, 96) remarks, orvofiaaTaL vnb rCtv Zvpci{)itous

aaovaiiov, 6lu to ennroXf/g rov ak7.ov elvai, 'EttiitoTiai.
(Consult Gbller, de Situ et Origine Syracus-

arum, p. 53, seqq.)
Epirus, a country

to the west of Thessaly, lying
The Greek term jjTreipog, which
along the Hadriatic.
answers to the English word mainland, appears to have
been applied at a very early period to that northwestern portion of Greepe which is situated between the
chain of Pindus and the Ionian Gulf, and between the
Ceraunian Mountains and the river Acheloiis
this
name being probably used to distinguish it from the
large, populous, and wealthy island of Corcyra, which
;

lay opposite to the coast.

It appears that, in
very
ancient times, Acarnania was also included in the term,
and in that case the name must have been used in

opposition to all the islands lying along the coast.
The ancient
(Strab., 453.—i/om., Od., 14, 100.)
geography of Epirus was attended with great difficulties
even in the time of Strabo. The country had not then
recovered from the effects of the destruction caused by

Paulns ^milius in 167 B.C., who destroyed seventy
towns, and reduced to slavery 150,000 of the inhabitants.
Liv., 45, 34.
(Polyb., ap. Strab., p. 322.
After this the greatPlut., Vit. Paul. JEmil, c 29.)
er part of the country remained in a state of absolute

—

—

where there were any inhabitants, they
had nothing but villages and ruins to dwell in. (Strab.,
The inhabitants of Epirus were scarcely consid327.)
The population in early times had
ered Hellenic.
The oracle at Dodona
been Pelasgic.
(Strab., 221.)
was always called Pelasgic, and many names of places
in Epirus were also borne by the Pelasgic cities of
desolation, and,

—

—

the opposite coast of Italy.
vol. 1, p. 34.)

But

(Niebuhr, Hist. Rom.,

irruptions of Illyrians had barba-

defenders of Origen.
To this presumptuous message
the empress indignantly answered, that her son's life
was not in the power of Epiphanius, whose prayers
were unable to save that of his own archdeacon, who
had recently died. After thus vainly endeavouring to
gratify his sectarian animosity, he resolved to return
to Cyprus
but he died at sea on the passage, A.D.
403.
The principal works of Epiphanius are, 1. Ilavdpiov, or a Treatise on Heresies, that is, peculiar sects
This is the most important of his writings.
(alpeaetg).
It treats of eighty sects, from the time of Adam to the
2. 'AvaKe<l>a2.aiuai^,
latter part of the 4th century.
or an Epitome of the Panarion.
3. 'AjKvpuTov, or
a Discourse on the Faith, explaining the doctrine of

rized the

the Trinity, Resurrection, &c.
4.
treatise on the
ancient weights, measures, and coins of the Jews.
Epiphanius was an austere and superstitious ascetic,
and, as a bitter controversialist, he often resorts to very
false arguments for the refutation of heretics.
That

Achilles, Neoptolemus, or Pyrrhus, as he is also called,
having crossed from Thessaly into Epirus on his return from the siege of Troy, was induced, by the advice of an oracle, to settle in the latter country, where,

;

A

—

his inaccuracy and'credulity were
equal to his religious
teal, is apparent from his numerous mistakes in anhistorical
and
his
reliance
on any false
facts,
portant

and

foolish reports.
Jerome, however, admires Epiphanius for his skill in the Hebrew, Syriac, Egyptian,
Greek, and Latin languages, and accordingly styles him

whole nation
and though Herodotus speaks
of Thesprotia as a part of Hellas, he refers rather to
its old condition, when it was a celebrated seat of
the Pelasgians, than to its state at the time when he
In their mode of cutting the hair,
wrote his history.
in their costume, and in their language, the Epirotes
resembled the Macedonians, who were an Illyrian
;

race.

(Strab., 327.)
Theopompus (ap. Strab., 323)
divided the inhabitants of Epirus into fourteen different tribes, of which the most renowned were the Chaonians and Molossians, who successively maintained
a preponderance in this country.
The Molossians
claimed descent from Molossus, son of Neoptolemus
and Andromache. Tradition reported, that the son of

of

territory,
having subjugated a considerable extent
he transmitted his newly-formed kingdom to Molossus,
his
whom
his son by Andromache, from
subjects derived the name of Molossi.
(Pmrf., Nem., 7, 66.)
Scymnus of Chios conceives Pyrrhus to have been the
The history of Molossia
son of
(v. 446).

Neoptolemus

is

involved in great obscurity until the period of the
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But Demetrius, his son, navmg raised
Persian invasion, when the name of Admetus, king of his dominions.
the Molossi, occurs from the circumstance of his hav- another army, attacked Alexander, and presently coming generously afforded shelter to Themistocles when pelled him to evacuate the Macedonian territory. {JusAt the expiration oi
in exile and pursued by his enemies, although the in- tin, 26, 3.
Frontin., Strut., 3.)
fluence of that celebrated statesman had previously two other insignificant reigns, the royal line of the
been exerted against him in some negotiations which -^acidaj becoming extinct, the Epirots determined to
he had carried on at Athens. The details of this in- adopt a republican form of government, which preuntil the subjugation of Macedon by the Roteresting anecdote, as they are furnished by Thucyd- vailed

—

ides, serve to prove the weakness as well as poverty
of the Molossian chiefs compared with the leading
powers of Greece at that time. {Thucyd., 1, 136.)
Admetus was succeeded by his son Tharypas or Tharymbas, who appears to have been a minor towards
the beginning of the Peloponnesian war, when we

find his subjects assisting the Ambraciots in their invasion of Acarnania.
Thucydides, on that occasion,
reports, that Sabylinthus, prince of Atintania, was

Tharybas is representguardian to Tharybas (2, 80).
ed by Plutarch {Vit. Pyrrh.) as a wise and able monHis
arch, and as encouraging science and literature.
successor is not known but some years after we hear
of a prince called Alcetas, who was dethroned by his
subjects, but restored by Dionysius of Syracuse.
;

—

Having been accused of favouring Perseus in
Macedonian war, they became the objects of
the bitterest vengeance of the Romans, who treated
mans.

the last

unfortunate nation, as we have already remarked,
with unexampled and detestable severity.
Epirus,
having lost its independence, was thenceforth annexed
as a province to the Roman empire.
consider
may
Epirus as bounded on the north by Illyria and part of
Macedonia, from the Acroceraunian mountains to the
In this direction the river
central chain of Pindus.
Aous would be the natural line of separation between
this

—We

The

two countries.

these

Peravaei and Tymphseij

who occupied

the upper valleys of that river, being
generally looked upon as Epirotic tribes, while the
Orestae and Elymiotse, contiguous to them on the
north, were certainly included within the limits ot

Pausan., 1, 11.) Neoptolemus,
\Dtod. Sic, 15, 13.
his son, reigned but for a short time, and left the Macedonia.
On the side of Thessaly, Pindus formed
crown to his brother Arybas, together with the care of another natural barrier, as far as the source of the river
his children.
of
which
eldest
served to part the Cassopaei and oththese, succeed- Arachihus,
Alexander, the
ed his uncle, and was the first sovereign of Epirus er Molossian clans from the country of the Athamanes.
who raised the character and fame of that country But as the republic of Ambracia, which occupied both
among foreign nations by his talents and valour. His banks of this river near its entrance into the Ambrasister Olympias had been married to Philip of Mace- cian gulf, became a portion of Epirus after it ceased
don, before his accession to the throne of Epirus ; and to enjoy a separate political existence, we must remove
the friendship thus cemented between the two mon- the southern boundary of this province to the vicinarchs was still farther strengthened by the union of ity of Argos and the territory of the Amphilochians.
Alexander with Cleopatra, the daughter of Philip. Epirus, though in many respects wild and mountainIt was during the celebration of these nuptials at ous, was esteemed a rich and fertile country.
Its
Edessa that the King of Macedon was assassinated. pastures produced the finest oxen, and horses unAlexander of Epirus seems to have been an ambitious rivalled for their speed. It was also famous for a
and modand, though large breed of dogs, thence called Molossi
prince, desirous of conquest and renown
we have no certain information of the events which ern travellers have noticed the size and ferocity of
;

;

occurred during his reign, there is good reason for believing that he united the Chaonians, Thesprotians,
and other Epirotic clans, together with the Molossians,
under his sway as we find the title of King of Epirus
first assumed by him.
{Diod. Sic, 16, 72.
Strabo,
280.)
Having been applied to by the Tarentines to
aid them against the attacks of the Lucani and Brutii,
he eagerly seized this opportunity of adding to his
fame and enlarging his dominions.
He therefore
crossed over into Italy with a considerable force, and,
had he been properly seconded by the Tarentines
and the other colonies of Magna Graecia, the barbarians, after being defeated in several engagements,

—

;

must have been conquered.

But Alexander, being left
resources and exertions, was at length surrounded by the enemy, and slain near the fated walls
of Pandosia, in the Brutian territory.
{Liv., 8, 24.
On the death of Alexander the crown
Strabo, 255.)
devolved on his cousin -^acides, the son of Arybas
the former king, of whom little is known, except that,
to his

own

—

having raised an army to assist Olympias against Cassander, his soldiers mutinied and deposed him ; not
long after, however, he appears to have been reinstated.
His brother Alcetas, who suc{Diod. Sic, 19, 36.)

ceeded him, was engaged in a war with Cassander,
which proved unfortunate for, being defeated, his dominions were overrun by the forces of his victorious enemy, and he himself was put to death by his rebellious
;

subjects.

{Diod. Sic, 19, 36.) The name of Pyrrhus,
the throne, sheds a lustre on the an-

who now ascended

an importance
never would otherwise have possessed. {Vid. PyrAlexander, the eldest son of Pyrrhus, succeedrhus.)
ed his father, whom he sought to emulate by attempting
afresh the conquest of Macedon. On this occasion Anligonus Gonatas was again vanquished and driven from

these dogs at the present day.
Epirus corresponds to
the Lower Albania of modem times.
The following is the account given of the present aspect of the
"
The
climate
of
Lower Alcountry by Malte-Brun.
bania is colder than that of Greece ; the spring does not
set in before the middle of March, and the heat of summer is oppressive in July and August : in these months
many streams and rivers are drained, the grass and
The vintage begins in Septemplants are withered.
ber, and the heavy rains during December are succeeded in January by some days of frosty weather.

The oak-trees,
{Pouquevillc, vol. 2, p. 263, seqq.)
and there is almost every kind of them, arrive at great
the plane, the cypress, and manniferous
perfection
ash appear near the seacoast, beside the laurel and
:

the lentisk ; but the forests on Pindus consist chiefly
of cedars, pine, larch, and chestnut-trees. {Pouqueville,
vol. 2, p. 186 and 274:.— Id., vol. 4, p. 412.)
Many
of the mountains are arid and steril
such as are sufficiently watered are verdant, or covered with the wild
vine and thick groups of elders in spring their sides
are covered with flowers ; the violet, the narcissus, and
hyacinth appear in the same profusion as in the mild
;

;

The inhabitants cultivate cotton and
but the olive, for want of proper care, does not
yield an abundant harvest ; the Amphilochian peach, the
Arta nut, and the quince, grow in a wild state in he
woods and uncultivated land. Epirus was once famous for its oxen ; the breed was improved by King
Pyrrhus {Plin., 7, U.—Aristot., Hist. An., 3, 16) :
districts of Italy.
silk

;

now degenerated
The horses

nals of Epirus, and gives to its history

it

it

ill-shaped.

has

excellent."

Am.

;

they are small, stunted, and
of the same country are still

{Malte-Brun,

Geogr., vol.

6,

p.

179>

ed.)

Eporedorix, I. a leading chieftain among the^Edui
He commanded the forces of his countryin Gaul

EQU

EQU

war with the Sequani, before Caesar's ar on horseback (just as the 'In-irelc at Athens were a
He afterward went poorer class than the JlevTaKoatofx^dcuvoi, Plut., Vit.
rival in Gaul.
(B. G., 7, 67.)
over to the side of Vercingetorix, in the great insur- Sol., c. 18), should be furnished with the means for
But the case was different with the equites,
rection against the Roman power, but was taken pris- doing so.

men

in their

oner by Caesar.

—

{B. G., 7,

Another .^duan

55.—lb., 63.— //».,

67.)

after the establishment of an order of wealth.

A

man

mentioned by Caesar.

might then be of equestrian rank, and yet have no
horse assigned him. Thus, on the one hand, we find,

Epytidks, a patronymic given to Periphantes, the
sonof Epytus, and the companion of Ascanius. {Virg.,

at the time of the
siege of Veil, a number of equites
serving on horseback at their own expense {Liv., 6, 7) ;
and, on the contrary, L. Tarquitius, who was a patri
cian, was obliged to serve on foot from his poverty.

II.

(AG,

leader,

7, 76.)

JEn., 6, 547.)
Eq"7iria, a festival established at Rome by Romulus in honour of Mars, when horse-races and games
were exhibited in the Campus Martius. It took place

on the 27th of February.

(Varro, de L. L., 5, 3.

—

Chid, Fast., 2, 859.)
Equites, the name of an order in the Roman state.
Their origin, according to the old tradition, was this :
Romulus, having divided his subjects into three tribes,
chose from each 100 young men, whom he destined
to serve on horseback, and act as his body-guard. This
body of cavalry was called the Celeres, and afterward
the Equites.
Niebuhr supposes
{Dion. Hal., 2, 13.)
325), that whereas Patrcs and
of honour for individuals, Celeres
was the name of the whole class as distinguished from
the rest of the nation.
The three centuries of the Celeres were called by the same names as the three tribes
of the patricians, namely, Ramnes, Tities, and Luceres.
Their tribunes are spoken of as a college of priests
{Dion. Hal, 2, 64), and it appears that the tribes of
the patricians had also tribunes.
{Dion. Hal, 2, 7.)
Moreover, when it is said that Tarquinius Priscus made
three new centuries, which he added to the former three,
and that the whole went under the name of the Sex
Suffragia, or the Six Equestrian Centuries, we cannot
doubt that the alteration which he introduced was a constitutional, and not merely a military one ; that, in fact,
the centuries which he formed were, like the original
three, tribes of houses ; that his innovation was nothing
but an extension of the political division of Rome under Romulus.
{Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 391.)
When Servius TuUius established the comitia of the
centuries, he received the Sex Sxcffragia, which included all the patricians, into his first class, and to
them he added twelve other equestrian centuries, made
up of the richest of the plebeian order. {Niebuhr,
vol. 1, p. 427.)
The ancient writers appear to have
laboured under some great confusion with regard to
this arrangement.
Livy (1, 43) makes a proper distinction between the twelve equestrian centuries created by Servius, and the six which existed before
but
when he states (I, 36) that the cavalry in the reign of
Tarquinius Priscus amounted to 1800, he appears to
be antedating the origin of the eighteen equestrian centuries which formed part of the constitution of Servius.
To the establishment of the Comitia Centuriata, the creation of a body of Equites, as a distinct order, seems to
l>e due.
The plan of Servius was, to a certain extent,
identical with that of Solon.
The object of both legislators was to break down the limits to which the old

{Rom. Hist.,
Patricii were

vol.

1, p.

titles

;

aristocracy was confined, and to set up an order of
wealth by the side of the order of birth not, however,
that when a person could
produce his 400,000 sesterces, he became ipso facto a knight, as was the case
;

in after times.

{Hor., Epist.,

I, 1,

67.)

According

to the Servian constitution,
good birth or the sanction
of the cer.sors was necessary for
a
in the

— Zonaras,

gaining

equestrian order.

When

{Polyb., 0, 20.

place

7, 19.)

Cicero says {De Repub., 2, 20) that Tarquinius
established the equestrian order on the same
footing as
that on which it stood in his time, and also attributes
to the same
king the assigning of money to the equites
for the purchase and
of their horses, he is evi-

keep

From this it appears probable that a
{Liv., 3, 27.)
certain sum was fixed, which it was not necessary for
every eques to have, but the possessor of which was
obliged to serve on horseback at his own expense if
no horse could be given him by the public and that
those whose fortune fell short of this, were obliged to
serve in the infantry under the same circumstances.
The lieutenant of the dictator was called " the chief
;

—
m

of the equites" {magister cquitum) ; and although
later times he was appointed to this office by the dictator himself, it is probable, as Niebuhr conjectures

he was originally elected by the
12 centuries of plebeian equites, just as the dictator or
magister populi was chosen by the sex suffragia, or,
(vol. 1, p. 559), that

—

in other words, by the populus or patricians.
With regard to the functions of the equites, besides their milor jurymen unitary duties, they had to act a.sjudices
under the Servilian law the
der the Sempronian law
judices were chosen from the senate as well as from
the equites
by the Glaucian law, the equites alone
performed the office and so on, by alternate changes,
till the law of Aurelius Cotta, B.C. 70, by which the
judices were chosen from the senators, equites,, and
The equites also farmed the public
tribuni aerarii.
Those who were engaged in this business
revenues.
were called the publicayii; and though Cicero, who
was himself of the equestrian order, speaks of these
farmers as " the flower of the Roman equites, the or:

:

;

—

nament of the

state, the safeguard of the republic"
{pro Plane., 9), it appears that they were a set of detestable oppressors, who made themselves odious in
all the
The
provinces by their avarice and rapacity.

—

equites, as

may be

inferred from

what has been already

marks of their distinctive origin,
and became, as they were in the time of Cicero, for instance, an ordo or class of persons, as distinguished
from the senate and the plebs. They had particular
The
seats assigned them in the circus and theatre.
insignia of their rank, in addition to the horse, were a
or
narrow
the
border
and
angustus clavus,
golden ring,
of purple on their dress, as distinguished from the latus
of the senators. The last two inband
or
broad
clavus,
after the former ceased
signia seem to have remained
to possess its original and distinctive character.
{Ensaid, gradually lost the

Us. KnowL, vol. 9, p. 492.)
Equus Tuticus, a town of Samnium, on the Appian Way, distant, according to the Itineraries, twen-

cycl.

ten
ty-two ancient miles from Cluvia, which is itself
miles northeast of Beneventum.
{Romanelli, vol. 2,
The term Tuticus is Oscan, equivalent to
p. 331.)
the Latin Magnus.
{Lanzi, vol. 3, p. 608 ) Much
discussion has arisen among geographers as to the preCluverius was of opinion
cise situation of this place.
that it ought to be placed at Ariano {Ital.. Ant., 2,
others near Ascoli {Pratilli, Via Appia, lib. 4,
12)
c. 10); D'Anville at Castel Franco {Annal. Geogr.
de Vital, p. 218), which supposition is nearly correct ;
but the exact site, according to the report of local anancient church of St.
tiquaries, is occupied by the
old ecclesiastical
Eleuterio, a martyr who is stated, in
This place is
records, to have suffered at iEquum.
about five miles distant from Ariano, in a northerly di;

on which
dently inconsistent. In Tarquin's time, that is, before rection.
The branch of the Appian
there was any plebeian order, it was natural
with that
enough Equus Tuticus stood, runs nearly parallel
that the poorer
in his wellpatricians, who were obliged to serve [which Horace seems to have followed

Way
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known journey to Brundisium. He informs us, that
he passed the first night after having left Beneventum

flourished under the first Ptolemies, had already pro
duced Timochares and Aristyllus, whose solstitial obat a villa close to Tnvicum, a place situated
among servations, made probably by the shadows of a gnomon,
the mountains separating Samnium from Apulia. Hor- and by the armillary circles imitative of those of the

ace, in speaking of Equus Tuticus, pleasantly alludes
to the unmanageable nature of the name in verse
:

" Mansuri
opjndulo, quod versu dicere non esty

celestial vault, retained considerable credit for conturies afterward, though, from these methods of obesr-

'louAff.)

must have been extremely rude and imEratosthenes had not only the advantages
arising from the instruments and observations of his
predecessors, but the great Alexandrean library, which
probably contained all the Phoenician, Chaldaic, Egypn
tian, and Greek learning of the time, was intrusted

great reputation by his discovering the secret malady
which preyed upon the young Antiochus, the son of
the king, who was in love with his mother-in-law,

by the third Ptolemy (Euergeand we have
Alexandrea
remain to us
proof, in the scattered fragments which
of this great man, that these advantages were duly
cultivated to his own fame and the progress of in-

Queen

fant astronomy.

1,

{Sat.,

5, 87.)

Erasistratcs, a physician of lulis, in the island of
Ceos, and grandson of Aristotle by a daughter of this
{Strabo, 486.
philosopher's.
Stcph. Byzan., s. v.

—

After having frequented the schools of Chrysippus, Metrodorus, and Theophrasius, he passed some
time at the court of Seleucus Nicator, where he gained

Stratonice.

(Appian, Bell. Syr.,

c.

126.

— Lu-

It was at Alexandrea, howcian, de Dea Syr., c. 17.)
At last he refused
ever, that he principally practised.

altogether to visit the sick, and devoted himself enThe branches of this
tirely to the study of anatomy.

new discoveries,
others, the doctrine of the functions of the
that of the nervous system.
has im-

study which are indebted to him for
are,

among

brain,

and

He

mortalized himself by the discovery of the vi(B lactea. ;
and he would seem to have come very near that of the
circulation of the blood.
Comparative anatomy furnished him with the means of describing the brain
much better than had ever been done before him. He
also distinguished and gave names to the auricles of the
heart.
{Galen, de Dogm. Hipp, et Plat., lib. 7, p. 311,
Id., de Usu Part., lib. 8, p. 458.
Id., de Adseqq.
ministr. Anat., lib. 7, p. 184.
Id., an Sanguis, &c.,
of
doctrine
Erasistratus
is that
p. 223.)
singular
of the TTvevfia {pneuma), or the spiritual substance

—

—

—

A

fills the arteries, which we inhale in respiration, which from the lungs makes its way
into the arteries, and then becomes the vital
principle

which, according to him,

of the

about

vation, they

perfect.

human

system.

As

long as this

spirit

moves

and the blood in the veins, man
but when, from some cause or other,

in the arteries,

enjoys health
the veins become contracted, the blood then spreads
into the arteries and becomes the source of maladies:
it
produces fever when it enters into some noble part
or into the great artery ; and inflammations when it
is found in the less noble
parts or in the extremities of
:

to his superintendence
tes)

who

invited

him

to

;

The only work attributed to Eracome down to us entire, is en-

tosthenes which has

titled KaTacTTepcofiOL {Catasterismi), and is merely a
catalogue of the names of forty-four constellations,
and the situations in each constellation of the princi-

which he enumerates nearly five hundred,
but without one reference to astronomical measurement.
find Hipparchus quoted in it, and mention
made of the motion of the pole, that of the polar star
These circumhaving been recognised by Pytheas.
stances, taken in conjunction with the vagueness of
pal stars, of

We

descriptions, render its genuineness extremely
If
at all events, it is a work of Httle value.
;
" CatasterisEratosthenes be really the author of the

the

doubtful

must have been composed merely as a vade
for we find him engaged in astronomical researches far more exact and more worthy of his gemi,"

it

mecum,

By his observations he determined, that the
distance between the tropics, that is, twice the obHquity of the ecliptic, was |J of an entire circumference, or
47° 42' 39", which makes the obliquity to be 23° 51
19. 5", nearly the same as that supposed by Hipparchus and Ptolemy. As the means of observation were
at that time very imperfect, the instruments divided
only to intervals of 10', and corrections for the greater
refraction at the winter solstice, for the diameter of
nius.

the solar disc, &c., were then unknown, we must regard this conclusion as highly creditable to EratosHis next achievement was to measure the
thenes.
He knew that at Syene
circumference of the earth.

{Galen, Comm., 1, in lib. de Nat. Hum.,
Erasistratus rejected entirely blood-letting, as
well as cathartics : he supplied their place with

(the modern Assovun) the sun was vertical at noon
while at Alexandrea, at the
in the summer solstice
same moment, it was below the zenith by the fiftieth

In general, he
tepid bathing, vomiting, and exercise.
was attached to simple remedies he recognised what
was subsequently termed Idiosyncrasy, or the peculiar constitution of different individuals, which makes
the same remedy act differently on different persons.
few fragments of the writings of Erasistratus have
been preserved by Galen. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

on
part of a circumference : the two places are nearly
the same meridian (error 2°).
Neglecting the solar
Alexanparallax, he concluded that the distance from

the arteries.
p. 3.)

dieting,

:

A

—

vol. 3, p.

406, seqq.
Sprengel, Hist. Med., vol.
439, seqq.)
Erato, one of the Muses, who presided over
tender, and
vented also

amorous poetry.

She

is

1, p.

lyric,

said to have in-

hymns to the gods, and to have presided
Hence Ausonius
likewise over pantomimic dancing.
" Plectra
gerens Erato saltat pede, carmine, vulsays,
is
She
V.
tu."
6.)
represented as crown{Idyl, ult.,
ed with roses and myrtle, holding a lyre in her hand.
a thoughtful, and sometimes with a
animated, look.
(Compare Miiller, Archaol.

;

drea to Syene is the fiftieth part of the circumference
of the earth ; this distance he estimated at five thousand stadia, which gives two hundred and fifty thouThus Eratosthesand stadia for the circumference.
nes has the merit of pointing out a method for finding
But his data were not
the circumference of the earth.
sufficiently exact, nor had he the means of measuring
the distance from Alexandrea to Syene with sufficient
Eratosthenes has been called a poet, and
precision.

—

Scaliger, in his commentary on Manilius, gives some
fragments of a poem attributed to him, entitled 'Epp/f
{Hermes), one of which is a description of the terrestrial

zones.

She appears with

thentic.

gay and
der Kunst,

ter

594, seqq.)
Eratosthenes, a distinguished contemporary of
He posArchimedes, born at Cyrene, B.C. 276.
sessed a variety of talents seldom united in the same
individual, but not all in the same eminent degree.
p.

It

is

not

that these

are auexcellent geomeextant solution of

improbable
—That Eratosthenes
was an

we cannot doubt, from his still
the problem of two mean proportionals, preserved by
" De
a lost treatise
Theon, and
quoted by Pappus,
Locis ad Medietates,^' on which Montucla has offered

some

—

conjectures. {Hist, des Math., an. 7, p. 280.)
Eratosthenes appears to have been one of the f^rst
who attempted to form a system of geography. His

His mathematical, astronomical, and geographical labours are those which have rescued his name from ob- work on this subject, entitled Veoiypa^LKu, {GeograThe Alexandrean school of sciences, which phica), was divided into three books. The first conlivion.

ERE

ER£

Uitred a history of geography, a critical notice of the
authorities used by him, and the elements of physical
The second book treated of mathemati-

the scholia of Tzetzes to Lycophron (v. 158), 'Epe;^devq, 6 Hoaet-dCiv fj 6 Zevc {'Kapa to epixdoj, to kivu).
Many other writers declare the identity of Neptune
and Erechtheus. The Erechtheum of the Acropolis

geography.
The third contained the political or
cal geography.
The
historical geography of the then known world.
whole work was accompanied with a map. The geography of Eratosthenes is lost ; the fragments which
remain have been chiefly preserved by Strabo, who
was doubtless much indebted to them. Eratosthenes
Some remarks
also busied himself with chronology.
on his Greek chronology will be found in Clinton's
and on
Fiutt Hellenici (vol. 1, p. 3.
/6., p. 408)
his list of Theban kings in Rask's work on the An-

—

—

;

—

The propcient Egyptian Chronology {Altoruu, 1830).
numbers attracted the attention of philosofrom
the
earliest period, and Eratosthenes also
phers
distinguished himself in this branch. He wrote a work
on the " Duplication of the Cube," KvSov dnrT^aLaa-

erties of

was contiguous
its

principal

Minerva PoUas, and
was dedicated to Neptune, "on

to the temple of

altar

"
which," Pausanias says (1, 26),
they also sacrificed
Erechtheus ;" a very natural variation of the story,
when it was forgotten that Neptune and Erechtheus
were the same. 'EpexO^v^ means " the shaker,''^ and

to

equivalent to h'oatxduv or hvoaiyaioc, the most
That Erechfrequent epithets of the god of the sea.
theus was really Neptune is farther evident from the
well
of
salt
in
the Acropowater
circumstance, that the
lis, which was said to be the memorial of the contest
of Neptune with Minerva for the honour of being the
is

was called ^dXaaaa 'EpexMuseum, No. 5, p. 360.)
Erechthides, a name given to the Athenians, from

tutelary deity of Athens,
dtjk.

(Phtlol.

which we only know by a sketch that Eudoxus
has given of it, in bis treatise on the Sphere and Cyl- their king Erechtheus.
{Ovid, Met., 7, 430.)
Eratosthenes composed, also,
inder of Archimedes.
Erkssus or Eresus (on coins the name is always
another work in this department, entitled KoaKivov, or written with one 2), a city of Lesbos, situate on a hill,
*'
the Sieve," the object of which was to separate at the distance of twenty-eight stadia from Cape
prime from composite numbers, a curious memoir on Sigrium. It derives celebrity from having given birth
which was published by Horseley, in the " Philosophi- to Theophrastus.
Phanias, another disciple of the
Eratosthenes arrived at the great Stagirite, was likewise a native of this place.
cal Transactions," 1772.
Accordage of eighty years, and then, becoming weary of life, {Strab., 6l6.
Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Epeaaog.)
died by voluntary starvation.
Montu- ing to Archestratus, quoted by Athenseus, Eressus
(Svid., s. v.)
cla, with his usual naivete, says, it would have been was famous for the excellence of its wheaten flour.
more philosophical to have awaited death **de pied The site yet preserves the name of Eresso. {Pococke,
ferme." The best editions of the Catasterismi are vol. 1, b. 3,c. 4.
Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. l,p. 163.)
that of Schaubach, with notes by Heyne, Gott., 1795,
Eretria, I. a town of the island of Eubcea, situate
of
in
his
that
It
and
Matthiae,
Aratus, Franco/., 1817, on the coast of the Euripus, southeast of Chalcis.
The fragments of Eratosthenes have been col- was said by some to have been founded by a colony
8vo.
lected by Bernhaxdy, BeroL, 1822.
{Montuclcu, HtsL from Triphylia in Peloponnesus : by others its origin
des Math.., p. 239.
Delambre, Hist, de VAstron. Anc., was ascribed to a party of Athenians belonging to the
demus of Eretria. {Straho, 447.) The latter opinp. 86.—Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 9, p. 497.)
Ekbessos, a strongly-fortified town of Sicily, north- ion is far more probable, as this city was doubtless
east of AgrigenXum, which the Romans made their of Ionic origin.
learn from
{Herodot., 8, 46.)
principal place of arms in the siege of the last- men- Strabo, that Eretria was formerly called Melaneis and
It was soon after destroyed.
tioned city.
(Polyh., 1, Arotria ; and that, at an early period, it had attained
When mention is made, in other passages of the to a considerable degree of prosperity and power. The
18.)
ancient writers, of Erbessa, we must, no doubt, refer Eretrians had conquered the islands of Ceos, Tcos,
it to the city of Herbessa, which lay nearer
And in their festival of Diana,
Syracuse. Tenos, and others.
which was celebrated with great pomp and splendour,
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt.2, p. 441.)
Erchia, one of the boroughs of Attica, and be- three thousand soldiers on foot, with six hundred cavIts position has not been
longing to the tribe ^geis.
alry, and sixty chariots, were often employed to attend
1'his was the native demus of the
clearly ascertained.
Compare Livy, 35,
{Strabo, 448.
procession.

fidi,

—

—

—

—

—

We

—

—

Xenophon and

Isocrates.

(Diog. Lacrt., 2, 48.)
Erebus, I. a deity of the lower world, sprung from
Chaos. From him and his sister Nox (Night) came
uEther and the Day. {Hcsiod, Tkeog., 123, seqq.)
dark and gloomy region in the lower world,
II.
where all is dreary and cheerless. According to the

—

A

Homeric

notion, Erebus lay between the earth and
Hades, beneath the latter of which was Tartarus. It
was therefore not an abode of the departed, but merely
a passage from the upper to the lower world. {Heyne,
ud Iliad, 8, Z%^.
This
ttissuw, Lex. Gr., s. v.)
mode of explaining is opposed, however, by some,
though on no sufficient grounds. {Keightley^s My-

—

thology, p. 90.)
Erebus from the

Erechtheis,
at Athens.

Oriental

scholars derive the

name

Hebrew

ereb, evening.
the well of salt water in the
Acropolis

(Vid. Erechtheus.)

Eeechtheus, one of the early Attic kings, said to
have been the son of Pandion I., and the sixth in the
series of monarchs of Attica.
He was father of Cehave already given some remarks on
crops II.
the fabulous history of the Attic
kings, under the article Cecrops.
It may be added here, that Erechtheus
in all probability was
This
only a title of Neptune.
appears plainly, as far as such a point can be said to
oe plain, both from the
etymology of the name and
the testimony of ancient writers.
Thus we have in
Hesycbius, '"EpexOevi. RoasK^uv hv 'AQfjvai^, and in

— We

Eretria, at this period,

was

frequently engaged
war with Chalcis and Thucydides reports (1, 15),
that on one occasion most of the Grecian states took
The assistance which Eretria
part in the contest.
then received from the Milesians induced that city to
with
the
Athenians in sending a fleet and
co-operate
38.)
in

;

troops to the support of the lonians, who had revolted
at the instigation of Aristagoras {Herodot.,
5, 99) ; by which measure it became exposed, in con-

from Persia

junction with Athens, to the vengeance of Darius.
This monarch accordingly gave orders to his commanders, Datis and Artaphernes, to subdue both Eretria and Athens, and bring the inhabitants captive before him.
Eretria was taken after six days' siege, and
the captive inhabitants brought to Asia.
They are
said to have been in number only four hundred, among
whom were ten women. The rest of the Eretrians
of the islescaped from the Persians among the rocks

Darius treated the prisoners kindly, and settled
Ardencca, in the district of Cissia. {Herodot
6, 119.)
According to Philostratus, they occupied
the same spot at the beginning of the Christian era.
Eretria recovered from the effects of this disaster, and
tind it mentioned by Thuwas rebuilt soon after.
of his history (8, 94), as
cydides, towards the close
on the approach of a Spartan
revolting from Athens
fleet under Hegesandridas, and mainly contributing to
After the
the success obtained by that commander.

and.

them

at

,

We
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death of Alexander, this city surrendered to Ptolemy,
a general in the service of Antigonus {Diod. Sic, 19,
and in the Macedonian war, to the combined
78)
fleets of the Romans, the Rhodians, and Atalus. {Liv.,
;

It was subsequently declared free, by order
32, 16.)
of the Roman senate.
This
{Polyb., 18, 28, seqq.)
place, as we learn from Athenaeus, was noted for the
excellence of its flour and bread.
{Sopat., Com. ap.

Athen., 4, 60.) At one time it possessed a distinguished school of philosophy and dialectic, as we learn
from Strabo (444.
Compare Diog. Laert., Vit. Ar-

— PUn.,

—
— Steph. Byz.,

'Eperpca). The
ruins of Erctria are still to be observed close to a headland which lies opposite to the mouth of the Asopus
ces.

in Boeotia.
vilinais.

4, 12.

s. v.

D'Anville gives the modern

(Cramer^s Anc. Greece,

—II. A demus of Attica.
town of Thessaly, near Pharsalus, and
and Pherae.

city

name

as

Gra-

vol. 2, p. 136, seqq.)
III.
{Strabo, 447.)

{Polyb., fragm.,

—
between
—

18, 3,

5.

A

that

Liv.,

33, 6.)
•

Eretitm, a town of the Sabines, north of Nomennortheast of Fidenae, and at no great distance
from the Tiber. Its name frequently occurs in the

tum and

stream.

This probably arose from amber being foufid

the Gallic nations, to whom it may have come
In like manner, amber being
by an over-land trade.
obtained afterward in large quantities among the Ve-

among

on the Adriatic, induced the Greeks to remove
the Eridanus to this quarter, and identify it with the
Po, off the mouth of which stream they placed theii
neti

The Veneti
imaginary amber-islands, the Electrides.
obtained their amber in a similar way with the Gallit
nations.
Thus the true Eridanus, and the fable of
Phaethon also, both refer to a northern origin and a
curious subject of discussion arises with regard to the
;

earlier climate of the regions bordering on the Baltic
for remarks on which, vid. Phaethon.
{Cic. in Arat.,

U5.— Claudian,
2,

3.—Pausan.,

1,

482.)

175.— Ovid, Met.,
409.— Fzr^., G.,

de Cons. Hon., 6,
1,

Z.—Lucan,

2,

Erigone, daughter of Icarius. Her father having
been taught by Bacchus the culture of the grape, and
having made wine, gave of it to some shepherds, who,
killed
thinking themselves poisoned by the draught,

When

him.

him

came

they

to their senses, they

buried

and his daughter Erigone, being guided to the
Roman historians. The antiquity of the place is at- spot bv her father's faithful hound Msera, hung herself
tested by Virgil (7, 711), who enumerates it in his list
through grief. {Aj)ollod.,2, 14, l.-Hijgin., fab., 130.)
It
of the Sabine towns which sent aid to Turnus.
Jupiter translated the father and daughter, along with
was subsequently the scene of many a contest between the faithful Maera, to the skies Icarius became Bootes ;
the Romans and Sabines, leagued with the Etruscans. and
Erigone, Virgo; while the hound was changed,
Hannibal, accord- according to Hyginus {Poet. Astron., 2, 4), into Pro{Liv., 3, 29.— Dion. Hal., 3, 59.)
ing to Caelius, the historian, when advancing by the cyon ; but, according to the scholiast on Germanicus
Via Salaria towards Rome, to make a diversion in fa- (p. 128), into the Canis Major, which is therefore
vour of Capua, turned otF at Eretum to pillage the styled by Ovid {Fast., 4, 939), " Camis Icarius.'''
In Strabo's time Eretum appears Propertius (2, 24, 24) calls the stars of the Greater
temple of Feronia.
" Boves Icarii.''
to have been little more than a village.
{Strab., 228.) Bear,
{Ideler, Sternnamcn, p. 48.)
The modern Rimane is supposed to occupy the site of
Erinna, I. a poetess, and the friend of Sappho.
the ancient Eretum, and not Monte Ritondo, as was She flourished about the
All that is
year 595 B.C.
generally believed until the Abb^ Chaupy pointed out known of her is contained in the following words of
"
the error.
Erinna was born in
{Desc. de la maison d^Horace, vol. 3, p. Eustathius {ad II. 2, p. 327).
85.
Cramer^s Lesbos, or in Rhodes, or in Teos, or in Telos, the litNibby, delle Vu degli Antichi, p. 89.
Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 308.)
She was a poetess, and wrote
tle island near Cnidus.
Erichthonius, one of the early Attic kings, and a poem called the DistafT ('H?.G/fcr7/) in the ^olic
the immediate successor of Amphictyon.
He was fa- and Doric dialect it consisted of 300 hexameter lines.
bled to have been the offspring of Vulcan and Miner- She was the friend of Sappho, and died unmarried. It
va, a legend which we have explained under the arti- was thought that her verses rivalled those of Homer.
cle Cecrops.
{Vid. remarks at the close of that arti- She was only 19 years of age when she died." ChainNot inconsistent with this account is the other ed by her mother to the spinning-wheel, Erinna had as
cle.)
tradition, which ascribes to Erichthonius the honour yet known the charm of existence in imagination alone.
of having been the 6rst to yoke four horses to a car ; She
probably expressed in her poem the restless and
a remarkable circumstance in the barren land of Attion her youthful mind,
aspiring thoughts which crowded
W^e possess at
ca, where the horse was reared with difficulty, and as she pursued her monotonous work.
maintained at a considerable expense, and which was the present day no fragments of Eriima.
{Miiller,
therefore the most expressive indication that could Hist. Grcec. Lit.,
If. A poetess mentioned
p. 180 )
have been adopted, of the greater diflfusion of wealth by Eusebius under the year 354 B.C. This appears
consequent on the successful cultivation of those arts to be the same person who is spoken of by Pliny (34,
and manufactures which began to flourish at this pe- 8), as having celebrated Myro in her poems. No fragriod.
ments of her poetry remain. {Encycl. Us. Knoul,
( Wordsworth's Greece, p. 95.)
Ericusa, one of the Lipari isles, now Varcusa. vol. 9, p. 508.)
;

:

—

—

,

'

:

—

{Vid. ^.oliae.)
Eridanus, a river of Italy, in Cisalpine Gaul, called
also Padus, now the Po.
D'Anville states, that the
name Eridanus, though a term for the entire river, was
specially applied to the Ostium Spineticum, or Spinetic
mouth, which last received its name from a very ancient city in its vicinity, founded by the Greeks, and
Some writers consider the name Eridacalled Spina.
nus as coming, in fact, from a river in the north of
Europe, the modern Rodaun, which flows into the
Here the Phoenicians and CarVistula near Dantzic.
of rivalry
thaginians traded for amber, and their fear
in

this

lucrative

that

it

trade

induced them

to

keep the

involved in so much obscurity,
became, in time, the subject of poetic embellish-

source of their

traffic

The Rhodanus, or Rhone, is thought by some
ment.
to have received its ancient name from this circumstance, being confounded by the Greeks, in the infancy of their geographical knowledge, with the true
488

Erinnys, a name applied to the Furies, so that
Erinnyes {*Epivvveg) is equivalent to Dirce, or" Furi<B.
a feelMuller makes the Greek term epivv^ indicate
at the impiing of deep offence, of bitter displeasure,
ous violation of our sacred rights, by those most bound
This
to respect them."
{Midler, Eumen., p. 186.)
of the Erinnyes in
perfectly accords with the origin
the Theogony, and with those passages of the Homeric
poems in which they are mentioned for they are there
invoked to avenge the breach of filial duty, and are
;

named

the punishers of perjury.
{Horn., II., 9,
Even beggars have their
ib., 19, 258.)
Eriimyes, that they may not be insulted with impunity
{Od., 17, 475); and when a horse has spoken, in vio-

454,

as

568.— 7(Z.

lation of the order of nature, the Erinnyes deprive him
of the power of repeating the act.
{II., 19, 418.)

The

Erinnyes, these personified feelings,

may

there-

be regarded as the maintainers of order both in
There is, however, anthe moral and natural world.

fore

ERO

ERy

olher view taken of these goddesses, in which they are
the great godonly a form of Ceres and Proserpina,
For everything in nature havdesses of the earth.
the bounteing injurious as well as beneficial effects,

contained in the legend of Psyche.
(Vtd. Psyche. Keightley's Mythology, p. 146, seqq.)
Erostratus.
Via. Herostratus.
Ervcina, a surname of Venus, from Mount Eryx
in Sicily, where she had a temple.
The Erycinian
Venus appears to have been the same with the Phoenician Astarte, whose worship was brought over by the
latter people, and a temple erected to her on Mount
In confirmation of this, we learn from DiodoEryx.
rus SiculuS) that the Carthaginians revered the Erycinian Venus equally as much as the natives themselves.

ous earth itself becomes grim, as it were, and displeased
In the Arwith mankind, and this is Ceres- Etinnys.
cadian legends of this goddess, and in the concluding
choruses of the Eumenides of ^-Eschylus, may be discerned ideas of this nature.
{Miiller, Eumen., p. 191,
seqq.

— Keightley's Mythology,

Eriphyle, a

196, seq.)

p.

sister of Adrastus,

married Amphiaraus.

king of Argos, who

She was daughter of Talaus and {Diod. Sic, 4,83.)

(For an account of the legend connected
Lysimache.
with her name, consult the article Amphiaraus.)
Eris, the Greek name for the goddess of Discord.

{Vid Discordia)
Erisichthon, a Thessalian, son of Triops, who deThis
rided Ceres, and cut down her sacred grove.
impiety irritated the goddess, who afflicted him with
This infliction gave occasion for
continual hunger.
the exercise of the filial piety and power of self-transformation of the daughter of Erisichthon, who, by her
assuming various forms, enabled her father to sell her
over and over again, and thus obtain the means of liv-

{Ntcander, ap.
ing after all his property was gone.
Anton. Lib., 17.) He was driven at last by hunger lo
feed on his own limbs.
{Ovid, Met., 8, 738, seqq.
Tzctz. ad Lycophr., 1393.
Compare the account of
H.
in
This legend adCallimachus,
Cer., 32, seqq.)
mits of a very simple explanation.
Erisichthon is a
name akin to Erusibe {kpvmSr}) or " mildew ;" and
Hellanicus {ap. Athen., 10, p. 416) said that he was
also called JEthon {AWojv) or " burning,''^ from his in-

—

—

—

the

Rhodians prayed

sibia, the

leg om,

to avert

it.

162. — Keightley's Mythology,

{Midler, Prop.

177

)

Eros, the god of Love, the same with the Cupido
This deity is unnoticed bv Homer. In
(v. 120) he is one of the first of beings,
and produced without parents.
In the Orphic hymns
he is the son of Kronos.
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 3,
made
him
the
26.)
Sappho
offspring of Heaven and
Earth {Id. ib.), while Simonides assigned him Venus
and Mars for parents. {Id. ib) In Olen's hymn to
Ilithyia {Pausan., 9, 27, 2), this goddess was termed
the mother of Love; and Alcaeus said, that "wellsandaled Iris bore Love to Zephyrus of golden locks"
The cosmogonic Eros of
{ap. Plut., Amat., 20).
Hesiod is apparently a personification of the principle
of attraction, on which the coherence of the material
world depends.
Nothing was more natural than to
term Venus the mother of Love but the reason for so
of the Latins.
the Theogony

—

;

goddess who presides over child-

calling Ilithyia, the

birth, is not equally apparent
to express the increase of

:

it

was possibly meant

conjugal affection produced

The making Love the offspring of the Westwind and the Rainbow would seem
to be only a poetic mode of
expressing the well-known
fact, that the Spring, the season in which they most
by the birth of children.

prevail,

also that of Love.

is

{Theognis, 1275.)

In

some of the Latin poets, the Loves
are spoken of in the plural number, but no distinct
offices are assigned them.
{Theocrit-, 7, 96.
Biov,
the bucolic and

tia

Greece,

is

Olonos.

passim.

—Horat

was the place

in

,

—

anius,

joins the

it

The modern name

Cadiz, aqd was remarkable for

always winged, and armed with a bow and
(7, 194) seems to re[»resent his arrows as tipped with flowers. The arrows of Cama, the
Hindu Eros, are thus pointed. The adventures of
Eros are not numerous. The most celebrated is that
is

—

Qqq

was

Vid. Hercules
rise to the fable of his oxen.
and Geryon. {Plin, 4, 22. Mela, 3, 6.) Many commentators have agreed to identify with Erythea the

—

Classical

Journal,
(Compare
—Leon.A daughter
of Geryon.
{Pausanias,

Isla de

140.)
37.)

vol. 3, p.

II.

10,

ErythrvE, one of the twelve cities of Ionia, situate
near the coast, opposite Chios.
{Herodot , 1, 142.)
Its founder was said to have been Erythrus, the son
himself here with
who
established
of Rhadamanthus,
At a later
a body of Cretans, Carians, and Lycians.
of Codrus,- with an Ionian
period came Cleopus, son
colony. {Scylax, p. 37.) The city did not lie exactly
it had a
on the coast, but some little distance inland
harbour on the coast named Kissus.
{Liv., 36, 43.)
Erythrae was famous as the residence of one of the
Sibyls at an early period, and in the time of Alexander we find another making her appearance here, with
similar claims to prophetic inspiration. {Strabo, 643 )
According to Pausanias (10, 12), the name of the elder
The same writer informs us,
Sibyl was Herophile.
that there was at Erythrae a very ancient temple of
Either this city had disappeared at
Hercules (7, 5).
the time Hierocles wrote, or else he means it under
the name of Satrote {^arpurr)), which he places near
Clazomeaae, and which is mentioned by no other writer.
{Ht zrocles, p. 660. ) According to Tavernier (vol.
:

2, lett. 22), the modern Gesme {Dschesme) occupies
the site of the ancient city : Chandler, however, found

some
name of Rythre

vol

Nonnus

It

fertility.

which Eros was most worshipped.

was usually represented as a plump-cheeked boy,
rosy and naked, with light hair floating on his shoul-

He

its

called by the inhabitants Junonis Insula ; and by later
Here Gcryon was said to have
writers, Aphrodisias.
reigned ; and the fertility of the island seems to have

still

in

II.

{Cramer'' s Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 320.)
Erythea, an island off the coast of Iberia, in the
It lay in the Sinus Gaditanus, or Bay of
Atlantic.

distance to the north of

—Thespiae

—

Alpheus on the borders of Elis.
Erymanthus is the Dogana.

the old walls

19, 1.)

122.)

of the

the

1,

love

arrows.

p.

river of Arcadia, descending from the mountain of
the same name, and flowing near the town of Psophis.
After receiving another small stream, called the Aro-

Boeo-

Od.,

The Thespians used to celebrate games in his honour
on Mount Helicon. These were called Erotia. Eros
had also altars at Athens and elsewhere. The
god of
ders.

of the Morea,

{Itin.

A

The destructive mildew is therefore
enemy of Ceres, to whom, under the title of Ery- given

satiate hunger.

1,

Ervmanthus, I. a mountain-chain in the northwest
angle of Arcadia, celebrated in fable as the haunt of
the savage boar destroyed by Hercules.
{Apollod., 2,
5, S.— Pausan., 8, 2i.— Homer, Od., 6, 102.) Apollonius places the Erymanthian monster in the wilds of
Mount Lampia ; but this mountain, as we learn from
Pausanias (8, 24), was that part of the chain where
the river Erymanthus took its rise. The modern name
of Mount Erymanthus, one of the highest ridges in

6, pt. 3, p.

this,

with

remaining. {Mannert, Geogr.,

321, seqq.)

a name applied by the Greeks
whole ocean, extending from the coast of Ethiwhen their geographopia to the island of Taprobana,

ERVTHR.EUM Mare,

to the

ical

knowlcdgre of India was

in

its

{Vin— Commerce and Navigation

cent's Periplus, p. 4.
the Ancients, vol. 2.)

infancy.

of

They derived the name from
an ancient monarch who reigned along these coasts,
believed that his grave
by the name of Erythras, and
was to be found in one of the adjacent islands. ( Wahl

^

Asien,

p.

316 and 6S6.—Agatharchidas, p. 4, Geogr.
489
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—

—

out the Esquiline gate. As the vast number of bodies
here deposited rendered the places adjoining very unhealthy, Augustus gave part of it to his favourite Maecenas, who built there a magnificent residence, with
extensive gardens, whence it became one of the most
{Horat., Sat., 8, 10,
healthy situations of Rome.
The Esquiline had the
Id., Epod., 5, 100.)
ceptation of the word, accordmg to the opinion prev- seqq.
The appellation was probably de- honour of giving birth to Julius Caesar, who was born
alent in his age.
rived from Edom (Esau), whose descendants were in that part of the Suburra which was situated on this
Here also were the residences of Virgil, of the
called Idumaeans, and inhabited the northern parts of hill.
Arabia.
{Wahl, Asien, p. 316.) They navigated younger Pliny and here were situate a part of Nero's
upon the Red Sea and Persian Gulf, and also upon the golden house, and the palace and baths of the Em-

CufMin.yed. Hudson.
Ctesias, ed. B'dhr, p. 359.
Afterward, when the Greeks learned
the existence of an Indian Ocean, the term Erythrajan
Sea was applied merely to the sea below Arabia, and
In this latter sense
to the Arabian and Persian Gulfs.
Herodotus follows the old acStrabo uses the name.
tius, 8, 9, 14.)

—

;

Indian Ocean

;

and the Oriental name Idumaean signi-

fying red, the sea of the Idumaeans was called the Red
Sea and the Erythraean Sea ('E/w^pu &u'kaaaa). Vid.

Arabicus Sinus. {Curttus, 8, 9.—Plin., 6, 23.— Herodot., 1, 180, 189
3, 93
4, 37.— Mela, 3, 8.)
Ervx, I. a son of Butes and Venus, who, relying
upon his strength, challenged all strangers to fight with
hun in the combat of the cestus. Hercules accepted
his challenge after many had yielded to his superior
dexterity, and Eryx was killed in the combat, and
buried on the mountain where he had built a temple
II. A mountain
to Venus.
(Virg., Mn., 5, 402.)
of Sicily, at the western extremity of the island, and
It was fabled to have renear the city of Drepanum.
ceived its name from Eryx, who was buried there. On
its summit stood a famous temple of Venus Erycina
{vid. Erycma), and on the western declivity was situated the town of Eryx, the approach to which from the
At the distance of 30
plain was rocky and difficult.
stadia stood the harbour of the same name.
{Polyb.,
The
1, 55—Diod., 24., l.—Cic. in Ver., 2, 8.)
Phoenicians most probably were the founders of the
and the Erycinian Veplace, and also of the temple
nus appears to be identified with the Astarte of the
;

;

—

;

The

Utter people.

native

(Compare Diod., 4, 83.)
inhabitants in this quarter were called Elymi, and Eryx
is said by some to have been their king.
{Dtod., 4,

63.— Virg.,

jEn., 5,

5.—Apoilod.,

9.— Id.,

makes .^neas

Virgil
this,

1,

759— Iieyne,

however, he

to

2,

Excurs.

b.—Hygtn.,

2,

ad JEn.,

fab., 260.)

have founded the temple

;

in

contradicted by other authorities.
never was in Sicily, and therefore

is

./Eneas, in fact,
the whole is a mere fable.

The town was

destroyed

the time of Pyrrhus, who a
short time previous had taken it by storm, and the inhabitants were removed to Drepanum. {Diod., 22, 14.

by the Carthaginians

in

—

It soon, however, revived,
Id., 23, 9.)
owing to
the celebrity of the adjacent temple.
In the first Punic war it fell into the hands of the Romans {Polyb.,
Id., 2, 7), but was surprised by Barcas, the
1, 58.

—

Carthaginian commander, and the inhabitants who escaped the slaughter were again removed to Drepanum.
The place never recovered from this
{Diod., 24, 2.)
the sanctity of the temple drew, indeed, new
inhabitants around, but the city was never rebuilt.
of the temple remain at the present day.
traces
No
On the summit of the mountain, now called St. Giuli-

blow

:

is an ancient castle, supposed to have been erected by the Saracens. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2,

ano,
p.

383, seqq.)

EsQuiLiiE and Esquilinus Mons, one of the seven
of Rome, added to the city by Servius Tullius,

hills

who enclosed the greater part of it within the circuit
of his walls, and built his palace upon it, which he
are
continued to inhabit till the day of his death.
informed by Varro (L. L., 4, 8), that the Esquiline derived its name from the Latin word excultus ; in proof
of which he mentions, that Servius had planted on its

We

The EsquiUne, at the present day, is
be the most covered with ruins, and the most
deserted of the three eastern hills of Rome.
{Rome
in the \9tk Century, vol. 1, p. 204, Am. ed.)
a
of
Sarmatia
EssEDONEs,
Asiatica, to the
people
east of the Palus Maeotis.
i^tolemy, however, places
them in Serica, and in Scythia extra Imaum ; while
Herodotus assigns them to the country of the Massaperor Titus.
said to

—and

201.

to

Phny

getae,

them

to identify

—

Sarmatia Europaea.

{Herod.,

1,

Some writers seek
Plin., 6, 7.)
with the Cossacks of the Don.
( Vid.

Id., 4, 25.

Issedones, and consult Bischoff und Moller, Worterh.
der Geograph., p. 485.)
E8ti.(e6tis, according to Strabo (430), that portion
of Thessaly which lies near Pindus, and between that

mountain and Upper Macedonia. The same writer
elsewhere informs us (p. 437), that, according to some
authorities, this district was originally the country of
the Dorians, who certainly are stated by Herodotus

56) and others to have once occupied the regions
but that afterward it took the name of Estiaeotis, from a district in Euboea, so called, the inhabi-

(1,

of Pindus

;

which were transplanted into Thessaly by the
{Cramer s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 352.)
Eteocles, a son of QBdipus and Jocasta. After
his father's death, it was agreed between him and his
tants of

Perrhsbi.

brother Polynices that they should both share the kingEteocles, by
alternately, each a year.
but, after
right of seniority, first ascended the throne
the first year of liis reign was expired, he refused to give
up the crown to his brother according to their mutual
Polynices, resolving to punish so gross a
agreement.
violation of a solemn engagement, fled to the court of
Adrastus, king of Argos, where he married Argia the

dom, and reign

;

daughter of that monarch and, having prevailed upon
Adrastus to espouse his cause, the latter undertook
what was denominated the Theban war, twenty-seven
Adrastus
years, as is said, before the Trojan one.
marched against Thebes with an army, of which he
took the command, having with him seven celebrated
;

Tydeus, Amphiaraus, Capaneus, Parthenopaeus,
Hippomedon, Eteoclus son of Iphis, and Polynices.
The Thebans who espoused the cause of Eteocles

chiefs,

were, Melanippus and Ismarus, sons of Astacus, PolyAll
phonies, Megareus, Lasthenes, and Hyperbius.
the Argive leaders, with the exception of Adrastus,
fell before Thebes, Eteocles also
slain
in
being
single
combat with Polynices. Ten years after the conclusion of this war arose that of the Epigoni, or the sons
of the slain chieftains of Argos, who took up arms to
{Vid. Epigoni.)
avenge the death of their sires.
Lists of the seven Argive commanders are given by
" Seven
in
his
Thebes
;" by Eurip.(Eschylus
against
ides in his Phoenissae and Supplices
and by Sopho;

'
cles in his

CEdipus

at

Colonus."

They

all

agree,

except that in the Phcenissse the name of Adrastus is
substituted for that of Eteoclus.
The tragic poets
Euvary also in other particulars from each other.
ripides, whom we have followed as to the age of Etebut
ocles, makes him the elder of the two brothers

summit several sacred groves, such as the Lucus QuerIt was the
quetulanus, Fagutalis, and Esquilinus.
most extensive of the seven hills, and was divided into Sophocles, on the contrary, calls him the younger.
two principal heights, which were called Cispius and {(Ed. Col., 1292.)
The Campus Esquilinus was granted by the
Eteoclus, one of the seven chiefs of the army of
Oppius.
He was
senate as a burying-place for the poor, and stood with- Adrastus, in his expedition against Thebes
490
;
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EVA
killed by Megareus, the son of Creon, under the walls
of Thebes.
{ApoUod., 3, 6.)
ExEsi-as {'ET7]mac), winds blowing every year (erof)
at a stated period, over the ^Egean Sea.
I'hcy came
from the north, and are hence sometimes called 'Er^winds
The Etesian
acoi ^opeac.
prevailed for foriy
Arrian speaks
days after the setting of the Dog-star.
of Etesian winds in the Indian Ocean, blowing from
the south, by which he evidently means the monsoons.

—

Indic, 21.)
(Arrian, Exp. Alex., 6, 21.
Vtd. Hetruria.
Etruria.
of
a
EvADNB, daughter
Iphis or Iphicles of Argos,
who slighted the addresses of Apollo, and married Capaneus, one of the seven chiefs who went against
Thebes. When her husband had been struck with

thunder by Jupiter for his blasphemies and impiety,
and his ashes had been separated from those of the rest
of the Argives, she threw herself on his burning pile,
and perished in the flames.
(Virg., JSn.,6, 447.

—

21.— Stat.,

Theb., 12,800.)
a king of Salamis in the island of Cyprus, and a descendant of Teucer son of Telamon, the
"When Evagoras saw the light,
founder of that city.
the throne of Salamis was occupied by a Phoenician
This Phceniruler, who had obtained it by treachery.
cian was afterward slain by one of the leading chieftains of the country, who thereupon usurped the suPropert.,

1,

15,

EvAGORAs,

I.

It is said that
tinguished himself by his hospitality.
he first brought the Greek alphabet into Italy, and introduced there the worship of the Greek deities.
( Vid.
Pie was honoured as a god after death, and
Pelasgi.)

his subjects raised hiiu an altar on Mount Aventine.
{Vid. Cacus.—Pausan., 8, 43.— Ltu., \f7.—Sil. Ital,
7, \8.—0vtd, Fast., 1, 600, 9l.— Virg.,^n.,8, 100.)
EvARCHUs, a river of Asia Minor, flowing into the
The name apEuxine, to the southeast of Sinope.
pears to have been changed in process of time to EveIt formed the ancient boundary between Paphchus.
lagonia and Cappadocia, or the White Syrians, who
had spread theraKclves to the west of the Halys. {Man-

nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 11.)
EuBCEA, a large and celebrated island, lying along
Its most anthe coast of Locris, Boeotia, and Attica.

we learn from Strabo (444), was Maobtained, as he affirms, from its great
length in compari.son with its breadth. Besides this,
it was known at different times by the various appel-

cient name, as
cris,

which

it

Oche, Ellopia, Asopia, and Abantia. {Strab.f
The latter, which frequently ocPlin., 4, 12.)
curs in the poets, was either derived from the Thralations of
I.

c.

—

cians, who had founded Abae in Phocis, and thence
crossed over into the island, or from a hero named
Abas. {Aristot., ap. Strab., I. c.) Homer, as Strabo
observes, though he designates the island by the name
preme power, and endeavoured to seize Evagoras, of Euboea, always employs the appellation of Abantea
whose right to the throne was an obstacle in the way of to denote the inhabitants. (//., 2, 536.— Ibid., 540.)
his ambition.
Evagoras fled to Soli in Cilicia, assem- The name of Euboea originated traditionally from the
bled there a small band of followers, returned to Cy- passage of lo, who was even said to have given birth
{Hesiod, ap. Stepk. Byz.,
prus, and, deposing the tyrant, mounted the throne of to Epaphus in this island.
Its inhabitants were among the earAll this took place while the enfeebled s. V. 'A6dvTcg.)
his ancestors.
empire of Persia was scarcely able to withstand the liest navigators of Greece, a circumstance which seems
attacks of the victorious Greeks prior to the Pelopon- to confirm the notion preserved by Strabo, of its havnesian war, and had therefore no time to attend to the ing been occupied, in distant ages, by a Phoenician
affairs of Cyprus.
hear also of the Pelasgi and Dryopes
Evagoras showed himself a wise colony.
and politic prince, and raised the glory of his native being settled there.
Diod. Sic^
(Dion. Hal., 1, 25.
island to a much higher pitch than it had ever attained 4, 37.)
Herodotus affirms (1, 146), that the greatest
before.
He became the patron also of arts and litera- part of the Ionian cities in Asia Minor had been colture, and entertained at his court distinguished men of onized by the Abantes of Euboea, who were not other
all nations.
It was in his dominions that Conon, the
This
wise, however, connected with the lonians.

We

Athenian general, sought refuge after the fatal battle
of .^igos Potamos, and by his aid was enabled to prepare a fleet, which restored the naval ascendancy of
his country.
Xen., Hist.
(Isocr., Evag., p. 200.
Died. Sic,
Gr.,2, 1, \9.— Corn. Nep., Vit. Con.
the
from
14, 39.)
splendid panegyric passed
Judging
upon his character by Isocrates, Evagoras was certainly a prince of rare and distinguished virtue and
merit
and his fortune for a time kept pace with his
shining qualities. Unfortunately, however, he met with
reverses towards the close of his reign.
Artaxerxes

—
—

;

Mnemon

attacked his power, after the peace of Antalcidas had left the Asiatic Greeks at the mercy of the
Persian king.
Evagoras was aided in his resistance
to the Persian arms by Amasis of Egypt, and also secretly by the Athenians ; but his efforts were unsuc-

and he saw himself eventually compelled to
renounce his authority over the other cities of Cyprus,
and confine himself to Salamis, paying besides an annual

cessful,

He was assassinated by a eunuch,
His son Nicocles succeeded him. (Diod.
II. Grandson of the
seqq.)
preceding.

tribute to Persia.

B.C. 374.
Sic, 15.

2,

—

Being deprived of his possessions by

his uncle Prota-

goras, he fled to Artaxerxes Ochus, by
was put to death.

whose order he

EvANDER, a son of the prophetess Carmenta, and
An accidental murder obliged him
king of Arcadia.
to leave his country, and he came to
Italy, where he
drove the aborigines from their ancient possessions,
of the country where Rome
Vid. Italia.)
He kindly re(
ceived Hercules when he returned from the conquest
of Geryon
and he was the first who raised liim altars.
He gave iEneas assistance against the Rutuli, and dis-

and reigned

in that part

was afterward founded.
;

—

people also founded settlements, at an early period, in
Pau(Strabo, 449.
Illyria, Sicily, and Campania.
san., 5, 22.)
Euboea, divided into a number of small
other
states of Greece,
independent republics, like the
In fact,
presents no features for a common history.
where each city requires a separate narrative, it is dif-

—

embody what belongs to them collectively in
one general account.
Its fertility and abundant resources appear at an early period to have attracted the
attention of the Athenian people, and to have inspired
ficult to

them with the desire of acquiring a territory situated
so near their own, and adequate to the supply of all
After the expulsion of the Pisistratidai,

their wants.

when

the energy of the Athenian character had received
a fresh impulse from the recovery of liberty, Athens
readily availed itself of the pretence afforded by the

Chalcidians, who occupied the principal city of the island, for invading Euboea, these having assisted the
Boeotians in the war then carrying on against that power.
The Athenians, after defeating their nearest encrossed the Euripus, and, having routed
emy,

suddenly

the forces of Chalcis, seized upon their territory, where
citizens as
they established four thousand of their own
colonists.

(Herodot., 5,

77.)

They were

obliged,

however, to evacuate this new acquisition, in order to
defend their own country against a threatened attack
of the Persian armament commanded by Datis and
:
nevertheless, they did not lose sight of
the important advantages attending the possession of
When the alarm created by the Persian inEuboea.
vasion had subsided, the maritime states of Greece
united themselves into a confederacy, of which Ath-

Artaphemes

ens took the lead, and thus acquired an ascendency
so fatal to the liberties of those who
which proved
^
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had unguardedly cemented that impolitic union. This
was peculiarly the case with' the Euboean cities, since
we learn from Thucydidcs (1, 114), that the whole island acknow'ledged the supremacy and sway of Athens
prior to the Peloponnesian war ; but neither that historian nor Herodotus has informed us precisely when,

and

what manner, their subjugation was effected.
On the Athenians being compelled, after their defeat at
Coronea, to evacuate Boeotia, of which they had been
for some time masters, the Euboeans took advantage
of that circumstance to attempt emancipating themselves from a foreign yoke.
But success did not atin

tend their efforts.
As soon as the news of the revolt
had reached Athens, Pericles was despatched at the
head of a considerable force to quell the insurrection,
in which he succeeded so
eflfectually, notwithstanding

sufficiently attested

with Cyprus
and 8, 96).

by Herodotus,

who compares

it

(5, 31), and also by Thucydides (7, 28,
Its opulence is also apparent from the

designation and value affixed to the talent, so frequently referred to by classic writers under the name of Eu-

From Strabo we learn that it was subject to
frequent earthquakes, which he ascribes to the subterranean cavities with which the whole island abounds
The modern name of Euboea is Negropont,
(447).
boicum.

formed, by a series of corruptions, from the word Euripus, which designated the narrow channel separating
the island from the Boeotian coast.
{Cramer^s An-

cient Greece, vol. 2, p. 121, seqq.)

the unfortunate Sicilian ex-

EuBoicus, belonging to Eubtea. The epithet is also
applied to Cumae, because that city was built by a colony from Chalcis, a town of Euboea. {Ovid, Fast.,
4, 257.—Vtrg., jEn., 6, 2 ; 9, 710.)
EuBULiDEs, a native of Miletus, and successor of
He was a strong opEuclid in the Megaric school.
ponent of Aristotle, and seized every opportunity of

pedition had compelled Athens to fight for existence
rather than conquest, that the Euboeans ventured once

censuring his writings and calumniating his character.
He introduced new subtleties into the art of disputa-

more

which, though often mentioned as proof
of great ingenuity, deserve only to be remembered as
Of these sophistical
examples of egregious trifling.
modes of reasoning, called by Aristotle Eristic syllo1. Of the
sophgisms, a few examples may suffice.
ism, called from the example, The Lying : if, when
lie
the
but
truth,
lie,
you say, you
you
you speak
you
therefore, in
say you lie when you speak the truth
lie.
2.
The
Occult.
the
Do
truth,
you
speaking
you

the frequent diversions made by the Peloponnesians in
favour of the islanders, that they were reduced to a
more abject stale of subjection than ever {Thucyd., 1,

114)

and

;

it

was not

till

to assert their right to

independence {Thucyd.,
but such was the want of zeal and energy disthe
Lacedaemonian
played by
government, that they
obtained no aid from that quarter until nearly the termination of the twenty-first year of the war, when at
8, 6)

;

length Hegesandridas, a Spartan admiral, came to their
support, and gained a victory over the Athenian fleet ;
the Eretrians then openly revolted, and their example

being quickly followed by the other towns, the whole
of Euboea recovered its independence.
This island,
however, derived but little advantage from the change
which then took place. Each city, being left to its
own direction, soon became a prey to faction and civil
broil, which ended in a more complete slavery under
the dominion of tyrants.
Towards the commence
ment of the war between the Boeotians and Spartans,

we

are told by Diodorus (15, 30), that the Eubceans

manifested a desire to place themselves once more
under the protection of Athens.
Another party, however, having declared in favour of the Thebans, a civil
war ensued, which equally exhausted both factions,

and forced them to make peace (16, 7). By the ability and judgment of Timotheus, the Athenian general,
a preponderance of opinion was decidedly created in
favour of that state {Demosth., de Cor., p. 108.
JEsck. contr. Ctes., p. 479.
Mitford's Greece, vol.

—

—

7, p. 384), which continued
arts and machinations of

until

overthrown by the
Phocion was em-

tion, several of

:

;

know your father 1 Yes. Do you know this man
who is veiled 1 No. Then you do not know your
3. Electra.
father, for it is your father who is veiled.
Electra, the daughter of Agamemnon, knew her brother
and did not know him she knew Orestes to be her
brother, but she did not know that person to be her
4. Sorites.
brother who was conversing with her.
Is
:

Two grains 1 No. Three
one grain a heap ? No.
No. Go on, adding one by one and if one
grains 1
it
will
be impossible to say what
grain be not a heap,
number of grains make a heap. 5. The Horned. You
have what you have not lost you have not lost horns
In such high repute were
therefore you have horns.
;

—

;

;

silly inventions for perplexing plain truth, that
Chrysippus wrote six books on the first of these soph-

these

and Philetas, a Coan, died of a consumption,
which he contracted by the close study which he bestowed upon it
{Diog. Laert., 7, i) 196
Enfield's
isms

;

—

History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 199).
EuBULUs, a comic poet of Athens, born in the box
powered by the Macedonian government to take all
the requisite measures for restoring tranquillity, and ough of Atarnea.
He exhibited about B.C. 375. Euhe obtained some important successes over the Euboe- bulus, from his date, stood on the debateable ground
an forces but it does not appear that much advan- between the first and second species of comedy ; and
After to judge from the fragments in Athenasus, who quotestage was ultimately derived from his victory.
this period Euboea became attached to the Macedonian more than fifty of his comedies by name, he must have
He composed, in all, 104
interests, until it was once more restored to freedom written plays of both sorts.
by the Romans, who wrested it from Philip, the son of comedies. {Theatre of the Greeks, p. 119, 4th ed.)
a
This island, according
Demetrius.
EucHiR, I.
{Liv., 34, 51.)
painter, related, as is said, to Daedalus,
to Strabo (444), extends from the Maliac Gulf along and who, according to Theophrastus {ap. Plin., 7, 56),
the coast of Locris, Boeotia, and Attica, a distance of introduced painting into Greece.
The name, in truth,
about one thousand two hundred stadia its greatest however, is merely a figurative one for a skilful artist
^^
^^
breadth nowhere exceeds one hundred and fifty stadia. generally.
II. A
dexterous."')
{Evx^i-p,
skilful,''^
"Torn from the coast of modeller, styled also Euchirus {Pausan., 6, 4, 2), and
(Compare Scylax, p. 23.)
" it is
He and Eugrammus are
Boeotia," says Pliny,
separated by the Euripus, one of the most ancient.
the breadth of which is so insignificant as to allow a said to have accompanied Demaratus in his flight from
Of its two southern prom- Corinth to Etruria. {Pltn., 35, 12, 43.) Here again
bridge to be thrown across.
III. An Athenian
ontories, Geraestus looks towards Attica, Caph^eus both names are figurative.
scul|)tor.
towards the Hellespont Cenaeum fronts the north. In He made a statue of Mercury, which was placed at
breadth this island never exceeds twenty miles, but it Phenea.
{Pausamas, 8, 14, 7.) Pliny (34, 8. 19)
is nowhere less than two.
Reaching from Attica to places him among those artists who excelled in formThessaly, it extends for one hundred and twenty miles ing brazen statues of combatants at the public ^ames,
armed men, huntsmen, &c. On this account, Thiersch
Its circuit is three hundred and sixty- five.
in length.
On the side of Caphareus it is two hundred and twenty- correctly infers that he flourished in a later age.
The
abundance
and
five miles from the Hellespont."
{Epoch. 11, AdnoL, p. 33.)
of this extensive island in ancient times are
EucLiDEs, I. a native of Megara, founder of the Mefertility
Philip.

;

—

—

;

—

;

—
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EUCLIDES.
Eristic

sect.

Endowed by

nature with a

garic or
subtle and penetrating genius, he early applied him-

The writings of Parself to the study of philosophy.
Hearmenides first taught him the art of disputation.
ing of the fame of Socrates, Euclid determined to attend upon his instructions, and for this purpose remoHere he long remained a
ved from Megara to Athens.
constant hearer and zealous disciple of the moral phiAnd when, in consequence of the enmity
losopher.
which subsisted between the Athenians and Megareans, a decree was passed by the former, that any inhabitant of Megara who should be seen in Athens should

he frequently came to Athens by night,
from the distance of about twenty miles, concealed in
a long female cloak and veil, to visit his master.
{Aul.
forfeit his life,

Not finding his natural propensity to
Gell., 6, 10.)
disputation sufficiently gratified in the tranquil method
of philosophizing adopted by Socrates, he frequently
engaged in the business and disputes of the civil
courts.

Socrates,

who

despised forensic contests, ex-

pressed some dissatisfaction with his pupil for indula fondness for controversy. {Diog. Laert.,2, 30.)
ging
This circumstance probably proved the occasion of a
for we find
separation between Euclid and his master
him, after this time, at the head of a school in Megara
;

school at Alexandrea, and it existed and maintained its
reputation till the Mohammedan conquest of Egypt.
Many of the fundamental principles of the pure mathematics had been discovered by Thalcs, Pythagoras,
and other predecessors of Euclid but to him is due the
merit of having given a systematic form to the science,
;

especially that part of it which relates to geometry.
He likewise studied the cognate sciences of Astronomy
and Optics ; and, according to Proclus, he was the au-

of " Elements," " Data," " An introduction to
"
"
"
Phaenomena,"
Optics,"
Catoptrics,"
a treatise " On the division of Surfaces," " Porisms,"
"
&c. His most valuable
The Elements of Gethor

Harmony,"

work,

All his works
ometry,'' has been repeatedly published.
extant were published at Oxford, 1703, folio, by the
Savilian professor of astronomy, David Gregory.
The
edition of Peyrard, however, is entitled to the praise of
It appeared at Paris in 1814 and
being the best.

some

This ediof the following years, in 3 vols. 4to.
accompanied with a double translation, one in

tion is

M. Peyrard consulted
Latin and the other in French.
a manuscript of the latter part of the ninth century,
which had belonged to the Vatican library, and was at
that time in the

French

was enabled

fill

capital.
By the aid of this he
various lacunce, and to re-establish
various passages which had been altered in all the other
manuscripts, and in all the editions anterior to his own.
Hence Peyrard is the only one that has given a com-

to

(Diog. Laert.,3, 6), in which his chief employment was
to teach the art of disputation.
Debates were conducted with so much vehemence among his pupils, that
Timon said of Euclid, that he had carried the madness plete text of the "Elements" and "Data;" for the
"
of contention from Athens to Megara.
Phaenomena," and the other works of Euclid, are re{Diog. Laert.,
That he was, however, capable of commanding jected by him as spurious. For some remarks on Eu6, 22.)
his temper, appears from his reply to his brother, who, clid, consult Delainbre, Hist, de V Astron. Ancien., vol.
in a quarrel, had said, " Let me perish if I be not re1, p. 49, seqq., and the preface to Peyrard's edition.
" and let me
EuDAMiDAs, I. a son of Archidamus IV., brother to
venged on you :"
perish," returned Euclid,
" if I do not subdue
He succeeded to the Spartan throne, after
your resentment by forbearance, Agis IV
and make you love me as much as ever." In dispu- his brother's death, B.C. 330. {Pausan., 3, 10.)-— II.
son of Archidamus, king of Sparta, who succeeded
tation, Euclid was averse to the analogi«al method of
reasoning, and judged that legitimate argumentation B.C. 268.
in
fair
conclusions
from
consists
EuDociA, I. a Roman empress, wife to Theodosius
deducing
acknowledgHe held that there is one supreme the Younger. Her original name was Athenais, and
ed premises.
good, which he called by the different names of Intel- she was the daughter of Leontius, an Athenian philosbut on her marriage she embraced Christianiligence, Providence, God ; and that evil, considered as opher
an opposite principle to the sovereign good, has no ex- ty, and received the baptismal name of Eudocia. She
istence.
The supreme good, according to Cicero, he was a female of beauty and talent. She put into verse
defined to be, that which is always the same.
In this several books of the Old Testament, and wrote sevdoctrine, in which he followed the subtlety of Parmen- eral paraphrases on some of the Jewish prophets, but
ides rather than the simplicity of Socrates, he seems to became suspected by her husband of conjugal infidelihave considered good abstractedly as residing in the ty, and, being degraded, was allowed to seek a refuge
and to have maintained, that all things which in the Holy Land. Here she devoted herself to reliDeity
exist are good by their participation of the first good, gious studies, but the jealousy of her suspicious husand having learned that two
and, consequently, that there is, in the nature of things, band still pursued her
no real evil. It is said, that when Euclid was asked priests, whom she had chosen as the companions of
"
his opinion concerning the gods, he replied,
I know her exile, were accustomed to pay her frequent visits,
nothing more of them than this, that they hate inquis- and were loaded by her with presents, Theodosius sent
itive persons." If this apophthegm be justly ascribed to Saturninus, one of the officers of his court, to JerusaEuclid, it may ser^•e to prove, either that he had learn- lem, who put to death the two priests without even the
Irritated at this new insult, Eudc^ed, from the precepts of Socrates, to think soberly and formality of a trial.

—

—

A

;

;

—

;

respectfully concerning the Divine Nature, or that the
fate of that good man had taught him caution in de{EnfieWs History of Philosoclaring his opinions.

—

A

II.
celebrated mathephy, vol. 1, p. 198, seqq.)
matician of Alexandrea, considered by some to have
been a native of that city, though the more received
opinion makes the place of his birth to have been unknown. He flourished B.C. 280, in the reign of Ptolemy Lagus, and was professor of mathematics in the
His scholars were numerous, and
capital of Egypt.

among them was Ptolemy

himself.

It is related, that

monarch having inquired of Euclid if there was
some mode of learning mathematics less barbarous,
and requiring less attention than the ordinary one, Eu-

the

not

though otherwise of an amiable character, dryly
"
answered, that there was no royal road to geometry."
It is to this little incident that
nearly all our knowledge of the particulars of his life is limited. Euclid
was the first, in fact, who established a mathematical

clid,

caused Saturninus to be slain, a deed more likely
The emperor
darken than avenge her innocence.
contented himself with depriving her of all the badges
of her rank, and reducing her to the condition of a pricia
to

She lived twenty years after this
vate individual.
event, in the bitterest penitence, endeavouring to efhonour
face, by acts of piety, the crime which outraged
She died at the age of 67
had led her to commit.
vol. 7, p. 149.)
years. {Le Beau, Hist, du Bas-Empirc,

some to Eudocia, is
principal work, ascribed by
Homerocentra {'OfXTjpoiievTpa), or a life of our Saviour,
in 2443 hexameters, formed from verses and hemisOthers,
thics selected out of the poems of Homer.
who
however, make Pelagius, surnamed Patricius,

The

lived in the fifth century, its author.
of Zonaras (Annai, vol. 3, p. 37), a

From

a passage

clew may be obPelagius would seem
tained for solving this difficulty.
to have commenced the work in question, and EudoThis princess has left, also, a
cia to have finished it.
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EVE
poem on

the

martyrdom of Cyprian.

The

best edition

Homerocentra
Teucher, Lips., 1798,
8vo. —
The Younger, daughter of the preceding and
of ihe

is

that of

II.

of Theodosius II., married Valentinian III.
After the
assassination of her husband by Petronius Maximus,
she was obliged to marry the usurper.
Eudocia, out
of indignation and revenge, called in Genseric, king of
the Vandals, who came to Italy, plundered Rome, and
carried Eudocia with him to Africa.
Some years afterward she was sent back to Constantinople, where
she died, A.D. 462.
III. The widow of Constantine
Ducas, married Romanus Diogenes, an officer of distinction, A.D. 1068, and associated him with her on
the throne.
Three years after, Michael, her son, by
means of a revolt, was proclaimed emperor, and caused
his mother to be shut up in a convent, where she spent
the rest of her life.
She left a treatise on the genealogies of the gods and heroes, which displays an ex-

—

direction, falls into the sea.

was Lyconnas.

{Strabo,

I.

c.

more

name
— Compareancient
ApollodorvSf
Its

The Evenus is rendered celebrated in fable,
1, 7, 8.)
from the story of Nessus, who was slain here by Hercules for offering violence to Dei'anira.
name of the river is the Fidari. Near its

{Cramer'* s

Missolonghi.

EuERGET^,
name was Ariaspae.

Anc. Greece,

The modern
mouth stood

vol. 2, p. 75.

^

Upper Asia, whose true
The Greeks called them Euer-

a people of

getae, or benefactors, translating the
tion which was added to their name,

Persian appella-

and which Freinshemius suspects, from Herodotus (8, 85), to have
been Orosangce. This title they are said to have received in return for succours afforded to the army of
Cyrus, when it was suffering, in these regions, from
cold and hunger.
{Curt., 7, 3.)
They dwelt near

the river Etymander, the modern Hindmend (Arrian,
Exp. Alex., 4, 6, 12), between Drangiana and Arachopensive acquamtance with the subject.
It is printed
sia, and in the vicinity of the modern city of Dercasp,
in Villoison's Anecdota Gracay Venet., 1781, 2 vols.
in whose name traces of the ancient one appear. (Com4to.
pare Schmieder, ad Curt., I. c.)
EcDoxus, I. a celebrated astronomer and geometriEuergetes, a surname, signifying benefactor, gi\ en
cian, born at Cnidus, who flourished about 370 B.C. to Ptolemy III. and IV. of Egypt, as also to some
He studied geometry under Archytas, and afterward, kings of Syria, Pontus, &c.
in the course of his travels, went to Egypt, and was inE^GANEi, an ancient nation of Italy, said to have
troduced to the notice of Nectanebis II., and by him to once occupied all the country to which the Veneti,
the Eg)'ptian priests.
He is highly celebrated for his its subsequent possessors, communicated the name
skill in astronomy by the ancients,
though none of his of Venetia. {Liv., 1, l) Driven from their ancient
writings on this or any other branch of science are ex- abodes, they appear to have retired across the Adige
tant.
The honour of bringing the celestial sphere and (Athesis), and to have settled on the shores of the
the regular astronomy from Egypt to Greece, belongs lakes Benacus and Isaeus, and in the adjacent valleys
to him.
After his return from Egypt, he taught astron- Pliny (5, 20) says, on the authority of Cato, that they
omy and philosophy with great applause at Cyzicus, held at one lime thirty-four towns: these were admitand afterward removed to Athens, where he opened a ted to the rights of Latin cities under Augustus. {Craschool, and was in such high repute as to be consulted mer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 74.)
on subjects of policy as well as science by deputies
EuGENius, I. a general who opposed Dioclesian,
from all parts of Greece.
Eudoius is said, in fact, to A.D. 290 but was slain the very same day at the
;

have supported his school with so much reputation as to
have excited the envy of even Plato himself
Proclus
informs us, that Euclid very liberally borrowed from
the elements of geometry composed by Eudoxus.
Cicero calls him the greatest astronomer that ever lived
we
learn
from
and
Petronius, that he retired to the top
of a very high mountain, that he might observe the celestial phenomena with more convenience than he
could on a plain or in a crowded city.
Strabo says,
;

that the observatory of

Eudoxus was

at Cnidus.

Vi-

Iruvius describes a sundial constructed by him. {Diog.
LaerL, 8, 86, scqq.
Petron.,
Cic, de Div., 2, 42.
He died
Arb., 88, A.—Strab., 119.— Vitruv., 9, 9 )
B.C. 352. His works are lost, but they served as ma-

—

—

Aratus for the comi osition of his poem entiPhasnomena. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3,

terials to

tled the

—

A

native of Cyzicus, sent by Ptolemy VII.,
Euergetes, on a voyage to India, and, some years after, on a second voyage by Cleopatra, widow of that
p. 8.)

II.

appears that he subsequently attempted the
(For an account of his
circumnavigation of Africa.
movements, consult remarks under the article Africa,
prince.

It

page 79,

col. 2.)

EuEMEROs. Vid. Euhemerus.
EvENUs, I. a name common to several epigrammatic
of whom, consult Jacobs, Capoets, for some account
Anthol. Grac, vol. 13, p. 893.—
tal. Poet. Epig.
n. A river of ^tolia, rising, as Strabo (451) reports,
in the country of the Bomienses, who occupied the

—

gates of Antioch, while attempting to make himself
II. A usurper in the reign of
master of that city.
Theodosius the Great, of Gallic extraction, A.D. 392.
He was defeated, taken prisoner, and put to death,
after having held power for two years.
{Zosim., 4,

—

54, scqq.)

Euhemerus, a native of Messene, as is generally
supposed, though, according to Brucker and others, he
was of the island of Sicily. Being sent on a voyage
of discovery by Cassander, king of Macedon, he came,
as he himself stated, to an island called Panchaia, in
the capital of which, Panara, he found a temple of the
Triphylian Jupiter, whore stood a column inscribed
with a register of the births and deaths of many of the
Among these he specified Uranus, his sons
gods.
Pan and Saturn, and his daughters Rhea and Ceres ;
as also Jupiter, Juno, and Neptune, who were the offAccordingly, the design of Euhespring of Saturn.
merus was

to

show, by investigating their actions, and

recording the places of their births and burials, that
the mythological deities were mere mortal men, raised
to the rank of gods on account of the benefits which
Ennius translated
they had conferred upon mankind.
this celebrated work of Euhemerus, which was entitled
as
well as the oriThe
translation,
'Iep« 'Avaypa(f>^.
but
ginal work, excepting some fragments, is lost
many particulars concerning Euhemerus, and the object of his history, are mentioned in a fragment of
Diodorus Siculus, preserved by Eusebius.
Some frag;

northeast extremity of ^Etolia.
Ptolemy says (p. 87)
that it flowed from Mount Callidromus, meaning the
Dicsarchain of CEta; which is sufficiently correct.

ments have also been saved by St. Augustine and
long quotations have been made by Lactantius, in

chus, with less truth, affirms that it rises in Mount
Pindus.
{Stat.,Gra:c,\.Ql.) According to Strabo,
it does not flow at first through the ancient Curetis,
which is the district of Pleuron, but more to the east,
by Chalcis and Calydon, after which it turns to the
west, towards the plains in which the ancient Pleuron
jvas situated ; and finally, proceeding in a southerly

a

;

his treatise

"De

covert attack

Falsa Religione.^^ This work was
on the established religion of the

who was associated with the priestwho were interested in the support of the

Greeks.

Plutarch,

hood, and

all

popular creed, maintained that the whole work of
Euhemerus, with the voyage to Panchaia, was an im-

pudent fiction and, in particular, it was urged, that
no one except Euhemerus had ever seen or heard of
;

EUM

EUMENES.

the land of Panchaia (De Is. ct Os.) ; that the Panckaia tcllus had been described in a flowery and poetical style, both by Diodorus Siculus and Virgil {Georg.,
2, 139), but not in such a manner as to determine its
The truth of the relation congeographical position.
tained in the work of Euhemerus has been vindicated

important actor in the troubled times which followed
the death of Alexander the Great.
Being early taken
into the service of Philip of Macedon, he served him
for seven, and Alexander for thirteen years, in the con-

by modern writers, who have attempted to prove that
Panchaia was an island of the Red Sea, which Euhemerus had actually visited in the course of his voy{Mem. de VAcad. des Inscrip., vol. 15) But
age.
whether Euhemerus merely recorded what he had seen,
or whether the whole book was not rather a device
and contrivance of his own, it seems highly probable
that the translation of Ennius gave rise to the belief

paigns, and

of many Roman philosophers, who maintained or insinuated their conviction of the mortality of the gods,
and whose writings have been so frequently appealed
to by Farmer, in his able disquisition on the preva-

lence of the Worship of Human Spirits.
{Dunlofs
Roman Literature, vol. I, p. 133.)
Euius, a surname of Bacchus, given him, according
to the poets, by Jupiter, whom he was aiding in the
contest with the giants.
Jupiter was so delighted
with his valour, that he called out to him, tv vie,
" Well
Others suppose it to hajp oridone, oh sonV
{Horat.,
ginated from a cry of the Bacchantes, Euo?.
Od., 1, 18, 9; 2, 11, 17.)
EuL^us or Choaspes, a river of Persia, flowing
The kings of Persia, according
near the city of Susa.
to Herodotus (1, 188), drank of no other; and, wherever they went, they were attended by a number of

four-wheeled carriages, drawn by mules, in which the
water of this river, being first boiled, was deposited in
^lian relates (V. H., 12, 40), that
vessels of silver,
Xerxes, during his march into Greece, came to a deshis attendants
ert place, and was exceedingly thirsty
with his baggage were at some distance, and proclamation was made, that whosoever had any of the water
of the Choaspes should produce it for the use of the
One person was found who possessed a small
king.
Xerxes, however,
quantity, but it was quite putrid.
drank it, and considered the person who supplied it as
his friend and benefactor, since he must otherwise
Wahl {Asien, p. 736) dehave perished with thirst.
rives the name Choaspes from the Persian Khooh asp,
;

—

e., "strength of the mountain," "mountain-power,"
and considered it as applicable to all mountain-streams.
i.

The

appellation of Eulaeus, in Scripture Ulai {Daniel,
deduced by the same writer from the Pehlvi

8, 2), is

" clear,
halaih, i. e.,
pure water." D'Anville supposes the Choaspes to be the modern Karoon; but it
is more probably the Abzal, which flows by the ruins
which both Major Rennel and Mr. Kinneir have determined to be those of Susa.
EcM^us, son of Ctesius, king of Syros. He was
carried off when quite young by Phoenician pirates, and
sold to Laertes, father of Ulysses, who brought him up
carefully, and found in him a faithful follower and friend.
Eumasus acted as the steward of Ulysses, and recognised his master, on the return of the latter, though after an absence of many years.
{Od., 14, 5, seqq.)
EuMELUs, I. a son of Admetus, king of Pherae in
Thessaly, by Alcestis, daughter of Pelias, and who
He went to
married Iphthime the sister of Penelope.
the Trojan war, and had the fleetest horses in the
He distinguished himself in the funerGrecian army.
714.
al games of Patroclus.
Id., 763, seqq.)
{II., 2,
II. Son of Amphilytus, and one of the Corinthian
He was the author of a hisline termed Bacchiadse.
{Pausan., 2, 1.)
tory of Corinth in heroic verse.
Eumelus joined Archias when the latter went to found

Av

—

—

Syracuse.
{Clem. Alex, Strom., \\h. 1,^^. Z9%.) Eusebius makes him to have flourished in the third Olym{Larcher, Chron. Herod., vol. 7, p. 448, 515.)
piad.
EuMENEs, I. a native of Cardia, a town of the Thrarian Chersonese, and, though of humble birth, yet an

He

fidential oflfice of secretary.
also displayed great
talent for military affairs through the Persian cam-

esteemed

was one of Alexander's

favourite and most
After Alexander's death, in the

officers.

general division of his conquests, Cappadocia, Paphlagonia, and the coast of the Euxine, as far east as Trapezus, fell to Eumenes' share. This was an expectancy
rather than a provision, for the Macedonian army had
passed south of these countries in the march to Persia, and as yet they were unsubdued.
Perdiccas,
however, took arms to establish Eumenes in his new
so
at
and
did
the
of
a
expense
government,
single battle.
To Perdiccas as regent, and, after his death, to

Macedon, Eumenes was a

the royal family of

faithful

through good and evil indeed, he is the only one
of Alexander's officers in whose conduct any appearance of gratitude or disinterestedness can be traced.
When war broke out between Ptolemy and Perdiccas,
B.C. 321, he was appointed by the latter to the chief
command in Asia Minor, between Mount Taurus and
ally

;

the Hellespont {Corn. Nep., Vit. Eum.), to resist the
The
expected invasion of Antipater and Craterus.
latter

he defeated

;

but the death of Perdiccas in

Egypt threw the balance of power
hands,

who made

a

new

into Antipaters

allotment of the provinces, in

which Eumenes was omitted, and Cappadocia given to
another.
The task of reducing him was assigned to
The rest of his life was
Antigonus, about B.C. 320.
spent in open hostility to, or doubtful alliance with,
Antigonus, by whom he was at last put to death, having been delivered up to the latter by a portion of his
own army. Eumenes was an admirable partisan soldier, brave, full of resources, and of unbroken spirit.
have his life written by Plutarch and Cornelius

We

Nepos. (Consult Droysen, Geschichte der Nachfolger
Alexanders, Hamh., 1836.) Those parts of Diodorus
Siculus (lib. 18) which relate to him, and Plutarch's
Life, will be read with pleasure by all who are fond of
military adventure.
{Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 10, p.
II. A
68.)
king of Pergamus, the first of his name.
He succeeded his uncle Philetaerus on the throne,
B.C. 263, and added much to the territory which he
inherited from the latter, having even gained a victory,
near Sardis, over Antiochus, son of Seleucus.
After
a reign of twenty-two years, he was succeeded by his
cousin Attalus, whose father Attains was the younger brother of Philetaerus.
The death of Eumenes
was occasioned by his intemperate habits. III. The
second of the name, was son of Attalus I,
He ascended the throne on his father's death, which took
place at an advanced age, after a prosperous reign of

—

—

The new sovereign continuing to
years.
tread in his father's steps, and adhering to his policy,

43 or 44

remained the firm friend of the Romans during all
their wars against Antigonus and the kings of Macedonia, and received from them, in recompense of his
fidelity and valuable assistance, all the territory conquered from Antiochus on this side of Mount Taurus.
Prior to this period the territory of Pergamus did not
extend beyond the gulfs of Elaea and Adramyttium.
Waylaid by the hired assassins of Perses, king of Macedonia, he had nearly perished at Delphi {Liv., 42,
14, seqq.), and yet he is represented by the Roman
historian as subsequently favouring the cause of the
man who sought to destroy him, and of having thereby
incurred the ill-will and anger of the Roman people.

With that arrogant
{Liv., 44, \Z.—Id., 46, 1, seqq.)
nation past services were reckoned as nothing, if they
and slavish
were not
by the most abject
accompanied

The King of Pergamus employed himdependance.
a profound peace now
self, during the leisure which
afforded him, in embellishing his capital, and patroni-

EEJM
The most

sing the arts and sciences.

ment of

his liberality in

£

this respect

lasting

monu-

was the great

li-

brary which he founded, and which yielded only to
that of Alexandrea in extent and value.
{Strab., 624.)
It was from their being first used for writing in this li**
PergamencB
brary, that parchment skins were called
Chartczy (Varr., ap. Plin., 13^ 11.) Plutarch informs
us, that this vast collection, which consisted of no less
than 200,000 volumes, was given by Antony to Cleopatra.
(Vit. Anton., c. 25.) Eumenes reigned 49 years,
leaving an infant son, under the care of his brother Attains, who administered affairs as regent for 21 years,
with great success and renown.
(Vid. Pergamus.)

EuMENiA, a city of Phrygia, north of Peltae, which
probably derived its name from Eumenes, king of Pergamus. (Steph. Byz., s. v. Ev/j.£VEia.)
EuMENiDfig {the kind goddesses),, a name given to
the Erinnyes or Furies, goddesses whose business it

was

to avenge murder upon earth. They were also called ScmncB (^Efivai) or " venerated goddesses^ The
name Eumenides is commonly thought to have been
used through a superstitious motive. {Vid. Furiae.)
EuMENiDiA, a festival in honour of the Eumenides
or Furies.
It was observed once a year with sacrifices and libations.
At Athens none but freeborn citizens were allowed to participate in the solemnity, and
of these, none but such as were of known virtue and

{Vid. Eumenides.)
EuMOLPiDiE, a sacerdotal family or house, to which
the priests of Ceres at Eleusis belonged. They claimed descent from the mythic Eumolpus. The Eumolpidae had charge of the mysteries by hereditary right,
and to this same sacerdotal line was expressly intrusted the celebration of the Thesmophoria. ( Vid Eumolpus, and consult Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 4, p. 355,
integrity.

UP

ly intended to deduce the Eumolpidae from Thrace,
while the name Tegyrius would seem to point to Boeo-

a town named Tegyra.
{KeightMythology, p. 383.)
EuNAPius, a native of Sardis in Lydia. He flourished in the fourth century, and was a kinsman of the
sophist Chrysanthus, at whose request he wrote the
tia,

where there was

ley's

lives of the philosophers of his time.

The work

has

been characterized by Brucker as a mass of extravagant
tales, discovering a feeble understanding, and an imaBesides being a sophgination prone to superstition.
He
ist, he was an historian, and practised physic.
wrote a history of the Caesars from Claudius II. to
Arcadius and Honorius, of which only a fragment re-

The lives of the philosophers was published
mains.
with a Latin version by Junius, Antv., 1568, and by
Commelinus in 1596.
EuPATOR, a surname given to many of the Asiatic
princes, particularly to Mithtadates VIL of Pontus,
and Antiochus V. of Syria.
EuPATORiA, I. a town of Poutus, at the confluence
It was begun by Mithradates
of the Lycus and Iris.
under the name Eupatoria, and received from Pompey, who finished it, the title of Magnopolis. {Strab.,
556^ Its site appears to correspond with that of the
Manner t, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2,
mooern Tchenikeh.
{
II,
town in the northwestern part of the
p. 471.)
Tauric Chersonese, on the Sinus Carcinites. It was
founded by one of the generals of Mithradates, and is

—

A

supposed to answer to the modern Koslof or Gosleve.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 294.)
EupHAEs, succeeded Androcles on the throne of
Messenia, and in his reign the first Messenian war beHe died B.C. 730. {Pausan, 4, 6, 6.)
gan.
EuPHORBUs, a Trojan, son of Panthoiis, renowned
for his valour
he wounded Patroclus, and was killed
Pausanias relates (2,
by Menelaus.
(//., 17, 60.)

442, 482, seqq.)
Eumolpus, son of Neptune and Chione, daughter
of Boreas and Orithyia.
Chione, to conceal her weakness, threw the babe into the sea, to the protection of
his father.
Neptune took him to .^Ethiopia, and gave

pended there by Menelaus.

When
Benthesicyme to rear.
Eumolpus was grown up, the husband of Benthesicyme gave him one of his two daughters in marriage

tained the transmigration of souls, affirmed, that, in the
time of the Trojan war, his soul had animated the
body of Euphorbus ; and as a proof of the truth of his

but Eumolpus, attempting to offer violence to the sister of his wife, was forced to fly.
He came with his
son Ismarus to Tegyrius, a king of Thrace, who gave
his daughter in marriage to Ismarus.
But Eumolpus,
being detected plotting against Tegyrius, was once

assertion, he is said to have
where the shield was hanging,

him

to his daughter

;

more forced

to fly,

and came

to Eleusis.

Ismarus

dying, Tegyrius became reconciled to Eumolpus, who
returned to Thrace, and succeeded him in his kingdom. War breaking out between the Athenians and
Eleusinians, the latter invoked the aid of their former

A contest ensued, and, according to the account given by Apollodorus (3, 15, 4), Eumolpus fell
in battle against Erechtheus.
Pausanias, however,
states (1, 38, 3), that there fell in this conflict, on the
one side Erechtheus, and on the other Immaradus, son
and that the war was ended on the folof Eumolpus
the Eleusinians were to acknowledge
lowing terms
the power of Athens, but were to retain the rites of
Ceres and Proserpina, and over these Eumolpus and
the daughters of Celeus, king of Eleusis, were to preOther authorities, however, make the agreeside.
ment to have been as follows the descendants of Euguest.

;

:

:

molpus were

to enjoy the priestly office at Eleusis,
while the descendants of Erechtheus were to occupy the

Attic throne.
{Schol. mscr. Aristid. ad Panathen., p.
118.
Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 4, p. 344, not.) Here
we find a physical myth in unison with an historical
It was a tradition in Attica, that the sacred
legend.
to the mythic Thrafamily of the Eumolpidae

—

—

^elonged
cians, whom we find sometimes on Helicon, someThe present legend, by making
,imes in Thrace.
Eumolpus a son of the sea-god, and grandson of the
north wind, and giving him a son named Ismarus, plain-

496

;

17) that in the temple of Juno, near Mycenae, a votive
was shown, said to be that of Euphorbus, sus-

shield

Pythagoras,

who main-

gone into the temple
and to have recognised
Maximus Tyrius (28, p. 288, ed.
and taken it down.
Dav.) speaks of an inscription on the shield, which
proved it to have been offered by Menelaus to Minerva.
Ovid {Met., 15, 160) lays the scene of the fable
while Tertullian {de
in the temple of Juno at Argos
Anima, p. 215) makes the shield to have been an
;

oflfering at

Delphi.
Diogenes Laertius, finally, gives
the temple of Apollo among the Branchidae, near the
city of Miletus, as the place where the wonder was

worked (8, 4, scq.)
EupHORioN, I. a

of .^stragic poet of Athens, son
conquered four times with posthumous
tragedies of his father's composiiion, and also wrote
several dramas himself.
One of his victories is comchylus.

He

memorated in the argument to the Medea of Euripides, where we are told that Euphorion was first, Sophocles second, and Euripides third with the Medea.

—

Theatre of the
2, B.C. 431.
{Suid.
II. An epic and epigramGreeks, p. 95, 4th ed.)
matic poet, born at Chalcis in Euboea, B.C. 276, and
who became librarian to Antiochus the Great. He
wrote various poems, entitled " Hesiod," " Alexan-

Olymp. 87,

—

der," "Arius," "Apollodorus," &c. His "Mopsopia"
or " Miscellanies" (Moi/;07ria ^ uraKra) was a collection, in five books, of fables and histories relative to
Attica, a very learned work, but rivalling in obscurity
The fifth book bore the
the Cassandra of Lycophron.
" Chiliad'^
title of
(Xi/lmf ), either because it consisted

of a thousand verses, or because it contained the ancient oracles that referred to a period of a thousand
Perhaps, however, each of the five books conyears.

EUP

EUP
tained a thousand verses, for the passage of Suidas reand defective,
specting this writer is somewhat obscure
and Eudoxia, in the " Garden of Violets," speaks of
" Of Oracles."
a fifth Chiliad, entitled TLspl Xprja/iuv,
Quintilian recommends the reading of this poet, and

esteemed his productions very
passage in the tenth Eclogue (v. 50, seqq.),
and a remark made by Servius {ad Eclog.^ 6, 72),
have led Heyne to suppose, that C. Cornelius Gallus,
the friend of Virgil, had translated Euj)horion into
This poet was one of the favourite auLatin verse.
thors of the Emperor Tiberius, one of those whom he
imitated, and whose busts he placed in his library.
Virgil

highly.

is

said to have

A

The fragments
lished

of Euphorion were collected and pubin his work " De

by Meineke,

Euphorionis

Chalc. vita et scriptis,^' Gedani, 1823, 8vo.
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 122.)

iSchbll,

EuPHRANOR, an eminent
inth.

He

statuary and painter of Corflourished about the 104th Olympiad, B.C.

Pliny gives an enumeration of his works. {Plin.,
35, 8, 19.
Compare Pausan., 1, 3, 2, and the remarks
of Fuseli, in his Lecture on Ancient Painting, p. 67.)
Euphrates, I. a native of Oreus in Euboea, and a
He quitted Athens for the court of
disciple oi Plato.

3G2.

—

Perdiccas, king of Macedonia, with whom he bepame
a favourite. After the death of this monarch ne returned to his country, and headed a party against Philip, the successor of Perdiccas and father of Alexander.
Being shut up, however, within the walls of Oreus,

he put an end to his own life. According to some,
II.
he was killed by order of Parrnenio.
Stoic
philosopher, and native of Alexandrea, who flourished
in the second century.
He was a friend of the phi-

—

A

losopher Apollonius Tyaneus, who introduced him to
Vespasian. Pliny the yo\yngex\Epist.^ 1, 10) gives a
When he found his
very high character of him.
strength worn out by disease and old age, he voluntato
his life by drinking hemlock, havrily put a period
ing first, for some unknown reason, obtained permission from the Emperor Hadrian.
{Enfield, Hist. PhiIII. One of the most conlos., vol. 2, p. 119, seqq.)
siderable and best known rivers of Asia.
The Euphrates rises near Arze, the modern Erze-Roum. Its
source is among mountains, which Strabo makes to be
a part of the most northern branch of Taurus.
At
first it is a very inconsiderable stream, and flows to
the west, until, encountering the mountains of Cappadocia, it turns to the south, and, after flowing a short
distance, receives its southern arm, a large river coming from the east, and rising in the southern declivity
of the range of Mount Ararat.
This southern arm of
the Euphrates is the Arsanias, according to Mannert,
and is the river D'Anville mentions as the Euphrates
which the ten thousand crossed in their retreat (^nai.,
4, 5), and of which mention is made by Pliny in reference to the campaigns of Corbulo.
The Euphrates, upon this accession of waters, becoming a very
considerable stream, descends rapidly, in a bending
course, nearly W.S.W. to the vicinity of Samosata.
The range of Amanus here preventing its farther
progress in this direction, it turns off to the S.E.,
a course which it next pursues, with some little vaTo the south of
riation, until it reaches Circesium.
this place it enters the immense
plains of Sennar ;

—

on the Arabian side by some sandy
and calcareous heights, it is forced to run again to the
S.E. and approach the Tigris. In proportion as these
two rivers now approximate to one another, the intermediate land loses its elevation, and is occupied by
meadows and morasses. Several artificial communications, perhaps two or three which are natural, form

but, being repelled

a prelude to the
approaching junction of the rivers,
which finally takes place near Coma.
The river

formed by their junction is called Shat-al-Arab, or the
river of Arabia.
It has three
principal mouths, besides a small outlet
these occupy a space of thirtyR R

R

;

The southernmost

is the
deepest, and freest
Bars of sand, casued by the river, and
which change in their form and situation, render the
The tide, which
approach dangerous to the mariner.
rises above Bassora, and even beyond Coma, meeting

six miles.

in its current.

with violence the downward course of the stream,
its waters in the form of frothy billows.
Some

—

raises

of the ancients describe the Euphrates as losing itself
in the lakes and marshes to the south of Babvlon.

Others
(Arrtan, 7, 7.— Mela, 3, 8.— Plin., 5, 26.)
consider the river formed by the union of the two as
entitled to a continuation of the name of Euphrates.
15, p. 1060.) According to some,
(5/mi., 2,p. 132
the Euphrates originally entered the sea as a separate river, the course of which the Arabs stopped up
by a mound. {Plin., 6, 27.) This last opinion has
been in some measure revived by Niebuhr, who supposes that the canal o( Naar-Sares, proceeding from
the Euphrates on the north of Babylon, is continued
But uncertainty
without interruption to the sea.
must always prevail with regard to this and other
points connected with the Euphrates, both from the
inundations of the river, which render this flat and
moveable ground continually liable to change, as well
The whole length
as from the works of human labour.
of the Euphrates, including the Shat-al-Arah, is 1147
Its name is the Greek form of the
English miles.
;

or
original appellation Phrath, which signifies /rm7/MZ
fertilizing; the prefix eu, being corrupted from the
The Oriental name is sometimes
Oriental article.
also written Peratk, as in Gen., 2, 14, 15, 18, and
Joshua, 1, 4.
By the Arabians the river is called

The epithet /erfife is applied to it by Lucan,
The modern name ot
Sallust, Solinus, and Cicero.
the Arsanias is Morad-Siai, or the waters of desire.
Forat.

{Malte-Brun,

vol. 2, p. 100, seqq..

Am.

ed.)

EuPHRosYNE

{Joy), oue of the Graces, sister to
{Pausan., 9, 35.)
Aglaia and Thalia.
EupoLis, a writer of the old comedy, was born at

Athens about the year 446 B.C. {Clinton, Fast.
He was therefore a contempoHell.,\o\. 1, p. 63.)
rary of Aristophanes, who, in all probability, was born
a year or two after.
Eupolis is supposed to have exhibited for the

was

first

time

in

B.C. 429.

third with his 'Novfirjviai,

In B.C. 425 he

when Cratinus was

sec-

In B.C. 421 he brought
ond, and Aristophanes first.
out his MapiKu^ and his KdAa/csf ; one at the Dionysia
aarei ; and in a
ArjvaLOic, the other at those
similar way his kvroTiVKog and 'AarparevTol the fol{Schol. in Aristoph., Nub., 552, 592.
year.

h

h

—

lowing

Athen., 5, p. ^IQ.— Schol. in Aristoph., Pac., 803.)
The titles of more than twenty of his comedies have
few fragments remain.
been collected by Meursius.
Eupolis was a bold and severe satirist on the vices of
his day and city.
Persius (1, 124) terms him "iratum.^'
{Compare Hor at.. Sat., 1, 4, 1, seqq.) In the

A

MapiKdg he attacked Hyperbolus.

{Aristoph., Nubes,
In the AvToTiVKog he ridiculed the handsome
in the 'Aarpdrevroi, which
pancratiast of that name
was probably a pasquinade, he lashed the useless and
cowardly citizens of Athens, and denounced MelanIn the Bai^rai he inveighed
thus as an epicure.
{Schol. in
against the effeminacy of his countrymen.
he assailed
Aristoph., Pac, 808. ) In his AaKedaifioveg
Cimon, accusing him, among other charges, of an un(Compare
patriotic bias towards everything Spartan.
had
Plutarch, Vit. Cim., c. 16, who says that this play
Aristophanes
a great influence on the public feeling.)
seems to have been on bad terms with Eupolis, whom
he charges with having pillaged the materials for his
and with
MapiKug from the 'iTTTrz/f {Nubes, 551, seqq.),
baldness.
making scurrilous jokes on his premature
to have been
Eupolis appears
{Schol. ad Nub., 532.)
a warm admirer of Pericles as a statesman and as a man
as
{Schol. ad Aristoph., Acharn., p. 794, Dindorf),
should be, if it
it was reasonable that such a comedian

551.)

;
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be true that he owed his unrestrained license of speech
to the patronage of that celebrated minister.
His death

was generally ascribed

whom

he had

(Cicero, ad

vengeance of Alcibiades,
lampooned, probably in the BarrTai.

j

Att., C, 1.)

By

his orders, according to

common account, Eupolis was thrown overboard
during the passage of the Athenian armament to Sicily
Cicero, however, calls this story a vul(B.C. 415).
since Eratosthenes, the Alexandrean ligar error
brarian, had shown that several comedies were composed by Eupolis some time after the date assigned to
the

;

at this early age he is said to have attempted dramatic
He seems to have
{Aul. GelL, 15, 20.)
also cultivated a natural taste for painting.
{Thorn.
Vit.
in
Vit.
Vit.
Some
Mag.
Anonym.
Moschop.)

composition.

to the

j

!

j

—

—

of his pictures were long afterward preserved at MeAt length, quitting the gymnasium, he applied
gara.
himself to philosophy and literature.
Under the celebrated rhetorician Prodicus, one of the instructers of
Pericles, he acquired that oratorical skill for

dramas are so remarkably distinguished.

which his
on this

It is

account that Aristophanes tauntingly terms him

ttoit}-

His tomb, too, according Ti]v prjfiariuv SiKavtKuv {Pax., 534). He likewise
on the banks of the Aso- repeatedly ridicules him for his avTiXoyiai, ?.oytafzoc,
pus by the Sicyonians, which makes it most probable and aTpo^ai {Ranee, lib) his TreptnaToi, co^ianaTa,
that this was the place of his death.
however, in comparing Sophocles
Quintilian,
{Theatre of the &c.
this pseudo-assassination.
to Pausanias, was erected

;

Greeks,

with Euripides, strongly recommends the latter to the

102, seq., ^th ed.)

p.

Euripides, I. a celebrated Athenian tragic poet,
son of Mnesarchus and Clito, of the borough Phlya,
and the tribe Cecropis. {Diog. Lacrt., 2, 45.
Sui-

—

young pleader as an excellent instructer. Cicero,
was a great admirer of Euripides, perhaps more

too,

par-

ticularly so for the oratorical excellence commended by
He was no less a favourite with his
EvpiTT.
Compare the Life by Thom. Ma- Quintilian.
and
the
Life
brother
Quintus. {Ep. ad Fam., 16, 8.) From Anaxgister,
anonymous
published by Elmsley.)
He was born Olymp. 75, 1, B.C. 480, in Salamis, on agoras he imbibed those philosophical notions which are
the very day of the Grecian victory near that island. occasionally brought forward in his works.
(Compare
His mother Clito had been sent Valckc7iaer, Diatrib., 4, 5, 6.
Bouterweck, de Phiioso{Pint., Symp., 8, I.)
over to Salamis, with the other Athenian women, when phia Euripidea, published in Misccll. Grctc. Dramat.,
Attica was given up to the invading army of Xerxes ; p. 163, seqq.. Grant, Cambridge.)
Here, too, Periand the name of the poet, which is formed like a pa- cles was his fellow- disciple.
With Socrates, who had
tronymic from the Euripus, the scene of the first suc- studied under the same master, Euripides was on terms
cessful resistance to the Persian navy, shows that the of the closest intimacy, and from him he derived those
minds of his parents were full of the stirring events moral gnomae so frequently interwoven into his speeches
of that momentous crisis.
Indeed, Socrates was even suspected
Aristophanes repeatedly and narrations.
imputes meanness of extraction, by the mother's side, of largely assisting the tragedian in the composition

das,

—

s. V.

—

—

—

—

Ibid., v. 455.
{Thcsmoph., v. 386.
478.
Rana, v. 840.) He
Eqnit.,\. 17.
asserts that she was an herb-seller; and, according to
Aulus Gellius (15, 20), Theophrastus confirms the

to Euripides.

Acharn.,

v.

—

—

comedian's sarcastic

insinuations.
Philochorus, on
the contrary, in a work no longer extant, endeavoured
to prove that the mother of our poet was a lady of noble ancestry.
{Suidas, s. v. Evpiir.)
Moschopulus

of his plays.

—

Euripides began his public career as a
dramatic writer, Olymp. 81, 2, B.C. 455, in the twenOn this occasion he was the
ty-fifth year of his age.
third with a play called the Pleiades.
In Olymp. 84,
In Olymp. 87, 2, B.C.
4, B.C. 441, he won the prize.
431, he was third with the Medea, the Philoctetes, the
His comDictys, and the Therista, a satyric drama.

He was first
petitors were Euphorion and Sophocles.
quotes this testimony of with the Hippolytus, Olymp. 88, 1, B.C. 428, the year
Philochorus.
A presumptive argument in favour of of his master's (Anaxagoras's) death : second, Olymp.
the respectability of Euripides, in regard to birth, is 91,2, B.C. 415, with the Alexander (or Paris), the
given in Athcnseus (10, p. 424), where he tells us Palamedcs, the Troades, and the Sisyphus^ a satyric
It was in this contest that Xenocles was first.
Qivoxonvv T£ Tvapa toI^ upxaloi^ ol evyevtaraTot Tval- drama.
Two years after this the AtheSeg- a fact which he instances in the son of Menelaus {jElian., V. H., 2, 8.)
and in Euripides, who, according to Theophrastus, nians sustained the total loss of their armament before
In his narration of this disaster, Plutarch
officiated, when a boy, as cup-bearer to a chorus comSyracuse.
posed of the most distinguished Athenians in the festi- gives an anecdote {Vit. Nic.), which, if true, bears a
val of the Delian A polio.
Whatever one or bof h his pa- splendid testimony to the high reputation which Eurents might originally have been, the costly education ripides then enjoyed.
Those among the captives, he
which the young Euripides received intimates a cer- tells us. who could repeat any portion of that poet's
tain degree of wealth and consequence as then at least works, were treated with kindness, and even set at
The pupil of Anaxagoras, liberty. The same author also informs us, that Eupossessed by his family.
Protagoras, and Prodicus (an instructer so notorious ripides honoured the soldiers who had fallen in that
for the extravagant terms which he demanded for his
siege with a funeral poem, two lines of which he has
The Andromeda was exhibited Olymp.
lessons), could not have been the son of persons at preserved.
It is most
that time very mean or popr.
probable, 92, 1, B.C. 412; the Orestes, Olymp. 93, 1, B.C.
his
father
that
was
a
man
of
and
408.
Soon after this time the poet retired into Magtherefore,
property,
made a marriage of disparagement. In early life we nesia, and from thence into Macedonia, to the court
are told that his father made Euripides direct his at- of Archelaiis.
As in the case of .^schylus, the motention chiefly to gymnastic exercises, and that, in his tives for this self-exile are obscure and uncertain.
seventeenth year, he was crowned in the Eleusinian
know, indeed, that Athens was by nojneans the
and Thesean contests. (Aul. GelL, 15, 20.) The most favourable residence for distinguished literary
The virulence of rivalry raged unchecked in
scholiast memoirs of Euripides ascribe this determina- merit.
tion of the father to an oracle,^ which was given him a licentious democracy, and the caprice of a petulant
when his wife was pregnant of the future dramatist, multitude would not afford the most satisfactory pawherein he was assured that the child
tronage to a high-minded and talented man.
Report,
also, in his life of Euripides,

•

We

—

Euripides was unhappy in his own
His first wife, Melito, he divorced for aduland in his second, Choerila, be was not more
tery
This he interpreted of gymnastic glory and garlands. fortunate on the same score. To the poet's unhappiIt does not appear, however, that Euripides was ever ness in his matrimonial connexions Aristophanes reThe ge- fers in his Rana. (v. 1045, seqq.). Envy and enmity
actually a candidate in the Olympic games.
nius of the young poet was not dormant while he was oc- among his fellow-citizens, infidelity and domestic vexwould prove no small inducements to
cupied in these mere bodily accomplishments and even ations at home,
£f Kleog had'kov bpovaei,

Yial aTe(j>eo)v lepCov yTiVKepTjv x^P'-'^ afi(f>i6a?^elTai.

too, insinuates that

family.
;

—
;
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Perthe poet to accept the invitations of Archelaus.
he became involved,
haps, too, a prosecution in which
on a charge of impiety, grounded upon a line in the
Hippolytus (Aristot., R/iei., 3, 15), might have had
in producing this determination to quit
Athens; nor ought we to omit, that, in all Ukelihood,
his political sentiments may have exposed him to conIn Macedonia he is said to have writtinual danger.
ten a play in honour of Archdaijs, and to have inscribed it with his patron's name, who was so much
pleased with the manners and abilities of his guest as

some share

to appoint

him one of

He composed

his ministers.

in

country also some other dramatic pieces, in
one of which (the BaccheE.) he seems to have been inspired by the wild scenery of the land to which he had
come. No farther particulars are recorded of Euripides, except a few apocryphal anecdotes and apophHis death is said to have been, like that of
thegms.
Either from
-(Eschylus, in its nature extraordinary.
chance or malice, the aged dramatist was exposed, acthis sanie

cording to the common account, to the attack of some
ferocious hounds, and by them so dreadfully mangled
as to expire soon afterward, in his seventy-fifth year.
This story, however, is clearly a fabrication, for Aristophanes in the Frogs would certainly have alluded to
the manner of his death, had there been anything remarkable
it.
He died B.C. 406, on the same day on
which Dionysius assumed the tyranny. {ClintoTV, Fast.
vol.
The Athenians entreated ArHellen.,
1, p. 81 .)
chelaus to send the body to the poet's native city for
The request was refused, and, with every
interment.
demonstration of grief and respect, Euripides was
buried at Pella.
cenotaph, however, was erected to
" If we consider
his memory at Atltens.
Euripides
by himself," observes Schlegel (vol. 1, p. 198, seqij.),
" without
if we
his
with
any comparison
predecessors
select many of his best pieces, and some single passaiges of others, we must bestow extraordinary praise
upon him. On the other hand, if we view him in connexion with the history of his art ; if in his pieces we
always regard the whole, and particularly his object, as
generally displayed in those which have come down to
us, we cannot forbear blaming him strongly, and on

m

A

—

;

There are few writers of

many accounts.
much good and
His mind,

to

was exercised

so

much

ill

may be

whom

so

said with truth.

whose ingenuity there were no bounds,
in

every intellectual art

;

but this pro-

fusion of brilliant and amiable qualities was not governed in him by that elevated seriousness of disposition, or that vigorous and artist-like moderation, which

He always
revere in .lEschylus and Sophocles.
to please alone, careless by what means.
Hence he is so unequal to himself. He sometimes
has passages overpoweringly beautiful, and at other
times sinks into real lowness of style.
With all his
faults, he possesses astonishing ease,'an<l a sort of fashave some cutting sayings of
cinating charm.
Sophocles concerning Euripides, although the former
was so void of all the jealousy of an artist that he
mourned over the death of the latter ; and, in a piece
which he shortly after brought upon the stage, did not
allow his actors the ornament of a garland.
I hold
we

strives

— We

myself justified in applying

to

Euripides particularly,

those accusations of Plato against the tragic poets, that
they gave up men too much to the power of the passions, and made them effeminate by putting immoderat/e lamentations into the mouths of their heroes, because their groundlessness would be too clear if referred to his predecessors.
The jeering attacks of Aris-

tophanes are well known, but have not always been
Aristotle brings
properly estimated and understood.
forward many important causes for blame ; and when
he calls Euripides 'the most tragic of poets' {Poet.^
13, 10),

he by no means ascribes

to

him

the greatest

perfection in the tragic art generally ; but he means,
by this phrase, the effect which is produced by

unhap-

py catastrophes; »ince he immediately subjoins *al
though he docs not arrange the rest well.' Lastly, thft
scholiast on Euripides contains many short and solid
critiques on single plays, among which may possibly
be preserved the judgments of the Alexandrcan critics ,
of whom Aristarchu.s, by his soundness and acuteness,
deserved that his name should be proverbially used to
In Euripides we no longer
signify a genuine critic.
find the essence of ancient
tragedy pure and unmixed
;

its

characteristic features are already partly effaced.
principally in the idea of destiny which

These consist

reigns in them, in ideal representation, and the importance of the chorus.
The idea of destiny had, indeed,

come down

to

him from

his predecessors as his inher-

itance, and a belief in it is inculcated by him, according to the custom of the tragedians ; but still, in Eu-

seldom considered as the invisible
of all poetry, the fundamental thought of the
It will be found that this idea may be
tragic world.
taken in a severe or mild point of view ; and that the
gloomy fearfulness of destiny, in the course of a whole
trilogy, clears up, till it indicates a wise and good providence.
Euripides, on the other hand, drew it from
the regions of infinity, and, in his writings, inevitable
necessity often degenerates into the caprice of chance.

ripides, destiny is
spirit

Hence he can nO longer direct it to its proper aim,
namely, that of elevating, by its contrast, the moral
free-will of man.
Very few of his pieces depend on a
constant combat against the dictates of destiny, or an
His men, in genequally heroic subjection to them.
eral, suffer, because they must, and not because they

The contrasted subordination, of ideal
willing.
loftiness of character and passion, which in Sophocles,
are

as well as in the graphic art of the Greeks, we find obin this order, are in him exactly reversed.
In

served

his plays passion is the most powerful ; his secondary
and if these endeavours leave
care is for character
;

room, he seeks now and then to bring in
greatness and dignity, but more frequently amiability.
The dramatis personae of a tragedy cannot be all alike
free from faults, as otherwise hardly any strife could
take place among them, and consequently there could
be no complication of plot.
But Euripides has, ac-

him

sufficient

—

cording to the doctrine of Aristotle (Poet., 15, 7.
Hid., 26, 31), frequently represented his personages as
for example, Menelaus in
bad without any necessity
the Orestes.
Tradition, hallowed by popular belief,
of
many ancient heroes but
reported great crimes
;

;

own free choice, falsely imputes to
once mean and malicious. More espeto represent the race
cially, it is by no means his object
of heroes as pre-eminent above the present one by
their mighty stature, but he rather takes pains to fill up
or to arch over the chasm between his contemporaries
and that wondrous olden time, and secretly to espy the
gods and heroes of the other side in their undress
against which sort of observation, as the saying goes,
no man, however great, can be proof.
His manner of
representation, as it were, presumes to be intimate
it does not draw the
with them
supernatural and the
Euripides, from his

them

traits at

;

:

fabulous into the circle of humanity, but into the limThis is what Sophocles
its of an imperfect individual.
meant when he said that he himself represented men as
Not as if his
they should be, Euripides as they were.
own characters could always be held up as patterns of
irreproachable behaviour

:

ideal loftiness of character

his saying referred to their
and manners. It seems to

be a design of Euripides always to remind his spectathey had just such
tors,
See, those beings were men
weaknesses, and acted from exactly the same motives
that you do, that the meanest among you does.'
Hence he paints with great delight the weak sides and
moral failings of his personages nay, more, he even
'

;

;

makes them exhibit them in frank self-confessions.
but boast of it as
They frequently are not only mean,
if it

must be so.— In

his

dramas the chorus is generally
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;

its
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songs are often altogether

to the action ; more glitepisodical, without reference
'The choor really inspired.
tering than energetic
must be considrus,' says Aristotle {Poet., 18, 21),
as
a
of
and
the
whole ;
ered as one of the actors,
part
'

to assist the others ; not as EuripThe ancient
Sophocles, employs it.'
comic writers enjoyed the privilege of sometimes maKing the chorus address the audience in their own
name this was called a Parabasis. Although it by
no means belongs to tragedy, yet Euripides, according
to the testimony of Julius Pollux, often employed it,
and so far forgot himself in it, that, in the piece called
*
The Daughters of Danaus,^ he made the chorus,
consisting of women, use grammatical forms which belonged to the masculine gender alone. Thus our poet
took away the internal essence of tragedy, and injured
He
the beautiful symmetry of its exterior structure.
t

must endeavour

ides, but

as

;

generally sacrifices the whole to parts, and in these,
again, he rather seeks after extraneous attractions than
genuine poetic beauty. In the music of the accompaniments he adopted all the innovations of which Timotheus was the author, and selected those measures
which are most suitable to the effeminacy of his poeHe acted in a similar way as regarded prosody ;
try.
the construction of his verses is luxuriant, and apThis melting and unmanly turn
proaches irregularity.
would indubitably, on a close exammation, show itself
He everywhere suin the rhythm of his choruses.
perfluously brings in those merely corporeal charms,
which Winckelmann calls a flattery of the coarse outward sense everything which is stimulating or striking, or, in a word, which has a lively effect, without
any real intrinsic value for the mind and the feelings.
He strives after eflfect in a degree which cannot be conceded even to a dramatic poet. Thus, for example,
he seldom lets any opportunity escape of having his
;

personages seized with sudden and groundless terror
nis old men always complain of the infirmities of old
age, and are particularly given to mount, with tottering knees, the ascent from the orchestra to the stage,
;

which frequently,

too, represented the declivity of a
His
while they lament iheir wretchedness.

mountain,
object throughout is emotion, for the sake of which he
not only offends against decorum, but sacrifices the
connexion of his pieces. He is forcible in his delinebut he often lays claim to our
ations of misfortune
;

pity, not for some internal pain of the soul, a pain too
retiring in its nature, and borne in a manly manner, but

for mere corporeal suffering.
He likes to reduce his
heroes to a state of beggary ; makes them suffer hunger and want, and brings them on the stage with all the
exterior signs of indigence, covered with rags, as Aristophanes so humorously throws in his teeth in the
Achamians (v. 410-448). Euripides had visited the
schools of the philosophers, and takes a pride in allu-

—

to all sorts of philosophical theories ; in
opinion, in a very imperfect manner, so that one cannot un-

my

ding

derstand these instructions unless one knows them beHe thinks it too vulgar to believe in the
forehand.
gods in the simple way of the common people, and
therefore takes care, on every opportunity, to insinuate
something of an allegorical meaning, and to give the
world to understand what an equivocal sort of creed
can distinguish in him a twohe has to boast of.

We

the poet, whose productions were
personage
dedicated to a religious solemnity, who stood under the
and must therefore honour it on
protection of religion,
that account likewise, and the sophist, with philosophical pretensions, who, in the midst of the fabulous miracles connected with religion, from which he drew the
to bring out his
subjects of his pieces, endeavoured
While on the one hand
sceptical opinions and doubts.
he shakes the foundations of religion, on the other hand

fold

:

he plays the part of a moralist in order to become
what would hold
popular, he applies to the heroic ages
;

MO

good only of the social relations of his contemporaries.
He strews up and down a multitude of moral maxims,
in which he contradicts himself, that are generally trite
and often entirely false. With all this ostentation of
morality, the intention of his pieces, and the impression
which, on the whole, they produce, is sometimes exIt is related of him, that be made
tremely immoral.
Bellerophon come on the stage with a contemptible
panegyric on riches, in which he preferred them before
'
every domestic joy ; and said, at last, If Venus (who
had the epithet of golden) shone like gold, she would
indeed deserve the love of men.' (.Seneca, Epist.,

115.) The audience, enraged at this, raised a great
tumult, and were proceeding to stone the orator as
well as the poet.
Euripides, on this, rushed forward
and exclaimed, *W^ait patiently till the end; he will
fare accordingly.'
Thus also he is said to have excused himself against the accusation, that his Ixion
spoke too abominably and blasphemously, by replying,
that, in return, he had not concluded the piece without
making him revolve on the wheel. But this shift of
poetic justice, to atone for the representation of wickThe
edness, does not take place in all his dramas.
bad frequently escape ; lies and other knavish tricks
are openly taken into protection, especially when he
He has also
falsely attributes to them noble motives.

great command of that treacherous sophistry of the passions which gives things only one appearance.
The
following verse {HippoL, 608) is notorious for its apology for perjury ; indeed, it seems to express what casuists call mental reservation :
'

My

tongue took an oath, but

my mind

is

unsworn.'

In the connexion in which this verse is spoken, it
may indeed be justified, as far as regards the reason
for which Aristophanes ridicules it in so many ways ;
but still the formula is pernicious on account of the
turn which may be given it.
Another sentiment of
Euripides {Phaniss., 534), It is worth while committing injustice for the sake of empire, in other things
'

it is
proper to be just,' was continually in the mouth
of Caesar, in order to make a wrong application of it.
{Sueion., Vtt. C(Bs., 30.—-Compare Cic, de Off., 3,
Seductive enticements to the enjoyment of sen21.)
sual love were another article of accusation against
Thus, for example, it
Euripides among the ancients.
must excite our indignation when Hecuba, in order to

—

stir up Agamemnon to punish Polymnestor, reminds
him of the joys Cassandra had afforded him who,
having been taken in war, was his slave, according to
she is willing to purchase
the law of the heroic ages
revenge for a murdered son, by consenting to and rat;

:

who is still alive.
ifying the degradation of a daughter
first to take for the principal subjec-

This poet was the
of a

drama

the wild passion of a

natural love of a Phaedra
sily

;

Medea, or the un-

as, otherwise,

it

may be eawhy

understood, from the manners of the ancients,

love, which among them was far less ennobled by delicate feelings, played merely a subordinate part
their
earlier tragedies.
Notwithstanding the importance im-

m

parted to female characters, he is notorious for his hatred of women ; and it cannot be denied, that he brings
out a great multitude of sayings concerning the weaknesses of the female sex, and the superiority of men,
as well as a great deal drawn from his experience in
domestic relations, by which he doubtlessly intended
to pay court to the men, who, although they did not
compose the whole of the public to which he addressed
himself, yet formed the most powerful portion of it.
cutting saying, as well as an epigram, of Sophocles

A

558.— Id.

ib., p. 605), have been handwhich he explains the pretended hatred of Euripides for women by supposing that he had

(Alhen., 13, p.

ed

down

to us, in

the opportunity of learning their frailty through his own
unhallowed desires. In the whole of Euripides' meth-

od of delineating women,

we may

perceive, indeed.
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even for the more lofty charms of
great susceptibility
womanly virtue, but no real respect. That independent freedom in the method of treating the story, which

his almost ludicrous delineation of

—

many

characterisvio

peculiarities (such as the
theus in a female garb,

clumsy deportment of Penwhen befooled by Bacchus
was one of the privileges of the tragic art, frequent- {Bacchm, v. 782, seqq.), or the greediness of Hercules
into unbounded caprice. {Alcestis, V. 764, seqq.), and his boisterous demands
ly, in Euripides, degenerates
It is well known that the fables of Hyginus, which on the hospitality of Admetus), Euripides was a forefor which he has an evidiffer so much from the relations of other writers, are runner of the new comedy
from his pieces. As he often over- dent inclination, since, under the names belonging to
partly extracted
turned what had hitherto been well known and gener- the age of heroes, he frequently paints real personages
j

'

;

Menander also expressed an extrareceived, he was obliged to use prologues, in of his own time.
which he announces the situation of affairs according ordinary admiration for him, and declared himself to
and there is a fragment of Philemon,
to his acceptation, and makes known the course of be his scholar
events.
(Compare the amusing scene in Aristopha- full of such extravagant admiration of him that it alIf the dead,'
nes, RancE, 1177, scqq., and Porson's explanation of most seems to be intended as a jest.
the employment of such prologues by Euripides, PrcE- he says, or makes one of his personages say, really
These prologues make possessed sensation, as some suppose, I would hang
lect. in Eurip., p. 8, scqq.)
ally

;

•

'

the beginnings of the plays of Euripides very uniform;
it has the appearance of. great deficiency of art when
'
somebody comes out and saya, I am so and so ; such

and such things have already happened, and this is what
This method may be compared
is
going to happen.'

coming out of the mouths of the figures in
old pictures, which can only be excused by the great
But then, all the rest
simplicity of their antique style.
must harmonize with it, which is by no means the case
with Euripides, whose personages discourse according
In
to the newest fashion of the manners of his time.
his prologues, as well as in the denouement of his plots,
he is very lavish of unmeaning appearances of gods,
to the labels

who

are elevated above

men

only by being suspended

machme, and might very easily be spared. He
pushes to excess the method which the ancient tragic
in a

writers have of treating the action, by throwing everything into large masses, with repose and motion
At one time he unreafollowing at stated intervals.
sonably prolongs, with too great fondness for vivacity of
dialogue, that change of speakers at every verse which
was usual even with his predecessors, in which questions and answers, or reproaches and replies, are shot to
and fro like darts ; and this he sometimes does so arbiof the lines might be dispensed with.
trarily, that half
At another time he pours forth long, endless speeches;
to
show his skill as an orator in its uthe endeavours
most brilliancy, by ingenious syllogisms, or by exciting
Many of his scenes resemble a suit at law, in
pity.
which two persons, who are the parties opposed to one
another, or sometimes in the presence of a third person as judge, do not confine themselves to what their

present situation requires ; but, beginning their story
at the most remote period, accuse their adversary and
justify themselves, doing all this with those turns
which are familiar to pleaders, and frequently with
Thus the
those which are usual among sycophants.

poet attempted to make his poetry entertaining to the
Athenians by its resemblance to their daily and favourite pursuit, carrying on and deciding, or at least listenOn this account Quintilian particuing to, lawsuits.

myself in order to see Euripides.' The sentiments
of the more ancient Aristophanes, his contemporary,
form a striking contrast to the veneration which the
later comic writers had for him.
Aristophanes reproaches or banters him for his lowering the dignity of
tragedy, by exhibiting so many heroes as whining and
tattered beggars (RantB, v. 841, 1063.
Acharn., 395,
Pax, v. 147) ; by introducing the vulgar affairs
seqq.
of ordinary life {Ranee, v. 959') ; by the sonorous unmeaningness of his choral odes, and the feebleness of
his verses {Rana, v. 1300, seqq.
Pax, v. 532) ; and
by the loquacity of all his personages, however low
He
their rank or unsuitable their character might be.

—

—

—

charges his dramas with an immoral tendency {RancE,
V. 850, 1043, lOeS.—Nuhes, v. 1371), and himself
with contempt for the gods and fondness for newfanHe laughs at
(RancB, v. 887. seqq.)
gled doctrines.
his affectation of philosophy and rhetoric.
(Rancz, v.
815, 826, 966, 970, 1073, 1076.) Aristophanes, indeed, persecutes him indefatigably and inexorably; he
was ordained to be, as it were, his perpetual scourge,
that none of his vagaries in morals or in art might remain uncensured. Although Aristophanes, as a comic
dramatist, is, by means of his parodies, the foe of the
he nowhere attacks Sophtragic poets in general, yet
ocles ; and even in the places in which he fastens on
of
the weak side
.^schylus, his reverence for him is
manifest, and he everywhere opposes his gigantic proHe has
portions to the petty ingenuity of Euripides.
laid open, with immense understanding and inexhaustible wit, his sophistical subtlety, his rhetorical and philosophical pretensions, his immorality and seductive effeminacy, and the merely sensual emotions he excites.
As modern judges of art have for the most part esteemed Aristophanes to be nothing better than an
extravagant and slanderous buffoon, and, moreover,
have not understood the art of translating the humourous dress he gives subjects into the truths which lie
at the bottom, they have attached but little importance
After all that has gone before, we must
to his opinion.
not lose sight of the fact, that Euripides was yet a
Greek, and a contemporary, too, of many of the great-

—

to the young orator, who may
more by studying him than the older tragedians ; est men that Greece possessed in politics, philosophy,
an opinion marked with his usual accuracy. But it is history, and the graphic art. If, when compared with
easy to see that such a recommendation conveys no his predecessors, he stands far below them, when comto them.
high eulogium, since eloquence may indeed find place pared with many moderns he is far superior
in the drama when it is suitable to the capacity and He is particularly strong in the representation of a disbut when rhet- tempered and erring mind, given up to its passions to
object of the person who is speaking
oric steps into the place of the immediate expression a degree of phrensy. {Longinus, 15, 3.) He is excelThe style of Eu- lent when the subject leads principally to emotion, and
of the soul, it is no longer poetical.
en occasions
ripides is, on the whole, not compressed enough, al- has no higher claims; and still more
Few of his
though it presents us with some very happily-drawn when even moral beauty demands pathos.
that are charmingly
it has neipictures and ingenious turns of language
pieces are without single passages
ther the dignity and energy of ^schylus, nor the chaste beautiful. Take him altogether, it is by no means my inIn his expressions he frequently tention to deny that he possesses extraordinary talents
grace of Sophocles.
aims at the extraordinary and strange, and, on the oth- I only maintain that they were not united to a dispoer hand, loses himself in commonplace
and too of- sition honouring the rigour of moral principles and the
above everything else."
ten the tone of his speeches becomes quite every-day, holiness of
religious feelings
and descends from the height of the buskin to level (Theatre of the Greeks,
ed., p. 133, scqq.)— Of the
For these reasons, as well as on account of 120 dramas which Euripides is said to have composed,
ground.
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larly

recommends him

learn

;

—

;

;

;

U
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we have remaining at the present day only eighteen
The following are
tragedies and one aatyric piece.
The sacthe titles and subjects
1. 'EkuStj, Hecuba.
rifice of Polyxena, whom the Greeks immolate to the
manes of Achilles, and the vengeance which Hecuba,

Bbckh, Gracce TragcedicB Principum m$m ea
seqq.
qua. supersunt genuina, &c.,p. 165.) .^lian informs
us (F. H.J 5, 21), that the Corinthians prevailed upon
Euripides to alter the tradition in question he makes
no mention, however, of any change in the piece itself.

doubly unfortunate in having been reduced to captivity
and deprived of her children, takes upon Polymnestor,
the murderer of her son Polydorus, form the subject of
this tragedy.
The scene is laid in the Grecian camp
in the Thracian Chersonese.
The shade of Polydorus,
whose body remains without the rites of sepulture, has
the prologue assigned it.
Ennius and L. Accius, and
in modern times Erasmus of Rotterdam, have translated this play into Latin verse.
Ludovico Dolce has
several passages have
given an Italian version of it
been rendered into French by La Harpe Racine owes
to it some fine verses in his Andromache and
Iphigenia,
and Voltaire has imitated some parts in his M6rope.
2. 'OpioTTic, Orestes.
The scene of this play is laid
at Argos, the seventh day after the murder of Clytemnestra.
It is on this day that the people, in full assembly, are to sit in judgment upon Orestes and Electra.
The only hope of the accused is in Menelaus,
who has just arrived ; but this prince, who secretly
aims at the succession, stirs up the people in private
to pronounce sentence of condemnation against the
The sentence is accordingly pronounced,
parricides.
but the execution of it is left to the culprits themselves.
They meditate taking vengeance by slaying Helen ;
but this princess is saved by the intervention of Apollo, who brings about a double marriage, by vmiling
Orestes with Hermione, the daughter of Helen, and
Electra with Pylades.
This denouement is unworthy

According to others, they purchased

:

;

;

—

of the ti-agedy.

The piece, moreover, is full
Some commentators think

of comic

—

:

of five talents.

The

former

may be

for the

sum

was
mer
ems.

Among the

tjiis

compliance

subject of the Medea
a favourite one with the dramatic writers of fortimes, and has proved no less so with the mod-

meri4ioned NeojAroo

of Sicyonia, Ennius, Paeovius,, Aceius, Ovid, ar>d Seneca ; among the latter, Ludovico Dolce, Glover, Cor-

—

&.c.
5. 'Iwn-oAvrof CTe(pcn>of6pegf
Hippoly"
tus CoTonifer,
Hippolytus wearing a crown.'^ The
of
this
is
the same with that which
subject
tragedy
Racine has taken for the basis of his Phedre, a subject
neille,

It presents to our view a female,,
eminently tragical.
a feeble-minded wonnan, the victim of the resentment
of Venus, who has inspired her with a criminal passion.
An object of horror to him whom she loves,
and not daring to reveal her own shame, she dies, after
leaving engaged Theseus, by her misrepresentations, to
become the destroyer of bis own son. The title of
this tragedy is probably derived from the crown which
Hippolytus offers to Diana.
Euripides at first gave it
the name of 'IttttoXvto^ KoXxmro^tvo^.
He afterward
retouched it, and, changing the catastrophe and the

It
title, reproduced it in the year that Pericles died.
gained the prize over the pieces of lophon and lon^
which had competed with it in the contest. It is sometimes cited under the title of the Phadra, and the ceU
ebrated chef-d'oeuvre of Racine is an imitation of it^
as well as the tragedy of Seneca, which last, however,
rather merits the name of a parody.
A comparison

between the Hippolytus of Euripides and the Phedre
of Racine, is given by Louis Racine, in the Mcmoires
de rAcademie des Inscrip. et Belles- LettreSy vol. 8,
p. 300 ; and by the Abb^ Batteu.x in the same colleccribed by some to Euripides the younger, nephew of tion, vol. 42, p. 452.
Consult also the work of Aug.
the former.
3. ^otviaaaif Phctnissa.
The subject Wilhelm Scblegel, Paris, 1805, Svo, " Comparaison
of this piece is the death of Eteocles and Polynices. entre la Phedre de Racine tt telle d'Euripdde.^*

and

.satiric traits.

they rec-

ognise the portrait of Socrates in that of the simple
and virtuous citizen who, in the assembly of the people,
undertakes the defence of Orestes.
This play is as-

—

The chorus

—

composed of your)g Phctnician fcmalesy
according to the custom established by Agenor,
is

6. 'AAxj^CTTif, Altestis.

The

subject oi this tragedy
a wife who dies for the

is moral and
It is
aflFecting.
Thebes, in order to be consecrated to sake of prolonging her husband's existence. Its obthe service of the temple at Delphi.
The prologue is ject is to show,, that conjugal affection and an observGrotius regards the PhoenissK ance of the rites of hospitality are not suffered to go
assigned to Jocasta.

sent,
to the city of

as the chef-d'oeuvre of Euripides
a more elevated ar>d
heroic tone prevails throughout it than is to be found in
any other of his pieces. The subject of the Phoenissaj is that also of the Thebais of Seneca.
Statius lias
likewise imitated it in his epic poem, and Rotrou in
;

the

—

two acts of

his Antigone.
4. MjJcJrfo, Medea.
taken by Medea on the ungrateful Jato
whom
she
has
sacrificed
son,
all, and who, on bis
arrival at Corinth, abandons her for a royal bride, forms
the subject of this tragedy.
What constitutes the
principal charm of the piece is the simplicity and clearness of the action, and the force and natural cast of
The exposition of the play is made in
the characters.
a monologue by the nurse ; the chorus is composed of
Corinthian females, a circumstance which does not fail
to give an air of great improbability to this portion of
It is said that Euripides gave to the world
the plot.
two editions of this tragedy, and that, in the first, the
children of Medea were put to death by the Corinthians, while in the second, which has come down to us, it
is their mother herself who slays them.
According to
this hypothesis, the 1378th verse and those immediatethat
Medea
she
in
which
will impose
says
ly following,
on Corinth, contemptuously styled by her the land of
Sisyphus, an expiatory festival for this crime, have
been retained by mistake in the revision in which they
Medea has no expiation to
should have disappeared.
demand of the Corinthians, if they are not guilty of
the murder of her sons.
(Compare Botliger, de Medea Euripideay &c.
Matlhim^ Misc.^ vol. 1» p. 1,
first

The vengeance

—

502

without their reward.
Hercules, whom Admetus had
kindly received while unfortunate, having learned that
Alcestis, the wife of the monarch, had consummated
her mournful sacrifice, seeks her in the shades, and restores her to her husband.
In this piece, as in some
others of Euripides, the introduction of comic traits
into a tragic subject is open to just criticism.
Although the character of Hercules is interesting and

well-drawn, and though the play, in general, offers
many beauties, it is, notwithstanding, regarded as one
of the most feeble productions of our author.
7. 'AvThe death of the son of AchilSpofiaxVr Avdramache.
les, whom Orestes slays, after having carried off from

—

him Hermione,
scene

is

Mem.

de

forirts

the subject of the piece.

The

Thetidium, a city of Thessaly, near
Pharsalus.
Some have pretended, that the aim o-f Euripides in writing this tragedy was to render odious the
law of the Athenians which permitted bigamy.
(Consult Reflexions sur V Andromaque d^Euripide et sur
V Andromaque de Racine, par Louis Racine, in the
laid in

VAcad

des Inscnp., &c., vol. 10, p. 311.)
Andromaque, holds the
following language in relation to the mode of treating
the subject which he has adopted in his own piece.
"
Andromaquo, dans Euripide, craint pour la vie de
Molossus, qui est un fils qu'elle a eu de Pyrrhus. et
qu'Hermione veut faire mourir avec sa mere. Mais

Racine,

in the preface to his

ici il ne s'agii point de Molossus.
Andromaque ne
connoit pas d'autre mari qu' Hector, ni d'autre fils
J'ai cru en cela me couformer a Vide©
qu'Astyanax.
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La touching interest

que nous avons maintenant de cette princesse.
out entendu parler
plupart de ceui qui

d'Andromaque

la connoissent que pour la veuve d'Hector, et pour
mere d'Astyanax. On ne croit pas qu'elle doivc
aimer un autre mari ni un autre fils et jc doutc que
les larmes d'Andromaque eussent fait sur I'esprit de

ne

la

;

si elles
spectateurs I'impression qu'elles ont faite,
avoient coule pour un autre fils que celui qu'elle avoit

mes

It is easy to perceive from this how much
the French poet has ennobled by the change the char8. 'IxerttJff, Suppliccs, "The
acter of his heroine.

d'Hector."

—

Female Suppliants."

The scene of

in front of the temple of

Ceres

this

is laid

tragedy
whither the

at Eleusis,

Argive females, whose husbands have perished before
Thebes, have followed their king Adrastus, in the hope
of engaging Theseus to take up arms in their behalf,
and obtain the rites of sepulture for their dead, whose
Theseus yields
bodies were withheld by the Thebans.
In exto their request and promises his assistance.
hibiting this play the third year of the 90lh Olympiad,
the fourteenth of the Peloponnesian war, Euripides
wished, it is said, to detach the Argives from the SparHis attempt, however, failed, and the
tan cause.

was signed by which Mantinea was sacrificed to
The exposition of this
the ambition of Lacedaemon.
piece has not the same fault as the rest : it is imposing and splendid, and made without the intervention
of an actual prologue for the monologue by which
^thra, the mother of Theseus, makes known the subject of the piece, is a prayer addressed to Ceres, in
which the recital naturally finds a place. 9. 'l^iyheia
kv Ai'XiSc, Iphigenia in Aulide, *' Iphigenia at
f/
The subject of this tragedy is the intended
Aulis."
sacrifice of Iphigenia, and her rescue by Diana, who
It is the only one of the
substitutes another victim.
plays of Euripides that has no prologue, for it is well
known that the Rhesus, which is also deficient in this
Hence Musgrave has conrespect, had one formerly.
jectured that the present play had also once a prologue,
in which the exposition of the piece was made by Diana ; and iElian (Hist. An., 7, 39) cites a passage of
the Iphigenia which we do not now find in it, and
treaty

;

—

which could only have been pronounced by Diana it
announces what she intends to do for the purpose of
Eichstsidt, however, and Bdckh,
saving Iphigenia.
maintain, that the Iphigenia which we at present have
could not have been furnished with a prologue, since,
if it had been, this prologue ought to have contained
the recital which is put in the mouth of Agamemnon
;

at verse 49, se/jq.

Hence Bockh concludes,

that there

were two tragedies with this name, one written by Euripides and having a prologue, the other composed by
Euripides the younger, and which is also the one that

we now

possess.

{Eichst'ddt, de

—

Dram. Gracorum

Bdckh, Greece Tragccdia,
Comico-Satyrico, p. 99.
Consult also Brctni, PhiloPrincipinn, &c., p. 216.
log. Bey t rage aus der Schweiz, p. 143, and Jacobs,
Zusdfze zu Sulzer, vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 401.) Racine has
made the story of Iphigenia the subject of one of his
chefs-d'oeuvre.
(Consult the Comparaison de Vlphigenie d'Euripide avec Vlphigenie de Racine, par Louis
Racine, in the Mem. de V Acad, des Inscrip., &c., vol.
It has also been treated by Ludovico
8, p. 288.)
10. 'If^tyiveia i] kv Tavpoi^,
Dolce and by Rotrou.
"
The
Iphigenia in Tauride,
Iphigenia in Tauris."
daughter of Agamemnon, rescued by Diana from the

—

—

knife of the sacrificer, and transported to Tauris, there
serves the goddess as a prie.stess in her temple.
Orestes has been cast on the inhospitable shores of this
with
his friend Pylades, and by the laws
country, along

of Tauris they must be sacrificed to Diana.
Recognised by his sister at the fatal moment, Orestes conducts her back to their common country.
mono-

A

logue by Iphigenia occupies the place of a prologue
and exposition. The scene where Iphigenia and her
brother became known to each other is of a
and

deep

Guimond de la Toucho
have surpassed his model,
11. TpuaSe^, Troades, ''The Trojan females."
The action of this piece is prior to that of the Hecuba.
The scene is laid in the Grecian camp, under the walls
of Troy, which has fallen into the hands of the foe.
body of female captives have been distributed by lot
among the victors. Agamemnon has reserved Cassandra for himself Polyxena has been immolated to
is said,

—

in

:

nevertheless,

this respect, to

A

;

manes of Achilles
Andromache has fallen to
Neoptolemus, Hecuba to Ulysses. The object of the
poet is to show us in Hecuba a mother bowed down
the

;

The Greeks

destroy Astyanax, and his
brought in to the mother of Hector,
his own parent being by this time carried away
the
train of Neoptolemus.
Ilium is then given as a prey
to the flames.
This succession of horrors passes in
mournful review before the eyes of the spectator yet
there is no unity of action to constitute a subject for
the piece, and consequently the play has no denouement.
Neptune appears in the prologue. Seneca and
M. de Chateaubrun have imitated this tragedy.
12. BuKxat, BacchcB, "The female Bacchanalians."
The arrival of Bacchus at Thebes and the death of
Pentheus, who is torn in pieces by his mother and sister
such is the subject of this piece, in which Bacchus opens the scene and makes himself known to the

by misfortune.
mangled body

is

m
;

—

—

spectators.

Brumoy

regards this as a satyric drama

;

however, he is mistaken, as the chorus of satyrs
can never be dispensed with in such compositions.
in this,

The

it is a sucaction of the Bacchce is very defective
cession of rich paintings, of tragic situations, of brilliant verses, connected together by a very feeble interest.
The spectacle which this tragedy presented must
have been at once imposing and well calculated to keep
alive curiosity.
(Compare the remarks of Prevost,
Examen de la tragedie des Bacchantes, in the Theatre
:

There
des Grccs, by Raoul-Rochctte, vol. 9, p. 376.)
is some probability for supposing that we have this

—

13. 'YipaKXtldai, Heraclidce.
play in a second edition.
of Hercules, persecuted by Eurys-

The descendants

theus, flee for refuge to Athens, and implore the protection of that city.
The Athenians lend aid, and

Eurystheus becomes the victim of the vengeance he
was about bringing upon them. lolas, an old companion of Hercules, explains the subject to the spectators.
The poet manages to impart an air of great interest to

the piece.

—

14.

'EAev?/, Helena.

The scene

is laid

in

Egypt, where Menelaus, after the destruction of Troy,
finds Helen, who had been detained there by Proteus,
king of that country, when Paris wished to convey her
to Ilium.
Euripides follows in this the account of
Herodotus, to which he adds some particulars of his
own that border on romance. The action passes at the
isle of Pharos, where Theoelymenus, the son and successor of Proteus, keeps Helen in custody with the
view of espousing her.
She employs a stratagem in
The denoijement of
order to escape from his power.
this piece resembles that of the Iphigenia in Tauris.
15. "Iwv, Ion.
Ion, son of Apollo and Creiisa, daughter of Erechtheus, king of Athens, has been brought
up among the priests at Delphi. The design of Apollo
who has
is to make him
pass for the son of Xuthus,
married Creiisa.
The interest of the piece consists in
the double
which Creiisa and Ion run ; the

—

danger
former of being slain by Ion, and the latter of perishing
who is igby the poison prepared for him by a mother
The play, however, is
norant of his being her son.
somewhat complicated, and has need of a long expoThe scene is
sition, which is assigned to Mercury.
laid at the entrance of Apollo's temple in Delphi, a
order to give to the spectaplace expressly chosen in
cle an air of pomp and solemnity.
religious tone,
full of gravity and softness, pervades the whole piece.

A

There

Ts

much resemblance between

the Athalie

of Racine.

—

16.

this

tragedy and

'HpaKlijg {laLvofitvoi^
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After having killed, in his phrensy,
Hercules fur ens.
and children, Hercules proceeds to submit
himself to certain expiatory ceremonies, and to seek
Amphitrj-on appears in the prorepose at Athens.
17. 'HAeA-rpa,
logue the scene is laid at Thebes.
The subject of this piece has been treated
Eleclra.
and
but
also by .^schylus
Sophocles,
by each in his
Euripides transfers the scene from the
peculiar way.
his wife

—

:

the
palace of J^gisthus to the country near Argos
exposition of the play is made by a cultivator, to
whom Electra has been compelled to give her hand,
but who has taken no advantage of this, and has reOn comspected in her the daughter of a royal line.
paring Euripides with Sophocles, we will tind him inferior to the latter in the manner of treating the subject :
he has succeeded, however, in embellishing it with in:

—

A

18. 'Pijao^, Rhesjcs.
teresting episodes.
derived from the tenth book of the Iliad.

subject
able

Some

have proved that this piece was never written by
(Consult Dissertation sur la tragedie de
Rhesus, par Hardion, in the Mem. de VAcad. des
Inscr. et Belles- Let tres, vol. 10, p. 323.
Valckenaer,
Diatribe Euripidea, c. 9, seqq.
Beck's Euripides,
vol. 3, p. 444, seqq., &c.)
19. ^aeduv, Phaethon.
Of this play we have about eighty verses remaining.
the
mother
of
Phaethon, is the wife of MeClymene,
rops, king of the Ethiopians, and Phaethon passes for
the son of this prince.
The young man, having conceived some doubts respecting his origin, addresses
himself to the Sun.
The catastrophe, which cost him
his life, is well known.
In the tragedy of Euripides,
the body of her son is brought to Clymene, at the very
moment when Merops is occupied with the care of
20. Aavurj, Dana'e.
Of
procuring for him a bride.
this play we have the commencement alone, unless the
critics

Euripides.

|

sess the only extant specimen of this singular exhibition.
Notwithstanding, however, its burlesque ingredients, the tragic character was so far preserved in the
satyric play, that the subject appears to have been

always historical, and the action partly serious, though
with a fortunate catastrophe.
No less than tragedy
and comedy, the satyric drama had its peculiar and appropriate stage decorations, representing woods, caves,
mountains, and other diversities of the sylvan landscape.

Satyrs old and young, with Silenus in his various ages,
were distinguished from one another by the variety of
their grotesque masks, crowned with long, shaggy goat's
hair ; while the Satyrs were negligently clad
skins
of beasts, and the Sileni decorated with garlands of
flowers skilfully woven.
The satyr-parts, too, appear
to have been sometimes acted by pantomimic performers, moving on a kind of stilts, to give more completely
the appearance of goat's legs.
The choral dance, it is

m

hardly necessary to remark, was thoroughly rustic, peculiarly lively, and quite opposite in character to the

solemn and impressive movements which accompanied
the serious tragedy.
(Compare Casaubon, de Sat.
The fable of the Cyclops of Euripides
Poes., 1, 5.)
is drawn from the
Odyssey. The subject is Ulysses
depriving Polyphemus of his eye, after having intoxicated him with wine.
In order to connect with the
story a chorus of satyrs, the poet has recourse to the
He supposes that Silenus, and
following expedient.
his sons, the Satyrs, in seeking over every sea for Bacchus, whom pirates have carried away, have been shipwrecked on the coast of Sicily, where they have fallen
The Cyclops has
into the hands of Polyphemus.
made slaves of them, and has compelled them to tend
his sheep.
Ulysses, having been cast on the same
coast, and having been, in like manner, made captive
sixty-five verses, which commonly pass for a part of by Polyphemus, finds in these satyrs a willing band of
their masthe prologue, are rather to be considered as the producaccomplices. They league with him against
tion of some imitator, who has proceeded no farther in ter, but their excessive cowardice renders them very
his attempt to ape the style of Euripides.
This last useless auxiliaries. They profit, however, by his vicis the hypothesis of Wolf. {Lttt. Anal ,\o\. 2,
with him.
Among the numerp. 394.)
tory, and embark along
The ancient writers cite also a poem of Euripides, ous editions of Euripides v/hich have issued from the
of notice :
to which we have already alluded, under the title of
press, the following are particularly worthy
" Funeral
"EKiKT/deiov,
hymn," on the death of Nicias that of Beck, commenced by Morus, Lips., 1778-88,
and Demosthenes, as well as of the other Athenians 3 vols. 4to
that of Musgrave, Oxon., 1778, 4 vols.
who perished in the disastrous e.xpedition against Syra- 4to: that of Matthiae, Lips., 1813-37, 10 vols. 8vo. ;
cuse.
possess also two Epigrams of Euripides, and the variorum Glasgow edition, 1820, 9 vols. 8vo.
each consisting of four verses, one of which has been
Of the separate plays, the best editions are those of
preserved for us in the Anthology, and the other in Porson, Brunck, Valckenaer, Monk, &c. The Diatribe
Athenaeus.
There have also come down to us five of Valckenaer {Diatribe in Euripidis pcrditorum drU'
letters, ascribed to Euripides, and written with suffi- malum rehquias, Lugd. Bat., 1767, 4to) is a choice
cient purity and simplicity of style to warrant the belief
some happy corrections
piece of criticism, and contains
that they are genuine productions.
(Compare the re- of the text of the fragments. It is an excellent work
marks of Beck in his edition of the poet vol. 7, ed. for those who wish to be acquainted v^ith the philoGlasg., p. 720.)— Of the numerous fragments of Eurip- .sophical opinions of Euripides, and with the peculiar
ides that have reached us, it seems unnecessary here character of his
from that of
style, as distinguished
The only production worth mentioning, afto speak.
Sophocles.— II. A nephew of the preceding {Suid.y
ter those already noticed, is the satyric drama entitled s. v.—B'6ckh, de
Trag. Grctc, xiv. and xviii), comThe Greek satyric drama must monly
He was a dramatic
Cyclops (KvK?.(.yip).
styled Euripides Junior.
not be confounded with the satire of the Romans,
besides his own
poet, like his uncle, and exhibited,
from which it was totally distinct. {Bentley on Phal- compositions, several plays of the latter, then dead ;
It was a novel and
aris, p. 246, ed. Land., 1816.)
one of these gained the prize. Bockh and others susmixed kind of play, first exhibited by Pratinas, proba- pect that he reproduced the Iphigenia tn Avlts, and
not
long subsequent to Olymp. 70, 2, perhaps the Palamedes. {Vid. preceding article.) To
bly at a period
B.C. 499. {Theatre of the Greeks, 2d ed., p. 113.) this Euripides is ascribed, by Suidas, an edition of
The poet, borrowing from tragedy its external form Homer. {Theatre of the Greeks. 2d ed., p. 158.)
and mythological materials, added a chorus of satyrs,
EuRiPus, a narrow strait, dividing Eubcea from the
with their lively songs, gestures, and movements. This main land of Greece, and supposed to have been formed

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

:

We

—

—

species of composition quickly obtained great celebriThe tragic poets, in compliance with the humour
ty.
of their auditors, deemed it advisable to combine this
ludicrous exhibition with their graver pieces. One sa-

drama was added to each tragic trilogy, as long
as the custom of contending with a series of plays,
and not with single pieces, continued,
^schylus,

tyric

Sophocles, and Euripides were
ic

composers
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;

and

in the

all

distinguished satyrlatter we pos-

Cyclops of the

of nature,
by an earthquake, or some other convulsion
which tore Eubcea from the Boeotian coast. {Evrip.y
of the ancients have reported,
ap. Strab., 60 ) Several
that the tide in this strait ebbed and flowed seven times
in the day, and as many times during the night, and
that the current was so strong as to arrest the progress
of ships in full sail.
{Pomp. Mela, 2, l.—Strabo,
55.— Id., 403.— P/in, 2, J 00.) According to the popular account, Aristotle drowned himself here out of

EUR

EURIPUS.
account for so unusual
chagrin, from not being able to
The story, however, is devoid
a motion of the water.

—

From this rapid
of foundation.
{Vtd. Aristoteles.)
movement of the current, the Euripus derived its anname

(eu, bene, and /iiVrw, jacio).
Livy's ac" A
count of this strait appears the most rational.

cient

station for a fleet," observes this wri" can
hardly be found ; besides that the winds rush
down suddenly and with great fury from the high
mountains on each side, the strait itself of the Euripus
does not ebb and flow seven times a day, at stated
hours, as report says ; but the current changing irregularly, like the wmd, from one point to another, is
hurried along like a torrent tumbling from a steep
mountain so that, night or day, ships can never lie
quiet." (Lit., 28, 6.) The straits are now called, by
a corruption of the ancient name, the straits of NegroHobhouse visited the Euripus, and the account
pont.
given by this intelligent traveller of its appearance in
" What I
our own days is deserving of being cited.
witnessed of the Euripus was, that the stream flows
with violence, like a mill-race, under the bridges, and
that a strong eddy is observable on that side from which
it is about to run, about a hundred
yards above the
bridges ; the current, however, not being at all apparent at a greater distance, either to the south or north.
Yet the ebbing and flowing are said to be visible at
ten or a dozen leagues distance, at each side of the
strait, by marks shown of the rising and falling of the
water in several small bays on both coasts.
The depth
of the stream is very inconsiderable, not much more
than four feet.
The account which Wheler copied
from the Jesuit Babin, respecting the changes of the
Euripus, and which he collected on the spot, though
not from his personal experience, he not being long
enough in the place, was, that it was subject to the
same laws as the tides of the ocean for eighteen days
of every moon, and was irregular, having twelve, thirteen, or fourteen flowings and ebbings for the other
eleven days ; that is, that it was regular for the three
last days of the old moon and the eight first of the
new, then irregular for five days, regular again for the
next seven, and irregular for the other six.
The water
seldom rose to two feet, and usually not above one
and, contrary to the ocean, it flowed towards the sea,
and ebbed towards the main land of Thessaly, northOn the irregular days it rose for half an hour,
ward.
and fell for three quarters ; but, when regular, was six
hours in each direction, losing an hour a day.
It did
not appear to be influenced by the wind.
A Greek of
Athens, who had resided three years at Egripo, told
me that he considered the changes to depend chiefly
on the wind, which, owing to the high lands in the vicinity of the strait, is particularly variable in this place.
The two great gulfs, for so they may be called, at the
north and south of the strait, whic,h present a large
surface to every storm that blows^ and receive the
whole force of the Archipelago, communicate with
each other at this narrow shallow channel so that the
Euripus may be a sort of barometer, indicative of every
change, and of whatever rising and falling of the tide,
not visible in the open expanse of waters there may be
in these seas.
I did not, however, see any marks of
the water being ever higher at one time than at another.

more dangerous

ter,

;

;

;

The Greek had observed

also, that,

when

the

wind was

north or south, that is, either up or down the strait, the
alteration took place only four times in the twenty-four
hours but that, when it was from the east, and blew
strongly over the mountains behind Egripo, the refluxes
took place more frequently, ten or twelve times
and
;

;

that, in

immediately before the full of the
moon, the turbulence and eddies, as well as the rapidparticular,

There
stream, were very much increased.
never, at any season, any certain rule with respect
either to the period or the number of
changes. Those
of the ancients who
inquired into this phenomenon

ity of the

was

S

g s

were awave,

that the story of the

Euripus changing its
course always seven times during the day was unfounded and the account given of it by Llvy (28, 6)
corresponds, in some measure, with that of my Athenian informant. The bridge which anciently connected the main land and the is-land was considerably longer than that which at present serves the same purpose.
;

We

are informed, that the strait was made more nara dike, which the inhabitants of Chalcis constructed to lessen the
passage ; and it is by no means

row by

improbable, that the whole of the

flat

on which the

now

stands, and which is surthe land side by a wide marsh, was for-

fortified part of

Egripo

rounded on
merly covered by the waters of the Euripus." {Hobhouse's Journey, \ol. I, Lett. 29,p. Z72, seqq., Am. cd.)
EuROPA, I. one of the three main divisions of the
ancient world.
With the northern parts of this the
ancients were very slightly acquainted, viz., what are
now Prussia, Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and Russia.
They applied to this quarter the general name of Scandinavia, and thought it consisted of a number of islands.
From the Portuguese cape, denominated by mariners
the Rock of Lisbon, to the Uralian Mountains, the
length
of modern Europe may be reckoned at about 3300
British miles, and from Cape Nord, in Danish Lapland,
to Cape Matapan, the southern
extremity of the Morea,
it

may be about 2360. As regards
it
may be remarked, that the

the limits of

Eu-

chain of the Ural
name, the Caspian

rope,

Mountains, the river of the same
Sea, and the lowest level of the isthmus between it
and the Sea of Azof (a level indicated by the course of
the Manyich and the Kuma), are boundaries between
Europe and Asia in the part in which they are conThat frontier ends at the Tanais or Don,
tiguous.
which for a short space terminates the two continents.
The remaining limits are more easily determined they
are the Sea of Azof, the Black Sea, the
Bosporus, the
Propontis, and the Hellespont. The line is taken across
;

the Archipelago ; Tenedos, Mytilene, Chios, Samos,
Nicaria, Cos, and Rhodes, belong to Asia ; Naxos,

The MediterStampalia, and Scarpanto, to Europe.
ranean divides Africa and Europe but it is not ascertained whether Malta, Gozo, Comino, Lampedosa, and
Linosa are African or European islands. The Canaries, Madeira, and the Azores are, in a physical poin
of view, appendages of Africa, being parts of a submarine continuation from the chain of Atlas. With
respect to the name of Europe, it must be confessed
that its etymology is altogether uncertain. Bochart derives the word from the Phoenician Ur-appa, which he
makes equivalent to the Greek XevKOTrpoaono^, " of a
white or fair aspect ;" and considers it as
applying not
only to the sister of Cadmus, but also to the Continent of
Europe, from the fairer visages and complexions of its
"
inhabitants
gum Europczi Africanos candor e faciei
;

—

:

multum superant.'" {Gcogr. Sacr., 4, 33, col. 298.)
M. Court de Gebelin, on the other hand, deduces the
name from the Phoenician Wrab, i. e., " West," as indicating the country lying in that direction with reference to Asia.
His explanation, however, of the mode
in which the same appellation came to be applied
" Ce nom
to the lunar divinity, is far less
plausible :

ne convint pas moins a

la

Lune

;

car on ne

la voit

que

le

et lorsqu'on commence a I'apercevoir h la Neod'ailleurs n'est
menie, c'est toujours au couchant

soir

;

:

pas la Reine de la Nuit 1 elle fut done appellee
avec raison Europe." {Monde Primitif, vol. 1, p

elle

—

As regards the progress of geographical disearliest notices
covery, it may be remarked, that the
of Europe are in the writings of the Greeks, who inhabited the southeastern corner of the continent. From
this country the geographical knowledge of Europe ex250.)

Homer was
tended by degrees to the west and north.
the uEgean Sea
acquainted with the countries round
He had also a pretty accurate genor Archipelago.
eral notion respecting those which he on the south
505
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coast of the Black Sea ; but what he says about the
countries west of Greece, on the shores of the Mediterranean, is a mixture of fable and truth, in which
It would seem that, in his
the fabulous part prevails.
age, these seas were not yet visited by his countrymen, and that he obtained his knowledge from the
Phoenicians, who had probably for some tune sailed to
these regions, but who, according to the common policy of Iradmg nations, spread abroad false accounts of
these unknown countries, in order to deter other nations from followmg their track, and participating in
the advantages of this distant commerce.
It is probable, also, that the Phoenicians long excluded the Greeks
from the navigation of the Mediterranean ; for when
the latter began to form settlements beyond their native country, they first occupied the shores of the ^^geAs the
fn, and afterward those of the Black Sea.

European shores of

this last-mentioned sea are not
well adapted for agriculture, except a comparatively
small tract of the peninsula of Crimea, their early settlements were mostly on the Asiatic coasts, and, consequently, little addition was made by these colonies

to the geographical knowledge of Europe.
But the
navigation oi the Phoenicians was checked in the middle of the sixth century before Christ, apparently by
their being subjugated by the Persians.
About this
time, also, the Greeks began to form settlements in
the southern parts of Italy and on the island of Sicily,
and to navigate the Mediterranean Sea to its full extent.
Accorduigly, we find that, in the time of Herodotus (450 B.C.), not only the countries on each side of
the Mediterranean, and the northern shores of the Black
Sea, were pretty well known to the Greeks, but that,
following the track of the Phoenicians, they ventured to
pass the Columns of Hercules, and to sail as far as the
Cassiterides, or Tin Islands, by which name the Scilly Isles and a part of Cornwall must be understood.
It is even reported, that some of their navigators sailed
through the English Channel and entered the North
It must be obSea, and perhaps even the Baltic.
served, however, that Herodotus professes himself totally unacquainted with the islands called Cassiterides
(3, 115), and Strabo (p. 104, &c.) expresses a very
unfavourable opinion of the alleged northern voyages
of Pyiheas.
'I'hus a considerable part of the coasts of
Europe was discovered, while the interior remained
almost unknown.
When the Romans began their conThe conquests, this deficiency was partly filled up.
quest of Italy was followed by that of Spain and the
southern parts of Gaul, and, not long afterward, Sicily,
Caesar conquerGreece, and Macedonia were added.
ed Gaul and the countries west of the Rhine, together
districts lying between the different arms by
that river enters the sea.
His two expeditions

with the

which

into Britain made known also, in some measure, the
nature of that island and the character of its inhabitants.
Thus, in the course of little more than two
hundred years, the interior of all those countries was
discovered, the shores of which had been previously
known. In the mean time, nothing was added to the

knowledge of the

coasts, the

Greeks having

lost their

discovery by sea along with their liberty, and
the Romans not being inclined to naval enterprise.
After the establishment of imperial power at Rome,
the conquests of the Romans went on at a much slower
rate, and the boundaries of the empire soon became

spirit of

must be chiefly atwhich were con-

This circumstance
stationary.
tributed to the nature of the countries

The regions north of the
tiguous to those boundaries.
Danube are mostly plains, and at that time were only
inhabited by wandering nations, who could not be subat least, are the
jected to a regular government. Such,
countries extending between the Carpathian mountains and the Black Sea, and therefore the conquest
of Dacia by Trajan was of short continuance and
The countries between the Alps
speedily abandoned.
606

and the Danube were soon added to the empire

but,
;
inhabited the tracts north of that
river had not given up a wandering life, they were
enabled to elude the Roman yoke.
The most important addition to the empire and to geographical
knowledge was the conquest of England during the
as the nations

who

century after Christ, to which, in the following
century, the south of Scotland was added.
Nothing
seems to have been added afterward. The Geograof
a
considerable
number
of
contains
phy
Ptolemy
names of nations, places, and rivers in those countries which were not subjected to the Romans.
Probafirst

bly they

traders,

were obtained from natives and from Roman
who had ventured to penetrate beyond the

But these brief notices
most cases it is very difficult to
determine what places and persons are indicated.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 10, p. 79.)— II. A daughter
of Agenor (called by some Phoenix) king of Phoenicia.
Jupiter, becoming enamoured of her, according to the
boundaries of the empire.

are very vague, and in

legend, changed himself into a beautiful white
and approached her, " breathing satfron from his
mouth," as she was gathering flowers with her com-

old

bull,

Europa, depanions in a mead near the seashore.
lighted with the tameness and beauty of the animal,
caressed him, crowned him with flowers, and at length
The disguised god
ventured to mount on his back.
immediately made oflf with his lovely burden, plunged
into the sea, and swam with Europa to the Island of
Hero he reCrete, landing not far from Gortyna.
sumed his own form, and beneath a plane-tree caressed the trembling maid.
The offspring of their union
were Minos, Rhadamanthus, and Sarpedon. Asterius, king of Crete, espoused Europa subsequently, and
reared her sons.
Hes., cl Bacchyi,
{Apollod., 3, ).
ap. Schol. ad IL, 12, 292.— Mosch., Id., 2.— Ovid,
Met., 2, 833, seqq.—Jd., Fast., 5, 605.— Keightlei/s
Mythology, p. 465.) The fable of Europa is made by
the mythological expounders of the old school to rest
on an historical basis.
In this they are decidedly
Instead of perceiving that this and other lewrong.
gends of mythology bear only an analogy to the truth,
that they are false when understood literally, but fre-

—

quently true when interpreted metaphorically, they
have taken them as narratives of real facts, embellished by credulity or a poetical imagination, and, having struck out the wonders, they look the caput mor-

luum which remained

for real history.

Thus,

in the

present instance, the foundation of the story of Europa
is said to have been, that a commander of a Cretan
vessel, either himself named Taurus, or whose vessel
title, carried off the Phoenician princess Eudaughter of Agenor, from the city of Tyre
others again make her to have been borne away by
some Cretan merchants, whose ship had the emblem
of a white bull, and who intended her as a prize for
their king Asteriife, who had assumed the name of Ju(Consult Banicr's Mythology, vol. 3, p. 400,
piter!
The truth is, however, that Europa was noseqq.)
In
thing more than the lunar divinity or the moon.
order to make this more apparent, let us review the
find the lewhole ground of this singular fable.
gend of Jupiter and Europa known already to Homer
ad
and
Hesiod.'
II., 12, 397.)
{Schol.
{11., 14, 321)
The old genealogical poet Asius {Pausan., 7, 4), and
the Logographers Pherecydes {cd. Slurz, p. Ill) and
Hellanicus (p. 65), found already, in their time, a rich
fund of materials in this fabulous legend. What Apollodorus, in particular, gives (3, 1), appears to have
Antimachus and Anbeen taken from these writers.
ticlides are named as having written on this same subbut more espeject {Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 2, 178),
ad. II., 6, 130) and Stesichocially Eumclus {Schol.

bore that

;

ropa,

We

—

Compare
{Schol. ad Eurip., Phoen., v. 674.
Fragm. Stesich., ed. Suchfort, p. 13.) Amid such a
number of writers, it is no wonder if the topic proved

rus.

EUROPA.

EUROPA.
sufficiently attractive to

of the later Greek and
find

it

reappearing, after

chus

occupy the attention of many

Roman
some

lapse of

—

Lucian {Dial. Mar.
Opp., vol. 2,
and Achilles Taiius {de Am. Clit.
Compare also Anacreon, Od., 35.

{Idyll. 2),
cd. Bip.),
p. 125,
t

Leuc,

el

1,

1.

—

—

Harat., Od., 3, 27.— Ovid, Met., 2,
605.
Gennanici Arat. Pkcen.,

—

5,

I

Hence we
time, in Mos-

authors.

Verbindung von Gricchenland mil Asien,^^

thische

in

Memoirs

of the Berlin Academy for 1818, p. 219,
In Euripides {Iph. in Taur., v. 627), the episeqq.)
"
thet £Vf)tJTT6^ occurs in the sense of
dark," and with
this the explanation of Hesychius coincides
EvpuTtrjy
the

:

;(0}pa r^f dvaeug, fj aKoreivy. The name Europe, then,
will have been given by the Asiatics to the country

833.— /r/., Fast.,
533.)— The an- which

west of them, towards the evening (Ereb)

lay

cient writers themselves attempt an explanation of the
fable, with which the mythological expounders of later
days are in full accordance, as we have already ob-

At what period this
sun, or the quarter of darkness.
canappellation was e.xtended to the whole continent

Palcephatus (p. 72, cd. Fisch.) makes
the individual who carried off Europa to have been

210);

Thus

served.

Taurus (compare Tzctzes, ad Lycophr., v. 1299,
and Meursius, p. 250), and Julius Pollux says {Onomast., 1, 83) the ship in which she was carried away
had a bull for its Trapdai]/j,ov.
If there be any ancient
fable which requires, in its explanation, a careful separating of the earlier and original portions from what
called

of later addition, it is this of Europa.
If we follow
the narrative of Apollodorus, we will find the legend
the carrying off
dividing itself into two distinct parts
is

;

of Europa, and the search

made

for her

by Cadmus,

These two

portions, however, are not necessarily connected with each other, as evidently appears from the former of the two having alone been
Cilix, &,c.

—

many writers. What, now, were the ideas
entertained by the earlier mythologists on the subject
of this fable 1
Homer, in the well-known passage (//.,
14, 315) where he speaks of the reunion of Jupiter
handled by

and Juno on Mount Ida, merely mentions the daughter of PhcEnix as having been one of the objects of
This, most probably, was the earliest
Jupiter's love.
form of the legend ; at least the bearing away of Europa by that deity appears to have been a later addition.
According to Acusilaus {ap. Apollod., 2. 5, 7), it was a
real bull that brought Europa to Crete
and, according
to another authority, the animal was selected by Neptune for this purpose, and was sent to Sidon by Jupiter,
;

for the

purpose of carrying off the maiden (Nigidius,

ap. Schol. ad Germ. Arat. Phcen., ed. Buhle, 2, p.
55), for which service he wes afterward placed among
the stars.
(Eurip., Phryx. ap. Eratosth., cat. 14.

—

—

Theognis, Schol. ad Arat., p. 48, ed. Buhle.
Hygin.,
It is easy to perceive, that this
Poet. Astr., 21.)
laythus loses all its meaning the
comes the transformed Jupiter.

We

moment

this bull be-

ISruber^s

(Compare

even as
early a writer as Hesiod is acquainted with the metamorphosis of Jupiter into a bull {Schol. ad Horn., 11.,
12, 397, ed. Aid., 1521, p. 215), but this only shows
at how early a period the addition to which we allude
Lexicon, 2, p. 9.)

was made

find,

to the original fable.

it

is true,

that

The germe

of that fa-

however, still remained, and was. in effect, simply
this, Jove indulged his passion with Europa in Crete.

ble,

The

elucidation of the

mythus mainly depends upon

the clearing up of another question
what means the
term Europa primitively, a land or a person 1
The
former of these interpretations can in no way whatever
:

Homer and Hesiod, to whom Europa is known as the daughter of Phoenix, have no acquaintance with Asia and Europe as parts of the world.
The Asian meadow or field {'Acrtog Act^wv) in Homer
{Iliad, 2, 461), is merely a small tract of land in
the vicinity of the Cayster.
The name of Asia only
began to be more extensively applied as the interior of
Lower Asia began to be better known to the Greeks.

be the true one.

(Compare Hermann, ad Hymn, in ApolL, 250.)
rope, as a land, is entirely unknown to Homer
first traces of the name are found in the

Eu:

Hymn

the
to

(v. 250, seqq., and 290, seqq.), where it is used
in opposition to the
Peloponnesus and the islands, and
seems to indicate the remaining portion of what was

Apollo

subsequently called Hellas.

It is

more than probable

that the
appellation itself originated in Lower Asia.
Compare the remarks of Buttmann, " Ueber die my-

now

be ascertained {UkerCs Geogr., vol. 2, p.
however, Pherecydes already divided the
earth into two hemispheres {Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 4,
1396), placing Europe in the north, and Asia, in-

not

as,

we may suppose this arhave been generally received about the
it is manifest, from
Now
time of the Logographers.
what has just been stated, that the original mythus of
Europa had no symbolical reference whatever to the
continent of that name.
Before, however, proceeding
farther in the examination of this fable, it becomes imto the female
the
to
consider
lineage assigned
portant
cluding Africa, in the south,

rangement

to

in question.

Homer

(//., 14,

321) names her as the

so also Hesiod, Bacchylides
{Schol. Didymi, ed. Aid., 1521, p. 215), Asius {PauWith the
2, 40).
san., 7, 4), and Moschus

daughter of Phoenix

;

{Idyll.,

Some
liOgographers a discrepance presents itself.
still as the
gard her as a daughter of Agenor, others
:
offspring of Phoenix {Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 3, 1186)
that the former of these two accounts, however, is the
more commonly-received one, appears in the extracts
re-

from the Logographers as made by Apollodorus (3, 1).
In the original mythus, therefore, Europa is the daughter of Phoenix, in the later and altered legend she is
Phoenix now, according to the
the child of Agenor.
custom observed in similar fables, of naming a land

monarch, becomes the king of Phoenicia,
and hence the leading idea involved in the legend,
Let us now turn
that Europa came from Phoenicia.
our attention more immediately to the being and per-

after its first

The first passage that arrests our noson of Europa.
"
tice is one occurring in the treatise on the
Syrian
Goddess," ascribed to Lucian {0pp., ed. Bip., vol.
" There is in
Phoenicia," says the writer,
9, p. 87.)
" another
large temple also, which is in the possession
of the Sidonians, and which, as they say, is the temof Astarte. Astarte I suppose to be the same with
ple
the

moon. As, however, one of the priests told me,
was the temple of Europa, the sister of Cadmus.
This daughter of King Agenor was honoured with a

it

have a satemple after her disappearance and they
cred tradition {lojov Upov) respecting her, that, being
who chanvery beautiful, she was beloved by Jupiter,
into Crete.
ged himself into a bull and carried her away
and, moreover,
I heard this also from other Phoenicians
the Sidonian money has represented on it Europa sitof
that
of
a
back
the
is,
They
bull,
Jupiter.
upon
;

;

ting

the temple to be
agree, however, in making
as
Europa." In the case of so early a worship
connected with the Sidonian temple, it is no won

do not

all

that of
that

der if the accounts of later days exhibit some discrepances.
According to the more common statement,
the temple was that of Astarte, whom the writer just
Creuzer has
quoted makes identical with the moon.
vol. 2, p. 65), that
great ability {Symbolik,
conthe greater part of the Syro-Phoenician goddesses
veyed the idea of the humid, receiving, fruit-yieldmg
and in turn impregnating
Earth, and the

shown with

impregnated

the
very clearly in
Not only is she
de Dns Syr.y
regarded by Lucian and others {Selden,
with Selene, but she is even
p. 244) as identical
on that account, the Queen of Heaven {Jerem.,

Moon.

This

last idea

shows

itself

attributes of the Phoenician Astarte.

styled,

Herodian, though
17) ; and the etymology given by
to the presof no value in itself, yet is of importance
of idea with reent discussion as showing the union
7,
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spect to Selene and Astarte.

{^oiviKec Se 'Aarpodp-

Xrjv ovofxd^ovai, aeXrjvrjv elvat &^Xovte^.
5, 6, 10.)

worship

Herodian,

This goddess had the principal seat of her
As lunar god(2 Kings, 23, 13.)

in Sidon.

dess, Astarte had, among her other symbols, some of
the attributes of the bull ; she wore, says Sanchoniathon (ap. Euseb., Prcep. Evang., 1, 10), the hide of
a bull as an ornament for the head when she wandered
over the earth.
In a!i the physico-religious systems
of Lower Asia there existed a great uniformity in
the leading principles (Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p.
11, seqq), and throughout a large portion of this country the worship of the moon was firmly established.

Without stopping

to discover

any traces of this in the
Phrygian rites, or in those of the goddess of Comana,
it will be sufficient to refer to Artemis
Tauropolos, who
would seem, in many respects, to have been the same
with the Phoenician Astarte. (Compare Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 4, p.

l99.—MiUin, Galerie Myth.,

vol. 1,

34, Nr. 121.)
It is curious to observe, moreover,
that Artemis Tauropolos was
worshipped on the shores
of the Persian Gulf, the primitive seat of the Phoenician
pi.

—

Com(Eustatk. ad Dionys. Perieg., 609.
Dupuis, Memoires dc Vinstit. nat., an. XII.,
Liu. €t b. arts, vol. 5, p. 11.)
Nor should we omit
to notice, that, from the researches of Creuzer, the
of
Diana
Luna
would
worship
appear to have extended
race.

pare

not only along the Persian Gulf, but also in various parts
of middle Asia and that the symbolical mode of representing this goddess was a female figure riding on a
bull, with a crescent-shaped veil over her head. Such
is the way in which she
appears on a medal of the Island Icaria {Harduin, dc Num. Anliq., p. 217), where
;

this

{Strab., 638.) It is exworship also prevailed.
tremely probable, that some early statue of Diana Luna,
represented in precisely the same posture as the figure
on the Icarian medal, gave rise to the mythus of the carand thus Europa berying away of Europa by a bull
longs, as an imaginary personage, to the cycle of the
;

lunar worship.
To place this in a still clearer light,
let us turn our attention to the
testimony afforded by
ancient works of art.
Achilles Tatius (p. 10.
Com-

—

pare Plin., 36, 10) saw, in the Sidonian temple of Astarte, among the sacred offerings, a painting which
had for its subject the carrying off of Europa. The
description of this differs only in some collateral points
from that of a painting preserved to us in the tomb of
the Nasonii, of which Belloir makes mention.
{Pictura: AntiqucE scpulchri Nasoniorum in via Flaminia.
—Grav., Thes. Ant. Rom., vol. 12, p. 1059.) The
scene is laid on the shore near Sidon the bull hastens
with his lovely burden over the waves, and the playmates of Europa stand lost in astonishment and grief.
The bearing away of Europa is the subject also of
many sculptured stones that have come down to us.
(Consult Montfaucon, Ant. ExpL, vol. 1, pi. 19, Nr.
4.
Gori, Museum. Florent., vol. 1, tab. 56, Nr. 9.
Gemme AnAugustini GemmcB, ed. Gron., tab. 185.
tiche, p. 2, tab. 27.
Winckelmann, Catal. de Stosch.,
Thesaurus Brandenb., p. 195.) Even the
p. 57.
name Europa itself has reference to this female's identhe
moon. It is derived, most probably, from
with
tity
'*
broad- visaged," and alludes to the appearEvpvuxp,
ance of the moon when at its full. Her mother's name,
" she that
moreover, is TriT^t^daaa,
enlightens from
In Crete she subsequently marries 'Acreptof,
afar."
" the
Starry," and gives birth to Minos, which connects her name with that of Pasiphae (Ilao-f^aTy),
:

—

—

"she

—

that enlightens all."

which we would come,

—

—

—

— The

is this,

conclusion, then, to
that the legend of Eu-

ropa relates to the introduction of the lunar worship,
by Phoenician colonists, into Crete. {Hock's Kreta,
The identity of Europa and the
vol. I, p. 83, seqq.)

—

Moon

is

also recognised by Knight.

—

{Inquiry into the

the destroying attribute, that Diana

nOAA,

and

BOON EAATEIA,

called

TATPO-

and it is probable that
ing borne or drawn by bulls
some such symbolical composition gave rise to the
fable of Jupiter and Europa
for it appears that, in
Phoenicia, Europa and Astarte were only different titles for the same personage, who was the deity of the
Moon comprehending both the Diana and Celesstial
Venus of the Greeks." III.
district of Macedonia,
in which was situate the town of Europus.
Some geographers make it to have been a part of Thrace; but
without any good reason.
It was also called Europia.
;

;

—

;

A

{Vid. Europus.)

Europus, a town of Macedonia, situate, according to
Pliny (4, 10), on the river Axius, and in the district
of Emathia.
Ptolemy does not ascribe it to this district, however, but to one which he calls Malia (p. 84).
But, according to Pliny, there was another Europus,
situated on the river Rhcedias (perhaps Ludias), of
which Strabo also speaks. {Strabo, 327.)
EuROTAs, I. a river of Laconia, and the largest in
the Peloponnesus.
It rises in Arcadia, near Asea, a
little to the southwest of
Tegea, and, after running a
short distance, disappears under ground.
On the opside
of
the mountains which separate Arcadia
posite
from Laconia, it reappears in the latter country, in
the district of Belmina.
It then traverses that province, and passes by Sparta to Helos, near which town
it
{Strabo, 342.
empties into the sea.
Dionys. PeThe Eurotas flowed to the east of
rieg., V. 411.)
its stream
Sparta, as we are informed by Polybius
was full and rapid, and could seldom be forded. Eu-

—

;

king after Lelex, enlarged and regua canal from it, drained the neighbouring country, and, from feelings of gratitude on the
part of his subjects, had his name given to the stream.

rotas, the third

lated its bed,

drew

{Pausan., 3, 1.) The modern name is Basilipotamo
(pronounced Vasilipotamo), and signifying the royal
river, in allusion to certain petty princes, dependant
upon the eastern emperors, who possessed a small
kmgdom in this quarter during the middle ages.

{Mannerl, Geogr.,

vol.

695.)

8,' p.

Dodwell, how-

ever, states that the most common appellation for the
Eurotas at the present day is Iri. {Class. Tour, vol.

A

2, p. 409.)— II.
taresius, /ising in

river of Thessaly, called also Ti-

Mount

Titarus, a branch of Olympus, and falling into the Peneus, a little above the vale
of Tempo.
Its modern name is the Saranta Poros.

having been called Eurotas as well as Titaresius
by various authorities. (Compare Strabo,
Epit. 7, p. 329, and the author of the Sibylline verses,
3, p. 227.)
Although, however, the Titaresius fell
into the Peneus, the waters of the two rivers did not
mingle as those of the Peneus were clear and limpid,
while those of the Titaresius were impregnated with a
thick unctuous substance, which floated like oil on the
surface.
Hence the fabulous account of its being a
branch of the infernal Styx.
Horn.,
{Strabo, 441.
II., 2, 751.— Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 369.)
EuRus, a wind blowing from the southeast. It was
sometimes called by the Latin writers Vulturnus.
{Senec, Qu<£st. Nat., 5. 16.) Those, however, who
recognised only four winds, made Eurus the East wind,
and attempted to confirm this opinion by a fictitious
Its

is

stated

;

—

derivation of the name,

"

making Evpof

indicate utto

blowing from the east," i. e., the point
of the heavens where Aurora first appears.
EuRYALUs, a Trojan, son of Opheltius, and one of
the followers of ^Eneas.
Virgil has immortalized the
{Vid.
inseparable friendship between him and Nisus.
TTJc eo)

peuv,

Nisus.)

EuRYBATEs,

I.

a herald of

Agamemnon,

in

the

Trojan war, who, with Talthybius, took Briseis away
from Achilles, under the orders of that monarch.

Class. Journ., vol. 25, p. 247.) {Horn., 11, 1, 320.)— II.
Symb. Lang., &c.
His words are as follows ** It is in the character of R, 2, 184.)
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is

in allusion to her be-

A herald of Ulysses.

{Horn.,

EUR
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EuRYBiADES, a Spartan, commander of the combined Grecian fleet at the battles of Artemisium and

He was appointed to this office, although
Salamis.
Sparta sent only ten ships, by the desire of the allies,
who refused to obey an Athenian. {Herod., 8, 3.
Bdhr, ad loc.) An allusion to the famous scene be-

—

tween Eurybiades and Themistocles will be found
under the latter article. {Vid. Themistocles.)

EuRYDicE, I. the wife of Amyntas, king of MaceShe had, by her husband Alexander, Perdiccas
and Philip, and one daughter called Euryone, who was
donia.

married to Ptolemy Alorites.
for her daughter's husband, to

A

criminal partiality
she offered her

whom

hand and the kingdom, made her conspire against
Amyntas, who must have fallen a victim to her infidelity, had not Euryone discovered it.
Amyntas forgave her. Alexander ascended the throne after his
father's death, and perished by the ambition of his
mother.
Perdiccas, who succeeded him, shared his
fate
but Philip, who was the next in succession, secured himself against all attempts from his mother,
and ascended the throne with peace and universal
satisfaction.
Eurydice fled to Iphicrates, the Athenian general, for protection. The manner of her death
is unknown.
II. A daugh(C. Nep., Vit. Iphicl., 3.)
ter of Antipater, and the wife of Ptolemy I. of Egypt,
by whom she had several children. After the death
of Alexander the Great, she proceeded to Alexandrea
for the purpose of rejoining her husband, and she
;

—

brought with her Berenice, her niece, who proved the
source of all her misfortunes.
For Berenice inspired
Ptolemy with so strong a passion, that he took her as
his second wife, and allowed himself to be controlled
entirely by her influence.
Eurydice and her children
retired to the court of Seleucus, king of Syria.

One

of her daughters subsequently married Agathocles, son
of Lysimachus
and another, Demetrius Poliorcetes.
Ptolemy Ceraunus, the eldest of her sons, seized upon
the kingdom of Macedonia.
Eurydice followed him
to that country, and contributed to conciliate towards
him the minds of the Macedonians, through the respect
which they entertained for the memory of her father
;

mon, B.C. 470, in both a naval and land fight, TTie
Persian ships were drawn up at the mouth of the river,
to the number of 350, or, as some affirm, 600
but, on
the first attack, they fled to the shore and were stranded.
;

Cimon

then landed his forces, and, after a severe en-

gagement, routed the enemy, and took

their

camp and

{Plut., Vit. Cim.—Thucyd., 1, 100.) This
The Eu»
signal victory annihilated the Persian navy.
rymedon is now the Capri-sou, and appears to have

baggage.

undergone considerable changes since ancient times,
for the bar at the mouth is now so shallow as to be
impassable to boats that draw more than one foot of
water.
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 281.)
EuRYPnoN, a Cnidian physician, a contemporary of
Hippocrates, but probably older in years, since he is
deemed the author of the Cnidian aphorisms which are
{Galen, Comment, in Hipp,
de victu acut., p. 43.)
EuRTTPON, a king of Sparta, son of Soils. According to Pausanias (3, 7), his reign was so glorious a one,

quoted by Hippocrates.

were called from him Eurypontialthough the family belonged to the Proclidae.
Plutarch, however {Vit. Lycurg., c. 2), says that the
change of name was owing to Eurypon's having relaxed the strictness of kingly government, and inclined to

that his descendants
dci,

the interests of the people.
(Consult Valckenaer, ad
Theocrit. Adoniaz., p. 271.)
EuRvsTHENEs, a son of Aristodemus, who reigned
at Sparta.
It
conjointly with his twin-brother Procles
was not Iwiown which of the two was born first ; the
mother, who wished to see both her sons raised on the
it ; and they were both aporacle of Delpointed kings of Sparta by order of the
After the death of the two brothers,
phi, B.C. 1102.
the Lacedaemonians, who knew not to what family the
right of seniority and succession belonged, permitted
two kings to sit on the throne, one of each family.
The descendants of Eurysthenes were called EurysIt was inthenidcB, and those of Procles, Proclida.
consistent with the laws of Sparta for two kings of the
same family to ascend th6 throne together, yet that law

throne, refused to declare

was sometimes violated by oppression and tyranny.
Eurysthenes had a son called Agis, who succeeded
him. His descendants were called AgidcB. There sat
livered up to the ravages of these barbarians, and Eu- on the throne of Sparta 31 kings of the family of EuThe former
rydice fled for protection to the city of Cassandrea. rysthenes, and only 24 of the Proclidae.
In order to attach the inhabitants more strongly to her were the more illustrious.
{Herodot., 4, 147; 6, 52.
and they, Pausan., 3, l.—C. Nep., Vit. Ages.)
interests, she gave them their freedom
Antipater.
Ptolemy Ceraunus having been slain, B.C.
280, in a battle against the Gauls, Macedonia was de-

—

;

through gratitude, established a festival called after
The rest of her history is not known.
her Eurydicea.
III. A daughter of Amyntas and Cynane.
Her previous name was Adea, afterward changed to Eurydice.

—

—

vol. 1, p. 70, ed. Bekker.)
{Arrian, ap. Phot., cod., 92
She married Aridaeus, the half-brother of Alexander,
and for some time, through the aid of Cassander, defended Macedonia against Polysperchon and Olympias.

at length, by her own troops,
hands of Olympias, together with her
husband.
Both were put to death by that queen.
As she fled
{Justin, 14, 5.)— IV. Wife of Orpheus.

Having been forsaken,
she

fell

into the

before Aristaeus she was bitten by a serpent in the
Her disconsolate husgrass, and died of the wound.
band determined to descend to the lower world, to endeavour to procure her restoration to life.
Pluto and
Proserpina listened to his prayer; and Eurydice was
allowed to return, on the express condition that Orpheus should not look back upon her till they were arrived in the regions of day.
Fearing that she might
not be following him, the anxious husband looked back,

and thereby

lost her.

{Vid. Orpheus.)
a river of Pamphylia, in Asia Minor,
in
the
chain
of
Mount
rising
Taurus, and, after passing
the city of
into the Mediterranean
Aspendus,

EuRYMEDON,

below

falling

that place.

{Scylax,

p.

AQ.—Mela,

1,

14.—

Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 8, p. 124.) Near it the
Persians were defeated by the Athenians under Ci-

EuRYSTHENiD^. Vid. Eurysthcucs.
EuRYSTHEus, a king of Argos and Mycenae, son

of

Juno
Sthenelus and Nicippe the daughter of Pelops.
hastened his birth by two months, that he might come
son
of
the
into the world before Hercules,
Alcmena,
of the two was doomed by order of Juas the
younger

will of the other.
piter to be subservient to the

(

Vid.

Alcmena.) The right thus obtained was cruelly exercised by Eurystheus, and led to the performance of the

The success
twelve celebrated labours of Hercules.
of the hero in achieving these so alarmed Eurystheus, that he furnished himself with a brazen vessel,
where he might secure himself a safe retreat in case of
of brass
Apollodorus says that it was a vessel
xa'^Kovv, Apollod., 2, 5, 1), which he constructIt appears, in fact, to have
ed secretly under ground.
been a subterraneous chamber, covered within with
of brass. The remains of the treasury of Atreus

danger.

{mOov

plates

Mycenae indicate a building of a similar description,
the nails which probably served to fasten plates of this
These nails consist
metal to the walls still appearing.
similar exof 88 parts of copper and 12 of tin.
brazen temple of Minerplanation may be given of the

at

A

{GelVs Itinerary,
at Sparta.
Vid. Chalcioecus.
After Hercules had been translated to the
33.)
his children, and threatskies, Eurystheus persecuted
at whose court
ened with war
king of Trachis,

va
p.

Ceyx,

they
^ had taken shelter.

They thereupon

fled to
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ens, and received protection from the inhabitants, who
refused to deliver them up to Eurystheus.
war en-

A

sued, in which Eurystheus and his five sons were slain,
the former by the hand of Hyllus, son of Hercules.
The head of the monarch was sent to Alcmena, who
dug out the eyes with a weaving-shuttle. {Apollod.,

where for KepKlci we are to read Kepnidt.)
Other accounts of his end, however, are given by other
2, 8, 1,

writers.
Isocr.,

(Eurip., Heraclid., 928, seqq.

— Compare

EuRYTis

(idos), a

patronymic of

{Ovid, Met.,

lole,

daughter of

395.)
EuRYTUs, a monarch of CEchalia, who taught Hercules the use of the bow.
(ApoUod., 2, 4, 9.—Heync,
9,

He offered his daughter lole to him< who
loc.)
should surpass himself and his sons in archery.
Hercules conquered, but Eurytus refused to
give his
daughter to the hero, who therefore put hini and his
sons to death, and led away lole captive.
{Apollod.,
ad

2, 6,

I.— Id.,

2, 7, 7.)

EusEBius Pamphili,!. one of the most distinguished

among

whether philosophers, historian?, or divines, of

fair a claim.
He displayed the
researches in a Chronicle, or Universal
History (IlavrodaTr^ loTopta), divided into two books.
In the first of these, to which he gave the name of
Chronography (Xpovoypacpia), he relates the origin and
the history of all nations and empires, from the creation of the world down to 325 A.D.
He pursues an
ethnographic order, devoting a particular section to
each people. The duration of the reigns of princes was
fixed in it, and the author entered into details on certain

Testament present so
fruits of his

Paneg., 15.)

Eurytus.

thors,

Egypt, Phoenicia, Asia, Europe, and Africa." Though
his industrious researches render his writings valuable,
All the
they are defective in judgment and accuracy.
studies of Eusebius were directed towards the religion
which he professed, and if he cultivated chronology, it
was with theview of establishing on a solid basis the
confidence to which the historical books of the Old

the earlier Christian writers, and the friend of

Constantine, was born in Palestine, probably at CffisaHe pursued his studies at Antirea, about 264 A.D.
och, and is believed to have received holy orders from
After having been orAgapius, bishop o( Caesarea.
damed presbyter, he set up a school in his native city,
and formed an intimate acquaintance with Pamphilus,
bishop of CjEsarea, who suffered martyrdom under
Galerius, A.D 309, and in memory of whose friendship
"
he added to his name the term
i.
e.,
(the
Pamphili,
After the martyrdom of his
friend) of Pamphilus."
friend he removed to Tyre, and thence to
where

Egypt,

he himself was imprisoned.
On his return from
Egypt, he succeeded Agapius in the see of Csesarea,
A.D. 315. In common with many other bishops of
but
Palestine, he at first espoused the cause of Arius
;

at the council of Nice, in 325, where the
Emperor Constantine assigned to Eusebius the office of
opening the

session of the assembly, the opinions of the heresiarch

He is said, however, to hive raised
" consubstantial with the
objections to the words
as
Father,"
applied to the Son in the Nicene creed.
were condemned.

some

In this first portion of the work, Eusebius introduced extracts from various historical writers whose
productions are lost, such as Alexander Polyhistor,
Berosus, Amydenus, Manetho, &c. The second part,
entitled " Chronical Canon''' {XpoviKog Kav6v), consisted of synchronistic tables, giving, by periods of ten
events.

years each, the names of sovereigns, and the principal
events which had taken place, from the call of Abraham (B.C. 2017). In compiling this part of his labours Eusebius availed himself of the Chronography
of Sextus Julius Africanus, which he inserted almost
entire in his Canon, completing it by the aid of ManeThis he contintho, Josephus, and other historians.
ued also to his own times.
possess a Latin trans-

We

lation of this chronicle, made by St. Jerome : it is not,
after all, however, a simple version, since this father

continued the dates

down

to the year 378,

and made

several changes also in the first part of the work. The
Greek text itself is lost and though George Syncellus
has inserted many fragments of it in his Chronicle, and
;

Eusebius himself has done the same

in his PrceparaEvangelica, the remembrance of this original text
to
be entertained
was so far lost, that doubts began
whether that of the first book had ever existed, some
critics being persuaded that Eusebius had written no
tio

His intimacy with his namesake Eusebius, bishop of
Nicomedia, who openly espoused the cause of Arius,
led him also to favour the same, and to use his influence with the emperor for the purpose of reinstating

other chronological

Arius in the church, in defiance of the opposition of
Athanasius.
The party to which he attached himself
were called Eusebians, from their leader Eusebius of
Nicomedia, and they seem to have acted in a great
degree through hostility towards Athanasius and his
supporters, as they did not, as yet, openly advocate the
objectionable tenets of Arius, who had himself apparently submitted to the decrees of the council of Nice.
Eusebius afterward, in 330, assisted at the council of
Antioch, where the Ariihs triumphed, and he was present at the council of Tyre in 335, and joined those
bishops who censured the proceedings of Athanasius,

whom allusion has been made. The whole subject
ha« at length been cleared up in our own days, and all
uncertainty on this point has been put completely to
In 1792, an Armenian of Constantinople, named
rest.
Georgius Johannis, discovered an Armenian translation
He made a copy of this, and
of the entire work.
The
transmitted it in 1794 to Dr. Zohrab at Venice.

the great champion of orthodoxy.
Eusebius was dethis council to defend before Constantine the

puted by

judgment which they had passed against Athanasius
and he appears to have used his influence with the emThe part which
peror to have Athanasius banished.
he took in this unfortunate controversy caused him to
be stigmatized as an Arian, though it appears that he
and all that his
fully admitted the divinity of Christ
accusers can prove is, that he believed there was a cer;

;

tain
ity.

work besides

whom

he maintained an epistolary correspondence,
many specimens of which he has inserted in his life of
that prince.
He died soon after his imperial patron, in
339 or 340. Eusebius was one of the most learned
men of his time. " It appears from his works," says
" that he had read all sorts of Greek auTillemont,

dio

Canon.

Joseph

precise date of the manuscript in question is unknown ;
but as the version is mentioned by Moses of Chorene,
The
it
ought to be as old at least as the fifth century.
first

book of the Chronicle of Eusebius, with which

made acquainted through

we

medium

of this translation, is preceded by a preface, in which the author
gives an account of the plan and diflSculty of his unIt is divided into forty-eight chapters, of
dertaking.
which the first twenty-two embrace the chronology of
are

the

the Chaldaeans, Assyrians, Medes, Jiydians, Persians,
Hebrews, and Egyptians, comprehending under the
Almost all
latter head the dynasty of the Ptolemies.
that these chapters contain existed already in Syncellus

and

in the Praeparatio

among the persons of the Trin- have not been very great
He was much in favour with Constantine, with the Armepian version, as

subordination

his

Scaliger, however, undertook to reconstruct the first
book of the work, by uniting all the fragments scattered throughout the writings of the various authors to

Evangelica and hence we
gainers by the discovery of
;

far

as this portion of

it

is

concerned.
According to M. Raoul-Rochette (Jovrnal des Savans, 1819, p. 545), the remaining chapters,
from the twenty-third to the forty-eighth, are devoted
to the chronology of the Greeks and Romans, down
to the time of Julius Caesar, and he has promised to
communicate to the world whatever he may find there-

EUSEBIUS.

EUSEBIUS.

in sufficiently novel in its nature to merit such notice.
An account of the Armenian version is also given by
Saint Martin (Journal dcs Savans, 1820, p. 106).
The conclusion to which the last-mentioned writer ar-

395.
The Latin translation of Rufinus still exists,
but the Greek version of his supplement is lost, Ni»
cephorus Callistus, a compiler of the fourteenth century, has incorporated into his ecclesiastical history the
The other works of
greater part of that of Eusebius.
Eusebius which have relation to the department of ecclesiastical history are the following
Ilepl tuv ev fla"
kacarivy p-apTvpTjcavTuv, Of those who suffered mar
tyrdom in Palestine." The period referred to is the
persecution of Dioclesian and Maximin, from 303 to
309.
Aoyof TpiaKovraeTripiKog, "Thirty-year dis-

—

that the great advantages exrives, is as follows
pected to have been derived from the version to which
we are referring, must be graduated much lower than
and yet, at the same time, that
they originally were
this discovery is of sufficient importance to merit honourable mention, since it gives a great degree of certainty to many particulars, of which we were before
put in possession relative to ancient history, and ren- course," i. e., an Eloge on Constantine, pronounced
ders incontestable the authority of the Greek fragments in the thirtieth year of his reign, A.D. 335.
Tiepl tov
Eusebius was also the author Kara -^ebv ^iov tov fiuKapiov KuvaravTivov tov Bapublished by Scaliger.
of an Ecclesiastical History {'EKK^TiaiaariKTj IcTopia), rrtZewf
A life of Constantine, in four books. It is
in ten books, from the origin of Christianity down to rather an eloge than a biographical sketch.
Tcjv apA.D. 324, a year which immediately preceded the Xaicjv fiapTvpuv avvayuyr], " A Collection of Ancient
This Martyrs."
This work is lost, but many fragments
triumph of the Catholic church over Arianism.
work contains no express history of church dogmas. have been preserved by the legendary writers of subThe author proposed to himself a different object, sequent ages. A life of Pamphilus, of which there
which he specifies in the first book. It was to make remains a solitary fragment. tiepl tuv KaTu 6ta^6pknown the succession of the apostles, and the individ- orf Kaipovg ev Siacpdpoi^ rroXeaiv 6.0?.'>]GdvTu)v dyiuv
uals who, placed at the head of the different churches, fiapTvpo)v, '* Of the holy martyrs that have contended
distinguished themselves by their firmness and apos- for the faith at various times and in various places."
tolic virtues, or who defended the word of God by their
now come to another work of Eusebius, which
to make mention of the persons who had forms the
writings
principal one of his theological writings.
endeavoured to propagate false doctrines
to describe This is his EvayyeXtKijc; uTzodei^eu^ irpoTvapaaKevrj,
"
the misfortunes and sufferings that had befallen the or
This work, though its
Prceparatio Evangelica."
Jewish nation, as a punishment for their rejection of subject is one entirely sacred in its nature, yet conthe Saviour
as well as the persecutions to which the tains a
great number of valuable notices respecting the
faithful had been exposed, and the triumph procured
mythology of the pagan nations, and the philosophy of
for Christianity by the Emperor Constantine.
secfind in it, also, numerthe Greeks in particular.
ondary object which Eusebius had in view, although ous passages taken from more than four hundred prohe does not expressly mention it, was to 'ransmit to fane writers, and in this list are many whose producThe Preparatio Evangelica is
posterity literary notices of those writers who had tions are lost for us.
treated before him of detached portions of the sacred addressed to Theodolus, bi.shop of Laodicea, and is
What he proposed to himself, however, was divided into fifteen books. To prepare his readers for
history.
less to instruct and edify the faithful, than to place in a demonstration of
evangelical truths by reasons purethe hands of the Gentiles a work which might induce
ly philosophical, «nd, by collecting together a crowd of
them to renounce the errors of their religious systems passages drawn from profane authors, to show how far
and the prejudices of education. One is tempted, at superior Christianity is to all the systems of the pagan
:

:

;

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

—We

;

;

;

A

least, to ascribe this intention to

mind

that his

him,

when we

call to

work contains a number of things known

to every Christian reader ; such as, for example, all
that relates to the person of our Saviour, and the authenticity of the sacred writings ; and also when we

We

is the
object of Eusebius in the work we
are considering.
In the first six books he proves the
the nine following
futility of the heathen doctrines

world-T-such

;

ones

develop

the motives which have induced

the

followers of Christianity to prefer to them the Jewish
he has displayed in placing in a system of theology as contained in the Old Testaof
the
of
claims
view
In the first book Eusebius gives the tradiprominent point
Christianity, ment.
without, at the same time, making any direct attack on tions of the Greeks respecting the origin of the world.
the absurdities of paganism.
As Eusebins makes no He then directs his attention to the Phoenician theolmention of the troubles occasioned in the church by
ogy, and it is on this occasion that he gives the celthe doctrines of Arianism, it has been concluded that ebrated
In the second
fragment of Sanchoniathon.
his history was not continued by him
during ihe last book he examines the religious doctrines of the Egypsixteen years of his life (for he lived until 340)
but tians, as given by Manetho
and those of the Greeks
that, being brought dcKvn by him to an epoch anterior after Diodorus Sicnlus, Euhemerus, and St. Clement
to the council of Nice, it was concluded in 324.
In of Alexandrea.
He undertakes to show that the Plasupport of this opinTon it may be remarked, that Pau- tonic was as inconsistent and defective as the popular
relinus, the bishop, to whom he addresses himself at the
theology, and that even the Romans themselves
commencement of the tenth book, was dead in 325. jected the allegorical interpretations which the Greeks
The third
(Consult Haake, de Byzantinarum rerum scriptorihus gave to their own mythological legends.
In gen- book shows how vain and nugatory have been the efliber, Lips., 1677, 4to, pt. 1, c. 1, ^ 222.)
Eusebius
be
called
a
eral,
moderate, impartial, forts of those writers who have attempted to explain
may
and judicious writer.
His history was translated into the
Egyptian and Grecian fables on physical and moral
Latin by Rufinus, a priest of Aquileia, in the fourth cenThe fourth and fifth books continue this
principles.
he has made, however, retrenchments as well as demonstration, and seek to
of
tury
prove that the objects
additions, and has added a supplement in two books, worship and sacrifice among the Greeks were the dewhich extends to the death of Theodosius the Great. mons whom our Saviour drove from the world. The

consider the

skill

;

;

:

This supplement was,

Greek by
Fabricius {Bibl.
Grac, vol. 8, p'. 445) says, that the work of Rufinus
was translated by St, Cyrill of Jerusalem, and he refers to Photius as his
The
authority for this assertion.
in turn, translated into

Gelasius of Cyzicus, about 476.

patriarch of Constantinople speaks of this translation
from hearsay, for he never saw it indeed, it never
could have existed ; since St.
Cyrill died in 386, and
the supplement of Rufinus
to
:

appeared subsequent

sixth

book refutes the pagan doctrine of

destiny,

and

that relative to the influence supposed to be exercised
In the
bodies on human actions.
the

by

heavenly

seventh the excellence of the religious system of the
Jews is demonstrated, and the nature of this system
In the eighth book the sources of this
explained.

and in this part of his
religion are pointed out,
Eusebius gives, after Aristeas, the history of the
or
tuagint,
^

work

Greek version of the Old Testament,
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Sepla

EUT

EUS
ihe following books, down to the thirteenth inclusive,
the author undertakes to show, that the Greek writers
have derived from the Sacred volume whatever they
have taught of valuable or good in matters of philoso:
such, according to him, is the case especially

97,
— Bulletin Ercolanense,
des Sciences Historiqucs,

The fourteenth and fifteenth books lawith Plato.
bour to prove, that in the philosophical opinions of the

lost.

phy

Acadenua

vol. 1, p.

Naples, 1822.

vol. 4, p. 337,
Dionysius is less valu-

The commentary on
from the scanty nature, most probably, of the
A commentary on Pindar is
materials employed.
seqq.)
able,

Some unpublished letters of the archbishop's
II.
are to be found in the public libraries of Europe.
native of Egypt, called by some Eumathius, and

—

Greeks there reign evident contradictions that the A
majority of these opinions have no belter foundation styled in one manuscript UpuTovoSiXiaaL/xog Kal neyai,
We XapTocpiiAa^, " Protonobilissimus and great archivist."
than mere hypothesis, and swarm with errors.
must not omit another work of our authors, entitled, He was the author of a romance, entitled, To Ka(f
tottlkuv ^Ovofidruv kv ry &elg, ypacpy, " Of 'Tafiivrjv Kal 'TcfiLviav dpufia, " Hysmine and Hysliepl tCjv
It was
minias." It is a cold, flat, and lifeless performance.
the places mentioned in the sacred writings."
The second book, which treats of Pal- The work has been twice published first at Paris,
in two books.
we have it in Greek, and 1618, in 8vo, with the version, and under the care, of
estine, has alone reached us
The version Gaulmin and again by Teucher, Lips., 1792. This
also in a Latin version by St. Jerome.
would be preferable to the original, by reason of the last contains merely the text and the version of GaulIII. An ancient
corrections which Jerome made in the work, from his min, without either preface or notes.
intimate acquaintance with the country, if it had not jurist, who has left a work on Prescriptions, entitled,
"
The best editions nepl Tuv xpovtKuv diaGTTjjuuTuv,
Of intervals of
reached us in a very corrupt state.
It was published by Cujas in the 1st volume
of the work on chronology are, that of Scaliger, Lugd. time."
Bat., 16.59, fol., and that of Mai and Zohrab, Medio- of his works, Bale, 1561, Svo; in Greek and Latin,
the best editions of the Ecclesiasti- by Schard, in the collection of Lowenklau, vol. 2, and
lan., 1818, 4to
cal History are, that of H. Stephens, Paris, 1644, at Leipzig, in 1791, Svo, by Teucher.
with
the Latin version of ChristophorEuterpe, one of the Muses. She presided over
fol., reprinted
and that of Hemichen, Lips., music, and is generally represented as holding two
son, at Geneva, 1612
The life of Constantine accom- flutes. To her was ascribed by the poets the invention
1827, 1 vol. Svo.
;

—

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

—

first of these.
The best edition of the
panies the
of Vigier, Paris, 1628,
Praeparatio Evangelica is that
native
H.
fol, reprinted at Leipzig, 1688, fol.
of Emesa, surnamed Pittacus, slain in 554 by order
of the Emperor Gallus, and to whom Ammianus Mar''
concitatus orator.''^
cellinus (14, 7) gives the title of

—

— IIL

A

A

native of Myndus, in Caria, a contemporary
of the preceding.
Eunapius makes mention of him in
the life of Maximus
and, according to Wyttenbach
{Eunap., cd. Boissonade, p. 171), he is the same with
;

a third Eusebius, of

whom

Stobaeus has

left

us two

fragments.

EustathIus, L archbishop of Thessalonica, flourished in the 12th century under the emperors Manuel,
He is celebraAlexius, and Andronicus Comnenus.
ted for his erudition as a grammarian, and is especially
and
on
Homer
commentator
known as a
Dionysius
It must be confessed, however, that
the geographer.
in the former of these commentaries he is largely
indebted to the Deipnosophistae of Athenaeus, and
Schweighaeuser holds the following strong language
relative to the extent of these obligations {Prcef. ad.
Athen., p. xix.); ''In Eustathii in Homerum Com-

mentariis AthcncBUs nostcr a capite ad calcem (veris-

of the tragic chorus.
Ausonms says of her, " Dulciloquos calamos Euterpe flatibus urget.'^
{Idyll, ult.y
" the
4.) The name means
well-delighting one," from
ev. Will, and ripizu, to delight.
(Vid. Musse.)
EuTHVCR.iTEs, a sculptor of Sicyon, son and pupil
He was pecuof Lysippus, flourished in Olymp. 120.
of his statues.
Those
liarly happy in the proportions
of Hercules and Alexander were in general esteem,
and particularly that of Medea, which was borne on a

As regards
chariot by four horses.
{Plin., 34, 8.)
the last of these subjects, however, consult the remarks
of Sillig, where a new reading in the text of Pliny is
suggested.

{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

EuTRAPELUs ("the

raUier," evrpuTreXo^), an epithet
given to P. Volumnius, a Roman, on account of his
wit and pleasantry. {Horat., Epist., 1, 18,21.) Having forgotten to put his surname or title of Eutrapelus
to a letter he wrote to Cicero, the orator tells him he
fancied it came from Volumnius the senator, but was
undeceived by the eulrapelia {evrpaivEAia), " the spiri:
and vivacity," which it displayed. (Compare ErnesK

Clav.

Cic.

Ind.

Hist., s.

ica et scurrilis facetia.")

prczsul ex uno Athencci fontc hortidos suos
irrigavit, ut scepe etiam notissimorum nobilissimor unique auctorum, quorum ubivis obvia ipsa scripta sunt,
unius ejusdem Athenm verbis prodxixerit testimonia ;
utque, nisi de viri doctrina aliunde satis constaret,

He

ille

subinde propeniodum vidcri ille
ica Deipnosophista sapuisse.''^
the

same

editor,

Volumnius, and Ina

s. v.

sime dixcris) utramque paginam facit : adeoque est
incredibilis et pcene infinitiis locorum numerus, quibus
doctus

v.

evrpaTreXta, from which it would appear
" mimthat the evrpaTreXla of Volumnius was rather a

Grcec,

EuTROPius, I. a Latin historian of the 4th century.
bore arms under Julian in his expedition against
the Parthians, as he himself informs us (9, 16), and is
thought to have risen to senatorian rank. Suidas makes
him of Italian origin, while some modern writers, on
the other hand, advance the hypothesis that he was a
posset e solo Naucrat- native of Gaul, or, at least, had possessions in the neigh(Compare the note of bourhood of Auch, and was identical with the Eutropius

and Fabricius, Bibl. GrcBC.,

vol.

1,

The commentary of Euslathius was
316, seqq.)
united to the edition of Homer which appeared at
Rome in 1542, 1548, 1550, in 3 vols, folio and was
The
in 1560, also in 3 vols, folio.
reprinted at Bale
latest edition is the Leipzig one of 1825-30, 6 vols. 4to;
for that of Politus, undertaken in 1730, with a Latin

p.

;

to

whom some

of the letters of

Symmachus

are address-

—

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 161, seqq.
Compare the remarks of Tzschucke on the life of Eu-

ed.

tropius, prefixed to his edition.)
title of Vir CI., which

him the

Vir Clarissimus or Vir
either sense indicates an

The manuscripts give
may stand either for

Consularis, but which in
to some of the

advancement

was never finished. The three volumes of highest offices in the state. He wrote several works,
which appeared at Florence, 1730-35, in folio, ex- of which the only one remaining is an abridgment of
It is a brief and
tend only to the end of the fifth book of the Iliad. the Roman History in ten books.
Miiller and Baumgarten-Crusius have performed a dry outline, without either elegance or ornament, yet
valuable service for the student, in publishing extracts containing certain facts which are nowhere else menfrom Eustathius along with the text of the Iliad and tioned. The work commences with the foundation of
(Compare the Memoir of Andres on the the city, and is carried on to the death of Jovian, A.D.
Odyssey.
Commentary of Eustathius, and the various transla- 364. At the close of this work, Eutropius announces
Mem. della Reg. his intention of continuing the narrative in a more ele*
tions which have been made^ of it

version,
it

;
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vated style, inasmuch as he will have to treat of great
'^
quia ad indytos principcs
personages still living;
venerandosque pervcntum c*f." It does not appear
The
that he ever carried this plan into execution.
best edition is that of Tzschucke, Lips., 1797, 8vo.
of
the
A eunuch and minister
II.
Emperor Arcadius,
who rose by base and infamous practices from the vilest
of
to
the
condition
opulence and power.
highest pitch
He was probably a native of Asia, was made chamberlain to the emperor in the year 395, and, after the fall of
Rufinus, succeeded that mmister in the confidence of

—

and rose to unlimited authority. He even
was created consul, a disgrace to Rome never before
An insult offered to the empress was the
equalled.
cause of his overthrow and he was sent into perpetHe was soon afterward, however,
ual exile to Cyprus.
and, after being conbrought back on another charge
demned, was beheaded A.D. 399. (Zosim., 5, 10.
«., 5, 18, &c.)
EuxiNus PoNTUs. Vid. Pontus Euxinus.
ExAMPwEUs, a fountain which, according to Herod3tus, flows into the Hypanis, where the river is four
his master,

;

;

—

lies, clients, and freedmen, and encamped on the banica
of the Cremera in sight of Veii.
There they fortified
themselves, and maintained for nearly two years a
the
Veientes
and other peoharassing warfare against
At last, in one of their predatory inple of Etruria.
cursions, they fell into an ambuscade, and, fighting
desperately, were all exterminated.
{Livy, 2, 48,
Dionysius of Halicarnassus gives also another
seqq.)
account of this disaster, which he considers less credible.
According to this latter form of the legend, the
306 Fabii set off for Rome, in order to offer up a sacrifice in the chapel of their house.
As they went to
perform a pious ceremony, they proceeded without
The Etrurians, however,
arms or warlike array.

knowing their road, placed troops in ambush, and, fall(Consult the reing on the Fabii, cut them to pieces.
marks of Dionysius, 9, 19, and of Niebuhr, Rom.
It is said that one only of the
Hist., vol. 2, p. 200.)
Fabii escaped this massacre, having been left quite

young at Rome. (Liv., 2, 50.— Dion. Hal., 9, 22.)
His name was Q. Fabius Vibulanus, and he became
He was
the parent stock of all the subsequent Fabii.
days' journey from the sea, and renders its waters bit- repeatedly consul, and was afterward one of the deHerodotus places this cemviri with Appius Claudius for two consecutive
t-er, that before were sweet.
fountain in the country of the ploughing Scythians, years, in which office he disgraced himself by his conand of the Alazones. It takes, he adds, the name of nivance at the oppressions of his colleague, which
the place where it springs, which, in the Scythian caused the fall of the decemvirate.
{Vid. Decemviri.)
Fabia Lex, I. de ambiiu, was to circumscribe the
tongue, is Exampaeus, corresponding in Greek to iepal
" the sacred
or
which
were allowof
Sectatores
attendants
number
oSoi, or
ways." {Herodot.y 4, 52.)
ed to candidates in canvassing for some high office.
It was proposed, but did not pass.
{Cic. pro Muren.^
F.
34.)

now

Farfa, a river of Italy, in the territory of the Sabines, called also Farfaris.
( Virg., JSn.,
7, 715.)

Fabaris,

The

Sectatores,

who always

attended candidates,

were distinguished from the Salutalores, who only
waited on them at their houses in the morning, and
and from the Deductores, who went
then went away
down with them to the Forum and Campus Marcius.
II. There was another law of the same name, enacted against kidnapping, or stealing away and retain;

Fabia Gens, a numerous and powerful patrician
hcuse of ancient Rome, which became subdivided into

—

several families or branches, distinguished by their respective cognomina, such as Fabii Maximi, Fabii Ambusti, Fabii Vibulani, &c.
Pliny says that the name
of this house arose from the circumstance of its found-

The punishment of this ofing freemen or ^ves.
fence, at first, was a fine, but afterward to be sent to
the mines ; and for buying or selling a freeborn citizen,

ers having e.xcelled in the culture of the bean {faba),
the early Romans having been remarkable for their at-

tachment to agricultural pursuits. {Plin., 18,3.) According to Festus, however, the Fabii traced their origin to Hercules {Fest., s. v. Fabii), and their name,
thought to have come rather from the
Etrurian term F(d)u or Fabiu, which Passeri makes
equivalent to "august" or "venerable."
{Tab. Eugubin, vii., lin. 22.) But this etymology is less probable, since the Fabii are said, by the ordinary authortherefore, is

have been of Sabine origin, and to have settled on the Quirinal from the time of the earliest Roman kings. After the expulsion of the Tarquinii, the
Fabian, as one of the older houses, exercised considerable influence in the senate.
Caeso Fabius, being
qujBstor with L. Valerius, impeached Spurius Cassius,
B.C. 486, A.U.C. 268, and had him executed.
It has
been noted as a remarkable fact, that, for seven consecutive years from that time, one of the two annual conities, to

sulships

was

filled

by three brothers Fabii in rotation.

Niebuhr has particularly investigated this period of
Roman history, and speculated on the causes of this
long retention of office by the Fabii, as connected with
the
struggle then pending between the patricians and
plebeians, and the attempt of the former to monopolize
the

elections.

{Rom. Hist., vol. 2, p. 174, seqq.)
of the three brothers, Q. Fabius Vibulanus, fell in
Veientes in the year of Rome 274.
In the
following year, under the consulship of Caeso

One

battle against the

Fabius and Titus
Virginius, the whole house of the
Fabii proposed to leave Rome, and settle on the borders of the
territory of Veii, in order to take the war
against the Veientes entirely into their own hands.
After
performing solemn sacrifices, they left Rome in
a body,
mustering 306 patricians, besides their fami-

T

T T

—

{Cic. pro Rab., 3.
Ep. ad Quint. Fr., 1, 2.)
Fabia, a vestal virgin, sister to Terentia, Cicero's
wife.
She was accused of criminal intercourse with
Catiline, and brought to trial in consequence, but was
defended by Cicero and acquitted.
{Middletori' s lAft
of Cicero, vol. 1, p. 139 )
Vid. Fabia Gens.
Fabii.
death.

Fabius, I. M. Ambustus, was consul A.U.C. 393,
and again several times after. He fought against the
Hernici and the Tarquinians, and left several sons.

—

Q. Maximus Rullianu.s, son of the preceding, attacked and defeated the Samnites, A.U.C. 429, in the
absence and against the orders of his commanding
officer, the Dictator Papirius, who would have brought
him to punishment for disobedience, but was prevented
by the intercession of the soldiers and the people.
This Fabius was five times consul, and dictator twice.
He triumphed over the Samnites, Marsi, Gauls, and
His son, Q. Fabius Gurges, was thrice
Etrurians.
consul, and was grandfather of Q. Fabius Maximus
Verrucosus, one of the most celebrated generals of
II.

—

Rome. III. Q. Maximus Verrucosus, the celebrated
He is said to have been called
opponent of Hannibal.
Verrucosus from a wart on his lip, verruca being the
"
In his first consulship he
a wart."
Latin name for
After the victory of
triumphed over the Ligurians.
Hannibal at the Lake Trasymenus, he was named
Prodictator by the unanimous voice of the people, and
was intrusted with the preservation of the republic.
The system which he adopted to check the advance of
Hannibal is well known.
By a succession of skilful
movements, marches, and countermarches, always
he harassed his anchoosing good defensive positions,
could never draw him into ground fatagonist° who
vourable for his attack, while Fabius watched every op-
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or neglect on
portunity of availing himself of any error
This mode of warfare,
the part of the Carthaginians.
which was new to the Romans, acquired for Fabius
"
the name of Cunctator or
delayer," and was censured by the young, the rash, and the ignorant ; but
was the means of saving Rome from ruin.
it

probably
Minucius, who shared with Fabius the command of the
army, having imprudently engaged Hannibal, was
saved from total destruction by the timely assistance
In the following year, however,
of the dictator.
A.U.C. 536, Fabius being recalled to Rome, the command of the army was intrusted to the consul Terentius Varro, who rushed imprudently to battle, and the
defeat at Cannae made manifest the wisdom of the dicFabius was chosen consul
tator's previous caution.
the next year„ and was again employed in keeping
In A.U.C. 543, being consul for
Hannibal in check.
the fifth time, he retook Tarentum by stratagem, after
which he narrowly escaped being caught himself in a
snare by Hannibal near Metapontum. {Liv., ?-7, 15,

When, some years after, the question was discussed in the senate, of sending Scipio with an army
into Africa, Fabius opposed it, saying that Italy ought
Fabius died some time
first to be rid of Hannibal.
His son, called likewise
after at a very advanced age.
Quintus Fabius Maxjmus, who had also been consul,
His grandson Quintus Fabius Maxdied before him.
seq.)

imus Servilianus, being proconsul, fought against Viriathus in Spain, and concluded with him an honourHe was afterward
able peace.
{Livy, Epit., 54.)
He wrote Anconsul repeatedly, and also censor.

ries of Roman affairs to the author's own time, that fff,
to the end of the second Punic war.
are informed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, that, for the great
events
which
his
of
the
own age,
proportion
preceded
Fabius Pictor had no better authority than vulgar tradition.
He probably found, that, if he had confined
himself to what was certain in these early times, his

We

would have become dry, insipid, and incomThis may have induced him to adopt the fables, which the Greek historians had invented concerning the origin of Rome, and to insert whatever he
found in family traditions, however contradictory or
history

plete.

uncertain.

Dionysius has also given us

many exam-

ples of his improbable narratives, his inconsistencies,
his negligence in investigating the truth of what he re-

and his inaccuracy in chronology. In
are told by Plutarch in his life of
Romulus, Fabius followed an obscure Greek author,
Diodes the Peparethian, in his account of the foundation of Rome, and from this tainted source have flowed
all the stories
concerning Mars, the Vestal, the Wolf,
Romulus, and Remus. He is even guilty of inaccurate and prejudiced statements in relation to the affairs
and Polybius, who flourished shortly
of his own time
after those times, and was at pains to inform himself
accurately concerning all the events of the second Punic war, apologizes for quoting Fabius on one occasion
lates as facts,
particular, as

we

;

as an authority, and, at the same time, strongly expresses his opinion of his violations of truth and his gross
inconsistencies.
The account here given of this writer

is rather confirmed by the few fragments that remain
which are quoted by Macrobius. (Sat., 1, 16.) of his work, which are trifling and childish in the exHis brother by adoption, Quintus Fabius Maximus treme. (Dunlop^s Hist. Rom. Lit., vol. l,Y).l\7,seqg.)
iEmilianus, the son of Paulus JEmilius (Liv., 45, 41),
Fabrateria, a town of Latium, on the river Liris,
was consul A.U.C. 609, and was the father of Fabius, and near its junction with the Trerus. The modern
called AUobrogicus, who subdued not only the Allo- name is Falvaterra.
This town appears at first to
broges, but also the people of southern Gaul, which he have belonged to the Volsci, but as early as 424
reduced into a Roman province, called from that time A.U.C. it placed itself under the protection of Rome.
Provincia.
Quintus Fabius Maxim»s, a grandson of {Liv.,8, 19.)
Fabius Maximus Servilianus, served in Spain under
Fabricius, Caius, sumamed Luscinus, was consul
Julius Cassar, and was made consul A.U.C. 709. Two for the first time in the year 471 of Rome, 283 B.C.,
Afof his sons or nephews were consuls in succes- when he triumphed over the Boii and Etrurians.
sion under Augustus.
There was also a Fabius con- ter the defeat of the Romans, under the consul LaeviPanvinius and others have reck- nus, by Pyrrhus (B.C. 281), Fabricius was sent by the
sul under Tiberius.
oned that, during a period of about five centuries, from senate as legate to the king, to treat for the ransom of
the time of the first Fabius who is mentioned as con- the prisoners, or, according to others, to propose terms
to
of peace.
sul, to the reign of Tiberius, forty-eight consulships,
Pyrrhus is said to have endeavoured
seven dictatorships, eight censorships, seven augur- bribe him by large offers, which Fabricius, poor as he
of the
ships, besides the offices of master of the horse and was, rejected with scorn, to the great admiration
Fabricius being again consul, B.C. 279, was
military tribune with consular power, were filled by king.
was then encamped near
It could also boagt sent
individuals of the Fabian house.
against Pyrrhus, who
of thirteen triumphs and two ovations.
{Augusiinus Tarentum. The physician of the king is said to have
de Familiis Romanorum.
Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. come secretly to the Roman camp, and to have proIV. A loquacious personage alluded to posed to Fabricius to poison his master for a bribe.
10, p. 151.)
by Horace {Sat., 1, 1, 14).—V. Pictor, the first Ro- The consul, indignant at this, had him put in fetters,
man who wrote an historical account of his country. and sent back to Pyrrhus, on whom this instance of
This historian, called by Livy scriptorum anliquissi- Roman integrity made a strong impression. Pyrrhus
mus, appears to have been wretchedly qualified for the soon after sailed for Sicily, whither he was called by
labour he had undertaken, either in point of judgment, the Syracusans, then hard pressed by the Carthaginiand to his carelessness and inac- ans. Fabricius, having defeated the Samnites, Lucafidelity, or research
curacy, more than even to the loss of monuments, may nians, and Brutii, who had joined Pyrrhus against
be attributed the painful uncertainty which to this day Rome, triumphed over these nations. Pyrrhus afterhangs over the early ages of Roman history. Fabius ward returning to Italy, was finally defeated and driven
The fam- away by M. Curius Dentatus, B.C. 276. Two years
lived in the time of the second Punic war.
itt received its cognomen from Caius Fabius, who, havafter, Fabricius being consul for the third time, with
and there acquired some knowl- Claudius Cinna for his colleague, ambassadors came
ing resided in Etruria,

nals,

—

—

;

fine arts, painted with figures the temple
The historian
of Salus, in the year of the city 450.
was grandson of the painter. He served in the second
battle
of Trasyat
the
Punic war, and was present
After the defeat at Cannae, he was sent by
menus.

edge of the

the senate to inquire from the oracle at Delphi what
would be the issue of the war, and to learn by what
the gods might be appeased.
supplications the wrath of
His annals commenced with the foundation of the city

»nd the antiquities of

51i

Italy,

and brought down

the se-

from King Ptolemy of Egypt to contract an alliance
Several instances are related of the exwith Rome.
treme frugality and simplicity which marked the manWhen censor, he dismissed from
ners of Fabricius.
the senate P. Cornelius Rufinus, who had been twice
consul, and had also held the dictatorship, because he

—

in his possession ten pounds' weight of silver plate.
Fabricius died poor, and the senate was obliged to
make provision for his daughters. {Plut. , Vit. Pyrrh.
Liv.,Ejnt., IZctU.—Enc. Us. Knmcl.,\. 10, p. 153.)

had

—

FAL

FALERNUS AGER.

Fjrbvlje, now Fiesoli, a town of Italy, in Etruria,
outheast of Pistoria, whence it is said the augurs
Catiline made it a place of arms.
passed to Rome.
The Goths, when they entered Italy under the consulate of Stilicho and Aurelian, AD. 400, were defeated
Sil. Ital., 8, 478.
in its vicinity.
(Cic. pro Mur., 24.

Falernds Ager,

a part of Italy famed for its wine.
portions of the Italian peninsula were unfriendly
to the vine, but it flourished most in that tract of the

Few

southwestern coast to which, from its extraordinary
the name of Campania
fertility and delightful climate,
Felix was given.
Some doubt concerning the extent
of the appellation seems to exist but Pliny and Strabo
Sallusty Cat., 27.)
Falcidia Lex, proposed by the tribune Falcidius, confine it to the level country reaching from Sinuessa
A.U.C. 713, enacted that the testator should leave at to the promontory of Sorrento, and including the
least the fourth part of his fortune to the person whom Campi Laborini, from whence the present name of
Terra di Lavoro has arisen. In ancient times, inhe named his heir.
{Dto Cass., 48, 33.)
Faleria, a town of Picenum, southwest of Firmum, deed, the hills by which the surface is diversified seem
Falemus is
to have been one continued vineyard.
now Fallcroni. (Plin., 3, 13.)
Falkrii (or turn), a city of Etruria, southwest of spoken of by Floras as a mountain, and Martial deFescennium, and the capital of the ancient Falisci, scribes it under the same title but Pliny, Polybius,
so well known from their connexion with the early his- and others, denominate it a field or territory {ager) ;
Much uncertainty seems to have ex- and, as the best growths were styled indiscriminately
tory of Rome.

—

;

;

isted respecting the ancient site of this place ; but it
is now well ascertained that it occupied the position of the present Civita Castellana.
Cluver, and

him Holstenius {ad Steph. Byz.,

after

67), have

p.

Massicum and Falernum {vinum), it is thought that
Massicus was the proper appellation of the hills which
The truth seems to
arose from the Falernian plain.
be, that

the choicest wines

were produced on the

southern declivities of the range of hills which commence in the neighbourhood of ancient Sinuessa, and
named Faliscum, as well as Falerii. {Strabo, 226.) extend to a considerable distance inland, and which
The situation of the ancient Falerii is made to agree may have taken their general name from the town or
but the most conspicuous or the
with that of Civita Castellana, from the language of district of Falemus
Plutarch (Vit. Camill.) and Zonaras {Ann., 2), who best
among them may have been the Massic ;

The doubt seems
satisfactorily established this point.
to have originated in the notion that there was a city

;

exposed

summit and the and as, in process of time, several inferior growths
town was destroyed, and a were confounded under the common denomination of
new one built at the foot of the hill. This fact is con- Falernian, correct writers would choose that epithet
If
firmed by the identity of the new Falerii with the which most accurately denoted the finest vintage.
church of St. Maria Falari, on the track of the Fla- we are to judge, however, by the analogy of modem
minian way, where the Itineraries place that city. names, the question of locality will be quickly decided,
We learn, too, from Pliny (3, 5), that Falerii became as the mountain which is generally allowed to point to
both describe

it

as placed on a lofty

;

latter states that the old

a colony under the

name

of Falisca, a circumstance

which

sufficiently reconciles the apparent contradiction in the accounts of this city.
{Front., de Col., p.

130.)
Falerii, according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus (1, 21), belonged at first to the Siculi
but these
were succeeded by the Pelasgi, to whom the Greek
form of its name is doubtless to be ascribed, as well
as the temple and rites of the Argive Juno, and other
indications of a Grecian origin which were observed
;

historian, and with which Ovid, who had married a lady of this city, seems also to have been struck,
though he has followed the less authentic tradition,

by that

which ascribed the foundation of Falerii
son of

{Am.., 3, 13.

Agamemnon.

to

— Fast., Halesus,
4,

73.)

early wars of the Falisci with Rome are chiefly
detailed in the fifth book of Livy, where the celebrated story of Camillus and the schoolmaster of Falerii

The

occurs.

When

the

Roman commander was

besie-

ging this place, the schoolmaster of the city (since the
higher classes of Falerii had a public one for the common education of their children) committed a most
disgraceful and treacherous act. Having led his scholars forth, day after day, under pretence of taking exercise, and each time farther from the city walls, he
at last suddenly brought them within reach of the Roman outposts, and surrendered them all to Camillus.
Indignant at the baseness of the deed, the Roman general ordered his lictors to strip the delinquent, tie his
hands behind him, and supply the boys with rods and
scourges to punish the traitor, and whip him into the
This generous act on the part of Camillus procity.
duced so strong an impression on the minds of the inhabitants, that they immediately sent ambassadors to
treat of a surrender {Liv. 5, 27.
Compare Val. Max.,
6, 5,

— Front.,

was

finally

—

Strat., 5, 4).
the third year after the first

— Oros.,reduced.

was not, however, till
Punic war that this people
It

—

{Polyhius, 1, 65.
Livy, Epit.,
waters of the Faliscan territory were supposed, like those of the Clitumnus, to
have the peculiar property of
communicating a white
colour to cattle.
Cramer'* Anc.
{Plin., 2, 103.
19.

4, 11.)

The

—

Italy, vol. 1, p.

226.)

the site of ancient Sinuessa is still known by the name
of Monte Massico.
Pliny's account of the wines of

Campania

is

the

most circumstantial.

{Plin., 14, 6.)

"

Augustus, and most of the leading men of his time,"
observes this writer, " gave the preference to the Setine wine that was grown in the vineyards above For-

um

calculated to
Appii, as being of all kinds the least
the stomach.
Formerly the Caecuban wine,
which came from the poplar marshes of AmyclaB, was
most esteemed, but it has lost its repute through the
limited
negligence of the growers, and partly from the
extent of the vineyards, which have been nearly defrom
Nero
stroyed by the navigable canal begun by
Avernus to Ostia. The second rank used to be asinjure

and
signed to the growths of the Falemian territory,

among them
of

chiefly to the

Falemus begins from

Faustianum.

the

Campanian

The

territory

bridge, on the
Faustian vine-

The
hand, as you go to Urbana.
in the
yards are situate about 4 miles from the village,
miles from Sinvicinity of Cediae, which village is six
left

uessa.

The wines produced on

this soil

owe

their

bestowed on
celebrity to the great care and attention
their manufacture ; but latterly they have somewhat
who
degenerated, owing to the rapacity of the farmers,
are usually more intent upon the quantity than the
They continue, however, in
quality of their vintage.
the greatest esteem, and are, perhaps, the strongest of
all wines, as they burn when approached by a flame.
the
There are
kinds, the dry, the light, and
The grapes of which the wine is
sweet Falernian.
From this r id
to the taste."
made are

th^

unpleasant
other accounts, it appears that the Falernian wine was
and
durable ; so rough in its recent state as not
strong
to be drunk with pleasure, and requiring to be kept
calls it a
many years before it grew mellow. Horace
i. e., possessing very
fiery wine ; Persius, indomitum,
to Galen, the best was

heady qualities. According
after this period it became
that from 10 to 20 years
of the present day, Xars
wines
the
Among
and Madeira most closely approximate to the Falerconsidnian of old, though the difference is still very
wines of Italy and Greece
erable, since the ancient
;

bitter.
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were usually mixed with certain quantities of pitch,
aromatic herbs, sea- water, &c., which must have communicated to them a taste that w^e, at least, should
consider very unpalatable.
Among the ancient, and
it was no uncommon
especially the Greek wines,
thing for an age of more than 20 years to leave nothing in the vessel but a thick and bitter mixture, arithe substances with which the
sing, no doubt, from
wine had been medicated. We have an exception,
in
the
wine made in Italy during the
to
hfjwever,
this,
consulship of Opimius, A.U.C. 633, which was to be
met with in the time of PHny, nearly 200 years after.
This may have been owing to the peculiar qualities of
that vintage, since

we

are informed that, in consein that

quence of the great warmth of the summer
year,

all

the productions of the earth attained an exVid. Caecubus Ager.

traordinary degree of perfection.

{Henderson's History of ancieiii and modem Wines, p.
81, seqq.)
Falisci, a people of Etruria.
(Vid. Falerii.)
Faliscus Gratios.
Vid. Gratius.
Fannia Lex, de Sumptibus, enacted A.U.C. 588.
It limited the expenses of one day, at festivals, to 100
asses, whence the law is called by Lucilius Centussis;
on ten other days every month to 30, and on all other
days to 10 asses also, that no other fowl should be
served up except one hen, and that not fattened for the
:

purpose.

{Aul. GelL, 2,

Fannios,

an

24.— itfacroi..

Sat., 2, 13.)
poet, ridiculed by Horace
It seems the legacy-hunters of the

inferior

(Sat., 1, 4, 21).
day carried his writings

and bust to the

library of the

Palatine Apollo, a compliment only paid to productions of merit.
The satirist remarks, that this was
unasked for on the part of Fannius (ultro dclatis cap-

^avcKU and

are
^^

to

cause

p. 61, 710^

"
(paivu,

to appear.^'

—

to bring faith into the hghi,"
J(Creuzer, Symholik, vol. 1,

Spangenberg, I. c.)
Faunalia, festivals at Rome in honour of Faunus.
They were celebrated on the 13th of February, or the
ides of the month.
On this same day occurred the
slaughter of the Fabii.

(Ovid, Fast., 2, 193, seqq.)

There was another festival of the same name, which
was celebrated on the nones (5th) of December.
(Horat., Od., 3, 18.)
Fauni, certain deities of the country, represented
as having the legs, feet, and ears of goats, and the rest
of the body human.
The peasants offered them a

lamb or a kid with great solemnity. When the spring
brought back new life to the fields, the vivid imagination of the ancient poets saw them animated by the
presence of these frolic divinities, and hence, no doubt,
the origin of their name, from the Greek <l>du or <{>av(j
" to
the Fauns
to show
to the

("
view''),
forth,"
display
being, if the expression be allowed, the rays of the
(Creuzer, Symholik,
genial spring-light personified.
vol. 2, p. 921.)
The Fauns of the Latin mythology
are somewhat analogous to the Satyrs of the Greeks.

—

There are
ists

points,

made them

however, in which the ancient

differ as to

art-

The Fauns

appearance.

are generally represented as young and frolic of mien ;
their faces are round, expressive of merriment, and

not without an occasional mixture of mischief.
The
Satyrs, on the contrary, bear strong resemblance to
diflferent quadrupeds ; their faces and
figures partake
of the ape, the ram, or the goat ; they have sometimes
goats' legs, but always either goats' or horses' tails.
(Flaxman, Lectures on Sculpture, p. 152.) Accord-

ing to Lanzi, there is, in general, in the lower limbs
an expression of double import, since of the Faun, more of the goat, in those of the Satyr
tUtro may also contain a sly allusion to the absence of more of the horse.
(Vasi, p. 98, seqq.
Compare
all mental exertion on the
part of the poet. (Schol. et Visconti, Mus. Fio-Clement., vol. 3, p. 54, seq.
Heindorf, ad Horat., I. c.)
Virg., G., 1, \Q.—Ovid, Met., 6, 392.)
Fanum Vacijn^, a temple of Vacuna, in the vicinFaunus, a rural deity of the ancient Latins, resem(Har., Ep., 1, 10, 49.) ling the Grecian Pan, to whom he is not very dissimiity of Horace's Sabine villa.
It is supposed to have stood on the suoomit of Rocca lar in name, and with whom he was often identified.
Giovane.
Horat., Od.,
(Ovid, Fast., 2, 424.—/<i. ih., 4, %bO.
Vid. Fabaris.
Farfaris.
1, 17, 1.)
Indeed, some writers think that his wora
of
to
the
the Latins.
Fauna, goddess
According
ship was originally Pelasgic, and was brought by this
old Roman legends, by which all the Italian deities race from Arcadia, the well-known centre of the worwere originally mortals, she was the daughter of Picus, ship of Pan. (Compare Creuzer, Symholik, vol. 3,
and the sister and wife of Faunus. One account makes p. 203.) Faunus was held to have the power of tellher to have never left her bower, or let herself be seen ing the future.
(Ovid, I. c
Virg., Mn., 7, 81, seq.)
of men and to have been deified for this reason, be- In later times he was mortalized, like all the other
man
bewas
said
with
and
no
and
to
have been a just and
identical
the
Bona
Italian
Dea,
coming
gods,
(Macroh., 1, 12.) brave king, greatly devoted to agriculture, the son of
ing allowed to enter her temple.
According to another tradition, she was not only re- Picus and father of Latinus. (Virg., jEn., 7, 47.
markable for her modesty, but also for her extensive Prohus, Geor., 1, 10.) Like Pan, too, he was multiand varied knowledge. Having, however, on one oc- plied and as there were Pans, so we also meet abunThe poets
casion, made free with the contents of a jar of wine, dant mention of Fauns.
(Vid. Fauni.)
she was beaten to death by her husband with myrtle- gave to Faunus the same personal attributes as they
Repenting, however, soon after of the deed, he did to the Fauns, making his shape half human, half
twigs
bestowed on her divine honours. Hence, in the cele- that of a goat. As Fauna was nothing more than the
bration of her sacred rites, myrtle boughs were care- Earth ( Vid. Fauna), so Faunus appears to be the same
nor was any wine allowed to be with Tellumo. (Spangenberg, de Vet. Lat. Rel. Dam.,
fully excluded
but it was p. 63.
brought, under that name, into her temple
Heyne, Excurs., 5, ad .Mn., 7. Ruperti, ad
called ** honey," and the vessel containing it also was Juv., 8, 131.
Antias, ap. Arnob. adv. gent., 5, 1, p.
termed mellarium (scil. vas), i. e., "a honey-jar." ^Z.— Creuzer's Symholik, vol. 3, p. 203.)
Favorinus.
Vid. Phavorinus.
(Consult Macroh., Sat., 1, 12, and Spangenberg, de
Vet. Lat. Relig. Domest., p. 64, where other versions
Fausta, I. daughter of Sylla, married Milo the
Fauna is said to have given friend of Cicero. She disgraced herself by a criminal
of the story are given.)
oracles from her temple after death, which circum- affair with the historian Sallust.
(Horat., Sat., 1, 2,
Schol. Cruq. et Acr., ad loc.)
II. Daughter of
stance, according to some, affords an etymology for 41.
the name Fatua or Fatuella, which was often borne Maximian, and wife of Constantine the Great. When
by her (from /an, "to declare"). A different explana- her father wished her to join him in a plot for assassition, however, is given in Macrobius (Laheo, ap. Ma- nating her husband, she discovered the whole affair to
After exercising the most complete ascendcroh., Sat., 1, 12).— There can be little doubt but that the latter.
Fauna is identical not only with the Bona Dea, but ancy over the mind of her husband, she was eventually
the
with
in
other
to
death
with Terra, Tellus, and Ops
words,
by him, on his discovering the falsity of a
put
Earth personified. (Macroh., I. c.) The name ap- charge which she had made against Crispus, the son
pears to come from ^du, ^avu, connected with which of Constantine by a previous marriage. (Amm. Marsis et

imagine)

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

!

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

PER

PEL
tell

,

14, 1.

— Crevier, Hist, des Emp. Rom.,

vol. 6, p.

366.)

Faustina, I. Annia Galeria, daughter of Annius
She married Antoninus beVerus, prefect of Rome.
fore his adoption by Hadrian, and died in the third
36 years of age. She was
year of her husband's reign,
notorious for her licentiousness, and yet her husband
and after her death even
appeared bhnd to her frailties,
Her effigy appears
accorded unto her divine honours.
on a large number of medals.
{Dio Cass., 17, 30.
II. Annia, or the
Capitol. Vit. Anton. P., c. 3.)
Younger, daughter of the preceding, married her cousin
Marcus Aurelius, and died A.D. 176, in a village of
Cappadocia, at the foot of Mount Taurus, on her husShe is represented by Dio
band's return from Syria.
Cassius and Capitolinus as even more profligate in her
conduct than her mother; and yet Marcus, in his Meditations (I, 17), extols her obedience, simplicity, and
Her daughter Lucilla married Lucius VeaflFection.
rus, whom Marcus Aurelius associated with him in the
and
her son Commodus succeeded his father
empire,
Maras emperor.
(Capitol, Vit. Ant. PhiL,c. 19.)
chand {Mcrcure de France, 1745) and Wieland have attempted to clear this princess of the imputations against
her character.
(Encyclop. Use. Knowledge, vol. 10,
p.

—

—

,

209.)

Faustitas, a goddess among the Romans, supposed
to preside over cattle, and the productions of the seasons generally.
Faustitas is frequently equivalent to
the Felicitas Temporum of the Roman medals.
{Horat., Od., 4, 5, 17.)

Faustulus, the name of the shepherd who,

Roman

legend, found
suckled by the she-wolf.

old

to his

He

getting
took both the children

home and brought them

and Roma.)
Febrdalia, a

in the

Romulus and Remus
up.

(Ftrf.

Romulus,

Rome

of purification and
it continued
atonement, in the month of February
The month of February, which, together
for 12 days.
with January, was added by Numa to the ten months
constituting the year of Romulus, derived its name
from this general expiatory festival, the people being
then purified (februati) from the sins of the whole year.
feast

at

:

Some, however, deduce the
name Februarius from the old Latin word fiber, mentioned by Varro {L. L., 4, 13), and meaning the " end"
or " extremity" of anything, whence comes the term
{Ovid, Fast., 2, 19.)

" the hem or
edge of a garment." In this
fimbria,
sense, therefore, February will have been so called from
its having been the last month in the earlier Roman

ceeded by Porcius Festus, and left Paul still in prison,
in order to
The latter, however, sent
please the Jews.
a deputation to Rome to accuse him of various malpractices, but he was screened from punishment by the
influence of his brother Pallas with Nero, who had succeeded Claudius on the imperial throne. {Joseph., Ant.
II. A native of Rome, who succeeded
Jud., 20, 8.)

—

Dionysius the Calabrian as bishop of that city, A.D.
He was suc271, and suffered martyrdom in 275.
ceeded by Eutychianus, bishop of Luna. There is extant an epistle of Felix to Maximus, bishop of AlexIII. A bishop of
andrea, against Paul of Samosata.
Rome, the second of the name in the list of Popes,
though some call him Felix III., on account of an anof Felix II. in the schism
ti-pope who assumed the title
He succeeded Simagainst Liberius (A.D. 355-66).
Felix had a dispute, upon quesplicius A.D. 483.
with
tions of ecclesiastical supremacy,
Acacius, bishop

—

of Constantinople, who was supported by the emperor
and most of the eastern clergy, in consequence of which
a schism ensued between the Greek and Latin churches.
P'elix

died A.D. 492, and was succeeded by Gelasius
canonized by the Romish church. (Con

He was

I.

suit Moreri, Diet. Hist., vol. 2, p. 503.)
Felsina, an Etrurian city in Gallia Cisalpina, after-

ward called Bononia, and now Bologna. Pliny (3,
15) makes it to have been the principal seat of the
Tuscans but this must be understood to apply only
;

with reference to the cities founded by that nation
Bononia received a Roman
north of the Apennines.
{Liv., 37, bT.—Vell. Paterc., I,
colony 653 A.U.C.

Frequent mention of this city is made in the
{Cic.,Ep.ad Fam., 11, IZ.—Id. ib., 12. 5.
As it had suffered considerably du4, 2.)
ring this period, it was restored and aggrandized by
Augustus after the battle of Actium, and continued to
rank high among the great cities of Italy.
{Tacit.,
Hist., 2, bS.—Strabo, 216.— Pomp. Mel., 2, 4.— Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 88.)
15.)

wars.

civil

— Appian,

Feltria, a town of Italy, now Feltre, in the district
It was the capital of the small commu-

of Venetia.

nity called Feltrini.
Fenestella, a Roman historian,

who

lived in fhe

time of Augustus.
Pliny and Eusebius place his death
in the sixth year of the reign of Tiberius, A.D. 21.
Fenestella wrote an historical work entitled Annales,
from which Asconius Pedianus has derived many ma-

Commentaries on Cicero's Orations. Of
work only fragments remain. Another production,

terials in his

this

"De Sacerdotiis et Magistratibus Romanorum," is
sometimes attributed to him, but incorrectly. It is
338.)
Roman governor of Ju- from the pen of Fiocchi {Floccus), a native of FlorFelix, M. Antonius, I.
daea, who succeeded in office Cumanus, after the latter ence, and was written at the commencement of the
had been exiled for malversation. {Josephus, Ant. 1 4th century. Fenestella was seventy years old at the
He was the brother of the freedman time of his death. {Voss., de Hist. Lat., 1, 19.
Jud., 20, 6.)
On reaching his Funcc. de Viril. at.
Pallas, the favourite of Claudius.
L., p. 2, c. 5, 8.
Madvig,
The fragments of Fengovernment, A.D. 53, Felix became enamoured of the de Ascon. Pedian., p. 64.)
beautiful Drusilla, daughter of Agrippa, at that time estella's Annals are given, among others, by Havermarried to Azizus, king of Emesa ; and by dint of camp, in his edition of Sallust, vol. 2, p. 385.
{Bdhr,
year.

(Nork, Etymol. Handwort.,

vol. 1, p.

a

L

—

—

magnificent promises, and through the intervention of Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 412.)
a reputed sorcerer named Simon, he succeeded in deFeralia, a festival at Rome of the Dii Manes, on
taching her from her husband, and in making her his the 21st of February, but, according to Ovid, on the
own wife. Josephus charges this governor {Ant. Jud., 17th. Festus derives the word from /cro, on account
20, 8) with having caused the assassination of the high- of a repast carried to the sepulchres of relations and
Jonathas, to whom, in a great measure, he owed friends on that occasion, or from ferio, on account of
tmest
iis
Vossius observes, that the
Felix, it seems, wished to rid himself of one the victims sacrificed.
place.
who was continually remonstrating with him about the Romans termed death fera, cruel, and that the word
And yet the Roman feralia might arise thence. (Compare, however, the
oppression of his government.
governor proved in one instance of considerable bene- remarks of Nork, Etymol, Handwort., vol. 1, p. 341,
fit to those under his
It continued for 11 days, during which
charge, by delivering them from s. V. feria )
of the dethe robbers who had previously infested their
country. time presents were carried to the graves
and the temples ol
It was before this Felix that St. Paul ceased,
{Joseph., I r.)
marriages were forbidden,
were shut. Friends and relations also kept,appeared at Caesarea, on that memorable occasion the

when the startling subjects discussed by
made the corrupt Roman tremble on his
(Acts, 24, 25.)

Two

years after,

gods

the apostle

judgment-seat.
this Felix was suc-

the celebration, a feast of peace and love, for
and quarrels among one another,
settling differences
It was universally believed that
if any such existed.

after
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friends came and hovered over
and feasted upon the offerings which the
hand of piety and affection had prepared for them.
In the case of the poor these offerings were plain and
simple, consisting generally of a few grains of salt,
The
flour mixed with wine, scattered violets, &c.

the

manes of departed

their graves,

Mania and Mantus of the Etrurians.

{Midler, Etrusk.,

vol. 2, p. 65.)

Fescennia {iorum)

or Feschnnium, a city of Etrueast of the Ciminian Lake, and near the Tiber.
to have occupied the site of the modern Galese.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus informs us (1, 21),
ria,

It

seems

wealthy, however, ofibred up sumptuous banquets. that this place was first possessed by the Siculi, who
[Ovid, Fast., 2, 535, seqq.
Kirchmann, de Funeri- were afterward expelled by the Pelasgi ; and he adds,
that some slight indications of the occupation of this
bus, p. 560.)
Ferentinum, I. a town of Etruria, southeast of city by the latter people might still be observed in his
From Vitruvius, who speaks day. It is on this account, probably, that Solinus (c.
Vulsinii, now Ferenti.
of some valuable stone-quarries in its neighbourhood 8) says, it was founded by the Argives. Fescennium
The Em- is quoted in the annals of Latin poetry for the nuptial
(2, 7), we collect that it was a municipium.

—

peror Otho's family

was of

this city.
{Suet.,
Tacit., Hist., 2, 50.

Vict.

V^it.

0th.,

—Compare

— Sext.,Aur. —
— A town
Ann.,
33.)
1.

II.
of Latium, about eight
15,
miles beyond Anagnia, on the Via Latina, now Ferentino.
It appears to have belonged originally to the
Volsci, but was taken from them by the Romans and
It subsequently
{Liv., 4, 51.)
given to the Hernici.
fell into the hands of the Samnites.
{Liv., 10, 34.

Compare

Steph. Byz.,
vol. 2, p. 80, seqq.)

s. v.

— Cramer

—

s Anc. Italy,

songs, called Carmina Fescennina, to which, according to Festus, it gave its name.
(Compare Pliny,
The Fescennine verses, however, derive
15, 22.)
their appellation, according to others, from the obscene
deity Fascinus,

whom

it

was

their object to
propi-

Traces of these gross effusions were to be
found at Rome even in the latest periods of the emmore
pire,
particularly in the couplets which the young
men sang at the nuptials of their friends, and the songs
tiate.

of the soldiers

who

followed the triumphal car of the

more properly, Forentum, as Pliny general. The origin of the Fescennine verses is to be
(3, II) writes it, a town of Apulia, about eight miles traced to the rude hilarity attendant upon the celebrato the southeast of Venusia, and on the other side of tion of harvest.
They were, therefore, in their prim-

Ferentum,

or,

Mount Vullur.
15.— Diod.

3, 4,

It

is

now Forcnza.

{Horat., Od.,

Sic., 19, 65.)

itive character, a sort of rustic dialogue
spoken extempore, in which the actors exposed before their au-

Feretrius, an appellation of Jupiter among the dience the failings and vices of their adversaries, and,
Romans, who was so called from the feretrum, a by a satirical humour and merriment, endeavoured to
frame supporting the spolia opima, dedicated to him raise the laughter of the company.
They would seem
by Romulus, after the defeat of the Caeninenses, and to have speedily run into excess, since one of the laws
This derivation, however, is of the Twelve Tables prohibits this license under pain
the death of their king.
opposed by some, who think it better to derive the of death a punishment afterward commuted for beat;

This is the opinterm from the Latin ferire, to smite.
ion of Plutarch, and he adds, that Romulus had prayed
to Jupiter that he might have power to smite his adPlut., Vit. Rom.)
{Liv., 1, 10.
versary and kill him.
FERjiE Latin.®, the Latin Holydays. ( Vid. La-

Festus, I. Seitus Pomponius (or, according to
others, Pompeius), a grammarian, supposed to have

tium.)

lived during the latter half of the third century.

—

(Consult Henrichs, Versus ludicri in
ing with sticks.
Romanorum C<zsares priores olim compositi, Hala,
1810,

p. 6.)

He

Feronia, a goddess worshipped with great solem- made an abridgment, in alphabetical order, of the largo
nity by both the Sabines and Latins, but more espe- work of Verrius Flaccus, on the signification of Words
This abridgment
She is commonly ranked among ("Z^e Verborum Signijicaiione").
cially the former.
Feronia had a temple at the foot has been divided by editors into 20 books, each of
the rural divinities.
Festus has passed over in
of Mount Soracte, and in her grove around this tem- which contains a letter.
which Verrius had declared obsople great markets used to be held during the time of silence those words
Her priests at this place used to walk lete, and he intended, it would seem, to have treated
her festival.
Sometimes he does not
unhurt on burning coals.
Strab., of them in a separate work.
{Dion. Hal., 3, 32.
226.— Heyne, ad Vtrg., JEn., 7, mQ.—Fabretti, In- coincide in the opinions of Verrius, and on these ocShe had also a temple, grove, and casions he gives his own views of the subject matter.
script., p. 452.)
fount near Anxur, and in this temple manumitted The abridgment of Festus is one of the most useful
slaves went through certain formalities to complete books we possess for acquiring an accurate knowledge
their freedom, such as cutting oflF and consecrating of the Latin tongue; it has experienced, however, in
the hair of their head, and putting on a pileus or cap. some respects, an unhappy lot.
It existed entire
Flowers down to the 8th century, when Paul Winifred con{Liv., 32, l.—Serv. ad Virg.,JEn., 7, 564.)
first-fruits
were
the
to
and
the
inidea
of
a
and
ceived the
her,
offerings
making small and meager extract
This compilation henceforward supplanted
terpretation of her name given in Greek was Flower- from it.
or
while
some
it
rendered
in
the libraries of the day, and the
the
work
hearing
Garland-loving,
original
Persephone (Proserpina). Thus Dionysius of Hali- latter was so far lost to modern times that but a sincarnassus remarks, iepov kcrri
&ed^ ^epuveiag gle manuscript was found of it, and this an imperfect

—

.

.

.

at fierac^pd^ovTe^ el^ ttjv 'EA/ldda
bvofial^oiiivri^, ijv
ol /J.f:v 'kvdrj^bpov, ol 6e ^i7MaTE<j)avov, ol

y7Maaav

{Dion. Hal., 3, 32, where
evidently read ^epcovlag, to
suit the text in another part of Dionysius, 2, 49, as
Feronia
also the quantity given by the Latin poets.)

de ^epae^ovrjv Ka2,ovau'.
for

^epuveiac

we must

been called Juno Virgo {Serv.
according to Spangenberg,
is a mere error, arising from the Sabine form of the
name (Heronia) being confounded with the Greek ap{Spangenberg, dc Vet.
pellation for Juno (Hera).
In the vicinity of the temLat. Rel. Dom., p. 48.)

was

also said to have

adMn.,

7,

799); but

this,

of Feronia, at Soracte, was another to the god Sovanus, and the worship of these two divinities was
connected, in a measure, by common ceremonies.
Hence Miiller compares these two divinities with the
jole
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the letter M.
{Dacier, Fraf.
Aldus Manucius, into whose hands the
manuscript fell, amalgamated its contents with the labours of Paul Winifrid, and made one work of them,
which he printed in 1513, at the end of the CornucoAnother individual, whose name is
pia, de Perotto.
unknown, made a similar union, but more complete
the work of this latter was
than that of Aldus
published in 1560 by Antonio Agostina, bishop of Lerida,
who afterward became archbishop of Saragossa. Other fragments of Festus were found in the library of
Cardinal Farn^se
they were published by Fulvius

one,

commencing with

ad Fest.)

;

;

The best editions are,
Ursinus, at Rome, in 1581.
that of Dacier {In Usum Delphini), Paris, 4to, 1681,
that of C. 0. MuUer, 4to,
1839, and
Leips.,
that of

Lindemann,

in the

Corpus Grammaticorum

FLA

FID
L^norum

Veterum,

vol.

2,

4to,

Lips

1832.

,

—

II.

Porcius, governor of Judaea after Felix, whom the
to condemn St. Paul or to order him

Jews sohcited
up

The apostle's appeal to Caesar (the
frustrated the intentions of both Fes-

to Jeru.salem.

Emperor Nero)

tus and the Jews.
{Acts, 25, 1, seqq.)
FioRKNUs, a small stream of Latium, running into
the Liris, and forming before its junction a small isl-

This island belonged to Cicero, and is the spot
where the scene is laid of his dialogues with Atticus
and his brother Quintus on legislation. He describes
it in the
opening of the book as the property and residence of his ancestors, who had lived there for many
he himself was born there, A.U.C. 646.
generations
The Fibrenus, in another passage of the second book,
is mentioned as remarkable for the coldness of its waters.
The river is now called Fiume della Posta :
the island has taken the name of (S. Domenico Abate.
Cramer'' s Ancient
(Romanelli, vol. 3, p. 366, s^qq.
and.

;

—

Italy, v©l. 2, p. 113.)

FicuLEA or FicDLNEi, a town of Latium, beyond

Mount
there,

Sacer, to the north of

and the road that led

culnensis, afterward

Rome.
to the

Nomentana

Cicero had a

town was

villa

called Fi-

Via.

{Cic, Att., 12,
34.— Ltd., 1, 38; 3, 52.) It is supposed by Nibby
to have stood at Monte Gentile, about nine miles from

Rome.

(Belle Vie degli Antichi,

p.

94.)

FiDEN.«, a town of the Sabines, between four and
five miles from Rome.
It was at first a
colony of Alba
{Dion. Hal., 2, 54), but fell subsequently into the hands
of the Etrurians, or more probably the people of Veii.

FiRMUM, a city of Picenum, about five miles from
It was called Firmum
the sea, below the river Tinna.
Picenum, and was so termed probably to distinguish
it from some other
city of the same name, now un
known.

{Mich. Catalani, Orig. e Antich. Fermane,
It was colonized, as Velleius Patercu32.)
lus informs us (1, 14), towards the beginning of the
first Punic war.
Ancient inscriptions give it the name
of Colonia Augusta Firma.
The modern town of Fermo is yet a place of some note in the Marca d'Ancopt. 2, p.

na ; and the Porto di Fermo answers to the Castellum Firmanorum of Pliny (3, 13. Cramer^s Ancient

—

Italy, vol.

1,

p.

283).

FiRMUs or FiRMius, one of those ephemeral Roman
emperors known in history by the name of tyrants, because they were usurpers of empire under legitimate

He was born in Seleucia in Syria, and
sovereigns.
owned extensive possessions in Egypt. Urged on by
the impetuosity and love of change peculiar to the
Egyptian Greeks, he seized upon Alexandrea, and assumed the title of Augustus, one of his objects being
to aid the cause of Zenobia, who had already been conquered by Aurelian, but whose power was still not comAurelian marched against Firpletely overthrown.
mus with his usual rapidity, defeated him, took him
prisoner, and inflicted on him the punishment of the
cross.
Firmus is described as having been of exHis aspect
traordinary stature and strength of body.
was so forbidding that he obtained in derision the sur-

name

of Cyclops.
{Vopisc., Vit. Firm.)
FiscELLus, that part of the chain of the Apennines
the
Sabines from Picenum.
which
{Plin.,
Fidenae, according
Dionysius (2, 23), was conquered
separates
by Romulus soon after the death of Tatius he repre- 3, 12.) Mount Fiscellus was reported by Varro to
sents it as being at that period a large and populous be the only spot in Italy in which wild goats were to
town.
It made several attempts to emancipate itself be found.
{Varro, R. R.,2, 1.)
from the Roman yoke, sometimes with the aid of the
Flaccus, I. a poet. ( Vid. Valerius.) II. Verrius, a
Etruscans, at others in conjunction with the Sabines. grammarian, tutor to the two grandsons of Augustus,
Its last revolt occurred A.U.C. 329, when the dictator and author of a work entitled " De Verborum SignifiiKmilius Mamercus, after having vanquished the Fide- catione.^'
III. One of the names
{Vid. Festus, I.)
nates in the field, stormed their city, which was aban- of Horace.
(Firf. Horatius.)
doned to the licentiousness of his soldiery. {Liv., 4,
Flaminia Via, one of the Roman roads. It was
From this time we hear only of Fidenae as a de- constructed by C. Flaminius when censor (A.U.C.
9.)
.serted place, with a few country-seats in its
vicinity. 533, B.C. 221), and was carried, in the first instance,
whence it branched off in two
(Strabo, 226.— Cic, de Leg. Agr., 2, 2b.— Herat., from Rome to Narnia
In the reign of Tiberius a terrible directions, to Mevania and Spoletum, uniting, however,
Epist., I, 2, 7.)
disaster occurred here by the fall of a wooden amphi- again at Fulginia.
From this place it continued its
theatre, during a show of gladiators, by which accident course to Nuceria, and was there divided a second time,
as
Tacitus
50,000 persons,
reports {Ann., 4, 62), or one branch striking oflF through Picenum to Ancona ;
20,000, according to Suetonius {Tib., 40), were killed whence it followed the coast to Fanum Fortunse here
or wounded.
From the passage of Tacitus here cited, it met the other branch, which passed the Apennines
it
appears that Fidenae had risen again to the rank of a more to the north, and descended upon the sea by the
municipal town.
(Compare Jvxenal, 10, 99.) The pass of Petra Pertusa and Forum Sempronii. These
distance of five miles, which ancient writers reckon two roads, thus reunited, terminated at Ariminum.
between Rome and Fidenae, and the remains of anti- {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 292.)
Flaminius, C. Nepos, was consul A.U.C. 531 and
quity which are yet to be seen there, fix the site of
this place near Castel Giubileo.
{Nibby, Viaggio An- 537 (B.C. 223 and 217).
Having been sent this latter
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.l^p. 302.) year against Hannibal, his impetuous character urged
tiq., vol. 1, p. 85.
FidTus Dius, a Roman deity, whose name often oc- him to hazard the battle of the Lake Trasymenus, in
curs in adjurations.
The expression Me dius fiditis, which conflict he was slain, with the greater part of his
which is found so frequently in the Roman classics, has army. {Liv., 22, 3.—Flor., 2, 6.— Vol. Max., 1, 6.)
been variously explained.
Festus makes dius fidius
Flamininus, Titos Quintius, wasmadeconsul B.C.
to be put for Aio^JUius, the son of
Jupiter, i. e., Her- 198, before he was thirty years of age, and had the
cules ; he cites, at the same time, other opinions, as
province of Macedonia assigned to him, with the charge
that it is the same with
swearing /)cr divifidem ox per of continuing the war against Philip, which had now
diurni temporis (i. e., diei) fidem. All these etymolo- lasted for two years, without any definite success on
A passage in the part of the Romans. In his first campaign he drove
gies, however, are decidedly erroneous.
Plautus {Asin., 1, 1, 8) furnishes a safer
other
guide, which Philip from the banks of the Aous, and, among
" Per
is as follows
diumfidium quceris ; jura to miki important movements, succeeded in detaching the
video necesse esse eloqwi, quidquid roges."
From this Achaeans from the Macedonian alliance. In the folpassage we may fairly infer, that, in the phrase under lowing year Flamininus, being confirmed by the senate
consideration, dius is the same as dev^ or divus, and in his command as proconsul, before commencing hosfidius an adjective formed from fides.
Hence dius fi- tilities afresh, held a conference with Philip on the coast
" the
"
dius,
god of honour," or of good faith," will be of the Maliac Gulf, and allowed him to send ambassaThese negotia
the same as the Zevf mariocof the Greeks and, if we dors to Rome to
a peace.
negotiate
follow the
authority of Varro, identical with the Sabine tions, however, proving fruitless, Flamininus marched
Sancus and Roman Hercuks. {Varro, L. Z,., 4,
uken
had
up a position,
10.) into Thessaly, where Philip
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;

—

—

;

;

—

:

;
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FLO

FLAMININUS.
and
la?,

totally defeated him in the battle of Cynoscephain a spot broken by small hills, between Pherae and

The Macedonians

lost 8000 killed and 5000
After granting peace to the Macedonian
monarch on severe and humiliating terms, Flamininus was continued in his command for another year,
B.C. 196, to see these conditions executed.
In that
year, at the meeting of the Isthmian Games, where
multitudes had assembled from every part of Greece,
Flamininus caused a crier to proclaim, " that the senate
and people of Rome, and their commander Titus Quin-

Larissa.

prisoners.

having subdued Philip and the Macedonians, restored the Corinthians, Phocians, Locrians, Euboeans,
Thessalians, Achaeans, &c., to their freedom and independence, and to the enjoyment of their own laws."
Bursts of acclamation followed this announcement, and
tius,

the crov^d pressed

forward to express their gratitude

whose conduct throughout these memorable transactions was marked by a wisdom, moderato Flamininus,
tion,

and

Roman

liberality

seldom found united

He was

general.

thus the

in a victorious

means of

protract-

ing the independence of the Greek states for half a century longer. In the following year, B.C. 195, Flamininus was intrusted with the war against Nabis, tyrant of

Lacedaemon, who had treacherously seized on the city of
The Roman commander marched into LacoArgos.
iiia, and laid siege to Sparta, but he met with a brave
resistance, and at last agreed to grant peace to Nabis,
on condition that he should give up Argos and all the
other places which he had usurped, and restore their
lands to the descendants of the Messenians.
His
motives for granting peace to Nabis were, he said, partof
to
the
destruction
one
of
the
most
illusly
prevent
trious of the Greek cities, and partly the great preparations which Antiochus, king of Syria, was then making
on the coast of Asia. Livy suggests, as another probable reason, that Flamininus wished to terminate the
war himself, and not to give time to a new consul to
supersede him and reap the honours of the victory.
The senate confirmed the peace with Nabis, and in the
following year, 194 B.C., Flamininus, having settled
the affairs of Greece, prepared to return to Italy.
Having repaired to Corinth, where deputations from all
the Grecian cities had assembled, he took a friendly
leave of them, withdrew his garrisons from all their
cities, and left them to the enjoyment of their own
On returning to Italy, both he and his solfreedom.
diers were received with great demonstrations of joy,
and the senate decreed him a triumph for three days.
Before the car of Flamininus, in the celebration of this
triumph, appeared, among the hostages, Demetrius son
of Philip, and Armenes son of Nabis, and in the rear
followed the Roman prisoners, who had been sold as
slaves to the Greeks by Hannibal during the second
Punic war, and whose liberation Flamininus had obtained from the gratitude of the Grecian states. The
Achaeans alone are said to have liberated 1200, for
whom they paid 100 talents as compensation-money
to their masters.

haps, a

Roman

Altogether, there was never, per-

triumph so satisfactory as this to

all

and so little offensive to the feelings of humanIn the year 183 B.C., Flamininus was sent to
Prusias, king of Bithynia, upon the ungracious mission
of demanding the person of Hannibal, then in his old
The monacre, and a refugee at the court of Prusias.
arch was prevailed upon to violate the claims of hospi-

parties,
ity.

but the Carthaginian prevented his treachery
In the year 168
by destroying himself with poison.
B.C.. Flamininus was made augur, in the room of C.
After this he is
Claudius deceased.
{Liv., 45, 44.)
no longer mentioned in history. (Plut., Vit. Flamin.)

tality,

—

II.

Lucius, brother of the preceding,

commanded

the

ate

by Cato, when

censor, for having put to deato a
Gallic prisoner to gratify a minion of his.
{Plut., Vit.

Flamin )
Flanaticus Sinus,

a gulf lying between Istria and
Libumia, in the Adriatic. It was also called Polaticus Sinus, from the town of Pola in its vicinity. The
name Flanaticus was derived from the adjacent town
of Flano.
The modern appellation is the Gulf of

Quarnaro.

{Plin., 3, 19.)

Flano, a town on the
s. V.)

Sinus Fla-

Illyrian side of the
to the gulf.

name
The modem name

naticus, and giving

{Steph. Byz.,

is

Fiannona.

Flevus, a canal intersecting the country of
This in time expanded
sii, made by Drusus.

the Frito

such

a degree as to form a considerable lake or lagune
whose issue to the sea was fortified by a castle bearing the same name. This lagune, having been, in progress of time, much increased by the sea, assumed the
name of Zuyder Zee, or the Southern Sea ; and of
severaf channels which afford entrance to the ocean,
that named Vlie indicates the genuine egress of the
Flevus.
{Tacit., Ann.,2, 6; 4, 72.— Plin., 4, 15.—

Mela,

3, 2.)

Flora, the goddess of

She was a very

flowers.

ancient Italian deity, being one of those said to have
been worshipped by Tatius. Her festival was termed
Floralia, and was celebrated at the end of April and
It greatly degenerated, however,
beginning of May.
in the course of time, and became so offensive to
purity as not to bear the presence of virtuous characters.
The story of Cato the Censor in relation to
this festival, is well known.
{Vol. Max, 2, 10. >

The Romans, who

in

general displayed very httle elewhich they inventhad been a courte-

in the origins
ed for their deities, said that Flora

gance of imagination
san,

who, having acquired immense wealth

(at

Rome

days of the republic !), left it to the Roman people, on condit-on of their always celebrating
her birthday with feasts.
{Plut., Quast. Pom., 35.
Flora being an ancient, original
Lactant., 1, 24.)
Latin deity, was addressed by the honorific title oJ
in the early

—

—

Mater, "Mother."

Lucret.,
{Cic. in Verr., 5, 14.
7SS. —Keightley, ad Ov., Fast., 5, 183, seqq.—Id.,
Mythology, p. 540.) II. A name assumed by a courtesan at Rome.
(Plut., Vit. Pomp.)
Floralia, games in honour of Flora at Rome.

5,

—

{Vtd. Flora.)

Florentia, a town of Etruria, on the river Amus,
as the Italians call the name, Firenze.
has no pretensions to a foundation of great antiqui-

now Florence, or,
It

made of it before the time
ty, as we find no mention
of Caesar, by whom Frontinus says it was colonized ;
unless we think, with Cluverius, that the town called
Fluentia by Florus (1,2), and mentioned with many
other distinguished cities, as having severely suffered in the civil wars of Sylla and Marius, might be
identified with

distinct

berius

;

it.

However

that

may

be,

we

find

mention made of Florentia in the reign of Tiwhen, as Tacitus informs us, the inhabitants

of that city petitioned that the waters of the Clanis, a
river which was very injurious from its perpetual in(Tac,
undations, might be carried off into the Arnus.
Ann., 1, 79.— Compare Plin., 3, 5.) At a later perithis city was destroyed by Totila, and rebuilt by
Charlemagne. {Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 183.)
Florus, I. L. Ann^us, a Latin historian, born, ac-

od

cording to the common opinion, in Spain, but, as others
maintain, in Gaul, and who wrote in the reign of TraHe was still living in the time of Hadrian, and
jan.
is
perhaps the same individual to whom, according to
verSpartianus, this emperor addressed some sportive
ses.
By some critics also he is regarded as the aumodern philolothor of the Pervigilium Veneris.
Titze, has attempted to prove that the historian

A

during the first campaign of Quintius, and
scoured the coasts of Eubcea, Corinth, and other dis- gist,
tricts at that time allied or subject to the King of Florus lived in the time of Augustus, and that he is
He was afterward expelled from the sen- identical with the Lucius Junius Florus to whom Hoiv
Macedonia.

Roman

fleet
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It is true that cipal features, that, unless the
ace has addressed two of his epistles.
consenting voice of az>
some manuscripts give the historian the name of Julius
tiquity had fixed upon this spot as the scene of Ulysses' disaster, we could have had no clew for discoverin order, however, to admit the hypothesis of Titze,
wc must regard as interpolated a passage of the Pro- ing in Formiae the seat of these savage cannibals.
of
cpmium of Florus, where mention is made
Trajan. Every one, however, is at liberty to indulge his fancy
" De
(Consult the work of Titze,
Epitome rerum Ro- with the supposition that the harbour which Homer
sive
sub
nomine
Lucii
Flori, describes was actually that of Gaeta (the ancient ForAnncei,
manarum-^ qucB
Seneca fertur, <Etate probabilissima, veto auctore, miae), and he may there recognise in it the towering
Florus rocks, the prominent shores, and the narrow entrance,
operis antiqui forma,'''' Lincii, 1804, 8vo.)
has left us an abridgment of Roman History, entitled {Odyss., 10, 80.— Eustace's Classical To2tr, vol. 2,p,
*•
Epitome de gestis Romanorum,^^ divided into four 367.) According to Strabo (233), Formwe was a Laconian colony, and its first appellation was Hormiae, in
It commences with the origin of Rome, and
books.
extends to A.U.C. 725, when Augustus closed the allusion to the excellent anchorage which its port aftemple of Janus, a ceremony which had not taken place forded to vessels. (Compare P/m., 3, 5.) This place,
This work is an extract not however, is chiefly interesting from having been long
for 206 years previous.
merely from Livy, but from many other ancient his- a favourite residence of Cicero, and finally the scene oi
He
torians, no part of whose works any longer remain. the tragical event which terminated his existence.
sometimes talks of his retreat here as his Caietan vilIt is less a history than an eulogium on the Roman
la {Ep. adAtt., 1, 2, and 3), but more
commonly terms
people, written with elegance, but, at the same time, in
Of- it his Formianum.
He appears to have resided there
an oratorical style, and not without affectation.
are
tentimes facts are merely hinted at, events
passed during the most turbulent part of the civil war betweei>
while the declamatory Caesar and Pompey
over with a flourish of rhetoric
for, in one of his letters to Attilone which everywhere prevails, and the concise and cus (7, 8), he mentions a long conference he held with
sententious phrases in which he is fond of indulging, the latter at this place, and from which he inferred that
In the reign
impart an air of coldness to his writings, and render no alternative was left but that of war.
them monotonous, and sometimes obscure. Florus of Augustus we find Formiae distinguished as the birthlikewise commits many errors of a geographical nature, place and residence of Mamurra, a Roman senator of
and on many occasions is defective in point of chro- enormous wealth hence the appellation by which Hornology. His text has reached us in a very corrupt state, ace designates it in the narrative of his journey to
and abounds with interpolations.
Some manuscripts Brundisium, " In Mamurrarum lassi deinde urbe muof
work
name of Seneca nemus,^'' &c. {Sat., 1, 5, 37.) The retirement and
to
the
author
this
the
give
in fact, a branch of the Annaean family bore the name ease which this delightful spot afforded is well descriof Seneca ; and there is even reason to believe that bed by Martial {Ep., 10, 30).
The Formian hills
this family took indiscriminately the surname of Sene- are often extolled for the superior wine which they proca or Florus. (Consult Wernsdorff, Poet. Lat. Min., duced.
The
{Horat., Od., 1, 20.—7<Z. ibid., 3, 16.)
From this title, as given by certain modern name of Formiae is Mola di Gaeta. {Cramer's
vol. 3, p. 452.)
manuscripts, and from a passage of Lactantius, some Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 125.)
critics have concluded that the Epitome is the work of
FoRMiANUM, a villa of Cicero near Formiae, near
Seneca the philosopher. Lactantius {Inst, divin., 7, which the orator was assassinated. {Vid. Formise.)
15) says, that Seneca divided the history of the RoFoRMio, a small river of Venetia, now the Risano,
man people into four periods that of infancy, youth, considered before the reign of Augustus as the boundmanhood, and old age. This division occurs also in ary of Italy towards its northeastern extremity but,
Florus, but in no other writer of antiquity, which would when Histria was included in Cisalpine Gaul, this limtend to strengthen the opinion that Lactantius has ci- it was removed to the little river Arsia. {Plin., 3, 18.)
ted Florus under the name of Seneca.
To this, howFoRTUNA (in Greek Tv;^??), the Goddess of Fortune,
ever, it may be objected, that, though Florus adopts or that unseen power which was believed to exercise
four periods or divisions in his work, his arrangement such arbitrary dominion over human affairs. By Hesiis not exactly the same with that mentioned by Lactanod and by one of the Homeridae {Theog., 260.
Horn.,
tius
besides, Florus might have borrowed from Sen- Hymn, ad Cer., 420) she is classed among the OceanThe best edition of Florus is that of Duker, nymphs. Pindar in one place {01., 13, 1) calls her
eca.
Lugd. Bat., 1722, and 1744, 2 vols. 8vo. The edi- "the child of Jupiter Eleutherius ;" elsewhere he says
tion of Fischer is also valuable. Lips., 1760, 8vo.
that she is one of the Destinies.
{Frag., Incert., 75.)
Alcman called her the sister of Law and Persua{Schiill, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 389, seqq.—B'dhr,
Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 452, seqq.)
II. A
young sion, and daughter of Forethought {UpofiTjdeia. Ap.
Roman, the friend of Horace, who accompanied Ti- Pint, de Fort. Rom., 4). In her temple at Thebes
berius in his expedition into Dalmatia (A.U.C. 731), Fortune held Wealth (IlXovTog) in her arms, whether
and subsequently into Armenia (A.U.C. 734).
Hor- as mother or nurse was uncertain.
{Pausan., 9, 16.)
ace addresses two epistles to him (1, 3, and 2, 2). The image of this goddess made by Bupalus for the
Some make him the same with Florus the historian. people of Smyrna had a hemisphere (TroAof) on its head,
and a horn of Amalthaea in its hand. {Pausan., 4, 30,
(Consult preceding article.)
;

;

;

:

—

:

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

FoNS Sons. Vid. Ammon.
6.
Compare Siebelis, ad Pausan., 2, 10, 4.) The
FoNTEius, Capito, I. an intimate friend of Horace, Goddess Fortune was, however, of much greater imand who, in the conference at Brundisium, acted for portance in the eyes of the Italians than in those of
Antonv, while Mascenas had charge of the interests of the Greeks. Under the name of Nortia she was adored
Octavius.
II. A Roman in Etruria.
She was also worshipped at Antium,
(Horat., Sat., 1, 5, 32.)
who raised commotions in Germany during the reign where she had a splendid temple, at Praeneste, and elseof Galba.
He was put to death by the lieutenants where. At Rome there were two temples to her, both
stationed there, before even orders reached them from ascribed to Servius Tullius, the one of Bona or Virgo
home.
{Tacit., Hist., 1, 7.)
Fortuna, the other of Fors Fortuna. {Ovid, Fast., 6,
FoKUiM, a town of Latiura, to the northeast of Caie- 569, seqq.—Keightley, ad loc.—Id., Mythology, p. 202,
ta.
It was a
of
place
great antiquity, and is looked 533.)
FoRTUNATJE Insul^e, islands lying off the western
upon by the most ancient writers as the abode and
their reof
the
capital
Laestrygones, of which Homer speaks in coast of Africa, and deriving their name from
the Odyssey, and where his hero met with so
of all things deinhospi- markable beauty, and the abundance
table a reception.
The description of the place, how- sirable which they were supposed to contain. Their
their soil was covered
ever, is so indefinite, though it may agree in the
prin- climate was one continual spring,
Uu o
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with eternal verdure, and bloomed with the richest
flowers
while the productions of earth were poured
The leforth spontaneously in the utmost profusion.
gend of the Island of the Blessed in the Western Ocean
may possibly have given rise to the tale of the Fortu;

|

|

—

nate Islands.

{Vid Elysium.) Many at the present
day regard the Fortunate Islands of antiquity as geo-

Some make them identical with
graphical realities.
the Canaries, and this opinion is grounded upon the
situation and temperature of those islands, and the delicious fruits which they produce.
{Plin., 6, 32.
Diod. Sic, 5, 19.)
Forum Romanum, Vettis vel Magnum, a large open
space between the Capitoline and Palatine Hills, called
until lately Campo Vaccino, or the Cow-tield, or marThe Italians, however, have grown ashamed of
ket.
so vulgar a name, and have restored to the place its
ancient appellation of Forum Romanum.
It is now
a mere open space, strewed for the most part with
ruins.
It is collected from
Livy (1, 12) and Dionysius of Halicarnassus (2, 66), that the Forum was
situate between the Capitoline and Palatine Hills ; and
from Vitruvius we learn that its shape was that of a
rectangle, the length of which exceeded the breadth by
one third. From these data, which agree with other
incidental circumstances, it is generally thought that
the four angles of the Roman forum were formed by
the arch of Severus at the foot of the Capitol
the
Fabian arch, at the termination of the Via Sacra
the church of St. Theodore, at the foot of the Palatine ; and that of the Consolazione, below the Capitol.
Here the assemblies of the people used generally to be held, and here also justice was administered,
and public business transacted.
It was formed
by
Romulus, and surrounded with porticoes, shops, and
Priscus.
35.
Dion.
{Liv., 1,
DuildingsbyTarquinius
Around the Forum were built spacious
Hal., 3, 67.)
called
where
of justice might
courts
Basilicae,
halls,
The
sit, and other public business be transacted.
present surface of the Forum is from fifteen to twenty
feet above its ancient level.
There was only one Forum under the republic; Caesar added another; Augustus a third ; a fourth was begun by Domitian, and
finished by Nerva, after whom it was named.
But the
most splendid was that of Trajan, adorned wiih the
Besides these, there were
spoils he had taken in war.
various /ora or places where commodities were sold.
Forum, a name given in Roman geography to many
places where there was either a public market, or
where the praetor held his court (Forum site ConvenI. Forum,
tus) ; of these the most important were
a town of Latium, on the Appian Way, about twentythree miles from Aricia, and sixteen from Tres Ta-

—

;

;

—

—

:

bereae.

It is

mentioned by

his journey to

known

Rome

St.

Paul

in the

{Acts, 28, 15), and

account of

also well
as Horace's second resting-place in his
jouris

Brundisium.

III. Aurelii, a town of Etruria, now ilfonfaZfo
(Ctt.,
IV. Claudii, another in Etruria, now OrioCat., 1,9.)
V. Cornelii, another, now Jmola, in the Pope's
lo.
dominions.
Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 12,
{Pliny, 3, 16.
VI. Domitii, a town of Gaul, now Froniignan,
5.)
VII. Flaminii, a town of Umbria,
in Languedoc.
now San Giovane. {Plin., 3, 14.) VIII. Gallorum,
a town of Gallia Togata, now Castel Franco, in the

—

—
—

—

—

Bolognese.

—

(Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 10, 30.)— IX.

Julii

a town of Venetia, called Forajuliensis urbs, now Fri'
X. Julii, a town of Gallia Narbonensis, now
uli.

—

{Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 10, 17.)
Frejus, in Provence.
Fosi, a people of Germany, lying north of the Cherusci, along the Visurgis or Weser.
They shared the
fate of the Cherusci when the Langobardi conquered
the latter people.
They are supposed to have been
a branch of the Cherusci.
{Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 3,
p.

175, 208.)

Fossa, I. the straits of Bonifacio, between Corsica
and Sardinia, called also Taphros. {Plin., 3, 6.) II.
Drusi, a canal eight miles in length, opened by Drusus
from the Rhine to the Yssel. {Vid. Drusus, I.) III.
Philistina, one of the mouths of the Po, now the Po

—

—

It is spoken of as a very considerable canal,
grande.
having seven arms or cuts, called Septem Maria, or
Fossiones Philistina.
These were drawn off from it
to the sea.
The works in question were undertaken

by the Tuscans, for the purpose of draining the marshy
grounds about Hadria. Mazocchi sees in the term
PhilistiruR traces of a reference to PhcEnicia.
zocch., Dissert.
sette Mari.)

Corton., vol. 3,

diss.

1, diatr.

{Ma1,

de

FossioNEs PniLisTiNiE.
Vid. Fossa, III.
Franci, a confederation of Germanic tribes, which
of
on
the
history in the last quarappeared
stage
As the Franks
ter of the second century of our era.
are first mentioned during the reign of the philosophic
and pacific Antonine, Mannert concludes that their
confederation was not the result of hostile aggression
from Rome, but of internal wars and these wars he
coi ceives to have been chiefly of self-defence against
the Saxon confederation, which, occupying the north
of Germany, sought to extend itself westward to the
Rhine.
The Germans lying between the Saxons and
first

;

it necessary to unite in order to renorthen invaders, and did so successfully
under their new name of Franks. {Geschichte der alien Dcutschen, besonders der Franken, p. 79, seqq.)
Various etymologies have been assigned to this, apsome deduce it from the German terra
pellation
"
free," and indicating a race of Freefrank, meaning

that river found

sist their

:

men

others from the francisca, a favourite weapon
;
of this people ; but Luden, in his Geschichte des Teutschen Volkes (Gotha, 1825-30), derives the name from

word wrangen, still used in Lower Saxony for
the English "wranfight" or "brawl" (compare
gle"); whence the epithet might mean quarrelsome,
The Franks soon became
or, perhaps, bold warriors.
the

"to

Holstenius and Corradini agree
Forum Appii at Casarillo di
Santa Maria. But D'Anville, from an exact compu- powerful enough to act on the offensive, and, crossing
tation of distances and relative positions, inclines to the Rhine to meet other foes, they spread their deplace it at Borgo Lungo, near Treponti, on the present vastations from the banks of that river to the foot of
and he would the Pyrenees nor were they stopped by these mounroad {Anal. Geogr. de Pltalie, p. 186)
seem to be correct, especially as it appears clear from tains. Spain, in turn, was overrun; and, when the
Horace, that here it was usual to embark on a canal, exhausted country no longer supplied a variety of plunwhich ran parallel to the Via Appia, and which was der, the Franks seized on some vessels and transported
called Decennovium, its length being nineteen miles. themselves into Mauritania.
They were afterward
Vestiges of this canal driven out of Gaul by the Roman arms, and from the
{Procop., Rer. Got., 1, 2.)
may still be traced a little beyond Borgo Lungo. It reign of Probus (A.D. 277) to ihat of Honorius, seem
must be observed, too, that the name of this modern to have contented themselves with occasional irrupthe idea which Horace tions.
They obtained a permanent footing in Gaul
place agrees very well with
II. Allieni, a town of
during the last years of the reign of Honorius. About
gives us of Forum Appii.
Gallia Cisalpina, mentioned by Tacitus {Hist., 3, 6). the year 500, Clovis, or Chlodwig (his proper Teutonic
Cluverius conceives, with considerable probability, name), by reducing the several Frank principalities unthat this ancient town occupied the present site of der his own sceptre, and conquering the last remnant
Ferrara, that modern name being evidently a corrup- of the western Roman empire in Gaul, is held to have
tion of Forum Allieni, contracted to Forum Arrii.
founded the French monarchy. His Frank kingdom

ney

to

in fixing the position of

:

;

—

—
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was, nevertheless, by no means commensurate with
modern France, consisting of merely the northern German provinces on probably both banks of the Rhine,
of the present kingdom of the Netherlands, and of so
much of France as lies north of the Loire, with the
exception of Brittany, where large bodies of Britons,
had
expelled from their insular home by the Saxons,
established themselves, and long maintained their inOf the southern half of France, the lardependence.

was inger part, situated to the west of the Rhone,
cluded in the Visigothic kingdom of Spain ; while the
provinces to the east of that river were held, together
with Savoy and Switzerland, by the Burgundians.
Chlodwig attacked both. Against the Burgundians he
effected little or nothing, but he was more successful
Assisted by the
against their western neighbours.
hatred which the Catholic natives entertamed towards
their Arian master, he, before his death, reduced the
Visigothic dominions in Gaul to the single province
of Languedoc, incorporating all the rest in his Frank
realm.
His sons and grandsons, in time, not only subdued Burgundy, but brought many German states, as
the Thuringians, Allemans, and Bavarians, into com(Foreign Quarterly Review,
plete feudal subjection.

No. 13, p. 169, seqq.)
Fkegell.^, a city of Latium, situate near the Liris,
and close to the Via Laiina, as appears from the mention of a station called

Fregellanum in the Itineraries
which describe that route. Fregellae is stated by Strabo (238) to have been once a place of some conseIt
quence, and the capital of a considerable district.
was taken by the Romans A.U.C. 427. After suffering from Pyrrhus, and subsequently from Hannibal,
this place attained to so considerable a degree of importance and prosperity as to suppose that it could

Rome

before the invasion of Hannibal
Plutarch we learn, that they dislin
guished themselves in the war against Pyrrhus {Vit.
Pyrrh.
Compare Floras, I, 18), and it appears that
they faithfully adhered to the Roman cause throughout
the whole of the second Punic war.
Appian is the
only author who has particularly mentioned the Frentani, as having joined the coalition of the petty states
of central Italy against Rome {Civ. Bell., I, 39), but
even without the authority of this writer we could not
doubt that this people would unite in support of the
common cause with the surrounding states, to whom
they were bound by consanguinity and other political
Whatever may have been their former extent
ties.
of territory, we find it restricted by the geographers of
the Augustan age to the tract of country lying beas the allies of

From

(2, 24).

—

tween the mouths of the Aternus and Tifernus, which
it from the Marrucini to the north, and from

—

—

separated

Plin., 3, 11,*^^^.
Apulia to the south. {Mela, 2, 4.
PtoL, p. 66.) Though it extended also into the interior,
of the rivers just
the
sources
towards Samnium, and
mentioned, the few cities of the Frentani with which
we are acquainted appear to have been situated on
the coast.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 254,
seqq.)
Fbisii, a people of Germany, having for their boundaries the eastern mouth of the Rhine on the west, the
ocean on the north, the Amisia or Ems on the east,

and the Vechta or Vecht on the south.
They occuanswers at the present day
pied, consequently, what
to West Friesland, Groningen, and the northern angle
of Ober-Yssel, together with the islands which lie
and partly to the eastpartly to the north in the ocean,
ern mouth of the Rhine.
Pliny and Tacitus {Ann.,

PtolFrisii
1, 60.— /&., 4, 72, &c.) name this people
its inhabitants revolted,
compete even with Rome
emy and Dio Cassius, hpiaaioL and ^peiotot {PtoL, 2,
writers
and probably under circumstances peculiarly ofTensive U'—Dio Cass., 54, 32) but by later
they are
to the Romans.
L. Opimius was ordered to reduce styled ^pioaoveg {Procop., 4, 20), Frisiones {Chronic.
the Fregellani.
Their town was immediately besieged, Moisiac, 797), Frisones {Paul. Warnefr., de Gest.
From a very early period the
and,. after a vigorous resistance, was taken through Longob., 6, 37), &c.
the treachery of Numitorius Pullus, one of their own Frisii appear to have been on friendly terms with the
citizens, whose name has been handed down to us Romans. Drusus not only marched unimpeded through
(De Fin., 5, 22.—Phil., 3, 6.) Fregel- their territory and entered their harbour with his fleet,
by Cicero.
this occasion destroyed, the discontented but also received from them the most active assistance,
lae was on
state of the allies of Rome at that period probably ren- not as from a conquered people, but allies.
They aided
Their enmity to the Cherusci would
dering such severe measures necessary. {Liv., Epit., also Germanicus.
m.—Rhet. ad Her., \, 9.
Veil. Paterc, 2, 6.— seem to have been the real motive of their friendship
In Strabo's time the condition of with the Romans.
Vol. Max., 2, 8.)
At a subsequent period, however,
which
this city was little better than that of a village, to
they discovered the true nature of the alliance
which the neighbouring population resorted at certain the latter had formed with them, and fell an easy prey
;

;

;

—

Its ruins, according to
periods for religious purposes.
Cluverius, are to be seen at Ceperano, a small town
on the right of the Garigliano.
(Ital. Ant.,\o\. 1, p.

1036.— Compare

Hoist, ad Steph. Byz., p. 220, and
vol. 3, p. 474 )
more modern writer,
fixes this ancient site at <S. Giovanni Incari-

De Chaupy,

A

however,
co, about three miles farther down the

—

river.

{Pas-

to their
p.

conquering arms.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 3,

272.)

Frontinus, Sex. Jul., a Latin writer, born of a
but who
plebeian family {Poleni, Vit. Front., \,seqq.),
attained, by his integrity, valour, and intelligence, to
some of the highest offices of the state. In A.D. 70
he was praetor, but abdicated this office to please Do-

Romanelli, vol. mitian, who wished to add it to the dignity of consul,
quale Cayro, Citta del Lazio, vol. 1.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 111.)
with which he himself was already invested.
3, p. 380.
(ComSuetoniiis, Domit., 1.)
Frentani, a people of Italy, on the Adriatic coast, pare Tacitus, Hist., ^, 39.
east of Samnium and northwest of Apulia, who re- Five
command of
years after Frontinus obtained the
ceived their name from the river Frento, now Fortore, Britain, and was intrusted with the subjugation of the
which runs through the eastern part of their country, Silures ; which would seem to indicate that he had
and falls into the Adriatic opposite the islands of Dio- been consul in A.D. 74, though the Fasti Consular es,
mede.
The Frentani appear to have possessed a which are not, however, very complete as regards the
He acseparate political existence, independent of the Sam- consules suffecti, make no mention of him.
nitic confederacy,
though we are assured that they de- complished the object of his mission, notwithstanding
the <a'herrived their descent from that warlike and
populous the difficulties of the enterprise. Agricola,
Under
race.
{Strabo, 2'i\ .) Their history, in other respects, in-law of Tacitus, was appointed his successor.
second time, A.D.
bears a close resemblance to that of the
neighbouring Nerva he received the consulship a
Curator Aquatribes, the Veslini, Peligni, and Marrucini.
Together 97, and was appointed the same year
of the waters and
with these, the Frentani, as Livy reports,
voluntarily rum, or general superintendent
submitted to the Romans, and sent deputies to obtain
in this capacity brought
aqueducts of the capital, and
means of a splena treaty from that power, which was
readily granted. the waters of the Anio to Rome by
find the Frentani also numbered did
(Liv , 9, 45.)
He died about A.D. 106, and filled, at
aqueduct.
of augur, in which
with the Marsi, Marrucini, and Vestini,
by Polybius, the time of his death, the office

—

—

We
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be was succeeded by Pliny.
Frontinus wrote a work of Fronto to various friends, a few of which are m
on the Roman aqueducts, and another on military Greek. {Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 10, p. 498.)— II.
The former of these, to which the copy- A native of Emesa, a rhetorician, who lived at Rome
stratagems.
ists of the middle ages have given the barbarous title in the time of Alexander Severus.
He taught elo"
of
De aquceductibus urhis Rumcz Commeyitariv^" is quence also at Athens, and was the rival of the first
written in an easy style, but without the least elegance. Philostratus.
The critic Longinus was his nephew.
It is
important, however, for archeology, since we find He wrote various works, of which only a few fragments
in it a detailed history of those remarkable monuments, remain.
{Suid.
Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p.

—

the aqueducts of Rome.
As regards the title of the
work, it may be remarked, that the term aquceductus
does not appear in the treatise itself: and an old edition gives as the superscription, "
Urbem influunt, libellns mirabilis."

De Aquis, quce in
The other work,

entitled " Stratagematicon libri JV".," is partly of a
it is a
military and partly of an historical character
mere compilation, sometimes written with great negStill, even
ligence, especially in the historical part.
;

an historical point of view, the work

in

is

not with-

out interest, since it contains some particulars which
are not to be found in the other historians that have
come down to us. To Frontinus are ascribed other
One
productions, which are, however, of a later age.

" De
" De Re
Agrorum QualAgraria,^^ or
" De Colothe others, " De Limitibus'^ and
niis."
The last two are merely fragments, and their
authors lived after the time of the Antonines, who are
is entitled

itate ;"

mentioned

in

them.

The

best edition of Frontinus

is

that of

Oudendorp, Lugd. Bat., 1779, 8vo. {B'dhr,
Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 671, seqq.)
Fronto, I. a Latin writer, bom at Cirta, in Africa,
of an Italian family.
After studying in his own country, he came to Rome in the reign of Hadrian, and acquired great reputation as a rhetorician and grammarian.
Antoninus Pius appointed him preceptor to his
two adopted sons Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus,
whose confidence and affection he gained, as is proved
After being consul, Fronto was apby their letters.
pointed to a government in Asia, which his bad health

His learning and his inprevented him from filling.
structive conversation are mentioned with praise by
Aulus Gellius, the historian Appian, and others of his
He died in the reign of Marcus Aucontemporaries.
relius, at an advanced age.
(Kliigling, Suppl. ad.
Harles. Notit. Brev., p. 320.
Mai, Comment, prcev.^
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 595)
^ iv., seqq.
Until of late years we had nothing of Fronto's works,
" De
Differentia Verexcept fragments of his treatise

—

—

—

borum,'^ being a vocabulary of the so-called synonyms.
But in 1815, Angelo Mai having discovered in the
Ambrosian Library at Milan a palimpsest MS., on

which had been originally written some letters of
Fronto to his two pupils, deciphered the text wherever
the writing was not entirely obliterated, and published
it

with notes.

It

happened, by singular good fortune,
after appointed librarian
of the Vatican, discovered in another palimpsest volume another part of Fronto's letters, with the answers
of .Marcus Aurelius and Verus. Both the volumes came
originally from the monastery of St. Columbanus, at
Bobbio, the monks having written them over with the
Acts of the First Council of Chalcedon. It happened,
that one of the volumes was transferred to Milan, and
Mai published the whole in a new
the other to Rome.
" M. Cornelii Frontonis et M. Auedition, entitled,
relii imperatoris epistulce ; L. Veri et Antonini Pit
et Appiani epistidarum reliquicz : Fragmenta FrontoThese
nis et Scripta Grammatica, Svo, Rom., 1823."
that Mai, being

some years

very valuable, as throwing additional light
age of the Antonines, confirming what we

letters are

on the

know

of the excellent character of

Marcus Aurelius,

and also showing his colleague A^erus in a more favourable light than he had been viewed in before.
The affectionate manner in which both emperors continue to address their former preceptor is very touchTwo or three short epistles of Antoninus Pius
ing.

are also interesting.
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There

are, besides,

many

letters

204.)

Frusino, a city of Latium, now Frosinone, situate
on the river Cosa. {Strabo, 238.) This place was

deprived by Rome of its territory for having incited
the Hernici to war, A.U.C. 450.
Frontinus names it
the colonies, and Festus among the praefecturae.
FuciNOs, a lake of Italy, in the country of the Marsi,
now sometimes called Logo Fucino, but more com-

among

monly Lago di Celano. It is of considerable extent,
As
being not less than forty miles in circumference.
it was
subject to inundation (Strabo, 241), Julius Csbsar, it appears, had intended to find a vent for its waters {Sueton., Vit. C(zs., 44), but this design was not
carried into execution till the reign of Claudius.
After
a continued labour of three years, during which 30,000
men were constantly employed, a canal of three miles
in
length was carried through a mountain from the

lake to the river Liris.
On its completion, the splendid but sanguinary show of a real naumachia was exhibited on the lake in the presence of Claudius and
Agrippina, and a numerous retinue, while the surroundmg hills were thronged with the population of
the neighbouring country.
The reader will find these

events fully detailed in Suetonius (Vit. Claud., 20),
Tacitus (Annal., 12, 56), and Dio Cassius (60, 11).
Hadrian afterward is said to have repaired this work
of Claudius. (£1., Spart., Vit. Hadr.) Considerable
remains of this undertaking of Claudius are yet to be
seen between Avezzano and Lugo.
(Consult FaRomabretti, Dissert, de Emissario Locus Fucini.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol.
nelli, vol. 3, p. 194.

—

—

1, p.

328.)

FuLviA Gens, an illustrious family at Rome, the
branches of which were those of Curvus, Nobilior,
Flaccus, Paetinus, Maximus, Centumalus, &c.
FuLviA, I. a female of good family, but licentious
She disclosed to Cicero the details of the
principles.
conspiracy of Catiline, which she had learned from
Quintus Curius.

{Sail.,

Cat., c.

23.)— II.

A

bold,

ambitious woman, at first the wife of Clodius the turbulent tribune, and, after his death, of Marcus Antonius the triumvir.
She first came into notice on the
assassination of Clodius, when, having caused the
corpse to be brought into the vestibule of her dwelling,
and having assembled the populace, she caused, by

Some
tears and language, a violent sedition.
of Anyears after this, on having become the spouse
of
tony, she took an active part in the proscriptions
her husband, and is said to have even sacrificed to her
own vengeance several individuals who had given her
After the head of Cicero was brought to
offence.
Antony, she took it on her knees, broke forth into
cowardly insult of the character of the deceased, and
her

then, with fiendish
her golden bodkin.
tony during the war
became all powerful
at her own pleasure,

malice, pierced the tongue with

Having been

left at

Rome

by An-

against Brutus and Cassius, she
in that city, named the praetors
sold the government of the prov-

inces, and even decreed a triumph to Lucius, the
brother of Antony, who had no claim whatever to one.
When, after the battle of Philippi, Antony had passed into the East to regulate affairs in that quarter,
Fulvia, irritated by his intercourse with Cleopatra, tried to induce Octavius to take up arms against him.
Not succeeding in this, she took them up against Octavius himself, in conjunction with her brother-in-law
Lucius, who now professed open opposition to the ille-

gal

power of the Triumvirate.

After very bold and

PUR

FUL

—

on her part, she was besieged
•pinted efforts, however,
wUh her broiher-in-law at Perusia, and compelled to
Fulvia, after
surrender to the power of Octavius.
her husband, but
this, retired to Greece, and rejoined
was coldly received by him. She died at Sicyon,
A.U.C. 712, through chagrin and wounded pride, as
was believed, at her husband's attachment to Cleo-

Paterc, 1, 10.) VIII. M. Flaccus, wasconsul A.U.C.
He seconded the projects of Tibe
629, B.C. 125.
rius Gracchus to obtain for the states of Italy the

Ant.— Id.,

agrarian law, and perished in an affray which arose.
{Vid. Gracchus.)
FuNDANUs, a lake near Fundi
Italy, which dis-

patra.

{Veil.

Paterc,

74.— F/uf.,

2,

Vit.

citizenship.
Being afterward sent against
the Gauls, he defeated them, and obtained a triumph.
Four years subsequently he became involved in the

rights of

seditious

movements of

the Gracchi relative

to the

VU. Cic.)
FuLvtus, I. L. Curvus, was consul A.U.C. 432,
B.C. 320, and si.x years after master of the horse to charges itself into the Mediterranean. {Tacit., Hist.,
the dictator L. ^milius.
According to Pliny, the Lacus Fundanus was
{Liv., 8, 38.— Id., 9, 21 ) 3, 69.)
II. M. Curvus Paetinus, wasconsul in place of T.
originally called Amyclanus, from the city of Amyclae
He took the city in its vicinity. {Plin 14, 6.)
Minucius, A.U.C. 449, B.C. 305.
Fundi, a town of Laiium, on the Appian Way, near
of Bovianum, in the country of the Samnites.
(Lie,
It is
the Lacus Fundanus, and not far from Caieta.
9, 44.)_ni. Cn. Psetinus, was consul A.U.C. 454,
He gained a memorable victory over the now Fondi. The first mention of this place in history
B.C. 300.
Samnites near Bovianum, and enjoyed a triumph. occurs at the end of the Latin war, A.U.C. 417, when,
Three years after he carried on successful operations with the exception of the right of voting, it obtained
of
in Etruria in
Id., the privileges of a Roman city, for having allowed a
{Liv., 9, 44.

m

—

,

—

quality
propraetor.
S. Paetinus Nobilior,

was consul A.U.C.
499, B.C. 255, along with ^milius Paulus Lepidus.
These two commanders sailed for Africa after the
15^

91.)_IV.

overthrow of Regulus by the Carthaginians, gained a
naval victory, compelled the foe to raise the siege of
from the
Clypea, and carried off an immense booty
They were shipwrecked,
Carthaginian territories.
and
of
200
vessels
however, on their return to Italy,
V. Q. Flaccus, was consul
only 80 were saved.

—

A.U.C. 517, 53a, 542, and 545 (B.C. 237, 224, 212,
and 209.) He defeated Hanno near Bovianum, and
laid siege to Capua, which surrendered to him after
The conquered were treated with
the lapse of a year.
Some time subsequent
(Fid. Capua.)
great cruelty.
to this, he marched against the Hirpini, Lucanians,
and other nations of Italy, who, alarmed at the severities inflicted on Capua, surrendered to him the garrisons which had been placed in their cities by Hannibal.
(Livy, 23,

21.— Id.,

24,

29.— Id.,

25,

2.)— VI. M.

Nobilior, was praetor in Spain A.U.C. 588, B.C. 196,
and carried the Roman arms to the Tagus, making himself master also of Toletum (Toledo), up to that period
deemed impregnable. Having obtained the consulship,
A.U.C. 565, he was intrusted with the war in Greece,

Roman troops in their march into
Campania. {Liv., 8, 14.) Not long after, however,
the Fundani incurred the displeasure of the senate for
having secretly aided the city of Privernum in a hostile
free passage to the

Roman territory, but, by a timely
submission, they escaped the threatened vengeance
Fundi received the right of voting A.U.C. 564, and
incursion into the

its citizens were enrolled in the .^inilian tribe.
It was subsequently colonized by the
38, 36.)
Horace's description
an soldiers of Augustus.
ridiculous importance assumed by the praetor of

will

be

in the recollection of

5, 34, scqq.

— Cramer's Anc.

most readers.

{Liv.,
veter-

of the

Fundi

{Sat., 1,

Italy, vol. 2, p. 122.)

FuRiA Lex, de Tcstamentis, by C. Furius

the

tri-

forbade any person to leave as a legacy
more than a thousand asses, and that he who took
more should pay fourfold. By the laws of the twelve
tables, one might leave what legacies he pleased.

bune.

It

(Cic, Ferr., 1,42.)
FuRi^E, the Furies, called also Dir(Z and Eumenides. These goddesses are frequently named by Homer,
In the Theogony,
but he says nothing of their origin.
they spring from the blood of Uranus, when mutilated
own
children
whose
they are acby his son Saturn,
while ^Eschylus and So})hocording to Empedocles
cles call them the children of Night.
{JEsch., Eu-

during which he took Ambracia, traversed Epirus as
conqueror, and reduced to submission the island of
Two years after this he was accused men., 317, ^XZ.-Soph., (Ed. Col., 40, 106.) The
Cephallenia.
before the senate of having maltreated the allies of the Orphic Hymns assign them the rulers of Erebus for
Roman people, but was acquitted of the charge, and parents. {Hymn., 70.) In the time of the AlexandieIn the year 573 an writers, the Furies, like the Fates, were three in
received the honour of a triumph.
he was elected censor along with ./Emilius Lepidus, number, and were named Alecto {Unceasing), Megaehis bitter foe.
Apprehending injury to the state from ra {Envicr or Denier), and Tisiphone {Blood-avenger).
their known enmity, the leading men of the senate ad- The Furies were worshipped at Athens as the revered
and at Sicyon as the ki7id (Eujured both individuals to lay aside their differences for {ae/xvai) goddesses
A reconciliation accord- fieviSeg) deities. It is generally thought that both of
the good of their country.
ingly look place, and nothing occurred to disturb these these appellations were propitiatory ones, and meant
Miiller, however, is of opinion, that the
friendly feelings during the rest of their joint magis- to appease.
Fulvius raised many public structures, a basil- term Eumenides, as applied to the Furies, is connecttracy.
He also constructed a port at the ed with old religious ideas, according to which, death
ica, a forum, &c.
mouth of the Tiber. (Liv., 33. 42.— 7rf 35, 7.— Id., and ruin, as well as life and welfare, were supposed to
20. 22, &c.)— VII. Q. Flaccus, was praetor A.U.C. emanate from one and the same source.
{Mulkr, Eu'
;

;

,

573, B.C. 181.

Urbicua

He

took, in this capacity, the city of

Farther Spain, and defeated the Celtiberi
in the battle of Ebura,
killing in this and in another
encounter 35,000 men.
On his return to Rome he
received a triumph, and in the same year (575) the
In A.U.C. 580 he was elected censor
consulship.
These two censors
along with Posthumius Albinus.
were the first that paved the streets of Rome, B.C.
174.
The next year he built a temple to Fortune,
and, to adorn it, carried off a large portion of the marble tiles from the
temple of the Lacinian Juno in
I^wer Italy. {Vid. Lacmium.) The senate comThe popular account
pelled him to restore these.
made him to have been deprived of reason for this act
in

of McrUege.

(Lip., 39,

56

et

40.—id.,

40,

IG.^VeU.

—

The external representation of theseis
goddesses, in the play of ..Eschylus called after them,
founded entirely on the fearful aspect of their ideal ilaIn their exterior configuration the poet seems to
ture.
have drawn a good deal on his own invention for the
earlier bards had no definite image of these goddesses

menid., p. 204.)

;

before their eyes ; and though there were in their temple
at Athens old carved images of the Semna, still their
to dramatic purposes.
figure could not be adapted
From the Gorgons ^schylus borrowed the snaky hair
of the Furies.
He took, no doubt, from these also
the pendent tongue, red with the lapped gore, and
the grinning mouth, which regularly characterizes the
The long penof art.
Gorgon head in ancient works
dent tongue,
moreover, is most likely the main type
^
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by which their resemblance to hounds was expressed. ilton, on an estate of Prince Borghese, knawn by the
{MuUer, Eumenid., p. 216, scq.) According to the name of Pantano dci Griffi.. { Visconti, Monumenti
more common mode of delineating the Furies, they Gabnii, Roma, 1792. Nibby, Viaggio Antiq., vol. 1,
Gabii is said to have been one of the numerare represented as brandishing each a torch in one p. 235.)
For some ous colonies founded by Alba {Dion. Hal., 4, 63), and
hand, and a scourge of snaites in the other.
remarks on the term Erinnyes, consult that article. an obscure tradition represented it as the place in
which Romulus and Remus were brought up. {Dion.
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 196.)
The artful manner
FuRii, a family which migrated from Medullia in Hal, 1, 84.— P/M^, Vit. Rom.)
to
settle
at
Rome under Romu- in which Tarquinius Superbus obtained possession of
Latium, and came
after
he
had
was
admitted
in
and
the
Camilfailed
the
Gabii,
lus,
among
patricians.
attempt by force of
.us was of this family, and it was he who first raised arms, is well known, as recorded by Livy (1, .58,

—

—

to distinction.

(P/u^, Vit. Camill.)
FuRi.VA, an early Latin goddess, whose name, in the
time of Varro, was hardly known to a few.
( Varro,
L. L., 5, 3 ) There was a sacred grove of this goddess beyond the Tiber (in which Caius Gracchus was
slain), and this, with the similitude of the name, led
Cicero and others to identify Furina with the Furies.
PZtt/., Vit. C. Gracch., c. 17.
(Czc, N. D., 3, 18
Martian, de Nupt., 2, 40.) The Furinalia were
celebrated on the 25th July.
{Keightley^s Mythology,
it

—

—

540, seq.)

p.

FuKias, M. Bibaculus, a Latin poet of Cremona,
who wrote a'nnals in Iambic verse. {Quintii, 10, 1,
96.) Horace ridicules him as a turgid and bombastic
writer.

(Sat., 2, 5, 39, seqq.)

Fuscos, Aristius, a friend of Horace, as conspicuous for integrity as for learning and abilities. The
poet addressed to him the 22d Ode of the First Book,
and also the 10th Epistle, 1st Book.
FusiA Lex, I. passed A.U.C. 690, ordained that,
in the Comiiia Tributa, the different kinds of people
each tribe should vote separately, that thus the sentiments of each rank might be known.
H. Caninia,
another, enacted A.U.C. 751, to check the manumission of slaves
limiting this manumission to a
in

—

;

number, proportioned to the whole amount
of slaves which one possessed
from two to ten, the
half
from ten to thirty, the third
from thirty to a
hundred, the fourth part; but not above a hundred,
whatever was the number. (Heinecc, Antiq. Rom.,
1, 7, 1.
Blair, on Slavery among the Romans, p.

certain

;

;

;

—

174.)

seqq.

—

Dio-n. Hal., 4, 53).

The

treachery of Sextus

for, after the
Tarquinius did not remain unpunished
expulsion of his family from Rome, he fell at Gabii,
a victim to his tyranny and oppression.
{Liv., 1, 60.)
According to the same historian, the Gauls received
their final defeat from Camillas near this city (5, 49).
This place suffered so much during the civil wars, that
it became
learn,
entirely ruined and deserted.
however, from several monuments discovered in the
excavations already referred to, that Gabii was raised
from this state of ruin and desolation under Antoninus
and Commodus, and that it became a thriving town.
In its more flourish{Visconti, Monumenti Gabini.)
ing days, Juno seems to have been held in peculiar
honour at Gabii, and the remains of her temple are
said to be still visible on the site of that city.
{Nibby,
;

We

The inhabiVtaggio Antiquario, vol. 1, p. 236.)
had a peculiar mode of folding or girdthe
in
order
to
more
freedom
to the
ing
toga,
give
tants of Gabii

mode of wearing
Cinctus Gabinus, or
"Gabine Cincture," the lappet was thrown back over
the left shoulder, and brought round under the right
arm to the breast; so that it girded the individual,
and made the toga shorter and closer. According to
Servius {ad Virg.,Mn 7, 612), the inhabitants of Gabii, while engaged in sacrificing, were suddenly attacked by the enemy, whereupon, not having time to array
themselves in arms, they tucked up their togas in this
when

person

motion.

in

was

the toga, which

In this

called the

,

manner, and advanced to meet the foe. Virgil (JEn.,
612) represents the Roman consul thus arrayed
when he opens the gates of the temple of Janus and
in this garb the Decii devoted themselves to death.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol 2, p. 50.)
7,

;

Gabina, the name of Juno, worshipped

682.— Vid.

at Gabii.

GaBjE, a city of Persia, in the province of Persis,
placed by Ptolemy southeast of Pasargada, on the
confines of Carmania.
Mannert makes it coincide

{Virg.,JEn.,

with the modern Darabgherd.
{Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 2,
H.
530, seqq.)
city of Sogdiana, southwest of
D'Anville supposes it to be the modern
Cyreschata.
Kauos ; Mannert, on the contrary, is in favour of the
modern Rabas, on the river Kressel, north of Samarcand.
Gabae was one
{Geogr., vol. 4, p. 460, 489.)
of the first places to which the exploits of Alexander
gave celebrity in this country. It is the same with
the Gabaza of Curtius.
{Quint. Curt., 8, 4, 1.)
Gabii, I. a town of the Sabines, near the Via Salaria,
and not far from Cures. Its site is now called Grotte di

in the public assemblies for electing magistrates, the
votes should be given by ballots, and not viva voce.
{Cic.,de Leg., 3, 16.)— II. Another, brought forward
It granted
by A. Gabinius the tribune, A.U.C. 685..
Pompey the power of carrying on the war against the
all
kings,
pirates during three years, and of obliging
governors, and states to supply him with all the ne-

—

p.

A

Torri, or simply Torri. ( Galetti, Gabio, antica citta di
Sabina, scoperta otj' e ora Torri, ovvero le Grotte di TorII. An ancient city of Latium,
ri, Roma, 4to, 1757.)
somewhat to the northwest of Tusculum, and beyond

—

the

river Veresis.

Its site corre(Strabo, 239.)
Strabo
sponds, as is thought, to the modern VOsa.
mentions that it was on the Via Praenestina, and about
100 stadia from Rome. Dionysius of Halicarnassus
little

gives the

same distance

(4,

53)

;

and Appian places

it

midway between Rome and Praeneste. {Bell. Civ., 5,
The Itineraries reckon twelve miles from Rome
23.)
These data enabled Holstenius and Fato this town.
bretti to fix the position of Gabii with sufficient accuracy at a place called VOsteria del Pantano; and this

opinion was satisfactorily confirmed by the discoveries
made here in 1792, under the direction of Gavin Ham-
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Gabinia Lex,
binius,

I.

the tribune,

Gabii, II.)

de Comitiis, proposed by A. GaA.U.C. 614. It required, that,

cessaries he wanted, over all the Mediterranean Sea,
and in the maritime provinces as far as 400 stadia

Man

—

Dio Cass.,
17.
sea.
{Cic, pro Leg.
HI. Another, de Usura, by Aul. Gabinius
36, 7.)
It ordained that no action
the tribune, A.U.C. 685.
should be granted for the recovery of any money borrowed upon small interest to be lent upon larger. This
from the

—

was

a usual practice at
of versuram facere.

name

,

Rome, which obtained the
Compare the remarks of

Rom. Ant., 3, 15, 14, p. 548, ed. Haubold.
Gabinius, I. Aulus, the author of what were termed,
from him, the Gabinian Laws, attached himself at first
When tribune
to Sylla, and afterward to Pompey.
of the commons, B.C. 69, he proposed a law giving
Pompey almost absolute control over the coasts of
the Mediterranean, together with the command of the
Heineccius,

sea

itself, for

the purpose of suppressing the Cilician

The leading men in the state endeavoured,
pirates.
but in vain, to prevent the passage of this law.
They
succeeded, however, in thwarting Gabinius' wish to

CKh^^^

GAD

GA

as one of Pompey's lieutenants, although the latter
for him as such.
Gabinius very probexpressly asked
in some other way,
ably was recompensed by Pompey
since, according to Cicero, he was so needy at the
time, and so corrupt in principle, that, had this law not
been passed, he would have turned pirate himself.
Having obtained the consulship, B.C. 68, he took
with Clodius against Cicero, and powerfully con-

Near it lay the smaJ
appellation is a Grecian one.
island Erythea, called by the inhabitants Juno's island.

go

part
The next year he
tributed to the e.xile of the latter.
obtained the government of Syria.
Judaea, which
was comprised in this province, was at that period a

{Vid. Erythea.)

own province. His object in passing into this
country was to reinstate Ptolemy, which he successfully effected, after two victories over his rebellious
The senate, highly incensed at his conduct,
subjects.
ordered him at last to return home and defend himself.
Having obeyed this mandate, he was immediThe interest of Caeately accused of high treason.
sar and Pompey, however, obtained his acquittal.
He
was immediately after accused of extortion, and was
of his

successful, notwithstanding the same powerful
influence was exerted in his behalf; and even Cicero

less

himself, yielding to the solicitations of Pompey, acGabinius was contually appeared as his advocate.

Gades came

into the

power of the

Carthaginians in the first Punic war, and in the second surrendered itself voluntarily to the Romans.
From Julius Caesar it received the name and priviand in a later age it was
leges of a Roman colony
Hercules, surnaraed
styled Augusta Julia Gaditana.
Gaditanus, had here a celebrated temple. {Plin., I.
;

2, 17. ~Liv., 28, 27.— Justin., 44, 5.)
Gaditanus Sinus, now the Bay of Cadiz.
Gaditanum Fretum, now the Straits of Gibraltar.

c.—Flor.,

to the rival claims of

scene of trouble, owing
HyrcaGabinius defeatnus and Aristobulus to the throne.
ed Aristobulus in a great battle near Jerusalem, and
then wrote home to the senate, and claimed a thanksThis was refused him, and he
giving for his victory.
was ordered to return. Disobeying the authority of
the senate, he continued in command, and acted in
He even
the most arbitrary and oppressive manner.
had the hardihood to march into Egypt, thus violating
a positive law by making war beyond the boundaries

r

{Vid. Abyla and Calpe.)
G^tulIa, a country of Africa, south of Numidia,

and now answering in some degree to Biledulgerid,
Its situation and limits are
or the region of locusts.
not properly ascertained, and, indeed, do not seem to
Isidorus (c. 9) gives a
have been always the same.
" Goetuli
curious account of the origin of the Gaetuli :
Getce dicuntur fuisse, qui ingenti agmine a locis suis
navibus conscendentes loca Syrtium in Libya occupaverunt : et, quia ex Gelis venerant, derivato nomine
This statement is very
GcEtuli cognominati sunt."*^
but
properly refuted by the president Des Brosses
he himself assigns an etymology just as uncertain,
"a
flock," on
namely, from the Phoenician term Geth,
;

the supposition that they were a shepherd- race. {Flor. ,
\2.—Mela, 1, 4.— Plin., 5, I.— Id., 21, 13, &c.)
Gaius {vid. remarks under Caius), one of the Ro-

4,

man

classical

jurists,

whose works

entitle

him

to a

place among the great writers on law, such as Papinian, Paulus, and Ulpian.
Nothing is known of the
personal history of Gaius beyond the probable fact

he wrote under Antonimis Pius and AureUus.
largely used in the compilation of
"
Pandects," which contain extracts
" Instifrom his writings under various heads. The
tutions" of Gaius were probably the earliest attempt
to present a sketch of the Roman law in the form of
an elementary text-book. This work continued in
general use till the compilation of the Institutes of
Justinian, which were not only mainly based on the
that

demned to perpetual banishment. After an exile of His works were
some years he was recalled by Caesar, and remained the " Digest" or
thenceforth attached to the party of the latter.
Subsequently to the battle of Pharsalia, he was sent into
Illyricum with some newly levied-legions, but his army

was almost destroyed, in several encounters, by the
barbarians, and he was compelled to shut himself up

in Salona, where he died of a malady
brought on
by chagrin at his discomfiture. His death happened Institutions of Gaius, but, like this earlier work, were
about A.U.C. 707.
(Czc, pro Dom., 9.— Id., pro divided into four books, with the same general distriLeg. Man., 17.—Id., Phil., 14, S.—Plut., Vit. Pomp. bution of the subject-matter as that adopted by him.
n. A Roman general under The Institutions of Gaius appear to have been negId., Vit. Cic, &c.)
Claudius, about A.D. 31, who gained some successes lected after the promulgation of Justinian's compilaover the Germans.
All that remained was
tion, and were finally lost.
Gabinus Cinctus. Vid. Gabii.
the detached pieces collected in the Digest, and what
Gauks (turn), Gadis {is), and Gadira, a flourishing could be gathered from the *' Breviarium Alaricicommercial city of Spain, at the mouth of one of the anum," as the code of the Visigoths is sometimes
arms of the Baetis, now Cadiz. It was founded by called. But in 1816, Niebuhr discovered a manua Phoenician colony about 1500 B.C.,
which
according to script in the library of the chapter of Verona,
some others, however, make its foundation coeval he ascertained to be a treatise on the Roman law, and
with that of Utica, and this last to have been 287 which Savigny, founding his opinion on the specimens

—

—

;

Its name in Phoenician was
years before Carthage.
Gaddir, and signified a hedge or hmit, as it was thought
that here were the western limits of the world.
Thus
*'
Pczni Gaddir, ita Ptinica linPliny (4, 36) remarks,
"
gua septum significante," and Solinus(c. 23), Qtiam
Tyrii, a Rubro profecii mari, Erythream, Pceni lingua
sua Gaddir, id est sepem, nominarunt.^^ The Greek

—

name

is

Tddeipa, and hence

we have

Tddeipa- rd rrFpLippdyfiaTa, ^olviKeg.

in

Hesychius,

(Compare

Hebrew form Gederah, which Gesenius

the

defines

a
place surrounded with a wall, into which the shepherds drove their flocks by night, for security
against
wild animals.
Consult also Gesenius, Geschichte der

Hebraischen Sprache und Schrift, p. 227.)
It was
situate on a small island of the same
name, which
was separated from the main land by a strait
only one
stadium wide. This island is said to have abounded
at an
early period with wild olive-trees, and to have
been hence named Cotinusa {Konvovaa), not
by the
early inhabitants of the land,

however, as some of the
ancient writers
thought, but by the Greeks ; for the

published by Niebuhr, conjectured to be the InstituThis conjecture was soon fully contions of Gaius.
firmed, though the MS. has no author's name on it.

Goschen, Bekker, and Hoilweg undertook

exam-

to

ine and copy this MS., an edition of which appeared at Berlin in 1820, by the first of these scholars.
To form some idea of the labour necessary to deciof
pher this MS., and of the patient perseverance
those who undertook this formidable task, the reader
is

referred to the report of
of Berlin, Nov. 6th, 1817.

Goschen

to the

Acade-

A

second examination
of this MS. was made by Bluhme, and a new editfi5I^
of the Institutions was published by Goschen, at Beran exact copy ol
lin, in 1824, which presents us with
the MS., with all its deficiencies, and contains a most
used by the copyist
copious list of all the abbreviations
of the
of Gaius.— The Institutions of Gaius form one
most valuable additions that have been made

my

m

nr^dTne
ern times to our knowledge of the Roman law.
fourth book is particularly useful for the information
which it contains on actions and the forms of proce-
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style of Gaius, like that of all the classijurists, is

perspicuous and yet concise.

One

Spain when Julius Vindex, the proconsul of Celtic
Galba joined Vindex, and
Gaul, rose against Nero.
Otho, governor of Lusitania, followed his example.
The assembled multitudes saluted Galba as emperor
and Augustus but he declared that he was only acting as the lieutenant of the senate and people of Rome,
in order to put an end to the disgraceful
tyranny of
Nero.
The praetorian guards soon after, having re-

of the most useful editions is that by Klenze
and Bocking (Berhn, 1829), which contains the Institutions o( Gaius and Justinian, so arranged as to present a parallelism, and to furnish a proof, if any yet
were wanting, that the MS. of Verona is the genuine
work of Gaius. (Encycl. Us. KnowL, -vol. 11, p. 34.
Consult Goschen, on the ^^ Res QiiotidiancB*^ of volted against Nero, proclaimed Galba, and the senate
Galba hastened from
Gaius, in the Zeitsckrift filr Geschichtliche Rechtwis- acknowledged him as emperor.
scTischaft, Berlin, 1815, and Hugo, Lehrbuch der Spain to Rome, where he began by calling to account
those favourites of Nero who had enriched themselves
Gesch. des Rom. Rechts.)
Gala\this, a servant-maid of Alcmena, whose sa- by proscriptions and confiscations, and by the senseless
eased the sufferings of her mistress.
When prodigality of that prince ; but it was found that most
facity
uno resolved to retard the birth of Hercules, and of them had already dissipated their ill-gotten wealth.
;

—

hasten the labours of the wife of Sthenelus, she

soli-

cited the aid of Lucina, who immediately repaired to
the dwelling of Alcmena, and, in the form of an aged

female, sat near the door with her feet crossed and
In this posture she uttered some mafingers joined.
gical words, which served to prolong the sufferings
of Alcmena.
Alcmena had already passed some days
in the most excruciating torments, when Galanthis began to suspect the jealousy of Juno ; and concluded
that the female, who continued at the door always in
the same posture, was the instrument of the anger of
Influenced by these suspicions, Galanthe goddess.
this ran out of the house, and with a countenance exof joy, she informed the aged stranger that
pressive
her mistress had just brought forth.
Lucina, at these
words, rose from her posture, and that instant Alcme-

Galba, or, rather, his confidants who governed him,
then proceeded against the purchasers of their property,
and confiscations became again the order of the day.
The new emperor, at the same time, exercised great
parsimony in his administration, and endeavoured to
enforce a strict discipline among the soldiers, who had
been used to the prodigality and license of the previous

Being past seventy years of age, Galba, on
reign.
this and other accounts, soon became the object of

popular dislike and ridicule, his favourites were hated,
and revolts against him broke out in various quarters,
several of which were put down and punished severeGalba thought of strengthening himself by adoptly.
ing Piso Licinianus, a young patrician of considerable
personal merit, as Caesar and his successor
upon
which Otho, who had expected to be the object of his
na was safely delivered. The laugh which Galanthis choice, formed a conspiracy among the guards, who
raised upon this, made Lucina suspect that she had proclaimed him emperor.
Galba, unable to walk,
She seized Galanthis by the hair, caused himself to be carried in a litter, hoping to supbeen deceived.
and
transformed her into press the mutiny
threw her on the ground,
but, at the appearance of Otho's
This whole armed partisans, his followers left him, and even the
a weasel.
{Ovid, Met., 9, 306, segq.)
fable is connected with a legend prevalent among the litter-bearers threw the old man down and ran away.
Thebans, that, when Alcmena was suffering from the Some of the legionaries came up and put Galba to death,
pangs of parturition, a weasel {yaXr}) ran by and terri- after a reign of only seven months, counting from the
Galba was 72 years
fied her by its sudden appearance, and that the terror time of Nero's death, A.D. 68.
He was succeeded by
thus excited eased her throes and produced a happy old when he was taken off.
{Mlian, V. H., 12, 5.) Hence the weasel Otho, but only for a short time, as Vitellius supersedelivery.
was highly revered by the Thebans, and was called ded him, and Vespasian soon after superseded VitelTacit., Hist., l,^,seqq.
by them the nurse of Hercules. {Clem. Alex., Protr., lius. {Sueton., Vit. Galb.
;

—

;

—

p.

—Dio

25, 6.)

Cass., 63,

29.— id.,

64,

1,

seqq.)

Galenus, Claudius, a celebrated physician, born at
latia.)
Pergamus about 131 A.D, His father, an able archiGALAT.ffiA and Galath.<3Ea, a sea-nymph, daughter tect and good mathematician, gave him a liberal eduShe was passionately loved by cation. His anatomical and medical studies were comof Nereus and Doris.
Strathe Cyclops Polyphemus, whom she treated with dis- menced under Satyrus, a celebrated anatomist
GalatuE, the inhabitants of Galatia.

(Vid. Ga-

;

while Acis, a shepherd of Sicily, enjoyed her
The union, however, of the
unbounded affection.
two lovers was destroyed by the jealousy of Polyphemus, who crushed his rival with a fragment of rock,

dain

;

lonicus, a disciple of the Hippocratic school ; and .^sAfter the death
chrion, a follower of the Empirics.
of his father he travelled to Alesandrea, at that time

most famous school of medicine in the world.
His studies were so zealously and successfully pursued,
that he was publicly invited to return to his native

the

on him from an overhanging height.
Galataea was inconsolable for the loss of Acis, and
as she could not restore him to life, she changed him

country.

into a stream.

when

which he

9,

rolled

34 he settled himself at Rome,
became so great from the success
of his practice, and more especially from his great
103.)
Galatia or Gallogr^cia, a country of Asia knowledge of anatomy, that he quickly drew upon him{Ovid, Met., 13, 789.

— Virg., Mn.,

At

the age of

his celebrity

He beMinor, lying south of Paphlagonia, west of Pontus, self the jealousy of all the Roman physicians.
and northeast of Phrygia. {Vid. Gallo-Graecia.)
came physician to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius. At
Galba, I. Sergius, an orator anterior to Cicero. the solicitation, also, of many philosophers and men of
WTiile holding the government of Spain, he treacher- rank, he commenced a course of lectures on Anatomy ;
Having been but the jealousy of his rivals quickly compelled him to
ously murdered 30,000 Lusitanians.
accused for this by Cato the Censor, he was about to discontinue them, and eventually to leave Rome enbe condemned, when he wrought upon the feelings tirely. Many particulars of his life may be gathered
we are unacquainted, however,
of the people by embracing before them his two sons, from his own writings
This saved him. {Cic, Orat., 1, with the period of his return home, as well as that of
still quite young.
All that we can learn is merely that he
II. Servius Sulpitius, a celebrated Roman law- his death.
53
;

">

—

—

III. Servius Sulpitius,
yer, father of the emperor.
born in the reign of Augustus, of a patrician family,
in
served with distinction
Gerrnany, was afterward

was

still

of
living in the reign

Septimius Severus.

—

Galen was a most prolific writer. Though a portion
of his works were lost by the conflagration of his dwelland subsequently in His- ing, or have been destroyed by the lapse of time, still
proconsul, first in Africa,
of his surviving and
pania Tarraconensis, in which office he gained a repu- we have the following productions
He was still in in print. 1. Eighty-two treatises, the genuineness of
tation for justice and moderation.
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2. Eighteen of rather
is now well established.
3. Nineteen fragments, more or less
doubtful origin.
4. Eighteen commentaries on the
extensive in size.
To these published works
works of Hippocrates.
roust be added thirty or forty treatises or parts of treain manuscript in the public litises, which still exist

which

—

of works that are lost,
on medical subjects,
and sixty-eiglit.
one
hundred
13 supposed to have been
The instruction which Galen had received in the princisects of medical philosophy, had
ples of the different
with the various errors of
given him an acquaintance
each, and he speaks of them at all times in the lanThe school which was
guage of no measured contempt.
founded by himself may justly merit the title of Eclecwere a mixture of the philosophy
tic, for its doctrines
of Plato, of the physics and logic of Aristotle, and of
braries of

Europe.

among which were

The number

fifty

that treated

—

On many octhe practical knowledge of Hippocrates.
casions he expresses himself strongly on the superiority

but upon those matters
which do not admit of being objects of experience, such
as the nature of the soul, he confesses his ignorance,
and his inability to give any plausible explanation.
Among the productions of Galen that are of a philothe following
sophical character, may be enumerated
A treatise " On the best Doctrine" against Phavorinus
a dissertation " On the opinions of Hippocrates and
Plato ;" " a commentary on the Timaeus of Plato,"
" On Dialectics."
Galen has been
and several

of theory to

mere empiricism

;

—
:

;

pieces

frequently censured for impiety ; but his Demonstration
of Divine Wisdom from the structure of the human
" On the uses of the
parts of the
body, in his treatise
human body," is a sufficient refutation of this calumny.

—The following sketch of

the professional charac-

ter of this celebrated physician is given by Dr. Adams.
'•
medicine, and every science allied
Galen, to

whom

are under so great obligations, was a man skilled
in all philosophy, a profound reasoner, an ardent admirer of truth, a worthy member of society, and a disto

it,

Throughout, as the learned Mr. Harris has well remarked, he, in imitation of Aristotle, inculcates, with
irresistible strength of argument, the great doctrine of
Final Causes, maintaining, in opposition to the Epicureans, that Means do not lead to Ends, but Ends to
Means. As to his Physiology, it is in general founded upon careful dissection, accurate experiment, and
so that, in most instances
philosophical induction
where it has been departed from, subsequent experience has shown the correctness of its doctrines. Thus
the distribution of the nerves into nerves of sensation
;

nerves of muscular motion, and the distinction between the characters of the cerebral and spinal nerves,
although clearly pointed out by him, and acquiesced in
by Oribasius, Theophilus, and Nemesius among his
countrymen, and by Rhazes, Serapion, Avicenna,
Avenzoar, and Averrhoes among the Arabians ; nay,
though admitted by his modern rival Vesalius, were
anji

overlooked or denied by subsequent physiologists, until the doctrine was lately revived by an intelligent lecIn the hands of several
turer on anatomy in London.
English and French experimentalists, this theory has
undergone diflferent modifications but I will venture
to predict, that, when time has deprived it of the charm
of novelty, the additions and alterations which have
been made by modern hands upon the ancient doctrine, will be found to be rather blemishes than im;

With

provements.
teries

regard to the functions of the ar-

and veins, Galen's views must be admitted

to

but has the celebrated
theory of Harvey removed all the difficulties, and cleared away all the obscurity, which hung over this imLet the following
portant department of physiology 1
declaration, by one of the most distinguished among
the present physiologists of France, be taken as a test
of the degree of precision which now prevails upon this

be not very distinctly defined

;

deux ouvrages de Physiologie^
de Medicine, ou la circulation soit decrite
le
meme
maniere.'
et consideree dans
{Magendr,e^
Jour, de Phys.) At all events, it is clear that Galen
had the merit of establishing two important facts re'

subject

deux

:

II

n'existe pas

traites

Though, actinguished ornament of his profession.
cording to his own account, unambitious of fame, he
which
for
fourteen
centuries
was above garding the function of the arteries first, that they
a
name
acquired
not vapour or gas, as mentioned by
every other name in his profession, and even now contain blood, and
shall give a Erasistratus
stands pre-eminently illustrious.
and, secondly, that it is the expansion or
hasty sketch of his merits in the different branches of diastole of the artery which is the cause of the influx of
medical science to which he directed his attention. the blood, and not the influx of the blood which is the
The former of
"Wisely judging that an acquaintance with the minute cause of the expansion of the artery.
structure of the human body was an indispensable prep- these facts Harvey himself does him the justice of allowaration to a knowledge of its derangements, he de- ing that he maintained ; and a late French physiologist,
voted himself ardently to the study of anatomy, in Dumas, compliments him for having held the latter opinwhich his works evince that he was eminently skilled. ion, although it is at variance with Harvey's views reIn his work on. the Natural
In his Administrationes AnatomiccB particularly, almost specting the circulation.
eyery bone and process of bone, every twig of nerve, Faculties he has expressed fully his sentiments upon a
every ramification of bloodvessel, every viscus, mus- subject which is still far from being cleared up ; but it is
remarkable, that very lately a theory has been advanced,
cle, and gland, with which modern anatomists are acquainted, are described by him with a degree of minute- which corresponds, in a great degree, with the doctrine
I allude to Dutrochet's famous
ness which will surprise those who entertain a mean advocated by Galen.
Vesalius, indeed, a theory of the Endosmose and Exosmose, which powers,
opinion of the Galenical anatomy.
zealot for human dissection in the days of the Emperor if I mistake not, are but different names for the AttractCharles the Fifth, strenuously attacks the accuracy of ive and Expulsive Faculties of Galen.
Operative Surand as he was constantly gery is the department of his profession which is least
his anatomical descriptions
on the lookout for mistakes, he is no doubt sometimes indebted to him and yet even here he has left some
He has
successful in attaining the object of his search
but, monuments of his boldness and ingenuity.
in other instances, while endeavouring to set Galen described minutely an operation performed by him upon
himself.
For example, he the chest of a young man, by which he perforated the
right, he only goes wrong
finds fault with Galen for saying that the fourth ven- breast-bone, and laid bare the heart, in order to give
tricle of the brain is lined by a membrane
but it is vent to a collection of matter seated in the thorax.
now well ascertained that here Galen was right, while The subject of Ulcers is handled by him very scientifiIt is to be
his censurer was
In fact, the justness of Ve- cally in his book De Mcthodo Medendi.
wrong.
salius' strictures has been too easily acquiesced in, remarked, that his definitions and divisions of ulcers
best Engour
of
one
although most of them had been previously rebutted are the same as those adopted by
His
Galen's treatise De usu lish writers on this subject, Mr. Benjamin Bell.
by the learned Eustachius.
Partiuni' is replete with accurate anatomical descrip- Commentaries on Hippocrates show his acquaintance
tions, ingenious physiological theory, and sound theolo- with Fractures and Dislocations.— 0//fy^tenc, or the
gy, and in all these respects need not fear a com- Art of Preserving Health, he treated at great length ir.
His treatise De Fac^
parison with our Paley's work on natural theology. a work consisting of six books,
X z
;

Wc

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

*

—

X

^9
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Aliment orum contains very important observaon the nature of aliments, and furnishes an exIt
position of his opinion on the subject of Dietetics.
need not fear a comparison with the work lately pubI do not state this in dislished on Diet by Dr. Paris.
paragement of the latter, whom I esteem to be a very
ultate

tions

I

among

Sea of Tiberias or Lake of Gennesareth. Galaccording to Josephus, was very populous, contained 204 cities and towns, and paid 200 talents ia
tribute.
Its principal city was Caesarea Pbilippi.
The
to the

ilee,

inhabitants of Galilaga were very industrious, and, being bold and intrepid soldiers, they bravely resisted the
nations around them.
The Jews of Judaea regarded
them with much contempt. Their language was a
corrupt and unpolished dialect of Syriac, with a mixIt was probably this corrupt
ture of other languages.
dialect that led to the detection of Peter as one of

other of his works, but upon the whole he has given no
comprehensive treatise upon the practice of physic.
His most complete treatises are those entitled De CuThe
ratione, ad Glauconem, and the Ratio Curandi.

—

Materia Medica and Pharmacy appear to have been the
objects of his particular study, and both are handled by
him in several of his works. Though his list of medicinal articles, taken from the vegetable kingdom, be
less numerous than that of Dioscorides, he has described more animal and mineral substances.
His
treatise De Medicinis secundum locos contains a copious list of pharmaceutical preparations and that part
of it on Compositions for the Eyes might, I am convinced, be consulted with advantage by the oculists of

Our Saviour
Christ's disciples.
{Mark, 14, 70.)
called a Galilean {Matt., 26, 69), because he was
brought up at Nazareth, a city of Galilaea ; and as his
was

apostles were mostly, if not all, natives of this prov" men of Galince, they also are called Galileans and
This country was most honilee."
{Acts, 1, 11.)

;

all his

To this part Jooured by our Saviour's presence.
here
seph and Mary returned with him from Egypt
he lived till he was thirty years of age, and was baptized by John
hither he returned after his baptism
and temptation
and in this province was his place of
The
residence when he commenced his ministry.
population being very great, he had more opportunion
ties of doing good here than in any other portion
which account, probably, he made it his principal
abode. After his resurrection he directed his apostles
to come to Galilee to converse with him.
{Matt.,
;

works, none was long so

much studied and commented upon as the one entitled
Ars Medica, respecting which Kiihn remarks
Est
IS in Galeni libris, quem grata erga tantum
virumposteritas (Bstimavit longe maximi, qucm omnes scholce explicabant, quem medici diurna nocturnaque manu versabant, quem legisse dcbehant ecu librum Galeni max-

;

'

:

;

;

ime authenticum omnes, cujusque puncta debebant explicare, speciminis causa prius, quam licentiam praxeos mediccc exercendce consequerentur.''
Of a treatise
long so celebrated, and now so little known, it is scarce-

express an opinion, lest we should be reduced
to the alternative of either reproaching antiquity for
want of sense, or modern times for want of discernment.
At all events, however, we may venture to affirm, that, if the Doctrine of the Temperaments have
any foundation in nature, no one had ever studied them
more attentively, or described them with greater preIn sevcision, than Galen has done in this treatise.
eral works he gives an elaborate system of the Arterial Pulses, which, as usual with his doctrines, was ta-

inhabitants, Egyptians, Arabians, and Phoe-

]>ower Galilee, which con{Strah., 760.)
tained the tribes of Zebulon and Asher, was adjacent

—

the

its

nicians.

judicious authority, but to intimate my opinion that we
have not advanced much in the knowledge of this
branch since the time of Galen.
Of most diseases
he has treated either fully or cursorily in some part or

— Of
present day.

the mountainous nature of the country, to maintain
themselves against all invaders.
Strabo enumerate*

28. 7.

— Consult,

in relation

to this country, the fol-

—

lowing parts of Scripture Josh., 20, 7, and 21, 32.
1
Kings, 9, 11.—2 Kings, 15, 29.— 1 Chron., 6, 76.
—Isaiah, 9, I.— Matt., 2, 22; 3, 13; 4, 12.— Luke,
4, 14.— JoAn, 7, U.—Acts, 5, 37, and 10, 37.)
Galli, I. a warlike race of antiquity. {Vid. GalII. A name borne by the priests of Cybele.
lia.)
:

ly safe to

—

{Vid. Cybele.)

Gallia, an extensive and populous country of Eubounded on the west by the Atlantic, on the
north by the Insula Batavorum and part of the Rhenus or Rhine, on the east by the Rhenus and the Alps,
ken up by all subsequent writers and abridged ex- and on the south by the Pyrenees. The greatest
positions of it may be found in Philaretus, Paulus breadth was 600 English miles, but much diminished
The towards each extremity, and its length was from 480
jEgineta, Actuarius, Rhazes, and Avicenna.
reader may find some candid remarks upon it in Bor- to 620 miles.
It was therefore more extensive than
den's Physiology, who, although an advocate for a new modern France before the Revolution, though inferior
system, gives not an unfair statement of the system of to the kingdom under Napoleon, which was 650 miles
Galen." The best edition of Galen is that of Kiihn,
broad from north to
long from east to west, and 560
19 vols. 8vo, Lips., 1821-1830.
Gaul was originally divided among the three
south.
Galerius, a Roman emperor. {Vid. Maximianus.) great nations of the Belgae, the Celtae, and the AquiGalesus, I. now Galeso, a river of Calabria, flow- tani. The Romans called the inhabitants of this
The poets have cele- country by one general name, Galli, while the Greeks
ing into the bay of Tarentum.
brated it for the shady groves in its neighbourhood, and
The Greeks called the country
styled them Celtag.
the fine sheep which fed on its fertile banks, whose itself Galatia, Celtica (KfAri/c^), and Celto-Galatia ;
fleeces were said to be rendered soft by bathing in the the last for distinction' sake from Galatia in Asia Mi-

—

rope,

I

;

—

stream. {Martial, Ep.,2,A9;

^,28.— Virg., G.,4,

A

126.

Of

nor.

the three great nations of Gaul, the Celtae

were the most extensive and indigenous, and the Beltium, killed as be attempted to make a reconciliation gae the bravest. The Celtae extended from the Sequaand
between the Trojans
Rutulians, when Ascanius na or Seine in the north, to the Garumna or Garonne
had killed the favourite stag of Tyrrheus, which was in the south. Above the Celtae lay the Belgse, between
the prelude of all the enmities between the hostile na- the Seine and Lower Rhine.
They were intermixed
The Aquitani lay between the
with Germanic tribes.
tions.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 535.)
Galil.«a, a celebrated country of Palestine, form- Garonne and Pyrenees, and were intermingled with
Josephus {Bell. Jud., 3, 3) Spanish tribes. These three great divisions, however,
ing the northern division.
divides it into Upper and Lower, and he states that were subsequently altered by Augustus, B.C. 27, who
the limits of Galilee were, on the south, Samaris and extended Aquitania into Celtica as far as the Liger or
It contained four Loire ; the remainder of Celtica above the Liger was
Scythopolis to the flood of Jordan.
from the colony of Lugtribes, Issachar, Zebulon, Naphthali, and Asher; a called Gallia Lugdunensis,
and part of Peraea, or the country dunum, Lyons ; and the rest of Celtica towards the
part also of Dan,
the title of BelUpper Galilee was mountainous, Rhine was added to the Belgae under
beyond Jordan.
and was called Galilee of the Gentiles, from the hea- gica lastly, the south of Gaul, which, from having
the
Romans, had
then nations established there, who were enabled, by been the first provinces possessed by
530

—Horat., Od.,

2, 6,

10.)— II.

rich inhabitant of

La-

;
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been styled Gallia Provincia, was distinguished by the
name of Narbonensis, from the city of Narbo or NarThis province was anciently called also Galbonne.
lia Braccata, from the bracca or under-garments worn

flint or shells ; clubs ; spears hardened in the
and named gais (in Latm gasum, in Greek yaiGOV and yaiaoi) ; and others called cate'ies^ which they
hurled all on fire against the enemy. (In Gaelic, gatk-

with
fire,

"

pronounced ga-te, signifies a fiery dart.") Forin proeign traffic, however, made them acquainted,
cess of time, with arms of iron, as well as with the
art of manufacturing them for themselves from the
Among the arms
copper and iron of their own mines.
1. General remarks on the Gallic race.
of metal which thenceforward came into use, may be
of
As far back as we can penetrate into the history
mentioned the long sabre of iron or copper, and a pike
the West, we find the race of the Gauls occupying that resembling our halberds, the wound inflicted by which
between
the
For a long time the TransalRhine, was considered mortal.
part of the continent comprehended
the Alps, the Mediterranean, the Pyrenees, and the pine, as well as the Cisalpine, warriors of the Gallic
Ocean, as well as the two great islands situate to the race had rejected the use of defensive armour as innorthwest, opposite the mouths of the Rhine and consistent with true courage
and, for a long period,
Of these two islands, the one nearer the con- an absurd point of honour had induced them even to
Seine.
" White Island."
tinent was called Alb-in,
{Alb sig- strip off their vestments, and engage naked with the
*'
"
nifies
This prejudice, however, the fruit of an ostenhigh" and white :" inn, contracted from innis, foe.
means ''island." Compare the remark of Pliny, 14, tatious feeling natural to the race, was almost entirely
" Alb^ion
The numerous relainsula, sic dicta ab albis rupibiis quas efiaced in the second century.
16,
mare alluit.''^) The other island bore the name of tions formed between the Gauls and the Massiliots,
*'
" Isle of the West"
the Italians, and
Er-in^
(from Eir or lar,
Carthaginians, had at first spread a taste
inhabitants

while Gallia Celtica was

styled
by the
uomata, from the long hair worn by the natives. These
four great provinces, in later ages, were called the four
Gauls, and subdivided into 17 others.
;

teth,

;

—

west").

The

continental territory received the speof Galltachd, "Land of the Galls."

cial appellation

The term

more

Gaidhealtachd, is still applied to the highlands of Scotland.
From this word the Greeks formed TaTiarla (Galatia),
and from this latter the generic name of Ta7[,a.Tat.
The Romans proceeded by an inverse method, and
Gaeltachd, or,

correctly,

armour, as a personal decoration, among the Gallic
in a short time the conviction of its utility was
of Rome and
superadded and the military costume
Greece, adopted on the banks of the Loire, the Rhone,
and the Saone, formed a singular combination with
To a helmet of metal,
the ancient array of the Gaul.

for

tribes

;

;

denommation

of greater or less value according to the fortune of the
warrior, were attached the horns of an elk, buflfalo, or
there was a headpiece represtag ; while for the rich
the whole being
senting some bird or savage beast;
surmounted by a bunch of plumes, which gave to the

some

warrior a gigantic appearance.
{Diod. Sic, 5, 28.)
Similar figures were attached to their bucklers, which
were long, quadrangular, and painted with the brightThese representations served as devices
est colours.

from the generic term Galli deduced the geographical

The population of Gaul was
Gallia.
divided into families or tribes, forming among themselves many distinct communities or nations.
These
nations generally assumed names deduced from some
feature of the country in which they dwelt, or from
Oftentimes they
peculiarity in their social state.
united together, in their turn, and formed confederations or leagues.
Such were the confederations of
the Celtae, .^Edui, Armorici, Arvemi, &c.
The Gaul
was robust and of tall stature. His complexion was
fair, his eyes blue, his hair of a blond or chestnut colour, to which he endeavoured to give a red or flaming

—

hue by certain applications.

The

{Plin., 28, 12.

was worn

—Martial,

one time
on the shoulders, at another gathered up and
confined on the top of the head.
(LHod. Sic, 5, 28.)
8, 33.)

hair itself

long, at

floating

The

beard was allowed to grow by the people at large ;
the nobles, on the other hand, removed it from the
face, excepting the upper lip, where they wore thick

mustaches.

{Diod. Sic,

I.

c)

The

attire

common

the tribes consisted of pantaloons or braccce
(braca, bracca, braga ; brykan in Cymraig ; bragu in
These were of striped materials.
Arraoric).
(In
to all

means " a stripe.") They wore also a
short cloak, having sleeves, likewise formed of striped
materials, and descending to the middle of the thigh.
Over this was thrown a short cloak or
(Strabo, 196.)
Celtic hreac

—

{sae, Armoric.
Compare Isidor., Origin., 19,
24), striped like the shirt, or else adorned with flowers
dnd other ornamental work, and, among the rich, su-

sagum

perbly embroidered with silver and gold. {Virg., Xn.,
It
8, 660.— Si/. Ital., 4, Ib'i.—Diod. Sic, 5, 28.)

covered the back and shoulders, and was secured under
the chin by a clasp of metal.
The lower classes, however, wore in place of it the skin of some animal, or
else a thick and coarse woollen
covering, called, in
the Gallo-Kimric dialects, Unn or lenn.
(In Arnwric
"
ten means
a covering ;" and in Gaelic lein signifies
"a soldier's cloak." Compare the Latin Ictna and
the Greek Xatva and ;j;ylarva. )^The Gauls
possessed

—

a strong taste for personal decoration
it was custom
ary with the rich and powerful to adorn themselves
with a profusion of collars, bracelets, and
rings of gold.
:

—The

{Strabo, 196.)

At first, hatchets

offensive

arms of the nation were.

and knives of stone

;

arrows pointed

for

the warriors

;

oJ
they were emblems by means
to characterize himself or strike

which each one sought

—

(Compare Vegetius, 2, 18. Sil.
148.)— A buckler and casque after this model ;
a cuirass of wrought metal, after the Greek and Roman fashion, or a coat of mail formed of iron rings,
after the manner of Gaul {Varro, L. L., 4, 20); an
enormous sabre hanging on the right thigh, and susiron or brass from a belt glittering
pended by chains of
a colwith gold and silver, and adorned with coral
around the arm and on the
of
bracelets,
terror into the foe.
Ital., 4,

;

gold
rings
middle finger {Plin., 33, 1); pantaloons; a sagum
shoulders ; in fine, long red musthe
from
hanging
such were the martial equipments and such
taches
the appearance of an Arvernian, .-Eduan, or Bitungan
noble.— Hardy, daring, impetuous, born, as it were,
at
for martial eriterprises, the Gallic race possessed,
and active turn of mind.
the same time, an

lar,

;

ingenious
in equalling their Phoenician and
Grecian instructers in the art of mining. The same
which the Spaniards had attained in temsuperiority to
Gauls acquired in the preparation of
pering steel, the
them the honour of varibrass.
Antiquity assigns to
the
ous useful inventions, which had hitherto escaped
The proearlier civilization of the East and of Italy.

They were not slow

that
cess of tinning was discovered by the Bituriges ;
Ihe
of veneering by the iEdui.
{Plin., 34, 17.)
not without reputation. {Phn.,
dyes, too, of Gaul were
and boulter
In agriculture, the wheel-plough
8, 48.)
7c/. iM.,
were Gallic discoveries. {Plin., 18, 18.-the
employthe
too,
With
Gauls,
originated
IS, 11.)
b,
ment of marl for enriching the soil. {Phn., 18,
Lozerc, among the Cxaseqq.) The cheeses of Mount
and two kinds made among
bali; those of Nemausus;
after by he
the Alps, became, in time, much sought
49
although the Italinhabitants of Italy {Plin., H,
Gallic cheeses a savour
ians generally ascribed to the
medicinal. {Phn.,
of too acid a nature and somewhat
;
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also prepared various kinds of fersuch as barley-beer, called cercvisia
old French, Cervoise ; in Cym{Plin., 22, 15.
another kind of beer, made
raig, Cwrv.); and likewise
from corn, and in which honey, cumin, and other in{Postdan., ap Athen., 4, 13.)
gredients were mingled.

intemperate persons, and were, besides, punished witU
In preparing for fora heavy fine.
{Strabo, 196.)
eign expeditions, a chieftain of acknowledged valour
generally formed a small army around him, consisting,
for the most part, of adventurers and volunteers who
had flocked to his standard ; these were to share with
him whatever booty might be obtained. In internal
wars, however, or defensive ones of any importance,
and severe punlevies of men were forcibly made
ishments were inflicted on the refractory, such as the
loss of noses, ears, an eye, or some one of the limbs.

/.

.

The Gauls

c.)

merited drinks

—In
;

The

froth of beer was employed as a means for leavening bread it was used also as a cosmetic, and the
Gallic females frequently apphed it to the visage, under the belief that it imparted a freshness to the com:

As

(Plin., 22, 25.)
regarded wine, it was
plexion.
to foreign traders that the Gauls and Ligurians were
indebted for its use ; and it was from the Greeks of
Massilia that they learned the process of making it, as
well as the culture of the vine.
The dwellings of the
Gauls, spacious and of a round form, were constructed of posts and hurdles, and covered with clay both
within and without
a large roof, composed of oakshingles and stubble, or of straw cut and kneaded with

—

;

—
(Strabo, 196.

covered
whole.
— Gaul
contained both open
the

clay,

Vitruv.,
villages and cities

1, 1.)
:

the

surrounded by walls, were defended by a system
of fortification, of which we find no example elsewhere.
Cffisar gives the following description of these ram"
parts (B. G., 7, 23).
Straight beams, placed lengthwise at equal intervals, and two feet distant from each
the
These are mortised
are
laid
other,
ground.
along
together on the inside, and covered deep with earth ; but
the intervals are stopped in front with large stones.
These being fixed and cemented together, another
latter,

—

;

B. G., 7, 4.) If any dangerous conjuncture
occurred if the honour or safety of the state were
about to be compromised, then the supreme chief convened an armed counsel (Ctf«., B. (?., 5, 66). This
(C(25.,

;

was the proclamation of alarm. All persons able to
bear arms, from the youth to him advanced in years,
were compelled to assemble at the place and day indicated, for the purpose of deliberating on the situation
of the country, of electing a chief, and of discussing
It was expressly provided
the plan of the campaign.
by law, that the individual who came last to the place of
rendezvous should be cruelly tortured in the presence
of the assembled multitude.
{Cas., B. G., 5, 66.)
This form of convocation was of rare occurrence it
was only resorted to in the last extremity, and more
those whero
frequently in the democratic cities than in
Neither inthe aristocracy had the preponderance.
firmities nor age freed the Gallic noble from the neces;

sueing for military commands.
Oftentimes were seen, at the head of the forces,
chieftains hoary and almost enfeebled by age, who
could even scarcely retain their seats on the steed
which supported them. {Hirt., B. G., 8, 12.) This
people would have believed that they dishonoured
By this means the work, from its appearance their aged warriors by making them die elsewhere
height.
and variety, is not displeasing to the eye the beams than on the field of battle. To the fierce vivacity of
and stones being placed alternate, and keeping their the attack and to the violence of the first shock, were
own places in exact right lines : and besides, it is of reduced nearly all the military tactics of the Gauls,
for it is se- on level
In the mountgreat advantage in the defence of cities
ground and in pitched battle.
cured by the stone from fire, and from the battering- ainous regions, on the other hand, and especially in
ram by the wood, which, consisting of entire beams, the vast and thick forests of the north, war had a close
in small
forty feet long, for the most part mortised on the in- resemblance to the chase: it was prosecuted
sorts of stratagems
side, could neither be forced in nor torn asunder."
parties, by ambuscades and all
fortifications
of
the
tracked
to
have
been
the
Such would seem
and dogs, trained up to pursue men,
out, and
To aided in conquering the foe. These dogs, equally
cities in the civilized and populous part of Gaul.
the north and east, among the more savage tribes, serviceable for the chase and for war, were obtained
the inhabi- from
there were no cities properly so called
{Strabo, 196.
Belgic Gaul and from Britain.
sity of accepting or

put over, the same distance being preserved,
and the beams not touching each other, but intermitting at equal spaces, and each bound close together
In this manner the whole
by a single row of stones.
work is intermixed till the wall is raised to its full

range

is

—

:

;

—

;

;

most part in large enclosures,
formed of trunks of trees, and calculated to repel by
these rude intrenchments the assaults of a disciplined
as well as undisciplined foe.
Besides his habitation in
tants resided for the

—

the city, the rich Gaul generally possessed another in
the country, amid thick forests and on the banks of

some

{Cces., B. G., 6,30.)

river.

Here, during the

heat of summer, he reposed from the fatigues of war
but he brought along with him, at the same time, all
his equipments and retinue, his arms, his horses, his
In the midst of the storms of faction and
esquires.
the civil dissensions, which marked the history of
Gaul in the first and second centuries, these precautions were anything else but superfluous.
;

2.
It

General habits of the Gallic race.
we have already remarked, in war, and

was, as

in the arts applicable to war, that the genius of the
Gauls displayed itself to most advantage. This peo-

made war a regular profession, while the management of arms became their favourite employment. To

ple

fine martial mien, to retain for a long period
was not only a point of
strength and agility of body,
honour for individuals, but a duty to the state. At

have a

men went to measure
regular intervals, the young
their size by a girdle deposited with the chief of the
and those whose corpulence exceeded the ofstandard were severely reprimanded as idle and

village,
ficial
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—Stl. Itai,
3, 47.)

A

10,

77.— Ovid,

Gallic

Met.,

army generally

1,

52^.— Martial,

carried along with

it a multitude of chariots for the baggage, which embarrassed its march.
Gas., B.
{Hirt., B. G., 8, 14.
Each warrior bore a bundle of straw,
G., 1, 51.)

—

put up like a sack, on which he was accustomed to
the encampment, or even in the line of battle
while waiting the signal to engage.
{Hirt, B. G.,
The Gauls, like other nations, for a long pe8, 15.)
riod were in the habit of killing their prisoners of war,
either by crucifixion, or by tying them to trees as a
sit in

—

mark for their weapons, or by consigning them to the
flames amid horrid rites.
Long prior, however, to the
second century of our era, these barbarous practices
were laid aside, and the captives of transalpine nations
had nothing to fear but servitude. Another custom, not
less savage, that of cutting off the heads of their slain
enemies on the field of battle, was not slower in disappearing. It was long a settled rule in all wars, that the
victorious army should possess itself of such trophies as
these ; the common soldiers fixed them on the points

of their spears, the horsemen wore them suspended
by the hair from the poitrels of their steeds ; and
in this way the conquerors returned to their homes,
making the air resound with their triumphal acclaEach one then hastened
mations.
{Strabo, 197.)
to nail up these hideous testimonials of his valour to
the gate of his dwelling ; and, as the same thing was
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arms and defy each other to the combat. At first it
was a mere sportive encounter but, if either parly
chanced to be wounded, passion got so far the better

done with the trophies of the chase, a Gallic village
bore no faint resemblance to a large charnel-house.
Carefully embalmed, and saturated with oil of cedar,
the heads of hostile chieftains and of famous war- of them, that, unless separated by their friends, they
riors were deposited in large cofTers, and arranged by continued to engage till one or the other of them was
;

So far, indeed, did they carry their contempt
their possessor according to the date of acquisition. slain.
This was the book, in which the of death and their ostentatious display of courage,
(Slrabo, 198.)
warrior loved to study the exploits of that they might be seen agreeing, for a certain sum
young Gallic
his forefathers ; and each generation, as it passed on- of money or for so many measures of wine, to let
To part, for themselves be slain by others mounted on some
ward, strove to add to the contents.
either by elevated place, they distributed the liquor or gold
with the head of a foe,
;

acquired

money,

one's own exertions or those of his ancestors, was
regarded as the height of baseness, and would have
fixed a lasting stain on him who should have been
Many even boasted of having reguilty of the deed.
fused, when offered by the relations or countrymen of
the deceased, an equal weight of gold for a head thus

Sometimes the scull,
{Diod. Sic, 5, 29.)
cleansed and set in gold or silver, served as a cup in
of the banthe
festivities
the temples, or circulated in
quet, and the guests drank out of it to the glory of the
These fierce
victor and the triumphs of their country.
and brutal manners prevailed for a long period over
the whole of Gaul.
Civilization, in its onward march,
abolished them by degrees, until, at the commencement of the second century, they were confined to the
It was there
savage tribes of the North and West.
that Posidonius found them still existing in all their
The sight of so many human heads, disfigvigour.
obtained.

ured by outrages, and blackened by the air and the
rain, at first excited in his bosom the mingled emo"
tions of horror and disgust
however," adds the
"
stoic traveller, with great naivete,
my eyes became
{Strabo, 198.)
gradually accustomed to the view."
The Gauls affected, as more manly in its character, a
strong and rough tone of voice {Diod. Sic, 5, 31), to
which, moreover, their harsh and guttural idioms
They conversed but little, and
greatly contributed.
by means of short and concise phrases, which the constant use of metaphors and hyperboles rendered obscure and almost unintelligible to strangers.
(Diod.
Sic, I. c) But, when once animated by dispute, or
:

—

incited by something that was calculated to interest
or arouse, at the head of armies or in political assemblies, they expressed themselves with surprising copiousness and fluency, and the habit in which they in-

dulged, of employing figurative language, furnished
them, on such occasions, with a thousand lively and
picturesque images, either for exalting their own
merit or putting down an opponent.
The Gauls, in
a habit
general, were accused of drinking to excess
which took its rise both in the grossness of their manners and in the wants of a cold and humid climate.
The Massilian and Italian traders were not slow in fur-

—

;

nishing the necessary aliment for the indulgence of this

baneful vice.
Cargoes of wine found their way, by
means of the navigable rivers, into the very heart of
the country.
The tempting beverage was also conveyed over land in wagons {Diod. Sic, 5, 26), and in
various quarters regular establishments were opened
for vending the article.
To these places the Gauls
flocked from every part, and gave, in exchange for the
wines of the south, their metals, peltries, grain, cattle,

and

slaves.

So

was this traffic to the venyoung slave could be procured

lucrative

der, that oftentimes a
for a jar of the

{Diod. Sic 5, 26.)
century, however, of our era, this vice
to
began gradually
disappear from among the higher
classes, and to be confined to the lower orders, at
least with the nations of the south and east.
Milk
and the flesh of animals, especially that of swine,
formed the principal aliment of the Gauls.
curious
account of their repasts, traced
one who had often
inebriating liquor.

About the

,

first

—

A

by

them at table, is given by Posidonius {Ap.
After an excessive indulgence in the
Atken.,^, 13).
pleasures of the banquet, they loved to seize their

sat with

among their most intimate friends, and then reclining on their bucklers, presented their throats
to the steel.
Oth{Posidonius, ap. Athen, 4, 13.)
ers made it a point of honour not to retire from
their dwellings when falling in upon them, nor from
the flames, nor from the tides of ocean and the inand it is to these foolish braundations of rivers
vadoes that the Gauls owed their fabulous renown of
;

being an impious race, who lived

in open war with
sword against the waves, and
The working of
discharged the arrow at the tempest.
mines, and certain monopolies enjoyed by the heads
of tribes, had placed in the hands of some individuals
enormous capitals hence the reputation for opulence
which Gaul enjoyed at the period of the Roman invaIt was the Peru of the ansion, and even still later.
cient world.
The riches of Gaul even passed into a

nature,

who drew

the

—

;

Phil., l2.—Josepkus, 2, 28.— Pint.,
The sight of the variSuet., CcEs., &c.)
ous articles in use among the people at large, both
plated and tinned, whether for domestic use or for war,
such as utensils for cooking, arms, harness for horses,

proverb.

Vit. CcEs.

—{Cic,

for mules, and even sometimes entire chariots
{Florus, 3. 2), could not fail to inspire the first travellers into this country with an exaggerated idea of its
wealth, and contributed, no doubt, to spread a romantic
To
colouring over the accounts that were given of it.
this was added the lavish prodigality of the Gallic chieftains, who freely spent the resources of their families,
and also those of their dependants, for the purpose of attaining to office or securing the favour of the multitude.
Posidonius makes mention of a certain Luern or Luer

yokes

—

(Aovipvtoc, Posidon., ap. Athen., 4, 13.
Aovepiog,
Straho, 191), king of the Arverni, who caused a shower
of gold and silver to descend upon the crowd as often
He also gave entertainments
as he appeared in public.
in a rude style of barbarian magnificence ; a large
space of ground was enclosed for the purpose, and cis-

were dug in it, which were filled with wine,
mead, and beer. {Posidon., I. c.) Properly speaking,
there was no domestic union or family intercourse
among the Gallic nations the females were held in
that dependance and servitude which denotes a very
The husband
imperfect condition of the social state.
had the power of life and death over his wife as well as
terns

—

;

When a person of high rank sudover his offspring.
denly died, and the cause of his decease was not
clearly ascertained, his wife or wives (for polygamy
was practised among the rich) were seized and put to
the torture

;

the least suspicion

if

was excited of

their

having been privy to his death, the unfortunate victims
most
perished in the midst of the flames, after the

{Cas, B. G.,6, 19.) A cuspunishments.
tom, however, which prevailed in this country about
the commencement of our era, shows that even then
the condition of females had undergone some degree
this was the community of goods beof melioration
frightful

:

tween husband and

wife.

Whatever sum

the husband

received with his wife as a dowry, the same amount
he added to it from his own resources a common
stock was thus formed, the interest or profits resulting
from which were preserved, and the whole fell to the
The children remained under the
lot of the surviver.
care of their mother until the age of puberty ; a father
;

would have blushed

to allow his son to appear pubhcly
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in his presence, before the latter could wield a sabre
and make a figure on the list of warriors. {Ccbs., B.

practised in Samothrace, in Asia, and in India, we find
no light thrown upon this subject by history. Neither
the facts collected by foreign writers, nor any national
traditions, furnish us with a positive solution of the

G., 6,

— Among

18.)

some nations of Belgic Gaul,

where the Rhine was an object of superstitious adorathe river was difficulty.
It may be reasonably conjectured, however,
tion, a whimsical custom prevailed
made the means of testing the fidelity of the conjugal that the Cymri, during their long sojourn either in
state.
When a husband had doubts respecting his pa- Asia or on the borders of Asia and Europe, were inititernity, he took the new-born infant, placed it on a ated into religious ideas and institutions, which, circuIf lating at that time from one people to another, eventboard, and exposed it to the current of the stream.
;

the plank and its helpless burden floated safely upon
the waters, the result was deemed favourable, and all
the father's suspicions were dissipated.
If, on the
contrary, the plank began to sink, the infant perished,

and the parent's suspicions were confirmed. {Julian,
Id., Orat., 2, in ConEpist., 15, ad Maxim, philos.
stant, imp.

—Anthol.

—

Gr.,

1,

43, 1.)

and Religious Institutions of the Gauls.
privileged orders ruled in Gaul over the rest

Civil

3.

Two

the population
at large

were

of
the priests and nobles.
The people
divided into two classes, the inhabitants
:

of the country and the residents of cities.
The former
of these constituted the tribes or clients appertaining
to noble families.
The client cultivated his patron's
domains, followed his standard in war, and was bound
to defend him with his life.
To abandon his patron in
the hour of peril was regarded as the blackest of crimes.
The residents of cities, on the other hand, found themselves beyond the control of this system of clientship,
Below
and, consequently, enjoyed greater freedom.
the mass of the people were the slaves, who do not
to
have
been
at
time
appear, however,
any
very nuThe two privileged orders of which we have
merous.
its
made
each
turn
a heavy
mention, imposed
just
yoke of despotism upon Gaul ; and the government of
this country may be divided into three distinct forms,
that of
prevailing at three distinct intervals of time
the priests, or a theocracy
that of the chieftains of
and that, finally, of
tribes, or a military aristocracy
the popular constitutions, founded on the principle of
free choice by a majority of voters.
When we examine attentively the character of the facts relative to the
religious belief of Gtul, we are led to acknowledge
the existence of two classes of ideas, two systems of

m

;

;

;

—

symbols and superstitions entirely distinct from each
other in a word, two religions
one, altogether sensible in its character, based on the adoration of natural phenomena, and recalling by its forms much of
the polytheism of Greece
the other, founded on a
material, metaphysical, mysterious, and sacerdotal
the
most
pantheism, presenting
astonishing conformity
with the religions of the East.
This latter has received the name of Druidism, from the Druids, who
were its first founders and priests the other system
has been called the Gallic Polytheism.
Even if no
:

;

;

;

other testimony existed to prove the priority of the latpoint of time, to Druidism, the natural and invariable progress of religious ideas among all the nations of the globe would tend to establish the fact.
The old and valuable traditions
It is not so, however.
of the Cymric race attribute to this people, in the most
formal and exclusive manner, the introduction of the
Druidical doctrines into Gaul and Britain, as well as
the organization of sovereign priesthood.
According
to these traditions, it was the chief of the first invasion,
" the
surnamed
or
Hesus,
Hu, Heus,
powerful," who
ter, in

which had been conquered
implanted
by his horde, the religious and political system of Druidism.
A warrior, a priest, and a legislator during his
in this territory,

ually spread themselves over all the eastern quarter of
the world.
Druidism, introduced into Gaul by con

domains of the conquerors
with greater energy than it had ever done elsewhere
and after it had converted to its dogmas the whole
quest, organized itself in the

;

Gallic population, and probably a portion of the Ligures, it continued to have, in the midst of the Cymri,
in Armorica, and in Britain, its most powerful colleges
The empire
of priests and its most secret mysteries.

of Druidism, however, did not completely

stifle

that

its introducreligion of nature which prevailed before
tion in Britain and Gaul.
Every wise and mysterious

system of religion tolerates a fetichism more or less
gross in its character, and calculated to take hold of
and keep alive the superstition of the multitude and
Stathis fetichism it seeks to hold always stationary.
tionary it therefore remained in the island of Britain.
In Gaul, therefore, in the eastern and southern sections
of the country, where Druidism had not been imposed
;

it had become the
ruling religion,
national form of worship preserved more
independence, even under the ministry of the Druids

by arms, although

the early

who had

constituted themselves

its

priests.

It

con-

tinued, then, to be here cultivated, and, following the

and intelligence, it
gradually elevated itself from the rudeness of mere
fetichism to religious conceptions which became more
Thus the immediate
and more elevated in character.
adoration of brute matter, of natural agents and phenomena, such as stones, trees {Max. Tyr., 38), winds,
and, in particular, the terrible blast denominated Kirk
progressive march of

civilization

or Circius {Sencc., Qucest. Nat., 5, 17), lakes, rivers

{Posidon., ap. Strab., 188.— Ores., 4, 16.— Greg.
Turon., de Glor. confess., c. 5), thunder, the sun, &c.,
gave place, in process of time, to the abstract notion
of spirits or divinities regulating these phenomena, and
Hence we have,
imprinting a will on these agents.
in a later age, the god Tarann, the spirit of the thunTorann in Gaelic,
der {Lucan, Pharsal., 1, 466.
" thunand Tarann in Cymraig and Armoric, mean
of
the Alps {Liv.,
the
Pennin, the deity
der")

—

god
38); the goddess Arduinna, presiding divinity
over the forest of Ardennes, and numerous others.
;

21,

of abstraction, the general powand even of civil
became the god
of the skies, the mover of the universe, the supreme
judge who hurled his angry thunder at mortals. The

By a

still

farther

eflfort

ers of nature, that of the human soul,
Tarann
society, were also deified.

sun, under the
2, de Profess.

name of Bel and Bclen {Auson., Carm.,
Ter lull., ApolL, c. 24
Bur dig al.

—

—

8, 3), became a beneficent deity, causing
medisalutary plants to spring up and presiding over
Ileus or Hesus, notwithstanding his Druidic
cine.

Herodian,

origin,

took a station

in the

god of war and conquests

;

polytheism of Gaul, as the
was probably an inter-

this

In the Cymric traditions Heus
calation of the Druids.
has the character of chief deity, the supreme being.
The genius of
{Davies, Welsh ArchceoL, p. 110.)
commerce also received the adoration of the Gauls

under the name of Tuetates {Lactant., Div. Tnst.y 1,
21
Min. Felix, c. 30); he was regarded as the inThe
all founders of theocracies
ventor of all arts and the protector of routes.
In
If the question be now put, how Druidism arose among manual arts had also their particular divinities.
the Cymric race, and from what source originated fine, the symbol of the liberal arts, of eioquence, and
those striking points of resemblance between its fun- of poesy, was deified under the form of an old man,
damental doctrines and those of the secret religions of armed like the Grecian Hercules with a club and bow,
the East, between many of its ceremonies and those but whom his captives gayly followed, attached by tho

life,

Hesus enjoyed, besides
:
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he became a god after death.
this,

—
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of gold and amber, which proceeded
He was named Ogmius. {Lucian,
from his mouth.
Here.
Compare
0pp. ed. Btp., vol. 7, p. 312.
Coincidences of so
Hitter, Vorhalle, p. 368, seqq.)
could
not
own
with
nature
their
mythology
striking a
fail to surprise Roman observers, nor was it difficult
car to chains

—

them

for

gods

—

—

1

they thought, all their own
Caesar consequently
polytheism of Gaul.

to discover, as

in the

informs us, that they acknowledged among their divinMercury, Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva.
"
*'
Mercury," observes this writer, is the deity whom
have
adore
:
many
images of him
they
they chiefly
they account him the inventor of arts ; their guide in
and imagine that he has a
travellmg and journeys
very great influence over trade and merchandise. After
him they adore Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva,
of whom they have the same opinion with other nations
that Apollo averts diseases ; that Minerva first
introduced needlework and manufactures ; that Jupiter
holds the supreme power of the heavens ; that Mars
To him, whenever they have depresides over war.
termined on going to battle, they usually devote the
G., 6, 17.)— This
(C«s.,
spoil they have taken."
resemblance between the two systems of religion
changed into identity when Gaul, subjected to the dominion of Rome, had felt for some years the influence
of Roman ideas.
It was then that the Gallic polytheism, honoured and favoured by the emperors, ended its
career by becoming totally merged in the polytheism
of Italy
while, on the other hand, Druidism, its mysities

:

;

:

B

;

priesthood, were cruelly
proscribed, and extinguished amid streams of blood.
its

teries,

doctrine, and

4.

its

vided into two races.
The proofs which we shall adduce in favour of the aflSrmative are of three kinds
1st, philological, deduced from an examination of the
2d, hisprimitive languages of the west of Europe
torical, drawn from the Greek and Roman writers :
:

:

3d, likewise historical, deduced from national traditions among the Gauls.

Proofs drawn from an examination of languages.
In the countries of Europe, called by the ancients

Transalpine Gaul and Britain, embracing, at the present day, France, Switzerland, the Low Countries, and
the British Isles, various languages are spoken, which
all, however, range themselves under two great classes
one, that of the languages of the South, draws its ori:

gin from the Latin, and embraces all the dialects of
the Romans and French ; the other, that of the Northern languages, is descended from the ancient Teutonic
or German, and prevails in a part of Switzerland and
the Low Countries, in England, and in the lowlands
of Scotland.
Now we know historically that the Latin

language was introduced into Gaul by the Roman
arms we know, also, that the Teutonic languages,
spoken in Gaul and in Britain, may be in like manner
traced to the conquests of the Teutonic or German
;

tribes
these two main languages,
duced from without, are strangers
:

population, that

is

of Wales, and called
by
the Gaelic, used

in the principality

who speak

it

the

Cymraig ; and

in the highlands of Scotland and in Ireland.
History
gives us no information relative to these original lanintroduced
into
were
the
whether
counthey
guages,
tries where they are spoken posterior to the Roman
and German conquests ; neither does it furnish us
with any grounds for surmising by whom they might
have been so introduced we are led, therefore, to regard them as anterior to these conquests, and, consequently, as belonging to the primitive population. The
question of antiquity being thus disposed of, two other
1. Did these
inquiries present themselves.
languages
2.
belong to the same people or to diflftrent ones'!
:

Have we any

were spoken
Romans, and, consequently, of the Germans, and in what portions of
We will attempt to solve these two questerritory 1
historical proofs that they

anterior to the establishment of the

examining each of these languages in succession
and first, we will remark, that the Bas-Breton attaching itself very closely to the Cymraig, the
original idioms, of which we are speaking, are reduced
2. The Gaelic ox
in fact to three.
1. The Basque.
3. The Cymraig or Cymric.
Gallic.
tions by

;

\.

Of the Basque Language.

This language, called Euscara by the people who
speak it, is used in some cantons in the southeast of
France and northeast of Spain, on both sides of the
Pyrenees the singularity of its radicals and its grammatical construction distinguish it no less from the
Cymric and Gallic tongues, than from the derivatives
Its antiquity cannot be
of the Latin and Teutonic.
:

when we see that it has furnished the oldest
appellations for the rivers, mountains, cities, and tribes
Its great extension is no less cerof ancient Spain.
doubted,

Origin of the Gauls.

The question to be considered here is this, whether
there existed a Gallic family distinct from the other
families of nations in the West, and whether it was di-

I.

spoken
those

therefore, introto the primitive

to say, to the population which ocin question anterior to these con-

cupied the countries

But in the midst of so many new-Latin and
new-Teutonic dialects, we find in some parts of France
and Britain the remains of primitive languages, completely distinct from the two great classes of which we
have just made mention.
Of these, France contains
two, the Basque, spoken in the western Pyrenees, and
the Bos- Breton, more
extensively spread not

quests.

long ago,
but at present confined to the
extremity of ancient
Arnoorica. Britain likewise
possesses two, the Welsh,

tain.
The learned researches of Humboldt have discovered its imprint in the geographical nomenclature
of almost the whole of Spain, especially the eastern
and southern provinces.
{Humboldt, Prufung der

iiber die Urbewohner Hispaniens, verIn
Vaskischen Sprache, Berlin, 1821.)
Gaul, the province called Aquitania by the Romans,
and comprehended between the Pyrenees and the
course of the Garonne, presents also, in its earliest

Untersuchungen

mittclst der

geography, numerous traces of this language. Similar
traces may be found, more altered and of rarer occurrence, it is true, along the Mediterranean, between the
Oriental Pyrenees and the Arno, in the region called
by the ancients Liguria, Celto-Liguria, and Ibero-Li-

A

large
guria.
and institutions,

number of names of men,

dignities,

mentioned in history as belonging to
the Iberians, or else to the Aquitani, are easily exFrom all
plained by the aid of the Basque language.
this vfe may deduce the legitimate presumption that
the Basque is a remnant of the ancient Spanish or Iberian language, and the population who speak it at the
2,
present day are a fragment of the Iberian race.
That this race, in language at least, had nothing in
common with the nations speaking the Gaelic and

Cymric. 3. That they occupied, in Gaul, the two
great cantons of Aquitania and Gallic Liguria.
2.

Of the

Gaelic or Gallic tongue.

Gaelic or Gallic, according to the mode of
of
pronouncing the name, is spoken in the highlands
Scotland, in Ireland, the Hebrides, and the Isle of
Man. There is no trace of any other idiom having
been in use previously in these quarters, since most
of the denominations of places, communities, and in-

The

If we
dividuals belong exclusively to this language.
follow its vestiges by means of geographical and hiswe will find that the Gaelic
torical

nomenclatures,
has prevailed in the whole of the lowlands of Scotland
and in England, whence it appears to have been driven
we may recognise it also
out by the Cymric tongue
:
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and in all the east of Gaul,
and in central and western
It is the eastern and southern provinces, howSpain.
ever, of Gaul that bear the most evident marks of the
in a portion of the south,
in upper Italy, in lUyria,

It is only by the aid of a
passage of this tongue.
Gaelic glossary that we can discover the signification
of geographical names, dignities, institutions, individu-

connected by philologists with the Sanscrit, the ancient and sacred idiom of India.
in

Having completed our examination of the languages
question, we may deduce from this review of them

the following historical inferences. 1. An Iberian popfrom the Gallic, inhabited several cantons in the south of Gaul, under the names of

ulation, distinct

Aqui-

&c., belonging to the primitive population of this
Still farther, the patois of the east and south
country.
of France at the present day swarms with words that
are strangers to the Latin, and which are discovered
to be taken from the. Gaelic tongue.
From these

tani and Ligures.
2. The Gallic population, properly
so called, was divided into Galli and Cymri.
3. The

facts we may deduce the following inferences
1. that
the race which spoke Gaelic, in distant ages, occupied the British isles and Gaul, and that from this

same human

als,

:

Galli had preceded the Cymri on the soil of Britain,
and probably also on that of Gaul. 4. The Galli and
the Cymri formed two races, belonging to one and the

3.

Of the Cymric

tongue.

part of Britain which is called the country or
principality of Wales, is inhabited, as is well known,

mother-tongue the name
of Cymri or Kymri ; and from the most distant period
Authentic literary monuthey have known no other.

by a people who bear

in their

ments attest that this language, the Cymraig or Cymric, was cultivated with great 6clat about the sixth
century of our era, not only within the actual limits of
the principality of Wales, but along the whole western coast of England, while the Anglo-Saxons, a Germanic population, occupied by conquest the centre and
the east. An examination of the geographical and historical nomenclatures of Britain, anterior to the arrival
of its German invaders, proves also, that, before this
epoch, the Cymric prevailed throughout the whole
southern part of the island, where it had succeeded to
the Gaelic, which had been banished to the north.

We

have already stated, that the Bas-Breton, or Armoric
tongue, spoken in a part of Brittany, was a Cymric

The

intermixture of a great number of Latin
and French words has altered, it is true, the aspect
of this dialect
yet historical monuments bear full testimony to the fact, that, about the fifth century, it was
almost identically the same with that of the island of
Britain, since the natives of this island, who fled to

•dialect.

;

Armorica

from the Anglo-Saxons, found in
this latter country, it is said, a people who spoke the
same language with themselves. (Adclung, MtthraThe names, moreover, drawn
dates, vol. 2, p. 157.)
from geography and history, clearly show, that this
idiom was spoken anterior to the fifth century in the
whole of the west and north of Gaul. This tract of
to escape

country then, as well as the southern portion of the
isle of Britain, must have been
anciently peopled by
the race that spoke the Cymric
But what
tongue.
is the generic name of this racel
Is it the Armori-

—

—

canl Is it the Breton? Armorican, which signifies
"maritime," is a local, not a generic, appellation;
while, on the other hand, Breton appears to have been
nothing more than the name of a particular tribe. W'e
will adopt then, provisorily, as the true name of this

Cymri, which from the sixth century has
served to designate it in the isle of Britain.
As regards the two idioms of the Cymric and Gaelic, it may
not be amiss to stale the following general particulars.
The basis of both is undoubtedly the same, and both

race, that of

—

Roman

histo-

rians.

centre the language spread itself over many cantons
of Italy, Spain, and Illyria.
2. That it preceded in
Britain the race which spoke the Cymric.

That

family.

Proofs drawn from the Greek and

II.

1.

Gallic Nations heyond the Alps.

Caesar acknowledges throughout the whole extent
of Gaul, with the single exception of the province of
"
Narbonne, three nations,
differing in language, in-

and laws the Aquitani, dwelling between
the Pyrenees and the Garonne
the Belgas, occupying^
the northern pans of the country, from the Rhine to
stitutions,

:

;

the

Marne and Seine

;

and the

Galli, called also Cel-

of the land."
gives to these three communities, taken collectively, the general name of Galli, which in this case
is
nothing more than a mere geographical designation.
Strabo adopts the division of Csesar, but with an imIn place of limiting the Belgae, as
portant change.
Caesar does, to the course of the Sein , he adds to
them, under the name of paroceanites, or maritime
{Trap(OKtaviTU)v), all the tribes established between the
mouth of this river and that of the Loire, and known
in Gallic geography by the appellation of Armoricans,.
which equally signifies "maritime," and of which the
term paroceanites appears to be merely a Greek transestablished

tae,

in the central quarter

He

lation.
This arrangement of Strabo's merits the greater attention, not only because that great geographer
was well acquainted with the Roman authors who
had written upon Gaul, but also derived much infor-

mation from the travels of Posidonius, and the labours of the learned among the people of Massilia
or Marseilles.
to the Belgae,
in the sequel.

These two

opinions, however, relative

may be easily reconciled, as we shall see
The geographers of a later period, Me-

either conform to the ethnola, Pliny, Ptolemy, &c
to the one traced
graphic division given by Caesar, or
by Augustus after the reduction of Gaul to a Roman
In all this the Narbonnaise is not compreprovince.
hended now, we find in the ancient writers that it
contained, besides the Celtae or Galli, Ligurians, stran,

:

—
—

to the Gavls (Irtpoedvet^.
Strab., 137). and also
Phocean Greeks, who composed the population of
There existed then,
Massilia and its dependencies

gers

in the indigenous population of Gaul, four different
branches: 1. The Aquitani; 2. The Ligures; 3.
The Gain or Celtce ; 4. The Belga..—We will consider each of these in succession.

1.

"

The Aquitani.

The

.\quitani," observes Strabo (189.— /cZ., 176);,
"diflTer essentially from the Gallic race, not only ir
conformation
they relanguage, but also in physical
semble the Iberians more than they do the Gauls.'
:

spring from some common tongue. By the side, however, of this striking similitude in the roots and in the
general system of the composition of words, we can-

He adds, that the contrast afforded by two Gallic nations confined within the limits of Aquitania. made the

not fail to observe great discrepances in the gramtheir charmatical structure, discrepances essential
acter, and which constitute two distinct languages,
two separate tongues, though sisters to each other, and
not two dialects of the same tongue.
It should also
he remarked, that the Gallic and the Cymric belong to
that great family of lantruages, the source of wbJch is

apparent.
had, besides a peculiar dialect, institutions of a pecuNow, historical facts
liar and separate character.
show that these institutions bore, for the most part, the

m
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distinctive features of the race we are considering the
more
According to Ca?sar, the Aquitani

that the national

dres?
stamp of the Iberian character;
was Iberian that there existed stronger ties of amity
and alliance between theAquitanian and Iberian lribes»
;
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the former and the Gauls, who were
Garonne ; in fine,
separated from them merely by the
that their virtues and their vices were assimilated in
the closest manner to that standard of good and evil
have constituted the moral
qualities which appears to
find, then, a concordance
type of the Iberian race.
between the proofs drawn from history and those deduced from an e.\amination of languages : the Aqui-

upper Languedoc, are rendered conspicuous all of a
sudden, and for the first time, by an expedition which
{Justin, 24, 4.
they sent into Greece.
Strabo,

than between

We

tani were,

beyond doubt, an Iberian population.

—

About

the year 218, at the time of Hannibal's
passage, the Volcae Arecomici, inhabiting lower Languedoc, are also cited {Liv., 21, 26) as a numerous

187.)

people, giving the law throughout all the surroundmg
It is, then, between 340 and 281 that we
country.
must place the arrival of the Volca; and the conquest

—

of Ibero-Liguria.
The manuscripts of Caesar, in
speaking of the Volcae, have indifferently Volca or Volare
desAusonius {Clar. Urb. Narb., 9) informs us, that
The Ligures, whom the Greeks call Ligyes,
gcc.
Sextus Avi- the primitive name of the Tectosages was Bolga ; and
ignated by Strabo as strangers to Gaul.
which
based
documents
labours
were
Cicero
whose
Dom. Boug., Rec. des Hist.,
enus,
{Pro M. Fonteio.
upon
had been left by the Carthaginians, and who, conse- &c., p. 656) calls them Belgae: Saint Jerome relates,
quently, must have been put in possession of much that the idiom of their colonies established in Galavaluable matter connected with the ancient history of tia in Asia Minor, was still in his time the same with
Iberia, places the primitive seats of the Iberi in the that of Treves, the capital of the Belgae, and Saint
southwest of Spain, whence, after a long succession Jerome had travelled both in Gaul and the East.
of conflicts, the invasion of the conquering Celts had (Hieron., 1. 2, Comment. Epist. ad Galat., c. 3.) Af(Avien., v. 132, seqq.) ter this, it is hardly permitted us to doubt but that the
compelled them to remove.
Stephanus of Byzantium also places in the southwest Volcae were Belgae, or, rather, that these two names
and the details of their hisof Spain, near Tartessus, a city of the Ligures, which were one and the same
he calls Ligystini (Aiyvariv^)Thucydides subse- tory, for they played an important part in the affairs of
quently shows us the Ligures, expelled from the south- Gaul, furnish numerous proofs in support of their Belwestern part of the peninsula, arriving on the eastern gic origin.
must therefore separate this people
borders of ihe Sicoris or Segre, and driving away in from the Ligurian population, with which they have
their turn the nation of the Sicani.
In conclusion, we infer, that the
{Thucyd., 6, 2.) nothing in common.
He does not give this as a simple tradition, but as Ligures were Iberians a second accordance of hishave therefore
an incontestible fact. Ephorus and Philistus of Syra- tory with philological inductions.
cuse held the same language in their writings, and Stra- remaining only the Galli or Celtae, and the Belga?, as
bo believes that the Sicani were originally Iberians. containing the elements of the Gallic population propThe Sicani, driven from their country, forced their erly so called.
way through the eastern passes of ihe Pyrenees, trav3. Celia.
ersed the Mediterranean shore of Gaul, and entered
The Ligures must have followed them, since
There is no necessity whatever for our demonstraItaly.
we find the latter nearly at the same time spread over ting the identity of the Celtae and Galli it is given,
The
the whole Gallic and Italian coasts, from the Pyrenees as fully established, by all the ancient writers.
as far as the Arno.
know, by the unanimous tes- signification, however, of the term Celt is a subject
timony of the ancient writers, that the west and the open to inquiry. Caesar informs us (S. G., 1,1), that
centre of Spain had been conquered by the Celtae or it is drawn from the language of the Gauls
and, in
Galli
but we are uninformed as to the period when fact, it does indeed belong to the present Gallic idiom,
"
this took place.
The movements of the Sicani and in which ceilt and ceiltach mean an inhabitant of the
Ligures show us that the invasion was made by the forests." This signification leads to the presumption
western passes of the Pyrenees, and that the Iberian that the name was a local one, and was applied either
tribes, driven back on the eastern coast, began to move to a tribe, or to a confederation of tribes, occupying
onward into Gaul and even Italy. They furnish us certain cantons and that it consequently had a special
also with an approximation to the date when this took and restricted meaning.
Indeed, the great Gallic conThe testithe Sicani, expelled from Italy, as they had federations were for the most part local.
place
been from Spain, seized upon the island of Sicily about mony of Strabo may be cited in support of this hythe year 1400 B.C. {Freret, CEuvr. compl.,\o\. 4, p. pothesis.
The geographer informs us, that the Gauls
200), which places the irruption of the Celtae into Ibe- of the province of Narbonne were formerly called
ria about the sixteenth century before the Christian
Celtae
and that the Greeks, particularly the Massiliera.
Although, after what has been said, the Iberian ots, entering into commercial relations with them beorigin of the Ligures appears to be placed beyond the fore becoming acquainted with the other nations of
reach of doubt, it must nevertheless be acknowledged, Gaul, erroneously took their name as the common apthat their manners did not bear so strong an Iberian pellation for the whole Gallic race.
(Strab., 189.)
the reason would Some, and Ephorus among the rest, even extended it
stamp as those of the Aquitani
seem to be, that they did not preserve themselves beyond the limits of Gaul, and made of it a geographfrom foreign intermixture.
History tells us of power- ical denomination for all the races of the West.
ful Celtic tribes intermingled with them in Celto-Li(Strab., 34.)
Notwithstanding, however, these erroat a still la- neous ideas, which throw much obscurity over the acguria, between the Alps and the Rhone
ter period, Ibero-Liguria, between the Rhone and counts of the Greek writers, many authors of this nasense
Spain, was subjugated almost entirely by a people who tion speak of the Ceitae in the special and limited
were total strangers to the Ligures, and who bore the which accords with the opinion of Strabo. Polybius
name of Volcaj. The date of this invasion of the (3, 37) places them "around Narbo;" Diodorus SicuVolcae into Ibcro-Liguria (now Languedoc) cannot be lus (5, 32), " above Massilia, in the interior of the counfixed with any precision.
The most ancient recitals, trv, between the Alps and Pyrenees ;" Aristotle {Gen.
whether mythological or historical, and the peripluses Anim., 2, 8), " above Iberia ;" Dionysius Periegetes,
down to that of Scylax, which appears to have been " beyond the sources of the Po" (v. 280). Finally.
the last-mentioned
written about 350 B.C., make mention
only of the Eustathius, in his commentary on
2.

Ligures.

—

;

We

—

;

— We

;

We

:

;

;

:

—

;

:

;

Ligures, Elesyces, Bebryces, and Sodes, in the whole
canton ; the Elesyces are even represented as a powerful

nation,
flourished in

whose capital Narbo (now Narhonnc) though they are, these designations appear clearly to
commerce and in arms. About the year specify the country situate between the Ligurian fron-

281, the Volcae Tectosages, inhabiting what

y

which attributes to the
whole of Gaul the name of a single canton.
Vague
writer, revives the vulgar error,

Y Y

is

now

tier to the east,

the Garonne to the south, the platea?
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and the ocean
and the coast hkewise of
the Mediterranean, so unproductive and arid at the
present day, were for a long time covered with dense
forests.
Plutarch places also between
{Liv., 5, 34.)
the Alps and the Pyrenees, in the earliest ages, a people
called Celtorii.
{Vit. Camill.) This race is thought
by some to have formed part of the league or confederation of the Celtae, for tor signifies *' elevated," and also
"a mountain," and hence Celtor is supposed to designate an inhabitant of the woody mountains.
Thus it
would seem that the Celtic confederation, in the time
of its greatest power, was subdivided into Celts of the
Historians unaniplain and Celts of the mountain.
mously inform us, that it was the Celts who conquered
the west and the centre of Spain
and, in fact, we
find their name attached to
great masses of the GalloIberian population, such as the Celt-Iberi, a mixture of
Celts and Iberians, who occupied the centre of the
and the Celtic!, who had seized upon the
peninsula
ol the

Arvernian Mountains

to the north

:

all

to the west,

this tract,

;

;

northwest.

It

is

easy to perceive that the invasion
Gallic tribes nearest

must have commenced with the

the Pyrenees. The Celtic confederation, however, did
not alone accomplish this conquest; other Gallic tribes
either accompanied or followed them
witness, for ex:

ample, the people established in what is now Gallicia,
and was anciently denominated Galloecia, and who, as
is well known,
belonged to the general Gallic race.
Thus much for Spain. As for upper Italy, though
twice inundated by transalpine nations, it presents no
trace of the name of Celt
no tribe, no territory, no

—

:

river,

recalls their peculiar appellation.

Everywhere

and on every occasion we meet merely with the general name of Gauls.
The word Celtae became known
to the

Romans

only at a late period.

tion of Caesar, that the

— As

Gauls were called

to the asserin their

own

language Celtae, it is possible that the Roman commander, more occupied with combating the Gauls than
studying their language and insiitutions, and finding,
in effect, that the word Celt was Gallic, and
recognised by the Gauls for one of their national denominations, may, without farther investigation, have concluded that the two terms were synonymous.
It is
possible, too, that the Gauls of the eastern and central
sections may have adopted, in their commercial and
political relations with the Greeks, a name by which
the latter were accustomed to designate them just as
we see, in our own days, some of the tribes of America and Africa, accepting, under similar circumstances,
appellations which are either quite inexact or else totally
erroneous.
From what has thus far been remarked, it
;

—

would seem

among

to follow,

1.

That the name Celt had,

the Gauls, a limited and local application.

That the confederation of the

have been comparatively recent

in Gaul, when conof the Celtae, Ligures, &c.
The
Belgae had established themselves in Britain on the
southern coast of the island, in the midst of the Breton
for the Gallic
race, who were not of Gallic origin
race were by this time driven to the north, beyond the
Forth.
Neither
Frith of
Caesar nor Tacitus has remarked any difference of origin or language betv/een
these Bretons and the Belgae.
The names of individuals, moreover, as well as those of a local nature in
the cantons occupied by the two races,
belong to one

to

trasted with

that

;

and the same language, the Cymric.
In Gaul Ca;sar
has given the Seine and Marne as the southern limits
of the Belgae.
Strabo adds to this Belgica another
which he calls Paroceaniie or Maritime, and which
comprehends the tribes situate to the west, between
the mouth of the Seine and that of the Loire, that is
to say, the tribes which Caesar and the other Roman
writers call Armorican, from a Gaelic term which
sig^^
^^
nifies
The testimony of Caesar is unmaritime.
doubtedly hard to be contested in what relates to Gaul.
On the other hand, however, Strabo was acquainted
with the writings of the Massiliots, he had studied the
works of Posidonius, that celebrated Greek, who had
traversed Gaul, in the time of Marius, as a man of
There must, of necessity,
learning and a philosopher.
have been

a great many points of resemblance between
the Armorican tribes and the Belgae to induce Posidonius and Strabo to declare them members of one and

same race and, on the other hand, there must have
been some very marked differences which could lead
Cffisar to make two distinct nations of them.
An examination of historical facts shows us the Armorican
tribes united in a sort of political and independent confederation, but, in the event of wars and general alliances, uniting themselves more willingly to the Belgas
the

;

than to the race of the Gauls.
Again, a philological
investigation proves that the same language was spoken
in Belgica in the time of Csesar as in that of Strabo.

We may hence boldly conclude, that the Armoricans
and the Belga» were two communities or confederations
of the same race, which had arrived in Gaul at two
different periods

:

we may

also infer

still

farther;

ing the second branch of the Gallic population properly
so called
2. That the language of this race was one,
the fragments of which are preserved in two cantons
of ancient Armorica and in the island of Britain
3.
:

:

That the generic name of the race
to us, as far as history

gives

it

to

is

concerned

is
;

entirely unknown
but that philology

us under the form of Cymri.

2.
2. Gallic

Nations of

denominated Celtic dwelt in part among the
Ligures, in part between
the Cevennes and the Garonne, and along the Arver3. That the Celtic connian plateau and the ocean.
federation exhausted its strength in the invasion and
conquest of Spain, and took no share consequently in

dled the subject of early Italian history, recognised
distinct conquests of upper Italy by nations which
The first of these
migrated from ancient Gaul.
roads they carried back to the earliest periods in

two successive invasions of Italy.

history of the

tribes

4. Belgce.

The Belgae are unanimously acknowledged by the
ancient writers as forming part of the Gallic race.
The word

Belgae belongs to the Cymric idiom, in which,
under the form Belgiaidd, the radical of which is Belg,
" warlike."
It would seem, then, that this
it signifies
was not a generic appellation, but a title of some military expedition,

some armed

confederation.

It

is

a

(Stranger to the present Gaelic dialect (for bolg, "a
sack," has nothing to do with the present inquiry), but

not to the national traditions of the Gaelic race, as still
an imexisting, in which the Bolg or Fir- Bolg play
portant part, as conquerors come from the mouths of
The name of Belgae
the Rhine into ancient Ireland.

was unknown to the Greek writers
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;

it

1.

That the north and west of Gaul, and the south of
Britain, were peopled by one and the same race, form-

appears, indeed,

The most

credible of the learned

Italy,

Romans who

han-

two
had
in-

the

West and they designated these first
transalpine conquerors by the appellation of "Old
Veteres
Galli, to distinguish them from the
Gauls,"
transalpine invaders who achieved the second conquest.
;

latter conquest, being the more recent of the two,
It commenced in the year 587
the better known.
B.C., under the conduct of the Biturigan Bellovesus,
and it was continued by the successive invasions of
four other bands, during the space of sixty-six years.

This

is

—

These Old Gauls, according to the
First conquest.
ancient writers, were the ancestors of the Umbrians.
Cornelius Bocchus, the freedman of Sylla, is cited by
Solinus (c. 8) as having fully established this point.
This was also the opinion maintained by Gnipho, the
preceptor of Julius Caesar, and who, born in Cisalpine
Gaul, had probably directed his careful attention to the
Isidorus likewise adopted
history of his own nation.
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U

as did also Solinus and Servius. The
the same train, with
writers also followed

{.Orig., 9, 2)

Greek

;

m

few exceptions, notwithstanding an etymology very
which made the word Umbrian
popular in Greece,
" a
shower,"
(Ombrian) to be derived from 'OyuCpof,
*•
rain," because the nation in question had, according
The Uinbrians were
to some, escaped from a deluge.
ancient nations of Italy.
regarded as one of the most
After long and bloody
(Plin., 2, H.—Florus, 1, 17.)
the country around
conflicts, they drove the Siculi from
the Po.
Now, as the Siculi passed into Sicily about
1364 B.C., the Umbrian invasion may have taken
of the 15th century.
They beplace in the course
came a very powerful race, and their sway extended
from the upper to the lower sea, as far south as the
mouths of the Tiber and Trento. The Etrurian power
dominion.
eventually put an end to their wide-spread
The words Umhri, Ombri. and Ombrici, by which the
Romans and the Greeks designated this people, would

seem to have been nothing else but the Gaelic Ambra
•'
"
noble ;" and to
or Amhra, which signifies
valiant,"
itself as a military title

have been appropriated to

some invading

horde.

—The geographical

by

division es-

tablished by the Umbrians is not only in conformity
with the customs of the Gallic race, but belongs to
Umbria was divided into three
their

very language.
which
provinces: Oll-Ombria, or "High Umbria,"
the Apencomprised the mountainous country between
" Low Umnines and the Ionian Sea
Is-Ombria, or
bria," which embraced the country around the Po
and Vil-Ombria, or "Umbria along the shore," which
became Etruria. Although the
last, at a later

lovesus and Elitovius
tribes

;

and the enumeration of the

this expedition, such as they are
Polybius, proves, in fact, that the first wave
to the Gallic population.
Every one has

which formed

—

given by
belonged
heard of the famous combat between T. Manlius TorTrue or false,
quatus and a Gaul of gigantic stature.
the incident was very popular at Rome : it became a
subject for the painter's skill and the head of the Gaul,
making horrible grimaces, figured as a sign for a bankThis sign, rounded
er's shop in the Roman forum.
into the form of a buckler, bore the name of Scutum
;

Cimbricum.

It

existed at

Rome

in the

year of the city

586, and 168 before our era.

(Compare Retnesius, p.
The word Cimbricum is here employed as sy342.)
nonymous with Gallicum. At a later period, when the
invasion of the Cimbri from the north renewed in Italy
the terror of this name, the victorious commander of

—

Rome

caused a buckler to be adorned with this ancient
The shield of Marius, according to Cicero {de
Or., 2, 66), had depicted on it a Gaul, with cheeks
hanging down, and projecting tongue. The term Cimbri, then, designated one of the branches of the Gallic
colonies in Gallia Cispopulation, and this branch had
padana we have ascertained, however, the previous
existence of Gallic colonies in Gallia Transpadana
device.

—

:

:

the Gallic population, then, of Italy was divided into
two distinct branches, the Galli and the Ciinbri or

Kimbri.

:

3.

Gauls beyond

the Rhine.

:

First branch.

We have spoken

of a double series of emigrations,
587, under the conduct of Bellovesus
and Sigovesus.
Livy informs us, that the expedition
of Sigovesus set out from Celtica, and that its leader
was a nephew of the Biturigan Ambigatus, who reignand customs of the Gauls for example, the gaesum or ed over the whole country which means that Sigoveand name pointing sus and his followers were Gauls.
The same historian
gais, a weapon both in its invention
to a Gallic origin, was always the national javelin of adds, that they directed their course towards the HerThe Umbrians, cynian forest (5, 34). This designation is a very vague
the Umbrian peasant. {Liv., 9, 36.)
who had been dispersed by the Etrurian conquerors, one but we know from Trogus Pompeius, who, being
were received as brothers on the banks of the Sa6ne born in Gaul, drew his information from more exact
and among the Helvetian tribes, where they perpetu- and precise traditions, that these Gauls established
"
ated their name of Insubres (Isombres).
Insubres,^^ themselves in Pannonia and lUyria.
{Justin, 24, 4.)
Others Ancient historians and geographers show us, in fact,
observes Livy, ^^ pagus ^duorurn'* (5, 23).
found a hospitable reception among the Ligurians of a multitude of Gallic or Gallo-Illyrian communities
period,

Etrurian influence produced a rapid change in the lanof the Umbrians,
guage, religion, and social order
there still were preserved among the mountaineers of
011-Ombria some remarkable traces of the character

commenced B.C.

:

;

;

the Maritime Alps (P/in., 3, 17, segq), and carried
This alone can exthither their name of Ambrones.

occasioned much perplexity to
plain a point which has
historians, and has given rise to numerous contradicof Alpine Ligurians,
tory theories ; how, namely, a tribe

and another of Helvetii, warring against each other
under the respective banners of the Romans and the
Cimbri, found, to their great astonishment, that they had
each the same name and the same war-cry.
{Plut.,
From what has been said, it would seem
Vit. Mar)

—

upper Italy was conquered in the 16th
century before our era by a confederation of Gallic
Sectribes bearing the name of Ambra or Ambrones.
(md conquest. The first invasion had been made en
a
of
and
conorder,
masse, with something
by
single
federation the second was successive and tumultuous.
Gaul
of
the
poured her
sixty-six years,
space
During
to result, that

—

;

population upon Italy by the Maritime, the Graian, and
If we bear in mind that, about the
the Pennine Alps.
same epoch (B.C. 587), an emigration not less considerable took place from Gaul to lUyria, under the conduct of Sigovesus, we cannot but believe that these
great movements were the result of causes far more
serious than those mentioned by Livy (5, 34).
Gaul,
in fact, presents at this period the aspect of a country
But of
deeply agitated by some violent commotion.

—

what elements were these bands composed, which descended from the Alps to seize upon upper Italy 1 Livy
makes them to have come from Celtica, that is, from
the domains of the Gauls, the forces conducted by Bel-

spread between the Danube, the Adriatic, and the frontiers of Epirus, Macedonia, and Thrace.
Among the
number of these are the Cami, inhabiting the Alpes
Carnicce, to the east of the great Alpine chain (com" a
rock") ; the Taurisci, a
pare the Celtic Cam,
Taur or Tor,
purely Gallic race (compare the Celtic
"
"
Strabo, 293) the lapodes
elevated," a mountain."
{Strabo, 313), a Gallo-Illyrian race occupying the val-

—

;

the Scordisci, dwelling
leys of Carinthia and Siiria
around Mount Scordus, whose power was feared even
;

by the Romans. The frequent recurrence of terminations in dunn, mag, dur, &c., the names of mountains, such as Alpius and Albius ; the country called
Albania ; in fine, a great number of Gallic words,
found even at the present day in the Albanian tongue,
are so many proofs of the Gauls having at one time or
other taken up their residence in this country.

Second branch.
Historical testimonies, remounting to the time of
Alexander the Great, attest the existence of a people
called Cimmerii or Cimbri, on the borders of the NorIn
thern Ocean, in the present peninsula of Jutland.
the first place, critics acknowledge the identity of the
names Cimmerii and Cimbri, conformed as they are,
the one to the genius of the Greek, the other to that
The most anof the Latin tongue.
{Strabo, 203.)
cient writer that makes mention of the (pimbri is Philemon : according to him, they called their ocean Morii.
"Dead Sea," as far as the promontory

Marusa,

e.,
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it Cronium.
{Plin.,
are easily explained by the
"
sea ;" marw,
there signifies

this they styled

beyond

These two names

4, 13.)

Cymric language

:

mar

"
" death
" to die
;" and crwnn,
;" marwsis,
congeal" frozen :" in
Gaelic, croin has the same force
ed,"
"
sea."
frozen
the
Murchroinn is
{Adelung, dlteste
Toland's several pieces,
Gesck. der Teutschen, p. 48.
who
lived
about the same
Ephorus,
pt. 1, p. 150.)
period, knew the Cimbri, and gives them the name of
Celts ; but in his geographical system, this very vague
denomination designates at the same time a Gaul and
an inhabitant of Western Europe.
(Strabo, 203.)
When, between the years 113 and 101 before our era,
a deluge of Cimbri poured its
desolating fury on Gaul,
Spain, and Italy, the belief was general, that they came
from the extremities of the West, from the frozen regions bordering on the Northern Ocean, from the Cimbric Chersonese, from the shores of the Cimbric The:

—

—

tis.

cell.,

(FloruSyS,
31,

3.

—PolycBn.,8, —Ammian. Mar-

5.—Claudian,

10.

Bell. Get., v.

638.— Plut.,

Vit.

In the time of Augustus, the Cimbri occupied
a portion of Jutland, and they acknowledged themselves to be the descendants of those who, in a preceding age, had committed so many ravages. Alarmed

Mar.)

conquests of the Romans beyond the Rhine, and
supposing that their object was to inflict vengeance
upon them for the inroad of their ancestors, they sent
at the

Cimbri and one of the races that dwelt in Gaul, it was
likely the race of which the Belgaj formed a part
than any of the Gallic ones.
A remark of Tacitus
sheds a new light on the subject.
He states, that the

more

iEstii, a

community dwelling in the vicinity of the
Cimbri, on the shores of the Baltic, and in all probability belonging to the Cimbric race, spoke a language
approximating closely to the insular Breton (" lingiuB
Britannica propior,^^ Tac., Germ., c. 45).
Now we
have seen that the language of the Bretons was also
that of the Belgae and of the Armoric tribes.
All the
ancient historians attribute to a Gallic army the invasion of Greece, in the years 279 and 280 B.C.
Appian {Bell. Illyr., 4) calls these Gauls Cimbri.
Again,
the Gallic nations, whether pure, or intermingled with
Sarmatian and German tribes, were numerous on the
northern bank of the lower Danube and in the vicinity
the most famous of all, that of the Bastarnae (Tac,

—
—

:

Germ., c. 46.—Plin., 4, 12.— Liv., 34, 26.— Id., 30,
50, seqg.
Polyb., excerpt., leg. 62), intermingled probably with Sarmatians, dwelt between the Black Sea
and the Carpathian Mountains. Mithradates, wishing

—

to form a powerful league against Rome, addressed
" He
himself to this powerful nation.
sent," says
Justin (38, 3), " ambassadors to the Cimbri, Sarmatae,
and Bastarnae." It is evident, that the Cimbri of Jutland cannot here be meant, separated as they were from

the King of Pontus by the whole extent of the Continent of Europe, but those Cimbri who dwelt in the vicinity of the Bastarnae and Sarmatse, and on whom had
there in his own time.
{Germ., c. 37.) Pliny gives been reflected the glory gained by their brethren in
a much more extensive signification to this name of Gaul and in Noricum.
The existence of Cimbric naCimbri he would seem to make it a generic term. tions, extending at various intervals from the lower
He not only, for example, recognises the Cimbri of the Danube as far as the Elbe, would seem to establish the
present Jutland, but he speaks also of the Mediterra- fact, that all the country between the Pontus Euxinus
nean Cimbri (4, 3) in the vicinity of the Rhine, com- and the Ocean, following the courses of the rivers, was
prehending, under this common appellation, various possessed by the race of the Cimbri anterior to the intribes which in other writers bear widely different crease and development of the Germanic race.
names. These Cimbri, inhabiting Jutland and the
Proofs drawn from National Traditions.
countries round about, were generally regarded as
There are few persons at the present day who
Gauls, that is to say, as belonging to one of the two
races which then held possession of Gaul.
Cicero, in have not heard of those curious monuments, as well
speaking of the great invasion of Cimbri, says in many in prose as in verse, which compose the literature
that
Marius
the
Gauls.
In like of the Welsh or Cymri, and which go back, almost
had
conquered
places
manner, Sallust {Bell. Jug., c. 114) makes Caepio, who without interruption, from the 16ih to the 6th cenwas defeated by the Cimbri, to have been so by Gauls. tury of our era a literature not less remarkable for
.Most of the subsequent writers hold the same lan- the originality of its forms, than for the light which
Conguage finally, the Cimbric buckler of Marius bore the it throws upon the early history of the Cymri.
To this we rnay add, that Ceso-rix, tested at first with the greatest obstinacy by a spirit
figure of a Gaul.
Bo'io-rix, &c., names of chieftains in the Cimbric ar- of criticism alike superficial and contemptuous, the
my, are to all appearance Gallic appellations. When authenticity of these ancient records is now eswe read the details of this terrible invasion, we are tablished beyond the possibility of doubt. (Consult
struck with the promptitude and facility with which Myvyrian, Archeology of Wales.
Turner, Authenthe Cimbri and I3elgae came to an understanding and ticity of the ancient British poems, 6ic.)
From the
arranged matters among themselves, while all the ca- national traditions detailed in these early effusions, the
lamities of the inroad appear to have fallen on central following results may be established.
1. The
duality
Caesar informs us, that the Belgae of the two races is recognised by the Triads
and southern Gaul.
the
vigorously sustained the first shock of the invaders, and Gwyddelad (Gauls) who inhabit Alhcn are regarded
on
torrent
their
the
frontiers.
arrested
This may all as a stranger and hostile people.
( Triocddynys Pry2. The
have been so but we see them almost immediately dain, n. 41.
Archczol. of Wales, vol. 2.)
after entering into an agreement with each other. The identity of the Armorican Belgae with the Cymric BritBelg* cede to the invaders one of their fortresses, ons is also recognised the Armorican tribes are there
Aduaticum, in which to deposite their baggage and the designated as deriving their origin from the primitive
Cimbri, on their part, leave as a guard for their bag- race of the Cymri, and holding communication with
all their riches, a
body of only them by the aid of one and the same language. {Trigage, which contained
3. The Triads make the race of the Cymri
six thousand men, and continue on their way
they oed., 5.)
must have been well assured, then, of the fidelity of the to have come from that part of the land of Haf (the
After the overthrow of the Cimbri in Italy, country of summer or of the south) called DeffrobaBelgse.

an embassy to the emperor to supplicate for pardon.
Strabo and Mela (3, 3) place these
(Slrabo, 292.)
Cimbri to the north of the Elbe. Tacitus found them

;

:

:

—

—

:

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

and where at present is Constantinople. (These
" and where at
present is Constantinople," appear to be the addition of some copyist ; still they are
as
without
not
value,
being founded on the traditions

the garrison of Aduaticum still remain in possession of
the fortress and its territory, and become a Belgic tribe.
When the Cimbri wish to attack the province of Narbonne, they make an alliance with the Volcae Tecto-

ni,

their proposals are resages, a Belgic colony, while
tribes.
These facts, and
jected by the other Gallic
many others that might be adduced, prave, that if there
were a community of origin and language between the

of the country.)

540

words,

(the
ain

"

They arrived at the foggy
German Ocean), "and proceeded thence to

and the country of Lydau'''

they settled."

{Trioedd., n. 4

)

"

(.'\rmorica),

The

sca'^

Brit-

where

bard Taliessin

GALLIA.

GALLIA.

( Welsh
simply says, that the Cymri came from Asia.
The Triads and Druidic
ArchceoL, vol. 1, p. 76.)
the
settlebards agree in many particulars respectincr
ment of the Cymri on their arrival in Western Eu-

velopment, or, what is more probable, that a longer period of separation, than in the case of other races, has
exercised a more injurious effect.
Whichever of the
two be the correct opinion, it is nevertheless apparent,

It was Hu, the powerful, who conducted them
rope.
a priest, a warrior, a legislator, and, after death, a god,
he united in himself all the attributes requisite for the

that the analogies between the Celtic and Sanscrit
carry us back to a period the eariiest that we can
reach by the aid of comparative philology, and furnish
us hence with most important data for ascertaining, to
what degree of development the mother- tongue itself

:

Now

we know that a part of the
chief of a theocracy.
Gallic race was long subject to the theocratic government of the Druids. This name of Hu was not unknown to the Greeks and Romans, who give the ap-

had attained before the separation in question took
place. Thus, for example, an examination of the Celtic
of Heus and Hesus to one of the deities of idioms appears conclusively to show, that, at the time
The Irish have also their national tradi- when this separation took place, the mother- tongue
fellation
)ruidism.
tions, but so confused and evidently fabulous, that it possessed already an entire system of euphonic laws,
would be improper to employ ihem on the present which the Sanscrit has preserved the best of any Indooccasion.
They contain, however, one thing which European tongue, and which it has, in fact, preserved
ought not to be omitted here, the mention of a people so well, that certain anomalies of the Celtic still find
termed Bolg (Fir-Bolg), who came from the borders their explanation in the euphonic rules of the sacred
It language of India.
of the Rhine and conquered the south of Ireland.
{Pictet, de VAffiniti. des Languet
is not difficult to recognise in these strangers a coloCeltiques avec le Sanscrit, p. 172.)

—

&
.

ny of the Belgic Cymri, though nothing probable

is

—

stated respecting their history or their settlement.
Ammianus Marcellinus (15, 9), or rather Timagenes,

General History of Gaul.

The

history of

Gaul divides

itself naturally into four

be quoting, gives an ancient tra- periods. The first of these comprises the movements
dition of the Gallic Druids concerning the origin of the of the Gallic tribes while yet in their Nomadic state.
This tradition stated, that a part of None of the races of the West ever passed through a
nations of Gaul.
Their course emthe Gallic population was indigenous, but that another more agitated or brilliant career.
their name is rebraced Europe, Asia, and Africa
part had come from far distant islands and countries beyond the Rhine, whence they had been driven by fre- corded with terror in the annals of almost every nation.
They burned Rome they wrested Macedonia
find,
quent wars and by inundations of the sea.
then, in the traditional history of the Gauls, as well as from the veteran legions of Alexander; they forced
in the testimony of foreign writers, and in the charac- Thermopylae and pillaged Delphi
they then proceedters of the languages spoken throughout the country, ed to pitch their tents on the plains of the Troad, in
the
borders of the
the
on
of
the fact well established of the division of the Gallic
Miletus,
public places
they besieged CarSangarius, and those of the Nile
family into two distinct branches or races.
thage, menaced Memphis, and numbered among their
General Conclusions.
tributaries the most powerful monarchs of the East
1. The Aquitani and
Ligures, though inhabitants of they founded in upper Italy a powerful empire, and in
Gaul, were not of Gallic blood, but belonged to the the bosom of Phrygia they reared another empire, that
of Galatia, which for a long time exercised its sway
Iberian stock.
2. The nations of Gallic blood were divided into over the whole of Lower Asia.
During the second
two branches, the Galli and the Cymri. The relation- period, that of their sedentary state, we see the gradual
ship of these two branches to each other is confirmed development of social, religious, and political instituby their idioms, their manners and customs, and their tions, conformable to their peculiar character as a

whom

he appears

to

;

—We

;

;

;

;

—

It becomes still more
national characters in general.
apparent, however, when we compare with them the
other communities that dwelt in their vicinity, namethe Italians, and the Germans.
And
ly, the Iberians,

yet there exists a sufficient diversity in their respective
manners, idioms, and moral characters, to authorize
us to trace a line of demarcation between these two
branches, which is warranted also as well by their national traditions as by the testimony of history.
3. The origin of the Gallic race belongs to the
East.
Their language, their traditions, their history,
in fine, point to Asia as the cradle of their nation.
{Thierry, Histoire dcs Gaulois, vol. 1, Tntrod., p. xii.-

At what period, however, they left their parent-home and commenced their migration to the West,
is
On this
beyond the reach of positive history.
point we are left in a great measure to our own conIxviii.)

jectures, although Linguistic, or the science of comparative philology, furnishes us with aids to the prose-

cution of this inquiry, by no

One

means unimportant

thing, at least, is certain,
an attentive examination of the Celtic
their character.

in

from

language, that

who spoke this tongue came first into the
West, and in all probability was the first too that separated from the parent stock.
This circumstance,

the race

institutions original in their nature

people

;

zation

full

alpine

of

Gaul

movement and
offers

the

of

purest

life,

and

;

a civili-

of which Trans-

most complete

One might

say, in following the animated
this picture, that the theocracy of India, the
feudal system of the middle ages, and the Athenian

model.
scenes of

democracy, had met on the same soil for the purpose of contending with each other and reigning by
turns.
Soon this civilization undergoes a change;
foreign elements are introduced, brought in by commerce, by the relations of neighbourhood, by reaction
from subjugated nations.
Hence arose multiplied and
In Italy it is the Rooften whimsical combinations.
man influence that exerts itself on the manners and
institutions of the Gauls
in the south of Gaul it is
that of the Massiliots
while in Phrygia we have a
most singular compound of Gallic, Grecian, and PhryTo this succeeds the third period
gian civilization.
;

;

—

in the history of the Gallic race, that of national strug-

gles and subjugation.
By a singular coincidence, it
is always by the Roman sword that the power of the
in proportion as the
Gallic tribes is destined to fall
Roman dominion extends, that of the Gauls recedes
and declines. It v^-ould seem, indeed, that the victors
;

and the vanquished, in the battle on the banks of the Alserve to explain why the Celtic idioms, lia, followed each other over the whole earth to decide
In Italy, the Cisalong with the greatest richness in Indo-European the ancient quarrel of the Capitol.
radicals, display a less complete system of grammati- alpine Gauls were reduced, but only after two centucal forms than most other branches of the same
When the rest of Asia
great ries of obstinate resistance.
family of languages; whether it be that, at the time of had, submitted to the yoke, the Galatae still defendof the East.
Gaul
the Celtic separation from home, these
grammatical ed against Rome the independence
after
forms had not yet reached their full number and deeventually fell, but through complete exhaustion,

perhaps,

may
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a century of partial conflicts and nine years of general
war under Caesar. In fine, the names of Caractacus
and Galgacus shed a splendour on the last and ineffectIt is everywhere an
ual efforts of British freedom.
unequal conflict between ardent and undisciplined valour on the one hand, and cool and steady perseverance
on the other. The fourth period comprehends the organization of Gaul into a Roman province, and the
gradual assimilation of transalpine manners to the customs and institutions of Italy ; a work commenced by

—

Augustus and

by Claudius.

completed

Htstoire des Gaulois, vol.

1,

Introd., p.

vi.,

{Thierry,

and the rivers Magra and Rubicon. It was sometimes known by the name of Gallia Togata \^Mela, 2,
4.
Plin., 3, 14), to distinguish it from Transalpine
Gaul, to which the name of Gallia Comata was applied.
This latter name refers to the
{Cic, Phil, 8, 9.)
The epithet
Gallic custom of wearing the hair long.
Togata alludes to the circumstance of the rights ot
citizenship having been conferred on the natives of
the country.
The towns of Cisalpine Gaul obtained

—

the privileges of Latin cities, and, consequently, the
a law of Pornright of wearing the Roman toga, by
peius Strabo (Ascon. com. in Or. in Pison., p. 490),

—

seqq.)

Gallia Cisalpina, Gaul this side of the Alps, with about 665 A.U.C. According to Polybius, Cisalpine
reference to Rome, a name given to the northern part Gaul was included in the figure of a triangle, which
of Italy, as occupied by the Gallic tribes which had had the Alps and Apennines for two of its sides, and
poured over the Alps into this extensive tract of coun- the Adriatic, as far as the city of Sena Gallica, for the
Livy assigns to these migrations of the Gauls as
early a date as the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, that
about
600 B.C. Having securely established themis,

try.

new

selves in their

make
thus

possessions,

they proceeded

to

farther inroads into various parts of Italy, and
into contact with the forces of Rome.

came

More than two hundred years had elapsed from the
time of their first invasion, when they totally defeated
the Roman army on the banks of the AUia, and became
masters of Rome itself
The defence of the Capitol
and the exploits of Camillus {Liv., 5, 47, seqq.), or, raher, if Polybius be correct (2, 18), the gold of the vanquished, and the dangers which threatened the Gauls at
home, preserved the state. From that time, the Gauls,
though they continued, by frequent incursions, to threaten, and even ravage, the territory of Rome, could make
no impression on that power. Though leagued with
ahe Samnites and Etruscans, they were almost always
unsuccessful.
Defeated at Sentium in Umbria, near
the Lake Vadimonis in Etruria, and in a still more denear the port of Telamo in the same
province (Polyb., 2, 19, seqq.), they soon found themselves forced to contend, not for conquest, but for
existence.
The same ill success, however, attended
their efforts in their own territory.
The progress of the
Roman arms was irresistible the Gauls were beaten
back from the Adriatic to the Po, from the Po to the
Alps, and soon beheld Roman colonies established ahd
flourishing in many of the towns which had so lately
been theirs.
Notwithstanding these successive disascisive

action

;

though curbed, was still unsubdued
and when the enterprise of Hannibal afforded them an
opportunity of retrieving their losses and wreaking their
vengeance on the foe, they eagerly embraced it. It is

ters, their spirit,

;

to their zealous co-operation that Polybius ascribes in
a great degree the primary success of that expedition.

By

the efllicient aid which they afforded Hannibal, he

was enabled
ter he

to

commence

had set foot

operations immediately afand to follow up his ear-

in Italy,

This

base.

is,

however, but a rough sketch, which

requires a

more accurate

limits will

be found

delineation.

The

to
suflficiently correct

following

answer ev-

The river Orgus,
ery purpose.
frontier of Cisalpine Gaul to the northwest, as far as
its
with
the Po, which river will then serve
junction
as a
on the side of Liguria, till it receives
Orca, will define the

boundary

its
Along this small stream
right bank.
trace the western limit, up to its source in
the Apennines, and the southern along that chain to

the Tidone on

we may

To

the river Rubicon.

the north, a line

drawn nearly

across the great Italian lakes
parallel with the Alps
will serve to separate Gaul from Rhaetia and other Al-

pine districts.

The

Athesis, Adige, from the point

that line, and subsequently the Po,
will distinguish it on the east and south from Venetia,
and the Adriatic will close the last side of this irregular
v^-here

it

meets

The

figure.

character which

is

given us of this por-

tion of Italy by the writers of antiquity is that of the

most

fertile

and productive country imaginable.

Po-

in wine, com, and
lybius describes it as abounding
Innumerable herds of swine,
every kind of grain.

both for public and private supply, were bred in its
forests
and such was the abundance of provisions
of every kind, that travellers when at an inn did not
find it necessary to agree on the price of any article
which they required, but paid so much for the whole
amount of what was furnished them and this charge,
at the highest, did not exceed half a Roman as.
(PoAs a proof of the richness of this counlyb., 2, 15.)
it surpassed all the rest or
try, Strabo remarks, that
and opulent towns which
Italy in the number of large
The wool grown here was of the finest
it contained.
and so abundant was the supply
and softest
;

;

quality

of wine, that the

;

wooden

vessels in which it was comsize of houses.
(Strabo,
it the flower of Italy, the

monly stowed were of the

218.)
Lastly, Cicero styles
the orsupport of the empire of the Roman people,
Cramer's Annament of its dignity.
(Phil, 3, 5.

—

success with promptitude and vigour.
(Polybius, dent Italy, vol. 1, p. 40, seqq.)
As long as that great commander maintained
3, 66.)
Gallienus, PuBLius LiciNius, son of the Emperor
his ground and gave employment to all the forces of Valerian, was made Coesar, and colleague to his father,
the enemy, the Gauls remained unmolested, and en- A.D. 253. He defeated, in a great battle near Mediolajoyed their former freedom, without being much bur- num (Milan), the Alemanni and other northern tribes,
dened by a war which was waged at a considerable which had made an irruption into Upper Italy, and
But when the tide of gave evidence on that occasion of his personal bravery
distance from their borders.
success had again changed in favour of Rome, and and abilities.
He was also well-informed in literature,
the defeat of Hasdrubal, together with other disasters, and was both a:i orator and a poet. When Valerian was
efforts
of
had paralyzed the
Carthage, they once more taken prisoner by the Persians, A.D. 260, Gallienus
saw their frontiers menaced Gaul still offered some took the reins of government, and was acknowledged
He appears to have given himself up to
resistance, even after that humbled power had been as Augustus.
but it was weak and una- debauchery and the company of profligate persons, negobliged to sue for peace
and about twelve years after the termination lecting the interests of the empire, and taking no pains
vailing
of the second Punic war, it was brought under en- to effect the release of his father from his hard captivThe barbarians attacked the
tire subjection, and became a Roman province.
died.
( Carity, in which he
Under this de- empire on every side, revolts broke out in various prov/t, Antichita Italiche, vol. 2, p. 5.)
nomination it continued to receive various accessions inces, where several commanders assumed the title of
of territory, as the Romans extended their dominions emperor, while Gallienus was loitering at Rome with
towards the Alps, till it comprised the whole of that his favourites.
Y'et now and then he seemed to awaof
which lies between those mountains ken from his
at the news of the advance of the
ly

;

;

;

portion

Italy
54:1

torpor,
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invaders; and, putting himself at the head of the lehe defeated Ingcnus, who had usurped the imgions,

title in Illyricum.
But he disgraced his victory
perial
Meantime Probus, Aurelianus,
by horrible cruelties.
and other able commanders, were strenuously suparms in the East,
porting the honour of the Roman
where Odenatus, prince of Palmyra, acted as a useful

Romans against the Persians. Usurpers
Egypt, in the Gauls, in Thrace, in almost
every province of the empire, from which circumstance
this period has been styled the reign of the thirty tyAt last Aureolus, a man of obscure birth, some
rants.
say a Dacian shepherd originally, but a brave soldier,
to the

ally

arose

in

was proclaimed emperor by the troops in Illyricum, entered Italy, took possession of Mediolanum, and even
marched against Rome while Gallienus was absent.
Gallienus returned quickly, repulsed Aureolus, and defeated him in a great battle, near the Addua, after
which the usurper shut himself up in Mediolanum.
Here he was besieged by Gallienus but, during the
;

siege, the

emperor was murdered by some conspira-

tors.

(Auret. Vict.,
ras, 12, 24, seqq.)

c.

33.

— Eutrop.,

9,

S.^—Zona-

length even the kings of Syria thought it prudent to
comply with their demands. Attains, king of Perga
mus, was the only sovereign who had the resolution
to refuse at
length to submit to this ignominious extortion.
He met the barbarians in the field, and, seconded by the bravery of his troops, obtained a victory
over these Gallo-Grseci, as they were now called, from
their intermixture with the Greeks of Phrygia and
{Liv., 38, 16.)
Prusias, king of Bithynia,
Bithynia.
not long after, cut to pieces another body of Gauls,

and

freed the Hellespont from their depredations.
These, however, were only partial
{Polyh., 6, 111.)
advantages, and the Gauls remained the terror and tyrants of Asia Minor, so says, at least, the Roman historian, till the war with Antiochus brought the Roman

armies into Asia.
The victory of Magnesia having
driven that monarch across the range of Taurus, there
remained the Gallo-Graeci only between the Romans
and the entire possession of the peninsula. There
wanted but a slight pretext to justify an invasion of
It
these barbarous hordes in their own fastnesses.
was asserted that they had aided Antiochus in the camthis
and
on
pretence
paign which had just terminated
war was declared against them, and the consul Manli;

Gallinaria Svlva,

a

wood

in

Campania, near Li-

us was ordered to march into their country, and reduce them by force of arms. That general, being
ranean.
Juvenal mentions the spot joined by Attains, brother of Eumenes, king of Perga(Strabo, 243.)
as a noted haunt of robbers and assassins.
{Sat., 3, mus, with a select body of troops, defeated the TolisCicero leads us to suppose that this wood lay toboii and Trocmi with prodigious slaughter, and by a
305.)
on the road from Sinuessa to Naples. {Ad Fam., 9, victory over the Tectosages, no less decisive than the
It is now called Pineta di Castel Voltumo.
23.)
former, terminated the war ; the small remnant of the
Gauls being content to sue for peace on any condi(Pratilli della Via Appia, p. 183.)
Gallogr^ecia or Galatia, an extensive country of tions. The Roman senate, satisfied with having broAsia Minor, occupied by a horde of Gauls.
This re- ken the power of the Gallo-Graeci, allowed them to rebeing merely a dismembered portion of ancient tain possession of their country, on condition of giving
fion
'hrygia, it will only be necessary here, in inquiring no offence to Eumenes, king of Pergamns, who might
into its former history, to account for its being occu- be considered as their lieutenant in Asia, and forsaking
Previpied by the Gauls or Gallo-Graeci, from whom its new their former wandering and marauding habits.
collect from Polybius ously, as Strabo informs us, the whole of Galatia had
appellations were derived.
and Livy (the latter of whom, however, only copies been divided into four parts, each governed by a sepfrom the former), that this Asiatic colony was, in fact, arate chief named tetrarch.
Each tetrarch had under
bu4; a detachment of those vast hordes which had wanhim a judge and military commander, who appointed
dered from Gaul under the conduct of Brennus, and two lieutenants.
These collectively had the power of
with which that leader had invaded Greece.
On their assembling the general council, which met in a spot
arrival in Dardania, a dispute arose between some of called
Drynemetum, and consisted of 300 members.
the chiefs and the principal commander, when the dis- This
assembly decided only criminal cases all other
contented troops, to the number of 20,000, determined business was transacted by the tetrarchs and judges.
to abandon the main body, and seek their fortunes elseSubsequently the number of tetrarchs was reduced to
where, under the direction of Leonorius and Lutarius. three, and finally to one. The latter change was
They traversed the plains of Thrace, and, encamping made by the Romans in favour of Deiotarus, who had
near Byzantium, were for a time the bane and terror rendered their arms essential service in the Mithraof the citizens, by the devastations they committed, datic war
{Appian, Bell. Mithr., 114), and who is so
and the galling tribute they imposed. At length, how- often mentioned
by Cicero in terms of the greatest
the
beautiful
of
the shores of esteem and friendship.
On his
ever, tempted by
aspect
{Vid. Deiotarus.)
and
the
wealth
and
of
that coun- death, which took
Asia,
reputed
fertility
place at an advanced age, part of
were
induced
to
listen
to
the
offers
of
and
Ponhis principality was annexed to Paphlagonia
try, they
easily
Nicomedes, king of Bithynia, for entering into his ser- tus under Polemo ; and part to the dominions of
vice.
They accordingly crossed the Bosporus, and Amyntas, chief of Lycaonia. On the demise of the
having joined the troops of Nicomedes, were of great latter, the whole of Galatia came into the possession of
assistance to him in his wars with Ziboetes.
They the Romans, and formed one province of their vast emnow obtained a firm footing in Asia Minor ; and, though
{Strab., 566.— Plin., 5, 32.)— Though interpire.
not more than 20,000 men, and of these not more than mixed with
Greeks, the Galataeans retained throughout
one half furnished with arms, they spread alarm and their
assured by St. Jeoriginal tongue, since we are
consternation throughout the peninsula, and
compelled rome that in his day they spoke the same language as
whole provinces and even empires to pay them tribute. the Treviri in Gaul.
Gala{Prolegom. in Epist. ad
They even proceeded to divide the whole of Asia Mi- tas.) Neither did they entirely lose their original simnor among their three tribes,
of manners
for Cicero, in his defence of Deioallotting to each a

ternum, that furnished timber for the fleet with which
Sextus Pompeius infested the coasts of the Mediter-

We

:

por-

on which

it was
lespont was assigned

tion

to the
Tolistoboii,

the

Tectosages.

to levy impositions.
to the

and the

The

The Hel-

plicity

tarus

(c. 9),

Trocmi, ^Eolis and Ionia breeder of

interior of the peninsula to

settled abode,

however, of the

was in the country between the
Sangarius
and Halys, which
they had seized, without resistance

three tribes

or difficulty, from the unwarlike
As their
Phrygians.
numbers increased, they became more formidable, and
also more
imperious in their exactions; so that at

;

as an extensive cultivator and
Less effeminate also and debased
than the natives of Phrygia, they were

praises

him

cattle.

by superstition
more ready to embrace the tidings of salvation brought
The
to them by the great Apostle of the Gentiles.
ecclesiastical notices assign sixteen bishoprics to Gaone called Galatia Conlatia, under two divisions
;

sularis, the other Salutaris.

ancient geographer has laid

{Hteroc., p.

down

696.)— No

with accuracy the
64B'
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known

generally, that to
tbe west it bordered upon Phrygia Epictetus, and a
the Sangarius
on the
portion of Bithynia, north of
north it ranged along the Bithynian and Paphlagonian
liinils of Gallo-Graecia.

It is

:

the Halys, which separated it fronl
Cappadocia towards the east on the south it was contiguous to Lycaonia and part of Pisidia, till it met
again the Phrygian frontier, somewhere between the
sources of the Sangarius and Alander on the north.

chains,

till

it

met

:

{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 79, seqq.)
Gallus, I. Caius or Cnaeus Sulpitius, was consul
B.C. 166. His name is honourably connected with
the history of ancient science, since he may be regarded as the first individual among the Romans that turned his attention to astronomical studies. Livy states,
that, when a tribune in the army of Paulus .^milius
m Macedon, he foretold an eclipse of the moon, first
to the consul, and then, with his leave, to the Roman
The eclipse took place on the evening before
army.
the great battle of Pydna, and the Romans, being prepared for it, were under no alarm, while their opponents were terrified, and deemed it an omen of the fall

j

which had been imposed on the inhabitants in place of
When the young tridepriving them of their lands.
umvir became the undisputed master of the western

Roman

empire, he raised Gallus to the highand when he meditated the
appropriation of the eastern half likewise, he invested
him with an important military command. After the
battle of Actium, he was opposed to Antony in person
on the invasion of Egypt ; and while Augustus look
possession of Pelusium, its eastern key, Gallus was
employed to make himself master of Parcetonium^
which was considered its western barrier. Gallus
proved eminently successful in this enterprise. He
thwarted all the attempts of Antony to shake the fidelity of the soldiers, many of whom had at one time
served under that leader ; and by a skilful stratagem
he surprised and destroyed a number of vessels which
half of the
est

honours of the state

;

belonged to his adversary. ^Vhen Augustus, having
at length encamped near Alexandrea. received intelligence that Antony had laid violent bands on himself^
he despatched Proculeius to the eity, in order, if possible, to save the treasures and get (Jleopatra alive into
of their king Perses.
(Lit)., 44, 37.
Compare Cic., his power. But she refused to confer with this emisThe date of this eclipse was 168 sary otherwise than from within the monument she
de Senect., 16.)
B.C. Now as the tables of Hipparchus only began had constructed, Proculeius standing without the gate^
with 162 B.C., Gallus must have availed himself of which was strongly barred.
Having heard her proposome (probably Oriental) mode earlier than that of sals and observed the situation of the place, ProculeiA us returned and made his report to Augustus. It was
Hipparchus, but which has not come down to us.
passage in Pliny (2, 19) would seem to have reference then that Gallus undertook to perform a part still more
to a work composed by Gallus, which may have been a perfidious and
He advanced to the gate
despicable.
treatise on eclipses, and such, indeed, is the opinion of of the monument, and contrived to lengthen out a conHardouin {Ad Plin., I. c). Cicero praises the as- ference with the queen, till Proculeius, in the mean
tronomical knowledge of Gallus {de Senect., 16), and while, having fixed his scaling-ladders to the walls, enLivy, Valerius Maximus, and Frontinus have not for- tered the tower by one of the windows, and then deHe is said to have repudiated his scended to the gate where Cleopatra was discoursing
gotten his name.
wife because she appeared on one occasion in public with his coadjutor.
She immediately turned round
without a veil.
{Vai Max., 6, 3, 10.) U. Cornelius, from Gallus, and, seeing that she was thus surprised,
a distinguished Roman, ranked among the chief of the attempted to stab herself, but Proculeius wrested the
Latin elegiac writers, and compared by Quintilian with dagger from her hands.
Egypt having been reduced
He was born of poor to complete submission, its conqueror directed his
Tibullus, Propertius, and Ovid.
and ignoble parents, A.U.C. 685. Forum Juhi is said whole attention towards the administration of its into have been the place of his birth {Chron. Euseb.), ternal aflfairs.
Its importance as the granary from
but there were two towns of that name within the which Italy derived the chief supplies of corn, its
The one, since call- wealth, its population, and the levity of its inhabitants,
boundaries of the Roman empire.
ed Friuli, lay within the district of that name the other all contributed to render this recent acquisition a sub(now Frejus, in Provence) was situate on the south- ject of much care and solicitude to Augustus. He
ern coast of the Roman province of Gallia Narbonen- considered it inexpedient to allow any native assembly
sis.
Some writers have fixed on the former as the or council to meet. He even thought it dangerous to
birthplace of Gallus {Hist. Lit. Aquileiensis, lib. 1,8. permit any authority to be exercised over this realm
and he accordingly took into
Liruti, Notiz. delV Vile ed Opcre de Let. de Friuli, by the Roman senate
vol. 1, p. 2.
Tiraboschi, vol. 1, pt. 1, lib. 3, 1), but a his own hands the whole administration, which, on his
greater number have maintained that he was a native of return to Rome, he determined to devolve on a vice-

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

par les Bcnedictins.
Handbuch, &.C., p. 286. Harks, Introd. in Not. Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. ZdZ.—Milller, EinThe Eusebian chronicle is
leitung, vol. 2, p. 232.)
the authority which places his birth at Forum Julii

stationed in
roy, supported by a great military force
Gallus was the perdifferent parts of the kingdom.

but, owing to a corruption in some of the manuscripts
of that chronicle, Forum Livii being substituted in its
room, a few writers have supposed that he was born
at that town, now Forli, in the Romagna.
{Flavins

a

{Hist. Litt. de la France,

— Fuhrmann,
Frejus.

—

;

son

whom

he

first

invested with this prefecture

;

and

his long-tried fidelity, his attachment to his master,
and his talent for conciliation, gave every prospect of

government which would be exercised with advanthe people
tage to the prince who trusted him, and
who were confided to his care and so long as he act
ed under the direction of Augustus, he manifested no
Blondus, Ital. lllnstrata.
Morgagni, Opusc. Miscell.) defect either in capacity or zeal. He opened new
From the obscurity of his birth and of his original sit- conduits from the Nile, and caused the old channels
uation, little is known concerning the early years of to be cleared ; he restored the vigour of the laws, proGallus. He is first mentioned in history as accompany- tected commerce, and encouraged arts ; and he foundmarched to Rome, after the bat- ed another Alexandrean library, the former magnificent
ing Octavius when he
He had collection of books having been in part destroyed by
tle of Modena, to demand the consulship.
soon so far ingratiated himself with this leader, that we fire in the time of JuUus Csesar. By these means
find him among the number of his advisers after the Egypt for a while enjoyed, under the government of
battle of Philippi, and counselling him, along with Gallus, a prosperity and happiness to which she had
Maecenas, to write in gentle terms to the senate, with long been a stranger during the sway of the Ptolemies.
assurances that he would offer no violence to the city, But the termination of the rule of this first prefect of
but would regulate all things with clemency and mod- Egypt did not correspond with its auspicious comOn the partition of the lands which followed mencement. Elated with power, he soon forgot the
eration.
He ascribed
the defeat of Brutus, Gallus was appointed to collect, respect that was due to his benefactor.
from the cantons on the banks of the Po, a tribute everything to his own merit, erecting statues to himself

—
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;

CALLUS.

CALLUS.

a record of his
tliroughout all Egypt, and engraving
In unguarded hours, and
exploits on the fiyramids.
when under the influence of the double intoxication of

he applied to his master the most
prosperity and wine,
(Dio Cass.,
opprobrious and insulting expressions.
Indiscretion and vanity were quickly fol63, 23.)
He
lowed by acts of misgovernment and rapine.
the ancient city of Thebes, and stripped it

plundered
of

its

ornaments {Ammianus MarcelL, 16, 4),
even said, though on no very certain auhave tilled up the measure of his offences

principal

and he

is

thority, to

In conby conspiring against the life of the emperor.
sequence of his misconduct, and of those unguarded expressions, which were probably conveyed to his
master, with exaggeration, by some false friend or
enemy, he was recalled in the fifth year of his gov-

ernment and immediately after his return to Rome,
one of his most intimate friends, called Largus, stood
;

forth as his accuser.
Augustus, in the mean while,
forbade him his presence ; and the charges, which now
multiplied from every quarter, were brought before the
senate.
Though Gallus had many friends among the
No one could
poets, he had few among the senators.
refuse verses to Gallus, but a fair hearing was probawas
He
sentenced
to
denied
him.
bly
perpetual exile,

whole property was confiscated. {Dio Cass.y
Unable to endure the humiliation, which
presented such a contrast to his former brilliant fortune, he terminated his existence by a voluntary death.
This sad conclusion to his once prosperous career took
place A.U.C. 727, when he was in the forty-third year
of his age.
Augustus is said to have mourned the
death which his severity had thus occasioned
and
and

his

53, 23.)

;

Suetonius, in the life of that emperor (c. 66), has described the feelings which he expressed on receiving
But his sorrow
intelligence of his melancholy fate.
probably was not sincere ; and, if we may believe
Donatus, he ungenerously carried his resentment so far
beyond the tomb, as to command Virgil to expunge

an eulogy on Gallus, which he had introduced near
the conclusion of the Georgics, and to substitute in its
place the story of Aristaeus and the bees, which, however beautiful in itself, does not compensate for the
loss of the poet's delineation of an eminent friend, by
whom he was warmly patronised, and whom, in reThe guilt or the misfortunes
turn, he warmly loved.
of Gallus as a statesman have been long since forgotten, and he is now remembered only as a distinguished
Gallus
patron of learning, and as an elegant poet.
was the friend of Pollio and Maecenas, and rivalled
them, through life, as an eminent promoter of the interests of literature.
He protected Parthenius Nicenus, a Greek author, who had been brought to Rome
during the Mithradatic war, and who inscribed to him

—

his collection of

amorous mythological

stories, entitled

1

eclogue, A.U.C. 716, at which period Gallus was
about thirty years of age.
At this time Cytheris had
forsaken him for a rival, who was then engaged in a
military expedition on the other side of the Alps, and
she had even accompanied her new lover to that inThe elegies of Gallus consisted
hospitable region.
of four books, but they have now all perished ; they
were held, however, in high estimation so long as they
survived.
Ovid speaks of Tibullus as the successor
of Gallus, and as his companion in the Elysian fields
{Am., 3, 9) and he oftener than once alludes to the

—

;

extensive celebrity which his verses had procured for
as well as to his mistress.
{Am., I, 15.) Quintilian ranks him as an elegiac poet with Tibullus and
Propertius, though he thinks his style was somewhat
Besides the four books
harsher than that of either.
of elegies, Gallus translated or imitated from the Greek
of Euphorion a poem on the Grynean grove, written
He likewise translated from
in the manner of Hesiod.
the same Euphorion a number of ancient mythological
fables, such as the stories of Scylla and Philomela.
The four
Gallus also wrote a number of epigrams.
in the year 1500
elegies, which were first published
of
Cornelius
work
by Pomponius Gauricus, as the
Gallus, are generally supposed to have been written
by Maximianus Gallus, who lived in the reign of Anastasius.
They are chiefly filled with complaints of
the miseries and deprivations of extreme old age, a
theme not likely to be chosen by Gallus, who died at
the age of forty-two.
Aldus Manutius, the son of
Paullus, published another elegy, under the name of

him

—

Asinius Gallus, the son of Pollio, whom he appears
have confounded with Cornelius Gallus. Though
it has
superior to the others in point of poetical style,
to

no better claims to authenticity. {Dunlop, Hist. Rom.
The best edition of the
Lit., vol. 3, p. 429, seqq.)
pieces and fragments attributed to Gallus is that of

WernsdorfF in the PoetiZ LatmiMtnores.— III. JEXwxs,
the first and the only Roman that ever penetrated with

He was of
an army into the interior of Arabia.
equestrian rank, and was appointed by Augustus imThe Arabians of that day
perial procurator in Egypt.
had accumulated great riches by the trade with India.
This excited the cupidity of the Romans, and iEliusThe expedition^
Gallus was sent to subdue them.
consequence of the treachof the Arabian auxilThis
iaries who formed part of the Roman force.
leader, influenced by patriotic motives, guided the army of the invaders into sandy deserts, from which they
were glad to retreat with considerable loss. The fleet,
in like manner, which accompanied the expedition,
was led into shoals where a large number of vessels
were lost. Syllaeus paid for his patriotic treachery
with his life.
An account of the whole afl!air is given
however, signally

failed, in

ery of Syllaeus, the

commander

who was

Uepl kpcjTiKuv TzadriixaTiov, declaring, in his dedication, that he addressed the work to Gallus, as likely to
furnish incidents which might be employed by him in
the poems he was then writing.
But Gallus is best
known to posterity as the patron of Virgil, whom he
introduced to the notice of Maecenas, and as also instrumental in obtaining for him restitution of his farm,

the intimate friend of Gallus.
Pliny and Dio Cassius also furnish us with information on this subject which is not
contained in the narrative of Strabo.
{Dio Cass., 53,

after the partition of the lands
among the
In gratitude for these
(^Probus, Vit. Virg.)

De^
(Consult Gossellin, Recherches, vol. 2, p. 116.
514.
Sacy, Mem. de VAcad. dcs Inscr., &c., vol. 48, p.
Valesius
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, p. 116, seqq.)

soldiery.

and other
favours conferred on him, the Mantuan bard has introduced an elegant compliment to Gallus in the sixth
and has devoted the tenth to the celebration
eclogue
;

by Strabo,

{Strab., 779, seqq.)

Great diflSculty arises, however, in attempting
29.)
to adopt the accounts which we thus obtain with the
state of geographical knowledge at the present day.

—

—

(Valois),

Burmann, and Simsonhave noticed the

of Casaubon (ad Strab.,

I.

c),

who confounds

this

error

^li-

The real name of this fe- us Gallus with Cornelius Gallus the poet.— IV. Flahave been Cytheris. (Servius, ad vius Claudius Constantinus, brother of the Emperor
She was an actress of Mimes, Julian, and nephew to Constantino the Great. In
Virg., Eclog., 10.)
who to exquisite beauty joined all the accomplish- 351 A.D., Constantius, the son of Constantine, granted
ments of her profession. Besides
to Antiocb.
having engaged the him the dignity of Caesar, and sent him
called fortl
affections of Gallus, she had
captivated Antony, and But the power with which he was invested
IS said in her earlier
years to have touched the heart nothing but vice, and Constantius having recalled him
of Brutus.
The passion of Gallus may be supposed A.D. 354, caused him to be put to death in prison,. a
to have been at its
height when Virgil wrote bis tenth the age of twenty-nine.

of his passion for Lycoris.

male

is

said to

Z

c z
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GAR

AN

a people near the mouths of the Gan- considered peculiarly holy.
The places most superPtolemy assigns them a capital, called Ganga stitiously revered are the junctions of rivers, called
Regia, on the western side of the Ganges, which Prayags, the principal of which is that of the Jumna
In the British courts
D'Anville places in latitude 24° 50', and makes the with the Ganges at Allahabad.
site to coincide with that of Raji-mohol.
The Gan- of justice, the water of the Ganges is used for swearof
the
Prasii, who lay nearer the ing Hindus, as the Koran is for Mohammedans, and
garidae were allies

Gangarid^,

ges.

The united forces of
Indus towards the northwest.
these two nations awaited the army of Alexander on
the other side of the Hyphasis ; but report made them
so formidable for numbers and valour, that the wearied
and alarmed Macedonians refused to cross the stream,
in spite of all the efforts and remonstrances of their
king.
27.)

{Jtistin, 12,

8.— Curt.,

2.—Virg., JEn.,

9,

the Gospel for Christians.
3, p. 18, seqq.)

Gaxgeticus Sinus, now
which the Ganges

{Malte-Brun, Geogr.,
the

vol.

into

Bay of Bengal,

falls.

Ganymedes, son of Tros and of Callirhoe daughter
He was remarkable for his beauof the Scamander.

3,

ty,

and on

this account,

according to the legend, was

Olympus by an eagle, to be the cupJove, who gave Tros, as a compensation,

carried off to

Ganges, a famous river of India, which, in the language of Hindustan, is called Parf<Za,.and is also
named Burra Gonga, or the Great River, and Gonga,
or the river, by way of eminence
and hence the Eu-

bearer of
some horses of the Olympian breed. {Horn., 11., 5,
Id. ib., 20, 234, seq.
Horn., Hymn., 4,
265, seq.
One of the Cyclic poets {ap. Schol. adEurip.,
202.)
Orest., 1390) said, that Jupiter gave Laomedon a goldThe son of Tros succeeded
en vine for Ganymede.
Hebe as cup-bearer of the skies. (Fid. Hebe.) They

—

;

name of the stream is derived. The Sanscrit
of the Ganges (Padda) signifies foot, because
the Brahmins, in their fabulous legends, make the
river to flow from the foot of Beschan, who is the
same with Vischnou, or the preserving deity. This
great stream, together with the Burrampooter, whose
twin-sister it has not unaptly been denominated, has
its source in the vast mountains of Thibet.
It seeks
the plains of Hindustan by the west, and pursues the
early part of its course through rugged valleys and defiles.
After wandering about eight hundred miles
through these mountainous regions, it issues forth a
This
deity to the superstitious yet gladdened Hindu.
river was unknown to Herodotus, as he does not mention it, though it became famous in a century afterward.
Its source was for a long period involved in
obscurity. A survey, however, has been recently made
by the British-Indian government, and it has been
found to issue in a small stream, under the name of
Bhagirathy, from under a mass of perpetual snow, acnuinulated on the southern side of the Himmaleh
Mountains, between 31° and 32° north latitude, and
ropean

name

I

I

'

—

who wish to give an historical aspect
make Ganymedes to have been carried
The truth is, however, that the fable

to this legend,
off

by Tantalus,

of

Ganymedes,

according to Knight, seems to have arisen from some
symbolical composition, representing the act of fructiand
fying nature, attended by Power and Wisdom
this composition would appear to have been at first
misunderstood, and afterward misrepresented in poet

i

:

cal fiction.

For the

lines in the Iliad alluding to

it

and, according to
Knight maintains, spurious
Pindar, the most orthodox, perhaps, of all the poets,

are, as

;

Ganymede was npt the son of Tros, but a mighty
genius or deity, who regulated or caused the overflowings of the Nile by the motion of his feet. {Schol.
His being, therefore,
in Arat. Phcenom., v. 282.)
the cup-bearer of Jupiter, means no more than that he
was the distributor of the waters between heaven and
ear»h, and, consequently, a distinct personification of
that attribute of Jupiter, which is otherwise signified

78° and 79° east longitude.
It is
computed to be
1500 miles in length, and at five hundred miles from

Hence he is only another
personification as Attis, Adowho are all occasionally represented
nis, and Bacchus
holding the patera or cup ; which is also given, with
the cornucopiae, to their subordinate emanations, the
by the epithet Pluvius.
modification of the

mouth is, during the rainy season, four miles broad
and sixty feet deep. Its principal tributaries are the
Jumna, the Gogra, and the Burrampooter. The whole
number of streams which flow into it are eleven.
About two hundred miles from the sea, the Delta of

its

same

;

local genii : of which many small figures in brass are
extant.
{Inquiry into the Symb. Lang., &c., ^.121.

Ganges commences by the dividing of the river. —Class. Journ., vol. 25, p. 42.)
Garamantes (sing. Garamas), a people of Africa,
branches, the Cossimbazzar and the lellinghy,
are given off to the west.
These unite to form the south of Fazania, deriving their name from the city of
Hoogley, or Bhagirathy, on which the port of Calcutta Garama, now Garmes. They were slightly known to
is situated.
It is the
onfy branch commonly navi- the Romans under Augustus, in whose time some
gated by ships, and in some years it is not navigable claim was made to a triumph over them, on which acfor two or three months.
The only secondary branch count they are mentioned by Virgil. {Virg., jEn., 4,
which is at all navigable for boats, is the Chandah 198 6, 795.— Lucan, 4, 334.— P/m., 5, S.—Sil. Ital,
That part of the Delta which borders on the sea 1, 142; 11, 181.)
River.
is
composed of a labyrinth of creeks and rivers, called
Garamantis, a nymph, mother of larbas, by Jupiihe Sunderbunds, with numerous islands, covered with ter.
{Virg., .En, 4, 198.)
the profuse and rank vegetation called
Garganus, a mountain of Apulia, terminating in a
jungle, afford
to numerous
haunts
These
branches
ocbold promontory of the same name (Garganum Protigers.
ing
cupy an extent of two hundred miles along shore, montorium), now Punta di Viesti. Strabo (284) seems
The Ganges rises fifteen feet by the end of June, to have considered the whole of that extensive neck of
owing to tiie heavy rains. The remainder of its rise, land, lying between the bay of Rodi and that of Manwhich ie in all thirty- two feet, is occasioned by the \fredonia, as the Garganum Promontorium, for he derains which fall in Bengal.
By the end of July, all scribes it as running out to sea for the space of 300
the lower parts of the country adjoining the Ganges
stadia, or 37 miles.
Scylax seems to refer to this
the

Two

;

|

j

'

!

|

as well as the Burrampooter, are overflowed for a
width of one hundred miles, nothing appearing but
and the sites of some places that
villages, trees,

have been deserted. The line of the Ganges which
lies between Gansotree, or the source of the leading
stream, and Sagor island, below Calcutta, is held
The main body, which goes east
particularly sacred.
is not regarded with equal
the river happens to run from
«outh to north, contrary to its usual direction, it is

to join the

Brahmapootra,

veneration.

Wherever
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mountain under the name of Arion.

{Periplns, p.

Frequent allusion is made to this celebrated
ridge and headland by the Latin poets, especially on
account of its fine groves of oaks.
{Herat., Od., 2,
5.)

9— Id.,
5,

Ep.,

2, 1,

WO.—Sil.

Ital., S,

630.— Lucan,

378.)

G.<RGAPHiA, a valley near Plata?a, with a fountain
of the same name, where Actason was torn to pieces
by his dogs. {Ovid, Met., 3, 156.) The fountain of
Gargaphia'was situate about a mile and a half distant

GEL

G AZ
from Platsea, on Mount Cithaeron, towards the Athe-

and destroyed it, after it had made a powerful resistance for the space of two months. {Arrian, 2, 27.
of
the
summits
of
one
GargIrus (plur. a, orum),
Quintus Curtius, 4, 6.) Antiochus the Great sacked
Ida, the roots of which formed the promontory of Lec- it, and it was several times taken from the Syrians by
to
the
It is
have
been
the
Maccabees. {Polyb., excerpt. Vales.
tum.
highMaccab., 1,
generally supposed
est peak of the range, but this honour must be assigned 11, 61.
Josephus, Ant. Jud., 13, 21.) It was afternian frontier,

—

(Gell, Itin., p. 112.)

—

—

to the ancient Cotylus. (Hothouse's Travels, Lett. 42.)
{Strabo,
Gargarus was a town named Gargara.

On

621.) Dr. Hunt gives an interesting account of his
He found the summit covered
ascent of Gargarus.
with snow, and mentions the following particular rela" I have ventured to record
tive to its ancient name.
a circumstance which proves on how fanciful a foundation etymological reasonings are founded.
Our guide,
when he pointed expressively to the snow on the top
of the mountain, repeated the words Gar, gar, Snow,
snow,' in which an enthusiastic topographer of the Iliad
would easily have traced the ancient name of Gargarus."
Com{WalpoWs Memoirs, vol. 1, p. 122.
'

—

ward subjected to
{Acts, 8. 26) that

new

losses, so that St. Luke states
was, in his time, a desert place.
Erasmus Schmid, Beza, and Le Moyne, however, folit

lowing the Syriac version, refer the vvord tprifioc, in the
Gaza, but to the way leading towards
it.
They are refuted by Reland. Strabo notices
"
Gaza, the desert," which agrees with the Acts.
The place was called Constantia afterward. It is
now termed by the Arabs Rassa, with a strong guttu-

original, not to

ral

The ancient name in Hebrew
(Compare Mannert, Geogr.., vol. 6,

expression.

strong.
263.)

Gebknna

Cevenna, now Cevennes,

or

signifies
pt. 1, p.

a chain of

or borough of the tribe iEgeis

in Gaul, which separated the Helvii from
the Arverni, in that part of the Roman province corThe Pyrenees
responding to the modern Languedoc.

in Attica, where Eurystheus is said to have been buried.
It was the
Strabo, 377.)
(Stepk. Byz., s.

join the Cevennes, these last the Vosges, which in
their turn unite with Jura to the south, and form the

pare, in relation to Gargarus, Clarke'' s Travels, Greece,

Egypt,

&.C., vol. 3,

Gargkttus,

a

p 166

demus

)

v.—

(Diog. Laert., 10, 1.) The
supposed to occupy its site. {Stu-

mountains

The name Cebenna appears
Pen or Ben, " a summit,"

birthplace of Epicurus.

Ardennes

modern Krabato

to contain the Celtic radical

art's Ant.

GeWs

is

of Alh.,

3, p.

l^.—Spon.,

vol. 2, p.

104.—

75.)
Garcmna, now the Garonne, a river of Gaul, which
rises in the valley of Arran, to the south of Bertrand,
Itin., p.

to the north.

so that the

name probably meant

" the
lofty range."

{Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 389, Brussels ed.)
Gedrosia, a sandy and barren province of Persia,
south and southeast of Carmania, and lying along the

Oceanus Can- Mare Erythnsum. It is now called Mekran. In passThe general course of ing through this country, the army of Alexander underof Biscay.
this river, which extends to about 250 miles, is northwent very great hardships, from want of water and
west.
After its junction with the Duranius or Dor- provisions, and from columns of
moving sand. Its
below
or
it
assumes the principal city was Pura, now Fohrea. {Strabo, 720.
Bourdeaux,
dogne,
Burdegala
name of Gironde. According to Julius Csesar''s divisWahl compares the name
Arrian, 6, 23, seqq.)
ion of Gallia, the Garumna was the boundary of Aqui- Gedrosia with the Persian dshiaaduruscht, "
rough,"
'*
"
tania, and separated that district from Gallia Celtica.
boisterous," from the boisterous and
stormy,"
This river is navigable to Tolosa or Toulouse, and stormy waves that beat upon its coast. {Vorder und
communicates with the Mediterranean by means of the MiLtel-Asien, p. 585.)
canal of Louis XIV., about 180 miles long, made
Gela, I. a river of Sicily, to the east of the HimeMannert, Geogr., ra, and falling into the sea on the southeastern coast,
{Mela, 3, 2.
through Languedoc.
vol. 2, p. 117.)
near the city of the same name. The appellation Gela
Gaogamela, a village of Assyria, in the district of is said to have been given to it from the icy coldness
Aturia, and about 500 stadia from Arbela.
{Aman, of its waters, the term gela (compare the Latin gelu)
The battle between Alexander and Darius took having the meaning of " ice" in the languages of the
6, I )
but, as Arbela was a considera- Opici and Siculi.
place near this spot
{Steph. Byz., s. v.)
Virgil applies
ble town, the Greeks chose to distinguish the conflict the
epithet immanis to Gela, meaning, according to
by the name of the latter.
Gaugamela is said to have some, the city, or, as others think, the river. The. for" the house
The city was
signified, in Persian,
of the camel,'^ and to mer opinion is the more correct one.
have been so called because Darius, the son of Hys- termed by the poet "immanis" {"
of

among

the Pyrenees, and falls into the

tabricus, or

Bay

—

—

;

camel across the desretreating from the latter counplaced the animal here, and appointed the revenue

taspes, having escaped
erts of Scythia,
try,

upon

his

when

of certain villages for
Alex, c. 31.)
Gaulus, I. a small

its

maintenance.

{Plut., Vit.

in allusion to the

Minotaur on

its

monster-symboV),
Those, how-

coins.

ever, who refer the epithet to the river, make it signify "cruel," i. e., perilous, and consider it as alluding to the numerous whirlpools in this stream, whence

Ovid remarks, " Et te vorticibus non adeunde Gela."
A70.—Virg., .En., 3, 702.) The modern
Malta, now called Gozo.
{Plin., 3, 8.)— II. Another name of the Gela is, according to Cluverius, the Ghibelow the south shore of Crete, now called Gozo of ozzo, or "
II. A city of Sicily, on the
Icy river."
southeastern coast, a short distance from the sea and
Candia, for distinction' sake from Gozo of Malta.
Gaurus, a ridge of mountains bordering on Lake from the mouth of the river of the same name. ( Vid.
Avemus, and now called Monte Barbara. It was fa- Gela, I.) It was founded by a joint colony from
mous for its wines. {Lucan, 2, 665, seqq
Sil. Ital.,
Crete and from Lindus in the island of Rhodes, 45
8, 534— S/a^ Silv., 3, 5, 99.)
{Herod., 7, ,
years after the foundation of Syracuse.
Gaza, one of the five Philistine satrapies or princi- 153.
Thucyd., 6, 4.) Gela became one of the most
palities, situate towards the southern extremity of Ca- powerful of the Grecian colonies in Sicily, and, 108
naan, about 16 miles south of Ascalon {Itin. Ant., p. years after its own foundation, it colonized Agrigen150), and a small distance from the Mediterranean. tum.
This state of prosperity continued until the
Its port was called Gazaeorum Portue.
As the name time of Gelon, who removed a large part of its inof the city of Gaza appears in the first book of Moses habitants to
After this it sank in imporSyracuse.
(10, 18), Mela must of course be mistaken, who says tance, and never recovered its former power, but reit
is of Persian
origin, and states that Cambyses ceived another blow at a later period, when Dionysius
made this place his chief magazine in the expedition the elder,
save the place from the
being unable to
{Mela, 1, 11.) It was, however, an Carthaginians, carried off all the people to his capital
against Egypt.
important and strongly -fortified place, as being situate {Vid. Dionysius I.) The Geloans subsequently roso near the borders of that country.
Alexander took turned to their city, but only to encounter new miaisland

adjacent to Melite or

{Fast.., 4,

—

—

—

M7

GEL

GEM

fortunes.
Agathocles, suspecting the inhabitants of
favouring the Carthaginians, suddenly made himself
master of Gela, put to death 4000 of the wealthiest
citizens, confiscated their property, and placed a garThe final blow was at last received
rison in the city.

from

own

Phintias, tyrant of
colony Agrigentum.
this latter place, wishing to perpetuate his name, built
the small but commodious city of Phintias, called after
himself, and transferred to it all the inhabitants of Gela.
From this period, therefore, 404 years after its foundOn a part of
ation, the city of Gela ceased to exist.
the ancient site stands the modern Terra Nova.
The
its

plains around Gela {Campi Geloi) were famed for
their fertility and beauty.
Id.,
{Diod. Sic, 11, 25.

98.— Id.,

13,

Strabo, 418.

19, 108.

—

—Mannert,

—

31.—

2.—

Id., 20,
Id., 22,
Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 345.)

Gellius, Aulus (or, as some manuscripts give the
name, Agellius), a Latin grammarian, born at Rome
in the early part of the second century, and who died
at the
beginning of the reign of Marcus Aurelius.
have but few particulars of his life.
know that he

We

We

studied rhetoric under Cornelius Fronto at

Rome, and

philosophy under Phavorinus at Athens, and that, on
his return to Rome, while still at an early age, he was
made one of the centumviri or judges in civil causes.
Gellius has left behind him one
{Noct. Att., 14, 2.)
work entitled Nodes Attica, "Attic Nights." It was
written, as he informs us in the preface, during the
winter evenings in Attica, to amuse his children in
It appears, from his own
their hours of relaxation.
account, that he had been accustomed to keep a commonplace book, in which he entered whatever he heard
in conversation, or met with in his private reading, that
In composing his
appeared worthy of remembrance.
" Noctes Attica.''^ he seems
merely to have copied the
contents of his commonplace book, with a little alteration in the language, but without any attempt at classThe work contains anecification or arrangement.
dotes and arguments, scraps of history and pieces
of poetry, and dissertations on various points in phi-

Amid much that
losophy, geometry, and grammar.
and puerile, we obtain information on many
trifling
subjects relating to antiquity, of which we must otheris

It is divided into twenty
wise have been ignorant.
books, which are still extant, excepting the eighth and
He mentions, in the
the beginning of the seventh.
conclusion of his preface, his intention of continuing
the work, which he probably, however, never carried

—

The style of Aulus Gellius is in general
In his eagerness to imitate
negligent and incorrect.
the old writers, he is often carried too far, and introduces too many forms of expression from the earlier
comic poets, whom he seems most anxious to take for

into effect.

his

models in

ever, any

The

That he invented, howhimself seems hardly credible.
Aulus Gellius are, that of Grono-

this respect.

new terms

best editions of

Bat., 1706, 4to, and that of Lion, Got8vo.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Ram.,
ting., 1824, 2 vols.
vol. 3, p. 310.
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p.

vius,

Lugd.

—

718.)

Gelon, a native of Gela in Sicily, who rose from
the station of a private citizen to be supreme ruler of
Gela and Syracuse. He was descended from an ancient family, which originally came from Telos, an island off the coast of Caria, and settled at Gela, when
it was first colonized by the Rhodians.
During the

time that Hippocrates reigned at Gela (B.C. 498-491),
Gelon was appointed commander of the cavalry, and
himself in the various wars which
greatly distinguished
the Grecian cities in
Hippocrates carried on against
On the death of Hippocrates, who fell in batSicily.

This crafty
people, applied to Gelon for assistance.
prince, gladly availing himself of the opportunity of extending his dominions, marched to Syracuse, into

C

which he was admitted by the popular parly (B
who had not the means of resisting so formidable

485),

an opponent.
{Hcrodot., 7, 154, seq.)
Having thus
become master of Syracuse, he appointed his brother
Hiero governor of Gela, and exerted all his endeavours to promote the prosperity of his new acquisition.
In order to increase the population of Syracuse, he destroyed Camarina, and removed all its inhabitants, together with a great number of the citizens of Gela, to
his favourite city.
By his various conquests and his
great abilities, he became a very powerful monarch ;
and therefore, when the Greeks expected the invasion
of Xerxes, ambassadors were sent by them to Syracuse, to secure, if possible, his assistance in the war.
Gelon promised to send to their aid two hundred triremes, twenty thousand heavy-armed troops, two thousand cavalry, and six thousand light-armed troops, provided the supreme command were given to him.
This

being indignantly rejected by the Lacedaemonian
and Athenian ambassadors, Gelon sent, according to
Herodotus, an individual named Cadmus to Delphi,
with great treasures, and with orders to present them
to Xerxes if he proved victorious in the coming war.
This statement, however, was
{Herod., 7, 157-164.)
denied by the Syracusans, who said that Gelon would
have assisted the Greeks, if he had not been prevented
by an invasion of the Carthaginians, with a force
amounting to three hundred thousand men, under the
command of Hamilcar. This great army was entirely
defeated near Himera by Gelon, and Theron monarch
of Agrigentum, on the same day, according to Herodotus, on which the battle of Salamis was fought. {HeAn account of this expedition is
rod., 7, 165, seqq.)
also given by Diodorus Siculus (11, 21), who states,
that the battle between Gelon and the Carthaginians
was fought on the same day as that at Thermopylae.
There seems, indeed, to have been a regular understanding between Xerxes and the Carthaginians, in accordance with which the latter were to attack the
Greeks in Sicily, while the Persian monarch was to
move down upon Attica and the Peloponnesus. Gelon appears to have used with moderation the power
which he had acquired by violence, and to have endeared himself to the Syracusans by the equity of his
government, and by the encouragement he gave Ig
are informed by
commerce and the fine arts.
offer

—

We

Plutarch, that posterity remembered with gratitude the.
virtues and abilities of Gelon, and that the Syracusans
would not allow his statues to be destroyed together
with those of the other tyrants, when Timoleon be-

He
the city.
{Plut., Vit. Timol.)
died B.C. 478, and was succeeded by his brother
Us.
12.
Hiero.
KnowL,
{Aristot., Polit., 5,
Encycl.
vol. 11, p. 108.)
of
Gela.
the
inhabitants
Geloi,
{Virg., Mn., 3,
701.)
Gelonbs and Geloni, a people of Scythia, included
The hisby Herodotus (4, 108) among the Budini.
torian speaks of their wooden city called Gelonus, and
came master of

—

makes them

to have been originally a Grecian race,
transplanted themselves from the trading ports
of Greece and settled among the Budini, where they
used a language partly Scythian and partly Grecian.

who

This account, however, appears very unsatisfactory.
It is better to refer the Geloni to that curious chain
which connects the earlier history of Grecian civilization with the regions of the remote East, by means of

sacerdotal colonies scattered throughout the wilds of
Gelon seized the supreme power, Scylhia. (Compare the remarks of Ritter, Vorhalky
against the Siculi,
B C. 491. Soon afterward a more splendid prize fell p. 266.)
GEMONiiE ScAL.*:, steps at Rome, near tne prison
The nobles and landholders (ydfiopoi) of
in his way.
from the city by an in- called Tullianum, down which the bodies of those who
Syracuse, who had been driven
surrection of their slaves, supported by the rest of the had been executed in prison were thrown into the Fo-

tle
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GEN
rum, to be exposed to the gaze of the multitude. ( Vol.
Lro.,38, 59.)
iJ/oz, 6.
Gbnabum, a town o( the Aureliani, on the Ligeris
or Loire, which ran through it. It was afterward called
Aureliani, from the name of the people, and is now
Orleans.
{Cas., B. C, 7, 2—Luain, 1, 440.)
Genaum, a people of Vindelicia. {Vid. Brenni.)
GKNiTA, a city of the Allobroges, at the western
extremity of the Lacus Leraanus or Lake of Geneva,
on the south bank of the Rhodanus or Rhone. The
modern name is the same as the ancient. {Cas.,

9—

B. G.,

1, 6.)

Gknskric (more
Vandals, was the

correctly Geiserich), king of the
illegitimate brother of Gonderic,

whom

In the same year he
he succeeded A.D. 429.
left Spain, which had been partly conquered by the Vandals, and crossed over into Africa, at the solicitation
of Boniface, governor of that province, who had been

induced, by the arts of his rival Aetius, to rebel against
Boniface soon
Valentinian III., emperor of the West.
repented of the step he had taken, and advanced to
meet the invader. But his repentance came too late.
The Moors joined the standard of Genseric, and the
powerful sect of the Donatists, who had been cruelly

persecuted by the Catholics, assisted him against their
Boniface was defeated, and obliged lo reoppressors.
tire into Hippo Regius, where he remained till he obtained a fresh supply of troops. Having ventured upon
a second battle, and being again defeated, he abandon-

ed the province to the barbarians, and sailed away to
A peace was concluded between Genseric and
Italy.
the Emperor of the West, by which all Africa to the
west of Carthage was ceded to the Vandals. This,
however, did not long continue, and the city of Carthage was taken by the Vandals, by surprise, A.D. 439.
The Emperors of the West and East made great preparations for the recovery of the province, but an alliance which Genseric made with Attila, king of the
Huns, effectually secured him against their attempts.
Genseric 's next object was the formation of a naval
power an immense number of ships were built, and
his fleets ravaged the shores of Sicily and Italy.
Invited by the Empress Eudoxia, he sailed up the Tiber,
A.D. 455, and permitted his soldiers, for the space of
fourteen days, to pillage Rome.
In A.D. 460 he destroyed the fleet which the Emperor Majorian had col:

lected for the invasion of Africa

and, as his power
;
The
increased, his ravages became more extensive.
island of Sardinia was conquered, and Spain,
Italy,
and
Asia
were
Minor
Sicily, Greece, Egypt,
plundered every year by the Vandal pirates. Leo, the emperor of the East, at last resolved to make a
vigorous
eflTort for the recovery of Africa.
great army was
assembled, and the command was given to Basil icus.

A

He

landed at Bona, and at first met with considerable
success, but was at length obliged to retire from the
After this victory Genseric met with no
province.
farther opposition, but remained undisturbed master of
the sea till his death, which happened A.D. 477. He
was succeeded by his son Hunneric. Genseric was an
Arian, and is said to have persecuted the Catholics
with great cruelty.
Gib{Procop., de Bell. Vand.
bon, Decline and Fall, c. 33-36.)
of
the
Gentius, king
Illyrians, sold his services to
Perses, king of Macedonia, for ten talents, and threw
into prison the Roman ambassadors.
He was addicted

—

to intemperance, and hated

his subjects.

The praetor

by
Anicius conquered him in the space of twenty or
thirty
and
led
Gentius
days,
himself, his wife, brother, and
children in triumph at Rome. {Liv 43, 19,
seqg.)
Genua, now Genoa, a celebrated town of Liguria.
In the second Punic war. Genua, then a celebrated
emporium, took part with the Romans, and was, in
consequence, plundered and burned by Mago the CarIt was afterward rebuilt
thaginian.
{Liv., 28, 46.)
by the Romans (Lir., 30, 1), and was made a municip,

A

ium.

curious fact, illustrative of tne listory of

Genua, was brought to light by the discovery of a brazen tablet, in 1506, near the city.
This monument
informs us, that a dispute having arisen between the
Genuatae and Veiturii, on the subject of their respective boundaries, commissioners were appointed by the
Roman senate, A.U.C. 636, to settle the limits of the
two territories and the tablet gives the result of their
labours.
In the time of Strabo, Genua seems to have
;

been a place of considerable trade, particularly in timwhich was brought from the mountains, where it

ber,

grew to a great size. Some of it, being richly veined,
was used for making tables, which were thought
Other com
scarcely inferior to those of cedar-wood.
modities were cattle, skins, and honey, which the Ligurians exchanged for

grown on

their coast.

oil

— In

Italian wine, none
we find the

and

later times

written Janua, from an idea that

it

being

name
was founded by

Janus, which Cluver justly rejects as absurd.
{Ital.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1,
Ant., vol. 1, p. 70.
25,
p.
seqq.)
Genucia Lex, proposed by the tribune Genucius,
A.U.C. 411, that no one should enjoy the same office
twice within ten years, nor be invested with two offices in one year.
{Liv., 7, 42.)
Genusus, a river of Illyricum. Cellarius places it
to the south of the Apsus and north of Apollonia ; but
Kruse and others make it the same with the Panyasus
The modof Ptolemy, to the south of Dyrrhachium.
ern name, if Cellarius be correct, is the Semno or Stomini.
Kruse, however, makes it the Iscumi.
(Bis-

—

und Moller, Worterb., p. 551.)
Geoponica (Teu-KOviKo), or " a treatise on Agriculture" (from yia, yrj, " the earth," and Tovia, " to bestow labour upon*'), the title of a compilation, in Greek,
of precepts on rural economy, extracted from ancient
choff

compiler, in his procemium, shows that
Constantinople, and dedicated his work
" a successor of Constanto the Emperor Constantiue,
tine, the first Christian emperor," stating that he wrote

The

writers.

he was living

it

in

at

compliance with his desire, and praising him for
and philosophy, and also for his

his zeal for science

The emperor here meant is
supposed by some to have been Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and the compilation is generally ascribed to
Cassianus Bassus, a native of Bithynia, who, however,
is stated
by others to have lived some centuries before
the time of Porphyrogenitus. The question respecting
philanthropic disposition.

the authorship of the Geoponica has excited much discussion, and Needham, in his edition of the work {Cantab., 1704), has treated the subject at great length. The
work is divided into twenty books, which are subdivided into short chapters, explaining the various pro-

cesses of cultivation adapted to various soils and crops,
and the rural labours suited to the different seasons of
the year
together with directions for sowing the vafor training the vine,
rious kinds of corn and pulse
and the art of wine-making, upon which the author is
He also treats of olive-plantations and
very diffuse.
oil-making, of orchards and fruit-trees, of evergreens,
;

;

of kitchen-gardens, of the insects and reptiles that are
injurious to plants, of the economy of the poultry-yard,
of the horse, the ass, and the camel ; of homed cattle,
of
sheep, goats, pigs. &c., and the care they require ;
the method of salting meat
and, lastly, of the various
with the
kinds of fishes.
Every chapter is inscribed
name of the author from whom it is taken, and the
the first book, a
compiler gives, at the beginning of
Other authors besides
list of the principal authorities.
Tvvo or
these are quoted in the course of the work.
three chapters are inscribed with the name of Cassias a native of
anus, who speaks of himself in them
he had an estate.
Maratonymus in Bithvnia. where
work is curious, as giv{Geopon., 5, 6, et 36.) The
collected from the
ing a course of ancient agriculture,
The best ediauthorities then extant.
most
;

approved

GER
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is that of Niclas, Lips., 1781,
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol 11, p. 156.
Schdll, Gesch. Griech. Lilt., vol. 3, p. 439.)

tuon of the

4

Geoponica

—

vols. 8vo.

Georgica, the title of Virgil's poem on husbandry.
{Vid. Virgilius.)
Ger^stus, a promontory of Euboea, terminating
the island to the southwest. It is now Cape Mantelo.
{Homer, Od.,

3,

176.— Eurip.,

Orcst.,\'. 992.)

was a well-frequented haven near

\2.—Sieph. Bijz s. v.)
Gergitha, a city of Dardania

{Plin., 4,

There

the promontory.

or

in Troas,

a settlement of the ancient Teucri, and, consequenta town of very great antiquity.
{Herod., 5, 122.

—
ly,

Cephalo, an early historian, who is
cited by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Athenaeus, and
others as having written a history of Troy, was a native of this place.
{Dion. Hal., A. R., 1, p. 180.
Athcn., 9, p. '^dd.—Slrab., b89.—Sleph. Byz , s. v.
7,

Id.,

43.)

—

Apia6i], TpaiKog)
Gergis, according to Xenophon,
was a place of strength, having an acropolis and very
lofty walls,

and one of the chief towns held by Mania,

the Dardanian princess.

{Xe7i., Hist. Gr., 3,

1,

12.)

had a temple sacred to Apollo Gergithius, and was
said to have given birth to the sibyl, who is sometimes
called Erythraea, from Erythrae, a small place on Mount
Ida {Dion. Hal., 1, 55), and at others Gergithia.
In
confirmation of this fact, it was observed thai the coins
of this city had the effigy of the prophetess impressed
upon them. {Phlcgon, ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. Tep-yig.)
Some of these coins are still extant, and accord with
It

the testimony of Phlegon.
They are thus described
by numismatic writers: "Caput muliebre adversum
laureatum cum stola ad collum R. FEP. Sphmx alata
sedens iR., 3." {Sestini, Lett. Numism., t. 1, p. 88.)
It
appears from Strabo that Gergitha having been taken
by Attains, king of Pergamus, he removed the inhabtants to the sources of the Caicus, where he founded
a new town of the same name.
The
{Slrab., 6)6.)

Romans, according
the old

town

to Livy,

made over

to the Ilienses (38, 39).

the territory

Herodotus,

right;

it

is

in

evident, theiefore, that the

must have been situated

latter

Mount

{Herod., 7, 43.

Ida.

and

— Cramcr''s Asia towards
Minor,
inland,

vol. 1, p. 84, seqq.)

GergovIa, a strong town and fortress of Gaul, belonging to the Arverni. It was situate on a very high
It is
mountain, and of difficult access on all sides.

now

Gcrgovie.

Germani.^.
the

Romans

{C<zs., B. G., 7, 9.)

The word Germania was employed by

to designate a

country of greater extent
than modern Germany. They included under this name
all the nations of
Europe east of the Rhine and north
of the Danube, bounded on the north by the German

Ocean and the Baltic, including Denmark and the
neighbouring islands, and on the east by the Sarmatians and Dacians.
It is difficult, however, to ascertain how far Germany stretched to the East.
According to Strabo (289), Germanic tribes dwelt nearly as far

Median

Von Hammer calls
He makes

nation.

Origin of the Germanic nations.

Germanic nations

is

involved in

The inhabitants of the beautiful rewho had never known a rougher coun-

could hardly believe that any nation had desertnative soil to dwell in the forests of Germany,
where severe cold prevailed for the greater part of the
try,

ed

its

year, and where, even in summer, impenetrable forests prevented the genial rays of the sun from reach-
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Germans

Germans a Bactrianoname Germani or Serhave meant those who

beyond this river, and which corresponds to
modern Chorasin, is made by Von Hammer the
native home of the Germanic race, and the Germans
situate

the

themselves are, as he informs

us, called

D.schermani,

primitive name, by the Oriental writers down
to the fourteenth century.
{Von Hammer, Wien.
their

—

Jahrb., vol. 2, p. 319.
Compare vol. 9, p. 39.) Another remarkable circumstance is, that, besides the
name referred to, that of the modern Prussians may be
found under its primitive form in the Persian tongue.
have there the term Pruschan or Peruschan, in
the sense of " a people."
In Meninski (1, p. 533) we
have Berussan and Beruschan, in the sense of "coni-

We

mumtas
uri,

not only the last dynasty of the Persian empire (the
Sassanides), but also those acquainted with the doctrines of the Dessatin, the old Persian dialect of which
is far more
nearly related to the Gothic than the modIn the Oriental histories,
ern Persian to the German.
moreover, mention is made of the dynasty of the sons
of Boia, in whom we may easily recognise the progenitors of the Boii ; while traces of the name of
the Catti may be found in that of Kat, in Chorasin.

{Fcrgh. Schuuri, B.231.) The Getse, too, frequently
appear under the appellation of the Dschete in the his-

Timour and finally, the name of the Franks
has been traced to the Persian Fcrhcng, " reason" or
"
{Von Hammer, in Krusc^s Archiv.
understanding."
der Germanischen Volkerstammc, hft. 2, p. 124, seqq.)
Even as early as the time of Herodotus, the name of the
Tep/idvioi {Germanii) appears among the ancient Persian tribes {Herod., 1, 125), while the analogies between the Persian and German are so striking as to
have excited the attention of every intelligent scholar
tory of

;

Von Hammer

has promised to show remarkable affinbetween upward of 4000 German and Persian
words. {Archie., p. 126, not.) And, besides all this,
an ancient Georgian MS. of laws, recently brought to

among them

uncertainty.
gions of Italy,

the

followed the worship of Buddha, and hence the Germans, according to him, are that ancient and primitive
race who came down from the mountains of Upper
Asia, the cradle of the human species, and, spreading
themselves over the low country more to the south,
gave origin to the Persian and other early nations.
Hence the name Dschermama applied in early times
to all that tract of country which lay to the north of
the Oxus.
The land of Erman, therefore, which was

been subdivided into Germania Prima and Germania
Secunda.

m

1.

the
the

niani, in its primitive import, to

ities

origin of the

that

from the inhabitants of Asia ; since it is now indisputably established that the Teutonic dialects belong to
one great family with the Latin, the Greek, the Sanscrit, and the other languages of the Indo-Germanic

as the mouths of the Borysthenes (or Dnieper).
The
northern and northeastern parts of Gaul were also
the time of the
known under the name of Germany
Roman emperors, after the province of Belgica had

The

They thought

there from the beginning, and therethem indigence, or "natives of the soil."
Modern inquiries, how{Tacit., de Mor. Germ., 2.)
ever, have traced the descent of the Germanic race
lived

fore called

ejusdemreligionis,'' while, in Ferghengi SchuPeruschan or Poruschan more than once occurs.
Even the
(Vol. 1, B. 182, V. I Z. and S. 183, e. Z.)
name Sachsen or Sassen (Saxons) is to be found in the
of Persian tongue, under the form Sassan, as indicating

describing Xerxes' march along the Hellespont, states
that he had the town of Dardanus on his left, and Gergitha on the

must have

chain.

,

Gergis

ing the ground.

proves conclusively, that the Georgian nation had
ordeals precisely similar to those of the
early Germans, and also the same judicial forms of
proceeding, and the same system of satisfactions to be
paid in cases of homicide, according to the rank of the
{Annal. de Icgislat. et de Jurisprudence,
party slain.
1829.
]\'ro. 40, Paris,
Compare, on the general
question of German and Persian affinities, Adelung,
Id. ib., vol. 2 p.
Mithradates, vol. 1, p. 278, seqq.
Ritter, Erdkunde, vol. 2, p. 674. —Jrf.,
170, seqq.
Vorhalk, p. 307.
Norberg, de Orig. Germ., p. 591.
Link, Urwclt, p. 170.
Pfister, Gesch. der Deutsch.,
vol. 1, p. 24, seqq., p. 519, seqq.)
Now, if these premlight,

—

—

—

—

—

—

GERMANIA.

GERMANIA.
ises be true, and they are acknowledged to be so by
the commonlyevery scholar who has examined ihern,
received derivation of the name Germani falls to the
The advocates for this etymology maintain,
ground.
"
that the appellation in question comes from wer,
war,"
'*
Germani'' therefore
and mann, '* a mati," and that
"
means " men of war" or warriors," the Roman alin consequence of its not having any w, con-

phabet,
They refer also to
verting this letter into a soft g.
Tacitus, who states, that the Tungri first assumed this
name on crossing the Rhine, and that it gradually
(Dc Mor. Germ,, 2.)
spread over the whole nation.
Others again assert, that the term is of Celtic origin,

and was

first

applied by the Gauls to their

German

conquerors, and they deduce it from the Celtic gerr,
"
"
{Lemaire, Ind. Geogr.,
war," and mann, a man."
ad CcF.s., s. v., p. 269.) The true origin of the name,
however, as has already been remarked, must be sought
There was also another nationin the remote East.

—

name which the Germans applied to themselves,
In this we recognise at once
and that was Tcutones.
al

the root of the modern term Deutsche ox Teutsche; and
the appellation would seem to have come from the
old German word Diet, " a people," and to have been
used as a name for the whole German race, considered as forming but one people, though divided into
(Klemm, Germ. Altermany independent tribes.

thumsk.^

p.

79.)

Geographical acquaintance with Ancient Germany.

2.

The Greeks and Romans had very
of Germany before the time of Julius
with several Germanic tribes

little

knowledge
who met

Caesar,

Gaul, and crossed the
Rhine on two occasions, rather with the view of prein

venting their incursions into Gaul, than of making
His acquaintance was,
any permanent conquests.
however, limited to those tribes which dwelt on the
banks of the Rhine. Under the early Roman emperors many of these tribes were subdued, and the country west of the Visurgis (or Weser) was frequently

But at no period
traversed by the Roman armies.
had the Romans any accurate knowledge of the country east of this river ; and it is therefore difficult to
fix with certainty the position of the German tribes,
particularly as the Germans were a nomade people.

Some parts
who were,

Germany were inhabited by the Gauls,
according to Caesar {B. G., 6, 24), the
more warlike nation in early times. Tacitus, at a later
of

day, divides

the

Germans

three

into

great tribes,
smaller ones
1
the Ingaevones, bordering on the ocean.
2. Hermi3. Istaevones, inones, inhabiting the central parts.
Pliny (4, 14) makes five diviscluding all the others.
1. Vindili,
ions
including the Burgundiones, Varini,
2. Ingajvones,
Carini, and Gullones.
including the
3. Istaevones, near
Cimbri, Teutones, and Chauci.
the Rhine, including the midland Cimbri.
4. Her-

which were subdivided

into

many

:

.

:

miones, inhabiting the central parts, including the
5. PeuciSuevi, Hermunduri, Catti, and Cherusci.
tii and Bastarnae,
bordering on the Dacians.
3.

Manners and Customs of

Our

principal information

the

Ancient Germans.

on

this subject is derived
a separate treatise on the man-

from Tacitus, who wrote
ners and customs of the Germanic

tribes, entitled

"

De

Occasional
Situ, Moribus, et Populis GermaniceV
notices and scattered hints are also found in the works
of other ancient authors, particularly in the Gallic com-

— A nation

mentaries of Caesar.
intermixture (say the

from any foreign
Roman writers), as is proved by
their peculiar national
physiognomy, inhabits the countries beyond the Rhine, with fierce blue
eyes, deep
yellow hair, a robust frame, and a gigantic height inured to cold and hunger, but not to thirst and heat,
warlike, honest, faithful, friendly and unsuspicious
towards friends, but towards enemies
cunning and disfree

;

sembling ; scorning every restraint, considering independence as the most precious of all things, and therefore ready to give up life rather than liberty.
Unacquainted with the arts of civilization, ignorant of agriculture and of the use of metals and letters, the German lives in his forests and pastures, supported by the
his
chase, and the produce of his herds and flocks
;

being divided between inaction, sensual pleasures,
and great hardships.
In time of peace, sleep and idleness, by day and night, are the sole pleasure of the indolent, discontented warrior, who longs for war, and
Till these arrive, he
manly, dangerous adventures.
surrenders himself, with all the passion of unrestrained
and
A
nature, to drinking
gaming.
beverage, prepared
with little art from wheat and barley, indemnifies him
for the absence of the juice of the grape, which nature
His
has denied him, and exhilarates his noisy feasts.
personal liberty is not too precious to be staked on the
cast of a die and, faithful to his word, he suffers himself to be fettered, without resistance, by the lucky
The form oi
winner, and sold into distant slavery.
life

;

government,

in the greater part of

Germany,

is

demo-

The German obeys

general and positive laws
less than the casual ascendancy of birth or valour, ot
On the shores
eloquence or superstitious reverence.
of the Baltic there are several tribes which acknowledge the authority of kings, without, however, resignMutual protection
ing the natural rights of man.
forming the tie which unites the Germans, the necesof rendering individual opinion subsity was early felt
and these few rude outject to that of the majority ;
lines of political society are suflScient for a nation desThe youth, born of free patitute of high ambition.
rents and ripened to manhood, is conducted into the
furnished with the
general assembly of his countrymen,
shield and spear, and received as an equal and worthy
member of their warlike republic. These assemblies,
and belonging to
consisting of men able to bear arms,
the same tribe, are summoned at fixed periods or on
sudden emergencies. The free vote of the members
of these councils decides on public oflfences, the eleccratic.

For though the
tion of magistrates, on war or peace.
leaders are allowed to discuss all subjects previously,
is solely with
yet the right of deciding and executing
the people.
Impatient of delay, and obeying the imor
pulse of their passions, without regard to justice
in adopting resolutions.
policy, the Germans are quick
the
Their applause or dissatisfaction is announced by
In times of
a murmur.
clashing of their arms or by
a leader is chosen, to whom several tribes sub-

danger

The most valiant is selected for this purpose, to
lead his countrymen more by his example than his auAs soon as the danger is past, his authority,
thority.
free-minded countrymen,
reluctantly borne by his
ceases.
In times of peace, no other superior is known
mit.

than the princes, who are chosen in the assemblies to
distribute justice, or compose differences in their re-

Every prince has a guard and a
spective districts.
council of 100 persons.
Although the Romans called
several German princes kings, yet these rulers had not
so much as the right of punishing a freeman with death,
nation to which every
or imprisonment, or blows.

A

kind of restraint was thus odious, and which acknowlbut those
edged no authority, respected no obligations
which they imposed upon themselves. To leaders of
devoted
approved valour the noblest youths voluntarily
and as the former vied with
their arms and services
;

each other in assembling the bravest companions
around them, so the latter contended for the favour of
to be the
their leaders.
It was the duty of the leader
and the duty of
first in courage in the hour of danger,
To survive
his companions not to be inferior to him.
his fall was an indelible disgrace to his companions,
his person,
for it was their most sacred duty to defend

and to heighten his glory by

their

own

deeds.

The

leader fought for victory, his companions, for their
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Valour was the grace of man, chastity the
woman. The primitive nations of German
attached
origin
something of a sacred character to the
female sex.
Polygamy was only permitted to the
princes as a means of extending their connexions
divorce was forbidden rather by a sense of propriety
than by law.
Adultery was considered an inexpiable
leader.

virtue of

;

ened to the Rhine, erected fortifications along the
banks of this river to oppose the progress of the enemy, and gave his stepson Drusus the chief command
This general was victorious in several
against them.
expeditions, and advanced as far as the Elbe. He died

A.U.C. 745.

Tiberius, after him, held the chief comRhine during two years, and exercised
Seduction was more cunning than force against the Germans.
He incrime, and was, therefore, very rare.
not to be excused on any consideration. The religious duced them to enter the Roman service.
The bodynotions of this race could not but be rude and imper- guard of Augustus was composed of Germans, and the
fect.
The sun and moon, fire and earth, were their Cheruscan Arminius was raised to the dignity of
From 740 to 755, different Roman generals
deities, whom they worshipped, with some imaginary knight.
Tiberias, having rebeings to whom they ascribed the direction of the most commanded in those regions.
important circumstances of life, and whose will the ceived the chief command a second time (A.U.C.
Their tem- 756), advanced to the Elbe and the Romans would
priests pretended to divine by secret arts.
ples were caverns, rendered sacred by the veneration probably have succeeded in making Germany a Roman
of many generations.
The ordeals so famous in the province, but for the imprudence of his successor^
middle ages were considered by them infallible in all Quintilius Varus, by which all the advantages which
dubious cases.
His violent
Religion afforded the most powerful had been previously gained were lost.
means for inflaming their courage. The sacred stand- measures for changing Ihe manners and customs of the

mand on

the

;

ards, preserved in the dark recesses of consecrated
caverns, were raised on the field of battle, and their
enemies were devoted, with dreadful imprecations, to
The valiant only enthe gods of war and thunder.
joyed the favour of the gods ; a warlike life, and death
in battle, were considered as the surest means of attaining the joys of the other world, where the heroes
were rejoiced by the relation of their deeds, while sitting around the festal table, and quaffing beer out of
But the
large horns or the sculls of their enemies.

glory which the priests promised after death was conferred by the bards on earth.
They celebrated in the
battle

and

at the triumphal feasts the glorious heroes

of past days, the ancestors of the brave

who

listened

and were inspired by
them with contempt of death, and kindled to glorious
deeds
to their simple but fiery strains,

4.

History of Ancient Germany,

Germans produced

a general conspiracy^ headed by the
his education in
with three legions into the forest of

Cheruscan Arminius, who had received

Rome.

Decoyed

Teutoberg, Varus was attacked and destroyed with his
A few fugitives only were saved by the legate
army.
Asprenas, who was stationed with three legions in the
The consequence of this victory,
vicinity of Cologne.
gained by the Germans A.D. 9, was the loss of all the

Roman

possessions beyond the Rhine

;

the fortress of

The Chenisci
Aliso, built by Drusus, was destroyed.
then became the principal nation of Germany.
Four
years after, the Romans, under the command of Germanicus, made a new expedition against the Germans ;
but, notwithstanding the valour and military skill of the
young hero, he did not succeed in re-establishing the
Roman dominion. The Romans then renounced the
project of subjugating the Germans, whose invasions
they easily repelled, and against any serious attacks
from whom they were secured by the internal dissen-

The Romans first became acquainted with the an- sions which had arrsen in Germany. Maroboduus, who
cient Germans in B.C. 113, when they appeared un- bad been educated at the co-urt of Augustus, had united,
der the name of Teutones and Cimbri. on the confines partly by persuasion and partly by force, several Suof the Roman dominion, and then moving south, car- evian tribes into a coalition, which is known under
At the
ried the terror of their arms over Gaul and part of Nor- the name of the Marcomannic confederacy.
thern Italy, until overthrown bv Marius and Catulus
When Julius C«sar had estab(103 and 101 B.C.).
lished himself in Gaul, he became acquainted with a
nation then designated by the name of Germans. Ariovistus, the leader of the nation, which had previously
inhabited the banks of the Danube, attempted to establish himself in Gaul, but, being defeated bv Caesar,
he was obliged to flee beyond the Rhine. Of the fugitives who returned over the Rhine, the nation of the
Marcomanni seems to have been formed. Caesar crossed the Rhine twice not with the view of making conquests in that wilderness, but to secure Gaul against
the destructive irruptions of the barbarians.
He even
;

enlisted Germans in his army, first against the Gauls,
then against Pompey. He obtained an accurate knowledge of those tribes only that lived nearest to the
Rhine, as the Ubii, Sygambri, Usipetes, and Tencteri.
The rest of Germany, he was told, was inhabited bv
the Suevi, who were divided into 100 districts, each
of which annually sent 1000 men in quest of booty.
They lived more by hunting and pasture than by agri-

common, and prevented the
nations by devastating their borapproach of foreign
is
true, if it is applied to the GerThis account
ders.
mans in general, and if by the 100 districts are underThe civil wars diverted the
stood different tribes.
The confedattention of the Romans from Germany.
eracy of the Sygambri made inroads into Gaul with
transferred the Ubii, who were
impunity, and Agrippa
hard pressed by them, to the west side of the Rhine.
culture, held their fields in

—

But the Sygambri having defeated Lollius, the legate
of Augustus
(A.U.G. 739), the etnperor himself hast"
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head of

this

powerful

kingdom of the

league, he attacked

Boii, in the southern part

o-f

the great

Bohemia

and Franconia, conquered it, and founded a formidable
state, whose authority extended over the Marcomanni,
Hermunduri, Quadi, Longobardi, and Semnones, and
which was able to send 70,000 fighting nren into the
field.
Augustus had ordered Tiberius, with twelve
and destroy his powlegions, to attack Maroboduus
er
but a general rebellion in Dalmatia obliged him to
The disasters
conclude a disadvantageous peace.
which afterward befell the Romans in the west of
Germany, prevented them from renewing their attempts against the Marcomanni, who ventured to make
;

frequent incursions into the soothern parts of GermaTwo powerful nation*, therefore, now existed in
ny.

Germany, the Marcomanni and the Cherusei. who,
On the
however, soon became engaged in disputes.
one hand, the Longobardi and Semnones, disgu.sted
with the oppressions of Maroboduus, deserted his conand, on the other,
federacy and joined the Cherusei
Inguiomerus, the uncle of Arminius, having become
Afjealous of his nephew, went over to Maroboduus.
ter the war between the two rivals had been carried on
;

for a considerable time,

according to the rules of the

military art, which Arminius and Maroboduus had
learned in the school of the Romans, the victory at

remained with the Cherusei. Tiberius, instead of
Maroboduus, who had solicited his help, inof the Goths, to fall upon him,
stigated Catualda, king
forced him to leave his country, and to seek refuge
with the Romans.
Catualda, however, soon experienced the same fate from the Hermunduri, who n;ow

last

assisting

GER
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appear as the principal tribe among the Marcomantii.
The Cherusci, after the loss of their great leader, Ar-

powerful German

from their high rank among the
German nations. Weakened by internal dissensions,
they finally received a king from Rome, by the name
of Italicus, who was the last descendant of Arminius.
During his reign they quarrelled with their confederates, the Longobardi, and sunk to an insigni6cant tribe
On the
on the south side of the Hercynian forest.
other hand, the Calti, who lived in the western part of

the Saxons, and the latter were humbled by the armies
of Rome.
But this was Rome's last victory. In the
beginning of the 5th centur', barbarians assailed the

minius, A.D. 21,

Germany, rose

fell

into importance.

The

Frisians rebelled

on account of a tribute imposed upon them by the
Romans, and were with difficulty overpowered while
the Catti, on the Upper Rhine, made repeated assaults
Their
Dn the Roman fortresses on the opposite bank.
;

however, was humbled by Galba, who compelled them to abandon the country between the Lahn, the
Maine, and the Rhine, which was distributed among
pride,

Roman veterans. Eighteen years later a dispute
arose between the Hermunduri and Catti, on account
Meanof the salt-springs of the Franconian Saale.
while the numerous companions of Maroboduus and
Catualda, having settled on the north of the Danube,
between the rivers Gran and Morava, had founded under Vannius, whom they had received as king from the

nations.

lost the island of the Batavi,

Under

Julian, the lormer

which was conquered by

Roman empire on all sides. The Vandals, Suevi. and
Alans occupied Gaul and Spain. The Burgundians
followed them to Gaul, the Visigoths to Italy and
Spain ; the Burgundians were followed by the Franks,
the Visigoths by the Ostrogoths, and these by the
Thus began those migrations of the inLongobardi.
numerable hosts, that spread themselves from the North
and East over all Europe, subduing everything in their
course.
This event is called the great migration of
the nations.

{Encyclopadia Americana,

vol. 5, p.

462,

seqq.)

Germanicus

Ci9ESAR, the eldest son of Drusus Nero
Germanicus, and of Antonia the younger, born B.C. ^l-^.^
'
14.
He was the nephew of Tiberius and brother of "'

Claudius, afterward emperor.
Augustus, on adopting
Tiberius, made the latter adopt his nephew Germanicus.
At the age of twenty Germanicus served with
distinction in Dalmatia, and afterward in Pannonia,
and, on his return to Rome, obtained the honours of
a triumph.
He married Agrippina the elder, grandRomans, a new kingdom, which began to grow op- daughter of Augustus, by whom he had nine children,
Although Van- among others Caligula, and Agrippina the younger, the
pressive to the neighbouring tribes.
nius had entered into an alliance with the Sarmatian mother of Nero.
In A.D. 12, Germanicus was made
lazygse, he was overpowered by the united arms of consul, and soon after he was sent by Augustus to
On the news of
the Hermunduri, Lygii, and western Quadi (A.D. command the legions on the Rhine.
50), and was compelled to fly for refuge to the Ro- the death of Augustus, some of the legions mutinied,
mans.
His son-in-law, Sido, was now at the head of while Germanicus was absent collecting the revenue in
the government.
He was a friend of the Romans, and Gaul. He hastened back to the camp, and found it
In the one scene of tumult and confusion.
The young solrendered important services to Vespasian.
West, the power of the Romans was shaken by the diers demanded an increase of pay, the veterans their
Batavi, so that they maintained themselves with the discharge.
They had already driven the centurions
Some offered their assistance to
greatest difficulty. A war now broke out, that was ter- out of the camp.
minated only with the downfall of Rome. The Suevi, raise Germanicus to the supreme power, but he rebeing attacked by the Lygii, asked for assistance from jected their offers with horror, and left his judgmentSuch pal- seat, heedless of the clamour and threats of the mutiDomilian, who sent them 100 horsemen.
try succours only offended the Suevi.
Entering into neers.
Having retired with a few friends to his tent,
an alliance with the lazyga^, in Dacia, they threatened after some consultation on the danger to the empire
Pannonia. Domitian was defeated.
Nerva checked if the hostile Germans should take advantage of the
them, and Trajan gained a complete victory over them. confusion caused by this sedition of the troops, he deBut, from the time of Antoninus the philosopher, the termined upon exhibiting to the soldiers fictitious letflames of war continued to blaze in those regions. ters of Tiberius, which granted most of their demands,
The Roman empire was perpetually harassed, on two and, the better to appease them, he disbursed to them
sides by the barbarians, on one side by a number of immediately a considerable sum by way of bounty.
small tribes, who, pressed by the Goths, were forced He found still
greater difficulty, however, in quelling
to invade Dacia in quest of new habitations.
The a second mutiny, which broke out on the arrival of
southern regions were assigned to them in order to
legates from the senate, who brought to Germanicus
But a war of more moment was car- his promotion to the rank of proconsul. The soldiers
pacify them.
ried on against Rome on the other side,
the
united
by
suspected that they came with orders for their punishforces of the Marcomanni, Hermunduri, and Quadi, ment, and the
camp became again a scene of confuwhich is commonly called the Marcomannic war. sion. Germanicus ordered his wife Agrippina, with
Marcus Aurelius fought against them to the end of his her son Caius Caligula, attended by other officers'
Mean- wives and children, to leave the camp, as being no
life, and Commodus bought a peace, A.D. 180.
time the Catti devastated Gaul and Rhaetia, the CheThis sight affected
longer a place of safety for them.
rusci forced the Longobardi back to the Elbe.
A.D. and mortified the soldiers, who begged their command220, new barbarians appeared in Dacia, the Visigoths, er to revoke the order, to punish the guilty, and to
Gepidffi, and Heruli, and waged war against the Ro- march against the enemy.
They then began to inflict
mans.
At the same time, in the reign of Caracalla, summary execution on the ringleaders of the mutiny,
a new confederacy appeared in the southern
part of without waiting for the sanction of their general.
Germany, the Alemanni, consisting of Istaevonian similar scene took place in the camp of two other
tribes.
Rome, in order to defend its provinces against legions, which were stationed in another part of the
them, erected the famous Vallum Romanorum, the country, under the orders of Caecina.
Availing himruins of which are still visible from Ia.xthausen to self of the state of excitement on the part of the solBut the power of the Romans sank more diers, Germanicus crossed the Rhine, attacked the
CEhringen.
and routand more, partly by the incessant
struggle against the Marsi, the Bructeri, and other German tribes,
barbarians, partly by internal agitations.
At the time ed them with great slaughter. The following year he
when the Roman power had been weakened by civil defeated the Catti, and, after having burned their citywars, in the frequent military revolutions during the of Mattium (according to Mannert, Marpurg), he vicgovernment of the emperors, the Franks forced their toriously returned over the Rhine. Here some depuv/ay as far as Spain, and in the reign of the Emperor ties of Segestes appeared before him, soliciting, in the
Probus they also conquered the island of the Batavi. name of their master, his assistance against Arminius,
Thus the Franks and Alemanni weie now the most the son-in-law of Segestes, by whom the latter was be-

A
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sieged.

Germanicus hastened

rod., 1,

him, and

made Thusnelda,

ensued.

The Roman

argument in the question respecting the affinity between the early Germanic and Persian races. (Consult remarks under the article Germania, ^ 1.)
Geronthk^, a town of Laconia, to the north of
Helos, founded by the Achaeans long before the invasion of the Dorians and the Heraclidae, and sul)se-

to his rescue, delivered
wife of Arminius, prisoner.
Arminius then prepared for war, and Germanicus collected his forces on the Amisia or Ems.
battle

A

legions were already receding,
renewed the attack with fresh troops,

when Germanicus
and thus happily averted the rout that threatened him.
Arminius retreated, and Germanicus was content to regain the banks of the Ems, and retire with honour
from a contest which his army could no longer sustain.
After having lost another part of his troops during his
retreat, by a violent storm, which wrecked the vessels
in which they were embarked, he reached the mouths
of the Rhine with a feeble remnant of his army, and
employed the winter in making new preparations for
war against the Germans. He built a fleet of one thousand vessels, in order to avoid the difficult route by land
through forests and morasses, and landed at the mouth
of the Ems.
Proceeding thence towards the Visurgis
or Weser, he found the Cherusci assembled on the
opposite bank, with the intention of contesting the
Nevertheless, he effected it, and fought a
passage.
battle which began at daybreak, and terminated to the
On the succeeding day
advantage of the Romans.
the Germans renewed the contest with fury, and carried disorder into the ranks of the Romans, but Germanicus maintained possession of the field. The Germans returned into their forests. Germanicus re-embarked, and, after having experienced a terrible storm,
by which part of his ffeet was dissipated, went into
winter-quarters, but not until he had made another incursion into the territory of the Marsi.
Meantime Tiberius wrote repeatedly to his nephew, that he had
earned enough of glory in Germany, and that he ought

Rome

to enjoy the triumph which he had
Germanicus asked for another year to com-

to return to

merited.
plete the subjugation of Germany, but Tiberius, who
felt jealous of the
glory of his nephew, and of his popularity with the troops, remained inflexible, and Ger-

manicus was obliged

to

125

)

This circumstance forms an important

When Pausanias visquently colonized by the latter.
ited Laconia, he found Geronthrae in possession of the
Eleuthero-Lacones.
It contained a temple and grove
of Mars, and another temple of Apollo.
This ancient
town is supposed to have been situated near the village of Hieraki, where there are some vestiges. {Pau'
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 218,)
san., 3, 22.
Gerra, L a city of Arabia Deserta, on the Sinus
It was enriched by commerce, and the
Persicus.
principal articles of trade were the perfumes brought
from the Sabaei, sent up the Euphrates to Thapsacus,
and across the desert to Petra. (Plin., 6, 28.
Schol.
ad Nicand., Alexiph., v. 107.) This city, for the construction of whose houses and ramparts stones of salt

—

—

were used, appears

named El-Katif.

—

to

II.

A

be represented by that
city of

.^gyptus

now

Inferior, or

lower Egypt, in the eastern quarter, about eight miles
from Pelusium.
Now probably Maseli. III. A city

—

of Syria, in the district of Cyrrhestica, between Bethammaria and Arimara, and near the Euphrates.
Now Suruk. IV. According to Ptolemy, a city on
the Island Meninx, in the Syrtis Minor, west of the
{Bischoff und Moller, Wbrterb. der
city of Meninx.

—

Geogr.,

s. v.)

Gerrhi,
Boryslhenes

a people of Scythia, in whose country the
The kings of Scythia were buried
rises.

in their territories.

Gerrhuk, a

{Herodot., 4, 71.)

river of

Scythia, which, according to

56), separated from the Borysthenes,
near the place as far as which that river was lirst
known. It flowed towards the sea, dividing the ter-

Herodotus

(4,

ritories of the Herdsmen from those of the Royal ScyRome, where he thians, and then fell into the Hypacris. D'Aiiville
A.D. 17, The year makes it the same with the modern Molosznijaicodi.

return to

triumphed in the following year,
after, he was consul for the second time with Tiberius Rennell, however, inclines in favour of the Tasczcnac.
himself, and was sent to the East, where serious dis- {Geogr. of Herodotus, p. 71.)
turbances had broken out, with most extensive powers.
Geryon, Geryoneus, and Geryones, a celebrated
But Tiberius took care to have a watch over him, bv monster, born from the union of Chrysaor with Calliin
of
the
Cnaeus
a
rhoe. He had the bodies of three men united
Piso,
Syria
they
placing
government
violent and ambitious man, who seems to have been cohered above, but below the loins they were divided
well qualified for his mission, as he annoyed Germani- into three.
He lived in the island of Erythea, in
cus in every possible way, and his wife Plancina sec- the Sinus Gaditanus.
Geryon was the possessor of
onded him in his purpose. The frank and open na- remarkable oxen. They were of a purple hue, and
ture of Germanicus was no match for the wily intrigues were
guarded by a herdsman named Eurytion, and by
of his enemies.
After making peace with Artabanus, the two-headed dog Orthos, the progeny of Echidna
The tenth labour of Hercules was to
king of the Parthians, and calming other disturbances and Typhon.
in the East, Germanicus fell ill at Antioch, and, after
bring the oxen of Geryon from the island where ihey
lingering for some time, died, plainly expressing to his were pastured.
Having reached Erythea in the golden
wife and friends around him that he was the victim of cup of the Sun-god, he passed the night on Mount
the wickedness of Piso and Plancina, meaning most Abas.
The dog Orthos, discovering him, flew at him,
probably that some slow poison had been administered but Hercules struck him with his club, and killed EuHis wife Agrippina, with her son Caius and rytion who came up to his aid. Menoetius, who kept
to him.
her other children, returned to Rome with the ashes in the same place the oxen of Hades, having informed
Germanicus was generally and deep- Geryon of what had happened, the latter pursued and
of her husband.
Like his father Drusus, he was, while overtook Hercules as he was driving the cattle along
ly regretted.
of hope to the Romans.
He died the river Anthemus. Geryon there attacked him, but
living, an object
A.D. 19, in the thirty-fourth year of his age. Ger- was slain by his arrows and Hercules, placing the oxen
manicus has been praised for his sincerity, his kind in the cup, brought them over to the Continent. ( Vid.
nature, his disinterestedness, and his love of informa- Hercules, where an explanation is given of the whole
tion, which he exhibited in his travels in Greece and legend respecting the hero, and consult ApoUod., 2,
His military talents appear to have been of a 5, 10.) According to some ancient writers, the oxen
Egypt.
And yet, in the midst of warlike opera- of Geryon were brought, not from the island of Eryhigh order.
Consult on this subject the
tions, he still found leisure for literary pursuits, and fa- thea, but from Acarnania.
voured the world with two Greek comedies, some epi- remarks of Creuzer {Hist. Grac. Antiquiss. Fragm.,
grams, and a translation of Aratus into Latin verse. p. 51, not.).
The translation has come down to us in part. {Vid.
Gessoriacum, a town of the Morini, in Gaul it
was afterward named Bononia, or Bolonia, and is now
Aratus L
Id., Ann., 2,
Tacit., Ann., 1, 31, seqq.
It appears to be the same with the Mori5.
Id. ih., 2, 53, scqq.—Dio Cass., 57, 5, seqq.)
Boulogne.
Gkrmanii, one of the ancient tribes of Persia, \He- narum Partus Britannicus of Pliny (4, extr.). Man*
:

;

—

—

—
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{Mela, 3,

it
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identical with the Partus Icius or Iliut.

— Sueton.,

Vit. Claud., 17.

—Eutrop.,

of the giants were
Porphyrion, Alcyoneus, and Enceladus, on the last of Khom Minerva flung the island
of Sicily, where his i:,otions cause the
eruptions of
iEtna.
7rf., Nem., 1, 100.—
{Find., Pyth., 8,

9,

S.—Zosim., 6, 2.)
Geta, Antonius, younger son of the Emperor Septimius Severus, was born A.D. 190, and made Caesar
and colleague with his father and brother, A.D. 208.
The most remarkable circumstance recorded of him is

15—

Apollod., 1, 6.)— It is said that Earth, enraged at the
destruction of the giants, brought forth the huge Ty-

phon to contend with the gods. The stature of this
monster reached the sky fire flashed from bis eyes

of his
to that
the dissimilarity of his disposition
father and brother, who were both cruel, while Geta

He
his mildness and affability.
have several times reproved his brother Caracalla for his proneness to shed blood, in consequence
When Seveof which he incurred his mortal hatred.
rus died at Eboracum {York), A.D. 211, he named his
two sons as his joint successors in the empire. The
soldiers, who were much attached to Geta, withstood
all the insinuations of Caracalla, who wished to reign
alone, and insisted upon swearing allegiance to both
emperors together. After a short and unsuccessful
campaign, the two brothers, with their mother Julia,
was distinguished by

is said to

proceeded to Rome, where, after performing the

;

;

he hurled glowing rocks with loud cries and hissing
against heaven, and flame and storm rushed from his
mouth.
The gods, in dismay, fled to Egypt, and concealed themselves under the forms of various animals.
Jupiter, however, after a severe conflict, overcame hira,
and placed him beneath .^tna. {Fmd., Pyth., 1, 29,
seqq.

—

Id., frag.

The

Epinic,

5.

—Msch., Prom.

V.,

351,

of the gods into Egypt is a bungling attempt at connecting the Greek mythology with
the animal worship of that country. {Keightley^s Myseqq.)

flight

The giants appear to have been
thology, p. 262, seq.)
nothing more than the energies of nature personified,
and the conflict between them and the gods must al-

fu-

lude to some tremendous convulsion of nature in very
{Vid. Lectonia, and compare Hermann
early times.
und Creuzer, Briefe, &.C., p. 164.) As regards the
general question, respecting the possible existence in
former days of a gigantic race, it need only be observed,
that, if their structure be supposed to have been similar to that of the rest of our species, they must have
been mere creatures of poetic imagination ; they could
It is found that the bones of the
not have existed.

neral rites of their father, they divided the imperial

palace between them, and at one time thought of diGeta, who was fond of
viding the empire likewise.
and to
tranquillity, proposed to take Asia and Egypt,
reside at Aptioch or Alexandrea; but the Empress Ju-

—

with tears deprecated the partition, saying that she
After
could not bear to part from either of her sons.
repeated attempts of Caracalla to murder Geta, he
feigned a wish to be reconciled to his brother, and invited him to a conference in their mother's apartment.
Geta unsuspectingly went, and was stabbed by some
centurions whom Caracalla had concealed for the purHis mother Julia tried to shield him, but they
pose.
murdered him in her arms, and she was stained by his
This hapblood, and wounded in one of her hands.
pened A.D. 212. After the murder Caracalla began a
fearful proscription of all the friends of Geta, and also
of those who lamented his death on public grounds.
lia

human body are invariably hollow, and, consequently,
Had they
well calculated to resist external violence.
been solid, they would have proved too heavy a burden
for man to bear.
But this hoUowness, while it is admirably well fitted for the purpose which has just been
mentioned, and likewise subserves many other important ends in the animal economy, is not by any means

well adapted for supporting a heavy superincumbent
on the contrary, it renders the bone weaker,
weight
Dio in this respect, than if the latter had been solid. The
Hcrodian, 4, 1, seqq.
{Spartian., Vit. Get.
Man never was
inference from all this is very plain.
Cass., 77, 2, seqq.)
Get^, the name of a northern tribe mentioned in intended by his Maker for a gigantic being, since his
Roman history, inhabiting the country on both banks limbs could not, in that event, have supported him ;
of the Danube near its aestuary, and along the western and, if giants ever did exist, they must necessarily
Those who lived south of the have been crushed by their own weight. Or, had their
shores of the Euxine.
Danube were brought into a kind of subjection to bones been made solid, the weight of their limbs would
Rome in the time of Augustus {Dio Cass., 51) and have been so enormous, that these lofty beings must
That many
their country, called Scythia Parva, and also Ponlus, is have remained as immoveable as statues.
well known, under the latter name, through the poems of our species have attained a very large size is indiswhich Ovid, in his exile, wrote from Tomi, the place of putable, but the world has never seen giants and in
He gives in many passages a dismal all those cases where the bones of giants are said to
his residence.
account of the appearance and manners of the Getae, have been dug up from the earth, the remains thus disespecially in elegies seventh and tenth of the fifth book covered have been found to be merely those of some
The maritime parts of the country had extinct species of the larger kind of animals. A simof his Tristia.
been in former times colonized by the Greeks, and this ple mode of life, abundance of nutritious food, and a
may account for the partial civilization of the Getae salubrious atmosphere, give to all organic beings large
south of the Danube, while their brethren north of the and graceful forms. The term giant, as used in scripsame river remained in a state of barbarism and inde- ture, originates in an error of translation. In our verThe Getae are described by Herodotus sion of holy writ six diflferent Hebrew words are renpendence.
dered by the same term giants, whereas they merely
(4, 93) as living in his time south of the Ister (DanHe calls them the bravest of the Thracians. mean, in general, persons of great courage, wickedube).
The Goths are supposed to have had a common ori- ness, &c., and not men of enormous stature, as is
is
{Plin., 4, II.
Mela, 2, 2.
gin with the Getae.
commonly supposed. Thus, too, when Nimrod
before the Lord,
Jornand., de Regn. Success., p. 50, seq.)
styled in the Greek version a giant
GiGANTEs, the sons of Coelus and Terra, who, ac- nothing more is meant than that he was a man of excording to Hesiod, sprang from the blood of the wound tensive power.
which Coelus received from his son Saturn while HyVid. Gyndes.
GiNDES.
GiR, a river of Africa, which Ptolemy delineates as
ginus calls them sons of Tartarus and Terra. They are
of each being
represented as of uncommon stature, with strength pro- equal in length to the Niger, the course
Some of them, as probably about 1000 British miles. It ran from east
portioned to their gigantic size.
Cotius, Briareus, and Gyes, had fifty heads and one to west, until lost in the same lake, marsh, or desert
hundred arms. The giants are fabled by the poets to as the
The Arabian geographer Edrisi seems
Niger.
have made war upon the gods.
The scene of the to indicate the Ghir when he speaks of the Nile of the
conflict is said to have been the
the west, and being lost in an
peninsula of Pallene
negroes as running to
and with the aid of Hercules the gods subdued their inland sea, in which was the island Ulil. Some have
to be the river of Bornmi,
formidable foes. The principar champions on the side
supposed the Gir of Ptolemy

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;
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rr Wad-al-Gazel, which, joining auothei' considerable
river flowing from Kuku, discharges itself into the
Nubia Palus or Kangra, and it is so delineated in

The meridiani engaged in the afternoon.
were men of great skill and experi-

folded.

The

postulatitii

ence, and such as were generally produced by the
The Jiscales were maintained out of the
emperors.
The dimachari fought
emperor's treasury, fiscus.
with two swords in their hands, whence their name.
Gladutokii Ludi, combats originally exhibited at After these cruel exhibitions had been continued for
the grave of deceased persons at Rome.
They were the amusement of the Roman populace, they were
first introduced there by the Bruti, upon the death of abolished
by Constantine the Great, near 600 years
their father, A.U.C. 490, and they thus formed ori- from their first institution.
They were, however, reginally a kind of funeral sacrifice, the shades of the vived under the reign of Constantius and his two sucdead being supposed to be propitiated with blood. For cessors, but Honorius for ever put an end to these
some time after this they were exhibited only on such cruel barbarities.
occasions.
Glauce, I. a daughter of Creon, king of Corinth,
Subsequently, however, the magistrates,
to entertain the people, gave shows of
gladiators at the called also Creiisa, married to Jason after his separaSaturnalia and the festival of Minerva.
fountain at Corinth, which
II.
Incredible tion from Medea.
numbers of men were destroyed in this manner. Af- was said to have received its name from Glauce, who
ter the triumph of Trajan over the Dacians,
spectacles threw herself into it in order to be freed from the enof this kind were exhibited for 123 days, in which chantments of Medea.
{Pausan., 2, 3.)
Gladiators were kept and
10,000 gladiators fought.
Glaucds, I. son of Hippolochus, and grandson of
maintained in schools by persons called lanist(Z, who Bellerophon.
He was, with Sarpedon, leader of the
The whole number un- Lycian auxiliaries of King Priam. Upon the discovpurchased and trained them.
der one lanista was called /ami'/ia.
Gladiators were at ery made on the field of battle by him and Diomede,
first
composed of captives and slaves, or of condemned that their grandfathers, Bellerophon, king of Ephyre or
malefactors.
But afterward also freeborn citizens, in- Corinth, and CEneus, king of -^tolia, had been reduced by hire or by inclination, fought on the arena
markable for their friendship, they mutually agreed to
some even of noble birth and, what is still more won- exchange their armour, that of Glaucus being of gold,
When there were and that of Diomede of brass. Hence arose the provderful, women of rank, and dwarfs.
to be any shows, handbills were circulated to give no- erb, *• It is the exchange of Glaucus and Diomede,"
tice to the people, and to mention the place, number, to denote inequality in things presented or exchanged.
time, and every circumstance requisite to be known. Glaucus was slain by Ajax.
(Horn., II., 6, 119, seqq.
When they were first brought upon the arena, they
sea deity, probably
II.
Virg., JSn., 6, 483.)
walked round the place with great pomp and solemnity, only another form of Poseidon or Neptune, whose son
and after that they were matched in equal pairs with he is, according to some accounts. {Euanthes, ap.
great nicety.
They first had a skirmish with wooden Athen , 7, p. 296.) Like the marine gods in general,
and we find him appearAfter this the ef- he had the gift of prophecy
files, called rudes or arma lusoria.
fective weapons, such as swords, daggers, dec, called
ing to the Argonauts {Apoll. Rh., 1, 1310, seq.), and
arma decreloria, were given them, and the signal for to Menelaus {Eurip., Orcst., 356, seqq.), and telling
the engagement was given by the sound of a trumpet. them what had happened, or what was to happen.
In
As they had all previously bound themelves to contend later times, sailors were continually making reports of
till the last, the
was
and
Some
said
that
obstinate
and
hi.s
(Pausan., 9, 22.)
fight
bloody
soothsaying.
when one signified his submission by surrendering his he dwelt with the Nereides at Delos, where he gave rewas
victor
not
to
the
him
his
life
all
who
to
arms,
permitted
grant
sponses
sought them. {Arisiot., ap. Athen.,
without the leave and approbation of the multitude. I. c.) According to others, he visited each year all
This was done by pressing down their thumbs, with the isles and coasts, with a train of mofisters of the
On the contrary, if the people deep (K^rea), and, unseen, foretold in the .Eolic diathe hands clenched.
wished him slain, they turned their thumbs upward. lect all kinds of evil.
The fishermen watched for his
The first of these signs was called pollicem premere ; approach, and endeavoured by fastings, prayer, and futhe second, pollicem vertere.
The combats of gladia- migations to avert the ruin with which his prophecy
At times he was seen
tors were sometimes different, either in weapons or menaced the fruits and cattle.
dress, whence they were generally distinguished into among the waves, and his body appeared covered with
the following orders.
The secutores were armed with muscles, seaweed, and stones. He was heard evera sword and buckler, to keep off the net of their antag- more to lament his fate in not being able to die. (Plat.,
These last endeavoured to throw Rep., 10, 611. SckoL, ad loc.) This last circumonists, the retiarii.
their net over the head of their opponent, and in that stance refers to the common pragmatic history of
to
manner
He was a fisherman, it is said (Pausan.,
entangle him, and prevent him from striking. Glaucus.
If this did not succeed, they betook themselves to flight. /. c.
Ovid, Met., 13, 904, seqq.), of Anthedon, in
Their dress was a short coat, with a hat tied under the Boeotia.
Observing one day the fish which he had
chin with broad riband.
They bore a trident in their caught and thrown on the grass to bile it, and then to
The Threces, originally Thracians, were jump into the sea. his curiosity excited him to taste it
left hand.
armed with a falchion and small round shield. The also. Immediately on his doing so he followed their
Another acmyrmillones, called also Galli, from their GaUic dress, example, and thus became a sea-god.
were much the same as the secutores. They were, count made him to have obtained his immortality by
like them, armed with a sword, and on the top of their tasting the grass, which had revived a hare he had run
He
(Nicand., ap. Athen., I. c )
headpiece they wore the figure of a fish embossed, down in .^tolia.
The hoploinachi was also said to have built and steered the Argo, and to
called aopfivpo^, whence their name.
were completely armed from head to foot, as their have been made a god of the sea by Jupiter during
name implies. The Sammies, armed after the man- the voyage. (Possis, ap. Athen., I. c.) An account
ner of the Samnites, wore a large shield, broad at the of the story of his love for Scylla will be found under

but others, seemingly with better
reason, apprehend the Gir of Ptolemy to be the BahrKulla of Browne, in his history of Africa.
Renne«Il's

map
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and growing more narrow at the bottom, more
conveniently to defend the upper parts of the body.
The essedarii generally fought from the essedum, or
The
chariot used by the ancient Gauls and Britons.
andabatce, avaSdrai, fought on horseback, with a heltop,

met that covered and defended their faces and eyes.
Hence andabatarum more pugnare is to fight blindi)56

the latter article.
(Kcighlleifs Mythology, p. 248,
seqq) III. A son of Sisyphus, king of Corinth, by
the
Merope,
daughter of .\tlas, bom at Potniae, a vilAccording to one account, he relage of BcEOtia.
strained his mares from having intercourse with the
steeds
upon which Venus inspired the former with
such fury, that they tore his body to pieces as be re

—
;
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games which Adrastus had celebrated since Stephanus of Byzantium gives it as the ethnic
Another version of the story derivative of Gonni. The scholiast on Lycophron (v.
in honour of his father.
makes them to have run mad after eating a certain 904), in commenting on a passage of the poet where
this town is alluded to,
{Etymol. Mag., s. v. Uorvcude^
says it was also called Goplant at Potniae.
Hmin./fah., 9f)0.— Virgil, Gearg., 3, 268.— //cync, nussa. {Cramer^ 8 Ancient Greece, vol. 1, p. 380.)
Schol. ad
GoRDiwKi, mountains in Armenia, where the Tigris
aaVirg., I c.— Palceph., de Inaed., c. 26.
IV. A son of Minos and Pas- rises.
Eurip., iPhoen., 1141 )
a mouse, fell into
GoRDiANUs, I., Marcus Antoninus Akricanus,
iphae, who, pursuitig, whin a child,
His father, born during the reign of the first Anlonine, of one of
a vessel of honey and was smothered.
to know the most illustrious and
wealthy families of Rome, made
ignorant of his fate, consulted the oracle
where he was, and received for answer that there was himself very popular during his quaestorship by his mucould
a three-coloured cow in his herd, and that he who
nificence, and the large sums which he spent in proviHe
best tell what she was like, could restore his son to life. ding games and other amusements for the people.
also
were
and
cultivated literature, and wrote several poems,
all
The soothsayers
assembled,
Polyidus,
the son of Coiranus, said that her colour was that of among others one in which he celebrated the virtues
the berry of the brier, green, red, and, lastly, black. of the two Antonines.
Being intrusted with the govand ernment of several provinces, he conducted himself in
Minos thereupon desired him to find his son
He
Polyidus. by his skill in divination, discovered where such a mariner as to gain universal approbation.
be was.
Minos then ordered him to restore him to was proconsul of Africa A.D. 237. When an insurlife
and, on his declaring his incapacity so to do, rection broke out in that province against Maximinus,
shut him up in a chamber with the body of his child. on account of his exactions, and the insurgents saluted
While here, the soothsayer saw a serpent approach Gordianus as emperor, he prayed earnestly to be exAnother im- cused, on account of his age, being then past eighty,
the body, and he struck and killed it.
but the insurgents
mediately appeared, and seeing the first one dead, re- and to be allowed to die in peace
tired, and came back soon after with a plant in its
threatening to kill him if he refused, he accepted the
mouth, and laid it on the dead one, which instantly perilous dignity, naming his son Gordianus as his colcame to life. Polyidus, by employing the same herb, league, and both made their solemn entry into Carthage
recovered the child.
Minos, before he let him depart, amid universal applause. The senate cheerfully conHe firmed the election, proclaiming the two Gordiani as
insisted on his communicating his art to Glaucus.
as
he
was
did so
but,
taking leave, he desired his emperors, and declaring Maximinus and his son to be
mouth.
and
into
Glaucus
to
his
enemies to their country. Meantime, however, Capelobeyed,
spit
pupil
lost the memory of all he had learned.
(ApoUod., 3, lianus, governor of Mauritania, collected troops in fa3, 1.
Tzetz.,ad Lye, 811.) Hyginus makes him to vour of Maximinus, and marched against Carthage.
have been restored to life by ^sculapius. {Hygin., The younger Gordianus came out to oppo.se him, but
was defeated and killed, and his aged father, on learnPoet. Astron., 2, 14.)
Glaucus Sinus, a gulf of Lycia, at the head of ing the sad tidings, strangled himself. Their reign
which stood the city of Telmissus or Macri, whence had not lasted two months altogether, yet they were
in ancient times the gulf was sometimes also called greatly regretted, on account of their personal qualiSinus Telmissius, and whence comes likewise its mod- ties, and the hopes which the people had found^ed on
em name. Gulf of Macri.
them.
{Capitol., Vit. Gordian. Tr.)—U. M. Anto.
turned from the

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

a river of Britain, now the Clyde,
Glota ^Estuarium, or Frith of Clyde.
Gnatia, a town of Apulia, the same as Egnatia,
the name being merely shortened by dropping the initial vowel.
(Vid. Egnatia.)
Vid. Cnidus.
Gnidus.
Gnossus.
Vid. Cnosus.
GoBRYAs, a Persian, one of the seven noblemen
who conspired against the usurper Smerdis. (^Vid.
Darius )
GoMPHi, a city of Tliessaly, of considerable strength
and importance, and the key of the country on the side
of Epirus.
It was situate on the borders of the Atharnanes, and was occupied by that people not long be-

Glota

or

Clota,

falling into the

fore the battle of Cynoscephalae.
When Caesar entered Thessaly, after his joining Domitius at iEgitium,
the inhabitants of Gomphi, aware of his failure at Dyrrhachium, closed their gates against him the walls,
;

however, were presently scaled, notwithstanding their
great height, and the town was given up to plunder.
In his account of this event, Caesar describes Gomphi
as a large and opulent city.
{Bell. Civ., 3, 80.
Compare ^;;/)2an, B. C, 2, 64.) The Greek geograit on the modern site of
Meletius
pher
places
Slagous,
or Kalabachi as it is called by the Turks {Geogr., p.
was
informed
but
that
its ruins
388)
Pouquevillu
were to be seen at a place called Cle'isoura, not far
from Stagous.
(Vol. 3, p. 339.)
Go.NATAS, one of the Antigoni.
{Vid. Gonni.)
GoNNM, a town of Thessaly, twenty miles from Larissa, according to Livy (36, 10), and close to the en-

—

was instructed by
Serenus Samonicus, who left him his library, which
He was well informed,
consisted of 62,000 volumes.
and wrote several works, but was intemperate in hia
pleasures, which latter circumstance seems to have
nius Africanus, son of Gordianus,

recommended him

to the favour of the Emperor Heli,
Alexander Severus advanced him subseogabalus.
He afterward passed into
to
the
consulship.
quently
Africa as lieutenant to his father, and, when the lattei
was elevated to the throne, shared that dignity with him.
But, after a reign of not quite two months, he fell in
battle at the age of forty-six, against Capellianus, a

—

{Vid. Gordianus, I,
Capi'
partisan of Maximinus,
III. Marcus Antoninus
tolinus, Vit. Gordian. Tr.)
Pius, grandson, on the mother's side, of the elder Gor-

—

nephew of Gordianus the younger, was
twelve years of age when he was proclaimed Csesar by
general acclamation of the people of Rome, after the
news had arrived of the death of the two Gordiani in
Africa.
The senate named him colleague of the two
new emperors Maximus and Balbinus, but in the folother
lowing year (A.D. 238, according to Blair and
took
chronologers) a mutiny of the praetorian soldiers
dianus, and

fied

place at Rome, Balbinus and Maximus were murdered,
His
and the boy Gordianus was proclaimed emperor.
at the begindisposition was kind and amiable, but
of a
ning of his reign he trusted to the insinuations
certain Maurus and other freedmen of the palace, who
abused his confidence, and committed many acts of
In the second year of his rei^u a revolt
injustice.
broke out in Africa, where a certain Sabinianus was
was soon pat
proclaimed emperor, but the insurrection
In the following
of Mauritania.
down
the

Antigonus,

Pompeiayear, Gordianus being consul
of
nus, married Furia Sabina Tranquillina, daughter
who
Misitheus, a man of the greatest personal merit,

;

trance of the gorge of

Tempe.

It

was strongly

forti-

by Perses in his first campaign against the Romans, who made no attempt to render themselves
masters of this key of Macedonia.
{Liv., 42, 54.)

sumamed Gonatas, was

probably

bom

here,

by

governor

with Claudius
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was then placed at the head of the emperor's guards.
Misitheus disclosed to Gordianus the disgraceful conduct of Maurus and his friends, who were immediately
deprived of their offices and driven away from court.

From

that

moment Gordianus

placed implicit trust

in

on whom the senate conferred the
*'
Guardian of the Republic." In the next
title of
year, news came to Rome that the Persians under
Sapor had invaded Mesopotamia, had occupied Nisibis
and Carrhae, entered Syria, and, according to CapiioGordianus, resolving to
linus, had taken Aniioch.
his father-in-law,

march

in person against this formidable enemy, opened
the temple of Janus, according to an ancient custom
which had been long disused, and, setting out from
Rome at the head of a choice army, took his way by

lUyricum and Moesia, where he defeated the Goths
and Sarmatians, and drove them beyond the Danube.
In the plains of Thrace, however, he encountered another tribe, the Alani, from whom he experienced a
check but they having also retired towards the north,
Gordianus crossed the Hellespont, and landed in Asia,
;

whence he proceeded

Syria, delivered Antioch,
defeated the Persians in several battles, retook Nisibis
and Carrhae, and drove Sapor back to his own domininto

The

senate voted him a triumph, and also a
statue to Misitheus, to whose advice much of the success of Gordianus was attributed.
Unfortunately,
however, that wise counsellor died the following year,
not without suspicions of foul play being raised against
Philippus, an officer of the guards, who succeeded him
In the year after, A.D 244, Gordiin the command.
anus advanced into the Persian territory, and defeated
but while he
Sapor on the banks of the Chaboras
was preparing to pursue him, the traitor Philippus,
who had contrived to spread discontent amotig the
ions.

;

soldiers by attributing their privations to the inexperience of a boyish emperor, was proclaimed by the
army his colleague in the empire. Gordianus consented, but soon after was murdered by the ambitious
A monument was raised to him by the
Philippus.
soldiers, with an inscription, at a place called Zaitha,
twenty miles east of the town of Circesium, not far
from the left bank of the Euphrates, which continued
to be seen until it was destroyed by Licinius, who
Gordianus
claimed to be a descendant of Philippus.
was about twenty years old when he died. His body,
according to Eutropius, was carried to Rome, and he

was numbered among

the gods.

a prosperous one for

Rome.

Tert.

— Hcrodian,

7, 10, seqq.

His short reign was

—

{Capitol.,

Vtt.

Id., 8, 6, seqg.

Gord.

— Eu-

trop., 9, 2.)

GoRDiUM, a city of Galatia in Asia Minor, on the
Here
river Sangarius, a little to the east of Pessinus.
was preserved the famous Gordian knot which AlexThis place changed its
{Vid. Gordius.)
name in the reign of Augustus to Juliopolis, which was
a
leader
of
it
some
by Cleo,
predatory bands in
given
After the battle of Actium, he declared
this quarter.
for Augustus ; and being thus left in safe possession of
ander cut.

this city,

which was

his birthplace,

out of compliment to the
11,

memory

7.—Liv., 38, IS.— Curt.,

3,

changed

of Caesar.

its

name

{Justin,

l.—Mannert, Geogr.,

Alexander, in his conquest of Asia, passed by GordU
urn
and as he wished to leave nothing undone which
might inspire his soldiers with courage, and make his
enemies believe that he was born to conquer Asia, he
cut the knot with his sword, and from that circumstance asserted that the oracle was reallv fulfilled, and
that his claims to universal empire were
fully justified.
;

{Justin,

11,7.— Curt.,

3,

1.)

a celebrated statesman, orator, and
sophborn at Leontini in Sicily, whence he was sur*
named Leontinus. He flourished in the fifth century
before the Christian era, during the most brilliant
pe-

GoKGiAS,

ist,

riod of the literary activity of Greece,

and has been
immortalized by the dialogue of Plato which bears his
name. The dates of his birth and death are alike uncertain, but the number of his years far outran the ordinary length of human existence, and, in the different
Whatever
statements, ranges between 100 and 109.
may have been the speculative errors of Gorgias, his
long life was remarkable for an undeviating practice of
virtue and temperance, which secured to his last days
the full possession of his faculties, and imparted cheerfulness and resignation in the hour of death.
Accord-

ing to Eusebius, Gorgias flourished in the 86lh Olym
piad, and came to Athens Olymp. 88, 2, or B.C. 427,
to seek assistance for his native
city, the independence
of which was menaced by its powerful neighbour Syr-

acuse.

In this mission he justified the opinion

his

townsmen had formed of

and

political sagacity, and,

which

his talents for business

upon its successful termiwithdrew from public life and returned to
Athens, which, as the centre of the mental activity of
Greece, ofTered a wide field for the display of his intellectual powers and acquirements.
He did not,
however, take yp his residence permanently in that
city, but divided his time between it and Larissa in
Thessaly, where he is said to have died shortly before
or after the death of Socrates.
To the 84th Olympiad
nation,

assigned the publication of his philosophical work
"
Of (he Non- Being, or of Nature''^ {Trepl rov
in which, according to the
fifj ovTog, fj rrepl (pijcreug),
extracts from it in the pseudo-Aristotelian work " De
is

entitled

et Gorgia,^'' and in Sextus Emhe purposes to show: 1. that absolutely no2. that even if anything subsists, it canthing exists
not be known
and, 3. that even if aught subsists and
can be known, it cannot be expressed and communi-

Xenophane, Zenone,
piricus,

:

:

cated to others.
In the arguments, however, by which
he sought to establish these positions, and, generally
speaking, in his physical doctrines, Gorgias deferred,
in some measure, to the testimony of sense, which the
stricter Eleatics rejected absolutely, as inadequate and
On this account, although the usual
contradictory.

statement which directly styles him the disciple of
Empedocles is erroneous, it is probable that he drew
from the writings of that philosopher his acquaintance
Subsewith the physiology of the Eleatic school.
quently it would appear that Gorgias devoted himself
entirely to the practice and teaching of rhetoric, and
in this career his professional labours seem to have
Accord.
been attended with both honour and profit.
lb., 3, 32), he was the
ing to Cicero {de Orat., 1,

22—

who engaged

to deliver

impromptu a public

dis-

vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 72.)

first

GoRDius, a Phrygian, who, though originally a peasant, was raised to the throne.
During a sedition, the
and were told that all
Phrygians consulted the oracle,
their troubles would cease as soon as they chose for

course upon any given subject.
These oratorical displays were characterized by the poetical ornament and
elegance of the language, and the antithetical structure
of the sentences, rather than by the depth and vigour
of the thought
and the coldness of his eloquence
As a
soon passed into a proverb among the ancients.
teacher of rhetoric, Gorgias is said to have first introto
have
and
attached
into
much
numbers
duced
prose,
importance to antitheses both in individual words and
in the members of a sentence.
(Consult Hardion,
Mem. de V Acad. des. Inscr., &c., vol.
Dissert., 11.
a
after
is
that
It
said,
19, p. 204.)
display of eloquence
made by him at the Olympic and Pythian Games, a

man they met going to the temple
Gordius was the
of Jupiter mounted on a chariot.
and he immediately consecrated
object of their choice,
The knot which
his chariot in the temple of Jupiter.
tied the yoke to the draught- tree was made in such an
artful manner, that the ends of the cord could not be
From this circumstance, a report was soon
perceived.
was promised by the
spread that the empire of Asia
oracle to him that could untie the Gordian knot.

their king the first
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;

—

GOR
was erected

to

GOT

him

at Delphi.

— Besides

gOiden statue
some fragments, there are still extant two entire ora" TAc Entions ascribed to him, entitled respectively,
"
comium of Helen,'" and The Apology of Palamedes,*'

Valeria, "the powerful;" Euryale to l,alivolva^
"the wide-rolling;" and Medusa to Guberna, "the

to

directress," from her ruling the course of the billows.
And he add:?, in farther explanation, "warn et ms un-

two tasteless and insipid compositions, which may,
On this point
however, not be the works of Gorgias.
" De
consult Foss,
Gorgia Leontino Comm£ntalio,^^
Hal., 1828, who denies their authenticity, which is
maintained, on the other hand, by Schonhbrn, "De .4mthentia Declamationum qua Goi-gi(Z Leontini nomine

darum semper manet eadem,

1826.
{Flat., Hipp. Maj., p.282.—
Dion. Hal., Jud. de Lys., 3, p.458, ed.
Gorg.
Reiske.
Sext., Emp. adv.
Diogenes Laert., 8, 58.
Math., 7, 6b.— Clinton, Fast. Hell, vol. 1, p. 377.
Schdll, Gesch.
Preller, Hist. Philos., p. 134, seqq.

Hence there is great probability in Volcker's
Libya.
reading of Kvp'^vTjg for KiadT/vijg in .^schylus {Prom.
v., 799.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 252, seqq.)
GoRTYs or GoRTVNiA, I. a city of Crete, next to
Cnosus in splendour and importance. Strabo writes,
that these two cities had in early times entered into a
league, which enabled them to reduce nearly the whole
of Crete under their subjection
subsequently, however, dissensions having arisen between them, they

extant,'' Bresl.,
Id.,

—

—

—

—

—

Gr. Litt., vol. 1, p. 363.)
fine
GoRGO, 1. wife of Leonidas, king of Sparta.
When a stranrepartee of hers is given by Plutarch.
" You
to
women
are
observed
her,
Spartan
ger female
"
the only ones that rule men," she replied,
True, for

A

we

are the only ones that give birth to men."
{Plut.,
II. The
Lacon. Apophth., p. 227.)
capital of the
It is supposed to correspond
Chorasmii in Bactriana.

—

modern Urghenz. {Bischoff und Mollcr, Worder Geogr., p. 587.)
GoRGONKs, three celebrated sisters, daughters of

to the
terb.

Phorcys and Ceio, whose names were Siheno, Euryale,
and Medusa, and who were all immortal except Me-

According to the mythologists, their hairs were
entwined with serpents, they had wings of gold, their
hands were of brass, their body was covered with impenetrable scales, their teeth were as long as the tusks
of a wild boar, and they turned to stone all those on
dusa.

whom

their

they fixed
Tzetz., ad Lye 838.)
,

3,

2.

—

{Apollod.,
— eyes.
Homer speaks of an object of
4,

Gorgo, and the Gorgonian head.
He places the former on the shield of Agamemnon (//.,
1 1, 36), and, when describing Hector
eager for slaugh''
the eyes of Gorgo and of
ter, he says that he had
man-destroying Ares." (11., 8, 348.) The Gorgeian
head was on the aegis of Jupiter {II., 5, 741), and the
hero of the Odyssey fears to remain in Erebus, lest Pro" the
serpina should send out
Gorgeian head of the dire
monster" against him.
{Od., 11, 633.)
^schylus

terror

which he

calls

calls the Gorgons the " three sisters of the Graiae,
winged, serpent-fleeced, hateful to man, whom no one
can look on and retain the breath of existence."
{Prom, v., 804, seqq.) The Gorgons and Graiae are
always mentioned together ; and it was while the Graise
were handing to one another their single eye {Vid.
Phorcydes) that Perseus intercepted it and, having
thus blinded the guards, was enabled to come on the
Gorgons unperceived. (For an account of the legend
of Perseus and Medusa, consult each of those articles.)
;

R. P. Knight, the Gorgon, or Medusa,
According
in the centre of Minerva's aegis, appears to have been
a symbol of the Moon {Orph. in Clem. Alex
Strom.,
lib. 5, p. 675)
exhibited sometimes with the character and expression of the destroying, and sometimes
to

,

;

with those of the generative or preserving, attribute
the former of which is expressed by the title of Gorgo,
and the laiter by that of Medusa.
It is sometimes
represented with serpents, and sometimes with fish, in
the hair
and occasionally with almost every symbol
of the passive generative or productive power
it
being
the female personification of the Disk, by which almost
all the nations of
and
antiquity represented the sun
this female personification was the
symbol of the Moon.
;

;

;

;

—

Class.
{Inquiry into the Symh. Lang., &c., <J 179.
Journal, vol. 26, p. 46.)
Hermann, however, with
more probability, makes both the Graiae and Gorgons
to be merely personifications of the terrors of the sea,

—

the former
denoting the u'Ai/c- crested waves that dash
the latter, the strong
against the rocks on the coast
billows of the wide open main.
vol.
{Herm.,
;

2, p. 179, seq.)

He

Opusc.,

therefore

et

fluctuatio

:

cursus au-

tem mutatur, vends, annive tempestatibus mutatis.'^
Hesiod, therefore, who places the Gorgons in Oceanic
{Theog., 274, seqq.), is more consistent with the
early legend than later poets, who almost all assign
the Gorgons a dwelling place in some part or other of
isles

—

;

were constantly engaged in hostilities. Homer speakf
of Gortys as a place of great strength {11., 2, 646),
with a territory extending to the sea.
{Od., 3, 293.)
From other authors we learn that it stood in a plain,
watered by the river Lethaeus, and at a distance of
were sitninety stadia from the Libyan Sea, on which
uate its two havens, Lebena and Metallum.
Formerly
this city was of very considerable size, since Strabo
reckons its circuit at fifty stadia but when he wrote
;

was very much diminished. He adds, that Ptolemy
Philopator had begun to enclose it with fresh walls
but the work was not carried on for more than eight
it

;

stadia.

to the Arcadian
had been founded by Gortys, the son of
a fact which was, however, denied by the

{Strabo,
it

traditions,

Tegeates
Cretans,

;

who

aflSrmed

Rhadamanthus.
Byz.,

— According
478.)

s. V.)

It

that

Gortys was the son of

—

1.
Compare Steph.
was most probably a Pelasgic city,

{Pausan.,

8,

since, according to Stephanus, it once bore the appellation of Larissa.
Apollo was especially revered here,
whence he is sometimes called Gortynius. {Anton.,
Lib., 25.)

under the

in this place
Jupiter was also worshipped
The ruins of this
of Hecatombaeus.

title

ancient city have been visited by Toumefort, Pococke,
still more recently by Mr. Cockerell, who observed the remains of a theatre and other considerable
He likewise explored some remarkable exvestiges.
cavations near the town, consisting of numerous cham-

and

bers and galleries, which have been supposed to bethis is
long to the celebrated Cretan labyrinth, though
situated at Cnosus.
generally stated to have been
consult
reAs regards the form of the ancient name,
marks under the article Cortona. {Cramer's Ancient
Greece, vol. 3,
383.)— II. A town of Arcadia, near the

—

p.

river Gortynius,

tinguished for its

and southeast of Heraea. It was distemple of Pentelic marble dedicated to

The statue of the god, as well as that
of Hygieia,were by Scopas.
{Pausan., 9, "ZS.) The
site of Gortys is now called Atchicolo Castro.
GoTHi, a powerful northern nation, v^-ho acted an
Roman empire.
important part in the overthrow of the
The name " Gothi," or Goths, appears first in history
in the third century, and it was then used by the Roman writers as synonymous with the more ancient one
of Getaj, a people who lived on the banks of the lower
Greek
Danube, near the shores of the Euxine. The
writers generally considered the Gefee or Goths as
There has been much discussion
a Scythian tribe.
on the question whether the Getae or Goths came onthither from Asia.
ginally from Scandinavia, or migrated
.iEsculapius.

The

old Scandinavian tradition in the

their chief,

Odin or Woden,

to

Edda makes

have come from the

to the shores of the Baltic many
and
centuries before the Christian era {vid Odinus),
must look as the nait is to Asia, therefore, that we
race.
tive country of the Gothic, or, rather, Teutonic,
remarks under the article Germania, ^ 1)

banks of the Dniester

makes Stheno equivalent (Consult

GRA

GRACCHUS.

About the middle of the third century of our era, the
Goths are recorded to have crossed the Dniester, and
The Emperor
to have devastated Dacia and Thrace.
Decius lost his life in opposing them in Moesia (A.D.
251), after which his successor Gallus mduced them
by money to withdraw again to their old dwellings on
the Dniester.
They then seem to have spread eastward, and to have occupied the country about the
Cimmerian Bosporus, whence they sailed across the
Euxine, occupied Trebisond, and ravaged Biihynia.
In the year 269 they landed in Macedonia, but were
defeated by the Emperor Claudius II.
Three years
after, Aurelian gave up Dacia to a tribe of Goths, who
are believed to have been the Visigoths or Western
Goths, while those who ravaged Asia Minor were the
This distinction of the
Ostrogoths or Eastern Goths.
race into two grand divisions appears about this time.
Under Constantino I. the Goths from Dacia invaded
Constantino II. afterIllyricum, but were repelled.
ward allowed a part of them to settle in McEsia, who
seem to have soon after embraced Christianity, as it

was

them

that Ulphilas translated the Scriptures,
about the middle of ihe 4th century, into the dialect
for

the Gracchi, married Cornelia, daughter of Scipio
He died while his sons were
Africanus the Elder.
young, having twice filled the office of consul, and, acAfter
cording to Plutarch, obtained two triumphs.
the death of her husband, Cornelia refused all oflfers
herself
to
the
of marriage, and devoted
charge and education of her children, who, as Plutarch tells us,

were less the inheritors of manly virtue by being
sprung from the noblest blood in Rome, than they
were its possessors from the careful nurture of their
mother Cornelia. {Plut., Vit. Gracch.) II. Tiberius,
elder son of the preceding, was born B.C. 163.
His
mother was the celebrated Cornelia, daughter of the

—

Tiberius served his first campaign
under his uncle Scipio, and having obtained
of consul's qusestor, we find him next under

elder Africanus.
in Africa

the office

Mancinus, the unfortunate commander in the Numantine war.
His name, which the Numantines respected from remembering his father's virtues, is said to
have procured the terms under which Mancinus obbut the senate, on his retained safety for his army
;

turn, was so much displeased at the unfavourable nature of these conditions, that they resolved on giving
up all the principal officers to the Numantines. By

called Maeso-Gothic.
About the year 375, the Huns,
coming from the East, fell upon the Ostrogoths, and the good- will, however, of the popular assembly, infludrove them upon the Visigoths, who were living north enced, as it would seem, by the soldiers and their
of the Danube.
The latier, being hard pressed, im- connexions in the lower classes, it was decided to
plored permission of the Roman commander to be al- send Mancinus as the real criminal, and to spare the
lowed to cross that river, and take shelter on the ter- other officers for the sake of Gracchus.
Treatment
The Emperor Valens consented, of this nature was likely to rouse Gracchus against
ritory of the empire.
^nd a vast multitude of them were allowed to settle in the senate, and make him the friend of the poor; and
Moesia, but soon afterward they quarrelled with the accordingly, in three years afterward, we find him beRoman authorities, invaded Thrace, and defeated and ginning his short career as a political agitator. He
killed Valens, who came to oppose them.
From that was elected tribune of the commons B.C. 128, and
time they exercised great influence over the Byzantine immediately began to attempt the revival of the LicinIn so doing
court, either as allies and mercenaries, or as formida- ian Rogations.
{Vid. Agrariae Leges.)
Towards the end of the 4th century, he appears to have had in view the two grand princible enemies.
Alaric, being chosen king of the Visigoths, invaded ples which that law involved, namely, the empbyment
Northern Italy, but was defeated by Stilicho near Ve- of freemen in cultivating the soil in preference to
rona.
He came again, however, about two years af- slaves, and especially the more generally recognised
His successor principle of the equitable division of the public land.
ter, and took and plundered Rome.
A laulphus made peace with the empire, and repaired Three commissioners were appointed to superintend
to the south of Gaul, where the Visigoths founded a the working of the new law, which Gracchus had prokingdom, from which they afterward passed into Spain, posed, if we may trust Plutarch, with the approval of
where a Visigothic dynasty reigned for more than two some of the most eminent persons of the times, among
centuries till it was conquered by the Moors.
Mean- whom were Mucius Scsvola and Crassus the orator.
while the Ostrogoths or Eastern Goths, who had set- Such general interest was excited by the question,
tled in Pannonia, after the destruction of the kingdom that crowds arrived from all parts of the country to
and there appeared no doubt
of the Huns, extended their dominion over Noricum, support either side
Rhaetia, and Illyricum, and about the year 489 they in- which way the matter would go when left to the tribes.
vaded Italy, under their king Theodoric, and defeated The aristocracy, however, secured the veto of M. OcOdoacer, king of the Heruli, who had assumed the tavius, one of the tribunes, and thereby quashed tho
title of King of Italy, a title which Theodoric then
proceedings whenever the law was brought on, which
took for himself, with the consent of the Eastern em- violent mode of opposition led Gracchus to exercise
Theodoric was a great prince ; his reign was his veto on other questions, stop the supplies, and
peror.
a period of rest for Italy, and his wise administration throw the government into the most complete helpdid much towards heaUng the wounds of that country. lessness.
Thus far the contest had been lawful but
But his successors degenerated, and the Gothic do- at this juncture, Gracchus, irritated by continual opminion over Italy lasted only till 544, when it was position, invited Octavius to propose his (Gracchus')
overthrown by Narses, the general of Justinian.
From ejection from the office of tribune and on his refusal,
this time the Goths figure no longer as a power in the pleading the utter uselessness of two men so diflferent
Western
in
in sentiment holding the same office, he put the quesEurope, except
Spain.
history of
When
find, however, their name perpetuated long after in tion to the tribes that Octavius be ejected.
a
of
where
Gothia
existed
until
the
first seventeen out of the thirty-five tribes had voScandinavia,
kingdom
the 12th century, distinct from Sweden Proper, until ted for it, Gracchus again implored him to resign
and,
both crowns were united on the head of Charles Swerk- on his entreaty proving unsuccessful, polled another
the
assumed
title
of
a
who
of
and
sent
his
A.D.
officers
to
tribe,
1161,
erson,
constituting
majority,
King
The Agrarian
the Swedes and the Goths, which his successors bear drag Octavius from the tribune's chair.
On the early history of the Goths, con- law was forthwith passed; and Gracchus himself, his
to this day.
sult Jornandes, "De Getarum sive Gothorum Origine brother Caius, and his father-in-law Appius Claudius,
" Chronicon
But the senate,
et Rebus Gestis ;^^ Isidorus,
Gothorum;'''' were appointed the commissioners.
and Procopius, "Dc Bello Gothico" The first two, to show their opinion of the whole proceeding, withhowever, are not to be trusted implicitly when they held from him the usual allowance of a public officer,
WTiile things
treat of the remote genealogy and origin of the Gothic giving only about one shilling a day.
were in this state, the dominions and treasures of Atrace.
(Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 11, p. 328, *c^.)
Gracchus, I, Tiberius Sempronius, the father of talus, king of Pergamus, were by him bequeathed to
;

;

;

We

;

—
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GRACCHUS.

GRACCHUS.
and, to enhance his own popularito divide the treasure among
the recipients of land under the new law, to enable
them to stock their farms ; and to commit the management of the kingdom of Pergamus to the popular
the

Roman

ty,

Gracchus proposed

people

;

This brought matters to a greater pitch of
assembly.
than ever.
Gracchus was accused by one
senator oi aspiring to tyranny, and by another of havviolated
the
ing
sanctity of the tribunitian office in deOn this point Gracchus strove to
|X)sing Octavius.
justify himself before the people, but his opponent
seemed to have gained an advantage so great as to indistrust

to postpone the assembly.
When at last
he did make his defence, it rested, if Plutarch is correct, on false analogies, and on avoiding the question

duce him

of the inviolability of a public officer.
At this juncture
Gracchus seems to have trembled for that popularity
which alone preserved him from impeachment ; and,
est it should fail, endeavoured to secure his own reelection to the office of tribune.
The other party had
demurred as to his eligibility to the office two years
in succession, and on the day of election this
point
Next morning,
occupied the assembly till nightfall.
accompanied by a crowd of partisans, he went to the
CapUol; and, on hearing that the senate had deter-

mined to oppose him by force, armed his followers
with staves, and prepared to clear the Capitol.
At
this juncture, Scipio Nasica,
having in vain called on
the consul to take measures for the safety of the state,
issued from the temple of Faith, where the senate had
assembled, followed by the whole nobility of Rome,

awed

the

mob

into flight, seized their
weapons, and atfell in their
way. About three hun-

tacked all who
dred fell, and

was Gracchus, who
was killed by repeated blows on the head, B.C. 133.
III. Caius, was nine
iPlut., Vit. Tib. Gracch.)

among

the slain

—

years younger than his brother Tiberius, and at his
death was left with Appius Claudius as commissioner
for carrying out the
Agrarian law.
By the death of
Appius, and of Tiberius' successor, Licinius Crassus,
the commission became composed of Fulvius Flaccus,
Papirius Carbo, and himself; but he refrained from
taking any part in public affairs for more than ten
years after the death of Tiberius.
During this time
the provisions of his brother's law were
being carried
out by Carbo and Flaccus ; but he does not seem to

have begun his career as an independent political
leader until the year 123 B.C., when, on his return
from Sardinia, where he had been for two years, he
was elected tribune of the commons. His first act
was to propose two laws, one of which, directed
against the degraded tribune Octavius, disqualified all
who had been thus degraded from holding any magisa
tracy ; and the other, having in view

Pompilius,

prominent opponent of the popular party, denounced
the banishment of a Roman citizen without trial as a
violation of the Roman laws.
The first was never
carried through
to the latter was added a third,
by
which Pompilius was banished from Italy, or, accordto
technical
interdicted
from fire and
ing
phraseology,,
water.
These measures of offence were followed by
others, by which he aimed at establishing his own
One of these was a poor-law, by which
popularity.
a monthly distribution of corn was made to the
people
at an almost nominal
The effect of this law
price.
was to make the population of Rome
and
to
paupers,
;

attract all Italy to
partake of the bounty.

the end of the year, not more than ten candidates having started for the office of tribune, he was again elect-

His second tribuneship was mostly employed in
passing laws respecting the colonies, in which matter the aristocratical agent, Livius Drusus, outdid him;
and, having won the confidence of the people by his
apparent disinterestedness, ventured (being himself
a tribune) to interpose his veto on one of Gracchus'
measures.
The appointment of Gracchus, soon after,
to the office of commissioner for
planting a colony near
Carthage took him away from the scenes of his popuand, soon after his return, a proposal was made
larity
to repeal the very law which he had been
engaged in
ed.

;

This
carrying out, relative to the colony in Africa.
law was not his own measure, but that of one Rubrius, another of the tribunes, and was one of those enactments which had weaned from Gracchus the favour of
the people, it having been represented by his opponents as an impious act to build again the walls of Carthage, which Scipio had solemnly devoted to perpetual
Gracchus was now a private man, his
desolation.
second tribuneship having expired ; but yet, as such, he

opposed the proposition to repeal, and, unfortunately
for himself, united with M. Fulvius Flaccus, one of
the commissioners of the agrarian law, and a man
whose character was respected by no party in the reThe reputation of Gracchus had already sufpublic.
and now he
fered from his connexion with Fulvius
took part with him in designs which can be considered
;

as nothing less than treasonable.
Charging the senate with spreading false reports, in order to alarm the
religious scruples of the people, the two popular leada numerous body of their partisans,
armed with daggers, and, being thus prepared for violence, they proceeded to the Capitol, where the people
were to meet in order to decide on the repeal of the

ers assembled

law of Rubrius.

Here, before the business of the day

was yet begun, a private citizen, who happened to be
engaged in offering a sacrifice, was murdered by the
partisans of Fulvius and Gracchus, for some words or
This outgestures which they regarded as insulting.
the assembly broke up
rage excited a general alarm
in consternation ; and the popular leaders, after trying
in vain to gain a hearing from the people, while they
disclaimed the violence committed by their followers,
had no other course left than to withdraw to their own
homes. There they concerted plans of resistance,
which, however they might believe them to be justified on the plea of self-defence, were rightly considr
ered by the bulk of the people as an open rebellion
The consul
against the government of their country.
Opimius, exaggerating, perhaps, the alarm which he
;

felt from the late outrage, hastily summoned the senate together ; the body of the murdered man was exposed to the view of the people, and the Capitol was

The
secured by break of day with an armed force.
Opimius of the state of afhim with absolute power to
act in defence of the commonwealth, in the usual form
"
consul
should provide for the
that
the
of a resolution,
At the same time Gracchus
safety of the republic."
senate, being informed by
fairs, proceeded to invest

and Fulvius were summoned to appear before the senInate, to answer for the murder laid to their charge.
stead of obeying, they occupied the Aventine Hill with
a body of their partisans in arms, and invited the slaves
to join them, promising

Next came followed by

them

their freedom.

Opimius,

members of the equesarmed
dependants, had

the senators and the

organic changes, as they would now be called ; and trian order, who, with their
of these the most
a
important was the transference of themselves bv his directions, and accompanied by
the judicial
power from the senators, wholly or in part, body of regular soldiers, advanced against the rebels,
to the equestrian order.
at
This measure, according to who had made two fruitless attempts
negotiation,
In the
son of Fulvius.
Cicero, worked well ; but, in taking his opinion, we by
sending to the consul the
was that of
must remember his
Gracchus
to the
and add to mean time the conduct of Caius
partiality
this the fact that his
eulogiums

speech.
(In Verr.
sessed unlimited

4B

Act.,

1.)

equites,

occur

in

an advocate's

Gracchus now pos-

power with the populace; and,

at

a man irresolute in the course which he pursued, and
with too much regard for his country to engage heartinto which he had suffered.
ily in the criminal attempt
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He

had left his house, it is said,
in his ordinary dress ; he had been urgent with Fulvius to propose terms of accommodation to the senate ;

hinasulf to be drawn.

and now, when the Aveniine was attacked, he took
personally no part in the action. The contest, indeed,
was soon over the rebels were presently dispersed
Fulvius was dragged from the place to which he had
fled for refuge, and was put to death
while Gracchus,
;

;

;

finding himself closely pursued, fled across the Tiber,
and, taking shelter in a grove sacred to the Furies

goddess Furina), was
killed, at his own desire, by a single servant who had
accompanied his flight. His head, together with that
of Fulvius, was cut off and carried to the consul, in
order to obtain the price which had been set upon both

(more correctly, perhaps,

to the

by a proclamation issued at the beginning of the engagement and the bodies, as well as those of all who
had perished on the same side, were thrown into the
river.
In addition to this, the houses of Gracchus and
Fulvius were given up to plunder, their property was
confiscated, and even the wife of Gracchus was de;

It is said that in this seprived of her own jointure.
dition there perished altogether of the partisans of the
popular leaders about 3000, partly in the action, and
partly by summary executions afterward, under the
consul's orders.
The career of the two Gracchi was,
in many respects, so similar, and the circumstances of
their death bore so much resemblance to each other,
that it is not wonderful if historians should have comprehended both the brothers under one common judg-

—

Ben Ledy, 3009 ; Ben More, 3903 ; Ben Laures, the
chief summit, 4015, &c.
Granicus, a river of Mysia, in Asia Minor, which,
according to Demetrius of Scepsis, had its source in
Mount Cotylus, belonging to

the chain of Ida. {Slrab.,
the Adrastean plain, and
emptied into the Propontis, to the west of Cyzicus.
This stream, or, more correctly speaking, mountain
torrent, is celebrated in history on account of the sigIt

602.)

flowed

through

nal victory gained on its banks by
over the Persian armv, B.C. 334.

Alexander the Great
{Arrian, Exp.

AL,

The Granicus is
1, \Z.—Plut., Vit. Alex., c. 24 )
the river of Demctiko mentioned by ChishuU {Travels
in Turkey, p. 60), and not, as some maintain, the
{Cranier^s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 35, seq.)
GfiATiiE, in Greek Charites (Xupircf), are represented in classical mythology as three young and
beautiful sisters, the attendants of Venus.
Their

Ousvola.

names

vpere Aglaia {Splendour),

and Thalia {Pleasure).

Euphrosyne (Joy),

The Lacedemonians had

only
they called Kleta or Klyta, and Phaenne,
and a temple in honour of them existed in the time of
Pausanias, between Sparta and Amyclae (3, 18
9,
Some poets name Pasithea as one of the Graces.
35).
two,

whom

;

Nonnus gives

their

names

as

— Pasithea,

Peitho, ana

The idea of the Graces
{Diorrys., 24, 263.)
was, according to some, a symbolical personification
Aglaia represented the harmony and splendour of the
Aglaia.

:

creation; Euphrosyne, cheerfulness and mirth; and
In short, they were an
Thalia, feasts and dances.
esthetic conception of all that is beautiful and attractive in the physical as well as in the social world.
According to Hesiod {Theog., 907), the Graces were the
offspring of Jupiter and Eurynome the daughter of
Ocean. Antimachus, on the other hand, made them
the daughters of Helius and iEgle.
Some, again,

ment, and have pronounced in common their acquittal
or their condemnation.
But the conduct of Caius admits of far less excuse than that of Tiberius; and his
death was the deserved punishment of rebellion, while
that of his brother was an unjustifiable murder.
The
character of Caius is by no means as stainless as his
brother's
he was more of a popular leader, and much called them the children of Bacchus and Venus. Their
less of a patriot than Tiberius
the one was injured worship is said to have originated in Boeotia, and Orby power, but the other seems from the beginning to chomenus, in this country, was its chief seat. The
have aimed at little else. The elder brother was head introduction of this worship was ascribed to Eteocles,
of a party which owed its existence to his principles the son of the river Cephissus.
The Graces were at
as a politician.
The younger took the lead in that all tinoes, in the creed of Greece, the goddesses presiparty when it had been regularly formed, and, in his dir)g over social enjoyment, the banquet, the dance,^
eagerness to obtain that post, he regulated his conduct and all that tended to inspire gayety and cheerfulness.
by his wishes. The death of Tiberius may, as we {Pind., 01., 14, 7, seqq.) They are represented as
have already remarked, be justly called a murder that dancing together, or else standing with their arms enof Caius, or that which he would have suffered had twined.
They were originally depicted as clothed,
not the slave prevented it, was nothing more than an but afterward the artists represented them as nude.
execution under martial law.
{Plut., Vit. C. Gracch. In the ordinary position of the Graces, two face the
IV. observer, while the central one has her look averted.
Encycl. Metropoi, div. 3, vol. 2, p. 97, segq.)
on receivSempronius, a Roman nobleman, banished to Cerci- This some fancifully explain as follows
na, an island off the coast of Africa, for his adulterous ing gifts from friends we ought to be thrice thankful ;
intercourse with Julia, the daughter of Augustus. first, when the gift is conferred
secondly, when away
After an exile of 14 years, he was put to death by a from the party who has conferred them
and, thirdly,
;

;

;

—

—

:

;

;

party of soldiers sent for that purpose by Tiberius.
iTaciL, Ann., 1, 53.)
Gradivus, an appellation for Mars among the Romans, the etymology of which is quite uncertain.
The common derivation is from gradior, " to adThere appears to be
vance," i. e., against the foe.
.some analogy in its formation to that of the Sanscrit
"
deus."
i.

Mahadeva,

Forsch., p.

e.,

raagnus

{Pott,

Etymol.

s.

returning the favour

{Millin, Gall. MythoL,
v.—Keightlcy's Mythology, p. 192.)
Gratianus, I. eldest son of Valentinian I., succeed-

ed, after his father's death,

Western Empire, having

GRiEciA, the country of Greece.
FtVZ.

Magna
Gbai^. Vid. Phorcydes.
Gbampius Mons, a mountain of

(Vid. Hellas.)
Graecia.

Caledonia, forming
one of a large range of mountains extending from east
to west through almost the whole breadth of modern
The
Scotland, from Loch Lomond to Stonehaven.
and the name
range is now called the Grampian Hills,
is derived from the Mons Grampius, which is mentioned by Tacitus as the spot where Galgacus waited the approach of Agricola, and where was fought
the battle so fatal to the brave Caledonians.

Grampian chain belong Ben Lomond, 3262

To

the

feet high

;

!

A.D. 375,

to a share of the

for his portion

Gaul, Spain,

and Britain.
His brother, Valentinian II., then an infant under five years of age, had Italy, Illyricum, and
Africa, under the guardianship, however, of Gratianus,

who was

Ivii.)

Gb.«cia Magna.

when

therefore, in reality, ruler of

all

the

West.

His uncle Valens had the empire of the East. Gratianus began his reign by punishing severely various prefects and other officers who had committed acts of oppression and cruelty during his father's reign. At the

same time, through some insidious charges. Count
Theodosius, father of Theodosius the Great, and one
of the most illustrious men of his age, was beheaded
In the year 378 Valens perished in the
at Carthage.
battle of Adrianopie against the Goths, and Gratianus,
hastening to his assistance, was hardly able
from falling into the hands of
In consequence of the death of his uncle,
the enemy.
Gratianus, finding himself ruler of the whole Roman

who was

to save Constantinople

GRE

GREGORIUS.

empire during the minority of his brother Valentinian,
him young Theodosius, who had distinguished himself in the Roman armies, but had retired into
Gratianus appointed
Spain after his father's death.

Of his works

there are extant, a panegyrical oration or.

called to

his master

him

named Nazianzknus (of Nazianzus), a celebrated father of the church, was born in the early part of the
fourth century, at Arianzus, a village near the town of

his colleague, a choice equally creditable to both
for the empire, and gave him the prov-

and fortunate

Gratianus returned to Italy, and
inces of the East.
resided for some time at Mediolarium {Milan), where
He was
be became intimate with St. Ambrose.
obliged, however, soon after to hasten to Illyricum,
to the assistance of Theodosius, and he repelled the

Goths, who were threatening Thrace. Thence he was
obliged to hasten to the banks of the Rhine, to fight
the Alemanni and other barbarians.
Having returned
to Mediolanum in the year 381, he had to defend the
frontiers of Italy from other tribes, who were advanGratianus enacted sevcing on the side of Rhaetia.
eral wise laws, by one of which he checked mendicity,
which had spread to an alarming extent in Italy. He
also showed himself stern and unyielding towards the
remains of the heathen worship. At Rome he overthrew the altar of Victory, which had continued to
exist ; he confiscated the
property attached to if, as
well as all that which belonged to the other priests
and the vestals.
He also refused to assume the title
and insignia of Pontifex Maximus, a dignity till then
considered as annexed to that of emperor.
These
measures gave a final blow to the old worship of the
empire ; and although the senators, who, for the most
part, were still attached to it, sent him a deputation,
at the head of which was
Symmachus, they could not
obtain any mitigation of his decrees. In the year 383,
a certain Maximus revolted in Britain, and was proclaimed emperor by the soldiers, to whom he promised
to re-establish the
temples and the old religion of the

He

empire.
partisans.

invaded Gaul, where he found numerous

Gratianus,

who was

then,

according

to

some, on the Rhine, advanced to meet him, but was
forsaken by most of his troops, and obliged to hasten
towards .Italy.
Orosius and others, however, state

emperor received the news of the revolt while
and that he hurried across the Alps with a
small retinue as far as Lugdunum (Lyons).
All, howthat the

in Italy,

ever, agree in saying that he was seized at Lugdunum,
and put to death by the partisans of Maximus.
He

was little more than 24 years of age, and had reigned
about eight years.
Historians agree in praising him
for his justice and kindness, and his zeal for the
pub"ic
good and Ammianus Marcellinus, who is not liable to the charge of
partiality towards the Christians,
adds, that, had he lived longer, he would have rivalled
-he best emperors of ancient Rome.
(Le Beau, Bas;

—

JSmpire, vol. 2, p. 492, seqq.
Encycl. Us. KnowL,
vol. 10, p. 365.)
GratIus Faliscus, a Latin poet, contemporary with
Ovid, by whom he is once mentioned (Ep. ex Ponfo,

He

wrote a poem on hunting, entitled
Cynegetica, of which we have 540 verses remaining.
From the silence, however, preserved respecting him
L, ult.

33).

his

poem remained

rarely copied

:

it

;

in general, pure.
WernsdorflF, in the Poetce
is,

Gcsch.

Rom.

Cappadocia, of which his father was
first at Caesarea in
Cappadocia, afterward at Alexandrea, and lastly at Athens, where he
became the friend and companion of Basilius, and
where he also met Julian, afterward emperor.
At a
subsequent period he joined Basilius, who had retired
bishop.

in

He

studied

Pontus during the reign of Julian.
Cffisarea, he
appointed his friend bishop of Zazime, a place of which
Gregory gives a dismal account, and which he soon
after left to join his father, and assist him in the administration of the church of Nazianzus.
He there
to a solitude in

When

Basilius

was made archbishop of

made himself known

for his eloquence in the orations
which he addressed to his father's flock. These compositions are remarkable for a certain poetical turn ol
imagery, and for their mild, persuasive tone. Above all
things, he preaches peace and conciliation ; peace to the

clergy, agitated by the spirit of controversy ; peace to
the people of Nazianzus, distracted by sedition
peace
;

to the imperial governor,

who had come

to chastise

the town, and whose wrath he endeavours to disarm
In an age of secby appealing to the God of mercy.
tarian intolerance he showed himself tolerant.
He had
suffered with his brethren from Arian persecution unand after that emperor had
der the reign of Valens
taken by violence all the churches of Constantinople
from the orthodox or Nicaeans, the inhabitants, who
had remained attached to that faith, looking about for
a man of superior merit and of tried courage to be
their bishop, applied to Gregory, who had left Nazianzus after his father's death and had retired into Isauria.
Gregory came to Constantinople and took the direction of a private chapel, which he named Anastasia,
and whither his eloquence soon attracted a numerous
;

congregation, to the great mortification of the Arians.
Theodosius having assumed the reins of governmenf
and triumphed over his enemies, declared himself in
favour of the orthodox communion, retook the churches
which the Arians had seized, and came himself with
soldiers to drive them from Santa Sophia, an act which
Gregory says looked like the taking of a citadel by
storm.
Gregory being now recognised as metropolitan, did not retaliate upon the Arians for the past persecutions, but endeavo\ired to reclaim them by mildIn the midst of the pomp of the
ness and persuasion.
imperial court he retained his former habits of simplicity

and frugality.

His conduct soon drew upon him

the dislike of the courtiers and of the fanatical zealots.

Theodosius convoked a council of

all

the bishops of

the East, to regulate matters concerning the vacant or
disputed sees, which had been for many years in posThe council at first acknowlsession of the Arians.

fairly infer that

in great obscurity,

remaining.
out merit
still, however,
style

we may

Nazianzus

edged Gregory as archbishop, but soon after factions
and was only arose in the bosom of the assembly, which disputed
hence we have but one manuscript of his title to the see, and stigmatized his charity towards
The production in question is not with- the now persecuted Arians as lukewarmness in the

the writers after his time,

"by

Origen uj)on leaving his school, a canonical
epistle, and some other treatises in Greek, the best
edition of which is that of Paris, fol., 1622.— II. Sur-

it

is

somewhat

The

dry.

best edition
Latini Minores.

is

The
that of

(Bdhr,

Lit., vol. 1, p. 204.)

GregorIus,

I.

surnamed Thacmaturgus, or Won-

hr-worker, from the miracles which he pretended to
lerform.
Before his conversion to Christianity, he
'Was known by the name of Theodorus.
He was born
tt Neo-Ca2sarea, and was a
disciple of Origen, from
whom he imbibed the principles of the Christian faith.
He was afterward made
bishop of his native city, and
« said to have left only seventeen idolaters in his dio*ese, where he had found
only seventeen Christians.

faith.

Gregor}', averse to strife, offered his resigna-

which the emperor readily accepted. Having assembled the people and the fathers of the council, to
the number of one hundred and fifty, in the church of
St. Sophia, he delivered his farewell sermon, which is a
tion,

After

recapituspecimen of pulpit eloquence.
his trials, the proofs
lating the tenour of his past life,
faith
in the
orthodox
the
to
of attachment he had given
he replies to the
and
midst of
fine

persecution,
dangers
that persecution, upon
charge of not having avenged
those who were now persecuted in their turn, by obthe opportunity of revenging
serving, that to forego
a fallen enemy is the greatest of all triourselves

upon
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umphs. He then pleads guilty to the charge of not
keeping up the splendour of his office by a luxurious
table and a magnificent retinue, saying that he was not

— Encycl.

Us. Knowl., vol. 2, p. 442,
bishop of Nyssa, in Cappadocia, the
He distinguished himself in the
brother of Basilius.
IV. CorinArian controversy, and died A.D. 396.
thius, archbishop of Corinth in the twelfth century.

(Suidas,

seqq.)

s. v.

—HI.

A

—

aware that the ministers of the sanctuary were to vie
pomp with the consuls and commanders of armies.
After rebuking the ambition and rivalry of his col- He is chiefly known by his work on dialects {Uepi
leagues, which he compares to the factions of the cir- 6ia?^eKTuv), the best edition of which is that of Schaf1811, 8vo.
cus, he terminates by taking an affectionate leave of fer, Lips
all those around him, and of the places dear to his
Grudii, a people of Gallia Belgica, to the northwest
memory. This valedictory address is a touching spe- of, and tributary to, the Nervii. Traces of their name
cimen of the pathetic style, dignified and unmixed with remain, according to D'Anville, in la terre de Groude,
The orator salutes for the last time above PEclusc, towards the north, in a part of the
querulousness.
the splendid temple in which he is speaking, and then country called Lai-Sand.
Turpin de Criss^ is wrong
turns towards his humble but beloved chapel of Anas- in making the country of the Grudii answer to that of
tasia, to the choirs of virgins and matrons, of widows Brushes.
Lemaire, Jnd. Geogr.
(Cces., B. G., 5, 39.
and orphans, so often gathered there to hear his voice
ad Cas., p. 272.)
and he mentions the short-hand writers who used to
Gryllus, a son of Xenophon, who killed Epaminote down his words.
He next bids " farewell to nondas, and was himself slain, at the battle of MantiHis father was offering a sacrifice
kings and their palaces, and to the courtiers and ser- nea, B.C. 363.
vants of kings
faithful, I trust, to your master, but when he received the news of his death, and he threw
for the most part faithless towards God
farewell to down the garland which was on his head, but replaced
the sovereign city, the friend of Christ, but yet open it when he heard that the enemy's general had fallen
to correction and repentance
farewell to the Eastern by his hands.
{Mlian, V. H., 3, 3.)— Such is the
and Western world, for whose sake I have striven, and common account. The variations of tradition, howfor whose sake I am now slighted."
He concludes ever, as to the hand by which Epaminondas fell, prove
with recommending his flock to the guardian angels of the importance which his contemporaries attached to
peace, in hopes of hearing from the place of his retire- that event.
Among the claimants, besides the son of
ment that it is daily growing in wisdom and virtue. Xenophon, were a Spartan, and a Locrian of AmphisThe Spartan's descendants became a privileged
{S. Gregorii Nazianzeni, Opera, Oral. 32, ed. Billy.) sa.
This oration was delivered in June, A.D. 381, and a family. The Locrian's received heroic honours from
few days after Gregory was on his way to his native the Phocians. But the Athenians, and the Thebans
Arrived at Csesarea, he delivered an im- themselves, assigned the deed to Gryllus, and he was
Cappadocia.
pressive funeral oration to the memory of his friend honoured by the Mantineans with a public funeral and
Basilius, who had died there some time before, in statue, and by his fellow-citizens with a conspicuous
which he recalls to mind their juvenile studies at place in a painting of the battle, representing him in
Athens, their long intimacy, and the events of their the act of giving the mortal wound.
Yet, as he served
checkered lives [^Orat. 20).
After paying this last in the Athenian cavalry, it is diflScult to understand
tribute to the memory of his friend, he withdrew to how he could have encountered Epaminondas, who
his native Arianzus, where he spent the latter years was at the head of the Theban infantry.
(ThirlwaWs
of his life, far from the turmoil of courts and councils, Greece, vol. 5, p. 151.)
Gbyneum or Grvnea, one of the twelve cities of
busy in the cultivation of his garden and in writing
poetry, a favourite occupation with him from his youth. ^Eolis, situate on the coast of Lydia, near the northGregory died A.D. 389. Most of his poems are reli- ern confines, and northwest of CumsB or Cyme. It
in

,

—

;

;

;

;

gious meditations.
Occasionally the poet attempts to
dive into the mysterious destiny of man, and sometimes appears lost in uncertainty and doubt as to the
object of human existence but he recovers himself to
;

do homage

to the

Almighty wisdom whose secrets

will

become revealed

in another sphere.
The adept in the
philosophy of ancient Greece is here seen striving with
tne submissive Christian convert.
St. Jerome and
Suidas say that Gregory wrote no less than thirty thousand lines of poetry. Some of his poems were published in the edition of his works
by the Abbe de
Billy, Paris, 1609-11, which contains also his orations
and epistles ; twenty more poems, under the title of
" Carmina
Cygnea," were afterward published by Tol"
lius, in his
Insignia Itinerarii Italici," 4to, Utrecht,
1696 ; and Muratori discovered, and published in his
" Anecdota
Graeca," Padua, 1709, a number of GregoOf his orations some few turn upon
ry's epigrams.
dogmas, especially on that of the Trinity, but most of
them are upon morality. He is a soberer writer than
his successor Chrysostom, and has more of the calm,
impressive eloquence of conviction. He and his friend
Basilius brought the oratorical arts of ancient Greece
mto the service of Christian preaching, and one of

Gregory's greatest complaints against Julian is, that
that emperor had forbidden Christians the
study of

Greek

literature.

In his two orations against Julian
his usual style, and assumed

he somewhat departs from

that of a powerful invective in reply to the
panegyrics
of Libanius, Eunapius, and other admirers of that em-

Gregory of Nazianzus has been styled the
Theologian of the Eastern Church :" he might, with
as much truth, be styled its most poetical writer.
peror.

"
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for the worship of Apollo, who thence
derived the surname of Gryneus.
{Virg., Eclog., 6,
72.
Mn., 4, 345.) The temple of the god was remarkable for its size, and for the beauty of the white
Kruse
marble of which it was built.
(Sira&o, 622.)
makes the site of the ancient place correspond with
Worterh.
the modern Clisselik.
{Bischoffund Holier,

was celebrated

—

der Geogr., p. 577.)

Gryphes, more

correctly

Grypbs

(TpvTzi^), griffons,

animals which, according to Herodotus (3,
of the
116), guarded the gold found in the vicinity
from the attempts of
Arimaspians, a Scythian race,
that people to possess themselves of it.
{Vid. AriHerodotus makes only a passing allusion to
maspi.)
the contests between the griffons and Arimaspians,
because probably he attached little, if any, belief to it.
certain

Ctesias, however,

is

more

diffuse.

{Jnd., ^ 12.

— Com-

A., 4, 27.—Plin., 7, 2.) The quespare
tion respecting the Arimaspians has already been disWith regard to the grifcussed.
{Vid. Arimaspi.)
fons, much diversity of opinion prevails among modern
Von Veltheim thinks the story refers to the
scholars.
Cobi. He supposes
washing of gold in the desert of
this to have been done by slaves for the monarchs of

mian, N.

northern India, and the spot to have been carefully
fierce dogs, the most alarmguarded by armed men and
at the same time spread concerning tales having been
to keep off adventurers.
ing these regions, in order
Von den goldgrabenden Ameisen und Greifen der Al(
ten.—Vermischte Aufs., vol. 2, p. 267, seqq.) Wahl
takes the griffons to be a nation in the northeastern
He
identical with the Rhipaei.
part of Upper Asia, and
the range of Mount Altai,
assigns them for a habitation

GYG

GYN

•iid regards them as having practised mining in UpHence, according to him, the gold of the
per Asia.
more than the gold obtained from
griffons is nothing
mines.
{Erdbeschr. von Ost., p. 488, seqq.) MalteBrun remarks, that in the nrwuntains where the Indus
and
rises, and where there are gold-mines, eagles
vultures of an enormous size are found, which may

the fable respecting the griffons.
des VoijAg., vol. 2, p. 380, scqq.)
Rhode seeks to identify the griffons with the Dews,
or evil genii of Persian mythology (Heilige Sage, p.
227, seq.), for which he is justly censured by Von

have given
(Noavell.,

rise

to

Annd.

fellow-shepherds, who used to assemole once a
for the purpose of transmitting an account of
their flocks to the king, he accidentally discovered
that, when he turned the bezil of the ring inward tohis

month

wards himself, he became invisible, and when he turned it outward, again visible. Upon this, having caused
himself to be chosen in the number of those who were
sent on this occasion to the king, he murdered the monarch, with the aid of the queen, whom he previously
{Plat.,
corrupted, and ascended the throne of Lydia.

dcRepub., 2, p. 359, scy.— Compare Cic.,de Off., 3, 9.)
Gylippus, a Lacedaemonian, sent, B.C. 414, by his
Hammer ( Wtcn. Jahrh., vol. 9, p. 53) and Wilford, countrymen to assist Syracuse against the Athenians,
of
the
whiqh he effected by the overthrow of Nicias and Dewith as little probability, refers the account
griffons to that of the fabled bird of Vischnu, named Ga- mosthenes. He afterward joined Lysander off Athens,
As re- and aided him by his advice in the capture of that city.
ronda.
{Asiat. Researches, vol. 14, p. 373.)
comes from the Lysander sent him to Lacedaemon with the money and
gards the name ypvij; itself, it evidently
" to seize"
Persian gereifcn,
(compare the German spoils which had been taken, the former amounting to
But Gylippus, unable to resist the
a strong analogy 1500 talents.
greifen), the root of which, greif, has
unsewed the bottom of the bags, thus
to ypvip.
(Tycksen, ap. Heeren, Ideen, vol. 1, pt. 2, temptation,
leaving the seals untouched at the top, and abstracted
p. 386.— fitfAr, ad Herod., 3, 116, Excurs., 5.)
GvAROs, a small island of the Archipelago, classed 300 talents. His theft, however, was discovered by
means of the memorandum contained in each bag, and
by Stephanus of Byzantium among the Sporades, but
It lay southwest of to avoid punishment he went into voluntary exile
belonging rather to the Cyclades.
So wretched and poor {Plut., Vit. Nic.—Diod. Sic, 13, 106.)
Andros, off the coast of Attica.
Vid. Baleares.
Gymnesi.*:.
was this barren rock, being inhabited only by a few
Gymnosophist.*: {Vvfivo(TO(j>i(TTai), or "naked wise
fishermen, that they deputed one of their number to
;

—

wait upon Augustus, then at Corinth, after the battle
of Actium, to petition that their taxes, which amounted to 150 drachmae (about 25 dollars), might be diminished, as they were unable to raise more than 100.
This island became subsequently no{StraJb., 485.)

which criminals or suspected
persons were banished by order of the Roman em-

torious, as the spot to
{Jiiv., Sat.,

perors.
3, 68.)

\,73—Jd.,

The modern name

is

Sat., 10,

Ghioura.

(Cramer^s
dis-

tinguished himself at the games exhibited after the
death of Anchises in Sicily. {Virg., ^n., 5, 118.)
II.
Rutulian, son of Meiampus, killed by .'Eneas in

—

A

{Id., 10, 318.)

Gyges

(Fvyjyf),

more

correctly

Gyes

(Tvtj^), a

son

of Coelus and Terra, represented as having a hundred
hands.
He, with his brothers, made war against the
{Vid.
gods, and was afterward punished in Tartarus.
Cottus.)

GvGES, a Lydian, to whom Candaules, king of the
country, showed his wife with her person exposed.
The latter was so incensed, although she concealed
her anger at the time, that, calling Gyges afterward
into her presence, she gave him his choice either to
submit to instant death, or to slay her husband.
Gyges
chose the latter alternative, married the queen, and ascended the vacant throne, about 718 years before the
He was the first of the Mermnadae
Christian era.

who

He

reigned 38 years, and disreigned
tinguished himself by the presents which he made to
The
the oracle of Delphi.
{Herodot., 1, 8, seqq.)
wife of Candaules above mentioned was called Nyssia
The story of Rosamund,
according to Hephaestion.
queen of the Lombards, as related by Gibbon, bears an
exact resemblance to this of Candaules.
(Compare
in Lydia.

—

—

PlaSchlosscr, Weltgeschichte, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 82.)
to relates a curious legend respecting this Gyges,

which

to a certain

thought that, by subjecting the body to sufferings and privations, and by withdrawing from all intercourse with mankind, they could effect a reunion ot
the spiritual nature of man with the divine essence.
belief,

70.— Tacit., Most

Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 412.)
Gyas, I. one of the companions of ^neas, who

Italy.

men," a name given by the Greek writers

class of Indian ascetics belonging to the caste of the
Brahmins, and who, in accordance with the prevalent

differs essentially from the account given by
Herodotus.
He makes him to have been originally
one of the shepherds of Candaules, and to have descended into a chasm, formed by heavy rains and an
earthquake in the quarter where he was pasturing his
flocks.
In this chasm he discovered many wonderful
things, and particularly a brazen horse having doors in
it, through which he looked, and saw within a
corpse of

of these ascetics dispensed almost entirely with
the use of clothes, and many of them went entirely
Hence the name applied to them by the
naked.
Greeks. It is expressly commanded in the laws ot

Manu

(6, 2, 3), that a

Brahmin, when his children have

attained maturity, should retire from the world, and
He is required to spend his
take refuge in a forest.

time in studying the Vedas and in performing pen"
ances, for the purpose of
uniting his soul with the
divine spirit"

{Manu,

6,

29.)

Many

of these her-

mits appear in former times to have studied the aband they have alstract sciences with great success
ways been considered by the orthodox Hindus as the
wisest and holiest of mankind.
(Consult the Bhagavad Gitd, a philosophical poem, forming an episode to
the Mah^bh&rata, which has been translated into English by Wilkins, Lond., 1787, and into Latin by Schiegel, who also edited the Sanscrit text, Bonn, 1823.)
The Gymnosophists often burned themselves alive, as
Calanus did in the presence of Alexander. {Arrian,
;

Exp. Al,

7,

IS.— Plut.,

Vit. Alex., c. 65,

seqq.—Diod.

Sic., 17, 107.)

GvNDEs, now Zeindek, a

river of Assyria, falling

When Cyrus marched against Babyarmy was stopped by this river, in which one
This so irritated
of the sacred horses was drowned.
into the Tigris.

lon, his

the monarch, that he ordered the river to be divided
into 360 different channels by his army, so that after
this division

hardly reached the knee.

{Herod., 1,
Cyrus seems a little overbore the Perthe
Greeks
which
hatred
charged.
The motive of Cyrus for
sians is sufficiently known.
thus treating the Gyndes could not be such as is doThat which happened to the
Herodotus.
scribed
189.)

This

it

portrait of

The

by

sacred horse might make him apprehend a siniilar fate
for the rest of his army, and compel him to divert the
river into a great number of canals in order to render
The Gyndes, at the present day, has reasit fordable.
sumed its course to the Tigris, and its entrance into
more than mortal size, having a golden ring on its fin- that river is called Foum-el-Saleh, or the river of peace,
This ring he took off and reascended to the sur- in Arabic. The name given it by the Turks in the
ger.
face of the earth.
place whence it issues, is Kara- Sou, or the black river.
Attending, after this, a meeting of ^
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the port of Sparta, about 40 stadia from
3, 24), and 240 from Sparta itself.
{Slrabo, 363.)
Pliny says it was the nearest point to
embark from for the island of Crete (4, 5). Gytheum

Uytheum,

Las {Pausan.,

was taken by the Athenians under Tolmidas, who
burnt the docks before the Peloponnesian war.
{Diodarus Sic, 11, 84.) It was also attacked by the
Thebans

their first invasion of Laconia, for three

in

{Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 5, 32.)
days, but without success.
It was afterward besieged by the Roman army under
the command of T. Q. Flamininus and his brother Lucius, and compelled to surr^^ndef.
Livy says it was a
strong and populous towti, and well provided with the

means
26.

On the renewal of the
retaken by Nabis.
{Liv., 35,

of resistance (34, 29).

was, however,
— Compare
Polyb.,

war,

it

The Gytheats

69.)

2,

pre-

tended that their city had been built by Hercules and
PoApollo, whose statues were placed in the forum.

bms

D., vol. 5, p.
first cousin ;

Hadrian's father was Trajan's
670.)
for he was the son of Ulpia, ihe sister ol

Marcus Ulpius Trajanus, the Emperor Trajan's father.
(Compare Tzschucke, ad Eutrop., s. 6.) Hadrian began very early to serve in the army, and was tribune
of a legion before Domitian's death.

Lower Moesia chose him

The

forces in

to congratulate

Trajan upon
his being adopted by Ncrva, and it was he that acthe
first
news
of
with
Nerva's
death.
quainted Trajan
He regained the emperor's favour, which he had almost entirely lost by his extravagant expenses and the
debts which he had in consequence incurred, and
married the grand niece of this prince, Sabina, chiefly
His subsethrough the aid of Plotina the empress.
quent rise was rapid, and he was the companion of

He particularTrajan in most of his expeditions.
ly distinguished himself in the war against the Dacians, and was successively appointed praetor, governor of Pannonia, and consul.
The orations he com-

30 stadia
was both commodious and secure. posed for Trajan increased his credit.
{Spartian.,
Strabo remarks, that it was an artificial haven.
Gy- V7t. Hadr.) After the siege of Atra, in Arabia, Traof
the
town
of
left
him
of
his
and
in command
when he
theum stood a little to the north
jan
army,
present
ly

states (5, 19), that the port, distant

from the city

itself,

Marathonisi.

The

no habitation

is left

vol

site is

upon

3, p. 192, seqq.)

it.

now called Palceopoli, but found his death approaching, adopted him, although
{Cramefs Anc. Greece, the reality of this adoption is disputed by some authorities, who attribute his elevation to the intrigues
and good offices of Plotina.
{Dio Cass., c. 69, vol. 2,
p. 1148, ed. Reinuir.
Spartian., Vit. Hadr., c. 4, p.

—

H.

Hades

(^^tj^), the

A5.—£ayle, Hist.

place of departed spirits, accord-

ing to the Grecian mythology ; from a, not, and elSu,
Its
to see, as denoting the lower or invisible world.

Elysium and Tartarus, the respective
In the Homeric times,
abodes of the good and bad.
however, this arrangement formed no part of the popThe prevalent belief was merely as folular creed.
divisions were

lows

;

that the souls of the departed, with the excep-

who had personally offended against the
gods, were occupied in the lower world with the unreal performance of the same actions that had formed
their chief objects of pursuit in the regions of day.
All the other accompaniments of the fable, the judges,
the tribunals, the trials of the dead, &c., are merely
{Constant, de la Religion,
poslhomeric additions.
vol. 3, p. 383.)
As regards the analogy between the
tion of those

terms fiades and our English word hell, it may be remarked, that the latter, in its primitive signification,
For, at first, it
perfectly corresponded to the former.
and it is
denoted only what was secret or concealed
found, moreover, with little variation of form, and precisely with the same meaning, in all the Teutonic dialects.
(Compare Junius^s Gothic Glossary, subjoined
to the Code.x Argenteus, on the word herlyan; and the
Diversions of Purley, vol. 2, p. 377, ed. 1829. )
With
;

regard to the situation of hades, it seems always to
have been conceived, by both Jews and pagans, as in
the lower parts of the earth, near its centre, as we
should term it, or its foundation (according to the notion of the Hebrews, who knew nothing of its spherical figure), and answering in depth to the visible

heavens

in height.

CampbeWs

(Compare, on

Gospels, vol.

1,

p,

this

whole subject,

272, seqq.. Disc. 6,

pt. 2.)

a town of Sicily, near Mount .(Etna,
in its vicinity a river of the name of Hadranus.
It was founded by Dionysius.
s. v.)

Hadranum,
having

—

(Steph. Byz.,
Compare Silius Ifalicus, 14, 250.)
{Diod. Sic, 14, 38.
Hadrianus (Publius ^lius), I. a Roman emperor,
He lost his father when ten
born at Rome A.D. 76.
for his guardians Trajan, who
years of age, and had
was his relation, and Cornelius Tatianus, a Roman

His parent's name was ^lius Hadrianus
it is conjectured that the surname of Afer
was given the latter because he had been governor of Africa, and that he is the same with the Hadrianus who put the martyr Leontius to death at Tripo-

icnight.

Afer, and

lis,

in the reign of Vespasian.
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{Bayle, Hist. Diet.,

s.

s. v. Plotina, vol. 8, p. 433.)
the death of Trajan he assumed the reins of government, with the concurrence of the Syrian army ;

Diet.,

On

and the senate readily ratified the act. The first
care of Hadrian was to make a peace with the Persians, and to restore all the provinces just taken from
them, making the Euphrates the boundary of the RoHe had then to turn his attention to
empire.
certain revolts and insurrections in Egypt, Libya, and

man

;
and, after quickly concludu)g a peace with
The
Parthians, returned to Rome, A.D. 118.
senate decreed him a triumph, and honoured him with
the title of Father of his Country
but he refused both,

Palestine

the

;

and required that Trajan's image should triumph.
He
sought popularity by a repeal of fifteen years accumulation of arrears of public debt, by a vast reduction
of taxation generally, and by immense largesses to the
He was less generous to certain senators
people.
accused of a plot against him, four of whom, alihoiigh
of consular rank and intimates of Trajan, he caused to

A year after his return to Rome,
Hadrian marched against the Alani, the Sarmatians,
and the Dacians, but showed a greater desire to make
peace with these barbarians than to extend the progress of the Roman arms.
This policy has been attributed to envy of the fame of his warlike predecessor
but a due consideration of the subsequent history
be put to death.

;

him against the impuhad reached an extent which rendered
all increase to its limits a source of weakness rather
than of strength.
Hadrian was an active prince and
of the empire will amply justify
tation

;

for

it

a great traveller, visiting every province in the empire,
not simply to indulge his curiosity, but to inspect the
administration of government, repress abuses, erect
and repair public edifices, and exercise all the vigilance of personal examination.
In A.D. 120, he
passed over from Gaul to Britain, where he caused a
wall to be built from the mouth of the Tyne to Solway
Frith, in order to secure tho Roman provinces from
the incursions of the Caledonians.
(Consult Hut ton'' s

Roman

Wall, Lond., 1802.)

familiarly with his friends, but

Like Trajan, he lived

was much more
them the same

and could not repose in
dence.
When at Rome he cultivated
cious,

all

suspiconfi-

kinds of

lit-

erature, conversing with learned men, and giving and
receiving information in their society, but not without

occasionally displaying an

unbecoming jealousy and

Hadrian had again to visit the East to recaprice.
press the Parthians, who paid little regard to treaties.

HiEM

HADRIANUS.
On

his return

was

he passed the winter at Athens, and
He pubthe Eleusinian mysteries.

initiated in

lished DO edict against the Christians, yet they nevertheless endured considerable persecution, until, upon

the remonstrance of Quadratus, bishop of Athens, and
Aristides, an eminent Christian, he ordered the persebut no credit is due to the unauthorcution to cease
;

iaed assertion of Lampridius, that he thought of buildHis treatment of the
ing a temple to our .Saviour.

Jews, on the other hand, was extremely severe, though
ample provocation had been given by that turbulent

They had raised disturbances towards the
end of Trajan's reign, which were not completely
But now a
quelled until the second year of Hadrian.
more formidable insurrection broke out under Barcochebas ('* Son of a Star"), who, though a robber by
It
profession, had given himself out for the Messiah.
required a war of three years to reduce the revolted
nation.

to complete subjection, and after this was accomplished, there was scarcely any indignity that was
not inflicted on the conquered nation.
Jerusalem was
rebuilt under the new title of .^lia Capitolina, uniting
the family name of the emperor with the Roman surname of Jupiter, and in the execution of his plan Hadrian studiously profaned all the places vvhich had
been most revered by both Jews and Christians, whom
he seems on this occasion to have purposely confounded together.
He built a temple in honour of

and Photius mentions several declamations of tlie emperor's, written for such occasions, as still existing in
his time, and not devoid of elegance.
Hadrian composed a history of his own times, which he published
under the name of his freedman Phlegon, and Doritheus the grammarian made at a subsequent period a
collection of his decisions and rescripts.
All that we
have of his productions at the present day are, a fragment of a work on military operations, entitled 'Eiri-

and an epigrammatic address

TTjievfia,

a

written

short

markable for
follows

its

to

his

soul,

time before his death, and as reelegance as

its

It is as

scepticism.

:

^^Animula, vagula, blandula,
Hospes comesque corporisy

Qua nunc

abibis in loca,

Pallidula, rigida, nudula,
Nee, ut soles, dabisjocosV^

Jews

—
—
—

—

—

Aurel. Vict.
Id., 8, 9.
{Pausanias, I, 18.
CapiEuseb., Chron., ^.2%\,seqq.,
tol., Vit. Anton., c. 2.
ed. Maii et Zohrabi.
II.
Id., Hist. Eccles.,4:,6.)
A philosopher of Tyre, who studied under H erodes,
and taught eloquence after him at Athens. He was
also secretary to the

—

Emperor Commodus.

tuv eTnoToTuJv.)
having attained the age of

He

ypa(j)evg

80

died at

('Avrt-

Rome

We

after

have only

years.
the works of this writer,
which cause no regret for what are lost. They are
found in the Excerpla of AUatius, and at the end of
Orellius's edition of Philo of Byzantium.
{Scholl,

some fragments remaining of

Jupiter Capitolinus upon the mountain where had
stood that of the true God
he placed a hog of marble upon the gate of the city which looked towards
Bethlehem ; he erected in the place where Jesus was Hist. Litt. Grecque, vol. 4, p. 233.)
crucified a statue of Venus
and in that where he
Hadriaticum Mare.
Vid. Adriaticum.
rose from the dead one of Jupiter ; in the grotto of
AcH.<EMON, a son of Creon king of Thebes.
Bethlehem, where our Saviour was born, he establish- cording to ApoUodorus (3, 5, 8), he was devoured by
ed the worship of Adonis. The Jews were also for- the Sphinx.
The tragic writers, however, assigned
bidden the very sight of Jerusalem, which they were him a different fate.
{Vid. Antigone.)
not permitted to enter but on one day in the year, the
H^monia, one of the earlier appellations of ThesAfter the saly, and supposed to be derived from the name of
anniversary of the destruction of the city.
conclusion of the Jewish war Hadrian returned to Ita- an ancient monarch Haemon.
Other
(Strabo, 443.)
where
a
ly,
lingering illness put a stop to his unsettled writers give the name less correctly without the
mode of life, and eventually terminated his existence. initial aspirate. (Stephamis Byz , s. v.
ed. BerIn Brunck's edition of Apollonius RhoHaving no children of his own, Hadrian first adopted kel, p. 63.)
for his successor L. Ceronius Commodus, more
the
true
form
is
in
both
the
text
and scholia.
given
gen- dius,
erally known by the name of Verus, to which last he It is more than probable, that the name Hasmonia was
that
of
JElius
after
his
the
in
the
and
emto
this
same
prefixed
adoption by
by
race, no
brought
Pelasgi
;

;

—

;

Venis, however, who was remarkable for
nothing but his excessive effeminacy and debauched
mode of life, died soon after, and Hadrian made a
second selection in the person of the virtuous Antoni-

peror.

Hadrian died not long
(Vid. Antoninus Pius.)
after at Baiae, A.D. 136, in the 63d
year of his age
and 22d of his reign. His disorder was the dropsy,
from which disease his sufferings were so great as apThe character of this
parently to affect his reason.
nus.

monarch presents

a
strange mixture of virtues and
he cultivated literature and courted the soof
the
he
learned,
ciety
yet occasionally displayed towards them a degree of jealousy and caprice altogether unworthy of his station and abilities.
If he was, in
general, a just and able ruler, yet there were times
when he showed himself revengeful, suspicious, and
crueL
His treatment of his wife Sabina does no honour to his memory, his disgraceful predilection for Antinous loads it with infamy
nor does his excessive
superstition, to which even that favourite fell a victim,
entitle him to any other than
feelings of contempt.
The better portion of the Romans appear to have
formed a just estimate of his character long before his
death, and it was with difficulty that Antoninus could
obtain from the senate the usual
compliment of having
him ranked among the gods. Their dread of the solwhom
Hadrian
was
diery, by
greatly beloved, appears
to have conquered their reluctance.
Hadrian wrote
several works.
He was fond of entering the lists
against the poets, philosophers, and orators of the day,
vices.

If

;

doubt, must the appellation of Haemus, given to the
northern boundary of Thrace, be in strictness attributed.

(Vid. Haemus.)
HiEMUs, a chain of mountains forming the northern
boundary of Thrace, and separating it from Moesia.
The ancients had such an idea of the elevation of this

Pomponius Mela (2, 2) affirms that the
Euxine and Hadriatic could be seen from it at the
same time. Polybius also makes the same assertion,

chain, that

but this Strabo (313) expressly contradicts.
The
however, is doubtless correct in another remark of his, that the chain of Haemus is higher than
that of the Alps.
Livy relates (40, 22), that Philip,
king of Macedonia, having heard it reported that from
the summit of Haemus could be seen at once the
Euxine, the Adriatic, the Danube, and the Alps, determined to ascend the mountain, in order to take a
view, as it were, of the approaching scene of action
He was three
between himself and the Romans.
days in reaching the summit, after a difficult and toilsome march the weather, however, proved unfavourable for the view. Pliny (4, 2) makes Haemus six miles
It is remarkable that Herodotus should have
high.
taken no notice of it in his mention of the expedition
of Darius against the Scythians, though it must have
historian,

;

to the army of that
presented so formidable a barrier
monarch. He speaks of it, however, on another occasion (4, 49).
According to Stephanus of Byzantium (p. 64, ed. Berk.), the mountain derived its name
from Haemus, or .^mus, a son of Boreas and Orithyia
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Apo!lo(3orus, however (6, 3), says the chain was called Hamus from alfiOy "blood," because Typhon hav-

but gave up the throne willingly to Presbon, grandsoi
of this prince.
{Pausan., 9, 34.) II. A city of Boeotia, situate, according to Strabo, on the lower shore of
the CopaVc lake, and near the mouth of the Permessus,
which flows from Helicon. The epithet of iron^evra
is attached to this city
by Homer {II., 2, 503.
Hymn,

—

ing been chased hither by Jupiter, waged battle in this
place against the monarch of the skies, and covered
the mountain with his blood.
(Compare the remark of
Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c, where this etymology is staThe true root is
led to be the oflFspringof later ages.)
found in the Sanscrit Hema, which connects together the

—

names of Imaus, Himmala, Ha>,mus, Hymetgeography, and the appellation Himmcl,

tus, in ancient

given to various mountains in Saxony, Jutland, and
elsewhere.
Creu{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 1, 536.
Gotzer, Symbolik, par Gwgniaut, vol. 1, p. 135.

—
—

I

{

{

Gel auz 1815, No. 36, p. 357.) This root
Hema, otherwise written Himeras, Imos, Jenna, &c.,
ting.

,

appears to carry with

German himmel,

the

it

"

the prffitor Lucretius, and, though obstinately defended,

the idea of height (compare
heaven"), and also that of a

snowy or wintry elevation. (Compare the Latin hiems and the Greek x^^H-^
Klaproih, Mcmoircs rela-

—

— The length of the chain
432.)

from the numerous meadows and
marshes in its vicinity, on the side of Orchomenus.
Pausanias affirms that Haliartus was
(Sfrab,, 407.)
the only Boeotian city which did not favour the Persians, for which reason its territory was ravaged with
fire and sword by their army (9, 32).
Haliartus, having favoured the cause of Perseus, king of Macedonia,
was besieged by the Romans, under the command of
in ApolL, 243),

I

was taken by assault, sacked, and utterly destroyed,
the inhabitants being sold and their territory given to
the Athenians.
{Liv., 42, 53.—Polyb., 30, 18.—
The remains of Haliartus, according to
Strab., 411.)

Dodwell (vol. l,p. 248), are situated about fifteen miles
remarkable than its height, ex- from Lebadea, and at nearly an equal distance from
on
one
end
the
Gulf
Thebes.
The place is now called Mikrokouza. Six
tending
resting
of Venice, and the other on the Black Sea.
The mod- W. Gell says, "The ruins of Haliartus lie just below
ern name is Balcan, which signifies a difficult defile; the village of Mazi, on the road from Thebes to Lebaand it is properly divided into high and low, the latter dea." {Itinerary, \>. 124.)
Halias, a district of Argolis, so called apparently
advancing on each side, like outworks before the great
natural rampart.
from the fisheries established along the coast, and lying
( Walsh's Journey from ConstantiThe passage of between Hermione and Cape Scyllceum. Its territory
nople to England, p. 104, Am. ed.)
the Balcan by the Russian forces, in their conflict was twice ravaged by the Athenians during the Pelowith the Mussulman power, has excited great interest ponnesian war.
{Thucyd., 2, b&.—Id., 4, 45.) The
tifs

of

a fAsie,

Haemus

is

vol. 1, p.
not less

I

I

for

500 miles

;

I

and called forth considerable applause. From the remarks, however, of a very recent traveller, it would
appear that the undertaking was anything but difficult.
{KeppeVs Journey across the Balcan, vol. 1, p. 301.)
Halesus, I. an Argive, who, after the murder of

Agamemnon by Clytemnestra and iEgisthus, settled
Mons Massacus, a mountain

in Italy, in the vicinity of

At the head of the Aurunci and Osci,
of Campania.
he assisted Turnus against ^Eneas, but fell by the hand
of Pallas.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 724.— 7d. ib., 10, 532.)
Halesus is said by Virgil to have been the son of a
soothsayer, who foretold the fate of his child ; and, in
order to avert this, if possible, brought him up in the
woods.

The

epithet

Agamcmnonius,

therefore,

which

name

of Aliki

attached to a spot situated a little
{Pouqucville, vol. 4, p. 255.)
Hamcarnassus, the principal city of Caria, situate
on the northern shore of the Sinus Ceramicus. It
was founded by a Doric colony from Troezene, in Ar-.
These were joined
golis, according to Strabo (656).
afterward by some Argives, headed by Melas and Areis still

to the east of Castri.

—

nanias. ( Vttruv., 2, 8.
Compare Pausan., 2, 30.) Herodotus, however, only recognises the former colonists
This
on
account
of its origin, had natu(7, 99).
city,
rally been included in the Dorian confederation, which
But Agasicles, a
consisted originally of six states.
citizen of Halicarnassus, having, contrary to prescribed
custom, carried off the tripod assigned to him in the

him (uSn., 7, 724), and which some games celebrated in honour of the Triopian Apollo,
suppose has reference to his being the son of Aga- instead of dedicating it to the god, the other five cities,
memnon, is merely used by the poet to denote the pre- in consequence of this offence, determined to exclude
tended origin of his race.
{Heyne, Excurs., 8, ad Halicarnassus from any participation in these festiviII. or Hales ('A/lj^f, -evTO^), ariver of Asia
ties, which amounted, in fact, to an exclusion from the
JEn., 7.)
Minor, running near the city of Colophon, and said to Dorian confederacy, which thenceforth was named Penhave the coldest water of all the streams of Asia. tapolis. {Herod., 1, 144 ) Not long after this event,
It took its rise in Mount Gallesus or
Halicarnassus may be supposed to have lost its inde{Plin., 5, 29.)
Gallesiuin, and fell into the Sinus Ephesius. {Strab., pendence, Lygdamis, one of the principal citizens, havHe was succeeded by his
642.
Cramer^s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 359.)
ing usurped the authority.
Haliacmon, a large and rapid stream of Macedonia, daughter Artemisia, of whom Herodotus has made
{Vid. Arteflowing into the sea a short distance below Pydna. such honourable mention in his history.
It rises in the chain of mountains called Cambunii, or misia, I.)
This princess, in all probability, transmitted
on
named
the
to
her
northern confines of the sovereign power
son,
Lygdamis, like
by Ptolemy Canalovii,
The modern name of this river is Inidge- his natural grandfather and it was during his reign
Thessaly.
Carason, or Jenicora, according to Dr. Brown, who that Herodotus, unwilling to see his native city under
must have crossed it in its course through Elimrea. the denomination of a despot, abandoned it for Samos,
So also the editors of the French where he completed his studies. Subsequent
this
{Travels, p. 46.
^to
Strabo, vol. 3, p. 124.) Dr. Clarke calls it Inje-Mauro. period we have little knowledge of what occurred in
The epitomist of Strabo (7, p. 330) seems to place Halicarnassus but from Thucydides (2, 9) we learn
the Haliacmon soon after Dium, as does also Ptolemy that Caria and Doris were tributary to Athens, and
This is, however, an error, which apparently Halicarnassus itself is mentioned, towards the close
(p. 82).
misled Dr. Holland, who imagined he had forded this of his history, as being in the hands of her troops (8,
Somewhat later we find it subject to princes
stream about two miles beyond Katima ; but what he 42).
The first of these was Hespeaks of is probably the Baphyrus of Livy and Pau- of Carian extraction.
sanias (vol. 2, p. 31).
According to Csesar {B. C, catomnus, who had three sons, Mausolas, Hidrieus,
two
and
daughters, Artemisia and
3, 36), it formed the line of demarcation between Ma- and Pixodarus
cedonia and Thessaly.
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, Ada, who married the two elder brothers. Mausolus
throne
of Caria, and, dying
the
father
on
his
succeeded
rol 1, p. 217.)
Haliaktus, I. a son of Thersander, said to have without offspring, left the crown to his sister and conHe was sort Artemisia. She erected to his memory the splenfounded the city of Haliartus in Boeotia.
or tomb called after his name.
( Vid,
adopted by Athamas, though he did not succeed him. did mausoleum,
Virgil applies to

—

—

;

;

;
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Mausoleum.) Artemisia, dying of grief for the loss of
her husband, was succeeded by Hidrieus, who, having
But Pixono issue, left the crown to his wife Ada.
darus, the youngest of Hccatomnus' sons, formed a
with the assistance of Orontoparty against her, and,
bates, a Persian satrap, succeeded in expelling her

branches, an eastern and a southern one.
This, howfor why should
ever, merely increases the difficulty
a
be
of
native
of
the course
Amasea,
Strabo,
ignorant
of a river so near his native city 1 and why does be
make no mention of the southern Halys, when he describes the very ground over which it is supposed to
have flowed ]
Mannert {Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 455)

Orontobates, having married the
the death of the
daughter of Pixodarus, remained, on
It was at this
latter, in possession of Halicarnassus.
arrived with his forces in Caria,
period that Alexander
and laid siege to the city. It was a long and severe

from Halicarnassos.

one, owing to the natural strength of the place, and
the number and description of the troops which defended it, under the command of Memnon, the best
service.
Alexander, however,
general in the Persian
eventually took the place, razed it to the ground, and
Halicarrestored Ada to the sovereignty of Caria.
nassus was afterward rebuilt, and, to compensate for
its losses,

had six towns annexed to

it.

{Plin., 6,

29

)

of this place was named Salmacis, from
Acthe fountain celebrated in Ovid {Met., 4, 11).
cordmg to Scylax, there were two ports at HalicarnasHalisus, protected by the little island Arconnesus.

The

citadel

;

thinks, that this southern arm is the river which Tavernier calls the Jekel Ermak, or green river, which
D'Anville, on the contrary, makes the modern name
of the ancient Iris.
The modern name of the Halys
is the Kizil Ermak, or red river.
According to Strabo (546), the ancient name of the river is owing to its
This, howpassage in its course by some salt-works.
ever, IS a mere arbitrary derivation, and so, in fact,

Eustathius evinces, who states that the river was called
Halys by those who derived its name. from salt; by
others, however, Alys.
{Eustath.,ad Dion. Peneg.,
V. 784.)
This river formed the western boundary of
the dominions of Croesus, with which was connected
a famous oracle.
{Vid. Croesus.)

Hamadryades. Vid. Nymphae.
Hamilcar (for the orthography and

derivation of the

end of the

carnassus could boast of having produced Herodotus,
It appears to
Dionysius, and Heraclitus the poet.
have suffered in the Mithradatic war. and to have been
restored to a great degree of its former prosperity by
Cicero's brother Quintus.
(Ep. ad Q. Fratr., 1, 8.)
The ruins of Halicarnassus exist at Boudroun, and
Captain Beaufort has given a plan of the harbour and
the Turkish town, with the adjacent coast.
{BeauCramer''s Asia Mifort's Karamania, p. 95, seqq.
Dr. Clarke, quoting from
nor, vol. 2, p. 176, seqq.)

name, consult remarks

Walpole's MS. journal, remarks, that Budrun
ruption, through Petrumi, as the Turks write

citizens to be greatly disquieted at the projects of Alexander of Macedon, he betook himself to that prince,

—

—

is a

cor-

it,

from

Pietro, referring to the fort or castle of San Pietro
{castellum Sancti Petri), which corresponds to the ancient citadel.
(Travels, vol. 3, p. 256, seqq.)
Halicy.*, {' A.?iiKvai), a town of Sicily, between

modern name
— Diod.TheSic,

Entella and Lilybaeum.

{Steph. Byz.,

s. v.

is

Saleme.

{'Apeiog Trayof,
of Mars'''')
circumstance.
The trial ended in the acSchol.
{Apollod., 3, 14.
quittal of the accused deity.
ad Eurip., Orest., 1665.) Meier considers 'Apeioc
here
to
{Rhein. Mus., 2, p. 266.)
(poviKo^.
equivalent
Vid. Salmydessus.
Halmvdessus.
small
island
a
at the opening of the
Halonnesus,
Sinus Thermai'cus, and northeast of Scopelus.
It is
celebrated in history as having been a subject of contention between Philip the son of Amyntas, and the
Athenians ; on which occasion one of their orators
composed an harangue, which is to be found in the
works of Demosthenes, and has been ascribed by some
to that celebrated orator.
{Orat. 7, Demos fh., p. 75.
—Strab., 435.
Pomp. Mel., 2, 7.) It is now called
Ckelidromi.
{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 451.)
Halys, a celebrated river of Asia Minor, rising on
the confines of Pontus and Armenia Minor, and which,
this

—

—

after flowing westwardly through Cappadocia to the
borders of Phrygia, turns to the northwest, and enters
the Euxine some distance to the northwest of Amisus.
Herodotus (1, 72) and Strabo (546) both speak of its

rising in the

region

we have mentioned, and

pursuing

Pliny (5, 2), however, makes it
rise in a far different quarter, viz., in the southern
part
the route described.

of Cataonia, near Tyana, at the foot of the chain of
Mount Taurus
Larcher {Hist. d'Herod., vol. 8, p.
239.
Table Geogr.) and others seek to reconcile
these opposite statements, by
giving the Halys two

—

living or dead, after the battle in which his army
defeated.
According to Polyaenus, however (1

was
27,

Gelon destroyed him by a stratagem while sacrifiII. Surnamed Rhodanus, a Carthaginian gencing.
2),

—

eral

of considerable

talent.

in order, if possible, to

Perceiving his fellow-

penetrate his designs, and give

countrymen timely notice of them. After the death
of that monarch he returned to Carthage, where he
was put to death, on false pretensions of treason, as

his

the

recompense of

tin, 21, 5.)

14, 55.)

Halirrhothius, a son of Neptune and Euryte, who
committed an outrage on Alcippe, daughter of Mars,
and was, in consequence, slain by that deity.
Neptune summoned Mars to trial for the murder of his
The cause was heard before the twelve gods,
son.
sitting as judges, on the Areopagus at Athens ; which
" Hill
hill derived its name
from

article), I. a
Carthaginian general, son of Mago, or, according to
others, of Hanno, conquered by Gelon, in Sicily, the
same day that Xerxes was defeated at Salamis. Herodotus (7, 165) states, that he was never seen either

at the

—

III.

his devotion to his country.
{JusCarthaginian general, in the time

A

of Agathocles, tyrant of Sicily.
He came to the succour of Syracuse when besieged by this usurper. Being gained over, however, by the gold of Agathocles,
he prevailed on the Syracusans to make peace, and

favoured by his inaction the schemes of the tyrant.
Carthaginian senate condemned him to lose his
head, but he died at Syracuse, B.C. 311, before the
sentence could be made public.
{Justin, 22, 2.)
IV. The son of Giscon, a Carthaginian general, sent
into Sicily about 311 B.C., to oppose the progress of
On his arrival he gained a victory, which
Agathocles.
opened to him the gates of several large cities. In
attempting to make himself master of Syracuse, during
the absence of Agathocles in Africa, he was taken
V. Surnamed
prisoner and put to death, B.C. 309.
Barcas, the leader cf the popular party at Carthage,

The

—

—

was appointed in the eighteenth year of the first Punic
war (B.C. 247) to the command of the Carthaginian
life

We

possess no particulars respecting his early
or the time of his birth but we learn from Nepos

forces.

;

{Vit. Hamil., c. 1) that he
obtained the command.

was very young when he

He

ravaged with his

fleet

the coast of the Brutii and the Epizephyrian Locrians,
and afterward seized upon a strong fortress in Sicily,
which was situated between Eryx and Panormus. In

he continued for some years, with very little
and, alsupport from the Carthaginian government
though the Romans were masters of almost the whole
He
of the island, they were unable to dislodge him.
coasts of Italy as far
frequently ravaged the southern
as Cumae, and defeated the Roman troops in Sicily.
On one occasion he took Eryx. which he held till the

this place

;

The Romans at length fitted
conclusion of the war.
out a fleet to cut off all communication between Hamilcar and Carthage : the Carthaginian fleet sent to hi.«
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assistance was defeated by the Roman
'Catuius, B.C. 241, and the Carthaginians were obhged
to sue for peace.
This was granted by the Romans ;
and Hamilcar led his troops from Eryx to Lilyba;um,
whence they were conveyed to Africa. But a new

dependence of Saguntum was guarantied by a treaiy
between the Carthaginians and Romans (concluded
B.C. 226), and that they should consider any injury
done to the Saguntines as a declaration of war against
themselves.
Hannibal, however, paid no regard to
The Carthaginian treasury this remonstrance.
More than tw;^enty years had
danger awaited Carthage.
was exhausted and it was proposed to the troops that elapsed since the termination of the first Punic war,
they should relinquish a part of the pay which was due durmg which period the Carthaginians had recovered
to them. The soldiers rejected the proposal, appointed their strength, and had obtained possession of the
two of their number, Spendius and Matho, command- greater part of Spain; and the favourable opportunity
ers, and proceeded to enforce their demands.
Being had arrived for renewing the war with the Romans.
joined by many of the native tribes of Africa, they In B.C. 219, Hannibal took Saguntum, after a siege of
defeated Hanno, the Carthaginian general sent against eight months, and employed the winter in making
In preparations for the invasion of Italy.
He first provithem, and brought Carthage to the brink of ruin.
these desperate circumstances Hamilcar was appointed ded for the security of Africa and Spain by leaving an
the army
to the command, and at length succeeded in subduing army of about 16,000 men in each country
them after the war had lasted three years and four in Africa consisted principally of Spanish troops, and
months. After the end of this war Hamilcar was sent that in Spain of Africans, under the command of his
He remained in Spain nearly brother Hasdrubal. He had already received promise
into Spain, B.C. 238.
nine years, during which time he extended the do- of support from the Gauls who inhabited the north of
minion of Carthage over the southern and eastern Italy, and who were anxious to deliver themselves
consul Lutatius

;

;

He fell in a battle against the
parts of that country.
The abilities of Hamilcar were of
natives, B.C. 229.
the highest order
and he directed all the energies of
;

his

mind

to diminish the

states his belief

{lib. 3),

power of Rome.

Polybius

that his administration

would

from the Roman dominion.
Having thus made every
necessary preparation, he set out from New Carthage
late in the spring of B.C. 218, with an army of 80,000
In his march from the Iberus
foot and 12,000 horse.
to the Pyrenees he was opposed by a great number
of the native tribes, but they were quickly defeated,
Before cros.sing the Pyrenees, he
though with loss.
left Hanno to secure his recent conquests with a detachment from his own army of 1 1,000 men. He sent back
the same number of Spanish troops to their ovvn cities,
and with an army now reduced to 50,000 fool and
9000 horse, he advanced to the Rhone. Meantime,
two Roman armies had been levied one, commanded
by the consul P. Cornelius Scipio, was intended to

soon have produced another war with the Romans, if
he had not been prevented by the disorders in which
his country was involved through the war of the merHamilcar was succeeded in his command
cenaries.
in Spain by his son-in-law Hasdrubal, who must not
be confounded with Hasdrubal the brother of Hannibal.
He carried on the conquests of Hamilcar, and
reduced almost the whole of the country south of the
Iberus, which river was fixed by a treaty between the
Caithaginians and the Romans, B.C. 226, as the fron- oppo~se Hannibal in Spain; and a second, under the
Hasdrubal was consul T. Sempronius, was designed for the invasion
tier of the Carthaginian dominions.
murdered in his tent by a Gaul, B.C. 221, after holding of Africa. The departure of Scipio was delayed by a
whom
Corn. Ncp.,
the command eight years. {Polyb., 1,2
jevolt of the Boian and Insubrian Gauls, against
vit. Hamilc., c. 3.
Encycl. Useful Knowl., vol. 12, the army was sent which had been intended for the inVI. A Carthaginian general, son of Bomil- vasion of Spain, under the command of one of the
p. 25.)
car, conquered by the Scipios (B.C. 215) when be- praetors.
Scipio was therefore obliged to remain in
When the
sieging Ilitingis, in Hispania Baetica, along with Has- Rome till a new army could be raised.
He is supposed by some to be the forces were ready, he sailed with them to the Rhone,
drubal and Mago.
same with the Hamilcar who, fifteen years after, at and anchored in the eastern mouth of the river being
the head of a body of Gauls, took and sacked Placen- persuaded that Hannibal must still be at a considerable
distance from him, as the country through which he
tia, and was defeated and slain before Cremona. Others affirm, that he was taken prisoner three years later had to march was difficult, and inhabited by many warin a battle fought near the Mincius, and served to like tribes.
Hannibal, however, quickly surmounted
adorn the victory of the conqueror.
all these obstacles, crossed the Rhone, though not
(Lzp., 23, 49.
Id, 31, 10.— /rf., 32, 23.— P/in., 3, 1.)— The name without some opposition from the Gauls, and continued
Hamilcar was equivalent in Punic to " (quem) dona- his march up the left bank of the river. Scipio did
The true orthography is with the initial not arrive at the place where the Carthaginians had
vit Milcary
Consult Heins., ad Sil Ital., 1, 39.
Dra- crossed the river till three days afterward and, deaspirate.
Gesenius, Phcen. Man., p. 407. spairing of overtaking them, he sailed back to Italy
kenb., ad Liv., 21, 1.
The interpretation given by Hamaker {diatr. 47) to with the intention of meeting Hannibal when he should
the name Hamilcar is rejected by Gesenius (Z. c).
descend from the Alps.
Scipio sent his brother Cneeus
Hannibal (equivalent in Punic to^' gratia Baalis^^), into Spain, with the greater part of the troops, to opson of Hamilcar Barcas {vid. Hamilcar V.), was born pose Hasdrubal. Hannibal continued his march up the
B.C. 247. At the age of nine he accompanied his Rhoneliil he came to the Isara. Marching along that
father to Spain, who, previous to his departure, took river, he crossed the Alps, descended into the valley
his son to the altar, and, placing his hand on the vic- of the Dora Baltea, and followed the course of the
tim, made him swear that he would never be a friend river till he arrived in the territories of the Insubrian
It does not appear how long Hannibal
Gauls.
to the Romans.
(The particular route will be given at the
remained in Spain, but he was at a very early age as- close of this article.) Hannibal completed his march
sociated with Hasdrubal, who succeeded his father in from New Carthage to Italy in five months, during
the command of the Carthaginian army in that coun- which he lost a great number of men, especially in his
On the death of Hasdrubal, B.C. 221, he ob- passage over the Alps. According to a statement entry.
tained the undivided command of the army, and quickly graved by his order on a column at Lacinium, in the
and the country of the Brutii, which Polybius saw, his army
conquered the Olcades, Vaccaeans, Carpesians,
other Spanish tribes that had not been subdued by was reduced to 12,000 Africans, 8000 Spaniards, and
The inhabitants of Saguntum, alarmed at 6000 cavalry when he arrived in the territories of the
Hasdrubal.
After remaining some time in the
his success, sent messengers to Rome to inform the Insubrian Gauls.
Romans of their danger. A Roman embassy was ac- territories of the Insubrians to recruit his army, he
who was passing the win- marched southward, and encountered JP. Cornelius
cordingly sent to Hannibal,
In tU«»
ter at New Carthage, to announce to him that the in- Scipio on the right bank of the river Ticmus,
;

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

—
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battle which ensued the Romans were defeated, and
Scipio, with the remainder of the army, retreating along
the left bank of the Po, crossed the river before Hannibal could overtake him, and encamped near PlacenHe afterward retreated more to the south, and
tia.
intrenched himself strongly on the right bank of the
Trebia, where he waited for the arrival of the army
under the other consul T. Sempronius.
Sempronius
had already crossed over into Sicily with the intention
of sailing to Africa, when he was recalled to join his
After the union of the two armies, Semcolleague.

pronius determined, against the advice of Scipio, to
The skill and fortune of Hannibal
risk another battle.
again prevailed ; the Romans were entirely defeated,
and the troops which survived took refuge in the forIn consequence of these victories, the
tified cities.
whole of Cisalpine Gaul fell into the hands of Hannibal ; and the Gauls, who, on his first arrival, were prevented from joinin g him by the presence of Scipio's

the whole of Lower Italy in the power of Hannibal ,
but it was not followed by such important results as
might have been expected.
Capua and most of the
cities of Campania
espoused his cause, but the major'I'he
ity of the Italian slates continued firm to Rome.
defensive system was now strictly adopted by the Roto make any active
exertions for the farther conquest of Italy till he received a reinforcement of troops.
He was in hopes
of obtaining support from Philip of Macedon and from

mans, and Hannibal was unable

the Syracusans, with both of whom he formed an alliance ; but the Romans found means to keep Philip
in Greece, and Syracuse was besieged and
taken by Marcellus, B.C. 214r-12.
In addition to
this, Capua was taken by the Romans, B.C. 211.
Hannibal was therefore obliged to depend upon the

employed

Carthaginians for help, and Hasdrubal was accordingly
ordered to march from Spain to his assistance.
Cnaeus

was left in Spain to opHe was afterward joined by P. Corpose Hannibal.
nelius Scipio, and the war was carried on with various
men and supplies. InlBe following year,
the Romans made great preparations to oppose their success for many years, till at length the Roman
Two new armies were levied army was entirely defeated by Hasdrubal, B.C. 212.
formidable enemy.
one was posted at Arretium, under the command of Both the Scipios fell in the battle. Hasdrubal was
the consul Flaminius, and the other at Ariminum, now preparing to join his brother, but was prevented
under the consul Servilius. Hannibal determined to by the arrival of young P. Cornelius Scipio in Spain,
attack Flaminius first. In his march southward through B.C. 210, who quickly recovered what the Romans
In B.C. 210 he took New Carthage
and
the swamps of the basin of the Arnus, his army suf- had lost.
fered greatly, and he himself lost the sight of one eye. it was not till B.C. 207, when the Carthaginians had
After resting his troops for a short time in the neigh- lost almost all their dominions in Spain, that Hasdrubal
He crossed the
bourhood of Faesulae, he marched past Arretium, rava- set out to join his brother in Italy.
ging the country as he went, with the view of drawing Alps without meeting with any opposition from the
out Flaminius to a battle.
Flaminius, who appears to Gauls, and arrived at Placentia before the Romans
have Been a rash, headstrong man, hastily followed were aware that he had entered Italy. After besiegHannibal and, being attacked in the basin of the Lake ing this town without success, he continued his march
^Trasimenus, was completely defeated by the Cartha- southward but, bejfore he could effect a junction with
ginians, who were posted on the mountains which Hannibal, he was attacked by the consuls C. Claudius
encircled the valley.
Three or four days after Hanni- Nero and M. Livius, on the banks of the Metaurus in
bal cut off a detachment of Roman cavalry, amounting Umbria ; his army was cut to pieces, ancl he himself
to 4000 men, which had been sent by Servilius to as- fellj n the battle.
This misfortune obliged Hannibal
sist his colleague.
Hannibal appears to have enter- to act on the defensive and from this time till his detained hopes of overthrowing the Roman dominion, parture from Italy, B.C. 203, he was confined to Bruand to have expected that the other stales of Italy tium but, by his superior military skill, he maintained
would take up arms against Rome, in order to recover his army in a hostile country without any assistance
their independence.
To conciliate the affections of from his government at home. After effecting the
the Italians, he dismissed without ransom all the conquest of Spain, Scipio passed over into Africa to
prisoners whom he took in battle"; and, to give them carry the war into the enemy's country, B.C. 204.
an opportunity of joining his army, he marched slowly With the assistance of Masinissa, a Numidian prince,
along tiie eastern side of the peninsula, through Um- he gained two victories over the Carthaginians, who
bria and Picenum, into Apulia
but he did not meet hastily recalled their great commander from Italy to
with that co-operation which he appears to have ex- defend his native state.
Hannibal landed at Septis,
After the defeat of Flaminius, Q. Fabius and advanced near Zafloa, five days' journey from Carpected.
Maximus was appointed dictator, and a defensive sys- thage towards the west. Here he was entirely de""tem of warfare was adopted by the Romans till the featedj)y Scipio, B.a 202; 20,000 Carthaginians fell
end of the year.
In the following year, B.C. 216, the in the battle, and an equal number were taken prisRomans resolved upon another battle. An army of oners. The Carthaginians were obliged to sue for
80,000 foot and 6000 horse was raised, which was peace, and thus ended the second._Punic war, B.C.
commanded by the consuls L. ^-Emilius Paulus and 201. After the conclusion of th'e war, Hannibal vigC. Terentius ,Varro.
The Carthaginian army now orously applied himself to correct the abuses which
amounted tb"40,000 foot and 10,000 horse. The ar- existed in the Carthaginian government. He reduced
mies were encamped in the neighbourhood of Cannae the power of the perpetual judges (as Livy, 23, 46,
in Apulia.
In the battle which was fought near this calls them), and provided for the proper collection of
He
place, the Romans were defeated with dreadful car- the public revenue, which had been embezzled.
but he
and
with
a loss which, as stated by Polybius, is was supported by the people in these reforms
nage,
army

in their country, novy eagerly assisted

Scipio, as already observed,

him with
B.C. 217,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

the whole of the infantry engaged in
battle, amounting to 70,000, was destroyed, with the
exception of 3000 men, who escaped to the neighbouring cities, and also all the cavalry, with the exception of 300 belonging to the allies, and 70 that es-

quite incredible

;

incurred the enmity of many powerful men, who represented to the Romans that he was endeavouring to
of
persuade his countrymen to join Antiochus, king
Roman embassy
Syria, in a war against them.
was consequently sent to Carthage, to demand the punishment of Hannibal as a disturber of the public peace;
but Hannibal, aware that he should not be able to re-

A

A detachment of 10,000 foot,
caped with Varro.
which had been sent to surprise the
Carthaginian
camp, was obliged to surrender as prisoners. The sist his enemies supported by the Roman power, esFrom Tyre
consul L. .^milius, and the two consuls of the forto Tyre.
caped from the city and sailed
mer year, Servilius and Attilius, were also
among the he went to Ephesus to join Antiochus, B.C. 196, and
slain.
Hannibal lost only 4000 Gauls, 1500 Africans contributed to fix him in his determination to make
and Spaniards, and 200 horse. This
If Hannibal's advice as to
the Romans.
victory placed war against
^
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the conduct of the war had been followed, the result
of the contest might have been different ; but he wa^
onlv employed in a subordinate command, and had no
of his great military talopportunity for the exertion
At the conclusion of this war Hannibal was
ents.
of Prusias, king of
obliged to seek refuge at the court

naturally appear the most authentic, on account of its
early date, as well as of the internal evidence which
it bears of the truth.
Unfortunately, Polybius was

erous enemies, Hannibal destroyed himself by poison

proper names, and he has not positively stated in terms
the name of that passage of the Alps through which
Hannibal marched. Now, though the distances (which
are positive), and the general description of the country, and the names of the nations (when these latter

writing to Greeks, and was therefore, as he himself
them, not anxious to introduce into his narrative
names of places and of countries in which they were
Bithynia, where he remained about five years, and on little interested, and which, if inserted, would rather
one occasion obtained a victory over Eumenes, king of have injured than assisted the unity of his story.
In
But the Romans appear to have been un- consequence of this, although he has been remarkably
Pergamus.
formidable
in
us
once
was
alive.
careful
the
as
their
distances
as
giving
enemy
performed by the
easy
long
An embassy was sent to demand him of Prusias, who, Carthaginian army in their march from the Pyrenees
to
of
the
to
the
as
well
afraid
of
as
the
in which
time
Romans, agreed
Italy,
offending
plains
give
being
they
him up. To avoid falling into the hands of his ungen- were completed, he has been generally sparing of his
Bithynia, B.C. 183, in the sixty-fifth
year of his age. The personal character of Hannibal
is only known to us from the events of his public life,
and even these have not been commemorated by any
historian of his own country ; but we cannot read the
history of these campaigns, of which we have here
presented a mere outline, even in the narrative of his
at

Nicomedia

in

enemies, without admiring his great abilities and cour" How wonderful
Polybius remarks {lib. xi.),
age.
is it, that in a course of sixteen years, during which
he maintained the war in Italy, he should never once
dismiss his army from the field, and yet be able, like a

good governor, to keep in subjection so great a multitude, and to confine them within the bounds of their
duty, so that they never mutinied against him nor
Though his army was
quarrelled among themsevles.
composed of people of various countries, of Africans,

—men whoGauls,
had
Spaniards,

Carthaginians, Italians, and Greeks

different laws, different customs,

different

them

language, and,

that

was common

management,

that,

and

a word, nothing among
yet, so dexterous was his

in

—

notwithstanding this great diversity,

he forced all of them to acknowledge one authority,
and to yield obedience to one command. And this, too,
How
he effected in the midst of very various fortune.
high as well as just an opinion must these things conIt may be affirmed
vey to us of his ability in war.
with confidence, that if he had first tried his strength
in the other parts of the world, and had come last to attack the Romans, he could scarcely have failed in any

—

—

lb., 7, 8, 9.
lb.,
{Polyb., 3.
part of his design."
14, 16.— Liry, 21-39.— Nepos, Vit. Hanmb.—Envol.
12, p. 40, seq.)
cycl. Us. Knowl.,
The passage of the Alps by Hannibal has already

been alluded to in the course of the present article.
Before concluding the biography of the Carthaginian
general, it may not be amiss to direct the student's at" This wontention more particularly to this point.
derful undertaking," observes a recent writer, " would
naturally have attracted great notice, if considered
only with reference to its general consequences, and
to its particular effects on the great contest carried on
between Rome and Carthage for this march, which
carried the war from a distant province to the very
;

tells

which the army passed through, afford
prove beyond all doubt that Hannibal
passed by the ^Ip^s Graiq, or Little St. Bernard yet,
as this is not expressly stated, Livy, who, without acknowledgment, has borrowed the greater part of his
own narrative from Polybius, has asserted that he went
over the Alpis Cottia, or Mont Genevre
and as Livy
are mentioned)

sufficient data to

;

;

much more read than
tained much more credit

Polybius, his account has obthan it deserves, and has been
considered as almost decisive of the question.
It has
been particularly adopted by almost all the French
writers upon the subject, and though they differ from
each other as to the road which the army took to aris

rive at that passage, and, farther,
itself is absolutely inconsistent in

though the account

parts, yet the
authority of so great a name has almost set criticism
at defiance, and his commentators have endeavoured
to reconcile his contradictions as well as they were
able.
It was evident, however, to those who were in

many

the habit of looking a little deeper than the surface,
that Livy's account, which, even when taken by itself,

was far from satisfactory, was, when compared with
that of Polybius, with which it had been generally supposed to agree, very different in its conclusion ; and
between them was so decided, that it
Gibquite impossible that both could be right.
bon was so much struck with this variation, as well
of
the
two
authors
as
as with the respective characters
this variation

was

historians, that he would have given up Livy at once,
had he not been unable, from his ignorance of the passage alluded to by Polybius, to decide the question in
latter.
The opinion of Gibbon appears
been very much influenced by that of
D'Anville, an authority to be respected above all others for wonderful accuracy and depth of research in

favour of the

also to have

matters relating to ancient topography.
D'Anville,
is
guided in his opinion by the idea that the
guides of Hannibal were Taurini, a mistake which is
the more extraordinary as Livy himself (21, 29) states

however,

them

to

be Boii.

Mr. Holdsworth, who had devoted

much

gates of the former, totally changed the character of
the struggle, and compelled the Romans to fight for
existence instead of territory. These events, however,
are not the only causes which have thrown so much
interest on the passage of the Alps by Hannibal ; for

of his time and attention to subjects of this nature {Spencers Anecdotes of Men and Books), appears
to have detected Livy's inconsistencies as well as Gibbon, and to have been of opinion that the army crossed
but as he
the Alps to the north of the Mont Genevre

the doubt and uncertainty which have existed, even
from very remote times, as to the road by which the
was effected the numerous and distinguished

was, as well as Gibbon, unacquainted with the passage
of the Little St. Bernard, he was unable to fix upon
It is to General Melville that the litthe exact spot.
erary world has been indebted, in later times, for the
suggestion of this latter pass^; and it is by this suggestion that a quesffoh sbTong doubtful has received

passage
writers

;

who have declared themselves on

different sides

the variation between the two great
of the question
historians of the transactions of those times, Polybius
and Livy ; all these things united have involved the
have increased its imporsubject in difficulties which
tance, and which have long exercised many able wriThe relation
ters in vain attempts to elucidate them.
of Polybius, who lived very soon after the transactions
which he describes, and who had himself examined the
country for the purpose of writing his history, would
;

;

This gentleman, on
where he had held a
high military command, turned his whole attention to
the investigation of the military antiquities of the Romans, and for this purpose spent some years in traveland Germany, and examined
ling .over France, Italy,
with great attention the countries which had been the

a most satisfactory explanation.
his return from the West Indies,

HANNIBAL.
scenes
corded

of

the

HANNIBAL.

most celebrated battles and events

re-

From his thorough knowledge of J?p|yj)ius, he was early struck with the great
authority that his narrative carried with it, and he dein

termined,

Roman

if

history.

possible, to set at rest the

much

agitated

As
question of the passage of the Alps by Hannibal.
he {>erceived that no perusal of the historian, however
close and attentive, no critical sagacity and discernment, could alone enable him to arrive at the truth,
unless he verified the observations of his author on the
same ground, and compared his descriptions with the
same scenes as those which that author had himself
and examined, the general surveyed attentively
all the known passages of the Alps, and more particubest known to the ancients.
larly those which were
visited

Review

for November, 1825.
This theory, however,
has been attacked in a recent publication {HannibaVa
Passage of the Alps, by a Member of the University
of Cambridge), the author of which contends for the
passage over Monte Viso, where the Maritime Alps
terminate.
His arguments are far from conclusive.
The passage by Mont Cenis has also found many advocates, the most distinguished of whom is Mannert.
This learned scholar, in the introductory chapter to his
Geography of Ancient Italy, in which he gives an account of the Alps and the various passes by which they

were formerly traversed, expresses

his belief that
nibal crossed the great chain by the route of
Cenis.
In forming his opinion, he appears to

Han-

Mont

have
been solely guided, and no doubt most judiciously, by
The result of all these observations was a firm convic- the narrative of Polybius and he professes to have
tion that the passage of the Little St. Bernard was found the distances, as given in the best modem maps,
that by which Hannibal had crossed over into Italy, accurately agreeing with the statement of the Greek
This fact is open to dispute for, although
both as being most probable in itself, and also as agree- historian.
ing beyond all comparison more closely than any other the route of the Mont Cenis deviates at first very little
The general from that on which the theory respecting the Little
with the description given by Polybius.
must be looked upon as the first who has solved the St. Bernard is founded, yet the immediate descent
It is not, indeed, meant that he
upon Turin shortens the total distance very considerproblem in history.
was absolutely the first who made the Carthaginian ably, and it will be impossible to make up 150 miles
army penetrate by that pass into Italy, since the oldest from the first ascent of the Alps to the descent at Suauthority on this point, that of Qoelius Antipater, rep- sa, without very much overrating the actual distances.
but it is affirmed Moreover, it cannot be conceded to the learned proresents it as having taken that route
that he was the first to revive an opinion concerning fessor, that the plains of Italy can be seen from the
It is
that passage, which, although existing in full force in summit of Mont Cenis, and from thence only.
Jhe traditions of the country itsjglf, appears to have most certain tKat he has been misinformed on this point,
been long laid aside as forgotten, and to have rested though it has also been maintained by others. Even
that opinion on arguments the most solid and plausi- De Saussure, who ascended the Roche Michel far
General Melville never published any account of above the Hospice of the Grande Croix, could not
ble.
The
his observations, and they would most probably have perceive the plains from that elevated summit.
been lost to the world, had he not found in M. De Luc, Roche Melon is the only point in this vicinity from
bul
of Geneva, nephew of the late distinguished philoso- which it is possible to have a view of Piedmont
pher of that name, a person eminently qualified to un- it is not accessible from the Grande Croix, or any
dertake the task which he himself declined, and even point in the road of Mont Cenis.
(Wickham and
It remains to say a
materially to improve upon his labours. The very able Cramer, p. 173, seqq., 2d ed.)
and learned work which that gentleman published at few words on the opinion of Napoleon on this subject,
Geneva in 1818, entitled Histoire du Passage dcs as stated in his " Notes sur Vouvrage intitule ConsidAlpes par Annibal, contains a very full and clear re- erations sur VArt de la Guerre,''^ in the second volIn these notes he
port of the observations of General Melville, supported ume of his Melanges Historiques.
by arguments and by evidence entirely original, and gives a very concise account of the road which ho
which must be admitted by every candid and judicious conceives Hannibal to have taken, and which is as folhe crossed the Rhone a little below Orange,
inquirer to be clear and conclusive. A second edition lows
of this work was published in 1825, considerably aug- and in four days reached either the confluence of the
mented." {Dissertation on the Passage of Hannibal Rhone and Isere, or that of the IVac and Isere, setover the Alps, by Wickham and Cramer, pre/., p. xi., tled the affairs of the two brothers, and then, after six
In the work here quoted, the route which Han- days' march, arrived, on the former supposition, at
seqq.)
nibal is conceived to have taken is staled as follows
Montureillan, and from thence, in nine days, at Susa,
after crossing the Pyrenees at Bellegarde, he went to by the
or, in the latter case,
passage of Mont Cenis
Nismes, through Perpignan, Narbonne, Beziers, and if he arrived at Grenoble at the end of the four days,
Montpellier, as nearly as possible in the exact track of he would reach St. Jean de Maurienne in six days,
From Nismes he marched to and Susa in nine days more ; from Susa he marched
the great Roman road.
tHeRHbne, which he crossed at Roquemaure, and then upon Turin, and, after the capture of the city, he adwent up the river to Vienne, or possibly a little higher. vanced to Milan. The reasoning by which Napoleon
From thence, marching across the flat country of Dau- supports his hypothesis, is principally founded on what
" la raison de la
phiny in order to avoid the angle which the river makes the French call
guerre," that is, Hanat Lyons, he rejoined it at St. Genis d'Aouste.
He nibal did this because, as a military man, he ought t(
then crossed the Mont du Chat to Chambery, joined have done it
and, if we were discussing prospective
the Isere at Montureillan, ascended it as far as Scez, operations, there is no doubt that the opinion of so
crossed the Little St. Bernard, and descended upon great a general as Napoleon would be almost concluAosta and Ivrea by the banks of the Doria Baltea. sive ; but, in reasoning upon the past, the elements of
After halting for some time at Ivrea, he marched upon the discussion are as open to civil as to military wriTurin, which he took, and then prepared himself for ters, and the former are quite as capable of conducting
ulterior operations
the Romans
as the latter.
an
Napoleon has
xxii.,
;

;

;

;

—

:

:

;

;

against
{pref., p.
The Alpis Graia, or Little St. Bernard, forms,
should be remembered, the communication between
the valley of the Isere and that of Aosta.
It is situated a little to the south of Mont Blanc, and is the
most northerly of the passages of that division of the
In corrobora\lps which runs from north to south.

argument logically
been guilty of several inaccuracies in his statement,
and his argument is conducted in that decided manner
which bears down all opposition, and which supposes
He asserts
that whatever he says must be right.
that both Polybius and Livy state the anny to have
and he loses
arrived, in the first instance, at Turin,

tion of the theory which
assigns the Little St. Bernard
as the route of Hannibal,
may be cited a very able arti< le OD the
subject, which appeared in the

detailed narration of Polybius.
sight altogether of the

seq.).
it

The author upon whose work he is commenting adopts
which Napoleon
Edinburgh the passage of the Little St. Bernard,
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refuses to believe, because Hannibal must have been
early acquainted with the retreat of the Romans towards their fleet, and would not, in that case, have

marched

The

to the north

explanation of

all this

may

" La marche
be found in Napoleon's own words
d'Annibal depuis Collioure jusqu'a Turin a ete toute
il a
simple elle a 6t4 celle d'un voyageur
pris la
route la plus courte."
Hardly so, since the road by
Mont Genevre was shorter than that by Mont Cenis,
as he himself allows, a few pages before.
In a word,
if we had no historical details to
guide us. Napoleon
would probably be right
but as we profess to be
guided by those details, and as, from his omitting to
notice the greater part of them, he appears either to
have been igriorant of them, or to have been unable
to make them agree with his
hypothesis, we must
come to the conclusion, that what he says rests upon
no proof, and is to be merely considered as the opinion
of a great general upon an hypothetical case. ( Wick:

;

;

;

ham and Cramer, p. 188, seqq.)
Hanno (meaning in Punic ''mercifur'
a

commander

have taken place about 570 B.C. Gail, however,
it between 633 and 630 B.C.
{Geogr. Gr.

places

On

Carthage, Hanno deposited an account of his voyage in the temple of
Saturn.
A translation of this account from the Punic
into the Greek tongue, has come down to us ; and its
authenticity, attacked by Dodwell, has been defended
by Bougainville {Mem. Acad, des Inscr.. &c., vol. 26,
Gail also declares in its
26), Falconer, and others.
favour, though he admits that the narrative may, and
probably does, contain many wilful deviations from the
truth, in accordance with the jealous policy of the Carthaginians in misleading other nations by erroneous
statements. The title of the Greek work is as follows
vol. 1, p. 82.)

Min.,

his return to

:

"Avvwvof, Kap;(ij6oviiJv ^aaikiui;, U.epin7x)vg tuv
vnep Tag 'HpaKXrovg oTrj'kag Ai6vkC>v r^c yvC fi^p<JV,
" The
ov Kal uveOtikev iv tu tov Kpnvov refievei.
Voyage of Hanno. commander of the Carthaginians,
round the parts of Libya beyond the Pillars of Hercules, which he deposited in the temple of Saturn."

With

regard to the extent of coast actually explored

this expedition, some remarks have been offered in
another article {vid. Africa, col. 2, p. 80) ; it remains

by

but to give an English version of the Periplus itself.
" It was decreed
by the Carthaginians," begins the
" that Hanno should undertake a
be-

—

narrative,
voyage
yond the Pillars of Hercules, and found Libyplioenician
cities.
He sailed accordingly with sixty ships of fifty

oars each, and a body of men and women to the number of thirty thousand, and provisions and other necessaries.
When we had passed the Pillars on our voyage, and had sailed beyond them for two days, we

founded the

Below

first city,

which

we named Thymiaterium.

lay an extensive plain.
Proceeding thence
towards the west, we came to Soloeis, a
it

promontory

of Libya, a place thickly covered with trees, where we
erected a temple to Neptune ; and again proceeded for
the space of half a day towards the coast, until we arrived at a lake lying not far from the sea, and filled
with abundance of large reeds.
Here elephants, and
a great number of other wild beasts were
feeding.
Having passed the lake about a day's sail, we founded
cities near the sea, called Cariconticos, and Gytte, and

Acra, and Melitta, and Arambys.

among whom we continued some time on

friendly terms.

Beyond the

Lixitae dwell the inhospicountry intersect-

jable Ethiopians, vi'ho pasture a wild

ed by large mountains, from which they say the river
Jiixus flows.
In the neighbourhood of the mountains
'ived

the Troglodytae,

574

men

We

judged from our voyage that this place lay in a direct line with Carthage ; for the length of our voyage
from Carthage to the Pillars was equal to that from

W^e then came to a lake, which
sailing up a large river called Chretes.
This lake had three islands, larger than Cerne from
which, proceeding a day's sail, we came to the extremthe Pillars to Cerne.

we reached by

;

of the lake, that was overhung by large mountains, inhabited by savage men, clothed in skins of wild
ity

beasts, who drove us away by throwing stones, and
hindered us from landing.
Sailing thence, we came to
another river, that was large and broad, and full of
crocodiles and river horses whence returning back we
came again to Cerne. Thence we sailed towards the
south twelve days, coasting the shore, the whole of
which is inhabited by Ethiopians, who would not wait
Their language was
our approach, but fled from us.
not intelligible even to the Lixitae who were with us.

Towards

the last day

we approached some large mountwood of which was sweet-

ains covered with trees, the

scented and variegated. Having sailed by these mounttwo days, we came to an immense opening of
the sea on each side of which, towards the continent,
was a plain from which we saw by night fire arising

ains for

;

;

at intervals in all directions, either more or less.
ing taken in water there, we sailed forward five

of various appearances,

Hav-

days
near the land, until we came to a large bay, which our
interpreters informed us was called the Western Horn.

was

and in the island a salt-water
another island, where, when we had
landed, we could discover nothing in the daytime except trees ; but in the night we saw many fires burning, and heard the sound of pipes, cymbals, drums, and
were then afraid, and our diconfused shouts.
viners ordered us to abandon the island.
Sailing
quickly away thence, we passed a country burning with
fires and perfumes, and streams of fire supplied from
The country was impassable on
it fell into the sea.
sailed quickly thence, b^ing
account of the heat.
In this
lake,

and

a large island,
this

in

We

We

and passing on for four days, we discovered at night a country full of fire. In the middle was
a lofty fire, larger than the rest, which seemed to touch
When day came, we discovered it to, be
the stars.
On the
a large hill called the Chariot of the Gods.

murh

terrified

;

day after our departure thence, having sailed by
fire, we arrived at a bay called the
at the bottom of which lay an island
Southern Horn
like the former, having a lake, and in this lake another
third

those streams of
;

of savage people, the greater part of whom
were women, whose bodies were hairy, and whom our
Though we pursued the
interpreters called Gorillae.
men, we could not seize any of them ; but all fled
island, full

from us, escaping over the precipices, and defending
Three women were however
themselves with stones.
but they attacked their conductors with their
taken
teeth and hands, and could not be prevailed upon to
;

accompany

us.

Having

killed

them,

we

flayed them,

We

did
their skins with us to Carthage.
not sail farther on, our provisions having failed us."

and brought

The streams

of

fire

alluded to by

Thence we came jectured

to the great river Lixus, which flows from Libya. On
banks the Lixitae, a shepherd tribe, were feeding

its

flocks,

the Lixitae described as swifter in running than
Having procured interpreters from them, we
coasted along a desert country towards the south two
Thence
we proceeded towards the east the
days.
course of a day.
Here we found, in a recess'of a certain bay, a small island, containing a circle of five stadia, where we settled a colony, and called it Cerne.
horses.

;

or ^^ mild'*),
sent by the Carthaginians on a voyage
of colonization and discovery along the Atlantic coast
of Africa.
This expedition is generally supposed to
I.

whom

Hanno

—

are con-

to have been nothing more than the burning
of the dry herbage ; a practice which takes place,
more or less, in every country situated in the warm
Its taclimates, and where vegetation is also rank.
king the appearance of a river of fire, running into the
sea, is accounted for from the more abundant herbage
of the valleys or ravines
which, as Bruce observes,
are shaded by their depth, and remain green the longest.
Consequently, being the last burned, the fir*
;

HAR

AR

H

will, at that period, be confined to the hollow parts of
the country only
and, when fired from above, will
have the appearance of rivers of fire running towards
of the hairy women presents
The
adventure
the sea.
much less difficulty than did the others ; since it is
well known that a species of ape or baboon, agreeing
;

description with those of Hanno, is found in the
quarter referred to, which appears to have been near
Sierra Leone. Nor did the interpreters call them women, but gorillcB : meaning no doubt to describe apes,
in

and not human creatures possessing the gift of speech.
{RenneU, Geogr. of Herodotus, p. 720, scqq.) II. A

—

Carthaginian commander, who aspired to the soverHis design was discovered,
eignty in his native city.
and he thereupon retired to a fortress, with 20,000
armed slaves, but was taken and put to death, with his
son and all his relations.
III. A
{Justin, 21, 4.)
commander of the Carthaginian forces in Sicily along
with Bomilcar (B.C. 310). He was defeated by Agathocles, although he had 45,000 men under his orders,
and his opponent only about 14,000.
(Justin, 22, 6.)
IV. A Carthaginian commander, defeated by the
Romans near the iEgades Insulae(B.C. 242). On his
return home he was put to death.
V. A leader of the

—

—

—

faction at Carthage, opposed to the Barca family. He
voted for surrendering Hannibal to the foe, after the

ruin of
that

Saguntum, and

commander

— Id

also for refusing succours to
{Liv , 21,

after the battle of Cannae.

—

A

VI.
23, 12.)
,
Carthaginian, who, wishing
to pass for a god, trained up some birds, who were
" Hanno is a
taught by him to repeat the words,
3.

He

god."

only succeeded in rendering himself ridiculous.

(JB/«an, Var. Hist., 15, 32.)

which, in time of peace, they could assemble under

arms without exciting suspicion. It was agreed that
Harmodius and Aristogiton should give the signal by
stabbing Hippiaa, while their friends kept off his guards,
and that they should trust to the general disposition in
favour of liberty for the farther success of their under-

When the day came, the conspirators armed
themselves with daggers, which they concealed in the
myrtle-boughs that were carried on this occasion. But
while Hippias, surrounded by his guards, was in the
suburb called the Ceramicus, directing the order of the
processioti, one of the conspirators was observed to go
up to him, for he was easy of access to all, and to enThe two
ter into familiar conversation with him.
friends, on seeing this, concluded that they were betrayed, and that they had no hope left but of revenge.
They instantly rushed into the city, and, meeting Hipparchus, killed him before his guards could come up
to his assistance.
They however arrived in time to
avenge his death on Harmodius Aristogiton escaped
for the moment through the crowd, but was afterward
taking.

:

When the news was brought to Hippias, instead of proceeding to the scene of his brother's murder, he advanced with a composed countenance towards
the armed procession, which was yet ignorant of the
event, and, as if he had some grave discourse to address to them, desired them to lay aside their weapons,
and meet him at an appointed place. He then ordered
his guards to seize the arms, and to search every one
taken.

which he might have concealed upon his perwho were found with daggers were arrested,
together with those whom, on any other grounds, he
for those

son.

All

suspected of disaffection.

The

fate

of Aristogiton

Harmodius, an Athenian, who, together with Aris- may be easily imagined he was put to death, accordtogiton, became the cause of the overthrow of the ing to some authors, after torture had been applied, to
Pisistratidae.
The names of Harmodius and Aristo- wring from him the names of his accomplices. It is
:

giton have been immortalized by the ignorant or prejudiced gratitude of the Athenians
in any other histhey would perhaps haVe been consigned to ob:

and
ktory
themes of
livion,

would certainly never have become the

panegyric.
Aristogiton was a citizen of the
middle rank Harmodius a youth distinguished by the
comeliness of his person.
They were both sprung
from a house supposed to have been of Phoenician origin, were perhaps remotely allied to one another by
blood, and were united by ties of the closest intimacy.
The youth had received an outrage from Hipparchus,
which, in a better state of society, would have been
deemed the grossest that could have been offered him
it roused, however, not so much the resentment as the
fears of his friend, lest Hipparchus should abuse his
But Hippower, to repeat and aggravate the insult.
parchus, whose pride had been wounded by the conduct of Harmodius, contented himself with a less direct mode of revenge
an affront aimed not at his person, but at the honour of his family.
By his orders,
;

•

:

;

Harmodius was invited to take part in a
procession, as bearer of one of the sacred vessels.
When, however, she presented herself in her festal
dress, she was publicly rejected, and dismissed as unthe sister of

This insult stung Harmodius
worthy of the honour.
to the quick, and kindled the
indignation of Aristogi-

They resolved not only to wash it out with the
blood of the offender, but to
engage in the desperate
ton.

enterprise, which had already
ent motives to the

been suggested by

differ-

thoughts of Aristogiton, of overthrowing the ruling dynasty.
They communicated
their plan to a few friends, who
promised their assistance but they hoped that, as soon as the first blow
should be struck, they would be
joined by numbers,
who would joyfully seize the opportunity of
recovering
;

The conspirators fixed on the festival
of the Panathenaea as the most convenient season for
their freedom.

effecting their purpose.

This

festival

was celebrated

with a procession, in which the citizens marched anned
with spears and shields, and was the
only occasion on

said that he avenged himself by accusing the truest
friends of Hippias, and that a girl of low condition,

Lessna, whose only crime was to have been the
object of his affection, underwent the like treatment.
She was afterward celebrated for the constancy with
which she endured the most cruel torments. {Herod.,

named

—
5,

55.— Id.,

7,

123.—Thucyd.,

— After

1,

1H).—Schol.,adloe.

the expulsion of Hippias,
the fortunate tyrannicides received almost heroic honours.
Statues were erected to them at the public exId., 6, 54, seqq.)

pense.

Their names never ceased to be repeated with

affectionate admiration in the convivial songs of Athens,
which assigned them a place in the islands of the

Blessed, by the side of Achilles and Tydides {Athencnis, 15, p. 695) ; and when an orator wished to suggest the idea of the highest merit and of the noblest
services to the cause of liberty, he never failed to re-

mind

his hearers of

Harmodius and Aristogiton.

No

Plutarch has
preserved a smart reply of Antipho, the orator, to DioThe latter had put the
nysius the elder, of Syracuse.
"
That,"
question, which was the finest kind of brass 1
" of which the statues of Harmodius
replied Antipho,
and Aristogiton were made." He lost his life in conIt is prob{Plut., Vit. X., Oral., p. 833.)
sequence.
able enough, that much of this enthusiasm was spurious and artificial, as well as misplaced. {ThirhcalP*
slave

was ever

Greece, vol. 2,

called by their

p.

names.

67, seqq.)

Harmonia, a daughter of Mars and Venus, who
The gemarried Cadmus.
{Hesiod, Theog., 937.)
all the appearance
nealogy of Harmonia has evidently
Strife (i. c., atof a physical myth
for, from Love and
traction and repulsion) arises the order or harmony of
;

the universe.
2,

{Plut., de Is. et Os.,
Kret. Col., p. 40.)

6.— Wclcker,

Harpagos, a general of Cyrus.

A8.—Ansl,

He

Pol.,

revolted from

him, without hi*
cruelly caused
of his son, because he had
knowing it, to eat the flesh
to death the infant
disobeyed his orders in not putting
remarks under the article Cyrus.)

Astyages,

Cyrus.

who had

{Vid.

57&

HAR

HAR
an early and favoured friend of Alex-

work.
Harpocration composed also another v^'ork, en**
left at Babylon as satitled
A collection of flowers," or Anthology, 'Avdjja
of
The latest
more
considerand
treasurer
fjuv Gvvayuyrj, which has not reached us.
trap of the province,
able portion of the empire, he abused his trust so gross- edition of the Lexicon is that published at Leipsic in
he was compelled to flee 1824, 2 vols. 8vo, by an anonymous editor. Many
ly, that, on the king's return,

Harpalus,

I.

ander the Great.

Having been

He vi^as accompanied by
through fear of punishment.
thousand soldiers, and with these he landed in Laconia, in the hope, it may be supposed, of engaging
the Lacedaemonians to renew their opposition to Alexander.
Failing there of support, he left his army
and went to Athens as a suppliant, but carrying with
him money to a large amount. His cause was taken
up by many eminent orators hostile to Alexander and
Demosthenes himself, who had at first held back, was
six

;

It failed, however
the
prevailed upon to espouse it.
Athenians adhered to the existing treaties and Harpalus, being obliged to quit Athens, carried his troops
It
into Crete, where he perished by assassination.
was said that his gold had been largely distributed
among his Athenian supporters, and a prosecution was
instituted against Demosthenes and his associates, as
They
having been bribed to miscounsel the people.
were convicted before the Areopagus ; and Demos;

;

thenes, being fined

53,000

—

dollars),

in the

sum

of

50

withdrew to ^gina.

—

talents

{Vid.

(about

Demos-

places in Harpocration are corrected by Toup (Emendaiiones in Smdani, etc., vol. 4, ed. Burgess), and by
Friedemann und
Schleusner (Observ. in Harp. Lex.
Seebode's Miscell. Crit., vol. 2, pt. 4, p. 744, seqq.).

—

HARpyi.<E, winged monsters, who had female faces,
and the bodies, wings, and claws of birds.
They
were three in number, Aello, Ocypete, and Celceno,
They were sent by
daughters of Neptune and Terra.
Juno to plunder the tables of Phineus, whence they
were driven to the islands called Strophadcs by Zethes
and Calais. (Vid. Phineus )
They emitted a noisome stench, and polluted whatever they touched. Virintroduces them into the /Eneid, as plundering the
^neas and his companions, when that hero
and makes Celaeno, one
touched at the Strophades
of their number, predict to the Trojan leader the calamities that await him.
The
(-^n., 3, 210, seqq.)
Harpies are nothing more, in fact, than personifications
of the storm-winds, and they appear clearly as such in
the poems of Homer and Hesiod.
The former says

gil

table of

;

—

Diod. Sic, 17, 108, seqq.)
II. An astronoHe
of Greece, who flourished about 400 B.C.
This alteration,
corrected the cycle of Cleostratus.
from a revolution of eight to one of nine years, was,
in the fourth year of the eighty-second Olympiad, again
improved by Meton, who increased the cycle to a period of nineteen years.
L'Art de
(Vid. Meton.

the latter says
nothing of their shape or parentage
that they were sisters of Iris, daughters of Thaumas
and Electra, swift as birds or as the blasts of wind.
{Tneog., 267.) Their names, according to him, are
Aello and Ocypete.
Homer says, that Xanthus and

verifier les Dales, vol. 3, p.

gives Celaeno as the name of the third of these monTo the vivid imagination of the Greeks, the
sters.
terrors of the storm were intimately associated with
the idea of powerful and active demons directing its
blasts.
Hence the names bestowed on these fabulous
creations.
Thus we have the Harpies or " Snatchers,^'

thenes.

mer

—

133.)

Harpalyck, the daughter of Harpalycus, king of
Her mother died when she was but a child,
Thrace.
and her father fed her with the milk of cows and mares,
and inured her
his successor

to martial exercises, intending her for
the kingdom.
her father's

in

When

;

Balius, the steeds of Achilles, were the offspring of
Zephyrus by the harpy Podarge {Svrift-foot). Virgil

—

kingdom was invaded by Neoptolemus, the son of from dpTrdl^u, in allusion to the storm-winds seizing a
so also
Achilles, she repelled and defeated the enemy with vessel and hurrying it away from its course
"
man^y courage. The death of her father, which hap- the individual appellations of the three, Aello, a tempen vtJ in a sedition, rendered her disconsolate; she pest ;" Ocypete, "swift-flyer;" and Celceno, ''gloom."
fled Vhe society of mankind, and lived in the forests The mixed form commonly assigned them was the adEvery attempt to secure dition of a later age. (On the subject of the Harpies,
upo^ plunder and rapine.
her \ vjved fruitless, till her great swiftness was over- compare Salmas., aA dedic. Stat. Regill., p. 96, 241.
comv by intercepting her with a net. After her death
Spanheim, de usu et prces., num. 1, p. 260, seqq.
:

—

the p» iple of the country disputed their respective right
to thfc possessions she had acquired by rapine, and
games were subsequently instituted as an expiation
for her death.
{Hygin., fab., \%2.—Virg., JEn., 1,
321.)
Harpocratks, an Egyptian divinity, represented as
holding one finger on the lips, and thence commonly
denominated the God of Silence. The name Harpocrates is said to designate the infant Horus, and to
mean " Horus with soft or delicate feet" {Har-phon-

The god who
Har-phoch-rat, Har-pokrat).
bore this appellation was confounded, at a later period
probably, with another earlier and superior deity,
Phtah-Sokari, the infant Phtah, equally surnamed Pokrat.
(Compare Jablonski, Panth., 1, p. 245, seqq.
Cretizsr^s Symbolik, par Gutgniaut, vol. 1, pt. 2, p.
808.) Porphyry {de antro Nymph.) informs us, that
the Egyptians worshipped, under the symbol of silence,
the source of all things, and that hence came the mysterious statue of Harpocrates, with the finger on the
mouth. {Plut., de Is. et Os., p. 378.
Constant, de
krates,

—

—

Harpocration, Valerius, a grammarian of Alexandrea, supposed by some to be the same with the one
while others take
that 'nstructed L. Verus in Greek
him io be identical with the Harpocration of whom
mention is made in a letter of Libanius to Aristaenetus.
He was the author of a Lexicon, derived principally
;

from the ten Attic orators, and entitled, on that acIt is a
count, Ae^iKov Tuv 6eKa f)7]r6p(ov.
very useful

17.

—
— Creuzer,

Comment. Herodot.,p. 346, seqq. ) M. Le Clerc has a curious though

unfounded theory respecting the Harpies.

He

supposes them to have been a swarm of locusts,
which, after they had laid waste Bithynia and Paphlagonia, produced a famine there.
According to him, the
word arba, of which he maintains that of harpy is formnorth
wind rid the counand
as
the
ed, signifies a locust ;
as far as the Ionian
try of them, having driven them
Sea, where they perished, it was fabled that the sons
of Boreas had put them to flight.
Among many other
objections to this explanation, it may suffice to urge
but one here, namely, that the scene of the adventure
of King Phineus is placed by the poets in Thrace,
never in Asia.
(FiVi. Argonautae.)
Haruspices, called also Extispices, a class of
priests at Rome, who examined the victims and their
entrails (exfa), and thence derived omens respecting
the future.
They divined also from the flame, smoke,
If
and other circumstances attending the sacrifice.
the victim

came

to the altar without resistance, stood

by one stroke, bled freely, &c., these
If, on the other hand, the
signs.
victim struggled, or broke away from those who were
if any part of the entrails were wantleading it
fell from the hand of the
officiating
ing, or if they
double ; if no heart appeared,
priest ; if the liver were
It will easily
&c., all these were ominous of evil.
be perceived from this how wide a door was left for
and hence probably one reason why the
imposition
there quietly,

la Religion, vol. 3, p. 78.)

676

Huschke, de VasculoLocns,invento,p.

fell

were favourable
;

;

HAS

HEB

haruspices were not esteemed so honourable as the
When Julius Caesar admitted one of them,
augurs.
as an
Ruspina, into the senate, Cicero represents it

Their art was called Hamsindignity to that order.
and was derived
picma, or Haruspicum disciplina,
from Etruria, whence haruspices were often sent for to

Rome

They
during the earlier periods of her history.
sometimes also came from the East thus we have in
" Armenius vcl
Juvenal,
Commagenus haruspex'^ (6,
The college of the haruspices was instituted
549).
Of
3y Komulus, according to the popular belief.
what number it consisted is uncertain. The ordinary
derivation of the terms haruspices and extispices makes
" an
the former come from ara,
altar," and specio,
" to examine" or " observe
;" and the latter from exta,
:

—

**
the entrails" of the victim, and specio.
Donatus,
however {ad Terent., Phorm., 4, 28), gives a different
etymology for Harmpex, namely, from haruga (the
name of hostia, a victim) and specio. That the name

son of Giscon, who commanded the forces of his coun«
try in Spain during the time of Hannibal.
Being seconded by Syphax, he afterward carried on the war
against the Romans in Africa, but was defeated by
He died B.C. 206. (Liv., 24, 41.— W., 29,
Scipio.
35.
VII. A Carthaginian, surnamed
Id., 30, 5.)
" Kid"
(Lot. Hoedus), an opponent of the Barca faction.
He advised his countrymen to mal^ peace with
the Romans, and censured the ironical laugh of Han-

—

Tuscan by netmfif

trutnft phruntac.

vol. 2, p. 13, in notis.)

Alg. Lit. Zeil., 1824

(vol. 3,

{Miiller,

condemns the

name haruswhich he makes equiva-

derivation from haruga, and deduces the

pex from a Tuscan word here,
lent to Isacra, or the

Greek term

lepo^.

arespex and arrespex also occur.
Creuzer, Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol.

tions,

seqq.)

Hasdrubal (meaning

in

In inscrip-

(Compare
2, p.

467,

Punic " (whose) help

(is)

a Carthaginian general, son of Mago, who
succeeded to the titles and glory of his father. It was
under his conduct that the Carthaginians carried the

Baal'^),

A

which he kept constantly harassing the besiegers. Being compelled at last to take refuge with his forces
within the city, he took command of the place, and

A critic in the Halle

p. 45),

—VIII.

Carthaginian general, who, during the siege of Carthage by the Romans, commanded an army of 20,000 men without the walls, with
concluded.

not an Etrurian one, appears very evidently
from the Inscriptio Bilinguis, found at Pisaurum, in
which the words haruspex fulguriator are rendered

Etrusker,

peace was

nibal in the Carthaginian senate, after the

itself is

into

—

I.

long time bravely withstood the attacks of the
After the capture of the city, he retired
with the Roman deserters, who had no quarters to exof iEsculapius in the citadel, repect, into the temple
solved to bury himself under its ruins, taking with him,
At
at the same time, his wife and two young sons.
for a

Romans.

length, however, having secretly left the temple, he
threw himself at the feet of Scipio, and supplicated for

Scipio granted his request, and showed him as
These
a suppliant to the deserters in the temple.
desperate men, after venting against him a torrent of
reproaches, set fire to the temple, and perished amid
His wife, when the fire was kindling, disthe flames.
played herself on the walls of the building in the richest attire she was at the moment able to assume, and,

life.

having upbraided her husband for his cowardice, slew
her two sons, and threw herself, with them, into the
(Appian, Bell. Pun., 131.)
burning pile.

Hebe, the goddess of Youth ('H677), a daughter of
war into Sardinia. He received a wound in that island Jupiter and Juno. Her parentage is not mentioned
which caused his death, B.C. 420. (Justin, 19, 1.) in the Iliad. Ovid calls her the step-daughter of JuII. Son of the preceding, made war upon the Nuin allusion to the fable which made Juno 10 have
piter,

—

midians, and freed Carthage from the tribute she had conceived her after eating of lettuce.
(Ov., Met.,^,
been compelled to pay for being permitted to establish 416.) In Olympus she appears as a kind of maid-serIII. vant
herself on the coast of Africa.
she hands round the nectar at the banquets of
(Justin, 19, 2.)
A son of Hanno, sent into Sicily at the head of a pow- the gods (II., 4, 2. Heyne, ad loc.) she makes ready
He was defeated the chariot of Juno (II., i, 722), and she bathes and
erful army to oppose the Romans.
by Metellus, the Ro.man proconsul, B.C. 251. Has- dresses Mars, when his wound has been cured. (E.,
but
was
to death 5, 905.)
to
condemned
fled
drubal
This last, however, was not a servile office,
Lilyboeum,
IV. Son-in- since the daughter of Nestor renders it 10 Telemachus.
(Id. ibid.)
by his countrymen at home.
law of Hamilcar, distinguished himself under the or- (Od., 3, 464.) When Hercules was translated to the
On the skies, Hebe was given to him in marriage a beautiful
ders of that general in the war with Numidia.
the death of his father-in-law he was appointed com- fiction, by which the venerated sun-god was united to
mander, and carried on military operations in Spain immortal youth. According to the vulgar fable, Hebe
He reduced the greater part of was dismissed from her office of cup-bearer in the
during eight years.
this country, and governed it with wisdom and pru- skies, and
superseded by Ganyraedes, because she had
He founded Carthago Nova (Carthagena). fallen in an awkward and unbecoming manner while
dence.
The Romans, wishing to put a stop to his successes, handing around, on one occasion, the nectar to the
made a treaty with Carthage, by which the latter bound gods. Homer, however, merely says that Ganymedes
Has- was carried oflfby the gods to be their cup-bearer (iZ.,
herself not to carry her arms beyond the Iberus.
drubal faithfully observed the terms of this compact. 20, 234), while in another part (4, 2) he represents
He was slain, B.C. 220, by a slave whose master he Hebe as still ministering to the gods. At Phlius, in
had put to death.
(Liv., 21, 2.—Polyb., 2, 1.— M, the Peloponnesus, a goddess was worshipped, whom
3, 12.— Id., 2, 13.— Id., 10, 10.)— V. Son of Hamilthe ancient Phliasians, according to Pausanias, call
from
car, brought
Spain large reinforcements for his Ganymede (Tavvfifjdr)), but in his time she was named

—

—

;

;

—

;

He crossed the barrier of the Alps,
brother Hannibal.
and arrived in Italy, but the consuls Livius Salinalor
and Claudius Nero, having intercepted the letters which
he had written to Hannibal, apprizing him of his arrival,
attacked him near the river Metaurus, and gave him a

Hebe. (Pausan., 2, 13.) Strabo says, that Hebe
was worshipped at Phlius and Sicyon under the name
of Dia.

In the arts,

Hebe

is

re'presented

with the

which she presents the nectar, under the figure
of a charming young girl, her dress adorned with roses,
Hasdrubal fell in the and wearing a wreath of flowers. An eagle often
complete defeat, B.C. 208.
The Romans lost stands by her, as at the side of Ganymedes, which she
battle, with 56,000 of his troops.
about 8000 men, and made 5400 prisoners.
The head is caressing. (Kcightley's Mythology, p. 1 1 1 .--Midof Hasdrubal was severed from his body, and was Icr, ArchcBol. der Kunst,
p. 625.)
one of the
thrown a few days after into the camp of Hannibal.
Hebros, a large river of Thrace, and
Before attempting to enter Italy by land, Hasdrubal at- most considerable in Europe.
It rises in the centraK
tempted to cross the sea from Spain, but was defeat- chain that separates the plains of Thrace from the
ed by the Roman governor of Sardinia.
(Liv., 21, 23. great valley of the Danube. Thucydides says (2, 96),
-Po/y6., 11, 1.) VI. A Carthaginian commander, that it takes its source in Mount Scoraius, and Pli».
cup

in

—

4

D
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HEC

HECAT.EUS.

Mount Rhodope.

After receiving several
^Egean, near the city
of ^nus. An estuary, which it forms at its mouth,
was known to Herodotus by the name of Stentoris
(4, 11) in

tributary streams,

it falls

Paius (SrfiTopitJof
4, 11).

into the

Aifivrj

The Hebrus

is

—

now

7,

— Compare

58.

Flin.,

called the Maritza.

Dr.

Clarke found the Maritza a broad and muddy stream,
much swollei#by rains. {Travels, vol. 8, p. 94, London ed.) Plutarch (rf^ Fluv.) states, that this river
once bore the name of Rhombus and there grew upon
;

banks, perhaps the identical plant now constituting
a principal part of the commerce of the country ; being then used, as it is now, for its intoxicating qualities.
It is, moreover, related of the Hebrus
by Pliny
and Belon has
(33, 4), that its sands were auriferous
confirmed this observation, by stating that the inhabitants annually collected the sand for the gold it conits

;

tained.

{Observat.

en Greet,

p.

Fans, 1555.)

63,

tagoras, or that Suidas has, by mistake, said of the
Milesian Hecatasus what was true of another Hecataeus, a native of Teos.
Vossius, from misunderstanding a passage in Diogenes, erroneously conceives oui
Hecataeus to have been a scholar of Heraclitus.
{De
As regards the assertion of
Hist. Grac, p. 439.)
Suidas, alluded to above, that Hecataeus was the first

prose- writer,

it

may be remarked,

that the

lexicog-

not altogether consistent on this point.
He
asserts, in another place, that, in the opinion of some
Cadmus
was
the
first that wrote in Greek
persons,
Under the word ^epenvdriq, he divides the honprose.
our of being the first prose-writer between Cadmus
is

rapher

and Pherecydes.
Pliny
first who wrote in prose

(2, 59,)

makes Cadmus

the

but in another passage (7,
" Prosam orationem con-

;

56) we find the following :
dere Pherecydes Syrius instituit, Cyri regis cp.tale ;
historiam Cadmus Milesius.^^
Cadmus, after all, appears best entitled to the honour of having been the
But to return to Heearliest Grecian prose-writer.

According to the ancient mythologists, after Orpheus
had been torn in pieces by the Thracian Bacchantes,
his head and lyre were cast into the Hebrus, and, being cataeus
the references to his works are numerous,
carried down that river to the sea, were borne by the and show that he was a very voluminous writer. Suiwaves to Methymna, in the island of Lesbos. The das tells us that he wrote a history Strabo (17) menMethymneans buried the head of the unfortunate bard, tions it. It is also referred to by Stephanus under
and suspended the lyre in the temple of Apollo. (Ovid, the words Aivrj and ^d2,avva, and by the scholiast on
Hecataeus also wrote
Met., 11, bb.—Philarg. ad Vtrg., Georg., 4, 523.— Apollonius Rhodius (1, 551).
Eustaih. in Dionys., v. 536.
several books, the
it contained
Hygin., Astron. Poet., a genealogical work
Servius
first
are
mentioned
that
the
head
was
at
and
second
of
which
one
time
2, 7.)
adds,
by Stephacarried to the bank of the river, and that a serpent nus {s. V. MeAm.
s. v. Xadiana) ;
s. v.
'AfKpavai.
the
the
to
but
was
second
v.
devour
into
it,
thereupon sought
by Harpocration (s.
dde?i^t^eiv)
changed

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

stone,
Dr. Clarke thinks,
{ad Virg., Georg, I. c.)
that this part of the old legend may have
originated in

third

an appearance presented by one of those extraneous
fossils called Serpent-stones or Ammonita, found near
this river.
At
{Travels, vol. 8, p. 100, Land, ed.)
the junction of the Hebrus with the Tonsus and Ardiscus, Orestes is said to have purified himself from
his mother's blood.
(FR Orestias.)
Hecalesia, a festival at Athens, in honour of Jupiter Hecalesiuo. It was instituted by Theseus, in commemoration of the kindness of Hecale towards him,
when he was going on his enterprise against the Macedonian bull.
This Hecale was an aged female, according to the common account, while others referred
the name to one of the borough towns of the Leon-

testimony of Strabo, that Hecataeus was one of the
earliest writers on geographical subjects.
Agathemerus (p. 2, ed. Huds.) says, that Hecataeus corrected a
map of the world which had been delineated by Anaximander.
Ammianus Marcellinus alSo (22, 8) menlions him as a writer on geographical subjects.
{Mus.

tian tribe in Attica.

{Steph Byz.,

s. v.

— Plut.,

Thes.—Castellanus, de Fest. Grac, p. 108.)
Hecate Fanu.m, a celebrated temple sacred
ate,

to

Vit.

Hec-

near Stratonicea in Caria.

{Straho, 060.)
a native of Miletus.
learn from

We

Hecat.(Eus, I.
Suidas, s. v. 'E/carofof, that his father's name was
Hegesander; that he flourished about the sixty-fifth
Olympiad, during the reign of Darius, who succeeded
Cambyses ; that he was a scholar of Protagoras, and
the first who composed a history in prose and that
Herodotus was much indebted to his writings. Under
the word 'EAAavixoc, Suidas says that Hecatseus flourished during the Persian wars.
This account is in
part confirmed by Herodotus, who tells us that, when
the
revolt of the Ionian cities
Aristagoras planned
;

from Darius

(5, 36),

Hecataeus, in the

first

instance,

nus

by Athenaaus

(*.

V.

'M.vyiaoc.

Crit.,

vol.

which

we

1,

find

p.

—

(2, p.
*.

;

We

Whether the treatises
88, seqq.)
in various writers, under the ti-

quoted

tles of EvpcjTTTjg Ttepiodog,
TcepLTiyrjaL^,

the fourth by Stephahave the
TpefiLT^r]).

148)
v.

AlyvKTov

'kaiaq

TrepiTiyTjaLg,

TTepirjyrjai^, At6v7]c

were

distinct works,

or parts of his larger geographical work, cannot now
be ascertained.
The remark of Suidas has already
been cited at the commencement of this article, that

Herodotus was much indebted

to the writings of

He-

catasus, and it has been supposed that the very particular account which the latter gave, in his work on
Egypt, of the history of Thebes, was the reason that

Herodotus says comparatively so

little

on

this interest-

ing topic. {Creu^er, Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 240.) Dionysius of Halicarnassus praises the simplicity and clearThe
ness which distinguished the style of Hecataeus,
fragments of this writer that have reached our times

were collected by Creuzer, and published in his Historicorum Gracorum Antiquiss. Fragmenta, 8vo, HciA separate edition of them, to which is
delh., 1806.
appended the Periplus of Scylax, was given in 1831,
8vo, by Klausen, from the Berlin press.
{Hoffmann,
native of AbLex. Bihliogr., vol. 2, p. 334.)— II.
into Asia.
the
Great
dera, who accompanied Alexander
He was a disciple of Pyrrho, the head of the Sceptic
school.
He wrote a work on the Antiquities of the
Jews, cited, under the title Tlepl 'lovSaiuv l3c62,iov, by
Origen {Contra Cels., 1, p. 13), and under that of

A

and afterward (5, 125),
condemned the enterprise
when the unfortunate events of the war had demonstrated the wisdom of his former opinion, he recommended Aristagoras, in case he found himself under
the necessity of quitting Ionia, to fortify some strong 'lovSaiuv laropia by Eusebius.
;

of Leros, and there to remain
position in the island
quiet until a favourable opportunity occurred of reoclearn also from Herodotus (2,
cupying Miletus.

We

143), that Hecataeus had visited Egypt
According
to Diogenes Laertius, Protagoras flourished in the

consequently Hecataeus could
eighty-fourth Olympiad
The
not have been his scholar, as Suidas supposes.
Ahh6 Sevin {Mem. de iAcad. des Inscr., vol. 6, p.
;

on
472) has two conjectures hould

578

this point

;

he suggests

{Prcep. Ev., lib. 3, p.
It is from this work that Photins
239, ed.
Steph.)
has preserved for us an interesting extract, with which,
Clemens
however, he credits Hecataeus of Miletus.
Alexandrinus {Strom., 5, p. 717, cd. Potter) speaks
of a work of Hecataeus's on Abraham and Egypt,
which is probably the same with the one just mentioned.
Scaligcr {Epist. 115), Eichhorn {Bill, dcr Biblischen.

R

Lit.,\Q\. 5, pt. 3, p. 431), and others,
that this work or these works, of which

have thought
Josephus and

Photius (after Diodoru?) have preserved an extract,

HEC

H EC

must be referred to the Hellenistic Jews, as a fabricaiion of theirs.
Sainte-Croix, on the other hand,
undertakes to support their authenticity.
(Examcn
It apdes Historiens dAlexandrc-le- Grand, p. 658.)
wrote
of
Abdera
Hecataeus
that
however,
actually
pears,
a work on Egypt, for Diodorus Siculus (1, 47) and

hence were connected with her all those accessary
ideas which are grouped around that of the moon: she
is the
goddess that troubles the reason of men, the
goddess that presides over nocturnal ceremonies, and,
consequently, over magic ; hence her identity with
Diana for the Grecian mythology, with Isis for the
and hence also all her cosmogonical attriEgyptian
butes, assigned to Isis in Egypt.
^Constant, de la

—

ed.
Plutarch (De Is. et O*., p. 143, cd. Wyttcnb.
The fragments
Reiske, vol. 7, p. 392) both cite it.
of Hecatajus of Abdera were published by Zorn, Altona, 1730, 8vo, and are given in part also by Creuzer,

—

in his Hist. Grcec. Antiquiss.

Fragm., p. 28, seqq.
native of Teos, supposed to have flourished
about the ninetieth Olympiad.
Compare the remarks
IV.
of Creuzer, {Hist. Or. Ant. Fragm., p. 6, seqq.)
" On
wrote
who
native of Eretria,
Tlepi Nocttuv,
the wanderings of the Grecian chieftains returning from
He is mentioned also by Plutarch among the
III.

A

—

A

Troy."»

historians of Alexander.

{SchoU, Hist. Litt. Gr.,

vol.

name of a goddess in
Theogony of Hesiod

the

4, p. 133.)

Hecate

{'Ekuttj), the

Grecian mythology.

In the

(v.

411), this deity is made the daughter of Perses and
Asteria.
Bacchylides speaks of her as the daughter
of Night, while Musaeus gave her Jupiter as a sire in
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rh., 3, 467.)
place of Perses.
Others again made her the offspring of the Olympian
king by Pheraea, the daughter of -^olus {Tzetz., ad
Lye, 1180), or by Ceres {Schol. ad Theocrit., 2, 12).
According to Pherecydes, her sire was Arislsus.
{Schol.

ad Apoll. Rh.y

I.

It is said in the

c.)

Theog-

Hecate was highly honoured by
her to exercise extensive power
Jupiter,
over land and sea, and to share in all the honours enShe rejoyed by the children of Heaven and Earth.
wards sacrifice and prayer to her with prosperity.
She presides over the deliberations of the popular assembly, over war, and the administration of justice.
She gives success in wrestling and horse-racing. The
fisherman prays to her and Neptune ; the herdsman to
her and Hermes ; for she can increase and diminish
at her will.
Though an only child (in contrast to
Apollo and Diana, who have similar power), she is honoured with all power among the immortals, and is, by
the appointment af Jupiter, the rearer of children,
whom she has brought to see the light of day. This
passage, however, is plainly an interpolation in the
Theogony, with which it is not in harmony. It has
all the appearance of being an Orphic composition,
and is, perhaps, the work of the notorious forger Onomacritus.
Thiersch, iiber Hesio{Gottling, ad lac.
ony (412,

seqq.), that

who allowed

—

—

dus,

p.

24.

—Keightley^s Mythology,

p.

66.)

— Hecate

evidently a stranger-divinity in the mythology of
the Greeks.
It would appear that she was one of the
hurtful class of deities, transported by Hesiod, or his
interpolator, into the Grrecian mythology, and placed
behind the popular divinities of the day, as a being of
is

earlier existence.

Hence

the remark of the bard, that

all the prerogatives which Hecate had
enjoyed previous to his ascending the throne of his
father.
Indeed, the sphere which the poet assigns her,
places her out of the reach of all contact with the act-

Jupiter respected

She is mentioned neither
ing divinities of the day.
in the Iliad nor Odyssey, and the attributes
assigned
her in the more recent poem of the Argonauts are the
same with those of Proserpina in Homer. {Creuzer,

—

Goerrcs,
Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 158.— Id., 2, 120.
Hermann, Handb. der
Mytheng., vol. 1, p. 254.
Myth., vol. 2, p. 45.) Jablonski {Panth. ^gypt.) regards Hecate as the same with the Egyptian Tithrambo.
Her action upon nature, her diversified attributes, her innumerable functions, are a mixture of

—

physical, allegorical, and philosophical traditions reBpecting the fusion of the elements and the generation

of beings.
Hecate was the night, and, by an extension of this idea, the primitive
night, the primary
cause or parent of all things.
She was the moon, and

;

Religion, vol. 4, p. 139, in notis.)—-As regards the
etymology of her name, it may be remarked, that the
most probable one seems to be that which deduces it
from the Greek tKurrj, the feminine of tKaro^, deno" her that
" her
ting either
operates from afar," or
that removes or drives off."
{Creuzer, Symbolik,
vol. 2, p. 124.)
Expiatory sacrifices were offered to
this goddess on the thirtieth of every month, in which

eggs and young dogs formed the principal objects.
Ihe remains of these animals and of the other offerings, together with a large quantity of all sorts of comestibles, were exposed in the cross-roads, and called
the " Supper of Hecate" ('E/cdr;/^ delirvov).
The
poorer class and the Cynics seized upon these viands
with an eagerness that passed among the ancients as
a mark of extreme indigence, or the lowest degree of
baseness.
(Compare the note of Hemsterhuis, ad Luctan. Dial. Mort., 1.
Op., ed. Bip., vol. 2, p. 397,
Her statues were in general dog-headed, and
seqq.)
were set up at Athens and elsewhere, in the marketplaces and at cross-roads. It is probable, indeed, that
the dog-headed form was the ancient and mystic one of
Hecate, and that under which she was worshipped in
the mysteries of Samothrace, where dogs were immoHecate had also her mysteries,
lated in her honour.
celebrated at ^Egina, and the establishment of which
was ascribed to Orpheus. Another name of this goddess was Brimo (from ^peficj, " to roar"). This seems
to have been chiefly employed to denote her terrific
appearance, especially when she came summoned by
magic arts.
ApoUonius of Rhodes {Arg., 3, 1214,
seqq.) describes her as having her head surrounded
by serpents, twining through branches of oak, while
torches flamed in her hands, and the infernal dogs
howled around. Lucian's " liar of the first magnitude," Eucrates, gives a most terrific description of
her appearance.
In this
{Philopseud., 22, seqq.)
character she was also sometimes called Empusa.

—

{Eudocia, 147.) These, however, were evidently late
ideas and fictions.
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 67.)
Hecitomboia, a festival celebrated in honour of

Juno by the Argives and people of ^gina. It received
its name from iKarov and ^ovc, being a sacrifice of a
hundred oxen, which were always offered to the goddess, and the flesh distributed among the poorest citizens.
There were also public games, first instituted
by Archinus, a king of Argos, in which the prize was
a shield of brass with a crown of myrtle.
There was
also an anniversary sacrifice called by this name in
Laconia, and offered for the preservation of the 100
cities which once flourished in that country.
Hecatomphonia (from iKarov, '• a hundred," and
" to
kill"), a solemn sacrifice offered by the
<j)Ovev(o,
Messenians to Jupiter when any of them had killed a
hundred enemies. Aristoraenes is said to have offered
Me«up this sacrifice three times in the course of the
senian wars against Sparta.
{Pausan., 4, 19.)
Hecatompolis, an epithet given to Crete, from the
hundred cities which it once contained. {Horn., II.,
The same epithet was also applied to La2, 649.)

—

conia.

s.

v.

'kfivKXai.)
{Sirabo, SG2.—Sfcph. Byz.,
were probably, like
greater part of these, however,
the demi of Attica, not larger than villages.
{Vid.

The

Laconia.)

Hec^tompylos, I. an epithet applied to Thebes in
its hundred gates.
( Vid. remarks
Egypt, on account of
under the article Thebae, I.)— II. The metropolis of
of the Arsacidac, situate
Parthia, and royal residence
579
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in the district of Comisene, and southwest part of the
The name is of Grecian origin,
province of Parthiene.
probably a translation of the native term, and has a
to
the numerous routes which difigurative allusion

verge from
ville

makes

this place to the adjacent country.

(Plin., 6, 15.— Curt., 6, 2.—Ammuin. MarcelL,
24.— Po/yi., 10, 25.— Biod. Sic, 17, 25.)

Hecatonnesi, small
Asia.

They

23,

./Esacus declared, that
his grandfather.
the child would be the ruin of his country, and recomAs soon as bom, the babe was
to expose it.

mended

given to a servant to be left on Ida to perish but the
attempt proved a fruitless one, and the prediction of the
After the ruin
(Fid. Paris.)
soothsayer was fulfilled.
of Troy and the death of Priam, Hecuba fell to the
lot of Ulysses, and she embarked with the conquerors
for Greece.
The fleet, however, was detained off thf
;

between Lesbos and
names, according to Stra-

islands

derived their

.^sacus, by a former wife Arisbe, the daughter of
Merops, who had been reared and taught to interpret

D'An- dreams by

correspond with the modern Demegan.

it

duced her husband's palace and all Troy to ashes.
On her telling this dream to Pnam, he sent for his son

bo (13), from e/carof, an epithet of Apollo, that deity
being particularly worshipped along the continent of
It seems more
Asia, off which they lay.
probable,
however, that they had their name from EKarov, a hun- coast of the Thracian Chersonese by the appearancf.
dred, and were called so from their great number, of the spectre of Achilles on the summit of his tomb,
w^hich is about forty or over.
And Herodotus, in fact, demanding to be honoured with a new offering. Powrites the

em

name 'Ekutov

appellation

nor, vol.

is

Nfjooc (1, 151).

Musco-Nisi.

The mod-

{Cramer's Asia Mi-

165.)
of Priam and Hecuba, was the most
all the
Trojan chiefs that fought against the
Greeks. He married Andromache, daughter of Eetion,
whom
he
became
the father of Astyanax.
Hector
by
was appointed commander of all the Trojan forces, and
for a long period proved the bulwark of his native city.
He was not only the bravest and most powerful, but
also the most amiable, of his countrymen, and particularly distinguished himself in his conflicts with Ajax,
Diomede, and many other of the most formidable lead1, p.

Hector, son

valiant of

ers.
The fates had decreed that Troy should never
be destroyed as long as Hector lived. The Greeks,
therefore, after the death of Patroclus, who had fallen
by Hector's hand, made a powerful efTort under the

command

of Achilles
and, by the intervention of
Minerva, who assumed the form of Deiphobus, and
urged Hector to encounter the Grecian chief, contrary
to the remonstrances of Priam and Hecuba, their effort
was crowned with success. Hector fell, and his death
accomplished the overthrow of his father's kingdom.
The dead body of the Trojan warrior was attached to
the chariot of Achilles, and insultingly dragged away
to the Grecian fleet
and thrice every day, for the
space of twelve days, was it also dragged by the victor
around the tomb of Patroclus. (//., 22, 399, seqq.
;

;

—

24, 14, seqq.)
During all this time, the corpse
of Hector was shielded from
dogs and birds, and preserved from corruption, by the united care of Venus
and Apollo. (//., 23, 185, seqq.) The body was at
Jb.,

last ransomed by Priam, who went in
person, for this
purpose, to the tent of Achilles.
Splendid obsequies
were rendered to the deceased, and with these the action of the Iliad terminates.
Virgil makes Achilles to
have dragged the corpse of Hector thrice round the
walls of Troy.
(JBn., 1, 483.)
Homer, however, is

—

silent

on

this point.
According to the latter. Hector
fled thrice round the city-walls before
engaging with
Achilles ; and, after he was slain, his
was imme-

body

diately attached to the car of the victor, and dragged
away to the ships. {II., 22, 399.) The incident,
therefore, alluded to by Virgil must have been borrowed
from some one of the Cyclic bards, or some tragic
poet, for these, it is well known, allowed themselves
great license in diversifying and altering the features

of the ancient heroic legends.
{Heyne, Excurs., 18,
ad Virg., Mn., 1.
Wernsdorff, ad Epit. 11. in Poet.
Lat. Min., vol. 4, p. 742.)
Hecuba ('E/cd6?;), daughter of Dymas, a Phrygian
prince, or, according to others, of Cisseus, a Thracian
king, while others, ag5in, made her the daughter of the
river- god Sangarius and Metope, was the second wife
of Priam, king of Troy.
She
{Apollod., 3, 12, 6.)
bore him nineteen children (II., 24, 496), of whom the
chief were Hector, Paris, Deiphobus, Helenus, Tro'ilus,

—

and Polyxena.
she was pregnant of Paris, she dreamed that
she brought into the world a burning torch, which rePolites, Polydorus, Cassandra, Creijsa,

When
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lyxena was, in consequence, tom from Hecuba and
immolated by Neoptolemus on the grave of his sire.
The grief of the mother was increased by the sight of
the dead body of her son Polydorus, washed upon
the shore, who had been cruelly slain by Polymestor,
king of Thrace, to whose care Priam had consigned
him.
Bent on revenge, Hecuba managed, by artifice,
to get Polymestor and his two children in her power,
and, by the aid of her fellow-captives, she effected
the murder of his sons, and then put out the eyes of
This act
the father.
{Vid. Polydorus, Polymestor.)
drew upon her the vengeance of the Thracians they
assailed her with darts and showers of stones
and, in
the act of biting a stone with impotent rage, she was
:

;

{Ovid, Met., 13,
suddenly metamorphosed into a dog.
429, seqq.) Hyginus says, that she threw herself into
the sea {fab. Ill), while Servius states, that she was

—

changed into a dog when on the point of casting herself into the waters,
{ad Mn., 3, 6.— Consult Schol.
ad Eurip.y Hec, \259.
Tzetz., ChiL, 111, 74.—
Schol. ad Juv., Sat., \0,27l.—Plaut., Mencech., 1
Heyne, ad Apollod., 3, 12, 5.)
Hegemon, a native of Thasos, and author of satyric
dramas in the age of Alcibiades. This distinguished
individual was his friend, and managed to get him
freed from an accusation that had been brought against
him.
A piece of this poet, entitled Gigantomachia,

—

—

was getting represented when the news arrived of the
This Hegemon bore the
defeat of Nicias in Sicily.
"a
lentil"), conferred on
appellation of Phace {<l>aKT},
him as a nickname. He wrote also a comedy entitled
Philinna. {Bockh, Staatsh. der Athener, vol. 1, p. 435.
—Scholl, Gesch. Griech. Lit., vol. 1, p. 269, 290.)
Hegesianax, a Greek writer, a native of Alexandrea-Troas, and contemporary with Antiochus the
Great, by whom he was patronised. He was the author
of an historical

work

;

and indulged also

position, having written a

poem

in poetic coni-

entitled

-a TpuiKu,

"
ascribed to him the
Cyprian Epic."
He was likewise a writer of tragedies ;
these
all
whom
parand, according to AthensBUs, from
ticulars are obtained, was also a tragic actor, having
was
natuwhich
his
voice,
improved and strengthened
from eatrally weak, by abstaining for eighteen years
ing figs. {Athen., 3, p. 80, d.—Id., 4, p. 155, h.—Id.,

"

Trojan

Affairs.''

Some

393, d.)
in the
Hegesias, I. a Cyclic poet, bom at Salamis,
island of Cyprus, and, according to some, the author
native
of the Cyprian Epic.
{Vid. Stasinus.)— II.
of
who wrote an historical work on the com9, p.

A

Magnesia,
His style
panions in arms of Alexander the Great.
was loaded with puerile ornaments, and betrayed a to-

want of taste. {Dion. Hal, de Struct. Oral., c. 18.)
The
wrote also some discourses, which are lost.
ancients regarded him as the parent of that species of
which had taken
eloquence denominated the Asiatic,
(Comthe place of the simple and elegant Attic.

tal

He

A

III.
philosopher,
pare Quintil, Inst. Or., 12, 10.)—
of Death."
IlftCTi^dvarof, or "Advocate
the
of
the
He
Cyrenaic sect, to

surnamed

pushed

principles

HEL

HELENA.

wTiich he belonged, even to absurdity, and, by the force
of consequences, came to a result directly opposite to
From the position
that of the founder of the school.
that pleasure is the sovereign good, he deduced the
inference that man cannot be truly happy, since, as his
body is exposed to too many evils, of which the soul
also partakes, he cannot attain to the sovereign good
hence it follows that death is more desirable than life.
:

much

ability
Hegesias upheld this doctrine with so
and success, that many of his auditors, on leaving his
an
to
their
end
existence.
lectures, put
Ptolemy I.
judged it necessary to send him into exile. (ScfuJll,

Hist. Litt. Gr., vol. 3, p. 249.)

Hrgesippus,

I.

an historian, mentior>ed by Diony-

He
sius of Halicarnassus (Ant. Rom., I, A9 et 72).
wrote on the antiquities of Pallene, a peninsula of
Thrace, where JEneas w^s supposed to have taken
He made the Trorefuge after the capture of Troy.
II. A comic
jan chief to have ended his days here.
poet, a native of Tarentum, sumamed Crobylus (KpuWAof), or "Toupee," from his peculiar manner of
wearing his hair. His pieces have not reached us
we have eight epigrams ascribed to him, which are
III. An ecclesiastical
remarkable for their simplicity.
historian, by birth a Jew, and educated in the religion
of his fathers.
He was afterward converted to Christianity, and became bishop of Rome about the year 177,
where he died in the reign of the Emperor Commodus,
about the year 180.
He was the author of an eccle«iastical history, from the period of our Saviour's death

—

:

—

down

to his own time, which, according to Eusebius,
contained a faithful relation of the apostolic preaching,
written in a very simple style.
The principal value
of the existing fragments, which have been preserved
for us by Eusebius and Photius, arises from the testi-

that may be deduced from scriptural passages
quoted in them in favour of the genuineness of the
books of the New Testament. There has been as-

mony

sonal attractions, even in her infancy, that Theseus,
company with his friend Pirithoiis, carried her off,

in

when

only a child, from a festival at which they saw
her dancing in the temple of Diana Orthia.
It was
agreed, during their flight, that he who should, by lot,
become possessor of the prize, should assist in proThe lot fell to Theseus
curing a wife for the other.

and he accordingly conveyed Helen to Aphidnae, and
there placed her under the care of his mother iEthra till
she should have attained to years of maturity.
Fi*m
this retreat, however, her brothers. Castor and Pollux,
recovered her by force of arms, and restored her to her
family.
According to Pausanias, however, she was of
nubile years when carried off by Theseus, and became
by him the mother of a daughter, who was given to

Clytemnestra to

rear.

{Pausan., 2, 22.)

—Among the

most celebrated of the young princes of Greece, who,
from the reputation of her personal charms, subsequently became her suiters, were, Ulysses, son of Laertes ; Antilochus, son of Nestor
Sthenelus, son of
Capaneus Diomedes, son of Tydeus Amphilochus,
son of Cteatus ; Meges, son of Phileus Agapenor,
son of Ancasus ; Thalpius, son of Eurytus MnesthSchedius, son of Epistrophus :
eus, son of Peteus
Amphilochus, son of
Polyxeuus, son of Agasthenes
Amphiaraus Ascalaphus and lalmus, sons of the god
of
Oileus Eumelus, son of AdmeMars Ajax, son
tus
Elpenor, son of
Polypoetes, son of Pirithoiis
Chalcodon Podalirius and Machaon, sons of ^sculaPhiloctetes, son of
pius ; Leontus, son of Coronus
Paean Protesilaus, son of Iphiclus
Eurypylus, son
Paof Evemon Ajax and Teucer, sons of Telamon
Menelaiis, son of Atreus ;
troclus, son of Menoetius
Thoas, Idomeneus, and Merion. Tyndarus was rather alarmed than pleased at the sight of so great a
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

number of illustrious princes, who eagerly
He knew
each to become his son-in-law.

solicited

that

he

could not prefer one without displeasing all the rest,
cribed to Hegesippus a history of the destruction of and from this perplexity he was at last extricated by
Jerusalem, written in Latin, under the title of "D« the artifice of Ulysses, who began to be already known
This prince,
Bella Judaico et urbis Hierosolymitanct excidio histo- in Greece by his prudence and sagacity.
ria.^^

It is not,

however, by Hegesippus and appears,
more than a somewhat enlarged
;

indeed, to be nothing

A

Milan manuscript ascribes
translation of Josephus.
it to St. Ambrose, and
perhaps correctly, since there
is a
great conformity between its style and that of the

The fragments of the eccleprelate just mentioned.
siastical history of Hegisippus were published at Ox2d volume of Grabe's Spicileg.
Patrum, p. 205 in the 2d volume of Halloix's
"
work De Scriptorum Oriental, vitis," p. 703 and in
ford in 1698, in the
ss.

;

;

Galland's Biblioth. Gr. Lat. Vet. Patr., Venet., 1788,
fol., vol. 2, p.

59.

most beautiful woman of her age.
There are different accounts of her birth and parentage.
The common, and probably the most ancient, one is,
that she was the daughter of Leda by Jupiter, who took

Helena,

the

the form of a white swan.

According to the Cyprian

Epic, she was the offspring of Jupiter and Nemesis,
who had long fled the pursuit of the god, and, to elude
him, had taken the form of all kinds of animals.
At length, while she was under
{Athen., 8, p. 334.)
that of a goose, the god became a swan, and she laid
an egg, which was found by a shepherd in the woods.

He

who clearly saw that his pretensions to Helen would
not probably meet with success in opposition to so
rivals, proposed to free Tyndarus
diflSculties if he would promise him his

many

from

all

his

niece Penel-

in marriage.
Tyndarus consented, and Ulysses
advised the king to bind, by a solemn oath, all the
suiters, that they would approve of the uninfluenced
choice which Helen should make of one among them,
and engage to unite together to defend her person
and character, if ever any attempts were made to carThe advice of Ulysses
her off from her husband.

ope

ry

was followed, the princes consented, and Helen fixed
Herher choice upon Menelaiis, and married him.
mione was the early fruit of this union, which conAfter
tinued for three years with mutual happiness.
son of Priam, king of Troy, came to Lacewas
He
daemon on pretence of sacrificing to Apollo.
this, Paris,

kindly received by Menelaiis ; but, taking advantage
of the temporary absence of the latter in Crete, corher to flee
rupted the fidelity of Helen, and persuaded
with him to Troy.
Menelaiis, returning from Crete,
assembled the Grecian princes, and reminded them of
their solemn promises.
They resolved to make war
but they previously sent ambasagainst the Trojans
sadors to Priam to demand the restitution of Helen.

brought it to Leda, who laid it up in a coffer, and
due time Helena was produced from it. (Apollod.,
3, 10, 4.)
Hesiod, on the other hand, calls Helena The influence of Paris at his father's court prevented
home without
the daughter of Oceanus and Tethys.
{Schol. ad her restoration, and the Greeks returned
Soon after
In the Iliad, Helena is termPind., Nem 10, 150 )
receiving the satisfaction they required.
ed "begotten of Jupiter" {II., 3, 418); and she calls their return, their combined forces assembled and sailCastor and Pollux '• her own brothers, whom one ed for the coast of Asia.— When Paris had been slam,
mother bore with her." {II., 3, 238.) In the Odys- in the ninth year of the war, Helen married Deiphoof the city, besey these are expressly called the sons of Tyndarus. bus,son of Priam ; but, on the capture
This, however, does not prove that Helena was held trayed him into the hands of Menelaiis, through a wish
to be his Jaughter.
The beauty of Helena was pro- of ingratiating herself into the favour of her former husverbial.
She was so renowned, indeed, for her per- band
On her return to Greece, Helen lived many
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,

—
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HELLiNA.

years with Menelaiis, who forgave her infidelity ; but,
upon his death, she was driven from the Peloponnesus
by Megapenthes and Nicostratus, the illegitimate sons
of her husband, and she retired to Rhodes, where at
that time Polyxo, a native of Argos, reigned over the
country. Polyxo remembered that her widowhood ori-

But if there were the least truth in the
ot
history of this personage and in the chronology
the times, she must have been at this period a very
For her brothers were in the Argoold woman.
nautic expedition, and in a state of complete mancharms.

ginated in Helen, and that her husband, Tlepolemus,
had been killed in the Trojan war, and she therefore
resolved upon revenge. While Helen one day retired
to bathe in the river, Polyxo disguised her attendants in
the habits of Furies, and sent them with orders to murder her enemy.
Helen was tied to a tree and strangled, and her misfortunes were afterward commemoand
the
crime
of Polyxo expiated, by the temrated,

One of them is mentioned as contending in
with Amyous, the Bebrycian, a person of up
common stature and strength: his opponent, therefore,
cannot well alcould not have been a stripling.
low less than twenty-five years for his time of life.
hood.
fight

We

Now, from

the Argonautic expedition to the taking
of Troy, there were, accorduig to Scaliger {Animadv.
in Euseb., p. 46), seventy-nine years.
If, then, we add
to these her age at the time of the Argonauts, which

which the Rhodians raised to Helena Dendritis, or
Helena " tied to a treeV There is a tradition mentioned by Herodotus, which says that Paris was driven,

we have presumed to have been twenty-five years, it
makes her no less than a hundred and four in the last
Or if we allow her to have been
year of the siege.

as he returned from Sparta, upon the coast of Egypt,
where Proteus, king of the country, expelled him from

she will
only twenty at the time of the expedition, still
prove sufficiently old to have been Hecuba's mother.

—

ple

his

dominions

for

his

ingratitude to Menelaiis, and
that circumstance, therefore,

From

confined Helen.

truly {Epist., 384), when
treating of the priority of Hesiod and Homer,

Hence Seneca says very
he

is

Priam informed the Grecian ambassadors that neiUirum major (Elate fuerit Homerus an Hcsiodus, non
Helen nor her possessions were in Troy, but in magis ad rempertinet quam scire, an minor Hecuba futhe hands of the King of Egypt.
In spite of this as- erit quam Helena; et quare lam male tulerit cetatemy
sertion, the Greeks besieged the city, and took it after Petavius makes the interval between this celebrated
ten years' siege
and Menelaiis, visiting Egypt as he expedition and the fall of Troy of the same extent
The
returned home, recovered Helen at the court of Pro- as Scaliger.
{Rationale Temp., p. 290, seqq.)
and
was
convinced that the Trojan war had been former he places in the year 3451 of the Julian period,
teus,
79.
undertaken upon unjust grounds.
in
both
is
difference
Herodotus adds, and the latter in 3530. The
that, in his opinion. Homer was acquainted with these To these, if we add 25 for her age at that era, it will
After the seduction of Helen by Parcircumstances, but did not think them so well calcu- amount to 104.
*'

ther

;

19.— Conon,
Ptoi, Hephcest., 4.) Nothing,
however, can be more uncertain than the whole history
of Helen.
The account of Herodotus has been already given in the course of this article.
According

the Grecians are said to have been ten years in
it on.
preparing for the war, and ten years in carrying
This agrees with the account given by Helen of herself in the last year of the siege, which was the twentieth from her first arrival from Sparta.
(//., 24, 75.)
If we then add these twenty years to the seventy-nine,
and likewise twenty-five for her age at the time of the
Argonautic expedition, it will make her still older than
she was estimated above, and increase her years to 124.

to Euripides {Helena, 25, seqq.), Juno, piqued at be-

Telemachus, the son of Ulysses,

holding Venus bear away the prize of beauty, caused
Mercury to carry away the true Helen from Greece to
After
Egypt, and gave Pans a phantom in her stead.
the destruction of Troy, the phantom bears witness to
the innocence of Helen, a storm carries Menelaiis to
the coast of Egypt, and he there regains possession of
his bride.
Others pretend that Helen never married
Menelaiis ; that she preferred Paris to all the princes
that sought her in marriage ; and that Menelaiis, irri-

her at Sparta ten years afterward, and she is represented even then to have been as beautiful as Diana
{Od., 4, 122), though at that time, if these computa-

lated as the popular legend

for the basis of

—

an epic

It was fabled,
{Herod., 2, 112, 116, scqq.)
that, after death, Helen was united in marriage with
Achilles, in the island of Leuce, in the Euxine, where
she bore him a son named Euphorion.
(Pausanias,

poem.

IS—

3,

is,

be found in the history of those princes, who, according to the common account, formed the grand confederacy in order to recover her, if she should at any
time be stolen away.
They are said to have been for
the most part her suiters, who bound themselves by an
oath to unite for that purpose whenever they should be
At what time of life may we suppose Helcalled upon.
will

don, and the violence offered to Hesione, the daughter
of that monarch, and not the carrying off of Helen, were
the causes of the Trojan war.
Others treat the story
of the oath exacted from the suiters with very little ceremony, and make the Grecian princes to have followed
Agamemnon to the field as their liege lord, and as standing at the h*ad of the Achajan race, to whom therefore

en to have been, when these engagements were made
in her favour, in consequence of her superior beaumay reasonably conclude she was about her
ty 1
twentieth or twenty-fifth year; and her suiters cot\d
not well be younger.
But, at this rate, the principal
leaders of the Grecians at the siege of Troy must have
been 100 years old. But the contrary is evinced in
every part of the poem, wherever these heroes are introit has been mentioned, that, beduced.
Still farther
fore the seduction of Helen by Paris, she was said to
have been stolen from her father's house by Theseus ;
and we are told by some writers that she was then but
This has been said in order to lower
seven years old.
the time of her birth, that she may not appear so old
But this is a poor expein the last year of the war.
dient, which in some degree remedies one evil, but, at
How can it be conthe same time, creates another.
ceived that a king of Athens should betake himself to
Sparta, in order to run away with a child seven years
old 1 and how could she, at that age, have been officiThis leads to anating at the altar of Diana Orthia 1
For if she
other circumstance equally incredible.
were so young, her brothers must have been precisely

We

they, as commanding the several divisions and tribes
of that race, were bound to render service.
But the

;

more we consider the

history of Helen, the greater will
It seems strange indeed,
be the difficulties that arise.
supposing the common account to be true, that so

many cities and states should combine to regain her
when she went away voluntarily with Paris, and that
not a single hamlet should rise in her favour when she
was forcibly carried away by Theseus. Again, the
The
beauty of Helen is often mentioned by the poet.
very elders of Troy, when they saw her pass by, could
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said to have seen

tions are true, she must have been 134 years old.
These things are past all belief. Another diflSculty

tated at this, raised an army against Troy.
Some writers think they see, in these conflicting and varying
statements, a confirmation of the opinion entertained by
many, that the ancient quarrel of Hei^cules and Laome-

not help expressing their admiration.
(//., 3, 158.)
Agamemnon promises to Achilles the choice of twenHelen.
(7/., 9, 140.)
ty female captives, the fairest after
By this he strongly intimates the superiority of her

is

[

HEL

HEL
for one, if not both, waa hatched
of the same age
Yet these children, so little past
from the same egg.
iheir infant state, are said to have pursued Theseus,
and to have regained their sister. They must have
been sturdy urchins, and little short of the sons of
Aloeus. (Consult, on this whole subject, Bryant, DisIt is more
serlaiion on the War of Troy, p. 9, seqq.)
than probable, indeed, that the whole legend relative to
;

—

Helen was

originally a religious

and allegorical myth.

The remarkable circumstance of her two brothers livat once to a suspicion
ing and dymg alternately, leads
of their oeiog personifications of natural powers and
This is confirmed by the names in the myth,
objects.
all of which seem to refer to light or its opposite.

ated by deterring him from sailing with the rest of tb«
Greeks, who (he foretold) would be exposed to a severe tempest on leaving the Trojan shore.
Pyrrhu*
not only manifested his gratitude by giving him Andromache in marriage, but nominated him his successor in the kingdom of Epirus, to the exclusion of bis
son Molossus, who did not ascend the throne until after the death of Helenus.
A son named Cestrinus
was the offspring of the union of Helenus with AnConsult the
dromache.
{Virg., jEn., 3, 294, seqq.

—

authorities quoted by Heyne, Excurs. 10, ad JEn., 3.)
Heuaoes, I. the daughters of the Sun and Cly-

mene. They were three in number, Lampetie, Phaeor seven, according to Hygitusa, and Lampethusa
Thus Leda differs little from Leto, and may therefore nus, Merope, Helie, -^gle, Lampetie, Phoebe, .^theShe is married to Tyndarus, ria, and Dioxippe. They were so afflicted at the death
be regarded as darkness.
a name which seems to belong to a family of words of their brother Phaethon ( Vid. Phaethon), that they
her were changed by the gods into poplars, and their tears
relating to light, fume, or heat (Vid. Tyndarus)
chddren by him or Jupiter, that is, by Jupiter- Tynda- into amber, on the banks of the river Po. {Ovid, Met.,
rus, the bright god, are Helena, Brightness {I'ka, 2, SiO.— Hygin, fab, 154:.)— 11. Children of the Sun
" to
adorn'") ; and and the nymph Rhodus.
They were seven in number,
"light'') ; Castor, Adorner, {ku^cj,
In Helen, there- and were fabled to have been the first inhabitants of
Polydeukes, Devjful {dsvu, devK^g).
the island of Rhodes.
fore, we have only another form of Selene; the Adorn{Vid. Rhodus.)
er is a very appropriate term for the day, the light
Heliast.^, a name given to the judges of the most
and nothing can be more numerous tribunal at Athens. {Harpocr., p. 138.
of which adorns all nature
Of all the courts
apparent than the suitableness of Dewful to the night. Bekk., Anecd. Gr., p. 310, 32.)
II. (commonly
which took cognizance of civil affairs, the 'HXcaca was
(Keightley's Mythology, p. 432.)
known in ecclesiastical history by the name of St. the most celebrated and frequented. It derived its
Helena), the first wife of Constantius Chlorus, was name, uko tov aXi^eadai, from the thronging of the
born of obscure parents, in a village called Drepanum, people or, according to others, otto tov tjXiov, from
in Bithynia, which was afterward raised by her son the sun, because it was in an open place, and exposed
Constantino to the rank of a city, under the rwime of to the sun's rays.
{Dorv., ad Charit., p. 242.) The
Her husband Constantius, on being judges, or, rather, jurymen of the Heliaea, amounted in
Helenopolis.
made Csesar by Dioclesian and Maximian (A.D. 292), all to 6000, being citizens of above thirty years of age,
repudiated Helena, and married Theodora, daughter selected annually by the nine archons and their secreHelena withdrew into retirement until tary probably 600 from each tribe. The Heliastae,
of Maximian.
her son Constantine, having become emperor, called however, seldom all met, being formed into ten divishis mother to court, and gave her the title of Augus- ions, the complement of each of which was strictly
;

;

—

;

—

;

;

He also supplied her with large sums of money,
which she employed in building and endowing churchAbout A.D. 325 she
es, and in relieving the poor.
set out on a pilgrimage to Palestine, and, having explored the site of Jerusalem, she thought that she had
discovered the sepulchre of Jesus, and also the cross
on which he died. The identity of the cross which
she found has been, of course, much doubted
she,
however, built a church on the spot, supposed to be
that of the Sepulchre, which has continued to be venerated by that name to the present day.
She also built
a church at Bethlehem, in honour of the nativity of
ta.

;

our Saviour.

From

Nicomedia,

in Bithynia,

Palestine she rejoined her son at
where she expired, in the year
at
a
advanced
She is numbered by the
327,
very
age.
church
the
saints. {Euseb., Vit. Const.
Roman
among
Hixbuer, de Crucis Dominicce per Helenam invenIII.
deserted and rugged
tione, Helmstadt, 1724.)

—

—

A

in the ^Egean, opposite to Thorikos, and extending from that parallel to Sunium. It received its
name from the circumstance of Paris's having landed
on it, as was said, in company with Helena, when they

island

—

were

Mela, 2,
{Plin., 4, 12.
fleeing from Sparta.
Strabo, who follows Artemidorus, conceived it
was the Cranae of Homer. (iZ., 3, 444.) Pliny calls
it Macris.
The modern name is Macronisi.

7.)

Helenus, an eminent soothsayer, son of Priam and
Hecuba, and the only one of their sons who survived
the siege of Troy.
He was sa chagrined, according
to some, at having failed to obtain Helen in marriage
after the

death of Paris, that he retired to

Mount

and was

there, by the advice of Calchas, surprised
carried away to the Grecian camp by Ulysses.

Ida,

and

Among

other predictions, Helenus declared that
not be taken unless Philoctetes could be

Troy could

prevailed on
to quit his retreat and
After the
repair to the siege.
destruction of Troy, he, together with Andromache,
feJl

to the share of

Pynhus, whose favour he

concili-

500, although it varied according to circumstances ;
sometimes diminishing to 200 or 400, while on other
occasions it appears to have been raised to 1000 or
The
1500, by the union of two or three divisions.
1000, therefore, to make up the full 6000, must have
acted as supernumeraries.
{Wachsmuth, Hellen. Alterthumsk., vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 314.)
Every one to whose
it fell to serve as
juryman, received, after taking the
oath, a tablet inscribed with his name, and the numlot

ber of the division to which he was to belong during
On the morning of every court day, rethe year.
course was again had to lots, to decide in which court

—

For
the divisions should respectively sit for that day.
other particulars, consult Hermann, Polit. Antiq., p.
265.
Tittmann, Darstell. der Gr. Slaatsverf.,p. 213,

—

seqq.

Helice, I. another name for the Ursa Major, or
Greater Bear." {Vid. Arctos.)— II. One of the chief
cities of Achaia, situate on the shore of the Sinus CoIt was cele{Herod., 1, 46.)
rinthiacus, near Bura.
brated for the temple and worship of Neptune, thence
Here also the general meeting of
called Heliconius.
the lonians was convened, while yet in the possession
of .^gialus, and the festival which then took place is
which
supposed to have resembled that of the Panionia,
{Pausan.,
they instituted afterward in Asia Minor.
•'

24.—Strab., 384.) A prodigious influx of the sea,
caused by a violent earthquake, overwhelmed and
before the batcompletely destroyed Helice two years
The details of this catastle of Leuctra, B.C. 373.
and JEh&n
trophe will be found in Pausanias (7, 24)
7,

that

some

vesti-

It was said,
{Hist. Anim., 11, 19).
were to be seen loner after
ges of the submerged city
{Ovid, Met., 15,
the terrible event had taken place.
beheld the sue
Eratosthenes, as Strabo reports,
293.)

of this ancient city, and he was assured by manners
visible bethat the bronze statue of Neptune was still
or sea-horse
neath the waters, holding an hippocampc,
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m

his hand, and that it formed a dangerous shoal for
their vessels.
Heraclides, of Pontus, relates that this

discovered a short time after the death of Cicero, when
the villa of the orator had come into the possession of

which took place in his time, occurred during
the night ; the town, and all that lay between it and
the sea, a distance of twelve stadia, being inundated

Antistius Vetus {Plin., 31,

disaster,

in

Two

an instant.

thousand workmen were

after-

the Achaeans to recover the dead bodies,
The same writer affirmed, that
but without success.

ward sent by
this

inundation was

commonly

attributed

to divine

vengeance, in consequence of the inhabitants of Helice having obstinately refused to deliver up the statue
of Neptune and a model of the Temple to the lonians
after they had settled in Asia Minor, (ap. Strah., 385.
Compare the remarks of Bcnihardy, Eratosthenica, p.

—

8i.—Diod. Sic, 15, i9.—Pausan., 7, 24.—.E/zaw, H.
Seneca affirms, that Callisthenes the
A., 11, 19.)
philosopher, who was put to death by Alexander the
Great, wrote a voluminous work on the destruction of
Helice (9, 23.
Compare Aristot., de Mund., c. 4.
Pausanias informs us, that there was
Polyb., 2, 41).
still a small
village of the same name close to the
sea, and forty stadia from ^gium.
(Cramer's An-

—

—

cient Grecce,'\o\. 3, p. 61.)

1),

the poet Heliodorna

must have been subsequent

to Cicero's lime, while, on
the other hand, the elegance of his description forbids
his being placed lower than the first or second

century

of our era.
Some suppose him to have been the same
with the rhetorician Heliodorus mentioned by Horace
{Sat., 1, 5, 2), as
to

Brundisium.

seqq.)

—

II.

An

one of the companions of his journey

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 65,
Athenian physician, of whom Galen

makes mention {Dc Antid.,

who

2,

p.

77, ed. Aid.), and

poem, under the title of 'AttoXvTiKa, "justification," of which Galen cites seven hexameters.
The fragment preserved by Stobaeus, and
alluded to in the preceding article, might have belonged,
also wrote a didactic

perhaps, to this Heliodorus, and not to the individual

mentioned under No. I. (Compare Meineke, Comment, misc. fasc, 1, Halce, 1822, p. 36, and also the
to that work.)
native of Larissa, who
III.
has left us a treatise on optics, under the title of Kf^-

—

addenda

A

u^aia Tuv

'Otttlkcjv, which is scarcely anything more
than an abridgment of the optical work ascribed to Euclid.
He cites the optics of Ptolemy. The time
when he flourished is uncertain from the manner,
however, in .which he speaks of Tiberius, it is probable
that he lived a long time after that emperor.
Oribasius has preserved for us a fragment of another work
of Heliodorus's, entitled Uepl dia^opd^ KaTaprtafiuv.

Helico.n, a famous mountain in Boeotia, near the
Gulf of Corinth. It was sacred to Apollo and the
Muses, who were thence called Heliconiades. This
mountain was famed for the purity of its air, the abundance of its waters, its fertile valleys, the goodness
of its shades, and the beauty of the venerable trees
which clothed its sides. Strabo (409) affirms, that Hel- This fragment treats of the Kox^la^, a machine for
Some MSS.
icon nearly equals in height Mount Parnassus, and re- drawing water furnished with a screw.
tains its snow during a great part of the year.
Pau- call this writer Damianus Heliodorus. The best ediThe work
sanias observes (9, 28), that no mountain of Greece tion is that of Bartholini, Paris, 1657, 4to.
;

produces such a variety of plants and shrubs, though
none of a poisonous nature on the contrary, several
have the property of counteracting the effects produced
by the sting or bite of venomous reptiles. On the
summit was the grove of the Muses, where these divinities had their statues, and where also were statues
of Apollo and Mercury, of Bacchus by Lysippus, of
(PauOrpheus, and of famous poets and musicians.
A little below the grove was the fountsan., 9, 30.)
The soiirce Hippocrene was about
aia of Aganippe.
twenty stadia above the grove it is said to have burst
;

;

forth

when Pegasus

—

struck his foot into the ground.
These two springs
Strab., 9, 410.)

9, 31.
supplied two small rivers named Olmius and Permcs8US, which, after uniting their waters, flowed into the
lake Copais, near Haliartus.
Hesiod makes mention
of these his favourite haunts in the opening of his
Theogonia. The modern name of Helicon is Pcdccovouni or Zagora.
The latter is the more general apthe name of Palajovouni is more correctly
pellation
to
that part of the mountain which is near the
applied

{Pausan.,

:

modern

also appears in the Opuscula Mythologica, Ethica et

—

A

IV.
Physica, of Gale, Cantabr., 1670, 12mo.
Greek romance-writer, who was boru at Emesa in
Phoenicia, and flourished under the Emperors Theodosius and Arcadius at the close of the fourth century.
He was raised to the dignity of a bishop of Tricca in

Thessaly {Socrates, Hist. Eccles.), and is supposed to
have written an Iambic poem on Alchymy, entitled,
" On the
Uepl TTJ^ Tuv (pOMao^uv nvarLKJjg TExvrjg,
It contains 169
occult science of the philosophers."

The authorship of this poem is assigned to
Heliodorus by Georgius Cedrenus (compare Amyot's
remarks in his French translation of the ^^thiopica) ;
verses.

but, notwithstanding the testimony of

Cedrenus,

this

Heliodorus
point has never been clearly ascertained.
is better known as the author of a Greek romance, entitled, AidiOTTiKO., being the history of Theagenes and
Chariclea, the latter, a daughter of a king of .Ethiopia.
It is in ten books.
This work was unknown in the
West until a soldier of Anspach, under the Margrave
Casimir of Brandenbu"rgh, assisting at the pillage of

on the site of an- the library o-f Matthias Corvinus, at Buda, in 1526,
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. being attracted by the rich binding of a manuscript,
vol.
He sold the prize afterward to Vincent
carried it off.
Dodwell, Tour,
1, p. 260.)— II.
A river of Macedonia, near Dium, the same, according Obsopaeus, who published it at Basle in 1534. This
to Pausanias (9, 30), with the Baphyrus.
The same was the celebrated romance of Heliodorus. "Until
aut^f^r informs us, that, after flowing for a distance this period," observes Huet, in his treatise on the oriof seventy-five stadia, it loses itself under ground gih. of romances, " nothing had been seen better conit is
for the space of twenty-two stadia
navigable on ceived, or better executed, than these adventures of
its reappearance, and is then called Baphyrus.
Ac- Theagenes and Chariclea.
Nothing can be more
cording to Dr. Clarke, it is now known as the Maw^o chaste than their loves, in which the author's own virtuous mind assists the religion of Christianity, which
nero.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 209.)
HEi.,icoNiAnEs, a name given to the Muses, from he professed, in diffusing over the whole work that air
their fabled residence on Mount Helicon, which was of honnetete, in which almost all the earlier romances
are deficient.
The incidents are numerous, novel,
sacred to them.
{Lticret., 3, 1050 )
Hkliodorus, I. a Greek poet, sixteen hexameters probable, and skilfully unfolded. The denoiiement is
village Kakosia, that stands

cient Thisbe.

204.— Compare

;

of whose are cited by Stobaeus {Serm., 98), containing
a description of that part of Campania situate between
the Lucrine Lake and Puteoli, and where Cicero had
The verses in question make
a country residence.
particular mention of certain mineral waters at the
foot of Mount Gyarus, reputed to have a salutary eflfect
in cases of ophthalmia.
Now, as these waters were
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it
it is natural ;
grows out of the subject,
the highest degree touching and pathetic."
SchoU {Hist. Litt. Gr., vol. 6, p. 229) remarks, that
" the romance of Heliodorus is well
conceived, and

admirable

and

;

is in

wrought up with great power the episodes are to the
purpose, and the characters and manners of the per
" No one can
doubt,"
sonages skilfully sustained."
;

HEL

HELIOGABALUS.

" that
ooserves Villemain,
Heliodorus, when he wrote
the work, was at least initiated in Christian sentiof moral purity which
a
kind
This is felt by
ments.
contrasts strongly with the habitual license of the

Greek

fables;

and the style even, as the learned Coray

remarks, contains

many expressions
This style

clesiastical writers.

familiar to the ec-

is

pure, polished, symmetrical ; and the language of love receives a character of delicacy and reserve, which is very rare among
It must not be disguised,
the writers of antiquity."
however, that Huet, a courtier of Louis XIV., and the

contemporary and admirer of Mademoiselle de Scuwere
dery, judged after the models of romance which
fashionable in his

own

century.

Poetry, battles, cap-

and recognitions fill up the piece there is no
picture of the mind, no history of the character carried
on with the development of the action. The incidents
point to no particular era of society, although the learned in history may perceive, from the tone of sentiment
throughout, that the struggle had commenced between
the pure and lofty spirit of Christianity and the grosstivities,

;

ness of pagan idolatry.
Egypt, as Villemain remarks,
is neither ancient Egypt, nor the Egypt of the PtoleAthens is neimies, nor the Egypt of the Romans.
in short,
ther Athens free nor Athens conquered
there is no individuality either in the places or persons;
and the vague pictures of the French romances of the
seventeenth century give scarcely a caricatured idea
of the model from which they were drawn.
It may
not be amiss to mention here an incident relative to
the poet Racine and the work of Heliodorus which we
When Racine was at Port
have been considering.
Royal learning Greek, his imagination almost smothered to death by the dry erudition of the pious fathers,
he laid hold instinctively on the romance of Heliodorus, as the only prop by which he might be preserved
for his high destiny, even then, perhaps, shadowed dimA tale of love, howly forth in his youthful mind.
ever, surprised in the hands of a Christian boy^ filled
his mstructers with horror, and the book was seized
and thrown into the fire. Another and another copy
met the same fate and poor Racine, thus excluded
from the benefits of the common typographical art,
:

—

;

printed the romance on his

ed by stealth, and

among

the last

won

memory.

A

first

woo-

love,

and danger, is always
to loose her hold on the affections
and
in diflSculty

;

Racine, in riper age, often fondly recurred to his forFrom early youth, his
bidden studies at Port Royal.
son tells us, he had conceived an e.xtraordinary passion for Heliodorus; he admired both his style and
the wonderful art with which the fable is conducted.

— In

the ecclesiastical history of Nicephorus Calistus,
is told of Heliodorus, which, if true, would ex-

a story

on the part of the Thessalian church, somewhat
of the fanatical spirit which in Scotland expelled Home
Some young
from the administration of the altar.
persons having fallen into peril through the reading of
hibit,

such works, it was ordered by the provincial council,
that all books whose tendency it might be to incite the
rising generation to love, should be burned, and their
if ecclesiastics,
deprived of their dignities.
Heliodorus, rejecting the alternative which was offered
him of suppressing his romance, lost his bishopric.
This story, however, is nothing more than a mere romance itself, as Bayle has shown, by proving that the
requisition to suppress it could neither have been given
nor refused at a time when the work was spread over
all Greece.
{Foreign Quarterly Review,^ No. 9, p.
Various editions have been published of
125, seqq.)
the romance of Heliodorus.
The best is that of Coray,
The edition of MitscherParis, 1804, 2 vols. 8vo.
lich. Argent, 1798, 2 vols. 8vo, forming part of his
Erotici Grceci, is not held in much estimation.
HELiooAB.iL08 or Elaoabalus, I. a deity among
the Phoenicians.
This deity, according to Capitolinus
{Vit. Macrin, c. 9) and Aurelius Victor, was the

authors,

—

4£

Sun.
tuates

Lampridius, however
between the Sun and

{Vit. Heliog., c. 1), flue

Jupiter, while Spariianua
it uncertain.
The orof
the
name
is
also
thography
disputed, some writing it
others
and
ScaElagabalus,
Alagabalus.
Eleagabalus

{Vil. CaracaU.,

c.

11) leaves

liger {ad Euseb., p. 212)
vinity equivalent to the

makes the name of this
Hebrew Elah-Gebal., i.

die.,

'^Gebalitarum Deus^
(Consult, for other etymologies
of the term, the remarks of Hamaker, Miscell. PhctHerodian gives us an accurate
nic, p. 119, seqq.)
description of the form under which this deity was

worshipped (5, 3, 10, seqq.); he also informs us that
by this appellation the Sun was meant, and that the
deity in question was revered not only by the Syrians, but that the native satraps and barbarian kings
were accustomed to send splendid presents to his

According to Herodian, the god Heliogabalus
was worshipped under the form of a large black stone,

shrine.

round below, and terminating above in a point; in
other words, of a conical shape.
This description is
confirmed by the medals of Emesa, the principal seat
of his worship, on which the conical stone is represented.
So also, on the medals of Antoninus Pius,
struck in this same city, an eagle appears perched on
a cone.
{Mionnet., Rec. de Med., vol. 5, p. 227,
The same thing appears on medals of Caraseqq.)
{^Id., p. 229, n. 608), and on one {n. 607), an eagle
with expanded wings stands before a conical stone in
the middle of a hexastyle temple.
II. M. Aurelius
He was the grandson
Antoninus, a Roman emperor.
of Maesa, sister to the Empress Julia, the wife of Septimius Severus.
Maesa had two daughters, Soaem.is or
Semiamira, the mother of the subject of this article,
and Mammaea, mother of Alexander Severus. The
true name of Heliogabalus was Varius Avitus Bassianus, and he was reported to have been the illegitimate
He was born at Antioch, A.D.
son of Caracalla.
204.
Maesa took care of his infancy, and placed him,
when five years of age, in the temple of the Sun at
Emesa, to be educated as a priest and through her
influence he was made, while yet a boy, high-priest of
the Sun.
That divinity was called in Syria Helagabal
or Elagabal, whence the young Varius assumed the
name of Heliogabalus or Elagabalus. After the death
of Caracalla and the elevation of Macrinus, the latter
having incurred by his severity the dislike of the soldiers, Massa availed herself of this feeling to induce
the officers to rise in favour of her grandson, whom
she presented to them as the son of the murdered Caracalla.
Heliogabalus, who was then in his fifteenth

calla

—

;

was proclaimed emperor by the legion stationed
Emesa. Having put himself at their head, he was
attacked by Macrinus, who at first had the advantage;
but he and his mother Soaemis, with great spirit, brought
the soldiers again to the charge, and defeated Macrinus, who was overtaken in his flight and put to death,
A.D. 218.
Heliogabalus, having entered Antioch,
wrote a letter to the senate, professing to take for his
model Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, a name revered at
Rome ; and he also assumed that emperor's name.
The senate acknowledged him, and he set out for
Rome, but tarried several months on his way amid
festivities and amusements, and at last stopped at Nicomedia for the winter. In the following year he ar-

year,
at

Rome, and began a career of debauchery, extravagance, and cruelty, which lasted the remaining
three years of his reign, and the disgusting details of
which are given by Lampridius, Herodian, and Dio
Some critics have imagined, especially from
Cassius.
the shortness of his reign, that there must be some exhe could hardly have
aggeration in these accounts, for
done, in so short a time, all the mischief thatis attribrived at

dissolute, and toand this is not to be
wondered at, from his previous Eastern education, his
extreme youth, the corrupt example of his mother, his

uted to him.

That he was extremely

tally unfit for reigning,

is-

certain

;
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and the general profligacy of the
surrounded himself with gladiators, actors,
and other base favourites, who made an unworthy use
He married several wives, among
of their influence.
The imperial palace became a scene
others a Vestal.
of debauch and open prostitution.
Heliogabalus, being
attached to the superstitions of the East, raised a temto the Syrian
Hdl
on
the
Palatme
god whose name
ple
he bore, and plundered the temples of the Roman gods
He put to death many senators
to enrich his own.
he established a senate of women, under the presidency
of his mother Soaemis, which body decided all questions
relative to female dresses, visits, precedences, amuse-

sudden

elevation,

of

times.

He

work of

;

«oil.

143.

—

For a description of this obelisk, consult the
the learned traveller just mentioned, vol. 5, p.

II.

A

celebrated city of Syria, southwest of

Emesa, on the opposite side of the Orontes. Its Gre"
name, Heliopolis {'HliovTroAig),
City of the
Sun," is merely a tranfslation of the native term Baalbeck, which appellation the ruins at the present day
retain.
Heliopolis was famed for its temple of the
cian

Sun, erected by Antoninus Pius {Malala, Chron., 11,
1 19), and the ruins of this celebrated
pile still attest
Venus was also revered in
former magnificence.
this city, and its maidens were therefore said to be
the fairest in the land.
{Expositio Mundi, &c., Ge-

p.
its

ments, &;c. He wore his pontifical vest as high-priest of net., p. 14.)
the Sun, with a rich tiara on his head. His grandmother
Helium,, a name given to the mouth of the Maese
Maesa, seeing his folly, thought of conciliating the Ro- in Germany.
{Plin., 4, 15.)
mans by associating with him, as Caesar, his younger
HelIus ("HXiof), the Greek name of the Sun or
cousin. Alexander Severus, who soon became a favour- Apollo.
ite with the people.
Hellanicos, a Greek historian, a native of MytiHeliogabalus, who had consented
He wrote an acto the association, became afterward jealoas of his lene, who flourished about 460 B.C.
to
him
of
his
but
and
wished
count of various countries, both Grecian and Barbahonours,
cousin,
deprive
His rian, in which he availed himself of the labours of Hehe could not obtain the consent of the senate.
next measure was to spread the report of Alexander's cataeus and Hippys.
Various productions of his are
death, which produced an insurrection among the prae- referred to by the ancient writers, under the titles of
In order to
torians.
And Heliogabalus, having repaired to the AiyviTTiaKd, AioXtKu, kpyolLKa, &c.
camp to quell the mutiny, was murdered, together with arrange his narratives in chronological order, he made
his mother and favourites, and his body was thrown use of the catalogue of the priestesses of Juno at ArHe was succeeded by gos, deposited in the temple at Sicyon. This is tnc
into the Tiber, A.D. 222.
Alexander Severus. Heliogabalus was eighteen years first attempt that we find of the employment of chroof age at the time of his death, and had reigned three nology in history.
According to the ordinary deriva"
Greece,''^ and vinr],
{Lamprid., Vit. tion of this name, from 'E/l/ldf,
years, nine months, and four days.
Dio Cass., 78, 30, '^victory,'''' the penult ought to be long. As, however,
Herodian, 5, 3, seqq.
Heliogah.
Hellanicus was of -^olic origin, it is more than proba/d., 79, 1, seqq.)
seqq.
Heliopolis, a famous city of Egypt, situate a little ble, as Sturz remarks, that his name is the -^Eolic
to the east of the apex of the Delta, not far from mod- form merely of 'KklTjviKO^, and hence has the penult
In Hebrew it is styled short.
ern Cairo.
Lobeck {ad Phryn., p. 670) opposes this, how{Strab., 805.)
On or Aun. {WeWs Sacred Geography, s. v. Ex- ever, and derives the name from 'EXAaf and vikij, as
remarks
of
560.
the
curs.,
Ceilarius, Geog. above, citing at the same time Tzeizes {Posthom.,
Compare
In the Septuagint it is call- 778), with whom it occurs as a fourth Epitrite (
Antiq., vol. 1, p. 802.)
ed Heliopolis ('HAtoTroXif), or the city of the Sun.
w). And hence Passow {Lex. Gr.) considers the
The opinion of Sturz, however,
{Schleusner, Lex. Vet. Test., vol. 2, p. 20, ed. Glasg. penult doubtful.
The fragIn Jeremiah, xliii., 13, *' Beth Sheimm,^^ i.e., Domus seems more deserving of being followed.
Herodotus also mentions it by this name, and ments which remain of the writings of Hellanicus were
Solis.)
speaks of its inhabitants as being the wisest and most published by Sturz in 1787, Lips., 8vo and a secingenious of all the Egyptians (2, 3.
Compare Nic. ond edition in 1826. They are given also in the MuDamascenus, in Euseb., Prap. Evang., 9, 16). Ac- seum Criticum, vol. 2, p. 90, seqq., Camhr., 1826.
It
Hell.is, a term first applied to a city and region of
cording to Berosus, this was the city of Moses.
was, in fact, a place of resort for all the Greeks who Thessaly, in the district of Phthiotis, but afterward exvisited Egypt for instruction.
Hither came Herodo- tended to all Thessaly, and finally made a general ap" It is
tus, Plato, Eudoxus, and others, and imbibed much of pellation for the whole of Greece.
universally
the learning which they afterward disseminated among acknowledged," observes Cramer, "that the name of
their own countrymen.
Plato, in particular, resided Hellas, which afterward served to designate the whole
The city was built, according to of what we now call Greece, was originally applied to
here three years.
Strabo {I. c), on a long, artificial mound of earth, so a particular district of Thessaly.
At that early period,
as to be out of the reach of the inundations of the Nile. as we are assured by Thucydides, the common deIt had an oracle of Apollo, and a famous temple of nomination of Hellenes had not yet been received in
In this temple was fed and adored the sa- that wide
the Sun.
acceptation which was afterward attached
cred ox Mnevis, as Apis was at Memphis. This city to it, but each separate district enjoyed its distinctive
was laid waste with fire and sword by Cambyses, and appellation, derived mostly from the clan by which it
its college of priests all slaughtered,
Strabo saw it w&s held, or from the chieftain who was regarded as
in a deserted state, and shorn of all its splendour. the parent of the race.
In proof of this assertior\ the
'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Heliopolis was famed also for its fountain of excellent
water, which still remains, and gave rise to the subsequent Arabic name of the place, Ain Shems, or the

;

appeals to Homer, who, though much later
than the siege of Troy, never applies a common term
to the Greeks in general, but calls them Danai, ArThe opinion thus advanced by Thugivi, and Achaei.
historian

The modern name is Matarea,
some valuable remarks on the site cydides finds support in Apoilodorus, who states, that
of the ancient Heliopolis, in opposition to Larcher and when Homer mentions the Hellenes, we must undera parBryant, consult Clarke's Travels, vol. 5, prczf., xv., stand him as referring to a people who occupied
The same writer obLarcher erroneously pre- ticular district in Thessaly.
notis.
seqq., and p. 140, in
tends, that Heliopolis was situate within the Delta, and serves, that it is only from the time of Hesiod and
that Matarea stands on the site of an insignificant Archilochus that we hear of the Panhellenes.
{Apoltown of the same name, which has been confounded lod., ap. Strab., 370.) It is true that the word occurs
A solitary obelisk is all in our present copies of Homer, as in 11, 2, 530, but
with the more ancient city.

fountain of the sun.
For
or cool water.

remains at the present day of this once celebrated
Other monuments, however, exist no doubt
around this pillar, concealed only by a thin superficies
that

place.
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Aristarchus and other critics rejected it as spurious.
From Strabo, however, we learn
{Schol. ad II., I. c.)
that this was a disputed point ; and he himself seems
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inclined to imagine that Homer did not assign to the fy a critical inquirer, yet the uniform tradition of tha
word 'EAXaf so limited a signification as Thucydides Greeks authorizes us in the belief, that Greece did in
testia supposiearly times receive colonies from the East
supposed. But, whatever may be thought of the
mony of Homer in regard to this question, we can tion which is not in itself improbable, considering the
The time which
have no doubt as to the extension which the terms proximity of the Asiatic coast.
"EXXaf and "EXXtjve^ acquired in the time of Herodo- elapsed from the appearance of the Hellenes in Thestus, Scylax, and Thucydides.
ScylaY, whose age is saly to the siege of Troy is usually known by the
affirm that he name of the Heroic Age.
Whatever opinion we maydisputed, but of whom we may safely
of
the
the
time
wrote about
Peloponnesian war, in- form of the Homeric poems, it can hardly be doubted
a
of
that
situated
south
correct
all
the
under
Hellas
cludes
they present
country
picture of the manners and
the Ambracian gulf and the Peneus.
{Peripi, p 12, customs of ihe age in which the poet lived, which, in
Herodotus extends its limits still farther north, all probability, differed little from the manners and
et 25.)
by taking in Thesprotia (2, 56), or, at least, that part customs of the Heroic Age. The state of society
of it which is south of the river Acheron (8, 47). But described by Homer very much resembled that which
;

more usual to exclude Epirus from Grajcia Proand to place its northwestern extremity- at Ambracia, on the Ionian Sea, while Mount Homole, near
the mouth of the Peneus, was looked upon as forming
This coincides
its boundary on the opposite side.
with the statement of Scylax, and also with that of
Dicsarchus in his descriptions of Greece (v. 3\,seqq.)
The name Graecia, whence that of Greece has descended unto us, was given to this country by the
Romans. It comes from the Graeci, one of the anit is

pria,

cient tribes of Epirus {Aristot., Meteor., 1, 14), who
never became of any historical importance, but whose

name must

at some period have been extensively
spread on the western coast, since the inhabitants of
Italy appear to have known the country at first under
this name.

existed in Europe during the feudal ages.
No great
power had yet arisen in Greece it was divided into
a number of small states, governed by hereditary chiefs,
whose power was limited by a martial aristocracy.
Piracy was an honourable occupation, and war the de;

light of noble souls.

Thucydides informs us

(1, 4),

commencement

of Grecian civilization is to be
dated from the reign of Minos of Crete, who acquired
a naval power and cleared the .^gean Sea of pirates.
that the

the most celebrated heroes of this period were
Bellerophon and Perseus, whose adventures were laid
in the East
Theseus, the king of Athens, and HerTradition also preserved the account of expecules.
ditions undertaken by several chiefs united together,
such as that of the Argonauts, of the Seven against

Among

;

Thebes, and of the Siege of Troy, B.C. 1184.

2. From the Siege of Troy to the Commencement of
the Persian wars, B.C. 500.
Trojan War.
We learn from Thucydides (1, 12), that the populaThe people whom we call Greeks (the Hellenes)
were not the earliest inhabitants of the country. tion of Greece was in a very unsettled state for some
Among the names of the many tribes which are said time after the Trojan war. Of the various migrations
to have occupied the land previous to the Hellenes, which appear to have taken place, the most important
the most celebrated is that of the Pelasgi, who ap- in their consequences were those of the Boeotians from
pear to have been settled in most parts of Greece, and Thessaly into the country afterward called Boeotia,
from whom a considerable part of the Greek popula- and of the Dorians into Peloponnesus, the former in
The Caucones, Le- the sixtieth and the latter in the eightieth year after the
tion was probably descended.
About the same period the western
leges, and other barbarous tribes, who also inhabited Trojan war.
Greece, are all regarded by a modern v/nter {Thirlwall, coast of Asia Minor was colonized by the Greeks.
History of Greece, vol. 1, p. .32-61) as parts of the The ancient inhabitants of Boeotia, who had been driven
1

.

History of Greece from the earliest times

to the

He remarks, "that the name PelasPelasgic nation.
gians was a general one, like that of Saxons, Franks,
or Alemanni, and that each of the Pelasgian tribes had
also one peculiar to itself."
All these tribes, however, were obliged to submit to the power of the Hellenes, who eventually spread over the greater part of
Their original seat was, according to ArisGreece.
totle {Meteor., 1, 14), near Dodona, in Epirus, but they
first
appeared in the south of Thessaly about B.C.
In ac1384, according to the received chronology.
cordance with the common method of the Greeks, of
the
of
nations,
origin
inventing names to account for
the Hellenes are represented as descended from Hellen, who had three sons, Dorus, Xuthus, and iEolus.
Achaeus and Ion are represented as the sons of Xu-

thus

;

and from these

four,

Dorus. ^olus, Achaeus, and

Ion, the Dorians, JEolians, Achceans, and lonians were
descended, who formed the four tribes into which the

Hellenic nation was for many centuriesdivided, and who
were distinguished from each other by many peculiarities in language and institutions.
At the same time
that the Hellenic race

was spreading

itself

over the

whole land, numerous colonies from the East are said to
have settled in Greece, and to their influence many writers have attributed the civilization of the inhabitants.
Thus we read of Egyptian colonies in Argos and At-

out of their homes by the invasion of the Boeotians,
together with some JEolians, whence it has acquired
the name of the .^olian migration, left Boeotia B.C.
1124, and settled in Lesbos and the northwestern
corner of Asia Minor.
They were followed by the
lonians in B.C. 1040, who, having been driven from
their abode on the Corinthian Gulf, had taken refuge
in Attica, whence they emigrated to Asia Minor and
settled on the Lydian coast.
The southwestern part
of the coast of Asia Minor was also colonized about

the

same period by Dorians.

The number

of

Greek

colonies, considering the extent of the mother country,
was very great and the readiness with which the
;

Greeks

left their

homes

to settle in foreign parts

forms

In
a characteristic feature in their national character.
the seventh century before Christ the Greek colonies
took another direction ; Cyrene, in Africa, was founded by the inhabitants of Thera, and the coasts of Siciwith
ly and the southern part of Italy became studded
so many Greek cities, that it acquired the surname
of the Great, or Greater, Greece.
The two states of

—

Greece which attained the greatest historical celebrity
were Sparta and Athens. The power of Athens was
of later growth
but Sparta had, from the time of the
Dorian conquest, taken the lead among the Peloponnesian states, a position which she maintained by the
B.C. 688.
conquest of the fertile country of Messenia,
Her superiority was probably owing to the nature ot
to have been
her
institutions, which are said
;

of a Phcenician colony at Thebes in Boeotia.
and of a Mysian colony led by Pelops, from whom the
southern part of Greece derived its name of Peloponpolitical
nesus.
The very existence of these colonies has been fixed on a firm basis by her celebrated lawgiver Lydoubted by some writers but, though the evidence of
At the head of the polity were
curgus, B.C. 884.
was greatly limeach one individually is
perhaps not sufficient to satis- two hereditary chiefs, but their power

tica,

;
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"Her

by a jealous aristocracy.
also increased by the conquest of
.ted

territories

Tegea

in

were

Arcadia.

Athens only rose to importance in the century preceding the Persian wars but even in this period her
power was not more than a match for the little states
;

The

command of Cimon, carried on the war vigorously, defeated the Persian fleets, and plundered
the maritime provinces of the Persian empire.
During
this period the power of Athens rapidly increased ; she
of
a
succession
possessed
distinguished statesmen,
der the

was long harassed

Themistocles, Aristides, Cimon, and Pericles, who all
contributed to the advancement of her power, though
Her maritime greatdiffering in their political views.
ness was founded by Themistocles, her revenues were
increased by Pericles, and her general prosperity, in
connexion with other causes, tended to produce a
greater degree of refinement than existed in any other
Literature was cultivated, and the
part of Greece.
arts of architecture and sculpture, which were employer was abolished in almost all the Greek states, with ed to ornament the city,were carried to a degree of exthe exception of Sparta, and a republican form of cellence that has never since been surpassed.
While
In studying Athens was advancing in power, Sparta had to maingovernment established in its stead.
the history of the Greeks, we must bear in mind tain a war against the Messenians, who again revolted,
that almost every city formed an independent state, and were joined by a great number of the Spartan slaves
and that, with the exception of Athens and Sparta, (B.C. 464-455). But, though Sparta made no efforts
which exacted obedience from the other towns of At- during this period to restrain the Athenian power, it
tica and Laconia respectively, there was hardly any was not because she wanted the will, but the means.
state which possessed more than a few miles of terri- These, however, were soon furnished by the Athenitory.
Frequent wars between each other were the ans themselves, who began to treat the allied states
almost unavoidable consequence of the existence of with great tyranny, and to regard them as subjects,
80 many small states nearly equal in power.
The not as independent states in alliance. The tribute
evils which arose from this state of things were partly was raised from 460 to 600 talents, the treasury was
reniedied by the influence of the Amphictyonic coun- removed from Delos to Athens, and the decision
of all important suits was referred to the Athenian
cil, and by the religious games and festivals which
were held at stated periods in different parts of Greece, courts. When any state withdrew from the alliance,
and during the celebration of which no wars were car- its citizens were considered by the Athenians as rebThe
ried on.
In the sixth century before the Christian els, and immediately reduced to subjection.
era Greece rapidly advanced in knowledge and civili- dependant states, anxious to throw off the Athenian
zation.
Literature and the fine arts were already cul- dominion, entreated the assistance of Sparta, and
tivated in Athens under the auspices of Pisistratus thus, in conjunction with other causes, arose the war
and his sons and the products of remote countries between Sparta and Athens, which lasted for twentywere introduced into Greece by the merchants of Cor- seven year's (B. C. 431-404), and is usually known
inth and .^gina.
as the Peloponnesian war.
It terminated by again
at the head of the Grecian slates.
placing
Sparta
3. From the Commencement of the Persian Wars to the
Soon after the conclusion of this war, Sparta engaged
Death of Philip of Macedon, B.C. 336.
in a contest with the Persian empire, which lasted
This was the most splendid period of Grecian histo- from B.C. 400 to 394. The splendid successes which
The Greeks, in their resistance to the Persians, Agesilaus, the Spartan king, obtained over the Persian
ry.
and the part they took in the burning of Sardis, B.C. troops in Asia Minor, and the manifest weakness of the
After Persian empire, which had been already shown by the
499, drew upon them the vengeance of Darius.
the reduction of the Asiatic Greeks, a Persian army retreat of the ten thousand Greeks from the heart of
was sent into Attica, but was entirely defeated at the Persian empire, appear to have induced Agesilaus
Marathon, B.C. 490, by the Athenians under Miltia- to entertain the design of overthrowing the Persian
of Megaris and ^Egina.

city

by intestine commotions till the time of Solon, B.C.
594, who was chosen by his fellow-citizens to frame
a new constitution and a new code of laws, to which
much of the future greatness of Athens must be asWe have already seen that the kingly form
cribed.
of government was prevalent in the Heroic Age. But,
during the period that elapsed between the Trojan
war and the Persian invasion, hereditary political pow-

;

Ten years afterward the whole power of the
Persian empire was directed against Greece an immense army, led in person by Xerxes, advanced as far
as Attica, and received the submission of almost all
the Grecian states, with the exception of Athens and
But this expedition also failed the Persian
Sparta.
fleet was destroyed in the battles of Artemisium and
Salamis and the land forces were entirely defeated

des.

;

;

;

m

the following year, B.C. 479, at Platsea in Bceotia.
Sparta had, previous to the Persian invasion, been
regarded by the other Greeks as the first power in

Greece, and accordingly she obtained the supreme
command of the army and fleet in the Persian war.
But, during the course of this war, the Athenians had
made greater sacrifices and had shown a greater deAfter the battle of
OT-ee of courage and patriotism.
Platsea a confederacy was formed by the Grecian
states for carrying on the war against the Persians.
Sparta was at first placed at the head of it ; but the
allies, disgusted with the tyranny of Pausanias, the
Spartan commander, gave the supremacy to Athens.

but he was obliged to return to his native
country to defend it against a powerful confederacy,

monarchy

;

which had been formed by the Corinthians, Thebans,
the purpose
Argives, Athenians, and Thessalians, for

The confederof throwing off the Spartan dominion.
ates were not, however, successful in their attempt
was again secured for a
and the
;

Spartan supremacy
brief period by a general peace, made B.C. 387, usuthe peace of Antalcidas.
ally known by the name of
Ten years afterward the rupture between Thebes and
Sparta began, which led to a general war in Greece,
and for a short time placed Thebes at the head of the

Grecian

states.

The

was princigreatness of Thebes

valour of two of her
pally owing to the wisdom and
After the
citizens, Pelopidas and Epaminondas.
death of Epaminondas at the battle of Mantinea, B.C.

The
362, Thebes again sunk to its former obscurity.
Spartan supremacy was however destroyed by th.s
war, and her power still more humbled by the restoraFrom
tion of Messenia to independence, B.C. 369.
the conclusion of this war to the reign of Philip of
The allies, who consisted of the inhabitants of the isl- Macedon Greece remained without any ruling powIt is only necessary here to mention the part
ands and coasts of the iEgean Sea, were to furnish con- er.
tributions in money and ships, and the delicate task of which Philip took in the sacred icar, which lastin which he appeared
assessing the amount which each state was to pay was ed ten years (B.C. 356-346),
The yearly contribution was as the defender of the Amphictyonic council, and
assigned to Aristides.
settled at 460 talents, about $485,500, and Delos was which terminated by the conquest of the Phocians.
thosen as the common treasury. The Athenians, un- The Athenians, urged on by Demosthenes, made an al588
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liance with the Thebans for the purpose of resisting
B.C. 388, sePhilip; but their defeat at Chaeronea,
cured for the Macedonian king the supremacy of

same year a congress of Grecian
states was held at Corinth, in which Philip was chosen
in a projected war against
generalissimo of the Greeks
but his assassination in B.C. 336
the Persian empire
Greece.

In

the

;

caused
4.

this enterprise to

From

devolve on his son Alexander.

the Accession of

Roman

Alexander the Great

to the

Conquest, B.C. 146.

The conquests of Alexander extended the Grecian
in6uence over the greater part of Asia west of the InAfter his death the dominion of the East was
dus.
contested by his generals, and two powerful empires
that of the Ptolemies
were permanently establislied
The dominions
in Egypt and the Seleucidae in Syria.

the ancient Dardania in its vicinity.
Homer'o epithet
of TrAarvf, "/>rt/arf," applied to so narrow a strait (//.,
7, 86.— Compare //., 17, 432.— Od., 24, 82.— JiV
chyL, Pers., 880), has given rise to much discussion,
and is one of those points which have a bearing on the
long-agitated question respecting the site of Troy.
Hobhouse undertakes to explain the seeming inconsistency of Homer's term, by showing that the Hellespont should be considered as extending down to
the promontory of Lectum, the northern boundary of
.^olia, and that the whole line of coast to this point
from Abydus, was considered by Strabo as being the
shores of the Hellespont, not of the .^gean.
{JourThe
ney, Let. 42.— Vol. 2, p. 206, seqq., Am. ed.)
same writer observes, with regard to the breadth of

it nowhere seems to be less than
and yet the ancient measurements give
of the early Syrian kings embraced the greater part of only seven stadia, or eight hundred and seventy-five pawestern Asia but their empire was soon divided into ces.
Walpole, on the other hand, as cited by Clarke
various independent kingdoms, such as that of Bactria, {Travels, vol. 3, p. 91, in notis, Eng. ed.), assigns to
*'
the
Greek
the
salt,'''' or '^bracklanguage
epithet Tr'kaTvg the meaning of
Pergamus, &c., in all of which
was spoken, not merely at court, but to a considera- ish,'''' referring, in support of this conjecture, to ArisFrom the death of Alexander totle {MeteoroL, 2, 3. Op., ed. Duval, vol. 1, p. 556,
ble extent in the cities.
to the Roman conquest, Macedon remained the ruling D. et E.), who uses it three times in this sense, and to
power in Greece. The ^tolian and Achaean leagues Hesychius. (Compare Herod., 2, 108, and Schweigh.,
were formed, the former B.C. 284, the latter B.C. ad loc.) This, however, is at best a very forced ex;

the Hellespont, that

a mile across

;

;

—

281, for the

purpose of resisting the

Macedonian

Macedonia was conquered by the Romans
kmgs.
B.C. 197, and the Greek states declared independent.
This, however, was merely nominal
they only exchanged the rule of the Macedonian kings for that of
and in B.C. 146, Greece was rethe Roman people
duced to the form of a Roman province, called Achaia,
though certain cities, such as Athens, Delphi, &.c.,
were allowed to have the rank of free towns. The
history of Greece, from this period, forms part of the
Roman empire. It was overrun by the Goths in
A.D. 267, and again in A.D. 398, under Alaric; and,
after being occupied by the Crusaders and Venetians,
at last fell into the hands of the Turks, on the confrom whom, with the excepquest of Constantinople
tion of Macedonia, Thessaly, and Epirus, it is now
;

;

;

again liberated.

{Encycl. Us.

KnowL,

vol. 12, p.

426,

Homer appears to consider the Hellespont
planation.
rather as a mighty river than a winding arm of the sea ;
"

TT/larvf,
broad,''^ becomes no inappropriate term, more especially if we take into the connexion the analogous epithets of ayd^poog (" rapidly flowing^^), and direipuv (" boundless''^), which are else-

and hence

where applied by him
845.

—

the

to

same Hellespont.

(//.,

24, 545.)
Casaubon, in his commentary
on Athenaeus, adduces the passage quoted above by
Walpole, together with one or two others, likewise
2,

'II.

,

from Aristotle, in favour of TrAarvf meaning "«a/^;"
and a critic in the Edinburgh Review (vol. 21, p. 136),
Blorafield quaintly designates as " censor quisemidoctus,^^ seeks to advocate the same opinion.
It has few if any advocates, however, at the present

whom
dam

Gloss, ad Msch., Pers., 880.)
that when Homer speaks of

— Some(Consult Blomf,
suppose,
day.

scholars

the "broad Hellespont," he actually means the north"
Hklle, a daughter of Athamas and Nephele, sister ern part of the ^gean. Thus, Heyne observes, HoShe and her brother Phrixus, in order mer always places the camp on the Hellespont, in the
to Phrixus.
to avoid the cruel persecution of their stepmother Ino, more extensive signification of that term, as meaning
fled from Thessaly on the back of a golden fleeced ram, the northern part of the .^gean Sea {II., 18, 150
24,
which transported them through the air. They pro- 346._0<Z., 24, 82.—II., 7, 86, &c.), and hence should
ceeded safely till they came to the sea between the be derived the explanation of the epithets TzXarvg and

seqq.)

;

promontory of Sigaeum and the Chersonese, into which
Helle fell, and it was named from her Hellespontus
Phrixus proceeded on his way to Col{Helle's Sea).

The
{Vid. Athamas, Argonautau, Phrixus.)
tomb of Helle was placed, according to Herodotus, on
the shores of the Chersonese, near Cardia.
{Herod.,

chis.

7, 58.)

Hellen, the fabled son of Deucalion and Pyrrha,
and progenitor of the Hellenic race. ( Vid. Hellas, <J
1, History of Greece, from the earliest times to the
Trojan war.)
Hellenes {'ElXrjveg), the general name of the Grecian race.
It was first borne
by the tribes that came
in from the north, at an early
period, and eventually
Their
spread themselves over the whole of Greece.

der Eb. von

250.;
{Beschreib.,
Troja,
—Whether the
denomination Hellespont was derived
cnreipuv.^'

from

p.

—

Greece

at large {Pind., Pyth., 7, 7.
'E/l/laf,
Id. ibid., 10, 29), or from 'EA/l«f, the province or
city ((S^raA.,431), or from Helle, according to the popu-

—

Stephanus of
legend, cannot now be ascertained.
the earlier name
(p. 232, ed. Berkel) says
of the Hellespont was the Borysthenes {Bopvadev7]c).
(Compare Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 174.) Perhaps a careful investigation of the subject would lead to the conclusion, that Homer gives the name of Hellespont to
lar

Byzantium

the whole Propontis.
{Classical Journal, vol. 16, p.
The Hellespont is celebrated for the love and
64.)
death of Leander.
{Vid. Hero, and Leander, and the
It is famed also for
remarks under the latter article).

—

original seat was, according to Aristotle (Meteor., 1,
14), near Dodona, in Epirus ; but they first appeared

the bridge of boats which Xerxes built over it when
he invaded Greece.
{Vid. remarks under the article

to the

south of Thessaly, about B.C. 1384, according
common chronology. (Vid. Hellas, ^ 1, History of Greece, from the earliest times to the Trojan

Abydus, I.)
Hellopia, a

loar.)

was situated.
Helorus,

in the

Hellespontus, now the Dardanelles, a narrow strait
between Asia and Europe, near the Propontis, which received its name, it is said, from Helle, who was drowned there in her voyage to Colchis. {Vid. Helle.) Its
ouxlem name of Dardanelles is supposed to come from

district of

—Eubcea,

in

which Histiaea

Compare Herodot.,8, 23.)
{Strab., 445.
I. a river of Sicily, near the southern ex-

It is mentionAbiso.
tremity of the island, now the
ed by several of the ancient poets, on account of the

remarkably

fertile

country through which

it

flows.

Sil4, 487, &c.)
Virg., JEn., 3, 659.— Ovid, Fast.,
iu8 Italicus (14, 270) gives it the epithet of clamosus,
(

Oo9

HEL

HELOTiE.

referring either to the noise of its waters in the numerous caverns found along its banks, or to the laments

occasioned by its inundations of the neighbourhood.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 340.) II. A town
of Sicily, near the mouth of the river Helorns. {Steph.
Pliny speaks of it, however, ais
Byz., s. V. 'E?.cjf)og.)
a mere castle or fortified post, with a good fishery atto
it.
But
it
tached
was, in truth, a very ancient city,
and very probably a place of some importance before
the arrival of the Greeks.
The adjacent country was

—

Hence Ovid (/. c.) speaks
very fertile and beautiful.
of the " Helorian Tempo," and Diodorus Siculus (13,
" Helorian
Com19) of the ^EXuptov irsdiov,
plain."
"
pare also Virgil {l. c),
Prcepingue solum stagnantis
Helori.-'
The remains of this city are called Muri
Ucci.

sell them beyond the borders."
evident that they were considered as
belonging properly to the state, which to a certain degree permitted them to be possessed by, and apportioned them out to, individuals, reserving to itself the
power of enfranchising them. But to sell them out of
the country was not in the power even of the state ; and.
to the best of our knowledge, such an event never ocIt is, upon the whole, most
curred.
probable, that individuals had no power to sell them at all, as they beto
the
landed
longed chiefly
property, and this was unalienable.
On these lands they had certain fixed dwellings of their own, and particular services and payments
were prescribed to them. They paid as rent a fixed
measure of corn ; not, however, like the Perioeci, to
the state, but to their masters.
As this quantity had

liberate

From

them, nor

this

it

is

"

He LOS, I, a town of Laconia, on the left bank of the been definitively settled at a very early period (to raise
It
the amount being forbidden under heavy imprecations),
Eurotas, and not far from the mouth of that river.
was said to have owed its origin to Helius, the son of the Helots were the persons who profited by a good,
Perseus.
The inhabitants of this town, havmg re- and lost by a bad, harvest, which must have been to
volted against the Dorians and Heraclidae, were re- them an encouragement to industry and good husbandduced to slavery, and called Helots, which name was ry a motive which would have been wanting if the
afterward extended to the various people who were profit and loss had merely affected the landlords. And
held in bondage by the Spartans.
{Pausan., 3, 20.) by this means, as is proved by the accounts respecting
Ephorus, as cited by Strabo (364), makes Agis to have the Spartan agriculture, a careful management of the
reduced the Helots to subjection but Pausanias (3, cultivation of the soil was kept up.
By means of the
To rich produce of the lands, and in part by plunder ob2) speaks of a much later reduction of the place.
reconcile the statements of these two writers, we must tained in war, they collected a considerable property,
suppose, that, at the subjugation of Helos by Agis, to the attainment of which almost every access was
about 200 years before, some of the inhabitants had closed to the Spartans.
The cultivation of the land,
been suffered to remain, and that, at the time mention- however, was not the only duty of the Helots they
ed by Pausanias, they were finally destroyed or re- also attended upon their masters at the public meals,
moved.
Helos itself remained to the time of Thu- who, according to the Lacedaemonian principle of a
community of property, mutually lent them to one ancydides (4, 54) and of Xenophon {Hist. Gr., G, 5, 32)
{Clinton, Fasti Hel- other.
Aristot., Pol., 2, 2.
perhaps a fortress on the coast.
{Xen., Rep. Lac 6, 3.
lenici, 2(7 ed., p. 405, note z.)
Polybius says (5, 19, 5.) A large number of them was also employed by
8 20, 12), that the district of He!os was the most the state in public works. In the field the Helots nevextensive and fertile part of Laconia
but the coast er served as Hoplitae, except in extraordinary cases
was marshy. In Strabo's time Helos was only a village, and then it was the general practice afterward to give
and some years later Pausanias informs us it was in them their liberty.
(Compare Thucyd., 7, 19, and 4,
ruins.
In Lapie's map the vestiges of Helos are placed 80.)
On other occasions they attended the regular
at Tsyli, about five miles from the Eurotas, and Sir army as light-armed troops {^iXoi) ; and that their
W. Gell observes that the marsh of Helos is to the numbers were very considerable may be seen from
east of the mouth of that river.
{GelVs Itin. of the the battle of Platasa, in which 5000 Spartans were
Cramer^s Ancient Greece^ vol. 3, p. attended by 35,000 Helots. Although they did not
Morea, p. 233.
share the honour of the heavy-armed soldiers, they
193, seqq.)
;

;

;

—

:

,

;

;

;

—

Helotje (EiXtjrai), and Helotks (EtAurcf), the
Helots or bondsmen of the Spartans.
The common
account, observes Miiller {Dorians, vol. 2, p. 30, Eng.

—

Vol. 2, p. 33, German work), of the origin of
this class is, that the inhabitants of the maritime town
of Helos were reduced by Sparta to this state of deg-

trans.

radation, after an insurrection against the Dorians alThis explanation, howready established in power.
ever, rests merely on an etymology, and that by no
means probable, since such a Gentile name as ElXug

(which seems to be the more ancient form) cannot by
any method of formation have been derived from 'EAof
The word ElXu^ is probably a derivative from "EXu in
a passive sense, and consequently means ^^ a prisoner. ^^
This derivation was known in ancient times.
(Compare Schol, Plat., Alcih., 1, p. 78, and Lennep, Ety.

mol,
were

p. 257.)
Perhaps the word signifies those who
taken after having resisted to the uttermost.
It

were an aboriginal
a very early period, and

appears to

however, that they

me,
race, which was subdued at
which immediately passed over as slaves

to the Doric
In speaking of the condition of the Helots, we will consider their political rights and their
personal treatment under different heads, though in fact
The first
the two subjects are very nearly connected.
were doubtless exactly defined by law and custom,
though the expressions made use of by ancient authors
"
are frequently vague and ambiguous.
They were,"
" in a certain
point of
says Ephorus {ap. Strab., 365),
Their possessor could neither
view, public slaves.

conquerors.

590

were in turn exposed to a less degree of danger. For,
while the former, in close rank, received the onset of
the enemy with spear and shield, the Helots, armed
only with their sling and javelin, were in a moment
either before or behind the ranks, as Tyrtjeus accurately describes the relative duties of the light-armed soldier {yv[ivr]q) and the Hoplite.
Sparta, in her better
days, is never recorded to have unnecessarily sacrificed
certain number of them
the lives of her Helots.

A

—

Thuallotted to each Spartan {Herodot., 9, 28.
this number was
cyd., 3, 8) ; at the battle of Plataea
was

Those who were assigned to a single maswere probably called afiTvirrape^. Of these, however, one in particular was the servant {&epa-KO)v) of
seven.
ter

his master, as in the story of the blind Spartan, who
was conducted by his Helot into the thickest of the
battle of Thermopylae, and, while the latter fled, fell
It appears
with the other heroes.
{Herod., 7, 229.)
that the other Helots were in the field placed more immediately under the command of the king than the rest

In the fleet they
{Herod., 6, 80 e^ 81.)
large mass of the sailors (Xcn., Hist.
Grr., 7, 1, 12), in which service at Athens the inferior
citizens and slaves were employed.
It is a matter of
much greater difficulty to form a clear notion of the
treatment of the Helots, and of their manner of life ;
for the rhetorical spirit with which later historians have
embellished their philanthropic views, joined to our
own ignorance, has been productive of much confusion
and misconception. Myron of Priene, in his romancf*
of the army.

composed the

HELOT.E.

HELOT.E.
on the Messenian war, drew a vei^ dark picture of
end to rouse the feelSparta, and endeavoured at the
a description of the fate which
ings of his readers by
"
The Helots," says he
the conquered underwent.
{ap.Athen., 14, p. 657, D.), "perform for the Spartans
They are compelled to
every ignominious service.
wear a cap of dog's skin {Kvvfj), to have a covering of
sheep's skin {6i(jfdipa), apd are severely beaten every
year without having committed any fault, in order that

yet were not these Helots, who in many districts lived
entirely alone, united by despair for the sake of common protection, and did they not every year kindle a
most bloody and determined war throughout the whole

of Laconial
Such are the inextricable difficulties in
which we are involved by giving credit to the received
accounts
the solution of which is, in my opinion, to
be found in the speech of Megillus the Spartan, in the
laws of Plato, who is there celebrating the manner of
:

"

There is also
countrymen to hardships.
" what is called the
us," he says,
crypteta
or their beauty, raise themselves above the condition {KpvTTTeia), the pain of undergoing which is scarcely
It consists in
on
in
barefoot
of a slave, are condemned to death, and the masters credible.
stones,
going
who do not destroy the most manly of them are liable enduring the privations of the camp, performing meThe partiality and ignorance of this nial offices without a servant, and wandering night and
to punishment.'*
The day throughout the whole country." The same is
writer are evident from his very first statement.
Helots wore the leathern cap with a broad band, and more clearly expressed in another passage (6, p. 763,
the covering of sheep's skin, simply because it was the B.), where the philosopher settles, that in his state
the Ar- sixty agronomi or phylarchs should each choose twelve
original dress of the natives, which, moreover,
cadians had retained from ancient usage.
{Sophocles, young men from the age of twenty-five to thirty, and
Valck., ad send them as guards in succession through the several
Inachiis, ap. Schol., Aristoph., av. 1203.
Theocrit. Adoniaz., p. 345.)
Laertes, the father of districts, in order to inspect the fortresses, roads, and
Ulysses, when he assumed the character of a peasant, public buildings in the country ; for which purpose
is also represented as wearing a cap of goat's skin.
they should have power to make free use of the
they
this,

may never forget they are slaves. In addition to inuring
those among them who, either by their stature among

his

—

The truth is, that the ancients made
{Od., 24, 230.)
a distinction between town and country costume.
Hence, when the tyrants of Sicyon wished to accustom
the unemployed people, whose numbers they dreaded,
to a country life, they forced them to wear the kutuvaKij, which had underneath a lining of fur. {Pollux,
Thus

time they were to live sparingly,
wants, and range through the
whole country in arms without intermission, both in
These persons were to be called
winter and summer.
Can it be supposed that PlaKpvTCToi or ayopavdfioi.
to would have here used the name of crypteia, if it
slaves.

this

During

to minister to their

own

murder of the Helots, or, rather, if
were not an exact agreement in essentials between the institution which he proposed and that in
diphthera of the Helots, therefore, signified nothing existence at Sparta, although the latter was perhaps
more humiliating and degrading than their employment one of greater hardship and severity 1 The youth of
in agiicultural labour.
Now, since Myron purposely Sparta were also sent out under certain officers, partly
misrepresented this circumstance, it is very probable for the purpose of training them to hardships, partly of
that his other objections are founded in error nor can inspecting the territory of Sparta, which was of conmisrepresentations of this political state, which was siderable extent, and who kept, we may suppose, a
unknown to the later Greeks, and particularly to wri- strict watch upon the Helots, who, living by themPlutarch, for example, selves, and entirely separated from their masters, must
ters, have been uncommon.
relates that the Helots were compelled to intoxicate have been for that reason more formidable to Sparta.
themselves, and to perform indecent dances, as a We must allow that oppression and severity were not
warning to the Spartan youth but common sense is sufficiently provided against only the aim of the cusopposed to so absurd a mode of education. Is it pos- tom was wholly different though perhaps it was recksible that the Spartans should have so degraded the oned by Thucydides (4, 80) among those institutions
men whom they appointed as tutors over their chil- which, as he says, were established for the purpose of
Female Helots also discharged the offi<;e of keeping a watch over the Helots. It is hardly necesdren 1
7, 4, 68.)

also

Theognis describes the country-

men

of''Megara as clothed with dressed skins, and
The
dwelling around the town like frightened deer.

signified a secret

there

;

;

;

;

uurse in the royal palaces, and doubtless obtained all
the affection with which the attendants of early youth

crypteia

were honoured

to

in ancient times.

It is,

however, cer-

tain that the Doric laws did not bind servants to strict

and

hence

examples of drunkenness
served as a means of recomalso an established regula
mending sobriety.
tion, that the national songs and dances of Sparta were
forbidden to the Helots, who, on the other hand, had
temperance

;

among them might have
It

was

some extravagant and lascivious dances peculiar to
themselves, which may have given rise to the above
But are we not labouring in vain to soften the
report.
bad impression of Myron's account, since the fearful
word crypteia is of itself sufficient to show the unhappy fate of the Helots and the cruelty of their masters 1
By this word is generally understood a chase
of the Helots, annually undertaken at a fixed time by
the youth of Sparta, who either assassinated them by
night, or massacred them formally in open day, in order to lessen their numbers and weaken their

power.

Isocrates speaks of this institution in a very confused

manner, and from mere report. Aristotle, however,
as well as Heraclides of Ponlus, attribute it to Lvcurgus, and represent it as a war which the Ephori themselves, on entering upon their yearly office, proclaimed

Thus it was a regularly legalized
against the Helots.
massacre, and the more barbarous as its periodical ar.

xH

could be foreseen by

its

unhappy victims.

And

of the
sary to remark, that this established institution
was in no way connected with those measures

which Sparta thought herself compelled in hazardous circumstances to resort.
Thucydides leaves us
to guess the fate of the 2000 Helots, who, after having been destined for the field, suddenly disappeared.
It was the curse of this bondage (which Plato terms
the hardest in Greece), that the slaves abandoned their
masters when they stood in greatest need of their assistance

;

and hence the Spartans were even compelled

to stipulate in treaties for aid against their own subId., 5, 14.— Compare
{Thucyd., 1, 118.
jects.

tot,Pol., 2, 6,

2).

—A

—

^m-

more favourable

side of the

to libSpartan system of bondage is, that a legal way
and citizenship stood open to the Helots. The

erty

intermediate steps seem to prove the existence
of a regular mode of transition from the one rank to
The Helots who were esteemed worthy of
the other.
an especial confidence were called apyecoi ; the aipirai
were probably released from all service. The SeairoalovavTai, who served in the fleets, resembled probawho were called the outbly the freedmen of Attica,
When ih^y received
dwellers
oIkgvvte^).

many

{oi x^pk
their liberty, they also obtained permission to dwell
6, 34.— Id., 4, 80), and

where they wished {Thucyd.,

time, a portion of land was grantAfof their former masters.
ter they had been in possession of liberty for some

probably, at the

same

ed them without the

lot
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lime, t'ney appear to have been called Neodamodes
{Thucyd., 7, 58), the number of whom soon came
near to that of the citizens.
{Plut., Vit. Ages., 6.)

The Mothones or Mothaces were Helots, who, being
brought up together with the young Spartans, obtained
freedom without the rights of citizenship. {Athenaus,
The number of the Helots may be
6, p. 271 E.)
determined with sufficient accuracy from the account

—

We

of the army at Plataea.
find that there were present in this battle 5000 Spartans, 35,000 Helots, and
The whole number of Spartans that
10,000 Perioeci.
bore arms amounted on another occasion to 8000,
which, according to the same proportion, would give
56,000 for the number of Helots capable of bearing
arms, and for the whole population about 224,000. If,
then, the state of Sparta possessed 9000 lots {KXrjpot),
there were twenty male Helots to each, and there remained 44,000 for the service of the state and of individuals. {Muller, Dorians, vol. 2, p. 30, seqq.,
trans.
vol. 2, p. 33, German work.)

—

Eng.

Helvetii, a nation of Gaul, conquered by Caesar.
Their country is generally supposed to have answered
modern Switzerland; but ancient Helvetia was of
less extent than modern Switzerland, being bounded
on the north by the Rhenus and Lacus Brigantinus,
or Lake of Constance ; on the south by the Rhodanus
and the Lacus Lemanus, or Lake of Geneva ; and on
the west by Mods Jura. {Cceg., B. G., 1, <Scc.
Tacit.,

—

l,67et

he made

new

w^

for the third.

If

none performed

race on the part of new competitors
If any of the contending parties,
took place.
through
fear of extinguishing the torch by too violent a motion,
relaxed his pace, the spectators used to strike him
with the palms of their hands, in order to urge him on.
Schol. ad Aristoph., Ran., 131.)
{Pausan., 1, 30.
There are several beautiful allusions to this torch-race
in the ancient writers, who usually compare it to the
changing scenes and vicissitudes of life, the generations of men succeeding one another, and the passage
from life to death. The most striking of these occurs
in Lucretius (2, 75, seqq.
Compare Plato, Leg., 6,
the feat, a

I

—

—

p.

776).

Heph^stiades, a name applied to the Lipari Islands, from the Volcanic character of the group. The
appellation is a Greek one, and comes from "n^aiorof
(Hephaestus), the Greek name for Vulcan, the god of
fire.
Vid. Lipara, Strongyle, and iEo(Plin., 3, 9.

—

liae Insulae.)

to

Hist.,

failed,
I

69.)

Heph^stion, I. a grammarian of Alexandrea, one
of the preceptors of the Emperor Verus {Capitol., Vii.
Ver., c. 2), and who consequently flourished about the
He has left us a Treamiddle of the second century.
tise on Greek metres, entitled 'Eyxeipidiov irepl fierpuv, containing a large portion of all that we are acThe best edition i»
quainted with on this subject.
The English cdi
that of Gaisford, Oxon., 1810, 8vo.
tor has joined to it the Chrestomathia of Proclus.
II.
A native of Thebes, whose age is uncertain. He wrote
have some parts of a
on astrological subjects.

—

Helvii, a people of Gaul, north of the Arecomici,
on the western bank of the Rhodanus. The mountain
raDge of Gehenna (Cetennes) separated them from the work of his on the names and powers of the signs of
Their territory answers to what is now the the Zodiac {' A.Ttore'keafJiaTLKa. nepl Tfj^ i6' fxopiuv bvoArverni.
Diocese of Viviers, and some traces of their capital, fiaaia^ Kal dvvufieuc).
have also some hexameAlba Augusta, exist at the present day in the village ters by him on the signs under which certain countries
of Alps.
{C(Bs., B. G., 7, 7, seqq.
Lemaire, Ind. or certain cities are situated.
They are part of a work
The fragments on the
entitled Ilepi ruv KarapxcJv.
Geogr., ad Cces., s. v.)
Hkneti, a people of Paphlagonia, along the coast signs of the zodiac are given by Camerarius in his asof the Euxine, of whom there was an old tradition trological collection
the hexameters by Iriarte, Cat.
that they had migrated to the north of Italy, near the Cod. MSS. Gr. Bibl. Matrit., vol. 1, p. 244.
{Scholl,

We

We

—

;

mouths of the Padus or Po, where they became the
forefathers of the Veneti.
(Scymn., Ch., v. 388, seq.
—Strab., 543.
Id., 608.)
Virgil makes Antenor to
have led the colony from Asia, after the destruction of
Troy, and to have settled near the little river Timavus,
which flows into the head waters of the Adriatic. The
whole legend, however, is purely fabulous.
The Heneti never came to Italy, and the Veneti in the latter
country were of northern, perhaps German, descent.
The whole question respecting the
{Vid. Veneti.)
Heneti is discussed by Heyne. (Excurs., ad £n., 1,
242.
Excurs., vii., de Timav. fluv.)
Heniochi, a people of Asiatic Sarmatia, near Colchis, who were said to have been descended from
Amphytus and Telchius, the charioteers (tivloxoi) of
Castor and Pollux.
{Mela, 1, 19.— Id., 6, 5.— Strab.,
This account is, of course, a mere fable, ari490.)
of
some
out
accidental
resemblance between the
sing
true name of this people and the Greek term ijvioxoL.
The Heniochi are mentioned by the ancient writers as
bold and skilful pirates.
Mela, I. c.
{Plin., 6, 4.

—

—

—

Veil.

Paterc,

2,

40.—^mm.

—

Marcell, 22, Ib.—Solin.,

c. 15.)

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 47, seqq.)

Macedonia,

—

III.

A

native of

and intimate friend of Alexander the

He

accompanied the latter in his eastern expedition, and held an important command under him.
Alexander, in speaking of the intimacy that subsisted
Great.

between them, used to say that Craterus was the friend
of the king, but Hephaestion the friend of Alexander.
After a long succession of faithful and arduous services, Hephaestion was seized \tkh a fever at Ecbata
na, B.C. 324, and died on the seventh day of his illness.
His malady has been ascribed by some writers
to excessive drinking ; but the hardships which he had
undergone only a short time previous, and the continual change of climate, would be sufficient of themselves to break down his strength.
Alexander was
presiding at the games on the seventh day of Hephaeswas
full
of spectators,
tion's illness, and the stadium

when

a messenger brought intelligence that Hephaesmalady had assumed a very alarming character.
monarch hurried away, but his friend was dead

tion's

The

—

The following passage from Arrian
before he arrived.
affords some curious information on this subject, and
shows also from what a mass of contradictory matter

—

Heph^stia, I. one of the two principal towns in the historian had to select his facts. " Various writers
Lemnos, the other being Myrina.
{He- have given various accounts of Alexander's sorrow on

the island of
rod., 7, 140.

—

—

II. A
the occasion of Hephaestion's death.
All agree that it
Stefh. Byz., s. v. 'KcftaccTTLa).
Athens, celebrated annually, in honour of was excessive but his actions are differently descriVulcan C'H^aiOTOf). On this occasion there was a bed, as the writers v^ere biased by affection or hostilitv
race with torches, called ayuv 2,aft7ra6ovxoc, from the to Hephaestion, or even to Alexander.
Some, who
altar of Prometheus in the Academia to the city gates. have described his conduct as frantic and outrageous,
three
in
deeds
and
all
his
words
on the loss
The competitors were young men,
number, regard
extravagant
one of whom being chosen by lot to take bis turn first, of his dearest friend as honourable to his feelings,
them
and
and
his
deem
course.
others
hand
while
his
a
in
torch
took
began
degrading,
unworthy of a
lighted
Some write, that for the reIf the torch was extinguished before he arrived at the king and of Alexander.
and gave mainder of that day he lay lamenting upon the bodv
goal, he made way for the second competitor,
If the second in like manner of lus friend, which he would not quit until he waa
up the torch to him.

festival

at
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HERACLEA.

torn away by his companions ; others, that he remained there for a day and a night.
Others, again, write,
that he hanged the physician Glaucias ; because, ac-

aclea, however, again arose from its ruins, and became
a flourishing city under the iEtolians, who sometimes

held their general council within its walls.
(Lie, 25,
cording to one statement, he gave him wrong medi- 5.) It was taken by the Roman consul, Acilius Glacine
{Liv., 37, 24.
according to another, because iie stood by, and brio, after a long and obstinate siege.
I think
Sir W. Gell oballowed his patient to fill himself with wine.
i'/in., 4, 7.)
—Polyb., 10, 42.
in
off
hair
of
the
that
he
cut
his
served
the
of
this
on
a
It
memory
vestiges
city
probable,
high flat, on the
dead, both for other reasons, and from emulation of roots of Mount Qita.
{Itin., p. 241.)
for
from
his
childhood
he
had
chosen
whom
Achilles,
2. In
Italy, Gaul, &c.
But those who write that Alexander drove
his model.
VII. A city of Lucania in Italy, and situate between
the hearse which conveyed the body, state what is in-

—

;

Nor

credible.

are they

more

entitled to belief

who

that he destroyed the temple of .^sculapius at
Almost all agree, however, that he orEcbatana,

say

It was founded by the Tarenthe Aciris and Siris.
tini after the destruction of the ancient
city of Siris,
which stood at the mouth of the latter river (B.C. 428).

dered Hephoestion to be honoured with the minor redue to deified heroes. Some say
ligious ceremonies
that he consulted Ammon, whether he might not sac-

This city is rendered remarkable in history, as having
been the seat of the general council of the (jrreek states.

Hephaestion as to a god, and that the answer
forbade him. All agree in the following facts that for
three days he tasted no food, nor permitted any attention to his person, but lay down either lamenting or
that he ordered a funeral pile to be
mournfully silent
constructed at an expense of 10,000 talents (some say
more) that all his barbarian subjects were ordered to

{Strabo,

rifice to

:

;

;

mourning ; and that several of the king's companions, in order to pay their court, dedicated them"
selves and their arms to the deceased
{Arrian, Exp.

go

into

Ai,

7, 14.

— Williams's Life of Alexander,

324.)
Heph^stium, a name given to a region in the exremity of Lycia, near Phaselis, from which fire issued
vhen a burning torch was applied to the surface. This
Aras owing to the naphtha with which the soil was imComPlin.,2, 106.
•>fegnated. {Seneca, Epist., 79.
p.

—
—

—

Vid. Chimaera, and reoare Photius, Cod., 73, p. 146.
marks under that article.)
Hbptapylos, a surname of Thebes in Boeotia, from
Us seven gates.
Hera (JKpa), the name of Juno among the Greeks.

{Vid. Juno.)

m

Heraclea, a name given

to

more than

forty

towns

Europe, Asia, Africa, and the islands of the Mediterranean.
They are supposed to have derived this
appellation from the Greek name of Hercules, 'HpaAcX^f and to have either been built in honour of him, or
The most famous of
placed under his protection.
,

these places were

:

1.

In Greece.

—

therus and Alpheus.
H. A city of Acarnania, on
shore of the Ionian Sea, and opposite the island
Camus. HI.
of
city
Epirus, on the confines
Athamania and Molossis, and near the sources of
Aras.
IV. Lynceslis, a town of Macedonia, at

—

A

—

of

of
the

the

Candavian Mountains, on the confines of

foot of the

Its ruins still

Illyria.

the

{French Straho,

retain

vol. 3, p.

of this town in Ca?sar.

the

102.)

name

of Erekli.

Mention

p.

83.— Strabo,

—

—

—

—

and was subsequently called Heraclea from Hercules,
so at least said the fables
after his victory over Eryx
:

of the day.

:

—

colony from Trachis, about 426 B.C., in the sixth year
of the Peloponnesian war.
It was
{Thiicyd., 3, 92.)
distant about sixty stadia from
Thermopylae, and twenty from the sea.
Jason, tyrant of Pherse, took possession of this city at one
period, and caused the walls
to be pulled down'.
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 4, 27.) Her-

4F

Some

authorities

make

the original

name

have been Macara, and Minos to have been, not the
founder, but the conqueror of the place.
{Mela, 2, 7.
—Liv., 34, 35.— Cic, de Jur. Sic, c. 50.— Polyb.,
Diod. Sic, 16, 11.)
1, 25.
Among the ruins of the
present day stands a tower called Torre de Capo Bi
anco, a portion of which fell recently into the sea.
to

—

3.

In Asia, Egypt, &c.

XL

Pontica {'HpdK?ieta Uovtov, Ptol.)^ a city on
the coast of Bithynia, about twelve stadia from th«
It was founded by a colony of Megare
river Lycus.
ans, strengthened by some Tanagreans from Boeotia
the numbers of the former, however, so predominated,
that the city was in general considered as Doric.
{ArMidler, Dorians, vol. 1, p. 140,
rian, Peripl., p. 14.
Eng. transl.) This place was famed for its naval
•

—

its consequence among the Asiatic states,
and a sketch of its history is presented to us in the
Fragments of Memnon, collected by Photius. {Cod.,

power and

Memnon composed

a history of the tyrants

Heraclea during a space of eighty-four
but we have only now the abridgment of Phoyears
tius, which is confirmed by incidental notices contain-

who reigned

at

;

traces of the
ed in Aristotle.
{Polit., 6, 5.)— Some
ancient name are still apparent in the modern Erekli.
city
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 205.) XII.
of jEolis, at the entrance of the Gulf of Adr^myttium,
southern
in
^olis,
XIII.
city
opposite Mytilene.
on the seacoast, near Cuma;. XIV.
city of Caria,

—

—

made on the seacoast, near
Compare between Miletus and

We

Policoro.

Herculaneum. IX. Caccabana, a city on the confines
of Italy and Gaul, in Narbonensis Secunda.
It was
X.
situate on the coast, to the south of Forum Julii.
Minoa, a city of Sicily on the southern coast, northeast
It
of Agrigentum, at the mouth of the river Camicus.
was founded by Minos when he pursued Daedalus hither,

is

{B. Civ., 3, 79.
V. Sintica, the prin322.)
cipal town of the Sinti in Thrace.
{Livy, 45, 29.)
are informed by Livy (40, 24), that Demetrius,
the son of Philip, was here imprisoned and murdered.
Mannert thinks it the same with the Heraclea built by
Amyntas, the brother of Philip. The Table Itinerary
assigns a distance of fifty miles between Philippi and
Heraclea Sintica
we know also from Hierocles (p.
639), that it was situated near the Strymon, as he
terms it Heraclea Strymonis.
VI. Trachinia, a town
of Thessaly, founded by the Lacedaemonians, and a

Ptol,

its site at

263.—Diod. Sic., 12, 36.)— VIII. A city of
Campania, more commonly known by the name of

214.)

A

city of Elis, near the centre of the province, to
the southeast of Pisa, near the confluence of the CyI.

Antiquaries seem agreed in fixing

A

A

—

the

A

mouth of

Priene.

the river Latmus,

{Ptol, 5, 10.)

It

was

of the
called, for distinction' sake from other places
same name, Heraclea Latini. The site corresponds
nearly with the village of

Minor,

vol. 1, p.

Oufa

393.)— XV.

Bafi.

A

{Cramer's Asia

in the
city of Syria,

of Cyrrhestica, northwest of Hierapolis, and
northeast of Bercea, near the confines of Comagene.
situate in the Delta,
—XVI.
city of Lower Egypt,
to the northeast of the Canopic mouth of the Nile.—
XVII. or Heraclcopolis Magna, a city of Egypt,
the capital.
the Heracleotic nome, of which it was
The ichneumon was worshipped here. {Strab., 812.)
—XVIII. or Heraclcopolis Parva, a city of Egypt,
the Delta
southwest of Pelusium, within the limits of
The ruins are now called Delbom. {Bu^choff und

district

A

m

s.
Mbller, Worterb. der Geogr.,
*'•),.,,.
,
half way beHbracleum, L a town of Macedonia,
It com^
tween Dium and Tempe. {Liv., 44, 8.)
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HER
spends to the

modem

Litochoi.

—

HER
(Cramer^s Ancient

II. A promontory of Pontus,
206.)
There was a harbour near it,
Tscherschembi.

Greece, vol.

now

1, p.

—

Heracleum. {Arrian, PcripL, p. 16.)
III. A place on the coast of Colchis, near the mouth
of the river Cianesus.
{Plm., 6, 5.) IV. A city on
the northern coast of Crete; north of Cnosus, and
The
its harbour.
modern Cartero seems to
properly
V.
(Strabo, 476.
Plin., 4, 12.)
correspond to it.
A city of Pontus, 360 stadia from the mouth of the
Iris, and forty stadia west of the Thermodon.
(Arrian, Peripl.y—Vl. A city on the eastern coast of the
Chersonesus Taurica, now Arabat. {Ptolemy.) VII.
Promontorium, a promontory of Sarmatia Asiatica. on
the Pontus Euxinus, near the country of the Hencalled also

—

—

—

—

iochi.

HERACLiD.(E, a name given in ancient history to a
powerful Achaean race or family, the fabled descendants of Hercules.
According to the unanmious account of the ancient writers, the children of Hercules,
after the death of that hero, being persecuted by Eurystheus, took, refuge in Attica, and there defeated and
When their enemy had fallen, they
slew the tyrant.

resumed possession of their birthright in the Peloponnesus but they had not long enjoyed the fruits of
their victory, before a pestilence, in which they recognised the finger of Heaven, drove them again into exAttica again afforded them a retreat.
ile.
When
;

their hopes had revived, an ambiguous oracle encouraged them to believe, that, after they had reaped their
third harvest, they should find a prosperous passage
through the isthmus into the land of their fathers.
But, at the entrance of the Peloponnesus, they were
met by the united forces of the Achaeans, lonians, and
Arcadians.
Their leader Hyllus, the eldest son of
Hercules, proposed to decide the quarrel by single
combat and Echemus, king of Tegea, was selected
;

and motives

more

for the fabrication

may be conceived

easily than the truth of the fact

;

for

stiff

such facta

in the early history of Greece were undoubiedly much
less
than such fictions.
It is much less
prob-

common

Dorian tribes, as of all simforms which a nation has assumed in the
of
earliest period
existence^ should have been distinctly
remembered, than that it should have been forgotten^
and have been then attributed to imaginary persons,
able, that the origin of the

ilar political

{ThirlwalVs History of Greece,
The theory of Miiller, which

—

vol.
is

1, p. 255, seqq.)
referred to in the

preceding remarks, makes the Heraclidas to have been
hereditary princes of the Doric race, descended from
a Dorian Hercules; and it attempts to show, that the
story of the Heraclidae being descended from the Argive Hercules, who performed the commands of Eu-

rystheus, was not invented until after the conquest of
the Peloponnesus.
{Muller''s Dorians vol. 1, p. 57,
Eng. transl. But consult remarks under the article

—

Doris.)

Heraclidks, a name common
uals

to

numerous individ-

:

1.

Magistrates, &c.

A

Greek, minister of Seuthes, king of Thrace,
who promised, and afterward refused, succours to the
ten thousand during their retreat.
{Xen., Anab., 7, 3,
15.)— II. A governor of Delphi, B.C. 360. The temple
was pillaged by the Phocians during his magistracy,
{Puusan 10, 2.) III. A Syracusan of high birth, who
united himself to Dion for the purpose of overthrowHe was appointed ading the younger Dionysius.
miral through the influence of Dion, but abused his
power in corrupting the people, and in encouraging a
and dissatisfaction.
After various inspirit of mutiny
stances of lenity and forgiveness on the part of Dion
towards this individual, the friends of the former, finding that, as long as Heraclides existed, his turbulent
and factious spirit would produce disorder in the state,
broke into his houee and put him to death,
{Plut.,
IV. An individual who governed SyraVit. Dion.)
and
cuse along with Agathocles
Sosicrates, B.C. 317.
V. A son of Agaihocles, slain by his father's solVI.
The
murderer of Cotys,
diers.
{Justin, 22, 5.)
I.
{Dcmosth., contr. Arist.) VII. Commander of the
I.

—

,

by the Peloponnesian confederates as their champion.
Hyllus fell and the Heraclidae were bound by the
terms of the agreement to abandon their enterprise for
a hundred years.
Yet both Cleodaeus, son of Hyllus,
and his grandson Aristomachus, renewed his attempt
with no better fortune.
After Aristomachus had fallen in battle, the ambiguous oracle was explained to his
sons Aristodemus, Temenus, and Cresphontes
and
they were assured, that the time, the third generation, garrison sent to Athens by Demetrius, after his capVIII. A native of Tarentum, minhad now come, when they should accomplish their re- ture of that city.
turn
He drew down upon
not, however, as they had expected, over the ister of Philip V. of Macedon.
guarded isthmus, but across the mouth of the western himself the hatred of the people by his wicked conIX. A young Syracuduct, and was finally disgraced.
gulf, where the opposite shores are parted by a channel
Thus encouraged, with san of high birth, who brought on the naval conflict in
only a few furlongs broad.
the aid of the Dorians, ^Etolians, and Locrians,
they which the Svracusans were completely victorious over
crossed the straits, vanquished Tisamenus, son of the Athenians, B.C. 414.
{Plut., Vit. Nic.)
Orestes, and divided the fairest portion of the Pelo2. Philosophers, Authors, &c.
ponnesus among them. {Vid. Doris.) The belief that
the Dorians were led to the conquest of the PeloponX. Surnamed Ponticus, a native of Heraclea Ponnesus by princes of Achaean blood, the rightful heirs tica, and not, as some maintain, of Sinope, was of rich
of its ancient kings, has the authority of all
Having travelled into Greece for the purantiquity parentage.
on its side. It had become current so early as the pose of devoting himself to the study of philosophy,
of
Hesiod
and
it was received not
or, acdays
only among he became one of the auditors of Speusippus
the Dorians themselves, but among foreign nations. cording to Suidas, of Plato himself.
He afterward atThe protection afforded by the Athenians to the Her- tached himself to Aristotle, and Diogenes Laertius
aclidae against Eurystheus, continued to the latest ranks him among the Peripatetics.
Following the extimes to be one of the favourite themes of the At- ample of this last-mentioned school, he piqued himself
tic poets and orators ; and the precise district that
on a great variety of knowledge he wrote on subjects
had been assigned for the abode of the exiles was of all kinds, and even composed a tragedy, which he
The weak and unsettled published under the name of Thespis. He was always
oointed out by tradition.
state of the Dorians, in the earliest periods of their attired with much elegance, which made the Athenians
history, renders it probable that they wefe always change his name, in sport, from TIovtikoc to T[oju.TrtK6(
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

willing to receive foreigners

among them, who came

recommended by

birth,

illustrious

wealth, or merit.
the truth of the story

Nevertheless, possible as this is,
has been questioned, on grounds that are certainly not
light or arbitrary, if they do not outweigh all that has

been alleged in its support. What is said to have
happened might have been invented, and the occasion

594

Ostentatious").
Diogenes Laertius informs us,
he had reared a domestic serpent in secret, and,
when about to die, besought his friends to conceal his
The artibody, and let the serpent occupy its place.

(*'

that

fice,

however, was discovered

the serpent, having be;
at some noise made in the house, fled
before the philosopher had breathed his last

come alarmed
from

it

HER
This story, however,

is entitled

HERACLITUS.
to

little, if

any

credit,

•s well as another related by the same Suidas, of the
and having,
Pythia's having been bribed by Heraclides,
in consequence, directed the people of Heraclea, during

a period of famine, to present a crown of gold to him,

We

and to decree him funeral honours after death.
have remaining of this writer some portions of a work
of his on the constitutions of various states {Trepi HoXiretuv), which Coray thinks is an abridgment of ArisThese extracts,
totle's larger work on this subject.
which have several times been appended to editions of
various history and to other collections, were given
separately with a I^atin translation, another in German,
and with notes, by Kohler, Hala, 1804, 8vo. The
best edition, however, is that of Coray, which follows

exhibit a broken and concise style, hinting at rather
than explaining his opinions, which are often conveyed
in
On this acmythical and half oracular images.
count he well compares himself to the Sibyl, *' who,"
"
he says,
speaking with inspired mouth, smileless, in-

ornate, and unperfuined, pierces through centuries by
the power of the gods." According to Heraclitus, the

end of wisdom

discover the ground and principle
This principle, which is an eternal,
and
pervades and is in all phenomever-living unity,
ena, he called Jire.
By this term, however, Heraclitus understood, not the elemental fire or flame, which
he held to be the very excess of fire, but a warm and

of

all

is to

things.

vapour which, therefore, as air, is not distinct
from the soul or vital energy, and which, as guiding
^lian in the first volume of the Bibliotheca Graeca, and directing the mundane development, is endued
This supreme and perhave also, under the name of with wisdom and intelligence.
Paris, 1805, 8vo.
Heraclides, a treatise on the Allegories of Homer fect force of life is obviously without limit to its acIt is not, however, by the
tivity
consequently, nothing that it forms can remain
('AX7i.TiyofHKal 'OfitiptKal).
all is constantly in a process of formation.
individual of whom we have just been speaking ; but fixed
This he has thus figuratively expressed : " No one
is merely an extract from the Stoic doctrines on this
The latest edition of this work is that of has ever been twice on the same stream." Nay, the
subject.
" On the same
Schow, GUtting.y 1782, 8vo. A new and more correct passenger himself is without identity :
for we are and
edition was expected from Hase, based on a MS. more stream we do and we do not embark
complete than any preceding one, and which he had we are not." The vitality of the rational fire has in it
discovered in the Royal Library at Paris but none has a tendency to contraries, whereby it is made to pass
XI. from gratification to want, and from want to gratificaever appeared.
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 20, p. 214.)
A native of Tarentum, celebrated for his medical tion, and in fixed periods it alternates between a swifter
Now these opposite tendencies
knowledge. He wrote on the Materia Medica, on poi- and a slower flux.
His works are meet together in determinate order, and, by the inesons, and on the virtues of plants.
dry

;

We

;

;

—

—

;

lost.

{Febr., Bibl.

Gr., vol.

13,

p.

77.

;

— Compare

Schvoeigh.yOd Athen. Ind. Auct., vol. 9, p. 121, scqq.)
He appears to have flourished about the 126th Olymhave a dissertation on this
piad, or B.C. 276.

We

quality or equality of the forces, occasion the phenomena of life and death. The quietude of death, however, is a mere semblance, which exists only for the

senses of man.

For man,

writer by Kuhn {Opusc. Acad., Lips., 8vo, vol. 2, p.
XII. A native of Cyme in ^olis, whose
150, seqq.).
work on the Persians (IXe/xxi/ca) is mentioned in

of his own, whereas

Athena»us

world,

—

(2, p. 48, c.

—

Id.,

4, p.

145, a.

— Consult

Schwetgh., &d Athen. Ind. Auct, vol. 9, p. 120.)—
XIII. Surnamed Ponticus Junior, a writer who flourished during the first century of our era.
(Athen., 14,
p.

649,

painter,

c.

— Schweigh., ad

who

loc.)

— XIV. A Macedonian

lived at the time of the overthrow of the

He at first painted ships. On
the defeat and captivity of Perses he retired to Athens,
The
according to Pliny, which would be 168 B.C.
same writer also slates, that he attained to a degree of
reputation, but was yet entitled to only a cursory men-

Macedonian empire.

—

XV. An Ephesian sculptor,
tion.
{Plin., 35, 11.)
son of Agasias, who made, in conjunction with HarmaHis
tius, the statue of Mars now in the Paris Museum.
(Clarac, Descr. des Antiques du
age is uncertain,
Musee Royal,

nr.

411, p. 173.)
Heraclitus, a native of Ephesus, was surnamed

is

in his

folly,

forms a truth

only the universal reason that
Lastly, the rational
really cognizant of the truth.
it is

which governs the whole moral and physical
also the law of the individual ; whatever,
and *' it is not
therefore, is, is the wisest and the best
for man's welfare that his wishes should be fulfilled

principle,

is

—

—

health pleasant, as hunger does gratiThe physical doctrines of
fication, and labour rest."
Heraclitus form no inconsiderable portion of the eclectic system of the later Stoics ; and, in times still more
recent, there is much in the theories of Scheliing and

sickness

makes

—

that presents a striking though general resemblance thereto.
According to the ancient writers,
neither critics nor philosophers were able to explain
his productions, on account of their extreme obscurity
and they remained in the temple of Diana at Ephesus,
where he himself had deposited them, for the use of

Hegel

—

;

the learned, until they were made public by Crates, or,
as Taiian relates the matter {adv. Grcec, p. 143), till
Dithe
Euripides, who frequented the temple of

poet

" the Naturalise
of Hera(6 (pvaiKo^), and belongs to the dy- ana, committing the doctrines and precepts
namical school of the Ionian philosophy.
He is said clitus to memory, accurately repeated them. From the
to have been born about 500 B.C., and, according to fragments of this work, as preserved by Sextus EmThe piricus, it appears to have been written in prose, which
Aristotle, died in the sixtieth year of his age.
"
Heraclitus is
title he assumed of
self-taught''^ {avTo^idaKTog), re- makes Tatian's account less credible.
futes at once the claims of the various masters whom said to have eventually shunned intercourse with the
he is said to have had, and the distinguished position world, and devoted himself to retirement and meditathat he held in political life attests the wealth and lus- tion.
His place of residerfce was a mountainous retre of his descent.
The gloomy haughtiness and mel- treat, and his food the produce of the earth. This
a dropsy,
ancholy of his temperament led him to despise all hu- diet and mode of life at length occasioned
man pursuits, and he expressed unqualified contempt for which he could obtain no relief by medical advice.
as well for the political sagacity of his fellow-citizens It seems that the philosopher, who was always fond
as for the speculations of all other philosophers, which of enigmatical language, proposed the following queshad mere learning, and not wisdom, for their object. tion to the physicians " Is it possible to bring dryness
in the
It is utterly untrue, therefore,
though commonly re- out of tnoisturel" and upon their answering
to
lated of him, that he was continually shedding tears
in place of stating his case more plainly
negative,
on account of the vices and follies of mankind, and them, he turned his own physician, and attempted to
the story is as little entitled to sober belief as that of effect a cure by placing himself in the sun, and causing
the perpetually-laughing Democritus.
Of the work of a slave to cover his body with the dung of cattle. The
Heraclitus " On Nature''' {irepi <pv<j£G)c), the difficulty experiment proved, as may easily be imagined, to
of which obtained for him the surname of crKo-eivog, be anvthing but a successful one.—The fragments of
collected from Plutarch, Stoor " the obscure,'* many
fragments are still extant, and Heraclitus have been
:
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U£us, Clemens of Alexandrea, and Sexlus Empiricus,
and explained by Schleiermacher, in Wolf and Buttmann's Museum dcr Alter thumswisscnschaft, vol. 1,
Consult also Brandis, Handbuch der
p. 313-533.
Geschichte der Griechisch. und Rom. Philos., Berlin,
1835.
Rilter^s History of Ancient Philosophy, vol.
1, p. 230, seqq., Eng. transl.
EncycL. Us. Knowl.,

;

na, a
j

—

—

—

vol. 12, p. 137.)

possession with Arcadia.

lians,

and recaptured by Antigonus Doson, who

—

re-

stored it to the Achaeans.
Id., 4,
{Polyb., 2, 54.
In Strabo's time Heraea was great77.
Liv., 28, 7.)

—

reduced

ly

pears

to

but when Pausanias visited Arcadia it ap;
have recovered from this state of decay.

{Pausan., 8, 26.— Compare Thucyd., 5, 67.) Stephanus remarks, that this place was also known by the
name of Sologorgus {s. v. 'Hpata). Its site is now
{Gell, Itin., p.
occupied by the village of Agiani.
II. A festival at Argos in honour of Juno, who
113.)
was the patroness of that city. It was also observed
by the colonies of the Argives, which had been planted

—

There were always two proat Samos and iEgina.
cessions to the temple of the goddess without the city
The first was of the men in armour, the secwalls.
ond of the women, among whom the priestess, a woman of the first rank, was drawn in a chariot by white

The Argives always reckoned their year from
oxen.
her priesthood, as the Athenians from their archons, or

Romans from their consuls. When they came to
the temple of the goddess, they oflfered a hecatomb of
oxen.
Hence the sacrifice is often called iKaro/xOoia,
the

and sometimes Xexepva, from A£;^;of, a bed, because
Juno presided over marriage, births, &.c. There was
a festival of the same name in Elis, celebrated every
fifth year, at which sixteen matrons wove a garment
for the goddess.
Her^um, I. a temple and grove of Juno, situate
about forty stadia from Argos, and ten from Mycenae.
The structure was embellished with a lofty statue of
a golden peacock, enJuno, made of ivory and gold
riched with precious stones, and other equally splendid
II.
ornaments.
large and magnificent temple of
Juno in the island of Samos, built by the architect
RhoBcus, who is said to have invented the art of cast;

—

ing in brass.
35, 12.)

A

{Pausan.,

8, 14.

—Herod.,

3, 60.

—

Plin.,

a city of Campania, on the coast,
Cicero writes the name
Herculanum {ad Alt., 7, 3). The situation of this
place is no longer doubtful since the discovery of its
Cluverius was right in his correction of the
ruins.
Tabula Theodosiana, which reckoned twelve miles
between this place and Neapolis instead of six, though
he removed it too far from Portici when he assigned
to it the position of Torre del Greco.
Nothing is
known respecting the origin of Herculaneum, except
that fabulous accounts ascribed its foundation to Her-

Herculaneum,

and not

far

from Neapolis.

cules on his return from Spain.
It

may be

that this

sonably

Greek

inferred,

{Dion. Hal.,

however, from a passage

1,

44.)

in Strabo,

town was of great

It may be reaantiquity.
was a
conjectured, too, that Herculaneum
but that its name was altered to suit the

city,

At first it was only a
Latin or Oscan pronunciation.
the Osci,
fortress, which was successively occupied by
and lastly by the RoTyrrheni, Pelasgi, Samnites,
mans. Being situated close to the sea, on elevated
to the southwest wind, and
ground, it was exposed
from that circumstance was reckoned particularly
learn from Velleius Pa(S/raZ>o, 247.)
healthy.
terculus, that Herculaneum suffered considerably du-

We

ring the civil wars.

696

(Compare F/oru*,

1,

16.)

This

;

is

of "

Urbem Herculeam.''

Hercula
{Met., 15, 711.)
account, was overwhelmed by an eruption of Vesuvius in the first yeai
of the reign of Titus, A.D. 79. Pompeii, which stood
It is probable, however,
near, shared the same fate.
that the subversion of Herculaneum was not sudden,
but progressive, since Seneca mentions a partial demolition which it sustained from an earthquake.
{Nat.
After being buried for more than sixQucest., 6, 1.)
teen hundred years, these cities were accidentally dis-

neum, according

!

I.

{Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 5,
Before the Cleomenic war, this town had joined
22.)
the Achaean league, but was then taken by the .^toits

;

I

a city of Arcadia, on the slope of a hill
of the Alpheus, and
rising gently above the right bank
near the frontiers of Elis, which frequently disputed

Her.<ea,

mentioned also by Mela (2, 4), and by Sisen"
more ancient writer than any of the former he
quoted by Nonius Marcellus {De Indiscr. Gen., v.
Ovid likewise notices it under the name
Fluvius).

place

is

i

I

covered

:

for a well

to the

Herculaneum

common

in 1713,

by labourers digging

and Pompeii

It apforty years after.
pears that Herculaneum is in no part less than seventy
feet, and in some parts one hundred and twelve feet
;

below the surface of the ground, while Pompeii is
buried ten or tv/elve feet deep, more or less.
Sir W.

Hamilton thinks, that the matter which covers the city
Herculaneum is not the produce of a single erup-

of

tion, but that the matter of six eruptions has taken its
course over that with which the town is covered, and
which was the cause of its destruction. Many valuable remains of antiquity, such as busts, manuscripts,
&c., have been recovered from the ruins of this ancient city, and form the most curious museum in the

world.
They are all preserved at Portici, and the engravings taken from them have been munificently presented to the different learned bodies of Europe.
The
plan also of many of the public buildings has been laid
Sir W. Hamout, and especially that of the theatre.
ilton thinks, that the matter which first issued from
Vesuvius and covered Herculaneum was in the slate
of liquid mud, and that this has been the means of

preserving the pictures, busts, and other relics, which
otherwise must have been either entirely destroyed by
the red-hot lava, or else have become one solid body
In illustration of this realong with it when cooled.
mark, we may cite the following from a periodical
" An
work.
{Edinburgh Review, vol. 45, p. 304.)
enormous quantity of aqueous vapour is exhaled in
every volcanic eruption, which, being condensed by the
cold in the regions of the atmosphere beyond the reach
of the volcano's heat, falls down again in the form of
rain, and, when it mixes with the clouds of ashes, it
forms that compound which has been sometimes mistaken for an actual eruption of mud from the crater.
It was such a compound as this that overwhelmed
Herculaneum, and it is found to consolidate very
speedily into a hard, compact substance." Among the
excavations at Herculaneum, in the remains of a house
supposed to have belonged to L. Piso, was found a
Many
great number of volumes of burned papyrus.
of these papvri, as they have since been generally
but as soon
termed, were destroyed by the workmen
as it was known that they were the remnants of anan obbecame
cient manuscripts, their development
Faject of no common interest to the learned world.
;

machine for unrolling them,
which has been described by several writers. When
we reflect on the number of valuable works which have
been lost since the period when Herculaneum was destroyed, we ought not to be surprised at the sanguine
expectations which, upon the first discovery of the
MSS., were entertained, of adding some important acquisitions to the treasures of ancient literature which
we already possess. The lost books of Livy, and the
comedies of Menander, presented themselves to the
Each, indeed,
imagination of almost every scholar.
ther Piaggi invented a

anticipated, according to his taste, the mental pleasand the literary labours which awaited him.

ures

These enthusiastic hopes were perhaps too suddenly

The
repressed, as they had been too easily excited.
first
papyrus which was opened (Contained a treatise
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opon music, by Philodemus the Epicurean. It was
in vain that Mazocchi and Rosini wrote their learned
comments on this dull performance the sedative was
and the curiosity which had been so sudtoo strong
A
denly awakened, was as quickly lulled to repose.
few men of letters, indeed, lamented that no farther
search was made for some happier subjects, on which
but the
learned mdustry might have been employed
time, the difficulty, and the expense which such an
enterprise required, and the uncertainty of producing
anything valuable, had apparently discouraged and
Things were
disgusted the academicians of Portici.
:

;

;

in this

state

when

the

Prince of Wales, afterward

IV., proposed to the Neapolitan government
to defray the expenses of unrolling, deciphering, and

George

This offer was accepted
publishing the manuscripts.
by the court of Naples ; and it was consequently
judged necessary by his royal highness to select a
The
proper person to superintend the undertaking.
reputation of Mr. Hayter as a classical scholar jus-

j

ence, rendered him delirious, so that he killed his own
children by Megara, supposing them to be the oft'spring
of Eurystheus.
When he recover{Vid. Megara.)
ed his senses, he was so struck with the misfortunes

which had proceeded from his insanity, that he concealed himself and retired for some time from the
He afterward consulted the oracle of
society of men.
Apollo, and was told that he must be subservient for
twelve years to the will of Eurystheus, in compliance
with the commands of Jupiter and that, after he had
achieved the most celebrated labours, he should be
translated to the gods.
So plain and expressive an
answer determined him to go to Mycenae, and to bear
with fortitude whatever gods or men imposed upon
him.
Eur}'stheus, seeing the hero totally subjected to
him, and apprehensive of so powerful an enemy, commanded him to achieve a number of enterprises the
most difficult and arduous ever known, generally called
The favour of the
the twelve labours of Hercules.
gods had completely armed him when he undertook his
labours.
He had received a sword from Mercury, a
bow from Apollo, a golden breastplate from Vulcan,
He himhorses from Neptune, a robe from Minerva.
;

tified his appointment to the place which the munificence of the prince, and his taste for literature, had
This gentleman arrived at Naples in the
created.
laThe
beginning of the year 1802, and was nominated one self cut his club in the Nemean wood.
of the directors for the development of the manuscripts. bour imposed upon Hercules by Eurystheus was to
During a period of several years, the workmen con- kill the lion of Nemea, which ravaged the country near
tinued to open a great number of the papyri.
Many, JV^cenae. The hero, unable to destroy him with his
indeed, of these frail substances were destroyed, and arrows, boldly attacked him with his club, pursued him
had crumbled into dust under the slightest touch of to his den, and, after a close and sharp engagement,
When the French invaded the king- choked him to death. He carried the dead beast on
the operator.
dom of Naples in the year 1806, Mr. Hayter was his shoulders to Mycente, and ever after clothed himIt is to be deeply reself with the skin.
Eurystheus was so astonished at
compelled to retire to Sicily.
{rretted that all the papyri were left behind.
{Quar- the sight of the beast and at the courage of Hercules,
An account of more re- that he ordered him never to enter the gates of the city
terly Review, vol. 3, p. 2.)
cent operations, including the interesting experiments when he returned from his expeditions, but to wait for
will
be
found in the latest edi- his orders without the walls.
He even made himselr
of Sir Humphrey Davy,
tion of the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the article a brazen subterranean apartment, into which he retired
Herculaneum.
whenever Hercules returned. {Vid. Chalcioecus and
Hercules, a celebrated hero, son of Jupiter and Eurystheus.) The jecond labour of Hercules was to
Alcmena, who, after death, was ranked among the destroy the Lernaean hydra, which abode in the marsh
His reputed fa- of Lerna, whence it used to come out on the land, and
gods, and received divine honours.
This hydra
ther was Amphitryon, son of Alcaeus, who, having ac- kill the cattle and ravage the country.
cidentally killed his father-in-law Electryon, was com- had a huge body, with nine heads, eight of them.,morHercules mountpelled to leave Mycenae and take refuge in Thebes, tal, and one in the middle immortal.
where Hercules was born. While yet a mere infant, ed his chariot, which was driven by lolaus, son of Iphiclus, and, on coming to Lerna, he stopped the horses
or, according to others, before he had completed his
eighth month, the jealousy of Juno, intent upon his de- and vi^ent in quest of the hydra, which he found on a
The child, rising ground, near the springs of Amymone, where its
struction, sent two snakes to devour him.
not terrified at the sight of the serpents, boldly seized hole was.
He shot at the animal with fiery darts till
them in both his hands, and squeezed them to death, he made it come out and he then grasped and held
The hero
while his brother Iphiclus alarmed the house with his it, while it twisted itself about his legs.
He was early instructed crushed its heads with his club, but to no purpose ; for,
shrieks.
{Vid. Iphiclus.)
A
in the liberal arts, and Castor, the son of Tyndarus, when one was crushed, two sprang up in its stead.
taught him the use of arms, Eurytus how to shoot huge crab also aided the hydra, and bit the feet of Her
with a bow and arrows, Autolycus to drive a chariot, cules.
He killed the grab, and then qgilled upon lolaLinus to play on the lyre, and Eumolpus to sing. us to come to his assistance. lolaus immediately set
Like the rest of his illustrious contemporaries, he soon fire to the neighbouring wood, and with the flaming
after became the pupil of the centaur Chiron.
In the brands searing the necks of the hydra as the heads were
18th year of his age, he resolved to deliver the neigh- cut off, effectually checked their growth.
Having thus
bourhood of Mount Cithffiron from a huge lion which got rid of the mortal heads, Hercules cut off the impreyed on the flocks of Amphitryon, his supposed father, mortal one and buried it, setting a heavy stone on the
and which laid waste the adjacent country.
After he top of it, in the road leading from Lerna to Eleus. He
had destroyed the lion, he delivered his country from the cut the body of the hydra into pieces, and dipped his
annual tribute of a hundred oxen which it paid to Ergi- arrows in its gall, which made their wounds incurable.
Such public services became Eurystheus, however, denied that this was to be recknus.
{Vid. Erginus.)
not deuniversally known ; and Creon, who then sat on the oned among the twelve labours, since he had
assistance of lothr jne of Thebes, rewarded the patriotic deeds of Herstroyed the hydra algne, but with the
cules by giving him his daughter in marriage, and in- laus.
He was ordered, in his thir;^ labour, to bring,
a
trusting him with the government of his kingdom. alive and unhurt, into the presence of Eurystheus,
As Hercules, by the will of Jupiter, was subjected to stag, famous for its incredible swiftness and golden
the |K)wer of Eurystheus {vid. Eurystheus), and obliged horns.
This celebrated animal frequented the neighwas employed for a
to obey him in every respect, Eurystheus,
acquainted bourhood of (Enoe, and Hercules
When at last the
with his successes and rising power, ordered him to whole vear continually pursuing it.
•ppear at Mycenae and perform the labours which, by animal" was tired with the chase, she took refuge m
Mount Artemisium, then fled to the river Ladon, and.
priority of birth, he was empowered to impose upon him.
Hercules refused ; and Juno, to punish his disobedi- as she was about to cross the stream, Hercules struck

^t

—

;

—
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her with an arrow, caught her, put her on his shoulder, and was going with his burden through Ar adia,
when he met Diana and Apollo. Tlie goddess took
the hind from him, and reproached him for violating
her sacred animal.
But the hero excusing himself on
the plea of necessity, and laying the blame on Eurystheus, Diana was mollified, and allowed him to take
the hind alive to Mycenae.
The fourth labour was to
bring alive to Eurystheus a wild boar which ravaged
In this expedition
the neighbourhood of Erymanthus.
he destroyed the Centaurs {vid. Centauri and Chiron),
and then caught the boar by driving him from his lair
with loud cries, and chasing him into a snow-drift,
where he seized and bound him, and then took him to
Mycenae.
Eurystheus was so frightened at the sight of
the boar, that, according to Diodorus, he hid himself in
In his fifth lahis brazen apartment for several days.
bour Hercules was ordered to cleanse the stables of
Augeas, where numerous oxen had been confined for
many years, {Vid. Augeas ) For his sixth labour he

others of his own accord, equally great and celebrated
{Vid. Cacus, Antseus, Busiris, Eryx, dtc), and he had

:

according to some, accompanied the Argonauts to
Colchis before he delivered himself up to the King of

also,

:

j

i

'

—

—

—

was ordered

to kill

the carnivorous birds

which rav-

aged the country near the Lake Slymphalus in Arcadia,
While Hercules was deliberating how he should scare
them., Minerva brought him brazen rattles from Vulcan.
He took his station on a neighbouring hill, and sounded the rattles
the birds, terrified, rose in the air, and
In his
he then shot them with his arrows.
t^

—

:

^ey^fi

labour he brought alive into Peloponnesus a prodigious
wild bull, which laid waste the island of Crete.
He
then let him go. and the bull roved over Sparta and
Arcadia, and, crossing the isthmus, came to Marathon
in Attica, where he did infinite mischief to the inhabitants.
In his gjgJbil? labour he was employed in obtaining the mares of Diomedes, the Thracian king,

—

—

which fed on human

flesh.

(

Vtd.

Diomedes

— For

II.)

labour he was commanded to obtain the girdle oTthe queen of the .\mazons.
{Vtd. Hippolyta.)
In his ^etjjji labour he killed the monster Geryon,
to Eunstheus,
of
and
his
oxen
Erythea,
king
brought
who sacrificed them to Juno. {Vtd. Geryon.) The
e
leveg th labour was to obtain the apples from the garden of the Hesperidcs.
The
{Vtd. Hesperides.)
^welQ^. and last, and most dangerous of his labours,
was to bring upon earih the three-headed dog Cerbehis

r^ijUi

—

—
—

When

preparing for this expedition, Hercules
at Eleusis, desirous of being initiated ; but he could not be admitted, as he had not been
Eumolpus,
purified of the blood of the centaurs.
however, purified him. and he then saw the mysteries ;

rus.

went

to

Eumolpus

which he proceeded to the Teenanan promontory
where was the entrance to the lower world,
and went down to it, accompanied by Mercury and
The moment the shades saw him they fled
Minerva.
away in terror, all but Meleager and Medusa the GorHe was drawing his sword on
gon.
{Od., 11, 633.)
the latter, when Mercury reminded him that she was
Near the gates of the palace of
a mere phantom.
Hades he found Theseus and Pirithoiis, who had attempted to carry off Proserpina, and had, in consequence, been fixed on an enchanted rock by the offendWhen they saw Hercules,
ed monarch of Erebus.
after

in Laconia,

they stretched forth their hands, hoping to be relieved
He took Theseus by the hand and
by his might.
but when he would do the same for
raised him up
He then,
Pirithoiis, the earth quaked, and he left him.
after several other acts of prowess, asked Pluto to give
him Cerberus and the god consented, provided he
would take him without using any weapons. He found
him at the gates of Acheron and protected only by his
corslet and lion's skin, he flung his arms about his
;

;

;

made him submit,
He
though the dragon in his tail bit him severely.
to Eurystheus, and,
brought him through Troezene
when he had shown him, took him back to the lower
Besides these arduous labours, which the jealworld.
ousy of Enrvstheus imposed upon him. he also achieved

head, and, grasping him by

—
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the neck,

|

I

\

Wishing after this to marry again, having
Mycenae.
given Megara to lolaus, and hearing that Eurytus, king
of Qi^chalia, had declared, that he would give his daughter lole to him who should overcome himself and his
sons in shooting with the bow, he went thither and won
the victory, but did not obtain the promised prize.
Iphwas for giving his sister to Hercu
but Eurytus and his other sons refused, lest he
should destroy her children, if she had any, as he had
done those of Megara. Shortly afterward, the oxen ol
Eurytus being stolen by Autolycus, his suspicions fell
on Hercules. Iphitus, who gave no credit to the charge,
betook himself to that hero, and besought him to join
Hercules promised to
in the search for the lost oxen.
itus, the eldest son,
les,

so, and entertained him
but, falling into madness,
he precipitated Iphitus from the walls of Tiryns.
In
order to be purified of this murder, he went to Neleus,
to
a
friend
refused
of
with
who, being
Eurytus,
comply
his desire.
Hercules then proceeded to Amyclae,
where he was purified by De'iphobus, the son of HipBut he fell, notwithstanding, into a severe
polytus.
malady on account of the murder of Iphitus and, going to Delphi to seek relief, he was refused a response
In his rage at her denial he went to
by the Pythia.
plunder the temple, and, taking the tripod, was about
establishing an oracle for himself, when Apollo came
to oppose him
but Jupiter hurled a thunderbolt be-

do

;

;

;

tween the combatants, and put an end

to the contest.

Hercules now received a response, that his malady
would be removed if he let himself be sold for three
years as a slave, and gave the purchase-money to Eu-

Acrytus as a compensation for the loss of his son.
cordingly, in obedience to the oracle, he was conducted by Mercury to Lydia, and there sold to Omphale,
the queen of the country.
The
{Vtd. Omphale.)
purchase- money (three talents, it is said) was offered
to Eurytus, but he refused to accept it.
When the
term of this servitude had expired, he prepared, being
now relieved of his disease, to take vengeance on Laomedon, for having refused the promised reward for de{Vid. Hippolyta and Laomedon.)
livering Hesione.
After succeeding in this enterprise, and slaying Laomedon, he collected an army and marched against and

slew Augeas and his sons.
warfare, and here,
he established the

Elis

was

the scene of this

when

victory had declared for him,
Olympic games, raised an altar to

Pelops. and built altars also to the twelve great deities.
After the conquest of Elis he marched against Pylos,
took the city, and killed Neleus and all his sons, except Nestor, who was living with the Gerenians. (//.,
He is said also to have wounded Pluto and
II, 689.)
Some time
Juno, as they were aiding the Pylians.
after thi.s, Hercules went to Calydon, where he sought
the hand of De'ianira, the daughter of Qi^neus.
He
had to contend for her with the river-god Acheloiis,
who turned himself into a bull, in which form one of
his horns was broken off by the victorious hero.
{Vid.
One day, at the table of Q^^neus, as EuAcheloiis.)
nomus, son of Architeles, was, according to custom,
pouring water on the hands of the guests, Hercules

—

happening unawares to swing his hand suddenly, struck
the boy arxl killed him.
As it was evidently an accibut Herdent, the father forgave the death of his son
cules resolved to banish himself, agreeably to the law
in such cases, and he set out with his wife for TraOn his journey to
chis, the realm of his friend Ceyx.
;

Nessus took place. {Vid.
Deianira and Nessus ) While residing with Ceyx,
he aided iEgimius, king of the Dorians, against whom
the Lapithae, under the command of Coronus, had made
war, on account of a dispute respecting boundaries.
As he was passing, on a subsequent occasion, Dy
this quarter the affair of
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the temple of Apollo at Pagasa), he was opposed by
who was in the habit of
Cyciiiis, the son of Mars,
those that brought the sacrifices to Delphi.

plundering

and when Mars, who had
fell in the combat
witnessed the fate of his son, would avenge him, he
received a wound in the thigh from the spear of the
hero.
Returning to Trachis, Hercules collected an
army, and made war on Eurytus, king of Qichalia,
whom he killed, together with his sons, and, plundering
At the EuIkethe town, led away lole as a captive.
an promontory Csenaeum he raised an altar to Jupiter,
and, wishing to offer a sacrifice, sent to Ceyx for a
Deianira, hearing about lole
splendid robe to wear.
from the messenger, and fearing the effect of her
charms on the heart of her husband, resolved to try

Cycnus

;

philtre of Nessus (vid. Deianira),
the tunic that was sent.
Hercules,

the efficacy of the

and tinged with

it

suspecting nothing, put on the fatal garment, and preAt first he felt no effect from
pared to offer sacrifice.
It ; but when it warmed, the venom of the hydra began
In his fury, he caught Lichas,
to consume his flesh.
the lU-fated bearer of the tunic, by the foot, and hurled

him
but

He

attempted to tear off the tunic,
closely to his skin, and the flesh came
In this wretched state he got on ship-

into the sea.

adhered

it

away with

it.

board, where Deianira, on hearing the consequences
of what she had done, hanged herself; and Hercules,

charging Hyllus, his eldest son by her, to marry lole
when he was of sufficient age, had himself carried to
the summit of Mount CEta, and there causing a pyre
to be erected, ascended it, and directed his followers
to set it on fire.
But no one would venture to obey
till Poeas,
happening to arrive there in search of his
stray cattle, complied with the desire o( the hero, and
received his bow and arrows as his reward. While the
pyre was blazing, a thunder-cloud conveyed the sufferer to heaven, where he was endowed with immorand, being reconciled to .Juno, he espoused her
tality
daughter Hebe, by whom he had two children, AlexiThe
ares (Aider-in-war) and Anicetus {Unsuhdiced).
legend of Hercules is given in full detail by ApolloOther authorities on the subdorus (2, 4, 8, seqq.).
Diod. Sic., 4, 9, seqq.
Theocrit.,
ject are as follows
;

;

:

Idyll.,

25.—Ptnd.,

01., 3, bb.

149.— Pkerecydes.ap.

—

//., 8,

—

Theocrit., Idyll., 7,

adApolL Rhod.,

2,

1054.

S^l.—Pherecyd., ap. Schol. ad Od., 21, 23

—

—

Here
Ovid, Met., 9, 165, et 217.—
Trackin
Homer arms Hercules with a bow

Hesiod., Scut.

Soph.,

Sckol.

—

—

Hesiod
and arrows.
(II., 6, 393.— Od., 8, 224.)
Pisander and
describes him with shield and spear.
Stesichorus were the first who gave him the club and

—

(Athenaus, 12, p. 513.) The mythology
the form in
of Hercules is of a very mixed character
which It has come down to us. There is in it the
more
Grecian heroes with Melidentification of one or
lion's skin.

m

carth, the sun-god of the Phoenicians.

Hence we

find

Hercules so frequently represented as the sun-god,
and his twelve labours regarded as the passage of the
He is the
sun through the twelve signs of the zodiac.
;»owerful planet which animates and imparts fecundity
to the universe, whose divinity has been honoured in
every quarter by temples and altars, and consecrated

From Meroe
religious strains of all nations.
Ethiopia, and Thebes in Upper Egypt, even to
Britain, and the icy regions of Scythia ; from the ancient Taprobana and Palibothra in India, to Cadiz
in the
in

and the shores of the Atlantic from the forests of
Germany to the burning sands of Africa everywhere,
in short, where the benefits of the luminary of day are
experienced, there we find established the name and
;

;

Many ages before the period
said to have lived, and the pretended

worship of a Hercules.

when Alcmena

is

Tyrinthian hero to have performed his wonderful

.e.x-

Egypt and Phoenicia, which certainly did not
bnrow their divinities from Greece, had raised temples to the Sun, under a na.me analogous to that of
p?oit8,

Hercules, and had carried his worship to the isle ot
to Gades.
Here was consecrated a tern
pie to the year, and to the months which divided it
into twelve parts, that is, to the twelve labours or vie
tories which conducted Hercules to immortality.
It

Thasus and

is under the name of Hercules
Astrochyion {'AarpoXLTuv), or the god clothed with a mantle of stars,
that the poet Nonnus
the
Sun, adored by the
designates
"He is
Tyrians.
(Dionys., 40, 415.— /6irf., 375.)
the same god," observes the poet, " whom different
nations adore under a multitude of different names
Belus on the banks of the Euphrates, Ammon in Libya, Apis at Memphis, Saturn in Arabia, Jupiter in Assyria, Serapis in Egypt, Helios among the Babyloni:

ans, Apollo at Delphi, /Esculapius throughout Greece,"
<k.c.
Martianus Capella, in his hymn to the Sun, as

Ausonius {Epigr., 2, 4) and Macrobius {Sat., 1,
20), confirm the fact of this multiplicity of names given
to a single star.
The Egyptians, according to Plualso

—

{De Is. et Os., p. 367. Op., ed. Rciske, vol. 7,
449), thought that Hercules had his seat in the Sun,

tarch
p.

and that he travelled with it around the moon. The
author of the hymns ascribed to Orpheus, fixes still
more strongly the identity of Hercules with the Sun.
He calls Hercules " the
who

produced time,
god
father of all things, and deof
He
is
the
who
all.
stroyer
brings back by
god
turns Aurora and the night, and who, moving onward
from east to west, runs through the career of his
twelve labours, the valiant Titan, who chases away

whose forms vary, the

maladies, and delivers

him."

man from

—

the evils which afflict

ed. Herm., p. 272, seq.)
(Orph., Hymn., 12.
The Phoenicians, it is said, preserved a tradition among
them, that Hercules was the Sun, and that his twelve
labours indicated the sun's passage through''the twelve
signs.
Porphyry, who was born in Phoenicia, assures
us that they there gave the name of Hercules to the
sun, and that the fable of the twelve labours represents
the sun's annual path in the heavens {ap.
Euseb^Prcep.
In like manner the scholiast on riesiod
Ev., 3, 11)
" the
sun
in
which
the
remarks,
zodiac,
performs bis
annual course, is the true career which Hercules travand his marerses in the fable of the twelve labours
riage with Hebe, the goddess of youth, whom he es;

had ended his labours, denotes the repoused
newal of the year at the end of each solar revolution."
(J. Diaconus, Schol. ad Hes., Theog., p. 165.) Among
the different epochs at which the year in ancient times
after he

commenced among different nations, that of the summer solstice was one of the most remarkable. It was
at this period that the Greeks fixed the celebration of
their Olympic game, the establishment of which is at-

tributed to Hercules.

{Corsini, Fast. Att., vol. 2, p.
most ancient era of the
If we fix from this point the departure of the
sun on his annual career, and compare the progress of
that luminary through the signs of the zodiac with the
It

235.)

Greeks. —

was the

origin of the

twelve labours of Hercules, altering somewhat the order ir which they are handed down to us, a very striking
A few examples
coincidence is instantly observed.
In the first month the sun passes
will be adduced.
into the sign Leo; and in his first labour Hercules
slew the Nemean lion.
Hence, too, the legend, that
the Nemean lion had fallen from the skies, and that it
bordering on the sphere
In
{Tatian, Contr. Gent., p. 164.)
the second month the sun enters the sign Vtrgo, when
second
his
and in
sets
the constellation of the

was produced

in the regions

moon

of the

Hydra

;

It
labour Hercules destroyed the Lemaean hydra.
should also be remarked, that the head of the celestial
or the Crab,
hydra rises with the constellation Cancer,
and hence the fable that Hercules was annoyed by a
crab in his conflict with the hydra.
(Cyncsms Calv.,
The hydra, moreover, is remarkable among
p. 64.)
the constellations for its great length ; its head rising,
as has just been remarked, with Cancer ; Us body be^
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ing extended i.nder the sign Leo, and onlj ending at The full moon of the summer- solstice was the period
On this is based for celebrating the Olympic Games and hence the
the laiLT degrees of the sign Virgo.
the fable of the continual reappearance of the mon- poets, observing the phenomenon of the full moon d\:ster's heads
the constellation being of so great a ring every year in the sign of Aquarius, ascribed to
length, that the stars of one part reappear after the Hercules the institution of these games, of whicli
sun has passed onward to another part, and while the Aquarius, by its union with the full moon, was every
In the immediate vicinity of Aquastars of this latter part are merged in the solar fires. year the symbol.
In the third month the sun enters the sign Libra, at rius, moreover, we find the constellation Pegasus iden;

;

the beginning of autumn, when the constellation of the
centaur rises, represented as bearing a wine-skin full
of liquor, and a thyrsus adorned with vine-leaves and
Bayer represents him in his tables with a
grapes.
thyrsus in one hand and a flask of wine in the other.

tical

with the fabled steed Arion.

Hercules having come on

Hence

the fable of

animal to the land
In the eighth month the sun enters into the
of Elis.
sign Pisces, when the celestial horse rises in the mornthis latter

name of Pegasus and Arion, as we
ing, known by the
{Uran., tabl., 41.) The Alphonsine tables depict him have just remarked ; and in his eighth labour Hercules
with a cup or goblet in his hand.
{Tab., Alph., p. overcame and carried off the horses of Diomede.
At this same period, what is termed by some Eurystheus consecrated these steeds to Juno, to whom,
209.)
astronomers the constellation of the boar rises in the in the division of the zodiac among the twelve great
evening and in his third labour Hercules, after be- gods, the sign Aquarius was given as her peculiar
and it is worthy of remark, that the Thraing hospitably entertained by a centaur, encountered domain
and slew the other centaurs who fought for a cask cian Diomede is fabled to have been the son of Cyhe slew also in this labour the Eryman- rene, who was also the mother of Aristsus, and that
of wine
thian boar.
In the fourth month the sun enters this last personage is supposed by many to have been
In the ninth month the sun
the sign of Scorpio, when Cassiopeia rises, a con- the same with Aquarius.
stellation in which anciently a stag was represented
passes into the sign Aries, sacred to Mars, which all
and in his fourth labour Hercules caught the famous the ancient authors who have written on astronomy
It is said
make to be the same with the ram of the golden fleece.
stag with golden horns and brazen feet.
also to have breathed fire from its nostrils.
{Quint. When the sun enters into this sign, the celestial ship,
Smyrn 6, 22fi ) The horns of gold and the breath- called .\rgo, rises in the evening. At this same peAndromeda is
ing of flames are traits that harmonize well with a riod Cassiopeia and Andromeda set.
constellation studded with blazing stars, and which, remarkable for many beautiful stars, one of which is
in the summer season, unites itself to the solstitial called her girdle.
Hyginus makes this girdle consist
fires of the sun, by rising in the evening with its spouse of three stars.
Aratus designates it [jarticularly by
Cepheus. In the fifth month the sun enters the sign the name of ^uvij. Now, in his ninth labour, Hercules,
Sagittarius, consecrated to Diana, who had a temple according to one version of the legend, embarked on
at .StyinpK?lus, in which were seen the birds called board the Argo in quest of the golden fleece
he conAt this same time rise tho three birds; tends with the female warriors, and takes from HippolStymphalides.
;

;

:

;

,

;

namely, the constellations of the vulture, swan, and
and in his
eagle pierced with the arrows of Hercules
;

labour Hercules destroyed the birds near Lake
Stymphalus, which are represented as three in number
on the medals of Perinthus. {Med. du Cardin. Alhan.,
In the si.xth month the sun passes
vol. 2, p. 70, n. I.)
fifth

Capricornus, who was, according to
At this period the
some, a grandson of the luminary.
its source is
stream which flows from Aquarius sets
between the hands of Aristaeus. son of the river Peneus.
In his sixth labour Hercules cleansed, by means
of the Peneus, the stables of Augeas, son of Phoebus.
Augeas is made by some to have been a son of Nycteus, a name which bears an evident reference to the
night {vv^, and which contains, therefore, in the present inst;\nce, an allusion to the long nights of the winIn the seventh month the sun passes into
ter solstice.
into

the

sign

;

The constellation of the Lyre, or
now sets, which is placed by the side

the sign Aquarius.
celestial vulture,

of the constellation called Prometheus, and at this

same period

the celestial bull, called the bull of Pasiphae, the bull of Marathon, in fine, the bull of Europa,
In his seventh labour, Hercules
passes the meridian.
brings alive into the Peloponnesus a wild bull, which
He slays also the vullaid waste the island of Crete.
It is
ture that preyed upon the liver of Prometheus.
to be remarked that, as the constellation sets at this

Hercules is said to have killed that bird
whereas the bull, which crosses the meridian merely,
The
is made to have been brought alive into Greece.
bull in question was also fabled to have vomited flames
(AuL GelL, 1, 1), an evident allusion to the celestial
It is at the
bull which glitters with a thousand fires.
close of this seventh labour, and under the same title
with it, that Hercules is supposed to have arrived in
Elis, mounted on the steed Arion, and to have established there the Olympic games on the banks of the
Now, when the sun passes into the sign
Alpheus.
Aquarius, he comes into that quarter of the heavens
which is marked by the full moon from year to year.
600
period,

;

daughter of Mars, a famous girdle.
He also rescues Hesione from a sea-monster, as Peresus did Andromeda.
In the tenth month the sun enThe constellation of Orion,
ters into the sign Taurus.

yta, their queen, the

who was fabled to have pursued, through love, the Pleithe herdsman,
ades, or daughters of Atlas, now sets
or conductor of the oxen of Icarus, also sets, as does
At this period, too, the
likewise the river Eridanus.
Pleiades rise, and the she-goat fabled to have been the
:

spouse of Faunus.

Now,

in his tenth labour,

Hercu-

seven Pleiades, whosebeauty and wisdom had inspired with love Busiris,
king of Egypt, and who, wishing to become master of
He
their persons, had sent pirates to carry them off.
In
slew also Busiris, who is here identical with Orion.
from
the
oxen
this same labour he bore away
ot
Spain
where
he
Cain
overcame
and
arrived
Italy,
Oeryon,
Faunus.
In
was
received
the
and
cus,
by
hospitably
eleventh month the sun passes into the sign of Gemini.
This period is marked by the setting of Procyon, and
The constellation
the cosmical rising of the dog- star.
In his eleventh
of the Swan also rises in the evening.
labour, Hercules conquers Cerberus, the dog of Hades.
He triumphs also over Cycnus (Swan), and at the very
time, too, according to Hesiod {Scut. Here, 393),
when the dog-star begins to parch the fields, and the cicada announces the summer by its song.
It is to be remarked, moreover, that the constellation of the Swan
les restores to their father the

rise, in a different legend, to the fable of the amour
of Leda and Jove, and the birth of the twin-brothers Castor and Pollux.
In the twelfth
{Eratostk., c. 2.5.)
month the sun enters the sign Cancer, the last of the

gave

twelve commencing with Leo.
The constellations of
the river and the centaur set, that of Hercules Ingeniculus also descends towards the western regions, or those
of Hesperia, followed by the dragon of the pole, the
guardian of the golden apples of the Hesperides, whose
In his twelfth labour,
head he crushes with his foot.
Hercules travelled to Hesperia in quest of the golder^
After this he prepares
fruit, guarded by the dragon.
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up a solemn sacrifice, and clothes himself in a
robe dipped in the blood of the Centaur, whom he had
The robe takes fire, and the
slain in crossing a rivet.
10 offer

hero [)erishes amid the flames, but only to resume his
in the heavens, and bec«me a partaker of immorThe Centaur thus terminates the mortal career
tality.
and in like manner the new annual period
of Hercules
commences with the passage of the sun into Leo,
marked by a group of stars in the morning, which
vestment
glitter like the flames that issued from the
of Nessus.
If Hercules be regarded as having actually
existed, nothing can be more monstrous, nothing more
at variance with every principle of chronology, nothing
more replete with contradictions, than the adventures
of such an individual as poetry makes him to have
been.
But, considered as the luminary that gives

youth

;

—

and life to the world, as the god who impregnates
nature with his fertilizing rays, every part of the legend teems with animation and beauty, and is marked
by a pleasing and perfect harmony. The sun of the

light
all

summer solstice is here represented with all the attributes of that strength which he has acquired at this
season of the year.
He enters proudly on his course,
It is no
in obedience to the eternal order of nature.
he combats a
longer the sign Leo that he traverses
;

which ravages the plains. The Hvdra is
the second monster that opposes the hero, and the
constellation in the heavens becomes a fearful animal
on earth, to which the language of poetry assigns a hun
dred heads, with the power of reproducing them as
fearful lion

they are crushed by the weapon of the hero. All the
obstacles that array themselves against the illustrious
champion are gifted with some quality or attribute that
exceeds the bounds of nature the horses of Diomede
feed on human fesh
the females rise above the timidthe
ity of their sex, and become formidable heroines
the stag has
apples of the Hesperides are of gold
brazen hoofs
the dog of Hades bristles with serpents
:

;

;

;

;

everything, even

;

down

to the very crab, is formidable;
for everything is great in nature, and must, therefore,
be equally so in the various symbols that are used to

(Consult, on this whole
designate her various powers.
subject, the remarks of Dupuis, Origine de tous les
Cultes, vol. 2, p. 168, seqg.

— Abrege,

p.

116, seqq.)

The

conclusion to which we have here arrived, will
appear still plainer if we take a hasty sketch of the Oriental origin of the fable of Hercules, and its passage from
the East into the countries of the West.
And it will be
seen that the Greeks, in conformity with their national
character, appropriated to themselves, and gave a human form to, an Oriental deity and that, metamorphosing the stranger-god into a Grecian hero, they
took delight in making him an ideal type of that heroic
;

courage and might which triumphsover every obstacle.
Hercules, the invincible Hercules, has strong analogies
with the Persian Mithras, the type of the unconquered
sun.
{Creuzer, Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, p.
376, &c.)
Mithras, Perseus, and Hercules the descendant of Perseus, connect together the two families
of Belus, that of Asia and that of
Egypt.
According
to the Greek
genealogies, the son of Amphitryon and
Alcmena was of Egyptian blood both on the father's
and mother's side, while he was descended bv Perseus
from Belus, the solar god.
(Consult the tables of ge-

X, Xa, and Xb,

at the end of Heyne's
ApolBut, added the tradition, the figure of Amphitryon only served as a mask to the king of gods and
men when he wished to give birth to Hercules. The

nealogy,
lodorus.)

origin of the latter, then, was mediately and immediately
divine, and we have a son of Jupiter in the Hellenic
Hercules, as well as in the Sem- Hercules of

Egypt.

But, in every other respect, what a difference between
the two.
Herodotus, full of the ideas imbibed from
the national poems on Hercules, the illustrious chief
of the heroic races of Greece, arrives in
There
Egypt.
he finds a Hercules quite different from the one with

4G

which he

In vain does he endeavour to
reconcile the mythic legends of Greece with the
foreign
dogmas that he encounters. After a scrupulous examination, and imploring the favour of the gods of hi»
country, he declares that the name Herakles is origifamiliar.

is

Hercules with the
nally from Egypt, not from Greece.
Egyptians was the sun of the spring in all his force,
an idea to which his very name alluded, which was
in

"

the Egyptian tongue

the
Sem, Sam, or Djom,
Sem-Herakles passed for a god of the secin Egypt.
He was the type of the divine

Strong."

ond

class

power, appearing with glory at the period of the spring,
after having conquered the
gloomy winter. He was
the sun traversing his celestial career, contending
the
numerous
obstacles
with which his path is
against
supposed to be strewed, and obtaining by his immortal
On
vigour a prize worthy of his numerous triumphs.
the monuments of Egypt he was seen traversing the
fields of air in the bark of the star of day (Plut., de
Is. et Os., p. 506, ed Wyttenb.); at other times the
phoenix was placed

in his

hand, as a pledge of eternal

and a symbol of the great year,
renewal of each solar year was supposed
victory,

to

which the

to allude.

—

From

the Egyptian let us pass to the Phoenician Hercules.
Here he was denominated Melkarth, and belonged to the line of Bel or Baal, called Cronos by the

Greeks.

{Creuzer, Symbolik, par Guigniaut,

vol. 3,

Melkarth was the tutelary divinity of the pow15.)
erful city of Tyre, and the Tyrian navigators spread
p.

his

worship from island to island, and from shore to

shore, even to the farthest west, even to Gades, where
a flame burned continually in his temple, as at Olympia
on the altar of Jupiter.
(Heerev, Ideen, vol. 1, p. 2,

His name signified, according to some, "the
seqq.)
king of the city ;" according to others, and with greater
" the
powerful king" {Bochart, Geogr.
probability,
Selden, de D. S., 1, 6), an idea closely
Sacr., 2, 2.

—

to be conveyed by the EgypSem. The King of the City, or the
powerful King, was a true incarnation of the sun.
He was the sun of spring, growing gradually more and
more powerful as it mounts to the skies, sending rains

analogous to that intended
tian appellation

upon the earth, and causing the seed to shoot forth
Hence the Phoenicians regarded
from the ground.
him as the god of harvests and of the table, the god
in
his
train.
who brings joy
{Nonnus, Dionys., 40,
mercantile and commercial people, they also
418 )

A

made him

still more
commerce and

(in a

protector of

special sense, perhaps) the
It is to this idea
colonies.

that many seek to refer the etymology of the Greek
and Latin names Herakles and Hercules. Thus, some

assign as the root the Phoenician or Hebrew terra
" mercator"
"
circuitor,"
(Munter, Relig. dtr
Harkel,
Carthag , p. 41, ed. 2), but which applies equally well
to the sun moving along in his celestial career (vjreOthers write the name Archies, which recalls
piuv).
the old Latin or Etrurian

mann,

1,

22

)

The

Ercle, Hercole.
{Bellerperilous and fertilizing course of

the sun in the heavens may, in fact, have passed for a
natural type of those adventurous courses by land and
sea which enriched the hardy navigators of Phoenicia
;

and beyond a doubt the mythus of Hercules borrowed
more than one incident from their distant expeditions.
The ancient nations had a custom of loading with
chains the statues of their gods, when the stale was
menaced with danger, in order to prevent their flight.
Among the Phoenicians, the idol Melkarth was almost
In the same manner, the nations
constantly chained.
chained their Saturn every year until the tenth
of
Italy

month, and at his festival in December they gave him
The fundamenfreedom.
{Macrob., Sat., 1, 8.)
tal idea of this symbolical usage was originally the
afterward
differsame among all these nations, though
modified in various sysently expressed, and variously
tems of religion. In the infantine conceptions of the

his

earliest times,

it

was believed

that the course of the

801
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Bun could be retarded by chaining his image, and accelerated by removing the fetters. Hence, m this way,
they wished to represent his strength and his weakThe worship of Hercules prevailed also i»
ness.
Hercules, according to Eusebius {Chron ,
Phrygia.

feeble at the period of the winter solstice, which in
some sense turns his back upon the earth, and shows
hiS obscurer parts.
(Compare the literal meaning of

Gcogr. Sacr., p. 472), here bore
of Diodas, or, as the Latin version gives it,
Desanaus, which last Vossius makes equivalent to
"
"
powerful," an idea conveyed also by the
strong,"
Tyrian appellation o( Melkarlh. {Voss, de IdoloL, 1,

an inglorious

—

1, p.

the

26.

— Bochart,

note
Me/la/zTTvyof, and the
As long as the solar
182.)

of Guigniaut, vol. 3, p.

god abandons himself to

and divides his attention between

life,

name

the pleasures and the servile employments of women,
that is, during the entire winter solstice, the Cercopes,
who are the divisions of this period of languor, crowd

—

around and insult him with impunity. But no sooner
does the approach of the vernal equinox reinvigorate
the solar luminary, than Hercules, coming forth from
degrading repose, attacks and subjugates his revilers.
the same creatures, so
Jupiter, placed in opposition to
full of artifice and so fair a symbol of it, may equally
be explained in an astronomical and calendary sense.
This god was the sun of suns the supreme force that
combats, subdues, and dissipates whatever tends to
obscure the light and disturb the harmony of the uni-

As a colony from Tyre had carried the worship
22.)
of Hercules into Boeotia by the way of Thasus, so
another colony conveyed it to the lonians of lower
At Erythrae, on the coast of Ionia, was to be
Asia.
seen a statue of Hercules, of an aspect completely

The worship of the god was here celeEgyptian.
brated by certain Thracian females, because the females
of the country were said to have refused to make to the
god an offering of their locks on his arrival at Erythrae.
{Pausan., 7, 5.) The females of Byblos sacrificed to
Adonis their locks and their chastity at one and the
same

time, and it is probable that the worship of Hercules was not more exempt, in various parts of the

;

are here opposed to him in the
It may
as in other legends the Titans.
be as well, before leaving this part of the subject, to
remark, that the monkey, and also various other ani-

The Cercopes

verse.

—

same manner

same dissolute offerings. In mals or natural objects, consecrated in public worship
Lydia, particularly, it seems to have been marked by both among the Egyptians and elsewhere, were rean almost delirious sensuality. Married and unmar- garded as having a direct and permanent relation to
ried females prostituted themselves at the festival of the stars, their revolutions, and the periods of the year.
the god.
{Herodot., 1, 93.
Compare Clearch., ap. Apes appear to have been honoured with a species of
AthaL., 12, p. 416, ed. Schweigh.) The two sexes worship, not only in India and Egypt, but also along
changed their respective characters and tradition re- the northern coast of Africa, perhaps even at Carthage
Hercules, acported that Hercules himself had given an example of itself.
{.Guigniaut, vol. 3, p. 183.)
this, when, assuming the vestments and occupation
cording to the traditions of Lydia, became the father,
of a female, he subjected himself to the service of the in this country, by a female slave, perhaps the same
{Creuzcr, Fragm. Hist. An- with Omphale, of the chief of a new dynasty of kings.
voluptuous Omphale.
The Lydian Hercules was named San- The dynasty preceding this had in like manner for its
tiq., p. 187 )
don, after the robe dyed with sandyx, in which Om- founder a chieftain of the name of Atys, homonymous
The secphale had arrayed him, and which the females of the with the solar god of Phrygia and Lydia.
country imitated in celebrating his licentious worship. ond royal race was that of the Heraclidse, or rathe:
Laurent.
de
to
the
some,
(/.
LydiLydus,
Mag. Rom., 3, 64, p. 268.) of the Candaulidae for, according
This Sandon reappears in the Cilician Sandacus, sub- an Hercules was named Candaules. {Hesych., s. v.

ancient world, from the

—

—

;

;

Yiav6avXj]g.) This name recalls to mind the last monarch of the race, who, like his divine progenitor, fell
find here, as in the into the snare laid for him by an artful woman, and,
Guigriiaut, vol. 3, p. 179.)
religion of Phcenicia, the same opposition, the same still more unfortunate than he, lost at one and the same
alternation of strength and weakness, of voluptuous- time his throne and his life. (Her odot., I, 12.) Witiiness and courage.
Hercules with Omphale, is the so- out speaking of the marvellous incidents with which
lar god descended into the omphalos^ or " navel" of the later accounts of this work are adorned, such, for
the world, amid the signs of the southern hemisphere
example, as the magic ring of Gyges, the narrative of
and it was the festival of this powerful star, enervated Herodotus alone evidently shows a mythic side in the
in some degree at the period of the winter solstice, whole
the very fall of
history of the kings of Lydia
which the Lydian people celebrated by the changing of the monarchy is related with accompanying circumthe vestments of the weaker and the stronger sex.
stances that bear the imprint of old religious symbols.
The fable of Hercules Melampyges and the Cercopes If King Meles, said the legend, had carried the lion,
a
similar
has
reference.
According to Diodorus Sicu- which one of his concubines brought forth, all around
lus (4, 31), the Cercopes dwelt in the
fallen
vicinity of the walls of Sardis, that city never would have
and
the
have
Ephesus,
ravaged
country far and wide, while into the hands of Cyrus. {Her odot., 1, 84.)
Hercules led a life of pleasure and servitude in the here a royal lion, born of a young female, in the famarms of Omphale. In vain had their mother warned ily of the Heraclidaj ; and the lion was always a symthem to beware of the powerful hero they contemned bol of the valiant and victorious Hercules, an emher exhortations, and Melampyges, in consequence, blem of the sun in its protecting force.
It remained
was sent to chastise them. He soon brought them to the sacred attribute of the monarchs of Lydia. Among
the queen, loaded with chains.
A different tradition the rich offerings which Croesus sent to the temple of
places the Cercopes in the islands that face the coast Apollo at Delphi, the principal one was a golden lion.

male companion Pharnaces, as the Lydiau
Hercules was to Omphale. {Crcuzer, Symbolik, par

jected to his

We

;

:

—

We

:

of Campania.
Jupiter, says the legend, being involved in war with the Titans, came to these islands
to demand aid from the people called Arimi.
But the
Arimi, after having promised him assistance, refused to
As a
fulfil that promise, and trifled with the god.

punishment for this conduct, Jove changed them into
monkeys, or, according to others, into stones, and from
this period the isles of Inarime and Prochyta have
taken the name of PithecuscE, or "Monkey Islands."
have
{ULOr/KovaaL, from mdrjKog, "a monkey.")
here the Cercopes, both in Asia Minor and in the volcanic islands of Campania.
The meaning of the fable

We

IS evident.

The Lydian Hercules

is

the sun, pale and

Even Sardis itself was, as the very
{Herodot., 1, 50.)
name denoted, the city of the year, and, under this apdirected the
pellation, consecrated to the god who
movements of the year. {Xanthus, ap. 1. Lyd. de
Mens p. 42.) It was the city of Hercules, as the
Babylon,
Egyptian Thebes was the city of Ammon
the city of Belus
Ecbatana, with its walls of seven
India
of
the
the
had
different colours,
city
planets.
,

;

—

;

if we credit the ancient writers,
their accounts are of a date comparatively re-

also her Hercules,

though
cent.

He was named Dorsanes

—

or

Dosanes (Hesy-

Alberti, ad lac), an appellation
chius, s. V. h.opa.
which recalls the Desanaus of Phrygia. The account

HER

HERCULES.

c. 8, scqq.),
them.
Besides, it was on the solar year, and its sevgiven by Mcgasthenes {ap. Arrian, Ind.,
eral subdivisions and periods, that the ordinances v4
is in many respects so very similar to that which has
to
Hercuthe
the
In maintairiiv.g
earliest social state were based.
Lydian
already been stated with regard
this sacred order, they
les, as to lead to the belief that the legends of Lower
only imitated the god of the
of
from
the
some
at
their
in
once
of
and
of
race.
It is
emanated
the
author
it
had
Asia
plains
year,
degree
The Rama of Hindustan, with for these reasons that we find, throughout all antiquity,
the Indian peninsula.
Thi.s sohis warlike apes, reminds us, under various striking a solar hero at the head of royal dynasties.
and the Cercopes. The religion lar hero is Hercules, who is everywhere found to be
aspects, of Hercules
of Hercules, passing from the East like the god whom the same personage, though under different appellations.
In Greece, the paiufu.! and protracted delivery
it was intended to commemorate, made its way to the
The Phoeni- of Alcmena, the mother of Hercules, already announces
farthest limits of the then known West.
cians, and after them the Carthaginians, extended on the god of light, destined to struggle painfully against
the light
Ilithyia herself,
every side the worship of Melkarth, the divine pro- the powers of darkness.
It was from them that the
tector of their colonies.
coming forth from the bosom of night, sits with folded
nations of Spain, after those of Africa, learned to re- arms before the door of Amphitryon, and the couravere his name
and, not content with placing his col- geous mother is a prey to cruel pangs until the cause
umns at the entrance of the Atlantic, the Phoenician of her anguish is removed by the artifice of GalanHercules undertook, on this vast extent of ocean, long this.
(Vid. Alcmena.)
Long did Juno, according to
and
Pursuing also another di- the early traditions, put every obstacle in the way of

—

—

;

perilous expeditions.
rection, he crossed the barriers of the Pyrenees and
he and his descendants founded numerous
the Alps

the birth of the hero.

(//.,

19, 119.)

This hostile

power persecutes the son after the mother, and her obstinate hatred becomes the means that enable him to
cities, both in Gaul and in the countries adjacent to it.
He was here styled Deusoniensis, an appellation which develop in all its splendour the divine power with
Thus the oracle gave him the
Indeed, the occiden- which he is endowed.
again recalls that of Desanaus.
name of Herakles ('Hpa/cX^f), because by means of
tal mythology seems here to correspond in every parThe cup of the sun, in Juno ("Hpa) he was destined to gain immortal glory
ticular with that of the East.
which Hercules traverses the ocean for the purpose of {k2,£0^), and live in the praises of posterity. {Diod.
reaching the isle of Erythea, represents the marvellous Sic, 4, 10.— Schol. ad Find., 01., 6, 115.— Compare
cup of the Persian Dschemschid. Under the empire Macrohius, Sat., 1, 20, who makes Hercules the glory
of the latter, no corruption or decay of any kind pre- of Hera, or the lower air, the native darkness of
vailed
and the columns of wood in the temple of which is illumined by the sun.) False as this etymolThe Dschem- ogy undoubtedly is, it still proves that the Greeks
Hercules at Gades were never carious.
:

;

schid of Persia and the

Sem

of Egypt gave health to

Romans

recognised the same power
in their victorious Hercules.
{I. Lyd. de Mens., p.
herself
counted
Rome
92.)
among her citizens certain individuals who claimed to bo his descendants.
The heroic family of the Fabii, for example, traced
their origin to the son of Alcmena.
(Plut., Vit. Fah.
their votaries

Max.,

c. I.)

the

;

The

Latins, as well as the Lydians, as-

concubines to this powerful deity,
mentioned Fauna, and Acca Larentia, the nurse of Romulus.
{Macer, ap. Macnih.,
Sat., I, \0.— August., de Civ. Dei, 6, 7.) Thus, then,
at the same time that we find even in the West the
traces of a sensual worship rendered to Hercules, we
signed

various

among whom

are

see reproduced that peculiar tendency, so prevalent in
the East, of making heroes and kings the descendants
of the divine sun
the children of that victorious and
beneficent star, which continually brings us both the
and
the
as
the prizes of his glorious combats.
day
year
And, indeed, what idea can be more natural than this]
Is not the sun himself a powerful king, a hero, placed
in a situation of continual combat with the shades of
darkness and with the evil spirits to which they give
birth"!
His numerous adversaries, in the career of the
zodiac which he traverses, are principally the signs of
The solemn rites offered to him, such as the
winter.
games celebrated at Chemmis and Olympia ; the
chains with which the statue of the Tyrian Hercules
was loaded ; the circle of female figures surrounding
his statue at Sard is, were intended to represent the
alternations of strength and weakness, of victory and
defeat, which mark the course of this courageous
wrestler of the year, whose very death is a triumph.
Hence, among the numerous incarnations of the star
of day, the warlike spirit of the earlier nations of antiquity would, in order to propose it as an example to
chiefs and monarchs,
give a preference to that one
which represented the sun under the character that we
have just been considering.
Nor could the heads of
communities have a nobler model. If their origin was
;

regarded as divine, it imposed upon them the obligation of a continual
struggle, in order to render manifest to all eyes the
principle of light, of strength, and
of goodness, which
they were supposed to have within

themselves attached to their Hercules the fundamental
idea of a hero constantly at variance with a contrary
As regards the name itself, it may be repower.
marked, that it is most probably of Oriental origin,
though various attempts have been made by different
The Latin
scholars to trace it to a Grecian source.
Hercules, {Hercole, Ercle) is, to all appearance, a more
ancient form than the Greek 'Hpax/l^f.
{Lennep,
Lanzi, Saggio di Ling.
Etymol. L. G., p. 24:5.
Hermann considers
Etrusca, vol. 2, p. 206, seqq.)

—

Hercules as virtue personified, and carrying off glory
and praise ('Hpa/cA^c, of riparo Kleog. Briefe uber

Homer und

Hesiod, p. 20), while Knight gives to the
fable of the hero a physical basis, borrowed from the
worship of the sun (" the glorifier of the earth,'''' from
epa and /c/lcof.
Enquiry into Symh. Lang., ^ 130).

—

relative to Hercules, consult

For other theories
ler,

Dorians,

b. 2, c. 11, seq.,

Mid-

and Buttmann, Mytho-

logus, vol. 1, p. 246, seqq.
Herculeum, I. Promontorium, a promontory in the
Bruttiorum Ager, forming the most southern angle of
Italy

to

the east,

259.— Cluver.,

now Capo

Ital. Antiq., 2,

—

Spartivento.
p.

{Strabo,

\Zm.—Romanelli,

140 ) II. Fretum, the strait which forms the
communication between the Atlantic and Mediterranean.
{Vid. Abila, Calpe, and Herculis Columnse.)
Herculis, I. Columnae, or Columns of Hercules, a
name given to Calpe and Abila, or Gibraltar on the
shore of the
Spanish, and Cape Serra on the African,
straits.
Hercules was fabled to have placed them there
as monuments of his progress westward, and beyond
which no mortal could pass. {Vid. Calpe, Abila. and
Mediterraneum Mare.)— II. Monsci Portus, or Arx
Herculis Monseci, a town and harbour of Liguna, near
Nicaea.
The surname of Mon»cus, given to Hercules,
vol. 1, p.

here, shows, as Strabo observes,
Fabulous accounts atorigin of this place.
tributed its foundation to Hercules himself. (/Im^.Var-

who was worshipped
the

Greek

cell, 15.)

The

harbour

is

well described by

now Monaco—\n. Liburm

Lucan

Portus,
now Livorno or Leghorn, a part of Etruna, below the
Hercul.s
mouth of the Arnus. Cicero calls it Portus
a barLabronis {ad Quint, Fratr., 2, 6).— IV. Portus,
It was situate
bour of Etruria, now Porto d\Ercolc.

(1,

405).

It

is

603
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Incitaria, and served as a port to
the city of Cosa.
It was one of the principal stations
for the Roman fleets on the lower sea.
{Liv., 22, 11.

HERM.\PHRODiTUs, a son of Mercury

between Arminia and

—Id., 30, 39.)
Hercynia, a very extensive

{'Epfi^g)

and

Venus CA<l>po6iT]j), the fable relative to whom and the
nymph Salmacis may be found in Ovid {Met., 4, 285,
It is evidently copied after some Eastern leseqq.).

gend, although the Grecian spirit has moulded it into
a more pleasmg form, perhaps, than was possessed by
its
The doctrine of androgynous divinities
original.
lies at the very foundation of the earliest pagan worThe union of the two sexes was regarded by the
Rauraci, along the Danube to the country of the Daci ship.
and Anartes. Then turning to the north, it spread early priesthoods as a symbol of the generation of the
over many large tracts of land, and is said to have con- universe, and hence originated those strange types and
tained many animals unknown in other countries, of still stranger ceremonies, which, conceived at first in
which Caesar describes two or three kinds. Caesar, a pure and simple spirit, became eventually the source
The early
following the Greek geographers {Arist., Meteor., 1, of so much licentiousness and indecency.
13.
Compare Apoll. Rhod., 4, 140), confounds all believer was taught by his religious instructer, that,
the forests and all the mountains of Central Germany before the creation, the productive power existed alone
under the name of Hercynia Silva.
This vague tra- in the immensity of space. When the process of creadition was propagated
among the Roman geographi- tion commenced, this power divided itself into two
cal writers, nor could either Pliny or Tacitus form a portions, and discharged the functions of an active and
more exact idea of its extent. (Plin., 4, 12.
Tac, a passive being, a male and a female. Hence arose
Germ., 28 and 30.) Ptolemy had obtained more pos- the beauteous frame of the universe. This is the docitive information on the subject
besides his Mount trine, in particular, of the Hindu Vedas, and it is exAbnoba, he distinguished the Hartz Forest under the plicitly established in the Manara-Dharma-Sastra, and
name of Melibocus, &c. On the country's becoming also in the laws of Menou. The Adonis of Syria
forest of

Germany, the

breadth of which, according to Caesar, was nine days'
It extendjourney, while its length exceeded sixty.
ed from the territories of the Helvetii, Nemetes, and

—

—

:

more

inhabited, the grounds were gradually cleared,
and but few vestiges of the ancient forest remain in
modern times. These now go by particular names, as
the Black Forest, which separates Alsace from Swabia
the Steyger in Franconia ; the Spissard on the
;

Mayn the Thuringer in Thuringia Hessewald in the
duchy of Cleves ; the Bohemerwald, which encompasses Bohemia, and was in the middle ages called Her;

;

cynia Silva

;

and the Hartz Forest

in

Lunenburgh.
the present day derive

Some of the German writers at
the ancient name from the term hart, high ; others suppose it to come from hartz, resin, and consider the old
name as remaining in the present Hartz Forest.
Precis., &c., vol. 1, p. 108, Brussels ed.

{Malte-Brun,
—
Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 3, p.

410.)
Herennius, I. Senecio, a native of Spain, and a
senator and qusestor at Rome under Domitian.
His
contempt for public honours, his virtuous character,
and his admiration of Helvidius Priscus, whose life he
wrote, rendered him odious to the emperor, and caused
him to be accused of high treason. He was condemned to death, and his work burned by the public executioner.

—

II.

{Tac,

The

Vit.

Agric,

c.

3.— Plin.,

Ep.,

3, 33.)

Samnite commander,
give freedom to the Ro-

father of Pontius the

who advised his son either to
mans ensnared at the Caudine

Pass, or to exterminate
III. Caius, a Roman,
(Livy, 9, 1, seqq.)
to whom the treatise on rhetoric, ascribed by some to
The treatise in question is genCicero, is addressed.
erally regarded as not having been written by the
Roman orator, but either by Antonius Gnipho or Q.

them

—

all.

(Consult on this point the remarks of
Schutz, in his edition of Cicero, vol. 1, p. Iv., seqq.,
and those of Le Clerc, in his more recent edition,
Cornificius.

Paris, 1827, vol.

1, pt. 2, p.

1,

seqq.)

Herm^, statues of Mercury, which the Athenians had
in the vestibules of their dwellings.
like terminal figures of stones, of a

cubicalform, and
( Vid. Mercurius.)
HERMiEA, a festival celebrated at Cydonia, in the
island of Crete, at which the slaves enjoyed complete
freedom, and were waited upon by their masters.
Carystius, ap.
{Ephorus, ap. Athen., 6, p. 263, /.
eund., 14, p. 639.— Hoc^, Kreta, vol. 3, p. 39.)
or
Herm^eum, I. Promontorium,
Promontory of
Mercury {'Epfifjg, Mercurius), on the southern shore
Criu
the
of Crete, between
Promontory
Metopon and
II. A promontory of Sardinia, on the westPhoenix.
ern shore, a little to the north of Bosa, now Capo delta
III. A promontory of Africa, in the district
Caeca.
Plin.,
(Polyb., 1, 29.
Zeugitana, now Cape Bon.

—

5,

A.— Mela,
604

—

1,

7.-Liv., 29, 27.)

—

— Goerres,
seqq.
;

{Jul. Firmicus,

p. 1,

vol. 1, p.

254);

the Freya of Scandinavia {Goerres, vol. 2, p. 574) ; the
Cenrezi of Thibet {Wagner, p. 199); the Brama,

Schiva, Vishnou, and Krishna, of India {Roger, Pagan. In., 2, 2. Paulin., Syst. Brahman., p. 195.
Bagavadam.
Porphyr., in Stob. Eclog. Phys., 1, 4.
Wagner, p. 167. Bhagavat Geta, &c.) the Moon
among various nations of Asia {Spartian., Vit. Caracali, c. 7.
Casaubon, ad loc.) all these objects of adoration reunited the two sexes, and, by a consequence

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

of this symbolical idea, the priests changed their ordinary vestments, and assumed those of the other sex in
the ceremonies instituted in honour of these gods, for
the purpose of expressing their double nature.
How
and yet
different from all this is the Grecian legend
its
is one and the same.
origin
Hkrmathena, a sort of statue, raised on a square pedestal, in which the attributes of Mercury ('Ep/z^f) and
Minerva {'AdijvTj) were blended. (Consult the remarks
under the preceding article and Creuzer, Symbolik,
M. Spon gives various figures of Hervol. 2, p. 750.)
mathenae.
{Recherch. Curieuses de VAntiq., p. 93.)
Hermes ('Ep/z^f), I. the name of Mercury among
!

;

—

II.
the Greeks.
{Vid. Mercurius I.)
Trismegistus.
{Vid. Mercurius II.)
Hermesi.Xnax, a poet of Colophon, who flourished
He comin the time of Philip and his son Alexander.
posed three books of elegies, and entitled the collecin honour of his mistress,
tion Leontium

{Aeovnov),

who

the same, perhaps, with the one connected with
the history of Epicurus and his disciple Metrodorus.
Athenaeus has preserved for us a fragment of nearly a
is

which makes us regret
This fragment was published in
1782, by Ruhnken, in an appendix to his Epislola
It was also edited by Weston,
Critica, 2, p. 283.
Loud., 1784, 8vo. and by Ilgen, in his Opuscula Varia,

hundred verses of

They were made what we have

surmounted with a head of Mercury.

—
—

{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p. 12); the Adagoiis of
Creuzer, 1, 150); the
Phrygia {Herodotus, 1, 105.
Phtha and Neith of Egypt
the Mithras of Persia

this poet,

lost.

The best
Erfort., 1797, 8vo, vol. 1, p. 248, seqq.
edition, however, is that of Hermann, 1828, 4to, in
his Program. Acad, in memoriam I. A. Ernesti, Lips.
(Consult Hoffmann, Lex. Btbliogr., vol. 2, p. 353.)
Hermias, a Christian writer towards the close of the
second century, and a native of Galatia, who has left
us a short but elegant discourse in ridicule of the pagan

tuv efw (piloaocpidv.
philosophers, entitled ALaavpfiog
It appears to be an imitation of a discourse of Tatian's,
but it is an imitation by a man of spirit and ability.

He

ridicules the

want of harmony that prevails among
Greek philosophers, which is the

the systems of the

"

HER

HER

speculations being crowned with no
is accused by some critics of
place of the edifice which he
putting nothuig
lias destroyed by his sarcasms.
Such, however, was
It was suffinot the end he had proposed to himself.
cient for him to show that the systems of ancient phiThe one which was to oclosophy were untenable.

cause of
positive

all their

He

result.

in the

and Hermas
This treatise
was published by Seiber, Basil, 1533, 8vo, and with

cupy

its

points

it

place they had only to seek
out to them without naming

Wolf

for,

it.

Morell's CompenJ. de Orig. Vet.
It is found also in the AucPhil., Basil, 1580, 8vo.
tar. Biblioth. Patrum, Pans, 1624 ; and in the Oxford
The best edition, howedition of Tatian, Svo, 1700.
{Scholl,
ever, is that of Dommerich, Hal., 1774, Svo.
the notes of

in

—

Hrst. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 213.
Lardner, Credibility
of Gospel History, pt. 2, vol. 2, p. 555.)
more
I.
Her.mi6ne,
correctly Harmonia, daughter
of Mars and Venus, and wife of Cadmus.
{Vid. HarShe
of
Menelaiis and Helen.
II.
monia.)
Daughter
was privately engaged to her cousin Orestes, the son
but her father, on his return from
of Agamemnon
Troy, being ignorant of this, gave her in marriage to
After the
Pyrrhus, otherwise called Neoptolemus.
murder of that prince {vid. Pyrrhus), she married Orestes, and received the kingdom of Sparta as her dowry.
Heyne, Excurs., 12, ad
{Virg., JEn., 3, 327, scqq.
III. A city of ArEurip., Androm.)
Virg., JEn 3.
It was
southern coast, opposite Hydrea.
golis, on the

—

;

,

—

—

—

founded, according to Herodotus (8, 43), by the Dryopes, whom Hercules and the Melians had expelled
from the banks of the Sperchius and the valley of CEta.
Pausanias describes this city as situate on a hill of
moderate height, and surrounded by walls. It contained, among others, a temple of Ceres, the sanctuary
of which afforded an inviolable refuge to supplicants,
whence arose the proverb dvd' 'EpfiLovTjg, " as safe an
asylum as that of Hermione." Not far from this
btructure was a cave, supposed to communicate with
the infernal regions.

It

was probably owing

to this

speedy descent to Orcus, that the Hermionians, as
Strabo informs us, omitted to put a piece of money in

—

modorus, an Ephcsian, the friend of the sage Hera'
whom his fellow-citizens had banished because
he filled them with shame, and they desired to be all
on an equality in profligacy of conduct.
{Menag., ad
Diog. Laert., 9, c. 2.) It cannot, indeed, be well exhow
this
been
could
have
plained,
invented, foi
story
which nothing but a celebrated name could have given
occasion, while that of Hermodorus appears to have
been known to the Greeks themaelves only by the sayclitus,

ing of his friend.

On

this

for

ground, the naming of the
at Rome, may pass
there, honoured by,

which was inscribed as his
But if ever he lived
genuine.

statue,

and useful

to, his contemporaries, the legislators, it
does not therefore follow, that, by his council, many of
the Greek laws were transferred to the Twelve Tables,
which are lost to us. The Romans adhered too tena-

own hereditary laws, lo exchange them
and the difiference beany foreign institution
tween them and the Grecians was so great, that the
sage Hermodorus could not have suggested an imitaciously to their
for

;

tion."

{Niebuhr^s

Roman

History, vol. 2,

p.

Ill,

Waltei-'s transl.)

Hermogenes, a celebrated sophist, a native of Tarsus, who flourished under M. Aurelius Antoninus. He
was remarkable for the precocity of his intellect. At
the age of fifteen he openly professed his art in the
presence of the emperor, and excited his astonishment
by the ability and eloquence which he displayed. This
rapid growth, however, of the mental powers, was succeeded by as rapid a decline, and, at the age of twentyfive, he lost his memory to such a degree as to be inIn this sad
capable of pursuing his usual avocations.
condition he lingered to an advanced age.
It is said
that, on opening his body after death, his heart was
found of an enormous size, and covered with hair.
He left a work on Rhetoric, which was introduced into
the Grecian schools, and continued to be a text-book

in the rhetorical art until

Two

the decline of the latter.

work were published, one
1614, Svo, by Laurentius, Colon. Allobrog. ; the
other in 1799, 4to, by an anonymous editor (2. B. A.).
There have been several editions of parts of the work,
editions of the entire

in

mouths of their dead. (Sirah., 373.
Callim., ap. for which consult Hoffmann {Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 2, p.
Etym. Mag., s. v. AavaKTjg.) Lasus, an early poet 355, seqq.). II. A lawyer in the age of Constantine,
of some note, said to have been the instructer of Pin- who, together with Gregorius or Gregorianus, made
We are informed by a collection of the constitutions or edicts of the emdar, was a native of Hermione.
Sir W. Gell, that the ruins of this place are to be seen peror.
Gregorius comprehended in his collection the
Heron the promontory below Kastri, a town inhabited by laws published from Hadrian to Constantine
the

—

;

Albanians, nearly opposite to the island of Hydra.
Pausanias affirms (2,
{Itin. of the Morea, p. 199.)
34), that Hermione originally stood at the distance of
four stadia from the site

occupied in his day, and,
though the inhabitants had long removed to the new
several edifices to mark the
city, there yet remained
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 258, seq.)
spot.
Hf.rmiones, one of the three great divisions of the
(Jcrmanic tribes, according to Tacitus {Germ., c. 2),
and .occupying the central parts of the country. Manliert is

it

of opinion, that a tribe or division of the

name

but that this appellation originated from the early legend of Greece respecting the fabulous land Hermionia, remarkable for

Hermiones never

in fact existed,

productions, and placed by the early writers in the
The Romans, borrowing
distant regions of the north.
rhis fable from the Greeks, imagined that they had
the
in
Hermionia
found
(Comregions of Germany.
its

—

Mannert, Geog., vol. 3, p. 146.)
Hermionicits Sinus, a bay on the coast of Argolis,
It is now the Gulf
near Hermione.
{Strab., 335.)

pare Mela, 3, 3.

of Castri.

mogenes compiled a supplement
collection,

to the

work.

This

though made without

public authority, was
{Sckoll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

yet cited in courts of law.
vol. 7, p. 215, seqq.)
Hkrmolaus, a young Macedonian nobleman, and
one of the royal pages of Alexander the Great.
In the
heat of a boar-hunt on one occasion, he forgot his
duty, and slew the animal, perhaps unfairly (for the
laws of the chase have in all ages and climes been
very arbitrary), certainly in such a way as to interfere
with the royal sport.
The page was, in consequence,
Indeprived of his horse, and ordered to be flogged.
censed at the indignity thus offered him, he resolved
it in the blood of his
sovereign, and for this
brotherpurpose formed a conspiracy with some of his

to efface

pages, as well as other individuals.

The

plot,

how-

ever, was discovered, and the culprits were stoned
death.
Hermolaus, in his defence, insisted that the
to

were more

tyranny and drunken revelries of Alexander
than could be tolerated by freemen.
{Arrian, Exp.

Ai, 4, 13, seqq.)
Hkrmopolis, or the

the
city of Hermes (Mercury),
The first was in the
of two towns of Egypt.
of the Nile, and
Delta, east of the Canopic branch
For distinction' sake, the epnortheast of Andropolis.

a philosopher of Ephesus, who is said
to have assisted, as interpreter, the Roman decemvirs
in the composition of the ten tables of laws which

name

had been collected

UiKpd {Parva) was added to its name. Ptolemy
makes it the chief city of the nome in which Alexandrea was situate.
{Mannert, Geog., vol. 10, pt. 1, p.
605

Hermodorus,

•*

"

An

w

in Greece.
{Cic, Tusc., 5, 36.)
ancient tradition mentions," observes Niebuhr,
an auxiliary to the Decemviri, in this code, Her-

ithet

HER

HER
&98.

em

Its position

corresponds with that of the mod-

[Mag?ia)^ or the great, and was situate in the Heptanomis, on the western bank of the Nile, opposite AntiIt is spoken of as a large city hy Atnmianus
noopolis.
The inhabitants worshipped
Marcellinus (22, 16).

Cynocephalus, or dog-headed deity Anubis. {ManGeogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 397.) The name of

the

uert,

the place

»s

usual course, and Hero, in despair, threw herself down
her tower and perished in the sea.
Musreus, a
Greek poet of the fifth century of our era, made this
story the subject of a pleasing little poem that has
Ovid decotne down to us.
{Vid. Musaeus III.)
votes two of his Heroides to this same theme. {Her.,
the
feat
of
18
et
As
Leander
in
19.)
regards
Ep
swimming across the Hellespont nightly, consult remarks under the article Leander—II. The name of

The second was termed MeyuXrj from

Demenhur.

now Ashmuneim.

Hermunduri, the first of the Hermionic tribes in
They were a great and powerful nation,

,

Mannert makes them a branch of the great Suevic

two writers on mechanical subjects. {Vid. Heron.)
Herooes, I. surnamed the Great and Ascalonila,
second son of Antipater the Idumaean, was born B.C.
At the age of twenty-five
71, at Ascalon, in Jud^a.
he was made by his father governor of Galilee, and
distmguished himself by the suppression of a band of
robbers, and the execution of their leader, with sev-

race.

eral of his

Germany.

and lay to the east and northeast of the Allemanni.
Tacitus says, that in process of time they became allies to the Romans, who distinguished them above the
other

Germans by

peculiar privileges.

{Germ.,

c.

4K)

{Geogr., vol. 3, p. 201.)
a considerable river of Asia Minor, rising,
according to Sirabo (626), in Mount Dindymus, in
Phrygia, and flowing through the northern part of
Lydia until it falls into the ^gaean.
Pliny, however,
makes its source to have been near Dorylaeum in
in its course
It
received
{Plin., 5, 31.)
Phrygia.
the rivers Pactdlus, Hyllus, called also Phrygius, and
other less celebrated streams, and discharged itself into
the sea between Phocaea and Smyrna.
{Strab., I.

Hermus,

—Arrian, Exp. AL,

c—

5 ) The plains
which this river watered were termed the plains of
Hermus, and the gulf into which it discharged itself
Herod.,

1,

80.

5,

was

anciently called the Hermaean Gulf; but when
Theseus, according to some accounts, a person of distinction in Thessaly, migrated hither, and founded a
town on this gulf called Smyrna after his wife {Vit.
Horn., c. 2), the gulf was termed Smyrnaeus Sinus, or

He was summoned

comrades.
for

having done

this by his

own

before the
authority,

and having put these men to death without a trial but,
through the strength of his party and the zeal of his
He at first embraced
friends, he escaped censure.
the parly of Brutus and Cassius
but, after their death,
reconciled himself to Antony, who appointed him
In B.C. 40 the Parand Phasael tetrarchs of Judaea.
thians invaded Judaea, and placed Antigonus on the
throne, making Hyrcanus and Phasael prisoners. Herod escaped to Rome, where, by the influence of AnBut the
tony, he was appointed King of the Jews.
;

;

Roman

generals in

Syria assisted him very

feebly,

and it was not till the end of the year 38 B.C. that
Jerusalem was taken by Sossius. The commencement of Herod's reign dates from the following year.
In the year 38 he had married Mariamne, the granddaughter of Hyrcanus, hoping to strengthen his power

name which it still retains. The by this match with the Asmonaean family, which was
Hermus were said to be auriferous, a cir- very popular in Judaea. On ascending the throne

Gulf of Smyrna,
sands of the

Sanhedrim

a

for which it was probably indebted to the
Pactolus.
{Virg , Georg., 2, 136.) The modern
name of this fine river is the Sarabat. {Cramer'' s

cumstance

—

Asm

Minor, vol. I, p. 336.)
Hernici, a people of New Latium, bordering on the
.^qui and Marsi. {Slrdfbo, 231.) It was maintained
by some authors, that they derived their name from
the rocky nature of their country
herna, in the Sabine
{Serv., ad JEn., 7, 682.)
language, signifying a rock.
Others were of opinion, that they were so called from
;

Herod appointed Ananel of Babylon high-priest, to the
exclusion of Aristobulus, the brother of Mariamne.
But he soon found himself compelled, by the entreaties
of Mariamne and the artifices of her mother Alexandra, to depose Ananel, and appoint Aristobulus
in his place.
Not long after, however, Aristobulus
was secretly put to death by the command of Herod.
Alexandra having informed Cleopatra of the murder,
Herod was summoned to answer the accusation before
Antony,

whom

he pacified by

liberal bribes.

When

meet Antony, he had commanded

Hernicus, a Pelasgic chief; and Macrobius {SaL, 5.
18) thinks that Virgil alluded to that origin when he described this people as going to battle with one leg bare.
The former etymology, however, is more probable, and

brother Joseph to put Mariamne to death in case he
should be condemned, that she might not fall into Antony's power.
Finding, on his return, that his brother

would

had revealed

also lead us to infer that the Hernici, as well as

^qui and

Marsi, were descended from the Sabines,
or generally from the Oscan race.
There is nothing in
of
this
the history
petty nation which possesses any peculiar interest, or distinguishes them from their equally
It is merely an account
hardy and warlike neighbours.
the

setting out to

his

Mariamne, Herod put him

this order to

In the civil war between Octavius and Anand undertook, at his
tony, Herod joined the latter,
whom he
command, a
against the Arabians,
to death.

campaign

After the battle of Actium, he went to
meet Octavius at Rhodes having first put to death
of the same ineffectual struggle to resist the systematic Hyrcanus, who had been released by the Parlhians,
and overwhelming preponderance of Rome, and of and had placed himself under Herod's protection some
the same final submission to her transcendent genius years before.
He also imprisoned Mariamne and Aland fortune. It may be remarked, that it was upon exandra, commanding their keepers to kill them upon
the occasion of a debate on the division of some lands receiving intelligence of his death.
Octavius, howconquered from the Hernici, that the celebrated agra- ever, received him kindly, and reinstated him in his
rian law was first brought forward (A.U.C. 268.
kingdom. On his return, Mariamne reproached him
The last effort with his intentions towards her, which she had again
Liv., 2, 4:1.— Dion. Hal, 8, 69).
defeated.

;

—

This led to an estrangement between
Herod and his queen, which was artfully increased by
at a
his sister Salome
till, on one occasion, enraged
Cramer^s new affront he had received from Mariamne, Hereral council of all their cities.
{Liv., 9, 43.
od assembled some of his friends and accused her of
Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 78, seqq.)
Hero, I. a beautiful priestess of Venus at Sestus, adultery. She was condemned and executed. After
attached to Leander, a youth of Abydos, who every her death Herod suffered the deepest remorse, and
of his family, and shut himself up in Samaria, where he was seized with
night escaped from the vigilance

this people to assert their independence was
but it was neither long nor
about the year 447 A.U.C.
vigorous, though resolved upon unanimously by a gen-

discovered.

swam across the Hellespont, while Hero, in Sestus, directed his course by holding a burning torch on the
Leander, however, was at last
top of a high tower.
drowned in a tempestuous night, as he attempted his

a sickness

made by

;

—
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;

which nearly proved fatal. In the year 26
B.C. he put to death the sons of Babas, the last

He now openly disprinces of the Asmonsean family.
Roman cusregarded the Jewish law. and introduced
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roms, a conduct which increased the hatred of the peotowards him, and he particularly shocked their

ple

theatre and an amprejudices by erecting a stately
in the latter of which he celephitheatre in Jerusalem,
Ten men conbrated games in honour of Augustus.

but were detected and executed
To secure himself against
rebellion, he fortified Samaria, which he named Sebaste (equivalent to the Latin Augusta), and he built
In the year
Caesarea and other cities and fortresses.
17 B.C. he began to rebuild the temple at Jerusalem.
The work was completed in eight years, but the decorations were not finished for many years after.
{John,
Herod's power and territories continued to
2, 20.)
of
was
his
disturbed
but
the
latter
increase,
reign
part
by the most violent dissensions in his family, of which
He died in
a minute account is given by Josephus.
March, B.C. 4, in the thirty-fourth year of his reign,
and the seventieth of his age. Josephus relates, that,
shortly before his death, he shut up many of the principal men of the Jewish nation in the Hippodrome,
commanding his sister Salome to put them to death as
soon as he expired, that he might not want mourners.
They were released, however, by Salome upon HerThe birth of our Saviour took place in
od's death.
the last year of Herod's reign, four years earlier than
the era from which the common system of chronology
dates the years A.D.
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 14, 17,
spired against his life,
with the greatest cruelty.

—

—

Id. ib., 15,
seqq.
Bell. Jud., 1, 17,

Herodum,

I,

Id. ib., 16,

— Id.,
\,seqq.

&.c.—Noldius, de Vila
It

^ 7.)

seqq.

—

et

Gestis

was Herod of whom Augustus

o{ the emperors and tt that of the state.
(Conipaio
The tone of moderation
1, c. 4 of his history.)

b.

which everywhere shows

seem

itself in his

writings, would
had been as peaceful as
conjecture, from a remark

to indicate that his life

and we may
which he makes at the commencement of his work,
that it was at an advanced age, and in the bosom of a
his character

;

pleasing retreat, that, collecting together the reminit-

cences of a long life, and the valuable fruits of his experience, he wroie the history of those emperors whose
reigns he had seen and whose persons he had apThis history, divided into eight books,
proached.
commences with the death of Marcus Aurelius, and is
carried down to the accession of Gordian HI
embracing, from A.D. 180 to 238, a period of fifty-eight
years, under seventeen princes who reigned either
This period, though short,
successively or conjointly.
was a most eventful one in the annals of the empire,
on account of the numerous and violent changes m the
persons who held the sovereign power, and also with
respect to the domestic and foreign wars, the depravity
of manners, and the public calamities which character,

The series of emperors which the hisized the age.
tory of Herodian embraces, comprises Commodus, Pertinax, Julian, Niger and Albinus, Severus, Caracalla
and Geta, Macrinus, Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus,
Maximinus, the two Gordiani, and Balbinus.
perceive from this the importance of Herodian's work, formand almost solitary chronicle of
ing, as it does, a grave

We

this portion of

Roman

history

;

for the writers of the

Augustan history, who lived long after him, hardly do
more than copy his narrative, and, when they deviate

had heard of the former's having put to
sons, Alexander and Aristobulns, that
he would rather be Herod's hog (vv) than his son

from him, merit, in general, a far less degree of confidence
This is a testimony rendered in his favour even

(vlov), punning upon the similarity of the two terms,
and alluding at the same time to the aversion with
which the hog was regarded by the Jews. {Macrob.,

by Julius Capitolinus himself, who (Fi7. Albin.,c. 12) invites his readers, if desirous of more lengthened details,
to seek for them in Marius Maximus or Herodian,

II. Antipas, a son of Herod the Great,
Sat., 2, 4.)
his father,^n his tirst will, declared his succes-

who, adds he, are equally distinguished by their accuAnd yet it is on the authority of
racy and fidelity.
the same Capitolinus that many modern critics have
grounded their charge agaijist Herodian, of having
been too partial to Maximinus, and too severe on Alex-

said, after he

death his

own

—

whom

sor in the kingdom, but to whom he afterward
gave
merely the office of tetrarch over Galilee and Peraga,
while he appointed his other son Archelaus king of Judosa.
Antipas, after being confirmed in these territories by Augustus, married the daughter of Aretas,
of
Arabia.
He divorced her, however, A.D. 33,
king
that he might marry his sister-in-law Herodias, the
wife of his brother Philip, who was still living.
John
the Baptist, exclaiming against this incest, was seized,
and subsequently beheaded. Afterward, A.D. 39, Herodias, being jealous of the prosperity of her brother
Agrippa, who, from a private person, had become Kinoof Judaea, persuaded her husband Herod Antipas to
visit Rome, and to desire the same
dignity from Tiberius.
Agrippa, being apprized of his design, wrote to

the emperor, accusing Antipas of being implicated in
the affair of Sejanus, upon which he was banished to
Lugdunum, in Gaul. This is that Antipas who, be-

ing at Jerusalem at the time of our Saviour's suffering, ridiculed Jesus, whom Pilate had sent to him,
dressed him in mock attire, and sent him back to the

Roman

governor as a king whose ambition gave him
The year of his death is unknown,
it is certain that he and Herodias ended their
though
days in exile, according to Josephus, in Spain. {NolIII. Agripdius, de Vita et Gestis Herodum, () 37.)
pa, I. son of Aristobulus, and grandson of Herod the
Great.
IV. Agrippa, II. son of
{Vid. Agrippa V.)
the preceding. (Fid. Agrippa VI.)
V. Atticus. (Vid.
Atticus II )

no umbrage.

—

—

HERonuNus,

I.

a

Greek

—

historian,

who

flourished

during the first part of the third century of our era,
and died about A.D. 240, at the age of
seventy years.
Few particulars of his life are known, and even his native place has not been
clearly ascertained,

though
He
supposed to have been Alexandrea.

fenerally
lied various honourable
stations, both in the service

From
{Jul. Cap., Vit. Max.,c. 13.)
however, Herodian has been successfully
defended by Isaac Casaubon and the Abbe de MonThe style of Herodian is plain and unaffected,
gault.
and his narrative in general seems written in a spirit
of sincerity, but it has no claims to philosophy or critThe harangues which he has inserted in his
ical art.
His
narrative are elegant, but they want simplicity.
ander Severus.
this charge,

—

—

Among
greatest fault is having neglected chronology.
the editions of Herodian may be mentioned that of Irmisch. Lips., 1789, 5 vols. Svo, and that of Bekker,
Berol, 1826, Svo, The former is remarkable for its
the latter, which conexcessive load of commentary
tains merely the text and various readings, presents
;

—

Politian gave
world in 1490 a Latin version of Herodian, remarkable for its elegance rather than fidelity, and dedHe was liberally rewarded
icated it to Innocent VIII.

the latest and best text of the historian.
to the

It is as{Politian, Epist., 8, 1-5.)
pontiff.
certained, however, now, that he merely corrected the
version of Omnibonus Vincentius.
(Consult Ttra-

by the

boschi,

vol.

6,

pt.

2, p.

339.— Heeren,

Gesch. der

Class. Lit. in Mitlelalter., vol. 2, p. 301, seq., Gbtvol. 4, p. 192.—
tim;., 1822.— Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

273, scqq.)—U. A grammaconfounded with the historiHe was a son of the celebrated
an above mentioned.
in the second
Apollonius Dyscolus, and flourished
He dedicated to the
century of the Christian era.
of
Emperor Marcus Aurelius his general grammar,
which we have only some unpublished and abridged
some
have also
fragments of
extracts remaining.
other works ; and Pierson has given in his edition of
of
Moeris a treatise of the same writer on the choice
Biogr. Univ., vol. 20,

p.

rian of Alexandrea, often

We
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treatise

words, enlilled Philetaerus.
published
by Valckenaer, at the end of his Amnionius, on barbaand solecisms, and the name of the author of
which that scholar did not know, was discovered by
Villoison to have been written by this same Herodian.
Other minor productions of his are given by the lastmentioned scholar, in his Anccdota, and by Hermann
Consult
in his treatise De Emendaiida ratione G. G.
the remarks of Hase, as given by SchoU {Hist. Lit.
risnns

—

Gr., vol. 5,

p. 25).

a celebrated Greek historian, born
{Larcher, Vie d*Herod.,
1.
Clinton's Fasti Hellenici, vol. 1, p. 29, 2d ed.)
p.
He was of Dorian extraction, and of a distinguished

Herodotus,

I.

at Halicarnassus,

—

B.C. 484.

s. v.'Hpod.)
Painyasis, an eminent
ranked next to Homer (Suidas, s.
him
while
others
after Hesiod and
Uavvda.),
place
Antimachus, was his uncle either by the mother's or
father's side.
Herodotus is regarded by many as the
father of profane history, and Cicero {Leg., 1, 1) calls
him " historic patrem :" by this, however, nothing
more must be meant, than that he is the first profane
historian whose work is distinguished for its finished
Thus Cicero
form, and has come down to us entire.
himself, on another occasion, speaks of him as the
"
first
qui princeps genus hoc (scribendi) ornavit^''
{De Orat.f 2, 13) while Dionysius of Halicarnassus
has given us a list of many historical writers who preceded him.
(Consult Creuzer, Fragm. Hist. Antiq.
The facts of his life are few and
Heidelb., 1826, 8vo.)
doubtful, except so far as we can collect them from
his own works.
Not liking the government of Lygdamis, who was tyrant of Halicarnassus, Herodotus
retired for a season to the island of Samos, where he
is said to have cultivated the Ionic dialect of the Greek,
which was the language there prevalent. Before he
was thirty years of age he joined in an attempt, which
proved successful, to expel Lygdamis. But the banishment of the tyrant did not give tranquillity to Halicarnassus, and Herodotus, who himself had become
an object of dislike, again left his native country, and
joined, as it is said, a colony which the Athenians sent
to Thurium in Southern Italy, B.C. 443.
He is said
to have died in Thurium, and to have been buried in
the Agora.
Herodotus presents himself to our conas a traveller and observer,
sideration in two points
and as an historian. The extent of his travels may
be ascertained pretty clearly from his History ; but the
order in which he visited each place, and the time of
The story of his readvisiting, cannot be determined.
ing his work at the Olympic games, on which occasion
he is said to have received universal applause, and to
have had the names of the nine Muses given to the
nine books of his History, has been well discussed by

family,

poet,

{Suidas,

whom some

V.

;

—

;

Dahlmann, and we may perhaps say disproved.

{He-

rodot.,-aus seinem Biiche, sein Leben, Altona, 1823.)
The story is founded upon a small piece by Lucian,

" Herodotus or
Aetion," which apparently was
not intended by the writer himself as an historical
truth ; and, in addition to this, Herodotus was only
entitled

about twenty-eight years old {Suid., s. v. Oovkv616ti^)
when he is said to have read to the assembled Greeks

Olympia a work which was the result of most extensive travelling and research, and which bears in
every part of it evident marks of the hand of a man of
mature age. The Olympic recitation is not even alluded to by Plutarch, in his treatise on the "Malignity
" At a later
of Herodotus
period Herodotus read his
History, as we are mformed by Plutarch and Eusebius,
at the Panathenaean festival at Athens, and the Athenians are said to have presented him with the sum of
ten talents for the manner in which he had spoken of
The account of this secthe deeds of their nation.
ond recitation may be true. With a simplicity which
at

—

characterizes his whole work, Herodotus
dJay of the great extent of his travels.

eo8

makes no

He

dis-

frequently

avoids saying in express terms that he was at a place,
but he uses words which are as conclusive as any positive statement.
He describes a thing as standing behind the door (2, 182), or on the right hand as you enter a temple (1, 51) ; or he was told
something by a
person in a particular place (2, 28) ; or he uses other
words equally significant. In Africa he visited Egypt,
from the coast of the Mediterranean to Elephantine,
the southern extremity of the country (2, 29) ; and he
travelled westward as far as Cyrene (2, 32, 181), and
In Asia he visited Tyre, Babylon,
probably farther.
JEcbatana (1, 98), and probably Susa (5, 52, seqq. ; 6,
He also travelled to various parts of Asia Mi119).
In
nor, and probably went as far as Colchis (2, 104).
Europe he visited a large part of the country along the
the
of
Black Sea, between
mouths
the Danube and the
He
Crimea, and went some distance into the interior.
seems to have examined the line of the march of Xerxes
from the Hellespont to Attica, and certainly had seen
numerous places on this route.
He was well ac-

quainted with Athens (1, 98; 5, 77), and also with
Delphi, Dodona, Olympia, Delos, and many other
That he had visited some parts of
places in Greece.
clear from his

Southern Italy

is

The mention

of these places

that he

work
is

(4, 99 ; 5, 44).
suflficient to show

must have seen many more.

So wide and

varied a field of observation has rarely been presented to a traveller, and still more rarely to any historian, either of ancient or modern times ; and, if we cannot affirm that the author undertook his travels with

a view to collect materials for his great work, a supposition which is far from improbable, it is certain that,
without such advantages, he could never have written

and that his travels must have suggested much inand supplied many valuable facts, which afterward found a place in his History. The nine books of
Herodotus contain a great variety of matter, the unity
of which is not perceived till the whole work has been
and for this reason, on a fir.st pethoroughly examined
But the
rusal, the History is seldom well undetstood.
subject of his History was conceived by the author both
His aim was to comclearly and comprehensively.
bine a general history of the Greeks and the barbarians (that is, those not Greeks) with the history of the
wars between the Greeks and Persians. Accordingin the execution of his main task, he traces the
ly,
course of events from the time when the Lydian kingdom of Croesus fell before the arms of Cyrus, the foundit,

quiry,

;

er of the Persian monarchy (B.C. 546), to the capture
of Sestus (B.C. 478), an event which crowned the triumph of the Greeks over the Persians. The great
subject of his work, which is comprised within the
space of 68 years, not more than the ordinary term of
human life, advances, with a regular progress and truly dramatic development, from the first weak and divided efforts of the Greeks to resist Asiatic numbers,
to their union as a nation, and their final triumph in
the memorable battles of Thermopylae, Salamis, and
Plataea.
But with this subject, which has a complete
unity, well maintained from its commencement to its
close, the author has interwoven, conformably to his
general purpose, and by way of occasional digression,
sketches of the various people and countries which he

had visited

in his

wide-extended travels.

The more

we contemplate the difficulty of thus combining a kind
of universal history with a substantial and distinct narrative, the more we admire, not the art of the historian
(for such, in the proper sense of the term, he could not
well possess), but that happy power of bringing together and arranging his materials, which was the result ot
the fulness of his information, the distinctness of his

knowledge, and the clear conception of his subject
These numerous digressions are among the most valuaable parts of his work
and, if they had been omitted or
lost, barren indeed would have been our investigation
into the field of ancient history, over which the h\< -xr
;

HER

HERODOTUS
of one

man now throws

a clear

and steady

light.

—The

simple, pleasing, and generally
often highly poetical both in expression
perspicuous
it
bears evident marks of belongand sentiment. But
style of

Herodotus

is

;

had not yet
ing to a period when prose composition
become a subject of art. His sentences are often illbut his clear
constructed and hang loosely together
comprehension of his own meaning, and the sterling
;

worth of his matter, have saved him from the reproach
His acquirements
of difFuseness and incoherence.
were apparently the result of his own experience. In
physical knowledge he was certainly behind the sci-

He had, no doubt, reflected on politibut he seems to have formed his opinions
To pure
mainly from what he himself had observed.
philosophical speculations he had no inclination, and
He had
there is not a trace of such in his writings.

ence of

his day.

cal questions

;

a strong religious feeling bordering on superstition,
though even here he could clearly distinguish the gross

and absurd from that which was decorous.
to have viewed the manners and customs of

He seems

edition from the O.xford press, in 1824 ; but the result
of the collation has added nothing of any value to

The edition of Bahr is, pertext.
It contains an ex
haps, the most useful of the three.
cellent body of notes, many of them selected from the
" Commentawritings of Crcuzer, especially from his
Schweighaeuser's

tiones Herodotese," and refers constantly to the mosft
recent speculations of the German scholars on the difThere is also
ferent topics discussed by Herodotus.
a French translation of the history by Larcher, Paris,
1802, 9 vols. 8vo, of great fidelity, and highly esteemed for its very valuable commentary.
Very important
aid may likewise be obtained by the student from Rennell's and Niebuhr's respective dissertations on the
reprint of the former apgeography of Herodotus.

A

peared from ihe London press in 1830, 2 vols. 8vo;
and a translation of the latter from the German was
(Encycl. Us. Knowl.,
published at Oxford, 1830, 8vo.
Hist. Lit.

vol. 12, p. 163,
p.

140, seqq.)

vol. 2,

Gr.,
— seqq.—Scholl,
The author of an ancient glossary
II.

all nations
on Hippocrates, supposed by some to have been the
Others
than many so-called same with Herodotus of Tarsus (No. III.).
philosophers, considermg them as various forms of think that the glossary in question is merely intended
social existence under which happiness might be as a collection of words found in the history of Herodfound.
He treats with decent respect the religious otus of Halicarnassus, and that it has been incorporaobservances of every nation ; a decisive proof, if any ted with the works of Hippocrates for no other reason
were wanting, of his great good sense. That He- than because this physician wrote in the Ionic dialect,
rodotus was not duly appreciated by all his country- and many terms occur both in his works and in the
men, and that in modern times his wonderful stories history of Herodotus. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5,
have been the subject of merriment to the half-learn- p. 6.) HI. A physician of Tarsus, of the empiric
ed, who measure his experience by their own igno- school, and successor to Menodotus of Nicomedia.
" The
rance, we merely notice, without thinking it necessary work of his, entitled
Physician," is mentioned by
The incidental confirmations of his ve- Galen {Sect. 2, Comment, in vi. Epid. Hippocr. text.,
to say more.
of
been
late
on
have
42).
accumulating
years
racity, which
all sides, and our more exact knowledge of the counHeroes ("Hpwef), the plural of Heros ("HjOWf), a
tries which he visited, enable us to appreciate him bet- name given by the Greeks to a class of persons supter than many of the Greeks themselves could do ; and posed to be intermediate between gods and men, and
it cannot now be denied, that a sound and
Such
comprehen- usually of divine descent on at least one si'de.
sive study of antiquity must be based upon a thorough were worshipped with divine honours by those cities
knowledge of the work of Herodotus. Plutarch ac- and races of men which claimed them as their fathers
cused Herodotus of partiality, and composed a treatise or ancestors.
This divine origin, however, was not
on what he termed the "malignity" of this writer essential thus Philippus of Crotona, who fell in the
inbattle against the Phoenicians and Egestajans, was
(Trepi TTJc 'HpodoTov KUKorjOda^), taxing him with
the Thebans, Corinthians, and GreeJis made a hero for his beauty ; a heroum or shrine was
justice towards
general ; but the whole affair is a weak and frivo- built on the spot where he was buried, and sacrifices
The historian has also found two new an- were offered to him. {Herod., 5, 47.) At a later age,
lous one.
times.
MM. Chahan de Cir- Aratus and Brasidas were worshipped as heroes at
tagonists in more recent
" Rebied and F. Martin, authors of a work entitled
Sicyon and Amphipolis respectively ; and the AtheniConckerches Curieuses sur Vhistorie ancienne de Z'ylsie," ans slain at Marathon received similar honours.
"
in
the
from
Oriental
drawn
manuscripts
Bibliotheque cerning these last, legends were current, which show
du Roi'' {Paris, 1806), oppose to him the testimony of that a supernatural and mythological character was
Mar-Ibas-Cadina, a Syrian, and the secretary of Vala- really ascribed to them, and they, probably, were the
sarces, king of Armenia. This writer pretends to have latest of the Greeks to whom such a character was atfound in the archives of Nineveh a Greek translation, tributed. The Heroic Age, properly so called, appears,
made by order of Alexander the Great, of a Chaldean however, to have terminated with the immediate dework of very remote antiquity. The history of Mar- scendants of the Greeks who returned from Troy, and
Ibas-Cadina no longer exists, but it was the source to have extended backward for an uncertain length of
whence Moses of Chorene in the fifth century, and time, estimated by Thirlwall at six generations, or
John Catholicos in the tenth, drew the materials for about 200 years. This is the fourth or Heroic Age
This attack, however, on the of Hesiod, in which Jupiter " made the divine brood of
their respective works.
credibility of the Greek writer, is undeserving of any heroes, better and braver than the third or brazen race."
serious consideration, more especially as the French {Op., et D., 157.)
These were the princes and wareditors themselves, just mentioned, confess that Mar- riors of mythological history, such as Theseus, Perseus,
A life of Homer is and those who fought at the sieges of Thebes and
Ibas-Cadina deals largely in fable.
commonly ascribed to Herodotus, and appears in most Troy. In Homer, the word Hero occurs frequently,
editions of his history ; but it is now deemed supposi- but in quite a different sense : it is applied collectively
The three best editions of Herodotus are, to the whole body of fighters, Argeii, Danai, and Achaai,
titious.
thatof Wesseling, Amst., 1763, fol. ; that of Schwcig- without reference to individuals of peculiar merit ; and,
and that of indeed, often appears to be used for little more than an
haeuser, Argent, 1816, 6 vols. 8vo
The edition of expletive, when he, or the man, or the warrior, would
Bahr, Lips., 1830-35, 4 vols. 8vo.
" Lexicon
Herodoteum," form- have done equally well. Indeed, the application of the
Schweighaeuser has a
ing a seventh volume, which is a useful aid to stu- word is not even limited to warriors, but is extended
Some time to heralds, wise counsellors, kings, &c. It has been
dents, though far from being complete.
that the word
after the appearance of
Schweighaeuser's Herodotus, suggested, with considerable plausibility,
Gaisford collated anew the Sancroft MS. (one of the
members of those roving bands
originally denoted the
best manuscripts of the historian), and published an who in the earliest times overran Greece, issuing from

in

a more truly philosophical

way

—

—

A

—

:

m

—

;

4H

609

HER

HER
the south of Thessaly, and giving extension to the
first of Achaeans, and afterward of Hellenes, as

name,

we

learn from the legends in Pausanias and Thucydiso that in the same sense the Normans who coldes
onized Italy, or the Saxons who settled in England,
might justly be called heroes. The root of the word
seems to be her, whence come the Latin and German
forms of hcrus and herr (*' master") vir, virtus, &c.
The Sanscrit word sura appears to contain the same
element as " heros.'" The promiscuous (or Homeric)
use of the word " hero^' disappeared in the age suc;

;

—

Christian era, has left an extract, and of which a MS.
Other works of Hero,
exists in the Sirasburg library.
now lost, are mentioned by Pappus, Eutocius, Heli-

odorus,

(fcc.

Bieroms Alexandrini Vita

{Schmidt,

—

et

queedam inventa, Helmstad., 1714, 4to.)
II. Commonly called the Younger, is supposed to
have flourished during the reign of the Emperor HeHe also wrote
raclius, which commenced A.D. 610.
on mechanical and mathematical subjects. His native
In a work attributed to hira
country is uncertain.
Scripta

(On Geodesy), he states, that the precession of the
It seems probable that
ceeding the Homeric poems.
equinoxes had produced seven degrees of efTect since
the Hellenic invasion, commonly called the return of the time of Ptolemy, so that he must have been about
the HeraclidjB, put an end to it.
The new conquerors 600 years later than Ptolemy. He is generally placed,
of Southern Greece do not seem themselves to have however, as already remarked, under the reign of Heborne or used the title
and afterward, when they or raclius. The writings of Hero the Younger are, 1.
their descendants looked back to the warlike legends A book " On Machines of War" (JiolLopKrjTLKa), edof the earlier race who had borne the title, the lays, ex- ited in Latin by Barocius, Venice, 1572, together with,
and from the 2. A book of * Geodesy,'^ a term then meaning practiploits, and legends were called heroic
combined effect of poetical exaggeration, reverence for cal geometry. 3. " On the Attack and Defence of
and traditions of national
in the Math. Vet.— 4. A book " On
the more
;

—

;

descent,
modern use of the word arose, carrying with it notions
of mythical dignity, and of superiority to the later races
The custom of showing respect or afof mankind.
antiquity,

making precious offerings, and celebrating
costly sacrifices at the tombs of the dead ; the imaginative temper of the Greeks, which, as it loved to ascribe a divine genealogy to the great, was equally will-

fection by

ing to admit them to a share of the divine nature and
enjoyments after death and the love of magnifying
;

past ages, common to all nations, will sufficiently explain the change of earthly leaders into protecting genii
or daemons, who were believed to be immortal, invisi-

though frequenting the earth, powerful to bestow
good or evil, and therefore to be appeased or propitiaIn the age of Hesiod,
ted like the gods themselves.
as is evident from the passage above referred to, the
day of heroes was past, and they were already invested with their mythological character, which appears to
furnish one among other reasons for believing him to
have lived after the Homeric age. ( ThirlwalVs Greece,
ble,

vol. 1, p. 1*23,

— Philological
seqq.

— Encycl.

Us.

Knowl

Museum, No.

4, p.

vol. 12, p. 160, scq.)
Hkron or Hero, I. a native of Alcxandrea, and disof
flourished
about
Ctesibius
217 B.C. He was
ciple

72, seqq.

,

celebrated as a mechanician, and invented the hydrauthe machine called " the fountain of
lic clock, and
Hero." He must have enjoyed a high reputation,
since he is mentioned by Gregory Nazianzen with

Euclid and Ptolemy.
He is now, however, principally
known by some fragments of his writings on mechan*'
Mathematici Veteics, which are to be found in the
res,^^

are,

His extant writings
Machine called the Chiroballistrd'''

published at Paris in 1693.
1.

"On

the

(Xeipo6a'X.?iiaTpag KaraoKevrj koI avufiETpia).
found in the " Mathematici Veteres"

—

This

is

already cited.
2. Barulcus (QapovT^Kog), a treatise on the
raising of

heavy weights, which is mentioned by Pappus, and
was found by Golius in Arabic. A translation of it
into German, by Burgman, was published in the Comment. Goelt.,

7,

77.

—

3.

Belopoeica (BeXoTvouKd), a

on the manufacture of darts, published by
Baldi, with an account of Hero, at Augsburg, in
4. On Pneumatic
1616, and also in the Math. Vet.
Machines (UvevfiaTLKa). In this work is the first and
treatise

—

only notice among the ancient writers of the application of steam as a moving power.
{Stuart's History
It was
Steam- Engine, 4to.)
published by
at Urbino in 1575, and at Amsterdam
in 1680, and also in the Math. Vet., with the additions of Aleotti, who had previously published an Italian version at Bologna in 1542, and at Ferrara in

of the

Commandine

1589. —

5. 071 the Construction of Automata {irepl
6.
AvTOfiaTOTTOtTjTiKuv), Contained in the Math. Vet.

—

On

Dioptrics, from which Heliodorus, a mathematician who flourished after the commencement of the

610

Towns," printed

Military Tactics," said by Lambecius to exist in MS.
5. On the Terms in Geomin the library at Vienna.

—

Strashurg, 1571, and also edited by
6. GeHasenbalg, Stralsund, 1826, 4to, with notes.
ometrical Extracts, printed by the Benedictines, in the
first volume of the Analecta Grceca, Paris, 1688, from
etry, printed at

—

—

A

MS. in the royal library at Paris. 7.
geometrical manuscript, stated by Lambecius to be in
III.
the library at Vienna.
who
mathematician,
flourished about the middle of the 5th century, and
was the teacher of Proclus. None of his works have
a copious

—

reached

A

us.

Heroopolis, a city of E^pt, about equidistant from
Pelusium, the apex of the Delta, and the city of Arsinoe, on the extremity of the western branch of the
It gave to that branch the name of
Sinus Arabicus.
It was a city
Sinus Herobpolites, now Bahr-Assuez.
of comparatively recent origin, founded by the Greeks
and its very name, which
for commercial purposes
Pliny translates by Heroum Oppidum, shows the Gre;

cian origin of the place.
Stephanus of Byzantium,
however, asserts that the previous name of the city

was Haemos (Ai^of), because Typhon was here wounded by lightning, and his blood gushed forth upon the
Haemos is a Grecian name as well as Heroground.
opolis, and the Egyptian fable must therefore have
been invented after the foundation of the place by the
Greeks.
Heroopolis remained a place of impDitance
as long as the canal of Ptolemy formed one of the
It bechannels of communication in this quarter.
longed, however, to no nome, but, like Arsinoe, was
It sunk with the canal, and
a separate establishment.
the ruins are said to be no longer visible, being buried
{Mannert, Geogr., vol.
probably beneath the sand.

10, pt. 2, p. 516, seqq.)

Heropuilus, a celebrated physician,

a native of

Chalcedon, of the family of the Asclepiades, and a
Galen, indeed, has called him
disciple of Praxagoras.
but in the book entitled " Introduca Carthaginian
tion," which is ascribed to Galen, he is said to be of
Chalcedon.
Herophilus lived under Ptolemy Soter,
and was contemporary with the philosopher Diodorus,
and with the celebrated physician Erasistratus, with
;

whose name

own

associated in the
a physician, Herophilus is mentioned with praise by both the ancient
and the early modern writers.
Cicero, Plutarch, and
Galen says that he
Pliny, in particular, praise him.
carried anatomy to the highest degree of perfection.
his

is

commonly

history of anatomical science.

{De

dissec.

lib. 8, p.

matric,

318.)

p.

211.

As

—De dogm. Hipp,

With such

ct Plat.,

zeal, indeed, did

Herophilus pursue this science, that he is said to have dissectit
was
him
and
and
ed 700 subjects,
Erasistraagainst
tus that the very improbable charge was first made, c\
having frequently opened living criminals, that they

HER
•night discover
Prcef.)

From

HES

the secret springs of life.
the peculiar advantages

(CelsxLSy

which the

school of Alexandres presented by this authorized dissection of the human body, it gained, and for many
centuries preserved, the first reputation for medical

Ammianus

education, so that

Marcellinus,

who

lived

about 660 years after its establishment, says, that it
was sufficient to secure credit to any physician if he
could say that he had studied at Alexandrea.
{Amm.

m

lauros, Herse's sister, and entreated her good offices
his suit.
These she promised on condition of receiv-

ing a large quantity of gold, and drove him out of the
Minerva, inpalace until he should have given it.
censed at her cupidity, and provoked with her also for
other causes, sent Envy to fill her bosom with that
baneful passion.
Unable thereupon to endure the
idea of her sister's felicity, she sat down at the door,
determined not to permit the god to enter. Mercury,
provoked by her obstinacy, changed her into a black
stone.
Herse became the mother of Cephalus. {Ovid,

22, 16.)
Herophilus made great discoveries
anatomy, and Fallopius calls him the evangelist of
He is to be Met., 2, 708, seqq.—Apollod., 3, U—Vid. Cecrops.)
anatomists.
{Fallop., Observ., p. 395.)
Hersilia, one of the Sabine females carried away
regarded as the inventor of pathological anatomy, havfirst that thought of opening the bodies
been
the
by the Romans at the celebration of the Consualia.
ing
of men after death, in order to ascertain the nature of She was given to Romulus as a spouse, and, after his
His death, became herself a divinity, under the name of
the malady which had caused their dissolution.
The common reading, Ora, is wrong
principal discoveries have reference to the nervous Hora {Youth).
system, which he acknowledged as the seat of the sen- (Consult Gicrig, ad Ovid, Met., 14, 851.)
sations.
Hertha, a goddess worshipped by the ancient Ger{Galen, de loc. affect., lib. 3, p. 282.— RufHe mans, and, according to Tacitus {Germ., c. 40), the
fus, de appcllat part. corp. hum., lib. 2, p. 65.)
same with the earth. {^'- Hertham, id est, Terrammafirst determined that the nerves are not connected with
She was supposed to take part in huthe membranes that cover the brain, but with the brain trem, colunt.'*^)
man aflfairs, and even sometimes to come among moritself, though as yet the distinction of the nerves from
the tendons and other white tissues had not been made tals. She had a sacred grove in an island of the ocean,
The description which Herophilus gave of the and a chariot, covered with a veil, standing in the
out
brain itself was far superior to those of previous au- grove and consecrated to her service.
"Whenever it
He discovered the arachnoid membrane, and was known that the goddess had descended into this
thors.
showed that it lined the ventricles, which he supposed her sanctuary, her car was got ready, cows were yoked
were the seat of the soul and the chief meeting of to it, and the deity was carried around in the covered
the sinuses, into which the veins of the brain pour their vehicle.
Festivity reigned in every place which the
He goddess honoured with her presence wars ceased,
blood, still bears the name of torcular Herophili.
noticed the lacteals, though he was not aware of their arms were laid aside, and peace and harmony prevail-

Marc,

in

;

:

He

use.

pointed out that the first division of the inis never more than the breadth of twelve

testinal canal

fingers in length, and from this fact proposed for
name, the Latin form of which {duodenum) is still

it

a

apHe described with great exactness the
plied to it.
and
of
its various membranes the
to
gave
organ
sight,

names which have

still, in a great measure, remained
operated on the cataract by extracting
the crystalline humour. The ancient physicians praise
his descriptions of the os
which he called
kyoides,
•jrapaaTUTT]^, of the liver, and of the parts of generation.
Galen, de Administr.
{Ruffus, I. c, p. 37.

to them.

He

—

Anat., lib. 6, p. 172.)
Herophilus was the first, also,
that had just notions respecting the pulse, of which his
had
master, Praxagoras,
taught him some of the value,
as a

means

of discriminating diseases.

( Galen, de diff.
lib. 2,
He
p. 2i.—Plin., 11, 37.— Id., 29, 1.)
does not appear to have drawn many pathological conclusions from his knowledge of the healthy structure.

puis.,

was he, however, who first showed that paralysis is
the result, not of a vitiated state of the humours, as
was previously imagined, but of an affection of the
It

nervous system.
Herophilus seems to have founded
a school which took its name from him.
He is supposed to have been the first that commented on the

His commentary exists in
aphorisms of Hippocrates.
All
manuscript in the Ambrosian library at Milan.
his other works, among which was one on
respiration,
are lost.

{Sprengel, Hist, de la Med., vol.

1, p.

433,

seqq.)

Herostratus,
who set

cendiary
at

Ephesus.

less correctly

Erostratus, the inthe famous temple of Diana
to
the
torture, he confessed
put

fire to

When

that his only object

was

to gain himself a

goddess was sated
with human converse, and once more enclosed her
within the temple.
The very name
{Tacit., ibid.)
Hertha, and its close resemblance to our English word
Earth, proves Tacitus to be right in making Hertha
and the Earth identical. (Compare the Anglo-Saxon
ed, until the priest declared that the

The island mentioned by
e., "Earth.")
supposed by many to have been that of Rugen, in the Baltic, while others have sought for it in
the Northern Ocean.
Certain traditions in the island
of Rugen seem to favour the former opinion.
(Consult Voyage dans Visle de Rugen, par Zollner, and
Panckoucke's Germany of Tacitus, p. 204, in notis.)
Hearth,
Tacitus

i.

is

Hkkuli, a barbarian
its

decline.

The states-general of Asia endeavoured,
very foolishly, to prevent this, by ordering that his
name should never be mentioned but the natural
;

consequence was, that it is mentioned by all contemporary historians, and has reached even our own time,
in full accordance with the wishes of the man who
bore it.
{Plut., Alex., c. 3.— Cic., N. D., 2, 27.—
Val Max., 8, U.—Strah., 640.— Fzd. Ephesus.)

Herse, a daughter of Cecrops, king of Athens, beloved by Mercury.
The god disclosed his love to Ag-

who

Their

attacked the

Roman

first

;

making frequent incursions into the empire until the
reign of Anastasius, when great numbers of them were
cut off by the Lombards, and the rest migrated to the
West. They began to invade the empire about A.D.

{Paul. Warnef., de Gest. Longob., 1, 20.—
The Heruli made themProcop., Bell. Goth., 2, 11.)
selves masters, at one time, of Rome itsel.'", under their
king Odoacer, and from this period, A.D. 476, is dated
the fall of the W^estern Empire.
Hesiodus {'Uaio6oq), a celebrated Grecian poet,
526.

commonly supposed
name among Cyme, in ^Eolis, and

posterity.

race,

appearance was on
the shores of the Black Sea. They were subsequently
defeated by the Ostrogoths
but, after the death of
Attila, they founded a powerful empire on the Danube.
According to Jornandes {De Rcb. Get.), they first
dwelt in Scandinavia, and, being driven thence by the
Danes, wandered eastward as far as the Palus Maeotis,
and settled in that neighbourhood. They continued

empire on

to
to

have been born at Cumae or
have been brought, at an early

age, to Ascra

in

Lit., vol. 1, p.

130.— LiZ.

Bceotia.

{Scholl, Gesch. Gricch.
GottGyrald., Vit. Hes.)
the poet's
clearly, from

however, has shown very
must have
{Op. et D., 648, sej.), that he
been born at Ascra. His father, it seems, had migrated from Cyme to Ascra in consequence of his povlatter placn for some time,
erty, and resided at the
of a citizen. Still,
though without obtaining the rights
however, he left at his death a considerable property to
his two sons, Hesiod, and a younger brother named Per611

ling,

own words

HESIODUS.
The

HESIOBUS.

Nemean Jupiter. He was here the guest oi
two brothers. It happened that their sister Ctemene
Hesiod thereupon migrated was violated in the night time by the person who had
to Orchomenus, as Gotthng supposes, and the harsh accompanied Hesiod, and
hung herself in consequence
to
he
his native
which
This man they accordingly slew ;
epithets
applies
village {Op. et of the outrage.
in
all
of Hesiod, killed him
rethe
connivance
D., 637, seq.) were,
and, suspecting
probability, prompted by
sentment at the wrong which he had suffered from the also, and threw his body into the sea. The murdei
Ascrean judges, in relation to the division of his patri- is said to have been detected by the sagacity of Hemony. (Gbttling, Prof, ad Hes., p. iv.) From a siod's dog by some it is related that his corpse was
ses.
ses,

brothers divided the inheritance ; but Perto the judges, contrived to de-

sacred to

by means of bribes

fraud his elder brother.

;

passage in the proem to the Theogony, it has been inferred that Hesiod was literally a shepherd, and tended
his flocks on the side of Helicon; and this supposition,
though directly at variance with the statement of Pau-

who makes him a priest of t^ie Muses on Mount
He
Helicon, seems decidedly the most rational one.
was evidently born in an humble station, and was himself engaged in rural pursuits and this perfectly accords
with the subject of the poem which was unanimously
ascribed to him, namely, the Works and Days, which
is a collection of reflections and precepts
relating to
husbandry, and the regulation of a rural household.
The only additional fact that can be gathered from
Hesiod's writings is, that he passed into the island of
Eubcea, on occasion of a poetical contest at Chalcis,
which formed part of the funeral games instituted in
honour of Amphidamas that he obtained a tripod as
the prize, and consecrated it to the Muses of Helicon.
sanias,

;

:

This latter passage, however, is suspected by Guietus
and Wolf but it seems to have formed a part of the
poem from time immemorial and it may not be unreasonable to infer its authenticity from the tradition
respecting an imaginary contest between Homer and
Hesiod.
That the passage should have been raised
on the basis of the tradition is impossible, because, in
that case, it is obvious that the name of Homer would
have appeared in the verses but it is highly probable
that the tradition was built on the
If the
passage.
passage be a forgery, it is a forgery without any os;

;

;

tensible purpose
it is a mere
gratuitous imposture
which tends to nothing and it seems impossible that
;

;

any person should take the trouble of foisting supposititious lines into Hesiod's poem, for the barren object
of inducing a belief that he had won a poetical prize
from somebody.
This nullity of purpose could not but
strike those who, being themselves willing to believe
that Homer was the competitor at Chalcis, were anxious for proofs to convince others
and hence an interpolation of this very passage has been practised ;
which alone shows that, if a forgery, it was an un" Vicmeaning and useless forgery. For the verse,
tor in song a tripod bore away," it has been attempted
to substitute, " Victor in song o'er Homer the divine."
Connected with the same design of making Homer and
Hesiod contemporaries, is an imposture on a large
scale, which professes to be an historical account of
the contest between Homer and Hesiod, and which
appears to be erected on the above tradition as related
by Plutarch for it is evident, from a passage in the
work itself, that it was not composed till the time of
As to the tradition of this imthe Emperor Hadrian.
aginary meeting, for which not a shadow of evidence
appears in Hesiod's own writings, Robinson offers a
:

;

that it originated in a coinvery probable conjecture
cidence between this passage of the work and a passage in one of Homer's hymns, where the writer sup:

plicates

Venus

to grant

proaching contest.

him

the victory in

—The following account

some apis

given as

manner of Hesiod's death. Hesiod is said to
have consulted the oracle of Delphi as to his future
destinies, and the Pythia directed him, in reply, to shun
to the

the grove of

Nemean

Jupiter, since there death await-

ed him.
There were at Argos a temple and a brazen
and Hesiod, believing this to
statue of Nemean Jove
be the fatal spot, directed his course to (Enoe, a town
of the Locri
but the ambiguity of the oracle had deceived him. for this place also, by obscure report, was
;

:
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brought to the shore by a company of dolphins, at the
moment that the people were celebrating the festival
of Neptune. The body of Hesiod was recognised, the
houses of the murderers were razed to the foundation, and the murderers themselves cast into the sea.
Another account states them to have been consumed by
a third, to have been overtaken by a temlightning
pest while escaping to Crete in a fishing- boat, and to
have perished in the wreck. In truth, the summary
justice which these brothers executed on the man
;

whom they honestly supposed to be the accomplice of
was not of a nature to call for
miraculous interference ; but the fable displays the sacredness attached by Grecian enthusiasm to the poet's
character.
The only works that remain under the name
of Hesiod are, 1. "Epya koI 'Kfzipat (•' Works and
"
2. QeoyovLa {A
3. 'kamg
Days^'')
Theogony"^)
'KpaKl£ovg{''The Shield of Hercules'').— The "Works
and Days" (which, according to Pausanias, the Boeotians regarded as the only genuine production of Hesiod), is so entirely occupied with the events of common life, that the author would not seem to have been
a poet by profession, as Homer was described by the
ancients, but some Boeotian husbandman, whose mind
had been so forcibly moved by peculiar circumstances
as to give a poetical tone to the whole course of his
The poem consists of advice
thoughts and feelings.
given by Hesiod to his brother Perses, on subjects reto
agriculture and the general
lating for the most part
conduct of life. The object of the first portion of the
poem is to improve the character and habits of Perses,
to deter him from seeking riches by litigation, and to
incite him to a life of labour, as the only source of
their sister's dishonour,

—

;

;

permanent prosperity. Mythical narratives, fables, dea proverscriptions, and moral apophthegms, partly of
bial kind, are ingeniously chosen and combined, so as
In the
to illustrate and enforce the principal idea.
second part Hesiod shows Perses the succession in
which his labours must follow, if he determines to lead
But as the poet's object was not to
a life of industry.
describe the charms of a country life, but to teach all
the means of honest gain which were then open to the

—

Ascraean countryman, he next proceeds, after having
completed the subject of husbandry, to treat with
Here we perceive
equal detail that of navigation.
how, in the time of Hesiod, the Boeotian farmer himself shipped the overplus of his corn and wine, and
transported it to countries where these products were
abundant.
All these precepts relating to the
works of industry interrupt somewhat suddenly the
succession of economical rules for the management of a
The poet now speaks of the time of life when
family.
a man should marry, and how he should look out for a
wife.
He then especially recommends to all to bear
in mind that the immortal gods watch over the actions
in all intercourse with others to keep the
of men

less

;

tongue from

idle

and provoking words, and

to preserve

a certain purify and care in the commonest occurrences
At the same time, he gives many
of every-day life.
curious precepts, which resemble sacerdotal rules,

with respect to the decorum to be observed in acts of
worship, and which, moreover, have much in common
with the symbolic rules of the Pythagoreans, that ascribed a deep and spiritual import to many unimporOf a very similar nature is
tant acts of ordinary hfe.
the last part of the poem, which treats of the days on
which it is expedient or inexpedient to do this or that
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business.

These precepts, which do not

and Typhoeus, astonishes the reader by sudden
bursts of enthusiasm, for which the prolix and nerveless narrative of the general poem had little prepared

relate to par-

piter

course of each
lunar month, are exclusively of a superstitious character, and arc in great part connected with the ditferent
but
worships which were celebrated upon these days
ticular seasons of the year, but to the

Milton has borrowed some images from these

him.

and the arming of the Messiah for battle
:
them is obviously imitated from the magnificent picture
to
read
evident
all
who
must be very
of Jupiter summoning all the terrors of his omnipall.
the " Works and Days," that in its present stale it otence for the extirpation of the Titans.
{Elton's
have also, under the name of
shows a want of purpose and of unity too great to be Hesiod, p. 16.)
accounted for otherwise than on the supposition of its Hesiod, a fragment of a poem entitled the Heroogony,
Ulrici considers the moral and or the genealogy and history of the demi-gods.
To
fragmentary nature.
the agricultural instruction as genuine ; the story of this poem some unknown rhapsodist has attached a
Prometheus, and that of the Five Ages, as much al- piece on the combat between Hercules and Cycnus,
tered from their original Hesiodic form; and the de- containing a description of the hero's shield
It is
{Ulrici, Geschichte from this part that the fragment in question bears the
scription of Winter as latest of all.
"
"
The- title of the Shield of Hercules" ('AcrTTif 'Hpa/cAeovf ).
der Hellcn. Dichlkumt, vol. 1, p. 360.)—The
ogony" is perhaps the work which, whether genuine Modern critics think that to the Heroogony of Hesiod
:

our knowledge

— One thing

is

descriptions

far too insufficient to explain

— We

or not, most emphatically expresses the feeling which
is
supposed to have given rise to the Hieratic school.
It consists, as its name expresses, of an account of the
origin of the world, including the birth of the gods,

and makes use of numerous

personifications.

This

belonged two works which are cited by the ancients,
the one under the title of " Catalogue of Women"
(KaraAoyof yvvaLKdv), giving the history of those
mortal females who had become the mothers of demi" Great
gods and the other under the title of the
Eoe(B^^ (Meya/lat 'Hotai), so named because the history of each female or heroine mentioned therein commenced with the words ^, oIt] (or, such as). Any inquiry into the character and extent of the Eoecz is rendered very difficult by the obscurity which rests upon
;

has given rise to a theory, that the old histories of
creation, from which Hesiod drew without understanding them, were in fact philosophical, and not
mythological, speculations; so that the names which in
after times were applied to persons, had originally belonged only to qualities, attributes, &c., and that the
inventor had carefully excluded all personal agency

the relation of this

poem

to the

Catalogue of Women.

For this latter poem is sometimes stated to be the
Thus much we may safely assert same with the Eoeas and, for example, the fragment
from his system.
'*
Theogony," that it points out one im- on Alcmena, which, from its beginning, manifestly berespecting the
portant feature in the Greek character, and one which, longs to the Eoeae, is in the scholia to Hesiod placed
when that character arrived at maturity, produced re- in the fourth book of the Catalogue sometimes, again,
sults, of which the Theogony is at best but a feeble the two poems are distinguished, and the statements of
promise we mean that speculative tendency which the Eoeae and the Catalogue are opposed to each other.
Even as early as {Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 2, 181.) We are compelled
lies at the root of Greek philosophy.
the time of Pausanias (8, 18, and 9, 31), it was doubt- to suppose, therefore, that originally the Eoeae and
ed whether Hesiod was actually the author of this Catalogue were different in plan and subject, only that
poem. According to a learned German critic, it is a both were especially dedicated to the celebration of
species of melange, formed by the union of several women of the heroic age, and that this then caused tke
poems on the same subject, and which has been ef- compilation of a version, in which both poems were
fected by the same copyists or grammarians.
Such is moulded together into one whole. Hesiod wrote m
the theory of Hermann, who has advanced this hy- the Ionic dialect, with some iEolisms intermingled.
pothesis in a letter addressed to Ilgen, and which the We have scholia on his poems by Proclus, John
latter has placed at the head of his edition of Homer's Tzetzes, Moschopulus, and John Protospatharius.
We
Hymns. Hermann thinks that he has discovered seven have to regret the loss of the commentary upon him
;

:

—

;

—

exordia, composed of the following verses
the Jirst, of verses 1, 22-24, 26-52 ; the second, of
verses 1-4, 11-21 ; the third, of verses 1, 2, 6-21,
75-93; the fourth, of verses 1, 53-64, 68-74; the

different

:

53-61, 65, 66 ; in the sixth, the 6Uth
and 6 1st verses were immediately followed by the 67th
the seventh, of verses 1, 94-103.
The Theogony is

fifth,

of verses

1,

—

;

interesting as being the most ancient monument that
we have of the Greek mythology. When we consider

poem, we

no composition of ancient times
so stamped with a rude simplicity of character.
It
is without luminous order of
arrangement, abounds
with dry and insipid details, and only by snatches, as

it

as a

find

were, rises to any extraordinary elevation of fancy.
It exhibits that crude
irregularity, and that mixture of
meanness and grandeur, which characterize a strong
The censure of Quintilian,
but uncultivated genius.
that *' Hesiod rarely rises, and a great part of him is
occupied in mere names," is confessedly merited.
Considered, however, as a general critique, the judg-

it

ment which Quintilian pronounces on Hesiod

is liable

to objection.
The sentence just quoted refers plainly
to the Theogony alone
while the following seems
:

exclusively applicable to the Works and Days: "yet
he is distinguished by useful sentences of morality, and
a commendable sweetness of diclion and
expression,
and he deserves the palm in the middle
style of wri-

The Battle of the Gods, however, cannot
Burely be classed among the specimens of the middle
This passage, together with the combat of Ju•tylc.

ting."

—

The latest and best
by Aristophanes of Byzantium.
editions of Hesiod are, that of Dindorf, Lips., 1825,
8vo, and that of Gbttling (in the Bibliotheca Graca),
Goth<z et Erford., 1831, 8vo.
{Muller's Hist. Lit.
Libr. Us. Knowl., p. 77, seqq.)
Gr.
Hesione, a daughter of Laomedon, king of Troy, by
Strymno (called also Placia or Leucippe), daughter of

—

When Apollo and Neptune,
the river-god Scamander.
after having erected the walls of Troy, had been refused by

Laomedon

the stipulated remuneration, Apollo

wreaked his vengeance by the infliction of a pestiand Neptune sent a sea-monster which ravaged
lence
;

the coasts of the country, making its appearance with
The oracle being consulted, declared
every full tide.
that there

would be no deliverance from these calami-

Laomedon should expose his own daughter
Hesione as a prey to the monster. The monarch acto
cordingly exposed her, having attached her person
the rocks on the seashore.
Hercules, while returning
in his vessel from the Euxine, with the girdle of the
Amazon, saw the princess in this situation, and offered
to deliver her if Laomedon would give him t^^e mares
which Jupiter had presented to Tros in exchange for
his son Ganyinedes.
Laomedon asi>ented, and Hercules slew the monster and delivered Hesione ; but the
faithless Trojan refused to keep his word, and the hero
sailed away, threatening to return and make war on
Some time after this, when Hercules had acTroy.
complished all his labours, and had also completed the
term of his servitude with Omphale, he resolved to
ties, until
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tane bis long-threatened vengeance on Laomedon.
accordingly collected a fleet of eighteen fifty-oared
vessels (Homer, //., 5, 641, says six), manned by a valiant band of volunteer warriors, and, sailing to Ilium,
took the city, having been powerfully aided by his friend
Hercules slew with his arrows
and follower Telamon.
Laomedon and all his sons except Podarces, who had
idvised his father to give the stipulated reward to the
hero for the destruction of the monster.
He then
gave Hesione to Telamon as a reward of his valour,
and allowed her to choose one among the captives to
be set at liberty.
When she had fixed upon her
brother Podarces, Hercules replied that he must first
be made a slave, and then she might give something
for him and redeem him.
She took her golden veil off
her head, ai\d with it bought him, and hence he was afterward named Priamus (Purchased) instead of Podarces
Hesione was taken lo Greece by Tela{Swift-foot).
mon, where she became the mother of Teucer. {Apol-

He

in spite of his

and held him

numerous changes of form, he bound
he had mentioned where the

fast until

golden apples were. Having obtained this iniormation,
Hercules went on to Tartessus, and, crossing over to
Libya, proceeded on his way until he came to Irassa,
near the lake Tritonis, where Antaeus reigned.
After destroying this opponent (vid. Antaeus) he visited
Egypt, and slew Busiris, the monarch of that land.
He then roamed through Arabia, and
(Vid. Busiris.)
after this over the mountains of Libya, which he cleared
of savage beasts.
Reaching then the eastern course
of the ocean, he was accommodated, as in the adventure against Geryon, with the radiant cup of the SunHe
god, in which he crossed to the opposite side.

now came

to

moved by

his

upon

where Prometheus
entreaties, shot

lay chained, and,
the bird that preyed

Prometheus, out of gratitude, warned
go himself to take the golden apples, but to

his liver.

him not

to

send Atlas for them, and, in the mean time, to support
The hero did as desired,
the heavens in his stead.
and Atlas, at his request, went and obtained three apogy, p. 359, 365.)
to
but
a
the
as
the
he said he would take
name applied by
Hesperia,
poets
Italy,
ples from
Hesperides
It is of Greek origin
them himself to Eurystheus, and that Hercules might
lying to the west of Greece.
"
At the suggestion
{'Eairepta), and is derived from eanepa,
cvenmg,''^ continue to support the heavens.
so that Hesperia properly means " the evening-land," of Prometheus, the hero feigned assent, but begged
i. e., the western
Id. Atlas to hold the heavens again until he had made a
region.
{Virg., jEn., 1, 530.
It pad (oTTeipav) to put on his head.
Atlas threw down
ib., 569.
Ovid, Mel., 2, 458.— Lucan, 1, 224.)
is also,
though less frequently, applied to Spain, as ly- the apples and resumed his burden, and Hercules
Lucan, picked them up and went his way. (Pherecyd., ap
{Horat., Od., 1, 36, 4.
ing west of Italy.
lod., 2, 5, 9,

seqq.—Id.,

2,

fi,A—Keightley's Mythol*

;

—

—

—

Schol.,

4, 14.)

"
Hrsperidks, or the Western Maidens," three celebrated nymphs, whose genealogy is differently given
by various writers.
According to Hesiod {Theog.,
215), they were the daughters of Night, without a father.
Diodorus, on the other hand, makes them to
have had for their parents Atlas and Hesperis daughter of Hesperus {Diod. Sic, 4, 27), an account which
is followed by Milton in his Comus (v. 981).
Others,
to assimilate

however,
Graics and Gorgons,

them

call

lo their

neighbours the

the Hesperides the offspring

of Phorcys and Ceto. (Schol. ad Apoll. Rh., 4, 1399.)
Apollonius gives their names as ..Egle, Hespera, and
Erythe'is (4, 1427), while ApoUodorus. who increases
the number to four, calls them JEgle, Erythea, Hestia,
and Arethusa. {Apollod., 2, 5, 11.) Hesiod makes
them to have dwelt "beyond the bright ocean," opposite to where Atlas stood supporting the heavens
(Tkeog., 518), and when Atlas had been fixed as a
mountain in the extremity of Libya, the dwelling of
the Hesperides was usually placed in his vicinity,
though some set it in the country of the Hyperboreans.
(Apollod., I. c.)
According to the legend, when the
bridal of Jupiter and Juno took place, the different deities came with nuptial presents for the latter, and
among them the goddess of Earth, with branches hav-

—

ing golden apples growing on them (" Terrain TCJiisse
fcreniem aurea mala cum ramis.^^ Hygin., Poet.

Juno, greatly admiring these, begged
Astron., 2, 3.)
of Earth to plant them in her gardens, which extended
as far as Mount Atlas C^^ qui erant usque ad Allantem

Hygin., I. c) The Hesperides, or daughwere directed to watch these trees
but,
as thev were somewhat remiss in discharging this duty,
and frequently plucked off the apples themselves, Juno sent thither a large serpent to guard the precious
This monster was the offspring of Typhon and
fruit.
Echidna, and had a hundred heads, so that it never
montem.'"'

ters of Atlas,

slept.

;

(Hygin.,

I.

c.)

According tn^.Pisander. the

of the reptile was Ladon.
(Schol. ad Apoll.
One of the tasks imposed upon HerRh., 4, 1396.)
cules by Eurystheus was to bring him some of this
On his way in quest of it, Hercules
orolden fruit.
came to the river Eridanus, and to the nymphs, the
and inquired of
daughters of Jupiter and Themis,
them where the apples were to be obtained
They

name

—

directed him to Nereus,
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whom

he found asleep

;

and,

ever,
to

I.

—

Another account, howc.)
have killed the serpent, and
taken the apples himself.
(Eurip., Here.
c.

Apollod.,

made Hercules

have

I.

to

—

The hero brought
Fur., 394., seqq.
Apollod., I. c.)
the apples to Eurystheus, who returned them to him,
and he then gave them to Minerva.
The goddess
carried them back to the garden of the Hesperides.
(Apollod.,

—

I.

c.

— Keightley^s Mythology,

p.

251, 361,

The explanation given to this fable by some
seqq.)
of the pragmatisers is dull enough
the Hesperides,
say they, were the daughters of Hesperus, a Milesian,
who dwelt in Caria. This Hesperus had sheep with
:

very fine fleeces, and so remarkably -beautiful in every
respect that they were called, by a figure of speech,
Hercules, having chanced to espy these
"^o/rfen."
valuable animals, as they were feeding on one occasion near the shore, under the care of a shepherd

named Draco (SpuKuv, " snake'^), drove them on board

of his ship, along with their keeper, Hesperus being
at the time, and his daughters inheriting his possessions.
Now, continue these expounders, since the
same word in Greek (/^^Aa) means both " sheep'''' and

dead

"

apples,''''
its rise !

2, 1, 6.

the fable of the golden fruit eventually took
c. 19.
Compare Varro, R. R.,

(Palcephat.,
— Diod.
Sic,

—

4, 27.)

— Dupuis, who makes Her-

cules to have been the Sun, and refers his twelve labours to the passage of that luminary through the signs
of the zodiac, explains the fable of the Hesperides as
follows.
In the twelfth month, making the first coinAt
cide with Leo, the sun enters the sign Cancer.
this period the constellation of Hercules Ingeniculus

descends towards the western regions, called Hesperia, followed by the polar dragon, the guardian of the
On the celestial sphere
apples of the Hesperides.
Hercules tramples the dragon under foot, which falls
towards him as it sets.
Hence the fable. (Compare
remarks under the article Hercules.) The gardens of

—

the Hesperides are placed by those geographical writers who seek to convert a fable into reality, in the

neighbourhood of the ancient Berenice, now Bengazi,
in CyrenaVca, on the Mediterranean coast of Africa.

A

modern traveller. Captain Beechey, has given us
some curious information on this point. He remarks
(p. 316, seqq.), that some very singular pits or chasms,
of natural formation, were discovered by him in the
"
They consist of a level
neighbourhood of Bengazi.
surface of excellent

soil,

several hundred feet in eX'
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tent, enclosed within steep, and, for the most part, persides of solid rock, rising sometimes to a

pendicular,
or more, before they
height of sixty or seventy feet,
reach the level of the plain in which they are situated.
The soil at the bottom of these chasms appears to
have been washed down from the plain above by the

rains, and is frequently cultivated by the Arabs
80 that a person, in walking over the country where
ihey exist, comes suddenly upon a beautiful orchard
or garden, blooming in secret, and in the greatest luxuriance, at a considerable depth beneath his feet, and
defended on all sides by walls of solid rock, so as to

heavy

be

at

;

The

sight apparently inaccessible.
little
spots, protected, as

first

of these secluded

it

effect

were, from

the intrusion of mankind, by the steepness and depth
of the barriers which enclose them, is singular and
they reminded us of some
pleasing in the extreme
of those secluded retreats which we read of in fairy
;

It was impossible to walk along the
legends or tales.
some
edge of these precipices, looking everywhere for
which we might depart less abrupt than the rest, by

into the gardens beneath, without calling to
the description given by Scylax of the far-famed
It has been supposed by
gardens of the Hesperides."

scend

mind

—

and Pacho,
were nowhich
thing more than some of those verdant caves
stud the Libyan desert, and which, from their concealed and inaccessible position, their unknown origin,
and their striking contrast to the surrounding waste,

many, and among the

rest by Gossellin

that the Hesperian gardens of the ancients

might well suggest the idea of a

and become the types of the

terrestrial

still

paradise,
fairer creations of

Possibly, therefore, supposing the fable
poetic fable.
to rest on a real basis, the first of these Elysian groves
may have been at the extremity of Cyrenaka mentioned
by Beechey, and the original idea of the legend may
have been taken from a subterranean garden of the

above description.

—The garden of

the Hesperides

is

stated by Scylax (p. 46) to have been an enclosed spot
of ten stadia each way, filled with thickly-planted fruittrees of various kinds, and inaccessible on all sides.
It

was

situated at six hundred and twenty stadia (fifty
miles) from the port of Barce ; and this

geographical
of the place described by
agrees precisely with that
The testimony of
Captain Beechey from Ptolemata.
Pliny (5, 5) is very decided in fixing the site of the
" Not
of
Berenice.
Hesperides in the neighbourhood
" is the river
far from the city" (Berenice),
Lethon,
and the sacred grove where the gardens of the Hesdo not mean,"
perides are said to be situated.
remarks Captain B., " to point out any one of these
subterranean gardens as that which is described in the
for we know of
passage above quoted from Scylax

We
;

no one which will correspond, in point of extent, to
All
the garden which that author has mentioned.
those which we saw were considerably less than the
fifth of a mile in diameter (the measurement given by
and the places of this nature which would
Scylax)
best agree virith the dimensions, are now filled with
water sufficiently fresh to be drinkable, and take the
form of romantic little lakes.
Scarcely any two of the
of the same depth
gardens we met with were, however,
no
reason to conclude that,
and we have
or extent
because we saw none which were large enough to be
;

;

upon for the garden of the Hesperides, there is
therefore no place of the dimensions required
parfi.xed

;

alluded to continues
ticularly as the singular formation
to the foot of the Cyrenaic chain, which is fourteen

miles distant in

the

nearest

(Compare Eiinh. Rev.,

n.

parts

from Berenice."

95, p. 228.)

Hes-perTdum Insul.(E, are generally thought to corbut, as these
respond with the Cape do Vcrd islands
are too far from the coast, they possibly may have been
;

rather the small islands called Bissagns, lying a little
above Sierra Leone.
In these, some place the gardens of the Hesperides, which others will have to be

Consult remarks under the pro-

on the Continent.
article.

ceding

Hksperis,

I.

She married
became mother of the

daughter of Hesperus

Atlas, her father's brother, and

Hesperides, according to one legend.

{Diod. Sic., 4,

27.)— II. A city of Cyrenaica. {Vid. Berenice IX.)
HesperIum Coknu {'EaTrepiov Kepag), a promontory
on the western coast of Africa

;

according to Mannert,

the present Cape Verd.
It is mentioned in the peri
Rennell, however, makes the Western
plus of Hanno.

have been a bay and not a promontory, and
it with the modern
bay or gulf of Bissago.
Rennell^
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 531,

Horn

to

identifies

—

Geogr. of Herod., vol. 2, p. 424.)
Hesperius Sinus, a bay on the western coast of
Consult
Africa, and now the bay or gulf of Bissago.
preceding article.
Hesperus, I. son of lapetus and Asia, and brother
of Atlas.
He became the father of Hesperis, who
married her uncle Atlas, from which union, according
to one account, sprang the Hesperides.
Hesperus,
like Atlas, was fabled by some to have been a great

astronomer, and when ascending Mount Atlas, on one
occasion, for the purpose of making his observations,
was blown away by a tempest and no more seen.
Divine honours were accordingly rendered to him, and
the evening star was called after his name.
{Died.
Sic, 3, 59.) By some he is termed the son of Atin
the
Diodorus
for
las, as,
passage just
example, by

and yet the same writer, with the contradiction
;
that usually marks ancient fables, elsewhere calls him
Consult Wesseling, ad
the brother of Atlas (4, 27.

cited

Died.

Sic.,

3,

59).

—
— Another

version of the story

have been the son of Aurora and
Cephalus, and so remarkable for beauty as to have
contested the palm with Venus, from which circumstance the beautiful star of eve was called after him,
and the name of Venus was also given to the same
42.
Eratosth., Caplanet. {Hygin., Poet. Astron., 2,
II. A name given to the star of eventast., c. 44.)

makes Hesperus

to

—

—

(Consult preceding article.) The same planet,
appeared as the morning star, was called Phosphorus {^ua(j>6pog) and Lucifer, both appellations
ing.

when

it

—

Ca{Hygin., I. c.
light."
Serv., ad Virg., Georg., 1, 250.

meaning "the bearer of
tull, 62, 34, seqq.

—

—

—

ad Virg., jEn.,S, 590. Muncker, ad Hygin.,fab.,
65.
Van Staveren, ad eund. loc.) Pythagoras is said
to have first pointed out the identity of Hesperus and
Lucifer.
(Menag., ad Diog. Laert., 8, 14.)— Radloflf
has written a curious work on the planets Hesperus and
Phaethon, and on their having been respectively shattered by coming in collision with some comet or other

Id.,

—

He makes the present planet Venus
heavenly body.
to be but a portion of the original star, and among
other learned and curious arguments in support of his
of
singular position, refers to the well-known passage
Scripture as illustrating the tradition of the great
"
art thou fallen, Lucifer, star of the
event :

How

morning !" {Radloff, Zertrummcrung der grossen
Planeten Hesperus und Phaethon, Berlin, 1823.)
Hesus, a deity among the Gauls, the same as the
Mars of the Romans. {Lucan, 1, 445.) Lactantius
Com{Div. Inst., 1, 21) writes the name Heusus.
pare the

Hu-Cadarn

("

Hu

the powerful") in the tra-

and ballads of the Welsh. The god Hesus or
Heusus, in the polytheism of Gaul, was probably an
intercalation of the Druids.
(Consult remarks under
ditions

the article Gallia, p. 534, col. 2.)
Hesvchius, I. an Egyptian bislwp, mentioned by
St. Jerome as having published a critical edition of the

ft was introduced
Septuagint in the third century,
and Jerome usually
into the churches of this country
cites it under the title of Exemplar Alexandrinum.who lived, accordII.
lexicographer of Alexandrea,
towards the close of the
ing to the common opinion,
The question still remains undecided
fourth century.

—

;

A
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whether the glossary which has reached us under the
name of this writer be really his, or whether it be not
merely an abridgment of

some

work.

his

What

has inclined

end of the reign of Anastasius I. This work, embracing the history of 1190 years, was divided into six
sections or epochs {TfiTJ/iaTa), viz., I. Events ante2. From this latter period to
Trojan war.
the building of Rome.
3. From the building of Rome
to the abolition of royalty in that city.
4. From the
5. From
latter period to the death of Julius Caesar.

opinion is the circumstance
of the citations
Others think, and with
being omitted.
fcome appearance of reason, that this lexicon was originally a small volume, and that the numerous biblical

rior to the

glosses which are at present found in it have been intercalated by the copyists, who have taken the remarks

the death of Cassar to the reign of Constantino the
Great.
6. From the latter period to the death of AnThe last section, of which we have a valastasius I.

to favour the latter

made

in the

margin by the possessors of manuscripts

However this may be, uable fragment remaining, entitled Jlurpia Kuvaravriwork of Hesychius is very important towards ac- vovKoXeog ("Of the origin of Constantinople"), served
a
full
of
the
Greek language. It as an aid to George Codinus in his description of this
quiring
knowledge
has preserved for us a
Hesychius also composed Memoirs on the reign
large number of passages from city.
poets, orators, historians, and physicians, whose works of Justinian the elder {'Erepa pi61oQ, kv ^ -rzcpux^Tut
are lost.
Hesychius explains, moreover, various words TO. 'lovoTivov 'KpaxGevTo). This work has entirely perthat depart from the
The fragment of Hesychius, mentioned above,
ordinary usage of the Greek ished.
tongue, as well as terms used in sacrifices, gymnastic has been published under the name of Codinus by
And yet it must be acknowledged Douza, Heidelb., 1596, 8vo. Hesychius also wrote
encounters, &c.
that his text is in a most corrupt state, and that when an Onomasticon, or Table of Men
distinguished in the
he is a solitary witness his testimony ought to be re- various branches of knowledge (Jliva^ tuv kv iTaLdeiq
ceived with caution.
(Mus. Crit., vol. 1, p. 503.) bvofxacyruv), of which Suidas professes to have availed
for portions of the text itself.

the

The

work, in fact, has

the appearance of rough

all

notes, put down in the course of reading, rather than
of a finished production.
It was not known until the

sixteenth century.

Only one MS.,

in

the library of

at Venice, is said to be preserved, and that
of abbreviations, and has many erasures ; which
accounts for the great corruption of tlie text, in spite
of the labours of many able editors.
It appears, how-

St.

Mark,

is full

ever, that in the seventeenth century there existed a
second manuscript in the Florence library.
{EherCs

—

The best edition
Biblio^r. Lexicon, vol. 1, p. 772.)
of Hesychius is that of Alberti, completed by RuhnIt is to be
ken, Lugd. Bat., 1746-1776, 2 vols. fol.
regretted, however, that Alberti could not avail himself of the valuable MS. notes of Bentley on this lexiThe c</z^io/?rtncc/>5 of Hesychius was pubcographer.
lished by the elder Aldus, Venice, 1514, fol., under the
care of Marcus Musurus. The manuscript followed was
the Venice one.
This, however, being, as we have already remarked, very difficult to decipher, and in other
respects extremely inaccurate, Musurus look great
This is often done
pains to correct and restore it.
with intelligence and success
but often also he deceives himself in his corrections, and in general treats

—

;

his original in too arbitrary a manner.
Schow, of Copenhagen, being at Venice, collated the manuscript

with the edition of AFberti, and took note of
variations.

He

this

published

collation

at

all

the

Leipsic,
1792, 8vo, under the title,
Hesychii Lexicon ex cod.
Ms. bilHolhcccB S. Marci reslitutum, et ab omnibus
Musuri corrccfionibns repurgatum.''^ By the help of
this volume, the possessor of any edition of Hesychius,
for they are all based upon this manuscript, can make
''

We

himself.

have likewise, under the name of Hesy-

work

chius, a small

''

entitled Ilepl

rwv

Tzaideia 6ia?.a/i-

Of Philosophers

celebrated for their
nothing more than a very careless
compilation either from Diogenes Laertius, or from the
lost Onomasticon of the writer whom we are at present

TpdvTuv

aotjfuv,
It is
learning."

It contains, however, some things which
considering.
are not found elsewhere, and this serves to stamp a
certain value on the work.
The latest and best edition of these two works is that of Orellius, Lips., 1820,
8vo.
IV.
native of Jerusalem, who died about

—

A

428 A.D.

He was

cal nistory,

which

wrote an
—V.and This
name

a priest,
is

lost.

ecclesiasti-

was also

borne by many other ecclesiastics, among whom are
reckoned several martyrs. (Consult Fubricius, Bibl.
GrcBc, lib. 5, c. 5, and the Prolegomena to Alberti's
edition of the Lexicon of Hesychius.)

HktkurT.^ (more commonly Etrubia), a celebrated country of Italy, lying to the west and north of the
Of all the nations of Italy, none appear to
Tiber.
have such claims on our notice as that of the Etrurians.

The

volved

ill

was

origin of this nation, however,
a degree of uncertainty at the time when
the earliest of our ancient historians wrote, which
in-

was hardly to have been expected, considering their
extended dominion, their immemorial possession of
an alphabet, the existence among them of a sacerdotal caste, and their acknowledged superiority in
civilization to all their European contemporaries except the Greeks.

known from

their

Their subsequent history is chiefly
connexion with other nations; for,

never having cultivated their language so as to attain
to the possession of a literature, their writings have
the necessary corrections.
The glosses, taken from long since perished and what they recorded on brass
the Scriptures, that are found in Hesychius, were col- or marble is far less intelligible than the hieroglyphics
lected and published by J. C. G. Ernesti, Lips., 1785, of
Even in ancient times it was a disputed
Egypt.
8vo.
may regard as the second volume of this question whether the Etrurians were Pelasgi from
production the work published by Ernesti in 1786, Greece, or Lydians from Asia, or indigenous in Italy.
" Siiidce et Phavorini GtosscB sa8vo, under the title,
According to Herodotus (1,94), the Lydians ought to
be considered as the parent stock of the Etrurian nacra,^'' in which are found two hundred and twenty-nine
in the first volume.
tion.
The former had a tradition among them, that a
glosses of Hesychius, forgotten
To this may be joined the work of Schleusner, Ob great famine arose in Lydia during the reign of Atys>
When it had lasted for
Wittemb., 1810, 4to. one of their earliest kings.
servat. in Suid. et Hesych.,
Among the subsidiary works that illusUate Hesychius, several years, it was at length determined that the
may be mentioned Toup's Emendations {Toupii Emen- nation should divide itself into two parts, under the
dationes in Suidarn et Hesychium, Oxon., 1790, 4 respective command of Lydus and Tyrrhenus, the two
vols. 8vo), and the Dissertation of Ranke (De Lexici sons of Atys, one of which was to migrate, and the
It fell to the lot of Tyr
Hesychiani vera origine et genuina forma commen- other to remain in Lydia.
HI. A native of Miletus, rhenus to abandon Lydia with the people under his
tatio. Lips., 1831, 8vo).
He accordingly equipped a fleet at Smyrna,
surnamed, by reason of the office with which he was charge.
He is supposed to and set sail in quest of a country to settle in ; when,
invested, Illustris ("Illustrious").
have lived under the emperors Justin and Justinian, and after passing by various countries and nations, he
in Italy, where he
was the author of a chronicle {'laroptKOv 6g
avvoipei finally arrived among the Umbri,
of Assyria to the founded several cities, which the people, who, from
KoafiLK'jc t-Trnpiag), from Belus king
;

We

—

h
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him, were called Tyrrhenians, occupied up to the time
If we divest the Lydian tradition of
o( Herodotus.
some marvellous circumstances which are attached to
particularly those that relate to the famine, which
may be fairly charged to Oriental hyperbole, there still
it,

remains the record of an important event, which, conwho has handed
sidering the character of the historian
it down to us, and the
geographical information he
possessed, is certainly entitled to our attention if it
The greatdoes not recommend itself to our belief
argument, however, in favour of this tradition,
must be allowed to consist in the weight of testimony
which can be collected in support of it from the wri-

est

ters of antiquity, especially those of Rome, who, with
few exceptions, seem to concur in admitting the fact
of the Lydian colony.
(Consult Virg.^ Mn., 8, 479,
et
pass.—Catull., 31, \3.—Horat., Sat., 1, 6.— Stat.
Sih., 1,2.— Id., 4:,i.—Senec., ad Helv.— Justin, 20,

l.—Val. Max., 2,^.—Plut., Vit. Rom.—Pliny,3, 5.)
Strabo, who has entered more fully into the discussion of the Tyrrhenian origin, does not seem to enter-

—

any doubt of the event which we are now conand he quotes Anticlides, an historian of

tain

sidering,

authority, who reports that the first Pelasgi
settled in the islands of Imbros and Lemnos, and that

some

some of

thein sailed with Tyrrhenus, the son of Atys,
to Italy.
(Strabo,2[9.) In short, the presumption

would appear so strong in favour of this popular account of the origin of the Tyrrheni, that we might
consider the question to be decided, were not our attention called to the opposite side by

some weighty

ob-

jections, advanced long since by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and farther strongly urged by some modern

reputation and learning.
Dionysius
alone among the writers of antiquity
as mvalidating the facts recorded by Herodotus
and
though his own explanation of the origin of the Tyrcritics of great
seems to stand

;

rhenians
still it

is

evidently inconsistent and unsatisfactory,
that his arguments tend greatly

must be owned

to discredit the colony of the

Lydian Tyrrhenus.

He

maintains, in the first place, that it is fabulous, from
the silence on so important an event of Xanthus the
historian of Lydia, a writer of great research and au-

and more ancient than Herodotus. Xanthus
acknowledges no Lydian prince of the name of Tyrrhenus
the sons of Atys, according to him, were Lydus and Torybus, who both remained in Asia.
Again,
Dionysius asserts that there was no resemblance to
be discovered either in the religion, customs, or language of the Lydians and Tuscans and, lastly, from
thority,

;

;

the discrepance to be observed in the various statements of the genealogy of Tyrrhenus and the period
of his migration, he feels justified in rejecting that
event as a mere fiction.
The
{Ant. Rom., 1,30.)
advocates of Herodotus, however, have not been intimidated by these arguments, but have endeavoured
to prove their insufficiency.
Among these may be
reckoned Ryckius {de primis ItalitB colonis, c. 6)
;

Bishop Cumberland [Connexion of

man

Antiquities.

Tract. 7,

c.

2)

;

the

Greek

and.

Ro-

Dempster {Etrur.

4); Larcher {Hist. d'Herod., vol. 1, p.)
On the
{Sagcio, &c., vol. 2, p. 102).
other hand, the reasons advanced by the Greek histoRe!:;al.,

and

1,

;

Lanzi

buried

it.

Professor K. O. Miiller, whose essay ob-

tained the prize, had already distinguished himself
by
his Orchomenus und die
('* Orchomcnus and

Minyer

theMinyans"), and Doner ("The Dorians"), two works
which an extraordinary extent of reading in archaeology and ancient literature is united to great sagacity
in
reconstructing from its fragments the ruined edifice
of early Greek history.
The dissertation on the Etrurians forms in every respect a suitable accomj)animent
to these
have already remarked, that even in
ancient times it was a disputed question, whether the
Etruscans were Pelasgi from Greece, or Lydians from
Asia, or indigenous in Italy; and that the modems
had added more than an equal number to the hypotheses of the ancients.
Thus some have supposed that
the Etrurians might be descended from the Egyptians
others, from the Canaanites
{Bonarotti, ad Monum.)
in

—We

—

;

{Maffei, Ragion. delli Itali primilivi, p. 218, seqq.
Mazocchi, Comment, in Tab. Heracl., p. 15, &c.);
others, from the Phoenicians {Swirilnn, de

Ling. Etru-

regalis Vernacula, Oxon., 1738); others again
contended for their Celtic origin {Pelloutier, Hist, des
rice

—

178.
Bardetti, dei primi abit. d'ltal.,
Freret ascribed it to the Raeti {Mem. de
r Acad., 6cc., vol. 18) Hervas to the ancient Cantabri
while some again
{Idea del Universo, vol. 17, c. 4)
gave up all hope of arriving at any certain conclusion
in this puzzling question, and seemed to consider it as
one of those historical problems which must for ever
remain without a solution.
Muller's theory appears
He admjts a pcjrnitjve popingenious and plausible.
ulation of Etruria, whom he calls, after Dionysius, the
RasencB, on whose origin he does not decide, but
thmTcs there are grounds for assuming, that these were
mingled with a body of Pelasgian colonists from the
coast of Lydia.
find in Greece a people bearing
the name of Pelasgian Tyrrheni, driven from Boeotia
Celtes,

vol.

lib. 1, p.

1).

;

;

We

by the Dorian migration, appearing as fugitives in
Athens, and thence betaking themselves to Lemnos,
Imbros, and Samothrace, where, as well as on Mount
Athos, they remained in the historic times.
The

name Tyrrhenian

is
applied to the Etrurians in Hesiod
1015), and, in the Homeric hymn to Bacchus,
to this people of the ^Egean.
That they were not the
Tyrrhenians of Italy by whom the god was carried off
is evident; the
pirates intended to carry him to Egypt

{Theog

,

or to Cyprus, not to Italy ; and from other sources it
Ovid
appears that the mythus was a Naxian legend.

{Met., 3, 577, seqq.) relates it at great length, and
Now, on
represents the Tyrrhenians as Maeonians.
the coast of Maeonia or Lydia there was a place named

T.^fi^ from which

.Miiller

deduces the name Tyrrhe-

probability radically the same with Torrhebian, the name borne by the southern district of
He is inclined, however, to consider the peoLydia.

nian

;

in all

whom, from their occupation of Ti'p/5a, the
name Tyrrhenian was given, not as Lydians, but as
Pejasgians, who settled for a time on this part of the

ple, to

and having thence acquired their name, and
notorious by their piracies in the .^gean.
migrated first to the Malef^n promontory ,'"and then to
In deriving them, however, immediately
Etruria.
from the Pelasgians who came from Attica to Lemnos
and Imbros, and thence to Lydia, he seems to embarHe
rass his hypothesis with an unnecessary difficulty.
himself makes the worship of the phallic Hermes to be
characteristic of the Pelasgi in Attica and the islands;
is to be found
yet of this he admits that hardly a trace

"coast,

made

it

have appeared convincing to some eminent critics,
such as Cluverius {Ifal. Antiq., vol. 1, lib. 1, c. 1);
{Mem. de VAcad, vol. 18, p. 97) and Heyne
{Comment., <f-c., Nov. Soc. Gott., vol. 3, p. 39) who
have, besides, added other objections to those already
At length, in 1826, the Academy of Sciences in the Etrurian religion. It is remarkable how late is
started.
the Tyrrheat Berlin, by
proposing the Etruscans as the subject of the application of the name Pelasgian to
a prize essay, showed their
Herodotus not only never calls them so, but
opinion that the time was nians.
come when the scattered notices of the ancient writers even by referrinor to the Crestonians, who live above
what the Pelasgic lanshould be combined with the discoveries in Etruscan the
Tyrrhenians" for a proof of
antiquities which the last century brought to light, and guage was, he seems to imply that the Tyrrhenians
the historical truth
else
separated from the mass of contra- themselves were, in his view, not Pelasgians
No
dictory theories beneath which successive writers had why not take them at once for his illustration 1

rian

Freret

;

;

;

41
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ancient author describes the Tyrrhenians of Lydia as
The genePelasgians from Attica and the islands.
alogy of Herodotus from the Lydian authors makes
Tyrrhenus a son of Atys, king of Lydia ; in that given
in Dionysius without the author's name, Lydus and
in that of Xanthus the brothTyrrhenus are brothers
;

ers are called

Lydus and Torybus

or Torrhubus, i e.,
Whichever of these

according to Miiller, Tyrrhenus.
argue from, it appears very improbable that the
lineage of a band of Pelasgian pirates, who had settled
on the coasts of Lydia, should have been carried up

we

The

gians.

on

settlement of the Tyrrhenians at Malea^

their progress

A

from Lydia

to Italy, rests

on very

slight grounds.
passage, namely, in the commentator Lactantius or Lutatius on Statins (TAeJ., 4, 224),

who

calls the inventor of the

Tyrrhenian trumpet Ma-

but the resemblance between the Tuscan and
the Lydian or Phrygian music, really adds considerable weight to the other arguments in favour of the
Oriental colonization of Etruria.
The musical instrument of the Greeks, in the heroic and Homeric age,
leus

was

;

the flute was unknown, or, at least, not
has been long since remarked that Homer
mentions the avXog only in two passages (//., 10,13;
In the first of these he is describing the
18, 495).
Tyrrhenians were much, more intimately connected nightly noise of the Trojan camp, and the Villoison
with the Lydian population than Miiller's account of scholiast observes, that these instruments were known
them supposes. Niebuhr makes the Moeonians (the only to the Barbarians. This observation, though
Homeric name for the Lydians) to be Pelasgians, ar- limited, is not contradicted by the other passage, in
guing from the name of their stronghold, Larissa, which youths are represented as dancing at a wedding
which is found in all countries occupied by Pelasgians; to the sound of lyres and flutes. To say nothing of
the lyre

;

to the ancient kings or gods of the country ; and that,
too, not by the Greeks, but by the Lydians themselves.
cannot, therefore, avoid the conclusion, that the

in use.

Miiller represents them as wholly different, alleging
that no ancient author calls the McEonians Pelasgians.

the suspicions which have been entertained, that the
description of the shield of Achilles, of which this is
a part, is not of the same age with the rest of the
Iliad, it is very possible that the Greeks of Ionia may

It

We

This is true but they make the Tyrrhenians Moeonians and also Pelasgians, and therefore imply, though
they do not assert, the identity of the people who bore
The whole coast of Asia Minor
these three names.
appears to have been occupied by the Pelasgi, or naMenecrates
tions differing from them only in name.
{ap. Strab., 671) related, that the Pelasgi had occupied the whole of Ionia, from Mycale northward, and
;

potheses, chiefly grounded upon similarity of names,
which may often be more rationally explained from
It is, however, by no means probable
other causes.
The
that the Lydians were wholly a Pelasgic people.
phenomena of the history of Asia Minor are most

have employed the flute-players of Lydia or Phrygia at
their festivities
or, should it be supposed that in the
days of Homer the use of the flute was familiar to
the lonians themselves, the entire absence of all mention of it in the Odyssey shows that in Greece itself
it had not
It came in there
yet been introduced.
along with the worship of Bacchus, which, whatever
may have been its remoter origin, certainly passed
from Lydia and Phrygia to Thrace, and thence into
southern Greece, devouring with its stormy music the
The double flute, of which
feebler notes of the lyre.
the left hand played a treble to the bass of the right
hand, is mentioned by Herodotus (1, 7) under the
name of av?Mg avSpdoQ and yvvaLKttog, as used by
Now the double flute, as we
the Lydians in war.
know both from ancient authors and from monuments
Monumcnli
Etruschi, pt. 3, pi. 20
pt 2,
(Inghirami,
use among the Etrurians and the Ropi. 96), was in
mans not only borrowed their flute-music from them,
but generally employed at sacrifices and festive dances

that a nation. gf_Syreasily solved by the supposition
jan origin was mingled in its two principal districts,
Lydia and Phrygia, with another nearly allied to the
Greeks.
The Mosaic genealogy of nations {Gen., 10,
while it
22) assigns a Semitic origin to the Lydians
refers most of the tribes of Asia Minor, along with the
Greeks, to the stock of Japheth. The mythology of
Lydia, the basis, as usual, of its dynasties of kings,
Their
betrays its Syrian as well as Grecian affinities.

a Tuscan flute-player. (Compare Virg., Georg., 2,193.
It is very improbable that
Ovid, A. A., I, III.)
such a coincidence between the Etruscan and Asiatic
customs should be accidental ; and no more probable
explanation of it can be given than that the Tyrrhenians were really a colony of Pelasgi from Lydia.
They were probably not numerous, compared with
the Rasenae, whom they found in possession of the
and hence, though some of their arts were
country

the adjacent islands ; the Carians, the Leleges, and
the Caucones, the Trojans, and Mysians, were of the
same race, and also allied to the Lydians, as appears

from the genealogy given by Herodotus (1, 171). The
Greeks themselves attribute the Pelasgic population
of Asia Minor to colonies sent from Greece or from
the islands ; but their accounts of colonies before the
Homeric age, being founded on no contemporary auas historical hythority, must generally be regarded

;

deities 'Arrrig or 'Xrvg (the same as Uuirac, Hes.\
and Md, father and mother, have probably given their

name

to the Atyades and the Moeonians; and their
worship is clearly the same with that of the Syrian
goddess, who was variously denominated Atargatis,
The
Derceto, Semiramis, Rhea, Juno, and Venus.
chief seat of her worship at Hierapolis, was the resort
of the people of Asia Minor ; and Ascalon, in Phoenicia, appears to have been considered as a colony of
the Lydians {Steph. Byz., s. v.) for no other reason
than that the traditions of the great goddess were in
In the
a peculiar manner connected with this place.

of the kings of Troy, whose names are generally
of Grecian etymology, the Oriental name of Assaracus points to a mixture of Oriental mythology ; and
this remark is still more applicable to the genealogy
of the Heraclid kings of Lydia, in which (jreek and
Assyrian personages are so strongly mixed, Hercules,
list

If,
(Herod., 1, 7.)
Alcaeus, Belus, Ninus, Agron.
then, the Lydians were a people partly Asiatic, partly
allied to the Greeks, there is really no contradiction
between those historians who call the Tyrrhenians

I vdians,

and those who speak of Tyrrhenian Pelas618

;

;

:

—

;

communicated to the nation among whom they settled,
they were soon so completely absorbed in it, that the
language of Etruria bore no traces either of a Greek
or a Lydian mixture.

The

adoption of a story of a

Lydian origin by no means requires that we should
of Pelasgi from Thesreject the accounts of migrations
of the Adriatic to
saly, and from the opposite shore
the mouths of the Po, which we find in other writers
on Etrurian history.
Professor Miiller thus sums up
"It remains, then, that we
this part of his researches
regard the Tuscan nation as an original and peculiar
their language is widely different
people of Italy
from the Greek ; the names of their gods are not
those which we find among the earliest Greeks whonr
:

;

we

call

Hellenes

Pelasgi, and which passed from them to thf
there is much, too, in the doctrine of theif
;

But
priests entirely foreign to the Greek theology.
it
appears to have been the fate of this nation, whicl
never displayed any independent civilization, but only
adopted that of the Greeks, to have been indebted foi
its first impulse towards improvement to a Greek, or,
The Tuscans themselves,
at best, half-Greek tribe.
in their native legends, referred their polity

and

civili-
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zation to the maritime town Tarquinii, and the hero
Tarchon, both probably only variations of the name
Here it was that the much-dreaded PclasTyrrheni.
and settled, bringing with them
gians of Lydia landed
the arts they had acquired at home or on their way.
For the first time the barbarous land saw men covered
with brass array themselves for battle to the sound of
here first ihey heard the loud sound of
the trumpet
;

the Lydo-Phrygian flute accompanying the sacrifice,
and perhaps witnessed for the first time the rapid

course of the fifty-oared ship. As the legend, in its
all
propagation from mouth to mouth, swells beyond
bounds, the whole glory of the Tuscan name, even
that which did not properly belong to the colonists,
attached itself to the name of Tarchon, the disciple
of Tages, as the author of a new and better era in the

The neighbouring Umbrians and
Latins named the nation, which from ihis time began
to increase and diffuse itself, not from the primitive
For since,
inhabitants, but from these new settlers.
in the Eugubine tables, Trusce occurs along with
Tuscom and Tuscer, it is impossible not to conclude,

history of Etruria.

TUR have

^gean. Possessing harbours on both seas, they
maintained the command of both, and made themthe

selves formidable not only to merchant ships by iheii
corsairs, but to the naval powers by their armaments.
To their predominance in the lower sea, Muller attributes the circumstance, that the Greeks, while they

had numerous colonics on the eastern and southern
coasts of Sicily, bad only one, Himera, on the north,
as late as the age of Thucydides.
Indeed, the dread
of the Etruscans long prevented the Greeks from passand it
ing the straits of Rhegium with their ships
;

was not

till

power of the Phothe Adriatic or Tyrrhene seas were

the rise of the naval

cians that either

well explored by them.
Rivalry soon followed ; both
nations endeavoured to possess themselves of Corsica ;
and the Etruscans, being joined by the Carthaginians,

fought a desperate battle with their Phocian antagowhich victory ultimately sided with the latter.
They were equally unfortunate in their naval wars
with the Dorians of Cnidos and Rhodes, who had
made a settlement on the island of Lipara. In the
time of Pausanias, a consecrated offering of the Lipareans was seen at Delphi, made from the spoils of the
Another trophy of the victory of the
Tyrrhenians.
Greeks over them has been brought to light in our
own times. In the year 474 B.C., the people of Cumse, in Campania, being engaged in war with the Tyrrhenians, called in the aid of Hiero, tyrant of Syracuse,
by whom they were totally defeated ; and Greece, as
Pindar says {Pyth., 1,72), was delivered from slavery.
In 1817, a brazen helmet was discovered among the
ruins of Olympia, with an inscription to the following
effect : " Hiero, son of Dinomeus, and the Syracusans
nists, in

been formed Trusicus,
OP, Opscus and
Oscus ; so that Tvp^Tjvoi or Tvparjvoi, and Tusci,
are only the Asiatic and Italic forms of one and the
same name." {Etrusker, vol 1, p. 100 ) The time
of such a colonization can, of course, only be fixed by
Miiller supposes it to have coincided
approximation.
with the Ionic migration, and to have been occasioned
by it. The Umbrians were powerful in the land of
which the new colonists took possession, and long
wars must have been carried on with them before
they were dispossessed of the three hundred towns (consecrate) to Jupiter, Tyrrhenian (arms) from Cuwhich Pliny (3, 19) says they once held in the coun- mae." Two other helmets without inscriptions, but no
To the south the Etru- doubt part of the same votive offering, were found at
try afterward called Etruria.
Id.
rians extended themselves to the banks of the Tiber, the same time.
{Boeckh, Corp. InscripL, 1, 34.
and even beyond it into Latium, as the name of Tus- ad Pind., vol. 1, p. 224.) In opposition to the theory
culum proves. According to their own -traditions, the of Miiller, however, another one has been advocated,
same Tarchon who founded the twelve cities of Etru- with his usual ability and learning, by the celebrated
He makes the name Tyrseni or Tyrrheni,
ria led a colony across the Apennines and founded Niebuhr.
Of such a tradition, the historian in Italy, to have belonged originally and properly to
twelve other cities.
can receive no more than the fact, that Etruria, in the the Pelasgian population, and the Etruscans to have
valley of the Po, was colonized from the southern come in from the Rhetian Alps, and to have conquerEtruria.
Bologna, anciently Felsina, which stands ed the previous inhabitants. These new-comers he
where the Apennines descend into the fertile plains makes to have been the Rasence of Dionysius, wherewhich border the Po, was probably the first of these as Miiller, it will be remembered, considers the Ra^^
colonies, as it is called by Pliny (3, 20),
princeps senae to have formed the primitive population of the
quondam EtruricE ;" the names of most of the others land, and to have been conquered by the Tyrrheni.
A stone, with an Etruscan inscription, In reply to the question that very naturally presents
are uncertain.
has been found (Lanzi, vol. 2, p. 649) as far to the itself, why, if the Etruscans were a foreign and distinct
westward as Alessandria. Atria and Spina, near the race, the Greek writers, nevertheless, invariably called
mouth of the Po, were certainly Tuscan cities, and them Tyrseni, and Etruria Tyrsenia, Niebuhr remarks, that the Etruscans had no more title to the
very important from their commerce with the Adriatic
that

from the root

Truscics,

Tuscus

;

as from the root

—

—

;

but the foundation of both was claimed for the PelasThe
gians of Thessaly or the followers of Diomede.
same story of twelve colonies is repeated in reference
Miilto the settlement of the Etruscans in Campania.
ler supposes these to be really colonies from Etruria,
in opposition to the opinion of Niebuhr, who thinks
they were founded by Pelasgian Tyrrhenians, confounded with the Etruscans from identity of name.
At all events, the amount of Etruscan population in
Campania cannot have been great, since the Oscan
language, not the Etruscan, prevailed there ; and not
a single Etruscan inscription has been found in this
whole district. This land of luxurious indulgence
appears to have exerted its usual influence on the
Etruscans, and they yielded the possession of it with
little resistance to the Samnites, who poured down
from the hills on the fertile plains of Campania.
In
their Italian settlement, the Tyrrhenians appear to
have retained long the practice of piracy, which had
made their name notorious in the Grecian seas indeed, it is sometimes difficult to decide whether the
imputation falls on the Etruscans or the Tyrrhenians of
;

name

of Tyrsenians, than the English to that of Brit-

ons, or the Spanish Creoles to that of Mexicans or
Peruvians: the strange name was acquired in all these
cases, according to him, in precisely the same way.
The whole theory is undoubtedly a very plausible

but the difficulties with which it is encumbered
;
are so numerous, that we cannot hesitate to yield an
assent to the more rational view taken by Miiller of

one

but diflScult subject.
(Consult iVj«Hist., vol. 1, p. 82, seqq., and 89, ed. 2, p.
ed. 3.—Hisi. of Rome, p. 78, Libr. Us.

this interesting

buhr,

Rom.

38 and 108,
Knowl.)

Domestic Manners, National Character,

<fc.,

of the

Etrurians.
It is not an easy task to paint the domestic manners
and national character of a people who have transmitted no living image of themselves to posterity in lite-

The basis of the national prosperof the Etrurians was agriculture, to which their
and climate were well adapted, and which has always flourished in Tuscany, when the beneficence of
rary compositions.
ity
soil

'
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nature has not been counteracted by misgovernment
and absurd legislation. But Etruria was not, like
Campania, a land of spontaneous fertility the industry

i

I

;

|

and uigenuity of man were required

to adapt cultivation
to the various qualities of the land, and to curb the inundations of the Po in the provinces on the Adriatic.

of a power exerted only at long intervals in the production of being, and absorbing into itself all that it
The symbols of this
had produced, to create again.
power were the Dii involuti of Etrurian theology,
whose names were unknown, and who were not obof them Jupiter himself
jects of popular worship
asked counsel the Dii Consantes, twelve in number,
six of either sex, presided over the existing order of
Their inthings, and received homage and sacrifice.
tervention in human affairs was chiefly manifested in
omens of impending evil, to be averted by gloomy, and
;

Their primitive manners were simple the distaff of
Tanaquil was long preserved in the temple of Sancus
and a passage of Juvenal (6, 288) seems to
at Rome
imply, that in domestic industry and virtue there was
a close resemblance between the Tuscan and the Roman nations in early times. Their extensive conquests, and bold and skilful navigation, are a sufficient

:

;

;

If morality may have gained
often cruel expiations.
something by the Etrurian religion's having furnished

But
proof of the energy of their national character.
when commerce and conquests in Southern Italy had
placed in their reach the means of indulgence, they
seized upon them with the avidity of a half-barbarous
people : and luxury, instead of being the handmaid of
refinement and elegance, ministered to vain splendour
and sensual voluptuousness. Diodorus (5, 40) describes, from Posidonius, their tables loaded twice a
day (which, to abstemious Greeks, seemed the excess

nothing answering to the sportive, but licentious mythology of the Greeks, poetry and art undoubtedly sufThe same want of lively and cheerful imaginafered.
tion characterized their doctrine of the immortality of
the soul
their subterranean world was a Tartarus
Nowhere was superstition rewithout an Elysium.
duced so completely to system. The regions of the
heavens were divided and subdivided according to the
Etrurian discipline, that every portent might have its
of gluttony), their embroidered draperies, their drink- accurate interpretation ; the phenomena of the atmoand their hosts of slaves. sphere, especially thunder and lightning, were observed
ing- vessels of gold and silver,
Athenaeus gives much darker shades to his picture of and classed with a minuteness which might have furmanners
of
the corruption
produced by wealth expend- nished the rudiments of a science, had the observers
ed wholly in the gratification of the senses. That the been philosophers instead of priests but which, in
epithets of pinguis and obcsiis, which the Romans ap- fact, only augmented the subservience of the multitude
plied to the Etruscans, were not wholly suggested by to those who claimed the exclusive knowledge of the
national malice, is evident from the recumbent figures methods by which the gods might be propitiated.
It
on the covers of the sarcophagi. From the Etruscans is unnecessary to say that philosophy, in the Grecian
It
the Romans borrowed their combats of gladiators.
sense of the word, free speculation on man, nature, and
should seem, however, that the horrible practice of in- providence, combining its results into a system, was
Some practical knowledge ol
troducing them at banquets belonged chiefly to the unknown in Etruria.
the the laws of nature cannot be denied to a people who
Etrurians of Campania, and especially to Capua
focus of all the vices which spring from luxury, neither executed such works in architecture and hydraulics
Of the as the Etruscans but we are not aware that the dissoftened by humanity nor refined by taste.
Etrurian music we have spoken in mentioning the covery or demonstration of a single scientific truth can
It was almost the only
The form of the Etrurian
be claimed for them.
proofs of their Lydian origin.
branch of art in which invention is attributed to them government, in which the same order were both arisand even here the invention related tocracy and priesthood, effectually prevented the mind
by the ancients
we read of no mood ascribed of the nation from expending itself in its natural
only to the instrument
to them.
Their celebrity, both in this and the plastic growth.
To the Lucumones, an hereditary nobility,
a
art, was owing, in
great measure, to their being the Tages revealed the religious usages which the people
was
of
a
whose
so
and they kept to themselves the
were
to
observe
people
decidedly
neighbours
genius
averse from both as that of the Romans
who, till they knowledge of this system, with the power of applying
became acquainted with the Greeks, derived all the it as they thought best for perpetuating their own modecorative part of their system of public and private nopoly.
In their civil capacity, the Lucumones formhave no historical means ed the ruling body in all the cities of Etruria.
In earlife from the Etrurians.
of determining whether the Etrurians borrowed from lier times we read of kings, not of the whole country,
the Greeks their successive improvements in sculpture but of separate states, whose power, no doubt, was
but they
and statuary, or proceeded in an independent track
greatly narrowed by that of the aristocracy
the fact which we shall have to produce respecting disappear after a time altogether, as from the Grecian
while no body corresponding to
their alphabet, renders the former supposition more and Roman history
If this communication existed, it was
only the plcbs arose to represent the popular element of
probable.
the Tuscan style in art always bore the constitution.
to a certain point
It is difficult to fix the exact relaMviller ina resemblance to that of Egypt, and their most perfect tion t)f the great body of the ruling caste.
works had that rigidity, and want of varied and living clines to the opinion, that the cultivators of the soil
expression, which characterized Grecian sculpture be- were chiefly bondsmen to the land-owners, as the PeThat
fore Phidias had fired his imagination with Homer's de- nestae in Thessaly, and the Helots in Sparta.
of Jupiter and Minerva, or Praxiteles had such a class existed in Etruria is certain
that it inscription
vision
of
the
his
of
marble
in
of
so
a
the
is
not
cludes
imbodied
Queen
Beauty.
proportion
people
problarge
and the only argument adduced in support of it
In all that department of art, or the contrary, in which able
mechanism without mind may attain perfection, the is the very doubtful assumption that the clients at
Etrurians were little inferior to the Greeks themselves. Rome were bondsmen of the patricians.
UnquestionAn Athenian poet {ap. Athen., 1, 28) celebrated their ably the Etrurian aristocracy kept the lower orders in
works in metal as the best of their kind alluding political subjection, and the nation was thus prevented
their drinking- vessels and lamps, candelabra from rising to that eminence to which it might have
probably to
and tripods. The religion of the Greeks lent a pow- attained but its general prosperity is a proof that the
that of the Etru- government was not tyrannically exercised.
The
erful aid in perfecting the plastic art
to them, had nothing to spirit of democracy appears not even to have stirred,
rians, as far as it was peculiar
of the artist, or to exalt so as to awaken the fears of the ruling caste, and lead
impregnate the native fancy
his conceptions to sublimity.
They appear to have them to severity. The msurrectionsof which we read
Etruria was
held an opinion, which we find both in the Northern are especially attributed to the slaves.
and Hindu theology, that the gods themselves were fertile in corn, especially in spell the far or ador of
of which the meal furnished the puis,
like the system over which they presided, the effects the Romans
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

We

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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which was the ancient food .of the inhabitants of all judge what their architecture really was and even here
and agriculture formed the most we find very few traces of it. {Muller, Etrusker,
this part of Italy
The iron-mines of Ilva, now rol. 2, p 24.) It is nearly allied to the Doric, and not
honourable occupation.
Elba, and others on the mainland of Etruria connected properly a distinct order; whether so allied in consewith them, furnished a richer supply, and of a purer quence of the affinity of the Etrurians and Greeks, or
the same borrowed by the former, and varied to adapt it to edifices
quality than any other in the ancient world
island produced the copper for their coinage, and for of wood, as theirs commonly were, appears dotibtful.
Within these sepulchral chambers were disposed cintheir works in brass.
urns of stone, sometimes ranged around the sides
erary
Works of Art, Antiquities, cfc., of the Etrurians.
on the ground sometimes on an amphitheatre of steps
Enough remains of Etruscan art to justify what an- and sometimes in niches, like the Roman columbaria.
cient authors have said of the population, wealth, and Instances of bodies interred without burning are very
The walls of their cities rarely rare. The urns themselves are commonly of tufo or
luxury of this people.
exhibit that gigantic species of dike-building which has alabaster, and of an oblong form, about two feet in
been called the Cyclopean architecture, and which is length, and of the same height, including the cover, on
found in Asia Minor, in the Peloponnesus, and the re- which the recumbent figure of the deceased is often
mains of the ancient towns of Latium and Samnium. carved. In the sepulchres of Volterra, urns of baked
in
Micali considers the walls of Cosa as the only specimen earth are very rare, stone being there abundant
but if the cri- those of Chusium and Montepulciano they are comin Etruria of the Cyclopean manner
The urns of baked clay were meant to contain
terion be the use of polygonal masses of stone without mon.
cement, instead of parallelopipedal, the plate {-pi. 12) ashes, and must not be confounded with the fictile
which he has given of the gate and wall of Signium vases which are very commonly found in the Etrurian
As they were first discovered in Etruria,
(Segni) shows that it partakes of the character of this sepulchres.
class.
But, in general, they built their walls, as may the name of Etruscan was given to them, and continbe seen at Volterra, Populonia, and Rusellae, of vast ued to be used after it was known that they were found
blocks of parallelopipedal form, which their own weight more abundantly in the sepulchres of Magna Graecia,
retained in their places, without the use of mortar. and even in Attica and the islands of the <^gean.
The gate of Segni, before mentioned, shows something That the custom of depositing them in sepulchres, for
of the earliest attempt at constructing an arch, by whatever purpose, was common to Etruria and to the
but there is no reason to
the gradual approximation of the stones which form south of Italy, is certain
Etruria does not exhibit any specimens suppose that it originated in Etruria, or that those
the sides.
of the mode of building practised in the treasuries of which are found in Campanian or Sicilian sepulchres
On the contrary, it is
Atreus and Minyas, in which the walls of a circular are of Etrurian manufacture.
building converge so as to meet at the top in the form probable that those found in Etruria are the production
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

A recent traveller, Delia Marmora, has
of a beehive.
discovered several of this kind in the island of Sarare indebted for by far the most numerous
dinia.
of our Etruscan antiquities to the care with which this
people provided themselves with durable places of
sepulture, and their custom of interring with the body
To the opening
various articles of metal and of clay.
of the kypogea of Volterra, we owe the revival of this
Some of these repositories
branch of antiquarian lore.
belonged to ancient towns, whose existence might have
been unknown but for the necropolis which marks
their vicinity.
Inghirami has given an interesting account {Ser. 4) of two of these; one at Castellaccio,
not far from Viterbo, the other at Orchia, about fourteen miles to the southwest of that city.
Castellaccio
was the Castellum Axium mentioned by Cicero in his
oration for Caecina (c. 7), the site of which Cluverius
The traces of the walls
declared to be unknown.
themselves are very visible in the large oblong blocks
of peperino joined without cement, and convex outward, in the usual style of the old Etruscan fortifications.
The steep banks of the stream, being composed
of a tufo easily wrought, have been hewn oat for
nearly a mile into grotto-sepulchres, the face of the
rock being cut into the representation of a doorway,
while the real entrance to the hypog^m is below, and
closed with large stones.
Examples of this kind of
sepulchre are found in Persia, in Palestine, and in

We

Asia Minor
vol. 2, p.

{WalpoWs Memoirs,

206, 524)

;

but

in

vol.

1,

p.

these the entrance

231
is

;

by

the sculptured portal, which in the Etrurian sepulThe architecture
chres served only as an ornament.
is
evidently of an age when the Greek
embellishments had become known in Etruria but
the shortness of the pillars, the length of the intercolumniation, and the heaviness of the upper parts,
agree very well with the character which Vitruvius
"
to the Tuscan
lari-

of these tombs

;

VariccB,
buildings,
As time has not spared
cephalce et humiles et latcty
a single public edifice of the Etrurians, it is
only by

(3, 3) gives

means of

their sepulchres, or the representations of
and bas-reliefs, that we can

their buildings in
paintings

of Greek artists ; their subject, their style of painting
and design, are completely Greek ; and though the
Etruscans have inscribed every other work of art with
their own characters, no painted vase has yet been

The
found with any other than a Greek inscription.
single exception found probably at Volterra, and mentioned by Inghirami (Ser. 5, Tab. 55, N. 8). is Greek
The ancients freboth in its style and its words.
quently celebrate the pottery of the Etrurians, but do
not attribute to them any particular skill in painting
them.
The vases of Arretium, so frequently mentioned in the classics, are of quite a different kind
from those found in sepulchres
fragments of them
abound in the neighbourhood of Arezzo, and Inghirami has engraved some of them. They are of very
fine clay, of a bright red colour, and with figures in
relief, modelled after Greek patterns probably, but
Statues of the gods in clay,
with Latin inscriptions.
;

of

Tuscan

man

fabric,

temples

in

were the chief ornaments of the Rothe earliest times.

{Juv., 11, 115.)

Every collection of antiquities contains specimens of
what are called Etruscan patera, very generally found
with the urns and vases in the sepulchral chambers.
They are shallow disks of brass, frequently without
any concavity, but bordered by a rim slightly raised,
On the disk
and having a handle of the same metal.
are generally engraved scenes of mythological and hea
roic history, with legends in the heroic character
circumstance which has rendered them })eculiarly imto the antiquary for comparing the Etruscan
;

portant

It seems singular that
of patera should ever have been applied to
them
far from being suitable for drinking-vessels,
of wine
they could not even hold the small quantity

mythology with the Greek.
the

name
;

a libation

and, wherever
necessary for a libation
is performed
it
represented on ancient monuments,
with a vessel, comparatively shallow, indeed, as its
name implies, but very diflferent from an Etruscan paa handle, except in some untera, and always without
has published
skilful restorations.
Inghirami, who
two series of these antiquities, contends at great lengtb
the common name, and calls them sveccki misagainst
^
;
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tici.

we have

really mirrors

little

remarkable that the Etruscan F, in
It
scriptions.
proper names, always answers to the Latin V, as Fif i
is

Inghirami easily finds a mystical meaning for
The metal of which to Vibius, Felethri to Volaierra, Menarfe to Minerva ;
everything belonging to them.
Miiller (vol. 2, p. 300) takes occasion to disthey are invariably composed, brass, alludes to the fir- whence
mament, conceived by the ancients to be a ;fa/LKo6aref pute the opinion of Bishop Marsh, that the Latin F rep"
that it is only before
6(J,
spread out like a molten mirror" (Joi)Xxvii., 18); resented the digamma, observing
The same charactheir circular form to the perfection of which this fig- R that the digamma becomes F.
So that there seems
ter was also used for H and Th.
If they had happened to be oval,
ure is an emblem.
he would still have been at no loss, for he explains the in fact to have been one letter for the labial, dental,
and guttural aspirate. The vowel O appears to have
usually elliptical forms of the fictile vases as alluding
for Q they
to that deterioration of its nature which the soul un- been unknown to the Tuscan language
As used chf and cf. Of the Greek forms V and Y, which
dergoes when it enters into union with the body.
many articles of female ornament have been found in both occur on early monuments, they have chiefly used
the former, but not exclusively. For
fibulae, hair-bodkins, collars, bracelets
they have the
sepulchres
form which is frequent in Boeotian inscriptions, resemit is an obvious conjecture, that the mirrors were a
for
a
double
anchor
cross
S
real part of the toilet of the deceased, consigned to the bling an inverted
"i^,
and Q, are unknown to their
same grave with her on the principle that what was Z, and the long vowels
their
few
With
most used and valued in life should be the companion alphabet.
very
exceptions,
writing is
Yet to this supposition it is an objection, from right to left ; and as this mode had been departin death.
that the slight convexity which some of them have is ed from by the Greeks in their earliest extant inscripOQ the polished side, a circumstance which, as it would tions, which may, perhaps, ascend to the fortieth Olyminterfere with their use as real mirrors, suggests that piad (620 B.C.), it seems reasonable to admit that the
into Etruria was something earthey may have been emblematical of the sacerdotal of- introduction of writing
lier.
Demaratus, who is said to have brought both
fice borne by the female with whom they were interred.
painting and letters from Corinth, if really expelled by
Etrurian Language and Literature.
Cypselus, must have lived about the thirtieth Olympiad.
The literature of the Etrurians presents the singu- A more recent character, which is commonly found in
lar phenomenon of an alphabet perfectly deciphered,
to have been introduced
sepulchral inscriptions, seems
along with a language completely unintelligible. Such about the end of the third century after the building of
a combination is so strange, that we find more than Rome
at which time, according to Miiller (vol. 2, p.
one writer alleging that the language is Greek, and ap- 301), the Latin alphabet was also formed
but from
to
in
the
without
The Umbrians apalphabet,
pealing
proof
suspecting the Greek, not from the Etruscan.
the want of connexion between premises and conclupear to have adopted the Etruscan alphabet, though
sions.
When the Eugubine tables were discovered in their language was essentially different, and more reThe Oscan al1444, they were supposed to be in the Egyptian char- sembling the Oscan than the Latin.
Reinesius suspected them to be Punic
acter
and, phabet also appears to have been borrowed from the
It is dilthough they gradually acquired the name of Etruscan, Etruscan, not immediately from the Greek.
the real force of the letters was not discovered till ficull to
say when the Etruscan character fell into enthe style of ornament on some of the urns
1732, when Bourguet ascertained it by comparing the tire disuse
two tables which are in the Latin character with one on which it is found refers them to the times of the
in the Etruscan, which he had happily divined to be Roman
The language of Etruria never havempire.

doabt

;

;

—

—

X

;

;

H

;

;

;

;

;

;

Gori, a few years later,
published his alphabet, which, in all important points,
has been confirmed by subsequent inquiries the great
improvement made in it by Lanzi was, that he detected a 2 in the letter M, which till then had been taken
The principles of Greek paleography have
for an m.
been lately established, on a more solid basis than beand by the help of these and the lafore, by Bockh
bours of his predecessors, Miiller has arrived at the
conclusion, that the Etruscan alphabet has not been
derived immediately from the Phoenicians, but from
the Greeks.
Very few forms occur in it which are
not found in the early Greek inscriptions
while, on
the other hand, it does not contain some of those which
the Greeks retained a considerable time after they received them from the Phoenicians
and, again, the

nearly equivalent in sense.

:

;

:

;

Etruscans have some

which the Greeks added
Other Etruscan letters
to their Phoenician alphabet.
have never yet been found in any Greek inscription,
letters

so that it is impossible to point out any specific age or
form of the Greek alphabet which the Etruscans may
be supposed to have adopted once for all. The Phrygian inscription from the tomb of Midas ( Walpole, vol.
2, p. 207) bears no closer resemblance to the Etruscan
in the Carian
than other very old Greek inscriptions
:

inscription {lb., p. 530) there are many letters which
The letters B, T, A do not
differ from the Etruscan.

appear to have had any corresponding sounds in the
Etruscan language, and the first and last never occur.
r is found in the form C, in which it appears on the
The digamma F occurs both
coins of Magna Graecia.
in this form and in that of 3, which is found in Greek
they had also for the same
inscriptions and on coins
sound the character 8, for which a circular square with
;

crossing lines
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is

also used, as in the oldest

Greek

in-

of literature (for its
ing been polished by the influence
histories were probably mere chronicles, and its theoand manuals of a gloomy sulogical writings, liturgies
harsh to the ear and uncouth to
\perstition), remained
ihe eye.
Such combinations of letters as aplc, srancxl^ ^K'Jv*
ihunchulthl {Miiller, vol. 2, p. 288), can scarcely have
been pronounced at all without the intervention of a
short vowel, after the manner of the Oriental languaIn regard to the interpretation of the language,
ges.
it must be
acknowledged, that all the labour which has
hitherto been bestowed upon it, though valuable for its
,

been nearly

fruitless in respect
Lanzi, abandoning the former method of Oriental and Northern etymology, endeavoured to explain the Etruscan from the Pelasgic,
it was natural to expect a more favourable issue : a
close afl[inity, if not identity, of the two nations, was

collateral results, has
to its direct object.

When

maintained by

were

many

visibly the
pearance of his

of the ancients, and the alphabets
For many years after the ap-

same.

Saggio

di

Lingua Etrusca

(3 vols.

8vo, 1789), his explanations were generally acquiesced
in, and made the basis of other etymological speculations.
But, when time had been given for examination, it could not but be perceived that his modes of
proceeding were too arbitrary to warrant confidence ;
that he could produce no evidence of the actual existence of many of the words and forms which he supto identify them with the
posed to be Greek, in order
Etruscan and that other monuments, discovered since
his time, could not be in any way explained by his system. Niebuhr, in his Roman history, avers that, among
all the Etruscan words of which explanations have been
;

avil ril (" vixit annos''), seem to
pretended, only two,
have been really explained ; and of these Miiller assures us (vol. 1, p. 64), and apparently with goad rea-

HIE

HIE
•on, that avil (" cE»um") signifies, not vixit, but attatis.
Miiller's observations on this subject are particularly

deserving of attention at the present moment, when
extravagant expectations appear to be entertained of
the enlargement of our historical knowledge by the
*'
might give much
comparison of languages.
ampler information, if, after Lanzi's method, we sought

We

monuments of the Etruscan language for single
sounds resembling the Greek and Latin
and, persuaded that similar sounds must have a similar meanto explain all that could not be
endeavoured
ing,
brought to agree by an arbitrary prosthesis, epenlheWithsis, paragoge, and similar cheap expedients.

in the

;

out blaming the learned Italian, in whose time the
most eminent literati had very confused ideas of the
formation of language, we may maintain that his leading principle, that analogy is the character only of
cultivated languages, and that the ruder any language is, the greater liberty might be taken in the
This may justify us for
use of it, is entirely false.

having paid so little regard to etymologies, which, as
they are arbitrary in themselves, suppose an arbitrary
character in the language to which they are applied.
If we use only genuine monuments, and require a
certain evidence for every explanation of a root or a
grammatical form, our apparent knowledge of the
Etruscan language shrinks almost to nothing. It is
not probable that the application of the still existing
remains of the languages of the north and northwest
of Europe should have those beneficial results for our
knowledge of the Etruscan which some appear to anThe Germans and Celts are originally diticipate.
vided from the nations on the Mediterranean by their

—

(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, pt. I, p. 510.) II. A city
in the southwestern angle of Phrygia, near the confinei
of Lydia, and northwest of Laodicea.
This city was
celebrated for
Cass., 68,

its

warm

27.— P/tny,

springs.

(Strabo, 629.

— Dio

The waters of Hier5, 32.)
for their petrifying or stalac-

were remarkable
and Chandler affirms, that a cliff near
the ancient town was one entire incrustation.
{TravBesides this singular
els in Asia Minor, p. 287.)
a rein
of
town
the
waters
this
possessed,
property,
markable degree, that of serving for the purposes of

apolis
tital

properties,

It is now called by the
{Strabo, 630.)
ot the Castle of Cotton, because the neighbouring rocks resemble that substance
in their whiteness, a colour produced by the stalactital
incrustations already alluded to.
{Chandler, p. 290.

the dyer.

Turks Pambuk- Kalassi,

— Cramer'' s Asia Minor,
HiERicHus
-ovvTog.)

vol. 2, p. 37, seq.)

(gen. -untis
Vid. Jericho.

;

in

Greek

'lepixovc,

gen

HiERO, I. succeeded his brother Gelon, as tyrant
He committed many
or ruler of Syracuse, B.C. 478.
acts of violence, encouraged spies, and kept a mercearound his person. He was ambitious of

nary guard
sucextending his dominion, and his attempts proved
cessful.
After the death of Theron, prince of Agriwas
gentum, Hiero defeated his son Thrasydaeus, who
He took
soon after expelled by his countrymen.
Naxus and Catana, and, having driven away the inhabitants from both towns, he replaced them by SyraHe changed the
cusan and Peloponnesian colonists.
name of Catana to iEtna, and he himself assumed the
title

of ^tnaeus {Airvaiog).

Having joined

his fleet

Cuma?, he succeeded in clearlocality in a very marked manner
they onlv gradually ing the Tyrrhenian Sea of the Etruscan and other piHis chariots repeatedly won
rates who infested it.
approach these and come into collision with them
and, even though the languages of both nations may the prize at the Olympic games, and his success on
belong to that great family which, from time immemo- those occasions formed the theme of some of the odes
of Pindar, who was his guest and friend,
rial, has diffused itself through Europe and Asia, yet
^schylus,
they have distinct peculiarities, which we have no Simonides, Bacchylides, and Epicharmus were also
to that of the people of

;

;

reason to believe are found in those of

Italy.

The

^'undamental and indelible characteristic of the Celtic

j&nguages seems

well received at the court of Hiero, who was fond of
Hiero died at Catana,
the society of learned men.
B C. 476, and was succeeded by his brother Thrasywithout
any of his good
bulus, who had all his faults
and was at last driven away by the Syracu-

mark grammatical
forms by aspirations and other changes of the initial
a thing not practised in any other Euroconsonants
qualities,
but found in all branches of the Celtic, sans, who restored the
government to the commonpean language,
and
Bas
Breton.
This
Cornish,
Welsh,
Gaelic, Irish,
wealth.
{Diod. Sic, 11, 48, seqq.) JEUan gives
mutability of the consonants is a circumstance which Hiero credit for a much better character than Diodomust be perceptible, even in a small number of writ- rus ; probably because the latter part of his reign,
ten remains, and which could not well have escaped after he had
his authority, was better
firmly established
us had the Etruscan been the Celtic.
The Iberian than the commencement. {JElian, 9, 1.) II. The
family, once widely diffused on the shores of the Med- second of the name, son of Hierocles, a wealty citizen
iterranean, may have dwelt in close vicinity to the of Syracuse, and a descendant of Gelon, distinguishEtruscans but the remains of its language in the ed himself in early life by his brilliant qualities, and
Basque are completely different from those of the rest served with distinction also under Pyrrhus in his Siof Europe, and its grammar shows so little affinity with cilian
After Pyrrhus had suddenly abancampaigns.
what we know of the Etruscan as to afford very slight doned
found themselves threatSicily, the Syracusans
support to the opinion of the affinity of the two nations. ened on one side by the Carthaginians, and on the
What may have been the relation of the Tuscan to the other by the Mamertines, a band of Campanian merof
extinct Ligurian, or to the language of those
Alpine cenaries, who had treacherously taken possession
tribes whose names alone are preserved in
The Syracusan troops, being in want of a
history, is Messana.
and the
a question respecting which we have not even a
glim- trusty leader, chose Hiero by acclamation,
mering of knowledge." {Muller, Etrusker, vol.°l, p. senate and citizens, after some demur, ratified the
64, seriq.
Edinburgh Review, vol. 50, p. 372-396.) choice, B.C. 275. After various successful operations
HiBERNiA.
Vid lerne.
Hiero returned to Syracuse,
against the Mamertines,
HiERAPOLis, I. a city of Syria near the Euphrates, where, through the influence of Leptines, his father-inhe
south of Zeugma.
It derived its Greek name
{Holy law, a leading man among the aristocratic party,
Shortly after, the
City) from the circumstance of the Syrian goddess was proclaimed king, B.C. 270.
Atergatis being worshipped there.
By the Syrians it Mamertines at Messana quarrelled with the Carthawas called Bambyce or Mabog. With the introducto introduce a garrison into
ginians, who had managed
tion of Christianity, its
of The citadel, and drove them out, upon which the Carthareputation and
to be, that they

;

—

;

—

prosperity

course declined.
Constantine, it is true, made it the
capital of the newly-erected province of Euphratesia;
but this proved of little avail.
It suffered "much during subsequent reigns from the inroads of the Persians.
It is now Mamhedsch or
Bambig, a deserted
place, with

many

parts of the ancient wall standing.

in

to join his forces to theirs,
ginians invited Hiero
Hiero
order to drive the Mamertines out of Sicily.
under the walls of Messana
having assented, encamped
on one side, and the Carthaginians fixed their camp
on the other, while their squadron guarded the strait.
meanwhile, had applied to the Romans

The Mamertines,
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for assistanca, claiming a common origin with them,
as being descended from Mars, called Mamers or Mamertus in the Oscan language ; and Rome eagerly
seized this opportunity of obtaining a fooling in Sicily.

The

consul Appius Claudius marched to Rhegium,
and, having contrived to pass the strait in the night unobserved by the Carthaginian cruisers, he surprised
Hiero's camp, routed the soldiers, and obliged the
monarch himself to seek safety in flight. The consul
next attacked the Carthaginian camp with the same
success, and this was the beginning of the first Punic
War, 265 B.C. In the following year the Romans
took Tauromenium and Catana, and advanced to the
walls of Syracuse, when Hiero sued for peace, which
he obtained on condition of paying 100 talents of silver,
and supplying the Roman army with provisions. He
punctually fulfilled his engagements, remaining faithful
to Rome during the whole of the war, and by his supplies was of great service to the Roman armies, especially during ihe long sieges of Agrigentum and Lilyboeum. Hiero was included in the peace between Rome
and Carthage, by which his territories were secured to
him, and he remained in friendship with both states.

He

even assisted Carthage at a very critical moment,
by sending her supplies of provisions during the war
which she had to sustam against her mercenaries.
The period of peace which elapsed between the end of
the first and the beginning of the second Punic wars,
from 241 to 218 B.C, was most glorious for Hiero,
and most prosperous for Syracuse. Commerce and
agriculture flourished, and wealth and population inHiero paid parcreased to an extraordinary degree.

—

A

new Plalonist, who
Rom., Amsl., 1735, 4to. IV.
flourished at Alexandrea about the middle of the fifth
He has left us a commintary " on the Goldcentury.
en Verses of Pythagoras," and a treatise " on ProviThe end of Hierodence, Destiny, and Free-will."

show the agreement which exists in respect
of these doctrines between Plato and Aristotle
to rethe
fute
systems of Epicurus and the Stoics to confound those who pretend to read the decrees of destiny
in the nativities of men, or who believe that the determinations of Providence may be influenced by enchantments or mystic ceremonies those, in fine, who
have the misfortune to deny an existing Providence.

cles is to

;

;

;

We

have only extracts from this latter work made by
Photius, and an abridgement by an unknown hand.
Stobaeus has preserved for ur> some fragments of a
work of Hierocles on the worship of the gods (Iltjf
role 9eoif xpVf^T^ov), or, rather, a chapter belonging to
some large work which treated of various pomts of
ethics.

The same

Stobaeus has preserved fragments

" On
of other productions of Hierocles,
Justice," "On
the Conduct due towards Parents," '*0n Marrriage,"
" On Fraternal
&c. There exists
un-

Love,"

also,

name

of Hierocles, a collection of insipid
Facetiae {'AoTEca), containing an account of the ridiculous actions and sayings of book-learned men and

der the

In all likelihood, however, it was written by
pedants.
some other individual of the same name, and not by
The best edition of the Commentary
the philosopher
on the Golden Verses, and of the Fragments, &c., is
The editor,
that of Needham, Lond , 1709, 8vo.
however, has made some rash emendations, which di-

—

The edition of Pearson,
ticular attention to the administration of the finances, minish the value of the work.
and made wise regulations for the collection of the Lond., 1654, 8vo, is also a very good one. The best
is that of Ashton
tithe or tax on land, which remained in force throughseparate edition of the Commentary
out Sicily long after his time, and are mentioned with and Warren, Lond., 1742, 8vo, and of the Facetict,
{Cic. in that of Schier, Lips., 1750-1768, 8vo.— V. A prefect
praise by Cicero as the Lex Hieronica.
Hiero introduced the custom of letting of Bithynia, and afterward of Alexandrea, who is said
Verr., 2 et 3.)
He embel- by Lactantius to have been the prmcipal adviser of the
the tax to farm every year by auction.
lished and strengthened Syracuse, and built large persecution of the Christians in the reign of Diodetrust
the
Id de Morte Peraccount sian.
{Lactant., Inst. Div„ 5, 2.
ships, one of which, if we are to
He also wrote two works against Chrisgiven of it by Athenaeus (5, p. 206), was of most extra- sec, c. 17.)
This ship he tianity, entitled Adyoc <l>i?.a?iJj6eie irpbc rovf Xptariaordinary dimensions and magnificence.
Archim- vovc (" Truth-loving words to the Christians^'), in
sent as a present to Ptolemy Philadelphus.
When the second which, according to liactantius, he endeavoured to
edes lived under Hiero's reign.
Punic war broke out, Hiero continued true to his Ro- show that the Scriptures overthrow themselves by the
man alliance, and, after the Trasymenian defeat, he contradictions with which they abound He also resent a fleet to Ostia with provisions and other gifts, viled Paul, and Peter, and the other disciples, as propand a body of light troops to the assistance of Rome. agators of falsehood. He endeavoured to destroy the
He lived to see the battle of Cannae, after which his effect of our Saviour's miracles, though he did not
son Gelon embraced the part of the Carthaginians. deny the truth of them and he aimed to show, that
Gelon, however, died, not without suspicion of vio- like things, or even greater, had been done by Apollolence, and Hiero himself, being past ninety years of nius of Tyana.
{Laclant., Inst. Div., 5, 2, seq.)
Hieronica Lex. Vid. Hiero II.
age, ended his days soon after (B.C. ^16), leaving the
crown to his grandson Hieronymus. With Hiero the
HiEBONYMOs, I. grandson of Hiero II., monarch of
and independence of Syracuse may be said Syracuse, succeeded him on the throne at the age
prosperity
He was left by Hiero under
to have expired.
{Liv., lib. 22 et 22.—Polyh., lib. of fifteen (B.C. 216).

—

,

;

7.—Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 12, p. 195.)
HiERocLES, I. a rhetorician of Alabanda,

in Caria,

who

lived in the beginning of the first century before
He excelled in what Cicero termed
the Christian era.
the Asiatic style of eloquence.
{Cic, de Or at., 2,
II. A lawyer, who wrote a
23.
Id., Bnit., c. 95.)
work on veterinary medicine, addressed to Cassianus
Bassus, of which three chapters are preserved in the
"
sixteenth book of the
Geoponica." {Vid. GeoponiIII. Surnamed the grammarian, for distinction'
ca.)
sake from the philosopher of the same name, a Greek

—

—

—

writer supposed to have been contemporary with Justinian, but of whom one thing at least is certain, that
he was anterior to the tenth century. He composed,
title of ZvviKdrjfiOC (" Travelling Companion"), a description of the sixty-four provinces that
formed the Byzantine empire, and of the nine hundred
and thirty-five cities situate in them. The best edi-

under the

tion is that of
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Wesseling, in the Itineraria Veterum

the guardianship of several individuals, among whom
was Andronorus, his aunt's husband, who, seconded
by other courtiers, and with the view of monopolizing
the confidence of the young king, indulged him in all
The court of Syracuse,
his caprices and follies.

which, under Hiero, was orderly and respectable, soon
became as profligate as it had been under the younAndronorus persuaded Hieronymus,
ger Dionysius.
against the dying injunctions of his grandfather, to forsake the Roman alliance for that of Carthage, and
messengers for that purpose were sent to Hannibal in

and also to the senate of Carthage, which gladly
agreed to an alliance with Syracuse, in order to effect
War being at length
a diversion against the Romans.
declared by Rome, Hieronymus took the field with
15.000 men ; but a conspiracy broke out among the
soldiers, and he was murdered after a reign of about
Italy,

thirteen months.

On

the

news of

surrection took place at Syracuse

;

this,

a popular

n-

the daughters and

HIERONYMUS.

HIERONYMUS.

grand-daughters of Hicro wero murdered, and royalty
was abolished. But the people were distracted by factions, and by the mercenaries in their pay, and revolution succeeded revolution, until two adventurers of
Syracusan extraction, but natives of Carthage, who
had been sent by Hannibal to keep in countenance the
Carthaginian party in Syracuse, became possessed of
the chief power, and so provoked the Roman commander Marcellus that he laid siege to and took Syracuse.
Diod. Sic.,fragm.., lib. 26,
{Vid. Syracusae.
vol.

9,

seqg)

—

sonese.

p.
II.

—
—

— M,

Liv., 24, 4
24, 7,
Bip.
native of Cardia, in the Thracian Cherwas one of the companions of Alexander

369, ed.

A

He

the Great, and after his death attached himself to EuMade prisoner in the battle in which that
chieftain was betrayed by his own followers, he was

menes.

kindly treated by Antigonus, and entered into his service.
This prince intrusted him with the government
of Coelesyria and Phoenicia, and charged him with an
expedition, the object of which was to seize upon the
The expedition
country around the Lake Asphaltites.
did not succeed, owing to the opposition of the neigh-

bouring Arabs,

who supported themselves

by vending

the bitumen obtained from the lake.
After the defeat
of Antigonus at the battle of Ipsus, and his death,

Hieronymus remained

faithful to his

son Demetrius.

At

a later period he entered into the service of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, and accompanied him in his ItalHe survived this prince, and attained
ian campaign.
The principal work of Hieronthe age of 104 years.

ymus, and that on which

was

his reputation

was founded,

entitled 'laropiKo. 'Yiro/xv^jLtaTa (" Historic MeIn this production he developed the move-

moirs").

ments which followed the death of Alexander, the cabals and jealousies of the principal officers, the
bloody
wars to which their ambitious views gave rise, the deof
struction
the royal house of Macedonia, and the
birth of the new monarchies which dismembered the
empire of Alexander. The ancients, however, accused him of having been influenced too much by the
hatred he bore to Seleucus, Cassander, Ptolemy, but
above all to Lysiraachus, by whose orders Cardia, his
native city, had been destroyed.
They charge him
also with partiality towards Eumenes, Antigonus, and
A particular worthy of remark, and one
Pyrrhus.
which makes us regret more earnestly the loss of Hieronymus's work, is, that he is the first Greek writer
who entered into any details on the origin and antiqui-

he proceeded to Antioch.
Here he endured a severe
attack of illness, on his recovery from which he wandered through several towns and districts in search of
a retreat to his mind, which he found in a frightful desert
of Syria, scarcely inhabited by anything but wild beasts,
and a few human beings Uttle less ferocious.
He
was in his thirty-first year when he entered on this
in
which
he
life,
spent four years, occupied in an
intense study of the Scriptures, until his health began
be affected by this application and ascetic disciHe then repaired to Antioch, where he was
pline.
to

ordained a presbyter in 378 by Paulinus.

He

soon

after visited Constantinople, in order to avail himself
of the advice and instruction of Gregory Nazianzen ;

and, on his return, accompanied Paulinus to Rome,
where his merit and learning soon made him known to
Pope Damasus, who appointed him his secretary, and
also director to the Roman ladies who had devoted

themselves to a religious life.
During his residence
Rome he lodged at the house of a matron of the
name of Paula, a woman of rank and fortune, who afterward followed him with her daughters into the East.
This event exposed him to some scandal from his opponents the Origenists, and to more merited censure
from the relations and friends of the many weak females
whom he thus encouraged in their desertion of their
proper duties, and in the misapplication of their wealth
at

to the support of useless or pernicious institutions.
On
the death of Damasus, finding his situation at Rome

an uneasy one, Sericius, the successor of Damasus,
not having the same esteem for him that Damasus
had, he determined to return to the East, and accordingly embarked, in 385, with a great number of monks
and females whom he had induced to embrace the
He touched at Cyprus, where he vismonastic life.
ited Epiphanius, and,
thence to Jerusalem,

to his great grief,

arriving at Antioch, proceeded
and afterward to Egypt, where,
he found the tenets of Origen almost

He at length settled at Bethleuniversally prevalent.
hem, where the wealthy and devout Paula founded foui
for
three
monasteries,
females, and one for males under
Jerome. Here he pursued his studies with great ardour,
and wrote many of his best treatises ; and in these occupations he might have peaceably closed his days, but

of the opinions of Origen, which
involved him in the most acrimonious controversy for
many years with John, bishop of Jerusalem, his former
friend Rufinns of Aquileia, and Jovinian an Italian
ties of Rome
the war of Pyrrhus with the
In the year 410, when Rome was besieged by
republic monk.
afforded him probably an occasion for this.
Diodorus the Goths, he afforded an asylum to many who fled
Siculus derived considerable aid from the commenta- from that city to Jerusalem, but was very careful to
ries of Hieronymus, as did Plutarch also in his life of exclude all whom he deemed tinctured with
heresy.
Eumenes. (Consult Recherches sur la vie et sur les He died A.D. 422, in the ninety-first year of his age.
de
Jerome de Cardie, par VAbbi Sevin.
ouvrages
Many of the writings of Jerome have come down to
Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c., vol. 18, p. 20.
us. Several of them are merely controversial ; but there
Hist.
Lit.
vol.
are others of a more sterling and lasting value. These
ScMl,
3, p. 204, seqq.)—in.
Gr.,
peripatetic philosopher, bom in the island of Rhodes, are, his Treatise on the Lives and Writings of the
towards the close of the third century B.C.
Cicero elder Christian Fathers, and his Commentaries on the
praises his ability, but doubts the propriety of his Prophetical Books of the Old Testament, on the Gosbeing ranked under the peripatetic sect, since he pel of St. Matthew, and several of St. Paul's Epistles.
placed the summum bonum in freedom from painful But what may be regarded as his greatest work is a
emotion, a doctrine belonging to the Epicurean school. translation of the Books of both the Old and New
celebrated father of the Testament into Latin, which translation has been al{Cic., de Fin., 5, 5.)— IV.
church, better known by the English form of his name, ways highly valued in the Latin Church, and is that
St. Jerome, and accounted the most learned of all the known
It is a question
by the name of the Vulgate.
Latin fathers.
He was born of Christian parents, among the learned, how far, and whether at all, he imA.D. 331, on the confines of Pannonia and Dalmatia, bodied an older Italic version in his translation. It was
at the town of Stridon or Stridonium.
His father, the first effort at bringing the Scriptures within the reach
who was a man of rank and property, sent him to of the great multitude, who knew no other language
Rome for education, where he was placed under the but the Latin. It was a great and noble work, which
grammarian Donatus, known for his commentaries upon ought to place its author high among the benefactors
V irgil and Terence. He had also masters in rhetoric, of mankind.
of Jerome, that
Bishop Warburton says
Hebrew, and divinity, in which he made a great prog- " he is the only Father who can be called a critic on
ress.
After travelling through France and Italy, he the sacred writings, or who followed a just or reasonfirst printed edition
gave op friends and woridly pursuits to seek retirement able method of criticising."— The
ra the East, and
eventually reached Jerusalem, whence of the entire works of Jerome, as far as these have
for his detestation

;

— —

—

A

A
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reached as, appeared at Basle, from the press of Froben, under the care of Erasmus, 1516, 9 vols. fol.
Many subsequent editions have been published at Ly-

the ordinary name of the city, and Jerusalem becam«
nearly obsolete.
Upon the ascension to the throne,
however, of the Christian emperors, the name revived.

Rome, Paris, and Antwerp, but the best is that
of Vallarsi, Verona, 1734-1742, 11 vols, fol, and Venet, 1766, seqq., aim., 11 vols. 4to.
(BoAr, Gcsck.
Die Christiich-Rdndache Theologie, p.
Rom. Lit.
165, seqq.)
HiERosoLTMA (neut. plur.) (Jerusalem), a celebrated
The history of
city of Palestine, the capital of Judaea.
Abraham mentions, that Melchizedek, king of Salem,
came forth to meet him when he returned from the
slaughter of the kings {Gen,^ 14, 18), and it has been
generally supposed, that this Salem was the original of
It is more
the city which we are now considering.
certain, however, that, when the Israelites entered Canaan, they found the place in the occupation of the
Jehus ites, a tribe descended from Jebus, a son of Canaan, and the citv then bore the name of Jebus or Jebual {Josh. 15, 63.— W., 18, 23.—Consult ReUmd, PalThe lower city was taken and burned
ast., p. 834 )
by the children of Judah (Ji«f. 1, 8) after the death
of Joshua ; but the Jebusites had so strongly fortified
themselves in the upper city, on Mount Zion, that they
maintained themselves in possession of it till the time
That monarch, after his seven years' rule
of David.
over Judah in Hebron, became king of all Israel,
on which he expelled the Jebusites from Mount Zion,
and established here the metropolis of his kingdom.
The city now took the name of Jerusalem, a term
which denotes the abode, or (according to another de-

Jerusalem, thus restored, was much less in compass
than the ancient city. Mount Sion and Bezetha being
excluded.
The Jbllowing description of Jerusalem, ait
it
appeared just before the siege by Titus, is given by
Milman. {History of the Jews, vol. 3, p. 17, seqq.)
"
Jerusalem, at this period, was fortified by three walls,
in all those parts where it was not surrounded by abthere it had but one.
rupt and impassable ravines
Not that these walls stood one within the other, each
in a narrower circle running round the whole city ;
but each of the inner walls defended one of the several

ons,

—

rivation), the people,

of peace. (Consult Reland^ p.
833.
The Septuagint
Cmctum*, Hebr. Lex., s. v.)
version gives 'ItpovffoAjJ/i as the form of the name,
while by the Greek and Roman writers the place is

—

At present this city is known
throughout Western Asia by the Arabic name of El"
Kads, which signifies holtness."
(Vid, Cadytis )
Jerusalem was built on several hills, the largest of
was
which
Mount Sion, which formed the southern
valley towards the north separpart of the city.
ated this from Acra, the second or lower city, on the
east of which was Mount Moriah, the site of the temof Solomon.
Northeast of Mount Moriah was the
fount of Olives, on the south was the valley of Hin£le
nom, and at the north Mount Calvary, the scene of
our Lord's crucifixion.
Passing over the history of
this celebrated city, so fully detailed in the sacred volBme, we come to the memorable period of its capture
and destruction by Titus. The date of this event was
called Hierosolyma.

—

A

the 8th of September, A.D. 70.
During this siege
and capture 1,100,000 persons are said to have perished, and 97,000 to have been made prisoners, and
afterward either sold for slaves, or wantonly exposed
for the sport of their insolent victors to the fury of
In fact, the population, not of Jerusawild beasts.
lem alone, but that of the adjacent districts, many who
taken
had
refuge in the city, more who had assembled
for the feast of unleavened bread, had been shut up by
the sudden formation of the siege.
The ardent zeal
of the Jewish nation for their holy city and temple soon

caused both to be again rebuilt ; but fresh commotions
compelled the Emperor Hadrian to interfere, and ordain that no Jew should remain in, or even approach
On the ruins of
near Jerusalem, on pain of death.
their temple the same emperor caused a temple ro honour of Jupiter Capitolinus to be erected, and the image of a hog to be cut in stone over the gate leading
to Bethlehem, as a standing insult to the religious

—

;

quarters into which the city was divided, or, it might
be almost said, one of the separate cities.
Since the

days in which David had built his capital on the
rugged heights of Sion, great alterations had taken
That eminence was still occuplace at Jerusalem.
pied by the upper city ; but, in addition, first the hill
of Moriah was taken in, on which the temple stood
then Acra, which was originally, although a part of
the same ridge, separated by a deep chasm from Moriah.
This chasm was almost entirely filled up, and
the top of Acra levelled by the Asraonean princes, so
that

Acra and Moriah were

united, though on the side

of Acra the temple presented a formidable front, connected by several bridges or causeways with the lower
To the south the height of Sion, the upper
city.

was separated from the lower by a ravine, which
ran right through Jerusalem, called the Tyropoeon, or
the vdley of the cheesemongers ; at the edge of this
ravine, on both sides, the streets suddenly broke off,
though the walls in some places must have crossed it,
and It was bridged in more than one place. To the
north extended a considerable suburb called Bezetha,
or the new city.
The first or outer wall encompassed
Bezetha. Agrippa the First had intended to make this
wall of extraordinary strength ; but he had desisted
from the work on the interference of the Romans, who
seem to have foreseen that this refractory city would
Had
hereafter force them to take up arms against it.
this wall been built according to the plan of Agrippa,
city,

the city, in the opinion of Josephus, would have been
This wall began at the tower of Hippiimpregnable.
cos, which stood,

it

seems, on a point

at the

extreme

comer of Mount Sion it must have crossed the westem mouth of the valley of Tyropoeon, and run directly
:

north to the tower of Psephina, proved clearly by
D'Anville to have been what was called during the
cmsades Castel Pisano. The wall then bore towards
the monument of Helena, ran by the royal caverns to
the Fuller's monument, and was carried into the valthe old
ley of Kedron or Jehoshaphat, where it joined
The wall, however it
or inner wall under the temple.
fell short of Agrippa's design, was of considerable
The stones were thirty-five feet long, so
strength.
solid as not easily to be shaken by battering engines,
The wall was seventeen and a half
or undermined.
It had only been carried to the same height
feet broad.

it had been hastily run up by t}.e
to thirty-five feet ; on its top stood battlemenxs
three and a half feet high, and pinnacles five and three

by Agrippa, but

Jews

so the whole was nearly forty five feet high.
wall began at a gate in the old or inner
one, called Gennath, the gale of the gardens ; it intersected the lower city, and, having struck northward
for some distance, turned to the east and joined the
northwest comer of the tower of Antonia. The AnThe name of the tonia stood at the northwest comer of the temple, and
feelings of this unfortunate people.
to
^Elia
the
first
was separated from Bezetha by a deep ditch, which
Capitolina,
city was also changed
to the family of the Roman probably protected the whole northem front of the
part of the name alluding
The more peaceful Christians were per- temple as well as of the Antonia. The old or inner
emperor.
mitted, however, to establish themselves within the wall was that of Sion.
Starting from the southwestern
walls, and JElia became the seat of a flourishing church porticoes of the temple to which it was united, it ran
and bishopric. This latter name became afterward along the ridge of the Tyropoeon, passed first the Xys-
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tos, then the council house, and abutted on the towThe
er Hippicus, whence the northern wall sprang.
old wall then ran southward through Bethso to the
gate of the Essenes, all along the ridge of the Valley
of Hinnom, above the pool of Siloam, then eastward
again to the Pool of Solomon, so on through Opha,
it then
joined the eastern porprobably a deep glen
tico of the temple.
Thus there were, it might seem,
:

four distinct towns, each requiring a separate siege.
The capture of the first wall only opened Bezetha ;
the fortifications of the northern part of the temple,
the Antonia, and the second wall, still defended the

The second wall forced, only a part
other quarters.
of the lower city was won
the strong rock-built citadel of Antonia and the temple on one hand, and Sion
on the other, were not the least weakened. The whole
circuit of these walls was guarded with towers, built
of the same solid masonry with the rest of the walls.
;

They were

thirty-five feet broad and thirty-five high
but above this height were lofty chambers, and above
those again upper rooms, and large tanks to receive
the rain-water.
Broad flights of steps led up to them.
Ninety of these towers stood in the first wall, fourteen
;

in the second, and sixty in the third.
The intervals
between the towers were about three hundred and
The whole circuit of the city, according to
fifty feet.
Josephus, was thirty-three stadia, rather more than
four miles.
The most magnificent of all these towers
was that of Psephina, opposite to which Titus enIt
was one hundred and twenty-two and a
camped.
half feet high, and commanded a noble view of the
whole country of Judaea, to the border of Arabia, and

not seen excepting on the eastern and perhaps tne
southern sides, as the earth was heaped up to the
level of the streets of the city.
Some of the stones

employed

On

in

this

work were seventy
on each

this gigantic foundation ran,

and

feet

square.

front, a

lofty wall without, within a spacious
tico or cloister 52i^ feet broad, supported

strong

double porby 162 col-

umns, which upheld a ceiling of cedar, of the most exworkmanship. The pillars were entire blocks

quisite

hewn out

of solid marble, of dazzling whiteness, 43J
On the south side the portico or cloister
was triple. This quadrangle had but one gate to the
east, one to the north, two to the south, four to the
west one of these led to the palace, one to the city,
one at the corner to the Antonia, one down towards
The open courts were paved with vathe gardens.
Between this outer court of the
rious inlaid marbles.
Gentiles and the second court of the Israelites ran
rails of stone, but of beautiful workmanship, rather
more than five feet high. Along these, at regular intervals, stood pillars, with inscriptions in Hebrew,
feet high.

;

Greek, and

Latin, warning

all

strangers,

and Jews

unclean, from entering into the Holy Court
An ascent of fourteen steps led to a terrace
beyond.
17 }i feet wide, beyond which rose the wall of the inner
This wall appeared on the outside 70 feet, on
court.
the inside 43| ; for, besides the ascent of 14 steps tc
the terrace, there were five more up to the gates.
The inner court had no gate or opening to the west,
but four on the north, and four on the south, two to

who were

whom

the east, one of which was for the women, for
a portion of the inner court was set apart, and beyond
which they might not advance ; to this they had access

it was an
octagon.
Answering to this
was the tower Hippicus, and following the old wall likewise by one of the northern and one of the southAround
stood those of Phasaelis and Mariamne, built by Herod, ern gates, which were set apart for their use.
and named after his wife, and his brother, and friend. this court ran another splendid range of porticoes or
These were stupendous even as works of Herod. cloisters the columns were quite equal in beauty and
Hippicus was square; forty- three and three fourths feet workmanship, though not in size, to those of the outer
each way. The whole height of the tower was one portico. Nine of these gates, or, rather, gateway towhundred and forty feet the tower itself fifty-two and ers, were richly adorned with gold and silver, on the
a half, a deep tank or reservoir thirty-five, two stories doors, the door-posts, and the lintels.
The doors of
of chambers forty-three and three fourths, batJleinents each of the nine gates were 52^ feet high, and half
was
a
and pinnacles eight and three fourths.
that breadth.
Phasaelis
Within, the gateways were 52^ feet
solid square of seventy feet.
It was surrounded by wide and deep, with rooms on each side, so that the

to the sea

:

;

;

a portico seventeen and a half feet high, defended by
breastworks and bulwarks, and above the portico was
another tower, divided into loftv chambers and baths.
the rest with batIt was more
richly ornamented than
tlements and pinnacles, so that its whole height was
It looked
above one hundred and sixty-seven feet.
from a distance like the tall pharos of Alexandrea.

Mariamne, though not equal in elevation, was more
luxuriously fitted up ; it was built of solid wall thirtyon the whole,
five feet high, and of the same width
:

with the upper chambers,

it

was about seventy-six and

These lofty towers appeared
three fourths feet high.
still higher from their situation.
They were built on
the old wall,

which ran along the steep brow of Sion.
perfect
they were built of white

The masonry was

:

marble, cut in blocks thirty- five feet long, seventeen
and a half wide, eight and one fourth high, so fitted
that the towers seemed hewn out of the solid quarry."
description of the fortress Antonia is given under
"
that article.
above the whole
rose

A

the
city
High
temple, uniting the commanding strength of a citadel
with the splendour of a sacred edifice.
According to
Josephus, the esplanade on which it stood had been considerably enlarged by the accumulation of fresh soil
since the days of Solomon, particularly on the north side.
It now covered a square of a
furlong on each side. Solomon had faced the precipitous sides of the rock on the
east, and perhaps the south, with huge blocks of stone
the other sides likewise had been built up with
perpendicular walls to an equal
These walls in no
height.
were
lower
than
three hundred cubits, five hunpart
dred and wenty-five feet, but their whole
height was
;

whole looked like lofty towers the height from the
base to the summit was 70 feet.
Each gateway had
two lofty pillars 21 feet in circumference. But what
excited the greatest admiration was the tenth, usually
called the beautit'ul, gate of the temple.
It was ol
Corinthian brass of the finest workmanship.
The
height of the beautiful gate was 87^, its doors 70 feet.
The father of Tiberius Alexander had sheeted these
his apostate son was to
gates with gold and silver
witness their ruin by the plundering hands and fiery
torches of his Roman friends.
Within this quadrangle
there was a farther separation, a low wall which divided the priests from the Israelites near this stood
the great brazen altar.
Beyond, the temple itself
reared its glittering front.
The great porch or propylon, according to the design of the last, or Herod's
temple, extended to a much greater width than the
temple itself: in addition to the former width of 105
feet, it had two wings of 35 each, making in the whole
175.
The great gate of this last quadrangle, to which
there was an ascent of twelve steps, was called that
of Nicanor.
The gateway tower was 132^ hii.'h,
43i wide; it had no doors, but the frontispiece was
covered with gold, and through its spacious arch was
seen the golden gate of the temple, glittering with the
same precious metal, with large plates of which it was
sheeted all over.
Over this gate hung the celebrated
This extraordinary piece of workmangolden vine.
as large as
ship had bunches, according to Josephus,
a man.
The Rabbins add, that, like a true natural
would be offervine, it grew greater and greater men
ing: some, gold to make a leaf; some, a grape some,
:

;

:

•

;

;
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a bunch

:

and these were hung up upon

it

;

and so

it

The temple itself, excontinually.'
cepting in the extension of the wings of the propylon,
was probably the same in its dimensions and distribuwas increasing

It contained the same
tion with that of Solomon.
holy treasures, if not of equal magnificence, yet, by the
zeal of successive ages, the frequent plunder to which
and
it had been exposed was constantly replaced
within, the golden candlestick spread out its flowering
branches, the golden table supported the shew-bread,
and the altar of incense flamed with its cosily perfume.
The roof of the temple had been set all over, on the
outside, with sharp golden spikes, to prevent the birds
;

from settling on and defiling the roof (vid., however,
remarks under the article Elicius), " and the gates
were still sheeted with plates of the same splendid
metal.
At a distance the whole temple looked liter-

mount of snow, fretted with golden pinna{Milman, History of the Jews, vol. 3, p. 22,

ally like a

cles."

—

Jerusalem, in more modern times, has not
seqq.)
ceased to be an object of inviting interest to the traveller.
About the year 705 of our era, it was visited
by Arculfus, from whose report Adamnam composed
a narrative, which was received with considerable approbation.

Eighty years

later, Wiliibald,

a Saxon,

undertook the same journey.
In Jerusalem he saw
but he previously visited
all that Arculfus had seen
the tomb of the seven sleepers, and the cave in which
St. John wrote the Apocalypse.
Bernard proceeded
;

The crusades, however,
threw open the holy places to the eyes of all Europe
so
as
a
Christian
and, accordingly,
long
king swayed

to Palestine in the year 878.

;

the sceptre in the capital of Judaea, the merit of individual pilgrimage was greatly diminished.
But no
sooner had the warlike Saracens recovered possession
of Jerusalem, than the wonted difficulty and

surrounded by a high, embattled wall,

built, for the
stone of the country, which
is a
compact limestone. The site of the ancient city
is so
unequivocally marked by its natural boundaries
on the three sides, where there are ravines, that there
can be no difficulty, except with regard to its extent
in a northern direction
and this may be ascertained
with sufficient accuracy from the minute description

most

part, of the

common

;

{Bell. Jud., 5,4.)
a people of Scandinavia.

given by Josephus.

HiLLEvioNEs,

According

to Pliny (4, 13), they occupied the only known part of
this country.
Among the various names of countries

and people reported by Jomandes, we still find, observes D'Anville, Hallin ; and that which is contiguous to the province of Skane is still called Holland.

Some

erroneously place the Hilleviones in the country
answering, at the present day, to Blekingen and Schonen.
{Bischoff und Mbller, Wbrterb. der Geogr.,
p. 615.)
HiMERA, I. a river of Sicily, falling into the upper
or Tuscan Sea, to the east of Panormus; now, accord-

Fiume di S. Leonardo; but, according
to others, Fiume Grande.
The city of Himera stood
a short distance to the west of its mouth.
II. An-

ing to Mannert,

—

It rises
other river of Sicily, larger than the former.
in the same quarter with it, but pursues an opposite
course, to the south, and falls into the Mediterranean
The modem
near Phintia, and to the west of Gela.
name is Fiume Salso. This river separated, at one
time, the Carthaginian from the Syracusan dependancies in Sicily.
ill.
city of Sicily, near the mouth

—

of a river of the
It

A

same name, on

Scymnus

of Chios

{v.

the northern coast.

Thucydides (6, 5) and
288, seqq.), by a colony of Chal-

was founded, according

to

cidians from Zankle.

Strabo, however, ascribes its
danger
In 1331, William de Bouldesell ventured
returned.
on an expedition into Arabia and Palestine, of which place, but entirely under the control of Zankle as its
some acaount has been published. A hundred years parent city, and therefore not allowed to trade and
Strabo's error appears to have
afterward, Bertrandon de la Broquiere sailed from colonize at pleasure.
Venice to Jaffia. At Jerusalem he found the Chris- arisen from a misconception of a passage in Thucyditians reduced to a state of the most cruel thraldom. des.
That historian informs us (6, 5) that Himera
At Damascus they were treated with equal severity. had some Dorian inhabitants also from Syracuse, conThe beginning of the 17th century witnessed a higher sisting of some of the expelled party of the Myletidse
order of travellers, who, from such a mixture of mo- (MvXijTldaL)
Strabo, very probably, mistakes these,
tives as might actuate either a pilgrim or an antiquary, from their name, for inhabitants of Mylae.
Himera
undertook the perilous tour of the Holy Land. Among came, we know not under what circumstances, into
these, one of the most distinguished was George the power of Theron of Agrigentum.
Subsequently,
Sandys, who commenced his peregrinations in the however, it attempted to shake off this yoke, and
to
was
succeeded
offered
surrender
itself
to
1610.
He
Hiero
This
of Syracuse.
by Doubdan, Cheron,
year
Thevenot, Gonzales, Morison, Maundrell, and Po- latter apprized Theron of the fact, and the enraged
Of the more recent travellers, however, the tyrant caused many of the citizens to be executed.
cocke.
most interesting and intelligent is Dr. Clarke. "
To prevent, however, the city's suffering from this
had not been prepared," remarks this writer, descri- loss of the inhabitants, he established in it a number
bing his approach to the ancient capital of Judjea, "for of Dorians and other Greeks, and from this time the
the grandeur of the spectacle which the city alone ex- remark of Thucydides applies, who informs us that
Instead of a wretched and ruined town, by the inhabitants of Himera spoke a middle dialect behibited.
some described as the desolated remnant of Jerusa- tween the Dorian and Chalcidian, but that the written
Himera
lem, we beheld, as it were, a flourishing and stately institutions were in the Chalcidian dialect.

In
{StraJ>., 272.)
origin to the Zankleans at Myla\
this he is wrong, as Mylae was not an independent

—

:

We

metropolis ; presenting a magnificent assemblage of
domes, towers, palaces, churches, and monasteries ;
all of which, glittering in the sun's rays, shone with
Dr. Clarke entered, howinconceivable splendour."
He confesses that there
ever, by the Damascus gate.
view
of
in
which the city is seen to
other
is no
point
so much advantage, as the one from which he beheld
of a hill at about an hour's distance.
it, the summit
In the celebrated prospect from the Mount of Olives,
the city lies too low, and has too much the character
of a bird's-eye view, with the formality of a topographical plan.
Travellers of a still later date consider Dr.
But it must be
Clarke's description as overcharged.
remembered that he was fortunate in catching his first
view of Jerusalem under the illusion of a brilliant
Jerusalem is said to be of an irevening sunshine.
regular shape, approaching to a square ; and to be
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the Carthaginians, 240 years after
founding, and never recovered from the blow.
The Carthaginians subsequently
(Diod. Sic, 11,48.)
established a number of the old inhabitants in the new
of
Thermae, in the immediate vicinity of Himera.
city

was destroyed by
its

This spot was remarkable for its warm baths. The
ruins of Thermae are now called Termini.
(Mannert,
Geogr., vol. 9, p. 403, seqq.)
HiMiLco (equivalent in Punic to gratia Milcaris,
" the favour of
Milcar"), the name of several Carthaginians.

I.

A

Carthaginian commander,

who

is

said

by Pliny (2, 67) to have been contemporary with Han
no the navigator. He was sent by his government
to explore the northwestern coast of Europe.
A fevr
fragments of this voyage are preserved by Avienus
{OraMarit., 1, 90), in which the Hiberni and Albioni
are mentioned, and also a promontory, Oestrymnis,

HIP

HIP
and islands called Oestrymnides, which are usually
to be Cornwall and the Scilly Islands.

1817, 2 torn. 4to.) The bias of Delambre appears to
be, to add to Hipparchus some of the fame which has

Recherches, vol. 4, p. 162, seqq.) II. A
in the wars with DioCarthaginian, who commanded
Himil405-368.
nyaiusl., tyrant of Syracuse, B.C.
He took Gela,
co was an able and successful general.
Messana, and many other cities in Sicily, and at length
besieged Syracuse by sea and land, but he was defeated
Dionysius, who burned most of the Cartha-

been generally considered due to Ptolemy, and in support of this opinion he advances some forcible argu-

considered

—

(Gossellin,

by

13

et

—

III.

A

14.)
{Diod. Sic,
ginian vessels.
{Liv., 13,
supporter of the Barca party at Carthage.
12.)— He was sent by the Carthaginian government
lib.

—

The titles of the writings attributed to Hipparchus, on whom Ptolemy has fixed the epithets of
(piXonovog Kal <pi2.a?i7]6yg ^" a lover of labour and of
truth"), have been collected by Fabricius, and are to
be found in Weidler, as follows: 1. Trepl ruv inrXavuv dvaypa<j>ai ; 2. irepi fieyeduv Kal aTroaTTjfidTuv;
3. De XII. signorum asccnsione; 4. rrepl rfj^ /card
ments.

n^Tog fiTjviaiag T^g ael^vTj^ KiVTjceo)C

—

5. Trepi fiijuLai-

;

ov xp^vov'j 6. Trepl eviavaiov fieyedovg; 7. nepl r^f
oppose Marcellus in Sicily. {Liv., 24, 35, seqq.
Id.,2d,2S, seqq.)
/xeTaTTTuaecog tuv TpoTCKciv Kal la7]/j.epivQv aTjfieiuv ;
HippARCHUs, I. a son of Pisistratus, who, together 8. Advcrsus Eratosthcnis Gcographiam; 9. TcJv'Apdwith his brother Hippias, succeeded his father as ty- Tov Kal 'EvSo^ov tpaivofievuv k^rjyfjaeoiv [ii6?Ua y'.
An account of their government will The only one of these which has come down to us, is
rant of Athens.
be found under the article Hippias.
Hipparchus was the last and least important, of which we have already
assassinated by Harmodius and Aristogiton, for an ac- spoken.
Hipparchus also wrote a work, according to
count of which affair, consult remarks under the arti- Achilles Tatius, on eclipses of the sun; and there is
'H rtJv
also recorded a work with the following title
II. The first astronomer on record
cle Harmodius.
who really made systematic observations, and left be- avvavaroXuv TTpayfiareia. {Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol.
hind him a digested body of astronomical science. 12, p. 240, seqq.—Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 376,
He was a native of Nicaea in Bithynia, and flourished seqq.) III. A Pythagorean philosopher, an extract
between the 154th and 163d Olympiads, or between from a work of whose on *' Tranquillity of Sour^ {irepl
It
160 and 125 B.C., as appears from his having made EvOvftlag) has been preserved for us by Stobaeus.
He may be found in the Opuscula Mythologica, Ethica, et
astronomical observations during that interval.
12mo.
resided some time in the island of Rhodes, where he Physica, edited by Gale, Cantab., 1G70,
continued the astronomical observations which he had
HiPPASUS, a native of Metapontum, and follower of
and hence he has the Pythagorean doctrine. He is said to have excelled
probably commenced in Bithynia
been called by some authors the Bithynian, and by in the application of mathematical principles to music,
In common with others of
others the Rhodian, and some even suppose two as- statics, and mensuration.
tronomers of the same name, which is certainly incor- the same sect, he held that fire was the originating
He taught also that the universe
rect.
Hipparchus is also supposed to have made ob- cause of all things.
but Delambre, comparing is finite, is always changing, and undergoes a periodiservations at Alexandrea
{Diog. Laert., 8.)
together such passages as Ptolemy has preserved on cal conflagration.
the subject, is of opinion that Hipparchus never speaks
Hippias, a son of Pisistratus, who, together with his
of Alexandrea as of the place in which he resided, and two brothers, Hipparchus and Thessalus, succeeded
this conclusion of the French astronomer is probably their father, without any opposition, in the government
The period of his death is not known. He of Athens. The authority of Thucydides (6, 54) seems
correct.
was the author of a commentary on the Phasnomena of sufficient to prove, that Hippias was the eldest, though
Aratus, published by Peter Victorius at Florence, in his reasons are not of themselves convincing, and the
1567 and also by Petavius, with a Latin version and current opinion, in his own day, gave the priority to
He also wrote treatises on Hipparchus. As the eldest, Hippias would take his
notes, in his Uranologia.
but the three
the nature of the fixed stars; on the motion of the father's place at the head of affairs
moon and others no longer extant. Hipparchus has brothers appear to have lived in great unanimity tobeen highly praised both by the ancients and moderns. gether, and to have co-operated with little outward
"
PHny the Elder styles him the confidant of nature," distinction in the administration of the state. Their
on account of the importance of his discoveries and characters are described as very different from each
M. Bailly has bestowed on him the title of the " patri- other. Hippias seems to have possessed the largest
He treated that science with a share of the qualities of a statesman. Hipparchus inarch of astronomy."
but he was addicted
philosophical spirit, of which there are no traces before herited his father's literary taste
He considered the subject in a general to pleasure, and perhaps to amusements not becoming
his time.
to

—

—

:

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

point of view

examined the received opinions

;

;

pass-

review the truths previously ascertained, and exhibited the method of reducing them so far into a system as to connect them with each other. He was

ed

in

first who noticed the precession of the equinoxes,
or that very slow motion of the fixed stars from west
to east, by which they perform an apparent revolution
He observed and calcuin a great number of years.
discovered the equation of time, the
lated eclipses
of distances;
parallax, and the geometrical mensuration

the

;

and he thus laid the solid foundations of geographical
and trigonometrical science. The result of his labours in the observation of the fixed stars, has been

the dignity of his station.
Indeed, Hippias also would
to the

same charge.

{Athenceus, 12,

seem

{Athen.,

I.

p.

533.)

to

have been open

c)

Thessalus, the

youngest brother, is said to have been a high-spirited
youth, which is all the information that we possess conThe successors of Pisistratus for some
cerning him.
years trod in his steps and prosecuted his plans. They
seem to have directed their attention to promote the
internal prosperity of the country, and the cultivation
One of their expedients for the
of letters and the arts.
latter purpose, the credit of which seems to have be-

num-

longed principally to Hipparchus, was to
ber of HermsB, or stone busts of Mercury, along the
side of the roads leading from the capital, inscribed
on one side with an account of the distance which it
marked, on the other with a moral sentence in verse,
erect a

preserved by Ptolemy, who has inserted the catalogue
As regards the genof Hipparchus in his Almagest.
eral merits of Hipparchus, consult the work of Marcoz,
Astronomic Solaire d^Hipparque, Paris, 1828, 8vo
probably the composition of Hipparchus himself, though
the account given by Delambre, in the Biographic he often received the first poets of the age under his
Universelle (vol, 20, p. 398, seqq), and the preface of roof.
To him also is ascribed the establishment of the
the same writer to his " History of Ancient Astron- order in which the Homeric poems continued in after
omy," in which work will be found the most com- times to be publicly recited at the Panalhenaic festiThe brothers imitated the sage policy of their
plete account of the labours of Hipparchus.
{Histoire val.
de P Astronomic Ancienne, par M. Delambre, Paris, father, in dropping the show of power as much as was
;

HIP

HIP
consistent with a prudent regard to securing the substance.
They kept up a standing force of foreign
mercenaries, but they made no change in the laws or
the forms of the constitution, only taking care to fill
the most important offices with their own friends.
They even reduced the tax imposed by Pisistratus to

a twentieth, and, without laying on any fresh burdens,
provided for the exigences of the state, and continued
the great works which their father had begun.
The
language of a lat-er writer (the author of the Hipparchus, p. 229), who speaks of their dominion as having recalled the happiness of the golden age, seems
almost justified by the sober praise of Thucydides,
when he says that these tyrants most diligently cultivated virtue and wisdom.
The country was flourishcering, the people, if not perfectly contented, were
not
of
the yoke, and their rule seemed
tainly
impatient
likely to last for at least another generation, when an
event occurred which changed at once the whole aspect of the government, and led to its premature overthrow.
This was the affair of Harmodius and Aristogilon, in which Hipparchus lost his life, and the particulars of which have been given under a different

Previous to this occur{Vid. Harmodius.)
rence, Hippias had shown himself a mild, affable, and
beneficent ruler, but he now became a suspicious,
stern, and cruel tyrant, who regarded all his subjects
as secret enemies, and, instead of attempting to conarticle.

them, aimed only at cowing them by rigour.
threatened not only by the discontent of
the people at home, but by the machinations of powerful enemies from without.
The banished Alcmaeonidae,
with the aid of the oracle at Delphi, induced the Lacedaemonians to espouse their cause, and Hippias was

ciliate

He was now

compelled to leave Attica

in the fourth

brother's

set sail

death.

year after his
he fixed

have reference to its situation among artificial canals, which afforded the sea an entrance to a navigable
to

Some of the Greek writers corruptlagune adjacent.
ed the appellation Zarytus into AiuplwTog, in which
The
the same idea is endeavoured to be expressed.
modern name

Beni-Zert, which, according to Shaw,
{Mannert, Geogr.,

is

" the son of the canal."
signifies
vol. 10, pt, 2, p. 298.)

HiPPOcENTAURi {'iTTTTOKivTavpoi), fabulous animals,
partly human, partly resembling the horse.
They are
the same with the Centauri.
{Vid. Centauri.)
Hippocrates, a celebrated physician, born

in the

The

island of Cos.

particulars of his life, as far as
His conthey have reached us, are few in number.
temporaries have commended him in the highest terms
for his

consummate

skill

ance with the medical

and

his profound acquaint-

but they have

left us little
information relative to the man himself.
Hippocrates,
too, in those of his writings, the authenticity of which
no one contests, enters into very few details respect-

art

;

The Greek wriing his long and honourable career.
ter, who, under the name of Soranus, has transmitted
to us some biographical information concerning this
eminent physician, relates, that the father of Hippocwas named Heraclides, and deduced his descent,
through a long line of progenitors, from .^sculapius
himself.
On the side of his mother, who was named
Praxithe, he was fabled to be a descendant of Hercules.
In other words, he belonged to the race or family of the
Asclepiades, who, from time immemorial, had devoted
themselves exclusively to the service of the god of medicine and the cultivation of the medical art.
It appears, from the table of Meibomius ( Comment, in Hipp,
that
was
he
the
in
of
seventeenth
order
the
jusjur.),
pretended descendants of .^sculapius, his uncle Hiprates

being the

The

birth of HippocSoranus in the first
of Sigeum.
The Spartans, subsequently repenting of
B.C. 460 consewhat they had done, sent for Hippias, and, on his arri- quently, he was contemporary with Socrates and Plato,
val, summoned a congress of deputies from their Pelo- a little younger than the former, and a little older than
His name began to be illustrious during
ponnesian allies, and proposed, as the only means of the latter.
After having received at Cos
curbing the growing insolence of the Athenian people, the Peloponnesian war.
to unite their forces and compel Athens to receive his first professional instruction from his father Heraher former ruler.
All, however, with one accord, clides, Hippocrates went to study at Athens under
He had also for one of his
loudly exclaimed against the proposition of Sparta, Herodicus of Selymbria.
and Hippias soon after returned to Sigeum, whence he masters the sophist Gorgias.
Some authors pretend
Here he that he was also a disciple of Democritus it is even
proceeded to the court of Darius Hystaspis.
remained for many years and when the expedition of said that he conceived so high an esteem for this phiDatis and Artaphernes took place, an expedition which losopher, as to show it by writing his works in the
he himself had strenuously urged, he guided the bar- Ionic dialect, though he himself was a Dorian.
It
barian armament against his country, and the Persian would seem, however, from an examination of his wrihis
came
to
of
anchor
in
of
that
the
doctrines
Hethe
fleet, by
advice,
Hippocrates preferred
bay
tings,
Marathon.
The subsequent history of Hippias is in- raclitus to those of Democritus. After the death of
volved in uncertainty. Thucydides (6, 59) merely says his father he travelled over many countries, according
that he was present at the battle of Marathon, without to the custom of the
physicians and philosophers of his
and finally established himself in Thessaly,
informing us whether he lost his life there or not. time
(Compare Herodotus, 6, 107.) Justin (2, 9) states wheiico some have called him "the Thessalian."
that he was killed in the fight, and Cicero {Ep. ad Alt., Soranus informs us, that Hippocrates lived at the
9, 10) confirms this.
Suidas, however, informs us, that court of Perdiccas, king of Macedonia, and that he
Hippias fled to Lemnos, where, falling sick, he died, cured this prince of a consumption caused by a violent
the blood issuing from his eyes.
(Consult Lurcher, passion which he had conceived for his mother-in-law
This fact is not, indeed, in contradiction of
Phila.
ad Herod., 6, 117.)
Hippo, I. Regius ('iTrTrwv BaatXcKO^), a city of Af- chronology but what gives it a suspicious appearance
of
called
the
that
a
Numidia
western
that
in
rica,
story almost similar is related by the ancient
prov- is,
part
It was situate near the sea, on a bay in the vi- writers as having happened at the court of Seleucua
ince.
It was called HipNicator.
It is possible, how(Vid. Erasistratus.)
cinity of the promontory of Hippi.
po Regius, not only in opposition to Hippo Zarytus ever, that Hippocrates may have passed some time
for he states that he had observed
mentioned below, but also from its having been one of with Perdiccas
The place was many maladies in the cities of Pella, Olynthus, and
the royal cities of the Numidian kings.
Of this city St. Augustine was Acanthus, situate in Macedonia. He appears also to
of Tyrian origin.
The ruins are spread at the present day over have sojourned for a while in Thrace, for he frequentbishop.
the neck of land that lies between the rivers Boojemah ly mentions, in his accounts of epidemic disorders, the
and Seibousb
Near the ancient site is a town named Thracian cities of Abdera, Datus, Doriscus, .^nos,
It is equally
Bona. II. Zarytus, a town of Africa, on the coast to Cardia, and the isle of Thasos.
probable
that he travelled in Scythia and the countries immeIt was thus termed to distinguish
the west of Utica.
is
to
the
of
Pontus and tb<i
said diately contiguous
It from the one above mentioned, and the name
kingdom

Having

for Asia,

his residence for a time in his hereditary principality

pocrates

I.

fifteenth.

rates II., or the Great, is fixed by
year of the eighteenth Olympiad,

:

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—
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Palus Majotis, because the description ho gives of the
manners and mode of life of the Scythians is extremeexact and faithful.
According to Soranus, the cities
ly

of Athens and Abdera

owed

to

Hippocrates the bene-

of having been delivered from a plague which had
It is uncertain whether the
caused great ravages.
epidemic is here meant which desolated Athfit

frightful

ens during the Pcloponnesian war, and which Thucydides has so faithfully described, or some other malady
for the historian, who was an eyewitness of the ravages of the disease, makes no mention of Hippocrates.
;

However

this may be, the Athenians, grateful for the
services which this distinguished physician had rendered, either in delivering them from a pestilential
scourge, or in publishing valuable works on the art of
life, or in refusing the solicitations of the

preserving
enemies of Greece, decreed that he should be initiated
into the mysteries of Ceres, should be gifted with a
golden crown, should enjoy the rights of citizenship,
should be supported all his days at the public expense

Prytaneum, and, finally, that all the children
bom in Cos, the native island of Hippocrates, might
come and pass their youth at Athens, where they would
be -reated as if oflfspring of Athenian citizens. According to Galen, it was by kindling large fires, and
in the

burning everywhere aromatic substances, that Hippocrates succeeded in arresting the pestilence at Athens.
The reputation of this eminent physician extended far
and wide, and Artaxerxes Longimanus even sent for

him

to stop the progress of a

malady which was com-

mitting great ravages among the forces of that monHippocrates declined the offer and the splendid
and Artaxerxes endeavpresents that accompanied it
oured to accomplish his object by menacing the inhabitants of Cos, but in vain.
Though the correspondence which took place on this point between Hippocrates and the satrap Hystanes, and which has reached
arch.

;

our days, must be regarded as altogether unauthentic,
yet it appears that credit was given to the story by ancient writers, two of whom, Galen and Plutarch, reStobaeus also makes mention
late the circumstance,
of it, but commits, at the same time, an anachronism
in giving the name of the monarch as Xerxes, and
not Artaxerxes.
Certain Arabian authors affirm, that,
in the course of his travels, Hippocrates spent some
there is no authority, however,
time at Damascus
for this, and the assertion is altogether destitute of
;

probability.

An

individual

named Andreas

or

An-

dron, who lived under Ptolemy Philopator, and who
was a disciple of Herophilus, undertook, nearly three
centuries after the death of Hippocrates, to assign
a very disgraceful motive for the travels of this phy-

He

says that Hippocrates was compelled to
having set fire to the library at Cnidus,
after having copied the best medical works contained in it.
Tzetzes, agreeing in this accusation,
sician.
flee

for

The

cities.

is

unknown,

Soranus

dredth year, according to others
and some even give
109 years as the extent of his existence. The number of works ascribed to Hippocrates is very consid:

they are made by some to amount to eighty ;
those, however, about the authenticity of which there
is no doubt, reduce themselves to a very few.
Pallaerable

;

dius, a physician of the 6th century of the present era,
who wrote scholia on the treatise of Hippocrates re-

specting fractures, points out eleven works of this
One thousand years
physician as alone authentic.
after, two learned men turned their attention to a crit
ical review of the works of Hippocrates ; these were
Hieronymus Mercurialis, a celebrated physician and
philologist of the 16th century, and a native of PortuThese two scholars conceived
gal, Louis de Lemos.
the idea, at the same period, of classifying the works
of Hippocrates.
The Paduan professor established
four categories of them : 1. Works in which the doctrine and style of this distinguished physician plainly
present themselves, and which are therefore mani2. Works written by Hippocrates,
festly authentic.
3. Works
but published by his sons and disciples.
composed by the sons and disciples of Hippocrates,
4.
but which are in conformity with his doctrine.
Works, the very contents of which are not in accord-

ance with his doctrine.

{Censura Operum HippocraLemos, after having critito Hippocrates,
cally examined all the works ascribed
acknowledges only nineteen as authentic. {De Optima
prcedicandi ratione item judicii operum magni HippocWhen.
ratis liber unus, Salamantica, 1585, 12mo.)
in

1583, 4to.)

Venet.,

tis,

the 18th century, the critical art, long neglected,
at last made to rest on sure principles, the works

was

of Hippocrates were again subjected to rigorous inThe celebrated Haller, on reprinting a
vestigation.
Latin translation of these works, discussed their authenticity,
uine.

and allowed only

Two

other

German

fifteen treatises to

physicians,

MM.

be gen-

Gruner

—

and Grimm {Hippokraies Werke, aus dem Gr. Censura lihrorum Hippocrafensium, Vratislav, 1772, 8vo),
of distinguished reputaton,
employed themselves
in researches, the object of which was to distinguish
what was authentic from what was falsely ascribed to
In pursuing this examinathe father of medicine.
tion, they combined the testimonies of ancient writers
with the internal characters of the works themselves.

The

result is, that, according to Gruner, there exist
but ten authentic works of Hippocrates, while Grimm
makes the number still less. Linck, a professor at
He maintains,
Berlin, comes to a bolder conclusion.
that the works of Hippocrates, as they are called, are
a mere collection of pieces by different authors, who
all lived before the period when the medical art flourA full list of the works of Hipished at Alexandrea.

it was the
library at Cos which became
a prey to the flames ; and Pliny, without charging pocrates is
Hippocrates with the deed, and without speaking of 19, seqq.).
any library, reduces the loss to that of a few votive of Fcesius,
tablets, which were consumed together with the tem- subsequent

states that

period of his death

affirms, that he ended his long and brilliant career in
his 85th or 90th year, according to some ; in his hun-

given by Scholl {Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p.
The best edition of all the works is that
Franco/., 1595,

fol.,

reprinted at several

The discrepance of these stateple of .^Csculapius.
ments alone is sufficient to show the falsity of the ac-

periods, and, with the glossaries, at GeneThe edition of Kiihn, in the Collecva, in 1657, fol.
tion of the Greek Medical Writers {Lips., 1825-1827,

cusation.

3

Besides, all contemporaneous history is sion the subject nor would Plato have shown so
esteem
for the physician of Cos, nor Athens and
much
Greece, in general, have rendered him so many and so
high honours, had he been guilty of the disgraceful
crime alleged against him. The name of Hippocrates

lent

;

held in veneration by the natives of Cos {StanCo), and they show a small building which they pretend was the house that he inhabited.
Hippocrates
passed the latter years of his life in Thessaly, at La-

is still

rissa in particular, as well as at Cranon, Pherae, Tricca, and Meliboea, as appears from many observations

made by him

relative to the maladies of these different

In 1815 M. de Mervols. 8vo), is also a good one.
cy commenced a valuable edition of select works of
Hippocrates, with a French translation and comment-

The learned Coray also published a translation
ary.
in French of the treatise on Airs, Waters, and Places,
Paris, 1801, in 2 vols. 8vo, enriched with critical,
"Of all the medical
and medical notes.
I beauthors," observes Dr. Adams, "of ancient, and,
lieve I may add, of modern times, no one deserves to
be so frequently in the hands of the student of medifor his works not only contain
cine as Hippocrates
an invaluable treasure of practical facts, but likewise
abound in preceots inculcating propriety of conduct
at

—

historical,

;
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from the ground when Pegasus struck his hooJ
and hence tb^ name
;

and purity of morals.
In his Oath, he exacts from
who enter on the profession a solemn promise
never to indulge in libertine practices, nor to degrade

into the side of the mountain

In
by applying it to any criminal purposes.
works he is at great pains to inculcate the
and
necessity of attention to address and apparel

horse,^^

those

their art

his other

;

forth

applied to it, 'linroKprivTi or 'iKTrovKprjvTj, i. e., "fAe
horse's fountain,''^ from Itctxo^ (genitive I-ktzov), " a

and

uprjvr],

"a

fountain.'''

{Strab.,

410.

—

Pausan., 9, 31.)
HiPPODAMiA, I. a daughter of CEnomaus, king of

gives particular directions to assist in forming a corWith regard to his descriptions of Pisa, in Elis, who married Pelops, son of Tantalus.
rect prognostic.
the phenomena of disease, one may venture to affirm, {Vid. Pelops, where the full legend is given.)
II. A
that even at the present day they are perfectly unri- daughter of Adrastus,
king of Argos, who married Pivalled.
As a guide to practice, he may be followed rithoiis, king of the Lapithae. The festivity which
with great confidence
for his indications are always prevailed on the day of her marriage was interrupted
derived from personal observation, and his principles by the violent conduct of the Centaurs, which led to
are never founded on vague hypothesis.
Indeed, as their conflict with the Lapithse.
( Vid. Centauri, Lapi»n
intelligent American author. Dr. Hosack, remarks, ithae.)
his professional researches were conducted according
HiPPOLYTE, I. a queen of the Amazons. She was
to the true principles of the Baconian philosophy
and mistress of the belt of Mars, as a token of her exceedhis late editor, Kiihn, relates, that a zealot for the BruThis belt Eurystheus
ing all the Amazons in valour.
nonian theory of medicine was convinced of its being coveted for his daughter Admeta, and he ordered Heruntenable by an attentive perusal of the works of Hip- cules to bring it to him.
The hero, having drawn tO'
His treatment of acute diseases may be gelher some volunteers, among whom were Theseus,
pocrates.
instanced as being so complete that the experience of Castor, and Pollux, reached, after some incidental admore than two thousand years has scarcely improved ventures, the haven of Themiscyra, where Hippolyta
upon ii. Nay, in some instances, the correctness of came to inquire the cause of his arrival ; and, on hearhis views outstripped those of succeeding ages, and ing it, promised to give him her girdle.
But Juno,
we now only begin to recognise the propriety of them. taking the form of an Amazon, went and persuaded
Thus, in acute attacks of anasarca, he approved of the rest that the strangers were carrying off their queen.
bloodletting, which is a mode of practice now ascer- They instantly armed, mounted their horses, and came
tained to be highly beneficial in such cases, but against down to the ship.
Hercules, thereupon, thinking that
which great and unfounded prejudices have existed, Hippolyta had acted treacherously, slew her, and, tanot only in modern times, but even as far back as the king her belt, made sail homeward.
{Apollod., 2, 5,
Another account made TheDied. Sic, 4, 16.)
days of Galen, who found great difficulty in enforcing 9.
the treatment recommended by Hippocrates.
In his seus to have received Hippolyta in marriage from Herwork on Airs, Places, and Waters, he has treated of cules, and to have become, by her, the father of Hipthe effects of the seasons and of situation on the hu- polytus.
II.
(Compare Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.)
man form, with a degree of accuracy which has never The wife of Acastus, who falsely accused Peleus,
been equalled. His Epidemics contain circumstantial while at her husband's court, of dishonourable conduct.
reports of febrile cases highly calculated to illustrate {Vid. Acastus.)
the causes, symptoms, and treatments of these disHiPPOLYTUs, I. a son of Theseus and Hippolyte, or,
eases.
Though he has not treated of the capital op- according to others, of Theseus and Antiope. Theerations of Surgery, which, if practised at all in his seus, after the death of his first wife, married Phaedra,
This
day, most probably did not come within his province, the daughter of Minos, and sister of Ariadne.
he has given an account of Fractures and Dislocations, princess was seized with a violent affection for the son
to which little has been added by the experience of of the Amazon, an affection produced by the wrath of
He has also left many important remarks Venus against Hippolytus, for neglecting her divinity,
after ages.
upon the treatment of wounds and ulcers, and the and for devoting himself solely to the service of Diana;
American author alluded to above ventures to assert, or else against Phaedra as the daughter of Pasiphae.
that the surgeons of the present day might derive an During the absence of Theseus, the queen made ad-

—

;

;

f

—

—

important lesson from him on the use of the Actual vances to her step-son, which were indignantly reFilled with fear and
Cautery. The following aphorism points out the class jected by the virtuous youth.
of diseases to which he considered this mode of prac- hate, on the return of her husband she accused his inThose complaints which medicines nocent son of an attempt on her honour. Without
tice applicable.
will not cure, iron will cure
what iron will not cure, giving the youth an opj)ortunity of clearing himself,
what fire will not cure arc utterly in- the blinded monarch, calling to mind that Neptune had
fire will cure
In
his
on
treatise
the
curable.'
Sacred Disease, he promised him the accomplishment of any three wishes
has shown himself superior to the superstition of his that he might form, cursed and implored destruction
As Hippolytus, leaving Troefor he maintains that the epilepsy is not occa- on his son from the god.
age
sioned by demoniacal influence, but by actual disease zene, was driving his chariot along the seashore, a
and he mentions, what is now well monster, sent by Neptune from the deep, terrified his
of the brain
known to be the fact, that when the brains of sheep or horses they burst away in fury, heedless of their drigoats that are affected with this complaint are opened, ver, dashed the chariot to pieces, and dragged along
Of the anatomical Hippolvtus, entangled in the reins, till life abandoned
they are found to contain water.
Phaedra ended her days by her own hand ; and
treatises attributed to him it is unnecessary to say any- him.
that all, or most of Theseus, when too late, learned the innocence of his
thing, as it appears highly probable
Dr. Alston counted, son.
them, at least, are not genuine.
Euripides has founded a tragedy on this subject,
in his Materia Medica, 36 mineral, 300 vegetable, and but the legend assumes a somewhat different shape
in all 586, and he could not with him.
150 animal substances
According to the plot of the piece, PhaeHippocrates ap- dra hangs herself in despair when she finds that she is
pretend to have overlooked none.
in the principles slighted by her step-son, and Theseus, on his return
pears to have been profoundly skilled
of the Ionian philosophy, of which he has left several from abroad, finds, when taking down her corpse, a
He has treated likewise both of an- writing attached to it, in which Phaedra accused Hipcurious samples.
imal and vegetable physiology and Aristotle and The- polytus of having attempted her honour.
According
restored Hippolytus to
ophrastus are said to have profited by his labours in to another legend, ^^Csculapius
this department of natural science."
life, and Diana transported him, under the name of
HiPPOCRENE, a fountain of Boeotia, on Mount Heli- Virbius, to Italy, where he was worshipped in the
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

con, sacred to the Muses.
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It

was

fabled to have burst

grove of Aricia.

{Vid. Virbius.

— Apollod.,

3, 10, 3.

HIR

HIP

— Heyne, ad

loc.

— Ovid, Met., 492, — Virg.,
— Consult Buttmann, Mythologtis,
15,

scqq.

JEn., 7, 761, scqq.
vol. 2, p. 145, scq.)
HiPPOMEDON, a son of Nisimachus and Mythidice,
was one of the seven chiefs that went against Thebes.
He was killed by Ismarus, son of Acastus. {Apollod.,
3,

e.—Pausan.',

2, 36.)

HiPPOMKNEs, son of Megareus, was, according to
some authorities, the successful suiter of Atalanta.
(Vid. Atalanta, and consult Heyne, ad Apollod., 3, 9,
and the authorities there cited.)

2,

HipPOMOLGi,
fW?t.yoi),

or,

more

correctly,

Hippemolgi

{'Itttti]-

a people of Scythia, who, as the name imon the milk of mares. {Dionys. Perieg.,

ports, lived

—

ters in the style of Archilochus ; but there is no conclusive evidence that he mixed them with scazona.

Ananius has hardly any individual character in literary
In Alexanhistory distinct from that of Hipponax.
drea their
poems seem to have been regai;ded as formand thus the criterion by which to
ing one collection
determine whether a particular passage belonged to
the one or the other, was often lost or never existed.
Hence, in the uncertainty which is the true author, the
;

same verse

occasionally ascribed to both (as in
625, c.) The few fragments which
are attributed with certainty to Ananius are so comin
tone
of Hipponax, that it would be a
the
pletely
vain labour to attempt to point out any characteristic
is

Athenaeus, 14,

p.

—

difference.
The fragments of Hipponax and Ananiut
Bernhardy, ad loc.)
Hu'PONA, a goddess who presided over horses. Her were edited by Welcker, Gotting., 1817, 4to. {Mulstatues were placed in horses' stables.
(Juv., 8, 157. let, Hist. Grcec. Lit., p. 141, seqq.
Philological MuConsult Ruperti, ad loc, who gives Epona as the seum, vol. 1, p. 281.)
HiPPONiuM, called also Vibo Valentia, a town of
reading demanded by the line.)
HippONAX, a Greek poet, who flourished about the Italy, on the western coast of the territory of the BruHe was born at Ephe- tii, southwest from Scylacium. According to Strabo
GOlh Olympiad, or 540 B.C.
sus, and was compelled by the tyrants Athenagoras (56) it was founded by the Epizephyrian Locri.
and Comas to quit his home, and to establish him- learn from Diodorus (14, 107
15, 24), that not long
This politi- afterward it was destroyed by Dionysius the elder, who
self in another Ionian city, Clazomenae.

309.

—

—

We

;

(which affords a presumption of his
vehement love of liberty) probably laid the foundation
for some of the bitterness and disgust with which he
Precisely the same fierce and inregarded mankind.
dignant scorn, which found an utterance in the iamcal persecution

bics of Archilochus, is ascribed to Hipponax.
What
the family of Lycambes was to Archilochus, Bupalus
(a sculptor belonging to a family of Chios, which had

produced several generations of artists) was to HipHe had made his small, meager, and ugly
ponax.
an insult which Hipperson the subject of caricature
ponax avenged in the bitterest and most pungent iamIn this inbics, of which some remains are extant.
stance, also, the satirist is said to have caused his enemy to hang himself. The satire of Hipponax, however, was not concentrated so entirely on certain in;

From existing fragments it appears rather
to have been founded on a general view of life, taken,
His
however, on its ridiculous and grotesque side
dividuals.

language is filled with words taken from common life,
such as the names of articles of food and clothing, and
of ordinary utensils, current among the working peoHe evidently strives to make his iambics local
ple.

and homely truth.
For this purpose, the change which Hipponax devised
in the iambic metre was as felicitous as it was bold.

pictures, full of freshness, nature,

He crippled the rapid, agile gait of the iambus, by
transforming the last foot from an iambic into a spondee, contrary to the fundamental principle of the whole
mode of versification. The metre, thus maimed and
stripped of its beauty and regularity, was a perfectly
appropriate rhythmical form for the delineation of such
pictures of intellectual deformity as Hipponax deIambics of this kind (called choliambics,
lighted in.

or trimeter scazons) are still more cumbrous and halting when the fifth foot is also a spondee ; which, in-

deed, according to the original structure, is not forThese were called broken-backed (ischiorrhobidden.

and a grammarian {ap Tyrwhitt, Dissert,
de Babrio, p. 17) settles the dispute (which, according to ancient testimony, was so hard to decide), how
far the innovation of this kind of verse ought to be ascribed to Hipponax, and how far to another iambographer, Ananius, by pronouncing, that Ananius invented
the ischiorrhogic variety, and Hipponax the common
scazon.
It appears, however, from the
fragments attributed to him, that Hipponax sometimes used the
In the same manner, and
spondee in the fifth place.
with the same effect, these poets also changed the
trochaic tetrameter by regularly
lengthening the penultimate short syllable.
Some remains of this kind
are extant.
likewise
Hipponax
composed pure trimegic) iambics,

It was retransplanted the inhabitants to Syracuse.
stored, however, by the Carthaginians, who were then

at war with that prince.
Subsequently it fell into the
hands of the Brutii, together with all the Greek settlements on the coast. {Strab.,l.c.) About 297 B.C.,
Agathocles, tyrant of Sicily, seized upon the harbour
of Hipponium, which he fortified, and even succeeded

town for a short period.
soon, however, compelled by the Brutii to re{Diod. Sic, Exlinquish it, together with the port.
This city became a colStrab., I. c)
cerpt., 21, 8.
ony of the Romans, A.U.C. 560, and took the name
of Vibo Valentia.
{Liv., 35, 40.)
Antiquaries and
topographers are generally of opinion that the modern
town of Monte Leone represents the ancient Hipponium, and they recognise its haven in the present harbour of Bivona.
{Cramer^s Anc Italy, vol. 2, p. 420.)
HipPOPoDEs, a people of Scythia, who were fabled
in obtaining possession of the

He was

—

to

have horses^ feet

(Ittttov TtoSa^),

whence

their

name.

The Hippopodes

are mentioned by Dionysius PeriegeThe truth aptes, Mela, Pliny, and St. Augustine.
to
be, that they had this appellation given them
pears

on account of
rieg.,

their swiftness of foot.

310.— Mela,

HiRA

or

Alexandrea, now

town of Asia

{Dionys. Pe-

3, 6, 83.)

Mesjidroli, or

Meham-

Babylonia, situate on a lake, a
short distance from the western bank of the Euphrates.
It was the residence of a dynasty of princes who aided
the Persians and Parthians against the Romans. They
are called in history by the general name of Alamundari, after the term Al-Mondar, common to many of
these princes at the fall of their dynasty under the Mohammedan power. The body of Ali was here interred ; and hence, from the sepulchre of the calif, came
the modern name.
{Bischoff und Moller, Worterb.
der Geogr., p. 615.)
HiRPiNi, a people of Italy, who formed a part of the
Samnites, and were situate to the south of Samnium
As the term Hirpus signified in the SamProper.
nite dialect a wolf, they are said to have been thus
called from their having followed the tracks of these
Towards the
animals in migrating to this quarter.
end of the second Punic war they began to be distinTheir terriguished from the rest of the Samnites.
ali,

a

in

Cauditory comprehended the towns of Beneventum,
um, Abellinum, and Compsa. {Cramer's Anc. Italy,
vol. 2, p.

248.)
HiRTiiJs AuLUs, a Roman of a distinguished family.
He applied himself in early life to the study of rhetowith great success.
ric, and spoke on several occasions

He followed Caesar in the war against the Gauls, and
On his remerited the esteem of that great captain.
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HIS

HISPANIA.

turn from this expedition, he eagerly courted the friendship of Cicero, and accompanied him in his retreat to
Tusculum. Here he exercised himself in declamation, under the eyes of this illustrious orator, who
speaks highly of his talents in many of his letters, and
particularly in that addressed to Volumnius (8, 32).
Cicero sent Hirtius to Caesar, on the return of the latter from Africa, with the view of bringing about a reconciliation with the dictator,

fended

whom

the orator had of-

by the freedom of some of his discourses.

Hirtius, either from affection or gratitude, was always
attached to the party of Caesar ; but after the death of

—

the dictator, he declared against Antony.
Being created consul elect along with C. Vibius Pansa, he fell
sick soon after his election, and Cicero informs us
{Phil., 37), that the people testified the warmest concern in his recovery.
Hirtius was scarcely restored
to health, when he set out with his colleague to attack

Antony, who was besieging Brutus in Mutina, now
Modena. They gained a victory over Antony, near
the city, B.C. 43
but Hirtius fell in the battle, and
Pansa died a few days after of his wounds. The report was spread abroad, that Octavius had caused the
two consuls to be poisoned in order to appropriate
;

of the day.
(Sueton., Vit.
Aug., 11.) It cannot be affirmed with any degree of
certainty that Hirtius was the author of the continuation of Caesar's Commentaries which commonly goes
Even as far back as the time of Suetoby his name.
nius, great difference of opinion prevailed on this point
to himself all the glory

—

;

some, according to that writer, attributing the continuation in question to Oppius, and others to Hirtius
the latter opinion, however, has, in general, gained the
This continuation forms the eighth book
ascendancy.
:

Straits of Gibraltar, and the Mediterranean, which
last bounds it also on the east.
Many conjectures have
been formed concerning the origin of the name Hispania.
Bochart {Geogr. Sacr. Phalcg., 3, 7) derives

—

name from

the Phoenician (or Hebrew) saphan, "a
rabbit," from the vast numbers of those animals which
the country was found by the early Phoenician colonists to contain. (Compare Catullus, 37, 18.
Varro,
its

—

R. R.,3, l2.—^lian, de An., 13, 15.— Plin., 8, 29,
&c. Boch/irt, Geogr. Sacr. Canaan., 1, 35.) Others
deduce the name in question from the Phoenician span,
"
concealed," and consider it as referring to the circumstance of the country's being little known at an

—

Phoenician traders.
Neither of
these etymologies is of much value, though the former
the
better
of
the
two.
It would seem to
certainly
have been adopted by the Romans, as appears from a
medal of Hadrian, on which Spain is represented by
the figure of a woman with a rabbit at her side.
early period to the

is

The
{Flores, Mcdalles de Espania, vol. I, p. 109.)
Romans borrowed the name Hispania, appending their
own termination to it, from the Phoenicians, through

whom

they

The Greeks

first

became acquainted with the country.

it Iberia, but attached at different
periods different ideas to the name.
Up to the time
of the Achaean league and their more intimate acquaintance with the Romans, they understood by this

called

name all the seacoast from the Pillars of Hercules to
the mouth even of the Rhodanus or Rhone in Gaul.
{Scylax, p. 1, seqq.
Scymnus Chius, v. 198, Poly-

—
—
— Strabo, 116. —Mannert, Geogr.,
The coast of Spain on the Atlantic they
193. — Herod.,
164,
{Scymnus Chius,

bins, 3, 37.

233.)

vol. 1, p.

called

Tartessis.
1,

163.)

v.

The

v.

interior of the country they

termed Cel-

The

author addresses himself, in a tice {KeXrcKv), a name which they applied, in fact, to
which he apologizes for having the whole northwestern part of Europe. {Aristot., de
Balbus,
The
presumed to termiaate a work so perfect in its nature, Mundo.
Opp., ed. Duval, vol. 1, p. 850.)
that Caesar seems to have had in view, in composing Greeks in after ages understood by Iberia the whole
of the Gallic war.

letter, to

in

—

it, not so much the collecting together of materials, as
the leaving a model of composition to historical writers.
learn by the same letter, that the book on
the Alexandrine War, and that on the African War,
proceeded from the same pen ; and these three works,
a style at once simple and elegant, do not appear
unworthy of the friend of Caesar and Cicero.
have also, under the name of Hirtius, a book on the
Spanish War, so inferior to the preceding that judicious critics regard it as the mere journal of a soldier,
who was an eyewitness of the events which he relates

We

m

We

—

B'dhr, Gesch.
(Biogr. Univ., vol. 20, p. 423, seqq.
Rom. Lit , vol. 1, p. 360.)
a
famous
of
situate
on the
HisPALis,
city
Spain,
Baetis, and corresponding to the modern Seville.
Mannert thinks that it was the same as the ancient
Tariessus.
{Geogr., vol. 1, p. 312.) The name is
supposed to be of Phoenician origin, and, according to
Isidorus, has reference to the city's being founded on
of wood, on account of the
piles or stakes
insecurity
of the ground where it stood.
(Isidor., lib. etymol.,
Some ascribe the origin of the place to Her15, 1.)
cules ; probably, however, it was a Phoenician colony.
It was a place of great commerce, the Baetis being
navigable in ancient times for the largest ships up to

the city.
Now, however, vessels drawing more than
ten feet of water are compelled to unload eight miles
below the town, and the largest vessels stop at the
mouth of the river. When Hispalis became a Roman

colony, the name was changed to Julia Romulensis.
{C(Rs., B. C, 2, 18.— Id., Bell. Hisp., 27, 35, seqq.
Isidor, Chron. Goth., p. \68.—Id., Chron. Vand., p.
176.
Id., Hist. Suev.,-p. ISO.— Plin., 3, 1.)

—

HisPANiA, an extensive country, forming a kind of
It was boundpeninsula, in the southwest of Europe.
ed on the north by the Pyrenees and Sinus Cantabricu8 or Bay of Biscay, on the west by the Atlantic,
on the south by the Atlantic, Fretum Herculeura or
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of Spain.
The name Iberia is derived from the Iberi,
of whom the Greeks had heard as one of the most
The origin of the
powerful nations of the country.
ancient population of Spain is altogether uncertain.
Some suppose that a colony first settled on the shores
of this country from the island of Atlantis
an assumption as probable as the opinion supported by sev
eral Spanish authors, that the first inhabitants were
descended from Tubal, a son of Noah, who landed in
Spain twenty- two centuries before the Christian era.
The Iberi, according to the ancient writers, were di;

vided into six tribes

;

the Cynetes, Gletes, Tartessii,

and Calpiani.
{Herodori, fragm.
ap. Const. Porphyrog. de adm. Imp., 2, 23.
Compare
408.
ed.
Berkel, p.
Ukert, Geogr., vol.
Steph. Byz.,
Siculus
Diodorus
2, pt. 1, p. 252.)
(5, 31, seqq.)
mentions the invasion of Spain by the Celts. The
Iberi made war against them for a long time, but, after
an obstinate resistance on the part of the natives, the two
people entered into an agreement, according to which
they were to possess the country in common, bear the
same name, and remain for ever united such, says the
Elbysinii, Mastieni,

—

—

;

same historian, was the origin of the Celtiberi in Spain.
These warlike people, continues Diodorus, were equally
formidable as cavalry and infantry for, when the horse
;

had broken the enemy's ranks, the men dismounted
and fought on foot. Their dress consisted of a sagum,
or coarse woollen mantle
they wore greaves made of
hair, an iron helmet adorned with a red feather, a round
buckler, and a broad two-edged sword, of so fine a tem;

per as to pierce through the enemy's armour. Although
they boasted of cleanliness both in their nourishment
and their dress, it was not unusual for them to wash
their teeth and bodies with urine, a custom which
Their habitual
they considered favourable to health.
wine was brought into
drink was a sort of hydromel
The land was
the country by foreign merchants.
equally distributed, and the harvests were divided
;

HISPANIA.

HISPANIA.

the law punished with death
;
appropriated more than his just share.
They were hospitable ; nay, they considered it a special favour to entertain a stranger, being convinced
that the presence of a foreigner called down the protection of the gods on the family that received him.
all

among

the person

the citizens

who

sacrificed human victims to their divinities, and
the priests pretended to read future events in the pal-

They

At every

were

m

kinds of industry
long
before their neighbours.
When the Phoenicians arrived on their coasts, silver was so common
Baetica,

them

skilled

difTerent

among

that

utensils

their ordinary

were made of

it.

What was

afterward done by the Spaniards in Amerthe Phoenicians in Spain : they
iron
and oilier articles of little value fur silexchanged
ver
nay, if ancient authors can be credited, they not
only loaded their ships with the same metal, but if
their anchors at any time gave
way, others of silver
were used in their places. The people in Gallaecia, a
subdivision of Tarraconensis, were, the Artabri, who
derived their name from the promontory of Artabrurn,
now Cape Finisterre ; the Bracari, whose chief town

was then done by

ica

;

moon, according to
Strabo, they celebrated the festival of a god without a
name from this circumstance, their religion has been
The Phoenicians were
considered a corrupt deism.
the first people who established colonies on the coast
of Spain
Tartessus was perhaps the most ancient
at a later period they founded Gades, now Cadiz, on was Bracara, the present Braga ; and, lastly, the Luthe isle of Leon.
They carried on there a very lucra- cences, the capital of whose country was Lucus AuThese tribes and some others
tive trade, inasmuch as it was unknown to other na- gusti, now Lugo.
tions
but, in time, the Rhodians, the Samians, the formed the nation of the Callaici or Callaeci, who, acfactories
on
to
and
established
the
other Greeks
ancients, had no religious notions. The
Phocaeans,
cording
diflFerent parts of the coast.
Carthage had been found- Astures, now the Asturians, inhabited the banks of the
but the inhabitants, regardless Asturis, or the country on the east of the Gallaecian
ed by the Phoenicians
of their connexion with that people, took possession of mountains.
Their capital was Asturica Augusta, now
the Phcenician stations, and conquered the whole of Astorga.
The Vaccaei, the least barbarous of the Celmaritime Spain. The government of these republi- tiberians, cultivated the country on the east of the
cans was still less supportable the Carthaginians were Astures.
The fierce Cantabri occupied Biscay and
unable to form any friendly intercourse with the Span- part of Asturias : it was customary for two to mount
their rapine and cruelty excited on the same horse when they went to battle.
iards in the interior
The
The ruin of Carthage Vascones, the ancestors of the present Gascons, were
the indignation of the natives.
paved the way to new invaders, and Spain was con- settled on the north of the Iberus or Ebro. The Jacesidered a Roman province two centuries before the tani were scattered over the Pyrenaean declivities of
Those who had been the allies became Aragon. The brave Ilergetes resided in the country
Christian era.
masters of the Spaniards, and the manners, customs, round Lerida.
As to the country on the east of these
and even language of the conquerors were introduced tribes, the whole of Catalonia was peopled by the CeBut Rome paid dearly for her retani, Indigetes, Ausetani, Cosetani, and others. The
into the peninsula.
the north, or the present Old Castile, Ara- lands on the south of the Ebro were inhabited by the
conquest
were
and
Arevaci and Pelendones the former were so called
Catalonia,
gon,
constantly in a state of revolt
the mountaineers shook off the yoke, and it was not from the river Areva
they were settled in the neighbefore the reign of Augustus that the country was bourhood of Arevola, and in the province of Segovia :
wholly subdued. The peninsula was then divided into the latter possessed the high plains of Soria and MonThe space between the mountains of AlbaraHispania Citerior cayo.
Hispania Citerior and Ulterior.
was also called Tarraconensis, from Tarraco, its cap- cino and the river was peopled by the Edetani, one of
the most powerful tribes of Spain.
The Ilercaones,
ital, and extended from the foot of the Pyrenees to the
mouth of the Durius or Douro, on the Atlantic shore
who were not less formidable, inhabited an extensive
comprehending all the north of Spain, together with district between the upper Jucar and the lower Ebro.
the south as far as a line drawn below Carthago Nova The country of the Carpetani, or the space from the
or Carthagena, and continued in an oblique direction Guadiana to the Somo- Sierra, forms at present the
to Salamantica or Salamanca, on the Durius.
His- archiepiscopal see of Toledo.
The people on the
pania Ulterior was divided into two provinces; Bastica, south of the last were the Oretari, between the Guaon the south of Spain, between the Anas or Gaudiana, diana and the Montes Mariani
and the Olcades, a
and Citerior, and above it Lusitania, corresponding in small tribe near the confluence of the Gabriel and Junot
to
a
a great degree, though
modern Portu- car. Carthaginiensis, subdivision of Tarraconensis,
entirely,
the Bastitani, in the cenIn the age of Dioclesian and Constantine, Tar- was inhabited by two tribes
gal.
raconensis was subdivided into a province towards the tre of Murcia, who often made incursions into Beetica;
limits of Baetica, and adjacent to the Mediterranean, and the Contestani, who possessed the two banks of
pitaimg

entrails.

full

—

—

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

called Carthaginiensis, from its chief city Carthago
Nova, and another, north of Lusitania, called Gallaecia
from the Callaici.
The province of Lusitania was

the Segura, near the shores of the Mediterranean, from
Cape Palos to the Jucar. In time of peace, says Diodorus Siculus, the Iberi and Lusitani amused them-

by the Cynctes or Cynesii, the earliest
inhabitants of Algarre.
The Celtici possessed the
land between the Guadiava (Anas) and the Tagus.

activity.

partly peopled

The

country round the mountains of Gredos belonged
people that passed from a state
of inactivity and repose to the vicissitudes and hardThe Lusiiani, a nation of freebooters,
ahips of war.
to the Vettones, a

—

selves in a lively and light dance, which required much
The ancient writer alludes, perhaps, to the
fandango, a dance of which the origin is unknown.

An assembly, composed of old Celtiberians, was held
it was
every year
part of their duty to examine what
the women had made with their own hands within the
twelvemonth, and to her whose work the assembly
An ancient authought the best a reward was given.
thor mentions that singular custom, and adds, that cora
reproach by the same peopulency was considered
for, in order to preserve their bodies light and
ple
;

were settled in the middle of Estremadura : they
were distinguished by their activity and patience of
their food was flour and sweet acorns
beer
fatigue
was their common beverage. They were swift in
the race
had
a
martial
which
the
men active, the men were measured every year by a cincdance,
they
danced while they advanced to battle.
The part of ture of a certain breadth, and some sort of punishment
Baetica near the Mediterranean was peopled by the was inflicted on those who had become too large.
Bastuli Poeni.
The Turduli inhabited the shores of {Nic. Damasc, frag. ap. Const. Porphyrog.) The
the ocean, near the mouth of the Baetis.
The Baeturi age for marriage was fixed by law; the girls chose
dwelt on the Montes Mariani, and the Turdetani in- their husbands from among the young warriors, and the
was to present
habited the southern declivities of the Sierra d'Aracena. best means of
obtaining the preference
The last people, more enlightened than any other in the fair one with the head of an enemy slain in battle.
;

;

;

;

—

HOM

HIS
Strabo enters into some details concerning the dress
of the ancient Spaniards. The Lusitani covered themselves with black mantles, because their sheep were
The Celtiberian women wore
mostly of that colour.
iron collars, with rods of the same metal
rising behind,
and bent in front to these rods was attached the veil,
their usual ornament.
Others wore a sort of broad
turban, and some twisted their hair round a small ring
about a foot above the head, and from the ring was
appended a black veil. Lastly, a shining forehead was
considered a great beauty
on that account they pulled out their hair and rubbed their brows with oil.

over to the side of the Greeks, and eventually obtaii}'
ed the command of a small squadron of eight triremes,
with which he sailed to Byzantium.
But the subjugation of Ionia by the arms of Persia was soon effectdid
not
himself
and
Histiaeus
survive
the mised,
long
ery he had brought upon his countrymen.
Having
made a descent on the Persian territory, for the purof
the
harvest
in
the
vale
of
the
Caicus,
pose
reaping
he was surprised and routed by Harpagus, a Persian
commander, who happened to be at hand with a considerable force
and, being taken prisoner, was led to
Artaphemes, the king's satrap in that quarter, who orThe different tribes were confounded while the Ro- dered him to be crucified, and sent his head to Susa.
mans oppressed the country but, in the beginning of {Herodot., 4, 137.
ThirlwalVs
Id., 5, 11, seqq.
the fifth century, the Suevi, Vandals, and Visigoths Greece, vol. 2, p. 222, seq.)
invaded the Peninsula, and, mixing with the Celts and
HoMERUs, a celebrated Greek poet, whose life is
The only accounts which
Iberians, produced the different races which the phys- involved in great obscurity.
still observes in
The first-mentioned have been preserved on this subject are a few popular
iologist
Spain.
or
descended
the
Durius
or
with
Duero under traditions, together
Suevi,
people,
conjectures of the grammarithe conduct of Ermeric, and chose Braga for the cap- ans founded on inferences from different passages of
ital of their
Genseric led his Vandals to his poems yet even these, if examined with patience
kingdom.
the centre of the peninsula, and fixed his residence at and candour, furnish some materials for arriving at
Toletum or Toledo but fifteen years had not elapsed probable results. With regard to the native country
after the settlement of the barbarous horde, when The- of Homer, the traditions do not differ so much as
odoric, conquered by Clovis, abandoned Tolosa or might at first view appear to be the case.
Although
Toulouse, penetrated into Spain, and compelled the seven cities contended for the honour of having given
Vandals to fly into Africa. During the short period birth to the great poet, the claims of many of them
that the Vandals remained in the country, the ancient were only indirect.
Thus the Athenians only laid
province of Baetica was called Vandalousia, and all the claim to Homer from their having been the founders of
country, from the Ebro to the Straits of Gibraltar, sub- Smyrna, as is clearly expressed in the epigram on Pismitted to them.
The ancient Celtiberians, who had istratus contained in Bekker's Anecdota (vol. 2, p.
«o long resisted the Romans, made then no struggle 768), and the opinion of Aristarchus, the Alexandrean
for liberty or independence
they yielded without re- critic, which admitted their claim, was probably qualisistance to their new masters.
Powers and privileges fied with the same explanation. This opinion is briefthe
of
were
the Gothic race, and the title of ly stated by the pseudo-Plutarch (fit. Horn., 2, 2).
portion
or
del
the
son
of
the
Goda,
Goth, which the Span- Even Chios cannot establish its right to be considered
htjo
iards changed into hidalgo, became the title of a noble as the
original source of the Homeric poetry, although
or a free and powerful man among a people of slaves. the claims of this Ionic island are supported by the
number of petty and almost independent states were high authority of the lyric poet Simonides {ap. Pseuformed by the chiefs of the conquering tribes but the do-Plutarch, 2, 2.)
It is true that in Chios lived
barons or freemen acknowledged a liege lord.
Spain the race of the Homeridae, who, from the analogy of
and Portugal were thus divided, and the feudal sys- other ytvT], or races, are to be considered not as a
tem was thus established. Among the Visigoths, family, but as a_ society of persons, who followed the
however, the crown was not hereditary, or, at least, same art, and therefore worshipped the same gods, and
the law of regular succession was often set at defiance placed at their head a hero, from whom they derived
by usurpers. The sovereign authority was limited by their name. {Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 1, note 747.)
the assemblies of the great vassals, some of whom A member of this house of Homeridae was probably
;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

A

;

were very powerful
indeed, the Count Julian, to
avenge himself on King Roderic for an outrage committed on his daughter, delivered Spain to the Moham;

medan

Am.

{Malte-Brun, Geog.,

yoke.

vol. 8, p. 18,
seqq.,

ed.)

Vid. Oreus.
HisTi^A.
Vid. Estiaeotis.
HisTi^oTis.

HisTiiEUS, a tyrant of Miletus, who, when the
Scythians had almost persuaded the Ionian princes to
destroy the bridge over the Ister, in order that the
Persian army might perish, opposed the plan, and in-

duced them

abandon the design. His argument
army were destroyed, and the
power of Darius brought to an end, a popular government would be established in every Ionian city, and
He was held in high estimation
the tyrants expelled.
on this account by Darius, and rewarded with a grant
was, that

if

to

the Persian

But Megabyzus having convinced
of land in Thrace.
the king that it was bad policy to permit a Grecian
settlement in Thrace, Darius induced Histiaeus, who
was already founding a city there, to come to Susa,
him by magnificent promises.

ing

Histiaeus, tired of this restraint, urged, by means of
secret messengers, his nephew Aristagoras to effect a
This was done, and Histisus
revolt of the lonians.

sent by Darius to stop the revolt.

Availing himhe passed

self of the earliest opportunity of escape,
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in the

Homeric hymn

to

Apol-

relates of himself, that he dwelt on the rocky Chios,
whence he crossed to Delos for the festival of the lo-

nians and the contests of the poets, and whom Thucydides (3, 104) took for Homer himself; a supposition which at least shows that this great historian considered Chios as the dwelling-place of Homer.
But,
notwithstanding the ascertained existence of this clan
of Homeridae at Chios ; nay, if we even, with Thucyd-

hymn for Homer himChios was the birthplace
of Homer
indeed, the ancient writers have reconciled
these accounts by representing Homer as having, in
his wanderings, touched at Chios, and afterwerd fixed

man

ides, take the blind
self, it

would not follow

of the

that

;

A

notion of this kind is evidentimplied in Pindar's statements, who in one place
called Homer a Smyrnean by origin, in another a Chian

his residence there.
ly

and

(Bockh, Pind., Fragm.

Smyrnean.

The same
orator

inc.,

86.)

also indicated in the passage of an
incidentally cited by Aristotle ; which says,

that the

idea

is

Chians greatly honoured Homer, although he

On the
citizen.
{Aristot., Rhe.t., 2, 23.)
other hand, the opinion that Homer was a Smyrnean
not only appears to have been the prevalent belief in
the flourishing times of Greece, but is supported by
the two following considerations : first, the important
fact that it appears in the form of a popular legend, a
mythus, the divine poet being called a son of a nymph,

Here was not a

having allured
he was detained under various pretences, the king beafraid of his influence and turbulent spirit at home.

was

"the blind poet," who,
lo,

Critheis,

and the Smyrnean river Meles

;

secondly,

HOMERUS.

HOMERUS.

that, by assuming Smyrna as the central point of Homer's life and celebrity, the claims of all the other cities

and a schoolmaster in that

on good authority, may be explained and
If one
reconciled in a simple and natural manner.
may venture to follow the faint light afforded by the
dawnings of tradition, and by the memorials that have

river Meles, she

which

rest

—

come down to us relative to the
following may be considered as

origin of the bard, the
the sum of our inqui-

Homer was

an Ionian, belonging to one of the
families which went from Ephesus to Smyrna, at a
lime when JEolians and Achaeans composed the chief
part of the population of the city, and when, moreries.

over, their hereditary traditions respecting the expedition of the Greeks against Troy excited the greatest
interest
whence he reconciles, in his poetical capacithe contending races, inasmuch as
ty, the conflict of
;

he

treats

an Achaean subject with the elegance and

But when Smyrna drove out
geniality of an Ionian.
the lonians, it deprived itself of this poetical renown ;
and the settlement of the Homeridae in Chios was, in
probability, a consequence of the expulsion of the
It may, moreover, be observed,
lonians from Smyrna.
that, according to this account, founded on the history
of the colonies of Asia Minor, the time of Homer
vfould fall a few generations after the Ionic migration
to Asia ; and with this determination the best testimonies of antiquity agree. Such are the computations of Herodotus, who places Homer, with Hesiod,
400 years before his time {Herod., 2, 53), and that
all

of the Alexandrean chronologists, who place him 100
years after the Ionic migration, 60 years before the legislation of Lycurgus {Apollod., Fragm., 1, p. 410,
ed. Heyne) ; although the variety of opinions on this
subject, which prevailed among the learned writers of
It
antiquity, cannot be reduced within these limits.

—

said

by Tatian {Fabr., Bibl.

Gr., 2, 1, 3), that
Theagenes of Rhegium, in the time of Cambyses,
Stesimbrotus the Thasian, Antimachus the Colophonian, Herodotus of Halicarnassus, Dion^sius the Olyntbian, Ephorus of Cumae, Philochorus the Athenian,
is

Metaclides and Chamaeleon the Peripatetics, and Zenodotus, Aristophanes, Callimachus, Crates, Eratosthenes, Aristarchus, and Apollodorus, the grammarians,
all wrote concerning the poetry, the birth, and the
age
Of the works of all these authors nothing
of Homer.
now remains, with the nominal exception of a life of
Homer attributed to Herodotus, but which, as well on
account of its minute and fabulous details, as of the inconsistency of a statement in it with the undoubted
language of Herodotus, is now almost universally con-

Such as it is, however, the life
sidered as spurious.
of Homer is a very ancient compilation, and the text
from which all subsequent stories have been taken or
There is a short life of Homer, also, bearing
altered.

name of Plutarch, but which is, like the former,
generally condemned as a forgery ; a forgery, however,
of this unusual nature, that there is reason to believe
the

it

more ancient than

its

Thus

supposed author.

Quintilian (10, 1) and Seneca {Ep., 88), both more
ancient than Plutarch, seem clearly aware of this life
Some account of the common traditions
of Homer.

Homer

aferward, while she

by pirates, who presented her as a gift to Maeon, king of
the Lydians, at that time resident in, and ruler over,
Maeon married her
Smyrna.
she, Critheis, gave
;

birih to Melesigenes, as before mentioned, and upon
her death, soon after, Maeon brought up the child as his

Here we have an origin of the two epithets or
appellations Melesigenes and Maonides. Ephorus says
{pseud-PluL, V. H.) he was called Homer {'Ofir^pog)
when he became blind, the lonians so styling blind
men, because they were followers of a guide {o/iijpevown.

Aristotle's account is, that the Lydians being
pressed by the .^olians, and resolved to abandon Smyrna, made a proclamation, that whoever wished to follow them should go out of the city, and that thereupon

(jv).

Melesigenes said he would folloxo or accompany them
upon which he acquired the name of Homer.
Another derivation of the name is from 6 [ir]
opcjv, one not seeing; as to which notion of blindness, Paterculus says, that whoever thinks Homer was
born blind must needs be blind himself in all his
senses.
It was said also that he was so called from
6 jXTJpo^ (the thigh), because he had some marks on his
In the life of Homer
thigh to denote his illegitimacy.
{ofiTipelv)

;

by Proclus, the story is, that the poet was delivered up
by the people of Smyrna to those of Chios as a pledge
or hostage {bp.T]po^) on the conclusion of a truce.
The
derivation that favours the theories both of Wolfe and
"
to
speak together,''^ or
Heyne is from 6/zoii elpsiv,
from ofiTipeiv, " to assemble together."' Ilgen derives
"
" to
the name from ofxov,
fit,'"
together,'''' and apu,
whence comes 6^T}p£veLv, synonymous with VTraecdeiv,
and hence "OfirjpoQ means, according to him, a poet
who accompanies the lyre with his voice, " cantor qui
The stories
citharam pulsans v-ko koaov deiSet.''
proceed in general to state that Homer himself became
a schoolmaster and poet of great celebrity at Smyrna,
and remained till Mentes, a foreign merchant, induced
him to travel. That the author or authors of the Iliad

and Odyssey must have travelled pretty extensively

with the islands both in the -:^gean and Ionian seas,
the coast of Asia Minor from the Hellespont indefinitely
southward, Crete, Cyprus, and Egypt and possessed
also distinct information with respect to Libya, Caria,
and Phrygia.
In his travels Homer visited Ithaca,
and there became subject to a disease of the eyes,
which afterward terminated in total blindness. From
this island he is said to have gone to Italy and even
to Spain
but there is no sign in either of the two po;

;

ems of any knowledge westward of the Ionian Sea.
Wherever he went, Homer recited his verses, which
were universally admired except

to

cimede

in

;

;

that Atelles died in

Cumae, having appointed
Maeon guardian of his daughter Critheis;
that Critheis, becoming with child
by her uncle, was
given in marriage to Phemms, a native of Smyrna,
;

his brother

for

those times, is unquestionable ; for, besides the accurate
knowledge of Greece proper displayed in the Catalogue,
it is clear that the
poet had a familiar acquaintance

that Dius, being in debt, migrated to Ascra in Boeotia,
and there became the father of Hesiod by his wife Py-

—

who was called
Aristotle relates
woman of the island

{pseud- Plut., V. H.), that a young
of los, being with child by a daemon or genius, a familiar
of the Muses, fled lo the coast, where she was seized

was a prophet

will

city, and that, in due thiM
in or near the baths on the

birth to a child

gave
Melesigenes from this circumstance.

probably be looked for here, and
the story will explain the origin of several epithets
which are frequently applied to him, and the meaning
of many allusions to be met with in the Greek and
There is, then, a general agreement
Latin writers.
that the name of Homer's mother was Critheis
but the
differ
a
accounts
good deal as to his father. Ephorus
Vit.
Horn.
that
there were three
)
says (pseud- Plutarch,
brothers, natives of Cumae, Atelles, Maeon, and Dius

about

was

in

at

Smyrna, where he

own country. At Phocaea, a
name of Thestorides obtained from

his

schoolmaster of the
Homer a copy of his poetry, and then sailed to Chios
and recited the Homeric verses as his own. Homer
followed, was rescued by Glaucus, a goatherd, from
the attack of his dogs, and brought by him to Bolissus,
a town in Chios, where he resided a long time in posThestorsession of wealth and a splendid reputation.
ides left the island

upon Homer's

arrival.

According

Herodotus, he died at los, on his way to Athens, and
was buried near the seashore. Proclus says he died
Plutarch tells
stone.
consequence of faUing over a
He preserves two responses
a very different story.
of an oracle to Homer, in both of which he was cautioned to beware of the young men's riddle, and re
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iites ihal the poet,

his
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voyage

to

Thebes,

to

attend a musical or poetical contest at the feast of Saturn in that city, landed in the island of lo, and, while
sitting on a rock by the seashore, observed some young
that Homer asked them if they
fishermen in a boat
had anything {ei ri ^;^of£v), and that the young wags,
who, having had no sport, had been diligently catching, and killing as many as they could catch, of certain personal companions of a race not even yet ex" as
tinct, answered,
many as we caught we left as
many as we could not catch we carry with us." The
catastrophe is, that Homer, being utterly unable to
guess the meaning of this riddle, broke his heart out
;

;

of pure vexation, and that the inhabitants of the island
buried him with great magnificence.
There has been

—

much doubt and controversy about

the age of Hopoems. According to
the argument of Wood {Essay on the Original Genius, ^c, of Homer), Haller {Heyne, Excurs. 4, ad II.,
24), and Mitford {History of Greece, c. 1), he lived
about the middle of the ninth century before Christ;
which date agrees exactly with the conjecture of Herodotus, who wrote B.C. 444, and is founded on the
assumption that Homer must have lived before the reas

mer

as about himself

and

his

turn of the Heraclidae into Peloponnesus, an event
which took place within eighty years after the Trojan
The Newtonian calculation is also adopted,
war.

Smyrna, Chios, and Alexandrea;
and, according to .^lian {V. H., 9, 15), the Argives
sacrificed to, and invoked the names and presence of
But about the beginning
Apollo and Homer together.
of the second century of the Christian era, when the
were such temples

at

struggle between the old and
active, the tide turned.

new

and

"

religion

was warm

Heathenism," says

Pope {Essay on Homer), "was then to be destroyed,
and Homer appeared the father of it, whose fictions
were at once the belief of the pagan religion, and the
He became,
objections of Christianity against it.
therefore, deeply involved in the question, and not
with that honour which hitherto attended him, but as
a criminal who had drawn the world into folly.
He
was, on the one hand {Just. Mart., admon. ad gentes),
accused of having formed fables upon the works of
Moses
as the rebellion of the Giants from the
building of Babel, and the casting of Ate out of
Heaven from the fall of Lucifer. He was exposed, on
the other hand, for those which he is said to invent,
as when Arnobius {adv. gentes, lib. 7) cries out,
This is the man who wounded your Venus, impris,oned your Mars, who freed even your Jupiter by Briareus, and who finds authority for all your vices,' &c
Mankind were derided {Tertull., Apollod., c. 14) for
and
whatever he had hitherto made them believe
;

'

Plato {Arnobius,

ih.

—Euseb., Prap. Evang.,

;

14, 10),

Troy as low as B.C. 904. who expelled him his commonwealth, has, o( all the
based upon the great improbability philosophers, found the best quarter from the fathers
His finest beauties began
that Homer, so minute as he is in his descriptions of for passing that sentence.
Greece, and so full of the histories of the reigning to take a new appearance of pernicious qualities and
as allurements to
in
its various districts, should never notice
be
considered
because they might
dynasties
so very remarkable an occurrence as the almost total fancy, or supports to those errors with which they
abolition of the kingly government throughout Greece, were mingled, they were to be depreciated while the
It was hence that the
and the substitution of the republican form in its stead. contest of faith was in being.
Now this national revolution was coincident with, or reading of them was discouraged, that we hear Ruimmediately consequent on, the return of the descend- finus accusing St. Jerome of it, and that St. Augustin
It is said, also, that the
ants of Hercules.
poet men- {Confess., 1, 14) rejects him as the grand master of
tions the grandchildren of ^neas as reigning in Troy, fable
though indeed the dulcissime vanus which he
in the prophecy of Neptune in the Iliad (20, 308), and applies to Homer, looks but like a fondling manner of
Those days are past and, happily
that, in another speech of Juno's, he seems to intimate parting with him.
the insecure state of the chief existing dynasties of for us, the obnoxious poems have weathered the storms
and it is inferred from this, that of zeal which might have destroyed them. Homer will
the race of Pelops
he flourished during the third generation, or upward of have no temples, nor games, nor sacrifices in Chrissixty years after the destruction of Troy.
Upon this tendom but his statue is yet to be seen in the palaces
argument Heyne remarks {Excurs., ad 11., 24), that, in of kings, and his name will remain in honour among
He stands, by prethe first place, a poet who was celebrating heroes of the nations to the world's end.
the Pelopid race had no occasion to notice a revolu- scription, alone and aloof on Parnassus, where it is not
tion by which their families were expatriated and their possible 7I.0W that any human genius should stand with
and next, which seems an in- him, the father and the prince of all heroic poets, the
kingdoms abolished
surmountable objection, that the Ionic migration took boast and the glory of his own Greece, and the love and
{Miiller, Hist. Greek
place sixty years later than the return of the Heracli- the admiration of all mankind."
dae
yet that Homer was an Ionian, and a resident in, Lit., p. 41, seqq.
Coleridge, Introduction to the Study
This
or at least perfectly conversant with, Ionian Asia, is
of the Greek Classic Poets, pt. 1, p. 57, seqq.)—
admitted on all hands, and is indeed incontestable
Homer, then (of the circumstances of whose life we
and as he never notices this migration, though it was know so little that may be relied upon), was the person
Before
certainly a very remarkable event, and one which he who gave epic poetry its first great impulse.
must have known, he may just as well, for other or his time, in general, only single actions and adventures
the same reasons, have been silent on the subject of a were celebrated in short lays.
The heroic mythology
which

fixes the capture of

The argument

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

revolution by which that migration was caused.
The
Arundelian marbles place Homer B.C. 907, the Ionian
migration B.C. 1044, the return of the Heraclidae B.C.
1104, and the capture of Troy B.C. 1184.
Heyne

had prepared the way for the poets by grouping the
deeds of the principal heroes into large masses, so that
and re
they had a natural connexion with each other,
ferred to some common fundamental notion.
Now,

approves of

as the general features of the more considerable legendary collections were known, the poet before the
time of Homer had the advantage of being able to
narrate any one action of Hercules, or of one of the
Argive champions against Thebes, or of the Achaeans
and, at the same time, of being certain
against Troy
that the scope and purport of the action (namely, the
elevation of Hercules to the gods, and the fated de-

this calculation, as, upon the whole, the
most consistent with all the authorities but it is at
with
Newton's Chronology, and is therefore
variance
a calculation, of the exactness of which we can never
The vicissitudes to which Homer's
fee*l confident.
have been subject, deserves
reputation and influence
;

—

notice.

From

the

first

known

collection of the Iliad

and Odyssey in the time of the Pisistratidse to the promulgation of Christianity, the love and reverence with
which the name of Honver was regarded went on constantly increasing, till at last public games were instituted in his honour, statues dedicated, temples erected,
and sacrifices offered to him as a divinitv. There
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;

struction ot Thebes and Troy) would be present to
the minds of his hearers, and that the individual ad-

venture would thus be viewed in

its

proper connexion.

Thus, doubtless, for a long time, the bards were satisfied with illustrating single points of the heroic mvthol-

HOMERUS.

HOMERUS.

ogy with brief epic lays such as in later times were
produced by several poets of the school of Hesiod.
It was also possible, if it were desired, to form from
them longer series of adventures of the same hero ;
but they always remained a collection of independent
poems on the same subject, and never attained to that
unity of chdracter and composition which constitutes
one poem. It was an entirely new phenomenon,
which could not fail to make the greatest impression,
when a poet selected a subject of the heroic tradition,
which (besides its connexion with the other parts of

other, and that they were put together as after mentioned.
Much of his argument, however, of the impossibility of one man having composed the Iliad in
form as we now have it, applies to the theory just
stated. Bentley expressed an opinion similar to Wolfe's
on the history and compilation of the Iliad. " Homer
wrote a sequel of songs and rhapsodies to be sung by
himself, for small earnings and good cheer, at festivals
and other days of merriment the Iliad he made for the
men, and the Odyssey for the other sex. These loose
songs were not collected together in the form of an
Epic poem till about 500 years after.'* (Letter to N.
One of the main arN., by Phileleuth. Lipsicns., ^7.)

;

had in itself the means of
and of satisfying the mind
and, at the same time, admitted of such a development,
that the principal personages could be represented as
acting each with a peculiar and individual character,
without obscuring the chief hero and the main action
the

same legendary

circle)
lively interest

awakening a

;

One
Homer

legendary subject of this extent
found in the Anger of Achilles,
The former
in the Return of Ulysses.

of the poem.

and interest
and another

of these gave birth to the Iliad, the latter to the
Of the character of these two poems we
Odyssey
will

Our
the

treat in separate articles (vid. Ilias, Odyssea).
attention will now be directed to other parts of

main

subject.

Origin and Preservation of the Homeric Poems.

Whether
work of a

the

Homeric poems were

in

reality the

single bard or not, their intrinsic merit, and,

consequently, their rank in Greek literature, must remain the same, and be equally a worthy object of
studious inquiry.
The decision of that question cannot in the slightest degree affect our estimate of their

Whether

quality.

all the

Homer were

poems

that are

now

attrib-

whether the Iliad
and the Odyssey, both, or one of them only, can lay
claim to such parentage or whether, lastly, any such
uted to

his production

;

;

person as Homer, or, indeed, any individual author of
the poem ever existed, whichever of these propositions
be true, it seems to be a matter of little importance to
those whose object it is not to spell the inscriptions on
mouldering monuments, but to inhale the breath of ancient grandeur and beauty amid the undoubted ruins

and the Odyssey exist we
and we should not set them
have them in our hands
the less in honour though we were to doubt the impress of any Homer's hand, any more than we should
of the great.

The

Iliad

;

;

cease to reverence the gefiius or the ruins of Rome,
because shepherds or worse may have laid the first
It is this very excellence, howevstone of her walls.
er, of the Homeric poetry, and the apparent peculiof
the
instance, together with the celebrity of the
arity
controversy, to which the scepticism of

some modern

birth, that compels us to devote a
portion of this article to a notice of the points in question.
trace appears of any doubt having ever been

schokrs has given

No

entertained of the personal existence of Homer, as the
author of the Iliad, till the close of the 17th and beginning of the 18th century, when two French writers,

,

Hedelin and Perrault, first suggested the outlines of
a theory respecting the composition of that poem,
which has since been developed with so much learning
and talent by Heyne, Wolfe, and others, that its original authors are now almost forgotten. The substance
of this theory is, that, whether any such person as
Homer lived or not, the Ihad was not composed entirely

by him or by any other individual, but is a commethodized indeed and arranged by success-

pilation,

ive editors, but still a compilation of minstrelsies, the
works of various poets in the heroic age, all having

one common theme and direction, the wars of Troy,
and the exploits of the several Grecian chiefs engaged
in them.
Wolfe, in particular, believed that the verses
now constituting the Iliad, were written (we should
rather say made or invented) by one Homer, but in
short rhapsodies, unconnected
purposely with each

:

guments insisted upon by those who deny the existence
of a Homer, and the unity, consequently, of the Iliad
and Odyssey,

is the question of
It is said that
writing.
the art of writing, and the use of manageable writing
materials, were entirely, or all but entirely, unknown
in Greece and the islands at the supposed date of the

that, if so, this poem could
composition of the Iliad
not have been committed to writing during the time of
such its composition that, in a question of compara;

;

tive probabilities like this, it is a much grosser improbability that even the single Iliad, amounting, after all
curtailments and expungings, to upward of 15,000

should have been actually conceived and perfected in the brain of one man, with no other help but
his own or others' memory, than that it should be, in
lines,

fact, the result

of the labours of several distinct authors

;

Odyssey be counted, the improbability is
that if we add, upon the authority of Thu-

that, if the

doubled

;

cydides and Aristotle, the Hymns and Margites, not
to say the Batrachomyomachia, that which was improbable becomes absolutely impossible ; that all that
has been so often said as to the fact of as many lines
or more having been committed to memory, is beside
the point in question, which is not whether 15,000 or
30,000 lines may not be learned by heart from a book
or manuscript, but whether one man can compose a
poem of that length, which, rightly or not, shall be
thought to be a perfect model of symmetry and consistency of parts, without the aid of writing mate
rials
that, admitting the superior probability of sucL
a thing in a primitive age, we know nothing analogous
to such a case, and that it so transcends the common
limits of intellectual power, as, at the least, to merit,
with as much justice as the opposite opinion, the charWhen it is considered that
acter of improbability.
;

—

throughout the Homeric Poems, though they appear to
embrace the whole circle of the knowledge then pos
sessed by the Greeks, and enter into so many details
on the arts of life, only one ambiguous allusion occurs
to any kind of writing (//., 6, 169), it is scarcely possible to avoid the conclusion, that the art, though

known, was

still

in

its

was very

infancy, and

rarely

But the very poems
practised.
clusion has been drawn would seem to overthrow
from which

this

conit,

should be admitted that they were originally comfor they would then seem to afmitted to writing
ford the strongest proof, that, at the time of their composition, the art had made-very considerable progress,
and that there was no want, either of materials or of

if it

;

skill,

to prevent

it

from coming into

common

use.

the original form of these poems becomes a
question of great historical as well as literary imporThe Greeks themselves almost universally,
tance.
and the earliest writers the most unanimously, believed
them both to have been the work of the same author,
was known of his life, or even
who,

Hence

though nothing

his birthplace,

Asiatic Greek.

was commonly held

to

The doubt whether

have been

his

poems

ait

werfl

written from the first, seems hardly to have been sethe ancients, and in modriously entertained by any of
ern times it has been grounded chiefly on the difficulty
of reconciling such a fact with the very low degree in
which the art of writing is supposed to have been cul
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It has likewise been
the Homeric age.
ii)
urged, that the structure of the Homeric verses furnishes a decisive proof, that the state of the Greek
language, at the time when these poems were written,
t.'vated

was

in which they must have been
by others it has been thought inconsistent with the law of continual change, to which all
languages are subject, that the form m which these
works now appear should differ so slightly as it does
from that of the Greek literature, if it really belonged
to the early period in which they were first recited.
These difficulties are, it must be owned, in a great
measure removed by the hypothesis that each poem
is an aggregate of
parts composed by different authors
for then the poet's memory might not be too severely
taxed in retaining his work during its progress, and
might be aided by more frequent recitations. But this
hypothesis has been met by a number of objections,

from that

different

composed.

And

;

some

of which are not very easily satisfied.
The original unity of each poem is maintained by arguments
derived partly from the uniformity of the poetical char-

first mtroduction, or a new application of the most imStill, however, we are not
portant of all inventions.
driven to the necessity of adopting such a view of the
It is true, we are perpetually met with diffisubject.
culties in endeavouring to form a notion of the manner
in which these great epic poems were composed, at a
But these diffitime anterior to the use of writing.

culties arise

much more from

our

own

ignorance of

the period, and our own incapability of conceiving a
creation of the mind without those appliances of which

the use has become to us a second nature, than in the
can detergeneral laws of the human intellect.
mine how many thousand verses a person, thoroughly
impregnated with his subject, and absorbed in the contemplation of it, might produce in a year, and confide
to the faithful memory of disciples, devoted to their
Wherever a creative genius has
master and his art 1
appeared, it has met with persons of congenial taste,
and has found assistants, by whose means it has com-

Who

pleted astonishing works in a comparatively short period of time.
Thus the old bard may have been fol-

lowed by a number of younger minstrels, to whom it
was both a pleasure and a duty to collect and diffuse
think it necessary to suppose an original unity of de- the honey which flowed from his lips.
But it is at
sign in the Iliad, still conceive that all its parts are least certain, that it would be unintelligible how these
with
of
the
same
there
the style
author.
had been oc{Clinton, great epics were composed, unless
stamped
Fast. Hellen., vol. 3, p. 375, 379.)
But with others, casions on which they actually appeared in their infrom the time of Aristotle to our own day, the plan tegrity, and could charm an attentive hearer with the
itself has been an object of the warmest admiration
Without a
full force and effect of a complete poem.
and it is still contended, that the intimate coherence of connected and continuous recitation, they were not
the parts is such as to exclude the hypothesis of a finished works ; they were mere disjointed fragments,
If the parts out which might, by possibility, form a whole.
But where
{Vid. Ilias.)
multiplicity of authors.
of which the Iliad or the Odyssey was formed are were there meals or festivals long enough for such
supposed to have been at first wholly independent of recitations 1 What attention, it has been asked, could
each other, the supposition that they could have been be sufficiently sustained, in order to follow so many
so pieced together as to assume their present appear- thousand verses^
If, however, the Athenians could
ance is involved in almost insurmountable difficulties. at one festival hear in succession about nine tragedies,
For how, it may be asked, did the different poets in three satyric dramas, and as many comedies, without
each instance happen to confine themselves to the ever thinking that it might be better to distribute this
same circle of subjects, as to the battles before Troy, enjoyment over the whole year, why should not the
and the return of Ulysses 1 Must we suppose, with a Greeks of earlier times have been able to listen to the
modern critic {Hermann, Wiener-Jahrbucher, vol. 54), Iliad and Odyssey, and perhaps other poems, at the
that in the Iliad and Odyssey we see the joint labours same festivall
At a later date, indeed, when the
of several bards, who drew their subjects from an earon the lyre, the
rhapsodist was rivalled by the player
lier Iliad and an earlier Odyssey, which contained no
dithyrambic minstrel, and by many other kinds of pomore than short narratives of the same events, but yet etry and music, these latter necessarily abridged the
had gained such celebrity for their author, that the time allowed to the epic reciter ; but, in early times,
greatest poets of the succeeding period were forced to when the epic style reigned without a competitor, it
Let us
adopt his name, and to content themselves with filling would have received an undivided attention.
up his outline 1 This would be an expedient only to beware of measuring, by our loose and desultory readbe resorted to in the last emergency.
Or must we ing, the intension of mind with which a people enthuadopt the form which this hypothesis, by giving it a siastically devoted to such enjoyments, hung with dedifferent turn, has been made by others to assume, that
In short,
strains of the minstrel.
light on the flowing
the Iliad and Odyssey, after the main event in each there was a time (and the Iliad and Odyssey are the
had formed the subject of a shorter poem, grew un- records of it) when the Greek people, not indeed at
der the hands of successive poets, who, guided in meals, but at festivals, and under the patronage of
part by popular tradition, supplied what had been left their hereditary princes, heard and enjoyed these and
wanting by their predecessors, until in each case the other less excellent poems as they were intended to
curiosity of their hearers had been gratified by a fin- be heard and enjoyed, namely, as complete wholes.
ished whole 1
{ThirlwalVs Greece, vol. 1, p. 246.) Whether they were at this early period ever recited
This supposition is involved in still greater difficulty for a prize, and in competition with others, is doubtful,
than the former, for we have here a race of bards,
though there is nothing improbable in the supposition.
who, though living at different periods, and though But when the conflux of rhapsodists to the contests
the language was, during all this time, undergoing became perpetually greater when, at the same time,
changes of some kind or other, yet write all of them more weight was laid on the art of the reciter than on
in a manner so similar, and display so few, if any, dis- the beauty of the well-known poem which he recited;
a
crepances, that their various productions, when col- and when, lastly, in addition to the rhapsodizing,
lected together, wear all the appearance of a poem by number of other musical and poetical performances
a single bard.
According to every hypothesis, the claimed a place, then the rhapsodists were permitted
is
to repeat separate parts of poems, in which they hoped
wrapped in mystery
origin of the Homeric poetry
as must be the case with the beginning of a new pe- to excel ; and the Iliad and Odyssey (as they had not
riod, when that which precedes it is very obscure. yet been reduced to writing) existed for a time only
And it would certainly be i^ unparalleled or surprising as scattered and unconnected fragments. {Wolfs
And we are still indebted to
coincidence, if the production of a great work, which Prolegomena, p. cxliii.)
formed the most momentous epoch in the history of the regulator of the contest of rhapsodists at the PanaGreek literature, should have concurred with either the thenaea (whether it was Solon or Pisistratus) for having
and partly from the apparent singleness of plan
which each of them exhibits. Even those who do not
acter,

;

—

;

—

;
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compelled the rhapsodists to follow one another, according to the order of the poem, and for having thus
restored these great works, which were falling into
It is indeed
fragments, to their pristine integrity.
true, that some arbitrary additions may have been made
to

at this period ; which, however, we can only
to be able to distinguish from the rest of the

them

hope
poem, by

to some general
agreement as
and subsequent destiny of the Homeric compositions.
{MuUcTy Hist. Gr. LiL, p. 62,
first

coming

to the original form

geq.)

Introduction of the Homeric

Poems

into Greece.

the verses, set out the Iliad and Odyssey."
(jElian,
V. H., 13, 14.)
praise Pisistratus," observes
" for his collection of the A-erses
made
Libanius,
by
Homer." {Liban., Pan. in lui, vol. I, p. 170, ed.
" The
of
the
Reiske.)
Iliad," says Eustathius,
poetry
"is one continuous body throughout, and well fitted
but
it
who
;
together
they
put
together, under the direction, as is said, of Pisistratus," &c.
( Wolf, Pro-

— "We

—

—

in not.)
That this collection was
the assistance, and probably
hy the principal operation of the contemporary poets, rests also
upon good authority. Pausanias, in speaking of v.

legom., p.

cxliii.,

made with

573, in the second book of the

Two

1.
difTerent accounts are given on this head.
First, it is said that Lycurgus, the Spartan legislator,
met with the poems of JHomer during his travels in

Asia, and, being charmed with them, carried them
with him by some means, and in some shape or other,
back to his native city. The authority for this is a
passage of a fragment of Heraclides Ponticus, in which

Iliad, says that Pisisof his associates, had changed the
"
name through ignorance.
Afterward," remarks Sui" this
das,
poetry was put together and set in order
in
and
by many persons,
particular by Pisistratus."

tratus, or

some one

The great poets with whom
{Suid., s. V. 'OfiTjpo^.)
Pisistratus lived in friendship, and of whose aid he is
supposed to have availed himself on this occasion,

that Lycurgus, "having procured the poetry
of Homer from the descendants of Creophylus, first
introduced it into the Peloponnesus."
iElian(F. H.,
13, 14) repeats this with advantage: "Lycurgus the
Spartan first carried the poetry of Homer in a mass
Plutarch ( Vit. Lycurg.) finishes off the
into Greece."
" There
(in Asia) Lycurstory in his usual manner.
gus first fell in with the poems of Homer, probably in
the keeping of the descendants of Cleophylus
he
wrote them out eagerly, and collected them together
for the purpose of bringing them hither into Greece ;
for there was already at that time an obscure rumour
of these verses among the Greeks, but some few only
possessed some scattered fragments of this poetry,

were Orpheus of Crotona, said to be the author of the
Argonautics, Onomacritus the Athenian, Simonides,
and Anacreon. In the dialogue called Hipparchus,

which were circulated in a chance manner. Lycurgus
had the principal hand in making it known." This
Creophylus or Cleophylus, a Samian, is said to have
been Homer's host in Samos, and a poet himself.
The nucleus of fact in this story may probably consist
that Lycurgus became more acquainted with
in this
*he Homeric verses among the Ionian rhapsodists, and
succeeded in introducing, by means of his own or others' memory, some connected portions of them into
Western Greece. That he wrote them all out is, as
we may see, so far as the original authority goes, due

an imperfect manner by Solon, principally executed
by Pisistratus and his Iriends, and finished under
This will embrace about eighty years
Hipparchus.
from the date of Solon's law, B.C. 594, to the death
It must be remembered,
of Hipparchus, B.C. 513.
however, that, although the Homeric rhapsodies were
undoubtedly committed to writing, and reduced into £
certain form and order of composition, in the age of

he says

;

;

to the

ingenious biographer alone.

founded account of the introduction,

But the

better

or, at least,

of

the formal collection of the Homeric verses, though
not inconsistent with the other, is, that, after Solon had
directed that the rhapsodists should, upon public occasions, recite in a certain order of poetical narration,
and not confusedly, the end before the beginning, as

had been the previous practice, Pisistratus, with the
help of a large body of the most celebrated poets of

made a regular collection of the different rhapsodies which passed under Homer's name, committed
them all to writing, and arranged them very much in
The dithe series in which we now possess them.
vision of the rhapsodies into books corresponding with
the letters of the Greek alphabet, was probably the

his age,

work of the Alexandrean

critics

many

centuries after-

ward.
Now the authorities for attributing this primary
reduction into form to Pisistratus, are numerous and
express, and a few quotations from them will be the
most satisfactory way of putting the student in possession of the opinions of the ancients upon this sub"Who," says Cicero, "was more learned in
ject.

—

attributed to Plato, it is said, indeed, of the younger
son of Pisistratus of that name, " that he executed
many other excellent works, and particularly he brought
the verses of Homer into this country, and compelled
the rhapsodists at the Panathenaic festival to go through
them all in order, one taking up the other, in the same
manner that they do now." There seems, however,
no great inconsistency in these statements. They
may very reasonably be reconciled, by supposing that
this great work of collecting and arranging the scat-

tered verses of the

Homeric rhapsodists was begun

in

the Pisistratidae, the ancient

and national practice of

continued in honour, and for a considerable time afterward was, perhaps, the only mode by

recitation

still

which those poems were popularly known.

But

it

readily be believed, that^ in proportion as written
copies became multiplied, a power of, and taste for,

may

reading generated, and a literature, in the narrow
sense of the word, created, this practice of publicly reciting national poetry, which was as congenial as it
was indispensable to a primitive and unlettered people,

would gradually sink in estimation, become degraded
character, and finally fall into complete disuse.
This we find to have been precisely the case from
about the year B.C. 430, till the age of the Alexandrean critics, under the polite and civilized government
of the Ptolemies.
The old manner of reciting was no
in

doubt very histrionic but after the formation of a regular theatre, and the composition of formal dramas in
the time of .^schylus, the heroic verses of the Homeric age must have seemed very unfit vehicles of, or
;

accompaniments

to,

scenic effect of any kind.

In

ihis interval, therefore, are to be placed a third and
last race of rhapsodists, now no longer the fellow-poets
and congenial interpreters of tiieir originals, but. in
a low and
sort of men, who were ac-

general,

ignorant

whose eloquence is reported to have been ceptable only to the meanest of the people. Xenophon
more refined by literature than that of Pisistratus, (Sympos., 3) and Plato (Ion, passim) bear abundant
who is said first to have disposed the books of Homer, testimony to the contempt with which they were rewhich were before confused, in the order in which we garded, though the object of the latter in the Ion or
now have themi" {Cic., de OrcU., 3, 34.) "Pisis- Ionian was probably to sketch a true and exalted pic-

that age, or

—

tratus," observes Pausanias, "collected the verses of
Homer, which were dispersed, and retained in different

ture of the duty and the character of a genuine rhapsodist.
There were many editions, or ALopduaei^, as

{Pausanias, 7, 26.) "Aftermemory."
"
ward," remarks iElian,
Pisistratus, having collected

after this primary one
they were called, of the Iliad,
read of one by Antimachus,
by
^ the Piaistratidse.

—

places by

4M

We
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a poet of Colophon
and of another very celebrated
one by Aristotle, which edition Alexander is said to
have himself corrected and kept in a very precious
;

casket, taken

among

the spoils of the

camp

of Darius.

The ediij ek tov vupdrjKog.
tions by any known individual were called al /car' uvthem
from
to
several
editions
6pa,
distinguish
existing
This edition was called

in different cities,

editors.

These

al kn t:67\£u>v.
pic,

;

sition of the Iliad.

latter

were called

al

Kara

Tto^eig, or

Massiliotic, Chian, Argive, SinoCretan are mentioned. There are

three other names very conspicuous
titude of critics, and commentators,

the muland editors of

among

{Coleridge, Introduction,

&c

,

p.

180.)

but not attributed to any particular

The

Cyprian, and

the Margites was attributed to Pi"
and Knight is of opinion, from the use of th«
augment in the few lines still preserved, that it was
the work of an Athenian earlier than the time of
Xerxes, but long after the lowest time of the compoothers, however,

gres

2.

"

Batrachomyomachia.

The

Battle of the Frogs and Mice" is a short
mock-heroic poem of ancient date.
The text varies
in different editions, and is obviously disturbed and
It is commonly said to
corrupt to a great degree.
have been a juvenile essay of Homer's genius but

the Iliad in subsequent times
these are Zenodotus,
Aristophanes, the inventor of accents, and Aristarchus. others have attributed it to the same Pigres mentionThis last celebrated man lived in the reign of Ptolemy ed above, whose reputation for humour seems to
Philometor, B.C. 150, and, after a collation of all the have invited the appropriation of any piece of ancient
So little did
copies then existing, he published a new edition, or wit, the author of which was uncertain.
^lopduaiq, of the Iliad, divided into books, the text of the Greeks, before the era of the Ptolemies, know or
which, according to the general opinion of critics, has care about that department of criticism which is employed in determining the genuineness of ancient
finally prevailed as the genuine diction of Homer.
In the writings.
As to this little poem being a youthful
{Coleridge, Introduction, &c., p. 37-55.)
there
is
a
prolusion of Homer's, it seems sufficient to say, that
preface to Gronovius' Thesaurus (vol. 5),
in which from the beginning to the end it is a plain and palpable
of
the
manner
and
account
curious
particular
It is parody, not only of the general spirit, but of numerous
Pisistratus put together the poems of Homer.
taken from the Commentary of Diomedes Scholasticus passages of the Iliad itself; and, even if no such inon the grammar of Dionysius the Thracian, and was tention to parody were discoverable in it, the objection
;

;

published in the original Greek by Bekker, in the
It
vol. of his Anecdota Graca (p. 767, seqq.).
is in substance as follows ; The poems of Homer
were in a fragmentary state, in different hands. One
man had a hundred verses ; another two hundred ; a
third a thousand, &c.
Thereupon Pisistratus, not
first

second

being able to find the poems entire, proclaimed all
over Greece, that whoever brought to him verses of
Homer, should receive so much for each line. All
who brought any received the promised reward, even
those who brought lines which he had already obtained
from others. Sometimes people brought him verses
of their own for those of Homer, now marked with an
After having thus
obelus {rovq vvv bSeXL^lofiivovc;).
made a collection, he employed 72 grammarians to

still remain, that, to suppose a work of mere
burlesque to be the primary effort of poetry in a simple
age, seems to reverse that order in the development
of national taste, which the history of every other people in Europe and of many in Asia has almost ascertained to be a law of the human mind.
It is in a state
of society much more refined and permanent than that
described in the Iliad, that any popularity would attend such a ridicule of war and the gods as is contained in this poem
and the fact of there having existed three other poems of the same kind, attributed,
for aught we can see, with as much reason to Homer,
is a
strong inducement to believe that none of them
were in reality of the Homeric age. Knight infers,
from the usage of the word d^Xroc, as a writing tablet,

would

;

put together the verses of Homer in the manner they instead of dc(pdepa or a skin, which, according to HeAfter each had separately arranged the rodotus (5, 58), was the material employed by the Asithought best.
verses, he brought them all together, and made each atic Greeks for that purpose, that this poem was anshow to the whole his own particular work. Having other offspring of Attic ingenuity
and, generally,
that the familiar mention of the cock (v. 191) is a
all in a body examined carefully and impartially, they
with one accord gave the preference to the composi- strong argument against so ancient a date for its comtions of Aristarchus and Zenodotus, and determined position.
still farther, that the former had made the better one of
3. Hymns.
the two.
{Bekker, Anec. Grac, I. c)
The Homeric Hymns, including the hymn to Ceres
Iliad and Odyssey.
and the fragment to Bacchus, which were discovered
For an account of these two poems, and the discus- in the last century at Moscow, and edited by Ruhnbut with the exception
sions connected with them, consult the articles Bias ken, amount to thirty-three
The remainder of our remarks on the of those to Apollo, Mercury, Venus, and Ceres, they
and Odyssea.
will be confined to a brief consider- are so short as not to consist of more than about three
occasion
present
Almost all modern
ation of a few minor productions that are commonly hundred and fifty lines in all.
attributed to Homer.
critics, with the eminent exception of Hermann, deny
Neverthethat any of these hymns belong to Homer.
1. Margites.
less, it is certain that they are of high antiquity, and
was
which
a
satire
some
strenuous
This poem,
upon
were commonly attributed by the ancients to Homer
blockhead, as the name implies, does not now exist
with almost as much confidence as the Iliad and Odysbut it was so famoos in former times that it seems
sey.
Thucydides (3, 104) quotes a passage from the
to select it for a slight notice from among the
proper
Hymn to Apollo, and alleges the authority of Homer,
score of lost works attributed to the hand of Homer. whom he
expressly takes to be the writer, to prove an
It is said by Harpocration that Callimachus admired historical remark
and Diodorus Siculus (3, 66 4, 2),
the Margites, and Dio Chrysostom says {Diss. 53) Pausanias
(2, 4), and many other ancient authors, cite
that Zeno the philosopher wrote a commentary on it. different verses from these
hymns, and always treat
A genuine verse, taken from this poem, is well known them as genuine Homeric remains. On the other
the
Life
the
name
of Plutarch, nothing
in
under
hand,
lioTJC 7]-iTL(TTaT0 ipja, KUKcJg &7]7iLaTaTo Tzdv-a.
is allowed to be genuine but the Iliad and Odyssey
" For much he knew, hut
knew
ill."
everything
Athenaeus (1, 19) suspects one of the Homeridse or
Two other lines in the same strain are preserved by Homeric rhapsodists to be the author of the Hymn to
and the scholiast to Pindar (iVeTn. 2) testifies,
Aristotle, and one less peculiar is found in the scho- Apollo
hast to the Birds of Aristophanes (v. 914).
By that one Cynsethus, a Chian rhapsodist, who flourished
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;
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Syracuse about 600 B.C., was The Homonadenses were a wild and plundering peosupposed by many to be the real Homer of this par- ple, and greatly infested the neighbouring country.
One thing, however, is certain, that They were subdued, however, by the Roman comticular poem.
these hymns are extremely ancient, and it is probable mander Quirinus, who blocked up the passages of the
that some of them only yield to the Iliad and Odyssey mountains, and reduced them by famine.
D'Anville
in remoteness of date.
They vary in character and was of opinion, that Homonada was represented by
but there is scarcely one among them the fortress of Ermenak, situate near the sources of
poetical merit
that has not something to interest us, and they have the Giuk-sou ; and this locality has been adopted by
all of them, in a
{French Strabo, vol. 4, pt. 2,
greater or less degree, that simple Gossellin and others.
Homeric liveliness which never fails to charm us p. 100.) But Col. Leake, in his map, supposes Ermenak to be Philadelphia.
wherever we meet with it.
{Cramefs Asia Minor,
in great reputation at

;

4.

vol. 2, p. 333.)

Epigrams.

HoNORius, son of Theodosius the Great, and youngEpigrams are classed a few verses er brother of Arcadius, was bom at Constantinople
on diflferent subjects, chiefly addresses to cities or A.D. 384. After the death of his father in 395, HoThere is one short hymn to Nep- norius had for his share the Empire of the West, under
private individuals.
tune which seems out of its place here.
In the fourth the guardianship of Stilicho, a distinguished general
epigram, Homer is represented as speaking of his of the imperial armies, and fixed his residence at Miblindness and his itinerant life.
As regards the gen- lan. For several years after, Stilicho was the real
eral character of the Greek Epigram, it may here be sovereign of the West
and he also endeavoured to
remarked, that it is so far from being the same with, extend his sway over the territories of Arcadius in the
or even like to, the Epigram of modern times, that East, under the pretence of defending them against
sometimes it is completely the reverse. In general, the Goths. He gave his daughter Maria in marriage
the songs in Shakspeare, Ben Jonson, Waller, and, to Honorius, and recovered the province of Africa,
where he writes with simplicity, in Moore, give a better which had revolted. About A.D. 400, the Goths and
notion of the Greek Epigrams than any other species the Huns, under Alaric and Radagaisus, invaded Italy,
of modern composition.
but were repelled by Stilicho.
In the year 402, Alaric

Under

the title of

;

5.

came again into Italy, and spread alarm as far as Rome,
when Stilicho hastily collected an army, with which he

Fragments.

The Fragments, as they are called, consist of a few
scattered lines which are said to have been formerly
found in the Iliad, the Odyssey, and the other sup-

met Alaric at Pollentia, on the banks of the Tanarus,
completely defeated him, and compelled him to reAfter this victory Honorius
cross the Noric Alps.
posed works of Homer, and to have been omitted as repaired to Rome with Stilicho, where they were both
On that occasion Hospurious or dropped by chance from their ostensible received with great applause.
Besides these, there are some passages from norius abolished by a decree the fights of gladiators,
context.
the Little Iliad, and a string of verses taken from Ho- and he also forbade, under penalty of death, all sacrimer's answers in the old work, called the Contests of fices and offerings to the pagan gods, and ordered
Homer and Hesiod. {Coleridge, Introduction, &c., their statues to be destroyed. In the year 404 Honorius left Rome for Ravenna, where he established
p. 235.)
his court, making it the seat of his empire, like another
Conclusion.
Rome, in consequence of which, the province in which
Since the Homeric question was first agitated by Ravenna is situated assumed the name of Romania,
Wolf and Heyne, it has been placed on a very differ- Romaniola, and afterward Romagna, which last it reent footing by the labours of more recent scholars. tains to this
In the following year Radagaisus
day.
The student may consult with advantage the following again invaded Italy with a large force of barbarians,
works
but was completely defeated, and put to death by StilNitzsch, de Historia Homeri Meletemata.
In
Kreuser, Vorfragen iiber Homeros.
Id., Homerische icho, in the mountains near Fajsulae in Etruria.
Hei- the next year, the Vandals, the Alani, the Alemanni,
Midler, Homerische Vorschule.
Rhapsoden.
necke, Homer und Lycurg.
Knight, Prolegomena ad and other barbarians, crossed the Rhine and invaded
Homerum.
London Quarterly Review, No. 87.
Gaul.
A soldier, named Constantine, revolted in BritMiiller^s Review of Nitzsch's work, in the Gbitingen, ain,
usurped the imperial power, and, having passed
Gel. Ameigen, for Febr., 1831.
Hermann's remarks over into Gaul, established his dominion over part of

—

:

—
—

—

Wiener Jahrbiicher,

—

—

—

—

in the

—

vol. 54.

—Hug, Erfindung

der Huchstabenschrift.
An argument which confines
itself to the writings of Wolf and Heyne, can now add
but little to our means of forming a judgment on the

Homeric question, and must keep some of

its

most

{ThirlwalV s Greece,
important elements out of sight.
vol. 1, p 248, in notis.)
The best edition of th,e Iliad
is that of
Heyne, Lips., 1802-1822, 9 vols. 8vo. The
most popular edition of the entire works is that of

—

Clarke,

Glasg.,

improved by Ernesti, Lips., 1759, 1824,
The most critical one,
1814, 5 vols. 8vo.

however, is that of Wolf, Lips., 1804-1807, 4 vols.
A good edition of the Odyssey is still needed,
12mo.
though the want may in a great measure be supplied

and was acknowledged by Honorius as his colthe title of Augustus.
Stilicho now
began to be suspected of having an understanding
with the barbarians, and especially with Alaric, to
whoip he advised the emperor to pay a tribute of 4000
it,

league, with

Honorius. in consequence,
pounds' weight of gold.
gave an order for his death, which was executed at
of
Historians are
the
in
Ravenna,
year 408.
August
divided concerning the fact of Stilicho's treason. Zosimus and the poet Claudian consider it a calumny.
His death, however, was fatal to the empire, of which
Alaric again inhe was the only remaining support.
vaded Italy, besieged Rome, and at last took it, and
Honoriiis
proclaimed the prefect Attalus emperor.
meantime remained inactive, and shut up within Ravenna.
The continued indecision and bad faith of

by the excellent commentary of Nitzsch, Hannov.,
1826-1831, 2 vols. 8vo.— II. A poet, surnamed, for
distinction' sake, the Younger.
He was a native of Honorius, or, rather, of his favourites, brought Alaric
Hierapolis in Caria, and flourished under Ptolemy again before Rome, which was this time plundered by
Homer the Younger formed one of the the invader (A.D. 410). After Alaric's death, his
Philadelphus.
of Honorius,
Tragic Pleiades.
{Schjill, Gesch. Gr. Lit.-, vol. 2, son Ataulphus married Placidia, sister
and took possession of Spain. The rest of the rei'gn
p. 41.)
HoMONADA, a strong fortress of Cilicia Trachea, on of Honorius was a succession of calamities. The
the confines of Isauria.
This place Mannert makes Empire of the West was now falling to pieces on evto belong to Pisidia.
midst of the universal ruin, Hono(Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 166.) ery
^ side; and in the
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died of the dropsy at Ravenna, in August, 423,
{Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 29,
leaving no issue.
seqq.
Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 12, p. 281.)
HoRAPOLLo, or HoROs Apollo, a grammarian of
Alexandrea, according to Suidas, in the time of the
Roman emperor Theodosius. He taught, first in his
native city, and afterward in Constantinople, and
wrote, under the title of Te/j,F:vtKd, a work on conseSeveral other writers of this name are
crated places.
rius

—

mentioned by Suidas, by Stephanus of Byzantium
by Photius (p. 536, ed. Bekker), and
by Eustathius {ad Od. 4). It is doubtful to which one
of the whole number a treatise which has come down
to us on Egyptian Hieroglyphics is to be ascribed.
According to the inscription that is found in most
(*. V. ^eviBrjdig),

MSS.,

the

work was

originally written in Egyptian,

and translated into Greek by a person named Philip.
But, whatever opinion we may form respecting the
author, it is evident that the work could not have been
written before the Christian era, since it contains allusions to the philosophical tenets of the Gnostics.
Its
merits are differently estimated.
The object of the
writer appears to have been, not to furnish a key to
the Hieroglyphic system, but to explain the emblems
and attributes of the gods. Champollion, and Leemans in his edition of the work, are disposed to attribute greater importance to it than former critics had
been willing to allow. The best edition is that of Leemans, Amst., 1834, 8vo. Previous to the appearance
of this, the best edition was that of De Pauw, Traj. ad

Rhen., 1727, 4to.

HoR^ {'Qpat), the Seasons or Hours, who had
Hesiod says thai they
charge of the gates of Heaven.
were the daughters of Jupiter and Themis and he
names them Eunomia {Order), Dike {Justice), and
*'
"
Eirene {Peace).
They watch," adds the poet, over
the works of mortal man" {^py 6paiovai KaTafhrjTolai
PpoTolai.
Theog., 903).
By an unknown poet {ap.
Stohmim.
Lobeck, Aglaoph., p. 600), the Horae are
called the daughters of Time
and by late poets they
;

—
—

;

were named the children of the year, and their number was increased to twelve. {Nonnus, 11, 486.
Id.,
Some made them seven or ten in number.
12, 17.)
{Hygin., fab., 183.) The Horae seem to have been

—

—

originally regarded as presiding over the three seasons
into which the ancient Greeks divided the year.

As the day was simip. 500, not.)
larly divided {11, 21, 111), they came to be regarded

{Welcker, Tril.,

as presiding over its parts also
and when it was farther subdivided into hours, these minor parts were
;

with the country school of Flavius {Serm., 1, 6,
72), removed with his son to Rome, where he was
placed under the care of a celebrated teacher, Orbilius
Pupillus, of Beneventum, whose life has been written
{De Blustr. Gramm., c. 9.) After
by Suetonius.
studying the ancient Latin poets {Epist., 2, 1, 70, seq.),
fied

Horace acquired the Greek language. {Epist., 2, 2,
He also enjoyed, during the course of his
41, seq.)
education, the advice and assistance of his father, who
appears to have been a sensible man, and who is mentioned by his son with the greatest esteem and respect.
{Serm., 1, 4, 105, seqq. ; 1, 6, 76, seqq.) It is probable that, soon after he had assumed the toga virilis,
at the age of seventeen, he went to Athens to pursue

where he appears to have
remained till the breaking out of the civil war during
the second triumvirate.
In this contest he joined the
his studies {Epist., 2, 2, 43),

army of Brutns, was promoted

to the rank of military
tribune {Serm., 1, 6, 48), and was present at the battle of Philippi, his flight fVom which he compares to
a similar act on the part of the Greek f>oet Alcaeus.
{Od., 2, 7, 9.)
Though the life of Horace was spared,
his paternal property at Venusia was confiscated {Epist.,

and he repaired to Rome, with the hope of
Some of
obtaining a living by his literary exertions.
his poems attracted the notice of Virgil and Varius,
who introduced him to Maecenas, and the liberality of
the minister quickly relieved the poet from all pecuniary diflficulties. From this eventful epoch for our bard,
the current of his life flowed on in smooth and gentle
course. Satisfied with the competency which the kindness of his patron had bestowed, Horace declined the
offers made him by Augustus, to take him into his service as private secretary, and steadily resisted the
temptation thus held out of rising to opulence and
consideration
advantages which, to one of
2, 2, 49),

;

political

temperament, would have been dearly
For
purchased by the sacrifice of his independence.
that he was independent in the noblest sense of the
word, in freedom of thought and action, is evidenced
his philosophical

in which he states,
that if the favour of his patron is to be secured by a
slavish renunciation of his own habits and feelings, he

by that beautiful epistle to Maecenas,

will at

erty
tion

once say. Farewell to fortune, and welcome pov-

!

{Epist.,

1,

7.)— Not long

after his introduc-

Maecenas the journey to Brundisium took
place, and the gift of his Sabine estate soon followed.
Rendered independent by the bounty of Maecenas, high
to

in the favour of

Augustus, courted by the proudest pa-

Rome, and

blessed in the friendship of his
brother poets, Virgil, Tibullus, and Varius, it is difficult to conceive a state of more perfect temporal feliThis happiness
city than Horace must have enjoyed.
was first sensibly interrupted by the death of Virgil,
;
which was shortly succeeded by that of Tibullus.
These losses must have sunk deeply into his mind.
The solemn thoughts and grave studies which, in the
first epistle of his first book, he declares shall hence(Keightley's Mythology, p. 190, seq.)
HoRATiA, the sister of the Horatii, killed by her forward occupy his time, were, if we may judge from
surviving brother for deploring the death of her be- the second epistle of the second book, addressed to
trothed, one of the Curiatii, and for reproaching him Julius Florus, confirmed by those sad warnings of the
The severest blow, hovvever.
frail tenure of existence.
with the deed by which she had lost her lover.
( Vid.
which Horace had to encounter, was inflicted by the
Horatius 11.)
HoRATius, I. QuiNTUS Flaccus, 3 Celebrated Ro- dissolution of his early friend and best patron Maeceman poet, born at Venusia or Venusium, December nas. He had declared that he could never survive the
8th, B.C. 65, during the consulship of L. Aurelius loss of one who was "part of his soul" {Od.,2, 17, 5),
and his prediction was verified. The death of the
Cotta and L. Manlius Torquatus.
{Od., 3, 21, 1.
who was a freedman of poet occurred only a few weeks after that of his friend,
Epod., 13, 6.) His father,
the Horatian family, had gained considerable property on the 27th of November, B.C. 8, when he had nearly
as a coactor, a name applied to the servant of the mon- completed his 58th year, and his remains were denext to those of Maecenas, at the extremity of
ey-brokers, who attended at sales at auction, and col- posited
When at Rome, Horace resided
lected the money from the purchasers.
{Serm., 1, 6, the Esquiline Hill.
With these gains he purchased a farm in the in a small and plainly- furnished mansion on the Esqui6.)
When he left the capital, he either betook himneighbourhood of Venusia, on the banks of the Aufi- line.
dus.
In this place Horace appears to have lived until self to his Sabine farm or his villa at Tibur, the modwhen his father, dissatis- ern Tivoli. When in the country, as the whim seized
ftis eleventh or twelfth
tricians of

placed under their charge, and were named from them.
Order and
Nonniis, I. c.)
{Quint., Smyrn., 2, 595.
regularity being their prevailing attributes, the transition was easy from the natural to the moral world
and the guardian goddesses of the seasons were regarded as presiding over law, justice, and peace, the
great producers of order and harmony among men.

—

—

—

year,
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he would either study hard or be luxuriously idle.
country was the place where his heart abode, and
here he displayed all the kindness of his disposition.
At times reclining under the shade of a spreading tree,
"
by the side of some
bubbling runnel," he would temper his Massic with the cooUng lymph ; at others he
would handle the spado and mattock, and delight in
the good-humoured jokes of his country neighbours
when they laughed at him, with his little piinchy figBut
ure, puffing and blowing a', the unwonted work.
his suppers here were the chief scene of his enjoyment.
He would then collect around him the patriarchs of the neighbourhood, listen to their homely but
practical wisdom, and participate in the merriment of
his slaves seated around the blazing fire.
Well and
" Nodes
truly might he exclaim,
ciKtiaque Deum /"
The character of Horace is as clearly developed in his
writings, as the manner in which he passed his time,
or the locality of his favourite haunts.
Good sense
was the distinguishing characteristic of his intellect
tenderness that of his heart.
He acknowledged no
master in philosophy, and his boast was not a vain one.
Although leaning to the tenets of Epicurus, the "summum bonum'^ of Horace soared far above selfishness.
His happiness centred not in self, but was reflected
from that of others.
Culling what was best from each
sect, he ridiculed unsparingly the vague theories of all
h'un,

The

—
;

;

and, notwithstanding his shafts were chiefly directed
against the Stoics, he assented to the loftier and better
part of their doctrine, the superintendence of the diLike those of every
vinity over the ways of man.
other mortal, the sterling qualities of Horace were
mixed with baser alloy. His philosophy could not preserve him, even at the age of fifty, from the weaknesses of a boy, and he did not escape unsullied by the
vices of the time.
These frailties apart, we recognise
in Horace all the amenities, and most of the virtues,

which adorn humanity.

—The

productions of Horace

are divided into Odes, Epodes, Satires, and Epistles.
The Odes, which for the most part are little more

than translations or imitations of the Greek poets, are
generally written in a very artificial manner, and seldom depict the stronger and more powerful feelings of
human nature. The best are those in which the poet
describes the pleasures of a country life, or touches on
the beauties of nature, for which he had the most
lively
yet, at

nor
perception and the most exquisite relish
the same time, are his lyrical
productions altogether
without those touches which excite our warmer
:

sym-

But if we were to name those qualities in
which Horace most excels, we should mention his
pathies.

strong good sense, his clear judgment, and the puThe best edition of Horace is that
rity of his taste.
of Doring, Lips., 1803, 1815, 1828, 2 vols. 8vo,

—

reprinted at the

London

press,

—

and also

at Oxford,

1838, in one volume 8vo.
Many critics have maintained that each ode. each satire, <fec., was
published
the
But Bentley, in the preface to
separately by
poet.
bis edition of the poet's works,
argues, from the words
of Suetonius, the practice of other Latin
poets, and
the expressions of Horace himself, that his works were
originally published in books, in the order in which
Consult on this subject the " Hothey now appear.
ratius Restitutus'' of Tate, Cambr., 1832
2d ed.,
1837.
(Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1,
220,

ery one will perceive that we have here types of the two
nations regarded as sisters, and of the three tribes in
each.
In the first onset, two of the Horatii were slain
by their opponents ; but the third brother, by joining address to valour, obtained a victory over all his antagonists.
Pretending to fly from the field of battle, he sep-

arated the three Curiatii, and then, attacking them one
As he returned triby one, slew them successively.
umphant to the city, his sister Horatia, who had been
of
to
the
one
betrothed
Curiatii, met and reproached her
brother bitterly for having slain her intended husband.
Horatius, incensed at this, stabbed his sister to the

He was tried and acquitted. {Liv., 1, 26.)
HoRESTi, a people of Scotland, mentioned by TaIn Agricola's time, they seem to have been
citus.
the inhabitants of what is now Angv^.
They were
probably incorporated with, or subdued by, the VacoMannert
magi, before Ptolemy wrote his geography.
{Tacit., Vit
places them near the Frith of Tay.
heart.

Agric., 38.)

HoRTENsiA, daughter of the orator Hortensius, and

who would seem
ther's eloquence.

to

have inherited a portion of her fathe members of the second

"When

triumvirate had imposed a heavy tax upon the Roman
matrons, and no one of the other sex dared to espouse
their cause, Hortensia appeared as their advocate, and
made so able a speech that a large portion of the burden was removed. (Val. Max., 8, 3, 3.) This hawas extant in Quintilian's time, who speaks of

rangue
Freinshemius has adumbrated
it with encomiums.
from Appian in his Supplement to Livy, {Quintil.,
1,

it

1,

Q.—Freinsh., Suppl. Liv., 122, 44, seq.)

Hortensius, Qointus, a celebrated orator, who
began to distinguish himself by his eloquence in the
Roman forum at the age of nineteen. He was born
of a plebeian family, A.U.C. 640, eight years beforf
He served at first as a common soldier, and
Cicero.
afterward as military tribune, in the Social war. In the
contest between Marius and Sylla he remained neuter,
and was one of the twenty quaestors established by
He afterward obtained in succesSylla, A.U.C. 674.
sion the offices of aedile, praetor, and consul, the last
As an orator he for a long time
of these A.U.C. 685.
balanced the reputation of Cicero : but, as his orations
are lost,

we can

only judge of

him by

the account

"

Nature had
his rival gives of his abilities.
" so
given him," says Cicero, in his Brutus (c. 88),
happy a memory, that he never had need of commit-

which

he had

meditated,
ting to writing any discourse which
while, after his opponent had finished speaking, he could
recall, word by word, not only what the other had said,
but also the authorities which had been cited against

His industry was indefatigable. He never
day pass without speaking in the forum, or preoftentimes he
paring himself to appear on the morrow;

himself.
let a

did both.

He

excelled particularly in the art of divi-

luminous
ding his subject, and in then reuniting it in a
manner, calling in, at the same time, even some of the
His
arguments which had been urged against him.

was noble, elegant, and rich his voice strong
and pleasing his gestures carefully studied." The
to have
eloquence of Hortensius would seem, in fact,
been of that showy species called Asiatic, which flourished in the Greek colonies of Asia Minor, and was
than the oratory
p.
seqq. infinitely more florid and ornamental
^Quarterly Review, No. 12^.— Encycl. Us. KnowL, of Athens, or even of Rhodes, being full of brilliant
This glowing
vol. 12, p. 290.)— H. The name of three brave Rothoughts and of sparkling expressions.
man twin-brothers, who fought, according to the old style of rhetoric, though deficient in solidity and weight,
Roman legends, against the Curiatii, three Alban twin- was not unsuitable in a young man and, being farther
of periods, met
brothers, about 667 years before the commencement recommended
by a beautiful cadence
of our era.
Mutual acts of violence committed by the with the utmost applause. But Horiensius, as he adcitizens of Rome and Alba had
this exuberance, nor
given rise to a war. vanced in life, did not correct
The armies were drawn up against each other at the
and this luxury and glitadopt a chaster eloquence
Fossa Cluilia, where it was
in his eariiest years,
agreed to avert a battle by ter of phraseology, which, even
a combat of three brothers on either
or disgust among the
side, namely, the had occasionally excited ridicule
Horatii and Curiatii, whose mothers were sisters.
Ev- ^
graver fathers of the senatorial order, being totally in
diction

;

;

;

;

;
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consistent with his advanced age and consular dignity, which required something more serious and composed, his reputation in consequence diminished with
increase of years.
Besides, from his declining health

and strength, which greatly failed in his latter years, he
not have been able to give full effect to that showy
A constant
species of rhetoric in which he indulged.
toothache and swelling in the jaws greatly impaired
his powers of elocution and utterance, and became at
A few
length so severe as to accelerate his end.
months, however, before his death, which happened in
he
703,
pleaded for his nephew Messala, who was accused of illegal canvassing, and who was acquitted

may

more

in

consequence of the astonishing exertions of

his

advocate than the justice of his cause.
So unfavourawas his case esteemed, that, however much
the speech of Hortensius had been admired, he was received, on entering the theatre of Curio on the following day, with loud clamours and hisses, which were the
more remarked as he had never met with similar treatment in the whole course of his forensic career. (Cic,
Ep. ad Fam., 8, 2.) The speech, however, revived all
the ancient admiration of the
public for his oratorical
talents, and convinced them that, had he possessed
the same perseverance as Cicero, he would not have
ranked second to that orator.
The speeches of Hortensius, as has already been mentioned, lost part of
their cflect by the orator's advance in years, but
they
ble, indeed,

suffered

still

more by being transferred

to writing.

his chief excellence consisted in action

As

and delivery,

were much inferior to what was expected
from the high fame which he had enjoyed
and accordingly, after death, he retained little of that esteem
which he had so abundantly possessed during life.
It appears from Macro{Quint., Inst. Orat 11, 3.)

his writings

;

,

bius, that he was much ridiculed by his
ries on account of his affected
gestures.

contemporaIn pleading,

hands were constantly in motion, whence he was
often attacked by his adversaries in the forum for resembling an actor; and on one occasion he received
from his opponent the appellation of Dionysia, which

his

was

the

name

of a celebrated dancing

(Anlus

girl.

Gcllius, 1,8.) .^sopus and Roscius frequently attended his pleadings to catch his gestures and imitate them

on the stage.

A.U.C. 666

679, a space of thirteen years, at the
bar
and being, in consequence,
engaged during that long period on one side or other
in every cause of importance, he soon amassed a proHe lived, too, with a magnificence
digious fortune.
His house at Rome,
corresponding to his wealth.
which was splendidly furnished, formed the centre of
the chief imperial palace, which increased from the
time of Augustus to that of Nero, till it nearly covered
the whole Palatine Mount, and branched over other
hills.
Besides his mansion in the capital, he possessed sumptuous villas at Tusculum, BauU, and Lauren-

head of the

till

Roman

;

tum, where he was accustomed to give the most eleHis olive plangant and expensive entertainments.
tations he is said to have regularly moistened and bedewed with wine and, on one occasion, during the
hearing of an important cause in which he was engaged along with Cicero, he begged the latter to change
with him the previously arranged order of pleading, as
he was obliged to go to the country to pour wine on a
favourite plalanus, which grew near his Tusculan villa.
;

(Macrob., Sat., 3, 13.) Notwithstandmg this profusion, his heir found not less than 10,000 casks of wine
Besides
in his cellar after his death.
{Plin., 14, 14.)
his taste for wine and fondness for plantations, he in-

dulged

At his
in a passion for pictures and fish-ponds.
villa he built a hall for the reception of a

Tusculan

painting of the expedition of the Argonauts, by the
painter Cydias, which cost the enormous sum of
144,000 sesterces. At his country seat near Bauli, on
the seashore, he vied with Lucullus and Philippus in
the extent of his fish-ponds, which were constructed
at immense cost, and so formed that the tide flowed

{Varro, R. R.,

into them.

3,

3

)

Yet such was

his

luxury, and reluctance to diminish his supply, that,
when he gave entertainments at Bauli, he generally
sent to the neighbouring town of Puteoli to buy fish
He had a vast number of
for supper.
{Id., 3, 17.)
in his service, and paid so much attention
to the feeding of his fish, that he had always ready a
to be devoured by the great
large stock of small fish

fishermen

It was with the utmost difficulty he could be
ones.
prevailed upon to part with any of them ; and Varro
declares that a friend could more easily get his chariotrnules out of his stable than a mullet from his ponds.
He was more anxious about the welfare of his fish

Such, indeed, was
was commonly said that
it could not be determined whether
people went to hear than the health of his slaves, and less solicitous that
or to see him.
Like Demosthenes, he chose and put a sick servant might not lake what was unfit for him,
on his dress with the most studied care and neatness. than that his fish might not drink water which was
He is said not only to have prepared his gestures, but unwholesome. It is even said {Plin., 9, 55) that he
also to have adjusted the plaits of his
gown before a was so passionately fond of a particular lamprey as to
{Vol. Max., 8, 10.)

his exertion in action, that

it

mirror when about to issue forth to the forum ; and to
have taken no less care in arranging them than in
moulding the periods of his discourse. He so tucked
up his gown that the folds did not fall by chance, but
were formed with great care by help of a knot carefully tied, and concealed by the plies of his robe, which
{Macrobiapparently flowed carelessly around him.
Macrobius also records a story of his
us. Sat., 3, 13.)
instituting an action of damages against a person who
had jostled him while walking in this elaborate dress,

and had

ruffled his toga when he was
with his drapery adjusted

about to appear
according to the
an
anecdote
which, whether
happiest arrangement
true or false, shows by its currency the opinion entertained of his finical attention to everything that concerned the elegance of his attire, or the gracefulness
This appears to have been
of his figure and attitudes.
and the
the only blemish in his oratorical character
only stain on his moral conduct was his practice of
corrupting the judges of the causes in which he was
employed, a practice which must be in a great measure
in public

;

;

At his Laurentan
shed tears for its untimely death.
villa Hortensius had a wooded park of fifty acres, encompassed with a wall. This enclosure he called a
nursery of wild beasts, all of which came for their
of a horn
provender at a certain hour on the blowing
an exhibition with which he was accustomed to amuse
Varro mentions an
the guests who visited him here.
entertainment where those invited supped on an emi:

Dunence, called a Triclinium, in this sylvan park.
his Orpheus,
ring the repast, Hortensius summoned
who, having come with his musical instruments, and
being ordered to display his talents, blew a trumpet,
when such a multitude of deer, boars, and other quadrupeds rushed to the spot from all quarters, that the
sight appeared to the delighted spectators as beautiful
as the courses with wild animals in the great circus of
the .Ediles.

{Dunlop. Hist. Rom.

Lit., vol. 2, p.

222,

seqq.)

HoRus,

a son of Isis and Csiris,

and one of the dei-

Horus is the sun at the summer solstice.
From the month of April until this season of the
to bear sway, with his attendant
year, Typhon was said
imputed to the defects of the judicial system at Rome
band of heats and maladies the earth was parched,
for, whatever might be the excellence of the Roman
Horus thereupon recalls his falaws, nothing could be worse than the procedure under gloomy, and desolate.
which they were administered. Hortensius was, from ther Osiris from the lower world, he revives the parent
646
ties of

Egypt.

;

:

—
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m the son,

he avenges him on Typhon the solstitial
sun brings back the Nile from the bottom of Egypt,
where it had appeared to be sleeping the sleep of
death ; the waters spread themselves over the land,
everything receives new life; contagious maladies,
hurtful reptiles, parching heats which had engendered
them, all disappear before the conqueror of Typhon
through him nature revives, and Egypt resumes her
:

;

—

Horus was the deity of ApoUinopolis Magna
fertility.
The
(Edfou), where he had a magnificent temple.
Greeks compared him to their Apollo. He is the conqueror of Typhon, as Apollo is of Python, and Crishna
of the serpent Caliya.
{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p.
276.— Creuzer, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, p. 400.— Com"
Description de
pare the remarks of Jomard, in the

—

VEgypte Antiq..,'" vol. 1, p. 26, seqq.)
HosTiHA, a village on the Padus, or Po, now Os{Tacit., Ann., 2,
tiglia, in the vicinity of Cremona.
40.)

Roman poet, contemporary with LucilHe wrote a poem on the Istrian war,
Some
place 576 A.U.C., or B.C. 178.

HosTiDs, a

ius the satirist.

which took

Hostius
fragments of this have reached our time.
wtote also metrical annals, after the manner of Ende Hostio poeta, ejusque carm. relinius.
( Weichert,
Some make him to
quiis, Commentatio, p. 1-18.)
have been the father, others the grandfather, of the
(Consult Brouckhus., ad ProCynthia of Propertius.

having any beard, and they are as deformed as eunuchs.
They are of squat figures, and have strong
limbs and large heads.
Their figure is a remarkable
one they are bent to such a degree that one would
almost fancy them to be brute beasts moving on two
used to
legs, or those rudely carved pillars which are
support bridges, and which are cut into some resemblance to a human form."
Zosimus, who wrote about
;

a century after the

first

inroad of the

Huns

into

Eu-

rope, supposes them to be identical with the royal
Jomandes gives a fabulous
Scythians of Herodotus.

account of their origin from some sorceresses who
had united themselves with the impure spirits of the
He describes them as a race which showed
desert.
no other resemblance to the human species than what

The porthe use of the faculty of speech afforded.
trait of these barbarians will be complete, if we add
to it the description given by Sidonius ApoUinaris.
The terror which these barin 472 (2, 245, seqq.).
occasioned, contributed, no doubt, in a very
great degree, to heighten the picture which the ancient
writers just mentioned have given us of their personal
must also take into consideration the
deformity.
barians

We

following circumstance : The various hordes of barbarians, such as the Lombards, Goths, Vandals, and
others, which made inroads into the Roman empire
before the invasion of the Huns, were of the JndoGermanic race their physiognomy, therefore, did not
;

much from that of the European nations already
HuKNi, one of the barbarian nations that invaded known to the Greeks and Romans. On a sudden the
The first ancient author who Huns presented themselves, belonging clearly to a
the Roman empire.
makes mention of the Huns is Dionysius Periegetes. different race, and whose figures and personal apThis geographer, who wrote probably about 30 years pearance generally, in themselves far from pleasing,

pert., Eleg., 3, 18, 8.)

differ

before our era, names four nations, which, in the order
of his narrative, followed from north to south along
the western shores of the Caspian Sea, viz., the Scythians, the Huns (Ovvvo^), the Caspians, and the Albanians.
Eratosthenes, cited by Strabo, places these
nations in the same order
but, in place of Huns, he

were rendered still more disagreeable to the eye by
The sudden presence of such a
artificial means.
race could not but produce an alarming impression
writers
of that day can hardly find
and hence the
expressions strong enough to depict, amid the terror by which they were surrounded, the repulsive de-

;

calls the

the

second Ovltlol, Huitii,

Hunnic

who were

tribe farthest to the west.

probably
Ptolemy, who

lived about the middle of the third century, placed the

Huns (Xovvot) between the Bastarnae and Roxolani,
consequently on the two banks of the Borysthenes.
The Armenian historians know this people under the
denomination of Hounk, and place them to the north
Hence
of Caucasus, between the Wolga and the Don.
"
Rampart of the
they call the defile of Derbend the
Huns." In the geographical work falsely attributed
to Moses of Chorene, the following passage occurs
" The
Massagetae dwell as far as the Caspian Sea,
:

is the branch of Mount Caucasus that contains
the rampart of Tarpant (Derbend) and a wonderful
to the north are the Huns
tower built in the sea
within the city of Varkatchan, and others besides."

where

:

Moses of Chorene

relates,

in

his

Armenian

history,

the wars which Tiridates the Great, who reigned from
259 to 312, sustained against certain northern nations

made an

Armenia, This prince
attacked and defeated them, slew their king, and pursued them into the country of the Hounk (Huns).
Zonaras states, that, according to some, the Emperor
(^arus was slain (A.D. 283) in an expedition against
From all that has been stated, we see
the Huns.
clearly that this people were already known before
their invasion of Europe, and that, when Ammianus

that had

irruption into

;

new swarm of conquerors they enimprove, the one upon the other, in placing
before their readers the most frightful traits of savage
As regards the origin of the Hunnic race,
portraiture.
it must be confessed that great uncertainty has for a
Some have seen in them the
long time prevailed.
progenitors of the Mogul and Calmuc Tartars of the
present day, without having any better foundation for
this opinion than vague descriptions of the forms of
formity of this

deavour

;

to

—

the

Huns.

These

writers ought to have reflected that

the descriptions in question would apply equally well
to a large number of the races of northern Asia, to the
Vogoules, the Samoiedes, the Toungouses, and others.

De

Huns

to a

Guignes, on the other hand, traces up the
nomadic and powerful race which infested
the borders of China, and who are called by the historians of this country

Hioung

semblance of names has caused

nou.

The

simple re
wear a

this theory to

plausible appearance, but Klaproth fully establishes its
Thi.s writer, in following as his guides the
fallacy.
Byzantine historians, makes the Huns to have been

of the same origin with the Avares, and to have been
a branch of the Oriental Finns, and the progenitors of
the present Vougoules.
(Klaproth, Tableaux HistoThe history of the Huns,
riqnes de VAsie, p. 246.)
In 374
in its more important features, is as follows
Palus
they quitted their settlements on the Wolga and
"
little known
Marcellinus speaks of them as a nation
Maeolis, under the conduct of their monarch Balamir,
the
to
is
not
to
he
be
considered as mean- and subjected the Akatsires, who, according
to the ancients,"
ing that there was no knowledge of them prior to A.D. statement of Priscus, had a common origin with them.
"
"
376.
They live," remarks the same writer, be- Reunited to this people, they attacked the Alani,
the banks of the
;-ond the Palus Maeotis, on the borders of the Icy Sea. called TanaVtae from their dwelling on
They are marked by extreme ferocity of manners. As Tanais or Don. The Alani, being conquered, made
soon as a child is born, they cut deep incisions into common cause with the Huns, and in 376 the united
cheeks, in order that the scars thus formed may
prevent, at a later period, the first growth of the beard

.ts

(torn appearing.

They reach an advanced age without

—

:

Herhordes invaded the country of the Ostrogoths.
mannrich, the king of this latter people, met with a
His suctotal defeat, and killed himself in despair.
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cesser Vithimir endeavoured in vain to make head
against the victors ; he was slain in battle, and the

unto

whom

Jupiter confided the nurture of BaccbtiSv

(Consult Guigmaut, vol. 3, p. 68.) Pherecydes gives
The Visigoths, to the their names as Ambrosia, Coronis, Eudora, Dione,
Ostrogoths were dispersed.
number of 200,000 combatants, retreated before them, J^sula, and Polyxo. {Pherecyd., ap. Schol., II., 18,
and obtained permission of the Emperor Valens to 486.) Hesiod, on the other hand, calls them Phaesi'la,
cross the Danube and retire into Thrace.
In 380 Coronis, Cleea, Phaeo, and Eudora.
{Ap. Schol. ad
Balamir or Balamber desolated the Roman provinces Arat., Phcen., 172.) The Hyades went about with
and destroyed numerous cities.
Their farther ravages, their divine charge, communicating his discovery to
however, were bought off by an annual tribute until mankind, until, being chased with him into the sea by
442, when, under Attila and Bleda, sons of Mound- Lycurgus, Jupiter, in compassion, raised them to the
zoukh, they ravaged Thrace and Illyria, and Theodo- skies and transformed them into stars.
{Pherecyd.,

was compelled to fly for refuge into Asia, and
conclude from that country a shameful peace with

sius II.
to

In 444 Atiila became sole monarch,
447 entered at the head of an immense army

the invaders.

and

in

into the countries subject to the Eastern
empire, and
advanced to the very gates of Constantinople. The

armies of Theodosius II. were everywhere defeated,
and a fresh tribute alone saved the capital of the East.
The death of Theodosius, which ha|)pened in 450, appeared

to Attila to offer a

exactions

listen to his

effectual,

the

war

new opportunity
new emperor,

but Marcian, the

;

demands

and Attila, finding menaces inseek various pretexts for carrying

to

began

;

West.

into the

for farther

refused to

He

penetrated into Gaul and

ravaged various parts of the country, but was defeated
in the battle of Chalons-sur-Marne.
Notwithstanding,
however, this overthrow, he soon made an irruption
into Italy, ravaged Cisalpine Gaul, took Aquileia, and
He died this same year
pillaged Milan and Pavia.
The power of the
(453), on the night of his nuptials.
Huns fell with Attila, and the nation was soon after

A

dispersed.

portion of

them

settled in the country

which from them was called Hungary.

Some

authors
state, that the race of the ancient Huns were all cut
off in the long war waged against them by Charlemagne, and that the country was afterward peopled

by the neighbouring nations,

to

whom

the

present
acthe Hungarians of the present
day to be descended from the ancient Huns mingled
with other races.
The personal appearance of the

Hungarians owe

curate authors

Huns does
nic tribe,

not,

their origin.

But other and more

make

it is

true, favour this idea; but the Fin-

which formed the germe of the Hungarian

becoming intermingled in the course of time
with Turkish, Slavonic, and Germanic races, may be
said to have almost totally changed its external characteristics.
The language of the present Hungarians,
too, is composed of Finnic, Turkish, Slavonic, and
German elements. {Klaproth, Tableaux Historiqucs,
nation,

&c.,

247, seqq.)
HY.tciNTHi.\, a festival, celebrated for three days in
the summer of each year, at Amyclae, in honour of
( Vtd.
Apollo and his unhappy favourite Hvacinthus.
Hyacinthus.) Miiller gives stronjj reasons for supposing that the Hyacinthia were originally a festival of
Ceres.
{^Dorians, vol. 1, p. 373.)
HvACiNTHus, a beautiful youth of Amyclae, beloved
He was playing one day at discus-throwby Apollo.
ing with the god, when the latter made a great cast,
and Hyacinthus running too eagerly to take up the
The
discus, it rebounded and struck him in the face.
him into the flowgod, unable to save his life, changed
p.

er which was named from him, and on whose petals
Grecian fancy saw traced ci, al, the notes of grief.

3,
{Chid, Met., 10, 162, seqq.—Ajiollod., 1, 3, 3.—
10, 3.
Eurip., Hel, 1489, seq.)—Oihex versions of
the legend say that Zephyrus {ihe West Wind), ento himraged at Hyacinthus' having preferred Apollo
self, blew the discus, when flung by Apollo, against
the head of the youth, and so killed him.
(Eudocia,
'^8--Nonnus, 10, 253, seq. Id., 29, 95, seq. Lucian, D.
,
U.—Keightlefs Mythology, p. 120.)
HvADEs, according to some, the daughters of Atlas
and sisters of the Pleiades. The best accounts, how-

M,

—

—

—

D

ever,

make them
648

to

have been the nymphs of Dodona,

I.

c.)

According

to the

more common legend, how-

ever, the Hyades, having lost their brother Hyas, who
was killed by a bear or lion, or, as Timaeus says, by an
asp, were so disconsolate at his death, that they pined

away and died

;

and

after

death they were changed into

—

—

Muncker, ad loc.) The
{Hygin., fah., 192.
Hyades ('Tddef ) derived their name from
''
to maJce icet,-^ ^^to rain,'''' because their setting, at
vu,
both the evening and morning twilight, was for the
Greeks and Romans a sure presage of wet and stormy
weather, these two periods falling respectively in th&
latter half of April and November.
{Ideler, Slernnamen,p. 139.) On this basis, therefore, both the abo>re
stars.

stars called

legends respecting the Hyades were erected by the poIn the case of the nymphs of Dodona, the Hyades become the type of the humid principle, the nurturer of vegetation
while in the later fable, the raindrops that accompany the setting of the Hyades are the
ets.

;

tears of the dying daughters of Atlas.
Hence Horace,
with a double allusion to both fable and physical phe"
nomena, calls the stars in question tristes Hyadas.'^
The Roman writers sometimes call
{Od., 1, 3, 14.)
these stars by the name of Sucula, " Uttle swine,"
for which singularly inelegant epithet Pliny assigns as

—

According to this writer, the
farmers mistook the etymology of the Greek
name Hyades, and deduced it, not from veiv, "/o
" a *oic."
rain,^^ but from vg, gen. i»6f
{Plin., 18, 26.)
The reason for this amusing derivation appears to have
been, because the continual rains at the setting of the
Hyades made the roads so miry, that these stars
Isidorus derives
seemed to delight in dirt like swine
" moistthe term Suculce from succus, in the sense of
singular a derivation.

Roman

,

I

—

*'

wet" (" a sv.cco et pluttis.'" Isid., Orig.y
an etymology which has found its way into
Some grammarians, again,
many modern works.
sought to derive the name Hyades from the Greek T
(upsilon), in consequence of the resemblance which
ure" or

3, 70),

the cluster of stars bears to that letter.
{Schol. ad
The Hyades, in the celestial sphere, are at
I. c.)

II.,

—

The num{ettI tov fiovKpdvov).
ber of the stars composing the constellation are variThales comprehended under this name
ously given.
only the two stars a and e; Euripides, in his Phaethon,
made the number to be three Achaeus gave four ;
Hesiod five and Pherecydes, who must have included the horns of the Bull, numbered seven. {Schol.
ad Arat., I. c.) The scholiast on the Iliad, however,
the "head of the Bull

;

;

the names of six Hyades, when quoting
from the same Pherecydes, the name of one having
for the Atlantides
probably been dropped by him
were commonly reckoned as amounting to fourteen,
The
namely, seven Pleiades and seven Hyades.

gives only

;

—

names of

the Hyades, as given by Hyginus, are evi-

some degree corrupted, and

in emending thf*
employ the scholia on Homer (//.,
18, 486), especially those from the Venetian MS., together with the remarks of Valckenaer {ad Amman.,
Buttmann, Bemerk. zu Ideler, p. 315.)
p. 207,'seqq.
Hyampbh, one of the two lofty rocks which rose
perpendicularly from behind Delphi, and obtained for

dently in
text

we ought

to

—

Parnassus the. epithet of dtKopvi^g, or the two-headed.
The other
{Eurip., Phxn., 23i.—Herodot., 8, 39.)
It was from these elevated
was called Naupleia.
crags that culprits and sacrilegious criminals were

HYO

H YD
hurled by the Delphians, and in this manner the un^sop was barbarously murdered. {Flut.,
de Str. Num. Vind.—Diod. Sic, 16, 523.— Cramer's

pomp., ap. Schol. ad Arist., Acharn., 1075.) There
was also another festival of the same name, which is
said to have originated in the island of ..Egina, when

Anc. Greece,

the Argonauts landed there for water.
friendly
contest took place between the crews of the different
vessels, as to who should display the most speed in
carrying water to the ships.
{Apollod., 1, 9, 26.

fortunate

A

vol. 2, p. 170.)

Hyampolis, a town in the northern extremity of
Phocis, and one of the most ancient places in that terIt was said to have been founded by the Hyritory.
{Strabo,
antes, one of the earliest tribes of Greece.
Herodotus places Hyampolis near a defile lead423.)
ing towards Thermopylae, where, as he reports, the
Phocians gained a victory over the Thessalians, who

He inhad invaded their territory.
{Herod., 8, 28.)
forms us elsewhere that it was afterward taken and deDiodo{Herodot., 8, 33.)
stroyed by the Persians.
rus states, that the Boeotians defeated the Phocians on
one occasion near Hyampolis, and Xenophon affirms
that its citadel was taken by Jason of Pherae.
{Diod.
Sic, 6, 4.) The whole town was afterward destroyed
{Pausan 10, 37.)
by Philip and the Amphictyons.
Both Pliny (4, 7) and Ptolemy (p. 87) erroneously as,

The ruins of Hycribe this ancient city to Bceotia.
ampolis may be seen near the village of Bogdana,
eminence

upon a

little

{GeWs

Itin., p.

223.

at the

junction
— Cramer's
Anc.

of three valleys.
Greece, vol. 2,

p. 184, seqq.)

{Straho, 401.
thet

the

—Pausan.,

Ovid applies the epi9, 5.)
to Actaeon, as equivalent to Boeotus.

Hyantius

(Met., 3, 147.)

HvANTis, an ancient name of

Bceotia, from the

Hy-

antes.

(Vid. Hyantes.)
HvAs, the son of Atlas, and brother of the AtlantiHe was extremely fond of hunting, and lost his
des.
life in an encounter with a bear or lion, or, as Timseus
relates, from the bite of an asp.
{Hygin., fob., 192.

Munch., ad

—

—

Vid. Hyades.)
HvBLA, f the name of three towns in Sicily Hybla
Major, Minor, and Parva. The first was situate near
loc.

.

;

the south of Mount ..^tna, on a hill of the same
with the city near it ran the river Simaethus.
;

was

the

Hybla so famous

in antiquity for its

name

This
honey and

{Steph. Byz., s. v.— Pausan., 5, 23.)— H. The
it was situate in
second place was called also Herana
southern
the
part of Sicily, and is placed in the itinerary
of Antonine on the route from Agrigentum to SyraOn D'Anville's map it is north of Camarina.
cuse.
This is now Calafa Girone. (Liv., 24, 20.— Stcph.
Byz., s. V.) HI. The last place was a maritime one
It
on the eastern coast of Sicily, above Syracuse.
was also denominated Galaotis, but more frequently

bees.

;

—

Megara, whence the gulf to the south of it was called
Megarensis Sinus. {Plin., 3, &.—Diod. Sic, 4, 80.)
Hydaspes, a river of India, and one of the tributaD'Anville makes it to be the modries of the Indus.
The
ern Shantrou ; Mannert is in favour of the Behut.
true modem name, however, is the Ilhum or Ihylum.

JEginetica,

p.

24, n. v.)

Hydruntum and Hydrus

(Tdpovf, gen. "Xdpovva port and city of Calabria, 50 miles south of
It
Brundisium.
was a place of some note as early as
the time of Scylax, who names it in his Periplus
It
was
deemed
the nearest point of Italy to
(p. 5).
Greece, the distance being only 50 miles, and the
{Cic, Ep.
passage might be effected in five hours.
I.

Toq),

ad

This circumstance led Pyrrhus, as
Att., 15, 21.)
said, to form the project of uniting the two coasts
a bridge thrown across from Hydruntum to Apol-

it is

by

lonia.

{Plin., 3, 11.)

In Strabo's time,

was only a smalt town, though

its

Hydruntum

harbour was

still

{Strabo, 281.)
frequented.
Stephanus Byzantinus
records a tradition, from which it would appear that
The
Hydruntum was founded by some Cretans.
modern name is Otranto. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.

—

A

small river running close to Hythe Idro.
{Lucan, 5, 374.)
Hygeia, the goddess of health, daughter of iEsculapius, held in great veneration among the ancients.
She was commonly worshipped in the same temple
with .^sculapius.
Her statue, moreover, was often
placed by the side of that of Apollo, who then derived
from her a surname.
So also, on the Acropolis at
Athens, her statue stood near that of Minerva, who

2, p. 309.)

name

of an ancient people of Bceotia,
who succeeded the Ectene*! in the jz-^ssession of that
were exiennmated by a plague.
the
latter
country when

HvANTKs,

—

1766.— Miiller,

Apoll. Rh., 4,

druntum.

II.

It is

now

was

called Minerva-Hygeia.

which she

is attired,

hence
— Hygeia
was

{Pausan., I, 23.^
usually represented holding a cup in one
hand, and a serpent in the other, which twines round
her arm and drinks from the cup.
The long robe in
as well as the serpent which she

holds, sufficiently distinguish her from Hebe, who is
also represented holding a cup.
{Vollma; Wbrterb.

der Mythol,

p.

899.)

Hyginus Caius Julius

(written also Higinus, Hygenus, Yginus, or Iginus), a celebrated grammarian.
He is mentioned by Suetonius as a native of Spain,
though some have supposed him an Alexandrean, and
to

have been brought to

Rome

after the capture oJ

that city by Cassar.
Hyginus was a freedman of Augustus Caesar's, and was placed by that emperor over
the library on the Palatine Hill.
He also gave in-

struction to

numerous

pupils.

Hyginus was

inti-

mately acquainted with (Dvid and other literary characters of the day, and was said to be the imitator of
Cornelius Alexander, a Greek grammarian.
Some
suppose him to have been the faithless friend of whom

Ovid complains in his Ibis. His works, which were
numerous, are frequently quoted by the ancients with
The principal ones appear to have
great respect.
1. De Urbibus Italicis : 2. De Troja7iis Fambeen:
As regards the variety of appellations given to this iliis 3. De Claris Viris : 4. Dc Proprietatibus Deostream in both ancient and modern writers (no less rum : 5. De Diis Penatibus : 6. A Commentary on
than twelve in number), consult Vincent, Voyage of Virgil
7. A Treatise on Agriculture.
These works
Nearchus, p. 91, seq. Ancient Commerce, vol. 1, p. are all lost. Those which are extant, and are ascribed,
individanother
written
91.
to Hyginus, were probably
by
1. Fabularum
Hydra, a celebrated monster, which infested the ual of the same name. These are
Lernean marsh and its vicinity. It was destroyed by Liber, a collection of 277 fables, taken for the most
Hercules in his second labour. {Vid. Hercules, where part from Grecian sources, and embracing all the most
It is written in a
a full account is given.)
important legends of antiquity.
:

—

—

:

:

tributary to the Indus, now the RaStrabo and Quintus Curtius call it the Hyarotes,
while Ptolemy styles it the Rhuadis.
The Sanscrit

Hydraotes, a

vee.

name

is

archus,

Irawutti.
(Consult Vincent, Voyage of Ne98.
Ancient Commerce, vol. 1, p. 98.)

p.

—

for
very inferior style, but is still of great importance
the mythologist.
2. Poeticon Astronomicon.
This,
like the previous work, is in prose, and consists of four
books, being partly astronomical and mathematical,

partly mythological

and philosophical

in its character,

HydrophorTa, a festival observed at Athens, so call- since it gives the origin of the Catasterisms according
The proem of the work
ed OTTO Tov (popelv vdup, from carrying water.
It was
to the legends of the poets.
celebrated in commemoration of those who perished is addressed to a certain Quintus Fabius, in whom
in the deluge.
{Pliit.,Vit. Syll.—Suid., s. v.—Theo- some, without any sufficient reason whatsoever, pre
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This work Peloponnesus. The Athenians gave a kind reception
tend to recognise Q. Fabius Quintilianus.
to Hyllus and the rest of the Heraclidas, and marched
is written in a careless and inferior manner, and
a
knowledge of an- against Eurystheus. Hyllus obtained a victory over
yet is very important for obtaining
cient astronomy, and for a correct understanding of his enemies, killed with his own hand Eurystheus, and
also

the poets.
The principal source, whence the writer
obtained his materials, was, according to Salmasius

{deAnn. Climact., p. 594), the Greek Sphaera (I.<paTpa)
of Nigidius
but, according to Scaliger {Jos. Seal, ad
Id., ad Euseb., p. 10), he drew them
Manil., 1, p. 33.
from Eratosthenes and others.
An examination of the
style and character of these two works will leave no
doubt on our mind that the author of them was not the
celebrated grammarian of the Augustan age
but that
these were written at a later period.
Many regard the

—

;

—

;

Fables as a selection made from several earlier works,
by a grammarian of a later day, probably Avianus, whose
name Barth thought he had discovered in one of the

MSS.

Schef{Barth, Advers.,l0,\2.—Id.,l0,20.)
writer, about whose name, Hyginus,

fer places the

there cannot well be any doubt, in the age of the Antonines.
(De Hygini Script, fabul. atate atque styMuncker thmks that many parts are taken from
lo.)
the earlier Hyginus, and that the rest is the produc-

{Munck., Praf. ad Hy-

tion of a very inferior writer.

N. Heinsius makes the compiler
gin., tttf, seqq.)
of the work to have lived under Theodosius the youngand Van Staveren regards the collection as hav;
ing been made at a late period, with the name of an
ancient grammarian prefixed to it.
{Pro./, ad Auct.
Niebuhr, finally, thinks that a
Mythogr., sub Jin.)
mythological fragment found by him {Fragmentum de
rebus Thebanis mytkologicis) formed part of the work
out of which, by the aid of numerous additions, the
two productions that now go by the name of Hyginus
er

appear to have originated.

{Cic, Oral, pro Rabir.,
Fragm., p. 105, seqq., Rom., 1820, 8vo.) The
best editions of Hyginus are that of Muncker, Amst.,
1681, 2 vols. 8vo, and that of Van Staveren, Lugd.
Bat., et Amst., 1742, 4to.
{Bdhr, Gesch. Ram. Lit.,
vol. 1, p. 712, seqq.)
HvLACTOR, one of Actaeon's dogs, named from his
" to
&,c.,

:

sent his head to Alcmena, his grandmother.
Some
time after he attempted to recover the Peloponnesus

with the other Heraclidse, but was killed in single comEchemus, king of Arcadia. {Vid. Heraclidse,

bat by

Hercules.—
279.
204, 6i.c.—0vid, Met.,
—
of Lydia, which
H. A
Hermus.
i/erorfoi., 7,

9,

river

into the

falls

mentioned by

Homer

It

Strabo states
20, 392).
that it was named in his time the Phrygius.
Pliny,
however, distinguishes between the Hyllus and the
Phryx or Phrygius (5, 29) and, if he is correct, it is
is

{II.,

;

probable that, in his opinion, the Hyllus was the river
but the Phrygius, the larger branch,
of Thyatira
which comes from the northeast, and rises in the hills
of the ancient Phrygia Epictetus.
{Cramer'' s Asia
;

Minor, vol. 1, p. 428.)
Hymen.«;us and Hymen, the god of marriage, was
said to be the offspring of the muse Urania, but the
name of his sire was unknown. {Catullus, 61, 2.
Nonnus, 33, 67.) Those who take a less sublime
view of the sanctity of marriage, give him Bacchus
and Venus for parents. {Servius, ad Mn., 4, 127.)
He was invoked at marriage festivals. {Eurip., TroCatull., I. c.)
ad., 310.
By the Latin poets he is

—

—

presented to us arrayed in a yellow robe, his temples
wreathed with the fragrant plant amaracus, his locks
dropping perfume, and the nuptial torch in his hand.
{Catull.,

I.

c.—Ovid, Her., 20, 157, seqq.—Id., Met.,

10,1, seq.)

HvMETTUs, a mountain of Attica, southeast of
AcAthens, and celebrated for its excellent honey.
cording to Hobhouse, Hymettus approaches to within
three miles of Athens, and is divided into two ranges
the first running from east-northeast to southwest,
and the second forming an obtuse angle with the first,
and having a direction from west-northwest to east;

One

southeast.

mettus,

the

of these summits was
other Anydros, or the dry

named HyHymettus.

On

{Theophr., de Sign. Pi, p. 419, Heins.) The first is
now called Trelo Vouni, the second Lambra Vouyii.
The modern name of Hymettus {Trelo Vouni) means
" the Mad Mountain." This
singular appellation is ac-

tain a supply

counted

bark'''').
barking {vXaKTu,
HvLAS, I. a son of Theodamas, king of Mysia, and
of Menodice, who accompanied Hercules in the Argo.

the coast of Mysia the Argonauts stopped to obof water, and Hylas having gone for
some, was seized and kept by the nymphs of the

stream into which he dipped his urn.
Hercules went
and in the midst of his unavailing
search was left behind by the Argo.
{Apollod., 1, 9,
19.— Apoll. Rh., 1, 1207, seq. Munck., ad Anton.
It was
Lib., 26.
Sturz, adHellanic. fragm., p. 111.)
an ancient custom of the Bithynians to lament in the
of
and
call
out of the well,
midsummer,
burning days
into which they fabled he had fallen, a god named
The
lamented
and
Maryandinians
Hylas.
sought Borrnos, and the Phrygians Lityorses, with dirges, in a
This usage of the Bithynians was
similar manner.

in quest of him,

—

—

—

adopted into their mythology by the Greek inhabitants
of Cius, near which the scene of the fable was laid,
and it was connected in the manner just narrated with
the Argonautic expeditions, and the history of Hercu-

—

Id., Dorians, \o\. 1,
{Muller, Orchom., p. 293.
river of Bithynia, flowing into
n.
367, 457.)
the Sinus Cianus, near the town of Cius, and to the
southwest of the lake Ascanius and the city of Nicaea.
The inhabitants of Cius celebrated yearly a festival in

les.
p.

—

A

honour of Hylas, who was carried off by the nymphs, as
is above mentioned, in the neighbourhood of this river.
The river was named after him. At this celebration it

was usual

to call with loud cries upon Hylas.
{Plin.,
Consult remarks under the article Hylas, I.
and
of
Hercules
I.
a
son
HvLLus,
Dejanira, who,
after his father's death, married lole.
According to
the common legend, he was persecuted, as his father
bad been, by Euiystheus, and obliged to fly from the

5,

32.)
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for,

from the circumstance of

its

having been

Monte Matto, which is nothan an unmeaning corruption of Mons HyThe same writer states, that Hymettus is

translated from the Italian

thing else
mettus.

neither a high nor a picturesque mountain, but a flat
The sides about half way up are
ridge of bare rocks.

covered with brown shrubs and heath, whose flowers
scent the air with delicious perfume.
The honey of
Hymettus is still held in high repute at Athens, being
a
flavour
and
a
superior
peculiar arodistinguished by
matic odour, which plants in this vicinity also possess.
vol. 1, p. 320.)
Herodotus afthe Pelasgi, who, in the course of their
wanderings, had settled in Attica, occupied a district
situated under Mount Hymettus
from this, however,

{Hobhouse" s Journey,
firms that

:

they were expelled in consequence, as Hecataeus affirmed, of the jealousy entertained by the Athenians
of the superior skill exhibited by these strangers in
the culture of land (6, 137).
Some ruins, indicative
of the site of an ancient town near the monastery of
Syriani, at the foot of Trelo Vouni, have been thought
to correspond with this old settlement of the Pelasgi,

apparently called
Itinerary, p. 94.

Larissa.

— Kruse,

—

GeW»
{Strabo, p. 440.
Hellas, vol. 1, p. 294.
-

Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 391.)
Hypanis, I. a river of European Scythia, now called
Bog, which falls into the Borysthenes, after a southeast course of about 400 miles, and with it into the

Euxine.
in
tis.

{Herod., \,b2.)

Mount Caucasus, and
{Vid. Vardanus.)

—

A

II.
river of Asia,
rising
faUing into the Palus Maeo.

r
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Hypata,

the principal

town of the iEnianes,

in

Livy mentions it
Thessaly, on the river Sperchius.
as being in the possession of the ^tolians, and as a
place where their national council was frequently
convened (36, 14). Its women were celebrated for
Thetheir skill in magic.
{Apul.,Met., 1, p. 104.
Hypata was still a city of
ophr., Hist. Plant., 9, 2.)

—

Its ruins
note in the time of Hierocles (p. 642).
are to be seen on the site called Castritza, near the

modem

Pairagick, which represents probably the
Neae Patrae of the Byzantine historians.
{Nicephorus
Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol, 1,
Gregor., 4, p. 67.

—

p.

447.)

HvPATiA, a female mathematician of Alexandrea,
daughter of Theon, and still more celebrated than her
father.
She was bom about the end of the fourth cenEndowed with a rare penetration of mind, she
tury.
joined to this so great a degree of ardour in the path
of self-instruction, as to consecrate to study her entire
She applied
days and a large portion of the night.
herself in particular to the philosophy of Plato,
sentiments she preferred to those of Aristotle.

whose

published by Petavius (1633, fol), are found seven c4
the letters written by that prelate to Hypatia
but we
have to regret the loss of her answers, which would
have thrown much light on the subject matter of the
The Greek Anthology contains
epistles in question.
an epigram in praise of Hypatia, attributed to Paulus
;

Silentiarius.

For

farther

mformation relative to

this

celebrated female, consult Menage, Hist. Multer. Phi
losophor., p. 52, segq. ; a Dissertation of Desvignoles,
in the Bibl. German., vol. 3 ; and a Letter of the Abb6 Goujet, in the fifth and sixth volumes of the Continuation des Memoires de Literature, by Desmolets.
Socrates Scholasticus also gives us some account of
her method of instruction.
(Hist. Eccles., 7, 15.)

Hypbrborei, a name given by

the ancient writers

supposed to dwell in a remote quarter of
the world, beyond the wind Boreas, or the region where,
in the popular belief, this wind was supposed to begin
to blow.
Hence they were thought to live in a deand in the enjoyment of every blesslightful climate,
to an incredible age, even to a
ing, and to attain also
thousand years.
Plicrenicus, ap.
(Pind., 01., 3, 55.
The term Hyperborean has
Schol. ad Pind., I. c.)
to a nation

—

Following the example of these great men, she resolved
to add to her information by travelling; and, having given rise to various opinions.
Pelloutier makes the
reached Athens, attended there the lectures of the people in question to have been the Celtic tribes near
On her return to her native city, the Alps and Danube. Pliny places them beyond the
ablest instructers.
she was invited by the magistrates to give lessons in Rhipean mountains and the northeast wind, •' ultra
Mention is made of them in sevphilosophy, and Alexandrea beheld a female succeed aquilonis initia."
to that long line of illustrious teachers which had ren- eral
passages of Pindar ; and the scholiast on the 8tb
dered its school one of the most celebrated in the Olympiad, v. 63, observes, dg "XKeptopeovg, evOa 'laworld.
She was an Eclectic ; but the exact sciences Tpoq Ta^ TZTjyug (:x^'-> ^^ ^^^ Hyperboreans, where the Isformed the basis of all her instructions, and she ap- ter has its rise. Protarchus, who is quoted by Stephaplied their demonstrations to the principles of the nus of Byzantium under the word 'TirepBopeoi, states,
Hence she was the first who that the Alps and Rhipean Mountains were the same,
speculative sciences.
introduced a rigorous method into the teaching of phi- and that all the nations dwelling at the foot of this
She numbered among her disciples many chain were called Hyperboreans. It would appear
losophy.
celebrated men, among others Synesius, afterward from these and other authorities (an enumeration of
bishop of Ptolemais, who preserved during his whole most of which is made by Spanheim, ad Callim.,
life the most friendly feelings towards her,
although Hymn, in Del., v. 281), that the term Hyperborean
she constantly refused to become a convert to Chris- was
to every nation sitapplied by the ancient writers
united
to
the
endowments
of mind uated much to the north. But whence arise the highly
tianity.
Hypatia
many of the attractions and all the virtues of her sex. coloured descriptions which the ancients have left us
Her dress was remarkable for its extreme simplicity ; of these same Hyperboreans 1 It surely could not be,
her conduct was always above suspicion ; and she that rude and barbarous tribes gave occasion to those
knew well how to restrain within the bounds of re- beautiful pictures of human felicity on which the poets
**
On sweet and
spect those of her auditors who felt the influence of of former days delighted to dwell.
her personal charms.
All idea of marriage was conand grassy pasfragrant herbs they feed, amid verdant
all
stantly rejected by her as threatening to interfere with tures, and drink ambrosial dew, divine potation
her devotion to her favourite studies.
Merit so rare, resplendent alike in coeval youth, a placid serenity for
and qualities of so high an order, could not fail to ex- ever smiles on their brows, and lightens in their eyes ;
cite jealousy.
Orestes, governor of Alexandrea, ad- the consequence of a just temperament of mind and
mired the talents of Hypatia, and frequently had re- disposition, both in the parents and in the sons, dispocourse to her for advice.
He was desirous of repress- sing them to do what is just and to speak what is wise.
ing the too ardent zeal of St. Cyrill, who saw in Hy- Neither diseases nor wasting old age infest this holy
one
of
the
The people ; but, without labour, without war, they conpatia
principal supports of paganism.
partisans of the bishop, on their side, beheld in the tinue to live happily, and to escape the vengeance of
measures of the governor the result of the counsels ot the cruel Nemesis." Thus sang Orpheus and Pindar.
Hypatia ; the most seditious of their number, having If an opinion might be ventured, it would be this, that
at their head an ecclesiastic named Peter, seized
upon all the traditions respecting the Hyperborean race
Hypatia as she was proceeding to her school, forced which are found scattered among the works of the anher to descend from her chariot, and dragged her into cient writers,
of civpoint to an early and central seat
a neighbouring church, where, stripped of her vest- ilization, whence
life dilearning and the arts of social
Her verged over the world. Shall we place this seat of
ments, she was put to death by her brutal foes.
body was then torn to pieces, and the palpitating primitive refinement in the north 1 But, it may be remembers were dragged through the streets and finally plied, the earliest historical accounts which we have of
This deplorable event took those regions represent them as plunged in the dc f pconsigned lo the flames.
The works est barbarism. The answer is an easy one. Ages of
place in the month of March, A.D. 415.
of Hypatia were lost in the
burning of the Alexandrean refinement may have rolled away, and been succeeded
In the number of these were, a
will venture to say, that
library.
Commentary by ages of ignorance.
at an early peon Diophantus, an Astronomical Canon, and a Com- the northern
regions of Europe must not,
mentary on the Conies of ApoUonius of Perga. The riod, have enjoyed a milder climate, when the vast quanThe tities of amber found in the environs of the Baltic clearvery names of her other productions are lost.
the earth, in
letter published by Lupus, in his Collect. Var.
Epist., ly show that the forests, now imbedded
is
evidently supposititious, since it contains mention of which amber is produced, could not have yielded this
had not prethe condemnation of Nestorius, which was
posterior substance if a very elevated temperature
to the death of
In the works of Synesius, vailed there.
will abandon, however, this arguHypatia.

—

;

—

Who

m
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ment, strong as it is, and pursue the inquiry on other
and clearer grounds. The term Hyperborean means
a nation or people who dwell beyond the wind Boreas.
The name Boreas is properly applied by the Greeks to
the wind which blows from the north-northeast {Passaw, Lex., s. v.), and is the same with the Aquilo of
the Latins.

Of

this latter

wind Pliny remarks,

^^flat

Ortum

solstitialem ;" and Forcellini {Lex. Tot. Lot.) observes, that it is often confounded with, and mistaken for, the north. The term
Hyperborei, then, if we consider its true meaning, reinter

Septentrionem

et

fers to a people dwelling far to the northe£Lst of the
Greeks, and will lead us at once to the plains of cen-

Here it was that
Asia, the cradle of our race.
existed in primeval virtue and happiness, and here
were enjoyed those blessings of existence, the remembrance of which was carried, by the various tribes that
tral

man

successively migrated from this common home, into
Hence it is that, even
every quarter of the earth.
among the Oriental nations, so many traces are found
of their origin being derived from some country to the
north.
Adelung has adopted the opinion which assigns central Asia as the original seat of the human
species, and has mentioned a variety of considerations
in support of it.
He observes, that the central plains
of Asia being the highest region in the globe, must
have been the first to emerge from the universal ocean,
and, therefore, first became capable of affording a habitable dwelling to terrestrial animals and to the human
hence, as the subsiding waters gradually gave
species
up the lower regions to be the abode of life, they may
:

have descended, and spread themselves successively
The desert of Kobi,
over their new acquisitions.
which is the summit of the central steppe, is the most

From its vicinity the
elevated ridge in the globe.
great rivers of Asia take their rise, and flow towards
The Selinga, the Ob, the
the four cardinal points.
Irtish, the Lena, and the Jenisei, send their water to
the Frozen Ocean ; the laik flows t9wards the setting

sun the Amu and Hoang-ho, and the Indus, Ganges,
and Burrampooter, towards the east and south. On the
;

AcHaia.
Pausanias (7, 26) relates a story which «C'
counts for the subsequent change of name.
The lonians, who had colonized the city, being attacked by a
superior number of Sicyonians, collected a great many
goats, and, having tied fagots to their horns, set them
on fire, when the enemy, conceiving the besieged to

have received re-enforcements, hastily withdrew. From
these goats, ctto tuv aiyuv, Hyperesia took the name
of -^gira, though its former appellation, as Pausanias
remarks, never fell into total disuse.
{Pausan., I. c.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 57, seq.)
HvPERiDEs, a celebrated Athenian orator, contemAfter having completed
porary with Demosthenes.
his education, he employed himself in writing orations
and pleadings for others, until he was of an age that

—

In entering
qualified him for the practice of the bar.
on his political career, he attached himself, like Demosthenes, to the party opposed to Philip, king of

Macedonia, and was sent, along with Ephialtes, on a
secret mission to the court of Persia, the territories of
which were equally threatened by Philip, to procure
When
aid against that ambitious and powerful prince.
Euboea was in fear of an invasion by Philip, and while
deliberatime
in
idle
their
Athenians
were
the
wasting

Hyperides prevailed upon the richer citizens to
unite with him in immediately equipping forty vessels,
two of which were armed at his own expense. He
tions,

was engaged also in the expedition which the Athenians sent to the aid of Byzantium, under the orders
of Phocion.
When news reached Athens of the disastrous battle of Chaeronea, Hyperides mounted the
tribune, and proposed that their wives, children, and
gods should be placed for safe keeping in the Piraeus
that their rights
that the exiles should be recalled
should be restored to those citizens who had been dethat the sojourners should be admitprived of them
that liberty should be
ted to the rank of citizens
and that all classes should take
granted to the slaves
up arms in defence of their country. These measures
were adopted, and to them the republic owed the honourable peace which it subsequently obtained. When
;

;

;

;

;

danger was passed, Hyperides was attacked by
him of having violated, by
all the fundamental laws of
tile tracts are well fitted to become the early seat of
Here are found not only the vine, the republic, Hyperides defended himself in a celeanimated nature.
the olive, rice, the legumina, and other plants, on brated speech, in which he declared, that, dazzled by
which man has in all ages depended, in a great meas- the Macedonian arms, he was unable to see the laws
He was one of the two oraure, for his sustenance, but all those animals run wild and he gained his cause.
upon these mountains, which he has tamed and led tors whom Alexander wished to have delivered into
but the
with him over the whole earth as the ox, the horse, his hands after the destruction of Thebes
the ass, the sheep, the goat, the camel, the hog, the anger of the monarch was appeased by Demades, and
He was one of
dog, the cat, and even the gentle reindeer, which ac- Hyperides remained in his country.
companies him to the icy polar tracts. In Cashmere, the small number whom the gold of Harpalus could
and hence it is that he became the acplants, animals, and men exist in the greatest physical not gain over
A number of arguments are suggested in cuser of Demosthenes, who had suffered himself to be
perfection.
of
this
has
referred
favour
the origin corrupted.
find Hyperides subsequently pronounopinion.
Bailly
of the arts and sciences, of astronomy and of the old cing the funeral oration over Leosthenes, who fell in
lunar zodiac, as well as of the discovery of the planets, the Lamiac war, and which the ancients considered
His attachment one of the best of its kind. After the defeat of his
to the most northerly tract of Asia.
He retired
to BufFon's hypothesis of the central fire, and the grad- countrymen he was exiled from Athens.
ual refrigeration of the earth, has driven him, indeed, first to .^gina, where he became reconciled to Demosbut his arguments thenes.
to the banks of the Frozen Ocean
Pursued, however, by the Macedonians, he
In our took refuge in the temple of Neptune at Hermione.
apply more naturally to the centre of Asia.
second origin of mankind is From this asylum he was torn by Archias, who was
Scriptures, moreover, the
referred to a mountainous region eastward of Shinar, charged with the infamous mission of delivering up to
and the ancient books of the Hindoos fix the cradle of Antipater the Athenian orators by whom his schemes
The Hindu paradise had been opposed. Antipater caused his tongue to be
our race in the same quarter.
His body,
cut out, and put him to death, B.C. 322.
is on Mount Meru, which is on the confines of CashUniv.
mere and Thibet. {Midler,
Hist., vol. 4, p. 19, which had been left without burial, was carried ofT by
his relatives, and interred in Attica.
Hyperides is renot.)
Hypbrea, a fountain of Thessaly, placed by some garded as the third in order of the Athenian orators, or
in the vicinity of Argos Pelasgicum, while others think the first after Demosthenes and JEschines.
Cicero,
that it was near Pherae.
{Strabo, 432.
Heyne, ad however, places him immediately after Demosthenes,
of
Halicarthe
same
level.
vol.
on
almost
Anc.
and
467.
Cramer's
Greece,
1,
Dionysius
Horn., n., 6,
p.
nassus praises the strength, the simplicity, the order,
396.)
Hyfbresia, the more ancient name of iEgira in and the method of his orations {ed. Reiske, vol. 2. p.

declivities of these high lands are the plains of Thibet,

this

lower than the frozen region of Kobi, where

Aristogiton, who accused
the decree just mentioned,

many

fer-

;

;

;

;

We

;

—

.

—
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have given him the

Dio Chrysostom appears
643).
all orators with the exception of ^spreference over
chines. {Or., 18, ed. Retske,p. 372.) Unfortunately,
there exists no oration which we can with certainty ascribe to Hyperides, and by which we might be enabled
to form for ourselves some idea of his merits and style.
Libanius believes him to have been the author of a
harangue which is found among those of Demosthenes,
to

their

whom

husbands.
Hypsipyle alone saved her father,
she kept concealed.
About a twelvemonth afArgonauts touched at Lemnos. The

ter this event, the

women, taking them for their enemies the Thracians,
came down in arms to oppose their landing but, on
ascertaining who they were, they retired and held a
;

council, in which, on the advice of Hypsipyle's nurse,
it was decided that
they should invite them to land,

and take this occasion of having offspring. The Argonauts accepted the invitation, Hercules alone refucorrect in assigning to him one of the two orations sing to quit the vessel.
They gave themselves up to
against Aristogiton, found am.ong the works of Demos- joy and festivity, till, on the remonstrance of that hero,
thenes.
{Scholl, Histoirc de la Litter ature Gr.^ vol. they tore themselves away from the Lemnian fair ones,
and once more handled their oars. "When her coun2, p. 220.)
Hyperion, a son of Coelus and Terra, who married trywomen subsequently found that Hypsipyle had saved
Thea, by whom he had Aurora, the sun and moon. the life of her father, they sold her into slavery, and
In Homer, Hyperion is identical she fell into the hands of Lycurgus, king of Nemea,
{Theog., 371, seq.)
with the Sun. {II., 19, 398.
Compare, however, //., who made her nurse to his infant son Opheltes. •At
the army of Adrastus was on its march against Thebes,
It is very probable that 'Tnepiuv is the con6, 513.)
Volck- it came to Nemea, and, being in want of water, Hyptraction of "XivEpLOviuv.
{Passow, Lex., s. v.
The interpretation given sipyle undertook to guide them to a spring. She left
er, Horn. Geogr., p. 26.)
" him that the child
Opheltes lying on the grass, where a serpent
by the ancients to the name, as denoting
moves above," seems liable to little objection. Her- found and killed him. Amphiaraus augured ill-luck
mann renders it ToUo, as a substantive " Post kos from this event, and called the child Archemorus {Fatevidemus, 'TTreplova et 'laiztrov, Tollinem et Mersi- Beginner), as indicative of the evils which were to beum.^^ {Opusc, vol. 2, p. 175.
They then celebrated funeral games
Keightley^s Mytholo- fall the chiefs.
in his honour.
Lycurgus endeavoured to avenge the
gy, p. 52, 5c<?.)
HypERMNESTRA, onc of the fifty daughters of Danaus, death of his child but Hypsipyle was screened from
who married Lynceus, son of ^^gyptus. She disobey- his resentment by Adrastus and the other chieftains.
ed her father's bloody commands, who had ordered her {Apollod., 1, 9, 17.— 7rf., 3, 6, A.—Hygin. Jab., 15,
and entitled Uepi tuv Trpof 'Ali^avdpov avvdfjKuv,
" On the conventions with Alexander." Reiske is in-

—

—

:

—

;

to murder her husband the first night of her nuptials,
and suffered Lynceus to escape unhurt. Her father,

74, &c.)

Hyrcania, a large country of Asia, situate to the
south of the eastern part of the Caspian Sea.
This
country was mountainous, covered with forests, and
inaccessible to cavalry.
Under Alexander's successNisasa
ors, Hyrcania was restricted to narrow limits
{Vid. Danaides.)
HvPHASis, a tributary of the Indus, now the Beypa- and Margiana, which were previously portions of it,
The being converted into a separate province ; during the
sha, or, as it is more commonly written, Beyah.
ancient name is variously given.
In Arrian it is 'Tt- Parthian rule, these two became an appendage to Parthiene
in Diodorus (17, 93) and in Strabo,
for, under the feeble Seleuco-Syrian kings, the
aai^ and 'Y^aaff
"tivavLg (Hypanis). Pliny (6, 17) gives the form Hyp- northern nomades, called the Parthians, had pressed onThis river was the limit of Alexander's con- ward and founded a large kingdom.
asis.
Hyrcania, now
quests, and he erected altars on its banks in memory restricted, contained the north of Comis, the east of
Some writers erroneously give the Masanderan, the country now called Corcan or Jorof his expedition.
modern name of the Hyphasis as the Setledje. ( Vin- jan {Dshiordshian), and the west of the province of
Chorasan.
The name Hyrcania is said to denote a
cent's Voyage of Nearchus, p. 101.)
Hypsa, now Belici, a river of Sicily falling into the waste and uncultivated country. ( Wahl, Vorder und
Crinisus.
Mittel Asien, p. 551.)
{Sil. Ital., 14, 228.)
Hyrcanum Mare, the southeastern part of the CasHvpsicLES, an astronomer of Alexandrea, who
flourished under Ptolemy Physcon, about 146 B.C. pian, lying along the shores of Hyrcania.
{Vid. CasHe is considered by some to have been the author of pium Mare.)
the 14th and 15th books which are appended to EuI.
and
John, high-priest
Hyrcanus,
prince of the
clid's Elements
though others strenuously deny Jewish nation, succeeded his father Simon Maccabaethis.
No one, however, disputes his claim to a small us, who had been treacherously slain by the orders oi
work entitled 'Ava<f>opiK^, in which he gives a method, Ptolemaeus, his son-in-law.
Hyrcanus commenced
far from exact, of calculating the risings of each sign his reign by
punishing the assassin, v^'hereupon Ptoleor portion of the ecliptic.
Hypsicles was nearly con- maeus applied for aid to Antiochus, king of Syria, who
temporary with Hipparchus, who was the first that gave laid siege to Jerusalem and compelled Hyrcanus to pay
an exact solution to this problem.
He may have been him tribute. At the death )f Antiochus, however, he
ignorant of the discoveries of Hipparchus, and this may profited by the troubles of Syria to effect the deliverserve to excuse him
but it is hard to conceive why ance of his country from this foreign yoke.
He took
anger at her disobedience, put her into
close confinement.
Relenting, however, after some
his
he
consent to her union with Lynceus.
lime,
gave
at first, in his

;

;

;

;

;

which we have just
alluded, should have been included in the collection
"
entitled the
Little Astronomer," which formed a
text-book in the Alexandrean schools preparatory to

several cities in Judaea, subjugated the Idumseans, demolished the temple at Gerazim, and made himself
master of Samaria.
He died not long after, B.C. 106.

the reading of the astronomy of Ptolemy.
It was idle
to show the pupil a
very vicious solution of an easy

father in the high-priesthood, B.C. 78.
Aristobulus.
his brother, disputed the crown with him, on the death
of Alexandra, their mother, and proved victorious, B.C.

his treatise called Anaphorice, to

m

problem, which they would subsequently find solved
the work itself of Ptolemy.
{Biographic Unit , vol.
21,

p.

137.)

Hypsipyle, daughter of Thoas and queen of Lemnos.

The Lemnian women,

it is said,
having offendrevenge, caused them to become personally disagreeable to their husbands, so that
the latter preferred the
society of their female captives.
Incensed at this neglect, tho Lemnian wives murdered

ed Venus, the goddess,

in

—

II.

The

eldest son of Alexander

I.,

succeeded

his

Hyrcanus, reduced to the simple office of the
of Arabia,
priesthood, had recourse to Aretas, king
who besieged Aristobulus in the temple. Scaurus,
the lieutenant of Pompey, however, whom Aristobalas
had
in his interests, compelled Aretas to raise

66.

engaged

forced to content bkh-

the siege, and Hyrcanus was
self with the office of high-priest.

by Herod,

at the

He was put

to

age of 80 years, B.C. 30, on

death

his at-

I

lAM

AC

once more among the Arabians.
tempting
\Jahns Htst. Hebrew Com., p. 307 and 345.)
to take refuge

Hyreium,

a

townof Apulia,

also called Uria.

{Vid.

Uria.)

Hyria, I. a city of Apulia, in the more northern
pan of the lapygian peninsula, between Brundisium
and Tarenlum. It is now Oria, and would seem to

Ceres was called Koipo{Sainte-Croix, ih., p. 200.)
" nourisher of the
young." She has been represented with two children, one at each breast, and
Bochart cites the mystic
holding a horn of plenty.
van of Iacchus as a proof of the correctness of this inThis van is called in Greek AIkvo^, a
terpretation.
word which not only denotes a van, but also the swadrpoipog,

have been a place of great antiquity, since its found- dling clothes of children.
According to Hesychius {s.
is ascribed by Herodotus to some Cretans, that
V. AcKviTijg), the epithet Liknites, given to Bacchus,
formed part of an expedition to avenge the death of comes from Mkvo^ in the sense of swaddhng clothes.
Minos, who had perished in Sicily, whither he went In the hymn to Jupiter by Callimachus (v. 48), Adrasation

in pursuit of Daedalus.
his description of

Strabo, in
{Herod., 7, 171.)
lapygia, does not fail to cite this
of
Herodotus, but he seems undetermined
passage
whether to recognise the town founded by the Cretans
in that of Thyraei or in that of Veretum.
By the first,
which he mentions as placed in the centre of the isthmds, and formerly the capital of the country, he seems
to designate Oria {Slrab., 282).
It is probable the
word Thyrsei is corrupt for elsewhere Strabo calls it
Uria, and describes it as standing on the Appian Way,
between Brundisium and Tarentum, as above remark;

—

him in swaddling clothes of gold after
to denote this the word ?lckvo^ is emold
ployed.
glossary renders XiKvog by incnnabulum.
It would seem also that there is a close analogy
tea envelops

his birth,

and

An

between the name Iacchus and the Oriental lao, the
great appellation for the deity ; from which both Jehova and Jovis would appear to have sprung. Iacchus,
moreover, is the parent form of the Greek Bacchus,
the difference being merely a variation in dialect.
Moor, in his Hindoo Pantheon (4to, Lond., 1810), assigns the name laccheo to the Hindu Iswara or Bac"
chus, and makes it equivalent to lord of the lacchi," or
followers of that god.
{Edinb. Rev., vol. 17, p. 317.)
Ialysus, a town of the island of Rhodes, 80 stadia
from the city of Rhodes.
Its vicinity to the capital

{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 310.) II. A
town of Boeotia, in the vicinity of Aulis. {Horn., II.
2, 496.—Strab., 404.)
Hyrieus, I. an Arcadian monarch, for whom Agamedes and Trophonius constructed a treasury. {Vid. proved so injurious to its growth, that it became reAgamedes.) II. A peasant of Hyria in Boeotia, whose duced in Strabo's time to a mere village. {Strabo,
name is connected with the legend of the birth of Ori- 655.— Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 227.)
ed.

,

—

on.

Iambe, a servant-maid of Metanira, wife of Celeus,

{Vid. Orion.)

Hyrtacus, a Trojan, father lo Nisus, one of the com- king of Eleusis, who succeeded by her tricks in making
panions of ^neas. (Fir^.,^n.,9, 177, 406.) Hence Ceres smile when the goddess was full of distress at
the patronymic of Hyrtacides applied to Nisus. {.£n.,
Compare Horn., II., 2, 837, seq.)— The same

the loss of her daughter.
{Apollod., 1, 5, 1.)
Iamblichus, I. an ancient philosopher, a native of

patronymic form

Syria, and educated at Babylon.
Upon Trajan's conquest of Assyria he was reduced to slavery, but, recovering his liberty, he afterward flourished under the
Emperor Antoninus. He had learned the Greek lanHe composed a roguage, and wrote it with facility.

9,

176—

is
applied by Virgil to Hippocoon.
{JEn., 5, 492.)
Hysia, I. a town of Boeotia, at the foot of Cithaeron,
and to the east of Plataea.
It was in ruins in the time
of Pausanias (9, 2).
The vestiges of this place should
be looked for near the village of Platonia, said to be
one mile from Plataea, according to Sir W. Gell.
II.
small town of Argolis, not far
[Itin.y p. 112.)
from the village of Cenchreae, and on the road from
Argos to Tegea in Arcadia. It was destroyed by the

—

A

Lacedaemonians in the Peloponnesian war.

{Thucyd.,

5, 83.)

Hystaspes, a noble Persian, of the family of the
His son Darius reigned in Persia afmurder of the usurper Smerdis. As regards

Achaemenides.

—

ter the

the

mance in this language, entitled 'laropiai BaSvXuvccKal, and turning on the loves of Rhodane and Sinonis.
(Compare Chardon de la Rochette, Melanges,
It consisted of sixteen books, from
vol. 1, p. 18.)
which Photius has left us an extract.
Some have
pretended, that a manuscript of this work, which had
belonged to Meibomins, passed in 1752 into the libraIts existence, however,
ry of the younger Burmann.
is

A

very uncertain.

fragment was preserved by Leo

Allatius, accompanied with his own Latin version, in
his selections from the MSS. of Greek rhetoricians

meaning of the name Hystaspes, consult remarks
and
article Darius, page 416, col. 2, line 20.

—

II. A native of
sophists, Rome, 1641, in 8vo.
Chalcis in Syria, who flourished about the beginning of
the fourth century.
He was a disciple of Porphyry's,
I.
and, pursuing the route traced by Porphyry and PlotiIacchus, a surname of Dionysus or the Grecian nus, he carried the doctrines of the new-Platonics to
Bacchus, as indicative of his being the son of Ceres, the last degree of absurdity. .Inferior to these two
and not, according to the common legend, of Semele. philosophers in talents and erudition, without having
In accordance with this idea, Bochart makes it of Phoe- made any important discovery, or thrown any more
nician origin, and signifying an infant at the breast. light upon the new-Platonic school, he nevertheless atsimilar definition is found in tained to great c,elebrity.
The air of superior sanctity
{Geogr. Sacr., 1, 18.)
Suidas {s. v. 'laKxog). Sophocles represents the young which he knew so well how to assume, the fame of his
god on the breast of the Eleusinian Ceres. {Antig., pretended miracles, his zealous efforts for the preserLucretius (4, 1162) gives Ceres the epithet of vation of paganism, the use which he made for this
132.)
Mamm.osa. Orpheus, cited by Clemens Aleiandri- end of the new-Platonic doctrines, and perhaps the
nus {Admon. ad Gent.
Op., ed. MorelL, p 13), also lucky coincidence of his having Hved at the very period
speaks of Iacchus as a child at the breast of Ceres. when a new religion was supplanting the old ; in fine,
According to the Athenian traditions, Ceres was nur- the admiration conceived for him by the Emperor
sing Bacchus when she came to Attica in search of Julian, and which that emperor expressed by the most
all these circumstances combined
great number of ancient monuments exaggerated praise
Proserpina.
represent Ceres with Iacchus or Bacchus at her breast. were the cause of this individual's arriving, in spite of
liWifickelmann, Mon. Ined., vol. 1, p. 28, 68, 71.) his moderate abilities, to a degree of reputation far suPlotinus
Iacchus was also called Kovpog, a name which the perior to that of any of his predecessors.
Greeks gave to infant deities. {Salmas., ad Inscr. and Porphyry were enthusiasts; Iamblichus, however,
was a mere impostor; and we want no better proof of
Her. Attic, et Reg. de Ann. climact., p. 556, seqq.
Sainte-Croix, Mystercs du Paganism.e,\o\. 1, p. 199.) this than the recital which has been handed down to us
Demetrius {LrjurjTpio^) was also a surname of Bacchus, of those pretended miracles that acquired for him the

under the

A

—

A

;

—
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TAMBLICHUS.
of a performer of miracles and a divine perHis merit as a writer is entitled to little if
sonage.
any notice. He compiled, he copied, he mingled the

name

nor was he
ideas of others with his own conceptions
always capable of imparling clearness or method to his
But he declared himself the protector
compositions.
of mythology and paganism
he strove to preserve
them by working miracles in their behalf; he overthrew the barrier which enlightened philosophy had
he amalgaplaced between religion and superstition
mated into one system all that various nations had
imagined, in popular belief, of demons, angels, and
;

of Numbers.

(To QeoXoyovfieva

rijc

On

apLQfirjriKfjq

)

the different speculations in which the ancient theological and philosophical writers indulged relative to

the force of numbers.
This work does not bear the
of lamblichus in the manuscripts, but Gale {ad
Iambi, de Myst. Mgypt., p. 201) and Fabricius {Bibl.

name

Gr., vol. 6,

639, ed. Harks.) agree in ascribmg it
lamblichus wrote a work
under this title, which made the sixth book of his great
This work has
;
compilation respecting Pythagoras.
only been twice printed, once at Paris, 1543, 4to,
and again by Wechel, at Leipzig, 1817, 8vo, with the
6. Porphyry had addressed a letter to
and, in order to give this work of folly a phil- notes of Ast.
spirits
he
attached
it to the doctrine of
an Egyptian named Anebo, full of questions relative
osophic appearance,
have an anPlato.
The intuitive perception of the divine nature, to the nature of gods and demons.
by means of ecstasy, had appeared to Plotinus and Por- swer to this epistle, written by Abammon Magister
phyry the most sublime point to which the mind of {'Adafi/nuv Aidacr/ca/lof) ; and, according to a scholium
man could elevate itself; this, however, was not suf- found in many manuscripts, Proclus declared that it
ficient for lamblichus
he must have a theurgy, or was lamblichus who disguised himself under this name.
that species of direct communication with gods and The title of the work is as follows
'ASufifiuvo^ At'AveSu eiriffToXfjv
spirits, which takes place, not from man's raising him- daoKaTiov irpbg ttjv Xlop^vpiov Ttpoq
self to the level of these supernatural intelligences, arcoKpiOLQ, Kttt TcJv hv avt^ airoprifidTov Ivaei^, i. e.,
but because, yielding to the power of certain formulae "Answer of Abammon the Master to the letter of
and ceremonies, they are compelled to descend unto Porphyry addressed to Anebo, and the solution of the
mortals and execute their commands.
have no questions which it contained." It is often, however,
edition of the entire works of lamblichus, and must cited under the shorter title of " Mysteries of the Egyptherefore consider his productions separately.
1.
Life tians." The work is full of theurgic and extravagant
of Pythagoras.
{Hepl tov UvdayopiKov ptov, or, as ideas, and Egyptian theology. Meiners thinks that
but his reait is named in some
manuscripts, Aoyoc rcpuTog, Trepl this work was not written by lamblichus
Book First : Of the Pyth- sons for this opinion, drawn from the inequality of the
TTJc UvdayoptKTJc alpiaeu^.
;

to him.

p.

It is certain that

—

;

We

;

:

—We

;

It

agorean Sect.)

work

was, in fact, the

commencement

of

Although a most wretched comand most clumsily put together, it is nevertheless instructive, from the information it affords respecting the opinions of Pythagoras, and because the
sources whence lamblichus and Porphyry drew no
a

in ten books.

pilation,

The best edition of this work, inlonger exist for us.
cluding the life of Pythagoras by Porphyry, and that
preserved by Plotinus, is Kiessling's, Lips., 1815, 2
vols. 8vo.
2. Second Book, Of
Pythagorean expla-

—

in the work, have
style and the contradictions contained
been refuted by Tennemann. {Comment. Soc. Scient.
Te7inemxLnn, Gesch. der
Getting., vol. 4, p. 59.
There is only one complete
Phil., vol. 6j p. 248.)
lamedition of this work, by Gale, Oxon., 1678, fol.
blichus wrote also a work on idols or statues {nepl
with the
'Ayalfidruv), to prove that idols were filled

—

—

presence of the divinities whom they represented.
only know it through the refutation of John Philoplamonus, and what we do know of it is very limited.

We

an exhortatton to Philosophy.

(Uv- blichus composed also a treatise on the soul {nepl ifwrrepuxuv Xng), of which Stobseus has preserved very copious
This extracts. These are the more valuable, as lambliTovc TrpoTpe-KTiKovg ?.6yovg etc <j)Lloao(}>iav.)
work formed a continuation of the preceding, and is chus gives in them the opinions of various philosophers,
the second book of the great compilation treating of without
The same comtroubling us with his own.
In it we find many passages from Plato
the letters of
Pythagoras.
piler has preserved several fragments of
lamblichus. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. lAA,seqq.)
or, rather, one third of the work is made up of extracts
taken from the dialogues of that writer and lambliIamid^, certain prophets among the Greeks, dechus has reunited them with so little skill and with so scended from lamus, a son of Apollo, who received
much negligence, that he often forgets to make the the gift of prophecy from his father, and which remainnecessary changes in the tenses of verbs, in order to ed among his posterity.
{Pausan., 6, 2.)
Sometimes traces of
Janiculum, a hill of Rome, across the Tiber, and
adapt one passage to another.
the Platonic dialogue are even allowed to remain. connected with the city by means of the Sublician
The most interesting part is the last chapter, which bridge. It was the most favourable place for taking a
and from its sparkling
gives an explanation of thirty-nine symbols of Pythag- view of the Roman capital
This work is also contained in Kiessling's edi- sands it obtained the name of Mons Aureus, now by
oras.
tion of the life.
3. Of common Mathematical SciThere was an ancient tradition,
corruption Montorio.
nations, including

dayopeiuv

v-KOfivrifidruv

T^oyog

devrepog,

;

;

;

—

ence {Hepl Koivfjg fiadrjfiaTtKTJg eKcar^/iric), or, third
book of the great work on the philosophy of PythagoIt is important, by reason of the
ras.
fragments from
the ancient Pythagoreans, such as Philolaus and Ar-

These fragments are writchytas, which it contains.
ten in the Doric dialect, which furnishes an

argument

in favour of their authenticity.
This work, of which
fragments were only known at an early period, was
published entire for the first time by Villoison, in his

contemporary with
then inhabited the Capitoline Hill, founded a city opposite to the residence of Saturn, and,
he had built.
dving, left his name to the hill on which
The Jani{Virg., Mn., 8, 355, seqq.—Serv., ad loc.)
culum therefore comprised the site of the church ol
S. Pietro in Montorio, and the present Corsini garthat Janus, king of the Aborigines,

Saturn,

who

uscript of Zeitz. as given by Kiessling in his edition of
the life of Pythagoras.
4. On the Introduction to the

As Ancus Marcius joined it to the Aventine by
a bridge and a wall, lest an enemy should make it a
citadel for attack, it is natural to conclude that the first
wall would enclose the bridge, and run up to the sumfrom the posmit, which it was desirable to preserve
on the other hand, since nothing
session of an enemy
more was to be effected than the defence of the city,

Arithmetic of Nicomachcs.

it is

Anecdota Grceca,

by

A

vol. 2, p. 188,
seqq., and reprinted
with a translation, at Copenhagen, 1790, 4to.
future editor will find various readings, from a man-

Friis,

—

We

{Uept

r^f

!<{

iKOfiaxov

have only one edition
ipiBfiTjTiK^g elcayuyrjc.)
of this work, that of Tennulius, Davenl , 1667-8. 2
ols. 4to.

Kiessling's life of Pythagoras contains
5.
manuscript readings for this work also.
Theology

—

dens.

;

also deducible, that his walls would only enclose
a narrow space of territorv, extending from near the
Pons Siiblicius, or Ponte Orazio, to the Montorio, and
river at the Ponte Rotto ; for
descending again to the
{Dion. Hal.,
the island did not exist in those days.
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Such a circuit of wall would at once defend
3, 45.)
the passage of the Tiber, and cover the three imporThe summit of the Janiculum
tant hills of the city.

—

back to the mythology of India. Janus, with his wife
and sister Camasane, half fish and half human being,
as sometimes represented, can only be explained by a

the Comitia, and also from the place of comparison with the avatars, the descents or incarnaAt the tions of the Hindu deities. (Compare the incarnation
popular assemblies in the Campus Martius.
earliest period of the republic, when the Romans were of Vishnou in a fish, and the legend of the Babylonian
surrounded by foes, and feared lest, while they held Cannes and Syrian Atergatis.) Viewed in another
these assemblies, the enemy might come upon them way, the name Janus or Djanus assimilates itself
These two appellations
unawares, they placed some of their citizens upon the very closely to that of Diana.
Janiculum to guard the spot, and to watch for the safe- resolve themselves into the simple form Dia, or the
and this Dia belongs
ty of the state ; a standard was erected upon the top goddess by way of excellence
of the hill, and the removal thereof was a signal for in common to the religions of Samothrace and Attica.
the assembly immediately to dissolve, for that the en- She is the Pelasgic Ceres, frequently found under this
emy was near. {Dio Cassius, 37, 28.) This act, denomination in the songs of the Fraires Arvales.
which had its origin in utility to the commonwealth, {Marini, Atti, &c., p. 23, seqq.
Creuzer, ad Cic. de
it was,
N. D., 3, 22.) While the Jupiter of Dodona was penafterward dwindled into a mere ceremony
subservient
to
of
and
the designs
factious etrating into Italy
Latium, with his spouse Dione
however, made
citizens in those times when there was no danger (the same as Juno), Dia-Diana and Janus arrived, by
and the another route, in Etruria, from the borders of Pontus
to the city but from its intestine discords
From this view of the
taking down of the standard on the Janiculum more and the isle of Samothrace.
than once put a stop to public proceedings at the Co- subject it would appear, that Jupiter and Janus were
mitia.
(Burgess, Topography and Antiquities of originally distinct from each other, but subsequently
more or less amalgamated. The system of Dodona
Rome, vol. 1, p. 67, seqa.)
Janus, an ancient Italian deity, usually represented and that of Samothrace, the Latin system and that of
with two faces, one before and one behind, and hence the Etrurians, based on ideas mutually analogous,
Sometimes he is repre- united, but did not become completely blended, with
called Bifrons and Biceps.
On the soil of Italy Janus appears at
sented with four faces, and is thence denominated each other.
Janus was invoked at the commence- one time as a king of ancient days, at another as a
Quadrifrons.
ment of most actions even in the worship of the other hero who had rendered his name conspicuous by great
gods, the votary began by offering wine and incense labours and by religious institutions (^Arnob., adv.
The first month in Gen., 3, p. 147. Lyd., de Mens., p. 57, ed. Schow \
to him.
{Ovid, Fast., 1, 171.)
and under the title of at another, again, as a god of nature. At first he is
the year was named after him
Matutinus he was regarded as the opener of the day. called the Heavens, according to the Etrurian doctrine,
Hence he had charge (Lyd., ibid., p. 146, ed. Roeth.) He is the year per{Horat., Serm., 2, 6, 20, seq.)
of the gates of heaven, and hence, too, all gates sonified, and his symbols contain an allusion either to
called
after
were
on
earth
him, and supposed the number of the months or to that of the days of the
(Janua)
In this way some explain his year.
to be under his care.
The month, called after him January, formed
from the time of Numa the commencement of the redouble visage, because every door looks two ways
On the first day of this
and thus he, the heavenly porter, can watch the east ligious year of the Romans.
and west without turning. (Ovid, Fast., 1, 140.) His month was presented to Janus what was called the
On
i>ur visages, on the other hand, when he is so repre- Janual, an offering consisting of wine and fruits.
seasons of the year.
this same day the image of the god was crowned with
indicate the four
sented,
His temples at Rome were numerous. Jn war tjme, laurel, the consul ascended in solemn procession to
the gates of the principal one, that of Janus Quirinus, the Capitol, and small presents were made to one an^:ere always open ; in peace they were closed, to re- other by friends. By virtue of his title of god of nahe holds
tain wars within (Ovid, Fast., 1, 124); but they ture, Janus is represented as holding a key
were shut only once between the reign of Numa and this as the god who presides over gates and openings.
and
that of Augustus, namely, at the close of the first Punic He opens the course of the year in the heavens
war.
Augustus closed them ^fter he had given repose every gate upon earth, even to those of private dwell-

was seen from

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

The temples of Janus Quadriworld
with four equal sides, each side conThe four doors
taining a door and three windows.
were emblematic of the four seasons of the year, while
the three windows on a side represented the three
months in each season. Janus was usually represented as holding a key in his left hand and a staff in the
He was called by different names, such as
other.
Consivius (from consero), because he presided over
Quirinus, because presigeneration and production
and Patulcius (from
ding over war; and Clusius
"
shutter" and " opener,"
cludo and pateo), or the

Roman

to the
*^frons

were

built

;

—

After
with reference to his having charge of gates.
Ennius had introduced Euhemerism into Rome, Janus
shared the fate, of the other deities, and became a

mortal king, famed for his uprightness, and dwelling
He was said to have received
on the Janiculum.
Saturn when the latter fled to Italy and he also mar;

Camesa

or Camasane.
(Macrob.,
de Mens., 4, 1.
AthencBus, 15,
Sat., 1, 7.
in
The
remarks,
though
part antifollowing
p 692.)
to throw some light upon the mycipated, may serve
Janus occupies a place
thological history of Janus.
among the first class of Etrurian divinities, and is in
respects identified with the Tina of that nation.

ried his

own

—

sister

— Lydus,

—

—

many

Proclus,
{Varro, ap. Augustin. dc Civ. Dei, 7, 10.
Hymn, in Hec. et Janum.) His origin is to be traced

656

under his superintending care. (Spanheim,
ad Callim.y Hymn, in Cer., 45. Lydus, de Mens.,y.
This attribute, indieed, is given him in a
55, 144.)
ings, is

—

It designates
sense of a more or less elevated nature.
at one time as the genius who presides over the
goods of the year, and who dispenses them to mortals
who holds the key of fertihzing sources, of refreshing
streams : at another time it typifies him as the master and sovereign of nature in general, the guardian
of the whole universe, of the heaven, the earth, and
As holder of the key,
the sea.
(Ov., Fast., I, 117.)
Janus took the name of Clusius as charged with the
care of the world, he is styled Curiatius,
(Lyd., de
Mens., p. 55, 144.) Thus, under these and similar
points of view, Janus reveals himself to us as exactly
similar to the gods of the year in the Egyptian, PerLike Osiris, Semsian, and Phoenician mythologies.
Heracles, Dschemschid, and others, he represents the
its development through the twelve
in
year personified
signs of the zodiac, with its exaltation and its fall, and
And as the career
with all the plenitude of its gifts.

him

;

;

of the year

is

also that of the souls

which traverse

in

their migrations the constellations of the zodiac, Janus,

as well as the other great gods of nature, becomes the
Similar in every respect to Osirisguide of souls.
the Sun; and the gate ot
Serapis, he is called, like him,
the east, as well as that of the west, becomes at once

lAP

JANUS.
Identihis peculiar care.
(Lutat., ap. Lyd., p. 57.
the Sun, wc ought not to be surfying Janus with
in Varro.
{R.
prised at finding the Moon called Jana
R., 1, 37, 3, ed. Schneid.
Compare Scaliger, de vet.
In
manlike
arm. Rom. in Grctv. Thes.^ 8, p. 311.)

—

goddess is styled Deiva Jana (Deina,
Diana), so the Salian hymns invoke the solar god
under the name of Deivos Janos, contracted into Dianus or Djanris.
Nigidius {ap. Macrob., Sat., 1,
"
9) says expressly,
Apollinem Janum esse, Dianamque janam, apposita d litera.''^ Buttmann, regarding
ner, as the lunar

Janus and Jana

as the

solar

and lunar deities

re-

in these ancient Italian appellaspectively, discovers
tions the Zav and Zavw of the Greeks, or, rather, the

ancient and originally Oriental name of the Divinity,
" the
Jah, Jao, Jova, Jovis, whence Jom or Yum,

—

{Mythologus, vol. 2, p. 73.) Janus also assimilates himself to the Persian Mithras, and becomes
He
the mediator between mortals and immortals.
bears the prayers of men to the feet of the great deiday."

{Cuius Bassus, ap. Lyd., p. 57, 146.) It is
in reference to this that some explain his double visties.

age, turned at one and the same time towards both
heaven and earth. Others, however, give to the representation of Janus with two faces an explanation
purely historical, and consider it as alluding either to

the emigration of Saturn or Janus, come by sea from
Greece into Italy ; or to the settling of the latter
among the barbarous nations of Italy, and the estab-

lishment of agriculture.
{Plut., QucBst. Rom., 22, p.
269, vol. 2, p. 100, ed. Wytt.—Serv., ad Virg., JEn.,
The
1, 294
7, 607; 8, 357.— Or., Fast., 1, 299.)
;

national tradition of the

Romans

referred

it

to the al-

from the old Greek and Latin verb io.
{N. D., Z,
The Romans also invoked Janus when they

e.,

27.)

made

a

lustration

or

—of

consecration

their

fields.

But why multiSchneider.)
that the Etrurian priesthood conceived and taught its dogmas in the true spirit, and
under the very forms of Oriental mythology 1
In
Etruria, as in the East, a series of gods spring from
a supreme being, and are reflected in their turn in a
dynasty of kings or chiefs, their children, their heirs,
and the imitators of their actions. Janus, the first
{Cato, R. R.,

ply proofs to

p. 92, ed.

show

monarch, founds

ramparts, erects gates

cities, rears

;

become a

hero, he consecrates sanctuaries, institutes
religious worship, fixes the sacred year, and arranges
This son of the gods is no less
all civil ordinances.
the Sun moving through his annual career, opening

with his powerful key the reservoirs of the empire of
waters, giving drink to men and animals, drying up
the earth, and ripening the fruit by his vivifying rays,
presiding at once over the rising and setting, and
guarding the two gates of heaven as the chief of the
army of the stars. He was invoked also in war and
when the gate of his temple on earth was opened, it

—

;

the signal for battles ; when closed, it became the
For Janus is the god that opens the
pledge of peace.

was

new

year in the spring, the period

when warlike move-

he that opens at
season the career of combats, to which he summons warriors, and to whom he becomes a guide and
an example. Hence his names of Paiulcius and Clu-

ments and campaigns begin

:

it

is

this

He is the defender, the combatant by way of
excellence, the great Quirinus (a name derived from
"a
the Sabine word curis,
spear"), and the senate

sius.

between Romulus and Tatius and the blending could find no appellation more glorious to bestow on
of the two nations.
(Compare Lanzi, Saggio, vol. the valiant Romulus after he had disappeared from
the earth.
2, p. ^^.—Eckhel, Doctr. Vet. Num., vol. 5, p. 14,
{Creuzer, Symbohk, par Guigniaut, vol.
Similar
II. In the Roman forum, by the
figures with a double face are found 3, p. 430, seqq.)
seqq.)
on medals of Etruria, Syracuse, and Athens Cecrops, side of the temple of Janus, there were three arches
for example, was so represented.
It is certainly most
or arcades dedicated to Janus, standing at some disliance

—

—

:

rational to suppose, that this mode of representing was
It recalls to mind
purely allegorical in every case.
the figures, not less strange and significant, of the
Hindoo divinities: Janus, with four faces {QuadriServ., ad Virg., JEn., 8, 607
frons.
Augustin. de
Civ. Dei, 7, 4), is identical in appearance with the
Brahma of India. As the gods who preside over nature and the year, in the Oriental systems, raise themselves to the higher office of gods of time, eternity,
and infinity, so also it seems to have happened with
the western Janus.
He is called the inspector of
time, and then Time itself; in a cosmogonical sense
he passes for Chaos. {Lyd., de Mens., p. 57.) Under these two points of view he is distinct from Jupi-

—

—

—

ter,

the supreme ruler and the universal regulator of

things, in that Janus had specially under his control
the beginning and the end.
{Cic, de N. D., 2, 27.)
In the higher doctrine, however, all distinction between

the two disappears.
As Clusius or bearer of the key,
Janus was the monarch of the universe, and Greece
had no divinity that could be at all compared with him.
In the solemn ceremonies and
{Ov., Fast., 1, 90.)
religious songs of the old Romans, he figured as inAu{Initiator.
augurator, and even bore the name.

—

At the festivals of the
gustin. de Civ. Dei, 4, 11.)
great gods he had the first sacrifice offered to him.
N.
He was called the Father
D., 2, 27.)
{Cic., de
{Brisson, de FormuL, 1, p. 45.
Marini, Atti, 2, p.
and
the
Salii
invoked
him in their hymns as the
365),

—
Deorum Deus.'^ — Macrob.,

god of gods. {^^
Sat., 1,
9.
Compare Gutberleth, de Saliis, c. 20.) This god
of gods they named also Janes or Eanus, while
they
themselves assumed the name of Janes or Eani, in

—

accordance with the ancient usage which so often assimilated the priests to their divinities.
{Vossius,
Inst. Orat, 4:, 1, 7.)
These appellations, Janes and
Eanus, remind us of Cicero's derivation from eundo, i.

40

tance apart, and forming by their line of direction a
kind of street (for, strictly speaking, there were no
The central one of these arches
streets in the forum).
was the usual rendezvous of brokers and money-lenders, and was termed medius Janus, while the other

two were denominated, from

summus Janus, and

their respective positions,
{Horat.,
infimus or imus Janus.

Serm., 2, 3, 18.)
Iapetus, a son of Coelus and Terra, and one of the
Titans.
According to the Theogony (v. 507, seq.), he
married Clymene, a daughter of Oceanus, by whom
he became the father of four sons. Atlas, Menoetius,

Prometheus, and Epimetheus. Some authorities made
to have espoused iEthra {Timceus, ap. Schol. ad
II., 18, 486), others Asia, others again Libya: these
last two refer to the abodes of Prometheus and Atlas.
find Iapetus frequently joined with Kronus,
and it is
apart, as it were, from the other Titans;
worthy of notice, that, in the Theogony, the account
of Iapetus and his progeny immediately succeeds that
These cirof Saturn and the gods sprung from him.

him

—We

cumstances, combined with the plain meaning of the
his children, lead to the conclusion of Iapetus being intended to represent the origin of the human
race.
Buttmann, however, sees in Iapetus and Japhet,
not a son of Noah, but the Supreme Being himself {Ja,
i. e.,
paJao, and pet, petos, peior, the Sanscrit piter,
"
and identical with the Zevg irarvp, or

names of

father"),
Jupiter, of the western nations.
ter,

p.

{Mythologus,vo\.

1.

224.)
to the

Iapydes or Iapodes, a people of Illyricum,
south of Istria, whose territory would appear, from
reached at one time
Virgil {Georg., 3, 474), to have
to the banks of the river Tiinavus.
They occupied an
extent of coast of more than one thousand stadia, from
the river Arsia, which separated them from the Isiri,
to the neighbourhood of Zara, a district which forms
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JAS
In the interior, their

the present Marlachia.

p&tr. ot

was spread along Mount Albius, which forms

territory

the extremity of the great Alpine chain, and rises to a
On the other side of this
considerable elevation.
mountain it stretched towards the Danube, on the con-

The lapydes were a people of warlike spirit, and were not reduced until the time of Augustus. {Strab.,Z\5.—App.,Illyr.,\8.) Their principal town was Metulum, which was taken by that emperor after an obstinate defence.
(App lllyr., 19.)
Its site remains at present unknown.
{Cramer's Anc.
fines of Pannonia.

,

Greece, vol.

1, p. 33.)
I.4PYGIA, a division of Italy, forming what is called
It was called also
Messapia, and contained

the heel.

two

nations, the Calabri on the northeast, and the Salentini on the southwest side.
The name of lapygia

known

was

not

tion

borrowed from the Greeks,

ter people

name

—

Romans, except
to

as an appellait was famil-

whom

many traditions current with the latbe reckoned their derivation of this
from lapyx, the son of Daedalus.
(Strab., 279.

Among

iar.

to the

the

may

This story, however, belongs rather
Plin., 3, 11.)
have no positive evidence
to fable than to history.

We

regarding the origin of the lapyges, but their existence
on these shores prior to the arrival of any Grecian col-

ony is recognised by the earliest writers of that nation,
such as Herodotus (7, 170) and Hellanicus of Lesbos
{ap. Dion. Hal., T, 22).

Thucydides evidently con-

sidered

them as barbarians

m

Periplus

(7, 33), as well as Scylax.

and Pausanias (10, I)
and
we must form of this
people, whether we look upon them as descended from
an Umbrian, Oscan, or lUyrian race, or from an intermixture of these earliest Italian tribes.
Very little is
knov/n of the language of this people but, from a cuhis

this, in

(p.

5).

;

the idea which

fact, is

—

;

rious old inscription found near Otranto, and first published by Galateo, in his history of lapygia, it appears
to have been a mixture of Greek and Oscan.
{Lanzi,

— Romanelli,

vol. 3, p. G20.

m

one of the Eugubian

vol. 2, p. 51.)

name

also be noticed, that the

It

may

of the lapvges appears

tables under the form lapus-

us to suppose that some con; which might lead
nexion once existed between this people and the IJmCramer's Anc. Italy,
bri.
{Lanzi, vol. 3, p. 663.

com

—

vol. 2, p. 302.)

{Hor., Od., 1, 3, 4.)
parts of Greece.
Iarbas, a son of Jupiter and Garamantis, king of
Gaetulia.
{Vid. Dido.)
I A SIDES, a patronymic given to Palinurus, as de-

scended from a person of the name of lasius.

^n.,5,

IapvgTum, or Sai-lentinum, Promontorium {Sal-

When

the art

{Virg.^

843.)

Iasion or Iasus, a son of Jupiter and Electra, one
of the Atlantides {Hellanicus, ap. Schol. ad Od., 5,
125), while others made him a son of Minos or Kratos
Schol.
and the nymph Phronia. {Schol. ad Od., I. c.
ad Theocrit., Id., 3, 50.) He is said to have had by
Ceres a son named Plutus {Wealth), whereupon Justruck the mortal
piter, offended at the connexion,
Helover with his thunder.
{Horn., Od., 5, 125.)
siod makes Crete the scene of this event.
{Theog.,

—

Iasion is also named as the father of the swift969.)
have here an
footed Atalanta
{Vid. Atalanta.)
Iasion is made the offspring of
agricultural legend.

—We

—

Creu{Kpdro^ and ^povia.
In
Symbolik, par Gvigniaut, vol. 3, p. 325.)
other words, strength, or courage in enduring labour,
and prudence, or skill in the application of that strength,
excite the instinctive powers of the earth, causing fam-

Force and Prudence.

zer,

ine to disappear, nourishing the human race, and renHence the name
dering them healthy and vioorous.
of Iasion, " he that saves^' {luofiai) from evil.
(Com-

pare remarks under the article Trophonius.)
Iasis, a name given to Atalanta, daughter of Iasus.
I. a celebrated hero, son of Alcimede, daughPhylacus, by ^Eson, the son of Cretheus, and
Tyro, before her
Tyro, the daughter of Salmoneus.
union with Cretheus, the son of iEolus, had two sons,
.^son was king of
Pelias and Neleus, by Neptune,
The latter also
lolcos, but was dethroned by Pelias.
save him, his pato
sought the life of Jason; and,
he
was
rents gave out that
dead, and, meantime,
conveyed him by night to the cave of the centaur
him.
committed
care
whose
to
{ApolChiron,
they

Jason,

ter of

\6.—Apoll. Rh., 1, 10.— Hygin., fab., 12,
had told Pelias to beware of the '-'onesandaled man," but during many years none such ap-

lod., 1, 9,

13.)

lust, ap. Serv. ad JEn., 3, 400), a famous promontory of
Italy, at the southern extremity of lapygia, now

di Leuca.

lapygia, in Lower Italy, w?iich country lay partly IB
It is the same with the
the line of its direction.
'kpyearrjc of the Greeks, and was the most favourable
wind for sailing from Brundisium towards the southern

An oracle

At length, when Japeared to disturb his repose.
of twenty, he proceeded,
attained the
age
to Chiron, to lolcos, in order to claim the

Capo son had
of navigation was yet in its unknown

He bore, says the Theban po
two spears; he wore the close-fitting Magnesian
to Sicily, of which they always availed themselves. dress, and a pard skin to throw off the rain, and his
The fleets of Athens, after having circumnavigated the long unshorn locks waved on his back. In his jourPeloponnesus, are represented on this passage as usu- ney he was stopped by the inundation of the river
Jually making for Corcyra, whence they steered straight Evenus or Enipeus, over which he was carried by
In
across to the promontory, and then coasted along the no, who had changed herself into an old woman.
Bouth of Italy for the remainder of their voyage. crossing the stream he lost one of his sandals, and
{Thucyd 6, 30) There seems, indeed, to have been on his arrival at lolcos, the singularity of his dress and
a sort of haven here, capable of affording shelter to ves- the fairness of his complexion attracted the notice of
sels in tempestuous weather.
{Thiicyd ,6,ii.) Stra- the people, and drew a crowd around him in the marbo describes this promontory as defining, together with ket-place. Pelias came to see him with the rest, and
the Ceraunian Movmtains, the line of separation be- as he had been warned by the oracle to beware of a
tween the Adriatic and Ionian Seas, while it formed, man who should appear at lolcos with one foot bare
with the opposite Cape of Lacinium, the entrance to and the other shod, the appearance of Jason, who had
He asked him
the Tarentine Gulf; the distance in both cases being lost one of his sandals, alarmed him.
700 stadia. {Strab., 281.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. who he was, and Jason mildly answered his question,
to demand the kingdom of
2, p. 315 )
telling him he was come
Iapyg(?m Tria Promontoria, three capes on the his fathers. He then went into the house of his parent
On the
coast of Magna Graecia," to the south of the Lacinian ^son, by whom he was joyfully recognised

infancy, this great headland presented a conspicuous
landmark to mariners bound from the ports of Greece

his family.
rights of
et,

,

promontory.
tello.

Capo

They

are

now

Rizrfnto, and

Capo
397 )

Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.
Iapyx, I. a son of Daedalus,
given

marks

called
della

Capo
Nave.

who was

to lapygia in Lower Italy.
under the article lapygia ) H.

name

to the west-northwest wind.
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—

It

was

delle

Cas-

{Cramer's

fabled to have

(Consult

A

re-

name given

so called from

arrival of Jason, his uncles Pheres
intelligence of the
and Amythaon, with their sons Admetus and MelamFive days they feasted and
pus, hastened to lolcos.
on the sixth Jason disclosed to
themselves

enjoyed

;

and went, accompanied by them, to
the dwelling of Pelias, who at once proposed to resign
the kingdom, retaining the herds and pastures, at the

them

his wishes,

lAX

JASON.
tame time stimulating Jason

to the expedition of the

—

Another
golden fleece. {Find., Pyth., 4, 193, seqq.)
account is, that Pelias, being about to oner a sacrifice
on the seashore to his father Neptune, invited all his
Jason, who was ploughing on the other side
subjects.
of the Anaurus, crossed that stream to come to it, and
in so

doing lost one of his sandals.

It is said that

Ju-

no, out of enmity to Pelias, who had neglected to sacrifice to her, took the form of an old woman, and asked

another account has it, when the Argo was falling to pieces with time, Medea persuaded him to sleep
under the prow, and it fell on him and killed him.
{Arg. Eurip., Med.) Medea herself, we are told, beor, as

came

the bride of Achilles in the Elysian fields.
{lbap. Schol. ad Apoli Rh., 4, 815.

yciis et

Simonides,
— Keightley's
Mythology,
on
whole Argonaulic
—
A
Argonautae.)

—

For remarks
307, seqq.
legend, consult the article
II.
tyrant of Thessaly, born at Pherae, and descended from one of the richest and most
He usurped the
distinguished families of that city.
supreme power in his native place while still quite
p.

the

Jason to carry her over, which caused him to leave
one of his sandals in the mud. Her object was to
give occasion for Medea's coming to lolcos and deWhen Pelias perceived Jason with young, about 375 B.C. reduced nearly all Thessaly
stroying Pelias.
but one sandal, he saw the accomplishment of the or- under his sway
and caused himself to be invested
acle, and, sending for him next day, asked him what with the title of generalissimo, which soon became, in
ke would do, if he had the power, had it been predict- his hands, only another name for monarch of the couned to him that he should be slain by one of his citizens. try.
The success which attended his other expediJason replied, that he would order him to go and fetch tions also, against the Dolopes, the Phocians, &c. ;
in
the golden fleece. Pelias took him at his word, and im- his alliances with Athens, Macedon, and Thebes
posed the task upon Jason himself. {Pherecydes, ap. fine, his rare military talents, imboldened him to think
Schol. ad Pind., Pyth., 4, 183.)
An account of the of undertaking some enterprise against Persia but,
celebrated expedition which Jason in consequence un- before he could put these schemes into operation, he
dertook, will be found under a difTerent article. ( Vid. was assassinated while celebrating some public games
Argonautae ) During the absence of Jason, Pelias had at Pherae, in the third year of his reign. Jason was a
driven the father and mother of the hero to self-de- popdar tyrant among his immediate subjects. He culstruction, and had put to death their remaining child. tivated letters and the oratorical art, and was intimate
Desirous of revenge, Jason, after he had delivered the with IsQcrates, and Gorgias of Leontini. He had
fleece to Pelias, entreated Medea to exercise her art contracted a friendship also with Timotheus, the son
in his behalf.
He sailed with his companions to the of Conon, and went himself to Athens to save him
Isthmus of Corinth, and there dedicated the Argo to from a capital accusation.
III. A native of Cyrene,
and Medea, shortly afterward, ingratiated an abridgment of a work of whose, on the exploits of
Neptune
herself with the daughters of Pelias, and, by vaunting the Maccabees, is given in the second section of the
her art of restoring youth, and proving it by cutting up book of Maccabees.
St. Augustine speaks of this
an old ram, and putting the pieces into a pot, whence abridgment as of a work which the Church had placed
issued a bleating lamb, she persuaded them to treat in the Canon, by reason of the histories of the martyrs
their father in the same manner, and then refused to which it contains.
St. Jerome, however, says the
restore him to youth.
The councils of Carthage in 397, and of
Acastus, son of Pelias, there- contrary.
upon drove Jason and Medea from lolcos, and they re- Trent, have declared it canonical. {Schbll, Hist. Lit.
tired to Corinth, where they lived
IV. A native of Argos, who
happily for ten years, Gr., vol. 3, p. 431.)
He wrote a
till Jason,
wishing to marry Glauce or Creiisa, the flourished during the second century.
daughter of Creon, king of that place, put away Me- work on Greece, in four books, comprehending the
dea.
The Colchian princess, enraged at the ingrati- earlier times of the nation, the wars against the Pertude of her husband, sent a poisoned robe and crown sians, the exploits of Alexander, the actions of Antipof Athens. He comas gifts to the bride, by which the latter,
together with ater, and ending with the capture
her father Creon, miserably perished.
Medea then posed also a treatise on the I'emples (or, as others renkilled her own children, mounted a chariot drawn by der it, Sacrifices) of AJ«:xander, Hepl tuv 'kTie^dvipov
vol. 4, p. 172.— Fom.,
winged serpents, and fled to Athens, where she mar- lepuv. (Scholl, Hi^t. Lit. Gr.,
ried King
^geus, by whom she had a son named Me- Hist. Gr., 1, 10, p. 62. AihcTKxi Op., ed. Schiceigh.,
V. A Rhodian, grandson
dus.
But, being detected in an attempt to destroy vol. 9, p. 136, Ind. Auct.)
Theseus, she fled from Athens with her son. Medus of Posidonius, who succeeded his grandfather in the
His works have not
conquered several barbarous tribes, and also the coun- Stoic school of his native island.
try which he named Media after himself, and finally reached us.
a
Iasonium Promontorium,
fell in battle
promontory of Pontus,
Medea, returning
against the Indians.
unknown to Colchis, found that her father ^-Eetes had northeast of Polemonium. It was so called from the
been robbed of his throne by her brother Parses. She ship Argo having anchored in its vicinity, f Xen.,
The Anab., 6, 2, 1.) It is also mentioned by Strabo (548),
restored him, and deprived the usurper of life.
narrative here given is taken from Apollodorus, who and it preserves evident vestiges of the ancient appelseems to have adhered closely to the versions of the lation in that of lasoun.
{Cramcr^s Asia Minor,
The accounts vol. 1, p. 273.)
legend found in the Attic tragedians.
In the Theogony, MeIassicus Sinus, a gulf of Caria, deriving its name
of others will now be stated.
dea is classed with the goddesses who honoured mortal from the city of lassus, situate ^t its head. It is now
men with their love. Jason made her his spouse, and called Assem-Kalessi. {Thucyd.,S,26.)
" ihe
she bore to
Iassus, a city of Asia Minor, situate on a small
shepherd of the people" a son named
Medus, whom Chiron reared in the mountains, and island very near the coast of Caria, and giving to the
"the will of great Jove was accomplished." {Theog., adjacent bay the name of Sinus Iassicus. It was a
992, seqq.)' It is evident, therefore, that this poet rich and flourishing city, and the inhabitants were
supposed Jason to have reigned at lolcos after his re- chiefly occupied with fisheries along the adjacent
retorn from his great adventure.
According to the poem coasts. It is now in ruins, though many vestiges
of the Nostoi, Medea restored ^son to youth (Argum. main of it.
The name of the place is Assem. {PHn.,
;

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

Eurip.,

Medea— Ovid,

Met.,

7, 159,

seqq). while Si-

monides and Pherecydes say that she effected this
change in Jason himself (i4r^. Eur.. Med.); and ^schyliis, that she thus renewed the Hyades, the nurses
of Bacchus, and their husbands.
{Arg. Eur., Med.
Omd, Met. 7, 294. seqq.) Jason is said to have put
an end to his life after the
tragic fate of his children

—

—
;

28—

L/r., 32, 33; 37, 17.)
Taxartes, a large river of Asia, rising in the chain
of Mons Imaus, and flowing into the Sea of Aral, after
It is now the Sir, or
a course of 1682 English miles.
Sir Darjah.
Ptolemy makes it flovy into the Caspian,
as he was unacquainted with the existence of the Sea
of Aral.
Herodotus, long before, had called the lax5,

•

lAZ

IBY

by the name of Araxes, and confounded

Iberia, I. a country of Asia, bounded on the west
by Colchis, on the north by Mount Caucasus, on the
east by Albania, and on the south by Armenia.
It
answers now to Imeriti, Georgia, the country of the
Gurians, &c. The name of Imeriti is an evident derThe Cyrus, or Kur,
ivation from the ancient one.
flowed through Iberia.
Ptolemy enumerates severai
towns of this country, such as Agiuna, Vasaeda, VaThe Iberians were allies of Mithradates,
rica, &c.
that Herodotus mentions only one large river in this and were therefore attacked by Pompey, who dethat is, the river which feated them in a great battle, and took many prispart of the empire of Cyrus
Plutarch makes the number of slain to have
separates it from the Massagetse, and which was un- oners.
for there is no question that been not less than nine thousand, and that of the
doubtedly the laxartes
The same
{Vit. Pomp.)
Sogdia was included in the empire of Cyrus, and it lay prisoners ten thousand.
between the Oxus and laxartes. The Oxus, there- writer states, that the Iberians had never been subject
fore, has no distinct place in the geography of our to the Medes or to the Persians
they had escaped
author, although a river of much greater bulk and im- even the Macedonian yoke, because Alexander was
it with
Rennell, after quoting the
" In
remarks as follows
this description the laxartes and Oxus appear to be
confounded together (Herodotus had perhaps heard
certain particulars of both rivers, but might refer them
to one only), for there are circumstances that may be
applied to each respectively, although most of them
are applicable only to the former.
It may be observed,

artes

the

Oxus

{1,204:, seqq.).
passage just referred to,

:

;

;

;

But that the Oxus was inportance than the laxartes.
tended, when he says thjtt the larger stream continued
its even course to the
Caspian, appears probable although the numerous branches that formed the large
islands, and were afterward lost in bogs and marshes,
agrees rather with the description of the Aral lake,
and lower part of the <Szr." {Geography of Herod;

otus, vol. 1, p. 270, seqq., ed. 1830.)—With regard to
the tribe of the laxartae, and the origin of the name
" Ptollaxartes, the same writer observes as follows:
emy mentions the laxartae : placing them along the

northern bank of the laxartes, throughout the lower
half of its course.
These, consequently, occupy the
place of the Massagetse of Herodotus and Arrian, and
of the Sacs of Strabo.
Ptolemy may possibly have

named them arbitrarily but as there is a remnant of
a tribe named Sartes, now existing between the Oxus
;

and laxartes, and which are reported to be the remains of the ancient inhabitants of the country, it is
possible that this was one of the tribes of the Massagetae or Sacae ; while laxartae may have been the true
name in the country itself, and very probably gave
name to the river laxartes at that period ; of which
Sir and Sirt, which are in use at present, may be the
remains.
Ammianus speaks of the laxartae as a tribe,
and of good account, in lib. xxiii.''
He-

—

{Geogr. of

It is generally
rod., vol. 2, p. 295, seqq.)
supposed
that the Greeks in the tiiAP of Alexander were

guilty

of an error in confounding thia river with the Tanais.
Klaproth, however, shows that tW name Tanais was
common to both the laxartes and the modern Don, a
people of the same race occupying at that time the
banks of both streams, and using for both an appellation, the root of which {dan, tan, or don) has a general reference to water. (Consult remarks under the
article Tanais.
Klaproth, Tableaux Historiquzs de

—

VAsie,

p. 181.)
Iazyges, a people of Scythia. Of these there were
the Iazyges Maeotae, who occupied the northern coast
of the Palus Maeotis ; the Iazyges Metanastae {PtoL,

— Compare

Ccllarius, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 83), who inhabited the angular territory formed by the Tibiscus,
the Danube, and Dacia ; they lived in the vicinity of
The IazyDacia, and are called by Pliny Sarmates.

{Plin., 6, 4.

obliged to quit Hyrcania in haste.

—

Id.,

10,3.— Strab., 499.— PtoL, 5, n.—Socrat.,Hisi.,
26.
Sozom., 2, 7.) II. One of the ancient names

—

—

Spain,

derived

marks under the

from the river Iberus.

1,

of

Consult re-

article Hispania.

Iberi, a powerful nation of Spain, situate along the
Iberus, and who, mingling with Celtic tribes, took the
name of Celtiberi. (Consult remarks under the article

Hispania.)
It
I. one of the
largest rivers in Spain.
what was once the country of the Cantabri,
from the ancient Fons Iberus, in the valley of Reynosa,
near the town of Juhobriga, and flows with a south-

Iberus,

rises

in

eastern course into the Mediterranean Sea, a hltle
distance above the Tenebrium Promontorium, passof Dertosa, now
ing, not far from its mouth, the city
The chain of Mons Idubeda, by which it
Tortosa.
runs for a great part of its course, prevents it from
rivers ol
taking a western course along with the other
It is now the Ebro, and is in general very
Spain.
rocks and
rapid and unfit for navigation, being full of
shoals, and hence the Spanish government have been
the
river from Tucompelled to cut a canal parallel to
The deposites which the river carries
dela to

Sastaga.
Mediterranean have formed a considerable delta
at its embouchure, and it has been necessary to cut a
canal, in order that vessels may ascend to the small
town of Amposta, below Tortosa. {Malte-Brun,\o\.
This river was made the boundary
8, p. 10, Am. ed.)
between the Carthaginian and Roman possessions in
Spain after the close of the first Punic war. {Lucan, 4, SZ5.—Plin., 3, 3.- Mela, 2, 6.—Liv., 21, 5.)
II. A river of Iberia in Asia, flowing from Mount
to the

—

into the Cyrus, probably the modern lora.
poem of the poet Callimachus, in which
he bitterly satirizes the ingratitude of his pupil the poet
Ovid also wrote a
{Vid. Callimachus.)
Apollonius.

Caucasus
Ibis,

a lost

poem under
This

latter

the

has

same title, in imitation of Callimachus.
come down to us, and is thought to be

directed against Hygiuus, a false friend of the poet's
{Vid. Ovidius.)
Ibycus, a lyric poet, a native of Rhegium, who

about B.C. 528.
Rhegium was peopled
by lonians from Chalcis, partly by Dorians from
the Peloponnesus, the latter of whom were a superior
ges Basilii, or Royal {Ovid, Ep. ex. Pont., 1, 2, 79.
The peculiar dialect formed in Rhegium had
Id., Trist., 2, 191), were a people of Sarmatia, joined class.
by Strabo to the Iazyges on the coast of the Euxine, some influence on the poems of Ibycus, although these
between the Tyras and the Borysthenes. Ptolemy were in general written in an epic dialect with a Doric
Ibycus was a
speaks only of the Metanastae, who were probably the tinge, like the poems of Stesichorus.
most considerable of the three. The territory of this wandering poet, as is intimated by the story of his
but
his
travels were
below
latter people was, towards the decline of the empire, death, which will be given
to Sicily.
He
occupied by the Vandals, and afterward became a not, like those of Stesichorus, confined
About the year 350 passed a part of his time in Samos with Polycrates,
part of the empire of the Goths.
It has since formed whence the flourishing period of this bard may be
they were expelled by the Huns.
In consequence
a part of Hungary, and of the Bannat of Temeswar. fixed as we have already given it.
was admired at
According to some writers, the Iazyges were the an- of the peculiar style of poetry which

—

flourished
partly

;

cestors of the latwingcs, whom the Polish authors
call also Pollexiani.
{Balbi, Introduction a V Atlas

Ethnogr..

&c
660

,

vol. 1, p. 188.)

the court of Polycrates, Ibycus could not here compose
solemn hymns to the gods, but had to accommodate
his

Dorian cithara, as he was best able, to the strains

ICH

ICA
Anacreon. Accordingly, it is probable that the
to erotic subpoetry of Ibycus was first turned mainly
in the court of the tyrant of
jects during his residence
of

Samos

;

and that his glowing love-songs, which formed
fame in antiquity, were composed at

his chief title to

But

that the poetical style of Ibycus resembled that of Stesichorus, is proved by the fact, that
the ancient critics often doubted to which of the two
this period.

a particular idea or expression belonged.
(Compare
Alhenmis, 4, p. 172, d.—SchoL Ven. ad IL, 24, 259.
ad
Schol.
Arisloph.
Hesych., s. v. PpvakiKTat.
Av., I'SOi.— Schol. Vratislav. ad Find., 01. 9, 128.

—

—
— Elymol.
metres

The
Chid., s. v. urtpizvo^, p. 98, 31.)
of Ibycus also resemble those of Stesichorus,

being in general dactylic series, connected together
into verses of different lengths, but sometimes so long
that they are to be called systems rather than verses.
Besides these, Ibycus frequently used logaoedic verses
of a soft or languid character and, in general, his
rhythms are less stately and dignified, and more suited
to the expression of passion, than those of Stesicho;

Hence the effeminate poet Agathon is repre*
rus.
sented by Aristophanes as appealing to Ibycus with
Anacreon and Alcaeus, who had made music more
sweet, and had worn many-coloured fillets (in the OriThe subjects
ental fashion), and led the Ionic dance.
of the poems of Ibycus appear also to have had a
and so many
strong affinity with those of Stesichorus
particular accounts of mythological stories, especially
;

are cited from his poems,
relating to the heroic period,
that it seems as if he too had written long poems on

the Trojan war, the expedition of the Argonauts, and
The erotic poetry, however,
other similar subjects.
of Ibycus is most celebrated, and those productions
breathed a fervour of passion far exceeding that expressed in any similar pieces throughout the whole
The death of the poet
range of Grecian literature.

he was assailed and
is said to have been as follows
murdered by robbers, and at the moment of his death,
be implored some cranes that were flying over head
:

IcarTum Mare, a part of the JEgean Sea near the
Myconus and Gyarus. The ancient mvthologists deduce the name from Icarus, who fell into
it and was drowned.
But compare remarks under the
islands of

article Icaria.

HavIcARios, I. an Athenian, father of Erigone.
ing been taught by Bacchus the culture of the vine,
he gave some of the juice of the grape to certain shepherds, who, thinking themselves poisoned, killed him.
When they came to their senses they buried him ; and
his daughter Erigone,
being shown the spot by his
faithful

dog Maera, hung herself through grief

{Apol-

l.—Hygin., fab., 130.) Icarius was fabled to have been changed after death into the constellation Bootes, Erigone into
Virgo, while Maera became the star Canis. {Vid. Erigone.) II.
son of
CEbalus of Lacedaemon.
He gave his
Pelod., 3, 14,

—

A

daughter

nelope in marriage to Ulysses, king of Ithaca, but he
was so tenderly attached to her that he wished her
husband to settle at Lacedaemon. Ulysses refused
and when he saw the earnest petitions of Icarius, he
told Penelope, as they were going to embtirk, that she
might choose freely either to follow him to Ithaca or
to remain with her father.
Penelope blushed in siIcarius,
lence, and covered her head with her veil.
his
upon this, permitted
daughter to go to Ithaca, and
a
to
erected
the
of
modimmediately
temple
goddess
esty, on the spot where Penelope had covered her
blushes with her veil.
Icarus, a son of Daedalus, who, with his father, fled
with wings from Crete to escape the resentment of
His flight being too high proved fatal to him ;
Minos.
for the sun melted the wax which cemented his wings,
and he fell into that part of the .^gean Sea which was
and concalled after his name.
( Vid. Icarium Mare
sult also remarks under the article Daedalus.)
IcENi, a people of Britain, north of the Trinobantes.
They inhabited what answers now to the counties of
Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge, and Huntingdon. This
;

;

nation is called by several different names, as Simeni
by Ptolemy, Cenimagni by Caesar, &c. They at first
submitted to the Roman power, but afterward revolting in the reign of Claudius, were defeated in a great
^'
Here are battle by Ostorius Scapula, the second Roman governpanions, cu '\6vKOV ek6lkol Trdpetaivl
These words and the re- or of Britain, A.D. 50, and reduced to a state of subthe avengers of IbycvLS /"
the assas- jection.
cent murder of Ibycus excited suspicion
They again revolted under the command of
sms were seized, and, being put to the torture, con- the famous Boadicea, but were entirely defeated with
fessed their guilt.
{Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 205, great slaughter by Suetonius Paulinus, A.D. 61, and
Their capital was Venta Icenorum,
totally subjugated.
seqq.)
{TaIcarTa, an island of the ^Egean, near Samos, and, now Caister, about three miles from Noricich.
Cellarii, Geogr.
according to Strabo, eighty stadia due west from Am- cit., 12, Z\.—C(zs., B. G., 5, 21.
latter.
Pliny Ant., vol. 2, p. 339.)
pelos, the western promontory of the
IcHN.iE, I. a town of Macedonia, placed by Herodo(4, 12) makes the distance greater, but he probably
measures from the harbour at the western extremity. tus in Botiaea, and situated probably at the mouth of
Mythology deduced the name of this island from Ica- the Ludias. {Herod., 7, 123.— Compare Mela, 2, 3.

avenge his fate. Some time after, as the murderers were in the market-place, one of them observed
some cranes in the air, and remarked to his comto

;

—

rus, son of Daedalus, whose body was washed upon its
shores after the unfortunate termination of his flight.

Bochart, however, inclines towards a Phoenician derivation, and assigns, as the etymology of the name,
In
1-caure, i.e., "insula pisciura," the island of fish.

support of this explanation, he refers to Athenaeus
(1, 24), Stephanus Byzantinus, and others, according
to whom one of the early Greek names of the island

was Ichthyoessa

{'IxQvotaaa),

i.e.,

—"abounding

in

—

From other authors, cited by Steappears that the name was sometimes written Achne.
II. A city of Thessaly, near Phyllus, and
The goddess Themis was
in the district of Phthiotis.
Horn., Hymn.
{Strab.,Ad5.
especially revered here.
Plin., 4, 10.)

phanus,

it

—

—

in Apoll., 94.)

IcHNusA, an ancient name of Sardinia, which it received from its likeness to a human foot.
'Ixvovaa,
Plin., 3.
from 1x^0^, vestigium. {Pausan., 10, 17.

—

was

also called SandalioRitits resemblance to a sandal {(TavSd?uov).
learned and curiin some
however,

{Gcogr. Sacr.y 1, 8, sub fin.) Icaria was of
In Strabo's
small extent, being long but narrow.
time it was thinly inhabited, and the Samians used it

7.—Sil.
tis, from

The modprincipally for the pasturage of their cattle.
The island at the present day
ern name is Nicaria.
is said to abound in timber, but to be otherwise steril ;

ous speculations to prove that the name Ichnusa refers,
not to the shape of the island, but to the establishment
in it, at an early period, of the religion of the Snn.
he avails himself very
of this
And, in

fish."

and to be inhabited by a few Greeks, very poor, and
very proud of their pretended descent from the imperial line of Constantine.
(Georgirenes, Dcscrip. de
Samos, Nicaria, &c., p. 304.)
IcARis and Icariotis, a name given to Penelope,
as daughter of Icarius.

ter,

Ital., 12,

881.)

It

very

indulges

support

position,

accounts of the prints of human
diflferent parts of the ancient
footsteps as found in
world.
{Vorhalle, p. 351, seqq.)
IcHTHYOPHAGi, a name given by the Greek geograto several tribes of barbarians in diflferent parts
phers
^
661
skilfully of the various
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of the ancient world, and which indicates a people
"
I.
living on fish."
people of Gedrosia, on the
coast of the Mare Erythraeum. {Plin., 6, 23.
Arrian,
II. A people in the northeast6, 28.— Id., Ltd., 26.)
ern part of Arabia Felix, along the coast of the Sinus
Persicus.
III.
people of Trogloditica, according to
Strabo, southwest of the island Tapozos
probably
near the straits of Dirae, or Bab-el-Mandcb.
Accord-

A

—

—

—

A

—This

fourteenth century.
place has been included in
the domains of the Grand Seignior, under the name of
Konia, ever since the time of Bajazet, who finally exIt is the residence
tirpated the Ameers of Caramania.
of a pacha.
Col. Leake gives the following account
" The circumference of the walls
of its present state
:

between two and three miles, beyond which
are suburbs not much less populous than the town itThe walls, strong and lofty, and flanked with
ing to the Peutinger Table, they dwelt between Albus self.
Portus and Berenice.
square towers, which at the gates are built close to;

IcHTHYOPHAGoRUM SiNUs, a bay on the northeastern coast of Arabia Felix.
IcoxIi'M, a very ancient city of Asia Minor, and
during the Persian dominion the easternmost city of
{Xen., Anah., 1, 2.) At a later period it
Phrygia.
became and continued the capital of Lycaonia. It was
Strabo (568) calls it a
never a very important place
" small
Tco2.ixvLov,
city."
Pliny, it is true, gives it
the appellation of urhs celeberrima, but this merely refers to its being the head of a tetrarchy of fourteen
cities.
Strabo praises the activity of
{Plin., 5, 27.)
the inhabitants and the fruitfulness of the surrounding
The Greeks, according to their wonted cuscountry.
tom, brought their own mythology to bear on the name
of this place, without at all caring for the fact that the
city was called Iconium long before any of their nation
had penetrated into inner Asia. They deduced the
appellation from eUoviov ("a small image"), and then
no difficulty presented itself as to the mode of explain:

it.
According to some, Prometheus and Minerva
were ordered by Jupiter, in order to replenish the earth

ing

after the deluge of Deucalion, to make human forms
of clay, and to inspire them with the breath of life by
calling in the aid of the winds. The scene of this was
the vicinity of Iconium, whence the place received its

name. {Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Ikoviov.) This etymoloanother and a
gy, however, had but few supporters
more popular one prevailed, though of later date than
the former, since Strabo and his contemporaries knew
nothing of it.
According to this last, Perseus here
raised a column with an image of Medusa upon it, and
hence the name of the place. {Eustath., Schol. in
;

When Constantine the
Dionys. Perieg., v. 856.)
Great found statues of Perseus and Andromeda at
Iconium, and caused them to be transported to Constantinople, this discovery only served to confirm the
previous tradition in the minds, not only of the neighbouring communities, but also of the Byzantines themselves.
Bandurii, Imp.
{Anliq. Constant., 1. 2 et 6.
It created no
Orient., vol. 1, p. 24, 106.)
difficulty
whatever that the name of Iconium commenced, not
with the diphthong Ei, but the single I.
Stephanus
{I. c.) asserts, that the name ought to be written with
the initial diphthong, and it is, in fact, so written by
Eustaihius and the Byzantine historians.
{'Elkovlov
Chron. Alexandrin., Cedrenus.) Eckhel also cites
medals on which this orthography is given but other
and earlier ones have the true form, and the grammarian Chceroboscus observes, that the first syllable of
the name was pronounced short by Menander.
{Cod.
The most interesting circumBarocc 50, f. 134.)
stances connected with the history of Iconium, are
those which relate to St. Paul's preaching there, towards the commencement of his apostolical mission to

—

—

;

—

,

—

Under the By{Acts, 13, 51, scqq.)
zantine emperors frequent mention is made of this city ;
first
from
been
wrested
it
had
but
them,
by the Saracens, and afterward by the "^urks, who made it the
capital of an empire, the sovereigns of which took the
title of Sultans of Iconium.
They were constantly engaged in hostilities with the Greek emperors and the
and they must be
crusaders, with various success
considered as having laid the foundation of the Otto-

the Gentiles.

;

man power in Asia Minor, which commenced under
Osman Oglou and his descendants, on the termination
of the Iconian dynasty, towards the beginning of the

662

of Konia

is

gether, are of the time of the Seljukian kings, who
seem to have taken considerable pains to exhibit the
Greek inscriptions, and the remains of architecture and

sculpture belonging to the ancient Iconium, which they
made use of in building the walls. The town, suburbs,
and gardens around are plentifully supplied with water

from streams which flow from some hills to the westward, and which to the northeast join a lake varying
in size according to the season of the year.
In the

town carpets are manufactured, and they tan and dye
blue and yellow leather.
Cotton, wool, hides, and a
few of the other raw materials, which enrich the superior industry and skill of the manufacturers of Europe, are sent to Smyrna by the caravans." (Journal
of a Tour in Asia Minor, p. 48.) Col. Leake travelled in this country in 1800.
Mr. Browne, who passed through in 1802, says, that " the scanty population
and shapeless mud-hovels of Konia, the abode of poverty and wretchedness, are strongly contrasted with
what still remains of the spacious and lofty walls of
the Greek city."
{Wulpole's Memoirs, &c., vol. 2, p.

"The modern

121.)

city," says Capt. Kinneir,

"has

an imposing appearance, from the number and size of
the mosques, colleges, and other public buildings
but
these stately edifices are crumbling into ruins, while
the houses of the inhabitants consist of a mixture of
small huts built of sun-dried brick, and wretched hovThe same traveller also
els thatched with reeds."
gives an interesting description of the antiquities of the
;

He makes the present number of inhabitants
about 80,000, principally Turks, with only a small proplace.

portion of Christians.
Id.*, I. a chain of mountains in Troas, or, more
correctly speaking, a mountainous region, extending

length from the promontory of Lectum
from the Hellespont to the
so that it occupied
neighbourhood of Adramyttium
by its ridges and ramifications the whole of the tract
Among a number of
anciently called Phrygia Minor.
ridges or ranges and irregular masses of mountains of
which it is composed, there are three ridges that are
superior in point of elevation to the rest, and one of
in its greatest

to Zelea,

and

in breadth

;

them eminently
each other, they

so.
From their
may be compared

relative positions to

collectively, in point
of form, to the Greek Delta ; the head or northeastern
angle of which approaches the Hellespont, near the site
and the two lower angles
of the ancient Dardanus
approach the promontory of Lectum on the one hand,
The loftiest of these
and Adramyttium on the other.
;

that which forms the right or eastern side of
extending southeastward between the Hellespont and the head of the gulf of Adramyttium. and terminating in the lofty summit of Gargarus, which overtops, in every distant view, the great body of Ida, like
The second ridge,
a dome over the body of a temple.
forming the left of the A, runs parallel to the coast of
the .^gean Sea, from north to south, at the distance
of six or seven miles. Its commencement in the north
is, like that of Ida, near the Hellespont, and it extends
In a genfar on towards the promontory of Lectum.
eral view from the west it appears to extend to the

ridges
the A

is

;

promontory itself ; although, in reality, it is separated
from it by a wide valley, through which flows the
Touzla or Salt River. The third ridge, forming the
basis of the A, extends along the southern coast of the
from the summit of Mount Gargarua
Lesser

Phrygia,

IDA

IDJ3
to the promontory of Ledum, diaunishing in altitude
Mr. Hawkins says
as it proceeds towards the latter.
that this ridge is not inferior in height to that which
faces the plain of Troy.
Herodotus, Xenophon, and
Strabo evidently design by Ida the ridge towards
Troy ; or at least they exclude Gargarus. The former, in describing the march of Xerxes northward

from Pergamus, Thebes, and Antandros, to Ilium,
makes the Persian monarch leave Ida " on his left
hand" (7, 42), that is, to the west. Now the summit
of Gargarus being little short of an English mile in altitude, what should have induced Xerxes to lead his
army over such a ridge, when he might have gone a
straighter and smoother road by avoidmg it, and when,
after all, he must of necessity have crossed the west-

ern ridge also

in

order to arrive at Ilium

Xenophon says {Anab.,

7), that in his

1

— Again,

way (southward)

from Ilium through Antandros to Adramyttium, he
crossed Mount Ida.
Of course it must have been the
western and southern ranges, as is done at present by
those who travel from the Dardanelles to Adramyt or
Adramyttium. Strabo unquestionably refers the ideas
of Demetrius respecting the mountains of Cotylus
nev(i. e., Gargarus) and its views to the Trojan Ida
er supposing that the lofty mountain over Antandros
and Gargara was Cotylus, the highest point of Ida,
whence Demetrius derives the fountains of the ScaStrabo conmander, the -^sepus, and the Granicus.
cluded that all these rivers sprang from that chain of
Ida bordering on the Trojan plain which he had in
view from the seacoast and which, it appears, was
the only Ida known to him.
{RcnneWs Observations
Ida was
on the Topography of Troy, p. 17, seqq.)
remarkable for its thick forests and excellent timber.
Its name is thought to De derived from the circumstance of its being covered with woods, ISyat Karrjps^7f, as Herodotus says of a part of Media (I, 110). It
was the source of many streams {Horn., II., 12, 19),
and on Ida also Paris adjudged to Venus the prize of
;

;

—

—

II. The highest and most celebrated mountbeauty.
ain of Crete, rising nearly in the centre of the island.
According to Strabo, it was 600 stadia in circuit, and

base were many large and flourishing cities.
475.
Compare Dionys. Perieg., v. 501.)
summit, named Panacra, was especially sacred to

around

its

{Strab.f

The

—

{CaLlim., Hymn, in Jov., 50.) Here Jove was
fabled to have been educated by the Corybantes, who
on that account were called Idaei. The modern name

Jove.

of the mountain
vol. 3, p.

is Psiloriti.

{Cramer^s Anc. Greece,

Id.*a, the surname of Cybele, because she was
worshipped on Mount Ida. (Lucr., 2, 611.)
IvjEi Dactyli, priests of Cybele, who, according

— Fragm.,

ed.
Ephorus (ap. Diod. Sic, 5, 64.
Marx, p. 176), were so called from Ida, the mountain
of Phrygia, where they had their abode.
The poets
and mythologists vary much in their accounts of this
Some make them to have been
class of individuals.
the sons of Jupiter and the nymph Ida
others confound them with the Curetes or Corybantes
while

to

;

;

same

(Clem. Alex., Strom., 1, p. 420.) Th«
copper.
Chronicle of Paros places the date of this discovery
under the reign of Pandion, king of Athens, that is to

1432 years before the Christian era. {Marm.,
Oxon. Epoch., 11.) Strabo informs us, that, accord-,
ing to some ancient writers, the Curetes and the Corybantes were the offspring of the Idsei Dactyli that 100
say,

;

men, the
latter

make

the Curetes their offspring.
The
diversity of opinion exists as to their number.

Some make them

to have been only five {Pausan., 5,
and hence they suppose them to have been called
Dactyli, from the analogy between their number and that
of the fingers {SdnrvTiOt) on each hand.
Others make
the number much larger.
Phcrecydes, one of the early
of
20
Grecian historians, spoke
Idaei Dactyli
placed
on the right, and of 32 on the left, all children of Ida,
all workers in iron, and, moreover,
in
sorcery.
expert
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rh., 1, 1129.
Pherecyd., fragm.,
ed Sturz., p. 146.)
Hellanicus pretended that the
Dactyli on the right were occupied with breaking the
charm formed by those on the left. In one thing all
7),

—

the ancient authorities agree,
namely, that the Idaei
Dactyli first taught mankuid the art of working iron

first

name

;

inhabitants of Crete, were called by this
that these begat nine Curetes, and that

each one of these nine begat in his turn ten sons,

named

Dactyli like their grandfathers.
{Strabo,
Strabo remarks on this occasion, with
that
was
accustomed
early antiquity
great good sense,
to throw the garb of fable around many notions based
in reality on the nature of things.
An ingenious antiquary of modern times, struck by the truth of this
remark, first calls our attention to the metrical sense
of da/cruAof (finger), and then adds, with every apIdeei

473, seqq.)

pearance of reason, that the numbers 100, 9, and 10,
applied to the Dactyli and the Curetes, belong probaAs to
bly to some arithmetical or physical theory.

name

the

mology

Dactyli

itself,

whether

number of

in the

fingers

we must

seek

its

ety-

on each hand, or else

in the idea of

measure, and, consequently, of cadence,
equally derived from the movement of the fingers, and
identical, besides, with the idea of number, still it is
thought that, in forging iron by the aid of their hands
and fingers, the Dactyli observed at first a species of

and that these forgers were the first
dance to this same rhythm from all
which arose their peculiar name. (Jomard, sur le Systime Metrique des anciens Egyptiens.
Descript. de
VEgypte, Antiquites, Memoires, vol. 1, p. 744, seqq.)
Idalium, a height and grove of Cyprus, near the
It was the favourite abode
promontory of Pedalium.
of Venus, hence called Idalia, and here, too, Adonis

dactylic rhythm,
that applied the

;

—

was

by the tooth of the boar.
Virgil speaks of
mountain under the name of Idalium (^En.,
681), and shortly after makes mention of the groves
killed

this hill or
1,

of Idalia (1, 693).
By this last is meant the entire
Heyne, ad Virg., I. c). On
region {^\6a7da ;\;6Jpa.
another occasion (iEw., 10, 86), he speaks of a city
named Idalium.
(Compare Theocritus, 15, 101.
The city
Steph. Byz., s. v.)
To2,yug re Kal ^IduXiov.
or town of Idalium is passed over in silence by the an

—

—

It is first referred to by
cient geographical writers.
the later scholiasts.
(Serv., ad Virg., Mn., 1, 681.
It no doubt existed
Schol. ad Theocrit., 15, 101.)
from an early period, but was too insignificant to ex-

D'Anville

attention.

cite

381.)

others, again,

and

is

inclined to

make

the

to the ancient grove and
Idalium is said to signify hlerally, " the place

modern Dalin correspond
city.

of the goddess," in the Phoenician tongue.
(Bochart,
Geogr. Sacr., lib. 1, c. 3, p. 356.
Compare Gale^s
as
cited by Clarke, Travels,
Court of the Gentiles,

—

vol. 4, p. 36,

Lond.

ed., 1817.)
of Aphareus, famous for his valour.
the Argonauts, and married MarpesMar
sa, the daughter of Evenus, king of JEtolia.
pessa was carried away by Apollo, and Idas pursued

Idas, a son

He

was among

to restore her.
(Vid. MarAccording to Apollodorus, Idas, with his
pessa.)
brother Lynceus, associated with Pollux and Castor
to carry away some flocks ; but, when they had obtained a sufficient quantity of plunder, they refused
This provoked the
shares.
to divide it into

him, and obliged him

equal

sons of Leda

;

Lynceus was

killed

by Castor, and

Idas, to revenge his brother's death, immediately slew
of PdCastor, and in his turn perished by the hand
between
lux.
According to Pausanias, the quarrel
the sons of Leda and those of Aphareus arose from a
Idas and Lynceus, as they say, were
different cause.

with Phoebe and Hilaegoing to celebrate their nuptials
but Castor and
ra, the two daughters of Leucippus
the common
Pollux, who had been invited to partake
and Idas and Lynceus
festivity, carried off the brides,
;
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the attempt to recover their wives.
(Hygin.,
fab., 14, 100, &.c.—(>md, Fast., 5, 700.—Pausan.,
fell in

4,

3;

5,

18.— Apollod.,

3, 11, 2.)

Idistavisus, a plain of Germany, where Germanicus
defeated Arminius.
The name appears to have some
" a meadto the German word
wiese, signifying

affinity

ow." Mannert supposes the field of battle to have
been on the east of the Weser, south of the city of
Minden. {Mannert, Anc. Geogr., vol. 3, p. 85.

—

Tacit., A7m., 2, 16.)
Idmon, I. son of Apollo and Asteria, was the prophet
of the Argonauts.
He was killed in hunting a wild
boar in Bilhynia, and received a magnificent funeral.

He

had predicted the time and manner of his death.
II. A
1, 9.
dyer of Colophon, father to
Arachne. {Ovid, Met., 6, 8.)
Idomeneus (four syllables), I. succeeded his father
Deucalion on the throne of Crete, and accompanied
the Greeks to the Trojan war with a fleet of 90 ships.
During this celebrated contest he rendered himself conAt his return he made a vow
spicuous by his valour.
to Neptune, in a dangerous tempest, that if he escaped
from the fury of the seas and storms, he would offer
to the god whatever living creature first presented itself to his eye on the Cretan shore.
This was no

—

{Apollod.,

son, who
his safe return.

other than his
father

upon

own

came to congratulate
Idomeneus performed

his
his

to the god, but the inhumanity and rashness of
his sacrifice rendered him so odious in the eyes of his

promise

south, and including even a portion of that country,
which was taken possession of by the Edomites or Idumajans, while the land lay unoccupied during the Baby-

The capital of this country was Helonian captivity.
bron, which had formerly been the metropolis of the
tribe of Judah.
These Idumaeans were so reduced by
the Maccabees, that, in order to retain their possessconsented

ions, they

embrace Judaism, and

to

their

territory became incorporated with Judaea ; although,
in the time of our Saviour, it still retained its former

name

of Idumaea.
Strabo divides it into Eastern and
Southern Idumaea, with reference to its situation from
The capital of the former was Bozra or
Palestine.
Idumaea
Bossra, and of the latter, Petra or Jacktael.
was famous for its palm-trees. ( Virg., Geogr., 3, 12.)

The

country in general was hot, dry, mountainous,
It is now inhabited by
and in some parts barren.
some tribes of wild Arabs. {Plin.,b, 13. Juv., Sat.,

—

8,

\60.— Stat.,

Sylv.,5,

2.— Mart.,

50.— Joseph.,

10,

Ant. Jud., 2, l.—Id., Bell. Jud., 4, 30.)
Ienysus, a city of Syria, not far from Gaza.
modern village of Kan- Jones marks the ancient
{Herod., 3, b.—Rennell, Geogr. Herod., vol.
ed. 1830.)

1, p.

The
site.

342,

Jericho (in Greek 'lepixovg, gen. -ovvrog), a city
of Judaea, in the tribe of Benjamin, about seven leagues
to the northeast of Jerusalem, and two from the river
Jericho was the first city of Canaan taken by
Jordan.
Joshua,

who

destroyed

A

it.

new

city

was afterward

would seem

subjects, that he left Crete, and went abroad in quest of
a settlement.
He came to Italy, and founded a city on
the coast of Calabria, which he called Sallentia.
( Vid.

built by Hiel of Bethel, but

He died at an advanced age, after he had
Salleniini.)
the satisfaction of seeing his new kingdom flourish
and his subjects happy. According to the Greek
scholiast on Lycophron (v. 1218), Idomeneus, during
his absence in the Trojan war, intrusted the management of his kingdom to Leucos, to whom he promised

(2 Kings, 2, 19) to have been very pleasant, but
" the water
naught and the ground barren ;" when

daughter Clisithere in marriage at his return. Leucos at first governed with moderation
but he was perBuadcd by Nauplius, king of Eubcea, to put to death
Meda, the wife of his master, with her daughter CliAfter these violent
ithere, and to seize the kingdom.
measures, he strengthened himself on the throne of
and Idomeneus, at his return, found it impossiCrete
ble to expel the usurper.
{Ovid, Met., 13, 358.
his

;

;

— Horn.,

—

—

it

that before

the time of Hiel there was another Jericho built neai
The situation of this city is said
the site of the old.

Elisha, at the entreaty of the inhabitants, "healed the
it wholesome and abundant.
It
probable that, before this miracle of Elisha, the
only water which supplied the city and adjoining plain
was both scanty and bad ; so that the inhabitants were
destitute of this essential and fertilizing element, and

water," and rendered
is

the soil

was consequently parched and

place which is by nearly
be the same with Jericho,

all

barren.

The

authorities considered to

is a mean and miserable village called Richa or Eihha, situated in a plain about
three leagues wide, surrounded by barren mountains,
and about three miles from the Jordan. But the true

&c. Pausan., 5, site of ancient Jericho may be proved to have been
2b.— Virg., JEn., 3, 122.)— II. A Greek historian of about four miles higher up the valley, on the west of
in
the
of
He wrote a his- Rihha, and not far from its commencement on this
Lampsacus,
Epicurus.
age
Here Mr. Buckside, at the foot of the mountains.
tory of Samothrace.
Idothea, a daughter of Proetus, king of Argos. ingham found a large square area, enclosed by long
She was cured of insanity, along with her sisters, by and regular mounds, uniform in their height, breadth,
and angle of slope, which seemed to mark the place
Melampus. {Vid. Proetides.)
Besides
Idubeda, a range of mountains in Spain, commen- of enclosing walls, now worn into mounds.
Hygin., fab., 92.

II.,

11,

cing among the Cantabri, and extending nearly in a
southeastern direction through Spain until it terminates on the Mediterranean coast, near Saguntum,

which

Such, at least, is its extent, aclay at its foot.
cording to Strabo.
Ptolemy, however, gives merely
a part of it, from Caesar Augusta, or Saragossa, to
161. — Mannert,

{Strab.,
Geogr., vol. 1,
406.)
louMiEA, a country of Asia, on the confines of Palestine and Arabia, or, rather, comprehending parts of
each, having Egypt on the west, and Arabia Petraea
on the south and east. Its extent varied at differEsan or Edom, from whom it
ent periods of time.
derived its name, and his descendants, settled along
the mountains of Sein, on the east and south of the
Dead Sea, whence they spread themselves by degrees
through the western part of Arabia Petraea, and quite
In the time of Moses, Joshua,
to the Mediterranean.
and even of the Jewish kings, they were hemmed in
by the Dead Sea on one side, and the Sinus -Elanitis
But the Idumaea of the New Testament
on the other.
applies only to a small part adjoining Judaea on the

Saguntum.
p.
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which, the

foundations of other walls

in

detached

pieces, portions of ruined buildings of an indefinable
nature, shafts of columns, &c., were seen scattered
about over the widely-extended heaps of this ruined

which seemed to cover a surface of square miles.
These remains, nothing of which kind is to be found
city,

at

Rihha,

may be

considered as sufficient to determine

besides which, to rethe position of ancient Jericho
move all doubt upon the subject, they agree exactly
;

with the required distance from Jerusalem on one side,
and the Jordan on the other, as given by Josephus, who
makes it 150 furlongs from the former, and 60 from the
The plain of Jericho extends eastward to the
latter.
Jordan, and is nearly enclosed on all sides by barren
and rugged mountains. This circumstance, with the
lowness of its level, renders it extremely hot ; so
much so as to enable the palm-tree to flourish, which
Jericho
is not the case in any other part of Judaea.
itself was indeed always celebrated for the abundant
growth of this tree, which obtained for it the name of
"the city of palm-trees."
{Deut., 34, 3.
Judges,
1, 16 ; 3, 13.)
Josephus says, that in his time the

—

lER

IGN

neighbouring country abounded in thick groves of
these trees, together with the tree which afforded the
balm or balsam of Gilcad. At present, however, there
is not a tree of any kind, either palm or balsam, and
scarcely any verdure or bushes, to be seen about the
But the desolation with
ste of this deserted city.
which its ruins are surrounded is rather to be ascribed,
according to Mr. Buckingham, to the cessation of the
usual agricultural labours on the soil, and the want of
a distribution of water over it by the aqueducts, the
remains of which evince that they were constructed
to any change in the clichiefly for that purpose, than
mate or the soil an observation which may be extended to many parts of the Holy Land.
(Mansford^s
;

Scripture Gazetteer, p. 208, seqq.)
Ikrne, one of the ancient names of Ireland.
Pytheas, who, to his own personal acquaintance with this
information
added
much
of
the
respectglobe,
quarter
ing it, which he had obtained from the early inhabitants
of Gades in Spain, is the first who calls Ireland by the

From Aristotle, a contempoof lerne (^ 'lepvr]).
rary of his, we learn that what are now England and
Ireland were then denominated 'RperavLKoi vrjaoi.

name

In Caesar's commentaries a change
of appellation appears.
England is there styled Britannia, and Ireland, Hibernia.
(B. G., 5, 12, &c.)
The idea very naturally suggests itself, that Caesar

{De Mundoy

c. 3.)

may have given*
own accord, for

this

name

to the latter island of his

the purpose of denoting the severity
of its climate, and that the meaning of the term is
Such a supposition,
nothing more than Winter-land.

however, although it may wear a plausible appearance,
seems to have no foundation whatever in fact. It is
more than probable that Caesar gives the name as he
heard it from others, without associating with it any
He merely places the island to the west
idea of cold.
It was Strabo who made it lie far to the
of Britain.
north, and, in consequence of this error, first gave rise
to the opinion, if any such were ever in reality entertained, that the climate of Ireland was cold and rig-

such accounts from them as would have substantiated
what has just been advanced. As regards the early
population of this island, it may, we believe, be safely
assumed as a fact, that the northern half of the country was peopled by the Scoti ; not only because in
later

years

the Isle of

we

find

Scoti in this quarter as well as on
at the present day

Man, but because even

Erse language

is not completely obliterated in
the northern provinces.
The southern half of
It
the island seems to have had a Celtic population.
is a very curious fact, however, that the names of
in
ancient
as
Ireland,
given by Ptolemy,
many places
bear no resemblance whatever either to Scottish or

the

some of

This has given rise to various
Celtic appellations.
theories, and, in particular, to one which favours the
Taciidea of migrations from the Spanish peninsula.
tus considers the Silures in Britain as of Spanish oribut this supposition is merely grounded on an
gin
Inaccidental resemblance in some national customs.
quiries have been made in modem days into the Basque
of the
language, which is supposed to contain traces
ancient Iberian, but no analogy has been discovered
;

The Roman arms
it and the modern Irish.
never reached Ireland, although merchants of that naFrom the accounts of
tion often visited its coasts.
between

the latter, Ptolemy obtained materials for his map of
this island.
It is worthy of remark, that this geogradoes not name a single place in northern Scotland,

pher
whereas, in the same quarter of the sister island, be
mentions as many as 10 cities, one of them of considerable size, and three others of the number situate on
Is not this a proof that Ireland, at this
the coast.
ot
early period, had attained a considerable degree
barbarous people never found cities
civilization 1
on the coast. In addition to what has thus far been remarked, it may be staled that Herodotus was equally
Eratosthenes gives a
ignorant of Ireland and Britain.
but knew nothing
general and rude outline of the latter,

A

Strabo had some knowledge, though
Pliny's information, with revery imperfect, of both.
But a question here presents itself, whether gard to both Britain and Ireland, greatly surpasses
orous.
Diodorus Siculus calls the
lerne or Hibernia be the true appellation of this island. that of his predecessors.
The latter, we believe, will, on examination, appear en- latter Iris or Irin, and copies a foolish story of the naIt is more than
titled to the preference.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, pt.
probable that tives being cannibals.
Pytheas received the name lerne from the mouths of 2, p. 33, seqq.)
the neighbouring nations, contracted from Hibernia.
Jerusalem, the capital of Judaea. {Vid. Hierosol-

This supposition would approach to certainty, if we
possessed any means of substantiating as a fact, that
the appellation Hiberni, which is given to the inhabi-

was used in the old accounts respecting it, and not first introduced by so late a writer
A strong argument may be deduced,
as Avienus.
however, from what appears to have been the ancient
The consonant
pronunciation of the word Hibernia.
b may have been softened down so as to resemble ou
tants of the island,

in sound, a change far from uncommon ; and hence
Hibernia would be pronounced as if written 'lovepvia, whence lerne may very easily have been formed.
The
(Consult remarks under the article luverna.)

modern name

Erin, which

is

sometimes applied

to

an evident derivation from lerne, if not
itself the ancient Erse root of that term.
Ireland
was known at a very early period to the ancient mariners of southern Europe, by the appellation of the
Holy Island. This remarkable title leads to the sus-

Ireland,

is

picion that the primitive seat of the Druidical system of worship may have been in Ireland.
Caesar,
it

is

true,

found Druids

same time,

in Gaul, but he states, at the
were always sent to complete
education in Britain
and we shall per-

that they

their religious
;
ceive, if we compare later authorities, that the sanctuary of the Druids was not in Britain itself, but in the

island of Anglesea, between which and the
adjacent
coast of Ireland the distance across is only 85 miles.

Had

the

Romans extended

ject to Ireland itself,

4P

we

their inquiries on this subshould evidently have received

of the former.

yma.)
Igilgilis, a town of Mauretania Caesariensis, west
of the mouth of the river Ampsagas, and north of Cirta.
Amm. MarIt is now Gigeri or Jigcl.
{Pliny, 5, 2.

—

cell.

29, 5.)
Igilium, now Giglio, an island of Italy, near the
coast of Etruria, off the promontory of Argentarius.
The thick woods of this island served as a place of
who fled from
refuge for a great number of Romans,
Rutilius,
the sack of Rome by Attila.
{Mela, 2, 7.
,

—

It. J.,

325.)

Ignatius, a martyr
the third

who

suffered at

Rome during
He was a

persecution of the Christians.

of St. John
Syrian by birth, and an immediate disciple
the Evangelist, who, in the 67th year of the Christian
era, committed the church at Antioch to his pastoral
Over this
to Euodius.
superintendence, as successor
of 40 years, when the
bishopric he presided for upward
enEmperor Trajan, after his triumph over the Dacians,
severities towards thcfce
tering the city, exercised many
who professed the Christian faith, and summoned the
on which occasion Ignatius
prelate himself before him,
conducted himself with such boldness in the impenai
sent to Rome, and orpresence, that he was forthwith
dered to be exposed in the amphitheatre to the fury of
with
wild beasts. This dreadful death he underwent
availed himself of the mterval begreat fortitude, having
tween his sentence and its execution to strengthen, by
Afconverts.
his exhortations, the faith of the Roman
accordter his decease, which took place A.D. 107, or,

ILE
some accounts, A.D.

I

LI

remains were carried

(now Tortosa) and Tarraco (now Tarragona) were two
of their towns.
{Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 418.)
Ilerda, the capital city of the Ilergetes in Spain,
situate on the Sicoris or Segre, a tributary of the IbeThe situation of this place, near
rus.
{Strabo, 161.)
the foot of the Pyrenees, exposed it incessantly to
the horrors of war, from the time that the Romans beIt was celebrated for the
republished by Cotelerius in 1672, in his collection of gan to penerate into Spain.
the writings of the apostolical fathers ; and again print- resistance it made against Caesar, under the lieutenants
ed in 1697 at Amsterdam, with notes, and the com- of Pompey, Afranius and Petreius, who were, howAn English transla- ever, finally defeated. {Cas., B. Civ., 1, 61. Flor.,
mentaries of Usher and Pearson.
tion of them, from the pen of Archbishop Wake, is to 4, 12.— Appian, B. Ctv., 2, 42.)
In the reign of
be found among the works of that prelate.
There are Gallienus it was almost entirely destroyed by the barsome other letters of minor importance, which, though barians, who, migrating from Germany, ravaged the
the question of their authenticity has met with sup- western parts of the empire.
It is now Lerida in
Id.,
{Auson., Epist. ad Paullin., 26, 59.
porters, are generally considered to have been attribu- Catalonia.
ted to him on insufficient authority.
II.
Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 451.)
patriarch Profess., 23,
of Constantinople, about the middle of the ninth cenIlergetes.
Ilerda.
Vid.
He was son to the Emperor Michael CuropalaIlia, otherwise called Rhea Silvia, daughter of Nutury.
of
the
and
on
his
father
assumed
the
of
ta,
mitor, king
Alba, was appointed one of the vestal
deposition
The uncompromising firmness virgins by Amulius, after the latter had wrested from
ecclesiastical habit.
which he displayed after his elevation to the patriar- his brother Numitor the kingdom of Alba. Amulius
chal chair in 847, in subjecting Bardas, a court-favour- made his niece a vestal to prevent her having any offto perpetual chastity.
ite, to the censures of the church, on account of an inspring, the vestals being bound
cestuous connexion, caused him to undergo a tempo- Mars, however, according to the old legend, overpowUnder Basil, however, he ered the timid maiden in the sacred grove, whither
rary deprivation of office.
was restored to his former dignity, and presided in his she had gone to draw water from a spring for the serShe became the mother of Romcapacity of patriarch at the eighth general council. vice of the temple.
His death took place about the year 878. {GorlorCs ulus and Remus, and, according to one account, was
buried alive on the banks of the Tiber.
Ennius, howBiogr. Diet., vol. 2, p. 162.)
louviuM, a city of Umbria, on the Via Flaminia, to ever, as cited by Porphyrion {ad Hor , Od., 1, 2, 17),
the south of Tifernum, and at the foot of the main makes her to have been cast into the Tiber, previous to
It is now Eugubbio, or, as which she had become the bride of the Anio.
chain of the Apennines.
Horace,
it is more commonly called, Gubbio.
Iguvium was a on the contrary, speaks of her as having married the
as
it
would
seem
from
town
the
imof
the
Tiber.
Servius
and,
{ad JEn., 1, 274) alludes
;
municipal
god
portance attached to its possession by Caesar when he to this version of the fable as adopted by Horace and
invaded Italy, a place of some consequence.
Acron also, in his scholia on the passage in
{C<bs., others.
Bell. Civ., 1, 2.— Compare Ctc.adAU., 7, 13.—Phn., Horace just cited, speaks of Ilia as having married the
This city has acquired great celebrity in mod- god of the Tiber. According to the account which
3, 14.)
Cin times, from the discovery of some interesting he gives, Ilia was buried on- the bank of the Anio, and
monuments in its vicinity, in the year 1440. These the river, having overflowed its borders, carried her
consist of several bronze tablets covered with inscrip- remains down to the Tiber; hence she was said to
tions, some of which are in Umbrian, others in Latin have espoused the deity of the last-mentioned stream.
ing to
to

Antioch

for interment.

1

—

1

6, his

If,

as

some suppose,

Ignati-

children whom Jesus took up
in his arms and blessed, it is certain that he conversed
familiarly with the apostles, and was perfectly acquainted with their doctrine. Of his works there remain
seven epistles, edited in 1645 by Archbishop Usher,

us was not one of

tlie little

—

—

—

They have been made

characters.

A—

A

the

subject of

The
by modern literati.
most recent work on the subject is by Grotefend, entitled Rudimenta Lingua. Umbricee, 4to, Hannov.,
1835-39.
I LB A or Ilva, an island of the Tyrrhene Sea, off the
coast of Etruria, and about ten miles from the prommany

a learned dissertation

It was early celebrated for its
ontory of Populonium.
rich iron mines ; but by whom they were first discovered and worked is uncertain, as they are said to exhibit the marks of labours carried on for an incalculable
time.
(Pini, Osserv. Mineral, sulla miniera diferro
tU Rio, See, 1777, 8vo.
Lettre sur Vhistoire naturelle
dt Vsle d'Elbe, par Koestlin, Vienne, 1780, 8vo.)
It
even seems to have been a popular belief among the
ancients, that the metallic substance was constantly
renewed. (AristoL, de Mir., p. 1158.
Strab., 223.

—

Ilias, a celebrated poem composed by Homer, upon
the Trojan war, which delineates the wrath of Achilles,
and all the calamities which befell the Greeks, from the
refusal of that hero to appear in the field of battle.

with the funeral rites of Hector, whom Achil
to the shade of his friend Patroclus,
and is divided into twenty-four books. Modern critics differ very much in opinion with regard to the
It finishes

les

had sacrificed

—

Wolf and Heyne,
proper termination of the Iliad.
with others, think that there is an excess of two books,
and that the death of Hector is the true end of the
poem. The 23d and 24th books, therefore, they conGranville Penn,
sider as the work of another author.

however, has undertaken to show {Primary Argument
the poem is to be taken
of the Iliad, Lond., 1821), that
as a whole, and that its primary and governing argument is the sure and irresistible power of the divine
probable that the Phoenicians will over the most resolute and determined will of
kiiown the mineral riches of man, exemplified in the death and burial of Hector, by

—

—

Plin., 34, 14 )
were the first to
this island,
learned to

It is

make

and that

it

was from them the Tyrrheni

estimate its value, which may have held
out to them no small inducement for settling on a coast
It is to
otherwise deficient in natural advantages.
the latter people that we ought to trace the name of
yEthalia, given to this island by the Greeks, and which
the latter derived from aWu) {to burn), in allusion to the
number of forges on the island. According to Polybius (ap. Steph. Byz.), the same appellation was given
to Lemnos, a Tyrrhenian settlement in early times.

the instrumentality of Achilles, as the immediate preThe following
liminary to the destruction of Troy.
observations on the unity and general character of the
ReIliad, taken from an able critique in the Quarterly
view (No. 87, p. 147, seqq.), may be read with advan"Does the Iliad appear to have
tage by the student.
been cast, whole and perfect, in one mould, by the
of its original creator, or does it bear
vivifying energy
undeniable marks of its being an assemblage of uncon-

—

nected parts, blended together, or fused into one mass
We cannot
by a different and more recent compilerl
but think the universal admiration of its unity by the
210.)
tesconclusive
Ilercaonbs, a Spanish tribe, east of the Edetani, better, the poetic age of Greece, almost
on both sides of the Iberus, near its mouth. Dertosa timony to its original uniform composition. It was
Ilva is

now

Elba.

{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol.

1,

p.

—

t

ILIAS.
not

the age of the

till

ILIAS.

grammarians

that its primitive in-

nor is it injustice to
tegrity was called in question ;
assert, that the minute and analytical spirit of a grammarian is not the best qualification, for the

profound
comprehensive conception of an harmoniThe most exquisite anatomist may be no
judge of the symmetry of the human frame, and we
would take the opinion of Chantrey or Westmacott
on the proportions and general beauty of a form rather
There
than that of Mr. Brodie or Sir Astley Cooper.
feeling, the

ous whole.

—

some

is

truth,

the lines of
*

though some malicious exaggeration, in

Pope

:

7T^« critic eye, that microscope of

Sees hairs and pores, examines

loit.

bit

hit

by

:

How parts

relate to parts, or they to whole
body^s harmony, the beaming soul ;

—We

would not comprehend, under

denunciation,
city, such as

men of genius as
Heyne and Wolf,

this

—

—
We
—

—

;

The
Are things which Kuster, Burman, Wasse, shall
When man^s whole frame is obvious to aflea.^

Pisistratidae, it is surely unaccountable that, consider
ing the whole of the Trojan war must have been a favourite subject with these wandering bards, all the
more valuable part of this poetry should easily combine into a plan, embracing only so short a period of
these ten years of splendid Grecian enterprise.
Had
not one of these numerous Homers touched with Homeric life and truth any of the other great poetical
events which preceded, or the still more striking incidents which followed the wrath of Achilles and the
death of Hector the destruction of the city, for inthe midnight devastation of ancient Ilium?
stance
are far from asserting that many passages of the
as the adventures of Diomed, the night enterIliad
prise of Diomed and Ulysses, with the death of Rhesus
necessarily belong to that period of the war ; it
is possible that they may have been inlaid into the
work by a later and a foreign hand ; but it is somewhat incredible that the compilers should have been
able to condense the whole of the nobler Homeric
poetry into the plan of the Iliad and Odyssey ; and if
they rejected any passages of equal merit, what became of them 1 Did they form the poems of Arctinus,

see,

sweeping

well as critical sagastill less those of the

highest poetic feeling, who, both in this and other
Yet there is
countries, are converts to their system.
a sort of contagion in literary as well as religious scep-

Stasinus, and Leschesl were they left to be moulded
But how immeasurably inin the Cyclic poems 1
ferior, by the general consent of Greece, was all the

up

we like, in scholarship, to be on the stronger
;
It
and the very names of Bentley, Wolf, and Heyne rest of their epic poetry to the Iliad and Odyssey
would sweep a host of followers into their train. In is probable that the better passages in the poem of
the authors of a paradox, criticism, like jealousy, fur- Quintus Calaber are borrowed, or but slightly modnishes the food which it grows on ; and it is astonish- ified, from the Cyclic poets ; but how rarely do we
ing, when once possessed with a favourite opinion, recognise the clear, the free, the Homeric life and enhow it draws from trifles confirmation strong,' and ergy of the two great poems
But we must go farticism
side,

!

'

!

overlooks the most glaring objections

;

while,

if

the

new

doctrine once forces its way into general notice,
ardent proselytes crowd in from all quarters, until that
which was at first a timid and doubtful heresy, becomes a standard article of the scholar's creed, from
which it requires courage to dissent. Such to us appears to have been the fate of the hypotheses before us.
For, in the first place, it seems that many of the objections to the original unity of the poem apply with

—

It is, for
equal force to the Pisistratid compilation.
instance, quite as likely, that in the heat of composition the bard should have forgotten something ; that,

example, owing to his obliviousness, the Pyloemwhom he had slain outright in the fifth book,
should revive, gallantly fighting, in the thirteenth
and thus, in a different way from the warrior of the
for

enes,

;

Italian poet
'

:

Andare combattendo, ed

esser morto.^

To

we

boldly confess, the fable of the Iliad
is, if not its greatest, among its greatest perfections ;
the more we study it, like a vast and various yet still
uniform building, the more it assumes a distinct rela-

ther.

us,

tion of parts, a more admirable consonance in its geneffect: it is not the simple unity of the single

eral

Odyssey, but it is the more daring
complexity of the historical design, the grouping of a
multitude of figures, subordinate to the principal, which
appears the more lofty from the comparative height
of those around him.
The greatness of Achilles in
the Iliad is not that of Teneriffe, rising alone from the
level surface of the ocean, but rather that of Atlas, the
he is surloftiest peak of a gradually ascending chain
rounded by giants, yet still collo supereminet omnes.
Much of the difficulty has arisen from seeking in the
Iliad a kind of technical unity, foreign to the character and at variance with the object of the primitive
figure, as in the

;

epopee it is a unity, as a French critic. La Motte,
Mr. Coleridge has
long ago remarked, of interest.
it
sei.&ibly observed,
may well, indeed, be doubted
whether the alleged difficulty is not entirely the crit:

The slow and cautious compiler is even less likely to
have made such an oversight than the rapid and invenand, by-the-way, Sancho Panza's wife's
poet
name is changed, through Cervantes' forgetfulness of
such trifles, in the second part of Don Quixote
but
no such lapsus can be alleged against the spurious
of
the
continuator
romance, Avellenada. Nor, secondly, will any critical reader of Homer pretend that
tive

;

;

we

possess the Homeric poems entire and uninterpoThat they were, at one period of their history,
lated.

that the wandering rhaprecited in broken fragments
sodists would not scruple to insert occasionally verses
of their own ; that certain long and irrelevant passages
;

of coarser texture may have thus been interwoven into
the rich tissue of the work
all these
points will readily be conceded : but while these admissions explain
almost every discrepance of composition and anomaly
of language and versification, they leave the main question, the unity of the original design, entirely untouched.
will hazard one more observation before we venture to throw down our
glove in defence
of the suspected unity of the Iliad.
If, on Heyne's
the
does
not
supposition (for
objection
strictly apply
to that of Wolf), the Iliad was
from scat-

—

— We

'

ic's own creation
whether the presumption of the
necessity for a pre-arranged plan, exactly commensurate with the extent of the poem, is not founded on a
misconception of the history and character of early
;

poetry.'

whole fable

is strictly

;

:

regret

" The
ear
angel ended, and in Adam's
his voice, that he a while
So

charming left
Thought him still speaking."

compiled

tered fragments of ancient
poetry in the age of the

The

question is not, whether the
comprised within the brief proposition of the subject, in the simple exordium, but
whether the hearer's mind is carried on with constant
and unfailing excitement
whether, if the bard had
would
stopped short of the termination of his poem, he
not have left a feeling of dissatisfaction on the mind ;
at least, whether every event, even to the lamentations
over the body of Hector, does not flow so naturally
from the main design, and seem so completely to carry
us on in an unbroken state of suspense and intense
we are almost incuriosity, that even to the last verse
clined to
that the strain breaks oflf too soon
heroic

It

is

much

to

be desired,

that, as the x<^piCovrec,

667

ma
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dividers of the Iliad, have zealously sought out every
apparent discrepance and contradiction in the several

the prowess of the other great chieftains
they arc led
forth in succession, exhibiting splendid valour and enare
found
on
the
in
the hour of
other terprise, but still
diligent student,
wanting
trial
the gallantry of Diomed, the spirit of Menelaiis,
side, would examine into all the fine and delicate allusions between the most remote parts
the prepara- the heavy brute force of Ajax, the obstinate courage of
tions in one book for events which are developed in Idomeneus
even the power and craft of the deities,
another the slight prophetic anticipations of what is are employed in vain to arrest the still advancing, still
to come, and the equally evanescent references to the conquering forces of Hector and the Trojans, till at
those inartificial and undesigned touches which last they are thundering before the outworks of the
past
Not
indisputably indicate that the same mind has been camp, and forcing their way into its precincts.
perpetually at work in a subtler manner than is con- that the progress of Trojan success is rapid and conceivable in a more recent compiler.
This has been tinuous the war fluctuates with the utmost variety of
done in a few instances by M. Lange, in his fervent fortune
the hope and fear of the hearer is in a convindication of the unity of the Iliad, addressed to the stant state of excitement, lest Hector should fall by a
celebrated Goethe
in more by Mr. Knight, who has meaner hand, and, notwithstanding the proud secesapplied himself to obviating the objections of Heyne, sion of Achilles, Greece maintain her uninterrupted
but still not so fully or so perfectly as, we are per- superiority.
Still, on the whole, Jove is inexorable ;
It is obviously impossible the tide of Trojan success swells onward to its height
suaded, might be done.
for us, in our hmited space, to attempt an investiga- Patroclus, in the arms of Achilles, arrests it for a time,
tion at once so minute and so extensive, nor can we but in vain
it recoils with redoubled
up to the
fury
find room for more than a brief and rapid outline of instant, the turning
point of the poem, the tremendous
that unity of interest which appears to us to combine crisis for which the whole Iliad has hitherto been, as it
the several books of the Iliad, if not into one precon- were, a skilful prelude ; when, unarmed and naked,
ceived and predistributed whole, yet into one con- Achilles, with his voice alone, and by the majesty of
tinuous story
in which, however the main object be his
appearance, blazing with the manifest terrors of the
at times suspended, and
apparently almost lost sight deity, arrests at once and throws back the tide of vicof, it rises again before us, and asserts its predominant tory
and from that moment the safety, the triumph
importance, while all the other parts of the design, of Greece, are secure, the fate of Hector and of Troy
however prominent and in bold relief, recede and ac- sealed for ever. This passage, as expressive of human
knowledge their due subordination to that which is energy, mingled with the mysterious awe attendant on
the central, the great leading figure of the majestic a
being environed by the gods, is the most sublime in
The general design of the Iliad, then, was to the whole range of poetry. {II., 18, 245.) The only
group.
celebrate the glory of the Grecian chieftains at the
or turnparallel to this unrivalled passage is the crisis
most eventful period of the war before Troy the es- ing point in the fortunes of the Odyssey, when Ulysses
pecial object, the pre-eminent glory of the great Thes- throws off at once his base disguise, leaps on the threshsalian chieftain, during this at the same time the most old, and rains his terrible arrows among the cowering
The first book shows us suiters. There is the same mingling of the supernatuimportant crisis of his life.
at once who is to be what is
These two passages we
vulgarly called the hero of ral as Ulysses tries his bow.
the poem
Achilles stands forth as the assertor of the have never read and compared., without feeling, howparts of the poem,

;

some

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

—

:

—

power of the gods the avenger of the injured priesthood taking the lead with the acknowledged superiority due to his valour, bearding the sovereign of men,

ever from all other reasons sceptics as to the single auand almost
thorship of the two great poems, an inward
irresistible conviction of the identity of mind from which

great monarch, who commands the expedition.
Wronged by Agamemnon, so as to enlist the generous

they sprang

—

the

sympathies on his side, yet without any disparagement
to the dignity of his character, he recedes into inaction,
but it is an inaction which more forcibly enthrals our
interest.
In another respect, nothing shows the good
fortune, or, rather, the excellent judgment of the poet,
so much as this dignified secession through so large a
Had Achilles been brought more
part of this poem.
frequently forward, he must have been successfully rethus
and
his
sisted,
pre-eminent valour have been disor the poet must have constantly raised up
paraged
more
and
more valiant and formidable, in
antagonists
the same manner as the romancers are obliged, in order to keep up the fame of their Amadis or Esplandian,
to go on creating more tall, and monstrous, and manyheaded giants, till they have exhausted all imaginable
dimensions, and all calculable multiplication of heads
and arms. The endless diversity of his adventures
permits Ulysses, in the Odyssey, to be constantly on
His character rises with the dangers to
the scene.
which he is exposed, for he contends with the elements
and the gods. Achilles could scarcely be in danger,
It is
for his antagonists must almost always be men.
surprising how much the sameness of war is varied in
from
its
arises
this
the Iliad, but
fluctuations,
chiefly
which could scarcely have taken place in the presence
of Achilles, without lowering his transcendent powers.
Yet, though he recedes, Achilles is not lost to our
like the image of Brutus in the Roman processight
sion, his absence, particularly as on every opportunity
;

;

gome

allusion is made to his superior valour, power,
or even beauty and swiftness, rivets our attention. In
the mean time, the occasion is seized for displaying

—

this

convergence, as

it

were, of the whole

—
—

that TrepiTrerinterest to a single point, and that point
eia, as the Greek critics would call it
brought out

with such intense and transcendent energy, the whole
power of the leading character condensed, and bursting
Each seems too original
forth in one unrivalled eflfort.
to be an imitation, and though apparently of the same
master, of that master by no means servilely copying
himself.

— On

no part of the

Iliad has so

much been

written as on the armour framed by Vulcan, more eswould only
of Achilles.
pecially on the shield
its position, as a quiet
point out the singular felicity of
relief and resting-place between the first sudden break-

We

his more preing forth of the unarmed Achilles, and
two passages
pared and final going out to battle
which, if they had followed too close upon each other,
would have injured the distinctness and completeness
Of the final going forth of Achilles to battle,
of each.
;

irresistible prowess, his conflict with the River
God, and his immediate superiority over the appalled
and flying Hector, nothing need be said, but that it
excited by
fully equals the high-wrought expectations
That single trumpetthe whole previous preparation.
sound, which preluded with its terrific blast, grows
into the most awful din of martial sound that ever was
awakened by the animating power of poet. Even the
last two books, if we suppose the main object of the

his

—

poet to be the glory of the great Thessalian hero, with
only such regard to the unity of his fable as that it
should never cease to interest, are by no means suThe religious influence which funeral rites
perfluous.
held over the minds of the Greeks, and the opportunity
of displaying Achilles in the interchange of free and
noble courtesy, as liberal as he was valiant, might well

ILI

ILIAS.

tempt the poet, assured of his hearer's profound sym- Nothing can equal this, except the modesty with whicb
strain.
The last book, unneces- she alludes to her own shame ; the courteous respect
pathy, to prolong the
with which she is treated by Priam and Antenor; the
sary as it seems to the development of the wrath of
Achilles, yet has always appeared to us still more re- touching remembrance of her home and of her brothand the lender emotions excited by the reminismarkably conducive to the real though remote design ers
have before observed, that the pre- cences which flow from the history of almost each sucof the Iliad.
In
mature and preadvanced mind of the poet seems to cessive warrior as she describes them to Priam.
have delighted in relieving the savage conflict with the same book, wc find her soon after reproaching the
traits of milder manners ; and the generous conduct of recreant Paris ; yet, under the irresistible influence ol
;

We

—

Achilles, and his touching respect for the aged Priam,
might almost seem as a prophetic apology to a gentler
for the barbarity with which the poet might think
necessary to satisfy the implacable spirit of vengeance
which prevailed among his own warlike compeers.
Hector dragged at the car of his insulting conqueror

age
it

was

and martial vulgar, for the carousing
chieftain, scarcely less savage than the Northman, deHector's body, prelighted only by his dark Sagas
served by the care of the gods, restored with honour
to Priam, lamented by the desolate women, for the
heart of the poet himself, and for the few congenial
spirits which could enter into his own more chastened
for the fierce

;

tone of feeling.

—

Still, in

all

there is nothing of

this

the elaborate art of a later age ; it is not a skilful compiler, arranging his materials so as to produce the most
the design and the filling up appear to
striking effect
:

us to be evidently of the same hand
perfect

;

there

is

the

most

in the plan, the expression, the versi-

and we cannot, by any effort, bring ourselves
suppose that the separate passages, which form the

fication

to

harmony

main

;

the goddess, yielding to his embraces in that wellpassage, over which Pope has thrown a voluptuous colouring foreign to the chaster simplicity of the

known

original.

— The companion

the interview

to the first lovely
picture is
in book vi.,

between Hector and Helen,

— We

343, when she addresses

her brother.
turn to
the close of the poem, and find the lamentation of
Helen over the body of Hector, which we concur with
Mr. Coleridge in considering almost the sweetest pasBut beautiful as it is in itself as an
sage of the poem.
I.

insulated fragment, how much does it gain in pathetic
tenderness, when we detect its manifest allusions to
the two earlier scenes to which we have referred above !
Compare all these, and then consider whether it is
possible to suppose that the Helen of the Iliad sprung
from different minds, or even from the same mind, not
full of the preconcerted design of one great poem.

—

Could even Simonides, if Simonides assisted in the
work of compilation, have imagined, or so dexterously
For some very
inserted, these natural allusions 1"
able remarks on this same subject, consult Midler,

—

History of Grecian Liter attire, p. 48, seqq.
Iliknses, a people of Sardinia, fabled to have been
descended from some Trojans who came to that island
race of Homers struck out, as it were
by accident, all after the fall of Troy. They were driven into the
these glorious living fragments, which lay in a kind of mountains by Libyan colonies, and here, according to
unformed chaos, till a later and almost mightier Homer Pausanias (10, 17), the name 'ITiielg existed even in his
commanded them to take form, and combine themselves time. (Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 475.)
into a connected and harmonious whole.
There is anIlione, the eldest daughter of Priam, who married
other very curious fact, on which we do not think, Polymnestor, king of Thrace.
iVirg., Mn., 1, 657.
Consult Heyne, Excurs., ad loc.)
though it was perceived by both "Wolf and Heyne, that
sufficient stress has been laid
the perfect
Ilissus, a small stream rising to the northeast of
consistency
of the characters in the separate parts of the poem. It Athens, and from which that city was principally supis quite conceivable that there should have been a sort
It loses itself, after a course of a
plied with water.
of conventional character assigned to different heroes few miles, in the marshes to the south of the place.
by the minstrels of elder Greece. To take Mr. Cole- From the beautiful passage in which Plato alludes to
in it {Phadrus, p. 229), it appears to have been at that
ridge's illustration of the ballads on Robin Hood
all of these bold Robin is still the same frank, careless,
period a perennial stream, whereas now it is almost
interest of the

poem, the splendid

bursts, or

more

were originally composed without
to their general effect ; in short, that a whole

pathetic episodes,

any view

—

—

—

;

daring, generous, half-comic adventurer

may have been by

:

so Achilles

prescription,

Impiger, iracundus, incxorabilis, acer;

Ajax heavy and obstinate, Ulysses light and subtle ;
but can we thus account for the finer and more delicate touches of character, the sort of natural consistencies which perpetually identify the hero, or even the
female
with the same person in anotherl
for instance, that of Helen,
perhaps the most
difficult to draw, certainly drawn with the most admirable success.
She is, observes Mr. Coleridge,
*
a genuine lady, graceful in motion and
speech, noble in her associations, full of remorse for a fault, for

— Take,of one book,

which higher powers seem responsible, yet graceful
and affectionate towards those with whom that fault
had connected her.' Helen first appears in the third
book, in which it is difficult to admire too much the
admiration of her beauty extorted from the old men,

who

are sitting TeTTiyeaaiv koiKorec

Ov

Tpwof Koi kvKvrifiLia^ 'Axaiovg
Toi^d' afiifi ywaiKl no7.vv xpovov iiAyea irdaxeiv
Aivug udavdr^cn i^f^f eic (bna hiKev.
vifitci^,

(Il.,3,\56,seqq.)

No wonder such celestial charms
For nine long years have set the world in arms.
What winning graces ! what majestic mien !
She moves a goddess, and she looks a
queen.

always dry, its waters being either drawn off to irrigate the neighbouring gardens, or to supply the artificial fountains of Athens.
The modern name is Lisse
{Leake's Topogr., p. 49.)
Ilithyia, a goddess who presided over childbirth,
and who was the same in the Greek mythology with
the Juno Lucina of the Romans.
In the Iliad (11,
270) mention is made of Ilithyiae in the plural, and
In two other
they are called the daughters of Juno.
parts, however, of the same poem (16, 187, and 19,
In the
103), the term Ilithyia occurs in the singular.

and in Hesiod (Theog., 922) the
reduced to one.
also meet with but
one Ilithyia in Pindar {01. 6, 72. Ncm., 7, 1), and

Odyssey

number

(19, 188)

We

is

,

the subsequent poets in general.

—
—

It

is

not by any

was
supposition, that Ilithyia
moon-goddess, and that the name signifies
" to
"
"
and -Qvu,
light tcanderer,^^ from elr],
light,''''
move rapidly.'"
{Welcker, Krei. Koi, p. 11, 19 )

means an improbable
originally a

The moon was

believed by the ancients to have great
and as, moreover,
influence over growth in general
a woman's time was reckoned by moons, it was nat;

moon-goddess presided over
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 193,

ural to conceive that the

the birth of children.
seq.)

I. another name for the city of
true one, since Troja, the
properly, the
the Roman writer*,
appellation given to the place by
was, strictly speaking, the name of the district. ( Vii.

Ilium or Ilion,

Troy,

or,

more

ILL

ILIUM.

— n.

a city of the Troad, the site of
Troja
whicn is not to be confounded with that of Troy.
Whatever traces might remain of the ruins of the city
of Priam, after it had been sacked and burned by the
Greeks, these soon disappeared, as Strabo assures us,
by their being employed in the construction of Sigaeum, and other towns founded by the -Cohans, who
'i

Novum,

came from Lesbos, and occupied nearly the whole of
Troas.
The first attempt made to restore the town
of Troy was by some Astypalaeans, who, having first
settled at Rhoeteum, built, near the Simois, a town
which they called Polium, but which subsisted only a
short time
the spot, however, still retained the name
of Polisma when Strabo wrote.
Some time after,
a more advantageous site was selected in the neighbourhood, and a town, consisting at first of a few hab;

itations and a temple, was built under the protection
of the kings of Lydia, the then sovereigns of the
This became a rising place and, in order
country.
to ensure the prosperity of the colony, and to enhance
its
celebrity, the inhabitants boldly affirmed that their
town actually stood on the site of ancient Troy, that
;

Caesar, who explored, if we may believe Lucan, all
the monuments and localities which claimed any interest from their connexion with the poem of Homer.
Caesar, in

{Phars., 9, 961.)

and

consequence of

his visit,

pretended descent from lulus, conceded fresh
grants to the Ilienses he also instituted those games
to which Virgil has alluded in the .^Eneid, and which
the Romans called ^^Ludi TrojanV^
{Mn., 5, 602.
—Suet., Vit. CcES c. 39.— Djo Cass., 43, 23 )
trace the history of this place also during the times
of the emperors.
It preserved its
privileges and freedom under Trajan, as we learn from Pliny, who styles
" Ilium
unde
omnis claritas^^ (5, 30). It
immune,
it,
subsisted under Dioclesian, and it is even said that Constantine had entertained, at one time, serious thoughts
of transferring thither the seat of empire.
{Sozom.,
his

;

We

,

The last rec2, 34.)
existence are derived from Hierocles {Synecd., p. 663), the Itineraries, and the notices
of Greek bishops under the Byzantine empire.
It became afterward exposed to the ravages of the SaraHist. Eccles., 2,
ords we have of

S.—Zosim.,

its

cens and other barbarians, who depopulated the Helhaving never been actually destroyed by the lespont and Troad it sunk beneath their repeated atGreeks.
There were not wanting writers who propa- tacks, and became a heap of ruins. The surrounding
gated this falsehood, in order to flatter the vanity of villages are yet filled with inscriptions, and fragments
the citizens {Strabo, 601); and when Xerxes passed of buildings and monuments, which attest its former
through Troas on his way to the Hellespont, the pre- splendour and magnificence.
According to the actensions of New Ilium were so firmly established, that count of a modern traveller, who has minutely explored
when
he
visited
the Persian monarch,
their acropolis, the whole of Troas, New Ilium occupied a gently riand otFered there an immense sacrifice to Minerva, ac- sing hill about seventy feet high, above the adjacent
ho
had
seen
and
that
honoured
the far- plain, in which the waters of the Tumbrek-tchai and
tually thought
famed city of Priam. {Herod., 7, 42.) In the treaty Kamar-sou form some marshes. The Turks call the
raade with the successor of Xerxes, Ilium was recog- site of New Ilium Hissardjick, or Eski Kalafatli.
nised as a Greek city, and its independence was se- {Choiseul Gouffier, vol. 2, pt. 3, p. 381.
Barker
cured but the peace of Antalcidas restored it again to Webb, Osservazioni intomo VArgo Trojano, Bibl.
Persia.
On the arrival of Alexander in Asia Minor Ital., No. 67, Luglio, 1821.) New Ilium was twen{Arrian, Exp. Al., 1, 11, 12), or, as some say, after ty-one miles form Abydus, and about eleven miles
the battle of the Granicus {Strab., 593), that prince from Dardanus.
{Strab., 591.— Itin., Anton., p. 334.)
visited Ilium, and, after offering a sacrifice to Minerva
must be careful, as has already been remarkin the citadel, deposited his arms there, and received ed, not to confound the site of New Ilium with that
others, said to have been preserved in the temple from of the city of Priam, an error into which many carethe time of the siege of Troy.
He farther granted less travellers have fallen. {Cramer's Asia Minor,
several rights and privileges to the Ilienses, and prom- vol. 1, p. 104, seqq.)
ised to erect a more splendid edifice, and to institute
Illibbris or Eliberi, a city of Gallia Narbonensis,
games in honour of Minerva; but his death prevented south of Ruscino. and in the territory of the Sardones,
the execution of these designs.
It
{Arrian, I. c.
Strab., the same probably with the Volcae Tectosages.
I. c.)
Lysimachus, however, to whose share Troas was a flourishing place when Hannibal passed through
here
he
and
a
on
his
march
into
established
fell on the division of Alexander's
Italy,
garempire, undertook
It sunk in importance afterward, until Conto execute what had been planned by the deceased rison.
monarch.
He enclosed the city within a wall, which stantino almost rebuilt it, and called it, in memory of his
In this place
was forty stadia in circumference he also increased mother Helena, Helenensis civitas.
the population by removing thither the inhabitants of Magnentius slew Constans, and here Constantino died
several neighbouring towns.
At a in a castle built by himself. It is now Elne. {Mela,
{Strabo, 593.)
subsequent period Ilium farther experienced the favour 2, 5.)
and protection of the kings of Pergamus
and the
Illicis, a city of the Contestani in Spain, northeast
Romans, on achieving the conquest of Asia Minor, of Carthago Nova. Now Elche. {Mela, 2, 6.—Plin.,
sought to extend their popularity, by securing the in- 3, 3.)
Illicitanus Sinus, a bay on the southeast coast of
dependence of a city from which they pretended to derive their origin, and added to its territory the towns Spain, extending from Carthago Nova to the Dianium
of Rhoeteum and Gergitha.
{Mela,
{Livy, 37, 37.— Id., 38, Promontorium. It is now the bay of Alicante.
And yet it would appear, that at that time Ilium 2, 6.)
29.)
a
from
a
was far
Illiturgis, lLiTURGis,or Ilitubgi, city of Spain,
flourishing city, since Demetrius
being
of Scepsis, who visited it about the same period, af- not far from Castulo and Mentesa, and five days*
It was situate near the
firmed that it was in a ruinous state, many of the march from Carthago Nova.
houses having fallen into decay for want of tiling (av
""attis, on a steep and rugged rock, and was called in
Strah., I. c).
During the civil wars between oylla Roman times Forum lulium. Appian calls it Ilurgia
and Cinna, Ilium was besieged and taken by assault {Bell. Hup., c. 32), and it is the same also, no doubt,
by Fimbria, a partisan of the latter. This general with the Ilurgis of Ptolemy (2, 4), and the Ilurgea of
The place was destroj'ed
gave it up to plunder, butchered the inhabitants, and Stepharius of Byzantium.
Not long after, however, by Scipio B.C. 210 {Liv., 28, 19), but was soon affire.
finally destroyed it by
The site of the ancient place is
Sylla ajrived in Asia, defeated Fimbria, who fell by terward repeopled.
his own hand, restored Ilium to the surviving inhab- near the modern Andujar, where the church of St
itants, reinstated them in their possessions, and re- Potenciana stands.
{Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 380.)
stored the walls and public edifices.
IllyrTcum, Illyris, and Illyria, a country bor
{Appian, Bell.
The name
After dering on the Adriatic Sea, opposite Italy.
Milhr., c. 53.— Plut., Vit. Syll.—Slrab., 594.)
the battle of Pharsalia, Ilium was visited by Julius of lllyrians, however, appears to have been commor
city

;

—

;

—We

—

;

;
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ILLYRICUM.
to the numerous tribes which were anciently in possession of the countries situated to the west of Macedonia, and which extended along the coast of the Adri-

from the confines of Italy and Istria to the borders
Still farther north, and more inland, we
of Epirus.
atic

find them occupying the great valleys of the Saave
and Drave, which were only terminated by the juncThis large
tion of those streams with the Danube.
tract of country, under the Roman emperors, constituof
and
Pannonia.
Antited the provinces
lUyricum
quity has thrown but little light on the origin of the
nor are we acquainted with the language and
Illyrians
customs of the barbarous hordes of which the great body
Their warlike habits,
of the nation was composed.

—

;

however,and the peculiar practice of puncturing their
bodies, which is mentioned by Strabo as being also in
use among the Thracians, might lead us to connect

So far, however, from making any concessions,
Teuta proceeded to a still greater outrage, by causing
ate.

Roman deputies to be put to death. The
senate was not slow in avenging these injuries ; a powerful armament was fitted out, under the command of
two consuls, who speedily reduced the principal fortress held by Teuta, and compelled that haughty queen
to sue for peace.
Appian, Bell.
{Polyb., 2, 12.
At a still later period, the Illyrians, under
Illyr., 7.)
their king Gentius, were again engaged in a war with
the Romans, if the act of taking possession of an unGentius had been
resisting country may be so called.
accused of favouring the cause of Perseus of Macedon,
His terriand of being secretly in league with him.
one of the

—

tory

was

in thirty

therefore invaded by the praetor Anicius, and
it was
subjugated by the Roman army.

days

Gentius himself, with

all his

family,

fell

into the

hands

them with that widely-e.\tended people. {Strabo, 315 ) of the enemy, and was sent to Rome to grace the
It appears evident, that they were a totally different praetor's triumph.
{Liv., 44, 31.
Appian, Bell. Ilrace from the Celts, as Strabo carefully distinguishes lyr., 9.)
Illyria then became a Roman province, and
them from the Gallic tribes which were incorporated was divided into three portions but it received afterwith them.
(Strabo, 313.)
Appian, indeed, seems ward a considerable accession of territory on the re-

—

;

to ascribe a

common

origin to the Illyrians

and Celts,

he states that Illyrius and Celtus were two brothers, sons of Polyphemus and Galatea, who migrated
from Sicily, and became the progenitors of the two nabut
tions which bore their names {Bell. Illyr., 2)
this account is evidently too fabulous to be relied on.
for

;

It is

not unlikely that the Illyrians contributed to the

The Liburni, who were unearly population of Italy.
doubtedly a part of this nation, had formed settlements
on the

Italian shore of the Adriatic at a very

remote

The Veneti, moreover, were, according to
period.
the most probable account, Illyrians.
But, though so
widely dispersed, this great nation is but little noticed

Romans made war upon it, in consequence of some acts of piracy committed on their train history until the

ders.

Previous to that time,

we hear occasionally of the

Illyrians as connected with the affairs of Macedonia ;
for instance, in the expedition undertaken by Perdiccas,

in conjunction with Brasidas, against the Lyncestae,
which failed principally from the support afforded to

the latter by a powerful body of Illyrian troops.
( ThuThey were frequently engaged in hoscyd., 4, 125.)
their
tilities with the princes of Macedonia, to

whom

warlike spirit rendered them formidable neighbours.
This was the case more especially while under the
government of Bardylis, who is known to have been a
powerful and renowned chief, though we are not posthe extent of his dominions,
itively acquainted with

nor over what tribes he presided.
Philip at length
gained a decisive victory over this king, who lost his
life in the action, and thus a check was given to the

power of the Illyrians. Alexander was likewise
successful in a war he waged against Clytus, the son
The
of Bardylis, and Glaucias, king of the Taulantii.
rising

Illyrians,

however,

asserted their independence

still

against the kinps of Macedon, and were not subdued
till they were involved in the common fate of nations
by the victorious arms of the Romans. The conquest

of

the

Illyria led
in the affairs of

way

to the first interference of

Rome

Greece and Polybius, from that circumstance, has entered at some length into the acHe incount of the events which then took place.
forms us, that about this period, 520 A.U.C., the Illyrians on the coast had become formidable from their
maritime power and the extent of their depredations.
They were governed by Agron, son of Pleurastus,
whose forces had obtained several victories over the
On his death, the
iEtolians, Epirots, and Achaeans.
empire devolved upon his queen Teuta, a woman of
an active and daring mind, who openly sanctioned, and
even encouraged the acts of violence committed by
;

her subjects.
Among those who suffered by these
lawless pirates were some traders of Italv, on whose
account satisfaction was demanded by the Roman sen-

duction of the Dalmatians, lapydes, and other petty
nations by Augustus, these being included from that
So widely, indeed, were
period within its boundaries.
the frontiers of Illyricum extended under the Roman

emperors, that they were made to comprise the great
Noricum, Pannonia, and Moesia. {Appian^
Bell. Illyr., 6.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 29.)
Ilus, the fourth king of Troy, was the son of Tros

districts of

—

and of Callirhoe, the daughter of the Scamander. He
married Eurydice, the daughter of Adrastus, king of
Argos, and became by her the father of Themis (the
grandmother of iEneas) and of Laomedon, the predeIlus embellished Troy, which had
cessor of Priam.
been so called from his father Tros, and gave to it
the name of Ilium.
According to tradition, it was he
who received from Jupiter the Palladium, and who, in
the wars which had been excited by the animosity of
Tantalus and Tros, made an attempt to rescue this
statue from the flames, in which the temple of Minerva
was wrapped, although he was aware that the city
would be impregnable as long as it remained within
For this misplaced zeal, he was, at the
the walls.
moment, struck with blindness by the goddess, but

was subsequently restored

to

{Apollod.^ 3,

sight.

12, 3.)

Imaus, the name of a large chain of mountains,
in a part of its course divided, according to

which

vast region of Scythia into ScyIt is,
and Scythia extra Imaum.
in fact, merely a continuation of the great Tauric
That part of the range over which Alexander
range.
crossed, and whence the Indus springs, was called PaFarther on were the Emodi Monies, givropamisus.
and still farther to the east
ing rise to the Ganges
the range of Imaus. extending to the Eastern Ocean.
Imaus is generally thought to answer to the Himalaya
Mountains of Thibet ; strictly speaking, however, this
name belongs to the Emodi Montes and Imaus, in
the early part of its course, is the modem MvMag, or
the chain which branches off to the northwest from the
the ancients,
thia intra

the

Imaum

;

;

centre of the
is

Himalaya
Himalaya range. The word
" snow," and
is compounded of hima,

Sanscrit, and

"an abode." {Wilson's Sanscrit Diet.) The
former of these Sanscrit roots gives rise also to the name
the ancients, and it also
Imaus and Emodus

a/rtya,

among

of Thrace, the Hymettus
brings to mind the Hcemus
of Attica, the Mons Imceus of Italy, and the different
mountains called Himmel in Saxony, Jutland, and
German
other countries.
It is the radix, also, of the
heaven— As the chain of

word himmel, denoting
Imaus proceeds on to the

east,

it

ceases to be characof
the

region
snowy, and, in separating
answers to the modem
Scythia into its two divisions,
of late that the height of
range
5 of Altai. It is only
671
terized

as

INA
Himalaya Mountains on the north of India has
been appreciated. In 1802, Col. Crawford made some
measurements, which gave a much greater altitude to
these mountains than had ever before been suspected ;
and Col. Colebrook, from the plains of Rhohilcund,
made a series of observations which gave a height of
22,000 feet. Lieut. Webb, in his journey to the source
of the Ganges, executed measurements on the peak
of lamunavatari, which gave upward of 25,000 feet.
the

The same

a subsequent journey, confirmed
This conclusion was objected to, on account of a difference of opinion respecting
the allowance which ought to be made, for the deviation
of the light from a straight direction, on which all conclusions drawn from the measurement of angles must
depend. In a subsequent journey, however, this same
officer, in

his former observations.

confirmed his conclusions by additional measurements, and by observing the fall of the mercury in the
barometer at those heights which he himself visited. It
was found by these last observations that the line of
perpetual snow does not begin till at least 17,000 feet
above the level of the sea, and that the banks of the
Setledge, at an elevation of nearly 15,000 feet, afforded pasturage for cattle, and yielded excellent crops of
mountain- wheat.
This mild temperature, however, at
so great a height, is confined to the northern side of
the chain.
This probably depends on the greater
height of the whole territory on the northern side, in
officer

.

consequence of which, the heat which the earth receives from the solar rays, and which warms the air
immediately superincumbent, is not so much expanded by the time the ascending air reaches these greater
elevations, as in that which has ascended from a much
Mr. Frazer, in a later journey, inferred
lower country.
that the loftiest peaks of the Himalaya range varied
from 18,000 to 23,000 feet ; but he had no instruments
for measuring altitudes, and no barometer, and he
probably did not make the due allowance for the exThe point, howtraordinary height of the snow-line.

The Himalaya Mountever, is now at last settled.
ains far exceed the Andes in elevation ; Chimborazo,
the highest of the latter, being only 21,470 feet above
the level of the sea, while Ghosa Cote, in the Dhav>alaghiri range, attains to an elevation of 28,000 feet,

and

IS

the highest

known

land on the surface of the

globe.

Imbracides, a patronymic given to Asius, as son
(Fir^., ^n.,-10, 123.)
Imbrasides, a patronymic given to Glaucus and
Lades, as sons of Imbrasus.
{Virg., JEn., 12, 343.)
Imbros, an island of the ^gean, 22 miles east of
Lemnos, according to Pliny (4, 12), and now called
Like Lemnos, it was at an early period the
Imbro
seat of the Pelasgi, who worshipped the Cabiri and
Mercury by the name of Imbramus. (Steph. Byz.,
Imbros is generally mentioned by Hos. V. 'lfi6poc.)
Df Imbracus.

mer

in conjunction with Lemnos.
{Hymn, in Apoll.,
It was first conquered by the Per13, 32.)

36.— J6.,

sians {Herod., 5, 27), and afterward by the Athenians,
who derived from thence excellent darters and target-

There was a town probably
the island, the ruins of which
are to be seen at a place called Castro.
{Cramer'' s
eers.

4, 28.)

anus, the

common

parent of

all

rivers.

They who

have come into Greece from beyond
the sea, regard his name as a Greek form for the Oriental term Enak, denoting "great" or "powerful,"
and this last as the root of ihe Greek dva^, " a king."

make Inachus

to

The foreign origin of Inachus, however, or, rather, his
actual existence, is very problematical.
According
to the mythological writers, Inachus became the father
of lo by his sister, the ocean-nymph Melia.
{Apollod.,
ad loc.) II. A river of Argolis, flow2, 1, 1.

—

—Heyne,

—

ing at the foot of the Acropolis of Argos, and emptyIts real source was in
ing into the bay of Nauplia.
Mount Lyrceius, on the confines of Arcadia ; but the
poets, who delighted in fiction, imagined it to be a
branch oi the Inachus of Amphilochia, which, after
mingling with the Acheloiis, passed under ground, and
/(i.,370.) Acreappeared in Argolis. (S^ra^»o, 271.
cording to Dodwell (vol. 2, p. 223), the bed of this
river is a short way to the northeast of Argos.
It is
usually dry, but supplied with casual floods after hard
rains, and the melting of snow on the surrounding
mountains.
It rises about ten miles from Argos, at a

—

place called Micshi, in the way to Tripolitza in Arcadia.
In the winter it sometimes descends from the
mountains in a rolling mass, when it does considerable
damage to the town. It is now called Xeria, which

means
—
A

{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 245.)
dry.
river of the Amphilochian district in AcamaThere were phenomena connected with the description given by ancient geographers of its course,
which have led to a doubt of its real existence. It is
from Strabo more especially that we collect this inIII.

nia.

Speaking of the submarine passage of the
Alpheus, and its pretended junction with the waters
of Arethusa, he says a similar fable was related of the
Inachus, which, flowing from Mount Lacmon, in the
chain of Pindus, united its waters with the Acheloiis,
and, passing under the sea, finally reached Argos, in
Such was the account of Sophothe Peloponnesus.
cles, as appears from the passage quoted by the geogformation.

(Compare
rapher, probably from the play of Inachus.
Oxford Strabo, vol. 1, p. 391, in notis.) Strabo, however, regards this as an invention of the poets, and
says that Hecataeus was better informed on the subwhen he afl5rmed that the Inachus of the Amphilochians was a different river from that of the PeloAccording to this ancient geoponnesian Argos.
the former stream flowed from Mount
graphical writer,
Lacmus ; whence also the .^as, or Aoiis, derived its
source, and fell into the Acheloiis, having, like the

ject,

Amphilochian Argos, received its appellation from
Amphilochus. {Stiab., 271.) This account is suffiand, in order to identify the Inachus of HecatsBus with the modern river which corresponds with it, we have only to search in modern
maps for a stream which rises close to the Aoiis or
Voioussa, and, flowing south, joins the Acheloiis in
Now this dethe territory of the ancient Amphilochi.
river which is
scription answers precisely to that of a
commonly looked upon as the Acheloiis itself, but
which would seem, in fact, to be the Inachus, since it
ciently intelligible

:

same name with

agrees so well with the account given by Hecataeus ;
and it should be observed, that Thucydides places the
source of the Acheloiis in that part of Pindus which
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 342.)
iNACHiDiE, the name of the first eight successors of belonged to the Dolopes, a Thessalian people, who
Inachus on the throne of Argos.
occupied the southeastern portion of the chain. {TkuInachides, a patronymic of Epaphus, as grandson cyd., 3, 102.) Modern maps, indeed, point out a river coming from this direction, and uniting with the
of Inachus.
{Ovid, Met., 1, 704.)
Inachis, a patronymic of lo, as daughter of Inachus. Inachus, which, though a more considerable stream,
was not regarded as the main branch of the river.
{(hid, Fast., 1, 454.)
Inachus, I. a son of Oceanus and Tethys, father Strabo elsewhere repeats what he has said of the
He was said to have founded the kingdom of junction of the Inachus and Acheloiis. {Strab 327.)
of lo.
a writer whose reArgos, and was succeeded by his son Phoroneus, B.C. But in another passage he quotes
Inachus is said, in the old legend, to have port of the Inachus differed materially, since he rep1807.
district
of Amphilochia,
the
it
as
traversing
given his name to the principal river of Argolis. resented
Hence probably he was described as the son of Oce- and falling into the gulf. This was the statement
of the

^

{Tkucyd.,

INACHUS.

,
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Eoadeby Ephorus (a/>. Slrab^ 326), and it has led some
modern geographers and critics, in order to reconcile
these two contradictory accounts, to suppose that there
was a stream which, branching off from the Achelous,
fell into the Ambracian Gulf near
This is
Argos.
more particularly the hypothesis of D'Anville
but
modern travellers assure us that there is no such river
;

Arabs,

who brought

modern Sinde, or

the produce of India from the
the Malabar coast, to Hadramunt in

the southwestern part of Arabia, or to Gerra on the
Persian Gulf, from which place it was carried by means

of caravans to Petra, where it was purchased by Phoenician merchants.
great quantity of Indian articles
was also brought from the Persian Gulf up the Euphrates as far as Circesium or Thapsacus, and thence
carried across the Syrian desert into Phoenicia.
Eu*
rope was thus supplied with the produce of India by
means of the Phoenicians ; but we cannot assent to

A

near the ruins of Argos {Holland's Travels, vol. 2, p.
225) and, in fact, it is impossible that any stream
should there separate from the Acheloiis, on account
o( the Amphilochian Mountains, which divide the valMannert con- the opinion of Robertson {Historical Disquisition on
ley of that river from the Gulf of Arta.
siders the small river Krikeli to be the representative India), that Phoenician
for there
ships sailed to India
of the Inachus (Geogr.,\o\. 8, p. 65), but this is a mere is no reason for believing that the Phoenicians had any
torrent, which descends from the mountains above the harbours at the head of the Red Sea, as Robertson
gulf, and can have no connexion with Mount Lacmus supposes, but, on the contrary, the Idumaeans remainor the Achelous.
All ancient anthorities agree in de- ed independent till the time of David and Solomon
(Cra- and in the 27th chapter of Ezekiel, which contains a
riving the Inachus from the chain of Pindus.
mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 40, seqq.)
list of the nations that traded with Tyre, we can disbut the names of the
Inarimk, an island off the coast of Campania, oth- cover none of an Indian origin
erwise called JEnaria and Pithecusa.
Under an ex- Arabian tribes are specified which supplied the PhoeThe
tinguished volcano, in the middle of this island, Jupiter nicians with the products of India (v. 19, 22).
was fabled to have confined the giant Typhoeus. (Con- conquest of Idumaea by David gave the Jews possessult remarks under the articles ^naria and Arima.) sion of the harbour of Ezion-geber on the Red Sea,
Heyne thinks that some one of the early Latin poets, from which ships sailed to Ophir, bringing "gold and
in translating the Iliad into the Roman tongue, mis- silver, ivory, apes, and
peacocks." (1 Kings, 2, 28
understood Homer's elv ^A.pi/ioL^, and rendered it by lb., 10, 11, 22.)
Considerable variety of opinion preInarime or Inarima ; and that the fable of Typhoeus, vails respecting Ophir but it is most probable that
travelling westward, was assigned to -:Enaria or Pith- it was an emporium of the African and Indian trade
ecusa as a volcanic situation.
{Heyne, Excurs. ad in Arabia. The Arabian merchants procured the gold
from Africa, and the ivory, apes, and peacocks from
Virg., JEn., 9, 715.)
Inarus, a son of Psammeticus {Thucyd., 1, 104), India. The Hebrew words in this passage appear to
king of that part of Libya which borders upon Egypt. be derived from the Sanscrit. In the troubles which
Sallying forth from Marea, he drew over the greater followed the death of Solomon, the trade with Ophir
and till the foundation of Alpart of Egypt to revolt from Artaxerxes, the Persian was probably neglected
emperor, and, becoming himself their ruler, called in exandrea the trade with India was carried on by the
the Athenians to his assistance, who happened to be Arabians in the way already mentioned.
The produce
engaged in an expedition against Cyprus, with two of India was also imported into Greece by the Phoenihundred ships of their own and their allies. The en- cians in very early times. Many of the Greek names
terprise at first was eminently successful, and the of the Indian articles are evidently derived from the
whole of Egypt fell under the power of the invaders Sanscrit. Thus, the Greek word for pepper {TrernepL,
and their ally.
Eventually, however, the Persian pepperi) comes from the Sanscrit pippali : the Greek
arms triumphed, and Inarus, being taken by treachery, word for emerald is a/xdpaydog or fiapaySoc {smaragwas crucified. {Thucyd., 1, 109; 1, 110.) Herod- das, maragdos), from the Sanscrit marakata: the
otus and Ctesias say he was crucified, kirl rpiGC arav- jSvaaivjj aivduv {hyssine sindon), "fine linen" or
"
muslin," mentioned by Herodotus (2,86; 7, 181),
polg, which might more properly be termed impalement.
Bloomfield {ad Thucyd., I. c.) thinks that he seems to be derived from Sindhu, the Sanscrit name
was of the ancient royal family of Egypt, and descend- of the river Indus the produce of the cotton-plant,
ed from the Psammeticus who died B.C. 617. It is called in Greek KupTzaaoq {karpasos), comes from the
not improbable, he adds, that, on Apries being put to Sanscrit karpdsa, a word which we also find in the
death by his chief minister Amasis, his son, or some Hebrew (karpas.
Esther, 1, 6), and it was probably
near relation, established himself among the Libyans introduced into Greece, together with the commodity,
That this was the case
bordering on Egypt, from whom descended this Psam- by the Phoenician traders.
meticus.
with the word cinnamon, Herodotus (3, 111) inform*
The term cinnamon (in Greek Kivvu/xofiov or
India, an extensive country of Asia, divided by us.
Ptolemy and the ancient geographers into India intra KLvvafiov, cinnamomum, cinnamon; in Hebrew A:inwaGangem and India extra Gangem, or India on this mx)n) is not found in Sanscrit the Sanscrit term for
The first divis- this article is gudha tvach, " sweet bark." The word
side, and India beyond, the Ganges.
ion answers to the modern Hindustan ; the latter to cinnamon
appears to be derived from the Cingalese
iheBirman Empire, and the dominions of Pegu, Siam, kakyn nama, " sweet wood," of which the Sanscrit is
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

:

—

;

Laos, Cambodia, Cochin China, Tonguin, and MaCommerce between India and the western nations of Asia appears to have been carried on from

lacca.

—

the earliest historical times.
The spicery, which the
company of Ishmaelites mentioned in Genesis (37, 25)

were carrying into Egypt, must in all probability have
been the produce of India and in the 30th chapter
of Exodus, where an enumeration is made of various
spices and perfumes, cinnamon and cassia are expressly mentioned, which must have come from India, or
the islands in the Indian
It has been
Archipelago.
thought by many, that the Egyptians must have used
Indian spices in embalming their dead and Diodorus
Siculus says (1, 91), that cinnamon was
actually emThe spice
ployed by this people for that purpose.
trade appears to have been carried on
by means of the
4 Q
;

;

We

are not, however, surprobably a translation.
prised at missing the Sanscrit word for this article,
since the languages in Southern India have no affinity
Tin also appears to have been from
with the Sanscrit.
The
India.
early times an article of exportation from
Greek term for tin, Kaaalrepoc {kassiteros), which octhe same as the Sancurs even in
is

Homer,
evidently
scrit kastira.
It is usually considered that the Greeks
obtained their tin, by means of the Phoenicians, from
the Scilly Islands or Cornwall ; but there is- no direct proof of this ; and it appears probable, from the
Sanscrit derivation of the word, that the Greeks orifrom India.— The westen
ginally obtained their tin
nations of Asia appear to have had no connexion wit.;
till the time of
India, except in the way of commerce,
Darius Hystaspis, 551 B.C. The tales which Dlodo
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rus relates respecting the invasion of India by Sesostris called Sandracoptus by Athenaeus {Epit., 1, 32), In
and Semiramis, cannot be estimated as historical facts. probably the same as the Chandragupta of the Hindus.
The same remark may perhaps apply to the alliance (Consult Sir W. Jones, in Asiatic Researches, vol. 4,
Wilson's Theatre of the Hindus, vol. 2, p.
which, according to Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia (6, 2, p. 11.
But, in the 127, seqq., 2d ed.
1), Cyrus made with a king of India.
Schlegel, Indische Bihliothek, vol.
Herodotus
informs us (4, 1, p. 246.)
Sandrocottus is represented as king of
reign of Darius Hystaspis,
was
sent
of
the
the
and
Persians
Prasii, who are probably one and
44), that Scylax
Caryanda
by
Gangaridae
to explore the course of the Indus ; that he set out for the same people, Gangaridae being the name
given to
the city Caspatyrus, and the Pactyican country {Pa- them by the Greeks, and signifying merely the people
kali 1) in the northern part of India ; that he sailed in the neighbourhood of the Ganges, and Prasii
being
down the Indus until he arrived at its mouth, and the Hindu name, the same as the Prachi (i. e., " eastthence across the Indian Sea to the Arabian Gulf, and ern country") of the Sanscrit writers.
Seleucus rethat this voyage occupied 30 months.
Darius also, it mained only a short time in the country of the Prasii,
is said, subdued the Indians and formed them into a
but his expedition was the means of giving the Greeks
satrapy, the tribute of which amounted to 360 talents a more correct knowledge of the eastern part of India
of gold.
The extent of the Persian than they had hitherto possessed since Megasthenes,
{Herod., 3, 94.)
empire in India cannot be ascertained with any degree and afterward Daimachus, resided for many years as
of certainty.
The Persians appear to have included ambassadors of the Syrian monarchs at Palibothra
under the name of Indians many tribes dwelling to (in Sanscrit, Pataliputra), the capital of the Prasii.
the west of the Indus ; it seems doubtful whether they From the work which Megasthenes wrote on India,
ever had any dominion east of the Indus ; and it is later writers, even in the time of the Roman emperors,
nearly certain that their authority did not extend be- such as Strabo and Arrian, appear to have derived their
yond the Penjab. The knowledge which the Greeks principal knowledge of the country. The Seleucidaa
possessed respecting India, previous to the time of Al- probably lost all influence at Palibothra after the death
do not of Seleucus Nicator, B.C. 281
exander, was derived from the Persians.
though we have a
find the name of Indian or Hindu in ancient Sanscrit brief notice in Polybius (11, 34) of an expedition which
works but the country east of the Indus has been Antiochus the Great made into India, and of a treaty
known under this name by the western nations of which he concluded with a king Sophagasenus (in SanIn the Zend and Pehlvi scrit, probably, Subhagas^na, i. e., "the leader of *
Asia from the earliest times.
languages it is called Heando, and in the Hebrew fortunate army"), whereby the Indian king was boun<!
Hoddu {Esther, 1, 1), which is evidently the same as to supply him with a certain number of war elephants.
ihe Hend of the Persian and Arabic geographers. The Greek kingdom of Bactria, which was founde(i
The first mention of the Indians in a Greek author is by Theodotus or Diodotus, a lieutenant of the Syrian
"
but no monarchs, and which lasted about 120 years, appears
in the
Supplices" of ..Eschylus (v. 287)
Greek writer gives us any information concerning them to have comprised a considerable portion of northern
till the time of Herodotus.
may collect from the India. After the foundation of Alexandrea, the Inaccount of this historian a description of three distinct dian trade was almost entirely carried on by the mertribes of Indians
one dwelling in the north, near the chants of that city
few ships, however, appear to
city Caspatyrus, and the Pactyican country, resem- have sailed from Alexandrea till the discovery of the
and the Arabians supplied
bling the Bactrians in their customs and mode of life. monsoons by Hippalus
The second tribe or tribes evidently did not live un- Alexandrea, as they had previously done the Phoenithem
of
some
dwelt
in
The monsoons
laws
the
der Brahminical
;
cians, with the produce of India.
marshes formed by the Indus, and subsisted by fish- must have become known to European navigators
others, called Pada^i, with whom we may proba- about the middle of the first century of our era, since
ing
bly class the Calantiae or Calatioe, were wild and bar- they are not mentioned by Strabo, but were well
barous tribes, such as exist at present in the mountains known in the time of Pliny.
Pliny has given us (6,
The third plass, who are described as 23) an interesting account of the trade between Inof the Deccan.
subsisting on the spontaneous produce of the earth, dia and Alexandrea, as it existed in his own time.
learn from him that the ships of the Alexandrean
and never killing any living thing, are more likely to
have been genuine Hindus.
{Herod., 3, 98, scqq.) merchants set sail from Berenice, a port of the Red
Herodotus had heard of some of the natural produc- Sea, and arrived, in about 30 days, at Ocelis or Carre,
tions of Hindustan, such as the cotton-plant and the in Arabia.
Thence they sailed by the wind Hippalus
bamboo but his knowledge was very limited. Cte- (the southwest monsoon), in 40 days, to Muziris (Mansias, who lived at the court of Artaxerxes Mnemon for galore), the first emporium in India, which was not
many years, has given us a fuller account than Herod- much frequented, on account of the pirates in the
otus of the manners and customs of the Indians, and neighbourhood.
The port at which the ships usually
of the natural productions of the country.
He had stayed was that of Barace (at the mouth, probably, of
and
the
describes the parrot, the Nelisuram river).
After remaining in India till
heard of
war-elephants,
The expedition of Alex- the beginning of December or January, they sailed
the monkey, cochineal, &c.
ander into India, B.C. 326. first gave the Greeks a back to the Red Sea, met with the wind Africus or
Al- Auster (south or southwest wind), and thus arrived at
correct idea of the western parts of this country.
exander did not advance farther east than the Hypha- Berenice in less than a twelvemonth from the time
The same author informs us, that the
but he followed the course of the Indus to the they set out.
«is
ocean, and afterward sent Nearchus to explore the Indian articles were carried from Berenice to Coptos,
coast of the Indian Ocean as far as the Persian Gulf. a distance of 258 Roman miles, on camels ; and that
The Penjab was inhabited, at the time of Alexander's the dilferent halting-places were determined by the
From Coptos, which was united to the Nile
invasion, by many independent nations, who were as wells.
I
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as their lescendants
distinguished for their courage
the Rajpoots.
Though the Macedonians did not penetrate farther east than the Hyphasis, report reached
them of the Prasii, a powerful people un the banks of

whose king was prepared to resist AlexAfter the death of Alander with an immense army.
exander, Seleucus made war against Sandrocottus,
king of the Prasii, and was the first Greek who advanced as far as the Ganges. This Sandrocottus,
the Ganges,
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by a

canal, the
to Alexandrea.

were

down

the river

conveyed
—goods
We have another account of the

In-

dian trade, written by Arrian, who lived, in all probability, in the first century of the Christian era, and
Arrian had been
certainly not later than the second.
in India himself, and describes in a small Greek trea" the
tise, entitled
Periplus of the Erylhrean Sea," the
coast from the Red Sea to the western parts of India ;

and also gives a

list

of the most important exports anrf

INDIA.

INDIA.
two

princi- of the exports and imports of the Indian trade, which
According
imports.
were Barygaza on the northwestern, are enumerated in the Digest, and in Arrian's " Peripal ports in India
•*nd Barace or Nelcynda on the southwestern coast.
have no farther acplus of the Erythrean Sea."
To Barygaza (the modern Baroach, on the river Ner- count of the trade between Alexandrea and India till
bxidda) goods were brought from Ozene {Oujcin), the time of the Emperor Justinian, during whose reign
But Ba- an Alexandrean merchant of the name of Cosmas, who
Plithana {Fultaneh), and Tagara {Deoghur).
race or Nelcynda seems, from the account of Phny had made several voyages to India, but who afterward
and Arrian, to have been the principal emporium of turned monk, published a work, still extant, entitled
The Roman ships appear to have " Christian Topography," in which he gives us severthe Indian trade.
seldom sailed beyond this point and the produce of al particulars respecting the Indian trade. But his
countries farther east was brought to Barace by the knowledge of India is not more extensive than that of
The knowledge which the Romans Arrian, for the Alexandrean merchants continued to
native merchants.
possessed of India beyond Cape Comorin was exceed- visit merely the Malabar coast, to which the produce
Strabo describes the Gan- of the country farther east was brought by native meringly vague and defective.
Alexandrea conges as flowing into the sea by one mouth and though chants, as in the time of Arrian.
Indian
list
of
nations, which had not tinued to supply the nations of Europe with Indian arPhny gives a long
or
Roman
mentioned
Greek
ticles
till
the
of
the
been previously
by any
discovery
passage round the Cape
But the
writers, we have no satisfactory account of any part of Grood Hope by Vasco de Gama in 1498.
of India, except the description of the western coast western nations of Asia were principally supplied by
lived
about
100
later
who
Arrian.
the
merchants
of
which
was
founded
Basora,
years
Ptolemy,
by
by the
than Pliny, appears to have derived his information Calif Omar near the mouth of the Euphrates, and which
from the Alexandrean merchants, who only sailed to soon became one of the most flourishing commercial
the Malabar coast, and could not, therefore, have any cities of the East.
In addition to which it must be
accurate knowledge of the eastern parts of India, and recollected, that a land-trade, conducted by means of
still less of the countries beyond the Ganges
still,
caravans, which passed through the central countries
however, he is the earliest writer who attempts to de- of Asia, existed from very early times between India
There and the western nations of Asia. {Encycl. Useful
scribe the countries to the east of this stream.
is
great difficulty in determining the position of any KnowL, vol. 12, p. 222, seqq.)
of the places enumerated by him, in consequence of
Histoiy of India from the earliest times to the Mothe great error he made in the form of the peninsula,
hammedan Conquest.
which he has made to stretch in its length from west
The materials for the history of this period are
to east instead of from north to south; a mistake
The only ancient histhe more extraordinary, since all preceding writers very few and unsatisfactory.
on India with whom we are acquainted had given tory written in the Sanscrit language which the rethe general shape of the peninsula with tolerable accu- searches of modern scholars have been able to obThe Romans never extended their conquests tain, is a chronicle of the kings of Cashmere, entitled
racy.
as far as India, nor visited the country except for "Raja Taringini," of which an abstract was given
the purposes of commerce.
But the increase of the by Abulfazl in the " Ayin-i-Akbery." The original
trade between Alexandrea and India seems to have Sanscrit was obtained for the first time by English
produced in the Indian princes a desire to obtain scholars in the present century, and was published
some farther information concerning the western na- at Calcutta in the year 1836. An interesting actions.
read of embassies to Augustus Caesar, sent count of the work is given by Professor Wilson, in
by Pandion and Porus, and also of an embassy from the 16th volume of the "Asiatic Researches.*' But,
the isle of Ceylon to the Emperor Claudius.
Bohlen, though this volume throws considerable light upon the
in his work on the Indians (vol. 1, p. 70), doubts early history of Cashmere, it gives us little information
whether these embassies were sent but as they are respecting the early history of Hindustan. The existto this account, the

— We

;

;

;

—

We

;

both mentioned by contemporary writers, the former ence of this chronicle, however, is sufficient to disby Strabo and the latter by Pliny, we can hardly prove the assertion which some persons have made,
question the truth of their statements.
may form that the Hindus possessed no native history prior to
«ome idea of the magnitude of the Indian trade under the Mohammedan conquest and it may be hoped that
the emperors by the account of Pliny (6, 23), who in- similar works may be obtained by the researches of
forms us, that the Roman world was drained every modern scholars.
may also expect to obtain faryear of at least 50 millions of sesterces (upward of ther information by a more diligent examination of the
1,900,000 dollars) for the purchase of Indian commodi- various inscriptions which exist on public buildings in
ties.
The profit upon this trade must have been im- all parts of Hindustan, though the majority of such inmense, if we are to believe the statements of Pliny, scriptions relate to a period subsequent to the Mohamto give a histhat Indian articles were sold at Rome at 100
per medan conquest. The Brahmins profess
cent, above their cost price.
The articles imported tory of the ancient kingdoms of Hindustan, with the
by the Alexandrean merchants were chiefly precious names of the nwnarchs who successively reigned over
But
of their reigns.
It has
atones, spices, perfumes, arni silk.
usually been them, and the principal events
considered, that the last article was imported into In- their accounts are derived from the legendary tales of
dia from China
but there are strong reasons for be- the Puranas, a class of compositions very similar to
and although these, and eslieving that the silkworm has been reared in India the Greek Theogonies
"
from very early times.
Mr. Colebrooke, in his " Essay pecially the two great epic poems, the
Ramayana"
on Hindu Classes" {Miscellaneous Essays, vol. 2, p. and " Mahabharata," are exceedingly valuable for the
civilthe
informs
us
185),
us, that the class of silk-twisters and information they give
religion,
respecting
feeders of silkworms is mentioned in an ancient San- ization, knd customs of the ancient Hindus, they can-

We

;

We

;

;

work

events.

—

in addition to which, it may be remarked, not be regarded as authorities for historical
known throughout the Archipelago by its The invariable tradition of the Hindus points to the
abode of
Sanscrit name sutra.
(MarsderCs Malay Dictionary northern parts of Hindustan as the original
s. V.
Those who wish for farther information their race, and of the Brahminical faith and laws. It
suira.)

scrit

that silk

;

is

^

on the

articles of

commerce, both imported and ex-

ported by the Alexandrean merchants, may consult
with advantage the
Appendix to Dr. Vincent's "Perian
plus of the Erythrean Sea," in which he has
alphabetical list, accompanied with many explanations,

g^n

tradition of the Hindus
appears probable, both from the
and from the similarity of the Sanscrit to the Zend,
from which
Greek, and Latin languages, that the nation

the genuine Hindus are descended must at some period have inhabited the plains of Central Asia, from
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which they emigrated into the northern part of HinduHeepen and other writers have supposed, that
the Brahmins, and perhaps the Kshatriyas and Vaisyas,
were a race of northern conquerors, who subdued the

'

Sanscrit.

Arrian and

Ktan.

Sudras, the original inhabitants of the country.

But,

whatever opinion may be entertained respecting the
evident that the Hindus
themselves never regarded the southern part of the
" the
holy
peninsula as forming part of Aryavarta, or
land," the name of the country inhabited by genuine
Hindus.
Aryavarta was bounded on the north by the
Himalaya, and on the south by the Vindhya Mountains {Manu, 6, 21-24) ; the boundaries on the east
and west cannot be so easily ascertained. In this
country, and especially in the eastern part, there existed great and powerful empires, at least a thousand
years before the Christian era (the probable date of the
origin of this people,

is

it

|

!

'

,

The nmdem Concan

is

described by both

the pirate coast ; and the coast
Orissa is said by Arrian to have been

Phny™

of the modern
inhabited by a savage race called Kirrhadae, who appear to be identical with the Kiratas of the Sanscrit
writers, and who are represented to have been a race
The accounts of the Greeks who
of savage foresters.

—

accompanied Alexander, and more particularly that of
Megasthenes, give us, as we have already shown, some
information respecting the northern part of Hindustan
in the third and fourth centuries before the Christian
But hardly anything is known of the history of
era.
Hindustan from this period to the time of the Mohammedan conquest. Tliere are only a very few historical
events of which we can speak with any degree of cerAfter the overthrow of the Greek kingdom of
tainty.
Bactria by the Tartars, B.C. 126, the Tartars (called
Ramayana. and Mahabharata), which had made great by the Greeks Scythians, and by the Hindus Sakas)
progress in knowledge, civilization, and the fine arts, overran the greater part of the northwestern provinces
and of which the ancient liteiature of the Sanscrit lan- of Hindustan, which remained in their possession till
guages is an imperishable memorial. According to the reign of Vicramaditya I., B.C. 56, who, after addHindu tradition, two empires only existed in the most ing numerous provinces to his empire, drove the TarThis sovereign, whose date is
ancient times, of which the capitals were Ayodhya or tars beyond the Indus.
Oude, and Pratishthana or Vitora. The kings of pretty well ascertained, since the years of the Samvat
these cities, who are respectively denominated chil- era are counted from his reign, resided at Ayodhya
dren of the Sun and of the Moon, are supposed to and Canoj, and had dominion over almost the whole
have been the lineal descendants of Satyavrata, the of northern Hindustan, from Cashmere to the Ganges.
seventh Manu, during whose life all living creatures, He gave great encouragement to learning and the fine
with the exception of himself and his family, were de- arts, and his name is still cherished by the Hindus as
Another kingdom was one of their greatest and wisest princes. He fell in a
stroyed by a general deluge.
We
afterward established at Magadha or Bahar, by Jaras- battle against Salivahana, raja of the Deccan.
audha, appointed governor of the province by a sover- also read of two other sovereigns of the same name
A list of these kings is giv- Vicramaditya II., A.D. 191, and Vicramaditya HI.,
eign of the Lunar race.
en by Sir William Jones, in his " Essay on tne Chro- A.D. 441. The most interesting event in this period
nology of the Hindus." {Asiat. Research., vol. 2, p. of Hindu history is the persecution of the Buddhists,
The kings of Ayodhya appear to and their final expulsion from Hindustan. It is diffiIll, seq., 8vo ed.)
have conquered the Deccan, and to have introduced cult to conceive the reasons that induced the Hindu
the Brahminical faith and laws into the southern part sovereigns, after so long a period of toleration, to aid
more especially as
of the peninsula.
Such, at least, appears to be the the Brahmins in this persecution
meaning of the Ranlayana, according to which, Rama, the Jains, a sect strikingly resembling the Buddhists,
an incarnation of Vishnu, and the son of the king of were tolerated in all parts of Hindustan.
Christianity
Ayodhya, penetrates to the extremity of the peninsula, is said to have been introduced into Hindustan in the
and conquers the giants of Lauka {Ceylon). This is first century
according to some accounts, by the
in accordance with all the traditions of the peninsula, apostle Thomas
and, according to others, by the
which recognise a period when the inhabitants were apostle Bartholomew. But there is very little dependThe first
have no means of ascertaining ance to be placed upon these statements.
not Hindus.
whether these conquests by the monarchs of Ayodhya Christians who were settled in any number in Hindusettled
on
who
were permanent; but we know that, in the time of Ar- stan appear to have been Nestorians,
Nesrian and Pliny, the Brahminical faith prevailed in the the Malabar coast for the purposes of commerce.
and in
southern part of the peninsula, since all the principal torius lived in the middle of the fifth century
places mentioned by these writers have Sanscrit names. the sixth century we learn from Cosmas that Christian
learn from tradition, and from historical records churches were established in the most important cities
extant in the Tamul language (Wilson's Descriptive on the Malabar coast, and that the priests were ordainCatalogue of the Oriental MSS. collected by the late ed by the Archbishop of Seleucia, and were subject to
When Vasco de Gama arrived at
Lieutenant-col. Mackenzie.
Taylor's Oriental His- his jurisdiction.
torical MSS. in the Tamul language, 2 vols. 4to,
Cochin, on the Malabar coast, he was surprised to find
Madras, 1835), that three kingdoms acquired, in early a great number of Christians, who inhabited the intetimes, great political importance in the southern part rior of Travancore and Malabar, and who had more
These were named Pandya, Chola, than a hundred churches. But these Christians apof the Deccan.
and Chera, and are all said to have been founded by pear to have been the descendants of those Nestorinatives of Ayodhya, who colonized the Deccan with ans who emigrated to Hindustan in the fifth and sixth
Hindus from the north. Pandya was the most pow- centuries, since there is no reason for believing that
it was bounded on the north
erful of these kingdoms
any Hindus were converted by their means to the
by the river Velar, on the west by the Ghauts, though Christian religion. (Encycl. Us. KnmoL, vol. 12, p.
in early times it extended as far as the Malabar coast, 224, segq.)
Its principal
Indus, a celebrated river of India, falling, after a
and on the south and east by the sea.
town was Madura. The antiquity of this kingdom course of 1300 miles, into the Indian Ocean. Tha
sources of this river have not yet been fully explored.
is confirmed by Pliny, Arrian, and Ptolemy, who all
mention Pandion as a king who reigned in the south Its commencement is fixed, by the most probable con;
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;

We

;
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:

The Brahminical colonists appear jecture, in the northern declivity of the Calias branch
have settled principally in the southern parts of the of the Himalaya Mountains, about lat. 31° 20' N.,
Deccan the native traditions represent the northern and long. 80° 30' E., within a few miles of the source
races till a much later of the Setledge, and in a territory under the dominion
parts as inhabited by savage
This is in accordance with the accounts of of China. Its name in Sanscrit is Sindh or Hindh, an
period.
The names of the places on the appelKion which it receives from its blue colour.
the Greek writers.
it was known even to the Roupper part of the eastern and western coasts are not Under the name Sindus

of the peninsula.
to

:
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mans, besides its more cotnmon appellation of Indus.
In lat. 28° 28', the Indus is joined by five rivers, the
ancient names of which, as given by the Greek writers,
the Hydaspes, Acesines, Hydraotes, Hyphasis,
These five rivers obtained for the
and Xeradrus.
Greek name of Penprovince which they watered the
tapotamia, analogous to which is the modern appellation of Pendjab, given to the same region, and signifive rivers."
fying in Persian "the country of the
(Consult Lassen, Comment, de Pcntapot. Indica, 4to,
are,

Bonna, 1827.

— Beck, Allgcmeines

Repertorium,

vol.

The Xeradrus, now the Setledge,
112.)
is the longest of the five rivers just mentioned, and the
longest stream also within the Himalaya range, between the Indus and the Burrampooter. The union
of all the five rivers into one, before they reach the
Indus, was a point in geography maintained by Ptolemy but, owing to the obscurity of modern accounts,
promoted by the splittings of the Indus, and the frequent approximation of streams running in parallel
courses, we had been taught to regard this as a specimen of that author's deficiency of information, till very
recent and more minute inquiries have re-established
that questioned point, and, along with it, the merited
1, pt.

2, p.

habitants of the place were known as the Interamnate*
Nartes, to distinguish them from those of Interamna
on the Liris. (pUn., 3, 14.) If an ancient
inscription cited by Cluverius {Ilal. Ant., vol. 1,
p. 635) be

genuine, Interamna, now represented by the wellknown town of Terni, was founded in the reign of
Numa, or about 80 years after Rome. It is noted afterward as one of the most distinguished cities of mu-

This circumstance, however, did
nicipal rank in Italy.
not save it from the calamities of civil war
during the
disastrous struggle between Sylla and Marius. {Floras,
The plains around Interamna, which were
3, 21.)
watered by the Nar, are represented as the most productive in Italy (Tacit., Ann., I, 69); and
Pliny assures us (18, 28), that the meadows were cut four
times in the year.
Interamna is commonly

supposed
to have been the birthplace of the historian Tacitus,
and also of the emperor of the same name. (Cramer^ s
Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 276.) II. A city of Picenum, in
the territory of the Praetutii
hence called, for distinction' sake, Prajtutiana.
(Ptoi, p. 62.) It is now Teramo, situate between the small rivers Viziola and Turdino.
(Romanelli, Antica Topografia, &c., pt. 3, p.
III. A city of New Latium, situate on
298, seqq.)
The five rivers form the Liris, and between that river and the small stream
credit of the ancient geographer.
one great stream, called by the natives in this quarter now called Sogne, but the ancient name of which
the Ckerraub ; but in the other countries of India it is Strabo, who states the fact, has not mentioned.
It
known by the name of Punjund. The united stream was usually called Interamna ad Lirim, for distinction'
then flows on between 40 and 50 miles, until it joins sake from the other cities of the same name.
AccordThe mouths of the Indus ing to Livy (9, 28) it was colonized A.U.C. 440, and
the Indus at Mitlrin Cote.
in
number
Mannert
them
itself
seven
defended
makes
the
who
Samnites,
;
Ptolemy
gives
successfully against
as follows, commencing on the west: Sagapa, now made an attack upon it soon after.
(Liv., 10, 36.)
the river PiWy ; Sinthos, now the Darratray,- Aureum Interamna is mentioned again by the same historian
Ostium, now the Ritchel; Chariphus, now the Petty; (26, 9) when describing Hannibal's march from Capua
find its name subsequently
Sapara, Sabala, and Lonibare, of which last three he to Rome.
anaong

—

;

;

—

We

know

nothing with certainty.
According,
however, to other and more recent authorities, the Indus enters the sea in one volume, the lateral streams
being absorbed by the sand without reaching the ocean.
It gives off an easterly branch called the Fullalee, but
this returns its waters to the Indus at a lower point,
professes to

forming

in its circuit the island

on which Hyderabad

{Malte-Binn, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 13, Am. ed.)
Ino, daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia.
{Vid.
Athamas.)
a
of
the
river
in
which
Inopus,
Delos, watering
plain
the town of Delos stood.
{Strab., 485.
Callim., H.
in Del, 206.)
Inous, a patronymic given to the god Palsemon, as
son of Ino.
{Virg., Mn., 5, 823.)

stands.

—

Insubres (in Greek 'laofiSpoi), the most numerous
as well as the most powerful tribe of the Cisalpine
It would apGauls, according to Polybius (2, 17).
pear indeed from Ptolemy (p. 64) that their dominion
extended at one time over the Libicii, another powerGallic tribe in their vicinity; but their territory,
properly speaking, seems to have been defined by the
The Insubres took a very
rivers Ticinus and Addua.
active part in the Gallic wars against the Romans, and
ful

zealously co-operated with Hannibal in his invasion of
They are stated by Livy (5,
Italy.
{Polyb., 2, 40.)

34) to have founded their capital Mediolanum (now
Milan) on their first arrival in Italy, and to have giv-

those of the refractory colonies of that war.
(Liv.,
27, 9.)
Pliny informs us that the Interamnates were
surnamed Lirinates and Succasini.
(PUn., 3, 5.)

Cluverius imagined that Ponte Corvo occupied the site
of Interamna ; but its situation agrees more nearly
with that of a place called Terame Castrume, in old
records, and the name of which is evidently a corruption of Interamna.
(Cramer's Anc. It., vol. 2, p. 117.)
Inui Castrum.
Vid. Castrum II.
of
lasus, or, as the dramatic writers
lo, daughter
of
wrfs
Inachus.
said,
priestess of Juno at Argos, and,
When
unhappily for her, was beloved by Jupiter.
this

god found that

his

conduct had exposed him to

the suspicions of Juno, he changed lo into a white
cow, and declared with an oath to his spouse that he

had been guilty of no infidelity. The goddess, affecting to believe him, asked the cow of him as a present;
"
and, on obtaining her, set the
all-seeing Argus" to
watch her. (Vid. Argus.) He accordingly bound her
to an olive-tree in the grove of
Mycenae, and there kept
guard over her. Jupiter, pitying her situation, directed

The god of ingenious deaway.
the attempt ; but, as a vulture always gave
warning of his projects, he found it

Mercury
vices

to steal her

made

Argus

impossible

to succeed.

Nothing then remaining but open force.
Mercury killed Argus with a stone, and hence obtained
the appellation of Argus-slayer (Apyei<p6vTT)g).
The
vengeance of Juno was, however, not yet satiated and
;

name from

she sent a gad-fly to torment lo, who fled over the
whole world from its pursuits. She swam through the
Ionian Sea, which was fabled to have hence derived
col. 1.)
its name from her.
She then roamed ovej: the plains
Insula Sacra, an island formed at the mouth of of lUyria, ascended Mount Haemus, and crossed the
the Tiber, by the separation of the two branches of Thracian strait, thence named the Bosporus {vid. Bos
that river.
Rulil. Itin., porus), she rambled on through Scythia and the country
{Procopius, Rer. Got., 1.
of the Cimmerians, and, after wandering over various
1, 169.)

en

a place so called in the territory
(Plin., 3, M.—PtoL, p. 63.—
Consult remarks under the article Gallia, page 531,
it

that

of the iEdui in Gaul.

—

Inte.mklxum or Albiom Intemeliom, the capital of regions of Europe and Asia, arrived at last on the banks
of the Nile, where she assumed her original form, and
(Vid. Albium II.)
Interamna, I. a city of Umbria, so called from its be- bore to Jupiter a son named Epaphus. (Vid. Epa8it\iated
between
two
branches
The legend of lo would not appear lo have
ing
{inter amm^ of the phus.)
river Nar.
(Jarro, L. L., 4, 5.) Hence afio the in- attracted so much of the attention of the earlier poets
the Intemelii.

—
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10.

Homer

never alludes to

as might have been expected.
unless his employment of the term 'Apyei(p6vT7j^(Argciphontes) is to be regarded as intimating a knowledge of lo. It is also doubtful whether she was one
of the heroines of the Eoeae.
Her story, however, was
noticed in the iEgimius, where it "was said that her father's name was Peir^n, that her keeper Argus had
four eyes, and that the island of Eubaea derived its
it,

name from

her.

(Apollod., 2,

1132.

— Steph.

1,

3.

— Schol. ad Eu-

Byz., s. v. 'ASavTi^.)
Pherecydes said that Juno placed an eye in the back
of Argus's neck, and deprived him of sleep, and then
set him as a guard over lo.
(Ap. Schol. ad Eurip.,
"
I.
c.)
^schylus introduces lo into his Prometheus
"
Bound," and he also relates her story in his Suppliants."
When the Greeks first settled in Egypt, and
saw the statues of Isis with cow's horns, they, in their
usual manner, inferred that she was their own lo, with
whose name hers had a slight similarity. At Memphis
they afterward beheld the worship of the holy bull
Apis, and naturally supposing the bull-god to be the son
of the cow-goddess, they formed from him a son for
their lo, whose name was the occasion of a new legend
relative to the mode by which she was restored to her
rip.,

Ph<£?i.,

—

loBATEs, a king of Lycia, father of Sthenobaea, the
wife of Proetus, king of Argos.
{Vid. Bellerophon.)
JocASTA, a daughter of Menceceus, who married
whom
she had CEdipus.
of
Thebes, by
Laius, king
She was afterward united to her son (Edipus without
-

knowing who he was, and had by him Eteocles, PolyShe hung herself on
nices, Ismene, and Antigone.
discovering that CEdipus was her own offspring. ( Vid.
Laius, and CEdipus.)
loLAUs, a son of Iphiclus, king of Thessaly, who
assisted Hercules in conquering the Hydra.
{Vid.
Hydra, and Hercules.)
loLcos, a town of Thessaly, in the district of Magnesia, at the head of the Pelasgicus Sinus, and northIt was celebrated in the heroic
east of Demetrias.

age as the birthplace of Jason and his ancestors. lolcos was situated at the foot of Mount Pelion, according to Pindar {Nem., 4, 87), and near the small river
Anaurus, in which Jason is said to have lost his sanStrabo affirms that civil
dal.
{Apoll. Rhod., 1, 48.)
dissensions and tyrannical government hastened the

downfall of this place, which was once a powerful city ;
but its ruin was finally completed by the foundation of
Demetrias in its immediate vicinity. In his time the
{Muller, Proleg., p. 183, seq.
Keight- town no longer existed, but the neighbouring shore
pristine form.
The whole story of still retained the name of lolcos. {Strab., 436. ComIcifs Mythology, p. 406, seqq.)
lo is an agricultural legend, and admits of an easy ex- pare 'Lit)., 43, 12.
Steph. Byz., s. v.
Scylax, p. 25.
The poets make the ship Arlo, whether considered as the offspring of 'IwA/cof.
Plin., 4, 9.)
planation,
lasus (the favourite of Ceres) or of Peiren (the "ex- go to have set sail from lolcos
this, however, must
perimenter" or "tryer"), is a type of early agriculture, either be understood as referring the fact to Aphetae,
progressing gradually by the aid of slow and painful or else by lolcos they mean the adjacent coast. {Cra-

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

Jupiter represents the firmament, the geexperience.
nial source of light and life
Juno, on the other hand,
is the
type of the atmosphere, with its stormy and caEarly agriculture suffers from these
pricious changes.
changes, which impede more or less the fostering influence of the pure firmament that lies beyond, and
hence man has to watch with incessant and sleepless
This
care over the labours of primitive husbandry.

mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 428.)
loLE, a daughter of Eurytus, king of CE^chalia.
{Vid. Hercules, page 598, col. 2.)
Ion, I. the fabled son of Xuthus, and reputed proII. A tra{Vid. lones.)
genitor of the Ionian race.

ever-watchful superintendence is typified by Argus
with his countless eyes, save that in the legend he becomes an instrument of punishment in the hands of
If we turn to the version of the fable as given
Juno.
in the ^gimius, the meaning of the whole story becomes still plainer, for here the four eyes of Argus
are types of the four seasons, while the name Euboea
contains a direct reference to success in agriculture.
Argus, continues the legend, was slain by Mercury,
and lo was then left free to wander over the whole
earth.
Now, as Mercury was the god of language
and the inventor of letters, what is this but saying, that
when rules and precepts of agriculture were introduced, first orally and then in writing, mankind were
released from that ever- watching care which early hu.sbandry had required from them, and agriculture, now
reduced to a regular system, went forth in freedom
and spread itself among the nations 1
Again, in Egypt
lo finds at last a resting-place; here she assumes her
original form, and here brings forth Epaphus as the offWhat is this but saying that agriculspring of Jove.
ture was carried to perfection in the fertile land of the
Nile, and that here it was touched {ettI and u(^dio) by the

Bentley has collected the names of eleven.
Malal. subj.) The same
(Epist. ad Mill. Chron. I.
that this Ion was a person
great critic has also shown
of birth and fortune, distinct from Ion Ephesius, a mere
Besides tragedies. Ion composed
begging rhapsodist.
His elegies are quoted by
dithyrambs, elegies, dec.
Athenaeus (10, p. 436), as also his ETndrjfiiai, a work
visits paid by celebrated
giving an account of all the
men to Chios. {Athenaus, 3, p. 93.) Ion also comon philoposed several works in prose, some of them
Though he did not exhibit till after
sophical subjects.
and
Euripides had commenced his dramatic career,
a friend of Socrates
though he was, like that poet,
to infer,
{Diog. Laert.. 2, 23), we should be inclined
from his having written dithyrambs, that he belonged
that
his
and
to an earlier age of the dramatic art,
plays
were free from the corruptions which Euripides had

;

—

—

and sumamed Xuthus.
gic poet, a native of Chios,
He began to exhibit 01. 82, 2, B.C. 451. The number of his dramas

is

variously estimated at from twelve

to forty.

'

introduced into Greek tragedy

:

it

is,

indeed, likely

would copy rather from the old modIon was so deels than from modern innovations.
victor on one occasion, that
lighted with being decreed
he presented each citizen with a vase of Chian pottery.
W^e gather from a joke of Aris{Athen., 1, p. 4 )
true generative influence from on high, and brought tophanes, on a word taken from one of his dithyrambs,
Still farther, the eyes that Ion died before the exhibition of the Pax, B.C.
forth in the richest abundance
Theatre of tU Greeks, p. 92,
of Argus, we are told, were transferred by Juno to the 419.
{Pax, v. ^22.
plumage of her favourite bird; and the peacock, it is 4th ed.)
well known, gives sure indications, by its cry, of
loNEs, one of the main original races of Greece.
involved in great obscurichanges about to take place in the atmosphere, and is The origin of the lonians is
The name occurs in the Iliad but once, and in the
in this respect, therefore, intimately connected with ty.
]

—

We

see, too, from this,
the operations of hu.sbandry.
why, since Juno is the type of the atmosphere, the
sacred
to the goddess.
peacock was considered as
From what has been said, it would seem
( Vid. Juno.)
that the name lo is to be deduced from IG (elfii), 'Ho
as indicative of vegetation going forth from the
go,''''

—

bosom

of the earth.
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that a foreigner

—

form " laones" {IL, 13, 685); but not many years
after the war of Troy, the lonians appear as settled in
Attica, and also in the northern part of the Peloponne
Gulf.
Herodosus, along the coast of the Corinthian
that the Athenians were originally
tus

(8^4)

says,

PelasJPbut that after Ion, the son of Xuthus, became
the leader of the forces of the Athenians, the peopU

ION

IONIA.

received the name of lonians. It appears probable that
the lonians, like the iEolians, wore a conquering tribe
from the mountains of Thessaly, and that at an unknown period they migrated southward, and settled in
Attica and part of the Peloponnesus, probably mixing
The genealogy of Ion, the
with the native Pelasgi.
reputed son of Xuthus, seems to be a legend under
which is veiled the early history of the Ionian occupation of Attica.
Euripides, in order to flatter the AtheWhatever may
nians, makes Ion the son of Apollo.
be the historical origin of the Ionian name, Athenians
and lonians came to be considered as one and the same
people. In the Peloponnesus the lonians occupied the
northern coast of the peninsula, which was then called
Ionia, and also .^gialsean Ionia, and the sea which

632. — Compare

{Strah.,
Tzschucke, ad loe.)
is nowhere
given.
Nothing, indeed,
could be more irregular in point of form
it consistas
it would
of
small
districts
around the
ing,
appear,
different cities and towns, save only the great peninsula of Erythrx, &c., and the islands of Samos and
Chios.
Ionia, or the Ionian league, originally consisted of twelve cities of considerable note, with many
other towns of minor importance; besides a thirteenth
city, Smyrna, afterward wrested from the ./fColians.
The names of the cities, beginning from the north, are
dia.

The breadth

;

—

Phocasa, Smyrna, Clazomenae, Erythrae, Chios, Teos,
Lebedus, Colophon, Ephesus, Priene, Samos, Myus,
and Miletus.
Others of less note were Temnus, LeuThe Ionian
ce. Metropolis, Myonnesus, and Latmus.
separates the Peloponnesus from Southern Italy as- confederation appears to have been mainly united by
sumed the name of Ionian Sea, a circumstance which a common religious worship, and by the celebration
would seem to indicate the extent and prevalence of of a periodic festival and it seems that the deputies
the Ionian name.
This appellation of Ionian Sea was of the several cities only met in times of great difliThe place of assembly was the Panionium, at
retained among the later Greeks and the Romans, and culty.
the foot of Mount Mycale, where a temple, built on
is perpetuated to the present day among the Italians.
When the Dorians invaded the Peloponnesus, about neutral ground, was dedicated to Neptune. In the
old Ionia (afterward called Achaia) Neptune was also
1 100 years B.C., the Achaei, being driven thence, gathered towards the north, and took possession of Ionia, the national deity, and his temple continued at Helice
which thenceforth was known by the name of Achaia. till that city was submerged. That the settlers in Asia
The lonians of the Peloponnesus, in consequence of should retain their national worship is a circumstance
this, migrated to Attica, whence, being straitened for perfectly in accordance with the history of colonization,
space, and perhaps, also, harassed by the Dorians, they and confirmatory, if confirmation were needed, of the
resolved to seek their fortune beyond the sea, under European origin of the lonians of Asia.
have no
the guidance of Neleus and Androclus, the two young- materials for a history of these cities of Ionia as ter sons of Codrus, the last king of Athens.
This was political community, and no reason for supposing that
the great Ionic migration, as it is called.
The emi- their political union came near the exact notion of a
In almost evgrants consisted of natives of Attica, as well as of Io- federation, as some have conjectured.
nian fugitives from the Peloponnesus, and a motley ery one of the Ionian cities there were two parties,
band from other parts of Greece. (Herod., 1, 146.) aristocratic and democratic, and the Persian kings or
But this migration can, perhaps, hardly be considered their satraps generally favoured the former and thus
as one single event
there seem to have been many it happened that most of the Greek cities in Asia came
and various migrations of lonians, some of which were to be ruled by tyrants, or individuals who possessed
The Ionian cities remained inprobably anterior to the Dorian conquest.
{Encycl. the sovereign power.
Us. KnowL, vol. 13, p. 13, seq.)
For the history of dependent of a foreign yoke, however, until the time
the Ionic colonies in Asia Minor, consult the article of Croesus, by whom they were finally subdued. From
Ionia.
have already remarked, that the origin of the Lydian they passed to the Persian sway, their conthe name Ionian is altogether uncertain.
It is generquerors, however, in both instances leaving them their
ally thought to come from the Hebrew lavan or (if own forms of government, and merely subjecting them
pronounced with the quiescent vau) Ion ; and in like to the payment of tribute. To the Persian succeeded
manner the Hellenes are thought to be the same with the Macedonian dominion, and to this last the Roman
Elisa, in the sacred writings, more especially their yoke.
Sylla reduced them beneath the Roman powcountry Hellas. Hence Bochart makes lavan. the son er, and treated them, together with other Asiatic cities,
of laphet, the ancestor of the lones. The Persians, with great severity, on account of the murder of so
moreover, would seem to have called the Greeks by a many thousand Romans, whom they had inhumanly
similar appellation.
Thus, in Aristophanes (Acharn., put to death in compliance with the orders of MithraV. 104), a Persian, who speaks broken Greek, is indates.
Ephesus was treated with the greatest rigour,
;

We

—

;

:

—

—

— We

troduced, expressing himself as follows ov ^Tj-ipc xpvco xdvvoTrpuKT' 'laovav, and the scholiast remarks, with
:

reference to the last word, 'laovav uvtI tov Kd-qvalc
cjf TTavrof Tov^ 'EAAj^vaf ol (3dp6apoi. eKuAouv. In the Coptic, also, the Greeks are styled, by a
name quite analogous, 08EININ, as at the end of the

Rosetta inscription. {Akerblad, sur Vinscrip. Egypt,
Rosette.
Kruse, Hellas, vol. 1, p, 2, in notis.)
They, however, who favour such etymologies, should
first determine whether the Hebrew is to be
regarded

de.

—

as the primitive language or not ; since, if the latter
be the case, the names that are given in Hebrew scripture to the early rulers and leaders in ihc family of

Sylla having sufifered his soldiers to live there at disand obliged the inhabitants to pay every offi-

cretion,

fifty drachmae, and every soldier sixteen denarii a
day. The whole sum which the revolted cities of Asia
paid Sylla was 20,000 talents, near four millions sterThis was a most fatal blow, from which they
ling.
never recovered.
Ionia, at a later period, was totally
devastated by the Saracens, so that few vestiges of ancient civilization remain.
Its inhabitants were con-

cer

sidered effeminate and voluptuous, but, at the same
Their dialect partook of their
time, highly amiable.
character.
The arts and sciences flourished in this
happy country, particularly those which contribute to
embellish life. The Asiatic Greeks became the teach-

Noah, are mere translations from the primitive tongue,
and certainly can form no sure basis for the erection ers and examples of the European Greeks. Homer
even of the slightest superstructure of etymology.
the poet, and Parrhasius the painter, were lonians.
Ionia, a district of Asia Minor, where lonians from The Ionic column proves the delicacy of their taste.
Attica settled, about 1050 B.C.
This beautiful and (Encyclop. Americ, vol. 7, p. 53.) A notice of the
Leake (Jourfertile country extended from the river Hermus,
along principal sites on the coast is given by
the shore of the .^gean Sea, to Miletus, and the tem- nal,
RcnncU, Geography of
p. 260, scy^.— Compare
Western Asia, vol. 2, p. 1, seqq.). II. .\r\ ancient
ple of the Branchidae, on the promontory of Posideum.
it was for
Its southern limit, however,
probably varied at differ- name given to Hellas or Achaia, because

—

some made Ionia reach to Vhe Sinus
Strabo makes the circuit of Ionia 3430 sta-

ent times, since

some time

Ussiua.

marks under the

the residence of the lonians.

(Consult re-

article lones.)
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Ionium Mare, a name given
Mediterranean which separates the Peloponnesus from
Soathern Italy.
It was fabled to have received its
appellation from the wanderings of lo in this quarter.
to

that part of the

more dangerous situation for vessels cannot be imaThe same traveller estimates the present pop-

gined.

The more correct explanation, however,
)
deduces the name from that of the great Ionic race.

5000.
The place is distinguished for its
and the watermelons that grow here are said to
be superior to those of any other country.
Mr. Buck" that Jaffa, as it is now
is seated

Vtd. lones.) The statements of the ancient writers respecting the situation and extent of the Ionian Sea are

on a promontory jutting out into the sea, and rising to
the height of about 150 feet above its level."
{Man-

Scylax (p. 11) makes
very fluctuating and uncertain.
}t the same wiih the Adriatic ; and he
may be correct

nert, Gcogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 256.)
JoRD.iNEs, a famous river of Palestine, which, according to Josephus, had its source in the lake of

{Vtd. lo
(

in so doing, since,

according to Herodotus, the true
and ancient name of the Adriatic was the Ionian Gulf
Both the Adriatic and Ionian gulfs end,
(6. 127).
according to Scylax, at the straits near Hydruntum (p.
Of the Ionian Sea he says nothing Herodotus,
5).
however, makes it extend as far south as the Pelopon;

nesus.

ulation at

fruits,

ingham

seen,

says,

Phiala, about

miles north oi Caesarea Philippi.
was ascertained by Philip the
tetrarch, who made the experiment of throwing some
chaff" or straw into the lake, whicli came out where
the river emerges from the ground, after having run
about 120 furiongs beneath the surface of the earth.
ten

This origin of the

river

Thucydides keeps up the distinction just althe Adriatic by the name of the Io- Mannert deems this story fabulous, and makes the
nian Gulf (being probably as ignorant as Herodotus of river rise in Mount Pancas.
The Talmudists say
any other appellation for this arm of the sea), and that the Jordan rises out of the cave of Paneas. They
luded

to, calling

styling the rest, as far as the western coast of Greece,
the Ionian Sea (I, 24).
In later times a change of
The limits of the Adriatic
appellation took place.

were extended as far as the southern coast of Italy and
the western shores of Greece, and the Ionian Gulf was
considered to be now only a part of it.
Eustathius
asserts (ad Dionys. Perieg., v. 92), that the more
accurate writers of his day maintained this distinction.

Hence

the remark of Ptolemy is rendered intelligible,
the Adriatic Sea extend along the whole
western coast of Greece down to the •outbemmost

who makes

{Mannai^ Geogr.,
extremity of the Peloponnesus.
vol. 9, p. 12 )
loPiioN, the son of Sophocles, is described by Arisaf a man whose powers
tophanes {Ran., 73, se^q.)
were, at the time of his father*s death, not yet suffito determine his litciently proved to enable t critic

He appears, however, to have been a
erary rank.
creditable dramatist, and gained the second prize in
428 B C when Eunpides was first and Ion third.
Theatre of the Oreckt. p.
{Arg. ad Eurip Hippol.

—

,

assert,

Leshem
moreover, that Leshem is Paneas.
the Danites, and Jerobbam placed one

was subdued by

of his golden calves in Dan. which is al the springs o/
Jordan.
Josephus says that the spring* of Jordan rise
from under the temple of the golden calf Possibly this
temple might stand on a hill, so convenient and proper
for such an edifice, that the temple of Augustus was afterward built upon it.
Burckhardt, however, says that
it rises about four miles northeast from Caesarea
Philipa hill called Tel- el-kadi.
There
pi, in the plain, near
each
one
smaller
near
he
two
arc.
other,
says,
springs
than the other, whose waters unite immediately below.
Both sources are on level ground, among rocks of
what Burckhardt calls tufwacke. The larger source
immediately forms a river 12 or 15 yards wide, which
rushes rapidly over a stony bed into the lower plain.
It is soon after
joined by the river of Paneas, or Caesarea Philippi, which was on the northeast of the city.
Over the source of this river is a perpendicular rock,
in which several niches have been cut to receive stat-

,
ues, the largest of which is above a spacious cavern,
This niche, the editor
4th ed.)
beneath which the river rises.
JopPA, an ancient city of Palestine, sitoste on the of Burckhardt conjectures, contained a statue of Pan,
coast, lo the northwest of Jerusalem, and to the south whence the name of Paneas given to the city, and of
In the Old Testament it is called Japho Tlavtiov to the cavern.
Seetzen difllcrs from Burckof Caesarea.
Chron., 2,
Jonah, 1, 3). hardt in making the spring of the river Hasbeia, which
{Joshua, 19.
It was the onlv harbour possessed by the Jews, and
rises half a league to the west of Hasbeia, and which,
the wood for the temple, which was cut on Mount he says, forms the branch of the Jordan, to be the
Lebanon, was brought in floats to Joppa, thence to be proper bead of that river. A few miles below their
It subsequently berame a Phoeninow a considerable stream,
sent to Jerusalem.
junction, the united rivers,
cian city, and fell under the power of the kings of enter the small lake of Houle, the ancient Samochonifrom
Syria, uniil the Maccabees conquered it, and restored tis or Merom. into which several other streams
The Jews, not being a commercial the mountains discharge themselves some of ihem,
it to their nation.
use of Joppa as a place of trade; perhaps, having equal claims to the honour of forming
people, made no
So that, in
and hence it became a retreat for pirates. {Strabo, the Jordan with those above mentioned.
Under the Roman power the pirates were truth, the Lake of Houle may best be considered as the
759 )
made to disappear. In the middle ages Joppa changed real source of the river. After quitting this small
its name to Jaffa or Yaffa.
{Abidfed., Tab Syr., p. lake, the river runs a course of about 12 miles to the
80.)
Joppa was made by the ancient mythologists the Lake Tabaria, the ancient Sea of Tiberias or Galilee,
scene of the fable of Andromeda, and here Cepheus maintaining, as some travellers report, a distinct curwas said to have reigned. {Strabo, I. c.) Pliny (9, 5) rent in the centre, through its whole length, without
But when
even gravely informs us, that M. Scaurus brought mingling its waters with those of the lake.
away from this place lo Rome the bones of the sea- it is recollected that this is 15 miles in length, and in
monslcr to which the princess had been exposed, and some parts nine in breadth, such a fact is scarcely
which were of a remarkable size. They were probably credible. From this lake the river flows about 70
The Jews saw in them miles more, through the Ghor, or valley of Jordan, the
tlic remains of a large whale.
the ancient Aulon, until it is finally lost in the Dead Sea.
the bones of the whale that had swallowed Jonah
Greeks, on the other hand, connected them with one of Its whole course is about 100 miles in a straight line

94, seq

,

46—2

IS—

;

—

;

the legf;nds of their fanciful mythology. — Joppa was the

for the western pilgrims, and here the
place of landinjj
It
possesses still, in
promised pardons commenced.
times of peace, a considerable commerce with the
well
and is
inhabited, chiefly by
places in its vicinity,
Mr. Wilson says the harbour is rocky and
Arabs.
in which stale it
access
of
dangerovis. and difl^cult
has been since the time of Josephus, who says that a
;

eso

by the map
perhaps 150, computing by the windings
The Jordan, it appears, anciently overof its channel.
flowed (as it probably does sometimes now) in the first
month, which answers to our March as it was at this
time that the armies enumerated in 1 Chron., 12,
at Ziklag, "when it had
passed the Jordan to David
overflowed all its banks." This was, in fact, the time
;

:

when

the frequent rains and the melting of the

snowe

JOS

JOSEPHUS.

on the mountains at its source would be most likely to
Travellers have given
occasion such an inundation.
Maundifferent accounts of this celebrated stream.
but represents
drell assigns it a breadth of 20 yards
it as
deep, and so rapid that a man could not swim
Volney calls it from 60 to 80
against the current.
feet between the two principal lakes, and 10 or 12
;

deep but makes it 60 paces at its embouchure ;
Chateaubriand, about the same point, 50 paces, and
Dr. Shaw
six or seven feet deep close to the shore.
computed its breadth at 30 yards, and its depth at nine
and that it daily discharges 6,090,000 tons of
feet
water into the Dead Sea.
Burckhardt, who crossed
it
higher up, calls it 80 paces broad, and three feet
deep but this was in the middle of summer. Mr.
feet

;

;

;

Buckingham, who

visited it in the month of January,
1816, states it to be little more at the part where he
crossed it, which was a short distance above the parallel of Jericho, than 25 yards in breadth, and so shallow as to be easily forded by the horses. At another
he describes it as 120
point, higher up in its course,
From a mean of these and other accounts,
feet broad.
It
its average width may be computed at 30 yards.
rolls so powerful a volume of water into the Dead Sea,

that the strongest and most expert swimmer would be
foiled in any attempt to swim across it at its point of

he must inevitably be hurried down by the
stream into the lake. The banks of the Jordan are in
many places covered with bushes, reeds, tamarisks,
willows, oleanders, &c., which form an asylum for various wild animals, who here concealed themselves till the
swelling of the river drove them from their coverts.
To this Jeremiah alludes (49, 19). Previously to the
entrance

:

destruction of the four cities of the plain, it is probable
that the Jordan flowed to the Red Sea, through the
The etymology of its
valley of Ghor or Arabia.

—

name has been variously assigned. It is thought by
some to come from the Hebrew jarden, a descent,
Another
from its rapid descent through that country.
class of etymologists deduce its name from the Hebrew and Syriac, importing the caldron of judgment.
Others make it come from Jor, a spring, and Dan, a
and a third class deduce
small town near its source
It most probably
it from Jor and Dan, two rivulets.
" the river of
derives its name from Yar-Dan,
Dan,"
The Arabs call it
near which city it takes its rise.
Arden or Harden, the Persians Aerdun, and the Ara;

bian geographer Edrisi, Zacckar, or swelling.
{Hansp. 251.)
of
or
he
is
called
in
the
Analecta
ANDES
JoRN
(as

ford's Scripture Gazetteer,

the twenty-four courses, an eminent distinction.
B3
genealogy up to the As

his mother's side he traced his

monean princes.

He grew up with a high

reputation

fo:

At fourteen years oh
early intelligence and memory.
(he is his own biographer) he was so fond of letters, tha
the chief priests used to meet at his father's house to
pu
to

him

difficult

questions of the law.

At

sixteen

h<

determined to acquaint himself with the three prevail
ing sects, those of the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Es
senes
For though he had led for some time a hardy
diligent, and studious life, he did not consider himsel
yet sufficiently acquainted with the character of eacl
sect to decide which he should follow.
Having heari

Essene named Banus was leading in th(
of a hermit, making his raiment fron
and his food from the fruits of the earth

that a certain

desert the

the trees

life

practising cold ablutions at all seasons, and, in short
using every means of mortification to increase hii
sanctity, Josephus, ambitious of emulating the fami
of such an example of holy seclusion, joined him ii
his cell.
But three years of this ascetic life tamei
his zealous ambition ; he grew weary of the desert
abandoned his great example of painful devotion, an(
Ther(
returned to the city at the age of nineteen.
In his twenty
he joined the sect of the Pharisees.

sixth year he undertook a voyage to Rome, in orde
to make interest in favour of certain priests, who ha(

been sent there to answer some unimportant chargi
On his voyage he was shipwrecked and ii
by Felix.
His ship foundered in the Adriatic, si:
great danger.
hundred of the crew and passengers were cast int(
the sea, eighty contrived to swim, and were taken u]
by a ship from Gyrene. They arrived at Puteoli, thi
usual landing-place, and Josephus, making acquaint
ance with one Aliturus, an actor, a Jev/ by birth, am
from his profession in high credit with the Empres
Poppasa, he obtained the release of the prisoners, a
well as valuable presents from Popptea, and returne<
home. During all this time he had studied diligentl;
and made himself master of the Greek language, whicl

few of his countrymen could write, still fewer speal
On his return home h^
with a correct pronunciation.
found the Jews on the point of revolting against th'
power of Rome. After vainly endeavouring to oppose
this rash determination, he at last joined their cause
and held various commands in the Jewish army. A
Jotapata, in Galilee, he signalized his military abilitie
in supporting a siege of forty-seven days against Ves
Durin;
pasian and Titus, in a small town of Judea.
the siege and capture, 40,000 men fell on the side
and
children
but
women
'none
were
the Jews ;
spared
and the number of captives amounted only to 1200
so faithfully had the Roman soldiery executed thei

Mabillon) Jordanes, a Goth by birth, secretary to
one of the kings of the Alans, and, as some believe, afIn the year 552 of our
terward bishop of Ravenna.
era he wrote a history of the Goths {Re Rebus Ge- orders of destruction.
Josephus saved his life by fly
This is merely an abridgment of the history of ing into a cave, where forty of his countrymen ha(
ticis).
He dissuaded them from com
Cassiodorus, and is written without judgment and also taken refuge.
He composed also a work enti- mitting suicide, and, when they had all drawn lots t(
with great partiality.
tled De regnorum et temporum successione, or a Ro- kill one another, Josephus, with one other, remainec
man history from Romulus to Augustus. It is only the last, and surrendered themselves to Vespasian
a copy of the history of Florus, but with such altera- He gained the conqueror's esteem by foretelling tha
tions and additions, however, as to enable us some- he would become one day the master of the Romai
Milman's History Oj
times to correct by means of it the text of the Roman empire.
{Joseph. Vit., ^ 75.
Vossius [Hist. Gr.
historian.
the Jews., vol. 2, p. 253, seqq.)
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Lat., vol. 3, p. 177.)
all the rest o
los, an island in the iEgean Sea, to the north of 2. 8) thinks that Josephus, who, like
Thera,
Here, according to some accounts. Homer his nation, expected at this period the coming of tht
was interred. {Strah., ^Bi—Plin., 4, 12.) It was Messiah, applied to Vespasian the prophecies whicl
also
that the
mother was a native of this announced the advent of our Saviour. He remarks

—
—

said,
island.
{Steph.

poet's

Byz.,

s. v. 'lof.)

The modern name

which Bondelmonti assigns a totally false
derivation, since it merely comes from a Romaic corruption.
{Bondelm., Ins. Archipel, p. 99, ed. De
is A'io, for

Sinner.)

JosEPHUs, Flavius, a celebrated Jew, son of Mathias, a

birth is
lineally

priest,

born in Jerusalem.

The

date of his

A.D. 37. He was a man of illustrious race,
descended from a priestly family, the first of
4 R

that

the more sincere
Josephus might have been

m

sc

His prophec)
not besieged.
doing, as Jerusalem was
two years afterward, h«
having been accomplished
Fla
obtained his freedom and took the praenomen of
himself as the freed
vius, to indicate that he regarded
man of the emperor. Josephus was present during
to per
the whole siege of Jerusalem, endeavouring
suade his countrymen to capitulate. Whether he se
considered resistance impossible, or. as hi
riously

681

JOSEPHUS.

JOSEPHUS.

pretends, recognising the hand of God and the accomof the prophecies in the ruin of his country,
plishment
he esteemed it impious as well as vain ; whether he
the baser motive of self-interest, or

calculated to conciliate the esteem of the masters of
the world.
Notwithstanding all this, however, the
Antiquities of Josephus are extremely interesting, as
affordmg us a faithful picture of Jewish manners in

more generous desire of being of service to his
miserable countrymen, he was by no means held in
the same estimation by the Roman army as by Titus.

the time of the historian, and as filUng up a void ip
ancient history of four centuries between the last
books of the Old Testament and those of the New.

was actuated by
the

a traitor to his country might be a trai- With a view similar to that which dictated the work
and they were apt to lay all their losses just mentioned, Josephus wrote an answer to Apion,
to his charge, as if he kept up secret intelligence a celebrated grammarian of Egypt {vid. Apion, No. II.),
On the capture of the city, Titus who had given currency to many of the ancient fictions
with the besieged.
He chose of Egyptian tradition concerning the Jews. He likeoffered him any boon he would request.
the sacred books, and the lives of his brother and fifty wise published his own life, in answer to the statements
He was afterward permitted to select 190 of his old antagonist, Justus of Tiberias, who had sent
friends.
of his friends and relatives from the multitude who forth a history of the war, written in Greek with con
shut
were
up in the Temple to be sold for slaves. siderable elegance. At what time he died is uncerThe estate of Josephus lying within the Roman en- tain history loses sight of him in his fifty-sixth or
campment, Titus assigned him other lands in lieu of fifty- seventh year. A work entitled Eif M.aKKa6(uovg
it.
Vespasian also conferred on him a considerable /loyoc, ^ T^epl avTOKpuTopng Xoyiafiov, has been erroproperty in land.
Josephus lived afterward at Rome, neously ascribed to Josephus. In some editions of
in high favour with Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian. the Scriptures it appears under the appellation of the
The latter punished certain Jews and a eunuch, the Fourth Book of Maccabees. A fragment also, on the
tutor of his son, who had falsely accused him ; ex- Cause of the Universe {irepl tov Travrog), preserved
empted his estate from tribute, and advanced him by John Philoponus, a Christian writer of the seventh
to high honour.
He was a great favourite with the century, has been incorrectly attributed to Josephus.
Before leaving the biography of this writer, we must
Empress Domitia. The time of his death is uncertain ; he was certainly alive at the end of the first cen- say a few words relative to a famous passage in the
It occurs
tury, and probably at the beginning of the second. Jewish Antiquities concerning our Saviour.
After his surrender he had married a captive in Caesa- in the third chapter of the eighteenth book {Jos., Op.,
"At this
rea, but, in obedience, it may be presumed, to the law ed. Hav., vol. 1, p. 161), and is as follows
which prohibited such marriages to a man of priestly time there exists Jesus, a wise man, if it be allowed
for he performed wonderful
.ine, he discarded her, and married again in Aleian- us to call him a man
Jlrea.
By his Alexandrean wife Josephus had three works, and instructed those who receive the truth with
to
He thus drew
him many Jews and many of
sons
one only, Hyrcanus, lived to maturity. Dissat- joy.
the Greeks.
He was the Christ. Pilate having punisfied with this wife's conduct, he divorced her also,
and married a Cretan woman, from a Jewish family, ished him with crucifixion on the accusation of our
of the first rank and opulence in the island, and of leading men, those who had loved him before still
At Rome Josephus first wrote the remained faithful to him. For on the third day he
admirable virtue.
History of the Jewish War {'\ov6aLKTj laTopia irepl appeared unto them, living anew, just as the prophets
dXuaeug), in the Syro-Chaldaic tongue, for the use of God had announced, who had predicted of him ten
The nation of
of his own countrymen in the East, particularly those thousand other miraculous things.
beyond thq Euphrates. He afterward translated the Christians, named after him, continues even to the
work into Greek, for the benefit of the Western Jews present day." This passage, placed in the middle of
Both King Agrippa and Titus bore a work written by a zealous Jew, has all the appearand the Romans.
The latter ordered it to ance of a marginal gloss which has found its way into
testimony to its accuracy.
be placed in the public library, and signed it with his the text it is too long and too short to have formed
own hands as an authentic memorial of the times. a part of the original text. It is too long to have
This work was translated into Latin in the fifth cen- come from the pen of an infidel, and it is too short to
St. Justin, Tertultury by Rufinus of Aquileia, or rather by Cassiodorus. have been written by a Christian.
(Muratori, Antiq. Ital., vol. 3, p. 920.) Many years lian, and St. Chrysostom have made no use of it in
about
and
neither
A.D. 93, Josephus publishad his great their disputes with the Jews
afterward,
Origen nor
work on the Antiquities of the Jews ClovdaiKTi 'Ap- Photius make any mention of it.
Eusebius, who
It forms a history of the
lived before some of the writers just named, is the
XaioXoyla), in twenty books.
chosen people from the creation to the reign of the first who adduces it. These circumstances have sufEmperor Nero. Josephus did not write this work for ficed to attach suspicion to it in the eyes of some
the use of his countrymen, nor even for the Hellenistic critics, and especially of Richard Simon (under the
Jews his object was to make his nation better known name of Sainjore, in the Bihliotheque ou Recueii de
to the Greeks and Romans, and to remove the con- diverses pieces critiques, Amst., 1708, 8vo, vol. 2,
The ch. 2) and the historian Gibbon. On the other hand,
tempt in which it was accustomed to be held.
books of the Old Testament, and, where these failed, Henri de Valois (ad Euseb., p. 16, 20), Huet, bishop
traditions and other historical monuments, were the of Avranches {Demonstr. Evang., p. 27), Isaac Vossources whence he drew the materials for his work
sius {De LXX. Interpr., p. 161), and others, have deLambecius {Biblioth. Vmbut, in making use of these, he allowed himself an fended its authenticity.
unpardonable license, in removing from his narrative doh., vol. 8, p. 5), who advocates the same side, has
Jews
of
the
as
most
all that the religion
regarded
pretended that the words of Josephus ought to be conworthy of veneration, in order not to shock the preju- sidered as expressing contempt for our Saviour, alHe not only though, in order not to offend either party, the histodices of the nations to whom he wrote.
treats the books of the Old Testament as if they were rian has concealed his real meaning in equivocal terms.
mere human compositions, in explaining, enlarging, However paradoxical this last opinion may seem, it
and commenting upon them, and thus destroying the has assumed an air of considerable probability, in connative and noble simplicity and pathos which renders sequence of a slight correction in the text and punctuation which has been proposed by Knittel, a German
the perusal of the sacred volume so full of attraction
but he allows himself the liberty of often adding to scholar.
{Neue kritiken iiber das weltberuhmte Zeugthe recital of an event circumstances which change niss des alten Juden Flavius Josephus von Jesu Chris-

They thought
them

tor to

;

;

—

:

;

;

—

:

;

:

;

;

its entire

tion,

nature.

he represents

In every part of the work in queshis countrymen in a point of view

to,

Braunschw., 1799,^10.)

A celebrated

Protestant

divine, Godfrey Less, after having carefully

and

crit-

JOV

IPH

both sides of the question, has proically examined
nounced the passage to be supposititious, and adds,
that the silence of the historian respecting our Saviour
and the miracles which he wrought, affords a far more
eloquent testimony in favour of the truth of our Redeemer's mission than the most laboured statement
could have yielded, especially when we consider that
the father of Josephus, one of the priests of Jerusalem,
could not but have known our Saviour, and since Josephus himself hvcd in the midst of the apostles.
Had the latter been able, he would have refuted the
whole history of our Saviour's mission and works.

His silence is conclusive in their favour. The efforts
of deistica) writers, therefore, to invalidate the authenrecoiled
ticity of this remarkable passage, have literally
upon themselves, and Christianity has achieved a triof
the
arms
infidelity.
(Dtsputatio
very
umph with
super Josephi de Christo Testimon., Gott.y 1781, 4to.
Eccles.
Vet.
Historic^
prcecip.
Compare Olshausen,

—

1820, 8vo, and Paulus, in the
Heidelb. Jahrb., 1820, p. 733, as also Bohmcrt, Ueber
des Flav. Joseph. Zeugniss von Christo, Leipz., 1823,
The best editions of the works of Josephus are
8vo.)

monumenta,

Berol.,

—

Hudson's, 2 vols, fol., Oxon., 1720, and Havercamp's,
2 vols, fol., Amst., 1726. A new edition, however, is
much wanted. Oberthiir commenced one, of which
three volumes appeared, embracing the text of Havercamp with the Latin version, in the 8vo form. The
editor had promised a commentary, in which was to be
contained the result of his own researches, and of those
of others made at his request in the principal libraries
of Europe.
The edition was to be accompanied also
by a Lexicon of Josephus, in which the language of
this writer would be compared with that of Philo, of
the Alexandrean school, and of the writers of the
New Testament. His death prevented the completing of his design, and the edition still remains imperfect.
In 1825-1827, a 12ino edition, in 6 vols., appeared from the Leipsic press, under the editorial care
of Richter.
The text, however, is merely a reprint of
that of Hudson and Havercamp.
(Hoffmann, Lex.
Bibliogr., vol. 2. p. b88.—Schdll, Gcsch. der Griech.
Lit., vol. 2, p.

383,seqq.)

JoviANus, Flavius Claudius, born A.D. 331, was
the son of Veronianus, of an illustrious family of Mce-

who had

filled important offices under ConstanJovianus served in the army of Julian, in his
unlucky expedition against the Persians; and when

sia,

tine.

that emperor was killed, A.D. 363, the soldiers proHis first task was to save
claimed him his successor.
the army, which was surrounded by the Persians, and
in great distress for provisions.
After repelling repeated attacks of the enemy, he willingly listened to

proposals for peace, which were, that the Romans
should give up the conquests of former emperors westward of the Tigris, and as far as the city of Nisibis,
which was still in their hands, but was included in the

be given up to Persia, and that, moreover,
they should render no assistance to the king of ArmeThese conditions,
nia, then at war with the Persians.
territory to

to Roman pride, Jovian was
obliged
as his soldiers were in the utmost destiIt is a remarkable instance of the Roman no-

however offensive
to

submit

tution.

to,

tions of political honesty, that Eutropius reproaches

Jovian, not so much with having given up the territory
of the empire, as with having observed so
humiliating
a treaty after he had come out of his

dangerous posirenewing the war, as the Romans had
done
on
former
occasions.
Jovian
delivered
constantly
Nisibis to the Persians, the inhabitants
withdrawing
to Amida, which became, after this, the chief Roman
town in Mesopotamia. On his arrival at Antioch, Jovian, who was of the Christian faith, revoked the edicts
tion, instead of

)f Julian
He also supported
against the Christians.
the orthodox or Nicene creed
against the Arians, and

he showed his favour to the
bishops

who had

previ-

ously suffered from the Arians, and especially to Ato»nasius, who visited him at Anttoch.
Having been
acknowledged over the whole empire, Jovian, after

staying some months at Antioch, set off during the
winter to Constantinople, and, on his way, paid funeral honours to Julian's remains at Tarsus.
He continued his journey in very severe cold, of which several of his attendants died.
At Ancyra he assumed
the consular dignity ; but, a few days after, being at a
place called Dadastana, in Galatia, he was found dead
in his bed,
having been suffocated, as some say, by
the vapour of charcoal burning in his room ; according
to others, by the steam of the
plaster with which it

had been newly laid ; while others, again, suspected him
of having been poisoned or killed by some of his
He died on the 16th of February, A.D. 364,
guards.
being 33 years of age, after a reign of only seven
The army proclaimed Valentinianus as his
months.
successor.
(-4mm. Marcell, 25, 5, seqq. Le Beau,
Hist, du Bos- Empire, vol. 2, p. 186, seqq.)
JoviNUs, born of an illustrious family of Gaul, as-

—

sumed

the imperial

title

under the weak reign of Ho-

norius, and, placing himself at the head of a

mixed

ar-

of Burgundians, Alemanni, Alani, &.c., took possession of part of Gaul, A.D. 411.
Ataulphus, king
of the Visigoths, offered to join Jovinus, and share
Gaul between them but the latter having declined his
alliance, Ataulphus made peace with Honorius, attacked and defeated Jovinus, and, having taken him
prisoner, delivered him to Dardanus, prefect of Gaul,
who had him put to death at Narbo {Narbonne), A.D.
412.
{Jornand., de Reb. Get., c. 32, seqq.
Olym-

my

;

—

piod.-Idac. fast. Chron.—Greg. Tur.,2,9.—TtUem.,
Honor., art. 48.)
Iphicles, a son of Amphitryon and Alcmena, bom
The children were
at the same birth with Hercules.
but eight months old, when Juno sent two huge serIphicles
pents into the chamber to devour them.
alarmed the house by his cries, but Hercules raised
himself up on his feet, caught the two monsters by the
throat, and strangled them.
(Find., Nem., 1, A9, seq.
—Theocr., Idyll., 2A.—Apollod 2, 4.) Iphicles, on
attaining to manhood, was slain in battle during the
expedition against the sons of Hippocoon, who had
beaten to death GSonus, the son of Licymnius.
{Pausan., 3, 15, 4 )
Iphiclus, a king of Phylace in Phthiotis, whose
,

name

connected with one of the legends relative to
{Vid. Melampus.)
Iphicrates, an Athenian general, of low origin, but
He was most remarkable foi
distinguished abilities.
is

Melampus.

a happy innovation

upon the ancient routine of Greek

tactics, which he introduced in the course of that general war which was ended B.C. 387, by the peace of

This, like most improvements upon the
of warfare, consisted in looking, for each
individual soldier, rather to the means of offence than
protection.
Iphicrates laid aside the very weighty
panoply which the regular infantry, composed of Greek
citizens, had always worn, and substituted a light tarthe
get for the large buckler, and a quilled jacket for
coat of mail ; at the same time he doubled the length
Anialcidas.

earlier

mode

of the sword, usually worn thick and short, and increased in the same, or, by some accounts, in a greater
It appears that
proportion, the length of the spear.
the troops whom he thus armed and disciplined (not
Athenian citizens, who would hardly have submitted
to the necessary discipline, but mercenaries following
his standard, like the Free Companions of the middle
and that their faages) also carried missile javelins ;

vourite mode of attack was to venture within throw of
the heavy column, the weight of whose charge they
could not have resisted, trusting in their individual
When once the close order
to baffle
agility

pursuit.

column was broken, its individual soldiers were
overmatched by the longer weapons and unencumof the

IPH
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bereJ movements of the lighter infantry.

In this

way

Iphicrates and his targeteers (peltastse), as they were
called, gained so many successes, that the Peloponnesian infantry dared not encounter them, except the

Lacedaemonians, who
feared

the

targeteers

said, in scoff, that

as

children

fear

their allies

hobgoblins.

They were themselves, however, taught the value of
this new force, B.C. 392, when Iphicrates waylaid and
cut off nearly the whole of a Lacedaemonian battalion.
The loss in men was of no great amount; but that
heavy-armed Lacedaemonians should be defeated by
light-armed mercenaries was a marvel to Greece, and
a severe blow to the national reputation and vanity of
Sparta.
Accordingly, this action raised the credit of
He commanded afterward
Iphicrates extremely high.
in Egypt, at the request
Hellespont, B.C. 389
of the Persians, B.C. 374 ; relieved Corcyra in 373,
and served with reputation on other less important occasions.
have a life of this commander by Corin the

;

We

—

nelius Nepos.
Id.
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 4, 5, 13.
8, 34, scqq.—Id. ib., 6, 2, \3.—Diod. Sic, 15,

ib.,

4,

41.—

44.—Id., 16, 85.— Com. Nep., Vit. Ipkicr.)
Iphigenia, a daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra.
The Grecian fleet against Troy had assembut Agamemnon, having killed a deer
bled at Aulis
in the chase, boasted that he was superior in skill to
Diana, and the offended goddess sent adverse winds to
detain the fleet.
According to another account, the
Calstag itself had been a favourite one of Diana's.
chas thereupon announced, that the wrath of the goddess could only be appeased by the sacrifice of IphigeId., 15,

;

established the

Olympic games 470 years

after thett

It was not, however,
institution, or B.C. 884.
until 108 years after this (B.C. 776) that the custom

first

was introduced of inscribing in the gymnasium at
Olympia the names of those who had borne oflF the
The first whose name was thus
prize in the stadium.
inscribed was Corcebus.
{UArt de virifier les DateSy

167.— Pico^ Tabl. Chronol.,\o\. 1, p. 322.)
Ipsus, a city of Phrygia, near Synnada, in the plains
adjacent to which was fought the great battle between
Antigonus and his son Demetrius on the one side,
and the combined forces of Cassander, Lysimachus,
have no
Ptolemy, and Seleucus, on the other.
detailed account of this decisive conflict, in which

vol. 3, p.

We

lost all

Antigonus

conquests and his

his

life.

The

consult Plutarch in his life of Pyrrhus,
Appian in his history of Syria, and the mutilated narrative of Diodorus, as the best authorities to be procured.
Little, however, is to be gained from them
Hierocles (p. 677)
respecting the position of Ipsus.
and the Acts of Councils afford evidence of its having
been the see of a Christian bishop in the seventh and
" The site of
Ipsus," observes Reneighth centuries.
It is said to have been near Synnell, "is unknown.
nada, and there are certainly the remains of several
ancient towns and cities on the great road leading
from Synnada towards the Bosporus, and one of them
within a few miles of Synnada, to the N.W. ; but it
may be doubted whether Ipsus lay on that side of

reader

may

—

Synnada.

The contending armies approached each

other along the great road that led from Syria and Cilicia, through the centre of Asia Minor, towards Synnada but whether they met to the north or south of that

the daughter of the offender, and the father,
though most reluctant, was compelled to obey. The
maiden was accordingly obtained from her mother Cly- city is not known. A town named Sakli, and also
temnestra, under the pretence of being wanted for a Selcukter (probably from its ancient name of Seleucia),
union with Achilles ; and, having reached the Grecian is situated on the continuation of the great road, at
camp, was on the point of being sacrificed, when Di- about 25 miles from Synnada, to the southward, and
ana, moved with pity, snatched her away, leaving a precisely at the point of separation of the roads leading
The goddess carried her to Tauris, to Ephesus and to Byzantium, in coming from Syria.
hind in her place.
where she became a priestess in her temple. It was If Seleucus founded any city on occasion of his victhe custom at Tauris to sacrifice all strangers to Di- tory, one might suspect that the field of battle was
No
ana and many had been thus immolated under the near, or at, Sakli, from the above circumstance.
ministration of Iphigenia, when Orestes and his friend point was more likely for the opposing army from the
Pylades chanced to come thither, in obedience to the west to have taken post at, than at the meeting of
oracle at Delphi, which had enjoined upon the son of these roads, by which they commanded the passage
nia,

;

;

"

convey to Argos the statue of the
When Orestes and Pylades were

through a plentiful valley, shut up by ridges of hills
on both sides the line of communication as well in

brought as victims to the altar, Iphigenia, perceiving
them to be Greeks, offered to spare the life of one of
them, provided he would convey a letter for her to
Greece. This occasioned a contest between them,
which should sacrifice himself for the other, and it was

{Geography of Western
Asia,
Ira, I. a city of Messenia, in the north, towards the
confines of Elis, and near the river Cyparissus, comby some to have been one of the
monly

ended in Pylades' yielding to Orestes, and agreeing to
be the bearer of the letter a discovery was the consequence and Iphigenia accordingly contrived to carry
off the statue of Diana, and to accompany her brother
and Pylades into Greece. The story of Iphigenia has
been made by Euripides the subject of two plays, in
which, of course, several variations from the common
The name and story of Iphilegend are introduced.
Iphigenia is probably
genia are unnoticed by Homer.

cities

Agamemnon

to

Tauric Diana.

;

modern as

in ancient times."

vol. 2, p. 145, seqq.)

supposed
promised by Agamemnon to Achilles, if the latwould become reconciled to him. This is incorrect, as Homer names the place to which Agamemnon
alludes 'Iprj, and not Elpa.
Agamemnon promised
Achilles seven cities of Messenia, of which Ire (not
Ira) was one, and the poet describes all seven as lying
near the sea, whereas Ira was inland.
{Horn., II., 9,
This place is famous in history as having sup1.50.)
Lacedaemothe
ported a siege of eleven years against
She is the same with the nians. Its capture, B.C. 671, put an end to the seca mere epithet of Diana.
Diana-Orthia of Sparta, at whose altars the boys were ond Messenianwar.
{Strab., 360.
Sfeph. Byz., s. v.
It was probably this rite that caused IphiWe are informed by Sir W. Gell, that "there
'Iprj.)
scourged.
"
Virgin," to whom hu- are some ruins near a village called Kakoleiri, on the
genia to be identified with the
man victims were offered by the Tauri. {Herod., 4, left bank of the Neda, which sotne think those of Ira,
The story of Iphigenia would seem to have the capital of Messenia, in the time of Aristomenes."
103.)
been then invented to account for the similarity. Miil- (Ilin p. 84.) II. A city of Messenia, on the eastern
ler thinks that Lemnos was the original mythic Tau- shore of the Messenian Gulf, supposed to be the same
to the Euxine.
with Abia.
{Vid. Abia.)
ris, whence the name was transferred
Iren^us, a native of Greece, disciple of Polycarp,
{Dorians, vol. 1, p. 397, seqq.) The Homeric name
and bishop of Lyons, in France. The time of his
of Iphigenia is Iphianassa.
{Horn., II., 9, 144, seq.
birth, and the precise place of his nativity, cannot be
Heyne, ad loc. Compare Lucretius, 1, 86.)
Dodwell refers his birth to
Iphitus, I. a son of Eurytus, king of CEchalia. satisfactorily ascertained.
and thinks that he did
{Vid. Hercules, p. 598, col. 2.)— II. A king of Ehs, the reign of Nerva, AD. 97,
He re- not outlive the year 190. Grabe dates his birth about
son of Praxonides, in the age of Lycurgus.
:

ter

;

—

—

—

,

—
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the year 108.
Dupin says that he was born a little
On the
before the year 140, and died a martyr in 202.
the see of
martyrdom of Photinus, his predecessor in

ward of north, from Amasea to the Sinus Amiscnas.
Ptolemy allows N. 20° E. and 64 miles in distance.
Dr. Howell allows norlheast-by-norlh in his
map
mem- D'Anville north exactly." The same writer has the
Lyons, Irenasus, who had been a distinguished
ber of the church in that quarter, was appointed his following ingenious conjecture respecting the origin of
"M. D'Anville says that its name
successor in the diocese, A.D. 174, and presided in its ancient name.
Toumefort tells
that capacity at two councils held at Lyons, in one of is Jekil-Ermak, or the Green River.
which the Gnostic heresy was condemned, and in us that the Carmili River (the same with the Lycus,
the
He also went to Rome,
another the Quartodecimani.
larger branch) was of a deep red colour, from that
and disputed there publicly with Valentinus, Florinus, of the soil. May it not be, that, if the river was red at
some
afterward
he
seasons, and green (or fancied to be so) at othand Blastus, against whose opinions
He wrote on dif- ers, this may have occasioned the name of Iris, from
wrote with much zeal and ability.
ferent subjects
but, as what remains is in Latin, the Greeks 1"
{Geography <,/ Western Asia, vol. 1,
some supposed he composed in that language, and p. 356.)
Irus, a beggar of Ithaca, remarkable for his large
not in Greek.
Fragments of his works in Greek are,
His original name
however, preserved, which prove that his style was stature and his excessive gluttony.
was Arnaeus, but he received that of Irus, as being the
though clear and often animated. His opinions
;

;

simple,

He; suffered martyrconcerning the soul are curious.
dom about A.D. 202. From the silence of Tertullian, Eusebius, and others, concerning the manner of
his death, Cave, Basnage, and Dodwell have inferred
that he did not die by martyrdom, but in the ordinary
With these Lardner coincides.
course of nature.

The

best edition of his works

fol.,

1702.

is

that of Grabe, Oxon.,
series of six essays

Dodwell published a

on the writings of

this father of the church,

which he

by many historical references and remarks.
Irksus, a beautiful country in Libya, not far from
When Battus, in obedience to the oracle,
Cyrene.
was seeking a place for a settlement, the Libyans, who

illustrates

('Ipof, /card tov
Trapa to elpo), to \iyu) Kal u.T^ayyi'K'ku.
Eustath. ad Od., 18, 6.) Irus attempted to obstruct
the entrance of Ulysses into the palace, under the mean
disguise assumed by the latter on his return home, and
in presence of the whole court challenged him to fight.
Ulysses immediately brought him to the ground with a

messenger of the suiters of Penelope.
noLTirf/v,

{Od., 18, 1, seqq.)
single blow.
Is, a city about eight days' journey from Babylon,
to
Herodotus, near which flows a river ot
according

same nam©, which empties into the Euphrates.
With the current of this river, adds the historian, particles of bitumen descended towards Babylon, by means
were his guides, managed so as to lead him through it of which its walls were constructed. There are some
a town on
by night. Milton calls the name Irassa, for which he curious fountains, says Rennell, near Hit,

—

{Find , Pyth., 9, 185.
Herod., \, 158, seqq.)
Homer gives
Iris, I. the goddess of the rainbow.
not the slightest hint of who her parents were ; Hesiod, however, makes her the daughter of Thaumas
{Wonder), by the ocean-nymph Electra (Brightness),
no unapt parentage for the brilliant and wonder-exci{Theog., 265.) The office of
ting bow of the skies.
Iris in the Iliad is to act as the messenger of the king
and queen of Olympus a duty which Mercury performs in the Odyssey, in which poem there is not any

has the authority of Pindar.

;

mention made of

Iris.
There is little mention, also,
of the goddess in the subsequent Greek poets ; but,
is
she
whenever
spoken of, she appears quite distinct
from the celestial phenomenon of the same name. In
Callimachus {H. in Del., 216, seg.) and the Latin
to the service of Juno ; and
poets. Iris is appropriated

the

the Euphrates, about 128 miles above Hillah, reckoning the distance along the banks of the Euphrates.
This distance answers to eight ordinary journeys of a

There can be no doubt
caravan of 16 miles direct.
that this Hit is the Is of Herodotus, which should have
been written It. {Rennell, Geography of Herodotus,
461, ed. 1830.)
IsADAs, a young Spartan, who, when Epaminondas
and the Thebans had attacked Lacedaemon, and the
rushed
city was in danger of falling into their hands,
forth from his dwelling in a state of nudity, and newly
a
but
anointed with oil, having nothing
spear in one
hand and a sword in the other, and in this condition
contended valiantly against the foe. The Ephori hon-

vol. 1, p.

oured him with a chaplet for his gallant achievement,
but, at the same time, fined him 1000 drachmas for hav{Plut., Vit.
ing dared to appear without his armour.
by these last she is invariably (and we may even say Ages.) This story is introduced by Bludgell, in bis
" The mixture of virtue and vice in the
According paper upon
clumsily) confounded with the rainbow.
to the lyric poet Alcaeus, who is followed by Nonnus, human character."
{Spectator, No. 564.)
Iris was by Zephyrus the mother of Love.
{Alcceus,
IsiEus, an orator of Chalcis, in Euboea, who came
Nonnus, 31, 110, seq.) Ho- to Athens, and became there the pupil of Lysias, and
ap. Pint., Amator., 20.
mer styles Iris '' goldtoinged" {II., 8, 398.— Zi, 9, soon after the master of Demosthenes. ( Clinton, Fasti
185), the only line in the poet which makes against Hellenici, 2d ed., p. 1 17.) Dionysius of Halicarnassus
Voss's theory, that none of Homer's gods were winged. could not ascertain the time of his birth or death. So
that the vig{Mythnlog. Briefe, vol. 1, Br. 12, seqq.) The name much as this, however, appears certain,
Tris ('Iptf) is usually derived from elpcj, Ipu, '^to say,'''' our of his talent belonged to the period after the Pelothe time of
see
an etymology which suits the office of the goddess, ponnesian war, and that he lived to
and which accords with the view taken of the rainbow King Philip. His style bears a great resemblance to
in the Book of Genesis.
Hermann, however, renders that of Lysias. He is elegant and vigorous but DioIris by the Latin term Serlia, from eipu, "^o unite,^^ nysius of Halicarnassus does not find in him the simHe understands better than Lysthe rainbow being formed of seven united or blended plicity of the other.
of a discourse,
colours
"'Ipif, Scrtia, quod ex septcm coloribus con- ias the art of arranging the several parts
When we read the e.\position
scrfa est.'"
{Opusc, vol. 2, p. 179.
Keightley's but he is less natural.
artificial therein
Mythology, p. 200.)— II. A river of Pontus, rising on of a speech of Lysias, nothing appears
the confines of Armenia Minor, and flowing into the on the contrary, everything is studied in the orations
" One would believe
It receives many tributasea southeast of Amisus.
of Isaeus.
Lysias," adds Dionys"
one
what was false
ries, and near the end of its course passes through the ius,
though he were stating
The Turks call it the Tokatlu, cannot, without some feelmg of distrust, assent to Isaedistrict of Phanaroea.
"
Lysias
and near its mouth it is more usually styled Jekil-Er- us, even when he speaks the truth." Again
mak, or the Green River. "It has been a prevalent seems to aim at truth, but Isaeus to follow art the
effect."
to
other
produce
opinion among geographers, both ancient and modern," one strives to please, the
observes Rennell {Geography of Western Asia, vol. Dionysius farther remarks, that, in his opinion, with
and
energy of style {SetIsseus originated that vigour
I, p 269), "that the Iris made a course to the east-

—

;

:

—

;

;

:

:
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yorjyf) which his pupil Demosthenes carried to perfec*
tion.
(Dion. Hal., dc Isao judicium.
Op., ed Reiske,

— So

—

ol. 5. p. 613, seqq.)
far as the extact soecimens
of Isaeus enable us to form an opinion, this judgment
The perspicuity and artless simappears to be just.
but, on
plicity of the style of Lysias are admirable
reading Isasus, we feel that we have to do with a subtle
whose
and
a
close
reasoner,
disputant
arguments are
strong and pointed, but have too much the appearance
of studied effect, and for that reason often fail to convince.
The author of the Ufe of Issus, attributed to
Plutarch, mentions sixty-four orations of his, fifty of
which were allowed to be genuine. At present there
.are only eleven extant, all of which are of the forensic
class, and all treat of matters relating to wills, and the
succession to the property of testators or persons intestate, or to disputes originating in such matters.
These orations are valuable for the insight they give
us into the laws of Athens as to the disposition of
property by will and in cases of intestacy, and also as
to many of the forms of procedure.
The best edition
of the text of Isaeus is by Bekker, forming part of the
Oratores Atlici (1822-1823, 8vo, Berol.—Orat. Alt.,
vol. 3.)
The most useful edition, however, is that of
Schomann, Gryphisw., 1831, 8vo. Sir W. Jones has
It appeared in
given a valuable translation of Isaeus.
1779.
His version, however, extends only to ten of
the orations, the eleventh having been discovered since.
(Schiill, Hut. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 216.)— II. A native of
Assyria, likewise an orator, who came to Rome A.D.
;

—

—

He is greatly commended by Pliny the younger,
observes that he always spoke extempore, and
that his language was marked by elegance, unlaboured
ease, and great correctness. {Plin., Ep., 2, 3.)
Its ordinary name was
IsAPis, a river of Umbria.
the Sapis.
PloL, p. 64.) Its modern
(Strab., 216.
17.

who

—

appellation is the Savio. It rose not far from Sarsina,
and fell into the Adnatic to the northwest of the Rubicon.

{Lucan, 2, 406.)
IsAR and IsARA, I. now the Isere, a river of Gaul,
where Fabius routed the Allobroges. It rose in the
Graian Alps, and fell into the Rhodanus near Valentia,

—

modern Valence. II. Another, called the Otse,
which falls into the Seine below Paris. The Celtic
name of Briva Isarae, a place on this river, has been
the

translated into Pont-Oise.

IsAURA (ce or orum), the capital of Isauria, near the
confines of Phrygia. Strabo and Stephanus of Byzantium use the term as a plural one {rd 'laavpa)
Ammianus Marcellinus, however, makes it of the first declension (14, 8).
It was a strong and rich place, and
its inhabitants appear to have acquired their wealth, in
a great degree, by plundering the neighbouring regions.
The city was attacked by the Macedonians under Perdiccas, the inhabitants having put to death the governor set over the province by Alexander. After a brave
resistance, the Isaurians destroyed themselves and their
The conquerors are said to have obtaincity by fire.
ed much gold and silver from the ruins of the place.
{Diod. Sic, 18, 22.)
During the contentions between
Alexander's successors, the neighbouring mountain;

New Isaura he places on another iaite
Bet'Shehri.
southeast of the former, and terms it Sidt-Shehri,
Mannert opposes this position of the last, and is
favour of Sert-Serail, a small village east-northeast of

m

Iconium.

{Mannert, Anc. Geogr.,

vol. 6, part 2,
p.

188.)

Isauria, a country of Asia Minor, north of, and ad*
The inhabitants were a wild race,
jacent to, Pisidia.
remarkable for the violence and rapine which they exercised against their neighbours.
P. Servihus derived
from his reduction of this people the surname of Isauricus.
A conformity in the aspect of the country,

which was rough and mountainous, caused Cilicia
Trachea, in a subsequent age, to have the name of
Isauria extended to it, and it is thus denominated in
" With
the notices of the eastern empire.
respect to
" Strabo is not so
Isauria," observes Rennell,
explicit
as might have been wished ; but the subject, perhaps,
was not well known to him. He no doubt regards
Isauria as a province or a part of Pisidia at large
and
mentions its two capitals, the old and the new.
But
then he speaks of the expedition of Servilius, which
was sent to one of those cities, as a transaction connected with the modern or maritime Isauria
that is,
This may, perhaps, be explained by
Cilicia Trachea.
the circumstance of Servilius being at the time proconsul of Cilicia, and the expedition being prepared
and sent forth from Caycus, in that country, as a convenient point of outset.
But Strabo describes Cilicia
Trachea under its proper name, and fixes its boundary
westward at Coracesium, on the seacoast and therefore seems to have had no idea of any other Isauria
than that which lay inland.
The Isauria of Pliny includes both the original province of that name, lying
north of Taurus, and also Cilicia Trachea, which had
been added to the other possibly from the date of
the above-mentioned expedition of Servilius.
About
a century and a half had elapsed between the time of
and great changes had probably
Servilius and Pliny
taken place in the arrangement of boundaries of countries so lately acquired.
In later times, the name of
Isauria seems to have become appropriate to Cilicia
Trachea.
Ammianus Marcellinus wrote at so much
later a period, that one can hardly allow his descrip:

;

;

;

;

He describes
tion to apply to ancient geography.
Isauria as a maritime country absolutely ; and perhaps the original Isauria was not known by that name,
but merged into the larger province of Pisidia." {Geography of Western Asia, vol. 2, p. 73, seqq.)
Isauricus, a surname of P. Servilius, from his con-

—

{Ovid, Fast., 1, 594.
quests over the Isaurians.
Vid. Isaura and Isauria.)
Cic, Att., 5, 21.
IsiDORus, I. a native of Charax, near the mouth of
the Tigris, who published in the reign of Caligula a
"
(Uapdlat; ireptrjyTiTtKOv,)
Description of Parthia."
but we have a work remaining,
It no longer exists
which appears to be an extract from it, and is entitled
" Parthian
This
Halting-places."
^Tafifiol hapdcKoi,
work gives a list of the eighteen provinces into which
was
with
the
the Parthian empire
divided,
principal
places in each province, and the distances between
list
was
and
commenced
each
town.
The
from
taken
official
the
rebuilt
eers
probably
capital,
plundering
anew until they were reduced by Servilius, hence sty- records, such as appear, from the list of provinces,
A &c., in Herodotus, to have been kept in the ancient
led Isauricus, and the city was again destroyed.
new Isaura was afterward built by Amyntas, king of Persian empire. The production just referred to has
" GeGalatia, in the vicinity of the old city, and the stones been printed in the second volume of Hudson's
of this last were employed in its construction. (Strab., ographicB veteris Scriptores Greed Minores," with a
This new Isaura appears to have existed until dissertation by Dodwell. There is also a memoir on
691.)
the third century, when Trebellianus made it his res- Isidorus by Sainte-Croix, in the 50th volume of the
native of
He was Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c. II.
idence, and raised here the standard of revolt.
alain, and Isaura was probably again destroyed, since, jEgae, an epigrammatic poet, some of whose producin
the Anthology.
were in his time tions are preserved
(Jacobs, Anaccording to Ammianus, its remains
Treb. thai. Gr., vol. 3, p. 177; vol. 10, p. 329.)— III. Am
(Amm. MarcelL, I. c.
scarcely perceptible.
native
of
a
Bolbitine
in Egypt.
old
epigrammatic poet,
Polho, 30 Tyranni. c. 25.) D'Anville places the
native
about whose existence, however, (Jacobs, Anthol. Gr., vol. 10, p. 332.)— IV.
capital near a lake,
the modern name he makes of Miletus, a Greek architect of the sixth centunr*
the ancients are silent

—

;

—

A

—

A

;
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who, together, with Anthemius, was employed by
Justinian, emperor of the cast, to erect the church of
Anthemius merely laid
St. Sophia at Constantinople.
the foundation of the edifice, and was then arrested by
Isidorus was charged
the hand of death, A.D. 634.
This church is
with the completion of this structure.

and men, of faith, of heresies, of pagan philosophew,
of sibyls, of magicians, and of the gods of the heathen.
ninth book has for its subjects the different languages spoken among men, names of communities,

a square building, with a hemispherical cupola in the
centre, and its summit 400 feet from the pavement
This edifice, which was considered the most
below.

magnificent monument of the age, was scarcely finished before the cupola was thrown down by an earthBut Justinian had it immediately rebuilt.
quake.
On the taking of Constantinople by the Turks, the
St. Sophia was appropriated to the worship
V.
New Platoof the Mohammedan conquerors.
nist, a native of Gaza, who succeeded Hegias in the
chair of Athens, in the fifth century, or, rather, at the
He was a zealous follower of
beginning of the sixth.
Proclus, but deficient in talent and erudition, and,
soon
made
way for Zenodotus as his
consequently,
successor.
{Sckbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 116.)
VI.
native of Pelusium, a saint in the Roman
Catholic calendar, and one of the most celebrated of
He lived in the fifth
the disciples of Chrysostom.
century, professed the monastic life from his youth,
and composed some thousand epistles, of which two

church of

—

—

A

A

thousand and twelve remain,

and are
deemed valuable, especially for the information which
they contain in relation to points of discipline and for
in

five books,

The

The

ofEcial

dignities, relationships, affinities, marriages.
The last ten books explain and define a large number
of words, the origin of which is not generally known.
In these etymologies the author has no doubt committed a number of errors, neither has he displayed much
critical acumen in many of his remarks ; yet, notwithstanding these defects, his work is valuable on account
of the extracts from lost works which it contains, and
because it serves to show to what state of advance-

ment each of the sciences of which

it

treats

had

at-

tained among the ancients. Isidorus was also the author of a work entitled " De Differentiis sive proprieThe first of these is
tate verborum,^^ in three books.

taken from Agrcetius and other ancient grammarians ;
The
the second treats *' de differentiis spiritualibus.*^
third, more complete than the first, is arranged in alhave also various glossaries
phabetical order.
ascribed to Isidorus, of which has been formed a
small glossary, containing gramliber glossarum.
matical terms in Greek and Latin, was published for
the first time by Heusinger, in his second edition of
have to mention also a
Mallius Theodorus.
Chronicle by Isidorus, from the beginning of the world
to the fifth year of the reign of Heraclius, A.D. 615.
It is derived from ancient chronicles, and contains

We

A

—We

some new details respecting the period in
was composed. It is sometimes cited under

best edition is that of Schottus,
In 1738, Heumann attacked the authenticity of a part of these epistles, in a tract entitled
"
Isidori PelusiotcB maximam
con-

likewise

Another saint in the Roman Cathand a distinguished Spanish prelate towards the beginning of the seventh century, when he
succeeded his brother Leander in the see of Seville.
Hence he is commonly called Isidorus Hispalensis,
" Isidore of Seville." He
was, however, a native of
Carthago Nova (Carthagena), of which his father
He presided in a council
Severianus was governor.
and at the fourth national
held in that city, A.D. 619
council, A.D. 633, in which numerous regulations
were by his influence adopted, in order to reform ec-

Isidorus wrote also two abridged histories
of the Germanic tribes that settled in Spain during the
" De
fifth century ; one_entitled
historia, sive Chronica Golhorum ;" and the other, " Chronicon breve
regum Visigothorum.'^ The first is followed by an
on the Vandals and Suevi. Other works of

practical rules.

Paris, 1638,

fol.

partem

&c. — VII.

EpisloliB

fecta,^^

olic calendar,

;

He was

clesiastical discipline in Spain.

well acquaint-

ed with Greek and Hebrew, and was considered by
the council of Toledo as the most learned man of his
The style of his works, however, is not very
age.

which

it

the following titles
tor

Temporum ;

"

" Abbrevia" De
Temporibns ;"
De Sex mundi cetatibus ;" *' Ivuigo
:

Mundi.''"'

appendix

"A Treatise on EcclesiastiWriters ;" " Sentences ;" " Commentaries on the
"
Historical Books of the Old Testament ;"
Scriptural
" A Book of
Poems, or Prolegomena to
Allegories ;"
"
Treatise on Ecclesiastical Disthe

Isidorus are as follows

:

cal

A

Scriptures ;"

which he mentions seven prayers of the
sacrifice still to be found in the Mosarabic mass, whiclx
is the ancient Spanish liturgy, of which Isidorus was

cipline," in

A

clear, and his judgment appears to have been very defective.
died A.D. 636.
Isidorus was the au-

collection of canons, attributhe principal author.
ted to this Isidorus, were by a later priest of the same
name, Isidore of Seville, who is more admired by later

thor of

churchmen

—

He

His

many works,

chiefly,
is

principal production

however, compilations.
"
Books

entitled

Twenty

of Origins and Etymologies" {Originum sive Etymologiarum Libri XX.). Death prevented him from
this, and it was completed by his friend
It contains far more
Braulio, bishop of Saragossa.
than the title would seem to promise, and is, in fact,

finishing

a species of encyclopaedia, or a summary of
sciences cultivated at that period.
The first

divided into

all

the

book

chapters, of which the

is

for

and is
learning than discrimination,

much

being
frequently ranked among musical writers,
said by him on the introduction of music into the
of
the
edition
The best
church, in his divine offices.

works of Isidorus is that of Arevali, Romse, 17971803, 2 vols fol. The best edition of the Origines
of Lindeis that of Otto,
forming the third volume
mann's Corpus Grammaticorum Latinonim, Lips.,
1833, 4to.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Ram., vol. 3, p. 180,

first

seqq.—Id. ib., vol. 3, p. 333.)
and
connected with grammar.
Isis, one of the chief deities of the Egyptians,
The remaining five have reference to matters connected the sister and spouse of Osiris. She was said to have
The second book is devoted principally first taught men the art of cultivating corn, and was
with history.
Hence the
to rhetorical subjects
it contains also an introduction
regarded as the goddess of fecundity.
of Isis in
to philosophy, and a system of Dialectics after
Porphy- cow was sacred to her. The annual festival
The third book treats Egypt lasted eight days, during which a general pariry, Aristotle, and Victorinus.
of arithmetic, music, and astronomy.
The fourth fication took place. The priests of the goddess were
book is devoted to medicine. The fifth book con- bound to observe perpetual chastity their heads were
was often
tains jurisprudence and
chronology together with a shaved, and they went barefoot. This deity
She
a cow.
species of historical summary, terminating at the sixth represented as a woman with the horns of
In the sixth book, also appears with the lotus on her head and the sisyear of the reign of Heraclius.
the author
himself with the
with li- trum in her hand
and in some instances her head is
forty-three

thirty-eight explain terms

;

;

;

Bible,
occupies
and manuscripts ; he speaks of canons, of
he then explains the paschal
cycle, the calendar, and the festivals of the church.
The sevtrUh and eighth books treat of God, of angels

braries

gospels, and councils

;

:

seen covered with a hood.

ornaments of Egyptian

Heads of

capitals

Isis are frequent

on the

pillars

of the

Isis passed mto foreign
temples.— As the worship of
and many foreigo
lands, it assumed a foreign character

ISIS.

ISIS.

atlrioutes, as we see from the Greek and Roman writers.
Sometimes she is represented like Diana of

1

'

Ephesus, the universal mother, with a number of
breasts.
The mysterious rites of Isis were probably
in their
on one of her statues was
origin symbolical
this inscription, " I am all that has been or that shall
be ; no mortal has hitherto taken off my veil." But
the Isiac rites, transplanted to Italy, became a cloak
for licentiousness, and they were repeatedly forbidden
at Rome.
Tiberius caused the images of Isis to be
thrown into the Tiber ; but the worship subsequently
revived, and Juvenal speaks of it in an indignant strain.
^The Isiac Table in the Turin Museum, which is
supposed to represent the mysteries of Isis, has been
judged by Champollion to be the work of an uninitiated
artist, little acquainted with the true worship of the
(Congoddess, and probably of the age of Hadrian.
sult Plutarch's treatise on Isis and Osiris, ed. Wyttenb., vol. 2, p. 441.
Pausan.,
Herod., 2, 41, seqq.
2, 13, 7.— Id., 10, 32, 13 )— The legend of Isis and
Osiris may be found in full detail in Creuzer {Sym;

—

—

—

—

bolik, vol. 1, p. 258,55^5'.),

On

comparing the

differ-

ent explanations given by Plutarch and other ancient
writers, it will appear that Osiris is the type of the active, generating, and beneficent force of nature and the
elements Isis, on the contrary, is the passive force,
the power of conceiving and bringing forth into life in
the sublunary world.
Osiris was particularly adored
in the sun, whose rays vivify and impart new warmth
to the earth, and who, on his annual return in the
;

He

spring, appears to create anew all organic bodies.
also in the Nile, the cause of Egyptian fer-

was adored

Isis

tility.

eral

;

or, in

was the earth, or sublunary nature in gena more confined sense, the soil of Egypt

inundated by the Nile, the principle of all fecundity,
the goddess of generation and production.
United to
one another, Osiris and Isis typify the universal Being,
the soul of nature, the Pantheus of the Orphic verses.
In
{Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 806.)
accordance with this general view of the subject are
" Isis was the same with the
the remarks of Knight

—

:

goddess of generation, except that by the later Egyptians the personification was still more generalized, so

comprehend universal nature whence Apuleius
invokes her by the names of Eleusinian Ceres, Celestial
Venus, and Proserpina and she answers him by a
I am,' says she,
general explanation of these titles.
'
Nature, the parent of things, the sovereign of the elements, the primary progeny of time, the most exalted
of the deities, the first of the heavenly gods and goddesses, the queen of the shades, the uniform countenance ; who dispose with my rod the numerous lights
of heaven, the salubrious breezes of the sea, and the
as to

;

;

*

mournful silence of the dead whose single deity the
whole world venerates in many forms, with various
rites and many names.
The Egyptians, skilled in ancient lore, worship me with proper ceremonies, and
"
true
me
call
name. Queen Isis.'
by my
{ApiU., Met.,
This universal character of the goddess
11, p. 257.)
to
have
been
subsequent to the
appears, however,
;

Macedonian conquest, when a new modification of the
ancient systems of religion and philosophy took place
at Alexandrea, and spread itself gradually over the
The statues of this Isis are of a composition
world.
and form quite different from those of the ancient
Egyptian goddess ; and all that we have seen are of

The original Egyptian
sculpture.
merely the animal symbol of the cow
humanized, with the addition of the serpent disc, or
some other accessory emblem but the Greek and
Roman figures of her are infinitely varied, to sig-

Greek

or

Roman

Isis
figure of

is

:

attributes of universal power.
The allegorical tale*
of the loves and misfortunes of Isis and Osiris are an

exact counterpart of those of Venus and Adonis {Suid.,
s. V. diayvu/ncjv), which
signify the alternate exertion
of the generative and destructive attributes.
(Enquiry into the Symb. Lang., &.c., ^ 1 18, 119.) The Disa
or Isa of the north was represented by a conic figure
enveloped in a net, similar to the cortina of Apollo on
the medals of Cos, Chersonesus in Crete, Neapolis in
but, instead of having the
Italy, and the Syrian kings
;

serpent coiled round it as in the first, or some symbol
or figure of Apollo placed upon it as in the rest, it is
terminated by a human head.
{01. Rudbeck, Atlant.,
vol. 2, c. 5, p. 219.)
This goddess is unquestionably
the Isis
the ancient Suevi, according to Taci-

whom

tus,

the

worshipped {Germ.,
first

name appears

to

c. 9)

;

be an

for the initial letter of
article or prefix joined

to it ; and the Egyptian Isis was occasionally represented enveloped in a net, exactly as the Scandinavian
goddess was at Upsal. {Isiac Table, and 01. RudThis goddess is delineated on
beck, Atlant., p. 209,)
the sacred drums of the Laplanders, accompanied by
a child, similar to the Horus of the Egyptians, who so
often appears in the lap of Isis on the religious monuments of that people. The ancient Muscovites also
worshipped a sacred group, composed of an old woman
with one male child in her lap, and another standing
by her, which probably represented Isis and her offThey had likewise another idol, called the
spring.
golden heifer, which seems to have been the animalsymbol of the same personage. {01. Rudbeck, Atlant., p. 512, seqq.
lb., p. 280,
Knight, Enquiry

—

into the
tions

on the name

—

For some specula195.)
of Isis, Jablonski may be consulted.

Symb. Lang.,

^

{Panth. JEgypt., 2, 29.—Jc/. Opusc., 1, *. v.) Isi»
"
received, as is well known, the names of
Lady,"
"
"
"
Nurse," &c., common to
Mistress,"
Mother,"

Her favourite name,
other Egyptian deities.
^^
" She that has ten thouhowever, is Myrionyma,^'' or
sand names."
Creuzer finds an analogy between the
Egyptian Osiris and Isis, and the Hindu Isa and Isan\
or Isi; and this analogy displays itself not only in
xheir respective attributes and offices, but also in the
" Lord" and
they are the
meaning of their names
"
Lady," two titles of almost all great popular diviaties among the pagan nations both of ancient and moaThe different forms of the Egyptian year,
ern times.
and the successive efforts made to correct the calendar, could not fail to produce considerable variations
in the legend of Isis and Osiris, v/hich had itself been
founded originally on a normal period. In this way,
perhaps, we may explain the double death of Osiris,
and regard it as typifying those variations that were
many

;

the necessary result of the vague state of the year.
The principal festivals of Egypt, moreover, established,
like those of most other nations, after the natural
epochs of the year, found at once in the popular myThe
thology their commentary and their sanction.
these, called ihe festival (the lamor the disappearance (death) of
Osiris, commenced on the 17th of the month Athyr,
or the 13th of November, according to Plutarch : it

most solemn one of
entations)

was

of

Isis,

a festival of

mourning and

tears,

{Pluc.,de

Is.

39, 69, p. 501, 549. ed. Wyttenb.— CreuTowards the
zer, Comment. Herod., p. 120, seqq.)
winter solstice was celebrated the finding of Osiris ;

et

Os.,

c,

and on the seventh of Tybi, or the second of January,
A few days after,
the arrival of Isis from Phoenicia.
the festival of Osiris found (a second time) united the
cries of gladness on the part of all Egypt to the pure

The festival of grainIsis herself.
joy e.Tperienced by
symbols the various attributes of uni- sowing and that of the burial of Osiris ; the festival
In this character she is confounded of his resurrection, at the period when the young
with the personifications of Fortune and Victory, blade of grain began to show itself out of the ground;
which are, in reality, no other than those of Provi- the pregnancy of Isis, the birth of Harpocrates, to
ience, and, therefore, occasionally decked with all the whom were offered the first fruits of the approaching

nify by various
versal nature.

ISO

ISOCRATES.

the festival of the Pamylia ; all these fell in
d great period embracing the one half of the year, from
the autumnal equinox to that of the spring, at the
commencement of which latter season was celebrated
little before
the feast of the purification of Isis.
rhis the
solemnized, at the new moon of
harv-Gst

;

A

Egyptians
Phamenoth (March), the entrance of Osiris into the
Mnon, which planet he was believed to fecundate,
that it might, in its turn, fecundate the earth.
(Plut.,
of July),
lb.)
Finally, on the 30th of Epiphi (24th

the festival of the birth of Horus took place (of Horus
the representative of Osiris, the conqueror of Typhon),
in the second great period, extending from the month
Pharmuthi (27ih of March) to Tholh (29th of August),
when the year recommenced.
{Creuzer, Symholik,

On acteachers were Gorgias, Prodicus and Tisias.
count of his weak voice and natural timidity, he was
but he applied himself
reluctant to speak in public
with the greatest ardour to instruction in the art of
Hi« suceloquence and preparing orations for others.
;

cess as a rhetorical instructer was most brilliant.
He
taught at both Chios and Athens, and some of the
orators
of
as
such
Greece,
Issbus, Lycurgus,
greatest

Hyperides, and, according to some accounts, DemosHence Cithenes, formed themselves in his school.
cero compares this school of his to the wooden borse
at Troy : since the latter contained the most famous
chieftains of the Greeks, the former the leaders in elo-

quence. {De Orat.,2, 22.) Although he never filled
any public station, yet he rendered himself useful to
his country by the discourses which he published on
note 3, GuigniaiU, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 801.)
IsMARUs (Ismara, plar.), a mountain of Thrace near various topics of a political character. He is said to
180
the mouth of the Hebrus, covered with vineyards. have charged one thousand drachmse (nearly
This part of Thrace was famous for its wines. Ulys- dollars) for a complete course of oratorical instruction,
one who found fault with
«es, in the Odyssey, is made to speak in commenda- and to have said to some
tion of some wine given him by Maron, the priest of the largeness of the amount, that he would willingly
Ismarus was situated in the territory of the give ten thousand drachmae to any one who should imApollo.
Cicones, whose capital was also called by the same part to him the self-confidence and the command of
name. Homer (Orf., 1, 40) makes Ulysses to have voice requisite in a public orator. The orations of
taken and plundered this city ; but the natives coming Isocrates were either sent to the persons to whom
down from the interior in great force, he was driven they were addressed, for their private perusal, or they
Ismarus were intrusted to others to deliver in public. He is said
off with severe loss both of men and ships.
Isocrates treated
to have delivered only one himself.
is only known to later writers as a mountain celebrated
for its wine, which indeed Homer himself alludes to of great moral and political questions, and his views
in another passage.
{Od., 1, 197.
Virg., Georg., 2, are distinguished by a regard for virtue, and an averIn his childhood
sion to all meanness and injustice.
37.)
IsMGNE, I. a daughter of CEdipus and Jocasta, who, Isocrates was the companion of Plato, and they rewhen her sister Antigone had been condemned to be mained friends during their whole lives. He had a
After the death of that
buried alive by Creon for giving burial to her brother great veneration for Socrates.

—

Polynices, against the tyrant's positive orders, declared
herself as guilty as her sister, and insisted upon being

—Apollod.,
Antig.

{Soph.,
punished along with her.
n. A daughter of the river Asopus, who mar3, 5.)
ried the hundred-eyed Argus, by whom she had lasus.
(ApoUod., 2, 1.)
IsMENiAs, I. a celebrated musician of Thebes.
When he was taken prisoner by the Scythians, Atheas, the king of the country, observed, that he liked the
neighing of his horse better than all the music of IsH. A Theban genermenias.
{Plut. in Apophth.)
al, sent to Persia on an embassy by his countrymen.
As none were admitted into the king's presence without prostrating themselves at his feet, Ismenias had
recourse to artifice to avoid performing an act which
would render him degraded in the eyes of his countrymen, and yet, at the same time, not to offend against the
When he was introduced he
customs of Persia.
dropped his rin^-, and the motion he made to recover
it from the
ground being mistaken for the required
homage, Ismenias had a satisfactory audience of the
monarch. {JSlian, V. H., 1, 21.)
IsMENUs, I. a son of Apollo and Melia, one of the

—

—

Nereides, who gave his name to a river of Boeotia,
11. A river of Boeotia, in the immediate
near Thebes.
It was sacred
vicinity of Thebes, at the foot of a hill.
to Apollo, hence called Ismenius, who had a temple
here.
{Find., Pyth., 11, Q>.—Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 19.)

—

The Ismenus

is

more frequently alluded

to in

tion with the celebrated fountain of Dirce.

conjunc{Eurip.,

5.— Id.,

Phocn., 830.— Here, Fur. ,572.— lb.,
Dodwell observes, that
Isthm.,6, 108.)
the Ismenus has less pretensions to the title of a river
than the Athenian Ilissus, for it has no water except

Bacch.,

7S\.— Find.,

when

becomes

a torrent, and rushes into the Lake of Hylika, about four miles west of
Thebes. {Tcmr, vol. 2, p. 268.) Sir.
Cell states
that it is usually dry, from its being made to furnish

after

heavy

rains,

it

W.

water to several fountains.
vol. 2, p.

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

229, seqq.)
IsocRATEs, a distinguished orator, or, rather, oratorical writer, bom at Athens, B.C 436.
His principal

4 3

distinguished philosopher, which filled his scholars
with fear and horror, he alone had the courage to apHe gave another proof of his courpear in mourning.

age by publicly defending Theramenes, who had been
Isocrates was parproscribed by the thirty tyrants.
and an harticularly distinguished for a polished style
monious construction of his sentences. In Cicero's
it was he who first gave to prose writing its
due rhythm. The art of Isocrates is always apparent,

opinion,

a circumstance which, of itself, diminishes in some
degree the effect of his writings, and is almost inconThe address to Desistent with vigour and force.
monicus, for example, is an almost uninterrupted series of antitheses.
Though he falls far below the

masgreat orator of Athens, Isocrates is still a perfect
ter in the style which he has adopted, and has well
merited the high encomiums of Dionysius of Halicarnassus for the noble spirit and the rectitude of purpose
which pervade all his writings. The composition, reand repeated polishing of his speeches occulittle.
His celepied so much time that he published
vision,

"

brated
Panegyrical Oration," for example, is said to
The politics of
have occupied him ten whole years.
He was a friend of peace
Isocrates were conciliatory.
he repeatedly exhorted the Greeks to concord among
themselves, and to turn their arms against their com-

—

;

mon

enemies, the Persians.

Macpdon

He

addressed Philip of
peace with Ath-

in a similar strain, after his

ens (B C. 346), exhorting him to reconcile the states ^
of Greece, and to unite their forces against Persia.
He kept up a correspondence with Philip, and two of
his epistles to that prince are still extant, as well as
one which he wrote to the then youthful Alexander,
in his studies.
him on his

proficiency
violent partisan, he proved, however, a
warm-hearted patriot ; for, on receiving the news of
the battle of Chteronea, he refused to take food for

congratulating

Though no

several days, and thus closed his long and honourable
In Plucareer at the age of ninety-eight, B.C. 338.
tarch's time sixty orations went under his name, not.

—

half of

Iv-one
'

which were, however, deemed genuine. Tweanow remain. Of these, the most remarkable
6S9
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is the discourse entitled Uav7j}'vpiK6<:,
Panegyricus,
or " Panegyrica! Oration," i. e a discourse pronounced
The
before the assembled people.
Panegyric of Isocrates was delivered at the Olympic games, and was
,

written in the time of the Lacedaemonian ascendancy.
He exhorts the Lacedaetnonians and Athenians to vie
with each other in a noble emulation, and to unite

an expedition against Asia ; and he deeloquently on the merits and glories of the
Athenian commonwealth, on the services it had rentheir forces in

ject, to mortify the sophist and make his
4. TlavadTjvacKog, Panathenuicus.
ure.

—

work a

fail-

Andlogeon

one of the best pieces of Isocrates,
the Athenians
but which has reached us in a defective state
have likewise from the pen of Isocrates eight discour-

—We

;

—

ses of a legal nature, or Xoyoc 6lkuvlkol.
1. Il/laraiKoq, Complaint of the inhabitants of Plataa against
the Thebans.
2. Uepl T^q uvTidooeijig, " Of the ex-

—

dered to Greece, and on its high intellectual cultivawhile he defends it from the charges, urged by
its enemies, of tyranny by sea, and of oppression to-

changing of property with another." According to
the Athenian laws, the ihree hundred richest citizens
were obliged to equip triremes, furnish the commonwealth with necessary supplies of money, &c.
If any
person appointed to undergo one of these duties could

wards

find

scants

tion

;

another citizen of better substance than himself
the list, then the informer was excused
and the other put in his place.
If the person named,
however, denied that he was the richer of the two,
then they exchanged estates.
Isocrates, haying acquired great riches, had twice to undergo this species
The
of prosecution.
first time he was defended
by
his adopted son Alphareus, and gained his cause
the
second time he was attacked by a certain Lysimachus,
was unsuccessful in his defence, and compelled to
The present discourse was delivered
equip a trireme.
It has reached
by Isocrates on this latter occasion.
us in an imperfect state, but has been completed in
lonia, or Heraclea in Pontus, who was a disciple of our own days by the discoveries of a modern scholar,
and Isocrates the friend of Moustoxydes. 3. Tiepl tov ^cvyouf. A pleading rethe Athenian philosopher
One thing is certain, specting a team of horses, pronounced for the son of
Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
4. Tpane^iTiKOf;, a pleading against the
that Harpocration cites a discourse of the Apollonian Alcibiades.
Isocrates, under the title of Uapatveaic Trpog Arjfidv- banker Pasion, pronounced by the son of Sopaeus, who
Pasion had
iKov, and it is not probable that the master and his had confided a sum of money to his care.
5. Hapaypac^iKog npoq KaX/iifidisciple would have written exhortations addressed to denied the deposite.
'^
As regards the third Isocrates axov. An actio translativa" against Callimachus.
the same individual.
it is
very doubtful whether he ever 6. AlyivTjTiKog, a pleading pronounced at ..^gina in a
just mentioned,
2. Ylpog N//c6/cAea, Discourse addressed to matter of succession.
7. Kara tov Aox^'ov, a pleadexisted.
Nicocles II., son of Evagoras, and prince of Salamis ing against Lochites for personal violence against a cer3.
in Cyprus, on the art of reigning.
have
Nf/co/cA^f, Nic- tain individual whose name is not given.
8. 'Afidprvpoq,
ocles, a discourse composed for this prince, to be pro- only the second part of this discourse.
nounced by him. and treating of the duties of subjects or Upbg Evdvvovv vTrep Nikiov, '* Pleading for Nicias
towards their sovereigns.
Nicocles is said to have against EuthynusV The latter was a faithless depresented Isocrates, in return, with twenty talents. positary, who reckoned on the impossibility of proving
This piece is sometimes cited under the name of the a certain deposite through want of witnesses to the
have finally a discourse of Isocrates
Cyprian Discourse, KvTrpiog Xoyo^. Five other dis- transaction.
1.
courses of Isocrates are of the deliberative kind.
against the Sophists (Acara tCov go^iotuv), which
The Panegyric, of which we have already spoken.
must be placed in a class by itself. There was also a
" Discourse address- work on Rhetoric
2. ^iXnnroc, or ITpof ^ITinnrov,
composed by him, more commonly
ed to Philip of Macedon,^' to induce him to act as me- called a l^exvr], " Theory." Cicero states that he was
diator between the Greek cities, and to make war unable to procure this work {De Invent., 2, 2): it is

its colonies.
Among the other twenty discourses of Isocrates, there are three of the parenetic
or moral kind: 1. Ilpng AtjuSvikov, ''Discourse addressed to Demonicus,^^ the son of Hipponicus, who,
with his brother Callias, belonged to the highest class
It consists of moral precepts
of Athenian citizens.
for the conduct of life and the regulation of the dethe
of
Many critics have thought
young.
portment
that this piece, abounding with excellent morality, and
resembling an epistle rather than a discourse, is not
the work of the Athenian Isocrates, but of one of two
other orators of the same name, of whom mention is
made by the ancient writers, namely, Isocrates of Apol-

who was not on

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

—

— We

—

against Persia.

—

3.

'Apxi^Q-fioc,

Archidamus

.

Under

the name of this prince, who afterward ascended the
throne of Sparta, the orator endeavours to persuade
the Lacedaemonians, after the battle of Mantinea, not
4 'ApeioTrayiTtao^, Areopato relinquish Messenia.
One of the best discourses of Isocrates. In
giticus.
It he counsels the Athenians to re-establish the constitution of Solon, as modified by Clisthenes.
5. Tiepl
"
"
dpfjvri^, 7j avfifiaxiKO^,
Of Peace," or, Respecting
In this discourse, pronounced after the
the Allies.''*
commencement of the social war, Isocrates advises
the Athenians to make peace with the inhabitants of
have also four
Chios, Rhodes, and Byzantium.
discourses by this writer that fall under the head of

—

—

{Inst. Or., 3, 1, et 14.)
text is that of Bek-

by Quintilian
— Thehowever,
best edition of the Greek
cited,

ker,

forming part of his Oratores Attici.

1822-1823, %\o.—Oral.

Att., vol. 2.)

{Berol.,

The two most

useful editions are, that of Lange, Hal., 1803, 8vo,
and that of Coray, Paris, 1807, 8vo, forming the second volume of the 'BiST^.LodrjKrj 'E?i1t]vik^. This last
is based upon a MS. brought from Italy to France,
which is the earliest one extant of our author. Coray's edition is

accompanied with very learned notes,

and may, upon

the whole, be regarded as the <:diThe editions of Battie, Cantab., 1729,
optima.
2 vols. 8vo, and of Auger, Paris, 1782, 3 vols. 8vo,
are not remarkable, especially the latter, for a very accurate text.
viz., 1. Evayopag, Evagoras
Auger's work abounds with typographilloges {hyKoiiLaoTLKoi)
A funeral oration on Evagoras, king of Cyprus, and cal errors, and he is also charged with a careless colThe best edition of the Panegyricus
father of Nicocles, who had been assassinated, 01. lating of MSS.
2. 'E?JvTig hyK^fiLov, Eloge on Helen, a is that of Morus and Spohn, with the notes and addi101, 3.
3. BoiiCTtptf, Butions of Baiter, Lips., 1831, 8vo.
In the preface of
piece full of pleasing digressions.
The Grecian mythology speaks of this son of this edition (p. xxxi), there are some very just remarks
siris.
in
and
of
who
Greek
text
Bekker.
have already alon the
reigned
Egypt,
Neptune and Lysianassa,
Her- luded to the completing of the oration Tiepl avTidoaecoq,
introduced into that country human sacrifices.
The by Moustoxydes. This scholar found a perfect MS. of
cules delivered the earth from this monster.
written on Busiris ; Isocrates, the discourse in question in the Ambrosian Library at
sophist Polycrates had
who hated him because he had published an accusa- Milan, and published an edition of the entire piece in
It is, however, very inaccurately
tion of Socrates, wished, in treating of the same sub- 1812 at Milan.
tio

We

:

—

—

— We
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more correct edition was published by
1814, 8vo, with a double commentary,
critical and philological, in German ; and also a smaller edition, containing merely the Greek text with vaThese two editions are more accurious readings.
rate than that of Milan.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
printed.
Orellius, in

a native of Cyrene, who flourished under
Suidas makes him to have
of Egypt.
been a disciple of (Jallimachus.
Besides his 'ArriKu,
in sixteen books, he left a number of other works, on

IsTBR,

I.

III.

Ptolemy

IssA, one of the smallest of the Dalmatian islands,
It is mentioned by
but the best known in history.

A few fragments only reEgypt, Argolis, Elis, &.c.
main, which were collected and published with those
of Demon, another historian, by Siebelis and Lenz,
II. The name of the eastern part
Lips., 1812, 8vo.
of the Danube, after its junction with the Savus or
The term is evidently of Teutonic or GerSaave.

Scylax as a Greek colony

man

Scymnus

IsthmTa, sacred games among the Greeks, which
received their name from the Isthmus of Corinth, where
they were observed.
They were instituted in honour

2, p. 208, seqq.
2, p.

—Hoffmann,

Lex. Bibliograph-t

vol.

620.)

to
(p. 8), which, according
of Chios, was sent from Syracuse (v. 412).
Issa is often alluded to by Polybius in his account of
the Iliyrian war.
It was attacked by Teuta ; but the
siege was raised on the appearance of the Roman fleet,
and the inhabitants immediately placed themselves
under the protection of that power. {Appian, Illyr.,
7.
It became afterward a constant
Polyb., 2, 11.)
station for the Roman galleys in their wars with the
In Caesar's time
{Liv., 43, 9.)
kings of Macedon.
the town appears to have been very flourishing, for it

—

"

nobilissimum earum regionum oppidunC
styled
{B. Alex., 47), and Pliny. informs us that the mhabitants were Roman citizens.
Athe(Plin., 3, 21.)
is

naeus states that the wine of this island

teemed (1, 22). Its present name
mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 44.)
IssKDoNEs, the principal nation

was much

es-

is

Lissa.

{Cra-

in

Serica,

whose

metropolis was Sera, now Kantscku, in the Chinese
This
province of Shen-Si, without the great wall.
the
city has been erroneously confounded with Pekin,
They
capital of China, which is 300 leagues distant.
had also two towns, both called Issedon, but distin-

guished by the epithets of Serica and Scythica. {Ptol.
—Bischoff und Midler, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 649.)
Issus, a town of Cilicia Campestris, at the foot of
the main chain of Amanus, and nearly at the centre
of the head of the gulf to which it gave its name (Issicus Sinus).
Xenophon describes Issus {'Icraoi, in the
a considerable town in his time.
Cyrus
remained here three days, and was joined by his fleet
from the Peloponnesus. These ships anchored close
to the shore, where Cyrus had his quarters.
(Anab.,
plural) as

—

—

Diod.
1. 4.
Compare Arrian, Exp. Alex., 2, 7.
Sic, 17, 32.) Issus was famous for the victory gained
The error on the
here by Alexander over Darius.
part of the Persian monarch was in selecting so conThe breadth of
tracted a spot for a pitched battle.
the plain of Issus, between the sea and the mountains,
appears from Callisihenes, quoted by Polybius, not to
exceed fourteen stadia, less than two miles, a space
very inadequate for the manoeuvres of so large an army as that of Darius. The ground was, besides, broken, and intersected by many ravines and torrents
which descended from the mountains. The principal
one of these, and which is frequently mentioned in the
narrative of this momentous battle, is the Pinarus.
The two armies were at first drawn up on opposite
banks of this stream Darius on the side of Issus, AlA clear notion of the whole
exander towards Syria.
aflfair may be obtained from the narratives of Arrian,
Curtius, and Plutarch, and from the critical remarks
The
of Polybius on the statement of Callisthenes.
;

town of

Issus, in Strabo's time,

was only a small place

Stephanus says it was
called Nicopolis, in consequence of the victory gained
Strabo, however, speaks
by Alexander (s. v. 'laaog).
of Nicopolis as a distinct place from Issus.
Cicero
reports that, during his expedition against the mountaineers of Amanus, he occupied Issus for some days.
{Ep. ad Att., 5, 20.) Issus was also remarkable, at a

with a port.

{Strab., 676.)

later day, for the defeat of

Niger by Severus.

The

modern Aiasse appears

to correspond to the site of the
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 359,

ancient town.

*eqq

—Compare Rennell, Geography of Western Asia,

vol. 2, p.

94

)

—

origin {Oslen, "east").

who was changed into a sea-deity when
mother Ino had thrown herself into the sea with
him in her arms. After they had been celebrated for
of Melicertes,
his

some time with great regularity, an interruption took
of which they were re-estabplace, at the expiration
lished by Theseus in honour of Neptune. These games
were celebrated every five years. {Alex, ab Alex.,
"When Corinth was destroyed by
Gen.
5, 8.)
Mummius, the Roman general, they were still observed
With the usual solemnity, and the Sicyonians were intrusted with the superintendence, which had been before one of the privileges of the ruined Corinthians.
Combats of every kind were exhibited, and the victors
were rewarded with garlands of pine leaves. Some
time after the custom was changed, and the victor received a crown of dry and withered parsley. At a subsequent period, however, the pine again was adopted.
(Consult, for the reason of these changes, the remarks

P

,

—

of Plutarch, Sympos., 5, 3.
Op., ed. Reiske, vol. 8,
p. 687, seqq.)
Isthmus, a small neck of land which joins a country
to another, and prevents the sea from making them
separate, such as that of Corinth, called often the Isthmus by way of eminence, which joins Peloponnesus
to Greece.
{Vid. Corinthi Isthmus.)
IsTttiA or Hi STRIA, a peninsula lying to the west
of Liburnia, and bounded on the south and west by
the Adriatic.
It was anciently a part of Illyricum.
Its circuit and shape are accurately described and defined by Strabo (314) and Pliny (3, 19).
Little is
known respecting the origin of the people but an old
geographer describes them as a nation of Thracian
:

{Scymn. Ch., Perieg., 390), and this opinion
seems at least to have probability in its favour. There
race

is little to interest in the account of the wars
waged
it is
by the Romans against this insignificant people
to be found in Livy (41, 1, seqq.)
they were comAugustus included
pletely subjugated A.U.C. 575.
;

:

Istria in Cisalpine Gaul, or rather Italy, removing the
limit of the latter country from the river Formio {Ri-

The
{Plin., 3, 18.)
sano) to the little river Arsia.
Greeks, in their fanciful mythology, derived the name
of Istria from that oi the Ister or Danube ; they conveyed the Argonauts from the Euxine into the Ister,
and then, by an unheard-of communication between
this river and the Adriatic, launched their heroes into
6.
Strathe waters of the latter.
( Scylax, Peripl.
p.
Not satisfied,
bo, 46.
Aristot., Hist. Anim., 8, 13.)
however, with these wonders, they affirmed that a band
of Colchians, sent in pursuit of Jason and Medea, followed the same course, and, wearied by a fruitless
search, rested in Istria, and finally settled on its shoiL.-*.
no longer
{Pomp. Mel., 2, 3.) This strange error
when Istria had beprevailed in the time of Strabo,
come known to the Romans, and formed part of their
vast empire.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 134,

—

,

seqq.)

—

on the coast of
IsTROPoLis, a city of Thrace, situate
the Euxine, below the mouth of the Ister, where a laformed by an arm
gune or salt lake, called Halmyris,
It appears
of the Danube, has its issue into the sea.
to be succeeded at the present day by a place callei

6»1

IT A
"
Kara-Kermon, or the black fortress." Istropolis is
said to have been founded by a Milesian colonv.

(P«n,4,

11.)

Itabyrius, a mountain of Gahlaea Inferior, near the
southern limits of the tribe of Zebulon, and southeast
from Carmel. According to Josephus {Bell. Jud., 4, 6),
it wajs 30 stadia
high, and had on its summit a plam
of 26 stadia in extent.
Its modern name is Thabor.
This mountain is supposed by some to have been the
scene of our Saviour's transfiguration. Jerome, Cyrill, and other writers, are in favour of the position,
it is
opposed by Reland {Palastin., p. 247). The
name Thabor or Tabor, which was also the ancient
one among the natives, appears to be derived from the
Hebrew tabbor, "a height" or "summit." {Reland,
I. c.)
The Greek writers call it Qatup and 'Arafiv-

but

pLov (or 'IraCvpiov) bpoq.
(Compare the Jupiter Atabyrius of Rhodes and Agrigentum, and the remarks
of Rilter, Vorhalle, p. 339.)
On the summit of this
mountain was situate a fortified town called A tabyrion.

—

Mount Thabor is
Vid. Atabyrion.)
{Polyb.y 5, 70.
situate two leagues southeast of Nazareth, rising out
of the great plain of Esdraelon, at its eastern side.
Its
figure is that of a truncated cone, and its elevation,
according to Buckingham, about 1000 feet ; but, from
the circumstance mentioned by Burckhardt, of thick
clouds resting on it in the morning in summer, and his
being an hour in ascending it, it may perhaps be considered as higher than Buckingham supposed, though,
from the same time occupied in the ascent, not more
It
than 400 or 500 feet, or from 1400 to 1500 in all.
is
Dr. Richardson
represented as entirely calcareous.

as a dark-looking, insulated conical mountain, rising like a tower to a considerable height above
those around it.
On the summit is a plain about a

describes

it

mile in circumference, which shows the remains of
the ancient fortress mentioned above.
The view
from this spot is said to be one of the finest in the
country.
Italia, a celebrated country of Europe, bounded on
the north by the Alps, on the south by the Ionian Sea,
on the northeast by the Adriatic or Mare Superum,
and on the southwest by the Mare Tyrrhenum or InIt was called Hesperia by the Greeks, from
ferum.
situation in relation to Greece {Virg.,
530), and received also from the Latin poets
the appellation of Ausonia {Virg., JEn., 7, 54), Saturnia (V^irg., Georg., 2, 173), and CEnotria.
The
name Italia some writers deduce from Italus, a chief
of the CEnotri or Siculi {Antioch. Syrac, ap. Dion.
Others sought the origin
Hal., l,2.—Thucyd., 6, 2).
of the term in the Greek word iraXog, or the Latin

its

western

£n.,

1,

corresponds
—Dion. which
Hal.,
35); and

it {Varro, R. R., 2, 5.
others again make the
name to have belonged originally to a small canton in
Calabria, and to have become gradually common to
The ancients differed from us in
the whole country.
their application of names to countries.
They re-

to

vitulus,

1,

garded the name as belonging to the people, not to
the land itself; and in this they were more correct
than

we

are,

who

Asia

inhabit.

call nations after the countries they
Minor, for example, was an appellation

unknown to the earlier classic writers, and only began
to come into use after the country had fallen into the

ITALIA.
Aristotle, cited by Uionysius of Halicarnassus, term*
Latium a part of this same Opica. As regards the
truth appears to be this:
origin of the name Italia, the

the appellation

what

is

was

first

given by the early Greeks to

now denominated Calabria

ultenor, or to that

southern extremity of the boot which is confined between the Sinus Terinaeus (Gulf of St. Euphcmia) and
the Sinus Scyllacius (Gulf of Sqmllace).
Such, at
least, is the account of Aristotle {Polit., 7, 10) and
was
This
not
done
because
the
name
Strabo (254).
was in strictness confined to that section of the country, but because the Greeks knew at that early period
very little, comparatively speaking, of the interior, and
were as yet ignorant of the fact, that most of the numerous nations which peopled the Italian peninsula
were the descendants of one common race, the Itali,
who origmally were spread over the whole land, even
The nations in the south of
to the foot of the Alps.
Italy, with whom the Greeks first became acquainted,
were found by them to be descended from the Itali,
or, rather, they found this name in general use among
them: hence they called their section of the country
As their knowledge of the inby the name of Italia.
terior became more enlarged, other branches of the
same great race were successively discovered, and
the name Italia thus gradually progressed in its application until it reached the southern limits of Cisalpine
Gaul.
To this latter country the name of Gallia Cis-

was originally given, because it was peopled
principally by Gauls, who had settled in these parts,
and dislodged the ancient inhabitants.
In confirmation
alpina

of what has just been advanced, we find that, in the
time of Antiochus, a son of Xenophanes, who lived
about the 320th year of Rome, and a little anterior to

Thucydides, the appellation
of Italy which lay south of a

was given to a part
drawn from the small

Italia

line

Laus to Metapontum. {Dion. Hal., 1, p.
Towards the end of the fifth century of Rome, it

river

59.)
des-

all the countries south of the Tiber and .^sis.
length, in the pages of Polybius, who wrote about
the 600th year of Rome, we find the name in question

ignated

At

The ingiven to all Italy up to the foot of the Alps.
cluding of Cisalpine Gaul under this appellation was
an act of policy on the part of the second triumvirate,
who were

afraid lest, if it remained a province, some
future proconsul might imitate Caesar, and overthrow
with his legions the authority of the republic.
At a
still later
period, Augustus divided Italy into eleven
regions, and extended its limits on the northeast as far
It is somewhat
as Pola, thus comprehending Istria.
remarkable, that the name Italia, after having gradually
extended to the Alps, should at a subsequent epoch be

application to the northern parts alone.
Maximian, towards the close of the
third century of the Christian era, transferred his residence to Milan, the usage prevailed in the West of
giving the name of Italy exclusively to the five prov-

limited in

its

When the Emperor

inces of Emilia, Liguria, Flaminia, Venetia, and Istria.
It was in this sense that the kings of the LomAs regards the
bards were styled monarchs of Italy.

—

other

names sometimes applied

to Italy,

served, that they are, in strictness,
ticular parts,

may

be obpar-

extended by poetic usage to the whole

Thus CEnotria

country.

it

names only of

properly applies to a part of

hands of the Romans. Previous to this, the different the southeastern coast, and was given by the Greeks
nations which peopled that peninsula had their re- to this portion of the country, from the numerous vines
In the which grew there, the name importing " wine-land."
spective names, and were known by these.
same way, a general name for what we now term Italy Thus, too, Saturnia in fact belongs to one of the hills
was not originally thought of. When the Greeks be- of Rome, &c. Italy may be divided into three parts,
came first acquainted with this country, they observed the northern, or Gallia Cisalpina ; the middle, or Italia
and the southern, or Magna Graecia.
Its
it to be peopled with several distinct nations, as they
Propria
and hence we find it divided by them about principal states were Gallia Cisalpina, Etruria, Umthought
the time of Aristotle into six countries or regions, bria, Picenum, Latium, Campania, Samnium and HirAusonia or Opica, Tyrrhenia, lapygia, Ombria, Ligu- pini, Apulia, Calabria, Lucania, and Brutiorum Ager.
ria, and Henetia.
Thucydides, for instance, in speak- Originally the whole of Italy appears to have been
ing of CumaE?, says that it is situate in Opica ; and peopled by one common race, the Italic who were

—

;

;

ITALIA.

ITALIA.
spread from the Alps to the southernmost extremity
of the land.
This position receives very strong support from the fact that the name Italus was in general use among the various nations of the Italian
In the language of fable it was the appelpeninsula.
lation of an ancient monarch.
find mention made
of a King Italus
among the Ausones and Opici, and
likewise among the
Morgetes, Siculi. and Sabini.

but no Trojan men, nor any prince named .Eneas ever
set foot in the Italian peninsula.
The last ancient
people who formed settlements at any early period in
were
entered
the
Gauls.
Italy
They
during the reign
of Tarquinius Priscus. and successive hordes made

these early tribes using one
Now, that such a being

penetrated far into the centre of Italy.
They were
finally subdued by the Romans, more iiirough the want
of union than of valour
On the subject, however, of
the origin of the Latin tongue, a very plausible theory
was started by Jakel, which assigns it to the German.
{Der Gcrmamsche Ur sprung der Lateintschcn Sprache,
He makes the Latin to be
&c., Brcslaw, I83L)
mainly and essentially the dialect of a Teutonic race,
that migrated from Germany into Italy by the way of
the Tyrol, at a period vastly more remote than that
The gcrme of this
to which Roman history reaches.
theory, however, is found in Funccius {De Origine et

We

We

find,

common

moreover,

dialect, the

all

Oscan.

as Italus ever existed,
appears extremely improbable
and still more so the assertion that Italy was named
after this ancient
Daily experience proves that
king.
countries are called after the nations who inhabit
;

them

and few, if any, examples can be adduced of
nations taking an appellation from their rulers.
In the
know
present case it appears scarcely credible.
of no period when the different Italian tribes were
under the control of a single ruler, and yet each have
;

We

Italus.
Was there a monarch of this name in
every district of Italy ? and, still more, did each separate community form the resolution of
deriving from

their

their respective

monarch

a

name

for

themselves and

the region they inhabited, so that, finally, the common
name for the whole land became Italia? Either supposition is absurd.— The name Italus, then, was the
generic name of the whole race, and the land was
called after

each community being known at the
a specific and peculiar appellation, as
The fact of the universal prevaLatini, [Jmbri, <fec.
lence of the Oscan tongue is
strongly corroborative of
what has just been advanced. But, it mav be contended, no proof exists that any king named Italns was
it,

same time by

acknowledged by the traditions of the Tusci or Umbri.
The answer is an easy one. Antiquity makes mention
of these as the progenitors of the Latini,
among whom
a King Italus
appears; and Scymnus records an old

which makes the Umbri to have been descended from Latinus, the son of Ulysses and Circe.
That these two nations, moreover, spoke a
language
based on the old Italic or Oscan form of
speech, was
discovered by the Romans in the case of the Rhseti, a
branch of the former, who had retired to the
Alps
authority,

The original populaupon the invasion of the Gauls.
tion of Italy then was
composed of the Itali. To
these came various nations, which we shall now enumerate in the order of history. The earliest of these
new-comers appear to have' been the Illyrian tribes,
and, in particular, the Liburni, who may, with truth, be
regarded as the earliest of European navigators.
They
extended themselves along the coast of the Adriatic as
far as lapygia.
Next in the order of lime were the
Veneti, a branch of the great Sclavonic race (vid. Vewho
settled
between the mouths of the Po and
ueti),
the Illyrian Alps.
Were they the earliest possessors
of this part of Italy, or did they
expel the Tuscan EuAll is uncertainty.
Of the origin of the great
ganei 1
Etrurian nation, we have already
under the ar-

spoken

The Siculi, who appear to have been
the original inhabitants of Latium, and who were subsequently driven out and retired to Sicily (vid. Siculi),
are falsely considered by some to have been of Iberian

ticle Hetruria.

A

appearance under the following kings.
They
upon what was called, from them, Cisalpine
Gaul, and one division of them, the Senones, even
their

seized

—

Pueritia, L. L.,
incB

Pliny

and terminating in a crescent, the horns of
which would be the promontories of Leucopetra {Capo
AcdelU Armi) and Lacinium {Cnpo delle Colonne).
cording to Pliny (3, 5), the length of Italy, from Augusta Praetoria (Aosta), at the foot of the Alps, to
Rhegium, the other extremity, was 1020 miles but
this distance was to be estimated, not in a direct line,
but by the great road which passed through Rome and
:

The real geographical distance, according to
the best maps, would scarcely furnish 600 modem
Italian miles of 60 to the degree, which are equal to
Capua.

The same writer
about 700 ancient Roman miles.
estimates its breadth from the Varus to the Arsia at
410 miles ; between the mouths of the Tiber and
Aternus at 136 miles in the narrowest part, between
the Sinus Scyllacius and Sinus Terinaeus, at 20 miles.
The little lake of Cutilise, near Reate {Rieti) in the
Sabine country, was considered as the umbilicus or
It
centre of Italy.
{Plin., 3, 12 )
might be expected
that the classical authors of Rome would dwell v;ith
fondness on the peculiar advantages enjoyed by their
favoured country.
Accordingly, we find a variety of
passages, which Cluverius has collected in his fifth
chapter {De Natura cosli solique Jialici ac laudibus
ejus), where the happy qualities of its soil and climate,
the variety and abundance of its productions, the resources of every kind which it possesses, are proudly
and eloquently displayed.
Those that seem princi;

—

pally deserving of notice are the following
13.
Dion.
Virg., Gcorg., 2, 136, seqq.

gave rise to the Latin tongue. Trojan female
captives were brought along with them by the Greeks,
origin,

—

—

It

Their language,
part of the population of Alba Longa.
the .^olic Greek, for
they were principally .Achrei, opthe
old
Italic
or
Oscan
erating upon
lonjue, then prevalent in Latium, and
becoming blended, at the same
time, with many peculiarities and forms of Pelasjric

Latgeographers appear to

oak-leaf,

but after the termination of that contest, accident
threw many of the returning bands upon the Italian
coast.
find them in Apulia, on the Sinus Tarentinus in CEnotria, at Pisae, and in Latium as the chief

We

De Matre Livgua

line rather irregular than rectilineal
(Strabo, .5, 210.)
describes it in shape as similar to an elongated

Roin.,

;

c. 5.

have entertained different ideas of the figure of Italy.
Polybius considered it, in its general form, as being
like a triangle, of which the two seas meeting at the
promontory of Cocinthus {Capo di Stilo) as the vortex, formed the sides, and the Alps the base.
{Polyb.,
But Strabo is more exact in his delineation,
2, 14.)
and observes, that its shape bears more resemblance
to a quadrilateral than a triangular figure, with its out-

fourth people, however, who
actually came
were the Greeks. Before the time of the
Trojan war there are no traces of any such emigration
origin.
into Italy,

64,

— Ancient

p.

Germanica.)

1,

:

Plin., 36,

Hal, Ant.

36.

Climate of Ancient Italy.
has been thought by several modem writers that
the climate and temperature of Italy have undergone
some change during the lapse of ages, and that it was
is at the present day.
anciently colder in winter than it
(Dm Bos, Reflex., vol. 2, p. 298.— L' Abbe Longuerue,
In the
cited by Gibbon, Misc. Works, vol. 3, p. 245.)
examination of this question, it is impossible not to
consider the somewhat analogous condition of Arrterica
at this day.
Boston is in the same latitude with Rome,
but the severity of its winter far exceeds not that of
Rome only, but of Paris and I^ndon. Allowing that

ITALIA.

ITALIA.

the peninsular form of Italy must at all times have had
an effect in softening the climate, still the woods and
marshes of Cisalpine Gaul, and the perpetual snows of

the Alps, far more extensive than at present, owing to
the then uncultivated and uncleared state of Switzerland and Germany, could not but have been felt even
in the neighbourhood of Rome.
Besides, even on the
Apennines, and in Etruria and Latium, the forests octhis
cupied a far greater space than in modern times
;

would increase the quantity of rain, and, consequently,
the volume of water in the rivers
the floods would
be greater and more numerous, and, before man's dominion had completely subdued the whole country,
there would be large accumulations of water in the low
grounds, which would still farther increase the coldness
;

of the atmosphere.
The language of ancient writers,
on the whole, favours the same conclusion, that the
Roman winter, in their days, was more severe than it

by no means easy to know what
to the language of the poets, nor
how far particular descriptions or expressions may have
been occasioned by peculiar local circumstances. The
statement of the younger Pliny {Epist 2, 17), that the
bay-tree would rarely live through the winter without
is at

It

present.

weight

is to

is

be given

,

shelter, either at

Rome or at his own

villa at

Lanuvium,

taken absolutely, would prove too much for, although
is less hardy than some other
evergreens, yet
how can it be conceived that a climate in which the
olive would flourish could be too severe for the bay 1
There must either have been some local peculiarity of
winds or soil which the tree did not like, or else the fact,
as is sometimes the case, must have been too hastily
if

;

the bay

assumed

;

men were

and

afraid,

from long custom, to

leave the bay unprotected in the winter, although, in
Yet the
fact, they might have done it with safety.
elder Plmy (17, 2) speaks of long snows being useful
to the corn, which shows that he is not speaking of
the mountains
and a long snow lying in the valleys
of central or southern Italy would surely be a very unheard-of phenomenon now.
the freezing of
Again
the rivers, as spoken of by Virgil and Horace, is an
;

:

image of winter which could not, we think, naturally
suggest itself to Italian poets of the present day, at
any point to the south of the Apennines. Other arto the same effect may be seen in
aines Barrington, in the 58th volume of
eiments

a paper by
the Philo-

Gibbon, too, after stating the
sophical Transactions.
arguments on both sides of the question, comes to the
same conclusion. (Misc. Works, I. c.) He quotes,
however, the Abbe de Longuerue as saying that the
Tiber was frozen in the bitter winter of 1709.
Again
the olive, which cannot bear a continuance of severe

—

:

was not introduced

into Italy till long after the
Fenestella asserted, that its cultivation was unknown as late as the reign of Tarquinius Priscus

cold,

vine

:

{Plin., 15. 1); and such was the notion entertained
of the cold of all inland countries, that Theophraslus
{Plin., 15, 1) held it impossible to cultivate the olive
at the distance of more than 400 stadia from the sea.

But

The Malaria in Ancient and

now becomes

Modem

Times.

whether the greater cold
of the winter, and the greater extent of wood and of
undrained waters which existed in the time of the Romans, may not have had a favourable influence in mitigating that malaria which is at the present day the
curse of so many parts of Italy, and particularly of the
immediate neighbourhood of Rome. One thing is
certain, that the Campagna of Rome, which is now almost a desert, must, at a remote period, have been
full of independent cities ; and although the greater
part of these had perished long before the fourth century of Rome, yet even then there existed Ostia, Laurentum, Ardea, and Antium on one side, and Veii and
Csere on the other, in situations which are now regarded as uninhabitable during the summer months and
all the lands of the Romans on which they, like the
old .Athenians, for the most part resided regularly, lie
Some have
within the present range of the malaria.
It

a question,

;

supposed, that, although the climate was the same as
the Romans were enabled to escape
it is now, yet
from its influence, and their safety has been ascribed
to their practice of wearing woollen next to the skin
instead of linen or cotton.
But, not to notice other
objections to this notion,

it

is

enough

to say that the

Romans

regarded unhealthy situations with the same
apprehension as their modern descendants. {Cato, R.
R, 2.—Varro, 11 R., 1, 4.— Id., 5, 3, 5.— Id., 5, 3,
On the other hand, Cicero {de Repub., 2, 6) and
12.)
Livy (7, 38) both speak of the immediate neighbour-

—

Rome as unhealthy ; but, at the same time,
they extol the positive healthiness of the city itself;
ascribing it to the hills, which are at once airy themhood of

and offer a screen to the low grounds from the
It is true, that one of the most, unheat of the sun.
healthy parts of modern Rome, the Piazza di Spagna
and the slope of the Pincian Hill above it, was not
within the limits of the ancient city, yet the praise of
the healthiness of Rome must be understood rather
comparatively with that of the immediate neighbourhood than positively.
Rome, in the summer months,
cannot be called healthy, even as compared with the
other great cities of Italy, much less if the standard be
the neightaken from Berlin or from London.
selves,

:

Again
bourhood of Rome is characterized by Livy as "a pesThe latter epithet is wortilential and parched soil."
has been,
thy of notice, because the favourite opinion
that the malaria is connected with marshes and moist-

But it is precisely here that we may find the exin modern times.
planation of the spread of the malaria
Even in spring nothing can less resemble a marsh than
It is far more
the present aspect of the Campagna.
like the down country of Dorsetshire, and, as the summer advances, it may well be called a dry and parched
But this is exactly the character of the plains
district.
ure.

of Estremadura, where the British forces suffered so
the autumn of 1809
grievously from malaria fever in
In short, abundant experience has proved, that when
the surface of the ground is wet, the malaria poison is
far less noxious than when all appearance of moisture

the cold of winter is perfectly consistent with great
The vine is cultivated with sucheat in the summer.
cess on the Rhine, in the latitude of Devonshire and on the surface is gone, and the damp makes its way
Cornwall, although the winter at Coblentz and Bonn into the atmosphere from a considerable depth under
is far more severe than it is in Westmoreland ; and
If, then, more rain fell in the Campagna forground.
evergreens will flourish through the winter in the merly than now ; if the streams were fuller of water,
Westmoreland valleys far better than on the Rhine or and their course more rapid above all, if, owing to
The summer heat of Italy the uncleared state of central Europe, and the greater
in the heart of France.
was probably much the same in ancient times as it is abundance of wood in Italy itself, the summer heats
at present, e.xcept that there were a greater number of set in later, and were less intense, and more often rebe found, and lieved by violent storms of rain, there is every reason
spots where shade and verdure might
where its violence, therefore, was more endurable. But to believe that the Campagna must have been far
and that precisely in prothe difference between the temperature of summer and healthier than at present
winter may be safely assumed to have been much portion to the clearing and cultivation of central Euthe arguments rope, to the felling of the woods in Italy itself, the
greater than it is now, notwithstanding
of Eustace and several other travellers.
{Arnold, His- consequent decrease in the quantity of rain, the shrinkof the w*tory of Rome, vol. 1, p. 499, seqq.)
ing of the streams, and the disappearance
;

;
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—

349.
ter !rom the surface, has been the increased unhealthiPouqueviUe, vol. 3, p.
nsss of the country, and the more extended range of 334.) Cramer, however, thinks it ought to be looked
for
to
of
the
vol.
the
north
the malaria.
Peneus, neat Ardam and Pet1, p.
{Arnold's History of Rome,
chomri.
II. A fortress of Messenia, on a mountain of
501, seqq.)
It was celebrated for the
Italic A, I. the capital of the Peligni in Italy. (Vid. the same name.
long and
II. A
Corfinium.)
city of Spain, north of Hispalis, obstinate defence (ten years) which the Messenians
and situate on the western side of the river Baetis. there made against the Spartans in their last revolt.
It was founded by Pub- The mountain was said to have derived its name from
Oros., 5, 23.)
(Strabo, .141.
lius Scipio in the second Punic war, who placed here Ithome, one of the nymphs that nourished Jupiter.
On
the old soldiers whom age had incapacitated from the the summit was the temple of Jupiter Ithomatas, to
Strabo
performance of military service. {Appian, B. Hisp., whom the mountain was especially dedicated.
land's Travels, vol. 1,

—

—
—

38—

c.
C««., B. Civ., 2, 20.) It was the birthplace
of the Emperor Trajan, and is supposed to correspond
with Sevilla la Vieja, about a league distant from the
{Suriia, ad It. Ant., p. 413, 432.
city of Seville.

compares the Messenian Acropolis to Acrocorinthus,
being situated, like that citadel, on a lofty and steep
mountain, enclosed by fortified lines which connected it
with the town. Hence they were justly deemed the two

Florez, Esp. S. F., 12, p. i27.— Ukert, Geogr., vol.
2, p. 372.)
Itai.Icus, a poet.
{Vid. Silius Italicus.)
Italus, a fabled monarch of early Italy. (Consult

"When Philip,
strongest places in the Peloponnesus.
the son of Demetrius, was planning the conquest of
the peninsula with Demetrius of Pharos, the latter idvised him to seize first the horns of the heifer, which
would secure to him possession of the animal. By

—

remarks under the

article Italia, page 693, col. 1.)
in the Ionian Sea, north-

Ithaca, a celebrated island
east of Cephallenia.
dia, from

which

it is

It lies directly

IgLth of Leuca-

distant about six miles.

The

ex-

tent of this celebrated island, as given by ancient authorities, does not correspond with modern computation.
Dicaearchus describes it as narrow, and meas-

uring eighty stadia, meaning probably in length (Grcec.
Stat V. 51), but Strabo (455) affirms, in circumference, which is very wide of the truth, since it is not
less than thirty miles in circuit, or,
according to Pliny
Its
<4, 12), twenty-five.
length is nearly seventeen
but
its
not
breadth
more than four. Ithaca is
miles,
well known as the native island of Ulysses.
Eustathius asserts {ad 11, 2, 632) that it derived its name
from the hero Ithacus, who is mentioned by Homer
,

That it was throughout rugged and
mountainous we learn from more than one passage of
the Odyssey, but especially from the fourth book, v.
It is evident, from several
605, seqq.
passages of the
{Od., 17, 207).

—

same poem,

was

also a city named Ithaca,
probably the capital of the island, and the residence of
Its ruins are
Ulysses (3, 80).
generally identified with
that there

those crowning the summit of the

hill

of Aito.

(Dod-

these enigmatical expressions he designated the Peloponnesus, and the two bulwarks above mentioned.
{Strab., 361.
Scylax says Ithome
Po^yi., 7, 11.)
was eighty stadia from the sea. {Peripi, p. 16.)
Itius Portus, a harbour of Gaul, whence Caesar
Caesar describes it no farther than
set sail for Britain.
by saying, that from it there was the most convenient
passage to Britain, the distance being about 30 miles.
Calais, Boulogne, and Staples have
{B. G., 5, 2.)
each their respective advocates for the honour of being
the Itius Portus of antiquity. The weight of authority,
however, is in favour of Witsand or Vissan; and with
this opinion D'Anville coincides.
Caesar landed at
Portus Lemanis or Lymne, a little below Dover. For
a long time this was the principal crossing-place.
In

—

a later age, however, the preference was given to Gessoriacum or Boulogne in Gaul, and Rutupiae or RichLemaire, however, is in favour of
borough in Britain.

making the Itius Portus identical with Gessoriacum,
as others had been before him.
{Ind. Geogr. ad Ccu.,
B. G., p. 291.)

Itun^, iEstuarium, now Solway

Firth, in

Scot-

land.

"The Venetian geographers,"
loell, vol. 1, p. 66.)
Itur.(Ea, a country of Palestine, so called from Itur
observes Sir William Gell, " have in a great degree or Jetur, one of the sons of Ishmael, who settled in it
contributed to raise doubts concerning the identity of but whose posterity were either driven out or subdued
the modern with the ancient Ithaca, by giving in their by the Amorites, when it is supposed to have formed
charts the name of Val di Compare to this island. part of the kingdom of Bashan, and subsequently of
That name, however, is totally unknown in the coun- the half tribe of Manasseh east of Jordan but, as it
try, where the isle is invariably called Ithaca by the was situated beyond the southern border of Mount
It
It has been Hermon, called the Djebel Heish, this is doubtful.
upper ranks, and Theaki by the vulgar.
asserted in the north of Europe, that Ithaca is too in- lay on the northeastern side of the land of Israel, beconsiderable a rock to have produced any contingent of tween it and the territory of Damascus or Syria
and
ships which could entitle its king to so much consider- is supposed to have been the same country at present
ation among the neighbouring isles
yet the unrivalled known by the name of Djedour, on the east of the
excellence of its port has in modern times created a Djebel Heish, between Damascus and the Lake of Tifleet of 50 vessels of all denominations, which trade to berias.
The Itureans being subdued by Aristobulus,
every part of the Mediterranean, and from which four the high-priest and governor of the Jews, B.C. 106,
might be selected capable of transporting the whole were forced by him to embrace the Jewish religion,
army of Ulysses to the shores of Asia." The same and were at the same time incorporated into the stata
writer makes the population of the island 8000.
was teIt is
Philip, one of the sons of Herod the Great,
said to contain sixty-six square miles. {GeWs
Geog- trarch or governor of this country when John the Bap;

;

;

;

raphy and Antiquities of Ithaca,

tist

p. 30.)

Ithacesi^e, I. three islands opposite Vibo, on the
coast of Bruttium.
They are thought to answer to
the modern Braces, Praca, and Torricella.
(Bischoff
und Moller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 651.) II. Baiae
^'
is called
Silius
Italicus
sedes
Ithacesia
Baii," beby
cause founded by Baius, the pilot of Ulysses, according to the poetic legends of antiquity.
(Sil. Ital., 8,
539.
Compare Lycophron, Cassand., 694. Tzetzes,

—

—

ud

—

loc.)

Ithome,

I.

a town of The.'?saly, in the vicinity of

It is conceived by some modern travelhave been situated on one of the summits now
occupied by the singular convents of Meteora.
{Hol-

Metropolis.
lers to

commenced

Ant. Jud., 13,

his ministry.

—

Jcseph.,
{Plin., 5, 23.
Lrtks,
Hares., 19.

—

19.— Epiphan.,

3, 1.)

Itys, son of Tereus, king of Thrace, by Procne,
was killed
daughter of Pandion, king of Athens. He
and
by his mother when he was about six years old,
He was changed, accordserved up before his father.
his mother into a
to one account, into a

pheasant,

ing

his father into an owl.

swallow, and
—
Ovid, Met.,

6,

620.— Amor.,

(

Vid. Philomela.

2, 14,

i9.—Horat.,

Od., 4. 12.)
Juba, I. a son of Hiempsal, king of Numidia, succeeded his father about 50 B.C. Ho was a warm
of the senatorial party and Pompey, being
supporter
^'^
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it is said, to this course
by a gross insult which,
in his youth, he had received from Caesar.
gained,
a great victory over Curio, Cassar's lieuten-

moved,

He

B.C. 49,

from the facts recorded

in

the book of Samuel,

we

may conclude with greater confidence that the enrol
ment made under the direction of Joab must have re-

turned a gross population of five millions and a half.
The present aspect of Palestine, under an administration where everything decays and nothing is renewed,
can afford no just criterion of the accuracy of such
statements. Hasty observers have indeed pronounced,
that a hilly country, destitute of great rivers, could not.
sar's favour.
Juba fled, and, finding that his subjects even under the most skilful management, supply food
would not receive him, put an end to his life in de- for so many mouths. But this precipitate conclusion
{Vid. Petreius.) His con- has been vigorously combated by the most competent
spair, along with Petreius.
nexion with Cato has suggested the underplot of Ad- judges, who have taken pains to estimate the produce
dison's tragedy.
of a soil, under the fertilizing influence of a sun which
{Plut., Vit. Pomp.
Id., Vit. Cces.
Flor., 4, 12.
Suelon., Vit. Jul., 35.
Lucan, 4, may be regarded as almost tropical, and of a wellant in Africa.
After the battle of Pharsalia and the
death of Pompey, he continued steady to his cause
and when Cap.sar invaded Africa, B.C. 46, he supported Scipio and Cato with all his power, and in the first
instance reduced the dictator to much difficulty.
The
battle of Thapsus, however, turned the scale in Cas;

—

—

%9Q.—Paterc.,

2,

—

—

54.)— H. The second

of the name,
carried to Rome

the preceding.
He was
by Caesar, kindly treated, and well and learnedly educated.
He gained the friendship, and fought in the

was son of

cause, of Augustus, who gave him the kingdom of
Mauritania, his paternal kingdom of Numidia having
Roman province. Juba cultivated
diligently the arts of peace, was beloved by his subHe
jects, and had a high reputation for learning.
wrote, in Greek, of Arabia, with observations on its
natural history
of Assyria ; of Rome
of painting
and painters ; of theatres ; of the qualities of animals ;
on the source of the Nile, &c., all which are now lost.
Juba married Cleopatra, the daughter of Antony and
Strabo, in his sixth book,
Cleopatra, queen of Egypt.
speaks of Juba as living, and in his seventeenth and
last book as then just dead.
This would probably fix
his death about A.D. 17.
{Clinton, Fast. Hellen.,
vol. 2, p. 551, in notis.—Phot., Cod., 161.— Atkena:-

been erected into a

;

;

—

—

8, p. 343, c.
Plut., Mar., p. 269, c, &c.
Consult the dissertation of the Abbe Sevin, Sur la Vie
ct les Ouvragcs de Juba, in the Mein. de VAcad. des
lus,

JuD^A,

a provinceof Palestine, forming the southern
It did not assume the name of Judaea until

after the return of the

Jews from the Babylonian cap-

it had
been denominated, long before,
of Judaja, in opposition to that of Israel.
After the return, the tribe of Judah settled first at Je-

tivity

the

;

though

kingdom

rusalem

but afterward, spreading gradually over the
it the name of Judasa.
Judaea, being the seat of religion and government, claimed
many privileges. It was not lawful to intercalate the
year out of Judsea, while they might do it in that counNor was the sheaf of first-fruits of the barley to
try.
be brought from any other district than Juda-a, and as
near as possible to Jerusalem.
The extent of this remarkable country has varied at diflferent times, accordmg to the nature of the government which it has en;

whole country, they gave

When it
joyed or been compelled to acknowledge.
was first occupied by the Israelites, the land of Canaan, properly so called, was confined between the
shores of the Mediterranean and the western bank of
the breadth at no part
the Jordan
exceeding fifty
miles, while tiie length hardly amounted to three times
;

that space.

At

a later period, the arms of David and

of his immediate successor carried the boundaries of
the

kingdom

hand, and
fines of

in

to the

Euphrates and Orontes on the one

an opposite direction to the remotest con-

Edom

and Moab,

The

population, as might

be expected, has undergone a similar variation.
It is
true, that no particular in ancient history is liable to a
better founded suspicion, than the numerical statements
which respect nations and armies for pride and fear
have in their turn contributed not a little to exaggerate in rival countries the amount of persons capable
of taking a share in the field of battle.
Proceeding on
the usual grounds of calculation, we must infer, from
of
number
warriors
conducted
the
whom Moses
through
the desert, that the Hebrew people, when they crossed
the Jordan, did not fall short of two millions
while,
;

;
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knew how

Canaan,

it

to

must

be admitted, could not be compared to Egypt in reThere is no Nile to scatter the riches
spect to corn.
of an inexhaustible fecundity over its valleys and plains.
Still it was not without reason that Moses described
"a
it as
good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains, and depths that spring out of valleys and hills ;

and vines, and fig-trees,
and pomegranates; a land of oil- olive and honey; a
land wherein thou shalt eat bread without scarceness;
a land of wheat, and barley,

thou shalt not lack anything in it ; a land whose
stones are iron, and out of whose hills thou mayestdig
The reports of the
brass."
{Deuteron., 8, 7, scqq.)
latest travellers confirm the accuracy of the picture
drawn by this divine legislator. Near Jericho the
wild olives continue to bear berries of a large size,

which give the

In places subjected to irria crop of wheat in May,
Several of the trees are
produces pulse in autumn.
same time,
continually bearing flowers and fruit at the

gation, the

finest oil.

same

field, after

The

mulberry, planted in straight
festooned by the tendrils
of the vine.
If this vegetation seems to languish or
become extinct during the extreme heats if in the
mountains it is at all seasons detached and interrupted
such exceptions to the general luxuriance are not
to be ascribed simply to the general character of all hot
climates, but also to the state of barbarism in which
in all their
stages.
in the open

rows

Inscr., &.C., vol. 4, p. 457, scqq.)
division.

regulated irrigation, which the Syrians
practise with the greatest success.

field,

is

—

—

mass of the present population is immersed.
our day, some remains are to be found of the
walls which the ancient cultivators built to support the
the form of
soil on the declivities of the mountains
the great

Even

in

;

which they collected the rain-water;
and traces of the canals by which this water was disthe cisterns

in

These labours necessarily
the fields.
ardent sun,
prodigious fertility under an
where a little moisture was the only requisite to reThe accounts given by
vive the vegetable world.
native writers respecting the productive qualities of
Judaea are not in any degree opposed even by the
The case is exactly
present aspect of the country.
the same with some islands in the Archipelago; a
tributed over

created a

tract

from which

hundred individuals can hardly

a

a scanty subsistence, formerly maintained thouMoses might justly say that Ca
sands in affluence.
The flocks of the
naan abounded in milk and honey.

draw

a luxuriant pasture, while the
holes of the rocks their delicious
stores, which are sometimes seen flowing down the
The opinions just stated in regard to the
surface.
receive an ample confirfertility of ancient Palestine,
mation from the Roman historians, to whom, as a part

Arabs

still

find in

bees deposite

it

in the

of their extensive empire,

it

was

intimately

known.

Tacitus especially {Hist., 5. 6), in language which
he appears to have formed for his own use, describes
its natural qualities with the utmost precision, and, as
catahis manner, suggests rather than specifies
of which is verified
logue of productions, the accuracy
The soil is rich, and the
by the latest observations.
the country yields all the fruits
atmosphere dry

a

is

;
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wntcn arc known
Italy, besides balm and dates.
But it has never been denied that there is a remarkable difference between the two sides of the ridge which
On the western
forms the central chain of Judaea.
from the sea towards the eleacclivity, the soil rises
vated ground in four distinct terraces, which are covThe shore is lined
ered with an unfading verdure.
in

with mastic-trees, palms, and prickly pears.
Higher
and the sycamores amply reup, the vines, the olives,
the labour of the cultivator ; natural groves arise,

pay

consisting of evergreen oaks, cypresses, andrachnes,
and turpentines. The face of the earth is embellished
In
with the rosemary, the cytisus, and the hyacinth.

a word, the vegetation of these mountains has been
compared to that of Crete. European visiters have
dined under the shade of a lemon-tree as large as
one of our strongest oaks, and have seen sycamores,
the foliage of which was sufficient to cover thirty perOn the
sons, along with their horses and camels.
side, however, the scanty coating of mould
From the summit of
yields a less magnificent crop.
the hills a desert stretches along to the Lake Asphal-

eastern

presenting nothing but stones and ashes, and a
few thorny shrubs. The sides of the mountains enan aspect at once more grand and
large, and' assume
more barren. By little and little, the scanty vegetation languishes and dies ; even mosses disappear, and
a red, burning hue succeeds to the whiteness of the
In the centre of this amphitheatre there is an
rocks.
arid basin, enclosed on all sides with summits scattered over with a yellow- coloured pebble, and affording a single aperture to the east, through which the
surface of the Dead Sea and the distant hills of AraIn the midst of
bia present themselves to the eye.
this country of stones, encircled by a wall, we perceive
extensive ruins, stunted cypresses, bushes of the aloe
and prickly pear, while some huts of the meanest ortites,

whitewashed sepulchres, are spread
This spot is Jerusalem.
{Bflon, Observations, &c.,p. 140.
Hasselquist, Travels, p. 56.— Skultze's Travels, vol. 2, p. 86.)— This
melancholy delineation, which was suggested by the
state of the Jewish metropolis in the third century, is
der, resembling

over the desolated mass.

—

The scennot quite inapplicable at the present hour.
ery of external nature is the same, and the general asis very little
changed. But
pect of the venerable city
as beauty is strictly a relative term, and is everywhere
we must not be surgreatly affected by association,
prised when we read in the works of Eastern authors

the high encomiums which are lavished upon the viAbulfeda, for example,
cinity of the holy capital.
maintains, not only that Palestine is the most fertile
part of Syria, but also that the neighbourhood of Jerusalem is one of the most fertile districts of Palestine.

like the

waves of the ocean

in the wind.
Botbin, oi
Batanea, on the other hand, contains nothing except
calcareous mountains, where there are vast caverns,
in which the Arabian shepherds live like the ancient
Here a modern traveller, Dr. Seetzen,
Troglodytes.

discovered, in the year 1816, the magnificent ruins of
Gerasa, now called Djerash, where three temples, two
superb amphitheatres of marble, and hundreds of columns still remain, among other monuments of Roman
But by far the finest thing that he saw was
power.
a long street, bordered on each side with a splendid

colonnade of Corinthian architecture, and terminating
in an open space of a semicircular form, surrounded
In the same neighbourhood,
with sixty Ionic pillars.
the ancient Gilead is distinguished by a forest of
which
stately oaks,
supply wealth and employment to
the inhabitants.
Peraea presents on its numerous terraces a mixture of vines, olives, and pomegranates,

Karak-Moab, the capital of a district corresponding to
that of the primitive Moabites, siill meets the eye, but
is not to be confounded with another town of a similar

name

vol. 1, p.

—

—

Stony Arabia. (Seetzen. Annates des
398 Correspondence de M. Zack.
The countries now described lie on the east-

in the

Voyages,

—

425.)
But the same stream, in
ern side of the river Jordan.
the upper part of its course, forms the boundary between Gaulonitis and the fertile Galilee, which is idenThis town,
tical with the modern district of Szaffad.
which is remarkable for the beauty of its situation
amid groves of myrtle, is supposed to be the ancient
TabaBethulia, which was besieged by Holofernes.
ria, an insignificant place, occupies the site of Tibethe
its
to
lake
more
name
rias, which gave
generally
known by that of Genesareth, or the Sea of Galilee ;
but industry has now deserted its borders, and the
fisherman with his skiff and his nets no longer animates the surface of its waters. Nazareth still retains some portion of its former consequence.
Six
miles farther south stands the hill of Thabor, somep.

times denominated Itabyrius, presenting a pyramid
of verdure crowned with olives and sycamores.
From
the top of this mountain, the reputed scene of the
transfiguration, we look down on the river Jordan,
the Lake of Genesareth, and the Mediterranean Sea.
Galilee, says Chateaubriand
{Maundrell, p. 60.)
(Itin., 2, 132), would be a paradise were it inhabited by an industrious people under an enlightened government.
Vine-stocks are to be seen here a foot and
a half in diameter, forming, by their twining branches, vast arches and extensive ceilings of verdure.

—

A

two or three feet in length, will give
an abundant supper to a whole family. The plains
of Esdraelon are occupied by Arab tribes, around
whose brown tents the sheep and lambs gambol to the
sound of the reed, which at nightfall calls them home.
Proceeding from Galilee towards the metropolis, we
cluster of grapes,

In his eye, the vines, the fig-trees, and the olive-'
groves, with which the limestone cliffs of Judaea were
once covered, identified themselves with the richest^, enter the land of Samaria, comprbhending the modern
In the former we find
returns of agricultural wealth, and more than com- districts of Areta and Nablous.
pensated for the absence of those spreading fields, the remains of Cesarea and on the Gulf of St. Jean
waving with corn, which are necessary to convey to d'Acre stands the town of Caypha, where there is a
On the southwest of this
the mind of a European the ideas of fruitfulness, com- good anchorage for ships.
fort, and abundance.
Following the enlightened nar- gulf extends a chain of mountains, which terminates
rative of Malte-Brun, the reader will find that southin the promontory of Carmel, a name famous in the
ward of Damascus, the point where the modern Pal- annals of our religion. There Elijah proved by miraand there, in the
estine may be said to begin, are the countries called cles the divinity of his mission
by the Romans Auranitis and Gaulonitis, consisting middle ages of the church, resided thousands of Chrisof one extensive and noble plain, bounded on the north tian devotees, who sought a refuge for their piety in
Then the mountain was
by Hermon or Djibel-el-Sheik, on the southwest by the caves of the rocks.
In all wholly covered with chapels and gardens, whereas at
Djibel-Edjlan, and on the east by Haouran.
these countries there is not a single stream which re- the
to be seen but scattered
present day nothing is
tains its water in summer.
The most of the villages ruins amid forests of oak and olives, the bright verthe whiteness of the calhave their pond or reservoir, which they fill from one dure
being only relieved by
of the wadi or brooks during the rainy season.
Of careous cliffs over which they are suspended. The
all these districts, Haouran is the most celebrated for
it has been frequently remarked,
heights of Carmel,
while the
the culture of wheat.
Nothing can exceed in gran- enjoy a pure and enlivening atmosphere,
deur the extensive undulations of their fields,
lower crounds of Samaria and Galilee are obscured

—

;

—

;

4T

moving

*
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The Shechem of the Scriptures,
of Neapolis and Nabsuccessively known by the names
lous, still contains a considerable population, although
The
its dwellings are mean and its inhabitants poor.
ruins of Samaria itself are now covered with orchards ;
oy the densest fogs.

district, who have forgotten their
native dialect, as well, perhaps, as their angry disputes
with the Jews, continue to worship the Deity on the
verdant slopes of Gerizim.
Palestine, agreeably to
the modern acceptation of the term, embraces the
country of the ancient Philistines, the most formidable enemies of the Hebrew tribes prior to the reign

and the people of the

Ancient
CaiuaAitish Oiviiiioii.

Besides Gaza, the chief town,

we

(in^

Libanus)
Naphtali (northwest > Upper Galilee.
/
of the Lake of GeI

}

i

Unknown,

—

of David.

Ranan IMvUoD.

Uraelitiah Divinon.

Tribe of Asher

i

Sidonians,

[

(
<

Perizzites,

lake)

Repeatedly
bour has presented such a variety of appearances, that
the description given of it in one age has hardly ever
been found to apply to its condition in the very next.
Bethlehem, where the divine Messias was born, is a
and
large village inhabited promiscuously by Christians

Mussulmans, who agree in nothing but their detestation
of the tyranny by which they are both unmercifully
The locality of the sacred manger is ocoppressed.
cupied by an elegant church, ornamented by the pious
It is not our
offerings of all the nations of Europe.
intention to enter into a more minute discussion of
those old traditions, by which the particular places

(Valley of > Lower Galilee.
Esdraelon, Mount
J
Tabor)

Issachar

The same

\

I

tribe of Manas- ^
seh (Dora and Ces-

recog-

nise the celebrated port of Jaflfa or Yaffa, corresponding to the Joppa mentioned in the sacred writings.
fortified and dismantled, this .<amous har-

j

nesareth)

Zebulun (west of that >

Hivites,

SHalf
area)
(
Ephraim

The same,

(

> Samaria.

(Shechem,
)

Samaria)

(

Benjamin

<

Jerusalem)
Judah (Hebron, Ju-

Jebusites,

Amorites,

t

Hittites,

<

(Jericho,

daea proper)

"\

I

^•Judsa.

Simeon

(southwest
Dan
Judah)
(Joppa)

of

Philistines

•1
(

Moabites,
i

Ammonites,

I

Reuben

(Heshbon, ^

Peraea)

Gad

(Decapolis, Aramonitis)

^Pc
rendered sacred by the Redeemer's presence are still
Half tribe of Manasmarked out for the veneration of the faithful. They Kingdom
seh
(Gaulonitis,
with no small porBashan
present much vagueness, mingled
Batanea)
At all events, we must
tion of unquestionable truth.
not regard them in the same light in which we are In a pastoral country, such as that beyond the river
compelled to view the story that claims for Hebron Jordan especially, where the desert in most parts borthe possession of Abraham's tomb, and attracts on this dered upon the cultivated soil, the limits of the sevaccount the veneration both of Nazarenes and Mos- eral possessions could not at all times be distinctly
To the northeast of Jerusalem, in the large and marked. It is well known, besides, that the native inlems.
fertile valley called El-Gaur, and watered by the Jor- habitants were never entirely expelled by the victodan, we find the village of Rieha, near the ancient Jeri- rious Hebrews, but that they retained, in some inThis stances by force, and in others by treaty, a consideracho, denominated by Moses the City of Palms.
but the groves ble portion of land within the borders of all the tribes :
is a name to which it is still entitled
of opobalsamunti, or balm of Mecca, have long disap- a fact which is connected with many of the defecnor is the neighbourhood any longer adorned tions and troubles into which the Israelites subsequentpeared
with those singular flowers known among the Crusa- ly fell.
{RusseWs Palestine, p. 26, seqq.)
A
ders by the familiar appellation of Jericho roses.
JuGURTHA, the illegitimate son of Manastabal, by
He was
little farther south two rough and barren chains of a concubine, and grandson of Masinissa.
hills encompass with their dark steeps a long basin
brought up under the care of his uncle Micipsa, king
formed in a clay soil mixed with bitumen and rock- of Numidia, who educated him along with his two sons.
The water contained in this hollow is impreg- As, however, Jugurtha was of an ambitious and aspisalt.
nated with a solution of different saline substances, ring disposition, Micipsa sent him, when grown up,
having lime, magnesia, and soda for their base, par- with a body of troops, to join Scipio iEmilianus in his
with muriatic and sulphuric acid. war against Numantia in Spain, hoping to lose, by the
tially neutralized
The salt which it yields by evaporation is about one chances of war, a youth who might otherwise, at some
The bituminous matter rises subsequent period, threaten the tranquillity of his chilfourth of its weight.
from time to time from the bottom of the lake, floats dren. His hopes, however, were frustrated. Jugurtha
on the surface, and is thrown out on the shores, where so distinguished himself as to become a great favourMare ite with Scipio, who, at the conclusion of the war, sent
for various purposes.
it is gathered
(Vid.
Mortuum.) This brief outline of the geographical him back to Africa with strong recommendations to
limits and physical character of the Holy Land must Micipsa.
Micipsa then adopted him, and declared him
Details much more ample are to be
suffice here.
two sons Adherbal and Hiempjoint heir with his own
found in numerous works, whose authors, fascinated sal.
After Micipsa's death (B.C. 118), Jugurtha, asby the interesting recollections which almost every piring to the undivided possession of the kingdom,
is fitted to
suggest, have endeav- effected the murder of Hiempsal, and obliged Adherobject in Palestine
oured to transfer to the minds of their readers the bal to escape to Rome, where he appealed to the senwhich
they themselves experi- ate.
profound impressions
Jugurtha, however, found means to bribe many
enced from a personal review of ancient scenes and of the senators, and a commission was sent to Afmonuments. But we purposely refrain from the mi- rica, in order to divide Numidia between the two
Gilead,

i

1

—

;

;

—

nute description to which the subject so naturally invites us, because, by pursuing such a course as this,
we would be unavoidably led into a train of local particularities, while setting forth the actual condition of
the country and of its venerable remains.
However,
the means of comsupply, in the following table,
of Canaan among
paring the division or distribution
the twelve tribes, with that which was afterward adopt-

we

ed by the Romans.

The commission gave the best portion to
Jugurtha, who, not long after their departure, invaded
the territory of his cousin, defeated him, besieged him
in Cirta, and, having obhged him to surrender, put
him to a cruel death ; and this almost under the eyes
of Scaurus and others, whom the Roman senate had
princes.

between the two
This news caused great irritation
sent as umpires

was declared against Jugurtha.

rivals

(B.C. 112).

Rome, and war
After some fighting.
at

JUL

JUL

above one year, and those who had been consuls not
above two years. It also ordained that Achaia, The»saly, Athens, and, in fact, all Greece, should be free,
and should use their own laws.
{Cic, Phil, 1, 8.
Id. in Pis., 10.— Dio Cass., 43, 25 )— V. Another
Meanwhile Jugurlha, being by the same, dcTudicibus, ordering the Judiccs to be
the command in Africa.
summoned, appeared at Rome but as he then suc- chosen from the senators and equites, and not from
ceeded in bribing several of the senators, and also the tribuni arurii.
Cic,
{Suelon , Vit. Jul, 41.
VI. Another by the same, de RepBaebius, a tribune of the people, no judgment was giv- Phil, 1, 9.)
Imboldened by this success, he thereupon caus- etundis, very severe against extortion. It is said
en.
ed Massiva, son of his uncle Gulussa, whom he sus- to have contained above 100 heads.
{Cic, Ep. ad
pected of aiming at the kingdom, to be assassinated Fam., 8, 7.— Suet., Vit. Jul, A3.)— Y 11. Another by
The crime was fixed upon the same, de Uteris proscriptorum, that the children
in the Roman capital.
him but as he was under the public guarantee, the of those proscribed by Sylla should be admitted to
VIII.
senate, instead of bringing him to trial, ordered him enjoy preferments.
{Sueton., Vit. Jul, 41.)
It was while departing Another by the same.
This was a sumptuary law.
to leave Rome immediately.
is
said
to
have
It allowed an expenditure of 200 sesterces on the diet
from the city on this occasion that he
uttered those memorable words against the corrup- profesti, 300 on the Calends, nones, ides, and some
in
the
which
are
recorded
other festivals
1000 at marriage feasts, and similar
tion of the Roman capital
however, he obtained from the consul Calpumius,
under the most favourable conditions, the quiet pos-

But this treaty was
session of the usurped kingdom.
not ratified at Rome ; Calpurnius was recalled, and
the new consul Posthumius Albinus was appointed to

—

—

;

—

—

;

;

of Sallust: *^Ah, venal city, and destined quickPosit could hut find a -purchaser .'"
thumius was now sent to his province in Africa, to
he soon returned to Rome
prosecute the war ; but
without having effected anything, leaving the army

!)ages
y to perish, if

command

of his brother Aulus Posthumius,
who allowed himself to be surprised in his camp by
his troops,
Jugurtha, to whom he surrendered ; and
having passed under the yoke, evacuated Numidia.

under the

The new

consul Metellus, arriving soon after with
fresh troops, carried on the war with great vigour,
and, being himself above temptation, reduced Jugur-

Caius Marius was serving
tha to the last extremity.
as lieutenant to Metellus, and in the year B.C. 107,
Jugurtha, meansupplanted him in the command.
time, having allied himself with Bocchus, king of
full
Mauritania, gave
employment to the Romans.
Marius took the townofCapsa, and in a hard -contestBocchus now made
ed battle defeated the two kings.
offers of peace, and Marius sent to him his quseslor
Sylla, who, after much negotiation, induced the Mauritanian king to give up Jugurlha into the hands of
the Romans, as the price of his own peace and security.
Jugurtha followed in chains with his two sons,
the triumph of Marius, after which he was thrown into
a subterraneous dungeon, where he was starved to

His
death, or, according to others, was strangled.
sons were sent to Veniisia, where they lived in obThe war against Jugurtha lasted five years ;
scurity.
ended B.C. 106, and has been immortalized by the
{Sail, Bell. Jug.—Plut., Vit. Mar.)
pen of Sallust.
" that when
" It is
said," observes Plutarch,
Jugurtha
the
car of the conqueror, he lost his
was led before
After the triumph he was thrown into prison,
senses.

it

where,

in their haste to strip

off his back,

him, some tore his robe

and others, catching eagerly

at his pen-

dants, pulled off the tips of his ears along with them.
When he was thrust down naked into the dungeon, all

confused, he said, with a frantic smile, 'Heavens! how
cold is this bath of yours !'
There, having struggled
for six days with extreme hunger, and to the last hour
labouring for the preservation of life, he came to such

an end as his crimes deserved." (Pint., Vit. Mar.)
Julia Lex, I. Agraria, proposed by Julius Caesar
Its object was to
in his first consulship, A.U.C. 694.
distribute the lands of Campania and Stella to 20,000
(Cic,
poor citizens, who had three children or more.
Ep. ad Att., 2, 16.— Fc//. Paterc, 2, 44.)— II. Another by the same, entitled de Puhliranis, about remitting to the farmers-general a third part of what
they had stipulated to pay.
(Czc, pro Plane, 16.
Suet., Vit. Jul, 20 )— III. Another by the same, for
the ratification of all Pompey's acts in Asia.
{Suet.,

—

I

—IV.

Another by the same, de Provinciis ordiThis was an improvement on the Cornelian
law about the provinces, and ordained that those who
had been praetors should not command a province
c.)

nandis.

Gellius ascribes this
entertainments.
Augustus, but it seems to have been enacted in
succession by both Caesar and him.
By an edict of
Augustus or Tiberius, the allowance for an entertain-

extraordinary

law

to

ment was raised, in proportion to its solemnity, from
300 to 2000 sesterces. {Aulus Gellius, 2, 24.— Dzo

—

IX. Another by Augustus, concerning
Cass., 54, 2.)
{Via.
marriage, entitled de Maritandis Ordinibus.
Papia-Poppaea Lex.) X. Another by the same, de
adulteriis, punishing adultery.
Another, de tuIt enacted that guardians
toribus, by the same.
should be appointed for orphans in the provinces, as at

—

— XL

the Atilian Law.
{Just., Inst. Atil. Tut.)
Juu.\, I. a daughter of Julius Caesar by Cornelia,
celebrated for her beauty and the virtues of her char-

Rome, by

She had been affianced to Servilius Caepio,
and was on the point of being given to him in marriage, when her father bestowed her upon Pompey.
acter.

{Plut, Vit. Pomp., M.~Appian, Bel Civ., 1, 14.)
Julia possessed great influence both over her father and
husband, and, as long as she lived, prevented any cutbreak between them.
childbed, severed the

Her sudden
tie

that

death, however, in

had

in

some degree

to his father-in-law, and no private
considerations any longer existed to allay the jealousies

bound

Pompey

and animosities which political disputes might enkinThe amiable character of Julia,
ble between them.
and her constant affection for her husband, gained for
and this they
her the general regard of the people
testified by insisting on celebrating her funeral in the
;

Campus
any

Martins, a compliment scarcely ever paid to

woman

before.

It

is

said that

Pompey had

al-

ways loved her tenderly, and the purity and happiness
of his domestic life is one of the most delightful points
Id. ih.,
in his character.
{Sueton., Vit. Jul, 21.
26.
Id. ib., 84.)— II. The sister of Julius Caesar.

—

—

She married M. Attius Balbus, and became by him
the mother of Octavia Minor and Augustus.
{Sueton., Vit. Jul, 74.— Id., Vit. Aug., 4.— Id. ib., 8.)
At her decease,
III. The aunt of Julius Caesar.

—

her

nephew pronounced an eulogy over her remains
rostra.
{Sueton., Vit. Jul, 6.)— IV. The

from the

As
daughter of Augustus by his first wife Scribonia.
he had no children by Livia, whom he had subsequentof the emperly espoused, JuUa remained sole heiress
of
or, and the choica of her husband became a matter
She was first married to her cousin
great importance.
Claudius Marcellus, the nephew of Augustus by his
sister Octavia {Tacit., Ann., 1, 3.— Sueton., Vit. Aug.,
in those
63), and the individual celebrated by Virgil
famous lines of the sixth ^neid, for which Octavia so

But Marcellus dying young
largely rewarded him.
and without children, Augustus selected for the second
his oldest friend and most
husband of his
useful adherent,
riage
Julia

seemed
became

daughter
M. Vipsanius Agrippa.

This mar-

answer all the wishes of Augustus, for
the mother of five children, Caius, Lu-

to

JUL

JULIA.
cius, Julia, Agrippina, and Agrippa Postumus.
Agrippadied A.U C. 741, and Julia was married, for the third
son
the
of
and
Claudius
to
Tiberius
Nero,
Livia,
tinne,
afterward emperor. Tiberius subsequently, for whatever reasons, thought proper to withdraw from Rome to
the island of Rhodes, where he lived in the greatest

retirement.

During

his absence, his wife Julia

was

infidelities towards him, that Auguilty of such gross
himself divorced her in the name of his son-in-

gustus

law, and banished her to the island of Pandataria, ofT
the Campanian coast, where she was closely confined
for some time, and treated with the greatest rigour;
nor would Augustus ever forgive her, or receive her

again into his presence, although he afterward removed
her from Pandataria to Rhegium, and somewhat softened the severity of her treatment. When her husband Tiberius ascended the throne, she was again severely dealt with, and finally died of ill-treatment and
starvation (vtto

Vit.

5i8.—Sueton.,
Vit. Tib.,

>^o^

kckovxiclc

Aug.,

7.— Id.

"kifiov.

— Zonaras,

p.

63.— 7</., Vit. Aug., 65.—
50.— Tacit., Ann., 1, 53.)

—V, The grand- daughter of Augustus, and daughter
Id.,

ib.,

She was married to L.
of Agrippa and Julia (IV).
Paulus, but, imitating the licentious conduct of her
mother, she was banished by Augustus for her adulterous practices to the island of Tremitus, off the
coast of Apulia, where she continued to live for the
space of 20 years, and where at last she terminated

—

A

VI.
her existence. {Tacit., Ann., 4, 71.)
daughter of Drusus Caesar, the son of Tiberius, by Livia or
of
Nero
Claudius
Drusus.
She
the
Livilla,
daughter
was married first to Nero Caesar, son of Germanicus
and Agrippina, and afterward to Rubellius Blandus
She was cut off by the intrigues of Messalina, A.U.C.
/</. ib., 6, 27.— Id. ih.,
796.
{Ta^,it., Ann., 3, 29
VII. Daughter of Caligula and Milonia Cae13, 19.)
Her frantic father carried her to the temples
sonia.
of all the goddesses, and dedicated her to Minerva,
She discovered
as to the patroness of her education.
in her infancy strong indications of the cruelty that
She sufTered death with
branded both her parents.

—

—

her mother after the assassination of Caligula.
(SueId. ib., 59.)— VIII. A Syrian
ton., Vit. Calig.,
female, daughter of Bassianus, priest of the Sun.
She became the wife of Severus before his advancement to the throne, and after the death of his first

25—

The superstitious Roman was determined,
seems, in his choice, by hearing that Julia had been
born with a royal nativity in other words, that she
was destined to be the wife of a sovereign prince.
consort.
it

;

Her full name was
{Sparfian., Vit. Sev., 3, seqq.)
Julia Domna {Salmas., ad Spart., Vit. Sev., 20), the
latter part of it not being contracted, as some suppose, from Domina, but being the actual surname of
a family.
{Tristan, Comment. Hist., vol. 2, p. 119,
Menag., Amczn. Jur., c. 25) Julia is said
seqq
to have been a female of cultivated mind and con-

—

She applied herself
siderable literary attainments.
also to the study of philosophy, and employed a large
portion of her time in listening to, and taking part in,
Hence
the disputations of philosophers and sophists.
Philostratus calls her ^i/lotro^of 'lovlia.
{Vit. SophShe disPhilisc.
Op., ed. Morell, p. 617.)
her
adulterous
herself, however, by
practices,

ist.

—

—

graced
and is even said to have conspired on one occasion
own husband. {Spart., Vit.
against the life of her
Julia became by Severus the mother
Sev., 18 )
of Caracalla and Geta, the latter of whom was slain
in her arms by the orders of his brother, in which

was wounded. To increase, if
struggle she herself
she must naturally have felt on
possible, the anguish
this occasion, the brutal Caracalla ordered her to sup-

{Spart., Vit. Get., 5.)
press every token of grief.
After the death of Caracalla and the accession of
Macrinus, she put an end to her existence by starvahastened by a cancer on the
tion, her death

being

700

bosom, which she had purposely irritated by a blow.
{Dio Cass., 78, 23.) On the nature of her death, as
well as on the question of her incestuous union with
Caracalla, consult the remarks of Bayle, Hist. Diet.,
448, seqq., in notis.

vol. 6, p.

JuLiANUs, Flavius Claudius, son of Julius Constantius, brother of Constantine the Great, was born

A.D. 331.

After Constantine's death, the

soldiers

massacred the brothers, nephews, and other relatives
of that prince, in order that the empire should pass
Two
{Vtd. Constantius.)
undisputed to his sons.
only escaped from this butchery, Julian, then six years
old, and his half-brother Gallus, then thirteen years of
Marcus, bishop of Arethusa, is said to have
age.
concealed them in a church.
After a time, Constantius exiled Gallus into Ionia, and intrusted Julian to
the care of Eusebius, bishop of Nicomedia.
Julian

was instructed in Greek literature by Mardonius, a
learned eunuch, who had been teacher to his mother
Basilina.
At the age of fourteen or fifteen he was
sent to join his brother Gallus at Macellum, a castle
Cappadocia, where they were treated as princes,
but closely watched.
The youths were taught the
Scriptures, and were even ordained lecturers, and in
that capacity publicly read the Bible in the church of
It appears that Constantius had the inNicomedia.
tention of making a priest of Julian, who had no inin

clination for that profession,

and who

is

supposed to

secretly abandoned the belief in the
The death of Constans and ConChristian doctrines.

have already

stantine having left Constantius the sole master of the
Roman world, that emperor, who was childless, sent

Gallus in March, A.D. 351, and created him Caesar,
and be allowed Julian to return to Constantinople to
for

finish his studies.

There Julian met with the sophist

Libanins,

who

Platonic

philosophers,

afterward became his friend and favourite.
Constantius soon after again banished Julian to
Nicomedia, where he became acquainted with some

who

initiated

him

into

their

He

afterward obtained leave to proceed
to Athens, where he devoted himself entirely to study.
After the tragical death of Gallus in 355, Julian, who
had again, for a time, awakened the jealous suspicions
of his cousin, was recalled to court by the influence
of the Empress Eusebia, his constant patroness, when
Constantius named him Csesar, and gave him the government of Gaul (which was then devastated by the
German tribes), together with his sister Helena to wife.
doctrines.

made four campaigns against the Germans, in
which he displayed great skill and valour, and freed
Gaul from the barbarians, whom he pursued across the
Rhine.
He spent the winters at Lutetia {Paris), and
became as much esteemed for his equitable and wise
Julian

Constanadministration as for his military success.
tius, always suspicious, ordered Julian to send him

back some of the best legions

in

Gaul, to be employed

When the time for marching
against the Persians.
came (A.D. 360), Julian assembled the legions at Lutetia, and there bade them an affectionate farewell,
when an insurrection broke out among the soldiers,
who saluted him as Augustus. Julian immediately
sent messengers to Constantius to deprecate his wrath,
but the death of the emperor happening at the time,
He proceedleft the throne open for him, A.D. 361.
ed to Constanlinople, where, being proclaimed emperor in December of the same year, he reformed the
pomp and prodigality of the household, issued several
wise edicts, corrected many abuse?, and established a
court at Chalcedon, to investigate the conduct of those
who had abused their influence under the preceding

Unfortunately, some innocent men were confounded with the guilty, among others Ursulus, whose
On assucondemnation Ammianus deplores (22, 3).
ming the purple, Julian had openly professed the old
as
sacrificed
and had
high-priest to
religion of Rome,
and though, at the same time, he had issued
the gods

reign.

;

I

JULIANUS.

JULIANUS.

an edict of universal toleration, he soon showed a
marked hostility to the Christians he took the revenues from the churches, and ordered that those who
had assisted in pulling down the heathen temples
This was the signal for a fearful
should rebuild thetn.
reaction and persecution against the Christians in the

of Rufinus are confirmed in the fullest manner
by Ammianus Marcellinus, himself a heathen writer: "When
•'
was plying the work
Alypius," observes Ammianus,
vigorously, and the governor of the province was lending his aid, fearful globes of fire, bursting forth repeatedly from the earth close to the foundations, scorched

provinces, where many were imprisoned, tormented,
to death.
Julian restrained or punished
some of these disorders, but with no very zealous hand.

trials

:

and even put

There was evidently a determined struggle throughout
the empire between the old and the new religion, and

He forJulian wished for the triumph of the former.
bade the Christians to read, or teach others, the works
of the ancient classic writers, saying that, as they rejected the gods, they ought not to avail themselves
of the learning and genius of those who believed in
them. {Juliani Op., Epist., 42, ed. Spank.) He also
forbade their filling any office, civil or military, and
subjected them to other disabilities and humiliations.
Julian has been called " the Apostate ;" but it seems
very doubtful whether, at any period of his life after
his boyhood, he had been a Christian in heart.
The
bad example of the court of Constantius, and the
schisms and persecutions that broke out in the bosom
of the church, may have turned him against religion
itself, while his vanity, of which he had a considerable
share, and which was stimulated by the praises of the
sophists, made him probably consider himself as destined to revive both the old religion and the glories of
That he was no believer in the vulgar
the empire.
mythological fables is evident from his writings, especially the 'piece called "the Caesars;" and yet he
possessed great zeal for the heathen divinities, and he
wrote orations in praise of the mother of the gods and
the sun.
Making every allowance for the difficulties
of his position and the effect of early impressions, he
may be fairly charged with a want of candour and of
justice, and with much affectation bordering upon
If we choose to discard the invectives
hypocrisy.
of Gregory of Nazianzus, of Cyril, and of Jerome,
we may be allowed, at least, to judge him by the
narrative of

Ammianus, and by

his

own

works, and the

result is not favourable to his moral rectitude or his

A

sobriety of judgment.
very learned and very tem" Conperate modern writer, Cardinal Gerdil, in his
siderations sur Julicn" in the 10th volume of his

works, has so judged him; he has founded his opinion, not on the fathers, but on the accounts of Julian's
^Jupanegyrists, Libanius and other heathen writers.
lian, having resolved on carrying on the war against
the Persians, repaired to Antioch, where he resided
for several months.
His neglected attire, his uncombed beard, and the philosophical austerity of his
habits, drew upon him the sarcasms of the corrupt population of that city.
The emperor revenged himself
by writing a satire against them, called Miaoiruyuv

—

(Misopogon), and, what was worse, by giving them a
It was
rapacious governor.
during his residence at
Antioch that Julian undertook to aim what he thought
would prove a deadly blow to Christianity. An order

—

was issued for rebuilding the temple of Jerusalem
the Jews were invited from all the
provinces of the
;

empire, to assemble on the holy mountain of their fathers, and a bold attempt was thus made to falsify the
language of ancient prophecy, and annul, if we may
venture so to speak, the decree which had been
pro-

nounced by the Almighty against his once chosen, but
now rejected, people. The accomplishment of this daring and impious scheme was mlrusted to Alypios,
who had been governor of Britain, and every effort was
made to ensure its success, as well on the part of the
"
imperial sophist" as on that of the Jews themselves.
But the attempt was an
unavailing one, and was sigFew historical
nally and miraculously interrupted.
rest
on graver and more abundant testifacts, indeed,
The
narrative's
of Gregory of Nazianzus and
mony.

the workmen, and rendered the place, after frequent
on their part, quite inaccessible." (.4mm. Mar'

— Compare
— Greg.23, Nazianz.,
1.

cellinus,

43.

Jud.— Socrates,

adv.

3,

4.

37.

10,

20.—Sozomen,

The Jewish

retus, 3, 15.)

—
— Chrysostom, Cassiod.,
Homil.,

Rvjin.,

Oral.,

5,

6,
3,

22.— TTieodo-

rabbis, in their annals, attest

same fact and even Basnage, though a determined
enemy to such miracles, is nevertheless compelled,
the

;

when speaking

of this Jewish testimony, to remark,
Rabins est d'autant plus considerable
quHl est injuricux ci la nation, et que ces messieurs ne
sont pas accoutume.t a copier hs ouvrages des Chretiens."
" This
{Hist, des Juifs, liv. 6.)
specious and splendid
miracle," as Gibbon sneeringly terms it, has given
rise to much diversity of opinion in modern times.

" Cet

aveu

des

Warburton strenuously advocates its authenticity, and
most of the sounder theologians agree with him in
Lardner, however, doubts its truth.
and Heathen Testimonies, vol. 4, p. 47, seqq.)
More sceptical writers speak of inflammable air, which
had long been pent up in the vault under the templemountain, igniting and bursting forth on a sudden.
this

opinion.

(Jewish

(Consult Michaelis, Gotting. Mag., 1783, page 772.)
Salverte promptly settles the whole affair by suppo
sing that it was merely the explosion of a mine, which
had been prepared by the Christians
{Des Sciences
Occultes, vol. 2, p. 224.)— Let us now return to Julian.
Having set off at length from Antioch on his Persian
expedition, with a brilliant army reckoned at sixtyfive thousand men, he crossed the Euphrates, took
several fortified towns of Mesopotamia, then crossed
!

Tigris, and made himself master of Ctesphon.
Here his progress ended. The close Roman legions
were harassed on all sides by the light cavalry of
the Persians, and reduced to grent distress for want

the

of provisions.
Still they presented a formidable front
to the enemy, and Sapor, the Persian king, was inclined to come to terms, when, in the course of an
attack made upon the Roman army while on its march
Julian, whom the heat of the weather had induced
to lay aside his cuirass, received a mortal wound in
his side from a javelin.
Being carried to his tent,

he e.Kpired the following night (June 26th, A.D. 363).
He died with perfect calmness and composure, surrounded by his friends, conversing on philosophical
his saiisfaction at his own
subjects, and expressing
been at the head of the empast conduct since he had
His remains were carried to Tarsus in Cilicia,
pire.
Jovian
according to his directions, and his successor

Such was the
erected a monument to his memory.
end of Julian, in the 32d year of his age, after a reign
of one year and about eight months from the death of
vol. 13, p. 144,
Constantius.
{Encycl. Us. Knowi,
seq.
still

— Gibbon,
a very

Decline and Fall,

common

c.

tradition, that

21, seqq.)— It is
when Julian felt

himself wounded, he caught in the hollow of his hand
some of the blood that issued from his side, and, fling" Take
Galilean ;
thy fill,
ing it in the air, exclaimed,
thou hast conquered me, but still do I renounce thee
and that, after having thus blasphemed against our Saviour, he indulged in a thousand imprecations against
his own gods, by whom he saw himself abandoned.

r

(Compare Sozom.,

6, 2.)

The whole

Equally undeserving of credit

is

is

a

mere

fable.

another account, that

been placed, after receiving his wound,
on the banks of a river, wished to precipitate himself
the eyes
into its waters, thai he might pass away from
Julian had
of men, and be regarded as an immortal.—
his mor;
many brilliant, and some amiable qualitieswere
his faults
chiefly
als were pure, and even austere

Julian, having

;

JULIANUS.

JULIANUS.
those of judgment, probably influenced by the impressions of early youth, an ardent and somewhat mystic
Of
imagination, and the flattery of those around him.

the writers of antiquity who have depicted the
character of Julian, Ammianus Marcellinus appears to
be the one who has done it with the most truth. This
historian renders justice to the eminent qualities of Juall

Either the subjeot was considered, in
the interval, as completely exhausted, or else the dreadful catastrophe which terminated the life of Julian, and
which was viewed as a punishment inflicted by Divine

Divine founder.

vengeance, had caused his writings to fall into neglect.
After the period of time above alluded to, Philip of
Side, St. Cyrill of Alexandrea, and Theodoret, undertook the task of completely prostrating the arguments
lian, without, at the same time, concealing his defects.
of
The perfect impartiality, the candour and frankness of
the "apostate emperor," and it is to the work of St.
this soldier, merit equal confidence both when he Cyrill that we owe our knowledge of a part of that of
As a writer, Julian deserves Julian. From this refutation, which bears the followpraises and condemns.
It is
praise for the purity and eloquence of his style.
ing title, 'Xnep rrjg tuv XpiffrtaviJv evayovg -^prja**
apparent from his works that he had read all the clas- Ketag, npog rd tov ev adeoig 'lov?uavov,
Of the holy
sical authors, for they are filled with allusions to pas- religion of the Christians, in reply to the writings
of
sages of these authors, to their opinions, and to images the impious Julian" we learn that it was divided into
and expressions employed by them. These allusions seven books, each of small extent
and that the first
'AvaarpocpTj tuv "EvayyeXiuv,
give sometimes to the writings of Julian a certain ob- three bore this title
" The Overthrow
scurity, because many of the productions to which he
of the Gospels.''^ These are the
refers no longer exist.
To most extensive reading he only ones which St. Cyrill has taken the trouble to
united much talent and much vigour of imagination. refute.
It is not difficult to perceive that an adroit
Morals, metaphysics, and theology, the last of which sophist, such as Julian was, could easily give to his
is with him
nothing more than a species of allegorical work a specious appearance, calculated to impose on
metaphysics, were the subjects of which he treated in weak and shallow minds, especially when the author
The works left by Julian are of three himself was surrounded by all the adventitious circumpreference.
classes.
The mode adopted by
1. Harangues.
2. Satires.
3. Letters.
stances of rank and power.
With the exception merely of the fragments preserv- Julian, of appearing to draw his arguments against
ed by St. Cyrill and Socrates, we have lost the work Christianity from the Scriptures themselves, gives an
but it reAgainst the Christians and against their creed. The air of candour and credibility to a work
Emperor Julian adopted every means by which, with- quires no great acumen to show, that Julian either did
out openly persecuting Christianity, he might degrade not understand, or else afTected to misunderstand, the
it. and cause its followers to fall into
and that he has pervertdoctrines which he combated
contempt.
The success
philosopher himself, he believed that there existed no ed facts and denied indubitable truths.
surer mode of restoring paganism, at the expense of which his work would no doubt have had if his life had
the new religion, than by attacking the latter through been prolonged, would only have been due to the talthe means of a work full of strong arguments, and in ent which he possessed in wielding the arms of ridiwhich satire also should not be spared.
man of let- cule arms the more dangerous, because the wounds
which they inflict never cicatrize, and because malevoters, he wanted not a large portion of self-complacency
and conceit and it appeared to him, that no one was lence, taking pleasure in believing what is false, closes
more proper to be the author of such a work, than he its eyes against the truth when the latter undertakes
who had studied the spirit of the two contending sys- to destroy that falsity. It was by the aid of the refutems of religion, and who had publicly declared him- tation of St Cyrill, mentioned above, that the Marquis
self the patron of a form of worship fast sinking into d'Argens undertook in the 18th century to restore the
It was published in Greek and
oblivion, and the enemy of a religion, to the triumph lost work of Julian.
of which he should have reflected that the safety of French, at Berlin, 1764, in 8vo, and reprinted in the
his own family was intimately attached.
Had the object of this individual
Such, no same city in 1767.
doubt, were the reasons which induced Julian to enter been to manifest to the world the errors of the Rothe lists against Christianity.
He wrote his work du- man infidel, and to teach the pretended philosophers
ring the winter evenings which he spent at Antioch, of the day how little philosophy has to advance that is
in the last year of his life.
Surrounded by pagan phi- worthy of reliance when religion is the theme, his unBut such
losophers, who expected from this prince the complete dertaking would have been a laudable one.
re-establishment of the religion of their fathers, with was not the end which the Marquis d'Argens had in
If he did not dare to declare openly for Julian,
which, in their blindness, they connected the renova- view.
tion of the splendour and power of the Roman
empire, he yet could find a thousand reasons for excusing his
the imperial author was encouraged by their suffrages, conduct.
The consequence has been, that the producand no doubt aided by their abilities. Apollinarius of tion of D'Argens has been attacked by two German
Laodicea repelled the attack of Julian by the arms of scholars, and the latter of the two has combated with
reason alone
exposing, in a treatise which he wrote so much success the sophisms and falsities in question,
" on
Truth," the dogmas of the heathen philosophers that, after having read the two works, every unprejurespecting Deity, and that, too, without at all calling diced mind will acknowledge that the production of
in the Holy Scriptures to the aid of his argument. the French
philosopher has been completely refuted.
This work of Apollinarius must have been composed The first of the German writers just alluded to, G. F.
in a very short time after the appearance of the emper- Meier, published his work in 1764, at Halle, in 8vo,
or's treatise, since Julian appears to have read it before under the following title: " Beurtheilung der Betrachhe quitted Antioch, March 5th, A.D. 363. Julian pre- tungen des herrn Marquis v. Argent, iiher den Kaiser
tended to contemn his opponent, and wrote to certain Julian;''^ the other, W. Crichton, who was subsebishops of the church this paltry jeu de mots: 'Av- quently a clergyman at Konigsberg, entitled his pro"
Betrachtungen uher des Kaiser Julian AbtyvcJVy eyvuv, Acareyvwv, "I have read, comprehended, duction,
condemned it." To this one of them, probably St. fall von der Christlichen Religion, und Vertheidigung
will now
Basil, replied, 'Aveyvuf j aXX ovk iyvug- ei yap ^yvug, des Heidenthums," Halle, 1765, 8vo.
ovK dv Kariyvtjg, " Thou hast read, bat not com- pass to an enumeration of the works of Julian that have
1. 'EyKUficov
for if thou hadst comprehended it thou come down to our own times.
rrpbg
prehended It
wouldst not have condemned it." Fifty years, how- TOV AvTOKpuTopa KuvcrrdvTiov, " Eloge on the Em2. Tlepl tuv avroKpdTopog rcpd^ever, elapsed before the work of Julian was completely peror Constanfius."
;

:

—

—

;

A

;

A

;

;

;

—We

;

refuted by productions carefully composed, and which
entered into a detail of the sophisms which had been
idvanced against Christianity and the character of its
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eo)v,

7j

-Kept

^aaLkeiag,

"

Of

peror, or of government."

"

TTjg

Ba(Ji?.i6ogf

Eloge on

the actions of
3.

'EjKO)/j.tov

the

Empress

an

entr-

EvaeBiag
Eusehia.""

JULIANUS.
These

whun he was

vour of Constantius, on

They

were composed by Julian

three productions

bis yonlh,

contain

some

JULIANUS.
in

striving to conciliate the fawhom his fortunes depended.

fine thoughts,

and are written with

more simplicity than one would expect in composiIn the first of these harangues,
tions at this period.
Julian had to pronounce a eulogy on one who had been
the murderer of his father, of his brother, in a word,
as he himself says on another occasion, the executionIt was a
er of his family, and his personal enemy.
theme worthy the pliant and fertile genius of the artful Julian, but just decorated with the title of Caesar
by that very Constantius who had on other occasions

To dissemble,
sought for pretexts to destroy him.
then, the faults of this prince, and to exaggerate his
good qualities, in such a panegyric, would be the aim
proposed to himself by the writer; and yet, it must in
with some exceptions, the
justice be remarked, that,

character of Constantius, as drawn by Julian, coincides
in its general features with that delineated by the hisIn the second harangue, written
torians of the time.
probably after he had resided some years in Gaul, Julian but ill conceals his inclination towards paganism.
He openly professes in this piece the doctrine of Plato

and the heathen philosophers, and constantly affects to
substitute the plural form "gods'* for the singular
"God." The third of these discourses, addressed to
the princess to whom Julian owed his life and his dignity of Caesar, is too profusely adorned, and burdened,
i. Etf rbv Baaikia 'HXias It were, with erudition.

—

Julian, had been recalled by Constantius, who wished
to deprive his cousin of the aid that was to be derived

from his great information and experience, and to
which the jealousy of the emperor attributed the successes of the young prince.
The farewell which Julian takes of his friend is
interesting and affecting, and
does honour to his feelings: he puts it in the mouth of
Pericles compelled to part from Anaxagoras.
9. '^Memoir addressed to the philosopher Themtstius." This
to
which the philosopher has given the form
morceau,
of a letter, has no title
the editors of Julian, howhave
ever,
separated it, on account of its length, from
the other letters of this prince. Themistius had felicitated Julian on his nomination as Caesar
and foreseethe young prince would succeed to
ing, no doubt, that
the empire, had traced for him the line of his duty, and
laid before him what the world expected at his hands.
Julian replies to this letter with the greatest ability and
10. Manifesto against the Emperor Conmoderation.
stantius, in the form of a letter to the senate and peoJulian addresses, as he says, his justiple of Athens.

—

:

;

—

fication for taking up arms against Constantius, to the
people of Athens, on account of the love of justice
It is a piece exexhibited by them in ancient times.
tremely important in an historical point of view, since

Julian, no longer caring for his cousin, exposes the
crimes and weaknesses of this emperor.
The letter
appears to have been written a short time previous to
11. A long fragment of a
the death of Constantius.

—

letter to a

pagan

pontiff,

containing instructions rela-

" In honour
A dis- tive to the duties to be performed towards the minisof the Sun, (he monarch^
5. Etf ters of paganism, of whom Julian, by virtue of his imcourse addressed to the prefect Sallustius.
' In Honour
This letter apof the Mother of the perial station, was sovereign pontiff
rffv fijjTipa i?cwv,
Gods." These two productions are full of enthusi- pears to have been written during his stay at Antioch.
asm, and are written in a species of poetical prose. Setting aside the slanders which this piece contains
They contain many allegorical allusions, which to us against the Christians, it may be regarded as well deIn the system serving a perusal.
can only appear frigid and ridiculous.
12. Kalaape^, ^ IvfiTTooiov, " The
of Julian, the world existed from all eternity
but Cccsars, or the Banquet."
This is one of the most
there existed at the same time a succession of causes, talented productions of Julian, and, if we throw out of
the principal one of which was the Being who subsist- consideration the impious allusions which it contains,
ed of himself, the Being supremely good, the primary one of the most agreeable effusions of antiquity.
It
sun
the other causes or principles, namely, the intel- is a faithful and true picture of the virtues and vices of
and
the visible sun, the predecessors of Julian.
The plan of the work is
ligent world without any sun,
were produced from the primary cause, but necessarily as follows. He relates to a friend a story in the form
and from all eternity
or
the
mother
of
the
of Lucian.
after
the
manner
of a dialogue,
Romulus,
Cybele,
gods, belongs to the third generative principle, and ap- named Quirinus after his apotheosis, gives a feast at
to
with
it
Attis
herself
or
Gallue
is
the
an
and
invites
all
to
it.
Wishthe
Saturnalia,
pears
identify
gods
attribute of this principle, and consequently of Cybele
ing, at the same time, to regale the Cssars, he causes
and seems, moreover, to make part of the fifth body, a separate table to be set for them below the moon, in
which is the soul of the sun and the soul of the uni- the upper region of the air. The tyrants, who would
verse.
Such was the ridiculous jargon which the have disgraced the society of gods and men, are thrown
" wise" and
'^philosophic" Julian preferred to the rev- headlong, by the inexorable Nemesis, into the Tartaelations of Christianity
According to the account of rean abyss. The rest of the Caesars advance to their
Libanius, Julian employed only a single night in the seats, and, as they pass, they undergo the scrutiny and
both remarks of Silenus.
A controversy arises about the
composition of each of these two discourses
were written A.D. 362 the second at Pessinus in first
Marcus Anplace, which all the gods adjudge to
This recital aflfords Julian an opportunity of
Phrygia, whither Julian had gone to re-establish the relius.
worship of Cybele. 6. Etf rovg uTraiSevTovc Kvuac, painting the character of his uncle, the Emperor Con•*
Against the ignorant Cynics." 7. ITpof 'lipuK^et- stantine, whom he represents as an eflfcminate man
ov KvvLKOv, Trepl Tov TTtJf KVvicTeov, Kal ei TVptTTet TU and a debauchee.
13. 'Avtloxikoc, fj MifTOTr^yuv,
Kwl fivdovc TrXuTTeiv, " Unto the Cynic Heraclius ; " The inhabitant of Antioch, or the Beard-hater." In
how one ought to be a Cynic, and whether it is becom- this satire, filled with pleasantries of a forced characing in a Cynic to compose fables." In these two dis- ter, Julian avenges himself on the people of Antioch,
courses or memoirs Julian defines the idea which, ac- who had amused themselves with the philosophic coscording to him, ought to be entertained of the philos- tume which he affected. He draws, in a pleasant manHe blames the false cynics of his ner, his own portrait, describing his own figure, his
ophy of Diogenes.
time for openly divulging things of a sacred nature. beard, and his
and while he
unpolished manners
The second discourse contains some very curious ma- makes an ironical confession of his own faults, he interials for history.
Under pretence of showing to dulges in a severe satire on the licentious and effemHeraclius how one may introduce a fable into a dis- inate manners of Antioch.
The work betrays marks
course of a serious nature, the writer has inserted an of the
which it was composed for
precipitation with
have also ninety letters
allegorical narrative, which is, in fact, the history of it is full of repetitions.—
8. 'Em r^
Conslantine, of his sons, and his nephew.
of Julian
these are not treatises of a philosophical or
k^6S(f) TOV ayaOoTaTOv SaAAovoTfoy TTapafivdrjTLKog^
moral nature, to which the epistolary form has been
"
written in the course
Consolation on the departure
of the excellent Sallus- given ; they are genuine letters,
tius."
This prefect of Gaul, the friend and adviser of of
others ; though occasionally
correspondence with
ov,

—

—

;

:

:

;

;

!

:

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

We

:

JUN

JUN

1 rescript or decision given by Julian as sovereign is
found among them. These letters are interesting from
the light which they shed on the character of the prince,
and on some of the events of the day. The 43d is an
ordinance by which public instruction is forbidden to

the Didian law about expenditure by severer penaities.
IV. Norbana, by L. Junius Norbanus, the con-

the Christians.
Among the correspondents of Julian,
they to whom the greater number of letters is addressed are the sophist Libanius, and the New-Platonist

lamblichus, for

whom

Julian

venera-

a

great
— The best edition of theprofessed
Casars of Julian

tion.

is

that

It contains the text
of Heusinger, Goth(Z, 1736, 8vo.
corrected by MSS., a Latin and a French translation,
and a selection of notes from previous commentators.
The edition of Harless, Erlang., 1785, Svo, is also
held in estimation.
The best edition of the entire
works is that of Spanheira, Lips., 1696, fol. None of
the editions of the works of Julian contain, however,
all his letters.
To those in the edition of Spanheim,

—

A.U.C. 771, that slaves who had been manumitted in any of the less solemn ways should not obtain the full rights of Roman citizens, but only those
of the Latins who were transplanted into colonies.
sul,

{Plin., Ep., 10, 105.)
Juno, a Roman divinity, identical with the Grecian

Hera, and to be considered, therefore, in one and ihe
same article with the latter. In Homer, this goddess
is one of the children of Saturn and Rhea, and the sis
ter and wife of Jupiter.
When the latter placed his

Rhea committed Juno to the care of
Oceanus and Tethys, by whom she was nurtured in

sire in Tartarus,

these in his Bibliothcca Graca, vol. 7, p. 84 (vol. 6,
This scholar also made
p. 734 of the new edition).
known eleven other letters, in his Lux salutaris EvanThese form altogether a collecgelti, Hamb., 1731.
tion of seventeen epistles, which may be found in the
third volume of the works of Julian, translated by
Tourlet, Paris, 1821, Svo.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

their grotto-palace.
(//., 14, 202, scq.)
Hesiod, who
gives her the same parents, says that she was the last
{Tkeog., 921.) According to the
spouse of Jove.
Argive legend, Jupiter effected his union with Juno by
assuming first the form of a cuckoo. {Schol. ad TheIn the Iliad (for she
Paiisan., 2, 17.)
ocr., 15, 64.
does not appear in the Odyssey), Juno, as the queen
of Jupiter, shares in his honours.
The god is represented as a little in awe of her tongue, yet daunting
her by his menaces.
On one occasion he reminds her,
how once, when she had raised a storm, which drove
his son Hercules out of his course at sea, he tied her
hands together, and suspended her with anvils at her

vol. 6, p.

feet

we must add

the letters given by Muratori, in his Anecdota Graeca, Patavii, 1709, 4to.
Fabricius inserted

188, scqq.)
JuLii or Julia Gens, a celebrated

Roman

family,

which pretended to trace its origin to the mythic luIts principal branch was that of
lus, son of iEneas.
the Libos, which, about the close of the fifth century
of Rome, took the name of Caesar.
{Vid. Caesar.)
JunoMAGUs, a city of Gaul, the capital of the An-

decavi, situate on a tributary of the Liger or Loire,
near its junction with that river, and to the northeast
of Namnetes or Nantz.
It was afterward called An-

name of the people, and is now An{Vid. Andecavi.)
JuLiopoLis, a city of Galatia.
{Vid. Gordium.)
luLis, the chief town of the island of Ceos, situate
on a hill about 25 stadia from the sea, and which is

decavi, from the
gers.

probably represented by the modern Zea, which gives

name

(Note to the French Strabo,
from a MS. tour of Villoison.) It was
the birthplace of two of the greatest lyric poets of
also
Greece, Simonides and his nephew Bacchylides
of Erasisiratus the physician, and Ariston the Peripaits

to the island.

vol. 4, p. 164,

;

It is said that the
{Strabo, 486.)
decreed that every man, on reaching

tetic philosopher.
this town

laws of

his sixtieth year, should destroy himself by poison, in
order to leave to others a sufficient maintenance.

This ordinance

when

is

said to have been

first

promulgated

town was besieged by the Athenians.

the

(Stra—Heracl., Pont.
— MHan.,
V.
fragm.,
37. — Cramer^s Anc. Greece,
H.,
402.)
— Agricola,
(Vid.
Julius,
—
{Vid.
governor of
— IV. Solinus, Obse(Vid. Obsequens.)
quens.
{Vid. Solinus.)— V. Titianus,
{Vid.
nus.) — VI. Africanus, a chronologer.
{Vid. Africabo,

I.

Polit.

c.

9.

vol. 3, p.
II.

3,

I.

Caesar.

a

Caesar.)

Britain.

Agricola.)

III.

a writer.

a writer.

nus

I.)

— VII.

Titia-

Pollux, a grammarian of Naucratis, in

Egypt. {Vid. Pollux.)
luLUs, I. the name of Ascanius, the son of ^Eneas.
II. A son of Ascanius, born in La{Vid. Ascanius.)
In the succession to the kingdom of Alba,
vinium.
^neas Sylvius, the son of .^neas and Lavinia, was

—

He was, however, made chief priest.
son of Antony the tri{Dion. Hal, 1, 70.)—III.
umvir, and Fulvia.
{Vid. Antonius VII.)
JuNiA Lex, I. a law proposed by M. Junius Pennus, a tribune, and passed A.U.C. 627, about expellII. Another, by M, Juing foreigners from the city.
nius Silanus, the consul, A.U.C. 644, about diminishing the number of campaigns which soldiers should
preferred to him.

A

—

serve.

—

III.

Licinia. or

704

Junia

et

Licinia,

enforcing

—

between heaven and earth

when her son Vulcan would
from Olympus.
22.)

In this

— Compare

;

and

down

//., 15,
590, seqq.
the goddess appears dwelling in

{II., 1,

poem

{11., 15, 18, seqq.)
aid her, he flung him

peace and harmony with Latona, Dione, Themis, and
their children: later poets speak much, however, of
the persecution which Latona underwent from the enmity of Juno, who also visited with severe inflictions
lo, Semele, Alcmena, and other favourites of Jove.
The children of Jupiter and Juno were Mars, Hebe,
and the Ilithyiae, to whom some add the Graces.

Vulcan was the pro{Coluth., Rapt. Hel, 88, 173.)
geny of Juno without a sire ; she was also said by
some to have given origin to the monster Typhon.
In the mythic cycles
{Horn., Hymn., 2, 127, seqq.)
of Bacchus and Hercules, Juno acts a prominent part
as the
of those heroes, on account of their

persecutor
In
mothers.
being the offspring of Jupiter by mortal
like manner, as the goddess of Argos, she is active in
the
In
the caufe of the Achasi in the war of Troy.
of the adArgonautic cycle she is the protecting deity
venturous Jason.
There is, in fact, no one of the
in feeling
Olympian deities more decidedly Grecian
and character than Juno. The chief seats of her wor-

—

She was also
ship were Argos, Samos, and Platasa.
honoured at Sparta, Corinth, Corcyra, and other places.
The victims offered to her were kine, ewe- lambs, and
sows.
The willow, the pomegranate, the dittany, the
her sacred plants.
Among birds, the cuclily, were
to
koo, and afterward the peacock, were appropriated
consult rethe Olympian queen.
{Vid. Argus, and
marks under the article To.) The peacock is an Indian
bird, and,

was introduced
according to Theophrastus,

Greece from the East. Its Persian name at the
(Compare the Greek raug.)
present day is Taous.
Peafowl were first introduced into Samos and being
birds that gave indications, by their cry, of a change
of weather, they were consecrated to Juno, and the lewas their nagend was gradually spread, that Samos
tive place.— The marriage of Jupiter and Juno was
of those of mankind, and the
viewed as the

into

;

pattern
to preside over the nuptial league.
the Yoker {Zvyia), the

goddess was held

Hence she was surnamed
Consecrator {Telefa),
HTjXia.

Marriage- Goddess (Tawas represented by Polythrone, holding in one hand a
the

— Praniiia.)—Juno

cletus as seated on a
of fecundity, in the other a
pomegranate, the emblem
Her air is dignified
on its top.
sceptre, with a cuckoo

and matronly, her forehead broad, her eyes large, and

JUP

JUPITER.

She is attired in a tunic and
her anns finely formed.
The term 'Hpa is evidently the feminine of
mantle.
•Hpwf, anciently 'Hpof, and thus they answer to each
other as the Latin Hcrus and Hera, and the German

—

Herr and Hcrrin, and

therefore signified master and

—The name JUNO, on the other hand,
female
evidently derived from the Greek AIQNH,
ZET2. — The quarrels of Jupiter and Juno
AIS
is

mistress.

the

in

or

the

Homeric mythology

are

evidently mere physical

denoting the aether or upper regions
of air, and Juno the lower strata, or our atmosphere.
Hence the discord and strife that so often prevail between the king and queen of Olympus, the master and
allegories, Jupiter

mistress of the universe, are merely so many types of
the storms that disturb our atmosphere, and the everTarying changes that characterize the latter are plainly

indicated bythe capricious and quick-changing temAt a later period, howper of the spouse of Jove.
ever, a new element appears to have entered into the
mythology of Juno. The Earth, as the recipient of
in a
fertilizing showers from the atmosphere, became

manner

spouse of Father ^Ether
in many of her attributes both Cybele and Ceres, appearing at one time
as Earth, at another as the passive productive princiHence the consecration of the cow to Juno,
ple.

and we

identified with the

find Juno,

;

now resembling

just as, in the religion of the ancient Germans, the
assigned to the service of the goddess HerAt Argos, the chariot in which the
tha or Earth.

cow was

{Herod.,
priestess of Juno rode was drawn by oxen.
Cows were also sacred to the Egyptian Isis,
1, 31.)
the goddess of fertility, and who resembles in some

and
— Though Homer
names

(For his warfare with the Titans

ship.
vid. Titanes

Giants,

and Gigantes.)

the parents of nearly all the gods who appear in his
poems, and it follows thence that they must have
been bom in some definite places, he never indicates
any spot of earth as the natal place of any of his deities.
very ancient tradition, however (for it oc-

A

curs in Hesiod), made the isle of Crete the birthplace
of the monarch of Olympus.
According to this tradition, Rhea, when about to be delivered of Jupiter, retired to a cavern near Lyctus or Cnosus in Crete.
She there brought forth her babe, whom the Melian
nymphs received in their arms. Adrastea rocked him
in a golden cradle ; he was fed with honey and the milk
of the goat Amalthea, while the Curetes danced about

him, clashing their arms, to prevent his cries from
{Callim., Hymn, in Jov.
reaching the ears of Saturn.
Vid. Rhea, and Saturnus.)
According to another

—

account, the infant deity was fed on ambrosia, brought
by pigeons from the streams of Ocean, and on nectar,
which an eagle drew each day with his beak from a
This legend was
rock.
{Athenceus, 11, p. 490.)
Jupiter became a mortal king
gradually pragmatized
of Crete; and not merely the cave in which he was
reared, but the tomb which contained his remains, was
shown by the " lying Cretans." {KpfjTeg ael tpeiffrai.
Callim , H. in Jov., v. 8.
Compare St. Paul, Ep. ad
The Arcadians, on the other hand, asTit., 1, 12.)
;

—

—

serted

that Jupiter

saw

first

the light

among

their

mountains, and made Rhea to have brought him Torth

—

amid the thickets of Parrhasion.
All, therefore, that
can collect with safety from these accounts is,
of her attributes the Grecian Ceres.
(Knight, En- that the worship of the DictJEan Jupiter in Crete, and
36.
Classical of the Lycaean Jupiter in Arcadia (for he was reared,
quiry into the Symb. Lang., &c.,
a cavern of Mount Lycaeus),
Journ., vol. 23, p. 227.
Keightley's Mythology, p. said the Arcadians, in
was of the most remote antiquity, and that thence,
96, seqq.
Constant, de la Religion, vol. 1, p. 198.)
JuNONiA, one of the Canary islands, or Insulae For- when the Euhemeristic principle began to creep in
tunatae.
It is now Palma.
[Plin., 6, 32.)
among the Greeks, each people supposed the deity to
JuNONis Promontorium, a promontory of Spain, on have been bom among themselves. The Cretan lethe Atlantic side of the Straits of Gibraltar.
It is now gend must, however, be regarded as the most ancient,

—

—

we

—

<J

Cape Trafalgar.

{Mela, 2, 6.)
Jupiter, the supreme Roman deity, identical with
the Grecian Zev^ {Zeus).
Jupiter was the eldest son
of Saturn and Rhea.
He and his brothers, Neptune
and Pluto, divided the world by lot between them,
which fell to him was the " extensive
and the

—

for the

Arcadians evidently attempted to transfer the

names of places
Theogony, the

in

it

to their

celestial

own

country.

— In

the

progeny of Jove are enumera-

{Theog., 886, seq.) Juespoused Metis {Prudence), who exceeded
But Heaven and Earth
portion
gods and men in knowledge.
heaven in air and clouds." {II., 13, 355.) All the having told him that her first child, a maid, would
and
aerial phenomena, such as thunder and lightning, wind, equal him in strength
counsel, and her second, a
clouds, snow, and rainbows, are therefore ascribed to son, would be king of gods and men, he cajoled her
him, and he sends them either as signs and warnings, when she was pregnant, and swallowed her and, after
or to punish the transgressions of man, especially the a time, the goddess Minerva sprang from his head.
perversions of law and justice, of which he is the He then married Themis, who bore him the Seasons
fountain.
The ocean-nymph Eurynome next pro(JZ., 1, 238, seqq.)
Jupiter is called the and Fates.
Ceres then became by him
"father of men and gods;" his power over both is duced him the Graces.
represented as supreme, and his will is fate.
Earthly the mother of Proserpina Mnemosyne of the Muses
monarchs obtain their authority from him (iZ., 2, 197, and Latona of Apollo and Diana. His last spouse
205)
they are but his vicegerents, and are distin- was Juno, who bore him Mars, Hebe, and Ilithyia.
such as According to Homer {11., 5, 370, seq.), Venus was
guished by epithets derived from his name
Jove-sprung {Acoyev^c)* Jove-rearcd {ALorpecp^g), Jove- the daughter of Jupiter and Dione. The Theogony
beloved {AiofjuXog).
In his palace on Olympus, Jove farther says, that Maia, the daughter of Atlas, bore
A later fable stated
lives like a Grecian prince in the midst of his family : him Hermes {Theog., 938).
altercations and quarrels occur between him and his that Asteria, the sister of Latona, flying the love of
sea.
queen, Juno; and though, in general, kind and affec- Jupiter, flung herself from heaven down to the
tionate to his children, he occasionally menaces or and became the island afterward known by the name
treats them with rigour.
In the Odyssey, the char- of Delos.— Mortal women also bore a numerous proof
acter of this god is, agreeably to the more moral
geny to the monarch of the sky, and every species
tone of that poem, of a higher and more dignified or- transmutation and disguise was employed by hinri to
der.
No indecent altercations occur both gods and further his views. ( Vid. Alcmena, Antiope, Calhsto,
men submit to his power without a murmur, yet he Danae, Europa, Leda, &c.) The various fables of
thus became the subis anxious to show the
equity of his decrees and which the monarch of the gods
from his characto '« justify his ways."
{Od., 1, 32.)—The Theog- ject, and which, while they derogate
to recomony of Hesiod represents Jupiter as the last-born ter of sovereign deity, have little, if anythmg,
child of Saturn and Rhea, and,
of moral purity, lose all their
according to it, the mend them on the score
supreme power was freely conferred on him by his grossness if we regard them merely as so many alleof the
brothers, and he thus became the
acknowledged head gories, which typify the great generative power
of the Olympian
in a variety of ways, tnd ungods, the objects of Grecian wor- universe displaying itself
ted in the following order.
piter first

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

JUPITER.

JUPITER.

of forms. —

It was the habit
der the greatest diversity
of the Greeks to appropriate particular plants and animals to the service of their deities.
There was gen-

some reason

founded on physical or
moral grounds, or on both.
Nothing could be more
natural than to assign the oak {<piiy6g, quercus (zscuerally

for this,

monarch of trees, to the celestial king, whose
ancient oracle, moreover, was in the oak-woods oi Dodona.
In like manner, the eagle was evidently the
bird best suited to his service.
The celebrated -Egis,
the shield which sent forth thunder, lightning, and darkness, and struck terror into mortal hearts, was formed
for Jupiter by Vulcan.
In Homer we see it sometimes
Ins), the

borne by Apollo (7Z., 15, 508) and sometimes by Minerva (J7., 5, 738!— Or/., 22, 297).— The most famous

temple of Jupiter was at Olympia

in Elis,

where, every

fourth year, the Olympic Games were celebrated in
his honour ; he had also a splendid fane in the island
of .-Egina.
But, though there were few deities less

honoured with temples and statues,

all

the inhabitants

of Hellas conspired in the duty of doing homage to the
His great oracle was at Dodosovereign of the gods.
na, where, even in the Pelasgian period, the Selli announced his will and the secrets of futurity. (//., 16,

—

233.)
Jupiter was represented by artists as the model
of dignity and majesty of mien ; his countenance grave
He is seated on a throne, and grasping his
but mild.
The eagle is standing beside
sceptre and thunder.
the throne.
An inquiry, of which the object should be

—

and unite all the parts of the Greek mythology that have reference to natural phenomena and
the changes of the seasons, although it has never been
regularly undertaken, would doubtless show, that the
earliest religion of the Greeks was founded on the

to select

pame notions as the chief part of the religions of the
East, particularly of that part of the East which was
nearest to Greece, namely, Asia Minor.
The Greek
mind, however, even in this the earliest of its productions, appears richer and more various in its forms,
and, at the same time, to take a loftier and wider range,
than is the case in the religion of the Oriental neighbours of the Greeks, the Phrygians, Lydians, and SyrIn the religion of these nations, the combinaians.
tion and contrast of two beings (Baal and .^starte), the
one male, representing the productive, and the other
female, representing the passive and nutritive powers
of Nature
and the alternation of two states, namely,
the strength and vigour, and the weakness and death,
of the male personification of Nature, the first of which
was celebrated with vehement joy, the latter with ex;

cessive lamentation, recur in a perpetual cycle, that
must have wearied and stupified the mind. The Grecian worship of Nature, on the other hand, in all the
various forms which it assumed in different quarters,
places one Deity, as the highest of all. at the head of the
entire system, the God of heaven and Ught, the Father
Ml her of the Latin poets. That this is the true mean-

Besides this goddess, other beings are
associated on one side with the Supreme God, wlio
are personifications of certain of his energies
powerful deities, who carry the influence of
light over the
earth, and destroy the opposing powers of darkness
tilizing rains.

;

such as Minerva, born from the head
of her father, in the height of the heavens ; and Apollo,
and
the pure
shining god of a worship belonging to
other races, but who, even in his original form, was a
On the other side are deities allied
god of light.
with the earth, and dwelling in her dark recesses ;
and as all life appears not only to spring from the earth,
but to return to that whence it sprung, these deities
are, for the most part, also connected with death ; as
Hermes or Mercury, who brings up the treasures of
fruitfulness from the depth of the earth, and the child,
now lost and now recovered by her mother Ceres,
Proserpina (Cora) the goddess both of flourishing and
It was natural to expect that
of decaying nature.
the element of water (Neptune or Poseidon) should
also be introduced into this assemblage of the personified powers of Nature, and should be peculiarly
combined with the goddess of the Earth : and that
fire (Vulcan or Hephaestus) should be represented as a
powerful principle, derived from heaven and having
dominion on the earth, and be closely allied with the
goddess who sprang from the head of the god of the
Other deities are less important and necesheavens.
sary parts of this same system, as Venus (Aphrodite),
whose worship was evidently, for the most part, prop-

and confusion

:

agated over Greece from Cyprus and Cythera, by the
As a singular beinfluence of Syrophoenician tribes.
ing, however, in the assembly of the Greek divinities,
stands the changeable god of flourishing, decaying,
and renovated Nature, Bacchus or Dionysus, whose
alternate joys and suflTcrings, and marvellous adventures, show a strong resemblance to the form which
Introduced
religious notions assumed in Asia Minor.
by the Thracians (a tribe which spread from the north
of Greece into the interior of the country), and not,
like the gods of Olympus, recognised by all the races
of the Greeks, Bacchus always remained to a certain
degree estranged from the rest of the gods, although
his attributes had evidently most affinity with those of
But in this isolated position
Ceres and Proserpina.
Bacchus exercises an important influence on the spirit
and
both in sculpture and poetry
of the Greek nation,
gave rise to a class of feelings, which agree in displaying more powerful emotions of the mind, a bolder
and more acute sensations
flight of the imagination,
of pain and pleasure, than were exhibited on occasions
where this influence did not operate. In like manner,
the Homeric Poems (which instruct us not merely by
their direct statements, but also by their indirect allusions
not only by what they say, but also by what
;

they do not say), when attentively considered, clearly
show how this ancient religion of nature sank into the
shade as compared with the salient and conspicuous
The gods who
forms of the deities of the heroic age.

ing of the name Zeus (Jupiter) is shown by the occurrence of the same root (DIU). with the S3me signification, even in the Sanscrit, and by the preservation of dwell on Olympus scarcely appear at all in connexion
several of its derivatives, which remained in common with natural phenomena.
Zeus chiefly exercises his
use both in Greek and Latin, all containing the no- power as a ruler and king although he is still desigThe root DIU is most clearly nated (by epithets doubtless of high antiquity) as the
tion of Heaven and Day.
seen in the oblique cases of Zens, AfFoc, AtF^, in which god of the ether and the storms ; as in much later
" What
the U has passed into the consonant form F (Digam- limes the old picturesque expression was used,
" What kind of weather is it?"
ma); whereas in Zei)f, as in other Greek words, the is Zeus doing?" for
sound DI has passed into Z, and the vowel has been In the Homeric conception of Minerva and Apollo,
In the Latin Jovis {Iiive in Umbrian) the there is no trace of any reference of these deities to
lengthened.
D has been lost before I, which, however, is preserved their earlier attributes. Vulcan also has passed, from
in many other derivatives of the same root, as, dies, the powerful god of fire in heaven and on earth, into a
With this god of the heavens, who dwells in laborious smith and worker of metals, who performs
dium.
the pure expanse of ether, is associated, though not as his dutv by making armour and weapons for the other
As to Mercury, there
a being of the same rank, a goddess worshipped under gods and their favourite heroes.
The marriage of Zeus are some stories in which he is represented as giving
the name of Hera or Juno.
with this divinity was regarded as a sacred solemnity, fruitfulness to cattle, in his capacity of the rural god
and typified th^ union of heaven and earth in the fer- of Arcadia ; from which, by means of various meta;

—
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JUS
and he frequently passed two days and as many
He allowed himself
nights without tasting any food.
little time for
sleep, and was always up before the

the messenger of
morphoses, he is transmuted into
Zeus and the servant of the gods. {Miiller, Hist.
Gr. Lit., p. 13, seqq.)
Jura, a chain of mountains, which, extending from
the Rhodanus or Rhone to the Rhenus or Rhine,
separated Helvetia from the territory of the Sequani.
The name is said to be in Celtic, Jourag, and to sig-

tables,

or Jupiter.
The most elenify the domain of God
vated parts of the chain are the Dole, 5082 feet above
the level of the sea ; the Mont Tendre, 5170; and the
Reculet (the summit of the Thotry), 6196.
{Plin., 3,

His restless application to business
light.
and to study, as well as the extent of his learning, have
been attested even by his enemies ('Av^/cdora, c. 8,
He was, or professed to be, a poet and philoso13).
pher, a lawyer and theologian, a musician and archibut the brightest ornament of his reign is the
tect
compilation of Roman law, which has immortalized his
name, and an accouut of which will be found under

4.— C«s.,

the article Tribonianus.

B. C, 1, 2.—Ptol., 2, 9.)
JusTiNiANUs, Flavius, bom near Sardica in Moesia,
A.D. 482 or 483, of obscure parents, was nephew by
The
his mother's side to Justinus, afterward emperor.
elevation of his uncle to the imperial throne, A.D. 518,
decided the fortune of Justinian, who, having been
educated at Constantinople, had given proofs of conJustinus was ignosiderable capacity and application.
rant and old, and the advice and exertions of his neph-

ew were

of great service to him during the nine years
of his reign.
He adopted Justinian as his colleague,
and at length, a few months before his death, feeling

end was approaching, he crowned him in presence of the patriarch and senators, and made over the
that his

imperial authority to him, in April, 527. Justinian was
then in his 45th year, and he reigned above 38 years,
till November, 565, when he died.
His long reign
forms a remarkable epoch in the history of the world.
Although himself unwarlike, yet, by means of his

able generals, Belisarius and Narses, he completely
defeated the Vandals and the Goths, and reunited

morning

;

Unfortunately, his love of
theological controversy led him to interfere with the
consciences of his subjects, and his penal enactments
against Jews and heretics display a spirit of mischievous intolerance which has ever since afforded a dan-

—

j

Justinian
gerous authority for religious persecution.
died at 83 years of age, on the 14th of November, 565,
He was succeeded by his nephleaving no children.
ew Justinus IV. {Ludewig, Vita Justiniani Magni.
II. The
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 40, segq.)
second of the name, was son of Constantino III., and
He suclineal descendant of the Emperor Heraclius.
ceeded his father on the throne of Constantinople,
A.D. 685, but his reign, which lasted ten years, was
marked chiefly by wars with the Saracens, and by the
At last,
exactions and oppressions of his ministers.
his general Leontius drove him from the throne, and,
having caused his nose to be cut off, banished him to
the Crimea, A.D. 695.
Leontius, however, was soon
after deposed himself, and banished by Tiberius ApsiMeantime Jusmerus, who reigned for seven years.
tinian had escaped from the Crimea and married the

—

—

Justinian was the last
Italy and Africa to the empire.
emperor of Constantinople, who, by his dominion over daughter of the Kakan, or King of the Gazari, a tribe
the whole of Italy, reunited in some measure the two of Turks
and he afterward, with the assistance of the
principal portions of the ancient empire of the Caesars. Bulgarians, entered Constantinople, and put to a cruel
On the side of the East, his arms repelled the inroads death both Leontius and Tiberius, along with many
of Chosroes, and conquered Colchis
and the Negus, others. He ordered, also, many of the principal people
;

;

or king of Abyssinia, entered into an alliance with
him.
On the Danubian frontier, the Gepidae, Langobardi, Bulgarians, and other hordes, were either kept
in check or repulsed.
The wars of his reign are related by Procopius and Agathias.
Justinian must be
viewed also as an administrator and legislator of his
vast empire.
In the first capacity he did some good
and much harm. He was both profuse and penurious;
personally inclined to justice, he often overlooked,
he esthrough weakness, the injustice of subalterns
tablished monopolies of certain branches of industry
and commerce, and increased the taxes. But he introduced the rearing of silkworms into Europe, and
the numerous edifices which he raised {vid. Isidorus
IV.), and the towns which he repaired or fortified, attest his love for the arts, and his anxiety for the security and welfare of his dominions.
Procopius ("De
adificiis Domini Justiniani''') gives a notice of the
towns, churches (St. Sophia among the rest), convents,

Ravenna to be put to death. At last Justinian was
dethroned and killed by PhilippusBardanes, A.D. 711.
(Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 13, p. 166.)
Justinus, I. M. Junianus, or, as he is named in
some manuscripts, M. Justinus Frontinus, a Latin historian, generally supposed to have flourished in the age
of the Antonines.
The chief reason for assigning him
to this period is the dedication of his work, addressed

bridges, roads, walls, and fortifications constructed or
The same Procopius, howrepaired during his reign.

the preference to those facts and those passages which
he considered peculiarly interesting.
(Compare his
" Omissis his
own words
qua nee cognoscendi
voluptate jucunda, nee exemplo erant necessaria.")
Other events are only mentioned briefly, and by way

—

;

ever, wrote a secret history ('Ave/c^ora) of the court
and reign of Justinian, and his wife Theodora, both
of whom he paints in the darkest colours.
Theodora,

indeed,

was an unprincipled woman, with some

abili-

who

exercised, till her death in 548, a great influence over the mind of Justinian, and many acts of oppression and cruelty were committed by her orders.
But yet the Anecdota of Procopius cannot be implities,

as many of his charges are evidently
Jusmisrepresentations or malignant exaggerations.
tinian was easy of access, patient of
hearing, courte-

citly trusted,

—

ous and affable in discourse, and perfect master of his
In the conspiracies against his authority and
temper.
person, he often showed both justice and clemency.

He

excelled in the private virtues of chastity and
temperance ; his meals were short and frugal on solemn fast he contented himself with water and vege;

of

Marcus Aurelius. Many critics, however, regard
the line in the manuscripts which expresses this dedication as an addition by some ignorant copyist, who
to

had confounded

this writer

with Justinus the Martyr.

known of

the particulars of Justin's life.
He made an epitome of, or, rather, a selection of extracts from, the historical work of Trogus Pompeius.

Nothing

is

" Historiarum
Philippicarum
et terrce situs, ex Trogo
Pompcio excerptarum libri XLIV. a Nino ad Casarcm Augustum.'''' In making his extracts, Justin gave

This epitome
et

tolius

is

entitled,

mundi originum,

:

in the
of transition.
Chronology is entirely neglected
work of Justin, as in the greater part of the ancient
writers.
Justin is deficient in judgment and sagacity.
His style is correct, simple, and elegant, but uneto that of Florus.
qual ; it is far preferable, however,
The best editions are, that of Gronovius, L. Bat.,
1719, 8vo; of Hearne, Oxon., 1705, 8vo; of Fischer,
and of Wetzel, Leign., 1817, 8vo.
Lips., 1757, 8vo
—The value of Justin's history chiefly depends on the
;

circumstance of Trogus's work having been compiled
from some of the best of the ancient historical writers,
such as Theopompus, Herodotus, Ctesias, Hieronymus of Cardia, Timaeus, Phylarchus, Polybius, Posidonius, &c.
(Compare Gatterer, ram Plan des Tro-
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gus, &c.—Hist. Bihl, vol. 3, p. US.—Borhek, Magazin fur Erkldrung, d. Gr. u. R., vol. 1, p. 180.
Koch, Proleg. ad Theopomp. Chium., Lips., 1804, p.
13.
Heyne, de Tragi Pompeii ejusque cpitomatoris
Justini fontibus, &c., Comment. Soc. Reg. Gbtting.,
vol. 15, p. 183, seqq.)
In order that the student may
be better enabled to appreciate the extent of Trogus's
we
will
now
labours,
proceed to sketch an outline of
his work, as far as it has been determined
by the researches of modem scholars.
Book 1 History of the
Assyrian, Median, and Persian empires, down to the
Book 2. Digression
reign of Darius, son of Hystaspes.
respecting the Scythians, Amazons, and Athenians
the kings of Athens, the legislation of Solon, the tyranny of the Pisistratidae, the expulsion of this family,
and the war with Persia which ensued, the battle of
Marathon, the history of Xerxes and of his contests
with the Greeks.
Book 3. The accession of Artaxerx-

—

—

.

;

Digression respecting the Lacedaemonians, the
Lycurgus, and the first Messenian war.
Commencement of the Peloponnesian war. Book 4.
Continuation of the Peloponnesian war, expedition to
Book 5. Close
Sicily.
Digression respecting Sicily.
of the Peloponnesian war.
The thirty tyrants, and
their expulsion by Thrasybulus.
The expedition of
the younger Cyrus, and the retreat of the Ten Thousand.
Book 6. The expeditions of Dercyllidas and
The Theban war. The peace
Agesilaus into Asia.
of Antalcidas.
The exploits of Epaminondas. Philip
of Macedon begins to interfere in the affairs of Greece.
In these first six books, which are to be regarded as
a kind of introduction to the history of the Macedonian Empire, the true object of Trogus, his principal
He has also occasionally
guide was Theopompus.
availed himself of the aid of Herodotus and Ctesias,
and even of that of the mythographers. Book 7. Digression respecting the condition of Macedonia anterior to the reign of Philip.
Book 8. History of Philip
es.

legislation of

—

—

and of the Sacred War.
Book 9. End of the history
of Philip.
Book 10. Continuation and end of the Persian history, under Artaxerxes Mnemon, Ochus, and
Darius Codomanus.
In these four books Trogus apBook
pears to have merely translated Theopompus.
11
History of Alexander the Great, from his acces-

—

—

.

sion to the throne until the death of Darius.

Book

12.

Syracuse and Magna Graecia, Trogus appears to hava
taken from Theopompus, and, by way of supplement,
from Timaeus this latter, for example, seems to have
furnished the materials for the history of Agathocles.
Book 24. Continuation of the history of Macedonia.
Invasion of the Gauls under Brennus.
Book 25. AnEstablishment
tigonus Gonatas, king of Macedonia.
of the Gauls in Bithynia.
Book 26. Continuation of
the history of Macedonia.
Book 27. Seleucus, king
of Syria.
28.
Book
Continuation of the history of
Macedonia to the accession of Philip. Book 29. War
of Philip with the Romans.
In these six books Phylarchus has been the principal authority of Trogus.
Book 30. Continuation of the Macedonian war. Alliance of the iEtolians with Antiochus the Great. Book
:

—

—

—

31. Hannibal prevails on Antiochus to make war
War in Syria. Book 32. Death
against the Romans.
of Philopoemen.
War of the Romans with Perseus.
Death of Hannibal. Book 33. Fall of the Macedonian

Book 34. Achaean war. Continuation of the
Book 35. Demetrius I. and II,,
Syria.
These six books are taken from Pokings of Syria.
Book 36. Continuation of the history of the
lybius.
empire.

history

of

—

The
kings of Syria.
Digression respecting the Jews.
kingdom of Pergamus becomes a Roman province.
Book 37. History of Mithradates the Great. Book 38.
Continuation of the history of Mithradates.
Ptolemy
Continuation of the history
Physcon, king of Egypt.
of Demetrius, king of Syria.
Book 39. Continuation
of the history of Syria and Egypt.
Book 40. End of
the kingdom of Syria.
Book 41. History of the Parthians.
Book 42. Continuation of the history of the
On comparing the
Parthians.
History of Armenia.
contents of these six books with the fragments of Posidonius of Rhodes that have been preserved by Athenaeus, it would appear that this historian has here
been the guide of Trogus. Posidonius, who was a
friend of Trogus's, had published a history of the period
that had intervened between the destruction of CorIt was a
inth and the fall of the kingdom of Syria.

—

The digression re*
of confusion ; it is well
known what erroneous ideas were prevalent concernat
ing this people in the time of Augustus, and even
the period when Tacitus wrote ; but one is surprised
to find that Justin was not able to rectify the mistakes
Book 43. Eariier history of Rome and
of his original.
In the latter part of this book Diodes the
Massilia.
Book 44. HisPeparethian furnished the materials.
large

work

specting the

in

fifty-two books.

Jews

i.s

full

Occurrences in Greece during the absence of Alexander expeditions of this prince into Hyrcania and India.
His death. In these two books, no fact would
appear to have been stated that is not also contained
in other works which have reached us.
Books 13, tory of Spain, derived most probably from Posidonius
Such appear to have been, in general, the authorities
14, 15. History of the wars between the generals of
Alexander the Great, down to the death of Cassander. followed by Trogus, and, consequently, by his abbreBook 16. Continuation of the history of Macedonia to viator Justin. (Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 139,
the accession of Lysimachus.
This part of Justin's seqq. B'dhr, Gesch. der Rom. Lit., p. 299, seqq.)
history is so imperfect, that we find it impossible to II. Surnamed the Martyr, one of the earliest and most
He was the
divine the sources whence Trogus derived his mate- learned writers of the Christian church.
was born at
It has been supposed, however, that the
rials.
digres- son of Prise us, a Greek by nation, and
sions on Cyrene (13, 7) and Heraclea (16, 4) are ob- Flavia Neapolis, anciently called Sichem, a city of Satained from Theopompus, and that the episode on In- maria in Palestine, towards the close of the first cendia (15, 4) is from Megasthenes.
Book 17. History tury. He was educated in the pagan religion, and,
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

of Lysimachus.
Digression respecting Epirus before
As Justin shows himself, in
the time of Pyrrhus.
this book, very partial towards Seleucus, and the reverse towards Lysimachus, it has been conjectured
that Hieronymus of Cardia was the guide of Trogus
Book 18. Wars of
in this part of the original work.

—

Egypt, became a Platonist, until, in
the year 132, he was led, by the instructions of a
zealous and able Christian, to embrace the religion of
the Gospel.
subsequently went to Rome in the

after studying in

He

beginning of the reign of Antoninus Pius, and drew up
his first apology for Christianity at a time when the
Pyrrhus in Italy and Sicily. Digression respecting Christians were suffering rather from popular fury
Book 19. Wars of than from the bearing upon them of the regular authe ancient history of Carthage.
Book 20. Dionysius of thority of the state, and it prevailed so far as to obtain
the Carthaginians in Sicily.
Syracuse transfers the theatre of the war to Magna for them some favourable concessions from the emperBook or. He was also equally zealous in opposing alleged
Graecia.
Digression respecting Metapontum.
Books 22 and heretics, and particularly Marcion, against whom he
21. History of Dionysius the younger.
These six books of Jus- wrote and published a book. He not long after visited
23. History of Agathocles.
with Trytin are very important
they embrace nearly all that the East, and at Ephesus had a conference
we know respecting the Carthaginians before their phon, a learned Jew, to prove that Jesus was the MesThe parts that relate to siah, an account of which conference he gives us in
collision with the Romans.

—

—

;
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JUSTINUS.
his " Dialogue with Tryphon." On his return to Rome
he had frequent disputes with Crescens, a Cynic philosopher, in consequence of whose calumnies
he published his second apology, which seems to have
been presented to the Emperor Marcus Aurelius, A.D,
It produced so little effect, that when Crescens
162.
for
preferred against him a formal charge of impiety
to be
neglecting the pagan rites, he was condemned

scourged and then beheaded, which sentence was put
into execution

A.D. 164,

in

the seventy-fourth or seveminently as a mar-

It was
enty-fifth year of his age.
tyr or witness that Justin suffered

for he might have
saved his life had he consented to join in a sacrifice
with
deities.
Hence
his name has deto the heathen
scended the addition of " The Martyr," a distinction
;

which, in a later age, was given to Peter, one of the
Justin Martyr is
Protestant sufferers for the truth.
spoken of in high terms of praise by the ancient Christian writers, and was certainly a zealous and able advocate of Christianity, but mixed up its doctrines with
He was the first
too much of his early Platonism.
father of the church who, regarding philosophy and
revealed relierion as having emanated from the same
source, wished to establish between them an intimate
Justin was of opinion that Plato had derived
union.
his doctrine, if not from the Sacred Writings of the
Jews, at least from the works of others who were acquainted with these writings, and hence he concluded
that the system and the tenets of Plato could be easily
brought back to, and united with, the principles of
All other systems of philosophy, howChristianity.
ever, except the Platonic, he utterly rejected, and
more particularly that of the Cynics. Even in the
Platonic scheme he combated one point, which is in
direct opposition to revelation, the doctrine of the
There are several
eternal duration of the world.

discontent, moreover, prevailed in the capital and provinces, owing to the malversations of the governors and

magistrates, and Justin himself, deprived by infirmity
of the use of his feet, and confined to the palace, was
not able to repress abuses and infuse vigour into the

Feeling at last his impotence, he
chose Tiberius, the captain of the guards, as his sucThe choice was a good one, and
cessor, A.D. 578.
the conduct of Tiberius fully justified Justin's discernment.
Justin lived four years after his abdication, in
quiet retirement, and died in the year 578.
{Encycl.
Us. Knowl, vol. 13, p. 166.)
old
an
Teutonic
or
Scandinavian tribe, which,
Jutes,
in the fifth century of our era, appear to have been settled in the northern part of the Chersonesus Cimbrica,
administration.

which

is still

called, after their

name, Jutland.

Man-

nert thinks that they were a colony from the opposite
coast of Scandinavia, of the same race as the Guthi

The first Germanic
or Gutae mentioned by Ptolemy.
invaders of Britain, after the departure of the Romans,
were Jutes, who, under their leaders Hengist and Horisle of Thanet, and settled
Kent.
The Saxons, under Ella, came A.D. 477,
and the Angles did not come until the following cen-

sa (A.D. 445), landed in the
in

tury.

(Mannerty Oeogr.,

vol. 3, p.

288.)

JuTURNA, a water-nymph in the Italian mythology.
Her fountain was near the Numicius, and its waters,
*'
owing to her name (from juvo, to assist^^), were held
the sick drank them ( Varro,
to be very salubrious
L. L., 4, p. 21), and the Romans used them in their
A temple was built to Juturna in the
sacrifices.
Campus Martius, and there was a festival named the
Juturnalia.
(Serv. ad Virg., 12, 129.
Ovid, Fast.,
:

—

1,

464.)

Virgil, as usual,

ian deities,

makes Juturna

Euhemerizing the old

Ital-

Tumus. She
and made by him,

the sister of

was, he says, violated by Jupiter,
in recompense, a goddess of the lakes and streams,
(^w., 12, 139.— Keightley's Mythology, p. 542.)
Juvenilis, Decius Junius (or, according to some,
Gr., vol. 5, p. 212.)— III. The first, also called the Decimus Junius), was a celebrated Roman satirist.
"
Elder," an emperor of the East, born A.D. 450, of His birthplace, on no very sure grounds, is said to
He abandoned the employment of have been Aquinum, and he is supposed to have been
Thracian origin.
a shepherd for the profession of arms, and, passing born somewhere about A.D. 40, under Caligula, and
through the several military gradations, attained even- to have died turned of 80, under the Emperor Hadrian.
On the But few particulars of his life are known, and for these
tually to the highest dignities of the empire.
death of Anastasius (A D. 516) he held the command we are indebted to a short biographical sketch ascribed
and
was
the
commissioned
of
imperial guards,
by to Suetonius. This notice, however, is found in so
Amantius to distribute a sum of money among the corrupt a state in the MSS. as to have given rise to
soldiers, in order to secure the elevation of one of the interpretations directly at variance with each other.
Justin did this, but in his W^ithout stopping to inquire into the discussions which
creatures of the former.
own name, and was in consequence himself proclaim- have thus been excited, we will proceed to lay before
Justin was sixty -eight years of age the student the results at which the best and most reed emperor.
when he ascended the throne. Being himself unin- cent critics have arrived. Juvenal's birth was far from
formed in civil affairs, he relied for the despatch of elevated. The author of his life doubts whether he
the business of the state on the quaestor Proclus, a was the son or merely the foster-son of a rich frcedman.
faithful servant, and on his own nephew Justinian, From the
period of his birth till he had attained the
who had acquired a great ascendancy over his uncle. age of forty, nothing more is known of him than that
By Justinian's advice, a reconciliation was effected he continued to perfect himself in the study of elobetween the Greek and the Roman churches, A.D. quence by declaiming, according to the practice ot
The murder of Vitalianus, who had been raised those days yet more for his own amusement than
520.
to the consulship, but was stabbed at a banquet, casts from
any intention to prepare himself either for the
a dark shade upon the character of both Justin and schools or the courts of law.
About this time he
Justinian.
In other respects Justin is represented by seems to have discovered his true bent, and betaken
historians as honest and equitable, though rude and himself to
Domitian was now at the head of
poetry.
After a reign of nine years, being afflict- the government, and showed symptoms of reviving that
distrustful.
ed by an incurable wound, and having become weak system of favouritism which had nearly ruined the
in mind and body, Justin abdicated in favour of his
empire under Claudius, by his unbounded partiality
IV. The for a young pantomime dancer of the name of Paris.
nephew, and died soon after, in A.D. 527.
"
second, surnamed the
Younger," an emperor of the Against this minion Juvenal seems to have directed
His the first shafts of that satire which was destined to
East, succeeded his uncle Justinian, A.D. 565.
The Langobardi, un- make the most powerful vices tremble, and shake the
reign was an unfortunate one.
He composed
der their king Alboin, who is supposed to have been masters of the world on their thrones.
with considerable
invited by Nar';e8, invaded Italy by the Julian
Alps, a satire on the influence of Paris
A.D. 568. and in a few years all Northern Italy was success, but dared not publish it, though it was seiost to thp Byzantine
The provinces of cretly handed about among his friends. Hence Quinemperor.
Afiia were likewise overrun
Internal tilian, who wrote A.D. 92, makes no mention of Juby the Persians,
valuable editions of his works, the best of which are,
that of Maran, Paris, 1742, fol., and that of Oberthiir,
Wurtzburgh, 1777, 3 vols. 8vo. (Schbll, Hist. Lit.

:

—
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JUVENALIS.
venal among the Latin satirists
although it has been
supposed that he had him in view in the passage where
"
at
the
we possess
he remarks,
present day some dis;

tinguished ones,

whom we will name hereafter."

{Inst.

It was under Trajan that Juvenal wrote
Or., 10, 1.)
the thirteenth and fifthe greater part of his satires
teenth were composed under Hadrian, when the au:

thor

was

79th year.

in his

Then

for the first

time he

recited his works in public, and met with the most
unbounded admiration. The seventh satire, however,
It was the one he had first
involved him m trouble.

composed, and

in

it

the poet had lashed the

pantomime

Paris, the favourite of Domitian.
Hadrian, who had
suffered a comedian of the day to acquire a great ascendancy over him, believed that the poet meant to
reflect

upon

this

weakness of

his,

and resolved

have

to

Under pretext, therefore, of honouring the
old man, he named him prefect of a legion stationed
at Syene, in Egypt
according to others, at Pentapolis, in Libya
or, according to others again, he was
revenge.

;

;

one of the Oases, an ordinary abode of exiles.
He died a few years after, in this honourable exile
have sixteen satires from the pen of Juvenal. In
some editions they are divided into five books, of which
the second one
the first contains five satires
the
third three ; the fourth three ; and the fifth four.
If
we may judge of the character of a writer from his
works, Juvenal was a man of rigid probity, and worHis satires
thy of living in a better and purer age.
everywhere breathe a love of virtue and abhorrence
of vice.
Differing widely in this respect from Persius, he does not give himself up to the principles of
he paints, on the
one particular school of philosophy
contrary, in strong and glowing colours, the hypocrisy
and the vices of the pretended philosophers of his time,
and especially of the Stoic sect, to whose failings PerHe differs, moreover, from
sius had shut his eyes.
this last-mentioned satirist in not borrowing from the
the
arms
with which he attacked
schools of philosophy
he found these abundantly supplied by
their failings
sent to

—

We

;

;

;

:

the resources of his

own

genius, by the experience
which a long acquaintance with the world had gained
for him, and by the indignation which warmed his bosom on contcmplatmg the gross corruption of the times.
His genius in some respect resembled that of Horace,
but a long-established habit of familiarity with rhetorical subjects produced an influence on his general manner, which is infinitely graver than that of the friend of
Mfficenas.
Horace laughs at the follies of his age ;
Juvenal glows with indignation at the vices of his own.

The former

passes rapidly from one topic to another,
it were, led onward
Juby his subject
venal, on the contrary, follows a regular and methodhe treats his subject according to the rules
ical plan
of the oratorical art, and is careful never to lose the
of
his
discourse.
The distinctive character of
thread
Juvenal's satire is a passionate hatred of, and an inexorable severity towards vice, and on this theme he
neither does any digresnever indulges in pleasantry
sion ever lead him off from the object which he has in
It is this manner that gives to the satires of
view.
Juvenal a certain appearance of dryness, which form a

and seems, as

;

;

;

direct contrast to the agreeable variety that pervades
circumstance extremely fathe satires of Horace.
vourable to the literary reputation of Juvenal is to be

A

found

in the fact,

of his nor having dared to publish his

this his wit, command of language, and force and fulness of thought, completely preserve him
still, perhaps, he would produce more effect if the effort to do
utmost
were
less
The
his
apparent.
writings of Juvenal are addressed to the encouragement of virtue no
less than to the chastisement of vice
and parts of
:

—

;

them have been recommended by Christian divines as
admirable storehouses of moral precepts.
Still they
lie open to the objection of descending so minutely
into the details of vice, as to minister food as well as
physic to the depraved mind. To the scholar they are
invaluable for the information which they supply con-

The best
cerning private life among the Romans.
editions of Juvenal are, that of Ruperti, Lips., 1819,
2 vols. 8vo, and that of Lemaire, Pans, 1823, 3 vols.
8vo.
The latter, indeed, may be regarded as the
An enumeration of the previous ediEditio Optima.
tions will be found in the Prolegomena appended to
the last volume of Lemaire's work.
JuvENTAS, a goddess at Rome, who presided over
She is the same as the Hebe of
youth and vigour.
The altar of Juventas stood in the vesthe Greeks.
tibule of the temple of Minerva.
{Dion. Hal., 3, 69.)
There was a temple of this goddess in which a regisof
the
was
of
the
names
young men who were
try
kept
of the militar)' age.

{Dion. Hal., 4, 15.)

JuvERNiA {'lovepvia), a name for Ireland, found
among the Greek writers. {Agathem., 2, 4. Ptoi,
In the various names of Ireland, as known to
2, 2.)

—

the classic writers, namely, Iris, lernis, Juvernis, Ju-«
vernia, Hibernia, &c.. the radical Ir or Eri, by which
it is still known to its own natives, is plainly traceable.

customary among the Irish to indicate a country
by the prefix Hy or Hua, sometimes written O, as in
" the
the case of proper names, signifying, literally,
(dwelling of the) sons or family of,'-' «uch as J^aMa
In adding this prenia, Hy-Tmrtrc, Hy-Brazil, &,c.
fix to names beginning with a vowel, it is optional to
the
concurrence of open
insert a consonant to prevent

It is

sounds thus, Hy-v-Each means the country of the
descendants of Each or ^acus.
Again, this prefix
requires the genitive, which in Eri is Erin, and thus
all variations of the name, from the Iris of Diodorus
Siculus, and the Ir-land or Ire-land of modern times,
to the lernis {Hy-Ernis) of the Orphic poems, and the
Hibernia {Hy-b-Ernia) of the Latin writers, would
seem to be accounted for. {Vid. Hibernia.)
IxioN, the son of Antion or Peision, or, according
;

Others, again, gave him the
obtained the hand of Dia,
the daughter of Deioneus, having, according to the
usage of the heroic ages, promised his father-in-law
his engagelarge nuptial gifts ; but he did not keep
ment, and Deioneus seized his horses and detained
to
them as a pledge. Ixion then sent
say that the
would come to fetch them.
gifts were ready if he
Deioneus accordingly came, but his treacherous sonin-law had prepared in his house a pit filled with fire,
and covered over with bits of wood and with dust, into
which the unsuspecting prince fell and perished. After
this deed Ixion became deranged, and the atrocity of
the crime was such that neither gods nor men would
absolve him, till at length Jupiter took pity on him and
purified him, and admitted him to his residence and
table on Olympus.
But, incapable of good, Ixion cist
Juno
an eye of desire on the wife of his benefactor.
thereupon, in concert with her lord, formed a cloud in
He
the likeness of herself, which Ixion embraced.

to some, of Phlegyas.
god Mars for a sire.

He

Hence he
advanced period of hfe.
was enabled to revise and retouch them, to purify his
which
animated
his boasted of his good fortune, and Jupiter precipitated
taste, and to calm the fiery spirit
earlier efforts by the sober judgment of maturer years. him into Erebus, where Mercury fixed him with brazen
Juvenal is said to have spent much time in attendance bands to an ever-revolving fiery wheel. {Pind.,Pyth.,
on the schools of the rhetoricians, and the effect of this, 2, 39, scgq.— Schol. ad Pind., Pyth., 2, 39.—Hygin.,
This myth is probably of great antiquity,
in an age not remarkable for purity of taste, may be fab., 62.)
observed, perhaps, in a tendency to hyperbolical infla- as the customs on which it is founded only prevailed
Its chief object seems to have been
tion of both thought and style, which would soon be- in the heroic age.
into the ridiculous.
From to inspire honor for the violation of the duties of hoatray a writer of less power

satires until an

—
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on the part of those who, having committed
piiality
homicide, were admitted to the house and table of the
the rites by which
prince, who consented to perform
the guilt of the offender was supposed to be removed.

The

extremest case

is

Ixion, that is,
shedder of Itindred blood,

given, by

making

the Suppliant, and the first
as he is expressly called (the Cain of Greece), act with
such base ingratitude towards the king of the gods himself, who, according to the simple earnestness of early
mythology, is represented, like an earthly prince, receiving his suppliant into his house or at his board.
The punishment inflicted was suited to the offence,
and calculated to strike with awe the minds of the

the revered form of our Saviour and the well-knowr

symbol of his

religion might forcibly offer themselves
to the active
fancy of a prince who reverenced the

name, and had, perhaps, secretly implored the power, of
the God of the Christians.
As readily, on the other
hand, might a consummate statesman indulge himself
one of those military stratagems, one of
those pious frauds, which Phihp and Sertorius had
The account
employed with such art and effect.
in the use of

given by Eusebius, however, is different from this.
According to his statement, Constantine is reported
to have seen with his own eyes the luminous
trophy
of the cross placed above the meridian sun, and in"
the
scribed
with
words
in
hearers.
Greek,
following
By this,
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 314, seq.)
This appearance in the sky astonished the
conquer.''*
whole army, as well as the emperor himself, who was
but his
yet undetermined in the choice of a religion
LabIrum, the sacred banner or standard, borne be- astonishment was converted into faith by the vision of
Our Saviour appeared before his
fore the Roman emperors in war from the time of the ensuing night.
Constantino.
It is described as a long pike intersecteyes, and displayed the same celestial sign of the
ed by a transverse beam. A silken veil, of a purple cross, directing Constantine to frame a similar standcolour, hung down from the beam, and was adorned ard, and to march, with an assurance of victory,
with precious stones, and curiously inwrought with against Maxentius and all his enemies. {Gibbon, DeThe
the images of the reigning monarch and his children. cline and Fall, ch. 20, vol. 3, p. 256, seqq.)
The summit of the pike supported a crown of gold, form of the Labarum and monogram may be seen, as
which enclosed the mysterious monogram at once ex- we have already said, on the medals of the Flavian
The etymology of the term itself has given
pressive of the figure of the cross, and the two initial family.
letters (X and P) of the name of Christ.
Some derive the
rise to many conflicting opinions.
( Lipsius, de
lib.
c.
The
of
the
Labarum
was
name
from
3,
Cruce,
15.)
labor; others, from evXdSeia, "reverence;"
safety
intrusted to fifty guards of approved valour and fideli- others, from XafxSdveiv, "to take;" and others, again,
Their station was marked by honours and emol- from ^d(j>vpa, " spoils."
writer in the Classical
ty.
he makes
uments ; and some fortunate accidents soon intro- Journal assigns the following derivation
duced an opinion, that, as long as the guard of the La- Labarum to be, like S. P. Q. R., only a notatio, or
barum were engaged in the execution of the office, combination of initials to represent an equal number of
they were secure and invulnerable among the darts of terms and thus, L. A. B. A. R. V. M. will stand for
the enemy.
In the second civil war Licinius felt and ** Legionum aquila Byzantium antiqud Roma urhe
dreaded the power of this consecrated banner, the mutavit.'* {Class. Journ., vol. 4, p. 233.)
Labdacides, a name given to CEdipus as descendsight of which, in the distress of battle, animated the
soldiers of Constantine with an invincible enthusiasm, ed from Labdacus.
and scattered terror and dismay through the adverse
Labdaous, a son of Polydorus by Nycteis, the
Eusebius {Vit. Const., 1. 2, c. 7, seqq.) in- daughter of Nycteus, king of Thebes. His father and
legions.
troduces the Labarum before the Italian expedition of mother died during his childhood, and he was left to
Constantine but his narrative seems to indicate that the care of Nycteus, who, at his death, left his kingit was never shown at the head of an
army till Con- dom in the hands of Lycus, with orders to restore it
On succeeding to the
stantine, above ten years afterward, declared himself to Labdacus as soon as of age.
the enemy of Licinius and the deliverer of the church. throne, Labdacus, like Pentheus, opposed himself to
The Christian emperors, who respected the example the religion of Bacchus, and underwent a similar fate.
of Constantine, displayed in all their military expedi- He was father to Lai'us, and his descendants were
tions the standard of the cross
but when the degen- called Labdacidae.
{Vid. Laius.)
erate successors of Theodosius had ceased to appear
Labdalon, a hill near Syracuse, forming part of
in person at the head of their armies, the Labarum Epipolse.
It was fortified by the Athenians in their
was deposited as a venerable but useless relic in the contest with Syracuse. {Thucyd., 6, 97. Compare
Its honours are still preGbller, de Situ et Originc Syracusarum, p. 53, seqq.)
palace of Constantinople.
served on the medals of the Flavian family.
Their
Labeates, a people of Dalmatia, in the lower part,
grateful devotion has placed -the monogram of Christ whose territory constituted the principal portion of the
in the midst of the ensigns of Rome.
The solemn dominions of Gent'us. His capital was Scodra. In
"
"
epithets of
safety of the republic,'*
glory of the the country of thf Labeates was the Labeatus Palus,
" restoration of
Id., 44,
army,"
public happiness," are equally now the Lake of Scutari.
{Liv., 43, 19.

—

;

—

A

;

;

;

;

—

—

applicable to the religious and military trophies ; and
there is still extant a medal of the Emperor Constantius, where the standard of the Labarum is accom-

"
panied with these memorable words,
By this sign
The history of this standard
thou shalt conquer.'''*
is a remarkable one.
contemporary writer (Caecil-

—

A

ius) affirms, that in the night which preceded the
last battle against Maxentius, Constantine was ad-

monished

in a

dream

to inscribe the shields of his sol-

diers with the celestial s-ign of

God, the sacred monothat he executed the
his valour and obedi-

gram of the name of Christ
commands of Heaven, and that
;

ence were rewarded by a decisive victory at the Milvian bridge.
The dream of Constantine may be naturally explained cither by the enthusiasm or the policy
of the emperor.
While his anxiety for the approaching day, which must decide the fate of the empire,

was suspended by

a short and
interrupted slumber,

31.— P/in.,
Labeo,

Roman

a

fan

3, 22.)

surname common
ilies,

to several distinguished
Atinii,

such as the Asconii, Antistii,

It is derived from labium, and denotes
Cethegi, &c.
{Charis., 1, p. 79.
literally one who is thick-lipped.

—

Putsch., ex Verr. Flacc.)
Among the individuals who
bore this name, the following were the most noted
II. Q. FaI. Antistius.
{Vid. Antistius Labeo.)
was rebius, was distinguished as a commander, but
faith towards
garded as devoid of generosity and good
the vanquished.
He obtained a naval victory over
the Cretans, and enjoyed the honours of a triumph.
In the year 183 B.C. he was created consul along
with CI. Marcellus, and commanded the army staCicero relates a curious anecdote
tioned in Liguria.
of his want of principle, when chosen umpire between
the inhabitants of Neapolis and Nola. on the subject
It is
boundaries.
of their respective
{Of., 1, 10.)
'

—
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said also that Labeo,
having gained a victory over Antiochus, compelled him to consent to cede unto the

Romans

referred to, these remains are too inconsiderable

the one half of his fleet, and that, taking ad-

vantage of the equivocal meaning of the words in the
treaty, he caused all the vessels to be sawed in two.
Labeo is said to have been of a
{Val. Max., 7, 3.)
literary turn, and to have aided Terence in the comIII.
{Vid. Terentius.)
position of his comedies.
He
Attius, a wretched poet in the time of Perseus.
is ridiculed by the latter on account of a wretched version which he had made of the Iliad, but which, nevertheless, had found favour with Nero and his courtiers.
{Pers., Sat., 1, 50.— SchoL, ad loc)

day

Laberius, Decimus,

Roman

ain, tells

7, 11.)
According to Aulus Gellius (16, 7), Laberius
had taken too much license in inventing words and
that author also gives various examples of his use of
obsolete expressions, or such as are only employed by
;

knight of respectable

The whole

Cicero, writing to the lawyer Trebonius,
to accompany Csesar from Gaul to Brithim he had better return to Rome quickly,

as a longer pursuit to no purpose would be so ridiculous a circumstance, that it would hardly escape the
drollery of that arch fellow Laberius.
{Ep. ad Fam.,

character and family, who was famed for his talent in
writing mimes, in the composition of which fanciful productions he occasionally amused himself.
He was at
length requested by Julius Cajsar to appear on the stage,
and act the mimes which he had sketched or written.
Laberius was sixty years of
{^Macrob., Sat., 2, 7.)
Aware that
age when this occurrence took place.
the entreaties of a perpetual dictator are nearly equivalent to commands, he reluctantly complied ; but, in
the prologue to the first piece which he acted, he complained bitterly to the audience of the degradation to

which he had been subjected.

for

;

who expected

—

a

and

detached to enable us to judge of their subject or
It would appear that he occasionally dramamerits.
tized the passing follies or absurd occurrences of the

the lowest dregs of the people.
{Dunlop's Roman
Literature, vol. 1, p. 552, seqq.)
Labicum, a town of Italy, about fifteen miles from

Rome, between

the Via Praenestina

(Strabo, 237.)
however, exists as to

and the Via La-

A great

tina.

its

difference of opinion,
actual site.
Cluverius erro-

neously supposes it to coincide with the modern ZagOr
rolo.
Holstenius, after a careful examination of the
subject, decides in favour of the height on which the
modern town of Colonna stands {ad Steph. Byz., p.
194), and his opinion is strengthened by the discovery
of several inscriptions near Colonna, in which mention
is made of Labicum.
{Cramer, Anc. It., vol. 2, p. 75.)
Labienus, I. one of Caesar's lieutenants in the Gallic war.
In the beginning of the civil war he left
Cffisar for Pompey {B. Civ., 3, 13), escaped from the
battle of Pharsalia, and was killed in that at Munda.

prologue,

consisting of twenty-nine lines, which have been preserved by Macrobius, is written in a fine vein of poetry, and with all the high spirit of a Roman citizen.
It breathes in every verse the most bitter and
indignant feelings of wounded pride, and highly exalts our
of
the
to
an
irresistible
man, who, yielding
opinion

Labienus appears to have parted
{B. Hisp., c. 31.)
with almost all his former success on abandoning the
side of his old commander.
A detailed biography of

power, preserves his dignity while performing a part
which he despised. It is diflficult to conceive how, in
this frame of mind, he could assume the jocund and
unrestrained gayety of a mime, or how the Roman
He is said,
people could relish so painful a spectacle.
however, to have represented the feigned character
with inimitable grace and spirit.
But in the course
of his performance he could not refrain from expressing strong sentiments of freedom and detestation of
In one of the scenes he personated a Syrian
tyranny.
slave
and, while escaping from the lash of his master, he exclaimed,
,

given in the Biographic Unirerselle (vol.
II.
son of the preceding, who in23, p. 22, seqq.)
herited all his father's hatred to the party of Caesar.
After the defeat of Brutus and Cassius, he refused to
this oflGicer is

—

A

submit to the triumvirs, and retired to Parthia, where
he was invested with a military command, and proved
very serviceable to his new allies in their contests
with the Romans.
He was made prisoner in Cilicia,
Labienus caused medals
and probably put to death.
to be struck, having on the obverse his head, with this

;

legend, Q. Labienus Parthicxis Imper., and, on the reverse, a horse caparisoned after the Parthian manner.

*^Porro, Qwirites, libertatem perdidimus ;*^
and shortly after he added,
*'
Necessc est multos timcat quern multi timent,"
on •^hich the whole audience turned their eyes towanie Caesar, who was present in the theatre. {Ma-

{Rasche, Lex. Rei Nicmis7n., vol. 4, col. 1402.)
Labradeus, a surname of Jupiter in Caria. The
name was derived, according to Plutarch, from Xo^pvf,
the Lydian term for a hatchet, which the statue of

was not merely

to entertain the people, Jove held in its hand, and which had been offered up
amused with the repre- by Arselis of Mylassa from the spoils of Candaules,
sentation of any other actoi
nor to wound the private king of Lydia.
{Plut., Quast. Gr., p. 301.— C>p., ed.
feeling of Laberius, that Ca3sar forced him on the Reiske, vol. 7, p. 205.)
His sole object was to degrade the Roman
Labr5nis Portus, or Portus Herculis Liburni, a
stage.
It
knighthood, to subdue their spirit of mdependence and harbour of Etruria, below the mouth of the Arnus.

croh.,

I.

c.)

It

who would have been

as Tvell
,

honour, and to strike the people with a sense of his unThis policy formed pan of the same syslimited sway.
tem which afterward led him to persuade a senator to
combat among the ranks of gladiators. Though Laberius complied with the wishes of Caesar in exhibiting
himself on the stage, and acquitted himself with ability

is

now Livorno,

horn.
2, 6.

—

or, as

we pronounce

the name,

Leg-

Portus Labronis {ad Q. frat.,
Compare Zos., Ann., 5), but the other is the

Cicero

calls

it

more usual appellation.
Labynetus, a king of Babylon, mentioned by Herodotus (1, 74).
He is supposed to have been the
same with Nebuchodonosor.
{Wesseling et Bahr,
I.
ad Herod.,
c.)
a
name
Labyrinthus,
given to a species of struc

as a mimetic actor, it would appear that the dictator
had been hurt and offended by the freedoms which he
used in the course of the representation, and, either on
this or some subsequent occasion, bestowed the dra-

ture, full of intricate passages and windings, so that,
matic crown on Publius Syrus
preference to the when once entered, it is next to impossible for an inRoman knight. Laberius submitted with good grace dividual to extricate himself without the assistance of
The origin of the term will be considered
he pretended to regard it a guide.
to this fresh humiliation
There were four very famerely as the ordinary chance of theatric competition. at the close of the article.
He did not long survive, however, this double mortifi- mous labyrinths among the ancients, one in Egypt,
cation, but retired from Rome, and died at Puteoli near the Lake Moeris, another in Crete, a third at LemI.
Th*
about ten months after the assassination of Caesar. nos, and a fourth near Clusiura in Italy.
The titles and a Egyptian. This was situate in Lower Egypt, near
{Chro7i. Euseb., ad Olymp. 184.)
few fragments of forty-three of the Mimes of Laberius Lake McEris. and in the vicinity of Arsinoe or CrocoThe accounts which the ancient writer*
are still extant
but, excepting the prologue already dilopolis.

m

;

—

;
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LABYRINTHUS.

46" per year. Hence in 3000 years it amoanta to
give of it
so thai the
otus, who saw the structure itself, assigns to it twelve 30 degrees, or exactly one celestial sign
courts.
Pliny, whose description 3000 chambers of the labyrinth indicated symbolically
{Herod., 2, 148.)
than the the precession of the equinoxes for each sign of the zo18 much more
highly coloured and marvellous
former's, makes the number sixteen (P/in., 36, 19); diac, or, in astrological phraseology, the change of
while Strabo, who, like Herodotus, beheld the very dwelling on the part of the gods, and their advance to
Still farther, as the full period
structure, gives the number of courts as twenty-seven. a new palace or abode.
The following imperfect sketch, drawn of the wandering of the soul from the body amounted to
{Strab., 810.)
from these different sources, may give some idea of exactly 3000 years, the 3000 chambers of the labyrinth
ihe magnitude and nature of this singular structure. had also a symbolical reference to this particular article
A large edifice, divided, most probably, into twelve of Egyptian faith. (For other views on this interestconsult Zoega, de Obelise, p. 418, not. 10.
separate palaces, stretched along wtth a succession of ing subject,
LarBeck, Anleit. zu Weltgesch., vol. I, p. 721.
splendid apartments, spacious halls, &.C., the whole
ad
adorned with columns, gigantic statues, richly carved cher,
Herod., I. c.
Bdhr, ad Herod., I. c. Id.,
ad
Excurs.
vol.
of
D&Herod.,
X.,
1, p. 918, seqq.
Egyptian
hieroglyphics, and every other appendage
art.
With the north side of the structure were con- script, de VEgypte ^nc.,vol. 2, ch. 17, sect. 3, p, 32,
vol.
430.
Lenected six courts, and the same number with the seqq.
Mannert, Geogr.,
10, pt. 1, p.
southern.
These were open places surrounded by tronne, in Nouv. Ann. des Voyages, par Eyne tt
As regards the
of stone. Malte-Brun, vol. 6, p. 133, seqq.)
lofty walls, and paved with large slabs
Around these courts ran a vast number of the most in- name Labyrinth itself, much diversity of opinion exare very different from each other.

Herod-

;

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

lower than the corresponding parts of
the main building ; and around all these again was
thrown a large wall, affording only one entrance into
the labyrinth ; while at the other end, where the labyrinth terminated, was a pyramid forty fathoms high,
tricate passages,

with large figures carved on it, and a subterraneous
way leading within. According to Herodotus, the
whole structure contained 3000 chambers, 1500 above
The historian infoflrms
ground, and as many below.
us, that he went through all the rooms above the surface of the earth, but that he was not allowed by the

Egyptians who kept the place to examine the subterraneous apartments, because in these were the bodies
of the sacred crocodiles, and of the kings who had
" The
upper part, however," re" which I
carefully viewed, seems

built the labyrinth.

They who make

ists.

it

a term of Grecian origin,

derive it dTro tov fir] "ka^elv "Qvpav, from its diflS" to seize'^ or " con'
culty of egress ; or from "Xdtu,
with reference to the Cretan labyrinth.
Others,
fine,''''
finding in Manetho that an Egyptian king, named Lachares or Labaris, had erected the structure in qiies" the abodt
tion, make the term labyrinth equivalent to

of Labaris.

{Beck,

I.

c.

—Jablonsk., Voc. JEgypt.,p.

123.— Te Water, ad

Jablonski
loc, p. 125, not. r.)
himself, adopting the opinion that the labyrinth was

work of many kings in succession, makes the
"
" the work
of many,'''' or of a great mulsignify
titude,^' and thinks that the labourers employed on it
were Israelites. The latest etymology is that of Sickler,
who makes the name labyrinth equivalent to the Hebrew
the

name

—

Laoah-Biranith, i. e., cohctsit arx^ {ox cohcerens arx,
"the connected fortress or palace!" {Handbuch, der
The position of the Egyptian
Alt. Geogr., p. 797.)
labyrinth is clearly indicated by the words of Herodo" a little abovt
tus, oXtyov VKEp TTJ^ "kifivrig T^f Moiptog,
the Lake Moeris," so that D'Anville is evidently in
error when he speaks of two labyrinths in Egypt.
Zoega thinks that Paul Lucas discovered in 1714 the
remains of the ancient labyrinth at Kesr-Caron {d4
Paul. Luc, Voyage en
Obelise, p. 418, not. 10.

Petosuchis.
Mannert assigns it to Memnon. Opinions are also divitied as to the object of this singular
structure.
Some regard it as a burial-place for the

This, however, is erroneous.
The ruins at Kesr-Caron are merely those of some
It is
temples.
{Descrip. de VEgypte An., I. c.)
more probable that the remains of the labyrinth must
be sought for near the village of Haoudrah, where a
canal joins the Lake Mceris, and where a pyramid is
still to be seen.
Vast piles of rubbish are here to be
seen, and the destruction is supposed to be owing to

marks the

historian,
to surpass the art of

men

;

for the passages

through

the buildings, and the variety of windings, afforded
a thousand occasions of wonder, as I passed from

me

a hall to a

chamber, and from the chamber to other

All the roofs
buildings, and from chambers into halls.
and walls within are of stone, but the walls are farther

adorned with figures of sculpture. The halls are surrounded with pillars of white stone, very closely fitted."
According to Herodotus, the labyrinth was built by
twelve kings, who at one time reigned over Egypt,
and it was intended as a public monument of their
common reign. {Herod., 2, 148.) Others make it
to have been constructed by Psammeticus alone, who
was one of the twelve others, again, by Ismandes or
;

kings and sacred crocodiles, an opinion very prevalent
among the ancients. Others view it as a kind of
Others, again, make it to have
Egyptian Pantheon.
been a place of assembly for the deputies sent by each
of the twelve nomes of
Egypt (consult article Egypwhile another class think that the
tus, p. 37, col. 1)
Egyptian mysteries were celebrated here. All these
;

^''

—

—

1714, vol.

2, p. 262).

who may have thought that treasures were
concealed underground here.
{Ritier, Erdkunde, yo\.
Revue Francaise, 1829, Janv., p.
1, p. 810, seqq.
the Arabs,

—

70.— Fow Hammer, Wien.
31.)

—

II.

Lemnian

Jahrb., vol. 45 (1829), p.
For an account of the Cretan, Etrurian, and

labyrinths, consult the articles

Minotaurua,

Porsenna, and Lemnos respectively.

opinions, however, yield in ingenuity and acumen to
that of Gatterer.
{Weltgesch., vol. 1, p. 50, seqq.)
According to this writer, the labyrinth was an archi-

LACEDiEMON, I. a SOU of Jupitcr and Taygeta the
daughter of Atlas, who married Sparta, the daughter
of Eurotas, by whom he had Amyclas and Eur)dice,
He was the first who introduced
tectural-symbolical representation of the zodiac, and the wife of Acrisius.
ihe course of the sun
The twelve the worship of the Graces into Laconia, and who built
through the same.
the one half of them a temple.
From Lacedaemon and his wife the
palaces are the twelve zodiacal signs
the building above
ground, and the other below, is a capital of Laconia was called Lacedaemon and Sparta.
symbol of the course of the sun above and below the {ApoUod., 3, \0.—Hygin., fab., 155.)— II. A city of
horizon
while the 3000 chambers in the whole struc- Peloponnesus, the capital of Laconia, called also
ture have a symbolical reference to the
precession of Sparta.
{Vid. Sparta.)
the equinoxes.
The Egyptians reckoned, not by tropLackd^monii and LACEDiEMONBS, the inhabitants
ical or solar, but
Lacedaemon and Sparta.)
by sidereal, years. The difference of Lacedaemon.
;

;

{Vid.

between the two, which depends on the precession of
the equinoxes, the
Egyptian astronomers made too
small ; since they reckoned the
precession at one dein
gree
every 100 years, which is at the rate of only

4X

Lachesis, one of the Parcee. ( Vid. Parcffi.)
at La
Lacinia, a surname of Juno, from her temple
cinium in Italy.
Lacinium Promontobium, a celebrated promontory
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whence was obtained a beautiful purple dye, infenoi
only to that which was brought from the Red Sea and
Phoenicia. The mountains of Laconia were numerous :

of Magna Graecia, in the territory of the Brutii, a few
miles to the south of Crotona, which runs out for some
distance into the sea, and with the opposite lapygian
promontory encloses the Gulf of Tarentum. {Slrabo,
Its modern names are
261.
Scylax, Peripl.y p. 4.)
Capo delle Colonne (Cape of the Columns), and Capo
Nao (Cape of the Temple), from the remains of the
temple of Juno Lacinia, which are still visible on its

most famous was Taygetus. Its principal river
was the Eurotas, on which stood the capital, Sparta or
Lacedaemon. The soil was very rich, especially in
the low grounds, and, being well watered, was excelbut the number of its mountains and
lent for pasture

summit.
This cele{Romanelli, vol. 1, p. 195.)
brated edifice, remarkable for its great antiquity,
the magnificence of its decorations, and the veneration with which it was regarded, was surrounded by a
thick grove of trees, in the midst of which were spacious meadows, where numerous herds and flocks were

hills prevented its being tilled so well as it
might otherwise have been.
Among the animals of the country
be
wild
and
enumerated
tame
may
goats, wild boars,
A blackish green marble
deer, and excellent hounds.
was
obtained
at
Taenarus.
(For an
(probably basalt)
outline of Spartan history, consult remarks under the

pastured in perfect security, as they were accounted
sacred.
From the profits accruing out of the sale of
these cattle, which were destined for sacrifices, it was
said that a column of solid gold was erected and consecrated to the goddess.
Cic. de Div.,
(Lit?., 24, 3.
On the festival of Juno, which was celebrated
1, 24.)
annually, an immense concourse of the inhabitants of

article Sparta.)

—

—

—

all the Italian Greek cities assembled here, and a
grand display of the most rare and precious productions
of art and nature was exhibited.
{Arislot., de Mirab.

—Athenaus,

12, 10.)
Among other splendid pictures
with which this temple was adorned, the famous Helen
of Zeuxis was more particularly admired.
History has
not acquainted us with the founders of this consecrated
to
Diodorus
Siculus
(4, 24), some
pile.
According
ascribed its origin to Hercules.
This sanctuary was
the
respected by Pyrrhus, as well as by Hannibal

—

;

caused an inscription in Greek and Punic characters to be deposited there, recording the number of
his troops, and their several victories and achievements.
But several years
{Polyb., 3, 33 and 36.)
afterward it sustained great injury from Fulvius FlacCU8, a censor, who caused a great portion of the roof,
which was covered with marble, to be removed, for
the purpose of adorning a temple of Fortune constructed by him at Rome.
Such an outcry was raised
latter

the

;

—

Lactantius, I. Lucius Coelius (or Caecilius Firmianus), an eminent father of the church, according to
some a native of Africa, while others make him to
at Firmium in Italy.
The former is
he studied rhetoric at Sicca, a city of
Africa, under Arnobius, and attained so high a reputation by a production called Symposium, or " the Banquet," that, when Dioclesian entertained a design to
render Nicomedia a rival to Rome, he appointed LacIt is by somo
tantius to teach rhetoric in that city.
supposed that he was originally a pagan, and convertbut Lardner
ed, when young, to the Christian faith
thinks otherwise
and that he was a Christian during
the persecution of Dioclesian is unquestionable.
L

have been born

most

likely, as

;

;

appears that, owing to the unprofitableness of his pro

narrow cir
however, reasonable to conclude were amended when appointed by the Emperor
Constantine Latin preceptor to his son Crispus, after
whose untimely death he appears to have been again
fession, or other causes, he lived in very

cumstances, which

it

is,

Little more is known of his personal hisexcept that he lived to an advanced age, but the
As a Chrisexact time of his death is not recorded.
tian writer, Lactantius is thought to treat divinity too
but, at the same time, he is deemed
philosophically

neglected.
tory,

;

against this act of impiety, that orders were issued by
the senate that everything should be restored to its
former state ; but this could not be effected, no architect bemg found of sufficient skill to replace the mar-

errors and contradictions of pagan writers on the sub-

ble tiles according to their original position.
(Z/7ti,42,
3.
Val. Max., 1, 1.)
From the ruins of this cele-

to establish
jects of theology and morals, and thereby
the credit and authority of the Christian religion, and

brated edifice, it is evident that it was of the early Do
ric style, with fluted pillars, broader at the base than
It measured about 132 yards in
at the capital.
length
and 66 in breadth ; and, as it faced the east, its prinentrance
to
the
west.
{Swinburne''s
cipal
opened
Travels, vol. 1, p. 32.
Voyage de Rcidesel, p- 151)
It is to be regretted that no excavations have been

works are written with much purity and elegance
of style, and discover great erudition. The testimony,
indeed, to his learning, eloquence, and piety, is n\ost
Le Clerc calls him the most eloquent of
abundant.
the Latin fathers ; and Du Pin places his style almost
on a level with Cicero's. Many writers, however,
He has
value his rhetoric more than his theology.

—

—

—

hitherto

made on

this spot, as

would be attended with
mer's Anc. Italy, vol.

it is

very probable they

satisfactory results.

2, p.

395, scqq.)

{Cra-

most eloquent of

all the early ecclesiastical authors,
his Latinity has acquired him the title of the Christian Cicero.
His principal object was to expose the

the

and

his

been charged, among other errors, with Manichaeism,
from which Lardner takes great pains to defend him.
" Free
Middleton has shown, in his
Enquiry," that
Lactantius was not free from the credulity with which

LacobrIga, I. a town of Spain, near the Sacrum
Promontorium, now Lagoa. {Mela, 3, 1.
Ukert, many of the earlv Christian writers are chargeable.
be remarked
II. A town of
Geogr.y vol. 2, p. 387.)
Spain, among Several material defects, moreover, must
the Vaccaei, now Lobera.
He frequently quotes and commends
in this writer.
{Plin., 3, 4.)
Laconica, called by the Roman writers Laconia, spurious writings as if they were genuine, and makes
a country of Peloponnesus, situate at its southern ex- use of sophistical and puerile reasonings.
Examples
tremity, having Messenia on the west, and Arcadia of this may be seen in what he has advanced concernnorth.
The
extent
the
on
the
of
Laconia
of
the
and Argolis
millennium, the comsouls,
pre-existence
ing
from east to west, where it reached farthest, was 1° ing of Elias, and many other topics in theology. Upon
45', but it became narrower towards the north, and its the subject of morals Lactantius has occasionally said
As excellent things but they are mixed with others, inextent from north to south was about 50 miles.
He maintains that
the southern parts were encompassed by the sea, and judicious, trifling, or extravagant.
the east and northeast parts by the Sinus Argolicus, war is in all cases unlawful, because it is a violation
''
Thou shalt not kill." He
it had a great number of promontories, the chief of of the commandment,
which were those of Malea and Taenarus, now Capes censures navigation and foreign merchandise, conMalio and Matapan. The seacoast of Laconia was demns all kinds of usury, and falls into other absurdiWe must not, however, omit
furnished with a considerable number of seaports, ties on moral topics.
towns, and commodious harbours, the chief of which to remark, to the credit of Lactantius, his acknowlwere Trinassus, Acria, Gythium, and Epidaurus. The edgment, that when Pythagoras and Plato visited barLaconian coasts were famous for yielding a shellfish, barous nations in order to inform themselves concerq714

—

—

;

LAC
ing their sacred doctrines

and

LJEL
rites, they did not be-

the Hebrews ; an observation
which, had it been earlier admitted, might have prevented many mistakes in the history of philosophy.
As a proof, moreover, that Lactantius, notwithstanding all his defects, was capable of thinking justly and
liberally, we may refer to an excellent passage in which

come acquainted with

he strenuously asserts the right of private judgment in
their underreligion, and calls upon all men to employ
{Instit.
standings in a free inquiry after the truth.
have five prose works remaining of
Div., 2, 7.)
this father of the church : I. De OJJicio Dei, an apol-

We

cessive drinking, in the second year of the 14l8t
OIym>
piad.
(Diog. Laert., 4, 59, aeqq.—JElian, V. H., 8,
41.
Athenaus, 10, 50.)

—

I. a small stream of Elis,
flowing into th«
Peneus, and passing by Pylos. (i'aiaan., 6, 22 ) In

Ladon,

—

modern maps

it is called the Dcrmchc or Tcheliber.
river of Arcadia, rising near the village of LycuIt was accounted
ria, between the Peneus and Clitor.
the most beautiful stream in Greece.
It is now call-

II.

A

ed, according to

Dodwell

(vol. 2,

Brusi, a general
source of water.

name

Romaic

He

in

describes

it

p.

442)^ Kephalo-

for

any abundant

as gurgling in con-

from the ground, and immediately
ogy for Divine Providence against the Epicureans,
drawn principally from the miraculous construction of forming a fine, rapid river. {Pausan., 8, 20. Dionys.
2. De mortc Pe.secutorum, a histhe human frame.
Perieg., v. 4:17.— Ovid, Met., 1, 102.— Id., Fast., 5,
Cramer^s Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 317, seqq.)
tory of the persecutors of Christianity from Nero to 89.
The object of the writer is to show, by
Dioclesian.
L^Lius, I. C, surnamed Nepos, an eminent Rothe violent deaths which all the persecutors of Chris- man commander, accompanied the elder Africanus into
Spain, and had the command of the fleet assigned him,
tianity experienced, that God punished their crimes.
This work has been preserved to us in a single manu- which was to co-operate with the land forces.
He
Nour- contributed to the reduction of Carthago Nova, and
script, from which it was published by Baluze.
ry has maintained that it is not a work of Lactantius, was highly honoured by Scipio, both for his services
but of a certain Lucius Caecilius, an imaginary being, on this occasion, and also for his judicious conduct in
tinual eruptions

—

—

—

who owes his existence merely to the mutilated title
of a manuscript.
3. The principal work of Lactantius
is entitled DiviruB Institutiones, and is divided into
seven books. It was written in reply to two heathens,
who wrote against Christianity at the beginning of Dioclesian's persecution.
The date of the composition
of the work cannot be exactly fixed.
Basnage, Da
it
and
about A.D. 320 ; Cave and
Pin,
others, place
Lardner about A.D. 306. Lardner states the arguments on both sides and, on the whole, the latter
Of this treatise he
opinion seems the more probable.
4, entitled Epitome Institupublished an abridgment,
tionum.
great portion of this was already lost in
the days of St. Jerome
PfofF, a professor of Tubingen, discovered the entire abridgment in a very ancient
In
5. De ira Dei.
manuscript of the Turin library.
this work Lactantius examines the question, whether
we can attribute anger to the Deity, and decides in
The " Banquet" of Lactantius has
the affirmative.
not reached us.
Some ancient manuscripts assign to
" De
this father the authorship of a poem, entitled,
Phoenice,^^ but many of the ablest modern critics reIt consists of 170
gard it as a spurious production.
verses, and turns upon the well-known fable of the
Phoenix, which the early Christians regarded as an
emblem of the resurrection. The editors of Lactantius have also joined to his works two other poems,
one on the passover, " De Pascha,^^ and the other on
our Saviour's passion, " De Passione Domini^ These
poems, however, were written by Verrantius Fortuna-

—

;

—

A

;

—

A

collection also
tus, a poet of the sixteenth century.
of enigmas, in verse, has been assigned by some to
Lactantius, but incorrectly.
Complete editions of the
works of Lactantius were published by Heumann, at
Gottingen, in 1736 (the preface to this contains a catalogue of former editions), and by the Abbe Langlet,
Parisy 2 vols. 4to, 1748.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
vol. 4, p. 26, seqq.
Bahr, Gesch.
Id., vol. 3, p. 54.

appeasing a commotion produced by the rivalry that
prevailed between the land and naval forces of the RoHe was afterward sent to
mans. {Liv., 25, 48.)
Rome to give an account of the successes which had
After the close of
attended the arms of the republic.
the Spanish war, Lselius was despatched by Scipio to
the court of Syphax, to sound that prince, and engage

The folto form an alliance with the Romans.
lowing year (A.U.C. 548, B-C. 206), Asdrubal, the
son of Giscon, having renewed the war in Spain, Laelius was despatched to oppose him, and nearly succeedIn A.U.C.
ed in making himself master of Gades.
549, B.C. 205, he was directed by Scipio to make a
descent on the coast of Africa, which he effected, and
In the course of this
obtained an immense booty.
war he surprised the camp of Syphax during the night,
in conjunction with Masinissa, set fire to it, pursued
and overtook the prince himself, and made him prisoner.
He conducted Syphax to Rome, and then hastened to rejoin Scipio, and share his glory and his danLaelius was elected praetor A.U.C. 557, B C.
gers.
He af197, and obtained the government of Sicily.
terward stood candidate for the consulship, but was
defeated by private intrigues, and did not attain to that
After his election
office until A.U.C. 564, B.C. 190.
to the consulship, Laelius had some difficulties with
his colleague, L. Cornelius Scipio, respecting the dihim

vision of the provinces.
They both desired the government of Greece but the senate, to whom the question was left, decided in favour of Scipio, and Laelius
;

was obliged

to be satisfied with a government in Italy.
In discharging the duties of this, he repeopled Cremona and Placentia, which had been ruined by wars and
History, after this, makes no
contagious disorders.
It was from the narratives of
farther mention of him.
Laelius that Polybius wrote his account of the cam-

{Polyb., 10, 11.
Id., 29, 1,
of the prece-

Rom.

paigns of Scipio
Spain and
—
—
42,
seqq.—
— Surnamed
Sapiens, was son

a

ding.

—

—

Lit., p. 124, 128, 248, 416, 484.)— II. Placidus,
{Sax.
grammarian, who flourished about 5.50 A.D.
Onomast., vol. 2, p. 45 ) He was the author of Ar-

gumenta Metamorphoseon Ovidii, in prose. (Miiller,
V. S., p. \39.
Muncker, Prcef. ad Fulgent, in My-

—

Ihogr. Lat.)

Lacvdks, a philosopher of Cyrene, who filled the
Athens after the death
of Arceailaus. He assumed this office in the 4th year
of the 134th Olympiad.
He is said to have been the

chair of the Platonic school at

Africa.

in

Liv., 26,

seqq.)

seqq.

Id., 27, 7,

II.

He

studied philosophy in early life under Diofrom these
genes the Stoic and Panaetius, and learned,
two eminent philosophers, to contemn the allurements
of pleasure, and to cherish an ardent love for wisdom
this to the
and virtue.
Turning his attention after
rank among the
profession of the bar, he took a high
His eloquence is described by
orators of his time.
Cicero as mild and
although he was negpersuasive,

too fond of employing anligent in point of style, and
Lselius ac{Cic, Brut., 21, seqq.)
tiquated terms.
to the
companied his friend, the younger Africanus,
his valour.
where he
of

new school, not because he introduced
any new doctrines, but because he changed the place
of instruction, and held his school in the garden of
signalized
Carthage,
siege
wa«
Attalus, still, however, within the limits of the Aca- After the destruction of this celebrated city, he
demic grove. He died of a palsy, occasioned by ex- sent as praetor into Spain, and there broke the powei
founder of a
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of the chieftain Viriathus.
(Cic, 0/., 2, 11.) He lepylus (it is uncertain which), and a fountain near it
was afterward elected into the college of augurs, B.C. Artakia. Such was the state of things, according to
the comilia the proposition Homer, when Ulysses came to this quarter in the
1 18, and defeated before
of L. Crassus, to deprive the senate of the power of course of his wanderings.
There was a port at a litthe augural college, and to tle distance from the city, which all the ships of Ulyselecting the members of
Cicero {N. D., 3, ses, but the one in which he himself was, entered.
transfer this right to the people.
43) calls the speech which he delivered on this oc- herald, with two other persons, was then sent to the
casion '^ orattuncula aureola.^^
Bribery and intrigue city.
They met the daughter of Antiphates at the
frustrated for some time his applications for the con- founta in Artakia, and were by her directed to her faOn entering it they were terrified at the
sulship, notwithstanding the efforts of Scipio in his be- ther's house.
" as
half, until B.C. 140, when his merit triumphed over sight of his wife, who was
large as the top of a
He was consul with C Servilius mountain." She instantly called her husband from
every obstacle.
Caepio, and conducted himself in this high office with the market-place, who seized one of them, and killed
a moderation well calculated to conciliate all minds. and dressed him for dinner.
The other two made
their escape, pursued by the Laestrygones, who with
Still, however, he could not obtain a re-election, a circumstance to which Cicero alludes, who blames the huge rocks destroyed all the ships and their crews
people for depriving themselves of the services of so which were within the harbour, the vessel of Ulysses,
wise a magistrate. (Ctc, Tusc, 5, 19.) Laelius liv- which had not entered, alone escaping. (Horn., Od.,
ed a country life, and, when there, divided his time be- 10, 81, seqq.)
tween study and agriculture. He appears to have
L^TORiA Lex, I. ordered that the plebeian magisbeen of a cheerful and equable temper, and to have trates should be elected at the Comitia Tributa : passlooked with philosophic calmness on both the favours ed A.UC. 292.— II. Another, passed A.U.C. 497,
and the frowns of fortune. Hence Horace (Serm., 2, against the defrauding of minors. By this law the
" mt<is
He years of minority were limited to twenty-five, and no
1, 72) alludes to the
sapientia Lcelii."
numbered among his friends Pacuvius and Terence, one below that age could make a legal bargain.

A

and it was thought that, in conjunction with Scipio,
he aided Terence in the composition of his dramas.
(But consult the article Terentius.) The friendship
that subsisted between Laelius and Scipio was celebrated throughout Rome, and it was this which induced Cicero to place the name of the former at the
head of his beautiful dialogue " D« Amicitia,^^ the interlocutors in which are Laelius and his two sons-inQuintilian
law, C. Fannius and Q. Mutius Scaevola,
mentions a daughter of Laelius who was celebrated for

(Heinecc, Ant. Rom.,

ed.

his time in the cultivation of the earth.

Haubold, p. 197, seq.)
was cdnsul A.U.C. 472,
B.C. 280, and was charged with the conduct of the
war against Pyrrhus and the Tarentines. The rapidinto Southern Italy induced Pyrity of his advance
rhus to offer him terms of accommodation, and to propose himself as an umpire between the Tarentines and
Romans. Laevinus made answer to the monarch's
envoy, that the Romans neither wished his master for
A bloody
an arbitrator, nor feared him as an enemy.
battle ensued near Heraclea, which Pyrrhus eventually
these
anmonstrous
of
his
elephants,
gained by means
imals having never before been encountered by the
Romans. This was the action after which Pyrrhus
exclaimed, that another such victory would prove his

him thus employed on

ruin.

her eloquence.

(Quint.,

1, 1, 6.)

Laertes, 1. king of Ithaca and father of Ulysses.
He ceded the crown
one of the Argonauts.
to his son and retired to the country, where he spent

He was

Ulysses found
age and
H. A town and harbour of
sorrow.
(Vid. Ulysses.)
Cilicia, on the confines of Pamphylia, and west of
Selinus.
Strabo makes it to have been a fortified post
on a hill, with a harbour below (669). It was the birthhis return, enfeebled by

—

place of Diogenes Laertius.

(Vid. Diogenes III.)
Lakrtius, Diogenes, a Greek writer. {Vid. Diogenes III.)
Ljestryoones, a gigantic and androphagous race,
mentioned by Homer in his description of the wander-

The country of the Lajstrygones,
ings of Ulysses.
according to the poet, lay very far to the west, since
Ulysses, when driven from the island of iEolus, sailed
on farther for six days and nights, at the end of which
time he reached the land of the Laestrygonians. Many
expounders of mythology, therefore, place the LaesBut for this there is no good reatrygones in Sicily.
son whatever, since Homer makes this race and that
of the Cyclopes to dwell at a wide distance from each
other.
Equally fabulous is the account given by some
of the ancient writers, that a colony of Laestrygones
passed over into Italy with Lamus at their head, and
When once the respective
built the city of Formiae.
situations of Circe's island and that of ./Eolus were
it became no
very
thought to have been ascertained,
difficult matter to advance a step farther, and, as the

L.«:viNus,

P. Valerius,

I.

Laevinus, not disheartened by his ill success,
Rome for fresh levies, and, having received
two legions, set out in pursuit of Pyrrhus, who was
advancing against Rome, and by a forced march
saved Capua from falling into his hands. {Vid. PyrII. M. Valerius, of a consular family, obtained
rhus.)

sent to

—

the praetorship A.U.C. 540, B.C. 214, and commanded a fleet stationed near Brundisium, in the Ionian
Sea.
Having heard of some warlike movement on

advanced

the part of Philip, king of Macedonia, he
various successes over him,
against that prince, gained
and, detaching the ^Etolians from his side, concluded
a treaty with them, which gave the Romans their first
In A.U.C. 544, B.C. 210,
firm foothold in Greece.
he was elected consul, though absent, and obtained
the government of Italy, which he exchanged with his
colleague M. Marcellus, at the instance of the senate,
Before setting out for his governfor that of Sicily.
ment, he distinguished himself at Rome by his patriThere being a scarcity of money in the
otic conduct.
public treasury, and a supply of rowers being required
for the fleet, it was proposed that private persons should,
as on former occasions, in proportion to their fortunes

and

rowers with pay and subsistence
This measure exciting much murwill among the people, and a sedition

stations, supply

for thirty

days.

muring and

ill

according to Homer, between these being apprehended, Lasvinus recommended to the sentwo islands, to make Formiae on the Italian coast a ate that the rich should first set an example, and conFormiae was, however, in truth, tribute to the common fund all their snperflaous
city of that people.
The scheme was received with the warmest
of Pelasgic origin, and seems to have owed a large wealth.
The approbation and so great was the ardour on the part
portion of its prosperity to a Spartan colony.
name appears to come from the Greek 'Opfiiai, and to of the rich to bring in their gold and silver to the treashave denoted a good harbour. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. ury, that the commissioners were not able to receive,
Unlike the Cyclopes, the Laestrygo- nor the clerks to enter, the contributions.
4, p. 11, seqq )
(Livy, 26,
nes lived in the social state. Their king was named 36.) As soon as Laevinus reached Sicily he began
the only important city which
Antiphates, their town was called Laestrygonia or Te- the siege of Agrigentum,
Laestrygones

lay,

;

—
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Its reduction
still held out for the Carthaginians.
brought with it the submission of the whole of Sicily
to the Roman arms.
Having been continued in command for another year, he collected all his naval forces,
made a descent on the coast of Africa, and, encouna
tering on his return the Carthaginian fleet, gained
He was afterward deputed to
splendid naval victory.
visit the court of Attains, king of Pergamus, and obIn A.U.C.
tain the statue of Cybele.
( Vid. Cybele.)
553, B.C. 201, Laevinus was sent as propraetor to Macedonia, against King Phihp ; but he died the followHis sons Publius and Marcus celebrated
ing year.
funeral games in honour of their father, which were
continued for the space of four days.
(Lijj., 24, 10,

seqq.—Id., 24, 40, seqq.—Id., 26, 40, scqq.—Id., 29,
11.— W., 31, Z.—Id., 31, 50.)— III. P. Valeriu.s, a
descendant of the preceding, despised at Rome for his

—

SchoL, ad loc.)
{Horat., Serm., 1, 6, 12.
L.\ous, a Macedonian, father of Ptolemy I., of
(Consult remarks at the beginning of the arEgypt
vices.

Ptolemaeus I.)
Lagusa, I. an island in the Sinus Glaucus, near the
northern coast of Lycia, now Panagia di Cordialissa,
ticle

—

II. or
Lagussae,
according to some, Christiana.
island, or, mors properly, a cluster of islands off
the coast of Troas, to the north of Tenedos, now Taochan Adasi. (Plin., 5, 31. Bischoff und Moller,
Wbrterb. der Geogr., p. 676.)
Laiades, a patronymic of GBdipus, son of Laius.

or,

an

—

(Ovid, Met., 6, fab. 18.)
Lais, I. the most celebrated hetaerist of Greece.
She was born at Hyccara in Sicily, and was made
captive when her native city was taken by the Athenians, in the course of the expedition against Syracuse,
and was conveyed to Athens. She was at this time
seven years of age, and the property of a common soldier.
Having been subsequently sold by her first
owner, she was conveyed by her purchaser to Corinth,
at that period the most dissolute city of Greece,
where, after the lapse of a few years, she became one
of those females who consecrated themselves in that
(Vid. Corinthus, tocity to the service of Venus.
wards the close of the article.) The fame of her extraordinary beauty drew together strangers from every
part of Greece, while the extravagance of her demands
" it was not
gave rise to the well-known proverb, that
for every

one

— Kopivdov

^f

to

go

to Corinth."

taff 6 TrXovf.

'

(Ov navTog uvdpoc
Erasm., Chil., col. 131.

cuivis homini contingit adirc Corinthum.''Pausanias speaks of a
Horal., Epist., 1, 17, 36.)
tomb of Lais at Corinth, near the temple of Venus
*'iVo7i

Melaenis, on which was placed a stone lioness, holding
a ram with her front paws, an evident allusion to the

The same wriunprincipled rapacity of the hetaerist.
ter makes mention also of a tomb of Lais in Thessaly,
whither, according to one account, she had gone,
through attachment for a youth named Hippostratus ;
and the females of which country, dreading her evil
influence, had assassinated her in the temple of Venus.
Numismatical writers refer to certain coins of ancient Corinth, which have on one side a lioness holding down a ram, and on the other a female head ; and
they think that these were struck in honour of Lais,
the female head being intended as her portrait.
(Con-

—

A full
1, p. 411.)
given by Bayle {Diet. Hist., s. v.).
II. Another hetaerist, often confounded with the former, but who lived fifty or sixty years later.
She was
the daughter of a Corinthian hetaerist attached to Alcibiades.
It is to this latter Lais that we must refer the
anecdote related of Demosthenes.
(Consult VHistoire
it, Lais,
par B. Le Gouz de Gcrland, Paris, 1756,

sult

Visconli, Jconogr. Gr., vol.

account of Lais

—

is

12mo. Some writers, refuted by Bayle, make this
Lais to have been a daughter of Alcibiades.
Others,
misled by an equivocal expression of Pauimier de
Grantemesnil (Palmerius— .fexerct/o/., p. 268), have

taken her for the daughter of the first Lais an errof
into which Brunck has also fallen {ad Aristopk. Plut
;

.

179).

son of Labdacus, who succeeded to the
throne of Thebes, which his grandfather Nycteus had

Laius,

a

the care of his brother Lycus,
of age.
He was driven from his

left to

till

his

grandson

kingdom by Amphion and Zethus, who were incensed against Lycua

came

for the cruelties which Antiope had suffered.
{Vid.
On the death of Amphion, Laius succeeded
Antiope.)
to the throne of Thebes, and married the daughter of
Menoeceus, called by Homer Epicasta, by others JoAn oracle, however, warned him against havcasta.
ing children, declaring that he would meet his death
from the hands of a son, and Laius, in consequence,
At length,
long refrained from becoming a father.
having indulged too freely in wine on a festal occasion,
he forgot his previous resolution, and Jocasta brought
The child, as soon as born, was delivered
forth a son.

herdsman, to expose on Mount
by compassion,
gave the babe, according to one account {Soph., (Ed.
to
a
neatherd
to
1038),
T.,
Polybus, king
belonging
of Corinth
or, as others say {Eurip., Phoen., 28),
the grooms of Polybus found the infant after it had
been exposed, and brought it to the wife of Polybus,
who, being childless, reared it as her own, and named
it
(Edipus, on account of its swollen feet (from oldiu,
to swell, and ttov^, a foot), for Laius, previous to the
exposure of the child, had pierced its ancles with a
Many years afterward, Laius, being on his
thong.

by the father

to his

The herdsman, moved

Cithaeron.

;

to Delphi, to learn tidings respecting the child

way

which he had caused to be exposed, whether it had
his
perished or not, and being accompanied only by
herald Polyphontes, met in a narrow road in Phocis a

young man

also travelling in the direction of the ora-

This was (Edipus, who was anxious to ascertain
When the chariot
his true parentage from the god.
of Laius overtook CEdipus, who was on foot, the
driver ordered the young man to retire from the path,
On his refusal
and make way for one of royal blood.
a contest ensued, in which (Edipus slew the herald
and his own father, both the latter and his son being
The body of Laius was found
ignorant of each other.
and honourably buried by Damasistratus, king of Plaand Creon, the son of Menoeceus, ascended the
taea
The account here given, which is
throne of Thebes.
from Euripides, differs in some respects from other
cle.

;

Sophocles makes CEdipus to
have met his father after having consulted the oracle.
versions of the legend.

{Soph., (Ed. T., 780. seqq.

—

Compare Apollod., 3, 5,
K.—Dtod. Sic, 4, (>\.—Eudoc, 3, 12.)
beloved by Horace.
female
a
Lalage, I.
young
{Od.,

1,

22,

23.)— II.

A

slave of Cynthia's.

{Pro-

pert., 4, 7, 45.)

Lamachus, a son of Xenophanes, sent into Sicily
He was killed B.C. 414, before Syrawith Nicias.
Lamachus is alluded to by Aristophanes in his
cuse.
and with some degree of ridplay of the Acharnenses,
That he was a man of high courage, the comicule.
to him by the
pliments directly and indirectly paid
same poet {Thesm., M\.—Acharn., 1073, et Voss, ad

From an important trust,
loc), sufficiently indicate.
W:.
also, that was reposed in him by Pericles {PltU.,
Pericl., c. 20), it should seem, that he was considered
of
as
well
statesman a man of talent as
that
by

great

If the outward merits of Lamachus had
had
imposed upon the penetration of Pericles, they
he saw more froth than
not on that of Aristophanes

courage.

:

in the young
substance, more of show than solid worth,
soldier ; a disposition for the distinctions and emoluments which are to be derived from soldiership, but
no evidence of those high ulents which constitute a
That the dramatist had formed
really great captain.
a more correct estimate of the powers of Lamachus

than the contemporary statesman, the comparatively
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small figure which he afterward made in history sufficiently proves. {Mitchell, ad Aristoph.y Acharn., 510.)
Lambrus or Lamber, a river of Cisalpine Gaul, issuing from the Eupilis Lacus, and falling into the
It is now
Olona, one of the tributaries of the Po.

Lambro or Lambrone. {Plin., 3, 19.)
Lamia, a city of Thessaly situate inland from the
head waters of the Sinus Maliacus, and, according to
Strabo (433), about thirty stadia from the Sperchius.
the

It is

celebrated in history as the principal scene of the

war which was carried on between the Macedonians
under Antipater, and the Athenians, with other confrom
Greeks, commanded by Leosthenes
which circumstance it is generally known by the name
of the Lamiac war.
Antipater, having been defeated
in the first instance, retired to Lamia, where he was
the
allies
but he afterward contrived to
besieged by
escape from this place, and retire to the north of
Soon after, with the assistance of the army
Thessaly.
of Craterus, brought for that purpose from Asia, he
gave battle to and defeated his opponents at Cranon,
and compelled them to sue for peace. This was
The Athenians were
granted them on severe terms.
federate

;

;

required to pay the same tribute as before, to receive
a Macedonian garrison, defray the expenses of the
war, and deliver up their orators, whose appeals to the
feelings of the Athenian people had always occasioned
so much difficulty for the Macedonians.
Demosthenes

and Hyperides were particularly aimed at. (Vid. Demosthenes and Hyperides.) Livy reports (27, 30)

—

that Philip, the son of Demetrius, twice defeated the

supported by Attalus and some Roman
near this place.
Antiochus was afterward
there with acclamations.
{Livy, 35, 43.)
was
suB^uenlly retaken by the Romans.
place

iEtolians,
troops,

received

The

—

5—

{Liv, 37,
Polyh., Excerpt., 20, 11, seqq.
Pliny,
4, 7.)
According to Dr. Holland (vol. 2, p. 107),
there is very little doubt that the site of Zeitovn
H.
corresponds with that of the ancient Lamia.
iEUus. a Roman of distinguished family, claiming descent from Lamus, the most ancient monarch of the

—

He signalized himself in the war with
Laestrygones.
the Cantabri as one of the lieutenants of Augustus.
{Hcrrat., Od., 3, 17.)— HI. The mistress of Demetrius Poliorcetes, who rendered herself celebrated by
her extravagances, her intrigues, and her ascendancy
over that prince.

{Plut..

Vit.

Demelr.

— Mlian,

V.

count of her cruel disposition, was eventually transformed into a wild beast.
Having lost, it seems, her
own children by the hand of death, she sought to console her sorrow by seizing the children of her subjects
from their mothers' arms, and causing them to be
slain.
Hence the transformation inflicted upon her
{Diod. Sic, 20, 41.
by the gods.
Compare Schol.
ad Aristoph., Pac, 757.
Casanh., ad Strab., 36.
Wesseling, ad Diod., I. c.) The Lamiae figured extensively in the nursery-legends of antiquity, and their
names and attributes were standing objects of terror

—

—

to the

—

young.

Pis., 340.

—

— Compare Horat., Ep. ad

{Diod., I. c.
Vid. Lemures.)

Lampedo, I. a Lacedaemonian female, wife of Archidamns'IL, king of Sparta, and mother of Agis.
She was celebrated as being the daughter, wife, sister,
and mother of a king.
IL A queen of the Amazons.

—

{Justin, 2, 4.)

LampetTa, I. a daughter of Helios (the Sun-god)
and Neaera.
She, with her sister Phaethusa, took
care of the flocks and herds of her father, in the island
of Thrinakia.
There were seven flocks of sheep and
as many herds of oxen, fifty animals in each flock and
herd.
They neither bred nor died. Ulysses, in the
course of his wanderings, came to this island, which
both Tiresias and Circe had strictly charged him to
shun.
On discovering that it was Thrinakia, the hero
was desirous of obeying the injunctions he had rebut as it was evening when he arrived, his
ceived
companions forced him to consent to their landing,
and passing the night there. They promised to depart in the morning, and took an oath to abstain from
the cattle of the sun.
During the night a violent
storm came on, and for an entire month afterward a
strong southeast wind blew, which confined them to
;

When their provisions were exhausted,
they lived on such birds and fish as they could catch.
At length, while Ulysses was sleeping, Eurylochus
of the sacred
prevailed on the rest to slaughter some
oxen in sacrifice to the gods, and to vow, by way of
the island.

to Helios.
Ulysses, on awakening,
and the
with horror at what they had done
displeasure of the gods was soon manifested by prodigies; for the hides crept along the ground, and the
Still they fed for six days
flesh lowed on the spits.
on the sacred cattle on the seventh the storm lulled,
and they left the island but, as soon as they had lost

amends, a temple

was

filled

;

;

;

west wind, accompanied by

if., 1, 13.)

sight of land, a terrible

Lamije, fabulous monsters, commonly represented
with the head and breast of a female, and the body of
a serpent.
According to some, they changed their
forms at pleasure, and, when about to ensnare their
assumed
such appearances as were most seducprey,
tive and calculated to please.
The blood of young

thunder, lightning, and pitchy darkness,
a thunderbolt
Jupiter struck the ship with

persons was believed to possess peculiar attractions
for them, and for the purpose of quaffing this they
were wont to take the form of a beautiful female.
The Lamiae possessed also another means of accomThis was a species of hissing
plishing their object.
sound emitted by them, so soothing and attractive in
its nature, that persons found themselves
irresistibly
When not in disguise, and when they
allured by it.
had sated their horrid appetites, their form was hideous, their visages glowed like fire, their bodies were
besmeared with blood, and their feet appeared of iron
Sometimes they showed themselves comor of lead.
pletely blind, at other times they had a single eye,
either in the forehead or on one side of the visage.
The popular belief made them frequent Africa and
Thessaly, in both of which countries they watched along

the early part of the fourth century, under
Of his works
Dioclesian and Constantino the Great.
there are extant the lives of the emperors Antoninus,
Marcus Aurelius, Lucius Verus, Pertinax, Albinus,
The life of Alexander Severus, which,
Macrinus, &c.
work of
according to the Palatine manuscript, is the
authorities ascribed to
Spartianus, has been by some
him.
The lives are to be found in the collection of
the '-HistoricB Augustce Scriptores,"" 2 vols. 8vo, 1671.
Some critics consider Lampridius as identical with
(Consult Voss., de Hist. Lot., 2, 7.
Spartianus.
Saxii OnoFabric, Bibl. Lat., 3, p. 93, note a.
The style and management of
mast., vol. 1, p. 38.)
him
a place among historiallow
not
will
Lampridius
ans of a superior class, yet he is valuable for his facts.

—

the main roads, and seized upon unwary travellers.
The fable of Queen Lamia has some analogy to this

and both, in all probability, owe their origin to
one and the same source. Lamia, according to Diodorus Siculus and other ancient authorities, was a
queen of Africa, remarkable for beauty, who, on ac718

fiction,

came

:

on.

went

to

were drowned except Ulysses. {Od.,
II. or Lampetie, one of the Helia2G0, seqq.)

pieces, and
12,

it

all

—

{Ovid, Met., 2, 349.)
des, or sisters of Phaethon.
Lampridios, ^Lius, a Latin historian, who flourished in

—

—

{B'dhr, Gesch.

Lampsacus,

Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 341.)
a city of Mysia in Asia Minor, situate
where it begins to open into the

on the Hellespont,
of Abydos.
Propontis, and northeast

The

early

name

where Lampsacus stood was Pityusa,
from the number of pine-trees which grew there (Trirvc,

of

the

spot

a pine-tree).

A

Phocsean colony

is

said to

have found-

LAN

LAO

and given it its name, being directed by
wherever they saw lightning first.
This took place in the district Pityusa, and hence the
name of the city, from M/xnu, to shine forth. {Mela,
1, 19.— Etym. Mag.— Hols ten., ad Steph. Byz., p.
ed

this city

the oracle to settle

Strabo calls Lampsacus a Milesian colony
508.)
from
very probably it was only enlarged by a colony
Miletus.
Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 6, pt.
{Strab., 588.
Another account, however, makes the
518.)
3,
:

—

p.

have existed prior to the arrival of the Phoand merely the name to have been changed by
them.
They aided, according to this version of the
itory, a king of the Bebryces, named Mandro, against
the neighbouring barbarians, and were persuaded by
him to occupy a part of his territory. Their successes
in war, however, and the spoils they had obtained, excited the envy of the Bebrycians, and the Phocaeans
would have been secretly destroyed, had not Lampcity to

caaans,

aace, the king's daughter, apprized them of the plot.
Out of gratitude to her, they called the city Lampsa{Polcus, having destroyed the former inhabitants.

—

The neighbouring
Steph. Byz., s. v.)
yan., 8, 37.
country was termed Abarnis or Abarnus, because Vewas
delivered
of
nus, who here
Priapus, was so disgusted with his appearance, that she disowned him (aTTTjpveiTo) for her offspring.
{Steph. Byz., s. v. 'kBapvoq.

—Holstenius, ad Steph. Byz.,

Priapus was the
His temple there was the
chief deity of the place.
asylum of lewdness and debauchery and hence the
epithet Lampsacius is used to express immodesty and
wantonness.
Alexander resolved to destroy the city
on account of the vices of its inhabitants, or more
probably for its firm adherence to the interest of PerIt was, however, saved from ruin by the artifice
sia.
I.

c.)

;

of the Appian Way, and on a hill commanding an extensive prospect towards Antium and the sea.
There
is

no very early mention of Lanuvium
but the

in

Roman

his-

*^

urbs Jidelissima," given to it
by Livy (6, 21), indicates that it very soon sought the
of
the
It is noticed, however,
protection
rising city.
previous to this period, as the place to which M. Volscius Fictor, whose false testimony had caused the
banishment of Caeso Quinctius, retired into exile.
Lanuvium did not always remain at{Lit., 3, 29.)
tached to Rome, but took part in the Latin wars with
tory

;

title

of

the neighbouring cities against that power.
The confederates were, however, routed near the river Astura,

not far from Antium (Liv., 8, 13); and this defeat
was soon followed by the subjugation of the whole of
Latium.
Lanuvium seems to have been treated with
more moderation than the other Latin towns ; for, instead of being punished, the inhabitants were made
Roman citizens, and their privileges and sacred rights
were preserved, on condition that the temple and worship of Juno Sospita, which were held in great veneration in their city, should be common to the Romans
also.
It then became a municipium ;
{Liv., 8, 14.)
and it remained ever after faithful to the Romans, particularly in the second Punic war, as we learn from
13, 364).—
Livy (26, 8) and Silius Italicus (8, 361
its district had the honour of giving
;

Lanuvium and

birth to several distinguished characters in the annals
of Rome.
Milo, the antagonist of Clodius, was a native of this place, and was on his way thither lo create
a priest, probably of Juno, in virtue of his office of dictator of the city, when he met Clodius on the Appian

the rencounter took place which ended in
the death of the latter.
{Cic.,pro Mil., c. 10.) The
famous comedian Roscius was likewise born near La-

Way, and

The name of
{Vid. Anaximenes.)
Lamsaki is still attached to a small town, near which nuvium.
{Cic, de Div., 1, 36.— Id., N. D., 1, 28.J
Lampsacus probably stood, as Lamsaki itself contains We learn also from Jul. Capitolinus and .^1. Lamprino remains or vestiges of antiquity. A modern trav- dius, that the three Antonines were born here. Tht
" its
eller assures us besides, that
wine, once so cele- ruins of Lanuvium still bear the name of Civita Lavi
brated, is now among the worst that is made in this nia, or Citta della Vigna.
{Cramer'* s Anc. Italy, vol
of Anaximenes.

—

of Anatolia."

part

{Sibthorpe, in Walpole's Collec-

tion, vol. 1, p. 91.)

Lamus, L

a fabled king of the Laestrygones, said to
have founded Formise. (Fz^. Laestrygones.) The Lamian family at Rome pretended to claim descent from
II. A son of Hercules
him.
{Herat., Od., 3, 17.)
and Omphale, fabled to have succeeded his mother on
III. A river in the western part
the throne of Lydia.
of Cilicia Campestris, now the Lamas.
It gave to
the adjacent district the name of Lamotis.
{Cramer'' s

—

—

Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 338.)
Lancia, the name of two towns

in Lusitania, distinguished by jthe appellations of Oppidana and TransThe first was on the frontiers of the Lusicudana.
tani, near the sources of the river Munda or Mondego.
The latter lay to the east of
It is now La Guarda.
the former, and is now Ciudad Kodrigo.
It was called

2, p. 27, seqq.)

Laocoon, a son of Priam and Hecuba, or, accord
ing to others, of Antenor, and a priest of Apollo duWhile offering, in the exerring the Trojan war.
cise of his sarcedotal functions, a bullock to render
Neptune propitious to the Trojans, two enormous serpents issued from the sea, and, having first destroyed
his

two sons,

whom

he vainly endeavoured

to save,

attacked Laocoon himself, and, winding themselves
round his body, crushed him to death in their folds.
This dreadful punishment was inflicted by the goddess
Minerva, for the part Laocoon had taken in endeavouring to dissuade the Trojans from admitting into
Troy the famous, and, as it afterward proved to them,
fatal wooden horse, which the crafty Greeks had con
secrated to Minerva.
{Virgil, Mneid, 2, 40, seqq.)
Virgil, in speaking of Laocoon, employs the words

it
ductus Neptuno sorte sarcedos^^ {JEn., 2, 201). This
{Bislay beyond the Cuda.
und Moller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 679.)
merely means, as above stated, thai, although a priest
a
of
located
most
of
Lanuobardi, people
Germany,
by
Apollo, he had been chosen by lot to propitiate
writers on the Albis or Elbe, and the Viadrus or Oder, Neptune with a sacrifice.
{Hcyne, ad loc.) An en-

Transcudana, because

'^^

choff

—

in part of what is now called Brandenburg.
According to the account, however, of PaulusDiaconus, himself one of this nation, they originally came from Scan-

dinavia, under the name of Wilini, and were called by
the German nations Long Beards, from their appear-

ance.

gob

,

ized,

(Paul Diac., sive Warncfrid, de Gcst. LonThe German term Lang Baerdt, Latinbecame Langobardi. They seem to have settled
1, 9.)

on the Elbe, probably in the eastern part of the duchy
of Lunenburg.
They are the same with the Lombards
who overran Italy in a later age. {Mannert, Anc.
vol.
Leo, Entwickelung der Verf.
Gcogr.,
3, p. 179.
der Lombardischen St'ddle, Hamburg, 1824, 8vo.)
a
of
town
Lanuvium,
Latium, about sixteen miles

—

from Rome,

situate,

according to Strabo, to the right

during celebrity has been gained for the story of Laocoon, from its forming the subject of one of the most
remarkable groups in sculpture which time has spared
and his
to us.
It
represents the agonized father
and
youthful sons, one on each side of him, writhing

The
expiring in the complicated folds of the serpents.
introduced being
figures are naked, the drapery that is
only used to support and fill up the composition.
This superb work of art, which Pliny describes inacblock of marble
curately as consisting of only a single
seems to be no
(for, in spite of this mistake, there
this is the
doubt, in the opinion of the learned, that
identical group alluded to by that writer), originally
decorated the baths of Titus, among the ruins of which
The names of the
it was found in the year 1506.
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sculptors who executed it
They
are Agesander, Polydorus, and Athenodbrus, natives
are also recorded.
•'

Laocoon, which is in
Pliny (36, 5) says,
the palace (domo) of the Emperor Titus, is a \^ork to
be preferred to all others either in painting or sculpof Rhodes.

ter-model of Michael Angelo, who was charged with
the task of adding a marble arm, but left the one
which he had destined for this object unfinished, in a fit
of despair.
Some antiquarians have thought that the
original action of the arm was not extended, but that
and they
this limb was bent back towards the head

ture.
Those great artists, Agesander, and Polydorus,
and Athenodorus, Rhodians, executed the principal have supported their hypothesis by the fact of there
figure {eum), and the sons, and the wonderful folds of being a rough and broken surface where they think the
the serpents, out of one block of marble."
There hand, or perhaps a fold of the serpent, may have come
has been much difference of opinion among antiqua- in contact with the hair.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol.
ries on several points connected with this group
13, p. 323, seq.
Heyne, Antiq. Avff., vol. 2, p. 34,
;

—

:

first,

as to the date of the artists

;

Winckelmann con-

tending that they are of a good period of Grecian art,
and as early as Lysippus.
considerably later date,
however, is now attributed to them. The next question discussed has been, whether the sculptor was indebted for the subject to Virgil's fine description (J5n.,
2. 200, seqq.), or whether the poet was indebted to

A

—
— WinckelTnan7i, Werke.,
105.—
250. — Lessing, Laocoon,

seqq.

—

vol. 6, p. 101, seqq.
189.
Jrf., vol. 5,

Id., vol. 7, p.

Id., vol. 5, p.

—

^ 5, p. 76, &c.)
Laodamia, I. a daughter of Acastus and Astydamia, and wife of Protesilaus.
{Vid. Protesilaus.)
p.

When

she received intelligence of the death of her

husband in the Trojan war, she caused an image of
the artist.
With respect to date, the most careful him to be formed, which she would never allow to be
consideration seems to fix these sculptors as late as out of her sight.
Her father ordered the image to be
the early emperors ; and Lessing, whose work on the burned, that her thoughts might be diverted from her
Laocoon deserves the attention of all who take an in- loss but Laodamia threw herself into the flames, and
terest in the philosophy and capabilities of art, believes perished along with it.
Thence probably the tradition
;

With regard to the
they lived in the reign of Titus.
subject, it is most probable that the story, being well
known, offered advantages for illustration to the sculp-

As Virgil's
tor, as it did for description to the poet.
priest was habited in his robes during the exercise of
his priestly functions, and the group under consideration

is

entirely naked, the

argument

is

additionally

strengthened against the assumption that the artist
borrowed from the poet. It is more natural to believe
that each drew from a common source, and treated

adopted by some poets, that the gods restored

life to

Protesilaus for three hours, and that this hero, finding
the decree irreversible, by which he was to return
to the shades below, prevailed on Laodamia to ac-

company him thither. She was also called Phylacea.
{Virg., ^n.,6, Ail.— Ovid, Her., 13.— Hygin., fab.,
II. A daughter of Bellerophon by Achemone,
104.)
She had a son by Juthe daughter of King lobates.

—

piter, called

Sarpedon.

{Vid. Sarpedon.)

Laodice, I. a daughter of Priam and Hecuba, bethe subject in the way best adapted to the different came enamoured of Acamas, son of Theseus, when he
arts they exercised ; the sculptor's object being con- came with Diomedes from the Greeks to Troy with
centration of effect, the poet's amplification and brill- an embassy to demand the restoration of Helen, and
iant description.
This group is justly considered, by had by him a son named Munitus.
She afterward
all competent
married Telephus, and, on his desertion of her at the
It
judges, to be a master-piece of art.
combines, in its class, all that sculpture requires, and, time he abandoned the Trojan cause, she became the
we may say, admits of, and may truly be studied as a wife of Helicaon, the son of Antenor. The rest of
canon.
The subject is of the most affecting and in- her story is variously related. Some make her, after
teresting kind ; and the expression in every part cf the capture of Troy, to have thown herself from the
but does not exceed, the limits of summit of a rocky ravine when pursued by the Greeks
the
figures reaches,
Intense mental suffering is portrayed in others, to have been swallowed up by the earth in
propnety.
and others again,
the countenances, while the physical strength of all accordance with her own prayer
the three figures is evidently sinking under the irresist- to have been recognised by Acamas, when Troy
ible power of the huge reptiles wreathed around their was taken, and to have returned with him to Greece.
One son, in whose side a serpent {Tzetz., ad Lycophr., 314, 495.)— II. One of the three
exhausted limbs.
has fixed his deadly fangs, seems to be fainting
the daughters of Agamemnon, called also Electra.
(Vid.
III. The wife of Antiochus, one of Philip's
other, not yet bitten, tries (and the futility of the at- Electra.)
tempt is faithfully shown) to disengage one foot from officers, and mother of Seleucus Nicator. (Consult
the serpent's embrace.
The father, Laocoon, himself, Justin, 15, 4.) IV. The sister and wife of Antiois
mighty in his sufferings every muscle is in extreme chus Theos, by vphom she became the mother of Seaction, and his hands and feet are convulsed with pain- leucus Callinicus and Antiochus Hierax.
(Justin,
ful energy.
Yet there is nothing frightful, disgusting, 27, 9.) V. A daughter of Mithradates, king of Ponof
or contrary to beauty in the countenance.
the
tus.
married
Antiochus
She
Great, king
Syria.
Suffering
is faithfully and strongly
VI. The sister and wife of Mithradates Eupator.
depicted there, but it is rather
the exhibition of mental anguish than of the
of
Ariarathes
Wife
VII.
V.,
Justin,
37, 8.)—
repul- (Consult
sive and undignified contortions of mere physical pain;
king of Cappedocia. (Vid. Ariarathes V.)
The whole of this figure displays the most intimate
Laodicea, I. a city of Phrygia, in the southwestern
knowledge of anatomy and of outward form the lat- angle of the country. It was situate on the river Lyter selected with care, and freed from any vulgarity cus (hence called AaodiKcia ettI Avku, Laodicea ad
of common individual nature : indeed, the single figure Lycum), and stood on the borders of Phrygia, Caria,
of Laocoon may be fairly referred to, as one of the and Lydia.
Its situation coincides exactly with that
Vid.
finest specimens existing of that combination of truth of Cydrara mentioned by Herodotus (7, 30.
and beauty, which is so essential to the production of Cydrara).
Pliny, however (5, 29), makes its early
perfect sculpture, and which can alone ensure for it name to have been Diospolis, changed subsequently
The youths are of a smaller to Rhoas. It contained three boundary stones, as belasting admiration.
standard than the proportion of the father a liberty ing on the borders of three provinces, and hence is
hardly justifiable, but taken, probably, with the view of commonly called by the ecclesiastical writers TrimeThe taria. Its name of Laodicea was given to it by Antiheightening the effect of the principal figure.
He rebut so ably ochus Theos, in honour of his wife Laodice.
right arm of Laocoon is a restoration,

—

;

;

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

—

;

done, though only in plaster, ihat the deficiency is
It is not certain what
said to be scarcely a blemish.
modern artist has the merit of this restoration, though
ii is
thought that the arm it now bears was the plas-
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established

mans

it

it.

Under the Ro(Steph. Byz., s. v.)
a very flourishing commercial city.
to have been destroyed during the in-

became

It is supposed
road of Timur Leng,

A.D. 1402.

(Dricas,

p.

42,

I

I
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— Chalcond.,
,^y.

p.

The

85.)

{Mannert,
by the Turks Eski Htssar.
Leakeys Journal, p.
Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 131.
southwest
of
a
II.
Scabiosa,
Syria,
city
164, seqq.)
of Emesa and of the Orontes. It is sometimes, though
The epithet Scabiosa
erroneously, styled Cabiosa.
must have reference to the leprosy, or some cutaneous
in the tmie of the Rocomplaint, very prevalent here
man power. Its previous name under the Greeks was
AaodiKeia rj Trpof AtSuvip, Laodicea ad Ltbanum
Plin., 5, 23), and it must have been sit{Strabo, 753.
uate, therefore, near the northeastern part of the chain

now

called

—

—

AR

L
ruins of Laodicea are

—

Jupiter to

be subservient

for a stipulated

for

one year to the will of
around Troy

to build a wall

Laomcdon, contracted
sum.

When, however,

this

labour

was accomplished, Laomedon refused to pay the
amount agreed on, and dismissed the two deities,
He even menaced
threatening to cut off their ears.
to tie Apollo hand and foot, and transport him to the
distant islands.
To punish him, Apol(//., 21,441.)
lo sent a pestilence, and Neptune a flood bearing a

huge sea-monster, which carried off all the people to
be found in the plain.
For the rest of his story, con

—

suit the article Hesione.

of Libanus, in the plain Marsyas, which Pococke (2,
204) mentions, though he is silent respecting its
Its site must be looked for to the
ancient name.
west of the modern Hasseiah, a day's journey to the
southwest of the modern Hems, the ancient Emesa.

Laomedonteits, an epithet applied to the Trojans
from their king Laomedon.
{Virg., JEm., 4, 542
7, 105; 8, 18.)
,
Laomedontiad.^, a patronymic given to the Trofrom
Laomedon
their
JEn.,3,2^.)
{Virg.,
king.
jans,
marLaphystium, a mountain in Bceotia, about twenty sta{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 428.)— III.
itime city of Syria, on an eminence near the coast, dia to the north of Coronea, on which Jupiter had a temIt was here
called, for distinction' sake, AaodUeLa em ry iJa/Uzr- ple, whence he was called Laphystius.
(Strab., 751.— Plin., 21, 5.) that Athamas prepared to immolate Phrixus and Helle,
Ty, Laodicea ad Mare.
It was built by Seleucus Nicator, and named in hon- whom Jupiter saved by sending them a golden ram.
and Strabo ranks it among the {Pausan., 9, 34.)
our of his mother
four principal cities of the country.
LAPiTHiE, a tribe or people of Thessaly, whose con(Compare ApThe fruitfulness of the adja- test with the Centaurs forms a conspicuous legend in
pian, B. Syr., c. 27.)
cent country, and the quantity of good wine made in classical mythology.
{Vid. Centauri, where a full acthis quarter, which furnished a great article. of trade count is given.)
with Alexandrea, were the chief reasons that induced
Lara or Larunda, one of the Naiads, daughtei
Laodicea may, in fact, of the river Almon in Latium, famous for her beauty
Seleucus to found this city.
be regarded as the harbour of Antiochia. The an- and her loquacity, which her parents long endeavour
She revealed to Juno the
cient writers praise its excellent port, and it would ed to correct, but in vain.
seem, even at the present day, to show traces of the amours of her husband Jupiter with Juturna, for which
works constructed to give security and convenience the god cut off her tongue, and ordered Mercury to
The god violated
to the harbour.
{Pococke, 2, p. 287.
Walpole's Me- conduct her to the infernal regions.
In the civil war after Caesar's her by the way, and she became the mother of the
moirs, vol. 2, p. 138.)
;

p.

A

;

—

death, Dolabella stood a long siege in this place ; it
was finally taken, and suffered severely. {Dio Cass.,
47, 30.
Apptan, B. Civ., 4, 62.) Hence Antony
declared it independent, and freed it from all tribute.
{Appian, B. Civ., 5, 7.) It again suffered from Pes-

—

cennius Niger {Malala, Ckron., 11, p. 125), and therefore his more successful competitor Severus did all in
his power to restore it to its former condition.
Among
other favours shown it, he made the place a colony
1.
Italicum.
with the Jus
50, Digest. Tit.,
{Ulpian,
The modern name is Ladikie.
15, de censibus.)
The modern city suffered severely from an earthquake
in 1797, the greater part of the buildings having been
thrown down. These have been rebuilt, though less
Scarcely any wine is now
substantially than before.

made

and few vines are planted. {WalpoWs
138.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6,

here,

Memoirs,
pt. 1, p.

—

vol. 2, p.

— IV.

Combusta (// KaraKeKav/iev?]), a
or Lycaonia, northwest of Iconium.
supposed to be owing to the frequent

450.)

city of Asia
Its name is

Mmor

breaking forth of subterranean fires in the vicinity.
Strabo mentions this as peculiarly the case in the parts
of Phrygia to the west of Laodicea, which were hence

termed Catacecaumene {KaraKEKavfiivri.
579).

only

The
seem

place itself
to

— Strabo,

was unimportant, and would

have been mentioned by Strabo and

Pliny from the circumstance of its having been situated on the great road from the western coast through
Melitene to the Euphrates.
Leake {Journal, p. 25)
gives the modern name as Yorgan Ladik, and speaks
of numerous fragments of ancient architecture found
there.
V.
city of Media, on the confines of Persia.
VI.
{Pliny, 6, 26.)
city of Mesopotamia, near
Seleucia.
{Pliny, 4, 26.)
Laomedon, son of Ilus, king of Troy, married Strymo, the daughter of the Scamander, by whom he had

—

A

—

A

Tithonus, Lampus, Clitius, Hicetaon, Podarces (afterward called Priam), and Hesione, together with two
other daughters.
He had also, by the nymph Calybe,

ason named Bucolion.
ties

(//., 6,

23.)

The two

dei-

Apollo and Neptune, having been condemned by

{Vid. Lares.

Lares.

Lares, gods of

— Ovid,

inferior

Fast., 2, 585, seqq.)
at

power

Rome,

of

human

There
presided over houses and families.
were various classes of them, such as Lares Urbani, to
preside over the cities Familiares, over houses Rustici, over the country ; Compitales, over crossways ;
Marini, over the sea ; Viales, over the roads, &,c. If
we closely examine into the nature of the Penates and
that of the Lares, we will readily perceive why the fororigin,

who

;

;

a higher rank assigned them in the hierarchy
In fact, the Penates were
of the Genii than the latter.
of nature peroriginally gods ; they were the powers
sonified ; powers, the wonderful and mysterious action

mer have

of which produces and upholds whatever is necessary
to life, to the common good, to the prosperity of individuals and families
whatever, in fine, the human
The case is quite
species cannot bestow upon itself.
These were originally hudifferent with the Lares.
man beings themselves; men like unto us in every
;

respect,

who

lived

upon the

earth,

and who, becoming

pure spirits after death, loved still to hover round the
dwelling which they once inhabited, to watch over its
as the faithsafety, and to guard it with as much care
ful dog does the possessions of its master.
Having
once partaken of our mortal condition, they know the
to
wont
better from what quarter danger is
menace,
and what assistance to render to those whose situation was once in every respect their own.
They keep
the Penates,
off, therefore, danger from without, while
forth
residing in the interior of the dwelling, pour
The
benefits upon its inmates with bountiful hands.
fundamental idea on which rests the doctrine of the
Lares, is intimately connected with all the psychology
and pneumatology of the ancient Italians. According
vol. 2, p. 237, ed.
Apuleius {De Genio Socrat.,
once had inhabited, assouU,
Bip.), the demons which
human bodies, were called Lemures: this name therefore designated, in general, the spirit separated from
Such a spirit, if it adopted its posterity ; if
the body.
with favourable power, of the
took
it

to

possession,

abode of

its children,

was

called

Lar

familiari*.

1%\

IC

LARES.

LARES.

on the contrary, by reason of the faults committed in
life, it found in the grave no resting-place, it appeared

All that the house contained was confided to the superintending care of these vigilant genii
they were set
as a watch over all things large and small, and hence

to

men

a

as

terrible to the

inoffensive to the good, but
Its name was in that case Lar-

phantom

;

wicked.

—

{Fcstics, p. 200, ed. Dacier.
Bulenger, de ProGrtBv., Thes. Antiq. Rom., 5, p. 480,
dig., 4, 20.

va.

—

As, however, there was no way of precisely
ascertaining what had been the lot of a deceased person, whether he had become, for example, a Lar or a
Larva, it was customary to give to the dead the general appellation of Manes.
{Deus Manis.) Varro,
seqq.)

in a more extended sense, if we credit Arnobius, regarded the Lares, at one time, as identical with the
Manes, the tutelary genii of the living and the dead
at another time, as gods and heroes
roaming in the air;
and at another, again, as spirits or souls separated from
;

bodies,

Lemures or

as

The mother

Larvae.

Lares was called Lara or Larunda.

Gent ,Z,M. — Macrob.,

Sat., 1, 7.

of the
adv.

{Arnobius,
—Marini,gli

Atti.,

This conception of the Lares, as the souls
of fathers and of forefathers, protectors of their children, and watching over the safety of their descendants, necessarily gave rise to the custom of burying
the dead within the dwelling.
(SVrr., ad Virg., JSn.,
2, p.

373.)

5,64.—
adiEw.,6,
—
Zoega, de Obelise,

7rf.,
\b2.—Isidor., Orig., 15, 11.
Men wished to have
p. 269.)
near them these tutelary genii, in order to be certain
of their assistance and support.
In process of time,
however, this custom was prohibited at Rome by the
laws of the Twelve Tables.
(Cic., de Leg 2, 23.)
It was general in
early Greece, and among the primitive population of Italy.
{Plat, Min., p. 254, ed.
Bekker.) The meaning attached to the word Lar
being of itself extremely general, had among the ancients different acceptations.
(Compare Midler, de
Diis Romanorum Lanhus et Penatibus, p. 60.) Analogous to the demons (or genii) and heroes of the
Greeks, the Lares, pure spirits, invisible masters and
,

—

protectors, and everywhere present, limited, as little
as the Penates, their domain to the domestic hearth.

:

name

of Prcestites, which is sometimes given
Hence the dog
{Ovid, Fast., 5, 128, 133.)
was the natural symbol of the Lares an image of this
was
animal
placed by the side of their statues, or else
these were covered with the skin of a dog.
{Creuzer,
the

them.

;

—

Comment. Herod., 1, p. 239.) The ordinary altar on
which sacrifices were offered to the Lares was the
domestic hearth.
The victims consisted of a hog
{Horat., Od., 3, 23) or a fowl ; sometimes, with the
rich, of a young steer ; to them were also presented
the first of all the fruits of the season, and libations of
wine were poured out. In all the family repasts, the
first
thing done was to cast a portion of all the viands
into the fire that burned on the hearth, in honour of the
Lares.
In the form of marriage, called co'emtio, the
bride always threw a piece of money on the hearth to
the Lares of her family, and deposited another in the
neighbouring cross-road, in order to obtain admission,
as it were, into the dwelling of her husband'.
{Nan.
Marc, de propr. Serm., c. 12, p. 784, ed. Gothofred.)
Young persons, after their fifteenth year, consecrated
to the Lares the bulla which they had worn from in{Pers., Sat., 5, 31.)

fancy.

Soldiers,

when

their

time of service was once ended, dedicated to these
powerful genii the arms with which they had fought
the battles of their countr}'.
{Ovid, Trist., 4, 8, 21.)
Captives and slaves restored to freedom consecrated
fetters from which they had just been
Before undertaking a^
{Horat., Sat., 1, 5.)
journey, or after a successful return, homage was paid
to these deities, their protection was implored, or

to the

Lares the

freed.

thanks were rendered for their guardian care.
{Ovid,
Trist., 1 3, 33.— iJfuWcr, de Bits Rom. Lar. et Pe-nat.
The new
70.
JSv. Otto, de Diis vialibus, c. 9.)
p.
master of a house crowned the Lares, in order to render them propitious ; a custom which was of the

—

,

,

most universal nature, and which was perpetuated to
the latesttimes.
Creuzei,
{Plant., Trinum., 1, 2, 1.
Lares publici and Lares privati. (Hempel., de Diis Comment. Herod., 1, p. 235.) The proper place for
their
Lartbus, p. xxiv.,*c^^.) The Lares were supposed to worshipping the Lares, and where
images stood,
assist at all gathermgs
together of men, at all public was called Lararium, a sort of domestic chapel in
assemblies or reunions, in all transactions of men, in the Atrium, where were also to be seen the images
all the most
The rich had often
important affairs of the state as well as of and busts of the family ancestors.
individuals.
Born in the house, in the bosom of the two Lararia, one large and the other small ; they had
the notion of Lares went forth
and " Decurios of the
also ** Masters of the
little and lit-

The

Etrurians, and the

Romans

family,

after them,

had

—

their

I>ares,"

by

extended itself to the streets, to the public ways;
above all, to the cross-roads, where the peril was greater for passengers, and where assistance was more imFrom this it extended itself to
mediately necessary.
communities, to entire cities, and even to whole counHence the numerous classes of the Lares and
tries.
their various denominations, such as viales, males,
If each individcompitales, grundiles, hostiles, &.c.
ual had his Lar, his genius, his guardian spirit, even
at
the breast ; so entire families, and whole
the infant
races and nations, were equally under the protection
of one of these tutelar deities.
Here the Lares became in some degree confounded with the Heroes,
that is, with the spirits of those who, having deserved
well of their country while on earth, continued to
watch over and protect it from that mansion in the
It
skies to which their merits had exalted ihem.
would seem, too, that at times, the worship of these
tle;

public Lares, like that of the public Penates,

was not

without some striking resemblance to that rendered
The proof that the
to the great national divinities.
Lares were not always clearly distinguished from the

Lares," namely, slaves specially charged with the care
of these domestic chapels and the images of their divinities.
As to the poor, their Lares had to be content with the simple hearth, where honours not less
(For farther details resimple were paid to them.
spectmg the Lararia, consult Guther., de Veteri jure
Pontificio, 3, lO.—Grcev., Thes., 5, p. 139.)— Certain
public festivals were also celebrated in honour of the

The period
Lares, called Lararia and Campitalia.
for their celebration fell in the month of December,
a little after that of the Saturnalia.
On this occasion
the Lares were worshipped as propitious deities
hence these festivals were marked by a gay and joyful
character, and thus formed a direct contrast to the
gloomy Lemuria. The Compitalia, dedicated to the
Lares Compitales, were celebrated in the open air, in
:

—

the cross-roads {ubi vice competunt, in compitis.
Dio.
Hal., 4, 14.— ^mZ. Gell.,N. A., 10, 2A.—Siccama in

Fastos Calend. Rom.
the day of their

were introduced

—

Grcev., Thes., 8, p. 69, &c.);
celebration was not fixed.
They

at

Rome

to the senate the care of

by Servius Tullius, who left
determining the period when

In early times, children were
to the dethey should be held.
found in an ancient inscription : immolated to the goddess Mania, the mother, accord"The Lares, powerful in heaven" {Lares Coilo po- ing to some, of the Lares, to propitiate her favour for
This barbarous rite was
tentes), that is, most probably, inhabiting the region of the protection of the family.
the air, where they exercised their power.
{Grcsv., subsequently abolished, and little balls of wool were
Thes., 5, p. 686, seqq.
hung up in the stead of human offerings at the gates
Spanheim, de Vesta, &c.)

gods, or,

at least,

mons and

heroes,

were closely assimilated

is

—
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on the banks of the Tigris. The ten thousand
found it deserted and in ruins.
Xenophon states that
it had been once inhabited
by the Medcs. {Anab., 3,
tue of which, heads of garlic and poppies were offered 4, 7.)
Bochart {Geogr. Sacr., 4, 23) considers it
up in place of human heads, m/, pro capitibus, capit- identical with the city mentioned in Genesis (10, 12)
ibtis supplicarehir, in accordance with the oracle of under the name of Resen
but Michaelis opposes this.
Every family, during these festivals, brought {Spicileg. Geogr. Hebr., vol. 1, p. 247 ) VI. An anApollo.
slaves enjoyed a perfect equal- cient and flourishing city of TTiessaly, on the river
a cake for an oflfering
the Saturnalia
and it Peneus, to the northeast of Pharsalus. It is not menity with their masters, as on
was slaves, not free men, that assisted the priests in tioned by Homer, unless, indeed, the Argos Pelasgithe sacrifices offered up on this occasion to the tute- cum of the poet is to be identified with it (//., 2, 681),
Cic.,ad Att., and this notion would not be entirely groundless if, as
{Dion. Hal., A
lary genii of the ways.
7, 7.
Horat., Od., 3, 17, 14, and Mitscherlich, ad Strabo (440) informs us, there was once a city named
In case of death in a family, a sacrifice Argos close to Larissa.
The same geographer has
Herat., I. c.)
of sheep was offered up to the family Lares.
(Cic, de enumerated all the ancient towns of the latter name,
Leg., 2, 22, 55, where we must read, with Gorenz, and we may collect from his researches that it was pevervecibus.
Marini, Atti, &c., 1, p. 373.) As re- culiar to the Pelasgi, since all the countries in which
gards the forms under which the Lares were repre- it was found had at different periods been occupied by
sented, it may be observed, that it differed often but that people. (Compare Dion. Hal., 1, 21.) This city
little from that of the Penates.
Thus, on the coins was placed in that most fertile part of the province
of the Caesian family, they are represented as two which had been occupied by the Perrhaebi, who were
young men, seated, their heads covered with helmets, partly expelled by Larissaeans, while the rest were
and holding spears in their hands, while a dog watch- kept in close subjection, and rendered tributary. Aces at their feet.
Sometimes, as we have already re- cording to Aristotle, the constitution of this city was
Its magistrates were elected by the
marked, the heads of the Lares are represented as democratical.
covered with, or their mantle as formed of, the skin people, and considered themselves as dependant on
of a dog.
At other times we find the Lares resem- their favour. {Aristot., de Rep., 5, 6.) This fact
bling naked children, with the bulla hanging from the will account for the support which the Athenians deneck, and always accompanied by the attribute of the rived from the republic of Larissa during the Pelopon{Creuzer, Symholik, par Guigniaut, vol. 2, pt. nesian war.
dog.
{Thucyd., 2, 32.) The Aleuadae, mentioned by Herodotus as princes of Thessaly at the time
I, p. 416, seqq.)
Larindm, a town of Apulia, which appears to have of the Persian invasion, were natives of this city.
belonged once to the Frentani, from the name of Lari- {Herod., 9, 58.) Diodorus Siculus (16, 61) informs
iiates Frentani attached to its inhabitants by Pliny (3,
us, that the citadel of Larissa was a place of great
It was situate on the road which led from Pice12).
Though the territory of this city was fich
strength.
num into Apulia. {Liv., 22, 18.) Its ruins, which and fertile, it was subject to great losses, caused by
are said to be considerable, occupy the site called La- the inundations of the Peneus. {Strabo, 440.
Plin.,
rina Vecchio.
4, S.—Hierocl, Synecdem., p. 642.) Dr. Clarke states
{Romanelli, vol. 3, p. 20.)
Larissa, I. a town of Syria, on the western side of that he could discover no ruins at Larissa, which still
the Orontes, southeast of Apamea.
It was either retains the ancient name ; but that the inhabitants gave
founded or else re-established by Seleucus Nicator. the name of Old Larissa to a Palaeo Castro, which is
B.
(Appian,
Syr., c. 67.)
Pliny calls the inhabitants situated upon some very high rocks, at four hours' disI^arissasi (5, 23).
The city appears to have made no tance towards the east (vol. 7, p. 339). Dr. Holland
Its true Oriental name would seem and Mr. Dodwell are, however, of opinion, that the
figure in history.
to have been Sizara, or something closely resembling modern Larissa stands upon the remains of the ancient

Macrobius {Sat.,

1, 7) informs us, that
after the expulsion of the
Tarquins, introduced a new form of sacrifice, by vir-

of dwellings.
it

ria,

was Junrus Brutus who,

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

(s. v) gives Sizara {Iii^apa)
of the place, and Abulfeda (Tab.
Syr., p. 110) and other Arabian writers speak of a
fortress in this quarter named Schaizar or Sjaizar.

it.

Stephanus Byzantinus

as the Syriac

name

(Compare Schdtens, Index ad Vitam Saladini, s. v.
Siajzarnm.) II. A town of Lydia, in the Caystrian

—

and

It had a famous temEphesus.
Larissa was situate near Mount Tmople of Apollo.
lus, 180 stadia from Ephesus, and 30 stadia from Tralfield,

territory of

The adjales, on the northern side of the Messogis.
cent country produced very good wine. {Strabo, 620.)
III.
town on the coast of Troas, north of Colonae
and Alexandrea Troas. Whether it is the same with

—

A

the place assigned by Homer to the
Pelasgi {II., 2,
is uncertain.
Strabo, however, decides in favour
of the Larissa below Cumae.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol.

841)

A

6, pt. 3, p. 465.)— IV.
nor, to the southeast of

town of ^olis,

in Asia MiCyme, and on the northern
bank of the Hermus. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3,
It is supposed by Strabo to have been the
p. 394.)
•ame with the Larissa mentioned by Homer {11., 2,
841), and was called by the .^olians, after it was taken by them from the Pelasgi, Phriconis, for distinction' sake from the other Larissas.
Cyme was also
wunvd Phriconis. {Strabo, 621.) Another appellation given to the
place was Larissa Mgyytwca, because it was said to have been one of the towns which
the
elder
Cyrus
gave to the Egyptians who had come
over to him from the army of Croesus.
{Xen Cyrop.,
,

7, 1,

45.— Compare

Htst.

Gr

,

time the place was uninhabited.

—V.

3, 1, 7.)

A

In Strabo's
city of Assy-

390.—DodweWs

Tour,
{Holland's Travels, p.
city.
vol. 2, p. 100.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 385,

—

seqq.)

—VII.

of

situation, a city of

Cremaste, so called from the steepness
Thessaly in the district PhthiIt lay in the dootis, and south of Phthiotic Thebe.
mains of Achilles, and it is probably from that circumstance that Virgil gives him the title of Larissaus,
unless this epithet is a general one for Thessaliais.
Dodwell thought he discovered the ruins of this place
at about three quarters of an hour's distance from the
81.
Compare GeWg
village of Gradista (vol. 2, p.
its

—

An old town of
Itinerary of Greece, p. 252.)— VIII.
Some
the Pelasgi in Attica, near Mount Hymettus.
near the
ruins, indicative of the site of an ancient town
Voumonastery of Syriani, at the foot of Mount Trelo
with this ancient
to
ni, have been
thought

correspond

—

IX. A town on
{Strabo, 440.)
Pelasgic settlement.
the confines of Elis and Achaia.
{Xen., Hist. Gr.,
its
3, 2, 17.)— X. The acropolis of Argos, deriving
Pelasname, as was said, from Larissa, daughter of
It

was

also called Aspis.

— Cramer's Anc.

gus.

Greece, vol. 3,

{Plut.,
p.

VU. Clcom.

244.)

Lariss^us, an epithet applied by Virgil {Mn., «,
reference to
197; 11, 404) to Achilles, either with
withm his
the town of Larissa Cremaste, which lay
dominions {vid. Larissa VII), or as equivalent gen-

Heyne prefers the
erally to Thessalicus.
pretation {ad JSn., 2, 197).
the
Larissus, a river of Achaia, forming
aration

17

latter inter-

Ime of sep-

between that country and Ehs.

piin_^ 4^ 5.)

{Pausan., 7,
Strabo informs us that it flowed
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Scollis, which Homer (7/., 11, 757) des- in the temple of Diana on the Aventine, for themselves
" Olenian rock."
(Strabo, and the Latins. Tarquinius Priscus assumed the presignates by the name of
The modem name of this river is Risso or idency on the Alban Mount, as it was subsequently
387.)
exercised by the chief magistrates of Rome, after the
Mana. {Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 73.)
Larius, Lacus, a lake of Cisalpine Gaul, north of dissolution of the Latin state but the opinion that
The Tarquinius instituted the festival is quite erroneous,
the Padus, and east of the Lacus Verbanus.
name Larius is supposed to have been of Etrurian ori- as its antiquity is proved to have been far higher.

from Mount

1

;

I

Whatever truth, however, there may have
gin.
in this conjecture, there is no mention of the

been
j

name

prior to the lime of Polybius, who, as Strabo (209) reports, estimated its length at 300 stadia and its breadth

38 miles by 4. Servius says that Cato reckoned 60 miles from one extremity to the other, and the
real distance, including the Lake of Ckiavenna, is not
so that Virgil {Georg., 2,
short of that measurement
**
Anyie lacus tantosl
159) seems justified in saying,
"
The younger Pliny had two vilte Lari maxime
las on this lake, which he describes {Epist., 9, 7).
The one which he calls his Tragedy stood probably
at Bellagio, as from thencs the view extends over
The intermitting fountain, of
both arms of the lake.
which he gives an account (4, 20), still exists under
This lake receives the Addua
the name of Pliniana.
or Adda, which again emerges from it, and pursues its
The modem name is Lago di Cocourse to the Po.
mo, from the modem Como, the ancient Comum. The
at 30, or

;

—

Like the Greek festivals, this Latin one ensured a saIt lasted four
cred truce.
The consuls always
days.
celebrated the Latin Holydays before they set out to
their provinces ; and if they had not been rightly performed, or if anything had been omitted, it was neces-

sary that they should be repeated.
(Consult on this
whole subject Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 2, p. 16,
seqq.,

Eng.

transl.)

Latini, the inhabitants of Latium. (Vid. Latium.)
I. a son of Faunus
by Marica, king of the
Aborigines in Italy, who from him were called Latini.
He married Amata, by whom he had a son and a daughter.
The son died in his infancy, and the daughter,

Latinc s,

called Lavinia, was secretly promised in marriage by
her mother to Tumus, king of the Rutuli, one of her
most powerful admirers. The gods opposed this union,
and the oracles declared that Lavinia must become the
wife of a foreign prince.
The arrival of JEneas in Italy seemed favourable to the realization of this predicsurrounding country is highly picturesque, being cov- tion, and Latinus was prompted to become the friend
ered with vineyards, interspersed with beautiful villas, and ally of the Trojan prince, and tb offer him his
and skirted by lofty mountains.
headland, run- daughter in marriage.
Tumus, upon this, declared
ning boldly into the lake at its southern end, causes it war against the king and .^neas, but lost his life in
to branch off into two arms, at the extremity of the battle by the hand of the latter, who thereupon received Lavinia as his spouse. Latinus died soon after, and
western one of which the town of Como is situate.
Lars or Lartes Tolcmnius, a king of the Veien- iEneas succeeded him on the throne of Latium. So
tes, slain in battle by Cornelius Cossus.
{Vid. Spo- says the fabulous legend. ( Vid. .^Eneas.
Virg., JSn.,
lia Opnna.— Lit?., 4, 17.— Id., 4, 19.)
9, ^c.—Ovid, Met., 13, &c. ; Fast., 2, &c.—Dion.
Lartics Florus, L T., a consul, who appeased a Hal., 1, 12.
IL
Liv., 1, 1, 6cc.— Justin, 43, 1.)
son of Sylvius iEneas, sumamed also Sylvius.
sedition raised by the poorer citizens, and was the first
He
dictator ever chosen at Rome, B.C. 498.
(Lir., 2, was the fifth king of the Latins, and succeeded his faIL Spurius, one of the three Romins who with- ther. (Dioii. Hal., 1, 15.)
18.)
stood the fury of Porsenna's army at tiiS head of a
Latium, a country of Italy, lying south of Etruria,
The earbridge while the communication was cutting down be- from which it was separated by the Tiber.
His companions were Codes and Her- liest records of Italian history, as we are assured by
hind them.
minius.
( Vid. Codes.
Liv., 2, 10, 18.
Dionys. H. Dionysius of Halicamassus (1, 9), represented the
—Vol. Max., 3, 2.)
plains of Latium as first inhabited by the Sicqli, a
Larv^, a name given to the wicked spirits and ap- people of obscure origin, but who would be entitled tc
paritions which, according to the notions of the Ro- our notice from the circumstance above mentioned,
mans, issued from their graves in the night, and came even had they not acquired additional historical imto terrify the world.
(Consult remarks under the ar- portance from their subsequent migration to the celeticle Lares.)
brated island from them named Sicily.
(Vid. Siculi.)
a
celebrated
Lasus,
dithyrambic poet, bom at Her- Ancient writers do not seem agreed as to the name of

A

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

in Argolis, and, according to some authorities,
the instmcter of Pindar.
(Thorn. Mag., Vit. Find.)

mione

He was

contemporary with Simonides (Aristoph.,
Schol, Vesp., 1402), and flourished in
Vesp., 1401.
the reign of Hipparchus at Athens (Herod., 7, 6), and
in the reign of Darius.
He
(Schol., Vesp., 1401.)
was the first that introduced the dithyrambic measure
into the celebrations at the Olympic games.
The

—

poet Archilochus, however, who was much older than
Lasus, uses the word Dithyrambus in two verses cited
by Athenaeus (p. 628), so that Lasus could not have
been the inventor of this species of measure. (Benton Phalaris, p. 254, ed. 1816.)
ley, Diss,
LATiNiE Feri.*:, or Latin Holydays, a festival
,

It was originally the solemn
the Romans.
meeting of the cantons of Latium, and afterward, on
the overthrow of the Latin republic, was converted

the people who compelled the Siculi to abandon Latium.
Dionysius informs us, that Philistus ascribed
their expulsion to the Umbri and Pelasgi.
Thucydi-

while Antides refers the same event to the Opici
ochus of Syracuse, a still more ancient writer, represents the Siculi as flying from the CKnotri.
Notwith;

standing this apparent discrepance, it is pretty evident,
that under these different names of Umbri, Opici, and
CEnotri, the

same people

Roman

are designated

whom Dionys-

term AborigiThe Aborigines, inter(Ant. Rom., 1, 10 )
mixing with several Pelasgic colonies, occupied Latium,*and soon formed themselves into the several
communities of Latini, Rutuli, Hernici, and Volsci,

ius

and the

historians usually

nes.

even prior to the Trojan war and the supposed arrival
of .^neas.
The name of Prisci Latini was first given
to certain cities of Latium, supposed to have been colAt first the Romans took onized by Latinus Sylvius, one of the kings of Alba,
into a Roman celebration.
of the Latin confederacy, into but most of which were afterward conquered and depart in it, as members
which they had entered by virtue of an old treaty, stroyed by Ancus Marcius and Tarquinius Priscus.
made A.U C. 261, which placed the thirty cities of La- (Liv., 1, 3.) In the reign of Tarquinius Superbus
tium on a perfect equahty with the Romans. The place we find the Latin nation united under the form of a
for holding the festival was the Alban Mount ; and, so confederate republic, and acknowledging that ambi(Liv., 1,
long as Latium had a dictator, none but he could offer tious prince as the protector of their league.
After the expulsion of the tyrant from Rome,
a sacrifice there, and preside at the holydays. He sac- 50.)
rificed on behalf of the Romans likewise, as they did we are told that the Latins, who favoured his cause.

among
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and
experienced a total defeat near the Lake Regillus,
were obliged to sue for peace.
(Dion. Hal., 6, 18.)
According to this historian, the Latins received the

which

will

be found near the commencement of the
Her children by Jupiter were Apollo
wandering from place to place

article Apollo.

and

Diana. — While

thanks of the Roman senate, some years afterward,
for having taken no advantage of the disturbances at
Rome, which finally led to the secession of the people

with her offspring, Latona, says a legend most prettily told by Ovid {Metamorph., 6, 313, seqq.), arrived in
The sun was shining fiercely, and the god*
Lycia.
She saw a pool and
to Mons Sacer, and for having, on the contrary, offered dess was parched with thirst.
he knelt down at it to drink. Some clowns, who were
every assistance in their power on that occasion
adds also that a perpetual league was formed at that time there cutting sedge and rushes, refused to allow her
between the Romans and the Latins. However, about to slake her thirst. In vain the goddess entreated,
143 years afterward, we find the latter openly rebell- representing that water was common to all, and apthe usual quota of troops pealing to their compassion for her babes.
The brutes
ing, and refusing to supply
which they had agreed to furnish as allies of Rome. were insensible they not only mocked at her distress,
The godTheir bold demand, which was urged through L. An- but jumped into and muddied the water.
niu8 Setinus, in the Roman senate, that one of the dess, though the most gentle of her race, was roused
she raised her hand to heaven, and
consuls at least should be chosen out of their nation, to indignation
A war followed, which was cried, " May you live for ever in that pool !" Her
led to an open rupture.
rendered remarkable from the circumstances of the wish was instantly accomplished, and the churls were
execution of the young Manlius by order of his father, turned into frogs.
Niobe, the daughter of Tantalus
and the devotion of Decius. After having been de- and wife of Amphion, proud of her numerous offspring,
were
to
set
before Latona
the
Latins
reduced
ventured
herself
the offended
in
several
feated
encounters,
to subjection, with the exception of a few towns, goddess called upon her children, Apollo and Diana,
which experienced greater lenity, and Latium thence- and soon Niobe was, by the arrows of those deities,
forth ceased to be an independent state.
{Ltv., 8, made a childless mother, and became stiffened into
At that time the rights of Roman stone with grief. {Vid. Niobe.) Tityus, the son of
14.
Plin 34, 5.)
citizens had been granted to a few only of the Latin Earth, or of Jupiter and Elara, happened to see Latobut at a later period the Gracchi sought to na one time as she was going to Delphi (Pytho).
cities
level all such distinctions between the Latins and the Inflamed with love, he attempted to offer her violence.
Romans. This measure, however, was not carried. The goddess called her children to her aid, and he
The Social war followed and though the confederates soon lay slain by their arrows. His punishment did
were finally conquered, after a long and desperate not cease with life, but vultures preyed upon his liver
The Greeks personified
contest, the senate thought it advisable to decree, in Erebus.
{Vid. Tityus.)
that all the Latin cities which had not taken part with night under the title of AHTG or Latona, and BATBfl ;
the allies should enjoy the rights of Roman citizens. the one signifying oblivion, and the other sleep or
Many of these towns were, however, deprived of their quietude {Plutarch, ap. Euseb., Prcep. Evang., 3, 1.
both of which were meant
Hesych., s. v. BavSiJ)
privileges by Sylla ; and it was not till the close of the
republic that the Latins Avere admitted generally to par- to express the unmoved tranquillity prevailing through
ticipate in all the rights and immunities enjoyed by the the infinite variety of unknown darkness that preceded
Hence she
Quirites. {Suet., Vit. Jul., 8.
Ascon., Ped. in Pis., the creation or first emanation of light.
On the Jus Latii and Jus Italicum, consult was said to have been the first wife of Jupiter {Odyss.,
p. 490.
;

:

:

—

;

—

—

,

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

Ann., II, 24.
Panvin., Comm.
Spanheim, Orb. Rom., 1,
The name of Latium was at first given to that
16.)
portion of Italy only which extends from the mouth of
the Tiber to the Circaean promontory, a distance of
about 50 miles along the coast but subsequently this

Lipsiu,s,

ad

Tacit.,

Reip. Rom., 3,

—

p.

329.

—

;

latter

boundary was removed

to the river Liris,

11, 579), the mother of Apollo and Diana, or the sun
and moon, and the nurse of the earth and the stars.
The Egyptians differed a little from the Greeks, and
supposed her to be the nurse and grandmother of Horus and Bubastis, their Apollo and Diana {Herod., 2,
156), in which they agree more exactly with the anwhence cient naturalists, who held ihat heat was nourished by

arose the distinction of Latium Antiquum and Novum.
P/m., 3, 5.) At a still later period,
{Strabo, 231.
the southern boundary of Latium was extended from
the Liris to the mouth of the river Vulturnus and the

—

Massic

{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.

hills.

I,

seqq.)

Latmus, a mountain of Caria, near Miletus. It was
famous as having been the scene of the fable of EnIn the vicinity of this
{Vid. Endymion.)
dymion.
mountain stood the city of Heraclea, commonly termed
" Heraclea
below, or at the
'YipaK^^Eia Tj VTib AaTfiov,
The mountain gave to the adjafoot of, Latmus."
cent bay the name of Latmicus Sinus.
{Mela, I,

17.— Plin.,

5, 29.)

Latobrigi, a people of Belgic Gaul, in the vicinity
of the Tulingi, Rauraci, and Helvetii, whose country
lay on the banks of the Rhine, about 90 miles to the
west of the Lacus Brigantinus, or Lake of Constance.
If they are the nation called by Ptolemy Latobici,
they
must have changed their settlements before that

geographer wrote, as he includes their territories in Pannonia near Noricum.
B.
Id. ib.,
{Cas.,
G., 1, 2.

—

3,1.)
La-gpmi^.

Latona

(in

Vid. Lautumiae.

Greek Leto), was the daughter of the

the humidity of night.
Her
{Macrob., Sat.., 1, 23.)
symbol was the Mygale or Mus Araneus, anciently
supposed to be blind {Plut., Sympos., 4, p. 670.

—

but she is usually repreAnton., Liberh.l. Fab., 28)
sented upon the monuments of ancient art under the
form of a large and comely woman, with a veil upon
This veil, in painting, was always black ;
her head.
and in gems the artists generally availed themselves of a
dark-coloured vein in the stone to e.xpress it
it
being
the same as that which was usually thrown over the
of
the
attribute
to
nutrithe
symbol
generative
signify
tive power of night fostering the productive power of
;

;

the pervading spirit ;
poets black-cloaked.

whence Priapus

is

called in the

{Mosch., Epitaph. Bion., 27.)
The veil is often stellated. {Knight, Inquiry into the
Symb. Lang., &c., ^ 87. Class. Journ., vol. 24, p.

—

214.)

Latopolis, a city of Egypt in the Thebaid, between
Thebes and Apollinopolis Magna. It derived its Greek

name from

the

fish

Latos worshipped there, which

as the largest of all the fishes of the Nile.
writers
{Athenaus, 7, 17.— Strabo, 816.) The later
call the place merely
drop the term noXic (polis), and
Laton {A.UTUV, Hierocles), and therefore, in the Itin.
Anton, and Notitia Imperii, the ablative form Lata
The modern Esne occupies the site of Latopoccurs.

was regarded

Titans Coeue and Phoebe.
In Homer she appears as
one of the wives of Jupiter, and there occur no traces
in the caravan trade
of enmity between her and Juno.
(//., 21, 499.)
olis, and is an important place
Later poets, however, fable much about the persequ- from Dar/ur and the more soutlvern regions.
{Mantion the underwent from that
goddess, an account of nert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 331.)
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Layer N A, a Roman divinity, the patron-goddess of been firmly attached to the Roman interests. {Livy,
who were anciently called Lavernianes {Fes- 8, 9.) Of its subsequent history we know but little;
tus, s. v.), and of all, in general, who practised artifice Lucan represents it as having fallen into ruins and be
and fraud. {Horat., Epist., I, 16, 60.) At Rome come deserted, in consequence of the civil wars (7,
she had an altar by the temple of Tellus, near the gate 394).
At a later period, however, Laurentum appeetfs
which was called from her the gate of Laverna. to have been restored under the name of Lauro-Lavin{Varro, L. L., 4, p. 45.) There was also a temple ium; a new city having been formed, as it is supthieves,

of this goddess near Famiae.
(Cic, Ep. ad All., 7,
Her name is probably derived from lateo, significatory of darkness or obscurity.
(Compare the change
of t and V in riXXu and vello ; i^eAw and volo ; KXiTvg
and clivvs, &c.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 529.
Consult Mem. Acad, des Inscript., &c., vol. 7, p. 77,
8.)

—

—

"De

Deesse Laverne.''^)

la

Lavernium, a temple of Laverna, near Formiae.
(Cic, Att., 7, 8.)
Lavinia, a daughter of King Latinus and Amata,
promised by her mother in marriage to Turnus, but
{Vid. Latinus.) At her
given eventually to ^neas.
husband's death she was left pregnant, and being fearful of Ascanius, her
step-son, she fled into the woods,
where she brought forth a son called JEneas Sylvius.
{Virg., JEn., 6, 7. —Ovid, Met., 14, 507.— Lie, 1, 1.)
Lavinium, a city of Latium, situate on the river
Numicius, near the coast, and to the west of Ardea.

posed, by the union of Laurentum and Lavinium.
{Front., de Col.
Symmachus, t, 65. Vulp., Vet.
The district of Laurentum must have
Lat., 10, 6.)
been of a very woody and marshy nature. The Silva
Laurentina is noticed by Julius Obsequens {de Prod.),
and by Herodian (1, 12), the latter of whom reports,
that the Emperor Commodus was ordered to this part
of the country by his physicians, on account of the
laurel-groves which grew there, the shade of which
was considered as particularly salutary. It is from
this tree that Laurentum is supposed to have derived
its name.
The marshes of Laurentum were famous
for the number and size of the wild boars which they
bred in their reedy pastures.
{Vxrg., Mn., 7, 59.

—

—

—

707.— Hor., Sat., 2, A.— Martial, 9,
However unfavourable, as a place of residence,
49.)
Laurentum may be thought at the present day, on acId. ibid

10,

,

count of the malaria which prevails there, it appears
have been founded by ^Eneas, on his to have been considered as far from unhealthy by the
are told that Scipio and Laelius, when
marriage with the daughter of Latinus {Dion. Hal., 1, Romans.
45.
Liv 1, 1) this story, however, would go but released from the cares of business, often resorted to
little towards
existence
of such a town, if this neighbourhood, and amused themselves by gathproving the
it were not
{Val. Max., 8, 8.
Cic.,
actually enumerated among the cities of ering shells on the shore.
Ijatium by Sirabo and other authors, as well as by de Orat., 2, 22.)
Pliny the Younger says Laurentum
It

was

said

to

We

—

,

;

—

which Tatius, the colleague of Romulus, was assassinated.
Strabo mentions that Lavini{Vit. Rom.)
um had a temple consecrated to Venus, which was

was much frequented by the Roman nobles in winter;
and so numerous were their villas, that they presented
more the appearance of a city than detached dwellings.
Every lover of antiquity is acquainted with the elegant

common

and minute description he gives of

Plutarch notices

the Itineraries.

it

as the place in

to all the Latins.
The in{Strabo, 232.)
habitants are styled by Pliny (3, 5) Laviniates Ilionenses.
Lavinium and Laurentum were latterly united

name
under
—
Symmachus,

of Lauro- Lavinium.

the

{Front, de Col.
Vulp., Vet. Lat., 10, 6.)
Various opinions have been entertained by antiquaries
relative to the site which ought to be assigned to La1,

65.—

his

own

retreat.

{Ep., 2, 17.) Hortensius, the celebrated orator, and the
rival of Cicero, had also a villa in this neighbourhood.
{Varro, R. R., 3, 13.— Cramer'* Anc. Italy, vol. 2,
p.

16, seqq.)

Laurion, a range of hills, extending from that part
of the Attic coast which lay near Azenia, below the

vinium.
Cluverius placed it near the church of St.
Petronella {Ital. Ant., 2, p. 894)
Holstenius on the
hill called Monte di Livano {ad
Stcph. Byz., p. 175)
but more recent topographers concur in fixing it at a
place called Pracfica, about three miles from the coast.

Astypalaea Promoiitorium, to the promontory of Sunium, and from thence to the neighbourhood of Prasisa
This tract was celebrated for
on the eastern coast.
Herodotus informs us, that the proits silver mines.
duce of these mines was shared among the Athenians,

{Vulp., Vet. Lat., 10, 1.
Nibby, Viaggio Antiquario,
vol. 2, p. 265.
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 19.)
a
fortified
town of Noricum Ripense,
Laurracum,
the station of a Roman fleet on the
and the
Dl^iube,
headquarters of the second legion.
\Notit., Imp.

but we arc not
each of whom received ten drachmae
informed whether this division took place annually
Themistocles, however, during the war with Mgrna,
advised them to apply this money to the construction

;

;

—

—

Occident.)

It

lay to the east of the junction of the

The modern village of Lohr
stands near the site of this place, a short distance to
the north of the present city of Ens.
{Mannert,

CEnus and Danube.

Geogr.,

advanced

in

this direction as far as

Laurium

(2,

Vid. Acca.

farmed by private persons, who paid

55).

the capital of Latium, about sixteen
miles below Ostia, following the coast, and near the
called
Patemo. {Vulp., Vet. Lat., 10, 1.
spot now

Laurentum,

—

Cluverius
2, p. 313.)
Nibby, Viaggio Antiq.,
and Holstenius are both wrong in assigning to Laurentum the position of San Lorenzo. Of the existence
of this city, whatever may be thought of .^neas and
without
the Trojan colony, there can be no doubt
going so far back as to Saturn and Picus, it may be
vol.

:

asserted, that the origin of
cient, since it is mentioned

Laurentum was most an-

among the maritime cities
of Latium, in the first treaties between Rome and
Though
Carthage, recorded by Polybius (3, 22).
Laurentum joined the Latin league in behalf of Tarthe Lake Regilquin, and shared in the defeat at
lus {Dion. Hal, 5, 61), it seems afterward to have
7«6

tica,

the country in the
neighbourhood
{TibulL, 2, 5, 41.)

637.)

Laurentes Agri,
Laurentia.

of 200 galleys ; a measure which contributed, in a
the Athenigreat degree, to the naval ascendancy of
ans.
{Herod., 7, 144.)
Thucydides reports, that the
Lacedjemonian army, in their second invasion of Atof the mines had already much diminished in the time of Xenophon.
{Mem., 3, 6, 5.)
collect from his account that they then were

vol. 3, p.

of Laurentum.

;

The produce

We

a certain

sum

to

the republic in proportion to the quantity of ore thev
but he strongly urged the government to
extracted
take the works into their own hands, conceiving that
they would bring a great accession of revenue to the
;

{De Prov., p. 293, ed. Steph.) These private
establishments were called Epyaar^pta kv rolg apyvNicias is
{JEschin. in Timarch-, p. 14 )
peioig.
said to have employed at one time 1000 slaves in the
mines. {Xcn., I. c.
Andocid., de
Plut., Vit. Nic.
My.H. Diod. Sic, 5, 37.) Strabo informs us, that
the metallic veins were nearly exhausted when he
wrote : a considerable quantity of silver, however,
was extracted from the old scoriae, as the ancient miners
were not much skilled in the art of smelting the ore.
The mines themselves were called
{Strabo, 399.)
state.

—

—

—

—

Laureia or Lauria

;

and the

district Lauriotice,

HoD>
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vol. 1, p. 417, Lond. ed.) describes this purpose, and were on that account called
bag-carLaurium as a high and abrupt hill, covered with pine- riers {^vXaKO(p6poi), is, to say the least, uncertain for,
Stewart also rec- according to the grammarians, these bags contained
trees and abounding with marble.
the their food.
{Pollux, 7, 100.— Id., 10, U9.—Hesyeh.,
ognised in Lcgrina and Lagriona, near Sunium,
name I^aurion, which has also evidently been preserved s. V.) The stamping of the ore at the founderies, in
in the names Lauronoris, Mauronoris, Mauronorise order to facilitate its separation from the useless parts
{Aavpiov dpog). According to his statement, it is an of the stone, was generally performed in stone mortars
uneven range of hills full of exhausted mines and sco- with iron pestles. In this manner the Egyptians reMr. Hawkins, duced the gold ore to the size of a vetch, then ground
riae.
{Antiq. of Attica, vol. 3, p. 13.)
in his survey of this part of the Attic coast, discovered it in handmills and washed it on separate planks, after
of
the
lead
which is the account
ore, with which water had been poured over it
argentiferous
many veins
he observed traces of given by a Hippocratean writer of the treatment of
the country seems to abound

house {Travels,

;

;

;

— Agatharch.,

The site of
the silver-mines not far beyond Keratia.
the smelting furnaces may be traced to the southward
of Thorico for some miles, immense quantities of sco-

gold ore.

These were probably placed near
occurring there.
the seacoast for the convenience of fuel, which it soon

does not invert the proper order, first washed, and afEven the quicksilver
terward calcined and pounded.
ore, from which cinnabar was prepared, was similarly
treated
that is, first burned off, in which operation a
part of the quicksilver flowed off, and then pounded
with iron pestles, ground, and washed. {Plin., 33, 21.)
In Greece, the labourers in the founderies made use
of a sieve for washing the comminuted ore, and it is
mentioned among the implements of the miners by the
This method
appropriate name ad'ka^. {Poll., 7, 97.)
of treating ore was not only in use in ancient times,
but it was the only one employed either during the
middle ages or in more recent times, until the dis{Beckman's History of Incovery of stamp works.

risB

became necessary

to import.

— GcWs
— The

vol. 1, p. 430.
Tour, vol. 1, p. 358.)

{WalpoWs Memoirs,
DodweWs

Itinerary, p. 79.

mines

at

—

Laurium were

worked

either by shafts ((jtpeara, putei) or adits (vnovcunei) ; and by neither of these two modes of
working did they, in the time of Xenophon, arrive at the
termination of the ore {Xen., de Vectig., 24, 6).
For

ofiOL,

the chambering of the mines timber was probably imported by sea {Demosth. in Mid., p. 568, 17), which, ac-

cording to Pliny (33, 21), was the case also in Spain.
Hobhouse mentions (l. c.) that one or two shafts have
been discovered in a small shrubby plain not far from
the sea, on the eastern coast
and he states also that
a specimen of ore, lately found, was shown to him at
If the hole which Chandler (Travels, c. 30)
Athens.
saw upon Mount Hymettus was really, as he conjectures, a shaft, it follows that some, at least, had a con;

siderable width, for the circular opening was of more
than forty feet in diameter ; at the bottom of the hole
two narrow passages led into the hill in opposite directions.
It was also the practice, according to Vi-

make

large hollows in the silver mines (7,
which were left standing for the support of the overlying mountain were called 5pfioi, and
more commonly fieaoKpcvelg {Plut., Vit. X., Orat.
Op vol. 6, p. 256, ed. Hutt.— Pollux, 3, S7.—Id.,
truvius, to

The

7).

pillars

—

,

7, 98), as they, at the same time, served for the divisions between the different compartments, or, as

As these pillars conthey were called, workshops.
tained ore, the proprietors were tempted by their avarice to remove them, although by law they were strictly
from doing so ; in the time of the orator
Prohibited
iycurgus, the wealthy Diphilus was condemned to
death

for this offence.

{Vit.

X,

Orat.,

I.

c.)

The

opening of new mines was called icaLvoTOfiia, and on
account of the great risk and expense, no one would
If the speculator was sucwillingly undertake it.
cessful, he was amply remunerated for his undertaking;
if unsuccessful, he lost all his trouble and
expense
on which account Xenophon proposed to form compa;

nies for this purpose.
The ancients speak in general
terms of the unwholesome evaporations from silver-

mines {Casauh., ad Strab., 101), and the noxious atmosphere of those in Attica is particularly mentioned
(Xen., Mem., 3, 6, 12.— Plut., Comp. Ntc. et Crass,
init.), although the Greeks as well as the Romans
were acquainted with the use of shafts for ventilation,
which the former called -ipvxaytjyia. {Lex. Seg., p.
In what manner the water was withdrawn from
317.)
the mines we are not informed ; it is, however,
probable that the Greeks made use of the same artificial

means

as the

Romans.

(Consult Reitemeier, Art of
Mining, &.C., among the Ancients, p. 114, of the German work.) The removal of the one appears to have
been performed partly by
machinery and partly by
men, as was the case in Egypt and Spain, in which
latter

country the younger slaves brought the ore
through the adits to the surface of the soil
whether,
however, the minors in Attica used leather bags for
;

p.
it

1342.

{Diod. Sic., 13, 12.

—Hippocrates, de

was bruised

in the

ap. Phot.,
In Spain
victusrat., 1,4.)
then, if Pliny

same manner, and

;

—

Reitemeier, p. 121,
ventions, vol. 1, pt. 5, num. 3.
Of the art of smelting in the founderies of
seqq.)
is
known.
That the Athedefinite
Laurium, nothing

made use of the bellows and charcoal is not improbable ; the latter, indeed, may be fairly inferred,
from the account of the charcoal-sellers, or, rather,
charcoal-burners, from which business a large portion
of the Acharnians in particular derived their livelihood.
The art of smelting among the ancients was so imperfect, that even in the time of Strabo, when it had renians

ceived considerable improvements, there was still no
from lead ore,
profit to be gained by extracting silver
and the
in which it was present in small proportions
early Athenians had, in comparison with their sucthe
not
most
cessors (who were themselves
perfect
masters of chymistry), so slight a knowledge of the
to
the
same
of
writer,
ore, that, according
management
not only was that which had been thrown away as
stone subsequently used, but the old scoriae were
again employed for the purpose of extracting silver.
{Strab., 399.)
According to Pliny (33, 31), the ancients could not smelt any silver without some mix;

{plumbum nigrum) or gray lead {gamolybdana) ; he appears, however, only to mean
ores in which the silver was combined with some
metal to which it has a less powerful affinity than to
At Laurium it was not necessary, at least in
lead.
many places, to add any lead, it being already present
in the ores.
Pliny states in general terms the manner
in which argentiferous lead ores were treated (34, 47),
and there can be no doubt that this was the method
ture

of lead

lena,

According to his account, the
adopted in Attica.
ore was first melted down to stannum, a composition
then this material was brought
of pure silver and lead
to the refining oven, where the silver was separated,
and the lead appeared half glazed in the form of liththe ancients call gaarge, which, as well as gray lead,
this last substance was afterward
lena and
;

molybdena

:

cooled, and the lead
distinguish

Kacairepo^)

it

from

to
{plumbum nigrum, /xoXvSSoc,
or candidum,
plumbum album,

tin,

was produced.

{Boeckh's Dissertation

on the Mines of Laurium, Comment. Acad. Berol.,
an. 1814 et 1815, p. 89.— Boeckh's Public Economy
of Athens, vol 2, p. 4:15, seqq.)
Lauron, a town of Spain, towards the eastern limits of Baetica, and not far from the sea, probably among
It has been supposed by some to be
the Bastitani.
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LEA
.he

modem

was

this city of

LEG

Liria, five leagues
which Sertorius

in the face of

Pompey's army

;

from Valcntia.

It

and

in its vicinity, at

a subsequent period, Cneius Pompeius, son of Pompey the Great, was slain after the battle of Munda.
{Plut., Vit. Sert.—Oros., 5, 2d.—Fl&rus, 4, 2.—C(Zs.,
Bell. Hisp., c. 37.)
Laus, I. a river of Lucania, now Lao, running into

the Sinus Laiis, or GuU of Policastro, at the southern
At its mouth stood the
extremity of the province.
II. A city at the southern extremity
city of Laiis.
of Lucania, at the mouth of the river Laiis, and on the
It was a colony of Sybarites
gulf of the same name.
{Herod., 6, 20.— Strab., 253), but beyond this fact
we are very little acquainted with its history. Strabo
reports, that the allied Greeks met with a signal defeat in the neighbourhood of this place from the LuThese were probably the Posidoniatee, and
canians.

—

the other colonists on this coast, and we may conjecture that this disaster led to the downfall of their sevIn Pliny's time Laiis no longer existed.
eral towns.
{Plin., 3,

b.—Ptol,

p.

67.)

ged

to

Cluverius identified

its

site with the present Laino {Ital. Ant., 2, p. 1262) ;
but later topographers have justly observed, that this
town is fourteen miles from the sea, whereas the Ta-

ble Itinerary evidently marks the position of Laiis near
It is more probable, therefore, that Scalea
the coast.

(Romanclli, vol. 1, p.
represents this ancient city.
383.)
Laus Pompeia, a town of Cisalpine Gaul, next in
importance to Mediolanum, and situate to the southIt was
east of that place, near the river Lambrus.
founded, as Pliny reports, by the Boii (3, 17), and
afterward probably colonized by Pompeius Strabo,
In a letter of Cicero to
father of the great Pompey.

Byron) was determined

what follows,
tempt, owing

of Dionysius," because it is said to have been used
by that tyrant for a prison, and to have been so constructed that all the sounds uttered in it converged
to and united in one particular point, termed, in conThis point communicated
sequence, the tympanum.
with an apartment, where Dionysius placed himself,
and thus overheard all that was said by his unsuspect-

Such is the popular opinion respecting
ing captives.
this place, an opinion which has no other support save
the narratives of travellers and the accounts of some
modern historians, who have been equally misled by
There is no doubt, however, but
vulgar tradition.
that these quarries actually served as places of imprisonment, and Cicero reproaches Verres with having
employed them for this purpose in the case of Roman
^lian informs us,
citizens.
{Cic. in Verr., 5, 27.)
that some of the workmen in the quarries near Syracuse remained so long there as to marry and rear families in them, and that some of their children, having
never before seen a city, were terrified on their comand beholding for the first time horses
ing to Syracuse,
and oxen.
{.Elian, V. H., 12, 44.)
Leander, a youth of Abydos, beloved by Hero.
The story of his fate will be found under the latter
article.
Hero.) The following remarks relate

—

at least four

218,

2, p.

that

to attempt it."

Am.

ed.)

Lord Byron

{Hothouse's

It appears, from
in his first at-

failed

to the strength of the current, after he
and the friend who accompanied him had been in the
water an hour, and found themselves in the middle of
the strait, about a mile and a half below the castles,
A second attempt was more successful Lord Byron
was in the water one hour and ten minutes, his companion, Mr. Ekenhead, five minutes less. Lord Byron
represents the current as very strong and the water
cold
he states, however, that they were not fatigued,
though a little chilled, and performed the feat with little difficulty.
The strait betAveen the castles Mr.
Hobhouse makes a mile and a quarter, and yet it took
four boatmen five minutes to pull them from point to
All this tends to throw a great deal of doubt
point.
upon the feat of Leander, who could hardly have been
a more expert swimmer than Lord Byron, and who,
Consult Lord
besides, had a longer course to pursue.
Byron's own account {Moore's Life of Byron, vol. 2,
p. 308, seqq.), and Mr. Turner's remarks appended to
the volume just cited, p. 560.
Lbbadea, a city of Boeotia, west of Coronea, built
on a plain adjacent to the small river Hercyne. It
derived its name from Lebadus, an Athenian, having
previously been called Midea. This city was celebra;

;

ted in antiquity for the oracle of Trophonius, situated
cave above the town, into which those who con-

tailed

at the

vol.

Journey,

rossa caused the new town of Lodi
distance of three miles from the ancient site.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 53.)
LautumT/e or Latomi^, a name properly denoting
" a
a quarry, and derived from the Greek Xaaf,
stone,''
and refivu, *' to cut'*'' or " quarry." This appellation
was particularly applied to certain quarries near Syra'•
The Ear
cuse, one of which still bears the name of

be built

who swam

miles to meet Hero, and returned the same distance
the same night.
It is very possible, however, to swim
across the Hellespont without being the rival or having the motive of Leander.
My fellow-traveller (Lord

in a

to

to a similar plan, in order to take
of the current.
Leander, therefore, had a

perilous adventure to perform,

Its pohis brother, it is simply called Laus (2, 15).
sition answers to that of Lodi Vccchio, which, having
been destroyed by the Milanese, the Emperor Barba-

{Vid.

have recourse

made himself master advantage

sulted the Fates were obliged to descend, after performing various ceremonies, which are accurately de-

by Pausanias, who also gives a minute descrip-

The oracle was
(9, 39).
already in considerable repute in the time of Crcesus,
who consulted it {Herod , 1, 46), as did also Mardonius.
The victory of Leuctra was said
{Id 8, 134.)
to have been predicted by Trophonius, and a solemn
tion of the sacred cavern

,

assembly was

consequence held

in

at

Lebadea, after

This was known, howthe action, to return thanks.
ever, to have been an artifice of Epaminondas.
{Diod.
Strabo calls the presiding deity Jupiter
Sic., 1.5, 53.)
Trophonius {Strab., 413), and so does Livy (45, 28),

who

says the shrine was visited by Paulus ,^miliu8
The geographer Diover Perseus.

after his victory

caearchus, as

594,

e),

we

are informed by Athenseus (13, p.
The
full account of the oracle.
of Libadea stands near the site of the
the castle occupies the site of the Acrop-

wrote a

modern town
ancient city

:

217.—

178.
— Cra-

Gell's Itin., p.
vol. 1, p.
vol. 7, p. 168, Lond. ed.
vol. 2, p. 240.)

olis.

{Dodwell,
— Clarke's
Travels,

mer's Anc. Greece,

Lebedus
nia,
first

{Ae6edng), one of the twelve cities of lo
It was at
northwest of Colophon, on the coast.
a flourishing city, but upon the removal of a large

portion of

its inhabitants to Ephesus by Lysimachus,
sank greatly in importance.
Stra{Pausan., 1, 9.
In the time of Horace it was deserted and
bo, 632.)
in ruins.
It would seem to have been subsequently
restored, as Hierocles, in the seventh century, speaks

—

it

of

it

as a place then in existence.

vol. 6, pt. 3, p.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

316.)

LecHjEUm, that part of Corinth which was situated
on the Sinus Corinthiacus, being distant from the city
about 12 stadia, and connected with it by means of

swimming across the Hellespont two long walls. {Strabo, SSO.—Xen., Htst. Gr., 4,
"It was the custom," 5, 11.) It was the great emporium of Corinthian trafand returning the same night.
observes Hobhouse, "for those who would cross from fic with the western parts of Greece, as well as with

to his alleged feat of

to Sestos to incline a mile out of the direct
and those making the contrary voyage were obli-

and

Abydos

Italy

line,

5, 24,

728

Sicily.

{Strab.,

\2.—Liv., 32, 23.)

I.
c.—Polyb., 5, 24.— 7rf.,
According to Sir W. GeU»

LEG

LEL

" Lechaeum is
distant from Corinth, cape presents a high and bold cliff, on whose
thirty-five minutes
steep
and consists <>f about six houses, magazines, and a acclivity the little town of Baba appears, as though
It is famous for the manufacEast of it, the remains of the port are stuck within a nook.
custom-house.
sea runs up a channel ture of knives and poniards: their blades are distinyet visible at a place where the
Near it are the remains of a modern guished in Turkey by the name of Baba Leeks.''
into the fields.
A very
Venetian fort." {Itin. of the Morea, p. 205.)
{Travels, vol. 3, p. 224, seqq., Land, ed.)
Ancient traditions, as well as physical accurate view of the promontory is given in Gell's ToLkctonT.*.
The place was called Baba
observations, point out the former existence of the land pography of Troy, p. 21.
of Lectonia, which would seem to have occupied a from a dervish {Baba) buried there, who always gave
the
Turks
An
the Grecian Sea.
intelligence when any rovers were in the
part of the space now filled by
{Clarke, I. c., in notis.
Egmont
earthquake probably broke down its foundations, and neighbouring seas.
waves.
and
under
the
was
the whole
Heyman's Travels, vol. 1, p. 162.)
finally submerged
a
which
was
of
the
Thestius
when
and
event
this
Leda,
sea,
daughter
King
Eurythehappened
Perhaps
Accordformerly extended over the Scythian plains, forced its mis, who married Tyndarus, king of Sparta.
to
the
common
itself
into
she
and
the
account,
became, by Jupiter
precipitated
ing
Bosporus,
way through
tht» basin of the Mediterranean.
(Compare remarks (who assumed for that purpose the form of a swan),
under the articles Cyanea: and Mediterraneum Mare.) the mother of Pollux and Helen, and by her own
The numerous islands of the Archipelago appear to be husband, the parent of Castor and Clytemnestra. Two
the remains of Lectonia, and this tract of land proba- eggs, it seems, were brought forth by her, from which,
first colonists out of
respectively, came the children just named, Pollux and
bly facilitated the passage of the
It was the opinion of Helen being in one, and Castor and Clytemnestra in the
Asia into our part of the world.
Other versions, however, are given of the lePallas that the Euxine and Caspian Seas, as well as other.
the Lake Aral and several others, are the remains of gend, for which consult the articles Castor and Helena.
an extensive sea, which covered a great part of the
Led.iEa, an epithet given to Hermione, &c., as reThis conjecture of Pallas, which was lated to Leda.
north of Asia.
{Virg., JEn., 3, 328.)
in
has
been
condrawn from his observations
Siberia,
Ledus, now Lez, a river of Gaul, near the modern
of
northward
the
firmed by Klaproth's survey
{Mela, 2, 5.)
country
Montpelier,
Legio septima gemina, a Roman military colony in
of Mount Caucasus.
Lastly, M. de Choiseul GouflSer
It
and
a
of
that
Moldavia, Wallachia,
adds,
Spain among the Astures, northeast of Asturica.
great part
Besarabia bears evident traces of having been form- is now Leon.
{Itin. Ant., p. 395.
Ptolemy, 2, 6.)
It has often been conjectured that the
ed by the sea.
Ptolemy calls it Legio Septima Gennanorum. ( Ukert,
opening of the Bosporus was the occasion of the drain- Geogr., vol. 2, p. 441.)
Lelaps or LiELAPs, I. a dog that never failed to
mg of this ocean in the midst of Europe and Asia.
The memory of this disruption of the two continents seize and conquer whatever animal it was ordered to
was preserved in the traditions of Greece. Strabo pursue. It was given to Procris by Diana, and Pro(49), Pliny (2, 90), and Diodorus Siculus (5, 47), have cris reconciled herself to her husband by presenting
collected the ancient memorials which existed of so him with this valuable animal.
According to some,
The truth of the story, how- Procris had received it from Minos, as a reward for
striking a catastrophe.
ever, has been placed on more secure grounds by the dangerous wounds of which she had cured him.
physical observations on the districts in the vicinity of {Hygin., fab., 28.— Ovid, Met., 7, 771.)— II. One of
the Bosporus.
(Consult Dr. Clarke's Travels, and Actaeon's dogs.
in
Lelegeis, a name applied to Miletus, because once
particularly a M^moire by M. de Choiseul Gouffier
the Mcms. de Vlnstitut. Royal de France, 1815, in possessed by the Leleges.. {Plin., 5, 29.)
which the author has collected much curious informaLeleges, an ancient race, whose history is involved
It
tion on this subject.)
appears that the catastrophe in great obscurity, in consequence of the various and
was produced by the operation of volcanoes, the fires almost contradictory traditions which exist concernof which were still burning in the era of the Argonau- ing them
according to which, they are on the one
tic
voyage, and enter into the poetical descriptions of hand represented as among the earliest inhabitants
Apollonius and Valerius Flaccus.
According to the of Greece, while on the other they are said to be
Herodotus states
false Orpheus, Neptune, being angry with Jupiter,
the same people as the Carians.
struck the land of Lectonia with his golden trident, (1, 171) that the Carians, who originally inhabited the
and submerged it in the sea, forming islands of many islands of the ^gean Sea, were known by the name
There seems to be some of Leleges before they emigrated to Asia Minor; and
of its scattered fragments.
resetnblance between the name Lectonia and Lycao- according to Pausanias (7, 2, 4), the Leleges formed
The Leleges apnia, but then we must refer the latter term, not to a only a part of the Carian nation.
portion of Asia Minor, but to the northern regions of pear, from numerous .traditions, to have inhabited the
Ovid
coasts of
we
have
in
western
the globe.
Thus
{Fast., 3, 793) the islands of the ^Egean Sea and the
"
In Homer thev
expression
Lycaonia Arctos,''^ in the same poet Asia Minor from a very early period.
"
(Trisi., 32, 2)
Lycaonia sub axe," and in Claudian are represented as the allies of the Trojans and their
(Cans. Mall. Theod., 299) ''Lycaonia astra." By king Altes is said to have been the father-in-law of
the northern regions of the globe, however, Italy and Priam.
/A., 21, 86.)
They are said
(7Z., 20, 96.
Greece can easily be meant, since they were both re- to have founded the temple of Juno in Samos {Atheferred by the ancients to the countries of the North. nceus, 15, p. 672), and Strabo informs us that they
vol. 1,
with the Carians, the whole
once inhabited,
32, in notis.
{Mailer'' s Univer.

—

—

;

;

—

History,

p.

Ukert, Gengraphie der Griechen und Romer, vol.
Hermann in Orph., Arg., 1274.)
p. 346.

—

—
1,

Lectitm, a promontory of Troas, below the island
of Tencdos, now Cape Baha.
It formed the northern
limit, in the time of the eastern empire, of the prov-

ince of Asia, as it was termed, which commenced near
the Maeander, and extended along the coast upward to

Ledum.

Dr. Clarke speaks of this promontory as
Thence we sailed to the promontory of
Lectum, now Cape Baha, at the mouth of the Adramyttian Gulf: the southwestern extremity of that chain
of mountains of which Gargarus is the summit.
This

follows

'*

:

4Z

together

of Ionia.

numerous
Greece,

in the
{Strab., 331.)— On the other hand,
traditions respecting them in the north of

we

find

no connexion between them and the

to Aristotle (quoted by Strabo,
332), they inhabited parts of Acarnania. ^tolia, OpunIn the south of
tian Locris, Leucas, and Boeotia.
Greece we again meet with the same confusion in the

Carians.

According

traditions of
rians.

Car

the Leleges and the CaMegara respecting
is said to have been one of the most an-

cient kings of Megara, and to have been succeeded in
the royal power, after the lapse of twelve generations, by
1 , 39, 4,
aeq.)
Lelex, a foreigner from Egypt. {Pausan.,

LEM

LEM

Pylus, the grandson of this Lelex, is said to have led
a colony of Megarian Leleges into Messenia, where
he founded the city of Pylus. {PoMsan., 4, 36, 1.)

The Lacedaemonian

the Peloponnesian war Lemnos remained in the possession of Athens, and furnished that state with its
best light-armed troops.

(

Thucyd., 4, 28.

—Id

,

7, 57.)

on the contrary, repre- Pliny speaks of a remarkable labyrinth which existed
sent the Leleges as the original inhabitants of Laco- in this island, and of which some vestiges were still
nia.
He says it had massive gates,
{Pausan., 3, 1, L) It can scarcely be doubted, to be seen in his time.
from the numerous traditions on the subject, that the so well poised that a child could throw them open,
Leleges were in some manner closely connected with and one hundred and fifty columns, and was adorned
the Carians.
The most probable sup- with numerous statues, being even more extensive
{Vid. Caria.)
position is, that the Leleges were a people of Pelas- and splendid than those of Crete or Egypt (36, 13).
gian race, a portion of whom emigrated at a very ear- Modern travellers have in vain attempted to discover
Dr. Hunt says (1, p
ly period from the continent of Greece to the islands any trace of this great work.
of the ^gean Sea, where they became connected with 61), " we could only hear a confused account of a
the Carians (who were a portion, probably, of the same subterranean staircase in an uninhabited part of the
This spot the Dr. visited ;
great family), and subsequently joined them in their island called Pouniah."
descent upon Asia Mmor.
{ThirlwaWs History of but he was of opinion that those ruins have no relaHe conGreece^ vol. 1, p. 44.
PhildogicaL Museum^ No. 1, tion to the labyrinth mentioned by Pliny.
*. V. Ancaeus
Lemnos
Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 13, p. 417.) ceives them rather to belong to Hephaestia.
Lblex, an Egyptian, said to have come with a col- contained a remarkable volcano, called Mosychlus,
ony to Megara, and to have attained to kingly power from which fire was seen to blaze forth, according to
there.
a fragment of the poet Antimachus, preserved by the
Vid. Leleges.)
{Pausan., 1, 39, 4.
LemInis Portds, or Lymne, a harbour of Britain, scholiast on Nicander {ad. Ther., 472).
This vola little below Dover, where Caesar is thought to have canic appearance will account for the ancient name of
landed on his first expedition to that island, having set .<£thalia, which Lemnos is said to have borne in disout from the Portus Itius in Gaul, a little south of tant ages.
{Polyb., ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. AWuXrj.)
" The whole
" bears the
Calais.
(Vid. Itius Portus.)
island," say.s Dr. Hunt,
strongLemannus Laccs, a lake of Gaul, in the southwest est marks of the appearance of volcanic fire the rocks
angle of the territory of the Helvetii, and separating in many parts are like burned and vitrified scoriae of furthem in this quarter from the AUobroges. It is now naces."
Cra{Walpole^s Memoirs, vol. 1, p. 59.
the Lake of Geneva.
This is a most beautiful expanse mer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 338.)
Sonnini, also,
of water in the form of a crescent, the concave side before this, remarked respecting this island, that inof which is upward of 45 miles long.
Its greatest ternal fires were very probably still burning there, for
breadth is about 12 miles.
It never wholly freezes he met with a spring of hot water which had been
over in the severest winters, and it rises about ten brought to supply baths, and with another of aluminfeet in summer, by the melting of the snows on the ous water.
The priests of Lemnos were reckoned
Besides the Rhone, which traverses its whole famous for the cure of wounds, and the efficacy of
Alps.
length, it receives the waters of forty other streams. their skill depended, it is said, upon the quality of a
{Lucan, 1, 396.— itfc/a, 2, 5.— Can., B. G., 1, 2.— Id. species of red earth found in the island, called Lemnian earth. This the ancients thought a sovereign
ib.y 1,8.— id. ib., 3, 1.)
Lemnos, an island in the JEge&n Sea, between remedy against poisons and the bites of serpents, but
Tenedos, Imbros, and Samothrace.
According to it is now held in little or no esteem in Europe, albut though the Greeks and Turks still believe it to possess
Pliny (4, 12) it was 87 miles from Mount Athos
It is dug out of a
there must be an error in the MSS. of that author, wonderful medicinal properties.
for the distance is not forty miles from the extreme hill in the island with great ceremony and at particpoint of the Acrothoan Cape to the nearest headland ular times, in presence of the Turkish sandjack or
of Lemnos.
(Compare remarks under the article governor, and of the Greek clergy, and is shaped into
Lemnos is known in ancient mythology as little balls and stamped with the governor's seal,
Athos.)
the spot on which Vulcan fell, after being hurled whence it has derived the name of terra sigillata
down from heaven, and where he established his for- (" sealed earth"). The governor makes a traffic of
A volcano, which once was burning on the it, and sends it to Constantinople and other places.
ges.
A It is also used for tanning leather. The modern name
island, may have afforded ground for the fable.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece,
story is also recorded by Herodotus and other ancient of Lemnos is Stalimene.
writers of the women of Lemnos having murdered all vol. 1, p. 338.)
the men.
Homer states that the
{Vid. Jlypsipyle.)
Lemovices, I. a people of Celtic Gaul, subseearliest inhabitants of this island were the Sintians, quently incorporated into Aquitania.
They were sita Thracian tribe {II., 1, 592.— Strabo, Etc., 7, p. 331), uated to the south of the Bituriges Cubi and to the
whence Apollonius Rhodius terms it ^ivr^iSa Arjfivov west of the Arverni. Their capital was Augustori(1, 608.— Compare Schol. Thucyd., 2, 98.
Steph. tum, afterward called Lemovices, now Limoges, in the
{Cas., B. G., 7, 4.)
Byz., s. V. Aijfivoc) To these succeeded the Tyr- department de la Haute-Vienne.
rhenian Pelasgi, who had been driven out of Attica.
II. A people of Gaul, forming part of the Armoric
They are said to have afterward stolen some Athenian nations, and lying to the east and northeast of the
women from Brauron, and carried them to Lemnos Osismii, {C<zs., B. G., 7, 75.) Some scholars, howand it is also said, that the children of these women ever, with great probability, suppose that the text of
having despised their half-brethren, bom of Pelasgian Caesar, where mention is made of them, requires corwomen, the Pelasgi took the resolution of murdering rection, and that for Lemovices we ought to read LeoIn con- nices.
both the Athenian women and their offspring.
(Consult Lemait*e, Ind. Geogr., ad Cces., p.
sequence of these atrocities, Lemnos had a bad name 295.)
Lemures, a name given by the Romans to the
among the ancient Greeks. (Consult Erasm., Chil.
Lemnos was still in spirits of the departed, also called Manes. If becol. 297, s. V. ArifivLOV kukov.)
of these Pelasgi when it was invaded neficent, they were termed Lares ; if hurtful, Larthe
traditions,

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

J

possession

—

and conquered by Otanes, a Persian general. {Herod., va. {Vid. Lares, p. 721, col. 2, near the end.)
But on his death it is probable that the island Solemn rites were celebrated in honour of the Le5, 26.)
we know that, mures, called Lemuria. They began on the night of
again recovered its independence ; for
continued for three nights, not
subsequent to this event, Miltiades conquered it for the 9th May, and were
MidAthens, and expelled those Pelasgi who refused to successively, but alternately during six days.
submit to his authority. {Herod., 6, 140.) During night was the time for their celebration. The master
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oi the house then arose, and went barefoot, through
the darkness, to a fountain, where he washed his
He proceeded to it in silence, making merehands.
with his fingers, to drive away the
ly a shght noise
After he had
shades that might be gathering around.

the boys, the player at tennis who missed his stroka
presented the calf of his leg, to receive as a punishment a certain number of blows upon it. Lentulus,
in allusion to that
game, acted in this manner, which
accounts for the surname, or, rather, nickname of Sura.

hands three times, he returned, casting
some black figs which
he carried in his mouth, and uttering in a low tone
" With these
the following words
figs do I ransom
myself and my family." He repeated these same
words nine times, with the same formalities, and with-

(Sail., Bell.

washed

—

III. P. CorneCat.—Flut., Vtt. Cic.)
surnamed Spinther, held the office of curule
aedile B.C. 65, when Cicero and Antonius were
consuls.
His great wealth enabled him to display a
magnificence in the celebration of the games which
surpassed what had ever before been seen at Rome.
out looking behind.
Then, after a short interval of In the year 59 B.C. he was propraetor of Hispania CiHe was elected consul with Q. Cscilius Mesilence, he exclaimed with a loud voice, striking at the terior.
same time on a brazen vessel, " Paternal Manes, Le- tellus Nepos, and procured, with others, the recall of
In the civil war he attached
mures, deities of the lower world, depart from this Cicero from banishment.
abode." Fires were immediately kindled in every himself to the side of Pompey, and, having been taken
Du- prisoner, was brought before Caesar at Corfinium, and
part of the mansion, and the ceremony ended.

his

behind him at the same time

lius,

:

ring the time for celebrating these rites the temples
were closed, and no one could be united in marriage.
(Ovid, Fast., 5, 421, seqq.—Pers., Sat., 5, 185.—
Horat., Epist., 2, 2, 209.)
Lkn^os, a surname of Bacchus, from lijvoc, a
(Vid. Bacchus, and also Theatrum, ^ 2,
Dramatic Contests.)
Lbntulos, a family name of one of the most ancient and distinguished branches of the Gens Cornelia.
The appellation is said to have been derived from the
circumstance of one of the line having been born with
a wart on his visage, shaped like a lentil {lens, gen.
It is more probable, however, that the appeP
Untis).
lation arose from some peculiar skill displayed by the
toine-press.

—

The
founder of the family in the culture of the lentil.
most eminent or best known of the Lentuli were the
I. L. Cornelius, was consul A.U.C. 427,
following
B.C. 327, and cleared Umbria of the brigands that in:

fested

He was

present, six years afterward, at the
disastrous affair of the Furcae Caudinae, and was one
of those who exhorted the Roman consuls to submit
it.

to the humiliating conditions offered by the Samnites,

whole army. {Liv., 8, 22, seqq.
P. Cornelius, surnamed Sura, a RoId., 9, 4.)
man nobleman, grandson of P. Cornelius Lentulus,
who had been Princeps Senatus. He married Julia,

in order to save the

—

—n.

He

fought in the battle of PharsaUa,
but the Rhodians refused him protection.
Nothing farther is known respecting him.
According to Valerius Maximus, he received the surname of Spinther from his resemblance .to a comedian
of that name.
Cic, Off., 2,
{Val. Max., 9, 14, 4.
set at liberty.
fled to Rhodes

and

—

;

—

—

ad Quir. post. Red., 5. Id., Ep. ad Fam.,
IV. Cn. Gaetulicus, was consul A.D.
13, 48, &c.)
was
26, and
put to death by Caligula on a charge of
16.

Id.,

conspiracy.

He

—

{Dio Cass. ,59, 22.

— Sueton.,

Vit.

was distinguished as an historical
9.)
etical writer.
{Voss., Hist. Lat., 1, 25.

Claud.,

and a

— Cms. poad

Sueton., Vit. Calig., 8.)
Leo, I. a philosopher or astronomer of ConstantinoHe is spople, in the first half of the ninth century.
ken of in high terms by the Byzantine writers. One
of his numerous pupils having been taken prisoner by
the Arabians and conducted to Bagdad, astonished, it
is said, the Caliph Al-Mamoun by the extent of his

The surprise of the Musastronomical knowledge.
sulman prince was, however, greatly increased when
he learned that his captive was merely a scholar but
it reached its height when he was informed that the
preceptor from whom he imbibed his learning was liv;

The caliph iming in obscurity at Constantinople.
mediately invited Leo to leave a country where his
merits found no reward, and come to a court where
whom
Leo dared not, however,
the sciences were honoured.
borne M. Antonius the triumvir. Lentulus was a man leave the capital of the East for such a purpose, withof talents, but extremely corrupt in his private charac- out first obtaining the permission of the reigning emThe interest of his family and the affabihty of peror. The monarch, who was Theophilus, refused to
ter.
his manners, proceeding from a, love of popularity,
give his assent, but bestowed many appointments on
raised him through the usual gradations of public hon- the hitherto
neglected astronomer, and gave him the
ours to the office of consul, which he obtained B.C. use of a church for his public lectures, which had beEx- fore been delivered in a mere hut. The caliph then
73, in conjunction with Cn. Aufidius Orestis.
pelled subsequently from the senate on account of his addressed a remarkable letter to Theophilus, requestimmoral conduct, he had procured the praetorship, the ing him to allow Leo to spend only a short time with
usual step for being restored to that body, when Cati- him, and promising him, in return, a large sum of monline formed his design of subverting the government.
Theophilus perey, and a lasting peace and alliance.
Poverty, the natural consequence of excessive dissipa- sisted in his refusal, but opened, at the same time, a
sister of L. Julius Caesar, after the death of her first
she had
husband, M. Antonius Creticus, to

added to immoderate vanity and extravagant am- public school for Leo in one of the imperial palaces,
induced him to join in the conspiracy.
The assigned to him the instruction of the youth of the ca{>soothsayers easily persuaded him that he was the third ital, and loaded him with honours and privileges. He
member of the Cornelian house, destined by the Fates was subsequently appointed to the archbishopric of
to enjoy the supreme power at Rome, Cinna and Sylla Thessalonica ; but,
being a decided enemy to images,
His schemes, was compelled to abandon his see when the heresy of
having both attained to that elevation.
He rehowever, all proved abortive he was arrested, along the Iconoclasts was condemned, A.D. 849.
with others of the conspirators, by the orders of Cice- turned upon this to Constantinople, and resumed his
As he has
ro, who was then in the consulship, and having been
former station of professor of astronomy.
of
brought before a full senate, was condemned to death, left no work behind him. we can form no opinion
and strangled in prison.
Plutarch informs us that he his scientific merits ; for the reputation which his pureceived the name of Sura from the following cir- pil gained at the court of Bagdad, and the eulogiuma
cumstance.
He had wasted a large sum of money in bestowed on Leo himself by the Byzantine writers,
with them.
his quaestorship under Sylla, and the latter,
enraged ought not to carry any very great weight
at his conduct, demanded a statement of his accounts It should be remarked, however, that Csesar Bardas,
in the senate.
Lentulus thereupon, with the utmost wishing to revive the sciences at Constantinople, alindifference, declared he had no accounts to produce, lowed himself to be directed in this enterprise by the
and contemptuously presented the calf (*ttra) of his advice of Leo. {Le Beau, Histoire du Bos Empire,
leg.
Among the Romans, and particularly among vol. 7, p. 69, stqq.—yol. 7, p. lZ6.—SchdU, HisL

tion,

bition,

:

LEO.
Lit. Gr.y vol. 7, p. 58.)

named

the Carian,

Theophanes.

813

to 949, is

—

who

II.

An

LEO.
who hated

historical writer, sur

published

a continuation of

His work, which extends from A.D.
entitled Xpovo-ypa<pia to, tuv veuv j3a-

1655,

fol.

—

III.

Sumamed

born about A.D. 950, at
the foot of

the

Deacon

confirmed by oaths, for them to come to the royal palace.
The moment they arrived there, Aspar and ArThe Arians, enraged at
daburius were beheaded.
the loss of their protector, incited Ricimer to trouble

(Atd/covof),

Coelse, a village of Ionia at
was attached, by vir-

Mount Tmolus.

He

tue of his office of Aiaxovof , to the court of the Greek
emperors, which is nearly all that we know of h'.s perHe wrote, in ten books, a history of
sonal history.
the emperors Romanus II. the younger, Nicephorus
John
and
Phocas,
Zimisces, that is, of the years inHis object in compocluded between 959 and 975.
sing this work was to give a histoire raisonnee of the

events which took place under his own eyes. Such an
His
undertaking, however, was beyond his strength.
style is neither elegant nor clear, and we are often
startled at the introduction of Latin words in a Greek
His work abounds with specimens of false elogarb.

quence and bad taste occasionally, however, we meet
The best ediwith agreeable and pleasing details.
tion at present is that of Hase, Paris, 1819, folio.
The work will form a part, however, of the new edition of Byzantine writers now in a course of publicaIV. Magentenus or Magentinus, a metropolitan
tion.
He wrote
of Mytilene, flourished about 1340 A.D.
commentaries on the works of Aristotle "On Inter'*
first Analytics."
The first of
pretation," and the
these commentaries is given in the Aldine collection
the
at the
1503
second
of the Peripatetic writers,
;
end of the Venice edition (1536) of John Philoponus.
V. The First, sumamed the Great, an emperor of
the East, born in Thrace of an obscure family, and who
owed his advancement through the various gradations
:

—

—

of the

Roman army

to the powerful favour of Aspar,

who commanded the auxiliaries, and
Leo was in command of a body
his son Ardaburius.
of troops encamped at Selymbria, when his ambitious protectors made him ascend the throne left vacant by the death of the virtuous Marcian.
The
a Gothic chief

and Leo was acknowledged as emperor at the head of the forces, Feb.
7, A.D. 457, and crowned by Anatolius, patriarch
It is believed to have been the
of Constantinople.

senate confirmed this choice

A

and his sons were compelled to fly for refuge to the
church of St. Euphemia, and were only induced to
quit this asylum on the urgent invitations of Lea,

ccXeuv nepiExovoa, " Chronicle of the late emperors.''^
have an edition of this work by Combefis, Parisj

We

the family of Aspar on account
populace,
of their Arian principles.
sedition ensued.
Aspar

;

example given of this sacred sanction in the elemonarch to the throne. Aspar soon perceived that Leo would not long support the yoke imA quarrel arose between them relposed upon him.
ative to the party of the Eutychians who had massacred their bishop and appointed another in his stead.
first

vation of a

anew
Goths

the repose of the West, and prevailed upon the
to attack Constantinople.
The environs of the

were in consequence laid waste for the space
of two years by these barbarian invaders, until Leo
succeeded in driving them off and concluding a peace.
He died A.D. 474, leaving the empire to the young
Leo, the son of his daughter Ariadne and of Zeno, an
Isaurian, whom he had made a patrician and captain
of his guards, in order to balance the power of Aspar.
He had first vainly endeavoured to fix the succession
upon Zeno himself. Leo has preserved the reputation
of an active, enlightened, and vigilant monarch, who
neglected nothing that had a tendency to promote the
He promulgated wise laws,
welfare of his subjects.
and gave the example of moderation and economy
which had been so long needed in the state. He is
not exempt, however, from the charge of avarice, and
of weakness also, in allowing the ambition of Aspar
to go so long unpunished.
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 24,
VI. The second, called also the Younp. 135.)
ger, grandson of Leo I., and son of Ariadne and
Zeno. He was declared Augustus at the moment
of his grandfather's death.
Although scarcely four
years old at the period of his elevation, this choice
was, notwithstanding, very agreeable to the people,
who detested Zeno on account of his Arian tenets and
his Isaurian origin.
Verina, however, the widow of
the deceased emperor, and Ariadne, the wife of Zeno,
neglected neither intrigues nor seductive arts to conWhen
ciliate for Zeno the favour of the populace.
all difficulties were believed to be removed, Ariadne
conducted the young Leo to the hippodrome, and
There the child, a
placed him on an elevated throne.
feeble tool in the hands of two ambitious females,
called Zeno to him, and, placing the crown on the
head of the latter, named him his colleague in the emLeo died soon after, having been poisoned, as
pire.
was supposed, by Zeno, his own father, after a reign
capital

—

of about ten months.
{Biogr.
—
sumamed
VII. The

Univ., yo\. 24, p. 136)
the Isaurian, born in Isauria of a mean family, and originally a dealer in cattle.
His true name was Conon.
prediction made to
third,

A

him by some Jews, who declared that his fortune
Aspar espoused the cause of the latter, but Leo drove would be a brilliant one if he changed his name and
him from his see, and nominated an orthodox prelate took up the profession of arms, induced him to enter
Leo had already before this ob- on a new career. He served at first as a private solto the vacant place.
Here his zeal, and
tained some signal successes over the barbarians, and dier in the army of Justinian II.
had restored peace to the empire of the East.
He some services which he had rendered, attracted the
wished also to put an end to the troubles of the West- notice of the emperor, who received him into his
ern Empire, torn by the ambition and fury of Ricimer, guards, and raised him rapidly to the highest stations.
desolated by Genseric, and governed by mere phan- Justinian having at length begun to entertain fears of
toms of emperors. Genseric braved the menaces of his ambition, sent him on a dangerous expedition
The latter, whose armies had just repelled the against the tribes of Caucasus. After having signalLeo.
Huns, and slain one of the sons of Attila, united all ized his valour and military skill in the execution of
his forces, and sent them into Africa against the Van- this order, Leo returned to Constantinople, and Anasbut the inexperience, or, according to tasius, who was now on the throne, appointed him to
dal prince
;

Procopius, the treachery of Basiliscus saved Genseric,
and the Roman army returned ingloriously home.
Aspar and his son were suspected of having contributed by their intrigues to bring about these reverses,
and Leo, wearied out with their audacity, determined
to put an end to it.
Afraid, however, of their power,
he spread a snare for them unworthy of a monarch
he flattered Aspar with the hope of a union between
Patricola, a son of the latter, and Ariadne, daughter
;

A

of the emperor.
report of this intended match, purposely circulated abroad, excited the indignation of the

732

On receiving inthe command of the troops in Asia.
telligence of the deposition of Anastasius, Leo refused
to acknowledge Theodosius III., whom the revolted
fleet

had proclaimed emperor.

The

Saracens,

who

were then ravaging the empire, excited Leo to seize
upon the sceptre, having promised to aid him with all
He had great need of prudence and adtheir forces.
dress for managing these dangerous allies.
Obliged
alternately to deceive and to intimidate them, he
for
on
Constantifound at last a fit moment
marching
the throne to him
nople, where Theodosius yielded up

LEO

LEO.

Leo was crowned of this ideal excellence. Did he reduce his passion*
scarcely
any
emperor March 25, A.D. 717. The Saracens, whom and appetites under the dominion of reason ! His \ife
he had amused by false pretences, now advanced to was spent in the pomp of the palace, in the society of
resistance.

with

In this
it
by sea and land.
extremity Leo redoubled his exertions and courage,
and, after long and obstinate conflicts, he succeeded in
In 719, an attempt
assailants.
repelling his dangerous
on the part of Anastasius to regain the throne failed
through the activity of Leo, and the unsuccessful aspiHe sustained also, with varied
rant lost his head.
success, the repeated attacks of the Saracens in Sicily,
So many services rendered to
Italy, and Sardinia.
the empire would have placed Leo in the rank of
for theological
great monarchs, had not his fondness
inquarrels, too common in those ages of ignorance,
the capital, and besieged

He esvolved him in long and dangerous collisions.
poused the cause of the Iconoclasts, and his severity
drove many of the inhabitants into open rebellion.
After a stormy conflict, marked by the most cruel perLeo died, A.D. 741, leaving the throne to
Constantino Copronymus.
{Biogr. Univ.,
VIII. The fourth, an emperor
vol. 24, p. 136, seqq.)
He
of the east, the son of Constantine Copronymus.
ascended the throne A.D. 775, and died A.D. 780,
IX. The fifth, surnamed
after an unimportant reign.
the Armenian, an emperor of the East, who rose from
an obscure station to the throne. He succeeded the
emperor Michael Rhangabe, whom the soldiers rejected in a mutiny secretly fomented by the ambitious Leo.
His reign continued for seven years and
a half, and was remarkable for the rigid military discipline introduced by him into the civil government.
He was an Iconoclast, but his religious inconstancy
He
obtained for him, in fact, the name of Chameleon.
was slain by a band of conspirators at the very foot
of the altar, during the morning celebration of the
festival of Christmas.
{Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c.
X. The sixth, surnamed the Philosopher, an
48.)
He was the son of Eudoxia,
emperor of the East.
The irregularities of his mother have
wife of Basil I.
he was acleft some doubt relative to his legitimacy
knowledged, however, by Basil, as his son and sucat
of
19
the age
cessor.
Already
years, the young
prince had made himself beloved by all the empire.
secutions,

his

son

—

—

—

;

Santabaren, however, the favourite of Basil, an artful

and dangerous man, irritated at the contempt and hatred which Leo testified for him, sought every means
to destroy him, and at last succeeded in having him
cast into prison on suspicion of plotting against his

A cruel punishment at first threatened
life.
him but the parent relented, and his son, being allowed to justify his conduct, was restored to all his

father's
;

A

little while after, the death of
former honours.
He asBasil left Leo master of the Eastern empire.
cended the throne with his brother Alexander in 886 ;

but the latter, given up to his pleasures, abandoned to
Leo the whole care of the government. Perhaps the
effeminacy and licentiousness of Alexander obtained
for Leo, by the mere force of flattering comparison,
the title of Philosopher, which his life in no degree
rusiified.
Scarcely had he ascended the throne when
^e deposed Photius, the celebrated patriarch, who was
secretly connected with Santabaren in the plot for his
Santabaren himself underwent a cruel
destruction.
Leo
onnishment, and was then driven into exile.
'cigned weakly, and the ill success of his generals
jgainst the Bulgarians obliged him to submit to such
terms of peace as those barbarians pleased to prototal defeat of his fleet by the Saracens
pose.
also took place a short time before his death, which
" The
happened A.D. 911, after a reign of 25 years.
Bame of Leo VI. has been dignified," observes Gib" with the title of
bon,
Philosopher, and the union of
ihe prince and the sage, of the active and the
speculative virtues, would indeed constitute the
perfection of
human nature. But the claims of Leo are far short

A

wives and concubines
and even the clemency
which he showed, and the peace which he strove to
preserve, must be imputed to the softness and indolence of his character.
Did he subdue his prejudices
and those of his subjects 1
His mind was tinged
with the most puerile superstition
the influence of
the clergy, and the errors of the
people, were consecrated by his laws, and the oracles of Leo, which rehis

:

;

veal, in prophetic style, the fates of the empire, are
founded on the arts of astrology and divination.
If

we still inquire the reason of his sage appellation, it
can only be replied, that the son of Basil was less ignorant than the greater part of his contemporaries in
that his education had been directchurch and state
ed by the learned Photius
and that several books of
profane and ecclesiastical science were composed by
;

;

the pen or in the name of the imperial philosopher.
But the reputation of his philosophy and religion was
overthrown by a domestic vice, the repetition of his

He was four
{Decline and Fall, c. 48.)
nuptials."
times married, and had a son by each of these unions,
but he lost three of his children successively at an
He left the empire to Constantine, his sob
early age.

— We

have remaining seventeen predictions or oracles of this pretended prophet,
written in iambic verse.
Rutgersius published the
first sixteen, to which Leunclavius added the seventime
to
that
unedited.
Leo also retouchteenth, up
ed and reduced to a better form the body of law commenced by Basil, and which took the name of HaaiX"
" BasiliKul diaTa^eic,
Imperial Constitutions'^ or
ica.''^
He also promulgated various new ordinances,

by Zoe, his fourth wife.

'E-JTavopduTiKal Kadupaeig, in which he corrected and
modified the Justinian code.
Of these 113 remain.
owe to his orders, likewise, the composition of an

We

'E/cAoy^, or abridgment of Roman law, promulgated
name and that of Constantine his son, who

in his

was then associated with him

in the

Leo's

empire.

principal work is that on Military Tactics, containing the elements of this branch of the military art:

Twv

ev 'KoTi.efioLq ruKTiKibv ovvrofzog TrapuSoaii, or
It is a compilation
UolEfiLKiov TzapaoKevuv didra^tc.
from the works of Arrian, ..^lian, and especially Onesander, and contains some curious illustrations of the
state of military knowledge in his day.
The best edition is that of Meursius, Lugd. Bat., 1612, 4to.
It

was

translated into French by Maizeroi, Paris, 1771,
The libraries of Florence and of the
2 vols. 8vo.
Vatican are thought to contain manv other military,
and likewise some religious works, of this same em-

{Biographic

peror.

Universelle,

vol.

24,

p.

141,

seqq)

LBocHARG8,an Athenian statuary and sculptor, mentioned by Pliny (34, 8, 19) as having flourished in the
102d Olympiad. He built the Mausoleum, in connexion with Scopas, Bryaxes, and Timotheus, to whom
some add
from

Praxiteles.

—

Vitniv., VII.,
{Plin., 36, 5, 4.
list of his works is
13.)
given by Sillig,
ancient authorities.
s.
v.)
{Diet. Art.,

Prcef.,

A

s.

Leonatus, one of the generals of Alexander. On
monarch he was appointed to the

the death of that

charge of Phrygia Minor, which lay along the HelNot long after, on being directed by Perlespont.

Eumenes in the kingdom of Capcommunicated to the latter a plan which
view of seizing upon Macedonia. Eume-

diccas to establish
padocia, he

he had in
The
nes immediately divulged this to Perdiccas.
was based upon his asplan thus formed by Leonatus
sisting Antipater in the

Lamian war.

Accordingly,

knew his real inthough both Eumenes and Perdiccas
structions, he crossed over with a body of forces into
to Antipater against the
Europe, and brought succour
confederate Greeks ; but his ambitious designs were
733
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frustrated bv his being slain in battle.

Philos., vol. 3, p. 402).

{Plut., Vit.

Of

the other hetserists

who

I

Alex.—Id.,'Vit. Pkoc.—Id., Vit. Bum.)
Leonidas, I. a celebrated king of Lacedaemon, of
the family of the Euryslhenidae, sent by his countrymen
to maintain the pass of Thermopylae against the invaA full narrative of
ding army of Xerxes, B.C. 480.
the whole affair, together with an examination of the
ancient statements on this subject, will be found under

—

II. Son of
the article Thermopylae.
Cleonymus, of the
line of the Agidae, succeeded Areus II. on the throne

of Sparta, B.C. 257.
Agis, his colleague in the
sovereignty, having resolved to restore the institutions
of Lycurgus to their former vigour, Leonidas opposed
his views, and became the main support of those who
were inclined to a relaxation of ancient strictness.
He was convicted, however, of having transgressed
the laws, and

was obliged

to yield the

supreme power

Not long after he
Cleombrotus, his son-in-law.
was re-established on the Spartan throne, and avenged
the affront which he had received at the hands of Agis,
by impeaching him and effecting his condemnation.
Id., 3, 6.)— III. A native of Alexan(Pausan., 2,
to

9—

drea,

who

flourished at

Rome

as a

grammarian

to-

wards the close of the

first
century of the Christian
other things, epigrams denominated ia&ijjTiipa, arranged in such a manner, that the
numerical value of all the letters composing any one
distich is equal to that of the letters of any other.
He

He

era.

wrote,

among

was very probably the inventor of
trifling.

this learned species of

—

(Schbll, Hist. Lit., vol. 4, p. 50.
Compare
IV.
naCatal. Poet. Epigramm., s. v.)

—

A

Jacobs,
tive of Tarentum, who flourished about 275 B.C.
He
has left behind a hundred epigrams in the Doric dialect,
and which belong to the best of those that have been
{Jacobs, Catal. Poet. Epigramm.,
preserved for us.

I

I

j

drew the well-known reproof from Phocion: "Young
man, thy words are like the cypress, tall and large,
but they bear no fruit."
He had, however, gained
reputation enough to be chosen leader of a large body
of mercenary soldiers, returned from Asia shortly before the death of Alexander, who, on that event being
known, were taken openly into the pay of the republic.
His first exploit was the defeat of the Bceotians near
Platffia.
After this he took post at Pylffi, to prevent
the entrance of Antipater into Greece, defeated him,
and shut him up in Lamia, a town of Thessaly, to

which he

laid siege

;

and from that siege the Lamian

Leosthenes, hbwever, was killed
and after his death success dein the course of it
He left a high reputation
serted the Athenian arms.
and his picture, painted by Arcesilaus, is mentioned by
Pausanias (1, 1) as one of the objects in the Piraeus

war has

its

name.

;

:

worthy of notice. {Diod. Sic, 18, 9.-^ Id., 18, 11,
II. An Athenian commander, condemned to
seqq.)
death, B.C. 361, for being defeated by Alexander of
Pherae.
{Died. Sic, 15, 95.)

—

Leotychidks, I. a king of Sparta, son of Menares,
of the line of the ProcHdae.
He ascended the throne
B.C. 491, a few years before the invasion of Greece
by the Persians, and succeeded to Demaratus. Having been appointed, along with Xanthippus the Athenian, to the command of the Grecian fleet, he gained,
conjunction with his colleague, the celebrated vicHe afterward sailed along the coast
of Asia Minor, causing the inhabitants to revolt, and
received into alliance with the Greeks the lonians
and Samians, who, in the battle of Mycale, had been
the first to declare in favour of their ancient allies.
Some years after this, Leotychides having been sent
into Thessaly against the Aleuadae, suffered himself to
be influenced by their presents, and retired without
in

tory of Mycale.

». V.)

Lkontini, a town of Sicily, situate about five miles
from the seashore, on the south of Catana, between two
small streams, the Lissus and Terias.
The place is
sometimes called by modern writers Leontium ; this,
however, is not only a deviation from Thucydides, who
always uses the form AeovtIvol, but, in fact, is employed by no ancient author except Ptolemy and Cluve;

rius there suspects the reading to be a corruption for
KeovTivov. {Bloomfield, ad Thucyd., 6, 3.) It was

founded by a colony of Chalcideans from Euboea, who
had come to the island but six years before, and had
then settled Naxos, near Mount Taurus, where Tauromenium was afterward founded. That they should have
settled Leontini only six years after their own colonization may indeed seem strange but it may be accounted
;

from the superior fertility of the plain of Leontini,
which has ever been accounted the richest tract in Sifor the very same reason they soon afterward
cily
settled Catana.
{Thucyd., I. c.
Bloomf., ad loc.)
The Siculi were in possession of the territory where
Leontini was founded prior to the arrival of the colLeontini
ony, and were driven out by force of arms.
for a time continued flourishing and powerful, but
eventually sank under the superior power and prosperfor

—

;

ity of

j

frequented the garden of Epicurus, it may be supposed
that they were only brought to the common meals in
accordance with the custom of the day.
{Ritter, I. c.)
Leosthenes, I. one of the last successful generals
He was of the party of Demosthenes, and
of Athens.
the violence of his harangues in favour of democracy

Syracuse.

Its quarrel

with this last-mentioned

city led to the unfortunate expedition of the Athenians,
whose aid Leontini had solicited. The city ultimate-

under the Syracusan power. The celebrated
this place.
{Mannert, Geogr.,
Gorgias was a native of
vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 301, scqq.)
Leontium, an Athenian female, originally an hetaerist,
the wife
although afterward, as Gassendi maintains,
of Metrodorus, the most eminent friend and disciple
of Epicurus.
Many slanders were circulated respectwith the philosopher and his foling her intercourse
She herself composed works on philosophy.
lowers.
ly fell

—

Plut., non posse suav. v. Sec.
{Diog. Laert., 10, 7.
Epic, 4, 16.— Czc, iV. D., 1, 33.) A detailed biogin the Biographic
raphy of Leontium may be found

Universelle (vol. 24, p. 170.
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— Compare

Ritter, Hist.

He was accused on
having gained any advantage.
his return, and, not deeming himself safe at Lacedaemon, he took refuge at Tegea, in the temple of Minerva Alea (499 B.C.).
Zeuxidamus, his son, being
dead, Archidamus, his grandson, was placed on the
{HeLeotychides died at Tegea 467 B.C.
8, 131.— W., 9, 197.)— II. Son of
most
He passed, however,
Agis, king of Sparta.
commonly for the son of Alcibiades, whom Agis had
when exiled from Athens.
abode
received into his
Although Agis had formally recognised his legitimacy,
it was nevertheless
disputed, and Lysander eventually
succeeded in having Agesilaus his brother appointed
throne.

rod., 6,

king

in

65.— Id.,

his place.

{Corn. Nep., Vit. Ages.

— Pau-

san., 3, 8.)

Lepida, I. ^m-ilia, daughter of Manius Lepidus,
She was engaged in an
and wife of Drusus Caesar.
adulterous intercourse with Sejanus, and was suborned by that ambitious and profligate minister to become
Notthe accuser of her own husband to Tiberius.
withstanding her crimes, she was protected during her
father's life, but, being afterward made a subject of
attack by the informers of the day, she put an end to
her own existence.
Id., 6, 40.)
{Tacit., Ann., 4, 20.
II. A Roman female, who reckoned among her anShe was accused by her
cestors Pompey and Sylla.

—

—

husband Sulpicius of adultery, poisoning, and treasonable conduct, and was condemned to exile, notwithstanding the interest which the people testified in her
behalf.
(Taa^., ^nn., 3, 22.)— III. Domitia, daughShe was grand-niece of
ter of Drusus and Antonia.
Augustus, and aunt of Nero, who destroyed her by
IV. Domitia, daugfc
{Tacit. 4nn.,\3,l9.)
poison.

—

LEP
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Antonia the younger, by Lucius Domitius ^EnoShe was the wife of Valerius Messala, and
mother of Messalina, and is described as having been
a woman of debauched and profligate manners, and of
In point of beauty
a violent and impetuous spirit.
and vice, she was the rival of Agrippina, Nero's mothter of

btrbus.

She was condemned to death through the influence of the same Agrippina.
(Tactt., Ann., 11, 37.
—Id., Ann., 12, G^.—Sueton., Vii. Claud., 26.—Id.,
er.

Vit.

Ner., 7.)
Lbpioi, the name of one of the most distinguished
families of the patrician gens, or house, of the ^milii.
The individuals most worthy of notice in this family
I. M. JSmilius Lepidus, was sent
are the following:
as an ambassador to Ptolemy, king of .^gypt, at the
close of the second Punic war, B.C. 201.
(Polyb.,

16,34.— Lt»., 31, 2.— Compare

Tacitus, Ann., 2, 67.)
obtained the consulship B.C. 187 {Liv., 39, 5.
In B.C.
—Polyb., 23, 1), and again in B.C. 175.
179 he was elected Pontifex Maximus and Censor.
He was also Prin(Ltr., 40, A2.—Aul. Cell., 12, 8.)
He died
{Liv., Epit., 48.)
ceps Senatus six times.

He

B.C. 150.
B.C. 81
;

Sicily.

—

M. iEmtLius Lepidus, was

II.

after

(Cic.

praetor

which he obtained the province of

in Verr., 3, 91.)

In his consulship,

B.C. 78, he endeavoured to rescind the measures of
Sylla, but was driven out of Italy by his colleague
Quintus Catulus and by Pompey, and retired to Sardinia, where he died the following year, while making
preparations for a renewal of the war.
{Appian, Bell.
Civ., 1, 105.— Liu., Epit., 90.— Plut., Vit. Pomp.,
16.)— 111. M. iEniLius Lepidus, the triumvir, son
of the preceding, was aedile B.C. 52, and praetor B.C.
49, in which year Caesar came to an open rupture
with the senatorian party.
Lepidus, from his first
entrance into public life, opposed the party of the
senate ; and though he does not appear to have possessed any of the talent and energy of character by

powerful to act contrary to the advice and
wishes of Lepidus; and, in the new division of the
provinces which was made after the battle of Philippi, Spain and Gallia Narbonensis were taken from
Lepidus, and Africa was given to him in their stead.
Lepidus had now lost all real authority in the management of public afiairs ; but he was again included ia
the triumvirate, when it was renewed B.C. 37.
In
the following year he was summoned from Africa to
assist Augustus in Sicily against Sextus Pompeius ;
and he landed with a large army, by means of which
he endeavoured to regain his lost power, and make
himself independent of Augustus.
But in this attempt he completely failed.
Being deserted by his
own troops, he was obliged to implore the mercy of
AugAistus, who spared his life, and allowed him to
retain his private property and the dignity of Pontifex
Maximus, which he had obtained on the death of Julius Caesar, but deprived him of his province and triumvirate, and banished him, according to Suetonius,
After the battoCirceii.
{Sueton., Vu. Aug., 16.)
tle of Actium, his son formed a conspiracy for the assassination of Augustus on his return from the East,
which was discovered by Maecenas ; and Lepidus,
having incurred the suspicion of his former colleague,
repaired to Rome, where he was treated, according
to Dio Cassius, with studied insult and contempt.
{Encycl. Us. Knmcl., vol. 13, p. 438.)— IV. A comThe
panion of Caligula in his career of debauchery.
prince made him marry his sister Drusilla, and gave
him hopes of being named as successor to the empire.
Lepidus, however, who would seem to have reckoned
but little, after all, on the promises of the emperor,
The conspiracy was detected,
conspired against him.
and cost its author his life. He is supposed by some
to have been the son of Julia, grand-daughter of Augustus, and consequently cousin-german to Caligula.
V.
poet of an uncertain
{Tacit., Ann., 14, 2.)
ficiently

—

A

of whose, entitled Philodexios, was
published by Aldus Manutius at Liccca, 1588.
On the first
Lepontii, a people of the Alps, near the source ol
portant accession to the popular cause.
The Leponexpedition of Casar into Spain, Lepidus was left in the Rhone, on the south of that river.
The Lecharge of the city, though the military command of tine Alps separated Italy from the Helvetii.
Italy was intrusted to Antony.
During Cassar's ab- pontii are known to have inhabited that part of the
the
Great
St.
the
law
Bernard
and
sence, Lepidus proposed
by which the former Alps which lies between
was created dictator.
In the following year, B.C. St. Gothard.
{Cces., B. GaU., 4, IQ.—Plin., 3, 20.
48, he obtained the province of Hispania Citerior, with
Strabo, 204.)
the title of proconsul
and in B.C. 46 was made
Leptines, I. a son of Hermocrates, and brother of
consul along with Ca?sar, and at the same time his Dionysius the Elder.
He was sent against Mago,
master of the horse, an appointment which again gave general of the Carthaginians, with the whole fleet of
him the chief power in Rome during the absence of the tyrant, B.C. 396. At first he gained some adthe dictator in the African war.
In B.C. 44 he was vantages, but having separated himself too much from
again made master of the horse, and appointed to the the main body of the fleet, he was surrounded by the
After
provinces of Gallia Narbonensis and Hispania Citerior; enemy, and lost a large number of his vessels.
but he did not immediately leave Rome, and was prob- having remained for some time in a state of disgrace,
ably in the senate house when Cassar was assassinated. he recovered the favour of the tyrant, and married his
After the death of Caesar, Lepidus was courted by daughter.
He commanded the left wing at the batboth parties ; and the senate, on the motion of Cice- tle of Cronium (B.C. 383), where he fell fighting valHis fall occasioned the defeat of the army.
ro, decreed that an equestrian statue should be erectiantly.
ed to him, in any part of the city he might fix upon. {Diod. Sic, 14, 48.— /tZ, 14, 60 —Id., 15, 17.)— H.
Lepidus promised to assist the senate ; but, at the A Syracusan, who, in conjunction with Callipus, took
same time, carried on a secret negotiation with Antony. the city of Rhegium, occupied by the troops of Dionys-

which Antony was distinguished, yet his great riches
and extensive family connexions made him an im-

period, a

poem

—

;

On

his arrival in his province,
being ordered by the
senate to join Decimus Brutus, he at length found
it
to
throw
off
the
mask
;
and, instead of
necessary
obeying their commands, united his forces with those
of Antony.
In the autumn of this year, B.C. 43,
the celebrated triumvirate was established between

and in
Antony, Lepidus, and Octavius (Augustus)
the division of the provinces,
Lepidus received the
whole of Spain and Gallia Narbonensis. The conduct
of the war
against Brutus and Cassius was assigned
to Antony and
while the charge of the
Augustus
;

;

was intrusted

Lepidus, who was again elected
After the defeat of Brutus and
(B.C. 43).
Cassias, Antony and Augustus found themselves suf-

city

consul

to

ius the
ly in

Younger (351 B.C.). He was subsequentnumber of those who massacred this same

the

(Diod. Sic,
Callipus, to avenge the death of Dion.
and other cities
16, 45.)— IH.
tyrant of Apollonia
of Sicily, taken by Timoleon (B.C. 312), and exiled to
IV. An Athenian orCorinth.

A

(Diod. Sic, 16,

ator,

who proposed

72.)—

that certain immunities from the
and hesof

burdensome offices
choragus, gymnasiarch,
to meritorious cititiator, which used to be allowed
A law was passed in
zens, should be taken away.
Demosthenes attacked it and
accordance with this.
V. A Syrian, general of Deits
procured
metrius,

abrogation.—

who

commissioner

at Laodicea, Octavius, a
put to death
whom ihe Romans had sent into the
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LESBOS.

He was sent to
to arrange the affairs of Syria.
iiome, to be delivered up along with Isocrates, who
was also a party to the murder, but the senate refused
to receive him.
{Diod. Stc.,fragm., lib. 31.
Op., ed.

Homer speaks of the island under the
Trojan war.
of Lesbos, as being well inhabited.
Other, and
perhaps more accurate accounts, make the .^olians
to have led colonies into the island for the first time,
130 years after the Trojan war. Herodotus makes
Bip., vol. 10, p. 29, seqq.)
Leptis, the name of two cities in Africa, distin- five JEolian cities in Lesbos.
Pliny mentions other
guished by the epithets of MeydTiTj {Magna) and names besides those already given, which seem, howI. The first was situate
ever, to have been merely general appellations, denoMi/cpd (Parva or Minor).
towards the great Syrtis, at the southeast extremity of ting some circumstance or feature in the island, as Hithe district of Tripolis.
The
Leptis Magna was founded merte, the wished-for, Lasia, the woody, &.c.
by the Phoenicians, and ranked next to CAthage and island contained forests of beech, cypress, and lir
maritime
Utica among their
cities.
Under the Ro- trees. It yielded marble of a common quality, and
mans it was signalized, as Sallust informs us, by its the plains abounded in grain. Warm springs were
and
obedience.
On
the
{Pococke,
£delity
occupation of Africa also found; agates and precious stones.
by the Vandals, its fortifications appear to have been vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 20.) The most profitable production
but
were
under
was
restored
was
which
in
countries
to
wine,
many
destroyed
they
probably
preferred
East

name

—

—

;

Justinian,

prefect

when

became the residence of the
was finally demolished by the

the city
It

Sergius.

Saracens after which it appears to have been wholly
abandoned, and its remains, according to Leo Africanus, were employed in the construction of the mod;

The modern name

ern Tripoli.

is

Lebida.

An

ac-

count of the remains of the ancient city will be found
in Beechy's Travels, p. 74, seqq., and in the Modern
Traveller, pt. 49, p. 61.
Capt. Beechy describes the
country around Lebida as beautiful and highly productive.
{Mela, 1, 7.—Plin., 5, ^.—Strab., 574.)—
in the district of Byzacium or Emmiles below Hadrumetum, on the
It paid a talent a day to
coast.
It is now Lempta.
The
the Carthaginians as tribute.
{Vid. EmporiaB.)
Phoenicians, according to Sallust, were its founders.
II.

The

poriae,

latter

about

was

18

{Lucan, 2, 2bl.—Plin., 5, 19.— Sallust, Jug., 77.—
Mela, 1, 8.)
Lerina or Planasia, a small island in the Mediterranean, on the coast of Gallia Narbonensis, south
of Niceaea.
It is now St. Marguerite.
it the name of Planasia, from its shape.

Strabo gives
(

Tacit.,

Ann.,

1,3.)

Lerna, a small lake in Argolis, near the western
coast of the Sinus Argolicus, rendered celebrated by
the fable of the many-headed hydra slain by Hercules,
and connected also with the legend of the Danaides,
who flung into its waters the heads of their murdered
husbands.

{Vid. Hercules, Hydra, and Danaides.)
several sources,

The Lemasan Lake was formed by

which discharged themselves into its basin. Minerva
is said to have purified the daughters of Danaus by
means of its waterS which circumstance subsequent;

all

the other

oil

and

figs

Greek wines. To the present day, the
of Lesbos are accounted the best in the

The

contained nine
a flourishing condition
among them Mytilene, Pyrrha, Methyrana, Arisba.
Eressus, and Antissa: at present 120 villages are
enumerated.
From an insignificant monarchy, Lesbos first became a powerful democracy.
The Lesbians then made great conquests on the Continent, and
in the former territory of Troy, and even resisted the
Athenians themselves. Lesbos was next disturbed
by the Samians, and afterward by the Persians, to
whom it was finally obliged to submit. After the
battle of Mycale, it shook off the Persian yoke, and
became the ally of Athens. During the Peloponnesian war, it separated more than once from Athens,
but was always reduced to obedience.
distinguished citizen of Mytilene, exasperated that several rich
inhabitants bad refused his sons their daughters in
marriage, publicly accused the city of an intention to
conclude a league with the Lacedaemonians, by which
false accusation he induced the Athenians to send a
The
fleet against Lesbos.
{Aristot., de Rep., 5, 4.)
nearest cities, Methymna excepted, armed in defence
of their capital, but were overpowered, the walls of
Mytilene were demolished, and a thousand of the
Archipelago.

cities,

for the

island

most part

anciently

in

;

A

richest inhabitants

Methymna

put to death.

The

territory

of

was spared. The island itself was
3000 parts, of which 300 were devoted

alone

divided into
to the service of the gods, and the rest divided among
the Athenians, by whom they were rented to the ancient proprietors.
{Thucyd., 3, 50.) The cities of
The LesLesbos, nevertheless, soon rebelled again.

—

mystic rites called Lernaea, in- bians were notorious for their dissolute manners, and
stituted, as Pausanias affirms, by Philammon, son of the whole island was regarded as the abode of pleasure
At the same time they had the
Apollo and father of Thamyris, in honour of Ceres. and licentiousness.
Cramers Ancient reputation of the highest refinement, and of the most
Strab., 371.
{Pausan., 2, 37.
Greece, vol. 3, p. 237.)
Poetry and mudistinguished intellectual cultivation.
Leros, a small island off the coast of Caria, and sic made great progress here. The Lesbian school
{Plin., of music was highly celebrated, and is fabled to have
forming one of the cluster called Sporades.
ly

gave

rise to certain

—

—

had the following origin When Orpheus was torn to
pieces by the Bacchantes, his head and lyre were
thrown into the Thracian river Hebrus, and both were
cast by the waves on the shores of Lesbos, near Methe entrance of the Gulf thymna.
Meanwhile harmonious sounds were emit-

It was peopled from Miletus, and very probStrabo gives its inhabiably belonged to that city.
tants a character for dishonesty.
{Strab., 635.)
Lesbos, now Metelin, an island of the ^^gean, ly-

5, 31.)

:

ing off the coast of Mysia, at
It was first settled by a body of ted by the mouth of Orpheus, accompanied by the
of Adramyttium.
under the conduct of Xanthus their king, lyre, the strings 'of the latter being moved by the
Pelasgi, who,
The Methymneans, therefore,
having been driven from Argos, passed from Lycia breath of the wind.
into this island, then called Issa, and named by them buried the head, and suspended the lyre in the temple
after
and
a
short
of
as
a
Seven generations
this,
recompense for this, the god beApollo ; and,
Pelasgia.
time subsequent to the deluge of Deucalion, Macareus stowed upon them a talent for music, and the successa ful culture of this and the sister art of poetry. ^Hypassed from Attica, then denominated Ionia, with
From him it received the name gin., Poet. Astron., 2, 7.) In reality, Lesbos produced
colony to this island.
of Macarea.
Lesbus, an -Eolian, joined himself to musicians superior to all the other musicians of Greece.
this colony, married the daughter of Macareus, who Among these the most distinguished were Arion and
Alcaeus and Sappho, moreover, were
was called Methymne, and gave his own name to the Terpander.
The elder esteemed among the first in lyric poetry. Pittacus,
island after the death of his father-in-law.
her name Theophrastus, Theophanes, Hellanicus, Myrtilus, &c.,
daughter of Macareus was named Mytilene ;
was given to the capital of the whole island. This is were also natives of this island. A .variety of hills,
said to have taken place two generations before the clad with vines and olive-trees, rise round the numer-

—
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The mountains of the intebays of this island.
covered with mastic, turpentine- trees, pines
Rivulets flow under the
of Aleppo, and the cistus.
shades of the plane-tree. The island contains at present about 25,000 inhabitants.
{Mannert, Gcogr.,
vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 433.
Barthekmy, Voyage d'Anaoutf

rior are

—

vol.

2,

p.

Anuric., vol. 7,

p.

harsis,

59, seqq,

516.

12mo

ed.

—Malte-Brun,

— Encyctop.

vol. 2, p. 86,

L.E8BU8 or Lesbos, a son of Lapithus, grandson
of iEolus, who married Melhymna, daughter of MaHe succeeded his father-in-law, and gave his
careus.
name to the island over which he reigned. {Vid.

i

latiM of the lapygian promontory, and also in the
name of a church dedicated to the Virgin, under tbt
title of S. Maria di Leuca.
( D'AnviUe, Anal. Geogr. ^
de

I' Italic,

p.

233.)

Leuc.«, a town of Ionia, west of the mouth of

thf>

Hermus,
Smymseus Sinus. It
was situate on a promontory, which, according tc
Near thia
Pliny (5, 29), was anciently an island.
place, Andronicus, the pretender to the crown of
Pergamus, was defeated by the Roman consul Cras8U8.
Manrurt, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3,
{Mela, 1, 17.
at the entrance of the

—

p.

338.)

Leucas

or Leucadia, an island in the Ionian Sea,
It once formed part of

Lesbos.)

off the coast of Acarnania.

Lesches, a Cyclic bard, a native of Mytilene, or
Pyrrha, in the island of Lesbos, and considerably later
The best authorities concur in plathan Arctinus.
cing him in the time of Archilochus, or about the 18th
Olympiad (B.C. 708»-704). Hence the account which
we find in ancient authors, of a contest between Arc-

the continent, but was afterward separated from the
mainland by a narrow cut, and became an island.
The modern name is Santa Maura. In Homer's
time it was still joined to the mainland, since he calls
it 'Kkttjv
'HKeipoco, in opposition to Ithaca and Ceph-

tinus and Lesches, can only mean that the latter competed with the earlier poet in treating the same sub-

" that it had been connected forScylax also affirms
merly with the continent of Acarnania." It was first
called Epileucadii, and extends towards the Leucadian promontory.
The Acarnanians being in a state
of faction, received a thousand colonists from Corinth.
These occupied the country which is now an
{Perisland, the isthmus having been dug through.
Compare Scymnus, Ch., v. 464. PlvU.f
ipL, p. 13.
Strabo informs us, that this CorinVit. Themis t.)
thian colony came from the settlements of Ambracia
and Anactorium and he ascribes to it the cutting of
the channel of Dioryctus, as it is commonly called
This work, however, must have been poste(/. c).
rior to the time of Thucydides, for he describes ihe
Peloponnesian fleet as having been conveyed across
the isthmus on more than one occasion (3, 80
4, 8).
Livy, speaking of Leucas, says, that in his time it was
an island, but in the Macedonian war it had been a
Pliny reports, that it was once a
peninsula (33, 17).
peninsula called Neritos and, after it had been divided
from the mainland,, was reunited to it by means of the
The cut itsand which accumulated in the passage.
self, three stadia in length, was, as we have already said,
Strabo says
called Dioryctus (4, 2.
Polyb., 5, 6).
that in his time it was crossed by a bridge.
{Strab.,

jects.

His poem, which was attributed by many

to

and, besides, to very different authors, was
called the Little Iliad ('lAiaf Mfxpd), and was clearly
intended as a supplement to the great Iliad.

Homer,

We

—

learn from Aristotle {Poet.^ c. 23, ad Jin.,, ed. Bekh
c. 38, ed. Tyrwh.) that it comprised the events before
the fall of Troy, the fate of Ajax, the exploits of
Philoctetes, Neoptolemus, and Ulysses, which led to
the taking of the city, as well as the account of the

allenia.

(Od

,

24,

377.— Compare

Strabo,

461.)—

—

—

;

destruction of Troy itself; which statement is conThe last part of this
firnfed by numerous fragments.
(like the first part of the poem of Arctinus) was callthe
Destruction
from
ed
which Pausanias
of Troy:
makes several quotations, with reference to the sack;
and
the
of
and
Troy,
ing
partition
carrying away of
the prisoners.
It is evident, from his citations, that
Lesches, in many important events (for example, the
death of Priam, the end of Astyanax, and the fate of
;
.^neas, whom he represents Neoptolemus as taking
to Pharsalus), followed quite different traditions from
The connexion of the several
those of Arctinus.
events was necessarily loose and superficial, and without any unity of subject.
Hence, according to ArisDodwell states (vol. 1, p. 50), that the canal
totle, while the Iliad and Odyssey only furnished ma- 452.)
terials for OTie tragedy each, more than eight might of Santa Maura is fordable at the present day in still
be formed out of the Little Iliad. (K. 0. Midler, weather. The remains of a bridge are seen, which
Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 66.
C. G. Miiller, de Leschc Po- joined it to the continent, and which was burlt by the
Turks when they had possession of the island. The
eta.)
Lethe, I. one of the rivers of the lower world, capital of the island was Leucas. Livy (33, 17) deIt rested,
the waters of which possessed the property of causing scribes it as situated on the strait itself.
a total forgetfulness of the past.
Hence the name, according to him, on a hill looking towards Acarnania
from the Greek Xijd^ (lethe), signifying ^'forgetful- and the east. Thucydides (3, 94) likewise states, that
'^
The shades of the dead drank the town was situate within the isthmus, as also Strabo
ness'^ or
oblivion.'''
a draught of the waters of Lethe, when entering on {I. c), who adds, that the Corinthians removed it to
Dr. Holthe joys of Elysium, and ceased to remember the its situation on the strait from Nericum.
troubles and sorrows of life.
II.
river of Spain. land (voL 2, p. 91) speaks of the ruins of an ancient
Its true name, however, was the Limius, according to city about two miles to the south of the modem town.

—

—

—

—

A

Ptolemy, or, according to Pliny (4, 34),* the Limia.
Strabo styles it the Belion.
It was in the territory
of the Calliaci, a little below the Minius.
Its name,
Lethe (or, as it should be rather termed, 6 ryg TitjOtj^,
the river of forgetfulness), was given to it from the
circumstance of the Celtae and Turduli, who had gone
on an expedition with united forces, losing here iheir

common commander, becoming

disunited, forgetting

the object of their expedition, and returning to their
There was so much superstitious
respective homes.
dread attached to this stream, th4 Brutus, in his expedition against the Calliaci, could with great difficulty induce his soldiers to cross.
S, D. 297.)

{Ukert, Geogr., vol.

6

A

Italy, in Messapia, near the lapyIt was in the
country of the Salen-

name remains

island was famous for a promontory at its
southwestern extremity, called Leucate. It was celebrated in antiquity for being the lover's leap, and is
said by Strabo to have derived its name from the
white colour of the rock.
Sappho is said to have
been the first to try the remedy of the leap, when
enamoured of Phaon. {Menand., ap. Strab., I. c.

—

Artemisia, queen of Caria, so
Ovid, Her., 15, 165.)
celebrated by Herodotus, perished, according to some
{Plol., Hephast., ap.
accounts, in this fatal trial.
sur le saut
Pliot., p. 491.— Consult Hardion, Diss,
de Leucade.
Mim. de VAcad. des Inscr., vol. 7, p.
this cape as dangerous to
254.)
Virgil represents
Sir W. Cell de8, 676 )
mariners.
( J3n., 3, 274
scribes it as a white and perpendicular cliff of considerable elevation, and has given a beautiful representation of it in one of the plates appended to his work
;

Lruca, a town of
gian promontory.
tini.
The ancient

— The

in the

modern appel-
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on the Geographj/ and Antiquities of Ithaca.
On
the summit of the promontory was a temple of Apollo.
Strabo states a curious custom which prevailed,

trine of

of casting down a criminal from this precipice every year, on the festival of the god ; and adds, that,
in order to break his fall, they attached to him birds
of all kinds.
If he reached the water alive, he was
picked up by boats stationed there, and allowed to
depart from the territories of Leucadia.
{Strab.,
452.— Czc, Tusc. Q., 4, 18.— Cramer's Anc. Greece,

a

vol. 2, p. 13, seqq.)

a promontory at the southwestern extremLeucas.
(Fi(i. Leucas.)
Leuce, an island in the Euxine Sea, near the mouth

Leucate,

ity of

of the Borysthenes.
It is
probable that it was the
same with the westernmost extremity of the Dromos
which
was
formed
into
an island by a small
Achillis,
arm of the sea, and lay facing the month of the Borysthenes
now named Tentra. It derived its name
from its white sandy shores.
(Mannert, Geogr., vol.
;

to the poets, the souls of the
placed here as in the Elysian
fields, and enjoyed perpetual felicity.
Here, too, the
shade of Achilles is fabled to have been united to that
of Helen.
{Vid. Helena I.)

4, p. 235.)

Accordmg

ancient heroes were

mtan state of (bw
Leucippus
system, and, at the same time, sufficiently expose its
will exhibit the

absurdities.

The

plenum and

universe, which

in part

is infinite, is in

The plenum

^vacuum.

part
contains

innumerable corpuscles or atoms, of various figures,
which, falling into the vacuum, struck against each
other and hence arose a variety of curvilinear motions, which continued till at length atoms of similar
forms met together, and bodies were produced.
The
primary atoms being specifically of equal weight, and
not being able, on account of their multitude, to move
;

in circles, the smaller rose to the exterior parts of the

vacuum, while the

larger, entangling themselves, formed a spherical shell, which revolved about its centre,
and which included within itself all kinds of bodies.
This central mass was gradually increased by a perpetual accession of particles from the surrounding
shell, till at last the earth was formed.
{Diog. Laert.^

— Theodaret,

—

Serm., 4.
Cic., N. D., 1, 42.—
de Plac. Phil., 2, 7.—Id. ibid., 3, 12.)
In the
mean time, the spherical shell was continually supplied with new bodies, which, in its revolution, it
Of the particles thus colgathered up from without.
I.

c.

Plut

,

some in their combination
formed humid masses, which, by their circular motion,
Leuci, I. a people in the southeastern quarter of gradually became dry, and were at length ignited and
Gallia Belgica, and to the south of the Mediomatrici. became stars.
The sun was formed in the same manLucan speaks of them, in conjunction with the Remi, ner, in the exterior surface of the shell and the moon
as very expert with the sling (1, 424).
Their territory in its interior surface. In this manner the world was
extended from the Matrona to the Mosella, and cor- formed, and, by an inversion of the process, it will at
c.
Pseud.
responds to the norihoastern part of the department of length be dissolved.
{Diog. Laert.,
the Upper Marne, and to the southern part of the de- Grig. Phil., I c.
Enfield's History of Philosophy^
of
the
Meuse and Meurthe, or, in other words, vol. 1, p. 421, seqq
Tennemann, Gesch. der Phil.,
partment
to the country around Toul.
II. A brother of Tyndarus,
vol. 1, p. 258, seqq)
{Cces., B. G., 2, 14.
64.
who
married
of
Tacit., Hist., I,
Philodice, daughter of InP/m, 4, 17)— II. Monies king
Sparta,
{AevKu 6pT]), mountains in the western part of the isl- achus, by whom he had two daughters, Hilaira and
and of Crete, to the south of Cydonia ; now Alprovo- Phoebe, known by the patronymic of Leucippides.
ana.
{Strabo, 475.)
They were carried away by their cousins. Castor and
Leucippds, I. a celebrated philosopher, of whose Pollux, as they were going to celebrate their nuptials
native country and preceptor little is known with cer- with Lvnceus and Idas.
{Ovid, Fast., 5, 701.
Apoltainty.
Diogenes Laertius (9, 30) makes him to have lad., 3,' 10, &c.—Pausan., 3, 17.)
been a native of Elea, and a disciple of Zeno, the EleLeucopetra, a cape of Italy, in the territory of the
atic philosopher: he refers, however, at the same time, Brutii, and
regarded by all ancient writers on the geto other opinions, which assigned,
as the termination of the Ap'
respectively, Abdera ography of that country
and Miletus as his birthplace. (Compare Tennemann, ennines. Strabo (259) asserts that it was distant fifty
Gesch. der Phil., vol. 1, p. 257.) He wrote a treatise stadia from Rhegium ; bat this computation ill accords
concerning nature, now lost {Pseud. Orig. Phil., c. with that of Pliny (3, 10), who removes it twelve milee
lected in the spherical shell,

;

—

—

—

—

I.

—

—

—

—

12, p. 88.
Fabr., Bibl. Gr., vol. 1, p. 778), from
which the ancients probably collected what they relate
Dissatisfied with the metaconcerning his tenets.
physical subtleties by which the former philosophers
of the Eleatic school had confounded all evidence from
the senses, Leucippus and

his

follower Democritus

determined, if possible, to discover a system more
consonant to nature and reason. Leaving behind them
the whole train of fanciful conceptions, numbers, ideas,
proportions, qualities, and elementary forms, in which
philosophers had hitherto taken refuge, as the asylum
of ignorance, they resolved to examine the real constitutions of the material world, and to
inquire into the
mechanical properties of bodies, that from these they
might, if possible, deduce some certain knowledge of
natural causes, and hence be able to account for nat-

Their great object was, to restore
ural appearances.
the alliance between reason and the senses, which
For this purmetaphysical subtleties had dissolved.
pose they introduced the doctrine of indivisible atoms,
possessing within themselves a principle of motion.
Several other philosophers before this time had indeed
considered matter as divisible into indefinitely small
particles, particularly Anaxagoras, Empedocles, and
but Leucippus and Democritus were the
Heraclitus
;

who

taught, that these particles were originally
destitute of all qualities except figure and motion, and

first

therefore

may

justly be

atomic philosophy.
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The

reckoned the authors of the
following

summary of

the doc-

—

thence.

Mela, 2, 4.)
(Compare Cic, Phil., 1, 3.
error probably lies in the text of the Greek geographer, as there is no cape which corresponds with

The

the distance he specifies. Topographers are not agreed
modern point of land which answers to Leu-

as to the

copetra ; some fixing it at Capo Pittaro {D' Anville,
Anal. Geogr. de Vital., p. 261), others at the Punta
delta Saelta {Grimaldi, Annul, del. Regn. di Nap.,
vol. 1, Introd., c. 28.

—Romanelli,

Capo deW Armi.

others at the

vol. 1, p. 97), and
latter opinion

The

seems more compatible with the statement of Pliny,
and is also the most generally credited. {Cluverius,
Ilal. Antiq., vol. 2, p. 1299.
Holsten., ad Stepk.

—

—

CcZ/ar., Geogr.
p. 302.
JSotes to the French Strabo, I. c.

Byz.,

2, c.

9.—

—Ant.,
Cramer's Ancient
1.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 433.)

to

Leucophrys, an ancient name of Tenedos, given
it
probably from the appearance made by the sum^

mits of

its chalk-hills.

Geogr., vol. 6,
It

pi. 3, p.

{Pausan., 10, 14.

—Mannert,

510.)

LeucosTa, a small island in the Sinus Paestanus.
was said to have derived its name from one of the

—

Sirens.
Strabo, 252.)
{Lycophron, v. 722, seqq.
It is now known
Dionysius (1, 53) calls it Leucasia.
Ital.
of
the
name
Licosa
{Cluv.,
Antiq., vol. 2, p.
by
{Vid.
1259), and sometimes by that of Isola piana.
Zannoni's Map of the Kingdom of Naples.) It was
once probably inhabited, as several vestiges of build1696.
{Antonin., delta
ings were discovered there in

LEU
Litean.,p. 2, disc. 8.
p.

LIB

— Cramer^s

Anc.

Italy, vol. 2,

369.)

LeucosyrIi, the Greek form of a name applied by
the Persians to the Cappadocians, and signifying White

—M,

72.—

7,
{Herod., 1, 12.— Id., 5, 45
Syrians.
The Persians called the Cappadocians
Strabo, 543.)
them to
because
this
considered
they
appellation,
by
be a branch of the great Syrian nation, from the resemblance of their language, customs, and religion,
and because they found that they possessed a fairer
complexion than their swarthy brethren of the south.
The Greek colonies on the coast of Pontus received
this name from the Persians, and expressed it by the
forms of their own language, but, in its application, restricted it to the inhabitants of the mountainous country lying along the coast, from the Promonlorium Jasonium in the east, to the mouth of the Halys in the
west, while they called the people in the interior of the
The Leucocountry by the name of Cappadocians.
with the
syrii became in time blended into one people

Paphlagonians.
329, seqq.)

{Marmert, Geogr.,

name given

vol.

2, pt. 2, p.

Ino after she
Lkocothba,
had been transformed into a sea-goddess. Both she
and her son Pal«mon were held powerful to save from
shipwreck, and were invoked by mariners. The name
Leucothea is supposed to be derived from the white
waves running rapidly on (Aev/cdf, white, and &etj, to
II. A
run).
daughter of Orchamus, dishonoured by
The
Apollo, and buried alive by her incensed father.
god caused the frankincense shrub to spring up from
her grave.
(Ovid, Met., 4, 196, seqq.)
Lb(jctra, a small town of Boeotia, southeast of
Thespias, and west of Plataea, famous for the victory
I.

the

to

—

which Epaminondas, the Theban general, obtained
over the superior force of Cleombrotus, king of Sparta,
on the 8th of July, B.C. 371. (Pausan., 9, 13.) In
this famous battle 4000 Spartans were killed, with
their king Cleombrotus, and no more than 300 Thebans.
From that time the Spartans lost the empire
of Greece, which they had held for so many years.

The Theban army

consisted at most of 6000 men,
whereas that of the enemy was at least thrice that
number, including the allies. But Epaminondas trusted most to his cavalry, in which he had much advantage both as to quality and good management ; the
wealthy Lacedaemonians alone keeping horses at that
time, which made their cavalry most wretched, both
as to ill-fed, undisciplined steeds and unskilful riders.
Other deficiencies he endeavoured to supply by the
disposition of his men, who were drawn up fifty deep,
while the Spartans were but twelve.
When the Thebans had gained the victory and killed Cleombrotus, the Spartans renewed the fight to recover their
king's body, and in this object the Theban general
wisely chose to gratify them rather than hazard the

—

success of another onset.
According to Strabo (414),
Leuctra was situate on the road from Thespiae to Plataeae, and, according to Xenophon {Hist. Gr., 6, 4), in
the territory of the former.
An oracle had predicted
that the Spartans would sustain a severe loss in this
place, because some of their youths had violated two
maidens of Leuctra, who afterward destroyed themselves.

—Xen., {Pausan.,

9, 13, seqq.

— Plutarch,

Vit.

Epam.

I. c.)
The spot still retains in some
ancient name, Lenca, pronounced Lefka.
degree
Dr. Clarke noticed here several tombs and the remains
of an ancient fortress upon a lofty conical hill.
The
ground in the plain is for a considerable space covered with immense fragments of marble and stone.

Hist. Gr.,

its

—

Com{Clarke's Travels, vol. 7, p. 110, Lond. ed.
Cramer's Anc. Greece,
pare DodweU,\o\. 1, p. 261.
vol.2, p. 212.)
Leuctrum, I. a town of Messenia, on the coast,
sixty stadia from Cardamyle.
{Pausan., 4, 26.) In
consequence of its frontier situation, it became a source

—

of dispute between the Messenians and Laconians.
Philip, the son of Amyntas, who acted as umpire,
awarded the place, to the Messenians. {Strab., 361.)
It is called Leuctra
by Thucydides (5, 54) and XenoThe latter informs us it was situated above
phon.
the promontory of Malea.
It was
{Hist. Gr., 6, 5.)
said to have been founded by Pelops.
{Strab., 360.)
The ancient site is still distinguished by the name of
Leutro.
II. A small town of Achaia, on the Sinus
Corinthiacus, above JEgmm, and in the vicinity of

—

it was
dependant. {Pautown of Arcadia, below Mega-

Rhypae, on which latter place
san., 7, 24.)

—

III.

A

{Pausan., 8, 27.) It is perhaps Leontari^
near which Sir W. Gell remarked the site of a small
ancient city.
{Itin. of the Morea, p. 138.)
Lbxovii, a people of Gaul in Lugdunensis Secunda,
near the mouth of the Sequana, and on its left banks.
Their capital was Noviomagus, now Lisieux. {Cas.f
B. G., 3, 9.— Itin. Ant., 385.)
LiBANius, a celebrated sophist of Antioch, in th«
age of the Emperor Julian, bom A.D. 314, of a good
At the age of fifteen he frequented a school
family.
of certain sophists, of whom he speaks with great
lopolis.

contempt in his Biography, calling them el6u?i.a ao(^
KTTtiv.
Brought back to the true path of learning by
a more intelligent preceptor, he studied with ardour
the finest models of antiquity.
He continued his
studies during four months at Athens, and afterward
at Constantinople, where the grammarian Nicocles,
one of the instructers of Julian, and the sophist Bemarchius, were his teachers.
Having failed in his
expectation of obtaining a chair at Athens, he began
to profess eloquence, or the sophistic art, at ConstanHis success was brilliant, but excited thj
tinople.
envy of his contemporaries. Bemarchius, in parlicitlar, having been worsted by him in an oratorical contest, to which he had challenged his former pupil, haii
recourse to a vile calumny for the purpose of effectHe charged him with sorcery,
ing his destruction.
and represented him as a man covered with vices.
The prefect of the city lent a favourable ear to tl>3
charge, and Libanius was in consequence compelled
to leave Constantinople (A.D. 346).
He retired tts
Nicaea, and from this place he went to Nicomedia,
where he obtained great celebrity as an instructer. He
calls the five years which he spent there in the society

of his friend Aristainetus, the spring time of his life.
Recalled at length to Constantinople, he found a new
prefect there, who becanae the protector of his enemies and the persecutor of himself.
Disgusted at this
state of things, and not daring to accept a chair at
which
had
been
offered
Athens,
him, he obtained permission from Caesar Gallus to return for four months
to his native city.
This prince having been slain in
354, Libanius passed the rest of his days at Antioch,
where he had numerous disciples. The Emperor Julian, who, before his expedition into Persia, knew him
only by his writings, was his constant admirer. He
named him quaestor, and addressed many letters to
him, the last of which, written during his expedition
The
to us.
against the Persians, has come down
death of Julian was a double loss for Libanius it took
away a protector, who had shielded him from the attacks of calumny ; and it caused to vanish the hopes
;

which he had entertained of witnessing the re-establishment of paganism.
Libanius was exposed

Under the reign of Valenj,
anew to the persecutitm of his

in a
enemies, and was charged with being engaged
He succeedof the state.
the

tranquillity
plot against
He would
ed, however, in establishinsf his innocence.
even appear to have gained the good-will of the mon-

and adarch, for he composed a panegyric upon hiro,
dressed to him an harangue, in which he requested a
confirmation of the law that awarded to natural children a share of the father's property at his death. This
law interested him personally, from the circumstance
7o!f
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LIBANIUS.
of his having natural children of his own.
If it be
true that he lived to the time of Arcadius, he must
have attained to more than 90 years of age. Besides
his
PiJgymnasmata, Libanius has left harangues, declamations, MeAf'rai (discourses on imaginary subjects), stories, and letters on various points of moraliAll these pieces are well
ty, politics, and literature.
written, and though the style of Libanius is open to
the charge of too much study and elaborate care, we

—

may

notwithstanding pronounce him the greatest ora-

tor that Constantinople ever produced.
fore, would seem to have judged him

Gibbon, there-

altogether too
characterizes his writings as, for the
idle compositions of an orapart,
tor who cultivated the science of words
and the productions of a recluse student, whose mind, regardless
harshly,

when he

" the vain and

most

;

of his contemporaries, was incessantly fixed on the
Trojan war and the Athenian commonwealth." {Decline and Fall, c. 24.)
It is no little glory for this
sophist to have been the preceptor of St. Basil and St.
Chrysoslom, and of having been connected in intimate

friendship, notwithstanding the opposition of their religious sentiments, with these two pillars of the church.
Libanius, as we have already remarked, was a pa-

—

His
gan, and attached to the religion of his fathers.
tolerance forms a singular contrast with the persecuting zeal of the Christians of his time ; and a remarkable proof of this may be seen in one of his epistles.
{Ep., 730, p. 349, ed. Wb//.)— Among the writings
of Libanius may be mentioned his Progymnasmata
{Prceezercitationes), or Examples of Rhetorical Exercises {TLpoyv/xvaafiuTcov napadclyfiaTa), divided into
thirteen sections, and each one containing a model of
one particular kind. Among the Discourses or Harangues of Libanius are many which were never pronounced, and which were not even intended to be delivered in public: they partake less of the nature of
discourses than of memoirs, or, rather, moral dissertations.
One of them is a biographical sketch of Libanius, written by himself, at the age of 60 years, unless
there be some mistake in the number, and retouched
by him when about 70 years. It forms the most inAnother of these
teresting production of his pen.
pieces is entitled Movff>6ia, and ia a Lament on the
death of Julian.
Libanius does not pretend to con-

one ground of his deploring the death of the monarch, is the triumph of Christhird is a
tianity which would result therefrom.
discourse addressed to Theodosius on the preservation
of the temples and idols of paganism.
fragment of
this discourse was discovered by Mai, in 1823, in
some of the Vatican MSS.
fourth is entitled "Tnep

ceal, in this discourse, that

A

A

A

*'

Respecting the Temples.^'* In this discourse, pronounce3 or written about A.D. 390, Libathe Emperor Theodosius to set bounds
entreats
nius
to the fanaticism of the monks, who were destroying
^he temples of paganism, especially those in the counto order the bishops not to connive at these
ry, and
The Declamations, or exercises on imagin:xcesses.
Some idea
ary subjects, exceed forty in number.
may be formed of their nature by the titles of a few
" Discourse of Menelaus, addressed to the
Trojans,
and demanding back his spouse." " Discourse of
Achilles, in answer to Ulysses, when the latter was
TU)v 'kpwv,

—

;

sent

by Agamemnon

to

propose a reconciliation."

"Discourse of a parasite who deplores the loss of a
A very interesting part of the works of
dinner," &c.
There are
Libanius is his epistolary correspondence.
more than 2000 letters written by him, and the number of persons to whom they are addressed exceeds
550. There are among these some illustrious names,
such as the Emperor Julian, and his uncle, who bore
the same name, governors of provinces, generals,
There are also among his correliterary men, &,c.
spondents some fathers of the church, such as St.
Athanasius, St. Basil, St. Gregory of Nyssa, St. John

—

740

Chrysostom, &c. As to the subjects of these letterj,
there are many, it must be confessed, of a
very uninteresting nature, containing, for example, mere compliments, recommendations, or the recital of domestic
affairs.
large number, however, have claims on
our attention by the beauty of the ideas and sentences, the importance of the subject matter, and the

A

which they have preserved for
have also from his pen Arguments to the
There is no complete ediSpeeches of Demosthenes.
tion of the works of Libanius.
The best edition of
the Discourses and Declamations is that of Reiske,
published by his widow {'' prafata est Ernestine
Christina Reiske''), Lips., 1791-1797, 4 vols. 8vo.
A quarto edition, put forth by Reiske himself in 1784,
was interrupted by his death, after only the first volume had appeared. Still, however, a good edition is
much wanted, as Reiske's has neither historical introductions, commentary, nor even tables, and is, moreover, burdened with the inaccurate version of Morell.
The most numerous collection of the Letters will be
found in the edition of J. C. Wolf, Amst., 1738, fol.
historical illustrations
us.

— We

—

{Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 159, seqq.)

LiBANus, a chain of mountains in Syria, deriving
name from their white colour (Relandi, Palcestina,
p. 31 1), the eastern part in particular being covered with
continual snow. (7er., 18, 14.) Some make the range
commence from Mons Amanus, on the confines of Cilicia, and give the general name of Libanus to the entire chain of mountains
running thence to the south ;
their

is more accurate, however, to make it
begin near
Aradus in Phoenicia, and, after forming the northern
boundary of that country, run to the south, and end
near Sidon.
There are, however, several parallel
it

chains, four of which, towards the west, have the general name of Libanus applied to them, while another
parallel chain to the east was called by the Greeks

Antilibanus.
Between Libanus and Antilibanus is a
long valley called Coele Syria, or the hollow Syria. Libanus, then, is composed of four chains or enclosures of
nrountains, which rise one upon the other ; the first is
very rich in grain and fruits ; the second is barren ;
the third, though higher than this, enjoys perpetual
spring, the trees being always green, and the orchards
It is so beautiful that some have called
full of fruit.
The fourth is very high, so
it a terrestrial
paradise.
that it is almost always covered with snow, and is uninhabitable by reason of the great cold.
Volney states

snow remains on Libanus all the year round
towards the northeast, where it is sheltered from the
Maundrell found
sea-winds and the rays of the sun.
that part of the mountain-range which he crossed, and
the highest,
means
which, in all probability, was by no
covered with deep snow in the month of May. Dr.
that the

Clarke, in the month of July, saw some of the eastern
summits of Lebanon, or Antilibanus, near Damascus,
covered with snow, not lying in patches, as is common in the summer season with mountains which border on the line of perpetual congelation, but do not
quite reach it, but with "that perfect, white, smooth,
and velvet-like appearance which snow only exhibitd
when it is very deep ; a striking spectacle in such a
climate, where the beholder, seeking protection from
a burning sun, almost considers the firmament to be

At the time this observation was made,
fire."
the thermometer, in an elevated situation near the Sea
Sir Frederic
of Tiberias, stood at 102^^ in the shade.
Henniker passed over snow in July ; and Ali Bey dewith snow
as
eastern
covered
scribes the same
ridge
AVe know little of the absolute height,
in
on

September.
and less of the mineralogy, of these mountains.

Burck-

hardt describes Lebanon as composed of primitive
limestone ; but, as he found fossil-shells on the summit, it more probably consists either of transition or
mountain limestone. If so, it must be considered as
one of the highest points at which either of these sub*

LIB

LIB

—

Of the noble cedars which once
is found.
adorned the upper part of this mountain, but few now
Burckhardt, who
remain, and those much decayed.
crossed Mount Libanus in 1810, counted about 36
50 of middle size, and about 300 smaller
large ones,
and young ones but more might exist in other parts
The wine, especially that made
of the mountain.
about the convent of Canobin, still preserves its anand
is reported by travellers, more
cient celebrity ;
Le Bruyn, and De la Roque,
particularly by Rouwolff,
to be of the most exquisite kind for flavour and fraThe rains which fall in the lower regions of
grance.
Lebanon, and the melting of the snows in the upper
ones, furnish an abundance of perennial streams,
which are alluded to by Solomon.
{Song, 4, 15.)
On the declivities of the mountain grew the vines that
furnished the rich and fragrant wines which Hosea
(14, 7) celebrated, and which may still be obtained by
stances

;

—

The snow of Lebanon was probably
proper culture.
transported to a distance, for the purpose of cooling
wine and other liquors. Solomon speaks of the cold
of snow in the time of harvest {Prov., 25, 13), which
could be obtained nowhere in Judaea nearer than
Lebanon. (Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt, 1, p. 341.—
Mansford's Scripture Gazetteer, p. 314, seqq.)
Liber, the name of an ancient Italian deity, identiHis
fied with the Grecian Dionysus or Bacchus.
festival, named Liberalia, was celebrated on the 17th
March, when the young men assumed the toga virilis
or libera. {Varro, L. L., 5, p. 55.
Ovid, Fast., 3,
713, seqq.) When the worship of Ceres and Proser-

—

pina was introduced at Rome, Proserpina was named
Libera, and the conjoined deities were honoured as
The name Liber is comCeres, Liber, and Libera.
monly derived from liber, "free," and is referred to
the influence of wine in freeing from care.
Others,

Mount Helicon, and remarks,

that several places around
mountain attested the former existence of the
Thracians of Pieria in the Boeotian districts. {Scrab.^
409.
From these passages it would aeeni
Id., 471.)
that the name of Libethrius was given to the summil
of Olympus which stood above the town.
Hence the
muses were surnamed Libethrides as well as Pierides.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol.
(Virg., Eclog., 7, 21.
II. A fountain of Thessaly, on Mount
1, p. 210.)

that

—

—

—

Homole,

in the district of

extremity.

{Plin., 4, 9.

Magnesia,
—Mela,

at the northern

2, 3.)
to the Muses.

Libethrides, a name given
(Conremarks under Libethra, I., towards the end of

sult

the article.

Vid. also Libethrius.)
I. a mountain of Boeotia,
forty stadia
to the south of Coronea, and forming one of the sum-

Libethrius,

mits of Helicon.
the

nymphs

It

was dedicated

called Libethrides.

Strabo, 409.) —

II.

A

fountain on

to the

Muses, and
9, 34.—

{Pausan.,

Mount

Libethrius.

LiBiTiNA, a goddess at Rome presiding over funerals.
In her temple were sold all things requisite for
them.
By an institution ascribed to Servius Tullius,
a piece of money was paid her for every one who died,
and the name of the deceased entered in a book called

—

Suefon., Vit.
{Dion. Hal., 4, 15.
The object of this custom was to ascertain
Ner., 39.)
Libitina and Venus
the number of deaths annually.
were regarded as one and the same deity, because,
says Plutarch, the same goddess superintends birth
and death.
It would be more correct, however, to
say that we have here a union of the power which

LibitincB ratio.

creates with

that

which destroys.

{Plut.,

Qucest.

Rom., 23.)
LiBON, an architect of

who

built the temple ot
grove Altis, out of the
proceeds of the spoil taken from the Pisaeans and some
other people
{Pausan., 5, 10, 2) This temple was
built in the Doric style
and it must have been erected about Olymp. 84 (B.C. 444-440), since in Olymp.

Olympian Jove,

Elis,

in the sacred

*'
however, prefer deducing it from Ubo, to pour forth,"
and make Liber to be the god of productiveness effected by moisture.
{Keigktlcy^s Mythology, p. 517.)
Libera, a name given to Proserpina among the Ro- 85, 4, Phidias commenced his statue of the Olympian
mans. (Vid. Liber.)
Jupiter, and it can scarcely be maintained thai the
Liberalia, a festival celebrated annually in honour temple was built long before the statue was undertaIt took place on the ken.
of Liber, the Roman Bacchus.
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
17th of March.
LiBOPHCENicEs, the inhabitants of the district Byza{Vid. Liber.)
LiBERTAs, the Goddess of Freedom, the same with cium, in Africa Propria. Their name indicates that
the Eleutheria of the Greeks.
Hyginus makes her they were a mixture of Libyans and Phoenicians.
the daughter of Jupiter and Juno.
(Proif., p. 10, ed. The Libophoenices are a proof of the policy pursued by
Munch.) Tiberius Gracchus is said to have erected the Phoenician and Carthaginian settlers, in admitting
the first temple to her at Rome, on the Aventine Hill, the natives to a participation in some of the rights of
;

were de- citizenship. Carthage itself was in this sense a LiRoman bophoenician city. Polybius often speaks of the Lione
hand
a broken bophoenices.
Diodorus Siculus, however, gives a
matron,
other
a
in
the
and
surmounted
a
pike
sceptre,
by
pileus more particular account of them, as well as the inforor cap
at her feet lay a cat, an animal that is an en- mation that the cities on the coast were alone strictly
emy to ail restraint. The cap alluded to the Roman included in this denomination. {Diod. Sic 20, 55.)
custom of putting one on the heads of slaves when Pliny limits the appellation to the cities on the coast
manumitted.
It ought to be extended, howevId., 25, 7.
(Liv., 24, 16.
Ovid, of Byzaeium (5, 4).
Trist., 3, 1, 72.—Plut., Vtt. Gracch.)
er, to other parts also of the African coast.
LiBETHRA, I. a city of Macedonia, situate, accordLiburnia, a province of Illyricum, along the Adriing to Pausanias (9, 30), on the declivity of Olympus, atic, over against Italy, having Dalmatia on the south,
and not far from the tomb of Orpheus.
An oracle de- and Istria on the north. Zara, anciently ladera, and
The ruins
clared, that when the sun beheld the bones of the poet, afterward Diodora, was once its capital.
the city should be destroyed by a boar {viro <Tu6f). of Burnum, the Liburnia of Strabo, are to be seen on
The inhabitants of Libethra ridiculed the prophecy as a the right hand of the Titius or Kerka, in the desert o(
The Liburnians were an Illyrian tribe,
thing impossible ; but the column of Orpheus's monu- Bukaviza.
ment having been accidentally broken, a gap was made and their country now answers to part of Croatia.
in
the
which
broke
when
the same They appear to have been a maritime people from the
tomb,
by
light
upon
night the torrent named Sus, being prodigiously swol- earliest times ; and the Greeks, who colonized Corcyra,
len, rushed down with violence from Mount
are said, on their arrival in that island, to have found it

and

it

was here

posited.

that the archives of the state

The goddess was

represented as a

arrayed in white, holding in

:

,

—

—

Olympus

upon Libethra, overthrowing the walls and all the public and
private edifices, and every living creature in its
furious course.
Whether Libethra recovered from the
devastation occasioned by this inundation is not stated
in any writer, but its name occurs in
Livy as a town
in the vicinity of Dium before the battle of
Pydna (44,
§).

Strabo also alludes to Libethra

when

in

their

possession.

to distinguish the

{Strabo, 270.)

Scylax seems

Illyrians, restrictto that part of the

Libumi from the

ing probably the latter appellation
nation which was situate more to the south, and was
The same writer alludes
better known to the Greeks.
to the sovereignty of the Libumi as not excluding feto have reference to the
speaking of males : a fact which appears
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tic
history of Teuta, and might serve to prove that this

geographical compilation is not so ancient as many
Strabo asserts, that
have supposed
{Scylax, p. 7.)
the Liburni extended along the coast for upward of
1500 stadia. {Slrab., 315.) According to Pliny (3,
13), they once occupied a considerable extent of terriand he speaks of Trutory on the coast of Picenum,
entum as the only remaining establishment of theirs, in
It is chiefly on this
his day, in this quarter of Italy.
information of Pliny that Freret has grounded his system of the Illyrian colonies in Italy. He conceives
that these Liburni, as well as all the others, came
But it would be more natural to suppose
by land.
that the Liburni, as a maritime people, had crossed
over from the opposite coast of Dalmatia.
{M6m. de
Cramer's
PAcad. des Inscr., &c., vol. 18, p. 75.
Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 285.) The galleys of the Liburnians were remarkable for their light construction
and swiftness, and it was to ships of this kind that
Augustus was in a great measure indebted for his vie
{Dio Cass., 29, 32.)
lory over Antony at Actium.
Hence, after that time, the name of naves Libuma

—

{Vid. Lichas.)
tory of Euboea, called so from Lichas.
three in number, Caresa, Phocaria, and
are
to
answer
to the modern
Thev
thought
Scarphia.

They were

Ponticonesi.
(Chid, Met., 9, 165, 217.)
Lichas, the ill-fated bearer of the poisoned tunic from
In the paroxysm of fury ocDe'ianira to Hercules.
casioned by the venom of the hydra, the hero caught
Lichas by the foot and hurled him into the sea from
the summit of CEta.
{Ovid, Met., 9, 165, 217.—

Compare Milton, P. L., 2, 545.) He was changed
by the compassion of the gods into one of a group of
small islands, which hence derived their name.
{Vid.
Lichades.)
LiciNiA Lkx. (Consult remarks under the article
Licinius I.)
LiciNiA, I. daughter of P. Licinius Crassus, and
wife of Caius Gracchus.
II.
{Plut., Vit. Gracch.)
The wife of Maecenas. She was sister to Proculeius,
and bore also the name of Terentia.
She is thought
to be alluded to by Horace {Od., 2, 12, 13) under the

—

—

name of Licymnia. {Bcntley, ad Horat., I. c. Compare remarks under the article Maecenas.)
was given to all quick-sailing vessels, and few ships
Licinius, I. C. Licinius Stolo, of a distinguished
were built but of that construction. {Vegel., 4, 33.) plebeian family at Rome, was made tribune of the
The Liburnians were a stout, able-bodied race, and commons, together with his friend L. Sextius Laterawere much employed at Rome as porters, and sedan nus, in the year 375 B.C. These tribunes brought
Hence Martial, in describing the forward three " rogations," that is to say, bills or proor litter-carriers.
''
pleasures of a country-life (1, 50), exclaims,
procul jects of laws, for the comitia or assembly of the tribes
to decide upon
1. That in future no more
horridus Liburnus.'^
Compare Juvenal, 3, 240.
military
Boetliger, Sabina, oder Morgenscenen, &c., Sc. 8, p. tribunes should be appointed, but two annual consuls,
193.
as formerly, and that one of the two should always be
LiburnTdes, islands off the coast of Liburnia, said a plebeian. The occasional appointment of military
The name origi- tribunes, part of whom might be chosen from the pleto amount to the number of forty.
nated with the Greek geographers.
beians, was a device of the senate to prevent the ple{Strab., 315.)
near
a
of
mountains
2. To
chain
LiBURNUs,
Apulia, cross- beians from obtaining access to the consulship.
ed by Hannibal in his march from Samnium and the deduct from the capital of all existing debts, from one
It is stated that, before he arcitizen to another, the sums which had been paid by
Peligni into Apulia.
rived in the latter province, he crossed this chain
the debtor as interest, and the remaining principal to
which probably answers to the branch of the Apen- be discharged in three years by three equal payments.
nines bordering on the valley of the Tifernus to the This seems, according to our modern notions of moneynorth, and known by the name of Monte della Scrra. transactions, a very summary, and not very honest,
Cramer^s way of settling standing engagements but if we carry
Romanelli,\o\. 3, p. 20.
{Polyb., 3, 101.
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 270.)
ourselves back to that remote period of Roman society,
Libya, I. a daughter of Epaphus and Cassiopeia, and take into consideration the enormous rate of interwho became mother of Agenor and Belus by Neptune. est demanded, the necessities of the poorer citizens,

—

:

—

;

—

{Apollod., 2,

1

;

—

3,

\.

— Pausan.,

1,

44.)

;

—

II.

Greek and Roman poets
was otherwise called Africa.
In a more

name given by

the

to

The who were
what

restrict-

ed sense, the name has been applied to that part of
Africa which contained the two countries of Cyrenaica and Marmarica, together with a very extensive

called from their homes and fields to fight
the battles of their country, and had no means of supporting their families during the interval except the

Interior.

ruinous one of borrowing money from the wealthy, who
were mostly patricians, and also the fearful power which
the law gave to the creditor over the debtor, and the
atrocious manner in which that power was used, or
abused, in many instances, such as those reported by

part of the Mediterranean
which lies along the coast of Libya, extending eastward as far as the island of Crete. {Mela, 1, 4.

Livy (2, 23 ; 6, 14 ; 8, 28), we shall judge more dis3. The
passionately of the proposition of Licinius.
third rogation has been a subject of much perplexity
Its object, as briefly expressed
to modern inquirers.

region in the interior, of which

little, if

anything,

known, and which was generally styled Libya

was

{Vid. Africa.)

LiBYcuM Mare,

that

—

—

by Livy, was, that no one should possess (possideret)
and
LiBYssA, a small village of Bithynia, west of Nico- more than 500 jugera (about 333 "cres) of land
media, and near the shores of the Sinus Astacenus. until lately it has been literally understood, by most
It is rendered memorable for containing the tomb of readers of Roman history, as fixing a maximum to priBut Beaufort, and more lately Heyne,
Hannibal, whence, no doubt, its name.
{Plut., Vit. vate property.
Ammian. MarcelL, 22, 9. Eulrop.,4, 11. Niebuhr, and Savigny, have shown, that the limitation
Flamin.
is
It
to
to
the
answer
mod- referred to the holding of land belonging to the ager
Piin., 5, 32.)
thought
It appears
ern Gebisse or Dschebize.
If, however, Pococke be
publicus, or public domain of the state.
correct (vol. 3, 1. 2, c. 18) in making Gebisse 24 Eng- that most of the large estates possessed by the patrilish miles from Poniichium or Pantik, we ought rather cians must have been portions of this public domain,
to decide in favour of the Diacibc or Diacibiza of the which consisted of lands conquered at various times
middle ages {Sozom., Hist. Eccles., 6, 14), which lies from the surrounding nations. This land the patricians
on the same coast, nearer Pontichium. {Mannert, had occupied, cultivated, and held as tenants at will,
they and their descendants paying to the state a tenth
Geogr., vol. 6, pt 3, p. 5S5, seqq.)
LiCATES, a people of Vindelicia, on the eastern of all grain, a fifth on the produce of plantations and
bank of the Licus, in the modern Oberdonaukreis, to vineyards, and a certain tax per head of cattle grazing
the northeast of Fiissen.
{Plin., 3, 20.
Bischoff on the public pasture. This was the kind of possession
which the Licinian rogation proposed to limit and regund Moller, Wortcrb. der Geogr., p. 698.)
LicHinEs, small islands near Caeneum, a promon- ulate. Licinius proposed, that all who had more th^
Strab., 247.)

;

—

—

—

—
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600 jugera should be made to give up the surplus, was understood to be much exasperated against thoM
which was to be distributed among those who had no who, after the rout at Pharsalia, had renewed the war
was to be in Africa. Ligarius, when on the point of obtaining
property, and that in future every citizen
entitled to a share of newly-conquered land, with the his pardon, was formally accused by his old enemy
eame restriction, and subject to the same duties. This Tubero of having borne arms in that contest. The
night be considered as a bill for the better distribution
of plunder among those engaged in a plundering expedition, for the land thus acquired and distributed cannot be compared to real property as held throughout
in our own day
and this reflection may perhaps
erve to moderate somewhat the warmth of our sympathy in reading of the complaints of the Roman plebeians concerning the unequal distribution of land, which
had been, in fact, taken by violence from a third party,
the other nations of Italy, who were the real suflferers.

dictator himself presided

at the trial of this cause,

prejudiced against Ligarius, as was known from
his having previously declared that his resolution was
fixed, and was not to be altered by the charms of elo-

much

Cicero, however, overcame his prepossesquence.
The countesions, and extorted from him a pardon.
of
nance
Caesar, it is said, changed as Cicero proceeded in his speech but when he touched on the battle
of Pharsalia, and described Tubero as seeking his life
amid the ranks of the army, he was so agitated that
The patricians, who had, till then, the best share of his body trembled, and the papers which he held dropThe oration of Tubero against
the common plunder, opposed to the utmost the pas- ped from his hand.
in Quintilian's time, and probably
sage of these three laws. The contest lasted during ten Ligarius was extant
whole years, during which the republic at one time fell explained the circumstances which induced a man who
into a kind of anarchy.
Camillus also, at one period, had fought so keenly against Cassar at Pharsalia to

£urope

;

;

—

was appointed dictator, as a last expedient on the part undertake the prosecution of Ligarius. {Plut., Vit.
of the nobility, and in that capacity stopped the voting Cic.
Dunlofs Roman Lit., vol. 2, p. 317, Lond. ed.)
LiGER or LiGERis, now the Loire, the largest river
at the Comitia Tributa, by threatening to summon the
it rises in Mons Cebenna or Cevennes, and
people to the Campus Martins, and to enlist and march of Gaul
them into the field. At last, however, the three roga- for the first half of its course runs directly north, then
tions passed into law.
Sextius Lateranus, the col- turns to the west, and falls into the Atlantic between
{Cces.,
league of Licinius, the first plebeian consul, was cho- the territories of the Pictones and Namnetes.
Id. ibid., 7, 5.—Auson., MoselL, v. 461.
sen for the next year, 36.5 B.C., together with a pa- B. G., 3, 9.
L.
.^milius
Mamercinus. The senate, how- —LMcan, 1,439.)
trician,
LiGOREs, the inhabitants of Liguria. ( Vid. Liguria.)
ever, refused to confirm the election of Sextius, and
the plebeians were preparing for a new secession and
LiGURiA, a country of Cisalpine Gaul, lying along
other fearful threatenings of a civil war, when Camil- the shores of the Sinus Ligusticus or Gulf of GenoOj
lus interposed, and an arrangement was made, that, having the Varus on the west, and the Macra on the
while the patricians conceded the consulship to the southeast, and bounded on the north by the Alps. The
and AiyvaTivoi by the Greeks
plebeians, the latter should leave to the patricians the Ligures, termed Alyvpec
Polyb., 2, 16), appear to have been a
praetorship, which was then for the first time separated {Strabo, 203.
from the consulship. Thus was peace restored. Li- numerous and powerful people, extending, in the days
cinius, the great mover of this change in the Roman of their greatest strength, along the shores of the Medconstitution, was raised to the consulship 363 B.C., iterranean, from the mouth of the Rhodaims to the river
but nothing remarkable is recorded of him while in Arnus, reaching also into the interior of Gaul and the
that office.
In the year 356 B.C., under the consul- valleys of the Maritime Alps.
According to som'e acto the west as far as the
ship of C. Marcius Rutilus and C. Manlius Imperiosus, counts, they had penetrated
we find Licinius charged and convicted before the borders of Spain. {Thucyd., 6, 2. Scyl, PertpL, p.
Of the origin of this people we have no positive
praetor of a breach of his own agrarian law, and fined 4.)
10,000 asses. It seems that he possessed 1000 jugera, information ; but there is good reason for supposing
one half of which he held in the name of his son, whom that they were Celts, though Strabo (128) distinguishes
he had emancipated for the purpose. After this we them from the Gauls. The story which is told by
in the army of Marius, achear no more of C. Licinius Stolo.
{Encycl. Us. Plutarch of the Ligurians
Nie- knowledging the Ambrones as belonging to the same
Knowl., vol. 13, p. 464, seq.
Liv., lib. 6 et 7.
the affinity of the term Ligur
Val. Max., 8, 6. stock with themselves
buJir, Rom. Gesck., vol. 3, p, 1, seqq.
Savigny, Das Recht des Besitzes, p. 175.) II. Mu- to the Celtic Lly-gour or Lly-gor, together with other

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

III. Varro Muraena, a broth{Vid. Murjena.)
er of Proculeius, who conspired against
Augustus with
Fannius Caepio, and suffered for his crime. Horace
addressed to him his 10th ode, book 2.
IV. C. Flavins Valerius, a Roman emperor.
sketch of his

words, evidently belonging to the same root, which
Cluverius has collected {Ital. Ant., vol. 1, p. 50), may
be considered as plausible grounds at least for the supThough the period of their
port of such an opinion.
settlement in Italy cannot be determined, we may

history will be found incorporated with that of
stantine.
{Vid. Constantinus.)

safely affirm that

raena.

—

A

Con-

it

was very remote,

since the Tyr-

rheni, themselves a very ancient people, on their arrival in Italy, found them occupying a portion of what
was afterward called Etruria, and, after a long strug-

LiciNUs, a Roman barber, made a senator by Julius
Cssar merely because he bitterly hated Pompey.
Compare the language of the scholiast {ad Horat., Ep. gle, succeeded in expelling them. {Lycophr., v. 1354.)
ad Pis., 301) " Quod odissel Pompeium, a Casare The Greeks, who were unacquainted with the real sitsenator foetus dicitur.*^
uation of Liguria, made that country the scene of some
The pasLiGARius, Q., was at first a lieutenant of C. Con- of their earliest and most poetical fictions.
:

eidius, proconsul of Africa, and afterward
him in that province.
sided with the

He

succeeded
republican

party against Caesar, and was condemned to exile.
His brothers at Rome solicited his recall, but their
ap-

was opposed by Tubero, who openly accused
?lication
Cicero appeared as the
iigarius before the dictator.
advocate for Ligarius, and his speech on the occasion

has come

down

to us.
This oration was pronounced
having vanquished Pompey in Thessaly,
and destroyed the remains of the
republican party in

after Cossar,

Africa, assumed the supreme administration of affairs
at Rome.
Merciful as the
he

conqueror appeared,

Sol. ap. Strab., 183)
sage of Hercules {Mseh., Prom.,
were identified with it. ( Virg.^
of
and the

story

^n.,

10, 185.)

Cycnus

And

it is

not improbable, that the

fa-

ble of Phaethon's sisters shedding tears of amber, a
substance which the Greeks called Lingurium {Strabo,

which produced
202), had its origin in the country
{Milltn, Voyage en
substance, and gave it its name.
Herodotus was belter acquaintItalie, vol. 2, p. 336.)
ed with the Ligurians (5, 9), and mentions them as
of the mercenary forces of Carthage, in
that

forming part
The
its wars against the Greeks of Sicily (7, 165).
the Romans was not eflGecteA
conquest of Liguria by

LIL

LIN

The Ligurians
long afler the second Punic war.
had joined Hannibal with a considerable force soon

of close investment, he was compelled to raise th««
In the course of the first Punic
{Diod., I. c)
siege.
war, Carthage felt more than once that the pre»ervation of her power in Sicily depended upon Lilybut there was another reason which ren- baeum, since she could always send with the greatest
conquerors
dered the subjugation of Liguria extremely desirable. ease to this quarter the necessary supplies by sea, and
It afforded the easiest communication with Gaul and could always find in it an easy entrance into the
very
If the Romans, too, became masSpain over the Maritime Alps, an object in itself of heart of the island.
the greatest importance.
The Ligurians long and ob- ters of Lilybaeum, they would have, what they wanted
stinately resisted their invaders, when the rest of Italy throughout the whole war, a safe harbour on the westhad been subjugated for many years. The Romans ern and southern coasts of the island, whence they
could only obtain a free passage along their shore of could easily threaten Carthage herself.
{Polyb. j 1,
twelve stadia from the coast (Strabo^ 180); nor was 41.) The moment, therefore, the Carthaginians perit till the
Ligurians, after a war of eighty years' dura- ceived that the Romans were about to attack this
tion, had been driven from every hold in their mount- place, they made every possible exertion to render it
The number of the inhabitants was increased
ains, and whole tribes had even been carried out of the secure.
country, that they could be said to be finally conquered. by accessions from Selinus, and a strong body of
38.—
(Liv., 40,
Id., 41, 12.)— The Ligurian character troops was added to the garrison.
{Polyb., 1, 42,
docs not appear to have been held in much esteem by seqq.) The resistance made by the place was etfectual,
while
it
allows
them
Romans
obtained
and
and
the
all the hardihood
antiquity
only
possession of Lilybaeum
courage usual with mountaineers {Cic, Agr., 2, 35.
by the conditions of the peace which brought the
From this time
Virg., Georg., 2, 168), qualities which were even whole of Sicily under their power.
shared in an uncommon degree by the weaker sex the Romans watched with the greatest care so impor(Diod. Sic, 5, 39), it taxes them too plainly with tant a city, repelled all the subsequent attacks of the
craft and deceit to be misunderstood.
[Virg., JEn., Carthaginians, who made the greatest exertions to re1 1, 700.— 5ermu5, ad loc.—Claudian,
it as the harIdyl., 12.) Ac- possess themselves of the place, and used
cording to the statement of Polybius (2, 16), the bound- bour whence their fleets sailed for the reduction of
''
aries of the Ligurians in Italy seem to have been the
In a later age, Cicero calls it splendidisst
Carthage.
Maritime Alps to the northwest, to the south the river ma civitas^^ {in Verr., 6).
The modern town of Mar
Arnus ; but in the time of Augustus this latter bound- sola occupies the southern half of the ancient city.
till

after his arrival {Polyb., 3, 60), a circumstance of itself sufficient to provoke hostilities on the part of the
;

—

;

was removed northward

to the river Macra.
{Plin.,
the north and northeast, the Ligurians ranged along the Alps as far as the river Orgus (Orca),
which separated the Taurini, the last of their nation on

ary

3, 5.)

To

—

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 376, seqq.) II.
The western one of the three famous capes of Sicily,
now Cape Boeo. The earlier Greeks were not ac-

quainted with this headland, as they rarely navigated
neither did they
along this part of the Sicilian coast
make any settlements near it. The name first ocIn a
curs in the false Orpheus {Argon., v. 1248).
later age it was mentioned by every geographer, not
Italy, vol. 1, p. 19, seqq.)
LiGusTicus Sinus, a gulf forming the upper part of so much from anything remarkable
its appearance,
the Mare Tyrrhenum.
It is now the Gulf of Genoa.
as from its forming the westernmost extremity of Sicily.
It is also called
(Flor., 3, 6.)
Ligusticum Mare. It is not a mountain-promontory^ but a low, flat point
of land, rendered dangerous to vessels by its sand{Colum., 8, 2.—Plin., 3, 6, 20.)
LiGYES, a people of Asia, mentioned by Herodotus barks and concealed rocks. Lilybaeum was the nearThe historian informs us, that the Ligyes, est point to Carthage, and the ancient writers inform
(7, 72).
the Matieni, the Mariandyni, and the Cappadocians us, that vessels could be seen from it sailing out of
had the same kind of arms, and that the Ligyes, Ma- the harbour of that city. {Strabo, 2G7.—Plin., 7, 21.
The distance, 30 georiandyni. and Cappadocians, as forming part of the —JElian, Var. Hist., 11, 13.)
army of Xerxes, were under the same commander. graphical miles, shows the story to be false. Polybius
Larcher infers from all this, that the nations here gives the cape a northwest direction this is true,
mentioned were contiguous to each other, and that the however, only as regards the harbour of Lilybaeum.
Ligyes were to the east of the Mariandyni and Cappa- The cape itself stretches directly to the west. {Mandocians, and to the northeast of the Matieni.
The nert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 375, seqq.)
LiMONUM, a town of Gallia Aquitanica. in the terri
Ligyes were leduced in point of numbers in the time
of Herodotus, but had been at an earlier
It was subsequently called Picperiod a pow- tory of the Pictones.
erful tribe
and we are even informed by Eustathius tavi, and is now Poitiers. {Cas., B. G., 8, 26.)
{ad Dionys. Peneg., 76), that, according to LycoLjndom, a town of Britain, the capital of the Coriphron. a portion of the Ligyes had once inhabited a tani, and on the main road from Londinium to EboraIt is
part of Colchis, and that Cytaea was a Ligyan city. cum.
{Cellar., Geogr. Ant., vol. 2, p. 341.)
Mannert supposes it to have been a
{Larcher, Hist. d'Herod., vol. 8, p. 301, seqq.. Table now Lincoln.
that side, from the Cisalpine Gauls
south of the Po
they bordered on the Anamanni and Boii, also belongthis
to
last-mentioned
ing
people. {Cramer's Ancient
:

;

m

:

;

Geogr.) On the subject of the Ligyes generally, as a
very early people, consult the remarks of Bernhardy
{ad Dion. Perieg., I. c.
Geogr. Gr. Min., vol. 1, p.

Bede

543.)

2, 16.)

—

on the western coast,
south of Drepanum, and near a famous cape called

LiLVB^CM,

I.

a city of Sicily

also Lilybaeum, now Cape Boeo.
{Diod. Sic., 13, 54.)
It was the principal fortress of the Carthaginians in
Sicily, and was founded by them about the
Olympiad {Diod. Sic, 22, 14), as a stronghold

106th
in

this

It received
quarter against Dionysius of Syracuse.
as a part of its population the remaining inhabitants
of Motya, which place had been taken by Dionysius.

The

strength of

its

war with Pyrrhus

fortifications

was evinced

in the

All the other Carthaginian cities
in Sicily had yielded to his arms ; Lilybaeum alone
made a successful resistance, and, after three months
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Roman

colony, and deduces the modern

Lindt Colonia.
writes the

{Geography,

name

vol.

name from

2, pt. 2, p.

Lindi-collina.

149.)

{Hist. Eccles.y

LiNDus, a city in the island of Rhodes, near the
It was the old capital of
middle of the eastern coast.
the island before Rhodes was built, and is said to have
been founded by the Heliades. Others made Tlepolemus its first settler {Strabo, 654), and others, again,
I. c.
Diod.
assigned its foundation to Danaus. {Strab.,
Sic, 5, 58.) Lindus is one of the three cities alluded
Notice of it also occurs
to by Homer {11. 2, 668).
It contained a very ancient
in the Parian Chronicle.
and famous temple of Minerva, hence called the Linthe Danaides.
dian, built, according to a tradition, by

—

,

The statue of the goddess was a shape{Strab., I. c.)
less stone.
{Callim., ap. Euseb.y Pra-p. Ev.y 3, 8)

LIN

LINUS.

Pindar's Seventh Olympic Ode, in honour of Diagoras
the Rhodian, was consecrated in this temple, being inscribed in letters of gold.
(Schol. ad Pind., 01., 7,
Here also was a temple of Hercules, the worinit.)
ship connected with which consisted, according to
Jjactanlius (1, 31), in revilings and execration {'^maledictts et exsecratione celcbrantur, eaque pro violalis
habent, si quando inter solemncs ritus vel imprvdenti

bonum verbum").

aticni exctderit

This temple con-

tained a painting of the
uft,

12, p.

the

same

god by Parrhasius. {Athenee643.) There were several other pictures by
celebrated master at Lindus, inscribed with

name. {Alhcn., 15, p. 687.) This place was also
famous for having produced Cleobulus, one of the Seven Sages of Greece ; and also Chares (or Cares) and
Laches, the artists who designed and completed the
his

Colossus.

norance

A

mistake, highly characteristic of his igmatters, was committed by Vol-

in classical

respecting this famous statue

taire,

:

it

is

mentioned

by Mentelle, in a note to the article Lindus, EncycloVoltaire, having read Indian for
pedie Methodique.
Lindian, relates that the Colossus was cast by an Inthe
was
!
dian
Lindus
port resorted to by the fleets
of Egypt and Tyre before the founding of Rhodes.

—

—

A

small town, with a citadel, retaining the name of
SaLindo, still occupies the site of the ancient city.
vary says {Letters on Greece, p. 96, Eng. transl.) that
the ruins of the temple of Minerva are still visible on
an eminence near the sea. The ruins at Lindo are
said to be very

numerous.

{Clarke's Travels, vol. 3,

—

Tavemier, Voyage, vol. 1, c. 74.)
281, Lond. ed.
LiNuoNKs, I. a people of Gaul, whose territories
included Vogesus, Vosges, and, consequently, the
sources of the rivers Mosa or Meuse and Matrona or
Marne. Their chief city was Andomadunum, afterward Lingones, now Langres, and their territory corresponded to the modern department de la HauteMarne. {Ccbs., B. G., 1, 26.)— II. A Gallic tribe in
Gallia Cisalpina, occupying the extreme northeastern
They were a branch of
portion of Gallia Cispadana.
p.

the Transalpine Lingones.
Polybius is the only auwho has pointed out the district occupied by this

thor

Appian characterizes the
people in Italy (2, 17).
Lingones generally as the fiercest and wildest of the
Gauls.
{Bell. Gall., fragm.)
Linus, said to have been a native of Chalcis, a son of
Apollo and Terpsichore
according to others, the ofTspring of Amphimarus and Urania ; and accordmg to
others, again, of Mercury and Urania.
{Suid., s. v. AiHes., fragm. ap. Eustath., p. 1163.
vof.
Conon., c.
;

19.

—
—Heyne, ad

him

a brother of

—

Apollod.,

Orpheus

ApoUodorus makes
He was
2; 2, 4, 9).

I, 3, 1.)

(1, 3,

fabled to have been the instructer of Hercules in music,
and to have been killed by the latter in a fit of passion,

His tragical
being struck on the head with a lyre.
death was the subject of a solemn festival at Thebes.
(Consult Hauptmann, Prolus. de Lino, Gerce, 1760,
and the notes of Burette on Plutarch's Dialogue on
Music, Mem. de VAcad. des Inscriptions, &c., vol.
Stobaeus has preserved twelve pretend10, p. 195.)
ed verses of this poet they have reference to the fa:

mous

proposition of the Eleatic school, adopted subsequently by the New-Platonists and New- Pythagore-

ans 'Ek Travrof 6e to, irdvra, Kat ek ttuvtuv ttCiv ecrri
" The whole has been
engendered by the whole.''*

—

:

These

verses, however, were fabricated in a later age.
In the Discourses of Stobaeus {Eclog., 1, 11) there
are two other verses on the divine power.
According

Archbishop Usher, Linus flourished about 1280
B.C.. and he is mentioned by Eusebius among the
Diodorus
poets who wrote before the time of Moses.
Siculus tells us, from Dionysius of Mytilene, the historian, who was contemporary with Cicero, that Linus
was the first among the Greeks that invented verse
and music, as Cadmus first taught them the use of

to

letters (3, 66).

5B

The same

writer likewise attributes

to

him an account of the

and

exploits of the

first

Baccnus,

upon the Greek mythology, written in
Pelasgian characters, which were also those used by
Orpheus, and by Pronapides, the preceptor of Homer.
a treatise

Diodorus says likewise, that he added the string lichanos to the Mercurian lyre, and assigns to him the invention of rhythm and melody, which Suidas, who
regards

him as the most ancient of poets, confirms.

He

is

said by

many ancient writers to have had several disciples of great renown, among whom were Hercules,
Thamyris, and Orpheus. Thus much for the ordinary
The
learning connected with the name of Linus.

—

following remarks, however, will be found, we think,
a far more correct view of the subject.
Among the plaintive songs of the early Greek husbandmen is to be numbered the one called Ltnus,
mentioned by Homer {II., 18, 569), the melancholy
character of which is shown by its fuller names, KWi"
vog and OitoXivoc (literally,
Alas, Linus .'" and
to contain

" Death
of Linus^''). It was frequently sung in Greece,
according to Homer, at the grape-picking.
According
to a fragment of Hesiod {ap. Eustath., p. 1163
ed.
all
and
fragm. 1,
Gaisf),
singers
players on the
cithara lament at feasts and dances Linus, the beloved
son of Urania, and call on Linus at the beginning and
the end, which probably means that the song of lamentation began and ended with the exclamation At

—

Linus was originally the subject of the song,
whose fate was bewailed in it and there
were many districts in Greece (for example, Thebes,
Chalcis, and Argos) in which tombs of Linus were
shown. This Linus evidently belongs to a class of
deities or demigods, of which many instances occur in
the religions of Greece and Asia Minor
boys of extraordinary beauty, and in the flower of youth, who
are supposed to have been drowned, or devoured by
raging dogs, or destroyed by wild beasts, and whose
death is lamented in the harvest or other periods of
It is obvious that these cannot have
the hot season.
been the real persons whose death excited so general
a sympathy, although the fables which were ofliered in
explanation of these customs often speak of youths of
royal blood, who were carried off in the prime of their
Aive.

the person

;

;

The real object of lamentation was the tender
beauty of spring destroyed by the summer heat, and
other phenomena of the same kind, which the imagination of these early times invested with a personal
form, and represented as gods, or beings of a divine
nature.
According to the very remarkable and explicit
tradition of the Argives, Linus was a youth, who, havwith the
ing sprung from a divine origin, grew up
shepherds among the lambs, and was torn in pieces bywild dogs ; whence arose the festival of the lambs, at
which many dogs were slain. Doubtless this festival
was celebrated during the greatest heat, at the time
life.

constellation Sirius, the emblem of which,
the Greeks, was, from the earliest times, a raIt was a natural confusion of the tradition,
ging dog.
that Linus should afterward become a minstrel, one
of the earliest bards of Greece, who begins a contest

of the

among

with Apollo himself, and overcomes Hercules in playthis character
ing on the cithara; even, however, in
Linus meets his death, and we must probably assume
that his fate

was mentioned

in the ancient song.

In

Homer the Lmus is represented as sung by a boy,
who plays at the same time on the harp, an accomthe young
paniment usually mentioned with this song;
men and women who bear the grapes from the vinewith a measured
yard follow him, moving onward
in which probably the
step, and uttering a shrill cry,
That
chief stress was laid on the exclamation at X've.

was not ne-

this shrill cry (called by Homer ivyfxoc)
will be admitted by any one
cessarily a jovful strain,
who has heard the Ivy/xoc of the Swiss peasants, with
from hill to hill.
its sad and plaintive notes resounding
{MiUler, Or. Lit., p. 17. seaq.)
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LIS

LiPARA, the largest and most important island in intervened before Philip of Macedon, having surprised
the group of the MoUcb Insula, or Lipari Islands. the Acrolissus, its citadel, compelled the town to surCal- render.
Its original name was Meligunis (Me/lt/ouv/f.
An interesting account of this expedition is
lim., H. in Dtan., 49), and it was uninhabited until to be found in the Fragments of Polybius (8, 15).
Liparus, son of King Auson, having been driven out We are not informed by what means the Illyrians re-

—

his brethren, came hither wiih a body of followers,
Both the
colonized the island, and founded a city.
He
island and city then took the name of Lipara.
colonized also some other islands of the group.
{StraDiod. Sic, 5, 7.) The original inhabitants,
bo, 275.
therefore, according to this tradition, were natives of
The Greeks, however, contributed their part
Italy.
also to the ancient legend, and made iEolus come to
this same quarter with a body of companions, and receive in marriage Cyane, the daughter of Liparus.

by

—

.^olus now assumed the government, and established
his aged father-in-law once more on the soil of Italy,
in the territory of Surrentum, where the latter continued to reign until his death. Leaving mythic, we

—

now come

to real, history.

In the 50th Olympiad
of Cnidians, along with

(B.C. 577-574), a colony
many Rhodians and Carians, settled in Lipara. They
had previously established themselves on the western
coast of Sicily, but had been driven out by the Elymaei
and Phoenicians. From this period Lipara was regarded as a Doric colony {Scymn., Ch., 261.) The
inhabitants began to be powerful at sea, having been
compelled to defend their commerce against the Tyrrhenian pirates, whom they worsted in several encounters.
Eventually, however, they followed the bad example set them by their maritime neighbours, and be-

covered possession of Lissus, but Livy speaks of it
as belonging to Gentius (44, 30).
Csesar, who has
frequent occasion to mention this city during the progress of the civil war carried on by him in Illyria, informs us, that he had previously stationed there a
considerable body of Roman citizens, who readily delivered up the town on the appearance of his forces.
The situation of the ancient Lis{B. Civ., 3, 29.)
sus can hardly be identified with the modern Alessio,

which

is

lissus.

more inland, and may rather answer to Acro{Cramer s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 43.)

LisTA, the old capital of the Aborigines, in the
It was 24
country afterward settled by the Sabines.
stadia from Tiora, that is, three miles lower down in

The town was surprised by
the valley of the Sallo.
the Sabines in an expedition by night, and the inhale
were driven out. (Ihow. Hal., 1, 14.)
LiTERNUM, a town of Italy, in Campania, west of
Its situation has been
Atella, and north of Cumae.
but antiquaries seem now agreed in fixing
disputed
the site of the town at a place called Torre di Patria.
itants

;

The

difficulty arose chiefly

er of the

from the mention of a riv-

same name by some of

the ancient writers.

243—

This river can be no
Lir., 32, 29.)
{Strabo.
other than that which rises in the Apennines above
Nola, and, flowing at no great distance from Acerrae,
discharges its waters into the sea near Liternura.

When the
(Lip., 5, 28.)
pirates themselves.
Carthaginians were striving for the possession of Si- This stream is apt to stagnate near its entrance into
a the sea, and to form marshes anciently known as the
cily, they perceived the importance of Lipara as
Liternum beftaval station, and accordingly made it their own.
Palus Literna, now Logo di Patria.
During the first Punic war it fell into the hands of came a Roman colony in the same year with Vulturthe Romans.
The Lipari isles obtain their modern num. {Liv., 34, 45.) It was recolonized by Augusname from the ancient Lipara. They were anciently tus, and ranked among the praefecturae. {Front., de
called Molict Insula, from having been fabled to be Col
That Scipio Africanus retired here
Festus.)
and they in disgust at the injustice of his countrymen, seems a
ruled over by .^olus, god of the winds
were also styled Vulcanict Insula, from their volcanic fact too well attested to be called into question but
nature, on which was based the fable of Vulcan's hav- whether he really closed his existence here, as far as
ing forges in Strongyle, one of the group, besides his we can collect from Livy's account, may be deemed
Bmithy in .^tna. The ancients knew them to be vol- uncertain his tomb and statue were to be seen both
canic, but did not^narrowly examine them; this has at Liternum, and in the family vault of the Scipios,
been reserved for modern philosophers. The Lipari which was discovered some years ago outside the
Strabo (243) certainisles are commonly reckoned seven in number, and
Porta Capena.
{Liv., 38, 5L)
Lipari is the largest of these, being 19^ Italian miles ly seems to imply that he spent the remainder of his
This island is peculiarly valuable to the life at Liternum, and also makes mention of his tomb
in circuit.
naturalist, from the number and beauty of its volcanic there.
According to Valerius Maximus (5, 3, 2)^
products.
According to Diodorus, all the ^Eolian isles Scipio himself had caused to be engraved on it this

came

—

—

;

;

:

were subject
were visible

9.— Mela,

to great irruptions of fire,

and

in his time.

2, 7.

—

their craters

—

Piin., 3,
{Vid. Strongyle.
Jomand., de Regn. S-ucc, p. 29.

—

459, seqq.)
Mannert, Geogr.,
LiRis, now Garigliano, a river of Campania, which
it separated from Latium, after the southern boundary
of the latter had been removed from the Circaean promIt falls into the sea near
{Vid. Latium.)
ontory,
Minturnae.
According to Strabo, its more ancient
vol. 9, pt. 2, p.

name was KXdvif according

:
to Pliny, Glanis.
(StraIts source is in the country
233.
Pliny, 3, 5.)
This river
of the Marsi, west of the Lacus Fucinus.
is particularly noticed by the poets for the sluggishness
Sil. Ital., 4,
of its stream.
(Horat., Od., 1, 31.
In the vicinity of Minturnas the Pontine marsh348.)
hid
Marius
which
es ended, in
himself, and whence

bo,

—

—

he was dragged with
prison of Minturnae.
Lissos, a city of

a rope round his neck to the

{Vid. Marius.)
near the mouth of the Drilo.
According to Diodorus Siculus (15, 13), it was
colonized by some Syracusans in the time of DionysIt fell subsequently, however, into
ius the Elder.
the hands of the lUyrians, who retained it with the
consent of the Romans, after they had concluded a

peace with Teuta,
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Illyria,

{Folyb.y

2,.

12.)

Not many years

inscription,

INGRATA. PATRIA. NE. OSSA. QVIDEM.
MEA. HABES.,
which would be decisive of the question.

It is

not

improbable that the little hamlet of Patria, which is
supposed to stand on the site of Scipio's villa, is inSeneca
debted for its name to this circumstance.
to
gives an interesting description of a visit he made
the remains of the villa, and of the reflections to
which it gave rise, in a letter to one of his friend^i
Pliny asserts that there were to be seen
{Ep., 86.)
in his day, near Liternum, some olive-trees and myrtles said to have been planted by the illustrious exile.
(Plin., 16,

U.— Cramer's

Anc.

Italy., vol. 2, p. 145,

seqq.)

Drusilla (Livia Drasilla Augusta, or
LivTa,
Livia Augusta), a celebrated Roman female of the
Claudian line, and daugrhter of Livius Drusillus Claudianus, was born B.C. 59. She married Tiberius ClauI.

when her husband was compelled to
from Italy in consequence of the troubles connect<ed with the civil war {vid. Claudius II.), she accom*
panied him, first to Sicily, and afterward to Greece.
In this latter couatry they were kindly received by th»

dius Nero, and
flee

S>
•^t^A^^i
'

LIV

LIVIA.
Lacedasmonians, whom she subsequently recompensed
To rare perfor ihe asylum they had afforded her.
sonal attractions Livia added the charms of a cultiva-

and when it was again safe for her husband and herself to return to Rome, she soon drew

ted intellect

;

upon her the notice of Augustus, who demanded her
Tiberius dared not refuse; and
from her husband.
Augustus, having repudiated his own wife Scribonia,

made Livia his spouse. She had already borne two
sons to her first husband, namely, Tiberius, who was
afterward emperor, and Drusus Germanicus but what
rendered the affair most disreputable, was the circumstance of her being six months gone in pregnancy at
This child, the
the time of her union with Augustus.
only one she had after her marriage with the emperLivia was
or, died almost at the moment of its birth.
twenty years of age when she was thus called to share
;

the empire of the world ; and, availing herself skilfully
of the influence which she soon acquired over the mind
of Augustus, she began to concert her plans for secuWith
ring the succession to her own son Tiberius.
this view, she was suspected of having caused the
death of the young Marcellus, who might have proved
an obstacle to her ambitious views, though it must
be confessed that there is no positive testimony which
would seem to justify the suspicion. She soon lost
her own son Drusus Germanicus; but she did not
imitate Octavia, who had actually wearied out Augustus by the excess of her sorrow : on the contrary,
she lent an ear to the consolations of the philosopher
Areus, and testified her gratitude to Augustus for the
honours he had decreed to the memory of her son.
In all this, no doubt, there was much of dissimulation,
even if we make the fullest allowance for the feelings
After the premature death of the two sons
of a parent.
of Julia, Livia hastened to call her own son Tiberius
fronrKTs retirement in the island of Rhodes, and prevailed upon Augustus to adopt him, along with Agrippa Posthumus, the last of the family of the Caesars.
Her next care was to exclude this same Agrippa from
the succession, an object which she easily effected by
means of secret calumnies ; and when now the path
to the throne stood open for Tiberius, she is said by
some to have hastened the end of Augustus himself,
by means of poisoned figs which she had given him
to eat, and which brought on an attack of dysentery.
Be this, however, as it may, it is at least certain that
Evshe had the entire control of his last moments.
erything that passed within the walls of the dwelling
was
with
the
utmost
concealed by her
where he lay
care.
Hasty messengers were sent after Tiberius to
recall him instantly to the death-bed of the emperor ;
and with so much secrecy was the whole affair shrouded, that, although it was given out that Tiberius

found his adopted father still alive (Sueion., Vit. Aug.,
97, seqq.), and had a long and affectionate interview
with him, yet Tacitus informs us, that it was never
clearly ascertained whether these stories were not

mere fabrications; and whether Augustus was not, in
reality, already dead when Tiberius arrived at Nola.
a singular clause in his will, Augustus adopted
Livia herself, directing her to take the name of JuHa
Augusta, and made her joint sharer in the inheritance

By

with her son.

The

latter,

however, showed but

little

to his parent, to whom he was in every
sense indebted for his elevation.
When the senate
wished to decree new honours to her, he opposed the
he never consulted her about public affairs, a
step

gratitude

;

thing which Augustus was always accustomed to do ;
and yet, at the same time, he took care to conceal his

almost the only honour then rendered to her
memory.
will was never executed; and it was not until
Claudius, whom she had never liked, ascended the
throne, that divine honours were caused by him to be
decreed unto her.
Livia appears to have been a wornan of strong mind, and she is said to have been always consulted by Augustus on public affairs, and
often to have given him the most judicious advice.
That she was an ambitious woman is most evident ;
and possibly, in the furtherance of her views, she may
have been a guilty one. The conduct of Tiberius,
indeed, towards her, might be explained in this way,

Her

one of those strange contradictions that sometimes present themselves even in the character of the
most vicious, he may have been aware of all her secret
arts for his own advancement, and, though so largely
benefited thereby, may have cherished a secret detestation for the very individual to whom be owed his
elevation.
{Sueton., Vit. Aug.— Id Vit. Tib.— Taor Licit., Arm., 5, I.— Veil. Paterc, 2, 75.)— H.
villa, daughter of Nero Claudius Drusus, by his wife
since, by

,

Antonia the Younger, was

Germanicus, and

sister to

Her first husgrand-daughter of the Empress Livia.
band was Caius, the son of Agrippa after his death,
when still quite young, she married Drusus the son of
Tiberius.
Sejanus seduced her affections from the
latter.
Engaged in a career of adultery with that flato rise with her paramour
gitious minister, she hoped
to the imperial dignity, and with this view conspired
Her guilt being afterward fully
against her husband.
detected, she was put to death bv order of Tiberius.
;

— in. 62.—

{Sueton., Vit. Tib.,
Id. lb., 6,2.)

Tacit., Ann., 4, 3, et 40.—
called by Dio Cassius

Orestilla,

She was on the point of
(59, 8) Cornelia Orestina.
marrying C. Calpumius Piso, when Caligula, enamoured of her beauty, carried her oflF from the very
midst of the nuptial ceremonies, and in a few days
She was subsequently conafter repudiated her^
demned by him to exile. {Sueton., Vit. Calig.,^.
Dio Cass., I. c.)
Livi^ LseGs, proposed by M. Livius Drusus, a
tribune, A.U.C. 662, about transplanting colonies to
different parts of Italy and Sicily, and granting com

—

low price also, that the judices
should be chosen indiscriminately from the senators
and equites, and that the allied states of Italy should
be admitted to the freedom of the city. Drusus was
a man of great eloquence and of the most upright intentions
but, endeavouring to reconcile those whose
interests were diametrically opposite, he was crushed
in the attempt, being murdered by an unknown assassin in his own house, upon his return from the foNo inrum, amid a number of clients and friends.
The states of Italy
quiry was made about his death.
considered this event as the signal of a revolt, and endeavoured to extort by force what they could not obAbove 300,000 men fell in the contain voluntarily.
to poor citizens at a

;

;

At last the Romans,
space of two years.
were
although upon the whole they had the advantage,
the city, first to the
obliged to grant the freedom of
{Veil.
allies, and afterward to all the states of Italy.
test in the

Paterc,

2, 13,

seqq.—Flor.,

3, 18.)

flourLivius, I. Andronicus, a dramatic poet who
ished at Rome about 240 years before the Christian
era.
He was a native of Magna Graecia, and, when

his country

was

finally

subdued by the Romans, was

Rome (B.C. 267). It
captive and brought to
he there became the slave,
is
generally believed that
and afterward the freedman, of Livius Salinator, from
whom he derived one of his names ; but these facts
made

however, an open rupture ensued, which continued

do not seem to rest on any authority more ancient than
the Eusebian Chronicle.
{Hteron. in Euseb., Chron.,

until the period of her death.

p.

ingratitude under the

most studied respect.

At

length,

Livia died at Rome, at
the age of 86 years.
Her funeral was celebrated without any kind of display, and her
Ca-

great-grandson

ligula

pronounced her funeral culogiura, which was

—

ed. Amstel., 1658.)
Scaliger, Thes. Temp,
but in
of his death is uncerUm
precise period
is introduced,
Cato
Cicero's dialogue de Seneciute,
he was hini'
that he had seen old Livius while

27.

The

saying

;

LIVIUS.

LIVIUS.
sell a youth (c. 14).
Now Cato was bora B.C. 235,
and since the period of youth among the Romans was
considered as commencing at fifteen, it may be presumed that the existence of Livius was at least pro-

This passage testifies the vast Improvement effected by Livius on the Latin tongue; and, indeed, the
polish of the language, and metrical correctness of
these hexameter lines, have led to a suspicion that

has been frequently said
B.C. 208, A.U.C. 646, because Livy (27, 37) mentions, that a hymn composed
by this ancient poet was publicly sung in that year, to

they are not the production of a period so ancient as
the age of Livius, or, at least, that they have been
modernized by some later hand. {Jos. Scaliger, Led.
Auson.
Some verOsann., Analect. Crit., p. 36.)
ses in the Carmen de Arte Metrica of Terentianus
Maurus are the chief authority for these hexameters
As the verses in the chorus of the
being by Liviu!).
Ino are the only passage among the fragments of Livius from which a connected meaning can be elicited,
we must take our opinion of his poetical merits from
those who judged of them while his writings were yet
Cicero has pronounced an unfavourawholly extant.

tracted

B.C. 220.

till

that he lived

till

It

the year

avert the disasters threatened by an alarming prodigy ; but the historian does not declare that it was
written for the occasion, or even recently before.
Festus, however, informs us {s. v. Scribas), that the Romans paid distinguished honour to Livius, in consequence of the success which attended their arms in
the second Punic war, after the public recitation of a
hymn which he had composed. Livius wrote both
The earliest play of his was
tragedies and comedies.
represented B.C. 240, A.U.C. 514, about a year after
the termination of the first Punic war.
Like Thespis, and most other dramatists in the commencement
of the theatrical art, Livius was an actor, and for a considerable time the sole performer of his own pieces.
Afterward, however, his voice failing, in consequence
of the audience insisting on a repetition of favourite
passages, he introduced a boy, who relieved him by
declaiming the recitative part in concert with the flute,
while he himself executed the corresponding gesticulations in the monologues, and, in parts where high
exertion was required, only employing his own voice
in the conversational and less elevated scenes.
"
" the
Hence," observes Livy (7, 2),
practice arose
of dividing the representation between two actors, and
of reciting, as it were, to the gesture and action of the
comedian. Thenceforth the custom so far prevailed,
that the comedians never uttered anything except the
verses of the dialogue."
And this system, apparently so well calculated to destroy all theatrical illusion,
continued, under certain modifications, to subsist on
the Roman stage during the most refined periods of
taste and literature.
The popularity of Livius increasing from these performances, as well as from a

—

—

propitiatory

habited by a troop of players, for whom Livius wrote
his pieces, and frequently acted along with them.
It has been
{FestiLS, s. V. Scrtbas.)
disputed whether
the first drama represented by Livius Andronicus at
Rome was a tragedy or comedy. (Osann., Analect.
Crit., c. 13.)

However

this

may

be,

it

appears from

names which have been preserved of

that he wrote, as

we have

and comedies.

These

his

plays,

already said, both tragedies

titles,

which have been

col-

lected by Fabricius and other writers, are Achilles,
Adonis, jEgistkits, Ajax, Andromeda, Antiopa, Centauri, Equus Trojaniis, Helena, Hermione, Ino, Lydius, Protesilaodamia, Serenus, Tereus, Teucer, Vir-

Such names also
{Bibl. Lat., vol. 3, 1. 4, c 1.)
go.
evince, that most of his dramas were translated or
imitated from the works of his countrymen of Magna
Thus,
Graecia, or from the great tragedians of Greece.
iEschylus wrote a tragedy on the subject of JEgisthere is still a play of Sophocles extant by the
thus
name of Ajax, and he is known to have written an
Andromeda: Stobaeus mentions the Antiopa of Eu;

Greek dramatists, Sophocles, Euripides,
Anaxandrides, and Phil«tus, composed tragedies on
and Epicharmus, as well as
the subject of Tereus

ripides

:

ble decision, declaring that they were scarcely worthy
a second perusal.
{Brutus, c. 18.) They long, however, continued popular in Rome, and were read by the
youth in schools even during the Augustan age of poIt is evident, indeed, that at that
etry.
period of Roman literature there was a good deal of what corresponds with modern black-letter taste, and which led to
the inordinate admiration of the works of Livius, and
the bitter complaints of Horace, that they should be extolled as perfect, or held up by old pedants to the imitation of youth, in an age when so much better models existed.
But, although Livius may
{Hor.,Epist., 2,1.)
have been too much read in the schools, and too much
admired in an age which could boast of models so greatly superior, he is at least entitled to praise as the first
inventor among the Romans of a species of poetry
which was afterward carried by them to much higher
perfection.
By translating the Odyssey, too, into
Latin verse, he adopted the means, which, of all othwas
most
ers,
likely to foster the infant literature of

he thus presented it with an image of
the most pure and perfect taste, and, at the same time,
with those wild and romantic adventures, which are
best suited to attract the sympathy and interest of a
his country, as

This happy influence could not
the use of the rugged Saturnian
verses, which led Cicero to compare the translation of
Livius to the ancient statues that might be attributed

half-civilized nation.

hymn he had composed, and which had be prevented even by

been followed by great public success, a building was
This edifice
assigned to him on the Aventine Hill.
was partly converted into a theatre, and was also in-

the

—

four

;

—

c. 18.
Durdop's Rom. Lit.,
Lond. ed.) II. M. Salinator, obtained the consulship B.C. 219, and again in 207.
During his first term of oflSce he carried on a successful war in Illyricum ; during the second he had for
his colleague Claudius Nero.
Livius and Nero were

to Daedalus.

{Brutus,

vol. 1, p. 66, seqq.,

—

personal enemies, but the interests of their common
country reunited them for a time in the bonds of
They marched together against Hasdrufriendship.
bal, and gained the victory at the Metaurus in Umbria.
Livius received the honours of a triumph for this exploit, and his colleague only an ovation, although the
former insisted that his colleague was entitled to the
same distinctions with himself. Three years after he
was censor with the same Nero, and caused an unpopular tax to be levied on salt, whence he obtained
the soubriquet of Salinator (from salince, " salt-works*").
The old enmity between Livius and Nero broke out
afresh in their censorship, as Livy (29, 37) informs

—

Id., 28, 9, seqq.— Id, 29, 5,
{Liv., 27, 34:.
&c.) III. Drusus, a tribune. {Vid. Li vise Leges.)
IV, Titus, a celebrated historian.
He was bom
at Patavium, the modern Padua, of a consular famof
Titus Livin
the
Rome
B.C.
59.
695,
ily,
year

us.

—

ius

—

Optimus was the

Rome

first

of the Livian family that

others, chose for their comedies the story of the Sirens.
Little, however except the titles, remain to us
The longest passage we
of the dramas of Livius.

came

possess, in connexion, is four lines from the tragedy
of Ino, forming part of a hymn to Diana, recited by
the chorus, and containing a poetical and animated
exhortation to a person about to proceed to the chase.

early instruction in his native city.

—
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to

;

and from him was descended Caius

Livius, the father of the historian.

Livy seems

della gente Livia.)

to

{Zarahella, Sturia
have received his

But, though hi|
education was provincial, he was taught all the useful
and it has been conjectured, from
learning of his age
several passages of his history, and the general colour
;

LIVIU3

LIVIUS.

of his styie, that he had acquired some superfluous accomplishments in a school of declamation. {Monbod-

Origin and
It would appear,
civil dissensions, produring the whole period of the
of property which followed
scriptions, and violations
It has been even mainthe assassination of Caesar.
tained by some writers, that he commenced his great
work at Patavium ere he visited the capital. {Kruse,
But through the whole
dt Fide Livii, Lips., 1811.)
of the first Decade, which is the part they suppose he
had written before commg to Rome, he speaks con-

Progress of Lanfruage, vol. 5, b. l,c.
that he remamed at Patavium

do,

1.)

pied
tors.

their poets, and Cicero
among their oraHis fame reached even the remotest exiremi'

among

Roman empire. An inhabitant of Gade*
so struck with bis illustrious character, that he
all the
way from that city to Rome on purpose to see him, and, having gratified his curiosity,
{Hlin., Ep.,2,3.)
straightway returned home.
Livy
ties of the

was

travelled

this temhis own time by Augustus.
again
ple never had been closed by Augustus till 725, so
Aat the passage could not have been written prior to
that year ; and it could not have been written subse-

continued to reside at Rome till the death of Augustus.
On the accession of Tiberius he returned to Patavium, where he survived five years longer, and at
length died at the place of his birth, in A.U.C. 770,
A.D 17, and in the 76th year of his age. Livy ii
supposed to have been twice married.
By one of his
wives he left several daughters and a son, to whom he
addressed an epistle or short treatise on the subject of
rhetoric, in which, while delivering his opinion concerning the authors most proper to be read by youth,
he says, that they ought first to study Demosthenes
and Cicero, and next such writers as most closely resembled these excellent orators. {Quint.., Inst. Or.f
After his death, statues were erected to Livy
10, 1.)
at Rome
for we learn from Suetonius that the mad
Caligula had nearly ordered that all his images, as
well as those of Virgil, should be removed from the
His more rational subjects, neverpublic libraries.

quently to 730, because in that year Augustus again
shut the temple, and Livy, of course, must have then
said that it had been three times, and not twice, closed
Soon after his arrival at
since the age of Numa.
Rome, he composed some dialogues on philosoph-

theless, regarded Livy as the only historian that had
yet appeared, whose dignity of sentiment and majesty
of expression rendered him worthy to record the story of
The work of Livy comprehended
the Roman republic.
the whole history of Rome, from its foundation to the

and political questions (^Seneca, Epist., 100),
which he addressed to Augustus. These dialogues,
which are now lost, procured for him the favour of the
emperor, who gave him free access to all those archives and records of the state which might be ser-

death of Drusus, the brother of Tiberius, which happened in the year B.C. 9. It consisted of 142 books;
but of these, as is well known, only 35, with some
fragments of others, are now extant. The first ten

cerning the localities of the city, its customs, judicial
forms, and religious ceremonies, as one who was acof all he retually on the spot, and had ocular proof
lates.
At whatever time he came to Rome, it is evithe years
between
dent that he commenced his history

725 and 730 A.U.C., or B.C. 29 and 24; for in the first
book (c. 19) he mentions, that, at the period when he
wrote, the temple of Janus had been twice shut since
the reign of Numa, once after the first Punic war, and

m

Now

ical

viceable in the prosecution of the historical researches

which he was employed. He allotted him apartments in his own palace, and sometimes even condein

scended

to

afford

explanations,

that

facilitated

the

were imporright understanding of documents which
tant to his investigations.
Livy appears, indeed, to
have been on intimate terms with Augustus, who
used, according to Tacitus {Ann., 4, 34), to call him
a " Pompeian," on account of the praises which he
bestowed on Pompey's party. It appears that Livy

—

;

—

books, which are still remaining, and which have been
termed the first Decade, bring down the history from
the arrival of .^Eneas in Italy to B.C. 293, or to within
a few years of the commencement of the war with
An hiattis of the following ten books, or
Pyrrhus.
second Decade, deprives us of the interesting expedition of Pyrrhus, who landed in Italy in order to succour the Tarentines, the discomfiture at length sustained by that enterprising monarch, the final subjugaThe
tion of Magna Graecia, and the first Punic war.
narrative recommences at the twenty-first book, with

which

availed himself of the good graces of the emperor
only for the purpose of facilitating the historical re-

the second Carthaginian contest, B.C. 218, in

do not hear
searches in which he was engaged.
that he accepted any pecuniary favours, or even held
It has been conjectured by
any public employment.
some writers, from a passage in Suetonius (Fit. Claud.,
41), that he had for a short time superintended the education of Claudius, who afterward succeeded to the
empire. {Gibbon'' s Misc. Works, vol. 4, p. 425.) But,
though the expressions scarcely authorize this inference, they prove that, at Livy's suggestion, Claudius
undertook in his youth to write a history of Rome
from the death of Julius Caesar, and thus acquired the
habits of historical composition, which he continued

till the end of the forty-fifth book, or the
resolved on the destruction
period when the Romans
of Carthage, and began the third war which they
waged against that ill-fated city ; thus comprehending
in one unbroken narration the complete history of the

We

after his accession; being better qualified, as Gibbon
remarks, to record great actions than to perform them.

— Livy continued

for nearly 20 years to be closely ocDuring this
cupied in the composition of his history.
his
chief
residence was at Rome, or in its
long period
but he occasionally retired to
immediate vicinity
Naples, that he might there arrange with leisure and
tranquillity the materials he had amassed in the capi;

{Funccius, dc Virili Mtate Ling. Lat., pars 2,
He also paid frequent visits to his native city,
where he was invariably received with distinguished
honours.
Though Livy's great work was not finished tin the year 745 A.U.C., B.C. 9, he had previously published parts of it, from time to time, by
which means he early acquired a high reputation with
his countrymen, who considered him as
holding the
same rank among their historians that Virgil occu-

tal.

c. 4.)

Hannibal invaded

Italy,

and

it

continues with

little in-

terruption

and Scipio were the
great struggle in which Hannibal
chief antagonists, the campaigns in Macedon against
his successor Perseus, and the
Philip, those against
Still, howcontest with Antiochus, king of Syria.
ever, it must be admitted, that the most valuable portion of Livy's history has perished.

The commence-

ment of those dissensions which ended

in the

subver-

sion of the liberties of Rome, and the motives by
which the actors on the great political stage were influenced, would have given scope for more interesting
reflection and more philosophic deduction than deor
tails of the wars with the Sabines and Samnite?,

even of those with the Carthaginians and Greeks.
have been placed on this
Stronger reliance might also
than on that by which it was
portion of the history
The author's account of the civil wars of
preceded.
Marius and Sylla, of Pompey and Csesar, may have
of
been derived from those who were eye-witnesses
was living
these destructive contests, and he himself
all the subsean impartial and intelligent observer of
Both Lord
recorded.
quent events which historv
have declared that they would
Bolingbrokeand Gibbon
we now possess of Livy on the
willingly give up what
lost
(GtAJon*
terras of recoveriDg what we have
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— In addition, then,
427.)

found the translation of it in Polybius, if he had con*
him before he began to narrate the Punic wars)
and, finally, the treaty with Porsenna, which waa
are
full
to
of
He does not, therefore,
the 40t,h
lacunee.
the 46th they
known to Pliny (34, 14).
possess also some fragments, and among them one of found his narrative upon contemporary records, but
the 9 1 St book, discovered in 1772, in a palimpsest avowedly draws his materials from the works of earThis last-men- lier annalists, such as Fabius Pictor, Calpurnius Piso,
mawuscript in the Vatican library.
tioned fragment was first published by Bruns {Ham- Valerius Antias, Licinius Macer, ^lius Tubero, and
As long as his guides
burg, 1773), and afterward by Kreyssig {Chemnitz, reposes upon their authority.
There also exist brief epitomes of the lost agree in the main points of their story, he follows
1807).
When they openly conbooks, as well as of those which have come down to us. them without fear or doubt.
They have been frequently supposed, though without tradict each other, especially on questions of names
sufficient reason, to have been compiled by Florus. or dates, then he sometimes honestly confesses the
but difficulty, and acknowledges in general terms the unhave, however, only epitomes of 140 books
it has been
satisfactorily shown by Sigonius and Dra- certainty of the history of the first centuries of the
kenborch {acL Liv., Epit., 136), that the epitomes of the city.
But very many discrepances less flagrant, and
136ih and 137th books have been lost, and that the even some as important as those which he has speciepitome of the 136th book, as it is called, is in reality fied, he passes over without notice and yet we know
the epitome of the I38th.
With the aid of this col- with certainty that they existed, because they appear
lection of epitomes, and that of other ancient writers, in the narrative of Dionysius, who drew from the
both Greek and Latin, Freinshemius, a learned Ger- same authorities as Livy.
But, though the course of
man scholar of the 17th century, composed a collec- his narrative is sometimes checked by the conflict of
tion of supplements to replace the books that are lost. external testimony, he is never induced to pause, or
He has imitated admirably the style and general man- doubt, by any internal difficulty, any incotisistency or
ner of Livy, and has displayed great care and accuracy contradiction, or perplexity in the received story.
in citing his authorities.
Many hopes have been en- Nothing less than a miracle is too strange for his acIt is evident that he has bestowed no latertained, at various periods, of recovering the lost quiescence.
books of Livy's work, but they appear at last to have bour upon examining the probability of the events
been
to rest.
Erpenius and others slated once which he relates, or investigating their connexion as
put
that there was a translation of them in Arabic, but causes and effects.
There are also sufficient proofs
none such has ever been discovered. Tacitus {Ann., that he wrote hastily and even carelessly. He some4, 34) and Seneca {Stiasor., 7), among the later Ro- times mentions incidentally, in a subsequent part of
man writers, speak in the highest terms of the beauty his history, circumstances which he has omitted in
of Livy's style, and of the fidelity of his history
Thus it is only by his remarks
their proper place.
praises which have been constantly repeated by mod- on the proposal for communicating the dignities of
em writers. But, while most will be ready to admit pontiff!" and augur to the plebeians (10, 6) that we learn
that his style is eloquent, his narrative clear, and his from him that Ramnes, Tatienses, and Luceres were
of description great and striking, it can scarce- names of the ancient tribes.
He sometimes repeats
powers
ly be denied that he was deficient in the first and (35, 21 and 39), sometimes contradicts himself (30,
most important requisites of a faithful historian, a love 22, and 34, 44). It is an instance and proof of botn
of truth, diligence and care in consulting authorities, his carelessness and his want of familiarity with the
and a patient and pains-taking examination of con- antiquities of his country, that, though he expressly
flicting testimonies.
Livy made very little use even informs us that till a very short time before the capof such inscriptions and public documents as were ture of the city, the Roman way of fighting was in
within his reach.
He appeals, indeed, to the treaty close phalanx, with long spears, yet in no description
of Spurius Cassius with the Latins, engraven on a of a battle does he allude to such tactics, but comcolumn of brass (2, 33) but in the notable instance monly uses of the older times the terms which relate
of the inscription on the Spolia Opima of Cornelius to the more modern structure of the Roman array
Cossus, preserved in the temple of Jupiter Feretrius,
cannot, therefore, feel assured that he always reowhich was at variance with the received Fasti (or resented accurately the statements of the older annalAny errors,
register of magistrates) and the common accounts ists from whom he takes his materials.
of historians, he does not appear td have had the however, which
might arise from these causes, would
to
a
examine the monument itself, but is be single and detached, could bear but
curiosity
very small
content with repeating the report of Augustus Cae- ratio to the bulk of the history, and would not affect
sar (4, 20).
This is one of the few passages in its general spirit. But the very tone and manner of
which he descends to a critical comparison of evi- Livy's work, however great may be his powers of dedence and authorities
and it will serve as a proof scription, however lucid his style of narrative, howhow little expert he was in that art of an historian, ever much he may dazzle the imagination or interest
and how little he valued its results
the feelings of his readers, are a warning against imfor, though in
his digression he professes to believ^ in the
He excelled in narration and in the elsuperior plicit belief.
authority of the inscription, in the main course of his oquent expression of excited feelings, and he obviousIn reportnarrative he follows the beaten track of writers who ly
delighted in the exercise of his genius.
had gone before him. He makes no mention of other ing the traditions of the early ages of Rome, he seems
monuments which we know to have existed
the less desirous to ascertain the truth than to array the
He is not
brazen column in the temple of the Aventine Diana, popular story in the most attractive garb.
on which was engraven the treaty of Servius Tullius so much an historian as a poet. As the history adwith the Latins, with the names of the tribes who vances and the truth of facts is better ascertained,
were members of the league {Dion. Hal., 4, 26) ; he is of course compelled to record them with greatbut still his whole work is a triumphal
the treaty of Tarquinius Superbus with Gabii, writ- er fidelity
ten on a bull's hide, and preserved in the temple of celebration of the heroic spirit and military glory of
a treaty with the Rome.
Dius Fidius {Dion. Hal., 4, 59)
Here, then, is a disturbing force which has
Sabines, in the time of the kings {Hor., Epist., 2, 1, borne him away from the strict line of historical truth.
the treaty with Carthage in the first year of the To this desire of exalting the glory of his country (and,
25)
those from
republic {Polyb., 3, 22) (and here his negligence is no doubt, to a similar impulse actuating
to the
Misc. Works, vol. 4, p.
6r8t ten books of Livy's history, we have from the
2l8t to the 45th books, both inclusive
though from

suited

;

;

We

We

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

We

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

without excuse ; for, even though the document itself
might have perished before his time, he could have
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whom

he copied)

we must

nomena which appear on

ascribe the singular phethe face of the history, that,
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in perpetual wars with the surrounding states, the Romans were never defeated in the open field (9, 19);
that when they were distressed, it was always by pesand that, at such seatilence, or famine, or sedition
sons, their enemies abstained from attacking them
;

;

that they gained victory after victory without subduing
their opponents ; that taken cities reappear in the
of their original possessors ; that consuls and

power

dictators triumph in succession over nations that are
still able to supply subjects for new triumphs to new
consuls and new dictators ; that slaughters, which

must have exhausted any state of ancient Italy, diminished not the number of their perpetually-renovated
adversaries.
To this passion for extolling the military
reputation of Rome we owe the comparative neglect
of the ]ess popular and less ostentatious subjects of
domestic history.
Every war and triumph of which
any memorial, true or false, existed, is scrupulously
registered ; but the original constitution of the state,
the division of its citizens, the several rights, the contests between the orders, the constitution of the general or partial assemblies of the people, the powers of
the magistrates
the laws, the jurisprudence, their
progressive melioration ; these are subjects on which
our information is vague, scanty, and ill-connected.
It is evident, that to the mind of Livy they possessed
;

{De Philosophia, fol. 22), who thinks that J^ivy'i
Patavinity lay in his enmity to the Gauls, who wer»
the natural foes of the Patavians, and often
ravaged
daeus

their territories, is
equally without foundation.

Nor

is the
conjecture of Barthius and Le Vayer, that it
consisted in an undue partiality for his native district,

much more successful. Morhof, which was no difficult task, has refuted all these theories
{De Patavinu
Liviana liber) ; and, justly believing that the Pawhich liivy was accused was solely exhibited in style, he has entered into an elaborate discussioa
concerning what defect or blemish was implied in the
word Patavinity. Some, as he informs us, have thought,
with Laurentius Pignorius {Origine Paduane, c. 17),
tale

tavinity of

that it appeared in a certain
orthography peculiar to
the Patavians, as sibe for stbi,
quase for quasi. Ptolemaeus Flavius thinks that it lay in the diffuseness of
to
this
author
style
which,
says, the Patavians, both
ancient and modem, have been addicted in all theii

{Centuria Conjectaneorum, c. 45.)
the opinion which seems, on the whole, to be
adopted by Morhof himself, and by Funccius ; and it
is founded on Pollio's
having affected an admiration of
that succinct and
jejune mode of composition, which

compositions.

This

is

was erroneously considered as approaching the Attic
and which Brutus and Calvus employed in oraand that on these mat- tory, in opposition to the more copious style of elocomparatively little interest
to
the
he
did
not
exert himself to cor- quence exercised by Cicero and Hortensius.
least,
Pollio
ters,
say
rect the errors or supply the defects of the writers who himself would
probably have been puzzled to define
him.
if from a
He
was
satisfied
his
but it is most probpreceded
popular
precise notion of Patavinity
commotion he could extract the materials of an elo- able that it applied to some peculiarities of expression
It
is a sufficient
that
on
this
which
were
the
remains
of
the
ancient
dialect of Italy.
quent speech.
proof
most important portion of Roman history he was re- It appears, though this is a subject of controversy, that
ally ignorant, that, with all his powers of language, he there was a refined and vulgar idiom at Rome, and the
does not convey clear and vivid ideas to the minds of difference would be still wider between the urban and
Who has risen from the perusal of the provincial tongues. The boast of the former was to
his readers.
early books of Livy with the distinct notion of a client be free from everything rustic or foreign, and to posor of an agrarian law 1
(Maiden, History of Rome, sess a certain undefinable purity, simplicity, and grace.
p. 39, seqq.)
Inexperienced, too, in military affairs, It was either in a want of this charm, or in some pronumerous blunders have been attributed to him in re- vincial expressions, that Patavinity must have consistlation to encampments, circumvallations, sieges, and ed, if, indeed, its existence in the work of
Livy was
warlike operations of all kinds.
{Casauhon, PtcbJ. ad not altogether imaginary on the part of Pollio. But
Comment.
neither Erasmus, who has repeated the censure, nor
Folard,
Niebuhr, Rom. Gesch
Polyb.
vol. 2, p. 499, 614.)
He did not, like Polybius, visit any other writer, has pointed out an example of Patathe regions which had been the theatre of the great vinity.
Few of the great Latin authors were Romans
events which he commemorates, and hence arise many by birth.
The only names of which the capital can
mistakes in geography, and much confusion with re- boast are those of Lucretius, Caesar, and Varro. Were
taste,

;

:

—

—

—

,

gard to the situation of cities and the boundaries of
districts.
{Lackmann, de Fontibus Hist. Liv.. p.
" Considered in this
106.)
point of view," says Gib"
bon,
Livy appears merely as a man of letters, little
acquainted with the art of war, and careless in point
of geography."
{Misc. Wbr A:*, vol. 5, p. 371.)

— We

have already spoken of the style of Livy. One point,
however, connected with this part of the subject reThat fastidious critic and envimaiiis to be noticed.
ous detractor of his literary contemporaries, Asinius
said
had
that
there
was a certain Patavinity in
Pollio,
the style of Livy
by which he meant to convey an
idea that there was something in his expressions which
bespoke a citizen of Patavium, and which would not
have appeared in the style of a native of Rome.
It is evident, from the
{Quint., Inst. Or., 8, 1.)
passage of Quintilian just referred to, where this criticism

all the other
poets, orators, and historians free from
and did Livy alone retain Patavinprovincial idioms
He was older, indeed, when he first visited the
ity"?
capital, than Horace or Ovid, but he was not so far
;

advanced

in life as Virgil or Catullus when they first
from Mantua and Verona.
way to

Rome

found their

The

—

Roman

Literature, vol. 3, p. 469, seqq.)
best editions of Livy are, that of Crevier, Paris,

{Dunlop's

Drakenborch, ^wi*/., 1738-46,
1735-41, 4to, 6 vols.
7 vols.
Ruddimann, Edin., 1751, 12mo, 4 vols. ;
;

4to,

;

Stroth, imEmesti, Lips., 1769-1804, 8vo, 4 vols.
proved by Doering, Gothae, 1796-1813, 12mo, 7 vols.
and that
Ruperti, Gotting., 1807-1809, 6 vols. 8vo
of Lemaire, Paris, 1822-1825, 12 vols. 8vo.
The Greeks comLocRi, I. a people of Greece.
prehended under the name of Locri three tribes of the
same people, which, though distinct from each other in
of PoUio's is recorded, that it applied entirely to
doubtpro- territory as well as in nominal designation, were
vincial words or phrases, not altogether consonant to less derived from a common stock.
These were the
the refined urbanity of Rome, which could not so Locri Ozolae, the
A colony
Epicnemidii, and Opuntii.
easily be communicated to strangers as the freedom of of the last named tribe, who at an early period had setthe city.
The opinion of Beni, who supposed that, tled on the shores of Magna Graecia, were distinguished
because the Patavians were all staunch republicans, by the name of
Western Locri. The
Epizephyrii, or
the Patavinity of Livy must have consisted in his
alone appear to have
po- Epicnemidian and Opuntian Locri
litical
to the faction of
Pompey, appears to been known to Homer, as he makes no mention of the
partiality
be entirely erroneous for such principles would not OzolsB
whence we might conclude that they were
have been blamed by Pollio, who rather affected old not so ancient as the rest of the nation. The earliest
republican sentiments, and extolled the Pompeians. and most authentic accounts concur in ascribing the
;

;

;

{Tacit.,

AnnaL,

4, 34.)

;

;

;

The

notion adopted by Bu-

to the Leleges.
origin of this people

{Aristot., ap.

LOL

LOCRI.
Sirahy 321. — Hesiod., ap. eund. — Seym., Ch., 590.—
Dicaarch., v. 71.) The Locri Ozola occupied a nartract of country, situated on the northern shore of
the Corinthian Gulf, commencing at the .lEtolian Rhium, and terminating near Crissa. To the west and
north they adjoined the -^tolians, and partly also, in
the latter direction, the Dorians, while to the east they
bordered on the district of Delphi, belonging to Phocis.
They are said to have been a colony from the
more celebrated Locrians of the east (Strabo, 427.

row

what he deemed his false representation of that
event.
The great philosopher, in his work on the Italian republics, stated, that the colony which founded
refute

the Epizephyrian city was formed principally by slaves,
who, during the absence of their masters, had carried
This assertion, which called forth the
off their wives.
invective of Timaeus, was, however, supported by Pofrom
lybius on the authority of the Locri themselves
whom he learned, that all their nobility was to be referred to the female part of their community, who had
Eustath., ad II., 2, 531), and their name, according to accompanied their ancestors from Greece, and were
fabulous accounts, was derived from some fetid springs descended from the most illustrious families of their
and that, so far from having derived then:
(o^w, oleo) near the hill of Taphius or Taphiassus, metropolis
situated on their coast, and beneath which it was re- polity and customs from that quarter, as the Sicilian
ported that the centaur Nessus had been entombed. historian pretended, they had borrowed many of the
{Strab., A26.—Plut., Quast. Gr(BC., \b.
Myrsil., rites and usages of the Siculi, who were in possession
Other explana- of the country at the time of their arrival, and whom
Lesb., ap. Antigon. Paradox., 129.)
But
tions of the name are
they afterward expelled. {Polyb.,fragm., 12, 5.)
given under the article Ozolae.
Thucydides represents them as a wild, uncivilized it was to the institutions of their great legislator Zarace, and addicted from the earliest period to theft leucus that this city was mainly indebted for its prosand rapine (1, 5). In the Peloponnesian war they ap- perity and fame. His laws, which, according to the
pear to have sided with the Athenians, as the latter assertion of Demosthenes, continued in full force for
held possession of Naupactus, their principal town the space of 200 years (Orat. in Timocr.), are said ip
and harbour, probably from enmity to the JEtolians, have been a judicious selection from the Cretan, Lacewho had espoused the cause of the Peloponnesians. daemonian, and Areopagitic codes, to which were, howThe Epicnemidian Locri, whom ever, added several original enactments among these,
(Thucyd., 3, 95.)
;

—

;

—

—

—

—

we must

;

occupied a small district immediately adjoining Thermopylas, and confined between Mount Cnemis, a branch of CEta, whence they
derived their name, and the sea of Euboea.
{Strabo,
ne.xt describe,

^25.— Eustath., ad
Homer classes them with

Dionys. Perieg., v. 426.)
the Opuntii, under the general name of Locri.
(//., 2, 535 )
They derived their
name of Epicnemidii from their situation in the vicinThe Opuntian Locri follow
ity of Mount Cnemis.
after the Epicnemidii : they occupied a line of coast of

416,

—

about fifteen miles, beginning a little south of Cnemides, and extending to the town of Halse, on the
Inland their territory reached to
frontiers of Bceotia.
the Phocian towns of Hyampolis and Abae. This people derived their name from the city of Opus, their
Cramer^s Anc. Greece,
(Strabo, 425.
metropolis.

—

—

A

people of Magna Graecia, originally a colony of the Locri Opuntii from Greece.
They first settled near the promontory of Zephyriura,
at the lower extremity of Bruttium, on the Ionian Sea,
and hence obtained the appellation of Epizephyrii, by
which they were distinguished from the Locri of
Greece.
Here they built the city of Locri. They
vol. 2, p. 104.)

II.

removed, however, from this position three or four
afterward, and built another city on a height

years

that is noticed as particularly deserving of commendation by which every offence had its peculiar penalty
it
whereas, in other systems of egisla
punishment was awarded according to the arbi-

attached to
lion,

;

trary decision of the judge.

The

Thurians,

who

after-

ward adopted the code of Zaleucus, injured its simplicity by their additions, in which too much attention was paid to minute points and matters of detail.

—

Compare Plat., de Leg.^ 1,
{Ephor., ap. Strab., 260.
Cic,
p. 638.— Diorf. Sic, 12, 2Q.—Athen., 10, l.
dc Leg., 2, 6.)
The situation of the ancient city of
Locri has not been hitherto determined with accuracy,

—

though the most judicious antiquarians and travellers
agree in fixing
3,

^.—Cluver.,

vol. 1, p.

151.)

it

in the vicinity of Gerace.

{Barr., I.
ArU., vol. 2, p. \^Q\.—Romanelli,
This modern town stands on a hill,

It.

which is probably the Mons Esopis of Strabo, and
where the citadel was doubtless placed. But the
name of Pagliapoli, which is attached to some considerable ruins below Gerace, naturally leads to the
supposition that this was the site of the Epizephyrian
Locri.
(Keidcsel, Voyage dans la Grande Grece, p.
\A0.— Swinburne's Travels, p. 340.) D'Anville removed it too far to the south when he supposed it to

accord with the Motta di Brurrano.
{Cramer, I. c.)
states the curious fact, that there is still redistrict
of ancient
in
the
at the present day,
Locri, a population that speaks Greek, and he cites in
support of this assertion the testimony of Count Zurlo, an Italian noble.
{Roman History, vol. 1, p. 51,

named Mount Esopis. Strabo, however, makes the Niebuhr
Locri who settled in Bruttium to have !»een a division maining
of the Ozolae from the Crissaean Gulf, and remarks, that
Ephorus was incorrect in ascribing the settlement to
the Locri Opuntii ; but it is certain that this opinion
of Ephorus seems to be supported by the testimony of
many other writers, and therefore is generally preferred

in

notis.

— Cramer's

Ancient Italy,

vol.

2, p.

404,

seqq,)

LocusTA, a notorious female poisoner at Rome duI, c. 5.
Heyne, Opusc. Acad., vol. 2, p. 46. Id., ad ring the first century of our era. She poisoned ClauWe derive some curious infor- dius by order of Agrippina, and Britannicus by order
Virg., jEn., 3, 399.)
mation relative to the origin of the Epizephyrian Locri of Nero. The latter loaded her with presents after the
from Polybius, who acquaints us, that, from his having perpetration of the deed, and actually placed learners
been the means of obtaining for this city a remission under her, in order that her art might be perpetuated.
of heavy contributions on more than one occasion, he She was put to death by Galba.
{Tacit., Ann. 12,
had contracted a feeling of kindness and partiality to- 66— W. ib., 13, l5.—Sueton, Vit. Ner., 33.—Juu.,
wards its inhabitants, which they, on the other hand, re- Sat., 1, 71.)
His
LocuTius.
Vid. Aius.
paid by every mark of gratitude and attention.
LoLLiA Paullina, grand-daughtcr of Lollius Paulfrequent residence among them enabled him, as he
into
their
laws
and
made
himself so infamous by his rapacity
to
instituwho
states,
linus,
inquire minutely
She married C. Memmius, a man
tions, so much admired by antiquity as the work of in the provinces.
and also into the of consular rank, but was taken from him by Caligula,
the celebrated lawgiver Zaleucus
by modern

—

critics.

{Mazzoch. in Tab. Heracl.

—

diatr.,

;

To the
early history, as well as origin, of their city.
latter point he had paid the greater attention, from the
obloquy and calumny which Timaeus, the Sicilian historian,

had heaped upon Aristotle, in

768

his

endeavour

to

her his own wife, but soon after repudiated
{Sueton., Vit. Calig., 25.—Dio Cass., 59, 12.)
afterward, on the death of Messalina, aspired to

who made
her.

She

a union with Claudius, but was put to death through

LON

LON
{Sueton., Vit. Claud., 26.

occupied that part of the modern city which lies on
the north of the Thames, near the tower of London.

I. M. LoUius Palicanus, a Roman nobletime of Augustus, who gave him (A.U.C
738, B.C. 26) the government of Galatia, with the
He acquitted himself so well in
title of propraetor.
this otfice, that the emperor, in order to recompense
his services, named him consul, in 732, with L. Aurelius Lepidus.
Being sent in 737 to engage the Germans, who had made an irruption into Gaul, he had

As, however, Ptolemy assigns Londinium to the Cantii, many have been led to decide in favour of the borough of Southwark, on the south side of the river, or,
rather, to the part immediately west of this, especially
as here many remains of antiquity have been found.

Ae influence of Agrippina.
-^Tacit., A?in., 12, 22 )
LoLLius,

man

in the

the misfortune, after
defeat,

known

LollianOj and

some successes,

to experience a

in history by the appellation of eludes
in which he lost the eagle of the fifth le-

It appears, however, that he was able to repair
gion.
the disaster, and regain the confidence of Augustus,

monarch chose him, about A.U.C. 751, B.C.
3, to accompany his grandson Caius Caesar (afterward
the Emperor Caligula) mto the East, as a kind of difor this

Veil.
rector of his youth (•' veluti moderator juvenla."
Patcrc, 2, 102). In the course of this mission, he
became guilty of the greatest depredations, and formed
secret plots, which were disclosed to Caius Caesar by
LoUius died suddenly a few
the Parthians.
the

kingof
days after tlus, leaving behind him immense riches,
but a most odious memory.
{Pliny, 9, 35, 57.)
Whether his end was voluntary or otherwise, Velleius
Paterculus (Z. c.) declares himself unable to decide.
Horace addressed to him one of his odes (the ninth of
the fourth book) in the year of his consulship with Lepidus, but died seven or eight years before LoUius had
disgraced himself by his conduct in the East. (ComH.
son of the prepare Sanadan, ad Horat., I. c.)
ceding, to whom Horace addressed two of his epistles
He was
(the second and eighteenth of the first book).
the eldest son of M. LoUius Palicanus, and is therefore
Several modstyled by Horace Maxime {scil. natu).
em scholars, such as Torrentius, Baxter, Dacier, Glandorp {Onomast., p. 547), and Moreri {Diet. Hist., vol.

—

4, p. 192),

make Horace,

A

in the epistle just referred to,

address LoUius the father, not the son.

This, how-

ever, violates chronology, since it appears from Epist.
2, that the person to whom it is inscribed was quite a
young man. The other side of the question is advo-

cated by Noris {ad Cenotaph. Pis

,

2,

14, p.

255),

Bayle {Diet. Hist., s. v.), Masson {Vit. Her., p. 265),
and among the editors of Horace by Sanadon, GesThe epithet maxime, as employed
ner, Doring, &c.

by Horace, has

also given rise to considerable discus-

Torrentius, Dacier, and many other commentait to the mental
qualities of the individual ;

sion.

tors, refer

while Scaliger, Marcilius, Meibomius, Vanderbourg,
and others, consider Maxime a family or proper name.
authority, however, which has been cited from

The

Gruter (638, 2), to substantiate this last opinion, is
opposed by chronological arguments. (Consult
Besides, the distinctive
Obbarius, ad Horat., I. c.)

fully

most probable, however, that the ancient city
on both sides of the stream, so that Ptolemy might
assign it as well to the Trinobantes and Atrebatii as
It

is

lay

to the Cantii.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 146.)

LoNGiMANUs, a surname of Artaxerzes

I.,

in

Greek

Plutarch states that this appellation was
Maxpoxeip.
given him because his right hand was longer than his
left
but Strabo says that he was so called from the
extraordinary length of his arms, which, on his stand;

knees.
{Strab., 735.)
ing upright, could reach his
He makes him to have been, in other respects, one of
Vid.
the handsomest of men {kuXXcotov avdpuizuv.

—

Artaxerxes

I.)

a celebrated Greek critic and rhetorical
flourished during the reigns of Flavins
Claudius and Aurelian.- {Photius, Cod. 265, p. 1470.

LoNGiNUs,

who

v/riter,

—Georg. SynccU.,
his birth

The place of
p. 384.)
Some make him to have been

Chron.,

uncertain.

is

a native of Palmyra {Seller., Ant. Palmyr., p. 288),
others of Emesa in Syria {Gabr., de Petra.
Holsten.,
c. 5), and others, again, as for example
Vit.

—

Porphyr.,
with DioLangbaen, of Pamphylia, confounding him
The most probable opinion is
nysius of Phaselis.
that which regards him as an Athenian.
{Jons., Hist.
Phil, 3, U.—Ruhnken, Vit. Long., i) 3.) It is of

Longinus that Eunapius

first

made

the remark which

has been so often repeated in similar cases ; he called
him a living library and a walking study. {Bi61loEunap.,
6^KT] Ti^ Efnpvxog Kal TrepnTaTovvDiovaelov.
in Vit. Porph., p. 7, ed. Boissonade.) Longinus himself
informs us, in the preface to his work Hepl riXovg, preserved by Porphyry in the life of Plotinus, p. 127, that,
from an early age, he travelled much in company with
his
many regions, and made himself

—

parents, surveyed
in
acquainted with all the individuals, distinguished
thus threw
philosophy, whom his various journeyings
He became the pupil of Ammonius Sacin his way.
cas at Alexandrea, and also of Origen, a disciple of
Ammonius, not to be confounded, however, with Ori-

He was a genuine
gen, the famous Christian writer.
Platonist, as appears not only from his works, or, rather,
the fragments of his works, that have come down to us,
but also from the commentaries on Plato composed by
him, and of which Olympiodorus and Proclus make
mention.
{Ruhnken, Vit. Long., ^ 6.) The loss of
these commentaries is the more to be regretted by us,
as it would appear that Longinus directed his attention
After
as well as the doctrines of Plato.
to the
style

and preparation,
having completed his course of study

was Palicanus, or, as it is Longinus opened a school at Athens, giving instruction
family
written on coins, Palikanus.
(Compare Burmann, not merely in the oratorical art, but in criticism and
9.)
ad Quintil, 4, 2.
Erncsli, Clav. Cic., s. v. Palika- also in philosophy.
{Ruhnken, Vit. Long.,
his
Val. Max., 3,8, 3.
nus.
Ellendt, ad Cic, Brut., Here he numbered the celebrated Porphyry among
into
he changed
Rasche, Lex. Rei Num., vol. 4, col. 1815.)
p. 162.
disciples, whose Syrian name Malech
LoNDiNiUM {Ptol. Aoudiviov. Less correctly Lon- Porphyrins of synonymous import. {Eunap., in Vu.

name

of the LoUii

—

—
—

—

<)

—

After having spent a large portion of

DINUM), a city of the Trinobantes, in Britain, now London.
The place appears to have had a very remote
antiquity, and already existed in the time of Capsar,

his life at

though, in consequence of his march being in a different direction, it remained unknown to him.
Tacitus
{Ann., 14, 33) speaks of it as a place of great commerce, and, indeed, its favourable situation for trade
must have given the place a very early origin. Its

of his who
to spend a short time with certain relations
he became
dwelt there.
It was on this occasion that
known to Zenobia, the celebrated Queen of Palmyra,
m Greek.
who
his services as her

Porph.,

p.

13

)

Athens in the instruction of youth and the
visited the
compo.sition of numerous works, Longinus
or
East, either to transact some business at Emesa,

engaged

preceptor

name was Augusta Trinobantum, in honour, prob- {Vopiscus, Vit. Aurel., 30.) He was subsequently
her with his counably, of some Roman empress.
(Compare Ammianus appointed her minister, and aided
to have
"
Lundinium, vetus oppidum, sels. Longinus is said, in his new capacity,
Marcellinus, 27, 8.
Roman yoke and to
quod Augustam posteritas appellavit.^^) Bede styles induced Zenobia to shake off the

later

it

Lundonia, and also Civitas Lundonia (2, 4, 7 2,
Ancient Londinium is generally thought to have
;

3).

5C

have dictated the proud and spirited
sent to the

Aurelian
Emperor
^

(c. 30).

which she
This letter so

letter

7o3

LON

LONGINUS.
Roman

emperor, that, having shortly after culties,^^ i. e., an examination of difficult points relatir*
4. Ei ^tAotrobof
of Palmyra, he caused Longinus to the writings of Homer).
'Ofir/pog
to be put to death (A.D. 273).
Zenobia, overcome (" Whether Homer was a Philosopher"").— b. Iipo6XrjkoI
Homeric
became
from
of
the
terrors
Avcreff
destruction,
{*''
Problems, and
fiara 'O/i^pov
impending
by
6. Ttva frapu rug
a heroine a mere woman, and sought to propitiate the their Solutions").
iaropiag o'i ypafiforgiveness of her conqueror by imputing the whole /xariifoc (jf ioTopiKu e^rjyovvTat (" What things conblame of the war to the counsels of Longinus. (Zos- trary to history grammarians state as if they were in
7. Htpi tQv nap'
imus, 1, 56.) The spirit of the minister, however, accordance vxilh it").
'OfiTjpu> TzoXka
rose in proportion to the danger, and he met his fate arj^aivovadv M^euv (" On words in Homer that have
The various significations") 8. 'Attikuv ?i.e^euv tKdoaeig
with all the calmness of a true philosopher.
Lexicon of Attic forms of expression").
9.
prmcipal work of Longinus is his treatise tlepl "T'lpov^ /?' ("
(" On the Sublime,*'' or, more accurately, perhaps, "On Ae^eig 'kvTL^axov, Kcu 'HpoKXeuvog {^' Peculiar forms
elevation of thought and language").
This is one of of expression in Antimachus and Heracleon"). The
the most celebrated productions of antiquity, and is gramniarians called by the name of Ae^eif those words
There which were remarkable for any peculiarity of form or
probably the fragment of a much larger work.
Antimachus and Heracleon were two
is, however, some doubt whether this treatise was in
signification.
Modern editors have given poets. 10. Tlepl tdvcKuv (" On names of Nations.**
reality written by him.
11. 2;:f6Afa el( to tow 'H^ianwvof
the name of the author of the work as " Dionysius Gentile nouns).
Longinus," but in the best manuscripts it is said to ey^tLpidiov (" Scholia on the Manual of Hephcestion").
12. Tlipi Gvvdeaeuq "Xoyu^v {''On the Arrangement
be written " by Dionysius or Longinus" {Aiowacov rj
of
Aoyyivov), and in the Florence manuscript by an Words'*).— 13. Texvt) /ivropiKri ('• Art of Rhetoric").—
of
that
the
name
14.
author.
Suidas
On
the
Rhetoric
Eif
r^v
("
l)r}ToptKrjv 'Hpfioyevovc
says,
anonymous
15. Ilfpt 'Txpovg.
16. Tlepl dpthe counsellor of Zenobia was Longinus Cassius. of Hermogenes").
Some critics have conjectured that this treatise was X(^v (" On the Beginning of Things") 17. Tlepl tewritten by Dionysius of Halicarnassus or by Dionysius Aovf (" De fimbus bonorum et malorum").
18. Ilept
19. 'E7tl<tto?.7j npog
of Pergamum, who is mentioned by Strabo (625) as a opfi^g (" On Instinct")
Tov'Afie20. Tlepl Tijg Kara UXddistinguished teacher of rhetoric ; but the difference Xlov (" Letter to Amelius")
of style between this work and the acknowledged Tuva diKaioaijvrjg (" On the Platonic definition of just
works of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, renders this con- Conduct)". 21. Tlepl tuv ideuv {"On Ideas"). There
jecture very improbable ; and as to the other Dionys- appear to have been two treatises with this title, one
22.
ius, the conjecture has no foundation.
(Consult Re- against Plotinus, and the other against Porphyry.
irritated the

—

made himself master

—

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

marks on

the

supposed Dionysius Longinus,

&.C.,
treatise on

London, 1826, 8vo.) The author of the
the Sublime, whoever he may have been, develops in
it, with a truly philosophical spirit, the nature of subHe establishes the
limity in thought and expression.
laws for its use, and illustrates these by examples,
which constitute, at the same time, an ingenious criThe
tique upon the highest productions of antiquity.
style of the work is animated and correct ; though
it forms of
expression which could not have been employed prior to the
third century, and which stand in direct opposition to
the theory of Amati, this scholar making the work to
have been composed in the age of Augustus.
Ruhn-

critics think that they discover in

ken thought he discovered, in reading Apsines, a
Greek rhetorician, all the lost work of Longinus on
Rhetoric excepting the first chapter.
He found it intermingled with the work of the former, and recogHe pronounces it not inferior to
nised it by its style.
the treatise on the Sublime.
A communication on
this subject was transmitted by him to the editor of a
French periodical, " Bibliotheque des Sciences el des

Beaux-Arts," and appeared in 1765 (vol. 24, pt. 1, p.
The accuracy of Ruhnken's opinion, however,
in assigning the fragment in question to the critic
Longinus, is far from being generally acceded to.
273).

Weiske

gives a portion of the fragment, with a Latin
his edition of Longinus, but can find no
similarity between it and the general style and manner
His decision is evidently a correct one.
of Longinus.

version, in

Weiske, Prcef. ad ed. Long., p. xxiv.) The best edition of the treatise Hepi 'YT/zovf is that of Weiske,
An
Lips., 1809, 8vo, reprinted at London, 1820.
enumeration of the works of Longinus, as far they can
(

—

be ascertained, is given by Ruhnken, in his dissertation on the Life and Writings of Longinus, published
under the fictitious name of Schardam, and reprinted
The list is
in Weiske's edition (p. LXIX., scqq.)
as follows: 1. 01 ^iT^-oXoyoi, or, more correctly, per(Weiske, ad Ruhnk., Vit.
haps, ^iXoloyoi 6fii},iaL.
Long., p. LVL, in notis.) It was a work in more than
twenty books, and was devoted to a critical examina2. Tlepl tov Kara
tion of the writers of antiquity.
Meidiov ("On the Oration of Demosthenes against
3.
Midias**).
'ATrop^fiara 'O^ripiKa {^^ Homeric Diffi-

—

—
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Tlepl iwxvci" On the Soul").— 23. 'Odalvadog {''Odanathus.**
An eloge on Odaenathus, the deceased

—

husband of Zenobia). 24. Commentaries on Plato.
(Compare the remarks of Toup, ad fragm., VHI.
Lrnig., p. 545, ed. Weiske, p. 367, ed. Toup.)— II. C.
Cassius Longinus, a friend of Antony the orator, and

—

distinguished for his acquaintance with historical, legal,
and antiquarian topics. {Cic, Or., I, 60. Ernesti,
Clav. Cic s. V.)

—

,

LoNuoBARDi.
Vid. Langobardi.
LoNGL's, a Greek writer, author of a prose romance
entitled TloifitvLKa ruKard Aucpviv koI XXotjv {''Pastorals relative to Daphnis and Chloe"), but more commonly cited as the Iloi/ifvi/ca (" Pastorals") of Longus,
or the Aa^vtf koI XXoij (" Daphnis and Chloe").
The
period when he lived is uncertain, and he is neither
named by Suidas nor any ancient writer. Perhaps an
author of this name never existed ; nor is the matter
rendered at all clearer by the circumstance of Longus
Harless, in fact,
being a Latin, not a Greek, word.
The
supposes that the name originated in a mistake.
celebrated Florence manuscript has no author's name
The title runs simply Actrfiia/cwv ep(jTiKU>v
whatever.
been taken
'koyoi 6', the last word of which may have
All wriby a copyist for the name of the romancer.
"
ters agree in assigning to the
Daphnis and Chloe" a
date subsequent to the Ethiopics of Heliodorus, but
some misapprehension has existed among the superfiof the style
cially learned with regard to the evidence

The French

version of Amyot, deformed as a translabut beautiful as an original composition by its
naivete, had given the general reader an idea that the
tion,

simplicity of the subject was reflected in the language
of the original.
The fact, however, is piocisely the
reverse. The diction of Longus, as Villemain remarks,
*'

is

curiously elegant, ingeniously concise, and richly
The art of composition was never

symmetrical."

every word
laboriously or more skilfully applied
placed in its proper position with the most delicate
the adaptation of terms, the relation even of
care
sounds, are all so skilfully adjusted, as to make the
same writer observe, that the effect of the whole is rather

more

;

is

;

This very care, however, this
coquettish than graceful.
laborious elegance, instead of identifying the author, as
on a hasty glance it would seem to do, with the classic

LOT

LONGUS.
the sophist.
The singular
•ges of antiquity, proclaims
circumstance is, that neither Suidas nor Photius so

and of Lesbos, under a pagan regime, his work, mstead of being one of the most exquisite and
delightful of all modern
much
productions, would have been a tisit
would
almost
as
of
sue
unaccountable
and
mechanism
Even
which,
may appear,
absurdity.
metaphysical
induce us to imagine, in spite of the thing being pro- in the faults of the two works there is a striking analnounced " impossible" by Villemain, that the romance ogy. The infidelity committed by Daphnis carries
of the bad taste and his ignorance to a pitch of exaggeration which is absoreally was produced in the midst
wearisome scholastics of the eighth century. The lutely repulsive; while the ill-timed and extravagant
imitations mentioned by Courier rather tend to strength- prudery of Virginia in the catastrophe, in the hands of
en this suspicion than otherwise; for if the work were any other writer than St. Pierre, would have suras allude

to

the

work or name the author,

by Achilles Tatius, Xenophon of EpheEumathius, and the whole
second century downward,
this would prove incontestably that it was intimately
and popularly known and why all the writers and
critics of so vast a space of time should have conspired
to preserve an inviolable silence on the subject, to
conceal the author's name, to refrain from the slightest

" The
prised the reader into a smile.
expressions ol
'*
are full of fire and vivacity ;
Longus," says Huet,
he produces with spirit bis pictures are agreeable,

allusion to his piece, is utterly beyond comprehension.
must confess, that it does require some stretch of
faith to believe that a Longus was produced in the

Probability is almost never violated, except in the
machinery which is employed without discretion, and
which injures the denouement of the piece, in other
respects good and agreeable."
(Foreign Quarterly,
The best editions of Longus
No. 9, p. 133, seqq.)
are, that of Boden, Lips., 1777, 8vo
Villoison, Paris,
1778, 2 vols. Svo; Schaefer, Lips., 1803, 12mo; and

really pillaged

sus, Nicetas Eugenianus,
host of scribblers from the

:

We

eighth century, a period which affords no name better
than that of the chronicle-maker Syncellus.

known

were granted, it would be easy to imagine
that such a man would be acquainted with the literature
of his language from the earliest times, and more esBut,

if this

pecially with those

productions of romantic fiction

which he was destined

to imitate and surpass.
Moreover, without a particle of invention himself, and gifted rather with an ingenious industry directed by an

;

and his images arranged with

The

skill.

characters

are carefully sustained ; the episodes grow out of the
and the passions and sentiments are depicted
story
;

with a delicacy sufficiently in keeping with pastoral
simplicity, but not always with the rules of romance.

—

;

that of Courier, re-edited by De Sinner. Paris, 1829,
Svo.
Courier's text contains the fragment which fills

up the hiatus

in p.

13, ed. Villoison,

and

p.

15, ed.

was copied from a Florentine manuscript, and first published at Rome in 1810, by Couacquired and fastidious taste, than with natural grace rier, then an artillery officer in the French service.
and power, he would be thrown upon these for his re- The fragment first appeared separately, but was soon
sources he would gather even from the weeds of the after inserted into an edition of the whole romance by
The manuscript is the same from
garden of literature those minute events which would the same scholar.
become visible to the eye only when collected and ar- which Chariton, Xenophon Ephesius, and De Furia's
cell
and
in
his
the
future
a
natexaminer, by
ranged
iEsopean Fables have been published and it conural mistake, would trace the theft to the poor rather tains also
Longus, four books of Achilles Tatius, and
Sckaffer.

It

:

;

;

than to the rich, just as we may say of the pulpy end
of the grass-flower, it tastes or smells of honey, and
not of the fragrant stores of the bee, they taste or
*'
smell of the grass-flower.
Daphnis and Chloe"
is the romance, par excellence, of physical love.
It
is a history of the senses rather than of the mind, a
picture of the development of the instincts rather
than of the sentiments.
In this point of view it is
absolutely original ; and the subject, pleasing, indeed,
in its nature, but dangerous and seductive to the

—

youthful imagination, becomes, when treated by the
masterly and seldom indelicate pen of Longus, philoUnlike the sensual vulgarisophically interesting.
ties of modern Europe, which can only
betray the
heart by brutalizing the mind, there is a charm about
its freciiom, a
in
its
purity
very ignorance of virtue.

Vice is advocated by no sophistry, palliated by no seductions of circumstances, and punished by no sufferVice, in fact, does not exist, unless ignorance
ings.
be a crime and love an impurity.
Daphnis and
Chloe ^have been brought up together, free denizens
of the fields, and groves, and streams of the Lesbian
their eyes have rested from infancy on the
paradise
same objects their ideas have been formed by the
;

;

same

train of circumstances

;

their

tastes, feelings,

have sprung from the same root, and grown
under the same influence. Their hearts understand
each other; the poetry of nature has entered their
souls, and is reflected in their eyes ; but poor, at least
in the wealth of the world and its
acquirements, humble in station, solitary, and
ignorant, sentiment finds
no passage into language, and no voice but the voice
" Paul and Virof nature is heard in their hearts.
"
ginia" is nothing more than
Daphnis and Chloe,"
delineated by a refined and cultivated mind, and
spiritualized and purified by the influence of
Christianity.
Taking the difference of time, climate, knowledge,
and faith into account, the parallel is
If
complete.
St. Pierre had made his lovers
shepherds in the islhabits, all

several Opuscula enumerated by

De

Furia, p. ixxii.-

xxxvii., ed. Lips., 1810.

LoTis, a nymph, daughter of Neptune, pursued by
Priapus, and who escaped from him by being changed
into the aquatic lotus.
{Ovid, Met., 9, 348.)
LotophIgi, a people on the coast of Africa, near
the Syrtes.
They received this name from their livUlysses visited their country at
ing upon the lotus.
his return from the Trojan war.
(Hum., Od., 9, 94.)

Homer says, that whoever ate of the lotus lost all wish
of returning home, and became desirous of remaining
in the land that prodviced it.
Compare Herodotus
(4, 177).
According to Rennell, the location of the
Lotophagi merely on the coast of Africa arose from
the want of a more extended knowledge of tho countries bordering on the desert, on the p^rt of tht ancient writers.
He states that the tribe"* who inhabit
these countries, and wlwse manners are in any degree
known to us, eat universally of this fruit. The shrub
or tree that bears the lotus fruit is disseminated over
the edge of the Great Desert, from the coast of Cyrene, round by Tripolis and Africa Propria, to the borders of the Atlantic, the Senegal, and the Niger. ( Geography of Herodotus, vol. 2. p. 289, seqq., ed. 1830.)
It is well known, remarks this same writer, that a great
difference of opinion has prevailed among the moderns
what the ancients intended by the
concerning

lotus

:

for the history

of

it,

as

it

has

come down

to ns,

mixed with fable, from having previously passed
But of the existence
through the hands of the poets
of a fruit, which, although growing spontaneously,
is

furnished the popular food of tribes or nations, there
is no kind of doubt, as it is mentioned by various authors of credit, and among the rest by Polybius, who
to have seen it in the proper country of the

appears
Lotophagi.

There appear, however,

to

have been two

distinct species of lotus designated by the term, because Herodotus and Pliny, in particular, describe a
marked dlflference between them ; the one being an
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aquatic plant, whose root and seeds were eaten
Egypt ; the other the fruit of a shrub or small tree,
on the sandy coast of Libya. Herodotus, in speaking of the Libyan lotos (4, 177), says, that the fruit of
the lotus is of the size of the mastic, and sweet like
the date, and that of it a kind of wine is made.
Pliny
(13, 17) describes two diflFerent kinds of lotus, the
one found near the Syrtes, the other in Egypt. The
former he describes from Cornelius Nepos as the fruit
of a tree ; in size ordinarily as big as a bean, and of
The
a yellow colour, sweet and pleasant to the taste.
fruit was bruised, and made into a kind of paste or
dough, and then stored up for food. Moreover, a kind
of wine was made from it, resembling mead, but which
would not keep many days. Pliny adds, that " armies,

marching through that part of Africa, have subsisted on the lotus." Perhaps this may refer to the army
of Balbus, which the same writer informs us (5, 5)
had penetrated to Gadamis and Fezzan. Polybius,
who had himself seen the lotus on the coast of Libya,
says, that it is the fruit of a shrub, which is rough and
armed with prickles, and in foliage resembles the
rhamnus. That when ripe it is of the size of a round
olive ; has a purple tinge, and contains a hard but
small stone
that it is bruised or pounded, and laid
by for use, and that its flavour approaches to that of
And, finally, that a kind of wine is
figs or dates.
made from it, by expression, and diluted with water
in

;

;

and
ments on the western coast. These aggressions of
the Lucani were for a season checked by the valour
and ability of Alexander, king of Epirus ; but upon
restless foes to obtain possession of all the settfe-

|

his death they renewed their inroads with increased
confidence and success, making themselves masters
of Thurii, Metapontum, Heraclea, with several other

towns, and finally reducing the Grecian league to an
empty name, with only the shadow of its former brill
Such was the state of things whew
iancy and power.
the Romans appeared on the scene.
The Lucani

unable to make any effectual resistance after Pyrrhus
had withdrawn his forces from Italy, submitted to the
victors.
The war with Hannibal, carried on for so

many years in this extremity of Italy, completed its
desolation and ruin ; for, with the exception of a few
towns restored and colonized by the Romans, this
once flourishing tract of country became a dreary
waste, retaining only the ruins of deserted cities, as
ge— Lucania, ofconsidered abodesRomanwisdom and was

mournful
nius

relics

of

the late

as a

province,

separated from Apulia by the Bradanus, and a line
drawn from that river to the Silarus
which latter
stream served also for a boundary on the side of CamTo the southwest the river Laos divided the
pania.
Lucani from the Bruttii, as did also the Crathis to the
southeast.
Cramer^ s Anc. Italy f vol.
{Strabo, 255.
;

—

2, p.

347.)

that it affords a good beverage, but will not keep more
than ten days. (Polyb., apud Athen., 14, p. 65.) The
lotus has also been described by several modern trav-

LucANDs, M. Ann.(EU», a Latin poet, born A.D
38, at Corduba, in Spain, where his family, originally
from Italy, bad been settled for several generations,

such as Shaw, Desfontaines, Park, and Beechy.
1, p. 263) that the lotus is the scedra
of the Arabs that it is a species of ziziphus or jujeb;
and that the fruit tastes somewhat like gingerbread.

and where some of

ellers,

Shaw

says (vol.
;

When

fresh,

it is

of a bright yellow.
the most perfect of

Park's descrip"
are

members had

public ofLai., vol. 2,
His father, Annseus Mela, was a Roman
p. 141.)
knight, and enjoyed great consideration in the provits

filled

fices.

{Suet., Vit. Litcan.

— Fahr., Bib.

ince.

Lucan was named

after

Annseus Lucanus,

hi(

maternal grandfather, who was distinguished for hi»
small farinaceous berries, of a yellow colour and deli- eloquence.
His father was also the youngest brothe)
The natives convert them into a sort of of Seneca the philosopher. At a very early age Lu
cious taste.
to
the sun, and can was sent to Rome, where he received his educa
bread, by exposing them some days
afterward pounding them gently in a wooden mortar, tion.
Rhemnius Palaemon and Flavius Virginius weri'
until the farinaceous part of the berry is separated his teachers in grammar and eloquence.
The princi
from the stone. This meal is then mixed with a little pies of the Stoic philosophy were taught him by An
tion,

however,

is

all.

They

Greek philosopher, who

water, and formed into cakes, which, when dried in
the sun, resemble in colour and flavour the sweetest
The stones are afterward put into a
gingerbread.
vessel of water and shaken about, so as to separate
the meal which may still adhere to them : this com-

naeus Cornulus, a

mumcates a sweet and agreeable taste to the water,
and, with the addition of a little pounded millet, forms
a pleasant gruel called fondi, which is the common
breakfast in many parts of Ladamar during the months
of February and March.
The fruit is collected by
spreading a cloth upon the ground and beating the
branches with a stick" (p. 99).
LucA, a city of Etruria, northeast of Pisae, on the

only fourteen years of age.

Auser or Serchio. It still preserves its situation
and name. It is mentioned for the first time by Livy,
as the place to which Tiberius Gracchus retired after
the unfortunate campaign on the Trebia (21, 59).
The
same writer states it to have been colonized A.U.C.
575 (41, 13.— Veil. Paterc, 1, 15). Csesar frequenthis headquarters during his command
ly made Luca
in the two Gauls.
Suet.,
(Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 1, 9.
It is also mentioned by Strabo (217.
Cas., 24.)
Compare Plin., 3, b.—Ptol, p. 61).
LocANi,the inhabitants of Lucania. ( Vid. Lucania.)
LucANiA, a country of Magna Graecia, below Apulia.
It was occupied, in common with the other provinces
The
of southern Italy, by numerous Greek colonies.
native race of the Lucani were numerous and warlike,

river

—

and said to be of Samnitic

origin.

—

These, as their

Rome

instructet'

Nero, offended at his opinions and Ian
Lucau's talent fa
guage, banished him to an island.
be was ac
poetry developed itself at an early period
customed to declaim in Greek and Latin verse wher
at

until

;

Having completed

hij

education at Athens, he was placed by Seneca, his pa
ternal uncle, who had charge at that time of the youtb

Ner<
of Nero, around the person of the young prince.
soon became attached to Lucan, and raised him to the
dignity of an augur and quaestor before he had reached
the proper age for either of these offices.
During his
magistracy Lucan exhibited to the populace a magnifThe folly of Nero, who preicent show of gladiators.
tended 10 be a great poet, and the vanity of Lucan,

who would

not yield the palm to any competitor, soon
Nero offended the young
embroiled the two friends.
and presumptuous aspirant by abruptly quitting, on
one occasion, an assembly in which the latter was reLucan sought to
citing one of his poetical productions.
avenge this affront by presenting himself in another as-

We hardly

sembly as a competitor against the prince.

know which to admire the more, the boldness of Lucan,
who believed the poetical art about to be degraded, if
a bad piece, though composed by a prince, should
receive the crown ; or the courage of the judges, who
decreed the prize to a subject who had dared to comThe vengeance of Nero was
pete with his master.
it woundnot slow in overtaking the imprudent poet
:

numbers increased, gradually advanced from the inte- ed him in the most sensible part, for he was commandrior to the coast, and were soon engaged in hostilities ed to abstain in future from declaiming in public.
with the Greeks, who, unable to make good their de- Without being unjust towards the memory of Lucan,
thus allowing their hardy we mav attribute to the hatred which from this time
fence, gradually retreated
756
;
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he conceived against Nero, the part that he subse-

Is it the momentary
triumph of freein the fall of CaRsar, which Lucan has wished to
celebrate 1
Or was it his intention to paint in vivid

of Piso : but it were
quently took in the conspiracy
10 be wished that he could in any way be defended
from a reproach which Tacitus makes against him,
and which has affixed an indelible stigma to his name.
It is said that, deceived by a promise of pardon in
case he should discover his accomplices, and wishing
to propitiate the favour of Nero, who had destroyed
his own mother, by incurring in like manner, in his
turn, the guilt of parricide, he declared that his mother

The admirers
Anicia was a party in the conspiracy.
of Lucan have suggested, that this tale was invented
by Nero or his flatterers, to heap odium on the character of a poet from a contest with whom he had
Unfortunately,
brought away nothing but disgrace.
however, for the correctness of this assertion, it may
be alleged in reply, that Tacitus, a close scrutinizer
into the artifices of tyranny, relates the charge without expressing the least doubt as to its truth.
{Ann.,

ought to tend.

dom,

colours the disastrous consequences of civil discord 1
Or did he wish to dilate on some moral or political
virtue

Great

1

questions.
unfinished,

It

is

uncertainty accompanies all these
true, the poem being probably left

becomes proportionably more difficult to
but, at the same time,
pronounce upon its object
it

;

ought to be so clearly indicated in every
part of the poem, as to form, as it were, its very soul,
and to be the pivot around which everything should
this object

Faithful to the laws of history, far different in
from those of the epopee, Lucan does

turn.

their character

not, in the commencement of his
at once into the midst of affairs ;

origin of the civil

and follows events

poem, transport us
he goes back to the
war between Cajsar and Pompey,

His princhronological order.
Caesar, Cato, and Brutus.
But we may charge the poet with not having fully
succeeded in the delineation of their characters, and
with producing sometimes a different impression upon
his readers from that which he intended to effect.
cipal heroes

are

in

Pompey,

15, 56.)
But, however this may be, the cowardly
complaisance of the poet, if he were really guilty of
the conduct ascribed to him, could not prove of any
avail
he was merely permitted to choose the manner
of his death.
He caused his veins to be opened, and The character of Pompey is exalted, even at the exthat of Caesar is treated with
died with a degree of courage that formed a strange pense of historical truth
contrast to the pusillanimity in which, but a moment injustice ; an^ yet, notwithstanding all this, Lucan
It is even said, that, feelhas failed in making the former interesting, and Caebefore, he had indulged.
ing himself enfeebled by the loss of blood, he recited sar, in spite of the poet, is the true hero of the Pharfour verses which, in his Pharsalia (3, 639-42), he salia
he is the centre of action, the soul of events :
had put into the mouth of a dying soldier. He per- we have him constantly before our eyes, while we
ished A.D. 65, at the age of 27 years.
Although ac- only see and hear of Pompey in the exaggerated euBut it is
cused of being an accomplice, his mother was not in- logiums lavished upon him by the poet.
volved in his disgrace.
Lucan left a young widow, principally in his digressions, in the numerous descripwhose character and merits are praised by both Mar- tions with which he adorns his narrative, some of
tial 4nd Statins.
She was named Folia Argentaria, which, at the same time, afford proofs of distinguished
and is reckoned by Sidonius Apollinaris (2, 10) among talent, that Lucan betrays a want of judgment and of
the number of those celebrated females whose coun- good taste, the immediate results of his youth, and of
sels and taste have been of great use to their hus- his imitation of models selected from the school of
bands in the composition of their works. The various Alexandrea. Erudition often supplies the place of va"
poems of Lucan, his Combat of Hector and Achil- riety and the brilliant conceits brought into vogue
les," which he composed at the age of twelve years
by his uncle Seneca, together with the maxims of the
his " Description of the burning of Rome ;" his " Sat- Porch, to which he was attached, are made to stand
urnalia ;" his tragedy of " Medea," left unfinished by in lieu of that enthusiasm and dignity which form two
have remaining only one of the principal features of epic composition. His
him, have all perished.
"
Pharsalia,^^ or the war between Caesar versification, too, wants the elegance and the melody
poem, the
and Pompey.
It is comprised in ten books
Besides the Pharsalia, several critics,
but, of Virgil's.
since the tenth breaks off abruptly in the middle of a
among whom are Joseph Scaliger and Vossius, have
narrative, it is probable that some part has been lost, ascribed to Lucan a poem in 261 verses, which has
or that the poet had not finished the work at the time come down to us, and which contains a eulogium on
of his death.
The first book opens with the most ex- Calpurnius Piso, the same who conspired against NeBarthius thinks that this production formed one
travagant adulation of Nero, in which the poet even ro.
exceeds the base subserviency of the poets of the age of a collection of fugitive pieces published by Lucan
of Augustus.
The Pharsalia contains many vigorous under the title of Silvce ; but other critics, among
and animated descriptions, and the speeches are char- whom may be cited Fabricius and Wernsdorff, have
acterized by considerable rhetorical merit, but the lan- clearly shown that Lucan cannot be
regarded as the
guage is often inflated, and the expressions are e.x- author of the poem. The expressions employed by
The poem is also de- its author to indicate the lowness of his origin and
tremely laboured and artificial.
ficient in that truth to nature, and in those appeals to the scantiness of his fortune, do not
apply with any
the feelings and the imagination, which excite the correctness to Lucan, descended as he was from a
Still, great alsympathy of every class of readers.
good family, and rich as well in his own as in the
lowance must be made for the youth of the author, property brought him by his wife. It is assigned with
who, if he had lived longer, would probably have cured more propriety to Saleius Bassus, a friend of Lucan's.
himself of those faults and defects which are now so
The best editions of Lucan are, that of Cortius,
The Pharsalia cannot be Lips., 1726, 8vo, re-edited and completed by Weber,
conspicuous in his poem.
regarded as an epic poem, since both poetic invention Lips., 1828, 2 vols. 8vo
Oudendorp, Lugd. Bat.,
and machinery, which form the very soul of the epo- 1728, 2 vols Burmann, Lugd. Bat., 1740, 4to; L«v
The event on maire, Paris, 1830-1832, 3 vols. 8vo, and that of
pee, are altogether wanting in it.
which the action is based was not sufficiently far re- Weise, Quedlinb., 1835, 8vo. The edition published
moved from Lucan's own times to permit him to in- at Glasgow (1816, 8vo), with the notes of Bentley and
dulge his imagination in adorning it with fictions. Grotius, is also a good one.
(Scholl, Hist. Lit Rom.f
The poem should rather be called an historical one. vol. 2, p. 286, seqq.—B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., p. 94.
The principal defect in the Pharsalia, admitting seqq.)
IL Ocellus, a Lucanian philosopher. {Vid.
that it is
nothing more than an historic poem, is the Ocellus.)
want of uoity of action. One cannot perceive, on
LucEBiA, a city of Apulia, about twelve miles to
It was a place of great antiquity,
reading the work, what is the object which the poet the west of Arpi.
had in view, what is the point to which
founded by Diomede
everything and was said to have been
;

;

;

;

;

We

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

—
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whose ofTerings to Minerva were still to be seen in
ihe temple of that goddess in the time of Strabo (294).
Luceria was the first Apulian city which the Romans
appear to have been solicitous to possess; and though
it was
long an object of contention with the Samnites,
they finally secxired their conquest and sent a colony
there, A.U.C. 440.
(Li»., 9, 2.—Diod. Sic., 18.—
find Luceria afterward
Veil. PaterCf l<, 14.)
those
enumerated among
cities which remained most

We

firm in their allegiance to Rome during the invasion
of Hannibal.
In the
{Ltv., 27,
Polyb., 3, 88.)
civil wars of Pompey and Caesar, Luceria is mention-

10—

rhetorical nature.

Eloquence applied

lamations and improvisaziones,

to so/)hisno dec-

we may

be allowed
at this time the surest
expression, opened
path to
The sophists were constantly enfortune and fame.
gaged in travelling to and fro among the great cities
they announced a discourse as an itinerant musician
if

the

:

and
day would announce a concert
people flocked from all quarters to hear and see them,
and to pay liberally for the harmonious and polished
Lucian
periods with which their ears were gratified.
yielded to the fashion of the day, and abandoned the
bar for the tribune.
He again directed his thoughts
at the present

;

ed by Cicero as a place which the former was anxious to travel, and visited Asia, Greece, and
particularly
to retain, and where he invited Cicero to
join him. Gaul, in which last- mentioned country he settled for a
ad
flme
\.
as
a
of
Bell.
teacher
It
and
soon
Att.,
8,
obtained
rhetoric,
CcBs.,
Civ., 1, 24.)
{Ep.
great
seems to have been noted for the excellence of its celebrity and a numerous school. He appears to have
wool, a property, indeed, which, according to Strabo remained in Gaul till he was about forty, when he
This gave up the profession of rhetoric, after having acqui(284), was common to the whole of Apulia.
On his return from Gaul he
place still retains its ancient site under the modern red considerable wealth.
name of Lucera. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. visited Italy, and paints in vivid colours, in his " Ni-

—

285, seqq.)
Luck RES, the third of the three original tribes at

grinus," the corruption of the capital.
During the remainder of his life we find him travelling about from

Rome.

place to place, and visiting successively Macedonia,
The greater
Cappadocia, Paphlagonia, and Bithynia.
part of his time, however, was passed in Athens, where
he lived on terms of the greatest intimacy with Demonax, a philosopher of great celebrity.
Having here
made the study of man his particular object, we find
him embracing no one of the systems then in vogue,
but following, as far as he could be said to have fol-

These

three original tribes were the

Ram-

nenses or Ramnes, the Tatienses or Titienses, and
the Luceres.
(Vid. Roma.)

Lucianus, a celebrated Greek writer, bom at _Samosata in Syria. The period when he flourished is
uncertain.

Suidas,

who

is

the only ancient writer that

makes mention of him, informs us that he lived in the
time of Trajan, and also before that prince (leyerai de
yeviadac km tov Kaiaapoc Tpaiavov, Koi eKeKCiva).
This, however, Vossius denies to be correct.
{Hist.
Vr., 2, 15.) The same Suidas also states, that, after
followed
the
of
an
advocate
at
Anhaving
profession
tioch with little success, he turned his attention to litand that he was finally torn to
erary composition
;

pieces by dogs, which this writer considers a wellmerited punishment for his impiety in attacking the
Christian religion.
Lucian himself, however {Reviv.,
as the reason for his
() 29), assigns
quitting the profession of an advocate, his disgust at the fraud and
and as for the
chicanery of the lawyers of the day
«tory of his death, we may safely pronounce it a pious
falsehood.
In a dissertation on Isidorus of Charax,
;

Dodwell endeavours to prove that Lucian was born
A.D. 135 which will coincide, in some degree, with
the opinion of Hemsterhuys, who {Free/, ad Jul. Poll.)
places him under the Antonines and Commodus. Vossius also {I. c.) makes him a
contemporary of Athenseus, who lived under Marcus Aurelius, and Isonius
{Script. Hist. Phil 3, 10, p. 60) inclines to the same
opinion, considering him as contemporary with Demonax, who flourished under Antoninus Pius and his
Reitz {De JEtate, &c Luciani, p. 63.
successor.
;

,

,

Op., ed. Hemst., vol. 1 ), agreeing in opinion with
sterhuys, places him under the Antonines and

modus, and makes him

— Destined

to

—

HemCom-

have lived from 120 B.C.

by his father, who was
humble circumstances, to the profession of a sculptor, he was placed with that view under the instrucuntil

200.

at first,

in

But, becoming soon disgusted with
the employment, he turned his attention to literature,
into
Asia
travelled
Minor and Greece, in the latter
and
of which countries he was present, according to the
computation of Dodwell, at the celebration of the 233d,
tion of his uncle.

lowed any

sect, the tenets of the school of Epicurus.

Marcus Aurelius an
Some make him
honourable employment in Egypt.
to have been placed over a part of this province
but
it
appears more probable that he was appointed regisHe died at a very
ter to one of the higher tribunals.
What distinguishes Lucian as a writer
advanced age.
is a
genius eminently satirical, a brilliancy of thought,
and a larger share of humour than any other author of
antiquity, with the exception, perhaps, of Aristophanes
His irony spares no folly and no prejuand Horace.
dice on the part of his contemporaries, but wages
In his old age he obtained from

;

—

The wriagainst their failings a continual warfare.
tings of Lucian very rarely betray any marks of the
decline of taste which characterized the period in which
His style, formed by the
is said to have lived.
study of the best models, and especially of Aristophanes, would never lead us to suspect that he was a nait is as
tive of the distant province of northern Syria
pure, as elegant, and as Attic as if he had flourished
in the classic periods of Grecian literature, and the
defects of the age in which he lived merely show themselves in the desire to coin new expressions, and to
divert others from their more ancient and legitimate
meaning faults from which he has not been able to
save himself, although he ridicules them in one of his
own productions, the " Lexiphanes." Neither has he
been always able to resist the inclination of adorning
he

:

;

his style with the tinsel of quotations and phrases borhistorians, and freThe greater part of his produc-

rowed from the ancient poets and

the latter is perhaps the more correct opinion.
Anlioch was the scene of his labours in this new vocation ;

quently misplaced.
tions have the dialogue form ; but they are not, like
the dialogues of Plato, dissertations put into the mouth
of interlocutors, merely to destroy the monotonous
The dialogues
uniformity of a continued discourse.
of Lucian are true conversations
they are in every
He says himself (Aff Karrj-y., c. 33)
sense dramatic.
that he has restored dialogue to earth, after it had been
and that, despoiling
lost in the regions of the clouds
it in contact with
it of its
tragic garb, he has brought
The subjects on
comic muse.
pleasantry and the
which he treats are various and interesting history,
the sciences furnish him with maphilosophy, and all
Lucian may, in fact, be regarded as the Aristerials.

but he soon became disgusted with forensic pursuits,
and turned his attention to others of a more purely

tophanes of his age, and, like the great co%ic poet, he
had recourse to raillery and satire to icconifiish the

234th, and 235th Olympiads (A.D. 157, 161, 165), answering to the 22d, 26th, and 30th years of his age.
In his 29th year he appears to have heard historical
His principal place of residence
lectures in Ionia.
while in this country was the city of Ephesus. Whether Lucian entered upon the profession of an advocate
before or after this period is not clearly ascertained
:
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he had in view. This object was, to exgtemt object
and imposture ;
pose all kinds of delusion, fanaticism,
the quackery and imposition of the priests, the folly
and absurdity of the superstitious, and especially the
solemn nonsense, the prating insolence, and the imicoral lives of the philosophical charlatans of his age.

His study was human nature in all its varieties, and
the age in which he lived furnished ample materials
for his observation.
Many of his pictures, though
drawn from the circumstances of his own times, are
If he sometimes distrue for every age and country.
closes the follies and vices of mankind too freely, and
occasionally uses expressions which are revolting to
our ideas of morality, it should be recollected that ev-

some

writer that

have found

m

it

came after him. Huet and Getner
a much more accurate acquaintance

with Christianity than we can supf>08e Lucian to have
SchoU,
possessed, after having read his Peregrinus.
following ihe side espoused by Gesner, takes the Philopatris to have been the work of a man who, after having been initiated into the mysteries of Christianity,
had renounced the gospel, not to return to paganism,
but to throw himself into the arms of incredulity. The
tone which pervades it betrays the bitterness of an
have remaining, besides his other
apostate.
works, fifty Epigrams ascribed to Lucian. The greater part are of that hyperbolic cast which was so much
in vogue during the first centuries of the Christian era.
Lucian, however, has not carried this kind of poetry to

— We

ery author ought to be judged by the age in which he
lived, and not by a standard of religion and morality that point of extravagance to which later writers pushwhich was unknown to the writer. The character of ed it. {Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 243, seqq.)
he was not The best editions of Lucian are, that of Hemsterhuys,
Lucian's mind was decidedly practical
disposed to believe anything without sufficient evidence completed by Reitz, Amst., 1730-36, 4 vols. 4lo, edof Its truth ; and nothing that was ridiculous or absurd ited in a more complete manner by Gesner, Amsi.,
escaped his raillery and sarcasm. The tales of the 1743, 3 vols. 4 to, and to which must be added, alpoets respecting the attributes and exploits o( the gods, though of inferior value, the Lexicon Lucianeum of C,
which were still firmly believed by the common peo- R. Reitz, brother to the former. Ultra]., 1746, 4to ;
of his satire that of the Bipont editors, in 10 vols. 8vo, a reprint of
ple of his age, were especially the objects
and ridicule in his dialogues between the gods, and in the preceding, but containing, besides, the various readmany other of his works ; and that he should have at- ings of six manuscripts in the library of the king of
tacked the Christians in common with the false sys- France, collected by M. Belin de Ballu ; and that of
:

tems of the pagan religion, will not appear surprising
CO any one who considers that Lucian probably never
took the trouble to inquire into the doctrines of a re-

Lehmann, Lip*., 1822-1831, 8vo, of which 9 volumes
have thus

much

far

appeared.

This

last

edition,

however,

{Hofftypographical errors.
mann, Lex. Bibliograph., vol. 3, p. 32.)
LuciFBR, the name of the planet Venus, or
It is called Lucifer when appearing in the
ing star.
morning before the sun ; but when it follows it, and
is

disfigured by

which was almost universally despised in his
mom
The greater
time by the higher orders of society.
of Lucian appear to
part, if not alL, of the dialogues
have been written after his return from Gaul and
but most of his oth- appears some time after its setting, it is called Hespe
while he was residing"at Athens
er pieces were probably written during the time that he ru^.
{Vid. Hesperus.)
Our limits, of
LuciLios, I. C, a Roman knight, bom at Suessa,
taught rhetoric in the former country.
course, will not allow an examination of the numerous a town in the Auruncian territory, A.U.C. 605, B.C.
will content ourselves with
149.
He was descended of a good family, and was
writings of Lucian.
noticing merely one piece, partly on account of its pe- grand-uncle, by the mother's side, to Pompey the
culiar character, which has made it a subject of fre- Great.
In early youth he served at the siege of Nuquent reference, and partly because the general opin- mantia, in the same camp with Marius and Jugurtha,
ion of scholars at the present day is adverse to its under the younger Africanus, whose friendship and probeing regarded as one of the productions of Lucian. tection he had thus the good fortune to acquire, ( Veil.
It is the ^i^iOTraTptc, J7 SidaaKOfievoc (" The lover of Paterc, 2, 9.)
On his return to Rome from his SpanThe author of this ish campaign, he dwelt in the house which had been
his country, or the stadenV^).
piece, whoever he was, ridicules, after the manner of built at the public expense, and had been inhabited by
but Seleucus Philopator, prince of Syria, while he resided
Lucian, the absurdities of the Greek mythology
his satire haa, in fact, no other end than to serve as an in his youth as an hostage at Rome.
{Ascon. Pedian.,
introduction to an unsparing attack on the Christians
Lucilius continued to live
in Cic, contr. L. Pis.)
they are represented as wicked men, continually offer- on terms of the closest intimacy with the brave ScipThe authen- io and the wise Laelius. {Horat., Serm., 2, 1, 71.)
ing up prayers for the evil of the state.
Mention These powerful protectors enabled him to satirize the
ticity of this piece has been much disputed.
is made in it of events, which some place under Nero
In
vicious without restraint or fear of punishment.
or even under Claudius, others under Trajan or Mar- his writings he drew a genuine picture of himself, acsome
under
and
Julian.
of
his
cus Aurelius,
The first of knowledged his faults, made a frank confession
these, as, for example, Theodore Marcilius, think, in inclinations, gave an account of his adventures, and,

—

ligion

;

—

We

;

:

consequence, that the author of the piece lived during
the first century. What appears to favour this opinion
is a
passage in which the writer alludes, without naming him, to St. Paul, or even, according to the SoSome orthodox
cinian Crell, to our Saviour himself.
theologians have shown themselves favourably inclined
to this system, because in a passage of the dialogue
the question of the Trinity is openly stated, and they
have taken this as a proof that this doctrine was taught
prior to the council of Nice.

mistaken.
is

Marcilius, however, is
Artemidorus, author of the Oneirocritica,

cited in the Philopatris

:

it

is true, critics

are not

agreed as to the period when this writer flourished, but
in any event be cannot be placed lower than Hadrian.
\n the dialogue under consideration, so strong a resemblance to the other works of Lucian is perceptible,
there occur so many phrases and forms of expression
which are familiar to him, that, if it be not the work of
Lucian himself, it could only h^ye been composed by

in

short, exhibited

«

true

and

spirited representation

Fresh from business or pleasure, he
seized his pen while his fancy was yet warm and his
or
passions were still awake, as elated with success
All these feelings or
depressed with disappointment.
incidents he faithfully related, and made his remarks
on them with the utmost freedom. {Horat., Snrm.,
of his whole

life.

are
I, 30.)
Unfortunately, however, his writings
so mutilated, that few particulars of his life and manLittle farther is
ners can be gleaned from them.
known concerning him than that he died at Naples, but
2,

what age has been much disputed. Eusebius and
most other writers have fixed it at 45, which, as he was
born in A.U.C. 605, would be in the 65l8t year of the
But Dacier and Bayle assert that he must have
city.
been much older, as he speaks in his Satires of the
Licinian law against exorbitant expenditure at entertill B.C. 97 or 96
tainrfients, which was not promulgated
(A.U.C. 657 or 658). The expression, moreover, ap759
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by Horace to Lucilius (Serm., 2, 1, 34), namely,
senex or "old," seems to imply, as Clinton has remarked {Fast. Hell., vol, 2, p. 135), that he lived to a later
date.
The period at which Lucilius wrote was favourplied

—

He

coarse, colours.

Roman humour,
ttas,

that

had, however,

much

of the old

that celebrated but undefined urban-

which indeed he possessed in so eminent a degree,
Pliny says it began with Lucilius in composition

able to satiric composition. There was a struggle existing between the old and new manners, and the free-

{PrcBf. Hist. Nat.), while Cicero declares that he carried it to the highest perfection, and that it almost ex-

dom of speaking and writing, though restrained, had not
yet been totally checked by law. Lucilius lived with a
people among whom luxury and corruption were advancing with fearful rapidity, but among whom some virtuous citizens were anxious to stem the tide which threat-

pired with him.

overwhelm their countrymen.
His satires,
therefore, were adapted to please those stanch 'Haudatores temporis actt" who stood up for ancient manners
ened

to

The freedom with which he attacked
discipline.
the vices of his contemporaries, without sparing individuals, the strength of colouring with which his pictures
were charged, the weight and asperity of the reproaches
with which he loaded those who had exposed themand

selves to his ridicule or indignation, had nothing revolting in an age when no consideration compelled to

those forbearances necessary under different forms of
By the time, too, in which he
society or government.
began to write, the Romans, though yet far from the
polish of the Augustan age, had become familiar with
the delicate and cutting irony of the Greek comedies,
of which the more ancient Roman satirists had no conLucilius chiefly applied himself to the imiception.
tation of these dramatic productions, and caught, it is
The Roman lansaid, much of their fire and spirit.
guage likewise had grown more refined in his age, and
was thus more capable of receiving the Grecian beauties of style.
Nor did Lucilius, like his predecessors,
mix iambic with trochaic verses. Twenty books of
his satires, from the commencement, were in hexameter verse, and the rest, with the exception of the thirHis object, loo, seems
tieth, in iambics or trochaics.
to have been bolder and more extensive than that of
his predecessors, and was not so much to excite laugh-

But the chief characteristic of Luvehement and cutting satire. Macrobius (Sat., 3, 16) calls him " Acer el violentus poefa,'*
and the well-known lines of Juvenal, who relates how

cilius

was

his

made the guilty tremble with his pen, as much as
he had pursued them sword in hand, have fixed his
character as a determined and inexorable persecutor
of vice.
His Latin is admitted on all hands to have
he
if

—

been

Horat., Sat.y
sufficiently pure {Aul. GelL, 18, 5.
10), but his versification was rugged and prosaic.
Horace, while he allows that he was more polished
1,

than his contemporaries, calls his muse '' pedestris,^^
talks repeatedly of the looseness of his measures, "incompostto pede currere versus," and compares his
whole poetry to a muddy and troubled stream. Quintilian does not entirely coincide with this opinion of
Horace ; for, while blaming those who considered him
as the greatest of poets, which some persons still did
"
in the
of
he
ah

age

Domitian,

says,

Ego quantum

tanturn ah Horatio dissentw, qui Lucikum jiuere
lutulentum, et esse aliquid quod tollere possis, putat.'**
The author of the books Rhetori{Inst. Or., 10, 1.)
illis,

coram, addressed to Herennius, and which were at one
time ascribed to Cicero, mentions, as a singular awkwardness in the construction of his lines, the disjunction of words, which, according to proper and natural
arrangement, ought to have been placed together, as,

"/To* res ad

Nay, what

is still

te

scriptas Luci

worse,

it

misimus Aeli."

would appear from Asconi-

us that he had sometimes barbarously separated the
syllables of a word,

—

•'
mox potieris aco."
Villa Lucani
and chastise vice. Lubestowed on satiric composition such ad- As to the learning of Lucilius, the opinions of antiquiand even those of the same author ofditional grace and regularity that he is declared by ty are different
Horace to have been the first among the Romans who ten appear somewhat contradictory on this point. Quin" Erudttio in eo mira.'''' Cicewrote satire in verse.
But, although he may have tilian says that there is
" Mecalls his learning
De
in
his
treatise
this
sort
of
it does not folFimbus,
ro,
greatly improved
writing,
low that his satires are to be considered as a different diocris ;" though afterward, in the person of Crassus,
" docspecies from those of Ennius, a light in which they in his treatise De Oratore, he twice terms him
have been regarded by Casaubon and Ruperti " for," /Ms" (1, 16; 2, 6). Dacier suspects that Quintilian
as Dryden has remarked, " it would thence follow that was led to consider Lucilius as learned, from the pedanthe satires of Horace are wholly different from those tic intermixture of Greek words in his compositions, a
of Lucilius, because Horace has not less surpassed practice which seems to have excited the applause of
Lucilius in the elegance of his writing, than I^ucilius his contemporaries, and also of his numerous admirers
surpassed Ennius in the turn and ornament of his." in the Augustan age, for which they have been severeThe satires of Lucilius extended to not fewer than ly ridiculed by Horace, who always warmly opposed
thirty books, but whether they were so divided by the himself to the excessive popularity of Lucilius during

ter or ridicule as to correct
cilius thus

;

;

poet himself, or by some grammarian who lived shortHe was reputed, however,
ly after him, is uncertain.
to be a voluminous author, and has been satirized by
Horace for his hurried copiousness and facility. Of
the thirty books there are only fragments extant ; but
these are so numerous, that, though they do not capacitate us for catching the full spirit of the poet, we
His merits, too,
perceive something of his manner.

It is not unlikely that
of political spleen in
the admiration expressed for Lucilius during the age
of Augustus, and something of courtly complaisance
in the attempts of Horace to counteract it.
Augustus
had extended the law of the twelve tables respecting
libels, and the people who found themselves thus abridg-

that golden period of literature.

there

may have been something

have been so much canvassed by ancient writers, who
judged of them while his works were yet entire, that
their discussion enables us in some measure to appreIt would appear that he had
ciate his poetical claims.
uncommon command of
great vivacity and humour,
language, intimate knowledge of life and manners, and
with
the Grecian masters.
considerable acquaintance
Virtue appeared in his draughts in native dignity and
he exhibited his distinguished friends, Scipio and LaeAt the same time, it
lius, in the most amiable light.

ed of the liberty of satirizing tl-je great by name, might
not improbably seek to avenge themselves by an overstrained attachment to the works of a poet, who, living,
as they would insinuate, in better times, practised without fear what he enjoyed without restraint.
{Gifford's
Some motive of this sort
Juvenal, Prof., p. 43.)
doubtless weighed with the Romans of the age of Augustus, since much of the satire of Lucilius must have
been unintelligible, or, at least, uninteresting to them.
Great part of his compositions appear to have been
rather a series of libels than legitimate satire, being oc-

was impossible to portray anything more povyerful
than the sketches of his vicious characters. His rogue,
glutton, and courtesan are drawn in strong, not to say

cupied with virulent attacks on contemporary citizens
of Rome.
Douza, who has collected and edited all
that remains of the satires of Lucilius^ meatioas ihft

,^
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names of not less than sixteen individuals who are attacked by name in the course even of these fragments,

among whom

are Quinlus Opimius, ihe conqueror of
Liguria, Cascilius Melellus, whose victories acquired
for him the surname of Macedonicus, and Cornelius

time Princeps Senatus.
Lucilius was
equally severe on contemporary and preceding authors
Ennius, Pacuvius, and Accius having been alternately
In all this he
saiirized by him.
{Aul. GclL, 17, 21.)
but he
indulged with impunity {Horat., Sat., 2, 1)
did not escape so well from a player whom he had ventured to censure, and who took his revenge by expo-

Lupus,

at that

:

;

sing Lucilius on the stage. The poet prosecuted the actor, and the cause was carried on with much warmth on
both sides before the praetor, who finally acquitted the

—

Lucilius, however,
{Khct., ad Hcrren.yZ, 13).
confine himself to attacking vicious mortals. In
the first book of his satires he appears to have decla-

id not
Shyer

red war on the false gods of Olympus, whose plurality
he denied, and ridiculed the simplicity of the people,
who bestowed on an infinity of gods the venerable
name of father, which should be reserved for one.
Of many books of the Satires such small fragments re-

—

it is
impossible to conjecture their subjects.
those books of which there are a greater number of fragments extant, they are so disjointed that it
is as difficult to put them
legibly together as the scattered leaves of the Sibyl
and the labour of Douza,
who has been the most successful in arranging the bro-

main, that

Even

in

;

ken lines, is by many considered as but a conjectural
and philological sport.
Those few passages, however,
which are in any degree entire, show great force of satire.
Besides satirizing the wicked, under which cate-

—

gory he probably classed all his enemies, Lucilius also
employed his pen in praise of the brave and virtuous.
He wrote, as we learn from Horace, a panegyric on
Scipio Africanus; but whether the elder or younger, is
not certain.
Lucilius was also author of a comedy
entitled Nummv laria, of which only one line remains
but we are informed by Porphyrion, the scholiast on
Horace, that the plot turned on Pythias, a female slave,
tricking her master Simo out of a sum of money, with
;

which

to portion his daughter.
erature, vol. 1, p. 393, seqq.)

{DunlojPs Roman LitDouza's edition of the

fragments of Lucilius was published in 1593, Lugd.
a later but inferior edition, CMra/rafrMm
Bat., 4to
Lemaire has
Vulpiorum, appeared in 1713, Patav.
subjoined a reprint of Douza's Lucilius to the third
volume of his edition of Juvenal and Persius, Paris,
1830.
II. An epigrammatic poet in the
age of Nero.
We have more than one hundred of his epigrams re:

—

Wernsdorff*assigns to him the

maining.

Cornelius Severus.

poem

entitled

have been written by
(Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 4, pt. 2,

^tna, commonly supposed

to

p. 3, seqq.)

LuciLLA, daughter of the Emperor Marcus Aurelius
and of Faustina, was born A.D. 146.
At the age of
seventeen she was given in marriage to Lucius Verus,
at that time commanding the Roman armies in
Syria.
Verus came as far as Ephesus to meet her, and the
union was celebrated in this city
but, habituated to
debauchery, Verus soon relapsed into his former mode
of life; and Lucilla, finding herself neglected, took a
woman's revenge, and entered on a career of similar
profligacy.
Returning subsequently with her husband to Rome, she caused him to be poisoned there
and afterward, in accordance with her father's directions, contracted a second union with Claudius Pompeianus, an aged senator, of great merit and probity.
Her licentious conduct, however, underwent no change,
and she was banished to the island of Caprese by her
brother Commodus, against whom she had formed a
Not long after, Commodus sent a centuconspiracy.
rion to her place of exile, who
put her to death, in the
38th year of her age, A.D. 184.
She had by her marwith
her
second
husband
a son named Laetus
riage
;

;

5D

Pompeianjs, put to death by order of Caracalla, and «
{Dio Cass., 71, l.—Id, 72, 4.— Ju/. Capitol., Vtt. Aurel., 7.—Jd., Vit. Ver.)
a
LuciNA, surname of Juno, as the goddess who predaughter.

sided over the delivery of females.
She was probably so called from bringing children into the light.
"
Vid. Juno.)
{Lucina, from lux, lucis, light.''
LucRETiA, a celebrated Roman female, daughter
of Lucretius, and wife of Collatinus.
Her name is
connected in the old legend with the overthrow of
kingly power at Rome, and the story is related as fol-

—

Tarquinius Superbus waged war against Ardea,
the capital of the Rutuli, a people on the coast of Latium.
The city was very strong by both nature and

lows

:

The Roman
art, and made a protracted resistance.
army lay encamped around the walls, in order to reduce it by hunger, since they could not by direct force.
While lying half idle here, the princes of the Tarquin
family, and their kinsmen Brutus and Collatinus, happening to feast together, began, in their gayety, to
boast each of the beauty and virtue of his wife.
Collatinus extolled his spouse Lucretia as beyond all riOn a sudden they resolved to ride to Rome,
valry.
and decide the dispute by ascertaining which of the respective ladies was spending her time in the most becoming and laudable manner. They found the wives
of the king's sons entertaining other ladies with a costly banquet.
They then rode on to Collatia and,
though it was near midnight, they found LucJ-etia, with
her handmaids around her, working at the loom.
It
was admitted that Lucretia was the most worthy lady ;
and they returned to the camp at Ardea.
But the
beauty ,and virtue of Lucretia had excited in the base
heart of Sextus Tarquinius the fire of lawless passion.
After a few days he returned to Collatia, where he was
hospitably entertained by Lucretia as a kinsman of her
husband.
At midnight, however, he secretly entered
;

her chamber
and, when persuasion was ineffectual,
he threatened to kill her and one of her male slaves, and,
laying the body by her side, to declare to Collatinus
that he had slain her in the act of adultery.
The dread
of a disgrace to her memory, from which there could
be no possible mode of effacing the stain, produced a
result which the fear of death could not have done
a
result not unnatural in a heathen, who might dread the
disgrace of a crime more than its commission, but which
shows the conventional morality and virtue of the times,
how ill-founded and almost weakly sentimental in even
that boasted instance of female virtue.
Having accomplished his wicked purpose. Sextos returned to the
after
his
Lucretia
sent
camp. Immediately
departure,
for her husband and father.
Collatinus came from the
camp accompanied by Brutus, and her father Lucretius
from the city, along with Publius Valerius.
They
found Lucretia sitting on her bed, weeping and inconsolable.
In brief terms she told what had befallen
;

;

—

her, required of them the pledge of their right hands,
that they would avenge her injuries, and then, drawing
a knife from under her robe, stabbed herself to the

heart and died.

Her husband and

father burst into a
but Brutus, snatching the weapon
from the wound, held it up, and swore, by the chaste
and noble blood which stained it, that he would pursue
to the uttermost Tarquinius and all his accursed race,
and thenceforward suffer no man to be king at Rome.
He then gave the bloody knife to her husband, her father, and Valerius, and called on them to take the same
oath.
Brutus thus became at once the leader of the
enterprise.
They bore the body of Lucretia to the
There Brutus addressed the people
market-place.
Part remained to
and aroused them to vengeance.
with Brutus to
guard the town, and part proceeded
a
raised
tumult, and drew toRome. Their

loud cry of agony

;

coming

citizens.
Brutus, availing
gether great numbers of the
himself of his rank and authority as tribune of the Cethe people
summoned
the
of
leres or captain
knights,
^
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Foram, and proceeded to relate the bloody deed
which the villany of Sextus Tarquinius had caused.
to the

Nor did he content himself with that, but set before
them, in the most animated manner, the cruelty, tyranny, and oppression of Tarquinius himself; the guilty
manner in which he obtained the kingdom, the violent
means he had used to retain it, and the unjust repeal
of all the laws of Servius Tullius, by which he had
robbed them of their liberties.
By this means he
wrought so effectually upon the feelings of the people,
that they passed a decree abolishing the kingly power
itself, and banishing for ever Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, and his wife and children.
(Liv., 1, 57, seqq.
Dion. Hal., 4, 15.) The story of Lucretia is very ingeniously discussed by Verri, and the conclusion at
which he apparently arrives is rather unfavourable than
otherwise to her character.
{Notti Romane, vol. 1, p.

—

i

own

a paroxysm of insanity produced
hands,
by
by a philtre, which Lucretia, his wife or mistress, had
given him, with no design of depriving him ol life or
Others
reason, but to renew or increase his passion.
suppose that his mental alienation proceeded from
melancholy, on account of the calamities of his country
and the exile of Memmius, circumstances which were
calculated deeply to affect his mind.
There seems no
reason to doubt the melancholy fact that he perished
The poem of Lucretius, De Rerum
by his own hand.
Natura, which he composed during the lucid intervals
of his malady, is, as the name imports, philosophic and
his

in

didactic, in the strictest acceptation of these terms,

and contains a full exposition of the theological, physand moral system of Epicurus.
It has been
remarked by an able writer, " that all the religious
of
the
ancient
systems
pagan world were naturally
171, seqq.
1, 19, p. 68,
Compare Augustin., Civ.
perishable, from the quantity of false opinions, and vias cited by Bayle, Diet. Htst s. v.)
In all likelihood, cious habits and ceremonies that were attached to
however, the whole story is false, and was merely in- them." {Turner, Hist, of the Anglo-Saxons, vol. 3,
vented in a later age, to account for the overthrow of p. 311.) He observes even of the barbarous AngloSaxons, that, "as the nation advanced in its active
kingly power at Rome.
LucRETiLis, a mountain range in the country of the intellect, it began to be dissatisfied with its mythology.
Sabines, amid the windings of which lay the farm of Many indications exist of this spreading alienation,
It is now Monte Libretti.
Horace.
{Horat., Od., 1, which prepared the northern mind for the reception of

—

D

ical,

,

,

—

1.
Compare the description given by Eustace,
Classical Tour, vol. 2, p. 247, seq.)
Lucretius, I. Titus Lucretius Carus, a celebrated

17,

Roman

writer.

even the year of

Of

known, and
According to

his life very little is

his birth is uncertain.

AU.C

the chronicle of Eusebius, he was bom
658,
B.C. 96, being thus nine years younger than Cicero,
and two or three years younger than Cassar.
To
judge from his style, he would be supposed older than
either ; but this, as appears from the example of Sallust, is no certain test, as his archaisms may have
arisen from the imitation of ancient writers, and we
know that he was a fond admirer of Ennius. A taste
for Greek philosophy had been excited at Rome to a
considerable extent some time previous to this era.
and Lucretius was sent, with other young Romans of
The different schools of
rank, to study at Athens.

A

the nobler truths of Christianity {ibid., p. 356).
secret incredulity of this sort seems to have been long
nourished in Greece, and appears to have been import-

Rome

The
philosophy and literature.
religion of early Rome was
quickly corrupted, and the multitude of ideal and heterogeneous beings which superstition introduced into
ed into

with

its

more pure and simple

the

Roman

worship led to its rejection. {Pliny, 2,
This infidelity is very obvious in the writings of
Ennius, who translated Euhemerus' work on the Deification of human spirits, while Plautus dramatized
the vices of the father of the gods and tutelary deity
of Rome. The doctrine of materialism was introduced
at Rome during the age of Scipio and Laelins {Cic,
de Am., 4), and perhaps no stronger proof of its
rapid progress and prevalence can be given, than that
Caesar, though a priest, and ultimately Pontifex Maxi7.)

philosophy in that city seem, about this period, to have
been frequented according as they received a temporary fashion from the comparative abilities of the pro
fessors who presided over them.
Cicero, for example,
who had attended the Epicurean school at Athens,
and who became himself an academic, intrusted his
son to the care of Cratippus, a peripatetic philosopher.
After the death of its great founder, the school of Epicurus had for some time declined in Greece
but, at
the period when Lucretius was sent to Athens, it had
under
revived
the
of
L.
Memmius,
patronage
again
whose son was a fellow-student of Lucretius, as were
also Cicero, his brother Quintus, Cassius, and Pomponius Atticus. At the time when frequented by
these illustrious youths, the gardens of Epicurus were
superintended by Zeno and Phaedrus, both of whom,
but particularly the latter, have been honoured with
One of the dearest, perhaps
the panegyric of Cicero.
the dearest friend of Lucretius, was this Memmius,

mus, boldly declared in the senate that death is the
end of all things, and that beyond it there is neither
hope nor joy. {Sallu^t, Cat., 51.) This state of the
public mind was calculated to give a fashion to the

who had been

by

;

his schoolfellow^, and whom, it is supto Biihynia, when appointed
posed, he accompanied
to the government of that province.
(Good's Lucre-

Prof., p. xxxvi.) The poem De Rerum Natura, if
not undertaken at the request of Memmius, was doubttius,

much encouraged by him ; and Lucretius, in a
dedication expressed in terms of manly and eloquent
courtesy, very ditferent from the servile adulation of
some of his great successors, tells him that the hopedfor pleasure of his sweet friendship was what enabled
him to endure any toils or vigils. The life of the poet
less

was short, but happily was sufficiently prolonged to
enable him to complete his poem, though perhaps not
Accordto give some portions of it their last polish.
44th year of his age,
ing to Eusebius, he died in the
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system of Epicurus.

According to this distinguished
philosopher, the chief good of man is pleasure, of
which the elements consist in having a body free from
pain, and a mind tranquil and exempt from perturbation.
Of this tranquillity there are, according to Epicurus, as expounded by Lucretius, two chief enemies,
superstition or slavish fear of the gods, and the dread
In order to oppose these two
of death (2, 43, seqq.).
foes to happiness, he endeavours, in the first place, to
show that the world was formed by a fortuitous con-

course of atoms, and that the gods, who, according to
the popular mythology, were constantly interposing,
do
take no concern whatever in human affairs.
tenets by
injustice to Epicurus when we estimate his

We

the refined and exalted ideas of a philosophy purified
faith, without considering the superstitious and polWith respect to
luted notions prevalent in his time.
the other great leading tenet of Lucretius and his
master, the mortality of the soul, still greater injustice
It is affirmis done to the philosopher and the poet.
" life and imed, and justly, by a great apostle, that
to
have
been
the
mortality
brought
light by
gospel ;"
and yet an author, who lived before this dawn, is reviled

because he asserts that the natural arguments for

the immortality of the soul, afforded by the analogies
of nature or principle of moral retribution, are weak
and inconclusive. In fact, however, it is not by the
truth of the system or general philosophical views in
a poem (for which no one consults it) that its value
is to be estimated ; since a poetical work may b?

LUCRETIUS.
highly moral on account of

its details,

LUCRETIUS.
even when

its

erroneous or apparently dangerous.
Notwithstanding passages which seem to echo Spinozism, and almost justify crime, the Essay on Man is
considered as the most moral production of
rightly
In like
the most moral among the English poets.
manner, where shall we find exhortations more eloquent than those of Lucretius against ambition and
cruelty, and luxury and lust
against all the dishonest
pleasures of the body, and all the turbulent pleasures
In versifying the philosophical system
of the mind 1
of Epicurus, Lucretius appears to have taken EmpedAll the old Grecian bards of whom
ocles as a model.
we have any account prior to Homer, as Orpheus,
systematic scope

;

—

Linus, and Musaeus, are said to have written poems
on the dryest and most difficult philosophical questions,
as cosmogony or the generation of the world.
The
ancients evidently considered philosophic poetry as
of the highest kind, and its themes are invariably
placed in the mouths of their divinest songsters.
Whether Lucretius may have been indebted to any
such ancient poems, still extant in his age, or to the
subsequent productions of Palaephatus the Athenian,
Antiochus, or Eratosthenes, who, as Suidas informs
us, wrote poems on the structure of the world, it
is impossible now to determine; but he seems to
have availed himself considerably of the work of EmThe poem of that philosopher, entitled
pedocles.
Trepl <f>vaeu^, and inscribed to his pupil Pausanias,
was chiefly illustrative of the Pythagorean philosophy,
in which he had been initiated.
Aristotle speaks on
the subject of the merits of Empedocles in a manner
which does not seem to be perfectly consistent (ap.
p. Ixxxvii., ci., cii., ed. Lips.,
1801), but we know that his poem was sufficiently
celebrated to be publicly recited at the Olympic games
His philosophical
along with the works of Homer.

Eickst'ddt, Lucret.,

system was different from that of Lucretius but he
had discussed almost all the subjects on which the
Roman bard afterward expatiated. In particular, Lucretius appears to have derived from his predecessor
his notion of the original generation of man from the
;

teeming earth ; the production, at the beginning of the
world, of a variety of defective monsters, which were
not allowed to multiply their kinds ; the distribution
of animals according to the prevalence of one or other
of the four elements over the rest in their composition
the vicissitudes of matter between life and inanimate
;

substance; and the leading doctrine, ** mortem nihil
ad nos pertinere,'* because absolute insensibility is the
consequence of dissolution. If Lucretius has in any
way benefited by the works of Empedocles, he has, in
return, been most lavish and eloquent in his commend-

One

of the most delightful features in the
character of the Latin poet, is the glow of admiration
with which he writes of his illustrious predecessors.
His eulogium of the Sicilian philosopher, which he
has so happily combined with that of the
ations.

country

which gave him
his

manner

ness.

•'

is

birth, affords a beautiful example of
of infusing into
everything poetic sweet-

Ennius had translated into Latin verse the

Greek poem of Epicharmus, which, from the fragments
preserved, appears to have contained many speculations with regard to the productive elements of which
the world is composed, as also
concerning the preservative powers of nature.
To the works of Ennius

our poet seems to have been indebted,
partly as a
model for enriching the still scanty Latm language
with new terms, and partly as a treasury or storehouse of words already provided.
Him too he celebrates with the most ardent and
unfeigned enthusiasm.
These writers, Empedocles and Ennius, were
probably Lucretius' chief guides; and, though the
most original of the Latin poets,
many of his finest
be traced to the Greeks. The beautiful
passages may
lamentation.

Nam jam nan domus accipiet U lata, neque uxor,
Optuma, nee dulcets occurrent oscula nati
I'raripere, et tacxta pectus dulcedtne tangunt,"'

is

said to be translated from a dirge chanted at Atheand the passage where he represents the
;

nian funerals

feigned tortures of hell as but the workings of a guilty
spirit, is versified from an uration of J£.%chines against Timarchus.
Notwithstanding, indeed,
the nature of the subject, which gave the poet little op-

and unquiet

portunity for those descriptions of the passions and
feelings which generally form the chief charm in poetry,

Lucretius has succeeded in imparting to his

di-

work much of the real spirit
he had chosen a subject which would

dactic and philosophical

of poetnr ; and if
have afforded him greater scope for the exercise of his
powers, he might have been ranked among the first of
Even in the work which has come down to
poets.
us, we find many passages which are not equalled by
the best lines of any I^tin poet, and which, for vigour
of conception and splendour of diction, will bear a
comparison with the best efforts of the poets of any
In no writer does the Latin language
age or country.
display its majesty and stately grandeur so effectively
as in Lucretius.

There

his descriptions that

we

is

a

rarely

and no one who has read

power and an energy in
meet with in the Latin
his invocation to Venus,

poets ;
at the beginning of the poem, or his delineation of the
Demon of Superstition and of the sacrifice of Iphior his beautiful picture of the
genia, that come after
busy pursuits of men, at the commencement of the
second book, or the progress of the arts and sciences
in the fifth, or his description of the plague which
;

desolated Athens during the Peloponnesian war, at
the close of the sixth, can refuse to allow LucreIn
tius a high rank among the poets of antiquity.
the first and second books he chiefly expounds the
cosmogony, or physical part of his system ; a sys-

tem which had originally been founded by Leucippus,
and from his time had been successively improved by
Democritus and Epicurus. He establishes in these
books his two great principles, that nothimg can be
made from nothing, and that nothing can ever be annihilated or return to nothing and that there is in the
universe a void or space in which atoms interact.
These atoms he believes to be the original component
and the
parts of all matter, as well as of animal life
modification or anangement of such corpuscles occasions, according to him, the whole difference in subIt cannot be denied, that in these two books
stances.
;

;

is in
particularly (but the observation
applicable to the whole poem), there are

some degree
many barren

many physiological, meteorological, and geoat once too incorrect for the
logical details, which are
and abstract for the general
philosophical, and too dry
It is wonderful, however, how he contrives,
reader.
of his images, to give a picturesque colthe
tracts,

beauty
by
ouring and illustration to the most unpromising topIn spite, however, of the power of Lucretius, it
ics.
was impossible, from the very nature of his subject, but
that some portions would prove altogether unsuscepYet it may be doubttible of poetic embellishment.
ed whether these intractable passages, by the charms
of contrast, do not add, like deserts to oases in their

bosom, an additional deliciousness
their

own

sterility.

The

in proportion to
too,

philosophical analysis,
the mind with the

employed by Lucretius, impresses
conviction that the poet is a profound thinker, and
It is his
adds great force to his moral reflections.
all
bold and fearless manner, however, that most of

While

in

other writers

produces a powerful effect.
ot
the eulogy of virtue seems in some sort to partake
the nature of a sermon, to be a conventional language,
and words of course, we listen to Lucretius as to one
who will fearlessly speak out who has shut his ears
if he eulogizes
to the murmurs of Acheron ; and who,
;
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—

because her charms are real.
One
thing very remarkable in this great poet is the admirable clearness and closeness of his reasoning.
He
repeatedly values himself not a little on the circumstance that, with an intractable subject, and a language
not yet accommodated to philosophical subjects, and
scanty in terms of physical as well as metaphysical
science, he was able to give so much clearness to his
virtue, extols her

and this object it is generally admitted
that he has accomplished, with little or no sacrifice
of pure Latinity.
The two leading tenets of Epicu-

arguments

;

—

concerning the formation of the world and the
mortality of the soul, are established by Lucretius in
rus,

the

first

three books.

A

great portion of the fourth

book may be considered as

episodical.
Having explained the nature of primordial atoms, and of the
soul, which is formed from the finest of them, he announces that there are certain images {rerum simulacra) or effluvia which are constantly thrown off from
the surface of whatever exists.
On this hypothesis
he accounts for all our external senses ; and he applies it also to the theory of dreams, in which what-

ever images have

occupied the senses during day
The principal subject of the fifth
a
book,
composition unrivalled in energy and richness
of language, in full and genuine sublimity, is the origin and laws of the visible world, with those of its
inhabitants.
The poet presents us with a grand representation of Chaos, and the most magnificent account
of the creation that ever flowed from mortal pen.
In
consequence of their ignorance and superstitions, the
Roman people were rendered perpetual slaves of the
most idle and unfounded terrors. In order to counteract these popular prejudices, and to heal the constant disquietudes that accompanied them, Lucretius
proceeds, in the sixth book, to account for a variety
of extraordinary phenomena, both in the heavens and
on the earth, which at first view seemed to deviate
from the usual laws of nature.
Having discussed the
various theories formed to account for electricity,
water- spouts, hurricanes, the rainbow, and volcanoes,
he lastly considers the origin of pestilential and endemic disorders. This introduces the celebrated account of the plague, which ravaged Athens during the
Peloponnesian war, with which Lucretius concludes
" In this narrathis book and his magnificent poem.
" the true
tive," says a late translator of Lucretius.
genius of poetry is perhaps more powerfully and triumphantly exhibited than in any other poem that was
Lucretius has ventured on one of the
ever written.

most

readily recur.

most uncouth and repressing subjects

to the

muses

that can possibly be brought forward, the history and
symptoms of a disease, aijd this disease accompanied
with circumstances naturally the most nauseous and
It was a subject
indelicate.
altogether new to nu-

merical composition ; and he had to strive with all
the pedantry of technical terms, and all the ahstruseness of a science in which he does not appear to have

He strove, however,
been professionally initiated.
and he conquered. In language the most captivating
and nervous, and with ideas the most precise and aphas given us the entire history of this
propriate, he
tremendous pestilence. The description of the symptoms, and also the various circumstances of horror

and distress attending this dreadful scourge, have
been derived from Thucydides, who furnished the
facts with great accuracy, having been himself a specHis narratator and a sufferer under this calamity.
tive is esteemed an elaborate and complete performand to the faithful yet elegant detail of the
ance
Greek historian, the Roman bard has added all that

is spoken of by all Roman critics and
poets, with
the exception of Ovid.
Perhaps the spirit of free

he

thinking which pervaded his writings rendered it un
safe to extol even his poetical talents
or perhaps,
and this is the more probable supposition, the nature
;

of his subject, and the little taste which the Romans
in general manifested for speculations like those of
Lucretius, may account for his poetry being estimated below its real merits.
The doctrines of
Lucretius, particularly that which impugns the superintending care of Providence, were first formally opposed by the Stoic Manilius, in his Astronomic poem.
In modern times, his whole philosophical system has
been refuted in the long and elaborate poem of the
Cardinal Polignac, entitled " Anti- Lucretius, sive de

—

This enormous work, though inet Natura"
complete, consists of nine books, of about 1300 lines
each, and the whole is addressed to Quintias, an athe-

Deo

who corresponds to the Lorenzo of the Night
Descartes is the Epicurus of the poem,
Thoughts.
and the subject of many heavy panegyrics.
In the
philosophical part of his subject, the cardinal has
sometimes refuted at too great length propositions
which were manifestly absurd at others, he has impugned demonstrated truths, and the moral system of
Lucretius he throughout has grossly misunderstood.
But he has rendered ample justice to his poetical
ist,

;

merit; and, in giving a
his great antagonist's

of the poetical spirit

compendium

of the subject of

poem, he has caught some share
with which his predecessor was

Roman

Literature, vol. 1, p. 416,
Lucretius, like that of Virgil,
had not received the finishing hand of its author at
The tradition that Cicero rethe period of his death.
vised it and gave it to the public, does not rest on
any authority more ancient than that of Eusebius ;

— The{Dunlofs
work of

inspired.

seqq.)

and, had the story been true, it would probably have
been mentioned in some part of Cicero's voluminous

those of the early critics.
Eichstadt,
while he denies the revisal by Cicero, is of opinion
some
critic
or grammathat it had been corrected by
rian
and that thus two manuscripts, differing in many
writings, or

;

respects from each other, had descended to posterity,
the one as it came from the hand of the poet, and the
The opinion, howother as amended by the reviser.
ever, though advocated with much learning and inThe best editions of
genuity, is an untenable one.
Lucretius are, that of Lambinus, Paris, 1564, 1570,
4io, with a very useful commentary; Creech, Oxon.,

—

1695, 8vo, often reprinted
Havercamp, Lugd. Bat.,
1725. 2 vols. 4to; Wakefield, Lond., 1796, 4to, 3
and that of Forvols., and Glasg., 1813, Svo, 4 vols.
;

;

A

good edition, however, is
biger Lz^»., 1828 12mo.
still much wanted, as Wakefield's is at best an unsatisfactory performance, and Eichstadt's has never

—

Spurius Lucretius Tricipitinus,
was chosen as colleague in
the consulship to Poplicola, to supply the place of
He died, however,
Brutus, who had fallen in battle.
soon after his election, and M. Horatius was appoint-

been completed.
the

II.

father of Lucretia,

(Lw., 1, 58— Id., 2, 8.)
LucRiNus, a lake in Italy, near Cumae, on the coast
of Campania.
According to Dio Cassius (48, 50),
there were three lakes in this quarter lying one beThe outermost was called Tyrrhenus,
hind the other.
the middle one Lucrinus, and the innermost Avernus.
The Lucrine was shut in from the outermost lake or
This
bay by a dike raised across the narrow inlet.
work, according to Strabo, was eight stadia in length,

ed to finish the year.

tradition ascribed it to
and of a chariot's breadth
Hercules.
Agrippa cut a communi{Strab., 245. )
was necessary to convert the description into poetry." cation between these lakes and the sea, and built at
In the whole history of Roman taste and criticism, the opening, but between and uniting the Lucrine
Julian Harbour.
The
nothing appears so extraordinary as the slight mention and Avernian lakes, the famous
that is made of Lucretius by succeeding Latin au- object in doing this chiefly was to procure a place
thors
and, when mentioned, the coldness with which along the coast fit for exercising and training a body
;

—

;
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seamen previous

L

to the contest with

—

Sextus Pom-

Veil. Patcrc, 2,
{Suelon., Vit. Aug., 16.
poius.
79.
Compare Virgil, Georg., 2, 161. Horat., Ep.

—

—

ad Pis., 63.) The woods, also, which surrounded
Avernus in particular, were cut down, and, the stagnant vapour being thus dissipated, the vicinity was
rendered healthy.
By this operation much land was
reclaimed, which before had been covered by these
lakes, an outlet being afforded to their waters into the
'J'he shores of the Lucrine lake were famous
sea.
In the year 1538, an earthquake formed
for oysters.
a bill, called Monte Nuovo, near two miles in circumference, and 200 feet high, consisting of lava, burned stones, scoria, &,c., which left no appearance of a
a lake, but a morass, filled with grass and rushes.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 159.)
LucDLLUs, Lucius Lici.Nius, descended from a
distinguished lioman family, was born about B.C.
116, and served under Sylla in the Marsian war.
Sylla had a very high opinion of the talents and integrity of Lucullus, and employed him, though he was

While
very young, in many important enterprises.
the former was besieging Athens (B.C. 87), Lucullus
was sent into Egypt and Africa to collect a fleet ; and,
after the conclusion of the war with Mithradates, he
was left in Asia to collect the money which Sylla had
So great, inimposed upon the conquered states.
deed, was the regard which Sylla had for him, that he
dedicated his commentaries to him, and, in his last
In B.C. 74 Luwill, made him guardian to his son!
cullus was elected consul, and was appointed to the
command of the war against Mithradates. During
the following eight years he was entirely engaged in
conducting this war; and, in a series of brilliant campaigns, completely defeated iMithradates, and his powerful son-in-law Tigranes.
In B.C. 73 he overcame
Mithradates at Cyzicus, on the Propontis
and in the
;

following year again conquered him at Cabiri, on the
borders of Pontus and Armenia.
In B.C. 69 he

marched

into

Armenia against Tigranes, who had

poused the cause of

his faiher-in-iaw,

es-

and completely

defeated his forces near Tigranocerta.
He followed
up his victory by the capture of this place, and in
the following year took also Nisibis, in the northern
part of Mesopotamia ; but he was not able to derive
all the advantage he
might have done from his victories, in consequence of the mutinous disposition of his
soldiers,
Lucullus never appears to have been a favourite with his troops
and their disaffection was
increased by the acts of Clodius, whose sister Lucullus had married.
The popular party at home were
not slow in attacking a general who had been the personal friend of Sylla, and who was known to be a
powerful supporter of the patrician party.
They accused him of protracting the war, on account of the
it
facilities
afforded him of acquiring wealth
and
;

;

eventually carried a measure by which he
moved from the command, and succeeded by

B.C. 66.

— The

was

re-

Pompey,

senate, according to Plutarch, had
looked forward to Lucullus as likely to prove a most

but in this
powerful supporter of the patrician order
for, on his return to Rome,
they were disappointed
he took no part in public affairs, but passed the re:

;

UQ

immense expense, was open

to all learned

men.

He

on intimate terms wiih Cicero, who has highly
praised his learning, and has inscribed one of his
books with the name of his friend, namely, the 4ih
book of his '' Academic Questions," in which he makes
Lucullus define the philosophical opinions of the Old
lived

Academy.
his

life,

—

It

is

Lucullus

said that, during ihe latter years of
and that his brother

lost his senses,

had the care of his estate.
He died in his 67ih or
68th year.
have a life of him by Plutarch.
(Plut., Vit.Lucull.
Appian, Bell. Mithrad.
EncycL
Us. Knowl., vol. 14, p. 192.)

We

—

—

the title applied to the hereditary chiefs
ruled over each of the twelve independent, tribes
of the Etrurian nation. It would seem also to have

LucuMO,

who

been given to the eldest sons of noble families, who,
by their right of primogeniture, would have a fairer
claim to public offices and the honours of the state.

The original
{Midler, Etrusker, vol. 1, p. 356.)
Etrurian term was Lauchme, and hence among the
Latin writers we sometimes meet with the form LucNiebuhr thinks that
mo, as in Propertius (4, 1, 29).
the words Lucumo and Luceres may be both referred
in
to
the old German for " a
seer,"

etymology
Luger,
and may have had reference

originally to divining by
auspices, a privilege reserved for the rulers of the state
and the heads of houses. {Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 242,
Walter'' s transl.)

LuDi, I. Apollinares, games in honour of Apollo,
celebrated annually at Rome on the fifth of July, and
for several days thereafter.
They were instituted during the second Punic war, for the purpose of propitiating success, and at first had no fixed time of celebration, until this was determined by a law which P.
After
Licinius Varus, the city praetor, had passed.
they were held, as above mentioned, in July.
Manut., ad Cic, Ep.
Id., 27, 23.
{Liv., 25, 12.
ad Att., 1, 16.) II. Cereales, called also simply Cerealia, a festival in honour of Ceres, accompanied with
public games in the circus, at which the people sat
this

—

—

—

arrayed in white, and during and immediately^before
which the greatest abstemiousness was enjoined.
The injunction was removed at nightfall. The celebration took place on the 9th of April.
{Aul. GelL,
18, 2, seqq.— Plant., AuluL, 2, 6, 5.)— III. Magni
or Romani, celebrated in honour of Jupiter, Juno, and
Minerva.
They were the most famous of the Roman

—

IV. Megalenses,
{Cic. in Verr., 7, 14.)
called also simply Megalesia, celebrated in honour of
Hence the
Cybele, or the great mother of the gods.

games.

name from /ieya/lT/

'^

(fem. of fiiyag),
great,^' an epithet
"
great mother'').
applied to Cybele {(leyakr] fiijTijp,
They were instituted towards the end of the second
Punic war, when the statue of the goddess was brought

Ovid makes
from Pessinus to Rome.
{lAv., 29, 14.)
the time of celebration the 4th of April, (Fast., 4,
month.
the
same
of
179); but Livy mentions the 12th
The statement of Ovid is generally
(Liv., 29, 14.)
considered the more correct.
LuGDUNENSis G.KLiAK, a part of Gaul, which received its name from Lugdunum, the capital city of
the province.
(Consult the article Gallia, p. 630, col.
near the end.)
LuGDu.vuM, I. a city of Gaul, situate near the confluence of the Rhodanus or Rhone, and the .Arar or

2,

mainder of his life in retirement. The immense fortune which he had amassed during his command in
of the places
Asia he employed in the erection of most magnificent Saone.
{Plin, 4, 18.) It was one
villas near Na[)les and Tusculum
and he lived in a conquered by Caesar, and, a short time after his death,
style of magnificence and luxury which appears to Munatius Plancus received orders from the Roman
^ave astonished even the most- wealthy of his contem- senate to re-assemble at Lugdunum the inhabitants of
Lucullus was a man of refined taste and Vienna or Vienne, who had been driven out of their
poraries.
In a
liberal education : he wrote in his
{Dio Cass., 46, 50.)
youth the history city by the Allobroges
of the Marsian war in Greek {Plut., Vit. LuculL, little while it became very powerful, so that Strabo
c. 1.
Compare Cic, Ep. ad Alt., 1, 12), and was a (192) says, it was not inferior to Narbo or Narbonne
warm supporter of learning and the arts. His houses with respect to the number of inhabitants. The anthe same spot as the
were decorated with the most costly
paintings and cient city did not occupy exactly
statues, and his library, which he had collected at an n odem one, but lay on the west side of the Rhone
:

—
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and Sa6ne, while the chief part of modern Lyons

is

on

the «ast side, at the very confluence of the two streams.
At the extremity of the point of land formed by the two
streams, and, of course, precisely corresponding with
the southern extremity of the modern city, stood the
famous altar erected by sixty Gallic nations in honour

of Augustus.

Lugdunum was

—

At
Strabo, I. c.)
(Liv., Epit., 137.
established the gold and silver coinage

of the province, and from this city, as a centre, the
main roads diverged to all parts of Gaul. (Strab., I.
In the third century it decUned in importance,
i.)
on account of the vicinity and rapid growth of Are-

and Narbo.
Lugdunum is said by Strabo to have
been situate at the foot of a hill.
In Celtic, dun sig"
nifies
a hill," and from this comes the Latin termination dunum.
The earlier name is said by Dio Cassius (/. c.) to have been
Lugudunum (Aovyovdovvov).
late

Lupercalia, a yearly festival, observed at Rome
the 15ih of February, in honour o( the god Pan, and
said to have been instituted by Evander.
( Vid. Luperci

)

^

LuPERCi, the priests of Pan. < Vid. hnpercal.) On
the festival of this god, which was termed Lupercalia,
a goat was sacrificed, and the skin of the victim was
cut up into thongs.
Thereupon the Luperci, in a state
of nudity, except having a girdle of goat's skin around
their loins, and holding these thongs in their hands,
ran up and down the city, striking with the thongs all
whom they met, particularly married women, who
were thence supposed to be rendered prolific. {Serv.,

ad Virg., JEn., 8, 343.— Orad, Fast., 2, 427.— /</. ib.,
There were three companies of Luperci
5, 101.)
two of ancient date, called Fabiani and Qaintiliani,
from Fabius and Quintilius, who had been at one time
Plutarch {de Fluviis, p. 1151.
and a third order c&WedtJulii, instituted
Op., ed. Reiske, vol. at their head
10, p. 732) derives the name from Aovyof, the Cel- in honour of Julius Caesar, at the head of which was
tic, according to him, for "a raven," and dovvo^, "a
Antony and therefore, as the leader of this, he went,
hill," and explains this etymology by the tradition of on the festival of the Lupercalia, although consul, ala flock of ravens having appeared to the first settlers most naked into the Forum Julium, attended by his
Momorus and Atepomarus, when building on a hill in lictors, and having made a harangue before the peoobedience to an oracle.
(Compare Reimar, ad Dion. ple, he, according to concert, as it is believed, preFor other ety- sented a royal diadem to Caesar, who was sitting there
Cass., I. c.
Reiske, ad Ptut., I. c.
of
the
name
of
this city, consult Mervla,
mologies
arrayed in his triumphal robes. A murmur ran through1.
c.
24.
3,
Vossius, Hist. Grac, p. out the multitude, but it was instantly changed into
Cosmogr.y p. 2,
II. A city of the Batavi, in Germania Inferior,
loud applause when Caesar rejected the proffered or346.)
now Let/den. The modern name is said to be de- nament, and persisted in his refusal, although Antony
rived from that of Leithis, which it took in the middle threw himself at his feet, imploring him, in the name
;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

{Manner t, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 241.)
LoNA, I. {the Moon). Vid. Selene. II.

ages.

—

of the

A

city of

43

Roman

people,
— Dio Cass.,
45,

to accept

31.— Id.,

(Ctc, Phil., 2, 31,
46, b.—Sueton., Vit.

it.

Jul, 79.— Plut., Vit. C<Bs.)
Lupercus, or Sulpicius Lupercus Servastus Junior,
The modern name of this harbour a poet, who appears to have lived during the latter
capacious harbour.
is Golfo di Spazzia.
He has left an elegy
Before the new division under periods of the western empire.
^^
'^
on Old Agt."
Augustus, Luna had formed part of Liguria ; and its "07i Cupidity, and a sapphic ode
He is
harbour, situate on the north side of the Macra, cer- {Wernsdorff, Poet. Lat. Min vol. 3, p. 235.)
Cluverius contends that supposed by some to have been also the author of a
tainly was m that province.
"
this ancient city occupied the site of the modem Lcri- small poem
on the Advantages of a Private Life,''^
a ; e^ecially as Strabo (222) and Mela (2, 4) seem found in the Anthology of Burmann (vol. 1, p. 608).
to place it on that bank of the Macra
but the ruins
LupiA or LippiA, I. a small river in Germany, fallwhich now bear the name of Luni, a little below Sar- ing into the Rhine, now the Lippe. It is in modem
Veil. Paterc., 2, 105.)—
zana, and the denomination of Lunigiana applied to Westphalia.
{Mela, 3, 2.
the adjacent district, together with the authority of II. A town of Italy, southwest of Brundisium, now
Ptolemy (p. 61) and Pliny (3, 5), leave no doubt as Lecce, the modern capital of the territory of Otranto.
to the true position of Luna.
The harbour of Luna {Plin., 3, II.— Mela, 2,4.)
was chiefly resorted to by the Romans as a rendezvous
Lupus, I. a native of Messana in Sicily, who wrote
for the fleets which they sent to Spain.
(Ltr., 34, 8. a poem on the return of Menelaus and Helen to SparStrabo says it contained, in fact, sev- ta.
He is mentioned by Ovid {ex Pont., A:, 16.
Id., 39, 21.)
II. P.
eral ports, and was worthy of a nation which so
long Compare Mongitor., Bibl. Sicul 1, p. 24).
ruled the sea.
The town itself was deserted in the Rutilius Lupus, a powerful but unprincipled Roman
time of Lucan (1, 586).
Luna was very famous for nobleman, lashed by Lucilius in his satires. {Pers.^
its white marbles, which now take their name from the
Sat., 1, 115.— Compare Liv., Epit , 73.—Jul, ObsePlin., quens, 115.)
(Strab., I. c.
neighbouring town of Carrara.
36, 5 )
LusiTANiA, a part of ancient Hispania, on the AtPliny speaks of the wine and cheese made
in the neighbourhood of Luna (14, 16)
The name must be taken in two senses.
the latter were lantic coast.
sometimes so large as to weigh one thousand pounds. All the old writers, whom Strabo also follows, underEtruria, in the northwestern angle of the country, situate on the coast, and remarkable for its beautiful and

,

;

—

—

,

—

—

—

;

{Id. J 11, 42.

—

Martial, Epigr., 13, 27.)
Inscriptions
{Cragive Luna the title of a Roman municipium.
mer^ s Italy, vol. 1, p. 171, seqq.)
LuPA (a she-wolf), an animal held in great veneration at

Rome, because Romulus and Remus were

fa-

bled to have been suckled by one.
{Vid. Romulus.)
LuPERCAL, a cave at the foot of the Palatine Hill,

consecrated by Evander to the god Pan,

the Latins, as protecting the
Such at least is
flocks from wolves {lupos arcens).
the common derivation of the name.
{Arnob., 4, 3.

—

ad JEn., 8, M^.— Justin, 43, 1.)
Others,
however, deduced the term, according to Quintilian,
from luo and capra, by a transposition of letters in the
case of the latter word, because they sacrificed in the
cave above mentioned a goat {caprum luebant), and
Serv.,

the animal cut into
purified the city with the skin of
Vid. Lupercalia.)
{Quint., 1^5, sub Jin.
thongs.

—

ample, with the Vettones, Calliaci, &c., on which acthe name of Lusitania was extended to the territories of these tribes, and, finally, under this name became also included some tracts of country south of
This is the first sense in which the term
the Tagus.
Lusitania must be taken, comprising, namely, the ter-

who was count

sumamed Lupercus by

766

stood by the term merely the territories of the Lusitani,
and these were comprehended between the Durius an<?
the Tagus, and extended in breadth from the ocean tc
the most eastern limits of the modern kingdom of Por{Strabo, 152.) The Lusitani in time intermintugal.
gled with the Spanish tribes in their vicinity, as, for ex-

ritories of the Lusitani, the Calliaci, the

Vettones, and

The Romans, after
of the Tagus.
the conquest of the country, made a new arrangement
The territories of the Calliaci,
of the several tribes.
included in Hispania
lying north of the Durius, they
Tarraconensis, but, a? equivalent, they added to Lusome lands south

LYC

LYC
and west
Acarrangement, Lusitania was bounded

Mount Lycaeus, states that the modem name
The remains of the altar of Jupiter are
Tetragi.
{Classiral Tour, vol. 2,
yet visible on the summit.
vol. 3, p. 336.)
p. Z^i.— Cramer's Anc. Greece,
Lycambbs, the father of Neobule. He promised
his daughter in
marriage to the poet Archilochui, but
afterward refused to hilfil his engagement when she
had been courted by a man whose opulence had more
This irritated
influence than t/ie fortune of the poet.
Archilochus he wrote a bitter invective against Lycambes and his daughter, who hung themselves in de-

sitania all the country south of the Tagiis,

held from

of the lower part of the Anas, as far as the sea.

is

cording to this
on the south by a part of the Atlantic, from the mouth
of the Anas to the Sacrum Promontorium or Cape

on the
St. Vtnant ; on the west by the Atlantic
north by the Durius ; and on the east by a line drawn
from the latter river, a little west of the modern city
of TorOf in a southeastern direction to the Anas,
the antouching it about eight miles west of Merida,
The modern kingdom of
cient Emerita Augusta.
ancient
Portugal, therefore, is in' length larger than
Lusitania, since it comprehends two provinces beyond
the Durius, Entre Douro y Minho and Tras los Monits northies, and since it has the Minius or Mtnho for
em boundary, but from west to east it is much smaller
;

than Lusitania.

The

latter

embraced also Salaman-

;

—

0md, ib., 52.) Such
{Horat., Epod., 6, 12.
The story, however, appears
account.
to have been invented after the days of Archilochus ;
and one of the scholiasts on Horace remarks, that
Neobule did not destroy herself on account of any injurious verses on the part of Archilochus, but out of
spair.
is

the

common

of Estremadura, and the west- despair at the death of her father.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.
em extremity of Toledo. The most southern part of Gr., vol. 1, p. 201.)
Lusitania was called Cuneus, or the wedge {vid.
Lycaon, an early king of Arcadia, son of Pelasgus.
Cuneus), and is now termed Algarve, from the Ara- He built Lycosura, on Mount Lycaeus, and established
Pausanias
Its extreme promontory the Lycaean festival in honour of Jove.
or the west.
bic
ca, the greatef part

—

Algarb,
called Sacrum.
{Vid. Sacrum Promontorium.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 1, p.. 327.)
LuTSTiA, a town of Belgic Gaul, on an island in
the Sequana or Seine, and the capital of the Pa^

was

Hence

risii.

it

is

often called Lutetia Parisiorum.

{Cas., B. G., 7, 7.) It was at first a place of little
consequence, but under the emperors it became a city
of importance, and the Notitia Imperii (c. 65) speaks
of it as the gathering- place for the seamen on the rivIn this passage, too, the name Parisii, as applied
At Lutetia, Julian ihe
to the city itself, first appears.
He
Apostate was saluted emperor by his soldiers.
er.

had here his usual winter-quarters. The city began
to increase in importance under the first French
kings, and was extended to the two banks of the river,
It
the island being connected with them by bridges.
The ancient
is now Paris, the capital of France.

—

name

of the place

is

variously

Thus we

written.

have Lotitia Parisiorum {Ann. Prudent. Tree, ann.
842), and Loticia Parisiorum {Ann. 1, ann. 845),
&c. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 168.)
Ly^us, a surname of Bacchus, as loosing from care
" /o loosen" or
Vid.
(Auatof, from Avw,
''free."

—

Liber).

Lycabettus, a mountain near Athens.
Crit.) that it was opposite the Pnyx

(in

gonus Carystius

relates a fabulous story,

;

Plato says
and Anti-

which would

lead us to imagine that it was close to the Acropolis.
Statius alludes to its olive plan{Hist. Mirab., 12.)

— Leake's

—

Topogr., p. 70
vol. 2, p. 335.)
LyciEa, I. festivals in Arcadia in honour of Pan,
or the Lycaean Jove.
They were the same in origin
II. A festival at
as the Lupercalia of the Romans.
{Theb., 631.
Cramer's Anc. Greece,

tations.

—

honour of Apollo Lycaeus, who delivered the
from wolves.
Argives
Lyc.«U8, a mountain in the southwestern angle of
Arcadia, deriving great celebrity from the worship of
Jupiter, who, as the Arcadians contended, was born
on its summit. Here an altar had been erected to the
god, and sacrifices were performed in the open air.
The temenus was inaccessible to living creatures,

Argos

in

since, if any entered within its precincts, they died withIt was also said, that within
in the space of a year.
this hallowed spot no shadows were projected from the
bodies of animals.
Pausanias affirms, that nearly the
whole of Peloponnesus might be seen from this eleva-

ted point.

—

makes him contemporary with Cecrops

—

His

history,

;

To

entertain the stranger they slaughtered a boy,
and, mingling his flesh with that of the victims, set it
The god, in indignation and horbefore their guest.
ror at the barbarous act, overturned the table (whence
the place derived its future name of Trapezus), and

struck with lightning the godless father and sons, with
the exception of Nyctimus, whom Earth, raising her
hands and grasping the right hand of Jupiter, saved
from the wrath of the avenging deity.
According to
another account, Jupiter destroyed the dwelling of Lycaon with lightning, and turned its master into a wolf
The deluge of Deucalion, which shortly afterward occurred, is ascribed to the impiety of the sons of Lycaon.

{Apollod.,

c.

I.

— Ovid, Met.,

1,

216, seqq.

—

Hygin., Poet. Astron.,2, ^.—Id., Fab., \1%.—Tzetz.,
It has been conjectured, that Juad Lycophr., 481.)
what Apollo Lycius
piter Lycaeus was in Arcadia
was elsewhere and that the true root in both cases
was AYKH {lux), "light." The similarity of sound

—

;

most probably gave occasion to the legends of wolves,
In this
of which animal there were many in Arcadia.
case Lycaon would be only another name for Jupiter,
to whom he raised an altar, and he could not therefore
have been described as impious in the primitive lebetween his name and that of
The
opposition

gend.

Nyctimus strongly confirms

It may
this hypothesis.
his appellation

indeed be said, that Jupiter derived
from the mountain but against this
served, that there was an eminence in
Cyrene or Barce, in Libya, dedicated
caeus.
Keightley's
{Herod., 4, 205.

it

is

to be ob-

;

—

the territory of
to Jupiter

Ly-

Mythology,

p.

424, seq.—Schwenck, Andeutung, p. 40.)
the
Lycaonia, a district of Asia Minor, forming
The origin of its
southeastern quarter of Phrygia.
is lost

in

inhabitants, the Lycaones.
asserted that Lycaon of Arcommands of an oracle,
cadia, in obedience to the
to the nation
founded a city here, and gave his name

name and

of

obscuritv.

{Pansan., 8, 28.
Compare Strab., 388.)
Mount Lycaeus was also sacred to Pan, whose temple
was surrounded by a thick grove. Contiguous to this and country

were the stadium and hippodrome in which the Lycaean games were performed.
Theocr.,
{Pausan., I. c.
Mr. Dodwell,
Idyl., 1, \iZ.— Virgil, Georg., 1, 16.)
who gives an animated description of the view he be-

(8, 2).

however, appears to be mythic, as will
According to the legend given by
presently appear.
ApoUodorus (3, 8, 1), Lycaon became, by different
and, according to anwives, the father of fifty sons
other account, mentioned by the same writer, the paBoth Lycaon and his
rent of one daughter, Callisto.
sons were notorious for their cruel and impious conduct, and Jupiter, in order to satisfy himself of the
truth of the reports that reached him, disguised
himself as a poor man and sought their hospitality.

whole

its

The Greeks

;

this,

however,

is

mere

fable.

Accord-

its name from lvK0^,a wdf,
ing to others, it derived
Our first
animals.
the country abounding with these
the relation of the
is
acquaintance with this region
" The
ndges lying
expedition of the younger Cyrus.

m

LYC

LYC
northward of Konia (Iconium) and Erkle (Archalobserves Leake, " form the district described by
Strabo as the cold and naked downs of Lycaonia,
which furnished pasture to numerous sheep and wild
asses, and where was no water except in very deep
to the
la),"

kept his court.

It

was decorated with

fountailis, plan«

and buildings, by Pisistratus, Pericles, and
l^ycurgus, and became the usual place of exerci.se for
the Athenian youths who devoted themselves to militations,

—

—

{Pausan., 1, 19.
Xen, Hipparch.
tary pursuits.
Harpocrai. et Suid., s. v.) Nor was it less frequentbo (568) and by Artemidorus, whom he quotes, to ed by philosophers, and those addicted to retirement
know that it was more especially the
have been between Philomelium and Tyriaeum on the and study.
west, and Coropassus and Garsabora on the east favourite walk of Aristotle and his followers, who
(which last place was 960 stadia from Tyriaeum, 120 thence obtained the name of Peripatetics.
{Cic,
from Coropassus, and 680 from Mazaca), we have the Acad. QiKBst., 1, 4.) Here was the fountain of the
exact extent of the Lycaonian hills intended by the hero Panops (Plat., Lys., p. 203), and a plane-tree of
geographer.
Branching from the great range of Tau- great size and beauty, mentioned by Theophrastus.
rus, near Philomelium, and separating the plain of {Hist. PI, 1, 11.
Compare Plat., Phadr., p. 229.)
Laodicea from that of Iconium, they skirted the great The position commonly assigned to the Lyceum is on
valley which lies to the southeastward of the latter the right bank of the Ilissus, and nearly opposite to
city, as far as Archalla {Erkle), comprehending a part the church of Petros Stauromenos, which is supposed
of the mountains of Hassan Daghi.
It would seem to correspond with the temple of Diana Agrotera, on
wells.

As

the limits of Lycaonia are defined by Stra-

We

—

that the depopulation of this country, which rapidly
followed the decline of the Roman power and the ir-

the other side of the river.
{Cramer's*Anc. Greece,
vol. 2, p. 340.)
of
had
a
of
the Eastern barbarians,
left some reLychnidus,
ruption
city
lUyricum, situate in the intemains of the vast flocks of Amyntas, mentioned by rior, on a lake from which the Drino rises. Its foundation
is
in the Greek
in
undisturbed
of
the
ascribed
a
writer
Strabo,
by
possession
Lycaonian
Anthology to
hills to a very late period
/or Hadji Khalfa, who de- Cadmus.
hear of its be{Christod., epigr. 3.)
scribes the want of wood and water on these hills, ing constantly in the occupation of the Romans
during
adds that there was a breed of wild sheep on the the war with Perseus, king of Macedon {Liv., 43, 9),
mountain of Fudul Baba, above Ismil, and a tomb of and from its position on the frontier it must have althe saint from whom the mountain receives its name
ways been a place of importance. This was more
and that sacrifices were offered at the lomb by all especially the case after the construction of the great
those who bunted the wild sheep, and who were Egnatian Way, which passed through it.
{Polyb., ap.
It appears to have been still a
taught to believe that they should be visited with the Strab., 327.)
large
Prodispleasure of heaven if they dared to kill more than and populous town under the Greek emperors.
two of these animals at a time. Hadji Khalfa lived in copius relates, that it was nearly destroyed by an
the middle of the 17th century."
{Leake's Journal, eartliquake, which overthrew Corinth and several othWith respect to its physical geography, er cities in the reign of Justinian. {Hist. Arch., 18.
p. 67, scgq.)
Lycaonia was, like Isauria, included in a vast basin,
Compare Malch., Sophist. Excerpt., p. 64.) It is
formed by Taurus and its branches. {Rennell, Geog- the opinion of Palmenus, who has treated most fully
of
the history of Lychnidus in his description of anvol.
Western
Towards
the
2, p. 99.)
Asia,
raphy of
east, the Lycaonians bordered on Cappadocia, from cient Greece, that this town was replaced by Achrida,
which they were separated by the Halys while to- once the capital of the Bulgarians and, according to
wards the south they extended themselves from the some writers of the Byzantine empire, also the nafrontiers of Cilicia to the country of the Pisidians. tive place of Justinian, and erected by him into an
Between them and the latter people there seems to archbishopric, under the name of Justiniana Prima.
have been considerable affinity of character, and prob- This opinion of the learned critic has been adopted by
both nations, perhaps, being originally the generality of writers on comparative geography.
ably of blood
Wesseling, ad Itin.,
sprung from the ancient Solymi.
Subsequently, how- {Grccc. Ant. Dcscript., p. 498.
ever, they would appear to have become distinguished p. 652.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 7, p. 415.) Cramer,
from one another by the various increments which however, shows very conclusively that the modem
each received from the nations in their immediate vi- Ochrida (as it is now called) does not coincide with
Thus, while the Pisidians were intermixed the ancient Lychnidus, but that the ruins of the latter
cinity.
with the Carians, Lycians, and Phrygians, the Ly- place are still apparent ne'ar the monastery of St.
caonians received colonists probably from Cappado- Naum {Pouqueville, vol. 3, p. 49), on the eastern
at the shore of the lake, and about fourteen miles south oJ
cia, Cilicia, Pamphylia, Phrygia, and Galatia
same time, both, in common with all the nations of Ochrida. {Cramer's Anc. Greece,yo\. 1, p. ll,seqq.)
Asia Minor, had no small proportion of Greek settlers
Lychnitis P.tLCs, a lake of Illyria, on which Lychin their principal towns.
It is a curious fact, which nidus was situate.
It was formed principally by the
we derive from the New Testament (.4c<5, 14, 11), that waters of what is now the black Drino, and was a conthe Lycaonians had a peculiar dialect, which therefore siderable expanse of water, about 20 miles in length and
must have differed from the Pisidian language but 8 in breadth. Diodorus informs us, that Philip, son of
even that, as we know from Strabo (631), was a dis- Amyntas, extended his conquests in Illyria, as far as
tinct tongue from that of the ancient Solymi.
It is, this lake (16, 8).
Strabo says it abounded in fish,
however, very probable, that the Lycaonian idiom was which were salted for the use of the inhabitants. {StraHe also mentions several other lakes in the
only a mixture of these and the Phrygian language. bo, 327.)
{Cramer's
{Jahlonski, de Ling. Lycaon.,Opusc., vol. 3, p. 8.
vicinity which were equally productive.

We

:

;

,

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 63.)
Lycastus, an ancient town of Crete, in the vicinity
of Gnossus, by the inhabitants of which place it was
Strabo, who mentions this fact, states
destroyed.
that in his time it had entirely disappeared.
{Strab.,
479.)

Polybius informs us (23, 15), that the Lycaswas afterward wrested from the Cnosi-

tian district

ans by the Gortynians, who gave it to the neighbour{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3,
ing town of Rhaucus.
p. 370.)
Lyceum {Avkelov), a sacred enclosure at Athens,
dedicated to Apollo, where the polemarch originally
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Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 74.)
Lycia, a country of Asia Minor, in the south, bounded
on the northeast by Pamphylia, on the west and northwest by the Carians, and on the north by Phrygia and
Pisidia.
The country was first named Milyas, and its
Sarearliest inhabitants seem to have been the Solymi.
pedon, however, being driven from Crete by his brother
Minos, came hither with a colony, and drove the Solymi into the interior, with whom, however, they had still
to

wage a

ibid., 10,

took the

continual warfare.

A30.—Id.

name

ibid., 12,

{Horn.,

30.)

II., 6,

180.

—

Id.

The new-comers

of Termilas, as Herodotus writes

it

(1

LYC

LYCIA.
173), or Tremil«, as others give
V. TpefiiTiat.)

it.
{SUph. Byz., s.
Afterward, Lycus, driven from Athens

to the
by his brother .^geus, retired
TerrnilaBj^where
he was well received by Sarpedon, and gave, it is said,
of Lycia to the country, and Lycii to the
the

appellation
own name. In the Homeric poems
people, from his
the country is always called Lycia, and the Solymi are
mentioned as a warUke people, against whom Bellerophon is sent to fight by the King of Lycia. (//., 6,

is erroneously
represented in all the maps, and
there are no mountains of any importance in the interior.
The coast, however, is surrounded by lofty
mountains, which rise in many places to a great height.

country

—

KtwwL, vol. 14, p. 210.) It was at PaLycia that Apollo had a famous temple and
oracle, and there he was fabled to pass the winter
months, and the summer at Delos, whence the epithet
(Encycl. Us.
tara

in

hiberna applied to Lycia by Virgil (Mn.^ 4, 143.

—

The Solymi, however, disappeared from history Hcyne, ad loc).
after Homer's time, and the name Milyas remained for
LvciMNiA, a female alluded to by Horace, and
ever afterward applied to the region commencing in thought by Bentley to be the same with Terentia, the
the north of Lycia, and extending into Phrygia and Pi- wife of Maecenas.
(Horat., Od., 2, 12, 13.— BentUy,
184.)

Into this region the Solymi had been driven, ad loc.)
and here they remained under the appellation of Milyae,
Lvcius, a surname of Apollo, given to that deity as
Sol- the god of light, and derived from the old form ATKH,
though the name Solymi still continued in Mount
"
light," to which we may also trace the Latin lux.
yma, on the northeastern coast. This mountain, called at present Takhallu, rises to the height of 7800 feet. (Compare remarks under the article Lycaon.) AcFrom this time, in fact, they were reckoned as occu- cording to the common but erroneous opinion, Apol"
Lycius" because worshipped with pepying a part of Pisidia, and having nothing more to do lo was called
On D'Anville's map, however, they re- culiar honours at Patara in Lycia. (Vid. Patara.)
with Lycia.
tain the name of Solymi.
Lycomedes, a king of Scyros, an island in the
According to the ancients,
Lycia was the last maritime country within Taurus. ^gean Sea, son of Apollo and Parthenope. He was
sidia.

It

did not extend eastward to the inner part of the

Gulf of Pamphylia, but was separated from that counof Taurus, whose
try and its gulf by the southern arm
bold and steep descent to the shore caused it to reThis southern arm of
ceive the name of Climax.
Taurus is so lofty as to be generally covered with
snow, and by its course, presenting itself across the
line of the navigation along shore, forms a conspicuFrom
ous landmark, particularly from the eastward.

the natural strength of the country,
and the goodness of its harbours, Lycia was one of the
richest and most populous countries of Asia in propor-

its

general

fertility,

The products were wine, wheat,
tion to its extent.
cedar-wood, beautiful plane-trees, a sort of delicate
It is recorded, to the
sponge, and fine officinal chalk.
honour of the inhabitants, that they never committed
acts of piracy like those of Cilicia

and other quarters.

The Lycians

appear to have possessed considerable
and were almost the only people
;
power
west of the Halys who were not subdued by Croesus.
(Herod., 1, 28.) They made also an obstinate resistance to Harpagus, the general of Cyrus, but were eventin early times

secretly intrusted with the care of

whom

young

Achilles,

mother Thetis had disguised in female atwhere she
prevent his going to the Trojan war,
knew he must perish. (Firf. Achilles.) Lycomedes
rendered himself infamous for his treachery to Theseus, who had implored his protection when driven from
the throne of Athens by the usurper Mnesthcus.
Lycomedes, as it is reported, either envious of the fame
his

tire to

of his illustrious guest, or bribed by the emissaries of
Mnestheus, led Theseus to an elevated place on pretence of showing him the extent of his dominions, and
where he was
perfidiously threw him down a precipice,
killed.
According to another account, however, his
fall

was

17;

7,

accidental.

(Plut., Vit.

Thes.—Pausan.t

1,

A.—Apollod., 3, 13.)
Lycon, an Athenian, who flourished about 405 B.C.,
and who, together with Anytus and Melitus, was concerned in the prosecution instituted against Socrates.

—

A

II.
Peripatetic philosopher, a na(Vid. Socrates.)
tive of Troas, and the pupil and successor of Strato
He flourished about 270 B.C., and
of Lampsacus.
was for forty years the head of the Peripatetic school
He succeeded Strato at the date just menat Athens.
also the friendship of Attabus and
tioned ; and

They supplied
(Herod., 1, 176.)
ships in his expedition against Greece.
(Herod., 7, 92.) After the downfall of the Persian empire, they continued subject to the Seleucidae till the

Eumenes. (Diog. Laert., 5, 66. AthencBUS, 12, p.
546.)
Lycon appears to have been the author of a

overthrow of Antiochus by the Romans, when their

treatise

ually conquered.

Xerxes with

fifty

country, as well as Caria, was granted by the conquerors to the Rhodians ; but their freedom was afterward
again secured to them by the Romans (Polyh., 30, 5),

who allowed them

to retain their

own laws and

their

political constitution, which is highly praised by Strabo (665), and, in his opinion, prevented them from fall-

ing into the piratical practices of their neighbours, the

Pamphylians and Cilicians. According to this account, the government was a kind of federation, consisting of 23 cities, which sent deputies to an assembly,
in which a governor was chosen for the whole of
Lycia, as well as judges and other inferior magistrates.
All matters relating to the government of the country
were discussed in this assembly. The six principal
cities, Xanthus, Patara, Pinara, Olympus, Myra, and
Tlos, had three voles each, other cities two votes each,
and the least important places only one each. In consequence of dissensions among the different cities, this
constitution was abolished by the Emperor Claudius

—

(Sueton., Vit. Claud., 25.
Compare Vit. Vesp.), and
the country united to the
province of Pamphylia. (Dio
Cass., 60, \T.—Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 14, p. 210.—

Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 242, seq.) The inteLycia was entirely unknown to Europeans until the visit of Mr. Fellows in
1838, who travelled over

rior of

a large
portion of

5E

it.

According

to this individual, the

—

enjoyed

on the sovereign good. His eloquence induced his friends to change his name from Lycon to
"
Glykon (y2.VKVc, sweet). Cicero calls him aralione
locupleiem, rebus ipis jejuniorem" (De Fin., 5, 5).
I. a son of Periander, king of Corinth.
of his mother Melissa by his father had
such an etFect upon him, that he resolved never to
to a man who had been so wantonly cruel to

Lycophron,

The murder
speak

This resolution was strengthened by
family.
advice of Procles, his maternal uncle, and Periander at last banished to Corcyra a son whose disobeCypdience and obstinacy had rendered him odious.
ol
selus, the eldest son of Periander, being incapable

his

own

the'

who

Lycophron was the only surviving
had any claim to the crown of Corinth. But, when
the infirmities of Periander obliged him to look for a
child

reigning,

successor, Lycophron refused to

come

to Corinth while

and he was induced to leave Corwould come am.
cyra only on promise that Periander
dwell there while he remained the master of Corinth.
This exchange, however, was prevented. The Corof the tyranny of Pecyreans, who were apprehensive
he left that island.
riander, murdered Lvcophron before
his father

was

there,

A

native of Chalcis, in Euboea.
(Herod., 3, 51.)— II.
the son of Socles, and adopted by the historian Lycus
at the court
of Rheffium, was a poet and grammarian
to B.C. 250,
of Ptolemv Philadelphus from B.C. 280
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where he formed one of the seven poets known by the
Alexandrina
nanie of the Tragic Pleiades.
( Vid.
He is said
Schola, towards the end of that article.)
(Ibis, 531.)
by Ovid to have been killed by an arrow.
Lycophron wrote a large number of tragedies, the titles
of many of which are preserved by Suidas.
Only one
production of his, however, has come down to us, a
poem classed by the ancients under the head of tragic,
but more correctly by the moderns under that of LyrThis poem of Lycophron's is called the
ic verse.
Alexandra or Cassandra. It is a monologue, in 1474
verses, in which the Trojan princess Cassandra predicts
to Priam the overthrow of Ilium, and the misfortunes

The work
Trojan war.
written in Iambic verse, and has no pretensions to
any poetical merit ; but, at the same time, it forms an
inexhaustible mine of grammatical, historical, and mythat await the actors in the
is

Cassandra, in the course of her

thological erudition.

predictions, goes back to the earliest times, and descends afterward to the reign of Alexander of Macedon.
There are many digressions, but all contain valuable
history and mythology of other
poet has purposely enveloped his poem
with the deepest obscurity, so much so that it has
been styled to gkotclvov iroirjfia, " the dark poem."
There is no artifice to which he does not resort to preHe never calls any
vent his being clearly understood.
one by his true name, but designates him by some cirHe abounds with
cumstances or event in his history.
unusual constructions, separates words which should
be united, uses strange terms (as, for example. Ke2.up,
forms the
Ivtg, ufivafio^, and <j>LTVfia, in place of vloc)
facts,

drawn from the

nations.

vour of the vicinity of Manfaluth, coinciding in thit
with Pococke.
(Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 387.)
Lycorea, I. one of the earliest names of Parnassuff.
The modern name of the mountain is Liakoura. {Dad'
II. A small town on one
well. Tour, vol. 1, p. 189.)

—

Pausan., 10,

—

summits of Parnassus.

of the highest

6.)

(Strabo, 423.
appears to have been a place of

It

the highest antiquity since it is stated by the Arundelian marbles to have been once the residence of Eeucalion.
Strabo also affirms that it was more ancient

—

than Delphi.
(Strab., 418
Compare Pausan., I. c.
8chol. ad
Steph. Byz., s. v.
Etym. Mag., s. v.
Apollon., Arg., 1, U90.—Schol. ad Pind., 01, 9. 68.)
Among other etymologies, Pausanias states, that the
neighbouring people fled to it during the deluge of
Deucalion, being led thither by the howling of wolves
Dodwell was informed that there was a vil(IvKuv).
lage called Liakoura about three hours from Castri
of
(Delphi), which was deserted in winter on account
the snow, the inhabitants then descending to the
Some of the peasants of Lianeighbouring villages.
konra informed him that their village possessed con-

—

—

—

—

The

Crasiderable remains of antiquity.
{Dodwell, I. c.
mer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 161.)
Lycoris, a female to whom Gallus, the friend of
Virgil,

was attached.

col. 1,

near the end.)

LvcoRMAs,

the

(Consult remarks on page 545,

more ancient name of the Evenus.

{Strab., 451.)

Lycosura, a town of Arcadia, on the slope of Mount
Lycaeus, regarded by Pausanias (8, 38) as the most
it still contained some few
ancient city in the world
most singular compounds (such as adeafioltKrpo^, ai- inhabitants when he made the tour of Arcadia. Dod
vo6(iKx^Toq), and indulges also in some of the boldest well is inclined to identify its position with that OThe Alexandrean grammarians amassed Agios Giorgios, near the village of Stala, where there
metaphors.
a vast collection of materials for the elucidation of are walls and other remains which manifest signs of
what must have appeared to them an admirable pro- the remotest antiquity. {Tour, vol. 2, p. 395.) Gell,
duction.
Tzetzes has made a compilation from their in his Itinerary of the Morea (p. 101), after having
commentaries, and has thus preserved for us a part at spoken of Dclli Hassan in the road from Sinano to
"
descend again toleast of those illustrations, without which the poem, Karitena, adds as follows
after the lapse of more than 2000 years, would be unwards the Alpheus. This is the road which Pausanias
He has refuted also the opinion that Ly- seems to have taken to Lycorma, which must have
intelligible.
cophron was not the author of the poem. The loss of been either on the remarkable peak called Sourias to
Lycophron's dramatic pieces is hardly to be regretted, Castro, or almost on the summit of Diaphorte (Lyif we can form any opinion of his
poetic merits from caeus), near the hippodrome, where are the ruins of a
:

;

:

the production to which we have just referred.
A
work, however, which he wrote on Comedy {izepi Kwand which must have been of considerable exfi<f)diag),
tent, since Athenaeus quotes from the 9th book of it,
would have proved, no doubt, a valuable accession to
our list of ancient productions, since on this subject
the learning of Lycophron must have had full scope
The best editions of Lycophron are, that
allowed it.
printed at Basle, 1546, fol., enriched with the Greek
commentary of Tzetzes that of Canter, 8vo, apud

We

The same writer remarks {Narrative
" the
peaked
of a Journey in the Morea, p. 124),
summit, called Sourias to Castro, is probably the anCracient Lycorma."
{Siebelis, ad Pausan., 8, 38.
mer s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 336.)
LvcTUS, one of the most considerable cities of Crete,
situate apparently to the northeast of Praesus, and at
no great distance from the sea, since Strabo assigns
It was already an
to it the haven of Chersonesus.
and
important city in the days of Homer and Hesiod
fortification."

—

;

;

Commelin.. 1596 that of Potter, fol., Oxoyi., 1702,
and that of Bachmann, Lips., 1828, 2 vols. 8vo. The
last will be found to be most complete and useful, since
it contains, among other subsidia, the Greek
paraphrase.

Idomeneus, who was a native of the place, obtains
from it, in Virgil {£n., 3, 401), the epithet of Lyctius.
(Compare Homer, II., 2, 647 17, 610 ) According to Hesiod {Theog.', 477), Jupiter was brought

Bachmann

also published, in 1828, in the second volof his Anecdota Graca, a Lexicon Lycophroneum,
previously unedited, containing a very ancient collection of scholia.
{SchiiU, Gesch. Gr. Lit., vol. 2, p. 47,

are informea
up in Mount .^goeus, near Lyctus.
by Aristotle {Polit., 2, 8) that Lyctus subsequently
received a Lacedaemonian colony (compare Polyb., 4,
54), and we learn from Diodorus Siculus that it was

seqq)
Lvcop5lis {Kvkuv Tro^if), or the " city of wolves,"
a city of Upper Egypt, on the western side of the Nile,

indebted to the same people for assistance against the
mercenary troops which Phalaecus, the Phocian general, had led into Crete after the termination of the
Sacred war (16, 62).
The Lyctians, at a still later
in frequent hostilities with the
period, were

;

;

We

ume

It derived its name from
northwest of Antaeopolis.
the circumstance of extraordinary worship being paid
here to wolves, which, according to Diodorus Siculus,
drove back the Ethiopians when they invaded Egypt,

and pursued them

to Elephantina.

{Diod.

Sic,

1,

88.)
Pliny merely writes the name Lycon as that of
the city (5, 9), and Hierocles Ackuv.
D'Anville, and,
after him, the French savans who accompanied Bonaof
ancient
the
site
to
Lycopolis near
Egypt, place
parte
the modern Syut.
Mannert, however, decides in fa-
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engaged

republic of Gnossus, and succeeded in creating a forBut the
midable party in the island against that city.
Gnossians, having taken advantage of their absence

}

!

I

I

on a distant expedition, surprised Lyctus and utterly
The Lyctians, on their return, were so
destroyed it.
disheartened by this unexpected calamity, that they
abandoned at once their ancient abodes, and withdrew
to the city of Lampe, where they were kindly and hos-

LYC

LYCURGUS.

According to Polybius, they afterpilaoly received.
ward recovered their city, with the aid of the Gortyn-

who gave them

ians,

a place

named Diatonium, which

they had taken from the Cnoaians (23, 15 ; 24, 53).
Strabo also speaks of Lyctus as existing in his time
{Strab., 479), and elsewhere he states that it was
{Strab., 476.)
eighty stadia from the Libyan Sea.
The ruins of Lyctus were placed by D'Anville at
the
exact
but
site, according to the latest
Lassiti;
maps, lies to the northwest of that place, and is called
Panagia Cardiotissa. {Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol.

Ten

Orators."

Lycurgus is said to have pub{Vil. X. Orat., p. 843, C.
Phot., Cod., 268), of which only one has come down
to us.
This oration, which was delivered B.C. 330,
is an accusation of Lcocrates
{Kara A-euKpuTovq), an
Athenian citizen, for abandoning Athens after the bat-

lished fifteen

tle

—

orations

of Chaeronea, and settling in another Grecian state.

The eloquence of Lycurgus is greatly praised by Diodorus Siculus (16, 88), but is justly characterized by
Dionysius of Halicarnassus as deficient in ease and
elegance (vol.
tions of

388, seqq.)

3, p.

of the

433, ed. Reiske).

5, p.

Lycurgus

are,

The

best edi-

by Taylor, who published

it

LvcuRous, I. a king of Thrace, who, when Bac- with the oration of Demosthenes against Midias, Canchus was passing through his country, assailed him so tab., 1743, 8vo; Osann, Jen., 1821, 8vo
Pmzger,
and Blume, Sund., 1828, 8vo.
furiously that the god was obliged to take refuge with Lips., 1824, 8vo
Thetis.
Bacchus avenged himself by driving I..ycur- The best text, however, is that of Bekker, in his " Or-

—

;

;

gus mad, and the latter thereupon killed his own son
Dryas with a blow of an axe, taking him for a vinebranch.
The land became, in consequence, steril
and his subjects, having been informed by an oracle
that it would not regain its fertility until the monarch
was put to death, bound Lycurgus, and left him on
Mount Pangaeus, where he was destroyed by wild
horses.
IL An Athenian orator,
(Apollod., 3, 5, L)
was one o( the warmest supporters of the democratical
The
party in the contest with Philip of Macedon.
time of his birth is uncertain, but he was older than
Demosthenes {Liban., Arg. Aristogit.) and if his father was put to death by order of the thirty tyrants
(Vit. X. Orat., p. 841, B), he must have been born
But the words of the biograprevious to B.C. 404.
pher are, as Clinton has justly remarked, ambiguous
(Fast. Hell, vol. 2, p. 151), and may imply that it
;

—

;

who was put to death by the
I^ycurgus is said to have derived instruction
from Plato and Isocrates.
He took an active part in
the management of public affairs, and was one of the
was

his grandfather

thirty.

Athenian ambassadors who succeeded (B.C. 343) in
counteracting the designs of Philip against Arabracia
and the Peloponnesus. (Demosth., Phil., 3, p. 129,
ed. Reiske.)
He filled the office of treasurer of the
public revenue for three periods of five years, that is,
according to the ancient idiom, twelve years {Diod.
and was noted for the integrity and
Sic, 16, 88)
ability with which he discharged the duties of his

atores Atlici."

The

in the collections of

oration of Lycurgus

is

also found

Reiske and Dobson.

{Encycl.
212. — Hoffmann, Lex.

Us. Knowl, vol. 14, p.
BiblioHI. A celebrated Spargraph., vol. 3, p. 68, seq.)
tan lawgiver, generally supposed to have been the son
The poet Simonides, however,
of King Eunomus.
following a different genealogy, called him the son of
who
is commonly believed to have been the
Prytanis,
The chronological discrepances
father of Eunomus.
in the accounts of Lycurgus, which struck Plutarch

—

as singularly great, do not, on closer inspection, apXenophon, indeed, in a paspear very considerable.
sage where it is his object to magnify the antiquity of
the laws of Sparta, mentions a tradition or opinion,
that

Lycurgus was a contemporary of the Heraclidae.

{Rep. Lac, 10, 8.) This, however, ought not, perhaps,
to be interpreted more literally than the language of
Aristotle in one of his extant works, where he might

seem

to

suppose that the lawgiver lived after the close

The great
of the Messenian wars.
{Polit., 2, 9.)
mass of evidence, including that of Aristotle and Thucydides, fixes his legislation in the ninth century before our era ; and the variations within this period, if
not merely apparent, are unimportant.
to the immediate history of Lycurgus.

— But

to return

Eunomus,

his

a fray which he
was endeavouring to quell, and was succeeded by his
eldest son Polydectes. "ho, shortly after, dying childentitled to the
less, left his brother Lycurgus apparently
office.
Bockh {Public Econ. of Athens, vol. 2, p. 183, crown. But, as his brother's widow was soon discovEng. trans.) considers that Lycurgus was the only ered to be pregnant, he declared his purpose of resignstatesman of antiquity who had a real knowledge of the ing his dignity if she should give birth to an heir.
The
management of finance. He raised the revenue to amNcious queen, however, if we may believe a piece
twelve hundred talents, and also erected, during his of court-scandal reported by Plutarch, put his virtue to
She secretly sent proposals to him, of
administration, many public buildings, and completed a severe test.
the docks, the armory, the theatre of Bacchus, and securing him on the throne, on condition of sharing it
was
with him, by destroying the embryo hopes of Sparta.
the Panathenaic course.
So great confidence
placed in the honesty of Lycurgus, that many citizens Stifling his indignation, he affected to embrace her
confided to his custody large sums ; and, shortly be- offer
but, as if tender of her health, bade her do no
" The
fore his death, he had the accounts of his public ad- violence to the course of nature
infant, when
As the time drew
ministration engraved on stone, and »et up in a part of born, might be easily despatched."
the wrestling-school. An inscript'Jn, preserved to the near, he placed trusty attendants around her person,
present day, containing some ac-ounts of a manager of with orders, if she should be delivered of a son, to
He happened to
the public revenue, is supposed by Bockh to be a part of bring the child immediately to him.
the accounts of Lycurgus. (Piibl- Econ. o/Ath., vol. 1, be sitting at table with the magistrates when his servol. 1, p. 250, No. 157.) vants came in with the newborn prince.
Taking the
p. 264.— Cor;?. Inscript. GrJic.,
After the battle of Chaewnea (B.C. 388), Lycurgus con- infant from their arms, he placed it on the royal seat,
ducted the accusation against the Athenian general Lys- and, in the presence of the company, proclaimed it King
icles.
He was one of the orators demanded by Alex- of Sparta, and named it Charilaus, to express the joy
Thonirh
ander after the destruction of Thebes (B.C. 335). He which the event diffused among the people.
died about B.C. 323, and was buried in the Academia. proof against so strong a temptation as that which has
had
the
nevertheless
{PaMsan., 1, 29, 15.) Fifteen years after his death, just been described, Lycurgus
a vile suspicion.
upon the ascendancy of the democratical party, a de- weakness, it seems, to shrink from
cree was passed by the Athenian people that public Alarmed lest the calumnies propagated by the incenhonours should be paid to Lycurgus ; a brazen statue sed queen-moihcr and her kinsmen, who charged him
of him was erected in the Ceramicus, which was seen with a design against the life of his nephew, might
the untimely death
by Pausanias (1, 8, 3), and the representative of his chance to be seemingly confirmed by
instead of staying to exerfamily was allowed the privilege of dining in the Pry- of Charilaus, he determined,
taneum. This decree, which was proposed by Strat- cise his authority for the benefit of the young king and
" Lives of the state, to withdraw
beyond the reach of t fandei
ocles, has come down to us at the end of the
father, is said to

have been

killed

in

;

;

:
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till the maturity of his ward and the birth of an heir
should have removed every pretext for such imputations.
Thus the prime of his life, notwithstanding the
regret, and the repeated invitations of his countrymen,
was spent in voluntary exile, which, however, he employed in maturing a plan, already conceived, for rem-

edying the evils under which Sparta had long laboured,
in its constitution and laws.
With
view he visited many foreign lands, observed their
institutions and manners, and conversed with their saCrete and the laws of Minos are said to have
ges.
been the main object of his study, and a Cretan poet
one of his instructers in the art of legislation. But the
Egyptian priests likewise claimed him as their disciple
and reports were not wanting among the later Spartans,
that he had penetrated as far as India, and had sat at
the feet of the Bramins.
On his return he found the
disorders of the state aggravated, and the need of a reform more generally felt. Having strengthened his authority with the sanction of the Delphic oracle, which
declared his wisdom to transcend the common level of
humanity, and having secured the aid of a numerous
party among the leading men, who took up arms to
support him, he successively procured the enactment
of a series of solemn ordinances or compacts {Rhetras),

by a great change
this

;

by which the civil and military constitution of the commonwealth, the distribution of property, the education
of the citizens, the rules of their daily intercourse and
of their domestic life, were to be fixed on a hallowed and immutable basis.
Many of these regulations
roused a violent opposition, which even threatened the
life of
Lycurgus but his fortitude and patience finally
triumphed over all obstacles, and he lived to see his
;

great idea, unfolded in all its beauty, begin its steady
course, bearing on its front the marks of immortal vigour.
His last action was to sacrifice himself to the

He set out on a journey to
perpetuity of his work.
Delphi, after having bound his countrymen by an
oath to make no
change in the laws before his return.
Wh«>n the last seal had been set to his institutions by the oracle, which foretold that
Sparta should
flourish as long as she adhered to them,
transhaving

mitted this prediction to hla fellow-citizens, he resolved,
in order that they might ne^er be
discharged from
their oath, to die in a foreign land
The place and
manner of his death are veiled in an obscurity befitthe sacred soils of Delting the character of the hero
all claimed his tomb
the
phi, of Crete, and of Elis,
:

:

erations later than Athaemenes, who founded one
of the Dorian colonies in the island.
But, unless
we imagine that each of these colonies produced its

Minos or its Lycurgus, we must conclude that they
merely retained what they brought with them from
Whether they found the same
the mother country.
system established already in Crete, depends on the
a
whether
question
part of its population was alrea-

On any other view, the general adoption
dy Dorian.
of the laws of Minos in the Dorian cities of Crete, and
the tenacity with which Lyctus adhered to them, are
facts unexplained and difficult to understand.
The
contemplation of the Spartan institutions themselves
seems to justify the conclusion, that they were not so
much a work of human art and forethought as a form
of society, originally congenial to the character of
the Dorian people, and to the situation in which they

were placed by their new conquests ; and in its leading features not even peculiar to this, or to any sinThis view of the
gle branch of the Hellenic nation.
subject may seem scarcely to leave room for the intervention of Lycurgus, and to throw some doubt
so that Hellanicus, who
on his individual existence
made no mention of him, and referred his institutions
to Eurysthenes and Procles, would appear to have been
much more correctly informed, or to have had a much
clearer insight into the truth than the later historians,
who ascribed everything Spartan to the more celebrated lawgiver.
But, remarkable as this variation is,
it cannot be allowed to
outweigh the concurrent testi:

from which we at
Lycurgus was not an imaginary
or symbolical person, but one whose name marks an
of the other ancient writers

mony

;

least conclude, that

important epoch in the history of his country. Through
the conflicting accounts of his life, we may distin-

all

guish one fact, which is unanimously attested, and
seems independent of all minuter discrepances that
by him Sparta was delivered from the evils of anarchy
or misrule, and that from this date she began a long

—

{ThirlwalPs History
period of tranquillity and order.
For an account of
of Greece, vol. 1, p. 293, seqq.)
the article Sparta.
consult
the legislation of Lycurgus,
to his brother
successor
of
a
Boeotia,
Lycus,
king
Nycteus, who left no male issue. He was intrusted
with the
during the minority of Labdacus,

—

government

the son of the daughter of Nycteus.
{Vid. Antiope.)
LvDiA, a country of Asia Minor, situate between
the waters of the Hermus and Maeander, to the north

Spartans honoured him, to the latest times, wiU^ a and south, while to the east it was conterminous with
Such are tht the greater Phrygia. Within these limits was inclutemple and yearly sacrifices, as a god.
outlines of a story, which is too familiar to be cast ded the
kingdom of the Lydian monarchs, before the
iway as an empty fiction, even if it should be admitted conquests of Croesus and of his ancestors had spread
that no part of it can bear the scrutiny of a rigorous that name and dominion from the coast of Caria to the
'riticism.
But the main question is, whether the view Euxine, and from the Maeander to the Halys. The
which it presents of the character of Lycurgus as a celebrity of Croesus, and his wealth and power, have
is
tatesman
and in this respect certainly confeired on this part of Asia Minor a greater
substantially correct
ve should certainly be led to regard him in a very dif- interest than any t>ther portion of that extensive counferent light, if it should appear that the institutions try possesses, Troai
and we beperhaps excepted
which he is supposed to have collected with so much come naturally anxioui to ascend from this state of
labour, and to have founded with so much difficulty, opulence and dominion to the primitive and ruder pewere in existence long before his birth and not only riod from which it drew its existence. In this inquiin Crete, but in Sparta; nor in Sparta only, but in other ry, however, we are unfortunately httle likely to sucGrecian states. And this we believe to have been the ceed the clew which real histoiy affords us for tracing
case with every important part of these institutions. the fortunes of Lydia through tlie several dynasties
As to most of those, indeed, which were common to soon fails, and we are left to the false and perplexing
Crete and Sparta, it seems scarcely to admit a doubt, directions which fable and legendary stories supplyand is equally evident, whether we acknowledge or The sum of what we have is this : that Lydia, or that
deny that some settlements of the Dorians in Crete portion of Asia Minor already specified, appears to
It was at have been governed, for a much greater space of time
preceded the conquest of Peloponnesus.
Lyctus, a Laconian colony, as Aristotle informs us, than any other part of that country, by a line of soverwas
which
that the institutions
Lycurgus
supposed to eigns, broken, it is true, into several dynasties, but conhave taken for his model flourished longest in their tinuing without interruption, it seems, for several censome of the ancients con- turies, and thus affording evidence of the higher civiloriginal purity : and hence
Our sources
tended that they were transferred from Laconia to ization and prosperity of their empire.
an argument which Ephorus thought to con- of information respecting the history of Lydia are alCrete
fute, by remarking, that Lycurgus lived five gen- most entirely derived from Herodotus, and the high

—

:

;

;

;

—

;
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name which he bears doubtless attaches great respectability to his testimony ; but as we have no opportunity of weighing his authenticity on this particular subwith the sources whence
|ect, from being unacquainted
he drew his information, and also from having no par-

whom to compare his account, it is
place such dependance on his Lydian history as on that of Egypt, Babylon, and Persia.
Our suspicions, of course, will be increased, if we find
that the circumstances he relates are incredible in
allel historian

evident

with

wc cannot

themselves, and at variance also with other authorities.
Time has unfortunately deprived us of the Lydian annals of Xanthus, a native of the country, somewhat anterior to Herodotus, and whose accounts were held in
great estimation for accuracy and fidelity by sound

Rom.

ZO.

—

Strab., 579,
Ant., 1,
judges {Dion. Hal.,
but from incidental fragments pre628, 680, dec.)
served by later writers we are led to infer, that he
;

had frequently adopted traditions materially differing
from those which Herodotus followed, and that his
history also, as might be expected, contained several
important facts unknown to the latter, or which it did

—

not enter into the plan of his work to insert.
The
general account which we gather from Herodotus rehe
specting the origin of the Lydian nation, is this
:

states that the country known in his time, by the name
of Lydia, was previously called Maeonia, and the peoThis
Id., 7, 74.)
{Herodotus, 1, 7.
ple Maeones.
seems confirmed by Homer, who nowhere mentions
the Lydians, but numbers the Maeonian forces among
the allies of Priam, and assigns to them a country
which is plainly the Lydia of subsequent writers. (//.,

—

2, 864, geqq.)

Herodotus further

states, that the

ans, Carians, and Mysians, and were much intermingled with the Pelasgi. Leleges, Caucones, and

—

other primitive tribes. -We now come to a
period
when the records of Lydia are more sure and faithful.
Candaules, whom the Greeks named Myrsilus, was
the last
He was
sovereign of the Heraclid dynasty.
assassinated, as Herodotus relates, by his queen and

Gyges. The latter succeeded to the vacant throne,
and became the founder of a new line of
Unkings.
der his reign it is probable that the mines of Tmolus
and other parts of Lydia were first brought into acThis would account for the fabulous stories
tivity.
which are related respecting him and his extraordinary
(Cic, 0/., 3, 9.) Under this sovereign, the
Lydian empire had already made considerable progress
of Asia Minor.
Its sway extended
over a great part of Mysia, Troas, and the shores of
the Hellespont {Strabo, 590), and before his death
Gyges had succeeded in annexing to his dominions
the cities of Colophon and Magnesia.
{Herod., 1, 14.
wealth.

in several districts

— Nic.

Damasc, Excerpt.) After Gyges came, in
succession, Ardys, Sadyattes, Alyattes, and Crcesus.
With Croesus ended the line of the Mermnadae, and
Lydia became, on his dethronement, annexed by Cy-

rus to the Persian empire.
The Lyd( Vid. Croesus.)
ians had previously been a warlike people, but from
this time they degenerated totally, and became the
most voluptuous and effeminate of men. {Herod., 1,
79.
Id., 1, 155, seqq.
Atheruzus, 2, p. 515, seq.)

—

—

They were

celebrated for their skill in music and other
arts, and are said to have invented games, and to have
been the first to coin money. {Alhenceus, 14, p. 617,

name 634.— /rf.,

of the Lydians was derived from Lydus, a son of Atys,
one of the earliest sovereigns of the country, and in
this particular he closely agrees with Dionysius of Halicamassus, however he may differ from him in other
considerable points.
But the period to be assigned to
this Lydus is a subject likely to bafHe for ever the researches of the ablest chronologist.
Herodotus informs us, that, after a number of generations, which
he does not pretend to reckon, the crown passed from
the line of Lydus, son of Atys, to that of Hercules.
This hero, it is said, had a son by a slave of lardanus,
who was then apparently sovereign of Lydia
and
this son, succeeding to the throne by the command of
of
a
new dynasty, which
an oracle, became the author
;

reigned through two-and-twenty generations, and du{Herod., 1, 7.) The
ring the space of 505 years.
introduction of the name of Hercules indicates at once
that we have shifted our ground from history to myThe doubts and suspicions which
thology and fiction.
now arise are rather increased than lessened on inspecting the list of the lineal descendants of Hercules
who reigned at Sardis. Well might Scaliger exclaim
with astonishment when he saw the names of Ninus
and Belus following almost immediately after that of

Hercules their ancestor. {Seal., Can. Isagog., lib.
It has been supposed that these names
imply some distant connexion between the Lydian
dynasty of the Heraclidae and the Assyrian empire
and there are some curious traditions preserved, apparently by Xanthus, in his history of Lydia, which
go some wav towards supporting this hypothesis. It
3, p. 327.)

;

10, p.

^32.— Herod.,

1,

94.)

The

con-

quest of Lydia, so far from really increasing the power
of the Persians, tended rather to weaken it, by soften
ing their manners, and rendering them as effeminate
as the subjects of Croesus
a contagion from which
the lonians had already suffered.
The great wealth
and fertility of the country have always caused it to be
considered the most valuable portion of Asia Minor,
;

and

its

government was probably the highest mark of
which the King of Persia could

distinction and trust

bestow upon a subject. In the division of the empire
made by Darius, the Lydians and some small tribes,
apparently of Maeonian origin, together with the Mysians, formed the second satrapy, and paid into the royal
{Herod., 3,
treasury the yearly sum of 500 talents.
Sardis was the residence of the satrap, who ap90.)
Heutenant
in
been
the
pears rather to have
king's

lower Asia, and superior to the other governors.

Lydsomewhat later, became the principal seat of the
after
his
the
and,
power usurped by
younger Cyrus,
overthrow, was committed to the government of his
enemy Tissaphernes. {Xen., Anah., 1, 1. Id., Hitt.
ia,

Gr.,

der

we

—

—

death of AlexanAntigonus then
caused himself to be declared king at

After the
Id. ib., 3, 1.)
find it subject for a time to

1, 5.

to Achaeus,

who

;

Sardis, but was subsequently conquered and put to
death by Antiochus.
Lydia, after
{Polyb., 5, 57, 4.)
the defeat of the latter sovereign by the Romans at
Magnesia, was annexed by them to the dominions of

formed

Eumenes. {Liv., 38, 39.) At a laterperiod
a principal part of the pro-consular province of Asia
all
{Plin., 5, 29), and still retained its name through
the vicissitudes of the Byzantine empire, when it
it

probable that the original population of Lydia came
from Syria and Palestine, and the Scriptural name finally passed under the dominion of the Turks, who
of Lud or Ludim may have some connexion with now call its northern portion Saroukhan, and the southIn such a case we shall be no longer surprised ern Aidin.
this.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 413,
the Lyd«an
to find Nmus and Belus among the sovereigns of the seqq.)— Ab
regards the question respecting
But whatever connexion may have existed origin of the Etrurian civilization, consult the article
country.
between the Lydians and the nations to the east of Hetruria.
r jj
is said
the Euphrates, and from whatever quarter the origiLvDus, I. a son of Atys, from whom Lydia
its name.
nal population may have come, it is evident that the
( Vid. Lydia.)
derived
to
have
Herodotus
by
in
Lydians in the time of Herodotus were no longer —II. Johannes Laurentius. a native of Philadelphia
was born A.D. 490.
the earlier inhabitants of the ancient Maeonia.
They Lydia (whence his name Lydus),
iiod come from Thrace and Macedon with the
offices in the palace of the Greek
Phrygi- He filled various civil

is

•
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emperors at Constantinople, and under Justinian he
was reattained to the rank of Cornicularins.

He

garded as a man of erudition, and a good writer both
in prose and verse.
Among other productions, he composed a work on the Roman Magistrates, Uepl apxi^v
T^g 'Pufiaicjv TToTiLTeiag. This work, important for the
on Roman antiquities, was relight which it throws
garded as lost, until Choiseul-Gouffier, French ambassador at Constantinople, and the celebrated Villoison,
discovered, in 1784, a manuscript of it in the library of
This manuscript, which
Prince Constantine Morusi.
of the 10th century, belongs to the King of France,
it to Choiseul-Gouffier, who,
after the death of Villoison, directed Fuss and Hase
it.
to edit
Their edition appeared in 1812, with a
is

Morusi having presented

learned commentary on the life and writings of Lydus
To this must be added the critical epistle
by Hase.
Niebuhr calls the
of Fuss to Hase, Bonne, 1821.
work of Lydus a new and rich source of Roman hisAnother work of Lydus's was entitled Uepl dtotory.
" On
In this he has collected
Prodigies.'^
avfieccov,
together all that was known in the days of Justinian of
the science of augury, as practised by the Tuscans and
Romans. The work is only known by an abridgment
" Venerable
in Latin, made by the
Bede," and by two

fragments in Greek, published, the one under the title
of 'Ef^fiepog ^povTooKOTzia, " Thunder for each day"
and the other under that of Uepl anofidv, " Concerning Earthquakes V The first of these is merely a translation of a passage eitrajjted from the work of P. Ni-

The
Figulus, the contemporary of Cicero.
on prodigies itself, however, is not lost, but
exists, though in a mutilated state, in the same manuscript of Choiseul-Gouffier from which the work on
magistrates was made known to the learned world.
have also a third fragment, a species of Calendar,
but only in a Latin translation. The fragment 'E^r}/zepof PpovToaKOTzia was published among the Varia.
gidius

treatise

We

—

Lectiones of Rutgersius, Lugd. Bat., 1618, 4to, p
247, and that Tiepl aecaficjv by Schow, in his edition of

Lydus's work Uepl
in the

94.

firjvuv.

The Calendar

is

given

Uranologium of Petavius, Paris, 1630, fol., p.
In 1823, Hase published the work itself on Prod-

from the manuscript just mentioned.
Lastly,
a work by Lydus, '* On the Months," Uepl
The main work itself is lost, but there exist
firjvuv.
two abridgments, one by an unknown hand, the other
igies,

we have

It contains many particulars
by Maximus Planudes.
relative to the mythology and antiquities of the Greeks
It was originally published by Schow,
and Romans.
Lips., 1794, and has siiice been edited by Roether.

The best edition of Lydus is by Bekker,
Lips., 1827.
"
Bonn, 1837, and forms part of the
Corpus Scriptorum Historic Byzantina."
LvGDA.Mis or Lygdamus,

I.

a Naxian,

who

aided

Pisistratus in recovering his authority at Athens, and
received as a recompense the government of his native

{Herod., 1, 61, 64.)— II. The father of Artemisia, the celebrated Queen of Halicarnassus.
(HeIII. A tyrant of Caria, son of Pisinderod., 7, 99.)
lis, who reigned in the time of Herodotus at HalicarHe put to death the poet Panyasis. Herodnassus.
otus fled from his native city in order to avoid his tyr{Vid.
anny, and afterward aided in deposing him.

island.

—

Herodotus )
LvGYEs.

with a lamp, he thus saw things under the ground.
Pliny assigns the following reason for Lynceus being
*^
fabled to be so keen- sighted.
Novissimamveiopri'

mamquc (Lunam) eadem die vcl nocte, nuUo alio jw
signo quam Arictc, conspici ; id quoque paucis morEt inde fama ccrncndi Lynceo."
taltum coJitigit.
II. One of the fifty sons of
(Plin., 2, 17.)
iEgyptus.
He obtained Hypermnestra for his bride, and was the

—

fifty whose life was spared by his spouse.
Danaus and Hypermnestra.)
Lyrnkssus, I. a city of Troas, mentioned by Ho-

only one of the
[^Vid.

It dismer, and situate to the south of Adramyttium.
appeared along with Thebe, and left no trace of its existence beyond the celebrity which the Iliad has conferred upon it.
Pliny asserts, that it stood on the
banks of the little river Evenus, whence, as we learn
from Strabo (614), the Adramytteni derived their supply of water.
(Compare Plin., 5, 32.) In Strabo's
time, the vestiges of both Thebe and Lyrnessus were
still
the one at a distance
pointed out to travellers
;

of sixty stadia to the north, the other eighty stadia to
the south of Adramyttium.
Cravier^s
(Strab., 612.
town of PamAsia Minor, vol. 1, p. 129.) II.
phylia, between Phaselis and Attalea, on the coast.
It was founded, as Callisthenes affirmed, by the Ciliciaiis of Troas, who quitted their country and settled
on the Pamphylian coast. (Strab., 667.) The Stadiasmus has a place in the same interval, named LyrIt is
nas, which is probably the Lyrnessus of Strabo.
said to retain the name of Ernatia.
(Cramer'' s Asia

—

—

A

vol. 2, p.

Minor,

278.)
a Spartan, who rose to eminence towards the end of the Peloponnesian war, and was
placed in command of the Lacedaemonian troops, on
the coast of Asia Minor, B.C. 407.
Having about
him little of the old Spartan severity, and being ready
to sacrifice that personal and national pride and inflexof the
ibility, which were the peculiar characteristics
Spartan institutions, to personal or national interests,
he gained in an unusual degree the regard and confidence of his Persian allies. This he used to the best
advantage, by seizing a favourable moment to obtain
from the younger Cyrus, the Persian viceroy in Asia
Minor, in place of any personal advantage, the addition
of an obolus daily (somewhat more than two cents ol
our money) to every seaman in the Peloponnesian
fleet.
During his year's command he defeated the
Athenian fleet commanded by Antiochus, as lieutenIn September, B.C.
ant of Alcibiades, at Notium.
406, he was superseded by Callicratidas, who was defeated and slain in the memorable battle of Arginusae.
The allies then petitioned that Lysander might be re-

Lysander,

I.

It was contrary to Spartan law to intrust
appointed.
a fleet twice to the same person ; but this difficulty
was evaded, by nominating another individual as commander-in-chief, and sending Lysander as lieutenant

command in Asia. He soon justified the
preference by gaining the decisive victory of .^gospotamos, in the Hellespont, where 170 Athenian ships
were taken. This, in effect, finished the war. Receiving, as he went, the submission of her allies, Lywith the

sander proceeded leisurely to Athens, and blockaded
her ports, while the Spartan kings marched into Attica and invested the city, which, unassaulted, was reduced by the sure process of famine. The capitulation

one of the Argonauts. According to the old legend,
he was so sharp-sighted as to have been able to see
through the earth, and also to distinguish objects at

being settled, B.C. 404, Lysander had the proud satisfaction of entering as victor the Piraeus or harbour of
Athens, which had been unviolated by the presence of
His services
an enemy since the Persian invasion.
and reputation gained for him corresponding weight at
and, on occasion of the contested succession,
Sparta

the distance of

his influence

among

Vid. Liguria.

son of Aphareus, was
the hunters of the Caledonian boar, and was also

Lynceus,

I.

(two

syllables),

He was

by Pollux.
10) has explained the fable of Lynceus' seeing objects beneath the
earth, by supposing him to have been the first who carried on the operation of mining, and that, descending
miles.

slain

—many
Paljephatus (de Incred.,
(Vid. Castor.)
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c.

;

was powerful

in raising

Agesilaus

to the

He

accompanied that eminent statesman and
soldier during his first campaign in Asia, where his popinto the shade
ularity and renown threw his superior
and an estrangement resulted, in which Lysander cou-

throne.

;

LY8

LYS
due<«d himseir with temper and wisdom. About B.C.
396 he returned to Sparta. In the following year, on
occasion of a quarrel with Thebes, he was sent into Phocis to collect contingents from the northern allies, a task
for which his name and popularity rendered him peculiarly

Having done

fit.

this,

and being on

his

way

to

he was surprised and slain
join the Lacedaemonian army,
Bceoiia.
The force
by the Thebans at Haliarius in
which he had collected was dispersed, and the war at

once came to ati end, with no credit to the LacedaemoIt is said that, urged by ambitious
nians, B.C. 395.
the heredhopes, he meditated a scheme for abolishing
of Hercules, and renderitary right of the descendants
mg the Spartan throne elective, and that he had tampered largely with different oracles to promote his scheme.
Xenophon, however, a contemporary historian, makes
no mention of this rumour. The subject has been
discussed by Thirlwall, in an Appendix to the fourth
volume of his History of Greece. This writer thinks
and that
that Lysander actually formed such a project
the same motive which induced the Spartan government
to hush up the aflfair, would certainly have led Xeno-

—

;

carefully to avoid

all

allusion to

it.

(Hist, of Gr.,
— We have a Life of Lysander
from Plu—
and another from Nepos.
Lys.
—
—
Gr.
Enc. Us. Knowl.,
Xen.,
Lys.
Nep.y
—
the reign of
One of the ephori
227.)

phon

vol. 4, p. 461.)

{Pint., Vit.

tarch,

Hist.

Vit.

vol. 14, p.

—
Agis.

in

II.

III.

A grandson of Lysander,

{Pausan., 3, 6.)
Lysias, one of the ten Athenian orators, was born at
Athens B.C. 458. His father Cephalus was a native
of Syracuse, who settled at Athens during the time

Cephalus was a person of considerable
wealth, and lived on intimate terms with Pericles and
Socrates ; and his house is the supposed scene of
the celebrated dialogues relative to Plato's Republic.
Lysias, at the age of fifteen, went to Thurii in Italy,
with his brother Polemarchus, at the first foundation
of the colony.
Here he remained for thirty-two years ;
but, in consequence of his supporting the Athenian interests, he was obliged to leave Italy after the failure
of the Athenian expedition to Sicily
He returned to
of Pericles.

carnassus considers him superior to all orators m bebut, at the same
ing distinct, probable, and persuasive
time, admits that his composition is better adapted to
The text
private litigation than to important causes.
of his harangues, as we now have it, is extremely corHis masterpiece is the funeral oration in honrupt.
our of those Athenians, who, having been sent to the
aid of the Corinthians under the command of Iphicra;

tes, perished in battle.
Lysias is said to have delivered only one of the orations which he wrote.
According to Snidas and other ancient writers, he also wrote
some treatises on the art of Oratory, which art he is
said by Cicero {Brut., 12) to have
taught, and also
discourses on love.
There is still extant a treatise on
love which bears the name of Lysias, and which has
been edited by Haenish, Lips., 1827 but this work
;

evidently belongs to a much later period in Greek litThe best edition of Lysias, for the text, is

erature.

that of Bekker, in his Oratores Altici.
Useful editions
have also been published by Taylor, 8vo, Cantab.,
1740; Auger, 2 vols. 8vo, Paris, 1783; Reiske, in
the Corpus Oratorum GrcBCorum, Lips., 1772, 2 vols,
8vo and Dobson, in the Oratores Attici, Lond., 1828,

—

;

2 vols. 8vo.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 14, p. 228.
Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 207.)
Lysimachia, I. a city in the Thracian Chersonese,
founded by Lysimachus, near the site of Cardia, then
fast declining in prosperity, and the inhabitants of

which latter place were transferred hither by him.
On his
(Diod. Sic, 20, 29.—Scyrnn., Ch., 702.)
death Lysimachia fell successively into the hands ot
and
and
of
Macedon.
Seleucus,
Ptolemy,
{PoPhilip
It afterward suffered considerably from
lyb., 18, 34.)
the attacks of the Thracians, and was nearly in ruins
when it was restored by Antiochus, king of Syria.
On the defeat of that
{Liv., 33, S9.—Polyb., 23, 34.)

monarch by the Romans, it was bestowed by them on
Eumenes, king of Pergamus. {Polyb.,22,5.) Lysimachia continued to exist in the time of Pliny (4, II),
and still later, in the time of Justinian. {Amm. Mar-

But in the
22, 8.—Procop., de cedif., 4, 10.)
middle ages the name was lost in that of Hexamilion,
his brother Polemarchus, an extensive manufactory of a fortress constructed probably out of its ruins, and so
shields, in which they employed as many as 120 slaves. called, doubtless, from the width of the isthmus on
which Lysimachia had stood. (Mannert, Geogr., vol.
Their wealth excited the cupidity of the thirty tyrants
their house was attacked one evening by an armed 7, 202.— Cramer'* Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p 326.)— II.
force while Lysias was entertaining a few friends at A town of i^tolia, near a lake named Hydra, and be{Strabo, 460.)
supper ; their property was seized, and Polemarchus tween Arsinoe and Pleuron.
was taken to prison, where he was shortly afier execuLysimachos, one of the officers of Alexander the
ted (B.C. 404).
some
of
was
born
of
an
illustrious
Macedonian family.
the
solGreat,
Lysias, by bribing
In the general distribution of the
diers, escaped to the Piraeus, and sailed thence to Me- {Justin, 15, 3.)
He has given us a graphic account of his es- provinces or satrapies among the chief Macedonian ofgara.
cape in his oration against Eratosthenes, who had been ficers after the death of Alexander, Lysimachus reone of the thirty tyrants. Lysias actively assisted ceived Thrace and the neighbouring countries. It was
Thrasybulus in his enterprise against the Thirty he not, however, without difficulty that he obtained possupplied him with a large sum of money from his own session of the province which had been assigned him
resources and those of his friends, and hired a consid- he was vigorously opposed by Seuthes, king of Thrace,
erable body of soldiers at his own expense.
In return and other native princes, and it was some time before
Athens B.C. 411, and carried

cell.,

on, in partnership with

;

;

:

for these services

Thrasybulus proposed a decree, by
which the rights of citizenship should be conferred
upon Lysias but, in consequence of some informality,
;

decree was never carried into

He

was,

however, allovve4 the peculiar privileges which
sometimes granted to resident aliens (namely,

were

this

effect.

power was firmly established in that country. In
B.C. 314 he joined Cassander, Ptolemy, and Seleucus,
in their endeavour to check the power of Antigonus ;
but he does not appear to have been able to take an ac-

his

tive part against

Antigonus,

in

consequence of the revolt

many Thracian tribes, who had been excited by the
The peace which was
TiXeta).
Lysias appears to have died about B.C. latter to make war upon him.
The author of the Life of Lysias attributed to made between the contending parties, B.C. 31 1, last378.
iao-

of

—

Plutarch mentions 425 orations of his, 230 of which
were allowed to be genuine. There remain only 34,

which are all forensic, and remarkable for the method
which reigns in them. The purity, the perspicuity,
the grace and simplicity which characterize the orations
of Lysias, would have raised him to the highest rank
in the art had
they been coupled with the force and
His style is elegant without
enetgy of Demosthenes.
overloaded
with ornament, and always preserves
being
its tone.

In the art of narration, Dionysius of Hali-

ed only for a short time
and the war was continued,
with various success, till the conquests of Demetrius,
the son of Antigonus, in Greece, roused the confeder;

and Lysimaates to make more vigorous exertions
chus accordingly marched into Asia Minor, where he
immense
took several places, and acquired
plunder.
but could not force
Antigonus hastened to meet him,
the
him to a battle. In
following year, Lysimachus,
with the forces of Seleucus
having formed a junction
met Antigonus at Ipsus, ic
other
the
confederates,
and
775
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was fougbt, in which
Anligonus was slain and his army totally defeated.
The dominions of Antigonus were divided among the
conquerors, and Lysimachus obtained the northwestern
He shortly after married Arsinoe,
part of Asia Minor.
Phrygia, where a bloody battle

the sister of Ptolemy, king of Egypt, although his eldest son Agathocles had already married Lysandra, the
In B.C. 286 he obtained poshalf sister of Arsinoe.
session of the throne of Macedon, and obhged Pyrrhus,
king of Epirus, who had laid claims to that country,
Hitherto the cato retire to his native dominions.
reer of Lysimachus appears to have been a fortunate
one, but the latter part of his life was imbittered by
family dissensions and intestine commotions. Arsinoe,
fearful lest her children should be exposed, after the
death of her husband, to the violence of Agathocles,

persuaded Lysimachus to put him to death. Agathocles
had been an able and successful general he was also
a great favourite with the people, who deeply resentand Lysimachus found himself involved
ed his death
in almost open war with his own subjects.
Lysandra,
the widow of Agathocles, fled to Babylon, and entreated
The SySelencus to make war against Lysimachus.
;

;

rian king was willing enough to take advantage of the
troubled state of his rival's kingdom ; but Lysimachus,

anticipating his intentions, marched into Asia, and fell
in a battle with the forces of Seleucus, in the seventi-

eth year of his age according to Appian {Bell. Syr.,
64), or in his seventy-fourth according to Justin

c.

—

—

—

(17, 1.
Compare Plut., Vtt.Demetr. Justin. PauThe town of Lysimachia was foundsan., 1, 9, seq.).
ed by this monarch.
( Vid. Lysimachia.
Encycl. Us.

—

KnowL,

vol. 14, p. 228.)
a celebrated sculptor and statuary, born
Lysippus,
at Sicyon, and placed by PRny in the 114th Olympiad,

L

He was contemporary, therefore, with Alexander the Great.
Lysippus was at first a worker in
brass, and then applied himself to the art of painting,
until his talent and inclinations led him to fix upon the
B.C. 324.

He was particularly distinprofession of a sculptor.
for his statues in bronze, which are said to
ave been superior to all other works of a similar kind.
fuished

He introduced great improvements into his art, by making the head smaller, and giving the body a more
easy and natural position, than was usual in the works
of his predecessors.
Pliny informs us, that his statues
were admired, among other things, for the beautiful
manner in which the hair was always executed. {Plin.,

Lysippus is said to have been self-iaught, and
have attained his excellence by studying nature
His talents were appreciated by his contemalone.
the different cities of Greece were anxious
poraries
and Alexander is reported to have
to obtain his works
said, that no one should paint him but Apelles, and no
one represent him in bronze except Lysippus. (Plin.,
Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 5, 12.) His reputation
7, 37.
survived his death
many of his most valuable works
were brought to Rome, in which city they were held
in so much esteem, that Tiberius is said to have al-

34, 8.)
to

;

;

—

;

YS

was Chares, who executed the Colossus at
(Junius, de Pict. Vet. Catal., p. 109, seqg.
Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.
Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol.
II. A painter, whose country is un14, p. 228, seq.)
certain, but who appears to have been acquainted with

celebrated

Rhodes.

—

—

—

the art of enamelling ; for on one of his pictures kept
-^gina, there was inscribed the word kviKaei'.

at

{Plin., 35, II.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Lysis, a native of Tarentum, and member of the

Pythagorean

He

sect.

and Philolaus were the only

disciples of Pythagoras who escaped the destruction of the school of Crotona.
Lysis upon this re-

two

tired to

he

is

Thebes, where he ended his days, and where
have had the illustrious Epaminondas for

said to

It is difficult, however, to reconcile this fact
a pupil.
with the established chronology, although it is vouched
for by the best writers.
Epaminondas was born 412
B.C. and, supposing that Lysis was only 20 years
old at the death of Pythagoras, he must have been 120
years of age when Epaminondas was first old enough
In making this calculato profit by his instruction.
The
tion we suppose that Pythagoras died B.C. 496.
anachronism, however, becomes still more glaring, if,
with Nauze and Freret, we fix the birth of Pythagoras
at B.C. 460.
Supposing, on the other hand, that this
exphilosopher was born B.C. 576, which is the other
treme, Lysis must still have been 105 years old when
Epaminondas was 16. It is better, therefore, to suppose that there were two Pythagoreans named Lysis,
who have been confounded by the ancient writers.
To Lysis are ascribed by some the " Golden Verses"
of Pythagoras.
{Burette, Mem. de VAcad. des Inacr.,
&c., vol. 13, p. 226.) He wrote a commentary on
;

—

the doctrine of his master, and also a letter to Hipparchus of Tarentum, reproaching him for his indiscretion
in having divulged the secrets of their common master.
This latter production has come down to us, and
may be found among the Greek epistles collected by
Aldus, and also among the Pythagorean fragments in
Casaubon's edition of Diogenes I^aertius.
{SchoU,

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 304.)
Many of the MSS.
and early editions of Nepos {Vit Epam., c. 2), give
the reading Lysiam instead of Lysim, on which variation consult the notes of Bos and Fischer.
Lysistratus, a statuary of Sicyon, who flourished
He was the brother of the
in the 1 14th

Olvmpiad.

He is said
celebrated Lysippus.
{Plin., 35, 12, 44)
to have been the first artist that made use of gypsum
moulds for wax casts. {Phn., I. c.)
Lystra, a city of Asia Minor, placed by Ptolemy
in Isauria
but, according to Pliny, Hierocles, and
;

the

Acts of the Apostles,

was

it

belonged to Lycaonia.

in the vicinity of Derbe.
remarks relative to its site,

Leake has

It

the following

which go to confirm the
"
Lystra appears to have been
opinion of Ptolemy
for St. Paul, leaving
nearer than Derbe to Iconium
first to Lystra and thence to Derbe,
that
:

;

city, proceeds
and in like manner returns to Lystra, to Iconium, and
And this seems to agree with
to Antiochia of Pisidia.

most excited an insurrection by removing a statue of the arrangement of Ptolemy, who places l-ystra in
to
Lysippus, called Apoxyomenos, from the warm baths Isauria, and near Isaura, which seems evidently
of Agrippa to his own palace.
Lysippus is said to have occupied some part of the valley of Sidy Shchr
have executed 610 statues, all of the greatest merit or Bey-Shehr. Under the Greek empire, Homonada,
{Plin., 34, 7), many of which were colossal figures. Isaura, and Lystra, as well as Derbe and Laranda,
of LycaPliny, Pausanias, Strabo, and Vitruvius have preserved were all included in the consular province
see of
long lists of his works of which the most celebrated onia, and were bishoprics of the metropolitan
The similarity of names induced me first
appear to have been, various statues of Alexander, ex- Iconium.
a group of eques- to believe that Lystra was situated at the modern Illiecuted at different periods of his life
trian statues of those Greeks who fell at the battle of sera; but we find, as well in the civil arrangement
the Sun drawn in a chariot by four of the cities in Hierocles, as in two ecclesiastical lists
the Granicus
a in the Notitia Episcopatuum, that Lystra and Ilistra
a colossal statue at Tarentum
horses, at Rhodes
I am inclined to think that the
statue of Hercules, at Alyzia in Acarnania, which was were distinct places.
and a statue of Oppor- vestiges of Lystra may be sought for, with the greatest
afterward removed to Rome
or near Wiran Khatoun ox
tunity (Kotpof), represented as a youth, with wings on probability of success, at
Khaioun Serai, about 30 miles to the southward of
his ankles, on the point of flying from the earth.
Among the numerous pupils of Lysippus, the most Iconium." {Journal, p. 102.)
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MAO

MACEDONIA.

—According
was
—Aul. GelL,

from his narrative.
I

[ters, Macedonia
4, 17.
Jristin, 7,

—

M.

find traces oi the

a people of Africa who occupied the coast
and near the Greater Syrtis. They
are thought to have been the same with those named
Herodotus states that they had a
Syrtites by Pliny.

Mac^,

I.

to the northwest of

curious custom of leaving only a tuft of hair in the
centre of their head, carefully shaving the rest, and
that, when they went to war, they used the skins of
ostriches instead of shields (4, 175).
The river Cinyps

flowed through their territory.
(Compare Diod. Sic,
II. A
3, 48.)
people of Arabia Deserta, on a proof
land
where
the
Sinus
Persicus is narrowest.
jection

—

to

many

ancie.nlly called

1.

ancient wri-

Emathia

{Plin.,
we also
the earli-

14, 6); but

name Macedonians, from

est times, under the ancient forms of Macetae (Ma/cfTai), and Macedni (Ma/cfdvo£).
They appear to have

dwelt originally
nia,

near

in the

Mount Pindus.

southwestern part of Macedo-

Herodotus says that the DoMacedonians

rians dwelling under Pindus were called
(1, 56.
Compare 8, 43) ; and,

—

although

it

may

for

reasons be

doubted whether the Macedonians
had any particular connexion with the Dorians, it may
from
be inferred,
the statement of Herodotus, that the
Macedonians once dwelt at the foot of Pindus, whence

many

they emigrated in a northeasterly direction.

— The

ori-

its modem
Ptolemy calls the promontory Assabo
gin of the Macedonian dynasty is a subject of some
name, however. Cape Mussendon, bears some faint intricacy and dispute. There is one point, however,
resemblance to that of the Macae. (Bischoff und Mdl- on which all the ancient authorities agree namely,
that the royal family of that country was of the race
ler, WoTterb. der Gcogr., s. v.)
of the Temenidae of Argos.
The difference of opinMacaris, an ancient name of Crete.
Macedonia, a country of Europe, lying to the west ion principally regards the individual of that family to
of Thrace, and north and northeast of Thessaly.
The whom the honour of founding this monarchy is to be
boundaries of this country varied at different times. ascribed.
The account of Herodotus seems most
When Strabo wrote, Macedonia included a considera- worthy of being received. According to this writer,
ble part of Illyria and Thrace
but Macedonia Proper three brothers named Gavanes, Aeropus, and Perdicmay be considered as separated from Thessaly, on the ras, descended from Temenus, left Argos, their native
from Illyria, on place, in quest of fortune, and, arriving in Illyria, passsouth, by the Cambunian Mountains
:

;

;

;

the west, by the great mountain chain called Scardus
and Bernus, and which, under the name of Pindus,
also separates Thessaly from Epirus
from Moesia, on
the north, by the mountains called Orbelus and Scoto
run
at
Scardus
and from
which
mius,
;
right angles
;

Thrace, on the east, by the river Strymon. The Macedonia of Herodotus, however, was still more limited,
as is afterward mentioned.
Macedonia Proper, as
defined above, is watered by three rivers of considerable size, the Axius, Lydias, and Haliacmon, all which
flow into the Sinus Therma'icus, the modern Gulf of
The whole of the district on the seacoast,
Saloniki.

and to a considerable distance into the interior, between the A.xius and the Haliacmon, is very low and
The origin and early history of the Macedomarshy.
nians are involved in much obscurity.
Some moderns
have attempted, against all probability, to derive the
name from the Kittim mentioned in the old Testament (Gen. 10, 4:.— Numb. 24, 24.—Jer. 2, 10.—
Dan. 11, 30). This opinion appears
Ezek. 27, 6.
to have arisen, in part, from the description of the
country inhabited by the Kittim, which is supposed to
answer to Macedonia but still more from the fact,
that, in the book of Maccabees, Alexander the Great

—

—

;

come from the land of Cheittieim (ek
y^C 'X.eiTTieifi, 1 Mace. 1,1), and Perses is called
In inking of the Kittians (Kcttuow, 1 Mace. 8, 5).
quiring into the early history of the Macedonians, two
is

said to have

TTJc

—

questions, which are frequently confounded, ought to
be carefully kept distinct, namely, the origin of the
Macedonian people, and that of the Macedonian monfor, while there is abunarchy under the Temenidas
dant reason for believing that the Macedonian princes
were descended from an Hellenic race, it appears prob;

ed thence into Upper Macedonia, where, after experiencing some singular adventures, which Herodotus details, they at length succeeded in acquiring possession
of a principality, which devolved on Perdiccas, the

youngest of the brothers, who is therefore considered,
both by Herodotus (8, 137) and Thucydides (2, 99),
as the founder of the Macedonian dynasty.
These
writers have also recorded the names of the successors of this prince, though there is little to interest
the reader in their history.
Before the time of Philip,

—

father of Alexander, all the country beyond the river Strymon, and even the Macedonian peninsula from

Amphipolis to Thessalonica, belonged to Thrace, and
Paeonia likewise on the north.
Philip conquered this
peninsula, and all the country to the river Nessus and
Mount Rhodope ; as also Paeonia and Illyria beyond
Lake Lychnitis. Thus the widest limits of Macedonia were from the -^Egean Sea to the Ionian, where
The provinces of
the Drino formed its boundary.
Macedonia in the time of Philip amounted to nineteen.
Macedonia first became powerful under this monarch,
who, taking advantage of the strength of the country
and the warlike disposition of the inhabitants, reduced
Greece, which was distracted by intestine broils, in
the battle of Chaeronea.
His son Alexander subdued Asia, and by an uninterrupted series of victories
for ten successive years, made Macedonia, in a short
time, the mistress of half the world.
this immense empire was divided.

ceived

tles, lost its

nians as barbarians, that is, as a people not of Hellenic
and the similarity of the manners and customs,
as well as the languages, as far as
they are known, of
the early Macedonians and Illyrians,
appear to establish the identity of the two nations.
In the time of
Herodotus, the name of Macedonis comprehended only
the country to the south and west of the
Lydias, for

origin

;

Macedonia

re-

ancient limits, and, after several batdominion over Greece. The alliance of
its

Philip II. with Carthage, during the second Punic war,
gave occasion to this catastrophe. The Romans debut, Philip having
layed their revenge for a season
laid siege to Athens, the Athenians called the Romans
to their aid
the latter declared war against Macedo;

Macedonians themselves were an Illyrian
Dcople, though the country must also have been inhabited in very early times by many Hellenic tribes. nia
The Greeks themselves always regarded the Macedo- der
able that the

anew

After his death,

;

to surrenPhilip was compelled to sue for peace,
his vessels, to reduce his army to 500 men, and
Perseus, the succesdefray the expenses of the war.
;

sor of Philip, having taken up arms against Rome,
Paulus .Emilius, and
totally defeated at Pydna by
the Romans took possession of the country.
Indignant at their oppression, the Macedonian nobility and
the whole nation rebelled under Andriscus; but, after
a long struggle, they were ovefcome by Quintus CsecUMacedonicus the
ius, surnamed, from his conquest,
were exiled, and the country became a Roman

was

he observes that Macedonis was separated from Bottiasis by the united mouth of the Lydias and Haliacnobility
mon {Herod., 7. 127). How far inland Herodotus province B.C. 148. It is very difficult, however, to
of this Roman province of
eonceived that Macedonia extended, does not
appear determine the boundaries
;

6
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" was himself a
ver> able physician.

••

Macedonia. According to the
Epitomizer" of Stra- Eng. transl.),
bo (lib. 7), it was bounded by the Adriatic on the west ; He was a soldier as well as a physician. He was
on the north by the mountains of Scardus, Orbelus, wounded dangerously in the shoulder in a sally which
Rhodope, and Haemus ; on the south by the Via Eg- the Trojans had made. Nestor immediately brought
Scarce are they entered there,
natia
while on the east it extended as far as Cypsela him back to his tent.
and the mouth of the Hebrus. But this statement before Machaon took a drink mixed with wine, in
with respect to the southern boundary of Macedonia which they had put the scrapings of cheese and barcannot be correct, since we know that the province of Jey-flour. (II., 11, 506, seqq.) What ill effects must
Macedonia was bounded on the south by that of Ach- not this mixture produce, since wine alone is very opaia
and although it is extremely difficult, if not im- posite to the healing of wounds
The meats which
possible, to fix the precise boundaries of these provin- Machaon afterward used (//., 11, 629) do not appear
ces, yet it does not appear that Achaia extended far- in any way proper for the state in which he found himther north than the south of Thessaly.
Macedonia self. In another part of the Iliad (4, 218) Menelaus
now forms part of Turkey in Europe, under the name is wounded with an arrow they make Machaon imof Makcdonia or Filiba Vilajcti, and contains about mediately come to heal him.
The son of .^sculapius,
700,000 inhabitants, consisting of Walachians, Turks, after having considered the wound, sucks the blood,
The southeastern part is un- and puts on it a dressing to appease the pain. Homer
Greeks, and Albanians.
der the pacha of Saloniki
the northern under beys or does not specify what entered into that dressing.
It
The capital Salon- was only composed, according to all appearances, of
agas, or forms free communities.
some bitter roots. This conjecture is founded on the
iki, the ancient Thessalonica, is a commercial town,
and contains 70,000 inhabitants. Ancient Macedonia following circumstance in the description which the
was a mountainous and woody region, the riches of poet gives of the healing of such a wound, he says exwhich consisted chiefly in mines of gold and silver ; pressly that they applied to the wound the juice of a
the coasts, however, produced corn, wine, oil, and fruits. bitter herb bruised (11,845).
It appears that this was
Modern Macedonia is said to possess a soil more fruit- the only remedy which they knew. The virtue of
ful than the richest plains of Sicily, and there are few these plants is to be styptic."
To what is here said
districts in the world so fertile as the coast of Athos may be added the remarks of an eminent physician of
;

!

;

—

:

;

—

or the ancient Chalcidice.

The

:

land in the valleys of

Panomi and Cassandria, when grazed by
plough, yields, it is said, a more abundant

the lightest
harvest than

the finest fields in the department between the Eure
and the Loire, or the granary of France if the wheat
in its green state be not browsed by sheep or cut with
;

Maceperishes by too much luxuriance.
famous for its cotton and tobacco, and its
wines are some of them equal to those of Burgundy.

the scythe,

donia

is

it

also

vol. 6, p. 156, seqq., Eng. transl.
£nGreece,^ vol. 1, p. 164, seqq.
vol. 14, p. 241.)— For a list of the
Macedonia, with remarks on their

{Malte-Brun, Gcogr,
—
Cramer'' Anc.
s

—

cycL Us. KnoicL,
ancient kings of
reign, consult Clinto-iCs Fasti Hellenici,

p.

221, seqq.,

fid ed.

Macer, I. a Latin poet, a
was the author of a poem on

native of Verona.
birds, "entitled

He

Omiiho-

gonia, and of another on snakes, under the title of
This last was an imitation, in some deTheriaca.
gree, of the Theriaca of Nicander. {Quint., Inst. Or.,
10,

56.— Spalding, ad Quint., Inst. Or., 6, 3, 96.)
The
have no remains of either of these works.

1,

We

poem De Herbarum virtutibus, commonly
him, is now regarded as a production of
{Gyrald

ages.

,

Dial., 4, p. 217, seqq.

—

ascribed to

middle
— Broukhus.,
the

ad TibulL, p. 274.
Veesenmyer, Bibliogr. Anahkt.,
n. A friend of Ovid's, who wrote a continu-

p. 84.)

—

ation of the Iliad, and also an Antehomerica.
He has
been frequently confounded with the preceding, but
The former
flourished, in truth, at a later period.

died in Asia, B.C. 17.
(Compare the remarks of
Wcrnsdorff, Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 4, p. 579, seqq.)

Machanidas,

a

powerful tyrant of Sparta, whose

one time extended to the subjugation of all
He was defeated and slain by PhiloPeloponnesus.

views

at

near Mantinea. {Plut., Vit. Philop.)
a celebrated physician, son of .^sculaHe went to the Trobrother to Podalirius.
pius, and
skill in surgery and the healing art
jan war, where his
Machaon
proved of great service to his countrymen.
was one of those shut up in the wooden horse, and is
by some supposed to have fallen on the night that
Trov was taken. He received divine honours after
death, and had a temple erected to him.
{Horn., II.,
Schwenck derives
2, 731.
Virg., JEn., 2, 263.)
the name from the old verb /xa;j;w, the root of fiTJxav^,
and makes it denote one who is skilful with the hand.
"
Machaon," observes the Pres{Andeut., p. 206)

poemen

in battle

Machaon,

—

ident

—

Goguet {Origin of Laws, &c.,
778

vol. 2, p.

267,

" It
country.
appears that the practice of
Podalirius was very much confined to
the removal of the darts and arrows with which wounds

our

own

Machaon and

had been inflicted, and afterward to the application of
fomentations and styptics to the wounded parts
for,
when the heroes recorded by Homer were in other respects severely injured, as in the case of .<Eneas, whose
thigh-bone was broken by a sione thrown by Diomede,
he makes no mention of any other than supernatural
;

means employed
Essays,

vol.

Macra,

for their relief."

1, p.

{Hosack's Medical

38.)

a river flowing from the Apennines,

and

di-

now

the Magra.
(Luviding Liguria from Etruria,
The Arnus formed the
39, 32.)
can, 2, 426.~Lir
southern boundary of Liguria until the reign of Au,

gustus.

(Plin., 3, 5.)

Macrianus, Titus Fulvius
from

Julius, a

Roman, who,

a private soldier, rose to the highest

command

in

the army, and proclaimed himself emperor when Valerian had been made prisoner by the Persians, A.D.
260.
He is one of the so-called " thirty tyrants" of
later Roman history, but appears to have been, as far
as we can judge from his brief period of authority, an
Macrianus was proclaimed emperor along
able prince.
with his two sons Macrianus (Junior) and Quietus.
When he had supported his dignity for a year in the
eastern parts of the world, Macrianus marched towards Rome to crush Gallienus, who bad been pro-

He was defeated in Illyricum by
the lieutenant of Gallienus, and put to death with his
elder son, A.D. 262.
{Treb. Poll, Vit. Macrian.)
Macrinus, I. M. Opilius Severus, a native of Mau-

claimed emperor.

was praetorian prefect under Caracalla, whom
he accompanied in his expedition against the ParthiMaans, and caused to be murdered on the march.

ritania,

crinus was immediately proclaimed emperor by the
army, AD. 217, and his son Diadumenianus, who was
at Antioch, was made Caesar; both elections were
confirmed by the senate. Macrinus, after a battle with
the Parthians near Nisibis, concluded peace with them.
On his return to Antioch he reformed many abuses

But his excessive severity
introduced by Caracalla.
and an insurrection, excited
displpased the soldiers,
by Moesa, the aunt of Caracalla, broke out against
Macrinus, who, being defeated near Antioch, fled as
far as Chalcedon, where he was arrested and put to
death, A.D. 218, after a reign of about 14 months.
His son Diadumenianus shared his fate.
ceeded by Heliogabalus. {Jul. Capitol,

He was
Vit.

suc-

Macrin.

— Herodian,

MAC
—

MAC
A

II.
friend of the poet
4, 12, 2, seqq.)
his second satire is inscribed.
They

Library at Paris, by Hess, Hal., 1833, 8to.
have thought that the commentary we have
had been fellow-students under Servilius Numanus. just been considering ought to be regarded aa a part
of the second work of this writer, of which we are
{Lemaire, ad Pers., Sat., 2, 1 )
goMacrobii, a people of .Ethiopia, highly celebrated ing to speak, and from which it has been detached
and
whom
has
Herodotus
dein antiquity,
There
copiously
through the carelessness of the early editors
An expedition was undertaken against them seems no good reason for this opinion. 2. Saturnascribed.
and
in
this
have
obtained
a
Hum
convtviorum
Likewise
libri
addressed
way they
by Cambyses,
septem.
rumour of the vast quantity of to his son. This is a compilation after the manner of
name in history.
which
determined
to
the
Attic
of
Aulus
it
Gcllius
has, howevei;
Cambyses
they possessed
gold
Nights
march against them. He sent, however, beforeliand the dialogue form, and is supposed to be the transcript
some spies into their country, from the nation of the of a conversation which took place at table during the
The principal interloIchthyophagi, as they understood their language. The celebration of the Saturnalia.
accounts, which the neighbouring people gave, repre- cutors are a certain Vectius Praetextatus, Q. Aurelius
sented the Macrobii as a tall and beautiful race, who Symmachus and his brother Flavianus, Caecinna Dehad their own laws and institutions, and elected the cius Albinus, Avienus, a physician, a grammarian, 6ce.
tallest among them to the dignity of king.
The Ich- It contains discussions of a great variety of historical
thyophagi, on asking the monarch of the Macrobians, and mythological topics, explanations of many pa»to whom they brought presents as if ambassadors from sages of ancient authors, remarks on the manners and
Cambyses, for what length of time his subjects lived, customs of the Romans, &.c. An idea of the general
were told for the space of 120 years, and sometimes nature of the work may be formed from the titles of
Hence the name given them by the Greek some of the chapters Of the origin of some Roman
longer.
writers of Macrobii (M.aKp66ioL, '* long-lived'''').
Gold words.
Of the origin of the Saturnalia. Of the Rowas the metal in commonest use among them, even man year and its divisions. Proof that all the gods
for the fetters of their prisoners.
Herodotus adds, of fable were originally symbols of the sun.
Of Cithat Cambyses, on the return of his spies, immediately cero^s bans mots.
Of Augustus. Of Julia. Details
marched against the Macrobii, but was compelled to re- on the luxury of the Romans.
Observations on the
turn, from want of provisions, before he had proceeded JSneid, and a comparison between Virgil and Homer.
a fifth part of the way.
Bruce
{Herod., 3, 17, seqq.)
Why those who turn round are attacked with vertitakes the Macrobii for a tribe of the Shangallas, dwell- goes.
Why women have softer voices than men. Why
ing in the lower part of the gold countries, Cuba and shame makes one blush.
Why bodies plunged in waNuba, on both sides of the Nile, to the north of Fazuk- ter appear larger than they really are, &c. Many
Persius, to

1

whom

critics

'

—

j

•

A

'

:

j

—

—

—

Heeren, how{Travels, vol. 2, p. 554, seqq.)
ever, more correctly thinks, that the people in question
are to be sought for farther south, in another region.
la.

None
ies,

of the Shangallas, that

we know

of, live

in cit-

or have reached that degree of civilization imputed
He thinks it probable, therefore, that

to the Macrobii.

the Macrobii of Herodotus should be sought for on the
coast, or in one of the ports of Adel, and in the vicinity

of Cape Guardefui.
This would place them in the
country of the Somaulies, who are, perhaps, their descendants.
{Heeren, Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 333, seqq.)
MacrobTus, I. a Latin writer, who flourished in the
first half of the fifth
century, under Theodosius the
Younger. His full name is Aurelius Macrobius Arabrosius Theodosius.
{Funcc.,de veget. L. L. senect.,
As he
4, ^1.
Fabric., Bib. Lat., vol. 3, p. 180.)
was not a Roman by birth, and seeks in this an excuse for his Latin style {Sat., 1, 1), he has been regarded by some critics as a native of Greece. {FaIn the manuscripts he bears the
bric., I. c, in notis.)
title of Vir Consularis et illustris ; and from this
some have concluded, that he is the same with the
Macrobius mentioned in a law of the Theodosian code

—

8) as Prafectus sacri cubiculi, or chamberbin of the royal bedchamber. Other critics have remarked, however, that this office was commonly given
to eunuchs, and that Macrobius the writer had a son.
It is also uncertain whether Macrobius was a Christian or not.
The supposition that he held the office
of chamberlain under a Christian emperor has been the

(lib. 6, tit.

imagining him
to have been a Christian, since the language of his
writings and the interlocutors in the dialogues are en(Consult Mahul, Dissertation snr la
tirely heathen.
Class. Joum., vol. 20, p.
Vie, &c., de Macrobe.
The
works
of Macrobius are three in number:
110.)

chief, or, perhaps, the only

ground

for

—

—

in Somnium Scipionis libri duo.
addressed to his son Eustathius.
Besides an explanatory view of the Somnium Scipionis
of Cicero, it contains much information respecting the
opinions of the later Platonists on the laws which govern the earth and the other parts of the universe.
There is a Greek version by Maxumus Planudes,
1.

Commentaricmim

This work

which was

is

first

published, from the

MS

in the

King's

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

things in Macrobius are drawn from Aulus Gellius,
and some from Plutarch. 3. The third work of Macrobius treated of the difference between the Greek
and Latin languages, and also of their analogy : De

—

We

Gmci Latinique Vcrbi.
have only an extract from this, made by one Joannes,
with the celebrated Joannes
same
to
be
the
supposed
Scotus, who lived in the time of Charles the Bald.
differ entiis et societatibus

{Scholl, Hist. Lit.

Gesch.

Rom.

Rom.,

Lit.,

p.

vol. 3, p. 322,

724, seqq.)

seqq.—B'dhr,

The

best edition

of Macrobius is that of Gronovius, Lugd. Bat., 1670,
8vo.
The edition of Zeune, Lips., 1774, 8vo, has a
very faulty text, but very useful and extensive notes.
The text is a careless reprint of that of Gronovius.

The Bipont edition, 1788, 2 vols. 8vo, has no notes,
The Notitia Literaria prefixbut a very correct text.
II. An ecclesiastical writer,
ed is also very useful.
who lived in the sixth century. He was at first a
priest of the Catholic church in Africa, but afterward
have a
made common cause with the Donatists.
fragment remaining of a letter of his to the people of
Carthage, but nothing exists of a treatise which he
wrote while yet belonging to the orthodox persuasion,

—

We

entitled

"

Ad

confessores et vijgines.^'
a nation of Asia, occupying the northern parts of Armenia, probably between the town of
Arze and the coast of the Euxine. They are mentioned in the Anabasis as one of the nations through whose
The Macrones are
territories the Greeks marched.

Macrones,

called Macrocephali by Scylax (p. 33), but Plmy seems
to distinguish them as two different people (fi, 4).
Herodotus informs us that the Macrones used circum-

derived
they themselves reported,
the practice from the Colchians.
{Herod., 2, 104.)
The natural inference to be drawn from this passage
StraColchian origin.
is, that the Macrones were of

cision, having, as

his time no longaffirms, that this people were in
er called by their ancient appellation, but were named

bo

and Eustathius, who confirms
word Tzani, according to
the more modern Greek orthography {ad Dxonys. Pt-

Sanni {Strab., 548);

this statement, writes the

rieg., 766).

Djanik

is

Cramer

a corruption

thinks, that the
o*"

Sannice,

modern name

of

{Asxa Minor, voL

M^C

Mi£ A
Madaura, a city of Numidia, near Tagaste, and
It appears to have been a place
northwest of Sicca.
if some importance, and, in the Notilia NumidicR, Prudentius Metaurensis is named as its bishop. It is com-

deni, Gadeni, Selgovae, NovantsB,
Cass., 76, 12.)

and Damnii.

M.a:cENAS, Caius Cilnius, was descended,

{Dio
it

is

said, from Elbius Volterrenus, one of the Lucumones
monly regarded as the birthplace of Apuleius, though of Etruria, who fell in the battle at the lake Vadimoof
the
favour
Roman
Mcdera.
Mannert is in
nis, A.U.C. 445, which finally brought his country
colony Ad
No traces of Madaura remain. In an inscription of under total subjection to the Romans. His immeGruter's (p. 600, n. 10), the name of the city is given diate ancestors were Roman knights, who, having been
as Medaura.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol, 10, pt. 2, p. at length incorporated into the state, held high commands in the army {Horat., Sat., 1, 6, 3), and Maece321.)
M.«ANDER, a river of Asia Minor, rising near Celae- nas would never consent to leave their class to be enbut he was proud (as may
nae in Phrygia, and, after forming the common bound- rolled among the senators
ary between Lydia and Caria, falling into the j^gean be conjectured from its frequent mention by the poets)
below the promontory of Mycale. It was remarkable of his supposed descent from the old Etrurian princes.
for the winding nature of its course (tr/coAtof u>v eg It is not known in what year he was born, or hi what
Straho, 577), and hence all obliquities manner he spent his youth ; but Meibomius {Mcecenas,
iiirepSoXijv.
or windings took the name of Maeander. (Strab., I. c.) L. Bat., 1653, 4to) conjectures that he was educated
It received the waters of various streams, the Marsyas, at Apollonia, along with Augustus and Agrippa ; and
Orgas, &c., but was not remarkable for its size as far that this formed the commencement of their memoraas regarded breadth, though a deep river, and fordable ble friendship.
He is not mentioned in the history of
only in a few places in the early part of its course. his country till we hear of his accompanying Augustus
According to Xenophon {Anab., 1, 2), the Maeander to Rome after the battle of Mutina. He was also with
rose in the palace of Cyrus, flowing from thence him at Philippi, and attended him during the whole
In the vi- course of the naval wars against Sextus Pompey, exthrough his park and the city of Celaenae.
cinity rose the Marsyas, which formed a junction with cept when he was sent at intervals to Rome, in order
the Maeander in the suburb of Celaenae, where after- by his presence to quell those disturbances, which,
ward stood the city of Apamea. (Compare the re- during this period, frequently broke out in the capital.
marks of Leake, Tour, p. 158, seqq.) According to In the battle of Actium he commanded the light LiStrabo (663), the common boundary of Caria and burnian galleys, which so greatly contributed to gain
After the the victory for Augustus, and he gave chase with them
Phrygia, on the Maeander, was at Carura.
river had reached Lydia and Caria, it widened, and to Antony when he fled after the galley of Cleopatra.
entered upon what the ancients denominated the plain During the absence of Augustus in Egypt, Maecenas,
of the Maeander, which extended from the borders in virtue of his office of prefect, was intrusted with the
of Phrygia to the sea, nearly 100 miles.
This plain chief administration of affairs in Italy, and particularly
varied in breadth from 5 to 10 miles, and was orna- with the civil government of the capital.
(Pedo Albt:

—

mented with a number of

fine cities and towns.
Great
changes have taken place on the coast, at the mouth of
the Maeander, by the great deposition of mud and earth
in the course of ages
changes that have so completely altered the face of things as described by the
ancients, that the first of modern geographers was totally misled in his estimate of the ancient geography,
by attempting to reconcile it with the modern, on the
:

nov., Epiced. Mcecen.) After Augustus had returned
from Egypt without a rival, and the aflfairs of the

empire
proceeded in a regular course, Maecenas shared with
Agrippa the favour and confidence of his sovereign.
While Agrippa was intrusted with aflfairs requiring activity, gravity, and force, those which were to be accomplished by persuasion and address were committed to
Maecenas.
The advice which he gave to Augustus
in the celebrated consultation with regard to his pro-

ground of the imperfect descriptions of it in the ancient
D'Anville had no conception that the Gulf of posed resignation of the empire, was preferred to that
Latmus received the Ma?ander, but supposed a con- of Agrippa Maecenas having justly represented that
siderable space to exist between them.
Nor was he it would not be for the advantage of Rome to be left
aware that the gulf itself no longer existed that its without a head to the government, as the vast emwide opening to the sea was closed up by alluvions
pire now required a single chief to maintain peace
and that the island of Lade, so often mentioned as a and order
that Augustus had already advanced too
rendezvous in the history of the naval warfare of an- far to recede with safety
and that, if divested of abcient times, had become a part of the main land, rising, solute power, he would speedily fall a victim to the
like the rock of Dumbarton, from the marshy soil
resentment of the friends or relatives of those whom
and, moreover, that the inner part of the gulf was he had formerly sacrificed to his own security.
(Dio

books.

:

;

;

;

;

;

The mud of the
Maeander, having been deposited across the southeast
arm of the gulf, formed its upper part into a lake
which soon became fresh, when the access of the seawater was barred out, as it receives a great quantity
of land waters from the surrounding mountains. It is
named the Lake of Bafi, from a town at the southeast
corner: it is about 12 miles in length, and from 3 to
6 in breadth. Chandler represents the water as inThe modern name of the
sipid and not drinkable.
transformed into a fresh-water lake.

;

is Minder.
(Rennell, Geogr. of Western
Mr. Turner describes the
Asia, vol. 2, p. 30, seqq.)
Maeander in a part of its course as about seventy feet
wide, and having a current towards the sea of about a
he observes, however, that this must
mile an hour

Maeander

:

be much more rapid, when the streams, formed by
rain and melted snow, pour into it from the mountains.
He describes the water as very thick and muddy and
the mud in particular at the bank as extremely deep.
;

(Tour in

the Levant, vol. 3, p. 96.)

MxilrjE, a people in the north of Britain, near the
vallum Severi or wall of Severus, comprising the Ota-
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Cassius, 52, 14, seqq.)
Having agreed to retain the
government, Augustus asked and obtained from MaeHis mincenas a general plan for its administration.
ister laid down for him rules regarding the reformation
of the senate, the nomination of magistrates, the collection of taxes, the establishment of schools, the government of provinces, the levy of troops, the equalization of weights and measures, the suppress-ion of tumultuous assemblies, and the support of religious
His measures on all these points, as
observances.
detailed by Dio Cassius, show consummate political
wisdom, and knowledge in the science of governMaecenas had often mediated between Antony
ment.
and Augustus, and healed the mutual wounds which
But when his master had at
their ambition inflicted.

length triumphed in the contest, the great object of
his attention was to secure the permanence of the
For this purpose he had spies in all corgovernment.
ners, to pry into every assembly, and to watch the
motions of the people.
By these means the imprudent plots of Lepidus (Veil. Paterc, 2, 88) and Muraena were discovered and suppressed without danger

M^CENAS.
or disturbance
At the
formed.
;

MiECENAS.

and

at length no conspiracies were mimes, with Bathyllus at their head.
These wer«
aame time, and with a similar object, strangely intermingled in his palace with tribunes,
to
the
render
administration
But there, too, were Horace, and
clerks, and lictors.
power

he did
of Augustus moderate and just
and, as he perfectly
understood all the weaknesses and virtues of his character, he easily bent his disposition to the side of merWhile he himself, as prefect of the city, had recy.
all

in his

;

tained the capital in admirable order and subjection,
he was yet remarkable for the mildness with which he

exercised this important office, to which belonged the
management of all civil affairs in the absence of the
emperor, the regulation of buildings, provisions, and
commerce, and the cognizance of all crimes committed
within a hundred miles of the capital.
Seneca, who
is by no means favourable, in other respects, to the
character of Maecenas, allows him a full tribute of
praise for his clemency and mildness.
(Epist., 114.)
So sensible was Augustus of the benefits which his
derived
from
the
counsels
and wise adgovernment
ministration of Maecenas, and such was his high opinion of his sagacity, fidelity, and secrecy, that everything which concerned him, whether political or domestic, was confided to this minister.
Such, too,

were the terms of intimacy on which they lived, that
the emperor, when he fell sick, always made himself
be carried to the house of Maecenas ; so difficult was
it to find
repose in the habitation of a prince
During
the most important and arduous periods of his administration, and while exercising an almost unremitting
!

assiduity, Maecenas had still the appearance of being
sunk in sloth and luxury. Though he could exert

himself with the utmost activity and vigilance when
these were required, yet in his hours of freedom he
indulged himself in as much ease and softness as the

most delicate lady in Rome. {Veil. Paterc, 2, 88.)
was moderate in his desires of wealth or honours
he was probably indolent and voluptuous by nature
and inclination and he rather wished to exhibit than
conceal his faults.
The air of effeminate ease which
he ever assumed, was perhaps good policy in reference both to the prince and people.
Neither could
be jealous of a minister who was apparently so careless and indifferent, and who seemed occupied chiefly
with his magnificent villas and costly furniture.
He
usually came abroad with a negligent gait and in a
loose garb.
When he went to the theatre, forum, or
senate, his ungirt robe trailed on the ground, and he
wore a little cloak, with a hood like a fugitive slave in

He

;

;

Instead of being followed by lictors or

a pantomime.

tribunes, he appeared in all public places attended

by

He

two eunuchs.

(Scnec, Epist., 114.)
possessed
a magnificent and spacious villa on the Esquiline Hill,
to which a tower adjoined remarkable for its height.

The gardens
were among

of Maecenas, which surrounded the

villa,

the most delightful in Rome or its vicinseated in the cool shade of his green

Here,
spreading trees, whence the most musical birds constantly warbled their harmonious notes, he was accustomed to linger, and pay at idle hours his court to the
muses.
Being fond of change and singularity, the
They were
style of Maecenas's entertainments varied.
sometimes profuse and magnificent, at others elegant
and private ; but they were always inimitable in point
He was the first person who inof taste and fancy.
troduced at Rome the luxury of young mule's flesh;
his table was served with the most delicious wines,
among which was one of Italian growth and most exity.

Of these distinVarius, and Valgius, and Virgil
guished poets, and of many other literary men, Maecenas was, during his whole life, the patron, protector,
and friend. Desert in learning never failed, in course
of time, to obtain from him its due reward
and his
friendship, when once procured, continued steady to
!

;

the

last.

Among

the distinguished

men who

frequent-

ed the house of Maecenas, a constant harmony seems
to have subsisted.
They never occasioned uneasiness to each other
they were neither jealous nor
envious of the favour and felicity which their rivals
The noblest and most affluent of the numenjoyed.
ber were without insolence, and the most learned
without presumption.
Merit, in whatever shape it
appeared, occupied an honourable and unmolested
station.
Maecenas is better known to posterity as a
but, living
patron of literature than as an author
in a poetical court, and surrounded with poets, it was
almost impossible that he should have avoided the
He wrote a tragedy called
contagion of versification.
Octavia, a poem entitled De CvJtu, and some PhaAll these have perishlajcian and Galliambic verses.
ed except a few fragments cited by Seneca and the
To judge from these extracts,
ancient grammarians.
and it is a cutheir loss is not much to be regretted
;

;

;

rious problem in the literary history of Rome, that
one who read with delight the works of Virgil and

Horace, should himself have written in a style so obscure and affected.
The eflfeminacy of his manners
though his
appears to have tainted his language
sometimes
ideas were
happy, his style was loose, florand he always
id, and luxuriant {Senec, Epist., 19)
aimed at winding up his periods with some turn of
thought or expression which he considered elegant
:

:

These conceits were called by Augustus
or striking.
his calamtstri : and in one of that emperor's letters,
which is preserved in Macrobius, he parodies the luxuriant and

sparkling style affected by his minister.
Maecenas continued to govern the state, to patronise
good poets, and write bad verses, for a period of

During this long space of time, the
only interruption to his felicity was the conduct of
This beautiful but capricious
his wife Terentia.
woman was the sister of Proculeius, so eminent for
his fraternal love {Horat., Od., 2, 2, 6), as also of Litwenty years.

Muraena, who conspired against Augustus.
The extravagance and bad temper of this fantastical

cinius

yet lovely female, were sources of perpetual chagrin
and uneasiness to her husband. Though his existence was imbittered by her folly and caprice, he continued, during his whole life, to be the dupe of the
He could neipassion which he entertained for her.
ther live with nor without her ; he quarrelled with her
and was reconciled almost every day, and put her

away one moment to take her back the next which
has led Seneca to remark, that he was married a
Teren
thousand times, yet never had but one wife.
tia vied in personal charms with the Empress Livia,
of
and is said to have gained the affections
Augustus.
The umbrage Maecenas took at the attentions paid by
as
Cassius
Dio
his master to Terentia, is assigned by
the chief cause of that decline of imperial favour which
Maecenas experienced about four years previous to
treated exterhis death.
For, although he was still
consideration, though he requisite flavour, called from his name Mcecenatianum nally with the highest
and hence, too, the luxurious Trimal- tained all the outward show of grandeur and interest,
{Plin., 8, 43)
to the
chio, who is the Magister Convivii in the Satyricon and still continued to make a yearly present
was
of Petronius Arbiter, is called MctcencUianus, from emperor on the anniversary of his birthday, he
or
a
favounte
as
his imitating the style of Majcenas's entertainments. no longer consulted in stale afl"airs
Others have supposed that it was not the
His sumptuous board was thronged confidant.
{Plin., 14, 6.)
with parasites, whom he also frequently carried about irifrigue of Augustus with Terentia which diminished
to sup with his friends, and his house was filled by hw influence, but a discovery made by the emperor,
wife some circumstancea
musicians, buffoons, and actors of mimes or panto- that he had revealed to his
781
;

;

MiEO

MiED
concerning the conspiracy in which her brother

Mu-

Suetonius informs us, that
raena had been engaged.
he had felt some displeasure on that account but Muraena's plot was discovered in the year 732, and the
decline of Msecenas's political power cannot be placed
;

The

disgust conceived by masters
when they have given all, and by favourites who have
nothing more to receive, or are satiated with honours,
may partly account for the coldness which arose between Augustus and his minister. But the declining
health of Maecenas, and his natural indolence, increasing by the advance of years, afforded of themselves
earlier than 738.

sufficient cause for his gradual retirement

from public
affairs.
His constitution, which was naturally weak,
had been impaired by effeminacy and luxurious living.
He had laboured from his youth under a perpetual
fever (Plin., 7, 51); and for many years before his
death he suffered much from wakefulness, which was
Maecegreatly aggravated by his domestic chagrins.
nas was fond of life and enjoyment and of life even
without enjoyment.
Hence he anxiously resorted to
different remedies for the cure or relief of this distressWine, soft music sounding at a dising malady.
tance, and various other contrivances, were tried in
vain.
At length, Antonius Musa, the imperial physician, who had saved the life of Augustus, but accelerated the death of Marcellus, obtained for him some
;

by means of the distant
murmurings of falling water. The sound was artifihis
villa
on
at
the
Ducially procured
Esquiline Hill.
ring this stage of his complaint, however, Maecenas
resided principally in his villa at Tibur, situated on
the banks of the Anio, and near its celebrated cascades.
This was indeed a spot to which Morpheus
might have sent his kindest dreams and the pure air
of Tibur, with the streams
tumbling into the valley
through the arches of the villa, did bestow on the
worn-out and sleepless courtier some few moments of
But all these resources at length failed.
repose.
The rervous and feverish disorder with which Maecenas was afflicted increased so dreadfully, that for
three years before his death he never closed his eyes.
In his last will, he recommended Horace, in the most
affectionate terms, to the protection of the emperor :
**
Horatii Flacci, ut met, memor esto.^*
He died in
745, in the same year with Horace, and was buried in
his own gardens on the Esquiline Hill.
He left no
child, and in Maecenas terminated the line of the anBut
he
cient Etrurian princes.
bequeathed to posterity a name, immortal as the arts of which he had
been through life the generous protector, and which
is deeply inscribed on monuments that can
only be
alleviation of his complaint

;

nis, noticed by Thucydides in his narrative of the expedition of Sitalces into Macedonia, but of whom Herodotus seems to have had no knowledge.
{Thitcyd.,

2, 98.)

MiELius, a Roman, slain by Ahala, master of the
horse to the dictator Cincinnatus, for aspiring to su-

preme power.

{Liv., 4, 13, seqq.)
a name applied to the Bacor
chantes
priestesses of Bacchus, and alluding to their
movements.
It
is derived from
phrensied
fiaivofiai,,

MiBNADEs (Mafvddef),

^*

to

rave^

M^NALUs

{jplur. Maenala), I. a mountain in the
south-southeastern part of Arcadia, sacred to the god
Pan, and considered, on account of its excellent pastures, to be one of the favourite haunts of that rural

— Ovid, {Theocr.,
Met.,
216.)

deity.

123.— Fir^., Georg., 1, 17.
The modern name is Roino.

Idyl., 1,

1,

Dodwell says

and that,
Peloponnesian mountains of the first order, it is characterized by intersecting glens and valleys, watered by numerous rivulets, and cultivated with
It is not, however, as he remarks, to
sylvan scenery.
be compared with Taygetus either for grandeur or beauMaenalus extends far to the northeast, bounding
ty.
the western side of the plains of Mantinea and Orchomenus, and occupying a tract of country anciently called Mainalia {Pausan 8, 9), to which the Delphic oracle gives the epithet of ** cold" {dvaxeifiepo^.
Pauthat its height is considerable,

like the other

,

c— Dodwell,

— H. A

—

town of
Arcadia, in the vicinity of Mount Maenalus, which took
its name,
to
Pausanias
from
one of
(8, 3),
according
the sons of Lycaon, its founder.
It was in ruins in
the lime of Pausanias, and its situation has not been
clearly investigated by modern travellers.
{Dodwell,
san.,

I.

vol. 2, p.

vol.

2, p. 418).

418.)

MiENUs

M(ENUs, a river of Germany, falling into
Moguntiacum {Mayence or Mainz), and
now the Main. The Romans first became acquainted
or

the Rhine at

on getting possession of Moguntiacum.
Ptoleof this river, but would seem to
have been acquainted with its sources.
It is
worthy
of remark, that the inhabitants on the Main, in the viwith

it

my makes no mention

cinity of Wurtzburg, still call the river, after the Roman fashion, the Mbn. The name Maenus is a later
form than the other.
{Eumen., Paneg. Const., c. 13.

— Mannert,

Geogr., vol. 3, p. 423.)
The Etrurians, supposed
Vid. Lvdia.
M.«:oNiA.
have derived their civilization, or, according to
a
to
from
have
others,
Lydian colony, are often
sprung,

—

to

called McEonida {Virg., JSn., II, 759), and the Lake
Trasymenus in their country is styled by Silius Itahcus Mceomus Lacus.
(Sil. ItaL, 15, 35.)
MaeM.«onTdes, a surname of Homer, in allusion to his
destroyed by some calamity fatal to civilization.
cenas had nominated Augustus as his heir, and the supposed Lydian or Maeonian origin. ( Vid. Homerus.)
MiiioNis, I. an epithet applied to Omphale as queen
emperor thus became possessed of the Tiburtine villa,
which had formed the principal residence of the min- of Lydia or Maeonia. {Ovtd, Fast., 2, 310, 352.) II.
ister during the close of his life, and in which the The same epithet is also applied to Arachne as a na
monarch passed a great part of the concluding years tive of Lydia. {Id., Met., 6, 103.)

—

The death of his old favourite revived
of his reign.
all the esteem which Augustus had once entertained

years afterward, when stung with
regret at having divulged the shame of his daughter
Julia and punished her offence, he acknowledged his
for

him

;

and,

many

by exclaiming, that he would have
been prevented from acting such a part had Maecenas
been still alive. So difficult was it to repair the loss
of one man, though he had millions of subjects under
"
" His
his obedience.
legions," says Seneca,
being
cut to pieces, he recruited his troops his fleets, desoon
refitted
were
public edifices,
stroyed by storms,
consumed by the flames, were rebuilt with greater
find no one capable of
could
he
but
magnificence;
discharging the offices which had been held by Maecenas with equal integrity and ability." {Dunlop^s
Roman Literature, vol. 3, p. 26, seqq, Lond. ed.)
M.SDI, a people of Thrace, above the Palus Blstoirreparable loss

—

—
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MyEOT^., a general name for the tribes dwelling
along the Palus Meeotis. {Plin 4, \^.—Strah., 495.)
Mela (1, 2) uses the epithet Maotici, and Vopiscus
calls them Mceotida.
M^oTis Palus, or Sea of Azof, a large marshy
lake between Europe and Asia, northeast of the Euxine, and connected with it by the Cimmerian BospoIt is formed by the Tanais
rus, or Straits of Jenicali.
{Don) and other rivers. Its waters are brackish they
are well stored with fish, but are shallow to a great
No rock has been observed
distance from the banks.
The surface is about twelve inches
in any part of it.
{Maltehigher in spring than in the rest of the year.
Brun, vol. 6, p. 405, Am. ed.) The Palus Maeotis is
,

;

—

Herodotus to have been also called Maefis (j|
Mat^rff re Kalh.Tat. 4, 86, 45), and the Mother of
the Pontus Euxinus {rj M^TTjp tov Hovtov.
4, 86).
This name, Maetis, is the earlier and general fornl.
said by

—

—

MAO

MAGI.

(Compare Wesseling, ad Herod.,

4,

45.)— We

have

here a curious link in the chain connecting the early
of India with that of the countries to the west.
religion
The leading idea appears to be one of a cosmogonical nature, and to refer to the action of the humid
Hence
as the generating cause of all things.

indifTerence the sovereignty pass from the Medes tO
the Persians ; and it was
owing to the in-

probably

trigues of the whole order, that a conspiracy was formed to deprive Cambyses of the throne, by representing
one of their number as Smerdis, the son of Cyrus, who

had been previously put to death by his brother.
Hefrom the bosom of rodotus, who has given the history of this conspiracy
Or- at length, evidently regarded it as a plot, on the part
'A<l>po6iT7j irovToyev^c-

principle
the Aphrodite of the Greeks, rising

—

the waters {avadvofiivij.

Herm),

ed.

pheus, H., 54,
great Mother of

in

or,

other words, the

She is the Mov6 {Terra
(M^rrjp).
Mater) of the Egyptians, the same with their Isis.
{Creuzer, Symbol., vol. 1, p. 354): the Mut (Mot)
all

of Sanchoniathon (limus, aut

aquosa mixtionis putre-

do.—Bochart, Geogr. Sacr., 2, 2, p. 705) the Xaojof Hesiod {Theog., 123) ; the M^r^/f, to whom a temof the Hypanis and Bople was erected in the vicinity
Wess., ad loc); the yv
lysthenes {Herod., 4, 53.
;

—

the primitive slime {Creuzer, Symbol, vol. 4,
rraaa {Hesych., ed.
p. 329) ; the M^rj/p, rj TrpeaGvrdTr}
Alberti, p. 597) ; the M^rtf of Hesiod and of the Or-

li^Tijp,

phic poets {Orpheus, Argon., ed. Herm. Aposp., 6,
19, n., p. 461); and the Mala of the Doric dialect
Vit.

{Iambi,

ed.

Pythag.,

—

Kiessling, p. 114, 56).
be found in the Sanscrit.

of the Magi, to restore the sovereignty to the Medes,
since he represents Cambyses on his deathbed, as
conjuring the Persians to prevent the Medes from again
And the
{Herod., 3, 65.)
obtaining the supremacy.
Persians themselves must have looked upon it in the
same light, since, after the discovery of the conspiracy,
and the murder of the pretended Smerdis by Darius
Hystaspis and his companions, a general massacre of
the Magi ensued, the memory of which event was an'*
the Slaughter of
nually preserved by a festival called
the Magi" (Mayo^ovm), during which none of the Magi
were allowed to appear in public. {Herod., 3, 79.
This event, however, does not
Ctes., Pers., c. 15.)
appear to have impaired their influence and authority ;

—

for they are represented

by Herodotus,

in his

account

of the Persian religion, as the only recognised minis(Compare Hesychius, Mai, fieya. 'Ivdoi.) Mana- ters of the national worship (1, 132). The learning of
Mai {Magna Mater) is worshipped at the present day the Magi was connected with astrology and enchantby the Buddhists in Nepaul. {Kirkpatrick, Account of ment, in which they were so celebrated that their name
Nepaul, &c., p. 1 14.) The worship of the great moth- was applied to all orders of magicians and enchanters.
er {xBovLTj fi^TTjp Pa(7i7.eia.
Orpheus, Hymn., 49, 4, Thus, the Septuagint translates the Chaldee Ashap by
ed. Herm., p. 313) ; the mother of gods and nurse of the word Magus {May og.— Dan., 1, 20.— Id., 2, 2, 27.
all
Compare i4c/*,13, 6, 8). The word was also applied
things (iJccJv iirjTrip, rpo<^bg ttuvtuv.
Orpheus,
Hymn, 26 et 27, ed. Herm., p. 286, seqq.) ; the Metis to designate any men celebrated for wisdom ; whence
as
his
the
Jove
first
after
the
wise men of the East, who came to see the infant
whom
conconsort,
espoused
flict with the Titans {Hesiod, Theog , 886), appears
Saviour, are called simply Magi.
{Matth. 2, 1.) It
to have spread from east to west, and one of the early would appear from a passage in Jeremiah (39, 3), that
seats of this worship to have been in the vicinity of the the Babylonian priests were also called Magi ; if at
Palus Maeotis, whose slimy waters were regarded as a least the interpretation of Rab-Mag, " chief of the
{Gesenius, Hebr. Lex., s. v. Mag.)
type of that primitive slime from whose teeming bosom Magi," be correct.
In Perthe world was supposed to have been formed.
{Rit- The etymology of the word is doubtful.
Id. ibid
ter^s Vorhalle, p. 57.
sian the name of priest is mugh'; and it is not improbp. 161, seqq.)
M.EsiA SvLVA, a forest in Etruria, southwest from able, as Gesenius has conjectured, that the term may

The

root of this

word

is

—

to

—

—

—

Veii.

It

originally

—

,

belonged

to this
city, but

ken by Ancus Marcius. {Liv
that it abounded with dormice.

,

1,

was

ta-

33.)

Pliny reports
{Plin., 8, 58.)

M.(Evius, a miserable poet of the Augustan age,

who, along with Bavius, frequently attacked the productions of Virgil, Horace, and other distinguished
writers of the day.
They are both held up to ridicule
in turn by Virgil and Horace, and owe the preservation of their names to this circumstance alone.
( Virg.,

—
—

—

Voss, ad loc.
Servius, ad Virg.,
Eclog., 3, 90.
Horat., Epod., 10, %—Weichert,
Georg., 1, 2\0.
de obtrect. Horat., p. 12.
Bdhr, Gesch. RSm. Lit.,

—

vol. 1, p.

125)
Magetobria, a

;

the spot called at the present day la Muigte de Broie,
at the confluence of the Arar and Ogno, near a

village

dy.

Pontailler,

be connected with the root meaning '^ great,'* which
we have in the Greek {xiyag ; the Latin mag-is and
mag-mus ; the Persian mih ; and the Sanscrit mah-at.
a curious fact, that the Hindu grammarians de"
mah-at from a verb mah, signifying to worship.*'
{Wilson's Sanscrit Diet., s. v. Mah-at.
Encycl. Us.
Knowl., vol. 14, p. 280, seq.) The Magi were divided
It is

rive

—

into three classes

:

the

—

consisted of the inferior

first

who conducted

the ordinary ceremonies of rethe sacred fire ; the
ligion ; the second presided over
third was the Archimagus or high-priest, who possessed
They
authority over the whole order.

priests,

supreme
had three kinds of temples first, common oratories,
which the people performed their devotions, and
where the sacred fire was kept only in lamps next,
the fire was kept
public temples, with altars, on which
order of Magi
continually burning, where the higher
directed the
devotions, and the people assem;

city of Gaul, the situation of which

has given rise to much discussion.
Some place it
and they found this
near Binga, below Moguntia
opinion on the opening lines in the poem of Ausonius
upon the Mosella. D'Anville, however, and subsequent writers, discover traces of the ancient name in

named

—

which belonged formerly

to

Burgun-

This opinion is confirmed by an inscription found
on the fragment of an urn, dug up, along

in this quarter

with other articles, in 1802.
GETOB. {Cces., B. G., 1,

The

inscription is

MA-

31.— Lemaire, Ind. Geogr., ad Cces., s. v.)
Magc, the name of the priests among the Medes and
Persians, and whose order is said to have been founded by Zoroaster. The Magi formed one of the six
tribes into which the Medes were originally divided
but, on the downfall of the Median
{Herod., 1, 101)
;

empire, they continued to retain at the court of their
It
conquerors a great degree of power and authority.
would appear, however, that they did not witness with

in

;

bled

;

public
and, lastly, the grand seat of the Archimagus,
visited by the people at certain seasons with

which was

it was deemed an inat least once in
dispensable duty for every one to repair,

peculiar solemnity, and to which

said,
life.
This principal temple was erected,
modern Balk),
by Zoroaster, in the city of Bactra (the
followthe
when
and remained till the seventh century,
ers of Zoroaster, being driven by the Mohamp-^ikas
was
into Carmania, another building of the same kind
adhered to the old
raised, to which those who still
it is

his

They were divided into
religion resorted.
but this division probably rather reseveral sects
the offices of religion
spected the mode of conducting
No images or sUtues^were
than religious tenets.
Hence, when Xerxpermitted in the Magian worship.
the ades found idols in the Grecian temples, he. by
that the
vice of the Magi, set them on fire, saying
Magian

;
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MAGI.
whom all things are open,
fined within the walls of a temple.

/ods, to

Diogenes Laeriius gives of the

are not to be con-

favour of the good principle.
{Enfield's History of
Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 63, scqq.)
Magna Gr^cia or Major Gr^scia (Lit?., 31, 7.
Justin, 20, 2), an appellation used to designate the
southern part of Italy, in consequence of the numerous
and flourishing colonies which were founded by the
Greeks in that part of the country. There is some

The account which
Magi is this (1, 6,

—

worshipping the gods
by prayers and sacrifices, as if their worship alone
would be accepted they teach their doctrine concerning the nature and origin of the gods, whom they think
to be fire, earth, and water
they reject the use of diflSculty in determining how far this name extended,
pictures and images, and reprobate the opinion that the but it does not appear to have been applied to the
gods are male and female they discourse to the peo- country beyond Cumae and Neapolis and some geogthey think it impious to con- raphers have even thought, though without sufficient
ple concerning justice
sume dead bodies with fire they allow of marriage reasons, that it was confined to the colonies on the
between mother and son they practise divination and Gulf of Tarentum. Pliny apparently considers Magna
Graecia to begin at the Locri Epizephyrii (3, 15); but
prophecy, pretending that the gods appear to them
they forbid the use of ornaments in dress ; they clothe Strabo (175) even includes the Grecian towns of Sicily
themselves in a white robe ; they make use of the under this name.
The time when the name of Magna
ground as their bed, of herbs, cheese, and bread for Graecia (MeydTiTj 'EAAof) was first applied to the
And Strabo re- south of Italy is uncertain. It does not occur, as far
food, and of a reed for their staff."
lates, that there were in Cappadocia a great number as we are aware, in the early Greek writers, such as
of Magi, who were called Pyretki, or worshippers of Herodotus, Thucydides, &c., but it is used by Pofire, and many temples of the Persian gods, in the
lybius (2, 39), and succeeding Greek and Roman wrimidst of which were altars, attended by priests, who ters.
Taking the name in the widest signification
renewed
the
sacred
which
is
the
cerefire, accompanying
daily
given to it by Strabo, Magna Graecia may be
mony with music. The religious system of the Magi justly considered as an appropriate name since it
was materially improved by Zoroaster.
Plutarch, contained many cities far superior in size and populaThe most important of
speaking of his doctrine (7s. et Os., p. 369.
Op., ed. tion to any in Greece itself.
" Some
Reiske, vol. 7, p. 468), says
maintain, that these were, Tarentum, founded by the Lacedaemonineither is the world governed by blind chance without ans Sybaris, Crotona, and Metapontum, by the Achaeintelligence, nor is there one mind alone at the head of ans ; Locri Epizephyrii, by the Locrians ; and Rhethe universe
but since good and evil are blended, and gium, by the Chalcidians ; and in Sicily, Syracuse,
nature produces nothing unmixed, we are to conceive, founded by the Corinthians ; Gela, by the Cretans and
not that there is one storekeeper, who, after the manner Rhodians
and Agrigentum, by the inhabitants of
of a host, dispenses adulterated liquors to his guests, but Gela.
(Encycl. Us. Knowi, vol. 14, p. 283.— Comthat there are in nature two opposite powers, counter- pare Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 339.)
Magna Mater, a name given to Cybele. {Vid.
acting each other's operations, the one accomplishing
good designs, the other evil. To the better power Cybele, Pessinus, and Ludi Megalesii.)
Zoroaster gave the name of Oromasdes, to the worse
Magnentius, a German by birth, who, from being
that of Arimanius ; and affirmed that, of sensible ob- a private soldier, rose to the head of the Roman emthe
former most resembled light, the latter dark- pire in the West.
He was at first a prisoner of war,
jects,
ness.
He also taught that Mithras was a divinity, but, to free himself from chains, he joined the Roman
who acted as a moderator between them, whence he troops, and became distinguished for valour. He was
was called by the Persians the Mediator." After re- commander of the Jovian and Herculean bands, stalating several fabulous tales concerning the contests tioned to guard the banks of the Rhine at the time
between the good and evil demon, Plutarch, still re- when Constans I. had incurred the contempt of the ar" The
citing the doctrines of Zoroaster, proceeds
my by his indolence and voluptuousness, and having
fated time is approaching in which Arimanius himself revolted against that prince, and caused him to be
shall be utterly destroyed
in which the surface of the killed near the Pyrenees, A.D. 350, he proclaimed
earth shall become a perfect plain, and all men shall himself Emperor of the West. At Rome he acted with
speak one language, and live happily together in one great tyranny, and by his extortions was enabled to
seqq.)

:

"They

are

employed

in

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

He adds, on the authority of Theopompus,
society."
It is the opinion of the
Magi, that each of these gods

army to support his usurped auformidable, indeed, did he appear, that
Constantius, emperor of the East, and brother of the
deceased Constans, offered him peace, with the possession of Gaul, Spain, and Britain, but his offer was rekeep

"

shall subdue and be subdued by turns, for six thousand
years, but that, at last, the evil principle shall perish,
and men shall live in happiness, neither needing food

nor yielding a shadow
the God who directs these
things taking his repose for a time, which, though it
seem
to
is
but short."
man,
may
long
Diogenes Laertius (Z. c), after Hecataeus,
gives it as the doctrine of
that
the
Zoroaster,
gods (meaning, doubtless, those of
whom he last speaks, Oromasdes and Arimanius) were
derived beings.
It will
appear probable, from a comparison of these with other authorities, that Zoroaster,

his
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own

soldiers,

in Lugdunum (Lyons).
who had accompanied him

Here
in his

surrounded the house in which he was, and
sought to get possession of his person and deliver him
but he prevented this by deup to the conqueror
spatching himself with his own sword, after having slain
several of his relations and friends who were around
him.
(Le Beau, Hist, du Bus- Empire, vol. 1, p. 354,
;

seq.)
I. a
city of Lydia, described by Strabc
647) as situate in a plain, at the foot of a mountain called Thorax, and not far from the Maeander.
Hence, for distinction' sake from Magnesia near Mount
"
at the Mcb-

Magnesia,

(14,

;

Supreme

He fled

flight,

;

Being, the contest would at last terminate in

A

Magnentius took refuge

adopting the principle commonly held by the ancients,
that from nothing, nothing can be produced, conceived
light, or those spiritual substances which partake of the
active nature of fire and darkness, or the
impenetrable,
opaque, and passive mass of matter, to be emanations
from one eternal source that to derived substances

the former tending to produce good, the latter evil;
but that, through the mediation or intervention of the

a large

So

war ensued, and Magnentius was totally
to Aquileia, and afterward obtained
a victory over the van of the pursuing army at Ticinum. Another defeat, however, soon followed, and

—

he gave the names, already applied by the Magi to the
causes of good and evil, Oromasdes and Arimanius
and that the first fountain of being, or the supreme diThese active and passive
vinity, he called Mithras.
principles he conceived to be perpetually at variance ;

pay

jected.
dofeated.

;

'

in

thority.

Sipylus,

|

j

it

was

usually styled

Magnesia

andef {Mayrrjaia em Mamvdpw).

In its immediate neighbourhood flowed the small stream Lethaeus,
which issued from Mount Pactyas lying to the north,
and joined the Maeander not far from this place. Mag-

MAO

MAGO.

nesia, according to Pliny (5, 29), was fifteen miles,
according to Artemidorus {ap. Strab., 663), 120 staStrabo makes it a city of ^olian
dia, from Ephesus.
origin, which is not contradicted by another statement
of the same writer, when he makes the Magnetes to
have been descended from the Delphians who occuMagnesia was
pied the Montes Didymi of Thessaly.
sacked by the Cimmerians during their inroads into
Asia Minor, It was afterward held by the Milesians,
and was one of the cities assigned, for his support, to
The modern
Themistocles, by the King of Persia.

—

Ghiuzd-hissar (Beautiful Castle) had been generally
thought to occupy the site of the ancient Magnesia.
M. Barbie du Bocage, however, in the notes to his
T/anslation of Chandler, gave convincing reasons for
•hinking that Ghmzel-hissar occupied the position of
Tralles ; but it was not until Mr. Hamilton explored
ihe ruins of Magnesia at Inckbazar, and discovered
the remains of the celebrated temple of Diana Leucophryene, that the question could be considered as satisfactorily determined in favour of the latter place.

—

{Leakeys Journal, p. 242, seqq.) II. A city in the
northern part of Lydia, southeast of Cumas, and in the
immediate vicinity of the Hermus. It lay close to the
foot of Mount Sipylus, and hence, for distinction' sake
from the other Magnesia, was called " Magnesia near
Its founder is
Sipylus" (M.ayv7](Tia Tzpog StTrvAcj).
not known, nor its earlier history.
It was first brought

pelled to take shelter in the neighbouring town of
Abacffinum.
{Diod. Sic, 14, 90.)
Being subsequently placed at the head of another expedition into
Sicily,

he met with equal

95.)

He

383.

{Diod.

fell

ill

success.

{Diod.

6'jc.,

at last in battle against Dionysius,

Sic,

ding, succeeded

14,

B.C.

16, 15.)— II. Son of the precein the command of the Cartha-

him

B.C. 383. He defeated Dionysius in a
ginian
great battle, in which the latter lost more than 14,000
men, and compelled him to sue for peace and pay
1000 talents to the Carthaginians. A considerable
time after this, he came, at the head of 150 vessels,
with 60,000 men, to take possession of Syracuse,
which was, according to agreement, delivered up to
him by Icetes, excepting thJe citadel, which was held
No final advantage, howby the forces of Timoleon.
for Mago,
ever, accrued to Carthage
suspecting
treachery on the part of his new ally, and having long
wished for a pretence to depart, weighed anchor on a
sudden and sailed back to Africa, " shamefully and
fleet

;

"
unaccountably," says Plutarch, suffering Sicily to slip
out of his hands."
{Plut., Vit. Timol.y—lU. GrandHe succeeded Mago in
father of the great Hannibal.
the command of the Carthaginian fleet, and made
himself conspicuous for the rigid discipline which he

The Carthaginian senate, fearing lest
Pyrrhus might quit Italy in order to seize upon Sicily,
sent Mago, at the head of 120 vessels, to oflfer aid to

introduced.

into notice by the battle fought in its neighbourhood the Romans, in order that the King of Epirus might
between Antiochus and the Romans (187 B.C.). It find sufficient employment for his arms in Italy. The
was not a place of much importance under the Roman offer, however, was declined. Mago was succeeded
dominion, as the main road from Pergamus to Sardis by his two sons Hasdrubal and Hamilcar, {Justin^
passed on one side of it. At the close of the Mithradatic 18, 2, seqq.— Id., 19, 1.)— IV. Son of Hamilcar and
war the Romans gave it its freedom. It was frequent- brother of Hannibal. He commanded an ambuscade
ly injured by earthquakes, and was one of the twelve at the battle of Trebia {Liv., 21, 54), and was also
cities destroyed by the earthquake in the reign of Ti- present at the battle of Cannae, B.C. 216.
Having

berius, which that emperor, however, quickly rebuilt.
It became af{Tacit., Ann., 2, M.—Plin., 2, 84.)
The modern name is
terward the seat of a bishopric.

Magnisa.

{Tavernier,

1, 7.

— Mannert,

Geogr., vol.

373.)— III. A district of Thessaly. The
Greeks gave the name of Magnesia to that narrow
6, pt. 3, p.

is confined between the
Peneus and Pagasaean Bay to the north and south, and
between the chain of Ossa and the sea on the west and

portion of Thessaly which

east
4, 9.)

—

—

(Strabo, 441,
Scyl., Peripl., p. 24.
Pliny,
The people of this district were called Mag-

netes, and appear to have been in possession of it from
he remotest period.
Pind.,
(Horn., II., 2, 756.
They are also
Pyth., 4, UQ.—Id., New., 5, 50.)

—

universally allowed to have formed part of the AmphicPau{JEschin., de fals. leg., p. 122.
.yonic body.

— Harpocrat.,

—

'k^^iKTvoveq.) The
Magnesians submitted to Xerxes, giving earth and
of
water in token
subjection. {Herod., 7, 132.) Thucydides leads us to suppose they were in his time
dependant on the Thessalians (2, 10). They passed
with the rest of that nation under the dominion of the
kings of Macedon who succeeded Alexander, and
were declared free by the Romans after the battle of
san., 10, 8.

Cynoscephalae.
33, 32.)

s.

v.

{Polyh., Excerpt.,

18, 29, 5.

— Livy,

Their government was then republican,

af-

being directed by a general council, and a chief
Strab
magistrate called Magnetarch. {Ltv., 34, 31.
Cramer^s Anc. Greece,
9, 442.
Xen., Anab., 6, 1.
vol. 1, p. 419, seqq.)
IV. A city of Magnesia, on the
It was concoast, opposite the island of Sciathus.
{Cramer's Anc.
quered by Philip, son of Amyntas.

fairs

—

—

—

—

,

Greece, vol. 1, p. 427.)
Mago, I. a Carthaginian admiral, who gained a naval
victory over Leptines, the commander of Dionysius the
oflf Catana, in which the
and more than 20,000 men.

elder,

latter lost

100 vessels,

{Diod. Sic, 14, 90 )
Some years after this we find him at the head of a
land force, endeavouring to make head against Dionysius in person ; but, being defeated, he was com-

6G

been sent to Carthage to carry the news of the latter
victory, he is said to have poured out in the vestibule
of the senate-house the golden rings obtained from
the fingers of the Roman knights who had fallen in
the battle.
These, when measured, filled, according
to the common account, three modii and a half;
though Livy, with true national feeling, states that
there was another and more correct tradition, which
made the rings to have filled not much more than a
(Lb., 23, 12.) The mod lus containsingle modius.
over one gallon, three quarts dry measure.
subsequently sent into Spain, where he was
defeated by the Scipios at Iliturgis {Liv., 23, 49),
but he afterward joined his forces with those of Asdrubal the son of Gisgo, and defeated and slew Publius
At a later period, he was himself again deScipio.
feated along with Hanno, Asdrubal's successor, by SiOn
lanus, the lieutenant of Scipio.
{Livy, 28, 2.)
the Carthaginian
fleeing to Gades, he was ordered by
senate to cross over with a fleet to Sicily, and carry
ed a

little

Mago was

He conceived thereupon the
succours to Hannibal.
bold design of seizing upon Carthago Nova as he
he was obliged
sailed along.
Failing, however, in this,
to stop at the Balearic Islands in order to procure new
Here he made himself master of the smaller

levies.

two (the modern Minorca), and fortified
and gave his name to the harbour.
{Vid. Magonis
The following summer Mago landed on the
Portus.)
coast of Liguria, with 12,000 foot and 200 horse, took
Genua by surprise, and made himself master also of
the harbour and town of Savo, and was soon at the
head of a numerous army, by the junction of a powerHeld,
ful bodv of Gauls and Ligurians with his forces.
however, in check by the consul Cethegus, who prevenU
ed him from uniting with Hannibal, he turned his arms ip
a different direction, and penetrated into Insubria, bul
he was severely wounded in battle with the Romans.
He
by an able retreat, and
however,
island of the

reached,
Liguria
there met an order from the senate at home, requiring
to return immediately to Carthage, then menaced

him

7M

MAL
He embarked

by Scipio.
died of his

MAM

his troops

and set

sail,

but

wound

(Ljc, 30,

18.)
writers as to the

at the island of Sardinia, B.C. 203.
Cornelius Nepos differs from other

manner of his death, and says that he
either perished by shipwreck or was murdered by his
servants.
V.
Cartha{Nep., Vit. Hanmb., c. 8.)

—

A

ginian who wrote a work on agriculture in the Punic
tongui, which was translated into Latin by order of
It was in
the R:inan senate.
twenty-eight books acThe latter informs us also, that it
cording to Varro.
was translated into Greek by Cassius Dionysius of
Utica, who made twenty books of it ; and that it was
Btill farther condensed
by Diophanes of Biibynia, who
brought it down to six books. {Varro, De R. R., 1, 1.)
Magon, a river of India falling into the Ganges.
According to Mannert, the modern name is the Ram-

Sinus (38, 5>, which he has borrowed from Polybio*
Cramer^s Anc.
(10, 42.
Steph. Byz., s. v. Aivia.
Greece, vol. 1, p. 435).
Malienses or Malii, the most southern tribe of
Thessaly.
They are called by the Attic writers M;;-

—

—

Meliansy but in their own Doric dialect Ma/lteif.
Scylax, indeed, seems to make a distinction between
the M-r/Xielg and MaPaetf,. which is to be found in no othylffif,

Palmerius {ad Scyi, p. 32) considers tho
whole passage to be corrupt. The Malians occupied
the
shores of the golf to which they comprincipally
municated their name, extending as far as the narrowest part of the Straits of Thermopylae, and to the valley of the Sperchius, a little above its entrance into
the sea.
{Herod., 7, 198.) They are admitted by
.^Eschines, Pausanias, and Harpocration, in their lists
of the Amphictyonic states ; which was naturally to
gonga. {Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 92.)
Maharbal, a Carthaginian officer in the army of be expected, as this celebrated assembly had always
Hannibal, appointed to carry on the siege of Sagun- been held in their country. The Melians offered earth
tum when Hannibal marched against the Cretani and and water to Xerxes in token of submission. {Herod.,
Carpetani.

{Liv., 21,

12.)

After the battle of the

Lake Trasymenus in Italy, he was sent in pursuit of
the flying Romans.
{Liv 22, 6.) At the battle of
Cannae he commanded the cavalry, and strenuously
,

advised Hannibal, after the latter had gained his decimarch at once upon Rome. {Liv., 22,
Id., 23, 18.)
Maia, daughter of Atlas and Pleione, and the mother of Mercury by Jupiter.
She was one of the Pleiades ; and the brightest of the number, according to
sive victory, to

51—

some autliorities
others, however, more
mnke Halcyone the most luminous. {Vid.
:

and consult Ideler, Sternnamen,

p.

correctly
Pleiades,

death of the latter be rose to such distinction that he
was elected Emperor of the West in the room of Avitus, whom he compelled to resign the imperial dignity
in 457.
He was assassii>ated by Ricimer, one of his
generals, after a reign of four years and a half, at Dertona in Liguria.
{Pierer, Lex. Univ., vol. 13, p. 98.)
Malea, I. a promontory in the southeastern part of
II. A
the island of Lesbos, now Cape St. Marie.
'Celebrated promontory of the Peloponnesus, forming
the extreme point to the southeast, and separating the
Laconic from the Argolic Gulf. Strabo reckons 670
stadia from thence to Taenarus, including the sinuosities of the coast.
Cape Malea was considered by the
ancients the most dangerous point in the circumnavigation of the peninsula, even as early as the days of
Horner. (Od., 1, 80; 3, 286.) Hence arose the pro" After
verbial expression,
doubling Cape Malea forget
Eustath., ad Od., p.
your country." {Strab., 378.

—

—

Herod., 4.

179.— Thucyd.,

4,

53.—

now

usually called Cape St. An{Cramer'' s Ancient
gela, but sometimes Cape Malio.
III,
Greece, vol. 3, p. 196.)
city of Phthiotis.
{Vid. Malia.)
Maleventom, the ancient name of Beneventum.
Sr.yl., p.

17.)

It is

—

{Liv,

9,

A

According

some

to

Herodotus, their country was

were extensive,
others narrow, being confined on one side by the
Maliac Gulf, and towards the land by the lofty and inaccessible mountains of Trachinia.
{Cramer''s Anc.
Greece, vol. 1, p. 435.)
Malli, a people in the southwestern part of India,
intra Gangem, along the banks of the Hydraotes.
It was in attacking a fortress of the
{Strata, 699.)
Malli that Alexander was severely wounded,
{Plut.,
Vit. Alex.)
The territory of this people would seeia
:

in

parts the plains

111

in

some degree

to

correspond to the modern province
{Vincent's Voyage of Near-

ckus,

p.

130.)

Mallos, a town of Cilicia Campestris, eastward
from the river Pyramus ; now a snvall village called
Malo.
{Mela, 1, VS.— Curt., 2, 7.—Lucan, 3, 225.)
Malthinus, a name occurring in Horace {Serm.,
It was thought very effeminate among the
1, 2, 27).
Romans to appear in public with the tunic carelessly
or loosely girded. For this Maecenas was blamed
and
the question arises, whether Horace means, under the
character of Malthinus, to portray his patron, or whether the reference is merely one of a general nature.
;

At
Opinions, of course, are divided on this subject.
first view, it appears hardly probable that the poet
would embrace such an opportunity, or adopt such a
mode, of censuring his friend and benefactor, one to
whom he owed so large a share of his own elevation.
And yet, when we take into consideration all the circumstances of the case, the respective characters of
the bard and his patron, as well as the sincere and
manly nature of the intimacy which existed between
them, it would seem as if this very way of attacking
the foibles of Maecenas was the result of a genuine
friendship, the applying a desperate remedy to a disBut, it will be asked, does not the
graceful failing.
presence of stulti in the text militate against this
idea ]
answer, by no means, if the term be taken

We

Bothe regards it here as equivalent merely to " quicunque imprudenter aut inepte

in a softened sense.

agunt,'^ and this explanation derives support from the

27.)

Malia, the chief

7, 132.)

chiefly flat

or soobah of Moullan.

146.)

Majorianus, Julius Valerius, grandson of the Majorianus who was master of the horse in Illyria during
the reign of Theodosius.
He distinguished himself
early as a brave commander under Aetius, and at the

1468— Compare

er author.

city of the Malienses, in the dis-

of Phthiotis in Thessaly, from which they proba{Steph. Byz., s. v. MaAiewf.)
bly derived their name.
It was near the head-waters of the Sinus Maliacus,
trict

now

the Gulf of Zeitoun.
a gulf of Thessaly, running up in
a northwest direction from the northern shore of Euboea, and on one side of which is the Pass of Ther-

Maliacus Sinus,

It is noticed by several writers of antiquity,
mopylae.
such as Herodotus (4, 33), Thucydides (3, 96), and
It now takes its name from the neighStrabo (432).
It should be observed that
bouring city of Zeitoun.

following line of Aframus {ap. Isidor., 10, litt. S.) :
"
Ego stultum met existumo, fatuum esse non opinor." In addition to what is here stated, we may observe, that the very name of Malthinus, as indicating
an effeminate person, may contain a covert allusion to

Maecenas, whose general habits in this respect were
The word is derived either from the
to all.
Greek fiu?iduv, or from the old Latin term maltha,
equivalent to mollis, and used, according to Nonius,

known

by Lucilius.

Mamektina, a name of Messana in Sicily. {Vid.
^Umexiwix.— Martial, 13, ep. 117.— Strab. 7.)
Mamertini, a band of Campanian mercenaries, oriLivy, who often terms it the Maliacus Sinus (27, 30
31, 46), elsewhere uses the appellation of JEnianum ginally employed in Sicily by Agathocles. After having
;

7^
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been established for some time at Syracuse, a tumult
arose between them and the citizens, in consequence
of their being deprived of the right of voting at the
election of magistrates, which they had previously enThe sedition was at last quelled by the mterjoyed.

some of the elderly and most influential citand the Mamertines agreed to leave Syracuse
and return to Italy.
Having reached the Sicilian
straits, they were hospitably received by the inhabitants of Messana ; but, repaying this kindness by the
basest ingratitude, they rose upon the Messanians by
night, slew the males, took the females to wife, and
called the city Mamertina.
{Diod. Sic, fragm., lib.
This conduct on the part of the Mamertines led
21.)
{Vid. Punicum
eventually to the first Punic War.
Bellum.) The origin of the name Mamertini is said
to have been as follows.
It was customary with the
Oscan nations of Italy, in time of famine or any other
misfortune, to seek to propitiate the favour of the
ference of

izens,

—

gods by consecrating

to

them not only

all

the produc-

tions of the earth during a certain year, but also all the
male children born during that same space of time.

Mamers

Mars being

man

house with marble. Tliia
on the Coelian Hill. We have
two epigrams of Catullus against him, in which he is
Horace also alludes t.o him wiih
severely handled.
He calls
sly ridicule in one of his satires (1, 6, 87.)
that incrusted his entire

was

structure

situate

•'

Mamurrarum urbs,'^ the ciiy of the I>abeing here named after a race of whom nothing was known.
{Vtd. Formiae.)
Mancinus, C. Hostilius, a Roman consul, who,
though at the head of 30,000 men, was defeated and
stripped of his camp by only 4000 Numantines. (Lie,
FormiJB

mian

line

Epit., 55.) The remnant of the Roman army was alto retire, upon their
making a treaty of peace
with the Numantians, but the senate refur>ed to ratify
the treaty, and ordered Mancinus to be delivered
up to
the enemy
but they refused to receive him.
Mancinus thereupon returned to Rome, and was reinstated
in his
rights of a citizen, contrary to the opinion of the
tribune P. Rutilius, who asserted that be could not

lowed

;

enjoy the right of returning to his country, called by
the Romans ^u* posttimimt.
Com{Cic., de Or at.
pare Cic.,de Of., 3, ^,0—Flor., 2, 18.— Id., 3, !4.—

—

they had attained maturity, and, under the general and customary name of
Mamertini, sent them away to seek new abodes. ( Vid.

2, l.—Duker, ad Flor., I. c.)
a daughter of
Astyages, and mother of Cyrus the elder.
{Vid. Astyages.)
Mandela, a village in the country of the Sabines,

Mamertium.)

near Horace's farm.

or

their tutelary deity, they called

these children after him

when

Veil.

Faterc,

Kmg

Mandane,

The

poet alludes to

its

cold

It is now perhaps Bardela.
mountain atmosphere.
It appears to have been
gium.
originally founded by {Horat., Ep., 1, 18, 105.)
a band of Campanian mercenaries, who derived their
Mandubii, a people of Celtic Gaul, clients of the
name from Mamers, the Oscan Mars, and are known .^dui, whose chief city was Alesia, now Alise. Their
to have afterward served under Agathocles and other territory answered to what is now
de
the^ department
{Lemairey Ind. Geogr., ad Cces., s. v.)
princes of Sicily. {Vid. Mamertini.) Barrio and oth- la Cote d'or.
er native antiquaries have identified this ancient town
MANnuKiA, a city of Apulia, nearly half way bewith the site of Martorana ; but this place, which is tween Brundisiura and Tarentum.
It still retains its
situated between Nicastro and Cosenza, seems too ancient name.
This otherwise obscure town has acdistant from Locri and Rhegium to accord with Stra- quired some interest in history from having witnessed

Mamertium,

bo's

a town of the Bruttii, northeast of Rhe-

description.

{Strab.,

261.)

The

modern topographers, with Cluverius
place

it

at

majority of

at their head,

Oppido, an episcopal see, situate above
old coins appertaining

Reggio and Gerace, and where

to the Mamertini are said to have been discovered.
(Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 438.)
Mamilia Lex, de limitibus, ordained that there

should be an uncultivated space of five feet broad left
between farms, and if any dispute happened about this
matter, that a single arbiter should be appointed by the
The law of the twelve tables
praetor to determine it.
This law was proposed by C.
required three arbiters.
Mamilius Tuninus, A.U.C. 642, who had been consul
in 514 A.U.C.
(Consult Ernesti, Index Leg. ad
Cic, s. V. Mamilia.
Goerenz, ad Cic., de Leg., 1,

—

—

tines to aid

them against the Messapians and Lucani-

ans, but even his bravery was insufficient to subdue
fell in the conflict, and his body, as
their foes.

He

Plutarch relates, remained in possession of the enemy,
notwithstanding the large offers made by the TarenThis is said to have been the
tines to recover it.
only instance in which a Spartan king was debarred
the rites of burial.
Athen., 12,
{Plut., Vit. Agid.
Manduria was taken by the Ro9.
Strabo, 280.)
war.
A
mans in the second Punic
{Liv., 27, 15.)
curious well is described by Pliny as existing near
this town.
According to his account, its water always

—

—

maintained the same level, whatever quantity was
This pheto or taken from it.
{Plin., 2, 103.)
nomenon may still be observed at the present day.

added

21.)

Mamurius Vetorius, an artificer
Numa. When the Ancile or sacred

the death of Archidamus, king of Sparta, the son of
He had been summoned by the TarenAgesilaus.

in the reign

of

from

{Swinburne's Travels, vol. 1, p. 222.)
Manetho (Mavf^wf, Mavercj, Mavaiduv, Mavedciv\
a celebrated Egyptian writer, a native of Diospolis,
who is said to have lived in the time of Ptolemy Philhave been a
adelphus, at Mende or Heliopolis, and to
was so successful in the imitation, and made the other man of great learning and wisdom. {.Elian, de An.,
eleven so like unto it, that not even Numa himself 10, 16.)
He belonged to the priest-caste, and was
could distinguish the copies from the original.
{Vid. himself a priest, and interpreter or recorder of religious
historical
Ancile and Salii.) Mamurius asked for no other reusages, and of the sacred, and probably, also,
ward but that his name might be mentioned in the writings, with the title of 'lepoypa/nfiaTevc. It appears
one inthan
hymn of the Salii, as they bore along these sacred probable, however, that there were more
shields in procession. {Plut., Vit. Num.
and it is therefore doubtful
Ovid, Fast., dividual of this name
whether all the works which were attributed by an3, 392.)
Mamurra, a native of Formiae, of obscure origin. cient writers to Manetho, were in reality written by
He served under Julius Caesar in Gaul, as Prafectus the Manetho who lived in the reign of Ptolemy PhilaManetho wrote a history of Egypt {.Kiyvirufabrorum, and rose so high in favour with him, ihat delphus.
he gave an account of
Caesar permitted him to enrich himself at the
expense aKu) in three books, in which
to the death o(
of the Gauls in
any way he was able. Mamurra, in this country from the earliest times
There is
consequence, became possessed of enormous wealth, Darius Codomanus, the last king of Persia.
and returned to Rome with his
Here every reason for supposing that this was written by
ill-gotten riches.
he displayed so little modesty and reserve in the em- the Manetho who lived under Philadelphus. Considployment of his fortune, as to have been the first Ro- erable fragments are preserved in the treatise of Jososhield

fell

heaven, the monarch showed it to all the Roman artists, and ordered them to exert all their skill, and
make eleven other shields exactly resembling it. All
declined the attempt, however, except Mamurius, who

—

;

MAN

MANETHO.
phus against Apion ; but still greater portions in the
"Chronicles" of George Syncellus, a monk of the ninth
The " Chronicles" of Syncellus were princentury.
" Chronicles" of Julius Afcipally compiled from the
ricanus and from Eusebius, both of whom made great
use of Manetho's "History." The work of Africanus

Whichever of these systems may be the

of Debora.
true one,

it

would seem

that

even though the chrodifficulties, we ought
all confidence as an

nology of Manetho presents some
not for that reason lo refuse him

As Cambyses had destroyed, or transported into Persia, the ancient documents of Egyptian
and we only possess a Latin version of that of history, it is more than probable that the priests of
is lost
Eusebius, which was translated out of the Armenian Egypt replaced them by new chronicles, in which
version of the Greek text preserved at Constantinople. they must necessarily have committed, without inManetho indicates as his principal sources of informa- tending it, some very great errors. It is from these
tion certain ancient Egyptian chronicles, and also, if erroneous sources that Manetho would appear to have
It
Syncellus has rightly comprehended his meaning, the in- drawn, in good faith, his means of information.
scriptions which Thoth, or the first Hermes, had traced, is no easy matter, however, after all, to ascertain the
"
History," in the form in
according to him, in the sacred language, on columns. real value of Manetho's
The reader may
say, if Syncellus has rightly comprehended him, which it has come down to us.
because it appears that the passage, in which Manetho judge of the use that has been made of it for Egypspeaks of the columns of Egypt, has not been taken tian chronology, by referring to Rask's Alte Mgyplisto the works of
from his history of Egypt, but from another work of a che Zeitrechnung (Altona, 1830)
The inscriptions Champollion, Wilkinson's Topography of Thebes, and
mystic character, entitled Sothis.
just referred to, as having been written in the sacred the other authorities which will be indicated by a refdialect, Agathodaemon, son of the second Hermes, and erence to these works.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 14,
Besides this work, Manetho wrote some
father of Taut, had translated into the vulgar dialect, p. 379.)
historian.

;

We

;

—

and placed among the writings deposited

in the sanc-

Manetho gives the list of thirty
tuary of a temple.
dynasties or successions of kings who reigned in the
city ; for thus are we to understand the word
dynasty, which, in Manetho, is not synonymous with
Hence some of his dynasties are
reigning family.
composed of several families. The thirty-one lists of
Manetho contain the names of 113 kings, who, according to them, reigned in Egypt during the space of
4465 years. As we cannot reconcile this long duration of the Egyptian monarchy with the chronology of
the Scriptures, some writers have hence taken occasion

same

throw discredit on Manetho, and have placed him
(Compare, in particular, Petav., Doctr. Temp., lib. 9, c. 15.) A circumstance, however, which would seem to claim for this histo

in the class of fabulous historians.

some degree

of confidence is, that the succession
of kings, as given by him, does not by any means correspond to the pretensions of the more ancient priests of
Egypt, who enumerated to Herodotus a list of monarchs
torian

which would make the duration of the kingdom of Egypt
exceed 30,000 years
know also, from Josephus,
that Manetho corrected many things in Herodotus
which betrayed a want of exactness. Larcher accuses
Manetho of having been a mere flatterer of the Ptol!

We

emies.
But the lat{Hist, d' Herod., vol. 7, p. 323.)
ter has found a defender in M. Dubois-Ayme.
{DeOther and
gcription de VEgypte, vol. 1, p. 301.)
more equitable critics, such as Calvisius, Usher, and
Capellus, have endeavoured to reconcile the chronology of Manetho with that of the Scriptures, by rejecting as fabulous merely the first fourteen, fifteen, or
sixteen dynasties.
Marsham, however, was the first
to accomplish this end, and that, too, without re{Chrontrenching any part of Manetho's catalogue.

which are lost. These were, 1 'Ispa BiSXoc
2.
(• Sacred Book''), treating of Egyptian theology.
BtfiXof T7/f Sw^fwf (" Book of Sothis^''), an astronomothers,

—

.

work, addressed to Ptolemy
kiriTOfXTj {'^Epitome of
poem, in six cantos, which has
Physics'').
come down to us under the title of 'AiroreTieafxaTtKa,
and treats of the influence of the stars. It is evidently the production of a much later age, as Holstensius
(Comthought, and as Tyrwhitt has demonstrated.
ical, or, rather, astrological

—

3.

4.

A

—

Philadelphus.

^aiKuv

pare Heyne, Opusc. Acad., vol. 1, p. 95.)
Among
the works published by the credulous Nanni, of Viterbo, there is a Latin one ascribed to Manetho, and
" De
entitled
Regihis Mgypti.'" The fragments of
Manetho have been collected by Joseph Scaliger, and

—

published in his treatise "De Emendatione Tempo{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 215, seqq.)
The 'AnoTe?ie(Tfj,aTiKd were first edited by Gronovius,
Lugd. Bat., 1608, 4to. There is a later edition, by
In Ruperti's
Axtius and Rigler, Colon., 1832, 8vo.
and Schlichthorst's " Neues Magazin fur Schullehr'
rum.'''

cr," Gbiting., 1793 (vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 90, seqq.), there
is a dissertation of
Ziegler's on the 'AnoTeXecfiariKd,
in which he undertakes to show that this poem wag

written after the time of Augustus.
{Hoffmann, Lex.
Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 76.)
Manilia Lex, I. by Manilius the tribune, A.U.C
687, for conferring on Pompey the charge of the war

passage was supported by
and also by Julius Caeviews.
II.
{Vid. Pompeius.)
that freedmen might vote in all
the tribes, whereas formerly they voted in some one of
This law, however, did not
the four city tribes only.

against Mithradates.
Cicero, who was then
sar, but from different
Another, by the same,

Its

{Ctc, pro Murcen., 23.

pass.

—

prajtor,

— Ernesti,

Lid. Lex.,

Canon Mgyptiacus, Hebraicus, Grcecus, Lond., s. V.)
1672, fol.) He has made it appear, that the first sevManilius, I. Marcus or Caius, a Latin poet, known
enteen dynasties of Manetho might have reigned si- only by his poem entitled Astronomica, in five books.
different
of
multaneously in
parts
Egypt, and that thus The manuscripts do not agree about the name of this
some of them calling him Manlius, others Malthe interval of time between Menes (whom Marsham poet

icus

;

believes to have been Ham, the son of Noah), and the
end of the reign of Amasis, is only 1819 years. Two
Newton and Bossuet,
great men of the 17th century,
and yet it
have approved of the system of Marsham
would certainly seem to be faulty, in placing, contracommencement of the Egypry to all probabihty, the
tian monarchy immediately after the deluge, and in
:

that elapsed between
limiting to 1400 years the period
Menes and Sesostris. To remove these inconveniences, Pezron, giving the preference to the chronology
of the Septuagint, modified the system of Manetho,

by reckoning 2619 years from Menes to Nectanebus,
He
the last king of the 30th dynasty of Manetho.
at the epoch
places Menes 648 years after the deluge,

788

Bentley believed him to have been born in Asia.
reasons led him to entertain this opinion
the
strange construction which appears in some of the
verses of Manilius, and the improbability that, at the

lius.

Two

;

period when this poet appeared, the Romans paid any
great attention to the phenomena of the heavens and
It is true, the fourth book
the lessons of astrology.
of the poem contains two verses (the 41st and 776th)
in which Manilius speaks of Rome as his city ; but
these two lines are boldly declared by the great Eng-

be interpolated. He endeavours to make
appear that the author of the Astronomica is neither
the astrologer Manilius of whom Pliny speaks (35, 17),
nor the mathematician of the same name, of whom, on

lish critic to
it

MAN

MAN

Bent•nolhcr occasion, he makes mention (36, 10).
the poet is to be placed in the age of
ley believes that
Augustus but he has no other ground for this belief
than the observation which he has made, that Manilius
never uses the genitive termination it {auxilii, ingenii,
&c.), but the contracted form in i (auxili,
;

imperii,
ingeni), which

marks

a writer of the

among the poets
The poem of Manilius

first

Propcrtius

—

is

Augustan age.

used the form in

unfinished.

The

ii.

five

books which are extant treat principally of the fixed
stars but the poet promises, in many parts of his work,
The language is
to give an account of the planets.
;

instances marked by great purity, many poand the whole betrays no inconsiderable degree of talent in managing a subject of
It appears from many
80 dry and forbidding a nature.
in

many

etic beauties appear,

adherent
parts of the work that Manilius was a stanch
The best editions are, that
of the Stoic philosophy.
of Bentley, Lond., 1739, 4to, and that of Stoeber,
(SchiiU, Lit. Romaine, vol. 1,
Argent., 1767, 8vo.
II. An epigrammatic poet, one of whose
p. 276.)

—

epigrams

is

cited by

Varro.

{Anth. Lat., vol.

1, p.

673.)— III. Manius, a Roman consul, A.U.C. 605.
He left a work an the Civil Law, and another entitled
Manilii Monumenta. (Schjoll, Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p.
182.)

Manlios, the name of one of the most

illustrious

Those most worthy of
patrician gentes of Rome.
notice are : I. Marcus Manlius Capitolinus, who was
consul B.C. 390 {Liv., 5, 31), and was the means of
preserving the Capitol when it was nearly taken by
the Gauls (Lzc, 5, 47), from which exploit he reHe afterward beceived the surname of Capitolinus.

lowing year Manlius distinguished himself by slaymg,
in single combat, a Gaul of gigantic size, on the bank*
of the Anio.
In consequence of his taking a chain
{torques) from the dead body of his opponent, he received the surname of Torquatus.
{Liv., 7, 10.)
Manlius filled the office of dictator twice, and in both
instances before he had been elected consul
once in
order to conduct the war against the Caerites, B.C.
and the second time in order to preside at the
351
comitia for the election of consuls, B.C. 346.
{Liv.,
Manlius was consul at least three times.
7, 19, seqq.)
{Cic, de Off., 3, 31.) In his third consulship he defeated the Latins, who had formed a powerful con:

;

federacy against the

Romans.

In this

own

same campaign

son to death for having engaged in
single combat with one of the enemy contrary to his
III. Titus Manhus Tororders.
{Liv., 8, 5, seqq.)
quatus, was consul B.C. 235, and obtained a triumph
on account of his conquests in Sardinia. {Veil. Paterc, 2, 38.
Eutrop., 3, 3.) In his second consulship, B.C. 224, he conquered the Gauls.
{Polyb.,

he put his

—

—

He opposed the ransom of the prisoners who
had been taken at the battle of Cannae. {Liv 22, 60.)
In B.C. 215 he defeated the Carthaginians in Sardin*
ia {Liv., 23, 34, seqq.), and in 212 was an unsuccessful candidate for the ofl[ice of Pontifex Maxim.us.
In 211 he was again elected consul,
{Liv., 25, 5.)
but declined the honour on account of the weakness
In 208 he was appointed
of his eyes.
{Liv., 26, 22.)
2, 31.)

,

dictator in order to hold the comitia.

{Liv., 27, 33.)
of Janus was closed during the first conVeil. Paterc, 2,
{Liv., 1, 19.
sulship of Manlius.
38.)— IV. Cneius Manlius Vulso, was consul B.C. 189,
and appointed to the command of the war against the

The temple

—

came a warm supporter of the popular party against
An
his own order, and particularly distinguished himself Gauls in Galatia, whom he entirely subdued.
by the liberality with which he assisted those who account of this war is given by Livy (38, 12, seqq.)

m

debt.
He publicly sold one of his most valuable estates, and declared that, as long as he had a
single pound, he would not allow any Roman to be
In consequence of
carried into bondage for debt.
his opposition to the patrician order, he was accused

were

The circumstances atof aiming at kingly power.
tending his trial and death are involved in much obIt would appear that he was accused before
scurity.
and that afterward, seethe centuries and acquitted
ing that the patrician order were bent on his destruction, he seized upon the Capitol and prepared to defend it by arms.
In consequence of this, Camillus,
;

personal enemy, was appointed dictator, and the
(i. e., the patrician assembly) condemned him
to death.
According to Livy, who implies that Manlius did not take up arms, he was thrown down from
the Tarpeian rock by the tribunes ; but Niebuhr supposes, from a fragment of Dio Cassius (lib. 31), compared with the narrative of Zonaras (7, 24), that he
his

curiae

was treacherously pushed down from
slave,

who had been

trician party.

{Rom. Hist

The house
transl.)
razed to the ground
that

none of

name

its

the rock by a

hired for that purpose by the pa,

vol. 2, p.

610, seq., Eng.

which Manlius had occupied was
and the Manlian gens resolved

;

patrician

members should again bear

Manlius was put to death B.C.
II. Titus Manlius Capitolinus Torquatus, was
eon of L. Manlius surnamed Imperiosus, who was dictator B.C. 361.
When his father Lucius was accused
by the tribune Pomponius, on account of hia cruelty
towards the soldiers under his command, and also for
keeping his son Titus among his slaves in the country, Titus is said to have obtained admittance to the
house of Pomponius shortly before the trial, and to
have compelled him, under fear of death, to swear that
he would drop the prosecution against his father.
This instance of filial affection is said to have operated so strongly in his favour, that he was
appointed in
the same vear, B.C. 359, one of the
military tribunes.
In the folCLiv., 7, i, «y.— C/c, de Off., 3, 31.)

the

381. —

of Marcus.

and Polybius (22,

16, seqq.).

After remaining in Asia

the following year as proconsul, he led his

army home

through Thrace, where he was attacked by the inhabitants in a narrow defile, and plundered of part of his
He obtained a triumph B.C. 186, though not
booty.
without some difficulty.
{Liv., 39, 6.
Encycl. Us.
Knowl., vol. 14, p. 385, seq.)
Mannus, the son of the German god Tuiston, of
whom that nation believed themselves descendants.
The god Tuiston evidently marks
{Tacit., G., 2.)

—

stem-name of the Germans (Tuistones, Teutones,
Deutschen), and from him comes forth the Man of the
race, i. e , the Teutonic race itself.
(Compare Mannert, Geschickte der alten Deutschen, p. 2.)
Mantinea, one of the most ancient and celebrated
cities of Arcadia, said to have beep founded by ManIt was situate near the centre
tineus, son of Lycaon.
of the eastern frontier, at the foot of Mount Artemisius, on the banks of the little river Ophis {Pausan., 8,
8), and was at first composed of four or five hamlets ;
but these were afterward collected into one city {Xen.,
the

—

Gr 5, 2, 6, seqq. Strab., 337), which became
the largest and most populous in Arcadia previous to
The
the founding of Megalopolis.
{Polyb., 2, 56.)
Mantineans had early acquired celebrity for the wisdom
Hist.

,

of their political institutions {Polyb., 6, 43, 1), and
when the Cyreneans were distracted by factions, they
were advised by an oracle to apply to that people for
Their request
an arbiter to settle their differences.
was granted, and accordingly Demonax, one of the
citizens of Mantinea, was sent to remodel their
principal

The Mantineans
{Herod., 4, 161.)
government.
too late to share in
fought at Thermopylae, but arrived
the victory of Plataea, a circumstance which, according
to Herodotus (9, 77), produced so much vexation, that

home they banished their commandIn the Peloponnesian war they espoused the
Lacedaemonian cause but having taken offence at the
conclusion of the treaty between that people and the
Athenians after the battle of Arop^ipolis, they were inupon

their return

ers.

;
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duced to form an alliance with Argos and Elis, with
which confederates they finally made war against Sparta.
(Thucyd.. b, 29, seqq.) In the battle which was
fought on their territory, they obtained at first a decided advantage against the Lacedaemonian troops opposed to them but the left wing of the allied army
having been routed, they were in their turn vigorously
attacked, and forced to give way with heavy loss.
{Thucyd., 5, 66.) This ill success led to the dissolution of the confederacy, and induced the Mantmeans,
not long after, to renew their former alliance with Sparta (Thucyd., 5, 78), to which they adhered until the
peace of Antalcidas. At this period the Lacedcemonians, bent on strengthening their power in the peninsula to the utmost, peremptorily ordered the Manlineans
;

to pull

down

their walls, or to prepare for war, as the
agreed upon between the two states

thirty years' truce

had now expired.
On their refusal to comply with this
unjust and arbitrary demand, a Spartan army entered the Mantinean territory, and laid siege to the city.
The inhabitants defended themselves with vigour, and
might have held out successfully, had not Agesipolis
caused the waters of the river Ophis to be diverted
from their channel, and directed against the walls of
the town, which, being of brick, were easily demolished.
By this Mantinea fell into the hands of the Spartans, who destroyed the fortifications, and compelled
the inhabitants to change their constitution from a democracy to an oligarchy, and to separate, as formerly,
into four townships.
Pau{Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 2, 7.
san., 8, 8.

—Pnlyb.,

—

4, 27.)

After the battle of Leuc-

however, the Manlineans, under the protection of
Thebes, again united their population and refortified
their city, notwithstanding the opposition of the Lacetra,

{Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 5.) Mantinea acquired additional celebrity from the great but undecisive battle fought in its plains between the Boeotians
and Spartans, in which Epaminondas terminated his
and it continued to be one
glorious career (B.C. 362)
of the leading cities of A rcadia till it joined the Achaean
league, when it fell for a short time into the hands of
the .^tolians and Cleomenes, but was recovered by
Aralus four years before the battle of Sellasia.
(Podaemonians.

;

The Mantineans having, however,
4, 8, 4.)
again joined the enemies of the Achaeans, they treacherously put the garrison of the latter to the sword.
lybitis,

This perfidious conduct drew down
)
upon them the vengeance of Antigonus Doson and the
Achatans, who, making themselves masters of the city,
gave it up to plunder, and sold all the free population
as slaves ; a chastisement which Polybius considered
(Polyh., 2, 58,

4

as scarcely equal

had been set

to their offence,
though its cruelty
forth in strong colorurs by the historian

The name of the city was now changed
Phylarchus.
to Antigonea, in compliment to Antigonus Doson.
learn also from Pausanias, that the Mantineans had
merited the protection of Augustus from having espoused his cause against Marc Antony. Their town
still continued to flourish as late as the time of Hadrian, who abolished the name of Antigonea and restored
its ancient appellation.
The site of the famous battle of
Mantinea was about thirty stadia from the city, on the
road to Pallantium, near a wood named Pelagus.
The
tomb of Epaminondas had been erected on the spot
where he breathed his last it consisted originally of one
a shield and a Boeotian
pillar only, surmounted by
inscription
but another pillar was afterward added by the
Hadrian.
The
of
ruins
8,
U.)
(Pausan.,
Emperor
Mantinea are pointed out to modern travellers on the

We

—

:

—

;

spond to the ancient town, for it lies directly east of
the bay just mentioned.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9,
619.)
Manto, a daughter of the prophet Tiresias, endowShe was made prisoner
ed with the gift of prophecy.
pt. 2, p.

by the Argives

when

the city of

Thebes

fell

into their

and as she was the worthiest part of the booty,
the conquerors sent her to Apollo, the god of Delphi,
Manas the most valuable present they could make.
to, often called Daphne, remained for some time at
From Delphi, in
Delphi, where she gave oracles.
obedience to the oracle, she came to Claros in Ionia,
where she established an oracle of Apollo. Here she

hands

;

married Rhakius, the sovereign of the country, by
Manto afterward
she had a son called Mopsus.
visited Italy, where she married Tiberinus, the king of
Alba, or, as the poets mention, the god of the river

whom

this marriage sprang Genus, who built
neighbourhood, which, in honour of his
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod.,
mother, he called Mantua.
1, ^OS.—Pausan., 7, Z.—Tzetz., ad Lycophr., 980.

From

Tiber.
a

town

in the

— Virg.,
Mn.,

10.

—

jEn., 10, 199,5^^5^.
Heyne, Excurs.,
Muller, Etrmk., vol. 1, p 138.)

—

I,

ad

The

Italian legend about Mantua evidently owed its origin
lo similarity of name.
{Keightley, MythoL, p. 345,

in not.)

Mantua, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, situate on an
island in the Mincius, southeast of Brixia, and south
It is supposed to date its foundof the lake Benacus.
before the arrival of the Gauls in Italy.
ation
long

and derived its
Virgil tells us it was of Tuscan origin,
name from the prophetess Manto, the daughter of Tiresias.
{£n., 10, 199, seqq. Compare the remarks

—

m

of Miiller on this passage, Etrusker, vol. 1, p. 138,
not) Whatever of poetical invention there may have
been in the origin thus ascribed to Mantua, there can
be no doubt of its having been a town of considerable

among the Etrurians, when they were in possesThe
sion of that part of Italy where it was situated.
was not different from
position of the ancient place
note

which the modern Mantua

at present occupies.
a place of any great size in Virgil's time
the
what
from
poet himself says of it.
may be collected
Strabo (213) classes it with Brixia,
(Eclog., 1, 20.)
and Comum, but Martial attaches to it

that

That

it

was not

Bergomum,

the epithet of ''parva" (14, 193).

Its vicinity to
to Mantua ;

mona was an unhappy circumstance

Crefor,

as the territory of the former city was not found sufficient to contain the veteran soldiers of Augustus,
whom it had been divided, the deficiency was

among

lands of the latter ; a
supplied from the neighbouring
loss most feelingly deplored by Virgil, though he was
fortunate enough to escape from the effects of this opEclog., 9, 27;
{Georg., 2, 198.
pressive measure.
W^e are informed by the grammarian Dona1, 47.)

—

tus, in his Life of Virgil, that this great poet
at Andes, a village near Mantua.
( Cramer's
ly,

was born
Anc. Ita-

vol. 1, p. 67, seqq.)

a town of Attica, northeast of Athens,
It was said to have been
from the coast.
named from the hero Marathos {Plut., Vit. Thes.
Suid s. V. Mapaduv), and was already a place of note
in the days of Homer.
{Od., 7, 81.) 'From the scho-

Marathon,

and not

far

—

,

of Sophocles {CEd. Col., 1047), who quotes Philochorus on the Tetrapolis, we learn that it possessed
Demosa temple consecrated to the Pythian Apollo.
thenes reports that the sacred galley was kept on this
coast, and that on one occasion it was captured by

liast

Eurystheus was said to
{Phil., 1, p. 49.)
Philip.
have been defeated here by lolaus and the Heraclidae
to have here destroyed a bull
p. 141.
{Strah., 377). and Theseus
Greece, vol. 3, p. 300, seqq.)
{Plut., Vit. Thes.
by which the country was infested.
Mantinorum OppinuM, a town of Corsica, placed
Marathon, however, is most famous
Strab., 399.)
by Ptolemy directly east of the mouth of the river Vo- for the victory obtained by the Greeks over the PerThe Perlerius, where was a bay which now answers to that of sians in the plain in its immediate vicinity.
S. Fioremo.
Hence the modern Bastia will corre- sian army was commanded by Datis and Artapherncs,
site

now

called PalcROfoli.
{GeWs Itin. of the Morea,
Cramer's Ancient
Dodwell, vol 2, p. 422.

—

—

—
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wniile the Athenians, who had eleven generals including the polemarch, were for the day under the orders
of Miltiades.
According to Cornelius Nepos {Vit.
Miltiad), the Persians were a hundred thousand effective foot and ten thousand horse
yet Plato, meaning probably to include the seamen and the various
multitude of attendants upon Asiatic troops, calls the
whole armament five hundred thousand ; and Trogus
;

Pompeius, according to
did not scruple to add

his epitomizer Justin (2, 9),

a

hundred thousand more.

Persian commanders, doubling the promontory of Sunium, coasted along the southern shore of Attica, not
without hope of carrying that city by a sudden assault.

But Miltiades made a rapid march with a

large part of

and when the Persians arrived off the port
of Phalerus, they saw an Athenian army encamped on
the hill of Cynosarges which overlooks it.
They
his forces

;

cast anchor, but, without attempting anything,
weighed again and steered for Asia.
Marathon, which still
preserves its ancient name, is situated, according to a
modern traveller, " at the northwestern extremity of a
valley, which opens towards the southeast into the

—

These writers, however, did not perceive that, by encumbering the Persians with such useless and unmanageable crowds, they were not heightening, but great

The Athediminishing, the glory of the conquerors.
nians numbered six-and-forty different nations in the
host
and
barbarian
the Ethiopian arrows, remains of
;

which are

at Marathon, seem to attest the
drew troops from the remotest provinYet our calculations must be kept
empire.

found

still

fact that Darius

ces of the

down

by the remark, that the whole invading army
was transported over the sea, according to Herodotus,
in 600 ships.
This, on the footing which he fixes elsewhere, of 200 men to each trireme, would give 120,000
and we ought probably to consider this as the utmost
limit to which the numbers of the invaders can reasonThose of the Athenians, including the
ably be carried.
It is
Platseans, are uniformly rated at about 10,000.
possible that the number of the tribes had some share in
:

grounding this tradition it probably falls short of the
truth, and certainly does not take the slaves into account, who served most likely as light- armed troops.
When all these allowances are made, the numerical
inequality will be reduced to a proportion of five to one.
It is remarkable, that,
though Herodotus represents
the Persians as induced to land at Marathon with a
view to the operations of their calvary, he does not
:

—

This explain in which the battle was fought.
tends along the coast from the northeast to the southwest.
At the extremity and near the sea is seen the
conspicuous tomb raised over the bodies of the Athenians who fell in the battle ; and close to the coast
upon the right is a marsh, wherein the remains of

and marble monuments are yet visible."
From a
{Clarke's Travels, vol. 7, p. 23, Land, ed.)
memoir of Col. Squire, inserted in Walpole's Memoirs
(vol. 1, p. 328), we farther learn, that "the land bordering on the Bay of Marathon is an uninterrupted
plain about two miles and a half in width, and bounded
by rocky, difficult heights, which enclose it at either
About the centre of the bay a small stream,
extremity.
which flows from the upper part of the valley of Marathon, discharges itself into the sea by three shallow
channels.
narrow rocky point, projecting from the
shore, forms the northeast part of the bay, close to
which is a salt stream connected with a shallow lake,
and a great extent of marsh land. The village of
Marathon is rather more than three miles from the sea.
Towards the middle of the plain may be seen a large
trophies

A

tumulus of earth, twenty-five
those on the plain of Troy."

feet in height, resembling

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,
say a word either of its movements in the battle, or of vol. 2, p. 385, segq.)
It seems not to have
Marcella, I. daughter of Claudius Marcellus by
any cause that prevented them.
come into action but perhaps he could not learn by his wife Octavia, and sister to Marcus Marcellus.
what means it was kept motionless. Yet there was She was first married to Apuleius, and afterward to
II.
a tradition on the subject, probably of some antiquity, Valerius Messala.
{Sueton., Vit. Aug., 53.)
which appears to have assumed various forms, one of The younger, daughter of Claudius Marcellus by his
which was adopted by Nepos, who relates, that Miltia- wife Octavia, and sister of the preceding. She was
des protected his flanks from the enemy's cavalry by first married to M. Vipsanius Agrippa, and afterward
an abattis a fact which it may be thought Herodotus to M. Julius Antonius.
{Sueton., Vit. Aug., 63.)
could scarcely have passed over in silence if it had
Marcellinus, Ammianus, the last Latin writer that
He was born at Anbeen known to him, but which might have been the merits the title of an historian.
foundation of a very obscure account of the matter, tioch, and lived under Justinian and his successors
which is given by another author. In the explanation down to the reign of Valentinian II. A large portion
of the proverb, x^P'-^ Imrei^ {Suidas.
Cent., 14, 73, of his life was spent in military service in the Roman
He performed campaigns in Gaul, Germany,
Schott), we read, that when Datis invaded Attica, the armies.
lonians got upon the trees (1), and made
to the and
and accompanied Julian on his ex;

—

:

—

signals

Athenians

that the cavalrv had

gone away (wf elev
and that Miltiades, on learning its rewhich was
treat, joined battle and gained the victory
the origin of the proverb, i-rrl rwv t^v ra^iv diakvovTuv.
{ThirlwaWs Greece, vol. 2, p. 241, se^ )— The
Persians lost in all six thousand four hundred men.
Of the Athenians only one hundred and ninety-two
fell
but among them were the polemarch Callimachus ; Stesibius, one of the ten generals ; Cynaegirus,
brother of the poet Alschylus, and other men of rank,
who had been earnest to set an example of valour on

X(->ph ol iTrKeig).

;

;

Cornelius Nepos observes that
Marathon was ten miles from Athens but as, in fact,
it is
double
that
distance, it is probable that we
nearly
ought to read twenty instead of ten. Pausanias affirms

this trying occasion.

;

was half way from Athens to Carystus in Eubcea.
In the plain was erected the tumulus of those Athenians who fell in the battle, their names being inscribed
it

on sepulchral

Another tumulus was raised
Still, however, after
the defeat at Marathon, the Persian armament was
very formidable; nor was Athens immediately, by its
glorious victory, delivered from the danger of that
Bubversion with which it had been threatened.
The
pillars.

for the Plataeans

and the slaves.

—

Mesopotamia,

The modesty of Ampedition against the Persians.
mianus, which gives us but little information relative

to himself, prevents us from determining what rank he
held in the army, or what employment he pursued
It appears that
after quitting the profession of arms.
he was invested with the dignity of Comes ret privatcB: we find,
fact, in the Theodosian Code (1. xli.,
de appellat), a rescript of the emperors Gratian, Vacertain Amlentinian, and Theodosius, addressed to a
He died at
mianus, who is decorated with this title.

m

m this

was

Rome

It
probably
subsequent to A.D. 390.
he composed his hisage of fifty years,
" Reentitled
he
which
tory of the Roman emperors,

city that, at the

It commenced with the
libri xxxi."
accession of Nerva, A.D. 96. and consequently at the
It ik
Tacitus terminated.
period where the history of
not known whether Ammianus pretended to write a
or if any other motive
continuation of that

rum gestarum

history,

induced him to select the time when

this

historian

very probaMe that
he had no intention whatever of continuing Tacuua,
as he not only does not mention him, although he citcfl
as his work
Sallust and other Roman writers, but also

brought his

work

to a close.

It is

shows no imitation whatever of the peculiar mannei
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Ammianns proceeds as progressa fusius aluit concertatione verborum : ut caembraced, consequently, a period tervis antistitum jumentis publicis ultro citroque dtsbut the first thirteen books, which con- currentibus, per synodos, quas appellant, dxcm ritwm
of 282 years
tained a sketch of the history of 256 years (from 96 omnem ad suum trahere conantur arbitrium, ret vehicuOn another occasion (22,
to 352), are lost, and we have only the last eighteen. laria. surxideret nervos."
These eighteen, however, form the most important 11), blaming the conduct of a bishop, he remarks:
In the first thir- "
of the labours of Ammianus.
sucb
nihil nisi
suaThe

of Tacitus.
far as

378 A.D.

history of

It

;

part

teen books he merely arranged materials from writers
before him ; although it must be ac-

who had gone

would have been interesting for us, as many of the works from which he
In the eighteen books, howselected are now lost.
ever, that remain to us, and which it is more than
knowledged, that even

this part

probable the copyists transcribed separately from the
rest, Ammianus relates the events which occurred duAs he often took an active part in
ring his own time.
these, or, at least, was an eyewitness of most of them,
he relates them in the first person when he details
what did not pass under his immediate inspection, he
is careful to obtain the requisite information from those
who are acquainted with the subject, and who took
he does not pretend,
part in the matter that is related
however, to give a complete history of his time, and
in
silence
over
events
he passes
respecting which he
has neither accurate information nor positive docuThis part of his jvork, therefore, is less a hisments.
tory than what we would call at the present day meAmmianus Marcellinus was a wellmoirs of his time.
informed man, and possessed of great good sense and
excellent judgment. No writer was ever more entitled
He understood
to praise for candour and impartiality.
well the art of clearly showing the connexion of events,
and of painting in striking colours the characters of
those individuals whom he introduces into his narrative.
In a word, he would in all probability have
been an accomplished historian had his lot been
Had he lived in the
cast in a more favourable age.
golden period of Roman literature, the study of good
models and the society of enlightened men would
:

:

and have formed
would not,
Ammianus, have been
destitute of that simplicity which constitutes one of
have perfected his historic

talent,

his style in a purer mould.
as is too often the case in

The

latter

the great beauties of historical narrative, nor overloaded with ornaments and disfigured by turgid and
These faults, howbarbarous forms of expression.
ever, in the style of Ammianus, find an excuse in
He was a stranger,
the circumstances of his case.
and wrote in a language not his own neither did the
;

busy

life

which he had led

tivate the talent for writing

camps permit him to culwhich nature had bestowed

in

upon him. His good qualities are his own ; his defects are those of the times
and, in spite of these defects, his style is conspicuous among all the writers
;

who were contemporary with him for a purity to which
Ammianus Marcellinus is the

they could not attain.

—

pagan historian for, notwithstanding all that some
maintain to the contrary, we have no certain proof of
A public man, enriched
his having been a Christian.
with the experience acquired amid the scenes of an
active life, he relates the events connected with the
new religion introduced by Constantino with sang-froid
and impartiality, and perhaps with the indifference of
a man who knew how to raise himself to a point of
view where he could perceive naught but masses and
He blames with equal frankness the antiresults.
christian mysticism of Julian, and the religious intolHe speaks
erance of Constantius and his bishops.
with respect both of the doctrines of Christianity and
A remarkable passage
the ceremonies of paganism.
occurs in the sixteenth chapter of the twenty-first book.
After having painted the bitternessof character and the
" -Chris the historian adds:

last

;

cruelties of Constantius,

tianam relisrioncm absolutam

et simplicem anili superconfundens ; in qua sr/nttanda perplexius, quam
componenda gravius, excifavit disciiia plurima ; qu(B

stitione
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oblitus, qucs
justum
Professionis
det et lene, ad delaiorum ausa feralia desciscebaty
The narrative of Ammianus is often interrupted by

—

The latter
geographical and physical digressions.
show, as might be expected, a very slight acquaintance with principles ; but the descriptions of countries which he had himself seen are extremely valuable.
He is one of the principal sources that we have
for the geography and history of ancient Germany, a
country in which he passed a great number of years.
find in him also some excellent observations on
the luxury and courts of the Roman emperors, on the

We

vices which prevailed there, and on the manners in
Gibbon (c. 26) candidly avows
general of the great.
his obligations to this writer ; and from the period
when he can no longer derive materials from Ammianus, the work of the English historian loses a great
{Schoil, Hist. Lit.
portion of its previous interest.
Rom., vol 3, p. 164, seqq. F%ihrman, Handbuch der
The best edition
Class. Lit., vol. 2, p. 880, seqq.)
of Ammianus Marcellinus is that of Gronovius, Lugd.
The edition of Wagner, completed
Bat., 1693, 4to.
by Erfurdt, Lips., 1808, 3 vols. 8vo, is also valuable.
Marcellus, I. Marcus Claudius, born of a Ro-

—

—

man

consular family, after passing through the offices
quaestor, was made consul B.C. 224.
The Transpadane Gauls having declared war against
Rome, Marcellus marched against them, defeated
of aedile and

AcerraR, on the Addua, killed their king
"
Viridomarus, and bore off his arms, the
spolia opiAt the
ma,'' which were exhibited in his triumph.
beginning of the second Punic war. Marcellus was
sent into Sicily as prstor, to administer the Roman
also the task of keeping the
part of the island, and had
After
Syracusans firm in their alliance with Rome.
the battle of Cannas, he was recalled to Italy to oppose
of
the
the
command
relics
taken
Hannibal.
Having
of the Roman forces in Apulia, he kept Hannibal in
In the year 214 B.C.,
check and defended Nola.
being again consul, he took Casilinum by surprise.
He was next sent to Sicily, where Syracuse had de-

them near

After a siege of nearly three
clared against Rome.
years, the city was taken 212 B.C., and Marcellus reIt was on occaturned to Rome with the rich spoils.
of Syracuse that the celebrated Arsion of the

taking
Marcellus did not, however,
lost his life.
obtain a triumph, but only an ovation, as the war in
In the year 210
Sicily was not entirely terminated.
he was again chosen consul, and had the direction of
the war against Hannibal in Apulia, when he took the

chimedes

town of Salapia, and fought several partial engagements with the (Carthaginians, without any definite reIn the following year he continued in command
of the army, and fought a battle against Hannibal at
Canusium, in which the Romans were defeated and
fled.
On the following day Marcellus renewed the
sult.

and defeated the Carthaginians, upon which
Hannibal withdrew to the mountains of the Bruttii.
In the next year, B.C. 208, Marcellus was elected
consul for the fifth time with T. Quintus Crispinu*
He continued to carry on the war against Hannibal,
when, being encamped near Venusia, he rashly ven
tured out, fell into an ambuscade of advanced posts,
and was slain, in the 60th year of his age.
Hannibal,
according to some authorities, caused his body to be
and
sent
ashes
in a
the
burned with military honours,
silver urn to his son.
According to others, however,
he did not even bestow upon the corpse the ordinary
Marcellus was
rites of burial.
(Pint., Vit. Marcell.)
fight

one of the most distinguished

Roman commanders

MAR

MAR
during the second Punic war, and was accustomed to
be called *.he sword of the Romans, as Fabius was

denoinmalyd
Plutarch.

—

their shield.

We

have a

Marcus Claudius, held

II.

life

advantage to the state. Marcianus married her, and
was proclaimed emperor.
His reign, which lasted
little more than six
years, was peaceful, and his administration was equitable and firm.
He refused to
pay to Attila the tribute to which Theodosius had
submitted.
In the year 455, Marcianus acknowledged
Avitus as Emperor of the West.
Marcianus died in
457
his wife Pulcheria had died before him.
He
was succeeded by Leo I. {Encycl. Vs. KnowL, vol.

of him by

the consulship

He was remarkable
Servius Sulpicius, B.C. 51.
attachment to republican principles, and his
towards
Caesar ; and it was
uncompromising hostility
he who proposed to the senate to recall that commandAfter the battle of
er from his province in Gaul.
Pharsalia, Marcellus went into voluntary exile, and
was not pardoned by Caesar until some considerable
interval had elapsed, and then only at the earnest inIt was on this occasion that
tercession of the senate.
Cicero delivered his speech of thanks to Caesar.
Marcellus, however, did not long survive to enjoy the
pardon thus obtained, having been assassinated by an
adherent of his, P. Magius (yilo.
He was then on his
The cause that prompted Cilo to the
return to Italy.
act is not known.
Cicero conjectures that the latter,
oppressed with debts, and apprehending some trouble
on that score in case of his return, had been urging
Marcellus, who was surety for some part of them, to
furnish him with money to pay the whole, and that, on
receiving a denial, he was provoked to the madness of
witli

for his

;

412.)— II.
Marcomanni,

14, p.

{Vid. Capella.)
Capella.
a nation of Germany, in the southeastern part of the country.
According to some authorities, their original seats were in Moravia, whence,
on being hard pressed by the Romans, they retired
into what is now Bohemia.
{Veil. Paterc, 2, 108.

—Mannert,

Other writers,
Geogr., vol. 3, p. 110.)
such as Cluver, Adelung, Mascov, &c.,
them to have lived between the Maine and

however,

make

to

Neckar, previous

their

departure for Bohemia.

—

They were subdued by the emperors Trajan and AnTheir name denotes '^border men,^^ i. e.,
toninus.
men of the marches. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, p.
382. seqq.)

Marcus, a praenomen common to many of the RoCom- mans. {Vid. ^-Emilius, Lepidus, &c.)
{Cic, Ep. ad AtL, 13, 10.
Mardi, I. a people of Asia, near the northern froupare Ep. ad Fam., 4, 12.)
According to others,
however, he was prompted to the deed by seeing other tiers of Media, or rather of Matiene, which formed part
friends more highly favoured by Marcellus than him- of Media.
{Strabo, 52A:. —Tzschucke, ad Strab., I. c,
self.
{VaL Max.,0, \\.) After stabbing his patron, vol. 4, p. 550. Quint. Curt., 5, 5.)— II. A tribe of
Clio slew himself.
III. Marcus Claudius, commonly
the Persians, according to Herodotus (1, 125), but,
known as the " Young Marcellus," was the son of according to other writers, a distinct race in their

—

killing his patron.

—

—

Octavia the sister of Augustus, and consequently the
nephew of the latter. Augustus gave him his daughter Julia in marriage, and intended him for his successor ; but he died at the early age of 18, universally
regretted on account of the excellence of his private
character.
Virgil has immortalized his memory by the
beautiful lines at the close of the sixth book of the

iEneid, and which are said to have drawn from Octaso munificent a recompense.
{Vid. Virgilius.)
Livia was suspected, though without reason, it would
seem, of having made away with Marcellus, who was
an obstacle to the advancement of her son Tiberius.
The more ostensible cause of his death was the injudicious application of the cold bath by the physician
via

Anlonius Musa.

{Vid. Musa.)
a sister of the Emperor Trajan, who,
on account of her public and private virtues and her

Marciana,

amiable disposition, was declared Augusta and empress
She died A.D. 1 13.
by her brother.
Marcianopolis, a city of Moesia Inferior, to the
west of Odessus, founded by Trajan, and named in
honour of his sister Marciana. {Amm. MarcelL, 27,

—Jornand.,

soon became an important place in consequence of its lying on the main
road from Constantinople to the Ister, and of its being
4.

Get., c. 16.)

It

the place where preparations were made for all the
expeditions against the barbarians in this quarter.
M'hen the Bulgarians formed a kingdom out of what

was previously Moesia, Marcianopolis became the capital, under the name of Pristhlaba
{TipLaBlu^a.

—

Anna Comn.,

It still retains this
194) or Preslaw.
name, and also that of Eski Stamhoul with the Turks
the modern Greek inhabitants, however, call it MarComcenopolt.
According to the Itin. Ant. (p. 228.
pare Theopylact., 7, 2), Marcianopolis was 18 miles

p.

:

—

to the west of Odessus.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 7,

p. 138.)

Marciands,

I.

a native of Thrace, born of obscure

He
parents, towards the end of the fourth century.
entered the army, and rose gradually by his merit
to high rank, and was made a senator
by Theodosius
n. When Theodosius died (A.D. 450), his sister
Pulcheria, then 52 years old, offered her hand to Marwho was near 60, because she thought him
capable of bearing the crown with dignity, and with

cianus,

5

H

immediate neighbourhood.

{Arrian, Hist. Ind., 40.)
are represented as a plundering race.
{Arrian,
nation dwelling to the south of BactriIII.
I. c.)
ana, and to the north of the chain of Paropamisus.

They

—

A

Pliny (6, 16) says they extended from Caucasus to
Bactriana, in which he evidently followed the historians of Alexander, who, out of flattery to that prince,
called the Paropamisus by the name of Caucasus.
As regards these three nations, consult the remarks
of Larcher
p.

{Hist,

d""

Herod.

— Table

Geogr., vol. 8.

317, seqq).

Mardonius, a general of Xerxes, who, after the
defeat of his master at Thermopylae and Salamis, was
left in Greece with an army of 300,000 chosen men,
to subdue the country, and reduce it under the power
His operations were rendered useless by
of Persia.
the courage and vigilance of the Greeks ; and in a
battle at Plataea, Mardonius was defeated and left

He had been commander
the slain, B.C. 479.
of the armies of Darius in Europe, and it was chiefly
He was
by his advice that XvTxes invaded Greece.
among

son-in-law of Darius.
{Vid. Darius I., where some
other particulars are gi/en respecting him.)
Mare Mortuum, an extensive and most interestmiles long and
ing piece of water, in Judasa, about 70 "
Sea of the
20 broad.
It was anciently called the

Plain" {Deut. 3, 17; 4, 19), from its situation in
" Salt
the
the great hollow or plain of the Jordan
Sea" {Deut. 3, 17. Josh. 15, 5), from the extreme
" East Sea"
saltness of its waters ; and the
{Ezek.

—

;

to

47, \%.—Joel 2, 20), from its situation^ relative
Judaea, and in contradistinction to the West Sea, or
It is likewise called by Josephus,
Mediterranean.
and by the Greek and Latin writers generally, Ijuu»

found in it ;
Asphallites, from the bitumen (atr^aArof )
and the " Dead Sea," its more frequent modern apthat no living creature can
pellation, from the belief
It is at
exist in its saline and sulphureous waters.

Almotanah
Svria by the names
and occupies what may be considered as the southern extremity of the vale of Jordan.
This sea, so important and so often mentioned in
sacred history, still bears the most unequivocal marks
It
of the catastrophe of which it has been the site.
so essentially in situation and properpresent

known

and Bahar Loth

in

of

;

differs, indeed,
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from every other piece of water in the known
world, that it is a wonder it has not been the subject
of more frequent and extensive observation.
Its
ties

depth seems

to

be altogether unknown

;

and

it

is

only of late that a boat has navigated its surface.
Towards its southern extremity, however, in a contracted part of the lake, is a ford, about six miles
in the middle of
over, made use of by the Arabs
which they report the water to be warm, indicating
the presence of warm springs beneath.
In general,
towards the shore it is shallow ; and it rises and falls
with the seasons, and with the quantity of water carried into it by seven streams, which fall into this their
common receptacle, the chief of which is the Jordan.
It also appears either to be on the increase, or to be
lower in some years than in others, whence those
travellers are to be credited who assert that they have
beheld the ruins of the cities either exposed or inTroilo and D'Arvieux
gulfed beneath the waters.
attest that they observed fragments of wall, &,c.
Jo" the
sephus remarks, that one might still see there
shadows of the five cities" (Trevre iiev ttoXeuv okiuc),
leaving it somewhat uncertain what he means by this
Sirabo
{Bell. Jud., 4, 8, 4.)
figurative language.
gives a circumference of 60 stadia to the ruins of Sodto
the
traditions
of
the
om, according
neighbouring
communities (ware Tnarevecv toI^ dpvXXovfiivoig vtto
:

TU)v

upa ukovvto

Trore rpiaKaldeKa izok[iriTponoMuQ, ^odofiuv, au^oiTo
Slrab 764).
Two
KVKXog e^Tjuovrd ttov aradiuv.
aged and respectable inhabitants of Jerusalem told
Maundrell that they had once been able to see some
part of these ruins ; that they were near the shore, and
the water so shallow at the time, that they, together
with some Frenchmen, went into it, and found several
These severpillars and other fragments of buildings.
al authorities are too weighty to be despised
and we

eyx^ptuv,

Eiq evravda,

cif

uv

Trjq

—

,

;

may
that,

from them some support to the opinion,
at the destruction of the guilty cities, they were

collect

not entirely overwhelmed with the waters, but remained more or less exposed to view, as monuments of the
judgments of God and that, from the slow increase
of the waters through a period of nearly 4000 years,
they have gradually receded from our sight, and are
now only to be seen through the water, if seen at all,
after seasons of long-continued drought.
The water
now covering these ruins occupies what was formerly
the Vale of Siddim
a rich and fruitful valley, in which
stood the five cities, called the cities of the plain,
;

;

namely, Sodom, Gomorrah, .\dmah, Zeboim, andBela
or Zoar.
The first four of these were destroyed, while
the latter, being " a little city," was preserved at the
intercession of Lot
to which he fied for refuge from
the impending catastrophe, and where he remained in
Naturalists have insafety during its accomplishment.
dulged themselves in many speculations as to the manthis
ill
which
ner
destruction took place, and the immediate causes engaged in eflTecting it ; as if this were
for
our
faith.
It is probable, however, that
necessary
;

most others, the Almighty called
second causes for the accomplishment of
The most reasonable explanation of such
his purpose.
causes is founded on what is said in Gen., 14, 10, of
the soil of the Vale of Siddim, that it was " full of slime
in this instance, as in

in the aid of

within the precincts of the plain itself.
This circumstance seems to show sufficiently that the country was
not destroyed by an earthquake, as supposed by some,
which would scarcely have been so partial in its ef-

There is also a passage {Gen.,19, 28) which
favours very much the above opinion respecting the
combustion of the soil ; where it is said that Abraham
*'
got up early in the morning, and looked towards Sodfects.

om

and Gomorrah, and towards all the land of the
and behold, and lo, the smoke of the country

plain,

went up as the smoke of a furnace."

The character
of this catastrophe approaches nearest to that of a
an opinion which is supported by
volcanic eruption
the physical structure of the soil of the neighbourhood both before and since ; the bituminous nature of
the soil as described in Genesis (14, 10); the occasional eruptions of flame and smoke so late as the first
and the hot springs
century, as attested by Josephus
and volcanic substances, consisting of lava, sulphur,
pumice, and basalt, still found in the vicinity of the
lake, as described by Volney, Burckhardt, Buckingknow not the characham, and other travellers.
ter of the soil beneath the surface ; the figure, material,
mountains:
whether a crater
and stratification of the
or craters are to be found on them, and, if so, whether
they have emitted any streams of lava, and what was
All this, and much more in this intheir direction.
teresting neighbourhood, remains to be explored by the
In the absence, howexperienced eve of a geologist.
ever, of such information, it may be surmised that the
cities could not have been buried beneath a shower of
ashes from a mountain-crater, after the manner of Herculaneurn and Pompeii, as this would be incompatible
with the testimony of those who have witnessed the exposed remains of the cities, as well as with the account
which represents the plain itself as burning, not the
:

;

We

Nor could

neighbouring mountains.

overwhelmed by

a torrent of lava

:

they have been

for besides that this

mode is liable to the objection already urged of totally
of a lava
obliterating the cities, the ordinary progress
would not have been equal to the design, as it is never

The
so rapid as not to give ample time for escape.
catastrophe might still, however, have been of a volcanic character, but the vale itself, or some part of it,
must have been a crater ; which, vomiting forth, not a
vitreous and sluggish lava, but a far more liquid and
diffusive stream from the bituminous stores beneath,
involved the miserable inhabitants on all side, from the

earth and from the

air, in a

deluge of

fire.

Before this

event, the vale of Siddim was a rich and fertile valley ;
a continuation of that of the Jordan
through which
Here we are asthe river took its course southward.
;

by the investigations of Burckhardt. who, although he had not an opportunity of personally examin-

sisted

ing the spot, obtained very satisfactory information,
southern extremity of the lake, there is an
opening leading into the Valley of El Ghor; which,
that, at the

with

its

southern continuation, termed El Araba, both
by Burckhardt himself, descends uninter-

inspected

which it
ruptedly to the iElanitic Gulf of the Red Sea
joins at Akaha, the site of the ancient Ezion-geber.
This Burckhardt supposes to be the prolongation of
;

more properly, pits of bitumen, for thus the
Now it is probrendered in the Septuagint.

the ancient channel of the Jordan, which discharged
itself into the sea before its absorption in the expanded
Lake of Sodom. This is extremely probable : and
there cannot be a more interesting country in the world

able that in this instance, as in that of the flood, the
inhabitants of the offending cities were involved in

than this, to be made the subject of an intelligent and
W'^e may, however, from
accurate geological survey.

destruction, which met them on all sides, from above
and below that the earth opened its fountains of lava

what we know, infer thus much that before the face
of the country was changed by the judgment which fell
upon it, the ground now covered by the waters of the
Dead Sea was an extensive valley, called the Vale of

pits," or,

word

is

;

or pitch ignited by subterraneous combustion, while a

:

shower from above expedited and ensured their
destruction.
Whatever the means employed Siddim, on which stood the five cities, and through
to the sea.
That
might have been, they were evidently confined in a re- which the Jordan flowed in its course
markable mannof to the devoted district as Lot found it flowed through the vale may be inferred from the
that it passed beyond it, is
safety in Zoar, although only a few miles distant, and great fertility of the latter

fiery

utter

;

;
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About six in the morning I reached the shore, and,
equally to be inferred from the want of space over
which the water could expand itself to be exhausted by much against the advice of my excellent guides, I re.
But the discovery of the opening on the solved on having a bathe. I was desirous of ascer*
evaporation.
southern border of the lake, and the inclined valley taining the truth of the assertion, that nothing sink*
thence
to the sea, have rendered these infer- in the Dead Sea.*
I swam a considerable distance
leading
ences almost conclusive.
may then, and must in from the shore, and about four yards from the beach I
of
was
refer
the
to
the
in
the
lake
fact,
quesbeyond my depth. The water was the coldest I
origin
epoch
it
tion, when the combustion of the soil, or of its sub- ever felt, and the taste of it the most detestable
was that of a solution of nitre, mixed with an infusion
strata, occasioned a subsidence of the level of the valIts buoyancy I found to be far greatei
ley, by which the river was arrested in its course, and of quassia.
a basin formed to receive its waters.
These gradually than that of any sea I ever swam in, not excepting the
I could lie like a
spread themselves over its surface, and would no doubt Euxiue, which is extremely salt.
soon have filled it, and resumed the ancient channel to log of wood on the surface, without stirring hand or
the southward, had not their increase been retarded by foot, as long as I chose
but, with a good deal of exthe process of evaporation, which advanced in an in- ertion, I could just dive sufficiently deep to cover all
creasing ratio as the expanse of water grew wider and my body, when I was again thrown on the surface, in
wider.
The newly-formed lake would thus continue spite of my endeavours to de.scend lower. On comlo extend itself, until the
supply of water from the ing out, the wounds on my feet, which had been prestreams, and the consumption by evaporation, arrived viously made, pained me excessively ; the poisonous
at a balance.
When this took place, or whether it has quality of the waters irritated the abraded skin, and uleven yet taken place, cannot be known at least with- timately made an ulcer of every wound, which conout such observations as have not yet been made. fined me fifteen days in Jerusalem, and became so trouThat it has not long been the case may be inferred blesome in Alexandrea, that my medical attendant
from the disappearance of the ruins which were visible was apprehensive of gangrene." Dr. Madden is contwo centuries ago. The water of this sea is far more vinced that no living creature can be found in the
salt than that of the ocean
containing one fourth part Dead Sea; and, to try whether there were any fish
of its weight of saline contents in a state of perfect in it, he spent two hours in fishing.
The surface
desiccation, and forty-one parts in a hundred in a state of the sea, according to him, is covered with a thin
of simple crystallization
that is to say, a hundred pellicle of asphaltum, which issues from the fissure
On coming out of the
pounds by weight of water will yield forty-one pounds of the rock adjoining it.
of salts
while the proportion of saline contents in the water he found his body covered with it, and likewater of the Atlantic is not more than l-27th part in wise with an incrustation of salt, almost the thicka state of dryness, and about six pounds of salts in a ness of a sixpence.
The rugged aspect of the mounthundred of the water. The specific gravity of the ains, the deep ravines, and the jagged rocks, all
water is 1.21 1
that of common water being 1000.
A prove that the surrounding country has once been the
" I have
vial of it having been
brought to England by Mr. scene of some terrible convulsion of nature.
Gordon of Clunie, at the request of Sir Joseph Banks, no hesitation," says Dr. Madden, " in stating my bewas analyzed by Dr. Marcet, who gives the following lief, that the sea which occupies the site of Sodom
" This water is
results
perfectly transparent, and and Gomorrah, Adinah, Zeboim, and Segor, covers
does not deposite any crystals on standing in close the crater of a volcano."
have said that this travvessels.
Its taste is peculiarly bitter, saline, and
pun- eller was convinced that no living creature could be
Solutions of silver produce from it a very copi- found in the Dead Sea
Chateaubriand, however,
gent.
ous precipitate, showing the presence of marine acid. states that, hearing a noise on the lake at midnight,
Oxalic acid instantly discovers lime in the water. he was told by the Bethlemists that it proceeded from
The lime being separated, both caustic and carbona- legions of small fish, which come and leap about near
ted alkalies readily throw down a magnesian
the shore.
Maundrell also observed, among the pebprecipitate.
Solutions of barytes produce a cloud, showing bles on the bank, shells which had once contained fi.«!h.
the existetice of sulphuric acid.
No alumine can be The traveller last mentioned also saw birds flying
discovered in the water by the delicate test of succin- about and over the sea with impunity, which contraic acid combined with ammonia.
A small quantity dicts the common belief that birds fell dead in flying
of pulverized sea salt being added to a few drops of over it.
The Dead Sea is situate between two ridges
the water, cold and undiluted, the salt was readily of mountains
of which those on the eastern or Aradissolved with the assistance of a gentle trituration, bian side are the highest and most rocky, and have
that
much
the
the
Dead
is not saturated with comSea
appearance of a black perpendicular wall,
showing
mon salt. Notie of the coloured infusions common- throwing a dark and lengthened shadow over the water
of the sea.
ly used to ascertam the prevalence of an acid or an
{^Hansford's Scripture Gazetteer, p. 123,
shall close the present article with the
alkali, such as litmus, violet, and turmeric, were in the seqq.)
least altered by the water."
The result of Dr. Mar- following remarks of Dr. Clarke, which have been alcet's analysis gives the
"The atmosphere
following contents in 100 grains ready in some degree anticipated.
of the water
was remarkably clear and serene but we saw none
'

We

;

;

;

—

;

:

;

;

:

We

:

;

We

:

;

Muriate of Lime
Muriate of Magnesia
Mnrirtte of Soda
Sulphate of Linie

.
.
.

.

3.920 prains.
"
10.246
"
10 360

.0 054

"

24.580

Dr. Madden, a recent traveller, brought home with him
a bottle of the same water, which, on
being analyzed,
was found to contain the following substances ;
Chloride of Smla, with a trace of Bromine
Chloride of Magnesium
Chloride of Calcium
Sulphate of Lime

.

.

.9.55
5.28
3.05
1.34

19.22

The

traveller last

account of a

visit

mentioned gives us the following
which he paid to the Dead Sea.

of those clouds of smoke which, by some writers, are
said to exhale from the surface of the lake.
Every-

and
thing about it was in the highest degree grand
awful.
Its desolate, although majestic features, are
the
init
well suited to the tales related concerning
by
habitants of the country, who all speak of it with terto shrink from the narrative of its deror,

seeming

ceitful allurements

and deadly influence.

'

Beautitul

which

no

say they, 'grows upon its shores,
sooner touched than it becomes du.<st and ashes.' In
addition to its physical horrors, the region around is
said to be more perilous, owing to the ferocious tribes
the lake, than any other
wandering upon the shores of
A passion for the marvellous
part of the Holy Land.
has thus affixed, for ages, false characteristics lo the
sublimest associations of natural scenery in i\e whole
fruit,'
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world for, although it be now known that the waters
of this lake, instead of proving destructive of animal
life, swarm with myriads of fishes {Chateaubriand,
^vol. 1, p. 411, Lond., 1811); that, instead of falling

mind of Cleopatra, unless it be mere
poetic exaggeration, would seem to imply that it had
not always preserved its innocuous quality.
It has
been suggested by some critics, that the Mareotic
wine did not come from the vicinity of the Lake MaThis
reotis, but from a canton of this name in Epirus.
opinion rests for support on a passage in Herodotus
(2, 77), where it is stated that there were no vines in
Egypt, and that the people drank a kind of beer in its
stead (olvu ^'eK Kpcdiuv TCSTroirjfiivCf) Siaxpei^vTar oi
yap (T0i eioi kv ry x'^PV «i"^£^ot)- Malte-Brun sucinfluence on the

;

victims to its exhalations, certain birds make it their
peculiar resoit {Maundrell, p. 84, Oxf., 1721); that
shells abound upon its shores
that the pretended
fruit containing ashes is as natural and admirable a
production of nature as the rest of the vegetable kingdom, being the fruit of the Solanum Melangena, the
inside of which, when the fruit is attacked by an insect {Tenthredo), turns to dust, while the skin remains
entire and of a beautiful colour ;
all
;

cessfully combats this assertion, and shows, by very
clear proofs, that, under the Greeks and Romans,

notwithstanding
liiese and other facts are well established,
yet even
the latest authors by whom it is mentioned continue
to fill their descriptions with imaginary horrors.
Reland, in his account of the Lacus Asphaltites (Palccst.,
vol. 1, p. 238), after
inserting copious extracts from

Egypt produced various kinds of wine. As regards
the culture of the vine previous to the dominion ot
these foreign powers, it appears very manifest, from
the paintings in the tombs throughout the Thebaid,
and other parts of the country, that it was far from be-

—

Galen concerning the properties and quality of the ing unknown. Some of these paintings represent the
In the Sacred writings
water, and its natural history, proceeds to account for whole process of the vintage.
the strange fables that have prevailed with
regard to also (Numb. 20, 5) there is a very plain allusion to
its deadly influence, by
that
must
anWe
certain
of
the
the
vines of Egypt.
either, therefore, conshowing
cients confounded this lake with another,
bearing the sider the remark of Herodotus incorrect, or refer it to
same appellation of Asphaltites, near Babylon and a part of the country merely. Perhaps, as the vines
that they attributed to it qualities which
properly be- were planted on the edge of the desert, above the level
An account of the of the inundation, and not in Egypt properly so called,
longed to the Babylonian waters.
;

properties of the Babylonian lake occurs in the writings of Vitruvius (8, 3), of Pliny (35, 15), of Athenaeus (2, 5), and of Xiphilinus (p. 252).
From their
various testimony it is evident, that all the
phenomena

the veracity of the historian may in this way be saved.
this latter mode of explaning the difficulty be
adopted, he will be found to contradict himself, since

Unless

stated in the 168th chapter of the same book, that
the caste of warriors in Egypt received individually
four measures of wine, olvov rioaapac upvcTJjpag.

it is

belong to the Lake Asphaltites near Babylon, were, from the similarity of their names, ultimately considered as the natural characteristics of the
Jud«an lake, the two Asphaltites being confounded."
(Clarke's Travels, vol. 4, p. 399, Lond. ed.)
Mareotis, a lake of Egypt, in the immediate vicinIts earlier name was Marea (17
ity of Alexandrea.

supposed

Mapeia

to

Xifivij)

;

the later Greeks gave

tion of Mareotis (Mapewrtf).

The

it

first

(Compare Bulletin des Sciences Historiques, &c., vol.
The modern name of Lake Mareotis
4, p 77, seqq.)
is Mairout.
For many ages after the Greek and Roman dominion in Egypt, it was dried up for, though

—

;

the appellawriter that

"
Pharos,"
Scylax (p. 44).
" is an uninhabited
island, with a good harsays he,
but
destitute
of
water.
This
last
is
obtained
bour,

makes mention of

it

is

from the neighbouring lake Maria

(U

r^f

Mapcag

The same writer informs us,
Mfivriq v^pevovrai.^')
that in very early times canals were cut
connecting this
lake with the Nile, and thus furnishing it with a constant supply of fresh water.
The Lake Mareotis first
rose into importance after the founding of Alexandrea.
From this period it is mentioned by all the geographical writers, but the most particular
description is given
" The Lake
Marea," says Strabo,
by Strabo (799).
"is more than 150 stadia in breadth, and not quite
300 in length. It extends on the west as far as the

which is 70 stadia from
It contains
Alexandrea.
eight islands, and all the
country around is well inhabited." In another part
he informs us, that many canals connected
(p. 793)
this lake with the Nile, and that thus, in the summer
when
the lake would otherwise have been low,
season,
the inundation of the Nile afforded it an abundant
supply of water, and rendered the neighbouring counin particular,
try, and Alexandrea
extremely healthy
since, otherwise, had the waters of the lake been diminished by the summer heats, the sun would have
acted on the mud left uncovered along the banks, and
Of these canals
would have produced pestilence.
he remarks, on another occasion (p. 803), that many
of them struck the Nile between Gynaecopolis and

fortress called Chersonesus,

;

Along the canals connecting the river
with the lake was the merchandise transported to Alexandrea, to be conveyed thence into the Mediterranean Sea. The country around the lake was remarkThe principal product was wine.
able for its fertility.
It was a light, sweetish white wine, with a delicate perof
fume,
easy digestion, and not apt to affect the head

Momemphis.

—

;

though the allusion

796

in

Horace (Od.,

1,

37, 14) to its

the bed is lower than the surface of the ocean, there
is not sufficient rain to keep up any lake in the country in opposition to the force of perpetual evaporation.
But in 1801, the English, in order to circumscribe
more effectually the communications which the French
army in the city of Alexandrea maintained with the
surrounding country, cut across the walls of the old

canal which had formed a dike, separating this low
ground from Lake Maadic, or the Lake of Aboukir, on
In consequence of this easy operation, the
the east.

water had a sudden fall of six feet, and the Lake Mareotis which had so long disappeared, and the site of
which had been occupied partly by salt marshes, partly
by cultivated lands, and even villages, resumed its an-

The inhabitants of the villages were
the annihilaobliged to fly, and bewail from a distance
This modern intion of their gardens and dwellings.
undation of the sea is indeed much more extensive
than the ancient Lake Mareotis, occupying probably
cient extent.

four times

32,

Am.

its

extent.

{Malte-Brun, Geogr.,

vol. 4, p.

ed.)

Margiana, a country of Asia, lying along the river
Margus, from which it derived its name. According
it was bounded on the west by Parthiene,
to

Ptolemy,
on the north by the Oxus, on the east by Bactriana,
and on the south by Asia and the Sariphian mountains.
It now answers to the northern part of Chorasan.
Strabo speaks
Strabo, 515.)
(Compare Plin., 6, 16
in stfong terms of the fertility of Margiana, and states
that it took two men to clasp the lower part of the
stem of the vines with their arms. {Strab., 73.)
Margites, the title of one of the minor poems as-

—

Homer. {Vid. Homerus, p. 642, col 1.)
Margus, I. a river in Mcesia Superior, rising from
Mount Orbelus, and falling into the Danube to the
II. A
It is now the Morawa.
west of Viminacium.
river of Margiana, falling into the Oxus northwest of

cribed to

—

now

the Mariah.
{Pirn., 6, 16.)
a city of the Calingii, in the southeastern part of Arabia Felix. 13 miles northeast of

Nisea.

It is

Mariaba,

I.

MAR
Muza

now March. —

;

bia Felix.
It

A

city of the Sabaei, in

Ara-

(Plin., 6, 28.)

by C. Marius, when tribune, A.U.C.
ordained that the passages, called pontes, by

Maria Lex,
634.

II.

MARIUS.

I.

which the people passed

to

give their votes at the

comitia, should be narrower, in order that there might
be no crowding there, and that no persons might take
their stand there to impede or disturb the voters.
(Ctc, Leg., 3, 17.) II. Maria Porcia, so called because proposed by two tribunes, Marius and Porcius.
It was passed A.U.C.691, and ordained that those commanders should be punished who, in order to obtain
a triumph, wrote to the senate a false account of the

—

number of

the

enemy

slain in battle, or of the citizens

were missing and that, when commanders returned to ihe city, they should swear before the city
quaestors to the truth of the account which they had
that

;

sent.

{Val. Max., 2, 8, 1.)
Mariana Fossa, a canal cut by Marius from the
river Rhone, through the Campus Lapideus, into the
Lake Mastramela. It was probably near the modern

{Mela, 2, b.—Plm., 3, 4.)
a people of Bithynia, to the east of
the river Sangarius.
They were of uncertain origin
cusbut, since they differed neither in language nor
toms materially from the Bithynians, they might justly
be considered as part of the same great Thracian stock.
That they were barbarous is allowed
{Strab., 542.)

Martigues.

Mariandyni,

;

m

by all and Theopompus, whose authority is referred to
by Strabo, reported, that when the Megarians founded
Heraclea in their territory, they easily subjected the
Mariandyni, and reduced them to a state of abject slavery, similar to that of the Mnotse in Crete, and the
;

—

Penestae in Thessaly.
Posidon., ap.
{Strab., I. c.
Athen., 6, p. 263.—Athen., 14, p. 620.)
Marica, I. a nymph of the river Liris, who had a
grove near Minturnce, into which, if anything was
brought, it was not lawful to take it out again. {Pint.,
Vit. Marti, 39.)
According to some authorities, she
was the same with Circe. {Lactant., de Fals. Rel.,
1, 21.)
Virgil, however, makes her the wife of Faunus, and mother of Latinus.
Serv., ad
(iEw., 7, 47.

—

loc.)

Marinus, a native of Tyre, who flourished in the
second century of the Christian era, a short time beAn account of his work on Mathematifore Ptolemy.
cal Geography will be given under the article Ptolemaeus.

Dacia which falls into the Tibiscus
now the Marosch. {Strabo.
Jornand.,de
Reb. Get., p. 102 )
Marius, Caius, a celebrated Roman, was born of
humble parents, at or in the neighbourhood of Arpinum, about B.C. 157. He served at the siege of Nuraantia. B.C. 134, under Scipio Africanus, together
with Jugurlha, where he highly distinguished himself.
He received great marks of honour from Scipio, who
and when,
used frequently to invite him to his table
one evening at supper, Scipio was asked where they

Marisus,
;

a river of

—

;

should find so great a general when he was gone, he
is said to have replied, placing his hand upon the
In B.C. 119
shoulder of Marius, "Here, perhaps."
he was elected tribune of the commons, through the
influence of Caecilius Metellus, according to Plutarch,
but more probably in consequence of the fame he had
In this office- he
acquired in the Numantine war.
showed himself, as he did throughout the whole course
of his life, a most determined enemy of the patrician
order, and one who was not easily to be put down by
the tlireats and opposition of his enemies.
Having

proposed a law to prevent illegal voting at elections,
the senate passed a decree that the law should not be
put to the vote in the popular assembly, and summoned Marius before them to answer for his conduct.
Marius not only appeared, but threatened to commit
the consuls to prison if they did not repeal the de-

cree
and when Metellus continued
commanded him to be led away to
;

to

it, h«
Marius

»upport

prison.

obtained the praetorship with great difficulty, in consequence of the violent opposition of the patrician order,
who accused him of having obtained the office by
means of bribery. At the expiration of his praetorship the province of Spain was assigned to him, which
he cleared of robbers.
On his return to Rome he
was anxious to obtain the consulship ; but he did not
venture to become a candidate for many yeara after.

He continued, however, to nse in public opinion, and
appears about this time to have married Julia, one of
the Julian family, who was aunt to the celebrated Julius Caesar.
In B.C. 109 he accompanied Metellus
into Africa, in the capacity of legatus ; and by his
and
prudence
courage in the war with Jugurtha, he
added greatly to his military reputation. His friends
took advantage of his increasing popularity at Rome
to persuade the people that the war with Jugurtha
would never be concluded until the command was
This led to an open rupture begiven to Marius.
tween him and Metellus and it was with the great;

est difficulty

that

the

latter

allowed

his

lieutenant

Marius leave of absence to go to Rome in order to
stand for the consulship.
Marius was, however, successful ; he obtained the consulship B.C. 107, and

command of the Jugurthine war. On his arrival
Africa he prosecuted the war with the greatest
vigour; and in the following year (B.C. 106) obtained possession of the person of Jugurtha, who was
treacherously given up by Bocchus to his quaestor
Marius remained in Africa during the next
Sylla.
year (B.C. 105), in which the consul Manlius and
the proconsul Caepio were defeated by the Teutones
and Cimbri, with the prodigious loss, according to
Livy {Epit., 67), of 80,000 soldiers, besides 40,000
camp followers. The news of their defeat caused the
greatest consternation at Rome, especially as the Teutones and Cimbri threatened the immediate invasion
of Italy ; and Marius was accordingly elected consul
in his absence, without any opposition even from the
patrician party, as the only man in the state who was
He entered
able to save it from impending ruin.
upon his second consulship B.C. 104, and enjoyed a
over
Jugurtha ; but, in contriumph for his victories
sequence of the threatened invasion of Italy having
been deferred by an irruption of the Cimbri into
the
in

Spain, he was again chosen consul in the two folIn the fourth consullowing years (B C. 103, 102).
ship of Marius (B.C. 102), the Cimbri, having been
defeated by the Celtiberi in Spain, returned to Gaul,
the
and resolved to invade Italy in two divisions
one consisting of the Teutones and Ambrones (a Galand the othlic people), through Gallia Narbonensis
;

;

comprising the^Cimbri, by way of Noricum. Marius defeated the Teutones and Ambrones near Aquae
but Catulus, who was
Sextiae (now Aix) in Gaul
stationed at the foot of the Alps to oppose the pasother side of
sage of the Cimbri, retreated first to the
the Athesis (now the Adige), and afterward quitted
this position also, without waiting for the enemy's ater,

;

In the following year (B.C. 101), Marius, who
for the fifth time, joined his
forces with those of Catulus. and entirely defeated
the Cimbri in the plain of Vercellae (now Vcrcelli),
In
situate to the north of the Po. near the Sessites.
tack.

was again elected consul

these two battles the Teutones and Ambrones are said
have lost the incredible number of 290.000 men
and the
(200,000 slain, and 90,000 taken prisoners)
to

;

Cimbri 200,000 men (140,000
prisoners).

{Liv., Epit.. 68.)

and 60,000 Uken
Marius again became

slain,

candidate for the consulship for the following year
was rebut. now that the fear of the Gallic invasion
of th*
moved, he was opposed by the whole strength
He nevertheless obtained the conpatrician party.
to the exertions of Satursulship, in great part owing
7"!
;

MARIUS.

MARIUS.
mnus, the

tribune,

who

is

described as a

man

that

scrupled at the commission of no crime to accomThe events of the sixth consulship
plish his object.
of Marius, which are some of the most important in
this period of Roman history, are imperfectly narrated

Shortly afterward, Marius and Cin*
patrician party.
na entered the city at the head of a large army, and
a general massacre of the opposite party ensued.

—

Marius always appears to have been of a fierce and
and the sufferings he had lately
unrelenting temper
undergone, which at his time of life must have greatly impaired his health, tended to exasperate him more
than ever against the party which had opposed and
thwarted him during the whole of his life.
All the
;

It appears that an agrarian law, proby historians.
posed by Saturninus, and supported by Marius and
one of the prsetors named Glaucia, was carried, notwithstanding the most violent opposition of the patrician party
and that Metellus Numidicus was driven leaders of the patrician party who were unable to esinto exile, in consequence of refusing to take the oath cape from Rome, were put to death.
Lutatius Catuof conforming to the law.
When the election of con- lus, who had been the colleague of Marius in the war
;

suls for the ensuing year came on, Memmius, who
opposed Glaucia as a candidate for the ofbce, was
and the senate,
murdered by order of Saturninus
perceiving the city to be in a stale of anarchy, passed
;

the usual decree, " that the consuls should take care
that the republic received no injury," by which almost
absolute power was vested in those magistrates. Marius, unable or unwilling to protect his old friends, be-

sieged Saturninus and Glaucia, who had seized upon
the Capitol. They surrendered to Marius on the promise that their lives should be spared, but they were
It appears probable
immediately put to death.
that Marius, after the blow which had been given to
the popular party by the surrender of Saturninus and
Glaucia, would not have been able to save their lives,
even if he had made the attempt. At the expiration
of his consulship, Marius left Rome, to avoid witnessall

with the Cimbri, destroyed himself to avoid assassination

;

cians that

and among the numerous illustrious patri
fell were C. and L. Julius Cassar, and the

M. Antonius, who is so frequently
praised by Cicero, and is one of the principal speakers in the dialogue " De Oratore."
Marius and Cinna
celebrated orator

themselves consuls for the ensuing year
but
(B.C. 86), without even holding the comitia
Marius died of a fever in the beginning of the year,
on the 17th day of his consulship according to Pludeclared

;

c. 46), or the 13th
according to
The character oy Marius is chiefly
Livy {Eph. 80).
known to us from his life by Plutarch, who appears
" Memoirs of
to have taken his account from the
SylIt cannot be
la," the inveterate enemy of Marius.
his
from
was
after
return
Marius
denied, that,
exile,
but even these were
guilty of the greatest cruelties
and we should
surpassed by the atrocities of Sylla
not be doing justice to Marius if we ascribed to him
during the whole of his life the character which he
" I have
seen,"
displayed in his seventh consulship.
" the statue of Marius at
Ravenna, in
says Plutarch,
Gaul, which expresses in a remarkable manner his
Since he was naturally rosternness and severity.
bust and warlike, and more acquainted with the arts
of war than those of peace, he was fierce and haughty
when in authority. It is said that he never learned
Greek, and thai he would not make use of that lanas if it were ridicuguage on any serious occasion

tarch {Vit. Mar.,

—

;

ing the triumph of the patrician party in the return
of his old enemy Metellus, whose sentence of batiishment was repealed after the death of Saturninus
According to Plutarch, he went to Cappadocia and
Galatia, under the pretence of offering a sacrifice
which he had vowed to Cybele, but with the real
object of exciting Mithradates to war, in order that
he might be again employed in military affairs, since
he did not obtain much distinction in peace. In B.C.
90 the Marsian or Social war broke out, in which
both Marius and Sylla were employed as legati to the
two consuls.
Marius gained several victories over
the enemy, but he no longer possessed that activity lous to learn the language of a people who were subwhich
had distinguished him in his earlier ject to others.
If he could have been persuaded to
and energy
years ; and disgusted, it is said, with the increasing pay his court to the Grecian Muses and Graces, he
reputation of Sylla, he resigned his command before would not, after bearing so many honourable offices,
The Marsian war had and performing so many glorious exploits, have crownthe conclusion of the war.
scarcely been brought to an end, before the civil war ed the whole by a most savage and infamous old age,
The command in consequence of his yielding to anger, ill-timed ambroke out between Marius and Sylla.
of the Mithradatic war had been assigned to the latter, bition, and insatiable avarice."
{Plut., Vit. Mar.
who was now consul (B.C. 88) but Marms used ev- Sail ,Bdl. Jug.—Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol 14, p. 420,
II. Son of the preceding, resembled his father
ery effort to wrest it from him, and is said by Plu- scq.)
tarch to have gone every day to the Campus Martius, in private character, and was equally fierce and vinand to have performed his exercises with the young dictive. He seized upon the consulship at the age
men, although he was now in his 70th year, and very of 27, and put to death numbers of his political oppoDefeated subsequently by Sylla, he fled to
corpulent, in order to show that he was not incapaci- nents.
He was warmly supported by P. Sul- Praeneste, where he slew himself. {Plut., Vit. Mar.)
tated by age.
III. Mercator, an ecclesiastical writer, the antagpicius, the tribune, who possessed great property and
and a law was eventually passed, that the onist of Celestius and Nestorius, who flourished beinfluence
command should be taken from Sylla and given to tween 425 and 4.50 A.D. His country is not exactlyMarius.
some believe him to have been a native of
Sylla was with the army at the time, besie- known
ging Nola; but, as soon as he heard of the law which Apulia others, of some other province of Lower ItaIt appears that he
had been passed, he marched to Rome, and Marius ly and others, again, of Africa.
and his adherents were obliged to flee from the city. was not a priest. He has left behind him a number
After wandering through many parts of Italy, Marius of works, or, rather, translations from the Greek, conbut he sisting of pieces relative to the heresies of Pelagius
escaped with the greatest difficulty to Africa
had no sooner landed at Carthage than Sextilius, the and Nestorius, of extracts from the works of the latgovernor of the province, sent word to him, that, unless ter, refutations of his doctrine, errors of Theodorus
he quitted Africa, he should treat him as a public ene- and Mopsuestus, acts of synods held against heretics,
*'
Go and tell him," replied the wanderer, "that &c. Marius Mercator was the disciple and friend of
my.
you have seen the exile Marius sitting on the ruins of St. Augustine. His works were edited by Garner,
But, in the following year (B.C. 87), du- Paris, 1673, 2 vols, fol, and by Baluze, Paris, 1684,
Carthage."
had gone to Greece
IV. Marcus Aurelius Marius Augustus, was oriring the absence of Sylla, who
He afto oppose Archelaus, Marius returned to Italy in or- ginally an armourer or blacksmith in Gaul.
to
terward turned his attention to a military life, and
der to join the consul Cinna, who, in his attempt
his
to
the
been
driven
from
soon raised himself, by
merit,
highest staabrogate the laws of Sylla, had
Rome by his colleague Octavius, supported by the tions. After the death of Victorinus the younger, the
;

;

—

—

;

—

;

:

;

;

;

—

7»8
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army elected Marius emperor. It is generally supposed that the Empress Victorina contributed to his
elevation, with the hope of preserving her own aubut ihia is denied by some modern writers,
thority
who maintain that she took part in the conspiracy
which deprived Marius of his crown and life
(De
Boze, Dissertation sur un midaiUon de Teiricus.
de VAcad des Inscr., vol. 26.)
He reigned
only three days, and was slain by a soldier to whom
he had refused some favour, and who, in stabbing
" Take it
it was thou
him, exclaimed,
thyself that
;

—

Mem

—

Marius was remarkable for personal
strength, of which historians give some accounts that
are evidently fabulous.
{Treb. PoUio, Trigint. Tyit."

forged

rann.

—

Vit.

Marii.)

Marmarica,
renaica,

lying

a country of Africa, to the east of
along the Mediterranean shore.

CyIt

forms at present a part of the district of Barca.
The
inhabitants were a roving race, and remarkable for
their skill in taming serpents.
(Sil. Ifal., 3, 300.)

The

ancient Marmarica was a region much less highfavoured by nature than Cyrenaica.
According to
Delia Cella (p. 182, seqq), the general features of the
country, however, are similar to those of the region
"
last mentioned.
wound our way," says this
traveller, "among wild and rugged mountains, frequently enlivened by groups of evergreens
among
which the cypress, arbutus, Phcenician juniper, giganly

We

;

myrtle, carob, and laurel, were most abundant
and as they form no long and uniform woods, but are
tic

;

scattered about in a variety of forms and groups
the rocks, they are very picturesque ornaments
of the scenery
The ground is throughout broken
and irregular, and does not slope down into pastures,
as in Cyrenaica
but the privation of that agreeable

among

;

compensation, for the want of grasslands secures this district from the incursions of the
vagabond hordes in its neighbourhood. The woody
and elevated nature of this country affords frequent
and copious springs of clear and most delicious water.
This tract of border country is, as in former
times, the resort of all the thieves, miscreants, and
malcontents of the two governments of Tripoli and
feature has

its

—

Pitching their tents in the neighbourhood of
the 13ay of Bomba, they make incursions into the adjacent districts, and pillage all who have the misfortune to fall in their way.
They are ever on the watch

Egypt.

and pilgrims who traverse this counto Mecca
and this is the only
route used by the people of Morocco, above all others the most fervently devoted to their prophet."
for the caravans

.try

on

their

way

;

—

M. Pacho speaks
in

still

less

of the general aspect of Marmarica
The soil, he says, is
favourable terms.

rocky, of a yellowish-gray colour, and depends for its
The country
fertility solely on the copious rains.
presents none of those verdant groves of laurel and
myrtle which crown the mountains and overshadow
the valleys of the Pentapolis. The singing-birds, vain-

seeking foliage and shelter, flee from this naked region ; only birds of prey, the eagle, the hawk, and
ly

the vulture, appear in numerous flights, their sinister
screams rendering the solitude more frightful.
The

and the gazelle,
are the wild animals which chiefly abound
and the
existence of man is indicated merely by the bleating
of distant flocks, and the dark tent of the Arab.
Yet
this country also exhibits traces of having once been
occupied by a civilized and even numerous popula-

jackal, the hyena, the jerboa, the hare,

;

and there are marks of the extraordinary exertions which were made to supply the doficioncy of
water.
Canals of irrigation cross the plain in every
direction, and even wind up the sides of the hills.
tion,

The

ancient

are

numerous

they are frequently divided into several chambers, adorned with
pillars, and coated with a cement harder than stone.
But the monuments of Marmarica possess none of
cisterns

;

the elegant and classic character of those of
Cyrene,

being ruder, and more

Voyage dans

la

in ihe

Egyptian

style.

{Pa-

The
p. 63, seqq.)
inhabitants of this region are entirely Bedouins, chiefly of the great tribe of Welled Ali, and are 8up|)08ed
by M. Pacho not to exceed 38,000.
{Modern Trav-

cho,

Marma^ique,

50, p. 182, seqq.)
the inhabitants of Marmarica.
Marmarium, a place in the immediate

eller, pt.

MarmaridjE,

vicinity ol

Carystus, in Eubcea, which furnished the valuable
marble for which Carystus was famed.
temple was
erected here to Apollo Marmarus.
Marmarium was
exactly opposite to Halae Araphenides in Attica. (StraCramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 142.)
bo, 446.

A

—

Maro.
Maron,

Vid. Virgilius.
a priest of Apollo in Thrace, near Maronea.
{Horn.. Od , 9, 197.)— II. A follower of Osiris, well acquainted with the art of rearing the vine.
I.

Athenaeus (1, 25) makes him a
{Diod. Sic, 1, 18.)
He was fabled to have been
follower of Bacchus.
the

founder of Maronea

in

Thrace.

(Consult Wes-

seling's note, ad Diod., I. c.)
Maronea, a town of Thrace, southeast of the BisIt was a place of some
tonis Palus, on the coast.

mentioned by Herodotus (7, 109), Scylax
{Ej)it., 7, p. 331), and several other
Diodorus Siculus (1, 18) reports that it was

note, and is
(p. 27),

Strabo

writers.

founded by Maron, a follower of Osiris (yid. Maron),
but Scymnus affirms (v. 675) that it was a colony
of Chios.
Pliny states that the more ancient name
was Ortagurea (4, 1 1 ). The same writer extols the
excellence of its wine (14, 4), whence a comic writer,
quoted by Athenseus (8, 44), styled it a tavern. Maronea, taken in the first Macedonian war by Philip,
king of Maccdon {Liv., 31, 16), and his retaining possession of it, was subsequently made a cause of com-

Rome

(39, 24).
plaint against him at
Mela, it was situated near a small river
nus.

Its ruins are still

Anc. Greece,

called

According

to

named SchoeMarogna. {Cramer^a

vol. 1, p.

313.)
Marpessa, daughter of Evenus, was beloved by
Idas,
Apollo, whose suit was favoured by her father.
another applicant for her hand, having obtained a winged chariot from Neptune, carried off the apparently not
reluctant maid.
Her father pursued the fugitives, but,
to the river Lycormas, and finding his progress
stopped by it, he slew his horses and cast himself into
the stream, which from him derived its name Evenus.
Meantime Apollo met and took the fair prize from
Idas.
The matter being referred to Jupiter, he allowed the maiden to choose for herself; whereupon,
fearing that when she grew old Apollo would desert
her, she wisely chose to match with her equal, and
gave her hand to her mortal lover. (ApoUod., 1, 1,
7.—Schol. ad 11. 9, 557. Keightlefs Mythology, p.

coming

—

,

119, seq.)

Marpesus, I. a town of Troas, to the north of the
Scamander, and to the west of Troja Vetus. {Tibull.,
II. or Marpessa (MupTrr/aaa), a mountain
2, 5, 67 )

—

of Pares, containing the quarries whence
Hence the
the famous Parian marble was obtained.
471.
expresssion of Virgil, Marpesia cautes {Mn., 6,
Jornan^., de Rcb. Get., p. 88).
Compare Plin., 36, 4
This mountain was situate to the west of the harbour
Dr. Clarke gives Capresso as the modof Marmora.
ern name.
{Travels, vol. 6, p. 134, Lond. ed.)
of
a
occupying a narrow
in the island

—

—

Marrocini, people
Italy,
bank of the river Aternus,
slip of territory on the right
between the Vestini to the north and the Frentani to
the south, and between the Peligni and the sea towards
Cato derived their origm from the
the east and west.
Like that people, they
Marsi (ap. Priscian., c. 8).
were accounted a hardy and warlike race, and with
them they made common cause against the tyranny of
Rome. An idea may be formed of the population and
nations in this quarter of
force of the several
petty
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of Polybius (2, 24), where
Italy, from a statement
that historian, in enumerating the different contingents
which the allies of the Romans were able to furnish

In the Ihad
spouse) he seems to have known nothing.
we may observe that Mars and Venus are spoken of as
brother and sister, much in the same manner as Apollo
and Diana.
{II. 5, 359, seq.—Ib, 21, 416, seqq.}The best known of the children of this god by mortal

about the time of the second Punic war, estimates that
Marsi, Marrucini, Vestini, and Frentani, at
20,000 foot and 4000 horse. The only city of note
of the

which we

ascribed to the Marrucini, is Teate,
now Chieti, on the right bank of the Aternus. (^Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 339.)
Mabruvium, I. a town of the Sabines, answering to
II. The capital of the
the modern Morro Vecchio.
Marsi, situate on the eastern shore of the Lacus Fucito
the
modern San Benenus, and corresponding
find

—

(Strabo, 241.

detto.

—

Plin., 3, 12.

— Cramer's

Anc.

Italy, vol. 1, p. 328.)

Mabs (in Greek 'kprj^), the god of war, about
whose parentage different accounts are given. Homer
(I/., 5, 892, seqq.) and Hesiod {Theog., 922) make
him to have been the offspring of Jupiter and Juno.
Others say that he was the son of Enyo or Bellona.
Ovid, however, gives a different
(Schol. ad 11. , I. c.)
version of the fable.
According to this poet, Juno
wished to become a mother by herself, just as Jupiter
had become a father in the case of Minerva. On applying to Flora for aid in the accomplishment of her
design, the latter directed her to pluck a certain flower
which grew near the city of Olenus, the touch of which
would make her instantly a mother. Juno obeyed,

conceived the god Mars.
{Ovid,
The delight of Mars was in war
and strife yet his wild fury was always forced to
yield to the skill and prudence of Minerva, guided by

and

straightway

Fast., 5, 227, seqq.)

—

;

whom Diomede,

the Iliad,

in

wounds and

drives

him

{11. 5, 855); and in the conflict of the
gods {II. 21, 391), this goddess strikes him to the
To give an idea of his huge size
earih with a stone.
and strength, the poet says, in the former case, that
he roared as loud as nine or ten thousand men ; and
in the latter, that he covered seven plethra of ground.
Terror and Fear {Aeifxog and ^66og), the sons of
Mars, and Strife {'Epic), his sister, accompany him to
the field when he seeks the battle.
(//., 4, 440.)

from the battle

,

,

Another of

his companions is Enyo {'Evvu), the daughPhorcys and Ceto, according to Hesiod {Theog.,
273), a war-goddess answering to the Bellona of the
Romans. The name Enyalms, which is frequently
given to him in the Iliad, corresponds with hers.
The figurative language, which e.xpresses origin and
resemblance by terms of paternity, gave a mortal
As a person who came by sea was
progeny to Mars.
figuratively called a son of Neptune, so a valiant warwas
termed
rior
a son, or, as it is sometimes expressed
by Homer, a branch or shoot of Mars {o^og 'Ap7]og).
ter of

—

But

the only tale of his amours related at any
length
by the poets, is that in the case of Venus. {Horn.,
A.
tale
This
Od., 8, 266, seqq.— Ovid,
A., 2, 561.)
is an evident interpolation in the Odyssey, where it ocIts date is uncertain ; though the
curs.
language, the
ideas, and the state of society which it supposes,

might

almost lead us to assign

origin to a comparatively
be a physical

its

It is generally supposed to
late period.
myth, or, rather, a combination of two

,

women were Ascalaphus and lalmenus, CEnomaus,
king of Pisa, Diomedes of Thrace, Cycnus, Phlegyas,
He was also said
Dryas, Parthenopaeus, and Tereus.
to be the sire of Meleager and other
hero-princes of
iEtolia.
The temples and images of Mars were not
numerous.
He was represented as a warrior, of a severe and menacing air, dressed in the heroic style,
with a cuirass on, and a round Argive shield on his
arm.
His arms are sometimes borne by his attendants.
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 104, seqq.)
Marsaci, a people of GaUia Belgica, of German
origin, and belonging to the great tribe of the Istaevones.
According to Wilhelm {Germanien und seine

Bewohner, Weimar, 1823), they occupied the islands
between the mouths of the Mcese and Scheld. Wersebe, however {iiber die Volker des Alten Teutschlands Hannover, 1826), makes their territory correspond to the modern province of Utrecht.
They are
mentioned by Tacitus {Hist., 4, 56) and Pliny (4, 29).
Marsi, I. a people in the northwestern part of Ger^

to the great tribe of the Istaevones.

many, belonging

have been originally settled on both
banks of the Lippe, whence they spread south to the
Weakened by the Roman arms, they reTenchtheri.
tired into the interior of Germany, and from this period
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3,
disappeared from history.

They appear

—

to

A

II.
nation of Italy, whose territory lay to
168.)
the northeast of Latium, and southeast of the counti»
of the Sabines.
Though inconsiderable as a peopU

p.

they are yet entitled to honourable notice in the page
of history, for their hardihood and warlike spirit. Their
origin, like that of many other Italian tribes, is envel-

oped

in

A

certain Phrygian,
obscurity and fiction.
is said to have been the founder of

named Marsyas,

by others Marsus, the son of
Circe {Plin., 7, 2), and hence they are represented as
enchanters, whose potent spells deprived the viper of
its venom, or cured the hurt which it might have
caused.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 750.— Sil. Ital., 8, 497.)—
do not find the Marsi engaged in war with Rome
before A.U.C. 445, when they were defeated and
Six years
forced to sue for peace.
{Livy, 9, 41.)
after they again assumed a hostile character, but with
as little success
they were beaten in the field, and
their race {Solin., 8);

We

;

From
{Liv., 10, 3.)
firm and stanch allies of

lost several of their fortresses.

that time

we

find

them the

Rome, and contributing by their valour to her triumphs,
till her
haughty and domineering spirit compelled them
and most of the other neighbouring people to seek, by
force of arms, for that redress of their wrongs, and
that concession of privileges and immunities, to which
they were justly entitled, but which was not to be
In the war which ensued,
granted to their entreaties.
and which, from that circumstance, is called the Marsic
as well as Social War, the Marsi were the first to take
the field under their leader Silus Pompaedius, A.U.C.

such myths
beauty might naturally have been made the spouse
of the god, from whose workshop proceeded so many
elegant productions of art and, as we are about to
show, another physical view might have led to the
union of Mars and Venus.
Hesiod, for example, says

661.

{Theog., 937) that Harmonia {Order) was the daughter
This has evidently all the apof Mars and Venus.
pearance of a physical myth, for from Love and Strife
arises the order or
(i. e., attraction and repulsion),
harmony of the universe. {Plut., de Is. et Os.^ 48.
TerAristot., Pol, 2, ^.— Welcker, Krct. KoL, 40.)

by the proverbial saying which
Appian records {Bell. Civ., 1, 46), "that there was
to
be
obtained
either over the Marsi or
no triumph
oure Kara Mdpffuv, ovre uvev Mdpwithout their aid
Gcjv, yevEodat
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.

;

for

;

—

and Fear are also said by Hesiod {Theog., 934) to
have been the offspring of Mars and Venus, of whose
union with Vulcan (to whom he gives a different

ror

800

allies

often defeated, the perseverance of the
crowned with success, by the grant

Though
was

at last

of those immunities which they may be said to have
extorted from the Roman senate, A.U.C. 665. {Strabo,

39.

—241.—

Fc/Z.

Paferc,

Liv., Epit., 72.)

16.— Appian, Bell. Civ.,
The valour of the Marsi

2,

1,
is

sufficiently indicated

:

dpia^tov.''''

1, p.

325, seqq.)

Marsyas,

I.

a satyr of Phrygia, son of «t7pympus,

who, having found the pipe which Minerva, for fear of
injuring her beauty, had thrown away, contended with

MAR

MARSYAS.
The Muses were
Apollo for the palm in musical skill.
the umpires, and it was agreed that the victor might
do what he pleased with the vanquished.
Marsyas
The
lost, and Apollo flayed him alive for his temerity.
tears of the nymphs and rural deities for the fate of
their companion gave origin, it was fabled, to the stream
which bore his name and his skin was said to have
been hung up in the cave whence the waters of the riv-

justice, both to indicate the punishment
conduct merited, and to denote the

er riowed.

cavern under the Acropolis of Celaenae, and falling into
the Maeander.
Here, as the same
{Anab., 1, 2, 8.)
writer informs us, Apollo contended with Marsyas, and

;

{ApoUod.,

Plut., dc Fluv.y

—

2.

1, 4,

— Pausan.,
—
165.— Ovid, Met.,
— seems,
2, 7, 9.

10.— Hj/gin.y fab.,

ac-

6, 382, .teqq.
Xcn., Anab., 1, 2, 8.) It
cording to the ancient mythological writers,

that, in

the contest above alluded to, Apollo played at

simple air on his instrument

;

first

a

but Marsyas, taking up

his pipe, struck the audience so much with the novelty of its tone and the art of his performance, that he
seemed to be heard with more pleasure than his rival.

Having agreed upon a second

trial

of

is

skill, it

said

that the performance of Apollo, by his accompanying
the lyre with his voice, was allowed greatly to excel
that of Marsyas upon the pipe alone.
Marsyas with indignation protested against the decision of his judges,

urging that he had not been fairly vanquished according to the rules stipulated, because the dispute was
concerning the excellence of their respective instruments, not their voices and that it was unjust to employ two arts against one.
Apollo denied that he had
taken any unfair advantage, since Marsyas had used
both his mouth and fingers in playing on his instrument,
so that if he was denied the use of his voice, he would
be still more disqualified for the contention.
On a
;

which such*
omnipotence of
Servius {ad Virg., JEn., 4, 58) alludes to
the custom of which we have just made mention.
His
explanation, however, shows that he only half under"
stood the nature of the
the

law.

allegory

:

Marsyas

-per civiII.

tates in foro posilus Ixbertatis indicium est."
river of Phrygia, rising, according to

—

A

in

Xenophon,

a

hung up the skin of his vanquished antagonist in the
cavern whence the river flowed.
The following remarks of Mr. Leake appear worthy of insertion. " According to Xenophon, the Maeander rose in the palace
of Cyrus, flowing thence through his park and the
city
of Celaenae and the sources of the Marsyas were at
:

the palace of the

King

of Persia, in a lofty situation

under the Acropolis of Celaens3. From Arrian (1, 29)
and Quintius Curtius (3, 1) we learn, that the citadel
was upon a high and precipitous hill, and that the Marsyas fell from its fountains over the rocks with a great
noise: from Herodotus (7, 26) it appears, that the same
river was from this circumstance called Catarrhactes ;
and from Strabo (578), that a lake on the mountain
above Celaenae was the reputed source both of the Marsyas, which rose in the ancient city, and of the Maeander.

Asiatic invention, and ascribed to a certain Marsyas.
The music of this instrument
{Diod. Sic, 3, 58.)

Comparing these authorities with Livy (38, 38), who
probably copied his account from Polybius ; with Pliny
(5, 29) ; with Maximus Tyrius (8, 8) ; and with the
existing coins of Apamea, it may be inferred, that a
lake or pool on the summit of a mountain which rose
above Celasnae, and which was called Celaenae or Signia, was the reputed source of the Marsyas and Maeander ; but that, in fact, the two rivers issued from different parts of the mountain below the lake ; that the
lake was named Aulocrene, as producing reeds well
adapted for flutes, and that it gave the name of Aulocrenis to a valley extending for ten miles from the lake
that the source of the Marsyas was
to the eastward
in a cavern on the side of a mountain in the ancient
agora of Celasnae, and that the Marsyas and Maeander,
both of which flowed through Celaenae, united a little

was

below the ancient

siastic rites

III. A river of Caria, mentioned by Herodoseqq.)
tus (5, 118) as flowing from the country of Idrias into
Idrias was one of the earlier names of
the Maeander.
the city which, under the Macedonians, assumed the

third

Marsyas was again vanquished, and met

trial

with
{Diod. Sic,
already mentioned.
—
The whole
however, admits of very
the fate

fable,

a

3, 58.)
rational

The pipe as cast away by Minerva, and
explanation.
Marsyas as punished by Apollo, are intended merely
to denote the preference given, at some
particular period, by some particular Grecian race, with whom the
to
the
music
of
the
myth originated,
lyre over that of
the pipe, or, in other words, to the Cttharoedic over
the AuUtic art.
The double pipe was a Phrygian or
generally used in celebrating the wild and enthuof Cybele.
Hence we may explain the remark of Diodorus, that Marsyas was a companion and

follower of Cybele (iKovcto)^ avry napaKO?i,ov6eiv kuI
Subsequently, the wildness
of the Bacchanalian celebrations became intermingled
with the phrensied delirium that characterized the procession and the rites of Cybele.
The double pipe
came now to be employed in the orgies of Bacchus.
avfiTz'kavaadaL, 3, 68).

The

worship of this god spread over Greece, and with
was disseminated the knowledge of this instrument.
To the new species of music thus introduced was opit

posed the old and national melody of the lyre or, in
the language of mythology, Apollo, the inventor and improver of the lyre, engaged in a stubborn conflict with
Marsyas, the representative of the double pipe.
Apol;

the pipe was long regarded by
the Greeks as a barbarian instrument, and banished

lo

conquers

;

that

is,

from the hymns and festivals of the gods it could only
find admittance into the festivals of the vintage, in the
Bacchanalian orgies, and in the chorus of the drama.
:

—

{Wieland, Attisches Museum, vol. 1, p 311, scqq.)
A statue of Marsyas, representing him in the act of
being flayed, stood in the Roman forum, in front of the
rostra.
The story of Marsyas, understood in its literal sense, presents a remarkable instance of well-merited punishment inflicted on reckldfc presumption ;
and as this feeling is nearly allied to, if not actually
identified with, that arrogant and ungovernable spirit
which formed the besetting sin of the ancient democracies, we need not wonder that, in many of the cities

;

—

site."

{Leake's Journal,

p.

158,

The Marsyas of Herodotus is
of Stratonicea.
supposed, therefore, to be the same with the modem
du
Tshina.
{Barbii
Bocage.
Voyage de Chandler,
vol. 2, p. 252.
Leake's Journal, p. 234.)— IV.
naHe wrote, in
tive of Pella, brother, of Antigonus.
ten books, a History of the Kings of Macedon, from
the origin of the monarchy to the founding of Alexandrea ; and also a work on the Education of Alexander, with which prince he had been brought up.
The loss of both these works, but particularly the latname

—

—

A

to be regretted.
Marsyas is also named
the grammarians, and Suidas calls him ypofi" a master of a school."
{Schollp
fj.aTo6i6uaKa?\.o<;,
ter, is

much

among

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 207.)
Martia or Marcia Aqua, a name given to the water conveyed to the city by one of the Roman aqueThis water was considered the most wholeducts.
The history of the
to Rome.
some of

any brought
Marcian aqueduct is as follows

Previous to its erec:
obtained their supply of water from
At the end, how
the Aqua Appia and Anio Vetus.
erection of the two lastever, of 127 years after the
mentioned aqueducts, their channels had become de,
water was abstracted by the
cayed, and much of their
The praetor Quintus Mar
fraud of private individuals.
the senate to recius Rex was thereupon appointed by
the old aqueducts ; in
of antiquity, it was customary to erect a
group of pair the injuries sustained by
a new one,
Apollo and Marsyas, in the vicinity of their courts of addition to which, he also constructed

9

I

tion, the

Romans
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which was ever after called from him the Aqua Marcia.
Phny, however, states that the Aqua Marcia was first
conveyed to Rome by Ancus MarciuB and that Quintus Marcius Rex merely re-established the conduits.

vols. 8vo,
p.

(Scholia Hist. Lit.

R<m.,

vol. 3,

Marullus, a tribune of whom Plutarch makes

;

mention

writer informs us that the earlier name of
the water was Saufeia.
{Plin., 31, 24.)— The Marcian water was obtained from the little river Pitonius,
entered the Lacus FuThis
stream
now Giovenco.

The

Paris.

349.)

sair.e

in his life of Julius Caesar.
Marullus and
another of his colleagues, named Flavius, when the
statues of Caesar were seen adorned with royal diadems, went and tore them off. They also found out
the persons who had saluted Csesar king, and committed them to prison.
The people followed with
joyful acclamations, calling the tribunes Brutuses ;
but Caesar, highly irritated, deposed them from office.

cinus on the northeast side, and was said not to mix
its waters, the coldest known, with those of the lake.
According to the same popular account, it afterward
emerged by a subterranean duct near Tibur, and be- {Plut., Vit. C<zs.)
Mas.«8Ylii or Ma8s.«syli, a people in the western
came the Aqua Marcia. {Cramer's Anc. It., vol. 1,
part of Numidia, on the coast, between the river MuBurgess, Antiq. of Rome, vol. 2, p. 328.)
p. 327.
Martialis, Marcus Valerius, a Latin epigram- lucha and the promontory Masylibum or Musulubium.
matic poet, born at Bdbilis in Spain, about A.D. 40. {Polyb., 3, 2^.—Dionys. Perieg., 187.— Sallust, JuRader fixes his birth at A.D. 43 while Masson (Vit. gurih., c. 92. Liv., 28, 17.) They were under the
dominion of Syphax. The promontory of Trelum,
Flirt., p. 112) makes him not to have died before A.D.
101.
Very few particulars of his life are ascertained, now Scbda-Kuz, or the Seven Capes, separated this
and even these are principally collected from his own nation from the Massyli, or subjects of Masinissa.
Masca or Mascas, a river of Mesopotamia, falling
He was destined originally for the bar, but
writings.
showed little disposition to apply himself to such a into the Euphrates, and having at its mouth the city
In order to complete his education. Martial Corsote, which it surrounded in a circular course.
career.
was sent to Rome. It was at the age of about twenty- Mannert, after a review of the several authorities
two years, and in the sixth year of Nero's reign, that which have a bearing on the subject, charges D'AnHere he gave ville with an error in placing the Masca too far to the
he established himself in the capital.
himself up entirely to poetry, which he made a means west of Anatho, and in fixing this latter place at too
of subsistence, for he was compelled to live by his great a distance from the Chaboras, since Isidorus
own exertions. Titus and Domitian both favoured makes the intervening space only 29 miles, whereas,
him, and the latter bestowed on him the rank of an on D'Anville's chart, it is 35 geographical miles.
eques and the office of a tribune, granting to him at D'Anville also is alleged to err in giving the Euthe same time all the privileges connected with the phrates too large a bend to the southwest of Anatho.
Jv^ trium liberorum. After having passed thirty-five The river Masca is termed by Ptolemy the Saocoras.
years at Rome, he felt desirous of visiting his native Mannert thinks that the Masca was nothing more than
(Mannert, Anc. Geogr.,
country.
Pliny the younger supplied him with the ne- a canal from the Euphrates.
cessary means for travelling.
Having reached Spain, vol. 5, p. 323.)
he there, according to some critics, married a rich feMasinissa, king of Numidia, was the son of Gula,
male named Marcclla, who had possessions on the Bil- who reigned among the Massyli in the eastern portion
Masinissa was
bilis or Salon, and lived many years in the enjoyment of that country.
(Ltu., 24, 48, seq.)
The conclusion, however, to educated at Carthage, and became, though still quite
of conjugal happiness.
be drawn from his writings rather favours the supposi- young, enamoured of Sophonisba, daughter of Hastion that such an union did not take place.
Martial drubal, who promised him her hand.
Urged on by
was acquainted with most of his literary contempora- his passion, and wishing, moreover, to signalize himself by some deed of renown, the young prince preries, Juvenal, Quintilian, Pliny the younger, and others,
as appears from his own writings.
vailed upon his father to declare against Rome and io
12,
(Ep., 2, 90
have about 1200 epigrams from the favour of Carthage. This was at the commencemeui
18, &.C.)
pen of Martial they form fourteen books, of which of the second Punic war, and Masinissa was only
the last two are entitled Xenia and Apophoreta re- seventeen years of age, but even then gave great
Hav{Liv., 24, 49.)
spectively, from the circumstance of their containing promise of future eminence.
mottoes or devices to be affixed to presents offered to ing attacked Syphax, another monarch, reigning over
his friends, or distributed at the Saturnalia and other the western part of Numidia, and then in alliance with
These fourteen books are preceded by one the Romans, he gained over him two great victories,
festivals.
under the title of Spectacula, containing epigrams or and afterward, passing the straits, united his forces with
Hannibal was
small pieces on the spectacles given by Titus and those of the Carthaginians in Spain.
These are not all productions of Martial
at that time carrying all before him in Italy, while
Domitian.
Not
but it is very possible that he may have made and pub- Hasdrubal his brother was defending Spain.
The greater part of Martial's long after his arrival, Masinissa contributed essentially
lished the collection.
epigrams are of a different kind from those of Catullus. to the entire defeat of Cneus and Puhlius Scipio, by
They approach more nearly to the modern idea of charging the Roman army with his Numidian horse,
epigram, for they terminate with a point for which the B.C. 212 ; but, after some other less successful camauthor reserves all the edge and bitterness of his sat
paigns, both he and his allies were compelled to yield
ire.
Among the numerous epigrams which Martial to the superior ability of the young Scipio, afterward
has left behind him, there are some that are excellent
surnamed Africanus, and to abandon to him almost
of the collection as a whole, however, we may say, in the whole of the peninsula.
Having retreated to"
Sunt bona, wards the frontiers of Baetica, the Carthaginians were
the words of the poet himself (1, 17)
sunt
mala plura.^^ Many reduced to the greatest extremity, when Scipio made
sunt quadam mediocria,
of these epigrams have lost their point for us, who are prisoner of Massiva, the nephew of Masinissa, and sent
to which they allude. him back to his uncle loaded with presents.
The
the
circumstances
of
ignorant
large portion, moreover, are disgustingly obscene. hostility of Masinissa towards the Romans immediateBesides the epigrams which form the collection here ly changed into the warmest admiration he had a sereferred to, there are others ascribed to Martial, which cret conference with Scipio near Gades, which was
Burmann has inserted in his Anthology, vol. 1, p. 237, eventually followed by his complete defection from the
It is more than probable that
340, 470, 471.— The best editions of Martial are, that Carthaginian cause.
ofRader, Ingolst., 1602, 1611, {o\.,et Mogunt., 1627; the Numidian prince was long before secretly disposed
that of Scriverius, Lugd. Bat., 12mo, 1619 ; that of to this step, in consequence of the bad faith of Has-

—

—

;

—

— We

;

:

;

—

;

:

A

:

Smidsius, Am^t., 8vo, 1701

803

;

and that of Lemaire, 2 drubal, who had offered his daughter Sophonisba in
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*«mage

to Syphax.

However

ihia

might have been,

Masinissa, before declaring openly against Carthage,
made a secret treaty with the Romans, and advised
ReAfrica.
Scipio, it is said, to carry the war into
his kingdom
turning to this country himself, he found
a prey to usurpers, his father and elder brother having
With the aid, however,
both died during his absence.
of Bocchus, king of Mauretania, he obtained posses•ion of his hereditary throne, and would have enjoyed
It

peaceably,

if

the Carthaginians, irritated at his

now

open avowal for the Romans, had not incited Syphax
Defeated and stripped of his
to make war upon him.
dominions, Masinissa was compelled to take refuge
near the Syrtis Minor, where he defended himself until
The aspect of affairs immedithe arrival of Scipio.
valour and skill,
ately changed, and Masinissa, by his
contributed greatly to the victory gained by Scipio
over Hasdrubal and Syphax.
Having been sent with
Laelius in pursuit of the vanquished, he penetrated,
after a march of fifteen days, to the very heart of his

obstinacy, was decided

A

second

at last in favour of Masinissa.

battle, equally disastrous for Carthage,

soon

followed, and peace was concluded on such terms as
it
Not long after this
pleased Masinissa to dictate.
the third Punic war broke out ; but the Numidian

monarch did not

live to see the downfall of Carthage,
having expired a short time before its capture, at the
age of ninety-seven, and after a reign of sixty years.
Masinissa was remarkable for his abstemious mode of
life, which, joined to his habits of constant exercise,
enabled him to enjoy so protracted an existence.
He

sons, only three of

left fifty-four

whom,

Micipsa,

Gu-

and Masianabal, were legitimate. Scipio, who
had been requested to do so by Masinissa, divided the
kingdom among these three, and assigned considerable revenues to the others. (Lit)., lib. 24, 25, 28, &c.

lussa,

—Polyb.,
p.

lib.

11, 14, 15,

<fec.

— Biogr.

Univ., vol.

27

364, seqq.)

MASSAGETiE, a nation of Scythia, placed by the ancient writers to the east of the river laxartes.

The

kingdom, gained a battle against him, made Macedonians sought for the Massagetae in the northern
himself master of Cirta, the capital of Syphax, and regions of Asia, judging from the history of Cyrus's
found in it Sophonisba, to whom, as we have said, expedition against these barbarians, by which some
he had been attached in early youth. The charms of definiteness was given to the position which they octhe daughter of Ha«drubal proved too powerful for the cupied.
They missed, indeed, the true Massagetaj,
Numidian king, and he married her at once, in the but the term became a general one for the northern
hope of rescuing her from slavery, since she belonged nations of Asia, like that of Scythians. Larcher conThis impru- siders the term Massagetae equivalent probably to
to the Romans by the right of conquest.
dent union, however, with a captive whose hatred to- "Eastern Getas."
{Hist. d'Herodote, vol. 8, p. 323,
wards Rome was so deep-rooted, could not but prove Table Gcographique.) According to Herodotus, the
rewas
and
Masinissa
severely
Massageta; occupied a level tract of country to the
displeasing to Scipio,
proved in private by the Roman commander. The east of the Caspian. {Herod., 1, 201.) Hailing takes
Numidian, in his despair, sent a cup of poison to his the Massagetae for Alans, and refers to Ammianus
bride, who drank it off with the utmost heroism.
(Liv., Marcellinus (23, 14 ; 31, 2) in support of his opinion.
To console him for his loss, Scipio bestowed {Wien-Iahrb., 63, p. 131.) Gatterer, on the other
30, 15.)
upon Masinissa the title of king and a crown of gold, hand, thinks that they occupied the present country
and heaped upon him other honours ; and these dis- of the Kirgish Tatars.
{Comment. Soc. Gdtt.f 14,
B'dhr, ad Herod., I. c.)
tinctions, together with the hope of soon seeing him- p. 9.
self master of all Numidia, caused the ambitious monMass^syli. Vid. Masaesylii.
arch to forget the death of Sophonisba.
Massicus, Mons, a range of hills in Campania, faConstantly
Consult remarks
attached to the fortunes of Scipio, Masinissa fought on mous for the wines produced there.
his side at the battle of Zama, defeated the left wing under the article Falernus, near the beginning (p. 515,
rival's

—

of the enemy, and, though severely wounded, nevertheless went in pursuit of Hannibal himself, in the
iope of crowning his exploits by the capture of this
celebrated commander.
Scipio, before leaving Africa,
established Masinissa in his hereditary possessions,
and added to these, with the authority of the senate, all that had belonged to Syphax in Numidia.
Master now of the whole country from Mauretania to
Cyrene, and become the most powerful prince in Africa, Masinissa profited by the leisure which peace afforded him, and exerted himself in introducing among

his semi-barbarous subjects the blessings of civiliza-

Neither age, however, nor the tranquil possession of so extensive a territory, could damp his ardour
Imboldened by his relations with
for conquest.
Rome, he violated the treaties subsisting between
tion.

himself and the Carthaginians, and, although in his
ninetieth year, placed himself at the head of a powerful army and marched into the territories of Carthage.
He was preparing for a general action when Scipio
iEmilianus arrived at his camp, having come from
Spain to visit him. Masinissa received the young Roman with distinguished honours, alluded with tears to
bis old benefactor Africanus, and afterward caused the
^lite of his troops to pass in review before the son of
Paulus .^milius. The young Scipio was most struck,
however, by the activity and address of the monarch
himself, whose physical powers seemed but little impaired by age, who still performed all the exercises
of youth, and mounted and rode his steed with all the
On the morrow Scipio was the
spirit of earlier years.
witness of one of the greatest conflicts that had ever
taken place in Africa, which, after having been main-

tMned

for a

long timo on both sides with the utmost

col. 2).

Massilia, by the Greeks called Massalia (MacffOa celebrated colony of the Phocasans, on the
Mediterranean coast of Gaul, now Marseille. The
period of its settlement appears to have been very remote.
Scymnus of Chios (v. 210), Livy (5, 34), and
Eusebius, agree in placing it in the 45th Olympiad,
the
Their comduring
reign of Tarquinius Priscus.
mon authority appears to have been Timaeus at least
The circumstances conScymnus mentions him.
nected with the founding of Massilia will be seen under the article Phocaja.
The natives endeavoured to
Xta),

—

;

prevent the establishment of this colony, but, according to Livy (5, 34), the Phocaeans were enabled to
make an effectual resistance, and to fortify their position, by the aid of a body of Gauls.
(Compare the
Massilia soon became
account of Justin, 43, 3, 4.)
a powerful and flourishing city, and famed for its exIt engaged in frequent coiUeststensive commerce.
its maritime rival, and sent out many
with

Carthage,

colonies, from Emporiae in Spain as far as Monoecus
The most prosperous pein Italy.
{Strabo, 180.)
riod in the history of Massilia would seem to have
been the interval from the fall of Carthage to the com-

the contest between Caesar and Pon>was always the firm ally of Rome.
The origin of its friendship with the Romans is not
Justin, or, rather, Trogus Pompeclearly ascertained
ius (43, 3), dates it from the reign of Tarquinius Prisof no credit.
{Mart'
cus, but this appears deserving
It is more than
nert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 83, seqq.)
in question began about
probable, that the friendship
Before this war we
the end of the first Punic war.

mencement of
pey.

This

city

:

in
hear nothing
^ of the Massilians

Roman

history,
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previous to the commencement of the second Punic
contest we find them the aUies of the Romans.
(Liv.,
The poHtical importance of this city re21, 20.)
ceived a severe check in the civil war between Ciesar
and Pompey, in consequence of its attachment to the
It had to sustain a severe
party of the latter.
siege,
in

which

ing, to

its fleet

was destroyed, and,

pay a heavy exaction.

after surrender-

{Ccbs., Bell.

Civ., 2,

The

conqueror, it is true, left the city the title
of freedom, but its power and former importance were
The downfall of its political consequence,
gone.
22.)

however, was succeeded by distinguished eminence
in another point of view, and already, in the days of
Augustus, Massilia began to be famous as a school of
the sciences, and the rival of Athens. Even in a much
later age, though surrounded by barbarous tribes, she
continued to enjoy her literary rank, and was also remarkable for the culture of philosophy and the healing
art.
Massilia remained a flourishing city until the inroads of the barbarians and the subjugation by them
of nearly the whole of southern Gaul.
The govern-

ment of

the place

was a well-regulated

aristocracy.

vol. 2, p. 81, seqq.)
people of Numidia, to the east of the

(Mannert, Geogr.,

Massyli, a
Massaesyli and Cape Tretum.
jects of Masinissa.
Sil. Itai, 16, 170.)

They were

{Liv., 24, 48.

—Polyb.,

the sub3, 33.

—

Matinum, a city of Messapia or lapygia, southeast
of Callipolis.
Near it was the Mons Matinus. It
was here, according to Horace, that the celebrated
philosopher, Archytas of Tarentum, was interred,
when cast on shore after shipwreck. {Od., 1, 28.)
This region was famed for its bees and honey. The
modem Matinata seems to mark the site of the an{Cramer's Anc.

cient city.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 277.)

a river of Gaul, now the Marne, which
formed part of the ancient boundary between Gallia
It takes its rise at LanBelgica and Gallia Celtica.

Matrona,

gres, runs northwest to Chalons, then westward, passes by Meaux, becomes navigable at Vitry, and at
Charenton, a little above Paris, falls into the Sequa-

na or Seine,
(Cces., B.

C,

after
1,

1.

course of about 92
—a Auson.,
461. —AmMosel,
— Sidon.^
Panegyr. Mar
leagues.

v.

mian. Marceli, 15, 27.

jo-

rian., 208.)

Matronalia, a festival celebrated at Rome on the
Calends, or first of March, and on this same occasion
presents used to be given by husbands to their wives.
The day is said to have been kept sacred in remembrance chiefly of the reconciliation between the Romans and the Sabines. On this same day, also, a
temple had been dedicated by the Roman ladies to
Juno Lucina, on the Esquiline Hill, and here they
{Ovid, Fast., 3, 170,
presented their annual offerings.
From this last-mentioned circumstance, and
seqq.)
a
from
of
the
part
passage last referred to
particularly
(v. 235, seqq.), the true reason of the celebration
may perhaps be inferred. Ovid speaks of* offerings
of flowers made on this occasion to Juno.
Mattiact, a nation in the western quarter of Ger-

Mauritania being west of Carthage and Phoenicja
{Geogr. Sacr., 1, 25.— Op., vol. 2, c. 496.)
Mauritania, a country of Africa, oji the MediterIt was
ranean, now the empire of Fez and Morocco.
bounded on the north by the Straits of Gibraltar and
the Mediterranean, on the east by Numidia, on the
south by GiEtulia, and on the west by the Atlantic.
It was, properly speaking, in the time of Bocchus the
betrayer of Jugurtha, bounded by the river Mulucha
or Molochath, now Malva, and corresponded nearly
to the present kingdom of Fez ; but, in the time of
the Emperor Claudius, the western part of Numidia
was added to this province under the name of Mauritania Caesariensis, the ancient kingdom of Mauritania

being called Tingitana, from its principal city Tingis,
or Old Tangier, on the west of the straits.
{Plin.y
C(ZS., Bell. Civ., I, %.—Id., Bell. Afric, 22.
5, \.

—

—Mela,

1,

b.—Id.y

3,

IQ.—Vid. Mauri, and Mau-

rusii.)

Maubus Tebentianus,

a Latin grammarian, gen
supposed to have been an African by birth.
The time when he flourished has been made a matter
Vossius supposes him to have been the
of di.spute.
same Terentianus who is addressed by Martial as the
erally

Terenti(jBp., 1, 87,)
prefect of Syene in Egypt.
anus declares himself a contemporary of Septimius
Serenus, which latter poet Wernsdorff refers to the
{Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 2, p. 249.)
events lived during or before the time of
St. Augustine, since he is mentioned by the latter in
terms of the highest respect. {De Civ. Dei, 6, 2.

age of Vespasian.

He

at all

De

Util. Cred., c. 17.)

—

in life,

Terentianus,

wrote a poem on

De

letters,

when advanced
and

syllables, feet,

Pedibus

Metris Carmen''), in which these dry topics are handled with all
the art of which they are susceptible. This poem is extremely useful for a knowledge of Latin Prosody the
author unites in it example and precept, by employing,

metres

(•'

Literis, Syllabis,

et

:

for the explanation of the various metres, verses writThe
ten in the very measures of which he treats.

—

most recent editions of the poem in question are, that
of Santen, completed by Van Lennep, Traj. ad Rhen.,
It is giv1825, and that of Lachmann, Lips., 1836.
en also among the Latin grammarians, ed. Putsch., p.
2383, seqq., and in the Corpus Poctarum of Maittaire.

Maurusii, a poetical name

for the people of

Mau-

ritania.

Mausolus, a prince of Caria, the brother and husband of Artemisia. His death was deeply lamented
by the latter, who caused a splendid monument to be
erected to his memory.
(Vid. Artemisia I., Halicaxnassus, and Mausoleum.)
I.
Mausoleum,
(Mavaco^ecov, scil. fivTifielov, ''the
tomb of Maiisolus"), a magnificent monumental structure, raised by Artemisia in memory of her husband
Mausolus, king of Caria, in the city of Halicarnassus,

B.C. 352. Of this monument, once reckoned among
the wonders of the world, no remains now exist; but,
from Pliny's description (36, 5), it appears to have
many according to Wilhelm {Germanien und seine been nearly square in its plan, measuring 113 feet on
Bewohner, Weimur, 1823), a branch of the Catti, be- its sides, and 93 on each of its ends or fronts, and to
tween the Lahn and Maine, in the country between have been decorated with a peristyle of 36 columns
Maycnce and Cohlenz ; but, according to Kruse, ly- (supposed by Hardouin to have been 60 feet high or
the Taunus, and the Rhine more), above which the structure was canied up in
ing between the Maine,
The Aquae Mattiacae cor- a pyramidal form, and surmounted at its apex by a
{Archiv. fiJir alte Qeogr.).
{Ammian. Mar- marble quadriga executed by Pythis, who, according
respond to the modern Wiesbaden.
to Vitruvius, was joint architect with Satyrus in the
cell, 29, 20.)
:

Matuta, a deity among the
the Leucothoe of the Greeks.

Romans,

the

same

as

building.

It

was

farther

decorated with sculptures

by Scopas, Bryaxis, Timotheus, and LeoThe entire height was 140 feet. II. The
chares.
thoe.)
Mausoleum erected at Babylon by Alexander the
Mavors, a name of Mars. {Vid. Mars.)
Bochart de- Great, in honour of Hephaestion, appears to have been
Mauri, the inhabitants of Mauritania.
rives the name from Mdhur, or, as an elision of gut- still more magnificent, and somewhat extravagant in
turals is very common in the Oriental languages, from its decorations, as far as can be gathered from the acMaur, i. e., one from the west, or an occidentalist, count given of it by Diodorus Siculus (17, 115). It
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Vid. Ino and Leuco-

and

reliefs

—
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rostra or beaks of 240
tier or story was enriched
of
witn a profusion
sculpture, representing various animals, fighting centaurs, and other figures, all of which
were gilded and on the summit were statues of sirens, made hollow, in order that the singers who
chanted the funeral dirge might be concealed within
III. The Mausoleum of Augustus at Rome
them.
was a structure of great magnitude and grandeur, and
Il stood in the Campus Martius,
circular in plan.
where remains of it yet exist in the two concentric
circles forming the first and second stories of the
building, and the vaulted chambers between, which
Of these terrasupported the first or lowest terrace.
ces there were three ; consequently, four stages in the
building, gradually decreasing in diameter, the uppermost of which was crowned with a colossal statue of
The tBrraces themselves were planted
the emperor.
From traces of something of the kind
with trees.

was adorned below by gilded
ships,

and every successive

;

—

that yet remain, it is conjectured that there was originally an advanced portico attached to the building,
in the same manner as that of the Pantheon, though
considerably smaller in proportion to the rest of the

could not have been carried up higher than
the first stage of th€ building.
According to Hirt's
" Baukunst lei den
Alten,^''
representation of it, in his
it was a Corinthian heiastyle, advanced one intercolumn before the side-walls connecting it with the
IV. The Mausoleum of
circular edifice behind it.
Hadrian was also of great magnitude and grandeur,
plan, as

it

—

It is now
and, like the preceding, circular in plan.
converted into the Castle of St. Angelo, in which
This is a
fchape it is familiar to almost every one.
work of most massy construction, and originally presented an unbroken circular mass of building, erected upon a larger square basement, lofty in itself, yet
of moderate height in proportion to the superstructure, the latter being about twice as high as the for-

to death.
The latter then proGaul, to form an alliance with Constantius,
at
Rome.
Galerius
soon after arleaving Maxentius
rived
but, not finding himself
Italy with an army

Maximianus put him
ceeded

m

to

;

strong enough to attack Maxentius in Rome, and
fearing the same fate as that of Severus, ho made a

Maximianus, returning to Rome,
precipitate retreat.
reigned for some months together with his son, but
afterward quarrelled with him, and took refuge with
There
Galerius, who acknowledged him as emperor.
were then no less than six emperors ; Galerius, Maximianus, Constantino, Maxentius, Licinius, and Maximinus Daza.
In the following year, A.D. 309, Maxentius was proclaimed consul at Rome, together with
his son, M. Aurelius Romulus, who, in the ensuing
Maxyear, was accidentally drowned in the Tiber.
entius possessed Italy and Africa ; but Africa revoltas
ed, and the soldiers proclaimed
emperor an adventurer of the name of Alexander, who reigned at
the
In
for
three years.
year 311, MaxenCarthage
tius sent an expedition to Africa, defeated and killed
Proud of his sucAlexander, and burned Carthage.

which he enjoyed a triumph, Maxentius made
great preparations to attack Constantine, with whom
he had till then preserved the appearance of friendConstantine moved from Gaul into Italy, adship.
cess, for

vanced to Rome, and defeated Maxentius, who was
drowned in attempting to swim his horse across the
Tiber, A.D. 312.
(^Encycl. Us. Knowledge, vol. 15,
p.

22.)

Maximianus I., Marcus Valerius,

He

nonia, born of obscure parents.

a native of

served

Pan-

in

the

annies with distinction, and was named by
Dioclesian his colleague in the empire, A.D. 286.
The remainder of his life is given under Diocletianus,
He was put to death
Constantinus, and Maxentius.

Roman

by Constantine, at Massilia, for having conspired
II. Galerius Valerius,
against his life (A.D. 310.)
was surnamed Armentarius on account of his having
been a herdsman in his youth. The events of his life
are narrated under Diocletianus, Constantius, and Confragments hurled down by the soldiers of Belisarius stantinus,
According to historians, he died A.D. 311,
opon the Goths, who attempted to take the building of a loathsome disease, which was considered by his
by storm. Neither are any remains now left of the contemporaries and himself as a punishment from
uppermost stage of the edifice, which assumed the heaven for his persecution of the Christians, {Enform of a circular peripteral temple, whose diameter cycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 15, p. 23.)
was about one third of the larger circle. According
Maximinus, I. Caius Julius Verus, was originally
to tradition, its peristyle consisted of the twenty- four a Thracian shepherd.
He was of gigantic size and
entered the Roman
beautiful marble Corinthian columns which afterward
great bodily strength, and, having
decorated the Basilica of San Paolo fuori delle Mura army under Septimius Severus, was rapidly advanced
Alexander Severus gave hini the
(partially destroyed some few years ago by fire, but for his bravery.
now nearly restored) ; and its tholus or dome was command of a new legion raised in Pannonia, at the
surmounted by a colossal pine-apple in bronze, now head of which he followed Alexander in his campaign
placed in the gardens of the Vatican.
(Encycl. Us. against the Germans, when, the army being encamped
on the banks of the Rhine, he conspired against his
Knowl, vol. 15, p. 21.)
Marcus
AurelTcs
Maxentios,
Valeriits, son of sovereign, and induced some of his companions to
Maximianus, the colleague of Dioclesian in the em- murder him in his tent, as well as his mother MamMaximinus, being proclaimed empire, was living in obscurity, when, after his father's maea, A.D. 235.
abdication, and the elevation of Constantino to the peror, named his son, also called Maximinus, Cssar
rank of Caesar, he became envious of the latter, and and his colleague in the empire.
He continued the
dissatisfied with the neglect which he experienced war
devastated a large tract
against the Germans, and
from Galerius. Accordingly, he stirred up a revolt of country beyond the Rhine ; after which he repaired
among the praetorian soldiers at Rome, and was pro- to Illyricum to fight the Dacians and Sarmatians. But
claimed emperor A.D. 306.
Galerius, who was then his cruelty and rapacity raised enemies against him in
in the East, sent orders to Severus Caesar, who had various
The province of Afnca
parts of the empire.
who was soon after
the command of Italy, to march from Mediolanum to revolted, and
proclaimed Gordianus,
Rome with all his forces, and put down the insurrec- acknowledged by the senate and people of Rome, A.D.
In the mean time, Maximianus, who lived in re- 237.
tion.
But Capellianus, governor of Mauritania for
tirement in Campania, came to Rome, and was pro- Maximinus, defeated Gordianus and his son. who both
claimed emperor and colleague with his son, A.D. 307. fell in the struggle, after a nominal reign of httle more
Severus. on arriving with his troops near Rome, was than a month.
Rome was in consternation at the
The
deserted by most of his officers and soldiers, who had news, expecting the vengeance of Maximmus.
Clodius Pupienus Maxiformerly served under Maximianus, and were still at- senate proclaimed as emperors
but the people in
tached to their old general.
Upon this he retired to mus and Decimus Caelius Albinus
Ravenna, which he soon after surrendered to Maxim- sisted upon a nephew of the younger Gordianus, a boy
but twelve years of age, being associated with them.
ianus, on being promised his life and liberty

—

mer. This nearly solid rotunda, which was originally
coated with white marble, had on its summit numerous fine statues, which were broken to pieces and the

•

;

;
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Maximus marched out of Rome with troops to oppose
Maximinus, who had laid siege to Aquileia. The latter, however, experienced a brave resistance from the
garrison and people of that city, which excited still more
His natural cruelty, and the soldiers, becoming weary of
him, mutinied and killed both him and his son, A.D.
238.
Maximinus, the father, then 65 years old, was
a ferocious soldier and nothing else, and wonderful
tales are related of his voracity, and the quantity of
His son is
food and drink which he swallowed daily.
said to have been a handsome but arrogant youth.

quence, suiBciently appears from these elegant producbut they are of little merit on the score of ideas.
tions

—

Maxim.
Encycl. Us. Knowl.,
Daia or Daza, an lUyrian peasant, served in the Roman armies, and was raised by
Galerius, who was his relative, to the rank of military
tribune, and lastly to the dignity of Caesar, A.D. 303,
at the time of the abdication of Dioclesian and Maximian, when he had for his share the government of
After the death of Galerius, A.D.
Syria and Egypt.
311, Maximinus and Licinius divided his dominions
between them, and Maximinus obtained the whole of
Both he and Licinius behaved
the Asiatic provinces.
Vit.

—

{Jul. Capitol.,
vol. 15, p, 23.)

II.

ungratefully towards the family of Galerius, their
benefactor.
Valeria, tl^ daughter of Dioclesian and widow of Galerius, having escaped from Licinius into the dominions of Maximinus, the latter of-

common

fered to marry her, and, on her refusal, banished her,
with her mother, to the deserts of Syria.
He persecuted the Christians, and made war against the ArA new war having broken out between Limenians.
cinius and Maximinus, the latter advanced as far as

Adrianopolis, but was defeated, fled into Asia, and
died of poison at Tarsus, A.D. 313.
{Encycl. Us.

Knowl, vol.
MaxTmus,

15, p. 24.)

I. Magnus, a native of
Spain, who proclaimed himself emperor A.D. 383.
The unpopularity of Gratian favoured his usurpation, and he was acknowledged by the troops. Gratian marched against
him, but he was defeated, and soon after assassinated.
Maximus refused the honours of burial to the remains of Gratian; and, when he had made himself
master of Britain, Gaul, and Spain, he sent ambassadors into the East, and demanded of the Emperor Theodosius to acknowledge him as his associate on the
throne.
Theodosius endeavoured to amuse and delay him, but Maximus resolved to enforce his claim by
arms, and, crossing the Alps, made himself master of

Italy.

Theodosius, however, marched against and be-

sieged him in Aquileia, where he was betrayed by his
own soldiers, and put to death, A.D. 383
II. Petronius, a Roman senator, twice consul, and of pa-

—

He

caused the Emperor Valentinian
origin.
ni. to be assassinated, and ascended the throne, but
was stoned to death, and his body thrown into the Ti-

trician

ber by his own soldiers, A.D. 455, after a reign of
Sidon., ApolL,
only 77 days.
{Procop., Bell. Vand.
HI. Tyrius, a native of Tyre, distinguished
1, 23.)
for his eloquence, and who obtained some degree of
celebrity also as a philosopher of the New- Platonic
school.
According to Suidas, he lived under Cornmodus but, according to Eusebius and Syncellus, unThe accounts of these chronolder Antoninus Pius.
ogers may be reconciled by supposing that Maximus
flourished under Antoninus, and reached the time of
Commodus. Joseph Scaliger believed that Maximus
was one of the instructors of Marcus .\urelius and

—

—
;

;

that emperor, in fact, mentions a Maximus among his
preceptors ; but this individual was Claudius Maximus,

we

learn from a passage in Capiiolinus.
( Vit. Anton., Phil., c. 3.)
Although he was frequently at
Rome, Maximus Tyrius probably spent the greater

as

We

have from him, unpart of his time in Greece.
der the title of Discourses (or Dissertations), Aoyoi
(or AiaXt^eig), forty-one treatises or essays on various
subjects of a philosophical, moral, and literary nature.
That he possessed the most captivating powers of elo-

m

;

They

are, for the

most

part, written

upon Platonic

prin-

but sometimes lean towards scepticism.
The
following may serve as a specimen of the topics discussed by this writer.
Of God, according to Plaid's
How we
idea.
If we must return Injury for Injury.
may distinguish a Friend from a Flatterer. That an
Active is better than a Contemplative Life. (The contrary position is maintained in another discourse.)—
That the Farmer is more useful to a Stale than the SolWhether the Liberal Arts contribute to Virtue.
dier.
ciples,

—

—
—

—
— Of End of Philosophy. — That
no greater
Demon of
Good than a good Man. — Of
— Of
—
of adverse
there is

the

Socrates.

the

the

Fortu7te.

beneficial Effects
the Maladies of the

Whether
more severe.

or the

Mind

— The best edition Body
of Maximus Tyrius

be
is

Lond., 1740, 4to, enriched with some
It had been preexcellent observations by Markland.
ceded by a smaller edition in 8vo, Cantab., 1703, also
that of Davis,

The larger edition was reprinted at Leipby Davis.
1774, in 2 vols. 8vo, under the editorial care of
Reiske.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 286, segq.}
IV. A native of Ephesus, and philosopher of the
New- Platonic school. According to Eunapius (p. 86,
seqq.), he was, through the recommendation of his
sic in

—

master iEdesius, appointed by (yonstantius preceptor
to Julian.
According to the Christian historians, however, he introduced himself to Julian, during his Asiatic expedition, at Nicomedia.
By accommodating his
predictions to the wishes and hopes of the emperor,
he
and by other parasitical arts,
gained entire posses-

The courtiers, as usual, folsion of his confidence.
lowed the example of their master, and Maximus was
daily loaded with new honours.
lian in his expedition into Persia,

He accompanied

Ju-

and there, by the assistance of divination and flattery, persuaded him thak
he would rival Alexander in the glory of conquest.
The event, however, proved as unfortunate to the philosopher as to the hero ; for, Julian being slain by a

wound received in battle, after the short reign of Jovian Maximus fell under the displeasure of the emperors Valentinian and Valens. and, for the imaginary
crime of magic, underwent a long course of confine-

ment and suffering, which was not the less truly perseAt
cution because they were inflicted upon a pagan.
last Maximus was sent into his native country, and there
fell a sacrifice to the cruelly of the proconsul Festus.
{Ammian. MarcelL, 29, 1. Socr., Hist Eccles., 3,

—

I.— Enfield's
— V. An
seqq.)

History of Philosophy,

vol.

2,

p.

70,

ecclesiastical writer, at first chief secr
retary to the Emperor Heraclius, and afterward abbot
of a monastery at Chrysopolis, near Constantinople.
The Greek church has numbered him among the con-

from his having resisted all the attempts that
were made to draw him over to the Monothclites, for
which he was banished to Colchis, where he died A.D.
662.
Among other works, we have from him a species of Anthology, divided into 71 chapters, and entifessors,

tled Ke^laia OeoXojiKu, ^rot CKloyal ex dca^opuv
It differs
l3i6Xiuv Tcjv re naff Tjfiaq nai tuv Svpadev.
from the Anthology of Stobaeus in containing selections also from the scriptures and from ecclesiastical

writers.

The works

of

Maximus were

—

edite<l

by

Com-

^VI. An ecclesiastical,
Paris, 1675, 2 vols. fol.
writer, a bishop of Turin {Augusta Taurinoram), who
He was one of the
to
465
A.D.
died subsequently

befis,

most eloquent speakers of the Western Church.
of his homiUes remain.

Many

Vid, Caesarea ad Arg«nm.
Mazac^, a people of Sarmatia, in the vicinity of
the Palus Maeotis.
{Plin., 6, 7.)
of Mauritania Csesariensis, also
Mazices, a

Mazaca.

people

called,

by

some

writers,

Mazyes,

and

Machraes.

25.
{Steph. Byz., s. v.— Ammian. Marcell., 29,
Suet.y Ner., c. 31.)

—

MED

MED

MbItjk, a people in the north of Britain, near the
Vallum Severi. They are the same with the Mseats.
Mbdea, daughter of ^etes, king of Colchis, and
famed for her skill in sorcery and enchantment.
When Jason came to Colchis in quest of the golden
fleece, she aided him in obtaining it, fend then fled

and resolved to put her children (seven of each
sex) to
death.
The children fled to the temple of Juno, but
were pursued and slain at the altar. The
anger of
heaven was manifested by a plague, and, by the advice

with him

to Greece.

in the

Argo
Here she displayed her magic

{Vid. Argonaut®.)
skill in the case of
she
restored
from
the
JE»on,
decrepitude of
mge to the bloom of early youth. In order to effect
this change, she is said by the poets to have drawn off
all the blood from his veins, and then to have filled
them with the juices of certain herbs. This sudden
renovation of the parent of Jason so wrought upon the
daughters of Pelias, that they entreated Medea to perform the same act for their aged father. The Colchian
princess eagerly availed herself of this opportunity to
avenge the wrongs which Pelias had done to Jason, and,
in order to pique still more the curiosity of his daughters, she is said to have cut to pieces an old ram, and
then, boiling the parts in a caldron, to have caused a
young lamb to come forth from it. The daughters of
Pelias thereupon slew their father, and boiled his flesh
in a caldron; but Medea refused to perform the requisite ceremonies; and, in order to avoid the punishment
she had a right to expect for this cruel deed, fled with
Jason to Corinth.
According to another account, however, Medea did not restore .^son to youth, he having
been driven by Pelias, before the return of Jason, to
After rethe act of self-destruction.
{Vid. iEson.)
aiding for some time at Corinth, Medea found herself

whom

—

—

deserted by Jason, who espoused the daughter of
Creon, the Corinthian king.
Taking, thereupon, summary vengeance on her rival, and having destroyed her
two sons whom she had by Jason (vid. Jason), Medea

drawn by winged serpents and fled
where she had by King JEgeus a son named
Med us. Being detected, however, in an attempt to
destroy Theseus {vid. Theseus), she fled from Athens
with her son. Medus conquered several barbarous
tribes, and also, say the poets, the country which he
name^ Media after himself and he finally fell in battle with the Indians.
Medea, returning unknown to
Colchis, found that her father <^etes had been robbed of
his throne by her brother Perses. She restored him, and
Neither Jason nor Medea
deprived the usurper of life.
can be well regarded as a real historical personage.
(Compare remarks at the close of the article Jason.)

mounted

a chariot

to Athens,

;

—

Whether

the former,

whose name

is

nearly identical

with lasion, lasios, lasos, is merely a personification
of the Ionian race ('Idovef), or, in reference to a myth
to be noticed in the sequel, signifies the healing, atoning god or hero, may be doubted. Medea, however,
seems to be plainly only another form of Juno, and to
have been separated from her in a way of which many
She is the couninstances occur in ancient legends.
and in the history of Jason
selling {fifjdo^) goddess
we find Juno always acting in this capacity towards
him, who, as Homer says, "lofl* very dear to her'"
(Od 12, 72) an'obscure hint, perhaps, of the love
of Jason and Medea.
Medea, also, always acts a
and it seems highly probable that the
friendly part
;

,

;

;

atrocities related of her are pure fictions of the Attic

The bringing
{Muller, Orchom., p. 68.)
of Jason and Medea to Corinth seems also to indicate
a connexion between the latter and Juno, who was
worshipped there under the title of Acraja, and the
graves of the children of Medea were in the temple of
this goddess.
It was an annual custom at Corinth, that
seven youths and as many maidens, children of the
most distinguished citizens, clad in black, with their
hair shorn, should go to this temple, and, singing

dramatists.

mournful hymns, offer sacrifices to appease the deity.
The cause assigned for this rite was as follows. Medea reigned at Corinth; but the people, disdaining to
be governed by an enchantress, conspired against her,

of an oracle, the expiatory

rile just mentioned was inap. Schol. ad Eurip., Med.,
It was even said that
2, 3, 7.)
the Corinthians, by a bribe of five talents, induced
to
the
of
the
murder of her children
Euripides
lay
guilt

stituted.

{Parmemscus,

275.— 2'ausan.,

9,

on Medea

herself.

tradition that

There was also a
{Schol. , I. c)
resided at Corinth, and that she

Medea

caused a famine

to cease

by sacrificing to Ceres and
that Jupiter made love to
her, but she would not hearken to his suit, fearing the
anger of Juno, who therefore rewarded her by makinff
her children immortal ; a thing she had
vainly attemptthe

Lemnian nymphs, and

ed to do herself, by hiding them in the temple of the
goddess, whose priestess she probably was in this
{Schol. ad Find., 01. 13, li.—Pausan., 2, 3,
myth.
It is also remarkable, that the
11.)
only place besides
Corinth m which there were legends of Medea was
an
island
which
had
been
colonized by the
Corcyra,
Corinthians,
.^etes himself was, according to Eumelus {ap Schol. ad Find., I c), the son of Helius
and Antiope, and born at Ephyra or Corinth, which
his sire gave to him
but he committed it to the
It would
charge of Bunus, and went to Colchis.
thus appear, that the whole myth of .^eles and Medea
is derived from the
worship of the Sun and Juno at
,

;

Corinth.

310, scqq.)
the boundaries of
which are diflicult to determine, as they differed at various times.
In the time of Strabo, it was divided
{Keightley's Mythology,

p.

Media, a country of Upper Asia,

Great Media and Atropatene.
Great Media,
which is a high table-land, is said by all ancient writers
to have had a good climate and a fertile soil
an account which is fully confirmed by modern travellers.
It was
on
wesv
and
the
southwest from the
separated
low country, watered by the Tigris and Euphrates, by
a range of mountains known to the ancients under the
name of Zagros and Parachoatras. Xenophon, howinto

;

ever, apf)ears to include in Media all the country between the Tigris and Mount Zagrus. {Anab., 2, 4,

On the east it was bounded by a desert and the
Caspian Mountains (the modern Elhurz range), and
on the north and northwest by the Cadusii, Atrcpatene,
and the Matieni, thus answering, for the most part, to
the modern Irak Ajemi.
Atropatene, on the other
hand, which corresponds to the modern Azerbijan,eX'
It was
tended as far north as the Araxes (now Aras).
much less fertile than Great Media, and does not appear to have been included in the Media of Herodotus.
It derived its name from Atropates, who successfully
opposed the Macedonians, and established an independent monarchy, which continued till the time of
27.)

Strabo, notwithstanding

its

and Parthian dominions.

proximity to the Armenian
principal town of Great

The

Media was Agbatana or Ecbatana, the suirMner residence of the Persian kings. (Vid. Ecbatana.) In
Great Media also was the Niss-an plain, celebrated
for its breed of horses, which were considered in anArrian informs us, that
cient times the best in Asia.
there were 50,000 horses reared in this plain in the time
of Alexander, and that there were formerly as many as
(Herod., 3. 106.— W., 7, AO.—Arnan, Exp.
l^.—Slrabo, 525.— Am mia7i. Marcdl, 23, 6.)
The mountainous country in the soirthwestem part of
Great Media was inhabited by several warlike tribes,
who maintained their independence against the Persian
Strabo mentions four tribes in particular;
monarchy.
150,000.

AL,

7,

the Mardi, bordering on the northwest of Persis ; the
Uxii and Elymaei, east of Susiana ; and the Cosseei,
The King of Persia was
south of Great Media.
the country o( the laUer wher>.
obliged to pass through
ever he visited Ecbatana, and could only obtain a free
of a considerable aum ot
the

passage by

payment

MED

MED
The

money.

Cossaei were

—

sidered a most flourishing city.
Com(Straho, 213.
pare Tacit., Hist., 1, 70.— Suet., Avg., c. 20.— P/in.,

defeated by Alexander,

but they never appear to have been completely subdued
According to Herodotus (1,
by the Macedonians.
101), the Medes were originally divided into six tribes,

—

the Busae, Paretaceni, Struchates, Arizanti, Budii, and
Magi. They were originally called Arii (Herod., 7,
62) which word appears to contain the same root as

Ep.,

;

j

4, 13.)

But

its

splendour seems to have been

greatest in the time of Ausonius, who flourished towards the end of the fourth century, and who assigns
it the rank of the sixth city in the Roman
empire.
Procopius, who wrote a century and a half later, speaks

name of the Persians. {Herod., of Mediolanum as one of the first cities of the west,
not improbable that this name was ori- and as inferior only to Rome in population and extent.
In it was also established the gold
ginally applied to most of the Indo-Germanic nations. (Rer. Got., 2, 8.)
Tacitus speaks of the Arii as one of the most power- and silTer coinage of the north of Italy. At a later
ful of the German tribes (Germ., 43); and India period, the frequent inroads of the barbarians of the
proper is called in the most ancient Sanscrit works, north compelled the emperors to select, as a place of
"
The same name was re- arms, some city nearer the scene of action than Rome
holy land."
Arrya-var/a,
The choice fell on Mediolanum. Here, too,
tained in the province of Ariana, and is still employed was.
in the East as the proper name of Persia, namely, Iran. Maximian resigned the imperial diadem (Eutrop., 9,
(Vid. Aria.)—Media originally formed part of the As- 27), and the famous St. Ambrose established the see
Although subsequently plundered by
syrian empire, but its history as an independent king- of a bishopric.
dom is given so differently by Herodotus and Ctesias, Attila (Jornandes, c. 42), it soon revived, and under
as to render it probable that the narrative of Ctesias Odoacer became the imperial residence.
In its viroust refer to a different dynasty in Eastern Asia. cinity was fought the battle which put Theodoric,
Ctesias makes the Median monarchy last 282 years
king of the Ostrogoths, in possession of Italy, and
and, as Media was conquered by Cyrus about B.C. Mediolanum under this prince became second only
It met with its
660, it follows that the Median monarchy would com- to Rome.
(Procop., Rer. Got., 2, 8.)
mence, according to his account, about B.C. 842. downfall, however, when, having sided with BelisariHerodotus, on the contrary, assigns to the Median us, and having been besieged by the Goths and Burmonarchy a period of 128 years, which, including the 28 gundians, it was taken by the latter, and 300,000 of
years during which the Scythians had possession of the the inhabitants, according to Procopius, were put to
It never, after this severe blow,
country, would place the commencement of the Medi- the sword (2, 21).
an monarchy B.C. 716. The founder of this monar- regained its former eminence, although in the middle
chy was Arbaces, according to Ctesias, who reckons ages it became a flourishing and opulent place of trade.
Ar-tjpi, the ancient
7, 61.)

I

It is

I

!

I

j

I

;

—

According to the
eight kings from him to Astyages.
account of Herodotus, however, there were four kings

(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 1,
mer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 51.)

1. Dejoces, who reigned B.C. 716-657.
Phraortes, B.C. 657-635, greatly extended the
the Persians and many other
nations, but fell in an expedition against the Assyrians

Gugerni in Germania Inferior, corresponding, as is
thought by Cluver and Cellarius, to the present village
of Moyland.
III.
(Cod.
city in Moesia Superior.
IV. A town of the OrdoviThcod., 1. 8, de jur. fisc.)
ces in Britain, near the present town of Ellesmeere.
Mediomatrici, a people of Gallia Belgica on the
Mosella or Moselle.
The Treviri were their neighbours on the north.
Their chief town was Divodu-

of Media:

—

2.

Median empire, subdued

—

3. Cyaxares, B.C. 635-595, comof Ninus (Nineveh).
pletely organized the military force of the empire, and
extended its boundaries as far west as the Halys.
In
an expedition against Nineveh, he was defeated by the
Scythians, who had made an irruption into Southern

Asia, and was deprived of his kingdom for 28 years.
After the expulsion of the Scythians, he took Nineveh,
and subdued the Assyrian empire, with the exception
of the Babylonian district (BaCvXaviTjc fiotpTjg).
4.
Astyages, B.C. 595-560, who was dethroned by his
grandson Cyrus, and Media reduced to a Persian
The history of the rise of the Persian monprovince.

—

is

archy

makes

related

by Xenophon, who also

differently

Median

succeed As—The Medes revoltedCyaxares
during the reign of Daof the younger Cyrus, about B.C.
but were again subdued.
130. —
(Herod.,
a

fifth

king,

II.,

tyages.
rius II., the father

408,

1,

JCen., Hist. Gr., 1, 2, 19.)
They do not appear, after
this time, to have made any farther attempt at recovOn the downfall of the
ering their independence.

Persian empire they formed a part of the kingdom of
the Seleucidae, and were subsequently subject to the
Parthians.
(Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 15, p. .54.)
Mediolanum, I. a city of Cisalpine Gaul, among
the Insubres, now Milan.
According to Livy (5, 34),
it was founded by the Insubres, and called by them
Mediolanum, from a place of the same name among
Gaul.
the iEdui
(Compare Pliny, 3, 17. Ptol,
This city is named for the first time in hisp. 63.)
of the Gallic
tory by Polybius (2, 34), in his account
The capture of it by Cn. Scipio and Marcellus
wars.
was followed by the submission of the Insubres them-

—

m

Vit. Marcell.)
It wa.«.
the Olona, in a beautiful
and the Addua
plain between the Ticinus or Tesino,
In the vicinity of this city, to the west,
or Adda.
D'Anvillo and others locate the Raudii Campi, where

selves.

(Or OS.,

4,

\^.—Flut.,

situate on a small river,

now

but Mannert places them
In Strabo's time, Mediolanum was con-

Marius defeated the Cimbri
near Verona.

«08

;

—

A

Crap. 167, seqq.
II.
town of the

—

A

—

rum,afterward Mediomatrici, now Metz.
They were a
powerful nation previous to their reduction by the Ro-

mans, and their territory corresponded to what is now
pays Mcssin. (Cas., B. G.,4, 10.— P/in., 4, 17.
—Tacit., Ann., 1, 63.— irf., Htst., 4, 70.)
le

Meditkrraneum Mare (or Midland Sea), the Mediterranean, a sea between the Straits of Gibraltar to the
west and the Dardanelles and Syria to the east. It was
" The
" The Great
Sea," or
anciently called
Sea," by

The Greeks, on the other hand, do not seem
have had any general name for it. Herodotus calls
sea"
"this
(1. 185); and Strabo, "the sea within
the columns," that is, within the Straits of Gibraltar
Mela calls the whole sea ^^mare nos(Strab., 491).
" our
sea," and observes that different parts
trum,''^
had their several names. Pliny appears to have no
The term Mediterranean is
general appellation for it.
the Jews.
to

it

not applied to this sea by any classical Latin writer,
Meditcrraneum, they use internum, or
will return to
else, with Mela, call it nostrum.
this subject at the close of the article.
The Mediterranean is comprised between the parallels of 30° 1.5'
and 45° 50', and the meridians of 5° 30' W. and 36°
10' E.
The distance from Gibraltar to the farthest
shore of Syria is 2000 miles, and the narrowest part
from Sicily to Africa is 79 miles across.
Including
the islands, it occupies an area of 734,000 square
On the shores of this sea have been transacted
miles.
the most important events in the history of mankind,
and its character seems to mark it as the theatre best
adapted to the complete and rapid civilization of the

but, instead of

We

—

From the great diversity of soil and producunder a varied and favourable climate, the colonists, from whatever points they first proceeded, would
soon acquire those different habits under which their

race.

tions,

MEDITERRANEtJM MARE.

MEDITERRANEUM MARE.

several energies and capabilities would be developed.
The comparative shortness of the distances of the sev-

placed Byzantium too far to the nortT), and not far
enough to the east. From Alexandrca to the east
end of Crete he considered 3000 stadia, or 257
miles
it measures about 290.
From Alexandrea to
Rhodes he made 3600 stadia, or 308 miles it meas-

places, rendering navigation easy and pleasant
in small and imperfect vessels, would, by facilitating
intercourse from an early period, tend to diffuse and
eral

promote

civilization

while commerce, by bringing

;

together men of different habits, manners, and languages, and thus circulating practical information,
would supply the materials for the perfection of the
The navigation of the Mediterraarts and sciences.
nean must no doubt be of very early date. The story
of Minos destroying pirates {Thucyd., 1, 4) takes for

—

granted the fact, that there must have been merchant
vessels carrying something worth plundering from the
earliest recorded period.
If, with Strabo, we allow
the accuracy of Homer's descriptions, it by no means
follows that the Greeks knew everything that could
have been known to every other nation at that time
and the stories told of the jealousy with which the
Phcenicians and Carthaginians guarded their discover;

prove at least that geographical knowledge was
and with regard to these very
property
nations, the knowledge which the Greeks could have
had of them, among other barbarians, must have been
ies,

common

;

ures 320.

—Many of

:

the latitudes given by Strabo are
very near, that is, within 10'; those of Massilia and
Byzantium excepted, the former being 3° 43' too litThe longitudes,
tle, and the latter 2° 16' too much.

which were

all at that time referred to the Sacred
Promontory as the first meridian, and the extreme
western point, as was believed, of the known world,

are without exception too small
that of Carthage, the
nearest to the truth, being 1° 9', and Alexandrea, the
most erroneous, 6° 40' too small.
{Encycl. Useful
;

vol.

Knowl.,

15, p. 59, seqq.)

Sea afforded a very frequent

— The

Mediterranean

topic of consideration

Democritus, Diogenes, and

to the ancient writers.

others, maintained that its waters kept constantly deAriscreasing, and would eventually all disappear.
totle (Meteor., 2, 3) held to the opinion, that the

inferior to that which we possess in the minute accuracy of the Scriptures alone. The story of Utica
having been established 130 years before Carthage,
proves a regular communication between this place
and Syria, a distance of upward of 1200 miles; and
we may conclude that occasional voyages of that enterprising people had already extended the bounds of

Mediterranean had at one time covered a large part
of Africa and Egypt, and had extended inland as
far as the temple of Jupiter Ammon.
This doctrine
was maintained also by Xanlhus the Lydian, Strabo,
and Eratosthenes. The ancients appear to have been
led to this conclusion by observing in various parts
of Africa and Egypt manifest traces and indications
of the sea.
They found here shells, pebbles evidently rounded or worn smooth by the action of
water, incrustations of salt, and many salt lakes.

knowledge

far beyond these limits.
If the precise
time of the discovery of places, lying, as it were, in

Some of these appearances were particularly frequent
on the route through the desert to the temple of

the thoroughfare of this sea, is so uncertain, the history of the places in the deep bays of the northern
shores must be still more obscure
we shall therefore
give at once a slight sketch of the geography of this
sea from Strabo, who wrote in the first century of our

Ammon. (^Herod., 2,
Strab., 809.— Mela, 1,

not

:

:

—

era.
The stadium adopted by Strabo was that of
Eratosthenes, 700 stadia making 1° of latitude or lonhence a
gitude on the equator, or 60 nautical miles
stadium is 0.0857 of a nautical mile, the mile being
about 6082 feet.
The Mediterranean was divided into
three basins
the first comprised the sea between the
Columns of Hercules and Sicily; the second, between
Sicily and Rhodes the third, between Rhodes and the
shores of Syria. Strabo supposed that the parallel of latitude of 36^° passed through the Sacred Promontory
(Cape St. Vincent) between the Pillars of Hercules, dividing this part of the Mediterranean in the middle of
its breadth, which was believed by navigators to be 5000
stadia, or 428^ nautical miles, from the Gulf of Lyons
to the shores of Africa, but which measures only 330.
The sea here, however, lies altogether to the north of
this parallel ; and hence, as the configuration of the
European shores seems to have been tolerably good,
the coast of Africa must have been proportion ably dis;

:

;

This parallel was carried through the straits
of Sicily, Rhodes, and the Gulf of Issus, now the Gulf
of Scanderoon.
In consequence of the above supposition, he placed Massilia {Marseille) to the southward
instead of the northward of Byzantium.
He supposed
Sardinia and Corsica to lie northwest and southeast
instead of north and south, and made the distance of
Sardinia from the coast of Africa 2400 stadia, or 206
miles instead of 100, which is the true distance.
From the Columns of Hercules to the Straits of Sicily
he considers to be 12,000 stadia, or 1028 miles it is
torted.

:

From Pachynum (Cape Passaro) to
only about 800.
the western extremity of Crete he reckoned 4500 stadia, or 386 miles ; it measures 400 : and he supposed
the length of Crete 2000 stadia, or 171 miles, the true
Ho supposed that a line drawn
length being 140.
through Byzantium, the middle of the Propontis. the
Hellespont, and along the capes of the coast of Asia
Minor, would coincide with the meridian

6K

;

this error

—
—

12.
B.

Pint., de Is. et Os.

Solin., 26.

—

Seidel.,

—
ad

The ancient writers mainEratosth., fragm., p. 28.)
tained, that the temple and oracle of Ammon never
could have become so famous if the only approach to
them had always been over vast and dangerous desOases had all originally
and more widely extended
Mediterranean.
In this remote period, according to
them, there existed as yet no communication between
the Pontus Euxinus and Mediterranean Sea {vid. LecThe
tonia), nor between the latter and the Atlantic.
isthmus connecting Arabia with Egypt was under water, and Eratosthenes believed that Menelaus had sailed over this narrow passage, which is now the Isthmus of Suez. When the waters of the Euxine forced
a passage into the Mediterranean {vid. Cyaneae), the
great influx of water opened another outlet for itself
through what were called by the ancients the Pillars
of Hercules, Spain and Africa having been previously
In this tremendous convulsion the ancient
joined.
land of Lectonia is thought to have been inundated,
and to have sunk in the sea, leaving merely the islands
erts.

They

been islands

insisted that the
in the earlier

of the Archipelago, its mountain-tops, to attest its
former existence.
According to Diodorus Siculus (5,
47), the inhabitants of Samothrace had a tradition that
a great part of their island, as well as of Asia, was
and
ravaged and laid under water by this inundation,
that, in fishing near their island, fragments of temples
and other buildings were frequently rescued from th©

waves.

(Compare Diod. Sic,

5, 82.

—

Strab., 85.

—

vol. 8, p.
Leg., 3, p. 677, Opjp., ed. Bip.,
106.— P/tn., 2, SO.— Philon., de Mund. non corrupt,
vol. 1, p.
p. 959.
LyeWs Principles of Geology,
Before bringing the present article to •
25, seqq.)
into
close, it may not be amiss to enter more fully

Plat., de

—
—

one part of the subject, on which we merely touched
at the commencement, the different appellations, namely,

which have been given

we have

^dXaoaav

(4, 39.

—

it

Aristot., Meteor., 2,

— Appian, Sckweigh. Compare
ad Praf.,

TTiv
2.

ad Diod. Sic,

4, 18).

Herodotus, as
" this
sea," r^vde

to this sea.

calls
already remarked,

c.

Polybius, ^

\.—Wesseling,

ho

^d?.aaoa

809

(3,*

MED
—
—
N.
39.
de Mundo,
Compare
Diodorus Siculus, ^ Kad'
^u'Aaoaa
A.,
— Compare Folyb., 37.—Strab., 83. — Ap— Maximus Tyrius,
Mithradat.,
pian.
c. 3.

Aristot.^

10, 7.)
(4, 18.
Bell.

3,

c.

Maximus

14, 2).

Strabo,

PerrpL,

Tyrius,

kvrdg ^dXaoaa.

37

p.

Gellius,

TjfjLu^

65.

— Aguthem.,

93.

devpo ^dXaaaa (41, 1).
(Compare Marc. Heraci,

?i

2, 4.)

Aristotle,

— kvrb^
tj

Com'HpaK^eiuv ottj^uv ^uXaoaa (Meteor., 2, 1.
The
pare Dion. Hal.y I, 3.—Plut., Vii. Pomp., c. 25).
Latin writers in general, as we have already said, give
it

the appellation of

17.— Mela,

Nostrum Mare

(Sallust., Jug., c.

5.—Liv., 26, A.—Cces., B. G., 5, 1.
Avien.. Or. Marit., v. 56.
Compare Duker, ad Flor.,
Cort. ad Salliist., B. Jug., c. 18).
3, 6, Q.
Pliny
Florus,
styles it Mare internum (3, proem., c. 5).
1,

—

1,

—

Mare

intestinum

(4, 2).

Later writers, not classical,

have Mnre Medtterraneum.

Isidorus
(Solin., c. 22.)
"
Quia
gives the following explanation of this name :
per mcdiam t err am usque ad Orientem perfunditur, Europam et Afrtcam Asiamque disterminans .'" {Orig.,
13, 13.
Compare Priscian., Perieg., 52.) Orosius
" Mare nostrum
says,
quod Magnum gf.neraliter dicimus ;" and Isidorus remarks, " quia cetera maria in
hid.,
comparalione ejus minora sunt.'''' (Oros., 1, 2.
Orig., 13, 16.
Compare Hardouin, ad Plin , 9. 18.

—

—

—
— Burmann,ad

Val. Place, Arg., 1, 50.)
According
to Polybius (3, 42), that part of the Mediterranean
which lay between the Pillars of Hercules and the

Rhone was called 'Laftdoviov niXayo^, while Aristotle
calls the pan between the Pillars and Sardinia lap-

—

—

Id., de Mund., 3.
dovLKoq {Meteor., 2, 1
Eratosth.,
Strabo gives the part between the
up. Pltn., 3, 10).
Pillars and the Pyrenees the name of 16tipik6i> rrcAayof

(122.
V. 69.

— Compare Agathem.,

— Ntceph.
"

1, 3.

— Dionys.

Blem., ed. Spohn.,

p.

Perieg.,

Pliny re-

3).

marks,
Hispanum mare, quatenus Hispanias alluit ;
ab aliis Ibcncum aut Balearicum''^ (3, 2.
Id. ibid,
4,34. — Compare

— AmpcL,

—

— PloL,

c. 7.
Solin., c. 23.
2, 6).
According to Zonaras (Annal., 8, p. 406), the
sea to the east of the Pyrenees was called the Sea of

the Bcbrycians.
(Compare Markland., ad Max. Tyr.,
Ukert's Geogr., vol. 2, p. 2i7,seqq., in notis.)
32, 3.
MfcDiTRiNA, the goddess of healing, whose festival,

—

called Meditrinalia, was celebrated at Rome and
throughout Latium on the 5th day before the Ides of
October.
(Compare the Ancient Calendar given by
GnUer, p. 133.) On this occasion new and old wine
were poured out in libation, and tasted, " medicamcnti
causa.''''
Compare the explanatory remarks of Fes*'
tus
Meditrinalia dicta hoc de causa.
Mos erat
Lalinis popults, quo die quis primum gustaret mustum, dicere ominis gratia, vetus novum vmum bibo
veteri novo morbo medeor.'
A quibus verbis Meditrinec dece nomen captum, ejusqu^ sacra Meditrinalia
:

'

:

—

(Consult Dacier, ad loc.)
(Festus, s. v.
Medoaci, a people of Venetia, in Cisalpine Gaul,
From the affinity which
noticed only by Strabo (216).
their name bears to that of the Meduacus or Brenta, it
seems reasonable to place them near the source of that
river, and in the district of Bassano.
{Cramer'' s Anc.
dicta sunt.''^

Italy, vol. 1,

MEG
the choice of the nobles.

It is

added, that the archon

though holding the office for life, was
nevertheless deemed a responsible magistrate, which
who elected had the power of dethat
those
implies
at this period,

and, consequently, though the range of
posing him
his functions may not have been narrower than that
of the king's, he was more subject to control in the
exercise of them.
This indirect kind of sway, howand
ever, did not satisfy the more ambitious spirits
;

;

we

find

them

though gradually, advancing towards the accomplishment of their final object a comAfter
plete and equal participation of the sovereignty.
twelve perpetual archonships, ending with that of Alc-

—

steadily,

maeon, the duration of the office was limited to ten
and through the guilt or calamity of Hippoma;
nes, the fourth decennial archon, the house of Medon
was deprived of its privilege, and the supreme magistracy was thrown open to the whole body of the nobles.

years

This change was speedily followed by one much more
the archonship was reduced to a single
important
year and, at the same time, its branches were severed, and were distributed among nine new magistrates.
:

;

—
History of Greece,
— CompareThirlwaWs
Clinton, Fast.

CVid. Archontes.
2,

p.

ix.,

16.

vol.

Hell., yol. 1, p.

seqq.)

Meduacus.
Meduana, a

Vid. Medoacus.
river of Gallia Belgica, flowing into

Now

the Ligeris or Loire.
the Mayenne.
(Lucan,
1, ^3S—Theod. Aurel., 4, carm. 6.)
Mbdus, I. a river of Persis, falling into the Rogo-

—

now the Abi-Kuren. (Strabo, 729.) By the
Medumflumen in Horace (Od., 2, 9, 21) is meant the
Euphrates.— II. A son of ^gcus and Medea, who was
fabled to have given name to Media, in Upper Asia.
manes

;

(Vtd. Medea.)

Medusa, one of the three Gorgons, daughter of
Phorcys and Ceto, and the only one of the number
Accordthat was not immortal.
(Apollod., 2, 4, 2.)
ing to one legend, Medusa was remarkable for personal beauty, and captivated by her charms the monarch of the sea.
Minerva, however, incensed at their
having converted her sanctuary into a place of meetinto sering, changed the beautiful locks of Medusa
pents, and made her in other respects hideous to the
view.
Some accounts make this punishment to have
befallen her because she presumed to vie in personal
attractions with Minerva, and to consider her tresses
as far superior to the locks of the former.
(Serv., ad
Virg., JEh., 6, 289.)
Apollodorus, however, gives
the Gorgons snaky tresses from their birth.
(Vid.
Gorgones.) Medusa had, in common with her sisters,
the power of converting every object into stone on
which she fixed her eyes. Perseus slew her (vid.

—

and the blood that
Perseus), and cut off her head
flowed from it produced, say the poets, the serpents of
Africa, since Perseus, on his return, winged his way
The conover that country with the Gorgon's head.
;

queror gave the head to the goddess Minerva, who
(Vid.
placed it in the centre of her agis or shield.

Meg.<era, one of the Furies.

p 125.)

(Vid. Furiae.)

Medoacus or Meduacus, I. Major, a river of VeneMegalesia, games in honour of Cybele.
(Vid.
II. Minor, a river of Venetia,
Ludi Megalenscs.)
tia, now the Brenta.
Megalia or Megaris, a small island in the Bay o(
now the Bachiglione. Both these rivers rise in the

—
—

Euganei, and fall into the Adriatic bePatavium was situate between these
two streams, but nearer the Medoacus Minor. (Plin.,
territory of the

low Venice.
3,

16.— Lt».,

city of Lusitania,

and also the most extensive, situate in the
southern part of Arcadia, in a wide and fertile plain
watered by the Helissus, which flowed from the central parts of Arcadia, and nearly divided the town into
two equal parts. Pausanias informs us, that the Arcadians, having, by the advice of Epaminondas, resolved on laying the foundations of a city, which was
cities,

10, 2.)

Medobriga, a

Naples, near Neapolis, on which the Castle del Ovo
now stands. (Plin., 3, 6.—Colum., R. R., 10.)
Megalopolis, the most recent of all the Arcadian

southwest of Norba

Caesarea now Marvao, on the confines of Portugal,
(CcBs., Bell. Afric, c. 48.)
Mbdon, son of Codrus, the 17th and last king of
He
Athens, was the first of the perpetual archons.
;

held the office for life, and transmitted it to his poswithin the house
terity ; but still it would appear that,
<A the Medontidx, the succession was determined by

be the capital of their nation, deputed ten commissioners, selected from the principal states, to make the.
to

I

MEQ

MEGALOPOLIS.
necessary arrangements for conducting the new col{Pausan.y 8, 27.) This event took place in
ony.
The territory asthe I02d Olympiad, or 370-1 B.C.
signed to Megalopolis was extensive, since it reached
as far as the little states of Orchomenus and Caphyae
on the northeast, while to the south and southwest it
{Pausan., 8, 25.)
adjoined Laconia and Messenia.
Diodorus affirms, that the city contained about 15,000

men

capable of bearing arms, according to which calwe may compute the whole population at
The Megalopolitans
65,000.
{Diod. Sic, 18, 70.)
experienced no molestation from the Lacedaemonians
as long as Thebes was able to protect them
but, on
the decline of that city, and when it also became engaged in the sacred war against the Phocians, they
culation

;

were assailed by the Spartans, who endeavoured to
these attacks, howobtain possession of their town
ever, were easily repelled by the aid of the Argives
and Messenians
{Pausan., 8, 37.) To the Athenians the Megalopolitans were likewise indebted for
;

their protection against the attempts of Sparta, as well
as for their assistance in settling some dissensions in
their republic, which had led to the secession of several

^Epvfiia fityakri ioTiv ij McyoA^TroA^f. {Strabo, 388.
village of Sinano has been built on the site,

—The

and amid the ruins of Megalopolis. (Dodwell, Tour,
vol. 2, p. 375.
PouqueviUe, Voyage dt la Grece, vol.
Dodwell says that Sinano, which con5, p. 494.)
sists of an aga's
pyrgo and a few cottages, is situated
"just without the ancient walls.'' PouqueviUe, however, makes the distance one mile between Sinano
and the ruins of Megalopolis
The former is undoubtLeondari has been
edly the more accurate statement.

—

erroneously regarded by some as occupying the site ol
this ancient city.
(Crumer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.

329. seqq.)

Meganira, the wife of Celeus, king of Eleusis in
She was mother of Triptolcmus, to whom

Attica.

Ceres taught agriculture. Meganira received divine
honours after death, and had an altar raised to her near
the fountain where Ceres had first been seen when she
arrived in Attica.
(Pausan , 1, 39.)
Megara, a daughter of Creon, king of Thebes, given
in marriage to Hercules, because he had delivered the

the tribute they had bound themselves
Subsequently, having
pay to the Orchomenians.
townships that originally contributed to the foundation been rendered insane by Juno, Hercules threw into the
become the father by
had
the
Oral,
whom
he
of
{Demoslh.,
pro Megalop., p. 202.) fire the children of
city.
He afterward gave
In order to strengthen themselves still farther against Megara.
(Apollod., 2, 4, 12.)
the Lacedaemonians, they formed an alliance with her in marriage to lolaiis.
(Apollod., 2, 6, 1.)
Megara (gen. -cb ; and also, as a neuter plural, -a,
Philip, son of Amyntas, who conciliated the favour of
the Arcadians not only towards himself, but towards -orum : in Greek, ra 'M.iyapa), a city of Greece, the
all his successors.
(Pausan., 8, 27. Polyb., 2, 48.) capital of a district called Megaris, about 210 stadia
On the death of Alexander, Megalopolis had to defend northwest of Athens. It was situate at the foot ol
itself against the army of Polysperchon, who was entwo hills, on each of which stood a citadel : these were
gaged in war with Cassander. This general vigor- named Caria and Alcathoiis. It was connected with
ously assaulted the city, but, owing to the bravery of the port of Nisaea by two walls, the length of which
the inhabitants, headed by Damis, who had served was about eight stadia (Thucyd., 4, 66), or eighteen
under Alexander, his attacks were constantly repulsed. according to Strabo (391). They were erected by the
{Diod Sic, 18, 70.) Subsequently we find Megalop- Athenians, at the time that the Megareans placed thena<
olis governed by tyrants, the first of whom was Arisselves under their protection. (Thucyd., I,l0d.) The
todemus of Phigalea, whose excellent character ob- distance from Athens, as has been already stated, was

Thebans from
to

—

tained for

reign

were

him

the

surname of XprjaTog.

Under

his

the Spartans again invaded Megalopolis, but
de<"eated after an obstinate conflict ; Acrotatus,

the son of Cleomenes, who commanded the army, be{Pausan., 8, 27.) Some time
ing among the slain.
after the death of Aristodemus, the sovereignty was
agam usurped by Lydiades, a man of ignoble birth, but
of worthy character, since he voluntarily abdicated his
authority for the benefit of his countrymen, in order
that he might unite them with the Achaean confederacy.

27 —Polyb., 2, 44.) At this period Megalopolis was assailed for the third time by the Spar(Pausan.,
tans

8,

who, having defeated the inhabitants, laid siege
which they would have made themselves
masters but for a violent wind, which overthrew and
demolished their engines. (Pausan., 8, 27.)
Not
long, however, after this failure, Cleomenes, the son
;

to the city, of

of Leonidas, in violation of the existing treaty, surprised the Megalopolitans by night, and, putting to the
sword all who offefed any resistance, destroyed the
city.
Philopoemen, with a considerable part of the
population, escaped into Messenia.
(Polyb., 2, 55.
Pausan., 8, 27.) Megalopolis was restored by the
Achsans after the battle of Sellasia ; but it never
The
again rose to its former flourishing condition.
virtues and talents of its great general Philopoemen
added materially to its celebrity and influence in the
Achaean councils, and after his death its fame was
upheld by the abilities of Lycortas and Polybius, who
trod in the steps of their gifted countryman, and were
worthy of sharing in the lustre which he had reflected
on his native city. (Pausan., 8, 49. Polyb., 2, 40.
Id., 10. 24.
/d., 24, 9.
Plut., Vit. Philopcem.)
In the time of Polybius, Megalopolis was fifty stadia
in circumference, but its
population was only equal to
half that of
Sparta ; and when Strabo wrote, it was so
xeduced that a comic poet was justified in saying,

—

—

—

—

—

210 stadia. (Procop., Bell. Vand 1, 1.) Dio Cbrysostom calls it a day's journey. (Oral., 6.) Modern
,

travellers

reckon eight

hours.

(Dodwell,

vol.

2, p.

The

writer just referred to states that Megara
is now but a miserable place ; the houses small, and
One only of the hills is occupied by the
flat roofed.
modern town ; but on the other, which is the more
eastern of the two, are some remains of the ancient
to have been massive and of great
walls, which

177.)

appear
Not any of the numerous temples described
by Pausanias can now be identified with certainty.
Altogether, there are few places in Greece where the
ancient monuments have so totally disappeared. (Dodstrength.

well, vol. 2, p. 177.

—Compare

Gell's Itin., p. 16.)

—

Tradition, as Pausanias affirms, represented Megara
as already existing under that name in the time of Car,
the son of Phoroneus ; while others have derived it
from Megarus, a Boeotian chief, and son of Apollo or
Steph. Byz., s. v. MeNeptune. (Pausan., 1, 39.
Car was succeeded by Lelex, who, as was reyapa.)
his name to
ported, came from Egypt, and transmitted
the ancient race of the Leleges, whom we thus trace
from the Acheloiis to the shores of the Saronic Gulf.
Lelex was followed by Cleson, and Pylas, who abdicated his crown in favour of Pandion, the son of Ce-

—

event Megaris became
crops, king of Athens, by which
annexed to the latter state. (Pausan., I, 39.) Nisus,
the son of Pandion, received Megaris as his share ol

The history
(Sirabo, 392.)
of this prince and his daughter Scylla. as also the capture of Megara by Minos, are found in aJl the mythobut Pausanias observes (1,
logical writers of Greece
disowned by the Mega39) that these accounts were
reans.
Nisus is said to have founded Nisaea, the port
that city were
of Megara ; whence the inhabitants of
surnamed Nisaei, to distinguish them from the Mega(Theocr., Idyll., ia»
reans of Sicily, their colomsis.
his father's dominions.

;

oil.

MEG

MEGARA
The

walls of Megara, which had been destroyed
rebuilt by Alcathoiis, the son of PeIn this
{Pausan., 1, 41.)
lops, who came from Elis.
undertaking, Apollo was said to have assisted him.
S7.)

by Minos, were

{Theogn., 771.— Ovid, Met., 8, 14.) Hyperion, the
son of Agamemnon, according to Pausanias, was the
last sovereign of

Megara

;

after his death, the govern-

ment, by the advice of an oracle, became democratiAs a republic, however, it recal.
{Paicsan., 1, 43.)
mained still subject to Athens. Strabo indeed affirms, that, till the rei^n of Codrus, Megan's had always been included within the limits of Attica and
he thus accounts for Homer's making no special mention of its inhabitants, from his comprehending them
with the Athenians under the general denomination of
lonians.
In the reign of Codrus, Me(Strab., 392.)
gara was wrested from the Athenians by a Peloponnesian force
and a colony having been established
there by the Corinthians and Messenians, it ceased to
be considered as of Ionian origin, but thenceforth became a Dorian city, both in its language and political
institutions. The pillar, also, which marked the boundaries of Ionia and the Peloponnesus, was on that oc;

;

—

Pausan., 1, 39.
(Strab., 393.
on Pindar (A/em. 7) informs us, that the

casion destroyed.

The

scholiast

—

Corinthians, at this early period, considering Megara
as their colony, exercised a sort of jurisdiction over
the city.
Not long after, however, Theagenes, one of
its citizens, usurped the sovereign power, by the same
method, apparently, which was afterward adopted by
Pisistratus at Athens.
Polit., 6,

fi.

— Tkucyd.,

his

(Aristot., Rhet.,
1,

126.)
after

1,

He was

2.

—

Id.,

finally ex-

which event a mod-

pelled by
countrymen ;
erate republican form of government was established,
afterward
it
though
degenerated into a violent democ-

This should probably
{Plut., Qucest. Gr., 18.)
be considered as the period of Megara's greatest prosracy.

it then founded the cities of
Selymbria,
Mesembria, and Byzantium, on the shores of the Eu.xine, and Megara Hyblasa in Sicily.
{Strabo, 319.) It
was at this time also that its inhabitants were engaged
in war with the Athenians for the possession of Salamis, which, after an obstinate contest, finally remained
in the hands of the latter.
(Pausan., 1, 40.
Strabo,
394.) The Megareans fought at Artemisium with
twenty ships, and at Salamis with the same number.

perity, since

—

{Herod., 8, 1, 45.) They also gained some advantage
over the Persians under Mardonius, in an inroad which

he made

form of an oligarchy, they formed a plan of giving up the city to the Athenians in the seventh year
An Athenian force was accordingly deof the war.
spatched, which appeared suddenly before Nisaea, the
port of Megara, and, having cut off the Peloponnesian
troops which garrisoned the place, compelled them to
to the

surrender.

Megara

itself

would

also

have fallen into

had not at

their hands, if Brasidas

this juncture arrived
before the walls of that city,

with a Spartan army
where he was presently joined by the Bceotians and
other allies. On his arrival, the Athenians, not feeUng
sufficiently strong to hazard an action, withdrew to
Nissea, and, after leaving a garrison in that port, returned to Athens. The leaders of the democratical party
in Megara, now fearing that a reaction would ensue, voluntarily quitted the city, which then returned to an oligarchical form of government. {Thucyd., 4, 66, segq.)

this period we hear but little of Megara in Grecian history ; but we are told that its citizens remained undisturbed by the contest in which their more powerful neighbours were engaged, and in the tranquil en-

From

joyment of

*'

their independence.

The Megareans,"

" from a small and
scanty commencesays Isocrates,
ment, having neither harbours nor mines, but cultivating rocks, nevertheless possess the largest houses of
any people in Greece and though they have but a
small force, and are placed between the Peloponnesians,
the Thebans, and our own city, yet they retain their independence and live in peace" {de Pace, p. 183). Philosophy also flourished in this city, Euclid, a disciple
of Socrates, having founded there a school of some
celebrity, known by the name of the Megaric sect.
;

—

393.— Cic,

Orat.,3, \7.—Id., Acad.,2, 42.)
reports, that the Megareans offered to make
Alexander the Great a citizen of their town, an honour which that prince was inclined to ridicule, though
they asserted it had never been granted to any foreigner
Af{Pint., de Monarch., p. 238.)
except Hercules.
ter the death of that monarch, Megara fell successively into the hands of Demetrius Poliorcetes, Ptolemy
Soter, and Demetrius, son of Antigonus Gonatas, by

{Strab.,

— Plutarch

whom, according
{de Instit. Puer.,
war waged by the

to Plutarch, the city
p.

3)

;

was destroyed

but, as Pausanias mentions a

Megareans against Thebes, in which
they were assisted by the Achaeans, we may infer that
it was subsequently restored (8, 50), and we know that
it was taken by the Romans under Metellus {Pausan.y
7, 15) and Calenus.
{PluL, Vit. Brut.) Strabo also
affirms (393), that Megara still existed in his time,
though much reduced, as we are assured by Sulpicius,
in the well-known passage of his letter to Cicero {ai
" Post me erat
Fam., 4. 5).
Mgina, ante Megara^

into their territory {Pausan., 1, 40)
and,
they sent 3000 soldiers to Plataea, who deserved
well of their country in the memorable battle fought
in its plains.
{Herod., 9, 21.
Plut., de defect. Orac,
After the Persian war, we find Megara en- dextra Pirceus, sinistra Corinthus ; qua oppida quop. 186.)
gaged in hostilities with Corinth, and renouncing the dam tempore florentissima fuerunt, nunc prostrata et
Peloponnesian confederacy to ally itself with Athens. diruta ante occulos jacent.^* Pausanias affirms, that
(Thucyd., 1, 103.— Diod. Sic, 2, 60.) This state of Megara was the only city of Greece which was not
things was not, however, of long duration for the Co- restored by Had-ian, in consequence of its inhabitants
rinthians, after effecting a reconciliation with the oli- having murdered Anthemocritus, the Athenian herald
Alaric completed the destruction of this
garchical party in Megara, persuaded the inhabitants (1, 36).
to declare against the Athenians who garrisoned their once
{Procop., Bell. Vand., I, 1.
flourishing city.
were
These
II.
city.
presently attacked and put to the Cramer^ s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 424, seqq.)
with
the
of
a
small number who es- city of Sicily, founded by a colony from Megara in
sword,
exception
to
Nisaea.
The
Athenians, Greece.
{Thucyd., I, W^.)
caped
{Vid. Hybla, HI.)
Megaris, a small territory of Greece, lying to the
justly incensed at this treacherous conduct, renounced
all intercourse with the Megareans, and issued a decree
west and northwest of Attica. Its capital was Mea measunder which head an historical
excluding them from their ports and markets
{Vid. Megara
gara.
ure which appears to have been severely felt by the sketch is given.) It was separated from Boeotia, on
and from
latter, and was made a pretence for war on the part of the north, by the range of Mount Cithaeron
their Peloponnesian allies.
{Thucyd., 1, 67, 139.) Attica by the high land which descends from the
Megara was, during the Peloponnesian war, exposed, northwest boundary of the latter country, and terwith the other cities of Greece, to the tumults and minates, on the west side of the bay of Eleusis, in
;

lastly,

—

;

—

;

—
A

;

;

The parfactions engendered by violent party spirit.
tisans of the democracy favoured, it is true, the Peloponnesian cause ; but, dreading the efforts of the ad-

two summits, formerly called Kerata, or the Horns,
and now Kandili.
Megaris was divided from the
Corinthian territory on the west by the Onean range
verse faction, which might naturally look for support of mountains, through which there were only two
from the Lacedaemonians in restoring the government roads from Corinth into Megaris one of these, called
:

MEL

MEL

the Scironian Pass, which is the steep escarpment
of the mountains that terminate on the coast of the
Saronic Gulf, passed by Cromrayon {Strabo, 391);
and along the side of the escarpment was the direct
This road was made
road from Corinth to Athens.

wide enough, by the Emperor Hadrian,

for

two ve-

40, 10), but at present it
only admits a single vehicle, except in a few places
{Thiersch, Dt VEiat Actucl de la Grece, 3, p. 32);
The
yet the road, on the whole, is in good condition.
other road, following the coast of the Corinthian Gulf,
crossed the Geranean Mountains, which belong to the
hicles abreast {Pausan.,

1,

more particular description with thifl
Mauritania, as being the westernmost
quarter, is treated of first ; from this he proceeds in
an eastern direction, traverses Numidia, Africa Propria, and Cyrenaica, and then describes Egypt, which
latter country he regards as forming part of Asia.
From Egypt he passes into Arabia, Syria, Phcenicia,
Cilicia, and the different provinces of Asia Minor.
The second book opens with European Scythia. Mela then treats of Thrace, Macedonia, and Greece.
He next passes into Illyria, and from Illyria into Itconunences

his

latter country.

—

From Italy he proceeds to Gaul, and from Gaul
aly.
Oneian range, and led to Pegae, on the Corinthian to Spain. He finally describes the isles of the MedThe extreme breadth iterranean. In the third book he returns to Spain, of
Gulf, and thence into Boeotia.
of Megaris, from Pegae to Nisoea on the Corinthian which he had in the previous book described merely
and the the westernmost part he then gives an account of the
Gulf, is reckoned by Strabo at 120 stadia
area of the country is calculated by Mr. Clinton, from Atlantic coast of Gaul, which conducts him to GerArrowsmilh's map, at 720 square miles. {Fast. Hell., many, and from Germany he passes to Sarmatia and
vol. 2, p. 385.)
Megaris is a rugged and mountain- to the extremity of Scythia. Having thus gone round
ous territory, and contains only one plain of small ex- our hemisphere, he next gives an account of the islThe ands in the Northern Ocean, of the Eastern Ocean,
tent, in which the capital Megara was situated.
rocks are chiefly, if not entirely, calcareous.
The of India, and of the Red Sea, including under the lastcountry is very deficient in springs.
{Encycl. Us. mentioned appellation the Arabian and Persian Gulfs.
He next passes to Ethiopia, and concludes his work
Knowl., vol. 1.5, p. 64.)
Meoasthbnes, a Greek histoMan and geographical by a description of the sea which washes the western
writer in the age of Seleucus Nicator, king of Syria, shores of Africa.
Mela did not, like Strabo, actuabout 300 years before Christ.
He was sent by Se- ally visit a large portion of the countries which he
leucus to Palibothra in India, to renew and confirm a describes
he has followed, however, though often
previous treaty with Sandrocottus, monarch of the without citing them, the best Greek and Roman aurrasii.
He remained there many years, and after his thorities, and, above all, the geographical writings of
return he wrote, under the title of Indica {'IvdiKu), Eratosthenes
he has consulted and followed these
an account of whatever he had seen or heard during authorities with judgment and care, and has admitted
his travels.
His work is lost ; but Strabo, Arrian, into his work only a comparatively small number of
and JElian have preserved some fragments of it. He fables, which must be set down to the account of the
was the first who made the western nations acquaint- age in which he lived, when great ignorance still preed with the countries beyond the Ganges, and with vailed in relation to some of the simplest laws of nathe manners of their inhabitants.
Strabo has on sev- ture.
The style of his narrative is marked by conat the
eral occasions expressed an unfavourable
opinion of ciseness and precision he has been successful,

—

—

;

;

—

:

:

;

the trustworthiness of Megasthenes ; but still it is
quite certain, that the work of the latter contained
much valuable information, which was then entirely

new

time, in avoiding the dryness of a mere nomenclature, by intermingling agreeable descriptions, physical discussions, and notices of remarkable events of
which the places that he describes have been the theatre.
His work, however, is not exempt from errors :

same

to the Greeks.
Megasthenes gave the first account of Taprobane or Ceylon.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.
vol.
Gr.,
3, p. 383.)
sometimes, from not paying sufficient attention to the
a
Mela, Pomponius,
geographical writer, the first periods when the writers whom he follows respectiveLatin author of a general work on this subject, and ly flourished, he describes things as existing which
who flourished during the reign of the Emperor Clau- had ceased to exist ; various omissions also occur in
dius.
He was born in Spain, of an illustrious Roman the course of his work no mention, for example, is
family, the Pomponii, who pretended to trace up their made of Canna?, Munda, Pharsalia, Leuctra, and ManSome critics have thought that tinea, all famous in the annals of warfare nor of Ec
lineage to Numa.
Mela only belonged to this family by adoption, and batana and Persepolis, the capitals of great empires
that he was that third son of the rhetorician Marcus nor of Jerusalem, to which so high a religious im
Seneca to whom this writer dedicated his works
portance is attached ; nor of Stagira, the native place
while others are inclined to regard him as the grand- of one of the greatest philosophers of antiquity.
Like
son of Seneca the philosopher.
(Consult Tzschucke, Strabo, he considers the earth as penetrated by four
Diss, de Pomp. Mel, c. 1.)
In either of these cases, great inlets of the ocean, of which the Mediterranean,
however, the word Annasus would most probably have the Red Sea, and the Persian Gulf were three the
been added to his name. There is reason to believe fourth was the Caspian Sea. This singular error as
that his true name was not Mela, but Mella.
(Com- to the Caspian is the more remarkable, when contrastpare Voss., de Hist. Lot., 1, 25.
Fabricius, Bihl. ed with the fact that Herodotus knew the Caspian to
be a lake. {Herod., 1, 203.— Slrabo, \2l.— Mela, 1,
Lot., 2, 8, p. 75, seqq.
Saxe, Onomast., 1, p. 243.
;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

Tzschucke, Diss, de Pomp. Mel.)
Pomponius Mela
names his native city in one passage of his work (2,
6), but the text unfortunately is so corrupt, that it is
uncertain whether we ought to read Tingentera, MelHe lived, as has
laria, Tartessus, or Tingisbera.
been already remarked, under the Emperor Claudius,
for the passage (3, 6) in which he
speaks of a triumph

1.

—

Id., 3,

6.)— The

best editions of

Mela

are, that

of Gronovius, Lugd. Bat., 1685, 8vo, frequently re7 vols.
printed, and that of Tzschucke, Lips., 1807,

8vo

(in 3).

Melampus, I. a celebrated soothsayer of Argoe,
son of Amythaon and Idomene, and famed also for

His father resided at Pylos,
skill in the healing art.
which the emperor was upon the point of celebrating but he himself lived in the country near that place.
in a hole of which
over the Britons, can only
apply to that monarch. Before his house stood an oak-tree,
Pomponius Mela was the author of a geographical abode some serpents. His servants finding these anoutline or abridgment, entitled " De Situ Orbis,'^ imals, killed the old ones, whose bodies Melampus
*'
De Chorographia.''^ burned, but he saved and reared the young ones. As
or, as some manuscripts read,
these serpents, which were
This work is divided into three books. After
having he was sleeping one day,
spoken of the world in general, and given a sketch of now grown to full size, came, and getting each on one
with their tongues.
the
geography of Asia, Europe, and Africa, the writer of his shoulders, Ucked his ears
813
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He awoke

in some terror ; and, to his astonishment,
found that he understood the voices of the birds which
were flying around him
and, learning from their
tongues the future, he was enabled to declare it to
mankind.
Meeting Apollo on the banks of the Alpheus, he was taught by him the art of reading futurity in the entrails of victims, and he thus became an
;

excellent soothsayer.

{ApoHod.,

1, 9,

11.

—

Schol.

ad

ApolL Rhod., 1, 118) Meanwhile, his brother Bias
fell in love with Pero, the
As
daughter of Neleus.
the hand of this beautiful maiden was sought by most
of the neighbouring princes, her father declared that
he would give her only to him, who should bring him
from Thessaly the cows of his mother Tyro, which
Iphiclus of Phylace detained, and which he guarded
by means of a dog whom neither man nor beast could
venture to approach.
Bias, relying on the aid of his
brother, undertook the adventure.
Melampus. previously declaring that he knew he should be caught
and confined for a year, but then get the cattle, set
out for Phylace.
Every thing fell out as he said.
The herdsman of Iphiclus took him, and he was
thrown into prison, where he was attended by a man
and a woman. The man served him well, the woman
Towards the end of the year he heard the
badly.
wonns in the timber conversing with one another.
One asked how much of the beam was now gnawed

—

through
maining.

moved

;

to

—A

being engaged in his war with the
Titans, came to these islands to demand succours of
The people promised him their aid, but
the Arimi.
afterward made sport of him, whereupon the irritated deity changed them into apes (m^Ty/cot), and
this latter account,

from that period the -islands of Inarime and Prochyta were called Pithecusae (TlidijKOvaai, from rridr]Koc.
Vid., however, another explanation under the
article Pithecusae.)
The legend of the Cercopes apThe Lydian Herpears to be an astronomical one.
cules is the sun, pale and enfeebled at the winter solstice, and which in some sense may be said to turn
its obscurer
parts upon the earth while the Cercopes,
as symbols of this period of languor, crowd around
and insult him.
On the approach, however, of the
vernal equinox, the god resumes his former energies
and subjugates his foes.
In like manner Jupiter, the
sun of suns, overcomes and dissipates all things that
tend to obscure the light and disturb the repose of

—

;

woman

at the middle.

They

when

This coming

the roof

the foot, Melampus himself
had not got quite out of the
at

fell

in

and

killed the

woman.

—

;

the universe.

{Guigniaut, vol. 2, p 181.)
MELANCHi.iENi, a people near the Cimmerian BosManporus, so called from their black garments.
ncrt conjectures them to have been the progenitors

the others replied that there was little reMelampus immediately desired to be resome other place the man took \]p the bed of

at the head, the

house,

disregarded her warning, and the hero, having at
length been roused from his inactivity, proceeded
against them by order of Omphale, and, having overcome them, brought them to her in chains.
different tradition placed the Cercopes in the islands facing the coast of Campania.
Jupiter, according to

the

modern Russians.

called Rhoxolani.

By

later writers

{Mannert, Geogr.,

they are

vol. 4, p. 134,

167.)

Mki.anippides, I. a Ivric poet, who flourished about
B.C.
He was either, as some suppose, a native

he inquired, and
learned that Melampus was a soothsayer or Mantis.
He therefore, being childless, consulted him about
having offspring.
Melampus agreed to tell him on
condition of his giving him the cows.
The seer, on
Iphiclus assenting to his terms, then sacrificed an ox

.500

to Jupiter, and, having divided it, called all the birds
to the feast.
All came but the vulture ; but no one

matter to make a division between them.
They comThe
posed dithyrambics, epopees, elegies, and songs.
younger Melanippides is placed by Plutarch in the
number of those who corrupted the ancient music by
He also comthe novelties which they introduced.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr. vol.
posed some

to the ears of Iphiclus,

of them was able to
dren.

They

tell

therefore

how

Iphiclus might have chilthe vulture, who gave
Iphiclus became the father

brought

the requisite information.
of a son named Podarces; and Melampus drove the
kine to Pylos, whereupon Pero was given to his
brother.

(Od.,
1,

Melampus was
ters

\

1,287. —Schol., ad loc.—Od.. 15, 225.

—Schol. ad Theocr., 3, 43 )—
famous for the cure of the daugrhof Proetus, who were afflicted with insanity.
For

—Apollod.,

9,

11

also

an account of

this legend, consult the article ProetiTI. A
{Keightlerfs Mythology, p. 436, scq.)
writer on divination, who lived in the time of Ptolemy
He was the author of a treatise enPhiladelphus.
" Divination
tilled '^avTLKT] irepi
7ra?./icji^,
from vibrations of the muscles,'''' and of another styled Tlepl

des.

—

ilatuv Tov aufiaTO^, " Art of divining from marks on
the body.'"
have only fragments remaining of
The library at Vienna contains
these two works.
another work of this same writer's, in manuscript, on
the Art of predicting from the phases of the moon.
The fragments of Melampus were edited by Perusius,
at the end of his .^lian, RomcB, 1545, 4to, and subsequently by Sylburgius, who, in his edition of Aristotle,
reunited them to the physiognomical works of' that
They are to be found also in the Scripphilosopher.

We

tores

Physiognomies Veteres of FranZf Altenb., 1780,

8vo.

Melampyges, an

epithet applied to Hercules in the

of the island of Melos, or, as others think, of the city
of Miletus.
II. A poet, who lived about 446 B.C.,
He
at the court of Perdiccas II., king of Macedonia.

—

was the grandson of the fonner. Various poems are
ascribed to these two individuals, and it is a difficult

tragedies.

1, p.

289.)

Melan'ippus, a son of Astacus, one of the Theban
who defended the gates of Thebes against the
army of Adrastus, king of Argos. He was opposed
by Tydeus, whom he wounded mortally. As Tydeus
a remedy
lay expiring. Minerva hastened to him with
which she had obtained from Jupiter, and which would
make him immortal but Amphiaraus, who hated Tydeus as the chief cause of the war, perceiving what
the goddess was about, cut off the head of Melaniphad slain, and
pus, whom Tydeus, though wounded,
The savage warrior opened it and
brought it to him.
devoured the brain, and Minerva, in disgust, withheld
her aid. (Bacchyl., ap. Schol ad Arisloph Av., 1536.
chiefs

;

—Keightley's Mytholo,

—Eurip

,

Frag. Meleag.,

18.

MELANTHitJs, I. an Athenian tragic poet, of inferior
He was
reputation, a contemporary of Aristophanes.
afflict,ed with the leprosv, to which the comic poet alIn the Pax (v. 974) he is
ludes in the Aves (v 1.51).

—

A

whose naa contemporary of
with him, the inApelles, and received, in connexion
structions of Pamphilus in the art of painting. {Plin.y

ridiculed for his gluttony.
tive country is uncertain.

II.

painter,

He was

Greek mythology, and connecting him with the legend 35, 10, 36.) Quintilian particularly mentions his skill
of the Cercopes.
These last, according to Diodorus in the designs of his pictures; and Pliny observes, that
Siculus (4, 31), dwelt in the vicinity of Ephesus, and he was one of those painters who, with only four colEven
ravaged the country far and wide, while Hercules was ours, produced pieces worthy of immortality.
the arrangement
leading with Omphale a life of voluptuous repose. Apelles conceded to him the palm in
Their mother had cautioned them against one to or grouping of his figures. (Plin., I. c.) That his
whom the name Melampyges should apply, but they pictures were held in high estimation, is evident from
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ibe circumstance that Aratus, no mean judge of works
of art, collected from every quarter the productions of
Melanthius along with those of Pam{)hilus, and made
a present of them to Ptolemy III., king of Egypt.
{PltU., Vil. Arat.y c. 21.) He left a treatise on Paint-

Dioing, a fragment of which has been preserved by
genes Laertius (4, 18), and of which Pliny availed
himself in writing the 30th book of his Natural His{Stlltfr, Dtct Art., s. v)
tory.
Mkl.^nthus, a son of Andropompus, whose ancestors were kings of Pylos, in Messenia.
Having been
driven by the Heraclidae from his paternal kingdom,
he came to Athens, where Thymoetes, monarch of
Some time
Attica, gave him a friendly reception.
after this, the Boeotians, under Xanthus, having invaded
Attica, Thymoetes marched forth to meet them.
Xanthus thereupon proposed to decide the issue of
the war by single combat, but Thymoetes shrank from
the risk, whereupon Melanlhus came forward and ac-

cepted the challenge.
By a stratagem, famous in after ages, he diverted the attention of his adversary,
and slew him as he turned to look at the ally whom
Melanthus affected to see behind him.
The victor
was rewarded with the kingdom, which Thymoetes

had forfeited by his pusillanimity, and which now passed for ever from the house of Erechtheus. Melanthus
transmitted the crown to his son Codrus.
{Pausan.,
2,

\%.—ThviwaWs Greece, vol.
Mklas (gen. -a), I. a deep

1, p.

274.)

hearth should be consumed, the babe would die.
Al^
thaea, on hearing this, snatched the billet from the
fire,
and laid it carefully away in a coffer. The fame of
Meleager increased with his years he signalized him;

Argonautic expedition, and subsequently m
the Calydonian boar-hunt.
Of this latter event there
appear to have been two legends, an earlier and a later
one. The former appears to have been a tale of
great
antiquity, and is commemorated in the Iliad (9, 527).
self in the

According to this version of the story, QSneus, in the
celebration of his harvest-home feast {^a7.voia), had
treated Diana with neglect, and the
goddess took vengeance upon him by sending a wild boar of
surpassing

and strength to ravage the territory of Calydon.
Hunters and dogs were collected from all sides, and
size

the boar was, with the loss of several lives, at
length
A quarrel arose, however, between the
Curcles and .^tolians about the head and hide, and a

destroyed.

As long as Meleager
fought, the Curetes had the worst of it, and could not
keep the field but when, enraged at his mother Alwar was the consequence.
;

he remained with his wife the fair Cleopatra,
and abstained from the war, noise and clamour rose
about the gates, and the towers of Calydon were shaken by the victorious Curetes for Althaea, grieved at
the fate of her brother, who had fallen in the fight, had
with tears invoked Pluto and Proserpina to send death
to her son.
The elders of the iEtolians supplicated
thaea,

:

gulf formed by the Meleager : they sent the priests of the gods to entreat
Thracian coast on the northwest, and the shore of the him to come forth and defend them they offered him
Chersonese on the southeast its appellation in mod- a piece of land {Ti/aevog) of his own selection.
His
ern geography is the Gulf of Saros.
II. A river of aged father CEneus ascended to his chamber and imThrace, now the Cavatcha, emptying into the Sinus plored him, his sisters and his mother supplicated
Melas at its northeastern extremity. {Herod., 7, 58.
He remained inexorable, till his
him, but in vain.
Liv., 38, 40.— P/m., 4, 11.)— HI. A river of Thes- very chamber was shaken, when the Curetes had
Then
{Herod., mounted the towers and set fire to the town.
ealy. in the vicinity of the town of Trachis.
his wife besought him with tears, picturing to him the
7, 199.— Lb., 37,'24.)— IV. A small river of Boeotia,
near Orchomenus, emptying into the Lake Copais. evils of a captured town, the slaughter of the men, the
Plutarch says that it rose close dragging away into captivity of the women and chil{Paiisan., 9, 38.)
to the city, and very soon became navigable, but dren.
Moved by this last appeal, he arrayed himself
that part of it was lost in the marshes, while the re- in arms, went forth and repelled the enemy
but, not
mainder joined the Cephissus. {Vit. Syll.
Strab., having done it out of regard for them, the ^Etolians
its
had
him
the
remarks
of
that
did
not
Such
waters,
415.) Pliny
they
proffered recompense.
give
the property of dying the fleeces of sheep black (2, is the more ancient form of the legend, in which it
In the marshes formed near the junction of would appear that the yEtolians of Calydon and the
103).
In
this river with the Cephissus grew the reeds so much Curetes of Pleuron alone took part in the hunt.
esteemed by the ancient Greeks for making pipes and after times, when the vanity of the different states of
other wind-instruments.
Greece made them send their national heroes to every
{Pindar, Pyih., 12, 42.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 249.)
V. A river war and expedition of the mythic ages, it underwent
of Cappadocia, rising near Caesarea ad Argaeum, and various modifications.
Meleager, it is said {Nicand.,
2.
Ovid, Met.^
falling into the Euphrates near the city of Melitene. ap. Avton. Lib., 2.—Apollod., 1, 8,
Schillinger {Rcise., p. 68) calls it the Gensin; but on 8, 270, seqq.—Hygin., fab., 181, 5), invited all the
D'Anville's map it bears in the beginning of its course heroes of Greece to the hunt of the boar, proposing
the name of Koremoz, and near its mouth that of the hide of the animal as the prize of whoever should
Of the JEtolians there were Meleager, and
Kirkghedid. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 296.) slay him.
of the Curetes, the sons of ThesVI. A river of Pamphylia, rising in the range of Dryas son of Mars
Mount Taurus, to the west of Homonada, and running tius ; Idas and liynceus, sons of Aphareus, came from
and
into the sea between Side and Coracesium.
Castor
Pollux, sons of Jupiter and Le{Strabo, Messene
It formed originally the boundary between
Atalanta, daughter of lasus, and
667.)
da, from Laconia
Pamphylia and Cilicia. (P/m., 5, 27.) According to Ancaeus and Cepheus, sons of Lycurgus, from ArcaLeake, there can be no doubt that the Melas is the dia
Amphiaraus, son of O'icles, from Argos Telariver now called Menavgdt su, for Zosimus (5, 16) mon, son of ^acus, from Salamis
Theseus, son of
and Mela (1, 14) agree in showing its proximity to .(Egeus, from Athens Iphicles, son of Amphitryon,
Side.
Sirabo, Mela, and the Siadiasmus, all place if from Thebes
Peleus, son of ^Eacus, and Eurj-tion,
to the eastward of Side, and the distance of 50 stadia son oy^ctor, from Phthia ; Jason, son of ^son, from
in the Stadiasmus between the Melas and Side is
son of Pheres, from Phera? and
lolcos
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

pre-

cisely

that

which occurs between the ruins of Side

and the mouth of the river of Menavgat.
{Leake's
Tour, p. 196.)
Meld/e or Meloorum urbs, a city of Gaul, now
Meaux. {Cces., B. G., 5, b.—Plin., 4, 13.)
Meleager, I. a celebrated hero of antiquity, son of
CEneus, kmg of iEtolia, by Althaea, daughter of Thestius.
"When he was seven days old, the Moirae or
Fates came to the dwelling of his parents, and declared that when the billet which was
burning on the

;

Admetus,

—

;

son of Ixion, from Larissa. These chiefs
were entertained during nine days in the house of
CEneus. On the tenth, Cepheus and Ancaeus, and
refused to hunt in company with a maidsome
Piriihoiis,

others,

but Meleager, who was in love with Atalanta,
over their opposition. The hunt
obliged them to give
met their fate
began ; Ancaeus and Cepheus speedily
from the tusks of the boar : Peleus accidentally killed
with an arrow, gave the monst*\
Eurytion : Atalanta,
the first wound Amphiaraus shot him in the eye ; and

en

;

;
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Meleager ran him through the flanks and

killed him.

He

presej'ted ihe skin and head to Atalanta ; but the
sons of fhestius, his two uncles, offended at this
preference of a woman, took the skin from her, saying

right, on account of their family,
if Meleager resigned his claim to it.
Meleager, in a
rage, killed them, and restored the skin to Atalanta.
Althaea, on hearing of the death of her brothers, influenced by resentment for their loss, took from its
place of concealment the billet, on which depended
the existence of Meleager, and cast it into the flames.
As it consumed, the vigour of Meleager wasted away
and when it was reduced to ashes, his life terminated.
Repenting, when too late, of what she had done. Althaea put an end to her own life.
Cleopatra died of
and the sisters of Meleager, who would not be
grief
comforted in their aflHiction, were, by the compassion
of the gods, all but Gorgo and Deianira, changed into

that

to

it fell

them of

;

;

— There
Meleagrides.

was another tradiaccording to which Meleager was slain by Apollo,
{Pausan., 10,
31, Z.—Keightky's Mythology, p. 321, seqq.)—\l.
A Greek poet, a native of Gadara in Coelesyria, and
either contemporary with Aniipater, or a very short
time subsequent to him. He composed several works
of a satirical character, which we find quoted under
the following titles 1. ^vpLiroaiov, " The Banquet^
" A mixture
2. AekWov Kal (paKT/g (TvyKpiaig,
of
^^
" The Gra3. Xapireg,
yolks of eggs and beans.
ces."
Jacobs, however, thinks that the whole, collection of his satires may have been rather entitled Xapbirds called
tion,

the protecting deity of the Curetes.

—

:

—

—

{Animadv. in AnthoL, 1, 1. Prolegom., p.
HI. Another poet, who has left about 130
They are marked by purity of diction and
epigrams.
by feeling, but they betray, at the same time, something of that sophistic subtlety which characterized his
Occasionally we meet with words rather too
age.
trff.

xxxviii

)

—

Meleager was

the

first

who made

boldly compounded.
a collection of epigrams, or an anthology. He entitled
" The Crown." It contained a selection
it Iridiavog,
of the best pieces of forty-six poets, arranged in alphabetical order according to the names of the authors.

This compilation

is

lost.

{ScJuill, Hist.

Lit. Gr.,

vol. 4, p. 45, 55.)

Meleagrides, the sisters of Meleager, daughters
of QEneus and Althaea.
They were so disconsolate
at the death of their brother Meleager, that they refused all aliment, and were changed into birds called
The youngest of these sisters, Gorgo
Meleagrides.
and Deianira, who had been married, alone escaped

—

this metamorphosis.
Ovid, Met., 8,
{Apollod., 1, 8.
640.)
Meles (etis), a river of Asia Minor, near Smyrna.
Some of the ancients supposed that Homer was born
on the banks of this river, from which circumstance
they call him Melesigenes. They also showed a cave,
it was said that Homer had
composed his verses.
(Pausan., 7, 5.) Chandler informs us that he searched for this cavern, and succeeded in discovering it
It is about four
above the aqueduct of the Meles.
feet wide, the roof of a huge rock, cracked and slantbottom sandy. Beyond it is a pasing, the sides and
sage cut, leading into a kind of well. (Travels in Asia

where

Minor,

p. 91.)

According

to the

same

traveller, the

Meles, at the present day, is shallow in summer, not
covering its rocky bed but, winding in the deep valley behind the castle of Smyrna, it murmurs among the
rills from the slopes;
evergreens, and receives many
after turning an overshot mill or two, it approaches
the gardens without the town, where it branches out
into small canals, and is divided and subdivided into
still smaller currents, until it is absorbed, or reaches
In winter, howevthe sea, in ditches, unlike a river.
;

er, after

heavy

rains, or the

melting of snow on the

mountains, it swells into a torrent rapid and deep, often not fordable without danger ; and it then finds its
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into the inner bay,

way

(Chandler^ s Travels,

where the ancient

city stood.

p. 76, seqq.)

Melesigenes or Melesigena,
name given to
Homer. (Vid. Meles and Homerus.)
of
a
town
in
I.
the district of
Melibcea,
Thessaly,
a

—

A

11.
Estiaeotis, near Ithome.
(Liv., 36, 13.)
city
of Thessaly, in the district of Magnesia.
According
to Livy (44, 13), it stood at the base of Mount Ossa,
in that part which stretches towards the plains of Thes-

Homer assigns it to the dosaly, above Demetrias.
mains of Philoctetes (II., 2, 716), hence called " itfelibaus dux" by Virgil.
Meliboea was
(JBn., 3, 401.)
attacked in the Macedonian war by M. Popilius, a Roman commander, at the head of five thousand men ;
but the garrison being re-enforced by a detachment
from the army of Perseus, the enterprise was abandoned.
1,

(Livy,

I.

c.)

We

it

was

a maritime town.

592) that

know from Apollonius

(Arg.y

(Cramer^ s Anc.

Greece, vol. 1, p. 423.)
According to Pouqueville
(Voyage, vol. 3, p. 404), the village of Daoukli indicates the site of the ancient Meliboea.
(Compare Paul

Lucases map, appended to his Travels, 1704.)
Melicerta or Melicertes, a son of Athamas and
Ino.
He was saved by his mother from the fury of
his father, who prepared to dash him against a wall
as he had done his brother Learchus.
The mother
was so terrified that she threw herself into the sea,
with Melicerta in her arms.
Neptune had compassion
on Ino and her son, and changed them both into seadeities.
Ino was called Leucothoe or Matuta, and Melicerta was known among the Greeks by the name of
Palaemon, and among the Latins by that of Portumnus.
(Vid. Leucothoe and Ino.
Apollod., 1, 9; 3, 4.

—

—

Pausan., 1, 44.— Ouid, Met., 4, 529.)
Meligunis, one of the earlier names of Lipara.
(Vid. Lipara.)
Melii.
Vid. Malii.

Melissa, I. a daughter of Melissus, king of Crete,
who, with her sister Amalthaea, fed Jupiter with the
milk of goats.
According to the account quoted by
Lactantius, she was appointed by her father the first
II. A nymph,
priestess of Cybele.
(Lactant.,\,'Z'2.)
who first discovered the means of obtaining honey
She was fabled to have been
through the aid of bees.
herself changed into one of these little creatures.

—

—

(ColumelL, 9, 2.) III. One of the Oceanides, who
married Inachus, by whom she had Phoroneus and
IV, A daughter of Procles, who married
.iEgialus.
Periander, the son of Cypselus, by whom, in her pregnancy, she was killed with a blow of his foot, by the

—

false accusation of his

IQQ.— Herod.,
san.,

1,

3,

28.)

concubines.

(Diog. Laert.,

50.—£'dhr, ad Herod.,

I.

1,

c—Pau-

-

Melissus, a philosopher of Samos, of the Eleatic
He was a discisect, who flourished about 440 B.C.
ple of Parmenides, to whose doctrines he closely adhered.
a
was
conversant
with afhe
As public man,
fairs of state, and acquired
great influence among his
countrymen, who had a high veneration for his talents
and virtues. Being appointed by them to the command of a fleet, he obtained a great naval victory over
the Athenians.
the principle of

As

a philosopher, he maintained that

is one and immutable, or
one being that this one being
includes all things, and is infinite, without beginning
or end
that there is neither vacuum nor motion in
the universe, nor any such thing as production or dethat the changes which it seems to suffer are
cay
only illusions of our senses, and that we ought not

all

whatever exists

that

things
is

;

;

;

down anything positive concerning the gods,
since our knowledge of them is so uncertain.
Themistocles is said to have been one of his pupils.
(Ento lay

History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 418, segq.)
I. an island in the Mediterranean; sixty
It is first menmiles southeast of Sicily, now Malta.
tioned by Scylax (p. 50), but is considered by him as

field's

Melita,

MELITA

MBLITA.
Punic inhaliiiants,
belonging to Africa, from its having
and being no farther from Africa than from Sicily.
The earlier Greek historians do not mention it, since
it was regarded as a Carthaginian island, and lay withDiodorus Siculus is the
out their historical limits.
" There
first that gives us any account of it.
are,"
he says, "over against that part of Sicily which lies to
the south, three islands at a distance in the sea, each
of which has a town and safe ports for ships overtaken
by tempests. The first, called Melite, is about 800
stadia from Syracuse, and has several excellent harThe inhabitants are very rich, inasmuch as
bours.
they exercise many trades, and, in particular, manufacture cloths remarkable for their softness and fineness.
Their houses are large, and splendidly ornamented
with projections and stucco (yeiaaoig koL Koviu/xaoi).
The island is a colony of the Phoenicians, who, trading
to the Western Ocean, use it as a place of refuge, because it has excellent ports, and lies in the midst of
the sea.
Next to this island is another named Gaulus
{Gozo),' with convenient harbours, which is also a
colony of Phoenicians." (Diod. Sic, 5, 12.) Malta
is said to have been subsequently occupied by the
Greeks but, however this may be, the Carthaginians
In the first Puobtained possession of it B.C. 402.
nic war it was plundered by the Roman consul AtIn the second Punic war it
tilius.
{Orosius, 4, 8.)
surrendered to the Romans, and was regarded henceIts
forth as an appendage to the province of Sicily.
commerce declined under its new masters, and the islIt
and became a not unfrequent haunt of pirates.
;

appears, however, that its temple of Juno was rich
enough to be an object of plunder to the rapacious
Verres when he was praetor of Sicily. (Cic. in Verr.,
The linen cloth of Malta was considered an
4, 46.)
After the division of the
article of luxury at Rome.

Roman

empire

was included

at the

death of Constantino, this island

in the share allotted to Constantius.

It

subsequently into the hands of the Goths, who
were expelled by Belisarius, A.D. 533. The Arabs
conquered it in 870, and though it was recovered, and
held by the Eastern empire for the space of 34 years,
it was retaken by the Arabs, and the Greek inhabitants
were exterminated. In 1120, Count Roger, the Norman conqueror of Sicily, took possession of Malta and
Malta was thus again attached to
expelled the Arabs.
the island of Sicily, and it became subject to the different dynasties which successively governed that island.
In 1516, Sicily, with the Maltese islands, passed to
the Emperor Charles V., as heir to the crown of ArraOn the 4th March, 1530, Charles granted to
gon.
the Knights of St. John, who had been recently expelfell

led from
castles,

Rhodes by

the Turks, the ownership of all the
fortresses, and isles of Tripoli, Malta, and

Gozo, with complete jurisdiction. The sovereignty
of Malta was by this grant, in effect, surrendered to the
knights, though the form of tenure from the crown of
Sicily was maintained by the reservation of the annual
payment of a falcon by the same to the King of Sicily or his viceroy. It was soon fortified by the knights,
sieges. In 1798, Bonaparte took possession of it on his expedition to Egypt ;
and in 1800, the French garrison was obliged by famine
In 1 8 1 4, the possession
to capitulate to a British force.
of it was confirmed to Great Britain by the treaty of
Paris.
The cotton manufactories of Malta have been
celebrated for many ages, and would seem to trace
their origin to the times of the Phoenicians.
The soil
consists of a thin covering of earth on a soft, calcareous rock, and is increased by breaking up the surface
of the stone into a sort of gravel, and mixing it through
the earth.
It is no uncommon thing, however, for
8oil to be
transported from Sicily, especially when a
proprietor wishes to make a new garden ; a fact that
could hardly be inferred from the number and excelUt/. flavour of the Maltese oranges, from its beautiful

and underwent several memorable

—

6L

roses, and .he exhalations of a thousand flowers.~->

The city

of Melita, the ancient caoital,lay

some distance

—

where Cilia Pinlo is at present situated. Two
The first requestions are connected with this island.
lates to the voyage of St. Paul, which will be considered under Melita II. ; the other is of a more trivial nature, namely, which island, this or the Illyrian Melita
inland,

(now Mcleda), furnished the Catuli Melitai, so much
esteemed by the Roman ladies. PJiny, on the authorof Callimachus and Slephanus of Byzantium, pronounces in favour of Mcleda, Strabo of Malla (280).

—

ity

An

island in the Adriatic, northwest of Epidaurus,
Its modern name
lying off the coast of Dulmatia.

II.

and
is Meleda.
The question has often been agitated,
whether it was on this island, or Melita (now Malta)
that
St. Paul was shipwrecked.
below Sicily,
{Acts,27
and 28.) Upon a fair review of the whole subject, it
will be found that the Illyrian island presents the better
The following reasons may
claim to this distinction.

—

be alleged in favour of this side of the question : 1.
'*
Adria," the Adriatic
vessel, when lost, was in
Gulf, which cannot by any geographical contrivance
be made to extend, as some would wish to have it, to
2. The island on which the
the coast of Africa.
Apostle was wrecked was an obscure one in the Adri-

The

—

Melita, and now known by
This island lies confessedly in
of Meleda.
the Adriatic, off the coast of Illyricum ; it lies, too,
nearer the mouth of the Adriatic than any other island
of that sea, and would, of course, be more likely to
receive the wreck of any vessel that would be driven
atic

the

sea, formerly called

name

—

3. Meleda is situate,
by tempests to that quarter.
moreover, nearly N.W. by N. of the southwest promin
the
direction of a storm
ontory of Crete, and nearly
4. The manner likewise
from the southeast quarter.
in which Melita is described by St. Luke agrees with
the idea of an obscure place, but not with the celebrity
Cicero speaks of Melita {Malta)
of Malta at that time.
as abounding in curiosities and riches, and possessing
a remarkable manufacture of the finest linen.
(Oral,
in Verr., 4. 18, 46.)
Malta, according to Diodorus
Siculus (5, 1), was furnished with many and very good
for it
harbours, and the inhabitants were very rich

—

;

sorts of artificers, among whom were exThe houses were statecellent weavers of fine linen.

was

full

of

all

and beautiful, and the inhabitants, a colony of Phoenicians, famous for the extent and lucrative liature of
their commerce. It is difficult to suppose that a place of
ly

this description

could be meant by such an expression

"an

island called Melita ;" nor could the inhabitants,
with any propriety of speech, be understood by the

as

" barbarous."
But the Adriatic Melita perwith that description.
Though too
obscure and insignificant to be particularly noticed by
ancient geographers, the opposite and neighbouring
coast of Illyricum is represented by Strabo in such a
way as perfectly corresponds with the expression of
the apostle.
5.
Father Giorgi, an ecclesiastic of
Melita Adriatica, who has written on this subject, sugno serpents
gests, very properly, that as there are now
in Malta, and as it should seem there were none in the
time of Plinv, there never were any there, the country
or proper
being dry and rocky, and not affording shelter
But Menourishment for animals of this description.
leda abounds with these reptiles, being woody and
and favourable to their way of life and propaepithet

fectly corresponds

—

damp,
the father of Pubgation.— 6. The disease with which
lius was affected (dysentery combined with fever,

a presumptive evidence
probably intermittent) affords
Such a place as Malta,
of the nature of the island.
was not likely
dry, and rocky, and remarkably healthy,
to produce such a disease, which is almost peculiar to
moist situations and stagnant waters, but might well
suit a country woodv and damp, and, probably for want
of draining, exposed to the putrid effluvia of confined
however, in favour
moisture.— 7. It has been
alleged,
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of Malta's having been the island in question, that, had
Melcda been the one, St. Paul would not have called
" which is
so far
at Syractise in his way to Rhegiuni,
out of the track," says a writer who advocates this
" that no
example can be produced in the hisopinion,
of any ship going so far out of her
tory of navigation

course, except it was driven by a violent tempest."
This argument tends principally to show that the writer had a very incorrect idea of the relative situations
The ship which carof the places to which he refers.
ried St. Paul from the Adriatic to Rhegium would not
deviate from its course more than half a day's sail by
touchmg at Syracuse and the delay so occasioned
would probably be but a few hours more than it would
have been had ihey proceeded to Syracuse in their way
to the Straits of Messina from Malta.
Besides, the
master of the ship might have, and probably had, some
had
which
business at Syracuse,
originated at Alexandrea, from which place it must have been originally in;

tended that the ship should commence her voyage to
and in this course the calling at Syracuse
would have been the smallest deviation possible. 8.
Again, supposing the ship to have come from Malta,
it must have been on account of some business, probably commercial, that they touched at Syracuse in
their way to Puteoli, as Malta is scarcely more than
whereas
Dne day and night's sail from Syracuse
there might be some reasons respecting the voyage,
had the ship come from Meleda, which is more than
"ive times that distance, and probably a more uncerPuteoli

—

;

:

—

As

regards the wind Euroclydon,
it
may be observed, that the word evidently implies a
It is composed of Evpof, the southsoutheast wind.
cast wind, and K^vduv, a wave, an addition highly exand effects of this wind, but
pressive of the character
it became
typhonic
probably chiefly applied to it when
or tempestuous.
Typhon is described by Pliny (2,
non
antennas
as
48)
pracipuo navigantium pestis,
The
modo, vcrum ipsa navigia contorfa frangens.
course of the wind from the southeast would impel the
ship towards the island of Crete, though not so directly but that they might weather it, as they in fact
tain navigation.

9.

he had prevailed, and Socrates had been ignominiously put to death, the Athenians repented of their seMelitus was condemned to
venty to the philosopher.
death ; and Anytus, another of the accusers, to escape
a similar fate, went into voluntary exile.

(Diog. La-

ert.,2.)

MbMrs or MELIUS, Spurius, a Roman knight, suspected of aiming at kingly power, in consequence of
his uncommon hberality in supplying the populace with
He was summoned by the dictator L. Q. Cincorn.
cinnatus to appear before him
and, having refused
so to do, was slain on the spot by Ahala, the master
Vid. JCquimelium.)
of the horse.
{Liv., 4, 13, seqq.
Mella or Mela, a small river of Cisalpine Gaul,
near Brixia.
It retains its ancient name.
(Virg.,
;

—

Georg., 4,

278.— Catullus,

66. 32.)
island in the

Melos, now Milo, an

^gean

Sea,

It was sitforming one of the group of the Cyclades.
uate, according to Strabo (84), about 700 stadia to
the southeast of Cape Scyllaeum, and nearly as many,
in a northeastern direction, from the Dictynnaean prom-

ontory in Crete.
{Steph. Byz., s.

It

was

first

inhabited by Phoenicians

M^/lof), and afterward colonized
by Lacedaemon, nearly 700 years, as Thucydides reThis island adlates, before the Peloponnesian war.
v.

hered to the interest of that state against the Athenians, and successfully resisted at first an attempt made

by the

latter to

some years

reduce it.
{Thucyd., 3, 91.) But
Athenians returned with a great-

after, the

and, on the rejection of all their overtures, in
a conference which the historian has preserved to us,
they proceeded to besiege the principal town, which
they at length captured after a brave and obstinate resistance.
Having thus gained possession of the city,
er force

;

to that age,
they, with a degree of barbarity peculiar
put all the males to death, enslaved the women and

children,

and sent 500 colonists

mer's Anc. Greece,

into the island.

{Cra-

vol. 3, p.

404.)
Melpes, a river of Lucania, flowing into the sea to
the southeast of the promontory of Palinurus.
{Plin.,

It is now the Molpa, and is probably the same
stream which Lycophron (v. 1083) calls the Membles.
did, and got clear, though it appears they encountered
Mklpomene, one of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter
some risk of being wrecked when running under, or and Mnemosyne. Her name is derived from fie?^noixai,
to the south of. the island of Clauda or Gaudos, which '* to celebrate in song.''
She presided over tragedy, of
Hence the
lies opposite to the port of Phoenice, the place where
which the poets made her the inventress.
"
A circumstance occurs in language of Ausonius, Melpomene tragico proclamat
they proposed to winter.
this part of the narrative which creates some difficulty.
moesta hoatu." {Auson., Idyll, ult., v. 2.) She was
They who navigated the ship were apprehensive of commonly represented as veiled, and holding in her
which lay on the coast of hand' a tragic mask.
Her instrument was the lyre.
falling among the Syrtes,
Africa, nearly to the southwest of the western point of Melpomene became, by the river-god Acheloiis, the
But we should consider that this danger lay mother of the Sirens. {Vid. Musae.)
Crete.

only in the fears of the mariners, who, knowing the
Syrtes to be the great terror of those seas, and probably not being able to ascertain from what quarter the
wind blew, neither sun nor stars having been visible
for several days, and as these violent typhonic Levanters are apt to change their direction, might entertain apprehensions that they

dangerous quicksands.

The

might be cast on these
event, however, proved

that the place of their danger was mistaken.
{ClassHale's Analical Journal, vol. 19, p. 212, seqq.

—

ysis of
1830.)

Chronology, vol.

Melitene,

1,

464, seqq., ed.

p.

2d,

a district of Asia Minor, in the south-

eastern part of Armenia Minor, and lying along the
The soil was fertile,
the Euphrates.
right bank of
and yielded fruits of every kind in this respect difof Cappadocia, of which Armenia
fering from the rest
Minor was a part. The chief product was oil, and a
wine called Monarites, which equalled the best of Gre;

—
—

Its capcian growth.
P/iw., 6, 3.)
{Strab.,535.
ital was Melitene, now Malatie, on a branch of the
Proriver Melas.
Steph. Byz., s. v.
{Plin., 5, 24.

cop., de Mdxf., 3, 5.)
Melitus, one of the accusers of Socrates.
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—

3, 5.)

Memmia (more

correctly

law, by

It orproposed, or in what year, is uncertain.
dained, that an accusation should not be admitted
service of the
against those who were absent in the

{Val. Max., 3, 7, %.—Suet., Vit. Jul., 23);
public.
and if any one was convicted of false accusation, that
he should be branded on the forehead with a letter;
was
probably K, as anciently the name of this crime
As regards the correct form
written KALUMNIA.
of the name of this law, consult Heineccius, Ant. Rom.,
p. 731, ed. Hauhold.
Memmii, the name of one of the branches of an old
plebeian house, who were themselves subdivided into
The most rethe families of the Galli and Gemelli.
I. C.
markable of the Memmii were the following.
Memmius Gallus, was praetor B.C. 176 and 170, and
II.
C. Memafterward ambassador to the .^tolians.
mius Gallus, son of the preceding, was tribune of the
It was
bold
and
commons, and a
popular speaker.
he who induced the people to summon Jugurtha, king

—

—

—

of Numidia, to

Rome,

in

order to expose,

by his means, the corruption of the

He was

After

Remmia) Lex, a

whom

if

Roman

possible,
nobility.

afterward elected consul,
{Vid. Jugurtha.)
B.C. 100, but was assassinated by Glaucia, a dia

MEM
appointed candidate.

MEM

(Vid. Marius.)

—

III.

L.

Mem-

he is mentioned by Demosthenes, as a young man m
B.C. 352. {Aristocrat., p. 672.) Memnon possessed
great military talents, and was intrusted by Darias
Codomannuf*, the last king of Persia, on the invasion
of Asia by Alexander, with an extensive command in
Western Asia but his plans were thwarted and opposed by the satraps, and it was contrary to his advice
that the Persians offered battle to the Macedonians at
the Granicus.
After the defeat of the Persians on this

mius Gemellus, was tribune of the commons B.C.
64. and praetor B.C. 59, in which latter capacity he
He was distinguishhad the government of Bithynia.
ed as an orator and poet, and was the friend and patron
of Catullus and Lucretius, the latter of whom dedicated
Cicero describes him as a man of
his poern to him.
and well acquainted with
great literary acquirements,
the Grecian language and literature.
{Brut., 70.)
The same writer, however, represents him elsewhere
ad
as a man of licentious habits.
Alt., 1, 18.)
{Ep.
He was an opponent of Caesar's, and was driven into
exile by means of the latter, on the charge of bribery
in suing for the consulship, and also of extortion in the
province of Bithynia.
1.

died in exile.

—
ad
— Ernesti, Ind.Manut.,
Hist.,

ad Fam.,
6,

He

loc.

1.

13,

—

Id.,

(Cic

,

Ep. ad

;

in

He

Memnon
came

loss of Memnon was fatal to the Persian cause
he had lived, he would probably have invaded Macedonia, and thus have compelled Alexander to give up
his prospects of Asiatic conquest, in order to defend
his own dominions.
{Arrian, Exp. AL, 1, 20, seqq.

age of

—

Id. ib.,

—

:

ter period.

the history terminated, and which would give us some
idea of the time when the author flourished.
The extracts preserved by Photius are more interesting from
the fact of Memnon's speaking, in the course of them,
by way of digression, of other nations and communities

and Herodotus men-

with

Id., 7, 151.)
{Herod., 5, 53. seq.
great majority of Greek writers agree in tracing
the origin of Memnon to Egypt or Ethiopia ; and it is

known

Susa

name

of

Memnon was

not

after the Persian

conquest of Egypt,
and that the buildings there called Memnonian by the
Greeks were, in name, at least, the representative of
those in Egypt.
The partial deciphering of the Eg)'ptian proper names affords us sufficient reason for believing, with Pausanias (1,42, 2), that the Memnon of
the Greeks may be identified with the Egyptian Phain

till

his

townsmen had

at

any time

political in-

—

The

not improbable that the

whom

tercourse or relations.
These extracts extend from
the .first year of the 104th Olympiad (B.C. 364) to
B.C. 46. The latest and best edition of the fragments
of Memnon is that of Orellius, Lips., 1816, 8vo, containing fragments of the works of other writers of Her-

—

same name.

He

for already, in his time, the first eight, as also the last
eight books, were lost ; and it is precisely from this circumstance that we are unable to fix the period when

tions the palace at Susa, called Memnonia, and also
says, that the city itself was sometimes described by

the

some

critics, ought to be placed in a lawrote a history of his native city, and
of the tyrants who had ruled over it, in twenty- four
books.
Photius has preserved for us an abridgment,
or, rather, an extract from the 9th to the 16th book;

the opinion of

all

{Strabo, 720)

seqq.—Diod. Sic, 16, 52.— Id., 17, 23,
Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 15, p. 89.)-— III. A
2, 1,

scqq.
native of Heraclea Pontica, in Bithynia, generally regarded as contemporary with Augustus, but who, in

as king of the Ethiopians, but also says
Troy from Susa, and not from Ethio-

Memnon

:

if

to

subduing

entered

The

the nations in his way.
(Pausan.,
10. 31, 6.— Id., 1, 42, 2.)
^schylus also, according
to Strabo, spoke of the Cissian, that is, Susian, parent-

pia,

Memnon

ly

:

that he

of Halicarnassus,

view of attacking Macedonia. He was now completemaster of the sea, and proceeded to subdue the islands in the .^gean.
He took Chios, and obtained
possession of the whole of Lesbos, with the exception
of Mytilene, before which place he died, B.C. 333.

is first

;

sents

fall

into negotiations with the Lacedaemonians, with the

a personage frequently

I.

writers.

After the

out.

Alt.,

mentioned by
spoken of in the Odyssey as the son of Eos, or the morning, as a hero remarkable for his beauty, and as the vanquisher of AnHesiod calls him the
lilochus (4, 188; II, 521)
King of the Ethiopians, and represents him as the son
of Tithonus.
(Thcog., 986 ) He is supposed to have
fought against the Greeks in the Trojan war, and to
slain
have been
by Achilles. In the "fyxoaraaia, a
lost drama of ^schylus, the dead body of Memnon is
carried away by his mother Eos.
(Fragm. No. 261,
ed. Dindorf.)
He is represented by most Greek writers as King of the Ethiopians, but he is also said to
have been connected with Persia.
According to Diodorus (2, 22), Tithonus, the father of Memnon, governed Persia, at the time of the Trojan war, as the viceroy
of Teutamus, the Assyrian king and Memnon erected
at Susa the palace which was afterward known by the
name of Memnonium. Diodorus also adds, that the
Ethiopians claimed Memnon as a native of their counPausanias combines the two accounts he repretry.

Greek

Western Asia,

which he defended against Alexander, and only abandoned it at last when it was no longer possible to hold

Ep.

s. v.)

Memnon,

the

Memnon was

appointed to the chief command
as the only general who was able to
He first retired to Miletus,
oppose the Macedonians.
and afterward withdrew to Halicarnassus in Caria,
occasion,

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 105.)
I. the citadel of Susa.
The city also

aclea.

Memnonium,

bore the epithet of
7,

"Memnonian."

54;
{Herod.,
—
Memremarks under the
— Compare
A splendid structure Thebes, Egypt,
5,

151.

article

non I.) II.
on the western side of the

in

at

river.

The

ruins of tne

Memnonium are regarded at the present day as permenoph, Phamenoth, Amenophis, or Amenothph, of haps the most ancient in Thebes. This beautiful relic
which name the Greek one is probably only a corrup- of antiquity looks to the east, and is fronted by a vast
"
tion.
Phamenoph is said to mean the guardian of propylsDon, of which 234 feet in length are still rethe city of Ammon," or " devoted to Ammon," " be- maining.
The main edifice has been about 200 feet
Memnon, then, must be regard- wide and 600 feet long, containing six courts and
longing to Ammon."
ed as one of the early heroes or kings of Egypt, whose chambers, passing from side to side, with about 160
fame reached Greece in very early times. In the columns thirty feet high.
All the sidewalks have
which they
eighteenth dynasty of Manetho the name of Amenophis been broken down, and the materials of
" This is he who is
but
occurs, with this remark
supposed were composed carried away nothing remaining
to be the Memnon and the vocal stone." He is Ameno- a
the inner chambers, to
portion of the colonnade and
once
phis II., and the son of Thutmosis, who is said to have testify to the traveller what a noble structure
driven the shepherds out of Egypt.
As regards the occupied this interesting s{K)t. Champollion considof
tomb
the
vocal statue of Memnon, consult the article Memno- ers the Memnonium to be the same with
nium II. {Encycl. Us. Knowl, vol. 15, p. 88, seq.) Osymandias. described by Diodorus Siculus (1, 47).

—

:

;

—

—

In the

great trust and power by Darius Ochus, king of Persia.
are ignorant of the time of Memnon's birth, but

It is pronounced
by
Osymandias.
to have been
relic of art which the place contains, and
at
present it is
once its brightest ornament, though
thrown down from its pedesul, laid prostrate on th«

II. A native of Rhodes, the brother of the wife
of Artabazus
He was adsatrap of Lower Phrygia.
vanced, together with his brother Mentor, to offices of

We

I

!

Memnonium

is

still

to

be seen the statue of
far the finest
to be
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It tion is as follows
"Iwnte after having heard Memground, and shattered into a thousand pieces.
non.
IS about 26 feet broad between the shoulders, 54 feet
Cambyses hath wounded me, a stone cut into
I had formerly the siceer
round the chest, and 13 feet from the shoulder to the an image of the Sun-king.
elbow.
There are on the back and on both arms voice of Memnon, but Cambyses has deprived me of
You relate
hieroglyphical tablets, extremely well executpd, which the accents which express joy and grief.
Your voice is now obscure. Oh
identify this enormous statue with the hero whose grievous things.
achievements are sculptured on the walls of the tem- wretched statue ! I deplore your fate.''^ {American
This figure has sometimes been confounded Quarterly Review, No. 9, p. 32.
Compare Champolple.
with that which bears the name of Memnon, and lion, Precis du Systenie Jiieroglyphique, vol. 1, p.
which has so long been celebrated for its vocal quali- 236.) It will be perceived, from the first of these

—

:

—

—

ties.
The latter, however, is one of the two statues
vulgarly called Shama and Dama, which stand a little
distance from Medinet Abou towards the Nile.
These,
we are told, are nearly equal magnitude, being about
52 feet in height. The thrones on which they respectively rest are 30 feet long, 18 broad, and between seven and eight feet high. They are placed
about 40 feet asunder ; are in a line with each other,

m

and look towards the east, directly opposite to the
If there be any difference of size,
temple of Luxor.
It appears to be of
the southern one is the smaller.
one entire stone. The face, arms, and front of the
body have suffered so much from studied violence,
that not a feature of the countenance remains.
The
head-dress is beautifully wrought, as are also the shoulders, which, with the back, continue quite uninjured
The massy hair projects from behind the ears like that
of the sphinx.
The sides of the throne are highly
ornamented with the elegant device of two bearded
figures tying the stem of the flexible lotus round the
The colossus is in a sitting posture, with the
ligula.
hands resting on the knees. The other statue, which
stands on the north side, appears to be that of the
It presents the same attitude as its
vocal Memnon.

This famous statue was said to

companion.

when
sound

it

was struck by

like the

the

first

beams of

utter,

the sun, a

snapping asunder of a musical

string.

1, 42, 3.)
Cambyses, who spared not the
Egyptian god Apis, suspecting some imposture, broke
the statue from the head to the middle of the body,

(Pausan.,

Strabo (816), who visited
but discovered nothing.
the spot in a later age, states that he saw two colossal figures, one of them erect, and the other broken off
from above, and the fragments lying on the ground.
He adds, however, a tradition, that this had been oc-

The geographer says
casioned by an earthquake.
that he and ./Elius Gallus, with many other friends
and a large number of soldiers, were standing by these
statues early in the morning, when they heard a certain sound, but could not determine whether it came
from the colossus, or the base, or from the surrounding
He mentions also that it was a current
multitude.
belief that the sound came from that part of the statue
which remained on the base.
Pliny and Tacitus
mention the sound produced from the statue without

—

Tacit.,
having themselves heard it {Plin., 36, 11.
Ann., 2, 61.
Compare Juvenal, 15, 5), and Lucian
informs us that Demetrius went on purpose to -^gypt
to see the pyramids and Memnon's statue, from which

—

a voice proceeded at the rising of the sun.
{Toxaris,
It was a general persuasion, indeed, among
6, 27.)
the Egyptians as well as others, that before Cambyses
broke this colossus, it uttered the seven mysterious
What characterizes, however, in a particuvowels.
lar degree, the statue of vocal celebrity, is the inscriptions, both in Greek and Latin, in verse and prose, with
which its legs are covered. Most of these inscriptions
belong to the period of the early Roman emperors,
and all attest that the writers had heard the heavenly

voice of
tions of

Memnon

at the first

dawn of

Transla-

day.

two of these inscriptions follow

"

:

/,

Puhlius

Balbinus, heard the divine voice of Memnon or Phamenoph. I came in company with the Empress Sabina,, at the first hour of the sun's course, the \5th year

of the reign of Hadrian, the 24<A day of Athyr, the
The other inscripioth of the month of November^
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Memnon, as we have already reprevious article (Memnon I.), is made
Egyptian Phamenoph; and, in fact,

inscriptions, that

marked

in a

identical with the

the hieroglyphic legend on the statue, as deciphered
by Champollion, shows it to have been the effigy of

There

Amenophis.

is

some

difficulty,

however, not-

withstanding these inscriptions, in identifying this
statue with the one described by Strabo and Pausanias.
These writers say that the upper part had in
their time fallen down or been broken off; but at
present the upper part exists in its proper position,
though not in a single piece, being adapted to the
lower portion of the body by courses of the common
sandstone used so generally in the buildings of Thebes.
Heeren conjectures that the broken statue might have
been repaired after the time of Strabo.
Of the fact
that the statue of Memnon uttered sounds when the
sun shone upon it, there can be no doubt : as to the

—

mode, however, in which this was effected, great diIt has been thought by
versity of opinion exists.
some, that the priests of Thebes might have fabricated,
by mechanical art, a kind of speaking head, the springs
of which were so arranged that it sent forth sounds
at the rising of the sun.
Such an explanation, however, is altogether unsatisfactory ; the circumstances
of the case are directly against it.
The more generreceived opinion ascribes the sound to some peculiar property in the stone itself, of which the Egypally

tian priests artfully took advantage,

though

in

what

Alexander Humboldt speaks
quite uncertain.
of certain sounds that are heard to proceed from the
rocks on the banks of the Oronoko, in South America,

way

is

these he attributed to confined air making
escape from crevices or caverns, where the difference of the internal and external temperature is considerable.
The French savans attest to their having
heard such sounds at Carnak, on the east bank of the
Nile ; and hence it has been conjectured that the
priests, who had observed this phenomenon, took advantage of their knowledge, and conlrivcd, by what
means we know not, to make the credulous believe
that a similar sound proceeded from the colossal statat sunrise

:

its

ue of Phamenoph.

{British

Museum, Egypt. An-

Mr. Wilkinson, however, in
his work on the "Topography of Thebes'' {Lond.,
tiq.,

vol.

1,

p.

266.)

1835), gives a far

"The

ficulty.

more

satisfactory solution of the difthis statue uttered," ob-

sound which
" was said

served this writer,
to resemble the breaking
of a harp-string, or, according to the preferable authority of a witness, a metallic ring (one of the inscriptions

memory

of

says, 'like
its

brass

when

daily performance

struck'),

is still

and the

retained in the

traditional appellation of Salamat, 'salutations,' by
the modern inhabitants of Thebes.
In the lap of
the statue is a stone, which, on being struck, emits
a metallic sound, that might still be made use of to
deceive a visiter who was predisposed to believe in
its
powers ; and from its position, and a square space
cut in the block behind, as if to admit a person who
might thus lie concealed from the most scrutinous observer in the plain below, it seems to have been used
after the restoration of the statue ; and another similar recess exists beneath the present site of this stone,
which might have been intended for the same purpose
when the statue was in its mutilated state. Mr. Burton and I first remarked the metallic sound of thif

MEM

MEMPHIS.

«ione in the lap of the statue in the year 1824, and
conjectured that it might have been used to deceive
the Roman visiters ; but the nature of the sound,
which did not agree with the accounts given by ancient authors, seemed to present an insuperable objection.
In a subsequent visit to ThebeH in 1830, on
again examining the statue and its inscriptions, I found
that one Ballilla had compared it to the striking of

and feeling convuiced that this authority was
the vague accounts of those writers who had never heard it, I determined on posting
some peasants below and ascending myself to the lap
of the statue, with a view of hearing from them the
brass

;

more decisive than

impression made by the sound.
Having struck the
sonorous block with a small hammer, I inquired what
they heard, and their answer, Ente belidrob e'nahas,
*You are striking brass,' convinced me that the
sound was the same that deceived the Romans, and
led Strabo to observe that it appeared to him as the
effect of a slight blowy
{Wilkinson's Topography
The head of the colossal
of Thebes, p. 36, seq)
Memnon in the British Museum has no claim to be considered the vocal Memnon described by Strabo, TaciThe height of the figure to which
tus, and Pausanias.
the head belongs was about 24 feet when entire.
There is also an entire colossal Memnon in the British
Museum 9 feet 6J inches high, which is a copy of the

—

(HamiltOTi's JEgyptiaca.
great Memnon at Thebes.
EnPhilological Museunt, No. 4, art. Memnon.
cycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 15, p. 88, seqq.)
Memphis, a famous city of Egypt, on the left side

—

—

of the Nile.

Concerning the epocli of its foundation
With
precise situation, writers are not agreed.
regard to its position, it would seem, from a review
of all the authorities which bear upon the subject,

and

that

its

Memphis stood about 15

of the Delta

:

miles south of the

Apex

this, at least, is D'.Anville's opinion.

Herodotus (2, 99) assigns the founding of Memphis
to Menes, and Diodorus (1, 50) to Uchoreus.
From
the account given by the former of these writers, it

order to enjoy, probably, the cool breezes from the
and Thebes would then appear to have declined
in importance.
The circuit of Memphis is given by
sea,

Diodorus
it

was

at

still

Memphis

is

150 stadia, from which
larger in

it

compass than the

supposed to have suffered

would seem that
city of Thebes.

much

in the in-

It was adorned and beautified,
and, about the time of
however, under the Ptolemies
our Saviour, v\ras the second city of Egypt, Alexandrea being the capital
but its decay had already beStrabo, who visited it about this time, describes
gun.
the temple of Vulcan, another of Venus, and a third
of Osiris, where the Apis, a sacred bull, was worand also a Serapeum and a large
shipped {vid. Apis)
But many of its palaces were in ruins an
circus.
immense colossus, formed of a single stone, lay in
front of the circus; and among a number of sphinxes
near the Serapeum, some were covered with sand to
the middle of the body, and others were so nearly
melanburied as to leave only their heads visible
In the
choly and certain presages of its future fate.
seventh century the Saracen or Arabian conquest of
Egypt occurred. Memphis was not indeed destroyed
by the victors, yet it had to supply abundant materials
for the new capital of Cairo, as a view of this latter
place even at the present day conclusively proves.
From this period Memphis fell gradually to ruin ; and

vasion of Cambyses.

;

:

;

;

—

though Benjamin of Tudela, in the twelfth century
found it still in part standing, yet the process of dilapidation was actively carried on. and most of the former inhabitants had taken up their residence in the
new capital of Cairo. This latter city he calls " New
" Old Misraim"
The
(c 21).
Misraim," and Memphis
first modern traveller who seems to have discovered
the true site of Memphis is Fourmont {Description
des mines d'Heliopolis et de Memphis, Paris, 1755,
The whole subject is now clearly elucidated
8vo).
by the researches of the French in Egypt. The ruins
of the ancient city extend, on the western side of the
Nile, for more than one geographical mile in a southIn the vicinity of
ern direction from Old Cairo.
Saccara is to be seen the spot where once stood the

would seem that the Nile originally ran nearer the
Libyan mountains, and that Menes, having erected a
The village which occupies a part
large dam about a hundred stadia south of the spot temple of Vulcan.
where Memphis afterward stood, caused the river to of the site of Memphis is called by Fourmont MaAfter he had thus di- nuf, while more modern authorities name it My t- Rahpursue a more easterly course.
verted the current of the stream, he built Memphis yneh.
Both are, in fact, right: along the side of
within the ancient bed of the Nile.
The great em- Memphis many villages rise, but the largest masses
bankment was always an object of attention, and of ruins show themselves principally at Myt-Rahyneh,
Herodotus states that under the Persian dominion it on the southern side of the city. The following dewas annually repaired for if the river had at any time scription of Memphis, as it appeared in the twelfth
broken through the bank, the whole city would have century, is from an Oriental writer.
{Abdollatifs
In Memphis the same Menes erected Abridgment of Edrisi, translated by De Sacy.—Enbeen inundated.
a magnificent temple to Vulcan or Phtha. (Herod., I. cyclopcedia Metropolitans, art. Egypt.) "Among the
What Herodotus partly saw and partly learned monuments of the power and genius of the ancients
c.)
from the lips of the priests relative to this city, Dio- are the remains still extant in old Misr or Memphis.
dorus confirms (1, 50).
He, too, speaks of the large That city, a little above Fostat, in the province of
embankment, of a vast and deep excavation which re- Djizeh, was inhabited by the Pharaohs, and is the anSuch it conceived the water of the river, and which, encircling cient capital of the kingdom of Egypt.
the city, excep in the quarter where the mound was tinued to be until ruined by Bokhtnasr (Nebuchadbut many years afterward, when Alexander
constructed, rendered it secure against any hostile nezzar)
attack.
He differs from Herodotus, however, in ma- had built Iskanderiyeh (Alexandrea), this latter place
retained that
king, as has already been remarked, Uchoreus to have was made the metropolis of Egypt, and
been its founder. On this point, indeed, there appears pre-eminence till the Moslems conquered the country
the seat of
to have been a great diversity of opinion
among the under Amru-ebn-el-Aasi, who transferred
El Moezz came frora
ancient writers, for we find the building of Memphis
government to Fostat. At last
which has ever
assigned also to Epaphus (Schol., in Stat., Theb., 4, the west and built El Cahirah (Cairo),
But let us
737) and to Apis.
{Syncellus, p. 149.—^Compare since been the royal place of residence.—
called old
It is more than return to the description of Menuf, also
Wesselijig, ad Diod. Sic., I. c.)
extent of this city,
probable, that the Egyptian priests themselves were Misr.
Notwithstanding the vast
the change of
possessed of no definite information on this head, and the remote period at which it was built,
that Memphis was the capital of Lower
been subjected, the attempts
Egypt, as dynasties to which it has
Thebes was of Upper Egypt, at a very early period, made by various nations to destroy even the vestiges,
when the land was under the sway of many contempo- and to obliterate everv trace of it, by removmg the
raneous monarchs.
When, however, the whole coun- stones and materials of which it was formed-ruming
notwithstandtry was united under one king, the royal residence its houses and defacing its sculptures—
would 9Qova to have been transferred to Memphis, in ing all this, combined with what more than four thou^
821
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sand years must have done towards its destruction,
there are yet found in it works so wonderful that they
confound even a reflecting mind, and are such as the
most eloquent would not be able to describe. The
more you consider them, the more does your astonishment increase ; and the more you look at them, the

Piraeus, and a line in the Ibis of Ovid is supposed by
" Comicus ut mcdiis
to allude to this ;
pcriit dum

some

nahal in undis.^'
{lb., 591.)
According to another
account, he drowned himself because his rival PhileAll
mon obtained the prize in a dramatic contest.
learn
antiquity agrees in praise of Menander.
from Ovid that all his plots turned on love, and that
in his time the plays of Menander were common chilJulius Caesar
dren's books.
{Ovid, Trist., 2, 370.)
" halved
" dimidiatiis
called Terence a
Menander,''^ or

—

We

more pleasure you experience.

Every idea which they
suggest immediately gives birth to some other still
novel
more
and unexpected
and as soon as you imagine that you have traced out their full scope, you discover that there is something still greater behind."
Among the works here alluded to, he specifies a mon;

olithic

Menander," having reference
tion of the Athenian dramatist.

temple similar to the one mentioned by Herod-

to his professed

imita-

Terence, indeed, was

but a translator of his dramas.

Plutarch

preferred

He next exotus, adorned with curious sculptures.
patiates upon the idols found among the ruins, not less
remarkable for the beauty of their forms, the exactness

Menander to Aristophanes, and Dio Chrysostom ranked him above all the writers of the Old Comedy.
Quintilian (10, 1, 69) gives him unqualified praise as

of their proportions, and perfect resemblance to nature, than for their truly astonishing dimensions.
measured one of them, he says, which, without in-

From these notices, from
a delineator of manners.
the plays of Terence, and from an awkward compli-

We

ment passed upon him by Aristophanes the grammawe may infer that Menander was an admirable
He was a man, however, of licenpainter of real life.

cluding the pedestal, was 45 feet in length, 15 feet
from side to side, and from back to front in the same
It was of one block of red
proportion.
granite, covered
with a coating of red varnish, the antiquity of which

rian,

tious principles ; and his effeminate and immoral habits, and that carelessness in his verses which subjected

seemed only to increase its lustre.
The ruins of him to the charge of plagiarism, or, at least, of copying,
Memphis, in his time, extended to the distance of half all point to the man of fashion rather than the imaa day's journey in every direction.
But so rapidly has ginative poet. It has been observed that there is very
the work of destruction proceeded since the twelfth little of the humorous in the fragments of Menander
but we cannot judge of a play by fragcentury, that few points have been more debated by which remain
modern travellers than the site of this celebrated me- ments. Sheridan's plays, if reduced to the same state,
The investigations of the French, as nas al- would be open to a similar charge, although he is
tropolis.
ready been remarked, appear to have decided the ques- perhaps the most witty writer of any age or coun".^t Myt-Rahynek (Metrahaine), one
tion,
The essential aim of the comedy of manners is
league try.
from Saccara, we found," savs General Duarna, "so to excite interest and smiles, not laughter.
The plays
many blocks of granite covered with hieroglyphics and of Menander were probably very simple in dramatic
Terence did not .keep to this simplicity, but,
sculptures around and within an esplanade three leagues action.
in circumference, enclosed
by heaps of rubbish, that we as he tells us himself, added to the main plot some
were convinced these must be the ruins of Memphis. subordinate one taken from a different piece of MeThe sight of some fragments of one of those colos- nander; thus making, as he says, one piece out of two.
susses. which Herodotus savs were erected by Sesos
Between the time of Aristophanes and that of MenanIris at the entrance of the
temple of Vulcan, would, der, a great change must have taken place in the Atheindeed, have been sufficient to dispel our doubts had nian character, which, in all probability, was mainly
The wrist of this colossus shows that brought about by the change in the political condition
any remained.
"
it must have been 45 feet
{RussdVs Egypt, of the Athenian state. The spirit of the people had
high
;

p.

216, seqq

)

— Memphis

is

thought by

been the Noph of Scripture.

many

to

(IsataA, 19, 13

declined from the noble patriotism which characterized the plays of Aristophanes at a time when Athens
was struggling for supremacy in Greece ; and, in the
time of Menander, Macedonian influence had nearly
animated the conextinguished the spirit that once
Manners probably
querors of Marathon and Plataea.
had not changed for the better in Athens; though the
would no longobscenity and ribaldry of Aristophanes
The transition from coarseer have been tolerated.

have

—

Jer.,

16.— EceA-.,3(), 18-16.)
Mknandkr (M^vav^pof), I. a celebrated comic poet
of Athens, born B.C 342.
According to Suidas, he
2,

was

the son of Diopiihes and
Hegistrate. was crosseyed, and yet clear-headed enough {arpatbg ruf o^'ftf
o^f Sh Tov vovv). Hi.« father was at this time commander of the forces stationed by the Athenians at the
Hellespont, and must therefore have been a man of
some consequence. Alexis, the comic poet, was his
uncle and instructer in the drama.
{Proleg., Aris-

30

ness of expression to a decent propriety of language
marks the history of literature in every country. Thus
the personal satire and the coarseness, which characterized the old comedy, were no longer adapted to the
Menander lived, and
age and circumstances in which

Theophrastus was his tutor in philosoand he rnay have derived from the
knowledge of character for which he was so
eminent.
(Ding Laert., 5, 36 ) The merit of his
pieces obtained for him the title of Chief of the New
His compositions were remarkable for their
Couiedy.
elegance, refined wit, and knowledge of human nature.
In his 21st year he brought out the
'Opy^, his first
drama.
He lived 29
{Proleg., Aristoph., p. xxx.)
years more, dying B.C. 292, after having composed
105 plays, according to some authorities (Apollod., ap.
Aul. GelL, 17,4), and according to others 108.
{Sui-

topk., p.

)

phy and

literature,
latter the

judgment

They
Greek lexicographers and grammarians.
were published along with those of Philemon by Le
This edition, exeClerc (Clericus), in 1709. 8vo.
the

cuted with very

!

\

j

correctly attributed

{Fabric, Bihlioth. Gr.,
j

vol. 2, p. 460, 468, ed. Harles.)
to have been drowned while

Menander

bathing

822

in the

is

said

harbour of

I

I

little

care,

gave occasion to a very

which Bentley, Burdisgraceful literary warfare, in
mann, Gronovius," De Pauw, and D'Orville took an
active part.
{Fabric, Bibl. Gr., vol. 2, p. 457, cd.
Harhs.) The best edition is that of Meineke. Berol,
It seems possible that some of the plays
1823, 8vo.

—

of
to

:

to him.

—

The fragments of Menander
the highest excellence.
are principally preserved in Athenaeus, Stobaeus, and

—

He gained the prize,
yeypadE KUfiudiag pfj.)
however, only eight times, notwithstanding the number of his productions, and although he was the most
admired writer of his time.
One hundred and fifteen
titles of comedies ascribed to him have come down to
us but it is clear, of course, that all these are not

das.

there remained nothing for him to attempt as a drambut the new species of comedy, in which, by the
of all antiquity, he attained to
unanimous
atist

Menander may yet exist
the fact of some of the

;

at least there is evidence
plays having been in ex-

istence in the seventeenth century.
{Encyclop. Us
Knowl, vol. 15. p. 2^.— Theatre of the Greeks, 4th
native of Laodicea, who lived
II.
ed.,
122.)
p.

—

A

MEN
about 270 B.C.

He was

the

MEN
author of a treatise

Jablonski (Voc, p. 89, seqq.) inclines to the former of
these explanations ; while Champollion, on his side,
III. Siirnamed •'Protector," a
seeks to overthrow both, by giving Thmuis the mean*
Greek writer, who lived at Constantinople during the ing of " island " (VEgypte sous Ics Pharaons, vol.
He was one of the 2, p. 119.
latter half of the sixth century.
Compare Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 1, p.
emperor's body-guard, whence he derived the name of 476.
Knight, Inquiry into the Symh. Lang., &c., ^
Tlepi 'Km^eiKTiKuv,
for mere display."

"

—

Concerning discourses delivered

—

—

"Protector."

{Cod. Theodos..

6,

history of the Eastern empire, from

682,

in

eight books, of

He

24)

A.D. 659

wrote a
to

A.D.

which considerable extracts
"

have been preserved in the
Eclogce Legationum,''''
attributed to Constantine Porphyrogenitus,
The best
edition of Menander is by Bekker and Niebuhr, Bonn.,
1830, together with the fragments of Dexippus, Eu&c. {Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 15,

nqpi\is, Patricius,
p.

191.— C/aw. Journ., vol. 26, p. 265.)— The ruins
Mendes are in the neighbourhood of the modern

of

town of Achmun.

(Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 10, pt.

1,

579.)

p.

native of Barce in Cyrenaica, who
Menbcles,
wrote an historical work on the Athenians.
Harpo
cration and the scholiast on Aristophanes are in doubt
a

whether

to assign this production to Menecles, or to (|
The scholiast on Pindar (Py/A.,

certain Callistratus.

92.)

Mevapii, I. a powerful tribe of Belgic Gaul, occupying originally all the country between the Rhenus
and Mosa (Rhine and Meuse) as far nearly as the terIn Caesar's lime they had even posritory of Julicb.
sessions on the eastern side of the Rhine, until driven
thence by the German tribes.
(C«*., B. G., 4, 4.)
At a later period they removed from the banks of the
Rhine, when the Ubii and Sigambri, from Germany,
established themselves on the western bank of the river.
From a passage in Tacitus (Hist., 4, 28), it appears that the territory of this tribe was subsequently
to be found along the lower Meuse.
They had a fortress on this last-mentioned stream, whose name of

Castellum

still subsists in Kessel.
In Caesar's days
the Menapii had no city, but lived after the German
fashion, in the woods and among the fens.
(ManGallic tribe
nert, Geogr., vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 201.)— II.

A

4, 10)

ecles,
It

is

has preserved a fragment from a work of Menrelates to Battus, the founder of Cyrene.
supposed to be taken from the Al&vku of this

which

(Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol

writer.

of the Hellespont'''' ('EX2.7]a7rovTiaKT} irepiodo^).
Tiberius Claudius, a physician in the reign of
Galen makes
Tiberius, and a resident at Rome.
mention of him, and speaks also of several of his

—

II.

He was the inventor of the diachylon,
preparations.
a species of plaster much used even in modern times
(Galen, de Compos. Medic, 5, p. 228), and also of a
preparation called EKdopiog, composed of escharotic
An inscription given by Mont>
substances.
(Id. ib.)
faucon infonns us that he was imperial physician, and
that he

part of the

vol.

:

The historian just quoted
pian, B. C, 5, 78, seqq.)
applies to him the very appropriate title of TraTufiTrpoHorace has been thought to allude to him in
66t7]^.
his 4th Epode ; but this opinion, though countenanced
by the earlier commentators, has been rejected by
nore recent scholars.
(Dbring, ad Horat., Epod., 4,

225.)

I.

tion

who

migrated into Hibemia (Ireland), and settled in
modern province of Leinster. (Mannert,
Geogr., vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 218.)
Menas, a freedman of Pompey the Great, noted for
frequently changing sides in the war between Sextus
Pompeius and the triumvirs. He first deserted the
party of Sextus, under whom he held an important
naval command, and went over to Augustus
then
he returned to his former side; and again abandoned
it and
the
of
forces
the
joined
enemy. (Compare Ap-

3, p.

a native of Elaea, in iEoHs, conStrabo cites his work " On
temporary with Hecataeus.
the origin of cities" (nepl Krlaecjv), and his ^* Descrip^

Menecrates,

seq.)

3,

—

composed 165 works. (Montfaucon, suppl.,
^.—Sprengel, Hist. Med., vol. 2, p. 50,

pt.

III.

A

physician, a native of Syracuse, who
in consequence of his success

became extremely vain
in

curing epilepsies.

He

assumed,

in

consequence, the

appellation of Jupiter, as the dispenser of life unto
others, while he gave the names of other deities to the
individuals whom he had cured, and always had some
of them following him as minor gods throughout the

Greece. He is said to have stipulated for
on their part before he undertook to cure
In a letter which he wrote to Philip of Macethem.
" Menecradon, he employed the following language
tes, Jupiter (6 Zei>^) to Philip, the king of the MaceThe reply of the
donians, success" (ev TrpaTTELv).

cities of

this service

:

Macedonian monarch was characteristic " Philip to
Menecrates, a sound mind (vytaiveiv) : I advise thee
Mendes, a city of Egypt, in the Delta Parvum, to betake thyself to Anticyra.*^ The same king played
northeast of Sebennytus, and near the coast.
It was
off, on one occasion, a good practical joke on this crazy
the chief city of, and gave name to, the Mendesian disciple of .^sculapius.
Having invited him to a
nome. From it also the Mendesian mouth of the Nile splendid banquet, he seated him apart from the other
(Ostium Mendesium), now the canal of Achmun, de- guests, and placed before him a censer containing frankrived its appellation.
The goat was here an object of incense. The fumes of this were his only portion of
adoration, and Herodotus states (2. 46) that both this the feast, while the rest of the company banqueted on
animal and the god Pan were called in the Egyptian more substantial food.
Menecrates at first was dePan was worshipped at this place lighted at the compliment, but the cravings of hunger
language Mendes.
he
with the visage and feet of a goat
though what the soon convinced him that he was still a mortal, and
Greek writers here call Pan answers more correctly abruptly left the apartment, complaining of having been
:

—

irg.)

;

to the deity Priapus, or the generative attribute con-

sidered abstractedly.
At Mendes, female goats were
also held sacred.
The fable of Jupiter having been
suckled by a goat probably arose from some emblematic composition, the true explanation of which was
known only to the initiated. The city of Mendes

—

—

JElian,
insulted by the king.
(Athenceus, 7. p. 289.
Plutarch makes Menecrates to have
F. if, 12, 51.)
written the letter in question to Agesilaus, king of
et Due), but incorrectly ac-

Sparta (Apophth. Reg.
(Perizon
cording to Perizonius.

Mene^-Imus,

I

a

,

ad.

£1.,

I.

c.)

Greek philosopher, a native of

goat
was still worshipped as at Mendes. Jablonski (Panth.
JEgypt., 1, 2, 7) makes Mendes signify "fertile'''' or
^'prolific.''* and regards it as expressive of the fertilizing and productive energies of nature, especially of
the sun.
In like manner, we find it stated that Thmu-

close of the fourth
Eretria, who flourished towards the
he
Though nobly descended,
century before Christ.
was obliged, through poverty, to submit to a mechanor mason.
ical employment, either as a tent-maker
He formed an early acquaintance with Asclepiades,
who was a fellow-labourer with him in the same occuresolved to devote themselves to phi-

Egyptian tongue also signified "a goai.^''
Lacroze, on the contrary,
wakes Thmuis equivalent to " the
of Lions."

their mean employment and
losophy, they abandoned
went to Athens, where Plato presided in the Academv
had no visiIt was soon observed that these strangers

gradually disappeared from history, and in its immediate vicinity rose the city of Thmuis, where the

—

is in the

(Hieron., ad Jovin., 2, 6.)

city

pation.

Having

MEN

MEN

means of

subsistence, and, according to a law of
were cited before the court of Areopagus,
to give an account of the manner in which they were
The master of one of the public prisons
supported.
was, at their request, sent for, and attested, that every
night these two youths went among the criminals, and,
by grinding with thern, earned two drachmas, which
enabled them to spend the day in the study of philosoble

Solon's, they

The

phy.

struck

magistrates,

with

admiration

at

»uch an extraordinary proof of an indefatigable thirst
after knowledge, dismissed them with high applause,
and presented thern with two hundred drachmas.
{AthencBus, 4,

p.

They met with

168.)

several other

who liberally supplied them with whatever was
necessary to enable them to prosecute their studies.
By the advice of his friend, and probably in his society,
Menedemus went from Athens to Megara, to attend
He expressed his
upon the instructions of Stilpo.
friends,

approbation of the manner in which this philosopher
taught, by giving him the appellation of "the Liberal."
He next visited Elis, where he became a disci-

Transferple of Phaedo, and afterward his successor.
ring the Eliac school from Elis to his native city, he
In his school he neggave it the name of Eretrian.
lected those forms which were commonly observed in
his hearers were not, as usual,
places of this kind
placed on circular benches around him ; but every one
attended him in whatever posture he pleased, standing,
At first Menedemus was received
walking, or sitting.
by the Eretrians with contcmjit, and, on account of the
;

vehemence with which he disputed, he was often
branded with the appellation of cur and madman. But
afterward he rose into high esteem, and was intrusted
with a public office, to which was affixed an annual
He discharged the trust with
stipend of 200 talents.
fidelity and reputation, but would only accept a fourth
He was afterward sent as ambaspart of the salary.
sador to Ptolemy, Lysander, and Demetrius, and did
his countrymen several important services.
Antigonus
entertained a personal respect for him, and professed
himself one of his disciples.
His intimacy with this
prince made the Eretrians suspect him of a design to
To save himself, he
betray their city to Antigonus.
fled to Antigonus, and soon after died, in the 84th year
of his age.
It is thought he precipitated his death by
abstaining from food, being oppressed with grief at the
ingratitude of his countrymen, and on being unable to

persuade Antigonus to restore the lost liberties of his
{Diog. Laerl., 2, ^ 125, scqq.
country.
Enfield's
II. A
History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 204, seqq.)

—

—

m

native of Lampsacus,
whom the spirit of the Cynic
sect degenerated into downright madness.
Dressed
in a black cloak, with an Arcadian cap upon his head,
were
drawn the figures of the twelve signs
on which
of the zodiac, with tragic buskins on his legs, with a

long beard, and with an ashen staff in his hand, he
went about like a maniac, saying that he was a spirit,
returned from the lower world to admonish the living.
He lived in the reign of Antigonus, king of Macedon.

—

Su,id.,s v. <^a6^.
{Diog. Laerl., %,(i 102.
History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 314.)

Menelai Portus (McveAatof

"kLfiyjv,

— ErifieWs
Herod

,

4,

169), a harbour on the Mediterranean coast of Africa,
in Cyrena'ica, and between the city of Cyrene and
It was fabled to have derived its name from
Egypt.
Menelaus, who, on fleeing from Egypt, lu-^ded upon
Corn.
this coast.
{Strab.y 1195.
Scylax, p. 45.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt.
Nep., Vit. Ages., 17.

—

—

—

2, p. 86.)

Menelaium

(or Menelai Mons), a range of hills on
bank of the Eurotas, stretching to the southeast of the city, and rising abruptly from the river.
Polybius (5, 22) says these hills were remarkably high
modern travellers assure us
{6La(pf:p6vTcjc v'ipv^ovg). but
that this is not the case, and that they are mere hil-

the

left

locks

when compared
824

to

Taygetus {Dodwell,

vol. 2,

409. —

Gell, Itin. of the Morea, p. 222), so that
perhaps we should read, in the text of Polybius, ov
diacpepovTu^ V'xprj'kovQ. {Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3.
p. 210.)
Menelaus, king of Sparta, and brother of Agamemnon. He was the son of Plisthenes but his lap.

;

and his mother Aerope having been
taken in marriage by Atreus, her father-in-law, both
Menelaus and Agamemnon received the common name
of Atridae, as if they had been the sons of Atreus.
After the murder of Atreus, Thyestes his brother asther dying young,

cended

the

and compelled Menelaus and
from Argolis. 1'hey found an
with Polyphides, king of Sicyon, and

throne,
to

Agamemnon

flee

asylum, first
From the latter
then with CEneus, king of Calydon.
court they proceeded to Sparta, where Menelaus became the successful candidate for the hand of Helen
{Vid. Helena); and, at the death of his father-in-law,
His conjugal feUcisucceeded to the vacant throne.
to be of long continuty, however, was not destined
son
ance.
of Priam, king of Troy, came
Paris, the
on a visit to Sparta, accompanied by Jt^neas. Here
The
he was hospitably entertained by Menelaus.
Trojan prince, at the banquet, bestowed gifts on his
hostess Helen, and shortly after Menelaus sailed
queen to entertain the guests as
Venus, however, inspired Paris
long as ihey stayed.
and Helen with mutual love, and, filling a vessel with
the property of Menelaus, they fled from Sparta dufair

to Crete, directing his

A tempest sent by Juno drove
ring his absence.
them to Sidon, which city Paris took and plundered,
and, sailing thence to Ilium, he there celebrated his
union with Helen.
Menelaus, being informed by Iris
of what had occurred, returned home and consulted
with his brother Agamemnon, king of Mycense, about
he then repaired to Nestor at
an expedition to Ilium
Pylos, and, going through Greece, they assembled the
chieftains for the war, all of them having been bound,
as is said, by an oath to lend such aid whenever it
After the destruction of
might be demanded of them.
Troy {vjd. Troja) and the recovery of Helen {vid.
Helena and Deiphobus), Menelaus, who had commanded the Spartan forces in that memorable war.
to Greece,
kept company with Nestor, on his return
until they reached the promontory of Sunium in Attica.
Apollo here slew Phroniis, the pilot of Menelaus' shi[>,
and the latter was obliged to stay and bury him. Havto sea ;
ing performed the funeral rites, he again put
but, as he approached Cape Malea, Jupiter sent forth
a storm, which drove some of his vessels to Crete,
;

—

where they went to pieces against the rocks. Five,
on board of one of which was Menelaus himself, were
carried by the wind and waves to Egypt.
{Od., 3,
During the

276, seqq.)

Menelaus

visited

of his
eight, years

absence,

the

adjacent coasts, Cyprus^
Phoenicia, Egypt,
Ethiopians, Sidonians, and
and
also
Erembians,
Libya {Od., 4, 81, seqq.), where
the lambs are born horned, and the sheep yean three
and milk, cheese, and flesh are in the
times a
all

the

year,

In

for king and shepherd
these various countries he collected much wealth ; but,
he neglected
leaving Egvpt on his voyage homeward,
and was, in consequence,
ottering sacrifices to the gods,
detained by want of wind at the isle of Pharos.
were here twenty days, and their stock of proalike.

utmost abundance,

They

were nearly exhausted, when Menelaus was informed of what he ought to do by Protejs, whom he
had caught for that purpose by the advice of the seanymph Idothea. Having offered due sacrifices to the
immortal gods, a favourable wind was sent, whica
and he arrived in his
speedily carried him homeward
native country on the very day that Orestes was givthe funeral-feast for his mother and ^Egisthus,

visions

;

ing

Such is the
i, 25\, seqq.)
Helena, according to this same
of all the wanderings of
poet, was the companion

whom

he had

narrative of

slain.

Homer.

{Od,

MEN

M EN
Meiialaus ; but tho Esyptian priests pretended that
Paris was driven by adverse winds to Egypt, where
Proteus, who was then king, learning the inith, kept
Helena and dismissed Paris that the Greeks would
not beheve the Trojans, that she was not in their city,
till
they bad taken it; and that then Menelaus sailed
to Egypt, where his wife was restored to him.
{HeVid. Helena.
rod., 2, 113, seqtj.
Keigklley's My;

—

—

—

As regards the reconciliation
thology, p. 492, seqq.)
of Menelaus and Helen, Virgil follows the account
which makes the latter to have ingratiated herself into
first husband by
betraying Dei[)hohands on the night when Troy was taken.
494, seqq.
Compare Quint. Col., 13, 354,

the favour of her

bus into

{Mn.,

his

6,

—

forming his various adventures, he was elected king.
lawful monarch, at his return home, was
expelled,
and Menestheus established his usurpation by his
popular manners and great moderation.
As he had been
one of Helen's suiters, he went to the Trojan war at
the head of the people of Athens, and died on his return in the island of Melos
He was succeeded by
Demophobn, the son of Theseus. {Plut., Vit Theg.)
Meninx, or LoTOPHAGiTis Insula, an island off

The

the coast of Africa, in the vicinity of the Syrtis Minor,

and forming part of its southern side.
Its name of
Lotophagitis (Awro^ayirtf) or Lotophagorum insula
{ku)TO(pdyav vfjaog) was given it by the Greeks, from
the belief that in this quarter was to be placed Homer's

land of the Lotophagi
and, in fact, both the island itseqq.— Diet. Orel., 5, 116.)
Menenius, I. Agrippa, a celebrated Roman, who self, and also the adjacent country along the coast of
obtained the consulship B.C. 501, and who afterward the Syrtis, produced abundance of this sweet and
{Herod., 2, %2.—Id, 4, 177.— Polyb,
prevailed upon the people, when they had seceded to tempting fruit.
;

He related on
Sacer, to return to the city.
well-known fable of tho stomach and
the limbs. (Liv., 2, IG.—Id., 2, 32.)— H. Titus, son
of the preceding, was chosen consul with C. Horatius, B.C. 475, when he was defeated by the Tusci,
and being called to an account by the tribunes for this

In
12, l.—Eustath. ad Horn., Od., 10, 84, p. 1616.)
our editions of Scylax, the island is called Brachion
(Bpaxeic^v), a manifest interpolation, which has found
its
way into the text from the note or gloss of some individual, who wished to convey the information thai
there were many shallows in the neighbourhood. {Man-

He died
failure, was sentenced to pay a heavy tine.
of grief soon after.
{Liv., 51, seqq.)
Mbnks, the first king mentioned as having reigned
over Egypt, and who is supposed to have lived above
2000 BAj., about the time fixed by biblical chronologists for the foundation of the kingdom of Assyria by
Nimrod, and corresponding also with the era of the
Chinese emperor Yao, with whom the historical period of China begins.
All inquiries concerning the
history of nations previous to this epoch are mere
The records
speculations unsupported by evidence.
of the Egyptian priests, as handed down to us by He-

The island fell
nert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 144.)
into the hands of the Romans during the first Punic

ihe

Mons

this occasion the

rodotus, Manetho, Eratosthenes, and others, place the
era of Menes several thousand years farther back,

reckoning a great number of kings and dynasties after
him, with remarks on the gigantic stature of some of
the kings, and on their wonderful exploits, and other
characteristics of mystical and confused tradition.
(Consult Eusebius, Chron. Canon., ed. Maii el ZohIt has been
rab., Medial., 1818.)
conjectured that
several of Manetho's dynasties were not successive,
but contemporaneous, reigning over various parts of

From the time of Menes, however,
country.
something like a chronological series has been made
out by Champollion, Wilkirfson, and other Egyptian
chronologists, partly from the list of Manetho, and
partly from the Phonetic inscriptions on the monuments of the country. Menes, it is said by some
the

—

{Herod., 2, 99), built the city of Memphis, and, in the
prosecution of his work, sto[)ped the course of the
Nile near it, by constructing a causeway several miles
broad, and caused it to run through the mountains.
{Vid. Nilus.) Diodorus Siculus, however (1, 50). asBishsigns the foundation of Memphis to Uchoreus.

op Clayton contends that Menes was not the first king
of Egypt, but that he only transferred the seat of em{Vid. remarks under
pire from Thebes to Memphis.
the article Memphis.)
Zoega finds an analogy between the names Menes and Mnevis; to which may
be added those of the Indian Menu and the Cretan
Minos, to say nothing of the German Mannus.
{Zoega, de Obelise, p. U.)
Mknesthei Portus, a harbour not far from Gades,
on the coast of Spain, in the territory of Baetica.
An
oracle of Menestheus was said to have been in or near

The modern Puerto de Santa
the place.
thought to correspond to the ancient spot.

Maria

is

{Ukert,
342.)
Menestheus or Mnkstheus, a son of Peteus, and
great-grandson of Erechtheus, who so insinuated himself into the favour of the
people of Athens, that, during
the long absence of Theseus, who was
engaged in perGeogr., vol. 2,

5

M

p.

—

war, and then, for the

first

time,

we

learn that the true

name, and the one used among the natives themselves,
was Meninx {Mifviy^. Polyb., 1, 39. Compare Di-

—

—

onys. Perieg.,

v.

From

480).

Meninx remained

the

— Strabo

forward,

(834)

informs us

same name with the

island.

4) speaks of the city of Meninx towards Afof another named Thoar.
Ptolemy likewise
two cities, Meninx and Gerra, the former of
places to the northeast, and the latter to the

and
mentions
which he
southwest.

rica,

time

more usual appellation among

the geographical writers.
that the chief city bore the

Pliny (5,

this

It is

city of the island
ceived this name

more than probable, that the chief
was not called Meninx, but only refrom those who traded

thither,

and

that the true appellation was Girba, which was given
at a later period to the whole island.
{Aurel. Vjct.,

Epit., c. 31.

" Creati in insula
Meninge,

qua nunc

Girba dicilur.'''') The Arabs still give it the name oi
Gerbo or Zerbi. Meninx was famed for its purple
dye, obtained from the shellfish along its shores, and

—

Pliny ranks

it

next in value to the Tyrian.

Menmppus, a cynic philosopher, born at Sinope in
Asia Minor, but whose family were originally from
Gadara, in Palestine.
According to an authority cited
by Diogenes Laertius, he was at first a slave, but afterward obtained his freedom by purchase, and eventually succeeded, by dint of money, in obtaining citiHere he pursued the employment
zenship at Thebes.
of a money-lender or usurer, and obtained from this circumstance the appellation of 'Hfiepodaveicrr^c (" oric
who lends money at daily interesV). Having been
defrauded, and having lost, in consequence, all his propMenippus was the
erty, he hung himself in despair.
author of several works, and his satiric style was imithe
tated by Varro.
( Vid. remarks on
Menippean Satire, under the article Varro.)
Among other productions, he wrote a piece entitled ^loyivovg irpdatc,
" The Sale
of Diogenes,'' and another called NcKvia,
"
It is thought by some, that this latNecromancy.''
ter performance suggested to some imitator of Lucian
•'
the idea of composing the
Menippus, or Oracle of
the Dead," which is found among the works of the
native of Samosata.
p.

vol. 2,
(Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,

363.)

a city of Assyria, in the district of Adiabene,
The adjacent country aboundsouth of Arbela.
Mannert suppses it to have been
ed with bitumen.
{Mannert, Geogr.,
near the modern Dus-Chiirmalu.
Curtius calls it Memnium (5, I).
vol. 5, p. 453.)
of
the
a
empiric school, bom
Mknodotus, physician

Mennis,

to the

835

MER

MERCURIUS.

Nicomedia. He was a disciple of Antiochus of orators, of merchants, of all dishonest persons, and
Laodicea in Lycia, and lived during the reigns of Tra- particularly thieves, of travellers, and of
shepherds.
Sextus Empiricus ranks him among He also presided over highways and crossways, and
jan and Hadrian.
the Sceptics.
(Pyrrhon. hypolyp., 1, 222, p. 57.) conducted the souls of the dead to the world below.
He banished analogy from the Empiric system, and The Greeks ascribed to their Hermes the invention of
substituted what was called epilogism.
The hatred the lyre, of letters, of commerce, and of gymnastic
which he bore towards the dogmatists was so great, exercises, and they placed his birth either on Mount
that he never designated them by any other but the Cerycius in Boeotia, or on Mount Cyllene in Arcamost derisory epithets, such as rpL6uviKoi, " old-rou- dia.
In the Iliad he is called the son of Jupiter
tine-men ;" dpt/uvXeovTec, ^'furious lions ;" Spifiv/nu- (24, 333), but his mother is unnoticed.
In the laiei
^^
"
&c.
{Galen, de subfig. legends, however, he is styled the offspring of Jupiter
povCi
contemptible fools,
65.
c.
Hist.
9, p.
Med., vol. 1, p. and Maia. His infancy was intrusted to the Seasons
empir.j
Sprengel,
or HoraB
but he had hardly been laid in his cradle,
494)
Men(eceu8 (three syllables), the father of Jocasta. when he gave a proof of his skill in abstracting the
Mencetes, I. the pilot of the ship Gyas, at the na- property of others, by stealing away the oxen of Adval games exhibited by -^neas at the anniversary of metus, which
Apollo was tending on the banks of
his father's death.
He was thrown into the sea by the Amphrysus. He displayed his thievish propenh's commander for having so unskilfully steered his sities on other occasions also, by depriving Neptune
at

—

;

vessel

as to prevent his obtaining the prize

He

contest.

saved himself by

—

in

the

to a rock.

swimming

H. An Arcadian, killed by
Mn., 5, 161.)
Turnus in the war of yEneas. {Id., 12, 517.)
Vid. Menoetius.
Mencetiades.
Mengetius, a son of Actor and iEgina after her
amour with Jupiter. He left his mother and went to
Opus, where he had, by Slhenele, Patroclus, often called from him Mencetiades. Mencetius was one of the
{Virg.,

{Apollod., 3, 14.

Argonauts.

Hygin., fab.,

— Horn.,

II.,

1,

307.

—

97.)

Menon, a Thessalian commander in the e.\pedition
of Cyrus the Younger against his brother Artaxerxes.
He commanded the left wing in the battle of Cunaxa.
He was entrapped along with the other generals after
the battle by Tissaphernes, but was not put to death
with them.
Xenophon states that he lived an entire
year after having had some personal punishment inflicted, and then met with an end of his existence.
{Anab.,
Diodorus states that he was not punished
2, 6, 29.)
with the other generals, because it was thought that he
was inclined to betray the Greeks, and he was therefore allowed to escape unhurt.
{Diod. Sic., 14, 27.)
Marcellinus, in his life of Thucydides, accuses Xenophon of calumniating Menon, on account of his enmity
towards Plato, who was a friend of Menon. {Vit.

Thucyd.,

p. 14, cd. Bip.

— Schneider, ad Xen., Anab.,

loc. cit.)
I. one of the most faithful friends of
Ulysand the person to whom, before his departure for
the
of
his
he
domestic
affairs.
charge
Troy,
consigned
Minerva assumed his form and voice in her exhortation
to Telemachus, not to degenerate from the valour and

Mentor,

wisdom of

his

sire.

{Od., 2, 268.)

The

goddess,

same form, accompanied him to Pylos.
H. A very eminent engraver on
{Od., 3, 21, seqq.)
He flourished besilver, whose country is uncertain.

under the

—

fore the burning of the temple at Ephesus, in B.C.
356, as several of his productions were consumed in
this conflagration.

{Plin., 32, 12, 55.

— Martial, Ep.,

4\.—SiUig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Mera or M^RA, a dog of Icarius, who by his cries
showed Erigone where her murdered father had been

3,

Immediately

hung herself
and was made a
ter

mended him
cured

for

to the notice of the gods, and that prooffice of cup-bearer to Jupiter, in

him the

which station he was succeeded by Hebe. Jupiter
presented him with a winged cap {pelasus), winged
sandals {talaria), and a short sword {harpe) bent like
a scythe.
This last he lent on one occasion to Perseus, to enable him to destroy the Gorgon Medusa.
{Vtd. Perseus and Gorgones.)
By means of his cap
and sandals he was enabled to go into whatever part
of the universe he pleased with the greatest celerity,
and, besides, he was permitted to make himself invisiHe
ble, and to assume whatever shape he pleased.

was the ambassador and plenipotentiary of the gods, and
was concerned in all alliances and treaties. He was
the confidant of Jupiter also in his erotic relations with
the fair ones of earth, and was often set to watch and
After inventing
baffle the jealous schemes of Juno.
the lyre, he gave it to Apollo, and received from him
in exchange the "golden three- leafed rod," the giver
In the wars
of wealth and riches.
{Vid. Caduceus.)

of the giants against the gods, Mercury showed himself
He delivered Mars from
brave, spirited, and active.
the long confinement which he had suffered from the
Aloidae
he tied Ixion to his wheel in the infernal rehe destroyed the hundred-eyed Argus; he sold
gions
Hercules to Omphale, the queen of Lydia he conducted Priam to the tent of Achilles, to redeem the
body of his son Hector and he carried the infant

—

;

;

ses,

thrown.

of his trident, Venus of her girdle. Mars of his sword,
Jupiter of his sceptre, and Vulcan of many of the imIt was his dexterity that recomplements of his art.

after this
discovery the

in despair,

daughand the dog pined away,

constellation in the heavens, known
of Canis.
{Ovid, Met., 7, 363.
Hygin.,

—

by the name
fab; IZQ.— Milan, H. A.,1, 28.)

Merccrii Promontorium, the same with the HermsBum Promontorium. A promontory of Africa, on
the coast of Zeugitana, now Cape Bon.

;

;

Mercury had many
Caduceator, Argiphontes (or the slayer of Argos), Chthonius (or the god who guides the dead to the world

Bacchus to the nymphs of Nysa.
surnames and epithets. He was

called Cyllenius,

god who presides over gymfather of Autolycus, by
Chione Myrtilius, by Cleobula
Libys, by Libya
Echion and Eurytus, by Antianira
Cephalus, by
Creiisa
Prylis, by Issa; Hermaphroditus, by Venus;
Eudorus. by Polimela, &c. The Roman merchants
on the the 13th of May, in
yearly celebrated a festival
honour of Mercury, in a temple near the Circus MaxiA pregnant sow was then sacrificed, and somemus.
times a calf, and particularly the tongues of animals
were offered. After the votaries had sprinkled them-

below),

Agoneus

nastic exercises),

(or the

&c.

He was

;

;

;

;

;

selves with lustral water, they offered prayers to the

favourable to them, and
divinity, and entreated him to be
to forgive whatever dishonest means they had employed
in the acquisition of gain.
Mercury is usually represented with a chlamys or cloak neatly arranged on his

—

Mercurius, I. a celebrated god of antiquity, called person, with his pelasus or winged cap, and the talaria
•Hermes ('Ep/z^f) by the Greeks. Homer and Hesiod, or winged sandals. In his hand he bears his caduceus
however, style him Hermeias ('Ep/zemf) and wherever or staff, with two serpents twined about it, and which
The more anthe form 'Ep/xfj^ occurs in these poets, the passage sometimes has wings at its extremity.
may be regarded as an interpolation. Mercury was cient statues of Mercury were nothing more than
wooden posts, with a rude head and a pointed beard
the messenger of the gods, and of J-upiter in particular
he was the god of speech, of eloquence the patron of carved on them.
They were set up on the roads and
826
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and gardens. The Herma;
footpaths, and in the fields
were pillars of stone and the heads of some other
such
deity at times took the place of that of Hermes
were the Hermatheiia;, Herrneracles, and others. The
veneration in which these Hermae were held by the
Athenians may be inferred from the odium excited
;

;

of having disfigured
against Alcibiades when suspected
Hermes or Mercury may be regarded
these images.
as in some degree a personification of the Egyptian
It is in this sense, therefore, that he was
priesthood.
regarded as the confidant of the gods, their messenger,

—

the feet of Saturn serve to explain the
wings of MerSaturn is represented in this state, because it
cury.
requires thirty years nearly to complete its revolution
round the sun while Mercury has wings, because this
little less
planet accomplishes the same revolution
than three months.
Again, if, in memory of the directions given by the priests of Ammon to the caravans
;

m

the desert, the Egyptian Hermes bethe protector of commerce, the Greeks managed
to deprive this peculiar attribute of all its
itb
gravity.
that traversed

comes

W

them Hermes or Mercury, by a ludicrous analogy,

is

the interpreter of their decrees, the genius who presided over science, the conductor of souls ; elevated indeed above the human race, but the minister and the
agent of celestial natures. He was designated by the

the god of fraud and falsehood.
Is this a reac
tion of the Grecian spirit against the pretensions of a
sacerdotal order, and one which preserves, at the same
time, a reminiscence of what the Egyptian Hermes

name Thot.

was 1
when

5, 5, 2), the
nified in the

According to Jablonski {Panth. Mgypt.,
word Thot, Theyt, Thayt, or Thoyt, sigEgyptian language an assembly, and more
one composed of sages and educated per-

particularly
Thus
sons, the sacerdotal college of a city or temple.
the collective priesthood of Egypt, personified and

made

—

It

is

worthy of remark, moreover, how, even

the sacerdotal attributes of this deity have
disappeared from the popular belief, they again appear
the
in
mystic portion of the early Greek religion which
all

the Orphic and Homeric hymns have preserved to us.
The Hermes of these hymns has nothing in common
considered as unity, was represented by an imaginary with the Hermes of the Iliad, or even of the Odyssey.
being, to whom was ascribed the invention of language At one time he recalls to our minds all the peculiar

and writing, which he had brought from the skies and
imparted to man, as well as the origin of geometry,
the
arithmetic, astronomy, medicine, music, rhythm
:

sacred processions, the introduction of gymnastic exercises, and, finally, the less
indispensable, though not less valuable, arts of archiinstitution of religion,

So many volumes
tecture, sculpture, and painting.
were attributed to him, that no human being could
{Fabric., Bihlioth.
possibly have composed them.
Grczc, 1,12, 8.5-94.) To him was even accorded the
honour of discoveries made long subsequent to his apAll the successive improvements
pearance on earth.

of the Egyptian Hermes, at another the
The difstrange legends of the Hindoo avatars.
ference between the sacerdotal and the Greek Herqualities

mes becomes very

perceptible

among

the

Romans.

This people first received the sacerdotal Hermes,
whose worship had been brought into Etruria by the
Pelasgi previous to the time of Homer; and as
the

earlier

{Jablonski,

Hermes was represented by a column
Panth. JEgypt., 5, 5, 1.5), he became

nius

with them the god Terminus.
When, however, the
acquainted with the twelve great
deities of the Athenians, they adopted the Grecian
Hermes under the name of Mercury, preserving at the
same time the remembrance of their previous traditions.
(Compare Constant, de la Religion, vol. 2, p.
Creuzcr's Symbolik, par
122, in notis, ibid., p. 409.
Guigniaut, vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 453, id., pt. 2, p. 851.)—
II.
Trismegistus, a celebrated Egyptian priest and
Manetho distinguishes him from the first
philosopher.
Hermes or Thot, and says of him {ap. Syncell , p.

portant part was to be confined exclusively to the
An individual of this order, therefore, found
priests.
his only recompense in the reputation which he ob-

40), that from engraved tables of stone, which had been
buried in the earth, he translated the sacred characters
written by the first Mercury, and wrote the explanations in books, which were deposited in the Egyptian

in astronomy, and, generally speaking, the labours of
every age, became his peculiar property, and added to
his glory.
In this way, the names of individuals were
lost in the numerous order of priests, and the merit
which each one had acquired by his observations and
labours turned to the advantage of the whole sacer-

dotal association, in being ascribed to its tutelary gea genius who, by his double figure, indicated the
;
necessity of a double doctrine, of which the more im-

tained for the entire caste.

To

these leading attributes

Thoth was joined another, that of protector of commerce and this, in like manner, was intended to express the influence of the priesthood on commercial
of

;

Our limits will not permit any farenterprises.
ther development of the various ideas which, besides
those already mentioned, were combined in the imaginary character of Hermes: his identity, namely, with
Sirius, the star which served as the precursor of the
inundation of the Nile, and the terrestrial symbol of
which was the gazelle, that flies to the desert on the
rising of the stream ; his rank in demonology, as the
father of spirits and guide of the dead ; his quality of
incarnate godhead, subject to death
gonical alliance with the generative

;

and his cosmo-

fire,

the light, the

source of all knowledge, and with water, the principle
It is
of all fecundity.
surprising, however, to observe
how strangely the Grecian spirit modified the Egyptian
Hermes, to produce the Hermes or Mercury of Hel-

mythology. The Grecian Hermes is quite a different being from the Egyptian.
neither presides
over the sciences, over writing, over medicine, nor

lenic

He

over astronomy.
He has not composed any divine
works containing the germe and elements of these several departments of
knowledge. The interpreter of
the gods in Egypt, he is in Greece
only their messenand it is by virtue of this latter title that he preger
;

which were among the Egyptians
For the shackles on
merely an astronomical symbol.

serves

his wings,

Romans were made

—

He calls him the son of Agathodaemon, and
temples.
adds, that to him are ascribed the restoration of the
wisdom taught by the first Mercury, and the revival
of geometry, arithmetic, and the arts among the
The written monuments of the first HerEgyptians.
mes having been

lost or neglected in certain civil
revolutions or natural calamities, the second Hermes
recovered them, and made use of them as means of esMarsham^
{Herod., 2, 82.
tablishing his authority.
C/<;m. Alex., Strom., 5, p. 242.)
Chron., p. 241.
By an ingenious intert)retation of the symbols inscribed
the sacred
the ancient columns, he

—

upon

—

impressed

and,
sanction of antiquity upon his own institutions
to perpetuate their influence upon the minds of the
with his own inpeople, he committed the columns,
Hence
the priesthood.
terpretations, to the care of
he obtained a high degree of respect among the peoas the restorer of learning.
ple, and was long revered
From the tables of the first Hermes he is said to have
an incredas commentaries and
;

written,

explanations,

number of books. It has been asserted that he
was the author of more than 20,000 volumes, which
ible

orders
treated of universal principles, of the nature and
of celestial beings, of astrology, medicine, and other
For an account of his pretended works, contopics.
sult the article Trismegistus.

Mkrionks, son of Molus, a Cretan pnnce, and of

He had been among the suitors of Helen,
and was therefore bound to join in the common cause
Melphidis.
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Meriones assisted Idomeneus in the
against Troy.
conduct of the Cretan troops, under the character of
charioteer, and not only distinguished himself by his
valour, but, at the funeral games in honour of Patroclus, he obtained the prize for archery.
(//., 2, 661 ;

4,264; 5,69,&c.)

Mermnad^, the name of a dynasty of kings in Lydof whom Gyges was the first.
The line ended
with CrcEsus.
They claimed descent from Hercules.
ia,

may be determined

an island
Herodotus only mentions the
of
Meroe.
All
other
writers, however, describe
city
Meroe as an island, with a city of the same name.
It was situated between the Astaboras and
Astapus.
" The
" which flows
Astaboras," says Agatharchides,

Merok, according

to the ancient writers,

state of Ethiopia.

through Ethiopia, unites its stream with the greater
Nile, and thereby forms the island of Meroe by flowStra(Huds., Geogr. Min., 1, p. 37.)
ing round it.
bo is still more precise. " The Nile," says this geographer, "receives two great rivers, which run from
the east out of some lakes, and encompass the great

One

island of Meroe.

called the Astaboras, which
the other the Astapus.
Seven hundred stadia above the junction of the Nile
and the Astaboras is the city of Meroe,
the
is

flows on the eastern side

;

bearing

A

same name

as the island."
(Strab., 786.)
glance
the map, remarks Heeren {Id^en, vol. 4, p. 397 ;
vol. 1, p. 385, Oxford transL), will
immediately show
where the ancient Meroe may be found. The Astawhich
flows
it
round
on
the
eastern
boras,
side, is the
present Atbar or Tacazze; the Astapus, which bounds
it on the left, and runs
parallel with the Nile, is the
at

Bahr el Abiad, or White River. From these and
other statements, Heeren comes to the following conclusions
First : that the ancient island of Meroe is
the present province of Atbar, between the river of
the same name, or the Tacazze, on the
right, and the
White stream and the Nile on the left. The point
where the island begins is at the junction of the Tacazze and the Nile
in the south it is enclosed by a
branch of the above-mentioned river, the Waldubba,
and a branch of the Nile, the BaJiad, whose sources
are nearly in the same district, although they flow

with the nicest ac-

curacy by the small island just mentioned, which Bruce
has not omitted to note upon his map.
The ancient
city of Meroe then stood a little below the present
Shendy, under 17° N. lat., 5i° E. long. Bruce saw
its ruins from a distance.
What Bruce and Burckhardt, however, only saw at a distance and hastily,
has now been carefully examined by later travellers,
especially Oaillaud, and placed before our eyes by
their drawings.

(Vid. Lydia.)

and

Eratosthenes,

true site of

But, although

it is

probable that the

Meroe has here been

remark, that

proper to

indicated, yet it is
antiquaries have differed on

the subject
some considering the ruins of Mount
Berkel, considerably farther down the river, to point
to the spot.
(Edinb. Review, vol. 41, p. 181.) Mount
:

is situated in Dar
Shcyga, near a village called
Meraice, at about 18° 31' N. lat., and the ruins are
The
nearly of equal extent with those near Shendy.
circumstance of the name Merawe has doubtless led
partly to this idea, but the argument is rendered null
by the fact mentioned by Caillaud, that a place not
far from Shendy, covered with remains of ancient
buildings, is called El Meraouy, and similar names
are by no means uncommon in many of the provinces
of the Nile.
The ruins at Mount Berkel, according
to Caillaud, are probably those of Napata, originally
the second city, and latterly the capital, of Ethiopia.
The site of the ancient
{Long''s Anc. Geogr., p. 78.)
city of Meroe is still indicated by the remains of a
few temples, and of many other edifices of sandstone.

Berkel

The whole

extent, according to Caillaud, amounts to
The plain allowed sufficient room
nearly 4000 feet.
for a much
larger city, and that the city itself was
larger than what is here stated cannot for a moment

be doubted.

:

;

m

different directions.

It lies

between 13° and 18° N.

In recent times a great part is included in the
kingdom of Sennaar, while the southern part belongs

lat.

—

Secondly: Meroe was, therefore, an
extensive district, surrounded by rivers; whose superficial contents exceeded those of
Sicily rather more
than one half.
It cannot be called an island in the
strictest sense of the word, because,
although it is very
but it
nearly, it is not completely enclosed by rivers
was taken for an island of the Nile, because, as Pliny
to Abyssinia.

;

(5, 9)

expressly

the various rivers which
considered as branches of that

observes,

flow round it were all
It becomes, moreover, as we are told
stream.
by
Bruce, a complete island in the rainy season, in consequence of the overflowing of the river.
Thirdly :
Upon this island stood the city of the same name. It
is impossible, from the statements of Herodotus, to determine precisely its site.
Fortunately, other writers
give us more assistance.
According to Eratosthenes

—

I. c), it
lay 700 stadia (about 80 English
miles) above the junction of the Tacazze ox Astaboras and the Nile.
Pliny (6, 29), following the statements of those whom Nero had sent to explore it.

(ap. Strab.,

reckons 70 milliaria (63 English miles) and adds
the important fact, that near it, in the river on the
ri^ht side going up stream, is the small island Tadu,
which serves the city as a port. From this it may be
concluded with certainty, that the city of Meroe was
not on the Tacazze, as might otherwise be conjectured from the names of those rivers being so unsetand its situation, nottled, but on the proper Nile
withstanding the little difference between Pliny and
;

;

1.

Religion of Meroe.

who have careexamined the ruins of Meroe, we arrive at the
important deduction, that this region was once inhabited by a people equally as far advanced in refinement
as the Egyptians, and whose style of architecture and
religious ceremonies, as portrayed on the remains of

From

the observations of travellers

fully

that architecture, bear a close resemblance to those

of Egypt.

when we

Ail

call to

this becomes extremely interesting
mind what is stated by many of the
Meroe was the cradle of the re-

ancient writers, that

that here
ligious and political institutions of Egypt
the arts and sciences arose ; that here hieroglyphic
writing was discovered ; and that temples and pyra:

mids had already sprung up in this quarter, while
It
still remained
ignorant of their existence.
stands as an incontrovertible fact, remarks Heeren
vol. 1, p. 406, Oxford transL),
{Idecn, vol. 4, p. 419
that, besides the pastoral and hunting tribes, which
led a nomade life to the west of the Nile, and still
more to the east, as far as the Arabian Gulf, there

Egypt

;

existed a cultivated
valley through

which

people near this stream, in the
it iflows, who had fixed
abodes,

temples, and sepulchres, and whose reafter the lapse of so many centuIt may farther be
ries, still excite our astonishment.
stated as a certainty, that the civilization of this peowith their rein
an
connected
ple was,
especial manner,
that is, with the worship of certain deities.
ligion
The remains of their foundation prove this too clearly
This
for any doubt to be entertained on the subject.
It was
religion, upon the whole, is not uncertain.
The
the worship of Ammon and his kindred gods.
circle of these deities was very nearly of the same exit
tent as that of Olympus among the (jreeks
might,
It became extended
possibly, be somewhat larger.
by the appearance of the same deity in different relations, and consequently with changed attributes, espe-

built cities,

mains even now,

;

;

cially

with different head-ornaments, and also under

various forms.

Without digressing

into

a detailed

i

'
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we may

venture a step

adds ilie same writer, without fear of contradiction, and assert that this worship had its origin in natThe great
ural religion connected with agriculture.
works of nature were revered accordingly as they promoted or retarded and hindered this. It seems natural that tlie sun and moon, so far as they determined
the seasons and the year, the Nile and the earth as
farther,

sources of fruitful ness, the sandy deserts as the opposers of it, should all be personified.
One thing is remarkable, namely, that of all the representations of
Nubia yet known, there is not one which, according
to our notions, is offensive to decency.
But this worship had, besides, as we know with certainty, a sec-

ond element,

Ammon

oracles.

was

the original ora-

if afterward, as was the case in
cle-god of Africa
Egypt, other deities delivered oracles, yet they were
of his race, of his kindred.
Even beyond Egypt we
hear of the oracles of Ammon.
'*Thc only gods wor:

i

otherwise than that crowds of men should
congregate
on the borders of the stream where the dhourra, almost the only corn here cultivated, would grow! And
they could satisfy their first cravings with the prothis scanty space, was not the rise of a natural
religion, referring to it. just what might be expected 1
Add to all this, however, another circumstance highly
if

duce of

Meroe was, besides, the chief marl for
important.
the trade of these regions.
It was the
grand emjK;rium of the caravan trade between Ethiopia, the north
of Africa, and Egypt, as well as of Arabia Felix aiid
(Heerai, Jdecn, vol. 4, p. 423 ; vol. 1, p
411, Oxford iransi)

even India.

2.

Government and General History of Meroe.

Meroe, according to the accounts of the ancient
writers, was a city which had its settled constitution
But the form of
and laws, its ruler and government.
this state was one which we too often find among the
it was a hiekingdoms of these southern regions
the government was in the hands of a race or
rarchy

•'
are
shipped in Meroe," says Herodotus (2, 29),
Zeus and Dionysos" (which he himself explains to be
Ammon and Osiris). "They also have an oracle of caste of priests, who chose from among themselves a
Ammon, and undertake their expeditions when and king. Diodorus's account of them, which is the most
how the god commands." How these oracles were extensive and accurate that we have, is here given.
delivered we learn partly from history, partly from " The laws of the Ethiopians," says he, speaking of
In the sanctuary Meroe (3, 5), " differ in many respects from those of
representations on monuments.
stands a ship ; upon it many holy vessels
but, above other nations, but in none so much as in the election
The priests
of their kings, which is thus managed.
all, in the midst a portable tabernacle, surrounded with
In this is an select the most distinguished of their own order, and
curtains, which may be drawn back.
image of the god, set, according to Diodorus (2, 199), upon whichever of these the god (Jupiter Ammon)
in precious stones
nevertheless, according to one fixes, as he is carried in procession, he is acknowlwho then fall down and
account, it could have no human shape.
{Curtius, edged king by the people
" Umbilico
This statement of Cur- adore him as a god, because he is placed over the gov4, 7.
similise)
ernment by the choice of the gods. The person thus
tius, however, is incorrect, not only because contradicted by the passage just quoted from Diodorus, but selected immediately enjoys all the prerogatives which
also because we see on one of the common monu- are conceded to him by the laws, in respect to his
ments a complete portrait of Ammon. The ship in mode of life but he can neither reward nor punish
the great temples seems to have been very magnifi- any one beyond what the usages of their forefathers
cent.
Sesostris presented one to the temple of Am- and the laws allow.
It is a custom among them to
mon at Thebes, made of cedar, the inside of cedar inflict upon no subject the sentence of death, even
and the outside of gold. {Diod., 1, 57 ) The same though he should be legally condemned to that punwas hung about with silver goblets. When the ora- ishment but they send to the malefactor one of the
cle was to be consulted, it was carried around by a servants of justice, who bears the symbol of death.
body of priests in procession, and from certain move- When the criminal sees this, he goes immediately to
The
ments, either of the god or of the ship, both of which his own house, and deprives himself of life.
the priests had well under their command, the omens Greek custom of escaping punishment by flight into a
It
is
not
there
were gathered, according to which the high-priest then neighbouring country is
permitted.
delivered the oracle.
This ship is often represented, said that the mother of one who would have attempted
both upon the Nubian and Egyptian monuments, some- this strangled him with her own girdle, in order to save
But the most
times standing still, and sometimes carried in proces- her family from that greater ignominy.
sion
but never anywhere except in the innermost remarkable of all their institutions is that which resanctuary, which was its resting-place.
Upon the lates to the death of the king. The priests at Meroe,
Nubian monuments hitherto made known we discover for example, who attend to the service of the gods,
this in two places
at Asseboa and Derar, and on each and hold the highest rank, send a messenger to the
twice.
Those of Asseboa are both standing. In one king with an order to die. They make known to him
the tabernacle is veiled, but upon the other it is with- that the gods command this, and that mortals should
out a curtain.
Ammon ap- not withdraw from their decrees and perhaps added
(6'at/, plate xlv., JB.)
before him such reasons as could not be controverted by weak unpears in the same sitting upon a couch
an altar with gifts.
(Gflu, plate xlv., .4 )
Upon one derstandings, prejudiced by cus'om, and unable to opThe
the king is kneeling before the ship at his devotions
pose anything thereto." Thus far Diodorus.
state till the pein the other he is coming towards it with an
offering government continued in this original
of frankincense.
In the sanctuary of the rock monu- riod of the second Ptolemy, and its catastrophe is not
ment at Derar we also discover it twice. Once in less remarkable than its foundat'on. By its increased
procession, borne by a number of priests {Gau, plate intercourse with Egypt, the light of Grecian philosothe tabernacle is veiled, the king meets it, phv penetrated into the interior of Africa.
li.. C.)
Ergametired of being pnesithe other time at rest.
bringing frankincense
{Ibid., ne's, at that time king of Meroe,
their
in
These
are
not
sanctuary,
put
seen
the
fell
plate lii.)
processions
priests
only
upon ridden,
upon
the great Egyptian temples at Philae, Elephantis, and them to death, and became effectually a sovereign.
Thebes, but also in the great Oasis. (Description (Diodorus, 3, 6.)— Of the history of this state previde PEgyple, pi. xiii., xxxvii., Ixix.) These oracles ous to the revolution just mentioned, but very scanty
were certainly the main support of this religion and information has been preserved but yet enough to
if we connect with them the local features of the counshow its high antiquity and its early aggrandizement.
«'
Ethiopia was ruined by its
tries, it will at once throw a strong light upon its oriPliny tells us (6, 35) that
and
it sometimes subdued
gin.
Fertility is here, as well as in Egypt, confined wars with Egypt, which
to the borders of the Nile.
At a very short distance sometimes served it was powerful and illustrious even
from it the desert begins.
How could it, then, bo as far back as the Trojan war, when Memnon reigned.
;

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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At the time of his sovereignty," he continues, " Meroe Jewish annals, went out Zerah, the Ethiopian, with •
host of a hundred thousand men and three hundred
IS said to have contained 250^000 soldiers and 400,000
artificers.
They still reckon there forty-five kings." [chariots. (2 CAron. 14, 9.) Although this number
Though these accounts lose themselves m the darkness signifies nothing more than a mighty army, it yet afof tradition, yet we may, by tracmg history upward, dis- fords a proof of the mightiness of the empire, which at
cover some certain chronological data. In the Persian that time probably comprised Arabia Felix
but the
period Meroe was certainly free and independent, and chariots of war, which were never in use in Arabia,
an important state otherwise Cambyses would hardly prove that the passage refers to Ethiopia.
Zerah's exhave made so great preparations for his unfortunate ex- pedition took phce in the early part of Asa's reign ;
{Herod , 2, 25.) The statement of Strabo, consequently, about 950 B.C. and as such an empire
pedition.
according to which Cambyses reached Meroe, may per- could not be quit* a new one, we are led by undoubthaps be brought to accord with that of Herodotus, if we ed historical statements up to the period of Solomon,
understand him to mean northern Meroe, near Mount about 1000 B.C.
and, as this comes near to the TroBerkel.
During the last dynasty of the Pharaohs at jan period, Pliny's statements, though only restmg on
Farther back than
Sais, under Psammetichus and his successors, the mythi, obtain historical weight.
]

I

1

I

;

;

;

—

;

kingdom of Meroe not only resisted his yoke, although
his son Psammis undertook an expedition against
but we have an important fact, which gives
Ethiopia
;

a clew to the extent of the empire at that time towards
the south ; the emigration of the Egyptian warrior-

These migrated towards Meroe, whose ruler
assigned them dwellings about the sources of the Nile,
in the province of Gojam, whose restless inhabitants
were expelled their country. {Herod, 2, 30) The
dominions of the ruler of Meroe, therefore, certainly
reached so far at that time, though his authority on
the borders fluctuated in consequence of the pastoral
hordes roving thereabout, and could only be fixed by
colonics.
Let us go a century farther back, between
caste.

800 and 700 B.C., and we

shall

mount

to the flourish-

ing periods of this empire, contemporaneous with the
divided kingdoms of Israel and Judah especially with
the reign of Hezekiah, and the time of Isaiah, 750;

we

this,

the annals of history are silent

but the

;

ments now begin to speak, and confirm
tiquity which general opinion and the

Meroe

attribute to this state.

monu-

that high antraditions of

The name

of

Ramesses

or Sesostris has already been found upon many of the
Nubian monuments, and that he was the conqueror of

—

{Herod, i, 110.
Ethiopia is known from history.
The period in which he flourished canStrabo, 791.)
not be placed later than 1500 years before the Christian
era.
But the name of Thutmosis, belonging to the
preceding dynasty, has also been found in Nubia, and
that assuredly upon one of the most ancient monuments of Armada.
But in this sculpture, as well as
in the procession, representing the victory over Ethiopia in the offering of the booty, there appears a degree
of civilization which shows an acquaintance with the
peaceful arts ; they must consequently be attributed
to a nation that had long been formed.
thus ap-

We

consequently have a light from the
Jewish annals, and the oracles of the prophets, in con*
nexion with Herodotus. This is the period in which
the three mighty rulers, Sabaco, Seuechus, and Tarhaco started up as conquerors, and directed their

proach the Mosaic peric^, in which the Jewish traditions ascribe the conquest of Meroe to no less a person
than Moses himself. {Joseph., Ant. Jtid 2, 10.) The

weapons against Egypt, which, at least Upper Egypt,
became an easy prey, from the unfortunate troubles
preceding the dodecarchy having just taken place. AcComcording to Eusebius {Chron vol. 2, p. 181.
pare Marsham, p. 435), Sabaco reigned twelve, Seu-

In a state whose government differed
ancient states.
so widely from anything that we have been accustomed to, it is reasonable to suppose that the same would
happen with regard to the people or subjects.
cannot expect a picture here that will bear any similitude to the civilized nations of Europe.
Meroe rather
resembled in appearance the larger states of interior
a number of small nations,
Africa at the present day
of the most opposite habits and manners
some with,

700, where

shall

—

,

echus also twelve, and Tarhaco twenty years but by
Herodotus, who only mentions Sabaco, to whom he
:

gives a reign of fifty years, this name seems to designate the whole dynasty, which not unfrequently follows that of its founder.
Herodotus expressly says
that he had quitted Egvpt at the command of his oracle in Ethiopia (2, 137, seqq.).
It may therefore be
seen, by the example of this conqueror, how great their
must
native country,
have
in
their
been,
dependance
upon the oracle of Aminon, when even the absent
monarch, as ruler of a conquered state, yielded obedience to it.
Sabaco, however, is not represented by
him as a barbarian or tyrant, but as a benefactor to the
community by the construction of dams. The chronology of Seuechus and Tarhaco is determined by the
Seuechus was the contemporary of
Jewish history.

Hosea, king of Israel, whose reign ended in 722, and
of Salmanassar (2 Kings, 17, 4 ; 19, 9).
Tarhaco
was the contemporary of his successor Sennacherib,
and deterred him, in the year 714 B.C., from the invasion of Egypt merely by the rumour of his advance

His name, however,
(2 KingsA^, 9.)
against him.
dees not seem to have been unknown to the Greeks.
Eratosthenes (ap. Strabo, 680) mentions him as a conwho had penetrated into Europe, and as far as

,

traditions of the Egyptian priesthood also agree in this,
that Meroe, in Ethiopia, laid the foundation of the most

We

—

and some without settled abodes form there what is
called an empire
although the general political band
which holds them together appears loose, atid is often
In Meroe this band was of a
scarcely perceptible.
;

twofold nature

;

as a great conqueror.
kingdom of Meroe must have
that

is,

And
time as an important state.
be the case if we go about 200
years farther back, to the time of Asa, the great-grandson of Solomon, but who nevertheless mounted the
throne of Judah within twenty years after his grand-

ranked about

we

this

shall find this to

955 B.C.
830

sire's death.

Against him,

it

is

said in the

;

religion,

that

is,

a

principally resting upon oracles, and
questionably the strongest chains by

certain worship,

commerce

;

un-

which barbarians

could be fettered, except forcible subjugation.
The
rites of that religion, connected with oracles, satisfied
the curious and superstitious, as did trade the cravings
of their sensual appetites.
Eratosthenes has handed
us down an accurate picture of the inhabitants of Meroe in his time {ap. Strab., 821).
According to his
account, the island comprised a variety of people, of
whom some followed agriculture, some a nomade, pasall of them
toral life, and others hunting
choosing
that which was best adapted to the district in v;hich
;

they lived.
transl, vol.

{Heeren, Ideen, vol.
p. 420.)

4,

p.

433

;

Oxford

1,

3.

queror

the Pillars of Hercules
Certainly, therefore, the

—

;

Commerce of Meroe.

The

ruling priest-caste in Meroe seem to have sent
out colonies, who carried along with them the service
of their gods, and became the founders of states. One

of these colonies, according to the express testimony
of Herodotus (2, 42), was Ammonium in the Libyan
desert, which had not merely a temple and an oracle,

but probably formed a state in which the priest-caste,
as in Meroe, continued a ruling race, and chose a king

MERGE.
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Ammonium served as a restfrom their own body.
ing-place for the caravans passing from northern AfriAnother still earlier settlement of this
ca to Meroe.

had a ready communication with the more southern
countries {Diod., 1, 33).
As ready, owing to the
moderate distance, was its connexion with Arabia Feand so long as Yemen remained in possession of
kind was very probably Thebes in Upper Egypt. The lix
circumstance of a town flourishing to such an extent the Arabian and Indian trade, Meroe was the natural
in the midst of a desert, of the same worship of
market-place for the Arabian and Indian wares in AfAmmon, of the all-powerful priest-caste, and its per- rica. The route which led in antiquity from Meroe
manent connexion with Meroe (united with which it to the Arabian Gulf and Yemen, is not designated by
founded Ammonium), conjoined with the express as- any historian
the commerce between those nations
sertion of the Ethiopians that they were the founders being indicated only by monumental traces which the
Imme{Diod., 3, 3), gives to this idea a degree of probability hand of time has not been able to destroy.
The whole aspect ef the cir diately between Meroe and the gulf are situated the
bordering on certainty.
cumstanoes connected with this wide-spread priest- ruins of Axum, and at the termination of the route,
caste gains a clearer light, if we consider Ammonium, on the coast opposite to Arabia Felix, are those of^
Heeren, from whom the above ideas
Thebes, and Meroe the chief places of the African Azab or Saba.
are principally borrowed, deduces the
caravan trade
in this view of the subject, the darkfollowing conness of ^gypto-Ethiopian antiquity is cleared up, as clusions from a review of the entire subject.
L That
in the hands of this priest-caste the southern caravan in the earlier ages, a commercial intercourse existed
trade was placed, and they founded the proud tem- here between the countries of southern Asia and Afribetween India and Arabia, Ethiopia, Libya, and
ples and palaces along the banks of the Nile, and the ca
great trading edifices, which served their gods for Egypt, which was founded upon their mutual necessanctuaries, themselves for dwellings, and their cara- sities, and became the parent of the civilization of
To this caste, the states of these nations. 2. That the principal seat of this invans for places of rest.
Meroe and Upper Egypt very probably owed their ternational commerce was Meroe and its chief route
foundation except, indeed, that Egypt was much more is distinguished by a chain of ruins reaching from the
exposed to the crowding in of foreign relations from shores of the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean
Asia, than Meroe, separated as this last was from oth- Axum and Azab being links in this chain between
er countries by deserts, seas, and mountains.
The Arabia Felix and Meroe Thebes and Ammonium beclose connexion, in high antiquity, between Ethiopia tween Meroe, Egypt, and Carthage.— 3. That chief plaand upper Egypt, is shown by the circumstance that ces for trade were at the same time settlements of
the oldest Egyptian states derived their origin partly that priest-caste, which, as the ruling tribe, had its
from Abyssinia that Thebes and Meroe founded, in chief residence at Meroe, and sent out colonies thence,
common, a colony in Libya that Ethiopian conquer- who became builders of towns and temples, and, at the
The conductors
ors several times advanced into Egypt, and, on the same time, founders of new states.
other hand, that Egyptian kings undertook expeditions of this caravan trade in Africa, as in Asia, were the
that in both countries a similar worship, Nomadic shepherd-nations.
Men accustomed to fixto Ethiopia
similar manners and customs, and similar symbolical ed residences and to dwellings in towns were not
and that the discontented soldier- adapted for the restless caravan-life, especially on acwriti.ig were found
caste, when offended by Psammetichus, emigrated into count of the attention necessary for the camels, and
the
It was better
Ethiopia. By
Ethiopians Egypt was likewise pro- for the loading and unloading of wares.
;

:

—

;

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

Nomadic

fusely supplied with the productions of the southern
Where else, indeed, could it have obcountries.
tained those arotnatics and spices with which so many

suited to

Whence
Whence

of its dead were annually embalmed 1
those perfumes which burned upon rts altars 1
that immense quantity of cotton in which
the inhabitants clothed themselves, and which Egypt
itself furnished but sparingly 1
Whence, again, that
early report in Egypt of the Ethiopian gold-countries,

avans were by the Midianites and Edomites in Arabia;
this is historically proved, and it is probable that it
was the case on the great commercial road from Am-

which Cambyses sought

monium to Azab, as similar Nomadic tribes are still
found on the coast of the Arabian Gulf.
Meroe had
mines not only of silver and gold, but also of copper
and even of iron itself. (Diod., 1, 33.)

thousands

after,

oldest

1

and

lost half his

army

Greek bards have celebrated

1

Whence

this, if the deserts which bordered on Ethiopia
always kept the inhabitants isolated from those of

more northern countries
time of Ptolemy

I., it

is

1

— At

a later period, in the

astonishing

4.

Influence of

Meroe on Egyptian

how completely

that able prince had established the trade between his
own country, India, Ethiopia, and Arabia. The series
of magnificent and similar monuments, interrupted on

the frontiers of Egypt, near Elephantine, and recommencing on the southern side of the African desert, at
Mount Berkel, and especially at Meroe, to be continued to Axum and Azab, certainly denote a people of
similar civilization and activity.
Meroe was the first
fertile
country after crossing the Libyan desert, and
formed a natural resting-place for the northern caravans.
It was likewise the natural mart for the productions of inner Africa, which were brought for the
use of the northern portion, and was reckoned the
outermost of the countries which produced gold, while
by the navigable rivers surrounding it on all sides, it

civilization.

Everything seems to favour the supposition that
Meroe gave religion and the arts of civilized life ta
the valley of the Nile.
The following are some of
the principal arguments in support of this opinion
concurrent testimony of the ancient writers

The
had The
all

In the case of the Car-

—

Whence

the quantity of
ivory and ebony which adorned the oldest works of art
of the Greeks as well as of the Hebrews ?
Whence,
especially, that early extension of the Ethiopian nasne,
which shines in the traditionary history of so many
nations, and which the Jewish poets as well as the
in the fruitless speculation

nations.

thaginian caravans, we know that they were managed
by the Nomadic Lotophagi and Nasamones, as the car-

—
:

1.

2.

to
progress of civilization in Egypt from south
for the Delta, the part of Egypt contiguous to
;
Arabia, appears to have been originally uninhabitable,
of the
except a small space about the extremities
asserts that the inhabitants of upmarsh
and

north

;

—

history

3.
per Egypt descended and drained the country.
The improbability that an Arabian colony would have
crossed Syria from Babylon to Suez, and wandered so
4.
far south as Thebes to found its first settlement.
The radical difference between the Coptic and Arabic

—

even in the days of Abralanguages, which existed
book 2, p. 479.)
(Murray, Appendix to Bruce,

ham.

—5. The trade from the straits of Babelmandel by
If this trade
Azab, Axum, Meroe, and Upper Egypt.

be as old as from the remarks previously made it
to be, we may consider Ethiopia as one
of the first seats of international trade, or, in other
for an exchange of wares
words, of civilization
would lead to an exchange of ideas, ai d this recipro-

would seem

;
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cal

would necessarily

—

give

rise

to

6. The curious
moral and intellectual improvement.
fact, that the images of some of the Egyptian gods
were at certain times conveyed up the Nile, from their

and, after the conclutemples to others in Ethiopia
were brought back again into Egypt.
{Eustalk., ad II. 1, 424.)— 7. The very remarkable
;

sion of a festival,

,

character of some of the Egyptian paintings, in which
black (or, more correctly, dark-coloured) men are represented in the costume of priests, as conferring on
certain red figures, similarly habited, the instruments
" This
ind symbols of the sacerdotal office.
singular
" which is often
representation," says Mr. Hamilton,
in
all
the
but
repeated
Egyptian temples,
only here at
Philas and at Elephantine with this distinction of colur, may very naturally be supposed to commemorate
ne transmission of religious fables and the social institutions from the tawny Ethiopians to the compara8. Other paintings of nearly
tively fair Egyptians."
the same purport.
In the temple of Philae, the sculp-

—

tures frequently depict two persons, who equally represent the characters and symbols of Osiris, and two persons equally answering to those of Isis
but in both
;

invariably much older than the other, and
Mr. Hamilton
appears to be the superior divinity.
conjectures that such figures represent the communi-

cases one

is

cation of religious rites from Ethiopia to Egypt, and
the inferiority of the Egyptian Osiris.
In these delmeations there is a very marked and positive distinction
between the dark figures and those of fairer complexion ; the former are most frequently conferring the
symbols of divinity and sovereignty on the other.— 9.

— As

to the origin of the civilization of

Meroe

itself,

complete uncertainty; though it is generally supposed to have been derived from the plains of India.
The reader may consult on this subject the work of
Von Bohlen, Das alte Indien, mit besonderer Ruckall is

jEgypten, vol. 1, p. 119, seqq.
1. one of the Pleiades.
She married Sisyphus, son of ^olus, before her transformation into a
and it was fabled that, in the constellation of the
star
Pleiades, Merope appears less luminous than her sisterstars, through shame at having been the only one of
the number that had wedded a mortal.
Other mytholsicht aiif

Merope,
;

Schwenck sees in
ogists relate the same of Electra.
the union of Merope with Sisyphus a symbolical allusion to Corinthian navigation.
{Schwenck, Skizzen,
p. 19.
lb.,

p.

— Compare Welcker, JSsch., TriL, 555. —
A daughter of Cypselus, who mar573.) —
Id.

p.

II.

whom

ried Cresphontes, king of Messenia, by
she had
Her husband and two of her children
three children.

were murdered by Polyphontes. The murderer wished her to marry him, and she would have been obliged
to comply had not Epytus or Telephontes, her third
son, avenged his father's death by assassinating PolyPausan., 4, 3.)
phontes.
{ApoHod., 2. 6.
Merops, a king of the island of Cos, who married
Clymene, one of the Oceanides. He was changed into
an eagle, and placed among the constellations.
{Ovid,

—

Mel.,

1,

763.)

a mountain of India sacred to Jupiter.
It
been in the neighbourhood of Nysa, and
named
from
the
circumstance
of
been
have
Bacchus's
This
being enclosed in the thigh (firipo^) of Jupiter.
The very interesting fact recorded by Diodorus, name- attempt at etymology, however, is characteristic of the
Grecian spirit, which found traces of their nation and
ly, that the knowledge of picture-writing in Ethiopia
was not a privilege confined solely to the caste of language in every quarter of the world. The mountpriests as in Egypt, but that every one might attain it ain in question is the famous Meru of Indian mytholas freely as they might in Egypt the writing in com- ogy
{Creuzer^s Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 537.)
mon use. A proof at once of the earlier use of picMesembria, a maritime town of Thrace, east of the
Acture-writing, or hieroglyphics, in Meroe than in Egypt, mouth of the Nessus, now Mesevria or Mesera.
and also of its being applied to the purposes of trade. cording to Herodotus (7, 108), it was a settlement of
Von Humboldt notices the ter10. The more ancient form of the pyramid, ap- the Samothracians.
proaching that of the primeval mound, occurs more to minations of jnagus, briga, and briva, appended to the

Meros,

is

said to have

to

—

—

the south than the rectilinear form.

mids of Saccara are older

Thus

the pyra-

form than those of Djiza,
another proof of architecture's having come in from
in

the countries to the south.
5,

p.

then,

220, Lond. ed.)

we come

vol.

Travels,
— From {Clarke's
body of evidence,
this

to the conclusion, that the

same race

and Meroe spread themselves

which ruled

in Ethiopia

by colonies,

in the first instance, to

Upper Egypt

;

that

these latter colonies, in consequence of their great
prosperity, became in their turn the parents of others ;
and as in all this they followed the course of the river,
there gradually became founded a succession of colonies in the valley of the Nile, which, according to the
usual custom of the ancient world, were probably, at
first, independent of each other, and therefore formed
just so many little states.
Though, with the promulgation of their religion, either that of Ammon himself,
or of his kindred deities and temple-companions, after
whom even the settlements were named, the extension
of trade was the principal motive which tempted colonists from Meroe to the countries beyond the desert ;
yet there were many other causes, such as the fertiland the facility of making the rude naity of the land,
tive tribes subservient to themselves, which, in a pe-

and

must have promoted

the prosperity
accelerated the gradual progress of this coloniza-

riod of tranquillity,

The advantages which

a large stream offers, by
of communication, are so great,
facilitating the means
that it is a common occurrence in the history of the
world to see civilization spreading on their banks. The
shores of the Euphrates and Tigris, of the Indus and
Ganges, of the Kiangh and Hoangho, afford us as plain
proofs of this as the banks of the Nile. ( Heeren, Ideen,
tion.

voJ.

5, p. 109, seqq. ;

93%

Oxford transl, vol

2, p. 110.)

names of towns, as undoubtedly Celtic. He refers to
the same source the termination bria. which is met
with in the geography of Thrace, as, for example, in
He thinks
the cities of Selymbria and Mesembria.
that the Basque iri and uri are also connected with
this ; and that we can go no farther than to say that
there

was an

old root bri or bro, expressing land, habwith which the Teutonic burg and

itation, settlement,

Greek irvpyo^ may have been originally connected.
In the Welsh and Breton languages, bro is still, he
says, not only a cultivated field, but generally a counand the scholiast on Juvenal {Sat., 8,
try or district
234) explains the name of Allobroges as signifying
'^
quoniam broga
strangers, men from another land,
Gain agrum dicunt ; alia autem aliud." ( Vid., howArnold's Rome, p. xxii.)
ever, Allobroges.
the

;

—

Mesene, I. an island in the Tigris, where Apamea
was built. It is now Digel. {Strab., in Huds., G.
M., 2, p. U6.—Plin., 6, 3l.—Stcph. Byz., p. 91, n.

—

II. Another, enclosed between the canal of Bas8.)
ra and the Pasiiigris, and which is called in the Oriental writers Perat-Miscan, or "the Mesene of the Euphrates," to distinguish it from the Mesene of the Ti-

gris.

The term Mesene

land enclosed between
3,

7.

—

is a Greek one, and refers to
two streams. {Philostorgius,

Cellarius, Geogr. Antiq., vol.

Schwartz.

1,

p.

641,

e,d.

)

Mesomedes, a

poet, a native of Crete.

He

was a

freedman of the Emperor Hadrian's, and one of his faHavourites, and wrote a eulogium on Antinoiis.
drian's successor, the philosophic Antoninus, made it
a duty to restore order and economy into the finances
of the empire
and, among other things, he stopped
the salaries which bad been allowed to the useless
;

MES

M ES

whom '.lie palace of Hadrian had swarm- sians. After remaining for some time a Roman provwas ot) this occahiui) that the stipend allowed ince, 11 fell under the power of the new Persian kingto Mesomedes suffered a reduction.
{Jul. Cap., Vtt. dom, and then successively under the Saracens and
We have two epigrams of this poet's Turks. The oppression of the Turkish government
Ant. Pii, c. 7.)
courtiers with

ed.

It

—

Anthology, and also a piece of a higher character, a Hf/mn to Nemesis.
Judging from this last specimen, Mesomedcs must have possessed talents of no
in the

mean

order.

The Hymn

to

Nemesis was published

has so altered the appearance of this large tract of
country, that these fruitful plains, which once were
covered with cities, now scarcely exhibit more than a
few miserable villages.
1 he lower part of Meso|)Ola-

mia is now called Irak Arabi, the upper Diar-Bekr.
{Laurent's Anc. Geogr., p. 268.
tiennell, Geography of Western Asia, vol. 1, p. 432.)
I.
of the Mem. dc VAcad. dcs laser., &,c., by Urunck in
Marcus
Valerius
Messala
Mkssala,
Corvinus,
" De
his Analecta, and by Snedorf in his work,
Hym- a Roman nobleman of ancient family. In the Eusebian
Chronicle
he
is
nis veterum Gracorum,'" Hafn., 1786, Svo,
said
to
have
born
been
A.U.C.
{Scholl,
094 but if that date be correct, he would have been
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 51.)
Mksopotami.*, an extensive province of Asia, the 17 when he joined the republican standard at Philippi.
Greek name of which denotes between the rivers (from He acted a prominent part in that battle, and, after it
was lost, was offered the command of the dispersed
It was situate between the Eufiiao^ and Trora^of.)
The name itself, however, forces of the commonwealth. It is not, therefore,
phrates and the Tigris.
does not appear to have been given to this tract prior likely that he was younger than 21 at this period,
The southern part of and his birth, consequently, ought not to be fixed later
to the Macedonian conquest.
In his youth he studied for a
Mesopotamia Xenophon calls Arabia {Anab., 1, 5, 1); than the year 690.
and other writers included this country, especially the short time at Athens, along with the son of Cicero.
of
northern part, under the general name
(Stra- After his return to Rome, his name having appeared
Syria.
The Romans always regarded Mesopotamia in the roll of the proscribed by the nomination of Anbo, 737.)
11.
as a mere division of Syria.
Plin., 5, tony, he fled from Italy, and sought refuge with the
{Mela, 1,
It is called by the Arabs at the present day
13.)
army of Brutus and Cassius. Previous, however, to
At Jezira, or '* the island." In scripture it is styled the battle of Philippi, his name, along with that of
Aram and Aramcea; but as Aram also signifies Syria, Varro, was erased from the fatal list, on the plea that
he had not been in Rome at the time of Caesar's murit is denominated, for distinction' sake, Aram Naha"
It was first peo- der.
Varro accepted the proffered pardon, and retired
raim, or the
Syria of the rivers."
pled by Aram, the father of the Syrians, though little to his studies and his books, among which he afterward died in the ninetieth year of his age
but it was
IS known of its history till it became a province of the
Persian empire.
Cushan-rishthatliaim, who is men- indignantly rejected by Messala, who steadily adhered
The night before
tioned in Judges (3, 8, 10) as king of Mesopotamia, to the cause of the commonwealth.
appears to have been only a petty prince of a district the battle of Philippi he supped in private with CasIn the time of Hezekiah, the sius in his tent.
That chief had wi.«?hed to protract
past of the Euphrates.
different states of Mesopotamia were subject to the the war, and opposed himself to the general desire
Assyrians (2 Kings,\9, 13), and subsequently belonged that prevailed in the army to hazard the fortunes ot
At parting for
in succession to the Chalda5an, Persian, and Syro-Ma- the republic on one decisive battle.
cedonian monarchies.
Mesopotamia, which inclines the night, he grasped Mes.sala by the hand, and, adfrom the southeast to the northwest, commenced at dressing him in Greek, called him to bear witness that
lat. 33° 20' N., and terminated near N. lat. 37° 30'.
he was reduced to the same painful necessity as the
Towards the south it extended as far as the bend form- great Pompey, who had been reluctantly forced to
On
ed by the Euphrates at Curiaxa, and to the wall of stake on one throw the safety of his country.
To- the following day, so fatal to the liberties of Rome,
Semiramis, which separated it from Mesene.
wards the north it was bounded by a part of Mount Messala commanded one of the best legions in the
Taurus. The northern part of Mesopotamia, which army of Brutus.
After the second defeat at Philippi
extended as far as the Chaboras, a tributary of the Eu- he escaped to Thasus, an island in the ^Egean Sea.
phrates, is mountainous, and for the most part fruitful. He was there invited to place himself at the head of
The southern portion consists chiefly of reddish hills, the remains of the republican party. But he probably
and deserts without any trees, except liquorice-wood
considered the cause of the commonwealth as now
and, like the desert of Arabia, suffers, at a distance utterly hopeless, and accordingly listened to the perof
food
from the rivers, a dearth
and water.
Here, on suasions of Pollio, who undertook to reconcile him to
the parched steppes or table-lands, where the simoom the conquerors, and to preserve the lives of those who
often breathes destruction, hordes of Arabs have from should surrender under his command. Antony passed
the earliest times wandered.
When history, therefore, over to Thasus, and, with great appearance of cordispeaks of the Romans and Persians as possessing Mes- ality, received Messala, as well as some of his friends,
opotamia, we must understand the northern part, which into favour, and, in return, was put in possession of
with ancient musical notes, by Fell,
at the end of his edition of Aratus, Oxon., I76'i, 8vo.
It was subsequently given by Burette in the 5th vol.
for the first time,

—

;

—

;

—

;

abounded

life.
The inhabiwho still speak an Armeno-Syriac
among themselves Mygdonians,
was known by the name of Mygdo-

in all the necessaries of

tants of this portion,
dialect, were called

and

their district

— Slcph.

Subse{Polyb., 5, 51.
Byz., s. v.)
quently, under the Syro-Macedonian monarchy, it took
the name of Anthemusia.
{Amm. Marcell., 14, 9.

nia.

—

— Sexlus Rufus,

c. 20.)
In the time
Etitrop., 8, 2.
of the Parthian sway, about 120 B.C., an Arab sheik,
took
of
the northwestern part of the
Osroes,
possession
land, wresting a principality in this quarter from the
Seleucidaj of Syria.
This district then assumed the

name
I. 17.

of Osroene.

s. v.

—

{Steph. Byz.,
Procop., Pers.,
— Amm. Marcell
14,
Mesopotamia was
,

3.)

fre-

quently the scene of warlike operations, especially between the Parthians and Romans, who here lost Crassus, and between the latter nation and the new Per-

oN

the stores which had been amassed in that island for
wreck of the republican forces. Having now join-

the

ed the arms of Antony, Messala accompanied him in
the dissolute progress which he made through the
Roman dominions in Asia, when he received the homtheir disputes.
age of the tributary kings and settled
Messala, from his earliest youth, had been distinguishsometimes
he
plead*^^
ed for his powers in speaking, and
of
before Antony in favour of an accused tetrarch or
scandathe
however,
At length,
an injured people.
the comlous and infatuated conduct of Antony, and
of Augustus, induced him to
parative moderation
he contmued
transfer his services to the latter, whom

In the
of his life.
during the remainder
Pompey, he was second
command under Agrippa, and, on one occasion dudirection of •h^
his absence, had the supreme
to support

m

naval war with Sextus

ring
^
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—

In the course of this contest he was also for 1, 7.)
Though Messala had attained the highest poin'
some time stationed with an army on the Neapolitan of exaltation, in an age of the most violent political
and Augustus, having been not only defeated, factions and the most flagrant moral
shore
corruption, he
but shipwrecked in one of the many naval engage- left behind him a spotless character ;
being chiefly
ments which he fought with Pompey, sought shelter known as a disinterested patron of learning, and a
the most wretched condition in the camp of Mes- steady supporter, so far as was then
possible, of the
"
sala, bv whom he was received as a friend and master,
principles of the ancient constitution.
Messala,'*
"
and treated with the tenderest care. The death of says Berwick, had the singular merit of
supporting
Sextus Pompey at length opened both sea and land an unblemished character in a most despotic court,
to his successful adversary, and it was quickly follow- without
making a sacrifice of those principles for
ed by the long-expected struggle for superiority be- which he had fought in the fields of
and the
Philippi
tween Antony and Augustus. Messala was consul genuine integrity of his character was so deeply irr>in A.U.C. 721, the year of the battle of Aciium, in
pressed on all parties, that it attracted a general adwhich he bore a distinguished part. After that deci- miration in a most corrupt age. He was brave, elosive victory and the firm establishment of the throne quent, and virtuous
he was liberal, attached to letof Augustus, he lived the general favourite of all par- ters, and his patronage was considered as the surest
ties, and the chief ornament of a court where he still
passport to the gates of fame, and extended to every
asserted his freedom and dignity.
While at Rome man who was at all conversant with letters. This
he resided in a house on the Palatine Hill, which had character is supported by history, is not contradicted
fleet.

;

m

—

;

;

but he was freformerly belonged to Marc Antony
quently absent from the capital on the service of the
state.
War after war was intrusted to his conduct,
and province after province was committed to his administration.
In some of his foreign expeditions he
was accompanied by the poet Tibullus, who has celebrated the military exploits of Messala in his famed
;

panegyric, and his own friendship and attachment to
his patron in his elegies.
The triumph which Messala obtained in 727, for his victories in a Gallic campaign, completed the measure of his military honours
filled in succession all the most
important civoffices in the state.
Besides holding the consulship
;

and he
il

in 721, he was elected into the
college of Augurs, and
was intrusted with the superintendence of the aque-

one of those great public works for which
Rome has been so justly celebrated In 736, on account of the absence of Augustus and Maecenas from
the capital, he was nominated prefect of the city
but
he resigned that situation a few days after his appointment, regarding it as inconsistent with the ancient
ducts,

;

constitution of his country.
He is also
have been the person who, by command
script fathers, first saluted Augustus in
house as the " Father of his country ;"

believed to
of the Conthe senatea distinction

which was bestowed in a manner that drew tears from
the master of the Roman world (Suet., Aug 58), and
a reply, in which he declared that, having attained the
summit of his wishes, he had nothing more to desire
from the immortal gods but a continuance of th.^ same
attachment till the last moments of his lifa
From
this period the name of Messala is scarcely once men,

—

He survived,
Tiberius CaBthen
a
the
fond
of
liberal arts,
sar,
youth,
and by no means ignorant of literature, paid Messala,
when in his old age, much deference and attention,
and attempted to imitate his style of oratory.
{Suet.,
Towards the close of his life he was
Tib., c. 70.)
dreadfully afflicted with ulcers in the sacra spina ; and
It is said that, two years before his deatl., he was deHe at length forprived of both sense and memory.

tioned by

any contemporary writer.
however, ten or twelve years longer.

who was

by contemporary writers, and is sealed by the impartial
judgment of posterity. No writer, either ancient
or modern, has ever named Messala without some
tribute of praise.
Cicero soon perceived that he possessed an assemblage of excellent qualities, which he
would have more admired had he lived to see them
expanded and matured to perfection. Messala was
his disciple, and rivalled his master in eloquence.
In
the opinion of the judicious Quintilian, bis style was
neat and elegant, and in all his speeches he displayed
In the Dialogue of Orators, he is
a superior nobility.
said to have excelled Cicero in the sweetness and
His taste for poetry and pocorrectness of his style.
lite literature will admit of little doubt, when we call
to mind that he was protected by Caesar, favoured by
Maecenas, esteemed by Horace, and loved by Tibullus.
Horace, in one of his beautiful odes, praises
Messala in the happiest strains of poetry, calls the
day he intended to pass with him propitious, and
promises to treat him with some of his most excellent
wine.
For,' says the poet, 'though Messala is conversant with all the philosophy of Socrates and the
Academy, he will not declme such entertainment as
my humble board can supply.' (Od., 3, 21.) The
modest Tibullus flattered himself with the pleasing
hope of Messala's paying him a visit in the country,
where,' says he, my beloved Delia shall assist in
The
doing the honours for so noble a guest' (1, 5).
was admired and encouraged
rising genius of Ovid
the
exiled
bard
by Messala and this condescension
has acknowledged in an epistle to his son Messalinus,
In this
dated from the cold shores of the Euxine.
letter Ovid calls Messala his friend, the light and di'

'

'

;

rector of

all

his literary pursuits.

It is

natural to sup-

subsisted between Messala and
pose that an intimacy
no historical circumstance has come
Virgil, and yet
The poem
to our knowledge sufficient to evince it.
called Ciris, which is dedicated to Messala, and has

been ascribed to Virgil by some grave authorities,
grows more suspicious every day. Tacitus, whose
and whose dejudgment of mankind is indisputable,
cision is not always in the most favourable point of
Messala and in a speech
got his own name {Plin , 7, 24), and became incapa- view, seems fond of praising
ble of putting two words together with meaning.
It given to Silius, the consul-elect, he considers him
is mentioned in the Eusebian Chronicle that he per- among the few great characters who have risen to the
ished by abstaining from food when he had reached highest honours by their integrity and eloquence.
but if he were born in 690, {Ann., 11,6.) Even Tiberius himself, when a youth,
the age of seventy-two
and
as is supposed, this computation would extend his ex- took him for his master and pattern in speaking
istence till the close of the reign of Augustus, which happv would it have been for the Roman people had
" Z>e he also taken him for his
is inconsistent with a passage of the dialogue
guide and pattern in virtue."
" CorMessala was united
eausis corruptcz eloquenticB,^^ where it is said,
{Berwick's Lives, p. 59, seqq.)
vinus in medium usque Augusti principatum, Asinus to Terenlia, who had been first married to Cicero, and
After the
historian.
pane ad extremum duravit.''^ Now the middle of the subsequently to Sallust, the
she entered, in extreme old age,
reign of Augustus cannot be fixed later than the year death of Messala,
746, when Messala could only have attained the age into a fourth marriage, with a Roman senator, who
His death was
of
lamented, and "his used to say that he possessed the two greatest curi;

;

;

—

fifty-six.

—

funeral elegy
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deeply

was written by Ovid.

{Ep., ex. Pont.,

osities in

Rome,

the

widow

of Cictro,

andnhe

chair

MES
in

MES

Meswhich Julius Caesar had been assassinated.
by Terentia two sons, Marcus and Lucius.

sala left

The elder of these, who was consul in 751, took the
name of Messaliruis; he greatly distinguished himself
under Tiberius, when that prince commanded, before
his accession to the empire, in the war of Pannoiiia.
Messalinus inherited his
{Veil. Faterc, 2, 112.)
father's eloquence, and also followed the example he
in devoted attachment to Augustus, and the
But, during the
patronage he extended to literature.
reign of Tiberius, he was chiefly noted as one of the
most servile flatterers of that tyrant. {Tacit., Ann.,
The younger son of Messala assumed the
3, 18.)
name of Cotta, from his maternal family, and acted a

had set

conspicuous, though by no means reputable part in
the first years of Tiberius.
Both brothers were friends
and protectors of Ovid, who addressed to Messalinus
two of his epistles from Pontus, which are full of re{Dunspect for the memory of his illustrious father.
lop^s

Roman

Lit., vol. 3, p. 53, seqq.,

Lond. ed)

Valeria, the first wife of the Emperor Claudius, dishonoured his throne by her unbridled
and disgusting incontinence.
Her cruelty equalled

MessalIna,

I.

After a long career of guilt, she
her licentiousness.
openly married a young patrician named Silius, during the absence of the emperor, who had gone on a
visit to Ostia.
Narcissus, the freedman of Claudius,
was the only one who dared to inform Claudius of the
fact, and, when he had roused the sluggish resentment
of his imperial master, he brought him to Rome.
The
arrival of Claudius dispersed in an instant all who had
thronged around Messalina but still, though thus deserted, she resolved to brave the storm, and sent to
the emperor demanding to be heard.
Narcissus, however, fearing the eflfect of her presence on the feeble
spirit of her husband, despatched an order, as if comThe
ing from him, for her immediate punishment.
order found her in the gardens of LucuUus.
She endeavoured to destroy herself, but her courage failing,
she was put to death by a tribune who had been sent
;

purpose, A.D.
— Suetonius,
Claud.) —
48.

for that

{Tacit., Ann., II et 12.
II. Called also Slatilia,
the grand-daughter of Statilius Taurus, who had been
consul, and had enjoyed a triumph during the reign
Vit.

of Augustus.

came

She was married four times before she

to the imperial

throne.

The

last

o.*"

her four

husbands was Atticus Vestinus, a man of cc>nsular
rank, who had ventured to aspire to her hand, although he was not ignorant that he had Nero for a
rival.
The tyrant, who had long favoured Vestinrs
as one of the companions of his debaucheries, now
resolved to destroy him, and accordingly compelled
him to open his veins. Messalina was transferred to

formed a union with the parent city of Chalcis in Euboea, in consequence of which a considerable body of
colonists, coming from Chalcis and the rest of Eubcea,
participated in the distribution of the lands.
I.

Chalcis had previously founded
on the eastern coast below and

c.)

Naxos

(

the

Thucyd.,
city of

it is

probable
population came from this latter
this supposition, at least, we can reconcile
place.
with the statement of Thucydides the account ot
who
informs us that Zancle was a settleStrabo,
ment of the Naxians who dwelt near Catana {fia^iuv
;

that a part of the

new

On

Tuv npoq Kardvy.

KTiofia

— Strabo,

268).

Zancle

went on

silently increasing in strength, and was soon
powerful enough to found the city of Himera {Thu
cyd., 6, 5), and to carry on a successful warfare

against
the neighbouring Siculi in the interior.
As it was,
however, the only Grecian city in this corner of the
island,

it

sought to strengthen

itself

by

new accessions

from abroad
and, accordingly, the lonians of Asia
Minor were invited to send a colony to the *' Beautiful
Shore" {KuTltj 'Kkttj), which lay along the coast of
This
{Herod., 6, 22.)
Sicily on the Tyrrhene Sea.
happened about the period when Miletus was destroyed
and
the
when
other
the
Greek cities of
Persians,
by
Lower Asia had either to submit to the yoke of Darius,
or imitate the example which the Phocaeans had set in
The Samians, therefore, and a body
the time of Cyrus.
of Milesians who had escaped being led into captivity,
embraced the offer of the people of Zancle. They landed at Locri, on the Italian coast but Scythes, the kin^
or tyrant of Zancle, would seem to have made no preparations whatever for receiving them, being engaged at
the time m besieging one of the cities of the Siculi. Anaxilas, tyrant of Rhegium, who was on no friendly foot;

;

ing with his neighbours in Zancle, took advantage of this
He proceeded to Locri, told the newcircumstance.
comers to give up ail thought of a settlement in that
quarter, that Zancle was undefended and might easily
be taken, and that he would aid them in the attempt.
The enterprise succeeded, Zancle was taken, and the

inhabitants
their

new

as one common people with
The Samians, however, were
out by the same Anaxilas who

became united
invaders.

not long after driven
He established
had aided in their attempt on Zancle.
here, according to Thucydides (6, 5), "a mixed race,"
and called the city by a new name, "Messana" (Meaadva), as well from the country (Messenia) whence
he was anciently descended, as from a body of Messenian exiles whom he settled here.
Messana (or,
as the Attic writers call it, Messene, Meaai^vTi), soon
oecame a very flourishing city, both by reason of its

very fruitful territory and

its

advantageous situation

was also a place of some strength,
the imperial bed.
After the death of Nero she en- and the citadel of Messana is often mentioned in hisdeavoured to regain her former rank, as empress, by tory. {Diod., 14:, 87.
Messana was
Polyb., I, 10.)
means of Otho, whom she had captivated by her beau- regarded also by the Greeks as the key of Sicily
to
and
the
But
as
Otho's fall having de- {Thucyd., 4, 1),
ty,
hoped
espouse.
being
place, namely, to which
stroyed all these expectations, she turned her atten- vessels cruising from Greece to Sicily directed their
for

commerce.

It

—

literary subjects, and obtained applause by
public discourses which she delivered.
{Biugr.
Univ., vol. 28, p. 431.)
MessalInus, M. Valerius, son of Valerius Messa-

tion to

some

la

Corvinus.

ticle

(Consult remarks

at the close of the ar-

Messala.)

Messana, an ancient and celebrated
situate

on the

straits

which separate

city of Sicily,
from that

Italy

The first settlers in this quarter would seem
have been a body of wandering Siculi, who gave
the place, from the scytheW^e form of its harbour, the
name of Zancle (Zuy/cX?/, " a scythe''). The Siculi
were not a commercial race, and therefore could not
avail themselves of the
superior advantages for trade
which the spot afforded ; they, in consequence, finally
left it.
To them succeeded a band of pirates from
Cumae in Campania. {Thucyd., 6, 4.) These settl,^
in the
place, and, to give the new colony more stability,

island.

to

course on leaving the lapygian promontory.
{Bloomad Thucyd., I. c) And yet, notwithstanding all
these advantages, it was never other than an unlucky
unable at any
place, always undergoing changes, and
time to play an important part in the affairs of Sicily
for its wealth, and its advantageous situation as regarded the passage from Italy into the island, always made
and powerful prinit a
tempting prize to the ambitious
ces around.
No Greek city, therefore, experience:
more frequent changes of rulers than this, and uonfe
contained within its walls a more mixed population
At a later
96, 1), Messana fell into the hands

field,

;

—

period (0/.

of the Carthaginians, who destroyed it {Died., 14, 56,
their inability at that time to reseqq.), being aware of
tain a place so far distant from their other strongcome again into the posholds, and not wishing it to
session of their opponents.
Dionysius of Syracuse,
however, began to rebuild it in the same year, and,
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oesidcs establishing in it the remnant of the former inhabitants, added a considerable number of Locrians,

Methymna-ans, and Messenian exiles. The latter,
however, through fear of oifending the Lacedaemonians,
were afterward transferred to the district of Abacene,
and there founded Tyndaris. Messana thus came to
contain as mixed a population as before.
{Diod.^ 14,
78 ) It remained under the sway of Dionysius and
his son
and subsequently, after enjoying a short period of freedom, it passed into the hands of Agathocles.

Messene, a daughter of Triopas, king of Argos,

who

married Polycaon, son of Lelex, king of Laconia.
to levy troops, and to
seize a part of the Peloponnesus, which, after it had
been conquered, received her name.
{Pausan., 4, 1.)
Messene (or, in the Doric dialect of the country,

She encouraged her husband

Messana, M-eaadva), the chief cily of Messenia, in the
Peloponnesus situate at the foot of Mount Ithome,
It is said to have
and founded by Epaminondas,
been completed and fortified in eighty-five days, so
The following year the inhabitants great was the zeal and activity displayed by the The{Diod., 19, 102.)
revolted from his sway, and put themselves under the bans and their allies in this undertaking.
{Diod.
of
the
Pausanias informs us, that the walls of
protection
{Diod., 19, 110.) Sic, 15, 66.)
Carthaginians.
a
had
new
misfortune
he
ever
befell
this
were
the
the
Soon, however,
seen, being
unlucky
city
strongest
It was seized by the Mamertini {vid. Mamerticity.
entirely of stone, and well supplied with towers and
its
male
inhabitants
was
were
situated
on
either
buttresses.
The
citadel
Mount Iihor
ni),
slaughtered
driven out, and their wives and children became the ome, celebrated in history for the long and obstinate
Messana now took the defence which the Messenians there made against the
property of the conquerors.
:

;

name

of Mamertina, though in process of time the other
more gained the ascendancy. (/V
This act of
Plin., 3, 7.)
I, 7.—Diod., 21,

appellation once
/yfe.,

IS—

perfidy and cruelty passed unpunished.
Syracuse was
too much occupied with intestine commotions to attend
to it, and the Carthaginians gladly made a
league with
the Mamertini, since by them Pyrrhus would be prevented from crossing over into Sicily and seizing on a
post 80 important to his future operations.
{Diod., 22,

The history of this city
Spartans in their last revolt.
identified with that of Messenia, which latter article
may hence be consulted. The ruins of Messene are
visible, as we learn from Sir W. Gell, at Maurommati,
a small village, with a beautiful source, under Ithome,
in the centre of the ancient city.
{Itin., p. 59.
GelVs Itin. of
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 150.
is

—

—

—

Morea, p. 60.—Dodwell, vol. 2, p. 365.)
Messenia, a country of the Peloponnesus, between

the

The Mamertini, however, could not lay aside their Laconia, Elis, Arcadia, and the Ionian Sea. The
8.)
old habits of robbery.
They harassed all their neigh- river Ncda formed the boundary towards Elis and ArFrom the latter country it was farther divided
bours, and even became troublesome to Syracuse, cadia.
where King Hiero had at last succeeded in establish- by an irregular Ime of mountains, extending in a southThis monarch defeated
ing order and tranquillity.
the lawless banditti, and would have taken their city,
had not the Carthaginians interposed to defend it.
A
body of these, with the approbation of part of the inwhile another
habitants, took possession of the citadel
;

portion of the inhabitants called in the assistance of
the Romans, and thus the first of the Punic wars had
its

Bellum, and compare Po—Punicum
— 23,
Diod.,

{Vid.
origin.
9, scqq.

fyh., 1,

22, 15.

/i.,

2, seqq.)

Messana and the Mamertines remained from henceforth under the Roman power
but the city, as before,
;

could never enjoy any long period of repose.

It

suf-

fered in the early civil wars between Marius and Sylla,
in the war of the slaves in Sicily, and, more particular'y, in the contest between Sextus Pompey and the tri-

umvir Octavianus.

Messana formed during

this

war

the chief station of Pompey's fleet, a'nd his principal
place of supply, and the city was plundered at its close.
{Appian, B. Civ-, 5, 122.) A Roman colony was afterward planted here.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt.

—

The modern Messina corresponds
2, p. 267, scqq.)
to the ancient city.
Even in later times, the fates
seem

to have conspired
against this unfortunate place.
plague swept away a great part of the inhabitants ;
then rebellion spread its ravages and finally, the dreadful earthquake in 1783 completed the downfall of a
city which rivalled, if it did not surpass, Palermo.
{Hoare^s Classical Tour, vol. 2, p. 203.)
Although
the town has since been rebuilt according to a regular
it
has been declared a free port,
plan and although
Messina is not so important as it once was. It conlast
before
the
tained
catastrophe a hundred thousand
the present population does not amount
inhabitants
to seventy thousand.
{Malte, Brun, Geogr., vol. 7, p.

A

;

:

easterly direction to the chain of Taygetus on the LaThis celebrated range marked the
conian border.
limits of the province to the east, as far as the source

of the little river Pamisus, which completed the line
of separation from the Spartan territory to the south.
{Strabo, 361.— Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 130.)
Its area is calculated by Clinton at 1162 square miles.
Messenia is described
{Fust. Hell, vol. 2, p. 385.)
by Pausanias as the most fertile province of Pelopon-

nesus (4, 15, 3), and Euripides, in a passage quoted
by Strabo (366), speaks of it as a land well watered,
very fertile, with beautiful pastures for cattle, and possessing a climate neither too cold in winter nor too
The western part of the country is
hot in summer.
drained by the river Pamisus, which rises in the
mountains between Arcadia and Messenia, and flows
southward into the Messenian Gulf. The basin of
is divided into two distinct parts, which
separated from each other on the east by some
high land that stretches from the Taygetus to the Pamisus, and on the western side of the river by Mount
Ithome.
The upper part, usually called the plain of
Stenyclerus, is of small extent and moderate fertility ;
but the lower part, south of Ithome, is an extensive
times for its great fertility,
plain, celebrated in ancient
whence it was frequently called Macaria, or " the
blessed."
Leake describes it as covered at the present
day with plantations of the vine, the fig, and the mulberry, and "as rich in cultivation as can well be ima-

the

Pamisus

are

{Travels in the Morea, vol. I, p. 352.) The
western part of Messana is diversified by hills and val{Encycl. Us.
leys, but contains no high mountains.
learn from Pausanias
Kriowl, vol. 15, p. 126.)
(4, 1, 2), that Messenia derived its appellation from
Messene, wife of Polycaon, one of the earliest sovergined."

— We

732, Am. ed.)
He also observes, that whenMess.ipia, a country of Italy in Magna Grsecia, com- eigns of the country.
monly supposed to have been the same with lapygia, ever this name occurs in Homer, it denotes the provbut forming, in strictness, the interior of that part of ince rather than the city of Messene, which he conThe town of Messapia, mentioned by Pliny ceives did not exist till the time of Epaminondas.
Italy.
At the period of the Trojan
(3, 11), is thought to have communicated its name to (Compare Strabo, 358.)
The generality of Italian to- war, it appears from the poet that Messenia was partly
the Messapian nation.
of Menelaus, and partly under that
pographers identify the site of this ancient town with under the dominion
(hat of Mcssagna, between Oria and Brindisi.
{Pra- of Nestor. This is evident from the towns which he
has assigned to these respective leaders, and is farther
Hi, Via Appia, 4, 8.
Romanelli, vol. 2, p. 127.
confirmed by the testimony of Strabo and Pausanias.
Cramer's Anc.
vol. 2, p. 312.)

—

Italy,

—

MESSENIA.

— Pausan.,
{Strah., 350.

4, 3.)

MESSEiNIA.

In the division of the

Peloponnesus, made after the return of the Heraclida;,
Messenia fell to the share of Cresphontes, son of Aristodemus, with whom commenced the Dorian Ime,
which continued without interruption for many generIn the middle of the eighth century before
ations.
the Christian era, a series of disputes and skirmishes
arose on the borders of Messenia and Laconia, which
gave rise to a confirmed hatred between the two na-

willingly emigrated, and, under Phalanthu8,one ol their
they founded the city of Tarentum tu

own number,

—

{Vtd. Parthenii.)
Italy.
During forty years Me»nenia bore the yoke.
But the oppression of the inhabitants was grievous, and imbittered with every circumstance of msult, and the Grecian spirit of 'jidepend-

ence was yet stiong In them ; they »nly wanted a
leader, and a leader was found in \nstomenes, a youth
of the royal line.
Support being promised from Artions.
Prompted by this feelmg, the Spartans are gos and Arcadia, allies of his country in a former war,
said to have bound themselves by an oath never to Aristomenes attacked a body of Lacedaemonians, and,
return home till Messenia was subdued ; and they though not completely successful, did such feats of
commenced the contest by a midnight attack on Am- valour that the Messenians would have chosen him
and put king but he declined it, and was made general-inpheia, a frontier town, which they took,
'I'his was the comchief.
His next adventure was an attempt to practise
the inhabitants to the sword.
Mcssenian
of
was
the
on the superstitious fears of the enemy. Sparta havwhat
called
First
mencement
of
which
is
walls nor watch, he easily entered it alone
the
date
neither
War,
usually given, though ing
it cannot be believed with certainty, as B.C. 743.
by night, and hung against the Brazen House (a sinEuphaes, the Messenian king, had wisdom, howev- gularly venerated temple of Minerva) a shield, with an
Aware of inscription declaring that Aristomenes, from the spoils
er, and courage sufficient for the crisis.
the Lacedajmonian superiority in the field, he pro- of the Spartans, dedicated that shield to the goddess.
tracted the war, avoiding battles and defending the Alarmed lest their protecting goddess should be won
In the fourth year, however, a battle was from them, the Lacedaemonians sent to consult the
towns.
fought with great slaughter and doubtful success. But Delphian oracle, and were directed to take an AtheThe Athenians, though far from wishthe Messenians were suffering from garrison-confine- nian adviser.
ment and the constant plundering of their lands. ing the subjugation of Messenia, yet feared to oflfend
New measures were taken. The people were collect- the god if they refused compliance but, in granting
ed from the inland posts at Ithome, a place of great what was asked, they hoped to make it useless, and
natural strength, and open to supplies by sea, the sent Tyrtaeus, a poet, and supposed to be of no ability.
Meanwhile they The choice proved better than they intended, since
Lacedaemonians having no fleet.
asked advice of the Delphic oracle, which bade them the poetry of Tyrtaeus being very popular, kept up the
The Messenian
infernal
deities
a
to
the
sacrifice
virgin of the blood spirit of the people in all reverses.
Im- army had now been re-enforced from Argos, Elis, Arof .^pytus, son of the Heracleid Cresphontes.
pelled by patriotism or ambition, Aristodemus offered cadia, and Sicyon, and Messenian refugees came in
his own daughter
the Lacedaemonians had been joined by the
and, when it was intended to save daily
her by falsely denying her virginity, in his rage he slew Corinthians alone.
They met at Caprusema, where,
The fame of the obedience by the desperate courage of the Messenians, and the
her with his own hand.
paid to the oracle so far disheartened the enemy, that conduct and extraordinary personal exertions of their
in the sixth an inthe war languished for five years
leader, the Lacedaemonians were routed with such
vasion took place, and a battle, bloody and indecisive slaughter that they vvere on the point of suing for
like the former.
Euphaes was killed, and left no is- peace. Tyrtaeus diverted them from this submission,
sue, and Aristodemus was elected to succeed him. and persuaded them to recruit their numbers by assoThe new prince was brave and able, and the Lacedae- ciating some Helots, a measure very galling to SparMeanwhile Aristomenes was ever harassmonians, weakened by the battle, confined themselves tan pride.
At last they ing them with incursions. In one of these he carried
for four years to predatory mcursions.
and
were
defeated
but, in off from Caryae a number of Spartan virgins assemagain invaded Messenia,
He had formthe midst of his success, Aristodemus was so pos- bled to celebrate the festival of Diana.
sessed with remorse for his daughter's death, that he ed a body-guard of young and noble Messenians.
slew himself on her tomb, and deprived his country of who always fought by his side, and to their charge
Iihome was be- he gave the captives.
Heated with wine, the young
the only leader able to defend her.
The famished inhabitants found means to men attempted to violate their chastity, and Arissieged.
pass the Lacedsmonian lines, and fled for shelter and tomenes, after vainly remonstrating, killed the most
subsistence, some to neighbouring states where they refractory with his own hand, and, on receiving their
had claims of hospitality, others to their ruined homes ransom, restored the girls uninjured to their paIthome was dis- rents. Another time, in an assault on JEg\\&, he
and about their desolated country.
and those who remained of the Messenians is said to have been made prisoner by some Sparmantled
were allowed to occupy most of the lands, paying half tan women there assembled, who repelled the assault
The absence from home to with a vigour equal to that of the men but one of
the produce to Sparta.
which the Lacedaemonians had bound themselves, be- them who had previously loved him favoured his esIn the third year of the war, another battle
came, by the protraction of the war, an evil threaten- cape.
ing the existence of the state, no children being born took place at Megaletaphrus, the Messenians being
to supply the waste of war and natural decay.
The joined by the Arcadians alone. Through the treachremedy said to have been adopted was a strange one, ery of Aristocrates, prince of Orchomenus, the Arcadiand cut to
highly characteristic of Lacedaemon, and such as no an leader, the Messenians vvere surrounded
other people would have used.
The young men who pieces, and Aristomenes, escaping with a scanty remhad come to maturity since the beginning of the war nant, was obliged to give up the defence of his country,
were free from the oath, and they were sent home to and collect his forces at Ira, a stronghold near the sea.
cohabit promiscuously with the marriageable virgins. Here he supplied the garrison by plundering excurBut even at Sparta this expedient, in some degree, sions, so ably conducted as to foil every precaution of
ran counter to the popular feelings.
When the war the besiegers, insomuch that they forbade all culture
of part of I.AConia.
warf ended, and the children of this irregular inter- of the
conquered territory, and even
course were grown to manhood, though bred in all the At last, falling in with a large body of Lacedaemonians
an obstinate defence he
discipline of Lycurgus, they found themselves gener- under both their kings, after
Their spirit was high, their discontent was struck down and taken, with about fifty of his
ally slighted.
into a
dangerous ; and it was thought prudent to offer them band. The prisoners were thrown as rebels
were killed by the fall except
the meang of Bcttling out of Peloponnesus.
They deep
^ caveni, and all
;

;

—

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—
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MESSENIA.
Aristomenes,

who was

wonderfully preserved and en-

and, returning to Ira. soon gave
proof to the enemy of his presence by fresh exploits
equally daring and judicious. The siege was protracted till the eleventh year, when the Lacedaemonian

abled

10

escai»e,

commander, one stormy

night, learning that a post in

the fort had been quitted by

its
guard, silently occuwith his troops. Aristomenes flew to the spot
a vigorous defence, the women assisting by throwing tiles from the house-tops, and many,
when driven thence by the storm, even taking arms

pied

it

and commenced

MESSENIA.
Inexhaustible in
unparalleled among Grecian heroes.
resources, unconquerable in spirit, and resolutely persevering through every extremity of hopeless disaster,

an ardent patriot and a formidable warrior, he yet was
to find his happiness in peace ; and after passing his youth under oppression, and his manhood in
war against a cruel enemy, wherein he is said to have
slain more than 300 men with his own hand, he yet
retained a singular gentleness of nature, insomuch
that he is related to have wept at the fate of the traitor

formed

The original injustice and subsequent
Aristocrates.
and mixing in the fight. But the superior numbers of tyranny of the Lacedaemonians, with the crowning outthe Lacedaemonians enabled them constantly to bring rage in the condemnation as rebels of himself and his
up fresh troops, while the Messenians were fighting companions, might have driven a meaner spirit to
without rest or pause, with the tempest driving in acts of like barbarity
but, deep as was his hatred
their faces.
Cold, wet, sleepless, jaded, and hungry, to Sparta, he conducted the struggle with uniform
they kept up the struggle for three nights and two obedience to the laws of war, and sometimes, as in
at length, when all was vain, they formed their the case of the virgins taken at Caryae, with more
days
column, placing in the middle their women and chil- than usual generosity and strictness of morals.
dren and most portable effects, and resolved to make The Messenians who remained in their country were
their way out of the place.
Aristomenes demanded treated with the greatest severity by the Spartans,
a passage, which was granted by the enemy, unwilling and reduced to the condition of Helots or slaves.
to risk the effects of their despair.
Their march was This cruel oppression induced them once more to
owards Arcadia, where they were most kindly re- take up arms, in the 79th Olympiad, and to fortify
ceived, and allotments were offered them of land. Mount Ilhome, where they defended themselves for
Even yet Aristomenes hoped to strike a blow for the ten years
the Lacedagmonians being at this time
deliverance of his country.
He selected 500 Messe- so greatly reduced in numbers by an earthquake,
who
were
300
Arcadian
which
nians,
volunteers,
joined by
destroyed several of their towns, that they
and resolved to attempt the surprise of Sparta while were compelled to have recourse to their allies for asthe army was in the farthest part of Messenia, where sistance.
Pausan., 4, 24.) At
{Thucyd., 1, 101.
But the enterprise length the Messenians. worn out by this protracted
Pylos and Methone still held out.
was frustrated by Aristocrates, who sent word of it to siege, agreed to surrender the place on condition that
The messenger was seized on his return, they should be allowed to retire from the PeloponneSparta.
and the letters found on him discovering both the pres- sus
The Athenians were at this time on no friendly
ent and former treachery of his master, the indignant terms with the Spartans, and gladly received the refupeople stoned the traitor to death, and erected a pillar gees of Ithome, allowing them to settle at Naupactus,
to commemorate his infamy.
The Messenians, who which they had taken from the Locri Ozolae. {Thufell under the
power of Lacedaprnon, were made He- cyd 1, 103. Pausan., I. c.) Grateful for the proteclots.
The Pylians and Methonaeans, and others on tion thus afforded them, the Messenians displayed great
the coast, now giving up all hop>e of farther resistance, zeal in the cause of Athens during the Peloponnesian
propot^ed to their countrymen in Arcadia to join them war.
Thucydides has recorded several instances in
in seeking some fit place for a
colony, and requested which they rendered important services to that power,
Aristomenes to be their leader. He sent his son. not only at Naupactus, but in iEtolia and Amphilochia,
For himself, he said, he would never cease to war at Pylos, and in the island of Sphacteria, as well as in
with Lacedaemon, and he well knew that, while he the Sicilian expedition.
When, however, the disaster
After of iEgospotamos placed Athens at the mercy of her
lived, some ill would ever be happening to it.
the former war, the town of llhegium in Italy had rival, the Spartans obtained possession of Naupactus,
been partly peopled by expelled Messenians. The ex- and compelled the Messenians to quit a town which
iles were now invited by the
Rhegians to assist them had so long afforded them refuge. Many of these, on
against Zancle, a hostile Grecian town on the oppo- this occasion, crossed over into Sicily, to join their
and others
site coast of Sicily, and in case of
victory the town countrymen who were established there,
was offered them as a settlement. Zancle was be- sailed to Africa, where they procured settlements
{Pausan.,
sieged, and the Messenians having mastered the walls, among the Evesperitae. a Libyan people.
the inhabitants were at their mercy.
In the common 4, 26.)
After the battle of Leuctra, however, which
course of Grecian warfare, they would all have been humbled the pride of Sparta, and paved the way for
either slaughtered or sold for slaves, and such was the the ascendancy of Thebes. Epaminondas, who directed
wish of the Rhegian prince.
But Aristomenes had the counsels of the latter republic, with masterly poltaught his followers a nobler lesson.
They refused to icy determined to restore the Messenian nation, by
inflict on other Greeks what
they had suffered from collecting the remnants of this brave and warlike peothe Lacedaemonians, and made a convention with the ple.
He accordingly despatched agents to Sicily. ItZanclaeans, by which each nation was to live on equal aly, and Africa, whither the Messenians had emigraterms in the city.
The name of the town was chan- ted, to recall them to their ancient homes, there to
ged to Messana. {Vid. Messana.) Aristomenes vain- enjoy the blessings of peace and liberty, under the
ly sought the means of farther hostilities against Sparpowerful protection of Thebes, Argos, and Arcadia.
ta, but his remaining days were passed in tranquillity
Gladly did they obey the summons of the Theban
with Damagelus, prince of lalysus in Rhodes, who general, and hastened to return to that country, the
had married his daughter.
His actions dwelt in the recollection of which they had ever fondly cherished.
memories of his countrymen, and cheered them in Epaminondas, meanwhile, had made every preparation
and from their legen- for the erection of a city under Ithome, which was to
their wanderings and sufferings
and such was the zeal
dary songs, together with those of the Lacedaemo- be the metropolis of Messenia
nians, and with the poems of Tyrtseus, the story of and activity displayed by the Thebans and their allies
the two Messenian wars has been chiefly gathered by in this great undertaking, that the city, which they
the learned and careful antiquary Pausanias, from named Messene, was completed in eighty five days.
whose work it is here taken
The character of Aris- {Diod Sic, 15, 66.) The entrance of the Messenians,
tomenes, as thus represented, combines all the ele- which took place in the fourth year of the 102d Olymments of goodness and greatness, in a degree almost piad, was attended with great pomp, and the celebra:

—

;

•

:

—

—

.

—

—

:

;
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solemn sacrifices, and devout invocations to
gods and heroes. The lapse of 287 years from
the capture of Ira, and the termination of the second
war, had, as Pausanias affirmed, made no change in
their religion, their national customs, or their language,
which, according to that historian, they spioke even

of gold to the oracle of Delphi.

more

are iJepof ;j;pv<Touv,

tion of

turn from

their

marked

correctly than the rest of the Pelopontiesians
Other towns being soon after refPausan.^ 4, 27.)
ouilt, the Messenians were presently in a condition to

make head

against Sparta, even after the death of
the decline of Thebes.
That great

Epaminondas and

general strenuously exhorted them, as the surest means
of preserving their country, to enter into the closest
alliance with the Arcadians, which salutary counsel
They
they carefully adhered to.
(Pulyh., 4, 32, 10.)
likewise conciliated the favour of Philip of Macedon,
whose power rendered him formidable to all the states

of Greece, and his influence now procured for them
the restoration of some towns which the Lacedaemonians

—

retained in their possession.
(Polyb., 9, 28, 7.
4, 28.
Slraba, 361.)
During the wars and
revolutions which agitated Greece upon the death of
etill

—

Pausan.,

Alexander, they still preserved their independence, and
having, not long after that event, joined the Achaean
confederacy, they were present at the battle of Sellasia
and the capture of Sparta by Antigonus Doson. (PauIn the reign of Philip, son of Demetrius,
san., 4, 29.)
an unsuccessful attack was made on their city by Demetrius of Pharos, then in the Macedonian service.
The inhabitants, though taken by surprise, defended
themselves on this occasion with such intrepidity, that
nearly the whole of the enemy's detachment was cut
to pieces, and their general, Demetrius, slain.
(SlraNabis,
bo, 3e\.—Polyb., 3, 19, 2.—Pausan., 4, 29.)
tyrant of Lacedaemon, made another attack on this city

by night some years afterward, and had already penetrated within the walls, when succours arriving from
Megalopolis under the command of Philopoemen, he
was forced to evacuate the place. Subsequently to
this event, dissensions appear to have arisen, which
ultimately led to a rupture between the Achaeans and
Pausanias was not able to ascertain the
Messenians.
immediate provocation which induced the Achseans to
But Polybius
declare war against the Messenians.
does not scruple to blame his countrymen, and more
especially Philopoemea, for their conduct to a people
with whom they were united by federal ties.
{Polyb.,
Hostilities commenced unfavourably for
33, 10. 5.)
the Achaeans, as their advanced guard fell into an ambuscade of the enemy, and was defeated with great
loss, Philopoemen himself remaining in the hands of

the victors. So exasperated were the Messenians at the
conduct of this celebrated general, that he was thrown
into a dungeon, and soon after put to death by poison.
His destroyers, however, did not escape the vengeance
of the Achseans ; for Lycortas, who succeeded to the
command, having defeated the Messenians, captured
their city, and caused all those who had been cotj-

cerned in the death of Philopojmen to be immediately
Peace was then restored, and Messenia
executed.
once more joined the Achaean confederacy, and remained attached to that republic till the period of its
dissolution

Liv., 39, 49.

—

Polyb., 24, 9.—Pausan.,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 122, scqq.)
4, 29.
He was father
MetIbi-s, a tyrant of Privernum.

—

(

of Camilla, whom he consecrated to the service of
Diana, when he had been banished from his kingdom
{Virff-, ^n., 11, 540.)
by his subjects,
Mktapontum, a city of Lucania in Italy, on the
coast of the Sinus Tarentinus, and a short distance to
the south of the river Bradanus.
It was one of the

made

i».
Troy ; and, as a proof of this fact, it
that the Metapontini, in more ancient
timet,
an annual sacrifice to the Neleidae. The

prosperity of this ancient colony, the result of its attention
to agriculture, was evinced
by the offering of a harvest

The Greek words
which commentators suppose to
mean some golden sheaves. {StrabOy 264 ) It may
be remarked, also, that the scholiasts on Homer identify Metapontum with the city which that poet calls
Alyba in the Odyssey (24, 303). Other traditions are
recorded, relative to the foundation of Metapontum,
by Strabo, which confirm, at least, its great antiquity.
But his account of the destruction of the first town b)
the Samnites is obscure, and not to be clearly understood.
It appears, however, that Metabum, if such
was its name, was in a deserted state, when a number
of Achaeans, invited for that purpose by the Sybarites,
landed on the coast and took possession of the place,

which thenceforth was called Metapontum,

— Compare

{Strab.,

Steph. Byz., s. v. MfraTrovnov.—
Eustath. ad Dionys. Perieg., v. 368.) The Achxans,

265.

soon after their arrival, seemed to have been engaged
in a war with theTarentini, and this led to a treaty, by

which the Bradanus was recognised as forming the
separation of the two territories.
Pythagoras was held
in particular estimation by the Metapontini, in whose

—

Af-

city he is reported to have lived for many years.
ter his death, the house which he had inhabited

was

converted

Vit.

Pythag.,

a

into
1,

30.

We

temple
— Cic,
de

of Ceres.
Fin., 5, 2.

—(Iambi.,

Liv., 1, 18.)

find this town incidentally mentioned by Herodotus (4, 15) with reference to Aristeas of Proconnesus,
who was said to have been seen here 340 years after
Its inhabitants, after consulting the oracle upon this supernatural event, erected a statue to the poet in the Forum, and surrounded
it with laurel.
This city still retained its independ-

disappearing from Cyzicus.

ence when Alexander of Epirus passed over into Italy.
Livy, who notices that fact, states that the remains of
this unfortunate prince were conveyed hither previous
It
being carried over into Greece (8, 24).
however, ultimately into the hands of the Romans,
together with the other colonies of Magna Graecia, on
the retreat of Pynhus, and with them revolted in favour of Hannibal, after his victory at Cannae.
{Liv.,
It does not appear on what occasion the Ro22, 15.)
mans recovered possession of Metapontum, but it must
have been shortly after, as they sent a force thence
to the succour of the citadel of Tarentum, which was

to their
fell,

means of preserving
{Livy,
— Polybius,
would seem, however,
the

that fortress.

been again

It
8, 36.)
in the hands

25, 11
to

have

of the Carthaginians.
{PoIn the time of Pausanias, this city was a
lyb.^ 8, 36.)
heap of ruins (6, 19). Considerable vestiges, situated
near the station called Torre di Mare, on the coast,
indicate its ancient position.
{Swinburne's Travels,
Cramer's Anc.
Romanelli, vol. 1, p. 275.
p. 27Z.

—

—

Italy, vol.

2,^. 347, seqq.)

Met.\urum, a town

in the territory of the Bruttii, in

below Vibo Valentia.

Italy, not far from Medura, and
Its site is generally supposed to

accord with that of

modern Gioja. According to Stephanus, this anand the same
cient place was a colony of the Locri
writer farther states, that, according to some accounts,
the

;

that honit
gave birth to the poet Stesichorus, though
Solinus,
our was also claimed by Himera in Sicily.
on the other hand (c. 8), asserts, that Metaurum was
founded by the Zanclaeans.
(Compare Mela, 2, 4.
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 423.)

—

Metauros,

I.

a river in the territory of the BrutUi,

most distinguished of the Greek colonies. The ori- running into the Tyrrhene or Lower sea. The town
to have stood at or near its
ginal name of the place appears to have been Metabum, of Metaurum is supposed
and sometimes
which it is said was derived from Metabus, a hero to mouth.
It is now called the Marro,
whom divine honours were paid. Some reports as- the Pelrace. {Cluvcr., It. Ant., vol. 2, p. 1292.) It
been noted for the excellence of tbfl
cribed its foundation to a party of P/lians on their reappears to have

MET

MET

chunny fish caught at its mouth. (Athen., 7, 63.) StraDo speaks of a port of the same name, which may have
been the town of Metaurum. {Strab., 256.
Cramer^s
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 423.) II. A river of Umbria, in
It was rendered
Italy, flowing into the Adriatic.

—

—

memorable by the defeat of Hasdrubal, the brother of
The Roman forces were commanded by
Hannibal.
the consuls Livius Salinator and Claudius Nero, A.U.C
The battle must have ta545.
It is now the Metro.

I

1

I

I

!

j

!

i

the preceding, belonged to the same political party as
and supported Sylla in his contest with Marius.
Metellus received especial marks of favour from
his father,

He was
Sylla, and was consul with him B.C. 80.
sent, in B.C. 78, against Sertorius in Spain, where he
appears to have remained till the conclusion of the war,
in

j

ken place near the modern Fossombrone, and on the
left bank of the Metaurus.
Though Livy has given no
precise description of the spot, it may be collected that
it was in that
part of the course of the river where it

begins to be enclosed between high and steep rocks
Tradition has preserved a record of the
event in the name of a hill between Fossombrone and
the pass of Furba, called Monte d' Asdrubale.
{Cra(27, 47).

Anc. Italy, vol. I, p. 261.)
a dislmguished family of the Caecilian
Rome. Those most worthy of notice are
gens
I. Q. Caecilius Metellus Macedonicus, was sent, when
praetor (B C. 148), into Macedonia, against Andriscus,
who pretended to be a son of Perseus, the last king
of Macedonia, and who had excited a revolt against
the Romans.
In this war Andriscus was defeated
and taken prisoner by Metellus, who obtained, in consequence, a triumph, and the surname of Macedonmer'' s

Metelm,
in

:

—

—

FuI'ausantas, 7, 13, 1.
{Lwy, Ejiit., 50
In his consulship, B.C. 143, Metellus
trop., 4, 13.)
was sent into Spain to oppose Viriathus, who had obicus.

tained possession of the whole of Lusitania, and had
defeated successively the pra'tors Vetiliusand Plautius.

Metellus remained in S[)ain two years, and obtained
but was superseded in the command,
several victories
before the conclusion of the war, bv Pompev.
{Liv.,
;

Fpit 52,
Id, 9. 3,
,

53— FaZ. Max

—

,

3, 2,

21.— R,

7, 4,

5.—

7.
Appian, Ibcr , 76.) During the censorship of Metellus and Pompey, B.C. 131, it was decreed that all citizens should be obliged to marry. The

oration which Metellus delivered on this subject was
extant in the time of Livy, and is referred to bv Suetonius.
Suet, Vit. Aug., 89.)
(Ljw , Epit., ^Q.

—

We

are told by Livy and Pliny, that, when Metellus was
returniT)g one day from the Campus Martius, he was
seized by command of C. Attmius Labeo, a tribune of

commons, whom he had in his censorship expelled
from the senate, and was dragged to the Tarpeian rock
and that it was with the greatest difficulty that his friends
were enabled to preserve his life by obtaining another
the

;

tribune to put

his veto

upon the order of Altinius.

From

B.C. 72.

the year 76 B.C.,

Pompey was

his

colleague in command, and they triumphed together at
the end of the war.
{Veil. Paterc, 2, 30.
Eutrop.

'6, 5.

—

—

Pint.,

Vit.

Pomp.)

Metellus was Pontifex

Maximus ; and on his death, B.C. 63, in the consulship of Cicero, he was succeeded in that dignity by
Julius Ca?sar.
{EncycL Us. Knowl., vol. 15, p. 137.)
Methodius, I. surnamed Eubulius, a father of the
church, and a martyr, flourished at the beginning of the
He was at first bishop of Olympus or
fourth century.
Patara in Lycia, but was afterward translated to the
This latter station, however, he occupied
see of Tyre.
His zeal for the purity of the
only a short time.
Christian faith exposed him to the resentment of the
Arians; he was exiled to Chalcidice in Syria, and
He
there received the crown of martyrdom, A. D. 312.
was the author of a long poem against Porphyry ; a
treatise on the Resurrection, against Origen ; another
on the Pythoness; another on Free Will; a dialogue
" The
entitled
Banquet of the Virgins," &c. Several
The
fragments of this author have been collected.
"
Banquet of the Virgins" has reached us entire. It
was first published at Rome, 1656, 8vo. with a Latin
It is a
version and a Dissertation by Leo Allatius.
dialogue on the excellence of chastity, modelled after
The best edition is that of Fathe Banquet of Plato.
bricius, appendetl to the second volume of the works of
II. A patriarch of ConSt. Hvppolitus, i/am6., 1718.
stantinople, born at Syracuse about the commencement of the ninth century. After various difl!iculties,
into which he was plunged by his attachment to the
worship of images, and the opposition of the Iconoclasts, he obtained the see of Constantinople, A.D.
842.
His first act after his accession to the episcopal
oflfice was to assemble a council and re-establish the
He died A.D. 846. He was the
worship of images
author of several works, which are given by Combefis

—

in his Bihliotheca

Patrum.

—

III.

A monk

and painter,

Thessalonica. and who flourished about the
He is celebrated for havmiddle of the 9ih century.
ing converted to Christianity Bogoris, king of the Bulthe scenes
garians, by means of a picture representing
of the last judgment.
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 28, p. 465.)
Metho.ne, I. a city of Macedonia, about forty stadia north of Pydna, according to the cpitomist of Stral)orn at

{Liv., Epit., b^.—Plin., 7, 45 )
Pliny refers to Metellus as an extraordinary example of human happi"
ness
For, besides the possession of the highest dig-

cumstance of

" and
nities," says the Roman writer,
having obtained
a surname from the conquest of Macedonia, he was

in history from the cirin besieging
Philip's having lost an eye
the place.
Demosth., Olynth., 1, 9.)
{Strab., I. c.
That it was a Greek colony we learn from Scylax

carried to the funeral pile by four sons, of whom one
had been praetor, three had been consuls, two had en{Plin.,
joyed a triumph, and one had been censor."

that a
{PeripL, p. 26), ami also Plutarch, who reports
the place Meparty of Eretrians settled there, naming
He adds,
thone, from Methon, an ancestor of Orpheus.

7,

45.)— II. Q. Cascilius Metellus Numiiicus, derived
surname from his victories in Numidia, whither he
was sent in his consulship, B.C. 109, in order to op-

that these

his

ti

:

He remained in Numidia. B.C. 108.
pose Jugurtha.
as proconsul
but, in the beginning of the following
year, he was superseded in the command by Marios,
who had previously been his legahts or lieutenantOn his return to Rome Metellus obtained
general.
Velthe honours of a triumph.
{Sallusl, Bell. Jug.
;

leius Faterc., 2, 11.

— Eutropius,

4, 27.

— Liv

—

Epit.,
He took an
Metellus was censor B.C. 102.
65.)
of
commotions
his
and
was
time,
active part in the civil
one of the most powerful supporters of the aristocraliIn B C. 100 he was obliged to go into e.xile,
cal party.
in consequence of opposing the measures of the tribune
Saturninus but, on the execution of the latter, Me,

;

was

recalled from exile in the following year.
iVid Marius.) III. Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius, son of

tellus

—

840

bo (330).

It

was celebrated

—

Greek colonists were temped AposphendoneIt appears from
{Quczst. Grac.)
by the natives.
Athenaeus that Aristotle wrote an account of the MeThis town was octhonrsan commonwealth (6, 27)
cupied by the Athenians towards the close of the Peloponnesian war, with a view of annoying Perdiccas by
disravaging bis territory and affording a refuge to his
When Philip, the son of Amyncontented subjects.
tas. succeeded to the crown, the Athenians, who still
held Methone, landed three thousand men, in order to
establish .Argaeus on the throne of Macedon
they
were, however, defeated by the young f)rince. and
Several years after, Philip
driven back to Methone.
laid siege to this place, which at the end of twelve
months capitulated. The inhabitants having evacua;

ted

the town, the walls were razed to the ground,
Dr. Clarke and Dr. Holland concur
that the site of Methone answers to. that

{Died., 16, 34.)

m

supposing

MET
{Cramer* s Anc. Greece,

of Letiterochori.
216.)
{II..,

— W.

MET

A

vol.

1,

p.

Homer

city of Thessaly, noticed by
2, 716), and situate, like the preceding,

on the

must not, however, be confounded with
the Macedonian one, an error into which Stephanus
seems to have fallen {s. v. MeOljvtj.) HI. A city of
Mes8€nia, on the western coast, below Pylos Messeniacus.
According to Pausaniu.s, the name was MoTradition reported, that it was so called from
ihoDC.
Mothone. the daughter of ^neas but it more probably
derived its name from the rock Mothon, which formed
seacoast.

It

—

;

the breakwater of
Strabo informs us,

Methone

ters,

harbour.

its

{I'ausan.,

4,

35.)

that, in the opinion of many wrishould be identified with Pedasus, rank-

ed by Homer among the seven towns which Agamemnon offered to Achilles. (7/ 9, 12M.—Strab 359.)
In the PeloPausanias makes the same observation.
pounesian war Methone was attacked by some Athenian troops, who were conveyed thither in a fleet sent
,

,

to ravage the coast of the Peloponnesus; but Brasidas,
who was quartered in the neighbourhood, having forced
his way through the enemy's line, threw himself into

the town with 100 men, which timely succour obliged
the Athenians to re-embark their troops.
{Thucyd.,
2,25.) Methone subsequently received a colony of
these, being expelled their native city by
the Argives, were established here by the Lacedaemonians.
{Pausan., 4, 35.) Many years after, it sustained great loss from the sudden attack of some IIlyrian pirates, who carried off a number of inhabitants,

Nauplians

both

:

men and women.

Methone was afterward be-

sieged and taken by Agrippa, who had the command
of a Roman fleet that general having found here Bocchus (Boyor), king of Mauritania, caused him to be put
to death as a partisan of Marc Antony.
{Strah., 359 )
:

We

learn from Pausanias that Trajan especially fathis city, and bestowed several privileges on
Sir
Gell states, that at about
inhabitants.

voured
its

W.

2700 paces

the east of

to

Modon

is

a place called

Palaio Mofhone, where are vestiges of a

don

is

a Greek town of

some

size,

city.

with a fortress

—

:

or, rather, a truce

for thirty years,

Trcezene,

power, should be enslaved. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 1, 6.8.)
best Lesbian wine was obtained from an adjacent territory belonging to this city {Ovid, A. A., 1,
57), and hence Bacchus was frequently called the god

The

—

Methymna. {AlhencBus, 8, p. 363, b. Pausan ,
10, 19.)
According to Strabo, this city was the na
tive place of the historian Hellanicus.
{Strah., 616 )

of

It

also the birthplace of Arion, whose adventure
the dolphin is related by Herodotus (1, 23).

was

with

among

—

The modern name, according

to D'Anville, is

Porto

Petera ; but Olivier (vol. 2, p. 87) makes Molivo,
which others write Moliwa, correspond to the site of
the ancient city.
(Compare De Sinner, ad Bondelmont.. Ins. Archipel.,
vol. 1, p. 160.)

p.

219.— Cramer's Asia Minor,

Metis {Prudence), daughter

of Oceanus.

was

the

wife of Jupiter, and exceeded gods and men in
Heaven and Earth, however, having told
knowledge.
a maid, would
Jupiter that the first child of Metis,
her secequal him in strength and counsel ; and that
ond, a son, would be king of gods and men, he deceived her when she was pregnant, and swallowed her ;
and, after a time, the goddess Minerva sprang from
first

Metis is said to have
{Apollod., 1, 3,6.)
him to
given a potion to Saturn, which compelled
vomit up the offspring whom he had swallowed.
his head.

—

Mo- {Apollod

{Cramer"* s Anc. Greece, vol.
by the Venetians.
IV. or Methana, a peninsula of Argolis,
3, p. 137.)
within the district of Troezene, formed by the harbour
or bay of Pogon on one side, and the curvature of
the Epidaurian Gulf on the other, and cotmected with
the mainland by a narrow isthmus, which the Athenians occupied and fortified in the seventh year of the
Diodorus SicPeloponnesian war. {Thucyd ,4:, 4:5.)
ulus says it was taken by the same people under Tolinterval
between the Persian and Pelo-.
mides, in the
and this is perhaps the meaning of
ponnesian wars
he
when
says that, on peace being made,
Thucydides,
built

which appears to have created
considerable rivalry between them, and probably induced the Methymneans to adhere to the Athenians,
while their neighbours were bent on detaching themselves from that power.
{Thucyd., 3, 2, 18.) As a
reward for their fidelity, the Mcthymneans wore exfrom
contributions
in money.
empted
{Thiuyi., 6,
Towards the close of the Peloponnesian war,
85.)
fell
into
the
of
the
Methymna
Spartan compower
mander Callicratidas, who, though urged to treat the
citizens with severity, and to sell them as 8lav*j8, refused to comply with the advice, declaring that, as
long as he was admiral, no Greek, as faT as lay in his
lenc, a circumstance

,

1, 2, 1.)

or Mettius Fuffetius, I. dictator of Althe reign of
fought against the Romans in
Tullus Hostilius, and agreed at length with the foe
to leave the issue of the war to a combat between
the three Horatii and three Curiatii.
Beholding with

Mkttus,

He

ba.

of the latter,
pain his country subdued by the defeat
he imagined that he should be able to recover her
freedom for her by joining with the Fidenates, who
had attempted, during the late war, to shake off the
Roman yoke. Secretly encouraged by him, they took
the field, and advanced to the neighbourhood of Rome,
Fuffein conjunction with the Veientes. their allies.
tius had promised to abandon the Romans, and go
over to the Fidenates and Veientes in the middle of

was restored to the Peloponnesians. the engagement. He had not courage enough to keep
Within the peninsula was a small his word, but proved a traitor alike to the Romans
{Thucyd., 1, 115.)
town, also called Methone, which possessed a temple and to his new allies, by drawing off his troops from
of Isis.
About thirty stadia from the town were to the line of battle, and yet not marching over to the
be seen some hot springs, produced by the eruption foe, but waiting to see which side would conquer.
Fuffetius was
of a volcano in the reign of Antigonus Gonatas. The Romans
gained the victory, and
{Pausan., 2, 34.) Dodwell says, that "the moun- torn asunder by being attached to two four-horse chartainous promontory of Methana consists chiefly of a iots, that were driven in different directions.
(^^^

other

towns,

volcanic rock of a dark colour.
The outline is grand
and picturesque, and the principal mountain which

was thrown up by

the volcano is of a conical form.
apparent height is about equal to that of VesuThe ancient city of Methone, according to
the same intelligent traveller, " was situated in the
plain, at the foot of its acropolis, near which are a few

Its

of the name is Met1, 23, scqq.)— The common form
as
tus Fuffetius, but the more correct one is Mettius,
299, Eng.
is shown by Niebuhr {Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p.
critic.
(Kk^. Tarpa.)
at Atha celebrated astronomer, who lived

frans/.)— II. Tarpa, a

vius."

Meton,

He was according
in the fifth century B.C.
but the best ausome, a Lacedaemonian {haKOv),
»e >«
remains of two edifices." {Dodwell, vol. 2, p. 281.
thorities call him a Leuconian {KevKovitvOorder not to go
Cramcr\<f Anc. Greece, vol. 3. p. 269, scqq.)
said to have pretended insanity in
Methvmva, a city of Lesbos, lying opposite to As- with the Athenian expedition against Syracuse, the
which he plainly foresaw.—
sus in Troas, and situate, according to
Ptolemy, near disastrous termination of
the northernmost point of the island.
It was, next to
The solstices which Meton observed with EuctejnoR
The are preserved by Ptolemy. He is best known, howMytilene, the most important city of Lesbos.
lunar cyc'e,
t€rritorv of the place was contjfriious to that of
Myti- ever, as the founder of the celebrated
841
5 O

—

'

ens
to

MEV
called " the

MID

name, and which is
still
preserved by the Western churches in their comThis cycle takes its rise as folof Easter.
ows 235 revolutions of the moon are very nearly 19
fmtation
revolutions of the sun, and one complete revolution of
If these approximations were exact,
the moon's node.
all the relative phenomena of the sun and moon, particularly those of eclipses, would recommence in the
same order, at the end of every 19 years. There is,
I'he
however, an error of some hours in every cycle.
first year of the first Metonic period commenced with
and if the
the summer solstice of the year 432 B.C.
reckoning had been continuous, what is now called
the golden number of any year would have denoted
the year of the Metonic cycle, if the summer solstice
had continued to be the commencement of the year.
On reckoning, however, it will be found that A.D. 1,
which is made the first year of a period of 19 years,
would have been part of the fourteenth and part of the
fifteenth of a Metonic cycle.
{Ideler, iiberden CycLus
dcs Melon.— Abhand. Acad., Berlin, 1814-1815, Hist.
Metonic"

This

after his

230.— Encycl.

Pkilol. CI., p.

Us.

KnowL,

vol. 15, p

''

It has been suspected," observes Dr. Hale,
144.)
" and not without
foundation, that the celebrated lunar
cycle of 19 years, which Meton introduced into Greece

adjustment of their lunar year with the
was borrowed from the ancient Jewish tables.

for the

was

solar,

This

the opinion of the learned Anatolius, bishop of

about A.D. 270."

Laodicea,

{^Hale's

Chronology,

memorable as the

farther

birthplace of
Propertius, a fact of which he himself informs us (4,

j

It

21).

1,

;

;

city is

is

now an obscure

i

i

|

|

MEZiiNTius, king of Caere, at the time that .^neas
fabled to have landed in Italy.
He is represented
by Virgil as a monster of ferocity, wantonly murdering
many of his subjects, and causing others, fastened face
to faci unto dead bodies, to expire amid loathsomeness
His subjects, exasperated by his tyranny,
and famine.
He and his son Lausus
expelled him from the throne.
took refuge in the court of Turnus, whom they assisted in his war against ^Eneas.
I'hey both fell by the
hand of the Trojan prince.
The narrative of the combat in which they were slain is justly esteemed one of
the most brilliant passages in the whole .."Eneid.
VirLausus as eminent for beauty of pergil has described
son, bravery, and hlial piety; a pleasing contrast to
I'he epithet contempior divum
his ferocious parent.
was applied to Mezentius by Virgil, because he demanded of his subjects the first fruits of their lands and
their flocks, instead of appropriating them in sacrifice
to the gods.
{Cato, ap. Macrob., Sat , 3, 5.
Virg.^

—

Mn.,

8,

478—

Z(i

ib

,

10, 762, seqq.)

MiciPSA, king of Numidia, eldest son of Masinissa,
shared with his brothers Gulussa and Mastanabal the
kingdom of their father, which had been divided among
the death of his brothers he

but

when he commenced

cynic, he

committed

to the fiames, as the useless dreams of idle
In his old age he became so dissatisfied
speculation.
with the world that he strangled himself. (^Enfield,

works

Hist. Philos., vol.

314.)
Mktbodorus, I. an intimate friend of Epicurus.
He first attached himself to that philosopher at LampHe
sacus, and continued with him till his death.
maintained the cause of his friend and master with
great intrepidity, both by his discourses and his writhe Sophists and Dialectics, and contings, against
sequently partook largely of the obloquy which fell
Id., de
upon his sect. {Cic, Tusc. Qucest., 2, 3.
Plutarch charges him with having repFin., 2, 3.)
robated the folly of his brother Timocrates in aspito the honours of wisdom, while nothing was of
1, p.

—

ring

any value but eating and drinking, and indulging the
animal appetites.
{Adv. Colot.
Op., ed. Reiskc, vol.
But it is probable that this calumny
10, p. 624, seqq.)
from a peroriginated with Timocrates himself, who,
sonal quarrel with Metrodorus, deserted the sect, and
therefore can deserve little credit.
{Enfield, Hist.
Phil, vol. 1, p. 456.— Jon*2«5. Hist. Phil., 1, 2. 6.—
Menage ad Ding. Laert., 10, 22.)— II. A painter and
He was sent
philosopher of Stratonicea, B.C. 171.
to Paulus .^milius, who, after his victory over Perse-

—

king of Macedonia, B.C. 168, requested of the
Athenians a philosopher and a painter, the former to
instruct his children, and the latter to make a painting
us,

Metrodorus was sent, as uniting in
of his triumphs.
himself both characters : and he gave satisfaction in

—

both to the Roman general.
Cic,
(P/iw 35, 11.
de Fin., 5, 1, de Orat., 4)
the
on
river
Tinia, in
Mevania, a city of Umbria,
the southwestern angle of the country, and to the
It was famous for its widenorthwest of Spoletium.
extended plains and rich pastures.
{Colum., 3, 8.)
Strabo mentions Mevania as one of the most considerable cities of Umbria.
{Slrab., 227.— Compare Liv.,
Here Vitellius took post, as if determined to
9, 41.)
,

make

a last stand for the empire against Vespasian,

but soon after withdrew his forces.
55.)

could

{Tacit., Hist., 3,

Pliny says, were of brick, it
not be capable of much resistance (35, 14).

If

its

m

walls, as

in
p.

was

them by Scipio ifimilianus.

;

still,

269.)

Metrocues, a disciple of Crates. He had previously been a follower of Theophrastus and Xenocrates

which

j

vol. 1, p. 66.)

their

village,

however, retains some traces of the original name
that of Bevagna.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 1,

Vtd. Masinissa.)

(

became monarch

On

of the

whole country, about 146 B.C.
Of a pacific disposition, Micipsa enjoyed a quiet reign, and proved the
mildest of all the Numidian kings.
Animated by the
same enlightened policy as his father, he exerted himself strenuously for the civilization of his subjects, established a colony of Greeks in his capital, and assem-

bled there a large number of learned and enlightened
men. Although he had many children by numerous

Hiempsal and Adherbal were his faUnhappily, however, he adopted his
ne()hew, the famous Jugurtha, and declared him, by his
will, joint heir to the kingdom along with his two sons
This arrangement brought with it
just mentioned.
the ruin of his family and kingdom.
{Vid. Jugurtha.)
MitoN, I. a painter and statuary, contemporary with
This
Polygnotus, who flourished about Olymp. 80.
artist has been noticed at great length by Boitiger
In ancient MSS.
{Arc/Mol. Pict., 1, p. 2.')4, seqq.).
concubines,

still

vourite sons.

name

sometimes written Mv/cwv, sometimes
more correct form is probaVarro mentions him among the
bly Mlkuv (Micon).
more ancient painters, whose errors were avoided by
(L. L., 8, p. 129,
Apelles, Protogenes, and others.
ed. Bip.)
Pliny slates, that, in connexion with Posome
new
he
either
invented
colours, or emlygnotus,
ployed those in use in his paintings on a better plan
his

is

M)?K(jv or NiKcjv, but the

—

than that previously adopted.
{Plin., 33, 13, 56.
list of some of his
Id., 35, 6, 25.)
productions is
II. Another painter,
given by Sillig ( Diet. Art., s. v.).
" the
distinguished from the former by the epithet of
Younger." His age and country are uncertain. {Plin.,
35, 9, 35.)
Bottiger confounds him with Micon I.
III.
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
statuary of Syracuse.
At the request of the children of Hiero II., king of
he
made
two
statues
of
this monarch, which
Syracuse,

A

—

—

A

were placed at Olympia, the one representing him on
The death of Hiero
horseback, the other on foot.
took place B.C. 215
and as the statues in question
were made soon after this event, we can decide with
{Sillig, Diet. Art.,
certainty on the age of Micon.
;

s.

v)

MinAs, an ancient king of the Brygians in Thrace,
son of Gordius, and whose name is connected with

some of the

earliest mythological legends of the Greeks.
at the foot of

According to one account, he possessed,

MIL

MIDAS.
Mount Bennion, a garden, in which grew spontaneand of extraordinary
ously roses with sixty petals,
Compare Wcsscling,
(Herod., 8, 138.
fragrance.
ad he.) To this garden Silenus was in the habit of

—

repairing; and

Midas (Pausan.,

1, 4,

5) or his people,

fount from which ho was
by pouring wine into the
wont to drink, intoxicated him, and he was thus capMidas put various questions to
lured. {Herod., I. c.)
him respecting the origin of things and the events of

ad Virg., Eclog., 6, 13.) One
Silenus was long silent
was, What is best for men
at length, when he was constrained to answer, he
" Life is most free from
said
pain when one is ignopast times.

{Serv

\

;

:

rant of future evils.

It is

best of

all

for

man

not to

be born
the second is, for those who are born to die
as soon as possible."
Plut., Con{Aristot., dc An.
He also,
sol, ad Apoll. Op., 7, p. 352, ed. Hutlen.)
it is said,
gave the king a long account of an immense
country which lay without the ocean-stream, the people of which once invaded the land of the Hyperbore-

—

:

{Thcopomp., ap. JElian, V. H., 3, 18 )— The
Midas is also connected with the migration
of the Brygians from Thrace into Asia Minor, where
to have changed their name to Phrygisaid
are
they
ans {Strab., 295.
Flin., 5, 22.
Sleph. Bijz., s. v.
Bp/yff), and it has been supposed that the Brygians
passed over under the same Midas of whom the above
ans.

name

of

—

—

The same monarch,

in all probability,
gave a favoorable
reception to the rites of Bacchus, then for the timt time
introduced into his dommions, and hence his success
in the accumulation of riches may have been ascribed
to the favour of the
The later cycle of fable, howgod.
ever, appears to have changed the receiver and protector of the rites of Bacchus nito a companion or follower
of Bacchus himself.
Hence we find Midas numbered

the Sileni and Satyrs, and, as such, having the
usual accompaniment of goat's ears.
(Compare the
language of Philostratus : fierelxe pev yap tov tuv
Vit.
larvpuv yevov^ 6 Mtdaf, ug kiiiAov tu una.

among

—

303, ed. Morell.) Now it
would seem that the Attic poets, in their satyric dramas, made the story of Midas a frequent theme of travesty, and in this way we have the wealthy monarch

Tyan,

Apoll.

6,

13,

p.

converting everything into gold by his mere touch, even
his food undergoing this strange metamorphosis ; and
again, the pricked-up ears of the goal-footed Satyr
become changed by Attic wit into the ears of an ass.

may be, too, that the first satyric composer, who introduced these appendages into his piece, discharged,
in this way, a shaft at some theatrical judges who had
(Consult the
rejected one of his own productions.
remarks of Wicland, Attisches Museum, vol. 1, p.
It

and compare Welcker, Nachtrag, p. 301.)
Schwenck, however, takes a very different view of
At the subject. He makes Midas to have been an old
the Thracian or Phrygian deity, referring to Hesychi3.54, seqq.,

is related.
(Hock, Kreta, vol. 1, p. 129.)
events, we lind the name Midas reappearing in
Thus, mention is made of
legends of Asia Minor.

legend
all

us (Mf(Jaf T^eof) as an authority for this, and identiHe
a King Midas who reigned at Pessinus, where he built fies him with the moon-god, or Deus Lunus.
a splendid temple to Cybele, and established her sa- compares the name Mi<5df with fJLtig, fievog, as the
So also Xenophon Cretan Ittov was related to elg, kvog. Now ueiq incred rites.
(Diod. Sic, 3, 5.)
places near Thymbrium the fountain where MMas was dicates unity, being merely elq with a prefix, as in
" the
said to have caught the satyr.
(Anab., 1, 2, 13.) fiia for la ; and ivog (annus),
year," has also rehave likewise another legend relative to Midas and lation to unity.
Thus, according to Schwenck, Midas
The long
Silenus, the scene of which is laid, not in Europe, but indicated the lunar year as a unit of time.
in Lower Asia.
According to this account, as Bac- ears of Midas he also makes a lunar symbol, as in the
Moon.
or
the
on
his
return
chus was in Lydia,
from the conquest of case of the Scandinavian goddess Mani,
This
the East, sojne of the country people met Silenus stag- (Etymologisch-Myihol. Andcut., p. 66, seq.)
It is more than probgering about, and, binding him with his own garlands, explanation is very far-fetched.
Midas entertained him for ten able that the name Midas was common to the Lydians
led him to their king.
as well as Phrygians, since Midas, according to some
days, and then conducted him to his foster-son, who,
his gratitude, desired the king to ask whatever gift he accounts, was the husband of Omphale.
(Clearch.^
would.
Midas craved that all he touched might turn ap. Athen., 12, p. 516.) Mr. Leake gives an account
His wish was granted
to gold.
but when he found of a very ancient monument at Doganlir, in what wat
bis very food converted to precious metal, and himself originally a part of Phrygia, which appeared to him to
on the point of starving in the midst of wealth, he have been erected in honour of one of the kings of

We

—

m

—

;

Bacchus diprayed the god to resume his fatal gift.
rected him to bathe in the Pactolus, and hence that
river obtained golden sands.
(Ovid, Met., 11, 85,

(Jouriial of a Tour
Phrygia, of the Midaian family.
It is very probable, indeed,
tn Asia Mi7ior, p. 31.)
that many monarchs of the Phrygian dynasty bore the

Serv., ad Mn., 10, 142.
is a third
30.)
legend relative
to Midas.
Pan, the god of shepherds, venturing to
set his reed-music in opposition to the lyre of Apollo,

name

—
191. —
— Max. Hygin.,fab.,
There
Tyr.,
seqq.

of Midas.
(Leake, I. c.)
I. an ancient city of Bceotia, near the lake

MiDEA,

Copais, and, according to tradition, swallowed up,
(//am.,
along with Arne, by the waters of that lake,

was pronounced overcome by Mount Tmolus and all //., 2, 507.— Strab., 413.)— II. A town of Argolis, in
present approved the decision except King Midas, the Tyrinthian territory, named, as was said, after i-he
whose ears were, for their obtuseness, lengthened by wife of Electryon (Find., Olymp., 7, A9.— Schot., ad
the victor to those of an ass.
The monarch endeav- loc); but Apollodorus affirms that it already existed in
oured to conceal this degradation from his subjects
It was afterward destroyed
the time of Perseus (2, 4)
but it was perceived by one of his attendants, who, by the Argives.
(Strab, 373.) The vestiges ot this
where
finding it difficult to keep the secret, yet afraid to re- place are near the monastery of Agios Adrianos,
the walls are
veal it, dug a bole in the ground, and whispered there- there is a Palao Castro in a bold rock
in what he had perceived.
His words were echoed by of ancient masonry. (Gcll, Lin. of the Morea, p.
the reeds which afterward grew on the spot, and which 185.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 250.)
;

—

;

;

—

are said to have repeated, when agitated by the wind,
"
King Midas has asses' ears.'' (Ovid, Met., 1 1, 153,

—

The legend respecting the wealth of Midas
would seem to have an historical basis, and to point
to some monarch of
Phrygia who had become greatly
enriched by mines and commercial operations.
Hence
the Phrygian tradition, that when Midas was an infant, some ants crept into his mouth as he lay asleep,
and deposited in it grains of wheat.
This was re-

seqq.)

garded as an

H,

12, 45.

omen

—

of future opulence.
(JElian, V.
Cic, Div., 1, 36.— Fa/. Max., 1, 6.)

Mn.Esii, the inhabitants of Miletus. ( Vid. Miletus.)
MlLESIORUM MiJRUS (^iO.TJG iuv TclXOO^ » pl^CP '"
Lower Egypt, to the west of the Sebennytic mouth ol
the
and which owed its foundation to the MileNile,

(Evstath.
sians, or people of Miletus.
Huds., Geogr. M%n., vol. 4, p. 146.)

ad Dionys.—

MiLRTOPOLis, a city of Mysia, northeast of Adra
branch of the river Rhyn.
myttium, and situate on a
dacus.

It coincides,

modern Bcli Kessk.
467.)

according to D'Anville, with the
(Pltn., 5, '32.—Steph. Byz., p
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MiLETDs,

I.

a son of Apollo,

who

fled

from Crete

Persian satraps, and, after repeated defeats, Miletus
sea, and finally taken by
storm.
This beautiful and opulent city, the pride and
ornament of Asia, was thus plunged into the greatest

was besieged by land and

to avoid falling into the hands of Minos. {Apollod., 3,
He came to Caria, and was said to have been
I, 2.)

—

the founder of the city of Miletus.

{Apollod., I. c.
celebrated of
the cities of Ionia, situate on the southern shore of the
bay into which the river Latmus emptied, and, accord^

Compare Heyne, ad

loc.)

—

II

The most

the surviving inhabitants were carried to
calamity
Susa, and settled, by order of Darius, at Ampe, near
The town itself was given
the mouth of the Tigris.
up by the Persian commanders to the Carians. The
Athenians are said to have been so much affected by
;

ing to Sirabo, eighty stadia south of the embouchure
The origin of this
{Sfrab., 634.)
city falls in the period of the first Greek emigrations
from home but the circumstances connected with its
As far as
founding are involved in great uncertainty.
any opinion can be formed from various accounts that
are given of this event, it would appear that the place
was first settled by natives of the country ; that to
these came Sarpedon from Miletus in Crete, and after
him Neleus from Attica, together with other settlers

of the Mffiander.

this event, that when Phrynichus, the tragic writer, introduced on the stage his play of " the Capture of Miletus," the whole house burst into tears, and the people fined the poet 1000 drachmas, and forbade the perCalformance for the future. {Herod., 6, 6, seqq.

;

—

—

in process of time.
Pausan„ 7, 2.
(Sirab., I. c.
Eustath. ad Dwnys., v. 825.) MileApollod., 3, 1.
tus was already large and flourishing when the cities
of the parent country were but just beginning to emerge

—

—

—

When Alexander, after the
635.)
battle of the Granicus, appeared before Miletus, the
inhabitants, encouraged by the presence of a Persian
army and fleet stationed at Mycale, refused to submit

listh., ap. Strab.,

and open their gates to his forces upon
which he immediately commenced a most vigorous at
tack on their walls, and finally took the city by assault.
from obscurity. The admirable situation of the place, He however forgave the surviving inhabitants, and
and the convenience of having four harbours, one of granted them their liberty. {Arrian, Exp. At., 1, 18,
which was capable of containing a large fleet, gave it seqq.) The Milesians sided with the Romans during
an early and great preponderance in maritime affairs. the war with Antiochus.
Id 43, 6.)
{Liv., 37, 16.
It carried on an active and extensive commerce with
This city was yet flourishing when Strabo wrote {Sirathe shores of the Euxine on the one hand, and the dis- bo, I. c.
55
et
63), and
Compare Tacit., Ann., 4,
tant coast of Spain on the other, to say nothing of the still later, in the time of Pliny (5, 29) and Pausanias
It appears from the Acts of the Apostles, that
principal ports of the Mediterranean, which were like- (7, 2).
wise frequented by the Milesian vessels.
Its most
St. Paul sojourned here a few days on his return from
important trade, however, was with the shores of the Macedonia and Troas, and summoned hither the elEuxine.
Almost all the Greek cities along the coast ders of the Ephesian Church, to whom he delivered an
of this inland sea, which were found there at the pe- affectionate farewell address.
{Acts, 20, 17, seqq.)
riod of the Persian power, were of Milesian origin. The Milesian Church was under the direction of bishAs, however, many of those cities were themselves ops, who sat in several councils, and ranked as metroThis
conspicuous for size and population, one can hardly politans of Caria.
{Hierocl., Synecd ,]). 687.)
to that prince,

;

—

,

—

comprehend how Miletus, in the midst of so active a
traffic, which of itself must have required the attention

continued as late as the decline of the Byzantine emDue, p. 41) at which time, however, the
town itself was nearly in ruins, from the ravages of the
Turks and other barbarians, and the alluvial deposites
caused by the Maeander. Miletus deserves farther
mention as the birthplace of Thales, the celebrated
mathematician and philosopher; and his successors
.Anaximander and Anaximenes also of Cadmus and
Hecataeus, two of the earliest historians of Greece.

pire {Mich.

of considerable numbers, could command a superfluous population, sufficiently extensive for the establishment of so many colonies, which Pliny makes to have

been

eighty

number, and

in

Seneca

seveiitv-five.

29.— Scncc,

Consol. ad Helv., c. 6 —Consult
humhach, dc Mileto ejusque Coloniis, Hal. Sax., 1790.
d'
It is
Hist,
—Larchcr,
Herod., vol. 8, p. 344, 359.)
more than probable, that, in sending out these colonies,
the natives of the country, the Lydians, Carians, and
Miletus
Leleges, were invited to join, and did so.

{Plin

,

;

{Strab.,

844

s.

v.

Kd6/no^.)

;

gone

Croesus, in which they probably acknowledged that
sovereign as their liege lord, and consented to pay him
The same treaty was also agreed upon betribute.
tween them and Cyrus, when the latter had conquered
Lvdia ; and this saved Miletus from the disasters which
befell at that time the other Ionian states.
{Herod.,
But it was not always equally fortunate.
1. 141, 143.)
Jn the reign of Darius, the whole of Ionia was excited
io revolt by the intrigues and ambitious schemes of
Histiaeus, who had been raised to the sovereignty of
Miletus, his native city, by the Persian monarch, in
recompense for the services he had rendered in the

;

— Suid.,

—

;

Sardis

5, ^d.

Milesians were in repute for their manufactures ot
couches and other furniture and their woollen cloths
and carpets were especially esteemed.
{Athenctus, 1,
The
Id., 11, p. 428.— ^W., 12, p. 540, &c.)
p. 28.
modern village of Palat.scha occupies part of the site
The coast, however, has underof the apcient city.
great changes, for some remarks on which con-

was already a powerful city when the Lydian monarchy
The kings of Lydia, possesrose into consequence.
ses of all the surrounding territory, could not brook
the independence of the Ionian city ; they accordingly
carried on war against it for many years, and were at
times powerful enough to advance even to the city walls,
and to destroy or carry oflT the produce of the neighbouring country but they were unable to mar the prosa city which had the control of the sea, and
perity of
The Mileconsequently bade defiance to their power.
sians appear subsequently to have made a treaty with

but this insult was speedily avenged by the

635.— P/m.,

The

—

Scythian expedition.
Aristagoras, his deputy and
kinsman, also greatly contributed to inflame the minds
of his countrymen.
At his instigation, the Athenians
sent a force to Asia Minor, which surprised and burned

;

I

I

sult

the

vol.

1. p.

article

Maeander.

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

385, seqq.)
Mif.o, I. a celebrated athlete of Crotona in Italy.
He accustomed himself from early life to bear burdens, the weight of which he successively augmented,
and at last became so conspicuous for strength as to
utmost ease.
carry the most surprising loads with the
Many curious stories are related by the ancients conHe could hold a
cerning his wonderful strength.
pomegranate in his hand, with his fingers closed over
it, and vet, without either crushing or even pressing on
the fruit, could keep his fingers so firmly bent as to
render it impossible for any one to take the fruit from
him.
He could place himself on a discus, some say
a shield, covered over with oil or other unctuous substances, and rendered, of course, very slippery, and yet
he could retain so firm a footholtl that no one was able to
dislodge him. He could encircle his brow with a cord,
and break this asunder by holding his breath and causing the veins of the head to distend. He could hold hit
r'^ht arm behind his back, with the hand open ant!
the thumb raised, and a man could not then separate
The account that is
his little finger from the rest.

MILO.

MILO.

He ate, it
given of his voracity is almost incredible.
is said, every day, twenty pounds of animal
food,
twenty pounds of bread, and drank fifteen pints of
Alhenaeiis relates, that on one occasion he
wine.
carried a steer four years old the whole length of the
stadium at Olympia (606 feet), and then, having cut it
up and cooked

it,

ate

it

all

up hiinself

m

one

diiy.

Some authorities add, that
{Alhen., 10, p. 412, e)
He had an
he killed it wiih a single blow of his fist.
opportunity, however, at last, of exerting his prodiOne day,
gious strength in a more useful manner.
while attending the lectures of Pythagoras, of whom
he was a disciple and constant hearer, the column
which supported the ceiling of the hall where they
were assembled was observed

to

totter,

whereupon

Milo, upholding ihe entire superstructure by his own
of escastrengiii, allowed all present an opportunity
Milo was crowned
ping, and then saved himself.
seven times as victor at the Pythian games, and si.x
times at the Olympic, and he only ceased to present
himself at these contests when he found no one willIn B.C. .509 he had the
ing to be his opponent.
coTnmand of the army sent by the people of Crotona
His
against Sybaris, and gained a signal victory
He was already addeath was a melancholy one.
vanced in year?, when, traversing a forest, he found a
trunk of a tree partly cleft by wedges.
Wishing to
sever it entirely, he introduced his hands into the opening, and succeeded so far as to cause the wedges to
fall out ; but his strength here failing him, the
separated parts on a sudden reunited, and his hands remain-

—

ed imprisoned in the cleft.
In this situation he was
devoured by wild beasts. (Aid. GeU 15. 16.
Val.
Max., 9, 12, 17.) II. Tilus Annius, was a native of
Lanuvium in Latiuin, and was born about 95 B.C.
His family appears to have been a distinguished one,
since we find him espousing the daughter of Sylla.
Having been chosen tribune of the commons B.C. 57,
he zealously exerted himself for the recall of Cicero,
but the violent proceedings of Clodius paralyzed all
his efforts.
Determined to put an end to this, he
summoned Clodius to trial as a disturber of the pub-

—

—

.

peace; but the consul Metellus dismissed the prosecution, and thus enabled Clodius to resume with imMilo therepunity his unprincipled and daring career.
lic

upon found himself compelled, for the sake of his
personal safety, to keep around him a band of
armed followers.
His private resources having suffered greatly by the magnificent games which he had

own

exhibited, Milo, in order to repair his shattered forbut the
tunes, married Fausta, the daughter of Svlla
;

union was an unhappy one
Fausta was discovered to
be unfaithful to his bed, and her paramour, the historian Sallust, was only allowed to escape after
receiving
severe personal chastisement, and paying a
large sum
of money to the injured husband.
Clodius meanwhile, having obtained the office of aedile, had the as
surance to accuse Milo in his turn of being a disturber
;

of the public tranquillity, and of
violating the laws by
Pomkeeping a body of armed men in his service.

and
pey defended the latter Clodius *poke in reply
the whole affair was carried on amid the most violent
clamours from their respective partisans.
No decisthe matter was protracted,
ion, however, was made
and at last allowed to drop.
Some years after this
(B.C. 51) Milo offered himself as a cfindidate for the
consulship against two other competitors.
Clodius,
of course, opposed him ; but the
powerful exertions of
his friends would have carried him
through, had not
»n unfortunate occurrence frustrated all his
hopes.
it
had
seems,
Clodius,
openly declared, that if Milo
;

;

;

did not

abandon all pretensions to the consulship, in
three days he would be no more.
This threat fell upon
the head of its own author.On the 20th of January,

Milo set out from Rome to
go to Lanuvium, of which
he was the chief
magistrate or dictator, and where, by

virtue of his office, he was on the following day to
ap*
point a flamcn for the performance of some of the reHe travelled
ligiou.s ceremonies of the municipality.
in a
carriage, accompanied by his wife and one of bis
friends, and attended by a strong body of slaves, and
also by some of the armed followers, whose services

he

had occasionally employed

('lodius.

the latter,

bin

in

contests with

While prosecuting his route, he fell in with
who was returning to Rome, followed by

about thirty of his slaves,
Clodius and Milo passed
one another without disturbance
but the armed men,
who were among the last of Milo's party, provoked a
and Clodius turnquarrel with the slaves of Clodius
ing back, and interposing in an authoritative manner,
Birria, one of Milo's followers, ran him through the
shoulder with a sword.
Upon this the fray became
Milo's slaves hastened back in great numgeneral.
bers to lake part in it, while Clodius was carried into
an inn at Bovilla;.
Meanwhile, Milo himself was informed of what had passed, and, resolving to avail
himself of the opportunity which was offered, he ordered his slaves to attack the inn and destroy his eneClodius was dragged out into the road and
my.
his slaves shared his fate, or saved
there murdered
their lives by flying to places of concealment ; and hi»
body, covered with wound.s, was left in the middle of
;

;

;

the highway.
{Ascon , Arg. in Cic, Oral, pro Mil.)
When the corpse of Clodius was brought to Rome, a
violent popular

commotion ensued.

carried into the

Forum and

and

at last the

The body wa»

exhibited on the rostra

mob, having conveyed

it

;

from the rostra

senate-house, set fire to a funeral pile made
moment out of the benches, tables, and
The conother furniture which they found at hand.
sequence was, as might be expected, that the senatehouse itself was involved in the conflagration and
burned to the ground. These, and several other disorders committed by the multitude, somewhat turned
He was
the tide of public opinion in favour of Mdo.
now encouraged to return to Rome and renew his canHe did so, but the whole
vass for the consulship.
city became eventually a scene of the greatest confusion
and, in order to restore public tranquillity, Pompey was declared sole consul, and armed with full powMilo was
ers to put a stop to farther disturbances.
thereupon brought to trial for the murder of Clodius,
and was defended by Cicero ; but the clamours and
outcries of the populace devoted to the party of Clodius, and the array of armed men that encompassed
the tribunal, to prevent any ouibreak of popular viointo
for

the

it

at the

;

lence, prevented the orator from displaying his usual
force and eloquence, and Milo was condemned. When

the event of the trial was known, he went into exile,
Milo was
and fixed his abode at Massilia in Gaul.
al.'^o

tried after his departure for three other distinct
for bribery, for illegal caballing and combi;

offences

nations, and for acts of violence, and was successiveIt is said that, soon after Mily found guilty on all.

—

condemnation, and when he was residing at Massilia, Cicero sent him a copy of his speech in the form
in which we now have it, and that Milo, having read
it over, wrote a letter to the orator, in which he stated
that it was a fortunate thing for himself that Cicero
had not pronounced the oration which he sent, since
otherwise he (Milo) would not then have been eatIt has been somesuch fine mullets at Massilia.
lo's

ing
times stated, that Milo was subsequently restored to
his country.
This, however, is altogether erroneous.
Velleius Paterculus and Dio Cassius both contradict
the fact of his recall, by what
ive histories.

According

to

we

find in their respect-

Dio Cassius, Milo was the

whom Caesar refused to recall,
only one of the exiles
been active in excibecause, as is supposed, he had
VelleiMassilia to resist Caesar.
ting the people of
us Paterculus states that Milo returned without permission to Italy, and there busily employed himself
846
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in laising opposition to Caesar during that
er's absence in Thessaly against Pompey.

command- freedom

He

adds

by the blow of a stone while lay{Cic,
ing siege lo Compsa, a town of the Hirpini.
Or. pro Mil.— Veil. Paterc, 2, 47, 68.
Encyclop.
that Milo

was

killed

MetropoL, div.

3, vol. 2, p.

218, seq.

—
— Biogr.

Univ.,

Tol. 29, p. 57.)

MiLTiADEs, I. an Athenian, son of Cypselus, who
obtained a victory in a chariot-race at the Olympic
games, and led a colony of his countrymen to the
The cause of this step on his part was
Chersonesus.
It seems that the Thracian Dolonci,
a singular one.
harassed by a long war with the Absinthians, were directed by the oracle of Delphi to take for their king
the first man they met in their return home, who invited ihem to come under his roof and partake of his
The Dolonci, after receiving the orentertainments.
acle, returned by the sacred way, passed through Phocis and BcEOiia, and, not being invited by either of
these people, turned aside to Athens.
Miltiades, as
he sat in this city before the door of his house, observed the Dolonci passing by, and as by their dress
and armour he perceived they were strangers, he called to them, and offered them the rites of hospitality.

They accepted

his

treated, revealed to

kindness, and, being hospitably
all the will of the oracle, with

him

which they entreated his compliance. Miltiades, disto listen to them because weary of the tyranny
of Pisistratus, first consulted the oracle of Delphi, and
the answer being favourable, he went with the DolonHe was invested by the inhabitants of the Cherci.
The first measure he
sonese with sovereign power
posed

took was to stop the farther incursions of the AbsinWhen
thians, by building a wall across the isthmus.
he had established himself at home, and fortified his
dominions against foreign invasion, he turned his arms
His expedition was unsuccessagainst Lampsacus.
ful ; he was taken in an ambuscade, and made prisHis friend Croesus, king of Lydia, however,
oner.
was infortned of his captivity, and procured his release
by threatening the people of Lampsacus with his seHe lived a few years after he had
verest displeasure.
As he had no issue, he left his
recovered his liberty.
kingdom and possessions to Stesagoras, the son of
Cimon, who was his brother by the same mother. The
memory of Miltiades was greatly honoured by the
Dolonci, and they regularly celebrated festivals and
exhibited shows in commemoration of a man to whom
thev owed their preservation and greatness.
{Herod.,
II. A nephew of the former, and
Jri, 6, 103.)
6, 38.
His brother, who had been
brother of Stesagoras.
adopted by Miltiades the elder, having died without
the
Miltiades
issue,
younger, though he had not, like
Stesagoras, an interest established during the life of
his predecessor, and though the Chersonese was not
by law an hereditary principality, was still sent by the
Pisistratidae thither with a galley.
By a mixture of
fraud and force he succeeded in securing the tyranny.

—

—

On

he appeared mournlamenting the recent death of his brother.
The principal inhabitants of the country visited the
new governor to condole with him, but their confidence
Miltiades seizin his sincerity proved fatal to them.
ed their persons, and made himself absolute in Chersonesus
and, to strengthen himself, he married Heof Olorus, king of the Thragesipyla, the daughter
When Darius marched against the Scythians,
cians.
to
him and followed in his train,
Miltiades submitted
and was left with the other Grecian chiefs of the army
to guard the bridge of boats by which the Persians
He then proposed to break up
crossed the Danube.
his arrival at the Chersonese,

ful, as

if

;

the bridge, and, suffering the king and army to perish
by the Scythians, to secure Greece and deliver Ionia
His suggestion was rejected,
from the Persian yoke.

not for its treachery, but because Persia was to each
of the tyrants his surest support against the spirit of

846

the

Miltiades. soon after, was
people.
driven out by the Scythians, but recovered his possessions on their departure.
Knowing himself, however,
to be obnoxious to the Persians, he fled to Athens,
when their fleet, after the re-conquest of Ionia, was
The Athenian
approaching the coast of Thrace.
laws were severe against tyrants, and Miltiades, on arin

He was acquitted, howriving, was tried for his life.
ever, more perhaps owing to the politic way in which
he had used his power in the Chersonesus, than to
the real merit of his conduct.
Nay, he even so far
won the favour of the people as to be appointed, not
It was
long after, one of the ten generals of Athens.
at this same period that the Persian armament, undei

Datis and Artaphernes, bore down upon the shores of
Attica
and, guided by Hippias. who knew the capabilities of every spot of
ground in his country, the inforce
landed at Marathon.
vading
According to cus;

tom, the Athenian army was under the command of
ten generals. The opinions of the ten were equally divided as to the propriety of engaging, when Miltiades, going privately to the polemarch Callimachus,
who, by virtue of his office, commanded the right wing,
and had an equal vote with the ten generals, prevailed
upon him to come over to his way of thmking, and
vote in favour of a battle. The vote of the polemarch
decided the question
and when the day of command
came round to Miltiades, the battle took place. The
details of this conflict are given elsewhere.
{Vid.
Marathon.)
Perhaps no battle ever reflected more
lustre on the successful commander than that of Marathon on'Miltiadas though it should be observed, that
he whom all ages have regarded as the defender of
liberty, began his career as an arbitrary ruler, and on
only one occasion in his whole life was engaged on
but for the same man to be the
the side of freedom
liberator of his own country and a despot in another,
is no
inconsistency, as the course of human events has
often shown.
The reward bestowed upon Miltiades
after this memorable conflict was strikingly characteristic.
He and the polemarch Callimachus were
alone distinguished from the other combatants in the
painted porch, and stood apart with the tutelary gods
and heroes.
Miltiades now rose to the utmost height
of popularity and influence, insomuch that when he requested a fleet of seventy ships, without declaring how
he meant to employ them, but merely promising that
he would bring great riches to Athens, the people
its

;

—

;

;

—

—

He led them to the Isle of Paros,
readily agreed.
under the pretence of punishing its people for their
compelled service in the Persian fleet, but really to

He demanded
avenge a personal injury of his own.
one hundred talents as the price of his departure; but
and in
the Parians refused, and resisted him bravely
an attempt to enter the town, he received a wound, and
was obliged to withdraw his army. On his return he
;

was brought

to trial for his life

by Xanthippus, a

man

of high consideration, on account of the failure of his
His wound disabled
promises made to the people.
him from defending himself, but he was brought into
the assembly on a couch, while his brother Tisagoras
defended him, principally by recalling his former services.
The memory of these, with pity for his present condition, prevailed on the people to absolve him

but they fined him fifty talfrom the capital charge
As he could not immediately
ents, nearly $53,000.
raise this sum, he was cast into prison, where he soon
The
after died of his wound, which had gangrened.
character of Miltiades is one on which, with the few
materials that history has left, we should not judge
The outline which remains is one that,
too exactly.
;

—

would seem

fittest to contain the very
statesman in an age when the
prime mini.iter of Athens was likewise the leader of
her armies.
Heeren has briefly noticed the transition
which took place in the character of Athenian states-

if filled

up,

model of

a successful

MIN

M IM
men, from

the warrior-like Miltiadesand Themistocles,

sive cast, not traceable in the productions of otheM
In the few
to the same school.

to the warlike rhetorician Pericles, and thence to the
orator, who to his rhetorical skill united no military

who belonged

Miltiades, with great generalship, showed
prowess.
great power as a statesman, and some, but not much,
This is agreeable to his age.
as an orator.
Whether he was a true patriot, governed by high principle,
it is now
He achieved one
impossible to determine.

complains of the briefness of human enjoyment, the
shortness of the season of youth, and of the many
miseries to which man is exposed.
Mimnermus was

great action, which for his country produced a most
The unfortunate close of his career
decisive result.

be regarded by some as showing the ingratitude
of democracies; but perhaps a judicious historian will
draw no conclusion of the kind, especially with so
imperfect materials before him as we possess of the
life of this illustrious Athenian.
If the Athenians

may

conceived that nothing he had done for them ought
to raise him above the laws
if
they even thought
that his services had been sufficiently rewarded by the
station which enabled him to perform them, and by
the glory he reaped from them, they were not unand if Miltiades thought othergrateful or unjust
wise, he had not learned to live in a free state.
{HeCorn. Nep., Vit. Milt.
rod., lib. 5 et
Encycl.
Us. KnowL, vol. 15, p. 227.— Thnlwall's Greece,
;

;

—

6—

frag-

ments which we have remaining of Mimnermus, h«

the first who adapted the elegiac verse to those subjects which, from this adaptation, are now usually considered as proper for it; Callinus, its inventor, having
The ancient
used it as a vehicle for warlike strains.

writers speak with great admiration of his poem on
Nanno, a young female musician of whom he waa

deeply enamoured, and
er

and handsomer

ses obtained for him also from the ancients the appel" melation of Ligystades {AiyvoTui^Tjc, from ?.iyvc,
The fragments of Mimnermus have been
lodious.''')
several times edited, in the collections of Stephens,

—

Brunck, Gaisford, and Boissonade to which may be
added Bach's separate edition, published at Leipzig
Attisches Museum, vol. 1 p. 338,
in 1826.
( Wieland,
—Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr, vol. 1, p. \9\.
Encycl.
;

—

Us.
p.

KnowL,

115,

vol. 15, p.

MiLTO.
Vid. Aspasia II.
MiLvius Pons, a bridge about two miles from

2Z0.— Midler,

,

Hist. Lit. Gr.,

seqq.)

MiNA (Mm),

vol. 2, p. 246.)

who preferred hirn to youngThe sweetness of hi« ver-

rivals.

a

name given by

the Athenians, not

to a particular coin, as is commonly but erroneously
but merely to a certain sum, or, in other

imagined,
words, to so

much money of account. The mina
was equivalent, as a sum, to 100 drachmae, which
would make, in our cunency, a little more than $17
and its ancient appellation is probably a corruption of 59 cts. The term was also emjiloyed as a weight,
his nomen.
The modern name is Ponte Molle. If it and was then equivalent to a little over 15 oz. avoirbe true that the bridge owed its erection to iEmilius, dupois weight.
This appears to be the proper place
when
he
No
Livy,
speaks of it (27, 51), must be supposed for a few remarks relative to Athenian coinage.
Rome, over

the Tiber, in a northerly direction.

It

was also called Mulvius. Its construction is ascribed
to M. JEmilius Scaurus, who was censor A.U.C. 644,

—

to

mention

that the

it

by anticipation.

Pons Mulvius existed

We

learn from Cicero

at the

time of Catiline's

conspiracy, since the deputies of the AUobroges were
here seized by his orders.
In later times, it witnessed
the defeat of Maxentius by Conslantine.
{Zosim., 2,

16.— Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vo\. 1, p. 239.)

MiLVAS.

Vid. Lycia.
MiMALLONEs, a name given to the priestesses of
Bacchus among the Thracians, according to Hesv-

chius and Suidas, or,

more

at Athens, algold coins appear to have been minted
though the gold coinage of other places circulated
there freely.
(Consult CardweWs Lectures on the
Coinage of the Greeks and Romans, p. 112, seqq.)
But the metal of the greatest importance to Athens

was silver. It had been employed by them for their
it
coinage from the earliest periods of their history
was obtained in considerable quantity from their own
and it formed an imneighbourhood {vid. Laurinm)
revenue.
The high
portant item in their national
;

;

Bacchantes in general.
Suidas deduces the term from commendation given to this coinage by Aristophanes,
"
the Greek fiifirjat^,
imitation,^'' because the Baccharefers, not to any delicacy of workmanship, but to the
and the same cause
nals, under the influence of the god, imitated in their extreme purity of the metal
wild fury the actions of men.
Others, however, de- .seems to have deterred the Athenians from excelling
rive it from Mimas, a mountain of Thrace.
Nonnus in the execution of their coins, which induced them
enumerates the Mimallones among the companions of to preserve the greatest purity in the standard. The
correctly, to the female

;

Bacchus

Indian expedition.
(Compare Persius, specimens, accordingly, of .Athenian silver are very
A. A., 1, 5^\.
Sidcm., Prcef. numerous, and, though evidently minted at periods
Paneg. Anthem.) Bochart gives as the etymology of verv different from each other, retain so great a deeither much politthe word the Hebrew Memallelan (" garrulae," " logree of correspondence, as implies
or else Martial, " a wine-press."
quaculafi")
{Rolle, ical wisdom on the part of Athens, or, at least, a willof public opinion.
Recherches sur le culte de Bacchus, vol. 1, p. 136.)
ing acquiescence in the authority
Mimas, I. one of the giants that warred against the The most important property, in fact, of the Athenian
Senec, Here. coinage was its purity, carried to so great an extent
gods.
(Compare Eurip., Ion, 215.
Fur. 981. —Apoll. Khod., 3, 1227.)— II.
mountain that no baser metal appears to have been united with
It may readily be supposed that the
range of Ionia, terminating in the promontory Argen- it as an alloy.
num, opposite the lower extremity of Chios. {Thu- lead, which was found, together with the silver, in the
in his

Sat., \, 99.

— Ovid,

—

;

—

,

A

'U—Plin., 5, 29.— Amm". Marc, 31, 42.)
MiMNKRMUs, an elegiac poet, a native of Colophon

cyd., 8,

and contemporary with Solon. Miiller, quo" Nanting a fragment of Mimnerinus' elegy entitled
no," says that he was one of the colonists of Smyrna
from Colophon, and whose ancestors, at a still earlier
period, came from Nelean Pylos.
{Hist. Lit. Gr.,
in Ionia,

Miiller also ascribe."? the melancholy char115.)
acter of his poems to the reduction of Smyrna
by
p.

Alyattes.
that his

From Horace and Propertius we gather,
poems had reference, for the most part, to

those appetites which, in
poetical language, are expressed by the name of love.
{Horat., Epist., 1, 6,
65.
His mind, however, was of
Propert., I, 9, 11.)
t
melancholy turn, which gave to his writings a pen-

—

mines of Laurium, was not always perfectly separated from it by the ancient process of refining: but the
hitherto been discovquantity of that metal which has
ered in' the silver coins of Athens is not likely to have
and copper, which would
been added
designedly
have been more suitable
been used
to
have
appear
;

does not
purpose,
any period as an alloy,

for the
at

Connected
less in the way of adulteration
of
with this superiority, and with the rude method
was
the farin former times,
which
prevailed
minting
com of bether advantage possessed bv the Athenian
wear from constant use than it
ing less exposed to
surthe case with the thinner lamina and the larger

much

modern coin whether it were owing to the
of hardness in the metal they employsmaller desree
"=
face of a

;
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MINERVA.

ed, or to their want of mechanical contrivances, or to
Uieir kuowleiige that a compact and globular body is

as in the general popular system, the goddess of wisdom and skill. She is in war opposed to Mars, the

from fnction, the Athenian coin
form more massive than our own,
and much less convenient for tale or transfer, but bet-

scientific warfare.

least liable

to

was minted

in a

loss

ter calculated to maintain its value

wear of constant
remains

was

it

to

circulation.

by
—The unimpaired
only question

be considered here

owing

that the coins of

the
that

to what cause
Athens should have

is this

:

in a style of inelegance and
coarseness; at a time, loo, when the coins of other
districts, far inferior in science and reputation to

been executed throughout

wild war-god, as the patroness and teacher of just and
She is therefore on the side of the
But on the
Greeks, as he on that of the Trojans.

shield of Achilles, where the people of the besieged
town are represented as going forth to lie in ambush,

they are led by Mars and Minerva together (//, 18,
516), possibly to denote the union of skill and courage
required for that service.
(//., 13, 277.)
Every prudent chief was esteemed to be under the patronage of

Minerva, and Ulysses was therefore her especial favourite, whom she relieved from all his perils, and
whose son Telemachus she also took under her protection, assuming a human form to be his guide and dimay tend to illustrate still farther the beneficial effects rector. In like manner, Cadmus, Hercules, Perseus,
of commerce in its influence on the Athenian mint. and other heroes were favoured and aided by this godThe ancient coinage, says Eckhel, had recommended dess. As the patroness of arts and industry in genitself so strongly by its purity, and had become so eral, Minerva was
regarded as the in^pirer and teacher
Thus she taught Epeus to frame the
universally known among Greeks and barbarians by of able artists.
its
primitive emblems, that it would have been im- wooden horse, by means of which Troy was taken
possible to have made any considerable change in the and she also superintended the building of the Argo.
form or workmanship of the coin, without creating a She was likewise expert in female accomplishments ;
degree of suspicion against it, and eventually con- she wove her own robe and that of Juno, which last
{Walpoles Collection, vol. 1, she is said to have embroidered very richly. (//.,5,
tracting its circulation.
433.
735.— /^>., 14, 178 ) When the hero Jason was setCardwclVs Lectures, p. 9, seqq.)
p.
now
Mincio, a river of Gallia Cisalpina, ting out in quest of the golden fleece, Minerva gave
MiNcius,
Lake
from
the
and
the
into
him a cloak wrought by herself. (Apoll. Rhod., 1,
Benacus,
flowing
falling
Po. ( Virg., Eclog., 7, 13.— /(/., Gcorg., 3, \b.—Id., 721.)
She taught this art also to mortal females who
When Pandohad won her affection.
Mn., 10, 206.)
{Od., 20, 72.)
MiNEiDEs or MiNYKiDKs, the daughters of Minyas, ra was formed by Vulcan for the ruin of man, she was
Ttiey were three in attired by Minerva.
king of Orchomenus, in Bceotia.
(Theog., 573.) In the Homernumber, Leucippe, Aristippe, and Alcathoe. These ic hymn to Vulcan (H. 20), this deity and Minerva
females derided the rites of Bacchus, and continued are mentioned as the joint benefactors and civilizers
plying their looms, while the other women ran through of mankind by means of the arts which they taught
the mountains.
Bacchus came as a maiden and re- them, and we shall find them in intimate union also
The invention of the
monstrated, but in vain; he then assumed the form in the mythic system of Attica.
of various wild beasts serpents filled their baskets
When
pipe (aii/lof) is also ascribed to this goddess.
vines and ivy twined round their looms, while wine Perseus, says Pindar {Pyth., 12, 15, seqq.
Schol.,ad
and milk distilled from the roof; but their obstinacy loc.), had slain Medusa, her two remaining sisters bitwas unsubdued. He finally drove them mad they terly lamented her death. The snakes which formed
tore to pieces the son of Leucippe, and then went roam- their ringlets mourned in concert with them, and Miing through the mountains, till Mercury touched them nerva, hearing the sound, was pleased with it, and rewith his wand, and turned them into a bat, an owl, solved to imitate it she in consequence invented the
and a crow. ( Corinna et Nicand., ap. Anton. Lib., 10. pipe, whose music was named many-hcadcd {noXvKeMian, V. H., 3, 4.2.
Ovid, Mel., 4, 1, sc^q.— ^aTio^), on account of the number of serpents whose
mournful hissings had given origin to the instrument.
Keighiley's Mythology, p. 213.)
Minerva, an ancient Italian divinity, the same in Others (Hygin, fab., 165) say that the goddess formed
general with the Pallas-Athene (ITaA/ldf 'kSf/VTi) of the pipe from the bone of a stag, and, bringing it with
the Greeks, and to be considered, therefore, in com- her to the banquet of the gods, began to play upon it.
mon with her, in one and the same article. Minerva Being laughed at by Juno and Venus, on account of
or Athene was regarded in the popular
mythology as her green eyes and swollen cheeks, she went to a fountthe goddess of wisdom and skill, and, in a word, of ain on Mount Ida, and played before the liquid mirror.
all the liberal arts and sciences.
In both the Homeric Satisfied that the goddesses had had reason for their
poems she is spoken of as the daughter of Jupiter, and mirth, she threw the pipe away. Marsyas unfortunatein one place it seems to be intimated that she had no ly found it, and, learning to play on it, ventured to beother parent.
His fate is related elseIn later writers, come the rival of Apollo.
(//., 5, 875, seqq.)
however, the legend assumes a more extended form. where {vid. Marsyas).
The favourite plant of MiIt is said that Jupiter, after his union with Metis, was
nerva was the olive, to which she had given origin in
informed by Heaven and Earth that the first child born her well-known contest with Neptune {vid. Cecrops),
from this marriage, a maiden, would equal him in and the animals consecrated to her were the owl and
Minerva was most honoured at Athens,
strength and counsel; and that the second, a son, the serpent.
would be king of gods and men. Alarmed at this the city to which she gave name {'Ad7ji>at, {lom'AOifvi]),
was celprediction, the monarch of Olympus swallowed his where the splendid festival of the Panathenaea
This goddess is represented
spouse, who was then pregnant; but being seized, ebrated in her honour.
after a time, with racking pains in the head, the god with a serious and thoujrhtful countenance, her eyes
summoned Vulcan to his aid, who, in obedience to the are large and steady, her hair hangs in ringlets over her
she wears along
romm-iiids of Jupiter, cleft the head of the latter with shoulders, a helmet covers her head
a blow )f his brazen hatchet, and Minerva immediate- tunic and mantle, she bears the aegis on her breast or
on her arm, and the head of the Gorgon is in its cenly leape 1 forth, in panoply, from the brain of her sire.
Sckol. ad Thcog., tre.
lb., 924t.
According to the explanation of Miiller, the
{Thcog., 8S6, seqq.
" the Athenian
890.
Find., 01., 7, 63.— Sc/io/., ad loc.—Schol. ad name Pallas- Athene appears to mean
Apoli Rhod., 4, 1310.) Still later authorities assign maid" (ITa/.Aac being the same as Tra/iZaf, which orithe task of opening the head of Jove to Prometheus ginally meant "maid"); and she thus forms a parallel
As
(Euripides, Ion, 462.
Apollod., 1, 3). or to Hermes to 'nhe Eleusinian maid" (Kdpa)or Proserpina.
il is manifest that
[Sckol. ad Find., 01., 7, 66).— Minerva is in Homer, this is her constant title in Homer,

Athens, were finished in the most perfect workmanThe fact is certainly remarkable ; and the
ship 1
only explanation that has hitherto been given of it,

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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MINERVA.
she had long been regarded as the tutelary deity of
Athens.
may therefore safely reject the legends
of her being the same with the Neith {Hcsych., NTjtftTj)

Wc

of Sais in Egypt, or a war-goddess imported from the
banks of the Lake Tritonis in Libya, and view in her
one of the deities worshipped by the agricultural Peone of the powers
lasgians, and therefore probably
engaged in causing the productiveness of the earth.
Her being represented, in the poetic creed, as the
goddess of arts and war alone, is merely a transition
from physical to moral, agents, that will presently be
Schwenck, Anexplained. {Miillcr, Prolcg., p. 244.

—

230.— Welcker,

deut., p.

Trii,

ogy of the Latin name Minerva

p.
is

282.)—The etymol-

The

doubtful.

first

part probably contains the same root {min, me?i, or
ma7i) that we have in the Latin me-min-i,Tnen-s, &c.,

and

also

in

the

Greek

fiiv-o^, fii-nvij-aKu, 6lc.,

and

the Sanscrit man-as.
Cicero (iV. D., 3, 24) gives a
"
Minerta, quia minuit, aut
very curious etymology,
quia minatur ;"' but some of the ancient grammarians

appear to have been more rational in considering it a
shortened form of Memincrva, since she was also the
goddess of memory. Festus connects it with the verb
monere.
Miiller supposes that the word, like the worship of the goddess herself, came to the Romans from
Etruria, and he makes the Etrurian original to have

—

been Mencrfa or Menrfa. {Etrusk., vol. 2, p. 48.)
There were some peculiarities in the worship of Minerva by the Romans that deserve to be mentioned.
Her statue was usually placed in schools and the
pupils were accustomed every year to present their
masters with a gift called Minerval.
{Vo.rro, R. R.,
Minerva
3, 2.— Compare TcrlulL, de Idol, c. 10.)
;

also presided over olive-grounds

{Varro,R. R.,

1,

1)

;

and goats were not

sacrificed to her, according to
Varro, because that animal was thought to do peculiar
(R. R., 1,2.) There was an
injury to the olive,
annual festival of Minerva, celebrated at Rome in the
month of March, which was called Quinquatrus, be-

cause
Fast

—

lasted five days.

{Varro, L. L., 5, 3.
Ovid,
On the first day
3, 809.— ,4?//. GclL, 2, 21.)
sacrifices were offered to the goddess, and on the other
it

,

four there were gladiatorial combats, &c.
There was
also another festival of Minerva, celebrated in June,

which was called Quinqvairus Minorcs. {Ovid, Fast.,
There were several temples in Rome sacred
6,651.)
to Minerva.
Ovid mentions one on the Caelian Hill,
in which she was worshipped under the name of Minerva Capta, but the origin of the appellation is unknown. {Fast., 3, 835, seqq.) It also appears from
several inscriptions, in which she is called Minerva
Medica, that this goddess was thought to preside over

—

the healing art.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 15, p.
The most probable theory relative to Pallas232.)
Athene, or Minerva, is that of Miiller, which sees in
her the temperate celestial heat, and its principal

—

agent on vegetation, the moon.
{Mixller, Minerva PoThis idea was not unknown to the ancients
lios, p. 5.)
themselves.
Athene is by Aristotle expressly called
" the moon"
{ap. Arnoh.,adv Gent.,^, p. 69.
Compare
Istr.. ap. Harpocr., Tptro/zj/vif.
Creuzer, Sijmholik,
vol. 4, p. 237.)
On the coins of Atiicd, anterior to
the time of Pericles, there was a moon aloncr with the
owl and olive-branch. {Eckhel, D. N., vol. 2, p. 163,

—

—

There was a torch-race {Xa[nTa6o(j>of)la) at the
209.)
Panathenosa, a contest with which none but light-bearing deities were honoured, such as Vulcan, Prometheus, Pan (whom the ancients thence denominated
At the festival of the Skirophoria,
Phanetes), &c.
the priest of the sun and the
priestess of Athene went

A

together in procession.
{Aristoph., Eccles., 18.)
title of Athene was " Alt-Dew''
In the
(Pandrosos).
ancient legends of Athens, mention was made of a
sacred marriage {hpog
between Athene and

Vulcan

yu^ioq)
("cj/i postca Attici, ne tirginitas decE interi-

mcretur,

commcntorum spurciticm

5P

obduxerunt.'"

— MUl-

This goddess is also said to have given flye to
the Athenians {Plul., Vit. Cim., 10), and
f>crpetual
flame was maintained in her temples at Athens and
A!alcomena>.
7.
Id., 9, 34, 1.)
{Pausan., 1, 26,
It could
hardly have been from any other cause than
that of her being
as
the
that the nocmoon,
regarded
turnal owl, whose broad, full eyes shine so
brightly in
the dark, was consecrated to her
although some indeed maintain that this bird was sacred to her as the
goddess of wisdom, since the peculiar fonnaiion of its
head gives it a particular air of intelligence. {Laioler).

—

;

rence's

Lcclures,

p.

147,

corslet, moreover, with the
to represent the full- orbed

Am.

ed.)

The

shield or

Gorgon's head on it, seems
moon and finally, the epi;

thet Glaucopis, which is, as it were, appropriated to
Athene, is also given to Selene, or the Moon.
{Emr
pedoclcs, ap. PliU., de Fac, in Orb. Lun., 16, 21.

—

In accordance with this
Eurip., Fr. incerl., 209.)
theory, the epithet Trilogcncia {TpiToyevtia), so often
applied to Minerva, has been ingeniously explained by
considering it indicative of the threz phases of the

moon, just as the term TpcyXadi'ivrj is applied to HecThere are two
{Wclcker, Trilogie, p. 283.)
other interpretations of this epithet, which have had
general currency, both of which, however, are inferior
The first of these supposes
to the one just mentioned
ate.

.

it

to signify

Head-sprung, as the word

rpcTt) is said

have signified head in some of the obscurer dialects
of Greece (that of the Athamanes, according to Nicander of Colophon, Hesych., s. v. : Etym. Mag., and
Phntius, s. v.: that of the (ilretans, Eustath, ad II.,
4, p. 524; 8, p. 696: Od., 3, p. 1473: that of the
But accounts like
Boeotians, Tzetz. ad Lye, 519).
this are very suspicious, and the later Greeks would
have made little scruple about coining a term, if they
wanted it to suit any purpose. The other interpretation, which makes the banks of the river or lake Triton
the birthplace of Minerva, has found a great number
to

but, as so many countries sought to apthe choice among
propriate this Triton to themselves,
them might seem difficult. The contest, however,
has lain between the river or lake Triton in Libya,

of supporters

;

and a small stream of the same name in Boeotia. The
ancients in general were in favour of the former but,
as there is no reason to suppose that the Greeks knew
anything of the Libyan Triton in the days of Homer,
or probably till after the colony had been settled at
Cyrene, this theory seems to have little in its favour.
Miiller, therefore, at once rejects it, and fixes on the
banks of the Boeotian brook as the natal spot of the
{Orchom, p. 355.) Here, however, Homer
goddess.
;

of assigning
again presents a difficulty, for the practice
not seem to have
birthplaces on earth to the gods does
The moon-goddess of the Atheprevailed in his age.
nians probably came by her moral and political characIt was the practice of
ter in the following manner.
the difTerent classes and orders in a state to appropriate
the general tutelary deity to themselves by some suitThe Attic peasantry, therefore,
able appellation.
named Athene the Ox yoker {^ov6eia), the citizens
called her the Worker {'Epyavrj), while the military
men styled her Front-fighter {Upo^axot;). As these
last were the ruling order, their view of the character
of the goddess became the prevalent one yet even in
the epic poetry we find the idea of the goddess' })resiMinerdmg over the arts still retained. {Mkller,
va°Polias,
l.—Keightley's Mythology, p. 153,

—

.

;

p.

seqq)

MiNERViE pROMONTORTirM. a promontory of CampaIt
to the southwest.
nia, closing the Bay of Naples
was sometimes called Surrentinum Promontormm,
also
from the town of Surrentum in its vicmity and
It
247.)
not unfrequently the Sirens' Cape,
(^/raft.,
name of MiThe
is now Pnnto delta Campanella.
a temple of
nervae Promontorium was given it from
which was said to
that goddess which stood here, and
;
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have been raised by Ulysses.
Anc. Italy; vol. 2,' p. 185.)

MiNERVALiA,

festivals at

MIN
{Strab.,

Rome

c.

I.

— Cramer''

s

13,

in

honour of Miner-

{Vid. Minerva, page 849, col. 1, line 37, seqq.)
MiNio, a small river of Etruria, falling into the Mare
Tyrrhenunx or Lower sea, a short distance above Centum Cella;. It is now the Mignonc. {Virg., ^En.,
Ta.

Wi.—Rutil,

1(171., 1, 277.)
MiNCEi, a people in the southern exTheir country was called
tremity of Arabia Felix.
The name of the
Minnaea, and their capital Carana.

10,

MiNNiEi

latter is

fortress.

an early age

or

preserved in Almakarana, which is a strong
(Diod., 3, 42.
Agafharch., in Hudson's

—

Geogr. Min., vol. 1, p. 57.— Plin., 6, 28.)
MiNois, a patronymic of Ariadne, as daughter of
Minos. {Ovid, Met., 8, 157.)
Minos, an ancient king, who in history appears as

is irresistible.

450.— /rf.

3—

ih.,

14,

—

Id. ib.,
(Horn., II., 2, 65.
Od., 19, 175.— TAm-

32L—ld,

Plat., Leg., lib. 1 et 2.— Id., Min.—Ariscyd., 1,
iot., Polit., lib. 2 ct l.—Encycl Us. Knowl., vol. 15,
p.

248.)

MiNOT.inRUs, a celebrated monster, half man and
half bull, the offspring of Pasiphae, wife of Minos, by
a bull.
According to the legend, the Cretans had hesitated to give Minos the royal dignity after the death
of Asterion, whereupon, to prove his claim to it, he asserted that he could obtain whatever he prayed for.

Then,
him a

him to send
promising to

sacrificing to Neptune, he besought
bull from the bottom of the sea,

up whatever should appear. Neptune sent the
and Minos received the kingdom. The bull, however, being of a large size and of a brilliant white hue,
offer
bull,

appeared to Minos too beautiful an animal to be slain,
and he put him in his herd, and substituted an ordinary
bull.
Neptune, offended at this act, made the bull run
wild, and inspired Pasiphae with a strange passion for
development, would view Minos simply as the concen- him, which she was enabled to gratify by the contritration of that spirit of order, which about his time be- vance of Daedalus.
Her offspring was the Minotaur.
gan to exhibit in the island of Crete forms of a regular Minos, in compliance with an oracle, made Daedalus
But we are not to consider, because there is build for him the labyrinth. In this he placed the Minopolity.
rauch undoubtedly mythological about the history of taur, where he fed him on human flesh, and afterward
Minos, that therefore he never existed. The concur- on the youths and maidens sent from Athens.
{Vid.
rent testimon_y of Thucydides and Aristotle shows it to Androgens.) Theseus, by the aid of Ariadne, killed the
have been the general belief in their times, that Minos monster {vtd. Theseus and Labyrinthus), thereby delivwas the first among the Greeks who possessed any ering the Athenians from the cruel obligation of sending
amount of naval power. According to the latter au- their children to be devoured. Such is the mythologiIt very likely beIts meaning is uncertain.
thor, he conquered and colonized several islands, and at cal story.
last perished in an expedition against Sicily, to which longs to that class of mythological tales which express
was
to
have
island he
fabled
pursued Daedalus after the a political fact, and the conne.xion in which Theseus
aflfair of
Pasiphae, and where the daughters of Cocalus stands with the Minotaur adds probability to this theory ;
suffocated him in a warm bath.
In for the exploits of Theseus are generally such effects as
{Vid. Cocalus.)
the second book of the " Politics," Aristotle draws a would be produced in historical times by the course of
Such, at least,
parallel between the Cretan and Spartan institutions, events in the formation of a polity.
and he there ascribes the establishment of the Cretan are his exploits in and about Attica, and there appears
law6 to Minos. This comparison, aided probably by no sound reason to exclude this from the number.
It
the connexion which existed between Crete and Sparta, may then, perhaps, be assumed, that, under the slaying
owing to colonies, as early as the time of Homer, has of the Minotaur, is shadowed forth the abolition of cerno doubt suggested the theory invented and supported tain obstacles existing in the way of free intercourse
But the descent of the
by Miiller, that Minos was a Doric prince a theory, as between Athens and Crete.
Mr. ThirlwaH asserts, utterly unknown to the ancients. Minotaur from Pasiphae (UaaKpurj), probably a name
"
The subject is ably discussed by him in his History of the moon, and from the Bull, one of the zodiacal
of Greece" (vol. I, p. 135).
Some post- Homeric au- signs, may perhaps imply some astronomical fact conthorities make Minos a judge in Hades in company nected with the recurrence of the tribute paid to Crete.
with iEacus, Rhadamanthus being chief judge.
In The affection of Ariadne for Theseus, in mythological
this character he appears in a short Platonic dialogue language, may be taken to mean a union of Cretan and
"
"
called
Minos," or On law," which, however, some Attic tribes. It should be observed that Schwenck,
critics consider spurious.
Minos, according to the le- in his very fanciful but ingenious treatise on mytholowas
a son of Jupiter
this being the usual methgend,
gy, considers the first two syllables of the word Minood taken by mythographers to express a person so taur to be identical with ^ueiV or fi^v, firjvog {the moon),
ancient that they could put him on a level with no as also with the root of the German mojid and the Engmere mortal and from Jupiter as his father he is said lish moon, so that we get the tv^'o parents of the Minoto have learned those laws which he afterward delivered taur in the two parts of its name.
This might lead
For this purpose, he is related tahave re- us to believe that the name suggested the genealogy,
unto men.
tired to a cave in Crete, where he feigned that Jupi- and that the latter part referred, not to a bull's being
ter his father dictated them unto him, and every time the father of the Minotaur, but to the fact that horns
he returned from the cave he announced some new law. were a svmbol of the moon-goddess. In this case, the
Minos is chiefly remarkable as belonging to a period slaying of the Minotaur by Theseus might mean the
when history and mythology interlace, and as uniting introduction of the Attic worship in place of the prein his own person the chief characteristics of both.
{Hock, Kreta, vol. 2,
viously prevalent Doric form.
He is the son of Jupiter, and yet the first possessor of p. 63. Schwenck, Andeut., p. 65. Encycl. Useful
a judge in Hades, but not the less for that a Knowl, vol. 15, p. 248.)
a navy
the lawgiver of Crete.
I'hose critics who consider all
the personages of mythological history as little more
than names to which is attached the history of social

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

It is very curious that Crete, so faking of Crete.
mous at this age both for its naval power and for being the birthplace of the Olympian gods, should never
afterward have attained anything like that celebrity

which its position seemed to promise.
to have been that of leading the way

Its office

seems

naval supremaToo insulated for power of a durable nature, it
cy.
was lost in the confederate or opposing glories of Athens and Sparta ; but while they were yet in their infancy, its insular form (together, perhaps, with some Asiatic
refinement) gave it that concentrated energy which in
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MiNTHE,

a daughter of Cocytus, loved by Pluto.

discovered her husband's amour, and
changed his mistress into an herb, called by the same
and
name,
still, at the present day, denominated mint.
{Ovid, Met., 10,729.)
MiNTURN^, a town of Latium, on the river Liris,
its exand only three or four miles from its mouth
tensive ruins sufficiently mark the place which it ocout of these the neighbouring town of Tracupied
Proserpina

:

:

jetta
3, 5.)

was

built.

{Strabo, 22d.—Ptol.,

p.

66.—P/m.,

We are informed by Livy (8, 25) that this town

M IN

MIN

but when that nation ceasbelonged to the Ausoncs
ed to exist, Minturna? fell into the hands of the Ro-

become acquainted with the charges the pagans were
accustomed to make against the new religion, and
which Minutius Felix gives in a fairer manner than
any other. It i.s apparent that he has availed himself

;

mans, by

whom

10,21— Veil.

was colonized, A.U.C. 456.

it

Palcrc,

U.

1,

— Dion. Hal.,

{Liv.,
I,

9.)—

was one of those maritime towns which were re- of ihe apology of Terfullian; but he has a mode of
<iuired to furnish sailors and naval stores for the Ro- viewing his subject which is peculiarly his own, and
man fleets. (Liu, 27, 38. /(i.,26, 3.) According his style is much purer and more elegant than that of
to Frontinus, another colony was afterward seni thith- his model.
He may be regarded, in general, as one
er under the direction of Julius Cajsar.
Minturnae, o( the most elegant of the Latin ecclesiastical writers.
however, is chiefly known in history from the events The dialogue is between a heathen and a Christian,
by which it was connected with the fallen fortunes of in which Minutius himself sits as a judge and moderaIt

—

This general, in endeavouring to effect his
escape into Africa from the pursuit of the victorious
Marius.

By

tor.

contrivance he replies to the objections

this

and arguments brought forward by the adversary, and
Sylla, was forced to put in at the mouth of the Liris ; refutes the calumny cast upon Christianity by the
when, after being put on shore and abandoned by the heathen philosophers, and at the same time, exposes
crew of the vessel, he sought shelter in the cottage of the absurdities of their creed and worship, powerfully
an old peasant.
But this retreat not affording the demonstrating the reasonableness and excellence of
concealment requisite to screen him from the pursuit the Christian religion. Minutius Felix is said to have
which was now set on foot, Marius had no other re- been originally a pagan. Erasmus thought his work
source left but to plunge into the marshes, with was lost.
This mistake arose from the copyists of
which the neighbourhood of Minturnae abounds. Here, the middle ages having joined the production of Felix
though almost buried in the mud, he could not escape to the treatise of Arnobius against the Gentiles, of
from his vigilant pursuers, but was dragged out and which it was regarded as the eighth book.
Adrian
thrown into a dungeon at Minturnae. A public sJave Junius (de Jonghe), a celebrated critic of Holland,

—

was shortly after sent to despatch him; but this man,
a Cimbrian by birth, could not, as the historians rebte, face the destroyer of his nation, though unarmed,
and in his seventieth year; such was still
the glare of his eye and terror of his voice.
Struck
with this circum.stance, the magistrates of MinturnaB
determined to set Marius at liberty, since such seemed to be the will of heaven. They farther equipped
a vessel which was destined to convey him to Africa.
in chains,

(Plut., Vit.
Liv., Epit.,

— Juv.,

Mar.

Sat., 10, 276.
Bell. Civ., 1,

77.— jfypian.

— Compare
61.—

Veil.

The grove and
Paterc., 2, 19.— Fa/. Max., 1, 5.)
temple of the nymph Marcia, supposed by some to
have

been the

mother of Latinus, and by others

thought to be Circe

—

Laclant., 6f-c.
Virg., jEn., 7, 47.
fals. Rei, 1, 21), were close to Minturnae, and held
in the highest veneration.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol.
2, p

(

131.)

MiNUTJA Via,

a

Roman

road, leading from the Porta Minulia or Trigemina, through the country of the
Sabines, as far as Brundisium.
{Sckoi. ad HoraL,

Epist.,

I,

18, 20.)

MiNCTius, I. Augurinus, a Roman consul B.C.
458.
He was defeated by the ^qui, and would have
ost his whole array had not the dictator Cincinnatus
to his aid.
He was degraded by the latter to
the rank of lieutenant or legatus, and at the same
time deprived by him of his consular authority. {Liv
n. Rufun, a master of horse to the dictator
3, 29.)

come

—

,

Fabius Maximus.
of the dictator,

His disobedience

to the

commands

who was

unwilling to hazard an action,
of an extension of his prerogative, and
the master of the horse was declared equal in power
to the dictator.
Minutius, soon after this, fought with

was productive

success against Hannibal, and was only saved by
the interference of Fabius ; which circumstance had
ill

such an effect upon him, that he laid down his power
at the feet of his deliverer, and swore that he would
never act but by his directions. He was killed at the
battle of CannsB.

{Lit., 23, 2\.—Ncp., Vtt. Hannib.,
Felix, a native of Africa, who is generally
have flourished a short time after Tertulsupposed
lian, though some have undertaken to prove that he

5.)

— HI.

to

was contemporary with Marcus Aurelius.

(Van Ho-

M. Minutii Fecfc.
Campis, 1762, 4to.) Lactantius (Inst. Div., 5,
1) and St. Jerome (Caicu., S. S. Eccles., c. 58) state
that he followed with
repjtalio;: th3 employment of
an advocate at Rome.
have only one work of
his remaining, a
dialogue entitled Octavius, and containing a demonstration of the truth of Christianity.
It is an
interesting production for those who wish to

ten, Epist. Crit. de vera estate,
licis,

We

was the first to detect this false arrangement. Balduinus then printed the work of Felix separately.
The honour of this discovery, however, on the part of
Junius, has been contested by some. The best ediwork are, that of Gronovius, Lugd. Bat.,
1709, 8vo, and that of Davis, Cant., 1712, 8vo.)
MiNY.<E, a race of great celebrity in the most ancient epic poetry of Greece, but whose name seems
to have been almost forgotten before the beginning of
tions of his

The
the period when fable gives place to history.
adventurers who embarked in the Argonautic expedition

were

all

called .Minyans, though they were mostly
and the same name recurs in the

Jl^olian chieftains,

principal settlements

which referred

their origin to the

though founded by Creand
theus, is said to have been inhabited by Minyans
a still closer affinity is indicated by a legend, which
line of .Mollis.

lolcos

itself,

;

describes Minyas, the fabulous progenitor of the race,
as a descendant of .^olus.
(Apoll. Rhod., 3, 1094.
SchoL, ad loc.) There are two ways in which this
connexion may be explained, between which it is not
The Minyans may have been a Peeasy to decRle.

—

Hellenes : and
lasgic tribe, originally distinct from the
this may seem to be confirmed by the tradition, that

when he founded lolcos, drove out the Pewho were previously in possession of the
(Pausan., 4, 36, I.— SchoL, ad IL, 2.) But
case we are led to conclude, from the celebrity

Crelheus,
lasgians
land.
in this

which the Minyans attained in the Greek legends,
were not a rude and feeble horde, which the
.^olians reduced to subjection, but were already so
far advanced in civilization and power, that the invaders were not ashamed of adopting their name and
traditions, and of treating them as a kindred people.
It may, however, also be conceived, and perhaps acto

that they

cords better with all that we hear of them, that the
a national
appellation of Minyans was not originally
name, peculiar to a single tribe, but a title of honour,
"
"
warriors," which
heroes" or
equivalent to that of
was finally appropriated to the adventurous Cohans,
who established themselves at lolcos and on the adIf we take this view of it, all the indijacent coast.
cations we find of the wealth and prosperity of the
of the itoliMinyans will serve to mark the progress
and it will only
an states in which the name occurs
vVhether the .^olians or Hellenes
remain
;

doubtful,
were not more closely connected with other tribes in
the
the north of Thessaly, among which the name of
the

common

tradition

Minyans likewise appears, than
would lead us to suppose. We hear of a town called
and Macedonia
Minya on the borders of Thessaly
s. v. Uivia, and 'A^///JTr/a),
(compare S/epA. Byz.,
oOl

MIT

MIS
and of a Thessalian Orchomenus Minyeus.

{Pliny,

In considering the elements of which the Hel4, 8.)
lenic race was composed, it must not be overlooked
that the Dolopes, who were seated on the western confines of Phthia, and are described in the Iliad (9, 484)
as originally subject to its king, retained their name

and an independent existence, as members of the
great Hellenic

confederacy,

to

a

very late period.

(Pausan., 10, 8, 2, seg.) If, according to either of the
views just suggested, we consider Minyans and -Cohans as the same people, we find the most flourishingof the jEolian settlements in the north of Boeotia.
Here the city of Orchomenus rose to great power and
opulence in the earliest period of which any recollec-

was preserved.
which flowed into it

Homer compares

tion

to those of the

the treasures

Egyptian Thebes.

The

traveller Pausanias, who was familiar with all the
wonders of art in Greece and Asia, speaks with ad-

miration of

its

most ancient monument, as not

inferior

to any which he had seen elsewhere.
This was the
treasury of Minyas, from whom the ancient Orcho-

menians were fabled to have been called Minyans;
and the city continued always to be distinguished from
others of the same name, as the Minyean Orchomenus.
Minyas, according to the legend, was the first

men who

of

a building for such a purpose.
with names which express the
traditional opinion of his unbounded wealth.
Thus
he is the son of Chryses, whose mother is Chrysogenea, &c. {Pausan., 9, 36, ^.—ThirlwalVs Hist. Gr.,
raised

His genealogy

Yol. 1, p.

glitters

91. — Compare Midler,

Orchomenus und

die

Minyer, p. 139, seqq.)
Minyas, a king of Orchomenus in Boeotia, son of
He was famed
Chryses, and grandson of Neptune.
for his opulence, and for the treasury or structure
which he built to contain his riches. (Consult remarks towards the end of the article Minyae.)

MisENUM,

I.

Promontorium,

a

promontory of Cam-

pania, forming the upper extremity of the Bay of NaIt was so named,
ples, now Cape Miscno.
according
to Virgil {JEn., 6, 234), from Misenus, the trumpeter
of itlneas, who was drowned and interred here. (Com-

uEolus, the god of the winds, but merely as a patronymic denoting his origin from a mortal father named
The same poet is guilty of an anachronism
iEolus.
making Misenus acquainted with the lituus, since
both the lituus and tuba were unknown in Homeric
He has merely, however, followed in this the
times.
custom of the tragic writers. (Consult Hcync, Ex
The ashes of Misenus were
curs, vii., ad- JEn., 0.)

m

—

interred on the promontory, fabled to have been called
after his name, and which is now still denominated Miseno. {Virg., JS?!., 6, 232, seqq.)
MisiTHEUs, father-in-law of Gordian III. {Vid.
Gordianus III.)

Misenum

MiTHRA

MiTRA, a deity of Persia, generally supHis worship was, in
process of time, introduced at Rome, and altars were
or

posed to have been the Sun.

" Deo Solx
there erected to him, with the inscription,
" Deo hivicto Mithrce.^^ He is
Mithra,^^ or
generally
represented in sculpture as a young man, his head sur-

a Phrygian bonnet, and in the altitude
of supporting his knee upon a bull that lies on the
He holds with one hand a horn of the aniground.
mal, while with the other he plunges a dagger into its

mounted with

Mithras here represents the generative Sun, in
bloom of youth and power, while the bull indicates the earth, containing in its bosom the seeds or
germes of things, which the sun-god causes to come
forth in an abundant flood from the wound inflicted by
neck.
the

full

his dagger of gold.
{Creuzer, Symbohk, -par GuigThe mysteries of Mithras were
niaut, vol. 1, p. 356.)
celebrated with much pomp and splendour on the re-

—

under the Sassanidae, but

vival of the Persian religion

we do not read of the worship of the sun under this
name in the earlier Greek writers. {Hyde, Hist. Rel.y
The word is evidently the
Vet. Pers., c. 4, p. 109.)
same
scrit.

as

as milra, one of the names of the sun in SanIt also appears in many ancient Persian names,

yiidpaddrTj^

or

{Herod,

MLvpaddT-^^

1,

110);

{Herod., 3, 120) ; 'WafiiTpTjg {Herod., 9,
102); iLpou'LTprjq {Herod., 7, 68); and in Mirpaiof,
or
ArMidpr/vn^ {Xen., Hist. Gr., 2, 6.
^idpivTjQ,

mrpo^drnc

—

17.— Id.

which appear
Other ac{Pott, Elymol. Forsch vol. 1, p.
pare Properi., 3, IS.—Stal. Silv., 3, 1.)
counts speak of Misenus as a companion of Ulysses. xlvii., seqq.
Rosen, in Journal of Education, No. 9,
Us. Knowl., vol. 15, p. 289.)
II. A town and harbour on the prom{Strabo, 245.)
p. 334, seq.—Encycl.
MiTHRAOATEs or MiTHRiDATEs, a common name
ontory of the same name. Miscnum was probably first
used by the Cumaeans as a harbour {Dion. Hal., 7, 5). among the Medes and Persians, which appears to
In the reign of Augustus it became one of the first have been formed from Milhra or Milra, the Persian
naval stations of the Roman empire, being destined to name for the sun, and the root da, signifying "to
guard the coast of the Tuscan Sea. {Suet., Aug., 48. give," which occurs in most of the Indo-Germanic
The name, however, was written in sevFloras, 1, 10.) In process of time, a town grew up languages.
around the harbour, the inhabitants of which were eral ways.
In Herodotus (1, 110) we find Mirpaddrian, Exp. AL, 1,
to be derivatives.

ib., 3,

16),

—

—

,

—

called Misenenses.

{Vegct., 5,

1.)

The

neighbour-

hood of this place abounded with marine villas, among
which may be mentioned that of C. Marius, too luxu-

TTjg;

in

Xenophon {Anab.,

in the

7,

—

8,

25), MidpiduTTjc

;

/f/.,4, 7), MidpaduTTji: ;
Septuagint {Ezra, 1, 8.
On the
and in Tacitus {Ann., 12, 10), Mchtrdates.

(Com- Greek coins it is written MUhradatcs. A large class
was purchased afterward by Lu- of names in different dialects of the Indo Germancullus for 500,200 denarii.
According to Seneca ic languages have the same termination as MithraThus, in Sanscrit, we find the names Deva{Ep., 51), it stood on the brow of the hill overlooking dates.
Some years after it came into the possession datla, Haradatta, Indradalta, Somadalla, that is,
the sea.
of Tiberius, as we learn from Phasdrus (2, 36), who " given by the gods," " given by Hara or Siva," " by
"
has made it the scene of one of his fables.
It was
Indra,"
by Soma, or the moon ;" and in Greek, such
here that emperor ended his days.
{Suet., Tib., 74.) names as Theodotus, Diodotus, Zenodotus, and HeIn Persian names the same termination ocPliny the elder was stationed at Misenum, as com- rodotus.
mander of the fleet, at the time of the great eruption curs, as in the Hormisdates of Agathias the Pharanof Vesuvius, in which he perished.
{Cramefs Anc. datcs and Pherendates of Herodotus (7, 67; 9, 76);
The most celeand the Madates of Curtius (5, 3).
Jtaly, vol. 2, p. 154, seqq.)
MisENOs, a Trojan, conspicuous for both his prowess brated race of princes of the name of Miihradates were
m arms and his skill on the clarion or lituus. He of- the kings of Pontus, who were descended fronk Artaten signalized himself by the side of Hector in the bazes, one of the seven Per.«ian nobles who overthrew
and, after the fall of Troy, accompanied JSneas the magi, B.C. 521.
{Florus, 3, b.—Diod. Sic., 19,
fight
The following is a list of these
to Italy, on the shores of which country, near the city 40.
Poiyb., 5, 43.)
of whom little is known.
of Cumo?, he lost his life, having been drowned amid kings.
I. MiTHRADATKs I
II. Mithraoates II.,
the breakers by a Triton who was envious of his mu- {Aristot., de Rep., 5, 10.)
He took an
sical skill.
{Virg., JEn., 6, 164.)
Virgil calls him succeeded Ariobarzanes II., B.C. 363.
bolides, not as indicating any divine descent from active part in the various wars which were carried on
852

rious, as Plutarch observes, for such a soldier.

pare Plin., 18, 6.)

It

—

;

—

;

—

—

,

—

MITHRADATES.

MITHRADATES.

by the successors of Alexander the Great ; and, being
an active and enterprising prince, he greatly eitended
his paternal dominions, whence he is frequently sur-

comedes in., who had lately succeeded his
of Bithynia.
The two expelled kings applied

Romans

father,
to the

and the latter sent an army
named the founder {KTiaTTjg) of the kingdom of Pontus. under Aquilius to reinstate them in their kingdoms.
He also ruled over Cappadocia and Phrygia. Ho was A war with the Romans was now inevitable, and
death by Anligonus, B.C. 302, at Cius in Mithradates conducted it with the utmost vigour.
put to
Mysia, at the age of 84, according to Lucian {Macrob., The Roman armies were defeated one after another;
c. 13), because he was suspected of favouring the inAquilius was taken prisoner, and put to death by havIII. Mitiiradatks III., son of ing melted
and in B.C.
terests of Cassander.
gold poured down his throat
88
B.C.
3U2
266.—
IV.
ruled
from
to
the whole of Asia Minor was in the hands of Miththe preceding,
MiTHRADATEs IV., the son of Ariobarzanes III., was radates. In the same year he commanded all Romans
He attacked Sinope, to leave the country but, before they could do so,
left a minor by his father.
which was taken by his successor Pharnaces, and car- they were massacred by the inhabitants of the different
He was in close provinces of Asia Minor, to the number, it is said, of
ried on war against Eumenes H.
Whether this massacre took place by the
alliance with the Rhodians ; and joined with some 80,000.
princes of Asia Minor in making valuable presents to command of Mithradates, or was occasioned by the
that people, to repair their losses after an earthquake. hatred which the Asiatics bore to the Romans, is
for assistance,

—

;

;

He married the sister of Seleu(Polyb., 5, 89, seq.)
cus Callinicus, by which alliance he obtained Phrygia.
His own daughter was married to Antiochus the Great.

doubtful.

MiTHRADATEs V., sumamcd Euergetes, reigned
He was an ally of the
from about 156 to 120 B.C.
Romans, and assisted them in the third Punic war with

The Rhodians, the
several other places in Greece.
only people who offered him any vigorous resistance,
were attacked, but without any success. In B.C. 87,

—V.

a considerable fleet. He was assassinated at Sinope,
and succeeded by his son, the famous Mithradates.
VI. MiTHRADATEs VI., sumamed Eupator, and called
the Great, was one of the most formidable enemies

—

encountered.
He was only
eleven years old at the death of his father, and, during
his minority, his life was frequently in danger from the
numerous conspiracies formed against him. He is
said to have been in the habit of taking an antidote
discovered by himself, which was sufficient to counteract the effect of the most violent poisons.
{Plin.,
Mithradates posId., 29, 8 )
23, 77.
Id., 25, 2.
sessed a strong mind and vigorous body
he excelled
in all athletic sports, and was distinguished in his early
He
years by his bodily strength and his daring spirit.
had also paid great attention to the study of philosophy
that

the

Romans ever

—

—

;

The islands in the ^Egean followed the example of the countries of the mamland. Athens also
submitted to the power of Mithradates, together with

Sylla arrived in Greece, and immediately commenced
the siege of Athens, which was taken on the 1st of
March in the following year. Sylla followed up his

success by the defeat of Archelaus, the general of
Mithradates, near Chaeronea, and shortly afterward by
another victory at Orchomenus.
During the successes
of Sylla in Greece, the party of Marius had obtained
the ascendancy at Rome; and Flaccus, who had been
consul with Cinna, was sent to succeed Sylla in the
command. Flaccus, however, was put to death by
Fimbria, an unprincipled man, but who possessed considerable military talents and prosecuted the war against
Mithradates in Asia with great success. The victories
of Fimbria and the state of parties at Rome made Sylla anxious for peace, which was at length agreed upon
(B.C. 84), on condition that Mithradates should aban-

polite literature: and, according to Pliny, was
able to converse in twenty-two different languages
As soon as Mithradates was old enough to
20, 3).
take the government into -his own hands, he attacked
the Colchians and the barbarous nations who dwelt on

don

the eastern shores of the Black Sea, whom he reduced
The next acquisition which he made
to subjection.

Colchians.
Muraena, who commanded in Asia, perceiving or pretending to perceive a disposition in Mithradates to renew the war, seized the opportunity of enriching himself, and, without any authority from the
senate or Sylla, invaded the dominions of Mithradates,

and

was Paphlagonia, which was said to have been left to
the kings of Pontus by Pylaemenes H., king of PaphPart of Paphlalagonia, who died about B.C. 121.
gonia he gave to Nicomedes H., king of Bithynia,
who was, next to Mithradates, the most powerful monarch in Asia Minor. Nicomedes, however, was jealous
of the increasing power of Mithradates ; and on the
death of Ariaraihes VII., king of Paphlagonia, who had
married a sister of Mithradates, Nicomedes married his
widow, and seized the kingdom of Cappadocia, to the
exclusion of the son of Ariarathes. Mithradates immediately took up arms in favour of his nephew, defeat-

ed Nicomedes, and placed his nephew on the throne,
under the title of Ariarathes VIII. In a few months
afterward this prince was murdered by his uncle at a
private conference, who placed a son of his own on
the vacant throne, and defeated successively the brother of the late king, and a pretender to the throne,
whom Nicomedes represented as a son of Ariarathes.
Unable to cope with his formidable enemy, Nicomedes
and the Romans, who had long
applied to Rome
be«n anxious to weaken the power of Mithradatep, declared both Cappadocia and Paphlagonia to be free
;

stales, but allowed the Cappadocians, at their own reMithradaquest, to elect Ariobarzanes as their king.
tes, however, did not tamely submit to the loss of his

He

entered into an alliance with Tigrawhom he gave his daughter
and
with his assistance he expelled Arimarriage
obarzanes from bis kingdom, and also deprived Ni-

dominions.

nes, king of Armenia, to
in

:

his conquests in Asia, and restore BithynNicomedes, and Cappadocia to Ariobarzanes.
But this war was scarcely ended before Mithradates
was again involved in hostilities with the Romans. He
had collected a large army to carry on war against the
ia

all

to

and collected much plunder.
Mithradates, having in
vain complained to the senate, collected an army to
defend his dominions, and completely defeated Muraena on the banks of the Halys.
But, as Sylla was displeased with Muraena for having attacked Mithradates,
the peace was renewed, and thus an open rupture was
avoided for the present.
During the next eight years
Mithradates employed himself in making preparations
for a renewal of the war; and in B.C. 75 he broke
the treaty which existed between him and the Romans
by the invasion of Bithynia. Lucullus was appointed
to the command B.C. 74, and commenced the camthe Propontis,
paign by besieging Cyzicus, a city on
which had been supplied by Mithradates with every deIn the following year
scription of military stores.
Mithradates made an effort to relieve the place, but
was defeated by Lucullus and obliged to retire to Pontus.
He was soon after followed by the Roman genon the
eral, and, having lost another battle at Cabiri,
borders of Pontus and Bithynia, he fled into Armenia,
son
own
Machares,
His
to his son-in-law Tigranes.
who had been appointed king of the wild-tribes on the
his faassist
to
refused
eastern shores of the Euxine,
ther, and provided for his own safety by making peace
In B.C. 69 Tigranes was completely
with Lucullus.
defeated by Lucullus, during the absence of Mithradates,
which was soon after tanear his
capital Tigranocerta,
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It became a large and
In the following year Tigranes to the side of the Athenians.
was again defeated, together with Mithradates, near strong city, and the strength of its fortitications was
Artaxata
but Lucullus was not able to derive all the tested by the siege it underwent from Memnon. the

ken by the conqueror.
;

advantages he might have done from his victories in
consequence of the n)utinous disposition of his troops.
{Vid. Lucullus.) Mithradates was thus enabled to collect another army without opposition
and, having returned to Poiitus, he defeated the Roman general Triloss
of
7000
vvith
the
before
Lucullus could
men,
ariuy,
march to his assistance. This victory was followed
by others various parts of Asia Minor again submitted to his authority ; and the Romans appeared to be
on the point of losing all the acquisitions they had
made during the war. But the power of Mithradates
had been shaken to its foundation ; and, on the appoint;

;

ment of Pompey
was soon brought

to the

command, B.C.

to an end.

66, the

war

Mithradates was defeat-

ed on the banks of the Euphrates ; and, in consequence
of Tigranes having submitted to Pompey, fled to the
barbarous tribes dwelling to the north of Caucasus,
who received him with hospitality and promised him
The spirit of Mithradates had not yet been
support.
broken by adversity and he purposed, with the assistance of the Colchians and Scythians, to carry into execution a plan which he is said to have formed in his earlier years, namely, of marching
through Thrace and
;

Macedonia, and invading Italy from the north. But
these plans were frustrated by the plots of his eldest
son Pharnaces, who gained over the army to his sfde,
and deprived his father of the throne.
Unwilling to
fall into the hands of the Romans, Mithradates
put an

end to

own

B.C. 63, at the age of 68 or 69,
years.
(Appian, Bell. Mithrad.
Plut., Vit. Lucull.
Id., Vit. Syll
Clinton, Fast.
Hell., vol. 3, Appendix, 8.
Encycl. Us. Knowl, vol.
his

after a reign of

15,

p.

life,

57

—

—

—

—

289. seq.)

general of Darius, during Alexander's expedition into
It sulTcred at a subsequent
Asia.
{Arrian, 2, 1.)
period from the Romans on accouut of its adherence
Comto the side of Mithradates.
{Epit., Liv., 89.

—

It again, however, repare Veil. Paterc, 2, 18.)
covered from this misfortune, and was restored by
its former
to
privileges, through favour to
Pompey
Theophanes. These privileges were confirmed by the
Roman emperors, so that Mytilene now held a distinguished rank among the first cities of che empire.

MD.

'^libera Mytilene, annis
potens^^
Veil. Paterc , 2, 18).
Strah.,
AthenaRus praises its shellfish and wine (3, p. 86, e. ;
it

Pliny styles
(5,

mi—

39.— Compare

92, d. ; 1, p. 30, b.).
Mytilene could boast of
having given birth to Sappho and Alcaeus, ar>d to the
historians Myrsilus and Hellanicus.
Piitacus, too, ono
of the seven wise men of Greece, long presided over
The modern Mitylen occupies the site
her councils.
ib.y p.

The

of the ancient city.

following description of

it

is

"The town of Mifylen is
given by a recent traveller.
built on a small peninsula, and has two ports, one on the
north, and one on the south of it, both too shallow for
anything but boats the port on the north is protected
:

the extremity of
by a Genoese mole, now in ruins
the peninsula is covered by a very large Genoese castle, and the remainder of it, and some of the contiThe town contains about 700
nent, by the town.
Greek houses, and 400 Turkish its streets are narrow and filthy." {Turnery Tour in the Levant, vol.
;

;

3, p.

299.)

Mnemon

(Mv^/«jv), a surname given to Artaxerxes
his retentive memory.
{Vid. Arta»

on account of
lerxes IL)

MiTVLENE, or, more correctly
guage of coins), MvTiLENE, the

we

follow the lancapital of Lesbos, in

(if

the southeastern quarter of the island,
facing the coast
of Mysia.
It was first built on a small island, con-

nected by means of some low rocks with Lesbos itIn process of lime, the population increased so
self.
much as to require an enlargement of the ancient limits.
The space between Lesbos and the small island
was filled up, and the city was extended to the main
island of Lesbos.
In this way the place became possessed of two harbours, which the small island and the
causeway connecting it with Lesbos separated from
each other. The larger harbour was the northern one,
and was also protected by works from the violence of
the wind.
The
{Straho, Gl7.—Diod. Sic, 13, 79.)
city is said to have been named from the elder daughter of Macareus.
{Steph. Byz., s. v. UvtcI^vt].
Diod. Sic, 5, 80.) The fortunes of this place were
always intimately connected with those of Lesbos it-

—

In the
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, the
people of Mytilene being accused of a secret negotiation with the I>acedaemonians, Athens sent a fleet
The other cities in the island, except
against them.
self.

Mnemosyne, a daughter of Coelus and Terra,
mother of the nine Muses by Jupiter, and goddess of
Memory. The meaning of the myth becomes very
apparent when we regard the Muses as symbolical of
the inventive powers of the mind as displayed in the
The power of remembering, gained by
various arts.
a time when books were rare, may well be
practice, at
{JEsck., P. V .^
assigned to the Muses as a parent.
461.)
I. an
engraver on precious stones,
and father of Pythagoras the philosohe probably flourished about Olymp. SS".
pher. Hence
II. A son of Pythagoras,
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. T.)—
who succeeded Aristcsus of Crotona. the immediate
successor of Pythagoras himself
{Tennemann, Hist.

Mnesarchos,

born

in Etruria,

Phil., ^ 95.)

Mnesiclks, a celebrated
the house of Pericles.

By

architect, born a slave in
command of this dis-

the

the magnificent vestitinguished statesman, he built
bule of the Athenian citadel, the erection of which
437-433
Plut.y
occupied five successive years (B.C.

—

While engaged in this undertaking
from an eminence, but was healed by Peri-

Vit. Pericl., 13).

he

fell

Methymna, made common cause with Mytilene. Af- cles by the application of the herb pellitory, which it
ter some resistance, however, the Athenians
gained a was fabled Minerva had pointed out to the latter in a
complete victory, when the walls of Mytilene were dream. {Plut., I. c—Ptin., 22, 17, 20.) A brazen
and
of
its
wealthier inhabitants put to statue of him was cast by Stipax, and this statue was
razed,
many

The Athenians even
commander to put to death all
death.

sent an order to their
the males who had at-

tained the age of puberty, but they became ashamed
of their own barbarity, and despatched messengers to

revoke the order.

The countermand

arrived just one

"

—

Id., 34,
{Plin,, I. c.
Diet. Art., s. v.)
Vid. Menestheus.
Mnevis, the name of a sacred bull, consecrated to
the sun, and worshipped by the Egyptians at Heliop-

designated
8,

Splanchnoptes."

19.— Sillig,
Mnestheus.

day previous to that appointed for the slaughter. olis.
According to Jablonski {Voc JSgypt., p. 146,
(Thucyd., 3, 36-49.) The whole island, except the 184), his name signified "the bull of light*^' or "of
territory of Mrthymna, which was spared, being divi- the sun." (Compare Strabo. 803.— Diod. Sic, 1, 21.
The colded into 3000 parts, 300 of these parts were devoted —Plut., de Is. et Os., p. 492, cd. Wylt.)
to sacred purposes, and the rest distributed
among the our of Mnevis had to be black, and his skin must be
His worship, however, gradually
Athenians, by whom they were rented to the former rough and bristly.
proprietors.
Mytilene, however, soon recovered from disappeared when Apis became the general deity of
the effects of this blow, but always after this adhered the country, and we may date its downfall from the
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time when Cambyses overthrew the magnificent temMnevis was worshipped with the
ple of Ileliopolis.
same superstitious ceremonies as Apis, and at his
death lie received the same mapnificent funeral. (Consult

one was produced by the waters in Lake Moeris. The
lapse of nearly 1200 years has made a great change
in this as in the other
Moeris
Egyptian work.s of art.
is now
It
nearly 60 leagues in circumference.
might
still, however, be made to answer its ancient purposes,
if the canal of
Joseph were cleared of the immense

Creuzcr, Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, p. 498.)
M0DKSTU8, a Latin military writer, whose history
lie wrote a work " De vocabulis rci quantity of mud collected in it. and the dikes rcntored.
is unknown,
militaris," by order of the Emperor Tacitus, A.D. 'i"he pyramids in this lake were no longer visible in
275 or 276. The first edition was published in 1474, the lime of Strabo. The lake itself is said to have
and is a book of afforded a most abundant supjjly of fish. The profits
4to, Vend., edited by J. Aloysius
extreme rarity. There is also another edition, sup- of this fishery were appropriated to find the queen
posed to have been printed at Rome by Laver, about with clothes and perfumes.
(Compare Martin, DeAn edition was also 'published in 1679, script. Hijdrogr. Descripf. de VEgypte, Etat. Mod.,
1475, 4co.
2 vols. 4to, Vesalics.
livraison 3, p. 195, seqq.
Ibid., Antiq. Mem. sur U
Lac de Mans, par Jornand., vol. 1, p. 79, seqq.
Molnus, a river of Germany. {Vid. Maenus )
;

—

McKRis, I. a king of Egypt, who occupied the throne,
according to chronologists, for the space of 68 years,
and was succeeded by Sesostris. {Larchcr, T'lbl.
572.

—

///., Ckroyiol. d'Hcrod., p. 86, seq.
Herod., 2, 100.)— II. A lake of Egypt,
supposed to have been the work of a king of the same
name, concerning the situation and extent, and even
the existence of which, authors have differed.
It has
been represented as the boldest and most wonderful
of all the works of the kings of Egypt, and, accordingly, Herodotus considers it superior even to the pyra-

ChroHol.y

p.

—Bdhr, ad

mids and labyrinth. (Herod., 2, 149.) As to its situation, Herodotus and Strabo (810) mark it out by
placing the labyrinth on its borders, and by fixing the
towns which were around it, such as Acanthus to the
south, Aphroditopoiis towards the east, and Arsinoe
to the north.
Diodorus (1, 52) and Pliny (5, 9) confirm this statement, by placing it at 24 leagues from
Memphis, be-tween the province of that name and Ar-

The

sinoe.

position

thus indicated

is

supposed

to

answer to the modern Birket-Caroun, a lake nearby 60 leagues in circumference. Herodotus makes
the Lake Mcp-ris 3600 stadia in circumference, and its
Bossuet has vindicated
greatest depth 200 cubits.
the statement of its large extent against the raillery
of Voltaire.
Rollin, however, deeming it to be incredible, adopts the opinion of Pomponius Mela (1,9),
and makes it 20,000 paces. D'Anville, with a view
of reconciling the contending parties, has marked on
his map of Egypt two lakes of this name, one of which
is in fact a canal
this
running parallel with the Nile
he makes the Mcjeris of Herodotus and Diodorus,
while the other is situate to the northwest, and corresponds, according to him, with the Moeris of Strabo
;

and Ptolemy.
above

tioned

known by

the

last is the Birkcl- Caroun menformer, which still subsists, is
of Bakr Jouseph, or Joseph's riv-

This
the

;

name

opens near Tarout Eccheriff, and ends near
The explanation given by MalteBirkcl- Caroun.
Brun is, however, the simplest.
He supposes that
the canal dignified with the name of Joseph, like many
other remarkable works, was executed by order of

er.

King

It

Mceris.

The

waters then

filled

the basin of the

lake Birket-Caroun, which received the name of the
Thus a reaprince who effected this great change.
son is given why the ancients say that the lake was

of

artificial formation, while the Birket-Caroun gives
no evidence of any such operation.
(Malte-Brun,

If we listen,
Geogr., vol. 2, p. 447, Brussels cd.)
however, merely to the relation of Herodotus, the Lake

Moeris was entirely the work of

show

human

art

;

and, to

—

—

Letronne sur Rollin, vol. 1, p. 22, seqq.)
McEsiA, the name of a province of the Roman empire, extending north of the range of Mount Haemus,
the modern Balkan, as far as the Danube, and eastward to the Euxine, and corresponding to the present
provinces of Servia and Bulgaria. Its boundaries to
the west were the rivers Dritms and Savus, which diStrabo (295)
vided it from Pannonia and Illyricum.
says, that the old inhabitants of the country were called Mysi (Mvaoi), and were a tribe of Thracians, like
their eastern neighbours the Gets, and that they were
The
the ancestors of the Mysians in Asia Minor.
Romans first invaded their country under the reign
of Augustus, and it was afterward made into a Roman
province, and divided into Mcesia Superior, to the
west, between the Drinus and the CEscus (or modern
Isker), and Mcesia Inferior, extending from the CEscu.s to the Euxine.
Being a frontier province of the
empire, it was strengthened by a line of stations and
fortresses along the southern bank of the Danube, of

which the most important were Axiopolis, Durosteron,
Nicopolis ad Istrum, Viminiacum, and Singidunum.
A Roman wall was built from the Danube to the Eux-^
ine, from Axiopolis to Tomi, as a security against the
incursions of the Scythians and Sarmatians, who inhabited the delta of the Danube. The conquest of
Dacia by Trajan removed the frontiers of the empire
beyond Moesia ; but after the loss of the
province of Dacia, about A.D. 250, Moesia became
to the
again a border country, and, as such, exposed
irruption of the Goths, who, after several attempts,
crossed the Danube, and occupied Moesia in the reign
The Moeso-Goths, for whom
of ihe Emperor Valens.
branch of
Ulphilas translated the Scriptures, were a
Goths settled in Moesia. Some centuries later, the
Bulgarians and Sclavonians occupied the country of
Moesia, and formed the kingdoms of Bulgaria and Serfarther north,

via.

—The

Greek writers

(Dio Cass., 38,

called this country Mixrta.
MarcclL, 27, 9.— P/m.,

\0.—Amm.

26.— 7<i., 4, \.— Tac., Ann., 15, 6.— Herodian,
\0.—Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 15, p. 297.)

3,

MoGUNTiACUM
tia

or

Magontiacum,

afterward

2,

Mogun-

or Magontia, a city of the Vangiones, lying oppoIt was
to the mouth of the Moenus or* May n.

site

founded, or, at least, considerably embellished by Drusus, brother of Tiberius, B.C. 10, and became subse
and the
quently the metropolis of Germania Prima,
residence of the governor or prefect of Gaul. It often
suffered from the Batavi in the earlier periods of the
barbarians.
empire, and at a later day from the

modern name

is

Mainz,

or, as

we commonly

The

write

it,

71.—

two pyramids were to be seen in its centre, Mayence. {Tacit., Hist., 4, 15, 37, 61, 70, et
each of which was 200 cubits above, and as many be- Ptoi, 3, 9.)
low the water, while on the summit of each was a
MoLioNE, the wife of Actor, son of Phorbas. She
colossus in a sitting posture.
The object of the ex- became mother of Cteatus and Eurytus, who from
cavation was to regulate the inundations of the Nile. her are called Molionides.
{Fausan., 8, U.—ApdWhen the waters of the river were high, a large por- lod., 2, 7.)
tion was carried off by the canal to the lake, in order
Molionides, the two sons of Actor and Molione,
their father, and Molionides
that it might not remain too
long on the soil of Egypt called Actorides from
and occasion from their mother. {Heyne, ad 11., 2, 708.) Their
(lower at that time than in our
this,

sterility

;

when

days),
the inundation had declined, a second

names were Eurytus and Cteatus.

Homer

B55

describes

MON

MOL
ihem, according to the common interpretation, as
twins (didviioc), and one as managing the chariot,
while the oiher held the lash.
Aristarchus, however,
explained SlSvfiot by dic^velc, on the authority of Hesiod {Kara tov 'HaLodov fivdov), and saw in the Molionides a double body with two heads and four arms,
This
like the double men of whom Hesiod speaks.
explanation has been rejected by many as too artificial
for the age of Homer ; and in the same way has the
tradition mentioned by the poet Ibycus been treated,
which makes the Molionides both to have come from

egg {ap. Athen., 2, p. 57,/.). If we examine
attentively the genealogy assigned to these heroes,
new light will be found to break in upon this singular
a silver

" the man of the
fable.
Actor, the father, is
shore,"
against which the waves of the sea break ; he is also
" the man of
grinding," of the grain crushed and broken by the mill.
('A/crwp, from ukt^.
A7}/j.TjTepog
aKTTj.
Hcs., Op. et D., 32.) On the other hand, Mo"
lione is
the female of combat."
M6/lof is the name

—

—

of her father (compare

fiQt'kog),

according to Pherecy-

dcs, and Apollodorus (1,7) mentions two individuals
of this name, one the son of Mars, the other of Deu-

Without war we can neither conquer nor defend the soil destined for culture.
Hence one of
these warriors is named Eurytus, or " the good dethe
like
the
two
Anaces or Diosfender,"
guardian,
curi, whom the Spartan tradition made to have issued
from the same egg. Thus Eurytus is from tv and
frvofiat, with an active signification.
(Compare Buttcalion.

man, Lcxilogus,
or " proprietor."
its

The other, Cteatus
1, p. 14fi.)
res manc.ipii), is " the possessor"
When the sea has entered within

vol.

— KTeap,
(Krcarof.
limits,

and the shore now contains

then

proper
The man who
appear the cultivators of the soil.
would remain ma.ster of his paternal soil must in
some sort be double. He must have two arms for
the sword and buckler, two for the lash and the reins
A single body
with which he guides his coursers.
ought to carry a double array of members, a single
These are the double men
will to actuate two souls.
Such is the explanation of Creuof Hesiod {6l^velq).
zer as regards the fable of the Molionides.
{Symhoit,

—

lik, vol. 2, p.

387.

— Symbolik, par Guigniaut,

vol. 2,

In place of this very poetical version of the legend, Hermann gives one altogether difand
He sees in the whole
ferent,
singularly prosaic.
story a general reference to traders coming by sea,
disposing of their merchandise to advantage, and becoming possessed of riches. ( Ueber das Wescn und
die Bchandlung dcr Mythologie, p. 55.)
The Molionides are also mentioned as having come to the aid
of Augeas against Hercules.
(Heyne, ad II., 11,

pt. 1, p.

334, seqq.)

—

Cyclic poets, from whom Pherecydes and
Pindar {01., 10, 32) drew, in this instance, their materials, make them to have been slain by Hercules,
whereas Homer speaks of them as surviving Hercu-

708.)

The

les, as being still young {TTacS" ef eovre), and contemporary with Nesfor.
MoLo, a philosopher of Rhodes, called also Apollonius.
{Vid Apollonius V.)
MoLORCHUs, an old labouring-man near Cleonae,
who hospitably entertained Hercules when the latter
was on his way against the Nemean lion. Molorchus
wishing to offer a sacrifice, in order to propitiate the
gods and obtain for Hercules a successful accomplishment of his enterprise, the hero begged him to reserve
it till the thirtieth day, saying that if he should then

return victorious, he might offer it to Jupiter the preserver ; but if he fell in the conflict, to make it a fuAfter having deneral offering unto him as a hero.
stroyed the lion, Hercules came to the abode of Mo-

lorchus on the last day of the appointed period, and
found him just on the point of offering the victim for
him as being dead. Hence we have in Tibullus the
" Molorchcis tectis"
(4, 1, 13), and in Virexpression
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gil,

6,

1.

"lucos Molorchi" {Georg.,
Heyne, ad be).

—

3, 19.

--ApoUod.,

9,

MoLossi, a people of Epirus, occupying the northeasteni portion of the country
that is, from the head
of the Aoiis, and the mountainous district which con;

j

;

'

!

,

nects Macedonia. Thessaly, and Epirus to the Ambracian Gulf, a small portion of the shores of which was
considered to belong to them.
Mo{Scylax, p. 12 )
lossis must therefore have comprehended the
territory
of Janinna, the present capital of Albania, together
with its lakes and mountains, including the country of
the Tymphaei, which bordered on that part of Thessaly
near the source of the Peneus.
Its limits to the west
cannot precisely be determined, as we are equally ignorant of those of Thesprotia.
The principal town of
the Molossi was Ambracia.
Under their king Alexander, about 320 B.C., they gained the preponderance
over the rest of Epirus, which they maintained under
his successors, of whom Pyrrhus was the most celebrated.
After the defeat of Perseus, Paulus .^milius,
the Roman general, ravaged the country of the Molossi,
as well as the rest of Epirus, and destroyed their
towns.
The effects of the devastation which he
caused were still visible in the time of Strabo. This
country was famed for its dogs they were of a robust
;

make, and very useful in defending the flocks. {Aris'
Cramcr^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1,
tot.. Hist. An., 9, 1.

—

p.

131.)

MoLossiA or MoLossis, the country of the Molossi
in Epirus.

{Vid. Molossi.)
a son of Pyrrhus and Andromache.
He
{J*a.u^
Epirus after the death of Helenus.

MoLossus,
reigned

in

san., 1, 11.)

MoLYCRiov or MoLYCRKi.*, a town of .^tolia, on
the borders of the Locri, and in the immediate vicinity
of Antirrhium.
According to Thucydides, it was sitThis place had been colonized
by the Corinthians, who were expelled by the Athenians, and it was afterward taken by the yEtolians and
Peloponnesians under Eurylochus
{Thucyd 2,8.
uate close to the sea.

—

,

alluded toby Pausanias{5, 34),
who elsewhere writes it Molycria (9, 31), while other
Greek writers give Molycreia, as for e.xample Strabo
The spot on which it stood is now called
(451).
Cavrolitnne, where its remains are yet perceptible.
Id., 3, 102.)

It is also

{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 81.)
MoMUs, the god of raillery and ridicule, was the
son of Night, without a sire.
{Hesiod, Theog., 211.)
He does not appear to have been known to Homer,
but is alluded to by Plato and Aristotle, and, as might
Ver.
well he expected, by Lucian.
{Hcrmot., 20.
Hist., 2, 3.
Nigr., 32.)
Nothing was perfect or
and tho gwls themselves
found favour in his sight
were the objects of his perpetual and unlimited satire.
He blamed Vulcan, because in the human form which
he had made of clay, he had not placed a window in
the breast, by which whatever was done or thought
He censured
there might easily be brought to light.
the house which Minerva had constructed, because the
goddess had not made it moveable, by which means a
In the case of
bad neighbourhood might be avoided
the bull which Neptune had produced, he observed that
his blows might have been surer if his eyes were placed
Venus herself was exposed to his
nearer the horns.
and when he could find no fault with her persatire
son, he censured the noise made by her golden sandals.
He was eventually driven from Olympus. Momus reminds us of the Gigon {Tlyuv) in the Cabiric myste

—

—

;

;

—

{Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 2, p. 423.)
MoN.\, I. an island between Britain and Hibernia,

ries.

Cassar gives
the Isle of Man.
Ptolemy calls it
{B. G.,5, 13).

it

the

name

Movaotda

(ed.

of

now
Mona

Erasm.y

He removes it,
give Movapiva).
Orosius (1, 11) styles
however, too far to the north.
it Mcnavia, which closely resembles the Monapia of
where some

MSS.

Pliny (4, 10), especially

if,

with Cambden,

we

read

Mo-

MON
nabia for the

—

latter.

MOP

{Cellarms^ Geogr. Ant.,

vol. 2, p.

An

island off the coast of Britain, and facing the territory of the Ordovices, of which, in strictIt was situate to the southeast
ness, it formed part.

355.)

II.

of the former, and
citus gives

Agric,

it

the

is

now

the Isle of Anglesey.
of Moua {Ajin., 14, 29.

name

—

and Ptcilemy styles

14),

it

TaVit.

Mova, while Dio
It was remarkable

Cassius (62, 7) names it MQvva.
as having been one of the principal seats of the Druids.
Suetonius Paullinus had conqviered Anglesey; but the
insurrection of the Britons under Boadicea did not
leave him time to secure its possession.
Agricola, at
a subsequent period, having suMued the Ordovices,
undertook the reduction of the island and succeeded.
The invasion by Paullinus was seventeen years previous
to the conquest of Agricola.

{Tacit., Vit. Agric, 18.)
Pennant mentions a pass in Wales, into the valley of
Clwyd, in the parish of Llanarmon, which, he says, is
still called Bwlch Agrikle, probably from having been
occupied by Agricola on his way to the isle of Mona

Tacitus {Ann., 14, 29, seqq.) gives an interesting
account of the first conquest by Paullinus. The sacred groves, stained with the blood of human sacrifices,

Roman

were destroyed by the
relation

the

to

(Consult, in

general.

Druidical sacrifices, Higgins^

Celtic

Druidbs, p. 291, seqq.)

a Parthian commander, the same with
MoNyESEs,
the Surena that defeated Crassus.
The appellation
Surena, by which he is more commonly known, was
II. A
merely a Parthian term denoting his high rank.
Parthian officer in the time of Corbulo.
{Dio Cass.,
I.

—

62,

19.— Tacit., Ann.,

MoNDA,

15, 2.)

a river on the western coast of Lusitania,

between the Durius and Tagus.
Conimbriga (the
modern Coiinbra) was situate on its banks. It is now
the Mondego.
{Mela,
Huds. Gr. M., vol. 1,

Munda

3,
p.

1.

— Marcian.,

43.)

Pliny

Pcripl., in
calls

it

the

(4, 22).

Ovid, Fast., 3, 663.)— It was called Mens Sacer, because, says Festus, the people, after their accession,
consecrated it to Jupiter.
{Gell, Topography

of

Rome,

vol. 2, p. 107.)

MoNYcHus,
trees

a powerful giant,

and hurl them

who

like a javelin.

could

{Juv

—

root
11.

—

1,

,

up

—

Val.
Ovid, Met., 12, 499, seqq.
Lucan, 6, 388.
Flacc, 1, 146, et. liurm., ad loc.)
MopsIuM, an eminence between Larissa and Tempo,
on the southern bank of the Peneus.
severe skirmish took place in its vicinity between the troops of

A

Perseus and

the

There appears

to

Romans.

{Livy, 42,

have been a fortress on

61,
it

;

ct

67.)

and Sir

W.

Gell observed some vestiges on a hill near the village of Eremo, which were probably the remains of
this ancient post.
Cramer's Anc.
{Itin., p. 282.

—

Greece, vol.

384.)
MopsopiA, an ancient appellation for Attica, supposed to be derived from the hero Mopsopus or Mo[>{Sirab., 397.
Compare Lycophr., v. r.339.)
sops.
MopsuHESTiA, a town of Cilicia, near the sea, on the
banks of the Pyramus. Strabo (675) informs us, that
1, p.

—

Mopsus and Amphilochus

settled in this neighbourhood
Trojan war, and founded the city of Mallus,
and that subsequently they quarrelled about the place.
This legend, no doubt, induced the Greeks of a later
age to search in this quarter for a city of Mopsus, and
hence arose the name Mopsuhestia (Moi/'oreCTrfa, "/Ac
after the

retreat of Mopsus''^), given to the place in question ;
whether correctly or otherwise, it is difficult to say,

most probably, however, the latter. This appellation
Cicero {Ep. ad Fam.,
continued for a long period.
3, 8) speaks of Mopsuhestia.
Pliny, however (5, 27),
Under the Byzantine empire
calls it merely Mopsus.
its name was corrupted to Mampsysta, or Mamista, or
Mansista.
{Cod. Theodos., de conlat. donator.,]. 1.
Jtin., HierosoL, p. 580.)
Glycas, Ann., pt. 4, p. 306.
The modern Mensis appears to be a farther corruption
It would
of these names.
{Leake, Journal, p. 217.)

—

—

MoNETA, a surname of Juno among the Romans.
She received it, according to one account, because seem that the early origin of Mopsuhestia is contradictshe advised them {monuit) to sacrifice a pregnant sow ed by the silence of Xenophon, and also of the histoto Cybele, to avert an earthquake.
Strabo is the first who makes
{Cic, de Div, \, rians of Alexander.
15.)
Livy says, that a temple was vowed to Juno mention of the place. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2,
under this name by the dictator L. Furius Camillus, p. 101, seqq.)
when the Romans waged war against the Aurunci,
Mopsus, I. a celebrated prophet, son of Manto and
and that the temple was raised to the goddess by the
senate on the spot where the house of Manlius CaCompitolinus had formerly stood.
{Livy, 7, 28.

—

Suidas, however, states
that Juno was surnamed Moiicta from her assuring the
Romans, when, in the war against Pyrrhus, their pecuniary resources had failed them, and they had addressed her in prayer, that, as long as they prosecuted the
war with justice, the means for carrying it on would be
After their arms were crowned with
supplied to them.
success, they rendered divine honours to Juno, styling
*'
her
il/wnc'a," or the "adviser." dnd resolved, for the
time to come, to coin money in her temple
{Suid.,

pare Ovid, Fast.,

s. V.

Mov^ra

)

6,

183.)

— Many etymologists derive the English

word " money" from the Latin mnneta ; and this last,
according to Vossius, comes from maneo; ^'quod ideo
mone'a vocalur ; quia nota inscripta monet nos ajitoris
et valoris.^''
The true root, however, is most probably
contained in the Anglo-Saxon myncg-ian, "to mark,"
" to
stamp,"

{Richardson, Eng. Diet.,
"money." Compare Tookc, Diversions
of Parley, vol. 2, p. 210, ed. 1829.)
MoNonus. a son of Prusias. He had one continued
bone instead of a row of teeth, whence his name {/x6Plin., 7, 16.
Consult G. Cuvier, ad loc).
vof oi^nvg.
MoNCEcus.
Vid. Herculis II.
(Herculis Monaci
Portns )
MoNs Sacer, a low range of sandstone hills, extenduig along the right bank of the Anio, and about
three miles from Rome.
It is celebrated in history by

ormynethian,
"
s. V.
mint,"

—

the secession of the

5Q

—

—

Roman

—

people.

{Liv., 2, 32.

—

He officiated at the altars of Apollo at
Apollo.
Claros ; and from his unerring wisdom and discernment gave rise to the proverb, "more certain than
Mopsus." He distinguished himself at the siege of
Thebes ; but he was held in particular veneration at
the court of Amphilochus, at Colophon in Ionia. Having been consulted, on one occasion, by Amphilochus,
who wished to know what success would attend his
in a war which he was going to undertake, he predicted the greatest calamities : but Calchas, who had
been the soothsayer of the Greeks during the Trojan
Amphilochus
war, promised the greatest successes.
followed the opinion of Calchas, but the prediction of

arms

This had such an effect
fully verified.
death is
upon Calchas that he died soon after. His

Mopsus was

attributed by some to another mortification of the same
nature.
The two soothsayers, jealous of each other's
Calfame, came to a trial of their skill in divination.
first asked his antagonist how many figs a neighten thousand and one, replied Mopbouring tree bore
sus.
The figs were gathered, and his answer was
his adversary,
found to be true.
Mopsus now, to try
asked him how many young ones a certain pregnant sow
would bring forth.'and at what time. Calchas conto answer, whereupon Mopsus defessed his

chas

;

inability

clared that she would be delivered on the morrow, and
would brincT forth ten young ones, of which only one
would be -I male. The morrow proved the veracity
the grief
of his prediction, and Calchas died through
which his defeat produced. {Tzetzes, ad Lycophr.,
having occasion to

427.)

Amphilochus subsequently,

MOR

MOS

Argos, intrusted the sovereign power to Mopsus,
On his
keep it for him during the space of a year.
return, however, Mopsus refused to restore to him
the kingdom, whereupon, having quarrelled, they en{Tzclz ad Lycophr.,
gaged and slew each other.
440.) According to another legend, he was slain by
Hercules.
(Tzciz. ad Lycophr., 980.)— II. A son o'f
Ampyx and Chlons, born at Titaressa in Thessaly.
He was the prophet and soothsayer of the Argonauts,
and died at his return from Colchis by the biie of a servisit

to

pent in Libya.
{Hygin., fab., 14, 128, n2.—Tzelz.
ad Lycophr., 980.)

open-mouthed, and seem

to
her black robes and
give
dark wings.
As the ancients had more horrid and
gloon)y notions of death than we have at present, so the
greater part of their descriptions are of a most frightful
and dismal turn."
Compare with this the language
of Niebuhr {Roman Hist., vol. 1, p. 110,

—

Cambridge

IransL), who speaks of the genius of death, represented
on Etrurian bas-reliefs, as a perfect cherub.
{Micali,

44)

pi.

MoRTUUM Mare.

Vid. Mare Mortuum.
MosA, a river of Gallia Belgica, on the confines of
Germania Cisrhenana. It rose in Mount Vogesus,

MoKGANTiUM (or i.\), a town of Sicily, southeast of among the Lingones, and emptied into the Vahalis.
Agyrium, and nearly due west from Catana. It lay in It is now the Maas or Meuse. {Cces., B. G., 4, 10.
the neighbourhood of the river Symaethus.
The vilTacitus, Ann., 2, 6.
Amm,
Plin, 4, 14, seqq.
In the Peutingcr Table it is calllage of Mandri Bianchi at present occupies a part of MarcelL, 17, 2, 9.)

—
—
—
Mosaha.
Mosae Pons, otherwise

—

ed the
called Tra{Manner t, vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 430.)
MoRiMARusA, a name applied by the Cimbri to the jectus Mosae {Itin. Ant., 461), is the modern Maes"
Northern Ocean {Plin., 4, 27), and which means the tricht.
Dead Sea." In the Welsh tongue, Mor is ihe " sea,"
MoscHA, a harbour of Arabia Felix, at the mouth
its site.

and Marr ''dead."

«

In the Irish, mwrr-crojHn denotes

thick, coagulated, frozen sea.

{Class. Journ., vol.

6, p. 296, seqq.)
MoRiNi, a people of Belgic Gaul, on the shores
of the British Ocean, and occupying what would correspond to Ic Boidonnais, part of the Department du
Nord, and of Flanders along the sea. Their name
" the
which
is derived from the Celtic

Mor,

signifie.s

'sea," and denoted a people dwellmg along the seacoast.
(Compare Thierry, Hist, dcs Gaulois, vol. 2,
The Porlus Itius or Iccius lay within their
p. 40.)
territories, and the passage hence to Britain was con-

sidered as the shortest.
Virgil {jEh., 8, 727) calls
them " extremi huminum,'''' with reference to their remote situation on the coast of Belgic Gaul. {Heync,

ad

—

loc.
Compare Plin., 19, 1.) Their cities were,
Civitas Morinorum, now Teroicenne ; and Castellum
Morinorum, now Monlcassel. (Cces.. B.
4, 21.)
Morpheus (two syllables), the God of Sleep, and
also of dreams, and hence his name from the various
'^
forms [jiofx^r], form,'''' "figure"'^) to which he wives beThus Ovid
ing in the imagination of the dreamer.

G

,

^'
{Met., 11,634) styles him
arlificem, siinulaturemque
JigurcB.^^
(Compare Gterig, ad loc.) Morpheus is
sometimes represented as a man advanced in years,
with two larne wings on his shoulders, and two smaller ones attached to his head.
This is the more common way of representing him. ( Winckclmann, Wake,
vol. 2, p. 5.5.0.)
In the Museum Pio Clementinum, he
is sculptured in relief on a cippus, as a boy,
treadmg
in
lightly on tiptoe : on his head he has two wings
his right hand a horn, from which he appears to be
pouring something; in his left a poppy-stalk with
On a relief in the Villa Borghcae,
three poppy-heads.
the god of dreams is again represented as a boy with
;

wujgs, and holding the poppy-stalk, but without any
horn.
{Winckclmann, vol. 2, p. 713.)
Mors, one of the deities of the lower world, born
of Night without a sire.
Nothing is particularly known
relative to the manner in which she was worshipped.
*'
" The
are
figures of Mors or Death," says Spence,
very uncommon, as indeed those of the evil and hurtful beings generally are.
They were banished from all
medals ; on seals and rings they were probably considered as bad omens, and were, perhaps, never r.ssd.
•—Among the very few figures of Mors I have ever
met with, that in the Florentine gallery is, I think, the
most remarkable it is a little figure in brass, of a
skeleton, sitting on the ground, and resting one of its
:

hands on a long urn. I fancy Mors was common
enough in the paintings of old, because she is so frequently mentioned in a descriptive manner by the Roman poets. The face of Mors, when they gave her
any face, seems to have been of a pale, wan, dead

The poets describe her as ravenous, treachercolour.
ous, and furious.
They speak of her roving about
858

of the Sinus Persicus. {PtoL, in Huds. G. M., 3, 13.
-^Arrian, PeripL, in Huds. G. M., 1, 18.) It was
much frequented, according to Arrian, on account of
the Sachalitic incense obtained there.
Much doubt

has arisen relative to the precise situation of this
port.
opinion which makes it correspond to the modern Mascate, though plausible on account of the sim-

The

Moscha more
ilarity of names, cannot be supported.
probably answers to the modern Sadschar, which D'Anville calls Seger, and Vincent Schoehr
{Mannert
Gcogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 102, cd. \%Z\ .—Vincent' s Periplus, p. 344, seqq.)
MoscHi, a people of Asia, dwelling, according to
Mela (1, 2; 3, 5), in the vicinity of the Hyrcanian
Sea ; but according to Pliny (6, 4). around the sources of the Phasis, between the Euxine and Caspian
Seas.
Stephanus of Byzantium calls them Moaxoi,
and Procopius Metr^oi.

{Ker. Got., 4, 2 )
a [)hysician. whose era is not ascer"
tained.
treatise on
Female Complaints" {Tlepi
Tuv yvvaiKFiuv iraBuv) is commonly ascribed to him.

MoscHioN,

I.

A

The

is that of Dewez, Vindob.. 1793, 8vo.
here given after a very good MS. in the
'*
It is to be regretted,"
Imperial Library at Vienna.
that this author's work on Female
says Mr. Adams,
Complaints' has descended to us in so imperfect a state ;
for it appears to have contained very original and inHis directions relative to
genious views of practice.
the umbilical cord after delivery are more judicious
than those laid down by any other ancient author.
He
disapproves of all the superstitious and ignorant modes
of procedure formerly resorted to in such cases, and
recommends to tie the cord in two places, and to divide it in the middle with a scalpel or sharp knife.
He reprobates the ancient practice of using instruments
of wood, glass, reed, or hard crusts of bread. In cases
of retention of the placenta, he disapproves of sternutatories, fumigations, suspendingweights from the cord,
and the like, because such means are apt to occasion
hemorrhage ; and he directs the midwife in other particulars with great judgment."
MoscHus, I. or MocHus, a philosopher of Sidon, and
the most ancient name remaining on the list of Phoenician philosophers. If we are to credit lamblichus ( Vit.
Pyfhag., 3, 14), he lived before the time of Pythagoras.
After Posidonius, many writers ascribe to him a system
of philosophy, which subsequently rose into great celebrity under the Grecian philosophers Leucippus and

best edition

Tfie text

is

—

'

'*'

It is
Epicurus, called the Atomic.
urged, in defence
of this opinion, that the Monads of Pythagoras were the
same with the Atoms of Moschus, with which Pythagoras became acquainted during his residence in Phoe-

nicia

to

;

and that from Pythagoras

this doctrine

Empedocles and Anaxagoras, and afterward

passed
to

Leu-

—

{Stob., Eel. Phys., 1, 13.
cippus and Epicurus.
To this may be replied, that
Arist.y Mctaph., 13, 6.)

MOS

MOSCHUS.
the single evidence of Posidonius the Stoic, who lived
many ages after the time of Moschus, to whom also

that

and of whose authority even

Cicero allows little credit,
Strabo and Scxlus Einpiricus,

who

refer to him, inti-

mate some suspicion, is too feeble to support the whole
But the circumstance which
weight of this opinion.
most of all invalidates it is, that the method of philosophizing by hypothesis or system, which was followed
by the Greek philosophers, was inconsistent with the
genius and character of the Barbaric philosophy, which
consisted in simple assertion, and relied entirely upon
The argument drawn from the
traditional authority.
history and doctrines of Pythagoras is fully refuted,

is
What is the reason
unphilosophical.
'
Lycidas,' and that the Monody on Lucy,' by
Lord Lyttleton, continue to be popular in defiance
of criticism 1
It is that the criticism is
hypercriti-

inference

I

so

•

and that the popular feeling is right.
Shak»peare, who had from nature the deepest intuition
into the complicated science of mental philosoj)hy,
saw that the human mind perpetually foils the calcal,

[

,

We

of previous reasoning.
are often
struck with the language and deportment of his characters, as contrary to what niight have been expected
culations

and yet we shall, I beShakspeare, in disappointing the vulgar notions of probability or consistency,
has taken his instructions from practical human life
under such circumstances

;

;

find that

lieve, invariably

j

by showing that this part of the history of Pythagoras
has been involved in obscurity by the later Platonists,
and that neither the doctrine of Monads, nor any of Among various instances, that of a seemingly affected
those systems which are said to have been derived from and overstrained mode of diction, and far-fetched train
Moschus, are the same with the Atomic doctrine of of sentiment, may be adduced as one of the most
may therefore safely conclude, that, prominent, and as that which is most frequently conEpicurus.
whatever credit the cor])uscular system may derive demned, with a positive confidence, as a glaring viofrom other sources, it has no claims to bo considered lation of a universally acknowledged rule. But it will
as the ancient doctrine of the Phoenicians.
{Bnfield's be found that the human mind, when acted upon by
i

j

We

I

I

History of Philosophy,
pastoral poet,

vol.

whose era

is

—

II. A Greek
p. 75.)
not clearly ascertained.

1,

states positively that Moschus
(.9. V. Moa^'ff)
the friend or disciple of Aristarchus (for the word
yvijptuog, which he employs, may have either significa-

Suidas

was

If this be correct, the poet ought to have flourThis
ished about the 156ih Olympiad (B.C. 156).
position, however, is very probably erroneous, since
Suidas is here in contradiction with a passage of Moschus himself {Epitaph. Bion., v. 102), in which the
Now
poet speaks of 'I'heocritus as a contemporary.
Theocritus flourished B.C. 270.
Moschus is said to
have been a native of Syracuse, though he spent the
He was the
greater part of his days at Ale.tandrea.
friend, and, according to some, the disciple of Bion.
h.ive four idyls from him, and some other smaller
ti'in).

—

any extraordinary excitement, does in fact fly to remote associations, and vent its superfluous energy in
violent combinations, and in a wild sportiveness of
The Elegy' of Moschus, like the Lyimagery.
cidas' of Milton, is no impeachment of the poet's ac'

'

it is, in
curate taste or genuine simplicity of feeling
either instance, the luxury of sorrow which pleases
itself with grotesque and romantic creations of an excited fancy : it is the revery of a poet ; accompanied
with that natural irregularity of mind, that unseating
of the judgment by an overbalance of the imagination,
which marks the delirious excess of melancholy in the
man." {Specimens of the Classic Poets, vol. 1, p.
The remains of Moschus are given in
369, seqq.)
:

—

pieces.

the collections of Brunck, Gaisford, and Boissonade.
One of the best separate editions is that of Manso,
GothcB, 1784 and 1807, Svo.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.y

poem

vol. 3, p. 165.)

to

MoscHYLUs. Vid,. Mosychlus.
MosELLA, a river of Belgic Gaul, rising in the
range of Mount Vogesus, and flowing through the ter-

We

1. 'Epcjg SpairiTTjg (" Cupid, a
run-away"), a
Venus offers a reward
of twenty-nine verses.
will
him
back
one
who
to
her
and draws
;
any
bring
a picture of the young deity, so that no one may mis2. 'EvpuTTTj (•' Europii^).
take him.
The subject of
this poem, which consists of 161 verses, is the carryIt is a very
ing off of Europa from Phoenicia to Crete.
graceful and charming piece, and would be worthy of the
best age of Grecian literature, were not the introduction rather too long.
'ETTira^iOf Biuvoq (" Elegy on
The poet represents
Bion'), a piece of 133 verses.
all nature as
mourning the death of Bion. It is a very
elegant production ; but overloaded with imagery, and
"
open to the charge of what Valckenaer calls elcgan-

—

—

ttssimam
(*'

luxariem.'''

—

Mepara, spouse of

4.

Meyupa,

yvvi]

'HpaKleovg

Hercules"'), a fragment, contain-

It is this fragment which some criting 125 verses.
ics have sought to assign to Pisander, and others to
have
in it a dialogue between the
Panyasis.
mother and the wife of Hercules. The scene is laid
at Tiryns, and the hero is supposed to be absent at
the time, accomplishing one of the labours imposed upon
him by Eurystheus. The two females deplore their
own hard lot and that of Hercules. This piece contains less imagery and ornament than the other remains which we possess of Moschus. It is marked
by a simplicity of manner which recalls to mind the
ancient epopee, and is distinguished by traits of genuine feeling.
"Moschus," observes Elton, "seems
to have taken Bion for his model, and resembles him
in his turn for apologues, his delicate
amenity of style,
his luxuriance of poetic
imagery, and his graceful and,
as it were, feminine softness.
The Elegy on Bion'

We

—

'

at first view
appear forced and affected, from
exuberance of conceit and Dr. Johnson, in his
on
critique
Lycidas,' has given a currency to the
opinion that, where there is real sorrow, there can
be
I am satisfied that the
nothing of mere poetry.

may
its

;

'

ritories of the Leuci, Mediomatrici, and Treveri, into
It is now the
the Rhine at Confluentes {Coblentz).

Moselle.

{Tac, Ann.,

13,

53.—^mm.

MarcelL, 16,

Z.—Flor.,2,\i).)

Moschylus, a mountain in Lemknown to the Greeks.
{XJkcrt, ubcr Lemnos und den Mosychlos
Allg. GeHence Lemnos is men1802, p. 12.)
ogr. Ephem

Mosychlus

or

nos, and the earliest volcano

.

—

,

tioned by
of Vulcan

Homer {Od
;

and

,

8,

283) as the favourite abode

this island

received him

when hurled

from the skies.
(7/., 1, 592.)
Mosychlus is mentioned as a volcanic mountain by many of the later writers, and was situate on the eastern side of the island.
{Antim., ap. Schol. ad Nicand., Theriac, 474.-^
Schol. ad Lycophr., 227.— Nicand., Theriac, 458.-

—

Moax^'hog.
Steph. Byz., s. v. AlOdXij.
It is thought to have
L., 7, 19, &;c.)
sunk in the sea a short time after the age of Alexander,
When the western
together with the island Chrysa.
to the Greeks,
parts of Europe became better known
and iEtna, with the ^d^olian isles, attracted their attenof Vultion, they seem to have transferred the forges
can to this latter quarter.
(Compare the authorities
cited by Cluver, Sic. Ant., I. 2. p. 407.)
According
to other
fables, Typhon or Typhoeus lay
s. v.

Hesych.,
—
Varro, L

—

mythological
buried beneath J£.in^ {jEschyi, Prom. Vmct., 372,
Cltiv., Sic. Ant.,
Pind , Pyth., 1, 29, seqq.
Enceladus {Oppian,
1.
1, p. 108), or, as others relate,
Creuzcr, ad Xanth., fragm.t
Cyneg., 1, 273, seqq,
and the battle-ground between the
p. 163, scqq.);
some in Sicily, by othgods and giants was placed by
ers near Cumae in Italy.
{Apollod., 1. 6, Z.—Strab.,
seqq.

—

—

—

343.—K, 281.-P/j>i,

3,

9.— Id.,

18,

29.-Po!yL,
859

MUM

MUN

Ol.~Diod. Sic, 4, 21.— Id., 5, 71.) Almost every volcanic situation, however, in the ancient world,
seems to have had this honour in succession conferred
3,

upon

it.

(Compare Bcrkel, ad Steph. Byz.,

s. v.

MosYN^ci, a people of Pontus in Asia Minor, on
the coast near Cerasus.
(Xen., Anab., 5, 4, 2) The
10,000 Greeks passed through their country in their
The name is one given them by the Greeks,
from the cii"cumstance of their dwelling in wooden
owcrs or forts {[loaavv, a wooden tower, and o'lKiu, *'/o
dwelt.'"
Sturz, Lex. Xen., vol. 3, p. 175.
Compare
Apoll. Rhod., 2, 1018.— Schneider, ad Xen., I. c).
Ml'Lciber, a surname of Vulcan, from the verb
" to
soften," and alluding to the softening inmulcco,
retreat.

—

—

fluence of

fire

Macrob., Sat.,

upon metals.
1,

(AuL GclL,

I'i.—Ovid, Met.,

13, 22.

—

2, 5.)

a river of Africa, the same, according to
the common account, with the Molochath and Malva,
and which separated Mauritania from Numidia in the

MuLUCHA,

Hamatime of Bocchus, king of the former country.
ker, however {Miscellanea Phoenicia, p. 240, seqq.),
disputes the correctness of i*his, and makes distinct
Acrivers of the Molochath, Malva, and Mulucha.
cording to this writer, the Molochath was the boundary between the two countries above mentioned in the
at a subsequent petime of Bocchar {Liv., 29, 30)
riod, Mauritania was e.ttended to the river Mulucha,
under Bogud, the son of
in the days of Bocchus
Bocchus, It was farther extended to the Ampsagas
but afterward, under Juba, was circumscribed by the
Nasava: and finally, under the Emperor Claudius, the
Ampsagas was again made the eastern limit, and
Mauritania, thus enlarged, was divided by that em;

:

;

two provinces, which the third river, the
peror into
Malva, separated.
{Hamaker, I. c.) According to
the same Oriental scholar, the names Mulucha and
Molochath both signify " salt ;" while Malva has the

meaning of ^'full," and indicates a large and copious
stream.
Compare Gesenius,
{Hamaker, p. 245.
Phoen. Monument., p. 425.)

—

Vid. Milvius Pons.
MuLvius Pons.
MuMMius, I. Lucius, a Roman of plebeian origin.
Having been sent (B.C. 153) into Farther Spain as

he experienced at first a considerable check
but not long after retrieved his credit, and gained several advantages, which, though not very decisive, yet
obtained for him the honours of a triumph.
(Appian,
Bell. Hisp., 56.
Having been
Schweigh., ad loc.)
elected consul B.C. 146, and charged with the continuance of the war against the Achaean league, he
received the command of the forces from Metellus,
encamped under the walls of Corinth, and defeated
This victory put him
the enemy in a pitched battle.
in possession of the city, which was plundered and
praslor,

;

—

The

works of art became the prey of the conquerors, and were either de-

burned by

his troops.

finest

Corinth nothing wherewith to

make himself

a rich-

man.

{De OJiciis, 2, 22.)
Appian states that
Mummius was condemned under the Varian law, and
er

punished with exile, and that he ended his days at
Delos.
This, however, is very
{Bell. Civ., 1, 37.)
probably an error on the part of the historian, who
him
with L. Memmius,
seems to have confounded
Consult
mentioned by Cicero in his Brutus (c. 89.
FreinSchiceigh., Ind. ad App., s. v. Mummius.

—

—

— H.

Spurius, brother of tlie preceHe is mentioned by Cicero, with more praise
ding.
as a public speaker than his brother ; and is also said
to have been attached to the Stoic philosophy.
{Cic,

shem., 71, 41).

Brut., 25.)

MuNATius, Plancus,

a

Roman whose name

frequent-

He was
occurs in the history of the civil wars.
one of Caesar's warmest partisans, and was sent by
him into Gaul to found colonies there. Ho was also
After the battle
intended by him for the consulship.
of Mutina, he joined his forces to those of Antony and
Lcpidus, and became consul with the former, A.U.C.
He afterward accompanied Antony into Egypt,
712.
where he performed the part of a vile courtier, and
even of a butibon, around the person of Cleopatra.
When fortune deserted his jjrotector, he turned his
back upon him and embraced the party of Octavianus.
have several letIn 732 he was chosen censor.
ters of his among the correspondence of Cicero.
They betray the equivocal character of the man.
ly

We

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 149.)
MuNDA. a strongly fortified and large city of Hisof Malaca.
pania Baetica, on the coast, southwest
In its vicinity was fought the
{Strabo. 141, 160.)
famous battle between Caesar and the sons of Pompey,

which put an end to the war. {Hirt., Bell. Hisp., c.
It was a most desperate action, and even the
31.)
veterans of Caesar,

who

for

upward of fourteen years

had signalized their valour, were compelled to give
It was only by the most vigorous exertions
way.
Caethat the sons of Pompey were at last defeated.
sar is said to have given up all for lost at one period
of the fight, and to have been on the point of destroyAs he retired after the battle, he told
ing himself.
his friends that he had often fought for victory, but
that this was the first time ho had fought for his life.
Caesar is said to have lost 1000 of his best soldiers:
The battle was fought
the enemy had 30.000 slain.
After the battle, the siege
the 17rh March, B.C. 45.
of Munda ensued, and the assailants are said actually
to have made use of the dead bodies of the enemy in

The litelevating their mound to a sufficient height.
of Monda in Grenada is supposed to lie
near the ancient city.
{Plin.. 3, 3.— Lzw., 24. 42.
Sil. Ital, 3, 400.— FZonw, 4, 'i.—Dio Cass., 43, 39.
Val. Max., 7, 6.)
MunvchTa (and je), one of the ports of Athens, so

—

tle village

—

it is
said, from Munychus, an Orchomenian,
who, having been expelled from BcEoiia by the Thra{Biod. Sic, fragm 7)
cians, settled at Athens.
Strabo describes it as a peninsular hill, connected with
the continent by a narrow neck of land, and aboundand partly the work
ing with hollows, partly natural
When it had been enclosed by fortified lines,
of art.
connecting it with the other ports, Munychia became
a most important position, from the security y. afforded to these maritime dependencies of Athens, and,
mentioned as the point
accordingly, we find it always
B.C. 141, during which year the Capitol was gilded. which was most particularly guarded when any attack
Mummius died so poor as not to leave was apprehended on the side of the sea. {Thucyd.^
{Plin., 33, 3 )
sufficient for a dowry for his daughter, who accord- 8, 92.— Xen., Hist. Gr., 2. ^.— Plut., Vit. Phoc—
He left Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 351.) Hobhouse,
from the senate.
ingly received a portion
"
some orations behind him, which Cicero characterizes in speaking of the Munychian harbour, observes, the
t-here
as plain and oldfashioned in their style {"simplex old harbour of Munychia is of a circular form
But are several remains of wall running into the water,
Brut., 25),
quidem, L. Mummius et anliqiius."
side
of
the
at
each
seen
the same writer does justice elsewhere to his great and a piece of pier is to be
in bringing back from mouth of it ; so that the entrance, as well as the
probity and disinteiestedncss,

called,

It
stroyed in the conflagration or sent off to Rome.
is said that Mummius,.m the true spirit of a rude and
unlettered soldier, made it an express condition with
those who had contracted to convey, on this occasion,
some of the choicest works of art to Rome, that if
1
they lost any they must replace them by new ones
Veil.
novas esse reddituros."^
{''si cas perdidissent,
On his return, Mumrnius was honPatcrc, 1, 13).
oured with another triumph, and obtained the surname
He was elected consul a second time,
of Achaicas.

,

—

—

:

MUS
whole

MUS

The
port, is smaller than that of the Pirccus.
is from south to north.
If the

direction of the port

from taxes

for the

time to come.

Indeed, from

this pe-

riod, instruction in the healing art became more Ingbly
esteemed at Rome, and was placed on a level wiv^,

harbour once contained four hundred ships, each vessel must have been a wherry."
(Vol. 1, p. 301, Am. the teaching of Philology, Rhetoric, and Philosophy,
See more on this subject in the remarks on the (Consult Gaupp, de prof, et vied, eorumque privileg.,
cd.)
and
Piraeus.
Phalerus
articles
Musa was not always, howp. 29, Vratislav., 1827.)
Mdr/Ena, I. Ij. Licinius, a Roman commander. ever, so successful in his practice ; and the use of the
He had charge of Sylla's left wing in the battle with cold bath, which had saved Augustus, hastened, or, at
Archelaus, near Ch«ronea, and contributed powerfully least, could not prevent, the death of the young Marto the victory which Sylla gained on that occasion. cellus.
This, at least, is the account given by Dio
It must be observed, however, in
After the latter had concluded a treaty of peace with Cassius (53, 30).
Miihradates, he left Mursena in command of the Ro- justice to Musa, that Suetonius, Velleius Paterculus,
man forces in Asia, who, not long after, broke the Pliny, and Tacitus, are silent on this head. Dio Castreaty and invaded Cappadocia, plundering the treas- sius, in another passage (53, 33), states, that Livia was
ures of the temple at Comana.
Miihradates, how- suspected by some of having caused poison to be adever, met and defeated him on the banks of the Halys. ministered to young Marcellus, which baffled all the
II. The son of the
{Vid. Mithradates VI.)
prece- skill of his physicians; but he adds, that the prevading, a consul, and colleague of D. Silanus, was ac- lence of a severe epidemic during that and the followcused by Servius Sulpicius and Cato of having been ing year, by which great numbers perished, rendered
Velleius Paterguilty of bribery in suing for the consulship, and was this suspicion somewhat improbable.
The oration delivered on culus, Pliny, and Tacitus make no such reproach to
ably defended by Cicero.
the
and
a
note to Virgil
is
still
was
of
in
this occasion
extant.
Murcena
Servius,
Musa;
memory
acquitted.
MuKSA, a city of Pannonia Inferior, on the Dravus, {Ai^n., 6, 862), attributes the death of Marcellus to
a short distance to the west of its junction with the a different cause.
(Compare Bianconi, Lettres sur
Danube. It was founded by Hadrian, and in its vi- Celse, p. 59. Rose, Diss, d^ Aug. contr. med. curaThe cold bath, after this, was for
It te, Hal, 1741.)
cinity Magnentius was defeated by Constantiu^.
corresponds to the modem Essck, the capital of Scla- a long time discontinued, until Charmis of Massilia
vonia.
Ptol.)
{Stcph. Byz., p. 472.
brought it again into use at Rome, with great emoluMuRTi.i or MuRciA, a surname given to Venus by ment to himself and advantage to invalids. {PHn., I.
The more popular orthography with c. Essai Hist, sur le Med. en France, p. 20, Paris,
the Romans.
The talents of Musa do not appear to have
the ancient writers was Myrtia, from myrtus, "the 1762.)
Virgil })raises his
myrtle," and various reasons are assigned for this been confined to the medical art.
Ovid, Fast., spirit and taste in an epigram contained in the Calalcc{Scrv. ad Eclog.y 7, 62.
etymology.
The other form ta (13), in which he says that Phoebus and the Muses
4, 141.— Serr. ad Georg., 2, 64.)
of the name, Murcia, is explained as follows by St. had bestowed upon him their choicest gifts.
He ap"
Dea Murcia, qua pears, in fact, to have been on intimate terms with both
Augustine {dc Civ. Dei, 4, 16) ;
fneter modum non moveretur, ac facer ct hominem, ut Virgil and Horace, the latter of whom he advised to
Musa is
ait Pompmiius, murcidum, id est, nimis desidiosum leave off bathing at Baiae.
{Epist., 1, 15.)
et inactuosum.''^
(Compare Arnobius, 1. 4, p. 132.) said to have been the first that made use of the flesh of
She had a temple at the foot of the Aventine Hill, vipers in curing ulcers, and employed, as simples, letand hence this hill was anciently called Murcius. tuce, succory, and endives. He was the inventor of
{Festus.—Liv., 1, 33.)
many remedies, which all bore his name. {Galen, de
MusA, Antonius, a celebrated physician at Rome, in Comp. Med., sec. loc lib. 8, p. 287, &ic.— Plin., 29, 6.)
Two works are erroneously ascribed to Musa, one a
the age of Augustus.
He is commonly supposed to
"
have been a freedman of that emperor's.
Some, how- treatise Z)e Hcrba Belonica,"" published by Humelever, make him to have been of Greek origin, and the berg with notes, Ttgur., 1537, 4to ; and the other a
''
son of a parent named lasus.
De tuenda valetvdine,^^ addressed
Pliny speaks of a broth- poetical fragment,
er of Musa's, named Euphorbus, who was physician to to Mfficenas, which appeared at Nuremberg, 1538, 8vo,
Juba II., king of Mauritania; and he adds, that a cer- under the editorial care of Troppau. The genuine frag" Antonii
tain plant, the virtues of which were discovered by him, ments of Musa were collected by Caldani
received from this prince the complimentary name of MuscE fragmenta qua exstant,'" Bassano, 1800, 8vo.
Musahad received an ex- There is a curious dissertation of Bishop Alierbury"s
{Plin., 25, 7.)
Euphorbia.
cellent education.
It appears that he took
up the study {Loud., 1740, 8vo), in which he undertakes to prove
of medicine merely with the view of relieving his own that Virgil has commemorated Musa in the twelfth book
father, who was weighed down with infirmities, and of the -A^neid, under the character of laspis.
{Biogr.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

:

filial
piety was richly rewarded by the distingui.shed
proficiency to which he attained in the healing art.
His repntption became established by a successful cure

his

which he performed in the case of the emperor. Augustus had been suffering for a long time under a complaint about which the ancient writers give us no exact
information, but which the imperial physicians appear
only to have aggravated by the use of warm remedies.
Musa was at length called in, and the emperor placed
himself in his hands.
Discarding all fomentations and

Musa prescribed the cold bath and
refreshing drinks, and Augustus soon recovered the
health to which he had long been a stranger.
{Sue-

healing remedies,

Aug., 8\.—Dio Cass., 53, 20.— Plin., 29,
1.)
Augustus and the senate not only presented Musa
with a considerable sum of money, but also bestowed
upon him the rank of an eques or knight, and caused a
brazen statue to be erected to him in the temple of ^Es{Ackermann, Prolus. de Ant. Mus., ^ 6, p.
culapius.
It is also said, that, out of consideration for Mu15.)
sa, the whole medical profession were to be exempted

ton., Vit.

—

—

p. 465, seq.
Sprengel, Hist. Mid., vol.
scq.—B'dhr, Gcsch. Rom. Lu., vol. 1, p. 691.)
certain
who
Mus.(E,
goddesses
presided over poetry,
music, and all the liberal arts and sciences, and who
were the daughters of Jupiter by the nymph MnemosNo definite number of the Muses is given by
yne.

Univ., vol. 30,

2, p. 23,

Homer for the verse in which they
now regarded as spurious. {Od
;

is

,

are said to be nint
24, 60.)

Perhaps

so many
originally, as in the case of the Erinnyes and
Pausanother deities, there was no precise number.
to which
ias (9, 29, 1)
gives an old tradition, according

Melete (Practice),
were only three Muses
Araius said
{Memory), and Acede (Song).
there were four, ihe daughters of Jupiter and the nymph
were
ThelxiPlusia {Wealthy), and that their names
noe {Mind-soolher), Acede, Melete, and Arche [Beginning.— Cic, N. D., 3, n.—Eudocia, 294). Aleman and some other poets made the Muses the daughters of Heaven and Earth.
{Diod. Sic, 47.— PattThe more received opinion makes
san., 9, 29, 4.)
them nine in number, and, as we have already remark861
there

Mneme

:

MUS

MUS^US.

ed, the daughters of Jupiter and of Mnemosyne, the
(Hes., Theog.,53, seqq.
Id.ib.,
The names of the Muses were Calliope, Clio,
76.)

—

goddess of Memory.

—

Melpomene, Euterpe, Erato, Terpsichore, Urania, Thaand Polymnia, an account of each of whom will be
found under their respective names, as well as of the par-

lia,

ticular

—

departments which later ages assigned to each.
Macedonia is said by Hesiod {Theog., 53)

Pieria in

Some traditions made Musai'us the disciple
of Orpheus ; others, on the contrary, call him the
preceptor of the latter ; and Suidas states expressly, that,
although a disciple of Orpheus, he was more advanced
Hercules.

latter, who bequeathed to him his
According to another tradition, this instrument
was intrusted to Musaeus by the Muses, who had found

in

years than the

lyre.

it

on the seashore after the death of Orpheus.

— The

to have been the birthplace of the Muses
and everything relating to them proves the antiquity of the trathat
the
and
of
these goddition,
knowledge
worship

poems of Musaeus, neglected very probably at a later
period, when the poetry of Ionia, more consonant with
the genius of the Greek nation, became
widely diffused,
desses came from the North into Hellas.
{Batlmann, were interpolated to such a degtee, that, when in a
vol.
became
293.
the
vol.
1,
Voss, Mythol. Briefe,
subsequent age they
Mylhol.,
p.
subject of critical in4, p. 3.
Id., Prolegom.,
Mullcr, Orchom.f p. 381.
vestigation, it was no longer possible to distinguish beAlmost all the mountains, grottoes, and tween what was original and what had been added.
p. 219.)
;

—

—

—

springs from which they have derived their appellations, or which were sacred to them, were in MaceSuch are the
donia, Thessaly, Phocis, or Boeotia.
mountains Pimpla, Pmdus, Parnassus, Helicon
the
fountains Hippocrene, Aganippe, Castalia ; and also
the Corycian Cave.
The Muses, as Homer informs us
{IL, 2, 594), met the Thracian Thamyris in Dorion (in
the Peloponnesus) as he was returning from CEchalia.
He had boasted that he could e.xcel them in singing
;

—

;

and, enraged at his presumption, they struck him blind
his knowledge of music.
Shortly

and deprived hun of

after the birth of these goddesses, the nine daughters
of Pierus, king of .^mathia, are said to have challenged

them

The

place of trial was
Mount Helicon. At the song of the daughters of Pierus, the sky became dark, and all nature was put out
of harmony ; but at that of the Muses, the heavens
themselves, the stars, the sea, and the rivers, stood moto a contest of singing.

tionless, and Helicoti swelled up with delight, so that
his summit would have reached the sky had not

Nep-

tune directed Pegasus to strike it with his hoof.
The
Muses then turned the presumptuous maidens into
nine different kinds of birds.
{Nicander, ap. Anton.
Ovid, who relates
300, seqg.), says they were
he is followed by Statins.
most probable derivation of
Lib., 9.)

seems

the same legend {Met., 5,
turned into magpies, and
{Silv., 2, 4,

— The
19.)

name Muse {Movoa)

the

be that which deduces

it from the obsolete
verb /J.UO), " to inquire^' or " invent ;" so that the Muses are nothing more than personifications of the inventive powers of the mind as displayed in the several

arts.

to

185, scqq.)
an early Greek bard, of whom little
than of Orpheus, the history of his life

{Kcightley^s Mythology,

Mus.«us,
more is known
I.

p.

being enveloped in mystery and encumbered with faPlato calls him the son of Selene, and, as if to
bles.
leave no doubt about the meaning of this latter name,
in a passage of his Leontion, preserved
Athenoeus, says that Mene, that is, the Moon, was

Pausanias

(1,

the Pisistratidae

which

we have

tl^e

all

hymn in honour of Ceres
the rest appeared to him

who was contemporary with
poem of Hero and Leandcr,

Musaeus, sur— We by another
now proceed
enu-

remaining,

the grammarian.
merate the titles of the
bard. —
XpTjcfioi ("

is

will

to

works ascribed

to the ancient

Musaeus, according to

Oracles'''').

Herodotus (8, 96), had predicted the happy issue of
the battle of Salamis; that is, some one had
applied to
this event, so
glorious for the Greeks, one of the old
the
prophecies preserved among
people just as was
afterward done with regard to the three verses
preserved for us by Pausanias (10, 9), and in which the Athenians saw, with the more willingness, a prediction relative to the battle of iEgos Potamos, because it confirmed the suspicions they had before entertained ol
the treachery of Adimantus.
This last-mentioned ora;

and also another, likewise in three
by Clemens Alexandrinus {Stromala, 8, p. 738), are the two chief fragments that remain to us of the poetry of Musoeus. His oracles
were collected by (Onomacritus, in obedience to the
orders of Hipparchus
but the poet Lasus, of Hercle of Musaeus,

verses,

preserved

;

mione, having delected the fraud practised by Onomacritus, who had intermingled his own productions
with these ancient prophecies, Hipparchus drove the
It
{Herodotus, 7, 6.)
impostor into exile.
appears,
after this it -was impossible to
distinguish what
to
from
Musaeus
what
had
been interpolabelonged
ted by Onomacritus.
2. TeleTai
{^^Initiations"').
the
in
of
Plato
(vol. 6, p. 221, ed.
passage
Republic

that

—

A

Bipont) explains the object of this species of poetry
by these initiatory forms the acts of sacrilege
committed ei'.her by individuals or entire communities
:

were expiated.
of KadapftoL
solutions"').

by

maladies"^).

—

for the

;

named

Hermesianax,

the mother of this poet, whom he styles the favourite
of the Graces.
{Athen., 13, p. 597, c.
Compare
Schol. ad Aristopk., Ran., 1065.)
Others merely
make a nymph to have been his parent. Musaeus was
born either at Athens or at Eleusis, for the ancient
he was origiwriters are not agreed upon this point

22) regarded

as the only genuine one ;
the work of Onomacritus,

—

They were

also cited under the title

Purifications"''), or lilapa?iva£i^
3. 'Akeoei^ voacjv {''Charms

{'^

Cited

by

and Eustathius {ad.

11.,

{'*

Ab-

against
Aristophanes {Ran., 1033)

introd.).

—

An

4.

I,^alpa

{^'

The

Sphere''^).
astrological poem. Diogenes Laertius,
in speaking of Musajus, says, Troi^aat 6e

QeoyovLav

aal 2(palpav TvpuTov
the meaning of this is, that he
was the first who versified such subjects as a Theogony and the Sphere. Sir Isaac Newton incorrectly
from Thrace, and descended from the gives this a literal translation, that Musaeus was the
nally, however,
first who constructed a
of
the
owed
its
which
illustrious family
Eumolpidos,
sphere, and on this error is
Thracian Eumolpus. This family was founded the calculation of that celebrated mathematiorigin to the
in possession of certain mysteries and peculiar rites of cian, according to which the Argonautic expedition
(Consult Clavier, Hist, des
initiation, and claimed from father to son the gift of took place 936 B.C.
Musteus was the fourth or fifth in descent premiers temps de la Grece, 2d cd., vol. 3,
5.
24.)
:

:

prophecy.

from Eumolpus
father.

He

is

:

tradition

placed

1426 B.C., when

his

named Antiphenes

in the

hymns

for his

Arundelian marbles

at

are said to have been re-

ceived into the celebration of the Eleusinian mysteries.
He passed the greater part of his life at Athens, and
in the time of Pausanias, the quarter of the city where
he had resided, and where he was also interred, still
bore the name of Museum {Movanov.
Pausan., 1,
He was married to Deiope, by whom he had Eu25).

—

p.

—

—

cited under the title oi 'Evju.6?iTrta TzoirjaLg.
It is
supposed by some to have been a code of instructions for

the celebration of the mysteries.
According to Sui8.
Servius
das, it contained 4000 verses.
Kparrjp.
{ad Mn., 6, 667) is the only one that cites this poem.
He says it was the first production of Musaeus, and

molpus the younger, who presided at the expiation of was dedicated

862

—

A

6.
Theogony"").
TLTavoypa^ia, a de7. 'TTrod^Kuc
scription of the war of the Titans.
Addressed to his son Eumolpus. Also
{^'Precepts'").

Qeoyovia ("

—

to

Orpheus.

The

title

would seem

to in-

MUT

MUS^US.
mixed character, as the term Kparr'p
dicalc a work
denotes a vessel in which wine and water were nii-ved.
of a

—

^ Hymn

Cited by Pausanias as the
It was comonly authentic production of Musaeus.
of the I^ycomcda3, who appear to
posed for the family
for
have cherished a particular veneration for Certs
9.

to

Ceres.

;

which was
they possessed a temple of this goddess,
destroyed by the Persians, and which Themistocles,
who belonged to this same family, rebuilt. {Pint.,
10. A Hymn in honour of Bacchus.
Vit. Them.)
Cited by ./Elius Aristides in his Eulogium on this di-

—

—

11. Ylepl QecTTrpuTuv {^' Of the ThesproliClemens Alexandrinus states, that Eugamaws").
mon of Cyrene, a poet who flourished about the 53d
Olympiad, claimed this as his own production, and
To render such
published it under his own name.
an act of plagiarism at all possible, the poem of

vinity.

and 480 A.D.

A

circumstance, moreover, unimpor-

All
itself, comes in support of this calculation.
the manuscripts give to the author of the poem the
title of
grammarian now, among the letters of Protant in

:

is one addressed to a certain
and though he is not styled, in the address,
a grammarian, yet the letter evidently is intended for
a person of this description.
The period when ProcoIf we suppius flourished is fi.xed at about 520 A.D.
pose, then, that the poem of Hero and Leander was a
production of Musaeus's youth, and that he had attained
an advanced age when Procopius addressed to him the
letter in question, perhaps between 480 and 500 A.D.,
nothing will prevent our regarding the correspondent
of Procopius as the author of this poem, which thus
The
might have been composed before 4r)0 A.D.

copius of Gaza, there

Musaeus

:

—

poem in question bears the following title, Td /ra^
Musaeus must have previously fallen into complete 'Hpw Kal AEavSpov. It consists of 310 hexameters.
The story on which it is founded is an old one VirIt contained a description of the remarkoblivion.

—

;

12. Isthmian Songs.
things in Thesprotia.
Cited by the scholiasts on Euripides and on ApolThese cannot, however, have been
lonius Rhodius.
productions of Musaeus, as he lived before the es-

able

—

The few scattablishment of the Isthmian games.
tered remains that we possess of Musaeus have been
reunited by H. Stephens, in his collection of the
philosophic
in

poets,

his " Mus(ZuSy

and,

by Passow,
Uebersetzung, Emlci-

among

Urschrift,

others,

tung, und Kritische Anmer hurtgen,'''' Leipzig, 1810,
8vo.
native of Ephesus, who resided at PerII.
gamus. He was the author of an epic poem in ten
books, entitled Perse'is, and also of other effusions
Moreri thinks
in honour of Eumenes and Attalus.
that he wrote the Isthmian Songs, which the scho-

—

A

on Euripides and on Apollonius Rhodius cite
He does not appear to
under the name of Musaeus.
have been the writer of whom Martial speaks (12,
liasts

—

III. A grammarian, the author of a poem founded on the story of Hero and Leander.
Opinions have
greatly varied relative to the age of this production.

97).

Julius Caesar Scaliger believed that it was the composition of the elder Musjeus, the Athenian, and anterior,

(Ars Poet.,
consequently, to the Iliad and Odyssey.
The poem in question is undoubtedly,
5, 2, 214.)
as far as regards the story itself and the diction in
which it is arrayed, worthy of a place among the earlier poems of the Greeks; and yet, at the same time,
it bears evident marks of a much more recent
origin,
as well in the colouring of sentiment with which the
author has softened down the plainer and less delicate handling of such subjects as this, which marked the earlier writers, as in some of the images which
For example, no poet of
are occasionally introduced.
the Homeric age would have indulged in such a sentiment as the following "The ancients falsely asserted
:

were only three Graces
every laughing
The opinglance of Hero's blooms with a hundred."
ion, therefore, of the elder Scaliger has been rejected
by Joseph his son, and by all subsequent critics.
Some have placed this poem in the 12th or 13th century, because the first and only mention of it is made
by Tzetzes, who speaks of it in his Chiliads (2, 435
The purity of language, however,
10, 520
13, 943).
and the taste which distinguish this production of Muthe opinion of its having been so
do
not
warrant
saeus,
modern a work. Hence some critics have endeavoured to show that Achilles Tatius and Aristaenetus
had it under their eyes when they wrote. Now Achilles Tatius is supposed by the best philologists to have
that

there

:

;

;

written about the middle of the fifth century, and Aristaenetus about the close of the same century.
Again,
Hermann, in his remarks on the changes experienced
by the Greek hexameter, has shown that the poem of

Hero and Leander

Dionysiacs of Nonnus.
From all these approximations, therefore, we
may fix the era of the poem in question between 430
is

later than the

gil

and Ovid were both acquainted with

on

its

and

bears
the merit of
very front the stamp of antiquity
the composition, however, does not the less belong to
" The Hero and
the j)oet.
Leander," observes Elton,
" exhibits that refinement of
sentiment, and that sparkling antithetical ornament which are the indications
it,

it

:

modern composition. It is a beautiful and impassioned production ; combining in its love-details the
warmth and luxuriance of Ovid, with the delicate and
graceful nature of Apollonius Rhodius ; and, in the
peril and tumult of the catastrophe, rising to the gloomy
grandeur of Homeric description." {Specimens of the
Classic Poets, vol. 3, p. 330.
Sch'oil, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
of

vol. 1, p. 46, seqq.

—

—

—

Id., vol. 3, p.

123, seqq.
Id.,
85, seqq.) The best editions of Mueaeus are,
that of Schrader, Leotard., 1742, 8vo, and Magd.,
1775, 8vo, improved by Schaflier, Lips., 1825. 8vo ;
that of Passow, Lips., 1810, 8vo; and that of Moebius,
vol. 6, p.

Hal., 1814, 8vo.
MuTiA or Mi'CiA, a daughter of Q. Mutius Scaevola,
She was Pompey's
and sister of Metellus Celer.
third wife.
Her infidelity induced her husband to divorce her, on his return from the Mithradatic war, although she had borne him three children. Caesar was
the seducer; and hence, when Pompey married Caesar's
daughter, all blamed him for turning off a wife who had
been the mother of three children, to espouse the
daughter of a man whom he had often, with a sigh,
called " his ^^gisthus." Mucia's disloyalty must have
been very public, since Cicero, in one of his letters
to Atticus, says, " Divortium MucicB vchementer prohatur."
{Ep. ad Aft., 1, 12.)

MuTiNA, a city of Cisalpine Gaul, now Modena, situate on the .^milian Way, in a southeast direction
It is often mentioned in
from Placentia and Parma.
history, and more particularly during the stormy period which intervened between the death of Caesar and

the reign of Augustus.
Livy asserts (39, 55) that
Mutina was colonized the same year with Parma, that
but Polybius speaks of it as a Roman
is, 569 U.C.
;

colony thirty-four years prior to that date
cero styles it {Phil., 5, 9) ^'firmissimam

simam Populi Romani

Coloniam.''''

(3, 40).
et

Ci-

spkndidis-

It sustained a se-

vere siege against the troops of Antony, A. U.C. 709.
D. Brutus, who defended the place, being apprized of
the approach of the consuls Hirtius and Pansa by
means of carrier-pigeons, made an obstinate defence.
and
Antony, being finally defeated by those generals

was forced to raise the siege. {Lir., Epit.,
119.— Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 10, U.— Vell Pa

Octavius,

118

et

Muti
terc, 2, 6l.—Florus, 4, A.—Suel.,^ Aug., 10.)
na was also famous for its wool. From Tacitus {Hist^
{CramCT's
2, 52) we learn that it was a municipium.
Anc.

Italy, vol. 1, p. 56.)

Vid. Mutunus.
MuTiNus.
MuTius or Mucius. Vid. Sccevola.
Mutunus or Mutinus, a deity among the Romans,

MYO

MYC

much

the same as the Priapus of the Greeks.
His
temple was at first in the city, but was afterward, in
the time of Augustus, removed to the twenty-sixih
milestone. Festus calls him Mutinus Titinus. (Con-

—
—
— Arnob., — TertulL, August.,
ApoL,
—Dulaure, Hist, des
\%Q,seqq.)

sult Lactant., 1, 20.
de Civ. Dei, 4, 11.

25.

1. 4,
p. 131.
Id. ib., 6, 9.
Culles, vol. 2, p.

MuzERis, a harbour of India

intra

Gangem, on

western coast, below the Sinus Barygazenus.

much

frequented in the

first

c.

It

the

was

century of our era, though

somewhat dangerous to visit on account of the pirates
in its vicinity.
It appears to corre{Plin., 6, 23.)
spond to the modern Mirzno or Mirdschno. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 199, seqq.)
MvcALE, I. a promontory of Ionia, in Asia Minor,
It is a continuation of
opposite the island of Samos.

'

them on the lands of those

states that had joined the
but the Athenians were averse to
the desolation of Ionia, and jealous of the interference
of others with their colonies ; and when they urged
the reception of the lonians into the confederacy, the

common enemy

:

Peloponnesians gave way, and the Samians, Chians,
and other islanders who had joined the fleet were admitted.
Herodotus states, that, after the disembarcation of the Gjeeks, and previous to the battle, a herald's wand was discovered by them on the beach as
they were advancing towards the enemy, and that a

—

rumour,

in

consequence, circulated among the Greeks

that a victory had been obtained by their countrymen
over the forces of Mardonius.
Nothing, indeed, could

be more natural than such a rumour, whether

it

be

considered as the effect of accident or design
that it
Mount Messogis, which chain ran along the upper should afterward ha.ve been found to coincide with the
side of the Maeander for the greater part of its course. truth, is one of those marvels which would be intolMycale was known to Homer (//., 2, 869). and, at a erable in a fictitious narrative, and yet now and then
later day, the Panionium, or solemn assembly of the occur in the real course of events.
Being believed,
Ionian states, was held in a temple situate at its foot. however, without any reason, it was much more efficaIts principal celebrity, however, cious in raising the confidence and courage of the
{Herod., I, 148).
arose from the battle that was fought here between the Greeks than if it had been transmitted through any orGreeks and Persians on the 22d of September, 479 dinary channel on the strongest evidence. For now
B.C., the same day that Mardonius was defeated at the favour of the gods seemed visible, not only in the
Plataea.
The battle of Mycale took place in the morn- substance, but in the manner of the tidings. {ThirlThe Samians, walVs Greece, vol. 2, p. ^bS.
Herod., 9, 98, seqq.)
ing, that of Plataea in the evening.
without the knowledge of their tyrant or the Persians,
Mount Mycale, according to Sirabo, was well woodhad sent messengers to invite the Grecian fleet at ed, and abounded with game a character which, as
Delos to pass over to Ionia, assuring the commanders Chandler reports, it still retains. This traveller deof their superiority to the Persian force in those seas, scribes it as a high ridge, with a beautifully-cultivated
and of the disposition of the lonians to revolt. The plain at its foot, and several villages on its side.
Greeks complied and on their approach, the Persian {Travels, p. 179, seq.) II. It has been a subject of
leaders, feeling themselves too weak for a sea-fight, considerable discussion among commentators, to assent away the Phoenician ships, and, bringing the others certain the meaning of Cornelius Nepos, in his Life oi
to the promontory of Mycale, near Miletus, where the Cimon (2, 2), where he makes this commander to have
land-army was encamped, drew them upon the beach, gained a victory at Mycale over the combined fleets
an easy thing with the light vessels used in ancient of the Cyprians and Phoenicians. The battle is deThe Per- scribed by Diodorus Siculus (2, 01), and by Plutarch
war, and surrounded them with a rampart.
It is mentioned also by Thusian land-army was under the command of Tigranes, in his Life of (.""imon.
and amounted to 60,000 men. It had been left by cydides (1, 100), by Plato {Menez.—Op., ed. Ikk., pt.
Xer.xes, when he began his expedition, for the security 2, vol. 3, p. 391), by Polyaenus (1, 34), by Frontinus
of Ionia
he himself was still at Sardis.
The army (4, 7, 4.5), and by Mela (1, 14). But all these authorwas posted in front of the ships. The chief com- ities uniformly make the battle to have been fought at
mander of the Greeks was Leotychides, a Spartan of the river Eurymedon, not far from Cyprus. In order
one of the royal houses. On arriving, he repeated, to free Cornelius Nepos from the charge of a gross
with the same double purpose, the stratagem of The- error, it is best to adopt the opinion of Tzschucke, who
mistocles at Artcmisium.
Sailing along the shore, he thinks that there must have been a second and obmade proclamation by a herald to the lonians, bidding scurer Mycale, near the Eurymedon in Pamphylia,
:

—

—

;

—

;

:

them remember

that the

Greeks were

fighting for their

The

Persians were already jealous of the
Samians, because they had ransomed and sent home
some Athenian prisoners and their suspicions being
strengthened and made more general by the proclamation, they disarmed the Samians, and sent the Milesians to guard the passes, under pretence of
profiting
by their knowledge of the country, but really to remove them from the camp. The Athenians, advancing along the beach, commenced the action, followed
by the Corinthians, Troezenians, and Sicyonians. After
some hard fighting they drove the enemy to his intrenchments, and then forced the enclosure, on which the
mass of the army fled, the Persians only still resisting.
It was not till now that the Lacedaemonians came up,
having been impeded by steep and broken ground.
liberty.

;

On

where the

battle

above referred

to

was fought.

(Com-

pare Fischer, ad Corn. Nep., I. c.)
MvcALEssus, a city of Bceotia, northeast of Thebes,
It was an
and a short distance to the west of Aulis.
ancient place, and known to Homer.
(7/., 2, 498.

—

We learn

from Thucydides,
that, in the Peloponnesian war, Mycalessus sustained
a most afflicting disaster, owing to an attack made
upon it by some Thracian troops in the pay of Athens.
These barbarians, having surprised the town, put all
the inhabitants to the sword, sparing neither women
nor children, since they savagely butchered a number
of boys who were assembled in the public school be-

Hymn,

in Apoll., 224.)

The historian affirms, that this
longing to the place.
was one of the greatest calamities which ever befell a

—

—

SlrabtK
7, 3().
Pausan, 1, 23.
only remarkable building which it possessed was a temple of Ceres.
Sir W. Gell has the fol" Blocks
lowing note on the ruins of this ancient town.
and foundations of a temple, and tombs ; possibly the
temple of Ceres Mycalessia. The wall of a city on
city.

{Thu^yd.,

The

seeing the Greeks prevailing, the Samians, though
unarmed, did what they could in their favour, and the
other lonians followed their example, and sided with
The Milesians, who had been sent to
the Greeks.
guard the passes by the Persians, turned against them,
and slaughtered the fugitives. All Ionia now revolted.
The fleet proceeded to Samos, where a consultation
was held on the fate of that country. It could not
protect itself unassisted, and its defence was a burden

404.)

The Peloponnethe Greeks were loath to support.
sians proposed to remove the inhabitants, and settle

It was said to have
eastern direction from Argos.
been founded by Perseus, after the death of his grand-

864

left, about three hundred yards.
Many traces,
Cramer's
{Ilin., p. 130.
probably, of Mycalessus."
Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 161, seqq.)
Mycenve, I. an ancient city of Argolis, in a north

the

—

MYG

MYC
tather Acrisius.

{Pausatuas,

18.

2,

The name was supposed by some
Mycene, daughter of Inachus

;

to

—

Strabo, 377.)
be derived from

but others assigned a

different origin to the word, as may be seen from PauPerseus was succeeded by Sihenelus,
sanias (2, 16).
married to a daughter of Pelops named Astydamia
;

after

whom

memnon.

followed Eurystheus, Aireus, and

Under

named monarch,

Aga-

lion of his reign.
Larcher makes him to have ruled
over Egypt for the space of 20 years, he
having as*
cended the throne, according to this critic, in B.C.
1072, and having been succeeded by Asychis B.C.
1052.
Mycerinus built one of the pyramids, which
travellers usually call the third one.
It is smaller in
size than the others, but, was
equally as expensive as

—

the rest, being cased, according to Diodorus Siculus,
of Mycenae reached its highest degree of opulence and half way up with Ethiopian marble.
Herodotus informs us (2, 133) that this monarch, after
the
power, since his authority was acknowledged by
having reignfor
no
ed
9.—Diod.
of
whole of Greece. {Thmyd., 1,
Sic, 11,
time, was informed by the
great length
oracle
of
even
to
at
had
been
Latona,
Butos, that he was destined to
65.)
Argos
superior
Mycenaj, which
and that, on complaining
in the Trojan war, declined after the return of the Her- live only six years longer
aclidae
and in the 78th Olympiad, or 468 B.C., the that he, a pious prince, was not allowed a long reign,
lev- while his father and grandfather, who had been
Argives, having attacked and captured the city,
injuelled it to the ground and enslaved its inhabitants. rious to mankind and impious to the gods, had enat- joyed each a long life, he was told that his short life
Pausanias
65.—Strabo,
372.)
Sic.y
11,
{Diod.

the last

the empire

—

;

;

tributes the destruction of Mycenae to the envy which
the glory acquired by the troops of that city at Thermopylae and Plataea had excited in the minds of the
But DiArgives (2, 16.— Compare Herod., 7, 202).

odorus affirms, that the war arose from a dispute relative to the temple of Juno, which was common to the
two republics. Strabo states, that so complete was
the destruction of this celebrated capital, that not a
This assertion,
vestige remained of its existence.
however, is not correct, since Pausanias informs us
tliat several parts of the walls were yet standing, as

one of the gates, surmounted by lions, when he
Modern travellers have given us a
The
full and interesting account of these vestiges.
most remarkable among the remains of antiquity is
what is termed the Treasury of Atreus. It is a hollow
cone of 50 feet in diameter, and as many in height. It
is composed of enormous masses of a very hard breccia,
This extraordinary edifice
or sort of pudding-stone.
has obviously been raised by the projection of one stone
above another, and they nearly meet at the top. The
central stone at the top has been removed, along with
two or three others, and yet the building remains as
durable as ever, and will probably last to the end of

was the direct consequence of his piety, for the fates
had decreed that for the space of 150 years Egypt
should be oppressed, of which determination the two
{Herod., I. c.
preceding monarchs had been aware.
Bdhr, ad loc.)
Myconos, one of the Cyclades, lying a little to the
east of Delos.
It is described by Athenasus (1, 14) as
a poor and barren island, the inhabitants of which wer(%
Strab<.»
consequently rapacious and fond of money.
reports that they lost their hair at an early age, whenc«
the name of Myconian was proverbially used to desig

—

,

nate

visited the ruins.

words of Donalus, ad Ter., Hec, 3, 4: *' Mycori'
It was also said, that tht
calva omnis juventus.^^)
giants whom Hercules had conquered lay in a hea|
under the island
a fable which gave rise to anothe

W.

Gell discovered brass nails placed at
regular distances throughout the interior, which he
thinks mjst have served to fasten plates of brass to
time.

Sir

the wall.
(GeWs ArgoHs, p. 29, seqq.) These nails
Dr.
consist of 88 parts of copper and 12 of tin.
Clarke opposes the opinion of this being the Treasury
of Atreus, principally on the ground that it was without
the walls of the city, deeming it far more probable,
and more in conformity with what we find in ancient
writers, that the Treasury was within the walls, in the
He considers it to be the Heroiim of
very citadel.

Perseus.
(Travels, vol. 6, p. 493, Lond. ed.) Whatever may have been its use, it is worthy of notice,
that cells of bronze or brass, i. e., covered within with
plates of brass, were very common in ancient Argolis.
Such, no doubt, were the brazen place of confinement
of Danae, and the lurking-place of Eurystheus when in
The remains of the ancient walls
fear of Hercules.
are also very curious, being evidently of that style of
Among other things, the
building called Cyclopean.
Gate of the Lions, mentioned by Pausanias, still remains.
The modern village of Krabata stands near
The name of Mycenae was
the ruins of Mycenae.

—

a

bald person.

— Compare

also

(Strabo, 487.

the

;

saying (/j.ia Mv/covof), applied to those authors wht
confusedly mixed together things which ought to havi
been treated of separately.
(Flut., Symp., 1, 2.

—

17.— Apollod.,

This islan<i
is mentioned
by Thucydides (3, 29) and Herodotus
(6, 118).
Pliny assigns to it a mountain named Dimastus (4, 12). Scylax states that it had two towns
Zenob., Cent., 6,

(p. 22).

The modern name

(Cramer's Anc. Greece,

1, 6, 2.)

of the island

vol. 3, p.

is

Myconi.

409, seqq.)

Mygdonia, I. a province of Macedonia, which appears to have extended from the river Axius to the
lake Bolbe, and at one period even to the Strymon.
It
(Herod., 7, 123.— Thucyd., 1, 58.)
originally belonged to the Edones, a people of Thrace ; but these
were expelled by the Temenidae. (Thucyd., 2, 99.)
Under the division of Mygdonia we must include sevminor districts, enumerated by different historians
and geographers.
These are, Amphaxitis and Paraxia,
Anthemus and Grestonia or Crestonia. (Cramcr''s
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 233.) II. A district of Mesoeral

—

The later geographical writers affix this
potamia.
name merely to the northeastern section of the land,
Strabo, howespecially to the country around Nisibis
He farever, expressly includes the western part also.
;

ther mentions, that the name of the region, as well as that
of the inhabitants (Mygdones), were first given by the

Macedonians.

In this latter particular

(Strab., 7^7.)

wrong for we find that the ten thousand, in their
retreat, met with Mygdoniaus (Xen., Anab., 3, 3),
united with the Armenians, who disputed with them
Under the Macethe passage of the river Centrices.
he

is

;

probably derived from its situation in a recess Qivx^))
formed by two mountains, and not, as Pausanias imagines, from a mushroom, or the pommel of a sword.
Mycerinus, a king of Egypt, son of Cheops according to Herodotus (2, 129), but of Chemmis acThe last-mentioned wricording to Diodorus (1, 64).

donian sway, the name of Mygdonia began to be dis" the
used, and that of Anthemusia ('Avdefiovcia,

him Mecherinus (ME;^;fptvof), a name which
Zoega, by the aid of the Coptic, makes equivalent to
*'
peaceful,^^ and which agrees, therefore, very well
with the epithet ^Trtof (*' mild'''' or gcntW''), applied to
him by Herodotus (I. c.
Zoega, de Obelise, p. 415.)
Mvcerinus was remarkable for the justice and modera-

260, seqq.)
I. a river of Mesopotamia, called also
the Saocoras, rising in the district of Mygdonia, and
It is now the Hermas, or,
falling into the Chaboras.

ter calls

''^

—

5R

blooming."

— Procop., Pers.,

1,

17)

was employed

in

to the tract
especially with reference
of country «>Mclosed between Mons Masius, the Eu(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5,
phrates, ano the Chaboras.
its

stead,

more

pt. 2, p.

Mygdonius,

—

11.
according to others, the Smdschur.
"Mygdonian" is applied by Horace (Od.,

The

epithet

2. 12,

22) tc

M YN

MYR

Phrygia, either from a branch of the Mygdones having
settled there at a very early period, while they were still
regarded as a Thracian tribe, or else from one of the
In favour of the first
ancient monarchs of the land.
of these opinions we have the authority of Strabo(575),
who speaks of the Mygdones as occupying the northern
On the other hand, Pausanias makes
parts of Phrygia.
the Phrygians to have received the appellation of Mygfrom
donians
Mygdon, one of their early kings (10,
With Pausanias coincide Stephanus of Byzanti27).

below the Sinus lassius. It was fcunded by a cofo
ny from Troezene {Pausan., 2, 30), and appears lo
have been at no great distance from HalicamassuBj
since Alexander marched over the intervening space
in one night with a part of his troops.
{Arrian, I,
The city was a strong one, and Alexander
24.)
would not stop to besiege it, though he attempted,

um, and the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius (2, 787).
In Homer, moreover, the Phrygians are styled ?i,aol
The first of these
'Orpijog KoL yivydovoq avTidtoio.
two opinions, however, is evidently the more correct
It is more consistent with reason that a country
one.
should give an appellation to its ruler than receive
one from him.
Mygdonus or Mygdon, I. an ancient monarch of
the

—Mygdones.
A
II.

II.)

in

reigned
called

{Pausan., 10, 27.

— Vid.

Mygdonus
who
was

brother of Hecuba, Priam's wife,
His son Coroebus
part of Thrace.

Mygdonides from him.

{Virg., JSneid,

2,

but without success, to take

it
Hieroby surprise.
probably by corruption, the name of
besides
of
PalaeMyndus, speaks
Amyndus. Pliny,
myndus (5, 29) and perhaps his Neapolis is no other
"
than the new town.
(Compare Mela, 1, 16.)
can hardly doubt," remarks Leake, " that Myndus
stood in the small sheltered port of Gumishlu, where
Captain Beaufort saw the remains of an ancient pier
at the entrance of the port, and some ruins at the
head of the bay." {Journal, p. 228.) Palaemyndus
may have been situate, as Mannert supposes, near the
Cape Astypalsea of Strabo, which derived its name
probably from that circumstance, and which Cramer
takes to be the peninsula of Pasha Liman ; but Myndus itself must be Mentesha. {Cramer's Asia Minor,

cles

gives

it,

— We

;

vol. 2, p. 176.)

341.)

My LAS A

(orum), a city of Caria, situate to the southwest of Stratonicea, and a short distance to the north
It was of Grecian origin,
of the harbour Physcus.
and was founded at a very early period, but by whom

Mtonnesus, I. a town of Asia Minor, between
Teos and Lebedus, and situated on a high peninsula.
The hill of Myonne{Strab., 643.— Ljv., 37, 27.)

Here, at one time, resided Hecatomnus,
the progenitor of Mausolus.
{Strabo,659) Mylasa,
as Strabo reports, was situate in a fertile plain, and at
the foot of a mountain containing vems of a beautiful
This was of great advantage to the
white marble.
of public and other buildings;
city for the construction
and the inhabitants were not slow in availing themfew cities, as Strabo remarks, being so
selves of it
sumptuously embellished with handsome porticoes and

modern

travellers as

island.

{Chandler's Travels,

is

uncertain.

;

It was particularly
{Strabo, 659.)
famous, however, for a very ancient temple of the Carian Jove, and for another, of nearly equal antiquity,
In after times a very beausacred to Jupiter Osogus.

stately temples.

tiful

temple was erected here, dedicated to Augustus

and to Rome. Mylasa suffered severely in the inroad
of Labienus, during the contest between Antony and
Augustus, but was subsequently restored. {Dio Cass.,

Pococke saw the temple to Augustus nearly
48, 26.)
entire, but it has since been destroyed, and the materials

have been used

^ol. 2, pt. 2, c. 6.

a

for

(Pococke,
building mosque.
— Compare
Chandler, Asia Minor,

c. 56.)
Mylasa is now Melasso, and is at the present day remarkable for producing the best tobacco in
Turkey. Mannert, however, thinks that Mylasa must
be sought for in the vicinity of the modern Mulla,
while Reichard (Thes. Top. Noremb., 1824) is in faAs regards the ancient name of
vour of MyUesch.
this city, it may be remarked that the older Greek wri-

now

called Hypsili-bounus, and
commanding a

is described
by
most extensive
view of a picturesque country, of the seacoast and

sus

is

p.

124.)

—

II.

A

small

island off the coast of Phthiotis, in Thessaly, and between the Anemisian shore of Eubcea and the main

—

III. One of the small
It was near Aphetae.
islands near Ephesus, which Pliny calls the Pisistrati

land.

(5,31).

Myos Hormos or " Mouse's Harbour,^' a seaport
Arrian says
of Egypt, on the coast of the Red Sea.
that it was one of the most celebrated ports on this
It was chosen by Ptolemy Philadelphus for the
sea.

convenience of commerce, in preference to Arsinoe
(or Suez), on account of the difficulty of navigating
It was called also
the western extremity of the gulf
It is full of
Aphrodites partus, or the port of Venus.
little isles, and its modern name of Svffavge-el-Bahri,
"
an
evident
or
the sponge of the sea," has
analogy to
the etymology of the second of the Greek names given above, from the vulgar error of sponge being the
foam of the sea, and Venus (.Aphrodite) having been
fabled to have sprung from the foam of the ocean.
(From suffange our English term is s'fungc, s'phunge,

&c.,

spunge.) The situation of Myos Hormos is determined by three islands, which Agatharchides mentions, known to modern navigators by the name of
the Jaffetcens, and its latitude is fixed, with little fluctuation, in 27° 0' 0", by D'Anville, Bruce, and De la
The entrance
Rochette.
{Vincent, Periplus, p. 78.)
is said to be very crooked and winding, on account of

agree.

and hence, perhaps, may
the islands lying in front
have arisen the ancient appellation, the harbour being
compared to a mouse's hole. {Bruce, vol. 7, p. 314,
8vo ed.)

—

with the exception, perhaps, of Polybius {de Virt.,
1.
\&, ad fin.), gwa '^vXaaaa (Mylassa); while
Pliny, Pausanias, Stephanus of Byzantium, Hierocles,
and others, have Mylasa (M.v2.aaa), and with this latter form the coins that have been discovered appear to
ters,

{Mannert, Geogr.,

Myle

vol. 6, pt. 3, p.

281.)

y[\LM, now Milazzo, was

situate on a
tongue of land southwest of Pelorum, on the northern
this
and
a station
Between
coast of Sicily.
place
called Naulochus, the fleet of Sextus Pompeius was
defeated by that of the triumvir Octavius, under the

or

—

command

of Agrippa.
Plin., 3, 8.
{Thucyd., 3, 90.
Reichard makes Mylae an2, 79.)
swer to the modern Melilli. {Thes. ; tab. Sic.)
Mylitta, a surname of Venus among the Assyri-

—

Veil.

Paterc,

—

Consult the remarks of
{Herod., 1, 131, 199.
Rhode, Heilige Sage der altcn Baktrer, Meder, und
Dulaure, Hist, des Culies,
Perser, p. 279, seqq.

ans.

—

vol. 2, p. 190, seqq.)

Myndus, a maritime town of Caria, northwest of
Halicarnassus, on the northern shore of the peninsula

«6G

;

Myra {ovum or ee), a town of Lycia, near the
southern coast, southwest of Limyra and west of the
was

situate on the brow
twenty stadia from the
shore.
{Strabo, 664.)
According to Artemidorus
{ap. Strab., I. c.), it was one of the six most imporThe Empero; Theodosius
tant cities of the country.

Sacrum Promontorium.

of a lofty

II.

made

hill,

it

It

at the distance of

finally the capital of the

(Malala, 14.

—

Hierocles, p. 684), as

province of Lycia
it was about this

(Baperiod the most distinguished city in the land.
1.
1, p. 272.)
sil, Seleuc, Vit. S. Thcclce,
Myra. according to Leake, still preserves its ancient name.
The distance of the ruins from the sea is said to correspond very accurately with the measurement of
Strabo.

{Journal,

p.

183, 321.)

MYR

MYS

city of Asia Minor, on the Bay of
below Alexandrea (/card ^laaov), which Xenophon (Anab., 1, 4) places in Syria beyond the Pylae
but Scylax includes it within the limits of
Ciliciae

Myriandros, a

Issus,

;

(p. 40), as well as Sirabo, who says that Seleucia of Pieria, near the mouth of the Orontes, was
It
the first Syrian town beyond the Gulf of Issus.
was a place of considerable trade in the time of the

Cihcia

Persian dominion.
Xenophon speaks of the number
It declined at a later peof merchant vessels here.
riod, in consequence of its vicinity to the more flourIt
ishing city of Alexandrea.
appears to have been
{Xen., I. c.
originally a Phoenician settlement.
ScyThe modern name is not given by any travlax, I. c.)

—

eller.

a city
forty stadia to
According to

MvRiNA,

I.

Minor,
621.)
of the .(Eolian

cities,

and harbour of ^olis,
the north of

Mela

(1, 18),

and received

in

Asia

its

the

;

—

A

It was situate on the side lookplaces in the island.
ing towards Mount Athos, since Pliny reports (4, 12)
that the shadow of the mountains was visible in the
forum of this city at the time of the summer solstice.

—Myrina

alone offered resistance to Miltiades

that general

in

SilUg

a daughter of Cinyras, king of
Cyprus.

Myrrha,

She had a son by her own father, called Adonis.
Cinyras was apprized of the crime he had un-

When

knowingly committed, he attempted to stab his daughbut Myrrha fled mto Arabia, where she was changed into a tree called myrrh. (Hygin., fab., 58, 276.
ter,

—Ov2d,

Met., 10, 298.)

Mvrtilus, a son of Mercury and Phaelhusa, charioteer to CEnomaus.
(Vid. Hippodamia, (Enomaus,
and Pelops.)
MvRTis, a Grecian female of distinguished poetical
She was
abilities, who flourished about 500 B.C.
born at Anthedon, in Boeotia.
Pindar is said to have
received his first instructions in the poetic art from
her, and it was during the period of his attendance

Cyma. (Sirabo,
was the oldest upon her that he became acquainted with Corinna,
name from My- who was also a pupil of Myrtis. Several of her pro-

name

—

may be seen

s. v.).

it

founder.

ward assumed

of Myron's productions

its

Pliny (5, 30) states that it afterof Sebastopolis, of which,
however, no trace appears on its coins.
Philip, kmg
of Macedonia (son of Demetrius), held possession of
it for some time, with a view to future
operations in
Asia Minor but, being vanquished by the Romans,
he was compelled by that people to evacuate the
Hierocles
Liv.,'S2, 30.)
place.
(Polyb., 18, 27.
makes mention of this city at a later period (p. 661),
after which we lose sight of it.
It was the native
Choiseul GoufEer gives the modplace of Agathias.
ern name as Sandarlik.
II.
city on the northwestern coast of Lemnos, and one of the principal
rinus

list

(Diet. Art.,

went against Lemnos.

It

was

—

when
taken,

however, by his forces. (Herod., 6, 140.
Steph.
Byz.y s. V. M.vpLva.) The ruins of this town are still
to be seen.
On its site stands the modern Castro.

—

III. A town of
Collection, vol. 1, p. 54.)
It still reCrete, north of Lyctus.
(Pliny, 4, 12.)
tains its ancient name.
(Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol.

(WalpoWs

ductions were

still remaining in the age of Plutarch,
The story of her having givthough none exist now.
en instruction in the poetic art to Corinna and Pindar
does not seem consistent with the reproach which the
former addresses to her for having ventured to conex Apoll. Dystend with the latter.
( Voss, Excerpt,

—

A statue
Maittaire, Dial., ed. Sturz., p. 546.)
of bronze was raised in honour of her.
Myrtoum Mare, that part of the.LEgean which lay
between the coast of Argolis and Attica. (Strabo,
Pausanias states that it was so
233.
Id., 375.)
Cracalled from a woman named Myrto (8, 14.
col.

—

mer'' s

—

Anc. Greece,

vol. 1, p. 7).

Myrtuntium, I. an inland lake of Acarnania, below
Anactorium the water of which, however, is salt, as
It is now called Murit communicates with the sea.
II. A town of Elis, originally
tari.
(Strabo, 459.)
and
classed
named Myrsinus,
by Homer, under this
It was
latter appellation, among the Epean towns.
about seventy stadia from the city of Elis, on the
road from thence to Dyme, and near the sea. (Strabo,
;

—

The ruins of this ancient place probably cor341.)
respond with the vestiges of high antiquity observed
by Sir W. Gell near the village of Kaloteichos, on the
road from Kapeletti to Palaiopolis.
(Itin. of the Mo-

—

Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 82,
rea, p. 31.
surname of Apollo, from Myrina in seqq.)
.Eolia, where he was worshipped.
Mys, I. a celebrated engraver on silver, whose counMyrmecIdes, an artist of Miletus, mentioned as try is uncertain. According to the statement of Paumaking chariots so small that they were covered by sanias (1, 28, 2), he must have been contemporary
the wing of a fly.
He also inscribed an elegiac distich with Phidias. Mys carved the battle between the
on a grain of sesamum. (Cic, Acad., 4.
Mlian, Centaurs and Lapithae on the shield held by the MiV. H., 1, n.
Perizon, ad loc.
(Pausan., I. c.) As regards the
Sillig, Did. Art., nerva of Phidias.
anachronism committed by Pausanias in the passage
f.v.)
Myrmidones, a people on the southern borders of just referred to, and which makes Parrhasius to have
Thessaly, who accompanied Achilles to the Trojan assisted Phidias about Olymp. 84, consult the remarks
war.
They received their name, according to one of Sillig (Diet. Art., s. r.)— II. A slave and follower of
The philosopher manumitted him by his
account, from Myrmidon, a son of Jupiter and Eury- Epicurus.
medusa, who married one of the daughters of ^Eolus, will. (Diog. Laert., 10, 3. Menag., ad loc.)
and whose son Actor married .^gina, the daughter
Mysia, a country of Asia Minor, lying to the north
of the Asopus.
According to some, the Myrmidons of Lydia and west of Bithynia. It is extremely diffiwere so called from their having been originally ants, cult, as Strabo had already observed, to assign to the
This change from ants Mysians their precise limits, since these appear to have
(Vid. .-Eacus.)
wvpfiriKEg.
and are
to men is founded merely
upon the equivocation of varied continually from the time of Homer,
their name, which resembles that of the ant
ancient geographers
(fivp/XT]^).
very loosely marked by all the
3, p.

393.)

MvRiNus,

a

—

—

—

—

(Ovid, Met., 7, e5L—Strab.—Hygin.,fab., 52.)
Myron, a celebrated statuary and engraver on silPausanias styles him
ver, who lived in Olymp. 87.
an Athenian (6, 2, 1).
The reason of this is satisfactorily explained by Thiersch.
(Epoch. Art. Gr., 2,
Adnot., 64.)
Myron rendered himself particularly famous by his statue of a cow, so true to nature that
bulls approached her as if she were alive.
This is
frequently alluded to among the epigrams in the An-

(Sonntag, Unterhalt., vol. 1, p. 100.— B'otGoethe, ueber Kunst und
Andeutung., p. 144.
Alterthum.f 2, p. l.—Vid. Lemnos and Athos.)— A

thology.
*iger,

—

from Scylax to Ptolemy.

Strabo conceives, that the

Homeric boundaries of the lesser Mysia were the .Eseeast (Strab., 564)
pus to the west and Bithynia to the
but Scylax removes them considerably to the east of
on the Gulf of
the
bv
this
;

Mysians
placing
position
on the other hand,
Cius.
(PeripL, p. 35.) Ptolemy,
as far
has extended the Mysian territory to the west
it from
as Lampsacus, while to the east he separates
It was the prevailBithynia by the river Rhyndacus.
that the Mysians were not an
ing opinion, of antiquity,
had been
indiaenous people of Asia, but that they
of the Danto its shores from the banks
transplanted
^
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MYSIA.
ube, where the original race maintained itself under
the name of Moesi, by which they were known to the
Romans for several centuries after the Christian era.

—

Artem., ap. eund., 571.) Nor is that
{Strab., 303.
opinion at variance with the tradition which looked
upon this people as of a kindred race with the Carians

and Lydians, since these two nations were likewise
supposed to have come from Thrace (Herod., 1, 172.
Strab., 659); nor with another, which regarded them
in particular as descended from the Lydians, in whose
" a
beech," which
language the word mysos signified
tree, it was farther observed, abounded in the woods

—

of the Mysian Olympus.
Strabo, who has copied
these particulars from Xanthus the Lydian, and Mestates
necrates of Ela;a,
also, on their authority, that
the Mysian dialect was a mixture of those of Phrygia

—

and Lydia. {Strab., 572.) We may collect from
Herodotus that the Mysians were already a numerous
and powerful people before the Trojan war, since he
speaks of a vast expedition having been undertaken by

in the most passive manthe proverbial expression Mvauv A«o,
used by Demosthenes {De Cor., p. 248, 23) and Aristotle {Rhet., 1, 12, 20), to which Cicero also alludes
when he says, " Quid porro in Grceco sermone tarn tritum at que celebratum est, quam, si quis despicatui
ducitur, vt Mysorum ultimus esse dicatur ?" {Pro

plundered by their neighbours

Hence

ner.

Flacc., c. 27.)

Elsewhere the same writer describes

them as a
ture and
mer'' s

tribe of barbarians, without taste for literathe arts of civilized life.
Cra{Orat., c. 8.

—

Asia Minor,

vol. 1, p. 30, seqq.)

My SI us, a river of Mysia, which falls into the Cai
cus near the source of the latter river.
Mannert takes
it for the true Caicus in the
early part of its course.
{Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 397.)
Mystes, a son of the poet Valgius, whose early
death was so deeply lamented by the father that Horace wrote an ode to allay the grief of his friend. {He-

Od, 2, 9.)
Vid. Mitylene.
Mytilene.

rat.,

Myus

(gen. Myuntis), the smallest of all the Ionian
appears from its only contributing three vesIt
sels to the united fleet of 350 sail.
{Herod., 6, 8.)
was situate, according to Strabo, on the southern bank

them, in conjunction with the Teucri, into Europe, in
the course of which they subjugated the whole of Thrace
and Macedonia, as far as the Peneus and the Ionian

cities, as

Sea.
{Herod., 7, 20, 75.)
Subsequently, however,
to this period, the date of which is very remote and
uncertain, it appears that the Mysi were confined in
Asia Minor within limits which correspond but lit-

of the Maeander, thirty stadia from its mouth.
{Strab.,
The Maeander was not navigable for large ves636.)

Strabo is inclined
with such extensive conquests.
to suppose that their primary seat in that country was
the district which surrounds Mount Olympus, whence
he thinks they were afterward driven by the Phrygians,
and forced to retire to the banks of the Caicus, where
tle

the Arcadian Telephus became their king.
{Eurip.,
572.—Hygin., fab.,
ap. Aristot., Rhet., 3, 2.— Strab.,

But it appears from Herodotus that they still
101.)
occupied the Olympian district in the time of Crcesus,
whose subjects they had become, and whose aid they
requested to destroy the wild boar which ravaged their
Strabo himself also recognises the
country (1, 36).
division of this people into the

Mysians of Mount Olym-

sels,

and to

this

circumstance

may

principally be as-

cribed the inferior rank of Myus among her Ionian sisThe inundations
ters in point of opulence and power.

of the river, too, must have been very injurious. Myus
was founded by the lonians about the same time with

Priene {Pausan., 7, 2), and was subsequently under
the immediate sway of the Persians, since it was one
of the cities given by Artaxerxes to Themistocles.
{Diod. Sic, 11, 57.) The city afterward sank greatIt became subjected also to a very
ly in importance.
The sea would seem to
annoying kind of visitation.
have formed originally a small bay as far as Myus.
This bay, in process of time, became converted by the
depositions of the Maeander into a fresh-water lake,
and so great a number of gnats was in consequence
produced, that the inhabitants of the city determined
The Ionian confederacy, upon this, transto migrate.
ferred the vote and the population of Myus to the city
of Miletus.
{Pausan., 7, 2.) The ruins of Myus are

These two dispus and those of the Caicus (571).
tricts answer respectively to the Mysia Minor and MaHomer enumerates the Mysi among
jor of Ptolemy.
the allies of Priam in several passages, but he nowhere
in
defines their territory, or even names their towns
one place, indeed, he evidently assigns to them a sit- called at the present day Palatsha (the Palace), from
the remains of an ancient theatre, mistaken by the presuation among the Thracians of Europe,
(//., 13, 5.)
—The Mysians of Asia had become subject to the ent inhabitants around for the ruins of a palace. {Man
Lydian monarchs in the reign of Alyattes, father to nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 262, seqq.)
Croesus, and perhaps earlier, as appears from a passage of Nicolaus Damascenus, who reports that CroeN.
sus had been appointed to the government of the terTheban
It exof
and
the
a
Nabath.«a,
Adramyttium
plain during
country of Arabia Petraea.
ritory
the reign of his father.
{Creuzer, Hist. Frag., p. tended from the Euphrates to the Sinus Arabicus.
203.) Strabo even affirms that Troas was already The Nabathseans are scarcely known in Scripture unOn til the time of the Maccabees. Their name is sup{Strab., 590.)
subjected in the reign of Gyges.
the dissolution of the Lydian empire, they passed, to- posed to be derived from that of Nebaioth, son of Ishof Asia, under the Per- mael.
{Genesis,2b, l2.—Ibid.,2S, 9.—Isaiah,70,7.)
gether with the other nations
In the time of Augustus they were a powerful peosian dominion, and formed part of the third satrapy in
but their kingdom, of which Petra was the capthe division made by Darius.
Id.,
{Herod., 3, 90.
ple
After the death of Alexander they were an- ital, ended about the reign of Trajan.
At a still later
7, 74.)
nexed to the Syrian empire but, on the defeat of An- period their territory belonged to Palaestina Tertia.
tiochus, the Romans rewarded the services of Eume- Nabathaea appears to correspond to the modern Hed{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 165,5^^5'.)
nes, king of Pergamus, with the grant of a district so schas.
;

—

—

—

;

;

conveniently situated with regard to his own dominions,
and which he had already occupied with his forces.
At a later period,
Liv., 38, 39.)
22, 27.

Nabis, a tyrant of Lacedaemon, who usurped the suafter the death of Machanidas, B.C. 205.
appears to have been a man surpassing all former
{Polyb.,
Mysia was annexed to the Roman proconsular prov- tyrants in the monstrous and unheard-of wickedness
From the very first he
ince {Cic, Ep. ad Quint. Fr., 1, 8); but under the that characterized his rule.
and was govern- deliberately grounded his power on a regular system of
emperors it formed a separate district,
ed by a procurator. {Athenaus, 9, p. 398, e.) It is rapine and bloodshed he slew or banished all in Sparto be observed, also, that St. Luke, in the Acts, dis- ta who were distinguished either for birth or fortune, and
the neighbouring provinces of distributed their wives and their estates among his own
tinguishes Mysia from
The Greeks have mercenaries, to whom he entirely trusted for support.
Bithynia and Troas (16, 7, seq.).
as a cowardly and imbecile His extortions were boundless, and death with torture
stigmatized the Mysians
to be injured and was the
No source of gain was
penalty of refusal.
race, who would suffer themselves

—

preme power

He

;

—

N^ V

NAB
He partook in
too mean for him or too iniquitous.
the piracies of the Cretans, who were infamous for
that practice ; and he maintained a sort of aUiance
with the most noted thieves and assassins in the Peloon the condition that they should admit him

NxBON-issAB, a king of Babylon, who lived about
the middle of the 8th century before the Christian era,
and who gave name to what

is

called the

Nabonassa-

The

rian era.

origin of this era is thus represented
by Syncellus from the accounts of Polyhistor and Berosus, the earliest writers extant in Chaldaean history

ponnesus,
to a share in their gains, while he should give them
whenever they needed and antiquities. " Nabonassar, having collected the
refuge and protection in Sparta
acts of his predecessors, destroyed them, in order that
It is said that he mvented a species of automaton,
It.
made to resemble his wife, and that he availed himself the computation of the reigns of the Chaldaean kings
of this as an instrument of torture to wrest their wealth might be made from himself."
{Synceli, ChronoWhenever he had summoned any graph., p. 207.) It began, therefore, with the reign
from his victims.
The form of
to procure from of Nabonassar (Febr. 26, B.C. 747).
opulent citizen to his palace, in order
him a sum of money for the pretended exigences of the year employed in it is the moveable year of 365 days,
"
Perhaps," consisting of 12 equal months of 30 days, and five
state, if the latter was unwilling to loan,
" I do not
Nabis would
myself possess the talent supernumerary days which was the year in common
say,
I hope that Apega
requisite for persuading you, but
was
the
name of his wife) will prove more suc(this
He then caused the horrid machine to be
cessful.''

victim in
brought in, which, catching the unfortunate
embrace, pierced him with sharp iron points concealed beneath its splendid vestments, and tortured
its

compliance by the most excruciating sufferwar with the
and resigned
into his hands the city of Argos as a species of deIntroduced into this place during the night,
posite.
the tyrant plundered the wealthy citizens, and sought
to seduce the lower orders by proposing a general aboForeseelition of debts and a distribution of lands.

him

into

ings.

—

ing,

however, not long after

at
Philip, king of Macedon, being
Romans, made an alliance with Nabis,

this, that

war would prove unfavourable

the issue of the

for Philip,

he entered

into secret negotiations with the Romans in order to
This perassure himself of the possession of Argos.

however, was unsuccessful and Flamininus the
after having concluded a peace
with the King of Macedon, advanced to lay siege to
The army which Nabis sent against him havSparta.
ing been defeated, and the Romans and their allies
having entered Laconia and made themselves masters
of Gythium, Nabis was forced to submit, and, besides
surrendering Argos, had to accept such terms as the Roman commander was pleased to impose. Humiliated
by these reverses, he thought of nothing but regaining
his former power, and the Roman army had hardly retired from Laconia before his emissaries were actively
employed in inducing the maritime cities to revolt. At
The
last he took up arms and laid siege to Gythium.
Achaeans sent a fleet to the succour of the place, under
fidy,

;

Roman commander,

the command of Philopoemen ; but the latter was defeated by Nabis in a naval engagement, who thereupon
pressed the siege of Gythium with redoubled vigour,
The
and finally made himself master of the place.

;

use

the

Chaldaeans, Egyptians, Armenians,
Persians, and the principal Oriental nations from the
earliest times.
This year ran through all the seasons
in the course of 1461 years.
The freedom of the Na-

among

bonassarean year from intercalation rendered it pecuHence
liarly convenient for astronomical calculation.
it was
adopted by the early Greek astronomers Timoand by those of the Alexanchares and Hipparchus
drean school, Ptolemy, &c.
In consequence of this,
the whole historical catalogue of reigns has been commonly, though improperly, called Ptolemy's canon ;
because he probably continued the original table of
Chaldaean and Persian kings, and added thereto the
Egyptian and Roman down to his own time. {Hale's
;

vol. 1, p. 155, seqq.,

Analysis of Chronology,
—
concerning

8vo

ed.)

the Chaldaeans, as
given by Michaelis (Spicilcgium Geographies Hebrceontm, vol. 2, p. 102), seeks to explain the name Nabonassar on the supposition of an affinity between the

Foster, in his epistle

ancient Chaldee language and the Sclavonic tongue.
According to him, it is equivalent to Nebu-nash-tzar,

This etymology

which means. Our Lord in Heaven.

has been impugned by some, on the ground that the
Russian term for emperor or king is written Czar,
and is nothing more than a corruption for Ccesar.
Unfortunately, however for this very plausible objection, the Russian term in question is written with an
initial Tsui or Ts {Tsar), and cannot, therefore, by any
(Consult Schmidt's
possibility, come from Caesar.

Russian and German Diet., s. v.)
Nabopolass.\r, a king of Babylon, who united with
Astyages against Assyria, which country they conquered, and, having divided it between them, founded
two kingdoms, that of the Medes under Astyages,
and that of the Chaldaeans under Nabopolassar, B.C.

tyrant,

Necho, king of Egypt, jealous of the power of
war against and defeated him. NaThe name,
bopolassar died after a reign of 21 years.

tal

according to Foster,

however, not long after this, experienced a todefeat near Sparta from the land forces of Philoposraen, and was compelled to shut himself up in his capital, while the Achaean commander ravaged Laconia
Meanfor thirty days, and then led home his army.

626.

the latter, declared

is

equivalent to Ncbu-polezi-tzar,

while

which means, Our Lord dwells in Heaven. (Consult
remarks near the close of the article Nabonassar.)
NiENiA or Nenia, a goddess among the Romans
who presided over funerals. She had a chapel with-

whom

out the Porta Viminalis.

Nabis was continually urging the ^tolians,
he regarded as his allies, to come to his aid, and
this latter people finally sent a body of troops, under
but they sent also sethe command of Alexamenus
cret orders along with this leader to despatch Nabis
first
himself on the
opportunity.
Taking advantage of
a review-day, on which occasions Nabis was wont to
ride about the field attended by only a few followers,
Alexamenus executed his instructions, and slew Nabis, with the aid of some chosen .^tolian horsemen,
who had been directed by the council at home to obey
The
any orders which Alexamenus might give them.
iEtolian commander, however, did not reap the advanfor, while
tage which he expected from this treachery
he himself was searching the treasury of the tyrant,
and his followers were pillaging the city, the inhabitants fell upon them and cut them to pieces.
Sparta
thereupon joined the Achaean league.
{Plut., Vit.
;

;

Philop.-^Paman,,

7,

S.—Biogr. Univ.,

v.

30, p. 517.)

{Festus,
— Augustin.,
de

s.

v.

— Compare
—

Civ. Dei, 6, 9.)

Arnob., 4,

p.

131.

The term

is

more commonly employed

to denote a

{Festus, s. v.)
N^vius, L Cnaeus, a native of Campania, was the
works which had
first imitator of the
regular dramatic
been produced by Livius Andronicus. He ser\ed in

funeral-dirge.

the

first

sented at
17, 21.)

Punic war, and

his earliest plays

were repre-

A.U.C. 519, B.C. 2.35. {Aul. Cell,
The names of his tragedies (of which as few

Rome

in

of Livius) are still prefragments remain as of those
a deserved : Alcestis, from which there is yet extant
and barbarous verse,
scription of old age in rugged
Danae, Dulorestes, Hesiona, Hector, Iphigenia, Lyand Telephua. AH
curgus, Ph(zmssm, ProtesUaus,
from the
these were translated or closely imitated
works of Euripides, Anaxandrides, and other Greek
a betdramatists.
Navius, however, was accounted

NAH

NAR

ler comic than tragic poet.
Cicero has given us some
specimens of his jests, with which he appears to have

Teutschlands), they dwelt

in what
Wilhelm, howbut they consist rather in un- ever {Germanien und Seine Bewoh7ier), places them in
bieen greatly amused
expected turns of expression, or a play of words, than Poland on the Vistula, and Reichard between the
in genuine humour.
Naevius, in some of his comedies, Wartha and Vistula.
Naiades, certain inferior deities who presided over
indulged too much in personal invective and satire,
especially against the elder Scipio.
Encouraged by rivers, brooks, springs, and fountains. Their name is
the silence of this illustrious individual, he next at- derived from vaiu, " toflow,^* as indicative of the gentacked the patrician family of the Metelli.
The poet tle motion of water. The Naiades are generally reprewas thrown into prison for this last offence, where he sented as young and beautiful virgins, leaning upon an
wrote his comedies, the Hariolus and Lcontes.
These urn, from which flows a stream of water. They were
being in some measure intended as a recantation of held in great veneration among the ancients, and sachis former invectives, he was liberated by the tribunes rifices of goats and lambs were offered them, with libaof the commons.
Sometimes they reRelapsing soon after, however, into tions of wine, honey, and oil.
his former courses, and continuing to satirize the no- ceived only offerings of milk, fruit, and flowers.
( Vid.
bility, he was driven from Rome by their influence,
Nymphae )
and retired to Carthage, where he died, according to
Naissus, a city of Dacia Mediterranea, southwest of
It was the birthplace of Constantine the
Cicero, A.U.C. 5.50, B C. 204; but Varro fixes his Ratiaria.
death somewhat later
Besides his comedies, Naevius Great.
Reichard identifies it with the modern Nezza
was also author of the Cyprian Iliad, a translation from or Nissa, in the southern part of Servia. The name
a Greek poem called the Cyprian Epic.
Whoever is sometimes written Naisus and Naesus.
{Const.
may have written this Cyprian Epic, it contained 12 Porphyr.y de Them., 2, 9. —Zosim., 3, 11. Anton.,
books, and was probably a work of amorous and ro- Itin., p. 134.— ylmm. Marcell, 21, 10.)
mantic fiction.
It commenced with the
Namnetes or Nannetes {Strab. 'Na/aviraL Ptol.
nuptials of
Thetis and Peleus
it related the contention of the
on the north
l^ufivTjTat), a people of Gallia Celtica,
three goddesses on Mount Ida
the fables concern- bank of the Liger oi Loire, near its mouth.
Their
the story of the daughters of Anius; capital was Condivicnum, afterward Namnetes, now
ing Palamedes
and the love adventures of the Phrygian fair during Nantes {Nantz).
Their city is sometimes (as in
the early period of the siege of Troy
and it termina- Greg. Tur., 6, 15) called Civitas Namnetica.
ted with the council of the gods, at which it was rea
Nantuates, people of Gallia Narbonensis, on the
solved that Achilles should be withdrawn from the south of the Lacus Lemanus or Lake of Geneva.
war, by sowing dissensions between him and Alrides. {Cees., B. G.,4, 10.)
Some modern critics think that the Cyprian Iliad
NAPiEiE, certain divinities among the ancients who
was rather the work of Laevius, a poet who lived some presided over the forests and groves. Their name is
time after Naevius, since the lines preserved from the derived from vuttij, "a grove." {Virgil. Georg., 4,
Cyprian Iliad are hexameters ; a measure not else- 535)
where used by Naevius, nor introduced into Italy, acNar, a river of Italy, rising at the foot of Mount
cording to their supposition, before the time of Ennius. Fiscellus, in that part of the chain of the Apennines
Hermann, Elem. which separates the Sabines from Picenum {Plin., 3,
(Osann, Analcct. Cril., p. 36.
Doctr. Mctr., p. 210, ei Glasg.)
A metrical chron- 12), and, after receiving the Velinus and several other
smaller rivers, falling into the Tiber near Ocriculum.
icle, which chiefly related the events of the first. Punic
The modwar, was another, and probably the last work of Naevi- {Virg., JEn., 7, 1)16.— Sil. Ital., 8, 453.)
It was noted for its sulphurous
us, since Cicero says {De Sencct, c. 14) that in wri- ern name is the Nera.
( Vtrg., I.
ting it he filled up the leisure of his latter days with stream and the whitish colour of its waters.
wonderful complacency and satisfaction.
It was oric.—Sil. Ital., I. c.—Plin., 3, 5, 12.) "The Nera,"
"
forms the southern boundary of Umbut, after his death, was separated says Eustace,
ginally undivided
into seven books.
Al- bria, and traverses, in its way to Narni, about nine
{Suet., de Illustr. Gramm.)
first
Punic war was the principal subject, miles distant, a vale of most delightful appearance.
though the
as appears from its announcement,
The Apennine, in its mildest form, " coruscis ilicibus
the milky Nar intersects
"
fremens," bounds this plain
terrai
Latidi
hemones
tuserunt
Qui
it
and fertility, equal to that of the neighbouring vale
Vires fraudesq ue Poinicas fabor,
of Clitumnus, adorns it on all sides with vegetation and
yet it also afforded a rapid sketch of the preceding inci- beauty."
{Classical Tour, vol. 1, p. 334.)
dents of Roman history.
Cicero mentions {Brutus, c.
Narbo Martius, a city of Gaul, in the southern
19) that Ennius, though he classes Naevius among the section of the country, and southwest of the mouths of
fauns and rustic bards, had borrowed, or, if he refused the Rhone.
It was situate on the river Atax (or Aude),
to acknowledge his obligations, had pilfered many or- and became,
by means of this stream, a seaport and
naments from his predecessor. In the same passage, a place of great trade. Narbo was one of the oldest
Cicero, while he admits that Ennius was the more fin- cities of the land, and had a very extensive commerce
in this
ished and elegant writer, bears testimony to the merit
long before the Romans established themselves
of the older bard, and declares that the Punic war of quarter.
Avienus {Or. Marit., v. 585) makes it the
this antiquated poet afforded him a pleasure as exqui- capital of the unknown tribe of the Elesyces.
The sitsite as the finest statue that was ever formed by Myron.
uation of this place appeared so favourable to the Rofrom
the
lines
to
before
that
a
To judge, however,
\l
remain, though mans, that they sent
they had
colony
in general too much broken to enable us even to divine even firmly established themselves in the surrounding
their meaning, the style and language of Naevius in country, A.U.C. 636.
{Veil. Paterc, 1, 15.— Emthis work were more rugged and remote from modern
The immediate cause of this settlement
trop., 4, 3.)
Latin than his plays or satires, and infinitely more so was the want of a good harbour on this coast, and of a
than the dramas of Livius Andronicus.
The whole, place also that might afford the necessary supplies to
too, is written in the rough Saturnian verse.
(Dunlop, their armies when marching along the Gallic shore
Roman Literature, vol. 1, p. 74, seqq.)— II. An augur into Spain. {Polyb., 3, 39.) At a later period, after
in the reign of Tarquin, more correctly Navius.
the time of Caesar, Narbo became the capital of the
( Vid.
Attus Navius.)
entire province, which took from it the appellation of
This distinction probably would not
Naharvali, a people of Germany, ranked by Tacitus Narbonensis.
Under the Lygii {Germ., 43).
According to Kruse have been obtained by it had not Massilia {Marseille)
{Archiv fur aUe Geogravhie) and Wersebe {iiber die been declared a free and independent community by
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Vollcer des Alten

is

now Upper Lusatia and

Silesia.

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

' '

—

;

NAR

N AR
the
the

Romans. — As

Roman

a

took
In the time of Caesar

colony, this place

name of Narbo Marlius.
was called also Dccumanorum Colonia, from that
commander's having sent thither as colonists, at the
close of the civil contest, the remnant of his favourit

It continued a
{Sueton., Tib., 4.)
until a late period, as it
flourishing commercial city
is praised by writers who lived when the power of the
Roman capital itself had become greatly diminished.

ite tenth legion.

[Ausonius, dc Clar. Urb.,

The remams

13.

—

Stdonitts, carm.^ 23.)

of the canal constructed by the

Romans

for connecting the waters of the Atax with the sea by
means of the lake Rubresus, clearly prove the ancient

This city owed

power and opulence of Narbo.
downfall, along with so many others, to the inroads of
It is now Narbonne.
the barbarous nations.
{Manits

compelling him

to

go

to the baths of

for hit

Campania

and, having taken advantage of his absence
from Rome to poison the emperor, she next
compelled
Narcissus to put himself to death.
{Tacit., Ann., 11,
health

;

29.—
—
Suelon.,

Id. ib., 11,
Vit.

37.— Id.

ib.,

57.— Id.

12,

13, 1.

ib.,

Claud.)

Narisci, a nation of Germany, occupying what now
corresponds to the northern part of Upper Pfalz in
the Palatinate.
{Tacit., Germ., 42.)
Narnia, a town of Umbria, on the river Nar, a short
distance above its junction with the Tiber.
The more

ancient

name was Nequinum, which

Narnia when a
453.

{Liv.,

Roman

it

exchanged

for

colony was sent hither, A.U.C.

10, 9, seqq.)

Nequinum having been given

The
to

it

story of the name
in sport by the Ro-

mans, on account of the roguery of its inhabitants {nenert, Gcogr., vol. 2, p. 63, seqq.)
quam, ''a rogue"), is a mere fiction. Narnia was colNakbonensis Gallia, one of the great divisions onized with the view of serving as a point of defence
of Gaul under the Romans, deriving its name from the against the Umbri. Many years after, we find it inIt was situate in the southcity of Narbo, its capital.
curring the censure of the senate for its want of zeal
em and southeastern quarter of the country, and was during the emergencies of the second Punic war.
bounded on the east by Gallia Cisalpina, being sep- {Livy, 29, 15.) The situation of the place on a lofty
on hill, at the foot of which flows the Nar, has been dearated from it by the Varus or Var {Pirn., 3, 4)
the north by the Lacus Lemanus or Lake of Geneva^ scribed by several poets.
Cons., Hon.,
{Claud., 6.
on the west by 515.— Sz/. Ital., 8, 4:58.— Mar ttal, 7, 92.) In the
the Rhone, and Gallia Lugdunensis
Aquitania and on the south by the Mediterranean passage of Martial just referred to, the poet alludes to
and Pyrenees. It embraced what was afterward the the noble bridge raised over the Nar by Augustus, the
northwestern part of Savoy, Dauphine, Provence; Ihe arch of which was said to be the highest known.
western part of Languedoc, together with the country {Procnp., Rer. Got., 1.) The modern Narni occupies
Travellers speak in high
along the Rhone, and the eastern part of Gascony. the site of the ancient town.

—

—

;

;

;

'

terms of the beautiful situation of the place.
{CraNarcissus, I. a beautiful youth, son of the river-god mer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 277, seqq.)
was
born
at
and
the
of
a
river
Naro, now Narenta,
Dalmatia, rising in
Cephisus
Thespis
nymph Liriope,
He saw his image reflected in a fountain, the mountains of Bosnia, and falling into the Adriatic
in Boeotia.
till
was
enamoured
of
he
of
Lesina.
On its
the
island
it,
and, becoming
{Plin., 3, 22.)
pined away
opposite
changed into the flower that bears his name. This banks lay the city of Narona, a Roman colony of some
was regarded in poetic legends as a just punishment note. {Scylax, p. 9. Mela, 2, 3.) Its ruins should
{Manuj>on him for his hard-heartedness towards Echo and be sought for in the vicinity of Castel Norin.
other nymphs and maidens.
(Ovid, Met 3, 341, seqq. lier t, Geogr., vol. 7, p. 347.)
Narses, a eunuch of the court of the Emperor JusHygin fab., 271.) According to the version of
this fable given by Eudocia (p. 304), Narcissus threw tinian I. at Constantinople.
The place of his birth is
himself into the fountain and was drowned {^ppcfev unknown.
He so ingratiated himself with the emperhavTov CKel, koI kireirviyTj tu fvoTrrp^ vdaTi).
Pau- or, that he appointed him his chamberlain and private
In A.D. 538 he was placed at the head of
sanias, after ridiculing the common legend, mentions treasurer.
{Vtd. GaUia.)

—

—

,

,

another, which, according to him, was less known than
This latter version of
the one we have just given.
the story made Narcissus to have had a twin-sister of
remarkable beauty, to whom he was tenderly attached.

She resembled him very
ilar attire,

and used

to

closely in features,

wore sim

accompany him on

the hunt.

and Narcissus, deeply lamenting her death, used to go to a neighbouring fountain and gaze upon his own image in its waters, the
strong resemblance he bore to his deceased sister
making this image appear to him, as it were, the form
of her whom he had lost.
{Pausan., 9, 31, 6.) Tiie
flower alluded to in the story of Narcissus is what bot"
anists term the
Narcissus poeticus''^ (Linn., gen.,
It loves the borders of streams, and is admira550).

This

sister died

young

;

—

bly personified in the touching legends of poetry ;
since, bending on its fragile stem, it seems to seek its
own image in the waters that run murmuring by, and

soon fades away and dies. (Fee, Flore de Virgile,
II. A freedman of the
p. cxviii.)
Emperor Claudius.
He afterward became his private secretary, and in the

—

exercise of this office acquired immense riches by the
most odious means. Messalina, jealous of his power,
endeavoured to remove him, but her own vices made
her fall an easy victim to this unprincipled man. ( Vid.

Messalina.)

Agrippina, however,

She was

was more success-

having endeavoured
to prevent her
while
ascending the imperial throne
Narcissus, on his side, espoused the interests of the
young Britannicus, and urged Claudius to name him

ful.

irritated

at

his

;

as his successor.

dwse

Apprized of these plans, Agrippina
Narcissus into a kind of temporary exile, by

an army destined to support Belisarius in the expulbut the dissensions
sion of the Ostrogoths from Italy
which soon arose between him and Belisarius occasioned his recall.
Nevertheless, in 552 he was again sent
to Italy, to check the progress of Totila the Goth, and.
He also
after vanquishing Totila, he captured Rome.
;

conquered Tejas,

whom

the Goths had chosen king in

the place of Totila, and, in the spring of 554, Bucellinus,
After Narses had cleared
the leader of the Alemanni.

nearly all Italy of the Ostrogoths and other barbarians,
he was appointed governor of the country, and ruled it
fifteen years.
During this time he endeavoured to enrich the treasury by all the means in his power, and
excited the discontent of the provinces subject to him,
their complaints before the Emperor Justinian
Narses was deposed in disgrace, and sought rewhich
venge by inviting the Lombards to invade Italy,
Muratori
they did in 568"^ under Alboin their king.
concernand others have doubted whether Narses was
After his depoed in the invasion of the Lombards.
sition he lived at Naples, and died at an advanced age,

who laid
II.

at

Rome, in 567. {Encyclop. Am., vol. 9, p. 136.)
Narycium or Naryx, a city of the Locri Opuntii,

rendered celebrated by the birth of Ajax, son of O'ileus.
From Diodorus we learn that Isme{Slrabo, 425.)
a force
nias, a Bceotian commander, having collected
of ^IDnianes and Athamanes, whom he had seduced
from the Lacedaemonian service, invaded Phocis, and

The
its inhabitants near Naryx (14, 82).
historian afterward relates, that Phayllus, the Phothe
cian, having entered the Locrian territory, surprised
which he razed to the ground.— Virgi/
town of

defeated

same

Naryx,
^
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NAS
the epithet

les

tpp

"

Narycian"

NAIT
to the Locri

who

set-

the midst.

Pliny's information

is still

more

explicit,

and tends to corroborate our suggestion.
He tells us
that Suetonius Paulinus, the Roman general, after
(^«.,3, 396.)
to
the
of
southeast
of
and
a
a
the
western
Africa,
black, dirty plain
Nasamones, people
Atlas,
crossing
Cyrenaica, and extending along the coast as far as the beyond it (dry morass or peat-moss, of which we unin
fell
with
a river running
midd'e of the Syrtis Major.
derstand
there
is
(Compare Herod., 4,
plenty),
172.)
They were a roving race, uncivilized in their to the eastward, which he (Pliny) calls the Niger^
habits, and noted for their robberies in the case of all probably from the black people or the black soil, and
vessels thrown on the quicksands.
They plundered which is stated to lose itself in the sands and which,
the cargoes and sold the crews as slaves, and hence according to Pliny, emerging again, flows on to the
Lucan (9, 444) remarks of them, that, without a sin- eastward, divides the Libyans from the Ethiopians,
Now the Tafilet,
gle vessel ever seeking their shores, they yet carried and finally falls into the Nile.
on a traffic with all the world. Augustus ordered an which flows from the southern side of the snowy Atexpedition to be sent against them, both in consequence las, crossed by the Roman general, runs in an eastern
of their numerous robberies, and because they had put course, and loses itself in the sands ; and the Ad-judi,
to death a Roman prefect. They were soon conquered
which rises from the same side, or the Central Atlas
and Dionysius Periegetes (v. 208) speaks of the "de- (in Mauritania Caesariensis), and runs easterly into the
serted dwelhngs of the destroyed Nasamones" {kprj- lake Melgig, might very well be considered by Pliny
fiudevra ^ifAadpa aKO(pdtfj.Evcjv Naaafxuvuv).
They as the continuation of the Tafilet or his Niger; and it
Were not, however, completely destroyed, for we find is sufficiently remarkable that this river, or some other
the race again appearing in their former places of abode, of the numerous streams in the neighbourhood, should,
and resuming their former habits of plunder, until in the according to Leo Africanus, be called the Ghir, which,,
Here, then, we have at
reign of Domitian they were completely chased away it seems, is a native name.
from the coast into the desert. {Euseb., Chron.,01., once the foundation for the Geir and Nigeir of Ptol316, 2.
Josephus, Bell., 2, 16.) Some mention has emy, supplied to him by Pliny." {Quarterly Review,
been made, in another part of this work (vid. Africa, No. 82, p. 233, seqq.)
Nasica, I. a surname of one of the Scipios. {Vid.
page 81, col. I), of a journey performed through part of
tled in Italy, as

having been of the Opuntian stock.

;

;

—

—

the interior of Africa by certain young men of the Nasamones and the opinions of some able writers have
The followmg remarks,
been given on this subject.
however, of a late critic may be compared with what
"Herodotus says
is stated under the article Niger.
that the Nasamones went through the deserts of Libya ;
and that he may not be misunderstood as to what he
;

means by Libya, which

is sometimes put for Africa,
states distinctly that it extends from Egypt to the
where
it terminates ; that it is
promontory of Soloe.'s,

he

inhabited by various nations besides the Grecians and
Phoenicians ; that, next to this, the country is abandoned to beasts of prey, and that all beyond is desert; that
the young Nasamones, having passed the desert of
Libya (not Sahara), came to a region with trees, on

which were perched men of little stature; that they
were conducted by them over morasses to a city on a
great river, running from the west towards the rising
sun that the people were black, and enchanters, &c.
;

Now

it

is

perfectly clear to us that the country alluded

to by Herodotus was no other than Mauritania, and
that the notion of their having crossed the great des-

and reached the Niger about Timbuctoo, is founded entirely on a misrepresentation of his quoters and
editors, some of whom make the course of the young
men to have been southwest, contrary to what Herodotus says, and for no other reason that we can devise but
that such a course was required to bring ihein to a predetermined city and river, known to the moderns, but
not 3 Herodotus.
Herodotus, however, sanctions no
he distinctly states, on the contrary, thai
such notion
ert,

1

;

they proceeded to the west, Tzpog 7.i(^vpov uvcfiov,
words that are never applied to any portion of the com-

pass lying between west and south, the word Zephyrus, in Latin as well as in Greek, being used exclufor southwest.
If
sively for west, and Aiif; generally

we

will only let

Herodotus

tell his

own

story,

we

shall

find in those parts of the Emperor of Morocco's dominions, situated between the Great Alias and the Sa-

two of them, the Tafilet and the
rivAd-judi, both running to the east, and both great
ers in the eyes of men who had never witnessed a runwe shall also find cities and towns, inning stream
men of
tervening deserts, morasses, sands, and black
small stature, the modern Berbers, the ancient Mela-

hara, plenty of rivers,

;

omnes colore nigri, to answer the description
of Herodotus ; who says, moreover, that his river,
which he calls the Nile, not only descends from Libthat country in
ya, but traverses all Libya, dividing

nogaetuli,
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—

II. A character delineated by Horace i»
Scipio V.)
one of his satires. Nasica, a mean and avaricious
man, marries his daughter to Coranus, who was a
creditor of his, in the hope that his new son-in-law

will either forgive

him the debt

at

once, or else will

a legacy to that amount in his will, which
He is disapwould, of course, be a virtual release.
Coranus makes
pointed in both these expectations.

leave

him

his will and hands it to his father-in-law, with a rethe latter, after repeatedly
quest that he will read it
declining so to do, at last consents, and finds, to his
:

surprise and mortification, no mention
strument of any bequest to him or his.

made

in the in-

{Horat., Sat.,

2, 5, 65.)

Nasidienus (by

synaeresis Nasid-yenus, a quadriUnder this
by Horace.

syllable), a character satirized

name the poet describes an entertainer of bad
and mean habits affecting the manners of the

feigned
taste

(Sat., 2, 8.)
higher classes.
Vid. Ovidius.
Naso.
Nasos or Nesus, a town or fortress near (Eniad»
The name evidently implies an insular
in Acarnania.
situation.
Livy (26, 24; 38, 11) writes it Naxos ;

From the acbut that is probably a false reading.
counts of ancient writers, Nasos seems always to
have been included with CEniads in the cessions of
the latter place, made by the Romans first to the .^tolians, and afterward to the Acarnanians.
(Polyb., 9,
If Trigardon be not QEniadae, it may represent
2.)
and
the
arsenal of
was
which
Nasos,
port
probably
and, though now joined to the continent,
might very well have been an island in ancient times.
{Cramer's Ana. Greece, vol. 2, p. 26 )
NatIso, a river of Venelia, in Cisalpine Gaul, rising
in the Alps, and falling into the Adriatic near Aquileia.

QCniadse

;

Modern critics, however, are
It is now the Nalisone.
divided in opinion as to the identity of the Natisone
with the Natiso, which Strabo and other ancient writers place close to Aquileia ; as the Natisone is now
some miles distant from the ruins of that city. The
most probable supposition is, that some change has
taken place in the bed of the river.
{Cramer's Anc.
Italy, vol. 2. p. 129.)
Naucratis, a city of Egypt, in the Delta, and beIt was situate on the
longing to the Saitic nome.

Canopic arm of the Nile, to the south of Metelis and
Strabo informs us (802) that, in
northwest of Sa'is.
the time of Psammitichus, a body of Milesians landed
at the Bolbitine mouth of the river, and built there a

NAU

NAU
" the fortress of the Mile-

sironghold, which he calls
The geographer evisians" {to Mt/l7?(Ti(Jv Tetxo(:).
of Egypt
dently refers here to the arrival on the coast
of some Carians and lonians, hy whose aid, accord-

third year of the war, will be found detailed in Tht»After the failure of the expecydidcs (2, 83, seqq).
dition undertaken by Demosthenes, the Athenian
general, against the iEtolians, the latter, supported by a

was enabled
ing to Herodotus (2, 152), Psammitichus
subdue his colleagues in the kingdom. When, however, Sirabo adds, that these Milesians, in process of

Peloponnesian force, endeavoured to seize Naupactus
by a coup de main; but such were the able arrangements made by Demosthenes, who threw himself into
the place with a re- enforcement of Acarnanian aux-

to

time, sailed into the Saitic nome, and, after having
conquered Inarus in a naval conflict, founded the city
of Naucratis, it would seem that he mixes up with his
account of this place the circumstance of the succours
that were given by the Athenians to Inarus, king of
Egypt, and by means of which he gained a victory

over the Persians.
Inarus, it is true, was afterward
defeated, but no author mentions that the Milesians
had any share in his overthrow. Naucratis appears,
in fact, to have been founded long before any Greek
It was given by Amasis to the
lonians as an entrepot for their commerce, and was not
This favour, however, on the part
founded by them.
of the Egyptian monarch, was granted under such re-

set foot in Egypt.

The Greek
strictions as prudence seemed to require.
vessels were only allowed to enter the Canopic arm,
at
If
to
Naucratis.
a ship hapand were obliged
stop
enter another mouth of the river, it was
and the captain was not set at liberty unless he could swear that he was compelled to do so
He was then obliged to sail to Nauby necessity.
cratis
or, if continual north winds made this impossible, he had to send his freight in small Egyptian
vessels round the Delia to Naucratis.
(Herod., 2,
But, how rigidly soever these restrictions were
179.)
to

pened

detained

;

;

originally enforced, they must soon have fallen into
disuse, as the mouths of the Nile were open to any

—

—

iliaries, that the enemy did not think proper to prosecute the attempt.
{Tkucyd.,3, 102.) On the termination of the Peloponnesian war, however, Naupactus surrendered to the Spartans, who expelled the
Messenians from the place. {Pausan., 4, 26.) Demosthenes informs us, that it had afterward been
occupied by the Achaeans, but was ceded by Philip of

Macedon to the ^tolians {Phil., 3, p. 120.— Strabo,
426), in whose possession it remained till they were
engaged in a war with the Romans. The latter, after having defeated Antiochus at Thermopylae, suddenly crossed over from the Maliac Gulf to that of
Corinth, and invested Naupactus, which would probably have been taken, notwithstanding the obstinate
defence made by the -'Etolians, had they not obtained
a truce by the intervention of T. Flamininus.
{Liv.,
36, 30, seqq.—Polyb., 5, 102.)
Naupactus was still
a city of some importance in the time of Hierocles
(p. 643), but it was nearly
in the reign of Justinian.

destroyed by an earthquake
{Procop., Bell. Got., 3.)
The modern town is called Enebachti by the Turks,
Nepacto by the Greeks, and Lepanto by the Franks,
with a strong accent on the last syllable.
{KeppelTs

Journey, vol. 1, p. 8.)
" is a miserable

"

pashalia,

is

worth

visiting,

because

—

Nepacto," says Sir W. Gell,
and a ruinous town but it
;

it

gives a very exact idea

one after the conquest by the Persians.
Naucratis, of the ancient Greek city, with its citadel on Mount
from its situation, became the connecting link in the Rhegani, whence two walls, coming down to the
The port absochain of communication between the coast and the in- coast and the plain, form a triangle.
terior of the country, and continued for a long period lutely runs into the city, and is shut within the walls,
an important city. It is mentioned by numerous wri- which are erected on the ancient foundations." {Itin ,
ters as low down as the sixth century.
The ruins p. 293. Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 105, seqq.)
which Niebuhr found near a place called Salhadsjar
Nauplia, a maritime town of Argolis, the port of
seem to indicate the site of the ancient city
Nau- Argos, situate on a point of land at the head of the
cratis was the native place of Athenaeus.
Like every Sinus Argolicus.
It was said to have derived its
commercial city, it contained among its population a name from Nauplius, the son of Neptune and AmyHerod., 6, 76.— Xew., Hist.
large number of dissolute persons of both sexes. mone.
{Strabo, 268.
(Larcher, Geogr. d''Herodote, p. 359, seqq.
Mannert, Gr., 4, 7, 6.)
Nauplia was deserted and in ruins
when visited by Pausanias. The inhabitants had been
Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 563, seqq.)
Naulochus, I. a naval station on the northeastern expelled several centuries before by the Argives, upon
coast of Sicily.
Between this place and Mylae, which suspicion of their favouring the Spartans. The latter
lay to the west of it, the fleet of Sextus Pompeius people, in consequence, received them into their terwas defeated by that of Octavius (A.U.C. 718, B.C. ritory, and established them at Methone of Messenia.
II. An island off the coast of Crete, near the
36.)
{Pausan., 4, 35.)
Nauplia has been succeeded by
III.
the modern town of Napoli di Romania, as it is called
promontory of Sammonium. {Plin., 4. 12.)
The port of the town of Bulis in Phocis, near the con- by the Greeks, which possesses a fortress of some
"
It is
fines of Boeotia.
Sir W. Gell remarks, that
{Plin., 4, 3.)
Nauplia is the
supposed to strength.
have been the same with the Mychos of Strabo.
It is situated on a rocky
best built city of the Morea.
Naupactus, a city of Locris, at the western ex- point, on which are many remains of the ancient wall.
{Itin., p.
tremity of the territory of the Ozolae, and close to The port is excellent and very defensible."
Rhium of JEtolia. It was said to have derived its 181. Cramer s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 239, seqq.)
name from the circumstance of the Heraclidae having
Naupliades, a patronymic of Palamedes, son of
there constructed the fleet in which they crossed over Nauplius.
{Ovid, Met., 13, 39.)
into the Peloponnesus {vavg, a ship, and Tr^yvvfit, to
Nauplius, I. a son of Neptune and Amymone, and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

After
Strabo, 426.
Apollod., 2, 7, 2).
the Persian war, this city was occupied by the Athenians, who there established the Messenian Helots after

constnict.

—

they had evacuated Ithome.
Id.,
{Thucyd., 1, 103.
2, 90.
Pausan., 4, 24, seqq.) The acquisition of
Naupactus was of great importance to the Athenians
during the Peloponnesian war, as it was an excellent
station for their fleet in the Corinthian Gulf, and not
only aflforded them the means of keeping up a communication with Corcyra and Acarnania, but enabled
them also to watch the motions of the enemy on the

—

opposite coast, and to guard against any designs they
Some important namight form against their allies.
val operations which took
place off this city in the

5S

the founder of Nauplia.
{Pausanias, 2. 38.— /rf., 4,
He was the one that sold Auge, daughter of
35.)

This NauKing Teuthras. {Vid. Auge)
must not be confounded with the second of the
descendants.
name, who was, in fact, one of his
Burmann,
{Heyne, ad Apollod., 2. 1, 5.— Compare
Catal. Argonaut., ad Val. Place, s v.)—U. A deAleus, to

plius

scendant of the preceding, and one of the Argonauts.
5.— Hurmann, Catal. Ar{Heyne, ad Apollod., 2, 1,
of Neptune, the father of
gonaut., s. 13.)— III. A son
He was
Palamedes by Clymene, and king of Euboea.
at the treatment which his son had exso

indignant
that, to avenge his death,
perienced from the Greeks,
torch on the promontory of Cahe set up
^ a burning
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phareus, in order to deceive the Grecian vessels that
were saihng by in the night on their return from Troy ;

and he thus caused their shipwreck on the coast.
T];e torch, it seems, had been placed on the most danbut the Greeks mistook it
gerous part of the shore
;

for a friendly signal, inviting them to land here as the
safest part of the island.
Those of the shipwrecked

crews

came

were slam by Nauhowever, to have thrown himself
into the sea when he saw bis plan of vengeance in a
great measure frustrated by the escape of Ulysses,
whom the winds bore away in safety from the dangerous coast.
{Hygin., fab., 116.) The obscure and
that

who

plius,

is

safe to the land

said,

—

curious legend related by Apollodorus (2, 1, 5) is
thought by many to have reference to this Nauplius.
It assigns him a different end.
According to this
version of the story, Nauplius attained a great age,
and passed his tune -on the sea, lamenting the fate of
those who were lost on it.
At length, through the
anger of the gods, he himself met with the same fate
which he deplored in others. {Heyne, ad Apollod., I. c.)
Nauportus, a town of Pannonia, on a river of the

same name, now Obcr {Upper) Laybach.

{Veil. Fat.,

IS—

Tacil., Ann., 1, 20.)
llO.—Flin., 3,
Nausicaa, daughter of Alcinoiis, king of the Phseacians.
She met Ulysses shipwrecked on her father's
coast, and gave him a kind reception.
{Od., 6, 17,
2,

segq.)

Olivier speaks in ingreat votaries of Bacchus.
terms of the present Naxian wine, adding that
know neither how to make nor preserve
it.
Dr. Clarke, on the contrary, observes that the
wine of Naxos maintains its pristine celebrity, and
still

ferior

the inhabitants

that he thought it excellent.
Naxos is said to have
no ports for the reception of large- sized vessels, and
has therefore been less subject to the visits of the
Dr. .Clarke states that, when he visited the
Turks.
island, he was told that there was not a single Mohammedan in it, and that many of the inhabitants of the
interior had never seen a Turk.
The produce of the

island consists at present of wines, wheat, barley,

oil,

oranges, lemons, peaches, figs, cheese, which is exported to Constantinople, cotton, honey, and wax.
The vintage was one year so abundant, that the people were obliged to pour their wines into the cisterns
of the Capuchins.
{Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 6, p.
III.
168, Am. ed.)
city on the eastern side of
Sicily, situate on the southern side of Mount Taurus,

—

A

and looking towards Catana and Syracuse. It was
founded by a colony from the island of Naxos, one
year before the settlement of Syracuse {01. 17, 3),
and at the same time, consequently, with Crotona in
Scymnus, v. 276.) The
Italy.
{Thucyd., 6, 3.
colony was a powerful one, and the rapid growth of

—

the new state is clearly shown by the early founding
of Zancle or Messana.
Naxos, however, not long after this, fell under the sway of Hippocrates, tyrant of

Naustathmus, I. a port and harbour in Sicily, at
mouth of the river Cacyparis, below Syracuse
Gela.

the

now

—

;

Rei{Cluv., Sic. Ant., p. 97.
Asparanelto.
II.
chard, Tfies. Topogr.)
village and anchoring
place of Cyrenai'ca, between Erythron and Apollonia.
{Mela, 1, 8.) III. An anchoring- place on the coast
of the Euxme, in Asia Minor, about 90 stadia from

—

A

—

the mouth of tlie Halys : it is supposed by some to
have been identical with the Ibyra or Ibora of Hierocles (p. 701).
D'Anville gives Balireh as the modname ; but Reichard, Kupii Aghzi. {Arrian,

ern

Pcripl, Huds., G. M.,
a

1, p.

16.)

town of Crete, celebrated

Naxos,
produ{Find., Islhvi., 6, 107.
cing excellent whetstones.
II. The
the
Schol. ad Find., I. c.)
of
Cyclargest
lades, lying to the east of Paros, in the ^gean Sea.
It is said by Pliny (4, 12) to have borne the several
names of Slrongyle, Dia, Dionysias, Sicilia Minor,
I.

for

—

—

and Callipolis.
The same writer states that it was
75 miles in circuit, and twice the size of Paros. It

was first peopled by the Carians {Steph. Byz., s. v.
Nafof), but afterward received a colony of lonians
from Athens.
The failure of the
(Herod., 8, 46.)
expedition undertaken by the Persians against this
island, at the suggestion of Aristagoras, led to the
revolt of the Ionian states.
At this
{Herod., 5, 28.)
period Naxos was the most flourishing of the Cycla-

des
sian

but, not long after,

;

it

was conquered by

the Per-

armament under Datis and Artaphernes, who de-

stroyed the city and temples, and enslaved the inhab-

{Herod., G,9G.)
Notwithstanding this calamthe Naxians, with four ships, joined the Greek fleet

itants.
ity,

assembled

were the

at

first

46), and yet they
of the confederates whom the Athenians

Salamis {Herod.,

8,

deprived of their independence. {Thucyd., 1, 98, 137.)
It appears from Herodotus (1, 64) that they had already been subject to that people in the time of PiNaxos was farther celebrated for the worsistratus.
said to have been born there.
ship of Bacchus, who is
Horn., Hymn in ApolL, 44.
{Virg., Mn., 3, 125.

—

—

Find., Pyth., 4, Ibfi.—Apollod.,
cipal

town was

name

of the island

also
is

called

Naxia.

Mr.
vol. 3, p, 408.)
ameter of the island,

1,

—

—

ed Tauromenium.
{Vid. Tauromenium.)
Nazianzus, a city of Cappadocia, in the southwestern angle of the country, and to the southeast of ArThis place derives all its celebrity from
chelais.
who was born
Gregory, the distinguished theologian,
at Arianzus, a small village in the immediate neighbourhood, but who was promoted to the bishopric of
Nazianzus.
Philostorg.,
{Niceph., Call, 14, 39.
Nazianzus is assigned
ap. Suid., s. V. TpTjyopiog.)
The Itineraby Hierocles to Cappadocia Secunda.
ries remove it 24 miles from Archelais.
{Cramer's

—

Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 114.)
Ne^ethus, a river of Bruttium, rising to the northeast of Consentia, and falling into the Sinus TarenThis
It is now the Nicto.
tinus above Crotona.
stream was said to have derived its name from the
circumstance of the captive Trojan women having
a cirthere set fire to the Grecian fleet {vavc, aWu)
cumstance alluded to by many of the ancients, but
as regards the scene of
of
with
;

opinion
great diversity
The use which Virgil has made of this
the event.
Cramer^s
known.
well
is
tradition
{Strabo, 262.

—

Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 391.)
Neapolis, a celebrated city of Campania, on the
InSinus Crater, now Naples, or, in Italian, Napoli.
numerable accounts exist relative to the foundation
of this celebrated place ; but the fiction most prevalent seems to be that which attributed it to the Siren
and from
Parthenope, who was cast upon its shores,

whom it derived the name (Parthenope) by which
The prin- it is usually designated in the poets of antiquity.
357.
Sil.
The modern {Lyrophr 717.
Dionysius Pertegetes,

7, 4.)

Naxos.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

Hawkins gives

the longest di-

according to the Russian chart,
as about eighteen miles, and its breadth about twelve.
Dr.
{Clarke's Travels, vol. 6, p. 112, London ed.)
Clarke observes of Naxos, that its inhabitants are
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But it soon recovered its
{Herod., 7, 154.)
freedom, waged a successful contest with Messana,
and appeared subsequently as the ally of the Athenians against Syracuse, the rapid increase of this city
having filled it with apprehensions for its own safety.
At a still later period, Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse,
0/. 94, 2), but
destroyed the city {Diod., 14, 15.
the old inhabitants, together with some new-comers,
afterward settled in the immediate vicinity, and found-

—

—

,

Ital, 12, 33.)

According

to Strabo, the tomb of this
shown there in his time.

was
pretended foundress
Hercules is also mentioned as founder
{Strab., 246.)
of Neapolis by Oppian and Diodorus Siculus {ap.
find also considerable
Tzetz. ad Lycophr., I. c.)
variations in what may be regarded as the historical

—

— We

NEAPOLIS.

NEB

account of the origin of Neapolia.
Scymnus of Chios
mentions both the Phoca>ans and Cumasans as its

that literature continued to flourish here in his time,
Among other superstitions, we learn from Macro-

founders, while Stephanus of Byzantium names the
But by far the most numerous and respectRhodians.
able authorities attribute its foundation to the Cumac-

bius {Sat. 1, 18), that the people of Neapolis worshipped the sun, under the image of a bull with a human face, which they called Hebon. This fact is
confirmed by numerous coins, and also by an inscrip
tion which has come down to us.
{Cramer's Anc.

which their proximity renders high(Strabo, 246.— Lijjy, 8, 22.— Veil. PaHence the coimexion of this city with
ierc, 1, 4.)
jboea, so frequently alluded to by the poets, and es{Silv., 1, 2;
pecially by Statius, who was born here.
Greek inscription mentions a hero
3, 5; 2, 2, &c.)
of the name of Eumelus as having had divine honours
ans, a circumstance
ly probable.

E

A

{Capapaid to him, probably as founder of the city.
«o, Hist. Nap., p. 105.) This fact serves to illustrate
The
another passage of Statius.
(Silv., 4, 8, 45.)
date of the foundation of this colony is not recorded.
Velleius Paterculus observes only that it was much
Strabo seems to
posterior to that of the parent city.
recognise another colony subsequent to that of the
Cumaans, composed of Chalcidians, Pithecusans, and
The latter were probably
Athenians.
{Strab., 246.)
the same who are mentioned in a fragment of Timseus,
quoted by Tzctzes {ad Lycophr., v. 732-37), as having migrated to Italy under the command of Diolimus,
who also instituted a Xa/jtiradocpopia, still observed at
Neapolis in the time of Statius (Sylv., 4, 8, 50),
The passage of Strabo above cited will account also

—

for the

important change in the condition of the city

now under

marked by the
and Neapolis, both of which are ap-

consideration,

which

is

terms Pala?polis
It is to be noticed,
plied to it by the ancient writers.
that Palaepolis is the name under which Livy mentions it when describing the first transactions which

connect its history with that of Rome, A.U.C. 429
{Livy, 8, 23); while Polybius, speaking of events
which occurred in the beginning of the first Punic
war, that is, about sixty years afterward, employs only
ihat of Neapolis (1, 51).
Livy, however, clearly alludes to the two cities as existing at the same time
but we hear no more of Palaepolis after it had undergone a siege and surrendered to the Roman arms.
According to the same historian, this town stood at
no great distance from the site of Neapolis, certainly
nearer to Vesuvius, and in the plain.
{Romanelli,
vol. 3, p. 530.)
It was
betrayed by two of its chief
citizens to the Roman consul, A.U.C. 429.
{Liv., 8,
25.)
Respecting the position of Neapolis, it may be
seen from Pliny, that it was placed between the river
Sebethus, now il Fiume Madalona, and the small isl-

—

;

and Megaris, or Megalia, as Statius calls it {Sylv., 2,
2, 80), on which the Castel del Ovo now stands.
{Piin., 3, G.— Columella, R. R., 10.)— It is probable
that Neapolis sought the alliance of the Romans not
long after the fall of the neighbouring city ; for we
find that they were supplied with ships by that town

Punic war,

in the first

for the

purpose of crossing over

into Sicily.
At that time we may
{Polyh., 1, 51.)
suppose the inhabitants of Neapolis, like those of
Cumae, to have lost much of their Greek character,

from being compelled to admit the Campanians into
commonwealth; a circumstance that has been
In that geographer's time,
noticed by Strabo (246).
however, there still remained abundant traces of their
Their
first origin.
gymnasia, clubs, and societies
were formed after the Greek manner. Public games
their

were celebrated every five years, which might rival in
most famous institutions of that nature
in Greece
while the indolence and luxury of Grecian
manners were also very prevalent, and allured to Neapolis many a Roman, whose age and temperament
inclined him to a life of ease.
{Ovid, Met., 15, 711.

celebrity the
;

—

—

—

Italy, vol

2, p.

\68, seqq.)
a celebrated

naval commander in the
time of Alexander the Great.
He was a native of

Neakchus,

Crete, and one of the friends of Alexander in early
sharing with the young prince the disgraces incurred during the reign of Philip.
When Alexander
had subdued the empire of Darius, he sent Nearchus
on a voyage of discovery, from the mouth of the Hylife,

daspes down the Indus, and from the embouchure of
the Indus to the Euphrates, along the coast of Gedro-

The narrative of this
sia, Carmania, and Persia.
voyage has been preserved to us by Arrian, who professes to give an extract from the journal of Nearchus.
It is contained in his Indica.
The authenticity of the
account has been questioned by Hardouin and Dodwell, but is fully established by Sainte-Croix {Examen

Critique des Historiens d' Alexandre)^ Gossellin {Recherches sur la Geographic Ancienne), and Vincent
Commerce and
{Voyage of Nearchus, Land., 1807.
Navigation of the Ancients in the Indian Ocean, vol.

—

It must be confessed, however, that the three
1).
writers just mentioned differ in other respects as reGossellin thinks, for
gards this celebrated voyage.

example, that all the statements made by Nearchus
can be rigorously confirmed by modern geography.
Vincent, on the other hand, supposes that the defective system Of the ancients must necessarily have introduced into the narrative of the Greek commander
many errors and contradictions. Sainte-Croix, again,
is deserted
by his usual good sense and judgment
when he assigns to the expedition of Nearchus no
other motive but the foolish ambition of Alexander.
If this had been the case, why would Nearchus have
kept a journal so full of nautical and geographical observations 1
Nearchus was recompensed by Alexander with a golden crown, which the monarch placed
upon his head. A new route was marked out. Alexander was to undertake an expedition against Arabia, and Nearchus and his fleet were to accompany
him, and to coast the Arabian shore ; but the death of
the monarch put an end to the design.
After the decease of Alexander, Nearchus, who had obtained the
of
and
or
prefecture
Pamphylia
satrapy
Lycia, exerted
himself, but to no purpose, to secure the throne of Alexander to Hercules, son of Barsine.
He also wrote a
history, or historical memoirs of the reign of Alexander but of this work the title alone remains.
The
voyage of Nearchus, besides being contained in the
common text of Arrian, may be found in Hudson's

—

—

;

Geographi Minores Greed, vol. 1. It appeared also
from the Vienna press, under the title of Ncdpxov -nepiTzlovg e/c Toi) 'X^^iavov. {Hoffmann, Lex.
in 1806,

Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 114.)
Nebo, a mountain situate east of the river Jordan,
and forming part of the chain of Abarim, north of the

Dead

Sea.

The

Israelites

encamped

at the

foot of

mountain in the 46th year of their Exodus, and
Moses, having executed the commission with which
he was intrusted, and having pronounced his blessing
on the twelve tribes assembled to receive his last
from the summit of
charge, ascended this mountain,
which, called Pisgah, he had a view of the Promised
Land, into which he was not permitted to enter: on
Burckhardt
this mountain he soon afterward died.
this

about 15 miles north
supposes the Djcbel Attarous,
of the Arnon, and a little to the right of the route
shown a like predilection for Neapolis as a residence. from Madeba to Araayr or Aroer, and which is the
The epithet of highest point in the neighbourhood, to be Nebo.
{Tacit., Ann., 15, 5Z.—Id., 16, 10.)
iocta, applied to this city by Martial (5, 79), proves {Mansford's Scripture Gazetteer, p. 335.)

—Hor., Epod.,
Silv., 3,

5,

5, 24, 3.

85.)

Sil. Ital, 12, Z\.

Stat.,

Claudius and Nero seem to have
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NBBR^SB\, or CoLONiA VENEREA Nebrissa, a town
of the Turdetani, in Hispania Baetica, northeast of GaIt is now Lebrija or
des, and southwest of Hispalis.
Labrtxa.
{Slrabo, H3.—Plin., 3, 3.)

Nebrodes, a general name

for the chain of

mount-

ains running through the northern part of Sicily.
The
Greek name is 'Sevpudrj opt).
Sil.
{Strabo, 274.
Ital, 14, 234 )
a
of
who
to
endeavoured
Necho,
open
king
Egypt
a communication, by means of a canal, between the
Red Sea and the Mediterranean. The attempt was

—

to the south of the equator this must have really ta&ea
place, and that the historian's unbelief arose entirely

from his ignorance of the real figure of the earth.
{Vid. Africa,

p.

79, col. 1.)

Necropolis (from venpog,

"

dead,^^ and -kom^^
the city of the dead ; a name beautifully applied to the cemeteries in the neighbourhood of many
of the ancient cities, such as Thebes in Egypt, Cyrene,
^^city'"),

Alexandrea, &c.

Nectanebis, a king of Egypt, cousin to Tachos,
and proclaimed king during the absence of the latter,
He was supabandoned, after the loss of 120,000 men, by order of with the Egyptian forces, in Phoenicia.
an oracle, which warned the monarch " that he was ported by Agesilaus, whom Tachos had offended by
Aided by the Spartan king,
working for the barbarian" (rcj (3ap6up(^ avrbv npo- rejecting his advice.
The true cause, how- Nectanebis defeated a competitor for the crown from
Herod., 2, 158).
epyu^Eodat.
ever, of the enterprise having been abandoned would Mendes, and was at last firmly established in bis kingseem to have been the discovery, that the water of the dom.
Being subsequently attacked by Artaxexxes
Arabian Sea stood higher than the sandy plains through Ochus, who wished to reduce Egypt once more under
which the canal would have to run. (Compare Aris- the Persian sway, he met with adverse fortune, and
A similar attempt fled into ^Ethiopia, whence he never returned. Nectot., Meteorol., 1, 14.
Strabo, 804.)
was made, but with no better success, by Darius Hys- tanebis was the last king of Egypt of the Egyptian

—

—

—

{Herod., I. c.)
taspis.
Ptolemy Philadelphus at last
An account of it
accomplished this important work.
is
(Comgiven by Strabo (804) from Artemidorus.
pare Mannert's remarks on Strabo's statement, Geogr.,
vol. 10, pt. I, p. 507, seqq.)
This same Necho is

race.

—

Sic, 15, 92.
Id.,
variations in the or-

{Plut., Vit.

16, 48, seqq.)

— As Ages.—Diod.
regards the

voyage which, according to Herodotus (4, 42),
he caused to be performed around Africa, for the solution of the grand mystery which involved the form
and termination of that continent. He was obliged

thography of the name, consult Wesscling, ad Died.
Sic, 15, 92.
Neleus (two syllables), I. a son of Neptune and
He was brother to Pelias, with whom he was
Tyro.
exposed by his mother, who wished to conceal her frailty from her father.
They were preserved and brought
to Tyro, who had then married Cretheus, king of lolchos.
After the death of Cretheus, Pelias and Neleus

to employ, not native, but Phoenician navigators, of

contended

whose proceedings Herodotus received an account
from the Egyptian priests.
They were ordered to sail

to

—

also

famous

in the

annals of geographical discovery

for a

down

the Red Sea, pass through the Columns of Hercules (Straits of Gibraltar), and so up the Mediterrain other words, to circumnavigate
nean to Egypt
Africa.
The Phoenicians related, that, passing down
the Red Sea, they entered the Southern Ocean ; on
the approach of autumn, they landed on the coast and
planted corn ; when this was ripe, they cut it down and
Having thus consumed two years,
again departed.
they, in the third, doubled the Columns of Hercules
and returned to Egypt. They added, that, in passing
the most southern coast of Africa, they were surprised
to observe the sun on their right hand ; a statement
which Herodotus himself rejects as impossible. Such
is all the account transmitted to us of this extraordinary voyage, which has given rise to a learned and
;

voluminous controversy. Rennell, in his Geography
of Herodotus Vincent, in his Periplus of the Erythand Gossellin, in his Geography of the Anraean Sea
cients, have exhausted almost every possible argument the first in its favour, the two latter to prove
;

;

;

never did or could take place.
To these last
appears impossible that ancient mariners, with their
slender resources, creeping in little row-galleys along
the coast, steering without the aid of a compass, and
unable to venture to any distance from land, could
have performed so immense a circuit. All antiquity,
they observe, continued to grope in doubt and darkness respecting the form of Africa, which was only
several thousand years afterward by
fully established
On the other side, Rennell
the expedition of Gama.

that

it

it

kingdom, which belonged of right
monarch and Tyro.
Pelias proved successful, and Neleus departed with a
body of followers into the Peloponnesus. {Diod. Sic,
Here he founded Pylos in Messenia, and,
4, 68.)
marrying Chloris. daughter of Amphion, became the

^son,

for the

the son of the deceased

father of twelve sons, the oldest of whom was Periclymenus, the youngest Nestor, and of one daughter,

When Hercules attacked
{Diod., I. c.)
Pylos, he killed Neleus and all his sons but Nestor,
who was then a child, and reared among the Gerenians.
Hes., ap. Schol. ad Apoll.
{Horn., II., 11, 690.
Neleus had
Rhod., 1, 156.
Apollod., 1, 9, 8, seqq.)

named Pero.

—

—

promised his daughter in marriage to him who should
bring to Pylos the cows of Tyro, detained by Iphiclus,
for an account of
Bias was the successful suitor
\\. A
which legend, consult the article Melampus.

—

;

disciple of Theophrastus, to whom that philosopher
( Vid.
Apelbequeathed the writings of Aristotle.
licon.)

Nemausus, an important city of Gallia Narbonensis,
It was situate on the main
next in rank to Narbo.
route from Spain to Italy, and was the capital of the
It is now Nismes, and is famed for its
Arecomici.
remains of antiquity.
Plin., 3, 4.)
{Mela, 2, 5.
Nemea (Ne/zea), a city of Argolis, to the northwest
of
the lion slain by
of Mycenae, celebrated as the haunt

—

Hercules, and the spot where triennial games were
held in honour of Archemorus, or Ophcltes, son of Ly{Apollod., 3, 6, 3.
curgus, king of Nemea.
Hygin.,
Id, fab., 273) The games were solemfab., 74.
nized in the grove of Molorchus, who was said to have
entertained Hercules when he came to Nemea in purknow from
{Apollod 2, 7.)
urges that, immense as this voyage was, it was en- suit of the lion.
which the navigators never re- Polybius and Livy, that the Nemean games continued
tirely along a coast of
that their small to flourish in the reign of Philip, son of Demetrius
quired to lose sight even for a day
Id., 5, 101. d.
barks were well equipped, and better fitted than ours {Polyb., 2, 7, 4:.
Livy, 27, 30.—
and that these, drawing very Strabo, 377); but we may infer, that in the time of
for coasting navigation
Paiisanias they had fallen into great neglect, from the
little water, could be kept quite close to the shore,
and even be drawn on land whenever an emergency slight mention he has made of their solemnization (2,
made this step indispensable. The statement that, 15). The ruins of Nemea are to be seen near the
at the extremity of Africa, they saw the sun on the modern village of Kutchumadi.
{Cramer's Ancient
The Nemean games,
fact which causes
Greece, vol. 3, p 284, seqq.)
right, that is, to the north of them (a
Herodotus peremptorily to reject their report), affords though, like the Olympic and Isthmian, originally anihe strongest confirmation of it to qs, who know that te-Doric, became subsequently Doric in their charac-

—

—

— We

,

;

—

—

;

—
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They were celebrated under the presidency of
the Corinthians, Argives, and inhabitants of Cleonae

—

Compare Pausan., 2, 14,
{Arg. ad Find., Nem., 3.
but in later times they appear to have been entirely
under the management of the Argives.
{Livy, 34,
41.)
They are said to have been celebrated every
and sometimes, as we learn from Pauthird year
Id 6,
sanias, in the winter.
{Pausan., 2, 15, 2.
The crowns bestowed on the victors were of
16, 4.)
2)

;

—

;

,

parsley, since these games were originally funeral ones,
and since it was customary to lay chaplets of parsley
on the tombs of the dead. {Wachsmuth, Gr. Antiq.,
vol. 1, p. 163, Erifr.

transl)

Nemesianus (Marcus Aurelius Olympius), a Latin
poet, a native of Carthage, who flourished about 280

Few

A.D.

particulars

of his

life

are known.

His

was the work of Phidbut Pliny ascribes it to
Agorae*
it was
preferred by M. Varro to
all other statues which existed.
{Plin., 36, 4, 3.)
fragment, supposed by some to be the head of this statue,
was found in the temple of Rhamnus, and was presented to the British .Museum in 1820. {Elgin and
Pausanias says, that this statue

ias (1, 33, 2, seq.);
riius : and adds, that

A

vol. 1,

Phigaleian Marbles,

The

inhabitants of

Rhamnus

be the daughter of Oceanus.

p.

120;

vol.

2, p.

123.)

considered Nemesis to

{Pausan.,

The

7, 5, 1.)

representing the statues of Nemesis with
wings was first introduced after the time of Alexander
the Gr^at by the inhabitants of Smyrna, who worshipped
practice

of^

several goddesses under this name.
{Pausan., 1, 5,
1.
Id., 9, 35, 2.)
According to a myth preserved
was
Nemesis
the
mother
of Helen by
by Pausanias,

—

name was Olympius that of Nemesianus, Jupiter and Leda, the reputed mother of Helen, was
is commonly cited, indicates probably that
only, in fact, her nurse (I, 33, 7); but this myth seems
his ancestors were residents of Nemesium, a city of to have been invented in later times, to represent the
Marmarica. Vopiscus, in his life of Numerian (who divine vengeance which was inflicted on the Greeks
was clothed with the imperial purple A.D. 282), in- and Trojans through the instrumentality of Helen.
true family

;

;

by which he

There was a statue of Nemesis in the Capitol at Rome
was defeated. It is possible that Ne- though we learn from Pliny that this goddess had no
Enat least, name in Latin.
mesianus may have been a kinsman of his
Id., 11, 103.
{Pliny, 28, b.
the Emperor Carus, and his two sons, Carinus and Nu- cycl. Us. Knowl, vol. 16, p. 141.)
Nemesius, a native of Emesa in Syria, and one of
merianus, bear, like our poet, the praenomen of Marcus
Of
Aurelius.
Vopiscus also states that Nemesianus com- the ablest of the ancient Christian philosophers.
posed Halieutica, Cynegetica, and Nautica, and gained his life very few particulars are known and even the
this
is
time when he lived is uncertain, though
all sorts of crowns (^^ omnibus coronis illustratus emicugenerbeen during the reign of Theodot7," according to the felicitous emendation of Casaually supposed to have
of
the
end
fourth
the
towards
sius
the
So that, whatever opinion may be formed of his
Great,
century.
bon).
Nememerits by modern critics, it is certain that the emperor's He became, in time, bishop of his native city.
of
some
of
accused
sius
has
been
over
him
was
no
means
esteemed
holding
Origen's ertriumph
by
by
lightly
his contemporaries.
We have only one of the three roneous opinions, but has been defended by Bishop
poems, of which the historian speaks, remaining, name- Fell {Annot., p. 20, ed. Oxon., 1671), who however
confesses, with regard to the pre- existence of souls,
ly, that entitled Cynegetica, the subject of which is the
" he differed from the
chase, together with some fragments of the two others. that
commonly-received opinion
The Cynegetica, or poem on hunting, consists of 325 of the church." But it is as a philosopher and physiverses
but the work is incomplete, either from hav- ologist that Nemesius is best known, and his work
" On the Nature
of Man," is
ing been left in that state by the poet himself, or from Ilepl (pvaeug uvOpuirov,
a portion of it having been lost.
The plan of the one of the most accurate treatises of antiquity. Some
forms us that Nemesianus had a poetical contest with

;

this prince, but

—

;

—

;

;

from that of Gratius Faliscus.
a single strain of all the species of
Nemesianus, on
hunting, and in a very succinct way
the contrary, appears to have treated of each kind of
In the
hunting separately, and in a detailed manner.

piece

This

is

entirely different

latter treats in

;

first

book, which

is all

that

we

possess, the poet speaks

of the preparations for the hunt, of the rearing of dogs
and horses, and of the various implements and aids
which must be provided by the hunter. In this portion
of his work, Nemesianus often gives spirited imitations
of Virgil and Oppian.
Though the poem is not free
from the faults of the age in which it was written, yet
in point of correctness and
elegance it is far before
most contemporaneous productions. Besides the Cynegetica, and the fragments of the other two poems that
have been mentioned (which some, however, assign to
a different source), we have a small poem in honour of
Hercules, and two fragments of another poem on fowl" Dc
The best edition of the remains
Aucnpio.^^
ing,
of Nemesianus is that given by Wernsdorff in the first
volume of his Poeta Latini Minores. {Scholl, Hist.
Lit. Ram., vol. 3, p. 33, seqq.
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom.

—

—

Lit., vol. 1, p. 211.)

Nemesis, a female Greek divinity, who appears to
have been regarded as the personification of the rightfeous anger of the gods.
She is represented as infle.x;{Pausan., 1,
ibly severe to the proud and insolent.
33, 2.)
According to Hesiod, she was the daughter
of Night.
7, 5,
Pausanias,
{Thcog., 223.
Compare
There was a celebrated temple sacred to her at
1.)
Rhamnus, one of the boroughs of Attica, about sixty
stadia distant from Marathon.
In this temple there
was a statue of the goddess, made from a block of Parian marble, which the Persians had
brought thither to
©re<5t as a
trophy of their expected victory at Marathon.

—

writers

(among whom we may mention Bishop

Fell,

Fabricins, and Brucker) have even supposed that he
was acquainted with the circulation of the blood but
;

opinion of Freind {Hist, of Physic), Haller
{Biblioth. Anat.), and Sprengel {Hist, de la Med.), he
has no right whatever to be considered as the auThe passage which has now
thor of this discovery.
oriven rise to the discussion is certainly remarkable :
" takes its rise
" The motion of the
pulse," says he,
from the heart, and chiefly from the left ventricle of it:
in

the

the artery is with great vehemence dilated and contracted, by a so't of constant harmony and order.
While it is dilated, it draws with force the thinner part

of the blood from the next veins, the exhalation or vapour of which blood is made the aliment for the vital
while it is contracted, it exhales whatever
spirit; but
fumes it has through the whole body and by secret
is
fuliginous
passages, as the heart throws out whatever
through the mouth and nose by expiration" (cap. 24,
There is another passage equally
p. 242, cd. Matth.).
curious respecting the bile (cap. 28. p. 260, cd. Matth.),

is .supposed to have known all
that Sylvius afterward discovered with respect to the
but his claim in this case is no
functions of the bile

from which Nemesius
;

better than the former, and, indeed, Haller and Sprengel
both say that his physiology is not at all more perfect
But even if we cannot allow Nethan that of Galen.
mesius all the credit that has been claimed for him,
of anatomy and physstill, from his general knowledge
to that of the professional
iology (which is quite equal
in
exposing the errors
men of his time), his acuteness
of the Stoics and the Manichees, the purity and eleof his
compared with that of his contem-

gance

style

and the genuine piety which shows itself
his work, he has always ranked very high
throughout
^
poraries,
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in the list of ancient Christian philosophers.

The

best

ind most complete edition of Nemesius is that of MatBefore the appearance
Hal. Magd., 1802, 8vo.

ihaei,

of

the edition of Fell,

this,

most esteemed.

{Encycl. Us.

Nembtacdm,

Knowi,

vol.

a town of the Atrebates in

Titi.

Rhine, and between the Vangiones and Tribocci.
Their chief city was Noviomagus, now Spire. According to some, they occupied both banks of the
Rhine, and their transrhenane territory corresponded
in part to the GraTid Duchy of Baden.
{Tacit., Germ.,
28.—C(Bs., B. G., 1, 3l.—Lemaire, Ind. Geogr. ad
CcBS.,

S.

A

composed a work on Inscriptions {Uepl 'Einypafifid'
16, p. 141, Tcjv), of which Athenaeus makes mention (10,
p. 454).
Nepa, according to Festus, an African word, and
^'
sidus.'^
Cicero often emGaul, now equivalent to the Latin

Atrebates.)
Nkmetes, a nation of northern Gaul, in the division
called Germania Prima, lying along the banks of the
(

—

Oxon., 1671, 8vo, was

seqq)
Arras.

of his native city.
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 2, 299,
&c.) Others, however, make Carcinus to have been
the author of this poem.
VI.
native of Paros, who

V.)

of Aratus, and it occurs in
32) and elsewhere. Plautus uses it {Casin., 2, 8, 7) for Cancer, and Cicero {de Fin., 5, 15)
for Scorpio.
This latter writer, moreover, who, in his
translation of Aratus,
commonly employs Nepa in the
sense of Scorpio, in one
passage (v. 460) uses it in
the sense of Cancer.
In Columella, also (11, 2, 30),
Nepa occurs for Cancer, according to some, but perhaps with more correctness for Scorpio.
ploys

it

Manilius

in his translation
(2,

(Compare

Ideler,

Sternnamen,

p.

169.)

Nepe or Nepete, a town of Etruria, southwest of
Nemossus,
Ciaromontium, the capital of the Averni in Gaul, now Falerii. Pliny (3, 5) calls it Nepet, and Sigonius conClermont.
from
whom
we
obtain
the
tends
name
for this
Strabo,
being the true reading but in all the
Nemossus, is thought by some to mean a different ancient inscriptions which have been found here, it
from
is
written
vol.
In Strabo it is named Nepita.
place
Augustonemetum. {Mannert, Geogr.,
Nepete.
The modern name is Nepi. {Cra2, pt. 1, p. 117.)
{Strab., 226.)
Neobule, I. a daughter of Lycambes, satirized by mer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 233.)
Archilochus, to whom she had been betrothed.
Nephele, the first wife of Athamas king of Thebes,
( Vtd.
Lycambes.) II. A young female to whom Horace and mother of Phryxus and Helle. {Vtd. Athamas.)
addressed one of his odes.
The bard laments the unNepos, Cornelius, a biographical writer, who lived
happy lot of the girl, whose affection for the youthful towards the end of the republic, and during the earlier
Hebrus had exposed her to the angry chidmgs of an part of the reign of Augustus. He is generally beoffended relative.
lieved to have been born at Hostilia (now Ostiglia),
{Horat., Od., 3, 12.)
Neoc.«sarea, a city of Pontus, on the river Lycus, a small town situate on the banks of the Po, near the
Its previous name appears to confines of the Veronese and Mantuan territories.
northwest of Comana.
The
have been Ameria, and it would seem to have received year of his birth is uncertain, but he first came to Rome
the

same with Augustonemetum and

:

—

the appellation of Neocaesarea in the reign of TibeIn the time of Gregory Thaumaturgus, who

rius.

was

a native of this place,

it is

stated to have been the

most considerable town of Pontus.

{Greg. Neoc,
It
appears also, from the life of the
have been the principal seat of pagan
idolatry and superstitions, which affords another presumption for the opinion that it had risen on the foundation of Ameria and the worship of Men-Pharnaces.
Niksar, the modern representative of Neocsesarea, is
a town of some size, and the capital of a district of the
same name, in the pachalic of Sirvas or Roum. {Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 315, seq.)
II, A
city on
Vit., p.

577.)

same samt,

to

—

the Euphrates, in the Syrian district of Chaiybonitis ;
now, according to Reichard, Kalat cl Nedsjar.
Neon, the same with Tithorea in Phocis. {Vid.

Tithorea.)

He does not
during the dictatorship of Julius Caesar.
appear to have filled any public office in the state but
his merit soon procured him the friendship of the most
eminent men who at that time adorned the capital of
the world.
C^atullus dedicated to him the volume of
poems which he had privately read and approved of
before their publication.
Nepos addressed one of his
own works to Pomponius Atticus, with whom also he
was on terms of intimacy.
He
{Vit. Attici, 13.)
likewise obtained the esteem and affection of Cicero
{Aid. GelL, 15, 28), who speaks of his writings with
high approbation in one of his letters, and in another
alludes with much sympathy to the loss which Nepos
had sustained by the death of a favourite son.
{Ep.
ad Att., 16, 5 ct 14.) It farther appears that Cicero
had fre(juently corresponded with him, for Macrobius
quotes the second book of that orator's epistles to CorIt is thus probable that
nelius Nepos.
{Sat., 2, 1.)
some of our author's works had been prepared, or were
in the course of composition, previous to the death of
Cicero ; but they were not given to the public till early
;

—

Neontichos, a town of iEolis, in Asia Minor,
founded by the .^olians, as a temporar)- fortress, on
their first arrival in the country, and thirty stadia distant from Larissa.
Pliny leads us to suppose that it
was not on the coast, but somewhat removed from it
in the reign of Augustus, since Eusebius considers him
and we collect from a passage in the Life of Homer as flourishing in the fourth year of that emperor {ap.
The precise period of
(^ 11, seq.), that it was situate between Larissa and Voss, de Hist. Lat., 1, 14).
The ruins of this place should be sought his death is unknown, and it can only be ascertained
the Hermus.
for on the right bank of the Hermus, and above Giuzel- that he survived Atticus, whose biography he writes,
and who died in the 722d year of the city. Some
hissai; on the road from Smyrna to Bergamah.
{ Cratner's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 151.)
chronological accounts extend his life till the comNeoptolemus, I. son of Achilles and Deidamia. mencement of the Christian era, but it is scarcely posII. A king of the Molossi, father
sible that one who was a distinguished literary char{Vid. Pyrrhus I.)
of Olympias, the mother of Alexander.
{Justin, 17, acter in the time of Catullus could have existed till
that epoch.
Fabricius makes a curious mistake conIII. An uncle of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, raised
3.)
to the throne during the absence of the latter in Italy. cerning the death of Cornelius Nepos, in saying that
in 724 by his freedmanCallisthenes,
Pyrrhus, on his return home, associated Neoptolemus he was poisoned
with him in the government but afterward put him and inciting Plutarch's Life of Lucullus as his author;

—

—

;

After the death of that monarch he took part in the
collisions of the generals, and was defeated, along with
{Plut., Vit. Eum.)
Craterus, and slain by Eumenes.
V. A poet, a native of Naupactus, who wrote a
poem on the heroines and other females celebrated in

The passage in
the fact.
{Bibl. Lat., 1, 6.)
Plutarch only bears, that C. Nepos had somewhere
said that the mind of Lucretius had become impaired
in his old age, in consequence of a potion administered
Whether the
to him by his freedman Callisthenes.
Cornelius Nepos concerning whose life these circumstances have been gleaned was the author of the well-

mythology, which he entitled NauTra/cri/cd, in honour

known book

to death
Vit.

on

a

of

to

poison. {Plat.,
attempting
—charge
IV. A captain of Alexander's life-guards.
Pyrrh.)

—
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—

entitled Vita Excellentium

Imperatorum^

NEP08.

NEPOS.
has been a subject, ever since the work was first printed, of much debate and controversy among critics and
The dissension originated in the folcommentators.
lowing circumstances A person of the name of iEmil;

ius Probus. who lived in the fourth century, during the
to his soverreign of Theodosius the Great, presented
to
eign a copy of the Vita Imperatorum., and prefixed
it some barbarous verses, which left it doubtful whether
or
he meant to announce himself as the author,
merely

These lines, being
as the transcriber, of the work.
prefixed to the most ancient MSS. of the Vitce Excellentium Imperatorum., induced a general belief during
the middle ages that ^milius Probus was himself the
author of the biographies. The Editio Princeps, which
was printed by Janson in 1471, was entitled '^ Probi
Mmilii Liber de Virorum Excellentium Vita.'" All
subsequent editions were inscribed with the name of
iEmilius Probus, till the appearance of that of Lambi-

there was also a series of lives of Roman commandbut that these had perished before .<4imilius Pro-

ers,

That Nepos at
bus commenced his transcription.
least intended to write these biographies, appears from
life of Hannibal, in which
he says, " It is now time to conclude this book, and
proceed to the lives of the Roman generals, that, their
exploits being compared with those of the Greeks, it
may be determined which are to be preferred" (c. 13).
That he actually accomplished this task is rendered
at least probable from the circumstance of Plutarch's

a passage at the end of the

quoting the authority of Nepos for facts concerning
and it seems not
the lives of Marcellus and Lucullus
unlikely that the sentence at the close of Hannibal
may have suggested to that biographer the idea of his
;

—

The principles
parallel lives.
in that part of the work which

which Nepos displays
still remains are those
of an admirer of virtue, a foe to vice, and a supporter
nus in 1568, in which the opinion that Probus was the of the cause of freedom. He wrote in the crisis of
author was first called in question, and the honour of his country's fate, and during her last struggle for
Since that freedom, when despotism was impending, but when
the work restored to Cornelius Nepos.
time the Vitce Excellentium Imperatorum have been the hope of freedom was not yet extinguished in the
The work, it has
but various supposi- breasts of the last of the Romans.
usually published with his name
tions and conjectures still continued to be formed with been conjectured {Harles, Introduct. in Lit. Rom.,
regard to the share that yEmilius Probus might have vol. 1, p. 367), was undertaken to fan the expiring
had in the MS. which he presented to Theodosius. flame, by exhibiting the example of such men as Dion
Barthius was of opinion, that in this MS. Probus had and Timoleon, and by inserting sentiments which were
In choosing the subjects of
abridged the original work of Nepos in the same man- appropriate to the times.
ner as Justin had epitomized the history of Trogus his biographies, the author chiefly selects those heroes
Pompeius and in this way he accounts for some sole- who had maintained or recovered the liberties of their
cisms and barbarous forms of expression, which would country, and he passes over all that bears no reference
It must be confessed, hownot have occurred in the genuine and uncorrupted to this favourite theme.
work of arj Augustan writer. {Adversaria, 24, 18
ever, that he does not display in a very enviable view
Since the time of Barthius, however, this the fate of those popular chiefs who defended or liber25, 15.)
^^
Invidia, glorice cames,^*
hypothesis, which divides the credit of the work be- ated their native land. The
tween Cornelius Nepos and Probus, has been generally lighted on almost every Grecian hero and Miltiades
rejected, and most commentators have adopted the and Themistocles ultimately received no better reward
opinion that Probus was merely the transcriber of the from the free Athenian citizens than Datames obtainwork of Nepos, and that he did not mean to signify ed from the Persian despot. With regard to the aumore in the lines which he prefixed to his MS. They thenticity of his facts, Nepos has given us no informaargue that it is clear, from a passage in the commence- tion in his preface concerning the sources to which he
ment of the Life of Pelopidas, that the work had not resorted but in the course of his biographies he cites
been reduced, as Barthius supposes, to a compendium, Thucydides, Xenophon, Thcopompus, and Philistus,
but had originally been written in a brief style and and also Dinon, to whose authority he chiefly trusted
"
Vereor, si res explicarc incipiam, with regard to Persian affairs.
{Vit. Canon, c. 5.)
abridged form
non vitam ejus enarrare, sed historiam videar scrit)ere : That he compared the different opinions of these hissi tantum modo summas at tiger o, ne rudihus liter arum
torians on the same subject is evinced by a passage in
GrcEcarum minus lucide appareat, quantns fuerit ille his Alcibiades (c. 11); and it appears from another pas;

;

;

;

—

;

:

Itaque utrique rei occvrram, quantum patera

vir.

;

medebor cum
is

worthy

the

'*

satietati, turn ignoranliae Icctorum^
of remark, that in some of the old

VitcE

MSS.

Imperatorum" which

et
It

of

furnished the text of

"

written at the end,
Completum est opus Mmilii Probi, Cornelii Nepotis" as
if the
copyist had been in doubt as to the real author.
So far from admitting those solecisms of expression for which Barthius thinks it necessary to account,
the earlier editions, there

is

that when they difsage, in his life of Themistocles,
fered in their statement of facts, he had the good sense
and judgment to prefer the authority of Thucydides
(c. 9).

Aulus Gellius rather commends his diligence
But Pliny (5,

in the investigation of facts (15, 28).

on the other hand, censures both his credulity and
The investigations, moreover, of modern commentators have discovered many mistakes and inconsistencies in almost every one of his biographies. For
1),

—

haste.

Vossius chiefly founds his argument in favour of the
classical authenticity of the work on that
Augustan
style, which neither .-Emilius Probus nor any other
writer of the time of Theodosius could have attained.
A very recent attempt, however, has been made
again to vindicate for /Emilius Probus the honour of
the composition, in Rinck's " Saggio per restituire
a JEmilio Prabo il libra di Cornelia Nepote."
.\fter

example: 1. It was not the great Miltiades, son of
Cimon, as Nepos erroneously relates, who founded a
the Thracian Chersonese, but Milpetty sovereignty in

—

allowing for the superior dignity of the office of transcriber in the age of Theodosius,
compared with its
diminished importance at the present day, it would

seem

that there is something more
implied in the verses of Probus than that he was
merely a copyist ; and
he must either have had a part in the composition, or,
was not unwilling that he
,
having discovered the

MS

should have some share of the credit due to the author.
The Vit(B Imperatorum, properly so called, contain the lives of nineteen Greek, one Persian, and two
It has been conjectured that
Carthaginian generals.

—

tiades the son of Cypselus, as the Latin biographer
an author
might have learned from Herodotus (6, 34),

he never quotes, and scarcely appears to have
2. In the life of Phocion he has mistaken
the Greek words efj,(pv2.6g tic (" « certain person of the
same tribe"") for a proper name, Emphyletus. It is behave
lieved, however, by Tzschucke, that Phocion may
had a friend of this name, since the same appellation
of
this
Without some excuse
occurs in Andocides.

whom

consulted.

—

becomes very suskind, Nepos's knowledge of Greek
of Pausanias (c. 1) he conpicious.--3. In the life
and Xerxes

Mardonius was

founds together Darius
the son-irT-law of the former, and the brother-in-law of
the latter.— 4. He confounds the victory of Mycale,
and Leotychides, with the naval
;

gained by Xantippus
battle ^
ffa'ined

by Cimon, nine years

after,

near the river

879
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—
Mycale.)

comparing the
Eurymcdon. {Vid.
end of the second chapter and the commencement of
the third of the life of Pausanias, with the clear and
5.

In

circumstantial nairative of Thucydides (1, 130-134),
shall perceive that Nepos has violated the order of

we

—

6. There is no less
time, and confounded the events.
disorder in the third chapter of the life of Lysander.
Nepos confounds two expeditions of this general into

was not
Impcratorum;
a military commander ; and, secondly, Nepos dedicates the Vitcc Impcratorum to Atticus, while, in the
last chapters of the life of Atticus, he minutely refor, in the first place, Atticus

The

circumstances of his death.

lates the

old scholi-

asts are of opinion, that, along with the fragment on
the life of Cato the Censor, it had originally formed
part of a treatise by Cornelius Nepos which is now

Asia, between which there elapsed an interval of sev- lost, and which was entitled "Dc Historicis Latinis.''^
The life of Atticus is much more curious and valuen years. (Compare Xen., Hist. Gr., 3, 4, 10. Diod.
Sic, 14, 13.) 7. In the second chapter of the life of able than the biographies of the Greek generals. It is
Plato fuller, and it is not drawn, as they are, from secondary
Dion, Nepos confounds the order of events.
made three voyages to Sicily the first in the time of sources. Nepos was the intimate friend of Atticus,
as
a
slave; and was himself an eye-witness of all that he relates
Dionysius the Elder, who had him sold
Dion was then only fourteen years old. At the time concerning the daily occurrences of his life, and with
of his second voyage, Dionysius the Elder was no lon- regard to the most minute particulars of his domestic
It was during his third visit to the island
ger alive.
arrangements, even down to his household expenses.
that the philosopher reconciled Dion and Dionysius the As exhibiting the fullest details of the private life of a
Younger. Finally, it was not Dionysius the Elder, Roman (though a specimen, no doubt, highly favourabut the son, who invited Plato ^^ magna ambitione." ble and ornamental), it is perhaps the most interesting
8. In the second chapter of the life of Chabrias, piece of biography which has descended to us from anutter confusion prevails.
At the period when Nepos tiquity. Nepos appears to have been a very fertile
makes Agesilaus to have gone on his expedition into writer. Besides the lives of commanders and that of
Egypt, this monarch was busily occupied in Boeotia ; Pomponius Atticus, he was the author of several
and Nepos himself, in his life of Agesilaus, makes works, chiefly of an historical description, which are
no mention of this expedition. The king of Egypt now almost entirely lost. He wrote, in three books, an
who was assisted by Chabrias was Tachus, and not abridgment of the history of the world and he had the
9. Hannibal did not immediately march
Nectanebis.
merit of being the first author among the Romans who
to Rome after the victory at Cannae, as Nepos in his completed a task of this laborious and useful descriplife of Hannibal (c. 5) states, but after having permittion.
Aulus Gellius mentions his life of Cicero (16,
ted the spirit of his army to become corrupted in Cann- 28), and quotes the fifth book of his work entitled Ex-

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

Conon (c. 1), he says that
had no share in the ba|||e of .^Sgospotamos the contrary is proved by XeiTOphon. {Hist.
Gr., 2, 1, 28.)— 1 1. In the life of Agesilaus (c. 5) he
attributes to this king the victory at Corinth, which
was due to Aristodenms, as Xenophon informs us
{Hist. Gr.y 4, 2, 9).
Nepos is also charged with
being too much of a panegyrist, and with having given to his Lives the air rather of a series of professed
eulogies than of discriminating and impartial biograIn fact, however, he selected the lives of those
phies.
whom he considered as most worthy of admiration ;
and he has not failed to bestow due reprobation on
the few who, like Pausanias and Lysander, degenerated from the virtues of their countrymen.
Nepos
appears to have been fully aware of the difference between history and biography remembering that the
pania.

10. InrfKhe life of

this general
;

—

;

latter

was more simple than

the former, that

it

did not

require to be so

full with regard to public events, and
admitted more details of private life and manners.
To
distinction
this
he alludes in his preface and we ac-

emplorum

libri (7, 18).

He

also

composed

a treatise

on the difference of the terms literatus and eruditus
and, finally, a passage in the life of

;

Dion informs us of

—

work which Nepos wrote, De Historicis Greeds.
While so many of his productions have been lost, and
while it has been denied that he was the author of
some which he actually composed, others, by a strange
caprice, have been attributed to him which he certainOne of these is the work De Viris
ly did not write.
a

now

generally assigned to Aurelius Victor.
the book De Excidio Troja, which professes to be a Latin translation, by Cornelius Nepos,

Illustribus,

Another

is

from a Greek work by Dares Phrygius, though, in fact,
was written by an obscure author, after the age of
Constantine.
Along with the book which passed under the name of Dictys Cretensis, it became the origin
it

of those folios of romance and chivalry, in which the
heroes of Greece were marshalled with Arthur's
Round-Table Knights, and with the Paladins of CharThe best editions of Nepos are, that of
lemagne.

—

Lambinus, Lutet., 1569,
Longolius, Colon., 1543
et Franco/., 1608, fol.
Bosius, Lips., 1657,
cordingly find that the life of Epaminondas, for exam- 4to
IS
with
the
character
and
memVan
Staveren, Lugd. Bat., 1773, 8vo ;
1675, 8vo;
occupied
private
ple,
orable sayings, more than with the patriotic exploits, Tzschucke, Gbtting., 1804, 8vo Harles, Lips., 1806,
of that renowned hero.
He has thus recorded a great 8vo Fischer, Lips., 1806, 8vo Dahne, Lips., 1827,
many curious particulars which are not elsewhere to 8vo and Bremi, Lips., 1 827, 8vo. {Dunlop's Roand he excels in that art (the difficulty of man Literature, vol. 3, p. 512. seqq.)
be found
which renders good abridgments so rare) of perceiving
Nepotianus, Flavius PoPiLius, a son of Eutropia,
He proclaimthe features which are most characterstic, and painting the sister of the Emperor Constantine.
"
The character of Alcib- ed himself emperor after the death of his cousin Convividly with a few touches.
" is such that
iades," says Gibbon,
Livy need not stans, marched to Rome with a body of gladiators and
have been ashamed of it." {Misc. Works, vol. 4, p. other worthless followers, defeated Anicetus the praeThe MS. of .^milius Probus, the copies taken torian prefect, and pillaged the city. He enjoyed his
417.)
from it, and the Editio Princeps published by Janson usurped power only twenty-eight days, at the end of
The which period he was defeated and slain by Marcelliin 1471, all terminated with the life of Hannibal.
of the life of Cato the Censor, and the life iius, one of the lieutenants of Magnentius.
{Le Beau,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

fragment

of Pomponius Atticus, now generally appended to
the Vita Excellentium Impcralorum, were discovered by Cornerus in an old MS. containing the letters of

du Bas-Empire, vol. 1, p. 358.)
Neptunium, a promontory of Bithynia, on the Pra
Cianus Sinus. It is more
pontis, at the mouth of the
ManAtticus, and were published by him along usually known by its Greek name Posidium.
Viicz Impcratorum, in an edition which is nert gives the modern appellation as Bos Burun.
Hist,

Cicero to
with the
without date, but is generally accounted the second {Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 578.)
It is evident that the
Neptu.nIos Dux, an expression applied by Horace
of that production of Nepos.
life of Atticus was a separate work, or an extract of {Epod., 9, 7) to Sextus Porapeius, who boastingly
a work, which was altogether diflferent from the Vitcs styled himself the son of Neptune, because his fathel
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bad once held the command of the sea. {Dio Cass.,
48, 19.) Coins still exist of this Roman leader, bearing
the effigy of Neptune, with the inscription Magnus
Pius Imperator iUrum ; or this, Prafcctus classis el
orct

mantima

Num.,

ex

vol. 6, col.

Neptunus

Roman

or

divinity,

s. c.

(Consult Rasche, Lex Ret

1676, seqq.)
the god of the sea, a
attributes are nearly the same

Neptumnus,
whose

as those of the Greek, Poseidon (Uoaeiduv).
They
will both, therefore, be considered in one and the same
article.
or
the
son
and
of
Saturn
Poseidon,
Neptune
Rhea, and the brother of Jupiter and Juno, appears
to have been one of the most ancient divinities of

Greece

;

although, according to Herodotus (2, 50), he

usually black bulls, rums, and boar-pigs.- -Neptune
was not originally a god of the Doric race. He wac
principally worshipped by the lonians, who were in

most places a maritime people. In those Dorian cities,
however, which acquired a love for foreign commerce,
we find that the worship of Neptune extensively prevailed.

transl.)

vol. 1, p.

Dorians,
417,
Eng.
—{Mailer's
The etymology of the names Poseidon and
seq.,

Poseidon is written in Doric
Neptunus
Greek Poteidan (Iloretddv), of which we have another
is

doubtful.

example in the name of Potidaa, written Poteidaia
{Uoreidaia) in the inscription, now in the British
Museum, on those Athenians who fell before this city.
The name, according to some writers, contains the

was not originally a Greek deity, but his worship same root in the first syllable as we find in
was imported from Libya. This statement, however, 7rora//6?; and has the same reference, in all
on the part of the historian, cannot be correct.
Neptune was the god of water in general, of the sea, the
rivers, and the fountains, but he was more particularly regarded as the god of the sea, which he acquired in
his share of the dominions of his father Saturn.
His
wife was Amphitrite, and their children were Triton
and Rhode, or Rhodos, which last became the bride of

Trorof

and

—

likelihood,

to water and fluidity.
{Midler, Proleg., p. 289.)
Neptunus, on the other hand, is derived by the Stoic
Balbus, in Cicero, from nando {N. D., 2, 26), an etymology which Cotta subsequently ridicules. {N. D.,
Varro deduces it from nuptu, because this
3, 24.)
god "covers" {obnubit) the earth with the sea. (L.
This latter derivation, though approved
L., 4, 10.)
A late legend said that Am- of by Vossius {Etymol, s. v. nuptae), is no better than
Helius, or the Sun-god.
We may compare the form of the word
phitrite tied the love of the god, but that he came riding the former.
on a dolphin, and thus won her affection and for this Nept-unus or Nept-umnus with Port-umnv^, Vertservice he placed the dolphin among the stars. {Era- umnus, and the word al-nmnv^ ; but the meaning or
tosth., Caiast., 31.
Hygin., Poet. Astron., 1, 17.) origin of the root Nept or Nep seems uncertain. It
Neptune, like his brother Jupiter, had a numerous may, perhaps, be connected with the same root that is
The fleet contained in the Greek vlttt-o), ^' to wet." {Keightprogeny by both goddesses and mortals.
steed Arion was the offspring of the sea-god and Ce- ley's Mythology, p. 85, seqq.
Encycl^Us. KnowL,
*»
Accord- vol. 16, p. 146.)
res, both having assumed the equine form.
of the sea, daughters
one
the
to
was
Rhodos
his
Nereides
account,
{^Tip06ec),
nymphs
ing
nymph
daughter by Venus.
They are said by most ancient
{Heroph., ap. Schol. ad Pind., 01, 7, of Nereus and Doris.
24.)
Neptune is said to have produced the horse in writers to have been fifty in number, but Propertius
his well-known contest with Minerva for the right of makes them a hundred (3, 5, 33).
The most celebranaming the city of Athens. (Vid. Cecrops.) Accord- ted of them were Amphitrite,«^e wife of Neptune ;
Galatsea, Dolo, &c.
ing to some, we are to understand by this myth that Thetis, the mother of Achilles
the horse was imported into Greece by sea.
But this The worship of the Nereids was generally connected,
It is difficult to
as might be supposed, with that of Neptune.
Thus,
explanation is far from satisfactory.
give a reason for the connexion of Neptune with the they were worshipped in Corinth, where Neptune was
is
horse ; but it
evident, from several passages in the held in especial honour, as well as in other parts of
GreA writers, that he was regarded as a kind of Greece. {Pausan., 2, 1, 7, seq.— Id., 3, 26, 5.— Id.,
The Nereids were originally represented
equestrian deity as well as the god of the sea. In the 5, 19, 2.)
absence of a better explanation, we will give the one as beautiful nymphs
but they were afterward de"The horse," says this writer, scribed as beings with green hair, and with the lower
suggested by Knight.
'•
was sacred to Neptune and the rivers, and was em- part of their body like that of a fish. {Plin., 9, 4.)
;

—

—

—

;

;

Nereus (two syllables), a sea-deity, the eldest son of
symbol of the waters. Hence
may have been assumed as one of the types of Pontus and Earth. {Hesiod, Theog., 233.) Though
not mentioned by name in Homer, he is frequently
fertility, and may furnish a clew to the fable of Nepof the Sea-elder {aXio^
tune and Ceres.
It may also throw some
light on the alluded to under the title
yeployed as a general
also

it

narrative of Pausanias, where he states (8, 24) that
the Phigalenses dedicated a statue to Ceres,

having
the figure of a woman in every other part except the
and that she held in
head, which was that of a horse
one hand a dolphin, and in the other a dove." {Knight,
Class. Journ., vol. 2.5,
111, seqq.
Enquiry, &c.,
Besides his residence on Olympus, Nepp. 34, seqq.)
tune had a splendid palace beneath the sea at .Egge.
;

—

(//.,

13,

—

«J

21.— Oti.,

5,

381.)

Homer

scription of his passage from

gives a noble de-

Accordpwv), and his daughters are called Nereids.
ing to Hesiod, he was distinguished for his knowledge and his love of truth and justice, whence he was
termed an elder: the gift of prophecy was also assignWhen Hercules was in quest of the aped to him.
ples of the Hesperides, he was directed by the nymphs
to Nereus.
He found the god asleep and seized him.
Nereus, on awaking, changed himself into a variety
he was obliged to instruct
of forms, but in vain
him how to proceed before the hero would release
He also foretold to Parhim.
{Apollodorus, 2, 5.)
is, when carrying away Helen, the evils he would
:

on his way to Troy,
touching the watery plain, and
the monsters of the deep gambolling around their
king.
His most celebrated temples were at the Corinthian bring on his country and family.
{Horat., Od., 1,
at
Nereus was married to Doris, one of the oceanand
the 15.)
Isthmus,
Onchestus, Helice, Troezene,
promontories of Taenarum and Geraestus.
Neptune nymphs, by whom he became the father of the Neis
{Keightley's Mythology,
represented, like Jupiter, of a serene and majestic reids, already mentioned.
his form is exceedingly
Hermann makes IST/pevc equivalent to Neaspect
p. 244.)
strong and muscular
and hence "the chest of Neptune" {arepvov UoceLSd- fluus {vTj i)elv), and understands by the term the botHence, according to the same auwfOf, II., 5. 479) is the poetic expression for this char- tom of the sea.
"the aged one," because he
acteristic of the deity, which is illustrated
by the noble thority, Nereus is called
fragment from the pediment of the Parthenon in the is ever unchangeable he is called true, because the
British Museum.
He usually bears in his hand the bottom of the ocean never gapes in fissures, so as to
and he is termed mild
trident, the three-pronged symbol of his power
the allow the waters to escape
dolphin and other marine objects accompany his im- and peaceful, because the depths of ocean are eye>
The animals offered to him in sacrifice were tranquil and at rest. {Hermanm Opuicula, vol. 2, p.
ages.
881
it

his chariot-wheels but

—

;

;

—

;

:

;

6T
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Schwenck, on the other hand, derives the name
178.)
Nereus from vdu, '^ to flow.
{Andeut.t p. 180.)
The best elymolog)', however, is undoubtedly that
which traces the form Nrjpevc to the old Greek term
water,'''' which last may itself be compared
V7)p6v,
The modern Greek vepov,
with the Hebrew nahar.
"water," is therefore a word of great antiquity.
(Compare Lobeck, ad Phryn., p. 42 )
Neritos, the highest and most remarkable mountain
''^

^''

in the island of Ithaca.

632.

—

{Horn., Od.,

1,

21.

—

11., 2,

woman of low birth, still farther widened the breach
between him and his parent. She frequently addressed him in the most contemptuous language reminded him that he owed his elevation solely to her, and
threatened that she would inform the soldiers of the
manner in which Claudius had met his end, and
would call upon ihem to support the claims of Bria

;

The threats of
tannicus, the son of the late emperor.
his mother only served to hasten the death of Britannicus, whose murder forms the commencement of
that long catalogue of crimes which afterward dis-

^n., 3, 270.) According to Dodwell,
the modern name is Anoi, which means " lofty :" he graced the reign of Nero.
But while the manageobserves, also, that the forests spoken of by Homer ment of public affairs appears, from the testimony of
Fzr^.,

it is at
have disappeared
present bare and barren,
producing nothing but stunted evergreens and aromatic plants.
{Cramer s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 45.)
Neritom, a town of Calabria, about five miles to
:

the north of Callipolis.

11.— P^oZ.,

62.)
an ancient inscription, cited

{Plin., 3,

p.

It is now Nardo.
From
by Muratori, it appears to have been a municipium.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 317.)
Nerium, a promontory of Spain, the same with Aitabrum ; now Cape Finisterre.

Nkro, Claudius C.«sar,

the sixth of the

Roman

emperors, was born at Antium, in Latium, A.D. 37,
nine months after the death of Tiberius.
{Sueton.,
Vit. Ner., c. 6.)
He was the son of Domitius Ahenobarbus and Agrippina the daughter of Germanicus,
and was originally named Lucius Domitius.
After
the death of Ahenobarbus, and a second husband,
Criiipus Passienus, Agrippina married her uncle, the
Emperor Claudius, who gave his daughter Octavia in
marriage to her son Lucius, and subsequently adopted
him with the formal sanction of a Lex Curiata. {Tacit.,
Ann., 12, 26.) The education of Nero was carefully
attended to in his youth.
He was placed under the
care of the philosopher Seneca, and he appears to
have applied himself with considerable perseverance

He

is said to have made
great progress
language, of which he exhibited a
specimen in his sixteeenth year, by pleading in that
tongue the rights or privileges of the Rhodians, and
of the inhabitants of Ilium.
{Sueton., Vit. Ner., c.
7.
At the death of ClauTacit., Ann., 12, 58.)
dius (A.D. 54), while Agrippina, by soothings, flatteries, and affected lamentations, detained Brittanicus,
the son of Claudius and Messalina, within the chambers of the palace, Nero, presenting himself before

to study.
in the Greek

—

was lifted by the guard in waiting into the
covered coach used for the purpose of carrying in
procession an elected emperor, and was followed by a
multitude of the people, under the illusion that it was
He entered the camp, promised a donaBritannicus.
tive to the cohorts, was saluted emperor, and pronounced before the senate, in honour of Claudius, an
oration of fulsome panegyric composed by his preceptor Seneca.
Agrippina soon endeavoured to obtain
and her vinthe chief management of public affairs
dictive and cruel temper would have hurried Nero, at
the gates,

;

the commencement of his reign, into acts of violence
and bloodshed, if her influence had not been counteracted by Seneca and Burrus, to whom Nero had intrusted the government of the state.
Through their
counsels the first five years of Nero's reign were dis-

tinguished by justice and clemency ; and an anecdote
is related of him, that, having on one occasion to sign
an order for the execution of a malefactor, he ex" Would that I could not write /"
{Sueton.,
claimed,

He discouraged public informers,
Vit. Ner., 10.)
refused the statues of gold and silver which were
offered him by the senate and people, and used every
But his mothart to ingratiate himself with the latter.
er was enraged to find that her power over him became weaker every

day, and that he constantly disre
His neggarded her advice and refused her requests.
lect of his wife Octavia, and his criminal love of Acte,

most historians, to have been wisely conducted by
Burrus and Seneca, Nero indulged in private in the
most shameless dissipation and profligacy. He was
accustomed,

own

in

company with other young men of

age, to sally into the streets of

Rome

his

at night,

and maltreat passengers, and even to
break into private houses and take away the property
of their owners.
But these extravagances were comparatively harmless ; his love for Poppaea, whom he
had seduced from Otho, led him into more serious
crimes.
Poppaea, who was ambitious of sharing the
imperial throne, perceived that she could not hope to
attain her object while Agrippina was alive, and, accordingly, induced Nero to consent to the murder of
his mother.
The entreaties of Poppaea appear to
have been supported by the advice of Burrus and Seneca and the philosopher did not hesitate to palliate
or justify the murder of a mother by her son.
{Tacit.,
in order to rob

;

of his reign,

—

—

In the eighth year
Qnintil., 8, 5.)
lost his best counsellor, Burrus ;
had the wisdom to withdraw from the

14, 11.

Ann.,

Nero

and Seneca
court, where his presence had become disliked, and
where his enormous wealth was calculated to excite
About the same time
the envy even of the emperor.
Nero divorced Octavia and married Poppaea, and soon
after put to death the former on a false accusation of
In the tenth year of his reign,
adultery and treason.
A.D. 64, Rome was almost destroyed by fire. Of
the fourteen districts into which the city was divided,
The fire originated at that
four only remained entire.
part of the Circus which was contiguous to the Palatine and Coelian Hills, and raged with the greatest fuand, after it was
ry for six days and seven nights
thought to have been extinguished, it burst forth again,
and continued for two days longer. Nero appears to
have acted on this occasion with the greatest liberalthe city was supplied with provisity and kindness
and the imperial garions at a very moderate price
dens were thrown open to the sufferers, and buildings
But these acts of
erected for their accommodation.
humanity and benevolence were insufllicient to screen
him from the popular suspicion. It was generally believed that he had set fire to the city himself, and
some even reported that he had ascended the top of
a high tower in order to witness the conflagration^
where he amused himself with singing the Destruction
of Troy.
From many circumstances, however, it ap;

;

;

pears improbable that Nero was guilty of this crime.
His guilt, indeed, is expressly asserted by Suetonius
and Dio Cassius, but Tacitus admits that he was not
In orable to determine the truth of the accusation.
der, however, to remove the suspicions of the people,
Nero spread a report that the Christians were the authors of the fire, and numbers of them, accordingly,
were seized and put to death. Their execution servSome were coved as an amusement to the people.
ered with skins of wild beasts, and were torn to pieothers were crucified ; and several
ces by dogs
were smeared with pitch and other combustible materials, and burned in the imperial gardens in the
"
"
Whence," says the historian, pity arose for
night
the guilty (though they deserved the severest punishments), since they were put to death, not for the pub;

:

NER

NERO.
he good, but to gratify the cruelty of a single man."
In the following year, A.D.
{Tacit. Ann., 16, 44.)
65, a powerful conspiracy was formed for the purpose
of placing Piso upon the throne, but it was discovered

—

^

by Nero, and the principal conspirators were put to
Among others who suffered on this occasion
were Lucan and Seneca but the guilt of the latter
In the same year Poppaea died, in conis doubtful.
sequence of a kick which she received from her husband while she was in an advanced state of pregnandeath.

;

— During

the latter part of his reign, Nero was
principally engaged in theatrical performances, and in
He
contending for the prizes at the public games.
had previously appeared as an actor on the Roman
stage ; and he now visited in succession the chief citcy.

Greece, and received no less than 1800 crowns
in the public Grecian games.
On
he entered Naples and Rome as
a conqueror, and was received with triumphal honours.
But while he was engaged in these extravaies of

for his victories

his return to Italy

Vindex, who commanded the legions in Gaul,
eclared against his authority
and his example was
fances,
speedily followed by Galba, who commanded in Spain.
The praetorian cohorts espoused the cause of Galba,
and the senate pronounced sentence of death against
;

Nero, who had

fled

Rome

from

as soon as he heard

of the revolt of the praetorian guards.
Nero, however, anticipated the execution of the sentence which

had been passed against him, by requesting one of
his attendants to put him to death, after
making an
ineffectual attempt to do so with his own hands.
He
died A.D. 68, in the 32d year of his age, and the 14th
of his reign.
is
It
difficult to form a correct estimate
of the character of this emperor.
That he was a licentious voluptuary, and that he scrupled at commitno
in
order
crimes
to
his
lust or strengthting
gratify
en his power, is sufficiently proved
)ut that he was
such a monster as Suetonius and Dio have described
The posseshim, may reasonably admit of a doubt.
sion of absolute power at so early an
age tended to
call forth all the worst passions of human nature,
while the example and counsels of his mother
Agrippina must have still farther tended to deprave his
mind.
Though he put to death his adoptive brother,
his wife, and his mother, his character
appears to have
been far from sanguinary
his general administration
was wise and equitable, and he never equalled, in his

—

;

;

worst actions, either the capricious cruelty of Caligula,
or the sullen ferocity of Domitian.
Nero was a lover
of the arts, and appears to have possessed more taste

who only resembled him
The Apollo Belvidere
Thiersch
supposed by
{Epochen, &c., p. 312) and
some other writers to have been made for this emHis government seems to have heqxi far from
peror.
He was anxious to relieve t"he people
unpopular.
from oppressive taxes, and to protect the provinces
from the rapacity of the governors
and it may be
mentioned as an instance of his popularity,. that there
than
in

many

of the emperors,

their profuse expenditure.

is

;

were persons who for many years decked his tomb
with spring and summer flowers, and that, in consequence of a prevalent rumour that he had escaped
from death, several impostors at various times assumed the name of Nero, and gave no small trouble
to the
reigning emperors.
lb., 2, 8.

— Sueton.,

(Tacit., Hist.,

—

1, 2.

—

Id.,

Ner., 57.
Casaubon, ad Stceton.,
c.)
During the reign of Nero the Roman emin
pire enjoyed,
general, a profound state of peace.
In the East the Parthians were defeated
by Corbulo ;
and in the West, the Britons, who had risen in arms
Vit.

I.

under Boadicea, were again reduced to subjection under Suetonius Paulinus.
{Encycl. Us. Knowl, vol.
16, p. 147, seq.)
It may not be amiss, before concluding this article, to make some mention of Ne-

—

"Golden House" (Aurea Domus).

ro's

celebrated

The

only description on record of this costly struc-

" In
nothing," says thic
ruinous as in building.
He
erected a mansion extending from the Palatine as far
as the EsquilisB.
At first he called it his 'House of
Passage,' but afterward, when it had been destroyed
by fire and restored again, he gave it the name of bis
'
Golden House.' To form an idea of its extent and
ture

that of Suetonius

is

"

writer,

was Nero

magnificence,
ticulars.

it

The

may suffice to state the following parvestibule admitted his colossal statue,

which was 120

feet

large a scale, that
also,

:

so

an immense

high
had a

;

the

building wa.s on so

triple portico a mile long ;
pool like a sea, enclosed by buildit

There were,
moreover, grounds laid out for tillage and for vineyards, and for pasturage and woods, stocked with a
vast number of every description of cattle and wild
animals.
In other respects, everything was overlaid
with gold, embellished with gems and with mother-ofings presenting the appearance of towns.

The ceilings of the banqueting-rooms were
fretted into ivory coffers made to turn, that flowers
might be showered down upon the guests, and also
pearl.

The
furnished with pipes for discharging perfumes.
was round, and by a perpetual motion, day and night, was made to revolve
principal banqueting-room

manner of the universe."
{Sueton., Vit.
When the structure was completed,
31.)
"
that he at length had
Nero is said to have declared
a house fit for a human being to live in" {se quasi

after the

Ner.,

c.

hominem tandem

habitare ccepisse.

—

Sueton.,

I.

c.V

Various explanations have been given of the way in
which the contrivance was effected in the case of the

Donatus makes it a holprincipal banqueting-room.
low globe, fixed inside a square room, and turning on
its own axis
and he introduces the guests by a door
near the axis, " where there is the least motion !"
;

—

{Donat., de Urb. Vet., lib. 3.
ap. Gr<ev. Thes., vol.
Dr. Adam {Rom. Ant., p 491) thinks
3, p. 680.)

was made " to shift and exhibit new
appearances as the different courses or dishes were
removed ;" but this does not explain " the perpetual
that the ceiling

motion, day and night, after the manner of the universe."
Nero's architects, Severus and Celer, cer{Tacit.,
tainly deserve the mention of their names.
" the
Ann., 15,42.) Tacitus remarks, that
gems and
the gold which this house contained were not so
much a matter of wonder (being quite common at that
in one
period) as the fields and pools ; the woods, too,
while here,
direction, forming a kind of solitude
;

again, were open spaces with commanding views."
The house of Nero and the palace of
{Tacit., I. c.)
the Caesars must not, however, be confounded.
They

—

were evidently two distinct things. {Tacit., Ann., 15,
Burgess, Antiquities of Rome, vol. 2, p. 172,
II. A Roman consul.
{Vid. Claudius III.)
seq.)
He
III. Caesar, son of Germanicus and Agrippina.
married Julia, daughter of Drusus, the son of Tiberius.
By the wicked arts of Sejanus he was banished
to the isle of Pontia, and there put to death.
{Tacit.,
Ann., 4, 59, seq.
Sueton., Vit. Tib., 54.)
Neronia, a name given to Artaxata by Tiridates,
who had been restored to his kingdom by Nero. ( Vid.
39.

—
—

—

—

Artaxata.)

Nertobriga,

I.

a city of Hispauia Bactica, some

It was also called
distance to the west of Corduba.
Concordia Julia, and is now Valera la Vieja. {Polyb.,
In Polybius
35, ^.—Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 381.)
of the copyistt:,
it is written
'EpKoSptKa by a mistake
on account of the precethe
being omitted probably
ad Appian., 6, 48,
ding TTiv.
(Compare Schiceigh.
On D'Anville's map this place is set down
p. 260.)
city of Hispanwi
within the limits of Lusitania.— II.
the Celtiben, beTarraconensis, in the territory of

N

A

tween

Bilbilis

and Cssaraugusta.

It is

50.— Itin.

now Almuma.

Ani., p. 437,
Casaubon {ad
Geogr., vol. 2, p. 400.)
alters 'Oprodpiya into NfproPolyb., fragm., 35, 2)

{Florcz, 2,

]7.—Appian,

439.— C7)ter^

6,

NES

NES

6piya, but incorrectly, since the place meant is probably
the Areohriga of the Itinerary.
As regards the termination of the name Nertobriga, consult remarks under

Nestor succeeded hfs fatheir fate.
(Vid. Neleus.)
ther on the throne of Pylos, and subsequently, though
at a very advanced age, led his forces to the
Trojan

the article Mesembria.

war, in which he particularly distinguished himself

{Ukert,

I.

c.)

Nkrva, Marcus Cocceius, the thirteenth Roman among the Grecian chiefs by his eloquence and wisemperor, was born at Narnia, in Umbria, A.D. 27 ac- dom.
Indeed, by the picture drawn of him in the
cording to Eutropius (8, 1), or A.D. 32 according to
Dio Cassius (68, 4). His family originally came from
Crete but several of his ancestors rose to the highest
honours in the Roman state.
His grandfather Cocceius Nerva, who was consul A.D. 22, and was a
favourite
of
the
great
Emperor Tiberius, was one of
the most celebrated jurists of his
learn from
age.
Tacitus that this individual put an end to his own
;

We

—

life.
{Ann., 6, 28.) Nerva, the subject of the present sketch, is first mentioned in history as a favourite
o{ Nero, who bestowed upon him triumphal honours,
A.D. 66, when he was praetor elect. The poetry of
Nerva, which is mentioned with praise by Pliny and

Martial, appears to have recommended him to the favour of Nero.
Nerva was employed in offices of trust
and honour during the reigns of Vespasian and Titus,
but he incurred the suspicion of Domitian, and was
banished by him to Tarentum.
On the assassination
of Domitian, A.D. 96, Nerva succeeded to the sovereign power, through the influence of Petronius Secundus, commander of the Praetorian cohorts, and of ParThe mild and
thenius, the chamberlain of the palace.
equitable administration of Nerva is acknowledged and
all
ancient
forms
and
a striking
writers,
praised by

contrast

to the sanguinary rule of his
predecessor.
discouraged all informers, recalled the exiles from
banishment, relieved the people from some oppressive
taxes, and granted toleration to the Christians.
Many

He

instances of his liberality and clemency are recorded
by his contemporary, the younger Pliny he allowed
no senator to be put to death during his reign and he
;

;

practised the greatest economy, in order to relieve the
wants of the poorer citizens.
But his impartial administration of justice met with little favour from the
Praetorian cohorts, who had been allowed
Domitian

by

to indulge in excesses of
every kind.
loss of their benefactor and favourite,

Enraged

at the

they compelled

Iliad, as well as by the description contained in the
Odyssey, of his tranquil, virtuous, and useful life, it
would appear that Homer meant to display in his character the greatest perfection of which human nature is

The most conspicuous enterprises in
which Nestor bore a part prior to the Trojan war,
were, the war of the Pylians against the Elians, and
the affair of the Lapithae and Centaurs.
Some have
also placed him among the Argonauts.
Nestor marsusceptible.

ried Eurydice, the daughter of Clymenus (according to
others, Anaxibia, the sister of Agamemnon), and had
returned in safety
seven sons and two daughters.

He

from the Trojan war, and ended his days in his native
land.
Nestor is sometimes called the '* Pylian sage,"
He is also styled by Homer
from his native city Pylos.
" the
Gerenian," an epithet commonly supposed to
have been derived from the Messenian town of Gerenia, in which he is said to have been educated {Heyne,
ad 11., 2, 336), although others refer it to his advanced
Compare Schwenck, Andeut., p. 181).
age {yfipa^.
Homer makes Nestor, at the time of the Trojan war, to
have survived two generations of men, and to be then
This would give his age at about
living among a third.
{Heyne, ad II., 1, 250.)
seventy years and upward.

—

—

Nestorids, a Syrian by birth, who became patriarch
of Constantinople A.D. 428, under the reign of Theodosius II.
He showed himself very zealous against
the Arians and other sects ; but, after some time, a
priest of Antioch named Anastasius, who had followed
Nestorius to Constantinople, began to preach that
there were two persons in Jesus Christ, and that the
Word or divinity had not become man, but had descended on the man Jesus, bom of the Virgin Mary
and that the two natures became morally united, as it
were, but not hypostatically joined in one person ; and
that, when Jesus died, it was the human person, and
;

not the divinity, that suffered.

This doctrine being

Nerva to deliver into their hands Parthenius and their not only not discountenanced, but actually supported
own commander Petronius, both of whom they put to by Nestorius, was the origm of what is termed the
death.

Nerva

The excesses

of his

own guards convinced

government of the Roman empire required greater energy both of body and mind than he
and
he accordingly adopted Trajan as his
possessed,
successor, and associated him with himself in the sovNerva died A.D. 98, after a reign of sixteen
ereignty.
months and nine days. {Dw Cass., 68, I, seqq.
that the

—

Pliny,

Paneg,

c.

II.— Id.

ib.,

c.

89.— Aurel.

Vict.,

\2.—Encijcl. Us. Knoid., vol. 16, p. 149.)
NervTi, a warlike people of Belgic Gaul, whose
country lay on both sides of the Scaldis or Scheldt,
near the sources of that river; afterward HainauU and
Nord. Their original capital was Bagacum, now Bavia; but afterward Camaracum (Cambray) and Turnacum (Tournay) became their chief cities towards
the end of the fourth century.
{Cces., B. G., 5, 39.
c.

—

Plin., 4, 17.)

Nesis

or idis),

now

Nisida, an island on the
coast of Campania, between Puteoli and Neapolis, and
within a short distance of the shore.
Cicero mentions
it as a favourite residence of his friend Brutus.
{Ep.
{is

Nestorius refused to allow to the
of Theotokos {Qeoronoq), or
Mother of God, but allowed her that of Christolokos
He met, of
{XpioTOTOKoc), or Mother of Christ.
course, with numerous opponents, and the controversy
occasioned great disturbances in Constantinople. Cyrin Egypt, with his characterill, bishop of Alexandrea
istic violence, anathematized Nestorius, who, in his
turn, anathematized Cyrill, whom he accused of degraNestorian schism.
Virgin

Mary

the

title

ding the divine nature, and making
infirmities of the

human

nature.

it

subject to the

The Emperor Theo-

dosius convoked a general council at Ephesus to deThis council,
cide upon the question, A.D. 431.
which was attended by 210 bishops, condemned the
doctrine of Nestorius, who refused to appear before it,
as many Eastern bishops, and John of Antioch among
the rest, had not yet arrived.
Upon this the council
deposed Nestorius. Soon after, John of Antioch and
his friends came, and condemned Cyrill as being guilty

The emperor, being ap>
sent for
pealed to by both parties, after some hesitation
Nestorius and Cyrill; but it appears that he was displeased with what he considered pride and obstinacy
in Nestorius, and he confined him in a monastery.

of the Apollinarian heresy.

ad Att., 16, 1.)
Nessus, I. a centaur, who attempted the honour of
II. A river of Thrace,
Dcianira.
{Vid. De'ianira.)
more correctly the Nestus. {Vid. Nestus.)
But, as his name was still a rallying word for faction,
Nestor, son of Neleus and Chloris, nephew of Pe- Theodosius banished him to the deserts of Thebai's if
He was the youngest Eg)'pt, where he died. His partisans, however, spread
lias and grandson of Neptune.
of twelve brothers, all of whom, with the single excep- pver the East, and have continued to this day to form
tion of himself, were slain by Hercules, for having a separate church, which is rather numerous, especially
taken part against him with Augeas, king of Elis. in Mesopotamia, where their patriarch resides at DiarThe tender years of Nestor saved him from sharing bekr. The Nestorians, at one time, spread into Per

—

884

NIC

N IC

and thence to the coast of Coromandel, where the
Portuguese found a community of them at St. Thomi,
whom they persecuted and compelled to turn Roman
Catholics.
{Doucin^ Histoire du Neslorianisme, 1698.
Assemani, Biblioth. Orient., vol. 4.
Encycl. Us.

•ia,

—

—

Knowl, vol. 16, p. 165.)
Nestus (less correctly Nessus),

a river of Thrace,
forming the boundary between that country and MaceThis ardonia in the time of Philip and Alexander.
rangement subsequently remained unchanged by the
Romans on their conquest of the latter empire. {Stra-

331.— Lie,

46, 29.)
Thucydides stales that the
descended from Mount Iconius, whence the Hebrus also derived its source (2, 96), and Herodotus
informs us that it fell into the JEgem Sea near Abbo,

river

dera (7, 109.— Compare Tkeophrast.,
The same writer elsewhere remarks,
to be found in

Europe only between

Hist. PL, ^, 2).
that lions were
the

Nestus and

— Pliny,

the Acheloiis of Acarnania (7, 126.
In the middle ages, the
2, 3).

Mela,

—

i, 11.
of this

name

was corrupted into Mestus and it is still called
Mesto, or Carc'sou (Black River), by the Turks.
(Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 308.)
N3URI, a Scythian race, who appear to have been
originally established towards the head waters of
the rivers Tyras and Hypanis (Dneister and Bog).
They appear also to have touched on the Bastarnian
Alps, which would separate them from the Agathyrsi.
river

(Herod., 4,

;

105.— Mela,'2, 1.— PZm.,4, U.—Rennell,

vol. 1, p. 118.)
a city of India, founded by Alexander in
commemoration of his victory over Porus. It was
situate on the left bank of the Hydaspes, on the road
from the modern Attack to Lahore, and just below the
southern point of the island of Jamad.
(Arrian, 5,
Vincent's PeriJustin, 12, 8.
Curtius, 9, 4.
9, 6.
II. The
plus, p. 110.)
capital of Bithynia, situate at
the extremity of the lake Ascanius.
Stephanus of
informs
us, that it was first colonized by
Byzantium
the Bottiaei, and was called Anchore {'Ayx'^PV)-

Geogr. of Herodotus,
Nic.<EA,

I.

—

—

—

—

Strabo, however, mentions neither of these circumstances, but states that it was founded by Antigonus,
son of Philip, who called it Antigonea.
It subsequently received the name of Nicaea from Lysimachus,
in honour of his wife, the
daughter of Antipater.
Nicaea was built in the form of a
(Strab., 565.)
square, and the streets were drawn at right angles to
each other, so that from a monument which stood near

gymnasium, it was possible to see the four gates
of the city.
At a subsequent period,
(Strab., I. c)
it became the
royal residence of the kings of Bithynia,
having superseded Nicomedea as the capital of the
country.
Pliny the younger makes frequent mention,
in his Letters, of the city of Nicasa and its
public
the

buildings, which he had undertaken to restore, being
at that time governor of
Bithynia.
(Ep., 10, 40.

—

In the time of the Emperor Va48, seqq.)
lens, however, the latter city was declared the metropolis.
Still Nicaea re(Dio Chrysost., Orat., 38.)
mained, as a place of trade, of the greatest importance ; and from this city, too, all the great roads dilb., 10,

verged into the eastern and southern parts of Asia Minor.
(Mannert, Geogr., vo\. C, pt. 3, p. bQ^, seqq.)
Nicaea was the birthplace of Hipparchus the astronomer (Suidas, s. v. 'iTvnapxog), and also of Dio Cas-

—

The present town of Isnik, as it is called by
the Turks, has taken the place of the Biihynian city ;
but, according to Leake, the ancient walls, towers,
sius.

and gates are

in tolerably

good preservation.

In most

places they are formed of alternate courses of Roman
tiles and
large square stones, joined by a cement of
The Turkish town, however, was
great thickness.
never so large as the Grecian Nicaea, and it seems to

have been almost entirely constructed of the remains
of that city.
Cra(Leake's Journal, p. 10, seq.
mer's A»ia Minor, vol. 1, p. 181.)—-Nicaea is famous

—

in ecclesiastical history as the seat of the first and
most important oecumenical council held in the Christian church.
It was convened by the Emperor Con-

stantine for the purpose of settling the Arian controhe had in vain attempted to reconcile
Arius and Alexander, the leaders of the two opposing

versy, after

The council met in the year
parties in that dispute.
326 A.D., and sat probably about two months. It
was attended by bishops from nearly every part of tho
East few, however, came from Europe, and scarcely
;

any from Africa, exclusive of Egypt.
According to
Eusebius, there were more than 250 bishops present,
besides presbyters, deacons, and others. Some writers
The account generally followgive a larger number.
ed is that of Socrates, Theodoret, and Epiphanius,
who state that 318 bishops attended the council. It
is

who presided, but it is generally supposed
the president was Hosius, bishop of Corduba

uncertain

that

(Cordova)

in

Constantine himself was present
chief question debated in the

Spain.

at its meetings.

The

council of Nice was

the Arian heresy.
Eusebius of
a creed which the Arian party

Caesarea proposed

to sign, but it was rejected
by the council, and another creed was adopted as imbodying the orthodox faith. The most important feature in this creed is the application of the word con-

would have been willing

substantial (ofioovato^) to the Son, to indicate the nature of his union with the Father; this word had been
purposely omitted in the creed proposed by Eusebius.

The creed agreed upon by

the council

was signed by

the bishops present except two, Secundus, bishop
of Ptolemais, and Theonas, bishop of Marmarica.
Three others hesitated for some time, but signed at
all

namely, Eusebius of Nicomedea, Theognis of Niand Maris of Chalcedon. The council excommunicated Arius, who was immediately afterward banlast,

caea,

The decision of this council
ished by the emperor.
had not the effect of restoring tranquillity to the Eastern church, for the Arian controversy was siill warmly
but it has supplied that mode of stating
;
the doctrine of the Trinity (as far as relates to the
Father and the Son) in which it has ever since been
The time for the celebrareceived by the orthodox.
tion of Easter was also fixed by this council in facarried on

It also
vour of the practice of the Western church.
decided against the schism of Meletius. The only
documents which have been handed down to us from
this council are, its creed, its synodical epistle, and its
The second council of Nice, held in
twenty canons.
the year 786, declared the worship of images to be

—

lawful.
cycl.

Us.

(Lardner's Credibility,

Knowl,

vol.

2, c.
III.

—

pt.

16, p. 207.)

71.

A

— En-

city

of

mile to the east
Liguria, on the coast, one geographical
It was situate on the
of the mouth of the Varus.
was
of Milesian
Nicasa
river Paulon, now Paglione.
and was established in this quarter as a tradingorigin,

The Romans had no such
place with the Ligurians.
inducement to establish themselves in these parts, and
therefore, under the Roman sway, the city of Nicsa is
seldom spoken of. The modern name is Nizza, or,
as we term it, Nice.
(PUn., 3, 5.— Mela, 2, 5.)
NiCANDER, a physician, poet, and grammarian, of
whose life very few particulars are found in ancient
and contraauthors, and even those few are doubtful
that
Upon the whole, it seems most probable
dictory.
he lived about 135 B.C. in the reign of Attalus III.,
one
dedicated
the last king of Pergamus, to whom he
(Suidas.
of his poems which is no longer extant.
Anon. Script.,
Eudoc,
Villois., vol. 1, p. -iOS.
ap.

Vit.

Nicand.)

—

—

His native place, as he himself informs

was Glares, a town of Ionia, near Colophon,
whence he is commonly called Colophonius (Ctc, dt

us,

Orat , 1, 16), and he succeeded his father as herediClarius.
(Eudoc, I.
tary priest of Apollo
to have been rather a voluminous
He

c—Anon

Vit.)—

appears

writer, as the titles of

more than twenty

of his

885

works

NICANDER.

NICANDER.
these we possess at
with a few fragBoth are poems. One
n^ents of some of the others.
is entitled
QTjpiaKa {Theriaca), the other 'AXe^i^dpfiaKa (Alexipharmaca). The Theriaca consists of nearly 1000 lines in hexameter verse, and treats of the

have been preserved; but of
pretsent only

two

all

in a perfect state,

—

wounds caused by different venomous animals, and
It is characterized by
the proper treatment of each.
'*
Haller {Biblioth. Botan.) as
longa, incondita, et
still
we occasionally find
nullius fidei farrago,''^ but

some curious passages

We

have

in

it,

to

relating

natural

history.

example, an exact, but rather long

for

combat between the ichneumon and

description of the

whose

flesh this quadruped eats with impuspeaks of scorpions, which he divides into
nine species, an arrangement adopted by some modern
naturalists.
Then come some curious observations on
the effect of the venom of various kinds of serpents,
each differing in the appearances and symptoms to
which it gives rise. Nicander thought he had discovered that the poison of serpents is concealed in a

serpents,

nity.

He

membrane surrounding the teeth which is, after all,
not very far removed from the true state of the case.
He describes a species of serpents, named (tt/i/;, which
always assumes the colour of the ground over which
;

It

moves.

c.

cander

the

is

8, 35
and jEltan, N.

(Compare Pltny,

Ausrult.,

178

;

first

who

;

Aristotle,

Mirah.

A,

Ni16, 40.)
distinguishes between the moth
that which flies by day, and he

or night-butterfly, and
He is one
gives to the former the name of (jtuXaiva.
of the earliest writers also who mentions the salamander. This poem contains, too, a great number of
popular fables, which were credited, however, at the

lime that Nicander wrote
as, for example, that wasps
are produced from horse-flesh in a putrid slate, and
bees from that of an ox.
He likewise stales that the
bite of the field-mouse is poisonous, and also that the
animal dies if it should fall into a wheel rut, both
which circumstances are repeated by Pliny (8, 83)
and -^lian (H. A
The Alexipharmaca is
2, 37).
rather a shorter poem, written in the same metre, and
may be considered as a sort of continuation of the
Haller's judgment on this work is as seTheriaca.
vere as that on the preceding.
He says of it, " De;

,

—

his acquaintance with the fact that the vessels abaorb
most readily when in an empty state. This doctrine,
which has been revived of late years by a celebrated

French experimentalist as a new discovery, is alluded
to not only by our author, but more fully by Celsus,
Dioscorides, Paulus ^gineta, Avicenna, Avensoar,
and Averrhoes. It was, no doubt, from his knowledge
of this principle, that Nicander has nowhere recom-

mended general

bleeding, lest, by emptying the vesabsorption and its distribution over the sysHence subsequent writers
on Toxicology, such, for example, as Paulus jilgineta
and Avicenna, only approve of bleeding when the poison is diffused over the body ; and a very late authority. Dr. Paris, is at great pains to enforce the impropriety of venesection in the early stages before absorption has taken place.
Nicander recommends cupping
and the actual cautery as preservatives from absorption
in cases of poisoned wounds, and both these modes of
practice have been revived of late years with great encomiums. The application of leeches to the vicinity
of the wound, though not generally had recourse to
now, seems a remedial measure deserving of trial. In
a word, the great merit of his practice is, that his remedies appear to have been administered upon general principles, and that he did not put much trust in
Of many of his medicines, indeed, no one
specifics.
sels, the

tem should be promoted.

—

—

nowadays can speak from personal experience, and it
seems but reasonable to judge of them in the indulgent
manner that Socrates did respecting the obscurer part
of the philosophical system of Heraclitus

do understand of
'

I

find

'
:

What

I

said he, with becoming modesty,
to be admirable, and therefore I take it for
it,'

"
I do not understand is
equally so.'
respect to Nicander's merits as a poet, the
most opposite opinions are to be found in both ancient
and modern writers. In the Greek Anthology, Colophor
is
congratulated for being the birthplace of Homer and

granted that what

—With

Nicander

Cice(vol. 3, p. 270, ep. 567, ed. Brunck.).
"
Georgtcs,''^ a poem not now exalluding to his
tant, praises the poetical manner in which he treats a
subject of which he was entirely ignorant {de Orat.,
1, 16) ; while Plutarch, on the other hand, says that
ro, in

the Theriaca only escapes being prose because

it

is

symptomata fust recensentur, el put into metre, and will not allow it to be called a
"
magna farrago et incondita plajilarum potissimum poem because there is nothing in it of fable or falsealexipharmacarum suhjicitur V Among the poisons hood." {De Aud. Poet., c. 2.) This very point,
of the animal kingdom he mentions the cantharis of
however, Julius Caesar Scaliger thinks worthy of esthe Greeks, which is not the Lytta Vesicatoria, but pecial commendation, and says, " Magna ei laus quod
He speaks also of the bupresiis nc quid ineptum aut inepte dicat/^ (Puet., lib. 5, c.
Melo'e Chichorii.
{Carabus Bucidon) of the blood of a bull of coag- 15.) He goes on to praise the accuracy of his exulated milk in the stomach of mammiferous animals
pressions and versification, and declares that among all
of the leech {hirudo venenata)
and of a species of the Greek authors a more polished poet is hardly lobe
gecko (^aalafiuvSpa). Among the vegetable poisons found. M. Merian, on the other hand, in an essay
we find the aconite, coriander (which has sometimes " Comment les Sciences influent dans la Poesie"
been fatal in Egypt), the hemlock, colchicum, henbane, {Mem. de VAcad. Royal de Berlin, 1776, p. 423),
and the different species of fungi, the growth of which mentions Nicander, to show the antipathy that exists
Nicander attributes to fermentation. Of mineral poi- between the language of poetry and the subjects of
sons he mentions only white lead, a carbonate of lead which he treated.
He calls him " a grinder of antiand litharge, or protoxide of lead. To counterbal- dotes, who sang of scorpions, toads, and spiders," and
ance, in some degree, Haller's unfavourable opinion of considers his poem as fit only for the apothecaries.
Nicander's extanl works, it ought in justice to be sta- Nicander's poetical genius, in all probability, was a
ted, that his knowledge of natural history appears to good deal cramped by the prosaic nature of the suband we may fairbe at least equal to that of other writers of his own or jects which he chose for his iheme
scriptio

vix

ulla,

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

on the subject of poisons he
was long considered a great authority. Galen several
and Dioscorides, Aelius, and Jotimes quotes him
hannes Actuarius have borrowed from him largely.
" Nicander's
treatment of
observes

even a

later age, while

—

;

cases,"

general

Dr. Adams, " in as far as my knowledge and experience enable me to form a judgment, is founded upon
very rational principles; and, in. some instances, the
correctness of his physiological views is such as cannot but command our admiration, considering the age
in which he lived.
Thus, be states that poison is most
fatal to a

person

866

when

fasting,

which clearly implies

ly say, that his

writings contain quite as

much

poetry

as could be expected from such unpromising materials.

As for his style and language, probably every one who
has ever read half a dozen lines of either of his poems
will agree with Bentley, who says that he studiously
affected obsolete and antiquated words, and must have
been an obscure writer even to his contemporaries.

—

The best edition
Criticum, vol. 1, p. 371.)
of the Alexipharmaca is that of Schneider, Hala^
The Theriaca, by the same editor, and
1792, 8vo.
The
equally valuable, appeared in 1816, Lips., 8vo.

{Museum

Theriaca was also published the same year in the
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Museum

Criticum, with Bentley^s emendations (vol.
370, seqq). There is extant a Greek paraphrase,
in prose, of both poems (printed in Schneider's editions), by Eutecnius the sophist, of whom nothing is
known except that he has done the same to Oppian's
Cynegelica and Halicutica. {Encyclop. Us. Knowi,
1, p.

16, p. 203, seq.)

vol.

NiCATOR (Ni/carwp, i. e., * Victor^'') a surname assumed by Seleucus I. {Vid. Seleucus.)
NicEPHORiUM (NiKTjfopiov), a strongly- fortified city
of Mesopotamia, south of Charrae, and at the confluence
Alexander is said to
of the Billichia and Euphrates.

which was an extremely advanIsidor., Charac, p. 3.)
(P/tn., 6, 26.
tageous one.
The name remained until the fourth century, when
it
disappeared from history, and, in the account of Juhave selected the

—

site,

defeated by them, and lost his life A.D. 811.
His
son Stauracius succeeded him, but reigned only six

months, and was succeeded by Michael Rhangabe,
master of the palace.
II. The second
emperor of the
name, surnamed Phocas (but who must not be confounded with the usurper Phocas, who reigned in the
beginning of the seventh century), was descended of
a noble Byzantine family, and distinguished himself
as a commander in the field.
After the death of Ro-

—

manus II., A.D. 960, his widow Theophano, who was
accused of having poisoned him, reigned as guardian
to her infant son
but, finding herself insecure on the
throne, she invited Nicephorus to come to Constantinople, and promised him her hand.
Nicephorus
came, married Theophano, and assumed the title of
;

Augustus, A.D. 963.

He

repeatedly attacked

the

named Callinicum {KaXktvi- Saracens, and drove them out of Cilicia and part of
In 968, Otho I., emperor of Germany, sent an
Kov) is mentioned, which occupies the same place Syria.
where Nicephorium had previously stood. This con- embassy to Nicephorus, who received it in an uncivil
lead
maimer.
His avarice made him unpopular, and his
of
of
name,
formity
position, and sudden change

lian's expedition, a city

Nicephorium and Callinicum were one and the same place, and that the
earlier appellation (" Victory-bringing,'''' viktj and ^epw)
had merely been exchanged for one of the same general import (" Fair-conquering,''^ Kalog and vlkt]).
Hence we may reject the statement sometimes made,
that the city received its later name from Seleucus
Callinicus as its founder {Chron. Alcxandr., Olymp.
134, 1), as well as what Valesius {ad Amm. MarcelL,
23, 6) cites from Libanius (Ep. ad Aristcenet.), that
directly to the supposition that

Nicephorium changed

its

name

in

—

honour of the soph-

Marcellinus describes
Callinicus, who died there.
Callinicum as a strong place, and carrying on a great
ist

trade ("

munimentum

robusf.um, ct commercandi opimigratissimum"). Justinian repaired and strengthened the fortifications.
(Compare Tluodoret, Hist.
At a subsequent period, the name of
Relig., c. 26.)
tate

the city again underwent a change.
The Emperor
Leo, who about 466 A.D. had contributed to adorn
the place, ordered it to be called Leontopolis, and
under this title Hierocles enumerates it among the
cities of Osroene.
(Synecdem., ed. Wesseling, p.

715.)
Stephanus of Byzantium asserts that Nicephorium, at a later period, changed its name to Constantina
but this is impossible, as the city of Constantina
;

D'Anbelongs to quite a different part of the country.
ville fixes the site of
Nicephorium near the modern
Racca, in which he is followed by subsequent writers.
{Mannert, vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 286, seqq.)
NicEPHORius, a river of Armenia Major, the same
with the Centritis.

(Vid. Centritis.)
an emperor of the East, was origior
intendant
of the finances, during
nally Logotheta,
the reign of the Empress Irene and her son Constantine VI., in the latter part of the
Irene,
eighth century.
having deprived her son of sight, usurped the throne,
and reigned alone for .six years, when a conspiracy broke

NioEPHORUs,

I.

out against her, headed by Nicephorus, who was
proclaimed emperor, and crowned in the church
of, St.
He banished Irene to the island
Sophia, A.D. 802.
of Lesbos, where she lived and died in a state of
great
destitution.
The troops in Asia revolted against Nicephorus, who showed himself avaricious and cruel,
and they proclaimed the patrician Bardanes
emperor
but Nicephorus defeated and seized Bardanes, confined
him in a monastery, and deprived him of
The
sight.
Empress Irene had consented to pay an annual tribute
to the Saracens, in order to
stop their incursions into
;

the territories of the empire.
Nicephorus refused to
continue this payment, and wrote a
message of defiance
to the Caliph Haroun al Raschid.
The caliph collected a vast army, which devastated Asia Minor, and destroyed the city of Heraclea on the coast of the Euxine, and Nicephorus was obliged to sue for peace, and
In an attack which he
pay tribute as Irene had done.
subsequently made on the Bulgarians, he was utterly

Theophano, having formed an
with John Zimisces, an Armenian ofllicer,
Zimisces,
conspired with him against her husband.
with his confederates, was introduced at night into the
bedchamber of the emperor, and murdered him, A.D.
969
have remaining, at the present day, a portion of a military work under the name of this em"
It is entitled
wife, the unprincipled

intrigue

— We

Uepl napadpofj.^^ ToXe/xov,
Of
making known the mode of carrying on war in mountainous countries, as practised ia
the tenth century.
Hase has given the first 25 chaj)ters of this work, at the end of his edition of Leo Diaperor.

war with

light troops,''^

conus, these being the only ones contained in three
MSS. of the Royal Library at Paris. A MS. at Heidelberg has 30 chapters more ; but Hase believes that
they do not belong to this work, or, rather, that they
form part of a second work on the same subject.
It
is
thought, however, that the production first mentioned appeared after the death of Phocas, and that the
compiler, or perhaps author of it, lived in the time of
Basilius II. and Constantino VIII.
(Schbll, Gcsch.
Gr. Lit., vol. 3, p. 350.)— III. The third emperor of
the name, surnamed Botoniates, was an old ofllicer of

some

military reputation in the Byzantine army in
Asia, and revolted against the Emperor Michael Ducas,
A.D. 1078. With a body of troops, chiefly composed

of Turkish mercenaries, he marched to Chalcedon;
upon which Michael resigned the purple, and Nicephorus
was proclaimed emperor at Constantinople. Michael
was sent to a monastery with the title of Archbishop of
Another aspirant to the throne, Nicephorus
Ephesus.
Bryennius, was defeated, taken prisoner, and deprived
of sight.
A fresh insurrection, led by Basilacius, was
likewise put down by the troops of Nicephorus, unAlexius himder the command of Alexius Comnenus.
self, who had an hereditary claim to the throne, was
Havsoon after proclaimed emperor by the soldiers.
ing entered Constantmople by surprise, he seized Nihe
cephorus, and banished him to a monastery, where
died a short time after, A.D. 1081.
(Encyclop. Us
KnowL, vol. 16, p. 207.) IV. Basilaces, a teacher of
rhetoric at Constantinople during the latter half of the
He has left some fables, tales, and
eleventh century.

—

for example, Joseph accused by Potiphar's
epopees
wife
David in the cave with Saul ; David pursued by
These productions are contained in
Absalom, &c.
the collection of Leo Allatius.— V. Bryennius, a native of Orestias, in Macedonia, and son-in-law to the
who conferred upon
Emperor Alexius I. (Comnenus),
him the title of YiawTrepaiSaaro^, equivalent to that
In 1096 A.D., his father-in-law mtrusted
of Ccesar.
to him the defence of Constantinople against Godfrey
In 1108 he negotiated the peace with
of Bouillon.
of Alexius
Boemond, prince of Antioch. At the death
and Anna
in lllH, Irene, widow of the deceased,
Comnena, wife oi Bryennius, wished him to ascend
;

;

887
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but his own indifference on this point, and
the measures taken by John, the son of Alexius, defeated their plans.
It was on this occasion that Anna
Comnena passionately exclaimed,. that nature had mistaken the two sexes, and had endowed Bryennius with
the soul of a woman.
He died in 1137. At the
order of the Empress Irene, Bryennius undertook, during the life of Alexius, a history of the house of Com^*
Materials
nenus, which he entitled 'TXrj 'laropta^,
for History,'''' and which he distributed into four books.
He commenced with Isaac Comnenus, the first prince
of this line, who reigned from 1057 to 1059 A.D.,
without being able to transmit the sceptre to his family, into whose hands it did not pass until 1081, when
Alexius I. ascended the throne. Nicephorus stops at
the period of his father-in-law's accession to the throne,
the throne

;

after having given his history while a private individual.
had at his disposal excellent materials ; but

He

an historian is not very highly esIn point of diction, his work holds a very
favourable rank among the productions of the Lower
Empire. It was continued by Anna Comnena. (SchiiU,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 388.)— VI. Blemmida, a
monk of the 13th century. He has left three works:
his impartiality as

teemed.

"a Geographical Abridgment" {Teo)ypa(pia
which

gwotttlkti),

nothing but a prose metaphrase of the Periegesis of Dionysius the Geographer: a work entitled "^
Second History (or Description) of the Earth'''' ('Erepa
loTopia Trrpl Tfjg yiiq), in which he gives an account
of the form and size of the earth, and of the different
and a third, " On the Heavens and
lengths of the day
is

:

Earth, the Sun, Moon, Stars, Time, and Days"'' {Uepl
Ovpavov Kol jTj^, 'YDt-iov, SfXr/v;/^, 'Aarepuv, Xpdvov,
In this last the author develops a sysKol 'Hfiepcjv).
The
tem, according to which the earth is a plane.
first two were published by Spohn, at
Leipzig, 1818, in
4to, and by Manzi, from a MS. in the Barberini Library,
Rom 18i9, 4to. Bernhardy has given the Metaphrase
,

in his edition of

Dionysius, Lips., 1828; the third is
mentioned by Bredow in his EpistolcB
VII. Surnamed Xanthopulus, lived
Parisien^es.
•bout the middle of the 14th century.
He wrote an

unedited.

It is

—

Ecclesiastical History in

18 books, which, along with

He wrote also two discourses, one
addressed to Andronicus II., the other to Irene, to
console them for the loss of a son and husband.
His
letters are also preserved.
Disgusted with active life,
Nicephorus became a monk, and took the name of
Creuzer {ad Plotin. de Pulcr., p. 400)
Nathaniel.
makes him a native of Philippopolis but in this there
is a double error
first, in ascribing to the father a letter written by his son Johannes
and, secondly, in
reading rov ^c?u7rTrov7r6?.ecjg instead of rtj '^cTitTnrov" to the
TToAftjf.
Bishop of Philippopolis.''^ {Schbll,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 147.)
IX. Gregoras, a native
of Heraclea, who wrote on grammatical, historical,
and astronomical subjects.
Andronicus II. appointed
him chartophylax of the church, and in 1325 sent him
to
the King of Servia.
on an embassy
Gregoras did
not abandon his royal patron when dethroned by Andronicus III., and it was he who, four years after this
event, assisted at the deathbed of the fallen monarch.
He showed himself a zealous opponent of the Palamites, a sect of fanatics who were throwing the church
into confusion, but was condemned for this by the
synod of Constantinople, A.D. 1351, at the instance of
the patriarch Callistus, and confined in a convent,
where he ended his days. His grammatical works
He wrote also a Byzantine, or,
are in part unedited.
as he calls it, Roman {'PufialxTJ) History, in thirtyeight books, of which the first twenty-four alone, extending from 1204 to 1331 A.D., have been published :
the other books, which terminate at A.D. 1359, reniain
still unedited.
Gregoras is vain, passionate, and partial
his style is aflfected, and overloaded with figures,
physical subjects.

;

:

;

—

—

:

The laespecially hyperboles, and full of repetitions.
test edition of the history which had been published,
was, until very recently, that of Boivin, Pans, 1702,
It contained the first eleven books, with
vols. fol.
the Latin version of Woltf, and the succeeding thirteen,
It was to have
with a translation by the editor himself.
been completed in two additional volumes, containing
the last fourteen books, but these have never appeared.
A new edition, however, of Gregoras, forms part of
the Byzantine Historians at present in a course of pub-

2

lication at

Bonn.

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6. p,

many useful extracts from writers whose productions 362, seqq.) There are also several works of Gregoras
Bre now lost, contains a great number of fables.
This treating of Astronomy, but they are all unedited, except
history extends from the birth of our Saviour to

610.

A.D.

The arguments of five other books, which would
it down to A.D. 911, are
by a different writer.

carry
In preparing his work, Nicephorus availed himself of
the library attached to the church of St. Sophia, and

here he passed the greater part of his life.
He has
left also Catalogues, in Iambic verse, of the Greek
the
of
and
the
patriarchs
emperors,
Constantinople,
fathers of the church, besides other minor works.
To
this same writer is likewise ascril)cd a work containing an account of the church of the Virgin, situate at
certain mineral waters in Constantinople, and of the
miraculous cures wrought by these.
The Ecclesias-

—

History was edited by Ducaeus (Fronton du Due),
The metrical Catalogues
Paris, 1630, 2 vols. fol.
are to be found in the edition of the Epigrams of Thetical

The
odorus Prodromus, published at Bale, 1536, 8vo.
account of the mineral waters, &c appeared for the
first time at Vienna in 1802, 8vo, edited by PampeVIII. Surnamed Chamnus, was Prcsfectus Canxeus.
iclei ('O ETzl Tov KavtKlelov) under Andronicus II.,

a treatise on the astrolabe, which appeared in a Latin
translation at Paris in 1557, 12mo, edited by Valla.
{Schbll, vol. 7, p. 65.)

— X.

A

native of Constanti-

nople, commonly surnamed the Patriarch, for distincHe was at first a notary, and afterward
tion' sake.
imperial secretary, which latter station he quitted foi
a convent, but was subsequently elevated to the see
As one of the defenders of
of Byzantium, A.D. 806.
the worship of images, he was, in 815, compelled to
take refuge in a monastery, where he ended his days,
A.D. 828. He has left behind him two works 1.
Chronicle or Chronographical Abridgment {Xpovowith Adam and carried down to
ypa(l>ca), commencing
the perrod of th« author's own death, or, rather, somewhat farther, since it was continued by an anonymous
:

writer

:

2.

An

Historical

Compend,

A

'laropia avvrofiog,

embracing the events that occurred from A.D. 602

to

surnamed Palaeologus.

The latest edition of the Greek text of the
770.
It
Chronicle is that of Credner, Giessff. 1832, 4to.
was also given m Dindorf s edition of Syncellus, Bonn.,
The latest edition of the Compend is that of
1829.
Petavius (Petau), Paris, 1648.
{Schbll, Htst. Lit

His daughter Irene was married

Gr., vol. 6, p. 370, seqq )
Nicer or Nicar, now the Necker, a river of Germany, falling into the Rhine at the modern town of

,

—

The caniclcus (KaviK?.£io^)
•was a small vessel filled with the red liquid with which
the emperors used to sign their names to documents.
in

1304

to

John Pa-

of Andronicus, vvho, together
ItKologus, the eldest son
with his younger brother Michael, had been associated

with him in the empire by their father,
and who died A.D. 1308, without issue.

AD.

1295,

Nicephorus
composed a number of works, which still remain unedited.
They treat of rhetorical, philosophical, and

Manheim.

{Amm

Marcell, 28,

225.— Perfz, Mon. Germ.

2.

Hist.,

— Clnv.,

Germ.,

361.)
NicERATUS, a physician mentioned by Dioscorides
ed. Spreng.) as one of the followers
{PrcEf., lib. 1, p. 2,
of Asclepiades, and who attended particularly to mateNone of his writings remain, but his pref
ria medica.
3,

1,

NIC

NIC
•criptions are several times

31).
I.

We

mentioned by Galen (Op.,

12, p. 634; vol. 13, p. 96, 98, 110,
vol. 14, p. 197), and once by Pliny (32,
;
learn from Caelius Aurelianus {Morb. Chron.,
vol.

Kuhn,
180, &c.

td.

He flourhe wrote also on catalepsy.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 16,

2, c. 5) that

40 B.C.

ished about

207.)

p.

NicETAs,

I.

Eugenianus, author of one of the poorthat have come down to us.
have lived not long after Theodore Pro-

dread of responsibility.
Nicias, however, signalized
himself on several occasions.
He took the island of
Cythera from the Lacedaemonians, subjugated many
cities of Thrace which had revolted from the Athenian sway, shut up the Megarians within iiubxx city-walls,
cutting off all communication from without, and taking
their harbour Nisaea.
When the unfortunate expedition
against Syracuse was undertaken by Athens, Nicias

was one of the three commanders who were sent at it»
head, the other two being Alcibiades and Lamachus.
dromus, whom, according to the title of his work as "He had previously, however, used every effort to pregiven in a Pans manuscript, he selected for his model. vent his countrymen from engaging in this affair, on the
est of the

He

Greek romances

appears to

He

wrote of the Loves of Drosilla and Chanclea.
Boissonade gave to the world an edition of this romance in 1819, Paris, 2 vols. r2mo, respectmg the
merits of which, consult Hoffmann, Lex. Btbhogr., vol.
n. Acominatus, surnamed Choniates, from
3, p. 137.
his having been born at Chonas, or Coiossae, in Phry-

ground that they were only wasting their resources in
distant warfare, and multiplying their enemies.
After
the recall of Alcibiades, the natural indecision of Nicias, increased by ill-health and dislike of his command,
proved a principal cause of the failure of the enterprise.
In endeavouring to retreat by land from before SyraHe filled many posts of distinction at Constanti- cuse, the Athenian commanders, Nicias and Demosgia.
About thenes (the latter had come with re-enforcements), were
nople, under the Emperor Isaac II. (Angelus).
A.D. 1189, he was appointed by the same monarch pursued, defeated, and compelled to surrender. The
their soldiers were congovernor of Philippopolis, an office of which .\lexius V. generals were put to death
He died A.D. 1216, at Nicaea, in Bi- fined at first in the quarry of Epipolae, and afterward
deprived him.
to
the
of
life
of Nicias by Plutarch.
which
he
had
after
have
a
fled
sold as slaves.
thynia,
taking
city
He wrote a History of {Thucyd., lib 3, 4, 5, seqq.—Plut., Vit. Nic.)—U.
Constantinople by the Latins.
the Byzantine Emperors, in twenty-one books, com- An Athenian artist, who flourished with Praxiteles, 01.
mencing A.D. 1118 and ending A.D. 1206. It forms, 104, and assisted him in the decoration of some of his
Cons\}h Sillig, Diet.
in fact, ten different works of various sizes, all imbodied productions.
{Plin., 35, 11.
under one general head.
Nicetas possessed talent, Art., s. V.)
IIL The younger, an Athenian painter,
He bejudgment, and an enlightened taste for the arts, and son of Nicomedes, and pupil of Euphranor.
would be read with pleasure if he did not occasionally gan to practice his art 01. 112.
(Sillig, Diet. Art.,
Nicias is said to have been the first artist who
indulge too much in a satirical vein, and if his style were s. V.)
not so declamatory and poetical.
The sufferings of used burned ochre in his paintings. (Plin., 35, 6, 20.)
Nico, an architect and geometrician, father of GaConstantinople, which passed under his own eyes, appear
to have imbittered his spirit, and he is accused of be- len, who lived in the beginning of the second century
{Suid., s. v. Ta?iT]v6g.)
ing one of the writers who contributed most to kindle of our era.
a feeling of haired between the Greeks and the nations
NicocLKs, I. king of Paphos, in the island of Cyof the West.
have a life of Nicetas by his broth- prus.
He owed his throne to the kindness of Ptoleer Michael Acominatus, metropolitan of Athens.
It
my L, king of Egypt, who continued thereafter to beis entitled Monodia, and has never
Having learnyet been published stow upon him many marks of favour.

—

;

We

—

—

—

— We

in the original Greek ; a Latin translation of it is
in the Biblioth. Patrum Maxim. Lugd., vol. 22.

ed, however, at last, that Nicocles, forgetful of pasi
benefits, had formed an alliance with Antigonus, Ptol-

Nicetas was that of Paris, 1647, fol.
however, has lately appeared from
the scholars of Germany, as forming part of the Byzantine collection, now in a course of publication at Bonn.
ni. An ecclesiastical writer, who flourished during

emy

the latter half of the eleventh century.
He was at first
bishop of Serrae in Macedonia (whence he is sometimes

King of Paphos, and making known

—given
The

latest edition of

A

new

edition,

—

sent two of his confidential emissaries to Cy-

in case his
prus, with orders to despatch Nicocles
traitorous conduct should be clearly ascertained by
These two individuals, having taken with
them.
them a party of soldiers, surrounded the palace of the

to

him the orders

of Ptolemy, compelled him to destroy himself, although
His wife Axiothea, when
he protested his innocence.
she heard of her husband's death, killed her maiden
with her own hand, and then slew herself.

surnamed Serrariensis), and afterward metropolitan of
Heraclea in Thrace.
He is known by his commentary
on sixteen discourses of St. Gregory Nazianzen, and by daughters
The
other works connected with theology and sacred criti- The other female relatives followed her example.
He was the author, likewise, of some gram- brothers of Nicocles, also, having shut themselves up
cism.
their
own
matical productions, of which, however, only a small in the palace, set fire to it, and then fell by
remnant has come down to us, in the shape of a trea- hands. {Dtod. Sic, 20, 21.— Wesseling, ad Joe
*'
tise
on the Names of the Gods" {Elg to, bvo/uara tuv PolycBTi., 8, 48.) II. King of Cyprus, succeeded his
He celebrated the funer&euv), an edition of which was given by Creuzer, in father Evagoras B.C. 374.

—

—

—

IV. David, a philoso1187, from the Leipzig press.
pher, historian, and rhetorician, sometimes confounded with the preceding, but who flourished two centu-

He was bishop of Dadybra in Paphlagoand wrote, among other things, an explanatory
work on the poems of St. Gregory Nazianzen, and a
An edition
paraphrase of the epigrams of St. Basil.
of these works appeared at Venice in 1563, 4to.

al obsequies of his parent with great splendour, and enNicocles had
gaged Isocrates to write his eulogium.
been a pupil of the Athenian rhetorician, and recom-

ries earlier.

pensed his services with the greatest

nia,

Isocrates.)

liberality.

{Vid.

Mannert, how; and Rei-

NicocREON, a tyrant of Cyprus in the age of Alexander the Great. A fabulous story is related of his
naxarchus to be poundhaving caused the philosopher A
Vid. Anaxarchus.)
ed alive in a mortar.
(
is unknown.
Nicoi.AL's, I. a comic poet whose era
He belonged to the New Comedy according to some.
Stobaeus has a fragment of his in 44 verses, which be
II. Surascribes, however, to Nicolaus Damascenus.-

He was a man of birth
NiciAS, L son of Niceratus.
and fortune but in whom a generous temper, popular
manners, and considerable political and military talent,
were marred by unreasonable diffidence and excessive

named Damascenus (Ni/coAaof 6 tiafiaaKtjvo^), a naHe was the friend
tive of Damascus of good family.
of Herod the Great, king of the Jews, and in the year
6 B.C. was sent by that monarch on an embassy to
offence at Herod because
Augustus, who had taken

NiciA, a small river of Cisalpine Gaul, rising in the
Ligures Apuani, and falling into the Po
The .^Emilian Way crossed it a little be-

territory of the
at Brixellum.

fore

Tanetum.

ever, gives the

It is

now

the Leuza.

modern name

as Crostolo

chard, Ongino.
;

5U
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NICOLAUS.
he had led an army into Arabia to enforce certain
claims which he had upon Syllseus, the prime-minister
of the King of Arabia, and the real governor of the
Nicolaus, havcountry.
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 16, 9.)
ing obtained an audience of the emperor, accused Syllaeus, and defended Herod in a skilful speech, which is
Syllaeus was
given by Josephus {Ant. Jud., 16, 10).
sentenced to be put to death as soon as he should
have given satisfaction to Herod for the claims which
This is the account of Josethe latter had upon him.
phus, taken probably from the history of Nicolaus himself, who appears to have exaggerated the success of
his

embassy

tion to

;

for Syllaeus neither

gave any

satisfac-

Herod, nor was the sentence of death executed

We

upon him.

find
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 17, 3, 2.)
Nicolaus afterward acting as the accuser of Herod's
son Antipater, when he was tried before Varus for

plotting against his father's life, B.C. 4 {Joseph., Ant.
and
Jud., 16, 5, 4, seqq.—Id., Bell. Jud., 1, 32, 4)
again as the advocate of Archelaus before Augustus,
;

in the dispute for the succession to Herod's
Id. tb., 11,
{Joseph., Ant. Jud., 17, 9, 6.

—

—

kingdom.

'3.
Id.,
Bell. Jud., 2, 2, 6.)
writer, Nicolaus is known
in several departments of literature.
composed

— As a

He

tragedies, and,

among others, one
Of these nothing

entitled

2waavv£f

He also
remains.
('* Susannu'^).
wrote comedies, and Stobaeus has preserved for us
what he considers to be a fragment of one of these, but
what belongs, in fact, to a dilferent writer. {Vid. Nicolaus I.) He was the author, also, of a work on the
Remarkable Customs of various nations {'Zwayuyrj
napa66^uv r/dCfv) ; of another on Distinguished Ac-

h

and also
tions {Hepl tC)v
Tot^ irpaKTtKotg kuXcjv)
of several historical works.
Among the last-mention;

ed class of productions was a Universal History ('Icr
Topta KadoXiKTi), in 144 books (hence called by Athenaeus 7roXv6i6Xo^,

6,

p.

249,

a.),

a compilation

for

—

IV. (or Laonicus) Chalcondylas, a natire
p. 210.)
of Athens, and one of the Byzantine historians.
He
wrote a history of the Turks, and of the fall of the
Eastern empire, from A.D. 1297 down to 1462, in ten
books.
It was continued by an anonymous writer to
A.D. 1565. The narrative of Chalcondylas is rich in
facts, but the author sometimes displays great creduThe first edition of the text is that of Fabrot,
lity.
Paris, 1650, fol., which was reprinted in 1750 at
V. Bishop of Methone, about A.D. 1 190,
Venice, fol.
author of a commentary on the 2roi;^fiw(T<f deoTioyiKrj
of Proclus
It remains unedited.
VI. Cabasila, was
He was a
bishop of Thessalonica about 1350 A.D.
learned man, and famed for his eloquence.
have
a commentary by him on the third book of the Almagest, printed at the end of the Basle edition of Ptole-

—

—

We

mcei Syniaxis, 1538, fol.
NicoMACHUs, the fatherof the philosopher Aristotle.
{Vid. Aristoteles.)
NicoMEDEs, I. king of Bithynia, succeeded his father Ziphoetes, B.C. 278.
His succession was disputed by his brother, and he called in the Gauls to
With their assistance
support his claims, B C. 277.

he was successful
but his allies became his masters,
and the whole of Asia Minor was for a long time overrun by these barbarians.
He probably died about B C.
II.
250, and was succeeded by his eldest son Zielas.
The second of the name, surnamed Epiphanes, sucHe accomceeded his father Prusias II., B.C. 149.
panied his parent to Rome, B.C. 167, where he appears to have been brought up under the care of the
:

—

senate.

(L?u., 45, 44.) Prusias, becoming jealous of
the popularity of his son, and anxious to secure the
succession of his younger children, formed a plan for
his assassination

;

but Nicomedes, having gained

in-

of the
telligence of his purpose, deprived his father
Nicomethrone, and subsequently put him to death.
des remained during the whole of his long reign a faithful ally, or, rather, obedient subject, of the Romans.

which he borrowed passages from various historians,
As
which he united together by oratorical flourishes.
he has drawn his materials in part from sources which He assisted them in their war with Aristonicus, brothand he
no longer exist for us, the fragments of his history er of Attalus, king of Pergamus, B.C. 131
which remain make us acquainted with several facts was applied to by Marius for assistance during the
latter
the
had
no
of which we should otherwise have
part
knowledge. Cimbrian war, about B.C. 103. During
This history included the reign of Herod ; and Jose- of his reign he was involved in a war with Mithradaof
in
the
life
that
the
of
123d
and
is
the
character
account
of
which
an
tes,
following
given
phus gives
third of
124th books " For, living in his kingdom and with monarch.
(Fi(i. Mithradates VI.)— Ill The
him (Herod), he composed his history in such a way the name, surnamed Philopator, succeeded his father
as to gratify and serve him, touching upon those things Nicomedes II., B.C. 91.
During the first year of his
only which made for his glory, and glossing over many reign, he was expelled from his kingdom by Mithradaof his actions which were plainly unjust, and conceal- tes, who placed upon the throne Socrates, the younger
And wishing to make a spe- brother of Nicomedes. He was restored, however, to
ing them with all zeal.
cious excuse for the murder of Mariamne and her chil- his kingdom in the following year by the Romans, who
At the
dren, so cruelly perpetrated by the king, he tells false- sent an army under Aquilius to support him.
hoods respecting her incontinence, and the plots of breaking out of the Miihradatic war, B.C. 88, NicomAnd throughout his whole histo- edes took part with the Romans; but his army was
the young men.
;

;

completely defeated by the generals of Milhradates,
near the river Amnias, in Paphlagonia {Straho, 562),
a life of and he himself was again expelled from his kingdom,
At the conclusion
strongly and obliged to take refuge in Italy.
He was the author, too, of of the Mithradatic war, B.C. 84, Bithynia was restored
with flattery, still remains.
some metaphysical productions on the writings of Aris- to Nicomedes. He died B.C. 74, without children,
As regards his own Biography, which has like- and left his kingdom to the Romans. {Memnon., ap.
totle.
Clinton, Fast. Hell,
wise come down to us, we may be allowed to doubt Phot.—Appian, Bell. Mithrad.
The latest and most com- vol. 3, Append., 7. Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 16, p.
whether he ever wrote it.
He is famous
of the remains of Nicolaus Damascenus 213.)
IV. A celebrated geometrician.
plete edition
for being the inventor of the curve called the conchoid,
is that of Orellius, Lips., 1804, with a supplement published in 1811, and containing the result of the labours which has been made to serve equally for the solution
of Bremi, Ochsner, and others, in collecting the scat- of the two problems relating to the duplication of the
It was much
tered fragments of this writer. {Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., cube, and the trisection of an angle.
ni. surnamed the Sophist, a disciple used by the ancients in the construction of solid probvol. 4, p. 101.)
It is not certain at what period Nicomedes
of Proclus and a New-Platonist, lived during the latter lems.
Siiidas makes him to have flourished, but it was probably at no great distance
half of the fifth century.
been the author of Progymnasmata and Declamations. from the time of Eratosthenes.
NicoMEDEA {l^iKOfiTjSeta), a city of Bithynia, situate
One MS. assigivs to Nicolaus the Sophist a portion of
the Progymnasmata, which have been published under at the northeastern extremity of the Sinus Astacenus.
who
the name of Libanius.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, It was founded by Nicomedes I. (B.C. 264),
ry he eulogizes extravagantly all the king's
tions, while he zealously apologizes for his
Nicolaus wrote also
{Ant. Jud., 16, 7, 1.)
Augustus, of which a fragment, marked too

—

—

890

just ac-

crimes."

—

—

—

transferred to

NIG

IC

JN

the inhabitants of the neighbouring
(Mcmncm, ap. Phot., c. 21, p. 722.)
much frequented by the Romans, and
it

city of Astacus.

This city was
by Europeans generally, as it lay directly on the route
from Constantinople to the more eastern provinces,
and contained, in its fine position, its handsome buildmgs, and its numerous warm baths and mineral waters,

Under the Rovery strong attractions for travellers.
mans, Nicomedea became one of the chief cities of the
Pausanias speaks of it as the principal city
empire.
in Bithynia (6, 12, 6); but under Dioclesian, who
chiefly resided here, it increased greatly in extent and
populousness, and became inferior only to Rome, Alexandrea, and Antioch.
{Liban., Oral., 8, p. 203.

—

Nicomedea, howLactant., de morte persec, c. 17.)
Five of
ever, suffered severely from earthquakes.
these dreadful visitations fell to its lot, and it was almost destroyed by one in particular in the reign of
Julian

;

but

it

was again

rebuilt with great splendour

and magnificence, and recovered nearly its former
Id., 22, 13.
(.4mm. Marceil, 17, 6,
greatness.
The modern Is-Mid occupies the
Maiala, 1. 13.)
site of the ancient city, and is still a place of considThe modern name
erable importance and much trade.
is
given by D'Anville and others as Is-Nikmid. {Man-

—

—

—

nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 582.)

NicopoLis ("City of Victory," vUv and TroAtf), 1.
a city of Palestine, to the northwest of Jerusalem, the
same with Emmaus. It received the name of Nicopolis in the third century from the Emperor Heliog.abalus, who restored and beautified the place.
{Chron.
Pasch. Ann., 223.)
Josephus often calls the city

Ammaus.

{Bell. Jtid., 1, 9.

—

Ibid., 2,

Emmaus

not be confounded with the

:

:

I

.

I

j

ony

to the highest

that he caused

it

rank among the
to be admitted

cities of

among

Greece^

those slaiet

which sent deputies to the Amphictyonic assembly.
{Paiisan., 10,8.) He also ordered games to be celebrated with great pomp every five years, which had been
Suetonius states that he enlarged
previously triennial.
a temple of Apollo, and consecrated to Mars and Neptune the site on which his army had encamped before
the battle of Actium, adorning it with naval trophies.

—
—

Sirab I. c.) Having afterward fallen to
{Aug., 18.
{Mamdecay, it was restored by the Emperor Julian.
Hierocles terms it
ert., Pancg.
Niceph., 14, 39 )
,

the metropolis of Old Epirus (p. 651).
St. Paul, in
his Epistle to Titus (3, 12), speaks of his intention
of wintering at Nicopolis : it is probable he there alludes to this city, though that is not quite certain.

—

Modern

remains of Nicopolis
as very extensive: the site which they occupy is now
known by the name of Prevesa Vecchia. {Hughes^ a
Holland's Travels, vol. 1, p.
Travels, vol. 2, p. 412.
103.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 135, seqq.)
NicosTRATUS, ene of the sons of Aristophanes, and
ranked among the poets of the Middle Comedy.
The
titles of some of his own and his brothers' comedies
The names of his brothare preserved in Athenaeus.
None of the three
ers were Araros and Philippus.
to
have
inherited
any considerable portion of
appear
travellers describe the

—

—

their father's abilities.

{Theatre of the Greeks,

p.

115, 4th ed.)

Niger, Caios Pescennius, appears to have been of
humble origin, but his great military talents recommended him successively to the notice of Marcus AuIt must relius, Commodus, and Pertinax, by whom he was
3.)
of the New employed in offices of trust and honour.
He was con-

Testament {Liic., 24, 13), which was only eight miles
from Jerusalem. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p.

sul together

with Septimius Severus, and obtained the

government of Syria. On the murder of Pertinax,
II. A city of Cilicia,
placed by Ptolemy in the A.D. 193, the empire was exposed fur sale by the
northeastern corner of Cilicia, where the range of praetorian guards, and was purchased by Didius JuliaTaurus joins that of Amanus. D'Anville puts it too nus, whom the senate was compelled to acknowledge
III. A city of Armenia Minor,
low do-wn on his map.
The people, however, did not tamely
as emperor.
on the river Lycus, near the borders of Pontus. It submit to this indignity, and three generals, at the
was built by Pompey in commemoration of a victory head of their respective legions, Septimius Severus,
{Appian, Bell. Mith- who commanded in Pannonia, Clodius Albinos in Britgained here over Mithradates.
The ain, and Pescennius Niger in Syria, refused to acStrabo, 555.— Pliny, 6, 9.)
rad, 101, 105.
modern Devngni is supposed to occupy its site, the knowledge the nomination of the praetorians, and
Of these Niger was the
{Man- claimed each the empire.
Tephrice of the Byzantine historians probably.
IV. A city in most popular, and his cause was warmly espoused by
nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 318.)
But he did not possess
McEsia Inferior, on the river latrus, one of the tribu- all the provinces of the East.
It was founded by Trajan in
taries of the Danube.
Instead
the energy and activity of his rival Severus.
commemoration of a victory over the Dacians, and was of hastening to Italy, where his presence was indisgenerally called, for distinction' sake, Ntcopolis ad pensable, he quietly remained at Antioch, while Sev
The modern name is given erus marched to Rome, dethroned Didius, and made
Istrum. or ad Danubium.
as Nicopoli.
active preparations for prosecuting the war against
{Amm. Marceil., 24, 4. Id., 31, 5.)

—
283.)

—

—

—

—

V.

A

ding,

—

city of Moesia Inferior, southeast of the preceat the foot of Mount Haemus, and near the

sources of the Istrus.

It

was

called, for distinction'

—

VI.
sake, Nicopohs ad Hamum, and is now Nikub.
city of Egypt, to the northeast, and in the immedi-

A

Niger in Asia. Roused at length from his inactivity,
Niger crossed over to Europe, and established his
but he had scarcely arheadquarters at Byzantium
rived at this place, before his troops in Asia were de;

Strabo gives the interIt was
{Sirab., 794.)

He
feated near Cyzicus by the generals of Severus.
was soon, however, able to collect another army,
which he commanded in person but, being defeated

founded by Augustus in commemoration of a victory
gained here over Antony, and is now Kars or Kiassera.
{Dio Cass., 51,
Joseph., Bell. Jud., 4, 14.)
VII. A city of Thrace, on the river Nessus, not far
from itij mouth, founded by Trajan.
It is now
Nicop-

successively near Nicaea and at Issus, he abandoned
his troops, and fled towards the Euphrates, with the
Bui
intention of seeking refuge among the Parthians.
before he could reach the Euphrates, he was overtsken
a detachment of the enemy, and put to death on

ate vicinity, of Alexandrea.
vening space as 30 stadia.

18—

—

oli.

The

later

name
—

was

Christopolis.

{Plol.

— by
— Encycl.Nig.—Aurel.
— — Eutrop.,{Spartian.,
Us. Knowi,

HierocL, p. 635.
Wesseling, ad Hieroci, I. c.)
VIII. A city of Epirus, on the upper coast of the Ambracian Gulf, and near its mouth.
It was founded by

honour of the victory at Actium, which
place lay on the opposite or lower shore.
Nicopolis
be
said
to
have risen out of all the surrounding
may
cities of Epirus and Acarnania, and even as far as
iEtolia, which were comj)elled to contribute to its

Augustus,

in

—

{Sirab., 225.
Pausan., 5, 23.
prosperity.
So an.xious was Augustus to raise his
18.)

—

Id., 7,

new

;

col-

Vit.

the spot.

8, 10.

Vicl., c. 20.

vol. 16, p.

223.)

Niger, or rather Nigir, a name which has been
to a large river, mentioned by ancient
till

given

lately

as flowing through the
Herodotus (2,
Africa.
Libya or Central
account of five young meo
32) gives an interesting
of the Libyan nation of the Nasamones, which dwelt
on the coast of the greater Syrtis, who proceeded on
After travera journey of discovery into the interior.

as well as

modern geographers

interior of

89 1

NIGER.

NIGER.

sing in a southern direction the inhabited region, and
next to it the country of the wild beasts, they crossed
the great sandy desert in a western direction for many
days, until they arrived at a country inhabited by men
of low stature, who conducted them through extensive
marshes to a city built on a great river, which contained crocodiles, and flowed towards the rising sun.
This information Herodotus derived from the Greeks
of Gyrene, who had it from Etearchus, king of the
Ammonii, who said that the river in question was a
branch of the Egyptian Nile, an opinion in which the

Nasamones, and
— Strabo acquiesced.
seems
have known
historian

{Vid.

to

little

Africa.)
of the interior of

Africa and its rivers
he cites the opposite testimonies of Posidonius and Artemidorus, the former of
whom said that the rivers of Libya were few and
small, while the latter stated that they were large and
:

—

numerous.
Pliny (5, 1) gives an account of the expedition into Mauritania of the Roman commander
Suetonius Paulinus, who (A.D. 41) led a Roman army
across the Atlas, and, after passing a desert of black

is

unknown.

There

another

river, the Akassa, callthe west side of the Adrar
Atlas, which flows through the
is

Wadi Nun, on

ed also

Southern
country of Sus in a western direction, enters the sea
to the south of Cape Nun, and seems to correspond to
the Daras or Daratus of Ptolemy.
Throughout all
these confused notions of the hydrography of interior
Africa entertained by the ancients, one constant reridge, or

—

port or tradition is apparent, namely, that of the existence of a large river south of the great desert, and
It is true that Herodotus,
flowing towards the east.

Strabo, Pliny, and their respective authorities, thought
that this river flowed into the Nile, but Mela seems to
have doubted this, for he says that when the river
reached the middle of the continent, it was not known
what became of it.
Ptolemy, who wrote later than

—

the preceding geographers, and seems to have had
better information concerning the interior of Africa,
"
after stating that
Libya Interior is bounded on the

north by the two Mauritaniae, and by Africa and Cyon the east by Marmarica, and by the vEthirenaica
sand and burned rocks, arrived at a river called Ger, in opia which lies south of Egypt ; on the south by Insome MSS. Niger, near which lived the Canarii, next terior ^Ethiopia, in which is the country of Agisymba;
to whom were the Perorsi, an Ethiopian tribe
and and on the west by the Western Ocean, from the Hesfarther inland were the Pharusii, as Pliny states above
perian Gulf to the frontier of Mauritania Tingitana,"
the
same
in
The Canarii inhabited the country proceeds to enumerate various positions on the coast
chapter.
now called Sus, in the southern part of the empire of of the ocean ; after which he mentions the chief mountMarocco, near Cape Nun, and opposite to the Fortu- ains of Libya, and the streams that flow from them to
nate or Canary Islands ; and the Perorsi dwelt to the the sea.
He then adds, "In the interior, the two
south of them along the seacoast.
The Ger or Niger greatest rivers are the Geir and the Nigeir : the Geir
of Suetonius Paulinus, which he met after crossing the unites Mount Usargula (which he places in 20° 20' N.
;

;

Atlas, must have been one of the streams which flow
from the southern side of the great Atlas, through the

country of Tafilelt, and which lose themselves in the
southern desert.
One of these streams is still called
Ghir, and runs through Segelmessa ; and this, in all
probability, is the Ger or Niger of the Roman commander.
Ger or CHr seems, in fact, to be an old generic African appellation for "river."
As for the desert which Suetonius crossed before he arrived at the
Ger, it could evidently not be the great desert, which
spread far to the south of the Canarii, but one of the
desert tracts which lay immediately south of the Atlas.
Cailli^ describes the inhabited parts of Draha, Tafilelt,
and Segelmessa as consisting of valleys and small
plains, enclosed by steril and rocky tracts of desert
But, besides the Ger or Niger of Suetonius,
country.

—

Pliny in several places (5, 8, seq. ; 8, 21) speaks of
another apparently distinct river, the Nigris of iEthi"
opia, which he compares with the Nile,
swelling at
the same seasons, having similar animals living in its
waters, and, like the Nile, producing the calamus and
In his extremely confused account, which
papyrus."
he derived from the authority of Juba II., king of Mauritania, he mixes up the Nigris and the Nile together
with other rivers, as if all the waters of Central Africa
formed but one water-course, which seems to have been
a very prevalent notion of old. He says (.5, 9) that the
Nile had its origin in a mountain of Lower Mauritania,
that it flowed
not far from the ocean
through sandy
deserts, in which it was concealed for several days
that it reappeared in a great lake in Mauritania Csesariensis, was again hidden for twenty days in deserts,
and then rose again in the sources of the Nigris, which
river, separating Africa (meaning Northern Africa) from
iEthiopia, flowed through the middle of Ji^thiopia, and
became the branch of the Nile called Astapus. The
same story, though without any mention of the Nigris,
is alluded to by Vitruvius, Strabo, and others
and
Mela (3, 9) adds, that the river at its source was called
;

;

and 50"^ E. long.) with the Garamantic pharanx
(the name of a mountain which he had previously
stated to be in 10° N. lat. and 33° E. long).
river diverges from it at 42° E. long, and 16° N. lat.,
lat.

A

and makes the lake Chelonides, of which the middle
This river is said
is in 49° E. long, and 20° N. lat.
to be lost under ground, and to reappear, forming another river, of which the western end is at 46° E.
lat.
The eastern part of the river
long, and 16° N.
forms the Lake Nuba, the site of which is 50° E. long.
and 15° N. lat." The positions here assigned to the
Geir, and the direction of its main stream, from the
Garamantic mountain to Mount Usargula, being southeast and northwest, seem to point out for its representative either the Shary of Bornou, and its supposed
aflJluent, the Bahr Kulla of Browne, or perhaps the
Bahr Misselad of the same traveller, called Om Teymam by Burckhardt, who says that its indigenous apstream coming from about 10°
pellation is Gir, a large
N. lat., and flowing northwest through Wadai, west
The Misselad is supof the borders of Dar-fur.
we do not know
:
posed to flow into Lake Fitlre
whether any communication exists between Lake FitIn fact, it appears that several
tre and the Tschadd.
streams, besides the Bahr Kulla and the Bahr Misselad, all coming from the great southern range, or
Mountains of the Moon, flow in a northwest direction
between Bnrnou and Darthrough the countries lying
have been the repfur, and the Geir of Ptolemy may
We now come to
resentative of any or all of them.
been mistaken
Ptolemy's Nigeir, a name which, having
for the Latin word Niger, has added to the confusion

—

of the general
on the subject.
Nigeir is a compound
which is found applied to vaappellative Geir or Gir,
rious rivers in diff'erent parts of Africa, and the prefix
Ni or N\ which is found in several names of the same
and Caillie.
Ptolemy
region reported by Denham
makes the Nigeir quite a distinct river from the Geir,
and places it to the westward. He says that it joins
E. long.,
Daras, which is still the name of a river that flows the mountain Mandrus, 19° N. lat. and 14°
lat. and 38° E long.
along the eastern side of the southern chain of the with the mountain Thala, 10° N.
Atlas of Marocco, and through the province of the Its course is thereby defined as much longer and in a
«ame name which lies west of Tafilelt, and is nomin- less oblique line to'the equator than that of the Geir.
The Bara or Draha has a In fact, it would correspond tolerably well (allowing
ally subject to Marocco.
southern course towards the desert, but its termination for the imperfection of the means of observation in an;
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NIGER.
-Cient times) with the actual direction of the course of
the Joliba and that of the river of Sakkatoo, supposing
that river to form a communication with Lake Tscfiadd,
as Ptolemy says that the Nigeir has a divergent to the
lake Libye, which he places in 16° 30' N. lat. and
35° E. long and the words of the text seem to exso that the
press that the water ran into the lake
course of the Nigeir, according to Ptolemy, as well as
his predecessors, was easterly, as the Joliba or Quorra
" The
actually runs for a great part of its course.
" to
lake Libye," observes a distinguished geographer,
which there was an easterly divergent, I strongly suspect to have been the lake Tschadd, notwithstanding
that the position of Libye falls 300 geographical miles
northwestward of this lake ; for the name of Libye
favours the presumption that it was the principal lake
,

;

in the interior of Libya
it was
very natural that Ptolemy, like many of the moderns, should have been
misinformed as to the communication of the river with
that lake, and that he should have mistaken two riv;

ers flowing from the
to the Quorra

same

ridge in opposite directions,

and the other to the Tschadd (I
allude to the Sakkatoo and the Yeu rivers), for a
single communication from the Quorra to the lake."

one

^^
" On the
(Leake's paper
Quorra and Niger, in the
second volume of the Journal of the Royal Geograph-

ical Society
all.

may

of London, 1832.)

not have been so

—But

Ptolemy, after
with re-

much misinformed

spect to a communication existing between the lake
and his Nigeir, if, as is now strongly suspected, the
communication really exists, though in an inverse direction from that which Ptolemy appears to have understood.
It is surmised that the river Tschadda,
which, at its junction with the Quorra, just above the

beginning of the delta, is larger than the Quorra itself,
receives an outlet from the lake somewhere about the
town of Jacohah. (Captain W. Allen, R. N., On a
new construction of a Map of a Portion of Western
Journal of the Royal Geogr. Soc. of
Africa, &c.
London, vol. 8, 1838.) If this surmise prove true,
it would
explain the statement of the Arabian geographers of the middle ages, Edrisi, Abulfeda, and Leo

—

ed westward, led Europeans to look for its
estuary
in the Senegal, Gambia, and Rio Grande ; but,
upob
exammation of those rivers, the mistake was ascertained
and D'Anville and other geographers separated the course of the Senegal from that of the
Niger,
and of the latter from that of the Nile.
Mungo Park
;

was

first
European who saw the great internal
Soudan flowing towards the ea.'st, and called
Joliba.
He traced it in two diflferent journeys, from
Bammakoo, about ten days from its source, to Boussa, where he was unfortunately killed in 1806.
Clapperton crossed the river at Boussa on his second

the

river of

journey to Sakkatoo, in 1826 ; and, after his death,
his faithful servant, Kichard Lander, undertook to navIn 1827
igate the river from Boussa to its mouth.
he proceeded from Badagry, on the coast, to Boussa,
and there embarked on the river.
He found that it
flowed in a southern direction, receiving several large
rivers from the east
among others, the noble Tschadda, after which the united stream passed through an
;

opening in the Kong chain, and that, after issuing
from the mountains, it sent off several branches both
east and west towards the coast, while he himself
reached the sea by the branch known till then by the
name of Rio Nun.
From all, then, that has been

—

stated,

it

will satisfactorily appear, that the great river

of the Libya of Herodotus, the Nigris of Pliny, the
Nigeir of Ptolemy, and the Niger of modem geograM.
phy, are one and the same river with the Quorra.

Walckenaer {Recherches Geographiques sur Vlnteride VAfrique Septentrionale) has maintained the
negative side of the question, asserting that the ancients had no knowledge of Soudan, and that the Nigeir of Ptolemy was one of the rivers flowing from
the Atlas
but Col. Leake has ably answered him,
and supported the aflfirmative in the paper already
eiir

;

(Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 16, p. 22\,seqq.)
singular theory of Sir Rufane Donkin, that the
Niger once flowed into the Mediterranean where the
Syrtes now are, but that it has been choked up and

—The

quoted.

obliterated, in this part of its course, by the sands of
the desert, is very ably refuted in the Quarterly Re-

Africanus, who state that the Nil-el-Ahid, or river of view (vol. 41, p. 226, seqq.).
the negroes, flowed from east to west.
NiGinius FiGULUs, P., a celebrated astrologer, and
The Tschadda then would be the river of the Arabian, and the yet a man of excellent judgment. He was the friend
Joliba or Upper Qiwrra that of the Greek and Roman, of Cicero, and consulted by him on all important ocBoth were ignorant of the real termi- casions. Nigidius was a senator at the time of Catgeographers.
" It is neverthe- iline's
nation of their respective streams.
conspiracy, and lent his best endeavours in aid
less remarkable, that the distance laid by
Ptolemy of Cicero. Five years after this he attained to the

between
is

his source of the river

and the western coast

same as that given by modern observations
Thamondocana, one of the towns on the Nigeir,

the

that

;

exactly coincident with Tombuctoo, as recently laid
down by M. Jomard from the itinerary of M. Gaillie ; that the
length of the course resulting from Ptoleis

praetorship,

and displayed great firmness

in

dischar-

ging the duties of that ofl^ce. He was, at a subsequent
and,
period, allowed a free legation for visiting Asia
returning from this country, met Cicero at Mytilene,
when the latter was going to take charge of his gov;

ernment of Cilicia. The peripatetic Cratippus assistmy's positions is nearly equal to that of the Quorra, ed at the conference which the two friends held here,
as far as the mountains of Kong, with the addition of and in which Nigidius, vi'ithont doubt, maintained the
the Tschadda or Shary of Funda ; and that his po- tenets of Pythagoras, to whose school he belonged.
sition of Mount Thala, at the southeastern
extremity In the civil wars Nigidius followed the party of Pomof the Nigeir, is very near that in which we may sup- pey,
Caesar, who pardoned so easily, would not, howhe drove him into
so that it would ever, become reconciled to him
pose the Tschadda to have its origin
seem as if Ptolemy, like Sultan Bello and other mod- exile, notwithstanding all the efforts of Cicero in his
the asern Africans, had considered the Tschadda as a con- behalf
Nigidius died in exile a year before
We have said that he was
tinuation of the main river, though he knew the Egyp- sassination of the dictator.
:

;

—

tian Nile too well to fall into the

modern

He was strongly attached,
indeed, to this pretended science, and devoted much
of his time to it.
The ancient writers have recorded

error of supThe
posing the Nigeir to be a branch of the Nile.
mountains of Kong, and the passage of the river

a celebrated

through them at right angles to their direction, formed a natural termination to the extent of the geogra-

several of his predictions, and, in particular, a very

pher's knowledge in like manner, as among ourselves,
the presumed, and at length the ascertained, existence
of those mountains, has been the chief obstacle to
;

a belief that the river terminated in the Atlantic."

"

On the Quorra and Niger,'* already
{Leake's Paper
The opinions established by the Arabian
quoted.)
geographers of the middle ages, that the Niger flow-

—

astrologer.

remarkable one relative to Octavius (Augustus), and
(Sueton.,
his becoming the master of the world.
Cicero speaks on
Aug., c. 94:.— Die Cass., 45, 1.)
and
he
was remany occasions of his great erudition,
of the Romans after Vargarded as the most learned
number of works one on
ro.
He wrote a
great

:

Commentarii Grammatigrammar, under the title of
a Treatise on Animals, in four
ci, in thirty books
;

NIL
books

Gods

;

another

a very large work On the
a System of Astrology, or a

On Wind ;

above

but,

;

NILUS.

all,

Macrobius and Autheory of the art of divination.
las Gellius, in citing these works, have preserved for
An extract On
us some few fragments of them.
Thunder, from one of his productions, exists in Greek,
having been translated into that tongue by Lydus,
and inserted in his treatise on Prodigies. {Schbll,
Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 187.)
NiLOs, the^ name of the great river of Eastern Africa, the variousxbranches of which have their rise in the
high lands north of the equator, and, flowing through
Abyssinia and other regions to the westward of it,
meet in the country of Sennaar. The united stream
flows northward through Niib7a and Egypt, and, after
a course of more than 1800 miles from the farthest
explored point of its principal branch, enters the Mediterranean by several mouths, which form the delta of
Egypt. The word Nil seems to be an old indigenous

"
meaning river," like that of Gir in Soudan and other countries south of the Atlas. (Vid. NiThe modern Egyptians call the river Bahr-Nil,
ger.)
or simply Bahr ; in Nubia it is known by various
names in Sennaar the central branch, or i31ue RivThe
er, is called Adit ; and in Abyssinia, Abavn.
three principal branches of the Nile are:
1. The
Bahr el Abiad, or White River, to the west, which is
now ascertained to be the largest and longest. 2.
The Bahr el Azrek, or Blue River, in the centre. 3.
The Tacazze, or Atbara, which is the eastern branch.
These three branches were known to Ptolemy, who
seems to have considered the western as the true
Nile, and to have called the Bahr el Azrek by the
name of Astapus, and the Tacazze by the appellation
He fixed the sources of the western
of Astaboras.
river in numerous lakes at the foot of the Mountains
Slrabo
of the Moon, which he placed in 10° S. lat.
(821) speaks of the island of Meroe as bounded on
appellation,

;

the south by the confluence of the Astaboras, Astapus,
In another place (786) he says, that
and Astasobas.
the Nile receives the Astaboras and

"some

Astapus

;

which

Astasobas, and say that the Astapus is another river, which flows from some lakes in
the south, and makes pretty nearly the direct course
While
of the Nile, and is swollen by summer-rains."
these passages certainly prove that the ancient geog-

latter

raphers

call the

knew

there were three main streams, they

also prove that their notions about them were extremeThe Nile, as if it were doomed for ever
ly confused.
to share the obscurity which covers the ancient history

—

of the land to which it ministers, still conceals its true
sources from the eager curiosity of modern science.
The question which was agitated in the age of the
Ptolemies has not yet been solved ; and, although
2000 years have elapsed since Eratosthenes published
his conjectures as to the origin of the principal branch,
we possess not more satisfactory knowledge on that
particular point than was enjoyed in his days by the
The repeated failures
philosophers of Alexandrea.
which had already attended the various attempts to
discover its fountains, convinced the geographers of
Greece and Rome that success was impossible, and
that it was the will of the gods to conceal from all
secret of nature.
Homer, in
generations this great
sufficiently ambiguous, describes it as a

language
stream descending from heaven.

Herodotus made

in-

but soon saw
quiry in regard to its commencement,
reason to relinquish the attempt as altogether fruitless.
Alexander the Great, and Ptolemy Philadelphus, engaged in the same undertaking, and despatched persons vi-ell qualified by their knowledge for the arduous
task ; but who, nevertheless, like the great father of

Pomin vain.
history himself, travelled and inquired
it did not rise in
ponius Mela was doubtful whether
the country of the Antipodes.
Pliny traced it in imagination to a mountain

894

in

the

Lower Mauritania,

while Euthemenes was of opinion that it proceeded
borders of the Atlantic, and penetrated
through the heart of Africa, dividing it into two con-

from the

Virgil {Georg., 4, 290) appears to have favoured a conjecture, which also found supporters at a
later period, that the Nile proceeded from the east,
and might be identified with one of the great rivers
of Asia.
(RusseWs Egypt, p. 32, seqq.) The nutinents.

—

merous reports of the

natives,

who

call the

Mountains

Moon

by the Arabic version of the same name
IbaJu 7 Kamari, though generally pronounced Ibali
'IKumri, which would mean "blue mountains," seem
to agree in placing the sources of the Abiad several
degrees north of the equator, at nearly an equal distance between the eastern and western coasts of AfBut we have no positive information either as
rica.
to the true position of the sources or of the mountains
themselves.
The Bahr el Azrek, or Blue River,
which was long supposed to be the main branch of
the Nile, and which Bruce also took for such, has
three sources in the high land of Gojam, near the village of Gcesh, southwest of Lake Dembea, in 10° 59'
25" N. lat., and 36=> 55' 30" E. long., according to
Bruce's observations.
The sources of the Azrek appear to have been visited by Father Paez, and perThe
haps by other missionaries, long before Bruce.
vast importance attached to that discovery has become
much diminished since the information which we have
acquired of the Abiad, whose sources are still unexplored, and still involved in that mystery which the
ancients represent as hovering about the fountains of
of the

the Nile.
The Tacazze rises in the high mountains
of Lasta, in about 11° 40' N. lat., and 39° 40' E.
Its sources were known to the Jesuit missionlong.
aries in Abyssinia, and have been visited of late years
The Nile, from the confluence of the
by Pearce.
Tacazze down to its entrance into the Mediterranean,
a distance of 1200 geographical miles measured along
the course of the river, receives no permanent streams ;
but in the season of rains it has wadys or torrents
flowing into it from the mountains that lie between
it and the Red Sea.
North of ^r^o, in 19° 40' N.
lat., the Nile enters the province of Dar Mahass, in
Lower Nubia, where it forms a cataract or rapid, commonly called the third cataract by those who ascend
the river.
After several windings, the river inclines
to the northeast ; and near 22° N. lat. forms the sec-

—

ond cataract, called Wady Haifa, after which it passes the splendid temple of Ipsambul.
Continuing its
northeast course, the Nile, at about 24° N. lat., forms
the last cataract, between granite rocks which cross
the river near Assouan, the ancient Syene.
After entering the boundaries of Egypt, the Nile flows through
the whole length of that country, which it waters and
fertilizes, especially the Delta.

Egypt,

in fact,

owes

to

very existence as a productive and habitable region, and accordingly, in olden times, the people
worshipped the beneficent river as their tutelary god.
the Nile

its

1.

The Delta.

The

Nile, issuing from the valley a few miles north
of Cairo, enters the wide low plain which, from its triangular form and its resemblance to the letter A, re-

ceived from the Greeks the
river, at a place called

name

Batu

of the Delta.

The

Bahara, near the ancient Cercasorus, divides into two branches, the one
of which, flowing to Rosetta, and the other to DamiThese
etta, enclose between them the present Delta.
two arms or branches were anciently called the CaThe figure of the Delta is now
nopic and Phatnitic.
determined by these two branches, although the cultivated plain

known by

that

el

name extends

considerably
sandy desIn ancient times, however, the
either side.
was much more obtuse at its
triangle of the Delta
apex, as its right side was formed by the Peiusiac

beyond
ert on

to the east

and west, as

far as the

NILUS.

NILUS.

from the Nile higher high enough to overflow the boundaries of their btbranch, which, detaching
up than the Damietta branch, flowed to Pelusium, at sins, they suddenly send down into the rivers an enorThis branch mous volume of fluid impregnated with the soft earth
the eastern extremity of Lake Menzaleh.
over which it has for some time stagnated.
Hence
is now in a great measure choked up, though it still
serves partly for the purpose of irrigation.
During the momentary pauses and sudden renewals in the
our winter months, which are the spring of Egypt, the rise of the Nile
hence, too, the abundance of forDelta, as well as the valley of the Nile, looks like a tihzing slime, which is never found so copious in
to
delightful garden, smiling with verdure, and enamel- the waters of rivers that owe their increase solely
The mud of the
Later in the direct influence of the rains.
led with the blossoms of trees and plants.
of
the year the soil becomes parched and dusty ; and Nile, upon analysis, gives nearly one half
argillain May the suffocating khamseen begins to blow fre- ceous earth, with about one fourth of carbonate of
remainder
of
lime
the
water, oiyde of
consisting
quently from the south, sweepmg along the fine sand,
and causing various diseases, until the rising of the iron, and carbonate of magnesia. On the very banks
For the slime is mixed with much sand, which it loses in
beneficent river comes again to refresh the land.
some remarks on the fertility of Egypt, and of the proportion as it is carried farther from the river, so
Delta in particular, consult the article Egypt, ^ 1, page that, at a certain distance, it consists almost entirely
This mud is employed in several arts
of pure argil.
35, col. L
among the Egyptians. It is formed into excellent
2. Mouths of the Nile^ and Inundation of the River.
of vessels for domesas well as into a
itself

;

;

—

bricks,
tic uses.

The

ancients were acquainted with, and mention,
seven mouths of the Nile, with respect to the changes
in which, the following are the most established re-

Glass-makers employ it in the construcbacco-pipes.
tion of their furnaces, and the country people cover

L The Canopic mouth, now partly confounded with the canaT of Alexandrea, and partly lost in

their

sults.

the

mouth of which

is

houses with

it.

— We

annual flood.

the

As soon

as the waters retire, the

If it has imcultivation of the ground commences.
bibed the requisite degree of moisture, the process of
The seed
agriculture is neither difficult nor tedious.

represented by

The Tanitic or Saitic. which cor- is scattered over the soft
responds to the Maes canal." 7. The Pelusiac mouth which almost immediately
seems to be represented by what is now the most great rapidity. Where the
that of Dibeh.

have already remarked,

Egypt is indebted for her rich harvests to the
mould or soil which is deposited by the river during
that

Lake Etko. 2. The Bolbitige mouth at Rosetta. 3.
The Sebennj tic mouth, probably the opening into the
4. The Phatnitic or Bucolic
present Lake Buries.
at Damietta.
5. The Mendesian, which is lost in the
Lake Menzaleh,

variety
the manufacture of to-

It enters, also, into

6.

surface,

and vegetation,

succeeds, goes on witb
land has been only par
to irrigation, by
is had

mouth of Lake Menzaleh, where the ruins of tially inundated, recourse
Pelusium are still visible. The rise of the Nile, in means of which many species of vegetables are raiscommon with that of all the rivers of the torrid zone, ed, even during the dry season. Harvest follows at
is caused by the heavy periodical rains which drench
the distance of about six or eight weeks, according to
the table-land of Abyssinia and the mountainous coun- the different kinds of grain, leaving time, in most cais a full
try that stretches from it towards the south and west. ses, for a succession of crops wherever there
''
This phenomenon is well explained by Bruce.
The command of water. The swellings of the Nile, in
at Cairo they
air," he observes, "is so much rarefied by the sun du- Upper Egypt, are from 30 to 35 feet
to
ring the time he remains almost stationary over the are 23 feet, according to Humboldt, but, according
in the northtropic of Capricorn, that the winds, loaded with va- Girard, 7.419 metres, nearly 24^ feet
inthe
of
breadth
pours, rush in upon the land from the Atlantic on the ern part of the Delta, owing to the
west, the Indian Ocean on the east, and the cold undation and the artificial channels, only 4 feel.
Southern Ocean beyond the Cape. Thus a great quan- The common Egyptian mode of clarifying the water
It
of the Nile is by means of pounded almonds.
tity of vapour is gathered, as it were, into a focus
and, as the same causes continue to operate during holds a number of substances in a state of imperfect
Its wathe progress of the sun northward, a \ast train of solution, which are in this way precipitated.
clouds proceed from south to north, which are some- ter is then one of the purest known, remarkable foi
times extended much farther than at other periods. its being easily digested by the stomach, for its saluIn April all the rivers in the south of Abyssinia begin tary qualities, and for all the purposes to which it is
in the beginning of June they are all full, applied.
to swell
Europeans, as well as natives, are loud in
and continue so while the sun remains stationary in their eulogies on the agreeable and salubrious qualithe tropic of Cancer."
The rise of the Nile begins ties of the water of the Nile. Giovanni Finati, for
in June, about the summer solstice, and it continues example, who was no stranger to the limpid streams

—

easterly

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

to increase

of other lands, sighed for the opportunity of returning
to Cairo, that he might once more drink its delicious
Maillet, too,
water, and breathe its mild atmosphere.

September, overflowing the lowlands
The Delta then looks like an immense marsh, interspersed with numerous islands,
with villages, towns, and plantations of trees, just
above the water.
Should the Nile rise a few feet
above its ordinary elevation, the inundation sweeps
the
mud-built
away
cottages of the Arabs, drowns
their cattle, and involves the whole population in ruin.

along

its

till

course.

writer of good credit, remarks, that it is among
The Muswaters what Champagne is among wines.
sulmans themselves acknowledge, that if their prophet
Mohammed had tasted it, he would have supplicated
heaven for a terrestrial immortality, that he might ena

Again, should it fall short of the customary
'
height,
bad crops and dearth are the consequences.
The in-

joy
3.

undation, after having remained stationary for a few
days, begins to subside, and about the end of November most of the fields are left dry, and covered with
a fresh layer of rich brown slime
this is the time
when the lands are put under culture. It would seem
that the river cuts a
passage through a considerable
extent of rich soil before it approaches the granite

(RusseWs Egypt,

Deposites of the Nile,

p. 48, 52, scqq.)

and increase of the Delta.

We

have here a very interesting topic of inquiry. It
an observation as old as the days of Herodotus, that
historian imagined
Egypt is the gift of the Nile. This
that all the lower division of the country
or arm of the sea, and that
a

deep bay

was formerly
it had been

He
from the river.
up by depositions
reasoning on this subject by supposing,
Sea
resembles
that the present appearance of the Red
must have exhibited
exactly the. aspect which Egypt
and that if the Nile by any
state
in its

gradually

range which bounds the western extremity of Nubia.

on the table-lands of the
where they form immense sheets of water, or
lakes.
When these have reached a level
temporary

for ever.

is

:

The

it

filled

illustrates his

tropical rains collect

interior,

I

original
^

;
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to flow into the

Arabian Gulf,

it
would, in the course of 20,000 years, convey into it
such a quantity of earth as would raise its bed to the
level of the surrounding coast.
I am of opinion, he
subjoins, that this might take place even withm 10,000
years
why then might not a bay still more spacious
than tliis be choked up with mud, in the time which
passed before our age, by a stream so great and powerful as the Nile? (3, 11.)
The men of science who
accompanied the French expedition into Egypt undertook to measure the depth of alluvial matter which has
been actually deposited by the river. By sinking pits
at different intervals, both on the banks of the current
and on the outer edge of the stratum, they ascertained
;

—

satisfactorily,

first,

that the

surface of the

soil

de-

clines from the margin of the stream towards the foot
of the hills ; secondly, that the thickness of the de-

posite is generally about ten feet near the river, and
decreases gradually as it recedes from it and, thirdly,
that beneath the mud there is a bed of sand analogous
to the substance which has at all times been brought
down by the flood of the Nile. This convex form assumed by the surface of the valley is not peculiar to
;

of which the following are some of the most remarkable
1. The
depth of the soil round the colossal
statue of Memnon, at Thebes, gives only 0.106 of a
iiidtre (less than four inches) as the rate of accumulation in a century, while the mean of several observations made in the valley of Lower Egypt gives 0.126
But the
of a metre, or rather more than four inches.
basis of the statue of Memnon was certainly raised
above the level of the inundation by being placed on
an artificial mound
and excavations made near it
show that the original height of that was six metres
similar
(19.686 feet) above the level of the soil.
result is obtained from examining the foundations of
the palace at Luxor.
Taking, therefore, 0.126 of a
metre, the mean secular augmentation of the soil, as a
:

;

A

4760, gives the number of years
which have elapsed since the foundation of Thebes
was laid. This date, which, of course, can only be

divisor, the quotient,

considered as a very imperfect approximation to the
truth, carries the origin of that celebrated metropolis
as far back as 2960 years before Christ, and, conse-

to the
quently, 612 years before the Deluge, according
But the numbers
reckoning of the modern Jews.
Egypt, being common to the banks of all great rivers, given there differ materially from those of the Samarian
where the quantity of soil transported by the current text and the Septuagint version which, carrying the
is greater than that which is washed down by rain
Deluge back to the year 3716 before Christ, make an
from the neighbouring mountains. The plains which interval of seven centuries and a half between the
skirt the Mississippi and the Ganges present in many flood and the
Though no disbuilding of Thebes.
An at- tinct account of the age of that city is to be found
parts an example of the same phenomenon.
tempt has likewise been made to ascertain the rate of in the Greek historians, it is clear from Diodorus that
the annual deposition of alluvial substance, and thereihey believed it to have been begun in a very remote
by to measure the elevation which has been conferred period of antiquity. {Diod. Sic, 1, 15.) 2. The rubupon the valley of Egypt by the action of its river. bish collected at the foot of the obelisk of Luxor indiBut on no point are travellers less agreed than in re- cates that it was erected fourteen hundred years before
3. The causeway which crosses
gard to the change of level and the increase of land the Christian era.
on the seacoast. Dr. Shaw and M. Savary take their the plain of Siout furnishes a similar ground for supone
stand on the
side, and are resolutely opposed by posing that it must have been founded twelve hundred
4. The pillar at
Bruce and Volney on the other. Herodotus informs years anterior to the same epoch.
us, that in the reign of Mceris, if the Nile rose to the Heliopolis, six miles from Cairo, appears, from eviabout
height of eight cubits, all the lands of Egypt were suf- dence strictly analogous, to have been raised
but that in his own time
not quite the
but, as the waters drain off
ficiently watered
period just specified
900 years afterward the country was not covered more slowly in the Delta than in Upper Egypt, the
with less than fifteen or sixteen cubits of water. The accumulation of alluvial soil is more rapid there than
the foundations, therefore, of
addition of soil, therefore, was equal to seven cubits higher up the stream
at the least, or 126 inches in the course of 900 years. ancient buildings in the former district will be at as
"
" But at
the river must
the surface as those of much greatpresent," says Dr. Shaw,
great a depth below
and it usually er antiquity are in the middle and upper provinces.
rise to the height of twenty cubits
before the whole country is over- But it is obvious that to form these calculations with
rises to 24 cubits
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

Since the time, therefore, of Herodotus,
flowed.
Egypt has gained new soil to the depth of 230 inches.
And if we look back from the reign of Moeris to the
time of the Deluge, and reckon that interval by the
same proportion, we shall find that the whole perpendicular accession of the soil, from the Deluge to A.D.
1721, must be 500 inches ; that is, the land of Egypt has
gained 41 feet 8 inches of soil in 4072 years. Thus,
in process of time, the country may be raised to such
a height that the river will not be able to overflow its
banks ; and Egypt, consequently, from being the most
fertile, will, for want of the annual inundation, become
one of the most barren parts of the universe." {Shaw's

such accuracy as would render them less liable to disobservation would be requisite
pute, more time and
than could be given by the French in the short period
durinor which they continued in undisturbed possession
One general and important consequence,
of Egypt.
however, arising from their inquiries, can hardly be
overlooked or denied
namely, that the dates thus obtained are as remote from the extravagant chronology
of the ancient Egyptians, as they are consistent with
the testimony of both sacred and profane history, with

shall see presently that
Travels, vol. 2, p. 235.)
on the part of the learned traveller is entirely
without foundation. Were it possible to determine
the mean rate of accumulation, a species of chronometer would be thereby obtained for measuring the lapse
of time which has passed since any monument, or other work of art in the neighbourhood of the river, was
In applying the principle now stafounded.

sible to ascertain, in the first instance, whether the
measures referred to by the ancient historians were in

undations, a postulatum which, in regard to palaces,
temples, and statues, will be most readily granted.
Proceeding on this ground, the French philosophers
hazarded a conjecture respecting a number of dates,

by
both in the old conogous operation of all large rivers,
There is, in truth, no good
tinents and in the new.
reason for questioning the fact mentioned by Dr. Shaw,

— We

this fear

originally
ted, it is not necessary to assume anything more than
that the building in question was not placed by its
architect under the level of the river at its ordinary in-
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;

civilization of that interesting
regard to the eariy
But, little or no reliance can be placed on
country.
such conclusions, because it is now manifestly impos-

—

cases of the same standard ; and, secondly, whether
the deposition of soil in the Egyptian valley did not
in eariy times than it does in our
proceed more rapidly
it has done ever since its effects
days, or even than
That
first became an object of philosophical curiosity.
the level of the land has been raised, and its extent
towards the sea greatly increased since the age of Hethe great
rodotus, we might safely infer, as well from
infusion of earthy matter which is held in suspension
the Nile when in a state of flood, as from the analall

NIN

NILUS.
mud of Ethiopia has been detected by soundof not less than twenty leagues
ings at the distance
Nor yet is there any subfrom the coast of the Delta.
for apprehending, with the author just
stantial
that the

ground

that, in process of time, the whole country
be raised to such a height that the river will not
be able to overflow its banks
and, consequently, that
want of
Egypt, from being the most fertile, will, for
the annual inundation, become one of the most barren
"
to
an approximate
According
parts of the universe.
*'
the land about the
calculation," observes Wilkinson,
nine feet in
has
been
raised
cataract
tirst or lowest

named,

may

;

feet, and at Cairo
while at Rosetta and the
mouths of the Nile, where the perpendicular thickness
of the deuosite is much less than in the valley of Cen-

1700 years,

about

at

Thebes about seven

five feet ten

inches

;

and Upper Egypt, owing to the great extent, east
and west, over which the inundation spreads, the rise
of the soil has been comparatively imperceptible." As
the bed of the Nile always keeps pace with the elevation of the soil, and the proportion of water brought
down by the river continues to be the same, it follows
that the Nile now overflows a greater extent of land,
both east and west, than in former times and that the
tral

is a mark
evidently as if the water had reached so high;
the colour of the materials, also, above that mark, is

much

And what
lighter than that of those below.
that there has been water here
that the island has the same mark, and on the same

would almost determine
is,

level with that

am

on the banks of the supposed

at a loss to
conjecture

how

river.

I

the course of this river

so little known, as I only found it marked near the
Natron Lakes, taking a direction of northwest and
southeast, which does not agree with its course here,
which is from north to south, as far as I could see from
the summit of a high rock on the west side of it. The
Arabs assured me that it ran a great ways in both directions, and that it is the same which passes near the
Natron Lakes. If this be the case, it must pass right
is

before the extremity of the lake Moeris, at the distance
of two or three days' journey in a western direction.
This is the place where several petrified stumps of

trees are found, and many pebbles, with moving or
(Belzoni, vol. 2, p. 183.)
quick water inside.'"
NiNUs, I. son of Belus, and king of Assyria. His
history is known to us merely through Ctesias, from
whom Diodorus Siculus and Justin have copied.
(Heyne, de Fontibus, Diod. Sic., p. liii., seqq., vol. 1,
Ctesias and Julius Africanus make him to
superficies of cultivable land in the plains of Thebes ed. Bip.)
to
continues
increase.
All
and of Central Egypt
fears, have ascended the throne 2048 B.C., and from the
of
the
of
the
of
the
Diodorus he would appear to have been a
about
narrative
therefore,
stoppage
overflowing
Nile are unfounded.
warlike prince, who signalized himself by extensive
{RusseWs Egypt, p. 37, seqq.
conquests, reducing under his sway the Babylonians,
Entycl. Us. KnmoL, vol. 16, p. 234.)
Armenians, Medes, Bactrians, Indi, and, in a word,
4. Change in the course of the Nile.
Even Egypt
the whole of Upper and Lower Asia.
The Nile is said by Herodotus (2, 99) to have flow- felt his sway. In his expedition against the Bactrians
ed, previously to the time of Menes, on the side of he met with the famous Semiramis, with whom he
This prince, by constructing a mound at the united himself in marriage. After completing his conLibya.
distance of 100 stadia from Memphis, towards the quests, Nmus, according to the Greek writers, erected
The ancient course is not for his capital the celebrated city of Nineveh (vid. Nisouth, diverted its course.
unknown at present, and may be traced across the nus II. Compare, however, remarks under the article
It is calldesert, passing west of the Natron Lakes.
Assyria), and on his death was succeeded by Semiraed by the Arabs Bahr-bela-Maieh, " The river with- mis, who reared a tomb of vast dimensions over his
out water," and presents itself to the view in a valley grave.
Much of what is stated respecting this monwhich runs parallel to that containing the lakes just arch is either purely fabulous, or else various legends
mentioned.
In the sand with which its channel is ev- respecting different conquerors are made to unite in
He occupies the boundary between fable and
erywhere covered, trunks of trees have been found in one.
a state of complete petrifaction, and also the vertebral history.
Ctes.^
(Ctes., ap. Diod Sic, 2, 1, seqq.
bone of a large fish. Jasper, quartz, and petrosilex Fragm., ed. B'dhr, p. 389, seqq.) II. The capital of
have likewise been observed scattered over the sur- the Assyrian Empire, called by the Greeks and Ro" That the Nile
face.
originally flowed through the mans Ninus (Nlvog), but in Scripture Nineveh, and in
It was sitvalley of the Dry River," observes Russell (Egypt, p. the Septuagint version, Nivevi or Ntvev^.
102, seqq.), "is admitted by the most intelligent among uate in the plain of Aturia, on the Tigris (Strabo, 737.
modern travellers. M. Denon, for example, regards —Herod., 1, \9d.—Id., 2, \50.—Ptol., 6, 1), and not
as proofs of this fact the physical conformation of the on the Euphrates, as Diodorus states on the authority
the existence of the bed of a river of Ctesias.
The Hebrew and
adjoining country
(Diod. Sic, 2, 3.)
its
extending to the sea, but now dry
depositions and Greek writers concur in describing Nineveh as a very
incrustations its extent ; its bearing towards the north large and populous city.
Jonah speaks of it as " an
on a chain of hills which run east and west, and turn exceeding great city, of three days' journey" (Jem.. 3,
off towards the northwest, sloping down to follow the 3), and stales that there were more than 120,000 percourse of the valley of the dry channel, and likewise sons in it that knew not their right hand from their left
the Natron Lakes. And, more than all the other proofs, (4, 1 1 ). Rosenmiiller and other commentators suppose
the form of the chain of mountains at the north of the this to be a
children
proverbial expression to denote
Pyramid, which shuts the entrance of the valley, and under the age of three or five years, and accordingly
but
appears to be cut perpendicularly, like almost all the estimate the entire population at two millions
mountains at the foot of which the Nile flows at the the expression in Jonah is too vague to warrant us
all these offer to the view a channel left
Strabo says that it
in making any such conclusion.
present day
(Denon, vol 1, p. 163.) was larger than Babylon (Strab., 737); but if any
dry, and its several remains.
The opinion that the river of Egypt penetrated into dependance is to be placed on the account cf Diothe Libyan desert, even to the westward of Fayoum, dorus (2, 3), who states that it was 480 stadia in cirsize as
is rendered
probable by some observations recorded in cumference, it must have been about the same
the second volume of Belzoni's Researches.
In his Babylon.
The walls of Nineveh
(Herod., 1, 178.)
and so
journey to the Oasis of Ammon, he reached, one even- are described by Diodorus as 100 feet high,
This place,' he remarks, broad that three chariots might be driven on them
mg, the Bahr-bela-Maieh.
each 200
is
singular, and deserves the attention of the geogra- abreast.
Upon the walls stood 1600 towers,
feet in height, and the whole was so strong as to be
l>her, as it is a dry river, and has all the appearance
c.
of water having been in it, the bank and bottom
(Diod. Sic, 2, 3.—Nahum,
being deemed impregnable.
There are several isl- 2.) According to the Greek writers, Ninus was foundquite full of stones and sand.
ands in the centre
but the most remarkable circum- ed by a king of the same name (vid. Nmus 1); but
stance is, that at a certain
the bank there in the book of Genesis it is stated to have been built
;

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

'

'

;

5
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jy Assur, or, if we adopt the marginal translation, hy is, on an average, 20 feet in height and, as it is eor'
Niinrod.
{Vid. Assyria.)
Possibly Nimrod and Ni- ered with grass, the whole has a striking resemblance
nus were the same.
Nineveh was the residence of to some of the Roman inirenchments which are extant
the Assyrian monarchs (2 Kings, 19, 36.
Mr. Kinneir's opinions are in everyIsaiah, in England."
37, 37.
Compare Strabo, 84, 737), and it is men- thing worthy of respect, and with regard to these ruins^
tioned as a place of great commercial importance ; the traces of the wall
point them out very evidently
whence Nahum speaks of its merchants as more than as belonging to some city or
building of much less
the stars of heaven (3, 16).
as
in
the
of
case
dimensions
than
ancient
Nineveh ; while these traces
But,
most large and wealthy cities, the greatest corruption being visible at all would seem to place their date
long
and licentiousness prevailed, on account of which Na- subsequent to that of the structure of the
Scripture
hum and Zephaniah foretold its destruction. Nineveh, Nineveh. It cannot be supposed, that while the walls
which for 1450 years had been mistress of the East, of Babylon, which were at least as
high and as thick,
to whom even Babylon itself was
subject, was first according to the concurrent testimony of historians, as
taken in the reign of Sardanapalus, B.C. 747, by the those of Nineveh, and were entire
long after the deMedes and Babylonians, who had revolted under their struction of that city, are utterly effaced, those of
This event put an Nineveh should still be visible. Mr. Rich, indeed,
governors Arbaces and Belesis.
end to the first Assyrian empire, and divided its im- supposes that he has discovered in these intrenchments
mense territory into two lesser kingdoms, those of the ruins of the palace of Nineveh; which he describes
But Nineveh itself suffered as an enclosure of a rectangular form, corresponding
Assyria and Babylon.
little
change from this event ; it was still a great city; with the cardinal points of the compass ; the area of
soon
in
the
and,
after,
reign of Esarhaddon, who took which is not larger than that of the town of Mosul.
Babylon, it became again the capital of both empires, The boundary of this enclosure may, he says, be perwhich continued 54 years when Nabopolassar, a gen- fectly traced all around and looks like an embankeral in the Assyrian army, and father of the famous ment of earth or rubbish of small elevation, and has
Nebuchadnezzar, seized on Babylon and proclaimed attached to it, and in its line at several places, mounds
himself king after which Nineveh was no more the of greater size and solidity.
The first of these forms
seat of government of both kingdoms.
It was, in fact,
the southwest angle ; and on it is built the
village of
now on the decline, and was soon to yield to the rising Nebbi Yunus, where they show the tomb of the
power of its great rival. The Medes had again revolt- prophet Jonas. The next, and largest of all, which
;

—

—

—

—

;

;

:

ed, and in the year 633 B.C., their king Cyaxares,
having defeated the Assyrians in a great battle, laid
siege to Nineveh ; but its time was not yet come, and

Mr. Rich supposes to be the

monument

of Ninus,

is

situate near the centre of the western face of the en-

closure, and

is

joined, like the others, by the boundary

was delivered on this occasion by an invasion of wall the natives call it Koyunjuk Tepe. Its form i*
Media by the Scythians, which obliged Cyaxares to that of a truncated pyramid, with regular steep sides
withdraw his army to repel them.
But in the year and a flat top, and composed of stones and earth
it

;

;

612, having formed an alliance with Nabopolassar, king
of Babylon, he returned, accompanied by that monarch,
to the siege of Nineveh, and finally took the city.
The prophecy made by Zephaniah, of its utter destrucStrabo says that
tion, must refer to this latter event.
it fell into
decay immediately after the dissolution of
the Assyrian monarchy ; and this account is confirmed

by the

fact, that, in the history of

Alexander the Great,

there being sufficient of the latter to admit of cultivation by the inhabitants of Koyunjuk, which is built at

This mound, according to
measurements taken by Mr. Rich, is 178 feet high,
1850 long from east to west, and 1147 broad from
The other mounds on the boundary
north to south.
but out of one
wall offer nothing worthy of remark

the northeast extremity.

;

of these, a short time

since, an

immense block of

the place is not mentioned, although in his march
along the Tigris, previous to the battle of Arbela, he
must have been very near the spot where it is supposed

stone was dug, on which were sculptured the figures
of men and animals ; cylinders, like those of Babylon,
with some other antiques, and stones of very large di-

Under the Roman emperors, however,
read of a city named Ninus {Tacit., Ann., 12, 13)
or Ninive {Amm. MarcelL, 18, 7); and Abulpharagi,
in the 13lh century, mentions a castle called Ninivi.
Little doubt can arise that Nineveh was situate
near the Tigris, and yet the exact site of that once
mighty city has never been clearly ascertained. On
the eastern bank of the Tigris, opposite the town of
Mosul, and partly on the site of the modern village of
Nunia or Nebbi Yunus, are some considerable ruins,
which have been described at different periods by
Benjamin of Tudela, Thevenot, Tavernier, &c., as
But it is thought by others,
those of ancient Nineveh.
from the dimensions of the ruins, that these travellers
must have been mistaken and that the remains de-

Whether
mensions, are also occasionally dug up.
these ruins be really what Mr. Rich supposes them to
be, or a part only of the more recent city referred to
It is quite clear,
by Mr. Kinneir, cannot be decided.
however, that of whatever structure these mounds may
will
not allow us to
be the remains, their dimensions
consider them as those of the walls of Nineveh
they
must either be those of a palace, as supposed by Mr.

have stood.

to

we

—

;

scribed by them were those of some city of much
smaller extent and more recent date than the Scripture
Nineveh. Mr. Kinneir, who visited this spot in the
*'
On the opposite bank of the
1808, says, that

year
and about three
Tigris (that is, over against Mosul),
the village of Nuquarters of a mile from that stream,
Jonas
seem to point
nia and sepulchre of the prophet
" A
out the position of Nineveh."
city being afterward erected near this spot, bore the name of Ninus

—

;

and, in my opinion, it is the ruins of the latter, and
I examnot of the old Nineveh, that are now visible,
ined these ruins in November, 1810, and found them to
consist of a rampart and a fosse, forming an oblong
four miles in compass, if so much.
not

square
I

saw

exceeding

neither stones nor rubbish of any kind.
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wall

:

Rich, or of some other stupendous building of that
more modern one erected on this spot ;
and the uncertainty which exists on this point is alone
sufficient to testify the fulfilment of the prophecies.
city, or of a

In fact, these prophecies respecting Nineveh have
long since received their entire completion; "an utter
end is made of the place," and the true site may for
ever be sought in vain.
{Hansford's Serif ture GazDrummond's Origines, p. 172.
etteer, p. 339, seqq.

—

seqq.)

NiNYAS, a son of Ninus and Semiramis, king of
Assyria, who succeeded his mother on her voluntarily
abdicating the crown. (Fid. Semiramis.) Altogether
unlike his parents, he gave himself up to a life of seclusion and pleasure, in which he was imitated by his
successors.
{Died. Sic, 2, 21 )
NioBE, daughter of Tantalus, king of Lydia, was

married to Amphion, by whom she had, according to
Ovid and other ancient writers, seven sons and seven
This is the most commonly received opindaughters.
the
ion, though Homer (//., 24, 602) and others give
number variously. The pride of Niobe at having this

NIS

NIOBE.
numerous

offspring

was so

great, that she is said to

have insulted Latona, the mother of Apollo and Diana,
by refusing to offer at the altars raised in her honour,
declaring that she herself had a better claim to worship
and sacrifices than one who was the mother of only
two children. Latona, indignant at this insolence and

some
p.

similar group.

{Encycl.

Us. Knoiel, vol. 16

238.)

NiPHATEs, a range of mountains in Armenia, form
ing part of the great chain of Taurus, and lying to the
southeast of the Arsissa Palus, or Lake Van.
Theii

summits were covered with snow during the whole

presumption, called upon her children for revenge.
Apollo and Diana heard her prayer, and obeyed the
All the sons of
entreaty of their outraged parent.
Niobe fell by the arrows of Apollo, while the daughin
like
met
their
death
from the hands
ters,
manner,
of Diana.
Chloris alone escaped the common fate.
She was the wife of Neleus, king of Pylos. This ter-

year, and

judgment of the gods so affected the now heartstricken and humiliated Niobe, that she was changed

NiREUs, a king of Naxos, son of Charops and
He was one of the Grecian chiefs during the
Aglaia.
Trojan war, and was celebrated for his beauty. {Rom

rible

by her excessive grief into a stone on Mount Sipylus,
Lydia.
Amphion also, in attempting, in retaliadestroy the temple of Apollo, perished by the
shafts of that deity.
{Ovid, Met., 6, 146, seqq.
Hyill

tion, to

—

—

gin., fab., 9.—Apollod., 3, 6, 6.
Soph., Anttg., 823,
Pausanias says, that the rock on Sipylus,
seqq.)
which went by the name of Niobe, and which he had

" was
merely a rock and precipice when one
came close up to it, and bore no resemblance at all to
a woman ; but at a distance you might imagine it to
be a woman weeping with downcast countenance."
{Pausan., 1, 21, 3.)— The myth of Niobe has been
explained by Volcker and others in a physical sense.
According to these writers, the name Niobe (NioStj, i.
She is the
e., NeotjT}) denotes Youth or Newness.
daughter of the Flourishing-one (Tantalus), and the
mother of the Green-one (Chloris). In her, then, we
may view the young, verdant, fruitful earth, the bride
of the sun (Amphion), beneath the influence of whose
fecundating beams she pours forth vegetation with
lavish profusion.
The revolution of the year, however, denoted by Apollo and Diana (other forms of the
sun and moon), withers up and destroys her progeny ;
she weeps and stiffens to stone (the torrents and frosts
of winter)
but Chloris, the Green-one, remains, and
spring clothes the earth anew with its smiling verdure.
{Volcker, Myth, der Jap., p. 359.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 338.)— The legend of Niobe and her children has afforded a subject for art, which has been finely treatet' by one of the greatest ancient masters of
It consists of a series, rather than a
sculpturegroup,
of figures of both sexes, in all the disorder and
agony
of expected or present suffering; while one, the mothvisited,

;

—

to this circumstance the name
Niphatet
supposed to allude (Nt^arjyf, quasi vnpeTudrjc.
There was also a river of the same nam*
snowy").
rising in this mountain chain.
{Virg., Georg., 3, 30
is

"

—Horat., Od.,

Amm.
p.

2,

9.— Mela,

MarcelL, 23,

6.

15.— Pliny,
— Cellanus,
Geogr.,
1,

5,

27.—

vol.

2,

321.)

,

67L— Horat., Od., 3, 20, 15.)
NisjEA, I. a city and district of Upper Asia, near
the sources of the river Ochus, now the Margah.
According to Sirabo, it would appear to have been situate between Parthiene and Hyrcania.
{Strab., 511.
11, 2,

— Compare

Mannert, Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 1, p. 100.)
writer states elsewhere (p. 508) that it belonged in part to Hyrcania, and was in part an indeThe city of Nisaea, however, is
pendent district.
generally considered to have been the chief city of
Parthiene, becoming such, no doubt, on the first spread
of the Parthian power.
Mannert, in consequence,

The same

seeks to identify it with the Asaak (probably Arsak)
of Isidorus of Charax (p. 7).
The famous Nisaeau
horses are thought to have come from this quartetf

—

D'Anville gives Nesa as the modern name of the citj
of Nisaea, and remarks that it " has before it vasi
plains, proper for the Parthian Nomades, or shepherds
as they were characterized.
And it was thence thai
the Turkish sultan, ancestor of the Ottoman family,
departed for the banks of the Euphrates" (vol. 2, p

Am. ed.). Mannert merely places
modem Herat. II. The harbour of

69,

—

Nisaja near th«

Megara, situate
on the Saronic Gulf, and connected with the main city
by long walls. The citadel was also called by the
same name, and stood on the road between Megara
and the port. It was a place of considerable strength.

Thucydides states (4, 66) that the citadel might be cut
off from the city by effecting a breach in the long wall.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 433.)
NisiBis, a large and populous city of Mesopotamia,
about two days journey from the Tigris, in the midst
er, the hapless Niobe, in the most affecting attitude of of a pleasant and fertile plain at the foot of Mons MaThe name was
supplication, and with an expression of deep grief, her sius, and on the river Mygdonius.
eyes turned upward, implores the justly-offended gods changed by the Macedonians into Antiochia Mygdonito moderate their anger and spare her
offspring, one ca {^ kvTLOxeto. ^vydoviKrj), but this new appellation
of whom, the youngest girl, she strains
When the Macefondly to her only lasted as long as their power.
bosom. It is difficult, however, by description, to do donian sway ceased, the old name of Nisibis was reThe Romans became acquainted with it for
justice to the various excellence exhibited in this ad- sumed.
mirable work.
The arrangement of the composition the first time during the war carried on by LucuUus
is
supposed to have been adapted to a tympanum or against the King of Armenia {Plut., Vit. LuculL), and
The figure of Niobe, of colossal dimen- it was then represented as a large and populous city,
pediment.
sions compared with the other figures, forms, with her situate in the midst of a fruitful
It was taterritory.
youngest daughter pressed to her, the centre. The ken and plundered by Lucullus.
{Dio Cass., 35, 7.)
execution of this interesting monument of Greek art The Parthians subsequently became masters of the
is attributed
by some to Scopas, while others think it place, and held it until the time of Trajan, who took it
the production of Praxiteles.
Pliny says it was a from them.
{Dio Cass., 68, 23.) Hadrian gave back
question which of the two was the author of it.' The to the Parthians the provinces conquered from them,
group was in the temple of Apollo Sosianus at Rome. and yet Nisibis appears as a Roman city in the expeThis beau- dition of Severus. It had very probably, therefore,
{Plin., 36, 10.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Sevetiful piece of
sculpture is now in the gallery of the been taken by the generals of Lucius Verus.
Grand-duke of Tuscany at Florence, though some re- rus declared it a Roman colony, and the capital of the
The subject of Niobe and province he also adorned and strengthened it. {Dio
gard it merely as a copy.
de usii. N., p
her children was a favourite one also with the
poets of Cass., 75, :i.—Id., 30, 6—Spanheim,

—

Besides the beautiful allusion to it in the
Antigone of Sophocles (v. 823, seqq.), and the equally
beautiful story in Ovid {Met., 6, 146,
seqq.), there are

antiquity.

numerous epigrams in the Greek Anthology, several
of which have
great merit, and appear to be descriptive
either of the
group of figures which still exists, or of

:

606.)

From

this period

it

remained, for the space ol

two centuries, a strong bulwark of the Roman empire
which all the attacks of the
quarter, against
Persian power were directed in vain, with the exception of two instances, when it was taken and held by
time.
this nation,
{Capitol ,
only for a short

in this

though

NIT

NIT

Gordian. terl., c. i6.—TrebeUii, Vit. Odenat., c. Apries having been dead above 40 years, no daughfej
After the death of Julian, Nisibis was ceded to of his could have been young enough to be acceptable
Larcher, however, endeavours to recSapor, king of Persia, by Jovian, and remained hence- to Cambyses.
forth for the Persians, what it bad thus far been to the oncile the apparent improbability, by saying, that there
The latter could is great reason to suppose that Apries lived a prisoner
Romans, a strong frontier town.
The modern Nisibin many years after Amasis had dethroned him, and that,
never regain possession of it.
the
site
of the ancient therefore, Nitetis might have been no more than 20 ot
or Nissabin, which occupies
city, is represented as being little better than a mere 22 years of age when she was sent to Cambyses.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 297, seqq.) {Larcher, ad Herod., I. c.}
village.
NiTioBRiGEs, a people of Gaul, of Celtic origin,
Nisus, I. a son of Hyrtacus, born on Mount Ida,
He came to Italy with iEneas, and was but who settled among the Aquitani. Their chief
near Troy.
united by ties of the closest attachment to Euryalus, city was Nitiobrigum or Agennum, on the Garumna,
son of Opheltes.
During the prosecution of the war now Agen, and their territory answers to rAgennois,
with Turnus, Nisus, to whom the defence of one of in the Department de Lot et Garonne.
{Cces., B. G.,
the entrances of the camp was intrusted, determined 7, 7.
Lemaire, Ind. Geogr., ad Cees., s. v.)
to sally forth in search of tidings of JEneas.
NiTOCRis, I. a queen of Babylon, generally supposed
Euryalus accompanied him in this perilous undertaking. to have been the wife of Nebuchodonosor or NebuFortune at first seconded their efforts, but they were chadnezzar, and grandmother, consequently, to Labyneat length surprised by a Latin detachment.
Euryalus tus or Nabonedus, who is called in Daniel Belshatzai
was cut down by Volscens ; ihe latter was as imme- or Beltzasar.
{Heeren, Ideen, vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 154
Larcher, ad Herod., \, 184.) Wesseling, however,
diately despatched by the avenging hand of Nisus
who, however, overpowered by numbers, soon shared and others, make her the queen of Evilmerodach, son
the fate of his friend.
of Nebuchadnezzar.
( Wesseling, ad Herod., I. c.)
{Virg., JEn., 9, 176, seqq.
king of Megara. Herodotus informs us, that Nitocris, in order to render
Compare Mn., 5, 334, seqq.) II.
In the war waged by Minos, king of Crete, against her territories more secure from the Medes, altered
the Athenians, on account of the death of Androgens the course of the Euphrates, and made it so very
{vid. Androgens), Megara was besieged, and it was
winding that it came in its course three times to Artaken through the treachery of Scylla, the daughter of dericca. {Vid. Ardericca.) She also faced the banke
Nisus.
This prince had a golden or purple lock of of the Euphrates, where it passed through Babylon,
hair growing on his head
and as long as it remained with burned bricks, and connected the two divisions of
V^U.

16.)

—

—

;

—

—

—

life

to last.
Scylla, having
in love with him, and resolved to give
She cut off her father's precious
the victory.

the city by a bridge of stone. {Herod., 1, 186.) The
historian likewise informs us, that she prepared a sepulchre for herself over the most frequented gate of the

lock as he slept, and he immediately died : the town
was then taken by the Cretans. But Minos, instead
of rewarding the maiden, disgusted with hei unnatural

with an inscription to this effect, that if any of
her successors should find himself in want of money^
he should open this sepulchre and take as much as he
might think fit ; but that, if he were not reduced to
otherwise he would
real want, he ought to forbear
have cause to repent. This monument remained untouched till the reign of Darius ; who, judging it unreasonable that the gate should remain useless to the inhabitants (for no man would pass under a dead body),
and that an inviting treasure, moreover, should be rendered unserviceable, broke open the sepulchre but,
instead of money, he found only the remains of Nito" Hadst thou not
cris, and the following inscription :
been insatiably covetous, and greedy after the most
sordid gain, thou wouldst not have violated the sepulchres of the dead.''
{Herod., 1, 187.) Plutarch tells
the same story of Semiramis.
{Apophth., Reg. et

—

A

;

uncut, so long

seen Minos,

him

was

his

fell

treachery, tied her by the feet to the stern of his vesand thus dragged her along until she was drowned.

sel,

(Apollod., 3, 15, l.—Schol. ad Eurip., Hippoi, 1195.)
Another legend adds, that Nisus was changed into the
bird called the Sea-eagle {dlcdero^), and Scylla into

city,

:

named Ciris (Kelpt^), and that the father continupursues the daughter to punish her for her crime.
(Ovid, Met., 8, U5.
Virg., Cir.—Id., Georg., 1,
403.)
According to .^schylus {Choeph., 609, seqq),
Minos bribed Scylla with a golden collar. (Ketghtley's Mythology, p. 385.)
NisYRos, I. an island in the JEge^n, one of the
Strabo
Sporades, about sixty stadia north of Telos.
describes it as a lofty and rocky isle, with a town of
the same name.
vol. 6, p. 661, ed. Reiske.) The custom, howMythologists pretended, that this isl- Due.
and had been separated from Cos by Neptune, in or- ever, of depositing treasures in the tombs of deceased
der that he might hurl it against the giant Polyboetes. monarchs was very common with the ancients. Soloand
Pausan., 1, 2.—- mon did this in the case of David's sepulchre
{Strabo,4:iB.
Apollod., I., 6, 2.
Steph. Byz., s. v.) Herodotus informs us that the Ni- Hyrcanus, and after him Herod, both opened the tomb
{Josyrians were subject at one time to Artemisia, queen of and obtained large amounts of treasure from it.
The modern name is Nisari. From seph., Ant. Jud., 7, 15. Id. ib., 13, 8.) II. A queen
Caria (7, 99).
The Egypthis island is procured a large number of good mill- of Egypt, who succeeded her brother.
stones.
{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 418.) 11. tians, having dethroned and put to death the latter, set
island
of
in
the
a
She
took
The chief town
{Strabo, her over them.
Carpathus.
singular revenge, however, for the death of her brother
for, having construct489.)
NiTETis, a daughter of Apries, king of Egypt, mar- ed a large subterranean apartment, and having invited
Herodo- to an entertainment in it those individuals who had
ried by his successor Amasis to Cambyses.
tus states (3, 1), that Cambyses was instigated to ask been most concerned in her brother's murder, she let
a certain phy- in the river by a secret passage, and drowned them all.
marriage the daughter of Amasis, by
{Herod., 2, 100.) Heesician, whom Amasis had compelled to go to Persia She then destroyed herself.
when Cyrus, the father of Cambyses, was suffering ren takes this Nitocris for a queen of .Ethiopian orino instance of a reigning queen being found
from weak eyes, and requested the Egyptian king to gin
send hhn a man skilled in medicine. The physician among the pure Egyptian dynasties.
{Ideen, vol. 2,
that

—

ally

:

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

m

;

did this, either that Amasis might experience affliction
at the loss of his daughter, or provoke Cambyses by a
refusal.
Amasis, however, did not send his own
the deception to
daughter, but Nitetis, who discovered
Cambyses, which so exasperated that monarch that
Prideaux deAmasis.
war
on
he determined to make
nies the truth of this account, on the ground that

pt. 1, p.

tion

412.)

Jablonski approves of the interpretato the name Nitocris,

which Eratosthenes gives

according to whom it is equivalent to 'Adrrvd vcKi](f)6{Jablonsh, Voc. ^gypt p. 162.)
NiTRiA, a city of Egypt, to the west of the Canopic
branch of the Nile, in the desert near the lakes which

poc.

afforded nitre.

,

It

gave name to the Nitriotic nome.

NON

NOM
Many

receiving its own from the adjacent Natron lakes.
Christians were accustomed to flee hither for
of the church.
refuge during the early persecutions

Greeks for the pastoral nations of antiquity, whicL
lived in wandering tribes, as the Scythians, Arabs, iie.
Sallust makes the Numidians to have obtamed their

(Sozom., 6, 'Sl.—Socrat., Eccle9.,^,i3.—Plin.y 6, 9.
W., 31, 10.)
NivARiA, I. one of the Fortunatae Insulae, off the
western coast of Mauritania Tingitana. It is now the
The name Nivaria has reference
island of Teneriffe.
to the snows which cover the summits of the island

way {Bell. Jug., 18), but without the
The term Numidce is evidently of
Phoenician origin.
Le Clerc explains Numidaeby Nemoudim, "wanderers" {Cleric., ad Gen., 10, 6).
NoMBNTUM, a city of Italy, in the territory of the
It was a colSabines, and to the northeast of Rome.

It was also called Confor a great part of the year.
vallis.
city of Hispania Tar{Pltn., 4, 32.)— II.
raconensis, in the territory of the Vaccaei, and to the

ony of Alba {Dion. Hal.,

2, 53), and therefore originally, perhaps, a Latin city {Liv , 1, 38), but from its
Noposition it is generally attributed to the Sabines.

north of Cauca.
{Itin. Ant., 435.)
NocTiLucA, a -surname of Diana, as indicating the
goddess that shines during the night season. The epithet would also appear to have reference to her temple's being adorned with lights during the same period.
This temple was on the Palatine Hill. Compare the
"
remark of Varro
Luna, quod sola lucel noctu :
ttaque ea dicta Noctiluca in Palatio, nam ibi noctu

mentum was

—

A

:

lucct

tcmplum" (L. L., 4, 10).
Nola, one of the most ancient and important

cities

of Campania, situate to the northeast of Neapolis. The
earliest record we have of it is from Hecalaeus, who is
cited by Stephanas of Byzantium {s. v. NwXa). That
ancient historian, in one of his works, described it as
a city of the Ausones.
According to some accounts,
Nola was said to have been founded by the Etrurians.

—

Others, again,
(VeU. Paterc, 1, 6.
Polyb., 2, 17.)
(Jusrepresented it as a colony of the Chalcidians.
If this latter account be correct, the
tin, 20, 1, 13 )
Chalcidians of Cumae and Neapolis are doubtless
these conflicting statements, however,
may be reconciled by admitting that it successively
fell into the hands of these different
Nola afpeople.

Hieant.

All

terward appears to have been occupied by the Samnites, together with other Campanian towns, until they

—

were expelled by the Romans. {Liv., 9, 28.
Strab.,
249.) Though situated in an open plain, it was capable of being easily defended, from the strength of its
walls and towers
and we know it resisted all the efforts of Hannibal after the battle of Cannae, under the
able direction of Marcellus.
{Liv., 23, 14, seqq.
Cic, Brut., 3.) In the Social war this city fell into
the hands of the confederates, and remained in their
It
possession nearly to the conclusion o{ the war.
was then retaken by Sylla, and, having been set on fire
;

—

by the Samnite garrison, was burned to the ground.
{Liv., Epit., 89.— Appian, Bell. Civ., I, 42.— Veil.
Paterc, 2, 18.) It must have risen, however, from
its ruins, since subsequent writers reckon it
among the
the cities of Campania, and Frontinus reports that it
was colonized by Vespasian. {Plin., 3, 5.
Front.,
de Col.)
Here Augustus breathed his last, as Tacitus and Suetonius remark, in the same house and

—

chamber

name

least

in

this

propriety.

finally conquered, with several other
towns, A.U.C. 417, and admitted to the participation
of the privileges granted to Latin municipal cities.
It was, however, but an insignificant
{Liv., 8, 14.)
Its territory
place in the time of Propertius (4, 10).
was nevertheless long celebrated for the produce of
its vineyards
and hence, in the time of Seneca and
Pliny, W3 find that land in this district was sold for
enormous sums. The former had an estate in the vicinity of this town, which was his favourite retreat.
;

104.— Plin., 14, 4.
The wine of Nomentuin

{Epist.,
3.)

naeus (1, 48) and

farm near

— Columella, R. R.,
is

3,

commended by AtheThe poet had a

Martial (1, 85).

this spot, to

which he makes frequent

allu-

{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 305.)
NoNACRis, a town of Arcadia, to the northwest of
It was surPheneus, and on the confines of Achaia.
rounded by lofty mountains and perpendicular rocks,
over which the celebrated torrent Styx precipitated itthe waters were said to
self to join the river Crathis
be poisonous, and to possess the property of dissolving
metals and other hard substances exposed to their acsions.

;

—

Plin., 2, 104.— Vitruv., 8,
{Pausan., 8, 18.
Herodotus describes the Nonacrian Styx as a scaninto a holty rill, distilling from the rock, and falling
Pausanias
low basin surrounded by a wall (6, 75).
tion.

3.)

—

(Compare Stephan.
only saw the ruins of Nonacris.
Pouqueville informs us, that
Byz., s. V. 'SuvaKpic:.)
the fall of the Styx, which is now called Mauronero,
or the " Black Water," is to be seen near the village
of Vounari, and somewhat to the south of Calavrita.
He describes it as streaming in a sheet of foam from
one of the loftiest precipices of Mount Chelmos, and
afterward uniting with the Crathis in the Valley of
Kloukinais.
{Voyage, vol. 5, p. 459.) The rocks
above Nonacris are called Aroanii Montes by Pausanias.
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 3, p. 314.)
The epithet Nonacrius is sometimes used by the poets in the sense of " Arcadian."
Thus, Ovid en>ploys
it in
speaking of Evander, as being an Arcadian by
birth {Fast., 5, 97), and also of Atalanta.
{Met., 8,
426.)

Nonius Marcellus, a Latin grammarian.

The

which his father Octavius had ended his
{Tacit., Ann., 1, 5, et 9.
Suet., Aug., 99.)
days.
The modern name of the place is the same as the an-

It
period when he flourished is not exactly known.
has been supposed, however, from his citing no writer
later than Apuleius, that he lived towards the end of

cient, Nola.

Hamberger believes him to have
been contemporary with Constantine {Zuverl. Nachr.
von den vorn. Schriftst., vol. 5, p. 783). while Funccius,
relying on a passage of Ausonius {Profess. Burdeg.,
c. 18), where mention is made of a Marcellus, a grammarian of Narbo, thinks that our author could not have

in

—

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 210.)
relates a foolish story, that
Virgil had
introduced the name of Nola into his Georgics (2,

Aulas Gellius

225), but that,
inhabitants to

when he was

refused permission by the
lead off a stream of water into his
grounds adjacent to the place {aquam uti ducerel in
propinquum ncs), he obliterated the name of the city
from his poem, and substituted the word ora.
(Aul.

20— Compare

Serv.,ad JEn., 7, 740.— PAtad Georg., I. c) Ambrose Leo, a native of
has
taken
the
trouble
of refuting the idle charge
Nola,
{de Nola, 1, 2—Schott., Script. Htst. Itai— Consult
Var..Lect.
Heyne, ad Georg., I. c.
Voss, ad Georg.,
I. c).
The only particular of any value to be obtained from the story would seem to be the locality of
Virgil's farm in the neighbourhood of Nola, in what
were called the Campi Phlegrai. {Voss, I. c.)
Cell., 7,

larg.,

—

Noiuos»

(Hofiudei), a general

—

name among

the

the second century.

lived earlier than the beginning of the 6th century,
{Funcc., de inerti ac decrep. ling. Lot. senect.. p. 302.)
Nonius Marcellus is surnamed. in some manuscripts,
he had
Peripateticus Tiburiensis, because perhaps
studied the philosophy of Aristotle in the library apHe has left beto Hadrian's Tiburtine villa.

pended

hind him a work entitled ''De proprietaie sermonum,"
It is occupied with
divided into nineteen chapters.
the last six chapters, which
grammatical topics, except
with the subtreat of matters connected

principally
Lat. Itng., p.
{Gotkofred., Au£t.
ject of archaeology.
In the extracts from the ancient grammari482.)'
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ans, who had written on the difference between words,
extracts published by Gothofredus (Godefroi), among
others, we find fragments of the writings of Marcellus

Some modem critics have formed rather
G. J.
an unfavourable opinion of Nonius Marcellus.
Vossius says that he is deficient in learning and judgment ; and Justus Lipsius treats him as a man of very
weak mind. {Voss, de PhiloloL, 5, 13.
Lips., AnOn the other hand, Isaac Vossius
tig. Led., 2, 4.)
laments the hard fate of this grammarian, whom, according to him, modern scholars have been accustomed
to insult because unable to understand his writings
It is certain, that no ancient
(ad CatulL, p. 212).
grammarian is so rich in his citations from previous
writers, which he often gives without passing any
It is sufficient, however, for
opinion upon them.
modern scholars to obtain these citations nor need
(p. 1335).

—

;

they, in fact, regret that the compiler has not appended to them his individual sentiments.
{Schbll, Hist.
Lit.

Rom., vol. 3, p. 310, seqq.)
NoNNUs, I. a native of Panopolis

Egypt, and

in

The precise
distinguished for his poetical abilities.
period when he flourished is involved in great unanything known with accuracy respecting the circumstances of his life.
Conjecture
has been called in to supply the place of positive inforNonnus was, as appears from his producmation.
tions, a man of great erudition, and we cannot doubt
that he was either educated at Alexandrea, or had
lived in that city, where all the Greek erudition cennor

certauity,

is

— Was

tred durmg the first ages of the Christian era.
he born a Christian, or did he embrace Christianity
after he had reached a certain age 1
have here a
question about which the ancients have left us in com-

We

plete uncertainty.
have been a pagan

The author
;

for

it is

of the Dionysinca must
difficult to believe

that

any Christian, even supposing that he had made the
Greek mythology a subject of deep study, would have
felt inclined to turn his attention to a theme, in treating of which he must inevitably shock the feelings and
incur the censure of his fellow-Christians.
And yet

Nonnus composed

also a Christian

able, then, that he

was

the

new

But here

at first

—

It is probpoem.
a pagan, and embraced

religion at a subsequent period of his

a

new

difficulty presents itself.

life.

How comes

no Christian writer of the time makes mention
of the conversion of a man who must have acquired a

it

that

It is in 48 books or cantos, and
HaaaftpLKa.
gives an
account of the adventures of Dionysus or Bacchus,
from the time of his birth to his return from his expedition into India ; and the early books also contain,
by way of introduction, the history of Europa and
Cadmus, the battle of the giants, and numerous other
There are few works about the
mythological stories.
merits of which the opinions of the learned have been
more divided than this last-mentioned production of
He who would be a competent judge in
Nonnus.
this matter, must possess as much taste as erudition,
and, unfortunately, these two qualities are not often
found united in the same individual.
The first editor
of Nonnus, Falckenberg, a philologist of the 16th century, carried his admiration so far as to place the poet
on a level with Homer. Julius Caesar Scaliger even
preferred him to Homer ; while Politian and Muretus,
without carrying their enthusiasm to such an extreme,
held him, however, in the highest estimation.
On the
other hand, Nicholas Heinsius, Peter Cunaeus, Joseph
Nonnus
no
merit
whatand
allowed
Rapin,
Scaliger,
ever.
The truth probably lies between these two extremes.
In order to judge fairly of Nonnus, we must
be careful to put away from our minds every idea of
a regular epic poem, and must consider the AiovvtrtUKu. merely as a species of exercise or declamation
in verse, which has served the author for a
{fie7.ETTj)
groundwork on which to display the fruits of vast read-

—

ing and research.

we

If
it

languid, prolix, and trivial.

then contemporary with Syncsius.
Now, among the
letters of this philosopher, there is one {Ep. 43, ad
Anastas.) in which he recommends a certain Sosena,
son of Nonnus, a young man who. he says, has reHe speaks, on this
ceived a very careful education.
same occasion, of the misfortune into which Sosena's
all
of
his
father had fallen,
losing
property, and this
very circumstance suits perfectly well the case of one
who had been involved in the troubles at Alexandrea,
which had for their result the pillaging of the dwell-

—We

have already remarked that
ings of the pagans.
one of
there exist two poems composed by Nonnus
these, the fruit, probably, of his old age, is a stranger
to profane literature ; it is a paraphrase on the gospel
:

of St. John.
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The

other

is

entitled

AtovvmaKo, or

(Consult Ouwarqff, Non-

—

interest for us as a rich
certainly possess a strong
It is sufficient,
storehouse of mythological traditions.
in

order to appreciate the importance of the work,
in this light, to recollect the great
of every kind of which Bacchus and

his mysterious rites

This hypothesis fixes the
nojpolitano,
period when Nonnus flourished at the end of the fourth,
He was
and the commencement of the fifth century.

in this light,

nus von Panopolis, der Dichter, &c., Petersb., 1817,
4to )
But, whatever may be the rank which is to be
of poets, his ALOVvacaKu
assigned to Nonnus in the list

pagan philosophers and sophists, who were a party in
the tumult at Alexandrea, which had been excited by

Vileb., 1810.)

poem

;

when considered
number of poems

losophers expatriated themselves, others submitted to
If Nonnus was in the number of the latter,
baptism.
it may easily be conceived that the ecclesiastical writers of the day could derive no advantage to their
cause from his conversion.
( Weichert, de Nonno Pa-

the

is

A

To explain this silence,
high reputation for learning 1
it has been supposed that Nonnus was one of those
the intolerance of the bishop Theophilus.
To escape
the vengeance of their opponents, some of these phi-

we view

not even wanting in a regular
plan, and that there reigns throughout it all that order
and method which suffice for such a production.
man of taste very probably would never have selected
such a theme, yet Nonnus has displayed great spirit
His work is disin the management of its details.
tinguished by a great variety of fables, by the beauty
and
the
correctness
of the
of the images employed,
by
sentiments which it contains
yet his style is unequal,
sometimes bordering on simplicity, often emphatic ;
sometimes easy and graceful, but much more frequently
shall find that

were the subject, and of which
nothing now remains to us but the mere titles and a
few fragments preserved by the erudition of Nonnus.
Among these works that have thus perished
may be enumerated five tragedies, bearing each the
" The Bacch/mtes,^^ and
title of
having for their authors ^Eschylus, Cleophon, lophon, Xenocles, and

two other tragedies of ^Eschylus, namely,
" T^e Bassarides^' and ''Semele;^^ a
piece by Carcinus ; three pieces of JEschylus, Euripides, and lophon,
each entitled '' Pentheus ;^ two of Sophocles, each en
Epigenes

;

^^
Athamas ;''
name by Xenocles

titled

a
;

satyric

drama under the same

various comedies

entitled

the

^'

Bacchantes,^' by Epicharmus, Antiphanes, Diodes,
and Lysippus ; together with a host of dithyrambics,
Hermann
and other works both in prose and verse.
remarks, that Nonnus ought to be regarded as the rethe
After
storer of the hexameter.
example of Ho-

—

mer, the poets anterior to Nonnus placed the caesural
the third foot (called the
pause on the first syllable of
of the grammapenthemimeral pause in the language
rians); they did not, however, at the same time, consider that the verses of the Iliad and Odyssey are
rich in dactyls, and that their

own hexameters were
many spondees they

rendered harsh by reason of the
contained.

What

of their lines

also interfered with the harmony
was the practice of regarding as short

NOR

NONNUS.
a vowel placed before a mute followed by a liquid,
in which they directly departed from Homeric usage,
rs'onnus, on his part, replaced a portion of the spondees
by dactyls, introduced the trochaic caesura in the third
foot, banished the trochees from the fourth, made long
the vowels followed by a mute with a liquid, excluded

This Noimus must not bo confounded with the pre-

the hiatus excepting in phrases borrowed from Homer,
and which had received the sanction of ages, and in-

ries, if they strictly

terdicted himself the license

upon a short syllable.
hexameter lost somewhat of

of making the caesura
by these changes the

If

fall

its

stateliness

and grav-

ceding.
{Bentley on Phalaris, p. 80, ed, 1816.) He
was the author of a commentary on Gregory Nazianzen's invectives against Julian, and of another on the
funeral discourse pronounced by the same father in
memory of St. Basil. The first of these commenta

deserve

this

name, contains a

col-

lection of all the mythological notices and legends t6
which Gregory makes allusion in the course of his two

works against Julian the second contains all the noGreek history introduced into the funeral dis:

tices of

An edition of the former was
given by Montague, Eton, 1610, 4to, and of the latter
in Creuzer's Opuscula Mythologica, etc., Lips., 1817.
{Hermann, Orphtca, p. 60. Id., Elem. Doclr. Metr., 8vo. Bentley gives some amusing examples of the
A good edition of Nonnus mistakes commited by this Nonnus. {Diss, on PhaL.,
p. 333, ed. Lips., 1816.)
IS still a desideratum.
The first edition of the Aioia>- I. c.) III. (swnetimes called Nonus) A Greek phyauaKa was given by Falckenberg, from a manuscript sician, and author of a medical work still extant, enwhich is now at Vienna, from the Plantin press, Ant- tiled 'ETTijo/i^ r^f iarpLK^g dndariq Tixvrjg, '* An epitIt contained merely the Greek
ome of the whole Medical Art.'" Nothing is known
werp, 1569, in 4to.
text.
This edition was reprinted by Wechel, with a of his life, except that he composed his work at the
poor translation by Lubin, at Hanover, in 1605, in 8vo. command of the Emperor Constantino PorphyrogeniCunaeus published in 1610, at Leyden, Animadversio- tus (to whom also it is dedicated), who was most probnes in Nonnum^ with a dissertation on the poet by ably the seventh of that name, and who died A.D. 959.
Daniel Heinsius, and conjectures by Scaliger, which The real name of Nonnus is supposed by Freind,
Wechel afterward joined to his edition of 1605, pre- Sprengel, and Bernard to have been Theophanes, as
Few of the he is called so in one MS., and as a physician of that
fixing, at the same time, a new title-page.
In
learned, after this, occupied themselves with Nonnus. name is found to have lived in the 10th century.
In 1783, ViUoison published in his Epistola Vinari- three MSS. the work is anonymous, and there is only
enses (Turin, 4to), some good corrections made by an one which mentions the name of Nonnus.
This epitanonymous scholar on the margin of a copy of the edi- ome is divided into 297 chapters, and contains a short
It contion of 1605.
In 1819, Moser gave an edition of six account of most diseases and their treatment.
books of the AiovvaLOKd (namely, from the 8th to the tains very little that is original, and is almost entirely
13th inclusive) at Heidelberg.
The part here edited compiled from Aetius, Alexander Trallianus, and Paucontains the exploits of Bacchus previously to his In- lus iEgineta, from whom whole sentences are trandian expedition.
It is accompanied with notes, and scribed with hardly any variation.
There are only
with arguments for the entire poem. The latest and two editions of this work.
The first is by Martins
best edition, however, of the AiovvacaKa is that of (who writes the author's name Nonus), Argent., 1568,
The notes to 8vo. The last and best is by Bernard, and was pubGraefe, Lips., 1819-1826, 2 vols. 8vo.
this are merely critical.
The editor has promised an lished after his death in two vols. 8vo, Gothce et
explanatory and copious commentary but this has not Amst., 1794, 1795, with copious and learned notes
ity,

it

gained, at the same time, in point of fulness
In fine, versification, which had beeasy, now resumed the rank of an art.

course

Oil

St. Basil.

and elegance.

come

too

—

—

—

;

Gr.,
79,
— The other work Hist.
of Nonnus, the paraphrase of
seqq.)

yet appeared.

Lit.

{Schiill,

vol. 6, p.

St. John's Gospel, was published for the first time by
Aldus Manutius at Venice, about 1501. (Compare, in
relation to this rare edition, Annal. des Aides, vol. 1,

438.) The best edition, however, is that of Passow,
The Paraphrase was translated into LatLips., 1834.
in by several scholars, and has been very frequently re(Consult Fabricius, Bibl. Gr., vol. 7, p. 687,
printed.

p.

Daniel Heinsius has criticized this production
seqq.)
too severely in his Aristarchus Sacer {Lugd. Bat.,

The style is clear and easy, though not
1627, 8vo).
the reproach, however,
very remarkable for poetry
which some make against it, that the work contains
expressions which cause his orthodoxy to be suspectThe work is, in fact, of
ed, is not well grounded.
some value, as it contains a few important readings,
which have been of considerable use to the editors of
the Greek Testament.
It omits the woman taken in
adultery which we have at the beginning of the eighth
chapter of St. John's Gospel, and which is considered
by Griesbach and many other critics to be an interpolation.
In chapter 19, verse 14, Nonnus appears to have
read " about the third hour" instead of " the sixth.'''
:

(Consult Griesbach, ad

"A

loc.)

— There

is

also extant

Collection of Histories or Fables," which

is

ci-

ted by Gregory Nazianzen in his work
against Julian,
and which is ascribed by some critics to the author
of the "Dionysiaca."
But Bentley has

given good
reasons for believing that the collection was
composed
another
individual
of
the same name.
by
{Bentley,

Diss. onPhalaris, p. 80, ed. 1816.)— H- An ecclesiwhose era is not ascertained. He is

astical writer,

supposed, however, to have flourished subsequently to
the fourth or fifth
century, and before the eleventh.

by the editor.

NoRBA, I. a town of Latium, northeast of Antium,
the position of which will nearly agree with the little
It is mentioned among the
place now called Norma.
early Latin cities by Pliny (3, 5); and Dionysius of
Halicarnassus speaks of it as no obscure city of that
nation (7, 13).
It was early colonized by the Romans
as an advantageous station to check the inroads of the
The zeal which it displayed,
Volsci.
{Liv., 2, 34.)

a later day, in the cause of Marius, drew upon it
the vengeance of the adverse faction.
Besieged by
Lepidus, one of Sylla's generals, it was opened to
him by treachery ; but the undaunted inhabitants chose
rather to perish by their own hands than become the
at

victims of a bloody conqueror.
{Appian, Bell. Civ.,
The name of C. Norbanus, who was descend1, 94 )
ed from a distinguished family of this city, occurs fretimes as a
quently in the history of those disastrous
conspicuous leader on the side of Marius. {Cramer*s
town of Apulia,
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 106.)— II.
northwest of Egnatia. The intervening distance is
This
16 miles.
given on the Tabula Theodosiana at
ancient site is supposed to answer nearly to that of
CramCT-'*
Conversano.
{Romanelli, vol. 2, p. 179.—
vol.
Anc.
300.)— III. Caesarea, a city in

A

Italy,

2,

p.

It was also callthe northwestern part of Lusitania.
ed Colonia Norbensis or Ccesariana. {PUn., 4, 22.
The ruins of this place are in the vicinity
Id., 4, 35.)

—

v. 2, p. 396 )
of the modern Alcantara.
{ Ukert, Geogr.,
Norbanus, C, a native of Norba, of a distinguished
and a conspicuous leader on the side of Ma-

family,

{Vid. Norba I.)
was
NoRicuM, a province of the Roman empire,
bounded on the north by the Danube, on the west by
Vindelicia and Rhaetia, on the east by Pannonia, and
903
rius.

NOT

NUO

on the south by Illyricum and Gallia Cisalpina. It
NovARiA, a town of Cisalpine Gaul, about ten miles
was separated from Vindelicia by the CEnus or Inn, northeast of Vercellae, and to the west of Mediolanum.
and from Gallia Cisalpina by the Alpes GarniccB or The modern name is Novara. It was situate on a
Juliae; but it is difficult to determine ihe limns be- river of the same name, now la Gogna. {Tacit., Hist ,
tween Noricum and Pannonia, as they differed at va- 1, 10.— Plin., 17, 22.)
rious times.
NovEsiUM, a town of the Ubii, on the west of the
During the later periods of the Roman
empire, Mount Cetius and part of the river Murius Rhine, now called Neuss, and situate near Cologne.
{Mur) appear to have formed the boundaries, and {Tacit., Hist., 4, 26.) Ptolemy calls it ^ovalaiov,
Noricum would thus correspond to the modem Styria, and Gregory of Tours Nivisium. The name NoveCarinthia, and Salzburg, and to part of Austria and sium occurs among the writers of the middle ages.
Bavaria. A geographer who wrote in ihe reign of {Pertz., Mon. Germ. Hist., vol. 1, p. 218, 459.)
Constantius, the son of Gonstantine the Great, inNovioDUNUM, I. a city of the Bituriges Cubi, in Galcludes Germania, Rhsetia, and the Ager Noricus in lia Aquitanica.
(Ca*., iB. G., 7, 12.) D'Anville and
one province. {Bode, Mythographi Valicani, vol. 2.) Mannert agree in placing its site near the modern
Noricum is not mentioned by name in the division of Nouan. The more correct location, however, would
the Roman empire made by Augustus, but it may be be Nouan- le-Fuzilier.
{Lemaire, Ind. Geogr., ad
included among the Eparchies of the Caesar.
II. A city of Gallia Lugdunensis, on the
{Stra- C(BS., s. V.)
Noricum was divided into two nearly equal river Liger or Loire. It corresponds to the modern
ta, 840.)
In the Itin. Ant., p.
{Cces., B. G., 7, 65.)
parts by a branch of the Alps, called the Alpes Nori- Nevcrs.
cae.
These mountains appear to have been inhabited 367, it is called Nivimum. III. A city of the Suesfrom the earliest limes by various tribes of Celtic ori- sones, in Gallia Belgica, now Soissons. It was more
gin, of whom the most celebrated were the Norici commonly called Augusta Sues sonum or Suessionum.
(whence the country obtained its name), a remnant of {Cas., B. G., 2, [i.—Bischoff und M'oller, Worterb.

—

—

—

the Taurisci.
Noricum was conquered by Augustus
but it is uncertain whether he reduced it into the form
It appears, however, to have been a
of a province.
province in the time of Claudius, who founded the
colony Sabaria, which was afterward included in PanIt was under the
nonia.
{Pltn., 3, 27.)
government
of a procurator.
From the
{Tacit., Hist., 1, 11.)
;

Notitia Imperii''^ we learn, that Noricum was subsequently divided into two provinces, Noricum Ri^^

fcnse and Noricun Mediterraneum, which were separated from each other by the Alpes Noricae.
In the
former of these, which lay along the Danube, a strong
military force was always stationed, under the com-

mand
was

—

In addition to the Norici, Noricum
inhabited in the west by the Sevaces, Alauni, and
of a Dux.

Ambisontii, and the east by the Ambidravi or Ainbibut of ihese tribes we know scarcely anything
Of the towns of Noricum the best
except the names.
known was Noreia, the capital of the Taurisci or Norici, which was besieged in the time of Cjesar by the
{Cas., B. G., 1, 6.) It
powerful nation of the Boil.
drani

:

der Geogr.,

133.)

p.

NovioMAGUs, or Neomagus, I. or Novigmagdm, a
In the Peutinger
city of the Batavi, now Nimuegen.
Table it is called Niumaga. II. The capital of the
Lexubii or Lixovii, in Gallia Lugdunensis.
Accord^
ing to Mannert, it corresponds to the modern Caen ;
others, however, are in favour of the modern Lisieux.

—

—

Augusta Nemetum, the capital of the NemeIV. A city of the Bituriges VivisSpires.
ci, in Gallia Aquitanica.
According to Mannert, it is
now Castillon, not far from the mouth of the Gironde.
Reichard, however, decides in favour of Casielnau de
Medoc. V.
city of Britain, the capital of Regni,
III. or

tes,

—

now

—

A

remains of which

may be traced at Woodcote.,
near Croydon.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, pt. 2, p.
VI. A city of the Treveri, on the Mosella, Aow
159.)
Numagen or Neumagcn. VII. A city of the Verothe

—

mandui,
called

—

Novionum

Hist., vol

now Nvyon. It is also
Noviomum. {Pertz., Mon. Germ

Belgica Secunda,

in

1, p.

Nox, one of

or

30, 63, 146, &c.)
the most ancient deities, daughter of
her union with her brother Erebus, she

the Romans.
From
{Plin., Chaos.
The only other towns worthy of mention gave birth to the Day and the Light. She was also
were, Juvanum {Salzburg), in the western part of the the mother of the Pare*, Hesperides, Dreams, of DisBoiodurum {Innstadt), at the junction of cord. Death, Momus, Fraud, &c. She is called by
province

was subsequently destroyed by
3,

23.)

;

Danube and Ovilia, or Ovilaba, or Ovilava (Wels), southeast of Boiodurum, a Roman colony founded by Marcus Aurelius. The iron of Noricum was in much request among the Romans {Plin.,
24, 41), and, according to Polybius, gold was once
found in this province in great abundance. {Polyb., ap.
the Inn and

;

—

208.—Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 16, p. 274.)
NoRTiA, a name given to the goddess of Fortune

Strab.,

TertuUian calls
{Livy, 7, 3.)
{Apolog., c. 24.)
NoTHUs, the surname of Darius Ochus among the

among

the Vulsinii.

her Nersia.

Greeks.

(Fi</.

Ochus.)

NoTiuM, the harbour of Colophon, in Asia Minor.
After the destruction of Colophon by Lysimachus, and
the death of that prince, Notium became a flourishing
seem from some authorities to have
city, and would
assumed the name of Colophon instead of its own.

New

Colophon certainly occupied a different site from
the ancient city.
{Plin., 5, 2^.—Liv., 37, 36.)
NoTUs, the south wind (from the Greek Norof), and

The term vorof
corresponding to the Latin Auster.
itself is supposed to be derived from the same root
with voTtg^ '' dani'pness^'' or humidity,'''' with reference
to the damp and humid character of the south wind in
It is
both Greece and Italy.
{Aul. GelL, 2, 22.)
also spoken of by the ancients as a stormy wind.
'^''

{Hor^t., Epod., 10, 19.
H0r^2, 12.)

—

Fir^., JEn., 6,

355.— Ovid,

some

of the poets the mother of all things, of gods as
well as of men, and was worshipped with great solemA black sheep and a cock, the latter as announnity.
cing the approach of day, were sacrificed to her.
was represented under various forms as riding

—

Night

:

a chariot preceded by the constellations, with wings,
as traversing the
denote the rapidity of her course
firmament seated in her car, and covered with a black
Sometimes her veil seems to
veil studded with stars.
be floating on the wind, while she approaches the earth
to extinguish a flaming torch which she carries in her
She has often been confounded with Diana, or
hand.
the moon : and her statue was placed in the temple of
in

to

;

that

goddess at Ephesus.

Virg.,
5,

JEn

,

6,

{Hygm.,

250.— Ttbull,

—

Prstf.

3, 4, 17.

— Serv.,ad

Virg.,

Mn.,

721, &c.)

NucERiA, I. a town of Cisalpine Gaul, north of BrixII.
ellum, now Luzzara.
{Plol , p. 64.)
city of
Umbria, some distance to the north of Spoletium, and

—

A

It is now Nocera.
on the Flaminian Way.
noticed by Strabo for its manufacture of woodeii
III. A town of Campania,
vessels.
(Strab., 227.)
about twelve miles south of Nola, now Nocera de Paof Alfaterna was commonly atgani. The appellation
tached to it, to distinguish it from the other places of

situate
It is

the

—

same name.

{Liv., 10,41.

—

Plin., 3, 5.)

It

was

have been founded by the Pelasgi Sanastes.
{Conon., ap. Serv. ad Mn.y 7, 738.) Nuceria was
said to

NUM

NUM

Desieged by Hannibal after his unsuccessful attack on
Nola, and, on its being deserted by the inhabitants, he
caused it to be sacked and burned. {Liv., 23, 15.)
learn from Tacitus (ilnn., 13, 31), that, under the reign
of Nero, Nuceria was restored and colonized.
(Cramer's Arte. Italy, vol. 2, p. 212.)
NoiTHONEs, a people of Germany, whose territory
appears to have corresponded to the southeastern part
o( Mecklenburg.
{Tacit., Germ., iO.)
NuMA PoMPiLijrs, the second king of Rome, was,
according to tradition, a native of the Sabine town of
On the death of Romulus, the senate at first
Cures.
chose no king, and took upon itself the government
of the state
but, as the people were more oppressively treated than before, they insisted that a king
should be appointed.
A contest, however, arose, respecting the choice of a monarch, between the Romans and Sabines, and it was at length agreed that
the former should select a king out of the latter.
Their choice fell upon Numa Pompilius, who was revered by all for his wisdom, which, according to a
popular tradition, he had derived from Pythagoras.

We

;

but it appears most
ject of considerable dispute
prob>
able that its ruins are those near the modem PuenU
;

de

Don

Garray.

{Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2,

p.

455.)

—

Numantia is memorable in history for the war which it
carried on against the Romans for the space of fourteen years.
Strabo states that the war
{Flor., 2, 18.)
lasted twenty years
but he appears, as Casaubon has
;

remarked, to mclude in this period the contest which
was carried on by Viriathus. {Strab., 162.
Casaub.,
ad. loc.)
The Numantines were originally induced to

—

war through the influence of Viriathus.
opposed by Quintus Pompeius, the
consul, B.C. 141, who was defeated with great slaughengage

in this

They were

first

ter {Oros., 5, 4), and who afterward offered to make
peace with them, on condition of their paying thirty
This negotiation was broken off by
talents of silver.
M. Popillius, who succeeded Pompeius, B.C. 139.
Popillius, however, did not meet with any better success than his predecessor; he was ignominiously deHis
feated, and obliged to retire from the country.
successors, Mancinus, .^milius, Lepidus, and Piso,
met with similar disasters till at length the Roman
people, alarmed at the long continuance of the war, appointed the younger Scipio Africanus consul, B.C. 134
;

Numa would not, however, accept the sovereignty till
he was assured by the auspices that the gods approved
of his election.
Instructed by the Camena or Nymph (twelve years after the destruction of Carthage), for the
After
Egeria, he founded the whole system of the Roman express purpose of conquering the Numantines.
he increased the number of Augurs, regula- levying a large army, he invested the place and having
religion
ted the duties of the Pontifices, and appointed the in vain endeavoured to take it by storm, he turned the
He for- siege into a blockade, and obtained possession of the
Flamines, the Vestal Virgins, and the Salii.
bade all costly sacrifices, and allowed no blood to be place, B C. 133, at the end of a year and three months
shed upon the altars, nor any images of the gods to from the time of his first attack.
The Numantines
De made.
In order to afford a proof that all his insti- displayed the greatest courage and heroism during the
tutions were sanctioned by divine authority, he is said whole of the siege ; and, when their provisions had
to have given a plain entertainment, in earthenware entirely failed, they set fire to the city, and perished
dishes, to the noblest among his subjects, during amid the flames.
Flor., 2, 17, seq.
{Appian, lib. 6.
which, upon the appearance of Egeria, all the dishes
Liv., Epit., 57.— Veil. Paterc, 2,^.—Encycl. Us.
were changed into golden vessels, and the food into Knawl., vol. 16, p. 363.)
;

;

—

—

viands

fit

Numa

for the gods.

also divided

among

his subjects the lands which Romulus had conquered
in war; and he secured their inviolability
by ordering

landmarks to be set on every portion, which were consecrated to Terminus, the god of boundaries.
He divided the artisans, according to their trades, into nine
companies or corporations. During his reign, which

a Greek philosopher of the Platonic
to have flourished about the
He wat
beginning of the third century of our era
born at Apamea inuSyria, and was regarded as an orBoth Origen and Plotinus mention
acle of wisdom.
He was the author of a treatise enhim with respect

NuMENius,

school,

who

is

I.

supposed

tilled Repl TTJc Tuv 'AKadTjfiaiKiJv irepi 11 Aarwva dmhave lasted thirty-nine years, no war was OTuasuc, " Of the disagreement among the Academic
carried on
Eusebius has prethe gates of Janus were shut, and a tem- philosophers respecting Plato.^*
He died of gradual decay, in served a few fragments of this work. {Schbll, Hist.
ple was built to Faith.
a good old age, and was buried under the hill Janicu- Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 107.)
II. A Greek rhetorician,
lum and near him, in a separate tomb, were buried who flourished in the time of the Antonines. He
the books of his laws and ordinances.
Such was the wrote two works, which have been printed in the Altraditional account of the reign of Numa Pompilius, dine Rhetorical Collection.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
v'ho belongs to a period in which it is impossible to vol. 4, p. 328.)
III. An epigrammatic poet, a native
separate truth from fiction.
According to Niebuhr, of Tarsus. {Jacobs, Catal. Poet. Eprgr., p 926.)
and the writers who adopt his views of Roman hisNuMERiANDs, Marcus AcRELios, succccdcd to the
is

said

to

;

—

—

;

—

tory, the reign of

Numa

is

considered, in

its political

aspect, only as a representation of the union between
the Sabines and the original inhabitants of Rome, or,
in other words,

between the

tribes of the Titienses

—

and the Ramnes.
Dion. Hal., 2,
(Liv., 1, 18, seqq.
Cic de Repub., 2, 12, seqq
58, seqq.
Plut., Vit.
Num. Histories of Rome, by Niebuhr, Arnold, and
Maiden.— Encyd. Us. Knowl., vol. 16, p. 363.)

—

—

,

—

throne conjointly with his elder brother Carinus, after
the death of their father Carus, at the beginning o!
A.D. 284. Numerianus was with the army in Mesopotamia at the death of Probus but, instead of followhad gained ovei
ing up the advantage which his father
the Persians, he was
by the army to aban;

compelled

don the conquests which had been already made, and
of
to retreat to Syria.
During the retreat, a weakness
NuMANTiA, a celebrated town of the Celtiberi in the eyes obliged him to confine himself to the darkthe
Spain, on the river Durius (now the Douro), at no ness of a litter, which was strictly guarded by
civil as
{Slraho, 162.
great distance from its source.
Ap- praetorians. The administration of all affairs,
It appears to have been
well as military, devolved on Arrius Aper. the praetopian, Rom. ^ist., 6, 91.)
The army was eight
the
of the Arevaci
rian
his father-in-law.
6, c. 46, 66, 76.

—

—

capital
(Appian,
PtoL, 2, 6), but Pliny states that it was a town of the
Pelendones, a people who lived a little to the north of
the Arevaci.
Numantia was situate on a steep hill of
moderate size. According to Florus (2, 18), it possessed no walls, but was surrounded on three sides
by verv thick woods, and could only be approached on
one side, which was defended by ditches and palisades.
{Appian, 6, c. 76. 91 ) It was twenty-four stadia in
circumference.
The site of this place has been a sub5 Y

prefect,

months on its march from the banks of the Tigris to
the Thracian Bosporus, and during all that time the
in the name of the
imperial authority was exercised
Reto his soldiers.
emperor, who never appeared
them that their emperor
ports at length spread among
was no longer living; and when they had reached the
could not be prevented from
city of Chalcedon, thev
where they found only
breaking into the imperial tent,
Amus and
his
naturally fell upon
corpse.

Suspicion

;

NUM

NYC

«n assembly of the army was accordingly held, for the
purpose of avenging the death of Numerianus, and
Their choice fell upon Dioelecting a new emperor.
clesian, who, immediately after his election, put Arrius
to death with his owii hands, without giving him an opportunity of justifying himself, which might, perhaps,
have proved dangerous to the new emperor.
The virtues of Numerianus are mentioned by most of his biogHis manners were mild and affable and he
raphers.
;

was celebrated among
and poetic

his

contemporaries

for

eloquence

He

successfully contended with
Nemesianus for the prize of poetry ; and the senate
voted to him a statue, with the inscription, " To Nutalent.

he himself, no long time thereafter, paid the penalty of
his crimes with his own life.
After
{Vid. Jugurtha.)
the capture and death of Jugurtha (B.C. 106), the kingdom of Numidia appears to have been given by the

—

Romans
who was

to Hiempsal II. {Hirtius, Bell. Afr., 56),
probably the nephew of Hiempsal the son of
Hiempsal was succeeded, about B.C. 50,
Micipsa.
by his son Juba I., who took an active part in the civil
contest between Pompey and Caesar, and had the misfortune to espouse the party of the former.
After the
victory of Thapsus, therefore, Caesar declared the whole
kingdom of Numidia to be Roman territory, and Sal-

the historian

lust

was

sent

thither as its governor.

merianus Ceesar, the most powerful orator of his times."
Aurel. Victor, de Ccbs., c.
(Vopisc, Vit. Numerian.

{Appian, Bell. Civ., 2, 100.) The western district,
around the city of Cirta, was bestowed on Sittius, in

38.— Eutrop.,

recompense

—

9,

12.—Zonaras,

lib.

12.)

for his services to Caesar.

{Vid. Cirta.)

NuMiciA Via, a Roman road, traversing the north- The country, however, still remained in an unsettled
ern part of Samnium.
It communicated with the Vastale, a prey to intestine commotions, until it fell into
lerian, Latin, and Appian Ways, and, after crossing the hands of the triumvir Lepidus, and after him into
through part of Apulia, fell into the Via Aquilia in
Lucania.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 260.)
NuMicius, a small river of Latium near I^avinium,

those of Augustus, under the latter of whom the aspect
of affairs was completely changed,' and a more regular
administration introduced into Numidia. Juba, son of

which, according to some authorities, ^neas was
{Ovid, Fast., 3, 647.— Ftro-., uEn., 7, 150,
It is now the Rio
Ovid, Met
14, 358, seqq.)
seqq.
Torto.
{Nihby, Viaggio AnJiquario, vol. 2, p. 266.)
NoMiDA, Plotius, a friend of Horace, who had returned, after a long absence, from Spain, where be
had been serving under Augustus in the Cantabrian
war.
The poet addresses one of his odes to him, and
bids his friends celebrate in due form so joyous an

the first Juba, an intelligent prince, who had been educated at Rome, and had gained the friendship of Augustus, received back from that emperor his father's
former kingdom, but with very important alterations.
The western part of Numidia, included between the
rivers Mulucha and Ampsagas, which had formed the

in

drowned.

—

event.

,

{Horat., Od.,

1,

36.)

of the Massaesyli and Syphax, together
Mauritania, were assigned him for his kingdom, which now assumed the general name of Mauritania.
At a later period, in the reign of Claudius, the
western portion of Numidia, from the river Ampsagas,
together with the eastern part of Mauritania as far as
old

territory

with

all

NuMiDiA, a country of Africa, bounded on the east
by Africa Propria, on the north by the Mediterranean,
on the south by Gstulia, and on the west by Maurita- the Malva, were formed into a Roman province under
nia.
The Roman province of Numidia was, however, the name of Mauritania CcEsariensis, from Caesarea,
of much smaller extent, being bounded on the west by its capital
the remainder of Mauritania received the
the Ampsagas, and on the east by the Tusca (or Zain), epithet of Tingitana.
In the eighth century Numidia
and thus corresponded to the eastern part of Algiers. fell into the hands of the Saracens, and is now nominThe Numidians were originally a nomadic people
The Numidians were
ally under the Ottoman porte.
and hence some think they were c#lled by the Greeks a brave and hardy race, and remarkable for their skill
Nomades (No/^d(5cf), and their country Nomadia (No- in horsemanship. Hence the epithet of infreni applied
to them by Virgil, and poetically denoting a nation
fiaSla), whence came by corruption Numidce and Numidia.
(Compare Polyb., 37, 3. Sail., Bell. Jug., who could dispense with the use of bridles. {Mela,
18.
Others, however, are in favour of 1, e—Flin., 5. 3 —Virg., Mn., 4. U.—Encycl. Us.
Plin., 5, 2.)
a Phoenician etymology.
When KnowL, vol. 16, p. 369. Manner t, Geogr., vol. 10,
{Vid. Nomades.)
the Greek and Roman writers speak of the Numidians, pt. 2, p. 192, seqq.)
the term is usually limited to the two great tribes of
NuMiTOR, I. a son of Procas, king of Alba, and
the Massaesyli and Massyli, the former of which ex- brother of Amulius.
{Vid. Amulius.)— TI. A son of
;

—

;

—

—

—

—

tended along the northern part of Africa, from the Mulucha on the west to the Ampsagas on the east
and
the latter from the .^mpsagas to the territories of Car;

When the Romans
thage.
with the Numidians, which

first

became acquainted

was during the second
Punic war, Syphax was king of the Massaesyli, and
of
the
Gala
Masinissa, son of Gala, sucMassyli.
ceeded to the throne after various turns of fortune,
and, siding with the Romans during the latter part of
the second Punic war, yielded them very important
assistance, which they requited by bestowing upon him
all the dominions of his rival Syphax, and a considerable part of the Carthaginian territory, so that his kingdom extended from the Mulucha on the west to Cy-

Phorcus, who fought with
{Virg., JEn., 10, 342)

NuNniNA, a goddess whom

Turijus
the

against

^Eneas.

Romans invoked when

This happenthey named and purified their children.
ed the ninth day after their birth, whence the name of
the goddess, Nona dies.
{Macrob., Sat., 1, 16.)
NuRs^, a town of the Sabines, or more correctly,
of
the JEqui, and near the
in
the territory
perhaps,
Its particular site is unknown.
banks of the Anio.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 744.)
NuRsiA, a city of the Sabines, at the foot of the
central chain of the Apennines, and near the sources
of the river Var.
It was noted for the coldness of its

rena'ica

{Virg., Mn., 7, Klb.—Sil. Ital, 8, 418.)
The modern Norcia corresponds to the ancient site.

Masinissa laid the
the coast.
{Appian, 8, 106.)
foundation of a great and powerful state in Numidia.
He introduced the arts of agriculture and civilized life,
amassed considerable wealth, and supported a well-

Polla Vespasia, the mother of Vespasian, was borr
here.
(Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 320.)
Nycteis, I. a daughter of Nycteus, who was mother
of Labdacus.- II. A patronymic of Antiope, the daughter of Nycteus, mother of Amphion and Zethus by Ju-

on the east, and completely surrounded the
small district which was left to the Carthaginians on

—

Masinissa left
{Vid. Masinissa.)
appointed army.
The
three sons, Micipsa, Mastanabal, and Gulussa.
two latter died soon after their father, but Micipsa lived

atmosphere.

—

piter.

{Ovid, Met., 6, 110.)

Nyctelius, a surname of Bacchus, because his orgies were celebrated in the night {vv^, night, and reThe words latex Nyctelius thence
to B.C. 118, and bequeathed the kingdom to his two 1^10, to perform).
Pausan.. 1, 40.
sons Adherbal and Hiempsal, and to his nephew Ju- signify wine. {Senec, GEd., v. 492.
The two former soon fell victims to the amOvid, Met., A, 15.
Compare Serv. ad. Virg., JEn.,
gurtha.
bitious schemes of the last-mentioned individual
but 4, 303.— Lie, 39, 8.)
906

—

;

—

—

YM

N
N\CTBUs,
NvMPHiB,

0A8

father of Antiope.

certain female deities

{Vid. Antiope I.)
among the ancients.

charged

into

itself

{Amm. Marcell,

the Tigris southeast of

Amida.

18, 9.)

The imagination of the Greeks peopled all the regions
of earth and water with beautiful female forms called
Nymphs, divided into various orders, according to the
abode. Thus, 1. the Mountain-Nymphs,
place of their
2.
or Oreades ('Opemdef), haunted the mountams

native of Syracuse, whose era is
He wrote a work on the " Navigation
the
coasts
of
Asia," and another on the "Wonalong
ders
{SchoU, Hist. Lit. Or..,
Sicily and Sardinia."

Napace {Nairaiai), the valleys
Mead-Nymphs, or Leimoniadcs {Aec/jLuvtuSeg),
4. the
meadows
Water-Nymphs, or Naiades

NvsA, I. according to the Greek writers, a city of
India, on a mountain named Mercs, whose inhabitants were said to be descended from a colony planted
there by Bacchus in his Indian expedition.
Arrian

;

the Dale- Nymphs, or
3.

;

the

the

;

(NamtJff), the

rivers,

brooks,

and springs

5.

;

the

Nymphodorus, a

uncertain.

m

vol. 2, p.

184.)

Lake-Nymphs, or Limniades {Atfiuidde^), the lakes (5, 1) places it between the Cophenes and Indus.
Diod. Sic, 2, 38.
Theoand pools. There were also, 6. the Tree-Nymphs, or (Compare Plin., 6, 2\.
4.
Polyan., 1, 1, 2.) D'AnHatnadryades {'A/iadpvddeQ), who were born and died phrast., Hist. PL, 4,

—

—
—

with the trees

who

(A/jvddcf),

;

7. the Wood-Nymphs, or Dryades
presided over the forests generally ;

and, 8. the Fruit-tree-Nymphs, or Flock-Nymphs {MeHades, MrjXiadec), who watched over gardens or flocks
of sheep.
The Nymphs occur in various relations to
gods and men. The charge of rearing various deities

—

and heroes was committed to them they were, for
instance, the nurses of Bacchus, Pan, and even Jupiter himself, and they also brought up Aristaeus and
./Eneas.
They were, moreover, the attendants of the
:

they waited on Juno and Venus, and in
huntress attire they pursued the deer over the mountThe Sea-Nymphs also
ains in company with Diana.
formed a numerous class, under the appellation of
Oceanides and Nereides. The word Nymph (vv/^^??)
"
and was
seems to have

goddesses

;

—

originally signified

inde,"
^'

to cover'^ or
probably derived from a verb vvCu,
"
»«Z," and which was akin to the Latin tiubo and
nubes.
It was gradually applied to married or marriageable young women, for the idea of youth was always included. It is in this last sense that the goddesses of whom we have been treating were called

ville is inclined to give a real existence to Nysa, apart,
however, from the story of its origin, and seeks to
identify its site with that of the ancient Nagger.
Eclairc. sur la
{Geogr. Ancienne, vol. 2, p. 339.
Carte de VInde, p. 21.) Rennell also, and Barbiei
du Bocage, are in favour of the existence of such a
place as Nysa, and strive to identify it with the modern Nughz, making the river Cophenes the same with

—

the Cow.
{Rennell, Description of India, vol. 2, p.
Barbier du Bocage, p. 831.) Sainte-Croix, on
219.
the other hand, denies that there ever was such a
a mountain as Meros.
{Explace as Nysa, or such
amen des Hist. d'Alex., p. 241.) It is pretty evident
that this last is the most correct opinion, and that the

—

was invented by the Greeks to flatter the vanity
who was thus treading the same ground
Hence the etymology given by
that Bacchus had.
them to the name ^.tovvaoc (the Greek appellation of
Bacchus), namely, the god (Ai'f), from Nysa {Ast,

story

of Alexander,

Grundriss der Philologie, p. 44) and hence, too, the
the name of the
analogy that was found between
mountain (MT^pdf) and the Greek term for a thigh
which was supposed to be connected with the
;

{fxrjpoq),
Nymphs. {Keightley's Mythology, p. 237, seqq.)
NvMPHiEUM, I. a place in the territory of Apollo- legend of Bacchus's concealment

—

in the thigh of

Jove,

mine of asphaltus, and his double birth. II. According to Diodorus Sicof which several ancient writers have given a descrip- ulus (1, 15), a city of Arabia Fehx, where Osiris was
tion.
Near this spot was some rising ground, whence nurtured. The same writer elsewhere states (4, 2)
that it was situate between Phoenicia and the Nile
fire was constantly seen to issue, without, however,

nia, in Illyricum,

remarkable

injuring either the grass

or

for a

—

trees

that

grew

there.

Mlian, Var. Hist., 13,
{Aristot., Mirand. Auscult.
16.
Plin., 24, 7.) Strabo supposes it to have arisen

—

from a mine of bitumen liquefied, there being a hill
in the vicinity whence this substance was dug out, the
earth which was removed -being in process of time
converted inio pitch, as it had been stated by Posido{Strabo, 316.)
Pliny says this spot was considered as oracular, which is confirmed by Dio Casat
who
describes
sius,
length the mode of consulting
the oracle (41, 45). The phenomenon noticed by the
writers here mentioned has been verified by modern
travellers as existing near the village of Selenitza, on

nius.

the left bank of the Aoiis, and near the junction of
that river with the Sutchitza.
{Joneses Journal, cited

From Livy (42, 36 ct
by Hughes, vol. 2, p 262 )
49) it appears that there was a Roman encampment
here for some time during the Macedonian war.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 61.) Plutarch {Vit.
Syll.) tells an amusing story of a satyr having been
caught asleep in this vicinity and brought to Sylla, the
II. A
Roman commander, who was then on the spot
promontory of Athos, on the Singitic Gulf, now (3ape
!

—

—

A

Messogis,
bo studied here under Aristodemus. It is now Nasli
Plin, 5, 29.
Pococke,
or Nosli.
{Strabo, S^^O.
vol. 3, b. 2, c. \0.— Chandler, c. 63.)— V. A place in
Euboea, where the vine was said to put forth leaves
and bear fruit the same day. {Sieph. Byz., s. v. NvVI. A small town on Mount Helicon, in Boeo
(jai.

—

—

{Strabo, ^03.— Steph. Byz., s. v. fivoaL.)—\ll
in the island of Naxos.
{Steph. Byz.)
Nys./«us, a surname of Bacchus, as the god of Nysa.

tia.

A

town

{Vid. Nysa.)

to
Nysiades, a name given to the nymphs of Nysa,
whose care Jupiter intrusted the education of his son

Bacchus.

{Ovid, Met., 3, 314, &c.)

Oaros, a

p. 82.)— III.

ric

—

—

A city in the Tau{PtoL,
Chersonese, on the route from Theodosia to Pana
on
the Euxine.
and
In
ticapaeum,
good port
having
The ruPliny's time it no longer existed (4. 12).
ins, however, may still be traced in the vicinity of the
S. Gcorgio.

its precise sitIII. A city of Cappadouation altogether unknown.
and Osianas,
cia, on the Halys, between Parnassus
now Nous Shehr. {liin. Anton., p. 200. Hierocles,
of
Caria. called also
city
Synecdem., p. 699.)— IV.
on the slope of
Pythopolis {Steph. Byz., p. 567),
Strain the valley of the Maeander.
Mount

Kal NeiXov), leaving
{{lETa^v (^oiviKTjg

Majotis.

Wardan.

the Pahit
river of Sarmaiia, falling into
it to be the modern
conjectures
VAcad. des Inscr., &c., vol 35,

De Guignes
{Mem. de

is m favour of
Mannert, on the other hand,
The nver m
vol. 4, p. 79.)
the Uzen.
{Geogr.,
Herodotus, who gives howmentioned
is
modern Vosfor.
by
{Mela, 2, 130.
Steph. Byz., p. question
it.
{Merod.,
ever, no particular information respecting
500.)
NvMPHiEus, a river of Armenia Major, which, ac- 4, \23.—Bdhr, ad he)
.
^ .
sometimes
and
kvaai^,,
Oasis (in Greek 'Oam^,
lording to Procopius, formed a separation between
fertile spots, watered
those
to
the Roman and Persian empires.
It ran from north the appellation given
with verdure, which are scatto south, entered the town of
Martyropolis, and dis- by springs and covered

—

p.

546.)

OASIS.

OASIS.

tered about the great sandy deserts of Africa.
In
The Arabic and the
Arabic they are called Wahys.
Greek names seem to contain the same root with the
Coptic Ouahe, and possibly the word may be originally

a native African term.

—The

Oases appear

who, proceeding in search of it westward from the
valley of Fayoum, arrived at the close of the fourth
day on the brink of what he calls the Elloah, that is,
the

Elwah

or Oasis.

He

describes

it

as a valley sur-

be de- rounded with high rocks, forming a spacious plain of
On going from twelve or fourteen miles in length, and about six miles
pressions in the table-land of Libya.
the Nile westward, the traveller gradually ascends till in breadth.
There is only a small portion cultivated
he arrives at the summit of an elevated plain, which at present, but there are many proofs remaining that
or
with
continues nearly level,
slight undulations, for it must at one time have been all under crop, and that,
a considerable distance, and rises higher on advancing with proper management, it might again be easily rentowards the south. The Oases are valleys sunk in this dered fertile.
Here also the traveller found a fountplain ; and, when you descend to one of them, you ain, the waters of which resembled, in their chanfind the level space or plain of the Oasis similar to a ges of temperature at different times of the day, the
of the valley of Egypt, surrounded by steep famous Fons Solis in the Oasis of Ammon.
It is now
portion
hills of limestone at some distance from the cultivated ascertained that such fountains are not
peculiar to any
land.
The low plain of the Oasis is sandstone or clay, one of the Oases, having been discovered in various
and from this last the water rises to the surface and fer- parts of the Libyan desert. The change, in fact, takes
tilizes the country
The Oasis of
and, as the table-land is higher in place in the surrounding atmosphere.
the latitude of Thebes than in that of Lower Egypt, Ammon, called by the Arabs Siwah, has already been
we may readily imagine that the water of the Oases is partially alluded to under the article Ammon. It is
conveyed from some elevated point to the south, and, situated in lat. 29° 12' N., and in longitude 26'=' 6'
being retained by the bed of clay, rises to the surface E., being about six miles long, and between four and
wherever the limestone superstratum is removed. five in width, the nearest distance from the river of
" On the
Nile, and the present and for- Egypt not exceeding one hundred and twenty miles.
( Wilkinson,
mer levels of Egypt." Journal of the London Geo- A large proportion of the land is occupied by dateThe principal Oases are trees but the palm, the pomegranate, the fig, the
graphical Society, 1839.)
four in number: 1. The Great Oasis {'Oaaic MeyaX^, olive, the vine, the apricot, the plum, and even the
" the First Oasis''
No soil
PtoL), which Strabo calls
(fj
apple, are said to flourish in the gardens.
irpuTTj'OaaL^, 791). 2. The Little Oasis {'Oamc Mt- can be more fertile.
Tepid springs, too, holding salts
and
in solution, are numerous throughout the district
tcpd, Ptolemy), called by Strabo the Second Oasis
3. The Oasis of Ammon.
4.
it is
('Oaaic ievrepa).
imagined that the frequency of earthquakes is conThe Western Oasis, which does not appear to have nected with the geological structure of the surrounding
been mentioned by any ancient geographer except country. The ruins of the temple of Ammon are deOlympiodorus, and was never seen by any Euro- scribed as still very imposing and nearly a mile from
peans until Sir Archibald Edmonstone visited it about these ruins, in a pleasant grove of date-palms, is still
20 years ago. These four constitute, as has been discovered the celebrated Fountain of the Sun, dediThe writers of the mid- cated of old to the Ammonian deity. {Vid. Ammon.)
said, the principal Oases.
dle ages enlarge the number materially, from Arabic The interest of the traveller is still farther excited by
sources, and modem writers increase it still more, a succession of lakes and remains of temples, which
making upward of thirty Oases. {Bischoff und Mai- stretch into the desert far towards the west all renThe Great Oasis dered sacred by religious associations, and by the traler, Wortcrb. der Geogr., p. 795.)
is the most southern of the whole, and is
Tombs, cataplaced by ditionary legends of the native tribes.
to
the west of Abydos.
Strabo and Ptolemy
It is the combs, churches, and convents are scattered over the
of
the Christian
of
that
of
recollections
Ammon, with waste, which awaken the
only one, with the exception
which Herodotus seems to have been acquainted (3, to the early history of his belief, and which, at the
He translates the term Oasis into Greek by same time, recall to the pagan and Mohammedan
26).
"
MaKupuv vfjco^, Island of the blessed,'" and without events more interesting than are to be found in the
doubt this, or any other of these fertile spots, must vulgar annals of the human race, or can touch the
have appeared to the traveller of former days well heart of any one but those who are connected with a
worthy of such an appellation, after he had suffered, remote lineage by means of a family history. At a
during many painful weeks, the privations and fatigue short distance from the sacred lake there is a temple
of the desert.
To the Greeks and Romans, however, of Roman or Greek construction, the architecture of
of a later age, they generally presented themselves in which is executed with much care and precision, a cira less favourable aspect, and were not unfrequently cumstance which cannot fail to excite surprise in a
assigned as places of banishment, where the state- country surrounded bv the immense deserts of Libya,
malefactor and the ministers of the Christian church, and at the distance of not less than 400 miles from the
who were sometimes comprehended in the same class, ancient limits of civilization. In the consecrated terwere, in the second and third centuries, condemned to ritory of that mysterious land is the salt lake of Ara^
waste their days in the remote solitude of the desert. shieh, distant two days and a half from Siwah, in a
The Great Oasis consists of a number of insulated valley enclosed by two mountains, and extending from
So holy is it
a line parallel to the course of six to seven leagues in circumference.
spots, which extend in
the Nile, separated from one another by considerable esteemed, that M. Caillaud could not obtain permisEven the pacha's firman failed
intervals of sandy waste, and stretching not less than sion to visit its banks.
Its Arabic name is El- to alter the determination of the sheiks on this essential
a hundred miles in latitude.
Wah, a general term in that language for Oasis.
They declared that they would sooner perish
point.
to

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

M

Poncet,

who examined

it

in

1698, says that

it

contains

with rivulets, and that its palmverdure. It is the first stage
groves exhibit a perpetual
of the Darfur caravan, which assembles at Siout, befrom that town, and
ing about four days' journey
The exernearly the same distance from Farskout.

many gardens watered

Browne, Caillaud. Edmonstone, and Henniker
hape supplied us with ample details relative to this inThe Little Oasis, now El-Kasteresting locality.
tar, has not been much visited by travellers.
owe the latest and most distinct account to Belzoni,
tions of

—

We

903

than suffer a stranger to approach that sacred island,
which, according to their belief, contained treasures
and talismans of mysterious power. It is said to possess
a temple, in which are the seal and sword of the prophand not to be
et, the palladium of their independence,
A reasonable doubt may
seen by any profane eye.
assertions
as
to
these
for
;
however be entertained

M. Drovetti, who accompanied a detachment of troops
under Hassan Bey, walked round the borders of the
lake, and observed nothiiig in its bosom but naked
Mr. Browne, too, remarks that he found misrocks.

AX
shapen rocks

in

OC

abundance, but nothing that he could

decide to be ruins ; it being very unlikely,
positively
he adds, that any should be there, the spot being enand fresh water. Major Rentirely destitute of trees
nell has employed much learning to prove that the
Oasis of Siwah is the site of the famous temple of Ju-

piter

Ammon.

He remarks

that the variations

between

authorities, ancient and modern, amount to
little more than a space equal to twice the length of
the Oasis in question, which is, at the utmost, only six
" And it is
miles long.
pretty clearly proved," he re" that no other Oasis exists in that
marks,
quarter,
within two or more days' journey ; but, on the conis surrounded
a
that
Siwah
wide
desert
so
:
by
trary,
that it cannot be doubted that this Oasis is the same
with that of Ammon, and the edifice found there the
remains of the celebrated temple whence the oracles
of Jupiter Ammon were delivered."
{Geogr. of He-

the

all

—

The Western
rodotus, vol. 2, p. 230, ed. 1830.)
Oasis, as it is termed, was visited in the year 1819 by
Sir A. Edmonstone, in company with two friends.
Having joined a caravan of Bedouins at Beni Ali, and
entered the Libyan desert, they proceeded towards the
At the end of six days, having travelled
southwest.
about one hundred and eighty miles, they reached the
first
village of the Western Oasis, which is called Bel-

The
El Cazar.

lata.

principal town of the Oasis, however, is
The situation of this last-mentioned place

said to be perfectly lovely, being on an eminence at
the foot of a line of rock which rises abruptly behind
it, and encircled by extensive gardens filled with palm,
is

acacia, citron, and various other kinds of trees, some
of which are rarely seen even in those regions.
The
principal edifice is an old temple or convent called

Daer

Hadjin, about fifty feet long by twentyfive wide, but presenting nothing either very magnificent or curious.
The Oasis is composed of twelve
villages, of which ten are within five or six miles of
each other. The prevailing soil is a very light red
el

The latitude
earth, fertilized entirely by irrigation.
of this Oasis is nearly the same as that of the Great
The longitude eastward
Oasis, or about 26° north.

E

wm

mouth, probably, of the Oaxes. It
kingdom which ha^ its appropriatw
sovereign, and was said to have been founded by the
Oaxes mentioned in the preceding article. {Herod.,
5, IbZ.—Serv. ad Vtrg., Eclog., 1, G6.—Steph. Byz.,
island, at the

the capital of a

s. V.

—

Hierocles, p. 650.)

Obringa, a river of Germany, forming the line of
separation between Germania Superior and Inferior.
to Spener, Cluverius, Cellarius, and others,
Mannert,
corresponds to the modern Aar or Ahr.
however, and Wilhelm, make it the same with the beof
the
des
Oher
Rhine
("den Anfang
Upper
ginning

Accordmg
it

Rheins."

—Mannert,

Obsequens,

Geogr., vol. 3, p. 432).
Latin writer, whose era

Julius, a

is

Vossius places him a short period prior to
but his style indicates an earlier era.
Honorius
Scaliger makes him to have been before the time of St.
Jerome while Saxe assigns him to about 107 A.D.
uncertain.

;

—

;

Voss, de Hist. Lot., 3, p. 710.
<Sai«, 0710Funcc, de veget. L. L. semast., vol. 1, p. 289.
a Roman
either
He was probably
nect., 8, 11, seq).

{G.

I.

—

or an Italian, and some are inclined to identify him
with the M. Livius Obsequens whose name occurs in
one of Gruter's inscriptions {Inscript., 241), on the

supposition that Livius

MS.

lius in the only

may have been altered
come down to us

that has

to

Ju-

of this

work. {Fuhrmann,Handlmch., vol. 2, p. 490.) Obse" On
Prodigies'^ {de Prodiquens has left us a work
giis), containing a brief account of all the presages remarked at Rome from the consulship of Scipio and
Lselius, A.U.C. 453, down to that of Paulus Fabius
and Quintus .^lius, in the time of Augustus, or A.U.C.
742.
The portion of the work which comprehended
the history of the

This production

first

six centuries is lost.

five or

taken in part from Livy

is

same time, some

contains, at the
are nowhere else to be found.

;

but

it

historical details

which

It is written in

a pure

The
style, and is not unworthy of the Augustan age.
The best
contents, however, are full of absurdity.
edition is that of Kapp, Curice, 1772, 8vo. {Fuhrmann,
Handbuch, vol. 2. p. A90. —Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
vol. 2, p.

465,

— Bdhr, Gesch. Rom.

Lit., p. 658, seq.)

OcEANiDEs {'QKeavlSe^), the Ocean-Nymphs, daughAt different distances in the desert, towards the ters of Oceanus and Tethys, and sisters of the rivers.
west, are other Oases, the exact position and extent Mythologists make them three thousand in number.
of which are almost entirely unknown to the European {Hes., Theog., 364.—Apollod., 1, 2.—Heyne, not.
The ancients, who would appear to have crit., ad loc.) From their pretended names, as given
geographer.
had more certain intelligence in regard to this quarter by some of the ancient writers, they appear to be only
from Greenwich may be a

—

of the globe than

were wont

to

is

little

more or

less than 28°.

yet possessed by the moderns,

compare the surface of Africa

to a leopislands of fertile soil being as numerous as the spots on that animal. The fertility of
the Oases has always been deservedly celebrated.
Strabo mentions the superiority of their wine
Abul-

ard's skin

;

the

little

—

;

feda and Edrisi the luxuriance of their palm-trees.
climate, however, is extremely variable, especially
in winter.
Sometimes the rains in the Western Oasis
are very abundant, and fall in torrents, as appears from

The

personifications of the various qualities and appearan-

ces of water.

—

—

{Theog., 346.
Gotthng, ad loc.
p. 244.)
the god of the stream Oceanus {vid.

Keightley's Mythology,

Oceanus, I.
Oceanus II.), earlier than Neptune.

He was

the

first-

born of the Titans, the ofTspring of Ccelus and Terra,
or Heaven and Earth. Oceanus espoused his sister Tethys, and their children were the rivers of the earth, and
the three thousand Oceanides or

Nymphs

of Ocean.

This is ail the account
{Hesiod, Theog., 337, seq.)
Homer
of Oceanus that is given in the Theogony.
speaks of him and Tethys as the origin of the gods.

but the season Sir A. Edmonstone made his visit there was none at all, and the
total want of dew in the hot months sufficiently
proves

(7?., 14,

the general dryness of the atmosphere.
The springs
are all strongly impregnated with iron and
sulphur, and
hot at their sources ; but, as they continue the same
throughout the whole year, they supply to the inhabitants one of the principal means of life.
The water,

was carefully nurtured. (iZ., 14,202,303.) The abode
of Oceanus was in the West.
(//., 14, 200, 301.)
He dwelt, according to .(Eschylus, in a grotto-palace,

the furrows in the rocks

;

notwithstanding, cannot be used until it has been cooled in an earthen jar.
(RusselVs Egypt, p. 393, seqq.)
Oaxks, a river of Crete, said to have derived its
name from Oaxes, a son of Apollo. {Virg., Eclog.,

—

It is now the
Serv., ad loc.)
Mylopotomo,
apparently one of the most considerable streams
in the island.
Some, however, identify it with the
Petrea.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 381.
Bischoff und Mbller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 795.)
OAxtrs, a town of Crete, on the northern side of the
1,

66.

and

is

—

When

201, 302.)
Jupiter, he also says, placed
his sire in Tartarus, Rhea committed her daughter Juno to the charge of Oceanus and Tethys, by whom she

it would
{Prom. Vtncappear.
Prometheus Bound" of this poet,
Oceanus comes borne through the air on a hippo-griff,
to console and advise the lofty-minded sufferer; and

beneath his stream, as
tus, 300.)

In the

'•

from the account he gives of his journey, it is maniWhen Hercules
fest that he came from the West.
was crossing his stream in the cup of the Sun-god to
Oceanus rose, and, by
procure the oxen of Geryon,
tried to terrify him
but, on the
agitating his waters,
{Pherec
hero's bending his bow at him, he retired.

—

;

^

,
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—

Keightley's Mythology, p. 51, has been occasioned by the circumstance of the last
Besides being the name of a deity, the term of these productions, which we still possess, being
Oceanus ('Q/ceavof) occurs in Homer in another sense in Ionic Greek. In consequence of this discrepance,
Barth (Advers., 1. 42, c. 1, p. 1867), Parker (Disp.
also.
It is made to signify an immense stream, which,
according to the rude ideas of that early age, circula- de Deo et Prcrvid., 1678. —Disp., 4, p. 355,) Thomted around the terraqueous plain, and from which the as Burnet (Archceol. Philos , p. 152), and Meiners
This (Philolog. Bibhoth., vol. 1, pt. 3, p. 100 et 204.—
different seas ran out in the manner of bays.
Oesch. der Wisopinion, which is also that of Eratosthenes, was prev- Hist. Doctr. de vcro Deo, p. 312.
alent even in the time of Herodotus (4, 36).
Homer sensch., p. 584), have attacked the authenticity of the
terms the ocean d'^6/i/6oof, because it thus flowed back work in question while, on the other hand, Bentley
into itself.
{Mus. Crit., vol. 1, p. 254.) This same (Fhalaris, p. 307, ed. 1816), Lipsius (Manud. ad
river Oceanus was supposed to ebb and flow thrice in Stoic. Phil., I. 1, diss. 6), Adelung (Gesch. der Phithe course of a single day, and the heavenly bodies losophic fixr Liebhabcr), Tiedemann (Griechenl. erste
were believed to descend into it at their setting, and Philosophcn, p. 198 et 209), and Bardili (Epochen
emerge from it at their rising. Hence the term w/ce- der vorzogl. philos. Begriffe, vol. 1, p. 165), declare
These conflicting opinions
avo^ is sometimes put for the horizon {Damm. Lex., in favour of the work.
s. V. 6 dpl^cjv Kal
diroTefivcjv to vrrep yrfg Kai vtto yTJv have been carefully examined and weighed by RudolIn Homer, therefore, uKeavo^ and ^d- phi, in a Dissertation appended to his edition of the
Tifito<paipiov.)
Xacrcra always mean different things, the latter merely work, and he comes to the conclusion that the treatise
up. Alhen., 11, p. 470.

seq.)

—

II.

—

:

It would appear
question was written by Ocellus.
some grammarians of subsequent ages, in copyforms to dising the text of Ocellus, caused the Doric
into the
appear, and translated the work, so to speak,
more common dialect. This idea was first started by
Bardili, and what tends to clothe it with almost absolute certainty is, that the fragments of the same work
which we meet with in the selections of Stobaeus

denoting the sea in the more modern acceptation of
the term.
On the shield of Achilles the poet represents the Oceanus as encircling the rim or extreme
border of the shield, in full accordance with the popu-

whereas in Virgil's time, when
day
meaning of the term was obsolete, and

lar belief of the

this primitive

in

that

;

more correct geographical views had come

in,

we

find

the sea (the idea being borrowed, probably, from the
position of the Mediterranean) occupying in the poet's
If it
description the centre of the shield of .-Eneas.

be asked whether any traces of this peculiar meaning
of the term UKeavo^ occurs in other writers besides

have preserved their original Doric form. And yet
it must at the same time be acknowledged, that this
production of Ocellus is only cited for the first time
by the writers of the second century of our era, and

Homer,

at

a period when the New-Pythagoreans began to
of celebrated names.
forge works under the guise
The best edition is that of Rudolphi, Lips., 1801,
The edition of Batteux, Paris, 1768, 3 vols.
8vo.
12mo, is also a very good one. Batteux corrected

the following authorities, in favour of the afmay be cited in reply. Hesiod, Theog.,

firmative,

242.— W.,

Here. Clyp.,

dU.— Eurip.,

Or est., 1369.

10, \4:—Id.,H., S'Z.—Id.,fragm.,
ad Morell., Thes., s. v. 'Qxcavof.
Compare V'dlcker, Homerische Geographic, p. 86, seq.)
As regards the etymology of the term (j/cfavof, we are

—Orph., Hymn.,
44.

—{Maltby,

—

in complete uncertainty.
The form wy^vof occurs in Pherecydes (Clem. Alex., Strom., 6, p. 621.
Sturz, ad Pherecyd.), from which it appears to some
that the root was connected with the Greek yia, yfj
On the other hand, Munter
{ti-yta-voc, iJ-ytj-vog).
(Rel. der Karthager, p. 63) finds the root of uyTjvog
in the Hebrew hug, "in orbem ire,'' as referring to the
circular course of the fabled Oceanus.
Creuzer is inclined to consider uyh'to^ as equivalent to Tralaio^,

left

—

(Creuzer und Hermann, Brie/e, p. 160.)
It is remarkable that one of the oldest names of the
Nile among the Greeks was uKcavo^ (Tzetz. ad Ly"antiquus.''

cophron., 119), or,

(Died. Sic, 1, 19.
1, p. 570, 2d ed.)

more

correctly, perhaps, uKeajir].

— Compare

Ritter''s

Erdkunde,

vol.

Now

ChampoUion, oukamS

in the Coptic, according to
means " black," " dark ;" and

according to Marcel, ochemau. in the same language,
denotes "a great collection of water."
Will either
of these give UKeavb^ as a derivative 1
The one or
the other of them seems connected in some way with
Perthe Arabic JTamu*, "ocean."
(Ritter, loc. cit.)
haps, however, the most satisfactory derivation for
the term Oceanus is that alluded to in the article Ogyges.

Ocellus, sumamed Lucanus, from

his having been
Lucania, a Pythagorean philosopher, who
B.C.
He
wrote
480
about
flourished
many works
on philosophical subjects, the titles of which are given in a letter written by Archytas to Plato, which has
a native of

I

—

the text after two Paris MSS., and Rudolphi availed
himself of Siebenkee's collation of a Vatican MS.
Gale has placed the work of Ocellus in his Opuscula
(Scholl, Hist.
Mythologica, &c., Cantabr., 1671.
Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 311, seqq.)

OcELUM. I. a city in Hispania Tarraconensis,
II.
Formosclle.
territory of the Vettones, now

—

in the

A

city

the territory of the GalIII. A city of Gallia Cisalpina, among the Cotlaici.
tian Alps, on the eastern borders of the kingdom of
in

Hispania Tarraconensis,

—

Cottius.

a small

in

According to Mannert, it is now Avigliana,
town with a castle, in Piedmont, not far from
(C<es., B. G., 1, 10.)
a surname or epithet applied to Artaxerxes
It is genII., kings of Persia.

Turin.

OcHUs,
III.,

and also to Darius

to indicate illegitimate birth, and to be
erally thought
This exequivalent to the Greek No0of (Nothus).
some Oriental scholplanation is opposed, however, by
ars, who deduce the term Ochus from the Persian Ochi
or Achi, which they make equivalent to the Latin dig-

nus or majestate dignus.

(Consult Gesenius, Lex.

The
p. 186.)
of Artaxerxes Ochus has been noticed elsewhere (vid. Artaxerxes III.), that of Darius Ochus,
This prince was
or Darius II., will now be given.
Soon
the illegitimate son of Artaxerxes Longimanus.
after the murder of Xerxes II., Darius succeeded in
throne
the
ascended
himself,
deposing Sogdianus, and

Hebr.,

s. V.

Achas.— Bdhr, ad Ctes

,

reign

By his wife Parysatis he had Artaxerxes
and Cyrus the Younger. Nothing very remarkable occurred during his reign, but some successbeen preserved by Diogenes Laertius (8, 80). But ful wars were carried on under Cyrus and other genthe only production of his which has come down to erals.
He died B.C. 404, after a reign of nineteen
" On the Nature
us, is
of the Universe'' (Uepl trig years, and was succeeded by his son Artaxerxes, who
Its chief philosophical topic is is said to have asked him, on his death-bed, by what
rov TTavToq (^vaeag).
Ocellus rule he had acted in his administration, that he might
to maintain the eternity of the imiverse.
The
also attempts to prove the eternity of the human race adopt the same, and find the same success.
These works were, without doubt, writ- king's answer is said to have been, that he had always
(c. 3, 8. 3).
ten in the Doric dialect, which prevailed in the na- kept, to the best of his knowledge, the strict path of
Diod. Sie ,
and hence much surprise justice and religion. (Xen., Anab., 1, 1.
tive cOuntrv of Ocellus
B.C. 423.

Mnemon

—

;
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OCT
— A
11.)

—

Justin, 6,
12, 71.
rising in the mountains

11.

that

lie

OCT
river of Bactriana,

northward of the

source of the Arius, and falling into the 0.xu8.
{Plin.,
Mannert makes it the modem Dehasch.
und
Vorder
vol.
Mittcl
Wahl,
Asien,
1, p.

—

6, 17.)
(Cor suit

753 —Ritcer, Erdkunde, vol. 2, p. 22.)
OcNus, son of Manto, and said by some
founded Mantua.

to

have

vid.

Mantua.)
OcRicuLUM, a town of Umbria, below the junction
of the Nar and Tiber, and a few miles from the bank
of the latter river,

(But

now

Otricoli.

According

to

Livy

took with her all her children except Antillus, her eldest son, who was then with his father. The civil war
soon after broke out.
On the overthrow and death of
Antony, Octavia gave herself up to complete retirement.
Her son Marcellus, the issue of her first marriage, was united to Julia, the daughter of Augustus,
and intended by the emperor as his successor ; but hi*
early death frustrated this design, and plunged his

—

mother and friends in the deepest affliction. It was
on Virgil's reading to Octavia and .\ugU8tus the beautiful
passage towards the close of the sixth book ol
the .^neid, where the premature death of Marcellus is
deplored, that the poet received from the sorrowing

Umbria which volunHere Fabius Maximus
tarily submitted to Rome.
took the command of the army under Servilius, and parent so splendid
(9,41),

it

was

the

first

city of

bade that consul approach his presence without lietors, in order to impress his troops with a due sense
of the dictatorial dignity.
Ocriculum
{Liv., 22, 11.)

a recompense.
{Vid. Virgilius.)
Octavia, in fact, never recovered from the loss of her
son.
His death continually preyed upon her mind,
and she at last ended her days in deep melancholy,

suffered severely during the social war.
{Flor., 3,
In Strabo's time it appears, however, to have
18.)

about 12 B.C.
Augustus pronounced her funeral oration, but declined the marks of honour which the sen-

a city of note (Strab.^ 227), a fact which is
confirmed by the numerous remains of antiquity which
have been extracted from its ruins. From Cicero we
collect that Milo had a villa in its vicinity.
{Orat.
Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 278.)
pro Mil.
OctavTa, I. daughter of Caius Octavius and Accia,
and sister to the Emperor Augustus. All the historians praise the beauty and virtues of this celebrated female.
She was first married to Marcus Marcellus, a
man of consular rank, and every way worthy of her
and after his death she became the wife of Marc Antony, this latter union being deemed essential to the
public welfare, as a means of heahng existing differences between Antony and Octavius.
It was with
this view that the senate abridged the period of her
widowhood and of her mourning for her first husband,
who had been dead little more than five months. Antony, however, was incapable of appreciating the exAfter her marriage she folcellence of her character.
lowed him to Athens, where she passed the winter with

ate

been

still

—

;

him (B.C. 39), though keeping far aloof from the dissolute pleasures to which he abandoned himself. Without her interposition, civil war would even then have
broken out between Octavius and Antony.
By urgent
prayers she appeased her husband, who was incensed
against her brother for his suspicions, and then, disregarding the difficulties of the journey and her own
pregnancy, she went with his consent from Greece to
Rome, and induced her brother to consent to an interview with Antony, and to come to a reconciliation with

When Antony went to make war against the
Parihians, she accompanied him to Corcyra, and at
his order returned thence to remain with her brother.
him.

New

quarrels arose between Octavius and Antony.
have a pretext for a rupture, the former ordered
his sister to go to her husband, in the expectation that
This actually happened.
he would send her back.
Antony was leading a life of pleasure with Cleopatra
at Leucopolis, when letters from Octavia at Athens
informed him that she would soon join him with monThe prospect of this visit was so uney and troops.
welcome to Cleopatra, that she persisted in her entreaties until Antony sent his wife an order to return.
Even now, however, she endeavoured to pacify the
rivals.
Octavius commanded her to leave the house
of a husband who had treated her so insultingly
but,
feeling her duties as a wife and a Roman, she begged
him not, for the sake of a single woman, to destroy the
peace of the world, and of two persons so dear to her,
Octavius granted her wish
by the horrors of war.
she remained in the house of Antony, and occupied
herself with educating, with equal care and tenderness,
the children she had borne him, and those of his first
wife Fulvia.
This noble behaviour of hers increased

To

;

;

Romans

At
against Antony.
last he divorced her, and ordered her to leave his mansion at Rome.
She obeyed without complaint, and

the indignation of the

were desirous of bestowing upon
Jul, 27.
Id.,Vit. Aug., 17.
Plut., Vit. Ant., 88.
Enajcl. Am.,

—

Vit.

her.

—

—

Id.

{Sueton.,
ib.,

61.—

vol. 9, p.

367.)
daughter of the Emperor Claudius by MessaHer life, though short,
sister to Britannicus.
While still quite
offers only one series of misfortunes.
young, she was affianced to Lucius Silanus, the grandson of Augustus ; but Agrippina, availing herself of
her influence over the imbecile Claudius, broke off the
match, and gave Octavia to her own son Nero, when
the latter had attained his sixteenth year.
Nero, on
ascending the throne, repudiated Octavia on the ground
of sterility, but, in reality, that he might unite himself

—

A

II.

lina,

and

to Poppaea
and this latter female, dreading the presence of one who was still young and beautiful, and her
at some future day over the capriinfluence
possible
cious feelings of the emperor, accused Octavia of crimSome pretended testiinal intercourse with a slave.
mony having been obtained by means of the torture,
The murmurs
Octavia was banished to Campania.
of the people, however, compelled Nero to recall her
from exile, and her return was hailed by the populace
Alarmed at this,
with every demonstration of joy.
and fearing lest the recall of Octavia might prove the
threw herself at
signal of her own disgrace, Poppaea
the feet of Nero, and begged him to revoke the order
The emperor granted more than
for Octavia's return.
she asked
for he caused the infamous Anicetus, the
author of his mother's murder, to come forward and
with Octavia.
The
testify falsely to his criminality
unhappy princess, upon this, was banished to the island
of Pandataria, and soon after put to death there. Her
head was brought to Poppaea. Octavia was only twenty
vears of age at the time of her death.
{Tacit., Ann
;

;

,

24, 63.—Sucton., Vtt. Ner., 35.)
OcTAViANUs, the name of Octavius (afterward Augustus), which he assumed on his adoption into the

Julian family, in accordance with the Roman custom
in such cases.
Usage, however, though erroneous,
has given the preference to the name Octavius over
that of Octavianus.
{Cic, Ep. ad Fam., 12, 25.

—

Ann., 13, e.—Aurel. Vtct de Cats., c. I.)
Octavius, I. Nepos, Cn., was praetor B.C. 168, and

Tacit.,

,

Perseus.
appointed to the command of the fleet against
He followed this monarch, after his defeat by Paulus
there obiEmilius, to the island of Samothrace, and
For this he was rewarded with
tained his surrender.

—

45—

W.,
ld., 44,
a naval triumph.
{Liv., 44, \l.
6.— Jrf., 45, 42.) In B.C. 165 he was consul with
M. Torquatus. Having been sent, three years after
of a deputation to act as
this, into Syria, at the head
Antiochus Eupator, he
guardians to the young king,
was assassinated by order, as was supposed, of Lysias,
4.5,

a relation of the previous monarch, and who claimed
The
the regency durincr the minority of Antiochus.
conduct of Octavius appears to
arrotrant and

haughty

have" hastened his fate.

The

senate, however, erect<id

911

ODE
—
statue
M., a tribune of the commemory.
mons, deprived of
by means of Tiberius Grac— Cn., was consul
chus.
{Vid. Gracchus
to his

a

II.

his office

II.)

B.C. 87, along with Cinna.

III.

Being himself attached

to the party of Sylla, and having the support of the
senate, he drove his colleague out of the city. Marius,
however, having returned this same year and re-enter-

ODI
and Timolaus.

Zenobia herself had also a son by •
After the defeat and capture of Va-

previous husband.
lerian

—

by the King of Persia, Odenatus, desirous at

least to secure the forbearance of the conqueror, sent
Sapor a magnificent present, accompanied by a letter
full

of respect and submission

;

but the haughty

mon-

— IV.

arch, instead of being softened by this expression of
good- will, ordered the gift to be thrown into the Eu-

the father of Augustus, was praetor B.C. 61, and
distinguished himself by the correctness and justice of
After his praetorship he was appointed
his decisions.
governor of Macedonia, and defeated the Bessi and

phrates, and returned an answer breathing the utmost
contempt and indignation. The Palmyrian prince,
who read his fate in the angry message of Sapor, immediately took the field, and falling upon the enemy,
who had already been driven across the Euphrates by

Rome

ed

with Cinna, Octavius was put to death.

C,

other Thracian tribes, for which he received from his

He died at Nola, on
soldiers the title of Imperator.
Octavius married Atia,
his return from his province.
the sister of Julius Csesar, and had by this union Octavius (afterward Augustus) and Octavia, the wife of
V. The earlier name of the Emperor AuAntony.

—

Roman general Balista, gained a decisive advanHe then burst into their
tage over their main body.
camp, seized the treasures and the concubines of Sathe

por, dispersed the intimidated soldiers, and in a short
time restored Carrhae, Nisibis, and all Mesopotamia to

the possession of the Romans.
Trebellius PoUio in{Vid. Augustus and Octavianus.)
OcTODURUs, a town of the Veragri, in Gallia Nar- forms us, that he even proceeded so far as to lay siege
the
Vallis
It
was
situate
in
on
to
with
the
view
of
bonensis.
Pennina,
Ctesiphon,
liberating Valerian,
the river Dransa or Drance, near its junction with the who was still alive, but that neither his arms nor his

gustus.

Rhone, at a considerable distance above the influx of entreaties could effect this benevolent object. {Treb.
the latter into the Lacus Lemanus or Lake of Geneva. Poll., Trigint. Tyrann., 13.— Zonar., 12, 23.— Zo*-

Mar-

The Palmyrian prince then turned
im., lib. 1, p. 661.)
his arms against Quietus, son of Macrinus, and a can-

OcTOGKSA, a town of Spain, a little above the mouth
of the Iberus, on the north bank of that river, where it

didate for the empire, and overthrew his party in the
East.
As a recompense for these important services,

It is

now Martigni,

or, as the

Germans

call

it,

{C(zs., B. G., 3, 1.)

tenach.

It is commonly supposed to
and his constant attachment to Gallienus, the son
modern Mcquinenza. Ukert, however, of Valerian, the senate, with the consent of the empe{Cces., Bell. ror, conferred on Odenatus the title of Augustus, and
places it in the territory of la Granja.
intrusted him with the general command of the East.
Civ., 1,61.)
OcYPETE, one of the Harpies. The name signifies Zenobia also received the title of Augusta, and Oro*^
**
and TriTOfiaiy
to des, Herennius, and Timolaus that of Caesars. Odenaswift,'''*
jtmft-flying, from w/crf,
is

joined by the Sicoris.

answer

to the

fly:^

(Firf. HarpyisB.)

a celebrated prince of Palmyra, in the
third century of the Christian era, who distinguished
his
himself by
military talents and his attachment to

Odenatus,

tus signalized his attainment to these honours by new
and by one of the writers of the Augustan
;

successes

history, his name is connected with the repulse of the
Goths, who had landed on the shores of the Euxine,
The
accounts
of
his
differ.
near
'Treb. Poll., Gallieni Duo, c. 12.)
Romans.
Heraclev
origin
Agathias makes him of mean descent but the state- Of this fact, however, there remains no satisfactory evi-

the

;

entitled to more credit, according
he exercised hereditary sway over the Arab
These same writers
tribes in the vicinity of Palmyra.
inform us, that his family had for a long time back
been connected by treaties with the Romans, and had
received from the latter not only honorary titles, but

ments of others are
to

whom

also subsidies for protecting the frontiers of Syria.
That there existed, indeed, some sort of alliance between this family and the Roman power, is evident

dence

but it admits not of any doubt that the sov;
ereign of Palmyra fell soon afterward by the hand of
domestic treason, in which his queen Zenobia was
The murderer was
suspected to have had a share.
his

own nephew.

His son Orodes was

slain

along

with him.

{Trebell. Pott., I. c.)
Odessus, a city on the coast of Moesia Inferior, to
It was founded by a colothe east of Marcianopolis.

ny of Milesians, and is now Varna in Bulgaria. It
from the name Septimius, which was borne by some of was also called Odesopolis. Some editions of Ptolehis predecessors as well as by Odenatus himself, and my give the form 'Odvaao^ {Odyssus), and in the Itin.
which would carry us back probably to the time of Ant. (p. 218) Odissus occurs. {Mela, 2, 2.
Pliny,
Septimius Severus, who resided a long time in Syria, II.— Ov., Trist., 1, 9, 37.)
whom
the
and from
Odeum, a musical theatre at Athens. {Suidas, s. v.
honorary appellation may have
It was built by
been obtained. {Saint- Martin, in Biog. Univ., vol. o)6eiov.
Aristoph., Vesp., 1104.)
The
manner
in
which
Odenatus
atPericles
Vitruv., 5, 9), and was
31, p. 494, seqq.)
{Plut., Vit. Pericl.
tained to the supremacy in Palmyra is not very clear- so constructed as to imitate the form of Xerxes' tent.
He appears, independently of his sway over {Plut., Vit. Per.) This shape gave rise to some pleasly stated.
the adjacent tribes, to have held at first the office of antries on the part of the Athenians.
Thus, for examWhen Philip the ple, Cratinus, in one of his comedies, wishing to exdecurio or senator in the city itself.
Arabian proclaimed himself emperor, after the murder press that the head of Pericles terminated as it were in
of the younger Gordian, A.D. 244, and had set out a point, said that he carried the Odeum on his head.
This building was destroyed
for Rome, he left the government of Syria in the hands (Compare Plut., I. c.)
The tyranny and oppression by fire at the siege of Athens by Sylla. It was reof his brother Priscus.
of the latter soon caused a general revolt.
Palmyra erected soon after by Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadofrom this time assumed the rank of an independent cia. {Pausan., 1, 20.)
Odinus or Odin, the principal deity of the ancient
and we find Septimius Airanes, father of Odecity
Other forms
natus, ruling over it as sovereign prince, A.D. 251. Scandinavians and Northern Germans.
the
of
this
his
artifor
the name were Wodan, Guodan, Godan, Vothin,
He was succeeded by
son,
subject
Odenatus
was
twice
the
I.
mar&c.
Wodan
was
cle.
c.)
Othin,
Among
Anglo-Saxons,
{Saint- Martin,
The name and family of his first wife are not the god of merchants, corresponding to the Hermes of
ried.
known. He had by her a son called Septimius Oro- the Greeks or the Mercurius of the Latins. Tlie fourth
His second wife was the celebrated Zenobia, day of the week derived its name from him {Wodansdes.
In the account of the origin of the world, as
daughter of an Arabian prince, or sheik, who held un- tag).
der his sway all the southern part of Mesopotamia. By given in the older Edda, Odin, the eldest son of Bor,
Zenobia he became the father of two sons, Herennius the second man, is represented as having, with his two

—

—

;
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ODINUS.

ODO

brothers, Vilfe and V6, defeated and slain the frostout of whose body they formed the habigiant Ymer,
Some expounders of mythology make
table world.
Odin and his bretliren, together with their antagonist,
as set forth in this fable, to be mere personifications
But there is another
of the elements of the world

Wednesday Godenstag.) We may even advance a step farther, and compare the names of both
Odin and Budda with one of the earliest appellations
of Deity among many nations of Asia and
Europe.
Thus we have in Sanscrit, Coda ; in Persian, Choda,
and
Ghuda
in
the
of
the
Kurds.
Chuda,
;
language
Chudi; in that of the Afghans, Chudai; in the Gothic and German, God and Gott ; in the Icelandic and

—

and a younger Odin, who, accordmg to some writers,
is partly a mythological and partly an historical personIn all the Scandinavian traditions preserved by
age.
the chroniclers, mention is made of a chief called Odin,
who came from Asia with a large host of followers called Aser {vid. Asi), and conquered Scandinavia, where
they built a city by the

name

of Sigtuna, with temples,

still call

Danish, Gud, 6lc.
that traces of the

It is curious to observe, moreover,
worship of Odin or Budda appear

even

in America.
Among the ancient traditions collected by the Spanish bishop Nunez de la Vega, there
is one which was current
among the Indians of Chiapa

and established a worship and a hierarchy; he also in- respecting a certain Wodan or Votan. This individvented or brought with him the characters of the Runic ual is said to have been the grandson of one who, toalphabet ; he was, in short, the legislator and civilizer of gether with his family, was alone saved from a univer-

He

the North.

is

represented also as a great magician,

•nd was worshipped as a god after death, when some
of the attributes of the elder Odin are supposed to have
been ascribed to him. The epoch of this emigration
of Odin and his host is a subject of great uncertainty.

Some

in the time of the

it

Scythian expedition
place
others (and this has been the
of Darius Hystaspis
most common opinion among Scandinavian archaeologists) fix it about the time of the Roman conquests in
"
Pontus, 50 or 60 B.C.
Siihm, in his Geschichte der
One
Nordischen Fabelzcit,'''' enumerates four Odins.
was Bor's son he came from the mouths of the Tanais, and introduced into the North the worship of the
Sun.
second came with the Aser, from the borders
of Europe and Asia, at the time of the invasion of DaHe brought with him the Runic alphabet, built
rius.
temples, and established the mythology of the Edda
third Odin,
he is called Mid Othin, or Mittel Othin.
according to Siihm, fled from the borders of the Caucasus at the time of Pompey's conquests, 50 or 60
:

;

A

:

A

years B.C.
in the

thirjd

The

fourth

Odin he makes
;

have lived

All this, how-

or fourth century of our era.

ever, is far from being authenticated

to

though the north-

western emigration of Odin from the borders of the
Caucasus to Scandinavia has the support of a uniform
tradition in its favour.

Odin was worshipped by the

German nations until their conversion to Christianity.
The legend
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 16, p. 400.)
of Odin evidently points to the introduction of religious
rites and ceremonies among the northern nations by
some powerful leader from the East, who was himself,
in some degvroe, identified after death with the deity
whose worship hn had brought in with him. This deity appears to have been none other than the Budda
of the East, just s.j? the traditions of the North respecting the Aser connect the mythology of Scandinavia
in a very remaikablo manner with that of Upper Asia.

—

The

sinking resemblance that exists beOi\in, not only in many of their appellations, but also in numerous parts of their worship,
has been fully established by several Northern writers.
(Consult Magnusen, Eddalceren og dens Oprin{Vid. Asi.)

tween Budda and

—

Id. ib., vol. 4, p.

sal deluge.

He

aided in the erection of a great edi-

by which men attempted to reach the skies ; but
the execution of this daring project was frustrated ;
and
each family of men received a different language
the Great Spirit {TeotI) ordered Wodan to go and peoThis same
ple the country of Anahuac, or Mexico.
Wodan, moreover, like Odin and Budda, gave name to
So strong, indeed, does the resema particular day.
blance between Odin and the Mexican Wodan appear,
that even Humboldt himself hesitates not to use the
" Ce
Votan, ou
following language in relation to it :
fice,

;

Wodan, Americain paroit de

Wods

la

meme famille

avec les

Odins des Goths et des peuplcs d'origine
Celtique." {Monumens de V Ameriqice, vol. 1, p. 382.)
It would appear, then, from all that has been said, that
the worship of Odin or Budda is to be referred in its
ou,

of the history of our race,
origin to the earliest periods
these names being nothing more than early appellashared also by
afterward
tions for Deity, and being

those individuals

who had

spread this particular wor(Consult Mag-

ship over different parts of the earth.

nusen, Mythol. Boreal. Lex.,

p.

261, seqq.

— Niemcy-

—

Sagen, betreffend Othin, &c.. Erf., 1831, 8vo.
Leo, liber Othin^s Verehrung in Deutschland, Erl.,
er,

8vo.

1822,

— Klemm,

Germ. Alterthumsk.,

p.

280,

seqq.)

Odoacer, a Gothic chief, who, according to some
was of the tribe of the Heruli. He origi-

authorities,

in the barbarian auxiliarynally served as a mercenary
force which the later emperors of the West had taken

pay for the defence of Italy. After the two
emperors, Glycerius and Julius Nepos, were both
driven from the throne, Orestes, a soldier from Pannonia, clothed his own son Romulus, yet a minor, with
the imperial purple, but retained all the substantial auThe barbarian troops now
thority in his own hands.
asked for one third of the lands of Italy, to be distributed among them as a reward for their services. Orestes having rejected their demand, they chose Odoacer
into their

rival

for

their

Orestes,
via.

leader,

who immediately marched

against
shut himself up in Ticinum or Pait
up
city by storm, and gave
Orestes himself was
by his soldiers.

who had

Odoacer took the

the

to be plundered
taken prisoner, and led to Placentia, where he was puba twelvemonth after
licly executed, A.D. 475, exactly
Romulus, who was
he had driven Nepos out of Italy.
called Augustulus by way of derision, was in Ravenhim
na, where he was seized by Odoacer, who stripped
of his imperial ornaments, and banished him to a casmaintle in Campania, but allowed him an honourable
tenance.
Odoacer now proclaimed himself King of
titles of Cssar and Augusthe
Italv,

So again, some of the names given
den-kirumei, &lc.
to Budda coincide
very closely with those of Odin.
Thus we may compare the Godama, Gotama, and
Samana-Codam of the former, with the Godan, Gu"tan, Guodan, cScc, of the latter.
(The Westphalians

tus.'
For this reason the Western empire is considered as having ended with the deposition of Romulus
Odoacer's authonty
Augustulus, the son of Orestes.
Little
did not extend beyond the boundaries of Italy.
until the invasion
is known of the events of his reign
the
at
inof Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, who,
historians assert, of Zeno, emperor
stigation, as some
of the East, marched from the banks of the Danube to

delse, vol. 4, prcef. v., aeqq.

— 474, 478,

Palmblad,
seqq.; b\2,scqq.; b2\,seqq.; b\\,seqq.
de Budda el Wodan, Upsal, 1822, 4to.
Wallman, om
Odin och Budda, Holm., 1824, 8vo. Compare Ritter,
Sir W. Jones, Asiatic Researches,
Vorhalte, p. 472.

—

—

vol. 1, p.

511.— Id.

ib., vol. 2, p.

—

343.)

One

feature,

however, in which these two deities approximate very
The
closely, is too remarkable to be here omitted.
same planet, namely. Mercury, is sacred to both and
;

same day of the week (Wednesday) is called after
each of them respectively. Thus we have the following appellations for this day among the natives of India
in the Birman, Buddaku : in the Malabaric, Bu:

5Z

rejecting

imperial
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ODYSSEA.

Theodoric, at
dispossess Odoacer of his kingdom.
the head of a large army, defeated Odoacer near Aqui-

Odoaleia, and entered Verona without opposition.
cer shut himself up in Ravenna, A.D. 489.
The war,
Odoacer made a
however, lasted for several years
brave resistance, but was compelled by famine to surTheodoric at first spared
render Ravenna, A.D. 493.
his life, but in a short time caused him to be put to
d*ath, and proclaimed himself King of Italy.
{Encycl.
Us. KnowL, vol. 16, p. 400.)
Odrvs^, one of the most numerous and warlike of
the Thracian tribes.
Under the dominion of Sitalces,
a king of theirs, was established what is called in history the empire of the Odrysas.
Thucydides, who has
entered into considerable detail on this subject, observes, that of all the empires situated between the
Ionian Gulf and the Euxine, this was the most conIts milisiderable, both in revenue and opulence.
tary force was, however, very inferior to that of Scythia both in strength and numbers.
The empire of Sitalces extended along the coast from Abdera to the
mouths of the Danube, a distance of four days' and
and in the interior, from the sources of
nights' sail
the Strymon to Byzantium, a journey of thirteen days.
The first founder of this empire appears to have been
Teres.
For far{Herod., 7, 127.— Tkucyd., 2, 29.)
ther remarks on the Odrysae, see the article Thracia.
Odyssea, I. a city of Hispania Baetica, north of AbIt was founded, accorddera, among the mountains.
{Posidon.,
ing to a fabulous tradition, by Ulysses.
EusArtemidor., Asclep., Myrl., ap. Strab., 149.
tath. ad Od, p. 1379.— /rf. ad Dionys. Perieg., 281.
;

;

—

— Sleph.

Byz., s. v.— Tzschucke ad Mel, 3, 1, 6.)
have supposed it to be the same with Olisippo
or Ulysippo (now Lisbon), and very probably we owe
Odyssea to the same fabulous legend which assigns
There must have
Ulysses as the founder of Ulysippo.
been a town in Baetica, the name of which, resembling
in some
degree the form Odyssea {'OSvaaeia), the
Greeks, in their usual way, converted into the latter,
and then appended to it the fable respecting a founding

Some

—

by Ulysses.
(Consult Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 351.
II. A promMerula, Cosmogr., pt. 2, 1. 2, c. 26.)
of
ontory
Sicily, near Pachynum, supposed by Fazellus to be the same with the present Cabo Marzo.
( Bis chaff und Moller, Wbrterb. der Geogr., p. 798.)
III. The second of the two great poems ascribed

—

—

Homer.

It consists, like the Iliad, of twenty-four
and the subject is the return of Ulysses {'OSvacevc), after the fall of Troy, from a land lying beyond
the range of human intercourse or knowledge, to a home
invaded by a band of insolent intruders, who seek to rob
him of his wife and kill his son. Hence, the Odyssey
begins exactly at that point where the hero is considered
to be farthest from his home, in the island of Ogygia, at

to

books

;

the navel, that is, the central part, of the sea
where
the nymph Calypso {KaXvip^, '' The Coiicealcr^'') has
;

kept him hidden from

all mankind for seven years
thence, having, by the help of the gods, who pity his
misfortunes, passed through the dangers prepared for
him by his implacable enemy, Poseidon or Neptune, he
a careless, peaceable,
:gains the laVid of the Phaeacians,
;

and effeminate nation, to whom war is only known by
means of poetry. Borne along by a marvellous Phsea-

here he is
cian vessel, he reaches Ithaca sleeping
entertained by the honest swineherd Eumreus, and,
havmg been introduced into his own house as a beggar, he is there made to suffer the harshest treatment
from the suiters, in order that he may afterward appear
with the stronger right as a terrible avenger. With this
;

and
simple story a poet might have been satisfied
we should, even in this form, notwithstanding its small;

er extent, have placed the poem almost on an equality
But the poet to whom we are indebtwith the Iliad.
ed for the Odyssey in a complete form, has interwoven

% second story, by which the

914

poem

is

rendered

much

more complete although, indeed, from th«
union of two actions, some roughnesses have been
produced, which, perhaps, with a plan of this kmd,
could scarcely be avoided.
While the poet represents
the son of Ulysses, stimulated by .Minerva, coming
forward in Ithaca with newly-excited courage, and
calling the suiters to account before the people, and
then afterward describes him as travelling to Pylos
and Sparta in order to obtain intelligence of his lost
father, he gives us a picture of Ithaca and its anarchical condition, and of the rest of Greece in its state
richer and

;

of peace after the return of the princes, which
produces
the finest contrast; and, at the same time, he

prepares
Telemachus for playing an energetic part in the work
of vengeance, which by this means becomes more probable.
The Odyssey is indisputably, as well as the Ilnor can any
iad, a poem possessing a unity of subject
one of its chief parts be removed without leaving a
chasm in the development of the leading idea ; but it
differs from the Iliad in being composed on a more
artificial and more complicated plan.
This is the
case partly, because, in the first and greater division of
the poem, up to the sixteenth book, two main actions
are carried on side by side } and partly, because the
action, which passes within the compass of the poem,^
and, as it were, beneath our eyes, is greatly extended
by means of an episodical narration, by which the
chief action itself is made distinct and complete, and
the most marvellous part of the story is transferred
from the mouth of the poet to that of the hero hinvself.
It is
plain that the plan of the Odyssey, as well
as that of the Iliad, offered many opportunities for
enlargement by the insertion of new passages ; and
many irregularities in the course of the narration, and
its occasional diffuseness,
may be explained in this

—

;

—

manner. The latter, for example, is observable in the
amusenr>ent3 offered to Ulysses when entertained by
the Phasacians
and some of the ancients even questioned the genuineness of the passage about the dance
of the Phasacians, and the song of Demodocus respecting the loves of Mars and Venus, although this part of
the Odyssey appears to have been at least extant in the
50th Olympiad (B.C. 580-577), when the chorus of the
Phaeacians was represented on the throne of the Amy;

So likewise
{Pausan., 3, 18, 7.)
Apollo.
Ulysses' account of his adventures contains many interpolations, particularly in the nekyia, or invocation
of the dead, where the ancients had already attributed
an important passage (which, in fact, destroys the
unity and connexion of the narrative) to the diaskeuastcB, or interpolators
among others, to the Orphic
Onomacritus, who, in the time of the Pisistratidae, was
employed in collecting the poems of Homer. {Schol.
ad Od., 11, 104.) Moreover, the Alexandrine critics,
Aristophanes and Aristarchus, considered the whole
claean

;

of the last part (from Od. 23, 296, to the end), from the
recognition of Penelope, as added at a later period.
Nor can it be denied that it has great defects in particular, the description of the arrival of the suiters in the
infernal regions is only a second and feebler nekyia,
which does not precisely accord with the first, and is
;

At
introduced in this place without sufficient reason.
the same time, the Odyssey could never have been
considered as concluded until Ulysses had embraced
his father Laertes, who is often mentioned in the
course of the poem, and until a peaceful state of things
had been restored, or begun

to

be restored,

It is not, therefore, likely that the original

in Ithaca.

Odyssey

al-

but it
together wanted some passage of this kind
was probably much altered by the Homeridae, until it
assumed the form in which we now possess it. That
the Odyssey was written after the Iliad, and that
many differences are apparent in the character and
manners both of men and gods, as well as in the management of the language, is quite clear ; but it is diffi;

—

cult

and hazardous

to raise

upon

this foundation

any

CE

person and age of the

definite conclusions as to the

poet.

who

(ECH

A

With

the exception of the anger of Neptune,
always works unseen in the obscure distance, the
they act in unison,
appear in a milder form

gods
without dissension or contest,

;

for the relief of manso often the case in the Iliad, for their
It is, however, true, that the subject afforded far less occasion for describing the violent and
angry passions and vehement combats of the gods.

kind, not, as
destruction.

At

the

is

same time, the gods

above the human race

;

in a bodily

all
appear a step higher
they are not represented as

form from

their dwellings on
in the tumult of the bat-

descending
Mount Olympus, and mixing
tle, but they go about in human forms, only discernible by their superior wisdom and prudence, in the company of the adventurous Ulysses and the intelligent
But the chief cause of this difference
Tcieniachus.
is to be
sought in the nature of the story, and, we may
add, in the fine tact of the poet, who knew how to
preserve unity of subject and harmony of tone in his
The
picture, and to exclude everything irrelevant.
attempt of many learned writers to discover a different
religion and mythology for the Iliad and the Odyssey,
leads to the most arbitrary dissection of the two poems.

M. Constant,

celebrated work
De la Religion'^ (vol. 3), has been forced to go to
this length, as he distinguishes *^trois especes de
mythologic'^ in the Homeric poems, and determines from
the
the
of
different
them
It
parts.
age
ought, howin

particular,

in

his

'*

ever, above all things, to have been made clear how
the fable of the Iliad could have been treated by a

professor of this

ny consisting of the natives and certain Sicilians

in-

termingled.
(Compare Si/iM* //a/., 3, 257.) It was a
small place in comparison with the neighbouring Leptis, and yet was able to sustain a contest with this city
about their respective boundaries, by the aid of the

Garamantes

in its vicinity.
{Tacit., Hist., 4, 50.)
In the reign of Valentinian, the Tripolitan cities! were
for the first time
obliged to shut their gates against a
hostile invasion of the savages of Gaetulia ; and, find

ing themselves unprotected by the venal commander to whom the defence of Africa was intrusted,
The
they joined the rebellious standard of a Moor.
insurrection was suppressed by the ability of Theodosius, the Roman general.
Seventy years after,
In
the whole country was ravaged by the Vandals.
the sixth century, QEa no longer existed, since Procopius, who speaks of the walls of the other cities
in Tripoli being rebuilt, passes over OEa in silence.
The ruins of the ancient city are said to lie four geographical miles to the east of the modern Tripoli (or,
as the natives call it, Tarables).
Ptolemy writes the
name of the city 'Eua {Eoa); the Peutinger Table
{Mangives Osa, and the Antonine Itinerary (Eea.
nert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 135.)
CEagrus, the father of Orpheus

He

by Calliope.

was king of Thrace, and from him Mount Haemus,
and also Hebrus, one of the rivers of the country, have
received the appellation of (Eagrius, which thus becomes equivalent to " Thracius^^ or " Thracicus.^'

484.— Ftr^., G., 4, 524:. —Apollod., 1, 3.)
CEbalia, I. the ancient name of Laconia, which it
received from CEbalus, one of its ancient kings. {Serv.
Hence (Ebalius is used
ad Virg., Georg., 4, 125.)
by the poets as equivalent to Laconicus or Spartanus,
and is applied to Castor and Pollux (" CEbalii fralres,'^
Statins, Sylv., 3, 2, 10), to Helen {^'CEbalia pellex,"

{Ovid, lb,

supposed religion of the Odyssey,
without introducing quarrels, battles, and vehement
excitement among the gods in which there would
have been no difficulty, if the difference of character in
the gods of the two poems were introduced by the
On the Ovid, Rem. Am., 458), to Hyacinthus (" (Ebalius
poet, and did not grow out of the subject.
II. A name applied
other hand, the human race appears, in the houses of puer,^^ Martial, 14, 173), &c.
Nestor, Menelaiis, and especially of Alcinoiis, in a far to Tarentum, because founded by a Spartan colony.
more agreeable state, and one of far greater comfort {Plin.,3,U.— Plot., I, IS.)
and luxury, than in the Iliad.
But where could the
(Ebalus, I. a son of Argulius, king of Laconia,
enjoyments, to which the Atridae, in their native palace, which country received from him, among the poets,
He was the father of Tyndarus,
and the peaceable Phaeacians could securely abandon the name of (Ebalia.
themselves, find a place in a rough camp ^
{Hygin., fab., 78 ) 11.
Granting, ami grandfather of Helen.
however, that a different taste and feeling is shown in A son of Telon, king of Capreae, and of the nymph
the choice of the subject and in the whole arrange- Sebethis.
Serv., ad loc)
{Virg., JEn., 7, 734.
ment of the poem, yet there is not a greater difference
CEcHALiA, I. a city of Thessaly, in the district of
Homer here couples
than is found in the inclinations of the same man in Estiseotis.
{Horn., II., 2, 729.)
the prime of life and in old age
and, to speak can- it with Tricca and Ithome, and of course means by it
Many poets, however, as Strabo
didly, we know no other argument, adduced by the a Thessalian city.
Chorizontes both of ancient and modern times, for at- observes, not adhering to the Homeric geography,
tributing the wonderful genius of Homer to two differ- were of opinion that CEchalia was in Euboea, as Sophwhile others
It is certain that the
ent individuals.
Odyssey, in re- ocles, for instance, in his Trachiniae
{Strabo, 438.
spect of its plan and the conception of its chief char- consigned it to Arcadia or Messenia.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 362.)— II.
acters, of Ulysses himself, of Nestor and Menelaiis.
city of
;

—

—

—

;

—

;

A

stands in the closest affinity with the Iliad ; that it always presupposes the existence of the earlier poem,
and silently refers to it ; which also serves to explain
the remarkable fact, that the Odyssey mentions many
occurrences in the life of Ulysses which lie out of the
compass of the action, but not one which is celebrated
If the completion of the Iliad and the
in the liiad.
Odyssey seems too vast a work for the lifetime of one
man, we may, perhaps, have recourse to the supposition,

.^tolia, belonging to the tribe of Eurytanes.

—

A

{Strabo,

where Eurytus reigned,
and which was destroyed by Hercules. But this opinseem
ion, which is maintained by many writers, would
not to have been a well-grounded one, and we ought

448.)

III.

city of Euboea,

GEchalia of Eurytus
Cramer's Anc.
CEchalia I.
acIV.
city of Messenia,
p. 139.)—
{Pausan.,
cording to some the residence of Eurytus.
that Homer, after having sung the Iliad in the
This is, however, a question which has been
vigour of 4, 33 )
on Homer for,
his youthful years, communicated in his old
age to some much agitated by the commentators
devoted disciple the plan of the Odyssey, which had as Strabo remarks, the poet seems to speak of two
to Eurytus, one
long been working in his mind, and left it to him for places of that name, both belonging
the
in Thessaly, the other in Messenia ; it was from
completion.
{Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 57, seqq.)
(Ek, I. a town in the island of JGgina, above 20 latter that Thamyris, the Thracian bard, was proceedanother Messenian city,
stadia from the capital.
II. A town
{Herod., 5,83 )
ing on his way to Dorium,
in the island of Thera, called also Calliste.
III.
when he encountered the Muses, who deprived him
ApoUodorus acknowledged
city on the coast of Africa, between the two Syrtes, of his art.
(7?., 2, 594.)
which he placed in
and forming, together with Sabrata and Leptis Magna,
only one CEchalia of Eurytus,
the
the district called Tripolis.
of
This city first grew up Thessaly ; but Demetrius
Scepsis admitted also
under the Roman sway, and wa« founded by a colo- Messenian city, which he identified with Andania, a
to look, in all probability, for the
in

Thessaly.
Greece, vol. 2,

{Vid.

—

A

;

—

—

A

CEDI

(EDIPUS.

well-known town of that province on the Arcadian
frontier.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol.
{Strabo, 339.

ed, two-footed, and at last three- footed?" or, as others give it, " What animal is that which
goes on foui
feet
ihe morning, on two at noon, and on three at

—

3, p. 146, seqq.)

m

CEcoMENius, an ancient Greek Commentator on the evening 1" The oracle told the Thebans that they
The time at which he liyed is uncertain; would not be delivered from her until they had solved
Scriptures.
but it was after the eighth century and before the her riddle.
They often met to try their skill and
;

He

generally placed in the ninth century ;
Cave assigns to him the date A.D. 990 ; Lardner,
A.D. 950. OEcumenius was bishop of Tricca, and
the author of commentaries on the Acts of the Apostles, the fourteen epistles of St. Paul, and the seven
Catholic epistles, which contain a concise and pertenth.

is

when they had

failed, the

Sphinx always carried off
and devoured one of their number. At length Haftmon,
son of Creon, having become her victim, the father offered by public proclamation the throne, to which he
had succeeded on the death of Laius, and the hand of

whoever should solve the riddle of
CEdipus, who was then at Thebes, hearing this, came forward and answered the Sphinx that it
was Man who, when an infant, creeps on all fours ;
when he has attained to manhood, goes on two feet
and when old, uses a staff, a third foot.
The Sphinx
thereupon flung herself down to the earth and perished
and CEdipus now unknowingly accomplished the
tant.
The works of CEcumenius were first published remainder of the oracle. He had by his mother two
in Greek at Verona in 1632, and in Greek and Latin sons, Eteocles and Polynices, and two daughters, Anat Paris in 1631, in 2 vols. fol.
To the second vol- tigone and Israene. After some years Thebes was
ume of the Paris edition is added the commentary of afflicted with famine and pestilence and the oracle
Arethas on the book of Revelations.
(Consult Hoff- being consulted, ordered the land to be purified of the
blood which defiled it.
mann, Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 156.)
Inquiry was set on foot after
OEdipcs (OidiTTovf), was the son of Laius, king the murder of Laius, and a variety of concurring cirof Thebes, and of Jocasta, the daughter of Menceceus. cumstances brought the guilt home to CEdipus.
JoHomer calls his mother Epicasta. An oracle had casta, on the discovery being made, hung herself, and
warned Laius against having children, declaring that her unhappy son and husband, in his grief and despair,
he would meet his death by means of his offspring
He was banished from Thebes ;
put out his eyes.
spicuous illustration of these parts of the New Testament.
Besides his own remarks and notes, they
consist of a compilation of the notes and observations
of Chrysostom, Cyrill of Alexandrea, Gregory NazianHe is thought to have written also
zen, and others.
a commentary on the four gospels, compiled from the
writings of the ancient fathers, which is not now ex-

his sister Jocasta, to

the Sphinx.
;

;

;

—

;

;

The herdsman, moved

and, accompanied by his daughters, who faithfully adhered to him, he came, after a tedious period of miserable wandering, to the grove of the Furies at Colonus,
a village not far from Athens, and there found the termination of his wretched life, having mysteriously disappeared from mortal view, and been received into the

one account {Sopk., (Ed. Tyr., 1038), gave the babe

bosom of

and the monarch accordingly

refrained, until,

after

some

lapse of time, having indulged in festivity, he
forgot the injunction of the god, and Jocasta gave
birth to a son.
The father immediately delivered the
child to his

herdsman

to expose on Mount Cithajron.
to compassion, according to

to a neatherd belonging to Polybus, king of Corinth,
or, as others say {Eurip., Phoeniss., 28), the neatherds

of Polybus found the infant after it had been exposed,
and brought it to Peribcea, the wife of Polybus, who,
being childless, reared it as her own, and named it
CEdipus, on account of its swollen feet (from oifieu, to

and irovg, afoot); for Laius, previous to its exposure, had pierced its ankles, and had inserted through
the wound a leathern thong.
The foundling CEdipus
was brought up by Polybus as his heir. Happening
to be reproached by some one at a banquet with being
a supposititious child, he besought Periboea to inform
him of the truth ; but, unable to get any satisfaction
from her, he went to Delphi and consulted the oracle.
The god directed him to shun his native country, or
else he would be the slayer of his father and the sharer
of his mother's bed.
He therefore resolved never to
return to Corinth, where so much crime, as he thought,
awaited him, and he took his road through Phocis.
swell,

Now

—
—

the earth.
Soph.,
{Apollod., 3, 5, 8, seq.
The history of his sons will be found
Col.)
Such is
under the articles Eteocles and Polynices.
the form in which the history of CEdipus has been

(Ed.

We

will
transmitted to us by the Attic dramatists.
The hero of
consider its more ancient shape.
"
I saw (in Erebus) the mother of
the Odyssey says,
CEdipodes (such being his Homeric name), the fair
in
her ignorance, did an awful deed,
Epicasta, who,
marrying her own son, and he married, having slain

now

his

own

father,

and immediately the gods made this
Now he ruled over the Cadmseans

known unto men.

in desirable Thebes, suffering woes through the pernicious counsels of the gods ; but she, oppressed with
of Aides, the strong gategrief, went to the abode
keeper, having fastened a long halter to the lofty roof,
and left to him many woes, such as the Furies of a
In the
mother produce."
{Od., 11, 271, segq.)

Iliad (23,

679) the funeral games are mentioned which
" fallen
in honour of the

were celebrated at Thebes
Hesiod {Op.
CEdipodes.*'

et D., 162) speaks of the
it
happened that Laius, at this same time, was
on his way to Delphi, for the purpose of ascertaining heroes who fell fighting at the sever>-gated Thebes, on
whether the child which had been exposed had perish- account of the sheep of CEdipodes. It would also
ed or not. He was in a chariot, accompanied by his seem that, according to the above passage of the Odysa few attendants came after. sey, and to the epic poem the " CEdipodea"(Paiwan.,
herald Polyphontes
The father and son, total strangers to each other, met 9, 5, 11), Epicasta had not any children by her son ;
in a narrow road in Phocis.
CEdipus was ordered to Eurygeneia, the daughter of Hyperphas, being the
make way, and, on his disregarding the command, the mother of his well-known offspring. According to the
charioteer endeavoured to crowd him out of the path. cyclic Thebais, the fatal curse of CEdipus on his sons
A contest thereupon ensued, and both Laius and the had the foUowmg origin Polynices placed before his
charioteer, together with all the attendants except one, father a silver table which had belonged to Cadmus,
who fled, were slain by the hand of CEdipus. Imme- and filled a golden cup with wine for him but when
;

:

;

diately after the death of Laius, Juno, always hostile
to the city of Bacchus, sent a monster named the

Sphinx to ravage the territory of Thebes. It had the
face of a woman, the breast, feet, and tail of a lion,
and the wings of a bird. This monster had been
taught riddles by the Muses, and she sat on the Phicean Hill, and propounded one to the Thebans. It was
this:

''What

«16

is that

which has one voice,

is four-foot-

CEdipus perceived the heir-looms of his family thus set
before him, he raised his hands and prayed that his
sons might never divide their inheritance peaceably,
Elsewhere {ap. Schol. ad Soph.,
but ever be at strife.
(Ed. Col, 1440) the Thebais said, that his sons havinstead of the shoulder of the
ing sent him the loin,
victim, he flung it to the ground, and prayed that ther
might fall by each other's hands. The motives a»-

CENI

CENO

are certainly of a more dignisigned by the tragedians
fied nature than these, which seem trifling and insigThis story affords convincing proof of the
nificant.
which the Attic tragedians allowed themgreat liberties
It was purely
selves to take with the ancient myths.

—

Athenian vanity that Sophocles, contrary to
the current tradition, made CEdipus die at Colonus.
His blindness also seems a tragic fiction. Euripides
makes Jocasta survive her sons, and terminate her life
to gratify

by the sword.

{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 340, seqq.)
CEnecs, a king of Calydon in .^Elolia, son of ParHe married Altha;a, the daughter of Thestius,
thaon.
by whom he had, among other children, Meleager and
After Althaea's death, he married Periboea,
De'ianira.
the daughter of Hipponoiis, by whom he became the faIn a sacrifice which CEneus made
ther of Tydeus.
to all the gods, upon reaping the rich produce of his
fields, he forgot Diana, and the goddess, to revenge
this neglect, sent a wild boar to lay waste the terriThe animal was at last killed by Metory of Calydon.
leager and the neighbouring princes of Greece, in a
celebrated chase known by the name of the chase of
the Calydonian boar.
After the
(Vid. Meleager.)
death of Meleager, CEneus -was dethroned and imprisoned by the sons of hia brother Agrius. Diomede,
having come secretly from the city of Argos, slew all
the sons of Agrius but two, who escaped to the Peloponnesus, and then, giving the throne of Calydon to Andrsemon, son-in-law of CEneus, who was himself now
too old to reign, led the latter with him to Argolis.
CEneus was afterward slain by the two sons of Agrius,
who had fled into the Peloponnesus. Diomede buried
him in Argolis, on the spot where the city of CEnoe,
called after CEneus, was subsequently erected.
CEneus is said to have been the first that received the vine

of Alexander the Great.
{Plut., Vit. Alex.)
By th«
advice of Cassander, the CEniadae settled at Sauria
(probably Thyria), another Acarnanian town.
Many
years afterward, the iEtolians were compelled to evacuate CEniadae by Philip the son of Demetrius,
king of
Macedon, in an expedition related by Polybius. This
monarch, aware of the advantage to be derived from
the occupation of a
place so favourably situated with
regard to the Peloponnesus, fortified the citadel, and
enclosed within a wall both the fort and arsenal. {PoIn the second Punic war this town was
lyb.y 4, 65.)
taken by the Romans, under Valerius Laevinus, and
up to the iEtolians their allies (Lie, 26, 24.
fiven
^olyb., 9, 39); but, on a rupture taking place with
that people, it was finally restored to the Acamanians.

—

The precise
{Liv. 38, n.—Polyb.,fragm., 22, 15.)
site of this ancient city remains yet unascertained ;
for,

though many antiquaries have supposed

that.it is

represented by a place called Trigardon, close to the
mouth of the Acheloiis, and on its right bank, there
are several strong objections against the correctness
of this.
A principal obstacle to the reception of such

an opinion is found in the fact, that Trigardon is situated on the right bank of the Acheloiis, whereas the
ancient town was evidently on the left.
The ruins
which Sir W. Gell describes as situated above Missolonghi and the lake of Anatolico, on the spot named
Kuria Irene, seem to possess many of the characteristic features
appertaining to CEniadae. (Itin. of Greece,
Dodwell, however, decides against Kuria
p. 297.)
Irene, and in favour of Trigardon.
{Cramefs Anc.

Greece, vol. 2,

(Enidks

p.

21, seqq.)

{Olveidrjg), a

patronymic of Meleager, son

of CEneus.

{Ovid, Met., 8, 414.)
CEnoe, I. a town, and demus or borough, of Attica, classed by Harpocration and the other lexicograare informed by the
phers under the tribe .Mantis.
same writers that it was part of the Tetrapolis. {Har-

from Bacchus. The god taught him how to cultivate
it, and the juice of the grape was called after his name
{olvoq, ''winey
Apollod 1, 8.
Hygin.,fab., 129).
Strabo, 383.)
CENiADiE, a city of Acarnania, near the mouth of pocr., s. V. OlvoT].
Steph. Byz., s. v.
the Acheloiis.
Thucydides represents it as situated From Dodwell we learn (vol. 2, p. 163) that the site
on the Acheloiis, a little above the sea, and surround- of this town still retains its name and some vestiges
II. Another borough of Attied by marshes caused by the overflowing of the river, near the cave of Pan.
which rendered it a place of great strength, and de- ca, on the confines of Bceotia, near Eleutherae. III.
terred the Athenians from undertaking its siege
when, A small Corinthian fortress, near the promontory of

—

We

—

,

—

—

—

—

;

unlike the other cities of Acarnania, it embraced the
cause of the Peloponnesians, and became hostile to
Athens.
At a later pe2, 102.)
{Thucyd., 1, III
riod of the war, it was, however, compelled by the
Acarnanian confederacy to enter into an alliance with
;

that power.
The same writer
(Thucyd., 3, 77.)
gives us to understand, that CEniadae was first founded
by Alcmaeon, according to an oracle which he consulted after the murder of his mother, and that the prov-

ince was named after his son Acarnan (2, 102).
Stephanus asserts that this city was first called Erysiche,
a fact of which the poet Alcman had made mention in
a passage cited by more than one writer
but Strabo,
on the authority of ApoUodorus, places the Erysichaji
in the interior of Acarnania, and
consequently appears
to distinguish them from the CEniadoe.
From Pausanias we learn (4, 25), that the Messenians, who had
been settled at Naupactus by the Athenians not long
after the Persian invasion, made an expedition from
;

CEniadaR, which, after some resistance,
they captured and held for one year, when they were
in their turn besieged by the united forces of the
Acamanians. The Messenians, despairing of being
able to defend the town against so great a number of
troops, cut their way through the enemy, and reached
Naupactus without experiencing any considerable loss.
The ^^tolians having, in process of time, conquered
that part of Acarnania which
lay on the left bank of
the Acheloiis, became also
possessed of CEniadae,
when they expelled the inhabitants under circumstances apparently of great
hardship and cruelty, for which.

that city to

It

was

said, they

were threatened with the vengeance

{Strabo, 380.) Xenophon sl&ies {Hist. Gr.,
it was taken on one occasion
by Agesicity of Elis, supposed by some to be the
same with Ephyre, situated near the sea on the road
leading from Elis to the coast, and 120 stadia from
V.
town of Argolis, bethat city.
{Strabo, 338.)
tween Argos and Mantinea, and on the Arcadian fronOlmias.

4, 5, 5) that
IV.
laus.

—

A

—

tier.

It

was

and named
2,

said to

A

have been founded by Diomede,
CEneus. {Pausan.,

after his grandfather

25. — Apollod.,

1,

8, 6.)

The

site

of this place,

according to modern maps, is still called Enoa. {Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 292.)
CEnomaus, a son of Mars by Sterope, the daughter
of Atlas.
The legend connected with his name will
be found under the article Pelops.
CEnone, a nymph of Mount Ida, daughter of the

Cebrenus in Phrygia. Paris, when a shepherd
on Mount Ida, and before he was discovered to be a
son of Priam, had united himself in marriage to
CEnone and as she had received from Apollo the
her husband against the
gift of prophecy, she warned
She at the
consequences of his voyage to Greece.
same time told him to come to her if ever he was
wounded, as she alone could cure him. Paris came
to her, accordingly, when he had been wounded by
one of the arrows of Philoctetes, but CEnone, offended
at his desertion of her, refused to aid him, and he
river

;

died on his return to Ilium.
Repenting of her cruelto his relief; but, coming too
ty, CEnone hastened
on his funeral pile and perished.
late, she threw herself
10, 259, seqq.—
{Apollod., 3, 12, 6.— Quint., Smyr.,

Canon., 22.)

»1¥

OGY

(ETA
CEnopIa, one of the ancient names of the island

as Alponus, the first Locrian town (7, 216).
On
the summit of Mount CEta were two castles, named

(Ovid, Met., 7, 473.)
GEnopion, a son of Bacchus and Ariadne, and king
of Chios.
His name is connected with the legend of
Orion. (Vid. Orion.)
CEnotri, the inhabitants of CEnotria.
CEnotria, a name derived from the ancient race of
the CEnotri, and in early use among the Greeks to
designate a portion of the southeastern coast of Italy.
The name is derived by some from olvoc, "wine,^^
and they maintain that the early Greeks called the
country CEnotria, or the wine-land, from the number
of vines they found growing there when they first became acquainted with the region. {Manncrt, Geogr.,
vol. 9, pt. 1, p. 542.)
With the poets of a later age

CEtylcs, a town of Laconia, so called from an Argive hero of that name, was situate eighty stadia from
Thalamae.
{Pausan., 3, 26.) Homer has noticed it
among the towns subject to Menelaus. {II., 2, 585.)
Strabo observes that it was usually called Tylus.
{Sfrab., 360.)
Ptolemy writes the name Bityla (p.
90), and it is still known by that of Vitido.
{GeWs
Pausanias noticed here a temple of
Itin., p. 237.)
a
and
statue
of
Carneius
in
the
forum.
Serapis,
Apollo

it is a
The CEnotri,
general appellation for all Italy.
as they were called, appear to have been spread over
a large portion of Southern Italy, and may be regard-

{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 187.)
Ofellus, a character drawn in one of the satires of
Ofellus represents a Sabine peasant, whose
Horace.

-Egina.

ed, not as a very early branch of the primitive Italian
stock, but rather as the last scion propagated in a
(Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.
southerly direction.

336.)

CEnotrides, small islands, two in number, off the
coast of Lucania, and a little above the promontory
of Palinurus.
They lay in front of the city of Velia,
where the riyer Heles empties into the sea. {Plin.,
7, 7.)

CEn5trus, a son of Lycaon. He was fabled to
have passed with a body of followers from Arcadia
into Southern Italy, and to have given the name of
CEnotria to that part of the country where he settled.
(But consult remarks under the article CEnotria,
where a more probable etymology is given for the

name

of the country.)

CEnos.^ or CEnuss/e, I. small islands in the .^geaa Sea, between Chios and the mainland, now Spermadori, or (as the modern Greeks more commonly
term them) Egonuses. {Herod, 1, 16.5.
Thucyd.,
8, 24.— P/tTi., 5, 2\.—Bischoffund Mbller, Worterb.

—

800.) —

II. Small islands off the coast
der Gcogr., p.
of Messenia, and nearly facing the city of Methone.
They are two in number, and are now called Sapicnta and Cabrera. {Pausan., 4, 34.
Plin., 4, 11.)
CEnus, I. a town of Laconia, supposed to have been
situated on the river of the same name flowing near

—

Sellasia.

ern

name

{Polyb., 2, 65.— Lb., 34, 28.) The modis Tchelesina.
Sir
Gell describes the

W.

which falls into the Eurotas a
north of Sparta.
{Itin. of the Morea, p. 223 )
II. or .^nus, a river of Germany,
separating Noricum from Vindelicia, and falling into the Danube at
Boiodurum or Passau. It is now the Inn. {Tacit.,

river as a large stream,
little

—

5.— Id., Germ., 2S.—Ptol., 2, 14.)
CEta, a celebrated chain of mountains in Thessaly,
whose eastern extremity, in conjunction with the sea,
forms the famous pass of Thermopylae.
It e.viended
its ramifications westward into the
country of the Dorians, and still farther into ^Etolia, while to the south
it was connected with the
mountains of Locris, and
Hist., 3,

rod. ,7, 217.)

of which many have misconceived, consult the remarks of Heyne {ad Eclog., 8, 30). The highest
summit of CEta, according to Livy, was named Callidrornus
it
was occupied by Cato with a body of
:

troops in the battle fought at the pass of Thermopylae
between the Romans under Acilius Glabrio and the
army of Antiochus, and, owing to this manosuvre, the
entirely routed.

{Liv-, 36, 15.

—

Plin., 4,

Herodotus describes the path by which the Persian army turned the position of the Greeks as beginning at the \sopus. Its name, as well as that of the
7.)

mountain,

is

—

445.)

good sense is agreeably contrasted with the ex{Horat., Sat., 2, 2.)
travagance and folly of the great.
Oglasa, a small island off the coast of Etruria,
some distance below Planasia, famed for its wine, now
plain

Mmte

Crista.

Ogyges

or

{Plin., 3, 7.)

Ogygus

{'ilyvyijg or 'Qyvyog) is said
have been the first king of Athens and of Thebes.
ad
{Tzetz.
Lycopkr., 1206.) Thus, Pausanias tells
us that the Ectenes, who were the most ancient inhabitants of Boeotia, were the subjects of Ogyges, and
that Thebes itself was called Ogygian, an epithet which
to

is

also applied to

—JEsch., Pers.,

it

{Pausan.,

by iEschylus.

That Ogyges was

37.)

9, 5, 1.

closely con-

nected with Thebes as well as Attica, appears from
the tradition, according to which he was said to be the
son of Bceotus.
{Schol. ad Apollon. Ph., 3, 1178.)
It
may also be mentioned, that the oldest gate in
Thebes was called Ogygian.
{Pausan., 9, 8,- 3.)
The name of Ogyges is connected with the ancient
deluge which preceded that of Deucalion, and he is
said to have been the only person saved when the
whole of Greece was covered with water.
possess scarcely any particulars respecting him
and the
accounts which have come down to us are too vague
and unsatisfactory to form any definite opinion on the

We

;

He

subject.
to

history.

clearly belongs to mythology rather than
earlier Greek writers, Herodotus,

The

Thucydides, Xenophon, &c., make no mention of his
name but the accounts preserved by Pausanias and
other authors appear to indicate the great antiquity of
Varro places the delthe traditions respecting him.
uge of Og)'ges, which he calls the Jirst deluge, 400
years before Inachus, and, consequently, 1600 years
This would refer it to a
before the first Olympiad
and the deluge
period of 2376 years before Christ
;

;

of Noah, according to the Hebrew text, is 2349, there
Varro's opinion is
being only 27 years difference.
mentioned by Censorinus {de Die Nat., c. 21). It
appears from Julius Africanus {ap. Eiiseb., Prcep. Ev.)
that Acusilaus, the first author who placed a deluge in

(Lir., 36,

ocles represents Jove as thundering on the lofty crags
of CEta. {Track., 436.) As regards the expression
of Virgil, *' tibi deserit Hesperus CEtam,''^ the meanincr

was

—

p.

the reign of Ogyges, made this prince contemporary
15.— Strabo, 428 —He- with Phoroneus, which would have brought him very
Its modern name is iTa^arofAra.
Soph- near the first Olympiad. Julius Africanus makes only

those of Boeotia.

latter

Tichius and Khodunlia, which were successfully defended by the ^tolians against the Romans.
{Liv.,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1,
36, 19.
Strabo, 428.

Anopaea.

918

It leads

along this ridge as far

an interval of 1020 years between the two epochs;
is even a
passage in Censorinus conformaSome also read Erogiiium in
ble to this opinion.
place of Ogygium, in the passage of Varro which we
But what would this be but an Erogihave quoted.
tian cataclysm, of which nobody has ever heard 1

and there

transl.)

the

Jameson's

Earth,
144,
Theory of
— In
a note appended to Lemaire's edition

{Cuvier,

p.

of

Ovid's Metamorphoses, Ciavier enumerates the Mosaand Chinese
ic, Grecian, Assyrian, Persian, Indian,
traditions concerning a universal deluge, and conof
the
that
the
surface
cludes from them
globe, five
or sis thousand years ago, underwent a general and
sudden revolution, by which the lands inhabited by
the

human beings who

lived at that time,

and by

thie

LB

O
TaTious species of unimals

OLI

known

were overflowed by the ocean

;

at the present day,
out of which emerged

the present habitable portions of the globe.
This celebrated naturalist maintains, that these regions of the
earth were peopled by the few individuals who were

saved, and that the tradition of the catastrophe has
been preserved among these new races of people, variously modified by the difference of their situation

and

their social condition.
According to Cuvier, simrevolutions of nature had taken place at periods
The
long antecedent to that of the Mosaic deluge.
ilar

dry land was inhabited, if not by human beings, at
least by land animals at an earlier period
and must
have been changed from the dry land to the bed of
the ocean ; and it might even be concluded, from the
various species of animals contained in it, that this
change, as well as its opposite, had occurred more
than once.
{Theory of the Earth, Jameson'' s Iransl.,
This theory, however, has been ably attackp. 418.)
;

—

ed by Jameson.
Various etymologies have been proKenrick supposes that
posed for the name Ogyges.
the word was derived from the root yvyrj, signifying
darkness or night, and quotes a passage of HesychiU8 in support of his view, which appears, however,
to be corrupt.
The more favourite theory of modern scholars connects the name with Oceanu.s: which

etymology

is

supported, as

is

thought, by the tradi-

northern part of the island.
According to Reichard,
some traces of it still remain on the shores of the
bay
of Volpe
{Itin. Ant., p. 79 )— V. Or Boryslhenie,
called also (^Ibiopolis and Miletopolis, a city of Euro-

pean Sarmatia, according to Stcphanus of Byzantium
and Mela, at the mouth of the Borysthenes, but, according to other writers, at some distance from the
sea.
It was colonized by the Milesians, and is at the
present day, not Otchakow, as some have thought, but

Kudak, a small place in the vicinity. {Bischoff und
The latest of
M'oUcr, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 195.)
the ancient names of this place was
Borystbenis, an^
the one preceding it Olbia.
Olchinium or Olcinium, now Dulcigno, a town oi
Dalmatia, on the coast of the Adriatic. {Liv., 45, 26
—Plin., 3, 22
OtEAROs.

)

Vid. Antiparos.
{'Ql^v), the name of one of the earliest bards
mentioned in the history of Greek Poetry. Accord-

Olen

ing to a tradition preserved by Pausanias (10, 5, 4),
he came originally from the country of the Hyperboreans, and the Delphian priestess Boeo called him the
first
prophet of Phoebus, and the first who, in early
times, founded the style of singing in epic metre (fTreu)v uoidd).
He appears to have settled in Lycia,
and afterward to have proceeded to Delos, whither he
transplanted the worship of Apollo and Diana, and the

'•
On the early Kings
rick, Philol. Museum, No. 5,
" 0«
of Attica."— Thirlwall, Philol. Mus., No. 6,
Creuzer und Hermann, Briefe icber HoOgyges.^''

which deities, in the country of the Hyperbohe celebrated in his hymns.
Many ancient
hymns, indeed, attributed to Olen, were preserved at
Delos, which are mentioned by Herodotus (4, 35),
and which contained remarkable mythological traditions and significant appellatives of the gods.
Mention is also made of his nomes, that is, simple and anwith
certain
combined
fixed
tunes, and
tique songs,
fitted to be sung for the circular dance of a chorus.
The time when Olen flourished is uncertain. It is
supposed to have been before Orpheus. {Schbll, Hist.

mer und Hesiodus, p

Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p.

tion that places

Ogyges

in

the time of the deluge.
is remarked that
Ogyges

In support of this view, it
is only a reduplication of the radical
syllable Og or
Oc, which we find in Oceamis {vid. Oceanus II.), and
also in Ogen (which is explained by Hesychius as
A similar
equivalent to Oceanus : 'Qyijv, '^Keavog).
reduplication appears to take place in erv/io^, err/TvOTrnrTevuaTLTuXku.
uraXog,
{Kenflag- dirrofiai,

—

—

V 'dicker, My105, in notis.
des lap. GeschL, p. 67.
Schwenck, Andeut., p.
179.)
Regarding, therefore, the name Ogyges as a
general type of the waters, we may trace a resemblance between its radical syllable and the forms ux-a,
^'water''^ (compare the Latin aq-ua) ; aly-eq, 'Uhe
tkol.

—

birth of

reans,

33.— Mailer, Hist. Lit. Gr., p, 24.)
an ancient city of -^tolia, in the vicinof Pleuron, and known to Homer, who enumerates

Olenus,

I.

ity
it in

'Xx-t^V^, "the water-god ;" Am/c-of, another marine deity, and the ruler over the island iCly-Lva.

It was
his catalogue.
(//., 2, 638.)
destroyed
by the JEtolians, and preserved but few vestiges in
Strabo's time.
The goat AmaUhnea
{Strab., 460.)
is called Olenia by the poets {Ovid, Met., 2, 594), because nurtured in the vicinity of this place.
II. One

{Schwenck, l. c.) But, whatever may be the etymology of the name, the adjective derived from it is frequently employed by the Greek writers to indicate any
learn from the schothing ancient or unknown.
liast on Hesiod, that,
according to one tradition, Ogyges was the king of the gods, and some think that the

of the most ancient of the cities of Achaia, situate on
the western coast, at the mouth of the river Peyrus.
According to Polybius (2, 41, 7), it was the only one
of the twelve cities which refused to accede to the confederation, upon its renewal after an interruption of
some years. In Strabo's time it was deserted, the in-

loaves;''''

We

name

originally indicated nothing more than the high
antiquity of the times to which it referred.
(Encycl.

Us. Knmol., vol. 16, p. 412.)
Ogvgia, I. an ancient name of Boeotia, from OgyII. The
(Vid. Ogyges.)
ges, who reigned there.
The name Ogyisland of Calypso.
{Vid. Calypso.)
gia is supposed to refer to its being in the middle of
the ocean.
{Vid. Ogyges.)
OiLEus, king of the Locrians, was son of Odoedocus, and father of Ajax the Less, who is called, from
his parent, the O'ilean Ajax.
O'ileus was one of the

—

Argonauts.

{Apollod., 3, 10, 7.

— Hy

gin., fab., 14,

18.)

OlbTa, I. a city of Bithynia, in the eastern angle of
the Sinus Olbianus, and probablv the same with Astacus.
II. A
(Plin., 5, 27
Steph Byz., p. 512.)
eity on the coast of Pamphylia, west of Attalea.
(Ptol.
Steph. Byz., p. 512)— III. A town on the
coast of Gaul, founded by Massilia.
It was also called Athenopolis, and is supposed by Mannert to have
been the same with Telo Martins, or Toulon, these
three ancient names indicating, as he thinks, one and
the same city.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 81.)
IV. A town on the eastern coast of Sardinia, in the

—

—

—

—

—

habitants, as Pausanias affirms, having retired to the ad-

{Cramer" s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 70.)
jacent villages.
Olisippo, a city of Lusitania, at the mouth of the
Tagus, near the Atlantic Ocean. {Plin., 4, 35. Id.,

— Varro,

—

was

the only municipium in this section of the country, and, as such, had
It was very probthe appellation of Felicitas Julia.
ably of Roman origin, and the story of its having
8, 67.

R. R.,

It

2, 1.)

been founded by Ulysses

is

a

mere

fable, arising out of

an accidental coincidence of name.

The

in the territory adjacent to this place were
Mannert
for their speed.
{Plin., 8, 42.)

horses bred

remarkable
and many

other geographical writers make Olisippo coincide
with the modern Lisbon (Lissabon), but others op-

pose

this.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 1, p.

342.— Com-

The name

of this city is
Thus we have Olisipo in some auvariously written.
the account of its
thors, and in others, who favour

pare Ukert, vol. 2,

p.

394.)

foundation by Ulysses,
Wesseling, ad Itin., p.
1, vol. 2, pt. 3, p. 25.)

we find Ulvsippo. (Consult
U%.—Tzschucke, ad Mel, 3,

in the Alps, and falling into
the Oglio, and forms in its course
{Plin., 3, 19.)
Sebinus, now Lago d'Jseo.

Ollius, a river rising
the Po.
the

Lake

It is

now
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Olympia (orum\ I. the chief of the four great na- esteemed an act of sacrilege. On this privilege tti«
games or festivals of the Greeks. They were Eleans founded a claim to nave their territory always
i

'

tional

celebrated at Olyrapia, a sacred spot on the banks of
the Alpheus, near £lis, every fifth year.
The exact
interval at which they recurred was one of forty-nine
and fifty lunar months alternately ; so that the cele-

j

bration sometimes fell in the month Apollonius (July),
sometimes in the month Parthenius (August). {Bockh,
ad Pind., Olymp., 3, 18. Muller^s Dorians, vol. 1,
The period between two celep. 281, Eng. traiisl)
brations was called an Olympiad.
The Olympic festival lasted five days.
Its origin is concealed amid

—

—

the obscurity of the mythic period of Grecian history.
Olympia was a sacred spot, and had an oracle of Ju-

considered sacred, though in fact they themselves did
not abstain from war.
As the presiding nation, they
gave laws for the regulation of the festival, imposed
penalties on individuals and states, and had the power
of excluding from the games those who resisted their
decrees.
They actually thus excluded the Lacedapmonians on one occasion, and the Athenians on another.
The Eleans appointed the judges of the contest, who were called Hellanodicce {'EA?iavo6[Kac)
These were instructed in the duties of their office, for
a period of ten months before the festival, by Elean
officers

The
piter long before the institution of the games.
Eleans had various traditions, which attributed the
original foundation of the festival to gods and heroes

called

were sworn

Nomophylaces (No/io^vAa/cef )

:

they

to act impartially, and an appeal might be
their decision to the Elean senate.
Their

made from
number varied at different periods
in the 106th
at a long period prior to the Trojan war, and among Olympiad it was fixed at ten, which was the number
these to the Idsean Hercules, to Pelops, and to Her- ever afterward.
The judges had under them different
cules the son of Alcmena. The Eleans farther stated, officers, called ulvrai, whose business it was to keep
order.
These officers were called fiaoTiyoipopot in
that, after the yEtolians had possessed themselves of
the other Grecian games.
Elis, their whole territory was consecrated to Jupiter
(Consult, in relation to
that the games were revived by their king Iphitus, in these details, Pausamas, 5, 9, 4, seq.
6, 24, 3.)—
conjunction with Lycurgus, as a remedy for the disor- The Olympic festival consisted of religious ceremo:

i

—

;

ders of Greece ; and that Iphitus obtained the sanction of the Delphic oracle to the institution, and appointed a periodical sacred truce, to enable persons to
attend the games from every part of Greece, and to
This event was rereturn to their homes in safety.
corded on a disc, which was preserved by the Eleans,
and on which the names Iphitus and Lycurgus were

nies,

who

athletic

contests,

presided over

it

The

and races.

chief deity

was Jupiter Olympius, whose

ivory and gold
Olympia, containing
statue of the god, was one of the most magnificent
works of art in Greece. The worship of Apollo was

temple

the

at

associated with that of Jupiter {Miiller^s Dorians, vol.
1, p. 279, segq., Eng. transL); and the early tradiinscribed.
Pausan., 5, 20, tions connect Hercules with the festival. {Id. ib., p.
{Plut., Vit. Lycurg., 1.
Other accounts mention Cleosthenes of Pisa as 453.) This is another proof of the Dorian origin of
21.)
an associate of Iphitus and Lycurgus in the revival of the games, for Apollo and Hercules were two of the
the festival.
All that can safely be inferred from this principal deities of the Doric race.
There were altradition, which has been embellished with a variety of tars at Olympia to other gods, which were said to

—

legends, seems to be, that Sparta concurred with the
two states most interested in the plan, and mainly contributed to procure the consent of the other Peloponnesians.
{ThirlwalVs Greece, vol. 1, p. 386.) The
date of the revival by Iphitus is, according to Eratosthenes, 884 B.C. according to Callimachus, 828 B.C.
Mr. Clinton prefers the latter date. {Fast. Hell.,
The Olympiads began to be
vol. 2, p. 408, note h.)
reckoned from the year 776 B.C., in which year Coroebus was victor in the foot-race.
have lists of
the victors from that year, which always include the
victors in the foot-race, and in later times those in the
;

have been erected by Hercules, and

at

which the

vic-

The most

magnificent sacrifices and
presents were also offered to Jupiter Olympius by the
competitors, and by the different states of Greece.
tors sacrificed.

—

The games

consisted of horse and foot races, leaping,
throwing, wrestling and boxing, and combinations of
these exercises.
1. The earliest of these games was

was the only one revived
by Iphitus. The space run was the length of the stadium, in which the games were held, namely, about
600 English feel. In the 14th Olympiad (724 B.C.),
the Siav?.og was added, in which the stadium was travother games.
{Pausan., 5, 8, 3.) The Olympic, like ersed twice. The dolixoc, which consisted of several
all the other public festivals,
might be attended by all lengths of the stadium (seven, twelve, or twenty-four,
who were of the Hellenic race though at first prob- according to different authorities), was added in the
ably the northern Greeks, and perhaps the Achaeans of 15th Oly'rnpiad (B.C. 720). A race in which the runPeloponnesus, were not admitted.
Spectators came ners wore armour {oTrliruv Spofioc) was established in
2.
to Olympia, not only from Greece itself, but also from the 65ih Olympiad, but soon after abolished.
the Grecian colonies in Europe, Asia, and Africa.
Wrestling {ttu^.t}) was introduced in the 18th OlymAmong them were solemn deputations sent to repre- piad (B.C. 708). The wrestlers were matched in
sent their respective states.
Women, however, were pairs by lot. When there was an odd number, the
forbidden to appear at Olympia, or even to cross the person who was left by the lot without an antagonist
Alpheus, during the festival, under pain of death. But wrestled last of all with him who had conquered the
the foot-race {^pojuog), which

We

—

;

at a later period we find women taking part in the
chariot-race, though it is doubtful whether they ever
An e.xception was made to
drove their own chariots.
this law of exclusion in favour of the priestess of Ceres
virgins, who were permitted to be present at the games, and had a place assigned to them opThe management of the festival
posite the judges.
was in the hands of the Eleans. Originally, indeed,

and certain

territory Olympia lay, seems to have
an equal share in the administration ; but in the

Pisa, in

had

whose

others.

He was

called e<pe6poq.

The

athlete

who

antagonist three throws gained the victory.
There was another kind of wrestling (uvaic/livo7ra/77),
in which, if the combatant who fell could drag down
his antagonist with him, the struggle was continued
on the ground, and the one who succeeded in getting
uppermost and holding the other down gaine 1 tlie vic3. In the same year was introduced the 'pentath-

gave

tory.

his

—

lon {-KtvTadlov), or, as the Romans called it, quinof the five exercises enumerquertium, which consisted
ated in the following verse, ascribed to Simonides
•

Olympiad the Eleans destroyed Pisa, and from
time they had the entire management of the
'ATifxa, izoduKeirjv, dianov, aKOVTOy irdTn^v,
They proclaimed the sacred truce, first in
games.
"
their own territories, and then throughout the whole of that is,
leaping, running, throwing the quoit, tkrov?*
This truce took etfect from the time of its ing the javelin, wrestling.
Greece.
Others, however, give a
of the exercises of the pentathlon.
proclamation in Elis, and while it lasted the Elean ter- different enumeration
in their hands or on
ritory was inviolable, any armed invasion of it being In leaping, they carry weights

fiftieth

that

'^^
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their shoulders : the object was to leap the greatest
The discus, or
distance, without regard to height.
of a circular or oval shape
quoit, was a heavy weight
;

neither this nor the javelin was aimed at a mark, but
In order to
he who threw farthest was the victor.

gain

a victory in the pentathlon,
in each of its five parts.

—

it

was necessary

to

4. Boxing (Trvy/zj?)
23d Olympiad (B C. 698). The
was introduced
arms
and
covered
with thongs
their
hands
had
boxers
of leather, called cestus, which served both to defend
them and to annoy their antagonists. Virgil {Mv., 5,
405) desrt-ibes the cestus as armed with lead and iron
but this is not known to have been the case among
5. The Pancratium {irayKpariov) conthe Greeks.

conquer

in the

;

—

In this exsisted of boxing and wrestling combined.
ercise, and in the cesius, the vanquished combatant

acknowledged his defeat by some sign and this is
supposed to be the reason why Spartans were forbidden by the laws of Lycurgus to practise them, as it
would have been esteemed a disgrace to his country
;

that a Spartan should confess himself defeated.
these games the combatants fought naked.

In

— The

1. The chariot-race,
horse-races were of two kinds.
generally with four-horse chariots {'nnr€)v re'keiijv 6p6was
introduced
in
the
25th
fioc),
Olympiad (B.C.
The course {iTTTroSpofioc) had two goals in the
680).
at
the
distance
of
two stadia from
middle,
probably
The chariots started from one of these
each other.
goals, passed round the other, and returned along the
other side of the hippodrome. This circuit was made
twelve times.
The great art of the charioteer consisted in turning as close as possible to the goals, but
without running agamst them or against the other

The

places at the starting-post were asThere was another sort
signed to the chariots by lot.
of race between chariots with two horses {dvupi^ or
A race between chariots drawn by mules
(Tvvupi^).
{uTTTfvri) was introduced in the 70lh Olympiad, and
abolislied in the 84th.
2. There were two sorts of
chariots.

—

races on horseback^ namely, the Ke2.T]c, in which each
competitor rode one horse throughout the course, and
the Ka/^TTTJ, in which, as the horse approached the
goal, the rider leaped from his back, and, keeping hold
of the bridle, finished the course on foot.
In the 37th
Olympiad (B.C. 632), racing on foot and wrestling be-

—

—

tween boys was introduced. There were also contests in poetry and music at the Olympian festival.
All persons were admitted to contend in the Olympic
games who could prove that they were freemen, that
they were of genuine Hellenic blood, and that their
characters were free from infamy and immorality. So
great was the importance attached to the second of
these particulars, that the kings of Macedon were
obliged to

make out

—

their Hellenic descent before they

were allowed to contend. The equestrian contests
were necessarily confined to the wealthy, who displayed in them great magnificence
but the athletic exercises were open to the poorest citizens.
An example
of this is mentioned by Pausanias (6, 10, 1).
In the
equestrian games, moreover, there was no occasion
;

for the

son.

owner of the

Thus

chariots to

chariot or horse to appear in per-

Alcibiades, on one occasion, sent seven
the Olympic games, three of which ob-

tained prizes. The combatants underwent a long and
rigorous training, the nature of which varied with the
in which they intended to
engage. Ten months
before the festival they were obliged to appear at Elis,
to enter their names as competitors,
staling at the

game

same time

the prize for which they meant to contend.
This interval of ten months was spent in preparatory
exercises ; and for a part of it, the last thirty days at

they were thus engaged in the gymnasium at
When the festival arrived, their names were
proclaimed in the stadium, and after proving that they
were not disqualified from taking part in the games,
they were led to the altar of
Jupiter the guardian of
least,

Elis.

6

A

oaths (Zevf 6pKioc), where they swore that they had
gone through all the preparatory exercises required by
the laws, and that they would not be guilty of any
fraud, nor of any attempt to interfere with the fair
course of the games.
Any one detected in bribing
his adversary to yield him the victory was heavily fined.
After they had taken the oath, their relations and countrymen accompanied them into the stadium, exhorting
them to acquit themselves nobly. The prizes in the
Olympic games were at first of some intrinsic value,
like those given in the
games described by Homer.
But, after the 7th Olympiad, the only prize given
was a garland of wild olive, cut from a tree in the
sacred grove at Olympia, which was said to have
been brought by Hercules from the land of the Hyperboreans.
Palm-leaves were at the same time placed
in the hands of the victors, and their names, together
with the games in which they had conquered, were
A victory at Olympia, beproclaimed by a herald.
sides being the highest honour which a Greek could
obtain, conferred so much glory on the state to which
he belonged, that successful candidates were frequently solicited to allow themselves to be proclaimed citiFresh
zens of states to which they did not belong.
He
honours awaited the victor on his return home.
entered his native city in triumph, through a breach
made in the walls for his reception ; banquets were

—

given to him by his friends, at which odes were sung

honour of his victory and his statue was often
erected, at his own expense or that of his fellow-citizens, in the Altis, as the sacred grove at Olympia was
At Athens, according to a law of Solon, the
called.
in

;

Olympic victor was rewarded with a prize of 500
drachmae
assigned

at Sparta the

:

him..

and

altars

were

at the

Olympic games.

built

foremost place in battle was
are on record in which

Three instances

sacrifices offered to

conquerors
be generally admitted that the chief object of this festival was to form
Besides this,
a bond of union for the Grecian states.
the great importance which such an institution gave
to the exercises of the body must have had an im-

—

It

seems

to

mense influence in forming the national character.
Regarded as a bond of union, the Olympic festiv&l
seems to have had but little success in promoting
kindly feelings between the Grecian states, and perhaps the rivalry of the contest may have tended to exbut it undoubtedly furnishasperate existing quarrels
ed a striking exhibition of the nationality of the Greeks,
of the distinction between them and other races. Per;

haps the contingent effects of the ceremony were after
all

pia

most important. During its celebration, Olymwas a centre for the commerce of all Greece, for

the

the free interchange of opinions, and for the publicaThe concourse of people from all

tion of

knowledge.
Greece afforded a fit audience for literary productions,
and gave a motive for the composition of works worPoetry and statuary rethy to be laid before them.
ceived an impulse from the demand made upon them
But the
to aid in perpetuating the victor's fame.
most important and most difficult question connected
with the subject is, whether their influence on the na-

The exercises
tional character was for good or evil.
of the body, on which these games conferred the greatest honour, have been condemned by some philosothe active duties of
phers, as tending to unfit men for
a citizen {Aristot., Polit., 7, 14. \8.—Athenceus, 10.
while they are regarded by others as a most
p. 413)
of a manly education, and as the chief
necessary
;

part

cause of the bodily vigour and mental energy which

marked the character of the Hellenic race— The dewhich we have given of the Olympic games
serve also for the other three
will, for the most part,
festivals of Greece, namely, the Isthmian, Ne-

scription

great

(Pausan., lib. 5, «, seq^.
Pindar, Prelim. Diss.— Wachsmuth, HelPotter's Grecian
Un. Altertkumsk.,xol 1, p. \0B.
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mean, and Pythian games.

— West's

—
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Antiquiltes, vol. 1, p.
1,

p.

2M,

—seqq.
seqq.)

495.

— ThirlwalVs

— Encyclop.
A

Greece, vol,

Us. Knowl.,yo\. 16,

name given

p.

the aggregate of
430,
temples, altars, and other structures on the banks of
the Alpheus in Elis, in the immediate vicinity of the
11.

games were

spot where the Olympic

was
nor

to

celebrated.

It

not, as many have incorrectly supposed, a city,
The main feature in
did it at all resemble one.

was

the sacred grove Altis, planted, as leby Hercules, and which he dedicated to
{Find., Olymp., 10, 51.)
Throughout this

Uie picture

told,

fends
upiter.
grove were scattered

in rich profusion the most splenof architectural, sculptural, and pictorial skill.
The site was already celebrated as the seat
of an oracle ; but it was not until the Eleans had con-

did

monuments

quered the
ple

PisataR, and destroyed their city, that a temto the god with the spoils of the van-

was erected

This temple of the Olympian Jove was of
It was sixtyDoric architecture, with a peristyle.
eight feel in height from the ground to the pediment,
ninety-five in width, and two hundred and thirty in
Its roof, at each extremity of which was
length.
placed a gilt urn, was covered with slabs of Pentelic
quished.

The

architect was a native of the country,
In the centre of one of the pediments
stood a figure of victory, with a golden shield, on
which was sculptured a Medusa's head. Twenty-one
the offering of the Roman general Mumgilt bucklers,
raius on the termination of the Achaean war, were also
The sculptures of the
affixed to the outside frieze.
front pediment represented the race of Pelops and

marble.

named

Libo.

CEiiomaus, with Myrtilus and Hippodamia; also Jupithese were
ter, and the rivers Alpheus and Cladeus
all by Pagonius, an artist of Mende in Chalcidic Thrace.
Alcmenes
had
In the rear pediment,
sculptured the
The other parts
battle of the Centaurs and Lapithae.
of the building were enriched with subjects taken from
On entering the gates,
the labours of Hercules.
;

which were of brass, the spectator passed the statue
of Iphitup crowned by Ecechiria, on his right
and,
advancing through a double row of columns supporting
;

porticoes, reached the statue of Jupiter, the chef-d'auvre
The god was represented as seated on
of Phidias.
gold, ebony, and ivory, studded with precious stones, and farther embellished with
{Pausan., 5,
paintings and the finest carved work.
his throne,

11.)

composed of

The Olympian

Athenian

artist in the

was portrayed by the great
sublime attitude and action con-

deity

ceived by Homer. (//., 1, 528, scqq.) The figure was
of ivory and gold, and of such vast proportions that,
though seated, it almost reached the ceiling, which suggested the idea that in rising it would bear away the roof.
The head was crowned with olive. In
{Strabo, 354.)
the right hand it grasped an image of victory, and in the

It was entirely composed of ashes
temple of Pelops,
collected from the thighs of victims, which, being diluted with water from the Alpheus, formed a kind of
cement.
conspicuous feature at Olympia was the
Cronius, or Hill of Saturn, often alluded to by Pin-

—A

and on the summits of which priests named Basilas
god every year at the vernal
{Find., Oiymp., 10, 56.)
equinox.
Xenophon mentions {Hist. Gr., 7, 4, 14) that, in a war waged by
the Eleans with ibe Arcadians, Mount Cronius was
occupied and fortified by the latter. Below that hill
stood the temple of Lucina Olympia, where Sosipolis,
dar,

offered sacrifices to the

the protecting genius of Elis, was worshipped.
The
stadium was a mound of earth, with seats for the Hellanodicae, who entered, as well as the runners, by a
secret portico.
The hippodrome, which was contiguous to the stadium, was likewise surrounded by a

mound

of earth, except in one part, where, on an emwas placed the temple of Ceres Chamyne.
Not far from this were the Olympic gymnasia, for
all sorts of exercises connected with the
games.
Olympia now presents scarcely any vestiges of the
numerous buildings, statues, and monuments so elabChandler could only
orately detailed by Pausanias.
trace "the walls of the cell of a very large temple,
standing many feet high and well built, the stones all
injured, and manifesting the labour of persons who
have endeavoured by boring to get at the metal with
which they were cemented. From a massive capital
remaining, it was collected that the edifice had been
of the Doric order."
Mr.
{Travels, vol, 2, ch. 76.)
Reveit adds, that "this temple appears to be rather
smaller than that of Theseus at Athens, and in no
manner agrees with the temple of the Olympian Jove."
The ruins of this latter edifice, as Sir W. Cell reports, are to be seen towards the Alpheus, and fiftyfive geographic paces distant from the Hill of Saturn.
There are several bushes that mark the spot, and the
inence,

—

Turks of Lalla are often employed in excavating the
Between the temple and the river, in the de-

stones.

scent of the bank, are vestiges of the
buildings serving for the celebration
These accompany the road
games.
The
the right for some distance.

very beautiful.

hippodrome, or
of the Olympic
to Miracca on
whole valley is

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

vol.

3, p,

95, scqq.)

OlvmpIas, I. an Olympiad, or the space of time intervening between any two celebrations of the OlymThe Greeks compu{Vid. Olympia I.)
pic games.
ted time by means of them, beginning with B C. 776,
as
each Olympiad being regarded
equal to four years.
The last one (the 304th) fell on the 440th year of the
Christian era.

(Consult remarks

—

at the

commence-

Olympia I.) II. daughter of Neleft a sceptre, curiously wrought of different metals,
optolemus, king of Epirus, and wife of Philip, king of
on which was perched an eagle. Both the sandals Macedon, by whom she had Alexander the Great.
and vesture were of gold the latter was also enrich- The conduct of Olympias had given rise to the suspied with paintings of beasts and flowers by Panaenus, cion that Alexander was not the son of Philip and
the brother, or, as some say, the nephew, of Phid- the brilliant career of the Macedonian conqueror made
An enclosure his flatterers assign to him for a parent the Father of
ias.
Strabo, I. c.)
{Pausan., I. c.
surrounded the whole, by which spectators were pre- the Gods, Olympias herself, in the intoxication of
this was also dec- female
vented from approaching too near
vanity, hesitated not, at a later day, to sanction
orated with paintings by the same artist, which are the story, and Jupiter was said to have approached
(Consult Wieland,
minutely described, together with the other ornamental her under the form of a serpent.
its
13.
Sueton., Vit. Aug..
supporters, by Pau- ad Lucian. PseudomanU,
appendages to the throne and
statue
of
the
were
The
The ivory parts
sanias.
haughtiness of
constantly 92.
Bottiger, Sabina, p. 212.)
rubbed with oil as a defence against the damp (Pau- Olympias, or, more probably, her infidelity, led Philip
san., 5, 12), and officers, named (paiSpwrat, or clean- to repudiate her, and contract a second marriage
it well
The with Cleopatra, the niece of King Attalus. The murpolished.
sers, were appointed to keep
veil of the temple was of wool dyed with Phoenician der of Philip, which happened not long after, has been
and adorned with Assyrian embroidery, pre- attributed by some to her intrigues, though with no

ment of

the article

;

;

—

;

—

<)

—

purple,

Various other offerings
sented by King Antiochus.
are mentioned by Pausanias, to whom the student
is referred for an account of these, as well as a description,

Among

&c.,

of the

the altars, the
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other buildings at

most remarkable was

Olympia.
that in the

Alexander, after his acgreat degree of probability,
cession to the throne, treated her with great respect,
but did not allow her to take part in the government.
At a subsequent period, after the death of Antipater,
Polysperchon, in order to confirm his power, recalled

OLY

OLY
Olympias from Epirus, whither she had

fled, and conguardianship of the young son of
Alexander. She now cruelly put to death Aridsus, son
of Philip, with his wife Eurydice, as also Nicanor, the
brother of Cassander, together with many leading men
Her
of Macedonia who were inimical to her interests.
cruelties, however, did not remain long unpunished.
Cassander besieged her in Pydna, and she was obliged
to surrender after an obstinate siege, and was put
to death.
Jicstin, lib. 7, 9, 11,
{Vid. Cassander.

fided

to her the

—

14, &.C.)

Olympiodorus, a name common to many individuThe most deserving of our notice are the folI. A native of Thebes in Egypt, flourished
lowing
als.

:

He
beginning of the fifth century of our era.
continued the history of Eunapius from 407 to 425
A.D. His work, entitled "YAt? 'loTopiuQ (" Materials
in the

or 'laTopiKol TioyoL ('' Historical Narratives"), consisted of twenty- two books.
Only a fragThe
ment of it has been preserved by Photius.

for

History''''),

work began with the seventh consulship of the Emperor Honorius, and was brought down to the accesIt was dedicated to the younger
sion of Valentinian.

The historian appears to have been employed also on public business, for he mentions his
having been sent on a mission to Donatus, king of
In his description of the African Oases,
the Huns.
he speaks of wells being made to the depth of 200,
300, and even 500 cubits, and of the water rising up
and flowing from the aperture. Some have supposed
that these must have been Artesian wells.
OlympioII. An Alexandrean philosodorus was a heathen.
He is
pher, who flourished about the year 430 B.C.
celebrated for his knowledge of the Aristotelian doctrines, and was the master of Proclus, who attended
upon his school before he was 20 years of age. This
philosopher is not to be confounded with a Platonist
of the same name who wrote a commentary upon Plato.
He is also to be distinguished from a peripatetic of a
still later
age, who wrote a commentary on the MeteIII. A Platonic philosopher, who
orology of Aristotle.
He
flourished towards the close of the sixth century.
was the author of Commentaries on four of Plato's diTheodosius.

—

—

alogues, the first Alcibiades, the Phaedon, Gorgias, and
The first of these contains a life of Plato,
Philebus.
in which wc meet with certain particulars relative to

passed for one of the seven wonders of the world

—

II. A poet.
{Vid. Olympia II.)
( Firf. Nemesianus.
Olympus, I. a celebrated mountain on the coaat of
Thessaly, forming the limit, when regarded as an en-

range, between the latter country and Macedonia.
highest summit in the chain, to which the name
of Olympus was 8pe<;ially confined by the poets, wa»
fabled to be the residence of the gods, and well deserved the honour.
Travellers who have visited these
tire

The

shores dwell with admiration on the colossal magnificence of Olympus, which seems to rise at once from
the sea to hide its snowy head amid the clouds.
Dr.
Holland, who beheld it from Litochori at its foot, obhad not before been aware of the extreme
serves,
vicinity of the town to the base of Olympus, from the
thick fogs which hung over us for three successive

"We

but on leaving it,
days while traversing the country
and accidentally looking back, we saw through an
of
vast precipices,
opening in the fog a faint outline
seeming almost to overhang the place, and so aerial in
their aspect, that for a few minutes we doubted whethThe fog,
er it might not be a delusion to the eye.
however, dispersed yet more on this side, and partial
;

openings v\ere made, through which, as through arches,
we saw the sunbeams resting on the snowy summits
of Olympus, which rose into a dark blue sky far above
the belt of clouds and mist that hung upon the sides
The transient view we had of the
of the mountain.
mountain from this point showed us a line of precipices of vast height, forming its eastern front towards
the sea, and broken at intervals by deep hollows or
ravines, which were richly clothed with forest- trees.
The oak, chestnut, beech, plane-tree, &c., are seen in
great abundance along the base and skirts of the mountain
and, towards the summit of the first ridge, large
forests of pine spread themselves along the acclivities,
;

giving that character to the face of the mountain which
is so often alluded to by the ancient poets."
{TravThe modern name of the mountain
els, vol. 2, p. 27.)
with the Greeks is Elimbo, and with the Turks SemaCramer^s
vat Evi.
{Kruse, Hellas, vol. 1 , p. 282.
" Few of the GreAnc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 211, seqq.)

—

cian mountains," remarks Dodwell, "soar to the height
of Olympus."
Plutarch {Yit. Mmxl. Paul.), citing the
philosopher Xenagoras, says that it is more than ten
stadia in height, and

M. Bernouille makes

it

1017

toises

It forms a gigantic mass, and
(6501 English feet).
Its southern side
Olympiodorus was a native of Alexandrea, and enjoy- occupies a very extensive space.
ed great reputation in that capital, as will appear from constitutes the boundary of Thessaly, and its northern
To the west it
a distich appended to his commentary on the Gorgias. base encloses the plains of Macedon.
The title which his commentaries bear appears to in- branches out towards Othrys, where its remote swells
which
terminates in
dicate by the words aTro (pcovf/C {''from the mouth'" of are blended with those of Pindus,
Olympiodorus) that they were copied down by the the Adriatic with the abrupt and stormy promontory of
hearers of the philosopher.
Sainte-Croix, however, Acroceraunia. Its rugged outline is broken into many
thinks that this phrase is merely employed to indicate summits, from which circumstance Homer gives it the
It is never completely free
that the doctrine contained in the commentaries was epithet of 7ro2.vdeipd^.
traditional in its nature.
{Magasin. Ejicycl., 3 ann., from snow, and Hesiod {Theog., 118) characterizes it
vol. 1, p. 195.)
Fragments of the commentary on the with the epithet of vi^oc/f. Homer, in his Iliad, calls
Phajdon are given in Fischer's edition of four Platonic it a.ydvvL(l>oq, whereas in his Odyssey he says that it is
or snow, but enjoys
dialogues {Lips., 1783, 8vo), and in Foster's edition never agitated by the wind, rain,
of five of Plato's dialogues {Oxon., 1752, Svo). Frag- a clear and luminous air.
Od., 6, 45.)
{U., 1, 420.
ments of the commentary on the Gorgias were pub- Nothing is easier, says an ingenious author, than to
M. Boivin,
lished by Routh, in his edition of the Gorgias and Eu- reconcile these apparent contradictions.
The commentary or indeed, employs for this purpose a climax of singular
chydemus {Oxon., 1784, 8vo).
scholia on the Philebus will be found in Stallbaum's conjecture.
He supposes a heavenly Olympus, which
edition of that dialogue {Lips., 1820, Svo).
The he turns upside down, with its foot in the heavens,
towards the
commentary on the first Alcibiades forms the second where it never snows, and its summit
Homer gave the
part of Creuzer's Initia Philosophice ac Theologice, &c. earth ; to which part he conceives
mortals were An{Francf, 1820, 8vo).— IV. A native of Alexandrea, a epithet of snowy. As the gods and
Homer imagined mountains
peripatetic, who flourished during the latter half of the ticephali, he maintains that
sixth century.
He was the author of a commentary to be in similar situations
{Mem. de Litt. dans
on the Meteorology of Aristotle, which was edited bv VHist. de VAcad. dcs Inscr., &c., vol. 7.) But the
as on the summit
Aldus, Venet., 1551, fol. {Schiill, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. poet represents the seat of the gods
7, p. 132, &c.)
of Olympus, under the clouds, and of course he does
is full of
OlvmpIus, I. a surname of Jupiter at Olympia, where not imacrine it turned upside down.— Olympus
it had the
the god had a celebrated
epitiieU
glens, and forests, whence
temple and statue, which breaks,.6

the

philosopher

not

to

be

found elsewhere.

This

—

!

'
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OLYMPUS.

OLY

of no^virrvxoc and Ko7.v6tvdp£o^.
(DodweWs Tour,
Near the top Dodwell encounvol. 2, p. 105, seqq.)
tered large quantities of snow, and at last reached a
part where the mountain became bare of all vegetation,
and presented only a cap of snow and ice, on which it
was impossible to be sustained or to walk. At this
time it was the middle of July ; the heat was extreme
towards the base of the mountain, as well as in the
plain, while the masses of snow near its summit gave

a natural aperture in the cliff; it is now called Delik{Cramer'' s Asia Mitask, or "the perforated rock."
V.
mountain on the eastnor, vol. 2, p. Zb7,seq.)
ern coast of Cyprus, just belovv- the promontory DinaIt is now Monte Santa-Croce.
retum.
This mountain had on it a temple sacred to Venus Acraea, from

—

The view from

the highest acdescribed as being very
The mountain seemed to touch
extensive and grand.
Peliori and Ossa, and the vale of Tempe appeared only
a narrow gorge, while the Peneus was scarcely perceptible.
There are hardly any quadrupeds to be seen

no signs of melting.
cessible part of

Olympus

is

beyond the half height of Olympus, and scarcely do
even birds pass this limit. The idea has been started,
on mere conjecture, however, that the name Olympus
"
may have some reference to the idea of a limit" or
"boundary," and it is a curious fact that the positions
of most, if not all, of the mountains that bear this
name would seem to countenance the assertion. The
most remarkable instances, after the one we have just
II. A range of
been considering, are the following.
mountains in the southwestern angle of Bithynia.
Mount Olympus, the loftiest of the range, rose above
Prusa, and was one of the highest summits in Asia

—

—

Minor, being covered with snow during great part of
the year.
{Browne's Travels, in Walpole's CollecThe lower pans, and the plains
tion, vol. 2, p. 112.)
at the foot, especially on the western side, had from
the earliest period been occupied by the Mysians,
whence it was generally dencgninated the Mysian
Its sides were covered
Olympus. {Plin., 5, 32.)
with vast forests, which afforded shelter to wild beasts,
and not unfrequently to robbers, who erected strongread in Herodotus,
holds there.
{Strab., 574.)
that, in the time of Croesus, an immense wild boar,
issuing from the woods of Olympus, laid waste the
fields of the Mysians, and became so formidable that
the inhabitants were obliged to send a deputation to

We

the Lydian monarch to request his aid for deliverance
The lower refrom the monster.
{Herod., 1, 36.)
gions of this great mountain are still covered with extensive forests, but the summit is rocky, and destitute

The Turks call it Anadoli Dagh.
{Cramer^s Asia Minor, \o\. 1, p. 178.) III. A mountain range of Lycia, on the eastern coast, above the
Sacrum Promontorium. A city of the same name was
Mount Olympus would
situate in a part of the range.
appear to be the chain to which Homer alludes in the
Odyssey (5, 282, seqq.), under the name of the Solymaean mountains, whence he supposes Neptune to
have beheld in his wrath Ulysses sailing towards PhoeThe mountains rising at the back of the pernicia.
pendicular cliffs which line the shore in this quarter,
attain to the height of six and seven thousand feet.
The highest, as we learn from Captain Beaufort, bears
the name of Adratchan, and appears to answer to the
Olympus of Strabo. {Caramania, p. 43. Cramer'' s
Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 257.) IV. A city of Lycia,
It ranked
alluded to in the preceding paragraph.
among the six communities of Lycia. {Strah., 666.)
Cicero also bears testimony to its importance and opulence.
Having become the residence and haunt of
it was captured by Servilius Isauricus, and
pirates,
became afterward a mere fortress. {Cic. in Vcrr., 1,
of vegetation.

—

—

—

—

— Eutrop.,

Strabo states,
Plin., 5, 27.)
6, ,3.
the stronghold of the pirate Zenicetus
and the situation was so elevated that it commanded
a view of Lycia, Pamphylia, and Pisidia.
{Strah.,
are indebted to Captain Beaufort for the
671.)

21.

that

it

was

;

We

discovery of the ruins of this place, which exist in
a small circular plain, surrounded by the chain of
Adratchan {vid. Olympus III.), and at a httle distance

from the

sea.

924

The

only

way

leading to the site

is

by

—

A

which women were excluded
the mountain itself
was shaped like a breast. {Strab., 683.
Cramer*s
Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 379, 385.)
a
of
Olynthus,
Macedonia, in the
powerful city

—

;

district of Chalcidice, at the

head of the Sinus Toro-

It was founded probably by the Chalcidnaicus.
ians and Eretrians of Euboea.
He
{StraJ)0, 447.)

was afterward held by the Botexpelled from the ThermaVc Gulf
by the Macedonians but on the revolt of Potidaea,
and other towns on this coast, from the Persians, it
was beseiged and taken by Artabazus, a commander
of Xerxes, who put all the inhabitants to the sword,
and delivered the town to Critobulus of Torone and
rodotus relates, that

it

who had been

tiaei,

;

the Chalcidians.
Perdiccas, some
{Herod., 8, 127.)
years after, persuaded the Bottiaei and Chalcidians to
abandon their other towns and make Olynthus their
principal city, previous to their engaging in hostility
In this war,
with the Athenians.
{Thucyd., 1, 68.)
the Olynthians obtained some decisive advantages

over that republic and the expedition of Brasidas enabled them effectually to preserve their freedom and
;

independence, which was
treaty.

From

this time,

so

distinctly

recognised by
of Olynthus

the republic

much power and importance

gradually acquired
among the northern states of Greece, that it roused
the jealousy and excited the alarm of the more powerful of the southern republics, Athens and Lacedsemon.

The

Olynthians, apparently proceeding on the federsystem, afterward so successfully adopted by the
Achasans, incorporated into their alliance all the small-

al

er towns in their immediate vicinity
and, by degrees, succeeded in detaching several important places
from the dominions of Amyntas, king of Macedonia,
;

who had not the power of protecting himself from
At length, however, a deputa
these encroachments.
tion from the Chalcidic cities of Apollonia and Acanthus, whose independence was at that time immediately threatened by Olynthus, having directed the attention of Sparta, then at the height of its political
importance, to this rising power, it was determined,
in a general assembly of the Peloponnesian states, to
despatch an army of ten thousand men into Thrace.
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 2, 14.) Teleutias, brother of
of the most distinguished comAgesilaus, and one
manders of Sparta, was appointed to conduct the
war.
Having collected his forces, and those of
Amyntas and his allies, he marched against the
him battle before
Olynthians, who ventured to give
'

walls

their

;

but,

after

a

well-fought

action,

they

were compelled to take refuge within their city. Ir
a skirmish, however, which happened not long after,
the Peloponnesian forces,

in their disorderly pursuit

of a body of Olynthian cavalry close to the town,
were thrown into confusion by a sortie of the enemy,
which communicated such a panic to the whole army,
that, notwithstanding the efforts of Teleutias to stop
the flight of his troops, a total rout ensued, and hf

himself was

This disaster,
slain.
{Hist. Gr., 5, 3.)
instead of disheartening, called forth fresh exertionf
on the part of the Spartan government. Agesipolis
one of the kings, was ordered to take the command,

and prosecute the war with vigour. This young mon
arch had already obtained some advantages over thp
enemy, when he was seized with a disorder, which,
he died a*
soon proved fatal
baffling all remedies,
of Bacchus.
Polybiades, his
Aphyte, near the temple
successor, had thus the credit of putting an end to the
war for the Olynthians, left to their own resources,
:

;

found themselves unable to cope with their powerful

OMP

ONC

and persevering antagonists, and were al lengtli forced
to sue for peace, which was granted on condition that
they should acknowledge their dependance on Sparta,
and take part in all its wars. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 4,
27.)
Olynthus, though awed and humbled, was far
from being effectually subdued ; and not many years
elapsed before it renewed its attempts to form a confederacy, and again dismember the Macedonian states.
In consequence of the alliance which it entered into
with Amphipolis, once the colony of Athens, it be-

came involved

in hostilities with the Athenians, supported by Philip, son of Amyntas, who had just ascended the throne of Macedon ; and Potida;a and Me-

murder of Iphitus, Hercules fell
and was told by the oracle al Delphi
ter the

into a
malady,

that he

would

not be restored to health, unless he allowed himself to
be sold as a slave for the space of three years, and
gave the purchase- money to Eurytus as a compensation for the loss of his son.
Accordingly, in obedi-

ence to the oracle, he was conducted by Mercury to
Lydia, and there sold to Omphale.
During the period
of his slavery with this queen, he assumed female attire, sat by her side spinning with her women, and
from time to time received chastisement at the hand
of Omphale, who, arrayed in his lion-skin, and armed
with his club, playfully struck him with her sandal for
his awkward way of holding the distaff.
He became
by this queen the father of Agelaus, from whom, ac-

thone were successively wrested from its dominion.
Indeed, Olynthus itself could not long have resisted
such powerful enemies, had not jealousy, or some se- cording to Apollodorus, came the race of Croesus
cret cause, spread disunion among the allies and in- {66ev Kal to Kpolaov yevoc.
Apollod., 2, 7, 7). Some
duced them to form other designs. Shortly after, we writers make the Lydian Heraclidae to have sprung
find Philip and the Olynthians in league against Ath- from this union, and not the line of Croesus
but the
ens, with the view of expelling that power from weight of authority is in favour of the opinion that the
Thrace.
{Demosth., Olynth., 2, p. 19.) Amphipolis Heraclidae of Lydia claimed descent from Hercules
was besieged and taken by assault Potidaea surren- and a female slave of lardanus. {Creuzer, Fragm.
dered, and was restored to Olynthus, which for a time Hist., p. 186, seqq.
Hellanic., ap. Sleph. Byz., s. v.
became as flourishing and powerful as at any former 'AKe?.7j. Diod. Sic, 4, 31. Dio Chrysost., Oral., 4,
Of the circumstances which p. 236, b.) The myth of Hercules and Omphale is
period of its history.
induced this republic to abandon the interests of Ma- an astronomical one.
The hero in this legend reprecedon in favour of Athens, we are not well informed
sents the Sun-god, who has descended to the bfi<l>a'kbi
bu: the machinations of the party hostile to Philip led (omphalos), or " navel" of the world, amid the signs
to a declaration of war
and the of the southern hemisphere, where he remains for
against that monarch
Athenians were easily prevailed upon by the eloquence a season shorn of his strength.
Hence the Lydian
of Demosthenes to send forces to the support of Olyn- custom of solemnizing the festival of the star of day
thus under the command of Chares.
Although these by an exchange of attire on the part of the two
and hence the fable of the Grecian writers,
troops were at first successful, it was evident that they sexes
were unable effectually to protect the city against the that Hercules had assumed, during his servitude with
formidable army of Philip.
The Olynthians, beaten Omphale, the garb of a female. (Creuzer, Symholik,
in two successive actions, were soon confined within par Guigniaut, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 179.)
Walker, howtheir walls; and, after a siege of some duration, were ever, takes a moral view of the legend which we have
compelled to surrender, not without suspicion of treach- just been considering, and regards it as expressing the
ery on the part of Eurysthenes and Lasthenes, who abasement of power amid sensual indulgence.
(Analwere then at the head of affairs. On obtaining pos- ysis of Beauty, p. 32.)
session of this important city, Philip gave it up to
ONcaiUM, a town of Arcadia, near Thelpusa, on the
The place was famed for a
plunder, reduced the inhabitants to slavery, and razed banks of the river Ladon.
53.
the walls to the ground.
De(Diod. Sic, 16,
temple of (>eres, and the legend connected with it
4.
113.
as
follows
When
was in search of her
3.
Cramer's
was
Ceres
mosth., Phil.,
Jusiin, 8,
p.
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 249, seqq.)
daughter Proserpina, Neptune continually followed her.
Ombos, a city of Egypt, a little north of Syene, on To elude him, she changed herself into a mare, and
The Antonine Itinerary mingled with the mares of Oncus
the eastern side of the Nile.
but the sea-god
calls it Ambos (p. 165), and Ptolemy, Ombi {'O/idoi.
assumed the form of a horse, and thus became the faThe edition of Erasmus has '0/n6poc by a mistake of ther of the celebrated steed Arion. (Pausanias, 8,
the press.)
Pliny speaks of the Ombitis PrcBfectura, 25, 4.)
whence we may conclude that Ombos was at one peOnchesmus, a town of Epirus, on the coast, situate,
Its posi- according to Strabo (324), opposite the western exriod the capital of a Nome.
(Plin., 5, 9.)
tion is now found in the name of Koum-Ombo, or the tremity of Corcyra.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus preBetween the inhabitants of this place tended that the real name of this place was Anchisa;
Hill of Ombo.
and Tentyra constant hostilities prevailed, the former Portus, derived from Anchises the father of ^neas.
A horrible (Ant. Rom., 1, 32.) Cicero seems to refer to the
adoring, the latter killing, the crocodile.
instance of religious fury, which took place in conse- port of Onchesmus, when he speaks of the wind Onis
the
of
mutual
their
discord,
subject of the chesmites as having favoured his navigation from Epiquence
15th satire of Juvenal.
Cramer^s
(Consult Ruperti ad Sat. cit.) rus to Brundisium.
(Ep. ad Att., 7, 2.
In relation to the Ombites worshipping the crocodile, Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 96.) Pouqueville gives Santi
while the inhabitants of Tentyra and other places de- Quaranta as the modern name of Onchesmus (vol. 2,
stroyed it, we may cite the explanation of two of the p. 133), or, more correctly, of a small place near it
French savans {Chabrol and Jomard, Descript. de (vol. 2, p. 104).
Onchestus, I. a river of Thessaly, rising near CyAntiq., c. 4, p. 8, seqq.).
They
VEgypte, vol. 1.
It
suppose, that the crocodile was revered by those cities noscephalc, and falling into the Sinus Pelasgicus.
which were more or less removed from the immediate is supposed to correspond to the modern Patrasst.
Some
vicinity of the Nile, by reason of its swimming towards (Lit., 33, 6.—Polyb., 18, S.—Steph. Byz., s.v.)
them when the river began to overflow its banks, and have thought it to be the same with the river which
without
but
thus bringing the first intelligence of the approach of Herodotus calls Onochonus (7, 196),
any
the inundation.
The Onochonus, whose waters were
Creuzer, Comment. Herod.,
reason.

—

;

—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

(Compare

P 84.)

Omphale, a queen of Lydia, daughter of lardanus.
She married Tmolus, who, at his death, left her mistress of his kingdom.
Omphale had been informed of
the great exploits of Hercules, and wished to see so
illustrious a hero.
Her wish was soon gratified. Af-

good

drained by the army of Xerxes, falls into the Peneus,
and is probably the' river Rejani. (Cramer's Ancient
of Boeotia, northGreece, vol. 1, p. 390.)— II. A city
west of Thebes, and south of the lake Copais.^ It received its name from Onchestus, a son of Neptune,
whose temple and grove are often celebrated by the
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Sir
poets of antiquity, from Homer to Lycophron.
W. Gell noticed, on the ascent uniting Mount Phaga
or Sphinx on the left, with the projecting hills from

Adrastus and the other chiefs then celeora
serpent.
ted funeral games in his honour, which were the commencement of what were afterward called the NemeHelicon on the right, an immense tumulus of earth an games. (Apollod., 3, 6, 4.
Heyne, ad loc.)
and stones, and many other vestiges, probably of OnOphir, a land which was known to the Hebrews
chestus.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, yo\. and to the neighbouring nations as early as the time
(itin., p. 125.
of Job, and was famed for producing such an abundance
2, p. 231, seqq.)
Onesicritus, a Cynic philosopher, a native of of excellent gold, that "the gold of Ophir" became a

—

—

according to Diogenes Laertius, a disciHe accompanied Alexanple of Diogenes of Sinope.
der into Asia, and officiated as pilot to the principal
vessel in the fleet of Nearchus.
He wrote a history
-.-Egina, and,

of Alexander's expedition, a work swarming with falsehoods and absurdities.
{Mlian, H. A., 16, 39.—Diog.
Laert ,6, 4.
Sainte- Croix, Examen des Hist. (TAlex.,

(I CAron., 29, 4.proverbial expression for fine gold.
yoft,22, 24.— irf., 28, 16.— Pi-a/ww, 45, %.—Isaiah,\3,
The Septuagint version gives Sophira (I,u(pipd)
12.)

•

but various forms occur in
as the name of the region
the MSS., such as llo<pdp, 1,ov(peip, I,ov(j)ip, ^oxpeip,
;

We

meet with this last also in
'LuxpLpd, and lloxpapd.
Consult Havercamp,
Josephus (Ant. Jud., 8, 6, 4.
of
ad
The position
p. 38.)
luc).
Ophir is very difficult to dea
of
of
southwest
of
and
much
Onion,
city
Egypt,
diversity
opinion exists among
Heroopolis. termine,
It was inhabited by Jews, who had a
We are informed in
temple here, biblical critics on the subject.
which continued from the time of Onias, who built it, Scripture, that Solomon, in conjunction with Hiram,
to ihat of Vespasian.
Onias was nephew to Menelaus, king of Tyre, sent a navy from Ezion-geber, at the
and the rightful successor to the priesthood at Jerusa- head of the Red Sea, to Ophir, and that this navy relem
but, being rejected by Antiochus Eupator, who turned, bringing four hundred and twenty (in Chronimade Alcimus high-priest, he fled to Egypt, and per- cles 450) talents of gold, sandal-wood (called, in our
suaded Ptolemy Philometor to let him build this tem- translation, almug oralgum trees), and precious stones.
This structure remained (1 Kings,9, 26-28.-/6., 10, 11.— Compare 2 Chron.
ple there, about 173 B.C.
for the space of 248 years, when it was
and also that Jehoshaphat built
lb., 9, 10)
destroyed by 8, 17, 18
order of Vespasian, after the fall of Jerusalem.
(Jo- ships of Tarshish to go to Ophir for gold (in Chronicles it is said that he built ships to go to Tarshish),
sephus. Ant. Jud., 14, U.—Id., Bell. Jud., 1, 7.)
Onomacritus, a Greek poet in the time of the Pis- which were wrecked at Ezion-geber. (1 Kings, 22,
are
istratidae, who is said to have written the "hymns of 48, 49.— Compare 2 Chron., 2{), 36, 37.)
initiation" {re'KeTai) ascribed to Orpheus.
{Vid. Or- also told, in I Kings, 10, 22, that Solomon had at
He was accused also of interpolating the po- sea a navy of Tarshish with the navy of Hiram. Once
phica.)
ems of Musaeus, mention of which has already been in three years (or every third year) came the navy of
made in another article. ( Vid. Musaeus.) The ora- Tarshish, bringing gold and silver, ivory, and apes, and
cles of this latter poet were collected by Onomacri- peacocks.
Now, since both Solomon and Jehoshaphat

—

—

;

;

;

We

—

compliance with the orders of Hipparchus but
the poet Lasus of Hermione having discovered the
fraud committed by him in intermingling his own verses among the ancient predictions, Onomacritus was
thereupon driven into exile as an impostor by Hipparchus.
It appears that from this time it was no
longer
possible to distinguish what was genuine in the poetry
of Musasus from what was mere interpolation.
{Hetus, in

;

Q.—Pausan., 1, 22.)
Onosandeb, or, as Coray writes the name, OnesanConDER, a Greek author and Platonic philosopher.

rod., 7,

cerning the period in which he flourished, nothing
more can be ascertained than that he lived about the
middle of the first century.
He was the author of a

work of much

celebrity, entitled, ^rpaTTjyiKog Tio-yog,
This probeing a treatise on the duties of a general.
duction is the source whence all the works on this

Greek and Latin, that were subsequently
It is still held in espublished, derived their origin.
timation by military men.
The best editions are, that
of Schwebel, Norimb., 1762, fol., and that of Coray,
Paris, 1822, 8vo.
Appended to the latter are the first
elegy of Tyrtaeus and a translation of Onosander, both
The profits of his edition were given to
in French.
the unfortunate sufferers of Chios.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.

subject, in

Gr., vol. 5, p. 261, seqq.)
Opheltes, son of Lycurgus, king of Nemea. Hypsipile, the Lemnian princess, whom her countrywomen
had sold into slavery when they found that she had
saved her father, was nurse to the infant Opheltes,

when the army of Adrastus marched to Nemea, on
She undertook to guide the newits way to Thebes.
comers

to a spring

;

and, for that purpose,

left

the

on the grass, where a serpent found and
The Argive leaders slew the serpent and
buried the child.
Amphiaraus, the famous soothsayer
and warrior, augured ill-luck from this event, and called the child Archemorus (Fate-beginner), as indicative
His
of the evils that were to befall the chieftains.
child lying
killed it.

other name, Opheltes,
mythologists, from

o(pig,

derived, according to the
as he died by the bite of a

is

built the navies

the head of the

bound

Red

for

Sea,

Ophir at Ezion-geber, at
clear that we must seek

it is

for Ophir somewhere on the shores of the Indian
Ocean
for it is highly improbable that Solomon's
in one
ships went farther than the Cape of Good Hope
;

direction, or than the Indian Archipelago in the other:
it
is not likely, indeed, that they went so far either

Nearly all the inquiries into the position of
way.
Ophir have proceeded on the assumption, that the passage in 1 Kings, 10, 22, refers to the same navy which
is
spoken of in 1 Kings,9, 27, seqq., and, consequentand Ophir were visited in the same
ly, that Tarshish
It has therefore been necessary for those
voyage.
who make this assumption, not only to find a place
which suits the description of Ophir, and which produces "gold, sandal-wood, and precious stones," but
"
also to account for the
silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks" which were brought by the navy of Tarshish,
But
and for the three years consumed in the voyage.
Tarshish was probably the same place as Tartessns in
to be
Spain; and therefore, if Tarshish and Ophir are

we must make the gratuitous supposition
was another Tarshish in the East. Besides,

connected,
that there

Tarshish and Ophir are not mentioned together in the
account of Solomon's voyages: the ships that went to
Ophir (1 Kings,9, 28) seem to have made only a single
voyage, for the purpose of fetching only a specified
"
navy oif Tarshish," which
quantity of gold, while the
"the king had" (not going to Ophir, but) "at see,''
made its voyage every three years; and, moreover, the
products of the two voyages were diflferent, gold being
For these reathe only article common to the two.
" that
sons, Rennell appears to be correct in saying
two distinct kinds of voyages were performed by these
:
that to Ophir from the Red Sea, and that to
the coast of Guinea (or to Tarshish, wherever it was)
from the Mediterranean." (Rennell, Geogr. of Herod353.) The conjoint mention of Ophir
otus, vol. 2,

fleets

p.

and Tarshish, in the account of Jehoshaphat's navy,
Either there may be
admits of easy explanation.
some mistake in the account in 2 Chron.,20, 36, seq.,

OPH

OPI

materially from that in 1 Kings, 22, 48,
'*
Tarshish" in the former passage may mean
»eq., or
only "a distant voyage ;" and we know that the phrase
*'
in the latter passage,
ships of Tarshish," is frequently used in the Old Testament for large, strong

which

The

diflfers

ships.

question, therefore, as to the position of Ophir

must not bo encumbered with any considerations

that

refer to Tarshish.

{Encycl. Us, KnowL, vol. 16, p.
early Portuguese navigators believed that
they had found Ophir in the modern Sofala, on the
eastern coast of Africa, opposite the island of Madagascar, and this same opinion was subsequently maintained by Dapper {Africa, p. 395), Montesquieu, and
Bruce (Travels, vol. 2, p. 352). The improbability,
however, of this position being the true one, has been

—The
447.)

shown by Vincent {Periplus,

OphiCsa

name given

{'0<^Lovaa)

or

Ophiussi

('O^toCffaaj, a

places in ancient geography, and
referring to their having been, at one time or other,
more or less infested by serpents (5^/f, a serpent).
The most worthy of notice are the following : I. An
to

many

island in the Mediterranean, off the coast of Spain, and
islands.
forming one of the Pityusae, or
By the

Pme

Romans

was generally called Colubraria, a translation of the Greek name, and is now styled las C'olumStrabo and Ptolemy conhretes, or Mont Calibre.
it

found

it with Formontera.
{Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p.
II. A city of European Scythia, on the left
bank of the river Tyras, which in Pliny's time was
also called Tyra.
The modern Palanca, not far from
the mouth of the Dneister, is supposed to correspond

471.)

—

—

The chief ground,
Abyssinia, p. 102).
indeed, for so erroneous an opinion, seems to have
been a supposed resemblance in name between Sofala

to the ancient city.
Bischoff und
{Pliny, 4, 12.
Mbller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 806.)— III. The earlier name of the island of Tenos.
{Pliny, 4, 12.)
IV. One of the earher names of the island of Rhodes.

and Ophir, or Sophara.
Calmei places Ophir at the
head waters of the Tigris and Euphrates, among the

{Plin.,5, 31.)
Opici, the

the gold being conveyed from
this quarter, he supposes, to some harbour on the Persian Gulf.
Bochart makes two
{Diet. BibL, s. v.)
Ophirs, one in Arabia, near the Sabaei {Geogr. Sacr.,
2, 27.— Op., vol. 2, col. 138), and the other in India.

"
is
by Roman
expressly remarked," observes Niebuhr,
grammarians. (Festus, s. v. Oscum.) The Greek
language adopted only the first form, and the last pre"
vol.

fully

{Voyage

p.

266) and Salt

to

Taperes or Saspires

;

The

former only of these, he thinks, was known to
to the time of Solomon, who, in conjunction with Hiram, king of Tyre, first sent an expedition to the latter.
This latter Ophir he considers to be
identical with Ceylon.
{Geogr. Sacr., I. c.
Op.,
the

Jews down

—

vol. 2, ed. 141.)

Wells places Ophir

in India, in the

vicinity of Cabul.
{Sacr. Geogr., s. v.) Schleusner
is in favour of
{Lex. Vet. Test., vol. 3, p. 75.)
Spain.

also decides in favour of India, and supposes
Ophir to have been one of the Isles of Sunda, an island called Ophir lying near Sumatra at the present
{De Commerc. et Navigat. HebroRorum, &c.
day.
Comment. Gbtt., vol. 16, p. 164, seqq.) Michaelis
supposes Ophir to have been in Arabia, and condemns
the opinion of Bochart, who finds another in India, as
already stated.
{Spicilegium, Geogr. Hebr. ext.,pars.

Tychsen

—

11, p. 184, seqq.)

Prideaux,

Gossellin {Rech., vol. 2,

1
18), Vincent {Periplus, p. 265, seqq.), Niebuhr,
and others, likewise declare for Arabia Felix, or the
country of the Sabaei, where Aphar {Saphar) and the
ruins of the ancient Himiarite dwellings make it prob-

p.

—

same with the Osci.
"That Opicus, Opscus, and Oscus are

t(Vid. Osci.)
the same name,

vailed in the Latin
1, p. 54, Cam{Rom Hist.,
Buttmann indulges in some curious
bridge transl.)
this
and
other
ancient names
speculations respecting
" There is a
of cognate form.
multiplicity of traces,"
he observes, " which concur in proving that in the
word Apis, Apia, lies the original name of a most ancient people who inhabited the European coasts of the
The fabulous personages Pelops, CeMediterranean.
of countries
crops, Merops, compared with the names
and people, as the Peloponnesus and the Meropes (in

—

Cos) and, in the same way, the names Dryopes, Dryops ; Dolopes, Dolops, show that Ops, Opes, corresponding with the Opici, Opsci, in Italy, and meaning
and
the same as Apis, were ancient names of people
that the first syllable in those names served to distin;

;

guish the different families or tribes, as the Pelopesy
The Abanles in Euboea, the
Cercopes, Meropes, &c.
Aoyies in Boeotia, the Axisones and Osci in Italy, are
but varieties of the same name."
{Lexilogus, p. 154,
not., Fishlake's transl.)
Opima Spolia, spoils taken by a Roman general
from a general of the enemy whom he had slain.
They
were dedicated to, and suspended in the temple of, Juwere
obtained
These
thrice
Feretrius.
only
spoils
piter

them that we must here look for the Ophir of
Solomon. Mannert comes to the same conclusion.
The first by Romulus,
It is most probable,
before the fall of the republic.
{Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 123 )
the next
therefore, that Ophir was in the southern part of Arabia. who slew Acron, king of the Caeninenses
It is mentioned in connexion with the names of Araby A. Cornelius Cossus, who slew Lars Tolumnius,
bian tribes, in Genesis, 10, 29.
The "gold of Ophir" king of the Veientes, A.U.C. 318; and the third by
is spoken of in the book of Job, a work most
probably M. Claudius Marcellus, who slew Viridomarus, a king
of Arabian origin.
The products of the voyage, too, of the Gauls, A.U.C. 530.
He
Opimios, L. Nepos, was consul 121 B.C.
might easily have been obtained from Arabia for,
though gold is not found there now, we have the tes- made himself conspicuous by his inveterate hostility to
which
of
in
the
it
was
in
ancient
writers
that
ancient
was
the
leader
Caius Gracchus, and
affray
timony
many
times.
It is, however,
He was aftervery probable that Ophir was terminated with the death of the latter.
an emporium of the Phoenicians for their eastern trade
ward convicted of having received a bribe from JugurHe ended his days in great
«nd, if so, the difficulty as to the productions is at tha, and was banished.
once removed.
Before bringing this article to a close, poverty and wretchedness at Dyrrhachium.
{Cic.,
it may not be amiss to notice the
very singular opinion Orat., 2, 122— Id., pro Plane, 69.— Sail., Bell. Jug.,
of Arins Montanus, who finds Ophir in Peru, the
From all that we can gathgold \2.— Vell. Paterc, 2, 6.)
of Parvaiin (2 Chroma., 3, 6) being, according to him, er relative to this individual, it would appear that he
the gold of that country {Peru-aiin).
It is of this that
was a victim to the spirit of party. His conduct to''
Puto Arium Montanum illius joc- wards Caius Gracchus and his followers is represented
Scaliger remarks,
ulatoriae interpretationis auctorem esse.^^
and yet, when brought to
{Scaliger, as cruel in the extreme
able to

;

;

;

—

;

Epist., 237.)
Ophis, I. a small river of Asia Minor, forming part
of the eastern boundary of Pontus.
It rises in the
mountains of the Tzani, and falls into the Euxine to
the southwest of Rhizzaeum.
Reichard gives Of as
the modern name.
Hudson,
{Arrian, Peripl. Eux.

—

—

Geogr. Min., 1, 6.) II. A river in Arcadia, running by
Mantinea, and falling into the Alpheus.
{Pans., 8, 8.)

having put to death a
without
he was acquitted
observing the forms of justice,
of the consul Papirius
through the powerful eloquence
for briCarbo.
So, again, his trial and condemnation
bery are pronounced by Cicero {pro Sextio) decidedly
Veil. Paterc, 2, 7.)—
(Compare Schegk. ad
unjust.
the heat of the
During the consulship of Opimius,
trial

great

by the tribune Duilius

for

number of citizens during

his consulship
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so great as to produce an extraordinary ing'' {'l^evTiKci), '^Hunting'' {KwriyerLKa.), and " Fishin all the fruits of the earth ing''^ {'A?uev~tKd).
The 'l^evriKu consisted of two
Hence the Opimian wine became books according to Suidas, or rather of five accord
throughout Italy.
famous to a late period. (Vid. Falernus.)
ing to the anonymous Greek author of Oppian's life,
Opis, a city on the river Tigris, in Assyria, west of and are no longer extant ; but a Greek paraphrase in
It is probably the same with that which prose, by Eutecnius, of three books, was
Artemita.
published iu
{Herodotus, 1, 189.
Xen., 1792 {Havnice, Svo, ed. E. Windingius), which is also
Plihy calls Antiochia.
inserted in Schneider's edition of Oppian. Argent.,
Anab., 2,
Pliny, 6, 27.)
"
Opitergium, a city of Venetia in Northern Italy, 8vo, 1776. The Cynegetica^' are written in hexamon the right bank of the river Plavis. It is now Odez- eter verse, consist of about 2100 lines, and aie divided
into four books.
zo, a town of some consequence.
{Strabo, 214.
They display a very fair knowledge
The Opitergini Montes are in the of natural history, with which, however, a good many
Pliny, 3, 19.)
The " Halieutica'^ are
neighbourhood of this place, and among them rises the absurd fables are mixed up
also written in hexameter verse, and consist of five
Liquentia or Livenza.
Oppia Lex, by C. Oppius, a tribune of the com- books, of which the first two contain the natural histoIn
mons, A.U.C. 540. It required that no woman should ry of fishes, and the last three the art of fishing.
have in her dress above half an ounce of gold, nor this poem, as
the '* Cyncgetua,'- the author displays
wear a garment of different colours, nor ride in a car- considerable zoological knowledge, though it contains
The *' Halieutica'^ are
riage in the city or in any town, or within a mile of it, several fables and absurdities.
unless upon occasion of a public sacrifice.
This much superior to the '• Cynegetica'^ in point of style
sumptuary law was made during the public distresses and poetical embellishment, and it is partly on account
consequent on Hannibal's being in Italy. It was re- of this great disparity that it has been supposed that
pealed eighteen years afterward, on the petition of the the two poems were not composed by the same perRoman ladies, though strenuously opposed by Cato. son. But there are other and stronger reasons in support of this opinion (which was first put forth by
(Ltry, 34, \.— Tacit., Ann., 3, 33.)
Oppianus, an eminent Greek grammarian and poet Schneider, in the preface to his first edition of Oppian's
of Cilicia, two of whose works are still extant un- works;, rendering it almost certain that, though by
der the titles " Cynegetica'^ {Kwrj-yeriKd), or " On the universal consent of antiquity Oppian wrote a
" Halieutica'^
*'
On poem on hunting, yet it cannot be that which now goes
('A/lteuri/cd), or
Hunting ;" and
The time and place of his birth are not under his name. Oppian was, as we have seen, a CiFishing."
"
fully agreed upon.
Syncellus (CArowo^r., p. 352, seq.) lician, but the author of the
Cyncgetica''^ tells us
and Jerome (Chronic.) place him in the reign of Mar- distinctly, in two different passages, that his native
cus Aurelius Antoninus ; but Sozomen {Prof, ad place was a city on the Orontes in Syria (probably

summer

fertility

v,'as

—

I

and excellence

i

i

j

—

L—

—

—

—

m

Hist. Eccles.), Suidas

make him

(s. v.

have lived

'OivKcavoc), and others,

time of Severus ; and
though Oppian, iu both his poems, addresses the emperor by the name '^Antoninus," it is more than probable that Caracalla is meant, as this appellation was conferred upon him when he was associated with his father
to

in the

—

empire (A.D. 198. Hcrodian, 2, 10), and as
name by which he is commonly designated
by the ancient historians, Herodian, Dio Cassius, &c.
As to his birthplace, Suidas supposes it to have been
in the

this is the

Corycus, but the anonymous author of the Greek life
of Oppian, and most other authorities, say that he was
born at Anazarba, a city which also gave birth to DiosHis father appears to have been a person of
corides.
some consideration in his native city, for he was banished to the island of Melita, in the Hadriatic, by Severus, for suffering himself to be so entirely engrossed
his philosophical studies as to neglect coming in person, along with his fellow-citizens, to pay his respects
to the emperor, when, in taking a progress through

by

Cilicia, the latter

made

Anazarba.
by his son Oppian,
who had enjoyed the advantage of an excellent education under the superintendence of his father, and who

He was

accompanied

his entrance into

in his exile

now began to devote himself to poetry. Accordingly,
he now composed his poem on fishing, and presented it
to the

Emperor Severus {Sozomen,
more probably {Suidas,

cles.), or,

Oppian,

Halieut., 1, 3.

—

v.

125, seqq.

—

lb.,

v.

156, seqj.

only by altering the text in both passages (and that,
too, not very skilfully) that he has been able to reconcile them with the commonly-received opinion that the
poem is the work of Oppian. In Schneider's second
edition he continues to hold his former opinion, and reIt appears,
plies to the objections of Belin de Ballu.
from an allusion to fishing and the sea deities, in the
"
first book of the
Cynegetica'^ (v. 77, seqq.), that this
poem was composed after the ''Halieutica,^'' and as a
and this has
sort of supplement or companion to it
tended to confirm the common opinion that both poems
were written by the same author. With regard to the
poetical merits of Oppian, he seems to be one of those
poets whose works have been more praised than read.
" a subJulius Cassar Scaliger pronounces him to be
lime and incomparable poet, the most perfect writer
among the Greeks, and the only one of them that ever
;

—

came up to Virgil." {Poet., 5, 9.) Sir Thomas Browne
calls him "one of the best epic poets," and "wonders
that his elegant lines should be so much neglected ( Vulgar Errors, 1, 8); and if, as Rapin says, he is somebanishment, times dry {Reflex, sur la Poetique, p. 176), it may fairly
of gold for be accounted for and excused when we consider the

The verses of Oppian might therenearly $12,000.
"
fore well be called XP'"^^ ^'^Vi
golden verses.''^
{Sozomen, I. c.) Oppian died of the plague shortly
after his return to his native country, at the early age
of thirty, leaving behind him three poems, on *^Hawk938

2,

—

;

—

lib.

Schneider supposes that the two Oppians were either
father and son, or uncle and nephew.
This opinion
respecting two Oppians has been denied by Belin de
"
Ballu, who publish'?/', an edition of the
Cynegeticu"
in 1786, Argent., 4ie and Svo, and who, as Dibdiri
says, "seems to have entered upon the task almost expressly with a determination to oppose the authority
and controvert the positions of Schneider;" but it is

Prcef. ad Hist. Ecs. v. 'OirTZLavog.
Id. ib., 4, 5), to his son Carit that he not
with
pleased

who was so much
only repealed the sentence of his father's
but also presented Oppian with a piece
Suidas says that he reeach verse that it contained.
but he
ceived on this occasion 20,000 gold pieces
must have counted the verses contained in all Oppian's
poems, since the Halieutica consisted of only about
3500.
Reckoning the aureus at about ^3 40 cts. of
our currency, the sum received by the poet will be
acalla,

Apamea,

His style is florid
unpropitious nature of his subject."
and copious, the language upon the whole very good,
though (as is noticed by Heinsius, ad Nonni Dionys.,
is now and then deformed by Latinisms.
p. 197) it
The last and (as far as it goes) the best edition of Oppian's two poems is Schneider's second one, which
The most
unhappily is unfinished. Lips., 8vo, 1813.

—

is that published
by Schneider in 1776,
Argent., Svo, containing also the paraphrase of the
"
Ixeutica,''^ by Eutecnius, to which we have already

complete edition

referred.

Schneider published some addenda to

this

ORA

ORACtlLUM.

odition in his Analccta Critica, Franco/., 1777, 8vo,

—

{Encycl. Us. KtiowL, vol.
Fascic, 1, p. 31, seqq.
LU. Gr., vol. 4, p. 67.)
16, p. 459, seqq.—Sch'oll, Hist.
Ops, called also Tellus, the goddess of the Earth, and
( Vid. Rhea.)
the same with the Khea of the Greeks.
Another form of her name was Ojns. The appellation Ops or Opts is plainly connected with opes,
"
and
wealth," of which the earth is the beslower
her festival, the Opalia, was on the same day with the
Varro,
Saturnalia.
{Macrob., Sat., 1, 10
;

original
L. L., 5, p.

—

p. 525.)
ancient cities

bl.—Keightley's Mythology,

(gen. Opuntis), one of the most
of Greece, the capital of the Locri Opuntii, whose terof Boeotia.
According to Straritory lay to the north
bo, it was fifteen stadia from the sea, and the distance

Opus

between

and Cynus,

it

its

emporium, was

sixty stadia.

Dodona or Delphi, were
ever established among them ; and we find that the
oracles of Greece, and particularly the far-famt-d ou«
of Delphi, were consulted by them on many important
occasions.
15.
The
Id., 22, 57, &c.)
{Livy, 5,
importance attached by the Greeks and Romans to
oracular responses is a striking feature in the history of
that people.
Hardly any enterprise, whether public or
private, of any moment, was undertaken without recourse being had to them, and their sanction being ob-

pear that oracles, like those of

—

—

tained.
In later times, indeed, their influence was
greatly diminished, and thus gradually fell into disreCicero
affirms, that, long before his age, even
pute.

the Delphic oracle was regarded by many with contempt ; and there is little doubt that oracles were considered by philosophers as nothing different from what

they really were, and by politicians as instruments which
The modes in
could be used for their purposes.
which oracular responses were delivered were various.
At Dodona they issued from the sacred oaks, or were
obtained from the sounds produced by the lashing of a
At Delphi they were delivered by
by the Opuntians was peculiar, since, as we learn brazen caldron.
from Aristotle, they intrusted the sole administration the Pythia after she had inhaled the vapour that proAt Memphis, a faPlutarch com- ceeded from the sacred fissure.
to one magistrate.
(Polit., 3, 16.)
mends their piety and observance of religious rites. vourable or unfavourable answer was supposed to be
Herodotus informs us that they furnished seven ships returned, according as Apis received or rejected what
to the Greek fleet at Artemisium (8, 1).
They were was offered him. {Vid. Apis.) Sometimes the reply
and sometimes the required insubsequently conquered by Myronides, the Athenian was given by letter
In the war between Antigonus and Cassan- formation could be obtained only by casting lots, the
general.
characters engraven on
der. Opus, having favoured the latter, was besieged by lots being dice with certain
It them, the meaning of which was ascertained by referPtolemy, a general in the service of Antigonus.
was occupied several years after by Attains, king of ring to an explanatory table. Dreams, visions, and
diPergamus, in the Macedonian war; but, on the advance preternatural voices also announced the will of the
of Philip, son of Demetrius, he was forced to make a vinities.
Bishop Sherlock, in his discourses concernand intent of prophecy, expresses his opinprecipitate retreat to his ships, and narrowly escaped ing the use
The position of this ion that it is impious to disbelieve the heathen oracles,
being taken. {Livy, 28, 6.)
determined by the re- and to deny them to have been given out by the Evil
town has not been

{Strabo, 425.)
Livy places Opus, however, only one
mile from the sea (28, 6).— This place is celebrated
by Pindar as the domain of Deucalion and Pyrrha {01.,
9, 62), and by Homer as the birthplace of Patroclus.
The form of government adopted
{Iliad, 18, 325.)

—

:

—

—

precisely

searches of modern travellers.

(

Whcler's Travels,

p.

Dr. Middleton, however, in his Examination,
confesses that he, for his own part, is guilty of
very impiety, and that he thinks himself warranted to pronounce, from the authority of the best and
wisest heathens, and the evidence of these oracles, as
well as from the nature of the thing itself, that they
were all a mere imposture, wholly invented and supported by human craft, without any supernatural aid or
He adds that Eusebius deinterposition whatever.
clares that there were 600 authors among the heathens
themselves who had publicly written against the reality
of them.
Although the primitive fathers constantly
affirmed them to be the real effects of a supernatural
power, and given out by the devil, yet M. de Fontenelle maintains, that while they preferred this way ot
combating the authority of the oracles, as most commodious to themselves and the slate of the controversy
between them and the heathens, yet they believed them
at the same time to be nothing else but the effects of
human fraud and contrivance, which he has illustrated
by the examples of Clemens of Alexandrea, Origen,
and Eusebius.
Another circumstance respecting the
ancient oracles, which has given birth to much controSpirit.

575.— Melet., Geogr., 2, p. 323.—DodweU, vol. 2, p. &c
58.
GeWs Itinerary, p. 229.) Its ruins are laid down, this

—

in Lapie's

map,

a little to the southwest of Alachi,

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

east of Talanta.

vol.

and

2, p.

117, seqq.)

Oraculum, an
nification of the
cle,

"

and Cicero says

quod

The primary and

(yacle.

term

inest in his

is

proper sig-

from an orawere so called

that of a response

that

Deorum

"

oracula''*

oratio.''^

{Top., 20.)

The

frequently employed to denote the
the
place whence the answers of divinities, as regarded
events of the future, were supposed to be obtained.

word, however,

is

Oracular responses were called by the Greeks xP^<^H-ot
or fiavTEia ; the name fiavreiov was also often given
to the oracular place, or seat of the oracle.
Curiosity
to penetrate its
regarding the future, and the desire
a powerful
mysteries, are dispositions which excite
control over the mmds of men in every stage of soci-

—

made little advanceand intelligence, they operate with
these
and in
dispositions, combined
peculiar force
with the belief that the gods had both the ability and the

ety.

ment

Among

nations that have

in civilization
;

,

—

is the time when they ceased altogether to give
Eusebius was the first who propounded
responses.
the opinion that they became silent ever after the birth
of Christ ; and many writers, willing thus to do honour to the author of Christianity, have given it their

knowledge so eagerly sought
of the pagan world had their origin.
Of these oracles the most famous were those of Greece,
and among them the three most noted were those of
Dodona, Delphi, and Trophonius. In the number of

versy,

other noted oracles of antiquity may be mentioned that
of Jupiter Ammon in the deserts of Libya, of the
Branchidse in Ionia, of Pella in Macedonia, of the head

of Orpheus at Lesbos, &c.
There were also current
in Greece numerous so-called prophecies, the production of individuals who were probably supposed to
Such were those of
speak under a divine influence.

Milton makes allusion to this theory also in
support.
" The
the most magnificent of all his minor poems,
that
of the Nativity." But the circumstance
may be made available for the purpose of poetical orto
the
be
to
nament happens unfortunately
contrary
It appears from the edicts of the emperors
fact.
Gratian, and Valcntinian, that oracles ex-

Bacis and Musajus, in which the battle of Salamis was
and that ofLysistratus, an Athenian. {Hepredicted

as

inclination to afford the

after, the oracles

;

—

Though the Romans had various modes
of ascertaining the will of the deities, it does not ap-

rod., 8, 96.)

6B

Hymn

Theodosius,
isted, and were occasionally,

A.D. 358.

About

at least, consulted as late

that period they entirely ceased,

had sunk
though for several centuries previous they
So few resorted to them,.
verv^low in public esteem.

ORG

ORACULUM.
that

it

them.

was no longer a matter of interest to maintain
Towards this consummation Christianity powthe

contributed, by
superior enlightenment
carried along with it wherever it was introit made of the falsewhich
and
the
duced,
display
by
hood and folly of the superstitions which it was deserfully

which

it

tined to overthrow.

—

{Encycl. Us.

KnowL,

vol. 16, p.

The Grecian oracles, or, at least, the most
464, seq.)
celebrated of them, were of foreign origin, and were
established either by Egyptian or Phoenician strangers.
{Heeren, Ideen, vol 6, p. 94.
Compare KnighCs In-

—

But it was impossible for these
quiry, <J 43, 71, 223.)
sacerdotal settlements to assume in Greece the aspect
which they took in Africa. The character of the counand the spirit of the people were alike opposed to
For though the popular religion in Greece was
it.
not wholly unconnected with politics, the state, having
never, as in Egypt, been founded entirely upon religion,
never made a temple its central point, these settlements, however, continued as oracles, of which the
Greek stood in need both in public and private life.
Politics of Ancient Greece, p.
(Heeren, Ideen, I. c.
Somewhat analogous to this view of the subp. 78.)
try

—

the position assumed by the advocates for the
existence of early sacerdotal castes or colleges in
Greece ; and they consider the oracles as a remnant

ject

is

it is not
prediction which he believed he was eluding
Croesus alone who rushes to his own destruction by
of
the
Persia, because the
King
marching against
:

gods
had announced to him that, by crossing a certain river,
he would overthrow a great empire
at a much later
period than all this we find the Pythoness inducing the
Lacedaemonians by a response of similar ambiguity to
engage in a v^'ar with the Tegjeans, who put them to
and again we see the orathe rout {Herod., 1, 66)
cle of Dodona, in counselling the Athenians to establish themselves in Sicily, excite them to engage in a
war with Syracuse, which proved the primary cause of
their downfall and ruin, while all the time the Sicily
;

;

indicated by the oracle was merely a small hill in the
neighbourhood of Athens. {Pausan., 8, 2.) In fine,

was

at a period characterized by the general diffuof mental culture that Epaminondas, who had
always avoided maritime expeditions, because the gods
had warned him to beware of pelagos, that is, as he
thought, the sea, died in a wood which bore this name
it

sion

in the vicinity of Mantinea.
er we regard the occurrences

These anecdotes, whethconnected with them as

authentic facts or otherwise, serve nevertheless to
show the prolongation of popular belief on this all-enWhen a religion has fallen and been
grossing topic.
succeeded by another, the more zealous advocates of
the new belief sometimes find themselves in a curious

—

Hence
surviving the overthrow of sacerdotal power.
So it is with regard to the
they undertake to explain why the oracles play so sub- state of embarrassment.
ordinate a part, and exercise so little influence in the heathen system and the Christian code.
Among the
for the struggle benumerous oracles given to the world in former days,
earlier periods of Grecian history
tween the sacerdotal caste and the warlike portion of some have chanced to find a remarkable accomplish
and the pious but ill-judging Christian, unable
the population had been too recent for this, and the ha- ment
tred of the latter was still ardent against those who had to ascribe them to deities in whom man no longer beunder
to
them
their
reduce
endeavoured
(Con- lieves, is driven to create for them a different origin.
sway.
Homer speaks "God," says Rollin, "in order to punish the blindness
stant, dc la Religion, vol. 3, p. 369.)
of the heathen, sometimes permits evil spirits to give
of no oracle except Dodona, and of that indirectly
no mention is made of Delphi in either of his poems. responses conformable to the truth." {Hist. Anc,
What had, however, been wrested by force from the 1, 387.) The only evil spirit which had an agency in
sacerdotal caste, was in a great measure regained by the oracular responses of antiquity was that spirit of
the influence of these very oracles on the weak and su- crafty imposture which finds so congenial a home
{Constant,
Everything that could tend to keep up a among an artful and cunning priesthood,
perstitious.
;

;

;

feeling of awe in the visiter was carefully exhibited.
The seats of the oracles were established in the bosoms
of forests, by the lonely sources of rivers, on wild and

craggy mountains, in gloomy caves, but, above all, near
the mansions of the dead
and, notwithstanding the
efforts of philosophy, and the raillery and sarcasm of
the comic muse, they succeeded in acquiring a power
which often placed in the hands of their expoundThe ambiguity
ers the common fortunes of Greece.
of the oracular responses has always been a subject of
remark in this, indeed, all the artifice and adroitness
;

—

:

of the priests directly centred.
Every prediction was
susceptible of a double meaning, and the veracity of
the gods in this way remained safe from impeachment.
It must be remarked, however, that this fatal ambiguof the oracles does not confine itself
ity on the part
On the conmerely to the ages of tradition and fable.
trary,

it

becomes more frequent

the

more men

part

de la Religion, vol. 3,

p.

Orbilius Pupillus,

who was the first
came to Rome in

a

369, seqq.)

grammarian of Beneventum,

instructor of the

j)oet

He

Horace.

his 50th year, in the consulship of
the account which Suetonius gives of

Cicero.
From
'^
him, as well as from the epithet
plagosus" applied
to him by Horace, he appears to have been what we
a
would call at the present day' rigid disciplinarian.
On
Orbilius, in early life, had served as a soldier.
fame than profit,
settling at Rome he acquired more
and is said to have alluded to his poverty in one of his
He published also a work entitled " Periawritings.
logos," containing complaints against parents on account of the treatment which instructors of youth
were accustomed to receive at their hands. Orbilius
reached nearly his lOOth year, and for a long time before his

statue

death had completely lost his memory.

was erected

to

him

at

Beneventum.

He

left

A

a

with the improper and degrading notions of the deity
which they had originally entertained. As long as
men are still sufficiently rude and ignorant to believe

son, named also Orbilius, who, like himself, was an instructor.
Horat.,
{Sueton., de Illustr. Gramm., 9.

the gods capable of voluntary falsehood, the predica
tions of oracles need be marked by no ambiguity
deviation from truth on the part of the deity is in such

Orcades, islands to the north of Britain, answering
modern Orkney and Shetland isles. They are
supposed to have been first discovered by the fleet of
Germanicus when driven in this direction by a storm

;

a condition of society regarded merely as a mark
But when the character of the gods
of divine anger.
is better understood, and when their attributes are
made to assume a more perfect and becoming form,
their honour is consulted, and the hypothesis of intentional falsehood on their part is no longer admitted.
The predictions of Jupiter in the Iliad are false,

but not obscure, whereas the oracles mentioned in HeThus
rodotus are obscure in order not to be false.
not merely Laius who, by exposing his newlyborn child, prepares the accomplishment of the very
it

is

980

—

Epist., 2,

1,

71.)

to the

Agricola afterward made the Romans better acquainted with their existence as islands, separate from the
mainland of Britain, when he circumnavigated the
northern coast of that country. Mela (3, 6), following
the oldest accounts, makes the number of these islands
to be thirty, and this statement is received by subsequent writers, with the exception ^i Pliny (4, 16),

who gives forty as the amount, pro\'ded the reading
be correct.
Orosius, in a later age, -^ould seem to
have had more recent information on this point, since

ORG
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he stales (he number at thirty-three, of which twenty,
and the remaining
according ;o him, were inhabited,
The Orkneys at the present day are
thirteen dt^erted
still called Orcades by the French.
They are separated from Uie northern extremity of Scotland by the
Pentland Straits or Frith, in which the sea is so boisterous th^; the serf upon the rocks spreads a fine rain
no wind, howto a league's distance within the land
ever strong, will enable the mariner to stem the curThe group consists of 67 islands
rent in this place.
Red sandand islets-, 27 of which are inhabited.
The soil of some of the
stone is the prevailing rock.
islands is of inferior quality, but that of others is excellent. The Shetland or Zetland islands are eighty-

—

:

number, of which forty are inhabited. They
contain granite and rocks of igneous origin, with red
six

in

sandstone ; their vegetation is poorer than that of the
Orkneys, and their soil for the most part is marshy.
{Malte-Brun, vol. 8, p. 684.)
Orchomenus, I. a celebrated city of Boeotia, near
the Cephissus, and to the northwest of the Lake CoIt was the second city of the land, and at one
pais.
time even rivalled Thebes itself in wealth, power, and
importance. Its first inhabitants are said to have been
the Phlegyae, a lawless race, who regarded neither
gods nor men, but laid the whole country under contribution

by

their

frequent

and

—

daring

robberies.

Schol. in Apollon.
Hymn. ApolL, 278.
Rhod., 1, 735.— Horn., IL, 13, 202.— Pausan., 9, 36.)
Pausanias, however, reports that a city named An-

(Horn.,

existed before the time of Phlegyas, who is said
The Phlegyae having
have been a son of Mars.
been destroyed by the gods for their impiety, with the
exception of a small remnant who fled into Phocis,
were succeeded by the Minyse {vid. Minyae), who are
drei's

to

as the real founders of Orchomobtained the surname of *' the

commonly looked upon
enus, which

thence
{Od., 11,

Minyean."

283.— Find

,

01., 14,

\.—Apoll.

Rhod., 3, lOM.— Thucyd., 4, 36.) At this period
Orchomenus became so renowned for its wealth and
power that Homer represents it as vying with the most
These
(//., 9, 381.)
opulent cities in the world.
riches are said to have been deposited in a building
erected for that purpose by Minyas, and which Pau-

sanias describes as an astonishing work, and equally
worthy of admiration with the walls of Tiryns or the

Thebes was at that time
Minyean city, and in a war
Erginus, king of the latter, was compelled to be-

pyramids of Egypt
ir«ferior in
'.vith

(9, 36).

to the

power

come its tributary.
As another proof of

—

Pausan., I. c.)
{Strabo, 414.
the wealth and civilization to

which Orchomenus had attained,

it is

mentioned that

Eteocles, one of its early kings, was the first to erect
and consecrate a temple to the Graces {Slrab., I. c.
Pausan., 9. 35), whence Orchomenus is designated
by Pindar {Pylh., 12, 45) as the city of the Graces.

—

In a war

against Hercules, its power, however,
impaired, though at the period of the
Trojan war it still retained its independence, since we
find it mentioned by Homer as a separate principality,

was

waged

greatly

from Boeotia. {11., 2, 511.) It appears to
have joined the Boeotian confederacy about sixty years
after the siege of Troy {Strabo, 410), and Thucydides
informs us in his time it was no longer termed the
Minyean, but the Boeotian Orchomenus (4, 76.

distinct

—

It was occupied by the
34).
Lacedaemonians at the time they held the Cadmean

Compare Herod.,

8,

but joined the Thebans after the battle of
The latter, however,
{Diod. Sic, 15, 57.)
being now in the height of their ascendancy, not long
after made an expedition against Orchomenus, and,
having seized upon the town, put to death the male
inhabitants, and enslaved the women and children.
•jitadel,

Leuctra.

{Diod. Sic, 15,

79.— Pausan.,

9, 15.)

The

pretext

was an attempt on the part of some Orchomeniao horsemen, 300 in number, to get possession of

for this

conjunction with certain exiles from the
During the sacred war Orchomenus was
possession of Onomarchus and the Phocians {Diod. Sic, 16, 33), but on peace
being concluded it was given up by Philip to the Thebans.
{Demosth., de Pac, p. 62.—Phtl., 2, p. 69.) Orchomenus was not restored to liberty and independence
till the time of Cassander, when that
prince rebuilt

Thebes,

in

latter city.
twice in the

Thebes. {Pausan., 9, 3.) It is mentioned by Dicaearchus as existing at this period. {Slat., Grac, 96.
Arrian, Exp. Al., 1,
Compare Pint., Vtt. Syll.
9.)
According to the accounts of modern travellers,
the ruins of Orchomenus are to be seen near the vil-

—

—

—

" This celebrated
former strength, and
some remains of its early magnificence. The Acropo*
lis stands on a
steep rock, rising close to the west of
the lower town
the Cephissus winds at its southern
base.
The walls, which extend from the plain to the
summit of the hill, enclose an irregular triangle, the
acuter angle of which terminates at the summit of the
rock, which is crowned with a strong tower, the walls
In the interior a
of which are regularly constructed.
lage

of Scripou.

Dodwell

city still e.xhibits traces

of

says,

its

;

large cistern is formed in the solid rock; ninety-one
steps are cut in the rock, and lead up to the tower,
It comthe position of which is remarkably strong.

mands an extensive view over Phocis and

Boeotia,

while the distant horizon is terminated by the mountAt the eastern foot
ains of Euboea" (vol. 1, p. 229).
of the Acropolis the same antiquary observed some
" The entrance
remains of the treasury of Minyas.
is entire,
though the earth, being raised above its ancient level, conceals a considerable part of it, as only
six large blocks, which are of regular masonry, remain above ground. The whole building is of white
marble, which must have been brought from a great
distance, as the nearest quarries are those of Pentelicus."
Mr. Dodwell found by approximation the diameter of the building to have been upward of sixtyfive feet,

which shows

it

the treasury at Mycenae.

to

have been

far superior to
architecture of that
composed of a single block,

"

The

portion which remains is
fifteen feet four inches in length, the breadth six feet
three inches, the thickness three feet three inches, and
at least twenty-four tons" (vol. 1, p. 227).
Gell says, "It has been a dome, formed by
approaching blocks, laid in horizontal courses, which
do not diverge from a centre like the principle of an
The interior of the building was in the form of
arch.
There seem to be two
a cone, or, rather, beehive.
other treasuries very near, but buried.
Hence there is
ascent
to
the
a steep
citadel, passing some huge blocks
in the way."
In the monastery of Scripou are several inscriptions, with the name of the city written Erchomenos. This appears also in the coins of the city,
In
where the epigraph is EPX. instead of OPX.
others of more recent date it is OPXOMENIGN.
it

weighs

Sir

W.

{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 244, segq.) With
regard to the form Erchomenos, the remarks of Bast
may be consulted. {Lcttre Critique a Boissonade sur
Anton. Lib., p. 123.
Compare Midler, Orchomenos

—

—

und die Minyer, p. 129.)
II. A city of Arcadia,
some distance to the northwest of Mantinea. It was
first situated on the summit of a hill, but was afterward, as we learn from Pausanias, removed to the
plain below.

Tradition assigned

its

foundation to Or-

chomenus, the son of Lycaon {Pausan., 8, 3), and its
mention of it
antiquity is farther evinced by Homer's
Orchomein the catalogue of ships.
{II., 2, 605.)
nus sent 120 soldiers to Thermopylae {Herod., 7, 102)
and 600 to Platsa (9, 28). In the Peloponnesian
was bewar, this town, being in alliance with Sparta,
and taken by the Argives and Athenians.
sieged

{Thucyd.,
fell

5, 61.)

into the

Several years after that event

power of Cassander {Diod. Sic, 19,

but, having at length regained

its

it

63),

independence, joined

ORE
the Achaean league.

ORE

Surprised again by Cleomenes,

from that quarter the statue of Diana to Argos.

It

was retaken by Antigonus Doson, who placed there was the custom in Taurica to sacrifice all strangers to
a Macedonian garrison.
After his death, however, it this goddess, and Orestes and Pylades,
having made
it

appears to have reverted to the Achaeans.
{Polyb., 2,
2, 54.— W., 4, G.—Strabo, 338.) The plain
of Orchomenus was in a great measure occupied by a
small lake, formed by the rain-water which descended
one of these, situated
from the surrounding hills
over against the town, was named Trachys.
The
modern village of Kalpaki is built on the ruins of Orchomenus. {Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 306,
III. A city of Thessaly, on the confines of
seqq.)
Van
Macedonia. (Schol. in Apoll. Rfiod., 2, 1186.

46.—/^.,

:

—

—

—

Staveren, ad Hygin., fab., 1.
Midler, Orchomenos
und die Minyer, p. 249.) IV. A city of Pontus, according to the schohast on Apollonius Rhodius (2,
Consult the remarks of Miiller {Orchomenos^
1186).

—

&c.,

p. 288).

Orcus, the god of the lower world, in the old Latin
corresponding to the Hades or Pluto of the

religion,

Greeks.

Verrius says that the ancients pronounced

the journey together, and having both been taken
captive, were brought as victims to the altar of Diana.
Iphigonia, the sister of Orestes, who had been canied
off by Diana from Aulis when on the point of
being immolated ( Vtd. Aulis, and Iphigenia), was the priestess

of the goddess

among the Tauri. Perceiving the strangers to be Greeks, she offered to spare the life of one
of them, provided he would carry a letter from her to
Greece.
This occasioned a memorable contest of
between them, which should sacrifice himand it ended in Pylades' yielding to
Orestes, and agreeing to be the bearer of the letter.
The letter was for Orestes, and a discovery was the
friendship

self for the other,

Iphigenia, thereupon, on learning the
object of their visit, contrived to aid them in carrying
off the statue of Diana, and all three arrived safe in

consequence.

many years in Mycenae, and
Hermione, after having slain
Neoptolemus. {Vid. Hermione, and Pyrrhus I.)
Such is the ordinary form of the legend of Orestes.
Greece.

became

Orestes reigned

the husband of

—

Orcus as if written Uragus, or, rather, Urgus, whence
would signify the Driver (from urgeo), answering to
the Hades-Agesilaus of the Greeks.
This etymology, The tragic writers, of course, introduced many variahowever, is very doubtful. ( Festus, s. v.
Thus, it is said, that when the Furies of his
Keighlley's tions.
mother persecuted him, he fled to Delphi, whose god
MytMogy, p. 527.)
a
of
what
had urged him to commit the deed, and thence went to
Ordovices,
Britain, occupying
people
would correspond at the present day to the northern Athens, where he was acquitted by the court of Areit

—

—

Eumcn.
Compare Muller, Euby Hermione two sons, TisIt was probably owing to the nature of amenus and Penthilus, who were driven from their
2, p. 187.)
their country, and to the vicinity of Deva, now Ches- country by the Heraclidae.
Eu{Apollod., 2, 8, 5.
ter, where a whole Roman legion was quartered, that rip., Orest.
Mschyi, Agam., «fcc.)
Soph., Electr.
the Romans had so few towns and stations among the
Orbsteom or Orestheum, called by Pausanias (8,
Ordovices.
Mediomanium was their capital, and was 3) Oresthasium, a town of Arcadia, southeast of Meportion of Wales, together with the isle of Anglesey.

{Tacit., Hist., 12,

'd^.—Mannert, Geogr

,

vol.

2, pt.

opagus.

men.)

{.Eschyl.,
— Orestes
had

probably situated at Maywood or Meifad, in MontMannert,
Plin., 4, 16.
{Mela, 3, 6.
gomeryshire.

—

I.

—

c.)

Oreades, nymphs of the mountains, so called from
Greek ofMC, " a mountain.''^ Another form of the

the

name

—

—

—

galopolis, in the district of Oresthis.

Its ruins,

ac-

cording to Pausanias, were to be seen to the right of
the road leading from Megalopolis to Tegaea (8, 44).
Allusion is made to it by Euripides.
{Orest., 1643.
It would seem from Thucydides
Electr., 1273.)
and Herodotus to have been on the road from Sparta
to Tegaea.
{Thucyd., 5, 6^.— Herod 9, 11.) Orestes died here.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 347.)

—

Orestiades {^OpeaTuideq).
They generally attended upon Diana, and accompanied her in hunting.
{Virg., JEn., 1, 504.— Orzd, Met., 8, 787.— Horn., B.,
Vid. Orestae.
Orestia.
6, 420.)
Orest^e, a people of Epirus, situate apparently to
Orkstias, the primitive name of Adrianopolis, in
the southeast of the Lyncestae, and, like them, origi- Thrace, and which the Byzantine authors frequently
The name is denally independent of the Macedonian kings, though af- employ in speaking of that city.
At a later peri- rived from the circumstance of Orestes having purified
terward annexed to their dominions.
od, having revolted under the protection of a Roman himself on this spot after the murder of his mother.
force, they were declared free on the conclusion of Three rivers had here their confluence, the Hebrus, re{Liv., 33, 34. ceiving the Ardiscus or Arda on one side, and the
peace between Philip and the Romans.
Their country was apparently of small Tonsus or Tonza on the other. {Vid. Adrianopolis.)
Id., 42, 38.)
extent, and contained but few towns.
Oretani, a people of Hispania Tarraconensis, whose
Among these
is

,

—

to the eastis named by Stephanus Byzantinus, who states
territory is supposed to have corresponded
have been the birthplace of Ptolemy, the son of ern part of Estremadura, the middle section of La
Its foundation was ascribed by tradition to Mancha, the eastern extremity of Jaen, and the northLagus.
This is probably the same city called by ern extremity of Grenada. {Liv., 21, 11.
Orestes.
Id., 35,
Strabo (326) Argos Oresticum, built, as he affirms, by 7.—Plin, 3, Z.—Polyb., 10, 38.— M, 11, 20.)
an
Arof
also
an
ancient
Hierocles
Oreus ('Qpeoc),
Orestes.
Euboea, in the
city
(p. 641) recognises
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 1, northeasternpart of the island, founded, as was said, by
gos in Macedonia.
an Athenian colony.
It was situate in the district of
p. 197.)
Orestes, son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra. EUopia. {Strabo, 445.) Scymnus of Chios, however,

Orestia
it

to

—

On

the assassination of

Agamemnon,

Orestes, then

was saved
by
quite young,
sister Electra, who had him removed to the court of
There he formtheir uncle Strophius, king of Phocis.
ed an intimate friendship with Pylades, the son of
the means, which
Strophius, and with him concerted
he successfully adopted, of avenging his father's death,
by slaying his mother and .'Egisthus. ( Vid. ClytaemAfter the murder of Clytemnestra, and iEgisthus.)
and
nestra, the Furies drove Orestes into insanity
when the oracle at Delphi was consulted respecting
the duration of his malady, an answer was given that
Orestes would not be restored >.o a sane mind until
from his father's

his

fate

;

Le went to the Tauric Chersonese, and brought away

98%

Its primiascribes a Thessalian origin to the place.
tive name was Histiaea, and it retained this appella
tion until, having endeavoured to shake off the galling

yoke of Athens,

after the close of the Persian war,

it

met with a cruel punishment at the hands of that powThe inhabitants were expelled, and Athenian coler.
onists were sent to occupy the lands which they had
evacuated.
Strabo, on the au{Thucyd., 1, 115.)
thority of

Theopompus, informs us, that
this occasion to Macedonia

withdrew on

we

name

the Histiaean.*
{I.

c).

From

of the place changed to
Oreus, which at first was that of a small place dependant on Histiaea, at the foot of Mount Telethrius, and
near the spot called Drymos, on the banks of the riv-

henceforth

find the

ORI

ORIBASIUS.

er Cillas.
Thucydides first notices Oreus at the close
of his history, as the last place retained by the AtheFrom Xenophon we learn,
nians in f^uboea (8, 95).
that, having been subsequently occupied by the Lacedaemonians, who had expelled Neogenes the tyrant, it

revolted from them previous to the battle of Leuctra.
After that period we find His{Htst. Gr., 5, 4, 57.)
liea, or Oreus, governed by another tyrant named Philistides, who, as Demosthenes asserts, was secretly sup-

ported and befriended by Philip of Macedon {Phil., 3,
he was afterward defeated and slain by the
p. 125)
Athenians and Chalcidians. (Steph. Byz., s. v.) JEschines, on the other hand, cites a decree of Oreus, to
:

prove that Demosthenes had been bribed by the citiIn the
zens of that town.
{JEsch. in Ctes , p. 68.)
second Punic war, Oreus, when besieged by Attains
and Sulpicius, a Roman general, was betrayed into
their hands by Plator, who had been intrusted by Phil(Lie, 28, 6.) It
ip with the command of the place.
must have been restored, however, to that monarch on
peace being concluded ; for, in the Macedonian war,
we find it sustaining another obstinate siege against
the same enemies, when it was taken by assault. {Liv.,

—

6—

into disgrace through the
his estate confiscated, and

envy of his enemies, had

all

was banished by Valentinian

and Valens.
He supported his misfortunes with fortitude, and by his medical talents gained so much love
and reverence, that the barbarians (as they were called)
to whom he had come
began almost to adore him as a

At last the emperors, feeling the loss of his professional skill, recalled him from banishment, restored
his confiscated fortune, and loaded him with honours.

god.

He was

when Eunapius, who was his intiwrote his account of his life, which is
and as this
placed by Lardner about the year 400
mate

still

alive

friend,

;

was more than 50 years after his attending Julian in
There
Gaul, he must have lived to a good old age.
are in the Greek Anthology two epigrams written in
honour of him.

— Oribasius composed, by order of the

works of Galen,
of Upayfiarela iarpiK^ (" Treatise on
Medicine'''), in four books, a compilation entirely lost.
He afterward, at the instance of the same monarch,
made a collection of extracts from the writings of previous physicians ; these he arranged in methodical order, and distributed into seventy books, as the title of
Julian, an abridgment of the

Emperor

under the

title

This city no the compilation indicates, 'E6(Jo//77/covrd6i6Aof. {PhoId., 18, 28.)
^6.—Folyb., II,
Its ruins are tius, cod., 217.)
Suidas, however, says that it conlonger existed in Pliny's time (4, 12).
Of this large work we possess
sisted of seventy-two.
still to be seen near the coast, opposite to Cape Volo
of Thessaly.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 120.) rather more than one third part, namely, books, 1-15,
Orgetorix, a nobleman of the Helvetii, the most 24, 25, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 60. Dietz states,
" Scholia in
Hippocraconspicuous for rank and riches of any of his country- in the preface to his unedited
men. He attempted to possess himself of the chief tem et Galenum'' {Regim. Pruss., 1834, 2 vols. 8vo),
books
been
overthat had
power in his native state, and was, in consequence, that he discovered two more
summoned to trial. His retainers, however, assembled looked by Mai, but does not specify which they are.
in great numbers, and prevented the case from being These he intended to insert in their proper places ia
heard.
He died not long after, having fallen, as was the new edition of Oribasius which he was preparing
Among these
{C(£s., B. G., 1, 2, for the press at the time of his death.
supposed, by his own hands.
are books 43d to 47th inclusive, which treat of various
seqq.)
Oeibasius, an eminent physician, and the intimate matters connected with surgery, and are taken from
friend of the Emperor Julian, was born at Sardis, in the works of Galen, Heliodorus, Archigenes, Asclepion medicine. OribaLydia, according to Suidas and Philostorgius {Hist. ades, and other ancient writers
Eccles., 7, 15), or, rather, according to Eunapius {De sius subsequently made an abridgment of this great
AlVitis Philosoph. et Sophist), who was his contempo- work, which he entitled Xivoiptg, in nine books.
these two works are merely compilations, they
rary, at Pergaraus, a celebrated city of Mysia, and the though
After enjoying the advantages o{ are, notwithstanding, important for the history of the
birthplace of Galen.
a good education, he became a pupil of Zeno, an able healing art: besides, the paraphrases of Oribasius
in the originals
physician of Cyprus, to whom the Emperor Julian ad- serve frequently to explain passages
Oribasius which would be otherwise difficult to understand.
dressed a letter, still extant.
(Epist., 47.)
soon became so famous in the practice of his profession, Oribasius finally composed a treatise on Simples (Evas to induce Julian, upon being raised to the rank of KoplaTLo), in four books.
commentary on the AphCaesar, to take him with him into Gaul as his physician, orisms of Hippocrates, which exists merely in a Latin
A.D. 355. Julian always held him in high esteem ; translation, has been erroneously ascribed to him ; it
is the work of a Christian writer, who, in order to
and, indeed, he owed him a debt of
if, as
31,

A

gratitude,

Eunapius

asserts, Oribasius aided in procuring for

him

How this was effected by Oribasius, the
the empire.
writer just mentioned does not state, and history is silent

on the subject.

led Boissonade, the last

the accuracy of the

circumstance which has
editor of Eunapius, to doubt

It is this

meaning commonly attached

to

He

asks whether the passage in question, 'O 6e tooovtov iizAtovEKTEL ral^ aX"Kai^ uperai^, dare koL fiaaiMa rov 'lovXtavov airidei^e, may not in fact mean that Oribasius had instilled into the bosom of Julian, both by precept and exBut,
ample, such virtues as made him fruli/ a king?
the words of this writer.

however this may be, it is certain that they were upon
the most intimate terms, as is proved by one of Juhan's letters, addressed to Oribasius, which still remains {Eptst., 17), and is, at the same time, a monument of their superstition and pagan idolatry. When
Julian succeeded to the empire, A.D. 361, he raised
Oribasius to the rank of qusestor of Constantinople,
and afterward sent him to consult the oracle at Delphi,
whence he brought back the celebrated answer, that
the oracles had ceased to utter predictions.
{Cedrenus. Chronic, p. 304. ed. Paris, 1647.) Oribasius accompanied the emperor in his expedition against PerHe afterward fell
sia, and was present at his death.

make
that

It

the production pass for an ancient one, feigned

had been composed by order of Ptolemy Euer-

—

Scholl,
{Encycl. Us. KnoicL, vol. 17, p. 10.
getes.
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 248, seqq)
"Oribasius,"
"
is the first medical writer of
observes Mr. Adams,
borrows so freely
celebrity after Galen, from whom he
But,
that he has been called the Ape of Galen.
he is a
although this appellation might indicate that

—

from his prototype, his work contains
curious things, which are either original or derived from some other source of information, which is
now lost. He describes minutely the mode of letting
blood by scarification, which, as described by him, is
an operation that does not appear to have been pracHe is also particularly full
tised by his predecessors.
from Herodotus an
upon the use of baths, and gives
account of the manner of practising with most advanThis appears to have been a
tage the bath of oil.
which has now been laid aside
ve'ry powerful remedy,
No
it.
for no other reason than the expense attending
so
ancient writer on the Materia Medica has given
circumstantial an account of the mode of administerIn the
has done in the 8th book.
ing hellebore as he
25th books of the Collectanea, he gives a
servile copyist

many

24th and

complete

treatise

on anatomy, which, although mostly

ORI

ORI

copied from Galen, is highly valuable from its accuAs Dr. Freind remarks, he has
racy and precision.
given a correct account of the salivary glands, which
appear to have been overlooked by Galen ; at least no
description of them is to be found in such anatomical

tins, and Lucan also speak of Oricum as a well-known
{Herat., Od., 3; 7.
port in their time.
Propert., 1,
8.
Philostratus says the town o*"
Lucan., 3, 187.)
Oricus was restored by Herodes Atticus, together with
many other Greek cities. It would seem from Virgil

works of

his as

have come down

to us.

His method

of treating epilepsy is also deserving of attention, as
appears to be a rational one, and yet is not clearly
recommended by any other ancient authority. It consists in first abstracting blood several times, then adit

ministering drastic purgatives, such as colocynth, scammony, and black or wiiite hellebore, applying cupping
instruments to the occiput, and afterward sinapisms

and other stimulants.

In confirmation of the benefiwould refer the
reader to a case related by Aulus Gellius (17, 15).
As a professed copyist from Galen, Oribasius may be

cial effects of hellebore in
epilepsy, I

safely consulted for a correct exposition of his doctrines."
have no complete edition of Oribasius.

—We

The 40th

chapter of the

first

tabiblos, treating of waters,

book of the Hebdomekonand the first six chapters

—

—

it was famous for its
{JEn., 10, 136.)
turpentine.
Nicander alludes to its boxwood.
(Thcr., v. 516.)
to
No traveller appears
have investigated the remains
of Oricum but it would seem, from modern maps, that
the name of Ericho is still attached to the spot on
which the town must have stood. {Mannert, Geogr.,
vol. 7, p. 407.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 62,

that

;

—

seqq.)

Orige.ves

{'Q,piyivTjg),

commonly

called,

by Eng-

Origen, a celebrated father of the church,
who flourished in the latter pari of the second, and
He was a
during the first half of the third, century.
Orinative of Alexandrea, where he chiefly resided.
gen was di^inguished not more for his learning than
lish writers.

for his piety and eloquence ; and his indefatigable application to study procured for him the surname of

Adamantius {'A.6afidvTcoc), i- e., "Man of adamant."
Porphyry supposes him to be of heathen parentage,
24th
and
The
25th books, treating and educated in the heathen faith but Eusebius, who
of anatomy, &.c., were edited by Dundas, Lugd. Bat., wrote his life, has shown conclusively that his parents
4to.
The
46th
and
47th
1735,
books, treating of frac- were Christians, and took the greatest possible care of
His father Leonidas
tures, &.C., as well as the fragments of the books re- his -early religious instruction.
specting bandages and dressings, are contained in the having been put to death during the persecution in the
collection of Cocchi.
There remain unedited from reign of Severus, Origen, who was then not quite
the 3d to the 1 5th books, and from the 43d to the 45th seventeen years of age, was with difficulty restrained
inclusive ; and there remain to be discovered from the by the care of his mother from offering himself also
16th to the 23d, and from the 26th to the 42d, inclu- for martyrdom.
He sent a letter to his father in pris" Take
sive.
Latin translations, however, have been printed on, containing this sentence
heed, father,
of some of the books that are yet unpublished in the that you do not change your mind for our sake." A fter
Greek text. The text of the Abridgment has never his father's death, Origen was supported for a short
been printed. A Latin translation by Rasarius ap- time by a rich lady of Alexandrea, but he soon became
peared at Venice, 1553, 8vo, and at Paris, 1554, able to support himself and the rest of the family (he
12mo. The treatise on Simples, translated into Latin, was the eldest of seven children), by teaching gramAt the age of eighteen, Demetrius, bishop of Alappeared at the end of Sichard's edition of Ccelius Au- mar.
Another translation by exandrea. put him at the head of the catechetical school
rclianus, Basle, 1559, fol.
is
Rasarius
contained in the B&sle edition of the works in that city, to the duties of which he devoted himself enof Oribasius.
The Commentary on the Aphorisms of tirely and with great success. Renouncing his gramHippocrates was published at Paris by Winter (Quin- matical pursuits, he sold all his books connected with
terius), 1533, 8vo, and reprinted at Basle in 1535, at profane learning to an individual, who agreed, in return,
Rome in 1553, and at Padua in 1558, in Svo. {Sch'oll, to supply him with four oboli a day, and he made this
of the

fifth

4to.

The

book, were edited by Riccius, Romcn, 1548,
first two books were edited
by Gruner,

Jen(B, 1784, 4to.

;

:

—

—

—

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 250, seqq.)
Oricum or Oricus, a port of Illyricum. at the head
of a bay, the outer side of which is formed by the

Acroceraunian promontory.

Scylax

(p.

early writers place it in Illyria, while
merates it among the cities of Epirus.

94) speaks of

mouth of

it

as a port not far from

the Aoiis.

It

was known

10) and other

Ptolemy enuHerodotus (9,

ApoUonia and the
also to

Hecatae-

We

are not
scanty pittance suflSce for all his wants.
His mantold how long this payment was continued.
ner of life was now marked by the very extremity of
self-denial ; he drank no wine, ate little food, went barefoot even in winter, contented himself with a single
garment, and took on the ground the little repose

which he could not refuse

to nature.

So great

wa.s

by his discourses, that the philosophers, the learned, the very pagans themselves,
flocked to hear him.
During all this time Origen
true faith by visiting the
signalized his zeal for the
the interest excited

us and Apollodorus {ap. Steph. Byz s. v. 'QpcKoq).
Scymnus of Chios appears to be the only writer who
he ascribes it to
gives any account of its foundation
the Euboeans after their return frocn Troy.
These are confessors in prison, accompanying them into the
same
with
the
Abantes
the
(v. 440).
people
ApoUo- judgment-hall, going with them to the place of execunius speaks of the arrival of a party of Colchians in tion, and giving them, when about to die, the kiss of
Conduct such as this, together with the fact
this port (4, 1216), whence Pliny calls it a colony of peace.
that people (3, 23).
Oricum, however, is much more of his having made many conversions, naturally exknown in history as a haven frequented by the Ro- posed him to danger, and he was at last compelled
mans in their communication with Greece, being very constantly to change his place of abode in order to esHis retreats
conveniently situated for that purpose from its proxim- cape the persecution of the pagans.
Durina the sec- were frequently discovered, and he was more than
ity to Hydruntum and Brundisium.
ond Punic war, this town was taken by Pliilip, king once dragged through the streets of the capital, and
His firmness, however, never forof Macedonia, but was afterward recovered by the put to the torture.
the enemy in sook him.
Being a young man, and obliged, in the
praetor Valerius Lavinus, who surprised
his camp before Apollonia during the night, and put exercise of his office as catechist, to be frequently in
of those whose presence might excite
him to the rout.
Philip having retired into Macedon, the company
the Roman general established winter-quarters at Ori- other thoughts than such as ought ever to be connectcum. {Livi/. 24, 40.) It was from this place that ed with his sacred functions, Origen, in order to avoid
Paulus ^Emilius sailed back to Italy, after having so all temptation, took the words of Holy Writ {Matt.,
and resorted
find it
19, 12) in their most literal acceptation,
happily terminated the Macedonian war.
he strove
subsequently occupied bv Caesar, soon after his landing to physical means as a preventive. Though
on this coast. {^Bell. Civ., 3, 11.) Horace, Proper- to keep this rash act a profound secret, yet Demetrius
,

;

—

We
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ORIGENES.
eventually became acquainted with

ORIGENES.
ion maintained by him in favour of the finite
punishment of the wicked, the doctnne of the modern Uni-

Surprised at
yet forced to respect
it.

the hardihood of the deed, and
such ardent and devoted piety in so young a man, he
encouraged him to persevere.
Origen himself was
subsequently convinced of his error, and confuted in
his writings the literal interpretation of a text which
had led him to this extreme.
After a visit to Home,

versalists.
It must be observed,
however, in behalf
of Origen, that we are not fully
competent, at the
an
to
opinion on this subject,
present day,
pronounce
or to determine whether he actually inclined towards

—

where Zephirinus was then bishop, Origen turned

particular heresy.
text of this work

Greek

attention to the acquiring of the Hebrew tongue, a
thing very unusual at that time {Hieron., de Vir. II-

but his knowledge of the language was
56)
never very great.
About the year 212, his preaching
reclaimed from the Valentinian heresy a wealthy person of the name of Ambrose, who afterward assisted
him materially in the publication of his Commentaries
on the Scriptures. His reputation kept contitmally increasing, and he became eminent not merely as an instructer in religion, but also in philosophy and human
sciences. The governor of Arabia, having heard wonderful accounts of his abihties, requested Demetrius
and the patriarch of Egypt to send Origen to him,
that they might converse together on literature and
lustr., c.

We

no longer possess the
of his, and only know it
through the medium of a very free, and, to all appearances, very unfaithful translation, executed by Rufinus.
For some curious remarks on this head, the
reader is referred to Bayle {Diet., vol. 8, p. 44, seqq.,
this

his

;

Lond., 1739).
Origen retired, after this ecclesiastical sentence, to the city of Caesarea, where, at the

ed.

instance of the bishops in this quarter, he once more
undertook to expound in public the Sacred Writings,
Hearers came from far and near, and among them Firmilianus, one of the most illustrious bishops of Cappadocia.
The most eminent of the disciples of Origen

was undoubtedly

St.

Gregory Thaumaturgus, and in

the discourse pronounced by this grateful follower in
honour of his master, we see what was the method

the sciences.
The voyage was made, and, when the
curiosity of the ruler was gratified, Origen returned to
his native capital.
This city, however, he soon after

pursued by Origen, and by what degrees he conducted

quitted, and fl^ed to Caesarea to avoid the cruelties exercised upon the Alexandreans by the odious Caracalla.
At CaBsarea he gave public lectures, and, though
not yet a jwriest, was invited by the bishops in this
quarter to expound the scriptures in the assemblies of
the faithful.
Demetrius took offence at this, and Oriat his earnest request, returned to the capital of
fen,
About this
!gypt and resumed his former functions.
time the Emperor Alexander Severus had stopped for
a while at Antioch, to expedite the preparations for

Palestine, and he took refuge with Firmilianus, who
concealed him for the space of two years in the house
of a pious widow.
In this abode he discovered a
large number of volumes, which Symmachus, the
translator of Scripture, had left as an heritage to the female with whom Origen was residing, and he was thus
enabled to devote himself to profitable study, and compare together the different versions of the sacred volume.
Ambrose, the disciple and generous friend of
Origen, having l)een arrested, the latter addressed to
him, from his place of retreat, an Exhortation to marThis production not only urges the motives
lyrdom.
which ought to animate to unshaken constancy the
confessors of the faith, but also ufifolds the rules of
conduct and the principles of Christian philosophy to

war against

the Persians

;

and the Empress

his pupils to the science of sciences.
The persecution under Maximin compelled Origen to flee from

Mammea,

who accompanied

her son, sent letters and an escort
to Origen, mviting him to Antioch.
The opportunity
was eagerly embraced, and Origen unfolded to his illustrious hearer the hopes and the promises of the gosAt a later period also he had a correspondence
pel.
with the Emperor Philip and his wife Severa.
On his
return once nnore to Alexandrea, he directed his attention to the writing of commentaries on the Old and
New Testaments, at the instance principally of Ambrose, whom he had both instructed in the sciences,
and, as we have already observed, reclaimed from his
heretical opinions. This disciple, well known in Alexandrea by the fame of his riclies, liberally supplied his
former master with all the means requisite for pursuing
his studies.
Origen had around him several secretaries, to whom he dictated notes, and seven others to
the former were called
arrange these notes in order

which they ought to adhere. The persecution having
ceased on the death of Maximin, Origen returned to
Alexandrea, and ceased not to occupy himself with
what had so long been the subject of his labours, the
famous Hcxapla. This great work was completed at
At
Tyre, but in what year is not precisely known.
the age of sixty Origen consented that his Homilies
or familiar sermons should be published
these had
been taken down during delivery by notarii, and,
though many had been lost, it is said that by this
means more than a thousand of his discourses were
preserved. As he was consulted from all quarters, his
correspondence became very voluminous more than
a hundred of these letters were preserved by Eusebius, and, among the number, two in particular, one
addressed to the Emperor Philip, and the other to his
consort Severa. Origen wrote also to Fabian and oth:

:

:

Other copyists were employed in transcribing works. Origen commented first
on the Gospel of St. John, then on Genesis, the first
twenty-five Psalms, and the Lamentations of Jeremiah.
Obliged at this period to undertake a journey er bishops, to repel imputations that had been cast
to Athens, for the purpose of succouring the churches upon his faith.
After a long and honourable life, toof Achaia, he again visited Cajsarea on his way, where wards the close of which he wrote his famous work
the bishop of this church and the bishop of Jerusa- against Celsus, he suffered martyrdom, according to
lem ordained him priest. He was at this time forty- some accounts, in the Decian persecution but, acfive years of age.
Demetrius vehemently disapproved cording to the more correct and general opinion, he
of this ordination, and made known the act committed died a natural death at
His sufferTyre, AD. 254.
by Origen on his own person, and which he had thus ings, however, during the last-mentioned persecution
far kept secret.
According to him, Origen could not were dreadfully severe {Euseb., Hist. Ecclcs., 6, 39.
be admitted to sacred orders, and he insisted that this
led to the erNiceph., 5, 32), and this, perhaps, has
point of ancient discipline could not be abandoned by ror of supposing that they terminated his existence.
the church.
An assembly was convened, and Origen Origen, says Epiphanius {De Pond, et Mens.), " sufreceived orders to leave Alexandrea, whither he had re- fer^
arrive at the end to
very much, yet he did not
turned.
In a second assembly or council, Demetrius which a
martyrdom leads."— Origen is undoubtedly one
pronounced sentence of deposition against him, and of the most remarkable men among the Christian wriexcommunicated him for the errors which he had prop- ters. His talents, eloquence, and learning have been
These errors were principally celebrated, not only by Christian writers, but by heaagated in his writings.
himself. Jerome
contained in his Treatise on First Principles, and one then
philosophers, including Porphyr)" a man of immortal
of the most prominent is said to have been the
genius, who understood
opin- calls him
notarii, the latter librarii.

I

'

;

—
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logic, geometry, arithmetic, music, grammar, rhetoric, he deviates from the path pointed out by the church
and all the sects of the philosophers
so that he was though it must be confessed that she had not
yet exresorted to by many students of secular literature, pressed herself as clearly in relation to this fundamenwhom he received chiefly that he might embrace the tal doctrine, as she subsequently did at the Council of
In this same book Origen starts the
opportunity of instructing them in the faith of Christ" Nice.
strange
Elsewhere he calls him the idea, that the stars are animated bodies. In the sec(de Vir. lilustr., c. 54).
find this ond book he discusses the
of
the
which,
greatest teacher since the Apostles.
world,
origin
same Jerome, however, at a later period of his life, vi- like the rfatonists, he regards as having been created
the incarnation of the Son of God
olently attacking Origen, and approving of the perse- from all eternity
cution of his followers.
Sulpicius Sevcrus says, that the nature of the soul, which he assigns also to the
in reading Origen's works he saw
many things that brute creation the resurrection of the dead, and eterThe third book treats of Free Agency ;
pleased him, but many also in which he (Origen) was nal life.
mistaken.
He wonders how one and the Demons or Evil Spirits, and the various ways in which
undoubtedly
same man could be so different from himself and men are tempted by them. The fourth book is devo" where he is
ted to the Interpretation of the Bible.
adds,
2. ^ikoao^ovright, he has not an equal since
the Apostles
vrhere he is in the wrong, no man has fiEva (" Doctrines of the Philosophers'").
This is
erred more shamefully."
All
the
first
of
a
book
work
entitled
Kara iraaHv
{Dialog., 1,3.)
agree properly
that he was a man of an active and powerful mind, alpeoEuv
EAeyxo^ {^'Refutation of all sects''), and
and of fervent piety ; fond of investigating truth, and consisting of two books. In it Origen briefly explains
free from all mean prejudices, of the most profound the doctrines of the different Greek schools of
philosHis whole ophy, and the second book was devoted to their refulearning, and the most untiring industry.
life was occupied in
There is some doubt, however, whether Oriwriting, teaching, and especially tation.
in explaining the Scriptures.
No man, certainly none gen was actually the author of it 3. Commentaries
in ancient times, did more to settle the true text of on the Old and New Testaments, the
greater part of
the sacred writings, and to spread them among the which, however, is now lost. In these Commentaries
and yet few, perhaps, have introduced more Origen gave full scope to his learning and imagination,
people
For, in what appeared to him to be the historical, literal,
dangerous principles into their interpretation.
whether from a defect in judgment or from a fault in mystical, and moral sense of the Bible. His grand
to
his education, he applied
the Scriptures the allegorical fault, as we have already remarked, is that of allegomethod which the Plalonisis used in interpreting the rizing the Scriptures too much and this method of
heathen mythology. He says himself, "that the source interpretation he adopted from the Alexandrine philosof many evils lies in adhering to the carnal or exter- ophers, in the hope of establishing a union between
Those who do so shall not at- heathen philosophy and Christian doctrine. His funnal part of Scripture.
tain the kingdom of God.
Let us therefore seek af- damental canon of criticism was, that, wherever the
ter the spirit and the substantial fruit of the word, literal sense of Scripture was not obvious or not
which are hidden and mysterious." And, again, ''the clearly consistent with his peculiar tenets, the words
Scriptures are of little use to those who understand were to be understood in a spiritual and mystical
them as they are written." In the fourth century, the sense a rule by which he could easily incorporate
writings of Origen led to violent controversies in the any fancies, whether original or borrowed, with the
4. Scholia, or short notes explanaChurch. Epiphanius, in a letter preserved by Jerome, Christian creed.
enumerates eight erroneous opinions as contained in tory of difficult passages of Scripture. Of these some
He is charged with holding heretical no- extracts only are preserved in the collection made by
his works.
with Gregory Nazianzen and Basil the Great, entitled Phitions concerning the Son and the Holy Spirit
5. Homilies, or familiar sermons, in which he
maintaining that the human soul is not created with localta.
6.
a
in
the addressed himself to the capacities of the people.
the body, but has
previous existence ; that
The great use which had been
resurrection the body will not have the same members Hexapla ('E^aTrAd).
and that future punishments will not be made by the Jews of the Sepluagmt, previously to
as before
eternal, but that both fallen angels and wicked men their rejection of it, and the constant use of it by the
will be restored, at some distant period, to the favour Christians, naturally caused a multiplication of cop;

We

:

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

of God.

{Hieron. adv. Ruf.,

lib. 2, vol.

These opinions were not generally held by

4, p. 403.)
bis follow-

besides the alterations designedly
the Jews, numerous errors became introduced, in the course of time, from the negligence o?
inaccuracy of transcribers, and from glosses or maries

;

in

which,

made by

ers, who maintained that the passages from which they
had been drawn had been interpolated in his writings
In 401, Theophilus. bishop of Alexan- ginal notes, which had been added for the explanaby heretics.
drea, held a synod, in which Origen and his followers tion of difficult words, being suflfered to creep into
were condemned, and the reading of his works was the text. In order to remedy this growing evil, Oriand the monks, most of whom were Ori- gen, in the early part of the third century, undertook
prohibited
out of Alexandrea.
His opin- the laborious task of collating the Greek text then in
genists, were driven
ions were again condemned by the second general use with the original Hebrew, and with the other transwill lations then in existence, and from the whole to procouncil of Constantinople, in A.D. 553.
now proceed to give a more particular account of the duce a nev^ recension or revisal. Twenty-eight years
several works of this father, as far as they have come were devoted to the preparation of this arduous task,
down to us, or are known from the statements of other in the course of which be collected manuscripts from
;

— We

1. Uepi 'Apx(^v (" On First Principles'').
writers.
This work was divided into four books; but we pos-

sess only a short notice of it in the Myriobiblon of
Photius {cod., 8), an extract in Eusehius {contra Marcell. Ancyran., lib. 1), and some fragments in the PhiRufinus made a Latin translation of the work
localia.

but he
in the fourth century, which has reached us
has, by his own confession, added so much to Origen's
work, that it cannot be taken as a fair exhibition of his
;

opinions.

In the

he explains in
Trinity, which

first

of the Platonic school
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book, Origen treats of

God

:

also his views with regard to the
are in accordance with the principles
it

;

and

it

is in this

particularly that

every possible quarter, aided by the pecuniary liberality
of Ambrose. Origen commenced, as has already been
stated, his labour at Csesarea, and, it appears, finished
his Polyglott at Tyre, but in what "year is not preciseThis noble critical work is designated by
ly known.
as Tetrapla,
various names among ancient writers
;

Hexapla, Octapla, and Enneapla.

The

Tetrapla con-

Greek versions of Aquila, Symmachus,

tained the /o?ir
the Sepluagint, and Theodotion, disposed in four columns to these Origen added two columns more, context in its original characters, aud
taining the Hebrew
these six columns, according
also in Greek letters
;

;

to

Epiphanius, formed the Hexapla.

Having subse-

ORI

ORIGENES.
fluently discovered

two other Greek versions of some

the Scriptures, usually called the fifth and
parts of
sixth, he added them to the preceding, inserting them
in their respective places, and thus composed the Ocseparate translaeight columns.

A

containing

tapla,

tion of the Psalms, usually called the seventh version,
afterward added, the entire work ha§ by some

being

This last appellation,
been termed the Enneapla.
But, as the
however, was never generally adopted.
two editions made by Origen generally bore the name
of the Tetrapla and Hexapla, Grabe thinks that they
were thus called, not from the number of the columns,
but of the versions, which were six, the seventh conBauer, after Montfaucon, is
taining the Psalms only.
of opmion that Origen edited only the Tetrapla and
The
Hexapla ; and this appears to be the real fact.
as the basis of the
original Hebrew being regarded
whole work, the proximity of each translation to the
text, in point of closeness and fidelity, determined its
rank in the order of the columns thus, Aquila's version, being the most faithful, is placed next to the sacred text ; that of Symmachus occupies the fourth

—

;

Hon, vol. 2,

p. 172, seqq.—Id. ibid., vol. 2, p. 742
—Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 451, seqq.~Id.

ibid., vol. 5,

71, seqq.

Orion

323,
— Montcfalc,

seqq.

p.

— Biogr.

Univ., vol. 32, p.

Fralim. in Hex. Orig.)

i^Qpiuv), a celebrated giant,

was

said b)

one legend to have been the son of Neptune and EaHis father, according to this same account,
ryale.
gave him the power of wadmg through the depths of
the sea, or, as others say, of walking on its surface.
He
{Hesiod, ap. Schol. ad Nicandr., Ther., 15.)
married Side, whom Juno cast into Erebus for con-

Antending with her in beauty.
{Apollod., 1, 4, 3.)
other and more common account makes Hyria, a town
of Boeotia, to have been the birthplace of Orion, and the
story of his origin is told as follows ; As Jupiter, Neptune, and Mercury were one time taking a ramble upon
earth, they came, late in the evening, to the house of a

farmer

named Hyrieus.
who was standing

Seeing the wayfarers, Hy-

at his door, invited them to
The
enter, and pass the night in his humble abode.
gods accepted the kind invitation, and were hospitably
Pleased with their host, they inquired if
entertained.

rieus,

the Septuagint the fifth ; and Theodotion's
the sixth.
The other three anonymous translations,
not containing the entire books of the Old Testament,
were placed in the last three columns of the Enneapla,
according to the order of time in which they were discovered by Origen.
In the Pentateuch, Origen compared the Samaritan text with the Hebrew as received
by the Jews, and noted their differences. To each of

he had any wish which he desired to have gratified.
Hyrieus replied, that he once had a wife whom he
tenderly loved, and that he had sworn never to marry
She was dead he was childless his vow
another.
was binding and yet he was desirous of being a father.
The gods took the hide of his only ox, which he, on
discovering their true nature, had sacrificed in their
honour they buried it in the earth and ten montha

the translations inserted in his Hexapla was prefixed
an account of the author
each had its separate pro-

afterward a boy came to light, whom Hyrieus named
Urion or Orion (uTro roi) ovpelv.
Euphorion, ap.
Schol. ad II. y 18, 1, %Q.—Omd, Fast., 5, 495, seqq.—
Hygin.,fab., 195.— Jrf., Poet. Astron., 2, 34.) This
unseemly legend owes its origin to the name Orion, and
was the invention of the Athenians. {Miiller, OrIn Hyginus, Hyriejus isByrseus (from
chom., p. 99 )

column

;

;

and the ample margins were filled with
notes.
A few fragments of these prolegomena and
marginal annotations have been preserved, but nothing
Montremains of his history of the Greek versions.
faucon supposes that the Hexapla must have made
fifty large folio volumes.
During nearly half a century this great work remained buried, as it were, in
a corner of the city of Tyre, probably because the
expense of procuring a copy exceeded the means of
any single individual. It would, no doubt, have perished there, had not Eusebius and Pamphilus restored
it to the
it in the library of the latlight, and placed
ter at Caesarea.
It may be doubted whether a copy
of the original work was ever made.
St. Jerome saw
it still at Caesarea, but as no writer makes mention

legomena

of

;

probable that it perished in
653 A.D., when Caesarea was taken by the Arabians.
To repair as much as possible the loss of the
Hexapla of Origen, various scholars have occupied
themselves, in modern times, with the care of restoring
after his time,

it

it

is

—

The

it.

first

that undertook this task

was Flaminio

Nobili, in the notes to his edition of the Septuagint

{Romce, 1587)
inenta veterum
;

these

and

after

him Drusius,

in

his

Frag-

With
interpretum {Arnh., 1622).
materials, and with the aid of manuscripts,

Montfaucon arranged his Hexapla Origenis, which
were printed in 2 vols, folio, at Paris, in 1713, and
were reprinted by Bahrdt {Lips., 2 vols. 8vo, 1769).
thought, however, that the learned Benedictine
was not sufficiently well acquainted with Hebrew, and
It

is

—

was deficient in critical acumen.
work of Origen's deserving of mention is
that he

7.

his

The

last

Reply

to

Celsus.
This philosopher, a member of the Epicurean sect, had composed, under the Emperor Hadrian,
a work
against Christianity, replete with calumny and
falsehood.
At the instance of his
{Vid. Celsus II.)
friend

Ambrose, Origen undertook

—

to reply to

it,

and

The best edition of Origen's
triumphantly succeeded.
works is that of De la Rue, Paris, 1733-59, 4 vols,
foi
reprinted by Oberthur, at Wurceburg, in 15 vols.
The best edition of
8vo, 1780 and following years.
the commentaries
separately is that of Huet, Rotom ,
The Scholia were published by
1668, 2 vols. fol.
themselves. in 1618, Paris, 4to.
(Home's Introduc,

6C

:

:

:

:

;

—

—

When Orion grew up, he went,
the hide, (3vpaa).
according to this same account, to the island of Chios,
where he became enamoured of Merope, the daughter
He sought
of CEnopion, son of Bacchus and Ariadne,
her in marriage ; but, while wooing, seized a favourHer faable opportunity, and offered her violence.
ther, incensed at this conduct, and having made Orion
drunk, blinded him, and cast him on the seashore.
The blinded hero contrived to reach Lemnos, and

came

to the forge of Vulcan, who, taking pity on him,
gave him Kedalion (Guardian), one of his men, to be
his guide to the abode of the Sun.
Placing Kedalion
on his shoulder, Orion proceeded to the East and
;

there meeting the Sun-god,

was restored

to vision

by
beams.
Anxious for revenge on CEnopion, he rebut the Chians, aware of his inturned to Chios
tention, concealed the object of his search under the
ground, and Orion, unable to find him, returned to Crete.
his

:

—

—

—

The
Hygin., I. c.)
Apollod., I. c.
As all the legends
variously related.
relating^ him are evidently later than the time of
Homer, none ventures to assign any other cause to it
{He.nod, I. c.
death of Orion

is

than the goddess Diana, whose wrath (though Homer
Some
rather says the contrary) he drew on himself.
said that he attempted to offer violence to the goddess
herself; others to Opis, one of her Hyperborean maidens, and that Diana slew him with her arrows ; others,
to challenge the godagain, that it was for presuming
It was also said that, when he
dess at the discus.
came to
he boasted to Latona and Diana that

Crete,

kill anything that would come from the
sent a scorpion,
Indignant at his boast, they
which stung him, and he died. It was said finally
that Diana loved Orion, and was even about to marry
him.
Her brother was highly displeased, and often
At length, observing one
chid her, but to no purpose.
the sea with his head just
day Orion wading through
above the waters, he f)ointed it out to his sister, and
maintained that she could not hit that black thing on

he was able to
earth.
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archer-goddess discharged a shaft the
dead body of Orion to the land ; and,
her
fatal
error with many tears, Diana placed
bewailing
him among the stars. The hero Orion is not mentioned in the Iliad ; but in the Odyssey (5, 121) we are
the sea.

waves

:

rolled the

—

told by Calypso, that rosy-fingered Aurora took him,
that Diana slew him with her gentle darts in Or-

and

In another place his size and beauty are praised.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 461, seqq.)
The constellation of Orion, which represents a man
of gigantic stature wielding a sword, is mentioned as
early as the time of Homer and Hesiod {11., 17, 486.
tygia.

(Od., 11,309.

—

—

et D., 589, 615, 619 )
Both poets, in alluding
use the expression adivog 'Qptuvog, ^Uhe strength
of Orion'^ (i. e., the strong or powerful Orion), analomust connect, theregous to the ^LTj 'HpaKXeiTj.
fore, with the idea of Orion, as represented on the celestial planisphere, that of a powerful warrior, armed
with his "golden sword," or, as Aratus e.xpresses it,

—Op.
to

it,

We

^t^eof

.

.

.

i^i TteTiOidug (v. 588).

So, too, the Ara-

name for this constellation, namely, El-dschehbdr^
means the ^^ Giant,'''' the " Hero.'''' According to Butt-

bic

raann, the form Oarion {'ilapiuv, Find., Isth., 3, 67)
is earlier than Orion, and the letter o itself has arisen
from a peculiar mode of pronouncing the digamma,

which

is

Demetrias, from which it was distant omy vwcntyIn Diodorus Siculus it is said that Casseven stadia.
sandra had wished to remove the inhabitants of Or-

chomenus and Dium

to

Thebes of Phthia, but was

prevented by the arrival of Demetrius Poliorcetes.
As there was no Thessalian city named Orchomenus,
it is
very likely that we ought to read Ormenium in
the passage here referred to {Diod. Sic, 4, 37.
Con-

—

sult

Wesseling, ad loc).

The modern Goritza

ap-

pears to occupy the site of the ancient city.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 427.)
Orne.(E, a city of Argolis, northwest of Nemea,
and near the confines of the country.
It was situate on
or near a river of the same name.
Pausanias reports,
that this place was founded by Orneus, son of Erechtheus (2, 25).
The Orneatae were originally inde-

pendent of Argos but, in process of time, having
been conquered by their more powerful neighbours,
from lonians they became Dorians, as Herodotus informs us (8, 73).
But we may observe that, accord;

ing to Homer {Iliad, 2, 569, seqq.), this place was
held in subjection by the sovereigns of Mycen* as
early as the time of the Trojan war.
Thucydides
writes, that Orneae was destroyed by the Argives in
the sixteenth year of the Peloponnesian war, after it

known to have had a sound resemblmg our had been abandoned by its inhabitants (6, 7). Strabo
The name Fapiuv, therefore, will be de- seems to acknowledge two towns of this name, as-

ich or w.

F (Iprig or' ApTjg, and signify '' a warrior."
Indeed, the English term Warrior is almost identical
in form with the Greek 'Oapiuv, and the word War
connects itself as plainly with the root of Fap-rjg or
It is worthy of remark, loo, that the constellaMars.
tion Orion was called by the Boeotians Kavdduv, a derivative in all likelihood of Kavddog, a name given to
the god Mars.
Tzetz., ad luc.
(Lycophr., 328.
Ly-

rived from

—

—

—

That part of the legend, also, which recophr., 938.)
lates to the ox's hide, is explained by the same eminent

signing one to Argolis, and the other to Corinthia or
Sicyonia ; but in regard to this fact he was probably
mistaken.
In his time Ornece was deserted.
No

modern traveller appears to have discovered the ruins
of this ancient city ; Fourmont, however, whose authority is very dubious, affirmed that the site was in
his time still known by the name of Ornica.
{Voyage mayiuscript, cited by Pouquevtlle, vol. 5, p. 297.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 283, seqq.)
Okodks, king of Parthia. He was on the throne

—

on the supposition of some resemblance hav- when Crassus undertook his ill-starred expedition
{Vid. Parthia.)
ing been discovered, between the position of the stars .against that country.
in this constellation and the hide of an ox.
Thus the
Orcetes, a Persian governor of Sardis, notorious
four stars, a, /3, y, k, will indicate the four extremities for his cruel murder of Polycrates.
He was put to
or corners, and the feebler stars, which now form the death, B.C. 521, by order of Darius Hystaspis, on
In the same way, the account of various offences committed by him, more
head, will represent the neck.
three brilliant stars in the middle may have suggested particularly for having destroyed Mitrobates, governor
the idea of the three deities, Jupiter, Neptune, and of Daschylium, and his son Cranapes, and for having
Historians are not
Mercury. {Buttmann, Anmcrk. Idcler, Stcrnnamen, put to death a royal messenger.
The cosmical setting of Orion, which took quite agreed about the name of this man. He is callp. 331.)
{Herod., 3, 120, seqq.)
place towards the end of autumn, was always ac- ed by some Orontes.
Hence the south
Orontes, a river of Syria, rising on the eastern side
companied with rain and wind.
wind is called by Horace "the rapid companion of the of the range of Libanus, and, after pursuing a northersetting Orion" (Od., 1, 28, 21), and Orion himself as ly course, falling into the Mediterranean about six
It was called Orontes, ac"fraught with harm to mariners." {Epod., 15, 7.
leagues below Antiochia.
Compare Od., 3, 27, 18.— Virg., JEn., 1, 535.— Id. cording to Strabo, from the person who first built a
From the view which has here been taken bridge over it, its previous name having been Typhon.
lb., 4, 52.)
of the origin of the name Orion, it will be seen at {Strab., 758, seqq.)
This name it received from a
once how erroneous is the etymology assigned by Isi- dragon, which, having been struck with a thunderbolt,
"
Orion dictus ah urina, id est sought in its flight a place of concealment by breaking
dorus, when he says,
at inundatione aquariim.
Tempore enim hiemis abor- through the surface of the earth, from which aperture
tus, mare et terras aquis et tempestatibus turbat." the river broke forth, so that, according to this stateThere is also another error here. It ment, it pursued a part of its course at first under
[Orig., 3, 70.)
was not the rising, but the cosmical setting, of the ground. This, however, is a mere fable. Typhon
constellation which brought stormy weather.
{Ideler, was probably a fanciful appellation given to it by the
scholar,

—

—

—

—

Sternnamen,

p.

219.)

Orithyia

(four syllables), a daughter of Erechtheus,
She was carried off by
king of Athens, by Praxithea.
Boreas, the god of the northern wind.
{Vid. Boreas.)

Greeks, since it is altogether different from the Syriac
term which the natives now apply to it, namely. El
Aasi, or, "the Obstinate," in reference to its only irri-

gating the neighbouring fields through compulsion, as it
were, and by the agency of machines {Abulfeda, Tab.
This name, no doubt, was
Syr., cd. Kolder, p. 150).
also given to it by the Syrians of former days, since
the catalogue of the ships, as belonging to Eurypy- from it the Greeks appeared to have formed their or.er
lus.
{II., 2, 731.)
According to Demetrius of Scep- name for this river, viz., the Axius. Scylax calls the
The Orontes is a large river in
stream Thapsacus.
sis, it was the birthplace of Phoenix, the preceptor of
Achilles.
{Strabo, Ad8.—Eustath., ad 11, p. 762.) winter, on account of the accession to its waters from
Strabo affirms, that in his time it was called Ormini- the rain and melted snows, but it is a very small stream
and that it contributed, with many of the neigh- in summer. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 446,
uin
bouring towns, to the rise and prosperity of the city of seqq.)

a city of Thessaly, in the district of
Magnesia, near the shores of the Sinus Pelasgicus, and
It is noticed by Homer, in
southeast of Deinetrias.

Ormenium,

;
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Oropos, I. a city on the confines of Bceotia and Attica, on the lower bank of the Asopus, and not far
The possession of this place was
from itb roouth.
long the object of eager contest between the Boeotians
and the Athenians. There is little doubt but that the
former could prove priority of possession ; but, as the
Athenians were anxious to enlarge their territory at
the expense of their Boeotian neighbours, and to make
(as all nations have been anxious to do) a river (the
Asopus) their boundary, and also to secure their com-

raunication with Euboea, they used their rising power to appropriate this place to themselves.
(Bloomf.
ad Thucyd., 2, 23.) In the Peloponnesian war we
find it occupied by the Athenians
but, towards the
;

close of that contest, we hear of the city being surprised by the Boeotians, who retained possession of it
for many years.
{Thucyd., 8, 60.) In consequence

©f a sedition which occurred there, the Thebans changed the site of the place, and removed it about seven
After the
stadia from the sea.
{Diod. Sic.^ 14, 17.)
overthrow of Thebes, Oropus was ceded to the AtheHence Livy, Pausanias, and
:nians by Alexander.
Dicaearchus and
Pliny place the town in Attica.
Stephanus, on the other hand, ascribe it to Boeotia.
Dicaearchus (^Stat. Gr., p. 11) styles Oropus "the
dwelling-house of Thebes, the traffic of retail venders,
the unsurpassable avarice of excisemen versed in excess of wickedness for ages, ever imposing duties on

The generality are rough in their
imported goods.
manners, but courteous to those who are shrewd they
are repulsive to the Boeotians, but the Athenians are
;

The meaning

of the last passage is perhaps this, that the Athenians on this border were so
much mixe-d with the Boeotians as to have lost their

Boeotians."

usual characteristics of acuteness and intelligence
" is now called
"
Oropus," says Dodwell,
Ropo, and
contains only few and imperfect ruins" (vol. 2, p. 1.56.
Cramer'^s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 272).
II. A
city
of Macedonia, mentioned by Stephanus (p. 770), but
otherwise unknown.
III. A city in the island of Eu-

—

—

—

boea.

{A7nm. Marceli, 30, A.—Stcph. Byz., p. 770.)
Orosius, Paulus, apresbyter of the Spanish Church,
and a native of Hispania Tarraconensis, who flourished
about the beginning of the fifth century, under Arcadius and Honorius.
The invasion of his country by
the barbarians, and the troubles excited by the Priscillianistae, a sect of the Gnostics or Manichaeans, caused
him, about A.D. 414, to betake himself to St. Augustin in Africa, who afterward sent him to St. Jerome.
The latter prelate was then in Palestine. Orosius acted in this country the part of a turbulent man, and embroiled St. Jerome with Pelagius and John of Jerusalem.
He wrote also a treatise against Pelagius, who
was at that time spreading his opinions concerning oriThe title of this production is
ginal sin and grace.
" Liber
Apologeticus contra Pelagium, de Arbitrii libertatey The treatise is annexed to the " History"
of Orosius.
From Palestine he returned to Hippo
Regius in Africa, to his friend St. Augustin, and thence
to Spain.
The calamities which had befallen the Roman empire, and, above all, the capture and pillage of
Rome by Alaric (A.D. 410), afforded to the heathens,
and to Symmachus among the rest, a pretence for accusing the Christian religion of being the cause of all
these disasters, and of saying that, since the abandonment of the old religion of the state, victory had utterTo refute ihis charge,
ly forsaken the Roman arms.
Orosius, at the advice of St. Augustin, composed a
history, in which he undertook to show that ever since
the creation, which he dated back 5618 years, the habitable world had been the theatre of the greatest ca-

lamities.

The work

consists of seven books, divided

into chapters.
It begins with a
geographical description of the world, then treats of the
origin of the human race according to the book of Genesis, and after-

ward

relates the various accounts of the
mythologists

and poets concerning the heroic age*.

TTien followf
the history of the early monarchies, the
Assyrian, Baband
the
Persian,
ylonian,
conquests of Alexander, and
the wars of his successors, as well as the
hisearly

the contents being chiefly taken from
Trogus Pompeius, and his abridger Justin. The fourth
book contains the history of Rome, from the wars o
The fifth book com
Pyrrhus to the fall of Carthage.
prises the period from the taking of Corinth to the war
of Spartacus,
Orosius quotes
his authorities
tory of.

Rome,

among

several works which are now lost,
'i'he narrative in
the sixth book begins with the war of
Sylla against
Mithradates, and ends with the birth of our Saviour.
The seventh book contains the history of the empire
till A.D. 416,
including a narrative of the capture and
sack of Rome by Alaric, which was the great event of
the age.
Orosius intermingles with his narrative mor-

and sometimes whole chapters of advice
and consolation, addressed to his Christian brethren,
and intended to confirm their faith amid the calamities
of the times, which, however heavy, were not, as he
The Romans, he says, in
asserts, unprecedented.
their conquests, had inflicted equal, if not
greater,
wrongs on other countries. His tone is that of a
Christian moralist, impressed with the notions of justice, retribution, and humanity, in which the heathen
historians show themselves so deficient.
As an historical writer, Orosius shows considerable critical
judgment in general, though in particular passages he apal reflections,

pears quite credulous, as in chapter 10th of the first
book, where he relates from report, that the marks of
the chariot-wheels of Pharaoh's host are still visible at
the bottom of the Red Sea.
As an instance of the incidental value of the passages taken by Orosius from
older writers, consult Savigny (^Das Recht dcs Besitzes,
p. 176).
King Alfred made a free translation of the
History of Orosius into the Anglo-Saxon language,

—

which was published by Daines Barrington, with an
The work of
English version, London, 1773, 8vo.
'^
Adversus PaOrosius, in some MSS., is entitled
ganos Historiarum libri vii." In others it is called

—

"
"

De
De

totius

Mundi Calami tatibus ;"

in

others, again,

"
Miseriis Antiquorum
The most
" Horsingular title, however, given by some MSS., is
" Ormesta."
mesta''^ or
The general opinion is, that
this has arisen from a mistake made by some old
copyist.
The true title, in all probability, was Pauli Oro-

Cladibus

et

moesta mundi, from which, by abbreviation, was
made Pauli Or moesta mundi, and finally Pauli
Ormesta, or simply Ormesta. {Wtthof., Rclaf Duis-

sii

first

—

,

One of the best editions of
burg, 1762, N. 47, 52.)
Orosius is that of Havercamp, Lugd. Bat., 1738, 4to.
Sch'6ll, Hist.
(Encycl. Us. Knowi, vol. 17, p. 2^.
Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. IIQ.—Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit..

—

vol. 1, p. 477.)

Orosped.\.

Vid. Ortospeda.
syllables), a poet, musician, and philosopher, whose name is very prominent in the early
The traditions respecting him are
legends of Greece.

Orpheus (two

remarkably obscure.

According

to

Cicero

(JV.

D.,

1,

38), Aristotle believed that no such person as Orpheus
the poet had ever existed
but perhaps he only means
Orthat the poems ascribed to him were spurious.
is mentioned as a real
by several of the
;

pheus

person
ancient Greek writers, namely, by the lyric poets Ibycus and Pindar, the historians Hellanicus and Pherecydes, and the Athenian tragedians: he is not menSome ancient writers
tioned by Homer or Hesiod.
reckon several persons of this name, and Herodotus
In later times a number of marvellous
speaks of two.
The following
stories were connected with his name.
His native counof Orpheus.
is the
legendary history
It is a remarkable fact, that most of
try was Thrace.
the traditions respecting Greek civilization are connected with the Thracians, who in later times spoke ft

—

to the Greeks, and were looked
language unintelligible

ORPHEUS.

ORPHEbS.

we have just remarked, attributed to Orpheus. Anatophanes says, that he taught men to abstain from murthe
der.
{Ran., 1030.) He is said to have been the aubut a Greek race who lived in the district called Pie- thor of many fables.
A passage in an epigram, to
to
the
east
of
the
to
the
-north of which, however, no authority can be attached, ascribes
ria,
Olympus-range,
the
of
and
to
south
Emathia
or
the
of
letters.
to
him
invention
Macedonia.
{Fabric, Bib. Gr<zc.,
Thessaly,
The time at which vol. 1, p. 173.) The discovery of many things in med{Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 26.)
lived
is
all
writers
not
is
also
to
icine
him
before
(Plin., 25, 2), and the re
Orpheus
placed by
assigned
long
the Trojan war, and by most at the period of the Argo- call of Eurydice from the lower world is sometimes ex
nautic expedition, about twelve or thirteen centuries plained as referring to his skill in the healing art.
He
before our era.
He was said to have been the son of was said to have been a soothsayer and an enchanter,
A share in the
Apollo and the muse Calliope, or, according to an- and he had a famous oracle in Lesbos.
other account, of Oeagrus and a muse.
The poets invention of the lyre is also ascribed to him he receivrepresent him as a King of Thrace, but the historians ed it from Apollo with seven strings, and added to it two
are generally silent about his station.
According to more. According to Plutarch, he was the first that acClemens of Alexandrea he was the disciple of Musaeus, companied the lyre with singing. The fable that, after
but the more common accounts make him his teacher. his death, his head floated to Lesbos, is a poetical mode
He was one of the Argonauts, to whom he rendered of representing the skill of the natives of that island in
the greatest services by his skill in music
the en- lyric poetry.
Orpheus is said to have imbodied his rechanting tones of his lyre made the Argo move into ligious and philosophical opinions in poems, but the
the water, delivered the heroes from many difficulties works ascribed to him are evidently spurious.
An acand dangers while on the voyage, and mainly contrib- count of these will be found under the article Orphica.
uted to their success in obtaining the golden fleece.
vol.
It
is
stated
of OrUs
Know!..,
17, p. 37.)—
{Encyl.
After the voyage, Orpheus returned to the cavern in pheus by some ancient authorities, that he abstained
Thrace in which he commonly dwelt. He is said by from the eating of flesh, and had an abhorrence of eggs,
some authors to have made a voyage to Egypt before considered as food, from a persuasion that the egg was
the Argonautic expedition.
The skill with which Or- the principle of all beings. Many other accounts are
pheus struck the lyre was fabled to have been such as given of him, which would seem to assimilate his charto move the very trees and rocks, and the beasts of the acter to that of the earlier priests of India.
The anforest assembled round him as he touched its chords. cients, however, unable to discover any mode by which
He had for his wife a nymph named Eurydice, who he could have obtained his knowledge from any other
died from the bite of a serpent, as she was flying from source, pretended that he had visited Egypt, and had
Aristffiua.
Orpheus, disconsolate at her loss, deter- there been initiated into the mysteries of Isis and
mined to descend to the lower world, to endeavour to Osiris. This, however, appears to be a supposition
mollify its rulers, and obtain permission for his beloved purely gratuitous, since a careful examination of the
Armed subject leads directly to the belief that Orpheus was
Eurydice to return to the regions of light.
only with his lyre, he entered the realms of Hades, and of Hindu origin, and that he was a member of one of
to
an
admittance
the
of
Pluto.
At those sacerdotal colonies which professed the rehgion
easy
gained
palace
the music of his " golden shell," to borrow the beauti- of Budda, and who, being driven from their homes
ful language of ancient poetry, the wheel of Ixion
stop- in the northern parts of India and in the plains of Tarped, Tantalus forgot the thirst that tormented him, the tary by the superior power of the rival sect of Brahvulture ceased to prey on the vitals of Tityos, and Plu- ma, moved gradually onward to the west, dispensing in
to and Proserpina lent a favouring ear to his prayer. their progress the benefits of civilization, and the mysEurydice was allowed to return with him to the upper teries and tenets of their peculiar faith. There seems
world, but only on condition that Orpheus did not look to be a curious analogy between the name of the poet
back upon her before they had reached the confines of and the old Greek term dp<f>6c, dark or tawny-coloured
He broke the condition, and (compare 6p<^avo^, ipetog, orbus, furvus), so that the
the kingdom of darkness.
His death is differently appellation Orpheus may have been derived by the
she vanished from his sight.
The most common account is, that he was early Greeks from his dusky Hmdu complexion. The
related.
torn in pieces by the Thracian women, at a Bacchic death of Eurydice, and the descent of Orpheus to the
shades for the purpose of eflfecting her restoration, apfestival, in revenge for the contempt which he had
shown towards them through his sorrow for the loss of pear to be nothing more than an allegorical allusion to
3.
Virg., Georg., 4, 454.) certain events connected with the religious and moral
Eurydice.
{Apollod., 1,
It will not, we hope, be
His limbs were scattered over the plain, but his head instructions of the bard.
ivas thrown upon the river Hebrus, which bore it down viewed as too bold an assertion, that such a female as
lo the sea, and the (vaves then carried it to Lesbos,
Eurydice never existed. The name Eurydice {Evpvwhere it was buried. (Vid. Lesbos.) The Muses col- diKTi) appears to be compounded of the adverbial form
lected the fragments of his body and interred them at evpv, or perhaps the adjective evpvg, considered as beLibethra, and Jupiter, at their prayer, placed his lyre in ing of two terminations {MatthtcB, Gr. Gr., vol. 1.
the skies.
120.— Kilhner, Gr. Gr., vol. 1, p. 353, <J 309), and
(ApoUod., I. c.
Apoll. Rhod., 1, 23.
()
Hermes, ap. Athen., 13, p. 597.) The poets and fab- the noun diKTj, and it would seem to be nothing more
ulists have attributed to Orpheus many great improve- than an appellation for that system of just dealing and
ments in the condition of the human race. Indeed, his moral rectitude which Orpheus had introduced among
having moved even animals, and trees, and the flinty the earlier progenitors of the Grecian race, and the
rocks by the sweetness of his strains, would seem to foundations of which had been laid broadly and deeply
indicate nothing more than his successful exertions in by him in the minds of his hearers.
According to the
race of men.
{Horat., Ep. ad statements of the ancient mythologists, Aristasus, the
civilizing the early
Pis., 391.)
Nearly all the ancient writers state, that son of Apollo and the nymph Cyrene, became enamOrpheus introduced into Greece the doctrines of reli- oured of Eurydice, the wife of Orpheus, and pursued
The foundation of her into a wood, where she ended her days from the
of the gods.
gion and the worship
It has already been stated, in
mvsteries is also ascribed to him.
{Aristoph., Ran., sting of a serpent.
opon by them

as barbarians.

pionting out
f^-h not
same

Miiller explains this by

as

that the Thracians of these legends were
people as those of the historical period,

:

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

lOoO—Eurip.
Herodotus

(2,

Rhes.,

9i5.— Plato,

Protag.,

p.

216

)

91) speaks of Orphic and Bacchic mys-

These mvsteries seem

to have been different
from those of Eleusis. The establishment of social inBtitutions, and the commencement of civilization, are,
teries.
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another part of this volume {vid. Aristaeus), that Aristaeus would seem to be in reality an early deity of the
Greeks, presiding over flocks and herds, over the
of the olive.
At
propagation of bees and the rearing
the same time, we find among the ancient writers the

ORP

ORPHICA.

Aristaeus connected, in a greater or lesa dewith the rites and mysteries of lUcchus.
Thus,
Diodorus Siculus (3, 39) cites a legend, in which
Aristsus is mentioned as the instructer or governor
From the same source (3, 71)
of the young Bacchus.

the guidance of the ancient mystical poet
Orpheus,
dedicated themselves lo the worship of Bacchus, in
which they hoped to find the gratification of an ardent

name of

gree,

longing after the soothing and elevating influences of reThe Bacchus, to whose worship these Orphic
ligion.
rites (ra 'Op^LKu Koktofitva kcI BaKxtKu, Herod., 2,
81) were annexed, was the Chthonian deity, Bacchus
or Dionysus
Zagreus, closely connected with Ceres

are informed, that Aristasus was the first who sacNonnus represents
to Bacchus as to a god.
him as one of the principal leaders in the expedition of

we

rificed

and Proserpina, and who was the personified expression, not only of the most rapturous pleasure, but also
of a deep sorrow for the miseries of human life. The
mythology. {Nonni Dionys., 6, p. 163, ed. 1605, 8vo.) Orphic legends and poems related in great part to this
From a view of these and other authorities, it would same Bacchus, who was combined, as an infernal deity,
seem that there bad been some union effected be- with Pluto or Hades (a doctrine given by the philosotween the religious worship of Aristaeus and Bac- pher Heraclitus as the opinion of a particular sect),
chus.
Regarding this latter deity as emblematic of and upon whom the Orphic theologers founded their
the great productive principle, which imparts its ani- hopes of the purification and ultimate immortality of
mating and fertilizing influence to everything around, the soul. But their mode of celebrating this worship
it is not difficult to
conceive how a union should was very different from the popular rites of Bacchus.
have taken place between this system and that of The Orphic worshippers of Bacchus did not indulge
Aristaeus, the god of agriculture and of the flocks. in unrestrained pleasure and frantic enthusiasm, but
Now the religious system introduced by Orpheus, rather aimed at an ascetic purity of life and manners.
though itself connected with the worship of Bacchus, The followers of Orpheus, when they had !lsted the
was very different from the popular rites of this same mystic sacrificial feast of raw flesh torn from the ox
The Orphic worshippers of Bacchus did not of Bacchus {d}fj,o<payia), partook of no other animal
deity.
They wore also white linen garments, like
indulge in unrestrained pleasure and frantic enthusi- food.
asm, but rather aimed at an ascetic purity of life and Oriental and Egyptian priests. {Mulkr, Hist. Lit.
manners. The consequence, therefore, would seem to Gr., p. 231, seqg.) Of the Orphic writers, the most
have been, that these two systems, the Orphic and the celebrated are, Onomacritus, who lived under Pisispopular one, came at last into direct collision, and the tratus and his sons, and Cercops, a Pythagorean, who
In the figurative lan- lived about B C. 504.
Works ascribed to Orpheus
former was made to succumb.
guage of poetry, Aristaeus (the type of the popular sys- were extant at a very early period. Plato mentions
tem) pursues JEurydice (Evpv-diKj], the darling insti- several kinds of Orphic poems but he intimates that
Aristotle speaks of them as
tutions of Orpheus), and the venom of the serpent (the they are not genuine.
In later
gross license connected with the popular orgies) occa- the so-called {ra Kalov/aeva) Orphic poems.
sions her death.
Orpheus, say the poets, lamenting times, all manner of works on mysteries and religion
the loss of his beloved Eurydice, descended in quest were ascribed to him.
There are also Orphic poems
of her to the shades.
The meaning of the legend later than the Christian era, which are difficult to be
The wrievidently is, that, afflicted at the overthrow of the fa- distinguished from those of earlier times.
vourite system which he had so ardently promulgated, tings ascribed to Orpheus, and which have reached our
to
which
had
succeeded
his
are
1.
and the corruption
as follows
purer times,
Hymns CYfivoL), eighty-eight
They are in hexameter verse, and were
precepts of moral duty, he endeavoured to reclaim men in number.
from the sensual indulgences to which they had be- most of them, as is thought, composed by Onomacricome attached, by holding up to their view the terrors tus. 2. An historical or epic poem on the Expedition
of future punishment in another world.
Indeed, that of the Argonauts {'ApyovavrtKu), in 1384 verses, probhe was the first who introduced among ^he Greeks the ably by Onomacritus at least, by some one not earlier
idea of a future state of rewards and punishments, is than Homer.
3.
work on the Magical Virtues of
(Diod Sic, Stones (TTspl AlBuv, or AlOiku), in 768 hexameters,
expressly asserted by ancient authorities.
Banier^s Mythol- showing how they may be used as preservatives against
1, 96.
Wesseling, ad Diod., I. c.
The awful threatenings that poisons, and as a means of conciliating the favour of
ogy, vol. 4, p. 159.)
were thus unfolded to their view, and the blissful en- the gods.
4.
Fragments of various other works;
joyments of an Elysium which were at the same time among which is placed a poem of 66 verses, entitled
promised lo the faithful, succeeded for a time in bring- Trepi 'teia/uuv, conccrniiig EartJujuakes, that is, of the
ing back men to the purer path of moral rectitude, and prognostics to be derived from this species of phenomto a fairer and brighter state of things ; but either the ena ; a production sometimes ascribed to the fabulous
impatience of their instructer to see his efforts realized, Hermes Trismegistus.
Many other fragments of the
or some act of heedlessness and inattention on his Orphic poems, some in a metrical form, others con-

Bacchus against India and in Greece his history is
connected with that of the time of Cadmus, the founder of Thebes, the birthplace of Bacchus in Grecian
;

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

A

—

—

—

|

i

i

hopes, and mankind relapsed
In the fanciful phraseology of the poet, the doctrine of a future state of
punishment, as taught by Orpheus, was converted into
his descent to the shades.
His endeavour to re-establish by these means the moral system which he had
originally promulgated, became, to the eye of the earlier bard, an impassioned search, even amid the darkness of the lower world, for the lost object of conjugal
affection
and by the tones of the lyre, which bent even
Pluto and Proserpina to his will, appear to be indicated
those sweet and moving accents of moral harmony,
in which were described the
joys of Elysium, and
whose power would be acknowledged even by those
whom the terrors of punishment could not intimidate.
OrphIc.v, certain works falsely ascribed to Orpheus,
which imbodied the opinions of a class of persons
termed 'OpipiKol. These were the followers of Orpart, frustrated

all

his

once more into moral darkness.

;

pheus, that

is

to say, associations of persons

who, under

verted into prose, and scattered throughout the commentary of Proclus on the Cratylus of Plato, were collected from the Munich MSS. by Werfer, and inserted
in the Philological Transactions of Munich.
{Acta
Fhilologorum Monaccnsium, vol. 2, p. 113, scqq.)
but which
Other
also ascribed to

—

writings,

have not come down to

us,

Orpheus,
except it be a few scat-

some

of them, are the following
Sacred Legends {'Upol'kbyoi), a complete system
It was asof Orphic theolog)', in twenty-four books.
cribed by some to Cercops and Diognetus, but was
2. Prophauthors.
probably the production of several

tered fragments of

:

1.

—

ecies {Xp7)afioi).—ii. BaKxiKu, probably stories relative
to Bacchus and his mysteries.
They were attributed

or daughter of Pythagby some to Arignotes, a pupil
oras.—4. The descent to Hades ('H ff Aldov KaruSaaic), a
ers,

to

poem

of crreat antiquity, ascribed, among oth5. Religious Rites or Mysteries

Cercops.

—

directions
(TeXeraO,
^

for

worshipping and appeasing
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As late as the
gods probably by Onomacritus.
17th century, no one doubted but that the different
works which bear the name of Orpheus, or, at least, the
Ifte

;

]

'

greater part of them, were either the productions of!
Orpheus himself, or of Onomacritus, who was regarded as the restorer of these ancient poems. The learn-

ed Huet was the first who, believing that he had discovered in them traces of Christianity, expressed the
suspicion that they might be the work of some pious
impostor.

In 1751,

when Ruhnken published

his sec-

ond critical letter, he attacked the opinion of Huet,
and placed the composition of the works in question
in the tenth century before the Christian era.
Gesner
went still farther, and in his Prolegomena Orphica,
which were read in 1759 at the University of Gottingen, and subsequently placed in Hamberger's edition
of Orpheus, published after Gesner's death, he declared
that he had found nothing in these poems which prevented the belief that they were composed before the

He allowed, however, at
period of the Trojan war.
the same time, that they might have been retouched
by Onomacritus. Gesner found an opponent in the
celebrated Valckenaer, who believed the author of the

— Huschke, de Orphei Argonaut., Rost., 1806,

4to.

—

Konigsmann, Prolus. Crit., 1810, 4to.)-—The authority of the grammarian Draco, who cites the Argonautics of Orpheus, having been strongly urged by Konigsmann against Hermann, the latter obtained the
work of Draco, which until then had remained unedfrom the celebrated Bast, and published it at
Draco does, in fact, cite the ArgoLeipsic in 1812.
nautics, and his authority is the more entitled to attention, since Hermann himself has shown that he lived
before the time of Apollonius Dyscolus, and, consequently, at the beginning of the second century ;
whereas, before this, he had been generally assigned
to the sixth century.
(Compare Tiedemann, Griechenlands erste Philosophen, Leipz., 1780, 8vo.
ited,

—

Gerlach, dc
1797, 8vo.)

Commentatio, Gbtt.,
Hermann, however, has greatly shaken
the authority of Draco, and leads us to entertain the
opinion that we possess only an extract of the work,
augmented by interpolations and marginal glosses that
have crept into the text. {Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
It is even probable that the very part
1, p. 38, scqq.)
relating to Orpheus was added by Constantine Lasca-

Hymnis

Orphicis

—

in question to have belonged to the Alexandre- ris.
In 1824, a prize dissertation appeared by another
an school. (Valck., ad Herod., ed Wesseling.)
In German scholar. Bode.
(Orpheus Poetaram Grceco1777, Schneider revived and developed the theory of rum Antiquissimus, Gbtt., 4to ) Assuming the spuHuet. (Schneider, de dubia Carm. Orphic, axictoritate riousness of the Orphic poems, the author aims only
et vetustate.
Analect. Crit., fasc. 1.)
The same to establish the country, age, and character of the
poems, in which Ruhnken had found a diction almost poet and of him, not as one historical personage, but
and
Gesner
the
of
remote
an- only as the representative of a primeval school of
Homeric,
simple style
tiquity, appeared, to the German professor, the work bards.
By a learned and ingenious train of argument,
of a later Platonist, initialed into the tenets of Judaism he fixes the period of the commencement of the Orphic
and the mysteries of Christianity. His arguments, school about the 13th century before the commencededuced entirely from the style of these productions, ment of the Christian era. making it earlier than the
were strengthened by Thunmann (Neue phitolog. Bih- time of the Homeric poems, which he assigns to the

poems

—

;

liothek, vol. 4, p. 298), who discovered in these poems
historical and geographical errors such as could

only
have been committed by a writer subsequent to the
And yet it is singular
age of Ptolemy Euergetes.
enough, that Mannert, arguing from the acquaintance
with geographical terms displayed by the author of
these poems, places him between Herodotus and Pythias.

In 1782 Ruhnken pubp. 67.)
edition of his critical letter, in which he

{Geogr., vol. 4,

lished a

new

endeavoured

to

refute the opinion of Schneider,

al-

same time, that the position assumed by
Valckenaer was not an improbable one.
The discussion rested here for twenty years, when Schneider, in
his edition of the Argonautics published in 1803, defended the theory which he had supported in his
younger days, adding, at the same time, however,
some modifications for he allowed that the author of
the Argonautics, although comparatively modern, had
appropriated to himself the style and manner of the

lowing, at the

;

Ale-xandrean school.

Two

years after, Hermann, in
a memoir annexed to his edition of the Orphica, and
subsequently in a separate dissertation, supported
with rare erudition the opinion of Huet, and that which
Schneider had advanced in 1777. After giving a brief
account of the state of the controversy, Hermann proceeds to examine the structure of the Orphic verse.
He first indicates the progressive modification of the
hexameter verse, through the series of the epic and
didactic hexameter writers, pointing out the gradual
changes which it underwent from the time of Homer

was wholly remodelled by Nonnus.

till it

He

detects,

hexameters of the Orphic poems, those peculiarwhich show, as he thinks, that their author must

in the
ities

•

have lived in the fourth century of the Christian era,
verse received its last conjust before the hexameter
siderable modification under the hands of Nonnus.
Five German critics, Heyne, Voss,
(Vid. Nonnus.)
Wolf, Huschke, and Konigsmann, opposed the hypothesis of Schneider and Hermann, and declared in favour
of Valckenaer's theory.
( Voss, Dedic. der iibersetz.
dcs Hesiodus.—Id., Recens. Jen. L. Z., 1805. n. 138.
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10th century.

— The best

edition of the Orphica

is

that

The edition of GesLips., 1805, 8vo.
Schafner is also a valuable one. Lips., 1764, 8vo.
fer published likewise a new edition of the Greek text
of

Hermann,

in 1818, 12maj., for the use of praslections and schools
(Hoffmann, Lex. Bihliog., vol. 3, p. 186) The Orphic fragments are given by Lobeck in his Aglaophamus, Rcgiom., 1829, 8vo.)
Orthia, a surname of Diana at Sparta. At her altar boys were scourged during the festival called Di-

The young sufferers
amastigosis {AtafiaaTtycocng).
were called Bomonicae. (Vid. Bomonicae, and Diana.)
that
the
Orthos,
guarded the oxen of Geryon.
dog
He had two heads, and was sprung from the union of
Echidna and Typhon. (Apollod., 2, 5.)
Ortospepa or Orospeda Mons (Ptolemy giving it
the former name, and Strabo the latter), a chain of
mountains in Spain ; properly speaking, a continuation

One part terminates, in the
of the range of Idubeda.
form of a segment of a circle, on the coast of Murcia
and Grenada, while two arms are sent off in the direction of Bajtica, one of which pursues nearly a
western direction, and is called Mons Marianus, now
Sierra Morena ; the other runs more to the southwest, nearer the coast, and is called Mons Ilipula, now
Sierra Nevada, ending on the coast at Caipe or Gib-

(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 1, p. 406.)
I. a
spot near the port of Ephesus, thickly
with
cypresses and other trees, and watered
plaiited
by the little river Cenchrius. Latona was said by
some to have been delivered here of her twins. The
grove was filled with shrines, and adorned with statues
raltar.

Ortygia,

by the hand of Scopas and other eminent sculptors.
According to Chandler (Travels in
(Strab., 639.)
Asia Minor, p. 176), this part of the coast has undergone considerable alterations. Ortygia has disappear(Craed, the land having encroached on the sea.
mer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 376.) II. An island in
the bay of Syracuse, forming one of the five quarters
The colonists under Archias first setof that city.
tled here, and afterward extended to Acradina on the

—

osc
mainland of

OSI

Ortygia was famed

Sicily.

the celebrated fount of Arethusa.

found in Hesiod {Tkeog., 1013).
modern Syra{Goller, dt Situ et Orig. Syracus., p. 39, seq.)
One of the early names of the island of Delos.

lion of this island

On

it is

cuse.

—

III.

for containing
The earliest men-

now

is

situate the greater part of

{Vid. Delos.)
Orus, an Egyptian deity, son of Osiris and Isis.
{Vid. Horus.)
OscA, a town of Hispania Baeiica, in the territory
of the Turdetani.
According to Mannert, it corre-

sponds to the modern Huesca, in Aragon.
{Geogr.,
vol. 1,
Ukert, however, places its site to the
p. 410.)
west of the city. It was in Osca that Sertorius collected together, from the various nations of Spain, the
children of the nobility, and placed masters over them
to instruct them in Greek and Roman literature.
Plutarch states, that this had the appearance only of an
education, to prepare them for bemg admitted citizens
of Rome
but that the children were, in fact, so many
;

(Vit. Sertor.)
hostages.
Osci or Opici, a people of ancient Italy, who seem
to have been identical with the Ausones or Aurunci,
and who inhabited the southern part of the peninsula.
Some ancient writers consider the Ausones to be a
branch of the Osci
others, as Polybius, have spoken
;

of them as distinct tribes, but this appears to be an
error.
The names Opicus and Oscus are undoubtedly
the same.
Aristotle {Polit., 7, 10) calls the country
from the Tiber to the Silarus, Ausonia and Opicia
and other ancient writers extended the name much
but the southern exfarther, to the Straits of Sicily
tremity of the peninsula appears to have been occupied previously by the CEnotrians, a Pelasgic race,
;

;

who were conquered by

the Lucanians and Brultii,
Curaae, one of the earliest Greek colonies on the coast
of Italy, was in the country of the Opici.
The early

immigrations of the Illyrians or Liburnians along the
eastern coast of Italy, drove the aboriginal inhabitants
from the lowlands into the fastnesses of the central

whence they issued under the various
names of Sabini, Casci, or Latini veteres. There
was an ancient tradition in Italy, in the time of the

Apennines,

historian Dionysius, of a sudden irruption of strangers
from the opposite coast of the Adriatic, which caused

a general commotion and dispersion among the aboAfterward came the Hellenic colonies,
rigmal tribes.
which occupied the whole seacoast from Mount Garganus to the extremity of the peninsula, in the first
and second centuries of Rome ; in consequence of
which, the population of the southern part of the Italian peninsula became divided into two races, the tribes
of Aboriginal or Oscan descent, such as the Sabini,

originally a branch of the same stock as the Opici or
Osci.
Micali considers the Sabini, Apuli,
Messapii,
Campani, Aurunci, and Volsci, as all branches of the
Oscan
The
Greeks, being superior to
great
family.
the native tribes in refinement and mental cultivation,

—

affected to despise them, and they applied to the native Italian tribes,
including the Romans, the epithet

"
Opican," as a word of contempt, to denote barbarism both in language and manners {Cato, ap. Plin.,
29, 1); and the later Roman writers themselves
" Osci loadopted the expression in the same sense
qui" was tantamount to a barbarous way of speaking.
Juvenal says (3, 207), " Et divina Opici rodebant carmina mures," where Opici is equivalent to " barbari ;" and Ausonius {Prof., 22, 3) uses "
Opicas chartas" in the sense of rude, unpolished compositions.
The Oscan language was the parent of the dialects of
the native tribes from the Tiber to the extremity of
the peninsula, Sabini, Hernici, Marsi, Samnites, Sidicini, Lucani, and Bruttii, while in the regions north of
the Tiber the Etrurian predominated.
Livy (10, 20)
mentions the Oscan as being the language of the Samnites.
The older Latin writers, and especially Ennius, have many Oscan words and Oscan terminations.
The Oscan language continued to be understood at
Rome down to a later period of the empire, and the
FabulcB Atellance, which were in the Oscan tongue,
:

were highly relished by the great body of the people.
In the Social war, the Confederates, who were chiefly
communities of Oscan descent, stamped Oscan legends
on their coins. Iq Campania and Samnium, the Oscan continued to be the vulgar tongue long after the
Roman conquest, as appears from several monuments,
and especially from the Oscan inscriptions found at
{Micali, Storia degli Antichi Popoli ItaliDe lorio. Plan of
Id., Atlas, pi. 120.
Pompeii, pi. 4.) The Oscan race, like the Etruscan,
appears to have been, from the remotest times, strongand laws {Fesly under the influence of religious rites

Pompeii.

ani, ch. 29.

—

—

—

Oscum); and the primitive manners and simOscan and Sabine tribes, as well as
bravery in arms, have been extolled by the Ro-

tus, s. V.

ple morals of the
their

man writers, among others by Virgil (J5w., 7, 728,
Concernseqq.) and Silius Italicus (8. 526, seqq.).
Oscan language which
ing the scanty remains of the
have come down to us, the following may be consult-

—

'•
ed
Linguae Oscoe Specimen Singulare, quod suwhich is
perest Nolce, tn marmore Muscei Seminarii,"
" PiclurcB Etruscorum in Vasgiven by Passeri in his
culis," &c., Rome, 3 vols, fol., 1767-75; and also
:

" In Osca
in his
Epigrammata nonnulla
Cnmmentarius," Naples, 1830, 8vo, where several
Oscan inscriptions are found collected but particu" Rudimenta
Samnites, Lucani, and Bruttii, who remained in pos- larly the learned work of Grotefend,
Another work of
session of the highlands, and the Greek colonists and Lingua Osc(B," Hannov., 1840.
" Rudimenta Lintheir descendants, who occupied the maritime districts, the last-mentioned writer, entitled
but never gained possession of the upper or Apennine gua UmbriccB," Hannov., 1835, &c., is also worthy
Such is the view taken by Micali and other of being consulted. Grotefend makes both ihe Oscan
regions.
Italian writers.
But Niebuhr describes the Sabini, and the Latin come from the Umbrian language.
and their colonies the Samnites, Lucani, and other {Encycl. Us. Knowl vol. 17. p. 47.— Niebuhr, Rom.
tribes, which the Roman virriters called by the general Hist., vol. 1, p. 55, Cambr. transl.)
name of Sabellians, as a people distinct from the Osci
Osiris, one of the principal Egyptian deities, was
or Opici.
He says, after Cato and other ancient his- brother of Isis, and the father of Horus. His history
torians, that the Sabini issued out of the highlands of is given in the first book of Diodorus, and in Plutarch's
the central Apennines, near Amiternum, long before treatise " On Isis and Osiris ;" but it is not improbthe epoch of the Trojan war, and, driving before them able that the genuine Egyptian traditions respecting
the Cascans or Prisci Latini, who were an Oscan the deity had been considerably corrupted at the time
howtribe, settled themselves in the country which has to of these writers.
According to their accounts,
this day retained the name of Sabina.
Thence they ever, Osiris was the first who reclaimed the Egyptians
sent out numerous colonies, one of which
from a state of barbarism, and taught them agriculture
Guarini,

;

,

penetrated

into the land of the Opicans, and became the Samnite
people ; and afterward the Samnites occupied Cam-

mixing themselves with the earlier Oscan
population, settled there and adopted their language.
But, farther on, in speaking of the Sabini and Sabellians, Niebuhr admits the probability of their being

pania, and,

After he had inand the various arts and sciences.
retroduced civilization among his own subjects, he
the world and consolved
visit the other nations of
to

He accordingly comto Isis, his
mitted the administration of his kingdom
Hermes to assist bei
sister and aueen, and gave her
fer

on them the same blessing

OST

OSTIA.

In council, and Hercules to command her troops.
Having collected a large army himself, he visited in
succession Ethiopia, Arabia, and India, and thence
marched through Centra! Asia into Europe, instruct-

m

and in the arts and sciagriculture,
ing the nations
ences.
He left his son Macedon in Thrace and Macedonia, and committed the cultivation of the land of
After visiting all parts of the
Attica to Triptolemus.

few vestiges remain of

its

ancient greatness.

All his-

torians agree in ascribing the foundation of Ostia to Ancus Marcius. (Liv., 1, 33.
Dion. Hal., 3, 44.
Flor.,
That it was a Roman colony we learn from
1, 4.)
Florus (/. c.
Compare Senec., 1, 15. Tacit., Hist.,

—

—

—

80).

1,

When

—

the

Romans began

to have ships of

war, Ostia became a place of greater importance, and a
fleet was constantly stationed there to
guard the mouth
inhabited world, he returned to Egypt, where he was of the Tiber.
(Liv., 22, 11 ct 27.— Id., 23, 38~Jd.,
murdered soon after his arrival by his brother Typhon, 27, 22.) It was here that the statue of Cybele was
who cut up his body into twenty-six parts, and divided received with due solemnity by Scipio Nasica, when
it
among the conspirators who had aided him in the the public voice had selected him for that duty, as the
murder of his brother. These parts were afterward, best citizen of Rome.
Herodian,
(Liry, 29, 14.
In the civil wars, Ostia fell into the hands
with one exception, discovered by Isis, who enclosed 1, 11, 10.)
each of them in a statue of wax, made to resemble of Marius, and was treated with savage cruelty. {Lir.,
Cicero, in one of his orations, alludes
Osiris, and distributed them through different parts of Epit., 79.)
Other forms of the legend may be found in with indignation to the capture of the fleet stationed
Egypt.
Creuzer's elaborate work {Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 259, at Ostia by some pirates.
The
(Pro. L. Manil.)
seqq.
Symbolik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, pt. 1, p. 389, town and colony of Ostia were distant only thirteen
For some remarks explanatory of it, consult miles from Rome, but the port itself, according to the
seqq.)
the article Isis.
Herodotus informs us (2, 48), that Itineraries, was at the mouth of the Tiber unless it
the festival of Osiris was celebrated in almost the be thought with Vulpius, that the town and harbour,
same manner as that of Bacchus. It appears, howev- with all their dependencies, might occupy an extent
er, not improbable, that the worship of Osiris was in- of three miles along the river.
(Vet. Lat., 2, 1, p.
troduced into Egypt, in common with the arts and sci- 136.) There is some difficulty, however, in ascerthe
Meroe.
learn
from
of
from
the
exact
situation
the
ences,
harbour, from the
Ethiopian
taining
Herodotus (2, 29), that Ammon and Osiris were the change which appears to have taken place in the
national deities of Meroe, and we are told by Diodorus mouth of the river during the lapse of so many ages.
(3, 3) that Osiris led a colony from Ethiopia into Even the number of its channels is a disputed poini.
Osiris was- venerated under the form of the Ovid seems to point out two (Fast., 4, 291.
Ibid.,
Egypt.
sacred bulls Apis and Mnevis {Diod. Sic, 1, 21) and 4, 329), but Dionysius Periegetes positively states
as it is usual in the Egyptian symbolical language to that there was but one.
The difference, however,
r^resent their deities with human forms, and with may be reconciled by supposing that, in the geogthe heads of the animals which were their representa- rapher's time, the right branch of the river might
tives, we find statues of Osiris with the horns of a alone be used for the purposes of navigation, and that
bull.
(Egyptian Antiquities, vol. 2, p. 293.) Osiris, the other stream was too insignificant and shallow for
in common with Isis, presided over the world below ;
The two streams
the reception of ships of any size.
and it is not uncommon to find him represented on still exist ; the left is called Fiumaro, the right, on
rolls of papyrus, as sitting in judgment on departed
which the Portus Augusti was situate, is known by
His usual attributes are the high cap, the the name of Fiumecino. According to Plutarch, Juspirits.
flail or whip, and the crosier.
{Encycl. Us. KnowL, lius Caesar was the first who turned his attention to
vol. 17, p. 49.
Cury, Horapollo Niloiis, p. 164, pi. 2.) the construction of a port at Ostia, by raising there a
a
of
Gallia
OsisMii,
people
Lugdunensis Tertia, on mole and other works; but it was to the Emperor
the coast of the Mare Britannicum, and at the south- Claudius that this harbour seems indebted for all the
western extremity of the Tractus Armoricus. Their magnificence ascribed to it by antiquity.
Suetonius,
country, according to some, answers to the modern in his life of that prince, has given us a detailed acLeon and Triguier ; but, according to D'Anville, count of the formation of this harbour with its pharos

—

—

—

—

;

We

—

—

;

—

—

their chief city

was Vorgannum, now Karhez,

{Cas., B. G., 2, 34.— /d. ib.,
Bretagne.
Lemaire, Ind. Geogr., ad. Cczs s. v.)

in

3, 9,

Basse

&c.—

,

OsRHOENB, a

district of

Mesopotamia, in the northwestern section of the country. (Vid. Mesopotamia.)
OssA, I. a celebrated mountain, or, more correctly,
mountain-range of Thessaly, extending from the right
bank of the Peneus along the Magnesian coast to the
It was supposed that Ossa and
chain of Pelion.
Olympus were once united, but that an earthquake
had rent them asunder (Herod., 7, 132. JElian, V.

—

H.j 3, I), forming the vale of Tempe.
(Vid. Tempe.)
Ossa was one of the mountains which the giants, in
their war with the gods, piled upon Olympus in order
to ascend to the heavens.

{Horn., Od., 11, 312, seqq.
The modern name is KisVirg., Georg., 1, 282.)
sovo, or, according to Dodwell, Kissabos (Kissavos).

—

— 20.— Compare
15
(c

Dio Cass.,

et

40).

derived from the scholiast on Juvenal, in his commentary on the passage where that poet describes the
It is
entrance of Catullus into this haven (12, 75).
not improbable, however, that the scholiast might coiifound the harbour of Ostia with that of Centum Cellae.
In process of time, a considerable town was formed
around the harbour of Ostia, which was itself called
Portus Augusti, or simply Portus and a road was
constructed thence to the capital, which took the name
of Via Portuensis.
Ostia, as has been remarked, attained the summit of its prosperity and importance
under Claudius, who always testified a peculiar regard
for this colony.
It seems to have flourished likewise
under Vespasian, and even as late as the reign of Trais

—

;

jan

It rises gradually to a point, which appears about 5000
feet above the level of the plain ; but I speak only
Cramer's
from conjecture." (Tour, vol. 2, p. 106.

copius, however, this city

—

—

II. A small town of
422.)
territory of Bisaltia, and situate on
a river (probably the Basaltes) falling into the Stry-

Anc. Greece, vol.
Macedonia, in the

1, p.

raon.

for Pliny the younger informs us, when descri;
bing his Laurentine villa, that he derived most of his
In the time of Prohousehold supplies from Ostia.

was nearly deserted, all its
commerce and population having been transported to
The same writer
the neighbouring Portus Augusti.
full account of the trade and navigation of the
Tiber at this period from him we learn, that the island
which was formed by the separation of the two branch-

gives a

;

OsTiA, a celebrated town and
its

harbour, at the

was the

port of

mouth

Rome,
name even now continues unchanged, though Compare Rutii,
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of the river Tiber, in Italy.

and

36, 9.

It is

Mount Ossa," observes Dodwell, " which does not
appear so high as Pelion, is much lower than Olympus.
"

11.— Plin.,

60,

generally supposed that
Trajan subsequently improved and beautified the port
of Ostia ; but the only authority for such a supposition
Id., 36,

It

es of that river

was

called Sacra.

Itin., 1,

109.)

The

(Rer. Got.,
salt

1.

—

marshes form-

O
ed by Ancus Marcius,
{Liv.,

1,

Casone

33), still
del Sale.

\\, seqq.)

OTH

ST

at the first foundation of Ostia

subsist

near

the

Anc.

{Cramer's
— "Nothing,"
observes

a

site

now

Italy,

modern

ride from

"can be more dreary than the

called

vol. 2, p.
traveller,
to

Rome

once magnificent seaport. You issue out of the
Porta San Paola, and proceed through a continued
scene of dismal and heart-sinking desolation ; no
fields, no dwellings, no trees, no landmarks, no marks
of cultivation, except a few scanty patches of corn,
and huts, like wigthinly scattered over the waste
this

;

wretched and half-starved people
The
that are doomed to live on this field of death.

wams,

to shelter the

Tiber, rolling turbidly along in its solitary course,
sullenly to behold the altered scenes that have
few miles from Ostia we
withered around him.
A dreary swamp
entered upon a wilderness indeed.
extended all around, intermingled with thickets, through
which roamed wild buffaloes, the only inhabitants of
considerable part oi the way was upon
the waste.
the ancient pavement of the Via Ostiensis, in some

seems

appears, with the cotisent of Zeno himself, who wished to remove the Ostrogoths from his territories.
Theodoric defeated Odoacer in various battles, took

some time after put him to death.
event, Theodoric eent an ambassador to
Anastasius, the emperor of Constantinople, who transmitted to him, in return, the purple vest, and acknowlIt appears that both
edged him as King of Italy.
him

prisoner, and

Upon

this

Theodoric and his predecessor Odoacer acknowledged,
nominally at least, the supremacy of the Eastern emThe rest of the history of the Ostrogoths is
peror.
connected with that of Theodoric, who established his
dynasty over Italy, which is generally styled the reign
of the Goths in that country.
{Encycl. Us. Knowi,
vol. 17, p. 55.)

A

OsvMANDYAS, a king of Egypt, the same with Ame{Vid. Memnon, and Memnoproph or Phamenoph.
nium.) Jablonski makes O.oymanydas equivalent in
**
to
dans
vocem," voice-emittmg.
{Voc.
meaning
A
Mgypt., p. 29, p. 97. Compare Creuzer, Symbolik,
vol.
1, p. 482.)
par Guigniaut,
Otho, I. Marcus Salvius, was born A.D. 31 or 32,
places in good preservation, in others broken up and
an honourable family, which
was
exeHe
was
of
this
failed
the
road
descended
When
us,
destroyed.
The modern fortifications of Ostia appeared originally came from Ferentinum, and which traced its
crable.
At length origin to the Lucumones of Etruria. His grandfather,
before us long before we reached them.
we entered its gate, guarded by no sentinel on its who belonged to the equestrian order, was made a senno children ran from ator through the influence of Li via Augusta, but did
bastions appeared no soldier
His fanot rise higher in oflSce than the prffitorship.
its houses to gaze at the rare splendour of a carriage
no passenger was seen in the grass-grown street. It ther, Lucius Otho, was advanced to offices of great
whom he
presented the strange spectacle of a town without in- honour and trust by the Emperor Tiberius,
After some beating and hallooing, on the is said to have resembled so closely in person as to
habitants.
taken for a near relation.
Marpart of the coachman and lackey, at the shut-up door have been frequeutly
of one of the houses, a woman, unclosing the shutter cus Otho was an intimate friend of Nero during the
and
his
associate
in
his
his
exof an upper window, presented her ghastly face and, early years of
reign,
but Nero's love for Poppaea,
having first carefully recormoitred us, slowly and reluc- cesses and debaucheries
*
Where whom Otho had seduced from her husband, and to
tantly admitted us into her wretched hovel.
are all the people of the townl' we inquired.
'Dead,' whom he was greatly attached, produced a coolness
was the brief reply. The fever of the malaria ainually between them, and this rivalry for the affections of an
carries off almost all whom necessity confines to this unprincipled woman would soon have terminated in
But this was the month of April, the ruin of Oiho, had not Seneca procured for the latpestilential region.
the season of comparative health, and we learned, on ter the government of Lusitania, to which he was sent
more strict inquiry, that the population of Ostia, at as into a kmd of honourable exile. In this province,
which he governed, according to Suetonius {Vit. Othopresent, nominally consisted of twelve men, four womThe ruins of old nis, 3), with great justice, he remained for ten years ;
en, no children, and two priests.
The sea is now and afterward took an active part in opposition to
Ostia are farther in the wilderness.
two miles, or nearly, from the ancient port. The Nero, and in placing Galba on the throne, A.D. 68.
cause of this, in a great measure, seems to be, that Otho appears to have expected, as the reward of his
the extreme flatness of the land does not allow the services, that he would be declared his successor;
Tiber to carry off the immense quantity of earth and but when Galba proceeded to adopt Piso Licinianus,
mud its turbid waters bring down and the more that Otho formed a conspiracy among the guards, who proclaimed him emperor, and put Galba to death after a
is deposited, the more sluggishly it flows, and thus the
Otho commenced his
shore rises, the sea recedes, and the marshes extend. reign of only seven months.
The marshy insula sacra, in the middle of the river, reign by ingratiating himself with the soldiery, whom
had intended Galba had unwisely neglected to conciliate.
He
is now inhabited by wild buffaloes.
to cross to the sacred island, and from thence to the yielded to the wishes of the people in putting to death
the other side, where there Tigellius, who had been the chief minister of Nero's
village of Fiumecino, on
are said to be still some noble remains of ancient pleasures, and he acquired considerable popularity by
He was, howPorto, particularly of the mole, but a sudden storm his wise and judicious administration.
was
prevented us." {Rome in the Nineteenth Century, ever, scarcely seated upon the throne, before he
called upon to oppose Vitellius, who had been provol. 2, p. 449.)
OstorTus Scapula, a governor of Britain in the claimed emperor by the legions in Germany a few
took prisoner the days before the death of Galba.
Vitellius, who was
reign of Claudius, who defeated and
famous Caractacus. He died A.D. 55. {Tacit., Ann., of an indolent disposition, sent forward Csecina, one of
his generals, to secure the passes of the Alps, while
12, 36.)
08TROGOTH.E, or Eastem Goths, a division of the he himself remained in his camp upon the Rhine. Otho
and marched against
great Gothic nation, who settled in Pannonia in the quickly collected a large army
fifth century of our era, whence they extended their
Caecina, while he sent his fleet to reduce to obedience
dominion over Noricum, Rhaetia, and Illyricum. About Liguria and Gallia Narbonensis. (Compare Tacitus,
482 or 483 A.D., their king Theodoric was serving Agric, c. 7.) At first Otho was completely successsubmitted to his
89 an auxiliary under the Emperor Zeno, and distin- ful.
Liguria and Gallia Narbonensis
On his return to Constanti- authority, while Csecina was repulsed with consideraguished himself in Syria.
Ca>cina encounPlacentia.
nople, Theodoric, according to the statement of the ble loss in an attack I'i'On
But, shortly after,
historian Evagrius, fearing Zeno's jealousy of his suc- tered subsequently a .-"t;or <l check.
the troops of
cess, retired into Pannonia in 487, where he collected Otho's army was comp'ioteU defeated by
an army, and in the following year marched into Italy, Vitellius, in a hard-fought battle near Bebriacum, a vilso-'.hwcst of Mantua.
Otho, who
with all his tribe, men, women, and children, and, as lage
^ on the Po,

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

We
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does not appear, however, to have been deficient in
bravery, had been persuaded, for the security of his
a
person, to retire before the battle to Brixellum
step which tended, as Tacitus has observed, to occaWhen he was informed of the result
sion his defeat.
of the conflict, he refused to make any farther effort
for the empire, but put an end to his own life by fall;

ing upon his sword, at the age of 37 according to
Tacitus (Hist., 2, 50), or of 38 accordmg to Suetonius {Vit. 0th., c. 11), after reigning 95 days.
Plutarch, in his life of Otho, relates that the soldiers immediately buried his body, that it might not be exposed
to indignity by falling into the hands of his enemies,
and erected a plain monument over his grave, with the
simple inscription, "To the memory of Marcus Otho."
The early debaucheries of Otho threw a stain upon his
reputation, which his good conduct in Lusitania and his
mildness as emperor did not altogether remove.
The
treatment which he received from Nero might in some
degree justify his rebellion against that prince but no
palliation can be found for the treason and cruelty with
which he was chargeable towards Galba. In all things
his actions were marked by a culpable extreme ; and
perhaps both the good and the evil which appeared in
his life were the result of circumstances rather than of
virtuous principles or of fixed and incurable depravity.
;

{Tacit., Hist.,

1

et

2.

— Sucton.,

Olhon.—Dio

Pint., Vit.

vol.

Knowl.,

lib.

17, p. 59.

497, seqq.) —

lib.

—Cass.,
Encycl.

Vit.

Otkon.—

64.— Encyc/. Us.
Metropol , div. 3,

L. Roscius, a tribune of the
commons, who, in the year that Cicero was consul,
to
be
and
caused
passed the well-known law
proposed
which allowed the equestrian order particular seats in
vol. 2, p.

the theatre.

The

II.

equites, previous to this, sat promis-

By this new regulation
cuously with the commons.
of Otho's, the commons considered themselves dishonoured, and hissed and insulted Otho when he appeared
in the theatre : the equites, on the other hand, receivThe commons repeated
ed him with loud plaudits.
their hissings and the knights their applause, until at
last they came to mutual reproaches, and the whole
theatre presented a scene of the greatest disorder.
Cicero, being informed of the disturbance, came and
summoned the people to the temple of Bellona, where,

Ovid came into the worJd
ninety miles from Rome.
A.U.C. 711, the memorable year in which Cicero was
murdered, and on the very day when the two consuls,
Hirtius and Pansa, fell at the battle of Mutina.
The
events of his life are chiefly known from his own writhe tenth elegy oi
tings, and more particularly from
Ovid was of an equesthe fourth book of the Tristia.
trian family, and was brought to Rome at an early
period of life, along with an elder brother, to be fully
instructed

the arts and learning of the capital.
He soon disclosed an inclination to-

in

{Trist., 4, 10.)

but he was for some time dissuaded
from a prosecution of the art by his father, whose
chief object was to make him an accomplished orator
and patron, and thereby open up to him the path to
civic honours.
The time was indeed past when political
harangues from the rostra paved the way to the

wards poetry

;

consulship or to the government of wealthy provinces;
but distinction and emolument might yet be attained

by eminence in judicial proceedings, and by such eloquence as the servile deliberations, of the senate still
permitted. Ovid, accordingly, seems to have paid considerable attention to those studies which might qualify

for

him to shine as a patron in the Forum, or procure
him a voice in a submissive senate. He practised

the art of oratory, and not without success, in the
schools of the rhetoricians Arellius Fuscus and Porcius Latro, the two most eminent teachers of their

time

Seneca, the rhetorician,

who

himself had heard

him practising declamation before Fuscus, informs

us,
that he surpassed all his fellow-students in ingenuity :
he
was
but he harangued in a sort of poetical prose ;

deficient in methodical arrangement, and he indulged
too freely in digressions, as also in the introduction of
He rarely declaimthe commonplaces of disputation.
ed, moreover, except on ethical subjects ; and pre-

ferred delivering those sort of persuasive harangues
which have been termed Suasorice. {Senec, Controv.,

10 )
After having assumed the Toga Virilis, and
completed the usual course of rhetorical tuition at
Rome, he proceeded to finish his education at Athens.
It is not known whether he made much progress in
but, from the
philosophy during his stay in that city

2,

;

tenour of many of his works, it appears probable that
elo- he had ai least studied
partly by his reproofs and partly by his persuasive
physics, and that in morals he
In
quence, he so wrought upon them that they return- had embraced the tenets of the Epicurean school.
ed to the theatre, loudly testified their approbation of company wiih .^Emilius Macer, he visited the most
Otho, and strove with the equites which should show illustrious cities of Asia {Ep. e Ponlo, 2, 10) ; and
him the most honour. The speech delivered on this on his way back to Rome he passed with him into
It is now
occasion was afterward reduced to writing.
He remairied nearly a year at Syracuse, and
Sicily.
thence made several agreeable excursions through diflost, but, having been delivered extempore, it affords
a strong example of the persuasive nature of his elo- ferent parts of the isi^nd.
After his return to Rome,
One topic which he touched on in this ora- and on attaining the suitable age, Ovid held successquence.
tion, and the only one of which we have any hint from ively several of the lower judicial offices of the state,
antiquity, was his reproaching the rioters for their want and also frequently acted as arbiter, highly to the satisof taste, in creating a tumult while Roscius was per- faction of litigants whose causes he decided.
{Trist.,

forming on the stage.
2,32.

62.~Juv.,

— Fuss, Rom.

Episl.,

1, 1,

0th RYs,

(Livy, Epit., 99.
Sat., 3,

—

HoraJ...

\59.— Veil. Paterc,

Antiq., p. 147.)

mountain-range of Thessaly, which,
branching out of Tymphrestus, one of the highest
of Pindus, closed the great basin
points in the chain
of Thessaly to the south, and served at the same time
to divide the waters which flowed northward into the
Peneus from those received by the Sperchius. This

mountain

is

a

often celebrated by the poets of antiquity.

43.—

7zV^.,
{Eurip., Alccst., 5S3.—Theocr., Idyll., 3,
Liccan, 6, 337.) At present it is known
jEn.,7, 674.
and
Gouof
Varibovo.
names
Hellovo,
by the different
394.
Cramer^s Anc.
ra.
{Pouquevillc, vol. 3, p.

—

—

Greece, vol.

1, p.

412.)

Otus and Ephialtbs, sons

of Neptune.

{Vid.

Aloidae.)

OviDius Naso, p., a celebrated poet, born at Sulmo (now Sulmona), a town lying on the river Pescara, in the territory of the Peligni, at the distance of

9M

These avocations, however, were speedily reThe father of 0^•id had for some time
linquished.
restrained his son's inclination towards poetry ; but
2, 93.)

the arguments he deduced against its cultivation, from
the stale example of the poverty of Homer (Trist., 4,
10), were now receiving an almost practical refutation in the court favour and aflfluence of Virgil and

Horace.
The death, too, of his elder brother, by leaving Ovid sole heir to a fortune ample enough to satisfy his wants, finally induced him to abandon the profession to which he had been destined, and bid adieu at
once to public affairs and the clamours of the Forum.
Henceforth, accordingly, Ovid devoted himself to the
service of the Muses
though he joined v\'ith their
;

purer worship the enjoyment of all those pleasures o
life which a capital, the centre of every folly ano
amusement, could afford. He possessed an agreeable
villa and extensive farm in the neighbourhood of Sul-

mo, the place of his birth ; but he resided
house on the Capitoline Hill (Trist., 1,

his

chiefly -it
3), or hu
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fond, indeed, of the rural pleasures of flowers

with the smiles of fortune, honoured with the favooi
of his prince, and fondly anticipating a tranquil old
(Trislia, 4, 8, 29.) He now remained at Koni«
age.
the last of the constellation of poets which had

and trees, but he chiefly delighted to sow and plant
them in theste suburban gardens. {Ep. e PontOy 1,8.)
Far from hiding himself amid his groves, like the melancholy Tibullus, he courted society, and never was
One day,
happier than amid the bustle of the capital.

That prince
brightened the earlier age of Augustus.
had by this time lost his favourite ministers, Maecenas
and Agrippa he was less prosperous than during former years in the external affairs of the empire, and
less prudently advised in his domestic concerns : he

when Augustus,

insidiously alienated from his own family, and
sinking in his old age under the sway of the imOv]d'«
perious Livia and the dark-souled Tiberius.
friendships lay chiefly among those who supported the
lineal descendants of Augustus, the unfortunate offHe thus became an obspring of Julia and Agrippa.
ject of suspicion to the party in power, and had lost
who
of
those
benefactors
might have shielded
many
him from the storm which now unexpectedly burst on

the city, at the juncgardens, which lay a little beyond
tion of the Clodian and Flaminian Ways, near the
Pons Milvius, where he composed many of his verses.

He was

in his capacity of censor,

to ancient custom,
knights pass before

made

according

the whole body of

:

was

Roman was

him in review, he presented our
The
{Tristia, 2, 89 )
poet with a beautiful steed.
was accounted a peculiar mark of favour, and
gift
shows that, at the time when it was bestowed, he had
incurred no moral stain which merited the disapprobation of his prince.
While frequenting the court of
Augustus, Ovid was well received by the politest of
the courtiers.
The titles of many of the epistles writ- his head, and swept from him every hope and comfort
It was m the
ten during his banishment, show that they were ad- for the remainder of his existence.
dressed to persons well known to us, even at this dis- year 762, and when Ovid had reached the age of 51,
tance of time, as distinguished statesmen and imperial that Augustus suddenly banished him from Rome to a
Ovid has defavourites.
Messala, to whose house he much resort- wild and distant corner of the empire.
ed, had early encouraged the rising genius, and direct- rived nearly as much celebrity from his misfortunes
and the friendship which the as his writings and, having been solely occasioned
ed the studies of Ovid
father had extended to our poet was continued to him by the vengeance of Augustus, they have reflected
by the sons. But his chief patron was Q. Fabius Max- some dishonour on a name which would otherwise
imus, long the friend of Augustus, and, in the closing have descended to posterity as that of a generous and
scenes of that prince's life, the chief confidant of his almost universal protector of learning and poetry.
weaknesses and domestic sorrows. {Tacit., Ann., 1, The real cause of his exile is the great problem in the
Nor was Ovid's acquaintance less with the cele- literary history of Rome, and has occasioned as much
5.)
brated poets of his age than with its courtiers and sen- doubt and controversy as the imprisonment of Tasso
The seators.
Virgil, indeed, he had merely seen, and pre- by Alphonso has created in moiiern Italy.
mature death cut off the society of Tibullus ; but Hor- cret unquestionably was known to many persons in
ace, Macer, and Propertius were long his familiar Rome at the time (Tristia, 4, 10.
Compare Ep. e
friends, and often communicated to him their writings Ponto, 2, 6)
but, as its discovery had deeply wounded
While blessed with so many the feelings of Augustus (Tristia, 2, 209), no conprevious to publication.
Ovid himfriends, he seems to have been undisturbed, at least temporary author ventured to disclose it.
during this period of his life, by the malice of a sin- self has only dared remotely to allude to it, and when
neither the court favour he enjoyed nor his he does mention it, his hints and suggestions are
gle foe
sometimes
poetical renown procured him enemies; and he was scarcely reconcilable with each other,
never assailed by that spirit of envy and detraction by speaking of his offence as a mistake or chance, in
which Horace had been persecuted.
His poetry was which he was more unfortunate than blameable, and at
;

;

—

;

:

universally popular (Tm^m, 1, 1,64); like the stanzas
it was often
sung in the streets or at enter-

other times as

if

his life

might have been

forfeited

No subsequent
without injustice.
(Tristia, 5, II.)
and his verses were frequently recited in the writer thought of revealing or investigating the mystheatre amid the applause of the multitude.
Among tery till it was too late, and it seems to be now closed
The most
his other distinctions, Ovid was a favourite of the for ever within the tomb of the Caesars.
ancient opinion (to which Sidonius Apollinaris refers)
fair, with whom his engagements were numerous and
for
banished
his intercourse unrestrained.
Tristia, is, that Ovid was
(Am., 2, A.
having presumed to
He was extremely susceptible of love, love Julia, the daughter of Augustus, and for having
4, 10, 65.)
and his love was ever changing. His first wife, whom celebrated her under the name of Corinna (Sidon.
he married when almost a boy, was unworthy of his ApoU.., Carm., 23, v. 158) ; and it was considered as
a confirmation of this opinion, that exile was the punaffections, and possessed them but a short while.
The second, who came from the country of the an- ishment inflicted on Sempronius, the most known and
This notion was
cient Falisci, led a blameless life, but was soon repu- best beloved of all her paramours.
diated.
After parting with her, Ovid was united to a adopted by Cnnitus and Lylius Gyraldus ; but it was
In her youth refuted as early as the time of Aldus Manutius, who
third, who was of the Fabian family.
she had been the companion of Marcia, the wife of has shown from the writings of Ovid that he was enFabius Maximus, and a favourite of Marcia's mother, gaged in the amour with his pretended Corinna in his
who was the maternal aunt of Augustus. She was a earliest youth and it certainly is not probable that
widow at the time of her marriage with Ovid, and had such an intrigue should have continued for about thirty
a daughter by her former husband, who was married to years, and till Ovid had reached the age of fifty-one,
been so slow in discovSuillius, the friend of Germanicus.
(£;?. e Ponto, 4, or that Augustus should have
But these successive legitimate connexions did ering the intercourse which subsisted. Julia, too, was
8.)
which wai
not prevent him from
forming others of a diflferent de- banished to Pandataria in the year 752,
and why should
Corinna, a wanton, enticing beauty, whose nine years before the exile of Ovid
scription.
so long after the
real name and family the commentators and
biogra- his punishment have been delayed
had he been
phers of our poet have ineflfectually laboured to dis- discovery of his transgression 1 Besides,
in his
cover, allured him in his early youth from the paths of guilty of such an offence, would he have dared
recall from banishment, to
rectitude. It is quite
improbable that Corinna denoted Tristia, when soliciting his
and to declare that
Julia, the daughter of Augustus, and impossible that justify his morals to the emperor,
error 1 Or would he
she represented Julia, his
granddaughter, who was he had committed an involuntary
but an infant when Ovid recorded his amours with Co- have been befriended and supported in exile by the
rinna.
Ovid passed nearly thirty years in the volup- greatest men of Rome, some of whom were the faof Augustus 1— Subsequently
tuous enjoyment of the pleasures of the
capital, blessed vourites and counsellors

of Tasso,
tainments

;

—

;

;

'
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tlie time of Manutius, various other theories have
Deen devised to account for the exile of Ovid. Dry-

*o

den, in the Preface to his translation of Ovid's Epis'•
he had stumbled by some
tles, thinks it probable that
inadvertency on the privacies of Li via, and had seen
aer in a bath ; for the words ' sine Teste Dianam,^ he

remarks, agree better with Livia, who had the fame
of chastity, than with either of the Julias."
It would
no doubt appear that our poet had a practice of breaking in unseasonably on such occasions {A. A., 3, 245).
But it is not probable that Augustus would have punished such an offence so severely, or that it would
have affected him so deeply. Livia, at the time of
Ovid's banishment, had reached the age of sixty-four,
and was doubtless the only person in the empire who
would consider such an intrusion as intentional. Tiraboschi has maintained, at great length, that he had
been the involuntary and accidental witness of some
moral turpitude committed by one of the imperial
family, most probably Julia, the granddaughter of Augustus, who had inherited the licentious disposition of
her mother, and was banished from Rome on account
of her misconduct, nearly at the same time that the
sentence of exile was pronounced on Ovid.
This

A

from Livia.
few months before his own death, Augustus, attended by Fabius Maximus alone, privately
visited Agrippa in his retirement of Planasia
and
the object of his journey from Rome having been disof
covered by Livia, the death
this counsellor followed
;

It will be remarked, however, that this
shortly after.
voyage was undertaken in 666, four years subsequently to the exile of Ovid, and was disclosed through the

indiscretion of the wife of Fabius.

{Tacit., Ann., 1,
But the French author conjectures, that the
scene to vrhich Ovid alludes in his writings as having
witnessed, had some close connexion with the ensuing
visit to Planasia, and gave a commencement to those
suspicions which terminated in the death of his friend.
His chief objection to the theory of Tiraboschi is, that
Augustus would not have banished Ovid for discovering or revealing the disgrace of Julia, when, by her
exile, he had already proclaimed her licentiousness to
the whole Roman people.
But, in fact, Ovid was not
banished for the sake of concealment. The discovery
which proved so fatal to himself was no secret at Rome ;
and, had secrecy been the emperor's object, banishment was the yery worst expedient to which he could
have resorted. Ovid might better have been bribed to
or, if sentence of death could have served the
theory, on the whole, seems the most plausible, and silence
most consistent with the hints dropped by the poet purpose more effectually, the old triumvir would not
himself.
He repeatedly says, that the offence for have scrupled to pronounce it. The secret, however,
which he had been banished was a folly, an error, an was already divulged, and was in the mouths of the
Ovid was therefore exiled as a punishment
imprudence rather than a crime
using the words citizens.
stultitia and error in opposition to crimen and
/aci- for his temerity, as a precaution against farther disnus.
He invariably coveries, and to remove from the imperial eye the
{Tristia, 1, 2, 100, et passim.)
talko of what he had seen as the cause of his misfor- sight of one whose
presence must have reminded Autunes (Tristia, 2, 103, segq), and be admits that what gustus of his disgrace both as a sovereign and pahe had seen was a fault. But he farther signifies, that rent. Whatever may have been the real cause of the
the fault he had witnessed was of a description which exile of Ovid, the pretext for it was the liceniious
offended modesty, and which, therefore, ought to be verses he had written.
{Ep. e Panto, 2, 9.) Auguscovered with the veil of night. {Tristia, 3, 6.) It is tus affected a regard for public morals and concealby no means improbable that he should have detected ing, on this occasion, the true motive by which he was
the granddaughter of the emperor in some
with the senate, and all
disgraceful actuated, he claimed a merit
Neither of the Julias confined their amours who were zealous for a reformation of manners, in
intrigue.
to the recesses of their palaces, so that the most dis- thus
who had reduced
driving from the capital a poet
solute frequenter of the lowest scenes of debauchery licentiousness to a system, by famishing precepts, demay have became the witness of her turpitude. Far- duced from his own practice, which might aid the inther, it is evident that it was something of a private experienced in the successful prosecution of lawless
He carefully excluded from the public libraries
nature, and which wounded the most tender feelings love.
of Augustus, who. we know from history, was pecu- not merely the " Art of Love,'^ but all the other wriIt is evident,
liarly sensitive with regard to the honour of his family.
{Tristia, 3, 1, 65.)
tings of Ovid.
Ovid
Lastly, it appears, that, after being a witness of the however, that this was all colour and pretext.
shameful transgression of Julia, Ovid had fallen into himself ventures gently to hint, that Augustus was
some indiscretion through timidity {Ep. c Ponto, 2, 2), not so strict a moralist that he would seriously have
vhich might have been avoided, had he enjoyed the thought of punishing the composition of a few licenbenefit of good advice {Tristia, 3, 6, 13); and it tious verses with interminable exile.
{Tristia, 2,
seems extremely probable, that the imprudence he 524.) In point of expression, too, the lines of Ovid
committed was in revealing to others the dTscovery he are delicate compared with those of Horace, whom
had made, and concealing it from Augustus.
It is the emperor had always publicly favoured and supportnot likely that any better guess will now be formed on ed. Nor was his sentence of banishment passed until
the subject. Another, however, has been recently atyet, though so
years after their composition

5.)

—

;

:

—

;

—

tempted by M, Villenave, in a life of Ovid prefixed
to a French translation of the Metamorphoses.
His
opinion, which has also been adopted by SchoU {Hist.
lAt. Rom., vol. 1, p. 240), is, that Ovid, from accident
or indiscretion, had become possessed of some state

many

;

long an interval had elapsed, it was suddenly pronounced, as on the discovery of some recent crime,
and was most rapidly carried into execution. The

mandate

for

his

exile arrived

unexpectedly in

the

night preceding his departure from
Rome was one of the utmost grief to bis family, and
In a fit
of consternation and dismay to himself
of despair, he burned the copy of the Metamorphoses

evening.

The

concerning Agrippa Posthumus, the son of
Agrippa and Julia, and grandson of Augustus. The
existence of the family of Julia long formed the great
obstacle to the ambition of Livia and her son Tiberius. which he was then employed in correcting, and some
Agrippa Posthumus, the last surviver of the race, was others of his poems. He made no farther preparations
banished from Rome to the island of Planasia, near for his journey, but passed the time in loud complaints,
His
Corsica, in 758 but considerable apprehensions seem and in adjuration to the gods of the Capitol.
to have been entertained by Livia that he might one chief patron, Fabius Maximus, was absent at the
Ovid, in a poetical epistle from Pon- time, and his only daughter was with her husband in
day be recalled.
but several of his friends came to his house,
tus, written in the fifth year of his exile, accuses him- Africa
self as the cause of the death of his friend Fabius where they remained part of the night, and endeavMaiimus and this Fabius Maiimus, it appears, was oured, though in vain, to console him. After much
the chief confidant of the emperor in all that related irresolution, he at length departed on the approach
to the affairs of Agrippa, which he wished concealed of dawn, his dress neglected and his hair dishevelled.

secret

;

;

;
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His wife,
accompany him, but was
not permitted, fainted the moment he left the house.
After his departure from Rome, Ovid proceeded to
Brundisiutn, where he had an interview with Fabius
Maximus. He recommended his wife to the care of
his friend, and received repeated assurances of his

stances wanting in his fate which
might htve contributed to impart consolation.
His third wife to
whom he was tenderly attached, though not permitted
to accompany him on the
voyage to Scythia, continued
faithful to her husband
during his long exile, and protected his property from the rapacity of his enemies.

his perpetual exile was
modern Temtswar, on the shore of the Euiine, a few miles to the south of the spot where the
most southern branch of the Danube unites with that
The place had been originally an
sea.
{Vtd. Tomi.)
Athenian colony, and was still inhabited by a few
remains of the Greeks, but it was chiefly filled with
rude and savage barbarians, of whose manners and
The
habits the poet draws a most vivid description.
town was defended by but feeble ramparts from the
incursions of the neighbouring Getae, or still more
Alarms
formidable tribes to the north of the Danube.
from the foe were constant, and the poet himself had
sometimes to grasp a sword and buckler, and place a
helmet on his gray head, on a signal given by the sen-

{Tristia,

who had wished

to

—

— The destined spot of

support.
Tomi, the

when squadrons of barbarians
covered the desert which Tomi overlooked, or surrounded the town in order to surprise and pillage it.
Without books or society, Ovid often wished for a
field (Ep. e Ponto, 1, 8) to remind him of the garden
near the Flaminian Way, in which, in his happier
days, he had breathed his love-sighs and composed his
tinel {Tristia, 4, 1, 73),

—

amorous verses. Some of the barbarian inhabitants
were along with our poet in the small and inconvenient
house which he inhabited {Tristia, 2, 200), and kept

1, 6.)
Many of his friends remained unshahis misfortunes, and from time to time he received letters from them,
him
of recall.

ken by

giving
hopes
though they at length became displeased
with his incessant complaints of their
country {Ep. t
Ponto, 4, 14), received him at first with kindness and
sympathy, and long paid him such distinguished honours, that he almost appears to have realized the fables of Orpheus and Amphion, in
softening their native

The

Getffi,

ferocity by the magic of the Roman lyre.
{Ep. e P(m4, 9.
Ibid., 4, 14.)
Nothing, however, could
for
the
he
suffered
nor was
compensate
deprivations
;

—

—

to,

anything omitted on Ovid's part which he thought
might prevail on the emperor to recall him to Rome,
or assign him, at least, a place of milder exile ; and
Sicily

was

particularly pointed at

as a suitable spot

such a mitigation of punishment. {Tristia, 5, 2.)
This is the object of all his epistles from Pontus, the
name of the district of Moesia in which Tomi was situate, and not to be confounded with the Pontus of
Asia Minor.
He flattered Augustus during his life
with an extravagance which bordered on idolatry
{Ep.
e Ponto, 4, 6.
and the letters addressTristia, 2)
ed to his friends inculcate skilful lessons of choosing
for

—

;

most favourable opportunities for propitiating the
him in a state of constant alarm by their ferocious ap- despot. It does not appear, however, that any one o(
pearance.
They neither cut their beards nor hair, his numerous and powerful acquaintances ventured to
which, hanging dishevelled over the face, gave a pecu- solicit his recall, or to entreat Augustus in his behalf.
liar horror to their aspect.
The whole race were Yet the poet seems to suppose that Augustus, preclothed in the shaggy skins of various animals (Trw^ta, vious to his decease, was beginning to feel mor«
3, 10), and each barbarian carried with him constantly favourably towards him.
{Ep. e Ponto, 4, 6.) Aftei
1 how, and a quiver containing poisoned arrows. the death of the emperor, with a view, doubtless, of
[Tristia, 5, 7.)
They daily filled the streets with tu- propitiating his successor, Ovid wrote a poem on his
mult and uproar, and even the litigants sometimes de- Apotheosis, and consecrated to him, as a new deity,
cided their cause before the tribunals by the sword. a temple, where he daily repaired to offer incense and
But if there was danger within the worship. {Ep. e Ponto, 4, 9.) Nor was he sparing
{Tristia, 5, 10.)
walls of Tomi, destruction lay beyond them.
Tribes, in his panegyrics on the new emperor {Ep. e Ponto,
who foraged from a distance, carried off the flocks and 4, 13) but he found Tiberius equally inexorable with
burned the cottages.
From the insecurity of property Augustus
The health of Ovid had been early and
and severity of climate, the fields were without grain, severely affected by his exile and confinement at Tomi.
the hills without vines, the mountains without oaks, He was naturally of a feeble constitution, and, in the
and the banks without willows. {Tristia, 3, 10, 71 ) place of his banishment, every circumstance was comAbsinthium, or wormwood, alone grew up and covered bined which could wear out the mind and the body.
the plains.
{Ep. e Ponto, 4, 8.)
Spring brought The rigour of the climate bore hard on one who had
In summer the sun passed a delicate youth of pleasure and repose under
with it neither birds nor flowers.
In consequence, soon after his arrival
rarely broke through the cloudy and foggy atmosphere. an lulian sky.
The autumn shed no fruits but, through every season at Tomi, he totally lost his strength and appetite {Ep.
of the year, wintry winds blew with prodigious vio- e Ponto, 1, 10), and became thin, pale, and exhaustFrom time to time he recovered and relapsed,
lence {Tristia, 3, 10, 17), and lashed the waves of the ed.
boisterous Euxine, on its desert shore.
{Tristia, 4, till at length, at the age of 60, he sunk under the
The only animated object was the wild Sar- hardships to which he had been so long subjected.
4, 57.)
matian driving his car, yoked with oxen, across the His death happened in.the year 771, in the ninth year
snows, or the frozen depths of the Euxine {Tristia, 3, of his exile, and the fourth of the reign of Tiberius.
10, 32), clad in his fur cloak, his countenance alone Before his decease, he expressed a wish that his ashes
uncovered, his beard glistening and sparkling with the might be carried to Rome even this desire, however,
hoar-frost and flakes of snow.
His bones were buried in
{Tristia, 3, 10, 21.) was not complied with.
Such was the spot for which Ovid was compelled the Scythian soil, and the Gets erected to him a monIt would
to exchange the theatres, the baths, the porticoes, and ument near the spot of his earthly sojourn.
gardens of Rome, the court of Augustus, the banks of seem that Ovid had commenced his poetical career
the Tiber, and the sun and soil of Italy.
While thus with some attempt at heroic subjects, particularly the
But he soon directed his attention
driving him to the most remote and savage extremity Gtgantomachia.
of his empire, Augustus softened the sentence he had from such topics to others which were more consonant
Accordingly, the earliest writings
pronounced on Ovid with some alleviating qualifica- to his disposition.
tions.
He did not procure his condemnation by a de- of Ovid now extant are amatory elegies in the style
These elegies are styled
cree of the senate, but issued his own mandate, in of Tibullus and Propcrtius.
which he employed the word " relegation" {relegatio], Amores, amounting in all to forty-nine, and were oriThere
and noj " banishment" {exsilium),
divided by the poet into five books.
him, by this
the

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

leaving
choice of terms, Jthe enjoyment of his paternal fortune
and some other privileges of a Roman citizen. ( TrisNor were other circumtia, 5, 11, 2l.~/6id., 4, 9.)

ginally
are now only three books in the printed editions of
Ovid ; but it has been doubted whether all the elegies
he wrote be still included in this division, or if two
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books have been suppressed.
These elegies, with a object the poet may have had in view when composing
this work, it may be safely concluded that the
very few exceptions, are of an amator)- description.
poem
As an elegiac writer, Ovid has more resemblance to itself did not in any degree tend to the corruption of
His images and ideas the morals of his fellow-citizens, since the indulgence
Propertius than to Tibulhis.
are for the most part drawn from the real world.
He of every vice was then so licensed at Rome that they
dwells not amid the visionary scenes of TibuUus, he could hardly receive any additional stain
on the conindulges not in his melancholy dreams, nor pours forth trary, this very depravation of manners gave birth to
such tenderness of feeling as the lover of Delia. The the work of Ovid, suggested its pernicious counsels,
Amores of Ovid have all the brilliancy and freshness and obtained for it the popularity with which it was
of the period of life in which they were written.
They crowned. The book Dc Remedio Amoris is connectare full of ingenious conceptions, graceful
images, and ed with that De Arte Amandi, and was written a short
These are the chief excellences of while after it.
This poem discloses the means by
agreeable details.
th« elegies of Ovid.
Their faults consist in an abuse which those who have been unsuccessful in love, or
of the facility of invention, a repetition of the same are enslaved by it to the
prejudice of their health and
ideas, an occasional affectation and antithesis in the fortune, may be cured of their passion.
Occupation,
language of love, and (as in the elegies of Propertius) travelling, society, and a change of the affections, if
the too frequent, and sometimes not very happy or ap- possible, to some other object, are the remedies on
This work, on the
Before fin- which the author chiefly relies.
propriate, allusion to mythological fables.
ishing the elegies styled Amores., Ovid had already whole, is not so pleasant and entertaining as the De
commenced the composition of the Heroides {Am., 2, Arte Amandi. It is almost entirely destitute of those
18), which are likewise written in the elegiac measure. agreeable episodes by which the latter poem is so
They are epistles supposed to be addressed chiefly much beautified and enlivened. It has fewer sportfrom queens and princesses who figured in the heroic ive touches and fewer fascinating descriptions.
The
ages, to the objects of their vehement affections, and Metamorphoses of Ovid had been composed by him
in
are
number not fewer than twenty-one; but there previous to his exile. But he received the mandate
18 some doubt with
regard to the authenticity of six of for his relegation while yet employed in the task of
Lean- correction, and when he had completed this labour
them, namely, Paris to Helen, Helen to Paris
der to Hero, Hero to Leander
Acontius to Cydippe, only on the first three books.
Finding himself thus
-X Cydippe to Aconiius. These six, though they appear condemned to banishment from Rome, he threw the
in the most ancient MSS. under the name of Ovid,
work into the flames, partly from vexation and disgust
I
along wiih the others, are of doubtful authenticity, at his verses in general, which had been made the preand have been generally ascribed by commentators to text for his punishment, and partly because he considAulus Sabinus, a friend of Ovid's, who was also the ered it an unfinished poem, which he could no longer
author of several answers to ihe epistles of our poet, have any opportunity or motive for perfecting.
{Trisas Ulysses to Penelope, and .^neas to Dido.
The lia, 1,6.) Fortunately, however, some transcripts had
Her&ides present us wiih some of the finest and most been previously made by his friends of this beautiful
popular fictions of an amorous antiquity, resoundmg production, which was thus preserved to the world.
with the names of Helen, Ariadne, and Phadra. Ju- After Ovid's departure from Rome, these quickly
lius
they were generScaliger pronounces them to be the most polish- passed into extensive circulation
ed of all the productions of Ovid.
{Poet., 6, 7.) But ally read and admired, and a copy was placed in his
there is a tiresome uniformity in the situations and library, which was still preserved and kept up by his

—

;

j

—

—

—

;

;

—

;

characters of the heroines.

which each
tition in

it

epistle

of the

is

The

injudicious length to

extended has occasioned a repe-

same

ideas

;

while the ceaseless tone

of complaints uttered by these forsaken damsels has
produced a monotony, which renders a perusal, at
least of the whole series of epistles, insupportably fa-

There is also a neglect of a due observance of the manners and customs of the heroic ages
and in none of the works of Ovid is his indulgence in
tiguing.

:

exuberance of fancy so remarkable to the reader, because many of the epistles, as those of Penelope, Briseis, Medea, Ariadne, and Dido, lead us to a comparison of the Latin author with Homer, the Greek tragedians. Catullus, and Virgil, those poets of true simunaffected tenderness.
The work of Ovid
plicity and
entitled De Arte Amandi, or, more properly, Artis
is
like
the Amores and
Amulorice Liber,
written,
There is noHerdides, in the elegiac measure.
in its subject, as it
merely
thing, however, elegiac
communicates, in a light and often sportive manner,
those lessons in the Art of Love which were the fruits
of the author's experience, and had been acquired in
the course of the multifarious intrigues recorded in
This poem was not written earlier than
the Amores.
for the author mentions in the first
the year 752
book the representation of a sea-fight between the
Greek and Persian fleets, which was exhibited at that
under the direction of Auperiod in the Naumachia,
The whole work is divided into three books.
gustus.
This work is curious and useful, from the information it affords concerning Roman manners and an;

—

In the depths of his
{Tristia, I, 1, 118.)
family.
dreary exile, Ovid learned, perhaps not without satisfaction, that his work had been saved ; and he even
expressed a wish that some of his favourite passages
might meet the eye of Augustus. {Tristia, 2, 557.)

But he was annoyed by
would be read

the recollection that the

in the defective stale in

poem

which he had

He had no copy with him
{Tristia, 3, 14, 23.)
at Toini, on which he could complete the corrections
which he had commenced at Rome. He therefore
left

it.

thought
that the

it

necessary to apprize his friends

work had not received

his last

in

Italy,

emendations;

and, as an apology for its imperfections, he proposes
that the six following lines should be prefixed as a
motto to the copies of his Metamorphoses which were

then circulating in the capital.

{Tnstia, 1, 6.)
" Orba
parente suo quicumque volumtna tangis ;

His saltern vestra detur in urbe locus.
Quoque magis faveas, non hcec sunt edit a ab ipso,
Sed quasi de domini funere rapt a sui.
Quicquid in his igitur vitii rude carmen habehit,
Emendaturus, si licuisset, erat..''^

The Metamorphoses,

—

therefore

— at

least

the

twehe

o(
concluding books should be read with some degree
that indulgence which is given to the last six books of
the /Eneid
though, from what we see in the perfected works of Ovid, it can hardly be supposed that, even
if he had been permitted, he would have expunged
conceits and retrenched redundancies with the pure
taste and scrupulous judgment of the Mantuan bard.
;

— In the composition of

Metamorphoses, Ovid can
Not one of
the same insight as professed satirical productions the immense number of transmutations which he has
Whatever recorded, from the first separation of Chaos till the
into the minor follies of the A igustan age.

tiquities in their lighter departments
written in the tone or form of satire,
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and, though not
gives us nearly

lay

no claim

his

to originality of invention.
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of his own contrivance.
apotheosis of Julius Caesar, is
They are all fictions of the Greeks and Oriental nations, interspersed, perhaps, with a few Latin or EtrusIn fact, a book of Metamorphoses which
can fables.

In tb«
speeches of the contending Grecian chiefs.
tragic history of Pyramus and Thisbe, the lovers themselves arc not metamorphosed, but the fruit of the mulberry tree under which their blood was shed assume*
a crimson dye.
It would be endless to point out in
detail the blemishes and beauties of such an extensive
work as the Metamorphoses. The luxuriance of thought
and expression which pervade all the compositions of
Ovid, prevails likewise here ; but his comparisons are
pleasing and appropriate, and his descriptions are rich
and elegant, whether he exhibits the palace of the San
or the cottage of Philemon.
The many interesting sit-

were feigned by the poet himself, would have possessed no charm, being unauthorized by public belief,
or even that species of popular credulity which bestows mterest and probability on the most extravagant
fictions.
And, indeed, Ovid had little motive for invention, since, in the relations of those who had gone
before him in this subject, he could enter the most extensive field ever opened to the career of a poet.
The Metamorphoses of Ovid are introduced by a de- uations displayed in the Metamorphoses have formed
a mine for the exertion of human genius in all sucscription of the primeval world, and the early changes
All that he writes of Chaos is merely ceeding periods, not merely in the province of narrait underwent.
a paraphrase of what he had found in the works of the tive fable, but in the department of the drama and fine
ancient Greeks, and is more remarkable for poetic arts ; and no work, with the exception of the Sacred
The Scriptures, has supplied so many and such happy subbeauty than philosophic truth and consistency.
account of the creation, which is described with im- jects for the pencil.
The. Greek books from which
of the four the Metamorphoses were chiefly taken having been
pressive brevity, is followed by a history
and
ages of the world, the war with the giants, Deucalion's lost, the work of OviJ is now the most curious
It
deluge, and the self-production of various monsters in valuable record extant of ancient mythology.
those early periods by the teeming and yet unexhaust- would be difllicult to reduce every story, as some
ed earth. This last subject leads to the destruction writers have attempted, into a moral allegory {Garth,
of the serpent Python by Apollo, and the institution of Pref. to Translation); it would be impossible to find
at their in them, with others, the whole history of the Old
the Pythian games in honour of his victory
first celebration, the conquerors were crowned with
Testament, and types of the miracles and sufferings
oak, the laurel being unknown till the transformation of our Saviour, or even the complete ancient history
of Daphne, when it became the prize of honour and of Greece, systematically arranged (compare M'uller,
Our poet thus glides into the series of his Einleitung, vol 4:, p. 163, &c. Fabric., Bthl. La/., vol.
renown.

—

:

—

metamorphoses, which are extended to fifteen books,
and amount in all to not less than two hundred and

The stories of this description related by Ovid's
predecessors were generally insulated, and did not
hang together by any association or thread of discourse.
But the Roman poet continues as he had
commenced, and, like the Cyclic writers of Greece,
who comprehended, in one book, a whole circle of fables, he proceeds from link to link in the golden chain
of fiction, leading us, as it were, through a labyrinth
of adventures, and passing imperceptibly from one tale
to another, so that the whole poem forms an uninterIn themselves, however, the events
rupted recital.
have frequently no relation to each other, and the connexion between the preceding and succeeding fable
often consists in nothing more than that the transformation occurred at the same place or at the same
time, or had reference, perhaps, to the same amorous
In such an infinite number, the merit of the
deity.

fifiy.

1, p.

U7.—Goujet,

Bib.

Franc,

vol. 6, p. 16, 52.)

It

cannot be denied, however, that the Metamorphoses
are immense archives of Grecian fable, and that, beneath the mask of fiction, some traits of true history,
some features of manners and the primeval world,
may yet be discovered. In this point of view, the
Fasti of Ovid, though written in elegiac and not in
heroic measure, may be considered as a supplement or
Its composition
continuation of the Metamorphoses.
was commenced at Rome by the author previous to
his exile.
The work was corrected and finished by
him at Tomi {Fasti, 4, 81), and was thence sent to

Rome, with a prefatory dedication to the great GerThe plan of this production was probably
manicus.
suggested by the didactic poem which Callimachus
had published under the title of Ahia, in which he
was there
feigns that, being transported to Helicon, he
instructed by the Muses in the nature and origin of
It
various religious usages and ancient ceremonies.
stories must be widely different ; the following, how- would appear that, before the time of Ovid, some
the fables vague design of writing a poem of this description had
ever, may be mentioned as among the best
But
of Cephalus and Procris, of Philemon and Baucis, of been entertained by Propertius {Eleg., 4, 1).
of
and Ovid, in his Fasti, executed the work which Propertius
the
Dajdalus
flight
Hippomanes and Atalanta,
But of the did not live, or, perhaps, found himself unable, to acIcarus, the loves of Pyramus and Thisbe.
In the Latin language, the word Fasti oriwhole, the story of Phaethon is, perhaps, the most splen- complish.
to Nefasti, the days on
It has been objected, howdid and highly poetical.
ginally signified, in opposition
ever, to the Melumorphoses, that, however great may which law proceedings could be legally held, or other
be the merit of each individual tale, there is too much ordinary business transacted and thence it came, in
on which
uniformity in the work as a whole, since all the stories course of time, to denote the books or tables
are of one sort, and end in some metamorphosis or the days in each month accounted as Fasti or Nefasti
other.
{Kaimes's Elements of Criticism, vol. 1, c. 9 ) were exhibited. The term at length was applied to any
But this objection, if it be one, can lie only against record digested in regular chronological order, as the
for if a poet announces that Fasti Consulates ; and with Ovid it signifies the annithe choice of the subject
he is to sing of bodies changed and converted into versaries of religious festivals, of dedications of temples,
new forms, what else than metamorphoses can be ex- or of other memorable events, indicated in the calenBesides, in the incidents that lead to these dar under the name o{ Dies Fasti, and which in general
pected \

—

:

—

;

;

transformations, there

is infinite

variety of feeling ex-

and the poet intermingles the noble with the faSomemiliar, and the gay with the horrible or tender.
cited,

times, too, the metamorphosis seems a mere pretext
for the introduction of the story, and occupies a very
The blood which flowed
inconsiderable portion of it.
from Ajax. when he slew himself in a transjwrt of indignation, because the arms of Achilles were adjudged
to Ulysses, produced a hvacinth, and on this feeble
stem the poet has ingrafted tlie animated and eloquent

to the class of Dtea
belonged, in the ancient meaning,
C. Hemina and Claudius
Nefasti rather than Fasti.
of these festivals in
Quadrigarius had given histories
and uninteresting ;
prose : but their works were dry
and Ovid first bestowed on the subject the embellishments of poetry and imagination. The object of the
Fasti of Ovid is to exhibit in regular order a history of

the origin and observance of the different Roman festhe course of the year ; and
tivals, as they occurred in
to associate the celebration of these holydays with th«
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•un's course in the zodiac, and with the rising or setA. book is assigned to each month,
ting of the stars.
but the work concludes with June.
The six other

books, which would have completed the Roman calenmay have perished during the middle ages but
it seems more
probable that they never were written.
No ancient author or grammarian quotes a single phrase
or word from any of the last six books of the Fasti ;
and, in some lines of the Tristia (2, 549, seqq ), the
author himself informs us that the composition had
dar,

;

been interrupted.

much scope

This subject

does not afford

itself

for the display of poetic genius.

Its ar-

rangement was prescribed by the series of the festivals, while the proper names, which required to be so
often introduced, and the chronological researches,
were alike unfavourable to the harmony of versification.
The Fasti, however, is a work highly esteemed by the learned on account of the antiquarian knowledge which may be derived from it. The author has
poured a rich and copious erudition over the steril indications of the calendar, he has traced mythological
worship to its source, and explained many of the mysteries of that theology which peopled all nature with
divinities.

Even

Scaliger,

whose opinions

are gen-

erally so unfavourable to Ovid, admits the ancient and
extensive erudition displayed in the Fasti. (Poet., 6,

In particular, much mythological information may
7.)
be obtained from it as to the points in which the superstitions and rites of the Romans differed from those
of the Greeks, and also the manner in which they were

"The

account," says Gibbon, "of the different etymologies of the month of May, is curious and
well expressed.
may distinguish in it an Oriental
allegory, a Greek fable, and a Roman tradition." Some
truths concerning the ancient history of Rome may be
also elicited from the Fasti.
It may appear absurd to
blended.

We

The names, however, of the friends and patrons whom
he addressed are not mentioned (Tristia, 1, 4, 7), since,
during this time, his relatives and acquaintances were
afraid lest they should incur the displeasure of
Augustus by holding any communication with the unhappy
exile.
At the end of three years, this apprehension,
which, perhaps, had been all along imaginary, was no
longer entertained

;

and, accordingly, the epistles which

he wrote from Pontus during the remainder of his severe sojourn are inscribed with the names of his friends,

among whom we
ters of the day.

most distinguished characelegiac epistles differ from the

find the

These

Tristia merely in the poet's correspondents being addressed by name, instead of receiving no appellation
whatever, or being only mentioned under some private
and conventional title. The subjects of the four books
of epistles from Pontus are precisely the same with
those in the Tristia, complaints of the region to which
the poet had been banished, and exhortations to his
From the first line of the
friends to obtain his recall.
Tristia to the last of the epistles from Pontus, the lyre
of the exiled bard sounds but one continued strain of
All the melancholy events of
wailing and complaint.
his former life are recalled to his recollection, and each
dismal circumstance in his present condition is immeasurably deplored. But he speaks of his old age,
mortifications, and sorrows with such touching and
natural eloquence, and in a tone so truly mournful, that
no one can read his plaintive lines without being deeply

The only elegies in which Ovid quits even
moment this tone of complaint, are those where
he celebrates the victories of Tiberius in Germany
and the commencement of a poem on the return of
affected.
for a

;

sole lines in the Tristia
spring, which contains the
that give any indication of a mind soothed by the im-

—

proving season or the reviving charms of nature^.
his exile, Ovid appears to have been much indebted to the kindness and commiseration of the friends
whom he had left behind him at Rome. A few, howtheir facts from poetical tradition.
Ovid, besides, had ever, with whom he had been bound in ties of the clostudied the Registers of the Pontifex Maximus, which sest intimacy, not only neglected him during his banare now lost, and which recorded, along with religious ishment, but attempted to despoil him of the patrimony
observances, many historical events. Occasional light which he still retained by the indulgence of the emmay therefore be thrown by the Fasti of Ovid on peror. The conduct of one who had been his warmsome of the most ancient and dubious points of Ro- est friend in prosperity, and became his bitterest foe in
man story. For CTample, our poet completely vindi- adversity, prompted him, while at Tomi, to dip his pen
cates Romulus from the charge of having slain his in the gall of satire, from which, during a long life, he
brother in a momentary transport of passion.
Remus had meritoriously abstained. The friend, now changed
was legally sentenced to death, in consequence of hav- to foe, whose altered conduct drove our poet to pen a
ing violated a salutary law enacted by the founder of vehement satire, is generally supposed to have been
Rome, and which, in an infant state, it was requisite Hyginus, the celebrated mythograph, and at this time
to maintain inviolably.
The circumstance of the mel- the keeper of the imperial library. Ovid, however,
ancholy exile of Ovid gave occasion to the last of his does not name his enemy, but execrates him in his
the
and
the Epistola. e Ponto.
The Ibis. Callimachus. having had a quarrel with ApolTristia,
works,
first book of the Tristia, containing ten elegies, was
lonius Rhodius, satirized him under the appellation
written by Ovid at sea, during his perilous voyage from of Ibis, an unclean Egyptian bird, and hence Ovid beRome to Pontus. {Tristia, 1, 1, ^2.— Ibid, 1, 10 ) stowed it on Hycinus, who, though a native of Spain,
had gone in early youth to Egypt, and was brought from
It may be doubted, however, whether this, which is
the generally received opinion, will hold good with Alexandrea to Rome.
He had offended our poet by
He speaks attempting to persuade his wife to accept another husrespect to all the elegies of the first book.
in the sixth of copies of his Metamorphoses being cirband, and bv soliciting the emperor to confiscate his
culated at Rome, and it is not likely that he could re- property, with a view of having it bestowed on himceive this intelligence while on his way to Pontus. self. The poem which Ovid directed against this selfThe first book is chiefly occupied with detailing the ish and ungrateful friend cannot, perhap.'*, he properly
occurrences at his departure from the capital, the termed a satire, being a series of curses in the style
storms he encountered, and the places he saw in the of the DircE of Valerius Cato.
They are of such a
The remaining four books dei^cription that, compared with them, the .Anathemas
course of his navigation.
of
Curse
Kehama
were composed during the first three years of his of Ernulphus and the
may be considBesides the works of Ovid
gloomy residence at Tomi. In the second book, ad- ered as benedictions.
and
which
for
his
have
now been
he
former
life
remain
which
dressed to Augustus,
entire,
apologizes
yet
In some of the elegies of the third, fully enumerated, there are fragments still extant from
and writings
fourth, and fifth books, he complains to himself of the some poems of which he is reputed to have been the
The Halieuticon, which is much mutilated,
hard fate he had suffered in being exiled from Italy to author.
in others he
is attributed to Ovid on the authority of the elder
the inhospitable shores of the Euxine
exhorts his correspondents at Rome to endeavour to Plinv (32, 2), who says that he has told many wonderthe nature of fishes id his Haii
mitigate the anger of Augustus and obtain his recall. ful things concerning
appeal to a poet in preference or contradiction to annalists and chroniclers; but it must be recollected, that
these annalists themselves originally obtained many of

During

—

—

:
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oxu

ozo

called Oxus ; but it is not improbable that, with his
nUiron : and we find in Pliny the
fishes which are not mentioned by any other author, usual carelessness in matters relating to
geography,
but perhaps were natives of the sea on the shore of he confounds its source with its termmation.
The
which Ovid commenced this poem towards the close Oxus is a broad and rapid river, and receives many afWernsthis
of
the
which
most
of his life.
mentioned
fluents,
authority,
Notwithstanding
important
by the
dorff is of opinion that it was not written by Ovid, as ancients was the Ochus, which, according to most acworks
he
asMS.
of
his
and
flowed
into
the
Oxus
it is not found in
near
its
;
counts,
mouth, though
any
Ovid also wrote a poem some make it to have entered the Caspian by a separ*
signs it to Gratius Faliscus.
Dc Medicamine faciei, as \vc learn from two lines in ate channel. {Slrab., 609, 618.) The Oxus has eiercised an important influence upon the history and
It is doubted, however,
his Art of Love (3, 205).
if the fragment
It has in almost all
remaining under this title be the gen- civilization of Asia.
ages formed
uine worlt of our poet.
During his residence at Tomi, the boundary between the great monarchies of SouthOvid acquired a perfect knowledge of the language western Asia and the wandering hordes of Scythia and

names of

several

j

I

!

!

'

I

—

j

I

—

which was there spoken. The town had been originally founded by a Greek colony, but the Greek language had been gradually corrupted, from the intluxof
the Getae, and its elements could hardly be discovered
in the jargon now employed.
Ovid, however, composed a poem in this barbarous dialect, which, if exThe subtant, would be a great philological curiosity.
ject he chose was the praises of the imperial family at
Rome. When completed, he read it aloud in an assembly of the Getae and he paints with much spirit
and animation the effect it produced on his audience.
After what has been already said of the different
;

—

works of Ovid

in succession, it is unnecessary to ingeneral remarks on his defects or merits.
Suffice it to say, that the brilliancy of his imagination,
the liveliness of his wit, his wonderful art in
bringing
every scene or image distinctly, as it were, before the
view, and the fluent, unlaboured ease of his versificaBut his wit was
tion, have been universally admired.
too profuse and his fancy too exuberant. The natural
indolence of his temper, and his high self-esteem, did
not permit him to become, like Virgil or Horace, a
finished model of harmony and proportion.
{Dunlo'p's

dulge in

many

—

Roman

The best
Literature, vol. 3, p. 349, seqq.)
editions of Ovid are, that of Burmann, Amst., 1727,
4

vols. 4io,

3

vols.

and that of Lemaire, Paris, 1820-24, 10

The

vols. 8vo.

12mo,

is

edition of

N

Heinsius,

^ms^,

1661,

also a valuable one.

OxE^, small pointed islands, near the Echinades,
off the coast of Acarnania.
Their ancient name has
reference

to

that these are

their

the

form ('Ofciai).

Strabo reports,
calls Thoae.

same which Homer

298. — Strabo,

{Od., 15,
458.)
Stephanus supposes
the Oxeae to be Dulichium (*. v. AovXixLov).
This

The conquests of Cyrus were terminated
Tartary.
by its banks, and those of the Macedonians were few
The Oxus appears also to
earliest channels for the conof
of
the
India
to the western counveyance
produce
tries of Asia.
Strabo informs us, on the authority of
Aristobulus, that goods were conveyed from India
down the Oxus to the Caspian, and were thence carried
by the river Cyrus into Albania and the countries borand unimportant beyond
have formed one of the

it.

dering on the Euxine. (Strab., 509.) This account is
also confirmed by the statement of Varro {ap. Flin.f 6,
19), who informs us, that Pompey learned, in the war
with Mithradates, that Indian goods were carried by
the Oxus into the Caspian, and thence through the

Caspian to the river Cyrus, from which river they were
conveyed, by a journey of five days, to the river Phasis
in Pontus.
The breadth of the Oxus, immediately to
the north of Balkk, is 800 yards, and its depth 20
feet (Burners Travels, vol. 1, p. 249); but south of
Bokhara the river is only 650 yards wide, but from 25
to

29

cycl.

feet deep.

Us.

{Burners Travels,

KnowL,

vol.

vol. 2, p. 5.

—

— En-

17, p. 108.)
According to
"
in Pehlvi meant
river," and

Wahl, the term Oschan
he thinks that this name was softened down by the
Greeks into Oxus, the intermediate form having been
A Hindoo name for the
probably Oschus or Ochus.
same river is said to be Kassch, which means " water,"
and has a strong resemblance to the German Wasser.
The Oxus, therefore, may have been so called kqt'
h^oxrjv, as being in an emphatic sense the great river

The

of Upper Asia.

some analogy

root in

Oschan (or Och-i) bears
names
and

to that in the old

Ogyges
— Wahl, Mittelund
VorOgyges.
—
753.
Ritter, Erdkunde,

Oceanus.
{Vid.
der-Asicn, vol. 1, p.

vol. 2,

now commonly known by the name of Cur- p. 22.—B'dhr, ad Ctes.y p. 186.)
group
zolarx, but the most considerable among them retains
OxvDRACiE, a nation of India who
the appellation of Oxia.
have inhabited the district now called
{GeWs Itin., p. 298.)
is

large river of Bactriana, rising in the northextremity of that country, or, rather, in the
southeastern part of Great Bukharia, and flowing for
the greater part of its course in a northwest direction.
It receives numerous tributaries, and falls, after a course
of 1200 miles, into the Sea of Aral. The Oxus is now

Oxus, a

eastern

are supposed to
Outsch, near the

the Acesines and Indus.

confluence of
—
Byz.,
Steph.

Nearchus,

p.

p.

615.

— Arrian,

6,

{Strabo, 701.

\2.— Vincent's

133.)

a city of Egypt, in the district of
Heptanomis, and capital of the Oxyrynchite Nome.
It was situate on the canal of Moeris, south of Heracthe Amoo or Jihon (the latter being the name given leopolis Magna, and received its name (a translation
to it by the Arabian
geographers).
According to most very probably from the Egyptian) on account of a fish
of the ancient writers, it flowed direct into the
Caspi- called b^vpvyxoQ in Greek, a species of pike, being
This place bean, and this statement is said to be confirmed by the worshipped and having a temple here.
existence of its former channel
but, in all probability, came a great resort of monks and hermits when ChrisNothing remains of
they were ignorant of the existence of the Sea of Aral. tianity was spread over Egypt.
Some writers think that Herodotus speaks of the Oxus this city, in the village called Behnesc, built on its ruunder the name of Araxes(l, 201, 5cyy. ; 4, 11); but ins, but some fragments of stone pillars, and a single
it is more
The column left stand mg, and which appears to have formlikely that he there refers to the Volga.
(.<E/tfln,
historian, however, certainly confounds it with the ed part of a portico of the composite order.
Araxes of Armenia, since he says it rises in the coun- Hist. An., 10, A6.—Rujimis, de vtta Patrum, c. 6.—
try of the Matieni (I, 202), and flows towards the east Mannert, Geogr., vol 10, pt. 1, p. 412 )
(4, 40).
OzoLM, one of the divisions of the Locri in Greece.
According to his account, there were many
name as given in a
islands in it, some as
large as Lesbos, and it emptied Besides the explanation of their
the following etymolitself by forty mouths, which were all lost in marshes,
previous article {vid. Locri I.),
1. During the
with the exception of one, that flowed into the CaspiPausanias.
ogies are mentioned by
an (1, 202).
Strabo says, that the Oxus rose in the reign of Orestheus, son of Deucalion, a bitch brought
Orestheus
Indian Mountains, and flowed into the Caspian (Slrab., forth a slick {^vlov) instead of a whelp.
509, 619), which is also the opinion of Mela (3, 5) planted this, and a vine shot up, from the branches
2. Antheir name.
and Ptolemy.
(6Ctn>)' of which the race derived
Pliny (6, 18) makes it rise in a lake ^^
953
6 E
;

OxvRYNCHUs,

P
other' explanation
(o^j/)

A

3.

made

PAC

AC

the term

come from

the stench

of the stagnant water in the neighbouring parts.
third class of etymologists derived the appella-

tion from the stench that proceeded from the persons
of the early Ozolae, they havn.g been accustomed to
wear undressed skins of wild beasts. {Pausan., 10,

38.

— Consult also Subdis, ad

—

Callimachus and
Strab., 627)
'\{;^y/xa.
Dionysius Periegetes speak of the swans of the Pactolus.
{Callim., H. in Del., 249.
Dionys. Perieg.,
830 ) 1'he Turkish name of this stream is the Bagoue/cAtAof TTe to

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

iy.

Geogr., vol.

6, pt. 3, p.

P.

Pachynus (Huxvvog

uKpa), a promontory of Sicily,
forming the southeastern extremity of the island, and
called also, by some of the Latin writers, Pachynum.
It is one of the three promPlin., 3, 8.)
{Mela, 2, 7.
ontories that give to Sicily its triangular figure, the
other two being Pelorus and Lilybaeum.
The modern

—

Capo Passaro. Its southernmost point is
Ptolemy Odyssea Acra {'Odvaaela uKpa), and
coincides with the projection of the coast before which
the islands delle Correnti lie.
Between Pachynus and
is

called by

this latter cape lies a small harbour, called at the present day Porio dt Palo, and the same with what Cicero terms Portus Pachijni.
{In Verr., 5, 34.) It
served merely as a temporary refuge for mariners in
stress of weather. This harbour is very probably meant
by the Itin. Marit. when it gives the distance **a Syracusis Pachyno''^ at 400 stadia or 45 geographical miles
along the coast, since the direct line from Syracuse to
the promontory of Pachynus is less than this.
{Itin.

—

Marit., p. 492, ed. Wesseling.
Mannert, Geogr., vol.
9, pt. 2, p. 341.)
Pacorus, I. the eldest of the sons of Orodes, king
of Parthia, and a prince of great merit.
After the defeat of Crassus, he was sent by bis father to invade
Syria, having Osaces, a veteran commander, associated with him.
The Parthians were driven back, howAfter
ever, by Caius Cassius, and Osaces was slain.
the battle of Philippi, Pacorus invaded Syria in conjunction with Labienus, and, having many exiled
Romans with him, met with complete success, the
whole of the country being now reduced under the Parthian sway.
From Syria he passed into Judaea, and
placed on the throne Antigonus, son of Hyrcanus.

The Roman power

having been re-established in Syria
by the efforts of Ventidius, Pacorus again crossed the
Euphrates, but was defeated and slain by the Roman
commander. His death was deeply lamented by Orodes, who for several days refused all nourishment.

—

4.— Fe//.

Paterc,

1%.— Tacit.,

Hist.,
He
II., king of Parthia.
12,

His dominions were ravaged by the Alani,
kingdom.
who compelled him to take shelter for some time in
the mountains.
{Tacit., Ann., 15, 2 el 14.)
Pactolus, a river of Lydia, rising in the southeastern part of Mount Tmolus, and falling into the Hermus, after having passed by Sardes, the ancient capIts sands were auriferous, the partiital of CrcEsus.
cles of gold being washed down by the mountain torrents {Plin., 5, 29), and hence it was sometimes called
The poets accounted for the golden
Chrysorrhoas.
sands of the river by the fable of Midas having bathed
in its waters when he wished to rid himself of the
It
{Vid. Midas.)
transmuting powers of his touch.
was from the gold found amid the sands of the Pactolus that CrcBsus is said to have acquired his great riches.
At a time when this precious metal was scarce,
the labour of procuring it in this way was no doubt
well bestowed.
At a later period, however, the stream
was neglected and Strabo, passing over the true reason, informs us that the river yielded no more {vvv 6'
;
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De

cero's

treatise

friend.

There
all

wives,

of

—Mannert^

Roman dramatic poet, the
a sister of his {Plin., 36, 4), was

Amicitia, calls him his host and

an

is

whom

idle story, that Pacuvius had three
successively hanged themselves on

same tree and that, lamenting this to Attius, who
was married, he begged for a slip of it to plant in his
own garden an anecdote which has been very seriously confuted by Annibal di Leo, in his learned memoir on Pacuvius. A story somewhat similar to this
the

;

;

is told of a Sicilian by Cicero {de Oral., 2, 69).
Pacuvius, besides attending to poetry, employed himself
also in painting.
He was one of the first Romans who

attained any degree of eminence in thai elegant art,
and he particularly distinguished himself by the picture which he executed for the temple of Hercules in
the Forum Boiarium.
He published
{Plin., 35, 4.)

age of eighty {Cic, Brut., c. 63);
being oppressed with old age, and afflicted with perpetual bodily illness, he retired to Tarentum,
where he died, after having nearly completed his ninehis last piece at the

after which,

—

tieth year.
{Aul. Cell., 13, 2.
Hieron., Chron., p.
An elegant epitaph, supposed to have been writ39.)
ten by himself, is quoted with much commendation by

Aulus Gellius, who

calls it verecundissimum et pufisappears to have been inscribed on
a tombstone, which stood by the side of a public road,
according to the usual custom of the Romans.

stmum

(1, 24).

It

—

few fragments of the tragedies of Pacuvius
remain, our opinion of his dramatic merits can only be
formed at second hand, from the observations of those
critics who wrote while his works were yet extant.
Cicero, though he blames his style, and characterizes him
as a poet male locutus {Brut., c. 74), places him on
the same level for tragedy as Ennius for epic poetry, or
CiEcilius for comedy ; and he mentions, in his treatise
De Oratore, that his verses were by many considered
" Omnes
as highly laboured and adorned
apud hunc

Though

a

:

ornali elaboratique sunt versus.''^
boured polish of versification, and

It

was

in

this la-

dramaconduct of the scene, that the excellence of Pacufor so the lines of Horace have
vius chiefly consisted
been usually interpreted, where, speaking of the pubskill

in the

tic

;

lic

of

II. Son of Vonones
received from his brother Vologeses, who succeeded
Vonones, the country of Media as an independent

5, 9.)

442.

born at Brundisium, A.U.C. 534.
At Rome he became intimately acquainted with Laelius, who, in Ci-

Pacatianus, Titus Julius, a general of the Roman
armies, who proclaimed himself emperor in Gaul about
the latter part of Philip's reign.
He was soon after
defeated, A.D. 249, and put to death.

{Justin, 42,

vol. 1, p.

361.)

Pacuvius, M. an early

loc.)

nephew of Ennius by

name

.

—

opinion entertained concerning the dramatic writers
says {Ep.^ 2, 1, 56),

Rome, he

^^Ambigitur quoties uter utro

Pacuvius

docti

famam

sit prior, aufert
senis, Attius alti ;"

and the same meaning must be affixed to the passage
" Virium tamen Attio
Quintihan
plus tribvitur ;

in

:

Pacuvium

videri dociiorcm, qui esse docti adfecfant,
Most other Latin
volunt.''
{Inst., Orat., 10, 1.)
critics, though, on the whole, they seem to prefer Attito be the more correct writer.
The
preserved of about 20 tragedies of PacuOf these the Antiopa was one of the most distinvius.
guished. It was regarded by Cicero as a great national
tragedy, and an honour to the Roman name. {De Fin.,
us, allow

names

Pacuvius

are

still

1
Persius, however, ridicules a passage in this tra2.)
gedy, where Antiopa talks of propping her melancholy
With regard to the
heart with misfortunes (1, 7S)
Dulorestes (Orestes Servus), another of these tragedies,
there has been a good deal of discussion and difficulty.
Naevius, Ennius, and Attius are all said to have written tragedies which bore the title of Dulorestes ; but
a late German writer has attempted, at great length, to
,

—

and that all the
that this is a misconception
the remains
fragments which have been classed with

show

;

PAD

PAD
of these thi«e dramatic poets, belong to the Dulorestes
of Pacmius, who was, in truth, the only Latin poet that
What the tenwrote a tragedy with this appellation.

our or subject of the play, however, may have been, he
admits, is difficult to determine, as the different pasof the life
sages still extant refer to different periods
of Orestes ; which is rather adverse, it must be observed, to his idea, that all these fragments were written by the same person, unless, indeed, Pacuvius had
utterly set at defiance the observance of the celebrated

On the whole, however,
unities of the ancient drama.
he agrees with Stanley in his remarks on the Choephori of ^schylus, that the subject of the Choephori,
which is the vengeance taken by Orestes on the murderers of his father, is also that of the Dulorestes of
Pacuvius.
{Ebcrhardt, Zustand dcr schonen WissenIn the Iliona,
chaften bei den Romern, p. 35, seqq.)
the scene where the shade of Polydorus, who had been

—

assassinated by the King of Thrace, appears to his
mother, was long the favourite of a Roman audience,

long course it receives a great number of tributaries,
its channel
being the final receptacle of almost every
stream which rises on the eastern and southern declivities of the Alps, and the northern declivity of the
The mouths of the Po were ancientU
Apennines.
reckoned seven in number, the principal one, which
the southernmost,
called Padusa, and now
bein^
Primaro.
It was this mouth also to which the

was

Po

di

appellations Eridanus and Spineticum Ostium wereapIt sends off a branch from itself near Trigaboli^
plied.
the

modern Ferrara, which was anciently

na Ostium, but

is

now denominated Po

styled Voladi Ferrara.

Pliny mentions the following othei
{Folyb., 2, 16.)
branches or mouths of the Po : the Caprasiae Ostiuoi,
now Bocca di bel Occhto ; Sagis, now Fossage ; and
The Fossa
Carbonaria, now Po d' Ariano (3, 16).
Philistina is the
vol. 1, p. 115.)

Po

— The grande.
Padus

is

{Cramer''s Arte. Italy,
rendered famous in the

legends of mythology by the fate of Phaethon, who fell
into it when struck down from heaven by the thunderbolt of Jove.
(Fid. Phaethon.)
Padusa, the same with the Ostium Spineticum, or
of the river Padus.
branch
southernmost
{Vid. PaA canal was cut by Augustus from the Padusa
dus.)

who seemed to have indulged in the same partiality for
such spectacles that we still entertain for the goblins in
Hamlet and Macbeth. All the plays of Pacuvius were
either imitated or translated from the Greek, except
Paulus. This was of his own invention, and was the to Ravenna.
{Valg., el. up. Serv. ad Virg., Mn.j
Un- 11, 456.) Virgil speaks of the swans along its banks
first Latin tragedy formed on a Roman subject.
Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 114),
fortunately, there are only five lines of it extant, and {I. c.
these do not enable us to ascertain which Roman of
P.a:AN, an appellation given to Apollo, who under
the name of Paulus gave his appellation to the trage- this name was either considered as a destroying (tto/w,
" to
It was probably either Paulus ^milius, who fell
smite'''), or as a protecting and healing deity, who
dy.
" to cause
at Cannae, or his son, whose story was a memorable frees the mind from care and sorrow (ttovu.
The tragedians, accordingly, by an anainstance of the instability of human happiness, as he to ccflwg").
lost both his children by his second marriage, one five logical appellation of the word, also called Death, to
days before and the other five days after, his Macedo- whom both these attributes belonged, by the title of
nian triumph.
From no one play of Pacuvius are there Paean. {Eurip., Hippoi, 1373.
.E*cA., ap. Stob.,
And thus this double character of
than fifty lines preserved, and these generally Serm:, p. 121.)
was
of
which
he
It does not appear that his
equally formidable
very much detached.
Apollo, by virtue
tragedies had much success or popularity in his own as a foe and welcome as an ally {JEsch., Agam., 518),
He was obliged to have recourse for his sub- was authorized by the ambiguity of the name. Homer
age.
jects to foreign mythology and unknown history.
Iph- speaks of Paeon {Tiairiuv) as a separate individual,
but this division apigenia and Orestes were always more or less strangers and the physician of Olympus
to a Roman audience, and the whole drama in which pears to be merely poetical, without any reference to
Hesiod also made the same distincthese and similar personages flourished, never attained actual worship.
in Rome to a healthy and perfect existence.
{Dunlop^s tion. {Schol. ad Ham., Od., 4, 231.) Still, however,
Roman Literature, vol. 1, p. 343, seqq.) The frag- Apollo must be regarded as the original deity of the
ments of Pacuvius are given in the collections of Ste- healing art. From very early times, the paean had, in
the Pythian temple, been appointed to be sung in honphens, Maittaire, &c.
P.^Dus, now the Po, the largest river of Italy, an- our of Apollo.
{Horn., Hymn, ad Apoll.
Eurip.,
The
ciently called also Eridanus, an appellation which is Ion, 128, l^O.—Pind., Paan, ap. Fragm.)
its
name
from
that of
frequently used by the Roman poets, and almost al- song, like other hymns, derived
was
first
was
to
whom
it
The
sung.
god
ways by Greek authors. , (Vtd. Eridanus ) This lat- the god
ter name, however, belongs properly to the Ostium called Pcean, then the hymn, and lastly the singers
Midler, themselves.
{Horn, Hymn, ad Apoll., 272, 320.)
(Plin., 3, 20.
Spineticum of the Padus.

—

—

—

—

»more

;

—

—

—

Now

we know that the paean was originally sung at
the cessation of a plague and after a victory ; and genwas performed as
erally, when any evil was averted, it
a purification from the pollution.
{Proclus, ap. Phot.
Schol. ad Soph., (Ed. T.,
Soph., (Ed. T., \52.

225.) The name Padus is said
to have been derived from a word in the language of
the Gauls, which denoted a pine-tree, in consequence
of the great number of those trees growing near its

Etrusker, vol.

1, p.

—

Whatever be the derivation
{Plin 3, 16.)
of the term Padus, the more ancient name of the river,
which was Bod incus, is certainly of Celtic origin, and
source.

,

^^

is

said to signify ^^ bottomless.
(Compare the Ger
bodtnlos.
Dalecamp, ad Plin., 3, 16.) The Po

man

—

—

The chant was loud and
Svid., s. V. CTjLuv.)
and
joyous, as celebrating the victory of the preserving
Be(Callim., Hymn, ad Apoll., 21.)
healing deity.
others
sides the pseans of victory, however, there were
174.

—

Mons Vesulus, now Monte Viso, near the that were sung at the beginning of a battle (JSsch ,
and there was a tradition, that
sources of the Druentia or Durance, runs in an east- Sept. c. Theb., 250)
had chanted " lo Pdan*
erly direction for more than 500 miles, and discharges the chorus of Delphian virgins
{Callim.
its waters into the Adriatic, about 30 miles south of at the contest of Apollo with the Python.
It is sufficiently deep to ad Apoll, Wi.— Apoll. Rh., 2, 710.— Compare AlhePortus Venetus or Venice.
The pa^an of victory varied acbear boats and barges at 30 miles from its source, but nans, p. 15, 701, c.)
the navigation is at all times difficult, and not unfre- according to the different tribes; all Dorians, namely,
and .Syracusans, had
quently hazardous, on account of the rapidity of the Spartans, Argives, Corinthians,
current.
Its waters are liable to sudden increase from the same one.
(Thucyd., 7, 44.— Compare 4, 43.)
the melting of the snows and from heavy falls of rain, This use of the paean as a song of rejoicing for victhe rivers that flow into it being almost all mountain- tory, sufficiently explains its double meaning ; it bore
streams ; and in the flat country, in the lower part of a mournful sense in reference to the battle, and a joy-

rises in

;

its

course, great dikes are erected on both sides of the
from inundation. During its

river to protect the lands

ous one
'

ans, vol.

in

{Miiller^s Dorireference to the victory.
319, seqq., Eng. transl)

^

1, p.
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P^O

PiES

P^MANi, a people of Belgic Gaul, supposed by
D'Anville and Wersebe to have occupied the present
district of Famene, in Luxemburg.
{Cces., B. G., 2,
4.
Wersebe,
D'Anville, Notice de la Gaule, p. 188.
iiberdie Volker, des alien Teutschlands, Hanno., 1826.)

—

—

Lemaire, however, thinks the analogy between the anmodern names, on which this opinion is founded, too far-fetched.
{Ind. Geogr. ad C(ts., s. v.)
P.«:oN (Raiuv), or, according to the earlier and Homeric form of the name, P.(Eeon {Uai^uv), the physician of the gods.
Nothing is said in Homer about
his origin.
Ail we are told is, that he cured Mars
when wounded by Diomede (//., 5, 899), and Pluto
of the wound in his shoulder given him by Hercules
cient and

401), and also that the Egyptian physicians
his race.
He would seem to
{Od., 4, 232.)
have been, in the Homeric conception of the legend,
{11.,

6,

were of

distinct from Apollo,

though perhaps originally iden{Keightley's Mythology, p. 200.
Consult remarks under the article Paean )
P.(E6nes (Raioveg), a numerous and ancient nation,
that once occupied the greatest part of Macedonia, and
even a considerable portion of what is more properly
called Thrace, extending along the coast of the JEgean
as far as the Euxine.
This we collect from Herodotus's account of the wars of the Paeones with the Pe'inthians, a Greek colony settled on the shores of the
Propontis, at no great distance from Byzantium. Homer, who was apparently well acquainted with the
Paeones, represents them as following their leader Asteropaeus to the siege of Troy in behalf of Priam, and
places them in Macedonia, on the banks of the Axius.
tical

{II.,

—

with him.

11, 849.)

We

know

also from Livy (40, 3) that

Emathia once bore the name of Paeonia, though at
what period we cannot well ascertain. From another
passage in the same historian, it would seem that the
Dardani of Illyria had once exercised dominion over
the whole of Macedonian Paeonia (45, 29).
This passage seems to agree with what Herodotus stales, that
the Paeones were a colony of the Teucri, who came
from Troy (5, 13.
Compare 7, 20), that is, if we suppose the Dardani to be the same as the Teucri, or at
least a branch of them.
But these transactions are
too remote and obscure for examination.
Herodotus,

—

who dwells principally on the history of the Paeonians
around the Strymon, informs us, that they were early
divided into numerous small tribes, most of which were
transplanted into Asia by Megabyzus, a Persian general, who had made the conquest of their country, by
order of Darius.
The circumstances of this event,
which are given in detail by Herodotus, will be found
in the fourth book, c. 12.
It appears, however, from
Herodotus, that these Paeonians afterward etiected
their escape from the Persian dominions, and returned
to their own country (5, 98).
Those who were found
on the line of march pursued by Xerxes were compelled to follow that

monarch

in his expedition.

He-

rodotus seems to place the main body of the Paeonian
nation near the Strymon but Thucydides (2, 99), with
Homer, extends their territory to the river Axius. But
if we follow Strabo and Livy, we shall be disposed to
remove the western limits of the nation as far as the
great chain of Mount Scardus and the borders of IllyIn general terms, then, we may affirm, that the
ria.
whole of northern Macedonia, from the source of the
;

Erigonus to the Strymon, was once named Paeonia.
This large tract of country was divided into
two parts by the Romans, and formed the second and
The
third regions of Macedonia.
{Liv., 44, 29.)
Paeonians, though constituting but one nation, were divided into several tribes, each probably governed by a
hear, however, of a king of Paeseparate chief.
onia, named Autoleon, who is said to have received assistance from Cassander against the Antariatse, an Illyrian horde, who had invaded his country.
{Diod. Sic.,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 266, seqq.)
20, 19.
river

We

—

956

PiEONiA, the country of the PaeoneS. ( Vid. Paeones. ;
Sinus, a gulf on the lower coast of Italy,
its
upper shore belonging to Campania, and its lower
to Lucania.
According to Strabo (251), it extended
from the Siren's Cape to the Promontory of Posidium.
The modern name is the Gulf of Salerno. Its ancient
appellation was derived from the city of Psestum.

P^sTANUs

P^sTUM,

a celebrated city of Lucania, in

Lower

below the river Silarus, and not far from the
western coast.
Its Greek appellation was Posidonia,
the place being so called in honour of Neptune {UoaetThe name Paestum is used by the Latin wridtjv).
ters more commonly.
This latter Mazocchi, on no
very good grounds, derives from the Phoenician Posetan or Postan, the alleged root, with some Oriental
Italy,

scholars, for the Greek n.oaei6uv.
{Vid., however,
remarks under the article Neptunus.) Nothing, howcan
be
more
fallacious
than
Phoenician
ever,
etymoloThe origin of this once flourishing city has afgies.
forded matter of much conjecture and discussion to
Mazocchi, who has just been referred to,
antiquaries.
makes Paestum to have been founded by a colony from
Dora, a city of Phoenicia, to which place he also asThis same wrisigns the origin of the Dorian race
ter distinguishes between Paestum and Posidonia, the
latter place having been founded, according to him, in
the immediate vicinity of the former, by a Sybarite
colony, who expelled at the same time the primitive
Eustace {Class. Tour, vol.
inhabitants of Psstum.

—

!

has fallen into the
and Posidonia distinct
for an earlier origin than
places.
that which history assigns to Paestum, adduce in supOscan
the
or Etruscan coins of
port of their opinion
this city, with such barbarous legends as PHISTV,
PHISTVL, PHISTELIA, PHISTVLIS, and PHIIS.
A very eminent numismatic writer, however, attributes
them to a different town. But, even supposing that
they ought to be referred to Paestum, it must be
proved that they are of an earlier date than those with
the retrograde Greek inscriptions ITOM, HOSEI, ITO2EIAAN, n02EIAGNEA. Others inscribed HAES,
1IAI2, IIAISTANO, are more recent, and belong to
Paestum in its character of a Roman colony. {Sestini,
Monet. Vet., p. 16 and 14.
Paoli, Rovine della citta
di Pesto Tav., 49.
Micali, Italia avanti il dominio
dei Romani, vol. 1, p. 233
Romanelli, vol. 1, p. 332.
Cramer^ s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 362.)— It seems now
generally determined, that whether the CEno«ri or
3, p. 92), following this authority,

same

Paestum
—Thosemaking
who contend

error of

—

—

—
—

Tyrrheni were the original possessors of this coast,
they can lay no claim to those majestic piles which,
under the name of the ruins of Paestum, form at the
present day the admiration and wonder of all who
The temples of Pa?stum too
have visited them.
of structure
closely resemble in their plan and mode
the early edifices of Greece and Sicily, to be the work

The Tuscans,
of any of the native tribes of Italy.
to whom alone they coold be referred, have left us no
example of a similar style in any of their architectural
monuments.— Strabo is the only ancient writer who
has transmitted to us any positive account of the
He states, that it was built
foundation of Posidonia.
by a colony of Sybarites, close to the shore in the first
instance, bat that it was afterward removed more into
This account is farther
{Strab., 251.)
confirmed by Scymnus of Chios, and agrees with what
of
dominion
extent
we know of the
possessed by Sybaris at an early period on this sea, where she founded
also the towns of Laiis and Scidrus.
{Herod 6, 21.)
are left in uncertainty as to the exact date of this
but we have two
establishment of the Sybarites
fixed points which may assist us in forming a right
conclusion on the subject. The first is the foundation
of Sybaris itself, which took place about 720 B.C.
the other is that of Velia, a Phocsean colony, built, as
the interior.

,

We

;

•

we

learn from Herodotus, in the

reign of Cyrus, or

PAL

PiESTUM.
It will be seen by that historian's
nearly 540 B.C.
account of the events which induced the Phocaeans to
settle on the shores of Lucania, that they were chiefly
led to form this resolution by the advice of a citizen
It may thence reasonably be
of Posidonia (1, 167).
existed for
supposed, that the latter city had already
There are but few other partwenty or thirty years.

—

ticulars

rise the three temples, like the matisole*
of the ruined city, dark, silent, and majestic.
PaL-stum stands in a fertile plain, bounded on the west
by the Tyrrhene Sea, and about a mile distant on the
south by line hills : on the north by the Bay of Salerno and its rugged border ; while to the east the coun-

—

ums

try swells into two mountains, which still retain their
must ancient names Callimaraand Cantena,and behind them
considerable degree of prosperity, is towers Mount Alburnus itself with its pointed sumcircumstance of its name having been mits." {Class. Tour, vol. 3, p. 99, teqq.
Cramer' $

on record relative

have attained a

and ordinary,

to its history.

That

it

evident from the
attached to the present Gulf of Salcrrio {vtd. Paestaand we possess yet farther confirmation
nus Sinus)
of the fact in the splendid monuments which age has
It appears
not yet been able to deface or destroy.
from Strabo that the Posidoniatae, jealous of the aggrandizement of Velia, endeavoured more than once to
reduce that town to subjection : these attempts, however, proved fruitless ; and, not long after, they were
called upon to defend themselves against the aggres-

—

Anc.

P^TUs, CiEciNA,

;

sions of the Lucani, the most determined and dangerous of all the enemies with whom the Greeks had to

Italy, vol. 2, p. 362, seqq.)

the

husband of Arria.

{Vid.

Arria.)

PAGASiE, a maritime town of Thessaly, on the Sinus
Pagasaeus, and just below the mouth of the river OnIt was the port of lolcos, and afterward of
chestus.
Pherae, and was remarkable in Grecian story as the
harbour whence the ship Argo §et sail on her distant
It was, indeed, asserted by some, that it devoyage.
rived its name from the construction of that famous
•'
But Strabo is of
to construcf^).
vessel {TZTjyvvfiL,
to the nuopinion that it rather owed its appellation

After an unsuccessful resistance, they were
compelled to acknowledge the superiority of merous springs which were found m its vicinity {nijy^,
It
these barbarians, and to submit to their authority.
a spring), and this, indeed, seems the preferable etywas probably to rescue Posidonia from their yoke that mology. {Strabo, 436.
Compare Schol. ad Apoll.
Alexander of Epirus landed here with a considerable Rhod., 1, 237.) Apollo was the tutelary deity of the
Hermippus, a comic
army, and defeated the united forces of the Lucanians place.
{Apoll. Rhod., 1, 411.)
and Samnites in the vicinity of that place. (Liv., 8, poet, cited by Athenaeus (1, 49), says of this town,

contend.

at length

—

17.)

The Romans, havmg subsequently conquered

the Lucani, became possessed of Posidonia, whither
{Liv., Epit., 14, et
they sent a colony A.U.C. 480.
27, 10.— Strab., 251.) The loss of their liberty, even

under these more distinguished conquerors, and still
the abolition of their usages and habits as Greeks,
to have been particularly afflicting to the Posidoniatae.
Aristoxenus, a celebrated musician and philosopher at Tarentum, who is quoted by Athenaeus (10,

more
seem

feelingly depicts the distress of this hapless peo"
follow the example," says this writer, "of
the Posidoniatae, who, having been compelled to be1

1

),

ple.

We

or, rather, Romans instead of Greeks,
to adopt the language and institutions of barbarians, still, however, annually commemorate one of the
that day it is their
solemn festivals of Greece.

come Tuscans,

and

On

custom

assemble together in order to revive the
recollection of their ancient rites and language, and to
lament and shed tears in common over their sad desti
ny after which they retire in silence to their homes."
The unhealthy situation of Psestum, which has been
remarked by Slrabo, may probably have prevented that
colony from attaining to any degree of importance ;
and as it was placed on an unfrequented coast {Cic.
ad Alt., 11, 17), and had no trade of its own, it soon
decayed, and we find it only noticed by subsequent
writers for the celebrity of its roses, which were said
to bloom twice in the year. ( Virg., Georg., 4, 1 18.

—

to

:

—
5.—
708.— Zi,
Pon— Auson.,Ovid, Met., —The ruins
of Paestum,

Propert., 4,
(0, 2, 4.

15,

ep. e

Idyll., 14.)

as has already been remarked, form a great object of
attraction to the modern tourist. Eustace has given a
very spirited description of the beautiful temples of
city, the most striking edifices, unquestionably, which have survived the dilapidations of time
and the barbarians in Italy.
{Class. Tour, vol. 3, p.

this ancient

" Within these
walls," he remarks in con94, seqq.)
" that once encircled a
clusion,
populous and splendid

now rise one cottage, two farmhouses, a villa,
and a church. The remaining space is covered with
thick matted grass, overgrown with brambles spreading over the ruins, or buried under yellow undulating
corn.
A few rosebushes, the remnants of biferi rosaria Pasti, flourish neglected here and there, and
still blossom twice a
year, in May and in December,
as if to support their ancient fame, and justify the deThe roses are remarkable for
scriptions of the poets.
their fragrance. Amid these
objects, and scenes rural

city,

al Tiayacal dovlovg koI aTiy/xCTiag Ttapixovai.
is nearly occupied by the present castle of
{GelVs Itinerary of Greece, p. 260.— Tramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 431.) Pagasae gave its
name to the extensive gulf, on the shores of which it
was situated and which we find variously designated,
as Pagaseticus Sinus {Scj/L, p. 25.
Strab., 438), or

Its site

Volo.

—

;

Pagasites {Demosth., Phil., Epist., 159), Pagasjeus
In modem
{Mela, 2, 3), and Pagasicus {Plin., 4, 9).

geography it
Anc. Greece,

is

called the

Gulf of Volo.

{Cramer's

vol. 1, p.

432.)
pAGAs^ffius Sinus, a gulf of Thessaly, on the coast
of Magnesia; now the Gulf of Volo.
{Vid. Pagasae.)
Pal./Emon, I. a sea-deity, son of Athamas and Ino.
His original name was Meliccrta, and he assumed' that
of Palasmon after he had been changed into a sea-de{Vid. Athama.s, and Leucothea.)
ity by Neptune.
Both Palsemon and his mother were held powerful to
save from shipwreck, and were invoked by mariners.
Palaemon was usually represented riding on a dolphin.
The Isthmian games were celebrated in his honour,
''

his name {Ila?MiJiuv,
Champion'") ap{Kcightky's Mythology, p.
pears to refer to them.
Roman grammarian (M. or Q. Remmius),
249.)— II.

and indeed

A

the preceptor of Quintilian, and who flourished under
From the account of SuetoTiberius and Claudius.
nius,

he appears

to

have been a man of very corrupt

He was

also excessively arrogant, and boasted that true literature was born and would die with

morals.

him.

{Juv.. 6, 452.-^7^., 7,

215.— Suet

gramm., 2Z.—Dodwell, Ann.

,

dc Illustr.

—

Quint., p. 183. seqq.)
III. or Palaemonius, a son of Vulcan, one of the Argonauts.
Krause, ad loc.)
{Apoll. Rhod., 1, 202, seqq.

—

PALiEPAPHOs.

Pal^phatus,

I.

Vid. Paphos.
a town of Thessaly, in the north-

western section of the country, plundered by Philip,
in his retreat through Thessaly, after his defeat on the
II. An early
banks of the Aovis.
{Livy, 32, 13.)
The lexiAthenian epic poet, mentioned by Suidas.
to some, he lived becographer states, that, according
fore the time of Phemonoe, the first priestess of Delhim after her. Suidas cites
while others

—

placed

phi,

the following productions of his.
in

1.

A

Cosmopaia,

Nativity of Apollo and Diana,
four books.— 3. Dif courses of Venus and Love
koI Xoyoi), in five
Kai
(povai

in five

books

—2. The

{'AippoStTvc

'Epu^oc

books.—4. The

dispute between

Minerva and Nep
967

PAL

PAL

—

herd race, from India towards the West.
It is very
surprising that such a derivation as this should be

fune.
5. Latona's tress {Ktjtov^ irloKafioc;).
{Schbll,
Hist Lit. Gr.,\o\. 1, p. 36.)— III. A native either of
Faros or Priene, who lived in the time of Artaxerxes
Mnemon, and wrote, according to Suidas, a work in
" Incredible
five
entitled 'ATCKTra,

books,

—

gravely advanced at the present day, when there are
few who do not know how little faith is to be reposed
in the researches of Captain Wilford, and how
grossly
he was imposed upon by the pundits of India.
the
ancient
town
of Tyre on the ConPal^etyros,

Things.^'

A

native of Abydos, and a great
IV.
iSuid., s. V.)
He wrote several historical
friend of Aristotle's.

A

works.
(Suid., s. c.)— V.
grammarian of Alexandrea, according to Suidas, but called by Tzetzes and
others a Peripatetic philosopher. The period in which

he lived is not stated. {Fabric Bibl. Gr., lib. I, c.
Suidas mentions a work by him, entitled ^^ Ex21.)
This
planatioTis of things related in Mythology."
seems to be the production which has come down to
us, in one book, divided into 50 short chapters, under
the name of Palaephatus, and which is commonly en,

tinent.

(

Vid. Tyrus.)

Palamedes, son of Nauplius, king of Euboea, and
a pupil of the famous Chiron.
He is celebrated in
fable as the inventor of weights and measures ; of the
games of chess and backgammon ; as having regulated

the year by the sun, and the twelve months by the moon
and as having introduced the mode of forming troops
into battalions.
He was said to have been the first
also who placed sentinels round a camp, and excited
"
titled
On Incredible things" {Hepi 'AnicTiJv). The their vigilance and attention by giving them a watchauthor explains, according to his fashion, the origin of word.
Pau{Philostr., Heroic, p. 682, ed. Morell.
Schol. ad Eurip.,
Eudocia, p. 321.
many of the Greek fables, such as those of the Cen- san., 10, 31.
taurs and Lapithae, Pasiphae, Actason, &c.
All these Orest., 426.)
Pliny ascribes to him the addition of
legends have, according to him, an historical basis, the four letters 6, S, *, X, to the Greek alphabet
and more or less truth connected with them, but which {Pliny, 7, 57) for which Suidas gives Z, H. *,
Consult Salmas., ad Inhas been strangely distorted by the ignorance and cre- {Suid., s. V. Ualafi^Sij^.
Fischer, Anidulity of men.
Palasphatus, therefore, may be as- script. Hercd, p. 29, seqq., 221, seqq.
a
as
to
A fragment of
what
is
vol.
termed
the
class
of madv. ad Well., Gr. Gr.,
1, p. 6.)
mylhologist,
signed,
;

The work is written in a very good
notwithstanding the forced nature of many
of the explanations, may be regarded as, in some respects, an instructive book.
Virgil alludes to Palaepragmatisers.

phatus

X

—

;

style, and,

—

—

—

—

Euripides, preserved by Stobaeus, assigns to Palamedes
the honour of having invented the Greek vowel-signs.

The meaning of this evidently is, that he was the first
who conceived the idea of employing the four aspirates of the Phoenician alphabet to express the
in Greek.
{Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1,

in his CirtSi

vowel

sounds

—

87.

p.
Docta Palcsphatia testatur voce papyrus. ^^
Compare Hug, Erjindung der Buchstabenschrift, p.
The term docta would seem to refer to the productions 123, seqq.) Palamedes was the prince deputed by
of some Alexandrean writer, and the word papyrus to the Greeks to induce Ulysses to join in the war
imply that his work consisted merely of a single book. against Troy; but the stratagem by which he effected
Simson places Palaephatus in 409 B.C. {Chron. Ca- the desired object, and exposed the pretended insanity
thoL, col. 779), while Saxius assigns him to 322 B.C. of the chieftain of Ithaca {vid. Ulysses), produced an
His
(Onomast., vol. 1, p. 88 )— The best edition of the irreconcilable enmity between these two heroes.
*'

treatise rrepl 'Airiaruv is that of Fischer, Lips., 1789,
8vo, in the prolegomena to which is contained much
information from Fabricius, relative to the various individuals who have borne the name of Palagphatus.
There are also two other pieces published with this
work under the name of Palaephatus, one on the invention of the purple colour, and the other on the first
{Schiill, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p.
discovery of iron.

194.)

Pal^epolis.

Vid. Neapolis.

harbour of Epirus, on the Chaonian coast, and south of the Ceraunian
promontory.
Here Ca;sar landed his forces from Brundisium, in order to carry on the war against Pompey in Illyria.
It must be observed, however,
(Bell. Civ., 3, 6.)
that in nearly all the MSS. of Caesar, this name is
written Pharsalia ; but, on the other hand, Lucan certainly seems to have read Palassta (5, 458, seqq.).
Some trace of the ancient name is perceptible in that
of Paleassa, marked in modern maps as
being about
twenty-five miles southeast of the Acroceraunian cape.
{Cramer'' s Ana. Greece, vol. 1, p. 95, seqq.)
PALiESTiNA, a country of Asia below Syria, though,
In its
properly speaking, forming part of that land.

Pal^ste,

earliest

a

little

name was applied to the
between Egypt and Phoenicia, having

acceptations, the

tract of coast

Ascalon for its chief city.
Id., Ant. Jjid., 1, 19.)

—

It

{Josephus, Bell. Jud., 3.
was extended at a later

period to the territory of the Jewish nation, and the
terms Palestine and Holy Land are now regarded as
synonymous. The Jews were not acquainted with
the

name

Palaestina

;

it

is

thought to be derived from

that of the Philistaei or Philistines.

A

full
description
of Palestine will be found under the article Judcea.
A late writer {Russell, Egypt, p. 71) has revived
Wilford's etymology for the name Palaestina, name"
ly, Pali-stan,
Shepherd-land," and has adopted the
theory relative to the migration of the Pali, or Shep-

958

—

—

death

attributed to the revenge of Ulysses, for hav-

is

been separated from his wife
ing, by his intervention,
Penelope, or to his jealousy at having been superseded
by Palamedes in an expedition in which he had failed.
Ulysses had been despatched to Thrace for the purpose of obtaining provisions for the army but, not
having succeeded in his mission, Palamedes instituted
an accusation against him, and, to justify his charge,
He was
undertook to supply what was required.
more successful than Ulysses, who, to be revenged on
;

his rival, hid a
it

sum

of

money

in his tent; and, to

make

appear that the supplies had been furnished by Pal-

amedes

enemy, counterfeited a

for the

from Priam, expressive of his thanks

letter to

him

for the strata-

of Palamedes in favour of the Trojans, and inthe reward to be deforming him that he had caused
The tent being searched, the monposited in his tent.
was stoned to death
ey was discovered, and Palamedes

gem

by the Greeks

for his

supposed treachery. {Eudocia,
Another account states, that,
while fishing on the seashore, Ulysses and Diomede
drowned him. {Pausanias, 10, 31.) According to
mentioned inDiclys of Crete, the two chieftains just
duced Palamedes to descend into a well in search ot
a treasure which they pretended was hidden there,
After he
and of which they promised him a share.
I.

c.

—

Philostr.,

I.

c.)

let down by means of a rope, they hurled
stones upon and destroyed him. {Diet. Cret., 2, 15.)
The death of Palamedes appears to have been related

had been

c—

Consult
{Si<bclis, ad Pausan., I.
Cypria.
in AuL, \98.)
Virgil makes
Hopfner, ad Eurip., Iph.
Sinon impute the tragical end of Palamedes to his

in the

war.
disapproval of the

He was

called Belides. fron";

Belus his progenitor, if the reading in Virgil be corcritical note
rect, on which point consult the learned
of

Heyne {ad

Virg., JEn., 2, 82).
in Hispania
city of the Vaccaei,

Palantia, a
conensis,

now

Palencia.

{Ukert.

Tana-

Geogr., vol. 2, p

PAL

PAL

Strabo (162) assigns it to the Averaci, but other authorities to the Vaccaji.
{Plin., 3, 4.
Apptan,
BeU. Hisp., c. 56, c. BO.—Liv., 48, 25.— /rf., 66, 8.)
Palatinos Mons, one of the seven hills on which

—

438.)

Rome was

built,

and the hrst of the number that was

formed, consequently, the most ancient
Although of comparatively little extent, it was remarkable as the favourite residence of
the Caesars, from the time of Augustus to the decline
It contained also several spots, venerof the empire.
inhabited.

It

part of the city.

able from their antiquity, and to which the Romans attached a feeling of superstition, from their being con-

nected with the earliest traditions of the infant city.
these were the Lupercal, a cave supposed to
have been consecrated to Pan by Evander ( Dzon. Hal.,

Among
1,

32.

— ^n.,

8,

342)

the Germalus, deriving its name
Gcrmani, because the twin- broth;

from the Latin word
Romulus and Remus were said to have been found
under the "ficus Ruminalis," which grew in its vicinity

ers

{Varro, L. L., 4, 18), while at the foot of the hill was
the temple of Jupiter Stator, said to have been foundDion. Hal., 2, 50.)
ed by Romulus.
(Lb., 1, 12.
Here also were the cottage of Romulus, near the steps

—

of the successive edifices which have stood
upuu it
have raised the soil around its base considerably above
the ancient level.
About one half of the surface of it
is called the Villa Farnese, which is let and cultivated
as a kitchen-garden.
Adjoining on the south is the
" With all
Villa Spada.
my respect for this venera-

—

ble mount,'* observes a modem tourist, "I must say,
that it is very little of its size.
I had
previously been

disappointed in the lowly height of the Capitol ; but I
stood yet more amazed at the square, flat-topped, and
dwarfish elevation of the Palatine.
It must certainly
have been materially degraded by the fall of the successive generations of buildings which have stood on
it, from the straw-roofed cottages of Romulus and his

Roma quadrata to the crumbling erections of popeH
and cardinals. The ruins of these multifarious edifices, heaped up round its base, have raised the surface
at least twenty feet above the ancient level : still, with
all the allowances one can make, it must
originally
have been very little of a hill indeed." {Rome in the
ComNineteenth Century, vol. 1, p. 152, Am. ed.

—

—

a colony of Arcadians, is said to have left the city of
Pallantium, and to have fixed his settlement on this
hill, to which he gave the name of Pallatium, from his

pare Burgess, Antiquities of Rome, vol. 2, p. 169.
On this same
Maiden's History of Rome, p 123.)
hill stood the famous Palatine Library, an account of
article
Palatium.
which will be given under the
Palatium, I. an appellation sometimes given to the
Palatine Hill.
The plural form {Palatia) is more fre
quently used, and contains a particular reference to
II. The residence of
the Caesars.
Augustus, on the
Palatine Hill, afterward, when enlarged and beautified,
the palace of the Caesars.
Augustus appears to have

native city in Arcadia.
Dionysius (2, 2), Livy (I, 5),
Solinus (de cons. Urb., lib. 2), Virgil {^n., 8, 51),
and other ancient writers, agree in giving this as a received tradition, of the value of which, however, the

had two houses on the Palatine; the one in which he
was born, and which after his decease was held sacred,
was situated in the street called Capita Bubula {Suet..,
Vit. Aug., 5); the other, where he is said to have re-

investigations of modern philologists have taught us
In one thing,
to enteriain no very exalted opinion.
however, all writers, both ancient and modern, agree,
namely, that the original site of Rome was on the

sided for forty years, formerly belonged to Hortensius.
After the battle of Actium, he decreed that this last
should be considered as public property.
{Suet., Vtt.

called '^Gradus pulchri liltoris^'' {Plut., Vit. Rom.),
and the sacristy of the Salii, in which were kept the
ancilia, and other sacred relics.
{Dion. Hal., 2, 70.

—

Val.

Max.,

struction of

1, 8,

11.)

— Sixty years

before the de-

Troy (B.C. 1244), Evander,

at the

head of

Palatine, whether we ascribe its foundation to Evander
The steepness of the sides of the hill
or to Romulus.

would be

its

natural defence, and on one quarter

it

was

fanher strengthened by a fewamp, which lay between
the hill and the I'iber, and which was afterward drained
and called the Velabrum. In the course of time, dwellof the hill, but the Palaings sprung up around the foot
tine must still have remained the citadel of the growing

still

town, just as at Athens, that which was the iroTitg became eventually the uKpoTroXig. These suburbs were
enclosed by a line, probably a rude fortification, which
the learning of Tacitus enabled him to trace, and which
he calls ihe porruprium of Romulus. {Ann., 12, 24.)
the fourth was
It ran under three sides of the hill
occupied by the swamp before mentioned, where it
was neither needful nor possible to carry a wall. The
ancient city was comprised within this outline, or posof the hill was
sibly only the citadel on the summit
;

called

{Roma
Roma.

"
Square Rome"
by Roman antiquaries the
Quadrata). {Ennius, ap. Fcst., s. v. Quadrata

—

—

Varro, in the true spirit
Plut., Vit. Ram.)
of an etymologist, gives us our choice of several deri" It
vations for the name of Palatium
might be called,"
"
of Evanbecause the
he
:

says,

Palatium,

companions

der were palantes" or "wanderers;" or "because the
inhabitants of Palantcum, which is the Reatine terri-

—

—

72—

Serv. ad Virg., E,n., 4, 410.)
Tiberius
considerable additions to the house of Augustus,
in size nor appearance was worthy of
an emperor of Rome, and from that time it exchanged
the name of Dornus Augusti for Domus Tiberiana.

Aug.,

made

which neither

{Tacit., Hist., i, 77.— Suet., Vit. VitelL, 15.)
Caligula augmented still farther the imperial abode, and
of
the
connectit down to the
Forum,
verge
brought

ing it with the temple of Castor and Pollux, which he
converted into a vestibule for this now overgrown pile.
He also formed and executed the gigantic project of
uniting the Palatine and Capitol by a bridge ; and
concluded by erecting a temple to himself. {Suet.,

But even his folly was far surpassed
Vit. Calig., 22.)
by the extravagance of Nero, whose golden house extended from the Palatine to the Ccelian Hill, and even
reached as far as the Esquiline.
{Suet., Vit. Ner.y
It was not. however,
31.
Tacit., Ann., 15, 42.)
destined to be of long duration ; that portion of the
building which interfered with the projects of Vespasian and Titus, on the Coelian, was soon destroyed,
and little remained of this huge and glittering palace,
except the part which stood on the Palatine Hill.
{Vid. Nero, where an account of the "Golden House"
is
Domitian again, however, renewed and
given.)
even enlarged the favourite abode of the Caesars and
such appears to have been the lavish magnificence
which he displayed in these works, that Pluurch, quo
to M'
ting a sentence of Epicharmus, compares hi^m
( Vtt. Puhi.)
das, who converted ever)-thing into gold.

—

;

or
tory, who were also the aborigines, settled there
because Palatta was the name of the wifeof Latinus;
or, finally, because the bleating sheep {balantes) were
accustomed to stray upon it." {Varro, L. L,. 4, p. Stripped by Trajan of its gaudy decorations, which
It is hardly necessary to state, that no one of were destined to adorn the temple of Jupiter Capito161.)
these etymologies is of the least value.
The name in linus {Mart., 12, 75), it was afterward destroyed or
but was once
question is most probably connected with that of the much injured by fire under Commodus,
and further enrichgoddess Pales, whose festival, termed Palilia, was more restored by that emperor,
ed by Heliogabalus, Alexander Severus {Lampndius,
{Vid. Pales.)
regarded as the natal day of Rome.
The Palatine Mount at the present day is about a mile Heli'ogab., S.—Jd., Alex. Sev., 24), and almost every
and a half in circuit, and is nearly square. The ruins succeeding emperor until the reign of Theodoric
;

•

—

PAL
— Contiguous

PAL
to the

house of Augus-

{Cassiod., 7, 5.)
tus was the famous temple of the Palatine Apollo,
erected by the emperor in fulfilment of a vow made to
ihat deity on the morning of the battle of Actium.
Ovid and Propertius describe it as a splendid structure
of white marble.
(Or., Tnst., 3, \.~Propcrt., 2, 31.)
The portico more especially was an object of admiration ; it was adorned with columns of African marble,
and statues of the Danaides.
Connected with the
temple was a magnificent library, filled with the works
of the best Greek and Latin authors
{Suet., Vit.

Aug., 29 ) It contained, according to
a colossal statue of Apollo, in bronze, of

Phny (34, 7),
Tuscan work-

{Cramer'' s Anc.
manship, which was much esteemed.
"The fall of the palace
I, p. 448, seqq.)
of the Caesars," observes a late writer, "like that of
almost every other monument of antiquity, was less
the work of foreign barbarians than of the Romans
themselves.
The Goths, in the fifth century, pillaged
it of its
gold, its silver, its ivory, and most of its portGenseric seized its bronze, and all
able treasures.
and the shipload of
its remaining precious metals
Italy, vol.

—

;

statues which the capricious Vandal sent to Africa,
was supposed to consist chiefly of the plunder of the

The troops of Belisarius lodged in
imperial palace.
so also did the soldiers of Totila, during his second
occupation of Rome ; but that is no proof of its deit;

struction; on the contrary, the spoils of modern excavations have proved how vast were the treasures of art

ashes of a
tion.

and bean-stalks, were used for purificaFast., 4, 721, scqq.
Keitrhtley, ad loc.
1, 1, 36.— 7(/., 2, 5, 87, scqq.
Proper t.,
The statue of Pales was represented bear-

calf,

—

{Ovid,
— TihulL,

—

4, 1, 19.)
ing a sickle.

{Tibuli, 2, 5, 2S.~Kafrkticy's My538, scq.) The worship of Pales was often
blended with that of Vesta {Serv. ad Virg., JEn.,
Georg., 3, 1), and sometimes, again, she was represented as an androgynous divinity.
{Spangenherg,
Dc y^ct. Lat. Rel. Dom., p. 60.) Among the Etrurians we meet with a male deity of this name.
{Muller,
Iho.'ogy, p.

—

Etrusker, vol. 2, p. 130.) For the etymology of the
term Pa/c*, consult Zoega {de Obelise, p. 213, seqq ).
Palibothra {HaAitoBpa, Strah. Plin.) or Palim-

BOTHRA

—

—

—

Ptol.
{Ua'/JfiSodpa, Arnan.
Steph. Byz.),
a large city of ancient India, at the junction of the Erannoboas with the Ganges. {Arrian, Ind., c. 10.) It

appears, from the accounts of the ancient writers, to

have been defended by wooden ramparts, having 570
lowers and 64 gates, to which Diodorus Siculus (2, 39)
adds the equally incredible statement that the place
was founded by Hercules. Making all due allowance
for Oriental exaggeration, the city of Pali bothra would
seem to have been one of considerable size. The
Robposition of Palibothra has been much disputed.
ertson places it at Allahabad; but the opinion of Major
Rennell, who assigns it to the neighbourhood of Patna near the confluence of the Ganges and the Sone,

appears more correct.

Strabo says

it

was

at

the

and magnificence, which had been spared or despised confluence of the Ganges with another river {Strab.,
by their forbearance or ignorance and, however the 702), but he does not mention the name. Arrian, as
interior splendour of the palace of the Cssars might above quotfed, makes it to have been situate jit the
suffer by these barbarian inmates, we know, at least, junction of the Ganges with the Erannoboas.
This
that its immense exterior, its courts and corridors, and latter river. Sir W. Jones remarks, is evidently the
"
The Amara Kosha," an anwalls, and roofs, and pavements, were in perfect pres- Sanscrit Htranyavdha.
for in the days of cient Sanscrit dictionary, gives this river as synonyervation at a much later period
;

;

Heraclius, the beginning of the seventh century, it
was still fit to receive a royal guest, and it appears to
have been entire in the eighth century, from the menIn the long feudal
lion made of it by Anastasius.
wars of the Roman nobles, during the barbarous ages,

mous with Sone. {Schlcgel, Reflexions sur VEtude
Langues Asiatiques, p. 100. Id., Indische Bibliothek., vol. 2, p. 394.— WtUon'* Theatre of the Hin-

—

des

dus, vol. 2, p. 135, 2d ed.)
pALici or Palisci, two deities, sons of Jupiter by
the Sicilian nymph Thalia, or, as others give the name,
.£tna.
Thalia having been united to Jupiter near the
river Symaethus, and not far from the city of Catana.
chain of redoubts around it, erected on the ruins of and fearing the wrath of Juno, entreated the god to
Rome. But its final destruction was consummated conceal her from that deity. Jupiter complied, and
by the Famese popes and princes, who laboriously de- hid her in the bowels of the earth ; and, when the
stroyed its ruins to build up their palaces and villas time of her delivery had arrived, the earth opened
with the materials ; buried these magnificent halls be- again, and two children came forth.
These were
neath their wretched gardens, and erected upon them called Palici, either from ttuXlv, ^' again,^^ because
the hideous summer-houses and grottoes, the deformity they came forth into the light on the earth's baring
of which still impeaches the taste of their architect, again gaped; or from TrdXtv, *'again,^^ and rjKeiv,
Michael Angelo Buonarotti.
In the southern part of ''to come,'" because, after having been consigned to the
the palace, about 150 years ago, a room full of Roman bowels of the earth, they had again come forth therecoins was discovered, and a magnificent hall hung from.
The Palici were worshipped with great solem
with cloth of gold, which fell into dust as soon as the nity by the Sicilians, and near their temple were two
About one hundred years ago, a small lakes of sulphureous water, which were supposed
air was admitted.
hall forty feet in length was discovered on the Palatine, to have sprung out of the earth at the same time that
which
of
were
These pools were properly craters
the walls
entirely covered with paint- they were bom.
They were taken off and sent to Naples, and of volcanoes, and their depths were unknown. {Diod.
ings.
It was attacked and fortified, taken
ruin began.
and retaken, and for a length of time was the central
fortress of the Frangipani family, who possessed a
its

—

there were permitted to lie mouldering in damp cellars
until every vestige of the paintings had disappeared."

{Rome

Am.

in the Nineteeruh Century, vol.

1, p.

164, seqq.,

ed.)

Pales, the goddess who presided over cattle and
Her festival,
pastures among the ancient Romans.

The water kept continually bubbling
Sic., 11,89.)
up from them, emitting at the same time a sulphureous
stench.
The neighbouring inhabitants called them
Delli, and supposed them to be the brothers of the
Palici.
{Macrob., Sat., 5, 19.) A curious custom,
tending to show the power of the priesthood, was conAll controversies, of whatnected with these lakes.
soever kind, were here decided ; and it was sufficient,
in order to substantiate a charge or clear one's self from
an accusation, to swear by these waters and depart
unhurt
for, if the oath were a false one, the party

was celebrated on the 21st of April,
and was regarded as the day on which Rome had been
founded. The shepherds, on the Palilia, lustrated their
flocks by burning sulphur, and making fires of olive,
substances.
Millet, and cakes of it
pine, and other
and milk, were offered to the goddess, and prayers who made it was either struck dead, or deprived of
were made to her to avert disease from the cattle, and sight, or punished in some other preternatural manner.
The temple also was an inviolable
to bless them with fecundity and abundance of food. {Diod. Sic, I. c.)
Fires of straw were kindled in a row, and the rustics asylum for slaves, especially those who had cruel masthe blood of a horse, the ters and the latter were compelled to promise a morp
leaped thrice through them
called the Palilia,

;

;

;

PAL

PALLADIUM.

mode of treatment, and to ratify their promise
The Siwitn an oath, before the fugitives returned.
cihan leader Ducetius founded a city named Palice in
It did not, howthe vicinity of the temple and lakes.
ever, flourish for any length of time, but was already in
are not acquaintruins in the time of Diodorus.
The Sicilian
ed with the causes of its overthrow.

—

gciUle

We

Heyne, ad loc.)
311) describes

One

of the scholiasts to the Iliad (6,
as i^L)6iov /aixpov ^v'Aivov, "a small
wooden figure of an animal," made by a sage named
Asius, and given to Tros, when he was building the
city of Troy, as a talisman on the preservation of
it

which the safety of hi^ capital depended. (Compare
Tzelz. ad Lycopkr., 363.)
Another legend, alluded
Palici, according to Creuzer, are mythic creations typ- to by Clement of Alexandrea, made the Palladium to
Some have been formed of the bones of Pelops. {Clem.
ifying some of the movements of the elements.
authorities make Jupiter, changed into a vulture, to Alex., Adman, ad Gent., p. 30, D, ed. Paris, 1629.)
father
their
while
others
Menanus
been
mention
have
But, whatever may have been the origin of this famous
or Amenanus, a deified stream (perhaps the stream of statue, the Greeks, while before Troy, had discovered,
it seems, from Helenus, whom
ihe year), as their parent.
(Clem., Homil, 6, 13.
they had made captive,
Vulcan, the god that the Palladium was the chief obstacle to the fall
Creuzer, ad Cic. de N. D., 3, 22.)
The of the city. He informed them also that, in order to
of fire, was one of these subterranean genii.
story oi their birth and subsequent movements, when ensure the safety of this revered image, and to diminthe ish the risk of its being stolen, there were many others
stripped of its mythic character, is simply this
Palici denote the elements of fire and water in a state made like it, but that the true statue was the smallest
of activity
engendered by the eternal power oi nar one of the whole number. Helenus, it seems, was inture, but subjected, like it, to eternal vicissitudes, duced to make these disclosures partly by threats and
they alternately escape from the bowels of the earth in partly by presents, but most of all by resentment totorrents of flame or water, and again, when their fury wards the Trojans, in consequence of Helen's having
The Greeks now resolved
is spent, plunge into its bosom.
{Creuzer, Symbolik, been given to Deiphobus.
to carry off this fated image, and the enterprise was
vol. 2, p. 229.
Guigniaut, vol. 3, p. 186.)
When these two
Palilia, a festival celebrated by the Romans, in intrusted to Ulysses and Diomede.
heroes had reached the wall of the citadel, Diomede
honour of the goddess Pales. {Vid. Pales.)
the
of
son
of
a
and
himself
on
the
shoulders
raised
lasius,
Palinurus, I. the
Ulysses, and thus
Trojan,
While the fleet was ascended the rampart but he would not draw up
of ^neas.
pilot of the vessel
into
he
to
and
fell
the
latter
stretched
out to him his
near
yielded
Ulysses, although
sleep
Capreae,
sailing
Diomede then went and took
a circumstance which Virgil has dignified, arms for that purpose.
the sea
by representing Morpheus as overpowering Palmurus, the Palladium, and returned with it to Ulysses. The
who had been already exhausted by the fatigue of latter beginning to inquire into all the particulars, DiHe floated in safety for three days, but, on omede, knowing the art of the man, determined on
watching.
landing near Velia, he fell a victim to the ferocity of overreaching him, and told him that he had not taken
the inhabitants, who (it seems) were wont to assail the Palladium which Helenus had mentioned, but
and plunder the shipwrecked mariner. When .^neas another image. The statue, however, having moved
visited the lower world, he assured Palinurus that, in a preternatural manner, Ulysses immediately knew
though his bones had been deprived of sepulture, and that it was the true one and, having come behind
though he was thereby prevented from crossing the Diomede as he was returning through the plain, was
Stygian Lake, there should yet be a monument dedica- going to despatch him, when Diomede, attracted by
ted to his memory on the spot where he had been in- the brightness of the weapon (as it was moonlight),
This eventually took place. drew his own sword in turn, and frustrated the purhumanly murdered.

—

—

;

—

:

;

—

;

;

;

The Lucani, being

afflicted by a pestilence, were told
by the oracle that, in order to be relieved from it, they
tomb was
must appease the manes of Palmurus.
accordingly erected to his memory, and a neighbouring
{Virg., Mn., 5,
promontory called after his name.
IL
Id. ih., 6, 337, seqq.
Serv., ad loc.)
840, seqq.
A promontory of Italy, on the western coast>of LucaIt was also called
nia, just above the Laiis Sinus.
Palinurum, and Palinuri Promontorium. Tradition
ascribed its name to Palinurus, the pilot of .^neas.

A

—

—

—

The modern appellation is
{Virg., jEn., 6, 380.)
Capo di Palinuro. Orosius (4, 9) records a disastrous
shipwreck on the rocks of Palinurus, sustained by a

Roman

fleet

on

its

return from Attica,

when 150

ves-

also encountered great peril
on this part of the coast, when, according to Appian,
tnany of his ships were dashed against this headland.
sels

were

{Bell.

lost.

Augustus

Civ., 5, 98.

— Cramers

Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p.

Palicorcm Stagna, sulphureous pools

in

Sicily.

Palladium, a celebrated statue of Minerva, said to
aave fallen from the skies, and on the preservation of

The
which depended the safety of the city of Troy.
traditions respecting it were innumerable.
According
to ApoUodorus, it was made
by Minerva herself, and
was not an image of that goddess, but of Pallas,
daughter of Triton, whom Minerva had slain, and

m

to

necessity'''' {rj Aiofir/deog avuyKri), applicable
is compelled to act directly contrary to

one who

(Consult Erasmus, Adag. Chil., 1,
cent. 9, col. 290, where other explanations are giv
en ) The narrative which we have just been detail
his inclination.

is

ing
1, p.

taken from Conon {ap. Phot., cod., 186

The

137, ed. Bekker.)

loss she afterward deplored.

It

was

first

placed

the skies with Jupiter
but when Electra had been
corrupted by the latter, and had polluted the statue by
;

her touch, it was thrown by Minerva upon earth, and
fell in the
Trojan territory, where Tlus placed it in a
temple which he had founded.
{Avollod., 3, 12, 3.

—

GF

scholiast to

— vol

Homer

{11.,

311) states, that after the Greeks had become pos
sessed of the Palladium, and Troy had fallen, a quarrel arose between Ajax and Ulysses as to which o/
the two should carry the image home.
Evening having come on, and the di.spute being still undecided,

6,

the

statue

until

was

the next

Diomede for safe-keeping
but during the night Ajax
Other accounts make the

intrusted to

morning

;

secretly murdered.
Palladium to have willingly accompanied Ulysses and
{Ovid, Fast., 6," 431.
Tryphiod., 54), and
both heroes to have been equally concerned in the en{Prod, Arg. II. Parv. Heyne, Excurs., 9,
terprise.
ad JEn., 2, p. 308.) Pausanias relates, that Diomede,
on his return from Troy, brought away the Palladium

—
—

Diomede

Vld. Palici.)

whose

omedean

was

373.)
(

He then compelled Ulysses to go
pose of the other.
front, and kept urging him on by repeatedly strithe
with the flat part of his sword.
him
on
back
king
Hence arose, say the mythographers, the proverb, "Diin

and that, having reached the coast of
along with him
Attica, near the promontory of Phalerum, his followers,
landed by night
mistaking it for an enemy's country,
;

and ravaged the adjacent

parts.

Demophoon, howev-

and being equally ignorant,
against them,
on his part, of the real character of his opponents, atthem the Palladium,
from
tacked them, and took
er,

came out

which was preserved thereafter in the Athenian Acrop{Pausanias, 1, 28.) Harpocration. who is fol961

olis.

PAL
lowed by Suidas, says

it

PALLADIUS.

was not Diomede, but Aga-

were the productions of the same inJivrtfnbut Tillemont and Fabrici\is adopt the opposite

that these

gained that they

Argives, on the other hand, mamhad the true Palladium in their county (Fausan., 2, 23); while Pausanias himself insists
that jEneas carried off' with him the true statue to
It was an established belief among the
Italy (/. c).

The best edition of the history is that of
opinion.
A work on the nations
Meursius, L. Bat., 1616.
and Brahmins of India {Hepl rwv -f/g 'lv(Ua^ iOvCov
Kai Tuv

Romans

MSS.

and

this book had been actually in India, which cannot be
affirmed with any certainly of the anchoret Palladius.
This latter work is given in the gnomologic Collection
of Camerarius.
An edition also appeared from the

memnon.

The

that their city contained the real Palladium,
thai it was preserved in the temple of Vesta.
It

was regarded
trf

as the fated pledge of the continuance
their empire, and not even the Poniifex Maximus

was

aljovved to behold

it.

{Ovid, Fast., 6, 424, seqg.)

Hence on ancient gems we sometimes see Vesta
resented with the Palladium.

Herodian relates

D. 2, n.

rep-

{Maffci, Gemm. Ant.,
(1, 114), that when,
temple of V^esta was

m

76.)
the reign of Commodus, the
consumed, the Palladium was for the first time expos/ed to public view, the Vestal Virgins having conveyed it through the Via Sacra to the palace of the

al;

Bpaxuuvwv) is also ascribed
would appear, however, that

It

him by the
the author of

to

press in 1665, 4to, and, with a new title-page
The editor (Bissaius) speaks of the
merely, in 1668.
work as previously unedited, not knowing that it had
already appeared in the Collection of Camerarius.
{Scfibil, Htst. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 34.)— III.
physi
cian of Alexandrea, distinguished from other individuals of the same name by the appellation of 'larpocoThis title he is supposed to have gained by
^LOT7j£.
having been a professor of medicine at Alexandrea.
His age is very uncertain
but as he quotes Galen,
and as he is several times mentioned by Rases, we

London

A

This was the only instance of its having
emperor.
been disturbed since the time when Metellus the Pontifex rescued it from the flames on a similar occasion.
{Ovid, Fast., I. c.) In the reign of Elagabalus, bowever, that emperor, with daring impiety, caused the may safely place him somewhere between the beginsacred statue to be brought into his bedchamber, Trpof ning of the third and the end of the ninth century
In order to ac- A.D.
Palladius wrote a commentary on the work of
{Herodian, 6, 6, 8.)
yufiov tC) T^eC).
count for the Romans having the Palladium among Hippocrates respecting Fractures, which has reached
but, in Freind's opinion,
them, it was pretended that Diomede had, in obedience us in an imperfect slate
what remains is enough to let us see that we have not
to the will of heaven, restored it to jEneas when the
and that iEneas being enga- lost much, ihe text being as full and as instructive as
latter had reached Italy
He has left also Scholia on the sixth
ged at the time in a sacrifice, an individual named Nau- the annotations.
tes had received the image, and hence the Nautian, not book of Epidemics
others, siill unpnblished, on the
of
the
rites
of
to
be
in acute maladies, and a treahad
the
observed
the Julian, family
performance
regimen
ad
scholia on the Epidemics of
Serv.
tise
on
Fevers.
The
"Minerva.
{Varro, ap.
Virg., JEn., 2, 166.)
This story deserves to be classed with another, which Hippocrates has, like the work on Fractures, reached
In it, accordstates, /that the Ilienses were never deprived by the us only in part, but is more valuable.
Greeks of the statue of Minerva, but concealed it in a ing to Freind, he with great perspicuity and exactness
cavern until the period of the Mithradatic war, when illustrates not only Hippocrates, but also several passent to Rome by Fimbria. sages of Galen.
The treatise on Fevers is too short
it was discovered and
From all that has been said, it would ap- to be of much value, and almost the whole of it is to
(Serv., I. c.)
pear, that the ancient cities in general were accustom- be found in Galen, Aetius, and Alexander TralliaA work on alchymy is also ascribed to him, but
ed to have tutelary images, which they held peculiarly nus.
sacred, and with which their safety was thought to be very probably the author of this last production has
and as Pallas or Minerva was merely borrowed his name.
The commentary is pubintimately connected
The scholia
in an especial sense the "protectress of cities" {noXiov- lished with the works of Hippocrates.
Xoc)^ it was but natural that many places should con- on the Epidemics have appeared in a Latin translation
The Greek text has
tend for the honour of having the true image of that by Crassus, Basil, 1581, 4to.
goddess contained within its walls. {Du Theil, Mern. lately been published, for the first time, by Dietz, in
rfe V Acad, dcs Inscr., &c., vol. 39, p. 238.
Heyne, his ''Scholia in Hippocratem et Galenum,^^ &c., RcExcurs., 9, ad Mn., 2.
Spanheim, ad Calhm., H. in giomont. Pruss., 1834, 2 vols. 8vo. The treatise on
Fevers was edited, with a Latin version, by Chartier,
Lav. Pall., 39.)
Palladius, I. a sophist, a native of Metbone, who Paris, 1646, 4to; the last and best edition is by St.
He wrote Bernard, Lugd. Bat., 1745, 8vo. The commentary
lived in the time of Constantine the Great.
Dissertations or Declamatory Essays, and also a work on Fractures was translated into Latin by Santalbi;

—

;

;

;

—

;

—

—

on the

Roman

p. 97, ed.

—

festivals.

cod., 132, vol. 1,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p.
eastern prelate and ecclesiastical writer,

Bekker.

— SchbU,{Photius,

II. An
312.)
a native of Galatia, born about A.D. 368, and made
He was ordainbishop of Hellenopolis in Bithynia.
ed by Chrysostom, to whose party he attached himself, and, on the banishment of Chrysostom, fell un-

der persecution, and, being obliged to withdraw from
his see, retired to Italy, and took refuge at Rome.
Some time after, venturing to return to the East, he
was banished to Syene. Having regained his liberty,

he resigned the see of Hellenopolis, and was appointed to the bishopric of Alexandrea. He is thought to
He wrote the " Lausiac History"
have died A.D. 431
about the year 421, which contains the lives of persons who were at that time eminent for their extraorIt was
dinary austerities in Egypt and Palestine.
" Lausiac
called the
History," from Lausus, an officer
.

in

the imperial court at Constantinople, to whom it
It is by no means certain whether

was dedicated.

'•
Lausiac History,"
Palladius, author of the
" Life of
ladius, author of the
Chrysostom,"

ferent persons, or
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one and the same.

and Pal
were dif-

Dupin thinks

nus, and

is

inserted in the edition of Hippocrates by

Foesius, and in that of Hippocrates and Galen by
Chartier.
Dietz, in his preface, mentions another work

by Palladius, which he found in MS. in the library at
" Dc
Florence, consisting of Scholia on Galen's work
Secta,'^ which he intended to publish, but he found
the MS. so corrupt that he was obliged to give it up.
Palladius appears to have been well known to the
Arabians, since, besides being quoted by Rases, he
is mentioned,
among other commentators on Hippocra''
tes, by the unknown author of
Philosoph. Biblioik.,''^
" Biblioth.
in
Casiri,
quoted
Arabico-Hisp. Escu237.
vol,
1, p.
rial,^^
{Encyclop. Use. KnowL, vol.
17, p. \1\.—Schdll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 259.)
IV. Rutilius Taurus .^milianus, the last of the
His work is entitled
Latin writers on agriculture.
" De Re
Rustica,^^ and is divided into fourteen books.
It contains materials selected from earlier authors on
this subject, and especially from Columella, who is of-

—

ten literally copied.
Neverlheles.s, Palladius treats,
in a much more exact manner than Columella, the respective heads of fruit-trees and kitchen-gardens, having followed in these the work of Gargilius MartiaUa.

PAL
What

PAL
mode

the

of

he states respecting
preserving
&c., is taken from the Greek Geoponica, of
a
m\ich
more
comhave
to
which he appears
possessed
than the abridgment which has come down
plete copy
Of the fourteen books of his work, the first
to us.
each of the twelve
contams a general introduction
foliowmg bears the name of one of tlie months of the
treats of the labours proper to each season ;
year, and
the fourteenth book is a poem, in elegiac measure, on
The style of Palladius is inthe grafting of trees.
In his poems he discorrect and full of neologisms.
he introduces
plays some talent by the variety which
fruits,

—

;

in describing the operation
different kinds of trees.

of grafting as suitable to
He is often, however, ob-

—

Critics have not been able
scure, and too figurative.
to agree as to the period when this writer lived ; some
placing him at the beginnmg of the second century,

others at the end of the fourth.
be the same with the relative of

Some suppose him

to

whom

the poet Rutilius speaks in his Itinerary (1, 208), while others very
in opposition to this, that the last-menjustly remark,
tioned writer was a young Gaul, sent by his father to

'

not been acknowledged as his son.
They had recourse to arms in order to enforce their claim to the
but
were
defeated
sovereignty,
by Theseus. (PltU.,
Vif.

Thes.)

PaluantTum (JlaXkuvTLOv), a town of Arcadia, north-

The Romans

west of Tegea.

affinned, that from this

place Evandcr led into Italy the colony which settled
on the banks of the Tiber.
JSn ,
{Pausan., 8, 43
8, 54.
PUn., 4, 6 ) Pallantium was subsequently
united to Megalopolis, and became nearly deserted ;
but in the reign of Antonmus it was again restored to

—

—

independence, and received other privileges from that
emperor, in consideration of the ancient connexion
which was supposed to exist between its inhabitants
and the Romans. The vestiges of this town are discernible near the village of Thana, on the right of the
road leading from Tripolicza to Leondari.
{GelPs

—

Cramer's Anc Greece, vol. 3, p 349.)
(gen. -ddis), an appellation given to the goddess Minerva (ITa/l/luf 'AOtjvu
Pallas Athena).
For
a probable etymology of the term, consult remarks at
Itin

,

136.

p.

Pallas

—

the close of the article Minerva.
The ordinary derivation makes the goddess to have obtained this name

the capital of the empire, to study law there, whereas
Palladius had possessions in Italy and Sardinia : they
add, that the name of Palladius does not occur among
those of the prefects and other high magistrates during the first half of the fifth century, while the title

Pallas (gen. -antis), I. a son of Pandion, who became the father of Clytus, Butes, and the " fifth Mi-

of Vir illustris, which the manuscripts give to our author, indicate that he was invested with some high
Wernsdorff has attempted another
official dignity.
mode of ascertaining the age of Palladius. The fourteenth book of his work being dedicated to a certain
to discover the period
Pasiphilus, he has endeavoured
when this latter individual lived, whom Palladius styles
a wise man, and whose fidelity he praises {ornatus
Ammianus Marcellmus (29, 1), in speaking of
fidfi).
the conspiracy against Valens, which was discovered

nerva," according to Cicero's enumeration.
{N. 1)
He was destroyed by his daughter for attempt3, 23.)
ed violence to her person.
Ovid, Met., 7,
{Cic, I. c.
500 ) II. One of the Titans, but enumerated by Claudian {Gigantom., 94), and others, among the Giants.
He was the son of Creiis, and grandson of Coelns and
Terra, and was also cousin to Aurora.
{Vid. Pallantias I.)
III. King of Arcadia, the grandfather or
{Serv. ad Virg.,
great-grandfather of King Evander.
IV. The son of Evander, according to
J5n., 8, 54.)

who was

Other poetic legends, how{JEn., 8, 104.)
ever, made him the offspring of Hercules and Dymaj
the daughter of Evander.
Pallas followed .^neas to

in 371, relates, that the proconsul Eutropius,

among the accused, was saved by the courage of the
philosopher Pasiphilus, from whom the torture could
wring no confession. These circumstances harmonize
in some degree, according to Wernsdorff, with the epand if this
bestowed by Palladius on his friend
same Pasiphilus who, in 395, was rector of a
province, as appears from a law of the Theodosian
Cod. Theod., 1. 2, tit. 1), we may supcode (L. 8.
pose that the fourteenth book of Palladius, where no
allusion is made to this official rank, was written between 371 and 395. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3,

ithets
is

;

the

—

p.

Italy, in the vi-

of the Sabines.
cinity of Reate, in the territory

It

have been founded by the
Arcadian Pclasgi united with the Aborigines. {Dion.
From it, according to some, the PalaHal., 1, 14.)
tine Mount at Rome is said to have derived its name.
{Varro, L L., 4.) Holstenius {ad Steph. Byz., s. v.)
thinks it must have occupied the site of Palazzo, on
The real name of this
the hill called Fonte di Rieti.
from a rare coin pubplace was Palacium, as appears
lished by Sestini from the Museo Fontana.
{Classes
Cramer's Ancient Italy,
Gen. sen Man. Vet., p. 12.
said, in tradition, to

—

vol. 1, p.

317.)
P.\llantTas,

I.

a

,

—

—

—

—

Virgil.

the war against Turnus, by whose hand he fell, after
The belt
having distinguished himself by his valour.
which Turnus tore from the body of the young prince,
and wore as a trophy of his victory, was the immediate cause of his own death
for, being vanquished by
.iEneas in single combat, he had almost persuaded the
;

victor to spare his life, when the sight of Pallas' belt
rekindled the wrath of iEneas, and he indignantly slew
the destroyer of his youthful friend. ( Virg., JEn., 10,

name

of Aurora, as being related

ib.,

Pallene,
belonging

12, 941.)

a peninsula of Macedonia, one of the three

to the district of Chalcidice.

100.

—

/i., Isth., 6,

{Hesiod, Theog., 134,
spring of Coelus and Terra.
371, seqq -^Ovid, Fast., 4, 27Z.— Id , Met., 9.420.—
IT. An appellation given to the
Id. ib., U, 191.)
Tritonis Paius in Libya, because Minerva (Pallas) was
fabled by some to have been first seen on its banks.

promontory of Circeii.
3,5.)

{Pliny, 5,
171.)

A.— Mela,

Pallantid^,

1, l.

— Serv. ad

Virg.,

Mn.,

2,

was

situate

M.—Lycophron,

It

1408.)

244.)

Palmaria, a small island in the Tyrrhenian Sea, off
Latium and Campania, and south of the

the coasts of

It is

now Po/maruo/a.
.

(Piin.,

.

m

an
Palmyra, a celebrated city of Asia, situate
oasis of the Syrian desert, nearly half way between the
and about 140 miles eastOrontes and
Euphrates,
Its Oriental
northeast of Damascus.

name was Tadthe

the

fifty

sons of Pallas the brother

of JEgeus, and next heirs to the latter

if

Theseus had

is

connected with the mainland by a narrow isthmus oi
little more than two miles in breadth, on which once
stood the rich and flourishing city of Potida?a.
{Scyl.,
Peripl., p. 26.)
Among other towns on this peninwith
sula was one of the same name
it, according to
Cramer's Ancient Greece,
(
Stephanus of Byzantium.
vol. 1, p.

—

It

between the Sinus Therma'icus or Gulf of Saloniki,
and the Sinus Torona'icus or Gulf of Cassandria.
This peninsula was said to have borne the name of
Phlegra, and to have witnessed the conflict between
the gods and the earth-born Titans.
{Pind., Nem., 1,

whose cousin she was. Pallas was
son of Creiis {rov Kpeiov), Aurora was daughter of
Hyperion, and Hyperion and Creiis were brothers, off-

to the giant Pallas,

{Vid.

Pallas, -antis, I.)

439.— /(Z.

243, scqq.)

Pallanteom, an ancient town of
was

from having slain the Titan, or Giant, Pallas.

same

mor, which, according to Josephus, signifies
There seems
as Palmyra, " the place of palm-trees."
to be sufficient evidence that the Palmyra of the
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PALMYRA.

PALMYRA

Greeks was the "Tadmor in the wilderness" built about A.D. 400. But Procopius states that the place
had been for some time almost deserted, when Justinian
by Solomon from which two things may be inferred
first, that this monarch extended his arms and his terrepaired the town, and supplied it with water for the use
We hear no m jre
and, secondly, that he must have had of a garrison which he left there.
ritory thus far
some adequate object for so doing, and for maintain- of Palmyra in the Roman history, and the ecclesiastical
and erecting a city, at incredible historians supply us with no information repecting its
ing an establishment
a spot so remote from the habita- subsequent fortunes.
The Moslems are said to have
pains and expense, on
:

;

;

The circumstance of Palmyble parts of his kingdom.
being situated in an oasis, sheltered by hills to the

ra's

west and northwest, and supplied with wholesome water, and also on a line leading from the coast of Syria
to the regions of Mesopotamia, Persia, and India,
must have pointed it out, in very early times, to the

laken it under the caliphate of Abu Bekr, Mohammed's
successor.
That it has been made use of as a place
of strength by the Saracens and Turks appears from
the alterations made in the temple, as well as from the

modern temple on the hill. Benjamin of Tudela, who
visited it about A.D. 1172, states that it then containcaravans, as a convenient halting-place in the midst of ed about 2000 Jews.
Abulfeda, who wrote about
The Phoenicians, in all probability, were 1321 A.D., mentions very briefly its situation, referthe desert.
acquainted with it at an early period, and may have
suggested to Solomon, with whom the King of Tyre
was in alliance, the idea of establishing an emporium
read in the second book of Chronicles (8,
here.
" built Tadmor in the
that Solomon

We

4),

and

all

the store-cities which he built in

wilderness,
Haraath.''

Hamath was a town and territory extending along the
banks of the Orontes, and bordering on the Syrian
After this, we read no more of Tadmor in
desert.
but John of Antioch, probably from
the Scriptures
;

some

tradition, says that

chadnezzar.

Roman

The

history is

first

it

was destroyed by Nebu-

notice which

we have

of

it

in

commencement of the wars
when we find it mentioned as a

at the

with the Parthians,
rich and powerful city, and permitted to maintain a
Btate of independence and neutrality between the contending parties in this struggle. Marc Antony, indeed,
attempted to plunder it, but the inhabitants removed
their most valuable effects over the Euphrates, and deThe
fended the passage of the river by their archers.
pretence he made use of, to give such conduct a colour
of justice, was, that they did not preserve a strict neubut Appian says his real motive was to entrality
rich his troops with the plunder of the Palmyrenes.
Jn the time of Pliny it was the intermediate emporium
of the trade with the East, a city of merchants and
factors, who carried on traffic with the Parthians on
The
the one hand, and the Romans on the other.
produce of India found its way to the Roman world
has
collected
in
very happily
Pliny
through Palmyra.
a few lines the most striking circumstances with regard to this place, except that he takes no notice of
"
the buildings.
Palmyra is remarkable for situation,
it is surrounded on
a rich soil and pleasant streams
;

;

all
it

sides by a vast sandy desert, which totally separates
from the rest of the world, and has preserved its in-

dependence between the two great empires of Rome
and Parthia, whose first care when at war is to engage
it in

their interest."

Palmyra afterward became

alli-

ed to the empire as a free state, and was greatly favoured by Hadrian and the Antonines, under whom it
attained its greatest splendour.
find, from the inscriptions, that the Palmyrenes joined Alexander Sevdo
erus in 'his expedition against the Persians.
not meet w^ith the mention of the city again until

We

We

the reign of Gallienus, when it makes a principal figure in the history of those times, and in a few years
the greatest vicissitudes of good and bad

experienced
After attaining to a widely- extended sway
fortune.
under Odenatus and his queen Zenobia, who survived
him, it fell at length, together with the latter, under
the power of Aurelian.
{Vid. Odenatus, and Zeno-

A

revolt, on his departure, compelled him to
return, and, having retaken the city, he delivered it
without mercy to the pillage and havoc of his soldiery.

bia.)

This event happened in the year 272, after which Palmyra never recovered her former importance, although

none of the public edifices were destroyed, though some were damaged, by the soldiers
From this time Palmyra had a Roman
of .\urelian.
The first Illyrian legion was stationed here
governor.
it

is

certain that
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ring to its many ancient columns, its palm and fig trees,
its walls and castle; he
The
only calls it Tedmor.
ruins of Palmyra are said to present a fine view at a
distance, but disappointment succeeds when they are

—

" On
in detail.
opening upon the ruins of
" as seen from the
Palmyra," says Captain Mangles,
valley of the tombs, we were much struck with the

examined

picturesque effect of the whole, presenting altogether
the most imposing sight of the kind we had ever seen.
It was rendered doubly interesting by our having travelled through a wilderness destitute of a single building,
from which we suddenly opened upon these innumerable columns and other ruins, on a sandy plain on the
skirts of the desert.
So great a number of Corinthian
columns, mixed with so little wall or solid building, and
the snow-white appearance of the ruins contrasted
with the yellow sand, produced a very striking imGreat, however, he proceeds to say, was
pression."
the disappointment of himself and his fellow-traveller (Mr. Irby), when, on a minute examination, they

found that there was not a single column, pediment,
architrave, portal, frieze, or other architectural remnant
None of the columns exof admiration.

worthy

feet in height or four feet in diameter ;
the boasted avenue have little more than
of Balthirty feet of altitude : whereas the columns
bec are nearly sixty feet in height and seven in di-

ceed

forty

those of

ameter, supporting a most rich and beaotifully-wrought
epistylium of twenty feel more ; and the pillars are
constructed of only three pieces of stone, while the
smallest columns at Palmyra are formed of six, sevIn the centre of the avenue,
en, and eight parts.
however, are four granite columns, each of one sin-

one only is still
stone, about thirty feet high
"Take any part of the ruins separately,"
standing.
" and
says this traveller,
they excite but Httle interest
and, altogether, we judged the visit to Palmyra hardly worthy of the time, expense, anxiety, and
:

gle

;

which we
fatiguing journey through the wilderness
had undergone to visit it. The projecting pedestals
in the centre of the columns of the great avenue have
a very unsightly appearance.
sameness in the architecture,

There
all

Corinthian, excepting those which

is also a great
the capitals being
surround the Tem-

These last were fluted, and, when
ple of the Sun.
decorated with their brazen Ionic capitals, were doubtless very

handsome

;

but the latter being

now

defi-

cient, the beauty of the edifice is entirely destroyed.

sculpture, as well of the capitals of the columns
as of the other ornamental parts of the doorways and
The three arches
buildings, is very coarse and bad.
at the end of the avenue, so beautiful in the designs of

The

Wood and Dawkins, are excessively insignificant, the
decorated frieze is badly wrought, and even the devices are not striking.
They are not to be compared
to the common portals of Thebes, if indeed the EgypIf inferior,
tians were unacquainted with the arch."
however, to Balbec, and not to be compared to
remains of
these
Thebes, it is only by comparison that
can be with any propriety thus
ancient

—

magr..ficence

slightly estiiiiated

;

and when

this traveller

speaks of

PAM

PAMas hardly repaying ihc toils and expense or the
it must be recollected that he was already
satiated with the wonders of Egypt.
Yet, taken as a

them

journey,

There were some vho ascribed rt to
fortunately lost.
Soterides, the father of Pamphila.
{Suxdas, s. »., corrected by Vossius, de Hist. Grcec, p. 237, ed. West-

tout ensemble, he admits that they are more remarkable by reason of their extent (bemg nearly a mile and

ermann.)

a half in length), than any which he had met with ;
they have the advantage, too, of being less encumbered with modern fabrics than almost any ancient ruins.
Exclusive of the Arab village of Tadmor, which occupies the peristyle court of the Temple of the Sun,
and the Turkish burying-place, there are no obstructions whatever to the antiquities.
The temple itself

ed. Bckker.

is dishgured, indeed, by modern works, but it is still
The natives firmly believe,
a most majestic object.
Mr. Wood informs us, that the existing ruins were the
works of King Solomon. " All these mighty things,"
"
say they,
Solyman Ebn Daoud (Solomon the son of
David) did by the assistance of spirits." King Solomon is the Merlin of the East, and to the genii in his
service the Persians as well as the Arabs ascribe all
the magnificent remains of ancient art.
From the
dates in the inscriptions, in which the era of Seleucus
is observed, with the Macedonian names of the months,
it
appears that none of the existing monuments are
earlier than the birth of Christ ; nor is there any inscription so late as the destruction of the city by
Aurelian, except one in Latin, which mentions Dio" As to the
clesiao.
age of those ruinous heaps,"
" which
says Mr. Wood,
belonged evidently to buildings of greater antiquity than those which are yet
partly standing, it is difficult even to guess ; but if
we are allowed to form a judgment by comparing their
state with that of the monument of lamblichus at Pal-

myra,

we must conclude them extremely

old

;

for

Wood

that building, erected 1750 years ago" (Mr.
" is the most
published in 1753),
perfect piece of antiquity I ever
teer, p.

saw."

451, seqq.

(Mansford's
— Modern

Scripture Gazet-

Traveller, part 5, p. 10,

seqq.)

Pamisos,

I.

a river of Thessaly, now the Fanari,
Peneus to the east of Tricca. {He-

falling into the

—

According

to Photius,

the reign of Nero.

cod.,

— Vossius,{Phot.,
de Hist.

lived in

Pamphila

175— vol.
Grac.,

I.

119.
c — SchoU,
1, p.

Htst. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 106.)
Kriiger, in his Life
of Thucydides (p. 7), calls in question the credit of

female author.
{Westermann, ad Voss., I. c.)
I. an Alexandrine
grammarian, and a
He was the author of a large
pupil of Aristarchus.
lexicon, in 91 or 95 books, often quoted by Athenaeus,
in which he had incorporated the lexicon of the Crotonian dialect by Hennonax, and an Italian (i. e., DoOther works
ric) lexicon by Diodorus and Heracleon.
of his are enumerated by Athenaeus. {Needham, Proleg, ad Geopon., p. 63, seqq.
Schweighatuser, Ind.
II. A celebrated
Auct. ad Athen., vol. 9, p. 159.)
painter, a native of Amphipolis, but who studied his
art under Eupompus of Sicyon, and succeeded in establishing the school which his master had founded.
The characteristics of the Sicyonian school of painting were, a stricter attention to dramatic truth of composition, and a finer and more systematic style of design.
Pamphilus taught the principles of this school
this

Pamphilus,

—

—

Such was his authority, says Pliny (35,
10, 36), that, chiefly through his influence, first in Si-

to Apelles.

cyon and then throughout all Greece, noble youth were
it was
taught the art of drawing before all others
considered among the first of liberal arts, and was
;

practised exclusively among the freeborn, for there was
a law prohibiting all slaves the use of the cestrum or
In this school of Pamphilus, the most faypaipig.
mous of all the ancient schools of painting, the progressive courses of study occupied the long period of
ten years, and the fee of admission was not less than
a talent.
Pamphilus, like his master Eupompus,
seems to have been occupied principally with the theory of his art and with teaching, since we have very
Yet he, and his pupil
scanty notices of his works.
Melanthius, according to Quintilian (12, 10), were the

most renowned among the Greeks for composition.
We have accounts of only four of his paintings, the
"
the Pimatza.
Heraclidae," mentioned by Aristophanes {Plutus,
{Walpole, vol. 2, p. 35.) Pausanias
" Bataffirms, that the vraters of this river were remarkably 385), and three others named by Pliny, the
He tle of Phlius and victory of the Athenians," " Ulysses
pure, and abounded with various kinds of fish.
"
adds, that it was navigable for ten stadia from the sea on the raft," and a
Relationship" or Cognatio,
These pictures were all
(4, 34.— Compare Polyb., 16, 16).— III. A torrent of probably a family portrait.
Messenia, falling into the Sinus Messeniacus near conspicuous for the scientific arrangement of their
of
and
the ancient boundary parts, and their subjects certainly afford good materials
Leuctrum,
forming part
between Laconia and Messenia. (Strab., 361.)
for fine composition.
The period of Pamphilus is
Pamphila, a Grecian female, whom Photius makes sufficiently fixed by the circumstance of his having
a native of Egypt, but who, according to Suidas. Dio- taught Apelles, and he consequently flourished somegenes I.Aertius (I, 24), and others, was born at Epi- what before, and about the time of Philip II. of MaHe left
daurus in Argolis. She wrote several works, the con- cedon, from B.C. 388 to about B.C. 348.
tents of which were chiefly historical.
One of these writings upon the arts, but they have unfortunately
was entitled ^'E.'KLTOfjial laropiuv {Historical Abridg- suffered the common fate of the writings of every othHe wrote on painting and famous
ments). Another, which Photius has made known to er ancient artist.
rod

into

,

II. Major, a river of Messenia,
7, 132.)
falling
the Sinus Messeniacus at its head.
It is now

—

us, bore the name of 'LvfifiLKra laTopiKu VTCofivrjfia-a
It was a
{Historical Miscellany).
species of note or
memorandum book, in which this female regularly in-

painters.
{Encyclop. Us. Knowl, vol. 17, p. 177.
III.
bishop of Caesarea in
Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)

whatever she heard most deserving
of being remembered., in the conversations between her
husband Socratidas and the literary friends who visited
his house, and also whatever she had met with worthy of being recorded, in the course of her historical

in

She was united to Socratidas for thirteen
reading.
years, during all which time the compilation was being

309.

serted, every day,

—

A

Palestine, and the intimate friend of Eusebius, who,
"
Pamphili'^ (i. e., the
memory of him, appended
friend of Pamphilus) to his own name {vid. Eusebius).

He

is

said to have been born at Berytus, and educated

by Pierius.

He

of his
spent the greater part

life

in

where he suffered martyrdom in the year
and
Pamphilus was a man of profound learning,

Caesarea,

devoted himself chiefly to the study of the Scriptures
formed.
The work, however, was without any syste- and the works of the Christian writers. Jerome
matic arrangement, though it would appear to have con- states, that he wrote out with his own hand the greatHe founded a library at
tained a vast variety of literary anecdote, some few er
part of Origen's works.
portions of which have reached ue in the quotations of CsBsarca, chiefly consisting of ecclesiastical works,
others.
Photius only knew of eight books of this col- which became celebrated thoughout the ancient world.
lection, but Suidas says it contained thirty-three ; and, It was destroyed, however, before the middle of the
in fact, Aulus Gellius (15, 17)
He constantly lent and gave away
quotes ths 29th, and seventh century.
and .lerome
Diogenes Laertius (1, 24) the 30tb, The work is un- copies of the Scriptures. Both Eusebius
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PAM
speak
lence.
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in the highest terms of his piety and benevoJerome states, that Pamphilus composed an

apology for Origen before Eusebius ; but, at a later
period, having discovered that the work which he had
taken for Pamphilus's was only the first book of Euapology for Origen, he denied that Pamphilus
v»T0te anything except short letters to his friends.
The truth seems to be, that the first five books of the
• cbius's

"

continued to their termination at a short distance
out at sea, where the waters of the rivers rise abunis

dantly all along the coast, sometimes at the distance
of a quarter of a mile from the shore."
(Encycl. Us.
KnowL, vol. 17, p 177.) The Greeks, ever prone to
those derivations which flattered their national vanity,
attached to the word " Pamphyli" (Uaf^^vTiol) that

—

meaning which the component words ttuv and ^liAov
would in their language naturally convey, namely, "an

Apology for Origen" were composed by Eusebius
and Pamphilus jointly, and the sixth book by Eusebius alone, after the death of Pamphilus.
Another
work, which Pamphilus effected in conjunction with
Eusebius, was an edition of the Septuagint, from the
text in Origen's Hexapla.
This edition was genMontfaucon and
erally used in the Eastern church.
*'
Fabricius have published
Contents of the Acts of
the Apostles" as a work of Pamphilus
but this is in
all
Eusebius
probability the work of a later writer.
wrote a " Life of Pamphilus," in three books, which
is now entirely lost, with the
of
a
few fragexception
ments, and even of these the genuineness is extremely
doubtful.
We have, however, notices of him in the
" Ecclesiastical
History" of Eusebius (7, 32), and in
the " De Viris ILlustrihus,'''' and other works of Je-

assemblage of different nations." {Strab., 668.) It
was, however, farther necessary to account for the importation of Grecian terms among a people as barbarous as the Carians, Lycians, and other tribes on the
same line of coast and the siege of Troy, so fertile a
source of fiction, gave rise to the tale which supposed
Calchas and Amphilochus to have settled on the Pamphylian shores with portions of various tribes of the
Greeks.
This story, which seems to have obtained
general credit, is to be traced, in the first instance, to
the father of history {Herod., 7, 91), and after him it
has been repeated by Strabo (/. c), Pausanias (7, 3),
and others. Of the Grecian origin of several towns
on the Pamphylian coast we can indeed have no doubt
but there is no reason for supposing that the main pop-

rome.

ulation of the country

;

{Lardner's Credibility, pt. 2, c. 69.)
Pamphus, an early Athenian bard, and a disciple, as
was said, of Linus. Philoatratus has preserved two
remarkable verses of his, which recall to mmd the
symbol under which the Egyptians typified the Creator of the universe, or the author of animal life.
The
lines are as follows

:

Zev, KixhoTe. fiiyiare ^euv, eiXvfieve
MTjXeiy re Kai l-mreiy kol TifiiovElr).

Koirpif)

" Oh
Jove, most glorious, most mighty of the gods,
thou that art enveloped in the dung of sheep, and
horses, and mulesy
{Philoslr., Heroic., c. 2, p. 98,
ed.

Botssonade)

— According

Pamphus composed hymns

to

Pausanias

for the

(9,

27),

Lycomedae, a fam-

ily which held by hereditary right a share in the Eleusinian worship of Ceres.
Pam[)hus is also said to have
first sung the strain of lamentation at the tomb of Li-

nus.

Hist

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p.
Lit. Gr.,

p 25

33.—MiilUr,

)

Pamphvlia (llafifvXia), a province of Asia Minor,
extending along the coast of the Mediterranean from
Olbia to Ptolemais, and bounded on the north by Pisidia, on the west by Lycia and the southwestern part
of Phrygia, and on the east by Cilicia.
Pliny (5,
26) and Mela (1, 14) make Painphylia begin on the
coast at Phaselis, which they reckon a city of Patnphylia, but the majority of writers speak of it as a Lycian
Painphylia was separated from Pisidia by Mount
Taurus, and was drained by numerous streams which
flowed from the high land of the latter country.
The
eastern pari of the coast is described by Captain Beaufort as flat, sandy, and dreary ; but this remark does
city.

not apply to the interior of the country, which, accordto Mr. Fellows' account {Excursion in Asia Minor,
is
very beautiful and picturesque. The westp. 204),
ern part of the coast is surrounded by lofty mountains
which rise from the sea. and attain the greatest height
in Mount Solyma, on the eastern borders of Lycia. The

western part of the country
" for
Mr. Fellows (p. 184),

is

composed, according

to

thirty or forty miles, of a

mass of incrusted or

petrified vegetable matter, lying
were, in the side of the high range of

iinbosomed, as it
marble mountains which must originally have formed

As the streams, and, inthe coast of this country.
deed, large rivers which flow from the mountains, enter
the country formed of this porous mass, they almost
totally disappear

beneath

it

;

a few

streams only
means, for the purlittle

are kept on the surface by artificial
pose of supplying aqueducts and mills, and, being carried along the plain, fall over the cliffs into the sea.
The course of the rivers beneath these deposited plains

;

;

was

of the Hellenic race.

It is

more probable

that they derived their origin from the
Other etymologies
Cilicians or the ancient Solymi.
may be found in Stephanus of Byzantium {s. v. Uafi-

Pliny reports, that this country was once called Mopsopia, probably from the celebrated Grecian
soothsayer Mopsus (5. 26.)
Pamphylia possesses but
It became
little interest in an historical point of view.
in
to
the
Persian monarchs, Alturn
Croesus,
subject
the
and
Romans.
the
Ptolemies, Antiochus,
exander,
The latter, however, had considerable difficulty in extirpating the pirates, who swarmed along the whole of
the southern coast of Asia Minor, and even dared to
<}>vi,ia).

—

insult the galleys of those proud republicans off the
shores of Italy, and in sight of Ostia.
Pamphylia was
its coast is indented by
entirely a maritime country
a deep gulf, known to the ancients by the name of Mare
Pamphylium, and in modern geography it bears that of
"
Gulf of Attalia.^^ The Turks call this part of Caramama by the appellation of Tekt-Ili. { Cramer s Asia
Minor, vol. 2, p. 273, seqq.) Mr. Leake gives the
following account of the natural features of part of this
country, which may be compared with that of Mr. Fel'*
lows.
From Alaya (the ancient Coracesium) to
Alara (the ancient Ptolemais) are eight reputed or
The road leads along the seashore,
caravan hours.
:

just above the seabeach, upon high woody
banks, connected on the right with the great range of
mountains which lies parallel to the coast at others,
across narrow fertile valleys, included between branchThere are one or two fine
es of the same mountains.
harbours, formed by islands and projecting capes; but
the coast for the most part is rocky and without shelter.
From Alara to Menavgat (situate near the mouth
of the ancient Melas) the road proceeded at a distance
of three or four miles from the sea, crossing several
fertile and well-cultivated valleys, and passing some
neat villages pleasantly situated. The valleys are watered by streams coming from a range of lofty mountains, appearing at a great distance on the right."
The Melas is described
{LeaTic's Journal, p. 130.)

sometimes

;

—

—

as a large river, and the adjacent valleys as well-culFrom Menavgat to Dashasher
tivated and inhabited.
(the ancient Syllium) the country is represented as being a succession of fine valleys, separated by ridges
branching from the mountains, and each watered by a

stream of greater or less magnitude.
nal,

I.

{Leakeys Jour-

c.)

Pan

{Huv), the god of shepherds, and in a later age
tiie giver of success in fishHe haunlcd mountains and pastures,
ing and fowling
was fond of the pastoral reed and of entrapping nymphs.
the guardian of bees, and

PAN

PAN.
In form he combined that of man and beast, having a
red face, horned head, his nose flat, and his legs, thighs,
tail, and feet those of a goat.
Honey and tnilk were
This god is unnoticed by Homer and
offered to him.

—

one of the Homeridas, Imj
was the son of Mercury by an Arcadian nymph. (Horn.,
Hymn., 19.) So monstrous was his ap[)carance, that
the nurse, on beholding him, fled away in aflfright.
Mercury, however, immediately caught him up, wrapped him carefully in a haresltin, and carried him away
to Olympus: then taking his seat with Jupiter and the
Hesiod

but, according to

;

All the gods, esother gods, he produced his babe.
stranpecially Bacchus, were delighted with the little
and they named him Pan (i. e., " /I//"), because
ger
Others fabled that Pan
he had charmed them all!
was the son of Mercury by Penelope, whose love he
gained under the form of a goat, as she was tending
in her youth the flocks of her father on Mount Tayge-

—

;

{Herod., 2. U5.—Scfiol. ad Theocr., 7, 109.—
Bwlocia, 222.—Tzctzes, ad Lycophr., 772.) Some
even went so far as to say that he was the oflfspring
of the amours of Penelope with all her suitors. (Schol.
ad Theocr , 1, 3.
Serv. ad Mn., 2,
Eudocia, I. c.
tus.

—

44.)
/.

According

to

—

Epimenides (Schol. ad Theocr.,

Pan and Areas were the children of Jupiter and
Aristippus made Pan the oflfspring of Jupi-

c),

Callisto.

and the nymph CEneis
others, again, said that he
a child of Heaven and Earth. (Schol. ad Theocr.,
There was also a Pan said to be the son of
7, 123.)
Jupiter and the nymph Thymbris or Hybris, the inter

;

was

structer of

in

divination.

Apollo
— The worship
Pan seems
of

to

(Apollod.,

1, 4,

1.)

have been confined to

till the time of the battle of Marathon, when
Phidippides. the courier who was sent from Athens to
Sparta to call on the Spartans for aid against the Persians, declared that, as he was passing by Mount Parthenius. near Tegea in Arcadia, he heard the voice of
Pan calling to him, and desiring him to ask the Athe-

Arcadia

nians

why

they paid no regard to him,

who was

al-

would be, friendly and willing to aid.
After the battle, the Athenians consecrated a cave to
Pan under the Acropolis, and offered him annual sac-

ways, and

still

(Herod., 6, 105. —P/«^, Vit. Arist., 11.)
before this time, the Grecian and Egyptian sys-

rifices.

Long

tems of

mingle and combine.
The goat-formed Mendes of Egypt was now regarded
as identical with the horned and goat- footed god of the
Arcadian herdsmen (Herod., 2, 46) and Pan was elevated to great dignity by priests and philosophers, bereligion had

begun

to

;

a symbol of the universe, for his name signiMoreover, as he dwelt in the woods, he was
"
Lord of the HyW'' ('O r^f v'krjq Kvptoc) and
called
as the word hyle (uA?/), by a lucky ambiguity, signified either wood or primitive mailer, this was another
It is
amusing to read how
ground for exalting him.
all the attributes of the Arcadian god were made to
accord with this notion. *' Pan," says Servius, " is a
rustic god, formed in similitude of nature, whence he
is called Pan, i. e.. All: for he has horns, in similitude of the rays of the sun and the horns of the moon
he has a
his face is ruddy, in imitation of the ether
spotted fawnskin upon his breast, in likeness of the
stars
his lower parts are shaggy, on account of the
he has goat's feet, to
trees, shrubs, and wild beasts
denote the stability of the earth
he has a pipe of
seven reeds, on account of the harmony of the heavhe has a crook,
ens, in which there are seven sounds
that is, a curved staff, on account of the year, which
runs back on itself, because he is the god of all nature.
It is feigned by the poets that he
struggled with Love,
and was conquered by him, because, as we read. Love
"
conquers all, Omnia vincit amor.''^ (Serv. ad Virg.,
Eclog., 2, 31.
Compare Schol. ad Theocr., 1, 3.—
In Arcadia, his native country. Pan
Eudocia, 323.)
appears never to have attained to such distinction; on
the contrary, we find in Theocritus (7, 106) a ludicrous

coming

fied all.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

account of the treatment which this deity received from
the Arcadians when they were unsuccessful in
hunting.
The Homerid already quo(Schol. ad Theocr., I. c.)

—

m

who is older than Pindar,
pleasing manner the occupations
ted,

of

describes
a very
of Pan.
He is lord
sometimes he ranges along

the hills and dales
tops of the mountains, sometimes pursues the
game in the valleys, roams through the woods, floats
along the streams, or drives his sheep into a cave, and
there plays on his reeds, producing music not to be
all

:

the

excelled by that of the bird *' which, among the leaves
of the flowery spring, laments, pouring forth her moan,
a sweet-sounding lay."
In after times, as we have

already remarked, the care of

We

Pan was

held to extend

him regarded as the
guardian of the bees (AnthoL, 9, 226), and as the
beyond the herds.

find

(AnthoL, 7,
giver of success in fishing and fowling.
I
The origin of the syrinx or
I, seqq. ;
179, seqq.)
pipe of Pan is given as follows: Syrinx was a Naiad,
of Nonacris in Arcadia, and devoted to the service of
Diana. As she was returning one day from the chase,
and was passing by Mount Lycaeus, Pan beheld her
but when he would address her, she fled.
The god
she reached the river Ladon, and, unable to
pursued
of
her
cross it, implored the aid
sister-nymphs ; and
when Pan thought to grasp the object of his pursuit,
While he stood
he found his arms filled with reeds.
sighing at his disappointment, the wind began to agitate the reeds, and produced a low musical sound.
The god took the hint, cut seven of the reeds, and
formed from them his syrinx (avpty^) or pastoral pipe.
Another of his loves was
(Ovid, Met., 1, 690, seqq.)
the nymph Pitys, who was also beloved by Boreas.
The nymph favoured more the god of Arcadia, and
the wind god, in a fit of jealousy, blew her down from
the summit of a lofty rock.
A tree of her own name
(TriTvc, pine) sprang up where she died, and it became

—

:

:

the favourite plant of Pan.

(Nonnus, 43, 259, seqq.
What are called Panic terrors
11, 4.)
loud
ascribed to Pan ; for
noises, whose cause

— Geopon.,
were

—

could not easily be traced, were not unfrequently heard
in mountainous regions ; and the gloom and loneliness
of forests and mountains fill the mind with a secret
horror, and dispose it to superstitious apprehensions.
The ancients had two modes of representing Pan the

—

:

first, according to the description already given, as
horned and goat-footed, with a wrinkled face and a
flat nose.
The artists, however, sought to soften the
idea of the god of shepherds, and they portrayed him
as a young man hardened by the toils of a country life.
Short horns sprout on his forehead to characterize him
he bears his crook and his syrinx, and he is either naked, or clad in the light cloak denominated chlamys.
Like many other gods who
(Sil. Ital., 13, 326, seqq.)
were originally single. Pan was multiplied in course of
time, and we meet with Pans in the plural.
(Plat.,
Moschus,
Leg., 7, 815.— Aristoph., Eccles., 1089.
,

3, 22.)

— The

more than

—

name Pan (Uuv)

ttucjv, '^feeder^" or

is

probably nothing
"

" oicner

Buttmann

connects Pan with Apollo Nomius. regarding his name
as the contraction of Pcean (ITamv), and he refers, in
from Alcsupport of his opinion, to the forms Alcman
maon, Amythan from Amythaon, &c. (Mythologus,
vol. 1, p. 169.)
This, however, would rather favour
the derivation of Pan from Paon, as first given.
Welcker savs that Pan was the Arcadian form of

him

*u<jv, <t>dv (Phaon, Phan), apparently regarding
KoL, p. 45.— 5c Aire net,
as the sun.
( Welcker, Kret.

229, seqq)
Andent.,^. 213—Keightley's Mythology, p.
Panacea (All-Hcal), a daughter of iEsculapius.
(Vid. iEsculapius.)

t»,

,

a native of Rhodes.
philosopher,
studied at Athens under Diogenes the Stoic, and
afterward came to Rome, about 140 B.C., where he
and was intimate witk
gave lessons in philosophy,
and Polybius.
Scipio
iEmilianus, the younger Laelius,
^

Pan^tiu?, a Greek

He
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After a time Panaetius returned to Athens, where he
school, and where he
died at a very advanced age.
Posidonius, Sc^lax of
Halicamassus, Hecaion, and Mnesarchus are mentionPanastius was not apparently
ed among his disciples.
a strict Stoic, but rather an Eclectic philosopher, who

'

became the leader of the Stoic

tempered the austerity of

adoptmg some-

his sect by

and milder pnnciples
thing of the more refined style
of Plato and the other earlier Academicians.
{Cic,
de Fin, 4. 28.) Cicero, who speaks repeatedly of the
terms of the highest veneration,
and acknowledges that he borrowed much from them,
" the
divine," and
says that Panaetius styled Plato
" the Homer of
Philosophy," and only dissented from
him on the subject of the immortality of the soul,
which he seems not to have admitted.
{Tusc.
Aulus GeUius says (12, 5) that PaQuast., 1, 32.)

works of Panaetius

in

i

I

{Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol.

Athenian months

;

1, p.

325), the

first

of th«

which agrees with the account

Demosthenes {contra Timocr.,

p.

708, seg.),

oi

who places

after the twelfth day of the month.
There is considerable dispute as to the time when the Less Pan
was celebrated. Meursius places the celebrait

I

,

athenaea
\
'

tion in Thargelion, the eleventh of the Athenian
months but Petitus and Corsini in Hecatombaeon.
Mr. Clinton, who has examined the subject at consid;

I

!

!

i

erable length {Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p. 332, seqq.), supand it does not appear
ports the opinion of Meursius
improbable that the Less Panathenaea was celebrated
in the same month as the Great, and was perhaps
;

in the year in which the great festival occurred.
celebration of the Great Panathenaea only lasted
one day in the time of Hipparchus {Thucyd , 6, 56),
but it was continued in later times for several days.

omitted

\

The

—

naetius rejected the principle of apathy adopted by the
later Stoics, and returned to Zeno's original meaning,
namely, that the wise man ought to know how to mas-

At both

impressions which he Receives through the
In a letter of consolation which Panaetius
wrote to Q. Tubero, mentioned by Cicero {De Fin.,
4, 9), he instructed him how to endure pain, but he
never laid it down as a principle that pain was not an
evil.
He was very temperate in his opinions, and he
often rephed to difficult questions with modest hesita" I will consider." None of the
tion, saying, enix(J,
works of PanoBtius have come down to us but their
titles, and a few sentences from them, are quoted by
He wrote a
Cicero, Diogenes Laertius, and others.
" On
treatise
Dutics,^^ the substance of which Cicero

In the time of Socrates there was introduced at the
Less Panathenaea a torch-race on horseback. {Plat.,
At the Great Panathenaea there was also
Rep., 1,1.)
a musical contest, and a recitation of the Homeric
poems by rhapsodists. {Lycurg., contra Leocr., p.
209 ) The victors in these contests were rewarded
with vessels of sacred oil.
{Pind., Nem., 10, 64.
Schol, ad loc.—Schol. ad Soph., (Ed. Col., 698.)
The most celebrated part, however, of the grand Panathenaic festival was the solemn procession {TrofiiZTj),
in which the Peplus (IIcTrAof), or sacred robe of
Athena, was carried through the Ceramicus, and the
other principal parts- of the city, to the Parthenon, and
suspended before the statue of the goddess within.
This Peplus was covered with embroidery {TroLKiX/aa-

ter the

senses.

—

;

" De
Panctius
in his own work
Officiis."
wrote also a treatise "On Divination," of which Cicero
probably made use in his own work on the same subHe wrote likewise a work " On Tranquillity of
ject.
Mind," which some suppose may have been made use
of by Plutarch in his work bearing the same title.
Cicero mentions also a treatise "On Providence,"
another " On Magistrates," and one " On Heresies,"
His book " On
or sects of

merged

Socrates,"
philosophers.
quoted by Diogenes Laertius, and by Plutarch in his
" Life of Aristides." made
of
a
the lastpart
probably
mentioned work.
Laertius and Seneca quote several
opinions of Panaetius concerning ethics and metaphysics, and also physics.
{Encyd. Us. Knawl., vol. 17,
Van Lynden, Disp. Historico-Crit. de Pap. 178.
Chardon de la
ncelio Rhodio, Lugd. Bat., 1802

—

—

Rochette, Melanges, &c., vol. 1, Paris, 1812.)
Panathkn^ea (Ilavad^vaia), the greatest of the
Athenian festivals, was celebrated in honour of MinerIt is
va (Athena) as the guardian deity of the city.
said to have been instituted by Erichthonius, and to
have been called originally Athcneea ('Adrivaia), but it

name

obtained the

of

Panathenaa

in the

time of The-

seus, in consequence of his uniting into one state the
different independent communities into whicl) Attica
had been previously divided. {Pausan., 8, 2, 1.

Pint, Vit. Thcs.,
were two Athenian

c.

20.

— Thucyd.,

—

2,

There

15.)

festivals which had the name of
one of which was called the Great Panathencpa (M.eyala Jlavadj/vaia), and the other the
Less {MiKpd). The Great Panathensea was celebrated once every five years, with ver\' great magnificence,
and attracted spectators from all parts of Greece. The
Less Panathenaea was celebrated every year in the

Panalhenaea

;

liavad. —

Plat., Rep., 1,
{Harpncrat., s. v.
the Greek writers speak simply of the festival of the Panathenaea, it is sometimes difficult to
determine which of the two is alluded to but when
the Panathenaea is mentioned by itself, and there is nothe contrary, the presumpthing in the context to mark
and it
tion is that the Great Panathen^a is meant
is thus
spoken of by Herodotus (5, 56) and Demosthenes {De Fals. Leg., p. 394).— The Great Panathenaea was celebrated on the 28th day of Hecatorabaeon

Piraeus.
1.)

When

;

;

908

of the Panathenaea there were gymnastic contests {Pind., Isthm., 4, 42
Pollux, 8, 93), among
which the torch-race seems to have been very popular.

—

—
—

TO.

—

Plat.,

Euthyph.,

c. 6),

on which was represented

Gods and

the Giants, especially the
Euexploits of Jupiter and Minerva {Plat., I. c.
also the achievements of the "herip., Hcc., 468), and
the battle of the

—

roes in the Attic mythology, whence Aristophanes
"
speaks of men worthy of this land and of the Peplus."

The embroidery was worked by young
{Equit., 564.)
maidens of the noblest families in Athens (called ep~
yaarlvai). of whom two were superintendents, with
When the festival was celethe name of Arrephor».
brated, the Peplus was brought down from the Acrop-

had been worked, and was suspended
a ship {Pausan., 29, 1), which was
then drawn through the principal parts of the city.
The old men carried olive-branches in their hands,
olis,

where

it

like

a sail

upon

whence they were called Thallophori {QaA?.o<l>6pot) ;
and the young men appeared with arms in their hands,
at least in the time of Hipparchus {Thucyd., 6, 65).
The young women carried baskets on their heads,
whence they were called Canephori (Kawy^pot).
The sacrifices were very numerous on this occasion.
During the supremacy of Athens, every subject state
had to furnish an ox for the festival. {Schol. ad
It was a season of general
Arisfoph., Nub., 385.)
even prisoners wore accustomed to be liberated,
joy
;

might take part in the general rejoicing.
After the
{Schol. ad Demosth., Timocr., p. 184.)
battle of Marathon, it was usual for the herald at the
Great Panathenaea to pray for the good of the Plataeans
that they

as well as the Athenians, in consequence of the aid
which the former bad afforded to the latter in that

memorable fight. The procession which has just been
described formed the subject of the bas-reliefs which
embellished the exterior of the Parthenon, and which are
name of the Panathenaic frieze.
generally known by the
A considerable portion of this frieze, which is one of the
works of art, is now in
ancient
most splendid of the
the British Museum, and belongs to the collection
"
full and detailed accalled the
Elgin Marbles."
count of the Panathenaic festivals
given by Meur-

—A

^

sius in a treatise

on the subject, which

is

printed is

PAN
.he seventh

PANDORA.

volume of the "Thesaurus" of Gronovius,

vol. 17,
hJnajd. Us. Knowl.,
p. 182.)
Panchaia, a fabled island in the Eastern or In-

dian Ocean, which Euhemerus pretended to have disits capital, Panara, a
covered, and to have found
temple of the Triphylian Jupiter, containing a column
inscribed with the date of the births and deaths of

m

many

of the gods.

mention

of

(Vtd. Euhemerus.)

and

Panchaia

its

—

Virgil

"

The poet borrows the
{Ceorg., 2, 139.)
Euhemerus. but evidently refers to Arabia
(Compare Heyne and Voss, ad loc.)
Pandarus, son of Lycaon, and one of
^bit fought

makes

arendy
name from

turiferce.

Felix.

the chieftains

on the side of the Trojans

in the

war

ed, she was attired by the Seasons and Graces , an 1
each of the deities having bestowed upon her the conimanded gifts, she was named Pandora {All-gifted
Thus furnished, she was
iruv, all, and dupov, a gift)

—

brought by Mercury to the dwelling of Epimetheus ;
who, though his brother Prometheus had warned him
to be on his guard, and to receive no gifts from Jupiter, dazzled with her charms, took her into his house
and made her his wife. The evil effects of this imIn the dwelling of
prudent step were speedily felt.
Epimetheus stood a closed jar, which he had been forbidden to open.
the
under
influence of fePandora,

male curiosity, disregarding the injunction, raised the
lid, and all thp evils hitherto unknown to man poured
In terror
out, and spread themselves over the earth.

He led the allies of Zelea from the
banks of the .^]sppus in Mysia, and was famed for his at the sight of these monsters, she shut down the lid
It was Pan- just in time to prevent the escape of Hope, which thus
skill with the bow.
2, 824, seqq.)
{II
darus that broke the truce between the Greeks and remained to man, his chief support and comfort.
{HeTrojans by wounding Menelaus. (//., 4, 93, seqq.) siod, Op. et D., 47, seqq. Id., Theog., 570, seqq)
He was afterward slain by Diomede. {II., 5, 290.) In An attempt has frequently been made to trace an
one part of the Iliad (5, 105) he is spoken of as com- analogy between this more ancient tradition and the
of the fall of our first parents, as detailed by
ing from Lycia, but the Lycia there meant is only a account
Prometheus, or forethought, is
part of Troas, forming the territory around Zelea, and the inspired penman.
inhabited by Lycian colonists.
(Consult Eustath. ad supposed to denote the purity and wisdom of our early
II.., 2, 824.—
progenitor before he yielded to temptation ; Epimei/eywc, ad loc.)
Pandataria, an island in the Mare Tyrrhenum, in theus, or after-thought, to be indicative of his change
of
the Sinus Puteolanus, on the coast of Italy.
It was
resolution, and his yielding to the arguments of.
the place of banishment for Julia, the daughter of Au- Eve
which the poet expresses by saying that Epimetheus received Pandora after he had been cautioned
It is now Isola Vandolina.
gustus, and many others.
The curiosity of Pandora
53, 14.
iJfc/a, 2, 7.— Pliny, 3, 6 —Itin.
by Promethus not to do so.
(Livy,
violated, it is said, the positive injunction about not
Marit., 515.)
Pandion, I. an early king of At}^ns, belonging to opening the jar, just as our first parent Eve disregardHe was the son of ed the commands of her Maker respecting the tree of
mythology rather than to history.
Pandora, moreover, the author of all huErichthonius, and succeeded his father in the kingdom. knowledge.
In his reign Ceres and Bacchus are said to have come man woes, is, as the advocates for this analogy assert,
The former was entertained by Celeus, the author likewise of their chief, and, in fact, only solto Attica.
for she closed the lid of the fatal jar before
the latter by Icarius.
Pandion married Xeuxippe, the ace
sister of his mother, by whom he had two sons, ErechHope could escape and this she did, accordin*/ to
theus and Butes, and two daughters, Procne and Phi- Hesiod, in compliance with the will of Jove.
May
lomela.
Being at war with Labdacus, king of Thebes, not Hope, they ask, thus secured, be that hope and
about boundaries, he called to his aid Tereus, the son expectation of a Redeemer which has been traditional
Even so oui
of Mars, out of Thrace
and having, with his assist- from the earliest ages of the world T
ance, come off victorious in the contest, he gave him first parents commit the fatal sin of disobedience, but
was
the
first to offrom
seed
who
the
of
the
his daughter Procne in marriage, by whom Tereus
woman,
had a son named Itys. The tragic tale of Procne and fend, was to spring one who should be the hope and
All this is extremely inPhilomela is related elsewhere.
{Vid. Philomela.) the only solace of our race.
Pandion is said to have died of grief at the misfortunes genious, but, unfortunately, not at all borne out by the
of his family, after a reign of 40 years.
He was suc- words of the poet from whom the legend is obtained.
ceeded by Erechtheus. {Apollod., 3, 14, 5, seqq) The jar contains various evils, and, as long as it reThe visit paid by Ceres and Bacchus to Attica, during mains closed, man is free from their influence, for they
wvth the Greeks.

,

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

the reign of Pandion, refers merely to improvements
in agriculture which were then introduced.
{Words-

—

II.
icorth's Greece, p. 96 )
was also king of Attica, and

The second

of the name,

succeeded Cecrops

He was

II.,

expelled by the Metionidae, and retired to Megara, where he married Pylia,
the daughter of King Pylos.
This last-mentioned
monarch being obliged to fly for the murder of his
brother Bias, resigned Megara to his son-in-law, and,
the son of Erechtheus.

When

are confined closely within their prison-house.
the lid or top is raised, these evils fly forth among

and Hope alone remains behind, the

men,

being shut
down before she could escape
Here, then, we have
man exposed to suffering and calamity, and no hope
afforded him of a better lot, for Hope is imprisoned in
lid

Tzidov vtto ;j;f/the jar {kv aplii^KTOiai doiioiai
Xeaiv), and has not been allowed to come forth and
exercise her influence through the world.
Again, how
\^ as it
did Hope ever find admission into the jarl

the Peloponnesus, built Pylos
Pandion
had four sons, .^geus, Pallas, Nisus, and Lycus, who placed there as a kindred evil 1 It surely, then, could
and
divided
them
the
Attic territory, have nothing to do with the promise of a Redeemer.
conquered
among
was it placed in the jar to lure man to the com.^geus, as the eldest, having the supremacy.
{Apol- Or,
Consult Heyne, ad loc.)
mission of evil, by constantly exciting dissatisfaction
lod
3, 15, 4.
Pandora, the first created female, and celebrated at the present, and a hope of something better in the
in one of the early legends of the Greeks as
This, however, is not hope, but discontent.
having future 1
been the cause of the introduction of evil into the Yet the poet would actually seem to have regarded
after stating
world.
Jupiter, it seems, incensed at Prometheus for hope as no better than an evil, since,
was arrested by the
having stolen the fire from the skies, resolved to pun- that the exit of Hope from the jar
ish men for this
of the lid, he adds, "but countless other woes
deed.
He therefore directed

.retiring to

,

—

daring

closing

Vulcan to knead earth and water, to give it human wander among men" («AXa Se fxvpia Ivypa Kar' uv
It is much more rationvoice and strength, and to make it assume the fair OpuTTOvg aX6?.7}rai, v. 100).
form of a virgin like the immortal goddesses.
He de- al, then, to regard the whole legend as an ebullition of
the female sex occasionally exhibsired Minerva to endow her with
artist-knowledge, that spleen against
Venus to give her beauty, and Mercury to inspire her ited by the old Grecian bards. The resemblance it
with an impudent and artful disposition.
When form- bears to the Scripture account is very unsatisfactory :

6G
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Evi was tempted, Pandora was not

the former was
actuated by a noble instinct, the love of knowledge,
the latter by mere female curiosity.
It seems very
strange that the ancients should have taken so little
is
no
There
allusion to it in Pinnotice of this myth.
dar or the tragedians, excepting Sophocles, one of
whose lost satyric dramas was named " Pandora, or
It was equally
the Hammerers."
neglected by the
Alexandreans.
Apollodorus merely calls Pandora the
In fact, with the exception of a dubious
first woman.

462.)

passage in Theognis (Parcen., 1135, seq.), where
Hope is said to have been the only good deity that remained among men, we find no allusion to it in Gre-

named

;

—

cian literature except in the fables of Babrius, in Nonnus {Dionys., 7, 56), and in the epigrammatic Macedonius.
It seems to have
{Anthol. Palat^ 10, 71.)
had as little charms for the Latin poets, even Ovid

passing over

it

in silence.

—

It is also

deserving of no-

Hesiod and all the others agree in naming
the vessel which Pandora opened a jar (irWog), and
tice, that

never hint at her having brought it with her to the
house of Epimetheus. Yet the idea has been univeramong the moderns, that she brought all the evils
with her from heaven, shut up in a box {kv^i^).
The

sal

only

way

of accounting for this

is,

ration of learning, the narrative in

that, at the resto-

Hesiod was misun-

derstood.

{KcigkUcy's Mythology, p. 292, geqq.
Bu/tmann, Mythologus, vol. 1, p. 48, seqq.)
Pandosi.\,

I.

a city of Lucania, in

the banks of the

Aciris,

The modern Anglona

and not

far

—

Lower

Italy, on
from Heraclea.

thought to represent the anvol. 2, p. 351.)
II. A city in the territory of the Bruttii, near the
western coast, and often confounded with the prececient place.

—

ding.

It

is

(Cramer's Anc. Greece,

was anciently possessed by the CEnotri, as

Strabo reports, but is better known in history as having witnessed the defeat and death of Alexander, king
of Epirus.
(Strabo, 255.— Lip., 39, 38.)—The precise position which ought to be assigned to the Bruttian Pandosia remains yet uncertain.
The early Calabrian antiquaries placed it at Caslel Franco, about
five miles from Conscnza.
D'Anville lays it down, in
his map of ancient Italy, near Lao and Circlla, on the
confines of Lucania.
Cluverius supposes that it may
have stood between Consentia and Thurii
but more
modern critics have, with greater probability, sought
its ruins in a more westerly direction, near the
village
of Mendocino, between Consentia and the sea, a hill
with three summits having been remarked there, which
;

answers

to the fatal height pointed out

by the oracle,

TLavdoaia rpiKo'kuve, ttoXvv ttots Xadv b^ecraeic,
together with the rivulet Maresanto or Arconti, which
last name recalls the Acheron, denounced
by another
prediction as so inauspicious to the Molossian king.

436.)— III. A city of
Epirus, not far removed from the Acheron and the
Acherusian Lake, as we may infer from the passage

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p.

which Livy speaks of this city with reference to the
oracle delivered to Alexander, king of Epirus (8, 24).
It is not improbable that the
antiquities which have
been discovered at Faramythia, on the borders of the
Souliot territory, may belong to this ancient place.
Holland's Trav(Hughes's Travels, vol. 2, p 306.
els, vol. 2, p. 251.— Slrabo, 324.— P/iw., 4, 1.— Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 132.)

in

—

It

is

now

called

Pundhar Dagh,

or CastagFrench Strabo.

nals, according to the editor of the
Herodotus informs us (7, 112), that

Mount Pangaeus
contained gold and silver mines, which were worked
by the Pieres, Odomanti, and Satrae, clans of Thrace,
but especially the latter.
Euripides confirms this account {Rhes., 919. seqq ).
These valuable mines natattracted

urally

tne

attention of the

Thasians,

who

were the first settlers on this coast and they accordingly formed an establishment in this vicinity at a place
;

—

Crenides.
(Vtd. Philippi.)
Theophrastus
speaks of the rosa centifolia, which grew in great
on
Mount
and
was
beauty
indigenous
Pangseus (ap.
IS'icander mentions another sort,
Athen
15, 29)
which grew in the gardens of Midas (ap. Athen., 16,
31.— Cramer'* Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 302).
Panionium, a sacred spot, with a temple and grove,
It derived its
at the foot of Mount Mycale in Ionia.
name from having been the place where delegates from
the Ionian states were accustomed to meet at stated
,

Not only the place, but also the temple and
periods.
the assembly itself were called Panionium.
The temwas dedicated to the Htlic oman Neptune, whose
worship had been imported by the lonians from Achaia
in Peloponnesus
and the surname of Heliconian was
derived from Helice. one of their cities in that coun-

ple

;

—

Fausan., 7, 24.) But the as(Strab., 639.
try.
sembly was not merely convened for religious purposes

:

it

was

and met

also a political body,

for deliber-

and it appears that some
ative and legislative ends
remnants of this ancient institution were preserved till
;

very late in the

Roman

dler imagines, that

empire,

there

is

a

if it be true, as Chanmedal of the Emperor

Gallus which gives a representation of a Panionian
The site
(Travels, p. 192.)
assembly and sacrifice.
of this celebrated convention is supposed, with great
a Turkish
probability, to answer to that of Tchangeli,
the northern slope of
village close to the sea, and on
(Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 379.)
Mycale.
Panium (Tluviov opoc), a mountain of Syria, formIt makes
Libanus.
ing part of the chain of Mount
of Palestine, and at the
part of the northern boundary
foot of it was situate the town of Paneas, afterward
called Ca?sarea Philippi.
Herod, out of gratitude for
been put in possession cf Trachonitis by Au-

having

on the mountgustus, erected a temple to that prince
ain.
On the partition of the states of Herod among
his children, Philip, who had the district Trachonitis,
gave to the city Paneas the name of Cffisarea, to which
was annexed, for distinction' sake, the surname of Ptul-

This did not, however, prevent the resumption
primitive denomination, pronounced Banias,
more purely than Bclines, as it is written by the historians of the crusades.
(Josephus, Bell. Jud., 1,21.
II. Panium (Uavel-:-Euseb., Hist. Eccles.,7, 17.)
Jor
( Vtd.
ov), a cavern at the sources of the Jordan.
ippi.

of

its

—

danes.)

Pannonia, an extensive province of the Roman embounded on the west by the range of Mount Ceon the south by 11tius, separating it from Noricum

pire,

;

including in this direction the country lying along
the lower bank of the Savus ; and on the north and
It answered, therefore, to what
east by the Danube.
lyria,

now the eastern part of Austria, Styria, a part ot
Carinthia, that portion of Hungary which lies on tne
southern side of the Danube, the greater part of Sclavonia, and the portion of Bosnia which lies along the
is

a daughter of Cecrops, king of Athens,
For an explanation of Saave. Ptolemy distinguishes between Upper and
Aglauros and Herse.
the name, consult remarks under the article Cecrops. Lower Pannonia, Pannonia Superior -dnd Inferior, and
PANGiBus, a celebrated ridge of mountains in separates the two divisions by an imaginary line drawn
In the fourth centurv,
Thrace, apparently connected with the central chain of from Bregactium to the Savus.
Rhodope and Haemus, and which, branching off in a the Emperor Galerius formed out of a part of Lower
southeasterly direction, closed upon the coast at the Pannonia the province of Valeria, and then Pannonia
defile of Acontisma.
The name of this range often Superior c'dd.ngei^ its name to that of Pannonia Prima,
of Pannonia Inferior that remained afJEsch., while the
appears in the poets.
(Find., Fyth., 4, 319.

Pandrosos,

sister to

—

Pers.,

500.— Eurip.,
970

Rhes.,

972.— Virg., Georg.,^,

part

ter Valeria

was taken from

it,

received the appellation

PAN
of

PAN

Pannonia Sccunda. —The Pannonii were of

Illyrian

and their earlier seats extended from the river
ni a southColapis, on the southern side of tlie Savus,
easterly direction, as far as the Dardanii and the conWith one branch of their race,
fines of Macedonia.
under the name of Paones, the Greeks were acquainted from an early period, along the southern coast of
That the Pajones, however, were one and
Thrace.
the same race with the distant Pannonii to the northwest, they first discovered at a later period, and from
this time the appellation of Paeones was applied by
the Grecian historical writers to both divisions.
(Man-

|

origin,

— Cramer

nerl, Geogr., vol. 3, p. 502.
vol. I, p. 46.)
The Romans,

s Ayic. Greece,

on the other hand, be-

coming acquainted with the race from the west, learned
the name Pannonii as the national appellation, and retained

it

as such.

The etymology

assigned to this

the patches {yanni) of which their
long-sleeved tunics were formed, is too ridiculous to
(Dto Cass., 49, 36.) They were
require refutation.
reduced under the Roman sway in the reign of Augus-

name by some, from

tus, especially

during the campaigns of Tiberius and

Drusus ; and, after their subjection, were transplanted to the country beyond the Savus, which had been
occupied by the Scordisci, and which now received
from them the name of Pannonia. The Pannonians

,

j

an important stronghold of the latter
people, thongb
little noticed
Here was the
by the Grecian writers.
chief station of their fleet, and here also were the winter

|

j

quarters of their army.

{Polyb

,

1,

21, 24.)

It

was taken by the Romans, with their fleet of 300 sail
(A.U.C. 500), and carefully guarded by them to prevent

Its

again falling into the hands of the foe.
(PoIt was
subsequently ranked among tbe

lyb., 1, 38.)

free cities of Sicily.

(Cic. in Verr., 3, 6.

— Mannert,

Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 400.)— II. A harbour on the
eastern coast of Attica, south of the promontory of
Cynosema, and opposite to the southern extremity of
Euboea.
It is now Porio Kaphtt.— lU. A harbour on
the coast of Achaia, east of Rhium and opposite NauIt is now Teket.
Plin.,
pactus.
{Thucyd., 2, 86.
IV. A name given to the harbour of Ephesus.
4, 5.)
V.
A
harbour in Crete, between Ri{Mela, 2, 7.)
thymna and Cytaeum. {Plin.,4:, 12.) VI. A town in
the Thracian Chersonese, between Cardia and Ccelos.

—

—

—

—

{Plin., 4, 11.)

Pansa, C. Vibius, consul with Hirtius the year afB.C. 43. He had previousserved under Caesar in Gaul, and had aided him as

ter Caesar's assassination,
ly

tribune of the
er.

commons

Though Pansa and

in attaining to

sovereign pow-

Hirtius had obtained the con-

sulship through Caesar's nomination, they nevertheless
becoming, in process of time, completely Romanized in joined the party of the senate after the death of the
laws, customs, and language, served as a rampart that dictator, and marched against Antony, who was beIn the first engagement
might be contided in against the Sclavonian lazyges sieging Brutus in Mutina.
After the Antony had the
and the Marcomanni, beyond the Danube.
advantage, and Pansa received two
fall of the Roman empire, Pannonia passed under the
but
mortal wounds
Antony himself was defeated the
power of the barbarians, especially the Huns, Avares, same day by Hirtius as he was returning to his camp.
vol.
and Bulgarians.
In
a
second
It was a
3, p. 304.)
{Majtnert, Geogr.,
engagement Hirtius also fell.
The chief city in Pannonia Superior was Carnuntum, current report at the time, that Glycon, the physician
now AUenbourg, a little to the east of Vindobona or in attendance on Pansa, having been gained over by
The chief city in Pannonia Inferior was Siir- Octavius, had taken off the Roman consul by poisonVienna.
miutn.
Another
{Sueton., Vit. Aug., 11.)
ing his wounds.
Panomph.^us, a surname of Jupiter, from his being account stated that Pansa, finding his wounds mortal,
"
omnium omi- sent for Octavius, and engaged him to become reconthe parent source of omen and augury,
num omnisque vaticimi auclory {Heyne ad 11. 8, ciled to Antony, unfolding to him, at the same time,
the project of the senate, which was to destroy the
250.)
Panope or Panopea, one of the Nereids, named partisans of Caesar by means of one another. Pansa
and
by Virgil as a representative of the whole number,
appears to have been a worthy man, and esteemed by
often invoked by manners.
{Hesiod, Theog., 250.
Cicero, who, without sharing his political sentiments,
lived on terms of intimacy with him.
Virg., Georg., 1, 437.~W., Mn., 5, 240, &c.)
{Biogr. Univ.,
on
the
of
in
the
a
vol. 32, p. 496.)
Tliebaid,
Panopolis,
city
Egypt
It
coast of
eastern bank of the Nile, and south of Antaeopolis.
a
river
on
the
eastern
small
Pantagyas,
was the capital of the Panopolitic Nome, and, as its Sicily, which falls into the sea between Megara and
name implies, sacred to the god Pan ("City of Pan''). Syracuse, according to Pliny (3, 8), after running a
According to the later traditions, however, it would short space in rough cascades over a rugged bed.
seem to have been sacred to the Pans or wood-deities {Virg. Mn., 3, 689.) Ptolemy writes the name IIuvdes- Taxog, and Thucydides YiavraKioq (6, 4).
collectively, and hence we find it in Strabo (812)
(ComPanthea, the wife of Abradates, celebrated for her
ignated by the appellation of liavuv Tro/ltf.
In some beauty and conjugal affection.
She slew herself on
Pint., de Is. et Os.)
pare Diod. Sic., 1, 18.
of the subsequent writers we find the place called Pa- the corpse of her husband, who had fallen in battle on
the side of the elder Cyrus.
{Ilin. Ant., p.
7ios, tbe term polis being omitted.
{^Xcn., Cyrop., 4, 6, 11.

—

;

—

,

—

—

The name Panopolis (IXavof koXi^) is sup166.)
posed to be merely a translation of the Egyptian term

—Id. ib., 7, 3, 14.)
Pantheon (or Pantheon),

was known to the natives
Chemmis, by which
This Chemmis, however, must not be
of the land.

cular form, built by

this city

confounded with the place of that name mentioned by
Herodotus (2, 91), and by which that historian intends
{Mannerf, Geogr.,
evidently to designate Coptos.
374.) The modern Akhenyn is supposed to occupy part of the site of the ancient Pano{Description de VEgyptc, vol. 4, p. 43, seqq.)
polis.
Panormus, I. now called Palermo, a town of Sicion the northwest part
ly, built by the Phoenicians,
of the island, with a good and capacious harbour.
The ancient name is derived from the excellence and
capaciousness of its harbour (Trdj- opfiog), and is equivalent to yl//-PorZ.
{Diod Sic, 22, hi.) It is uncertain, however, whether this name originated with tbe
Greeks, or was merely a translation of the Phoenician
one.
From the Phoenicians Panormus passed into the
hands of the Carthaginians, and was hi a long period
vol. 10, pt. 1, p.

a famous temple of a cir

M. Agrippa, son-in-law of Augustus,
in his third consulship, about 27 A. (3., and repaired by
Septimius Severus, and Caracalla. The architect wa»

The structure consists of a
Valerius of Ostia.
tunda, with a noble Corinthian octastyle portico
That the portico of the Pantheon
tached to it.
deed was erected by Agrippa, is testified by the

roatinirj-

Yet some
still
remaining on the frieze.
have supposed that he merely made that addition to
scription

Hirt, in his work on
the previously erected rotunda.
the Pantheon, very reasonably argues, that, there bethe whole structure
ing no direct proof to the contrary,
may safely be assumed to have been erected according
to one original plan, because without the portico it
would have been a lumpish and heavy mass. Hirt
farther rejects the idea of the rotunda's having been
but an entrance to public
originallv not a temple,
were greatly
It is certain that circular plans
baths.
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affected by the Romans both in their temples and other buildings, on which account their architecture presents a variety that does not occur in that of Greece.

—

The structure was dedicated lo Jupiter Ultor. Besides the statue of this god, however, there were in
six other niches as many colossal statues of other deities,

among which were

founders of the Julian

About

the other three

probability

those of

line,

Mars and Venus,

the

and that of Julius Caesar.

we know

but in all
nothing
they were the images of iEneas, lulus,

and Romulus.

The

edifice

was

;

called the

Pantheon

{JiavdeLov or Jldvdeov), not, as is commonly supposed,
from its having been sacred to all the gods (Trdf, "a//,"
and iJfdf, " a god"), but from its majestic dome,which
" all-divine" firmament
represented, as it were, the
"
"
and
The Pantheon is

—

a//,"
i^etof,
(Trdv,
divine''^).
by far the largest structure of ancient times, the external diameter
188
feet, and the height to the
being

summit

of the upper cornice 102, exclusive of the flat
or calotte, which makes the entire height about
148 feet.
The portico (103 feet wide) is, as has been

dome

said, octastyle, yet there are in all sixteen columns,
namely, two at the returns, exclusive of those at the
angles, and two others behind the third column from

each end, dividing the portico, internally, into three
aisles or avenues, the centre one of which is considerably the widest, and contains the great doorway wiihin
a very deep recess, while each of the others has a
But, although,
large semicircular tribune or recess.
independently of its recessed parts, the portico is only
three intercolumns in depth, its flanks present the
order continued in pilasters, making two additional
closed intercolumns, and the projection there from the
main structure about 70 feet
which circumstance
produces an extraordinary air of majesty. The columns are 47 English feet high, with bases and capitals
of while marble, and granite shafts, each formed out of
a single piece.
The interior diameter of the rotunda
is 142 feet, the thickness of the wall
being 23 feet
through the piers, between the exhedrae or recesses,
;

that containing the entrance, are
eight in number, and each, except that facing the entrance, is divided into three intercolumns by two columns (34.7 feet high), between antSB or angular pilas-

which, including

But as, besides being repaired and altered by
Septimius Severus, the interior has undergone many
changes, or, rather, corruptions, it is hardly possible
now to determine what it originally was. The dome
has five rows of coffers (now stripped of their decorations), and a circular opening in the centre, 26 feet
in diameter, which not only lights the interior perfectly, but in the most charming and almost magical manner.
Indeed, there has scarcely ever been but one
opinion as to the captivating effect thus produced, and
the exquisite beauty of the whole as regards plan and
ters.

—

general proportions.
{Encyclop. Us. KnowL, vol. 17,
Hirt, Geschichte dcr Baukunst, vol. 2, p.
p. 192.

—

The Pantheon is now commonly called
the Rotunda, from its circular form.
It was given to
Boniface IV. by the Emperor Phocas in 609, and was
dedicated as a Christian church to the Virgin and the

283, *eyy.)

Holy Martyrs, a quantity of whose relics were placed
In 830 Gregory IV. dedicated
under the great altar.
This consecration of the edifice,
it to all the saints.
however, seems to have afforded it no defence against
the subsequent spoliations, both of emperors and popes.
The plates of gilded bronze that covered the roof, the
bronze bassi relievi of the pediment, and the silver that
adorned the interior of the dome, were carried off by
Constans II. (A.D. 655), who destined them for his
but, being murderimperial palace at Constantinople
ed at Syracuse when on his return with them, they
were conveyed by their next proprietors to Alexanand thus the spoils of the Pantheon, won from
drea
the plunder of Egypt after the battle of Actium, by a
;

;

kind of poetical justice, reverted

072

to

their

original

Urban the Eighth carried off all that was left
to purloin, the bronze beams of the
portico, which
amounted in weight to more than forty-five millions of
source.

He

pounds.

records his plunder with great
complawalls of the portico, as

cency in an inscription on the
if it were a meritorious deed
self on having melted it down
nacle of St. Peter's, and the
;

seeming to pride himinto the frightful taberuseless cannon of the

Urban, who was one of the
gave a share of it to his nephthe embellishment of the Barberini
palace ;

castle of St. Angelo.
Barberini family, also
for

ew,
and

this

gave

rise to the pasquinade,

"

Quod nonfecerunt Barbari fecere Barberini.^'
But he did more mischief by adding than by taking
away, for he bestowed upon

two hideous

belfries, as
Beautiful as
the Pantheon is, it is
During eighteen centuries it has suffered from the dilapidations of
time and the cupidity of barbarians.
The seven steps
which elevated it above the level of ancient Rome are
buried beneath the modern pavement.
Its rotunda of
brick is blackened and decayed; its leaden dome, over-

a perpetual

monument

it

of his bad taste.
not what it was.

—

looked by the modern cupolas of every neighbouring
church, boasts no imposing loftiness of elevation the
marble statues, the bassi relievi, the brazen columns,
have disappeared ; its ornaments have vanished
its
;

;

granite columns have lost their lustre, and its marble
all looks dark and
capitals their purity
neglected, and
;

Yet, under every dissplendour is gone for ever.
advantage, it is still beautiful, pre-eminently heautiful.
No eye can rest on the noble simplicity of the matchless portico without admiration, and without
feeling,
its

what is 8D rarely felt, that there is nothing wanted to
Its beauty is of
desire, nothing committed to rectify.
that sort which, while the fabric stands, time has no

power
vol.

to destroy.

1, p.

Panthkus,
and

{Rome

in the Nineteenth Century,

254.)
or

Panthus, a Trojan, son of Othryas,
He fell in the nocturnal combat

priest of Apollo.

described by Virgil as attendant on the taking of Troy
He was father of Polydamas, Eu(JSn., 2, 429).
{Horn., II. , 3, 146 ; 15,
phorbus, and Hyperenor.
522 ) The story which Servius. and also Eustalhius
relate, of Panthus's having been by birth a Delphian,
and of his having been brought away from Delphi to
Troy to explain an oracle for King Priam, is a fiction
of the posthomeriic bards.
{Eustath. ad iZ., 12, 225.

ad Virg., JEn., 2, 318.)
Panthoides, a patronymic of Euphorbus, the son

—Heyne

of Pantheus.

{Vid. Euphorbus.

—Horat.,

Od.,

1,

28,

10.)

PANTicAPiEUM, a city in the Tauric Chersonese, on
the shore of the Cimmerian Bosporus, and opposite to
Ptolemy gives the
Phanagoria on the Asiatic shore.

name

as Panlicapcea (TLavriKUTTaia).
It was founded
by a Milesian colony, and lay on a hill, and was in
C)n the east side was a
circumference 20 stadia.
good harbour, and also an inner and stronger one

This place was the capital of the kings of
Bosporus, and was also known bv the name of Bosporus as early as the time of Demosthetjes.' Some
writers erroneously distinguish between the two appellations, as if they belonged to different cities.
The modern Kertsch lies near the
{Eutrop., 7, 9.)
iyedpLOv).

site

vol.

of the ancient Panticapaeum.
(Mannert, Geogr.,
Here Mithradates the Great
4, p. 307, seqq.)

ended

his days.
Pany.Xsis, a native of Samos, or, according to others, of Halicarnassus (for his country is uncertain ; we
He
only know that he was an uncle of Herodotus).

flourished about 490 B.C., and was regarded as an excellent epic poet, the Alexandrean critics having subsequently assigned him the fourth place in the Epic canon.

He was the author of an Heracleid, in fourteen books, to
which, according to Valckenaer's conjecture, belong two

PAP
fragments found
ocritus, but

PAP

in the collection

which others

of the works of The-

but they appear in later times, like several other n»*
tions in the remote parts of the Persian empire, to

Both

attribute to Pisander.

On the return of
they were governed by
to have been a
satrap

in regarding ibem as worthy
parties, however, agree
of a writer of the first merit, and above the strength of
Theocritus.
Hermann, however, does not adopt this
He recognises, it is true, in these pieces an
opinion.
imitation of Homer ; but he discovers in the prosody
certain licenses which were unknown to the epic poets,
and only introduced by the bucolic ones. {Orphica,
cd. Hermann, p. 691.) Besides, these pieces are written in ])oric, whereas Panyasis made use of the Ionic
dialect.
According to Suidas, he also composed Ele-

did not hesitate to afford assistance to the Greeks.
After the death of Alexander, Paphlagonia, together
with Cappadocia, fell to the share of Eumenes.
{Diod. Sic, 18, 3.)
It subsequently formed part of the
kingdom of Pontus but, after the conquest of Pontus
by the Romans, it appears to hare been allowed to

There exist, likewise, some othgies entitled 'luviKci.
er fragments of Panyasis.
They are all found in the
collections of Winterton, Gaisford, and Boissonade.
Muller, Die
(Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., rol. 2, p. Ul.

have kings of its own, the last of whom was Deiota^
Under th«
rus, the son of Castor.
{Strabo, 564.)
early Roman emperors it did not form a separate province, but was united to Galatia till the time of Con-

have been only nominally subjects.

Ten Thousand we find that
Cory las, who does not appear
the

(Xenophon

calls

him apx^v, Anab.,

6, 1, 2),

and who

;

—

who first erected it into a separate province.
The chain of
[Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 17, p. 216.)
mountains in the southern part of Paphlagonia was
covered
with
which
abundance
of exforests,
yielded
Cyprus.
Paphlaoonia (ITa^Aayovio), a province of Asia cellent timber for ship-building, and various kinds of
Minor, also called Pylaemenia, according to Pliny (6, wood for tables and other ornamental works.
They
contained also salt-mines.
Eudoxus reports that fosIt was bounded on the north by the Euxine, on
2).
the south by the part of Phrygia afterward called Ga- sil fish were likewise to be found in some parts of the
The plains afforded
latia, on the east by Pontus, and on the west by Bi{Strabo, 561, 563.)
country.
It was separated from Bithynia by the river rich pastures for horses and cattle, and the mules of
thynia.
Parthenius, and from Pontus by the Halys, which was the Paphlagonian Heneti were celebrated as early as
The sheep of the
also its eastern boundary in the time of Herodotus (1, the days of Homer {II. 2, 852).
6).
Paphlagonia is described by Xenophon {Anab., 5, country adjoining the Halys furnished wool much esteemed for the fineness of its quality {Strabo, 546) ;
6, 6) as a country having very beautiful plains and very
and the Euxine, along the whole extent of coast, supIt is traversed by two chains of
high mountains.
west
mountains running parallel to one another from
plied great quantities of excellent fish ; especially the
to east.
The higher and more southerly of these kind of tunny called pelamys. {Strabo, 545. AtheCramer thinks that the Paphlagochains, called Olgassys by Ptolemy, is a contiiluation of ncBus, 7, p. 307.)
the great mountain chain which extends from the Hel- nians were of the same race with the Bithyni, Mysi,
that is, that they were a Thracian peolespont to Armenia, and was known to the ancients and Phryges
under the names of Ida and Temnon in Mysia, and ple, and that they came in from the West, driving the
Olympus in the neighbourhood of Prusias. Strabo, Leuco-Syri from the country, and finally compelling
hov^rever, appears to give the name of Olgassys to the them to retire beyond the Halys.
{Cramefs Asia
chain of mountains in the northern part of Paphlago- Minor, vol. 1, p. 217, scqq.)
nia, on which the Paphlagonians had built many temPaphos, I. Palaepaphos (Old Paphos), a very anThe country between these two chains is drain- cient city of Cyprus, on the southwestern side of the
ples.
The island, situate on a rising ground near the little river
ed by the Amnias, which flows into the Halys.
Strabo places
only river of importance, besides the Amnias and the Bucarus.
{Hesych., s. v. Bw/capof.)
It was peculiarly
Halys, was the Parthenius, which is said by Xeaophon it ten stadia from the coast.
to be impassable {Anab.. 5, 6, 9),
In the neighbour- famed for the worship of Venus, who was fabled to
hood of Pompeiopolis, in the central part of the prov- have been wafted hither after her birth amid the
Dorier, vol. 2, p. 471, German work.)
Paphi.i, I. a surname of Venus, because worshipII. An ancient name of the island of
ped at Paphos.

stantine,

—

—

I

,

j

'

—

—

;

ince, was a mountain called Sandaracurgium, where,
according to Strabo (562), sandaraca was obtained in
mines, which were worked by criminals, who died in
great numbers-on account of the unhealthiness of the
The sandaraca spoken of by Strabo was
labour.
probably the same as sinopis, which was a kind of red
ochre, obtained by the Greeks from Sinope, from
which place it derived its name. The Paphlagonians
are said by Homer (//., 2, 851, scq.) to have come to
the assistance of the Trojans under the command of
This
Pylaemenes, from the country of the Heneti.
mention of the Heneti in connexion with the Paphlaseems
to
have
some
of
the
ancient
gonians
puzzled
writers.
Several explanations of the passage were
but
the
one
which
appeared most probable to
given
Strabo (544) was, that the Heneti were a Paphlagonian people, who followed Pylaemenes to Troy, and
after the death of their leader emigrated to Thrace,

—

;

and at length wandered to Italy, where they settled
under the name of Veneti. Pliny (6, 2) also connects
the Heneti of Homer with the Veireti of Italy, upon
the authority of Cornelius Nepos.
ics,

Few modern

however, will be disposed to attach

much

crit-

credit

to a rambling story of this kind, which seems to have
arisen merely from the similarity of the two names.

—

The Paphlagonians were subdued by
{Vid. Veneti.)
CrcEsus.
{Herod., 1, 28.)
They afterward formed a
part of the Persian empire, and were governed by a satrap in the reign of Darius-Hystaspis {Herod., 7, 72)

;

—

The
waves.
Tacitus, Hist., 2, 3.)
{Mela, 2, 7.
Grecian writers give, as the founder of the place,
Cinyras the son of Apollo, or Pap.hos the son of Cinyras, about the time of the Trojan war.
Apollodorua
also makes Cinyras to have been a Syrian monarch (3,
14.
Compare Hcync, ad lac. Obs., p. 325). Tacitus
makes it to have been founded by Aerias; at least he
names him as the founder of the temple he adds,
however, that a later tradition assigns the origin of the
Ann., 3, 62.) Eutemple to Cinyras. {Hist., 2, 3.
sebius carries back the founding of the city to the
time of the Hebrew Gideon. {Chron., n. 590.) The

—

;

—

—

Phoenician or Syrian origin of the place was clearly
shown by the worship established here ; for Veniis
Urania was here adored under the same attributes and
with the same licentiousness as the Syrian goddess at

Ascalon, Emesa, and elsewhere in that country. The
She
goddess was not of human shape.
was represented under the form of a white, round, co-

effigy of the

rneal stone.

— Clem. {Tyrius
Alex.,

Max.

Diss., 38.

—

Tacit., Hist.,

The office
protrept, 29, scqq.)
of high-priest was next in rank to the regal dignity.
The worship of the goddess continued long after the
2, 3.

ancient city was completely sunk in importance, and
had been supplanted by the Paphos of later origin.
Annual processions were still made to the earlier temthe most sacred of any, and
ple, which was regarded as
with it.
acquired great fame by an oracle connected
Pococke found many ruins on this ancient site.

—

—

97a

PAP
vol. 6, pt.

{Mannert, Gcogr.,

PAP
1, p.

584, seqq.)

—

IT.

city of Cyprus, on the
and north of Palaepaphos.

Neapaphos (New Paphos), a
western coast of the island,

According to Strabo (683), the distance between the
two places was sixty stadia, while the Peutinger Tables give eleven miles.
The place had a good harbour, was adorned with handsome temples, and was
the capital of a separate principality.
(Diod. Sic,
Under the Roman sway, it was the chief
20, 21.)
Strabo and Paucity of the whole western coast.
sanias (8, ft) make the Arcadian Agapenor to have
been the founder of the place, having been driven
hither by a storm on his return from Troy.
Stcphanus of Byzantium asserts, that the previous name of
this city was Erythra
and, if he be correct, Agapenor could only have enlarged and strengthened it.
Paphos suffered severely from earthquakes, and particThat emularly from one in the reign of Augustus.
peror not only aided the suffering inhabitants, but also
the
directed
city, when rebuilt, to be called by his name.
;

The earlier appellation, however, eventually prevailed.
Strabo and Ptolemy make no mention of any AugusIt appears
ta, but merely of a city called Paphos.
from Tacitus, that the worship of Venus was yet remaining in the reign of Titus, who visited Paphos,
and made many inquiries about the rites and customs
of the place.

— Sueton.,
tings,

both

{Tacit., Hist., 2,

Vit.

Tit

5.)

2.—Id, Ann.,

Paphos appears

3, 62.

and

yet marked by some ruins, and the name of
Baffo serves sufficiently to attest their identity. (Cramer^s Asia Mtmtr, vol. 2, p. 376.
Manner/, Geogr.,
site

is

—

vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 585.)
For an account of the
of antiquity in this quarter, consult Turner^s

remains

Tour

in

the Levant, vol. 2, p. 557.

Papi.\ Lex, I. de peregrinis, by C. Papius Celsus,
tribune of the commons, A.U.C 638, which required
that all foreigners should depart from Rome, excepting
those who were inhabitants of Italia Propria.
{Dio

Cass., 37, 9.—Cic., de Off., 3. II.— Hemecc, Antiq.
Rom., p. 345, ed. Havbold) TI. Another, called Pama Foppeea, because it was proposed by the consuls
It was
Papius and Poppaeus, A.U.C. 762.
passed at
the desire of Augustus, and enforced and enlarged the
Julian law for promoting population, and repairing the
desolation occasioned by the civil wars.
( Vid. Julia
lex de martlandis ordinibus.)
Papias, one of the early Christian writers in the
Greek language, was bishop of Hierapolis in Asia at
the beginning of the second century.
According to
Cave, he flourished in the year 110; according to
Rewrote a work in five books,
others, in 115 or 116.
" An
entitled
Explanation of the Words (or Oracles)
of the Lord,''"' which is now lost. In a passage of this

—

work, quoted by Eusebius, Papias professes to have
taken great pains to gain information respecting Christianity from those who had known the Apostles, and
some remarkable statements of his respecting the
AcApostles and Evangelists are still preserved.
cording to Irenaeus, he was himself a hearer of John
and a companion of Polycarp. He is said by Eusebius to have been a Millenarian, and a man of little
" from his own
" as
mind,
appears," says Eusebius,
writings."
Hist. Lit.,

{Euseb., Hist.
s. V.

—Lardner's

Eccles.,

3,

39.

— Cave,

Credibility, pt. 2, c. 9

)

Papinianus, ^milius, a celebrated Roman lawyer.
He was born A.D. 175, and was a pupil of the jurist

Q. Cervidius SctEvola

at the

same time with Septim-

Under Marcus Auius Severus, afterward emperor.
relius he held the office of advocatus fisci. in which he
succeeded S. Severus.

was

After Severus became em-

magisier and pr<zfectus prcetorio ; and the monarch had so high an
opinion of him, that at his death he recommended his
The former,
sons Caracalla ond Geta to his care.
peror, Papinian

974

his libellorum

his body dragged through the streets of Rome.
The
reputation of Papinian as a lawyer was so high, that
Valentinian III. ordered that, whenever the opinions
of the judges were divided, Papinian's should be fol-

lowed.
The Roman law- students, too, when they
had reached the third year of their studies (the whole

number of years being

five),

were called Papinian-

{Papinianistce), and a festival was celebrated on
the occasion of commencing his work.
Papinian

ists

composed several works, among which were twentyseven books of "Questions on the Law;" nineteen of
"Responses" or "Opinions;" two of "Definitions;"
two upon " Adultery ;" and one upon the " Laws of
..^diles."
Extracts from all his works are found in
the " Digest."
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p.
285 )

name of a patrician and plebeian gens
Rome, who were at first called Papisii. {Cic, Ep.

Papirii, the

in later wri-

ecclesiastical, as an episcopal
of the most noted in the island.
The

civil

town, and one

,

having brutally murdered his brother Geta, enjomed
on Papinian to compose a discourse in accusation of
the deceased, in order to excuse his barbarity in the
With this mandate
eyes of the senate and people.
the prefect not only refused to comply, but he
nobly
observed that it was easier to commit a parricide than
to excuse it, and that slander of innocence was a
second parricide.
Caracalla, enraged bv this refusal, secretly induced the prastorian guards to mutiny, and demand their leader's head; and. apparently
to satisfy them, Papinian was executed in 212, and

in

This gens was divided into several
9, 21.)
such as the Mugillani, Crassi, Cursores, and
Massones, and the most celebrated of the different individuals of these families was L. Papirius Cursor.
He was the grandson of the L. Papirius Cursor who
was censor in the year in which Rome was taken by
the Gauls, and son of Spurius Papirius Cursor, who
was military tribune B.C. 379. {Liv., 6, 27 )
first read of L.
Papirius Cursor as master of the horse

ad Fam.,
families,

— We

who was created dictator B.C.
339, by the consul Manlius, in order to carry on the
war against the Antiates. {Liv., 8, 12.
Cic., Ep. ad
Fam., 9, 21.) The time of his first consulship is
doubtful.
Livy mentions C. Poetilius and L. Papirius
Mugillanus as consuls B.C. 325; but he adds, that,
instead of Papirius Mugillanus, the name of Papirius
to L. Papirius Crassus,

—

(yursor

Dunng
Papnia

in some annals.
{Livy, 8, 28.)
the year of their consulship the Lex Pxtiliawas passed, which enacted that no one should

was found

be kept in fetters or bonds except for a crime which
deserved them, and only until he had suffered the punit also enacted that
ishment which the law provided
creditors should have a right to attach the goods, but
:

In the
not the persons, of their debtors.
{Liv., I. c.)
following year, Papirius Cursor, who is said by Livy
(8, 29) to have been considered at that ti.me the most
illustrious general o{ his age, was appointed dictator
He apto carry on the war against the Samnites.
pointed Q. Fabius Maximus his master of the horse
and during his absence at Rome to renew the auspices, Fabius attacked the enemy contrary to his comOn his return to
mands, and gained a signal victory.
the camp he commanded Fabius to be put to death ;
but the soldiers espousing the cause of the latter, the
execution was delayed till the following day, before
which time Fabius had an opportunity of escaping to
Rome, where he placed himself under the protection
The proceedings which followed are
of the senate.
interesting to the student of the constitutional history
of Rome, as they show that an appeal could be made
to the people from the decision of a dictator, which is
in accordance with a remark of Livy in another part
:

of his history (3, 55), that, after the decemvirs were
expelled from Rome, a law was passed, enacting that,
in future, no magistrate should be made from whom
there should be no appeal.
Papirius demanded Faand as neither the entreaties of
bius of the senate
;

PAR

PAP
the senators nor those of the father of Fabius, who
had been dictator and three times consul, could induce

Papirius to pardon him, the father of Fabius appealed
and at length, at the earnest entreaties
of the people and the tribunes of the commons, the
life of Fabius was spared.
Papirius named a new
master of the horse, and, on his return to the army,
defeated the Samnites, and put an end to the war at
the time.
{Liv., 8, 29, seqq.)
Papirius was elected
consul a second time, with Q. Publius Philo, in B.C.
320. and again defeated the Samnites; and apparently
a third time in the following year, though there appears
to be some doubt upon the latter point.
{Liv., 9, 7,
He was consul for the fourth time in B.C.
seqq.)
315 {Liv., 9, 22), and for the fifth time in B.C. 313.
to the people,

He was again named dictator in B.C.
309, to carry on the war against his old enemies the
Samnites, whom he defeated with great slaughter, and
obtained, on account of his victory, the honours of a
triumph {Liv., 9, 38, seqq.) after which time we find
no more mention of him. Papirius Cursor, says liivy
(9, 16), was considered the most illustrious man of his
age, and it was thought he would have been equal to
contend with Alexander the Great, if the latter, after
the conquest of Asia, had turned his arms against Eu{Liv., 9, 38.)

;

—

II.
{Encycl. Use. Knowl, vol. 17, p. 218.)
of this family received the surname of Pratextatus, from an action of his while still wearing the prcetexta, or youthful gown, and before he had assumed the

rope.

One

often referred to by mathematicians, the use,
namely,
of the centre of gravity for the dimension of figures.
owe to Pappus also an elegant though indirect solution of the famous problem of the trisection of an
"
angle.
Pappus," observes a writer in the American
" is the
Quarterly Review (No. 21, p. 124),
only name
worthy of note that occurs to fill up the great blank

We

between Archimedes and the

;

fundamental error upon which all his investigations
proceeded, that some force was necessary to keep a
body even on a plane of no inclination."
Only parts
of the Greek text of the Collections have been pubhave a Latin version of six books, from
lished.
the third to the end of the work, made by Commandino, an Italian mathematician of the sixteenth century.
It was printed at Pesaro in 1588, fol., with a commentary by Ubaldi, and afterward revised by ManoA fraglessius, and reprinted at Bologna, 1660, fol.
ment of the Greek text of the second book was given
by Wallis at the end of his Aristarchus, Oxon., 1688,
8vo, and in the third volume of his Opera Mathematica.
The second part of the fifth book was published
by Eisenmann, professor in "L'Ecole royale des ponts

—

We

A part of the preface
given in the Prolegomena of
Gregory's Euclid, Oxon., 1703, fol., and the entire
preface in the edition of ApoUonius of Perga, Oxon.,
Meibomius has inserted some lemmas
1706, 8vo.
from the seventh book in his Dialogi de Proportioniet chaussees," Paris, 1824, fol.

of the seventh book

to the republic to give two
two husbands to one wife.

city of

virilis, or

gown

;

;

wives to one husband, or
The mother of Papirius

was alarmed, and she communicated the secret to the
other Roman matrons, and on the morrow they assembled in large numbers before the senate-house, bathed
in tears, and earnestly entreating that one woman
might
have two husbands rather than one husband two wives.
The senators were astonished at so singular an appli-

but young Papirius modestly explained the
cause, and the fathers, in admiration of his ready tact,
passed a decree, that for the future boys should not be
allowed to come to the senate with their fathers, exThis regulation continued until
cept Papirius alone.
the time of Augustus, who rescinded it.
{Macroh.,
cation

;

1,6)
Pappus, a celebrated mathematician of Alexandrea,
who lived towards the end of the fourth century. He
is known
by his Mathematical Collections {Madrj/nartKcl avvayuyal), in eight books, and by other works,
among which were a Commentary on Ptolemy's Almagest, a work on Geography, a Treatise on Military

mechanicians of

ner that his illustrious predecessor had that of the le*
his attention, however, was principally directed
ver
In this he failed, owing to the
to the inclined plane.

of manhood.
It was
customary
in those days for fathers to take their young sons to
the senate-house when anything important was under
discussion, in order that they might sooner become
familiarized with public affairs.
The father of young
Papirius took him on one of these occasions, while a
matter of considerable moment was pending
and it
having been deemed advisable to adjourn the debate
unto the morrovv, an injunction of secrecy was laid
upon all who were present. The mother of young Papirius wished to know what had passed in the senate
but the son, unwilling to betray the secrets of that assembly, amused his parent by telling her that it had
been debated whether it would be more advantageous

toga

Italian

the sixteenth century.
He attempted to ascertain the
principle of all the simple machines, in the same man-

is

fol.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
Univ., vol. 32, p. 538.)
or
PxVLJErlcM
-taceni, a people of Persia, occupying the mountain range between that country and
Their territory was called by the Greeks PaMedia.

bus, Hafnice, 1655,

49.— Bzo^r.

7, p.

raetacene, and Stephanus Byzantinus makes mention of
a city in it by the name of Para?taca (p. 626.
Died.

—

Sic, 19,

Z\.—Arnav,

3,

19.— P/in.,

6, 26).

Par.«tonium, a strongly-fortified place, the frontierEgypt on the side of Libya, and situate on the

It had, including its harcoast of the Mediterranean.
bour, a circuit of about 40 stadia. (iS/rai., 798.) .Jus-

and strengthened it. {Proco]).,deMdif.,
Strabo gives the distance from Alexandrea at
about 1300 stadia: Scylax makes ii 1700, and Pliny
1600.
Ptolemy removes Paraetonium from AlexanThe modem
drea 3*^ 30', or 35 geographical miles.
name is Al Bareton. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt.
tinian repaired

6, 2.)

—

2, p. 29, seqq.)

Parasanges

{Jlapaadyyt)^), in Latin Parasanga^

a parasang, or Persian measure of length, which, according to Herodotus (2, 6 ; 5. 53; 6, 42), was equal
to 30 stadia ; and if we reckon eight stadia as equal
to one English mile, the parasang was consequently
Hesychius and
equal to nearly four English miles.
Suidas also give the length of the parasang at 30 sta-

dia

and Xenophon must have calculated

;

it

at the

same

2. 2. 6) that 16,050
length, since he says {Anah.,
stadia are equal to 535 parasangs (16,050 -^535=30).
that the length o«
(6, 30), however, informs us,

Pliny
Engines, a Commentary on Aristarchus of Samos, &.c. the parasang was reckoned differently by diflferenl auHis Collections have chiefly come down to us of thors and Strabo (518) states, that some reckoned i»
The Arahis other productions we have merely some fragments. at 60, others at 40, and others at 30 stadia.
The last five books of the Collections remain entire
bian geographers {Freytag. Lex. Arab. s. v. Farsakh)
which agrees with the
the third is acephalous, wanting the commencement. reckon it
equal to three miles,
Wallis published a fragment of the second.
The first statements of English travellers (quoted by Rodiger,
two books contained the Greek Arithmetic. What in Ersch and Gruhcr's Encyclop'ddic), who estimate it
we have of the work is interesting, on account of the variously at from 3^ to 4 English miles. Franklm
extracts it contains from works that are now lost, and {Tour to Persia,
reckons it at four miles: Ousp. 17)
and 3 J miles
it merits the careful
perusal of those who make re- \ey {Travels, vol. 1, p. 23) at between 3i
Bearches into the history of the exact sciences.
Mon- and Kinneir {Geogr. of Persia, p. 57) at 3 J miles.—
tucla ascribes to
and is derived from the
Pappus the first idea of the principle Parasans* is a Persian word,
;

;

;

;
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ancient Far sang, which is pronounced in modern PerIt has been changed in Arabic into
sian Ferseng.
Various etymologies have been proposed
Farsakh.
The latter part of the word is thought
for the term.
" a
to be the Persian seng,
stone," and the terra might
thus be derived from the stones which were placed to
mark the distances in the road. Bohlen (quoted by

of mortals.

Wor

(Consult Scheller, Lot. Deutsch.

terb., s. V.)

Paris, the son of Priam, king of Troy, by Hecuba,
and also called Alexander. He was destined, even before his birth, to become the ruin of his country
and
;

when his mother, being about to lie-in of him, had
dreamed that she brought forth a torch which set all IlRodiger) supposes the first part of the word to be ium in flames, the soothsayer iEsacus declared that the
the preposition /era, and compares the word with the child would prove the ruin of his country, and recomLatin ad lapidcm.
{Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 17, p. mended to expose it. As soon as born, the babe was

The
241.)
given to a servant to be left on Ida to perish.
Parc.(E. the Fates, called also Fata, and in Greek domestic oheyed, but, on returning at the end of five
Moipci {MoircB). In the Iliad, with the exception of days, he found that a bear had been nursing the infant.
one passage (20, 49), the Moira is spoken of in the Struck with this strange event, he took home the insingular number, and as a person, almost exactly as we fant, reared him as his own son, and named him Paris.
nse the word Fale.
But in the Odyssey this word is When Paris grew up he distinguished himself by his
employed as a common substantive, followed by a gen- strength and courage in repelling robbers from the
The The- flocks, and the shepherds, in consequence, named him
itive of the person, and signifying decree.
ogony of Hesiod limits the Fates, like so many other Alexander {Man-protector), or, according to the Greek
goddesses, to three, and gives them Jupiter and The- form, kM^avdpoq {aizo rov aXt^eiv rovg avdpac).
mis for their parents. {Theog., 904.) In an interpo- In this state of seclusion, too, he united himself to the
lated passage of the same poem (v. 217) they are class- nymph CEnone, whose tragical fate is elsewhere related.
ed among the children of Night ; and Plato, on his ( Vid. CEnone. ) Their conjugal happiness was soon disAt the marriage of Peleus and Thetis, the god{Rep., turbed
part, makes them the daughters of Necessity.
Their names
Hesiod are Clotho(Spm- dess of Discord, who had not been invited to partake
10, 617.)
of the entertainment, showed her displeasure by throwstcr), Lachesis {Allotler), and Atropos {Unchangeable) ; but he does not speak of their spinning the ing into the assembly of the gods who were at the celedestinies of men.
This office of theirs is, however, bration of the nuptials a golden apple, on which were
It is probable
written the words 'H KUAr^ XaSiru, ''Let the beauty
noticed
both the Iliad and Odyssey.
that Homer, in accordance with the sublime fiction in (among you) take me."
Juno, Minerva, and Venus
the Theogony, regarded the Fates as the offspring of laying claim to it, and Jove being unwilling to decide,
Jupiter and Order, for in him they are but the minis- the god commanded Mercury to lead the three deities
ters of Jupiter, in whose hands are the issues of all to Mount Ida, and to intrust the decision of the affair
{Nitzch, ad Od., 3, 236.) -5;]schylus makes to the shepherd Alexander, whose judgment was to be
things.
even Jupiter himself subject to the Fates. {Prom. definitive. The goddesses appeared before him, and
'

.

m

m

—

—

Ac- urged their respective claims, and each, to influence
Vinct., 515.
KtiglUley's Mythology, p. 195.)
cording to the popular mythology, Cloiho held the dis- his decision, made him an alluring offer of future adJuno endeavoured to secure his preference
of
the thread of vantage.
taff, Lachesis span each one's portion
existence, and Atropos cut it off: hence the well- by the promise of a kingdom, Minerva by the gift of
intellectual superiority and martial renown, and Venus
known hne expressing their respective functions
him the fairest woman in the world for his
'^Clothe colum retinet, Lachesis net, et Atropos occat.^^ by offering
To Venus he assigned the prize, and brought
wife.
The more correct explanation, however, is to make upon himself, in consequence, the unrelenting enmity
Clotho spin, Lachesis mark out each one's portion, of her two disappointed rivals, which was extended
The Latin writers indulge in also to his whole family and the entire Trojan race.
and Atropos sever it.
various views of the functions of the Parcae, as sug- Soon after this event, Priam proposed a contest
among
Thus his sons and other princes, and promised to reward
gested by their own ingenuity of elucidation.
Apuleius {De Mundo, sub fin. ) makes Clotho preside the conqueror with one of the finest bulls of Mount
over the present, Atropos the past, and Lachesis the Ida.
Persons were sent to procure the animal, and it
an idea probably borrowed from Plato, who was found in the possession of Paris, who reluctantly
future
introduces the Moirae singing tu yeyovoTa, to, ovra, yielded it
The shepherd, desirous of obtaining
up.
Ta iieTCkovTa. {Rep.,\0,&\7.) So
the Scandinaagain this favourite animal, went to Troy, and entered
vian mythology, the Norns or Destinies, who are also the lists of the combatants.
Having proved successthree in number, are called Urdur, Verdandi, and ful
against every competitor, and having gained an
"
"
" Future."
or
and
AcSkuld,
Past,"
Present,"
advantage over Hector himself, that prince, irritated
cording to Fulgentius {Mythol., 1, 7), Clotho presides at seeing himself conquered by an unknown stranger,
over nativity, Atropos over death, and Lachesis over
pursued him closely, and Paris must have fallen a
The term Moira {Molpa) comes victim to his brother's resentment had he not fled to
each one's lot in life.
from fieipcj, ''to divide"*^ or ''portion out.^^ The or- the altar of Jupiter. This sacred place of refuge predinary etymology for the word Parca. deduces it by served his life; and Cassandra, the daughter of Priam,
antiphrasis from parco, "to spare," because they never struck with the similarity of the features of Paris to
Martian. Capell.
those of her brothers, inquired his birth and his age.
(Serv. ad Mn., 1, 26.
spared.
Donat.
JDiomed., ap. Voss., Etymol.) Varro derives From these circumstances she soon discovered that he
"
a payiendo,^^ because they presided over the birth was her brother, and as such she introduced him to
It
of men {Aul. GclL, 3, 16) or, to quote his own words, her father and to his children.
Priam, thereupon, for''Parca, immuiata litera una, a partu nominata." Scal- getful of the alarming predictions of iEsacus, acknowl"
to spare," in a difiger makes it come from parco,
edged Paris as his son, and all enmity instantly ceased
Not long after
ferent sense from Servius and the other grammarians between the new-comer and Hector.
to
him, only one of this, at the instigation of Venus, who had not forgotten
quoted above because, according
the Fates cuts the thread of existence, whereas of the her promise to him, Paris proceeded on his memorable
other two, one gives life and the other prolo^^-s it.
voyage to Greece, from which the soothsaying Helenus
Perhaps, after all, the best explanation (supposing the and Cassandra had in vain endeavoured to deter him.
word ParccB to be of Latin origin) is that which makes The ostensible object of the voyage was to procure in" to
it come from
parco,
spare," not by antiphrasis, formation respecting his father's sister Hesione, who
nor in accordance with Scaliger's notion, but because had been given in marriage by Hercules to his follower
The real motive.
these deities were invoked m prayer to spare the lives Telaraon, the monarch of Salamis.
:

—

;

m

—

—

—

—

;

;
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however, which prompted the enterprise, was a wish
to obtain, m the person of Helen, then the fairest
woman of her time, a fulfilment of what Venus had
ofl'ered him when he was deciding the contest of
beauty.
Arriving at Sparta, where Menelaiis. the husof Helen, was reigning, he met with an hospitable re-

Menelaus soon

after having sailed away
but,
ception
to Crete, the Trojan prince availed himself of his absence, seduced the affections of Helen, and bore her
;

away to his native city, together with a large portion
of the wealth of her husband. (Consult remarks under
the article Helena.)
Hence ensued the war of Troy,
which ended in the total destruction of that ill-fated
Paris, though represented in
general as efifeminate and vain of his personal appearance, yet distinguished himself during the siege of
{l^id.

city.

Troja.)

Troy by wounding Diomede, Machaon, Antilochus,
and Palamedes, and subsequently by discharging the
dart which proved fatal to Achilles.
Venus took him
under her special protection, and, in the single combat with Menelaiis, rescued him from the vengeance
of the

The circumstances

latter.

mentioned under the
A.

3.

—

of his death are

CEnone.

article

(Diet. Cret., 1,

273.—

Apollod., 3, IZ.—Hygin., fab., 92,
Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 57, 61, 63, 86, &c.)
Pakisi, a British nation lying to the north of the
Coritani, and occupying the district which is called
Holderness, or, according to Camden, the whole EastRiding of Yorkshire. They are supposed to have derived their name from the two British words paur isa,

signify low pasture, and which are descriptive
of the situation and uses of their country.
Their cap-

which

ital

was Petuaria.

(Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 2, pt. 2,

p. 187.)

now Iiar&, the
{Vid. Lutetia.

Parish, a people and city of Gaul,
capital of the

kingdom of France.

—

Cas., B. G., 6, 3.)
Parisus, a river of Pannonia, falling into the Danube according to Mannerl, the Mur, in the Hungarian
{Mannerly Geogr., vol. 3, p. 489.)
part of its course.
Parium, now Camanar, a town of Asia Minor, in
Mysia Minor, on the Propontis, southwest of Linus,
and northeast from Paesus. It was founded by the
Milesians and Parians.
Paul. Lex.,
{Plin., 5, 32.

{Diog. Laett., 9, 23. -^Plut, Adv. Colot., 32.— StraThe time when he lived has been much disbo, 252.)
puted.
According to Plato {Parmen., 127), Parmenides, at the age of sixty-five, accompanie*l by Zeno,
at the

age of forty, viaited Athena during the greaw
Panathenaea, and stopped at the house of Pythodorus.
As this visit to Athens probably occurred about B.C
454 {Clinton, Fast. Hell., p. 364), Parmenides would
have been born about B.C. 519.
But to this date two
objections are urged
first, that Diogenes Laertius (9,
23) says that Parmenides flourished {f/Kfio^e) in th«
69th Olympiad ; and,, secondly, that Socrates is stated
;

by Plato, in his dialogue entitled Parmenides, to have
conversed with Parmenides and Zeno on the doctrine
of ideas, which we can
hardly suppose to have been
the case, as Socrates at that time was
only thirteen or
fourteen. Athenseus, accordingly (11,
p. 605), has censured Plato for saying that such a
dialogue ever took
But in reply to these objections it may be replace.
marked, first, that little reliance can be placed upon
the vague statement of such a careless writer as Dioand, secondly, that the dialogue which Plato
represents Socrates to have had with Parmenides and
Zeno is doubtless fictitious ; yet it was founded on a
fact, that Socrates, when a boy, had heard Parmenides
at Athens.
Plato mentions, both in the *' Thecetetits'^
(p. 183) and the ''Sophistes*' (p. 127), that Socrates

genes

;

was very young
des.

We

menides.
the latter

{ttuvv viog) when he heard Parmenihave no other particulars of the life of ParHe taught Empedocles and Zeno, and with
lived on the most intimate terms.
{PUUOt

He

always spoken of by the ancient
In the " Thecetetus^^ (p. 183) Plato compares him with Homer ; and
*'
in the ''Sophistes" (p. 237) he calls him
the Great."
(Compare Aristot., Met., 1,5.) Parmenides wrote a
"
cited
the
title
by
poem, which is usually
Of Nature*^

Parmen., 127.)

is

writers with the greatest respect.

— Sext.

Empir., adv. Mathem., 7, 111.
which also
bore other titles. Suidas calls- it <^vcLo7.oyia {s. v. Hapand adds, on the authority of Plato, that he also
[levid.),
The passage in Plato {Soph.,
wrote works in prose.
to which Suidas refers,
p. 237), however,
perhaps only
means an oral exposition of his system, which interviii., de Censib.)
pretation is rendered more probable by the fact that
Parma, a city of Italy, south of the Po, on the small Sextus Empiricus {adv. Mathem., 7, 111) and Dioriver Parma.
It was founded by the Etrurians, taken genes Laertius (1, 16) expressly state, that Parmeniby a tribe of Gauls called the Boii, and at last colon- des only wrote one work. Several fragments of this
" On Nature''^ have come down to
ized by the Romans, A.U.C. 569.
us, principal(Liv 39, 55.) work
From Cicero it may be inferred that Parma suffered ly in the writings of Sextus Empiricus and Simplicius.
first
from the adverse factions in the civil wars. (Ep. ad. They were
published by Stephauus in his "PoeId. ibid., 12, 5.
Fam., 10, 33.
Id., Philipp., 14, sis Philosophical^ {Paris, 1573), and next by Fiillea
translation
in verse, Zidlichau. 1795.
as
with
It
was
recolonized
under
born,
3.)
probably
Augustus,
some inscriptions give it the title of Colonia Julia Au- Brandis, in his " Commentatiorus ElealiccB,^'' Hafnia,
Strabo (216) speaks of it as a city of 1813, also published the fragments of Parmenides, togusta Parma.
note.
From Martial we learn that its wool was highly gether with those of Xenophanes and Melissus but
In the ages that immedi- the most recent and complete edition is by Karsten, in
prized (14, 53; 5. 13).
"
Philosophorum Grcecorum
ately succeeded the fall o( the Roman empire, we find the second volume of his
;

— Theophr.,

{TTEfH (^ucc'sJQ.

ap. Diog. Laert., 8, 55), but

—

,

—

—

;

by the appellation of Chry{Gold-city), but are unacquainted with the
causes that led to the adoption of the name.
{Geogr.
this city distinguished also

sopolis

Ravennas,

4, 33.

The modern name

— Donizo,
is

Parma.

Vii. Machtildis, 1,

{Mannert, Geogr.,

10.)
vol.

the second in the series
of the Eleatic philosophers, was a native of Elea.
He
was descended from a noble family, and is said to have

been induced

{U.apfie.vi6rjq),

to study philosophy

The soul is reprethe soul's longing after truth.
sented as drawn by steeds along an untrodden road to
the residence of Justice {Aikij), who promises to reveal
After this introduction the work is
ever>- thing to it.
the first part treats of the knowldivided into
it

9, pt. 1, p. 218.)

ParmenIdes

veterum, prcescrtim qui ante Platoncm,fioruerunt, Operum Reliqui<z,'^ Bi-ux., 1835. The fragments of his
work which have come down to us are sufficient to enIt
able us to judge of its general method and subject.
opened with an allegory, which was intended to exhib-

by Aminias.

{Diog.

parts

;

He is also stated to have received
Laert., 9, 21.)
instruction from Diochaetes, the Pythagorean, to whom
he erected an heroiim.
Later writers inform us that

the
physiologiedge of truth,- and the second explains
'
'^
"r/u/
cal system of the Eleatic school.
{Encyclop. UseJ

he heard Xenophanes, the founder of the Eleatic school,
but Aristotle {Met., 1, 5) speaks of it with some doubt.
read that Parmenides gave a code of laws to his
native city, which was so highly esteemed that at first
the citizens took an oath every vear to observe it.

Parmenio, a Macedonian general, who distinguished
himself in the service of Philip, father of Alexander the
He gained a decisive victory over the lllyriGreat.
ans about the time of Alexander's birth, and the news
of both events reached Philip, who was then absent

We

6H

*

KnowL,

"

'

'

vol. 17. p. 283.)
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his capital on some expedition, together with that
of his having won the prize at the Olympic games.
nivade the Persian empire,
Philip, while preparing to
sent a considerable force into Asia as an advanced
and Attalus as the leadguard, and he chose Parmenio
These commanders began by
ers of the expedition.
from several Greek
expelling the Persian garrisons
towns of Asia Minor. Parmenio took Grynseum in
of
which, having sided with the
iEolis, the inhabitants
ftroin

Persians, and fought against the Macedonians, were
When Alexander set out on his Asisold as slaves.
atic expedition, Parmenio had one of the chief com-

At

mands

in the army.
he contributed

the head of the Thessalian cav-

much

to the victory of the Graniand at Issus he had the command of the cavalry
cus
on the left wing, which was placed near the seacoast,
and had to sustam for a time the principal attack of
At Arbela he advised Alexander not to
the Persians.
give battle until he had well reconnoitred the ground.
Being in command of the left wing, he was attacked
in flank by the Persians, and was lor a time in some
danger, until Alexander, who had been successful in
Paranother part of the field, came to his assistance.
menio afterward pursued the fugitives, and look possession of the Persian camp, with the elephants, camWhen Alexander marched
els, and all the baggage.
beyond the Caspian gates in pursuit of Darius and
Bessus, he left Parmenio, who was now advanced in
a considerable force.
years, in Media, at the head of
Some time after, while Alexander was encamped at
Artacoana, a conspiracy is said to have been discovered
against his life, in which Philotas, the son of ParmeHe was, in connio, was accused of being implicated.
sequence, put to the torture, and, after enduring dreadful agonies, confessed, though in vague terms, that he
had conspired against the life of Alexander, and that
alry

;

cording to Colonel Leake, who informs us {Tratelg in
Northern Greece, vol. 2, p. 527) that Liakura is som«
hundreds of feet higher than Paleovuna, which is the
Parnassus was covered the
highest point of Helicon.
greater part of the year with snow, whence the epithel
of " snowy'' so generally applied to it by the
poets.
{Soph., (Ed. Tyr., A73.—Eunp., Ph(zn., 214.) When

Brennus invaded Greece, we learn from Pausanias (10,
23, 3 et 4) that it was covered with snow.
Above
Delphi there were two lofty rocks, from which the
mountain is frequently called by the poets the twoheaded {iiKopv^po^), one of which Herodotus (8, 39)
nan»es Hyampea, but which were usually called Phasdriades.
Between these two rocks the celebrated Casfrom the upper part of the mountain.
the rock was in ancient
times introduced into a hollow square, where it was
retained for the use of the Pythia and the oracular
The fountain is ornamented with pendant ivy,
priests.
and overshadowed by a large fig-tree.
{DodweWa
talian fount flows

The water which oozes from

Travels, vol. 1, p. 172.) Above the spring, at the distance of 60 stadia from Delphi, was the Corycian cave,
sacred to Pan and the Corycian nymphs, which Pausanias (10, 32, 2, 5) speaks of as superior to every
other known cavern.
(Compare »S//flio, 417.) When
the Persians were marching against Delphi, a part of
the inhabitants took refuge in this cavern.
{Herod.,
It is described by a modern traveller {Eaikes,
8, 37.)
in Walpole's Collection, &c., vol. 1, p. 312) as 330
feet long and nearly 200 wide.
As far as this cave
the road to Delphi was accessible by horses and mules,
but beyond it the ascent was difficult even for an ac-

— Pausan.,

tive man {dv6pl ev^uuu.
Above this cave, and near

the

10, 32,

2,

6).

summit of Parnassus,

80 stadia from Delphi {Pausan., 10,
was the town of Tithorea or Neon, the ruins of
This being which are near the modern village of Velitza. {En,'
his father Parmenio was cognizant of it.
II. A son of
considered sufficient evidence, Philotas was stoned to cycl. Us. Knowl. vol. 17, p. 284, seq.)
death, and Alexander desj)atched a messenger to Me- Neptune, who gave his name to a mountain of Phocis.
Parnks (gen. -etis), a mountain of Attica, north ol
dia, with secret orders to Cleander and other officers
who were serving under Parmenio, to put their com- Athens, famous for its wines. It was the highest
mander to death. The unsuspecting veteran, while mountain in the whole country, rising on the northern
conversing with his officers, was run through the body frontier, and being connected with Pentelicus to the
at the distance of

32, G)

—

,

This

by Cleander.
Curtius

(lib.

6

difterent (lib. 3).
trial

the substance of the account of
Arrian's account is somewhat
Whatever may be thought of the
is

et 7).

and execution of Philotas, and it appears to have
at least a summary and unsatisfactory proceedthe murder of Parmenio, and the manner of it, form

been
ing,

one of the darkest blots

Alexander's

in

character.

Parmenio was evidently sacrificed in cold blood to
what have been styled, in after ages, "reasons of
He was seventy years of age he had lost
state."
two sons in the campaigns of Alexander, and Philotas
was the last one remaining to him. Parmenio appears
to have been a steady, brave, and prudent command;

er.

{Encycl. Us. Knowl., vol. 17,

Parnassus (Hapvaaaog),

I.

the

p.

283, seq.)

name

of a mount-

Pausan-

south, and towards Boeotia with Cilhaeron.

32) that on Mount Parnes were a statue
of Jupiter Parnethius, and an altar of Jupiter Semaleus.
It abounded with wild boars and bears.
{Pausan., I.
ias says (1,

c.

—

The modern name

11, 37.)

Pliny,
" Mount
Parnes

is

is

Nozea.
" with

intermingled," says Dodwell,

a multiplicity of glens, crags, and well-wooded rocks
and precipices, and richly diversified with scenery
which is at once grand and picturesque : its summit
commands a view over a vast extent of country."

{Tour,

vol. 1, p.

504)

Paropamisus, a province of

India, the eastern limit

of which, in Alexander's time, was the river Cophenea.
According to the ideas of Ptolemy, it lay between the
countries which the moderns name Khorasan and Ca-

and it answers to the tract between Herat and CaThis province was separated from Bactria by a
range of mountains also called Paropamisus, now HenHelicon
on
it
du Khos, and which formed part of the great chain of
the middle of Phocis, till
joins Mount
Strabo (316) says that Par- Imaus.
the borders of BcEOtia.
Mela, 1, 15.
{Vid. Imaus.
Plin., 6, 17.)
name
but
the
two
into
Phocis
nassus divided
Paros, now Paro, one of the Cyclades, to the south
parts ;
of
mountain
the
about
the
at
distance
seven
to
and a half
of
restricted
Delos,
was more usually
upon
lofty
which Delphi was situated. According to Stephanus miles. It was said to have been first peopled by the
of Byzantium, it was anciently called Larnassus, be- Cretans and Arcadians.
(Steph. Byz., s. v. Ilapof.)
cause the ark or larnax of Deucalion landed here af- lis early prosperity is evinced by the colonies it ester the flood.
(Compare Ovid, Met., 1, 318.) Pau- tablished at Thasus and on the shores of the Hellessanias (10, 6, 1) derives the name from Parnassus, the pont.
{Thucydides, 4, \Q^.— Strabo, 487.) During
It is called at the presthe time of the Persian war, we are told that it was
son of Neptune and Cleodora.
Parnassus is the highest mountain the most flourishing and important of the Cyclades.
ent day Liakura.
Strabo (379) says that it could {Ephor., ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. Tldpog.
Herod., 5,
in Central Greece.
be seen from the Acrocorinthus in Corinth, and also 28, seqq.) After the battle of Marathon it was bestates (409) that it was of the same height as Mount sieged in vain by Miltiades for twenty-six days, and
HeUcon but in the latter point be was mistaken, ac- thus proved the cause of his disgrace. {Herod, G,

ain-chain in Phocis, which extends in a northeasterly
direction from the country of the Locri Ozolae to
Mount (Eta, and in a southwesterly direction through

bul,
bul.

—

—

—

;
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PAROS.

PAROS.

The Parians, according to the historian just
134.)
cited, did not take part with the Persians in the battle
of Salamis, but kept aloof near Cythnus, awaiting the
issue of the action.
Themistocles,
{Herod., 8, 67.)

however, subsequently imposed upon them a heavy
Paros was famed for its marfine.
(Herod., 8, 112.)
The quarries were on Mount Marpessa. ( Virg.,
ble.
JEn., 6,

470.— Find., Nem.,

131.— F'lr^., Georg.,
19,5— Steph. Byz., s. v. Mup4,

34:.— Hot., Od., 1,
Some remarks on the Parian marble will
Paros was the birthplace of the
be offered below.
3,

—

TTijaaa.)

—

poet Archilochus.

Fabr., Bibl. Gr.,
{Strabo, I. c.
It was in Paros that the famous
107.)
marble was disinterred, known by the name of the Pavol. 2,

nan

—

p.

Chronicle, from

having been kept in this island.
It is a chronological account of the principal
events in Grecian, and particularly in Athenian, history, during a period of 1318 years, from the reign of
Cecrops, B.C. 1450, to the archonship of Diognetus,
its

90 years was
lost, so that the part now remaining ends at the arThe authenticity
chonship of Diotimus, B.C. 354.

But the chronicle of the

B.C. 264.

last

of this chronicle has been called in question by Mr
Dissertation
Robertson, who, in 1788, published di
^''

on the Parian Chronicle.'''' His objections, however,
have been ably and fully discussed, and the authenticity of this ancient document has been fully vindicated by Porson, in his review of Robertson's essay.
Porson' s
{Monthly Review, January, 1789, p. 690
Consult also the EnTracts, ed. Kidd, p. 57, seqq.
" Arundelian Marcyclopedia Metropolitana, Art.
The chronicle is given, with an English verbles.^'')
sion, in HaWs Analysis of Chronology (vol. 1, p. 107,
The following very interesting account of the
teqq.)
quarries and marbles of Paros is given by Dr. Clarke.
"This day we set out upon mules for the ancient
quarrtes of the famous Parian marble, which are situate about a league to the east of the town, upon the
summit of a mountain, nearly corresponding in altitude
with the situation of the Grotto of Antiparos.
The

—

—

—

mountain
called

which the quarries are situate is now
:
there are two of these quarries.

in

Caprcsso

When we arrived at the first, we found in the mouth
of the quarry heaps of fragments detached from the
interior
they were tinged, by long exposure to the
air, with a reddish, ochreous hue
but, upon being
:

;

broken, exhibited the glittering sparry fracture which
often characterizes the remains of Grecian sculpture :

and

in this

ble,

which

we

instantly recognised the beautiful margenerally named, by way of distinction,
the Parian, although the same kind of marble is also
found in Thasos. The marble of Naxos only differs
is

from the Thasian and Parian in exhibiting a more advanced state of crystallization. The peculiar excellence of the Parian is extolled by Strabo
and it possesses some valuable qualities unknown even to the
;

ancients,

who spoke

so highly in

qualities are, that of hardening

its

These

praise.

by exposure

to

atmo-

spheric air (which, however, is common to all homogeneous limestone), and the consequent pro{)erty of
resisting decomposition through a series of ages; and
this, rather than the supposed preference given to the

Parian marble by the ancients, may be considered as
the cause of its prevalence among the remains of Grecian sculpture.
That the Parian marble was highly

and deservedly extolled by the

known

Romans,
when the

is

well

but in a very early period,
arts had
full
splendour in the age of Pericles, the
preference was given by the Greeks, not to the marble of Paros, but to that of Mount Pentelicus, because
it was whiter
and also, perhaps, because it was found
:

attained their

;

The Parthenon
vicinity of Athens.
entirely of Pentelican marble.
Many of the
A.thenian statues, and of the works carried on near
^.thens during the administration of Pericles
(as, for

in the

was

immediate

b-iilt

-xample, the temple of Ceres at Eleusis), were exe-

cuted in the marble of Pentelicus.
But the dneut
Grecian sculpture which has been preserved to the
The
present time, is generally of Parian marble.
Medicean Venus, the Belvidere Aj)ollo, the Antinous, and many other celebrated works, are made oi
notwithstanding the preference which was so earbestowed upon the Pentelican and this is easiWhile the works executed in Parian
ly explained.
marble retain, with all the delicate softness of wax,
the mild lustre even of their original polish, those
which were finished in Pentelican marble have been
decomposed, and sometimes exhibit a surface as
This is
earthy and as rude as common limestone.
it

;

ly

;

principally owing to veins of extraneous substances
which intersect the Pentelican quarries, and which

appear more or less in all the works executed in this
kind of marble.
The fracture of Pentelican marble
is sometimes splintery, and partakes of the foliated
texture of the schistus, which traverses it
conse;

has a tendency to exfoliate, like cipolino^
descended into
by spontaneous decomposition.
the quarry, whence not a single block of marble has
been removed since the island fell into the hands of
it

quently,

—We

the Turks; and perhaps it was abandoned long before,
as might be conjectured from the ochreous colour by
which all the exterior surface of the marble is now
invested.
seemed, therefore, to view the grotto

We

exactly in the state in which it had been left by the
ancients all the cavities, cut with the greatest nicety,
showed to us, by the sharpness of their edges, the
number and the size of all the masses of Parian marble which had been removed for the sculptors of an:

If the stone had possessed the softness of potter's clay, and had been cut by wires, it
could not have been separated with greater nicety,
The most evident care was
evenness, and economy.
everywhere displayed, that there should be no waste

cient Greece.

of this precious marble : the larger squares and parallelograms corresponded, as a mathematician would
the smallexpress it, by a series of equimultiples, with
er, in such a manner that the remains of the entire
resembled
vein of marble, by its dipping inclination,
the degrees or seats of a theatre
quitted the
somewhat less elelarger quarry, and visited another
vated.
Here, as if the ancients had resolved to mark
the scene of their labours, we observed
for

— We

posterity

an ancient bas-relief on the rock. It is the same
which Tournefort describes {Voy. du Lev., vol. 1, p.
239), although he erred in describing the subject of
it.
It is a more curious relic than is commonly supIt represents, in three departments, a festiposed.
val of Silenus, mistaken by Tournefort for Bacchus.
It has never been observed that Pliny mentions the
image of Silenus in this bas-relief as a natural curiosThe
the marvels of ancient Greece.
ity, and one of
of Silenus was accidentally discovered, as a

figure

lusus natura, in splitting the rock, and the other parts
of the bas-relief were adjusted by the hand of art.
Such a method of heightening and improving any
casual effect of this kind has been very common in all
decountries, especially where the populace are to be
and thus the cause
luded by some supposed prodigy
is explained why this singular piece of sculpture, so
of the natural
rudely executed, yet remains as a part
A wonderful circumstance,' says Pliny, is
rock.
The mass of entire
related of the Parian
;

•

quarries.

stone being separated by the wedges of the workmen,
there appeared within it an effigy of Silenus' (36, 5).
In the existence of this bas-relief as an mtegral part
of the natural rock, and in the allusion made to it by
that these were ancient
Pliny, we have sufficient proof
are the properest places
quarries ; consequently, they
whose colour was
to resort to for the identical stone
de Leg.,
considered as pleasing to the gods {Plato,
used by Praxiteles {Propert.,
12, p. 296), which was
other illustrious
2, 19) and by
3,

7,lS.-QuinHl.,

PAR

PAR

Grecian sculptors, and celebrated for its whiteness
by Pindar {Nem., 4, 262) and by Theocritus (6, 38).

place, celebrated his father, and pretended that in hini'
self the art of painting had attained to
He
perfection.

in breaking them
collected several specimens
observed the same whiteness and brilliant fracture
which characterizes the marble of Naxos, but with a
particular distinction before mentioned, the Parian
marble being harder, having a closer grain, and aJess

likewise declared himself to be descended from
Apollo,
and carried his arrogance so far as to dedicate his own
portrait in a temple as Mercury, and thus receive the

We

:

we

Three

of crystallization may be observed, by comparing the three different kinds of marble dug at Carrara in Italy, in Pafoliated texture.

different stages

and in Naxos the Carrara marble being milkwhite, and less crystalline than the Parian ; and the
Parian whiter, and less crystallized than the Naxian."
(Clarke's Travels, vol. 6, p. 133, seqq., Lond. ed.)
Parian marble has been frequently confounded not
ros,

:

—

only with Carrara marble, but also with alabaster,
though differing altogether in nature from the latter
The
substance, and in character from the former.
true Parian marble has generally somewhat of a faint
bluish tinge among the white, and often has blue
Tsins in different parts of it.
{Elme's Diet, of the

Fine Arts, s. v.)
Parrhasii, a people of Arcadia, apparently on the
Laconian frontier but the extent and position of their
;

Thucydides
territory is not precisely determined.
says their district was under the subjection of Manti-

adoration of the multitude.
He wore
(Themist., 14^.)
a purple robe and a golden garland ; he carried a staff
with tendrils of gold, and his sandals

wound round

were bound with golden

{JElian, V. H., 9,
straps.
appears, therefore, that Pliny was right in
styling him the most insolent and most arrogant of
artists.
The branch of art in
{Pliny, 35, 10, 36.)
which Parrhasius eminently excelled was a beautiful
outline, as well in form as execution, particularly in
the extremities, for, says Pliny, when
with
It

11.)

compared

himself, the intermediate

parts

were

inferior.

The

censured consisted, according to Fuseii, in
an affectation of smoothness bordering on insipidity,
in something effeminately voluptuous, which absorbed
the character of his bodies and the idea of elastic vigour
and this Euphranor seems to have hinted at,
when, on comparing his own Theseus with that of Parrhasius, he pronounced the Ionian's to have fed on
roses, his own on beef: emasculate softness was not,
fault here

;

proper companion of the contour,
nor flowery freshness of colour an adequate substitute
in his opinion, the

But Pau- for the sterner tints of heroic form. One of the most
(5, 33).
sanias seems rather to assign the Parrhasii a more celebrated works of Parrhasius was his allegorical
figwestern situation
for he names as their towns Lyco- ure of the Athenian people or Demos.
Pliny says
nea, and near

Sciritis of

Laconia

;

sura, Thocnias, Trapezus, Acacesium, Macarea, and
Dasca, all of which were to the west and northwest of
Megalopolis.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 350.)
Parrhasius, a celebrated painter, son and pupil of
Evenor, and a native of Ephesus, but who became
eventually a citizen of Athens, having been presented
with the freedom of that place.
{Pint., Vit. Thes.,
4
Junius, Caial., p. 142.) The period when he
flourished admits of some discussion.
From a passage
in Pliny (3.5, 9, 36) it would appear to have been
about the 96th Olympiad
and Quintilian (12, 10)
places Parrhasius and Zeuxis about the time of the

—

;

Peloponnesian war, producing, in support of this opinion, the well-known conversation of the former artist
with Socrates.
{Xen., Mem., 3, 10.) Now Socrates
died in the first year of the 95th Olympiad, and this
date fully accords with the year to which Parrhasius
{Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
assigned by Pliny.
Parrhasius raised the art of painting to perfection

is

all that is

He compared his

exalted and essential.

—
in

three

great predecessors with one another, rejected what
was exceptionable, and adopted what was admirable
in each.
The classic invention of Polygnotus, the
magic tone of ApoUodorus, and the exquisite design
of Zeuxis, were all united in the works of Parrhasius ;

what they had produced

in

practice, he

He

reduced to

so circumscribed and defined, says Quintilian (12, 10), all the powers and
objects of art, that
he was termed the legislator and all contemporary

theory.

:

represented and expressed, in an equal degree,
good and bad qualities of the Athenians at the
same time one might trace the changeable, the irritathat
all

it

the

;

ble, the kind, the unjust, the forgiving, the vain-glori-

ous, the proud, the humble, the fierce, and the timid.
all these
contrasting and counteracting qualities

How

could have been represented at the same time, it is
difficult to conceive.
If we are to suppose it to have
been a single figure, it is very certain that it could not
have been such as Pliny has described it for, except
by symbols, it is totally incompatible with the means
"
of art.
know," observes Fuseii, that the personification of the Athenian Demos was an object of
;

"We

sculpture, and that its images by
were publicly set up ; but there

Lyson and Leocbares
is no clew to decide
whether they preceded or followed the conceit of Parrhasius."
Pliny enumerates many other works of
this eminent painter
and he mentions a contest between him and Timanthes of Cythnus, in which the
former was beaten. The subject of the picture was
the contest between Ulysses and Ajax; and the proud
;

painter, indignant at the decision of the judges, is said
to have remarked, that the unfortunate son of Telamon

was for a second time, in the same cause, defeated
by an unworthy rival. {Athenceus, 12, p. 543.) Pliny
records also a trial of skill between Parrhasius and
Zeuxis {vid. Zeuxis), in which the latter allowed his
grapes to have been surpassed by the curtain of the
" if not a
" this contest," remarks
former
Fuseii,
The story
frolic, was an effort of puerile dexterity."
told by Seneca of Parrhasius having crucified an old

—

:

and subsequent artists adopted his standard of divine
and heroic proportions.
Parrhasius gave, in fact, to
the divine and heroic character in painting what Poly- Olynthian captive when about to paint a " Promecletus had given to the human in sculpture, by his Do- theus chained," that he might seize from nature the
Phidias had true expression of bodily agony, cannot relate to this
ryphorus, namely, a canon of proportion.
it is nowhere
discovered in the nod of the Homeric Jupiter the char- Parrhasius. and is probably a fiction
acteristic of majesty, inclination of the head: this hint- to be found but in the "Controversies" (5, 10) of the
ed to him a higher elevation of the neck behind, a bolder preceptor of Nero.
Olynthus was taken by Philip in
protrusion of the front, and the increased perpendicu- the second year of the 108lh Olympiad, or B.C. 347,
To this conception Parrhasius fixed which is nearly half a century later than the latest aclar of the profile.
that point from which descends the ul- counts we have of Parrhasius.
a maximum
{Encycl. Us. KnoicL,
timate line of celestial beauty, the angle within which vol. 17, p. 287.
Fuseii,
Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.
moves whatever is inferior, beyond which what is por- Lecture on Ancient Art, p. 40, seqq.)
Parrhasius himself was aware of his own
tentous.
Partheni^, a name given at one period to a cerhe assumed the appellation of the ^^ Elegant'' tain class of persons at Sparta, whose history is as
ability
"
Prince
of follows
The absence from home to which the Laceand styled himself the
{' A6po6taLTQc),
He also wrote an epigram upon himself daemonians had bound themselves, during the first
Painters."
iAthcn., 12, p. 543), in which he proclaimed his birth- Messenian war {vid. Messenia), became, by the pro:

—

;

—

:

:

—

PAR

PAR
traction of the contest, an evil threatening the existence of the state, no children being born to supply the
The remedy said to
waste of war and natural decay.
have been adopted \*as a strange one, highly characteristic of Lacedaemoti, and such as no other people
would have used. The young men who had come to

maturity since the beginning of the war were free
from the oath which had been taken, and they were
sent home to cohabit promiscuously with the marriage-

But even

Sparta this expedient in
some degree ran counter to the popular feelings.
When the war was ended, and the children of this irregular intercourse, called Partheniae {JUii virginum),
had attained to manhood, they found themselves,
though bred in all the discipline of Lycurgus, becomTheir spirit
ing every day more and more slighted.
was high, and a conspiracy was accordingly formed by
them against the state, in conjunction with the Helots
but the public authorities, aware of the existence of
disaffection among them, obtained information of all
able virgins.

at

;

their plans, by means of certain individuals whom they
had caused to join the Parthenias, and to pretend to
The festival of the Hyabe friendly to their views.

the territory of Troa«.

{Xen.j Anah.^ 7,

8.

—

Plin.^

5, 30.)

Parthenius, I. a river of Asia Minor, forming the
boundary between Paphlagonia and Bithynia, and falling into the Euxine to the southwest of Amastris.
Strictly speaking, it separates Bithynia from Paphls;
gonia only in the lower part of its course, being elsewhere considerably within the limits of the latter

The modern Greek

inhabitants in this quarthe Bartin; the Turkish name is the Do{Apoll. Rliod., 2, 938.— Xen., Anab., 6, 2.)
Greek name of this river was very probably a

country.
ter cail

lap.

The

it

corruption of the original appellation, or, rather, an
adaptation of it to a Grecian ear ; and the name Parthencs (Hapdevrjc, Anon. PeripL, p. 8) would seem
to be an intermediate form.
The Greeks, who were
never at a loss for explanations derived from their
national mythology, made the stream obtain its title
of Parthenius {Virgins River) from the circumstance
of Diana's having delighted to bathe in its pure waters
and hunt along its banks. {Apoll. Rhod., I. c.
Schol.

ad Apoll. Rhod.,

—

I.

c.

—

— Suph. Byz.,

s. v.

— Anon.

II. A mountain in Arcadia,
PeripL, p. 70.)
forming
was selected by the conspirators as the day for the limit between that country and Argolis, and lying
when
their
376.
that
to
the
and
it
was
east
of
action
Phalanthus,
Pausan., 8, 6.
arranged,
Tegea. {Strabo,
It was on this mountain that Pan
leader, should place his felt-cap upon his head, this
Liv., 34, 26.)
was to be the signal for commencing. The appointed was said to have appeared to Phidippides, the Athetime arrived, and the festival had begun, when a pub- nian courier, who was sent to Sparta to solicit succour

cinthia

—

—

;

coming forth, made proclamation, in the name
of the magistrates, that "Phalanthus should not put

—

{Herod., 6, 107.
ApoUod., 2,
name of Partheni. {CraIII. A river of
his felt-cap on his head" (jit/ uv TrepidelvaL kvvtjv ^d- mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 294.)
The Partheniae immediately perceived that Elis, to the east of the Har])inates, and, like it, a trib?Mvdov).
On its banks lay the town of
their plot was discovered, and were soon after sent off utary of the Alpheus.
in a colony, under the guidance of Phalanthus, and Epina.
{Pausan, 6, 21.— Strab., 356.)— IV. A nafounded the city of Tarentum in Italy. {Strab., 279.) tive of Nicaea, in Asia Minor, taken prisoner by Cinna
in the war with Mithradates (B.C. 81), and brought to
It is more than probable that so much of this story as
Suidas
relates to the oath taken by the Spartans, and the Rome, where he instructed Virgil in Greek.
sending home of their young men, is a mere fiction. states that he lived till the time of the Emperor TibeOn the other hand, however, it would seem that the rius. The same lexicographer informs us that he
emergencies of the state had actually induced the gained his freedom on account of his learning. Of
Spartans to relax the rigour of their principles, by the numerous works written by Parthenius, only one
Its title is Hepl kpuTiKdv Tradrjfiuruv
permitting marriages between Spartan women and now remains.
Laconians of inferior condition.
Theopompus {ap. (" Of Amatory Affections^'), and it is addressed to CorIt is a collection of
Athen., 6, p. 271) says, that certain of the Helots nelius Gallus, the elegiac poet.
were selected for this purpose, who were afterward thirty- six erotic tales, all of a melancholy cast. At
admitted to the franchise under a peculiar name {eTzev- the period when he wrote, the corruption of taste had
not, as yet, become strongly marked, and hence he may
Still, however, even supposing that the
vaKTOi).
number of the Spartans was thus increased by a con- almost be regarded as one of the classic Greek writers.
He has preservsiderable body of new citizens, drawn from the servile Virgil and Ovid have imitated him.
or the subject class of Laconians, or from the issue of ed for us some interesting extracts from various anmarriages formed between such persons and Spartan cient poets, especially those of the elegiac class as,
women, it would nevertheless remain to be explain- for example, Alexander the .^Etolian, and Euphorion
ed, how this act of wise liberality could be connected of Chalcis.
{Le Beau, Mem. de VAcad. des Jnscr.^
with that discontent, which is uniformly mentioned, &c., vol. 34, p. 63, seqq.) The ancients cite other
certainly not without some historical ground, as the works of Parthenius, such as his Metamorphoses,
And this which, perhaps, first suggested to Ovid the idea of
occasion of the migration to Tarentum.
seems inexplicable, unless we suppose that a distinc- his mythological poem. If any reliance is to be placed
tion was made between the new and the old citizens, on a marginal note in a Milan manuscript, the More'
which provoked a part of the former to attempt a rev- turn of Virgil is a mere imitation of one of the poems
olution, and compelled the government to adopt one of of Parthenius.
{Voss, de Poet. Gr., p. 70.) The
the usual means of getting rid of disaflfected and tur- best edition of this writer is that of Passow, Lips.,
There is only one MS. of Parthenius
bulent
1830, 12mo.
{ThirhcaWs Greece, vol. 1, p. 353.)
lic crier

against the Persians.
7, 4.)

retains the

It still

—

;

subjects.

Parthenium Mark,

a

name sometimes given

to

that part of the Mediterranean which lies on the right
It was also called Isiacum Mare.
of Egypt.
{Amm.

MarcelL, 14,

—

8.

styles the sea
(Or., 19.)

Id., 22, 15.)

Gregory Nazianzen

around Cyprus liapdeviKOv

Parthenium,

I.

izi'kayo^.

the southwestern extremity of the

It received its name {Uapdevcov
Virgin's Promontory'''') from Iphigenia's
to
have offered up here her human
having been fabled
It is now called Fesacrifices to the Tauric Diana.
lenk Bournon, and on it stands the monastery of St.

Tauric Chersonese.
"
dKpuTTJpLov,

—

{Plin.,A, 12.
Bischoff und M'oller, WbrII
tcrb. dcr Geogr., p. 828.)
city of Mysia, in

George.

—

A

168,

{Bast, Epist.

Crit.,

p.

editions

often

depart

early

Passow has made this
{SchdlL Hist. Lit. Gr.,

MS.

208), from which the
without any necessity.
the basis of his edition.

vol. 5, p. 42, seqq.)
a celebrated temple at Athens, on the
to Minen-a. the
Acropolis, and sacred
'*
It occupied the
Virgin"').
virgin-goddess {Tzap6evog,
site of an older temple, also dedicated to Minerva, and

Parthenon,
summit of the

which was denominated Hecaiompedon {'EKaTOfiirt-

one hundred feet square.
6ov), from its having been
This eariier temple was destroyed in the Persian in-

of the Parthenon,
vasion, and the splendid structure
after a morp perfect plan, arose
enlarged and modelled
in its ^
place.

In beauty and grandeur

it

surpassed

981

all

PARTHENON.

PARTHENON.
other buildings of the kind, and was constructed enIt was built during the
tirely of Pentelic marble.
of its erecsplendid era of Pericles, and the expense
The artion was estimated at six thousand talents.
and
the work
and
chitects were Ictinus
Callistratus,
was adorned with sculptures from the hand of Phidias

and

The

his scholars.

following animated descrip-

by a modern scholar, may afford some idea of
the appearance presented by this splendid edifice in
"Let us here suppose ourthe days of its glory.
tion,

—

selves as joining that splendid procession of minstrels,
and victims, of horsemen and of chariots,
wh.ch ascended the Acropolis at the quinquennial sopriests,

Aloft, above the
lemnity of the great Panaihenaea.
heads of the train, the sacred Peplus, raised and
it
stretched like a sail upon a mast, waves in the air
is variegated with an embroidered tissue of battles, of
it will be carried to the
temple
giants, and of gods
:

;

of the Minerva Polias in the citadel, whose statue it
In the bright season of sumis intended to adorn.
mer, on the twenty-eighth day of the Athenian month

Hecatombaeon, let us mount with
the western slope of the Acropolis.

procession to
the terare brought in face of a
mination of
of
the
fabric
white
which
crowns
colossal
marble,
brow of the steep, and stretches itself from north to
south across the whole western part of the citadel,
which is about 170 feet in breadth. The centre of
this fabric consists of a portico 60 feet broad, and
formed of six fluted columns of the Doric order, raised
upon four steps, and intersected by a road passing
through the midst of the columns, which are 30 feet in
From this porheight, and support a noble pediment.
tico two wings project about 30 feet to the west, each
having three columns on the side nearest the portico
The architectural mouldings of the
in the centre.
its

fabric glitter in the

blue

this

Towards

course we

sun with

brilliant tints of red

and

in the centre the coffers of its soffits are

spangled with stars, and the autre of the wings are fringed
with an azure embroidery of ivy -leaf.
pass along
the avenue lying between the two central columns of
the portico, and through a corridor leading from it, and
formed by three Ionic columns on each hand, and are
brought in front of five doors of bronze the central
one, which is the loftiest and broadest, being immeThis structure which we are dediately before us.
scribing is the Propylcea, or vestibule of the Athenian
It is built of Pentelic marble.
In the year
citadel.
:

We

;

B.C.

4;J7

it

WHS cotAnienced, and was completed by

the architect Mnesicles in five years from that time.
Its termination, therefore, coincides very nearly with
the commencement of the Peloponnesian war.
will now imagine that the great bronze doors of
which we have spoken are thrown back upon their
hinijes, to admit the riders and charioteers, and all

We

long and magnificent array of the Panathenaic
proces.'^ion, which stretches back from this spot to the
area of the Agora, at the western foot of the citadel.
behold through this vista the Interior of the Athenian Arropolis.
pass under the gateway before
us, and enter its precincts, surrounded on all sides by
we
the soil on which the greattread
walls
massive
est men of the ancient world have walked, and behold
buildings ever admired and imitated, but never equalbehold before and around us alled in beauty.
most a city of statues, raised upon marble pedestals,
the works of noble sculptors, of Phidias and Polycleand
tns, of Alcamenes, and Praxiteles, and Myron
commemorating the virtues of benefactors of Athens,
we see
or representing the objects of her worship
we
innumerable altars dedicated to heroes and gods
perceive large slabs of white marble inscribed with
the records of Athenian history, with civil contracts
and articles of peace, with memorials of honours
awarded to patriotic citizens or munificent strangers.
Proceeding a little farther, we have, on our
that

We

We

:

We

;

:

;
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raised on a high base, a huge statue of bronze,
labour of Phidias.
It is seventy feet in
height,
and looks towards the west, upon the Areopagus,
the Agora, and the Pnyx, and far away over the JEgean Sea.
It is armed with a
long spear and oval
shield, and bears a helmet on its head ; the point of
the lance and the crest of the casque, appearing above
the loftiest building of the
are visible to
Acropolis,
left,

the

who approaches Athens from Sunium. This
Minerva Promachus, the champion of Athens, who,
looking down from her lofty eminence in the citathe sailor
is

seems, by her attitude and her accoutrements, to
promise protection to the city beneath her, and to
bid defiance to its enemies.
Passing onward to the
right, we arrive in front of the great marble temple,
which stands on the most elevated ground of the
see eight Doric columns of huge diAcropolis.
mensions elevated on a platform, ascended by three
It has the same number of
steps at its western front.
columns on the east, and seventeen on each side. At
either end, above the eight columns, is a lofty pediment, extending to a length of eighty feet, and furnished with nearly twenty figures of superhuman size.
The group which we see before us, at the western
end, represents the contest of Minerva with Neptune
the other, above the eastern
for the soil of Athens
Befront, exhibits the birth of the Athenian goddess.
neath the cornice, which ranges on all sides of the
del,

We

;

temple,

the frieze, divided into compartments by an

is

alternating series of triglyphs and metopes, the latter
of which are ninety-two in number, namely, fourteen

on either

front,

and thirty-two on each flank they are
feet square, and are occupied
;

more than four
by one or more figures

a

little

in high relief; they represent
actions of the goddess, to whom the temple is
dedicated, and of the heroes, especially those that
were natives of Athens, who fought under her protection and conquered by her assistance.
They are the

the

works of Phidias and

his scholars

the pediments at the

two

fronts,

and, together with
be regarded as

;

may

otfering a history in sculpture of the most remarkable
Atsubjects contained in the mythology of Athens.

tached to the temple, beneath each of the metopes on
the eastern front, hang round shields covered with
below them are inscribed the names of those
gold
who dedicated them as oflferings to Minerva, in testimony of their gratitude for the victories they had won
the spoils of which they shared with her, as she parThe memtook in the labours which achieved them.
bers of the building above specified are enriched with
;

;

a profusion of vivid colours, which throw around the
fabric a joyful and festive beauty, admirably harmoni-

zing with the brightness and transparency of the atmosphere that encircles it. The cornice of the pediments is decorated with painted ovoli and arrows
coloured maeanders twine along its annulets and beads;
and honeysuckle ornaments wind beneath them the
pediments themselves are studded with disks of various
hues the triglyphs of the frieze are streaked with tints
which terminate in plate-bands and guttae of azure dye
It
gilded festoons hang on the architrave below them.
would, therefore, be a very erroneous idea to regard
this temple which we are describing merely as the
It was also
best school of architecture in the world.
the noblest museum of sculpture, and the richest galascend by three steps, which
lery of painting.
lead to the door of the temple at the posticum or west
end, and stand beneath the roof of the peristyle.
Here, before the end of the celia, and also at the pronaos or eastern front, is a range of six columns, standing upon a level raised above that of the peristyle by
two steps. The cella itself is entered by one door at
it is divided into
the west and another at the east
:

;

;

;

We

:

size, by a wall running
from north to south of which, the western or smaller
chamber is called the Opisthodomus, and serves as

two compartments of unequal
;

PAR

PARTHIA.

treasury of Athens ; the eastern is the temple
it contains the colossal statue of
so called
Minerva, tl»e work of Phidias, composed of ivory and
tlie

:

properly

is
peculiarly termed, from that circumstance,
gold, and
the Parlkenon, or Residence of the Virgm- Goddess,
a name by which, however, the whole building is more

frequently described." ( Wordsieortk's Greece, p. 135,
The statue of Minerva, to which allusion has
seqq.)

—

It was ornamented
just been made, was 39 feet high.
with gold to the amount of 40 talents according to

name of Parthian from the country where il
arose, and, in its fullest extent, reached to the
Indus on the east, the Tigris on the west, the Mare
Erythra?um on the south, and the range of Caucasus,
The
together with a portion of Scythia. on the north.
took the

first

primitive Parthia was now regarded, under the name
of Parthyene, as the royal province, and contained
Hecatompylos, the capital, until succeeded by CtesiThe Parthian
phon, of the whole empire.

empire
lasted from B.C. 256 to AD. 226.
Its history may
be divided into three periods.
First Period, fr(rm
B.C. 256 to B.C. 130. During this period the Parthians were engaged in almost continual
struggles
with the Syrian kings.
Under Mithradates I., the
fifth or sixth in succession from Arsaces
I., the dominions of the Parthian kings were extended as far as
ish mosque
but still subsisted entire when Spon the Euphrates and the Indus ; and Demetrius II.,
and Wheeler visited Attica in 1676. It was in the king of Syria, was defeated and taken prisoner about
Mithradates was succeeded by Phraatcs
year 1687 that the Venetians besieged the citadel o{ B.C. 140.
Athens, under the command of General Konigsberg. II., whose dominions were invaded by Antiochus SiA bomb fell most unluckily on the devoted Parthenon, detes, the brother and successor of Demetrius. Antiset fire to the powder which the Turks had made there- ochus met with considerable success at first, but he
was afterward cut off with all his army, about B.C.
in, and thus the roof was entirely destroyed, and the
whole building almost reduced to ruins. The Vene- 130, and Parthia was from this time entirely delivered
tian general, being afterward desirous of carrying off from the attacks of the Syrian kings.
{Joseph., Ant.
the statue of Minerva, which had adorned the pedi- Jud 13, 8.—Appian, Bell. Sj/r., 68.)—Second Period,
ment, had it removed thereby assisting in the deface- from B.C. 130 to B.C. 53.
During the early part of
ment of the place, without any good result to himself, this period, the Parthians were constantly engaged in
for the group fell to the ground and was shattered to war with the nomadic tribes of Central Asia, who, afSince this period, every man of taste must ter the destruction of the Greek kingdom of Bactria,
Sieces.
ave deplored the demolition of this noble structure, attempted to obtain possession of the western parts of
and the enlightened travellers who have visited the Asia. Phraates II. and his successor Artabanus fell
but their farther
spot have successively published engravings of its re- in battle against these invaders
mains.
One of the first of these was Le Roy, in his progress was eflfectually stopped by Mithradates II.,
Rums of Greece; after him came Stuart, who, pos- who met, however, with a powerful rival in Tigranes,
sessing great pecuniary nveans, surpassed his prede- king of Armenia.
Tigranes obtained possession of
cessor in producing a beautiful and interesting work on some of the western provinces of the Parthian emthe Athenian antiquities.
Chandler, and other travel- pire
but, after his overthrow by the Romans, the Parlers in Greece, have also described what came under thians acquired their former power, and were brought
their eye of the reniains of the Parthenon, of which into immediate contact with Rome.
Third Pertod,
many models have likewise been executed. But, not from B.C. 53 to A.D. 226. This period comprises
content with these artistical labours and publications, the wars with the Romans.
The invasion of Crassus,
more recent travellers have borne away with them the during the reign of Orodes, terminated in the death of
actual spoils of the Parthenon.
The foremost of these the Roman general and the destruction of his army,
was Ijord Elgin, who, about the year 1800, removed a B.C. 53. In consequence of this victory, the Parthivariety of the matchless friezes, statues, &c., which ans obtained a great increase of power.
They invaded
were purchased of him by parliament on the part of Syria in the following year, but were driven back by
the nation, and now form the most vaJuable and inter- Cassius.
In the war between Cap.sar and Pompey
This act of they took the side of the latter, and after the death of
esting portion of the British Museum.
Lord Elgin's called forth at the time severe animad- Caesar they sided with Brutus and Cassius. Orodes,
version, though it is now well known that there was at the instigation of Labienus, sent an army into Syria
imminent danger of those relics of art being totally commanded by Pacorus and Labienus, but they were
destroyed by the wanton barbarism of the Turks and defeated the following year by Ventidius, B.C. 48,
others.
(Elme's Diclio7iary of the Fine Arts, s. v. and again in B.C. 38. In B C. 37, Orodes was murdered by his son Phraates IV., an ambitious and enerParthenon.)
Parthenopjeus, son of Miianion (according to getic prince, who, as soon as he obtained the throne,
He was one of the made great preparations for renewing the war with the
60me, of Mars) and Atalanta.
seven chieftains who engaged in the Theban war. Romans.
Antony marched into Media agairtst him,
He was slain by Am- but was obliged to retire with great loss. Phraates,
{ Vid. Eieocles and Polynices.)
phidicus, or, as others state, by Periclymenus.
(Apol- however, was unable to follow up his victory, in conConsult Heyne, ad loc.)
lod.y 3, 6, 8.
sequence of having to contend with Tiridates, a formiParthenope, one of the Sirens. ( Vid. Neapolis.) dable competitor for the Parthian throne. After an
Parthia, called by Strabo and Arrian Parthyaea obstinate struggle, Tiridates was defeated (B.C 25),
{TlapQvaia), was originally a small extent of country to but he Contrived to get into his power the youngest
the southeast of the Caspian Sea, of a mountainous and son of Phraates, with whom he fled to Rome, and beMenaced by a Roman
sandy character, with here and there, however, a fruit- sought the aid of Augustus.
ful plain, and regarded as forming, under the Persian invasion, and in danger from a large part of his own
to
sway, one satrapy with the province of Hyrcania, which subjects, Phraates willingly made great concessions
The inhabitants, a nomadic Augustus. He sent four of his sons to Rome as hoslay to the west of it.
Under the succes- tages, and restored to Augustus the Roman standards
race, were of Scythian descent.
sors of Alexander, the Parthian Arsaces, a man of ob- which had been taken on the defeat of Crassus, an
alluded to by the poets of
scure
but
talents, succeeded in event which is

—

Thucydides, but according to Philochorus 44 talents,
or about 6465,000.
Of this, however, it was stripped
by Lacbares, somewhat more than a century and a
This magnificent
quarter after the death of Pericles.
temple had resisted all the outrages o( time, had been
in turn converted into a Christian church and a Turk-

—

;

,

;

;

;

—

—

origin

frequently

great military

founding a separate kingdom, which gradually extended itself, under those who came after him, until it
reached the Euphrates, comprehending the fairest provinces oi the old Persian monarchy.
This new empire

of Parthia after this

Augustan age. The history
becomes of less importance, and is little more than a
record of civil wars and revolts, which tended greatly
to diminish the power of this once formidable empire ;
the

PAR
and

it

was

the great object of

PAS

Roman policy

to support,

much as

possible, pretenders to the throne, and thereby prevent all offensive operations on the part of the Parthians.
The great subject of contention between the
as

Romans and

!

!

!

a very cruel woman, and wreaked her vengeance, as far
as she was able, on all who had been instrumental in
One of the principal
the fall and death of her son.
sufferers was the eunuch Mesabates, who had cut off
the head and right hand of Cyrus by order of Artax-

Parthians was the kingdom of Armenia,
its own, and was
She also poisoned Statira, the wife of the
nominally in- erxes.
Von Hammer makes
{Plut., Vit. Artax., 17.)
dependent but its rulers were always appointed either king.
" Periby the Parthians or the Romans, and the attempts of the Persian name to have been Perisade, i. e.,
each nation to place its own dependants on the throne, born." {Wien. Jahrb., vol. 8, p. 394.) Strabo, on
led to incessant wars between them.
In the reign of the other hand (a very poor authority in such a matter),
Trajan, Armenia and Mesopotamia were converted says that the original Persian name was Pharziris.
Roman
into
provinces, and a new king of the Parthi- {Strab., 7S5.—Bdhr, ad Ctes., p. 186.)
ans was appointed by the emperor.
Under Hadrian,
Pasargad.e, sometimes written Passargadcs, and
the
liowever,
conquered territory was given up, and the also, but only |?y Ptolemy and Solinus, Pasargada, a
Euphrates again became the boundary of Parthia. very ancient city of Persia, and the royal residence
The two nations now remained at peace with each previous to the founding of Persepolis. Some difother until the reign of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius ference of opinion has existed relative to its site ,
Verus.
Cassius, the general of Verns, met with great but, from the accounts of Ptolemy and other writers,
success in the war, and at length took and almost de- it would appear to have stood to the southeast of
stroyed the powerful city o*" Seleucia on the Tigris, Persepolis, and near the confines of Carmania.
{ManA.D. 1G5. Under the reign of Vologeses IV., the ncrt, Geogr., vol. 5, pt. 2, p. 529.
Bdhr, ad Ctes..
Parthian dominions were invaded by Septimius Sever- p. 118.)
Hence Morier is wrong in fixing the position
us, who took Ctesiphon and several other important of this place at the modern Movrgaub (vol. 1, p. 206),
places, A.D. 198, and annexed to the Roman empire which lies to the north of Persepolis, an error in which
the important province of Osrhoene.
Caracalla fol- he is followed by Malte-Brun.
Pasargadse was situate
lowed up the successes of his father and though Ma- in Coele-Persis, on the banks of the Cyrus or Kores
crinus, who came after him, made a disgraceful peace {Strabo, 729), a circumstance which would seem to
with the Parthians, their power had become greatly point to the modern Pasa or Fasa as occcupying its
weakened by the conquests of Verus, Severus, and site. (Compare the remarks of Lassen, in Ersch und
Caracalla.
It was said
Artaxerxes, who had served with great Grubers Encyclopddie, s. v. Pa.sargadcB.)
reputation in the army of Artabanus, the last king of to have owed its origin to a camp which remained on
took
of
the
and
the name
weakened
state
of the the spot where Cyrus defeated Astyages,
Parthia,
advantage
"
monarchy to found a new dynasty. He represented of the city has been explained as signifying the camp
himself as a descendant of the ancient kings of Persia, of the Persians." {Sfcph. Byz., s. v.
Curt., 5, 6.
and called upon the Persians to recover their independ- Strabo, 730.) Lassen, however, says that it means
The call was readily responded to a large "the treasury of the Persians." Here Cyrus, in fact,
ence.
Persian army was collected
the Parthians were de- built a treasury, and erected his own tomb in an adjafeated in three great battles, and Artaxerxes succeed- cent park.
Strabo (730) and Arrian (6, 30) have given
ed to all the dominions of the Parthian kings, and be- a description of this sepulchre, taken from the work of
came the founder of the new Persian empire, which is Aristobulu?, who had visited the spot. According to
their accounts, the tomb was situated in a well- watered
usually known as that of the Sassanid®.
( Vid. Artaxerxes IV.—Encyd. Us. Knowl
The lower
vol. 17, p. 292.)—
park, and surrounded by numerous trees.

»

which had monarchs of
;

—

;

—

"

—

—

:

;

,

The

we have

already remarked, were of
Scythian origin; and, according to Justin (41, 1),
their name signified, in the Scythian
language, "Jaw^^
^^
ished'^ or
exiles.
Isidorus makes the same statement, and adds, that they were driven out of Scythia
by domestic strife.
{Orig., 10, 2, 44.
Compare
Wahl, Vorder- und Mtttel-Asien, p. 545, in notis.)
The mode of fighting adopted by their cavalry was peWhen apparentculiar, and well calculated to annoy.
Parthians, as

—

would turn round on their steeds
and discharge their arrows with the most unerring accuracy and hence, to borrow the language of an anly in full retreat, they

;

cient writer, it was victory to them if a counterfeited
flight -threw their pursuers into disorder.
{Plut., Vit.
Crass., ^i.—Horat., Od., 1, 19, II.
Id. ib., 2, 13,

—

\7.—Lucan,

1,

230.— Herodian.,

3, 4. 20.)

original, and subsequently the roy(Vid. remarks near the comprovince of Parthia.
mencement of the preceding article.)
Parvades or Paryardes (PtoL), a branch of Cau-

P.^RTHVENE, the

al,

casus, running off to the southwest, and separating
Cappadocia from Armenia. On the confines of Cap-

name was changed

Scordiscus
it here
padocia the
united with the chain of Antitaurus, and both stretched
onward to the west and' southwest through CappadoThe highest elevation in this rantre was Mons Arcia.
Ptolemy gives the name of Paryardes, in pargaeus.
ticular, to that part of the chain in which the Euphrabut Pliny calls this
tes and Araxcs took their rise
to

:

;

{Plin., 5, 27.—Straba, 528.)
Parysatis, a Persian princess, queen of Darius
lOchus, by whom she had Artaxerxes Mnemon and
Cyrus the younger, the latter of whom was her faShe is represented as
vourite.
{Xen., Anab., 1, 1.)

Capotes.

d84

solid, was of a quadrangular
it, which was
shape, and above it was a chamber built of stone, with
an entrance so ver)' narrow that a person of thin and
Aristobiilus
pliant make could alone pass through.
entered this chamber by the command of Alexander,

part of

in it a golden couch, a table with cups
golden coffin, and many beautiful garments,
swords, and chains. Aristobulus says, that the inscription on the tomb was, "Oh man, I am Cyrus, who acquired sovereignly for the Persians, and was King of
Asia. Do not then grudge me this monument." There
were certain Magi appomted to guard this tomb, who
received every day a sheep, and a certain quantity of
wine and wheat, and also a horse every month as an

and found

upon

it,

a

This tomb was plundered during
offering to Cyrus.
the lifetime of Alexander by some robbers, who carried
Acthe couch and the coffin.
off

—

everything except
cording to Plutarch, the kings of Persia were consecrated at Pasargadae by the Magi.
{V7t. Artax 3 )
,

Those modern

travellers

who make Mourgaub

—

corre-

spond to the site of the ancient Pasargadae, have discovered a building in the plain which they have imThis building is
agined to be the tomb of Cyrus.
''
Kubr Maxleri
by the people of the country
Suleiman,'" i. e., the tomb of the mother of Solomon
and the description given by Sir Robert K. Porter

called

;

{Travels, vol. 1, p. 498) corresponds in many particuThe tomb contains
lars to that of Arrian and Strabo.
no inscription, but on a pillar in the neighbourhood
there is a cuneiform inscription, which Grotefend, in
an essay on the subject, appended to Heeren's v^ork
on Asia (vol. 2, p. 360, seqq., Eng. trans.), interpret*

mean "Cyrus the King, ruler of the universe."
Saint-Martin> however {Journal Asiafi^uc for Fet«u-

to

>.

PAT

PAS
supposes that it rather refers to Artaxerxes
and Lassen, a most competent authority on

ary, 1828),

Ochus

;

the subject, thinks it impossible to make out the name
Hock is of opinion, that
of Cyrus in this inscription.
the building described by Porter, and before him by
Morier, is the tomb of one of the Sassanian kings, the
dynasty that ruled in Persia from the third to the middle of the seventh century of our era.
( Veteris Media

Persia Monumenta, Gbtt., 1818.) Herodotus does
not speak of Pasargadae as a place, but as the noblest
of the Persian tribes, so that Cyrus must have founded
the city of the same name in their territory.
{Herod.,
et

—

125
Creuzer, ad Inc.)
Pasiphak, a daughter of the Sun and of Perseis,
and wife of Minos, king of Crete. The ordinary leconnected with her name has been given in a
gend
different article {vid. Minotaurus), and the opinion has
there been advanced, that the whole story rests on
some astronomical basis, and that Pasiphae is identiThus we find the epithet IlacTfcal with the moon.
1,

^a^f ("

all-itlnmining''' or

"

all- bright''^)

applied to Di-

ana in the Orphic hymns (35, 3), after having been given to the Sun in a previous effusion (7, 14). The same
term, together with Ilaaf^ovjyf, is applied to Selene,

Pa881enu8, Paulus, a Roman knight, nephew to the
poet Propertius, whose elegiac compositions he sucHe likewise attempted lyric poe<
cessfully imitated.
try with equal success, and chose for his model th«
Crinit., de
writings of Horace.
{Pliny, Ep., 6, 9.
Poet. Lat., c. 76.)

—

Patala.

Vid. Pattala.
a city of Lycia, on the left bank and
of the river Xanthus.
{Arrian, 1, 24.

Patara {orum),
mouth
— Leake's
Tour,
at the

p. 183.)
According to Strabo (665),
was built by Patarus, whom mythology made a son
of Apollo.
ad
{Eustath.
Dionys. Perieg., v. 129.)
Hence the high estimation in which the god was here
held, and the famous oracle which he had in this place\
Hence also his surname of Patareus {Hor., Od., 3,4,
64), and the legend that he spent the six winter- months
at Patara, and the summer at Delos.
{Servius ad
Strabo speaks of the numerous
Virg., jEn., 4, 143.)
temples in this city, without particularizing the temple
and oracle of Apollo. The oracle, probably, had by this
time declined in reputation, and Mela, the geographer,
learn from
speaks of its former fame (1, 15).
Strabo, that Ptolemy Philadelphus restored Patara, and
"
to
Arsinoe in
its name to
it

We

attempted

change

Lycia ;"

but this alteration does not appear to have succeeded.
Livy and other writers always use the other appellation.
{Liv , 37, 15.— Id., 38, 39.
Po/yi., 22, 26 )
ming" Pasiphae, then, is, with every appearance of Patara was a city of considerable size, and had a good
probability, a goddess in the sphere of the Cretan lunar harbour, though too small to contain the allied fleet
With regard to Pasiphae, considered as a of the Romans, Rhodians, and other Greek stales in
worship.
It is now
{Liv., 37, 17.)
divinity, we have no direct proof from the island of the war with Antiochus.
Crete itself: in Laconia, however, which derived so entirely choked up by encroaching sands.
Appian
many of its institutions from Crete, several confirma- remarks, that Patara was like a port to Xanthus ;
tory circumstances do ncft fail to present themselves. which city appears from Strabo and the Stadiasmus
Tertullian mentions the ora le of Pasiphae in Laconia to have been on the banks of the river Xanthus, eight
as one of the most celebrated in that country (de Ani- or nine miles above Patara.
The modern Patera ocPlutarch cupies the site of the ancient city, but is nothing more
ma, c. 46
Op., vol. 4, p. 311, ed. Semi.).
also speaks of a temple and oracle of Pasiphae at than a collection of ruins, being entirely uninhabited.
Thalamae, though he leaves it undecided what partic- Captain Beaufort describes the harbour of Patara as a
ular deity is meant by the name.
(Vit. Agid., c. 9.) swamp filled with sand and bushes, and all communiIt would seem, however, to have been an oracle of one
cation with the sea as being cut off by a straight beach,
of their most ancient and revered deities, and there- through which there is no opening.
The sand has not
fore, in all likelihood, a Cretan one, since it was con- only filled up the harbour, but has accumulated to a
sulted on all great political occasions by the Spartan considerable height between the ruins and the river
The ruins are represented as extensive.
Pint., Xanthus.
(Compare Ctc, de Diviv., 1, 43.
Ephori.
Pausanias mentions this same {Cramer'* s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 250.
Vit. Cleom., c. 7.)
Leake's Tour,
or the

full

moon, by

a later bard.

{Maximus,

Philos.,

Tepl KarapxcJv, ap. Fabric, Bibl. Gr., vol. 8, p. 415.
—Creuzer, Symbolik, vol. 4, p. 88.) The "all-illu-

—

—

—

—

—

—

He calls it, indeed, the temple and
sanctuary (3, 26).
and yet he informs us that without was
oracle of Ino
a statue of Pasiphae, and another of the sun.
must h^re read Uaac^UT/g with Sylburgius and Meursius, in place of the common lection Tla(l)iT]g.
(Con;

We

to Ihe Laconian Pasiphae, Meursius,
Misc. Lacon., 1,4; arwi, on the subject of Pasiphae
Id.
generally. Hock, Kreta, vol. 2, Vorrede, p. xxi.x.
sult, in relation

—

vol. 2, p.

49, seqq.)
Vid. Tigris.
PASs.iRON, a town of Epirus, the capital of the

ib.,

Mo-

lossi.
Here, according to Plutarch {Vit. Pyrrh.), the
kings of Epirus convened the solemn assembly of the
whole nation, when, after having performed the customary sacrifices, they took an oath that they would
govern according to the established laws, and the peopJe, in return, swore to maintain the constitution and
defend the kingdom.
After the termination of the war
between the Romans and Perseus, king of Macedon,
Passaron did not escape the sentence which doomed
to destruction so many of the unfortunate cities of
Epirus that had shown an inclination to favour the
cause of the enemy.
It was
given up to plunder, and
its walls were levelled to the
{Liv., 45, 34.)
ground.
With regard to the site of this ancient place, it seems
it is to be identified with some rethat
highly probable
markable ruins, described by more than one traveller,
near Jocnmna, ni a S.S.W. direction, and about four
hours from that city.
{Hughes^s Travels, vol. 2, p.
486.
Cramer^s Ana. Greece, vol. 1, p. 138,

61

182.)

Patavicm, a city of Cisalpine Gaul, in the district
of Venetia, and situate between the Meduacus Major
and Minor, in the lower part of their course.
From
its
celebrity and importance it may justly be considThe story of
ered as the capital of ancient Venetia.
foundation by Antenor is one which will scarcely
in the present day, though so universally
1, 242.
accredited by the poets of antiquity.
( JEn
Senec, Consol.
Compare Mela, 2, 4. Solin., 8
ad Hclv., 7.)
It seems as diflRcult to refute as to
but, granting the
prove a fact of so remote an era
origin of Patavium, as far as regards the Trojan
it does
prince, to be an invention of a later period,
not follow that the tradition should be wholly destibetute of foundation
perhaps a similarity of name
tween the Antenor of Homer and the chief of the
Heneti might not vuireasonably be fixed upon as acits

be believed

—

Pasitigris.

—

p.

seqq.)

—

—

,

;

:

most
counting for this otherwise improbable story
in the Iliad,
improbable, indeed, when we consider that,
with
Priam
Antenor is represented as of the same age
An interesting event in the subsequent
(3, 148).
is recorded at some length by
history of Patavium
it as honourable to his
Livy, who naturally dwells on
A Spartan fleet, under the comnative city (10, 2).
mand of Cleomenes, king of Lacedapmon, being driven
of Tarenby contrary winds from the neighbourhood
had been summoned
tum, to the aid of which city he
a threatened attack on the part of the Romans
;

—

against
in the Adriatic,
{Strabo, 208), arrived unexpectedly

PAT

PAU

•nd anchored at the mouth of the Meduacus Major, lustrious chief of that people who,
uniting them into
and near the present villages of Chiozza and Fusina. one city, called it by his name. Patrae is enumerA party of these adventurers, having advanced up the ated by Herodotus among the 12 cities of Achaia (1,
river in some light vessels, effected a
We are informed by Thucydides, that, during
landing, and 46).
proceeded to burn and plunder the defenceless villa- the interval of peace which occurred in the PeloponThe alarm of this unexpected at- nesian war, Alcibiades persuaded its inhabitants to
ges on its banks.
tack soon reached Patavium, whose inhabitants were build long walls down to the sea (6, 53).
I'his was
kept continually on the alert and in arms, from fear one of the first towns which renewed the federal sysof the neighbouring Gauls.
A force was instantly tern after the interval occasioned by the Macedonian
and such was the dominion throughout Greece. {Polyb 2, 41 ) Its
despatched to repel the invaders
skill and promptitude with which the service was
per- maritime situation, opposite to the coast of ^tolia and
formed, that the marauders were surprised and their Acarnariia, rendered it a very advantageous port for
vessels taken before the news of this reverse could
communicating with these countries and in the Soreach the fleet at the mouth of the river.
Attacked cial war, Philip of Macedon frequently landed his troops
at his moorings, it was not without
The Pagreat loss, both in there in his expeditions into Peloponnesus.
ships and men, that the Spartan comtnander effected traeans sustained such severe losses in the ditferent
his escape.
The shields of the Greeks and the beaks engagements fought against the Romans during the
of their galleys were suspended in the temple of Juno, Achaean war, that the few men who remained m the
and an annual mock-fight on the Meduacus served to city determined to abandon it, and to reside in the surperpetuate the memory of so proud a day in the an- rounding villages and boroughs.
{Paicsanias, 7, 18.
nals of Patavium.
This event is placed by the RoPatrae was, however, raised
Polybius, 40, 3, seqq )
man historian in the 450th year of Rome. Sirabo to its former flourishing condition after the battle of
speaks of Patavium as the greatest and most flourish- Actium by Augustus, who, in addition to its dispersed
and states that it count- inhabitants, sent thither a large body of colonists, choing city in the north of Italy
ed in his time 500 Roman knights among its citizens, sen from his veteran soldiers, and granted to the city,
and could at one period send 20,000 men into the thus restored under his auspices, all the privileges
held.
Its manufactures of cloth and woollen stuffs usually conceded
by the Romans to their colonies.
were renowned throughout Italy, and, together with Strabo (387) affirms, that in his day it was a large and
Its iraiSic in various commodities,
The modern
sufficiently attested populous town, with a good harbour.
the great wealth and prosperity of its inhabitants. Patras occupies the site of the ancient city.
{Cra{Strut/., 213.
Compare 3far^uiZ, 14, 141.) Vessels mer* s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 67.)
could come up to Patavium from the sea, a distance
Patroclus, one of the Grecian chieftains during
of 250 stadia, by the Meduacus.
About si.x miles to the Trojan war, son of Menoetius, and of Sthenele the
the south of the city were the celebrated Patavinaj daughter of Acaslus, and the beloved friend of Achil;

j

I

;

,

I

I

:

,

;

,

;

—

;

—

(P/m., 2, 103.— Id., 31, 6.) The principal
Aquae.
source was distinguished by the name of Aponus
Pons, from whence that of Bagni d'Ahano, by which
these waters are at present known, has evidently been
formed.
The modern Padua (in Italian Padova) oc{Cramer's
cupies the ,site of the ancient Patavium.

—

Anc.

Italy, vol.

1,

p. 120, scqq.)

Paterculus, an

historian.

{Vid. Velleius Pater-

les.
Having in his youth accidentally killed Clysonymus, the son of Amphidamas, in a moment of ungovernable fury, he was compelled to fly from Opus,
where his father reigned, and found an asylum with
Peleus, king of Phthia, who educated him with his
son Achilles under the centaur Chiron; and thus was
contracted between the two youthful heroes a friend-

Upship that never suffered the slightest diminution.
the determination of Achilles to retire from the

culus.)

on

Patmos, a small rocky island in the £gean, south
of Icaria, and southwest of Samos.
It belonged to
the group of the Sporades.
This island appears to
have had no place which deserved the name of a city.
It became a spot of some consequence, however, in
the early history of the church, from St. John's having
heen banished to it, and having here written his ApocIt is the
alypse.
general opinion of commentators on

war

Scripture, that St. John was banished to Patmos towards the close of the reign of Domitian. It is not

after his quarrel with Agamemnon, Patroclus,
impatient at the successes of the Trojans, obtained
permission from his friend to lead the Thessalians to
Achilles equipped him in his own arthe conflict.

mour, except giving him the spear called Pelias, which
no one but the hero himself could wield, and which
he had received from his father Peleus, on whom ChiThe stratron had bestowed it.
(// 16, 140, seqq.)
agem proved completely successful and from the
consternation into which the Trojans were thrown at
,

;

his captivity lasted, but it is thought the presence of the supposed Achilles. Patroclus was
was released on the death of Domitian, which enabled to pursue them to the very walls of the city.
happened A.D. 96, when he retired to Ephesus. The protecting hand, however, of their tutelary god,
Dzo Apollo, at last prevailed, and the brave Greek fell be{Iren., 2, 22, b.—Euseb., Hist. Eccles., 3, 18.
A small bay on the east side, and two neath the arm of Hector, who was powerfully aided
Cass., 68, 1.)
A fierce contest ensued for
others on the western shore, divide Patmos into two by the son of Latona.
of which Ajax and Menportions, of which the southern is the more considera- the dead body of Patroclus,
The modern name of the island is Patmo or elaus ultimately obtained possession. The grief of
ble.

known how long
that he

—

Palmosa.

It contains several churches and convents ;
There
the principal one is dedicated to the apostle.
are also the ruins of an ancient fortress, and some

Achilles, and the funeral rites performed in honour of
his friend, are detailed in the 18th and 23d books of

{Whittington, in Walpole's Memoirs
of Turkey, vol. 2, p. 43.) Dr. Clarke, in speaking of
Patmos, declares that there is not a spot in the Archia volcanic origin
pelago with more of the semblance of
than this island.
{Travels, vol. 6, p. 73, Lond. ed.)
'Patrm, a city of Achaia, west of Rhium, and at
It is said to have
the opening of the Corinthian Gulf.
been built on the site of three towns, called A roe,
been
founded by the
had
Anthea, and Messatis, which
lonians when they were in possession of the country.
On their expulsion by the Achaeans, the small towns
»bove naentioned fell into the hands of Patreus, an il-

his father,

other remains.

Patroclus was surnamed Mencetmdes from
and Actorides from his grandfather
{Horn ,
Avollod., 3, 13.— Hygin.,fab., 97, 275.—

the Iliad.

//.,

I.

c.

—

Ovid, Met., 13, 273.)

Patulcius, a surname of Janus.
pAULiNus, a Roman commander.
Paulinus

{Vid. Janus.)
{Vid. Suetonius

)

Paulus,
name, who

I.

i^i^MiLius,

son of the consul of the same

the battle near Canna? (B C. 216),
after using his utmost efforts to check the rashness of
his colleague.
Young ^^milius was a mere boy at
the death of his father, yet by his personal merits, and
the
influence of his friends, he eventually atfell

in

powerful

Q/Pww*^e..

PAULUS.

PAULUS.

Uined to the highest honours of his country. His sister ..Emiha was married to P. Cornelius Scipio, the
of Hannibal, who was consul for the second

daughters, again, JE.m\\\wt was father-in-law to Marcos
Porcius Cato, son of the censor, and to iElius Tubero.
These four young men accompanied i£miliu8 to the

conqueror
time B.C. 194; and this very year -^mihus, though he
bad held no public office, was appointed one of three
commissioners to conduct a colony to Crotona, in the
south of Italy, a city with which he might claim some
connexion on the ground of his descent from Mamer-

Two

cus, the son of Pythagoras.
years after, at the
age of about 36, he was elected a curule sedile in preference, if we may believe Plutarch, to twelve candi-

dates of such merit that every one of them became
His aedileship was distinguished
afterward consuls.
by many improvements in the city and neighbourhood
of Rome.
The following year (191 B.C.) he held the
office of praetor, and in that capacity was governor of
the southwestern part of the Spanish peninsula, with a

considerable force under his

ment was renewed

command.

The

appoint-

the following year, but with en-

now

of proconsul,
and ;vas accompanied by double the usual number of
lictors.
In an engagement, however, with the Lusitani, 6000 of his men were cut to pieces, and the rest
But this
only saved behind the works of the camp.
disgrace was retrieved in the third year of his government, by a signal defeat of the enemy, in which 18,000
of their men were left upon the field. For this success
a public thanksgiving was voted by the senate in honour of .^milius.
Soon after he returned to Rome,
and found that he had been appointed, in his absence,
one of the ten commissioners for regulating affairs in
that part of Western Asia which had lately been wrested by the two Scipios from Anliochus the Great.
iEmilius was a member also of the college of augurs
from an early age, but we do not find any means of
As a candidate for
fixing the period of his election.
the consulship he met with repeated repulses, and only
attained that honour in 182 B C, nine years after holding the office of praetor. During this and the following
year he commanded an army in Liguria, and succeeded
in the complete reduction of a powerful people called
larged powers, for he

bore the

title

the Ingauni (who have left their name in the maritime
town of Albenga, formerly Albium Ingaunum). A

public thanksgiving of three days was immediately
voted, and, on his return to Rome, he had the honour
of a triumph.
For the next ten years we lose sight of
.^inilius, and at the end of this period he is only mentioned as being selected by the inhabitants of farther

Spain to protect their interests at Rome, an honour
It
which at once proved and added to his influence.
was at this period (B.C. 171) that the last Macedoand though the Romans could
nian war commenced
scarcely have anticipated a struggle from Perseus, who
inherited from his father only the shattered remains of
;

the great Macedonian monarchy, yet three consuls, in
three successive years, were more than baffled by his
arms.
In B C 168 a second consulship, and with it

command

against Perseus, was intrusted to .^milat least 60 years of age, but he was
supported by two sons and two sons-in-law, who possessed both vigour and ability.
By Papiria, a lady bethe

ius.

He was now

war in Macedonia, and all contributed in a marked
manner to his success. Perseus was strongly posted
in the

range of Olympus to defend the passes from

Perrhaebia into Macedonia, but he allowed himself to

.^milius made good his passage
through the mountains, and the two armies were noon
in view of each other near Pydna.
On the evening before the battle, an officer in the Roman army, named
Sulpicius, obtained the consul's permission to address
the troops upon a point which was of no little importance in those ages.
An eclipse of the moon, it was
known to Sulpicius, would occur that night, and he
be out-manoeuvred,

thought

It

prudent to prepare the soldiers

for

it.

Wheu

moment arrived, the soldiers went out, inassist the moon in her labours with the usual

the eventful

deed, to

clamour of their kettles and pans, nor omitted to offer
her the light of their torches ; but the scene was one of
amusement rather than fear. In the Macedonian camp,
on the other hand, superstition produced the usual effect of horror and alarm ; and on the following day the
result of the battle corresponded to the feelings of the
In a single hour the hopes of Perseus were
night.
destroyed for ever. The monarch fled with scarcely a
companion, and on the third day reached Amphipolis.
Thence he proceeded to Samothrace, where he soon
after fell into the hands of the conqueror.
The date
of the battle of Pydna has been fixed by the eclipse to
the 22d of June.
Livy, indeed, assigns it to a day in
the early part of September ; but it is not impossible
that the difference may be owing to some irregularity
in the Roman calendar, which, prior to the Julian cot
rcction, must often have differed widely from the pies
ent distribution of the year.
The Romans were care
in recording the day of every important battle.
After reducing Macedonia to the form of a Roman
province, .^milius proceeded on his return to Epirus.
Here, under the order of the senate, he treacherously
surprised seventy towns, and delivered up to his army
ful

150,000 of the inhabitants as slaves, and

all their

prop-

On

his arrival in Rome, however,
army, with whom he was far from popular, the chief opponents to his claim to a triumph.
This honour he at last obtained, and Perseus, with
his young children, some of them too young to be sensible of their situation, were paraded for three success-

erty as plunder.

he found

in this

Rome. But the triumphant general had a severe lesson from affliction in
Of two sons by a second
the midst of his honour.

ive days through the streets of

wife (he had long divorced Papiria), one, aged twelve,
died five days before the triumph, the other, aged fourteen, a few days after ; so that he had now no son to

hand down his name to posterity. ^Emilius lived eight
years after his victory over Perseus, in which period
we need only mention his censorship, B.C. 164. At
his death, 160 B.C., his two sons, who had been adopted into other families, Fabius and Scipio, honoured his

memory

in

the

Roman

fashion by the exhibition of

funeral gajnes
and the Adelphi of I'erence, the lasi
comedy the poet wrote, was first presented to the Roman public on this occasion. The fact is attested by
.^miliur.
the inscription still prefixed to the play,
found in his grateful friend Polybius one willing and
to exaggerate, his virable to commemorate,
;

longing to one of the first families in Rome, he had two
Of the sons, the elder had
sons and three daughters.
been adopted into the house of the Fabii by the celebrated opponent of Hannibal, and consequently bore the
name of Quintus Fabius Maximus, with the addition of
perhaps
Few Romans have received so favourable a
.^milianus, to mark his original connexion with the tues.
house of the .^milii
The younger, only seventeen character from history. (Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 1,
years of age ai this period, had been adopted by his p. 143.)— II. ^Egineta, a medical writer. (Vid. iEgiown cousin, the son of Scipio Africanus, and was now neta.) III. A native of Alexandres, who wrote, A.D.
called by the same name as his grandfather by adoption, 378, an Introduction to Astrology {Eiaayuyv eic tijv
dedicated to his son Cronammon,
viz., P. Cornelius Scipio, with the addition of .^milA.'Kore'ktafiaTLKrjv),
have also a body
The careless reader which has come down to us.
ianus, as in his brother's case.
The
of Roman historv often confounds these two persons, of scholia on this work, composed AD. 1151.
the MSS., by the
and the more so as the
eventually acquired author of these is called, in one of

—

'

We

younger

the

same

title

of Afriranus.

By

the marriage of his

apparently Arabian

name of Apomasar.

Another wri-

PAU
equally unknown,
the author of a Commentary

ter,

chapters, which
editions of the

still

PAUSANIAS.

name

of Heliodorus, is
on this same work, in 53

by the

remains in

MS.

work of Paulus

There are two
one by Schaton,

:

1586, 8vo, and the other in 1588, Witeh.,
4to.
{ScKoll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 47.)— IV. Silentiarius, a poet in the time of Justinian.
(Vid. SiWiteb.,

lentiarius.)

he was,

like all his predecessors, the bearer of orders
for his own death, as well as of his master's
treason, de-

nounced him

to the ephori.

By

their instructions, this

person took sanctuary, and, through a partition made
by a preconcerted plan in a hut where he had found
refuge, they had the opportunity of hearing Pausanias
acknowledge his own treason, during a visit which he
The ephori proceedpaid to his refractory messenger.
ed to arrest Pausanias; but a hint from one of their
number enabled him to make his escape to the temple
of Minerva of the " Brazen House,"
only, however,
to suffer a more lingering death.
He was shut
in

I. son of Cleombrotus, was of that
royal
Sparta which traced its descent from Eurys*'
Aristotle calls him
thenes.
king," but he only governed as the cousin-german and guardian of Pleistarup
chus, who succeeded to the throne on the death of the temple, and, when on the brink of starvation, was
Pausanias comes principally into notice brought out to die (B.C. 467).
Leonidas.
His mother is said to
as commatider of the Grecian army at the battle t)f have carried the first stone to the
temple- door for the
The Spartan contingent had been delayed purpose of immuring him within. (Thucyd., 1, 132,
Plataea.
to
as long as was possible
the
II.
but, owing
represen- seqq.—Encyd. Us. Knowl, vol. 17, p. 330.)
tations made by the Athenian ministers at Lacedae- youth of noble family, at the court of
Philip, and who
not
it
was
at
last
until
the
to
Diodorus
a
in
the
mon,
filled, according
despatched, though
Siculus, post
royal
Persians had advanced into Boeotia. This delay, how- guards.
He is rendered memorable in history for the
ever, had one good effect, that of taking the Argives murder of Philip of Macedon, father of Alexander the
by surprise, and defeating their design of intercepting Great. The motive that impelled him to the deed
any troops hostile to Persia which might march through was, that he had suffered an outrage from Attains, one
The Spartans, under the command of of the courtiers, for which Philip had refused to give
their territory.
After commitPausanias, got safe to the Isthmus, met the Athenians him satisfaction.
{Vid. Philippus.)
at Eleusis, and ultimately took up that position which ting the deed, the murderer rushed towards the
gates
The result is well known. of the city, where horses were waiting for him. He
led to the battle of Plataea.
Pausanias, elated by his success, took all methods of was closely pursued by some of the great officers of
showing his own unfitness to enjoy good fortune. Be- the royal body-guard, but he would have mounted being sent with 20 ships, and in the capacity of com- fore they had overtaken him if his sandal had not been
mander-in-chief of the confederates, to the coast of caught by the stump of a vine, which brought him to
Asia Minor, he, by his overbearing conduct, disgusted the ground. In the first heat of their passion his purthe Greeks under his command, and particularly those suers despatched him.
Diod. Sic, 16,
(Justin, 9, 6.
Asiatic Greeks who had lately revolted from the Per- 93.)
III. A traveller and geographical writer, whose
To his oppression he added an affectation native country has not been clearly ascertained. He
sian rule.
and what we know of Spartan is supposed by some to have been born in Lydia, from
of Eastern luxury
manners seems to lead to the conclusion, that no mix- a passage in his own work (5, 13, 4.
Compare the
ture could possibly be more repugnant to persons ac- remarks of Siebelis, Prcef. ad Pausan
p. v., seqq.),
customed at once to Persian elegance and Ionic re- and to have flourished during the reigns of Hadrian
finement, than a clumsy imitation of both, such as the and the Antonines.
(Siebelis, Praf. ad Pausan., p.
conduct of Pausanias in all probability presented. Prej- viii. ) He travelled in Greece, Macedonia, Asia, Egypt,
udice in favour of the Athenians, who were of the and even in Africa as far as the temple of Jupiter AmIonic race, was also active; intrigues commenced, the mon.
After this he appears to have taken up his resAthenians encouraged them, and Pausanias was re- idence at Rome, and to have there published his Travcalled.. Much criminality was imputed to him by those els through Greece CEX^uSog TzepiTJyTjaig), in ten books.
Greeks who came to Sparta from the seat of war, and It is an important work for antiquities and archaeology,
his conduct was clearly more like the exercise of ar- combining with a description of public edifices and
He works of art, the historical records and the legends
bitrary power than of regular military command.
was accordingly put on his trial. Private and public connected with them.
Hence the researches into
from the former which this mode of handling the subject has led him,
charges were brought against him
he was acquitted, but his Medism (or leaning to Per- and the discussions on which he enters, serve not only
Dorcis was sent in to throw light upon the Grecian mythology, but also
sia) seemed to be clearly proved.
but the Spartan supremacy had received its to clear up many obscure points of ancient history.
his place
occasiondeath-blow, and thenceforward Lacedaemon interfered Pausanias displays judgment and erudition
He describes,
only sparingly in the prosecution of the contest with ally, however, he falls into errors.
Persia.
Pausanias, however, with the feelings of a moreover, many things too much in the style of a travdisappointed man, went in a private capacity to the eller who has not had sufficient leisure to examine evAfter ery object with attention and he describes things, too,
Hellespont, on pretence of joining the army.

P.\usANiAS,

house

in

—

;

A

—

—

—

;

,

;

;

:

;

the taking of Byzantium, which happened during his
command, he had winked at the escape of certain Persian fugitives of rank, and, by means of an accomplice,
had conveyed a letter to the Persian monarch, contain-

ing an offer to subjugate Greece to his dominion, and
subjoining the modest request of having his daughter
A favourable answer had elated him to such
to wife.
a degree as to disgust the allies in the manner already
On his second journey he was forcibly prestated

on the supposition that Greece would always remain
nearly in the same state in which he himself saw it.
In consequence of this, he is satisfied oftentimes with
and, even when he gives
merely indicating objects
an account of them, he does it in a manner that is
very concise, and sometimes actually obscure. (Com;

pare Heyne, Antiq. Aufs., vol.

—

1, p.

—Manso, Ver—

U.

Hemst. ad Lucian, vol 1, p. 4,
stichen, 6cc., ]). 377.
Valck. ad Herodot., 7, 50.
Siebelis, Prcef.
ed. Amst.

—

—

In respect of style, Pausanias
vented from entering Byzantium, upon which he re- ad Pausan.. p. xix.)
His own, which is a bad
tired to a city in Troas.
There, too, his conduct was cannot be cited as a model.
unfavourably reported at home, and a messenger was imitation of that of Herodotus, offends frequently by
In Ihe first book of his
despatched with orders for his immediate return, under an affectation of conciseness.
in the
Pausanias work Pausanias describes Attica and Megaris
threats of declaring him a public enemy.
returned, but it was still hard to bring home any defi- second, Corinth, Sicyonia, the territory of Phlius. and
in the fourth, Mesin the third, Laconia
nite charge against him, and the Spartans were shy of Argolis
in the seventh,
in the fifth and sixth, Elis
adducing any but the strongest evidence. At last, sema
however, one of his emissaries, having discovered that Achaia; in the eighth, Arcadia in the ninth, Boeotia

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

988

;

PAU

PEG

—

The best edition of Pausanand in the tenth, Phocis.
las is that of Siebelis, Lips., 1822-28, 5 vola. 8vo.
new edition has recently appeared, by Schubart and
Walz, Lips., 1838-40, 3 vols. 8vo. {Scholl, Hist.
IV.
Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 307.)
grammarian, a naHe is
tive of Caesarea ad Argaeum, in Cappadocia.
often confounded with the precedmg. {Vhilostr., Vit.

A

—

—

A

Praf. ad Pausan.,

materials in it to be brought to Rome, and with tbein
raised Julians portico.
Virgil's tomb is said to be
above the entrance of the grotto of Pausilypus. Cluverius and Addison, however, deny this to be the tomb
of the poet.

sepulchre

Paxos,
Paxo. It

(

Vid. Virgihus,

where an account of

this

is

given.)
a small island

now

southeast of Corcyra,

one of the seven Ionian islands.
{Plin.,
The distance from Corcyra is about six miles.
4, 12.)
seqq.)
PadsIas, a painter of Sicyon, contemporary with No fresh spring-water has been discovered on it the
After he had learned the rudunents of his land does not yield much corn or pasture, but is fruitApelles.
It is peopled by six or seven thouart from his father Bnetes, he studied encaustic in the ful in oil and wiiie.
school of Pamphilus, where he was the fellow-pupil of sand inhabitants. {Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 6, p. 172.
was
the first painter
Pausias
Pouqueville, Voyage de la Grece, vol. 2, p. 145.)
Apelles and Melanthius.
who acquired a great name for encaustic with the ccsPedasus, I. the mortal one of the three steeds of
in
the
of
He
excelled
trum.
Achilles, and which that hero obtained when he sacked
particularly
management
the shadows ; his favourite subjects were small pic- the city of Eetion.
He died of a
(//., 16, 153.)
tures, generally of boys, but he also painted large com- wound received from Sarpedon, in the contest between
He was the first who introduced the cus- the latter and Patroclus. (//., 16, 467, seqq.) II.
positions.
tom of painting the ceilings and walls of private apart- town of the Leleges in Troas, on the river Satnioeis.
ments with historical and dramatic subjects. The {II., 21, 86.) The situation of this Homeric town reIt appears from Pliny, that some
practice, however, of decorating ceilings simply with mains undefined.
stars or arabesque figures (particularly those of tem- authors identified it with Adramyttium.
{Plin., 5, 32.)
Pausias undertook the
III. More commonly Pedasum or Pedasa, a city of
ples) was of very old date.
restoration of the paintings of Polygnotus at Thespiae, the Leleges in Caria, and the capital of a district which
which had been greatly injured by the hand of time
included no less than eight cities within its limits.
Ii
but he was judged inferior to his ancient predecessor, was situated above Halicarnassus, towards the east,
for he contended with weapons not his own ; he gen- and not far from Stratonicea, and the site corresponds
erally worked with the cestrum, whereas the paintings probably to the modern Pei/c/tm. {Strab.,Q\\.) Heof Polygnotus were with the pencil, which Pausias, rodotus also notices Pedasa, on account of a strange
The most phenomenon which was stated to occur there. Whenconsequently, also used in this instance.
famous work of his was the sacrifice of an ox, which ever the inhabitants were threatened with any calamity,
In the chin of the priestess of Minerva became furnished
in the time of Pliny was in the hall of Pompey.
this prodigy was reported to have happenthis picture the ox was foreshortened
but, to show with a beard
the animal to full advantage, the painter judiciously ed three times.
{Herod., 1, 175.
Compare Anstot.,
IV. The Homeric name, accordthrew his shadow upon a part of the surrounding crowd, Hist. An., 3, 11.)
and he added to the effect by painting a dark ox upon ing to some, for Methone, in Messenia.
(//., 9, 294.)
a light ground.
Pedo Albinovanus. Vid. Albinovanus II.
Pausias, in his youth, loved a native of
his own city named Glycera, who earned her living by
Pedum, an ancient town of Latium, often named in
making garlands of flowers and wreaths of roses, whidi the early wars of Rome, and which must be placed in
The modern site of Zagarolo
led him into competition with her, and he eventually the vicinity of Prasneste.
A portrait of seems best to answer to the data which are supplied
acquired great skill in flower-painting.
For, according to
Glycera, with a garland of flowers, was reckoned among by Livy respecting its position.
his master-pieces ; a copy of it was purchased by Lu- this historian (8, 11), Pedum was situate between Ticullus at Athens at the great price of two talents (near- bur, Praeneste, Bola, and Labicum.
{'Sibby, Viag.
Pausias was reproached by his rivals for Antiq., vol. 1, p. 261.) It was taken by storm, and
ly $2200).
he
the
but
silenced
censure
Camillus.
a
slow
{Liv ,8, 13.) Horace menby destroyed by
painter
befcig
completing a picture of a boy, in his own style, in a tions the Regio Pedana in one of his epistles (1, 4.
single day, which on that account was called the Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 74.)
*'
Hemeresms'^ {'Hfiepr/aio^), or the work " of a single
Pegasides, a name given to the Muses from the
day." {Plin., 35, 11, iO.—Sillig, Did. Art., s. v.— fountain Hippocrene, which the winged steed Pegasus
Junius, Catal., s. v.
Enajcl. Us. Knowl., vol. 17, p. is said to have produced with a blow of his hoof.
ColuAt a later period, the Sicyonians were obliged {Propert., 3, 1, 19.
Ovid, Heroid., 15, 27.
331.)
to part with the pictures which they possessed of this mella, 10, 273.)
Pegasus, a winged steed, the offspring of Neptune
distinguished artist, to deliver themselves from a
They were purchased by M. Scaurus and Medusa, and which sprang forth from the neck of
heavy debt.
when aedile, and were brought to Rome to adorn the the latter after her head had been severed by PersTzetz. ad Lycophr., 17.)
new theatre which he had erected. {Plin., 21, 2.)
eus.
{Apollod., 2, 4, 2.
Pausilypus, a celebrated mountain and grotto near Hesiod says he was called Pegasus (H^yacrof) because
It took its name from a villa of bom near the sources {nrfyai) of Ocean.
the city of Naples.
{Thcog..
Vedius Pollio, erected in the time of Augustus, and 282.) As soon as he was born he flew upward, and
a blow
with
where
which
its
called Pausilypum, from the effect
beauty fi.xed his abode on Mount Helicon,
was supposed to produce in suspending sorrow and an.x- of his hoof he produced the fountain Hippocrene.
" about to make care
He used, however, lo
cease'''').
{Ovid, Met., 5, 256, seqq.)
iety {Tzavauv Tjvtvtjv,
This mountain is said to be beautiful in the extreme, come and drink occasionally at the fountain of Pirenc,
and justly to merit the name bestowed upon it. The on the Acrocorinthus, and it was here that Bellerophon
and is made through caught him preparatory to his enterprise against the
grotto is nearly a mile in length,
On Chimera. After throwing off Bellerophon when the
the mountain 20 feet in breadth, and 30 in height.
ihe mountain, Vedius Pollio had not only a villa, but latter wished to fly to the heavens, Pegasus directed
also a reservoir or pond, in which he kept a number of his course to the skies, and was made a constellation
the article Beller(Consult remarks under
lampreys, to which he used to throw such slaves as had by Jupiter.
committed a fault. When he died, he bequeathed, ophon.) Pegasus was the favourite of the Muses,
from him, among the poets, the appellaamong other parts of his possessions, his villa to Au- who derived
"
The fountain of Hippocrene is
gustus but this monarch, abhorring a house where so tion of Pegasides.''
"
unda'' or " Pcmany ill-fated creatures had lost their lives for very likewise called from him Pegasides
I.
Apollod.,
{Tzetz. ad Lycophr.,
slight faults, caused it to be demolished, and the finest gasis unda.*'
Sophist., 2, 13.
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— Hygin.,
— "The

57.— Fan

was connected with Macedonia by a narrow
c.^Ovid,
fab.,
horse,'' observes defile over the Cambunian mountains.
Staveren, ad Hygtn., I. c.)
Livy describes
" was sacred to
Neptune and the rivers and this same canton in one part of his history under the
Knight,
Cramer^s Anc.
employed as a general symbol of the waters, on account name of Agcr Tripolitanus (36, 10
of a supposed affinity, which we do not find that mod- Greece, vol. 1, p 365).
Hence came the comPelasgi (IleAaffyoi), were the most ancient inhabiern naturalists have observed.
the Carthaginian coins, of the tants of Greece, as far as the
position, so frequent on
knowledge of the Greeks
A dynasty ot Pelasgic chiefs
horse with the asterisk of the sun, .or the winged disk themselves extended.
and hooded snakes, over his back and also the use existed in Greece before any other dynasty is mentionmade of him as an emblematical device on the medals ed in Greek traditions. Danaus is in the ninth, DeuIn some instances the body of calion in the eighth, and Cadmus in the seventh generof many Greek cities.
and in others has ation before the Trojan war but Phoroneus, the Pethe animal terminates in plumes
Met., 4, 785.

/.

district

—

;

;

;

;

only wings, so as to form the Pegasus, fabled by the
later Gre.ek poets to have been ridden by Bellerophon,
but only known to the ancient theogonists as the bearer of Aurora, and of the thunder and lightning to Jupiter, an allegory of which the meaning is obvious."
Class.
{Inquiry into tlie Symb. Lang., &c., <J 111.
Journ., vol. 25,

p.

34.)

—As regards

—

the constellation

may be remarked, that the Greek astronoPegasus,
mers always give it the simple appellation of ^' the
The name Urjyaao^ first comes in
Horse'* (JlTnrog).
among the later mythological poets. It does not even
it

occur

Aratus

the poet merely remarkmg that this
is supposed to be the same horse whose hoof produced
the fountain Hippocrene. {Aral., Ph(Bn.,2\'d.) Eratosthenes, however, says (c. 18) that this is the steed,
in

;

8ome think, which, after Bellerophon had been
thrown from it, flew upward to ^he stars. The opinion, however, is, according to him, an erroneous one,
It would
since the steed in the heavens has no wings.
appear, therefore, from this remark of Eratosthenes,
that the custom of representing Pegasus with wings
came in at a later period. They are added in Ptolemy.
as

The Romans,

in imitation

stellation simply

Equus.

of the Greeks, call the conwhich the poets substi-

for

tute Sonipes, Sonipes ales, Cornipes, and other simi-

The name Pegasus appears to occur
lar e.Tpressions.
Ovid has Equus
only in Germanicus (v. 221, 2S2).
Gorgoncus,
{Fa.it., 3,

in allusion to the fabled birth

450.

Pklagonia.

—
I.

of the steed.

Ideler, Sternnamen, p. 115.)
a district of Macedonia bordering

on

The Pelagones, though not mentioned by Hoas a distmct people, were probably known to him,
from his naming Pelagon, the father of Asteropseus,
Illyria.

mer

a Paf»onian warrior. (Compare Strabo, 331.) They
must at one lime have been widely spread over the
north of Greece, since a district of Upper Thessaly
bore the name of Pelagonia Tripolitis, and it is ingeniously conjectured by Gatterer, in his learned commentary on ancient Thrace {Com Soc. Gott., vol. 6,
p. 67), that these were a remnant of the remote expedition of the Teucri and Mysi, the progenitors of the

who came from Asia

Pcsonians,
Minor, and conquered
the whole of the country between the Strymon and
Peneus. {Herod., 7, 20.
Strab., 327.)
Frequent
allusion is made to Pelagonia by Livy, in his account
of the wars between the Romans and the kings of MaceIt was exposed to invasion from the Dardani,
don.
who bordered on its northern frontiers for which reason, the communication between the two countries was
carefully gu&rded by the Macedonian monarchs. {Liv.,
This pass led over the chain of Mount Scar31, 28 j
dus.
An account of it is given in Browri's Travels,
II.
{Cramer* s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 269.)
p. 45.

—

;

—

Civitas, a city of Pelagonia, the capital of the fourth
Little
division of Roman Macedonia.
{Liv., 45, 29.)
Its existence at a late period appears
is known of it.

from the Svnecdemus of Hierocles, and the Byzantine
historian Malchus, who speaks of the strength of its
citadel.
III.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p 270.)
Tripolitis or Tripolis, a district of Thessaly, around

—

the upper part of the course of the river Titaresius. It
was called Tripolitis from the circumstance of its containing three principal towns ; which, as Livy informs

us (42, 53), were Azorus, Doliche, and Pythium.

»90

This

the eighteenth generation

before that
The Greek traditions represent the Pelasgic
epoch.
race as spread most widely over almost all parts of
Greece and the islands of the .^Egean. The whole
of Hellas, according to Herodotus (2, 56), was
origilasgian, is

in

and .^Eschylus {SuppL, 250)
nally called Pelasgia
introduces Pelasgus, king of Argos, as claiming for
the people named after him all the country
through
which the Algus flows, and to the west of the Strymon.
find mention of the Pelasgi in the Peloponne;

We

Thrace, Thesprotia, Attica, Bceotia, and Phocis.
The oracles of Dodo{Strab., -^21.— Herod., 8, 44.)
sus,

—

na and Delphi were originally Pelasgic {Strab., 4:02.
2, 52), and Clinton (fa*/. Hell., vol. 1, p. 22)
and Niebuhr {Rum. Hist., vol. 1, p. 27) have adduced
reasons for believing that the Macedonians were also a
likewise find traces of the PelasPelasgic race.
gi in many of the islands of the ..Egean Sea, as Lem-

Herod.,

We

Imbros, Lesbos, Chios, d:c. {Strab., 621), and

nos,

Herodotus informs us

(7, 95), that the islands were
inhabited by the Pelasgic race till they were subdued
by the lonians. The neighbouring coast of Asia Minor was also inhabited in many parts by the Pelasgi.
The country afterward called iEolis
{Strab., 621.)

was occupied by Pelasgians {Herod 7, 95), and hence
Antandros was called Pelasgic in the time of Herodotus (7, 42).
Tralles in Caria was a Pelasgic town
{Niebuhr, Rom. Htst., vol. 1, p. 33), and two of their
,

towns on the Hellespont were still extant in the time
of Herodotus (1, 57).
The. preceding authorities are
sufficient to show the wide diflfusion of the Pelasgic
but it is a difficult matter to determine from
race
;

Many modern
originally came.
writers conclude, from our knowledge of the original seats of the human race, that the Pelasgians spriad
themselves from Asia into Europe, across the Helleswhat quarter they

pont, and around the northern shores of the -^gean
Sea.
Marsh, Hora
{Maiden, Hist, of Rome, p. 69.
This, no doubt, is the true opinion,
Pelasgicet, c 1.)

—

though

it is

opposed to many Greek traditions, which

represent the Peloponnesus as the original seat of the
Pelasgians, whence they spread to Thessaly, and thence
to the islands of the ^Egean and the Asiatic coast.
The Pelasgi were also widely spread over the south of

—

and the places in which they appear to have
Italy
been settled are indicated by Maiden {Rom. Hist., p.
72, seqq.) and Niebuhr {Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 25,
There seems no reason for rejecting, as some
seqq).
modern writers have done, the account of Dionysius,
In
that the Pelasgi emigrated from Greece to Italy.
some parts of Greece, the Pelasgians remained in posThe Arcasession of the country to the latest times.
dians were always considered by the Greeks themselves
as pure Pelasgians, and a Pelasgian dynasty reigned
in Arcadia until the second Messenian war.
{Herod.,
;

—

1,

146— /d.,

2,

rodotus (8, 44

;

111.— Id.,

8, 73.)

According

to

He-

57), the Athenians were a Pelashad settled in Attica from the earliest
1,

gic race, which
times, and had undergone no change except by receivIn
a new language.
ing a new name and adopting
most parts of Greece, however, the Pelasgic race bewith the Hellenic ; but the Pelasgi
came

intermingled
of the
probably at all times formed the principal part
The Hellenes excelled the Pepopulation of Greece.

PELASGI.

PELASGI.

prowess and a

spirit of enterprise, and
were thus enabled, in some cases, to expel the Pelasthe country, though the Hellenes generally
gi from
settled among the Pelasgi as a conquermg people.

lasgi in military

—

The connexion between the Pelasgic and Hellenic races
has been a subject of much controversy among modern
writers.
Many critics have maintained that they belonged to entirely different races, and some have been
disposed to attribute to the Pelasgians an Etrurian or
It is true that
Phoenician origin.
many of the Greek
writers speak of the Pelasgians and their language as
that
not
barbarous,
is,
Hellenic; and Herodotus (1,
67) informs us, that the Pelasgian language was spoken in his time at Placia and Scylace on the HellesThis language he describes as barbarous and
pont.
on this fact he mainly grounds his general argument as
It may, however, be
to the ancient Pelasgian tongue.

tures in Greece, Italy, and along the western coast of
Asia Minor, usually called Cyclopean, because, accord*

ing to the Greek legends, the Cyclopes built the walls
of Tiryns and MycensE, may properly be assigned to a
All these structures are characterPelasgic origin.
ized by the immense size of the stones with which they
are built.
The most extraordinary of them all is the
it, the tomb of Atreus at
remains but to add a few remarks reThe most ancient
specting the name of this race.
form of the name was IleXapyoi, and Mr. Thirlwall

treasury, or, as others call

MycenjE.

—

It

rather fancifully supposes that the appellation was de" inrived from upyo^ and iriTiO), and that it signified
habitants" or " cultivators of the plain." The analogy,

&.C., seems, as Mr.
Thirlwall himself confesses, unfavourable to this etymology. (Hist, of Greece, vol. 1, p. 59.) There is
Such a derivation of the name
remarked, that it appears exceedingly improbable, if also another objection.
the Pelasgic and Hellenic languages had none or- a makes the Pelasgians to have been solely addicted to
very slight relation to each other, that the two tongues agricultural pursuits, a statement which is not borne
should have so readily amalgamated in all parts of out by facts.
are told, it is true, that they loved
The powGreece, and still more strange that the Athenians and to settle on the rich soil of alluvial plains.
Arcadians, who are admitted to have been of pure Pe- ers, too, that preside over husbandry, and protect the
lasgic origin, should have lost their original language fruits of the earth and the growth of the flocks, appear
and learned the pure Hellenic tongue. In addition to to have been the eldest Pelasgian divinities ; but this
Even if it
which, it may be remarked, that we scarcely ever read is taking too narrow a view of the subject.
of any nation entirely losing its own language and were not
a part of the nation
highly probable that
that
of
its conquerors.
adopting
Though the Persians crossed the sea to reach the shores of Greece, and
have received many new words into their language from thus brought with them the rudiments of the arts contheir Arab masters, yet twelve centuries of Arab domnected with navigation, it would be incredible that the
ination have not been sufficient to change, in any es- tribes settled on the coast should not soon have acsential particular, the grammatical forms and general quired them.
Accordingly, the islands of the iEgean
structure of the ancient Persian
and, notwithstanding are peopled by Pelasgians, the piracies of the I.«legei
all the efforts that were used by the Norman conquerprecede the rise of the first maritime power among iho
ors to bring the French language into general use in Greeks, and the Tyrsenian Pelasgians are found infestEngland, the Saxon remains to the present day the ing the seas after the fall of Troy. (ThirlwaW s Greece^
main clement of the English language. It is there- vol. 1, p. 60.)— Mr. Kenrick, in a very ingenious paper
fore reasonable to suppose that the Pelasgic and Hel- " On the names of the Antehellenic inhabitants o\
lenic tongues were different dialects of a common lan- Greece" (Philol Museum, vol. 1, p. 609, seqq.), mainguage, which formed by their union the Greek language tains, that the name Pelargi (Jle'kapyoi) was given to
The ancient writers differ as much re- the race on account of their rudeness of speech, which
of later times.
specting the degree of civilization to which the Pelas- sounded "to the exquisite fineness of the Hellenic ear"
before they became an Hellenic people, as like the
Hence the peo
gi attained
cry of the stork (irelapyo^).
Accord- pie who spoke thus were called U.e'kapyoi or storks.
they do respecting their original language.
to
some
ancient
were
little
better
than And he seeks to confirm this etymology by endeavwriters, they
ing
a race of savages till conquered and civilized by the ouring to show that, "among birds, the stork laboured
H^lenes but others represent them, and perhaps more under the heaviest charge of defective elocution ;"
correctly, as having attained to a considerable degree that he was held to have no tongue at all ; thitf, as
;

however, of atTroXof, rav/jo7r6Aof,

We

;

—

;

of civilization

previous

to

the

Hellenic

conquest.

traditions represent the Pelasgians as cultivating
Pelasgus in Arcadia,
agriculture and the useful arts.

Many

men to bake bread. {Pausan.,
ancient Pelasgic Buzyges yoked bulls
to the plough (Etym. Mag., s. v. Bov^vyijc) ; Pelasgians invented the goad for the purpose of driving animals (Etym. Mag., s. v. uKaiva.
Bekkcr, Anecd.
Gr., 357) ; and a (Pelasgic) Thessalian in Egypt
taught the art of measuring land (Etym. Mag., ubi
said the tradition, taught

The

1, 14, 1.)

—

—

which has been noticed by
Mr. Maiden (Hist, of Rome, p. 70), that the Grecian
race which made the most early and the most rapid
progress in civilization and intellectual attainments,
was one in which the Pelasgian blood was least adulsup.).

It is

a curious

fact,

terated by foreign mixture, namely, the lonians of Attica and of the settlements in Asia
and that we prob;

ably

owe

Greece

to the Pelasgic element in the population of
that distinguishes the Greeks in the history

all

The Dorians, who were the most
long disdained to apply themselves to
literature or the fine arts.
Some writers have maintained, that the Greeks derived the art of writing and

of the

human mind.

strictly Hellenic,

most of

—

their religious rites from the Pelasgians
but,
without entering into these questions, it may be asserted, with some degree of certainty, that the most
;

ancient architectural monuments in Europe clearly apnear to have been the work of their hands. The struc-

to reprebeing aylidaao^, he was especially adapted
and that we lind,
sent a people of barbarous speech
in the time of Homer, the inhabitants of the Thracian
;

side of the Hellespont called KlKoveg, a name which
appears to be closely analogous to the Laiin Ciconia.
This etymology, however, proves too much. It is
based on the supposition that there was a radical difference between the Pelasgic and Hellenic forms of
speech, which, from what has already been premised,

This same
could not possibly have been the case.
"a
derivation of the name from that of Trf Aapydf
,

stork," appears also among the Greek writers, but there
the explanation is founded on the erroneous idea that
the Pelasgi were a roaming race.
Myrsilus of Lesbos
of Halicarnassus. that
to
related, according

Dionysius

the Tyrrhenians, flying from public calamities with
which they were chastised by heaven, because among
other tithes they had not offered that of their children,
had quilted their home, and had long roamed about before they again acquired a fixed abode ; and that, as
forth and returning, the
they were seen thus going
(£>»<w.
name of Pelargi, or storks, was given to them
is about as valuable as
"This
23
!

Hal,

1,

name

Pelasgtt-s
refer to the maritjme habits of the race.

etymology
the one which deduces Pelasgus from Pelcg, or Graiu»
from Reu. Nor is that derivation much superior which
to Tr^layoc, "the sea," and makes the
traces
sanctioned,

)

indeed,

by

the

authority

of

991

*It

is

Hermann

PEL

PEL

(Opusc, vol. 2, p. 174), but it offends grievously
against analogy {Lohcck, ad Phryn., p. 109) ; and if
It be
applicable to the Tyrrhenian Pelasgians of later
times. It certainly is not so to the original Pelasgians

riage.

The spouse

selected for

him was the sea-

Thetis, who had been wooed by Jupiter himself and his brother Neptune ; but Themis
having declared that her child would be greater than his sire,
of Dodona or Thessaly.
Perhaps the peculiar style of the gods withdrew. {Pind., Isth., 8, 58, seqq.) Othbuilding ascribed to the Pelasgic race may furnish us ers say that she was courted by Jupiter alone, till he
for
their name, equal, at least in \vas informed by Prometheus that, if he had a son by
with an etymology
point of plausibility, to any of those which have thus her, tiiat son would dethrone him.
{Apollod., 3, 13,
far

been enumerated.

The term Pelargi may mean

or ''stone-workers,''^ as indicating a
race whose massive style of architecture may have excited the wonder of the early Greeks, and have given

^''stone-builders^'

rise to a species of national appellation.
Macedonian dialect, ttDm, signified " a

TTtAag, rov<; /udovg, /card

T/fv

Thus,

in the

stone'^ (ra^

MaKcdovuv

(puvjjv.

—

Ulpian, ad Demosth., de fals. leg., p. 376, B., ed.
Franco/., 1604.
Compare Ruhnfcen, ad Tim. Lex.,
p. 270), and upyov (or Fdpyov) is an earlier form for
{Bockh, Corp. Inscript., fasc, 1, p. 29, 83.)
epyov.
The two old forms, then, niXa ("a stone'^) and upyov

—

— Clinton, Fast.
— Curtius, de Antiquis
seqq.
— Kruse, Hellas,
404, seqq. — Th'irlwaW
Greece,
33, seqq. — Philological Museum,
vol. 17, p. 377, scqq.

Hell., vol. 1, p.
Italics incolis, ij 6, seqq.

1,

vol.

1, p.

vol. 1, p.

1, p.

s

vol.

from

at Athens,

its

having been constructed by the

Pelasgi, who, in the course of their migrations, settled
in Attica, and were employed by the Athenians in the
The rampart raised by this
erection of these walls.
is

no herself selected Peleus for her spouse. {II., 24,
59.
Chiron, being
Apoll. Rkod., 4, 793, seqq.)
made aware of the will of the gods, advised Peleus to
the
bed
of
the
of
the
to
and instructsea,
aspire
nymph
He therefore lay in wait, and
ed him how to win her.
seized and held her fast, though she changed herself

—

every variety of form, becoming fire, water, a
{Pind., Nem., 4, 101.
serpent, and a lioness.
Soph.,
frag. ap. Schol. ad Nem., 3, 60.) The wedding was
into

—

.

the gods all honoured
Pelion
with their presence, and bestowed armour on the
Chiron
{II., 17, 195.— iS., 18, 84.)
bridegroom.
gave him the famous ashen spear afterward wielded
by his son and Neptune bestowed on him the immortal Harpy-born steeds Balius and Xanthus.
The
offspring of this union was the celebrated Achilles.
was
deserted
by his
According to one account, Peleus
goddess-wife for not allowing her to cast the infant
Achilles into a caldron of boiling water, to try if he
:

it

;

613.)

Pklasgicdm (JlcXcuryLKOv), a name given to the
most ancient part of the fortifications of the Acropolis

people

—

1.
Schol. ad II., 1, 519.)
Others, again, maintain
that Thetis, who was reared by Juno, would not assent to the wishes of Jupiter, and that the god, in his
anger, condemned her to espouse a mortal ; or that Ju-

may perhaps have produced, by their comthe name of lieAapyot. {Encycl. Us. Knowl., solemnized on Mount

{"work'''),

bination,

nymph

often mentioned in the history of Athens,
also a portion of ground below the wall

and included

This had
at the foot of the rock of the Acropolis.
been allotted to the Pelasgi while they resided at
Athens, and on their departure it was forbidden to be
inhabited or cultivated.
Pollux, 8,
{Thucyd., 2, 7.
\0^.—MyrsiL., ap. Dion. Hal, 1, 19.— i/ero<i., 2,51.
It was apparently on the northern
Id., 6, 137.)
side of the citadel, as we are informed by Plutarch,
that the southern wall was built by Cimon, from whom
it received the name of Cimonium.
{Cranufs Anc.

—

were mortal.

This, however, is a
{Vid. Achilles.)
posihomeric fiction, §ince Homer represents Peleus
and Thetis as dwelling together all the lifetime of
their son.
Of Peleus it is farther related, that he survived his son, and even grandson {Od., 11, 493.
Eurip., Androm.), and died in misery in the island of
Cos.
{Callim., ap. Schol. ad Pind., Pyth., 3, 167.

—

— Kcightley's

—

Mythology, p. 313, seqq.) It was at
the nuptials of Peleus and Thetis that the goddess of
Discord threw the apple of gold into the middle of the
assembled deities, with which was connected so muoh

Greece, vol. 2, p. 382.)
Pelasgiotis, a district of Thessaly, occupying the
lower valley of the Peneus as far as the sea.
It was
originally inhabited by the Perrhaebi, a tribe of PelasCrainefs Anc.
gic origin. {SiTnon., ap. Strab., 441.

{Vid. Helena, and Paris.)
Peliades, daughters of Pelias. {Vid. Jason, and
also Pelias, towards the end of the latter article.)
Pelias, the twin brother of Neleus, was son^Df
Neptune by Tyro, the daughter of Salmoneus. Tlie
mother, to conceal her disgrace, exposed her twinsons as soon as they were born.
troop of mares,

—

Greece, vol.

363.)
Pklasgus, an ancient monarch of the Pelasgi.
1, p.

{Vid.

Pelasgi.)

Pelethronii, an epithet given to the Lapithae, because they dwelt in the vicinity of Mount PelethroPelenium, in Thessaly.
{Virg., Georg., 3, 115.)
thronium appears to have been a branch of Pelion.
Pkleus, a king of Thessaly, son of JEacus monarch of iEgina, and the nymph Endeis the daughter
of Chiron.
Having been accessory, along with Telamon, to the death of their brother Phocus, he was banished from his native island, but found an asylum at
the court of Eurytus, son of Actor, king of Phthia in
He married Antigone, the daughter of EuThessaly.
rytus, and received with her, as a marriage portion,
Peleus was present
the third part of the kingdom.
with Eurytus at the chase of the Calydonian boar
but, having unfortunately killed his father-in-law with
the javelin which he had hurled against the animal,
he was again doomed to be a wanderer. His second
;

misfortune

for

both

the Trojans

and the Greeks.

A

followed by their keeper, passing by where they lay,
one of the mares touched the face of one of the inThe
fants with her hoof, and made it livid {Tti'kLov).
keeper took and reared the babes, naming the one
When they
with the mark Pelias, the other Neleus.
grew up they discovered their mother, and resolved to
kill her stepmother Sidero, by whom she was cruelly
treated.
They pursued her, accordingly, to the altar

and Pelias, who never showed any regard
;
The brothers
that goddess, slew her before it.
afterward fell into discord, and Pelias abode at lolcos,
but Neleus settled in Elis, where he built a town

of Juno
for

named Pylos.

Tyro afterward married her uncle

whom

she bore three sons, JEson, Pheand Amythaon. Cretheus was succeeded in the
kingdom of lolcos by ^son, who became by Alcimede the father of Jason. Pelias, by force or fraud,
deprived ^son of his kingdom, and then sought the

Cretheus, to

res,

life

of the infant Jason

;

but the parents of the latter

but here gave out that he was dead, and meantime conveyed
was Acastus, king of lolcos
again he was involved in trouble, through a false him by night to the cave of the centaur Chiron, to
The rest of the lecharge brought against him by Asiydamia, or, as Hor- whose care they committed him.

benefactor

;

—

ace calls her, Hippolyte, the queen of Acastus.
(Vid.
To reward the virtue of Peleus, as fully
Acastus.)
shown by his resisting the blandishments of Astydamia, the gods resolved to give him a goddess in mar-
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gend of Pelias
{Apollod.,

will

1, 9, 7,

be found under the

article Jason.,

seqq.—Od., 11, 235, seqq.)

Pelias

married Anaxibia the daughter of Bias, or, as others
and ,became
say, Philomache the daughter of Amphion,

PEL

PEL

by hei the father of one son, Acastus, and of four
daughters, Pisidice, Pelopca, Hippolhoe, and Alcestis.

{Apollod.,

called

1,

the arts of

These daughters were

10.)

9,

PcUades, and

became,

uiivviitingly, through
their sire.
{Vtd.

Medea, the slayers of

Jason.)

PelIdss, a patronymic of Achilles, as the son of
Peleus.

(Kui. Peleus.)

Pelioni, an Italian

tribe,

belonging to the Sabine

race, according to Ovid {Feust., 3, 95), but, according
to Fcstus, deriving their origin from Illyria.
The

statement of Ovid appears the more probable one, if
consider the uniformity of language, customs, and
character apparent in all the minor tribes of central

we

as in the Samnites, between whom and
may be said to form an intermediate link in the Oscan chain.
The Peligni were
Italy, as well

the Sabines these tribes

—

the east and northeast of the Marsi, and
had Corfinium for their chief town. They derive some
situate

to

consideration in history from the circumstance of their
chief city having been selected by the allies in the
Social war as the seat of the new empire.
Had their
plans succeeded, and had Rome fallen beneath the
efforts of the coalition, Corfinium would have become
the capital of Italy, and perhaps of the world. {Sirab.,
241.)— The country of the Peligni was small in extent, and mountainous, and noted for the coldness of
Its climate, as well as for the abundance of its
springs
and streams. (Horace, Od., 3, 19.
Ovid, Fast., 4,

—

That some portion of

685.)

we

however, was fertile,
(^m., 2, 16.
poet,

—

it,

learn also from the latter

Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 1, p. 332.)
a range of mountains in Thessaly,

Peuon, I.
along
a portion of the eastern coast.
Its principal summit
rises behind lolcos and Ormenium.
The chain extends from the southeastern extremity of the Lake
Boebeis, where
of Ossa, to the

unites with one of the ramifications
extreme promontory of Magnesia.
4.4.3.—
Cramer's Ancient
{Strabo,
Herod., 7, 129.
In a fragment of DicaearGreece, vol. 1, p. 429.)
chus which has been preserved to us, we have a detailit

—

ed description of Pelion and its botanical productions,
which appear to have been very numerous, both as to
forest-trees and plants of various kinds.
{Cramer,
I. c.)
On the most elevated part of the mountain was
a temple dedicated to Jupiter Actaeus, to which a
troop of the noblest youths of the city of Demetrias
ascended every year by appointment of the priest
and such was the cold experienced on the summit,
that they wore the thickest woollen fleeces to protect
themselves from the inclemency of the weather. {DiIt is with propriety, therefore, that
ccearch., p. 29.)
Pindar applies to Pelion the epithet of stormy. {Pyth.,
9. 6.)
Homer alludes to this mountain as the ancient
abode of the Centaurs, who were ejected by the Lapiihae.
(//
2, 743.
Compare Find., Fyth., 2, 83.)
It was, however, more especially the haunt of Chiron,
whose cave, as Dicaearchus relates, occupied the highest point of the mountain.
{Cramer, I. c.) In their
wars against the gods, the giants, as the poets fable,
placed Ossa upon Pelion, and "rolled upon Ossa the
;

—

—

,

leafy Olympus," in their daring attempt to scale the
heavens.
The famous
{Virg., Georg., 1, 281, seq.)
spear of Peleus, which descended to his son Achilles,
and which none but the latter and his parent could
wield, was cut from an ash- tree on this mountain, and
thence received its name of Pelias.
{Horn., Jl., 16,
II. A city of
144.)
Illyria, on the Macedonian borand
a
into
that country.
der,
commanding pass leading
It was a place of considerable
importance from its
situation ; and Arrian
speaks of it at some length in
his relation of an attack made
upon it by Alexander.
must look for it, most
{Exp. AL, 1, 5, scqq.)

—

We

probably, in the mountains which separate the district
of Castoiia (the ancient Orestis) from that of Okrida.
It cannot have been far from the modern town of

6

K

—

'

Bichlistas, situated on a river of the same name
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 76.)
Pici.i.A, a city of Macedonia, near the top of the
Sinus Thcrmaicus, on the confines of Emathia. It
became the capital of the kingdom when Edessa wan
annihilated, according to Ptolemy, and owed its grandeur to Philip and to his son Alexander, who was bom
there, and who was hence styled Pellams Juvenis by the

Roman

poets.
According to Stephanus Byzantmus, it«
more ancient appellation was Dunomus and Bunomeia,
which it exchanged for the name of its founder Pelias.
Livy describes it as situate on a hill which faced the

southwest,

surrounded with morasses formed by

artd

stagnant wateife from the adjacent lakes, so deep as to
be impassable either in winter or in summer. In th»
morass nearest the city, the citadel rose up like an
island, being built on a mound of earth formed with
immense labour, so as to be capable of supporting the
wall, and secure against any injury from the surroundAt a distance it seemed to join the
ing moisture.
city rampart, but it was divided from it by a river
which ran between, and over which was a bridge of
communication. This river was called Ludias, LosThe baths of Peldias, and Lydius.
{Liv., 44, 46.)
la

were

be injurious to health, producing bil
we are informed by the comic poet
Pella, under the Romans,
{Aihen., 8,41.)

said

to

iary complaints, as

Macho.
was made the chief town of the third region of MaceIt was situated on the Via Egdon.
(Li?)., 45, 29.)
natia,

according to Strabo (323) and the Itineraries.

the coins of this city we may infer that it wa«
Under the late emperors it
colonized by Julius Caesar.
assumed the title of Col. Jul. Pella; and it is probable, as Manncrt has observed, that in the reign of

From

name was exchanged

Dioclesian this

which we

—Mannert,
olis,

find in the

Geogr., vol.

for Dioclesianop-

Antonine Itinerary
7, p.

479).

(p.

330.

Its ancient ap-

remained
however,
may be
seen from Jornandes {R. G.,56) and Hierocles {Syare
visible
The
ruins
of
Pella
on
yet
necdem.,p. 638).
the spot called Palatisa or Alaklisi by the Turks.
" II ne reste
"
que
plus de Pella," says Beaujour,
quelques ruines insignificantes ; raais on voit encore
le pourtour de son magnifique port, et les vestiges du
canal qui joignoit ce port a la mer par le niveau le
mieux entendu.
Les mosquees de Jenidje ont etd
baties avec les debris des palais des rois Mac^doniens."
{Tableau du Commerce de la Grece, vol. 1, p.
pellation,

87.

in use, as

still

— Cramer's Anc. Greece,

Pellene, a

vol. 1, p. 225.)

city of Achaia,

southwest of Sicyon,

on a

lofty and precipitous hill about sixty stadia
from the sea. From the nature of its position, the town
was divided into two distinct parts. {Pausan., 7, 26.

situate

— Strabo, 386.)

Its name was derived either from the
Titan Pallas, or Pellen, an Argive, who was son of
Phorbas.
{Apollon., Arg., 1, 176.— i/owi., R, 2, 674.)
The Pellenians alone among the Achaeans first aided
the Lacedaemonians in the Peloponnesian war, though
afterward all the other states followed their example.

{Thucyd.^ 2, 9.) They were often engaged in hostilities with their neighbours the Phliasians and Sicyonians.
{Xen.y Hist. Gr., 7, 2.) Pellene was celebrated for its manufacture of woollen cloaks, which

were given as prizes

to the riders at the g}'mnastic
there in honour of Mercury.
{Pindar,
are to be seen
Olymp., 9, 146.) The ruins of Pellene
assured
we
are
as
not far from Tricala,
by Sir. W.
Cell, who obtained his information from Col. Leake.

games held

{Itin. of the Morea, p. 20.
vol. 3, p. 55.)

— Cramer's Anc.

Greece,

Pelopea or Pelopia, a daughter of Thyestes, the
She became, by her own parent,
brother of Atreus.
Vid. Atreus.)
the mother of .^gisthus.
(
Pelopidas, son of Hippoclus, belonged to one of the
He distinguished himThebes.
principal families of
self at the battle of Mantinea (B.C. 385), in which the
998
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PELOPIDAS.
Thebans took

part as allies of the Lacedaemonians,
under the Spartan king Agesipolis. In this battle,
Pelopidas being wounded and thrown down, was saved
from death by Epaminondas, who protected him with

of Persia, sent on their part Pelopidas to support their

own

interest at the same court.
His fame had preceded him, and he was received by the Persians with
great honour, and Artaxerxes showed him peculiar fahis shield, maintaining his ground against the Arcadi-. vour.
Pelopidas obtained a treaty, in which the Theans until the Lacedaemonians came to their relief, and bans were styled the king's hereditary friends, and in
From that time a close friend- which the independence of each of the Greek states,
saved both their lives.
He thus
ship was formed between Epaminondas and Pelopidas, including Messenia, was fully recognised.
which lasted till the death of the latter. When the disappointed the ambition of Sparta and of Athens,
Lacedaemonians surprised the citadel of Thebes, and which aimed at the supremacy over the rest. The
established the power of the aristocracy in that city, Athenians were so enraged at this, that
they put their
Pelopidas, who belonged to the popular party, retired ambassador Timagoras to death on his return to Athens.
to Athens, together with a number of other citizens. Pelopidas, after his return, was appointed to march
After a time, he and his brother exiles formed a plan, against Alexander of Pherae, who had committed fresh
with their friends in Thebes, for surprising and over- encroachments in Thessaly.
But, when the army was
throwing the oligarchy, and restoring the popular gov- on the point of marching, an eclipse of the sun took
ernment.
Pelopidas and some of his friends set oflf place, which so dismayed the Thebans that Pelopidas
from Athens disguised as hunters, found means to en- was obliged to set off with only 300 volunteers, trustter Thebes unobserved, and concealed themselves in ing to the Thessalians, who joined him on the route.
the house of a friend, whence they issued in the
met him with a large army at a place called
night, Alexander

and, having surprised the leaders of the aristocratic
The people then rose in
party, put them to death.
arms, and, having proclaimed Pelopidas their commander, they obliged the Spartan garrison to surrender
the citadel by capitulation (B.C. 379).
Pelopidas
«oon after contrived to excite a war between Sparta

and Athens, and thus divide the attention of the forThe war between the Thebans and the
I^acedaemonians was carried on for some years in Boeotia by straggling parties, and
Pelopidas, having ob-

mer power.

tained the advantage in several skirmishes, ventured
to encounter the enemy in the open field at
Tegyra;,

near Orchomenus.
The Lacedemonians were defeated, and thus Pelopidas demonstrated, for the first time,
that the armies of Sparta were not invincible
a fact
which was afterward confirmed by the battle of Leuctra (B.C. 371), in which Pelopidas fought under the
;

command

Pelopidas, by great exertions, although
inferior in numbers, obtained an advantage, and the troops of Alexander were retreating,
when Pelopidas, venturing too far amid the enemy,
was slain. The grief of both Thebans and Thessalians

Cynoscephalae.

his

army was much

at his loss

was unbounded

:

they paid splendid funeral

honours to his remains.
The Thebans avenged his
death by sending a fresh army against Alexander, who
was defeated, and was soon after murdered by his own
wife.
Pelopidas was not only one of the most distinguished and successful commanders of his age, but
he and his friend Epaminondas rank among the most
estimable public men of ancient Greece.
{Plut., Vit.

—

—

—

—

Pausan., 9, 13, &c. £nXe7i., Hist. Gr
Pelop.
Us. KnowL, vol. 17, p. 388, seq.)
Peloponnesiacum Beixum is the name given to
the great contest between Athens and her allies on the

C7/cl.

side, and the Peloponnesian confederacy, headed
by Sparta, on the other, which lasted from 431 to 404
B.C. The war was a consequence of the jealousy with
the Peloponnesus, obliged Argos, and Arcadia, and which Sparta and Athens regarded each other, as states
other states to renounce the alliance of Sparta, and each of which was aiming at supremacy in Greece, as
carried their incursions into Laconia in the depth of the heads respectively of the Dorian and Ionian races,
winter.
Having conquered Messenia, they invited the and as patrons of the two opposite forms of civil govThe war was eadescendants of its former inhabitants, who had gone ernment, oligarchy and democracy.
into exile about two centuries before, to come and re- gerly desired by a strong party in each of those states ;
but
it
for commentheir
thus
was
to
find
an
occasion
the
confined
country.
necessary
They
peuple
power
of Sparta to the limits of Laconia.
Pelopidas and cing hostilities, especially as a truce for thirty years had
Epaminondas, on their return to Thebes, were tried been concluded between Athens and Sparta in the
Such an occasion was presented by
for having retained the command after the
expiration year B.C. 445.
of the year of their office, but were acquitted
and the affairs of Corcyra and Potidaea. In a quarrel, which
Pelopidas was afterward employed against Alexander, soon became a war, between Corinth and Corcyra, retyrant of Pherae, who was endeavouring to make him- specting Epidamnus, a colony of the latter state (B.C.
self master of all Thessaly.
He defeated him. From 436), the Corcyreans applied to Athens for assistance.
Thessaly he was called into Macedonia, to settle a Their request was granted, as far as the conclusion of
quarrel between Alexander, king of that country, and a defensive alliance between Athens and Corcyra, and
son of Amyntas II., and his natural brother Ptolemy. an Athenian fleet was sent to their aid, which, howHaving succeedetl in this, he returned to Thebes, bring- ever, soon engaged in active hostilities against the CoPotidaea, on the isthmus of Pallene, was a
ing with him Philip, brother of Alexander, and thirty rinthians.
youths of the chief families of Macedonia as hostages. Corinthian colony, and, even after its subjection to
A year after, however, Ptolemy murdered his brother Athens, continued to receive every year from Corinth
The
Alexander, and took possession of the throne.
Pelop- certain functionaries or officers {ETridTjftiovp-yoc).
idas, being applied to by the friends of the late king, Athenians, suspecting that the Potidseans were inclined
of
in
a
to
which
of
with
to
band
which
a
he
marched
enlisted
mercenaries,
Perdiccas, king
revolt,
Macedon,
join
into an agreement to was instigating the towns of Chalcidice, required them
against Ptolemy, who entered
hold the government only in trust for Perdiccas, a to dismiss the Corinthian functionaries, and to give
younger brother of Alexander, till he was of age, and other pledges of their fidelity. The Potidaeans reto keep the alliance of Thebes ; and he gave to Pelop- fused
and, with most of the other Chalcidian towns,
idas his own son Philoxenus and fifty of his compan- revolted from Athens, and received aid from Corinth.
Some time after, Pelopidas, being The Athenians sent an expedition against them, and,
ions as hostages.
in Thessaly, was treacherously surprised and made after defeating them in battle, laid siege to Potidaea
prisonc ^v Alexander of Pherae, but the Thebans sent (B.C. 432). The Corinthians now obtained a meetEpaminonaas with an army, who obliged the tyrant to ing of the Peloponnesian confederacy at Sparta, in
The Thebans, soon after, having discov- which they complained of the conduct of Athens with
release him.
After others of the
ered that the Spartans and Athenians had sent ambas- regard to Corcyra and Potidaea.
Badors to conclude an alliance with Artaxerxes, king allies had brought their charges against Athens, and

of his friend

Epaminondas.

In the year

one

369 B.C., the two

friends, being appointed two of the
Boeotarchs {Plut., Vit. Pelop., c. 24), marched into

;

,•
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PELOPONNESIACUM BELLUM.
the Athenian envoys, who happened to
had defended the conduct of their state,
the Spartans first, and afterward all the aUies, decided
that Athens had broken the truce, and they resolved
upon immediate war; King Archidamus alone recom•fler

be

some of

in the city,

mended some

In the interval necessary for
delay.
was made to throw the blame
preparation, an attempt
of commencing hostilities upon the Athenians, by sending three several embassies to Athens with demands of
In the as8uch a nature as could not be accepted.

sembly which was held at Athens to give a final answer to these demands, Pericles, who was now at the
height of his power, urged the people to engage in the
war, and laid down a plan for the conduct of it. He advised the people to bring all their moveable property
from the country into the city, to abandon Attica to the
ravages of the enemy, and not to suffer themselves to be
provoked to give them battle with inferior numbers, but
to expend all their strength upon their navy, which might
be employed in carrying the war into the enemy's territory, and in collecting supplies from subject states ;
and farther, not to attempt any new conquest while the
war lasted. His advice was adopted, and the Spartan
envoys were sent home with a refusal of their demands, but with an offer to refer the matters in difference to an impartial tribunal, an offer which the Lacedajmonians had no intention of accepting.
After this,
the usual peaceful intercourse between the rival states

PELOPONNESIACUM BELLUM.
In the same summer the Athenians expelled
the inhabitants of
.lEgina from their island, which

waste.

they

colonized with Athenian settlers.

In the winter there
a public funeral at Athens for those who had fallen
in the war, and Pericles
over them an ora-

was

pronounced

substance of which is preserved by ThucydiIn the following summer (B.C. 430)
(2, 35-46).
the Peloponnesians
again invaded Attica under Archiwho
now
damus,
entirely laid aside the forbearance
which he had shown the year before, and left scarcely
a corner of the land
This invasion lasted
unravaged.
In the mean time, a grievous pestilence
forty days.
broke out in Athens, and raged with the more virulence on account of the crowded state of the city.
Of
this terrible visitation
Thucydides, who was himself a
sufferer, has left a minute and apparently faithful deThe murmurs of the
scription (2, 46, seq.).
people
against Pericles were renewed, and he was compelled
to call an
He sucassembly to defend his policy.
ceeded so far as to prevent any overtures for peace
being made to the Lacedsemonians, but he himself
was fined, though immediately afterward he was retion, the

des

elected general.
While the Peloponnesians were in
Attica, Pericles led a fleet to ravage the coasts of
In the winter of this year Potidaea
Peloponnesus.

surrendered to the Athenians on favourable terms.
{Thucyd., 2, 70.) The next year (B.C. 429), instead
of invading Attica, the Peloponnesians laid siege to

was discontinued. Thucydides (2, 1) dates the begin- Plataea. The brave resistance of the inhabitants forced
In
ning of the war from the early spring of the year 431 their enemies to convert the siege into a blockade.
B.C the fifteenth of the thirty years' truce, when a the same summer, an invasion of Acamania by the
party of Thebans made an attempt, which at first suc- Ambracians and a body of Peloponnesian troops was
ceeded, but was ultimately defeated, to surprise Pla- repulsed and a large Peloponnesian fleet, which was
taea.
The truce being thus openly broken, both par- to have joined in the attack on Acamania, was twice
ties addressed themselves to the war.
The Pelopon- defeated by Phormion in the mouth of the Corinthian
,

;

nesian confederacy included all the states of Peloponnesus except Achaia (which joined them afterward)
and Argos, and without the Peloponnesus, Megaris,
Phocis, Locris, Boeotia, the island of Leucas, and the
cities of Ambracia and Anactorium.
The allies of the
Athenians were Chios and Lesbos, besides Samos and
the other islands of the iEgean which had been reduced to subjection (Thera and Melos, which were
still independent, remained neutral), Plataca, the Messenian colony in Naupactus, the majority of the Acarnanians, Corcyra, Zacynthus, and the Greek colonies
in Asia Minor, in Thrace and Macedonia, and on the

The resources of Sparta lay chiefly in
Hellespont.
her land forces, which, however, consisted of continof service was limgents from the aUies, whose period
ited
the Spartans were
Athenian strength lay in
;

money. The
which was manned

also deficient in
their fleet,

whom

the wealth they colchiefly by foreign sailors,
Thulected from their allies enabled them to pay.
informs us, that the cause of the Lacedaemoni-

cydides
ans was the more popular, as they professed to be deliverers of Greece, while the Athenians were fighting
in defence of an empire which had become odious

which the states which
through their tyranny, and to
feared to be brought
yet retained their independence
In the summer of the year 431 B.C.,
into subjection.
the Peloponnesians invaded Attica under the command
Their progress was
of Archidamus, king of Sparta.
slow, as Archidamus appears to have been still anxious to try what could be done by intimidating the
Athenians before proceeding to extremities. Yet their
presence was found to be a greater calamity than the

people had anticipated ; and, when Archidamus made
his appearance at Acharnae, they began loudly to demand to be led out to battle. Pericles firmly adhered
to his plan of defence, and the Peloponnesians returned
home. Before their departure the Athenians had sent
out a fleet of 100 sail, which was joined by fifty Corcyrean ships, to waste the coasts of Peloponnesus ;
and towards the autumn Pericles led the whole disposable force of the city into Megaris, which he laid

An expedition sent by the Athenians against
was defeated with great
In the preceding year (B.C. 430) the Athenians
had concluded an alliance with Sitalces, king of the
Odrysae in Thrace, and Perdiccas, king of Macedon, on
which occasion Sitalces had promised to aid the Athenians to subdue their revolted subjects in Chalcidice.
He now collected an army of 150,000 men, with which
he first invaded Macedonia, to revenge the breach of
certain promises which Perdiccas had made to him
the year before, and afterward laid waste the territory
of the Chalcidians and Bottiaeans, but he did not attempt to reduce any of the Greek cities. About the
middle of this year Pericles died. The invasion of
Attica was repeated in the next summer (428 B.C.) ;
gulf.

the revolted (3halcidian towns
loss.

and, immediately afterward, all Lesbos except Methymne revolted from the Athenians, who laid siege to
The Mytilenacans begged aid from Sparta,
Mytilene.
which was promised, and they were admitted into the
In the same winter a body of PlaSpartan alliance.
tacans, amounting to 220, made their escape from the
besieged city in the night, and took refuge in Athens.
In the summer of 427 the Peloponnesians again invaded Attica, while they sent a fleet of 42 galleys,, under Alcidas, to the relief of Mytilene.
Before the

Mytilene had surrendered, and Alcidas,
In an assembly
delay, sailed home.
which was held at Athens to decide on the fate of the

fleet arrived

after

a

little

Mytilenaeans, it was resolved, at the instigation of
Cleon, that all the adult citizens should he put to death,
and the women and children made slaves ; but this
The
barbarous decree was repealed the next day.
land of the Lesbians (except Methymne) was seized
and divided among Athenian citizens, to whom the
inhabitants paid a rent for the occupation of their former property. In the same summer the Plata;ans surrendered ; they v^rere massacred, and their city was
razed it to the ground.
given up to the Thebans, who
426 the Lacediemonians were deterred
In the

year
from invading Attica by earthquakes. An expedition
under the Athenian general Demos*
against iEtolia,
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but afterward Demosthethenes, completely failed
nes and the Acamanians routed the Ambracians, who
In the winter (426-5) the Athenearly all perished.
nians purified the island of Delos, as an acknowledgment to Apollo for the cessation of the plague. At
the beginning of the summer of 425, the Peloponne;

sians invaded Attica for the

fifth

time.

At

the

same

Athenians, who had long directed their
thoughts towards Sicily, sent a fleet to aid the Leontini in a war with Syracuse.
Demosthenes accompanied this fleet, in order to act, as occasion might
of
on
the
coast
He fortified Pyoffer,
Peloponnesus.
lus on the coast of Messenia, the northern headland
of the modern Bay of Navarino.
In the course of the
operations which were undertaken to dislodge him, a
body of Lacedaemonians, including several noble Spartans, got blockaded in the island of Sphacteria, at the
mouth of the bay, and were ultimately taken prisoners
time, the

Pylus was garrisoned
annoy the Sparevent the Athenians engaged in vig-

by Cleon and Demosthenes.
by a colony of Messenians,

in order to

{Vid. Syracuse.)
Sicily proved a rock against which
their resources and efforts were fruitlessly
expended.
And Sparta, which furnished but a commander and' a
handful of men for the defence of Syracuse, soon beheld her antagonist reduced, by a series of unparalleled
misfortunes, to a state of the utmost distress and weak-

The accustomed procrastination of the Sparand the timid policy to which they ever adhered,
alone preserved Athens in this critical moment, or at
ness.
tans,

her downfall.
Time was allowed for
her citizens to recover from the panic and consternation occasioned by the news of the Sicilian disaster ;
and, instead of viewing the hostile fleets, as they had
anticipated, ravaging their coasts and blockading the
Piraeus, they were enabled still to dispute the empire
of the sea, and to preserve the most valuable of their
Alcibiades, whose exile had proved so
dependancies.
injurious to his country, since it was to his counsels
alone that the successes of her enemies are to be attributed, now interposed in her behalf, and by his intrigues prevented the Persian satrap, Tissaphernes,
from placing at the disposal of the Spartan admiral
that superiority of force which must at once have terminated the war by the complete overthrow of the Athenian republic. {Thucyd., lib., 8.) The temporary revleast retarded

tans.
After this
orous oflfensive operations, of which the most important was the capture of the island of Cythera by Nicias early in B.C. 424.
This summer, however, the
Athenians suffered some reverses in Bceotia, where
they lost the battle of Delium, and on the coasts of olution which was effected at Athens by his contriMacedonia and Thrace, where Brasidas, among other vance also, and which placed the state at variance
The Athenian expedition with the fleet and army stationed at Samos, afforded
exploits, took Amphipolis.
to Sicily was abandoned, after some operations of no him another opportunity of rendering a real service to
in
consequence of a general pacifica- his country by moderating the violence and animosity
great importance,
tion of the island, which was effected through the in- of the latter.
The victory of Cynossema and the subfluence of Hermocrates, a citizen of Syracuse.
In the sequent successes of Alcibiades, now elected to the
year 423, a year's truce was concluded between Spar- chief command of the forces of his country, once more
ta and Athens, with a view to a lasting peace.
Hos- restored Athens to the command of the sea, and, had
tilities were renewed in 422, and Cleon was sent to
in the talents of her genshe
reposed that confidence
cope with Brasidas, who had continued his opera- eral which they deserved and her necessities required,
tions even during the truce.
A battle was fought be- the efforts of Sparta and the gold of Persia might have
tween these generals at Amphipolis, in which the de- proved unavailing. But the second exile of Alcibiafeat of the Athenians was amply compensated by the des, and, still more, the iniquitous sentence which condouble deliverance which they experienced in the deaths demned to death the generals who fought and conboth of Cleon and Brasidas.
In the following year quered at ArginussB, sealed the ruin of Athens; and
(421) Nicias succeeded in negotiating a peace with the battle of Argos Potamos at length terminated a
Sparta for fifty years, the terms of which were, a mu- contest which had been carried on, with scarcely any
tual restitution of conquests made during the war. and intermission,
during a period of twenty- seven years,
This with a spirit and animosity unparalleled in the annals
the release of the prisoners taken at Sphacteria.

treaty was ratified by all the allies of Sparta except
the BcEOtians, Corinthians, Eleans, and Megarians.
It was no
This peace never rested on any firm basis.

sooner concluded than it was discovered that Sparta
had not the power to fulfil her promises, and Athens
insisted on their performance.
The jealousy of the

was excited by a treaty of alliance which
was concluded between Sparta and Athens immediateand intrigues were commenced for
ly after the peace
other states

;

the formation of a new confederacy, with Argos at the
head.
An attempt was made to draw Sparta into alliance with Argos, but it failed.
similar overture,
subsequently made to Athens, met with better success, chiefly through an artifice of Alcibiades, who
was at the head of a large party hostile to the peace,
and the Athenians concluded a treaty offensive and
defensive with Argos, Elis, and Mantinea for 100
In the year 418, the Argive conyears (B.C. 420).
federacy was broken up by their defeat at the battle of
Mantinea, and a peace, and soon after an alliance, was
made between Sparta and Argos. In the year 416 an
expedition was undertaken by the Athenians against*

A

Melos, which had hitherto remained neutral. The
Melians surrendered at discretion all the males who
had attained manhood were put to death the women
;

;

and children were made slaves
Athenian colonists were sent

;

and subsequently 500
to occupy the island.

{Thucyd., 5, 116.) The fifty years' peace was not
considered at an end, though its terms had been broken on both sides, till the year 415, when the Athenians undertook their disastrous expedition to Sicily.
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-

of warfare.
Lysander now sailed to Athens, receiving
as he went the submission of the allies, and blockaded
the city, which surrendered after a few months (B.C.
404) on terms dictated by Sparta, with a view of making Athens a useful ally by giving the ascendancy in
the state to the oligarchical party.
The history of the
Peloponnesian war was written by Thucydides, upon
whose accuracy and impartiality, as far as his narrative
His hisgoes, we may place the fullest dependance.
For the rest
tory ends abruptly in the year 41 1 B.C.
of the war we have to follow Xenophon and Diodorus.
The value of Xenophon's history is impaired
by his prejudices, and that of Diodorus by his carelessness.
{Encycl. Us. Knowi, vol. 17, p. 389, seqq.
Cramcr''s Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 299, seg.)

—

Peloponnesus
to the

(ilc?.oTT6vv7j(7og), that is,

commonly-received explanation,

according
" the island
of

Pelops''^ (ITc/loTrof v^crof), a celebrated peninsula,

com-

prehending the most southern part of Greece, and
which would be an island were it not for the Isthmus
of Corinth.
Its name is said to have been derived
from Pelops, who is reported by the later Greek mythologists to have been of Phr}'gian origin.
Thucydides, however (1, 9), simply observes that he came
He
from Asia, and brought great wealth with him.
married Hippodamiaj the daughter of CEnomans, king
Peof Pisa in Elis, and succeeded to his kingdom.
lops is said also to have subsequently extended his dominions over many of the districts bordering upon Ehs,
whence the whole country, according to the common
account, obtained the

name

of Peloponnesus.

Aga-
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memnon and
Such

is

Menclaiis were descended from him.

—

ihe mythic legend relative to the origin of the

the Sinus Saronicus, a
in ancient

Creek

name

signified

derived from Saron, whfcb

an oak leaf {Plin.,

name Peloponnesus. The word, however, docs not now called Gulf of Engia. (Strab.,
The original name of the peninsula cipal mountains of Peloponnesus are,
occur in Homer.

—

Id. ib.,
appears to have been Apia {Horn., If.y 1, 270
3, 49), and it was so called, according to JEschylus
(Suppi, 255), from Apis, a son of Apollo, or, according to Pausanias (2, 5, 5), from Apis, a son of Telchin,
and descendant of ^Egialeus. When Argos had the
supremacy, the peninsula, according to Strabo (371),

was sometimes called Argos
seems to use the term Argos,

;

and,

in

some

indeed, Homer
cases, as inclu-

ding the whole peninsula.
{Thucyd., 1, 9.) The origin, therefore, of the name Peloponnesus still remains
open to investigation. It is possible that Pclops, instead of having actually existed, may be merely a symbol representing an old race by the name of Pelopes,
according to the analogy which we find in the national
appellations of the Dryopes, Meropes, Dolopes, and

The Peloponnesus,

then, will have derived
its name from this old race, and the
very term Pelopes
(Pel-opes) itself will receive something like confirmaothers.

tion from the ingenious remarks of Buttmann relative
to the early population along the shores of the Medi-

After the line of
(Vid. Apia, and Opici.)
the mythic Pelops had become celebrated in epic poethe
as
lords
of
all
and
of
try
many islands, the
Argos
name of Peloponnesus would appear to have come into
general use, and, by a common error, to have been
transferred from the race or nation of the Pelopes to
terranean.

—

their fabulous leader.

{Vid. Pelops.)
Peloponnesus,
though inferior in extent to the northern portion of
Greece, may be looked upon, says Strabo, as the acropolis of Hellas, both from its
position, and the power
and celebrity of the different people by which it was
inhabited.
In shape it resembled the leaf of a planetree, being indented by numerous bays on all sides.

It
{Strab., 335.— Plin., 4, 5.—Dionys. Per., 403.)
is from this circumstance that the modern name of Morea is doubtlessly derived, that word signifying a mulStrabo estimates the breadth of the peninberry leaf.

—

I.

e.)

— The

4, 5),
prii».

those of Cyllcne
(Zyria) and Erymanlhus (Olonos) in Arcadia, and
Taygetus {St. Elias) in Laconia. Its rivers are, the

Alphcus, now Rouphta, passing through Arcadia and
and discharging itself into the Sicilian Sea the
Eurotas, or BasUipotamo, watering Laconia, and fallinto
the Sinus Laconicus
the Pamisus, or Piring
nalza, a river of Messenia, falling into the Sinus Messeniacus.
The Peloponnesus contains but one small
lake, which is that of Stymphalus, or Zaracca, in Arcadia.
According to the best modem maps, the area
of the whole peninsula may be estimated at 7800 square
miles
and in the more flourishing period of Grecian
history, an approximate computation of the population
of its different states furnishes upward of a million as
Elis,

;

;

—
;

—

the aggregate number of its inhabitants.
The divisions
of the Peloponnesus were Achaia, Elis, Messenia, Laconia, Argolis, and Arcadia.
{Cramer'* s Anc. GreecCf
vol. 3, p. 1, seqq.)

Pelops, son of Tantalus king of Phrygia, and celebrated in both the mythic and historical legends of
At an entertainment given to the gods by
Greece.
Tantalus, the latter, in order to try their divinity, is
said to have killed and dressed his son Pelops, and to
have set him for food before them. The assembled
deities, however, immediately perceived the horrid nature of the banquet, and all abstained from it with the
exception of Ceres, who, engrossed with the loss of
her daughter Proserpina, in a moment of abstraction
At the desire of
ate one of the shoulders of the boy.

Mercury put all the parts back into the caldrew forth the young Pelops alive again,
and perfect in all his parts except the shoulder, which
was replaced by an ivory one, that was said to possess
Jupiter,

dron, and then

the power of removing every disorder and healing evHence, says the scholiast
ery complaint by its touch.
to Pindar, the descendants of Pclops had all such a
Schol.
shoulder as this {rotovTov elxov rbv ufiov.

—

Cape Chelonatas, now Cape ad Pind., 01. 1, 38). The ivory shoulder of Pelops
Tornese, its westernmost point, to the isthmus, being became also a subject for the painter, as appears from
nearly equal to its length from Cape Malea, now Cape Philostratus {Imag., 1, 30, p. 807), where Pelops is
St. Angela, to M^\im, now Vostizza, in Achaia.
Po- said aarpaxlfai tC) ufio), *' to fash forth rays of light
The shoulder of the son of Tanlybius reckons its periphery, setting aside the sinuosities from his shoulder ^
of the coast, at 4000 stadia, and Artemidorus at 4400
talus also plays a conspicuous part in the legend of
The soothsayers, it seems, had declared that
but, if these are included, the number of stadia must Troy.
be increased to 5600. Pliny says that " Isidorus com- the city of Priam would never be taken until the
puted its circumference at 563 miles, and as much Greeks should have brought to their camp the arrows
The of Hercules and one of the bones of Pelops. Acagain if all the gulfs were taken into the account.
sula at 1400 stadia from

,

;

narrow stem from which it expands is called the isthmus. At this point the -/Egean and Ionian seas, breaking in from opposite quarters north and east, eat away
all its width, till a narrow neck of five miles in breadth
that connects Peloponnesus with Greece.
On
one side is the Corinthian, on the other the Saronic
Gulf.
Lechaeum and Cenchreae are situated on opposite extremities of the isthmus, a
long and hazardous
circumnavigation for ships, the size of which prevents
their being carried over land in
wagons. For this reason various attempts have been made to cut a
navigais all

ble canal across the isthmus
by King Demetrius, Julius Caesar,
Caligula, and Nero, but in every instance
without success." (Plin., 4, 5.)
On the north the

—

Peloponnesus is bounded by the Ionian Sea, on the
west by that of Sicily, to the south and southeast
by
that of
Libya and Crete, and to the northeast by the
These several seas form in
Myrtoan and ^gean.
succession five extensive gulfs
along its shores : the
Corinthiacus Sinus, now Gulf of Corinth or Lepanto,
which separated the northern coast from .^tolia, LoCris, and Phocis ; the Sinus Messeniacus, now
Gulf
of Coron, on the coast of Messenia ; the Sinus Laconicus,

now Gulf

of Colokythia, on that of Laconia
the Sinus
Argolicus, now Gulf of Napoli ; and, lastly.
;

the son of
cordingly, the shoulder-blade {oj.ioTx'kdTri) of
Tantalus was brought from Pisa to Troy. {Pausan.,
Another legend
B'ockh, ad Pind., I. c.)
5, 13, 3
states, that the Palladium in Troy was made of the
But to return
of
bones
{Vid. Palladium.)
Pelops.

—

—

to the regular narrative
beauty of Pelops, carried

:

Neptune, attracted by the

him

off in his golden car to

Olympus, where he remained until his father Tantalus
had drawn on himself the indignation of the gods,
"
when they sent Pelops once more down to the swiftfated race of men."
01.,
60,
1,
segq-h-^Vhen
{Pind.,
to seek
Pelops had attained to manhood, he resolved
in marriage Hippodamia, the daughter of CEnomaus,

An oracle having told this prince that
king of Pisa.
he would lose his life through his son-in-law, or, as
on account of her surpassothers say, being
unwilling,
he proclaimed that be
ing beauty, to part with her,
would give his daughter only to the one who should
The race was from
conquer him in the chariot-race.
the banks of the Cladius in Elis to the altar of Neptune at the Isthmus of Corinth, and it was run m the
(Enomaiis, placing his daughter
gave him the start be
himself followed with a spear in his hand, and, if he
overtook the unhappy lover, he ran him through.—
following manner;

in the chariot with the suiter,

;
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Thirteen had already lost their lives when Pelops
came. In the dead of the night, saya Pindar, Pelops
went down to the margin of the sea, and invoked the
god who rules it. On a sudden Neptune stood at his
feet, and Pelops conjured him, by the memory of his
former affection, to grant him the means of obtaining
the lovely daughter of CEnomatis.
Neptune heard his
prayer, and bestowed upon him a golden chariot, and
horses of winged speed.
Pelops then went to Pisa
to contend for the prize.
He bribed Myrtilus, son of
Mercury, the charioteer of CEnomaiis, to leave out the
linchpins of the wheels of his chariot, or, as others
In the
say, 10 put in waxen ones instead of iron.
race, therefore, the chariot of CEnomaiis broke down,
and he fell out and was killed, and thus Hippodamia
became the bride of Pelops. {Schol. ad Pind., 01.,
1, \U.—Hijgin., fab., 84:.— Pmd., 01., 1, 114, seqq.
Schol., ad loc.—Tzetz. ad
—Apoll. Rhod., 1, 752.

—

Pelops is said to have promised
Myrtilus, for his aid, one half of his kingdom, or, as
other accounts have it, to have made a most dishonourable agreement of another nature with him.
Unwilling, however, to keep his promise, he took an op|)ortunity, as they were driving along a clifT, to throw
To
Myrtilus into the sea, where he was drowned.
the vengeance of Mercury for the death of his son
Lycophr., 156.)

were ascribed

all the future woes of the line of Pelops.
{Soph., Electr., 504, scqq.)
Hippodamia bore to Pelops five sons, Atreus, Thycstes, Copreus, Alcathoiis,
and Pittheus, and two daughters, Nicippe and Lysidice, who married Sthenelus and Mcstor, sons of Perseus.
The question as to the personality of Pelops
has been considered in a previous article {vid. Peloponnesus), and the opinion has there been advanced
which makes him to have been merely the symbol of
an ancient race called Pelopes.
To those, however,
who are inclined to regard Pelops as an actual perthe
remarks
of
Mr. Thirlwall may
following
sonage,
not prove uninteresting : " According to a tradition,
which appears to be sanctioned by the authority of
Thucydides, Pelops passed over from Asia to Greece
with treasures, which, in a poor country, afTorded him
the means of founding a new dynasty.
His descend-

—

which they presided, raises a natural suspicion that
the hero's connexion with the East may have been a
mere fiction, occasioned by a like interest, and propThis distrust is confirmed by the
agated by like arts.
religious form which the legend was finally made to
assume when it vfas combined with an Asiatic superstition, which found its way into Greece after the

The seeming sanction of Thucyditime of Homer.
des loses almost all its weight, when we observe thai
he does not deliver his own judgment on the question,
but merely adopts the opinion of the Peloponnesian
antiquaries, which he found best adapted to his purpose of illustrating the progress of society in Greece."
{ThirlwalPs Greece, vol. 1, p. 70.) Mr. Kenrick sees
Pelops the dark-faced one (TreAof and utp), and
the reference is to a system of religion,
characterized by dark and mysterious rites, which
{Philol. Museum^
spread from Phrygia into Greece.
No. 5, p. 353.) For another explanation of the leconsult
remarks
of
under
the article
gend
Pelops,
Tantalus.
in

thinks that

Pblorus (v. is-idis, v. ias-iados), now Cape Faro,
one of the three great promontories of Sicily. It lies
near the coast of Italy, and is said to have received
its name from Pelorus, the pilot of the
ship which carried Hannibal away from Italy.
This celebrated general, as

it is

reported,

was carried by the

tide into the

Italy and Sicily ; and, as he was ignorant of the coast, and perceived no passage through
(for, in consequence of the route which the vessel was
straits

between

pursuing, the promontories on either side seemed to
he suspected the pilot of an intention to deliver
him into the hands of the Romans, and killed him on

join),

He

was soon, however, convinced of his
the spot.
error, and, to atone for his rashness and pay honour to
his pilot's memory, he gave him a magnificent funeral,
and called the promontory on the Sicilian shore after

name, having erected on it a tomb with a statue
{Val. Max., 9, S.—Mela, 2, l.—Strab.,
^,
Ovid, Met., 5, 350 ;
Virg., JEn., 3^ 411, mi.
15, 706.)—This whole story is fabulous ;
13, 727
nor is that other one in any respect more worthy of
belief, which makes the promontory in question to
ants sat for three generations on the throne of Argos
have derived its name from a colossal {TreXuptog) stattheir power was generally acknowledged throughout ue of Orion placed upon it, and who was fabled to
Greece
and, in the historian's opinion, u>iited the have broken through and formed the straits and promGrecian states in the expedition against Troy. The ontory. {Diod. Sic, ^,85.
Mannerl, Geogr., vol.
renown of their ancestor was transmitted to posterity 9, pt. 2, p. 264.) The name is, in fact, much older
his

of Pelorus.

—

—

;

:

—

;

by the name of the southern peninsula, called after
him Peloponnesus, or the isle of Pelops. Most authors,

however,

fix his

native seat in the Lydian town
was fabled to

of Sipylus, where his father Tantalus

have reigned in more than mortal prosperity, till he
abused the favour of the gods, and provoked them to

The poetical legends varied as to the
destroy him.
marvellous causes through which the abode of Pelops
was transferred from Sipylus to Pisa, where he won
the daughter and the crown of the bloodthirsty tyrant
CEnomaiis as the prize of his victory in the chariotThe authors who, like Thucydides, saw norace.
but a political transaction, related that
thing in the story
Pelops had been driven from his native land by an invasion of Ilus, king of Troy {Pausan., 2, 22, 3) ; and
it has
very naturally been inferred, that, in
leading the Greeks against Troy, Agamemnon was
merely avenging the wrongs of his ancestor. {Kruse,
On the other hand, it has
Hellas, vol. 1, p. 485.)

hence

from giving any countenance
to this hypothesis. Homer, though he records the genealogy by which the sceptre of Pelops was transmitted

been observed

that, far

Agamemnon, nowhere alludes to the Asiatic oriAs little does he seem to have
gin of the house.
heard of the adventures of the Lydian stranger at PiThe zeal with which the Eleans maintained this
sa.
part of the story, manifestly with a view to exalt the
to

antiquity and the lustre of the

Olympic games, over

than the days of Hannibal.
Polybius, a contemporary
of the Carthaginian commander, gives the appellation
of Pelorius to this rape without the least allusion to
the story of the pilot
Thucydides, long before the
lime of Hannibal, speaks of Peloris as being included
in the territory of Messana (4, 25) : and, indeed, it
may be safely asserted that Hannibal never was in
The promontory of Pelorus is sandy,
these straits.
but Silius Italicus errs when he speaks of its being a
It is a low point of land, and the
lofty one (14, 79).
Solisand- flats around contain some salt-meadows.
nus describes them with an intermixture of fable (c.
The passage directly across to Italy is the short11).
est ; but as there is no harbour here, and the current
runs to the south, the route from the Italian shore is
The Italian proma southwestern one to Messana.
{Mannert,
ontory facing Pelorus is that of Caenys.
:

—

Geog'r., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 265.)

Pelt^,

a city of Phrygia, southeast of Cotyaeum,
in his narrative of the retreat

mentioned by Xenophon

He describes it as well
(1, 2).
Pliny (5, 27) speaks of Peltae as belongIn the noing to the Conventus Juridicus of Apamea.
tices of the ecclesiastical writers it appears as the seat
of a bishopric.
Xenophon makes the distance bemust look
tween it and Celaenae ten parasangs.
for the site of this place to the north of the Maeander,
arid wobably in the valley and plair ^orwed by the
of the

Ten Thousand

inhabited.

We
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western branch of that river, now called Asklitchai,
out formerly Glaucus.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2,
ComMannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 104.
p. 24.
pare RenruWs Geography of Western Asia, vol. 2, p.

importunate suiters, aspiring to the hand of the qucon.
Her relations also urged her to abandon all thoughts
of the probability of her husband's return, and not to
disregard, as she had, the solicitations of the rival as-

141, *eqq., in nolis.)
Pelusium, an important city of Egypt, at the entrance of the Pelusiac mouth of the Nile, and about
30 stadia from the sea. It was surrounded by marshes, and was with truth regarded as the key of Egypt
in this quarter.
An Arabian horde might indeed traverse the desert on this side without approaching Pelusium ; but an invading army would be utterly unable to pass through this sandy waste, where water
The route of the latter would have
completely failed.
to be more to the north, and here
they would encounter Pelusium, surrounded with lakes and marshes, and
which extended from the walls of the city down to
the very coast.
Hence it was that the Persian force
sent against King Nectanebis did not venture to attack the city, but sailed into the Mendesian mouth

to her favour.
Penelope, however, exerted
every resource which her ingenuity could suggest to
protract the period of her decision
among others,
she declared that she would make choice of one of
should
have
them as soon as she
completed a web
that she was weaving (intended as a funeral ornament
but she baffled their expectafor the aged Laertes)
tions by undoing at night what she had accomplished
This artifice has given rise to the
during the day.
"
*'
to unweave the
Penelope's web/* or
proverb of
web of Penelope" {Penelopes Iclam retexcrc), applied
to whatever labour appears to be endless.
{Eratnt ,

—

—

with their vessels.

Subse(Diod. Sic, 15, 43.)
quently, however, the Persians diverted the course of
that arm of the Nile on which the city stood, and succeeded in throwing down the walls and taking the
Pelusium, after this, was again more than
once taken, and gradually sank in importance. Ptolemy does not even name it as the capital of a Nome.
In the reign of Augustus, however, it became the
place.

chief city of the newly-erected province of
x'\ugustarnnica.
The name of this city is evidently of Grecian
origin, and is derived from the term mp.6(, mud, in
allusion to its peculiar situation.
It would seem to
have received this name at a very early period, since
Herodotus gives it as the usual one, without alluding
to any older term.
Most probably the appellation was
first
given under the latter Pharaohs, and a short time
previous to the Persian sway, since about this time

pirants

:

;

For three year*
on the beginning of a
fourth, a disclosure was made by one of her female
and the faithful and unhappy Penelope,
attendants
constrained at length by the renewed importunities of
her persecutors, agreed, at their instigation, to bestow
her hand on him who should shoot an arrow from the

Adag.

Chil.,

this artifice

1,

cent. 4,

succeeded

;

col. 145.)

but,

;

bow of Ulysses through a given number of axe-eyeji
An individual disguised as a
placed in succession.
This was no other
beggar was the successful archer.
The
than Ulysses, who had just returned to Ithaca.
hero then directed his shafts at the suiters, and slew
them all. {Vid. Ulysses.) The character of Penelbut it is the
ope has been variously represented
more popular opinion that she is to be considered as
a model of conjugal and domestic virtue.
{ApoUod.,

—

;

3, 10, 11.

fab.,

— Hcyne,

ad

lac.

— Horn.,

Od.

— Hygin.,

127.— Ovid, Her. Ep.,\.)

Peneus,

I.

a river of Thessaly, rising in the chain

of Pindus, and falling into the Sinus Thermaicus after
Towards
traversing the whole breadth of the country.
its mouth it flows through the celebrated Vale of Tempe.

the Greeks were first allowed to have
any regular
commercial intercourse with the ports of Egypt. To {Vid. Tempe.) It seems to have been the general
a
more
give
reputable explanation of the Grecian opinion of antiquity, founded on very early traditions,
name than that immediately suggested by its root, the that the great basin of Thessaly was at some remote
mythologists fabled that Pcleus, the father of Achilles, period covered by the waters of the Peneus and its
came to this quarter, for the purpose of purifying him- tributary rivers, until some convulsion of nature had
rent asunder the gorge of Tempe, and thus afforded a
self, from the murder of his brother Phocus, in the lake
This opinion, which
that afterward washed the walls of Pelusium,
being passage to the pent-up streams.
ordered so to do by the gods ; and that he became was first reported by Herodotus in his account of the
the founder of the city.
march of Xerxes (7, 129), is repeated by Strabo, who
{Amm. MarcelL, 22, 16.)
As soon as the easternmost or Pelusiac mouth of the observes in confirmation of it, that the Peneus in his
Nile was diverted from its usual course, Pelusium, as day was still liable to frequent inundations, and aisc
has already been remarked, began to sink in impor- that the land in Thessaly is higher towards the sea
tance, and soon lost all its consequence as a frontier than towards the more central parts.
{Slrab., 430.)
It fell back
The Peneus is called Salambria by Tzetzes ( Chil., 9,
town, and even as a place of trade.
eventually to its primitive mire and earth, the mate- 707), and Salabria and Salampria by some of the Byrials of which it was built having been merely burned
zantine historians, which name appears to be derived
bricks
and hence, among the ruins of Pelusium at from aa?Mfi67], " an outlet," and was applicable to it
the present day, there are no remains of stone edifices, more particularly at the Vale of Tempe, where it has
no large temples the ground is merely covered with forced a passage through the rocks of Ossa and OlymNear the ruins stands a pus. {Dodiccll, Tour, vol. 2, p. 102.) The Peneus
heaps of earth and rubbish.
dilapidated castle or fortress named Tineh, the Arabic is said to be never dry, though in summer it is shalterm for " mire."
low after heavy rains, and the sudden melting of the
PfiN-iTEs, a name given to a certain class of house- snow on Pindus, it sometimes overflows its banks,
hold deities among the Romans, who were worshipped when the impetuous torrent of its waters sweeps away
in the innermost part of their
For the houses and inundates the neighbouring plain. Julian,
dwellings.
makes the
points of distinction between them and the Lares, con- in his description of Tempe (F. H., 3, 1),
sult the latter article.
Peneus flow through the vale as smoothly as oil and
Penelope, a princess of Greece, daughter of Ica- Dodwell remarks, that, in its course through the town
as smooth
rius, brother of Tyndarus king of Sparta, and of Po- of Larissa, it has at the presest day a surface
She became the wife of Ulysses, as oil. The intelligent traveller just mentioned oblycaste or Periboea.
"
monarch of Ithaca, and her
was celebrated serves in relation to this river, Many authors have

—

;

;

:

;

marriage
about the same time with that of Menelaus and Helen.

e-xtolled the

Penelope became by Ulysses the mother of Telcmachus, and was obliged soon after to part with her husband, whom the Greeks compelled to go to the Tro-

in all periods have exhibited a muddy sppearthe Thesance, at least during its progress through
salian plain ; for who can expect a current of lucid

jan war.

crystal in

{Vid. Ulysses.) Twenty years passed away,
and Ulysses returned not to his home.
Meanwhile,
his palace at Ithaca vvas crowded with numerous and

it

of the Peneus, although
diaphanous purity

must

an argillaceous soill Strabo, Pliny, and
others have misunderstood the meaning of Homer (71.,
of the silvery
2, 756) when he speaks of the confluence

PER

PEN
Peneus and the beautiful Titaresius, which he says do
not mix their streams, the latter flowing like oil on the
silver waters of the former.
Strabo, in complete con-

—

Cret., 4, 3.
Heyne ad Virg., JEn., 1, 490.) Dares
Phrygius, however, makes Penthesilea to have been
slain by Neoptolemus.
{Dar. Phryg., 36.)
Pentheus, son of Echion and Agave, and king of

tradiction to the meaning of Homer, asserts that the
Peneus is clear, and the Titaresius muddy. Pliny has Thebes in Boeotia. During his reign, Bacchus came
committed the same error. The mud of the Peneus is from the East, and sought to introduce his orgies into

of a light colour, for which reason Homer gives it the
The Titaresius, and other smaller
epithet of silvery.
streams, which are rolled from Olympus and Ossa, are
so extremely clear, that their waters are distinguished
from those of the Peneus to a considerable distance
from the point of their confluence. Barthclemy has
followed Strabo and Pliny, and has given an interpretation to the descriptive lines of

Homer which

the ori-

The same effect
convey.
is seen when
muddy rivers of considerable volume
mingle with the sea or any other clear water." (Tour,
vol. 2, p. 110.)
n. A river of Elis, now the Jgliaco,
falling into the sea a short distance below the promonModern travellers describe it as
tory of Chelonalas.
a broad and rapid stream.
{Itin. of the Morea, p. 32.)
The city of Elis was situate in the upper part of its
course.
Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol.
{Slrab., 337.
ginal

was never intended

to

—

—

3, p. 86.)

PennIn.^ Alpes,

a part of the chain of the Alps,
extending from the Great St. Bernard to the source
of the Rhone and Rhine.
The name is derived from

the Celtic Penn, a summit.
{Vid. Alpes.)
Pentapolis, I. a town of India, placed by Mannert
in the northeastern angle of the Sinus Gangeticus, or

—

H.
of Bengal.
Africa, from its five

A name

given to Cyrenaxca in
cities.
HI.
{Vid. Cyrenaica.)
of
Palestine, containing the five cities of Gapart
and
IV.
name
Ekron.
A
za, Gath, Ascalon, Azotus,
applied to Dons in Asia Minor, after Halicarnassus
had been excluded from the Doric confederacy. {Vid.

Bay

—

A

—

The women all gave enthusiastically
new religion, and Mount Cithaeron resounded
with the frantic yells of the Bacchantes.
Pentheus
but, deceived by the god,
sought to check their fury
he went secretly and ascended a tree on Cithaeron, to
be an ocular witness of their revels.
While there he
was des(fried by his mother and aunts, to whom Bacchus made him appear to be a wild beast, and he was
torn to pieces by them.
{Eurip., Bacchct.
Apollod.y
his native city.

in to the

;

—

3, 5,

Met., 3, 511, seqq.)
Peparethos, a small island in the ^Egean Sea, oflf
the coast of Thessaly, and in a northeastern direction
from Euboea.
Pliny (4, 12) observes that it was for-

merly called Evaenus, and assigns to it a circuit of nine
miles.
It was colonized by some Cretans, under the
command of Staphylus. {Scymn., Ch., 579.) The
island produced good wine {Alhen., 1, 51) and oil.

The town of Peparethos suffer{Ovid, Met., 7, 470.)
ed damage from an earthquake during the Peloponnesian war.
{Thucyd., 3, 89.) It was defended by Philip against the Romans {Liv., 28, 5), but was after-

—

ward destroyed. {Strab., 9, p 436.)
Diodes, who
wrote an early history of the origin of Rome, was a native of this island.
Athen., 2, 44.)
{Plut., Vit. Bom.
The modern name is Piperi. {Cramer'' s Anc. Greece,

—

vol. 1, p.

453.)
Per.«;a, I. a name given by the Greeks to that part
of Judaea which lay east of Jordan, from its egress out
of the Lake of Gennesareih to its entrance into the

Dead Sea, and
non.

Doris.)

Pentelicits, a mountain of Attica, containing quarAccording to Dodwell ( Tour,
vol. 1, p. 498), it is separated from the northern foot
of Hymettus, which in the narrowest part is about
ries of beautiful marble.

2.— Ovid,

The term

5, 14.)

—

II.

A

still

lower down as

far as the river

Ar

derived from nepnv, beyond. {Plin ,
part of Caria, deriving its name from
is

lying over against Rhodes {ir^pav, beyond, over
It began at the promontory Cynossema,
against).
and is mentioned by Scylax (p. 38) under the name of
Ti 'Podicjv x^P<^Philip, king of Macedon, having seized upon it, was called upon by the Romans to restore
its

three miles broad.
It shoots up into a pointed summit; but the outline is beautifully varied, and the greatLiv 32, 33.)
er part is either mantled with woods or variegated with it to Rhodes.
{Polyb., 17, 2, seq.
Several villages and some monasteries and The Rhodians, however, were obliged to recover this
shrubs.
churches are seen near its base.
According to Sir territory by force of arms. {Liv., 33, 18.)
"W. Gell, the great quarry is forty-one minutes disPbrcote, an ancient town of Mysia, south of Lamptant from the monastery of Penteli, and affords a most sacus, and not far from the shores of the Hellespont
It appears to have been situate on the banks of the
extensive prospect from Cithaeron to Sunium.
{Itin.,
"Mount Pentelicus," observes Hobhouse, "at small river Praclius. (//., 2, 835.) Charon of Lampp. 64.)
this day called Pendcle, and sometimes Mcndele, must sacus, cited by Strabo (583), reckoned 300 stadia from
be, I should think, one third higher than Hymettus, Parium to the Practius, which he looked upon as the
and its height is the more apparent, as it rises with northern boundary of the Troad. This distance serves
a peaked summit into the clouds.
The range of Pen- to identify the stream with the river of Bergaz or Bertelicus runs from about northwest to southeast, at no gan, a small Turkish town situated on its left bank,
This place
great distance from the eastern shore of Attica over- and which probably represents Percote.
hanging the plain of Marathon, and mixing impercept- continued to exist long after the Trojan war, since it
is
spoken of by Herodotus (5, 117), Scylax {PeripL, p.
ibly, at its northern extremity, with the hills of Brilessus, now called, as well as part of Mount Parnes, 35), Arrian {Exp. AL, 1, 13), Pliny (5, 32), and others.
It is named
Ozca.^^
{Hobhouse, Journey, vol. 1, p. 235, seqq.)
by some writers among the towns given
{Athenaus,
Interesting accounts of visits to the quarries are given to Themistocles by the King of Persia.
1, p. 29.— Plut., Vit. Themis t., c. 30.
Cramer's
by Dodwell and Hobhouse.

—

,

—

—

—

pENTHEsiLEA, a celebrated queen of the Amazons,
daughter of Mars, who came to the aid of Priam in the
last year of the Trojan war, and was slain by Achilles
after having displayed great acts of valour.
According to Tzetzes, Achilles, after he had slain Penthesilea,
admiring the prowess which she had exhibited, and
struck by the beauty of the corpse, wished the Greeks
to erect a tomb to her.
Thersites, thereupon, both
ridiculea the grief which the hero testified at her fall,
and indulged in other remarks so grossly offensive that
Achilles slew him on the spot.
Diomede, the relative
of Thersites, in revenge for his loss, dragged the dead
body of the Amazon out of the camp, and threw it into

the

Scamander
1000

{Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 99U

—Did.

Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 69, seq.)
Perdiccas, I. the youngest of the three brothers who
came from Argos and settled in Upper Macedonia, and
who are said to have been descended from Temenus.
The principality of which they be{Vid. Macedonia.)

came possessed devolved on
fore considered by both

Perdiccas,

Herodotus

(8,

who

is

there-

137) and Thu-

cydides (2, 99) as the founder of the Macedonian dyEusebius, however, names three kings before
nasty.

Perdiccas
monarch.

I.,

thus making

him

the fourth

Macedonian

Caranus, who reigned 28 years
Ccenus, who reigned 12 years ; and Thurimas, who
Herodotus and Thucontinued on the throne for 38.
cydides, however, omit all notice of these three mon-

These

are,

;

PER

PERDICCAS.

to make head against Anand Antigonus, while Perdiccas, having with
him the two kings, marched to attack Ptolemy in
He was, however, unsuccessful, owing to his
Egypt.
ho lost a number of men in
ill-copcerted measures
crossing a branch of the Nile, and the rest became discontented, and, in the end, Perdiccas was murdered in
his tent, B.C. 321, after holding his power for two
years from the death of Alexander.
{Encycl. Useful

trchs, and begin with the dynasty of the Temenidae.

Perdiccas, was appointed

(Compare Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol.
is known of the reign of Perdiccas.

tipater

1, p.

On

221.)
his

Little

deathbed

said to have given directions to his son and successor ArgsBos, where he wished his remains to be in-

he

is

and to have told him

long as the
remains of the Macedonian kings should be deposited
in the same place, so long the crown would remain in

terred

;

also, that, as

(Justin, 7, 2.— Fzrf. Edessa II.)— II. The
second of the name, was son of Alexander I. of MaHe
cedon, and succeeded his father about 463 B.C.
was a fickle and dishonourable prince, who took an active part in the Peloponnesian war, and altema'tely assisted Athens and Sparta, as his interests or policy
his family.

dictated.

1,

{Thtiryd.,

67, seqq.

—

Id., 4, 79.

—

Id.,

Ac.) There is great uncertainty about the beDodginning and the length of this monarch's reign.
but Alexwell makes it commence within B.C. 454
ander I. lived at least to B.C. 463, when Cimon recovered Thasos.
Mr. Clin{Plut., Vit. Cim., 14.)
ton makes the last year of Perdiccas to have been the
third of the 91st Olympiad, or B.C. 414. {Fast. Hell.,
2, 99,

;

vol. 1, p. 223.)

—

III.

ceeded Alexander

The

third of the

name, who suc-

having cut off Ptolemy
Alorites, who was acting as regent, but who had
abused his trust. Perdiccas, after a
of five
reign
years, fell in battle against the Illyrians, B.C. 359.
II.,

after

—

;

Knowl.,

vol. 17, p. 435.)

Perdix, nephew of Daedalus. He is said to have
shown a great genius for mechanics having, from the
;

contemplation of a serpent's teeth, or, according to
some, of the back bone of a fish, invented the saw.
He also discovered the compasses. Dsdalus, jealoas
of his skill, and apprehensive of the rivalry of the
young
man, cast him down from the Acropolis at Athens and
killed him.
The poets fabled that he was changed
"
after death into the bird called Perdix or
partridge.'*

{Hygin., fab., 274.— Ovid,

Met., 8, 241, seqq.) The
cry of the partridge resembles very much the noise
made by a saw in cutting wood, and this circumstance,
in all likelihood, gave rise to the fable.
{Buffon, Hist.

—

Nat., vol. 6, n. 25.
Gierig, ad Ovid, I. c.)
Perenna. Vid. Anna Perenna.
Perga or Perge {Jiipya or Tiipyrjj), a city of Para'
phylia, at the distance of sixty stadia inland from the
mouth of the river Cestrus. It was renowned for the
The temple of the goddess
worship of Diana Pergsea.
stood on a hill near the city, and a festival was annu{Callim., H. in Dian.,
ally celebrated in her honour.

{Dtod. Sic, 16, 2.
Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p.
IV. Son of Orontes, was one of the generals of
227.)
Alexander the Great, to whom that conqueror, on his
deathbed, delivered his royal signet, thus apparently
Strab 667.) Alexander occupied Perga with
inlendmg to designate him as protector or regent of his 187.
vast empire.
Alexander's wife Roxana was then far part of his army after quitting Phaselis ; and we are
advanced in pregnancy, and his other wife, Statira, the informed by Arrian that the road between these two
daughter of Darius, was supposed to be in the same places was long and difficult. {Exp. Al, 1, 26.) Posituation.
In the mean time, the Macedonian generals lybius leads us to suppose that Perga belonged rather
agreed to recognise as king, Aridaeus, a natural son of to Pisidia than Pamphylia (5, 72, 9.— Compare 22, 25.
learn from the Acts of the AposLiv., 38, 37).
Philip, a youth of weak intellects, with the understanding that, if the child of Roxana should prove a son, he tles (14, 24, seq.), that Paul and Barnabas, having
should be associated in the throne with Aridteus.
Per- "passed throughout Pisidia, came to Pamphylia. And
diccas contented himself with the command of the when they had preached the word in Perga, they went
household troops which guarded the person of King down into Attalia." This was their second visit to
Aridaeus
but in that capacity he was in reality the the place, since they had come thither from Cyprus.
guardian of the weak king and the minister of the whole It was here that John, surnamed Mark, departed from
He
distributed among the chief generals the them ; for which he incurred the censure of St. Paul.
empire.
government of the various provinces, or, rather, king- {Acts 13, 13.) Perga, in the Ecclesiastical Notices,
doms, subject to Alexander's sway. Roxana being and in Hierocles (p. 679), stands as the metropolis of
soon after delivered of a son, who was called Alexan- Pamphylia. (Compare Plin., 5, 28.
Sle^ph. Byz., s.
The ruins of this city are probably those
der, became jealous of Statira, from fear that the child V. TLepyT].)
she was pregnant with might prove a rival to her own noticed by General Kohler, under the name of Eski
son
ami, in order to remove her apprehensions, Per- Kclesi, between Stauros and Adalia.
{Leakeys Asia
diccas did not scruple to put Statira to death.
He en- Minor, p. 132.) Mr. Fellows says, "The first object
deavoured to strengthen himself by an alliance with that strikes the traveller on arriving here (at Perga) is
Antipaler, whose daughter he asked in marriage, while, the extreme beauty of the situation of the ancient town,
at the same time, he was aspiring to the hand of Clesides of two hills, with an
lying between and upon the
opatra, Alexander's sister.
Olympias, Alexander's extensive valley in front, watered by the river Cestrus,
He speaks
mother, who hated Antipater, favoured this last alli- and backed by the mountains of Taurus."
ance.
Atitipater, having discovered this intrigue, re- also of the ruins here of an immense and beautiful thefused to give his daughter to Perdiccas, who, in the atre ; and likewise of the remains of an enormous
The other generals, who had building, which he thinks can have been nothing but a
end, obtained neither.
become satraps of extensive countries, considered palace of great exterit. {Fclloirs^ Asia Minor, p. 191,
themselves independent, and refused to submit to PerCramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 279 )
diccas and his puppet- king.
Pergamus (gen. -i, in the plural Pergama, gen.
Perdiccas, above all, fearing Antigonus as the one most likely to thwart his •Oram), the citadel or acropolis of Ilium {Horn., II. 4,
views, sought to destroy him ; but
508), and sometimes used by the poets as a term for

—

—

,

—

We

;

—

;

—

,

—

Antigonus escaped

to Antipater in Macedonia, and
represented to him the
necessity of uniting against the ambitious views of Perdiccas.
Antipater, having just brought to a successful termination a war
against the Athenians, prepared
to march into Asia, and
Ptolemy joined the confederThe latter, who was then in
acy against Perdiccas.
Cappadocia, with Aridaeus and Alexander the infant
eon of Roxana, held a council, in which
Antipater, An-

tigonus, and Ptolemy being declared rebels against the
royal authority, the plan of the campaign against them

was arranged.

6L

Eumenes, who remamed

faithful

to

Id., Agam.,
itself.
(Senec, Troad., 14.
of
4'2l.—Vtrg., JEn., 1, 466, <fec.) The relationship
to the Greek Tn<pyoc and the Teuthe word

the city

Pergamus

The names of the towns Berge
is obvious.
Thrace and Perge in Pamphylia, contain the same
element berg. (Compare the Gothic baurgn; the Ger"a
and
man
castle, fort, citadel ;" the Irish brog

tonic berg,
in

burg,
a fortified place; a
brue, "a grand house or building;
The writers on Linpalace or royal residence," &c.)
trace these and other cognate expresguistic seek to
" to
sions to the Sanscrit root par or pir, "to fill,"

1001
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PERGAMUS.

(Consult re- individuals to this temple was almost without number
furnish,'* but with no very great success.
marks under the article Mesembria. Eichhoff, Paral- or cessation. They passed the night there to invoke
Ule dcs Langues, p. 348. Kallschmidt, Vergleichung the deity, who communicated remedies, either in
II. or Pekgamum {Uipyafio^
dreams or by the mouths of his priests, who distribuder Sprachen, p. 238.)
or Hipyofiov), the most important city in Mysia, situate ted drugs and performed chirurgical operations.
The
in the southern part of that country, in a plain watered Emperor Caracalla, A.D. 215, repaired to Pergamus
of
his
Selinus
affor
the
and Cetius, which
health, but vEsculapius was unrecovery
by two small rivers, the
This celebrated city is moved by his prayers. When Prusias, second king
terward joined the Caicus.
mentioned for the first time in Xenophon's Anabasis of Bithynia, was forced to raise the siege of Pergamus,
(7, 84).
Xenophon remained here for some time as he nearly destroyed this temple, which stood contiguthe guest of Gorgion and Gongylus, who appear to have ous to the theatre, without the city walls.
The modbeen the possessors of the place. (Compare Hist. Gr., ern town retains the name of Bergamah or Bergma,
and is still a place of considerable importance. Mr.
It would seem to have been at first a for3, 1, 4.)
tress of considerable natural strength, situate on the Fellows, who visited it in 1838, says that it is as
busy
top of a conical hill, and, when the city began to be and thriving as heavy taxation will allow, and has seven
formed around the base of this hill, the fortress served or eight khans.
{Tour in Asia Minor, p. 34.) It
as a citadel.
In consequence of the strength of the contains many extensive ruins.
Col. Leake informs
place, it was selected by Lysimachus, Alexander's us, that remains of the temple of .^Esculapius, of the
general, as a place of security for the reception and theatre, stadium, amphitheatre, and several other buildpreservation of his great wealth, said to amount to the ings, are still to be seen. {Journal, p. 266.) Mr. Felenormous sum of 9000 talents. The care of this treas- lows remarks, that the walls of the Turkish houses are
ure was confided to Philetaerus of Tium in Bithynia, full of the relics of marbles, with ornaments of the
in whom he placed the greatest confidence.
Philetae- richest Grecian art (p. 34.
Cramer's Asia Minor,
rus remained for a long time faithful to his charge but, vol. 1, p. 136, seqq.).
Pergk. Vid. Perga.
having been injuriously treated by Arsinoe, the wife of
Periander, son of Cypselus, tyrant of Corinth. He
Lysimachus, who sought to prejudice the mind of her
husband against him, he was induced to withdraw his succeeded his father in the sovereign power, and in
allegiance from that prince, and declare himself inde- the commencement of his reign displayed a degree of

—
—

—

—

—

;

The misfortunes of Lysimachus prevented
pendent.
him from taking vengeance on the oflfender, and thus
Philetaerus remained in undisturbed possession of the
town and treasure for twenty years, having contrived,
by dexterous management and wise measures, to remain at peace with all the neighbouring powers. He
transmitted the possession of his principality to Eumenes, his nephew. An account of the reign of this
monarch, and of the other kings of Pergamus, has been
{Vid. Eumenes II., III. ; Attains I.,
already given.
II., III.)— After the death of Attains III., who left his
dominions by

will to the

Romans, Aristonicus, a natthe father of Attains, opposed
this arrangement, and endeavoured to establish himbut he was vanquished and made
self on the throne
ural son of

Eumenes,
;

and the Romans finally took possession of the
kingdom, which henceforth became a province of the
under
the name of Asia.
{Strab., 624, 646.)
empire
Pergamus continued to flourish and prosper as a Roprisoner,

man

so that Pliny (5, 32) does not scruple to
To
'^longe clarissimum Asitz Pergamumy
the Christian the history of Pergamus affords an additional interest, since it is one of the seven churches
of Asia mentioned in the Book of Revelations. Though
condemnation is passed upon it as one of the churches
infected by the Nicolaitan heresy, its faithful servants,
more especially the martyr Antipas, are noticed as
holding fast the name of Christ.
(^Rev. 2, 12, seqq.)
city,
it

style

—Pergamus was famed
only
624. —

for its library, which yielded
to that of Ale.xandrea in extent and value. {Slrab.,

It was founded
Athenceus, 1, 3.)
by Eumenes
and consisted of no less than 200,000 volumes.
collection
was
noble
afterward
This
given by Antony
to Cleopatra, who transported it to Alexandrea, where
it formed part of the splendid library in the latter
city.
It was from their
{Plut., Vit. Ant., 58.)
being first
used for writing in this library that parchment skins

II.,

were

called

^^

Pergamena

charta''^

{Varro, ap. Plin.,

13, 11), but it is erroneous to say that parchment was
What drove Eumenes to eminvented at Pergamus.
ploying it for books, was the circumstance of Ptolemy's having forbidden the exportation of papyrus from
his kingdom, in order to check, if possible, the growth
of the Pergamenian library, and prevent it from rival'>wn.
litig his
Pergamus was the native place of the
celebrated Galen.
In the vicinity of the city was a
famous temple of .^sculapius, which, among other
The concourse of
privileges, had that of an asylum.

—
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moderation unknown

to his parent.
Having subsequently, however, contracted an intimacy with Thrasybulus, tyrant of Miletus, he is said by Herodotus to
have surpassed, from that time, his father Cypselus in
It is certain that, if the particulars
cruelty and crime.

which the historian has related of his conduct towards
own family be authentic, they would fully justify
the execration he has expressed for the character of
this disgusting tyrant (5, 92 ; 3, 50, &c.).
Notwith-

his

standing these enormities, Periander was distinguished
for his love of science and literature, which entitled
him to be ranked among the seven sages of Greece.

{Diog. Laert., Vit. Periand.) According to Aristotle,
he reigned 44 years, and was succeeded by his nephew

Psammetichus, who
Anc. Greece,

lived three years only.

vol. 3, p. 13.)

— Herodotus

{Cramer^s
relates, that

Periander, having sent a messenger to Thrasybulus of
Miletus, to ascertain from him in what way he might
reign most securely, Thrasybulus led the messenger

out of the city, and, taking him through a field of standing corn, kept interrogating him about the object of his
mission, and every now and then striking down an ear
of grain that was taller than the rest.
After having
passed through the field, he dismissed the man without
any answer to his message. On his return to Corinth,
the messenger reported to Periander all that had occurred, and the latter, quickly perceiving what Thra-

sybulus meant by his apparently strange conduct, put
to death the most prominent and powerful of the citiNiebuhr thinks
zens of Corinth.
{Herod., 5, 92.)
that this story furnished the materials for the somewhat similar one related of Sextus Tarquinius and the
{Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 4.50, Eng.
people of Gabii.
Plutarch, however, makes Periander to have
transl.)
advice which Thrasybulus silently
of
the
disapproved
{Sept. Sap.
gave him, and not to have followed it.
Conviv.

— Op.,

ed. Reiske, vol. 6, p. 558.)

Aristotle,

on the other hand, reverses the story, and says that Periander was applied to by Thrasybulus, and did what
Herodotus makes the latter to have done. {Polit., 3,
11.
Id., 5, 10.— Consult Creuzcr, ad Herod., 5, 92.)
Pericles {U.EptK?.7Jg) was son of Xanthip|ius, .whp
defeated the Persians at MycaJe, and of Agariste, niece
of the famous Clisthenes. {Herod., 6, 131.) He was
thus the representative of a noble family, and he im-

—

proved the advantages of birth by those of education.
He attended the teaching of Damon, who communicated political instruction in the form of music lessons ; of

PERICLES.

PERICLES.

and, most

Zeno
;
especially, of the subtle
Plutarch's account shows
and profound Anaxagoras.
that ho acquired from Anaxagoras moral as well as
and that, while he learned enough of
physical truths
the Elcatic

;

him above vulgar errors, the same
astronomy
teachers supplied him with those notions of the orderof society which were afterward so
ly arrangement
much the object of his public life. But all these studand the same activity and
ies had a political end
acuteuess which led him into physical inquiries, gave
him the will and the power to become ruler of Athens.
to raise

;

In his youth,

old

men

tratus, which, joined

traced a

to the

likeness

to

Pisis-

obvious advantages with

which he would have entered public life, excited distrust, and actually seems to have retarded his appearance on the stage of politics.
However, about the
year 469, two years after the ostracism of Themistoclcs, and about the time when Aristides died, PerfcTes came forward in a public capacity, and before
long became head of a party opposed to that of Cimon
Plutarch accuses Pericles of
the son of Miltiades.
takfng the democratic &ide because Cimon headed that
of the nobles.
popular era usually strengthens the
hands of the executive, and is therefore unfavourable
and the Persian war seems to have
to public liberty
been emphatically so to Athens, as at its termination

A
;

the PIkbus.

lie covered the Acropolis with
magnifi'
cent buildings, and encouraged public taste
by the so*
rest of all methods, the
the eye to stato-

accustoming
At Athens, as is
esquc and architectural beauty.
the
case, poetry had the start of the kindred
usually
arts
but, during the age of Pericles, it altamed to a
greater height than had ever before been reached.
The drama was then at perfection in the hands of
;

and, by enabling the poor to attend theat'
nurtured their taste, and
increased his own popularity by thus throwing open the
theatre to all.
This precedent, whether made by Pericles or not, ultimately proved more ruinous to the
state than any defeat.
It made the
people a set of

Sophocles

;

rical representations, Pericles

pleasure takers, with all that restlessness in the pursuit of pleasure which usually
belongs to the privileged
few.
Another innovation, of which Pericles is »u{>.

posed

to

have been the author, was equally injurious

in its consequences, that, namely, of
paying the dicasts
in the courts.
At first the pay was only moderate;
but it operated as a premium on the attendance at

lawsuits, the causes became a mode of excitement for
a people whose intellectual activity made them particularly eager for anything of the kind, and thence resulted that htigious spirit which is so admirably ridiculed in the " W-SS£»'l.of Aristophaiies.
But we may

she found herself under the guidance of a statesman
who partook more of the character of a general than
of the prime minister.
{Hcereii's Polit. Antiq. of
Cimon's character was in itself a guarantee
Greece.)

well excuse mistakes of this kind, grounded probably
on a false view of civil rights and duties, such as an
Athenian, with the highest possible sense of the dig-

against aggrandizement, either on his own part or others
but we may perhaps give Pericles credit for seeing the danger of so much power in less scrupulous

Pericles, no doubt, had an honest and serious wish to
establish such an empire for Athens as should enable

;

hands than (vimon's.
the popular side,

Be

may, Pericles took
and, as such, became the opponent
this as

it

About the time when Cimon was prosecuted and fined (B.C. 461), Pericles began his first
attack on the aristocracy through the side of the Areopagus and in spite of Cimon, and of an advocate
yet more powerful (the poet .^schylus), succeeded in
of Cimon.

;

depriving the Areopagus of its judicial powers, except
This triumph prein" certain inconsiderable cases.
ceded, if it did not produce, the ostracism of Cimon
From this time until Cimon's recall,
(B.C. 461).
"^'blch Mr. Thirlwall places, though doubtfully, in the
find
Pericles acting as a military comyear 453, we
mander, and by his valour at Tanagra preventing the
Cimon's
which
absence would otherwise unregret

What caused him to bring
doubtedly have created.
about the recall of Cimon is doubtful perhaps, as
Mr. Thirlwall suggests, to strengthen himself against
;

most virulent opponents by conciliating the more
moderate of them, such as their great leader himself.
After the death of Cimon, Thucydides took his
place, and for some time stood at the head of the

his

nity of Athens,

would be the most

likely to fall into.

her citizens to subsist entirely on the contributions of
their dependant allies, and, like a class of rulers, to direct and govern the whole of that empire, of which the
mere brute force and physical labour were to be supPericles was descended, as
plied by a less noble race.
we have seen, by the mother's side from the family of
Clisthenes, and he was thus implicated, according to
the religious notions of those times, in the guilt of the
murder of Cylon's partisans, which was committed at

—

the very altars of the Acropolis.
(Thucyd., 1, 126.
Herod., 5, 70, &.c.) The Lacedaemonians, before the
actual commencement of the Peloponnesian war, urged
on the Athenians the necessity of banishing the members of the family who had committed this oflfence
against religion, which was only an indirect way of

The
attacking Pericles and driving him Into exile.
Athenians retorted by urging the Lacedaemonians to
cleanse themselves from the guilt incurred by the death
of Pausanias.
Pericles lived to
{Vid. Pausanias.)
His poldirect the Peloponnesian war for two years.
fcy was that of uncompromising though cautious resistance, and his great effort was to induce the Athenians to consider Attica in the light merely of a post,
to be held or resigned as occasion required, not of hal-

He was a belter rhetorician than
more statesman than warrior; but lowed ground, to lose which was to be equivalent to
and in 444 the loss of all.
In the speech which he made before
the influence of Pericles was irresistible
Thucydides was o_stracized, which period we may con- war was declared, as it is recorded by Thucydides, bo

stationary party.

Cimon;

in fact,

;

eider as the turning point of Perjcles! power, and after
are unable to
which it was wellnigh absolute.

We

trace the exact steps by which Athens rose from the
situation of chief among allies to that of mistress

over tributaries but it seems pretty clear that Pericles aided in the
change, and increased their contributions nearly one third.
His finishing blow to the
;

independence of the allies was the conquest of Samos
and Byzantium, a transaction belonging rather to hishe secured his success by planttory than biography

impressed the .\thenian3 with these opinions, representof
ing the superiority of their navy and the importance
avoiding conflicts in the field, which, if successful,
if the contrary,
could only bring temporary advantage
would be irretrievable. At the end of the first camthose who
paign, Pericles delivered an oration upon
had fallen in the war, as he had done before at the
;

Samian war. From
Thucydides reported well) we

close of the
if

that speech (at least
learn what Pericles

considered to be the character of a good citizen, and
;
the Sparing colonies in various places, so as to accustom the we see in what strong contrast he placed
allies to look on Athens as the
method of bringing up members
capital of a great em- tan to the Athenian
This speech, the most remarkable of all
pire, of which they themselves were component parts, of the state.
but still possessed no independent existence.
From the compositions of antiquity the full transfusion of
exis an impossibility
this time till the
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, which into a modern language
view of the intellectual power
Pericles appears
engaged in peaceful pursuits. He hibits a more complete
constructed a third wall from Athens to the harbour of and moral character of Pericles than all that the hislo

—

—
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PERICI^S.
and oiographers have said of him. The form in
which the great orator and statesman has imbodied
his lofty conceptions, is beauty chastened and elevaAthens and Athenians are
ted by a noble severity.
the objects which his ambition seeks to immortalize,
and the whole world is the theatre and the witness of
His philosophy teaches that life
her glorious e.xploits.
is a
death a thing not to be fearthing to be enjoyed
The plague at Athens soon followed, and its deed.
bilitating effects made restraint less irksome to the

would have been

riar

'

;

j

;

over.

In the third year of the war, having lost his
sons. His sister, and many of his best
friends, he fell ill, and, after a lingering sickness, died,
Some beautiful tales are told of his deathbed, all tend-

two legitimate

,

—

j

ruf cvvcjjilag.
Polyb., 12, 25).
Through this opening the victim of the tyrant's cruelty was introduced
of
the
a
fire
into the body
bull, and,
being kindled beneath the belly of the image, was slowly roasted alive ;
while the cry of the sufferer, as it came forth from the
mouth of the bull, resembled the roaring of a living
animal.
Phalaris is said to have tried the experiment
He lost his own life,
first upon the artist himself.

.

;

:

j

j

show that the calm foresight and humanity for
which he was so remarkable in life did not desert him
ing to

|

It is an
interesting question, and one which
continually presents itself to the student of history,
how far those great men, who always appear at imf>or-

too, according to Ovid, in this same manner, having
himself been burned in the bull when stripped of his
tyranny, and having had his tongue previously cut out.

in death.

tant junctures for the assertion of some
principle or the
carrying out of some great national object, are conscious of the work which is appointed for them to do.
for instance, be most instructive, could we
ascertain to what extent Pericles foresaw that
approaching contest of principles, a small part only of
It

would,

now

—

{Encycl. Useful
vol. 17, p. 445, seqq.)
As regards the connexion that existed between Pericles and the celebrated Aspasia, consult remarks under the latter article.
Perillus, an ingenious artist, who made a brazen
bull as an instrument of torture, and presented it to
His native city has
Phalaris, tyrant of Agrigentum.
In the pseudo-epistles of Phanot been ascertained.
laris he is called an Athenian
but it is more probable
that he was a Sicilian, perhaps an Agrigentine.
{BentThe brazen imley on Phalaris, p. 382, cd. 1816.)
age which he fabricated was hollow, and had an opening or door (;&vpig) on the upper part of the back,
where the shoulder-blades approach each other {Tzepl

KnowL,

;

but. while it damped their activity, it increased
people
their impatience of war.
In spite of another harangue,
in which he represented most forcibly how absurd it
would be to allow circumstances like a plague to interfere with his well-laid plans, he was brought to trial
and fined, but his influence returned when the fit was

lost to posterity.

{

j

j

3.—Phal., EpisL, 103.—
Max.,
— Ovid, 441
—Lucian,
Phalaris
{Val.

,

Plin., 34, 8.

3,

AcIbis,
.)
cording to Lucian's account, pipes were to be inserted
into the nostrils of the bull when a person was about
prior, 11.

I

and the cry of the victim would come forth
with a kind of low, moaning music (?] ^otj Je diu. tuv
avTiUV fieTiTj uKOTeXicei, ola Xiyvpurara, koI iiravTiijaei dptjvCJdeg, Kal fiVKTjaerai yoepurarov.
Lucian, I.
This, however, is all embellishment ; and in the
c).
to suffer,

!

'

which he lived to direct. Looking from a distance,
we can see a kind of necessity imprinted on his actions,
and think we trace their dependance on each other and
the manner in which they harmonize.
Athens was to same light, no doubt, are we to regard what this wribe preserved by accessions of power, wealth, and civ- ter also tells us, that Phalaris, after having punished
to
maintain
a conflict in which, had she been the artist by means of his own work, sent the bull as
ilization,
unless, as Bentley
vanquished, the peculiar character of Spartan institu- an offering to Apollo at Delphi
tions might have irreparably blighted those germes of inclines to believe, there was some tradition that the
civilization, the fruit of which all succeeding genera- bull had been so sent, and that, having been rejected
tions have enjoyed.
But how should this bo 1 Her by the priests, it was carried back to Agrigentum.
leader must have been a single person, for energetic (Bentley on Phalaris, p. 383.)
Timaeus, the Sicilian
unity of purpose was needed, such as no cluster historian, who wrote about the 128th Olympiad (B.C.
of contemporary or string of successive rulers could 268-264), maintained, as we are informed by Polybius
have been expected to show. That ruler must have (12, 25) and Diodorus Siculus (13, 90), that the whole
governed according to the laws, for a tyrant would story of the bull of Phalaris was a mere fiction, though
have been expelled by the sword of the Spartans, as it had been so much talked of by historians as well as
so many other tyrants were, or by the voice of the poets.
The two writers just mentioned, however, uncommonalty, every day growing into greater power, dertake to refute this assertion of Timaeus, and inform
Moreover, without being given to change, he must us that the brazen bull of Phalaris was carried off from
and that, when
have been prepared to modify existing institutions so Agrigentum by the Carthaginians
as to suit the altered character of the times.
He must Carthage was taken by the younger Scipio, the image
have been above his age in matters of religious belief, was restored to .\grigentum by the Roman commandand yet of so catholic a temper as to respect prejudi- er, its identity having been fully proved by the opences in which he had no share
for otherwise, in so tol- ing on the back alluded to above.
{Polybius, I. c.
erant an age, he would probably have incurred the fate
Diod. Sic., I. c.) The scholiast on Pindar {^Pyth.y
of Anaxagoras, and destroyed his own poUtical influ- 1, 185) gives the narration of Timaeus in a different
ence without making his countrymen one whit the way
for he tells us, from this historian, that the
He must have been a man of taste, or he Agrigentines cast the bull of Phalaris into the sea ;
wiser.
would not have been able to go along with and direct and that the bull in Agrigentum, which in his (Timaethat artistic skill, which arose instantly on the abolition us') time was shown for that of Phalaris, was only
of those old religious notions forbidding any departure an effigy of the river Gela.
From this it would apfrom traditional resemblances in the delineation of the pear, that Timaeus did not deny that the tyrant had a
features of gods and heroes, otherwise he would have brazen bull, but only censured the mistake of those
Bentlost one grand hold upon the people of Athens.
If who took a tauriform image of a river for it.
Pericles had not possessed oratorical skill, he would ley thinks, however, that few will prefer the account
never have won his way to popularity and later in life of the scholiast to that of Polybius and Diodorus
he must have been able to direct an army, or the ex- {Phal., p. 380), but perhaps the solution which Goller
pedition to Samos might have been fatal to that edifice proposes is the best, namely, that the bull of Phalaris
of power which he had been so long in building. had been carried away to Carthage, and that the one
Lastly, had he not lived to strengthen the resolve of which Timaeus saw at Agrigentum was actually a tauThe only diflSculty
the wavering people while the troops of Sparta were riform effigy of the river Gela.

—

i

j

;

;

i

,

—

<

:

i

j

,

i

;

i

i

—

;

;

;

yearly ravaging the Thriasian plain, the Peloponnesian

war would have been prematurely ended, and

that les-

son, so strikingly illustrative of the powers which a free

people can exercise under every kind of misfortune,
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that remains is the statement respecting the bull of
Phalaris having been cast into the sea, which may
be an error on the part of the scholiast.

possibly
{Goller, de Silu

et orig.

Syracus., p.

274.— Compare

PER

PER

—

Find..,
the remarks of Bockk, ad Schol., I. c ,xn not.
As regards the name of the arOp., vol. 2, p. 310.)
the
form
authors
Pcrillus, as
tist himself, most
adopt
we have
it; Lucian, however, and the scholiast

—

given
on Pindar have Perilaus, and Bentley also prefers

this.

change, indeed, from riEPlAAOS to HEFIAAso extremely easy, that one or the other must
be a mere error of transcription. A similar name has
been critically discussed by Hermann in his work en" Ucber Bijckhs
titled,
Bchandlung dcr Griech. In-

The

OS

is

sckriften (p.

106.— Si7//V,

Perinthus,

a city of

Diet. Art.,

s. v.).

Thrace, on the coast of the

It was originally colPropontis, west of Byzantium.
onized by the Samians {Scymn.., Ch., v. 713.
Scylax,
and was said to have received its name from
p. 28),
the Epidaurian Perinthus, one of the followers of OresAnother account, however, assigned its foundates.

—

tion to Hercules, and the inhabitants themselves would
seem to have believed this, from their having a figure
Perinthus
of Hercules on the reverse of their coins.

soon became a place of great trade, and, surpassing in
this the neighbouring Selymbria, eventually rivalled
Byzantium. When this last-mentioned city, however, fell under the Spartan power, Perinthus was comIt subsequently suffered
nelled to follow its example.
from the attacks of the Thracians, but principally from
those of Philip of Macedon, who besieged and vigorously pressed the city, but was unable to take it.
The city was situate on a small peninsula, and the
isthmus connecting it with the mainland was only a

stadium broad, according to Ephorus, but Pliny (4,
The place was built
11) makes it somewhat more.
along the slope of a hill, and atforded to one approachof
ing it the appearance of a theatre, the inner rows
{Diod.,
dwellings bemg overtopped by those behind.
Perinthus continued to be a flourishing city
16, 76.)
even under the Roman power, and received a great
accession of power when its rival Byzantium fell unThe
der the displeasure of the Emperor Severus.
case was altered, however, when Constantine transferred the seat of empire to Byzantium ; and about
this period we find Perinthus appearing with the additional name of Heraclea, without our being able to ascertain either the exact cause or period of the change.
Ptolemy, it is true, says "Perinthus or Heraclea," but
this is evidently the interpolation of some later scholiThe coins of this place reach upward to the time
ast.

they bear no other name but that of Pethe writers of the fourth century, on
the other hand, the more usual name is Heraclea ;
they almost all add that the city was once

of Aurelian
rinthus.

:

With

though

called Perinthus, or else, like

Ammianus

Marcellinus,

names together. Hence
appear
join both
that the change of appellation was a gradual one, and
with
the
command
in
accordance
not
made,
it

would

suddenly
Afof any emperor, as in the case of Constantinople.
ter this last-mentioned place Perinthus was the most
Justinian reimportant city in this quarter of Thrace.

built the ancient palace in

ducts.

it,

secutively by Strato of Lampsacus, Lycon or Glycoa
of Troas, Ariston of Ceos, and Critolaus the Lycian.
With Diodorus of Tyre, who came immediately after
Critolaus, the uninterrupted succession of the Peripatetic

losophy, by the embassy of Critolaus, Carneades, and
Diogenes, but were little known until the time of Sylla.
Tyrannion the grammarian and Andronicus of
Rhodes were the first who brought the writings of
Aristotle and Theophrastus into notice.
The obscurity of Aristotle's works tended much to hinder the

success of his philosophy
among the Romans. Julias
Caesar and Augustus patronised the Peripatetic doc-

Under Tiberius, Caligula, and Claudius, howadherents of this school, in common with
those of other sects, were either banished or obliged
to remain silent on the subject of their peculiar tenets.

trines.

ever, the

This was the case, also, during the greater part of the
reign of Nero, although, in the early part of it, philosophy was favoured. Ammonius the Peripatetic made
great exertions to extend the authority of Aristotle ;
but about thi* time the Platonists began to study hi»
writings, and prepared the way for the establishment
of the Eclectic Peripatetics under Ammonius Sacas,

flourished about a century after Ammonius the
After the time of Justinian, philosophy
But in that mixture of ancient
in general languished.

who

Peripatetic.

opinions and theological dogmas which constituted
the philosophy of the middle ages, the system of Aristotle predominated.
About the 12ih century it had
many adherents among the Saracens and Jews, particuat
the
same period, also, it began to
and
in
larly
Spain ;
be diligently studied, though not without much opposition, among the ecclesiastics of the Christian Church.
Out of this latter circumstance gradually arose the
Scholastic philosophy, which took its tone and complexion from the writings of Aristotle, and which continued long to perplex the minds of men with its frivThe authority of
olous though subtile speculations.
Aristotle received a severe shock at the Reformation,
His
but it survived the fall of the scholastic system.
opinions were patronised by the Catholic Church on
account of their supposed favourable bearing upon certain doctrines of faith ; and, although Luther and others of the Reformers determinedly opposed them, they

were maintained by such men as Melanchthon, who
himself commented on several portions of the works
of the Stagirite.
Many individuals, distinguished for
their genius and learning, exerted themselves to revive
the Peripatetic philosophy in its primitive purity ; nor
did it cease to have numerous illustrious supporters
until the time of Bacon, Grotius, and Des Cartes.
(Bruckcr, Hist. Crit. Phil.—Eyifield, Hist. Phil., vol.
2, p. 95, scqq.—Tejinemann, Hist. Phil., p. 121, 168,

275.)

could not, indeed,
the main roads to By-

icon,

It

be an unimportant 'city, as all
zantium from Italy and Greece, met here.

The mod-

ern Erekli occupies the site of the ancient city.
{Manner t, Gcogr., vol. 7, p. 174, scqq.)
Peripatetic! (n.£pc7TaT7jTLKo'i), a name given to the
followers of Aristotle.
According to the common account, 'the sect were called by this appellation from
the circumstance of their master's walking about as
he discoursed with his pupils (IlepiTaTr]TiKoi, otto tov
Others, however, more correctly, deirepc~aTelv).
rive the name from the public walk (TrepfTrarof) in the

Lycaeum, which Aristotle and his disciples were accustomed to frequent. {Bruckcr, Hist. Crit. Phil.,
vol. 1, p. 788.)
summary of the doctrine of this
school will be found under the article Aristoteles.

—

Before withdrawing from his public labours, Aristotle

school terminated, about the 140th Olympiad.

The Peripatetic doctrines were introduced into Rome,
in common with the other branches of the Greek
phi-

and repaired the aque-

{Procop., jEdif., 4, 9.)

A

appointed Theophrastus his successor in the chair
Theophrastus), and the latter was followed con-

{vid.

river of Bceotia, rising in Mount Heland which, after uniting its waters with those of
the Olmius, flowed along with that stream into the
and
Copaic Lake near Haliartus. Both the Olmius
Permessus received their supplies from the fountains
The river Permessus,
of Aganippe and Hippocrcne.
as well as the fountain Aganippe, were sacred to tba

Permessus, a

Muses. {Strab., A07. —Prcpat.. 2, 10, 26.)
Pero, a daughter of Neleus, king of Pylos, br
She married Bias, son of Amylhaon. ( Vid.
Chloris.

Melampus.)

Perpenna, I. M., was consul B C. 130, and de(Lir.,
feated and took prisoner Aristonicus in Asia.
II. M. Ven44, 27.— Jd., 44. 32.— Veil. Pal., 2, 4.)—
was proscribed by Sylla, whereupon he passed into
one of the lieutenants of Sertorius.
Spain, and became
Dissatisfied eventually with playing only a secondary

to,
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part,

PER

and envious of the fame and successes of

his

leader, he conspired against him, along with others of
his officers.
Sertorius was assassinated by the conspirators at a banquet, and Perpenna took the command of the forces but he soon showed his utter incapacity, and was defeated by Pompey and put to death.
;

{Plui.,

Vit. Sertor.)

Perrh^bia,
critical

a district of Thessaly.

Strabo, in his

The

also concurs.

this occasion, as

city was not destroyed by fire or
some suppose. The palace was th«

only building that suffered, Alexander having repented of the rash act almost the very instant after the
work of destruction had commenced. That the city
was not laid in ruins on this occasion is proved by the
circumstance of Peucestes, the satrap of Persis, hav-

ing given in Persepolis, only a few years after, a splento the whole army.
{Died., 19, 22.)
Alexander, moreover, found the city still standing on
his return from India.
{Arrian, 7, 1.) Persepolis

exammation of the Homeric geography of did entertainment

Thessaly, affirms, that the lower valley of the Peneus,
as far as the sea, had been first occupied by the Perrhaebi, an ancient tribe, apparently of Pelasgic origin.
{Sinumid. ap. Slrab.^ 441.) On the northern bank of
the great Thessalian river, they had peopled also the

mountainous

tract bordering on the Macedonian disand Pieria, while to the south they

tricts of Elimiotis

stretched along the base of
shores of Lake Boebeis.

Mount Ossa,

as far as the

mentioned also by subsequent writers, and even
under the sway of Mohammedan princes, this city,
with its name changed to Jstakhar, was their usual
is

place of residence.

Its destruction

was owing

to the

fanatic Arabs.

{Langle, Voyages^ &c., vol. 3, p. 199.)
Oriental historians say that the Persian name for Persepolis was likewise Istakhar or Estekhar.
{VHerThe fullest account of the
hclot, Bibiioth. Oriental.)
rains of Persepolis is to be found in the Travels of Sir
Robert Kei Porter.
The most remarkable part of

These possessions were,
however, in course of time, wrested from them by the
Lapithae, another Pelasgic nation, whose original abode
seems to have been in the vales of Ossa and the Magnesian district.
Yielding to these more powerful in- these rums

is the Shekel- Minar, or
Forty Columns.
vaders, the greater part of the Perrhaebi retired, as The general impression produced by this part of the
Strabo informs us, towards Dolopia and the ridge of ruins is said to be the strong resemblance which they
Pindus; but some still occupied the valleys of Olym- bear to the architectural taste of Egypt. It is somepus, while those who remained in the piauis became what doubtful, however, whether the ruins called Sheincorporated with the Lapithae, under the common hcl-Minar are in reality those of Persepolis, and whethname of Pelasgiotae. (Strab., 439.) The Pcrrhajbi er we are not to look for the remains of the ancient
are noticed in the catalogue of Homer among the city more to the north.
The sculptures of Persepolis,
Thessalian clans who fought at the siege of Troy. {II., though of no value as works of art, serve to elucidate

Their antiquity is also attested by the fact
2, 794.)
of their being enrolled among the Amphictyonic states.
As their territory lay on the borders of Macedonia, and

comprised all the defiles by which it was possible for
an army to enter Thessaly from that province, or return from thence into Macedonia, it became a frequent

The
thoroughfare for the troops of diflferent nations.
country occupied by them seems to have been situated chiefly in the valley of the river Titaresius,

Saranla Poros.

(

Cramer's Anc. Greece^

vol. 1, p.

now
363,

teqq.)
the inhabitants of Persia.
(Vid. Persia.)
Persepho.ne, the Greek name of Proserpina. ( Vid.

Pkrs^,

Proserpina.)

Persepoms, a celebrated city, situate in the royal
province of Persis, about twenty stadia from the river
It is mentioned by Greek writers after the
Araxes.
The name,
time of Alexander as the capital of Persia.
however, does not occur in Herodotus, Ctesias, Xenophon, or Nehemiah, who were well acquainted with the
other principal ciiies of the Persian empire, and make
frequent mention of Susa, Babylon, and Ecbatana.
Their silence may be accounted for by the fact that PerBepolis never appears to have been a place of residence
for the Persian kings, though we must conclude, from
the account of Arrian and other writers, that it was
from the most ancient times regarded as the capital of
The kings of Persia appear to have been
the empire.
There was at Persepoburied here or at PasargadsB.
lis a magnificent palace, which, at the time of Alexander's conquest, was full of immense treasures, that had
accumulated there since the time of Cyrus. (Diod.

—

We

know scarcely anySirab., 729.)
Sic, 17, 7L
The palace of the
thing of the history of Persepolis.
Persian kings was burned by Alexander {Arrian, 3, 18.
—Curt., 5, 7.— Strab., 729.— Diod. Sic, 17, 70), and
Persepolis was plundered by the Macedonian soldiers
Diodorus Siculus (17, 69),
by the Persians upon the
Greek prisoners that had fallen into their hands; for
Alexander had met, in his approach to the city, with a
body of about 800 Greek captives shamefully mutilated.
in retaliation, according to
for the cruelties inflicted

some passages

in

Greek and Roman writers which re(Compare the remarks of Hirt^

late to Persian affairs.

Geschichte der Baukunst, vol. 1, p. 168.)
Perses, a son of Perseus and Andromeda.

From

the Persians, who were originally called CcpheneSf
are fabled to have received their name. {Herod., 7, 61.)

him

son of Jupiter and Danaae the daughter
sketch of his fabulous history has already been given under a previous article {vid. Danae) ;
and it remains here but to relate the particulars of his
When Perseus had
enterprise against the Gorgons.
made his rash promise to Polydectes, by which he
bound himself to bring the latter the Gorgon's head,
of the island
full of
grief, he retired to the extremity
of Scyros, where Mercury came to him, promising
that he and Minerva would be his guides.
Mercury

Perseus,

of Acrisius.

I.

A

—

brought him first to the Graiae {vid. Phorcydes), whose
eye and tooth he stole, and would not restore these
until they had furnished him with directions to the
abode of the Nymphs, who were possessed of the
winged shoes, the magic wallet, and the helmet of
Pluto which made the wearer invisible.
Having obtained from the Graiae the requisite information, he
came unto the Nymphs, who gave him their precious
he then flung the wallet over his shoulpossessions
der, placed the helmet on his head, and fitted the
shoes to his feet.
Thus equipped, and grasping the
short curved sword {harpe) which Mercury gave him,
he mounted into the air, accompanied by the gods,
and flew to the ocean, where he found the three Gorgons asleep. ( Vid. Gorgones. ) Feari ng to gaze on their
faces, which changed the beholder to stone, he looked
on the head of Medusa as it was reflected on his
shield, and Minerva guiding his hand, he severed it
from her body. The blood gushed forth, and with it
the winged steed Pegasus, and Chrysaor the ftUher of
Geryon, for Medusa was at that time pregnant by Neptune.
Perseus took up the head, put it into his wal:

and set out on his return. The two sisters awoke,
and pursued the fugitive but, protected by the helmet of Pluto, he eluded their vision, and they were
Perseus purobliged to give over the bootless chase.
Curtius, after speaking of the plundering of Persepolis, sued his aerial route, and after having, in the course of
states that Alexander, while under the influence of his journey, punished the inhospitality of Atlas by
wine, was instigated by Thais, the courtesan, to set changing him into a rocky mountain {vid. Atlas), he
fire to the royal palace, aa account in which Diodorus
came to the country of the Ethiopians. Here he lib-
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let,

;

PERSEUS.

PERSEUS.

erated Andromeda from the sea -monster, and then
returned with the Gorgon's head to the island of Ser-

sion in the discus, by whiclj the blow was
given, to
the orb of the sun.
If now we closely
compare the
principal features of these legends with the essential

This head he gave to Minerva, who set it in
iphus.
The remainder of his histhe middle of her shield.

up to the death of Acrisius, is given elsewhere.
After the unlooked-for
(Vtd. Danae, and Acrisius.)
fulfilment of the oracle, in the accidental homicide of
tory,

his grandfather, Perseus, feehng ashamed to take the
inheritance ot one who had died by his means, proan exchange of dominions with Mcgapenthes,

posed

the son of Proctus, and thenceforward reigned at Ti-

He

ryns.

Midea.

afterward built and fortified Mycenae and

{Apollod., 2, 4, 2, seqq.

—

—

Schol.

ad Apoll.

Rhod., 4, 1091, \b\fy.
Keighlley's Mythology, p.
now come to the explanation of the
415, seqq )
whole legend. The Perseus of the Greeks is nothing
more than a modification of the Persian Mithras {Creuzer, Symholik, par Guigniaut, vol. 1, p. 368, in noon one of the
tis), and a piece of ancient sculpture
confirms the angates of the citadel of Mycenae fully
Gdl, Specimens of Ancient
{Guigniaut, I. c.
alogy.
1810.
Id., Itinerary of Greece,
Sculpture, Land
Knight, Carm. Homeric. Prolegom 58,
p. 35, seqq.

— We

—
—

—
— Perseus, however,
,

p. 31.)

,

if

we

consult his geneal-

will
ogy as transmitted to us by the mythographers,
than to
appear to have still more relation to Egypt
Descended from the ancient Inachus, the fathAsia.
er of Phoroneus and lo, we see his family divide itself
From Phoroneus sprang
at first into two branches.
The
Niobe.
Sparton, Apis-Serapis, and the Argive
union of lo and Jupiter produced Epaphus, Belus, Da-

omitting some intermediate names, AcriDanae, and the heroic Perseus. If we examine
both branchclosely the import of the names that form
naiis, and,

sius,

es of this completely mythic genealogy, we shall discover an evident allusion to Mithriac ideas and symFor example, Sparton has reference to the sowbols.
is the
god-bull
ing of seed ; Apis, become Serapis,
upon or under the earth lo is the lowing heifer, wanand
at last held captive ;
the
whole
over
earth,
dering
another and Graecised name of Apis, is the
;

Epaphus,
sacred

the representative

bull,

of

all

the

bulls

in

Egypt Belus is the Sun king both in Asia and Egypt,
&c. It is in the person, however, of Perseus that all
these scattered rays are in some degree concentrat«^d.
The name of his mother Danae would seem to have
;

Jureference to the earth in a dry and arid state.
in a shower of gold, impregnating
piter, descending
and rendering her the mother of Perseus, is Mithras,
or the golden Sun, fertilizing the earth.
Perseus,
forth from the court of the king of the shades

coming

Si^d dexofiac),
{Polydectes, the "all-recipient;" koXtjc
the goddess Minerva,
proceeds under the protection of
in his hand the harpS {apTrt]), symbol of fertil-

holding

West

the impure and sleril Gorhe delivers Angons : after this, returning to the East,
dromeda from the sea-monster, and becomes the paanother Pcrses, a son resemrent of a hero of
ity, to

combat

in the

light,

Having returned victorious to Argolis,
he builds, by the aid of the Cyclopes subterranean
workmen whom he leads in his train, a new city My-

bling his sire.

;

name

of which, according to different traor to
ditions, had reference either to the lowings of lo,
the Gorgons mourning for the fate of their sister (fivKTj,

cenae, the

**

lowing:"

fivKaofiai, -ufiat,

''to low.''

— MvKijvai).

Others, again, derive the appellation from the scabbard {{jLVKTjq) of the hero's sword, which fell upon the

and others, again, from a mushroom (hvktjc) torn
by Perseus when suffering from thirst, and which
the place it had
yielded a refreshing supply of water in

spot

;

Tip

—

Pint., de flum., 18, p.
(Pausan., 2, 16.
occupied.
1034, ed. Wytt.) In all these there is more or less
of mystic meaning, the leading idea being still that of

makes Perseus
just as in the legend which
have killed Acrisius (the " confused," "dark," or
gloomy one," d and Kplvu), there is an evident allu-

the earth
to
•*

;

—

symbols presented by the Mithriac bas-reliefs, we cannot but discover, as well in the myths as in the
sculptures of Mycena;, a wonderful accordance with these
The
fables
a
tell
of
a
heifer
heifer,
symbols.
Argive
An allusion to the
lowing and distracted by pain.
sword plunged into the bosom of the earth (represented by the heifer and by the Mithriac bull) is preserved
in the legend of the scabbard that fell to the earth, and
gave name to the city of which it presaged the foundThe shower of gold, the mushroom, and the
ing.
never-ending stream of water, of which this last is the
pledge, arc emblems of the solar emanations, the signs
of terrestrial fertility, and all Mithriac ideas.
The
Gorgons have reference to the moon, regarded as a
dark body ; and in the early language of Greece the

moon was

called yopyoviov, in allusion

to the dark

face believed to be seen in

it.
{Clem. Alex., Strom.^
5, p. 667.)
They typify the natural impurity of this
and
the
which
planet,
energies of the sun (MithrasPerseus, armed with his golden sword) are to re-

move, and

to

its stead.
Here, then,
mythus, we find ideas of
Perseus, and Hercules who descends
purification.
from him, are purifiers in heaven and on earth. They
purify the stains of evil by force and by the shed-

give purity in

at the very foundation of the

They are just murderers; and the
ding of blood.
wings given in preference to Perseus enter into this
general conception.
{Olympiodor., Comment, in AlBoth, assuming
cib., 1, p. 156, seqq., ed. Creuzer.)
an aspect more and more moral, end with intermingling themselves in human history and thus Perseus,
according to one tradition, put to death the sensual and
voluptuous Sardanapalus. {Malal., Chron., 21, Oxon.
;

—

— Suid.,

s. V. lapSav.
Reines., Obs. in Suid., p. 222,
Mailer.) This brings us to consider the numerous
points of approximation, acknowledged to exist even
by the ancient writers themselves, between the Greek
hero Perseus and various countries of antiquity, such

ed.

as Asia Minor, Colchis, Assyria, and Persia.
At Tarsus in Cilicia, of which city both Perseus and Sarda-

napalus passed as the founders, the first was worshipped
as a god, and very probably the second also.
{Hel'
Dio Chrysost.,
lanic, frag., p. 92, ed. Sturz, ad loc.
Amm. Marcell.,
Orat., 32, p. 24, seqq.,'ed. Reiske.
The name of Perseus (or Perses) is found in
14, 8.)

—
—

the solar genealogies of Colchis.
{Hesiod, Theog.y
tab. 5, p. 164, ed. Wolf
Diod.
Apollod., 1, 9, l.
son
of
the
Perseus
and AndromSic, 4, 45.) Perses,
eda, was, according to Hellanicus, the author of civil-

—

—

ization in the district of Persia called Artaea.

{Fragm.,

Herodotus also was acquainted with the tra94.)
ditions which, emanating originally from Persia itself,
claimed Perseus for Assyria (6, 54).
Finally, in the
p.

place of Perses, it is Achaemenes (Djemschid) whom
the ancient expounders of Plato make to have sprung

from Perseus and Andromeda.
151, Coll., lf)7.

Ruhnken.)

—

We

{Olympiodor.,

I.

c ,p.

Schol. Plat., Alcib., 1, p. 75, ed.
have here, under the form of a Greek

the worship of
genealogy, the fundamental idea of
the beam of fire which the sun plunges into
Mithras
the bosom of the earth, produces a solar hero, who in
his turn becomes the parent of one connected with agand model of
riculture.
Djemschid-Perses, the chief
the dynasty of the Achaemenides, was the first to open
the soil of Persia with the same golden sword wielded
is nothing else but
by Perseus and Mithras, and which
an emblem cf the penetrating and fertilizing rays of the
If Perseus, however, seems, by his
luminary of day.
father or his primitive type, to have reference to Asia,
on the mother's side he is connected with Egypt, the
native country of Danaus and the Danaides. {Herod.,
At Chemmis he had
\1\.—
2, 1, 4.)
;

2, 91,

Apollod.,
a temple and statue ; and as Tarsus, where he

lOOT

was

PER

PERSEUS.
also worshipped, received its
made by the fertilizing foot of

name from

the impress

Pegasus or Bellerophon,
followed in the track of the high deeds achieved
by Perseus in Lower Asia, so the Cliemmites pretended that Egypt was indebted for its fertility to the gigantic sandal left by the demi-god upon earth at the
visitations.
{Herod., 2, 91.)
periods of his frequent
They alone of the Egyptians celebrated games in honour of this warlike hero of the Sun, this conqueror in

who

his celestial career, this worthy precursor of Hercules,
If we connect what has been here said
his grandson.

—

with the traces of Mithriac worship in Ethiopia and
Egypt, as well as in Persia and Greece, we will be
tempted to conjecture, that these two branches of a
very early religion, the fundamental idea in which was
the contest incessantly carried on by the pure and ferdarkness and sterility,
tilizing principle of light against
unite in one parent trunk at the very centre of the
East.
( Creuzer, Symbolik, "par Guigniaut, vol. 3, p.

—

II. Son of Philip V., king of Macedonia,
156, scqq.)
began at an early age to serve in his father's army,
and distinguished himself by some successes against
the barbarous nations which bordered on Macedonia.
His younger brother Demetrius was carried away as

came out of

eldest son Philip,

the temple where he had
surrende/ed to the Romans.
He
.^milius
with considerable inby
was
but
to
the
of
streets
dulgence,
obliged
parade
Rome with his children, to grace the triumph of his
He was afterward confined, by order of
conqueror.
the senate, at Alba Fucentia, near the lake Fucinus,
where he died in a few years. His son Philip also
died at Alba.
Another and younger son is said to
have become a scribe or writer to the municipality of
the same place.
{Liv., 44, 42.
Plut., Vit. P. JEmil.
Cramer'' s
Encycl. Us. KnowL, vol. 17, p. 466.

taken refuge and

was

treated at

first

—

—

—

Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 191.)
Persia, a celebrated kingdom of Asia, comprehending, in its utmost extent, all the countries between the
Indus and the Mediterranean, and from the Euxine and
Caspian to the Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. In its

more

limited acceptation, however, the

name Persia

(or rather Persis) denoted a particular province, the
original seat of the conquerors of Asia, where they

were inured to hardship and privation. This region
was bounded on the north and northwest by Media,
from which it was separated by the mountain-range
known to the ancients under the name of ParachoStrab., 622); on the south by
hostage by the consul Flamininus, at the time of the athras (P/o/., 6, 4.
peace between Rome and Philip, and, after remaining the Persian Gulf on the east by Carmania and on
several years at Rome, where he won the favour of the the west by Susiana, from which it was separated by
senate, was sent back to Macedonia. After a time, he rugged and inaccessible mountains.
(Strab., 728.)
was again sent by his father to Rome, on a mission, in The country included within these limits is, according
consequence of fresh disagreements which had sprung to Chardin's estimate, as large as France. The southDemetrius succeeded in ern part of it, near the coast, is a sandy plain, almost
up between the two states.
maintaining peace, but, after his return to Macedonia, uninhabitable, on account of the heat and the pestilenof
ambitious
he was accused
designs, of aspiring to the tial winds that blow from the desert of Carmania.
crown, and of being in secret correspondence with (F/m., 12, W.— Strab., 727.) But, at some distance
Rome. Perseus, who was jealous of him, supported from the coast, the ground rises, and the interior of the
the charges, and Philip doomed his younger son to country, towards the north, is intersected by numerous
The soil upon these mountains is
death; but, not daring to have him openly executed, mountain-ranges.
through fear of the Romans, he caused him to be poi- very dry and barren, and, though there are some fertile

—

;

;

It is said that, having discovered his innocence, his remorse and his indignation against Perseus
hastened his death. Perseus ascended the throne B.C.

soned.

This monarch had been brought up by his father
179.
with sentiments of hatred against the Romans, for the
humiliation which they had inflicted on Macedonia.
He dissembled his feelings, however, at the beginning
of his reign, and confirmed the treaty existing between
his father and the senate. Meanwhile he endeavoured,
by a prudent and diligent administration, to strengthen
hrs power, and retrieve the losses which his kingdom
had sustained during the previous reign. But the Romans, who viewed with suspicion these indications of rising opposition, sought an early opportunity of crushing
their foe, before his plans could be brought to maturity.
Pretexts were not long wanting for such a purpose,

and war was declared, notwithstanding every offer of
After a campaign
concession on the part of Perseus.
of no decisive result in Thessaly, the war was transferred to the plains of Pieria in Macedonia, where Perseus encamped in a strong position on the banks of the
But the consul Paulus ^milius havriver Enipeus.
incr despatched a chosen body of troops across the
mountains to attack him in the rear, he was compelled to retire to Pydria, where a battle took place, which
terminated in his entire defeat, 20,000 Macedonians
This single battle decided
havinor fallen on the field.
the fate of the ancient and powerful kingdom of MacePerseus fled aldonia, after a duration of 530 years.
most alone, without waiting for the end of the conflict.

He

went

first

to Pella, the ancient seat of the
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uated.

{Strab., 127.—Ptol., 6, 4.)
1.

Names

of Persia.

Persia is called, in the Old Testament, Paras. Another name employed by the sacred writers is Elam.
Moses first uses this appellation in Genesis (10, 22),
but a great error is committed by many who regard
the ancient Elamites as the forefathers and progenitors
The term Elam,
of the whole nation of the P'ersians.
speaking, belongs only to one particular province of the Persian empire, called by the Grecian writers Elymais, and forming part of the modern ChouThe geographical notions of the ancient Hesistan.
brews were extremely limited and as they first became acquainted with the inhabitants of the province
before they knew anything respecting the
of
strictly

:

Elymais,

rest of the Persians, they applied the term Elam to
writers have also
Some
the whole of Persia.
the name Chouta (Cuthasa), in the Scriptures,

—

modem

regarded
as designating Persia; and, in forming this opinion,
in the 2d book
they have been guided by the passage
o( Kings, 17, 24, where a Chouta is mentioned, which
in Persia.
MiJosephus {Ant. Jud., 9, 14, 3) places
Hebr. Ext., pt. 1,
chaelis, however {Spicileg., Geogr.
p.

104, seqq.), seeks to prove that Chouta was in
not in Persia ; while Hyde and Reland

Phoenicia,

If we adopt, in preference to
writers, the testimony of Jowith great probability, conclude that
sephus, we may,
like Elam, only denoted in fact a part, but,

Mace- place it in Babylonia.
the two last-mentioned

donian kings, then to Amphipolis, and thence to the
island cf Samothrace, whose asylum was considered
From this quarter he attempted to escape
inviolable.
master of a vessel,
by sea to Thrace ; but a Cretan
after having shipped part of his treasure, sailed away,
and left the king on the shore. The attendants havalso forsaken him except one, Perseus, with his
ing

among them, they are in general fit only for the
In the inner part of
residence of nomadic shepherds.
the country, however, there are many well- watered and
fertile plains, in the largest of which Persepolis is sit
valleys

Chouta,

—

used to designate a whole.
Among the
it, was
Greek and Roman writers Persia occasionally bears

like

the

name

of Achcemenia, and the Persians themselves

that of Achcemenii ('A;^at/xev£oO

Hence Hesychius

PERSIA.

PERSIA.
^

remarks,

kxai^ievr]^,

nus (19,

2), in

the

Arnmiatius Marcelli-

U.qtar}^.

common

text of his history, gives

Achamenium as equivalent, in the Persian tongue, to
**
Rex regibus imperans ;" but Valois (Valesius) corrects the common reading by the substitution of Saansaan, which closely resembles the modern

—

title

of roy-

The x\iimc Achctmema
alty in Persia, Schaahmschaah.
comes in reality from that of Achccmcncs, the founder
of the royal line of Persia.
In the word Achamencs,
the last two syllables {cnes) are a mere Greek appendage, owing their existence to the well-known custom,
on the part of the Greeks, of altering foreign, and particularly Oriental names, in such a way as to adapt
them to their own hner organs of hearing. (Compare
have,
Josephus, AiU. Jud., 1, 6.— P/m., Ep., 8, 4 )

We

The initial letter
then, Acliaem {'Axatfi) remaining.
is merely the Oriental
alif pronounced as a soft breath-

On
ing, and the root of the word is. Chacm {Xatfx).
comparing this with the Oriental name Djemschid (in
which the final syllable, schid, is a mere addition of a
later age), we cannot fail to be struck by the resemblance.
And this resemblance will become still more
marked if we consider that Djem ( Djoemo in the ZendAvesta) begins properly with a species of sibilant G,
which, being pronounced more roughly in some dialects than in others, approxunates very closely to the
Besides, all that the Greeks tell us of

sound of Ch.

Achaemenes corresponds very exactly with what the
East relates of its Djemschid. Achaemenes was the
founder of the royal line of Persia, and to him Cyrus,
Darius, and Xerxes were proud of tracing their origin.

With

Persians of the present day, the name of
is held in the
highest veneration as that of
the founder of Persepolis, and a great and glorious
the

Djemschid
monarch.

—

Herodotus (7, 61) states that the Persians
were anciently (Trd/lai) called by the Greeks Cephenes
but by themselves and their neighbours ArAs regards the name Cephenes, there
is an evident mistake on the part of the historian, and
the appellation beyond a doubt belongs only to certain
tribes of the ancient Northern Chaldaea, who actually
bore this name.
With respect to the term Artcei it
may be remarked, that it merely designates a brave
and warrior-people, being derived from the Persian art
or ard, " strong," " brave."
(Consult remarks at the
end of the article Artaxerxes.)
One of the earliest
names of Persia and the Persian empire, and the one
most usual with the Persians themselves up to the
present day, is Iran, while all the country beyond the
Oxus was denominated Turan. The former of these
appellations is identical with the Eeriene of the ZendAvesta, and will be alluded to again in the course of
the present article.
The name Persia would seem to
have come from that of the province of Faarsi-stan or
(Krjtft^ve^),
tcei

('ApTaiOL).

—

—

Paarsi-stan, called also Faars or Paars, and the same
with the Persis (Uepmc) of the Greeks. (Compare
the Scripture Paras already mentioned.) In this province we find the genuine race of Iranians ; and it was
here that the magnificent city of Istakhar, which the
Greeks have made known to Europe by the name of
The
Persepolis, was built by the monarchs of Iran.
origin of the term Faars or Paars has been much dis-

puted by philologists ( Wahl, Vorder und Mittel-Asien,
225, seqq); the root is evidently to be sought for
in the term Aria or Eeriene, and this would bring Iran
and Persia, as names of the same country, in close
One explanation of the
approximation.
(Firf. Aria.)
name " Persian" will be given farther on.
p.

2.

The

Origin and Early History of the Persians.
first

historical

and

religious epochs of Persia

are enveloped in such
obscurity, and so many have
erred in relation to the character, far more mythic than
of
the
Oriental
historical,
traditions, that we need
early
wot wonder at the earnest enthusiasm with which such
men as Sir
Jones and J. von Miiller have adopted

W.

6M

the fictions of Dabistan.

Th«>8c fictions have far mort
connexion with the Brahminical traditions than with
those of the Zend-Avesta, though they are found, in
'I'he fourteen Abads ;
fact, ingrafted on the latter.
the institution of the four castes by the
great Abad ;
in a word, that ideal
as
unlimited
in
empire,
geographical extent as in the
of
the
immensity
periods (sidereal
in appearance, but at bottom
artificial
and arpurely
bitrary), that are connected with it ; all this is evidently

and yet all this, when joined to
of Mahabali, supposed to be identical with
Baal or Belus, was thought to furnish a wonderful confirmation of the favourite hypothesis of a
great antediluvian monarchy, which had embraced India, Persia,
borrowed from India
the

:

name

and Assyria
and national

in

a

common bond

of language, religion,
In this way it was believed

institutions.

that a solution could be given of all the difllicult problems presented by the earliest portion of the history
of the world.
These traditions, however, have an air
of philosophic abstraction, or, to speak more candidly,

of premeditated invention, which ill agrees with the
native simplicity that marks the legends of the ZendAvesta.
It is from the Zend-Avesta, carefully compared with the more genuine portion of the Schah-Nameh, and with the scanty information which the Hebrews and Greeks have transmitted to us on this subject, that we must seek for some true information relative to the first periods of Persian history.
At first
view, indeed, there seems to be the widest possible
difference between the narratives of the Jews and
Greeks, and the national recollections of the people
of Iran
and critics have heaped hypothesis upon hysome
pothesis, in order to reconcile this discrepance
have even regarded the thing as altogether impossible
Before the discovery of the Zend books, it was easy
to suppose that the Oriental writers, coming as they
did at so late a period upon the stage, had confounded
together the Assyrians, Medes, and Persians as one
and the same people, or else that they had designedly,
and from feelings of national vanity, connected their
own history with that of the powerful communities
which had preceded them in the sovereignty of Western Asia.
(Consult Anquetil du Perron, Mem. de
VAcad. des Inscript., vols. 40 and 42.
Gorres, My;

:

—

213, seqq., &c.) At the present
day, however, this opinion is accompanied with great
thengesch., vol.
difficulties

;

1, p.

for the

same ancient

same names, and, in general, the
found, with some slight shades
Zend-Avesta and in Ferdousi or

facts, are

of difference, in the
his

Everything, therefore, depends upon
copyists.
the period to be assigned for the composition of the
Zend books. Most writers distinguish between the

—

Medes and Persians from

their very origin
and to the
former of these two nations they refer Zoroaster, his
m a word, the
laws, the books that bear his name
;

—

whole system of the Magian worship, and the civilizaThis theory makes
tion of the Persians themselves.
the Medes to have formed originally a part of a great
Bactrian nation, a Bactro-Median empire, and to have
received from the Bactrians the elements of their own
civilization.
(Compare Hccren, Idecn, vol 1, p. 427,
The writer just mentioned even inclines to
seqq.)
the opinion that the Medes and Bactrians formed,
for a long time, two distinct states, of which the latter was much earlier in its origin than the former
{Handbuch dcr Gesch., p. 29) and this will serve to
from each other
explain the two dynasties, so difl!erent
and so very unequal in number, that are given by Herodotus and Ctesias, while it at the same time re-estab;

lishes in their rights the

the Oxus,

whom

having enjoyed,

communities on the banks of

Aristotle and Clearchus regarded as
at so remote a period, the blessings

of civilization.
{Diog. Lacrt., procem. vi.)— As rethe Medes. Persians, and other
gards the origin of
ancient nations of the remote East, as well as their
It
early history-, all remains uncertain and obscure.
^
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generally conceded, however, that the Bactrians,
first the common name
that of Irayi; but with
respect to the primitive country of these Arii there is

with Artcea and Ari or Eeri (a root found in Tarroos
Zendic terms, such as Ariema, Eeriene, Eeriemerut.,
Eeriene- Veedjo, &c.), re-appear in the Aryas and AriaVerta of the Sanscrit books, " the illustrious," and

is

Medes, and Persians bore at
of Ani, which recalls to mind

Some make them to have " the land of the illustrious," or " of heroes." (Comunanimity of opinion.
come from Caucasus others seek for their earliest pare the Greek 'Hpwff, a word of the same origin.)
settlement among the mountains to the northeast of All these analogies, joined to the striking resemblance
little

;

must be confessed, with great probaGorres persists in his hypothesis of making
bility.
the Assyrians, Medes, and Persians to have descended from the chain of Caucasus, speaking the same Ian
and to
guage, and forming one and the same race
India, and,

it

;

this race, thus combined, he assigns a great monarchy
of Iran, extending from Caucasus to the Himmalayan
Mountains.
He brings together and compares with
each other the names Iran, Aria, Aturia, Assyria,
Assur, &c., and appears to identify Shcm with Vjem
or Djcmschid, the first mythic chief of this early em-

—

Compare
{Mythengesch., vol. 1, p. 213, seqq.
Schah. Nameh, Einleit., p. vi., seqq.) Another system has been more recently started by Rhode, and has
been developed with great ability.
According to this
writer, the Bactrians, Medes, and Persians composed
pire.

common and primitive Iran, speaking the Zend
language or its different dialects, and coming originally from Eeritne Veedjo, and from Mount Albordj,
which he finds near the sources of the O.xus and the
mountains to the north of India, the names of which
were transferred in a later age to Caucasus and Armenia.
The arguments adduced by this writer in
support of his hypothesis are drawn from the Zend
books, and in particular from the Vendidad, at the
commencement of which latter work an account is
the

given of the creation, or. as Rhode expresses it, of
the successive inhabitings of various countries, and in
the number of which we find, after Eeriene Veedjo,
So^A<io (Sogdiana), 3foore (Merou), BaAMi (probably
Rhode
Balk), Neva (Nysa), Haroiou (Herat), &c.
sees in this enumeration an ancient tradition respecting the migrations of a race, for a long period of nomadic habits, who kept moving on gradually towards
the south, under the conduct of Djemschid, as far as
Ver or Var, a delightful country, where they finally

themselves, and where Djemschid built a
and palace, Var- Djemsgherd, which Rhode, after
Herder, takes for Persia proper (Persis) or Pars,
established

city

with

its

capital

Persepolis, identifying at the

same

\ime Achaemenes with Djemschid.
M. Von Hammer
adopts, in general, this opinion of Rhode in regard to
the geography of the Vendidad, with the exception of
the last point.
He thinks that Ver and Var-Djemschid cannot be Pars or Fars and Persepolis, but the

country more to the north, where are at the present
day Dama^han and Kaswin, and where stood in former days Hecatompylos, the true city of Djemschid.

The

celebrated traveller and Orientalist, Sir

W.

Ouse-

without identifying Var and Pars as Rhode does,
inclines, nevertheless, to the belief that it is to Persepolis, its edifices, and the plain in which it is situated,
that the Zend-Avesta refers under the names already
Withmentioned, as well as under that o( Djemkand.
out presuming to offer any opinion on this disputed
point, we may take the liberty of remarking, that the
Greeks themselves speak of the Arii as a large family

ly,

of nations, to which the Magi, and, in general, all the
Median tribes or castes were considered as belonging.
(Mayot 6e /cat rrdv to 'Apetov yivog.
Damasc.,ap.

—
—

—

Compare Herod., 7,
Wolf, Anecd. Grac, 3, p. 259.
The Persians called their ancient
62, and 1, 101.)
Hellanheroes 'Apralot {Herod., 7, 61.
Id., 6, 98.

—

ic.,ap. Sleph.Byz.,s.v. 'ApTala),d.ndArtaxerxes is said
to signify, as an appellation, " a great warrior," and to

be compounded of Art or Ard, " strong," and the
Zendic Khshetra, " a warrior," which is almost idenMoretical in form with the Sanscrit Arta-Kchatryia.
over, the terms Arii and Aria or Ariana, together
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between the Zend, the Parsi, and the Sanscrit, point to
a primitive race of one and the same
origin, speaking
at first one and the same language, but subsequently

divided into various nations and dialects.
The tribes
Bactriana and the neighbouring country, continuing
to dwell in the neighbourhood of the parent source, remained more faithful than others to the ancient name
Other tribes moved off in a southeast
and language.
direction, and towards the region of Caucasus, whither
they transported with them the names of both Albordj
Hence we have both Eastand Ariema {Armenia).
ern and Western Arii, and these last became in time
a separate nation, the Medes, known to the Hindus
under the name of Pahlavas {Pehlavan is " a hero"
in Firdousi), which recalls to mind the Pehlvi, their
language, the fruit of their intermixture with people
of another race.
Finally, the Persians, the antiquity
of whose name {Parsi, " the clear," " the pure," " the
" the inhabitants of the
brilliant,"
country of light"),
as well as their idiom, worship, and traditions, would
seem to indicate a close and long-continued connexion
with the first branch, established themselves, we know
not at what epoch, in the country of Pares or Pars,
in

which became, in the time of Cyrus, the centre of an
empire, that recalled to mind in some degree the fabulous sway of his great progenitor Djemschid. {Rhode,
Jd iXber Alter., &c., p.
Heilige Sage, p. 60, seqq.
Von Hammei, Heidelb. Jahrb., 1823, p.
18, seqq.

—

—

— Ousdy''s

,

vol. 2,

—

84. seqq.
Travels,
p. 305, seqq.
F. Von Schlegel, Wien. Jahrb., vol. 8, p 458, seqq.

— D'Anquetil,
vol. 2,

p.

408.

vol.

Zend-Avesta,
263,
—
Creuzer, Symbolik, par Guigniaut,
1,

p. 2,

seqq.

;

—

677, seqq.)
According to the Pehlvi traditions, the first dynasty in Iran was that of the Pischdadians.
Keioumaratz, say the same legends, was
He lived a thouthe first who governed in the world.
Covered with the skin
sand years, and reigned thirty.
of a tiger, he descended from the mountains and taught
men the use of vestments and more nutritive food.
Ahriman, the genius of evil, sent a demon to attack
him.
Siamek, the son of Keioumaratz, was slain in
the conflict.
Houcheng avenged the death of his father.
He came to the throne at the age of forty years.
He reigned with justice, taught men the art of cultivol. 2, p.

vating and sowing the fields, and made them acquainted with the use of grain.
Meeting, on one occasion,
a monster in a forest, he seized an enormous stone to
attack him ; the stone, striking against a rock, flew
With
into a thousand pieces, and fire was discovered.
the aid of this element he invented the art of working

he thus formed the pincers, the saw, and the
He directed also the courses of rivers, and
He taught his subjects, moreconstructed canals.
over, the art of raising cattle and of substituting woollen stuffs for the skins of animals.
Theioumouratz, son
of Houcheng, succeeded.
He was the first that pursued the chase with the onca and the falcon, and
An angel, sent from heaven,
taught music to men.
presented him with a lance and horse, to combat and
He gave them battle at the
subdue the evil spirits.
head of the Iranians, completely defeated them, and
metals

:

hammer.

These begged for life,
took a great number prisoners.
and, in return for the boon, taught him writing and
the elements of knowledge.
Theioumouratz, the conHe was
queror of these demons, reigned thirty years.
succeeded by his son Djemschid. The birds, and the
fens or good spirits, obeyed him. He invented the
cuirass, precious stuffs, and the art of embroidery.
He built the city of Var Djemschid, divided his sub-
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four castes, and during three hundred years
jectB into
reigned in the utmost prosperity and power, until his

composed of the people of Djin and Khatoer, entered
Persia, but were defeated in succession, and their leadhim to revolt against the deity. Dzo- era slain.
Feridoun died beloved by his subjects,
pride impelled
hdk' was at this time prince of the Tasi, and held whom he had rendered happy during a period of five
communication with the evil genii. He collected to- hundred years.
During this time lived the valiant
gether the subjects of Djemschid, who had abandoned Sdm, son of Nerimdn, prince of Sedjestan, and of ZaUieir sovereign since his altered course of conduct, bouHstdn or Ghiznth
His son Zal received from
put himself at their head, dethroned Djemschid, and Menoutchehr the sovereignly of all the countries from
deprived him of existence after a reign of seven hun- K'aboul to the river Stnd, and from his father the counDzohdk' reigned a thousand years. His try of Zaboultstdn. Mihrdb reigned at this period in
dred years.
He was of Tasi origm, and of the race of
tyranny reduced Persia to the utmost wretchedness. K^ahoul.
By the malice of the evil spirits, two serpents sprang Dzohdk\ Zal married his daughter Rovdabeh, and
from his shoulders and remained attached to them. became the father of Roustem, the hero of Persia, and
To appease their craving appetites, they had to be fed whose exploits form the principal subject of the poem
every day with the brains of men.
By an adroit strat- of Firdousi. Menoutchehr transmitted the crown to
agem, the cooks of the palace saved each day one of the his son Natcder. This latter followed not the precepts
two persons destined thus to afford nourishment to the of his father ; his subjects revolted, and his kingdom
serpents, and sent him to the mountains it is from these being invaded by Afrasi&b, the son of Pecheng, king
fugitives, say the traditions of Persia, that the Kurds of Touran, he fell into the hands of his opponent and
dream fore- was put to death, after a reign of only seven years.
of the
derived their origin.
present day
warned thfi sanguinary Dzoh&k' of the lot that awaited Afrasi&b then quitted the province of Dahestdn, which
him, and of the vengeance that would be inflicted on him had been the theatre of the war, and entered by Ret
He ^«used into Iran, where he placed the crown of the schahs
by Feridoun, the son of one of his victims.
diligent search to be made for the formidable infant, upon his own head.
During this invasion of Afrasi&b,
but the mother of Feridoun, who had given him to the Zal, the son and successor of Sdm, had taken upon
cow
divine
Pour-mayeh to be nursed, saved herself him, in his turn, the defence of the dynasty of Feriand her child by fleeing to Mount Albrouz, in the north doun, and had caused a member of the race to be proof India.
There Feridoun was brought up by a Parsi. claimed schah : this was Zou, son of Thamasp. DuHaving attained the age of sixteen years, he descend- ring five years the country was exposed to the ravages
ed from the mountain and rejoined his mother, who of war, and afterward a general scarcity prevailed.
made him acquainted with the story of his birth and Peace was concluded according to the terms of which
misfortunes for he was a member of the royal line, the river Gihon(Z);tAoMn or Oxus) was declared the comwhich had been driven from the throne of Persia by mon limit of the two empires. Zou died soon after, leavthe sanguinary Dzoh&k'.
Burning with the desire of ing as his successor his son Gerchdsp, who only reigned
avenging his wrongs, he seized the first opportunity nine years, and left Persia, at his death, without a masthat presented itself.
sedition broke out in Persia, ter.
With him ended the dynasty of the Pischdadiheaded by a smith, who aflfixed his apron to the point ans. Before proceeding to the consideration of the
of a spear, and made it the standard of revolt.
The second or Kaianian dynasty, we shall offer a few recontinued searches ordered by DzohSk' had apprized marks on the one of which we have just been treating.
the jseople both of the dream of the tyrant and the ex- The lives and reigns of 700 and 1000 years will obtain,
istence of the young prince whom he persecuted.
The of course, no credit now. Djemschid and Dzohdk''
It would
Persians ran in crowds to their deliverer, who caused represent, in all probability, entire families.
the apron of the smith to be profusely adorned with be useless to compare the Greek traditions with the
gold and precious stones, adopted it as the royal stand- monstrous recital of the Schah nameh, through which
These recitals, having only been
ard, and named it Direfch-gawdny ; and this standard we have just passed.
continued to be in after ages an object of the greatest collected under the Sassanides, have reached us full
It will be safer and more
veneration throughout all the empire of Persia.
Feri- of fable and improbability.
doun immediately marched against the tyrant, crossed reasonable to limit ourselves to some general approxithe Tigris where Bagdad now stands, proceeded to mations.
The Greek historians mention three princi1. The existence of a vast empire, known
Beit-ul-makaddes, the residence of Dzoh&k', conquered pal facts
2.
his antagonist, and confined him with massive fetters among them by the name of the Assyrian empire
in a cavern of Mount Damawend.
The two sisters of The overthrow of this empire by the Medes ; 3. The
tribes
from
the
reDjemschid, Chekrnius and Amcwas, had been the fav- frequent incursions of the Scythian
ourite wives of Dzoh&k'.
Feridoun found them, though gion of Caucasus, from the vicinity of the Caspian, and
These three grand movements may
after the lapse of a thousand years, still young enough from the Oxus.
to espouse.
He had by them three sons, whom he be traced without difficulty in the Persian traditions.
The eldest In fact, the theatre of the first four reigns of the Schahmarried to three princesses of Yemen.
was Seltn, the second Tour, and the youngest Iredj. nameh is, beyond a doubt. Media, where was established
He divided the earth among them. Selm received the worship of fire by Houcheng. Kaioumaratz and
Roum and KhAwer, that is to
Greece, Asia Minor, his successors were then a Median dynasty dethroned
:

A

;

:

A

—

—

:

;

say,

and Egypt.

Tour obtained Tourdn and Djin,

the country beyond the Oxus and China.
came master of Persia (Iran) and Arabia.

that

is,

Iredj beDissatis-

with this division, the first two made an inroad, at
the head of an army, into Persia
slew Iredj, who
had come to their camp for the purpose of appeasing
The afflicted
them, and sent his head to Feridoun.
fied

;

the gods to prolong his life until he
could avenge the death of his son.
Only one of the
wives of Iredj proved with child ; she gave birth to a
father prayed

whom

Feridoun united to Menoutchehr, his
brought him up in wisdom, and,
when he had reached the age of manhood, gave this
Menoutchehr the throne.
Sclm and Tour, having endeavoured, but in vain, to appease their irritated father,
drtennined to have recourse to arms.
Their forces.
daughter,

brother's son.

He

what
by Dzoh&k, a Tasi or Arab prince, and who began
The
is called
by the Greeks the Assyrian empire.
word Tasi designates, at the present day, the inhabitants of Arabia
but there is nothing to prevent the
;

belief that anciently it was applied to all the people of
the Semitic race, and consequently to the Assyrians

of Dzohak', so detested by the Irabecause it was composed of strangers, and
and devilish worship,
brought in with it an impure
was probably none other than that of the Assyrian
to the Greek writers, were
princes, who, according
masters of all Persia as far as the Indus and Oxus
who, accord{Djihoun or Gihon). Feridoun himself,
to the Schah-namch, dethroned and impnsoned

The new dynasty
nians,

ing

of the new dynasDzoh&k', will be the representative
which commenced with Dejoces and
ty
^ of the Medes,
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overthrew the Assyrian empire. The Assyrian princes,
or Tasi, did not inhabit Jerusalem, as one might be
inclined to suppose from the name Beit-ul-makaddes,
" the
holy dwelling," given by Firdousi to their residence, and which is that by which the Arabs designate
The Persian poet himself
the capital of the Jews.
gives us the requisite information on this point, by
also bore the Tasi name
that
Beit-ul-makaddes
adding
was probably, therefore,
of Hamehel- Harran.
It

'

Mesopotamia, in the region called Diar
According to traditions still existing, this
built a short time after the deluge
and it is
regarded by the people of the East as one of the most
ancient in the world.
Albrouz is the ancient name of
the great chain of mountains which commences on the
west of the Cimmerian Bosporus, borders the Caspian Sea to the southeast and south, and, proceeding
eastward, joins the Himalayan chain which separates
Hindoostan from Thibet.
It comprehends, therefore, the Caucasus of our days, the mountains of Ghilan. Mount Damawend, the chain of Chorasan, and

Harran,
Modzdr.
city was

in

;

the Paropamisus or

Hendu-Khos.

Feridoun, coming

to found the new Median empire on the
ruins of the Assyrian, descended Mount Albrouz.
Eastern Persia, comprising Sedjestdn and Zaboulistdn, which is the country of Ghizneh, was subject to

from Media

the schah, but governed under him by the princes of
the race of Sam.
As to Kaboul, it was only tributary,
and belonged to a branch of the family of Dzohah\
is, to princes of Assyrian origin who had treated
with the Medes.
The third analogy between the
Greek and Persian traditions is found in the inroads
of barbarous tribes from Eastern Persia.
The incur-

that

sions of the Scythian

Nomades, mentioned by

the

Greek

writers, will agree very well with those of the
princes of Touran, coming from beyond the Djihoun
or Oxus.
From the earliest periods, Persia has been
exposed to invasion from the tribes in the direction of
Caucasus, the Caspian, and the Oxus. The Greeks
called all these tribes Scythians, because they had no
other name by which to designate these barbarous
communities.
The Persians call them Turan and

no mention of

this

monarch

;

he probably confoand*

his reign with that of his father.
hammedan author mentions this

Nevertheless, a

Mo-

second Phraortes, and
he states that Kai K^aous was the son of Aphra and
It would appear, moreover,
grandson of Kai K^obad.
that the history of Kai K^aous, as given by Firis
at
one
and
the same time that of Cyaxares
dousi,
and Astyages. The blindness of Kai K''aous and his
is
army
probably nothing else but the total eclipse of
the sun, which took place between Cyaxares and the
Lydians, and which had been predicted to the lonians
The expedition against Hamawer appears
by Thales.
to coincide with the siege of Nineveh mentioned by
the Greek writers ; and these same writers also agree
with Firdousi, when they make the operations of the
siege to have been broken off by an invasion of the
The statement also, made by Herodotus,
Scythians.
respecting the marriage of Astyages with the daughter
of the Lydian monarch, agrees with that of the Persian
author, who informs us of the marriage of Kai Khos'
With regard to Kai Khosrou,
rou with Sendabeh.
or simply Khosrou, it appears evident that he was the
same with the Cyrus of the Greek writers. Khosrou,
however, according to Firdousi, was not the grandson
of the schah of Persia, but of Afrasiab, king of Touran, and the scene of the history of his youth is laid
After Kai Khosrou,
entirely in this latter country.

Mohammedan writers begins to
from that of the Greeks. Down to the
time of Alexander, there are only two points of resemblance between the two statements : the first is the
name of Gouchtasp, who is the Darius Hystaspis of
and the other, that of Ardecheer Dirazthe Greeks

the narrative of the
differ totally

;

dest (Artaxerxes Longimanus), given to Bahmen of
the Schah-nameh by Mirkhond.
{Klaproih, Tableaux

Historiques de VAsie, &c., p. 5, seqq.)
3. Later history of Persia.
accession of Darius Hystaspis is fixed by chroand in his reign, supnologists in the year 521 B.C. ;
posing him to be the same with Gouchtasp, all author-

The

ities seem to agree that the famous Zerdusht, the Zosucceeded in establishDjin (Turks and Chinese), although at this time (700 roaster of the western writers,
of Gouchtasp is exB.C.) neither the one nor the other of the two last- ing his new religion. The reign
mentioned people were to be found on the eastern tended by the Persian historians over sixty years, that
borders of Persia.
When, however, the Schah-nameh of Xerxes, his son and successor, being wholly passed
was composed, the Persians knew only the Turks and over but Isfundeer, who is supposed by Sir John
Chinese, and they gave their names to all those who Malcolm to be the same as Xerxes, is made the
had at any time preceded them. The ancient enemies hero of his reign. His chivalrous achievements are
of Persia, in this quarter, were probably Hunnic and rivalled only by those of the illustrious Roustem, who
Tudesc tribes, to whom, about the era of the Sassan- is again brought on the scene, and Isfundeer is slain
The main by him in an unjust war, in which he had reluctantly
ides, succeeded the Turks and Chinese.
fact that results from a comparison of these traditions engaged, at the command of his wicked father, with
It is from the Western histois, that two empires followed in succession
one, com- the king of Segistan.
rians only that we learn anything of the leading events
ing from Assyria, ruled over Media and all Eastern
all
Asia; the other, coming from Media, reacted on the of the reign of Darius Hystaspis. In like manner,
the great "events of the history of Xerxes, which form
first, and drove the Semitic communities across the
of Greece, are
and, finally, to these two great the most brilliant page in the history
Tigris and Euphrates
The
revolutions were joined frequent inroads on the part of passed over in silence in the Persian annals.
the barbarous tribes coming from Caucasus, Scythia, assassination of Xerxes, by his relative Artabanus,
and the banks of the Oxus. To the Pischdadian suc- look place B.C. 461, in the twenty-first year of his
ceeded the Kaianian dynasty. The recital of the reign. He was succeeded by his third son, ArtaSchah-nameh respecting this second dynasty is as dis- xerxes Longimanus, the Bahmen or Ardecheer Diand razdest of the Persian annals, and the Ahasuerus ot
figured by fable as that which treats of the first
the book of Esther.
Something like a disguised or
it would be of no use to seek in it any exact coincidences with the narratives of Xenophon and Herodo- confused account of these transactions is found in
The Dejoces of the latter historian was, like Kai the pages of Firdousi. After Isfundeer had subdued
tus.
of his father Gouchtasp, he is
K'obad, chosen king on account of his justice and all the foreign enemies
wisdom, at a time when Persia was involved in mis- sent to reduce to obedience the King of Segistan, who
We find also another resemblance had thrown off his allegiance. In this expedition he
ery and anarchy.
between Dejoces and Kai JCobad. Kai K'ohad is is represented as engaging with the greatest reluccalled Arch by some Mohammedan authors, and De- tance, and he meets his death from the hand of RousHerodotus in- tem, to whom, nevertheless, the dying hero commits
joces is called Arc(zces by Ctesias.
forms us that Dejoces had for his successor a son his son, Bahmen, entreating him to educate him as a
That son, however, on ascending the throne,
that warrior.
and it is to this Median
named
;

—
:

;

—

;

Phraortes,

he ascribes the conquest of Persia.
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prince
Firdousi makes

soon became jealous of Roustem, and, having invaded

PERSIA.
at)d

subdued

his hereditary province, put

PERSIA.
him

to death

with his family, on the pretext of avenging the blood
The general facts, that Roustem, a
of his father.
powerful chief, slew Isfundeer, yet protected his son ;
that a civil contest attended the accession of Ardecheer and that it terminated in the massacre of Roustem and his family, so far accord with what the Greek
historians state respecting the character and fate of
Artabanus, as to leave little doubt that both stories reOf the identity of Arlate to the same personages.
decheer with Artaxerxes MaKpoxetp or Longimanus,
there can be no doubt.
His surname, Dirazdest
The author of
(" Long arms") is a full proof of this.
the Tarikk Tabrce states, that under this monarch, to
whom he erroneously ascribes the overthrow of Belshazzar, the Jews had the privilege granted them of
and the
being governed by a ruler of their own nation
favours they experienced, it is added, were owing to
the express orders of Bahmen, whose favourite lady
was of the Jewish nation. Josephus expressly affirms,
that Artaxerxes Longimanus was the husband of Esther ; and the extraordinary favour which he showed
to the Jews strengthens this testimony.
He would
seem, indeed, to have been the first monarch of Persia
who, strictly speaking, by the subjugation of Segistan,
"
reigned from India even to Ethiopia, over a hundred
>nd twenty seven provinces." Persian historians assign to this great monarch a reign of a hundred and
twelve years, but the Greek writers limit it to forty,
and his death is fixed in the year B.C. 424.
He was
succeeded, according to the Persian annals, by his
daughter Homai, who, after a reign of thirty-two years,
resigned the crown to her son, Darab I , the Darius
Nolhus of the Greeks. It is natural that no notice
should be taken of the ephemeral reigns of Xerxes II.
;

;

breaking out of a war with Philippous of Room (Macedon), which, though at first unsuccessful, is stated
to have tcrmmatcd
gloriously for the Persians ; and
was glad to make peace, on the terms of giving
Philip
his
daughter to Darab, and becoming his tributary.
This daughter is fabled to have been the mother of the
Macedonian conqueror. Darab I. built Darabjird. a
city about 150 miles east of Shiraz.
{Malcolm, vol.
The character of Ochua seems, howevI, p. 69.)
er, to have been transferred by the Persians to the
unfortunate and noble-minded Darius, who is alleged
to have been deformed in body and
depraved in mind
as if. Sir John Malcolm remarks, " to reconcile the

—

;

It
vanity of the nation to the tale of its subjugation."
is nevertheless true, that the crimes of their
monarch*,
the mal-administration into which the affairs of the
government had fallen, the assassinations and massacres occasioned by the repeated disputes for the succession, and the slender bond which held together the
various provinces of so gigantic an empire, had preThe traditions
pared the way for its easy dissolution.
which the Eastern writers have preserved of the Macedonian hero (whom they call Secunder and Iskandeer)
are very imperfect ; and upon a few historical facts,
they have reared a superstructure of the most extrav-

fable.
They agree, however, with the Greek
writers in most of the leading facts; such as the invasion of Persia, the defeat and subsequent death of Darius, the generosity of the conqueror, and the strong

agant

impression which his noble and

humane conduct made

upon his dying enemy. They allude, too, to the alliance which Alexander established with Taxilis or
Omphis, to his battle with Porus, and his expedition
but the circumstances in which
against the Scythians
these events are disguised are for the most part fab"
and Sogdianus, which together occupied only eight ulous.
His great name," says Sir John Malcolm,
months and in Ptolemy's canon, Darius Nothus is " has been considered suflScient to obtain credit for
made the immediate successor of Artaxerxes Longi- every story that imagination could invent but this
manus, his reign extending from 424 B.C. to 406. exaggeration is almost all praise. The Secunder of
Homai appears to be the Parysatis whom the Greek the Persian page is a model of every virtue and of evwriters make to be the queen of her half-brother Da- ery great quality that can elevate a human being above
while his power and magnificence are alrius, and to whom they attribute a very prominent part his species
in the transactions of his reign.
Her son Arsaces is ways represented as far beyond what has ever been
stated to have succeeded to the throne under the title attained by any other monarch in the world."
The
of j\rtaxerxes, to which the Greeks added the surname quarrel between the two monarchs originated, accord
of Mnemon, on account of his extraordinary memory. ing to the author of the Zeenut-ul-Tuarikh, in Alex;

;

;

;

No

sovereign, however, besides Longimanus or Diis ever noticed by Oriental writers under the
name of Ardecheer ; it is therefore highly probable,
that Mnemon is the Darab I. of the Persian annals,
and that he succeeded his mother Homai or Parysa-

razdest,

who might reign conjointly with Darius Noihus,
whether as her husband or her son. The banishment
tis,

of Quepn Parysatis to Babylon, in the reign of her son
Artaxerxes. may answer to the abdication of Queen
Homai. This is a modt obscure epoch in the native
annals.
The Egyptian war which broke out in the
reign of Darius Nothus, the revolt of the Medes, and
the part taken by Persia in the Peloponnesian war, are
not referred to.
Even the name of the younger Cyrus
is not noticed by any of the Oriental writers, nor is
the slightest allusion made to the celebrated expedition which has given immortality to its commander.
The pages of Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon
leave little room, however, for regret that these events
have not found an Oriental historian.
With respect
to the second Darab of the Persians, who is made the
immediate successor of the first, his identity with the
Darius Codomanus of the Greeks is completely established by the conquest of Persia during his reign by
Alexander of Macedon. The intermediate reigns of
Artaxerxes Ochus, the most barbarous and abandoned
monarch of his race, and of his son Arses, both of

whom were

assassinated, appear to be passed over, or
to be included in that of Darab I.
The reign of this
Darab is distinguished in the native annals by the

ander's refusing to pay the tribute of golden eggs to
which his father had agreed, returning the laconic answer by the Persian envoy, that " the bird that laid the
eggs had flown to the other world." Upon this, another ambassador was despatched to the court of the
Macedonian, bearing the present of a bat and a ball, in
ridicule of Alexander's youth, and a bag of very small
seed, called gunjud, as an

emblem

of the innumerable

army with which he was threatened. Alexander, taking the bat and ball in his hand, compared the one to
his own power, and the other to the Persian's dominions
and the fate which would await the invaders
was intimated by giving the grain to a fowl. In return, he sent the Persian monarch the significant pres;

ent of a bitter melon.
{Modem Traveller, pt. 37, p.
The native writers, as has been said, make
Alexander to have been the son of Darius and a daugh-

64, seqq.)

—

ter of Philip of Macedon ! and they add that Dariua
sent his wife home to her father, on account of her

from which circumstance the war
between the two monarchs arose
{Klaproth, Asia
The Persian writers give no deUilPolyglotta, p. 3.)
ed account of the operations of Alexander in Persia,
that Darius was kdled in the firat
offensive breath

;

!

erroneously stating
action.
4.

Parthian Dynasty.

of the Macedonian power in
Passing over the period
other parts of this volume,
Asia, which is detailed in
we come to the establishment of the Parthian kingdom,
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the mention of which falls naturally under the present
from the circumstance of the Parthians being

article,

designated as Persians by many of the Roman writers,
particularly the poets, although they were, in fact, of

—

Seleucus was
Scythian rather than Persian origin.
succeeded in his Asiatic empire by his son Antiochus
Soter, who reigned nineteen years, and left his throne
to his son Antiochus Theos.
In his reign (B.C. 250)
a man of obscure origin, whom some, however, make
to have been a tributary prince or chief, and the native
writers a descendant of one of the former
kings of Persia, slew the viceroy of Parthia, and raised the standard

His name was Ashk, or Arsaces, as the
it.
After having slain the
viceroy, he fixed his residence at Rhe, where he inof revolt.

Western

historians write

vited

all the chiefs of
provinces to join
against the Seleucidae ; promising at the

him in a war
same time to

from them no tribute, and to deem himself only
the head of a
confederacy of princes, having for their
common object to maintain their separate independSuch
ence, and to free Persia from a foreign yoke.
was the commencement of that era of Persian history
e.xact

which

termed by the Oriental writers the Moulouk
commonwealth of tribes, and which extends over nearly five centuries.
Pliny states that the
is

ul Towdeif, or

Parthian (meaning the Persian) empire was divided
The accounts of this period
given by Persian writers are vague and contradictory.
into eighteen kingdoms.

"

evidently," Sir John Malcolm remarks,
no materials to form an authentic narrative and it
is too near the date at which their real
history commences to admit of their indulging in fable. Their
pretended history of the Ashkanians and Ashganians

They have

*'

;

more than a mere catalogue of
names and even respecting these, and the dates they
assign to the different princes, hardly two authors are
Ashk the First is said to have reigned fifteen
agreed.
Khondemir allows him only ten. Some auyears
is,

consequently,

little

;

:

thors ascribe the defeat and capture of Seleucus Caland others to
linicus, king of Syria, to this monarch
his son, Ashk II.
The latter prince was succeeded
;

by his brother Shahpoor (or Sapor), who. after a long
contest with Antiochus the Great, in which he experienced several reverses, concluded a treaty of peace
with that monarch, by which his right to Parthia and
From the death of this
Hyrcania was recognised.
prince there appears to be a lapse of two centuries in
the Persian annals

they inform us that his successor was Baharam Gudurz ; and if this is the prince
whom the Western writers term Gutarzes, as there is
every reason to conclude it is, we know from authentic history that he was the third
prince of the second
From the death of Alexan
dynasty of the Arsacidae.
der till the reign of Artaxerxes (Ardecheer Babigan)
is
nearly five centuries ; and the whole of that remark;

for

—

which the Parthian warrior took his unerring aim,
while his horse was carrying him from his enemy, may
be viewed as a personification of the system of warfare
by which his nation, during this era of its history, maintained its independence.
The system was suited to
the soil, to the man, and to the fleet and robust animal
on which he was mounted; and its success was so
certain, that the bravest veterans of Rome murmured
when their leaders talked of a Parthian war." {MalThe blank which occurs in
colm, vol. 1, p. 84, seqq.)
the native annals may be accounted for. Sir John Malcolm thinks, by the neglect into which the rites of Zoroaster fell during the dynasty of the Arsacidae, and
the decay of letters consequent upon the depression of
the priesthood.
In that nation, as in others similarly
circumstanced, the literati and the priesthood were synonymous terms ; and as the priests alone cultivated
letters, so they would be prompted to avenge themselves on the enemies of their faith and order by consigning their race, so far as they had the power, to oblivion.
The Arsacidae, Gibbon affirms (but without
"
citing his authority),
practised, indeed, the worship
of the magi, but they disgraced and polluted it with a
various mixture of foreign idolatry."
According to
the Western historians, it was under Mithradates I.,
the fourth in descent and the fifth in succession of the
Arsacidae, that the Parthian power was raised to its
That monarch, having
highest pitch of greatness.
subdued the Medes, the Elymeans, the Persians, ana

—

—

the Bactrians, extended his dominions to the Indus,
and, having vanquished Demetrius, king of Syria, finally secured Babylonia and Mesopotamia also to his
Justin states
empire.
{Prideaux, vol. 2, p. 404.)
that this monarch, having conquered several nations,
gathered from every one of them whatsoever he found
best in its constitution, and from the whole collection
framed a body of most wholesome laws for the government of his empire. If one half of this be true,
what is history, that it should have preserved no more

—

—

minute record of such a sovereign 1 The remainder
of the history of Parthia will be found under that
article.

5.

Artaxerxes

Dynasty of
is

mate commerce

the Sassanidce.

said to have sprung from the illegitiof a tanner's wife with a common

The tanner's name was Babec, the soldier's
from the former Artaxerxes obtained the surname of Babigan (son of Babec), from the latter all
his descendants have been styled Sassanidce.
{GibThe flattery of his adbon, Decline and Fall, c. 8.)
herents, however, represents him as descended from
a branch of the ancient kings of Persia, though time
and misfortune had gradually reduced his ancestors to
soldier.

Sassan

;

—

the

humble

station of private citizens.

—

{D''Herbelot,

may be tenned a blank in Eastern history. Bihl. Orient., Ardecheer.) The establishment of thp
And yet, when we refer to the pages of Roman writers, dynasty of the Sassanidae took place in the fourth year
we find this period abounds with events of which the of the Emperor Severus, 226 years after the Christian
One of the first acts of the new monarch was
vainest nation might be proud, and that Parthian mon- era.
archs, whose names cannot now be discovered in the the re-establishment of the magi and of the creed of
Zoroaster.
A reign of fourteen years ensued, which
history of their own country, were the only sovereigns
upon whom the Roman army, when that nation was in formed a memorable era in the history of the East, and
the very zenith of its power, could make no impression. even in that of Rome.
Having, after various alternaBut this, no doubt, may be attributed to other causes tions of victory and defeat, established his authority
able era

than the

skill

and valour of the Persians.

It

was

to

the nature of their country, and their singular mode of
warfare, that they owed those frequent advantages

which they gained over the disciplined legions of
The frontier which the kingdom of Parthia
presented to the Roman empire extended from the
It consists of lofty
Caspian Sea to the Persian Gulf.
and barren mountains, of rapid and broad streams, and
In whatever direction the
of wide-spreading deserts.
legions of Rome advanced, the country was laid waste.
The war was made, not against the army, but the supwhich it was supported and the mode in
plies by

Rome.

;
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on a basis which even the Roman power could not
shake, he left behind him a character marked by those
bold and commanding features that generally distinguish the princes who conquer from those who inherit
Till the last period of the Persian monan empire.
archy, his code of laws was respected as the groundwork of their civil and religious policy. Artaxerxes
bequeathed his new empire, and his ambitious designs
against the Romans, to Sapor, a son not unworthy of
but those designs were too extensive
his great father
for the power of Persia, and served only to involve
both nations in a long series of destructive wars and
;

PERSIA.

PERSIA.
(Gibbon, c. 8.)— The subsereciprocal calamities.
of the Sassanid® will be
quent history of the dynasty
round detailed in part under the articles Sapor, Chosroes, &.C.

6.

den was thus

the rest of
laid on a
particular district,
the province was not relieved, but the more heaviljr
loaded.
When the king granted the revenues of whole
cities to a wife or a favourite, he did not give up

any

Remarks on

the Constitution of the
pire in the time oj Darius.

Persian

Em-

DaCyrus and Cambyses had conquered nations
was the true founder of the Persian state. The
dominions of his predecessors were a mass of coun:

rius

tries only united by their subjection
ruler, which expressed itself

common

irregular exactions.

Darius

to the will of

a

by arbitrary and
organized them into
felt its place and knew

first

an empire, where every member
His realm stretched from the ^Egean
its functions.
to the Indus, from the steppes of Scythia to the cataHe divided this vast tract into 20
racts of the Nile.
the tribute which
satrapies or provinces, and appointed
each was to pay to the royal treasury, and the proportion in which they were to supply provisions for the
army and for the king's household. A high road, on
which distances were regularly marked, and spacious
intervals to rebuildings were placed at convenient
ceive all who travelled in the king's name, connected
the western coast with the seat of government
along
speed sucsaThe
cessively transmitted the king's messages.
of their several
traps were accountable for the imposts
sufficient to
provinces, and were furnished with forces
CJompared with
carry the king's pleasure into effect.
of his predecessors, the instituthe rude
:

this road, couriers trained to extraordinary

—

government
tions of Darius were wise and vigorous

;

in

them-

selves, however, unless they are considered as foundations laid for a structure that was never raised, as out-

portion of his own dues; and the discharge of all
these stated exactions did not secure his subjects from
the arbitrary demands of the satraps and their officers.
If the people suflferod from the establishment of these

mighty viceroys,

their greatness

was not

less injurious

and the power of the sovAs the whole authority, civil and military, in
ereign.
each province was lodged in the hands of the satrap,
he could wield it at his pleasure without any check
from within
and if he were unwillmg to resign it, it
was not always easy to wrest it from him. The greater his distance from the court, the nearer he approached to the condition of an independent and absolute
He was seldom, indeed, tempted to throw off
prince.
his nominal allegiance, which he found more useful
than burdensome, or to withhold the tribute which he
but he might often
had only the task of collecting
or elude the
safely refuse any other services, and defy
and least of all was
king's commands with impunity
he subject to control in any acts of rapacity or oppresto the strength of the state

;

;

:

Xenosion committed in his legitimate government.
the founder
phon, indeed, in his romance, represents
this
evil
as
of the monarchy
having provided against
Cjrrus
(Cyrop., 8, 6.)
by a wise division of power.
is there said to have appointed that the commanders

—

of the fortresses and of the regular troops in each province should be independent of the satrap, and should
receive their orders immediately from court ; and a
modern author finds traces of this system in the nar-

Herodotus himself. (Heeren, Ideen, vol. 1,
But it seems clear, that if the conqueror designed to establish such a balance of power, it
was neglected by his successors, and that the satraps
reengrossed every branch of authority within their
elements.
The distribution of the provinces, indeed, spective governments. Thus the huge frame of the
may have been grounded on relations which we do not Persian empire was disjointed and unwieldy and the
been less capricious spirit that pervaded it was as feeble as its organization
perceive, and may, therefore, have
But it answered scarcely any higher was imperfect. The Persians, when they overthrew
than it seems.
end than that of conveying the wealth of Asia into the the Medes, adopted their laws, religion, and manners ;
most their own, though they may have resembled them in
royal treasury, and the satraps, when they were
faithful and assiduous in their office, were really no- their principal features, were certainly more simple,
Their ad- and better fitted to a conquering people. The religion
thing more than farmers of the revenue.
of the two nations was probably derived from a comministration was only felt in the burdens they imposed
but before the Persian conquest it apin every other respect the nations they governed re- mon source
The Per- pears to have undergone an important change in the
tained their peculiar laws and constitution.
In what points his
sian empire included in it the dominions of several reformation ascribed to Zoroaster.
vassal kings, and the seats of fierce, independent doctrine may have differed from those of the preceding
but it seems certain
hordes, who preyed on its more peaceful subjects with period is an obscure question
In this, however, there was much good and that the code of sacred laws which he introduced,
impunity.
The variety of institu- founded, or at least enlarged, the authority and influcomparatively little mischief.
Its members became the
tions comprehended within the frame of the monarchy, ence of the Magian caste.
of the holy books, the teachthough they were sufltered to stand, not from any en- keepers and expounders
difficult ers and counsellors of the king, the oracles from whom
larged policy, but because it would have been
or dangerous to remove them, and there was nothing he learned the divine will and the secrets of futunty,

were never filled up, they were weak and
He had done little more than cast a bridge
barbarous.
he had introacross the chaos over which he ruled
duced no real uniformity or subordination among its
lines that

rative of
pt. 1, p.

—

403.)

:

;

:

;

;

better to substitute for them, did not impair, but rather
increased its strength ; and the independence of a few
than a cause of weakwild tribes was more a

symptom

the mediators who obtained for him the favour of heavsoon the tenets of
en, or propitiated its anger.
their theology may have been introduced into Persia,

How

The worst evil arose from the constitution of is not clear but, as they were a Median tribe, it is
the satrapies themselves.
The provinces were taxed only with the union of the two nations under Cyrus
not only for the supply of the royal army and house- that they can have begun to occupy the station which
If the recourt.
hold, but also for the support of their governors, each we find them filling at the Persian
of whom had a standing force in his pay, and of whom ligion of Zoroaster was originally pure and sublime,
some kept up a court rivalling in magnificence that of it speedily degenerated, and allied itself to many very
the king himself.
The province of Babylon, besides gross and hideous forms of superstition and if we
to judge of its tendency by the practice of its
its
regular tribute and the fixed revenue of its satrap, were
which was equal to that of a modem European prince votaries, we should be led to think of it more harshly
of the first rank, defrayed the cost of a stud and a or more lightly than it may probably have deserved.
were equally marked by luxury and
hunting equipage for his private use, such as no Eu- The court manners
Four large cruelty by luxury refined till it had killed all natural
ropean prince was ever able to maintain.
and by cruelty carried to the most loathvillages were charged with the nourishment of his In- enjoyment,
dian dogs, and exempted from all other taxes. It must, some excesses that perverted ingenuity could suggest
of the women
however, be observed, that when an extraordinary bur- It is above all the atrocious barbarity

ness.

:

:

:
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the Persian chronicles with their most horrid
and we learn from the same sources the dreadstories
ful depravity of their character, and the vast extent of
their influence.
Cramped by the rigid forms of a
that

fills
:

pompous and wearisome ceremonial, surrounded by
the ministers of their artificial wants, and guarded from
every breath of truth and freedom, the successors of
Cyrus must have been more than men if they had not

become

the slaves of their priests, their eunuchs, and
The contagion of these vices undoubt-

their wives.

edly spread through the nation : the Persians were
most exposed to it, as they were in the immediate
neighbourhood of the court. Yet there is no difficulty in conceiving that, long after the people had lost
the original purity and simplicity of their manners, the
noble youth of Persia may have been still educated in
the severe discipline of their ancestors, which is represented as nearly resembling the Spartan.
They may
have been accustomed to spare diet and hard toil, and
These exertrained to the use of horses and arms.
cises do not create and are not sufficient to keep alive
the warlike spirit of a nation, any more than rulers and
The Persian
precepts to form its moral character.
youth may still have been used to repeat the praises
of truth and justice from their childhood, in the later
period of their history, as they had when Cyrus upbraided the Greeks with their artifices and lies
and
yet in their riper years they might surpass them, as at
Cunaxa, in falsehood and cunning, as much as they
:

were below them

in skill and courage.
Gradually,
however, the ancient discipline either became wholly
and the
obsolete or degenerated into empty forms
nation sank into that state of utter corruption and imauthor
of the
the
which
becility
Xenophon, or, rather,
chapter that concludes his historical romance, has
painted, not from imagination, but from the very life.
;

,

/

— (TkirlwaWs Greece,

vol. 2, p.

185, seqq.)

and Martial, with some of the early Christian
writers, bear a high testimony to his merits, as do likewise several modern critics.
Others consider him not
worth reading.
Gifford, who studied him thoroughly,
" His life
says, among many eulogies of him,
may be
contemplated with unabated pleasure the virtue he
recommends he practised in the fullest extent and, at
an age when few have acquired a determinate character, he left behind him an established reputation for
The works of Persius
genius, learning, and worth."
consist of six satires, with a prologue.
The metre of
the latter is of the kind called Choliambic (lame Iambic), being an Iambic trimeter, with a spondee in the
sixth place instead of an iambus.
The Satires contain
and in some manualtogether only 650 hexameters
are
as
one
work. Whethcontinuous
scripts they
given
er Persius wrote more than we now possess, as the
author of his life attributed to Suetonius affirms, we
know not but since Quintilian and Martial speak of
his claims to distinction, though he left " only one
book," we should conclude that no other production
lilian

;

;

—

;

;

of his

was known

Persius

is

in their time.

The

an affected obscurity of

chief defect of

style,

which

is

so

great and so general that there are few scholars who
read these performances for the first time, whose progress is not arrested at almost every line by some diffiIt has been conjectured,
culty that presents itself.
and not without some show of reason, that one of the
causes of the great obscurity of Persius is the caution

with which he constantly conceals his attacks upon
Nero.
The scholiast, moreover, expressly states, with
regard to several verses of the poet, that they were
intended for the emperor.
This may be a sufficient
apology for Persius as far as Nero is concerned ; but
why allow the same obscurity to pervade the rest of
his poem I
The Satires of Persius would, in fact, be
absolutely unintelligible for us, if we had not the la-

Pkrsicus Sinus, a part of the Indian Ocean, on the bours of an ancient scholiast, or, rather, a collection
and
coast of Persia and Arabia, now called the Persian of extracts from several scholiasts, to guide us
even with this aid we are frequently unable to comGulf.
The conclusion
Persis, or Persia Proper, the original province of prehend the meaning of the satirist.
the Persians.
seems irresistible, that much of this obscurity is owing
(Vid. Persia.)
PkrsTus, or Aureus Pkrsius Flaccus, a Roman sat- to the peculiar character of the poet's mind, to his affected conciseness, and to the show of erudition which
irist, was born at Volaterrae, a town of Etruria, about
He he is so fond of exhibiting. Some critics, who conthe 20th year of the reign of Tiberius. A.D. 34.
was of equestrian rank. He lost his father at the age demn the negligent style of Horace, give the prefer;

of six years, and his mother, Fulvia Sisenna, married
a second time, but the stepfather whom she gave her
son lived only a short period.
Persius appears to have
shown towards his mother the strongest filial affection.
was
trained
at
VolaterraD till his twelfth year, and
He
he then proceeded to Rome, where he studied grammar under Rhemnius Palaemon, and rhetoric under VirAt the age of sixteen he became a
ginius Flaccus.
pupil of Annaeus Cornutus, a Stoic philosopher, who

had come from Leptis in .\frica to settle at Rome.
Lucan, the poet, was his fellow-disciple in the school
Persius and Cornutus were bound to
of Cornutus.
each other by feelings more like those of father and
son, than such as usually subsist between preceptor
and scholar. This friendship continued without interof Persius, which took place in
ruption till the death
The poet bequeathed his books
his 28th or 30th year.
and a large sum of money to Cornutus, who, however,
declined to receive the latter, and gave it up to the
sisters of Persius.

The

materials for a

life

of Per-

ence to Persius as a satirist on account of the greater
harmony of his hexameters. Melody of diction, however, cannot compensate for the want of perspicuity ;
besides, the style of Horace, in his satires, is purposemade to approximate to that of familiar life, h

ly

must appear surprising that Persius is so reserved re
specting the gross vices and immorality of the age in
which he lived. The best way of accounting for this
is to ascribe it to the retired life led by the youthful
poet in the bosorn of a virtuous family, and his consequent want of experience in the excesses of the day.
The best editions of Persius are, that of Isaac (3asaubon, revised by his son Meric, Lonrf., 1647, 4to ; Bond»
Koenig, Gott., 1803, 8vo, and
with Rupert's edition of Juvenal, Glasg., 1825.
Pkrtinax, Publius Helvius, a Roman emperor af^
ter the death of Cominodus, was born about A.D. 126,
at Villa Martis, near Alba Pompeia, on the banks of
His father
the Tanarus, in the modern Piedmont.
was a freedman, who dealt in charcoal, an important

Norik, 1631, 8vo;

also

sius are scanty, but they are sufficient to show him
Amid prevailing corrupin a very favourable light.
He contion, he maintained a high moral character.

article of fuel in Italy even at the present day.
received from his parent a good education, and

sistently applied his principles as a Stoic to the pur-

naris, a celebrated

His acquaintance with men
and things was the result of private study more than

poses of self-discipline.

of actual converse with the world, so that, as his writings testify, he viewed human life as he thought it
Different opinshould be, rather than as it really was.
ions are formed of Persius as a satirical poet.
Quin-

1016

placed by him under the

He
was

tuition of Sulpicius Apolli-

grammarian, who is repeatedly menPertinax became a proficient
tioned by Aulus Gellius.
in the Greek and Roman languages
and, after the
death of his master, he taught grammar himself. But,
being dissatisfied with the small profits of his profession, he entered the army ; and, being assisted by the
;

interest of

LoUianus Avitus, a man of consular fain>

PER

PES

and his father's pafrontcs, he was promoted to a
He was sent lo Syria at the head of a cohort, and served with distinction against the Parthians,
under L. Verus, the colleague of Marcus Aurelius.
He was afterward sent to Britain, where he remained
He subsequently served in Moesia,
for some time.
Germany, and Dacia, but, upon some suspicion of his
fidelity, be was recalled by Marcus Aurelius.
Having
cleared himself, he was made praetor, and commander
of the first legion, and obtained the rank of senator.
Being sent to Rhaetia and Noricum, he drove away the
His next promotion was to the
hostile German tribes.
consulate, and he publicly received the praise of Marcus Aurelius, in the senate and in the camp, for his
In Syria he assisted in redistinguished services.
He was next
pressing the revolt of Avitus Cassius.
removed to the command of the legions on the Danube, and was made governor of Moesia and Dacia, and
afterward returned to Syria as governor, where he remained until the death of Marcus.
Capitolinus says,
that his conduct was irreprehensible till the time of his
when
he
enriched
himself, and his
Syrian government,
On
conduct became the subject of popular censure.
his return to Rome, he was banished by Perennis, the
ly,

command.

favourite of
ria.

Commodus,

Here he adorned

to his native country, Ligu-

Villa Martis with

sumptuous

buildings, in the midst of which, however, he

left

his

He remained
humble, paternal cottage untouched.
After the death of Perennis,
three years in Liguria.
Commodus commissioned him to proceed to Britain,
where the licentiousness of the troops had degenerated
into mutiny.
On his arrival, the soldiers wished to salute him as emperor, and were with difficulty prevented by Pertinax, who seems to have found the discipline of the legions in a most deplorable state. One of
the legions revolted against him
and, in trying to repress the revolt, he was wounded and left among the
dead.
On his recovery he punished the mutineers,
and solicited the emperor for his recall, as his attempts
at restoring discipline had rendered him obnoxious to
;

He was then sent as proconsul to Africa,
the army.
and was afterward made prefect of Rome, in which office he showed much moderation and humanity.
After the murder of Commodus, two of the conspirators,

Pertinax was cherished
imposed by Commodus.
try
the senate and people
but the turbulent
praetorians,
secretly encouraged by the traitor Laetus, conspirvd
After offering the empire
against the new emperor.
to several persons, they went to the
palace three hundred in number.
The friends of Pertmaz
hirii
;

to conceal himself until the

urged
storm had passed
but the
would be unworthy of

emperor

;

said that such conduct

and he appeared before the mutineers, and
calmly remonstrated with them upon the guilt of their
His words were making an impression upon
attempt.
them, when one of the soldiers, a German by birth,
threw his spear at him, and wounded him in the breast.
Pertinax then covered his face, and, praying the
gods
to avenge his murder, was slain by the other soldiers.
Electus alone defended him as long as he could, and
was killed with him. The soldiers cut off the head of
Pertinax and carried it into their camp, and then put
his rank

;

up the empire at auction, offering it to the highest bidder.
It was purchased by Didius Julianus.
Pertinax
was 67 years of age, and had reigned 87
~ days. "{Ca^

Pert—Dio Ca
Pert—Dto
Cass.,

itoi, Vit.

KnowL,

vol. 17, p.

73,

\.—Enq/cl. Use^'Jui

509.)

Percsia, now Perugia, one

of the most ancient and
distinguished cities of Etruria, situate at the southeastern extremity of Lacus Trasymenus, or Lago di
Perugia. The era -of its foundation long preceded
that of Rome, though the precise period cannot be asIn conjunction with the
certained with certainty.
oiher Etrurian states, it long resisted the Roman arms,

when reduced,

became

a powerful and
wealthy
colony about 709 A.U.C..
under the consulship of C. Vibius Pansa and, some
years after, sustained a memorable siege, in which Antony held out against Octavius Caesar, but was at last
On this occasion,
forced by famine to surrender.
many of the Perusians were put to death, and the
a madman having set
city was accidentally burned

but,

ally.

It

was

a

it

Roman

;

;

fire to his

(Appian,

own

house, a general conflagration ensued.

Bell. Civ., 5, 49.

5—

— Compare

Veil.

Palerc,

Pe2, 1\.—Flarus, 4,
Suet., Vit. Aug., 96.)
rusia appears, however, to have risen again from its

Appian and Dio Cassius (48, 15);
and under the Emperor Justinian we find it mainIjaBtus and Electus, went to Pertinax and offered him taining a successful siege against the Goths.
{Crathe empire, which the latter at first refused, but after- mer's Ancient Italy, vol. 1, p. 219.)
Vid. Niger.
Pescennius.
ward accepted, and was proclaimed emperor by the
Pessinus {gex\. -urttis ; in Greek Jleaaivov^, gen.
senate on the night previous to the first of January,
A.D. 193. In the speech which Pertinax delivered -ovvToq), a city of Ga'latia, on the river Sangarius, and
on the occasion, he said something complimentary to near the western confines, according to D'Anville's
It was of very early origin, but chiefly famous
Laetus, to whom he owed the empire, on which Q. map.
Straho says,
Sosius Falco, one of the consuls, observed, that it was on account of the worship of Cybele.
easy to foresee what kind of an emperor he would that Mount Dindymus (whence she was named Dinmake, if he allowed the ministers of the atrocities of dymene) rose above the town. So great was the
Commodus to retain their places. Pertinax mildly re- fame of the shrine and statue of the goddess, that the
" You are but a
plied,
young consul, and do not yet Romans, enjoined, as it is said, by the Sibylline books,
know the necessity of forgiving. These men have caused the latter to be conveyed to Rome, since the
obeyed the orders of their master Commodus, but they safety of the state was declared to depend on its reA special embassy was sent to King
did it reluctantly, as they have shown whenever they moval to Italy.
had an opportunity." He then repaired to the impe- Attains, to request his assistance on this occasion
rial palace, where he
gave a banquet to the magistrates this sovereign received the Roman deputies with great
and principal senators, according to ancient custom. kindness and hospitality, and, having conveyed them
The historian Dio Cassius was one of the guests. to Pessinus, obtained for them permission to remove
Pertinax recalled those who had been exiled for trea- the statue of the mother of the gods, which was no
On its arrival at Rome,
son under Commodus, and cleared from obloquy the thing else but a great stone.
memory of those who had been unjustly put to death. it was received with great pomp and ceremony by the
But his attempts to restore discipline in the army alien- Roman senate and people, headed by Scipio Nasica,
ated the affections of the soldiers, who had been ac- who had been selected for this oflRce by the natiotial
customed to license during the reign of Commodus. voice as the best citizen, according to the injunction
As he found the treasury empty, he sold the statues. of the Pythian orac/e. This took place in the year
the plate, and all the valuable objects amassed by his 547 U.C", near the close of the second Punic war.
of Bypredecessor.
By this means he collected money to {Liv., 29, 10, seqq. Strab., 567.) Stephanus
bore the name
pay the praetorians, and to make the usual gifts to the zantium affirms, that Pessinus originally
He publicly declared that he would of Arabyza, when the district in which it stood be
people of Rome.
but he does not mention
receive no legacies or inheritance from any one, and longed to the Caucones
he abolished several taxes and tolls which had been from what author he derives this information. {Stepk.
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ruins, according to

:

—

;
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Herodian and Ammianusgive
byz.^ s. V. 'Apddv^a.)
various derivations of the name of Pessinus, which are
Ammian. Marnot worth repeating. {Herod., \, 11.
cell., 22, 22.
Compare Sleph. Byz., s. v. TLeffmvovg.)
It would seem mat the inhabitants of Pessinus, after
parting with the image of their goddess to the Ro-

besieged by Hannibal, and, though unassisted by the
Romans, it held out until reduced to the last extremity of famine; nor was it till all the leather in the
town, as well as the bark and young shoots of trees,
and the grass in the streets, had been consumed for
subsistence, that they at length surrendered.
{Vel.

still another one in store, for we learn from
Livy, that the worship of Cybele was still observed in
this city after its occupation by the Gauls, since the
priests of the goddess are said to have sent a deputation to the army of Manlius, v/hen on the banks of the

Pattrc., 6, 6.
Liv., 23, 30.)
Ptolemy incorrectly
classes Petilia with the inland towns of Magna Graecia

—

—

mans, had

{Livy, 38, 18.)
Polybius mentions the
individuals who then presided over the
worship and temple of Cybele.
{Polyb., fragm., 20,
In the fourth century, also, the Emperor Julian
4.)
turned away from his line of march against the Persians, for the purpose of visitmg the shrine.
{Amm.
MarcelL, 22, 9.) Pessinus was the chief city of the
Tolistoboii, who settled in this part of the country,
and, accordmg to Strabo's account, was a place of
considerable trade.
It sank in importance under the

Sangarius.

names of the

—

Romans and although
new arrangement of the

Constantine the Great, in his
provinces, made Pessinus the
Hiercapital of Western Galatia {Galatia Salutaris.
ocLes, p. 697), yet the city gradually disappeared from
;

notice after the

—

commencement

of the sixth century.

—

Great uncertainty exists with regard to the site of this
place, since its ruins have not been explored by any
modern traveller. From the Antonine Itinerary we
kiiow that it was ninety-three miles from Ancyra, with
which it communicated through Germa, Vindia, and

Germa, the first of these stations,
Papiria.
to answer to Yerma, on the modern road

is

known

leading from
Eski-cher to Ancyra : the Itinerary would lead us to
place it sixteen miles from that site, towards the SanThe Table Itinerary, on the other hand, gives
garius.
a route from Dorylatjum to Pessinus, by Midaeum and
Tricomia, and allows seventy-seven miles for the whole
distance.
But the road from Dorylaeum to Ancyra
did not pass by Pessinus, but by Archelaium and Germa, as appears from another route in the Antonine
Itinerary (p. 202), so that it is evident that Pessinus
could not have been situated where Colonel Leake

would place it, beyond Juliopolis, or Gordmm, oi^ the
right bank of the Sangarius, and near its junction with
the Hierus, as it would then have been exactly on the
road to Ancyra, and such a route as that by Germa
would never have been given in the Antonine Itine-

We

ought therefore, perhaps, to look for the
ruins of Pessinus not far from the left bank of the
Sangarius, somewhere in the great angle it makes between its junction with the Yerma and the Pursek.
In Lapie's map. the ruins of Pessinus are laid down in
the direction which we have
mentioned, on a site

rary.

just

called Kahe, but the authority for this is not
given.
Leake's
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 86, seqq.
Tour, p. 88, seqq.) The temple of Cybele at Pessinus, as also its porticoes, were of white marble, and

—

—

surrounded by a beautiful grove.
The city was indebted for these decorations to the kings of Pergamus. The priests of the goddess were at one time
high in rank and dignity, and possessed of great privi{Strab., 667.)
leges and emoluments.
Petilia, I. a town of Italy, in the territory of the
on the coast of the Tarentine Gulf, and to the
It was fabled to have been settled
north of Crotona.

Bruttii,

by Philoctetes after the Trojan war.

{Virg., JSn.,

In the opinion of the most judicious and
401.)
best informed topographers, it occupied the situation
of the modern Strongoli.
{Holsten., ad Steph. Byz.,
Romanclli, vol. 1, p. 206.) This small town,
p. 307.
3,

—

of whose earlier history we have no particulars, gave
a striking proof of its fidelity to the Romans in the
second Punic war, when it refused to follow the example of the other Bruttian cities in joining the CarIn consequence of this resolution, it was
thaginians.
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—

and Strabo confounds it with the Lucanian
{Cramers Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 389.)— II.
A town of Lucania, confounded by Strabo with the
Bruttian Petilia.
It is
supposed to have been situated
on what is now the Monte della Stella, not far from
Paestum.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 368.)
Petilicjs, an individual at Rome, surnamed Capitolinus.
According to the scholiasts on Horace {Sat
i, 4, 94), he had been governor of the Capitol.
They
add, that he was accused of having stolen, during his
office, a gold crown consecrated to Jupiter, and that,
having plead his cause in person, he was acquitted by
(p. 67),

Petilia.

,

the judges in order to gratify Augustus, with whom
he was on friendly terms.
Hence, they say, arose his
surname of Capitolinus. One part, at least, of the
story is incorrect, since the Capitolini were a branch
of the Petilian family long before this.
(Compare
Vaillant,

Num. Fam. Rom,

vol. 2, p.

222.)

What

degree of credit is due to the rest of the narrative it
is hard to
A full examination of the whole point
say.
is made
by Wieland {ad Horat., I. c).
Pbtosiris, a celebrated astrologer and philosopher
of Egypt.
He wrote, according to Suidas, an astroa trealogical work, compiled from the sacred books
tise concernmg the mysteries of the Egyptians, &.c.
{Suidas, s. v.— Pliny, 2, %3.—Juv., 6, 581.—AtheJacobs, ad Anthol. Gr., vol. 2, pt.
nceus, 3, p. 114.
;

—
— Salmas.,

de Ann. Clim, p. 66, 353.)
Ptolemy everywhere calls him 'Apxalog, and says that
he and Necepsus were the authors T^f K^ifiaKTTjpiKijc
uyuy^^, that is, of the art of computing a person's
2,

p.

470.

nativity from an enumeration of "climacteric years,'*
reference being also had at the same time to the position of the stars.
{Salmas., I. c.)
Petra, I. a city of Arabia, the capital of the Nabathaei, and giving name to the division of the country
It was situate a short distance
called Arabia Petraea.

below the southern boundary of Palestine. The ordinary form of the name is Petra {if Jlerpa) ; Josephus,
however, in some places gives the neuter plural {rd
Uerpd), and many of the Church-fathers the feminine

The appellation given to
plural Petra {at ilirpai).
the city originated in the peculiar nature of its situation.

It

stood on an elevated plain, and was well sup-

but all around were
trees
plied with fountains and
rocks, which only allowed an access to the place on
Hence the name of
one side, and that a difficult one.
;

the place, from Trerpa,

" a rock."

The

country be-

yond this, especially towards the borders of Palestine,
was a continued sandy waste. According to Diodorus Siculus (19, 55). there was no city in this quartime of Antigonus, but only a place strongly
by nature, and supplied with numerous caves
that were used as dwellings.
Here, upon a rock {em
Ttvog TFf rpaf), the Nabathaei were accustomed to leave
their families and plunder whenever they went on distant expeditions, and this served them as a stronghold.
ter in the

fortified

on their sudden inroad into
troops of Antigonus,
the country, found in this spot a large quantity of
frankincense and myrrh, and also five hundred talents

The

The incense and myrrh show
I. c.)
on an overland traffic with the neighit is to this same traffic that
bouring communities, and
All subsequent writhe city of Petra owed its origin.
ters speak of Petra as a city, and an important place
Eckhel gives a coin, on which we find the
of trade.
in silver.

{Diod.,

that they carried

If the coin
inscription 'Adpiavrj Ylirpa MriTponoT^iq.
it shows that in the time of the Emoeror

be genuine,

PET

PET
Hadrian, Petra not only belonged to the Roman sway,
but had also adopted the name of its conqueror. {Lho
The Syrians (and the Church fathers)
Cass., 68, 14.)
this place Rhekcm {'PeKCfi) which also denotes
' a rock
;" and Arhekeme {'ApeKifirj.
Josephus, Ant.
Jud., 4, 7).
Josephus states that Aaron died in its
he
calls it in this passage Arke ('ApxTj)
neighbourhood
by contraction. {Ani. Jud., 4, 4.) St. Jerome makes
it the same with the Sela of Scripture (2 Kings,
14,
Traces of the Syrian name remained at a late
7).
we
hnd
and
the
mentioned
Abulfeda
by
place
period,
under the appellation of Ar Rakim, with the remark

call

—

;

were dwelhngs here cut out of the rock.
Petra seems
D'Anville names it incorrectly Karak.
not to have continued a place of trade for any very long
time; at least Ammiantis Marccllinus is silent respecting it, though he enumerates very carefully the
that there

important places

Petra lay, according

in this region.

the partner of his flight.
Ae*
(Lit., Epit., lU.)
cording to Hirtius, howeYer, Juba and Petreius bav«
ing agreed to die by each others' hands, the African

prince easily killed his Roman friend, who was already
in years
but having attempted, without effect, to slay himself, persuaded one of his own slaves to
become his executioner. {Htrtius, Bell. A/ru., c. 94.
, 2,
Compare Florus, 4, 2, 69. Appian, Bell.
\Q{)—lSenec., Suas., 7. —Id., de Provid., 2.)

advanced

;

—

—

Petrinum, a

village in the distnct of

{Hor., Epist.,

Italy.

Cn

1, 5,

and

their

Petrocorii answers to the present
Both these modern names retain mani-

capital

Perigntux.

{Cas., B. G.f
Geogr. ad Cces., s. v.)
Arbiter, because Nero

fest traces of the ancient appellation.

— Lemaire, Ltd.

7, 75.

three or four days' journey, or from twelve to sixteen
geographical miles in a southern direction from JeriThe remains of the ancient city were for a long
cho.
time undiscovered by modern travellers.
Burckhardt
and Bane, at last, discovered them at Wady Moussa,
in 1812, but could not give them a close examination
In 1828, two French
through fear of the Arabs.

had named him Arbiter elcgantia.
cording to some modern scholars,

travellers, De la Borde and Linant, visited the spot,
and gave a description of the ruins but the best and
fullest account is that afforded by the pages of Mr.
;

Stephens, who was at Petra
Travel, vol. 2, p. 60, seqq.

—

in

1836.

of
— Mannert, {Incidents
Geogr.,
vol.

A

fortress of MacedoII.
6, pt. 1, p. 137, 2d ed.)
nia, among the mountains beyond Libethra, the pos-

of which was disputed by the Perrhaebi of
(Liv., 39, 26.
Thessaly and the kings of Macedonia.
It commanded a
Id., 44, 32.)
pass which led to

session

—

—
—

III.
Thessaly by the back of Olympus.
IV.
fortress on Mount Haemus.
{Liv., 40, 22.)
A Corinthian borough or village, of which Eetion, the
father of Cypselus, was a native.
{Herod., 5, 91.)
V. A rock-fortress in Sogdiana, taken by Alexander.
It was also called Oxi Petra,
(Quint. Curt., 7, 11.)
probably from its being near the river Oxus.
Petr.«:a, one of the divisions of Arabia, so called,
not, as is commonly supposed, from its stony or rocky
character {nerpa, " a rock,''* " a stone''), but from its

Pythium

in

A

—

It was
{Vid. Petra, I.)
bounded on the east by Arabia Deserta, on the west
by Egypt and the Mediterranean, on the south by the
Red Sea, which here divides and runs north in two
This counbranches, and on the north by Palestine.
try contained the southern Edomites, the Amalekites,
the Cushites, who are improperly called the EthiopiTheir descendants are at presans, the Hivites, &c.
ent known by the general name of Arabians ; but it is
of consequence to notice the ancient inhabitants as they

celebrated

emporium Petra.

in

Petkocorii, a Gallic tribe, belonging originally to
Celtic Gaul, but subsequently forming part of Gallia
Aquitanica, when this last was detached from Celtica.
Their territory corresponded to the modern Pertgordy

toDiodorus (19, 108), at the distance of 300 stadia
from the Dead Sea; and, according to Slrabo (779),

—

Smuessa,

6.)

PktbonTus, Titus, sumamed

seille) or

somewhere

He was

born, ac-

at Massilia

in its vicinity, of

{Mar-

a good family,

No one knew
but received his education at Rome.
better how to unite the love of letters with the most
His portrait has been
unrestrained desire for pleasure.
drawn by Tacitus with the hand of a master. It must
be confessed, however, that the Petronius of Tacitus
of Caius, and the Petronius of whom
has the
praenomen

we

are

indeed,

now treating that of Titus. There prevails,
much uncertainty respecting the prsnomen of

Pliny (37, 7) calls the Petronius of Taciwhile the scholiast on Juvenal gives him
will here insert the pasthe name of Publius.
which gives so
sage of the historian above mentioned,
of the man:
graphic a description of the character

Petronius
tus, Titus

;

;

— We

"

He passed his days in sleep, and his nights
Indolence was at once his passion
ness or pleasure.
What others did by vigour and
and his road to fame.
industry, he accomplished by his love of pleasure and
Unlike the men who profess to unluxurious ease.
in busi-

derstand social enjoyment, and ruin their fortunes, he
led a life of expense without profusion ; an epicure,
his appetites, but with
yet not a prodigal ; addicted to
taste and judgment ; a refined and elegant voluptuary.
Gay and airy in his conversation, he charmed by a certain graceful negligence, the more engaging
ed from the natural frankness of his disposition. With
all his delicacy and careless ease, he showed when he
was governor of Bithynia, and afterward in the year
of his consulship, that vigour of mind and softness of

as

manners may well unite

in the

same person.

it

flow-

From

his public station he returned to his usual gratifications, fond of vice, or of pleasures that bordered upon
recommended him lo the notice of the
it.
His

gayety

the
Being in favour at court, and cherished
was alcompanion of Nero in all his select parlies, he
Withand elegance
are mentioned in the text of Scripture.
{Vid. Arabia.) lowed to be the arbiter of taste
Petreius, Marcus, a Roman commander. He was out the sanction of Petronius nothing was exquisite,
Hence the jealousy of Tilieutenant to the consul C. Antonius, and was intrust- nothing rare or delicious.
ed by the latter, who feigned indisposition, with the gellinus, who dreaded a rival, in the good graces of the
command of the Roman forces against the army of emperor almost his equal, in the science of luxury
determined to work his downhis
whom he
defeated.
Bell.
Cat.,
{Sail.,
totally
Faithful to the cause of the republic, he
became one of Pompey's lieutenants in Spain during
the civil contest, and endeavoured, in conjunction with
Afranius, to oppose the progress of Caesar in that country.
They were both, however, compelled to surrenCatiline,

c.

59, seq

)

der {Cas., Bell. Civ., 1, 38, seqq.), and retired after
this to Greece, where they
joined the army of PomAfter the battle of Pharsalia, Petreius fled to
pey.
Patne, where Cato afforded him an asylum ; and he

Here
subsequently accompanied Scipio into Africa.
again, however, the defeat at Thapsus disappointed his
hopes, and he fell, according to Livy, by his own hand,
after having performed the same sad office for Juba,

as

prince.

Tigellinus
superior.
himself to the cruelty
fall, and accordingly addressed
of the prince ; that master passion to which all other
affections and every motive were sure to give way.
He charged Petronius with having lived in close intito give colmacy with Sffivinus the conspirator : and,
our to that assertion, he bribed a slave to turn informThe rest of the domestics were
er against his master.
Nor was Petronius suffered to
with irons.

loaded

Nero at that time happened to be
his defence.
on one of his excursions into Campania. Petronius
had followed him as far as Cum*, but was not allowHe seemed to
ed to proceed farther than that place.
a huiwas not
in doubt and fear, and yet he
linger
^

make

m
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He

opened his
ry to leave a world which he loved.
veins and closed them again, at intervals losing a small
the
then
of
orifice, as his
blood,
binding up
quantity

own

inclinations prompted.

He conversed

during the

whole time with his usual gayety, never changing his
habitual manner, nor talking sentences to show his
contempt of death. He listened to his friends, who
endeavoured to entertain him, not with grave discourses on the immortality of the soul or the moral wisdom
of philosophers, but with strains of poetry, and verses
of a gay and natural turn.
He distributed presents to
some of his servants, and ordered others to be chastised.
He walked out for his amusement, and even lay down
to sleep.
In his last scene of life he acted with such
calm tranquillity, that his death, though an act of necessity, seemed no more than the decline of nature.
In his

will, he scorned to follow the example of others,
like himself, died under the tyrant's stroke
he
neither flattered the emperor, nor Tigellinus, nor any
of the creatures of the court ; but having written, under
the fictitious names of profligate men and women, a nar-

who,

:

rative of Nero's debauchery, and his new modes of vice,
he had the spirit to send to the emperor the tablets,

sealed with his

own

which he took care to break,
might not be used for the destruction of any person whatever."
{Tacitus, Ann., 16, 18,
Some critics have thought that the Petronius
seqq.)
to whom this passage refers is not the same with the
author of the work that has come down to us, entitled
Their chief argument is, that the work
Satyricon.
which, according to Tacitus, Petronius, when dying,
caused to be sent to Nero, was written on portable
tablets (codicilli), a circumstance that militates
against
that, after his death,

seal,

it

—

the idea of

It is
being a production of any length.
urged, moreover, that the accomplices in the tyrant's
debaucheries and crimes were named in the work,
whereas the actors in the Satyricon bear fictitious
names.
It is evident, indeed, that the
Satyricon is
not the piece of which Tacitus makes mention, and
that Nero caused the latter to be destroyed
but it
would seem that the critics who advocate this opinion
its

;

go too
ters.

far

when

What

is

they deny also the identity of the writhere to prevent our supposing that

Petronius, having now no measure to keep with the
world, amused himself with tracing on his testamentary tablets the scandalous lives of the individuals,
whose general manners he was content with depict-

Those critics, on the other
ing in his larger work 1
hand, who do not see in the author of the Satyricon
the friend and intimate companion of Nero, are divided

when he lived. Some carhim up as high as the era of Augustus, while others
him
under
the
Antonines, or even in the fourth
place
Both parties ground their respective argucentury.
ments on his style. The former discover in it the
in opinion as to the period

ry

purity of the golden age, while the latter find

ed with many low and

it

mark-

expressions, and with
many solecisins that indicate the decline of the language.
Without wishing to throw the blame of some of these
faults on the manuscript itself, which is in so
deplorable a state that many passages remain incapable of betrivial

If

it

were

certain, as

some suppose,

that Terentianus

Maurus was

the contemporary of Martial, there would
remain but httle doubt respecting the epoch when Pe-

tronius lived, since Terentianus cites him once under
the name of Arbiter, and another time under that of
In 1770, a learned Neapolitan, Ignarra,
Petronius.
supported, with some new reasons, the opinion that Petronius lived towards the end of the era of the Anto-

appears more than probable, he maintains,
was written in the same city in which
the scene of the banquet of Trimalcion is laid, and
that its object is to depict the manners of the NeaMany hellenisms and solecisms, some of
politans.
which still remain among the lower orders at Naples,
prove, he thinks, that Petronius was either born in that
As to the pericity, or received his education there.
nines.

It

that the Satyricon

lived, he indicates it himself, according
the 44th, 57th, and 76th chapters, and
elsewhere, by giving to the city of Naples the title of
colony, or in speaking of the colonial magistrates.
Ig-

od

in

which he

to Ignarra, in

narra then proceeds to show that Naples only became
a Roman colony towards the close of the reign of Commodus. Finally, he remarks that Petronius, in the
76th chapter, makes mention of the mathematician

Serapion,

who

a passage in

lived under Caracalla, as appears from
(78, 4).
Ignarra thinks that

Dio Cassius

Petronius, born under the Antonines, had, by a careful
study of good models, appropriated to himself much of
the elegance of the golden age, without getting entirely rid of the corruption of that in which he happened to live.
{De Palastra Neapolitana, 6ic., p. 182,
Wyttenbach appears to favour the opinion of
seqq.)
Ignarra, in some of its features {Bill. Crit., pt. 5, p.
84, seqq.) ; but many arguments might be cited against
it.
Some critics, again, have thought that the author

—

of the Satyricon was not called Petronius, but that, as
the treatise on the art of cookery was entitled Apicius,
and the Distichs Cato, so this Menippean Satire has
this opinion,
been styled Petronius by the author
however, is altogether untenable. The Satyricon of

—

Petronius

is

:

written in the Varronian or

We

Menippean
of

have merely a fragment
it, or,
style of satire.
to speak more correctly, a succession of fragments,

which some lover of loose and indecent reading would
to have selected from the work in the middle

seem

existed entire in
ages, for it is said that the Satyricon
The fragments that remain form
the twelfth century.
the most witty of these is the well
so many episodes
known history of the Ephesian Matron ; but the long
est, and the one most descriptive of the manners of
:

is the Banquet of Trimalcion, a ridiculous per
to represent the
sonage, intended, as some think,
This fragment was found in the 17tb
peror Claudius.

the day,

Em

of a certain
century at Trau in Dalmatia, in the library
Nicolaus Cippius, and was published for the first time
It gave rise to a very warm conat Padua, in 1662.
Adrien de Valois
test among the scholars of the day.
and Wagenseil attacked its authenticity, which was
defended'in its turn by Petit, the celebrated physician,
in a treatise in which he assumed the name of Mari-

The manuscript was sent to Rome
nus Slatileius.
ing deciphered, notwithstanding all the efforts of the and examined by some of the first critics of the day.
commentators, may we not suppose that these pretend- It passed after this into the library of the King of
ed solecisms have been purposely put by the author
France.
At present there is no doubt as to its authe mouths of individuals of the lower class, and that thenticity.
The noise which this discovery made in
the unusual words employed by him only appear such the literary world induced a French oflricer named Nowhich did not, however,
to us, because we are unacquainted with the
language of dot to attempt an imposture,
answer his hopes. He published, in 1693, at Rotterdebauchery and intoxication among the Romans'?
Some critics, surprised that Seneca makes no mention dam, a pretended Petronius, complete in all its parts,
of Petronius, think that this silence is owing to the cir- which he said had been found at Belgrade, in 1688, by
cumstance of that philosopher's believing himself to be a certain Dupin. At first, some members of the acadto be
all'jded to in the following lines aimed
by Petronius emies of Nimes and Aries suffered themselves
the fraud, however, was soon discovagainst the Stoics :
imposed upon
must not confound with this last-mentionered.

m

—

—

;

We

"7jp«t qui cynica

traducunt tempera scena,
vender e verba solent^

Nonnunquam nummis
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ed individual a Spaniard named Marchena, who, in
1800, amused himself with publishing a new fragment

P H.E

PHiC

suade one of his friends, Alcibiades or Crito, to rehim.
From that time Ph*don applied himself
in 295 verses, on the fall of the Rodiligently to the study of moral philosophy under Socman republic, forms a fine episode to the Satyricon of rates and to the last adhered to his master with the
The Satyricon itself, it may be remarked, most affectionate attachment. He instituted a school
Petronius.
in concluding, is admirable for the truth with which at Elis after the Socratic model, which was continued
of Petroniiis, found, according to him, in the library
St. Gall.
(Repertoire de Litter. Anc, vol. 1, p.

at

239.)— A poem

deem

;

the author delineates the characters of his personages.
contains many pleasing pictures, full of irony ; and
it is characterized by
great spirit and gayety of manIt

but it is to be regretted that the author has emner
ployed his abilities on a subject so truly immoral and
The style is rich, picturesque, and enerdisgusting.
getic ; but often obscure and difficult, either from the
unusual words which we meet with in it, or by reason
The best edition is
of the corrupt slate of the text.
to which may be
that of Burman, 4to, Ultraj., 1709
added that of Reinesius, 1731, 8vo, and that of C. G.
Anton, Lips., 1781, 8vo.
(Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
vol. 2, p. 416, seqq.
Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1,
;

;

—

by Plisianus, an Elian, and afterward by Menedemus
of Eretria.
One of the dialogues of Plato is named
after Phaidon, namely, the celebrated one
respecting
the immortality of the soul.
{Diog. Lotrt., 2, 106.

—

Aul. Gell.,2, IS.)

PHiEDRA, a daughter of Minos and Pasiphae, who
married Theseus, by whom she became mother of
Acamas and Demophoon. {Vid. Hippolytus I.)

PHiEDRus (or PhjEDEr, for the genitive Phctdri admits of cither of these forms being the nominative), a
Latin fabulist.
All that we know respecting him is
obtained from his own productions, for no ancient writer down to the time of Avienus has made mention of

577, segq.)
Pedce, a name applied to the land insulated by the
two principal arms of the Danube at its mouth. The
ancient appellation still partly remains in that of PicIt was called Peuce from tcevkti, a pine-tree,
zina.
with which species of tree it abounded.
From this
island the Peucini, who dwelt in and adjacent to it, derived their name.
find them reappearing in the
Lower Empire, under the names of Pieziniges and
Patzinacites.
{Lucan, 3, 202.— P/zn., 4, 12 )
Peucetia, a region of Apulia, on the coast, below
The Peucetii, according to Dionysius of
Daunia.
Halicarnassus, derived their name from Peucetius, son
of Lycaon, king of Arcadia, who, with his brother QEnotrus, migrated to Italy seventeen generations before
the siege of Troy.
But modern critics have felt little

Avihim, except, perhaps, on one occasion. Martial.
enus speaks of him in the preface to his own Fables,
and his authority can only be combated by the erroneous assertion, that the Fables of this latter writer

disposed to give credit to a story, the improbability of
which is so very apparent, whether we look to the

who

p.

We

country whence these pretended settlers are said to
have come, or the state of navigation at so remote a
(Freret, Mem. de VAcad., &c., vol. 18, p.
period.
Had the Peucetii and the CEnotri really been of
87.)
Grecian origin, Dionysius might have adduced better
evidence of the fact than the genealogies of the Arcadian chiefs, cited from Pherecydes.
The most respectable authority he could have brought forward on
this point would unquestionably have been that of Antiochus the Syracusan
but this historian is only quoted by him in proof of the antiquity of the CEnotri, not
of their Grecian descent.
{Dion. Hal, 1, 2.
Strabo,
283.
The Peucetii are always spoken
Pliv., 3, 11.)
of in history, even by the Greeks themselves, as barbarians, who differed in no essential respect from
;

—

—

the Daunii, lapyges, and other neighbouring nations.

{Crameys Anc. Italy, vol.
Peucini.
Vid. Peuce.
Phacusa,

a

2, p.

296.)

—

in one of his epigrams (3, 10), where some very erroneously refer the name to an Epicurean philosopher,
one of Cicero's early instructers {Christ. Prolus., p.
6), and others to a certain writer of mimes.
{Farruu).
ad Martial., I. c. Hulsemann, de Cod. Fab. Avian.,

—

The whole question turns on the true
Gott., 1807.)
'^
force of the epithet
improbus,^^ as applied by Martial
and this has been well discussed by Adry,
decides in favour of the Fabulist.
{Dissertation
S7ir les quatre MSS. de Phidre, p. 195.
Phoedrus,
is
Phaedrus
ed. Lemaire, vol. 1.)
generally supposed
and two passages
to have been a Thracian by birth
in his writings {Prol., lib. 3, 17, and 64) would seem
to Phaedrus,

—

;

to indicate this.

of the later editors

make him

;

;

which appears contrary

to a

passage in

4, epil. 8), in which he prays one of his
patrons not to put off his favours to a period when,
his

of Egypt, on the Pelusiac arm of
ruins are found near the modern Tell

Some

a Macedonian, but he can only be called so as far as
the term Macedonian comprises that of Thracian also.
{Schwabe, Vit. Phcedr.) The year of his birth is unknown : it is not ascertained either whether he was
born in slavery, or whether some event deprived him
of his freedom.
The year that Cicero was proconsul
in Asia, C. Octavius, the father of Augustus, and propraetor in Macedonia, gained a victory over some Thracian clans.
It has been conjectured that Phaedrus,
still an infant, was among the captives taken on this
occasion
but, if this be true, then Phasdrus will have
written a portion of his fables at the age of more than

seventy years

town

The

himself are the productions of more modern times.
{Christ. Prolus., de PhcBdro, p. 8.
Compare, on the
opposite side of the question, the Nachtrdge zu SiUMartial also alludes to a Phaedrus
zcr, p. 36, seqq.)

work

(lib.

able for their skill in navigation.
They were fabled
to have derived their name from Phajax, a son of
Neptune.
Id. ib., 7, 1, seqq.
{Horn , Od., 6, 1, seqq.

—

having reached an advanced age, he would be no longHowever this may be, Phaeer able to enjoy them.
drus was brought to Rome at a very early age, where
he learned the liatin tongue, which became as familiar to him as his native language.
Augustus gave
him his freedom, and the means of living comfortably
Under the reign of
without the necessity of exertion
Tiberius he was persecuted by Sejanus, who became
The cause
his accuser and effected his condemnation.
of Sejanus's hatred, and the pretext for the accusation,
Some commentators, and, in
are equally unknown.
have discovered the moparticular, Brotier, think they

Volcker, Homcrische Geographic, p. 66.)
PHiEDON, a native of Elis, and the founder of the
Eliac school.
He was descended from an illustrious

tive for this persecution in the sixth fable of the first
have supbook, on the marriage of the sun. They
meant to designate Seposed that by the sun Phtedrus

the Nile.

Phakus

of Phacusa).
{Steph. Byz., s. v.)
Phacussa, one of the Sporades, now Gaiphonisi.
{Plin., 4, 12.
Stcph. Byz., s. v. 6dKova(7a.)
Ph^eacia, the Homeric name for the island of Corcyra.
{Vid. Corey ra.) When visited by Ulysses, Al(hill

—

was its king, and his gardens are beautifully
described by the poet. The Phaeacians are represented as an easy-tempered and luxurious race, but remarkcinoiis

—

family ; but had the misfortune early in life to be derived of his patrimony, and sold as a slave at Athens,
?t happened that Socrates, as he
passed by the house

where Phaedon

lived,

remarked

in his

countenance

tra-

ces of an ingenuous mind, which induced him to
per-

the hand of Livilla, widow of the
janus, who aspired to
son of Tiberius ; but in this fable the allusion is to a
It is more
a project of marriage.
marriage, not to
order to render the poet suspected by
probable that, in
the
tyrant, who,
Tiberius, some one had persuaded
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since his retirement to the island of Caprese, was bethat Phaedrus
object of general contempt,
meant him, in the second fable of the first book, by
the log given to the frogs as their king.
But, if Phaedrus has indeed represented Tiberius under the alle-

come an

gory of a log, the hydra, which takes its place, will indicate the successor of the monarch, unless we suppose Sejanus to be intended by the reptile this interforced.
Titze
pretation, however, appears extremely
thinks that Phaedrus may have been at first a favourite
of Sejanus, and afterward involved in his disgrace
and that Eutychus, in the reign of Caligula, had given
him hopes of a restoration to imperial patronage This
theory, however, is contradicted by the prologue to the
third book of the fables (v. 41.
Titze, Introduct. in
Phadr. Id., de Phadri vita, scriptis, et usu).
Phaedrus composed five books of fables, containing, in
He has the
all, ninety fables, written in Iambic verse.
merit of having first made the Romans acquainted with
not that all his own fables are
the fables of ^sop
merely translations of those of the latter, but because
the two thirds of them that appear original, or, at least,
with the originals of which we are unacquainted, are
Phaedrus deserves
written in the jpiinner of ^^sop.
the praise oLi^vention for the way in which he has arranged them and he is quite as original a poet as
Fontaine, who, like him, has taken from other sources
besides the fables of iEsop the materials for a large
He is distinguished for a precisportion of his own.
ion, a gracefulness, and a naivete of style and manner
that have never been surpassed. The air of simplicity
:

;

—

—

—

;

;

which characterizes

his pieces is the surest guarantee
of their authenticity, which some critics have contested.
His diction is at the same time remarkable for
its
elegance, though this occasionally is pushed rather
The manutoo far into the regions of refinement.
The one from
scripts of Phaedrus are extremely rare.

which Pithou (Pithoeus) published,

in 1596, the editio
vrinceps of the fables, passed eventually, by marriage,
and is now
into the hands of the Lepellctier family
in the library of M. Lepelletier de Rosanbo {De Xi;

—

40, seqq.).
second manuscript, which Rigalt used in his edition
of 1617, was destroyed by fire at Rheims in 1774 ;
but we have remaining of this a very accurate collavrey, ad.

Pkadr.,

A

p.

23, scqq.

Id.

ib.,

p.

A

third one, or, rather, the remains of one, is
tion.
now in the Vatican library, and is said to contain from
the first to the twenty-first fable of the first book.
{Notit. Literar. de Codd. MSS., Phccdri, No. 3, de
This rarity of manuscripts is one
Cod. Danielis.)
cause of the doubts that have been entertained by some
respecting the authenticity of the fables ascribed to
him, and even the very existence of the poet. Some
other circumstances lend weight to these doubts : the
silence, namely, of the ancient writers concerning Phaedrus, and the positive declaration of Seneca, who remarks {Consol. ad Polyb., c. 27) that the Romans had
never attempted to compose after the manner of the
^sopic fables. (" Non audco te usque eo producere, ut

fahellas

quoque

et

Msopeos

logos, intentatum

Romanis

Aningcniis opus, solita tibi ve?iustate connectas.^^)
other argument on this same side of the question is as
Nicolas Perotti, who, about the middle of
follows
the 15th century, was archbishop of Manfredonia, and
one of the patrons of Greek literature in Italy, cites
in his Cornu Copitz a fable which he says he took in
his early days from the fables of Avienus.
(" Allusit
ad fabulam, quam nos ex Avieno in fabcllas nostras
Cornu
adolescentes lambico carmine transtulimus .^^
:

The
Cop., p. 963, 34, seqq., ed. Basil, 1532, fol.)
fable, however, is not in the collection of Avienus, but
and from
forms the 17th of the 3d book of Phaedrus
this inaccuracy of citation, which was regarded as a
a
was
falsehood, some concluded that Perotti
plagiarist, while others regarded Phaedrus as a supposititious
a
too
little
these
were
Both
author.
precipopinions
;

1023

and the discovery that was made, at the
;
b^giiv
ning of the 18th century, of the manuscripts of the
fables of Perotti, cleared up at once the whole mysitate

tery.

One

of the titles of this

MS.

is

as follows

;

" Nicolai Perotti
Epitome Fabularum JEsopi, Avieni,
et Phcedri,''^ &c.
and to this are subjoined some
verses, in which Perotti openly declares that the fables
are not his, but taken from .^sop, Avienus, and Phaedrus.
The fables taken from Phaedrus in this collection are the 6th, 7th, and 8th of the first book, to;

gether with the epilogue

;

a large

number

of the sec-

ond book from the 19ih to the 24th of the fourth
book, and the first five of the 5th book. Perotti, therefore, is by no means the plagiarist some suppose him
to be, since he names the authors from whom he borrows.
Two other arguments may also be adduced in
favour of the opinion which makes the fables of Phaedrus much earlier than Perolti's time
one is afforded
by a monumental inscription, found at Apulum, in Dacia, and consisting of a verse of one of the fables of
Phaedrus (3, 17.
Mannert, Res Trajani ad Danub.,
the other argument is deduced from the
etc., p. 78)
age of the MSS., which is much earlier than the era
of the Bishop of Manfredonia, and falls in the ninth
or tenth century.
It has been conjectured, and with
;

:

—

;

great appearance

of probability,

that

the

fables of

Phaedrus were frequently taken by the writers of the
twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth centuries, and converted into prose, and in this way we are to account
for the great destruction of MSS.
There is, however,
another question connected with this subject.
The
manuscript of Perotti, to which we have just alluded as
having been discovered near the beginning of the eighteenth century, had, by some fatality or other, been
again lost, and remained so until 1808, when it was
rediscovered at Naples, and in 1809 a supplement of
32 new fables of Phaedrus (as they were styled) was
published by Casitto and Jannelli.
literary warfare
immediately arose respecting the authenticity of these
productions, in which several eminent scholars took

—

A

part ; and the opinion is now very generally entertained, that they are not, as was at first supposed, the
composition of Perotti, but of some writer antecedent
to his time, though by no means from the pen of Phaedrus himself.
(Consult Adry, Examen des nouvelles
fables de Phedre, Paris, 1812.
Phatdrus, ed. LeIt remains but to add
vol.
maire,
1, p. 197, seqq.)
a few words in relation to the time when Phaedrus
The main difficulty here arises
published his fables.
from the words of Seneca, already quoted, and which
expressly state that the Romans had never attempted
to compose after the manner of the .^sopic fables.
Brotier thinks that Seneca makes no mention of Phaedrus, because the latter was a barbarian, not Romanborn.
This reason, although given also by Fabricius

—

—

is very unsatisfactory.
What would we
say of a writer who, having to speak of the Latin
comic poets, should omit all mention of Terence because he was a native of Africa! Vavasseur thinks,
that, as Phaedrus expresses himself with great free-

and Vossius,

were suppressed under Tiberius, Caand Nero, so that Seneca had never
"
" it was an act
heard of them.
Perhaps," he adds,
of pure forgetfulness on his part ;" and he seems almost induced to believe, that Seneca, through jealousy
towards an author who had written with so much simplicity, and so unlike his own affected manner, has purposeDesbillons, dissatisfied
ly passed him over in silence.

dom,

his fables

ligula. Claudius,

with both these reasons, believes that Phaedrus, who
survived Sejanus, lived to the third year of the reign
of Claudius, a period when Seneca, writing his work on

"
Consolation," might easily say, that the Romans
had not as yet any fabulist, since the production? of
Phsedrus might not yet have been published.
This
The best
explanation is not devoid of probability.
editions of Phaedrus are, that of Burmann, Amst., 1698

—

,

PHA

PHALARIS.

Lugd. Bad., 1727, 4lo, and 1745, 8vo ; that of Bentend of his Terence, Cantab., 1726, 4to,
ley, at the
and Amst., 1727, 4to that of Brotier, Paris, 1783,
12mo that of Schwabe, Brunsv., 1806, 2 vols. 8vo;
that of Gail, in Lemaire's collection, Paris, 1826, 2
vols. 8vo; and that of Orelli, Turici, 1831, 8vo.
(Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 343, seqq.—Bdhr,
;

;

nent scholar, in the course of his well-known controwith Boyle and others, merely to give mora
vcr.<<y

own refutation, since it is the latest period
that history will allow, and, therefore, the most favour*
able to the pretended letters of Phalaris, which
force to his

pro*

voked the discussion.
It is

62.)

{Monk's Life of Bentley, p.
letters that Boyle com-

from these same

Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 308, seqq.)
posed a life of Phalaris but the spurious nature of the
Phakthon (iaiOuv), son of Helios and the Ocean- productions from which he drew his information, and
nymph Clymene. His claims to a celestial origin the absence of more authentic documents, cast an air
Gesch.

;

being disputed by Epaphus, son of Jupiter, Phaethon
journeyed to the palace of his sire, the sun-god, from
whom he extracted an unwary oath that he would
The ambitious youth
crant him whatever he asked.
mstantly demanded permission to guide the solar charone day, to prove himself thereby the undoubted
Helios, aware of the conseprogeny of the sun.
The youth
quences, remonstrated, but to no purpose.
iot for

persisted, and the god, bound by his oath, reluctantly
committed the reins to his hands, warning him of the

dangers of the road, and instructing him how to avoid
them.
Phaeihon grasped the reins, the flame-breathing steeds sprang forward, but, soon aware that they
were not directed by the well-known hand, they ran
out of the course ; the world was set on fire, and a
total conflagration would have ensued, had not Jupiter,
at the prayer of Earth, launched his thunder, and hurled
the terrified driver from his seat.
He fell into the river
His sisters, the Heliades, as they lamentEridanus.
ed his fate, were turned into poplar-trees on its banks,
and their tears, which still continued to flow, became

amber as they dropped

into the stream.

Cycnus, the

friend of the ill-fated Phaethon, also abandoned himself to mourning, and at length was changed into a

—

swan (KVKvog). {Ovid, Met 1, 750, seqq. Hygin.,
fah., 152, 154.— iVonnws, Dionys.,Z%, 105, 439.—
Apoll. Rfiod., 4, 597, seqq.— Virg, JEn., 10, 190.—
,

This story was dramatized by
Eclog., 6, 62.)
.^schylus, in the Heliades, and by Euripides in his
Some fragments of both plays have been
Phaeihon.
Ovid appears to have followed closely the
preserved.
The legend of Phaethon is regarded
former drama.
the
by
expounders of mythology at the present day
as a physical myth, devised to account for the origin
of the electroyi, or amber, which seems to have betu
Id.,

—

of suspicion on the whole biography.
According to
this life of him, he was born in
Astypalea, one of the
and
was
from
banished
his
native
island for
Sporades,
allowing his ambitious views to become too apparent.
Proceeding thereupon to Sicily, he settled at Agrigontum, where he eventually made himself master of the
place and established a tyranny.
(Compare Pdycenxu,
He at first exercised his power with modera5, 1.)
tion, and drew to his court not only poets and artists,
but many wise and learned men, whose counsels he
Deceived by this state of things,
promised to follow.
the people of Himera were about to request his aid in

terminating a war which they were carrying on with
their neighbours, when Stesichorus dissuaded them

from this dangerous scheme by the
welPl^wn fable
of the horse and the stag.
The
( Vid. StesichoruK)
seditions which afterward took place in Agrigentum
a
severer
to
exercise
Phalaris
of
his
adopt
compelled
authority, and hence his name has come to us as that
of a cruel tyrant.
The instrument of his cruelly, also,
namely the brazen bull made by the artist Perillus, is
often alluded to by the ancient writers.
{Vid. PerilThe manner of his death is variously given.
lus.)
Some make him to have been stoned to death for his
cruelty by the people of Agrigenlum ; others relate
that his irritated subjects put him into his own bull and
have reburned him to death. {Vid. Perillus.)
maining, under the name of Phalaris, a collection ol
letters, supposed to have been written by him, but
which Bentley has shown to be the mere forgeries of

— We

The letters
sophist, who lived at a later period.
of Phalaris were first published by Bartholomasus JusThis edition,
tinopolitanus in 1498, Venet., 4to.
some

is
very rare, ought to be accompanied by a
Latin version ; since Bartholomaeus promises one in
but no
his praefatory epistle to Peter Contarenus
{Loire, Index Libr.
Hoffcopy occurs with one.

which

brought from the Baltic to Greece in the very earliest
times.
The term rj'ktKTpov, as Welcker observes,
The most esIn the mann, Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 210.)
resembles yXiKTup, an epithet of the sun.
is that of Van
opinion of this last-mentioned writer, the story of teemed among subsequent editions
Phaethon is only the Greek version of a German le- Lennep, completed by Valckenaer, Groning., 1777,
editorial supervision of
gend on the subject. The tradition of the people of 4to, republished under the
The edition of
the country was said to be {Apoll. Rhod., 4, 611), Schaefer, Lips., 1823, 8vo, maj.
that the amber was produced from the tears of the sun- Boyle, which gave rise to the controversy between
celebrated
the
The Greeks made this sun-god the same with the Christ- Church wits and
Bentley,
god.
their Apollo, and added that he shed these tears when was issued from the Oxford press in 1695, 8vo, and
its
It
owes
in
1718.
he came to the land of the Hyperboreans, an exile from reprinted
only notoriety to the
heaven on account of his avenging upon the Cyclops lashing which Bentley inflicted upon the editor, the
the fate of his son .^sculapius.
But, as this did not Hon. Charles Boyle, brother to the Earl of Orrery,
accord with the Hellenic conception of either Helios and, at the time of the first publication, a member
In preparing this edition, Boyle
or Apollo, the Heliades were devised to remove the of Christ-Church.
The foundation of the fable
in the was assisted by Mr. John Freind, one of the junior
;

inconsistency.

lay

circumstance of amber being regarded as a species of
That
resin, which drops from the trees that yield it.
part of the legend which relates to the Eridanus, confounds the Po with the true Eridanus in the north of
Welcker, JEsch.

—

Trilogie, p. 566, seq.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 57, seq.)
Phaethontiades or Phaethontides, the sisters of

Europe.

(

Phaethon, changed into poplars.
Phaethon. )

{Vid. Heliades, and

a Lacedaemonian, one of the Parand the leader of the colony to Tarentum.

Phalanthus,
theniae,

—

{Vid. Partheniae.)
Phalaris, a tyrant of Agrigenlum in Sicily, whose
«ge is placed by Bentley in the 57th Olympiad, or
about 560 B.C.
This, however, is done by that emi-

students of the college, afterward the celebrated phyThe preface
sician, who officiated as his private tutor.
contained a remark, reflecting, though without anj

on Beniley's want of courtesy
just grounds whatever,
in not allowing a manuscript in the King's Library,
of which he was keeper, to be collated for Boyle's

This drew from Bentley his first DisserUon the Epistles of Phalaris. in the form of Letters
to Mr. Wotton, a work which, though afterward eclipsed
is no less amusing than
by the enlarged dissertation,
edition.

tion

The author is completely successful in
His arguments are
proving the epistles spurious.
drawn from chronology, from the language of the letfrom their late disters, from their matter, and, finally,
covery
Having overthrown the claim of Phalaris to
learned.

^
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Phaok, a mariner of Lesbos, accustomed to ferry
passengers across from the island to the main land
{Tiopdfiog 7]v -^akacaa.
PalcepL, de Incred., 49). Lu-

among royal or noble aulhors, Bentley examcertain other reputed pieces of antiquity, such as

a place
tt;es

the Letters of Themistocles, of Socrates, and of

—

Eu-

cian calls him a native of Chios.

ripides ; all which he shows not to be the productions
of the individuals whose names they bear, but forgeries

of

some

sophists

many

centuries later.

The

(Dial. Mort., 9, 2.)

one legend, he was beloved by Venus,
who concealed him amid lettuce. {Mlian, V. H.y 12,
Another version of the fable stated, that Venus
18.)
came to him on one occasion under the form of an

According

publica-

to

work excited a sensation in the literary
and academical cfrcles that was without example.
The society of Christ-Church was thrown into a per- aged female, and, having requested a passage, was ferfect ferment, and the task of inflicting a full measure ried across to the mam land by him, free from charge,
of literary chastisement upon the audacious offender such being his wont towards those who were in indiwas assigned to the ablest scholars and wits of the gent circumstances. The goddess, out of gratitude,
The leaders of the confederacy were Atter- presented him with an alabaster box, containing a pecollege.
bury and Smalridge, but the principal share in the at- culiar kind of ointment, and, when he had rubbed himtack fell to the lot of the former.
In point of classi- self with this, he became the most beautiful of men.
cal learning, however, the joint stock of the r.oaliton Among others, Sappho became enamoured of him, but,
tion of this

l)ore no proportion to that of Bentley
their acquaintance with several of the books on which they comment
appears only to have been begun upon this occasion
and sometimes they are indebted for their knowledge
of them to the very individual whom they attack, and
compared with whose boundless erudition their learning was that of schoolboys, and not always sufl5cient
to preserve them from distressing mistakes.
But

finding her passion unrequited, threw herself into the
sea from the promontory of Leucate.
Vid. Sappho,
(
and Leucate.
Arsen.
JElian, I. c.
Palaph., I. c.

:

—

;

Violar., p. 461, ed.
s. V.

Walz.

—
— Eudocia,

p.

—
—

413.

Suid.,

^dcjv.)

I. a
borough of Tanagra in Boeotia. (StraII. One of the twelve cities of Achaia, sit405.)
uate on the river Pirus, about 70 stadia from the sea,
profound literature was at that period confined to and 120 from Patrae. {Pausan., 7, 22.) It was anfew ; while wit and raillery found numerous and nexed by Augustus to the colony of Patrae. The ruins
The consequence was, that when were observed by Dodwell on the left bank of the
eager readers.
the reply of the Christ-Church men appeared, this Camenitza (vol. 2, p. 310).— III. A town of Crete.
town of Messenia,
motley production of theirs, which is generally known {Sleph. Byz-, s. v. $apat.)— IV.
"
by the name of Boyle against Bentley," it met with on the Sinus Messeniacus, northwest of Cardamyla.
a reception so uncommonly favourable as to form a Among other divinities worshipped here were Nicomkind of paradox in literary history. But the triumph achus and Gorgazus, sons of Machaon.
They had
of his opponents was short-lived.
Bentley replied in both governed this city after the death of their father,
his enlarged Dissertation, a work which, while it ef- to whom, as well as themselves, was attributed the art
fectually silenced his antagonists, and held them up to of healing maladies.
{Steph. Byz., s. v.)
ridicule as mere sciolists and blunderers, established
Pharhacu8.<e, I. two islets a short distance from the
on the firmest basis his own claims to the character of Attic shore, in the Sinus Saronicus, east of Salamis.
a consummate philologist.
{Monk's Life of Bentley^ In the larger of these Circe was said to have been interred.
(Strabo, 395.
Steph. Byz., s. v. ^apfia'
p. 49, seqq.)
Phaleron, the most ancient of the Athenian ports
Kovaoa.) They are now called Kyra.
{Chandler's
but which, after the erection of the docks in the Pirae- Travels, vol. 3, p. 220.) II. An island of the ^Egean
a
about
120 stadia
maritime point Sea, southwest from Miletus, and
us, ceased to be of any importance in
of view.
It is known as the place
It was, however, enclosed within the fortidistant from that place.
fications of Themistocles, and gave its name to the where Julius C»sar was taken by the pirates.
{Plut.,
southernmost of the long walls, by means of which it Vu. Ccts.)
the
was connected with Athens. Phaleron supplied the
of
Mithradates
I.
Great,
Pharnaces, grandfather
Athenian market with abundance of the little fish and son and successor of Mithradates IV. of Pontus.
named Aphyae, so often mentioned by the comic He conquered Sinope and Tium {Strab., 545. Diod.
writers.
Sic , Frag.), and was engaged in a war with EumeId., Av., 96.
{Aristoph., Acharn., 901.

Phar^,

—

bo,

A

—

—

;

—

Athen., 7, S.—Aristot.., Hist. An., 6, 15.)

—

—

The

nes, king of Pergamus, which lasted for some years,
and was put an end to chiefly through the interference

lands

were marshy, and produced very fine cabXcn., (Econ., c.
bages.
(Hesych., s. v. ^aTiTjpcKcU.
The modern name of Phaleron is Porto Fanari.
19.)
*'
Phalerum," says Hobhouse (vol. 1, p. 301, Am. ed.),
"is of an elliptical form, smaller than Munychia and
the remains of the piers on each side of the narrow
mouth are still to be seen. The line of its length is
from east to west, that of its breadth from north to
around

it

—

Rome. {Polyb., Exc, 24, 4, seqq.) Polybius records of Pharnaces that he was more wicked than all
the kings who had preceded him.
{Polyb., 27, 15.)
II. Son of Mithradates the Great, proved treacherous
to his father when the latter was forming his bold deof

—

;

sign of advancing towards Italy from Asia, and crossAling the Alps as Hannibal had done before him.
though the favourite son of that celebrated monarch,
he incited the army to open rebellion, disconcerted all

On the northeast side of the port, the land is
high and rocky until you come to the fine sweep of the
bay of Phalerum, perhaps tw^o miles in length, and terminated on the northeast by a low promontory, once
The clay from this neighbourhood was
that of Colias.
preferred to any other for the use of the potteries."
Phan.e, a harbour of the island of Chios, with a
south.

As
his father's plans, and brought him to the grave.
a reward of his perfidy, Pharnaces was proclaimed
King of Bosporus, and styled the ally and friend of
the

facility

with which

it

was gained being expressed by

the victor in those celebrated words,

)

(Cramer^s Greece,

vol. 1, p. 99.)

103,

into Pontus, and, encountering the army of Pharnaces
near the city of Zela, gained a complete victory ; the

Phanote, a town of Chaonia in Epirus, correspond- Vici.'' {Hirt.,
ing to the modern Gardiki, a fortress once belonging —Sueton, Vit.
1024

c.

in taking Sinope,
hereditary dominions, and succeeded
Amisus, and some other towns of Pontus. But Julius
CsBsar, after the defeat and death of Pompey, marched

The promontory is called at
(Vivg., Georg., 2, 98.)
the present day Cape Mastico.
{Mannert., Geogr.,

to the Suliots.

{Appian, Bell. Mithrad.,

nation.

During the civil war waged by Caesar and
Pompey, Pharnaces made an attempt to recover his

temple of Apollo and a palm-grove in its vicinity.
Near it also was a promontory of- the same name.
Phanse
(Strabo, 645.— Li»., 36, Ad.— Id., 44, 28.)
was in the southern part of the island, and the neighbourhood was remarkable for its excellent wine.

vol. 6, pt. 3, p."^326

Roman

seqq.)

I

ter his

defeat,

Bell. Alex., c.
Cces.,

37— Dio

Pharnaces

"

Veni,

72.—Plut.,

Vit.

Vidi,

Cas.

Cass., 42, 47.) Afretired to the Bosporus,

PHA
where he was

PHA

by some of

own

sius, ad Mel., 2, 7, p. 761.)
Strabo, however, and
Dio Cass., I. c.)
Josephus call the mound or causeway iTrraarddio^
{Appian, Bell. Mithrad,, c. 120.
PharnacIa, a city of Ponius, on the seacoast, and ;);(j^a, or one of seven stadia, referring probably to ibo
It is erroneously
work itself, exclusive of the bridges. {Strabo, I. c.
in the territory of the Mosynoeci.
confounded with Cerasus by Arnan {Peripi, p. 17), Joseph., Ant. Jud , 12, 2, 12.) Ammianus Marcelli*
while the anonymous geographer, though in this in- nus, and some other writers after him, make Cleopatra
Htance he copies that writer, yet afterward places Cera- to have erected the tower and built the causeway
It should
sus 530 stadia farther to the cast (p. 13).
{Amm. MarcelL, 22, 16.— Tzetz.— Cedren.), and
be observed, also, that Strabo says that Cotyorum, and some critics suppose that the tower must have been
of
not Cerasus, had contributed to the foundation
destroyed by Cesar in the Alexandrine war, and rePharnacia {iStrabOy 548); and he afterward names built by the Egyptian queen.
This, however, can
from
town
and
distinct
that
as
a
small
Cerasus
place
hardly have been the case, since Cesar merely speaks
slain

his

—

followers.

—

nearer Trapezus. Pliny, moreover, distinguishes Pharnacia and Cerasus, and he besides informs us that the
Xenoformer was 100 miles from Trapezus (6, 4).

phon and the Greeks were three days on their march
from Trapezus to Cerasus, a space of time too short
to accomplish a route of 100 miles over a difficult
It
{Anab., 5, 3, 5.)
country.
that the Cerasus of Xenophon

is

apparent, therefore,
is not to be identified
might be thought so in Arri-

with Pharnacia, though it
an's time ; and it is remarkable that this erroneous
opinion should have prevailed so strongly as to leave

name

of Keresoun
With respect to this latter place, it
cient Pharnacia.
to
have been founded by Pharnaces, grandfaappears
ther of Mithradates the Great, though we have no posknow only that it exitive authority for the fact.
isted in the time of the last- mentioned monarch, since
it is
spoken of in Plutarch's Life of Lucullus. Manthe

to the site occupied by the an-

We

nert is inclined to think, that Pharnacia was founded on
the site of a Greek settlement named Choerades, which
It is also noScylax places in this vicinity (p. 33).
ticed by Stephanus of Byzantium as a town of the

Mosynoeci, on the authority of Hecataeus {s. v. XoipdCraMannert, Gcogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 386.
mer's Asia Minor, vol. I, p. 281).
Pharos, I. a small island in the bay of Alexandrea,
•t the entrance of the greater harbour, upon which was
built, in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, a celeThe architect
brated tower, to serve as a lighthouse.
was Sostratus, son of Dexiphanes. This tower, which
deg.

—

—

was also called Pharos, and which passed for one of
tae seven wonders of the world, was built with white
marble, and could be seen at a very great distance.
had several stories raised one above another, adorned with columns, balustrades, and galleries, of the
On the top, fires were
finest marble and workmanship.
It

kept lighted in the night season, to direct sailors in the
bay, which was dangerous and difficult of access.
The building of this tower cost the Egyptian monarch

800

about 850,000

talents,

dollars.

According

to

Strabo, there was on the tower the following inscNption, cut into the marble, 2i22TPAT02 KNIAI02

of his having ordered the private dwellings to be pulled
refers to the Pharos apparently as still

down, but

As to the causeway it{Bell. Alex, 19.)
possible that Cleopatra may have continued it
to the main land, after the
bridge at that end had been
standing.

self, it 18

The Nubian ge{Voss., ad Mel., I. c.)
destroyed.
ographer, in a later age, gives the elevation of the Pharos as 300 cubits, from which it would appear that the
tower must have lost a portion of its original height.
(Falconer, ad Strab.,

would seem

to

I.

c.)

The name Pharos

have been given

tower

to the

itself

first,

and

after that to the island, if the Greek etymology be the
true one, according to which the term comes from the

Greek ^du, "

to

shine" or

*'

be bright**

{tftdu, <^do^
makes the word
of Egyptian origin, and deduces it from pharez, "a
watch-tower" or "look-out place." ( Voc. JEgypt., a.
v.—Opusc, vol. 1, p. 378, ed. Te Water.) The celebrity of the Egyptian Pharos made this a common
appellation among the ancients for any edifice that
was raised to direct the course of mariners either by
means of lights or signals.
The Emperor Claudius
ordered one to be erected at Ostia, and there was another at Ravenna.
In{Voss., ad Plin., 36, 12.)
stead of the ancient Pharos at Alexandrea, there is now
only a kind of irregular castle, without ditches or outworks of any strength, the whole being accommodated
to the inequality of the ground on which it stands.
Out of the midst of this clumsy building rises a tower,
which serves for a lighthouse, but which has nothing
II. An
of the beauty and grandeur of the old one.
island off the coast of lUyricum, to the east of Issa»

(^aepog, ^dpof).

Jablonski, however,

—

—

and answering to the modern Lessina. It was settled
Scymn., Ch.^
by a colony from Paros {Scylax, p. 8.
V, 425), and was the birthplace of Demetrius the Pharian, whose name often occurs in the writings of Polybius.
{Polyb., 2, 10, %.—Id., 2, 65, 4, &c.)
Pharsalia, I. the region around the city of Phar-

—

salus in Thessaly, celebrated for the battle fought in
its
plains between the armies of Caesar and Pompey.

—

II. The title of Lucan's epic poem.
{Vid. Lucanus.)
a
AE3I*AN0Y2 eE0I2 2i2THP2IN
Pharsalus,
city of Thessaly, situate in that part
nAQIZ0MENi2N {"Sostratus the Cnidtan, son of of the province which Strabo designates by the name
Dexiphanes, to the gods the preservers, for the benefit of Thessaliotis. It lay southwest of Larissa, on the
of mariners*''). Pliny also speaks of the magnanimity river Enipeus, which falls into the Apidanus, one o{
of Ptolemy, in allowing the name of Sostratus, and not the tributaries of the Peneus.
Although a city of
his own, to be inscribed upon the tower.
{Strdb., 791. considerable size and importance, we find no mention
Lucian, however, tells a different of it prior to the Persian invasion.
Plin., 36, 12.)
Thucydides re-

{Vid. Pharsalus.)

YHEP TQN

—

to that writer, Sostratus, wishing to

ports that

the glory of the work, cut the
above inscription on the stones, and then, covering
them over with cement, wrote upon the latter another

Myronides

According

story.

enjoy in after ages

inscription,

ed

all

which assigned the honour of having erectauthor of the work. King Ptol-

this structure to the

emy.

The cement, however, having decayed through

time, Ptolemy's inscription

became

disappeared, and

the^

other

{Lucian, Quomodo hist, conscrib.
obtained this story is not
known it is certainly a most incredible narrative, and
very probably an invention of his own.
{Du Soul, ad
Lucian, I. c.) The island of Pharos was eight stadia
from the main land, and connected with it by a causeway, which had two bridges, one at either end. ( Vos-

tit,

visible.

62.)

Where Lucian

;

—

60

it

was besieged by

the Athenian general

after his success in Boeotia, but without
of the serThe same historian

avail (1, 111).

speaks

vices rendered to the Athenian people by Thucydides
the Pharsalian, who performed the duties of proxenoe
and he also
at Athens (8, 92)
to his

countrymen

;

Pharsalians generally favoured that
At a later
war.
republic during the Peloponnesian
of this city became
period, the plains in the vicinity
celebrated for the battle fought in them between the
armies of Caesar and Pompey.
{Vid. Pharsilia I.)—
seems to make a distinction between the old and
states

that

the

Livy

as he speaks of Palso- Pharsalus (441.—
Dr. Clarke {Travels, vol. 7,
Strabo, 431).
there are few ami
p. 328,* Umd. ed.)' observes, that
V

new town,
Compare
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PH A
The name

Pharsalus.

qtiities at

phi:
of

Pharsa alone

re-

mains to show what it once was. Southwest of the
town there is a hill surrounded with ancient walls,
formed of large masses of a coarse kind of marble.
Upon a lofty rock above the town to the south are
other ruins of greater magnitude, showing a considerable portion of the walls of the Acropolis and remains
of the Propylasa.
(Cramer's Anc. Gr ,\o\. 1, p. 398.)

Pharusii, a people of Africa, beyond Mauritania,
situate perhaps to the east of the Autololes, which latter people occupied the Atlantic coast of Africa,
opposite to the Insulae Fortunatae.
{Mela, 1, 4, 23.

—

ad loc.)
Phaselis, a town of Lycia, on the eastern coast,
near the confines of Pampbylia.
Livy remarks, that
it was a
conspicuous pomt for those sailing from Cilicia to Rhodes, since it advanced out towards the sea
and, on the other hand, a fleet could easily be descried from it (37, 23).
Hence the epithet of r]vefi6Eoaa applied to it by Dionysius Periegetes (v. 854).
are informed by Herodotus (2, 178), that this
Vossiiis,

;

We

town was colonized by some Dorians.

Though united
did not form part of the Lycian confederacy, but was governed by its own laws.
{Strabo,
Phaselis, at a later period, having become the
667.)
haunt of pirates, was attacked and taken by Servilius
to Lycia,

it

Isauricus.

{Flor.,

6.

3,

— Eutrop.,

Lucan

6,

3.)
visited

by Pomspeaks of it as nearly deserted when
pey in his flight after the battle of Pharsalia (8, 251).
Nevertheless, Strabo asserts that it was a considerable town, and had three ports.
He observes, also,
that it was taken by Alexander, as an advantageous
post for the prosecution of his conquests into the interior.
(S/raJ., 666.— Compare Arrian, Exp. Ai, 1,24.
Phaselis, according to AthenaePlut., Vit. Alex.)
us, was celebrated for the manufacture of rose perfume
Nicander certainly commends its roses
(14, p. 688).
"On a small peninsula, at the
{ap. Athen., p. 683.)
foot of Mount Takhtalu (the highest point of the Soly-

—

—

mean mountains)," says Captain

Beaufort, "are the

remains of the city of Phaselis, with its three ports
and lake as described by Strabo. The lake is now a
mere swamp, occupying the middle of the isthmus,
and was probably the source of those baneful exhalations which, according to Livy and Cicero, rendered
Phaselis so unhealthy.
The modem name of Phase" The harbour
lis is Tekrova."
(Karamania, p. 56.)
and town of Phaselis," observes Mr. Fellows, "are
both extremely well built and interesting, but very
Its theatre, stadium, and temples may alt be
small.
traced, and its numerous tombs on the hills show how
{Tour in Asia Minor, p.
long it must have existed."
211.)
Beyond Phaselis the mountains press in upon
the shore, and leave a very narrow passage along the
strand, which at low water is practicable, but, when
storms prevail and the sea is high, it is extremely
dangerous in this case, travellers must pass the mountains, and proceed into the interior by a long circuit.

—

:

The

defile in question, as well as the

mountams

over-

hanging it, was called Climax, and it obtained celebfact that Alexander led his army
along it,
rity from the
after the conquest of Caria, under circumstances of
for, though the wind
great difficulty and danger
blew violently, Alexander, impatient of delay, hurried his troops forward, along the shore, where they
had the water up to their middle, and had great diffiAr{Strab., 666, seq.
culty in making their way.
;

Exp. Al,

26.

—

—

Plut., Vit. Alex)
Captain
" the shore at
Beaufort remarks, that
present exhibits
a remarkable coincidence with the account of Alexan-

rian,

1,

march from Phaselis. The road along the beach
however, interrupted in some places by projecting
cliffs, which wouM have been diflScult to surmount,
but round which the men could readily pass by wading
Comthrough the water." {Karamania, p. 115, seq.
pare Leake's Tour, p. 190.)

der's
is,

—
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of Armenia Major,
Phasiana,
throogh
which the river Phasis or Araxes flows
whence the
name of the region. The beautiful birds, which we
a

district

;

call

name

in their

still

the traces
pheasants,
preserve
of this their native country.
{Vid. Araxes L)
Phasias, a patronymic given to Medea, as

being
{Chid,

born in Colchis, on the banks of the Phasis.
A. A, 2, 381.)

Phasis, L a river of Asia, falling into the Euxine
through parts of Armenia, Iberia, and
Colchis.
According to Strabo and Pliny, it rose in
the southern portion of the Moschian mountains, which
were regarded as belonging to Armenia.
{Strabo,
498.
Plin , 6, 4.)
Procopius states that in the early
its
course
it was called Boas, but that, after
of
part
reaching the^confines of Iberia, and becoming increased
in size by several tributaries, it took the name of Phaafter passing

—

Its modern name is
{Procop., Pers., 2, 29.)
Rion or Rioni, which would seem more properly to
belong to the Rheon, one of its tributaries. The Turks
The Phasis is famous in mythology
call it the Fasch.
sis.

from Jason's having obtained in its vicinity the golden
Grecian fable. Arrian {Peripl., Mar. Eux.)
says, that the colour of the water of the Phasis resembled that of water impregnated with lead or tin
thai
fleece of

;

is, it

was of a

bluish cast.

with the sea for

was said, also, not
some distance from

It

to in-

land.

termingle
—
For some general remarks on the name Phasis, conthe end of
remarks
{Mannert,
— A
the mouth
Geogr.,
p 394, seqq.)
at

sult

this article.

vol. 4,

city at

II.

of the Colchian Phasis, founded by a Milesian colony.
It does not appear to have been a
{Mela, 1, 85.)
In Hadrian's time it was a
place of any great trade.

mere

with a

fortress,

of

garrison
— Ammian. MarcclL,
22,

400 men.

(Arrian,

The place is not
mentioned by Procopius. In the vicinity of this spot,
the Turks, in former days, had the small fortress of
III. A
Potti.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 396.)
Peripl.

8.)

—

Armenia Major, the same with the Araxes.
{Vid Araxes, I.) The name Phasis would seem to
river of

—

have been a general appellation for rivers in early Oriental geography, and the root of it may be very fairly
Was
traced in the Indo-Germanic dialects.
{Phas.
—German Wasser, " Water." Consult Ritter, Vor

—

—

halle,

p.

466.)

Phavorinds
elate in Gaul,

(in

who

Greek ^aSoplvo^),
lived at

a native of Arthe reigns of

Rome during

Trajan and Hadrian, and enjoyed a high degree of consideration.
He wrote numerous works, but no part of
them has reached us except a few fragments in Stobaeus.
Aulus Gellius, however, has preserved for us
some of his dissertations in a Latin dress. {Noct. Att.,
Phavorinus loved to write
17, 10.)
14, 1, 2
12, 1
on topics out of the common path, and more or less
whimsical he composed, for example, a eulogium on
Thersites, another on Quartan Fever, &c. Having had
the misfortune to offend the Emperor Hadrian, his
statues, which the Athenians had raised to him, were
thrown down by that same people. He bequeathed
his library and mansion at Rome to Herodes Atticus.
Phavorinus was a friend of Plutarch's, who dedicated
;

;

;

a work to him.
For farther particulars relating to this
individual, consult Philostratus ( Ft^ Sophist., 1, 8, 1),
and Lucian {Eunuch., c. 7. Demon., c. 12, seq.

—

—

Scholl, Gesch. Gr. Lit., vol. 2, p. 607.)
Phazania, a region of Africa, lying to the south of

now Fezzan. {Plin., 5, 3.)
{^eveoc), a city in the northern part of
It was a town
Arcadia, at the foot of Mount Cyltene.
of great antiquity, since Hercules is said to have resided there after his departure from Tiryns, and Homer has mentioned it among the principal Arcadian
Tripolis.

It is

Pheneus

cities.

(//.,

2, 605.)

The

place was surrounded by
are said to have once

some extensive marshes, which

inundated the whole country, and to have destroyed
the ancient town.
They are more commonly called

PHE

PHE

the Lake of Pheneus, and were principally formed by
the river Aroanius or Olbiua, which descends from
the mountains to the north of Pheneus, and usually
finds a vent in some natural caverns or katabaihra at
the extremity of the plain ; but when, by accident,
these happened to be blocked up, the waters filled the
whole valley, and, communicating with the Ladon and
overflowed the beds of those rivers as far as

Alpheus,
Olympia.

Pausanias
{Eralosth., ap. Strab., 389.)
of some great works undertaken
reports, that vestiges
to drain the Phenean marshes, and ascribed by the natives to Hercules, were to be seen near the city

The vestiges of the town itself are visible,
•^, 14).
according to Dodwell, near the village of Phonia, upon
an insulated rock. The lake is said to be very small,
and to vary according to the season of the year. {Dod-

PHRRiCUfl, a surname of Jason, as bemg a native
jofPher*. (Kirf. Jason, H.)
Phkrkcratbs, a comic poet of Athens, contemporary with Plato, Phrynichus, Aristophanes, and EuI

j

— Clinton,

UXuTuv
known

Fast. Hell.,
of him.
He is said to
have written 21 comedies, of which a few fragments
remain.
The foUowmg are the titles of some of bis
"
"
" The
Deserters,"
Chiron," The Old Wompieces
" The False
" The
en,"
Painters,"
Hercules," &.c.
{Suid.,

polis.
vol. 1,

p

s. V.

Little is

xl.)

:

Such was the license which prevailed at this period on
the Greek stage, that Pherecrates was particularly

commended

for having abstained entirely in his
pieces
from any personal attacks.
He was also the inventor
of a species of verse, which was called from him the
Pherecratean or Pherecratic. The Pherecratic verse
well, vol. 2, p. Ad6.— Cramer's Anc. Gr., vol. 3, p. is the Glyconic deprived of the final syllable, and consists of a spondee, a choriambus, and a catalectic
321.)
sylPHERiS, I. a city of Pelasgiotis, in Thessaly, one of lable. The first foot was sometimes a trochee or an
the most ancient and important places in the country. anapasst, rarely an iambus. When this species of verse
has a spondee in the first station, it may then be scanIt was the capital of Admetus and Eumelus, as we
It has been
learn from Homer (/Z., 2, 711, seq.) and ApoUonius. ned as a dactylic trimeter.
conjectured

{Arg.,

1,

49.— Compare

was famed

Horn., Od., 4, 798.)

Pherae

at a later period as the native place of Jaraised himself to the head of affairs

son, who, having
by his talents and

ability, became master not only of
but of nearly the whole of Thessaly.
After the death of Jason, Pherae
{Vid. Jason, H.)
was ruled over by Polydorus and Polyrophon, his two
The latter of these was succeeded by Albrothers.
exander, who continued for eleven years the scourge
of his native city and of the whole of Thessaly.
His evil designs were for a
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 5.)
time checked by the brave Pelopidas, who entered
that province at the head of a Boeotian force, and occupied the citadel of Larissa ; but, on his falling into
the hands of the tyrant, the Boeotian army was placed
in a most perilous situation, and was only saved by the
presence of mind and ability of Epaminondas, then

his

own

city,

The Thebans subsequently
serving as a volunteer.
rescued Pelopidas, and, under his command, made war
upon Alexander of Pherae, whom they defeated, but at
the expense of the life of their gallant leader, who fell
ni the action.
(Plut., Vit. Pelop.—Polyh., 8, 1, 6,
Alexander was not long after assassinated by
seqq.)
his wife and her brothers, who continued to tyrannize
over this country until it was liberated by Philip of

—

Diod. Sic, 16,
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, ^.
years after, Cassander,as we are informed
but
Demetrius Poliorby Diodorus, fortified Pher®,

Macedon.

Many

38.)

celes contrived, by secret negotiations, to obtain possession of both the town and citadel.
{Diod. Sic. ,20,
In the invasion of Thessaly by Antiochus, Phe1 10.)
rae was forced to surrender to the troops of that monarch after

some

resistance.

{Liv., 36, 9.)

It after-

Roman

consul Acilius.
Strabo observes, that the constant ty{Id., 36, 14.)
its
ranny under which this city laboured had hastened

ward

fell

into the

hands of the

Its territory was most fertile,
{Strab., 436.)
ind the suburbs, as we collect from Polybius, were
surrounded by gardens and walled enclosures (18, 2).
Stephanus Byzantinus speaks of an old and new town
of PhertB, distant about eight stadia from each other.
Pherae, according to Strabo, was ninety stadia from
{Cramer's Ancient Greece,
Pagasaj, its emporium.
vol. 1. p. 393.)— II. A town of ^tolia.
{Steph. Byz.,

decay.

was originally the only foot admissiplace of the Pherecratic.
{Ramsay,
Lat. Pros., p. \^2.—Sch'6ll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p.
of
Pherecrates
were
The
90.)
given with
fragments
those of Eupolis, by Runkel, Lips., 1829, 8vo.
Phkrecydes, I. a Grecian philosopher, contemporary
that the trochee

ble in the

first

with Terpander and Thales, who flourished about 600
The
B.C., and was a native of the island of Scyros.
particulars which remain of the life of Phejecydes are
few and imperfect. Marvellous circumstances have
been related of him, which only deserve to be mentioned in order to show, that what has been deemed
supernatural by ignorant spectators may be easily conceived to have happened from natural causes.
ship
in full sail was, at a distance, approaching its harbour;
it would never come into
that
Pherecydes predicted
the haven, and it happened accordingly, for a storm
After drinking water
arose which sunk the vessel.
from a well, he predicted an earthquake, which hap-

A

pened three days afterward.

It is

easy to suppose

that these predictions might have been the result of a
careful observation of those phenomena which comstorms or earthquakes, in a climate
monly

precede

where they frequently happen. Pherecydes is said to
have been the first among the Greeks who wrote concerning the nature of the gods but this can only mean
that he was the first who ventured to write upon these
;

For, before his time, Orpheus, Musubjects in prose.
saius, and others, had written theogonies in verse.
Some have ascribed to him the invention of the sundial ; but the instrument was of a more ancient date,
being mentioned in the Jewish history of Hezckiah,

king of Judea.

manner

in

(2 Kings, 20., 11.)
Concerning the
which he died, nothing certain is known
;

as to the story of his having been gradually consumed for his impiety by the loathsome disease called
morbus pedicularis, this must doubtless be set down in
for,

the long

list

of idle tales by which the ignorant and

superstitious have always endeavoured to bring philosophy into contempt. He lived to the age of eighty-

—

It is difficult to give, in any degree, an
five years.
accurate account of the doctrines of Pherecydes ; both
because he delivered them, after the manner of the
times, under the concealment of symbols, and bes. V. ^epai.)
III. A town of Messenia, to the east of cause a very few memoirs of this philosopher remain.
At this place Homer makes Tele- It is most probable, that he taught those opinions conthe river Pamisus.
machus and the son of Nestor to have been entertain- cerning the gods and the origin of the world which
Aned by Diodes, on their way from Pylos to Sparta. the ancient theogonists borrowed from Egypt.
It is also alluded to in the Iliad other tenet, which is, by the universal consent of the
{Od., 15, 186.)
Pherae was one of the seven towns offered ancients, ascribed to Pherecydes, is that of the immor(5,543).
It was
of the soul, for which he was, perhaps, indebted
to Achilles.
9,

—

151.)
{II.,
by Agamemnon
annexed by Augustus to Laconia, after the battle of
Cramer's Ancient Gruccj
Actium. {Pausan.,i, 30.

—

vol. 3,

p 141.)

tality

Cicero says {Tusc. Qu(rst., 1, 16)
to the Egyptians.
that he was the first philosopher in whose writings
is also said, and not imthis doctrine appeared.

He

1<B7

PHI

PHIDIAS.

have taught the doctrine of the transmiwas a tenet commonly regration of the soul ; for this
ceived among the Egyptians, and afterward taught by
to
f robably,

Whether

Pythagoras.

no sect

it

was

that

Pherecydes

insti-

his writings fell into disuse
through their obscurity ; or that Pythagoras designedthat
he might appear the original
ly suppressed them,
author of the doctrines which he had learned from his

tuted

;

or that

or whatever else might be the cause, we are
master
left without farther information concerning his philos{Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p.
ophy.
362, seqq.) There are extant some fragments of a
Theogony composed by him, which bear a strange
character, and have a much closer resemblance to the
They show
Orphic poems than to those of Hesiod.
;

that, by this time, the characteristic of the theogonic
poetry had been changed, and that Orphic ideas were
in vogue.
{Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 234.) The
fragments of Pherecydes, together with those of his
namesake of Leros, were edited by Sturz, Gera, 1789,

new edition appeared in 1824, Lijts., 8vo,
with additional fragments, and more enlarged explana-

6vo, and a

The preface to this latter edition contains the
tions.
which Sturz ungreater part of Matthiae's dissertation,
The dissertation just mentioned
dertakes to refute.
in
was published by Matthiae,
1814, Altenb., 8vo, and

fession a

knowledge of all the finer parts of screnca
which could tend to dignify and enhance it. With
the most exquisite harmonies of poetry, and the most
gorgeous fictions of mythology, he was no less familiar
than with geometry, optics, and history. From Homer,
whose works he must have deeply studied, he drew
those images of greatness, which he afterward moulded

in earthly materials

with a kindred

The

spirit.

cir-

cumstance which, by

a singular felicity, not often accorded to genius, elicited the powers o( Phidias, was
the coincidence, in point of time, of the full
maturity
of his talents with the munificent administration of

Pericles.
Intent on his great national design of adorning Athens with the choicest specimens of art, this
statesman saw with eagerness, in the genius of Phidias, the means of giving form, shape, and completeness
to the most glorious of his conceptions.
He accordingly appointed this great sculptor the general superintendent of all the public works then in progress, both
of architecture and statuary {Plut., Vit. Perici, 13),
and well did the event sanction the choice which was
thus made by him.
The buildings leared under the
direction of Phidias, though finished within a compara-

was reprinted in Wolf's Analekten, vol. 1, p. 321,
Pherecydes, and Cadmus of Miletus, are said
seqq.
to have been the first of the Greeks that wrote in prose.
Hoffmann,
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p. 212.
II.
native of Leros,
Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 219.)

tively short period, seemed built for ages, and, as ob
served by Plutarch, had the venerable air of antiquity
when newly completed, and retained all the freshness
of youth after they had stood for ages.
The beauti
ful sculptures on the frieze of the Parthenon were the
work of Phidias and his scholars, while the statue of
the goddess within the temple was his entire production.
This was, indeed, the most celebrated of all his

one of the Sporades, and

works,

—

—

a

—

A

contemporary with Herod-

He was

the last of the Logographers, or comof historical traditions {?Myoi, and ypdpilers in prose
^). After him the regular historians begin. Phereotus.

other works, made a collection of tradiThe
tions relative to the early history of Athens.
fragments of this writer have been edited, along with
those of Pherecydes of Scyros, by Sturz, Gera, 1789,
{Scholl, Hist.
8vo, republished at Leipsic in 1824.

cydes,

among

Lit. Gr.,

vol

140.)
Pheres, son of Cretheus, and of Tyro the daoghHe founded Pher» in Thessaly,
ter of Salmoneus.
where he reigned, and became the father of Admetus,
and of Lycurgus, king of Nemea. {Apollod., 1,9, 11.

—Id.,

1, 9,

2, p.

13.)

Phidias, a celebrated statuary, son of Charmidas,

and a native of Athens.

Nothing authentic

is

related

concerning his earlier years, except that he was instructed in statuary by Hippiasand Ageladas, and that,
when quite a youth, he practised painting, and made a

—

Sie{Plin., 35, 8, 34.
picture of Jupiter Olympius.
Jacobs, Amalth., vol.
bet.. Indie. Winkelm., p. 324.
2, p. 247.)
Respecting Hippias we have little informIn what period Phidias was a pupil of Agelaation.
das is likewise uncertain ; but as Pausanias makes
a contemporary of Onatas, who flourished

—

Ageladas
about the 78th Olympiad {Pausan., 8, 42, 4), and as
in this period Ageladas was both distinguished by his
own productions as an artist, and was at the head of a

of statnary, we may properly
very celebrated school
assume this as the time in which Phidias was under
Between the date just mentioned and the
his tuition.
third year of the 85th Olympiad, there is an interval of
30 years. If with these conclusions we attempt to
ascertain the time of the birth of Phidias, it is by no

if we
except the Olympian Jupiter at Elis. Independently of the workmanship, the statue was of noble dimensions and of the most costly materials. It was

twenty- six cubits, or thirty-nine feet in height, and
formed of ivory and gold
being most probably composed originally of the former, and overlaid, in part,
The goddess was represented in a noby the latter.
ble attitude, erect, clothed in a turtic reaching to her
feet.
On her head was a casque in one band she
held a spear
in the other, which was stretched out,
;

:

;

an ivory figure of Victory, four cubits high
while at
her feet was a buckler, exquisitely carved, the concave
representing the war of the giants, the convex the battle between the Athenians and Amazons, and portraits
of the artist and his patron were introduced among the
Athenian combatants, one cause of the future misfortunes which envy brought upon the author.
On the
middle of her helmet a sphinx was carved, and on each
On the aegis or breastplate was
of its sides a griffon.
The golden sandals
displayed a head of Medusa
were sculptured with the conflict between the Centaurs and Lapithe, and are described as a perfect gem
of minute art.
On the base of the statue was represented the legend of Pandora's creation, together with
the images of twenty deities.
{Pavsan., 1, 24, 5.
;

Siehclis,
5, 4.)

ad

It

loc.

— Max.

was from

this

Tyr., Diss.

U.

—

—

Plin., 36,

statue that Philorgus look

the golden head of Medusa {Isocrat. ad Callim.,
57, ed. Bekk.), in the place of which an ivory figure of
this head was afterward introduced, which was seen

away

{Bbckh, Corp. Inscript., 1, 242.)
by Pausanias.
This magnificent statue was repaired by Aristocles, in
and that
95.3
{Bockh, Corp. Inscript., 237)
Olymp.
it
might not be without the necessary moisture, as it
was placed on the dry ground, they were accustomed
means an improbable conjecture that he was about to sprinkle water on the ivory. (Pausan., 5, 11, 5.)
20 years of age when he received the instructions of According to the account of an ancient writer named
was born in the first year of Philochorus {ap. Schol. ad Aristoph. Pac., 604), PhidAgeladas, and. therefore,
the 73d Olympiad, or B.C. 488, a date very nearly ac- ias, soon after completing this statue, was charged with
This computation having embezzled a portion of the materials intended
cording with that given by Miiller.
will explain the fact, that in B.C. 438, Phidias, then for the work, and, in consequence, fled to Elis, where
50 years of age, represented himself as bald on the he was employed in making the famous statue of JuHe must also have piter but here again he was accused of similar emshield of the Athenian Minerva.
been about 56 years of age at the time of his death. bezzlement, and was put to death by the Elians
Phidias brought to hispro- The best critics, however, consider this whole story
^Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.)
1028
;

;

—

PHIDIAS

PHIDIAS.

to tie laise.
Heyne, though he errs in maintaining that
this suiue was dedicated before that of Minerva, yet
has very properly observed that, had Phidias been
of embezzlement in relation to it, the Elians
guilty
would never have allowed him to inscribe his name
on it, nor would they have intrusted its preservation
to his descendants.
{Anliq. Au/s.., vol. 1, p. 201.)
Miiller, too, examines the whole subject with great

and comes to the conclusion, that the fame
which Phidias had acquired by his Mmerva induced
the Elians to invite him to their country, in connexion
with his relations and pupils ; and that this journey was
undertaken by him in the most honourable circumThe
stances.
{Mullet, ie Phidue Vita, p. 25, scqq.)
impartiality,

—

statue of the Olympian Jupiter graced the temple of that
god at Olympia in Elis, and was chryselephantine
(made of gold and ivory), like that of Minerva. Like

was colossal, being sixty feet high.
in
represented as sitting on his throne
his right hand he held a figure of Victory, also made
of gold and ivory, in his left a sceptre beautifully
adorned with all kinds of metals, and having on the
His brows were encircled
top of it a golden eagle.
with a crown, made to imitate leaves of olive ; his
robe was of massive gold, curiously adorned, by a kind
of encaustic work probably, with various figures of anThe sandals, too, were of
imals, and also with lilies.
The throne was inlaid with all kinds of precious
gold.

it,

too, the size

The god was

:

materials, ebony, ivory, and gems, and was adorned
with sculptures of exquisite beauty.
On the base was
an inscription recoiding the name of the artist. {Pau-

gan., 5, II.

— Compare QtuLiremere de
—
ad Pausan.,

Olymp., p. 310.
informs us, that,

Siebelis

Quincy, Jup.
I.

c.)

Lucian

in order to render this celebrated work
as perfect in detail as it was noble in conception and
outline, Phidias, when he exposed it for the first time
after its completion to public view, placed himself behind the door of the temple, and listened attentively
to every criticism made by the spectators
when the
:

repose, the simple majesty of form and expre«siOBy
which constitute the true
of sculptural
x^pnsublimity
sentation.
{Menus, History of the Fine Arts, p. 62.)

—

In the time of Pausanias, there was still shown, at
Olympia, the building in which this statue of Jupiter
was made, and the posterity of Phidias bad the charge
of keeping the image free from whatever might sully
its beauty, and were, on this account,
styled ^aiSpwTui.
We have already remark{PaiLsan., 6, 14, 6.)
ed that, according to the best critics, this statue wat
executed subsequently to that in the Parthenon, and
It
not, as the common accounts have it, before this.
was on his return to Athens, after completing the

—

Olympian Jove, that Phidias became involved in the
which many erroneously suppose to have

difficulty,

preceded his visit to Elis.
According to Plutarch, bis
friendship and influence with Pericles exposed the arto envy, and procured him many enemies, who,
wishing, through him, to try what judgment the people
might pass upon Pericles himself, persuaded Menon,
one of his workmen, to place himself as a suppliant in the
forum, and to entreat the protection of the state while
he lodged an information against Phidias.
The peotist

ple granting his request, Menon charged the artist with
having embezzled a portion of the forty talents of gold

with which he had been furnished for the decoration of
the statue in the Parthenon.
The allegation, however,

was disproved

in the most satisfactory manner ; for
Phidias, by the advice of Pericles, had put on the golden decorations in such a way that they could be easistatue.
They were
ly removed without injury to the

accordingly taken off, and, at the order of Pericles,
weighed by the accusers ; and the result established
His enemies, howthe perfect innocence of the artist.
ever, were not to be daunted by this defeat, and a new

charge was,
him.

It

in

consequence, soon prepared against

was alleged

that, in his representation of the

Amazons upon the shield of Minerva, he
had introduced his own efiigy, as a bald old man ta-

battle of the

king up a large stone with both hands, and a highlyfinished picture of Pericles contending with an AmaThis was regarded as an act of impiety, and
zon.
grounded ones. {Lucian, pro Imag., 14.) It is also Phidias was cast into prison, to await his trial for the
said, that when the artist himself was asked, by bis rela- offence ; but he died in confinement before his cause
tion Panaenus, the Athenian painter, who, it seems, aid- could be heard.
{Plut., Vtt. PericL— Midler, de Vit.
ed him in the work, whence he had derived the idea of Phid., p. 33, seqq.—Schomann, de Comil., p. 219.
this his grandest effort, he replied, from the well-known Plainer, der Process, und die Klagen, vol. 1, p. 353.)
The numerous works of Phidias belong to rfiree dispassage in Homer, where Jove is represented as causing
Olympus to tremble on its base by the mere move- tinct classes Toreutic, or statues of mixed materials,
ment of his sable brow. (iZ., 1, 528.) The lines in ivory being ihe chief; statites of bronze; and sculpIn this enumeration are included
question, with the exception of their reference to the tures in marble.

crowd had withdrawn and the temple gates were closed,
he revised and corrected his work, wherever the objections he had just heard appeared to him to be well-

—

—

:

"ambrosial curls," and the brow of the god, contain no
allusion whatever to external form, and yet they carry
with them the noble idea of the Supreme Being nodding benignant assent with so much true majesty as to
cause even Olympus to tremble. (Strab., 354.
Polyb., Exc. L., XXX., 15, 4, 2.— Miiller, de Pkid. Vit.,

—

—

Of the whole work Quintilian remarks, that it
62.)
even added new feelings to the religion of Greece
{Irut. Or., 12, 10, 9), and yet, when judged according
p.

only capital performances ; for exercises in wood, plaster, clay, and minute labours in carving, are recorded
Of the
to have occasionally occupied his attention.
first class of works we have already mentioned the
and
statues
of
Minerva
the
two most remarkable ones,
Jupiter.
Among his works in bronze may be enumerThe celebrated statue of Mi1
ated the following
nerva Promachus, to which we have alluded in a previous article. {V^id. Parthenon.) 2. A statue of Mi-

—

:

.

—

to legitimate beauty.
It does not excite surprise,
therefore, to learn that Phidias himself disapproved of

nerva, placed, like the previous one, in the Athenian
Acropolis, and highly praised by Pliny (34, 8, 19).
Lucian prefers it to every other work of the artist's.
3. Another statue of Minerva, removed
4.)

the mixed effect produced by such a combination of

to

difTerent circumstances, nor will

in the

to the principles of genuine art, neither this nor the
Minerva in the Parthenon possessed any strong claims

{Imag.,

—

B.C. 168, and placed by Paulus ^milius
I. c)— 4. Thirteen
temple of Fortune. {Plin.,
ous in us to condemn these splendid representations. brazen statues, dedicated at Delphi, by the Athenians,
{Pausan 10,
In these compositions, exposed, as they were, to the out of the spoils taken at Marathon.
The following were among the productions
dim light of the ancient temple, and from their very 30, 1.)
1. A sUtue of Venus Urania,
magnitude imperfectly comprehended, the effects of of Phidias in marble.
to this goddess, not fax
variously reflecting substances, now gloom, r>ow glow- placed in a temple dedicated
It was of Parian marat Athens.
ing with unearthly lustre, must have been rendered from the Ceramicus
But this influence, though well ble. {Pausan., 1, 24, 8 )— 2. Another statue of Vedoubly imposing.
collection
calculated to increase
devotion, or to im- nus, of
beauty, which was in the
it

appear presumptu-

Rome

in

,

—

superstitious
press mysterious terror on the bewildered sense, was
meretricious, and altogether diverse from the solemn

exquisite
3. A eUtue
of Octavia at Rome.
{Plin., 36, 5, 4.)—
{Pau
of Mercury, placed in the vicinity of Thebes.
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— Phidias not only

san., 9, 10, 2.)
the art in which he

practised statuary,
also engra-

was pre-eminent, but

ving, as we learn from Martial {Epigr., 3, 35), and
from Julian {Epist , 8, p. 377, ed. Spanh.). The puartist were, Agoracritus,
pils of this most distinguished
Alcamenes, and Colotes. {Silhg, Diet. Art., s. v.

—

—

Junius, Catal. Artijic., p. 151, scqq.
Miiiler, de
Phid. Vit., p. 37, seqq.) The sublime style perfected
by Phidias seems almost to have expired with himself;
not that the art declined, but a predilection for subthe softer graces, in preference to
jects of beauty and
more heroic and masculine character, with the exception of the grand relievos on the temple at Olympia,
may be traced even among his immediate disciples.
In the era and labours of Phidias, we discover the utmost excellence to which Grecian genius attained in
the arts
and in the marbles of the. British Museum,
the former ornaments of the Parthenon, we certainly
behold the conceptions, and, in some measure, the very
Of the intelpractice of the great Athenian sculptor.
lectual character of these admirable performances,

—

;

is the prevailing principle ; the grandeur of
simplicity and nature, devoid of all parade or ostentation of art ; and their author, to use the language of
antiquity, united the three characteristics, of truth,

grandeur

exhibiting majesty,
grandeur, and minute refinement
gravity, breadth, and magnificence of composition, with
a practice scrupulous in detail, and with truth of individual representation, yet in the handling rapid, broad,
;

and

firm.
This harmonious assemblage of qualities, in
themselves dissimilar, in their result the same, gives
to the productions of this master an ease, a grace, a

vitality,

resembling more the spontaneous overflow-

inspiration than the laborious oflTspring of
{Memes, History of the Fine
thought and science.
In the course of this article, we
Arts, p. 62, seqq.)
have frequently referred to the Life of Phidias by Miiiler.
will end with a brief account of it, which

ings of

—

We

may

also serve, in

some degree,

what has here been advanced.

as a recapitulation of
Miiiler published,

m

1827, three dissertations relative to Phidias, read beThe
fore the Royal Society of Sciences at Gottingen
first is a biographical sk-ctch of Phidias, and establishes
beyond doubt that Phidias began to embellish Athens

with his works of sculpture in Olympiad 82 or 83,
Pericles was t~L(rTaTi}^; that he finished, in the
third year of Olympiad 85, the statue of Minerva for the
that the Elians, when the name of PhidParthenon
ias had become known over all Greece for the splendid works he had executed at Athens, induced him to
come to Elis, and that he made there the statue of the

when

;

Olympian Jove between Olympiads 85.3, and 86.3;
and, finally, that after his return to Athens, he was
thrown into prison by the enemies of Pericles, on a charge
of impiety, and that he died in prison, in the first year
of Olympiad 87, in which year the last work of PeriThe second
cles, the Propylaea, had been finished

—

shows the state of the fine arts before Phidias, and to
The
what height they were carried by his genius.
third gives a new explanation of the statues on the
The work
western front of the Parthenon af Athens.

—

" C.
Latin, and has the following title :
Odofr.
Muelleri de Fhidice Vita et Operibus Commentationes
&c."
tres,
{Gotiing., 1827, 4to.)
Phidon, I. a king of Argos, of the race of the Heraclidae, who, breaking through the constitutional checks
jy which his power was restrained, made himself abHe soon became possessed
solute in his native city.
of extensive rule by various conquests, reducing, about
the 3d Olympiad, the city of Corinth under his sway,
and subsequently, about the 8th Olympiad, the greater
is in

conquests upon

his claim to the

possessions of his

Phidon is described by
Herodotus (6, 127) and Pausanias (6, 22) as having
exercised his authority in the most arbitrary manner
of any of the Greeks.
Among other acts of highhanded power was his driving out the Elian agonothetse, or presidents of the games, and presiding himself in their stead.
Puusan., I. c.)
{Herod., I. c.
Phidon is said to have been the first who established
a common standard of
weights and measures for the
Not that, as some maintain, he was
Pelopoimesians.
the inventor of weights and measures, for these were
progenitor.

{Miiiler, p. 52.)

—

—

existence long before {Salvias , de Usur., p. 429.
ad. Horn., vol. 5, p. 389), but he caused one
uniform kind of weights and measures to be used by
those of the Peloponnesians whom he had reduced beneath his sway.
He
Miiiler, p. 56.)
{Herod., I. c.
in

Heyne,

—

reported also to have been the first that stamped
money, or, in other words, introduced among the

is

Greeks a regular coinage. This can only mean, not,
as Salmasius thinks, that he merely stamped a certain
mark on silver and brass laminae, which had before
been estimated by weight, but that he abolished the
and brought in stamped
Mginet., p. 57.
Id Dorians, vol. 2, p. 386. Eng. transl.
Etymol.
Mag., s. V. 'OdeXiCKO^.) This early mint was established in the island of .^Egina, at that time
subject to
his sway, and the very place for one, since its inhabitants were famed for their industrious and commercial
habits.
2, p. 604.—
{Slrah., 376.— Eustath. ad II
Marmor. Far., p. 25, cp. 31 ) The scholiast on Pindar (O/., 13, 27) makes Phidon to have been a Corinuse of metallic bars or
laminae for the

first

spits,

time.

{Miiiler,

—

,

—

,

thian

;
kiiCidTj ^eiftuv Tig, Kuptvdiog uvTjp, evpe fiirpa
This, however, can only mean, that
GTaBfiia.
Phidon. on the conquest of Corinth, introduced there

Kal

same weights and measures, and the same stamped
money as at JEgina. Hence the more correct remark
of Didymus {ad v. 36), on ^tiduv, 6 irpurog KOtpag
the

KopivOioig TP nerpov, 'Apyeioc

rjv.
{Miiiler, Mginet.,
But what arc we to do with the authority of
Aristotle, who speaks of Phidon as a Corinthian, and

p.

55.)

very early legislator {Polit., 2, 3, 7, ed. Schn.), while
elsewhere he makes mention of Phidon, the tyrant
The
Tvrpl'Apyoc {Poiit., 5, 8, 4, p. 218, Schn.)i.
best answer is that contained in the words of Miiiler:
" Potest
de
instituto
vetere
Arisloteles,
Corinthiorum,

quod ad Phidonem legislatorem referebant,
tus, quis ille Phido fuerit ipse dtibitasse.''^

certior

fac-

{Mginet.,
remains open to

The question, however, still
56.)
discussion, and Heyne, among^)thers, expressly distinguishes the Corinthian from the Argive Phidon.
p.

In a frag{Opusc. Acad vol. 2, p. 255, tn notis.)
ment also of Heraclides Ponticus (p. 22), mention is
made of a Cumaean Phidon, who izXeiooi fiETedtiKe
So that the name appears to have be
Trig noXiTeiag.
The power ol
longed to more than one legislator.
the Argive Phidon is said to have been overthrown
by the Lacedaemonians about the 11th Olympiad, when
leisure was allowed them to attend to the affairs of the
Peloponnesus, the first Messenian war having been
The chronology of Phidon's reign
brought to a close.
has been satisfactorily settled by Miiiler, in his " Mginetica,^'' a work to which we have already more than
once referred, and in the course of the discussion he
examines critically the computation of the Parian MarThe same scholar has
ble, and also that of Eusebius.
,

—

likewise explained away the difficulty in the text of
Herodotus (6, 127), by supposing that the historian
confounded a later Phidon with the ruler of Argos.
There is no need, therefore, of any of the emendations

proposed by Gronovius, Reitz, and others, although
the correction suggested by Gronovius meets with the
{Lavapprobation of Larcher, Porson, and Gaisford.
GaisPorson, Tracts, p. 325.
cher, ad Herod., I. c.
I.
c.
ant of Temenus, one of the Heraclidae, founded his ford ad Herod.,
Compare Miisgrave, Disscria-

(Miiiler, Mginet., p. 51,
part of the Peloponnesus.
aeqq.) The Lacedaemonians were at this time too much
occupied with the first Messenian war to be able to
check his progress, while he himself, as the descend-

—
—

—
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delphia may be represented by Mout ot.
of some size, near the junction of the

In the
ttons, p. 178, seqq.)
is a coin, described by

Mood, a town
two pnncipal
{Karamania, p. 2'23.)

Brandenburg collection,
Beger, which bears on
one side a diota, with the inscription 4>IA0, and on
Boeotian
shield.
a
This has been often
the other
taken for a coin of Phidon the Argive, but on no good
there

branches of the Calycadnus.
Leake, however, makes Mout to be Claudiopolis.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 332.) III. The cap-

—

grounds whatever. The known device of ^Egina is,
almost without an exception, a tortoise, while the

ital

their coins.

279. — Cardwell,

{Beger, Thesaurus Brandenb.,
Lectures on Ancient Coinage,

111.)— 11. A native of Cumae.
Philadelphia (4>i/la(5cA^em),

baccus.

It

received

its

the mountJabok or Jo-

among

name from Ptolemy

Philadel-

{Steph.

us, that

it

was

first

called

Ammana (Ammon),

after-

ward Astarte, and

at last Philadelphia.
It was one of
the cities of Decapolis.
Pliny, in enumerating these

p.
p.

ten cities, names Raphana after Philadelphia, which
Mannert thinks may be a corruption from Rabatham-

mona.

Abulfeda speaks of ruins at a place called
to correspond with the site
of this city.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. I, p 320.)
Philadelphus, the surname of the second Ptolemy
of Egypt.
{Vid. Ptolemasus II.)
Phil.<e, an island and city of Egypt, south of Syene.
The city appears to have owed its existence to the

Amman, which would seem

menes. The frequent earthquakes which it experienced were owing to its vicinity to the region called
Catacecaumene.
Even the city walls were not secure, but were shaken almost daily, and disparted.
The inhabitants lived in perpetual apprehension, and
were almost constantly employed in repairs. They
were few in number, the people chiefly residing in the
country, and cultivating the soil, which was very fer-

Ptolemies, who intended it as a friendly meetingplace and a common emporium for the Egyptians and
the Ethiopians from Meroe.
Hence, according to

—

some, the name of the place. {^i'kaL, from ^iXof
"
Compare Servius, ad JEn., 6, 323, locum qu^m Philas, hoc est arnicas, vocant.")
Others, however, derive
it from
the Egyptian Phi lakh, " the end" or " extremity" (i. e.. of Egypt), and others, again, from the
Arabic Phil, " an elephant," making Philae and Ele(Consult yaWon*^', Voc. JEgypt.,
phantina identical.
s. V.
Opusc, vol. 1, p. 455, seq., ed. Te Water.)
The island contains at present many splendid remains
of antiquity.
In its immediate vicinity was a small
rocky island called 'Afiarof (Abatos) by the Greeks,
from the circumstance of its being permitted the priests
alone to set foot on it, and its being hence inaccessible

Tacitus mentions it among the
{Slrabo, 628.)
cities restored by Tiberius, after a more than ordinary
calamity of the kind to which we have just alluded.
{Ann., 2, 47.) In the midst of these alarms, however,
tile.

Christianity flourishod in Philadelphia, and the place
mentioned in the Book of Revelations as one of the
seven churches of Asia (3, 7).
At a later day, the
ts

—

zeal of the Philadelphians showed forth conspicuously
in the gallant defence they made against the Turks
on more than one occasion. (G.
p. 290.)

Pachym.,

length they were conquered bv Bajazet in 1390.

M. Due, p 70.— Chalcond., p. 33.) The place
now called Allah-sehr, and preserves some remains

situate

Its Oriental appellation wa»
Byz.)
Rabbath Ammon. Stephanus of Byzantium informs

phus.

{Vid. Phidon I.)
I. a
city of Lydia,
southeast of Sardis.
It stood on a root of Mount
Tmolus, by the river Cogamus, and derived its name
from its founder, Attains Philadelphus, brother of Eu-

At

Ammonites,

ains of Gilead, near the sources of the

shield portrayed upon thistioin is as exclusively a badge
of Boeotia, and is too highly executed for so remote a
It appears, also, that it was a common pracperiod.
tice in Boeotia to inscribe the name of some magistrate

upon

city of the

is

to others.

of
Christianity, and also a few monuments of heathen an"
Chandler states,
that it is now a mean but
tiquity.
considerable town, of large -extent,
the

In this place

was the tomb of

Osiris, Isis

{Tzetz. ad Lyhaving here deposited his remains.
cophr., v. 212.
Zoega, de Obelise p. 286.
Description de VEgypte, Antiq.,\o\. 1, p. 44
Creuzer, Comment. Herod., p. 182, seqq.) The modern name is

—

spreading up
Of the walls which enslopes of three or four hills.
compassed it, many remnants are standing, but with

,

—

—

(rez^Va^£•^5^?i^ ("Temple-island"), in allusion to the
remains of antiquity upon it. {Mannert, Geogr., vol.

Mr. Arundell,
{Travels, p. 310, seq.)
large gaps."
who visited this place in 1826, was informed by the
"
Oreek bishop that there were twenty-five churches
in it, but that divine service was chiefly confined to

10, pt. 1, p. 235, seqq.)

Phil^nt, two Carthaginian brothers, whose names
have been handed down to modern times for a signal
act of devotion to their country.
A contest, it seems,
year." had arisen between the Carthaginians and Cyreneans.
Mr. respecting the point where their respective territories
{Visit to the Seven Churches of Asia, p. 170.)
" Of
Fellows, who visited the spot in 1838, remarks,
met, and this was the more difficult to be determined,
the ancient city of Philadelphia but little remains
since the country on the borders of the two states was
its walls are still
standing, enclosing several hills, a sandy desert, and without anything that might serve
It was
ipon the sides of which stood the town, but they as a common landmark.
agreed at last, that
are fallen into ruins. They are built of unhewn stone, two individuals should set out at the same time from
massed and cemented together with fragments of old Carthage and Cyrene respectively, and that the spot
edifices
some immense remains of buildings, huge where they might meet should be regarded as the
The parsquare stone pillars, supporting brick arches, are also common boundary of the two communities.
standing, and are called the ruins of the Christian ties accordingly set out, the two Philaeni having been
Church. All the remains which have been pointed selected by the Carthaginians for this purpose; but the
out to me as ruins of Christian churches appear to two Cyreneans travelled more slowly than their Carhave been vast temples, perhaps erected by imperial thaginian antagonists, and only met the Philaeni after
command, and dedicated to nominal Christianity, but the latter had advanced a considerable distance into
showing, in the niches and brackets for statues and the disputed territory. The Cyreneans thereupon acarchitectural ornaments, traces of heathen supersti- cused the Philaeni of unfairness, and of having started
tion."
{Tour in Asia Minor, p. 288.) The meaning before the appointed time. The Philaeni, on their
of the modern name, Allah-sehr, is " the city of God," part, oflTered to do anything to show that they had actan appellation which forms a strange kind of coinci- ed fairly, and the two Cyreneans then gave them their
dence with the departed glories of the place. {Arun- choice, either to be buried alive on the spot where
dell, p. 169.
Compare Milner^s History of the Seven they were standing, or else to allow them, the CyreChurches, p. 317.)
II. A city of Cilicia Trachea,
neans, to advance as far as they pleased into the dispuon the river Calycadnus, to the north of Seleucia ted territory, and there be buried alive on their part.
Trachea. The site is thought by Leake to correspond The Philaeni accepted the former part of the oflfer, and
The Carthaginians erectto the modern Ermenek.
{Journal, p. 117.)
Cap- were accordingly entombed.
tain Beaufort, on the other hand, supposes that Phila- ed two altars on the spot, which were thenceforth ;?1031

five only, in which it was regularly performed
every
week, but in the larger number only once a

;

:

—

—

j

\
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garded as the limits of their territory in this direction.
These altars
{Sail., Bell. Jug., \9.—Id. tb., 79.)
stood in the innermost bend of the Syrtis Major, and
not, as Sallust erroneously states, to the west of both
the Syrtes.
The story of the Philaeni, moreover, as
given by the Roman historian, seems to wear a doubtful appearance, from the circumstance of Gyrene's
being so much nearer the point in question than CarIf the distance between these two cities be
thage.
divided into eight equal parts, the Phiijeni will be found
lo have travelled six, and the deputies from Cyrene

Propertius, and he

is

said to have given quite a

new

character to this species of poetry, in his description
of the joys and sorrows of love.
He wrote also lyric
and lighter poems. The ancients prized him very
highly, and the inhabitants of Cos erected a brazen
statue to him.
Quintilian ranks him next to Caliihave only a few fragments
machus (10, 1, 58).
remaining of his elegies, and some verses also in the
Philetas was remarkable for his devotion
anthology.
to study, and reduced himself by his great application
to so emaciated a habit of body, that, according to the
story told in .^lian, he used to wear leaden soles ta
his shoes or sandals {/j.oXi66ov
nenoiTifiiva ev role

We

The truth, therefore, was
only two, of these parts.
the territory in dispute lay between
probably this
on
the Cyrenean side, and Lepiis Magna on
Hesperis
and the deputies started from these
the Carthaginian
two places, not from Carthage and Cyrene. {Man-

vnodi/fiaai TreXfiaTo) to prevent his being blown over
Aihenaeus
{JElian, V. H., 9, 14.)
by the wind!
says, that he wore balls of lead around his feet (ct^o/-

nert. Geogr., vol. 10, pt

paf

:

;

2, p. 116.)

bard, belonging to the worship of Apollo at Delphi, and whose name was celeTo him was attributed the forbrated at that place.

Philammon, an ancient

mation of Delphian choruses of virgins, which sang
the birth of Latona and of her children.
{Muller,
He is said to have taken
Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 24 )
part in the Argonautic expedition, and passed for a
son of Apollo.
(Plut., de Mus., p. 629, ed Wyttcnb.)
Philemon, I. a comic poet, the rival of Menander.
According to some authorities, he was a native of

Syracuse (Sutdas, s. v.), while others make him to
have been born at Soli, in Cilicia. (Strabo, 671.) He
seems to have been a writer of considerable powers.
His wit, ingenuity, skill in depicting character, and
of

sentiment, are praised by Apuleius
16), while he pronounces him inferior,
to
his
more celebrated antagonist. The
however,
popular voice, on the other hand, often gave Philemon
the prize over Menander {Aul. GclL, 17, 4), perhaps because he studied more the tastes of the vulgar, or used
other adscititious means of popularity.
This, at least,
Menander gave him to understand, when on one occa'•
sion he met his rival and asked him
Pr'ythee, Philemon, dost thou not blush when thou gainest the prize
over my head]" {Aul. Gell , I. c.)
may see a
favourable specimen of his construction of plots in the
Trinummus of Plautus, which is a translation from
expression

{Florid., 3, n.

:

We

his 67]aavf)6(.
Tem{Prol. Trinumm., 18, scqq.)
perance of body, with cheerfulness of mind, prolonged
his life to the great age of ninety-seven years {Luaan,
Macrob., 25), during which period he conrvposed ninetyseven comedies.
The manner of his death is vari-

The common account makes him to
ously related.
have died of laughter on seeing an ass eat tigs. The
statement of Apuleius, however, is the most probable, according to which he expired without pain or disVol.
ease, from the pure exhaustion of nature (/ c.
Max.,

12, 6).

— Philemon

—

began

to

exhibit

comedy

during the reign of Alexander, a little earlier than
Menander, and before the 113ih Olympiad. He died
in the reign of the second Antigonus, son of Demetrius.
It has been said above that he lived lo the age
of ninety-seven years ; Suidas, however, makes it nine{Diod.,
ty-six, and other authorities ninety-nine.
Clinton's
Eclog.. lib. 23, ed. Bip., vol. 9, p. SlS.
Fasti Hellenici, 2d ed., p. 157.) The fragments of
Philemon are usually printed along with those of MeThe best edition of these conjointly is that
nander.
of Meineke, Berol., 1823, 8vo. {Theatre of the Greeks,
son of the preceding, al.so a
II.
p. 121, ed. 4.)

—

—

A

comic poet, and called, for distinction' sake, Philemon
the younger (6 vEurepog.
Athen., 7, p. 291, d.).
PhilktuERUs, a eunuch made governor of Pergamus by Lysimachus. {Vid. Pergamus II.)
Philetas, a native of Cos, and the only poet that
we know of at the court of Ptolemy I., who made him
preceptor to his son and successor Ptolemy PhiladelHe
Philetas was both a grammarian and poet.
phus.
composed elegies, which were the model of those of
1033

—

EK.
fioXi>6ov ncrcoLfifiiva^ ex^iv Kepi ru irode, 12,
The wonder is how he could have walked.
552, b.).
Athenaeus also states that he fairly wore himself aw«y

p.

in fruitless

endeavours to solve the sophism called by

the ancients il^evdo/jevov (or ipevdoXoyoc), and the epithet on his tomb, which this writer cites, corroborates
the statement.

{Athen., 9, p. 401,

e.

— Casaub., ad

loc.)

Phjlippi, a city of Thrace, to the northeast of Amand in the immediate vicinity of Mount PanIt was founded by Philip of Macedon, on the
gaeus.
The Thasians had
site of an old Thasian settlement.
been attracted by the valuable gold and silver mines
in this quarter, and the settlement formed by them was
phipolis,

from the circumstance of its being surrounded by numerous sources which descended from
the neighbouring mountain {Kprivrj, a spring). Philip
of Macedon having turned bis attention to the afeirs
of Thrace, the possession of Crenides and Mount Pancalled Crenides,

gaeus naturally entered his views. Accordingly, he invaded this country, expelled the feeble Cotys from his
throne, and then proceeded to found a new city on the
Thasian colony, as above mentioned,
which he named after himself, Philippi. {Died. Sic,
When Macedonia became subject to the Ro16, 8)

site of the old

mans, the advantages attending the peculiar situation
of Philippi induced that people to settle a colony there
and we know from the Acts of the Apostles that it was
already at that period one of the most flourishmg cities
;

—

Compare Plin.,
empire (16, 12.
moreover, celebrated in history from the
great victory gained here by Antony and Octavianus
over the forces of Brutus and Cassius, by which the
{Appian.,
republican party was completely subdued.
in this part of their

4, 10).

It is,

Bell. Civ., 4, 107,

seqq.—Dxo Cass., 47, 41.)

Phil-

however, is rendered more interesting from the
circumstance of its being the first place in Eu.t^e
where the Gospel was preached by St. Paul (A.D.
51), as we know from the 16lh of the Acts of the
Apostles, and also from the Epistle he has addressed
to his Philippian converts (4, 15), where the zeal and
charity of the Philippians towards their apostle rehear frequently ol
ceived a just commendation.
bishops of Philippi, and the town is also often menippi,

We

Its ruins still retain
tioned by the Byzantine writers.
the name of Filibah.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, \o\. 1,

—

Mannert, Geogr vol. 7, p. 232.)
301, seqq.
Phimppopolis, a city in the interior of Thrace, on
the southeast side of the Hebrus, and some distance

p.

to the

,

northwest of Hadrianopolis,

It

was

situate in

a large plain, on a mountain with three summits, and
hence received also the appellation of Trimontium.

was founded by Philip of Macedon. In the Roman
it became the capital of the province of Thracia.
The modern name is Ftlibe or Philivopoli. {Stepk.
685.— TaByz., s. v.—Itin. Ant., 136.—Hierocl., p.
It

times

cit.,

Ann.,

3,

28.—Polyb.,

5,

100.— ^mm. Marc,

26»

10.;

Philippds,
and the

nia,

I.

one of the

first

earlier kings of

of the name.

He

Macedo

succeeded hi»
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father Argsus, about 649 B.C. according to some

chronologers, and reigned, as Eusebius states, thirtyeight years, but, according to Dexippus, ihirty-five.
{Etiseb., p. 57.
Dextpp., ap. SynctlL, p. 262, seq )
These numbers, however, are obviously manufactured
by chronologers, upon no certain or positive testimony,
since none existed.
{Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p.
II. The second of the name was the son of
221.)
Amyntas II. of Macedonia. This latter monarch left
three sons at the time of his death, under the care of

—

—

or to doubt that he availed himself of

them with

all

tlM

energy and perseverance which belonged to his charIt is, perhaps, less probable that the house of
Polymnis, the father of Epaminondas, should have
been chosen for his residence, as Diodoriff relates,

acter.

than that of Pammenes, according to Plutarch's statement : and the fable of his Pythagorean studies, worBut a certain
thy of Diodorus, is below criticism.
tincture of philosophy was at this time deemed almost
an indispensable requisite in a liberal education.
It
was undoubtedly, however, not the study of philosophy, either speculative or practical, that chiefly occupied Philip's attention during the period of his resi-

Of these, Alexander, the elman's estate but Perdiccas,
and Philip the youngest of the three, were still under
Alexander, who appears to have been a prince dence at Thebes. To the society in which it was
age.
of great promise, had scarcely ascended the throne, passed, he may have been mainly indebted for that
when he lost his life by the hand of an assassin. command of the Greek language, which enabled him
{Diod. Sic, 15, 71.)
During his reign, however, both to write and speak it with a degree of ease and
short as it was, he was engaged in a contest with eloquence not inferior to that of the most practised
Ptolemy of Alorus. We do not know whether Ptole- orators of the day. But the most important advanmy was in any way related to the royal family, nor tages which he gained from his stay at Thebes were
whether he laid claim to the crown. But it seems probably derived from the military and political lesclear that he was favoured by the queen Eurydice, sons, with which the conversation of generals and
the widowed mother, and was probably her paramour. statesmen like Epaminondas, Pelopidas, and their
According to Diodorus and Plutarch, Pelopidas, the friends, could not fail to abound. It was by them
Theban commander, came into Macedonia to arbitrate that the art of war had been carried to the highest
between Alexander and Ptolemy, and Philip was one point it had yet reached in Greece ; or rather they,
of the hostages delivered on this occasion to the um- more particularly Epaminondas, had given it a new
As this, however, is expressly contradicted by form ; and the details of their battles and campaigns
pire.
the testimony of the contemporary orator iEschines, would be eagerly collected by an intelligent and ambiwho relates that Philip was still in Macedonia at the tious youth. Thebes was at this time the great centre
time of his elder brother's death, Mr. Thirlwall in- of political movements the point from which the conclines to the following opinion : According to Plu- dition, interests, and mutual relations of the Grecian
tarch, after the murder of Alexander, which must have states might be most distinctly surveyed.
Here, too,
happened a very short time after the compromise, Pe- were gained the clearest ideas of the state of parties,
who
was
in
on
of
his
second
of
the
and
nature
lopidas,
Thessaly,
republican, especially of
expediworking
mother Eurydice.

their

dest, had just attanied to

;

:

tion against the tyrant of Pherae, was invited into democratical, institutions here probably Philip learned
Macedonia by the friends of the deceased king, and many of those secrets which often enabled him to conAnd as he was
obliged Ptolemy to enter into an engagement to pre- quer without drawing the sword.
serve the crown for the younger brothers.
Ptolemy, placed in one of the most favourable positions for
it is said,
gave fifty hostages as a security for the per- studying the Greek character, so the need which his
formance of bis promises, among whom was his own situation imposed on him, of continual caution and selfson Philoxenus.
It seems more natural, according to control must have served very greatly to sharpen his
Mr. Thirlwall, that Philip should have been committed natural sagacity, and to form the address which he afto the custody of the Thebans under these circum- terward displayed in dealing with men, and winning
Nature had gifted him with almost
stances, than on the occasion of the contest between them for his ends.
Ptolemy and Alexander. {History of Greece, vol. 5, every quality that could fit him for the station which he
Ptolemy kept possession of the government was destined to fill a frame of extraordinary robustp. 163.)
three years
Diodorus simply says that he reigned so ness, which was, no doubt, well trained in the exercises
a noble person, a commandlong
probably, however, he never assumed any other of the Theban palaestras
title than that of
regent, though he may have had no ing and prepossessing mien, which won respect and
intention of ever resigning his power to the rightful inspired confidence in all who approached him
ready
heir.
And it was, perhaps, as much in self-defence, as eloquence, to which art only applied the cultivation reto avenge his brother's murder or his mother's shame, quisite to satisfy the fastidious demands of a rhetorical
:

:

:

:

:

:

that Perdiccas killed him.

Perdiccas

He was

III.

Concerning the reign of
but very scanty information.

we have

slain in

by the

battle

Illyrians. in the fifth

year of his rule, leaving behind him an infant son by
the name of Amyntas.
At the time of this event
Diodorus supPhilip was twenty-three years of age.
that
he
was
still
at
Thebes, but that, on receivposes
ing intelligence of bis brother's death, he

made

his es-

cape and suddenly appeared in Macedonia (16, 2). It
is not difficult to understand how the
story may have
taken this form
a hostage so important, it might easily be supposed by writers acquainted with his subsequent history, would not have been willingly surrenit is certain, however, from
dered by the Thebans
better authority, that he had been already restored
:

;

to his country, and,

of Perdiccas,

when

it

is

the

tive for detaining him.

probable, early

in the reign

Thebans could have no moExtravagantly as some mod-

ern writers have indulged their imagination with regard to the manner in which his time was employed

during his sojourn at Thebes, it is hardly possible to
overrate the importance of the opportunities it afforded
him for the acquisition of various kinds of knowledge,

6P

age quickness of observation, acuteness of discernment, presence of mind, fertility of invention, and dexThere
terity in the management of men and things.
seem to have been two features in his character, which,
in another station or under different circumstances,
might have gone near to lower him into an ordinary person, but which were so controlled by his fortune as to
:

contribute not a

little to his

success.

He

appears to

have been by his temperament prone to almost every
But as his life was too busy
kind of sensual pleasure.
to allow him often to indulge his bias, his occasional exSo
cesses wore the air of an amiable condescension.
his natural humour would perhaps have led him too
in his intercourse with his inhis
often to

dignity
forget
But to Philip, the great king, the conqueror,
the restless politician, these intervals of relaxation ocferiors.

curred so rarely, that they might strengthen his influence with the vulgar, and could never expose him to
was secured by the energy of
contempt. From that ho
his will, which made all his faculties and accomplishments of mind and body, and even his failings, as well
as what may be called, in a lower sense, his virtues, his
and generosity, always subservient
affability,

clemency,

PHILIPPUS.
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A

moral estito the purposes of his lofty ambition.
mate of such a man's character is comprised in the bare

mention of

by any

investigation into the motives of particular ac-

tions

fnd

in

;

any other

it

is

scarcely worth while to consider him
an instrument of Providence

as
light than

—

It was in the 105th
for filing the destiny of nations.
and about 360 B.C., that Philip took

charge
Olympiad,
of the government of Macedonia, not as monarch, but
as the nearest kinsman, and as guardian of the royal

The situainfant, the son of his brother Perdiccas.
tion in which he was now placed was one of great
apparent difficulty and danger, and the throne which
he had to defend was threatened by enemies in many
quarters, by the victorious Illyrians as well as by the
Paeonians, and lastly by an Athenian force, which was
destined to place Argaeus, a pretender to the crown,

on the throne of Macedon.

The

Illyrians,

happily,

did not press their advantage ; and the Paeonians were
induced to desist from hostilities by skilful negotiaThe
tions, and secret presents made to their leaders.
Athenians were encountered in the field, and, after sus-

taining

a defeat, were forced to surrender.

{Diod.

however, generously granted
them
immediately sent a deputation
to Athens with proposals of peace, which were gladly
Sic,

;

ruhng passion, and cannot be enlarged

his

16, 3.)
Philip,
their liberty, and

{Demosth. in Aristocr., ^ 144.) By the
accepted.
death of the reigning prince of Paeonia that country
was soon after annexed to the dominion of Philip, but
whether by right of succession or by conquest we are
not informed.
He next directed his arms against the
Illyrians, who were totally routed after a severe conflict.
The loss of the enemy is said to have amounted
to 7000 men ; and they were compelled to accept the
terms of peace imposed by the conqueror. They ceded
to him all that they possessed east oi the Lake of Lychnitis, and thus not only gave him the command of the
principal pass by which they had been used to penetrate
into Macedonia, but opened a way by which he might

any time descend through their own territory to the
shores of the Adriatic.
(Consult Leake's Northern
It may safely be presumed
Greece, vol, 3, p. 321.)

at

that, after this brilliant success, Philip no longer hesitated to assume the kingly title.
His usurpation, for
such it appears to have been according to the laws of

and the discipline of the army seem to have been m
a very low state under his predecessors
and this was,
perhaps, the main cause of the defeats which they so
often experienced from the
neighbouring barbarians.
Philip paid no less attention to the discipline than to
the organization of his forces
and his regulations
were enforced with inflexible severity. In the course
of about a year from his brothers death,
Philip had
freed himself from all his domestic embarrassments,
and had seated himself firmly on the throne. In a
summary account like the present, we must necessari;

j

j

—

ly confine ourselves to a rapid sketch of the principal
events of his reign.
Allied with Athens, we find him,
in conjunction with that power,
carrying on operations

against the republic of Olynlhus, and seizing upon the
city of Potidaea ; but, soon after, from some cause

not apparent, he made peace with the Olynand turned his arms against Amphipolis, which
had preserved its independence ever since the days of

which

is

thians,

After a siege of some duration, the place
to his dominions, and Philip
next turned his attention to the acquisition of some
valuable gold-mines on the Thracian coast, which beFor this purpose he
longed to the people of Thasos.
crossed the Strymon, and, having easily overcome the
resistance that was offered on the part of Cotys, king
of Thrace, he took possession of Crenides, the Thasian mining establishment, where he founded a conBrasidas.

was taken and added

The Athetown, and named it Philippi.
nians, meanwhile, incited the Thracians and Illyrians
to take up arms against the King of Macedon, whose
siderable

rising power inspired them with well-founded grounds
for jealousy and alarm ; but the latter were again de-

by Parmenio, and Philip easily repelled the
in person
The small republic of Methone,
which had also shown a spirit of hostility at the instigation of Athens, was surrounded by a Macedonian
army, and, though the town held out for more than a
year, and Philip received during the siege a wound by
which he lost an eye, it was at length compelled to
surrender. At this period, the Thessalian towns, being
feated

former

threatened by the forces of Lycophron, tyrant of Phesupported by the Phocians, urgently sought the aid
He accordingly entered
of the King of Macedon.
Thessaly at the head of a powerful army, and in its

riE,

fest

plains encountered the enemy, commanded by OnoHere, however, the
marchus, the Phocian leader.
usual good fortune of Philip forsook him
and, being
twice vanquished with great loss, he effected his re-

was

treat into

Macedon. was, however, most probably sanctioned by
the unanimous consent of both the army and nation.

How

secure he felt himself in their affections is manifrom his treatment of his deposed nephew.
He
so little jealous of him, that he brought him to his
court, and, in time, bestowed the hand of one of his

daughters

Exp. Ai,
fer of the

upon him.
1, 5.

—Athen<eus,

(Polyecn.,

8,

60.

13, p. 557.)

— Arrian,

The

crown was so quiet and noiseless

transthat

it

;

Macedonia with considerable

difficulty.

Un-

dismayed, however, by these reverses, and having
quickly recruited his army, he once more entered Thessaly, whither also Onomarchus directed his march from
The two armies were again engaged at no
Phocis.
great distance from Pherae, when Philip gained a comsix thousand of the enemy having perplete victory

seems not to have reached the ears of the Athenian
orators, whose silence may, at all events, be admitted
as a proof that there was nothing in the transaction on ished on the field, among whom was Onomarchus, their
His general.
which they could ground a charge against Philip.
This success was followed up by the cap;

—

victory over the Illyrians is connected by Diodorus
with the institution of the Macedonian phalanx, which
he is said to have invented. The testimony of the

ancients on this point has been very confidently rejected in modern times, without any just reason.

We

may indeed doubt whether this body, as it existed in
the beginning of Philip's reign, differed in any important feature from that which was already familiar to
the Greeks, or, at least, from the Theban phalanx. But
it is another question whether the Macedonian armies
and there is
had ever been organized on this plan
nothing to prevent us from admitting the statement of
;

authors, certainly better informed than ourselves, that
Nor is there any
it was first introduced by Philip.
difficulty in believing, that he at the same time made

some improvements

in the

arms or the structure of the

phalanx, which entitled it to its peculiar epithet, and
him to the honour of an inventor. Both the tactics
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whole of Thessaly,
which henceforth warmly espoused the interests of
{Justin, 8, 2.
Philip on every occasion.
Polyh., 9,
Meanwhile, the republic of Olynthus, which had
33.)
recovered its strength under the protection of Maceture of Pherae, Pagasas, and the

—

donia, came to a rupture with that power, probably at
War was, in conthe instigation of a party in Athens.
sequence, determined upon, and the Olynthians, suj>-

ported by a considerable Athenian force under Chares,
twice ventured to attack the army of Philip, but, being
unsuccessful on both occasions, were at length compelled to retire within the walls of their city, to which
At variance among
the enemy immediately laid siege.

themselves, and open to treachery and defection, from
the bribery employed, as it is said, on more than one

occasion by Philip, the Olynthians were ultimately
when the King of Macedon, bent
forced to surrender
on the destruction of a state which had so often mea;

PHILIPPUS.
aced the security of his dominions, gave up the town
to plunder, and reduced the inhabitants to slavery.
Intimidated by these reverses, the Athenians, not long
after, sought a reconciliation with Philip, and sent a
deputation, consisting of eleven of their most distin-

PHILIPPUS.
total discomfiture of the Athenians and their allies.
This result might easily have been foreseen. Thebca
possessed at the time no general of sufficient note to
be even mentioned, except Theagenes, who is named
only to be branded as a traitor {Dinarchus in Dem.,
Strato<J 75), and the names of Chares, Lysicles, and

guished orators and statesmen, among whom were
i£schines, Demosthenes, and Ctesiphon, to negotiate cles, who commanded the Athenians, could inspire
These little confidence. In numbers, the confederates apa treaty.
{Ailschin., de Fals. Leg., p. 30.)
ambassadors were most graciously received by Philip, pear to have at least equalled the enemy
but though
and on his sending envoys to Athens, with full power the Sacred Band still preserved its excellent discipline
to settle the preliminaries, peace was concluded.
{De- and spirit, the Athenians, who had now for many years
mosth., de Leg., p. 414.)
Philip was now enabled to been little used to military service, were ill-matched
terminate the Sacred War, of which he had been in- with the Macedonian veterans led by their
king, and
vited to take the command, by the general voice of by the able officers formed in his school, and animated
the Amphictyonic assembly.
Hav- by the presence of the young prince Alexander, whom
{Vid. Phocis.)
ing passed Thermopylae without opposition, he entered his father intrusted with the command of one wing,
Phocis at the head of a considerable army, and was where, however, some of his best generals were staenabled to put an end at once to this obstinate strug- tioned at his side.
know very little more of the
He was now unan- causes which determined the event of the battle, and
gle without farther bloodshed.
If we
imously elected a member of the Amphictyonic coun- these are amply suflScient to account for it.
cil, after which he returned to Macedon, having reaped
may believe Polyaenus, Philip at first restrained the
in this expedition a vast accession of fame and popu- ardour of his troops, until the Athenians had spent
The much of the vigour and fury with which they made
larity, as the defender and supporter of religion.
success of Philip in this quarter was calculated, how- their onset (4, 2, 7).
Then it appears Alexander
ever, to awaken the jealousy and fears of Athens, and made a charge, which broke the enemy's ranks, and
the party which was adverse to his interests in that decided the fortune of the day.
{Diod., 16, 86.)
city took advantage of this circumstance to urge the Alexander was in the wing opposed to the Thebans,
The Thebans
people to measures that could end only in a renew- and first charged the Sacred Band.
al of hostilities with Macedon.
The Athenian com- seem to have kept their ground longest, and probably
manders in Thrace were encouraged to thwart and suffered most. The Sacred Band was cut off to a
oppose Philip in all his undertakings, and secretly to man, but fighting where it stood. Demosthenes was
favour those towns which might revolt from him. Ac- not a hero of this kind
but he was certainly reproachcordingly, when that monarch was engaged in besie- ed with cowardice, because he escaped in the general
ging the cities of Perinthus and Selymbria, near the flight, only by those who wished that he had been left
Of the Athenians not more than 1000
Hellespont, the Athenians on several occasions assist- on the field.
ed them with supplies, and did not scruple even to were slain, but 2000 were taken prisoners
among
make incursions into the Macedonian territory from these, Demades fell into the enemy's hands. The loss
the Chersonese.
These measures could not fail to of the Thebans is not reported in numbers, but the
rouse the indignation of Philip, who, finally abandon- prisoners were probably fewer than the slain.
It was
ing his projects on the Hellespont, turned his thoughts not the amount of these losses, however, that gave
entirely to the overthrow of the Athenian power. such importance to the battle of Chaeronea, that it has
Meanwhile another Sacred War had arisen, which, been generally considered as the blow which put an
though of trifling magnitude in itself, produced very end to the independence of Greece, any more than it
important results to two of the leading states of Greece. was the loss sustained by Sparta at Leuctra that deThe Amphissians, who belonged to the Locri Ozolae, prived her of her supremacy. But the event of this
had occupied by force, and cultivated a portion of the day broke up the confederacy which had been formed
its utmost efforts could
territory of Cirrha, which had been declared accursed against Philip, as it proved that
by the Amphictyones, and unfit for culture. This act of not raise a force sufficient to meet him, with any chance
Each of the allied states was
defiance necessarily called for the interference of that of success, in the field.
and as it was to be feared that the people therefore left at his mercy. The consternation which
assembly
of Amphissa would be supported by Athens and other the tidings of this disaster caused at Athens was probstates, it was determined to elect Phihp general of the ably greater than had ever been known there, except
As long as it reAmphictyonic council, and to commit to him the sole after the loss at ^^gos Potamos.
Jirection of the measures to be pursued.
{Mschin. mained uncertain what use Philip would make of his
in Cles., p. 71.
Dem de Cor.) The Amphissians victory, there was certainly reason to fear the worst
were, of course, easily reduced and punished ; but the and if it be true that at first he rejected the application
Athenians, who had avowedly favoured their cause, of the heralds, who came from Lebadea to ask leave to
found themselves too far implicated to recede with bury the slain (Plut., Vit. X., Oral. Hyperid, p. 849, a.),
honour upon the near approach of Philip. Finding, we might suppose that he wished to keep the vanquishThat he should
therefore, that he had already occupied Elatea, which ed a while in suspense as to their fate.
commanded the principal pass into Phocis, the coun- even have forgotten himself for a time on the scene
of his triumph, intoxicated by the complete success
cil was summoned, and it was determined to muster all the forces of the republic, and, if possible, to in- which had suddenly crowned the plans and labours of
An em- so many years, would not be at all inconsistent with his
duce the Thebans to espouse their interests.
He is said to have risen from the banquet
bassy was accordingly despatched to Thebes, at the character.
and such was the to visit the field of battle, and, as he moved in dance
head of which was Demosthenes
effect of their great orator's eloquence, that he suc- among the bodies of the slain, though the sight of the
ceeded in persuading the Boeotians to join the Athe- Sacred Band drew from him an exclamation of symthe commencement
nians, notwithstanding all the arguments urged against pathy, to have parodied and sung
(P/W.,
this step by the deputy of Philip, who was present at of one of the decrees of Demosthenes.
is
more credible than
the debate.
The combined forces of the two repub- Demosth., 20.) This anecdote
of
Demades
rebuke
the
to
that he-exposed himself
lics took the field, and, marching towards the Phocian
by
{Diod. Stc 16, 87.)
frontier, encamped at Chajronea, in Boeotia.
Here, his behaviour to his prisoners.
after some partial and indecisive actions, a general en- It would be absurd to suppose, with Diodorns, that
however the king mioht ba
gagement at length took place, which was obstinately such a man as Demades,
at such a moment with his freedom and wit,
contested on both sides, but finally terminated in the pleased
^
;

We

:

:

;

—

;

,

;

W.

,
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seems
couUl have Lad any influence over him
that Philip did not disdain to gain him for his own ends,
and to communicate his designs to him, and employ
;

but

it

The manner in which Philip finally
as his agent.
treated his conquered enemies excited general surmore praise than it deprise, ami has earned, perhaps,
serves.
He dismissed the Athenian prisoners without
him

ransom, several of them even newly clothed, and all
with their baggage and rent Antipater, accompanied,
Justin says, by Alexander, to bear the bones of their
dead, whom he had himself honoured with funeral rites
{Polyb., 5, 10), to Athens, with offers of peace, on
terms such as an Athenian would scarcely have ven;

The commonwealth was

tured to propose to him.

re-

quired, indeed, to resign a part of its foreign possessions, perhaps all but the Chersonesus, Lemnos, Imbros,
left in

and Samos {Pint.,

Vit. Alex.,

undisturbed possession of

all

28)
its

but it was
domestic re;

sources, and its territory was even enlarged by the addition of Oropus, which Thebes was forced to resign.
(Pausan., 1, 34.) The value of these concessions
was greatly enhanced by comparison with the condi-

which peace was granted to the Thebans.
They were obliged to ransom not only their prisoners,
tions on

but their dead.
Not only Oropus, but the sovereignty
of the Boeotian towns was taken from them.
Plataea
and Orchomenus were restored to as many as could
be found of their old inhabitants
at least they were
filled with an independent population implacably hostile to Thebes.
But this was the lightest part of her
She lost not only power, but freedom.
punishment.
:

She was compelled
into the citadel,

to

and

ernment was lodged

admit a Macedonian garrison

to recall her exiles.

The

gov-

hands : a council of three
hundred, selected from them, was invested with supreme authority, both legislative and judicial. {Justin, 9, 4.)
Philip's treatment of the Athenians has
been commonly accounted magnanimous. It may inbe
deed
said, that in them he did honour to the manly
resistance of open enemies, while in the case of the
Thebans he punished treachery and ingratitude, and,
knowing the people to be generally hostile to him, he
crushed the power of the state, and used the faction
which depended on him as the instrument of his vengeance. On the other hand, it must be remembered
that, when this was done, he had the less reason to
he might safely concildread the hostility of Athens
iate the favour of the Greeks by a splendid example
It is not improbable that
of lenity and moderation.
this was the course to which he was inclined by his
own prepossessions. But, had it been otherwise, there
were reasons enough to deter so wary a prince from
violent measures, which would have driven the AtheHe had probably very early intellinians to despair.
gence of the preparations for defence which they had
begun while they expected an invasion. He might,
indeed, have ravaged Attica, and have carried on a
Decelean war but it was by no means certain that
he could make himself master of the city and Piraeus
and nothing but a very clear prospect of immediate
success could have rendered the attempt advisable.
The danger of a failure, and even the inconvenience
of delay, was far greater than the advantage to be
Philip's offers were gladly, if not
reaped from it.
and he now saw his
thankfully received at Athens
road open to the Peloponnesus.
Proceeding to Corinth, whither he had invited all the states of Greece
to send their deputies, he held a congress, as in the
The avowtime of the ancient league against Persia.
ed object of this assemblage was indeed to settle the
affairs of Greece, and to put an end to intestine feuds
in their

:

:

:

;

by the authority of a supreme council. But it was
well known, that Philip meant to use it for the purposes of an enterprise, which he had long cherished,
All his
the invasi jn, namely, of the Persian empire.
War was declared against
proposals were adopted.
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Persia, and he was appointed to command the national
forces with which it was to be waged.
One object
only now remained to detain Philip iu the south of
Greece ; to fulfil the promises which he had made

some years before to his Peloponnesian allies, to
mate them by his presence, and to make Sparta

anifeel

the effects of his displeasure, for having been the only
Grecian state which did not send ministers to the conHis march through the Peloponnegress at Corinth.

sus was for the most part a peaceful, triumphant progress, and hence it may be that so few traces of it are
left in our historical fragments.
It is chiefly by some
casual allusions to it in Polybius and Pausanias that

the fact itself is ascertained.
In Laconia Philip made
a longer stay, and encountered some resistance.
It
appears, however, that in the end Sparta was compelled to submit to the terms which he prescribed.
The western states beyond the isthmus likewise acknowledged his authority : the leaders of the antiMacedonian parly in Acarnania were driven into exile,
and Ambracia consented to receive a Macedonian garrison.

(Diod. Sic, 17, 3.) Byzantium also, it seems,
entered into an alliance with him, which was little more
Thus crowned
than a decent name for subjection.
with new honours, having overcome every obstacle,
and having established his power on the firmest foundation in every part of Greece, he returned in the autumn
of 338 B.C. to Macedonia, to prepare for the great en-

on which his thoughts were now wholly bent.
however, was before long overcast by a cloud of domestic troubles.
Philip, not less
from temperament than policy, had adopted the Oriental
terprise

This

brilliant fortune,

usage of polygamy, which, though repugnant to the an
cient Greek manners, did not in this age, as we find
from other examples, shock public opinion in Greece.
Thus, it seems, before his marriage with Olympias, he
had formed several matrimonial alliances, which might
contribute to strengthen his political interests. An
lUyrian princess, a Macedonian lady, apparently of the
Lyncestian family, which had some remote claims to
the throne, and two from Thessaly, one a native of
Pherae, the other from Larissa, are mentioned before
Olympias in the list of his wives. After his marriage
with Olympias, he did not reject the hand of a Thracian princess, which was offered to him by her father.
In each of these cases, however, there was an apparent motive of policy, which may have rendered the
presence of so many rivals more tolerable than it would
otherwise have been to Olympias, a woman of masculine spirit and violent passions, and who, as a daughter of the house of Epirus, which traced its pedigree
to Achilles, no doubt regarded herself as far superior
to them all in rank, and as Philip's sole legitimate
But after his return to Macedonia from his
consort.
victorious campaign in Greece, perhaps early in the
following spring, he contracted another union, for
which it does not appear that he had the same excuse to plead.
Cleopatra, the niece of Attalus one
of his generals, had, it seems, attracted him by her
all

He sought her hand, and their nuptials
beau'y.
were celebrated, with the usual festivities, in the palThis
ace at Pella, where Olympias was residing.
would not be stranger than it is that Alexander was
present at the banquet, which, according to the custom
of the court, was prolonged until both Philip and his
Attalus had
guests were much heated with wine.
secretly cherished the presumptuous hope, that his
niece's influence over the king might induce him to
alter the succession, and to appoint a child of hers heir
When the wine had thrown him off his
to the throne.
his wishes,
guard, he could not relj-ain from disclosing
and called on the company to pray that the gods would
crown the marriage of Philip and Cleopatra by the
Alexbirth of a legitimate successor to the kingdom.

ander took
'*

Do

fire

and exclaiming,
a bastard 1" hurled the gob-

at this expression

you, then, count

me

;
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The

out of which he was drinking
became a scene of tumult. Philip started from
his couch, and, instead of rebuking Altalus, drew his
sword and rushed at his son but, before he reached
Alexander, before he withhim, stumbled and fell.
drew, is said lo have pointed to his father as he lay
" See the man who would
with the taunt

91), though the event renders this anecdote somewhat
It only remained, to take the
suspicious.
precaution
which he had meditated, for securing the peace of hia
dominions during his absence, by a closer alliance with
the King of Epirus, which
might also sooth

upset in crossing from

It afforded an
opportunity which he never let
of attracting Greeks from all parts to his court,
of dazzling them by his
magnificence, and winning
them by his hospitality. A solemn festival, either the
national one of the Muses, or the Olympic
games in-

at his head.

let

hall

;

on the

:

floor,

pass over from Europe
one couch to another."

to Asia,

—

Athe{Flut., Vit. Alex., 9.
The quarrel did not end with the

nctus, 13, p. 557.)
'nto.\ication of the evening, as the offence which had
been given to the prince was much deeper than the

momentary provocation. He and his mother quitted
the kingdom ; she found shelter at the court of her
brother Alexander, who, after the death of Arybas, had
succeeded, through Philip's intervention, to the throne
of Epirus, having supplanted ^acides, the lawful heir.
Alexander took up his abode in Illyria.and Philip was
of a Corinobliged at last to employ the good oflSces
thian, named Demaratus, to induce his son to return
It was not so
to Macedonia.
{Plut., Vit. Alex., 9.)
easy to appease Olympias : and it was most likely with
a view to baffle her intrigues that Philip negotiated a

match between

his brother-in-law

and their daughter

When

the brother-in-law had been gained
by this offer, his sister .saw that she must defer her reand returned, apparently reconciled, to her hus-

Cleopatra.

venge,
These unhappy differences, and perhaps
band's court.
the continued apprehension of hostile movements on
the side of Illyria and Epirus, may have been the causes
which prevented Philip from crossing over to Asia in
In the course of this year, howperson in 337 B.C.
ever, he sent over a body of troops, under the command
of Parmenio, Amyntas, and Attalus (whom, perhaps,
he was glad to remove in this honourable manner from
his court), to the western coast of Asia, to engage the
Greek cities on his side, and to serve as a rallying
point for all who were disaffected to the Persian govIt was in this same year that Pixodarus,
ernment.
the usurper of the Carian throne, sought the alliance
of Philip, and proposed to give his eldest daughter to
Aridaeus, Philip's son by his Larissaean wife, Philinna,
a youth of imbecile intellect.
Olympias was, or afseveral of
fected to be, alarmed by this negotiation
Alexander's young companions shared her suspicions,
and their insinuations persuaded him that the intended
;

marriage was a step by which Philip designed to raise
Under this impression he
Aridaeus to the throne.

despatched Thessalus, a Greek player,

who was

ex-

ercising his profession at the Macedonian court, on a
secret mission to Caria, to induce Pixodarus to break

match with Aridaeus and to transfer his daughhand to Alexander himself. Pixodarus joyfully

off the
ter's

But Philip, having disaccepted the prince's offer.
covered the correspondence, shamed his son out of his
suspicions by an indignant expostulation, which he addressed to him in the presence of his young friend,
Parmenio's son, Philotas, on the unworthiness of the
connexion which he was about to form with a barbarian,
who was not even an independent prince, but a Persian
Alexander dropped the project, which had so
vassal.
strongly excited his father's resentment, that the latter
wrote to Corinth to demand that Thessalus should be

sent to him in chains, and banished four of Alexander's
companions, Harpalus, Nearchus, Phrygius, and Ptolto one of them the beginning
emaeus, from Macedonia
of a wonderful elevation.
So passed the year 337.
Towards the end of the next spring, Philip's preparations for his Asiatic expedition were far advanced.
He had summoned the Greek states to furnish their
:

contingents, and, as became the general of the Amphictyonic council, had consulted the Delphic oracle
on the event of his enterprise ; and, it is said, had re-

ceived an answer worthy of its ancient reputation for
" Croicned is the
its politic
victim, the alambiguity
Ult is ready ^ the stroke is impending** {Diod. Sic, 16,
:

Olympias.

The day

of the marriage was fixed, and Philip deterto celebrate the event with the utmost
splen-

mined
dour.
slip,

stituted by Archelaus, was
proclaimed to be held in
the ancient capital of .^gae.
Musical and dramatic
contests were announced, for which artists of the greatest celebrity were
When the time arrived,
engaged.
the city was crowded with
strangers ; not only guesta
invited by the king and his courtiers, but envoys de-

puted by most of the leading cities of Greece lo honour the solemnity, and to offer presents, chiefly crowns
of gold, to the king.
A splendid banquet followed the
On the morrow an exhibition was to take
nuptials.
place in the theatre : it was filled at an early hour with
The entertainments began with a solemn
spectators.
procession, in which, among other treasures, were carried images of exquisite workmanship, and gorgeously
a thirteenth,
adorned, of the twelve Olympian gods
which seemed to be somewhat profanely associated
with them, represented Philip himself.
The shouta
of an admiring, applauding multitude then announced
the king's approach.
He advanced in white robes and
festal chaplet, with his son and the bridegroom on either side, a few paces behind him.
His guards he had
ordered to keep at a distance, that all might have a
view of his person, and that it might not be supposed
he doubted the universal good-will of the Greeks.
This was the moment when a young man stepped forth
from the crowd, ran up to the king, and, drawing a
Celtic sword from beneath his garments, plunged it
into his side.
The murderer rushed
Philip fell dead.
towards the gates of the town, where horses were wait:

He was closely pursued by some of the
ing for him.
great officers of the royal body-guard, but would have
mounted before they had overtaken him if his sandal
had not been caught by the stump of a vine, which
In the first heat of their
brought him to the ground.
His name was
passion his pursuers despatched him.
Pausanias and the motive that impelled him to the
deed was, that he had suffered an outrage from Attalus
;

which Philip had refused to give him satisfaction.
Both Olympias and Alex{Aristot., Polit., 5, 8, 10.)
ander were suspected of having been privy to the deed,
but, as would seem, without any very strong grounds.
Indeed, the character of Alexander instinctively refor

coiled from every species of baseness, and yet Niebuhr,
in his lectures, expresses a suspicion, almost amountThus,
ing to a full conviction, of Alexander's guilt
in the 47th year of his age and the 24th of his reign,
!

—

perished Philip of Macedon, at the end of one great
of anothstage of a prosperous career, near the outset
er

which opened immeasurable ground

for hope.

A

certainly, according to the common
nor to be tried
princes, though not a hero like his son,
But it was something great,
by a philosophical model.

great

scale of

man

one who enjoyed the pleasures of animal existence
so keenly, should have encountered so much toil and
that

was

still

for glory and empire.
something
so well acquainted with the
greater, that one who was
worst sides of human nature, and who so often profited
It

danger

so capable of sympaby them, should yet have been
If we charge him with duplicity in
thy and esteem.
his political transactions, we must remember that he
of gratifying his ambition to
preferred the milder ways
that he at least dethose of violence and bloodshed
If he
of mercy and humanity.
sired the
:

reputation

once asked whether a fortress was so inaccessible that
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not even an ass laden with gold could mount to it, we
may as well believe the anecdote which relates of him,
that he replied to his counsellors who urged him to
ireat Athens with rigour, that they were advising him
to destroy the theatre of his glory.

{Plut., Reg. et
Imp. Apophth.f 11.) The many examples of generous forbearance reported in Plutarch's collection of his
apophthegms cannot be all groundless fictions and
the less restraint he set on many of his passions, the
;

more amiable appears, by

contrast,

the self-control

which he exercised, when he was tempted to an unHe is one of the men
just or harsh use of his power.
of whom we wish to know more, whose familiar letters and conversation must have been worth preservBut even the history of his outward life is like
ing.
an ancient statue, made up of imperfect and ill-adjusted

fragments.

He

left

the task of his

life

un-

must have appeared to his
We must rather admire
contemporaries premature.
the peculiar felicity of the juncture at which he was
removed to make room for one better fitted for the
What he had done, his successor would perwork.
What he medhaps not have accomplished so well.
itated was probably much less than his son effected, and yet more than he himself would have brought
to pass.
If he had begun his enterprise, he would
most likely have done little more than mar some

finished,

and

his death

{Thirlsplendid pages in the history of the world.
Cramer's
History of Greece, vol. 6, p. 69
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 174.)
HI. The third of the
name, was more commonly known by the name of
IV. One of the sons of
Aridaeus.
{Vid. Aridaeus.)
V. The
Alexander, slain by order of Olympias.
fifth of the name, was the eldest son of Cassander,
and succeeded his father on the throne of Macedon
He was carried off by sickness after
about 298 B.C.

waWs

—

—
—

—

—

—

a reign of one year.
Id., 16, I.)
{Jiisiin, 15, 4.
VI. The sixth of the name, was still an infant at the
He
death of his father, Demetrius III. of Macedon.
was left under the care of his uncle Antigonus Doson,
who, being guardian of his nephew, became, in fact,
the reigning sovereign.
Plut
Vit.
{Polyb., 2, 4.*).
Arat.

—

—

JusttJi, 28, 3.)

,

Antigonus ruled over Mace-

don for the space of twelve years, when his exertions
in defeating the lUyrians, who had made an inroad
into his territories, caused the bursting of a blood-

consent.

They
imposed t fine of one tnousand talents, and demanded the surrender of all his
In the war which the Ro{Ltv., 33, 30 )
galleys.
mans afterward carried on with Antiochus, king of
Syria, Philip actively co-operated with the former
but, jealous of his talents, and aware also of his ambitious spirit, the Romans seized every opportunity of
farther

;

counteracting his efforts to restore the empire of Macedon to its former power and importance. Philip
beheld this course of conduct with ill-disguised vexation and disgust
and it is probable that this mutual
ill-will would have led to an open
rupture if the death
of Philip had not intervened.
This event is said to
have been hastened by the domestic troubles which
concurred to imbitter the latter years of his life.
Dissensions had long subsisted between his two sons Perseus and Demetrius ; and, by the arts of the former,
who was the elder, but illegitimate, a violent prejudice had been raised in the mind of Philip against the
latter, who had resided at Rome for some years as a
hostage, even after peace was concluded with that
The unfortunate Demetrius fell a victim to
power.
;

his brother's
treachery,

and

his father's credulity

and

{Ltv 40, 24.) But Philip having discovered, not long after, the fatal error into which he had
been betrayed, was so stung with remorse, that an{Vid.
guish of mind soon brought him to the grave.
Perseus ) He died B.C. 179, after a reign of fortyinjustice.

two

years.

VII.

M.

,

—

{Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p. 243.)
a Roman emperor, of an obscure
family in Trachonitis, a province of Arabia, to the
south of Damascus, and hence called the Arabian.
Julius,

Zonaras (12, 19) and Cedrenus

(vol. 1, p.

257) make

Bostra, the capital of the country, to have been his
native city
but the language of Aurelius Victor would
rather incline us to believe that he was born in the en;

virons
*^

calls him in one part
{de Ccts., 28), and in another

of that city, since he

Arabs Trachonitis"^

" nobilissimus
speaks of his father as having been

tronum ductor."

His

{Epit., 28.)

first act, also,

la-

on

attaining to the empire, was to found a city not far
from Bostra, which he dignified with the name of PhilSt. Jerome, who speaks of this foundation,
ippopolis.
confounds with the Arabian city another of the same
name in Thrace. Jornandes falls into the same error
(p.

108).

Burckhardt found

in the

environs of Bostra

inscription bearing the name Philippopolis,
sets the matter at rest.
{Travels, p. 98.)
entered the Roman armies, and soon distin-

Greek

which terminated his existence. {Polyb , 2,
His nephew Philip, though only fifteen years of
70.)
age, now assumed the reins of government, and showed

a

himself deficient neither in energy nor talents. Adopting the policy of his wise and able predecessor in protecting the Achaeans against the ambitious designs of
the .^tolians, who were now become one of the most
powerful states of Greece, he engaged in what Polybius has termed the Social W^ar, during which he obtained several important successes, and effectually re-

guished himself by his services, until he was at length
appointed commander of the body-guard, in the reign
of Gordian III., having succeeded Misitheus, whom
In taking the
he was suspected of having cut off.
place of Misitheus, Philip became, in fact, as his predecessor had been, the guardian of the young prince,
Gordian had, under
and the master of the empire.

pressed the daring spirit of that people.
The great contest which was
et 5.)

the auspices of Misitheus, undertaken, the year previous, an expedition against the Persians, which ended
and he now prepared
gloriously for the Roman arms
for a second campaign against the same foe, when

vessel,

{Polyb.,

lib.

now waging
in Italy, between Hannibal and the Romans, naturally
of
the
and
attention
of
Macedon
the
attracted
King
it appears from Polybius and Livy that he actually
entered into an alliance with the Carthaginian general.
By securing, however, the co-operation of the
^Etolians, the Romans were enabled to keep in check
the forces of Philip
and, on the termination of the

4

;

;

to avenge the injury
struggle with Carthage, sought
the prince had meditated by invading his hereditary
dominions.
Philip, for two campaigns, resisted the
attacks of the Romans and their allies, the .^tolians,

of Pergamus, and the Rhodians ;
however, he sustained a signal defeat at Cywas comnoscephalae, in the plains of Thessaly, and
such conditions as the vicpelled to sue for peace on
These were, that Demetrius,
tors chose to impose.
his younger son, should be sent as a hostage to Rome,
•nd that he should not engage in any war without their

Eumenes, king
finally,

1038

which
Philip

—

;

Philip produced an

artificial

scarcity by intercepting
the supplies of corn, and thus raised a spirit of disThese intrigues,
affection against the young emperor.

however, did not delay the march of the army, which
advanced into Mesopotamia, defeated the Persians,
and compelled their king to take shelter in the very
Gordian returned triumphant,
heart of his dominions.

when
the

the partisans of Philip excited a commotion in
finally compelled the emperor to re-

camp, and

This diceive Philip as an associate in the empire.
vision of power, consummated by forcible means, could
monarch
and
the
not prove of very long duration,
young
was soon after deposed and put to death. His ashes
were conveyed to Rome, and a splendid monument wa»
erected to his memory, near Circesium, on the Euphrates.
Meanwhile the letters of Philip to the senate pui-
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Gordian bad died of illness, and that the
choice of the army had fallen upon him.
Arganthis,
king of Scythia, was encouraged to advance by the
ported that

'

'

tidings of the death of Misitheus ; but Philip, sacriof the state to his own, and paying
ficing the interests
no regard to this new invasion, hastened to secure his

election at Rome, where he professed to venerate the
statues of Gordian, who had been deified by the sen-

The

ate.

fickle

multitude were amused and concili-

ated by one of those juggles of public pageantry which
are found to be so useful in turning the attention of
The
the people from the flagitiousness of their rulers.

thousandth anniversary of the building of Rome was
celebrated by splendid games, and by combats in the
But the claim of the " Arabian" to the
amphitheatre.

Moon, and Earth"

(irepl kK2.eit{feuVf koI fieyidovc

Kci ae'k^vrjg koI y^f ).
The work
{Schbll, Htst. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p.

grammatic poet, a native of

is

v^iov

cited by Stobsus.

8.)— XHI. An epiwho flourThes|alonica,

ished during the
He is sometimes
reign of Tiberius.
called " the Macedonian," but more frequently " Philhave eighty-five epigrams of
ip of Thessalonica."

We

!

his

They

remaining.

for the

display

little

originality,

being

most part imitations of preceding poets.

{JaCatal. Poet. Epigr., p. 935.)
Philip of Thes"
salonica is the compiler of what is termed the
Seccobs,

ond Anthology," thus continuing the work commenced

by Meleager. The interval between the two compilations was about 150
Schbll,
{Jacobs, I. c.
years.

—

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4,

p.

49, 55.)

Philiscus, I. an orator, and also an epigrammatic
empire of Rome was disputed by Decius, who had
been sent to quell a sedition in Pannonia, and who poet, one of whose effusions has been preserved by
joined the revolters.
Philip lost a battle near Verona, Plutarch, who speaks of him as a contemporary of
and this event was to his soldiers the signal for his Lysias, and a pupil of Isocrates. He was a native of
His son was slain in the Miletus in Ionia and, besides his poetical pieces, left
assassination (A.D. 249).
Praetorian camp.
{Capitol., Vit. Gord. Tert., 29, several harangues and a life of Lycurgus. {Ruhnken,
Aurel. Vict., I.e.
Casaub., de iis qui post Hist. Crit. Orat. Gr., p. \xxxu\.
Plut., X. Orat.
teqq.
VHI. An Acar- Vit., p. 836.
Gord. Tert., principes fuere,
Jacobs, Catal. Poet.
iv.)
Suidas, s. v.
II. or perhaps Philicus, a tragic
nanian, and physician to Alexander the Great. When Epigr., p. 936.)
that monarch had been seized with a fever, after ba- poet, a native of Corcyra, and contemporary with
in
of
while
the
cold
stream
the
Theocritus (270 B.C.). He gave his name, as invenoverheated,
thing,
Cydnus, and most of his medical attendants despaired tor, to a particular species of Iambic verse {Metrum
of his life, Philip, who stood high in his confidence, Phitisceum or Philiceum).
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
undertook to prepare a medicine which would relieve vol. 3, p. 86 )
III. A tragic poet, a native of --Egihim.
In the mean while, a letter was brought to the na, and contemporary with Philiscus of Corcyra.
king from Parmenio, informing him of a report, that {Schbll, I. c.) IV. .\ sculptor of Rhodes, whose era
Al- is uncertain.
He made, among others, two statues,
Philip had been bribed by Darius to poison him.
e.\ander, it is said, had the letter in his hand when the one of Apollo, the other of Venus, which were placed
;

—

—

()

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

physician came in with the draught, and, giving it to
him, drank the potion while the other read ; a theatrical scene, as Plutarch unsuspectingly observes, but
one which would not have been invented except for
such a character, and which Arrian was therefore in-

The remedy,
duced, though doubtingly, to record.
or Alexander's excellent constitution, prevailed over
the disease ; but it was long before he had regained
resume
Exp AL, 2,

sufficient strength to

Alex.

— Arrian,

his march.
4, 12, seqq.)

{Plat., Vit.

The whole

We

story is now regarded as a very apocryphal one.
cannot very well understand what Parmenio was doing,
that he did not come himself instead of writing.
One
sees from Curtius (3, 6) how the narrative was emIn Arrian, Parmenio's letter only mentions
bellished.
a report which he had heard, that Philip had been
bribed.
In Curtius, it is asserted that he had been
promised one thousand talents, and the hand of the

There was certainly some confusister of Darius.
sion between this story and that of Alexander the
Seneca {de Ira, 2, 23) says, that it was
Lyncestian.
Olympias who sent the warning letter about Philip.

in the collection of Octavia.

{Plin., 36, 5, 4.)

Philistus, a wealthy native of Syracuse, who employed his riches in procuring the sovereign power for
He became, subsequently, the
Dionysius the Elder.
confidant, minister, and general of the tyrant ; but he
lost his favour by having secretly married one of his
He retired to
nieces, and was driven into exile.
of
where he wrote on the "
Adria,

Sicily,"
Antiquities
down to the third
a
and
embraced
of
83d
the
period of
year
Olympiad,
He composed also a " Life of Dioeight centuries.
nysius," in four books.
Having been recalled from
banishment by Dionysius the younger, he became the
in

seven books, which was carried

an asantagonist of Dion and Plato, who had gained
cendancy over the mind of that prince. Philistus
commanded the fleet of Dionysius in the naval battle
with Dion and the Syracusans, which cost the tyrant
his throne, and his vessel having run aground, he was
Betaken prisoner and put to an ignominious death.
sides the two works already mentioned, Philistus
books.
two
in
wrote the life of Dionysius the younger,

These three productions being united, bore the com{ThirlwaWs History of Greece, vol. 6, p. 173.)— IX. mon name of 2t/ce/li/cd. Cicero praises this historian,
A pretender to the crown of Macedonia, after the and calls him " almost a little Thucydides" {paru puHe is commonly known by sillus Thucydides.— Ep., ad Q. Fratr., 2, 13 —Comoverthrow of Perseus.
His true pare de Divin., 1, 20). But Plutarch and Pausanias
the appellation of " Pseudophilippus."
X. The reproach him with having sacrificed truth to the dename was Andriscus. {Vid. Andriscus.)
Greek translator of the work of Horapollo. From the sire of recovering the good graces of his master.

—

internal evidence afforded by the translation itself, he
is
supposed to have lived a century or two later than

and at a time when every remnant of acknowledge of the subject, on which Horapollo
treats, must have vanished.
{Cory, Hieroglyphics of
XI. A comic poet of Athens,
Horapollo, pref, p. ix.)
Horapollo

;

tual

—

He does not appear to have inson of Aristophanes.
herited any considerable portion of his father's wonderful abilities.
{Theatre of the Greeks, p. 115, 4th
XII. A native of Opus, and a disciple of Plato.
ed.)
Laertius
informs us (3, 37), that Plato died
Diogenes
before publishtng his " Laws," and that Philip of Opus
gave to the world the manuscript of the work, which
he found among his master's tablets.
{Vid. Plato.)
"
Phihp wrote on Eclipses, and on the size of the Sun,

—

that if he
Dionysius of Halicarnassus also observes,
has managed to resemble his model, Thucydides, it is
behind him unonly in two respects, in having left
finished writings, and in the disorder which prevails
In point of sentiment and feelthroughout his works.
to Dionysius. no resemblance
ing, there is, according
whatever between the two Thucydides had a lofty
:

and noble spirit Philistus, on the other hand, yielded
to
slavish obedience to tyrants, and sacrificed truth
that the style
ihcm.
Dionysius confesses, however, "
roundness"
of Philistus was clear, and marked by
and energy, though without figures and ornament.—
Alexander the Great is said to have greatly admired
of his
the works of Philistus, and they formed part
of this writer have
The
library.
portative
fragments
'
^
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—

been collected by Goller, in his work " De situ ct OriM. Sevin, in his "i2epine Syracusarum,'^ p. 177.
cherchcs sur la vie el les ecrits de Philistus" {Mem.
de VAcad. des Ins^f., vol. 13, p. 1, seqq), maintains
that Philistus was a pupil of Isocrates
Goller, however, shows very conclusively, that Sevin was misled
by a corrupt passage in Cicero (de Orat., 2, 23), where,

Judceus ('lovdaiOf) or " the Jew,"
was a native of Alexandrea, a member of a sacerdotal family, and flourished about 40 A.D.
He belonged to the sect of the Pharisees, and was a great
zealot for the religion of his fathers.
On occasion of
a tumult which had taken place at Alexandrea, the

Philtsti,^^ we ought to read
Philisci,'*^
and where the reference can only be to Philiscus the
Milesian.
Dion.
{Goller, Op. cit., p. 112, seqq.

Hellenistic Jews of this city sent him to
to carry their justification before the Emperor Caligula ; but
the latter refused to receive him into his presence.

—

;

'^

instead of

'^

—

De

{Op., ed Reiske, vol. 5^
p. 427).— /(/., Epist. ad Cn. Pomp. {Op., vol. 6, p.
780).— Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vd. 2, p. 177, seqq.—
Sainte- Croix, Examen des Hist. d'Alex., p. 12.)
Philo, I. a statuary, in the age of Alexander the
Great.
This is evident from the circumstance of his
{Tatian, Orat.
having made a statue of Hephaestion.
adv. Gr., 55.)
This artist is undoubtedly referred to
in a well-known inscription
given by Wheler {Itin.,
209.
Compare Spohn, Misc. Erud. Antiq., 332.
Hal.,

Vet. Script, cens.

—

—

—

Chishull, Antiq. Asiat., p. 59, seqq.
Jacobs, Antkol.
Gr., 3, 1, p. 192.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. ».)— II. A
native of Byzantium, who flourished about 150 B.C.
He must not be confounded with the architect Philo,

who,

time of the orator Lycurgus, built the arthe Piraeus,
Philo of Byzantium was the au-

in the

—

senal in
thor of a treatise having relation to mechanics, in five
books, of which only the last two remain to us. These
treat of the making of missile weapons (BeTiOirouKa,

mann, Lex.

Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 224.)

III.

Called,

for distinction' sake,

Rome

Philo was a man of great learning.
He had carefully
studied all the Grecian systems of philosophy, and he
made an admirable use of this knowledge in accomplishing the object which he had in view, of presenting
the pagans, namely, with the sacred Scriptures of his
nation as the perfection of all human wisdom.
Of all
the systems of profane philosophy, no one suited his
views so well as the Platonic. His inclination towards a contemplative life was nurtured by the perusal of Plato's writings, while their mysterious tendenThe ideas of
cy served to inflame his imagination.
Plato were amalgamated with Philo's doctrine respect-*
he
thus
the
and
be
may
Scriptures,
ing
regarded as

the precursor of that strange philosophy which, one
fifty years after his time, developed itself

hundred and

in Egypt.
The style of Philo is expressly modelled
after that of Plato.
perusal of his works, which are

A

quite numerous, is not only interesting for the study
of the New- Platonic philosophy, but extreinely impor-

and the books of

ditches, as well as other

or 'OpyavoirouKu), of the construction of towers, walls,
works required for the siege

the

miramis, the pyramids of Egypt, the statue of Jupiter
Olympia, the colossus of Rhodes, the walls of Bab-

productions of Philo, of which eight no longer exist in
Greek.
{Maii de Philonis Judai et Eusebii Pamphili

ylon, the temple of Diana at Ephesus, and the
leum. The last chapter of the work, however,

scriptis ineditis Dissertatio, Mediolani, 1816, 8vo.)
The best edition of Philo is that of Mangey, Lond.,

tant for understanding the Septuagint

New

Mai discovered, in 1816, some
of cities.
There is ascribed to him also a work on unedited fragments of this writer. An Armenian trans"
the
Seven Wonders of the World'^ {Uepi tuv 'Etttu lation was also found at Lemberg, in Galicia, by ZohThese wonders are, the gardens of Se- rab, an Armenian, in 1791, which contained thirteen
QeafiuTuv).
at

and the

but one

Mausois

want-

a very mutilated state.
ing,
It is a production of very little value,
excepting the
chapter which treats of the Colossus of Rhodes, and
last

is in

the fragment that remains of the description of the
Ephesian temple, two monuments which Philo himself
saw.
As he no doubt had also beheld the tomb of
Mausolus, we have to regret the loss of the last chapThe style, however,
ter, in which this was described.
of this work indicates a more recent writer than the
author of the Be^oiroilKa.
The two books of the treatise relating to Missiles, &c., are to be found in the
"
Ancient Mathematicians" {Mathecollection of the
maiici Veteres, Paris, 1693, p. 49-104).
The first
"
Seven Wonders" were published,
five chapters of the
for the first time, by Leo AUatius, Rom., 1640, 8vo,
with a very careless Latin version.
corrected edi-

A

was given by De Boissieu, who accompanied M.
de Crequi in his embassy to Rome, and delivered a
This edition was corharangue before Urban VIII.
rected by the Vatican MS., and appeared at the end
of the Ibis of Ovid published in 1661, at the Lyons
It is rarely met w'th, and was unknown
press, 8vo.
to Bast, who, when the Vatican MS. was brought to
tion

Paris, published the variations contained in it, though
they were already given in the edition of Boissieu.

This edition of Boissieu swarms with typographical
but it is accompanied by a good Latin vererrors
;

The

edition of Allatius, corrected by Gronovireprinted in the Thesaurus Antiq. Crit., vol.
7, with the fragment of the sixth chapter, which HolTeucher promised a new edition
stenius had found.
in 1811, but it never saw the light, the editor having
In 1816, Orelfi
died before he could complete it.

sion.

us,

was

text corrected after
published a new edition, with the
" Testimonia
Boissieu and Bast, and with
Veterum,^^
&c. This is the best edition : it contains also the
and
of
Adrian of
of
the
Gallinicus,
Sophist
fragments

Tvre.

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p.

lOiO

367.— Hoff-

Testament.

1742, 2 vols. fol. : the latest is that of Richter, form" Bibliotheca
Sacra," Lips.,
ing the second part of the
1828-1830, 8 vols. 12mo. It contains merely the text.
The two works found by Mai were published at Milan

1818, 8vo, and Aucher published at Venice, in 1822,
Latin translation of the three works of Philo, of
which Zohrab had found the Armenian text. The
Hebrew Lexicon of Philo, which exists only in a Latin
version, and which is found in no edition of his works,
is contained in the second volume of the works of St.
Jerome, published in Paris, 1633.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit.
Gr vol. 5, p. 65, seqq. Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliogr.,
IV. An epigrammatic poet, who
vol. 3, p. 225, seq.)
flourished from the reign of Nero to that of Hadrian.
He celebrated, in a separate production, the reign of
Eudocia states (p. 424), that he composed
the latter.
four books of epigrams.
Only one small distich reV.
mains.
{Jacobs, Catal. Poet. Epigr., p. 936.)
A native of Larissa, the pupil and successor of Clitomachus in the chair of the New Academy. He
in

a

—

,

—

—

Rome, having retired to that city from
Athens during the Mithradatic war, B.C. 100. By
some he has been considered the founder of a Fourth
also taught at

Academy.

Philo confined

s

eplicism to a contradic-

tion of the metaphysics of the Stoics and their pretended criteria of knowledge he contradicted the sphere
of logic ; made moral philosophy merely a matter of
instruction : and endeavoured to prove that the
:

public

New

Old and

Academies equally doubted the certainCicero was one of his
knowledge.
and often makes mention of him in his wri-

ty of speculative

auditors,
tings.

{Tennemann, Manual Hist. Philos.,

p.

154.

—

ScKoll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5. p. 198.)
Philoctetes, a Thessalian prince, son of Poeas or

Compare

According to the account of
we have followed in
Apollodorus and others, which
the narrative of the death of Hercules, that hero gave
his bow and arrows to Poeas, father of Philoctetes, as
Poean, king of Meliboea.

PHI

PHILOCTETES.
a reward for having kindled his funeral pile on Mount
when all his immediate followers declintd so to

CEta,

A different form, however, given to the story
by Hyginus and other authorities, who make Hercules
to have bestowed the gift on Philoctetes, the son, for
same service which other mytholhaving performed the
is

do.

to the father.
ogists assign

ad Horn.,
3, 402.

II.,

36.

—

Schol.

{Hygin ,fah
G.—Ovid, Met., 9, 234.— .S'crt). ad JEn.,

— Munckcr, ad Hygin.,

,

I.

c.)

So()hocle8, again,

from both accounts, in assigning the task of
the son of the hero himkindling the pile to Hyllus,

differs

—

Philocte{Soph., Track., 1211, 1270, 1273.)
one of the suiters of Helen, was compelled to
He' led the forces
take part in the war against Priam.
of Methone, Thaumacia, Melibfea, and Olizon, and
sailed from Aulis, along with the rest of the fleet, to
He was not, however, suffered to
the land of Troy.
remain for any long time an inmate of the Grecian
very offensive wound in his foot, and the
self.

tes, as

camp. A
loud and ill-omened cries of suffering which he was
constantly uttering, induced the Greeks to move him
frfim their vicinity, and, having transported him to the
island of Lemnos, they treacherously left him there.
Ulysses is said to have planned and executed the deed.

they went in quest of Philoctetes (who, according
had not gone to the Trojan war), ana
made inquiries of him respecting the son of Alcmena.
At first, Philoctetes pretended not to know where he

les,

to this account,

was

at
length, however, he informed them that he was
dead.
The Greeks then urging him to declare where
the hero was buried, Philoctetes, in order to evade hta
oath, struck the ground with his foot, without uttering
a word, and the spot was discovered.
He himself was
then led away to the war ; but, not long after, one of
the arrows fell on the foot with which he had
betrayed
the burial-place of Hercules, and inflicted a
painful
;

and most noisome wound. The Greeks for a long
time bore with him on account of the oracle.
At
last, their patience being exhausted, and the stench of
the wound, together with the cries of the sufferer, being quite insupportable, Philoctetes was conveyed to
the island of Lemnos, his arrows being first taken from
him.
His wound preventing a return to his native
country, he sailed from Lemnos to Italy, and founded
Petilia
and here he was finally cured. {Serv. ad
;

Virg., JSn., 3, 401.)
Sophocles has made the sufferings of Philoctetes the subject of one of his tragedies.
{Vid. Sophocles )

Philolaus, a Pythagorean philosopher, born at Cro{Soph., Philoct., 5.) The causes of the wound of
Philoctetes are differently stated by mythologists. lona, but who afterward lived at Thebes, and also at
Some ascribe it to the bite of a serpent, which Juno Heraclea. He was a disciple of Archytas, and flourIt was from him that Plasent to attack him, because he had kindled the funeral ished in the time of Plato.
and had collected his ashes ; and to purchased the written records of the Pythagorean
pile for Hercules,
they make him to have received the wound in the isl- system, contrary to an express oath taken by the sociand of Lemnos, and to have been there abandoned by ety of Pythagoreans, pledging themselves to keep sethe Greeks.
{Hygin., fab., 102.) The scholiast on cret the mysteries of their sect. Plutarch relates, that
Homer {II., 2, 722) says that he was bitten in Lem- Philolaus was one of the persons who escaped from
nos, at the altar of Minerva surnamed Chrysa (com- the house which was burned by Cylon during the life
pare Philostratus, Icon., p, 863, ed. Morelt), while of Pythagoras ; but this account cannot be correct.
Dictys of Crete (2, 14) and Tzetzes {ad Lycophr., Philolaus was contemporary with Plato ; and, there911) make him to have received his wound in the city fore, certainly not with Pythagoras. Interfering in afof Chrysa, near Troy.
Others, again, laid the scene fairs of state, he fell a sacrifice to political jealousy.
of the fable in the small island of Neae, near Lemnos. Philolaus treated the doctrines of nature with great
Theocritus says that he was subtlety, but, at the same time, with great obscurity;
{Steph. Byz.,s. v. Neat.)
wounded by the serpent while contemplating the tomb referring everything that exists to mathematical prinHe taught that the world is one whole, which
of Troilus, in the temple of the Thymbrsean Apollo. ciples.
{Meurs. ad Lycophr., 912.) Finally, the scholiast on has a fiery centre, about which the ten celestial spheres
Sophocles tells us that Philoctetes waS bitten on the revolve, heaven, the sun. the. planets, the earth, and
At Thebes, Philolaus was the teacher of
shore of Lemnos, while in the act of raising an altar to the moon.
The Simmias and Cebes, before they came to Socrates at
Hercules.
{Schol. atj^ Soph., Philoct., 269.)
{Plat., Phctd., p. 61.)
Greeks, having been informed by an oracle that Troy Athens.
Fragments of the
could not be taken without the arrows of Hercules, writings of this philosopher have come down to us, the
despatched Ulysses and Pyrrhus to Lemnos, to urge genuineness of which has been satisfactorily establishPhiloctetes to put an end, by his presence, to the ed by Bockh in his two treatises.
{Bockh, de PlaThe chief, whose resentment towards tonico Systemate, &c., Heidelb., 1810, 4to. Id., Phil'
tedious siege.
the Greeks, and especially towards Ulysses, the imme- olaos des Pythagoreers Lehren, &c., Berlin, 1819,
diate promoter of his removal from the camp, was still S\o.— Enfield, Htst. Phil., vol. 1, p. 411, seq.—Ritunabated, refused to comply with their summons, and ier. Hist. Philos., vol. 1, p. 348. seq.)
would have persisted in his refusal had not Hercules
Philomela, daughter of Pandion, king of Athens,
to Procne, who had married Tereus, king of
appeared, and enjoined upon him, on a promise that his and sister
wounds should be cured, to accede to the request that Thrace. (FzW. Pandion.) Procne became by Tereus
was made of him. Philoctetes accordingly returned to the mother of a son named Itys ; but, after living some
the camp before Troy, where he was cured by Macha- time in Thrace, she became desirous of seeing her sis-

—

—

—

on, and where he particularly distinguished himself by
his valour, and by his dexterity in the use of the bow.
Paris, among others, fell by his hand.
{Tzetz. ad LyPhiloctetes
cophr., 911.
gin., fab., 112, 114.)
survived the siege but, instead of returning to Greece,

— Hy

;

settled with his followers in Italy, where he founded
the city of Petilia in the territory of the Bruttii. ( Virgil, JEn., 3,

401.)

— Servius,

Virgil, gives another

in

and very

his

died
commentary on who had been informed by Tereus that she had
by the way, and who had for some time been plunged

different legend conAccording to this ver-

cerning the Thessalian hero.
sion of the fable, Philoctetes was the companion and
friend of Hercules, and the latter, just before his death,
enjoined upon him, with an oath, not to disclose where
his ashes were interred, and he gave him, on condition of his preserving the secret, his bow and arrows.
When the Greeks were informed by the oracle that
Troy conW not be taken without the arrows of Hercu-

6Q

ter, and, at her request, Tereus went to Athens, and
him
prevailed on Pandion to let Philomela accompany
back to Thrace. On the way thither he violated her ;
and, fearing the truth might be discovered, he cut out
She contrived, however,
her tongue and confined her.
to communicate her story to her sister by means of
Procne,
characters woven into a peplus or robe.

row sought her
own son Itys,
The two sisters fled

in the greatest affliction for her loss,

out and released her

;

and, killing hei

served up his flesh to his father.
away; and Tereus, discovering the truth, pursued
them with an axe. Finding themselves nearly overtaken, they prayed to the gods to change them into
birds
Procne immediately became a nightingale {arj
Tereus
d6v). and Philomela a swallow {xeJuduv).
:
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was

also

changed, and

PHI

became

a

hoopoo

(sTCorp).

(Apollod., 3, l^.—Ovid, Met., 6, 424, scq.--Hyoin.,
Eudocia,
fab., 4:5.— Schol. ad Arisfoph., Av 212.
Like so many others, this story is told with con327.)

—

—

,

siderable variations.

some, Tereus had

to

According

early conceived a passion for Philomela, and he obtained her in marriage by pretending that Procne was

dead.

{Apollod.,

I.

c.

— Hygm.,

Nabi's had been assassinated by the iEtOffan*
Nabis), Philopcemen performed another distinguished service for his countrymen, by inducing the
Spartans to join the Achaean league.
Sparta, indeed,
was an acquisition of no small importance to the conof
which
she
was
now
become
a member.
federacy,
It was also a most
acceptable service to the
{vid.

principal

Again, there

c)

I.

great discrepance respecting the
some saying that Procne, others that
This last, which has
the nightingale.
of the name in its favour (Philomela
is

When

transformation,

Philomela, was
the signification

Lacedaemonians,

who hoped

henceforth to have him for

the guardian of their newly-recovered freedom.
ing sold, therefore, the house and property of
by a public decree, they voted the money,

HavNabis
which

amounted to 120 talents, to Philopcemen, and determined to send it by persons deputed from their own
But so high was the private character of the
number.
illustrious Megalopolitan, that it was a difficult matter
here been giving is one of those invented to account to find any individual who would venture to speak to
At last, one Timolaus, who was
mythically for the habits and properties of animals. him on the subject.
The twitter of the swallow sounds like I/ys, Itys ; the connected with Philopcemen by the ties of hospitality,
note of the nightingale was regarded as lugubrious, and undertook the task; but when he went to
Megalopolis,
the hoopoo chases these birds.
{Keightley's Mythol- and observed the purity and simplicity of his private
he
a
uttered
not
word
the
life,
ogy, p. 379, seq.)
present, but,
respecting
Phm.opator, the surname of the fourth Ptolemy of having assigned another cause for his visit, returned to
He
was
Lacedaemon.
sent
a
second
PtolemsRus.)
{Vid.
time, but still
Egypt.
In a third visit, he inPhilopcemen, a distinguished general of the Achae- could not mention the money.
being song-lovIt was
ing), was not, however, the prevalent Of)inion.
also said that Tereus was changed into a hawk, and
that Itys became a wood-pigeon.
The legend we have

—

an league, bom at Megalopolis, in Arcadia, and educated under the best masters.
He was no sooner able
to bear arms, than he entered
among the troops which
the city of Megalopolis sent to make incursions into
Laconia, and in these inroads never failed to give some
remarkable proof of his prudence and valour.
When
Cleomenes, king of Sparta, attacked Megalopolis,

PhilofXEmen greatly signalized himself among the defenders of the place.
He distmguished himself no
less,

some time after

this, in

the battle of Sellasia,

where Antigonus Doson gained a complete victory over
Cleomenes, B.C. 222.
Antigonus, who had been an
eyewitness of his gallant behaviour, and who admired
his talents and virtues, offered him a considerable

troduced the subject with much hesitation, and stated
to him the kind intentions of Sparta.
But Philopcemen immediately declined the offer, and, going himself
to Lacedaemon, advised the people not to tempt the
good with the money, but to employ it rather in silenAnd yet it was in this
ing the opposition of the bad.
same city that he afterward inflicted, as the general of
the Achaean league, an act of severe intimidation
for
Lacedaemon having violated the terms of the compact^
her walls were demolished by Philopcemen, the institutions of Lycurgus were abolished, and the laws of
Not
the Achaeans were established in their room.
long after this the city of Messcne withdrew from the
•Achaean league, and a war was the consequence, in
;

command in his army, but Philopcemen declined it, which the forces of the confederacy proved altogether
because he knew, as Plutarch observes, that he could superior, until their success was turned into mourning
not bear to be under the direction of another.
Not by a great and most unexpected disaster. Philopcechoosing, however, to remain idle, and hearing that men was surprised by the enemy when passing with a
It
there was war in Crete, he sailed to that island to ex- small party of cavalry through a difficult defile.
ercise and improve his- military talents.
When he was thought that he might have escaped by the aid of
had served there for some time, he returned home with some light-armed Thracians and Cretans in his band
high reputation, and was immediately appointed by the but he would not quit the horsemen, whom he had
Achaeans general of the horse.
In the exercise of this recentlv selected from the noblest of the Achaeans ;
command, he acquitted himself with signal ability so and, while he was bringing up the rear, and bravely
much so, in fact, that the Achaean horse, heretofore of covering the retreat, bis horse fell under him. He
no reputation, soon became famous over all Greece. was seventy years old, and weakened by recent sickHe was not long after appointed to the command of ness and he lay stunned and motionless under his
The popall the Achaean forces, and
zealously employed himself horse till he was found by the Messenians.
in reforming the discipline of the army, and infusing ular feeling was in his favour, since it was remembered
a proper spirit into the soldiers of the republic.
An that the Messenian state had formerly received imbut the magistrates were
opportunity occurred soon after this, of ascertaining portant benefits at his hands
how the troops had profited by his instruction. Ma- hostile, most of them having been the authors of the
chanidas, tyrant of Lacedaemon, with a numerous and revolt, and it was resolved by them that Philopcemen
:

;

;

;

powerful army, was watching a favourable moment to
subdue the whole of the Peloponnesus. As soon, then,
as intelligence was brought that he had attacked the
Mantineans, Philopcemen took the field against him,
The Lacedaemonians lost
and defeated and slew him.
on this occasion above 8000 men, of whom 4000 were
the
field.
The
left dead upon
Achaeans, in commemoration of the valour of Philopcemen, set up at Delphi
a brazen statue, representing him in the very act of

At a subsequent period, however,
slaying the tyrant.
he experienced a reverse of fortune for, having ventured to engage in a naval battle with Nabis, the successor of Machanidas, he was not only defeated, but
;

danger of being lost through the leaky condition of
own vessel, which was an old one fitted np for the
His want of skill, however, on this element
occasion.

in

his

was amply compensated not long
over the land forces of the enemy,
bis in person, the greater part of
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after

by a victory

commanded by Na-

whom

were cut off

should die.
He was accordingly compelled to drink
His eulogv is summed up by Polybcup of poison.
ius with the words, that in forty years, during which
he played a distinguished part in a democratical community, he never incurred the enmity of the people,
though he spoke and acted freely and boldly, nor ever
courted popular favour by unworthy compliance.
have a biography of him by Plutarch. {Polyb., 2, 40.
—Id., 2, 67, scqq.—Id., 11, 10, &c.—Plut. in Vit.)
a

—We

Philostratus, I. Flavins, surnamed, for distinction'
was the son of Philostratus of Lemnos,
who is represented to us as one of the greatest orators
of his time.
He lived towards the end of the second

sake, the elder,

centurv' of our era, at the court of the Emperor Septimiua Severus, and at the commencement of the
It was to please the Emfircj-s
third, under Alexander.
Julia, the wife of Severus,

who had

a strong predikc-

lion for literary pursuits, that Philostratus compo?. d
the most famous of his works, the Life of AvoUormm

PHI

PHILOSTRATUS.
tov Tvavewf fiiog), a wellq/" Tyana {'Airo2.?.tjvtov
known charlatan and wonder-worker, whom his biographer wishes lo represent as a supernatural being.

servat.

Hence Eiinopius

trati

God unto men

Jacobs, Exercitationea Criticce in script, vet.,
vol. 2, Lips., 1797, 8vo
II,
nephew of the former,
called, for distinction' sake, Philostratus the young-

of Sardis, in speaking of this book,
remarks, that, instead of being called the Life of Apollonius, it ought to be entitled, a History of the visit of

(Seov kiridTjfilav k^ avdpunov^ t^cot)
Three writers before the time of PhilostraKoktlv)
tus had given Lives of Apollonius, namely, Damis of

Ninus, his friend, and two unknown writers, Maximus
Their works were of service to
and Moeragenes.
Philostratus in framing his compilation

;

a compilation

entirely destitute of critical arrangement, filled with

the most absurd fables, and swarming with geographAnd yet, notwithical errors and with anachronisms.

standing these so serious defects, the work is useful
for an acquaintance with the Pythagorean philosophy,
and the history of the emperors who reigned after

Nero.

—A

question naturally presents itself in relation
Did Philostratus,
to this singular piece of biography.
in writing it, wish to parody the life and miracles of
the divine founder of our religion

It is difficult to

1

Various parexculpate him from such an intention.
ticulars in the biography of Apollonius, such as the
annunciation of his nativity, made to his mother by Prothe incarnation of this Egyptian divinity in the
teus
the miracles by which his birth
person of Apollonius
was accompanied those that are attributed to the individual himself; and his ascension into heaven, apand within
pear borrowed from the life of our Saviour
less than a century after Philostratus wrote, in the
time of Dioclesian, Hierocles of Nicomedia opposed
;

;

;

;

Huet was the first that asthis work to the gospels.
cribed an evil intention to Philostratus {Demonstr.
Evang. Propos., 9, c. 147) while the opposite side
is maintained by Meiners {Gesch. der Wissensch.,
&c., vol. 1, p. 258) and by Tiedemann {Geist. der
Philostratus has
SpcctUat. Philos., vol. 3, p. 116).
also left us, under the title of UpojiKci (Heroica), the
fabulous history of twenty-one heroes of the Trojan
war.
This work is in the form of a dialogue between
a Phoenician mariner and a vinedresser of Thrace, who
had heard all these particulars from the lips of Protesibus.
Another work is the Ekdvcf, in two books. It
is a discourse on a
gallery of paintings which was at
;

—

Naples, and contains some valuable remarks on the
state of the arts at this period.
have also the
Lives of the Sophists (Bioc So^iorwv), in two books,
the first containing the lives of the philosophical sophThe former
ists, the second those of the rhetorical.

We

are twenty-six in

number;

the latter thirty-three.

It

an interesting work, and gives an amusing account
of the sophists of the day, their vanity and impudence,
their jealousies and quarrels, their corrupt morals
a
living picture, in fine, of the fall of the art and the corThere exist also from the
ruption of literary men.
pen of Philostratus sixty-three letters, and an epigram
in the Anthology.
There are only two editions of the
entire works of Philostratus; that of Morell, Paris,
1608, fol., and that of Olearius, Lips., 1709, fol.
is

;

The

one of the two, although in
only copies the errors of the
former.
Olearius is said to have appropriated to his
own use the notes of Reinesius, written on the margin of a copy of Morell's edition, which he obtained
from the library of Zeitz ; and then to have destroyed
this copy.
{Hoffmann, Lex. Bibtiogr.,vo\. 3, p. 235.)
In 1806, Boissonade published a good edition of the
Heroica, from the Paris press, in 8vo, and Welcker
an edition of the FAKovsg of both the elder and younger
Philostratus, with archaeological illustrations by himlatter is the better

numerous instances

it

and a commentary by F. Jacobs, Lips., 1825,
Among the works that may be consulted in relation to Philostratus are the
Baden, de
following

self,

8vo.

:

arte et judicio Philostrati in describendis imaginibus,
Bekken Specimen var. Icct. et obHafn., 1792, 4to.

—

in Philostratum, Ace. F. Creuzeri Annot ,
Heidelb., 1818, 8vo.
Eamaker, Lcctiones Phdoslra-

tea,
fol.

—

\, 181G, 8vo.- -Heyne, Philosimagines, &c., Golting., 1796, 1801 {Progr.),

Lvgd.

—

Bat., pars

—

A

He was

the author of a work which has come
under the title of Et/covcf (like that of the
elder Philostratus).
It is contained in a
single book,
and is less a description of paintings that have actually
This
existed, than a collection of subjects for artists.
work is commonly printed along with the Ei/fovef of
the elder Philostratus.
The latest and best edition is
er

down

to us

that of Welcker, Lips., 1825, 8vo.
Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 288, scqq.)

(Scholl,

Hist.

Philotas, son of Pannenio. He distinguished himself on many occasions, but was at last accused of
The monconspiring against the life of Alexander.
arch was encamped at Artacoana when information of
this design was brought to him.
The informer was
a boy of infamous character, and the persons accused
were officers, though not of exalted rank. The informer said, that he had at first told his secret to Philotas, who had daily access to Alexander, but who had
taken no notice of it for two days, at the end of which
time, through the means of another officer near Alexander's person, the information was conveyed to the
This threw strong suspicion on Philotas, who,
king.
however, was not implicated by either the informer or
any of the accused in their confessions. But Craterus,
who had an old jealousy against Philotas, on account
of the favour which the latter enjoyed with the king,
encouraged the suspicions of Alexander, who recollected what Philotas had said at the time when the
former claimed Jupiter Ammon for his father, that he
pitied those who were doomed to serve a man that fanCraterus had also, for some
cied himself to be a god.
time previous, bribed a courtesan intimate with Philotas, who reported to him. and, through him, to the king,
all the boastful vapourings and expressions of discontent uttered by Philotas in his unguarded moments.
In short, Alexander, according to Quintus Curtius, was
induced to order Philotas to be tortured in conse-

quence of the suggestions of Craterus, Hephaestion.
and others of the king's companions. Coenus, who had
married the sister of Philotas, was one of the most
violent against the accused, for fear, it was supposed,

The
of being thought an abettor of his brother-in-law.
torture was administered by Craterus himself, and
Philotas, after enduring dreadful agonies, confessed,
vague terms, that he had conspired against
of Alexander, and that his father Parmenio
This being considered sufficient
was cognizant of it
evidence, Philotas was stoned to death ; and Parmenio suffered not long after him.
{Vid. Parmenio.

though
the

in

life

—

Quint.

Curt., 6, 7,

IS.—Arrian, Exp. Ai,

3,

26,

S€qq.\

a native of the island of Cythera,
is
highly praised as a dithyrambic
The inhabitants of Cypoet by the ancient writers.
thera having been subjected by the Lacedaemonians,
Philoxenus, while still a boy, came as a slave into the
hands of a Spartan, and afterward into those of the
in the poyounger Melanippides, who instructed him
Philoxenus lived
etic art, and gave him his freedom.
the elder, tysubsequently at the court of Dionysius
rant of Syracuse, where he acquired the character of
one
on
occasion,
a bon vivant and a wit.
Dionysius,
to correct, and the poet is
gave him one of his dramas
The ofsaid to have run his
through the whole.

Philo?enu8,

born 439 B.C.

I.

He

pen

fended tyrant sent him to the quarries, and the poet is
said to have there composed the best of his drama?,
.^lian says, that the hole or chamentitled Cyclops,
ber in which he wrote his play was shown a long time
after to strangers,
^

and went by the poet's name.
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(

Var.

PHI

PHI

Hist., 12, 44.) Philoxenus was afterward restored to
favour, and the tyrant, imagining that he would now
find in him a more complimentary critic, invited him
to attend the reading of one of his poems.
Philoxenus, after enduring the infliction for a while, rose from
nis seat, and, on being asked by Dionysius whither he
was going, coolly replied, " To the quarries /" {Nicol.

Damasc,

Stob.,

ap.

13,

16, p.

—

145.

—

Suid.,

s.

v.

—

Id., s. v. A.aro^iag.
UTTayi fj.e «f rag ?.,arofii.ag.
Eustathius gives a
Hellad., ap. Phot., Cod., 279.)
curious account of his having escaped on this occasion,
by dexterously using a word susceptible of a double
Dionysius, according to this version of the
meaning.
story, read one of his tragedies to Philoxenus, and then
asked him what kind of a play it appeared to him to

be.

The

poet

answered,

"

A

sad

one"''

(oi/frpd),

meaning sad stuff; but Dionysius thought he meant a
drama full of pathos, and took his remark as a com(Eustath. ad. Od., p. 1691.)
pliment.
According to
the scholiast on Aristophanes {Plut., 290), Philoxenus
to the quarries for having rivalled the tyrant
in the affections of a concubine named Galatsea.

was sent

Having escaped, however, from

this confinement, he
and there avenged himself by
which Dionysius was represented

fled to his native island,

writing a drama, in
under the character of the Cyclops Polyphemus, enamoured of the nymph Galatasa.
The allusion was the
more galling, as Dionysius laboured under a weakness
of sight, or, more probably, saw well with only one of

—

his eyes.
(Schol. ad. Aristoph., I. c.
Compare AthC'
The reputation of Philoxenus rested
TUBUS, 1, p. 7.)
more, however, upon his lyric than upon his dramatic

—

Orithyia, and became by her the father of t^o sona^
Cleopatra having died, h«
Plexippes and Pandion.
married Idaea, the daughter of Dardanus, who, becomof
her step-children, maligned them to their
ing jealous
father, and the latter, believing the slander, deprived
them of sight and imprisoned them. According to

the commonly-received account, the gods, to punish
him, struck him with blindness, and sent the Harpies
to torment him.
These fell monsters came flying the
instant food was set before him, carried off the greater portion of it, and so defiled what they left that no
The Argonauts commortal could endure to eat it.
ing to consult Phineus about their future course, he

promised to direct them, on condition of their delivering him from the Harpies. This they undertook to do.
The table was spread the Harpies instantly descendZetes and Caed, screaming, and seized the viands.
lais, the winged sons of Boreas, then drew their swords
and pursued them through the air. The Harpies flew
along the Propontis, over the ^gean Sea and Greece,
to some islets beyond the Peloponnesus, where their
pursuers came up with them, and were about to slay
them, when Iris, appearing, forbade the deed, and the
Harpies were dismissed, on their taking a solemn oath
never more to molest Phineus. The isles were thenceforth named the Strophades {iTpS^adeg, from arpe^o,
" to
turn'''), because the sons of Boreas there turned
back from the pursuit.
{Apollon. Rh., 2, 284. >— The
legend of Phineus appears to have assumed a variety
of shapes among the ancient writers, and this would
seem to have been owing to its being frequently made
the subject of dramatic composition. Thus, there was a
•'
Phineus" composed by ^Eschylus ; another by Sophocles
not to speak of inferior dramatists.
{Heyne,
;

Athenaeus has preserved some extracts
productions.
from his works, particularly one from his comic, or,
;
" The En- ad
One version of the story made
rather, burlesque poem, entitled Aei ttvov, or
Apollod., 1, 9, 21.)
Philoxenus was noted for his gluttony, Phineus to have been blinded by Neptune, because he
tertainment."
and Athenaeus records a wish of his (8, p. 341, d.), that pointed out to Phryxus the route to Scythia.
This
he might have a throat three cubits long, in order that was given in particular by Hesiod in his Eoce. {Schol.
The same poet, accordthe pleasure arising from the tasting of his food might ad Apollod. Rhod.,2, 181.)
be the more prolonged.
(Compare Mlian, 10, 9.) ing to Strabo (463), gave another legend elsewhere,
He is said to have died of a surfeit, in eating a poly- which related that Phineus had been carried off by the
(Athenanis, 8. p. 341.
pus two cubits in size.
Harpies to the northern regions of the earth, the land
native of the Galactophagi. (Compare Orphica,v. 675, seqq.)
Scholl, Gesch. Lit. Gr.,\o\. 1, p. 206.)— H.
of Leucadia.
Bockh considers this one to have been Another account, mentioned by Apollodorus, made
the glutton, and the Cytherean the poet.
{Scholl, Phineus to have been blinded by Boreas and the ArGesch. Lit. Or., vol. 1, p. 207, Anm. 1.)— HI. or gonauts {Apollod., 1, 9, 21.
/(i, 3, 15, 4) ; while
Flavins Philoxenus, was consul A.D. 525, and is com- Diodorus Siculus states, that Zetes and Calais, in conmonly known as the author of a Latin-Greek Lexicon, junction with Hercules, made war upon the Thracians,
in which the Latin words were explained in Greek.
liberated the two sons of Phineus from confinement,
H. Stephens gave this Lexicon, without knowing the and that Hercules slew the king himself in battle.
"
name of the compiler, in his Glossaria duo e situ {Diod. Sic, 4, 44.) Finally, some innovator, guided
vetustatis eruta,'*^ Paris, 1573, fol.
It appears under probably by this passage of Diodorus, would seem to
the name of Philoxenus in the collection of Bonav. have changed oiv Bope'^r in the text of Apollodorus
It forms
Vulcanius.
part also of the London edition (3, 15, 4), into avv Bopeddaic, and hence arose anof Stephens's Thesaurus, 1826.
other version of the fable, that Phineus had been blind{Schiill, Gesch. Lit.
ed by the sons of Boreas, for his cruel treatment of
Gr., vol. 3, p. 193.)
one
of
the
and
the
mother
of
Philyr.4,
their relatives.
Oceanides,
{Hcyne, ad Apollod I. c.) II. The
The god, dreading the jealousy of brother of Cepheus, king of ..Ethiopia. Andromeda,
Chiron by Saturn.
his wife Rhea, changed Philyra into a mare, and him- daughter of the latter, had been promised him in marThe offspring of their love was the riage and vvhen she was given to Perseus, a contest
self into a horse.
Centaur Chiron, half man, half horse. Philyra was so arose, in which Phineus was changed to stone by the
ashamed of the monstrous shape of the child, that she Gorgon's head which Perseus had brought with him.
She {Vid. Andromeda and Danae.)
prayed the gods to change her form and nature.
was accordingly metamorphosed into the linden-tree,
Phintias, I. a city of Sicily, to the east of Gela,
It was founded by Phintias, a
called by her name among the Greeks {^ilijpa, Phi- on the southern coast.
lyra).
\Hygin., fab., 138.) Modern expounders of tyrant of Agrigentum, who began to reign the next
mythology, however, make ^ilvpa equivalent to ^l?u- year after the death of Agathocles. Phintias transand consider it a very fit designa- ferred to his new city the inhabitants of Gela {Died.
?.vpa,*'^ lyre-loving,^'
tion for the mother of one who was so skilled in music Sic, 22, 2), which latter place from this time became

—

A

—

,

—

;

zur Tril., p. 53, not.)
( Welcker, Nachtrag
Philyrjdes, a patronymic of Chiron, the son of

as Chiron.

Philyra.
{Virg., G., 3, 550.)
Phinecs, I. a son of Agenor (or, according to some,
of Neptune), who was gifted with prophetic powers,
and reigned at Salmydessus, on the coast of Thrace.
He married Cleopatra, the daughter of Boreas and
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Cluver
deserted and ceased to exist.
{Strabo, 272.)
makes Phintias correspond to the modern Alicata ;
from
Diodorus
but Mannert proves very conclusively
and Polybius, that it lay to the east of Gela, not to the
the
on
D'Anville's
near
mouth
it
as
west,
map,
appears
of the river Drillo.
seqq.)

—

IT.

A

{Geogr., vol.

9, pt. 2,

p.

349,

tyrant of Agrigentum, the year after the

PHL

PH8

He was the founder of Phintias,
a cUy of Sicily to the east of Gela.
( Vid. Phintias I.)
Phlegkthon, a river of the lower world, which
Hence its name ^Xeytduv,
rolled in waves of fire.
" /o burn.'" The
of the stream was

death of Agathocles.

frona ^At'jtJ,

god

fabled by the poets to be the son of Cocytus.
{Stat.,
Tkeb., 4, 522.—Senec., Thyest., \018.— Virg., Mn.,

and

after another

library at Home,
from a Florence

201, scqq.)

—

II.

copy which was in the Barberini
and which Holstenius had made

MS. {Schbil, Hist. Lit., vol.
One of the four horses of the

4, p.

sun.

The name means " the Burning one" {4f?Jyuv, from
<l,?iiyij,

names

''to burn").
The
{Ovtd, Met., 2, 154.)
of the Sun-god's steeds are differently given by

different poets.
(Consult Munker, ad Hygin., fab.,
Phlkgon, I. a native of Tralles, in Lydia, one of the 183. Spanheim, ad Callim., H. in Del., 169.)
He
freedmen.
wrote
a
of
Hadrian's
Phlegra, I. the earlier name of the peninsula of Palspecies
Emperor
universal chronicle, commencing with the first Olym- lene in Thrace (afterward Macedonia).
The appella-

6, 264.)

—

all that preceded this period
piad, since he regarded
In this work he recounted all the events
as fabulous.
that had taken place in every quarter of the globe,
Hence it
during the four years of each Olympiad.
bore the title of ^OXvu-klovlkuv koL XpoviKuv avva-

"

from <j)Xeyu,
to burn,'* and the place
fabled to have witnessed the conflict between the

tion is derived

was

gods and the earth-born Titans. I'he spot most probably had been volcanic at an early period.
{Pind.,
Nem., 1, Hm.—SchoL et Bockh, ad loc.)—U. More

yuyi] (".4 Collection of Olympic Conquerors, and of commonly Phlegraei Campi, a region of Italy, respectEvents'^). Independently of a fragment, which appears ing which a tradition was related similar to that in the
to have formed the introduction to the work, we have case of the peninsula of Pallene.
( Vid. Phlegra I.)
only remaining of it what relates to the I76ih Olym- The territory of Italy thus denominated formed part
this for us
and from this
Phlegon confined himself to a
simple enumeration of facts, without taking any trouble about ornament of style, or without accompanying
his work with any reflections.
Photius, therefore, had
good reason, no doubt, to consider its perusal as someof
the
The
loss
what fatiguing.
work, however, is the
more to be lamented, since ancient historians in genIt was in this
eral neglect chronology too much.
work that Phlegon made mention of the famous eclipse
of the sun in the eighteenth year of the reign of Tibe-

piad.
it

Photius has preserved

would appear

;

that

of ancient Campania, and appears to have experienced
in a very great degree the destructive effects of subHere we find Mount Vesuvius ; the
terraneous fires.
Solfaterra, still smoking, as the poets have pretended,
from Jupiter's thunder ; the Monte Nuovo, which was
suddenly thrown up from the bowels of the earth on
the day of St. Michael's feast, in the year 1538 ; the
Monte Barbara, formerly Mons Gaurus ; the grotto of
the Sybil ; the noxious and gloomy lakes of Avemus
and Acheron, &c. It is not improbable that these
objects terrified the Greeks in their

first

voyages to

which, according to him, produced so great an the coast, and that they were afterward c/iibellisbed
obscurity that the stars were seen at the sixth hour of and exaggerated by the fancy and fiction of the poets.
the day (12 o'clock at noon), and which was accom- {Phn., 3, b.^Sil. Ital., 8, b^O.—Propert., 1, 20, 8.)
It was the eclipse that ocPhlegy^ {^Xeyvai), the followers of Phlegyas, in
panied with an earthquake.
curred at our Saviour's crucifixion. ( Euseb., ap. Syn- Bceotia.
{Vid. Phlegyas.)
Numerous works have appeared in
Phlegyas, son of Mars and Chrysogenea, the
celL, p. 325.)
England on this passage of Phlegon, where the eclipse daughter of Halmus. Pausanias relates (9, 34), that
is mentioned.
Among these, the following may be the country about Orchomenus in Bceotia was first
enumerated " Sykes, Dissertation upon the Eclipse possessed by Andreus, the son of the river Peneus,
" The
mentioned by Phlegon,''^ London, 1732, 8vo.
who named it from himself Andrei's. He was sucis said to have been
Testitnony of Phlegon vindicated, &.C., by W. Whis- ceeded by his son Eteocles, who
Eteocles gave
this
work
was
To
there
a
the first that sacrificed to the Graces.
ton,^^ London, 1732, 8vo.
Whiston rejoined. '^Phle- a portion of his territory to Halmus, the son of Sisyreply by Sykes, to whom
gon examined critically and impartially, by John phus of Corinth, to whose posterity, on Eteocles dyrius,

—

:

,

—

—

We have re- ing childless, the kingdom came : for Halmus had
Chapman," London, 1743, 8vo, &c
one, entitled two daughters, Chrysogenea and Chryse, the former
maining two small works of Phlegon
''
Of wonderful Things,'' containing of whom, as we have already said, became by Mars
Ilepl T^avfiaoiup,
a collection of most absurd stories, which could only the mother of Phlegyas the latter bore to Neptune a
have been made by a man equally destitute of critical son named Minyas.
Phlegyas obtained the dominion
acumen and sound judgment; the other treats ^^ of Per- after Eteocles, and named the country Phlegyonitis,
sons who have attained to a very advanced old age He also built a city called Phlegya, into which he
These sepa dry catalogue of individu- collected the bravest warriors of Greece.
(Ilfpi M-aapo^luv), and is
als who had reached the age of 100 to 140 years. arated themselves from the other people of the couneven
Phlegon was the author'^ of several other works, which try, and took to robbing and plundering. They
An Abridgment of the Work ventured to assail and burn the temple of Delphi and
are now lost, such as,
"
on the Olympiads,''^ a Description of Sicily,''' a trea- Jupiter, on account of their impiety, finally destroyed
" on Roman Fe.stivals,'' another " on the most Re- them with
A few only estise
lightning and pestilence.
markable Points of the City of Rome,'" and "a Life caped to Phocis. {Keightley's Mythology, p. 346.)—
Buttmann as belongSpartianus informs us, that this biog- The Phlegyans are regarded by
of Hadrian.''^
of an impious people beraphy was believed to have been written by the em- ing to the universal tradition
Miiller regards
heaven.
peror himself, who borrowed for the purpose the name ing destroyed by fire from
:

;

;

with the Lapithaa
of his freedrnan.
Phlegon the Phlegyans as being the same
{Spart., Vit. Hadr., 15.)
is thought to have been the author also oi a small
and the military class of the Minyans. Their name
" Females
ocwork, on
distinguished for Skill and Cour- probably {'iifT^eyiiai, from ^Aqw, "/o burn") gave
age in War'' {TvvaiKei ev iroTiefiiKol^ avvcTai Koi casion to the legend of their destruction. {Keightlty,
avdpelat), containing short notices of Semiramis, Niof the PeloThe best editions of Phlegon are. that of
tocris, &c.
Phlios, a small independent republic
on the north,
Meursius, Lugd. Bat., 1620, 4to, and that of Franz, ponnesus, adjoining Corinth and Sicyon
Hal 1822, 8vo, containing the critical observations Arcadia on the west, and the Nemean and Cleonsan disThe latter, however, which is very negli- tricts of Argolis on the south and southeast {Strabo,
of Bast.
to Argolis,
It is sometimes, however, referred
gently printed, does not comprehend the work on re- 382.)
This last-mentioned production since Homer represents it. under the early name of
markable women.
was published by Heeren, in the Bibliothek fiir alte Araethyrea, as dependant on the kingdom of Mycena-.
after a MS. be- (//., 2, 569.)
The remains of the city of Phlius are
Lit. und Kunst, Nos. VI. and VII
from Agws Giorgios, on the road
longing to the Escurial, which was copied by Tychsen, to be seen not far
,

,
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the

Lake of Stjmphalus

Morea,

p.

PHO

in Arcadia.

{Gell, Itin. of

169.)

town of Ionia, in Asia Minor,
Phoc^a,
southwest of Cyma, and the most northern of the
Ionian cities.
It was founded, as Pausanias reports,
a maritime

by some emigrants of Phocis, under the guidance of
two Athenian chiefs, named Philogenes and Damon.
The city was built, with the consent of the Cymaeans,
nor was it included in the
on part of their territory
Ionian confederacy till its citizens had consented to
place at the head of the government princes of the line
of Codrus.
Its favourable situation for commerce
made it known from a very early period; and, as Miletus enjoyed almost exclusively the trade of the Euxine, so Phocaea had become possessed of great maritime ascendancy in the western part of the Mediterranean.
The colony of Alalia in Corsica was of PhoctEan origin, and Phoca?an vessels traded to Tartessus
and the southwestern coast of Spain. It was in these
distant voyages, no doubt, that their long vessels of
fifty oars, which they had adopted from the Carthaand they would
ginians, were commonly employed
seem to have been the first of the Greeks that em;

;

(Herod., 1, 163.)
ployed ships of this construction.
Herodotus informs us, that the Phocaeans were the

Greeks that made their countrymen acquainted
with the Adriatic, and the coasts of Tyrrhenia and
Tartessus was the spot which they most freSpain.
quented and they so conciliated the favour of Arganthonius, sovereign of the country, that he sought to
induce them to leave Ionia and settle in his dominions.
On their declining this offer, he munificently presented
them with a large sum of money, for the purpose of
raising a strong line of fortifications around their city,
a precaution which the growing power of the Median
empire seemed to render necessary. The historian
first

there, they rendered themselves formidable to the surrounding nations by their piracies and depredations, so
that at length the Tuscans and Carthaginians united
their forces to check these aggressors and
destroy their

The hostile fleets met in the Sardinian sea,
power.
and, after a most obstinate engagement, the Phocaeans succeeded in beating off the enemy.
They sustained, however, so great a loss in the conflict, and
their ships were so crippled, that, despairing of
able to continue

the

foes, they resolved to
to Rhegium in Italy.

being
contest against their powerful
abandon Corsica, and proceed

Soon after their arrival in that
were persuaded to settle at Velia or Elaea,
in Lucania, by a citizen of Posidonia.
This new colony became, in process of time, a considerable and
port, they

—

It is re(Herod., 1, 163, seqq.)
flourishing town.
markable that Herodotus, in this detailed account of

the settlements

made

at different tim.es

by the Phocae-

ans, should have made no mention of the most important and celebrated of their foundations, namely Mas-

or the modern Marseille, which he notices only
once, and that incidentally, and not as a Phocaean colony (5, 9). Thucydides, however, distinctly ascribes
the origin of that city to the Phocaeans (1, 13), as also
Strabo, who enters very fully into the history of that
event. (Strah., 179, seqq.
Id., 647.
Compare Liv.,
Athenaius, 13, p 576.
5, Z'i.
Steph. Buz., s. v.
silia,

—

—

—

—

It is probable that Massilia had been alMacrcraAm.)
ready founded by the Phocaeans, before they were
and that the
forced by the Persians to abandon Ionia
Corsican settlement was but an offset of the principal
Phocaea still continued to exist under the
colony.
Persian dominion, but greatly reduced in population
and commerce.
This is apparent from the fact of its
having been able to contribute only three ships to the
combined fleet of the revolted lonians assembled at
Little mention is made of Phocasa subsequent
observes, that the liberality of the Iberian sovereign Lade.
was attested by the circuit of its walls, which were to the events of this insurrection. (Thucyd., 8, 31.)
several stadia in length, and by the size and solid con- Some centuries later, however, it is described by Livy
struction of the stones employed.
Phocaea was one as a town of some size and consequence, on occasion
of the first Ionian cities besieged by the army of of its being besieged by a Roman naval force, in the
Cyrus under the command of Harpagus. Having in- war against Antiochus. (Li»., 37, 31.) "The town,"
vested the place, he summoned the inhabitants to sur- says the historian, " stands at the bottom of a bay, and
The wall encompasses a space
render, declaring that it would be a sufficient token IS of an oblong shape.
of submission if they would pull down one battle- of two miles and a half in length, and then contracts
ment of their wall, and consecrate one dwelling in into a narrow, wedge-like form, which place they
The Phocaeans, aware that to comply with call AafiTTTTip (Lampter, or the lighthouse''). The
their city.
this demand was to forfeit their independence, but breadth here is one thousand two hundred paces ; and
conscious also of their inability to resist the over- a tongue of land, stretching out about a mile towards
whelming power of Cyrus, determined to abandon the sea, divides the bay nearly in the middle, as if
their native soil, and seek their fortune in another with a line, and where it is connected with the main
clime.
Having formed this resolution, and obtained land by a narrow isthmus, so as to form two very
The one that fronts
from the Persian general a truce of one day, under the safe harbours, one on each side.
of a wish to deliberate on his proposal, they the south is called Naustathmos, the station for ships,
aunched their ships, and, embarking with their wives from the circumstance of its being capable of containfirctence
and children, and their most valuable effects, sailed to ing a vast number; the other is close to Lampter."
On their arrival in that island, they sought to
can trace the existence of Phocaea through the
Chios.
purchase the CEnussae, a neighbouring group pf isl- Caesars by means of its coins, and Pliny (5, 31), and
ands, belonging to the Chians; but the people of Chi- even down to the latest period of the Byzantine empire,
with the help of the annalists and ecclesiastical wrios, fearing a diminution of their own commerce from
Act. Concil. Eph. et
such active neighbours, refused to comply with their ters. (HierocL. Synecd., p. 166.
learn from Michael Ducas(j4nw.,
wishes, and the Phocaeans resolved to sail to Corsica, Concil. Chcdced.)
where, twenty years prior to these events, they had p. 89), that a new town was built not far from the anBefore sailing thither, cient site, which still retains the natvie of Palceo-Phogfounded a town named Alalia.
however, they touched at Phocaea, and, having sur- gia, by some Genoese, in the reign of Amurath.
This,
left there by Harpagus,
as Chandler informs us (Travels in Asia Minor, p.
prised the Persian garrison
isthmus
the
mentioned
above in
They then bound themselves by 96), is situated on
put it to the sword.
a solemn oath to abandon their native land, and not to Livy's description.
(Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p.
which
cast
Western
of
iron
into
it
mass
the
until a
return to
Rennell, Geography of
Asia,
330, seqq.
they
sea should rise to the surface.
Nevertheless, one half vol. 2, p. 5.)
born
about
400
cplebrated
a
Athenian,
of their number, overcome by the feelings which the
Phocion,
A common, but, perhaps, too easily-received
sight of their city recalled to their minds, could not be B.C.
lime.
The rest tradition, made him of obscure origin, and the son of
prevailed upon to forsake it a second
Be this as it mav, he j;ertainly received a
continued their voyage to Corsica, and were well re- a turner.
ceived by their countrymen already settled in the isl- careful education, and attended the lectures of Plato,
;

;

—

'

We

—

We

—

and

During the
1046

five years in

which they remained

and afterward of Xenocrates.

Phocion was remark-

PHO

PHOCION.
*blc, in a corrupt age, for purity and simplicity of character, and, though he erred in his political views, yet
\n his private relations he certainly deserved the praise

of a virtuous and excellent man. His first serrice in
warfare was under Chabrias, to whom he proved himself, on many occasions, of signal utility, urging him on
when too slow in his operations, and endeavouring to
bring him to act coolly when unreasonably violent.
In this way he eventually gained a remarkable ascendancy over that commander, so that Chabrias intrusted
faim with the most important commissions, and assigned to him the most prominent commands.
In the
naval battle fought off Naxos, Phocion had charge of
the left wing of the fleet, and contributed essentially,
The
by his gallant bearing, to the success of the day.

Athenians began now to regard him as one who gave
In
promise of distinguished usefulness to the state.
entering on public affairs, Phocion appears to have taken Aristides and Pericles for his models, and to have
endeavoured to attain to eminence in both civil and
military affairs, a union of characters by no means
in his time.
He was elected general fiveand- forty times, without having once attended at the
election ; having been always appointed in his absence,
at the free motion of his countrymen.
This was the
more honourable to him, as Pliocion was one who gentheir
inclinations, and never said or did
erally opposed
In his
anything with a view to recommend himself.
Phocion
military capacity,
signalized himself on several occasions.
He defeated the forces of Philip of

common

after the victory of Antipater.
Every one was hooted
to speak in favour of the
accused,

down who attempted

and a tumultuous vote was passed condemning

all the
They were for the most part men
prisoners to death.
of distinguished rank and respectable character, and,
while their hard fate affected many with pity and consternation, there were others who vented in insults

that envious malice which, while its objects

were in
been prudently suppressed.
One of
these wretches is said to have spit on Phocion as he

prosperity, had

was led to prison but the outrage failed to ruffle the
composure of the captive, who only looked towards
the magistrates and asked, " Will no one stop this
man's indecency 1" Before he drank the hemlock he
was asked if he had any message for his son Phocus
;

;

"

" not to bear a
grudge against the
As the draught prepared proved not sufficient for all, and the jailer demanded to be paid for
a fresh supply, he desired one of his friends to satisfy
the man, observing that Athens was a place where
one could not even die for nothing. His body, according to law in cases of treason, was carried to the

Only," he
Athenians."

said,

waste ground between Megaris and Attica, where, as
his friends did not venture to take part in the funeral
obsequies, it received the last offices from the hands
His bones were collected
of hirelings and strangers.
by a Megarian woman, who interred them by the hearth
of her dwelling, as a sacred deposite for better times.
When the angry passions of the people had subsided,
His bones
the remembrance of his virtues revived.

Macedon, which that monarch had sent into Euboea, were brought back to Athens and publicly interred,
with the view of getting a footing in that island
he and a bronze statue was erected to his memory.
Agsaved Byzantium from Philip
took several of his nonides, one of those most instrumental in effecting
ships, and recovered many cities which had been gar- his condemnation, had sentence of death passed against
risoned by his troops.
As a statesman, however, Pho- him by the popular assembly, and two of his other accion seems less deserving of praise.
His great error cusers having fled from the city, were overtaken by
was too strong an attachment to pacific relations with the vengeance of Phocus. These were effects of a
Macedon, a line of policy which brought him into di- change rather in the times than in the opinions of
rect collision with Demosthenes, though it subsequent- men.
But the more the Athenians resigned themIn this, selves to the prospect of permanent subjection to forly secured for him the favour of Alexander.
:

;

the principles of
however, there was nothing corrupt
Phocion were pure, and his desire for peace was a
sincere one
but his great fault was in despairing too
:

;

readily of his country.

eign rule, the better they were disposed to revere the
Had he lived in an earlier pecharacter of Phocion.
riod, he might have served his country, like Nicias,
In a later age he might have
with unsullied honour.

Alexander, to testify his reHis lot fell on
Phocion, sent him a present of 100 talents, passed his life in peaceful obscurity.
which the latter, however, unhesitatingly refused. dark and troubled times, when it was difl5cult to act
The same monarch offered him his choice of one of with dignity, and when the best patriot might be infour Asiatic cities
but Phocion again declined the clined to despair.
But he despaired and yet acted.
and Alexander died soon afterward.
find
He despaired not merely of his country, which any
fift,
but also for her, which no
'hocion, at a later period, in pursuance of his usual one may innocently do
line of policy, opposing the Lamian war; and, in con- man has a
He would have forced her to
right to do.

gard

for

;

We

;

sequence, sent to Antipater to treat of peace, when
that war had eventuated unsuccessfully for Athens.
"When the city had submitted, and a Macedonian gar-

was placed in Munychia, the chief authority at
Athens was vested in Phocion, who was recommended
rison

by his superior character and talents, and by the high
esteem in which he was known to be held by

Antipater.
the death of the latter, however, new troubles comVid.
The
Athenian
(
Polysperchon )
people held an assembly, with every circumstance of tumult and confusion, in which they voted the complete
re-establishment of democracy, and the death or ban-

On

menced.

ishment of all who had borne office in the oligarchy, of
whom the most conspicuous was Phocion. The exiles
fled to the camp of Alexander, son of
Polysperchon, and
were sent by him to his father, and recommended to his
favour.
They were followed thither by an Athenian
embassy, sent to accuse them and to demand their surrender.

Polysperchon basely gave up the fugitives,
word, to stand their trial, but, in truth, to perish by
the party-fury of their bitterest enemies.
When the

in

victims were brought before the
assembly, their voices
were drowned by the clamour of their judges, who
were mostly of the persons newly restored to a share
in the
government, from which they had been excluded

He resisted every attempt that
despair of herself.
was made by bolder and more sanguine patriots to reHe did not withdraw from
store her independence.
he acted as the tool of his country's enepublic life
content to
mies, as the servant of a foreign master
:

:

which he
mitigate the pressure of the degrading yoke
had helped to impose. Towards the close of his life
he descended lower and lower, constant only in his
of freedom.
opposition to whatever bore the aspect
The fellow who spat on him, in his way to execution,
was perhaps a more estimable person than the man
to whom he would have surrendered Athens as well
worse than
He left a character
as himself.
doubtful

:

one which

politically
his private worth alone redeems
to the names of a Callime-

from the infamy that clings
don and a Demades a warning to all who may be
to shun his example,
placed in like circumstances,
whether they value their own peace or the esteem of
:

—

ThirlicalVs Greece,
(PluL, Vit. Phoc
256, seq.)
m Greece Proper,
Phocis, a small tract of country
Ozolae and Dqris to the west
bordering on the Locri
and northwest, and the Opuntian Locri to the north;
Boeotian terwhile to the east it was bounded by the
the Corinthian Gulf. ( Siraand to the south
posterity.
vol. 7, p.

ritory,

.

by

PHO

PHOCIS.

Its appellation was said to be derived from the accession of Philip of Macedon to the
416.)
confederacy.
Phocus the son of ^acus. {Pausan. 2, 4. Eicstaih. Onomarchus, having united his forces with those of
ad II., 2, 519.) Tlie more ancient inhabitants of the Lycophron, tyrant of Pherae, then at war with Philip,
country were probably of the race of the Leleges but was enabled to vanquish the latter in two successive
the name of Phocians already prevailed at the time of engagements, and compel him to evacuate
Tbessaly.
the siege of Troy, since we find them enumerated in Philip, however, was soon in a state to resume hostilHomer's catalogue of Grecian warriors. (//., 2, 517.) ities and re-enter Thessaly, when a third battle was
From Herodotus we learn that, prior to the Persian fought, which terminated in the discomfiture and death
Diodorus asserts that he was taken
invasion, the Phocians had been much engaged in war of Onomarchus.
io,

,

—

;

with the Thessalians, and had often successfully

—

re-

sisted the invasions of that people (8, 27, scqq.
PauBut when the defile of Thermopylae was
san.. 10, 1).

army of Xerxes, the Thessalians, who

forced by the

prisoner, and put to death by order of Philip ; Pausahe perished by the hands of his own soldiers,

nias, that

(Diod. Sic, 16, 35.— Pausan., 10, 2.) He was succeeded by his brother Phayllus, who at first appears
to have been successful, but was at length overthrown
in several engagements with the Boeotian troops ; and
was soon after seized with a disorder which terminated
On his death the command devolved upon
fatally.

had espoused the cause of that monarch, are said to
have urged him, out of enmity to the Phocians, to ravage and lay waste with fire and sword the territory of
this people.
(Herod., 8, 22.)
Delphi and Parnassus
on this occasion served as places of refuge for many Phalaecus, who, according to Pausanias {10, 2), was
of the unfortunate inhabitants
but numbers fell into his son, but Diodorus affirms that he was the son of
the hands of the victorious Persians, and were com- Onomarchus.
This leader being not long after depelled to serve in their ranks under the command of posed, the army was intrusted to a commission, at the
Mardonius.
{Herod., 9, 17.)
They seized, however, head of which was Pbilo, whose total want of probity
the earliest opportunity of joining their fellow-country- soon became evident, by the disappearance of large
men in arms and many of the Persians, who were sums from the sacred treasury. He was, in consedispersed after the rout of Plataea, are said to have quence, brought to trial, condemned, and put to death.
fallen victims to their revengseful fury.
{Herod., 9, 31. Diodorus estimates the whole amount of what was taPausan., 10, 2.) A little prior to the Peloponne- ken from Delphi during the war at 10,000 talents (16,
;

;

—

—

sian war, a dispute arose respecting the temple at Delphi, which threatened to involve in hostilities the principal states of Greece.

This edifice was claimed ap-

parently by the Phocians as the common property of
the whole nation, whereas the Delphians asserted it
to be their own exclusive possession.
The Lacedjemonians are said by Thucydides to have declared in

favour of the latter, whose cause they maintained by
force of arms.
The Athenians, on the other hand,
were no less favourable to the Phocians, and, on the
retreat of the Spartan forces, sent a body of troops to
occupy the temple, and deliver it into their hands.
The service thus rendered by the Athenians seems
greatly to have cemented the ties of friendly union
which already subsisted between the two republics.
{T/iucyd., 3, 95.)— After the battle of Leuctra, Pho-

we learn from Xenophon, became subject for a
time to Boeotia {Hist. Gr., 6, 5, 23), until a change of
circumstances gave a new impulse to the character of
this small republic, and called forth all the energies of
A fine had
the people m defence of their country.
been imposed on them by an edict of the Amphictyons
for some reason, which Pausanias professes not to have
been able to ascertain, and which they themselves conDiodorus asserts that
ceived to be wholly unmerited.
cis, as

Phalsecus was

56).

now

restored to the

command

;

but, finding the resources of the state nearly exhausted, and Philip being placed by the Amphictyonic council at the liead of their forces, he deemed all farther

resistance useless, and submitted to the King of Macedon on condition of being allowed to retire with his

troops to the Peloponnesus.
end at once to the Sacred

This convention put an

War,

after a duration of

ten years, when a decree was passed in the Amphictyonic council, by which it was adjudged that the
walls of all the Phocian towns should be razed to the
ground, and their right of voting in the council transto those of Macedonia. (Diod. Sic, 16, 60.)
Phocis, however, soon after recovered from this state
of degradation and subjection, by the assistance of
Athens and Thebes, who united in restoring its cities
In rein a great measure to their former condition.
turn for these benefits, the Phocians joined the con-

ferred

federacy that had been formed by the two republics
in the Lamiac war
against Philip ; they also took part
and when the Gauls
after the death of Alexander
made their unsuccessful attempt on the temple of Delto have displayed the
phi, they are said by Pausanias
;

havu.g cultivated a

of the comgreatest zeal and alacrity in the pursuit
mon enemy, as if anxious to efface the recollection
of the disgrace they had formerly incurred. (Pausan.,

part of the Cirrhean territory which had been declared
sacred (16, 23).
By the advice of Philomelus, a Phocian high in rank and estimation, it was determined
to oppose the execution of the hostile decree, and, in

10, 3.) Other passages, which serve to illustrate the
history of Phocis, will be found in Demosthenes (dc
Fats. Legal), Isocrates (ad Phil.), Aristotle (Anal.
The maritime part of this provmce ocPr., 2, 24).

order more effectually to secure the means of resistance, to seize upon the temple of Delphi and its treas-

cupied an extent of coast of nearly one day's sail, as
Dica?arcbus reports (v. 79), from the border of the
Locri Ozolas to the confines of Bceotia.
(Cramer'*s

it

was

ures.

in

consequence of

their

This measure having been carried into immewere thus furni&hed with abun-

—

diate execution, they

Anc

dant supi)lies for raising troops to defend their country.
These events led
Diod. Sic, I. c.)
(Pausan., 10, 2.
to what the Greek historians have termed the Sacred
War, which broke out in the second year of the 106lh
Olympiad, B.C. 355. The Thebans were the first to
take up arms in the cause of religion, which had been
thus openly violated by the Phocians
and, in a battle
that took place soon after the commencement of hostilities, the latter were defeated with considerable loss,
and their leader Philomelus perished in the rout which
The
ensued.
(Diod. Sic 16, 31.— Pausan., 10, 2.)
Phocians, however, were not intimidated by this ill
a
headed
fresh
success, and. having raised
army,
by
Onomarchus, they obtained several important advanthe
Amphictyonic army, notwithstanding
tages agamst

He was remarkable
and was in no respect
worthy of his parent, although Phocion had sent him
to Sparta to be trained after the strict discipline of
(Plut., Vit. Phoc.)
Lycurgus.
Phocvlides, a gnomic poet contemporary with Theognis, and a native of Miletus, whom Suidas calls a
philosopher, aftd whose birth-year he makes to have
The
been 647 after the fall of Troy, or Olympiad 59.
ancient writers are silent respecting his life, and the
his
which
we
of
few genuine fragments
poems
possess

—

;

,

OiS

Greece, vol. 2,

p.

147, .seqq.)

Phocus, the son of Phocion.

only for a dissolute

mode

of

life,

He
contain no allusion to his personal circumstances.
composed epic and elegiac poems, which the ancients
ranked, like the productions of Theognis, in the gnomic

class.

(Isocr.

ad Nirccl

,

Si/

—

Id.

iK

c.

12.—

PHCE

PHOENICIA.

Dto Chrysost.,

Suidas says, his verses
Or., 2, init.)
were pilfered from the Sibylline books, a remark deall probability, from some father of the church,
rived,

m

and

to be

understood

In
just the opposite sense.
his productions with the
impress of
in

order to stamp
genuineness, Phocylides found it necessary to accompany them with the perpetually-recurring introduction,
'
This, too, is a saying of Phocylides ;" just as Theognis, at the end of his poem on Cyrnos, appended his
name as a mark of literary property. What we have
remaining of Phocylides consists, for the
most part, of hexameters, and breathes a quite differ-

country was

general sandy and hilly, and not wefl
but, to counterbalance this,
adapted for agriculture
;

Ihe coast abounded in good harbours, the fisheries were
excellent, while the mountain-rangea in the interior
afforded, in their cedar forests, a rich supply of timber
for naval and other
Hence 'he early propurposes.
ficiency which the Phoenicians made in navigation, and
hence the fiourishing commercial cities which coveted
the whole line of coast.
1.

at present

ent spirit from the Dorian gnomes of Theognis, with
which the Ionic precepts of the Milesian poet are often
For example, in place of comdirectly at variance.
ing forward as an ardent defender of aristocratical principles, and as a martyr to his political creed, the advantages of birth are to him altogether indifferent.

The

between aristocracy and demowas by no means so obstinate and

contest, in fact,

cratical principles

violent in the Ionian cities as in those of Dorian extraction.
There is more of a philosophical character
in the poetry of Phocylides, more reference to the comweal, and a greater wish to promote its true in-

mon

terests, than in the aristocratic

He

composed

ses each, and

gnomes

of Theognis.

his gnomic precepts in two or three verwas considered as not belonging to those

who produced long continuous poems, but rather as
loving the philosophical conciseness of separate and
individual propositions.
The longest fragment we have
of Phocylides consists of eight hexameters, in which
he draws a picture of the different classes of females,
and compares them with as many classes of animals.
In treating of individual or personal subjects, however,
he appears to have employed the elegiac measure, as
in the case of the satirical effusion against the islanders of Leros.
The verses of Phocylides were so highly esteemed, -that they were recited by the rhapsodists
along with those of Homer, Hesiod, Archilochus, and
Mimnermus. A poem that still exists, under the title
of Jloirjfia vovderiKov (Exhortation), in 217 hexameters, is sometimes, though incorrectly, ascribed to him.
It is probably the production of some Christian writer
of the twelfth or thirteenth century.
The fragments
of Phocylides are found in the collections of Stephens,
Brunck, Gaisford, Boissonnade, and others. Schier
gave a separate edition of them in 1751, Lips., 8vo.
(Bode, Geschichfe der Lyrischtn Dichlk. der Hell., vol.
1, p.

243, seqq.—SchoU, Hist. Lit. Gx., vol.

scqq

)

Phiebe,
of

I.

1, p.

240,

one of the female Titans, the offspring
From her
(Coelus and Terra).

Heaven and Earth

union with Coeus, another of the Titans, sprang Latona and Asteria. The name Phoebe (^olCtj) signifies
the bright one (from (jtau, ^^ to shine''''); and Coeus (Kol-

burning (from Kaiu, "/o burn''). (KcightMythology, p. 64.) II. One of the names of DiMoon. (Fzrf. Diana.)
Phcebus, one of the names of Apollo, derived from

Of),

the

—

ley^s

ana, or the
"•

ijiucj

to shine.^'

a country of
Asia, extending along the coast of Syria, from the
river Eleutherus and the city and island of Aradus, on
the north, to Mount Carmel on the south.
lii all
prob{^olvIkt)),

however, some of the cities on the coast below
Carmel may likewise have belonged to Phoenicia, and
hence Ptolemy carries the southern limit of the country

ability,

down as the river Chorseus, on which Cassarea
In general parlance, indeed, the whole line of
was termed Phoenicia, from Aradus to the confines of Egypt,
though the stricter limits are those first
The tract of country thus denominated was
given.
35
only
geographical miles from Aradus to Carmel, or
as far
lay.

coast

100

in

its

greatest extent.

The

breadth was very

limited, the ranges of Libanus and .^ntilibanus formThe surface of the
ing its utmost barrier to the east.

6R

Origin of the name Phcenicia.

Respecting the etymology of the name Phoenice or
Phoenicia, various conjectures have been offered
Bochart maintains, that the
appellation comes from BeniAnak (or Ben-Anak, contracted Beanak), " the sons
of Anak," a name by which,
according to him, the
people of Phoenicia designated themselves in their own
From this he says the Greeks first made
language.
Pheanac, and afterward Phoenice and Phcenix, softening down the Oriental appellation in their usual way.
To this etymol(Bochart, Canaan, 1, 1, col. 347.)
ogy it is well objected by Gesenius, that the domestic
appellation of the Phoenician race was not Beni-Anak
or Ben-Anak, but Kcnaanim, and their
country Kenaan.
That this was the native name of the nation is
also clear from the Pho^ician
coinage, on which we
read Kenaan.
(Gesen., Phcen. Monument., p. 338,

—

Id. ib., p. 271.)
The Punic settlers in Africa,
moreover, gave themselves the same appellation.
Thus, St. Augustine informs us, that the country-people near Hippo, on being asked whence they derived

not.

origin, answered that they were Kenani, i. e.,
Kenaanites, or from Kenaan.
{Auguslin., Expos, ad
Rom. Eckhel, Doctr. Num., vol. 4, p. 409. Gesenius, Gesch. der hebr. Sprache, &c., p. 16.)
Equally
unfortunate with Bochart's is the etymology proposed
by Arius Montanus and others, who deduce Phoenice
and Phoenicia from Phenakim, contracted from Phc-

their

—

—

—

Anakim ('* the Anakim"), the prefix Phe being analogous, in their opinion, to the Egyptian article Pi, as it
appears in the term Pharaoh {Pi-Ro, i. e., "the king").
The same argument may be urged against this as
There are other Orienagainst Bochart's derivation.
tal
etymologies such as Scaliger's, from the HebrewPhoenician Pinchas (the same with the proper name
" to
Phineas) ; and Fuller's, from the Syriac panak,
These scarcely deserve menbring up delicately.'"

—

;

tion,

and certainly do not need refutation.

— The most

common

opinion, at the present day, is that which
makes the terms Phanice and Phanicia of Grecian
and not of Oriental origin, and which deduces them

from the Greek term (poivi^, in its signification of *' a
palm-tree ;" so that Phoenice or Phoenicia will signify
" the land
*'
Gesenius,
of palm- trees" or Palm-land."
however, doubts the accuracy of this explanation, and
is-inclined to trace the
its

sense of

mean "
famous

names

in question to (poivi^, in

*^

purple,'^ making Phoenicia, therefore, to
the land of the purple-dye," in allusion to the
" Videant autcm
purple or crimson of Tyre :

^olvikuv appellatio ducla a ipolvi^, purpura, cui affines sunt ^oivo^, tftoiv^eic {II. 12, 202),
rube{conj. 06vof), (poiviaau

eruditi, sitne

(Fi<i. Apollo.)

Phoenice or Phcenicia

in

,

purpureus, sanguineus
facio ; ita ut ^olvi^ appellative purpurarium designet.'*
This suggestion of
(Phoen. Monument., p. 338, 7wt.)
Gesenius's is most probably the true one. since it is
more natural to suppose, that the purple cloths of
Phoenicia were made known to the Greeks by the
Phoenician traders, for a long period before the Greeks
themselves were allowed to visit in their own vessels
the Syrian coast, and become acquainted with the

—Before quitting this
physical features of the country.
be amiss to remark, that among
subject, it may not
many of the Roman writers, the terms Phaniccs {Phceare made so far to differ
nicius) and Poeni (Punicus)
as that the first indicates the Phoenicians,
in
meaning,

so called, and the latter their descendants oj
prouerlv
'
^
•
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colonists in Africa, such as the Carthaginians, &c.
This distinction, however, has no good ground on
which to rest. The terra ^oiviKeg, in Greek, comprises not only the Phoenicians, but also the Carthaginians as well as the other Poeni {Herod., 5. 46.
±:urip., Troad., 222.—B6ckh, ad Find., Pyth., 1, 72),
thus we
a usage which is imitated by the Latin poets
have in Silius Italicus (13, 730) the form Phoenicium

—

occasional commercial connexions
they
furnished the natives with trinkets and female ornaments, and sometimes carried off the people.
{Herod.,
1, 1.)
Slave-dealing was one source of wealth to the
cians had

:

the simple narrative of
Tyrians {Ezekiel xxvii., 12)
Eumseus, in the 15ih book of the Odyssey, presents a
natural picture of this practice.
know nothing
of Phoenician settlements in Italy ; but they occupied
and
the
retired
and
before
towards the
for
InPluznix
Panus.
for Pcenorum,
Greeks,
(16, 25)
Sicily
deed, the term Poeniis is nothing more than ^olvi^ western parts, as the nation became more numerous
and powerful in the island.
itself, adapted to the analogy of the Latin tongue ; just
{Thucyd., 6, 2.) The
as from the Greek ^oiickio^ comes the old Latin form great object of the enterprise of the Phoenicians, and
Posnicus, found ,in Cato and Varro, and from this the the seat of their chief colonial establishments, was the
more usual Punicus. (Compare cararc and curare ; southern part of Spain, or the modern province of AnGe- dalusia. The silver- mines and the gold-dust of the
moznia, munia, and munire ; poena and punio.
senius, I. c.
Festus, ed. Muller, p. 241, Fragm. e peninsula made Spain to the Tyrians what Peru once
was to the Spaniards. Not far from the mouths of
Cod. Farn., L. 16.)
on one of these the
the Baitis are two small islands
2. History, Commerce, Arts, &c., of the Phoenicians.
Tyrians founded the city of Gadeira or Gades, Cadiz,
The Phcenicians were a branch of that widely ex- and built a temple to their national god, which existed
tended race known by the common appellation of Ara- even in the age of Strabo, and was justly considered a
majan or Semitic. To this great family the Hebrews curious monument of antiquity.
The advantageous
and the Arabians belonged, as well as the inhabitants situation of Gades, west of the Pillars of Hercules, and
between
the
northern
waters
of
of the wide plam
the on the waters of the Atlantic Ocean, would naturally
The Phoenicians themselves, lead to voyages of discovery but these were always
Euphrates and Tigris.
to
their
own
from
came
Of these voyages no records
account,
confined to coasting.
originally
according
the shores of the Persian Gulf {Herod., 7, 89), and are preserved.
The Phoenicians are said to have supStrabo informs us, that in the isles of Tyrus and Ara- plied the Greeks and the Asiatics with two articles,
dus, in the gulf just named, were found temples simi- which are supposed to indicate an acquaintance with
lar to those of the Phoenicians, and that the inhabitants the southwestern angle of Britain and the coast of
of these isles claimed the cities of Tyre and Aradus, Prussia, on the Baltic Sea.
These were tin and am;

We

:

—

—

:

;

on the coast of Phoenicia, as colonies of

theirs.
{Straestablishment, indeed, of the earlier
Phoenician race in the Persian Gulf, and the enterprising habits which always characterized this remarkable
people, would seem to point to a very active commerce
carried on in the Indian seas, at a period long antecedent

bo, 766.)

The

to positive histor)', and may perhaps furnish some clew
to the marks of early civilization that are discovered
'%•

along the western shores of the American continent.

—

(Compare Ritter, Erdkundc, vol. 2, p. 163.) The loss
of the Phoenician annals renders it difficult to investiOur principal authorgate the history of this people.
ities are the Hebrew writers of the second book of
Herodotus, JoseKings, and Ezekiel and Isaiah.
Inphus, and Strabo help to supply the deficiency.
The
cidental notices are found in other writers also.
Phoenician towns were probably independent states,
with a small territory around them the political union
:

that existed

among them

was preserved by

a

town of Tyre seems
over the

rest,

till

common

the era of the Persians,
religious worship.

temple of the national god, whom the Greeks call
The several cities were govthe Tyrian Hercules.
erned by supreme hereditaiV magistrates named kings.
of
Hiram was king
Tyre, and a friend of Solomon, the
When Xerxes invaded Greece, there
king of Israel.
was a King of Tyre, and also a King of Sidon in his
infer from a few pas{Herod., 8, 67.)
army.
sages of the ancient writers, and from the enterprising
the Phoenicians, that the despotism of Asia did
spirit of
The Sidonians are the first
not exist among them.
people recorded in history who formed a commercial
the articles
connexion between Asia and Europe
which they manufactured, or procured from other parts
of Asia, were distributed by them over the coasts of
These long voyages led to colothe Mediterranean.
nial establishments, and to the diflFusion of the useful

We

;

The island of Cyprus contained Phoenician colonies: they established themselves in many of the
small islands of the Archipelago, particularly in those
where the precious metals were found. The island
of Thasus exhibited, in the time of Herodotus, manifest traces of their excavations.
{Herod., 6, 47.)
With the early Greeks' of the main land the Phoeni-

arts.
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little

among modern

scholars, a dis[)uted

point.

An

argu-

ment in favour of the former of these opinions may be
drawn from the fact of the Phoenicians' having been
acquainted with the existence of the Rodaun, a small
near Dantzic, on the Prussian coast.
{Vid.
Eridanus.)—The connexion between the parent city
of Tyre and her distant possessions in Europe and AfWhatever
rica was probably only a commercial one.
might have been their original condition, they were
independent places in the time of Herodotus (1, 163).

river

The The

have had a kind of supremacy
being the richest city, and containing the
to

With regard

to the first, however, though there
doubt that the Phoenicians, and the Romans long after them, traded for it to the Cassiterides,
or Scilly Isles, yet the Greeks, in all probability, obtained their supply of it by an overland trade from
The amber certainly came from
India.
{Vid. India.)
the shores of the Baltic, but whether it was obtained
by actual sailing thither, or procured by an overland
trade at the head-waters of the Adriatic, remains,
ber.

can be

rica

Phoenician colonies on the northern coast of Afwere at least as old as the settlements in the

south of Spain.

They were

situated in a fertile re-

between Central
gion, which, by its position, formed,
Africa and the shores of the Mediterranean, a point of
union similar to that which Tyre furnished between
Utica was the first establishment
Asia and Europe.
on the African coast: Carthage, called by the Greeks
other towns afterward
Carchedon, was the next
:

For the history of Phoenician commerce,
particularly the commerce with Asia, we possess a
most valuable document in the 27ih chapter of Ezekiel.
The Hebrew prophet lived at the time of the
sprung up.

before her Eastern congreatest splendour of Tyre,
querors diminished her traffic and deprived her of na-

At an earlier period, the Phoetional independence.
nicians had friendly connexions with the Hebrews.
Solomon, the most powerful of their kings, made Jerusalem, during his life, the centre of Eastern mag-

The Tyrians gladly formed an
alliance with this potentate, and by his permission obThe town of
tained the navigation of the Red Sea.
which Solomon had taken from the people
nificence and wealth.

Eziongeber,

of Edom, was the point to which the Tyrian and Hebrew navies brought the gold and precious stones of

Ophir.

The

Phoenicians also established trading-posts
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Here the an- Sarephta. Little trinkets and ornaments were aW
cient geographers placed the isles of Aradus and Ty- made by this people.
The Pb<enician merchant offer*
rus, to which the Tynans brought the products of In- for sale to the females of Syria a siring of amber beada
dia.
They were taken by the caravans across the with gold ornaments. {Horn., Od., 14, 469.) The
Arabian desert tu Tyre on the Mediterranean, at that ivory, which they procured from .^f^thiopia and India,
on the west side tf the Persian Gulf.

—

time the great mart of the world.
A commercial road
between Tyre and the Euphrates would be necessary
to diffuse the products of Tyrian industry and commerce, and also to procure the valuable wool furnished
In the Syrian desert, about
by the nomadic tribes.
three days' journey from the old ford of the Euphrates, modern travellers behold with astonishment the
The
magnificent and extensive ruins of Palmyra.
Arabs of the desert still call it Tadmor, and attribute
these buildings to the magic power of Solomon.
We
are told that Solomon built Baleth and Tadmor in the
The latter was no doubt intended as a
wilderness.
great entrepot between the Euphrates and the sea.
Its situation, and the possession of springs of water in
an arid desert, would not fail to attract a prince so wise
as Solomon, and a merchant with such extensive dealFrom the mountains of Armenia, the
ings as Hiram.
Tyrians procured copper and slaves the regions of
the Caucasus, at the present day, supply the harems
of the Turks and Persians with the females of Georgia
and Circassia. The Phoenicians seem, in the earlier
ages, not to have had very extensive dealings with the
Egyptians but cotton and cotton cloths are enumerated among the articles which they received from
When Thebes, in Upper Egypt, ceased to be
Egypt.
the place of resort for the caravans of Africa and Asia,

—

:

—

:

the favourable situation of Memphis, at the apex of the
Delta, made it the chief mart of Egypt ; and the Tyrians who traded there were so numerous, that a part

—

Grain of various
of the city was inhabited by them.
kinds was carried to Tyre from the country of the
Hebrews and other parts of Syria. Solomon gave Hiram wheat and oil and the Tyrian, in exchange, furnished him with the pines and cedars of Libanus.

—

;

The commercial

intercourse between the Greeks and
the two
Tyrians appears never to have been great
trading nations of the Mediterranean were probably
and, besides this, their colojealous of one another
:

;

them

nies led

in different directions.

Sicily

was

the

point where the Greek and Tyrian merchant met in
When the Phoenicians were obliged to
competition.
submit to the Persians, we find their navy willingly

and actively employed against

—Tyre was, before the

their

commercial

rivals.

era of the Persians, the centre
of the ancient world
in her markets
were found the products of all the countries between
India and Spain, between the extremity of the great
peninsula of sandy Arabia, and the snowy summits of

of the

traffic

:

Caucasus.
Her vessels were found in the Mediterranean, on the Atlantic, and in the Indian Ocean.
There was even a tradition, that in the time of Necho,
king of Egypt, some Tyrian ships, at the desire of that
and, after circumnavking, sailed down the Red Sea
igating the continent of Africa, entered the Mediter;

ranean at the Strait of Gibraltar.
( Vid. Africa.)— The
Phoenicians furnished the world with several articles
their own industry and skill.
The dyed
cloths of Sidon, and the woven vests and needlework
of Phoenician women, were in high repute among the

produced by

ancient Greeks.

The name

of Tyrian purple is familbut it is a mistake to suppose that a single colour is to be understood deep red
and violet colours were those which were most highly
The liquor of a shellfish, that was found in
prized.
abundance on their coast, supplied them with the various colours denominated purple. (Plin., 9, 36.) It
was principally woollen cloths the Tyrians used to dye,
though cotton and linen dyed garments are mentioned also.
The Phoenicians are said to have possessed
the art of making
it is
glass
probable they had manufactured this article for many centunes at Sidon and

iar,

even

in

modern times

;

:

—

:

received
ians
1
'

new forms under

the skilful hands of the
Tyrthe co;stly decorations of SolomonV temmade under the direction of an artist of

and

;

all

were
whose mother was "

pie

I

Tyre,

woman of the daughters of Dan,
of Tyre."
{Chronicles. 2, 1, 14 ;
2, 4, 17.
Long's Ancietit Geography, p. 3, scqq.
Hecren, Ideen, vol 2, p. 1, seqq.)
and his father a

—

3.

a

man

—

Decline of Phoenician Commerce.

The

!

{

!

I

I

Phoenicians, from what has just been remarked,
were then a manufacturing and a trading people, depending on others for their subsistence, in some points
resembling the English, in others more like the Dutch.
The prosperity of such a people could not be everlasting, and it is interesting to examine into the causes of
their decline.
It is probable that the increase of the

wealth and power
Carthage was in some degree prejudicial to the parent state, as the trade of Spain must
have fallen, in a great measure, into the hands of the
of

former.

In such a case, it is likely that the Phoenicians
to pay dearer for its productions than

must have had

heretofore, and perhaps, as Carthage and the other colonies were manufacturers also, the demand for PhaIt is also supposed, that the
nician goods decreased.
Phoenicians must have suffered by the planting of the
Grecian colonies on the coast of Asia Minor, as these
likewise manufactured to a great extent, and, it is almost certain, traded directly, by means of caravans,

with Thapsacus on the Euphrates, to which place the
goods of Babylon and India were brought up the river.
doubt, however, if they interfered much with the

We

Phoenicians, as their trade took chiefly a northern di-

and perhaps to China.
settlement of the Greeks in Egypt, however, must
have been positively injurious to them, as the winetrade of that country, of which they appear before this
rection, extending into Tartary,

The

to have had the monopoly, must have been now, in
great measure, carried on by the Greeks in their own
bottoms ; and perhaps this is the true reason of the
hostility which the Phoenicians are said to have evinced
It is
to the Greeks in the time of the Persian war.
in the accounts which we have
of the trade of Athens and Corinth, no mention is
made of any with the Phcenicians. Perhaps their
chief commerce was with the colonies in Asia. From

remarkable enough, that

the

Hebrew prophet

it

appears that they traded with

the lonians (of Asia) and with the people of the PeloThe rivalry just noted, however, eould
ponnesus.
have but little affected the prosperity of the Phoeni-

The real cause of their decline was the commotions that took place in Western Asia, which caused
the downfall of so many states ; for independent states
are always better customers to a manufacturing people
than those which are under the yoke of foreigners.
While the kingdoms of Israel, Judah, Damascus, and
others flourished, the demand for Phoenician manufactures must have been far gi cater than after they became subject to the monarchs of Babylon and Persia.
Let any one, for example, compare Judah under her
The
kings with Judah after the return from captivity.
circumstance of there being no court must have
cians.

very

made

a great difference to- those

who

supplied them

The conquest and reduction to provwith luxuries.
inces of Babylonia and Egypt by the Persian monarch
affected the Phoenician commerce ;
must have
greatly

but it was the foundation of .-Mexandrea by the Macedonian conqueror which proved the ruin of the trade of
both Phoenicia and Babylon, just as the discovery of
the passage to India by the Cape of Good Hope ruand
ined, in a great measure, Bagdad, Aleiandrea,
Venice—the Tyre of the middle ages. From that tinoe
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the decline of the prosperity of the towns «n the coast
of Phoenicia was rapid and irremediable.
(Foreign
Quarterly Review, No. 27, p. 211, seq.)

the process by which he arrived at his conclusion, it
would not follow that he was in error. But if we examine the only reasons which he assigns for his belief
that the most ancient Greek alphabet was found at

4.

Did

Phoenicia give an alphabet to Greece

?

Thebes, we find that they are such as we cannot rely
on, though to him they would seem perfectly demonstrative.
He produces three inscriptions in verse,
The names of most of the letters, their or- which he had seen himself, engraved on some vessels in
dispute.
der, and the forms which they exhibit in the most an- a temple at Thebes, and in characters which he calls
cient monuments, all confirm the truth of the tradition, Cadmai-an, and which he says nearly resembled the Iothat the Greek alphabet was derived from the Phoeni- nian.
These inscriptions purported to record donacian
and every doubt on this head, which a hasty tions made to the temple before the Trojan war, and
view of it, in its later state, might suggest, has long to be contemporaneous with the acts which they resince received the most satisfactory solution.
Several corded.
And that they were really ancient need not
changes were necessary to adapt the Eastern charac- be questioned, though imitations of an obsolete mode
ters to a foreign and totally different language.
The of writing were not uncommon in Greece but their
powers of those which were unsuited to the Greek or- genuineness- cannot be safely assumed as the ground
gans were e.vchanged for others which were wanting of an argument. Other grounds he may indeed have
in the Phoenician alphabet
some elements were final- had but, since he does not mention them, they are to
ly rejected as superfluous from the written language, us none, and we are left to form our own judgment on
though they were retained for the purpose of numera- the disputed question of the Cadmaean colony at
tion
and, in process of time, the peculiar demands of Thebes.
(ThirlwaWs Greece, vol. 1, p. 238, seq.)
the Greek language were satisfied by the invention of We have already, in a previous article {vid. Cadmus),
some new signs. The alterations which the figures shown the utter improbability of any Phoenician colony
of the Greek characters underwent may be partly under Cadmus, and have traced this latter name to a
traced to the inversion of their position, which took Pelasgic origin.
In this way, perhaps, the two tradiplace when the Greeks instinctively dropped the East- tions may be reconciled one of which makes the Phoeem practice of writing from right to left ; a change nicians to have introduced letters into Greece, while
the gradual progress of which is visible in several ex- the other states that they were previously known to,
tant inscriptions.
This fact, therefore, is established and invented by the Pelasgi. It is probable that two
by evidence, which could scarcely borrow any addi- distinct periods of time are here alluded to, an earlier
But and a later introduction of them in both instances,
tional weight from the highest classical authority.
the epoch at which the Greeks received their alphabet however, from Phoenicia.
When the alphabet of this
from the Phoenicians is a point as to which we cannot country was first brought in, its use may have been
it may have come in, as
expect to find similar proof; and the event is so re- extremely limited
Knight
mote, that the testimony even of the best historians supposes, with the first Pelasgic settlers, who may have
cannot be deemed suflicient immediately to remove brought an alphabet much less perfect, and, therefore,
all doubt
upon the question. A statement, however, probably more ancient than the so-called Cadmaean.
deserving of attention, both on account of its author, The second introduction of letters found the Greeks,
and of its internal marks of diligent and thoughtful in- in all likelihood, much more advanced in civilization,
The Phoenicians, he and it therefore took a firmer hold, and became the subquiry, is given by Herodotus.
relates, who came with Cadmus to Thebes, introduced ject of more established and general tradition.
(Conletters, along with other branches of knowledge, among sult Knight, Analytical Essay on the Greek Alphabet,
the Greeks
the characters were at first precisely the p. 120.
Sandford, Remarks on Thiersch's Gr. Gr.,
same as those which the Phoenicians continued to use p. 6.
Hug, die Erfindung der Buchstabenschrift,
were
in his own day
but their powers and form
grad- p. 7.)
ually changed, first by the Phoenician colonists them5. Remains of the Phoenician Language.
of
the
afterward
the
Greeks
and
selves,
adjacent reby
remains of the Phoenician language at the presThe
received
as
their
were
lonians.
who
These,
they
gion,
2. Glossletters from Phoenician teachers, named them Phoz- ent day consist of. 1. Coins and inscriptions.
nician letters and the historian adds, that, in his own es and Phoenician proper names, occurring in the
3. A Phoenician passage
time, the lonians called their books or rolls, though Greek and Latin writers.
made from the Egyptian papyrus, skins, because this of considerable length (together with some shorter speThe coins and
was the material which they had used at an earlier pe- cimens) in the Poenulus of Plautus.
us the written forms of the language
riod, as many barbarous nations even then continued to
inscriptions give
at with great accuracy, but throw no light on the sounds
It cannot be denied that this account
do.

On

though for a long time made the subject of learned discussion, there is now no room for
this point,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

:

;

;

—

first sight,

are

some

appears,
and yet there
perfectly clear and probable
points in it which, on closer inspection,
;

The vague manner
raise a suspicion of its accuracy.
in which Herodotus describes the lonians, who were
neighbours of the Phoenician colony, seems to imply

of the Phoenician tongue or its system of pronunciation, since in almost every instance the vowels are
The ablest work on these is that of Geseomitted.
ScripturcB Linguceque Phoznicia Mcnusupersvnt,'''' 6lc., Lips., 1837, 4to.
On the other hand, the Punic words that occur in the
Greek and Roman writers, give, it is true, a sound exin the characters of those languages, and show
nius, entitled

'^

—

menta quotquot

what he says of them is not grounded on any direct tradition, but is a mere hypothesis or inference.
The fact which he appears to have ascertained is, that pressed

that

the Asiatic lonians, who were, according to his own
view, a very mixed race, were beforehand with the
other Greeks in the art of writing
they called their
books or rolls by a name which probably expressed the
Phoenician word for the same thing, and they descri:

bed their alphabet by the epithet which marked its Oriental origin.
But, as the historian thought he had sufcient grounds for believing that it had been first communicated to the Greeks by the Phoenician colony at
Thebes, he concludes that the Asiatic lonians must

have received

it,

not directly from the Phoenicians, but

through their European forefathers.
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Still, if this

was

us with what vowels they were enunciated by the Phoenicians
still, however, there is often very great difback these same words to a Phoenificulty in tracing
:

cian orthography, since the common or vulgar mode
of pronouncing was accustomed to contract certain
forms, and to negle::t in others the letters that were

—

The
necessary to indicate the etymolog\- of the term.
most curious remnant, however, of the Phoenician
referred to, in Plautus.
tongue is the passage, already
It occurs in the first scene of the fifth act of the Poenulus,

and consists of ten entire Punic verses, expressed
remaining six are Liby-

in Latin characters (for the
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Phcenician, or, as some think, vulgar Punic), to which
are to be added fourteen short sentences, intermingled
with a Latin dialogue, in the second and third scenes.

undoubtedly

the

is

more correct course, and

to the plan pursued by those
course to the Arabic, as, for
rior

far

8up«

who have had

re
example, Casiri {Bibl
Escuriai, vol. 2, p. 27), or to the Maltesp idiom, a*
Agius de Soldanis {Disaertazione cioi vtra gpiega-

scholars have, at various limes, exercised their
remodelling and explaining these specimens of
the Phoenician, and in attempting to recall them to the zione delta scena delta comedm di Plauto
Panulo,
Some have confined Rom., 1751, 4to) Another class of writers hardly deanalogy of the Hebrew tongue.
to
words
or
individual
sentheir attention
serve mention.
particular
They are those dreaming visionaries,
such as Valtences, such as Joseph Scaliger(rtrf /ra^m. Gracorum, who call ill to their aid the Irish language
Selden
Aldrete
Dis
on
the Antiq. of ike Inah Lang., Dub'
{de
{Antiguedudcs, p. 207),
lancey {Essay
p. 32),
Itn, 1722, 8vo
Land, 1808, 8vo), O'Connor {ChronSi/ris. prolcg., c. 2), Le Moyne ( Varta Sacra, p. 100,
113), Hyde {ad PentsoL, p. 45), Reinesius ClaTopov- icles of Eri, dec, from the original MSS. in the Pha-

Modern
skill

m

m

!

;

(xeva lingua Punicce, c. 12), Tychsen (Nov. Act. Up- nician dialect (?) of the Scythian language, London^
1822, 2 vols. 8vo), Villaneuva, {Phoenician Ireland,
sal., vol. 7, p. 100, seq.), and many others, enumerated by Fabricius {Bibl. Lat., vol. 1, p. 5), and by the translated by H. O'Brien, Lond , 1833, 8vo), or who
A smaller have resource to the Basque, as De TEcluse {GramBipont editor of Plautus (vol. 1, p. xix.).
number have undertaken to interpret all the Punic spe- maire Basque, Toulouse, 1826, 8vo), and Santa Tecimens contained in the three scenes alluded to. The resa {Robiano, Etudes, &c., p. 78. Gesenius, Phg'
first of these was Petitus (Petit), who, in his work ennic. Mon., p. 357, seqq).
" Miscellaneoi-um Libri noccw"
titled
(p. 58, seqq, Par6, General character of the Phoenician tongue.
is, 1640, 4to), endeavoured to mould the Punic of the
three scenes into Hebrew, and gave a translation of
That the Phoenician or Punic language was closely
them in Latin. Pareus, who came after, also exhibit- allied to the Hebrew, we learn from the express testied the Punic of Plautus in a Hebrew dress, and even mony of St. Jerome and St. Augustine. The latter, in
added vowel points ; but the whole is done so care- particular, is a very high authority on this subject, since
lessly and strangely, that the words resemble Chinese he lived in Africa at a period when the Punic tongue

—

and Mongul as much as they do Hebrew. This was was still spoken in that country, and since, in one part
in the first and second editions of his Plautus.
In the of his writings, he even acknowledges himself to be of
Punic origin. {Contra Julian., lib. 3, c. 17.) On
third, however, he adopted the interpretation of Petianother occasion, referring to the Hebrew and Punic, be
tus, and even enlarged upon it in a poetical paraphrase.
"
Many subsequent editors of Plautus have followed in remarks, Istce linguoR non multum inter se differunt."
the same path, such as Boxhorn, Operarius, Gronovi- {Qu(Bst. in Jud., lib. 7, qu. 16.
Op., ed. Berudict.,
Sixteen years after Petitus, the learn- vol. 3, p. 477.)
So again, speaking of our Saviour,
us, and Ernesti.
^^
ed Bochart published the result of his labours on the he says,
Hunc Hebrcei dicunt Messiam, quod verPunic of the first scene, in his Sacred Geography (Ca- bum lingucB Punicce consonum est, sicut alia permulta
naan, 2, 6), and executed the task with so much learn- et pane omnia.'"
{Contra lit. Petil., 2, 104
Op.,
ing and ability, that, during nearly two centuries, un- vol. 9, col. 198.)
Again, in another part of his wri"
til the
explanation given by Gesenius in 1837, though tings, he observes,
Cognatce quippesunt lingua xsta
there may have been some who have given more prob- et vicina, Hebraa, Punica et Syra.'^
{In Joann.,
able interpretations of particular phrases and words, tract. 15.
In commenting
Op., vol. 3, col. 302)
no one was found more successful in explaining the on the words of our Saviour {Serm., 35), where he
"
Mammon,''^ he
{Gesen., Phoen. Mon., p. 359.) explains what is meant by the term
passage as a whole.
Clericus (Le Clerc) closely follows the interpretation says, " Hebraum verbnm est, cognatum lingua Puof Bochart (Biblioth. Univ. et Hist., vol. 9. p. 256), nica : istcz enim lingua sigtiiflcationis quadam vicinTo the same effect St. Jerome:
though he errs in thinking that each verse consists of itate sociantur.'"
two hemistichs, which have a similarity of ending. " Tyrus et Sidon in Phcenices lit ore principes civitateSy
Quarum Carthago colonia. Unde et Pceni serPassing over some others who have written on this &c.
same subject, we come to the three most recent ex- mone corrupto quasi Phani appellantur. Quarum
namely, lingua lingua Hebraa magna ex parte ^onfinis est."
pounders of this much-contested passage
Bellermann (Versuch, einer Erkldning der Punischen {In Jerem., 5, 25.) So again. ''Lingua, quoque PuStellen im Pcenulus des Plautus. Stixck, 1-3, Berlin, nica, qua de Hcbraorum fontibns manarc dicitur, pro1806-1808, ed. 2, 1812), Count de Robiano {Etudes prie virgo alma appellatur" {In Jes., 3, 7.) Modem
stir Vccrilure, &c., suivies d'un essai sur la langue
scholars, as many as have turned their attention to
Punique, Paris, 1834, 4to), and Gesenius {Phcen. the subject, have come to the same conclusion, alMon., p. 366, seqq.). The first two, abandoning the though on one point there exists among them a great
Some of them maintain, for
true view of the subject, as taken by Bochart, regard difference of opinion.
the whole sixteen verses as Punic, and endeavour, after instance, that, with the exception of a slight differthe example of Petitus, to adapt them, by every possi- ence in the mode of writing and pronouncing, the
ble expedient, to the analogy of the Hebrew tongue. Phoenician was identical with the Hebrew, and free
Bellermann, however, in doing this, confines himself from any forms derived from the cognate dialects.
within the regular limits of Hebraism, whereas Robi- {Tychsen, Comment, de ling. Phan. el Hebr. mutua
ano calls in to his aid, at one time the Syriac, at anoth- aqualitatc, p. 89.
Akerblad, de Inscr. Oxon., p. 26.
er the Arabic, and discovers also many peculiarities in —Fabricy, de Phan. lit. fontibus, p. 29, 22\.— GeseOthers
the structure of the Punic language, of which no one nius, Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache, &c., p. 229.)
dreamed before, and the sole authority for which is aflSrm, that the Phcenician is like the Hebrew, it is

—

—

—

;

—

—

own imagination. The explanation of true but, at the same time, intermingled with Arabic,
these
may readily be inferred from his known ^Syriac, Chaldee, and Samaritan forms. Among
proficiency in Oriental scholarship, is now regarded as latter may be mentioned Bochart, Mazocchi, Clericus,
The last- mentioned
having borne away the palm, though some parts have Sappuhn, Peyron, and Hamaker.
been made the subject of criticism by the learned of writer, indeed, exceeds allJ>ounds, and blends, in bis
so that he forms
his own country.
{Gesen., Phoen. Mon., p. 366.
explanations, all the Senri^ tongues,
found in his

;

Gesenius, as

—

Jahrhucher

wis sens chaftliche Kritik, 1839, p. 539,
The writers thus far mentioned have, with the
9eqq.)
exception, perhaps, of Robiano, attempted to illustrate
the Punic of Plautus by a reference to the Hebrew,
This
occasionally calling in the Chaldee and Syriac.

—

fiir

removed
language very far
Id.,
from the true one. {Hamaker, Diatrib., p. 65.
Miscell. Phan., praf, p. viii., &c.)— If we follow
of Gesenius, and we do not know a safer
the

—

for himself a Phoenician

one

authority
to take for our guide, the chief features in the
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Phoenician language may be briefly stated as follows
I. The Phoenician
agrees in most, if not all, respects
with the Hebrew, whether we regard roots, or the
mode of forming and inflecting words. 2. Wherever
the usage of the earlier writers of the Old Testament
difi'ers from that
of the later ones, the Phoenician
3.
agrees with the latter rather than with the former.
Only a few words are found that savour of Aramaeism,
nor will more Aramaeisms be found in the remams of
the Phoenician language than in the books of the Old
Testament. 4. There are still fewer resemblances to
Arabism.
The most remarkable of these is in the
case of the article, which on one occasion occurs under
the full form al, and often under that of a,
though most
Other
frequently it coincides with the Hebrew form.
words, which now can only be explained through the
medium of the Arabic, were undoubtedly, at an earlier
period, equally with many una^ Xeyofieva of the Old
5. Among
Testament, not less Hebrew than Arabic.
the peculiarities of the Phoenician and Punic
tongues,
the following may be noted
(a) A defective mode of
in
which
the
matres
are emIcctionis
orthography,
ployed as sparingly as possible,
(b) In pronouncing,
the Phoenicians (the Carthaginians certainly)
expressed
:

—

—

—

Poet. Min. Grdtc, vol.

days and a third, then, converted into twenty-seven
years and a third, give the measure of a generation
among men. Reducing this, in order to make the
analogy with the moon as complete as possible, he
gives twenty-six years and two thirds as the result
The computation is then as follows :

Kine generations of men, or the
life

Four

y

the
(d)

yth

mark of

The

the accusative), ynnynu {ecce eum), &c.
syllable al they contracted into o, analogous

somewhat
For other

to

French cheval (chevau), ckevaux.
Gesenius {Phosn. Mon.,

the

peculiarities consult

p. 330).

PHtENictx.
Vid. Phoenice.
Phcenix, I. a fabulous bird, of which Herodotus
the
gives
following account in that part of his work
" The
which treats of Egypt.
phoenix is another sacred bird, which I have never seen
except in effigy.
He rarely appears in Egypt once only in five hundred years, immediately after the death of his father,
;

as the Heliopolitans affirm.
If the painters describe
him truly, his feathers represent a mixture of crimson
and gold
and he resembles the eagle in outline and

of one crow,
lives of the

of a btag,

Three
Nine

make

240 years.

234-J-6

crow, or

tliat

years.

make

lives of

a raven,

—

the long
by ti; as, sufes, lu, cdonuth, &.c.
(c) Instead of Segol and Schwa mobile, they appear to have
employed an obtuse kind of sound, which the Roman
writers expressed by the vowel
as,
;
(Hebrew eth,

189.)— The whole com.

;

—

:

1, p.

putation here turns upon the meaning of. the term
Marcoz takes the moon for his
generation (yeved).
guide and as this lummary ceases, like man, to exist,
like
lo
him, again
arise, the period of its revoluonly,
tion becomes the standard required.
Twenty-seven

a stag, or that of

2880 years.

make

lives of the raven, or that

of the phcenix,

make

I

c^^on y^*"'
xphth
^"'^"

i

This period of 25920 years is precisely the duration
of the Great Year {Magnus Annus) of the fixed stars,
having for its element exactly 60", the annual precession of the equinoxes.
From this computation also
we will be enabled to perceive how 50", converted
into years, and multiplied by l-j-2-|-3-[-4, that is, by
10, gave the Egyptians 500 years as the duration of
the phoenix.
These numbers, l-j-2-|-3-|-4, indicate
that the 50 seconds, converted into years, traverse
successively the four quarters of the ecliptic, in order
to form the Great Year, the astronomical duration of
the life of the phoenix.
{Marcoz, Astronomic Solaire
d' Hipparque, p. xvi., seq.)
II. Son of Amyntor, king
of Argos, and the preceptor of Achilles, to whom

—

he was so attached that he accompanied him to th6
Trojan war. According to the Homeric account (//.,
9, 447, seqq.), Amyntor having transferred his affections from his lawful wife, Hippodamia, to a concubine, the former besought her son Phoenix to gain the
affections of his father's mistress, and alienate her
from Amyntor.
Phoenix succeeded in his suit, and

enraged father imprecated upon him the bitterest
The son, therefore, notwithstanding the ensize.
They affirm that he contrives the following treaties and efforts of his relations to detain him at his
thing, which to me is not credible.
They say that he parent's court, fled to Phthia, in Thessaly, where he
comes from Arabia, and, bringing the body of his fa- was kindly received by Peleus, monarch of the counther enclosed in myrrh, buries him in the temple of try, who assigned him a territory on the confines of
He inthe sun
and that he brings him in the following man- Phthia, and the sway over the Dolopians.
ner.
First Ife moulds as great a quantity of myrrh trusted him also with the education of his son Achilles.
into the shape of an egg as he is well able to
Such is the Homeric account. Later writers, howcarry
and, after having tried the weight, he hollows out the ever, make Amyntor to have put out his son's eyes,
and
egg,
puts his parent into it, and stops up with and the latter to have fled in this condition to Peleus,
some more myrrh the hole through which he had in- who led him to Chiron, and persuaded the centaur to
troduced the body, so that the weight is the same as restore him to sight.
Tzetz. ad
{Lycophron, 422.
before
he then carries the whole mass to the temple Lycophr., I. c.) The curse uttered against Phoenix was,
of the sun in Egypt.
Such is the account they give that he might remain ever childless, and hence Tzetof the phoenix."
{Herod., 2, 73.)— The whole of this zes seeks to explain the story of his blindness, by
fable is evidently astronomical, and the
following very making it a figurative allusion to his childless condiHe tion, a father's offspring being as it were his eyes in
ingenious explanation has been given by Marcoz.
assumes as the basis of his remarks the fragment of the language of antiquity. {Tzetz., I. c MiJdler, ad
Hesiod preserved by Plutarch in his treatise De Orac- schol. Tzetz., I. c.)
ApoUodorus says that Phoenix
ulorum Defectu. {Uepl tuv EKXeTiOiir. XPV^'''Op., was blinded by his father, on a false charge preferred
ed. Reiske, vol. 7, p. 635.)
against him by the concubine {KaTaipEvaafievij^ fdopav
^diag T^g rov Trarpog TraXXa/cidof.
Apollod., 3, 13,
kvvea Toi i^uEi yevea^ XaKipv^a Kopdn'Tj
The variations in the legend arose probably from
8).
uvdpiJxf- TiSuvTuv
e^a<l>o^ 6e re rerpaKopuvog
of
the
the circumstance,
tragic poets having frequently
Tpslg 6' k'Xd(j>ovg 6 Kopa^ yrjpdaKETaL avrap 6 (polvi^ made the
story of Phcenix the subject of their compoEvvia rovg KopaKa^' deKa 6' rjfieic rovg ({toiviKa^
of
and
sitions,
course, introduced more or less
having,
vv/i<paL kvTrXoKafioi, Kovpai Aib^ alyidxoio.
variations from the original tale. {Heyne, ad Apollod..,
" The
There was a Phoenix of Sophocles, another of
noisy crow lives nine generations of men who I. c )
are in the bloom of years ;^e st^ attains the age of Euripides, and a third of Ion.
{Valck., Diatrib., c.
the raven, in its turn, equals three stags 24.)
To return to the story of the son of Amyntor
four crows
in length of days ; while the phoenix lives nine ravens. after the death of Achilles, Phoenix was one of those
nymphs, fair-of- tresses, daughters of Jove the aegis- commissioned to return to Greece and bring young
bearer, attain to the age of ten phoenixes."
(Com- Pyrrhus to the war. On the fall of Troy, he returned
Plin., 7, 48.
pare Ajison., Idyll., 18.
Gaisford, with that prince to Thessaly, in which country he con;

his

curses.

;

;

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

•

'

•

—

;

We

—
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He was buried, according to
ilnued until his death.
Strabo, near the junction of the small river Phoenix
the
former
of these streams having rewith the Asopus,
III. A
ceived its name from him.
{Strah., 428.)
son of Agenor, sent, as well as his brothers Cadmus
Not havand Cilix, in quest of their sister Europa.
to have
ing succeeded in finding her, he was fabled

—

settled in
\,

1.

and

name

— Consultgiven
HeynCy ad

to Phoenicia.

{Apoltod., 3,

loc.)

Pholok, a mountain of Elis, at the base of which
stood the town of Pylos, between the heads of the
Peneus and Selleis. {Strabo, 339.)
Pholus, a centaur, son of Silenus and the nymph
In the performMelia, and residing at Pholoe in Elis.
ance of his fourth task, which was to bring the Erymanthian boar alive to Eurystheus, Hercules took his
road through Pholoe, where he was hospitably enterrivers

tained by Pholus.

The

centaur set before his guest

roast meat, though he himself fared on raw.
Hercules asking for wine, his host said he feared to open
the jar, which was the common property of the cenbut, when pressed by the hero, he consented to
The fragrance of the wine spread
unclose it for him.
over the mountain, and soon brought all the centaurs,
armed with stones and pine sticks, to the cave of
Pholus.
The first who ventured to enter were driven
back by Hercules with burning brands he hunted the
When Hercules
remainder with his arrows to Malea.
returned to Pholoe from this pursuit, he found Pholus
lying dead along with several others for, having drawn
the arrow out of the body of one of them, while he
was wondering how so small a .thing could destroy
such large beings, it dropped out of his hand and
stuck in his foot, and he died immediately.
{Apollod.,

taurs

;

:

;

2, 5, 4, seqq.

—Keightley's Mythology,

p.

dor to Assyria by the Emperor Michael.
In this capacity Photius acquitted himself so well as to gaii
the favour of his imperial master, who
appointed him,

on his

return, commander of the imperial guard (FFpwToa7ra6dpiO(), and subsequently chief secretary (MpwThese dignities gave
ToariKprjrijc, Prolosecretarius).
him access to the privy council, and the privilege of

taking part in their deliberations ; and his ambition being now awakened, ho strove to ingratiate himself
with Bardas, the uncle of the emperor, whom the latter had associated with himself on the throne, and
upon whom he had thrown all the cares of government.
Bardas, having become displeased with the
patriarch Ignatius, sent him into banishment, and appointed Photius to the vacant see (December 25, A D.
857), who went through all the ecclesiastical orders in
six successive days,
having been consecrated monk,

anagnostes, subdeacon, deacon, priest, and patriarch.
During the succeeding ten years, a controversy was
carried on with much acrimony between him and Pope
Nicholas the First, in the course of which each party

excommunicated the other, and the consequence was a
complete separation of the Eastern and Western churches.
Bardas, his patron, being at length taken off by his
nephew and associate in the empire, Michael the Third,
that prince

a son of

{Vvl. Palinurus.)

was

in his turn

assassinated by Basilius, th©

Macedonian, who then ascended the throne in 866. But
Photius, denouncing him for the murder, was in the
following year removed, to make way for his old enemy
Ignatius, and was forced to retire into banishment.

He was

355, seq.)

Priam and Epithesia, killed duThe god Somnus
ring the Trojan war by Menelaus.
borrowed his features when he deceived Palinurus,
and hurled him into the sea from the vessel of JEneas.

Phorbas,

century, of a noble family, and who enjoyed the reputation of being the most learned and
accomplished man
of his age.
He was a native of the capital, and for
some time a layman, having been sent as an ambassa*

recalled

in

878.

Simon Logothetes {Annal.

An

anecdote, related

by

in Basil., n. 6, p. 341, ed.

Photius forged
Ven.), explains the cause of his recall.
a document which traced the genealogy of Basilius to

He imitated so skilfully
Tiridates, king of Armenia.
the ancient characters, that, when the work in question,
placed by his means in the imperial library, and found,
as if by chance, by one of his confidential friends, was
placed before the emperor, there was no one able to

Phorcydes or Gr^^e, the daughters of Phorcys
They were hoary-haired from their birth,
whence their other name of Grjeae ('* the Gray Maids'^).
They were two in number, "well-robed" Pephredo decipher
and Ceto.

and " yellow-robed" Y-nyo {Shaker). {Hefind them always united
Thcog., 270, seq.)

{Horrifier),
siod,

We

with the Gorgons, whose guards they were, according
to ^schylus.
{Eratoslh., Cat., 22.
Hygin., P. A
This poet de2, I'i.— Vblcker, Myth. Geog., 41.)
scribed them as three long-lived maids, swan-formed,
one
and
tooth
in
common, on whom
having one eye
neither the sun with his beams, nor the nightly moon
ever looks.
{Prom. Vinct., 800, seqq.) Perseus, it

—

,

intercepted the eye as they were handing it
from the one to the other, and, having thus blinded the
guards, was enabled to come on the Gorgons unperis said,

ceived.

The name

of the third sister given by the

Deino {Temfier). {Apollod., 2, 4, 2.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 252.)
Phoroneus, son of Inachus and the ocean-nymph
He was the first
Melia, and second king of Argolis.
man, according to one tradition, while another makes
him to have collected the rude inhabitants into one
society, and to have given them fire and social institulater writers

—

is

—

He
Paiisanias, 2, 15, 5)
{Apollod., 2, 1.
also decided a dispute for the land, between Juno and
who
thence
became
of
the
former,
Neptune, in favour
he tutelar deity of Argos.
By the nymph Laodice
tions.

Phoroneus had a son named Apis, from whom the
peninsula, according to one account, was called Apia
;

and a daughter Niobe, the first mortal woman who
Her offspring by the god
enjoyed the love of Jupiter.
were Argus and Pelasgus, and the country was fabled
to have been named from the former, the people from
the latter.

{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 405.)
Photius, a patriarch of Qonstantinople in the ninth

it but Photius.
He maintained himself in
the patriarchal chair during the rest of that reign ;
but was at length accused, on insufficient grounds, of
conspiring against the new sovereign, Leo the Philos-

opher, when that prince once more removed him, and
sent him, in 886, into confinement intan Armenian

Photius appears to
monastery, where he died in 891.
have been very learned and very wicked a great
not only negscholar and a consummate hypocrite
lecting the occasions of doing good which presented
themselves, but perverting the finest talents to the
worst purposes.
This learned though corrupt prelate
was the author of a work entitled y.vplo6i6?iOv (Myriobiblon), or Bihliotheca, containing extracts from, and
a critical judgment upon, two huncred "^d eighty (the

—

—

says 279) works, which were read by him during
embassy to Assyria, and a summary of Ihe contents of which had been requested by his brother TaIf this statement be correct, the ambassador
rasius.
must have had but little to do in his diplomatic capaThere is a story, that, as often as he had read
city.
an author, and made his extracts from him, he threw
title

his

the manuscript into the fire, in order to enhance the
This statement, invalue of his own abridgment.

but
is sufficiently improbable
may possibly
have originated from some known propensity of the

deed,

;

it

It is highly probable
patriarch to literary dishonesty.
that some grammarian pursued this same method with
to Hesvchius, whose original lexicon he first

regard
The Myriobihlon of
epitomised, and then destroyed.Photius was the precursor, and has served as the model,
It
of works of a critical and bibliographical nature.
is characterized by neither order nor rnpthod.
Pagan
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Chrislian writers, ancient and modern, follow one
as chance caused their works to fall into the
hands of the author ; thus we pass from a work of an
erotic nature to one that treats ot philosophy or theology,
atitl

Lexicon of Timspus

ar«oihei

Technologicum of Philemon.

an orator the productions of the
same writer are not even considered together. Genfrom an historian

to

;

number

of the productions
of which PhoLius gives us critical notices and extracts,
have reference to theology, to the decrees of councils,
and to religious disputes ; profane literature with him
Nevertheless, among
occupies only a secondary rank.
erally speaking, the greater

the works of historians, philosophers, orators, gram-

marians, romancers, geographers, mathematicians, and
physicians, that Photius has read, and on which he
gives his opinion, or from which he favours us with
extracts, there are between seventy and eighty that
are lost, and of which we would know nothing or next

In the
to nothing without the aid of the Myriobiblon.
case of some works, Photius contents himself with
giving merely a short literary notice, while from othHe was
ers he makes extracts of greater or less size.
the author, likewise, of a work called Nomocanon, or
He coma collection of the canons of the church.
piled also a glossary or Lexicon (Aeffwv avvayuyT]),
which has only reached us in an imperfect and muti-

The various MSS. of this work in differlated slate.
ent libraries on the Continent are mere transcripts from
each other, and originally from one, venerable for its
antiquity, which was formerly in the possession of the
celebrated

Thomas

Gale, and which

is

now

deposited

Cambridge. This
on parchment, bears such evident

;

nor has he forgotten the Lexicon
The patriarch informs

us, in his preface, that his dictionary is destined principally for the explanation of the remarkable words
which occur in the Greek orators and historians, but

occasionally to illustrate the phraseology of the poets.
Several lacunae occur in the MSS., the leaves
being
torn out from the Galean copy, from
ddiaKptrcj^ to
and
fronri (popr/rug to
Photius
ETTUvvfioc,
rpiXodd-mdag.
has left also a collection of letters, in one of which,
addressed to the Bulgarian prince Michael, there is a

—

—

brief history of Seven CEcumenical Councils.
The
best edition of the Myriobiblon or Bibliotheca is that
of Bekker, BeroL, 1824, 2 vols. 4to.
The text is corrected from a Venice manuscript, and also three Paris
The previous editions are accompanied by a
ones.
Latin version of Schott's, which is far from accurate.
Bekker's edition gives the Greek text without a ver-

—

The Nomocanon was first printed in 1615,
Paris, 4to, with the commentaries of Balsamon, paA second edition appeared in
triarch of Antioch.
1661, with a Latin version, and with additions and
sion.

It is much superior to the previous one.
Epistles were edited by Montague, bishop of
Norwich, Lond., 1651, fol. ; but he has given only
248 letters, whereas a much greater number exists.
curious and rare edition was also published in 1705,
fol., under the care of Dositheus, patriarch of Jerusalem, and Anthimus, a Greek bishop.
{Scholl, Hist.

corrections.

—The
A

Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p.

31.— /rf.

285.— Id. ib., p. SOI.— Id. ib., vol.
228.— Edinburgh Review, No.

in the library of Trinity College,

7,

manuscript, which

marks of great

42, p. 329, seqq.
Weiss, inBiogr. Univ., vol. 34, p
218, seqq.
Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 246,

be

seqq.)

is

antiquity, that it may not unreasonably
supposed to have been a transcript from the author's

various transcripts from this ancient MS.
were miserably faulty and corrupt, and it was natural
that scholars, who wished for the publication of this
lexicon, should be desirous of seeing it printed from

copy.

MS. in preference to any other. Herin 1818, from two
but
he gives merely the naked text, with
transcripts,
scarcely a single correction, or any attempt whatsoAt the end
ever towards the restitution of the text.
mann, indeed, published an edition

of the volume, however, are some ingenious and valuable observations of Schneider.
Porson, meanwhile,
had transcribed and corrected this lexicon for the
press, from the Galean MS. ; and when unfortunately
his copy had been destroyed by fire, had, with incredible industry affd patience, begun the task afresh, and
completed another transcript in his own excellent

His death, however, for a time prevented the appearance of the work, until at length his
labours were given to the world by Dobree, in 1822,
Lond., 8vo. This edition, however, notwithstanding
all the praise so justly bestowed upon it, is greatly injured by want of more editorial skill and labour, the
Addenda and Corrigenda occupying 44 pages. Photius, who threw together his lexicon upon a much more
handwriting.

confined plan than Hesychius, probably brought to his
undertaking greater learning and judgment than the
latter, and seems to have given most of his authorities
from his own knowledge of the authors whom he cites.
Yet even his work is little more than a compilation, of
which many parts are copied verbatim from the scholia
on Plato, the Lexicon of Harpocration, that of Pausanias, and, in all probability, from the Aeft/cd KufiLKu
Koi TpaycKu. of Theo or Didymus, from which latter the
of the
grammarians derived most of their explanations
scenic phrases of the Greeks. These Dramatic Lexicons are unfortunately lost but there is in the royal
seems to be an epitome
library of Paris a MS., which
of one of them, under the title of 'AAAOf 'AA^d^T^roc.
And, with a little care and discrimination, a very considerable part of them might be recovered from the
Photius also enriched
pages of existing grammarians.
his work from the Lexica Rhetorica, and the Platonic
;
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ib., p.

—

Phraatks, a name common

The

the Galean

p.

to

several

Parthian

{Vid. Parthia.)
Phrahates, the same as Phraates. ( Vid. Phraates.)
Phraortes, son and successor of Dejoces, on the
He reigned from B.C. 657 to 635,
throne of Media.
greatly extended the Median empire, subdued the Perother
nations, but fell in an expedisians, and many
tion against the Assyrians of Ninus or Nineveh.

kings.

1, 102.— Vid. Media.)
Phriconis, a surname given to

{Herod.,

Cyma

in .^olis.

Cyma.)
Phrixus, son of Athamas, king of Orchomenus

{Vtd.

Boeotia, and Nephele.
(Consult the
of the article Argonautae.)

in

commencement

PhrygIa, a country of Asia Minor, bounded on the
north by Paphlagonia and Bithynia, on the south by
the range of Taurus and Pisidia, on the west by Caria
and Lydia, and on the east by Cappadocia and Pon-

—

tus.
Herodotus relates (2, 2), that Psammitichus,
king of Egypt, having made an experiment to discov-

was the most ancient nation in the world,
ascertained that the Phrygians surpassed all other
{Vid. Psammitichus.)
people in priority of existence.
The story itself is childishly absurd ; but the fact that
the Egyptians allowed the highest degree of antiquity
to this nation is important, and deserves attention.
What the Greeks knew of the origin of the Phrygians
does not accord, however, with the Egyptian hypothesis.
Herodotus has elsewhere reported that they came
where they lived under the
originally from Macedonia,

er which

of Briges (or Bryges), and that, when they crossed over into Asia, this was changed to Phryges (7, 73).
This account has been generally followed by subsequent writers, especially Strabo (295), who appears to
quote Xanthus, and Menecrates of Elaea, Artemidorus, and others, who made the origin of nations and
cities the object of their inquiries.
{Strab., 572.
Id.. 680.
Steph. Byz., s.
Compare Pltn., 5, 32.

name

—

—

—

It is certain, indeed, that there was a
Bpiyeg.)
Thracian origin,
people named Briges or Bryges, of
at the time that Herodotus was
living in Macedonia

V.

writing (6,

45

;

7,

185)

;

and tradition had long fixed

PHRYGIA.

FHIIYGIA.

toe abotle of the Phrygian Midas, who was a chief or
monarch of this people, near Mount Bcrmiu8, in Macedonia.
{Herod. f 8, 138.
Compare Nicand., ap

wards the Mysian Olympus, a id those of the Hermus
and Ilyllus on the side of Lydia.
On the west they
ranged along Catacecaumene and ancient Meeonia, till

Aiheti., 15, p. 683.

they reached the Maeander.
with its tributary streams,

—

—

Bion, ap. cund.,2, p. 45.)
Again,
the strong affinity which was allowed to exist between
the Phrygians, Lydians, Carians, and Mysians, who

have crossed from Thrace into

were
supposed
Asia Minor, serves to corroborate the hypothesis
which regards the Phrygian migration in particular
but, while there seems no reasonable doubt of the
Thracian origin of this people, it is not so easy to esto

all

;

tablish the period of their settling in Asia.
Xanthus
is represented by Strabo (680) as
fixing their arrival
in that country somewhat after the Trojan war ; but
the geographer justly observes, that, according to
Homer, the Phrygians were already settled on the
banks of the Sangarius before that era, and were engaged in a war with the Amazons {II., 3, 187) ; and, if
mythological accounts are to have any weight, the existence of a Midas in Asia Minor, long before the period alluded to, would prove that there had been a
Phrygian migration in times to which authentic history does not extend.
(Compare Conon, Narrat.^
Great as was the ascendancy,
ap. Phot., cod. 186.)
of
the
Thracian
stock, produced by so many
however,
tribes of that vast family pouring in at various times,
there must have entered into the composition of the
Phrygian nation some other element besides the one

which formed its leading feature. It has been conjecand with great show of probability, that the
Thracian Bryges found the country, which from them
tured,

took the

name

possessors, but

of Phrygia, occupied by some earlier
who were too weak to resist the inva-

What name

people bore cannot now be
ascertained ; but there can be little doubt that they
were of Asiatic origin
probably Leuco-Syrians or
Herodotus, indeed, has stated a cirCappadocians.

ders.

this

;

would go far to overthrow
cumstance, which,
the theory of a Thracian origin for the Phrygian people.
In the muster which he makes of Xerxes' myriads, he
informs us that the Phrygians and Armenians were
armed alike the latter being, as he observes, colonists
if true,

;

Herodotus, how{Herod., 7, 73.)
quite singular in this statement, which is,
moreover, at variance with all received notions on the
The Armenians are a people of the highest
subject.
of the former.

ever,

is

and we must not seek for their primitive
stock beyond the upper valleys of the Tigris and Euphrates ; in other words, they are a purely Asiatic
people ; and if there existed any resemblance between
antiquity,

them and the Phrygians, we ought rather to account
for it by supposing that the latter were not altogether
Europeans, but mingled with an indigenous race of
Asia, whose stock was also
nians.

— The

common

political history
neither so brilliant nor so

of the

to

the

Arme-

Phrygians

is

interesting as that of their

What we gather respecting
neighbours the Lydians.
them from ancient writers is, generally, that they crossed over from Europe into Asia, under the conduct of
their leader Midas, nearly a hundred years before the
Trojan war. {Conon, ap. Phot., cod., 186.) That
they settled first on the shores of the Hellespont and
around Mount Ida, whence they gradually extended
themselves to the shores of the Ascanian lake and the
It is probable that the Dolivalley of the Sangarius.
ones, Mygdones, and Bebryces, who held originally the
coasts of Mysia and Bithynia, were
The
Phrygians.
Mygdones were contiguous to the Bryges in Macedo-

nian Thrace, and they are often classed with the PhryDriven afterward from the Helgians by the poets.
lespont and the coast of the Propontis by the Teucri,
Mysi, and Bithyni, the Phrygians took up a more central position in what
may be called the great basin of
Asia Minor. Still
preserving the line of the Sangarius, they occupied, to the southwest of that great river,
the upper vallcvs
of the .Maceslus and Rhyndacus. to'

6 S

The head

of that river,

was included wilhm

their

To

the south they held the northern
slope
of Mount Cadmus, which, with its continuation, a
branch of Taurus, formed their frontier on the side of
territory.

Caria, Milyas, and Pisidia, as far as the borders of
Cilicia.
To the east of the Sangarius the ancient

Phrygians spread along the borders of Paphlagonia till
they met the great river Halys, which divided them
from Pontus, and, farther south, from Cappadocia and
Isauria.
This extensive country was very unequal in
its climate and
That which lay in the plains
fertility.
and valleys, watered by rivers, exceeded in richness
and beauty almost every other part of the
peninsula
but many a tract was rendered bleak
{Herod., 5, 49)
and desolate by vast ranges of mountains, or uninhabitable frorii extensive lakes and fens
impregnated with
salt, or scorching deserts destitute of trees and vege;

(Compare Fellows' Asia Minor,

tation.

The Phrygians appear

at first to

p.

127.)

—

have been under the

dominion of kings but whether these were absolute
over the whole country, or each was the chief of a
The latter, more probapetty canton, is not certain.
bly, was the case, since we hear of Midaeum and Gordium, near the Sangarius, as royal towns, corresponding with the well-known names of Midas and Gordius
and again, Celaenae, seated in a very
{Strab., 668)
opposite direction, near the source of the Maeander,
appears to have been the chief city of a Phrygian prin;

;

cipality.

{Athenceus, 10,

p.

^\5.)

The

first

Phrygian

whose actions come within

the sphere of an
authenticated history, is Midas, the son of Gordius,
who, as Herodotus relates, was the first barbarian that

prince,

made offerings to the god at Delphi. He dedicated
his throne of justice, the workmanship of which, as the
historian affirms, was worthy of admiration (1, 14).
At

this period the
Phrygians were independent, but
under the reign of Croesus the Lydian we hear of their
The conbeing subject to that sovereign (1, 28).
queror was probably content with exacting from the
Phrygian ruler an avowal of his inferiority, in the shape
of a tribute or tax
for the tragic tale of the Phrygian
Adrastus affords evidence that the ancient dynasty of
;

still held dominion, as the vassals of CroeAdrastus is said to have been
{Herod., 1, 35.)
the son of Gordius, who was himself the son of Midas.
The latter was probably the grandson of the Midas
who dedicated his throne to the shrine at Delphi, and
is called son of Gordius ; so that we have a
regular
alternation of monarchs, bearing those two names from
father to son, for seven generations.
Indeed, these
two names are so common, that they would seem to
have been appellatives rather than proper names. The
first Gordius is
probably the one who is indebted for a
place in history to the puzzle which he invented ; but
which, if it had not fallen into the way of Alexander,

that country

sus.

would probably never have given rise
of " the Gordian knot."

to the proverbial

{Arrtan, Exp.
After the o\'«rthrow of the Lydian monarchy by Cyrus, Phrygia was annexed to the Persian
formempire, and, under the division made by Darius,
ed part of the Hellespontine or Bithynian satrapy.
In the partition of Alexander's do{Herod., 3, 91 )
minions, it fell at first into the hands of Antigonus,
then of the Seleucidae, and, after the defeat of Antiochus, was ceded to Eumenes, king of Pergamus, but

expression

AL,

2, 3.)

—

reverted to the Romans.
{Pdyb., 22, 27.
At that time Phrygia had sustained a
considerable diminution of territorial extent, owing to
the migration of a large body of Gauls into Asia, where
of the province ; and»
they settled in the very centre
havintr succeeded in appropriating to themselves a considerable tract of country, formed a new province and
finally

Liv., 37, 56.)
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named Galatia and Galats, or Gallo-Graeci.
torn of introducing grumbling slaves on the
The Phrygians are generally stigmatized by the an- The names of ten of his pieces are known
people,

cients as a slavish nation, destitute

of courage or en-

skill in
anything save
ergy, and possessing but little
music and dancing. {Athemzus, 1, p. 27.
Virg.,

—

JEn., 12,99.— jBun;?., Alcest.,&lS.—Id., Orest., 1447.
AthencBus, 14, p. 624, seqg.)
Phrygia, considered
with respect to the territory once occupied by the people from whence it obtained its appellation, was divided into the Great and Less. The latter, which was
also called the Hellespontine Phrygia, still retained

—

—

name, even when the Phrygians had long retired
from that part of Asia Minor, to make way for the
Mysians, Teucrians, and Dardanians ; and it would be
hazardous to pronounce how much of what is included
under Mysia and Troas belonged to what was eviBesides this ancient
dently only a political division.*
that

classification,

we

find in the

ince divided into

the prov-

Phrygia Pacaliana and Phrygia

The name

Salutaris.

Lower Empire

" the
Acquired,"
Epictetus, or

was given

which was

annexed

Pergamus.

to that portion of the province
by the Romans to the kingdom of

{Cramer s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 1, scqq.)
Phrynichus, L an Athenian tragic poet,

The dates

of Thespis.

unknown

a scholar

of his birth and death are alike

seems probable

that he died in Sicily.
He
{Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 2, p. xxxi., note (t).)
it

:

gained a tragic victory in 511 B.C., and another in 476,
when Themistocles was his choragus. {Plut., Vit.
Themist. ) The play which he produced on this occasion
was probably the Phoenissa*, and ./Eschylus is charged
with having made use of this tragedy in the composition
of his Persae, which appeared four years niie.x {Arg. ad
Pers.), a charge which ./Eschylus seems to rebut in
" the
In
Frogs" of Aristophanes (v. 1294, seqg.).
494 B.C., .Miletus was taken by the Persians, and
for himself, selected the capture of that city as the subject of an historical tragedy.

Phrynichus, unfortunately

The

skill of the dramatist, and the recent occurrence
of the event, affected the audience even to tears, and

Phrynichus was fined 1000 drachmae

for

having

recall-

so forcibly a painful recollection of the misfortunes
of an ally.
{Herod., 6, 21.)
According to Suidas,
Phrynichus was the first who introduced a female
mask on the stage, that is, who brought in female
characters for, on the ancient stage, the characters of
females were always sustained by males in appropriate
'dress.
Bentley is thought to have purposely mistranslated this passage of Suidas, in his Dissertation on
Phalaris (vol. 1, p. 291, cd. Dyce.— Donaldson, The-

-ed

;

of the Greeks, p. 47),
Phrynichus seems to have
chiefly remarkable for the sweetness of his melodies, and the great variety and cleverness of his figuredances.
Id.
Id., Vesp., 269.
{Aristoph.,Av., 748.
The Aristophanic
«t., 219.
Plutarch, Symp., 3, 9.)
4tire

been

—

—

A^athon speaks

—

generally of the beauty of his dramas

{Thesmoph., 164, seqg.), though, of course, they fell far
«hort of the grandeur of .(Eschylus, and the perfect art
of Sophocles. The names of seventeen tragedies attributed to him have come down to us, but it is probable that some of these belonged to two other writers,
who bore the same name. {Theatre of the Greeks,
IL A comic poet, who must be
ed. 4, p. 59, seq.)
carefully distinguished from the tragedian of the same
name. He exhibited his first piece in the year 435
B.C., and was attacked as a plagiarist in the ^opfio^opoi of Hermippus, which was written before the
death of Sitalces, or, in other words, before 424 B.C.

—

stage.
to us,

{Fabric., Bibl.Gr., vol. 2, p. 483, ed. Harles.— Theatre of the Greeks, ed. 4, p. 101.)
III.
native of
Arabia, as is supiposed, but who established himself in

—

A

Bilhynia in the latter half of the second century of our
He compiled a Lexicon of Attic forms of Expression ('Ef Aoy?/ 'AttikCjv ^TjfiuTc&v Kal ovofidruv).
have also from the same writer another work, enera.

We

titled

UpoTrapauKevri aofiariKr] {Sophistic Apparatus),
thirty-seven books, a production of considerable
importance on account of the numerous quotations
which it contains from ancient writers.
Phrynichus
in

distinguishes between words, according to the style ta
which they are adapted, which is either the oratorical^
the historical, or the familiar kind.
As models of

genuine Atticism, he recommends Plato, Demosthenes,
and the other Attic orators, Thucydides, Xenophon,
.^schines the Socratic, Critias, and the two authentic
discourses of Antisthenes
and among the poets,
He
Aristophanes and the three great tragic writers.
then makes a new arrangement of these authors, and
places Plato, Demosthenes, and ^Eschines in the first
;

As regards his own style, Phrynichus is justly
rank.
The best edition of
chargeable with great prolixity.
the Lexicon is that of Lobeck, Lips., 1820, 8vo.
Of
"
the
Sophistic Apparatus" Monifaucon published a.
"
his
in
Bibliothectz

—

portion

Calalogvs

Coisliniancc,^'

Bast made another extract from the
465, seqq.
(No. 345, Biblioth. Coislin., at present in the
Royal library at Paris), accompanied with critical remarks, which has passed from the Continent to Eng-

p.

MS.

In 1814, Bekker published a part in the first
volume of his " Anecdofa Grseca," under the title, 'E«
Tuv ^pwixov Tov 'Apa6i.ov TTjg ao<piaTLK^^ rcpoTzapa-

land.

{Scholl; Htst. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 12)
district of Thessaly, forming part of th«j
{Vid. Phthiotis.)
larger district of Phthiotis.
Phthiotis, a. district of Thessaly, including, according to Strabo, all the southern portion of that counTo
try, as far as Mount CEta and the Maliac Gulf.

oKev^C-

Phthia,. a

the west it bordered on Dolopia, and on the east reached the confines of Magnesia.
Referring to the geo-

arrangement adopted by Homer, we shall
he comprised within this extent of territory
the districts of Phlhia and Hellas properly so called,
and, generally speaking, the dominions of Achilles,
together with those of Protesilaus and Eurypylus.
Many of his commentators have
{Strah., 432, seqq.)
imagined that Phthia was not to be distinguished from
the divisions: of Hellas and Achaia, also mentioned by
But other critics, as Strabo observes, were of a
him.
different opinion, and the expressions of the poet cerin preference to the
tainly lead us to adopt that notion
other.
{11, 2, 683.—//., 1, 478.— Cramer's Ancient
graphical

find, that

Greece, vol.

1, p.

397.)

Vid. Cornutus.
Phurnutus.
Phya, a tall and beautiful woman of Attica, whom
Pisisiratus, when he wished to re-establish himself in
his usurped power, arrayed like the goddess Minerva,
and led to the city in a. chariot, making the populace
believe that the goddess herself came, to restore him
Such is the account, of Herodotus (1, 59).
to power.
Consult, however, remarks under the article Pisistratus.

Phycus

In 414 B.C.,
Fast. Hell., vol. 2, p. 67.)
first with the Ku/xaoTat, and Ar-

(gen. -untis : \r\ Gr^ak^^vKovg, gen. -ovvpromontory of Cyrenaica, northwest of Apollonia, and now Ra^ Sem.
Phylace, I. a town of Macedonia, in the interior of
Pieria, according to Ptolemy (p. 84), and of which

istophanes second with the'Opvidec, Phrynichus was
In 405
third with the MovorpoTrof. {Arg., Av.)
B.C , Philonides was first with the Bdrpaxoi of Aristophanes. Phrynichus second with the 'Movcrai, and
He is
Plato third with the
(Arg., Ran.)
KT^eofuv.
ridiculed by Aristophanes in the Burpaxoi for his cus-

Some similarity to the
Pliny (4, 10) makes mention.
ancient name is discoverable in that of Phili, situate
on the Haliacmon, somewhat to the vi-est of Scrvitza.
II. A town of Epiriis. supposed to correspond with
the vestiges observed by Hnghes (vol. 2, p. 483) nr-fir
the village of VeJchisfa, on the western, side of the lake

{Clinton,

when Ameipsias was
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III. A town of Thessaly, in the Ma gloanina.
nesian district, near Phthiotic Thebes, and on the river
It was the native place of Protesilaus,
Sperchius.

01

who is hence sometimes called Phylacides. There was
a temple here consecrated to him.
{Find., Isth., 1,
83.— Compare JHom., II., 2, 698.) Sir W. Gell is inof
this
town
near the village
ruins
the
clined to place
of Agios Theodores, " on a high situation, which, wiih
its position, as a sort of guard ((f/vTiaKr/) to the entrance of the gulf, suggests the probability of its being
But Strabo asserts that
Phylace." {Ittn., p. 255.)
Phylace was near Thebes, consequently it could not
have been so much to the south as Agios Theodoras.
CCramer's Anc. Greece,

vol.

1, p.

407

PicBNTBs, a people of Italy, occupying what was
Picenum. {Vid. Picenum.)
PicKNTiA, a city of Campania, about seven miles
beyond Salernum, and once the capital of the Picen-

called

tini.

\.— Pliny,

2,

3, 6.)

It

or Bicenza.

PiCBNTiNi, a people of Italy, south of Campania,
occupying an inconsiderable extent of territory, from
the promontory of Minerva to the mouth of the river

We

are informed by Strabo, that these were
a portion of the inhabitants of Picenum whom the

Silarus.

Romans transplanted thither to people the shores of
the Gulf of Posidonia or Paestum.
It is probable that
their

)

25\.—Mela,

{Strabo,

now Vicema

is

removal took place

after the

conquest of Pice-

num, and the complete subjugation of this portion of
ancient Campania, then occupied by the Samnites.
as the scene
It was situate about 100 staCluver fixes the date at A.U.C. 463. {Itai. Ant.,
his oppressed country.
dia from Athens, to the northwest, according to Dio- vol. 2, p. 1188.)
According to the same writer, the
dorus (41, p. 415); but Demosthenes estimates the Picentini were at a subsequent period compelled by the
120
stadia.
Romans
to abandon the few towns which they
distance at more than
{Pseph., in Or. de
possessed, and to reside in villages and hamlets, in conCor., p. 238.
Compare Xen., Hist. Gr., 2, 4, 2.
in the history of Athens
of Thrasybulus's first exploit in behalf of

Phvle, a place celebrated

—

—

The fortress of Phyle, according to Sir
Strabo, 396.)
W. Gell {Ilm., p. 62), is now Bigla Castro. " It is
situated on a lofty precipice, and, though small, must
have been almost impregnable, as it can only be ap-

sequence of having sided with Hannibal in the second
Punic war. As a farther punishment, they were excluded from military service, and allowed only to perform
the duties of couriers and messengers.
{StraJ>o, 251.
Hence is a
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 214.)
Pli7i., 3, 5.
proached by an isthmus on the east.
most magnificent view of the plain of Athens, with
Picenum, a district of Italy, along the Adriatic,
the Acropolis and Hymettus, and the sea in the dis- south and east of Umbria.
Little has been ascertaintance." Dodwell, however, maintains, that its modern ed respecting the Picentes, its inhabitants, except the
name is Argiro Castro. The town of Phyle was fact that they were a colony of the Sabines, sent out
placed at the foot of the castle or acropolis ; some in consequence of a vow of a sacred spring, and said
traces of it still remain.
Cra- to have been guided to this land by a woodpecker
{Tottr, vol. 1, p. 502.
mer^ s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 405.)
Plin.,
{Strabo, 240.
{pictis), a bird sacred to Mars.
Phyllis, I. daughter of Sithon, king of Thrace, and 3, 13.) In this region they had to contend with the
son
of
to
who
had
wrested
it
from
betrothed
the Liburni and
Theseus, who, on his Umbrians,
Demophoon,
But the Sabines were not apreturn from Troy, had stopped on the Thracian roast, Siculi.
{Plin., I. c.)
and there became acquainted with and enamoured of parently the first or sole possessors of the country.
the princess.
A day having been fixed for their union, The Siculi, Liburni, and Umbri, according to Pliny
Demophoon set sail for Athens, in order to arrange (3, 13), the Pelasgi, as Silius Italicus reports (8, 445),
and the Tyrrheni, according to Strabo (241), all at
aflFairs at home, promising to return at an appointed
time.
He did not come, however, at the expiration difFerent periods formed settlements in that part of
of the period which he had fixed, and Phyllis, fancying Italy.
The conquest of Picenum cost the Romans
herself deserted, put an end to her existence.
The but little trouble. It was effected about 484 A IJ.C,
trees that sprang up around her tomb were said at a not long after the expedition of Pyrrhus into Italy
certain season to mourn her untimely fate, by their {Liv., Epit., \b.—Floriis, 1, 19), when 360,000 men,
leaves withering and falling to the ground.
{Hygin., as Pliny assures us, submitted to the Roman author-

—

—

—

—

According to another account, Phyllis was
fab., 59.)
after death into an almond-tree, destitute of

changed

leaves
and Demophoon having returned a few days
subsequently, and having clasped the tree in his emit
brace,
put forth leaves, as if conscious of the presence of a once-beloved object. Hence, says the fable,
leaves were called ^iTJui in Greek, from the name of
;

Phyllis

{Serv. ad Virg., Eel, 6, 10.)
the absence of Demophoon from Thrace

{^vXki^).

Ovid has made

—

the subject of one of his heroic epistles.
It is said
that Phyllis, when watching for the return of Demophoon, made nine journeys to the Thracian coast,
whence the spot was called Ennea-Hodoi ('Evv^a
The
'Odoi) or "the Nine Ways."
{Hygin., I. c.)
true reason of the name, however, was the meeting
here of as many roads from different parts of Thrace
and Macedon. {Walpole's Colled. vol. 2, p. 5i0.)-Tzetzes gives a somewhat different account of the affair,
especially as regards Demophoon, whom he calls Aca-

whom

he makes to have been thrown from
when hurrying back to Phyllis, and to have
been transfixed by his own sword. {Tzetz. ad Ly-

mas, and

his horse

—

A

496 ) II.
region of Thrace, forming part
of Edonis, and situate to the north of Mount Pangseus.
{Herod., 7, 114.)
Phvsccn, a surname of one of the Ptolemies, king
of Egypt, from his great abdominal rotundity {(ftvcKuv,
**
" the lower
the
from
oopkr.,

paunch ;"
belly").
^vokt],
Physcos, a town of Caria, opposite Rhodes,

subject to that island.

{Steph. Byz.,

s.

v.)

aiid

ities.
From the same writer we learn, that Picenum
constituted the fifth region in the division of Augustus.
This province was considered one of the most

fertile

parts

The produce

of
of

Italy.

{Liv.,

22,

9.— Strabo,

240.)

was

particularly esteemed.
{Hor., Sat., 2, 4, 70.— Id., Sal., 2, 3, 272.—
It may be regarded as limited
Juv., Sat., 11, 72.)
to the north by the river ./Esis.
To the west it was

separated from

its fruit-trees

Umbria and

the Sabine country by the
Its boundary to the

central chain of the Apennines.
south was the river Matrinus, if

we

include in this di-

vision the Praetutii, a small tribe confined

between the

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. I,

Matrinus and Helvinus.
p.

279, seqq.)

PiCTi, a Caledonian race, first mentioned under this
denomination in a panegyric of Eumenius, A.D. 297.

Various derivations have been assigned for their name,
among which the most common is that which deduces
in reference to the
it from the Latin
picti (" painted"),
custom which the ancient Britons had of painting their
This etymology, howevtr,
bodies of a blue colour.
can
be correct, since the custom to which we
hardly

have just referred was common to all the Britons, not
The simplest dericonfined to one particular tribe.
vation, therefore, appears to be that which makes the
" robGaelic
name in question come from the
ptctith,
the Picts being famed for then
bers" or "
plunderers,"

the

to the

soutt
into
country
marauding expeditions
of them.
According to Adelung, their true nationa
"
name was Cruitnich, corn-eaters,*' from their hav
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ing devoted a part of their territory to the raising of
{Adelung, Mithradatcs, vol. 2, p. 96.)
PicTONEs, a people of Aquitanic Gaul, a short disTheir territorj'
tance below the Ligeris or Loire.
Ptolemy assigns
corresponds to the modern Poilou.
them two capitals, Augustoritum and Limonum, but
grain.

the former in strictness belonged to the Lemovices.
city of Limonum, the true capital, answers to the
modern Poitiers. Strabo gives the name of this people with the short penult, Ptolemy with the long one.

The

The short quantity is
Ammianus MarceUinus

followed by Lucan (1, 436).
uses the form Pictavi. {Amm.

MarceU., 15, 11.)
Pjcumnus and Pilumnos, two deities of the Latins,
(Nan., c. 12, n. 36.
presiding over nuptial auspices.
Varro, ap. Non., I. c) The new-born child, too,
was placed by the midwife on the ground, and the faPilumvour of these deities was propitiated for it.
nus was also one of the three deities who kept otf Silvanus from lying-in women at night. {Varro, frag.,
The other two were Intercido and Deverra.
p. 231.)
Three men went by night round the house, to signify
that these deities were watchful
they first struck the
threshold with an axe, then with a pestle (pilum), and
finally swept (deverrere) with brooms ; because trees
are not cut (caduntur) and pruned without an axe,
com bruised without a pestle, or heaped up without
brooms.
Hence the names of the deities, who prevented the wood-god Silvanns from molesting partu-

—

:

rient females.

{Keightley^s Mythology,

p.

5Q7.)

Ser-

vius, in place of Picumnus, uses the name Pithunruius,
and makes this deity to have been the brother of Pi-

lumnus, and to have discovered the art of manuring
land ; hence he was also called Stercnlins and Ster" manure."
The same auquilinus, from stercus,
thority makes Pilumnus to have invented the art of
pounding corn in a mortar (pilum), whence his name.

which was known

to Homer (iZ , 14, 226), was d««apparently from the Pieres, a Thracian people,
who were subsequently expelled by the Temenidae,
the conquerors of Macedonia, and driven north beyond
the Str}inon and Mount Pangaeus, where they formed
a new settlement.
( Thucyd., 2, 99.— Herod., 7, 1 12.)
The boundaries which historians and geographers have

rived

assigned to this province vary ; for Strabo, or, rather,
his epitomiser, includes it between the Haliacmon and
.Axius.

{Strab., 330.)

north of

Dium

town

Livy also seems to place it
most authors ascribe that

(44, 9), while

to Pieria.

Ptolemy gives the name of Pieria to

air the country between the mouth of the Peneus and
that of the Ludias.
{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1,

—

II. A district of
204.)
Syria, bounded on the west
by the Sinus Issicus, on the north by Mount Pieriu*
(the southem continuation of Amanus), from which
the region received its name.
{Ptol.
Bischoff und
Moller, W&rterb. der Geogr.f p. 851.)
PiEKiDKs, I. a name given to the Muses, from the

p.

—

district of Pieria, their natal region.

{Vid. Musae.)

—

IL The nine daughters ©f Pierus, who challenged the
Mnses to a contest of skill, and were overcome and
changed into magpies.

Some suppose

that the victo-

Muses took their name, just as Minerva, accordto some authorities, assumed that of the giant

rious

ing
Pallas after she had conquered him.
{Ovid, Met., by
300.)
PiERus, a native of Thessaly, father of the Pierides
who challenged the Muses. {Vid. Pierides, II.)
PiGRUM Mare, an appellation given to the extreme
Northern Ocean, from its being supposed to be in a
semi-congealed or sluggish state.
{Plin., 4, 13.

—

Tacit, Germ., 45.)

Pilumnus.
Vid. Picumnus.
PiMPLEA, a small town of Macedonia, not far from
Dium and Libethra, where Orpheus was said by some
(Serv. ad Virg., .En., 9, 4.— Compare Plin., 3, 18.) to have been born.
(Strab., Epit., 330.
Apollon.
two
Some of the ancient grammarians regarded these
Rhod., 1, 23, et Schd. ad loc.—Lycophr., v. 273.)
deities as identical with Castor and Pollux, than which
PiNARii and PoTiTii, two distinguished families
Piso, one of this among the subjects of Evander, at the time when Hernothing can be more erroneous.
class of writers, deduced the name Pilumnus from cules visited Italy on his return from Spain.
A sac" to drive
away" or "avert," because he avert- rifice having been offered to the hero by Evander, the
pello,
ed the evils that are incident to infancy, "yuia pellit Potitii and Pinarii were invited to assist in the cereIt happened
mala infanticg." {Spangenberg, Vet. Lat. Relig. Do- monies and share the entertainment.
that the Potitii attended in time, and the entrails were
viest., p. 65.)
the Pinarii, arriving after the enPicus, a fabulous king of Latium, son of Saturn, served up to them
and celebrated for his beauty and his love af steeds. trails were eaten, came in for the rest of the feast ;
He married Canens, the daughter of Janus and Venil- hence it continued a rule, as long as the Pinarian famfor the sweetness and power of her ily existed, that they should not eat of the entrails.
ia, renowned
voice.
One day Picus went forth to the chase clad The Potitii, instructed by Evander, were directors of
in a purple cloak, bound round his neck with gold.
that solemnity for many ages, until the solemn office
He entered the wood where Circe happened to be at of the family was delegated to public servants, on
that time gathering magic herbs.
She was instantly which the whole race of the Potitii beca.me extinct.
struck with love, and implored the prince to respond This desecration of the rites of Hercules was brought

—

;

to her passion.

said, by the censor Appius Claudius, who
Potitii by means of a large sum of money

Picus, faithful to his beloved Canens,
indignantly spumed her advances, and Circe, in revenge, struck him with her wand, and instantly he
was changed into a bird with purple plumage and a

about,

This bird was called by
yellow ring around its neck.
" the
his name Ficu»,
woodpecker.'* {Ovid, Met., 14,
Servius says
Plut., QucBst. Rom., 21.)
320, seqq.
that Picus was married to Pomona {ad JEn., 7, 190).
This legend seems to have been devised to give an

29.— Festus,

—

—

origin

for

the woodpecker after the

Greeks.

manner of the

538. — Compare

{Keightley's Mythology, p.
Vp.t. Lat. Rcl. Dom
p. 62.)
PiKRi.\, I. a region of Macedonia, directly north of

Spangenberg,

,

Thessaly, and extending along the Thermaic Gulf.
It formed one of the most interesting parts of Macedonia, both in consideration of the traditions to which
it has
given birth, as being the first seat of the Muses,
and the birthplace of Orpheus and also of the important events which occurred there at a later period,
involving the destiny of the Macedonian empire, and
many other parts of Greece. The name of Pieria,
;
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it

is

induced the

to teach the

manner of performing these

public slaves mentioned above.
s. v.

rites to the

(Liv., 1, 7.

—

Potttium.—Serv. ad JEn.,

Id., 9,

8, 269.)

PiNARUs, a river of Cilicia Carapestris, rising in
Mount Amanus, and falling into the Sinus Issicus
near Issus.
The Greek and Persian armies were at
first drawn up on opposite banks of this stream
Darius on the side of Issus, Alexander towards Syria.
The modern name of the Pinarus is the Deli-sou.
:

{French Strabo, vol. 4, pt. 2, p. 384.)
PiNDARus, a celebrated lyric poet of Thebes, in
Boeotia, bom, according to Bockh, in the spring of
522 B.C. (Olympiad 64.3), and who died, according
to a probable statement, at the age of eighty.
{Pindar, cd. Bockh, vol. 3, p. 12.
Compare Clinton, Fast.

—

Hell.,

vol.

He

1,

p.

17,

who makes

his

birth-year

518

was, therefore, nearly in the prime of life
at the time when Xerxes invaded Greece, and when
the battles of Thermopylae and Salamis were fought

B.C.)

PINDARUS.
and he thus belongs

PINDARUS.

to that period of the

Greek nation

great qualities were first distinctly unfolded,
it exhibited an
energy of action and a spirit
of enterprise never afterward surpassed, together with
a love of poetry, art, and philosophy, which produced
His native
much, and promised to produce more.
was Cynocephalae, a village in the territory of
place
Thebes, and the family of the poet seems to have been
skilled in music : since we learn from the ancient biWas a
ographies of him, that his father or his uncle
But Pindar, very early in life, soared^far
flute-player.
or
even
at
festivals,
beyond the sphere of a flute-player

when

was

the position which Pindar assumed with
regard to
these princes ; and, in accordance with this, he fre-

its

and when

I
'

quently proclaims, that frankness and sincerity are always laudable. But his intercourse with the princes of
his time appears to have been limited to
do
poetry.
not find him, like Simonides, the daily associate, coun-

We

and

friend of kings and statesmen ; he
plays no
part in the public events of the lime, either as a politician or a courtier.
Neither was his name, like that of
Simonides, distinguished in the Persian war: partly be-

sellor,

cause his fellow-citizens, the Thebans, were, together
with half of the Grecian nation, on the Persian side,
while
the spirit of independence and victory was with
a lyric poet of merely
Although,
Nevertheless, the lofty character of
time, the voices of Pierian bards, and of epic poets of the other half.
the Hesiodean school, had long been mute in Bceotia, Pindar's muse rises superior to these unfavourable
He did not, indeed, make the Tain
yet there was still much love for music and poetry, circumstances.
which had taken the prevailing form of lyric and cho- attempt of gaining over the Thebans to the cause of
That these arts were widely culti- Greece but he sought to appease the internal dissenral compositions.
vated in Bojotia is proved by the fact that two females, sions which threatened to destroy Thebes during the
in them war, by
admonishing his fellow-citizens to union and
Myriis and Corinna, had attained celebrity
Both were competitors concord (Polyb., 4, 31, 5.
Frag, incert., 125, ed.
during the youth of Pindar.
with him in poetry.
and, after the war was ended, he openly proMyrtis strove with the bard for a Bockh)
Corinna said, claims, in odes intended for the ^ginetans and Atheprize at public games ; and although
" It is not meet that the clear-toned
Myrtis, a woman nians, his admiration of the heroism of the victors.
born, should enter the lists with Pindar," yet she is Having mentioned nearly all that is known of the
said (perhaps from jealousy of his rising fame) to have events of Pindar's life, and his relations to his conoften contended against him in the agones, and five temporaries, we proceed to consider him more closely
times to have gained the victory.
{JElian, V. H., 13, as a poet, and to examine the character and form of
Corinna also assisted the young poet with her his poetical productions. The only class of poems
24.)
and it is related of her, that she recommend- which enable us to judge of Pindar's general style are
advice
ed him to ornament his productions with mythical nar- the eircviKLa, or triumphal odes.
Pindar, indeed, exbut that, when he had composed a hymn, in celled in all the known varieties of choral poetry namerations
the first six verses of which (still extant) almost the ly, hymns to the gods, paeans, and dithyrambs approwhole of the Theban mythology was introduced, she priate to the worship of particular divinities, odes for
should sow with the hand, not processions {170006610), songs of maidens {TzapQeveLo),
smiled and said, "
Pindar placed himself under mimic dancing songs (vTiOpxv/^aTa), drinking songs
with the whole sack."
the tuition of Lasus of Hermione, a distinguished poet, (CT/coAirt), dirges {^pTJvoi), and encomiastic odes to
but probably better versed in the theory than the prac- princes {kyKOfiui), which last approached most nearly
The poems of Pindar in these variSince Pindar made these to the CTTiviKia.
tice of poetry and music.
arts the whole business of his life, and was nothing but ous styles were nearly as renowned among the ancients
as
the triumphal odes, which is proved by the numera poet and musician, he soon extended the boundaries
of his art to the whole Greek nation, and composed ous quotations of them.
Horace, too, in enumerating
poems of the choral lyric kind for persons in all parts of the diiferent styles of Pindar's poetry, puts the dithyAt the age of twenty he composed a song of ramb first, then the hymns, and afterward the epinikia
Greece.
to the and the
Nevertheless, there must have been
dirges.
victory in honour of a Thessalian youth belongmg
in Olym- some decided superiority in the epinikia, which caused
family of the Aleuadae (Pyth. 10, composed
We find him employed soon af- them to be more frequently transcribed in the later
piad 69.3, B.C. 503).
terward for the Sicilian rulers, Hiero of Syracuse and period of antiquity, and thus rescued them from perTheron of Agrigentum ; for Arcesilaus, king of Cyrene, ishing with the rest of the Greek lyric poetry. At
and Amyntas, king of Macedonia, as well as for the any rate, these odes, from the vast variety of their subHe made no distinction ac- jects and style, and their refined and elaborate strucfree cities of Greece.
he celebra- ture, some approaching to hymns and pasans, others
cording to the race of the persons whom
ted
he was honoured and loved by the Ionian states to scolia and hyporchemes, serve to indemnify us for
the Athenians made the loss of the other sorts of lyric poetry.
will
for himself as well as for his art
him their public guest (irpo^evog) and the inhabitants now explain, as briefly as possible, the occasion of an
its
a
and
the
mode
of
execution.
vicof Ceos employed him to compose
processional song epinikian ode,
Si- tory has been gained in a contest at a festival, partic{npoaodiov), although they had their own poets,
and
Pindar, however, was not ularly at one of the four great games most prized by
monides
Bacchylides.
Such a victory as this, which shed a
a common mercenary poet, always ready to sing the the Greeks.
He received, in- lustre not only on the victor himself, but on his famipraises of him whose bread he ate.
deed, money and presents for his poems, according to ly, and even on his native city, demanded a solemn
This celebration might be performed by
the general usage previously introduced by Simoni- celebration.
des; yet his poems are the genuine expression of his the victor's friends on the spot where the prize wa»
In his praises of virtue and obtained
as, for example, at Olympia, when, in the
thoughts and feelings.
of the contests, by the
good fortupe, the colours which he employs are not evening, after the termination
of the moon, the whole sanctuary resounded
nor does he avoid the darker shades of his
too vivid
in his

local celebrity.

;

—

;

—

'

;

;

;

We

—

•

:

We

:

;

A

;

:

light

of consolation for
subject ; he often suggests topics
and expast and present evil, and sometimes warns
Thus he ventures to
horts to avoid future calamity.
whose
many great
speak freely to the powerful Hiero,
and noble qualities were alloyed by insatiable cupidknew how
well
courtiers
which
his
and
ambition,
ity
to turn to a bad account
and he addresses himself in
the same manly tone to Arcesilaus IV., king of Cyrene, who afterward brought on the ruin of his dynas;

ty

by

his tyrannical severity.

Thus

lofty

and dignified

or it
with joyful songs after the manner of encomia
solemn return
might be deferred lill after the victor's
to his native city, where it was sometimes repeated in
;

A

of his success.
following years, in commemoration
celebration of this kind always had a religious character ;
to an altar or temit often
began with a procession
where the games had been held, or in
ple, in the place
of the conqueror ; a sacnfice, followed
the native
city

offered at the

or in tht

temple,
by a banquet, was then
house of the victor and the whole solemnity conclu.
1061
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wisdom, which began to show itself among the Greeks
time of the Seven Wise Men, and which formed
joyous solemnity (a mingled character frequent among an important element of elegiac and choral lyric poethe Greeks), appeared the chorus, trained by the poet try before the time of Pindar.
The other element
or some other skilled person, for the purpose of reci- of his poetry, his mythical narratives, occupies, howwhich was considered the ever, far more space in most of his odes. That these
ting the triumphal hymn,
It was
fairest ornament of the festival.
during either are not mere digressions for the sake of ornament has
the procession or the banquet that the hymn was reci- been fully proved by modern commentators.
This
ted, as it was not properly a religious hymn, which admixture of apophthegmatic maxims and typical nar
wiih
the
ratives
sacrifice.
The form of
would alone render it difficult to follow the
could be combined
the poem must, to a certain extent, have been deter- thread of Pindar's meaning
but, in addition to this
mined by the occasion on which it was to be recited. cause of obscurity, the entire plan of his poetry is so
From expressions which occur in several epinikian intricate, that a modern reader often fails to underodes, it is probable that all odes consisting of strophes stand the connexion of the parts, even where he thinks
without epodes were sung during a procession to a he has found a clew.
Pindar begins an ode full of
temple or to the house of the victor
although there the lofty conception which he has formed of the gloriare others which contain expressions denoting move- ous destiny of the victor; and he seems, as it were,
carried away by the flood of images which this conIt is possible that
ment, and which yet have epodes.
the epodes in the latter odes may have been sung at ception pours forth.
He does not attempt to express
ded with the merry and boisterous revel called by the
Greeks Kufio^. At this sacred and, at the same time,

at the

—

—

;

;

when the procession was not ad- directly the general idea, but follows the stram of
an epode, according to the statements of thought which it suggests into its details, though
the ancients, always required that the chorus should be without losing sight of their reference to the main obat rest.
But by far the greater number of the odes of ject. Accordingly, when he has pursued a train of
Pindar were sung at the Comus, at the jovial termi- thought, either in an apophthegmatic or mythical form,
and hence Pindar himself more up to a certain point, he breaks off, before he has gone
nation of the feast
frequently names his odes from the Comus than from far enough to make the application to the victor suffithe victory.
The occasion of the epinikian ode a ciently clear; he then takes up another thread, which
and its end
the enno- is, perhaps, soon dropped for a fresh one
and at the
victory in the sacred games
a
of
solemnity connected with the worship of the end of the ode he gathers up all these different threads,
bling
and
it should be
weaves
that
them
in
a
into
one
in
which the
web,
composed
together
gods required
lofty
and dignified style.
But, on the other hand, the bois- general idea predominates.
By reserving the explaterous mirth of the feast did not admit the severity of nations of his allusions until the end, Pindar conthe antique poetic style, like that of the hymns and trives that his odes should consist of parts which are
nomes it demanded a free and lively expression of not complete or intelligible in themselves and thus
the curiosity of the reader is kept on the stretch
feeling, in harmony with the occasion of the festival,
and suggesting the noblest ideas connected with the throughout the entire ode.
The characteristics of
victor.
Pindar, however, gives no detailed descrip- Pindar's poetry, which have just been explained, may
tion of the victory, as this would have been only a be discovered in all his epinikian odes.
Their agreerepetition of the spectacle which had already been be- ment, however, in this respect, is quite consistent
held with enthusiasm by the assembled Greeks; nay, with the extraordinary variety of style and expression
he often bestows only a few words on the victory, re- which belongs to this class of poems.
Every epinikcording its place, and the sort of contest in which it ian ode of Pindar has its peculiar tone, depending
was won. On the other hand, we often find a precise upon the course of the ideas and the consequent
The principal differences
enumeration of all the victories, not only of the actual choice of the expressions.
victor, but of his entire family: this must evidently are connected with the choice of the rhythms, which
is
the
of
been
the
musical
have
Nevertheless, he does again
regulated by
style.
required
poet.
According
not (as many writers have supposed) treat the victory to the last distinction, the epinikia of Pindar are of
as a merely secondary object
which he despatches three sorts, Doric, .^Eolic, and Lydian which can be
quickly, in order to pass on to objects of greater inter- easily distinguished, although each admits of innuest.
The victory, in truth, is always the point upon merable varieties. In respect of metre, every ode of
which the whole of the ode turns only he regards it, Pindar has an individual character, no two odes being
not simply as an incident, but as connected with the of the same metrical structure.
In the Doric ode the
whole life of the victor. Pindar establishes this con- same metrical forms occur as those which prevailed
nexion by forming a high conception of the fortunes the choral lyric poetry of Stesichorus, namely, sysand character of the victor, and by representing the tems of dactyls and trochaic dipodies, which most
And as the Greeks nearly approach the stateliness of the hexameter. Acvictory as the result of them.
were less accustomed to consider a man in his indi- cordingly, a severe dignity pervades these odes the
vidual capacity than as a member of his state and his mythical narrations are developed with greater fulness,
family, so Pindar considers the renown of the victor and the ideas are limited to the subject, and are free
in short, their general characin connexion with the past and the present condition from personal feeling
of the race and state to which he belongs.
Even, ter is that of calmness and elevation. The language
however, when the skill of the victor is put in the fore- is epic, with a slight Doric tinge, which adds to its
ground, Pindar, in general, does not content himself brilliancy and dignity. The rhythms of the^Eolic odes
with celebrating this bodily prowess alone, but he usu- resemble those of the Lesbian poetry, in which light
virtue which the victor has dactylic, trochaic, or logaoedic metres prevailed
these
ally adds some moral
shown, or which he recommends and extols. This rhythms, however, when applied to choral lyric poetry,
virtue is sometimes moderation, sometimes wisdom, were rendered far more various, and thus often acsometimes filial love, sometimes piety to the gods. quired a character of greater volubility and liveliness.
The latter is frequently represented as the main cause The -^olic odes, from the rapidity and variety of their
the victor having thereby obtained the movement, have a less uniform character than the Doof the victory
for example, the first Olympic, with its joyprotection of the deities who preside over gymnastic ric odes
Whatever ous and glowing images, is very different from the
contests, as Mercury or the Dioscuri.
might be the theme of one of Pindar's epinikian odes, second, in which a lofty melancholy is expressed,
and from the ninth, which has an air of proud and
it would naturally not be developed with the systematcertain

intervals

vancing;

for

:

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

m

;

;

:

;

—

Pindar,
completeness of a philosophical treatise.
however, has undoubtedly much of that sententious
ic
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;

complacent

self-reliance.

lic

is

epinikia

also bolder,

The language
more

difficult

of the

^o-

in its

syn-

PIR

PINDARUS.
marked by rarer dialectic forms. Lastly,
there are the Lydian odes, the number of which is
and

tax,

inconsiderable: their metre is mostly trochaic, and
of a particularly soft character, agreeing with the
Pindar appears to have preferred
tone of the poetry.
the Lydian rhythms for odes which were destined to
he sung during a procession to a temple or at the altar, and in which the favour of ihe deity was implored
in an humble spirit.
{Miiller, Gr. Lit., p. 216, seqq.)

—The

scholar

comes

whom

fable

to the study of Pindar, as to that

and history, poetry and criticism,
have alike d^Jighled to honour. The writers of Greece
speak of him as the man whose birth was celebrated
by the songs and dances of the deities themselves, in
joyous anticipation of those immortal hymns which he
was to frame in their praise to whom in after life
the God of Poetry himself devoted a share of the offerings brought to his shrine, and conceded a chair of
honour in his most favoured temple. These were inthe
deed faWes, but fabies that evinced the truth
reputatwn which they testified went on increasing in
magnitude and splendour. The glory of succeeding
poets, the severity of the most refined criticism, the
spread of sceptic philosophy no way impaired it ; it
was not obscured by the literary darkness of his counof one

;

:

games of Greece. Thus we have, l«t,
Olympic Odes, to the number of fourteen
2d, Pythian, to the number of twelve ; 3d, Nemean, eleven
m number ; and, 4th, Isthmian, amounting to eight.
This division, however, is not that of the poet
himself;
we owe it to the grammarian Aristophanes of Byzantium.
This individual selected out of the general collection of Epinikia a certain number of
pieces that had
reference, more or less, to victories gained at the several games of Greece.
It did not suffice, in the
eye*
of this critic, that an ode should celebrate some
victory
in
these
assemblies
in
order
to
be judged worgained
for there are
thy of a place in his selection
fragment*
of
the
of
Pindar
which
have direct
remaining
poems
the fobr great

;

;

allusion to such subjects, and
yet
On the other hand,
Aristophanes.
lection

were excluded by

we

find, in the se-

made by him, one

ode, having no reference to
any particular victory, namely, the second Pythian as
well as some others, which,
though they celebrate
deeds of martial prowess, contain no mention whatever
of those peculiar exploits, of which the four
great national celebrations of the Hellenic race were
respectHermann has shown, that the baively the theatres.
;

—

of Pindar's diction is epic, but that he
employs
Doric forms as often as they appear more expressive,
the
or
it was not
are
to
better
the
metre
which
he
literary brightness
try
overpowered by
adapted
employs.
The fastidious Athenian was proud of Sometimes he gives the preference to .^olic forms,
of rival states.
the compliment paid to his city by a Boeotian the el- which was his native dialect. Hermann also remarks,
egant Rhodian inscribed his verses in letters of gold that the verses of Pindar abound in hiatus, without
within the temple of his guardian deity ; and, in a la- there being any appearance of his having used the diter age, Alexander, the son of Philip, " bade spare the gamma, which in his days had partially disappeared
house of Pindarus," when Thebes fell in ruins beneath from the jEolic dialect, and which Alcaeus and Sappho
his hand.
Pindar has not improperly been called the had only occasionally employed.
After the example
and that he must have of the ancient poets, he makes the vowel long which
Sacerdotal Poet of Greece
been of high consideration with the priesthood will be is followed by a mute and liquid. The remark of HerHe stood forth the champion of the mann respecting the mixture of dialects in Pindar has
easily believed.
"
graceful religion of Greece ;" and he seems to have been acquiesced in by Bockh, who observes, that the
laboured, on the one hand, to defend it from the sneers copyists have frequently removed the Doricisms from
and profaneness of the philosophers and, on the oth- the Olympic Odes, while they have been preserved
sis

;

;

;

—

;

it, and to prevent its degenerating
mere image- worship of the vulgar. His deities, therefore, are neither like those of Homer, nor
the insulted Olympians of .^schylijs
they come in

er, to spiritualize

into the

;

visions of the night
they stand in a moment before
the eyes of the mortal who prays to them, and whom
they see and hear all things ;
they deign to favour
;

more carefully in the other works of the poet. The
best edition of Pindar is that of Bockh, Lips., 181 1-22,
3 vols. 4to.
The text is corrected by the aid of thir-

MSS.

ty-seven
edition,

Previous to the appearance of

that of

Heyne was regarded

as

the

this

best.

Heyne's work appeared in 1773, Getting., 2 vols. 8vo.
second edition of it was published in 1798, Gbtthey flit in an instant from land to land, and the ele- ting., 3 vols. 8vo, containing Hermann's commentary
ments yield, and are innoxuous to their impassible on the metres of Pindar. The third edition appeared,
after Heyne's death, in 1817, under the supervision of
forms.
But these forms are not minutely described
the fables respecting them are rejected in the whole Schaeffer.
An excellent school and college edition,
as untrue, or better versions of them are given. With by L. Dissen, based on that of Bockh, forms part of
Pindar the deity is not the capricious, jealous being, Jacobs's and Rost's " Bibliotheca Graeca," Goth, et
;

A

;

eye the fortunate man has reason to trembut just, benignant, the author and wise ruler
of all things whom it is dreadful to slander, and with
whom it is idle to contend he moulds everything to
his will
he bows the spirit of the high-minded, and
crowns with glory the moderate and humble he is the
guardian of princes, and if he deign not to be a guide
to the ruler of the city, it is hard indeed to restore the
Nor is this all- Pindar
people to order and peace.
is not merely a devout, but he is also an eminently
moral poet. Plato observes of him, in the Menon, that
he maintained the immortality of the soul and he lays
down, with remarkable distinctness, the doctrine of
future happiness or misery.
On principles such as
these, it is no wonder that Pindar's poetry should
abound with maxims of the highest morality in every
not a page, indeed, is without them.
part
They
spreid a colour over tl)e whole, of which no idea can
^e given by a few extracts.
No.
Review,
{Quarterly
have remaining, at the present
56, p. 410, seqq.)
day, forty-five of the Epinikia, or triumphal odes of
Pindar, together with some few fragments of his other

whose

ble at

evil

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

—We

The Epinikia are divided into four classproductions.
es or kinds, and derive their names respectively from

Erfurdt., 1830, 8vo.

{Scholl, Gesch. Gr. Lit., vol.

ib., vol 3, p. 598.)
PiNDENissus, a city of Cilicia, belonging to the
It was situated on a
Eleuthero-Cilices.
height of
great elevation and strength, forming part of the range
of Amanus.
Cicero took it after a siege of 57 days,
and compelled the Tibareni, a neighbouring tribe, to

1, p.

196,

seqq.— Id.

submit likewise.
to

occupy its
Ep. ad Att.,

The modern Behesni

site.

{Cic, Ep. ad Fam.,

is

supposed

15, 4.

—

Id.,

5, 20.)

PiNDus, I. a name applied by the Greeks to the
elevated chain which separates Thessaly from Epirus,
and the waters falling into the Ionian Sea and Ambracian Gulf, from those streams which discharge themselves into the ^Egean.
Towards the north it joined
the great Illyrian and Macedonian ridges of Bora and
Scardus, while to the south it was connected with the
ramifications of CEta, and the ^tolian and Acamanian mountains.
(Herodotus, 7, \29. —Strabo, 430.—
Find., Fyth., 9, 27.— Virgil, Eclog., 10, 11.— Owi,
Cramer's Ancient Greece,
Metamorph., 2, 224.
II. A town and river of Doris in
vol 1,
3.53.)
p.

—

—

The river flowed into the Cephissus at
Greece.
According to Strabo, the
Lilaea, a Phocian town.
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name

PIRiEUS

of the town was Acryphas.

L

(Straho,

427.)

PrR^UM,

a small fortress of Corinthia,

on the Sinus

Corinthiacus, and not far from the promontory of 01It was taken on one occasion
by Agesilaus.
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 4, 5, 5.—Id., Vit. Ages , 2, 18:)
must not confound this place with the Corinthian harbour of Pirosus, on the Sinus Saronicus, near the confines of Argolis.
{Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 3,
miae.

We

p. 34.)
PiR^us (UeLpacoc), or Piraeus (Tleipatevg), a celebrated and capacious harbour of Athens, at some distance from it, but joined to it
by long walls, called
The southern wall was built by ThefzaKpa Teixv-

in

Athenian Imports and Exports.

The commodities which Attica did not produce witbher own territory, were obtained
by foreign com-

merce, and, unless the importation was prevented
by
some extraordinary obstacle, such, for example, as war,
there could be no danger of a
even
in
the
scarcity,
case of a failure of the crops, because it consumed the
surplus produce of other countries.
(Xen., Repub.
Aih., 2, 6.)
Although not an island, yet it possessed
the advantages of insular
position, that is, excellent
harbours conveniently situated, in which it received
all
winds
in addition to which, it had
supplies during
all

;

sufficient facilities for inland traffic

the intercourse
with other countries was promoted
by the purity of the
coin, as the merchant, not being obliged to take a reed.
The northern was built by Pericles its height turn freight, had the option of carrying out bullion, althe same as the former, its
Both of though Athens abounded in commodities which would
length 40 stadia.
these walls were sufficiently broad on the
meet with a ready sale. {Xen., de Vect., 1, 7.) If
top to admit
of two wagons passing each other.
The stones were a stagnation in trade was not produced by war or piof an enormous size,
joined together without any ce- racy, all the products of foreign countries came to
and articles which in other places could hardment, but with clamps of iron and lead, which, with Athens
their own weight, easily sufficed to unite walls even ly be obtained single, were collected
together at the
of so great a
Isocr., Faneg., p. 34, ed.
height as 40 cuhiis (GO feet). Upon both Piraeus.
{Thucyd., 2, 38.
of the walls a great number of turrets were erected, Hall.)
Besides the corn, the costly wines, iron, brass,
which were turned into dwelling-houses when the and other objects of commerce, which came from all
Athenians became so numerous that the city was not the regions of the Mediterranean, they imported from
The wall which en- the coasts of the Black Sea slaves, timber for shiplarge enough to contain them.
:

mistocles, and was 35 stadia long and 40 cubits hiorh
this height was but half of what Themistocles
design-

;

;

;

—

compassed the Munychia, and joined it to the Piraeus,
was 60 stadia, and the exterior wall on the other side
of the city was 43 stadia, in
Athens had three
length.
harbours, of which the Pirteus was by far the largest.
East of it was the second one, called
Munychia and,
;

farther east, the third, called Phalerus, the least
The entrance of the Pir^us
frequented of the three.

still

was narrow, being contracted by two
projecting promontories.
Within, however, it was very capacious,
and contained three large basins or ports, named CanThe first was called afiharus, Aphrodisus, and Zea.
ter an ancient hero, the second after Venus, the third
from the term (sa, signifying bread-corn.
The Piraeus
is said to have been
capable of containing 300 ships.
The walls which joined it to Athens, with all its fortifications, were totally demolished when I.ysander put
an end to the Peloponnesian war
by the reduction of

They were rebuilt by Conon with the money
supplied by the Persian commander Pharnabazus, after
the defeat of the Lacedaemonians, in the battle off the
Attica.

Arginusas Insulee.
greatly fiom Sylla,

In after days the Piraeus suffered

who demolished

the walls, and set
the armory and arsenals.
It must not be imagined, however, that the Piraeus was a mere harbour.
It was, in fact, a
city of itself, abounding with
fire to

temples,

Strabo
porticoes, and other magnificent structures.
compares the maritime part of Athens to the city of
the Rhodians, since it was
thickly inhabited, and enclosed with a wall,
comprehending within its circuit
the Piraeus and the other ports.
Little, however, remains of the former splendour of the Piraeus.
Ac-

building, salt fish,
leather, goatskms,

honey, wax,

&c.
and Macedonia, timber,

tar,

wool, rigging,

from

Byzantium, Thrace,
slaves, and salt fish
also,
slaves from Thessaly, whither they came from the interior
and carpets and fine wool from Phrygia and
;

;

;

Miletus.

"of

"All the

finest products," says

Xenophon,

Sicily, of Italy,

Cyprus, Lydia, the Pontus, and
the Peloponnesus, Athens, by her empire of the sea, is
able to collect into one spot."
{Repub. Ath., 2, 7.)

To

this

far-extended intercourse the

tributes the mixture of

same author

at-

which prevailed at
Athens, and the admission of barbarous words into the
On the other hand, Athens
language of ordinary life.
conveyed to different regions the products of her own
soil and labour;
in addition to which, the Athenian
merchant trafficked in commodities which they collected in other countries.
Thus, they took up wine from
the islands and shores of the JEge&u Sea, at Pepareand
thus, Cos, Thasus,
elsewhere, and transported it
to the Euxine.
{Demosth. in Lacrit., p. 935.) The
trade in books alone appears to have made but small
advances in Greece, a branch of industry which was
more widely extended in the Roman Empire after the
There was, it is true, a bookreign of Augustus.
market (ru l3i61a) at Athens {Jul. Poll., 9, 47), and
books were exported to the Euxine and to Thrace
{Xen., Anah., 7, 5, 14), but there can be no doubi
that the books meant were merely blank volumes.
The trade in manuscripts was in the time of Plato so
little common, that Hermodorus, who sold the books
all

dialects

of this writer in Sicily, gave occasion to a proverb,
" Hermodorus carries on trade with
{Cic,
cording to Hobhouse, nothing now is left to lead one
writings."
to suppose that it was ever a
ad Att., 13, 21.
Suui., s. v. 'ko-yotaiv 'Epiu66o>large and flourishing port. Ep.
At
a
vol.
while
The ancient Zea is a marsh, png sfiTTopeveTat.)
Ze
1, p. 299.)
subsequent period,
(Journey,
and Cantharus of but little depth. The deepest wa- no the Stoic was still a youth, dealers in manuscripts
as
at
are
mentioned
been
Athens.
ter is at the mouth of the ancient Aphrodisus.
He
having
{Diog.
The merchant-vessels appear to have
adds, that the ships of the ancients must have been ex- Laert., in Vit)
not
to
size
an
been
of
considerable
if
300
extraordicould
be
contained
within
the
small,
quote
tremely
Pira?us, since he saw an Hydriote merchant-vessel, of nary instance, we find in Demosthenes {in Phorm.)
about 200 tons, at anchor in the port, which appeared a vessel of this kind, which, besides the cargo, the
too large for the station, and an English sloop of war slaves, and the ship's crew, carried 300 free inhabiwas warned that she would run aground if she attempt- tants. (Bbckk, Public Economy of Athens, vol. 1, p.
ed to enter, and was therefore compelled to anchor in 65, seqq., Eng. transl.)
the straits between Salamis and the port once called
2. Credit System of the Athenians.
Phoron.
The Piraeus is now called Draco by the
The advocates for a credit system at the present
Greeks, but by the Franks Porto Leone, from the figure of a stone lion with which it was anciently adorn- day will be agreeably surprised to find one fully estabed, and which was carried away by the Venetians.
lished among the Athenians, and deemed by that iu-

—

;
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people essential to commercial operations.
at Athens gave occaconstructed upon the
credit of individuals or of companies, and acting as a
In the time of Desubstitute for the legal currency.

of witnessing his exploits, and he accordingly made
an irruption into the plain of Marathon, and carried oflf
the herds of the King of Athens.
Theseus, on re-

and even at
been numer-

secret admiration, and, stretching out his hand as a
What
token of peace, exclaimed, " Be judge thyself
"
satisfaction dost thou require!"
Thy friendship,"

telligent

The system of banking pursued
sion to a new kind of money,

mosthenes (vol. 2, p. 1236, cd. Reiske),
an earlier period, bankers appear to have

ous, not only in Pirajus, but also in the upper city ;
and it was principally by their means that capital,
which would otherwise have been unemployed, was
Athenian bankers
distributed and made productive.
were, in many instances, manufacturers or speculators in land, conducting the different branches of their
business by means of partners or confidential servants,

and acquiring a sufficient profit to remunerate themselves, and to pay a small rate of interest for the capBut this was not the only benital intrusted to them.
efit

they

imparled

to

the

operations of commerce.

Their legers were books of transfer, and the entries
made in them, although they cannot properly be called
a part of the circulation, acted in all other respects as
In this particular their banks bore
bills of exchange.

A

a strong resemblance to modern banks of deposite
depositor desired his banker to transfer to some other

name

a portion of

the credit assigned to
,
Trpof KaTikLiz.

books of the bank {Demoslk
and by
1236, ed. Reiske)
;

this

—him

in the

vol. 2, p.

method, aided, as

it

probably was, by a general understanding among the
bankers (or, in the modern phrase, a clearing house),
credit was easily and constantly converted into money
" If
in ancient Athens.
you do not know," says De" that credit is the readiest
mosthenes,
capital for ac(Ei
quiring wealth, you know positively nothing."
6e TOVTO ayvoEt^, otl niaTig a^opLLT] tCiv naauv karl

—

vol
ueyiaTj] Trpog ;fp;;^ar£(T/zov, ndv dv ayvorjaeiag.
The spirit of refinement may
2, p. 958, ed. Reiske.)
be traced one step farther. Orders were certainly issued by the government in anticipation of future re-

and may fairly be considered as having had the
and operation of exchequer bills. They were

ceipts,

force

known by

the

name

of avoiioloyfuiara.

We

learn,

from the inscription of the Choiseul marble {Bockh, Corp. Inscript., vol. 1, p. 219), vvritten
near the close of the Peloponnesian war, that bills of
this description were drawn at that time by the
government at Athens on the receiver-general at Samos,
and made payable, in one instance, to the paymaster
for instance,

Athens in another, to the general of division at
Samos. These bills were doubtless employed as mon-

at

;

on the credit of the in-coming taxes, and entered
probably, together with others of the same kind, into
the circulation of the period.
{CardwclVs Lectures
on the Coinage of the Greeks and Romans, p. 20,

ey,

The moment

Pi RENE, a fountain near Corinth, on the route from
the city to the harbour of Lcchaeum.
According to
the statement of Pausanias (2, 3), the fountain was of
white marble, and the water issued from various arti-

caverns into one open basin.
This fountain is
ancient poets as being sacred to the
Bellerophon is said to have seized
Pegasus, preparatory to his enterChirnasra.
13, 85.
{Find., Olymp
Eurip,Med., 67.— Id., Troad.^W^.—Soph., ElecThe fountain was fabled to have de<.-•., 475, &c )
rived its name from the nymph Pirene, who was said
to have dissolved in tears at the death of her son Cenchreas, accidentally slain by Diana.
{Pausan., I. c.)
PiRiTHoas, son >f Ixion and Dia, and one of the
chieftains (or, according to another account, the monHe is memorable in mythologarch) of the Lapithae.
ical narrative for his
friendship with Theseus, which,
though of a most intimate nature, originated nevertheless in the midst of arms.
The renown of Theseus
having spread widely over Greece, Pirithoiis, it seems,
became desirous of not only beholding him, but also

ficial

celebrated by the
Muses, and here
the winged horse
prise against the

—

6

T

,

to

the

repel

Pirithoiis beheld him, he

plunderers.

was seized with

—

I

replied the Athenian ; and they thereupon swore eterTheseus and Pirithoiis were both present
nal fidelity.
and the former
at the hunt of the Calydonian boar
;

also took part in the
taurs and Lapithae.

famous

conflict

between the Cen-

The cause of this contest was as
having obtained the hand of Hippodamia, daughter of Adrastus, king of Argos, the

follows

Pirithoiis,

:

chiefs of his nation, the Lapithae, were all invited to
the wedding, as were also the Centaurs, who dwelt in

the neighbourhood of Pelion.
Theseus, Nestor, and
At the feast,
other strangers were likewise present.
Eurytion, one of the Centaurs, became intoxicated
with the wine, and attempted to offer violence to the

A

dreadful conflict thereupon arose, in which
were slain, and they were finaland obliged to retire to other
ly driven from Pelion,
bride.

several of the Centaurs

(Fzrf. Lapithae.)

regions.

Theseus and

— Like

faithful

comrades,

Pirithoiis aided each other in every pro-

death of Hippodamia having subsequentfree to form a new attachment, the
two friends, equally ambitious in their love, resolved
to possess each a daughter of the king of the gods.

ject, and, the

ly left Pirithoiis

fixed his thoughts on Helen, tlien a child
The friends planned the carrying
of but nine years.
her off, and succeeded.
Placing her under the care
of his mother .^ihra, at Aphidnae, Theseus prepared
to assist his friend in a bolder and more perilous at-

Theseus

for Pirithoiis resolved to venture on the daring
:
deed, of carrying away from the palace of the monarch
of the under-world his queen Proserpina.
Theseus,
though aware of the risk, would not abandon his friend.
of
shadows
to
the
;
region
They descended together
but Pluto, knowing their design, seized them, and placed them upon an enchanted rock at the gare of his
realms.
Here they sat, unable to move, till Hercules,
freed Theseus,
passing by in his descent for Cerberus,
him up ; but
having taken him by the hand and raised
when he would do the same for Pirithoiis, the earth

tempt

quaked, and

he

left

him.

therefore

Pirithoiis

mained everlastingly on the rock,

in

punishment of

—

rehis

Id., 2, 5, 12.
audacious attempt.
{Apollod., 1, 8, 2.
155.—
Plut., Vit. Thes.
Hyiriji., fah., 14, 79,
Virg., JEn., 7, ZQ^.—Keightley's Mythology, p. 316,

—

—

323, 392.)
Pisa, an ancient city of Elis, giving

which

was

name

to the

Tradition
of .^-Eolus
assigned its foundation to Pisus, grandson
it
of
as
no
trace
remains, its
{Pausan., 6, 22); but,
as we are
very existence was questioned in later ages,
informed by Strabo (35G), some affirming that there
was only a fountain of the name, and that those writers
who spoke of a city meant only to express the kingdom or principality of the Pisatae, originally composed
Other authors, however, have acof eight towns.
4
Id , Ol.y
knowledged its existence {Pind., 01., 2,
and Herodotus states that the distance from
10.
district of Pisatis, in

seqq.)

went

information,

ceiving

it

situated.

—

51)
Its site was
Pisa to Athens was 1485 stadia (2, 7).
between two
commonly supposed to be on a hill
on the left
and
mountains, named Ossa and Olympu.s,
bank of the Alpheiis {Strabo, I. c.); but Pausanias
could nowhere discover any vestiges of a town, the
{Pausan., I. c.
soil being entirely covered with vines.
—Plin., 4, b.—Schol. ad. Pind., Olymp., 10. 55.) It
that the Pisatae were in possession
is
generally agreed
of the temple of Olvmpia, and presided at the celebrafrom the earliest period of their intion of the
;

games

stitution,

till

their rights

and Heraclidae.

They

were usurped by the Eleans

did not, however, tamely sub-
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nut to this injury on the part of their more powerful
neighbours, and, having procured the assistance of
Phidon, tyrant of Argos, recovered Olympia, where, in
the eighih Olympiad, they again celebrated the festibut the Eleans, in their turn, obtaining succour
;
from Sparta, defeated Phidon, and once more expelled
the Pisatae from Olympia.
{Ephor., ap. Strab , 358.
Tal

—

Pausan., 6, 22.) These, during the 34th Olympiad, being at that time under the authority of Pantaleon, who had possessed himself of the sovereign power, made another effort to regain their ancient prerogative, and, having succfeeded

in
vanquishing their opponents, retained possessiotj of the disputed ground
for several years.
The final struggle took place in the
forty-eighth Olympiad, when the people of Pisa, as
Pausanias affirms, supported by the Triphylians, and
other neighbouring towns which had revolted from

The Eleans, howElis, made war upon that stale.
ever, aided by Sparta, proved victorious, and put an
end for ever to this contest by the destruction of Pisa
and the other confederate towns. {Pausan , 6, 22.

—

Strabo, 355.)
According to the scholiast on Pindar,
the city of Pisa was distant only six stadia from Olymin which case we might fix its site near that of
pi'a,
Mir area, a little to the east of the celebrated spot now
called Antilalla ; but Pausanias evidently leads us to
suppose it stood on the opposite bank of the river.
( Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 93, seqq.)
PiSiE (or Pisa, as it is sometimes written), a city of
Etruria, on the river Arnus or Arno, about a league

We

from its mouth.
learn from Strabo (222), that
formerly it stood at the junction of the Ausar {Scrchio)
and Arnus, but now they both flow into the sea by
The origin of Pisae is lost amid
separate channels.
the fables to which the Trojan war gave rise, and which
are common to so many Italian cities.
If we are to
believe a tradition recorded by Strabo (/. c), it owed
its foundation to some of the followers of Nestor, in
their wanderings after the fall of Troy.
The poets
have not

failed

to

adopt this idea.
(Virg., JEn., 10,
1, 565.)
Lycophron says it was
taken by Tyrrhenus from the Ligurians (v. 1241). Servius reports, that Cato had not been able to discover who occupied Pisae before the Tyrrheni under Tarcho, with the exception of the Teutones, from which
account it might be inferred that the most ancient
{Serv.
possessors of Pisae were of northern origin
ad. jEn., 10, 179.)
Dionysius of Halicarnassus names
179.

it

—

Rutil., Ilin.,

among

the

towns occupied by the Pelasgi

in

the

The earliest mention we have
territory of the Siculi.
of this city in Roman history is in Polybius (2, 16, and
27), from whom we collect, as well as from Livy (21,
39), that its harbour was much frequented by the Ro-

communication with Sardinia, Gaul, and
It was here that
Spain.
Scipio landed his army when
returning from the mouths of the Rhone to oppose
It became a colony 572 A.U.C.
Hannibal in Italy.
Strabo speaks of it as having been
(Liv., 41, 43.)

mans,

in their

in his day it was
formerly an important naval station
still a very flourishing commercial town, from the
supit
which
furnished
to
the fleets, and the
plies of timber
which
the
marbles
neighbouring quarries afcostly
forded for the splendid palaces and villas of Rome.
:

—

PtoL, p. 64.) Its territory
(Consult Plin., 3, 5.
produced wine, and the species of wheat called siligo.
The Portus Pisanus was
Id., 18, 9.)
(Plin., 14,
at the mouth of the river, and is described by Rutilius.
(Itin., 1, 531.— Cramer, Anc. It., vol. 1, p. 173.) The

3—

modern Pisa occupies the site of the ancient city.
PisANDER, I. an early Greek poet, born at Camirus,

assigned him a rank among epic poets after Homer,
have an epHesiod, Panyasis, and Antimachus.
igram in his praise, among those ascribed to Theocritus {ep. 20), and Strabo likewise mentions him
among

Wo

—

the eminent natives of Rhodes.

{Strab., 655
Id.,
Reiske has
Quintilian, 10, 1, 56.)
advanced the opinion, that the 24th and 25th Idyls
of Theocritus are portions of the poem of Pisander.
Both these Idyls, though of considerable length, are

688.— Compare

One is entitled 'HpaK^iaKog, " The Young
Hercules ;" the other 'Hpa/cA^j- AeovTO<p6vog, " HercuThere is also an Idyl of Mosles, the lion-slayer.''*
imperfect.

the 4th, entitled Meydpa, yvvi] 'Y^paKliov^,
Megara, wife of Hercules,''^ which Reiske assigns
to the same source with the two other pieces
just
mentioned.
(Consult Harks, ad Theocrit., Id., 25.
ad
JSn
II.
A
Greek
Excurs.,
1,
2,
285.)—
p.
Heyne,
poet, born at Laranda, a city of Lycaonia, in Asia

chus,
"

—

,

Minor, and who lived during the reign of AlexanHe composed a long poem, entitled
der Severus.
'Hpu'iKal Qeoyafxcai, in which he sang of the nuptials
The 16th book of this poem is
of gods and heroes.

and Suidas calls the whole production a history
varied after the epic manner.
One of the interlocutors in the Saturnalia of Macrobius (5, 2) accuses Vircited,

of having translated from Pisander almost all the
second book of the JEneid, and particularly the story
of the wooden horse.
It is evident that Macrobius rebut he is altofers in this to Pisander of Camirus
ether wrong.
know, from the Chrestomathy of
fVoclns, that Virgil borrowed from Arctinus and Lesches the history of the horse
and, in fact, the later
Pisander, who lived in the time of Severus, borrowed
from Virgil himself.
{Heyne, Excurs., 1, ad JEn., 2,
gil

;

We

;

p.

287.— Schbll,

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p.

381.)— III.

An

epigrammatic poet, supposed by Jacobs to be the
same with the native of Camirus above mentioned.
{Catal. Poet
Heyne, however,
Epigr., p. 939.)
thinks that he was identical with the younger Pisander.
{Excurs., 1, ad JEn., 2, p. 288.)— IV. An Athenian, one of the leaders of the oligarchical party, and
instrumental in bringing about the establishment of
the Council of Four Hundred.
{Plut., Vit. Alcib.)
V. A Spartan admiral, in the time of Agesilaus, slain
in a naval battle with Conon near Cnidus, B.C. 394.
Justin, 6, 3.)
{Corn. Nep Vit. Con.
PiSAURUM, a city of Umbria, on the seacoast, below
Its origin is
river
Pisaurus.
the
near
and
Ariminum,

—

—

,

uncertain.

became

It

a

Roman

colony A.U.C. 568

{Liv., 39, 44), but whether it was colonized again by
Julius Cffisar or Augustus is uncertain.
Inscriptions,
The climate
it the title of Col. Julia.
however,

give
of Pisaurum seems to have been in bad repute, accordCatullus (81, 3).
The modem
ing to the opinion of
name of the place is Pesaro. {Cramer'' s Anc. Italy,
vol. 1, p.

256.)

Pisaurus, a river of Umbria, running into the Adriatic near Pisaurum.
Lucan (2, 406) writes the name
Isaurus.
(Consult Corte, ad loc.) The modern apis

pellation

la Fflglia.

PisiDiA, a country of Asia Minor, bounded on the
west and north by Phrygia, on the east by Isauria, and
It was a mountainous
on the south

by Pamphylia.

country, inhabited by a race of the same origin probTrachea. They
ably as the rude inhabitants of Cicilia
seldom paid obedience to the Persian kings and Alexander the Great found them divided into a number
After the time of Alof small
republics.
;

independent
exander, this country was frequently the lurking-place
In the time of the Seleucidae,
of the inferior party.
several Pisidian dynasties arose on the frontiers of

Rhodes, and supposed to have flour650 B.C., although some made him earlier Phrygia they enlarged their territories by conquest,
than Hesiod, and contemporary with Eumolpus.
He so that several of the towns founded by the kings of
wrote a poem, entitled " Heraclea," on the labours Syria came to be called Pisidian cities, such as Antiand exploits of Hercules, of which frequent mention is ochia, Laodicea, &c. In the time of the Romans, the
made by the grammarians. The Alexandrean cntics number of these states of freebooters seems to have
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in the island of

ished about

:

PIS

PISIDIA.
increased, while in the interior the old republics, such
as Termessus, Selge, and others, mere mountain-fortresses, still remained unrepressed, so that it was very

scription, he classes so many places belonging to it at
to prove that it has a great extent in point of breadth ;

seldom any of the towns paid tribute

the south of the

to the mistress

It is true that Augustus did subject
of the world.
the whole of Pisidia to the Roman empire, but it was
Even the Goths could do nothing
only in name.
it.
History, therefore, does not recognise it

— The

agamst

as the province of any great kingdom.
Pisidia and Pamphylia
ary-line between

is

bound-

a matter

The following remarks
not very clearly ascertained.
" The anof Rennell are worthy of a place here.
cients seem to have been agreed in the opinion that
Pamphylia occupied the seacoast from Phaselis to
but the boundary between it and Pisidia
For instance, Terappears not to have been decided.
messus is said to be in Pamphylia by Livy (38, 15),
and also by Ptolemy ; but Strabo places it in Pisidia,
and Arrian calls it a colony of Pisidia.
Livy and
Ptolemy arrange Pamphylia and Pisidia as one counThe former, who
of Pamphylia.
try, under the name
describes in detail the history of the Roman wars there,
and who may be supposed to have studied its geograif not Isauria, in Pamphylia.
phy, includes Pisidia,
For he says that part of Pamphylia lay on one side,
side
of Taurus (38, 39).
Now
the
other
and part on
Pisidia is said by Strabo to occupy the summits of

Coracesium

;

Taurus, between Sagalassus and Homonada, together with a number of cities, which he specifies, on both
sides of Taurus, including even Antiochia of Pisidia.
Livy, then, actually includes in Pamphylia the province described by Strabo as Pisidia, and appears to
At the same time, he admitted
include Isauria also.
the existence of a province under the name of Pisidia ;
for he repeatedly mentions it, and says that the people
On the whole, therefore,
of Sagalassus are Pisidians.

one cannot doubt but that he regarded Pisidia as a
Ptolemy, as we have observprovince of Pamphylia.
ed, arranged Pamphylia and Pisidia together as one
or, rather, makes Pisidia a province of Pamcountry
it into Pisidia
proper and Piphylia, and subdivides
He has also a province of Pamsidia of Phrygia.
;

In the distribution of the parts of Pamphylia
phylia.
at large, Ptolemy assigns to the province of that name
the tract towards the sea, which includes Olbia, Attalea, and Side, on the coast ; Termessus. Selge, AsAnd Pisidia conpendus, Perge, &c., more inland
tained the inland parts, extending beyond Taurus
northward, and containing the cities of Baris, AmblaMoreover, his Pisidia exda, Lysinoe, Cormasa, &c.
tended to the neighbourhood of Celsnae and Apamea
It
Cibotus.
Pliny is much too brief on the subject.
is only to be collected from him (5, 27), that the capital of Pisidia was Antiochia ; and that the other prinand Oroanda.
That it
cipal cities were Sagalassus
was shut in by Lycaonia, and had for neighbours the

people of Philomelium, Thymbrium, Peltae, &c.

And,

Homonada, formed of close
and deep valleys, within Taurus, had the mountains
From all this we may colof Pisidia lying above it.
lect, that the Pisidia of Pliny extended along the north
of Pamphylia and of Taurus, from the district of Saof Homonada eastward ;
galassus westward, to that
the latter being on the common frontiers of Lycaonia,
The Pisidia of Pliny,
Cilicia Trachea, and Pisidia.
therefore, agrees with that of Ptolemy, and will be
Strabo (667)
found to agree also with that of Strabo.
finally, that

the state of

clearly distinguishes Pisidia and Pamphylia as two
distinct countries : that is, Pamphylia as a maritime

country, extending from Lycia to Cilicia Trachea, in
length along the coast 640 stadia ; and Pisidia (p.
669, seqq.) occupying the summits of Taurus, or, rather, the whole base of that region, from Sagalassus
certain

And

tracts

Homonada

and that it occupied
of land below Taurus on both sides.

and Termessus

to

;

besides the general extent given

it

by

this de-

for

is

Selge appears

from

to

have been at a great distance to
ridge, and Antiochia of Pisidia

main

thirty to thirty-five miles to

the north of it."

{ReundVs Geography of Western Asia,

vol. 2, p. 71,

seqq.)

PisisTRATlniE, a patronymic appellation given
Hip[)ias and Hipparchus, the sons of Pisistratus.

to

PisisTRATUs, a eelebrated Athenian, who obtained
His family traced their dethe tyranny at Athens.
scent from Peleus ; and Codrus, the last king of Athens, belonged to the same house.
{iMrcher, ad He'

Herodotus relates, that Hippocrates, the
rod., 1, 59.)
father of Pisistratus, being present on one occasion at
the Olympic games, met with a remarkable prodigy.
According to the historian, he had just offered a sacrifice, and the caldrons were standing near the altar,
filled with pieces of the flesh of the victim and with
water, when, on a sudden, these bubbled up without
the agency of fire, and began to run over.
Chilo, the
Lacedaemonian, who happened to be present, and was
a witness of what had taken place, advised Hippocrates not to marry, or, if he had already a wife, to reHis counsel, however, was disregarded,
pudiate her.

and Pisistratus was born to Hippocrates.
{Herod., 1,
Not long after the legislation of Solon had been
59.)
established at Athens, and while the lawgiver himself

—

in foreign lands, the state became again distracted by contentions between the old parties of the
The first of
Plain, the Coast, and the Highlands.
these was headed by Lycurgus ; the second by Mega-

was away

grandson of the archon who brought the memorable stain and curse upon his house by the massacre
and the third by Pisistratus.
of the adherents of Cylon
Solon, therefore, on his return to Athens, found that

cles, a

;

had been actively labouring to pervert and undo
He had early detected the secret designs ot
Pisistratus, and is said to have observed of him, that
nothing but his ambition prevented him from displaying
But it
the highest qualities of a man and a citizen.
was in vain that he endeavoured to avert the danger,
which he saw threatened by the struggle of the factions,
and in vain did he use ail his influence to reconcile their
chiefs.
This was the more difficult, because the views
of all were perhaps equally selfish, and none was so
conscious of his own integrity as to rely on the proPisistratus is said to have lisfessions of the others.
but he
tened respectfully to Solon's remonstrances
waited only for an opportunity of executing his project.
When his scheme appeared to be ripe for action, he
was one day drawn in a chariot into the public place,
his own person and his mules disfigured with recent
faction

his work.

;

wounds, inflicted, as the sequel proved, by his own
hand, which he showed to the multitude, while he told
them that on his way into the country he bad narrowly
escaped a band of assassins, who had been employed
While the indigto murder the friend of the people.
nation of the crowd was fresh, and from all sides assurances were heard that they would defend him from
enemies, an assembly was called by his partisans,
which one of them, named Aristo, came forward
with a motion, that a guard of fifty citizens, armed

his
in

with clubs, should be decreed to protect the person of
Pisistratus.
Solon, the only man who ventured to
of its
oppose this proposition, warned the assembly
The body-guard
pernicious consequences, but in vain.
was decreed; and the people, who eagerly passed
the decree, not keeping a jealous eye on the manner
of its execution, Pisistratus took advantage of this to
raise a force and make himself master of the citadel.
this as a necessary
Perhaps his partisans represented

enemies of the
it
against the
AlcmaonidsB left the city.
Megacies and the
rouse his counSolon, after an ineffectual attempt to
was making
trymen against the growing power which
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precaution, to guard
people.

PISISTRATUS.

PISISTRATUS.

«wch rapid strides towards tyranny, is said to have
taken down his arms, and laid them in the street before his door, as a sign that he had made his last effort in the cause of hberty and the laws.
Lycurgus
and his party seem to have submitted quietly for a
time to the authority of Pisistratus, waiting, as the
event showed, for a more favourable opportunity of
overthrowing him. The usurper was satisfied with
the substance of power, and endeavoured as much as
possible to prevent his dominion from being seen and
felt.

He made

no

visible

changes

in the constitution,

but suffered the ordinary magistrates to be appointed
in the usual manner, the tribunals to retain their auIn his own
thority, and the laws to hold their course.
person he affected the demeanour of a private citizen,
and displayed his submission to the laws by appearing
before the Areopagus to answer a charge of murder,
which, however, the accuser did not think fit to prosHe continued to show honour to Solon, to
ecute.
court his friendship, and ask his advice, which Solon
did not think himself bound to withhold where it might
be useful to his country, lest he should appear to sanction the usurpation which he had denounced.
He
probably looked upon the government of Pisistratus,
though at variance with the principles of his constitution, as a less evil than would have ensued from the
success of either of the other parties
and even as
;

good, so far as it prevented them from acquiring a
similar preponderance.
Solon died the year following
that in which the revolution took place (B.C. 559), and
Pisistratus soon after lost the power which he had
usurped, the rival factions of Lycurgus and Megacles

having united to overthrow him. But no sooner had
these two parties accomplished their object, than they
quarrelled among themselves, and, at the end of five
years, Megacles, finding himself the weaker, made
overtures of reconciliation to Pisistratus, and offered
to bestow on him the hand of his daughter, and to assist him in recovering the station he had lost.
The
contract being concluded, the two leaders concerted
a plan for executing the main condition, the restoration
of Pisistratus.
For this purpose Herodotus supposes
them to have devised an artifice, which excites his astonishment at the simplicity of the people on whom it

was

practised, and which appears to him to degrade
the national character of the Greeks, who, he observes,

had of old been distinguished from the barbarians by
their superior sagacity.
Yet, in itself, the incident
seems neither very extraordinary, nor a proof that the
contrivers reckoned on an enormous measure of creduIn one of the Attic villages
lity in their countrymen.
they found a woman, Phya by name, of unusually high
stature, and comely form and features.
Having arrayed her in a complete suit of armour, and instructed
her to maintain a carriage becoming the part she was
to assume, they placed her in a chariot, and sent heralds before her to the city, who proclaimed that Minerva herself was bringing back Pisistratus to her own
citadel, and exhorted the Athenians to receive the faPisistratus rode by the womvourite of the goddess.
When they reached the city, the Athenian's side.
ans, according to Herodotus, believing that they saw
the goddess in person, adored her and received Pisis-

This story would indeed be singular if we
consider the expedient in the light of a stratagem, on
which the confederates relied for overcoming the resistance which they might otherwise have expected

tratus.

But it seems quite as probathe pageant was only designed to add extra-

from their adversaries.
ble that

ordinary solemnity to the entrance of Pisistratus. and
to suggest the reflection that it was by the especial
favour of Heaven he had been so unexpectedly re-

The new coalition must have rendered all reAs the procession passed, the popsistance hopeless.
ulace no doubt gazed, some in awe, all in wonder
but there is no reason to think that the result would

stored.

;
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have been different

if

they had

all

seen through the

Pisistratus, restored to power, nominally
his part of the compact by marrying the

artifice.

performed
daughter of Megacles but it was soon discovered that
he had no intention of really uniting his blood with a
family which was commonly thought to be struck with
an everlasting curse, and that he treated his young
The Alcmaeonidse were
wife as one only in name.
indignant at the affront, and at the breach of faith, and
once more determined to make common cause with
Once more the balance inthe party of Lycurgus.
clined against Pisistratus, and, unable to resist the
combined force of his adversaries, he retired into exile
Here he deliberated with his
to Eretria in Euboea.
sons Hippias, Hipparchus, and Thessalus, the offspring
of a previous marriage, whether he should not abandon all thoughts of returning to Attica. They appear
to have been divided in their wishes or opinions ; but
Hippias, the eldest, prevailed on his father again to
make head against his enemies. He possessed lands
on the river Strymon in Thrace, which yielded a large
revenue, and his interest was strong in several Greek
He now excities, especially at Thebes and Argos.
erted it to the utmost to gather contributions towards
his projected enterprise, and by the end of ten years
a body of mercehe had completed his preparations
naries was brought to him from Argos, the Thebans
distinguished themselves by the liberality of their subsidies, and Lygdamis, one of the most powerful men
in the island of Naxos, came to his aid with all the
In the eleventh or
troops and money he could raise.
twelfth year after his last expulsion, he set sail from
Eretria, and landed on the plain of Marathon, to reThe governcover his sovereignty by open force.
ment of his opponents was not popular, and Pisistratus had many friends in the country and in Athens,
who, on his arrival, flocked to his camp. The result
;

;

The leaders of the hostile
proved a fortunate one.
factions found themselves deserted eventually by all
but their most zealous adherents, who, with them,
abandoned the city, and left Pisistratus undisputed
What he had so hardly won, he
master of Athens.
He
prepared to hold henceforth with a firmer grasp.
no longer relied on the affections of the common peointo conple, but took a body of foreign mercenaries
stant pay
and seizing the children of some of the
made their escape,
principal citizens, who had not
and whom he suspected of being ill-disposed towards
him, he sent them to Naxos, which he had reduced
under the power of his friend Lygdamis, to be kept as
Pisistratus appears to have maintained a
hostages.
considerable naval force, and to have extended the
while at home he still preAthenian power abroad
served the forms of Solon's institutions, and courted
popularity by munificent largesses, and by throwing
;

;

{AthencBus,
gardens to the poorer citizens.
At the same time he tightened the reins
)
of government, and he appears to have made use of

open

his

12, p.

532

Areopagus to mamtain a rigorous
enforced Solon's law, which required every citizen to give an account of his means of gaining
and hence by
a subsistence, and punished idleness
some he was supposed to have been the author of it.

the authority of the
police.

He

:

him a pretext for removing from the city a
number of the poorer sort, who had no regular
employment, and for compelling them to engage in
It

afforded

great

occupations, in which, however, he assisted the
The same policy prompted
indigent with his purse.
him, no less, perhaps, than his love for the arts, to adorn
or magnificent works.
Aihe-iis with many useful
Among the latter was a temple of .Apollo, and one
dedicated to the Olympian Jove, of which he only lived
rural

complete the substructions, and which remained
for 700 years, exciting the wonder, and
sometimes the despair, of posterity by the vastness of
the design, in which it surpassed every other that the

to

unfinished

PIS

PISO.

—

honour of the father of the believed, by his wife Hostilia. {Lie, 39, 6. Id.,
39,0
Among the nionunients in which splendour and ct 2\.—Id, :i9, 30, seq.—Id., 40, 35.— /</., 40, 37.)—
gods.
usefulness were equally combined, were ihe Lyceum, III. L. Calpurnius i^iso, surnamed Frugi, was tribuna
a garden at a short distance fiom Alliens, sacred to the of the coiniiioiis B.C. 149, and afterward twice consul
Piso was one of the most reLycian Apollo, where stalely buildings, destined for (135 and 133 B.C.).
the exercises of the Athenian youth, rose amid shady markable men of the Roman slate, from the union of
groves, which became one of the most celebrated talents and virtues that marked his character. An able
haunts of philosophy; and the fountain of Callirrhoe, speaker, a learned lawyer, a sound statesman, and a
which, from the new channels in which Pisisiraius dis- wise and vhliaiit commander, he distinguished himself
tributed its waters, was afterward called the fountain still more by his purity of morals, and by a frugality
To defray the and old- Roman plainness of lite which obtained fur him
of the Nine Springs {'EvveuKpovvo^).
He quieted the troubles to
expense of these and his other undertakings, he laid a the surname of Frugt.
an impost which which the revolt of the slaves had given rise in Sicily,
tithe on the produce of the land
in
the class af- and signalized his valour against the
seems to have excited great discontent
Piso
insurgents.
fected by it, and, so far as it was applied to the pub- wrote memoirs or annaU of his time, which, according
rich
to
in
a
tax
on
the
for
the
emlic
Cicero
were
fact,
{Brut., 27),
buildings, was,
composed in a very dry
ployment of the poor ; but which, if we might trust a and lifeless manner, although Aulus Geliius (11, 14)
^'
late and obscure writer, was only revived by Pisistra- speaks of their
{Ctc., de
simplicissinia auavitas.'''
ancient world ever raised

in

:

tus after the example of the ancient kings of Attica.
{Diog. LaerL, 1, 53.) He is also believed to have
been the author of a wise and beneficent law, which
Solon, however, is said to have suggested, for supporting citizens disabled in war at the public expense.
According to a tradition once very generally received,
posterity has been indebted to him for a benefit greater
than any which he conferred on his contemporaries, in

the

now

preservation of the Homeric poems, which till
had been scattered in unconnected rhapsodies.

After every abatement that can be required in this
story for misunderstanding and exaggeration, we cannot doubt that Pisistratus at least made a collection of
the poet's works, superior in extent and accuracy to
all that had preceded it, and thus certainly diffused the

knowledge of

them more widely among

his country-

Orat., 2, 29.

—

Id.,

pro Funt., 2^.

—
—

Id., in

Verr., 5,

69.~Val. Max., 2, 7. —Id., 4, 3.—Le Clerc, Journaux chez les Rumains, p. 26, 150.) IV. L. Calpurnius Piso, son of the preceding, inherited, if not the
He was sent
talents, at least the virtues, of his father.
praetor into Spain, where he died
Verr., 1, 35.— /rf. ib., 3, 85,

soon

Piso,

{Cic, in
C. Calpurnius

after.

&c.)— V.

was consul with Acilius Glabrio, 67 B.C., and
his magistracy by warmly defending the

signalized

prerogatives of the consular office against the attacks
of the commons and their tribunes.
He was also the

author of a law against bribery at elections.
{Cic.,
Vol. Max., 3, 8.)
VI. A young Ropro Flacc, 75.

—

—

man, whom indigence (the result of
and a turbulent disposition induced

profligate habits)
to take part in
the conspiracy of Catiline.
The leading men at Rome,
anxious to get rid of a troublesome and dangerous individual, caused him to be sent as quaestor, with praetorian powers, into Hither Spain.
He was not long after

men, perhaps preserved something that might have
been lost to future generations. In either case he
might claim the same merit as a lover of literature
and this was not a taste which derived any part of its assassinated in his province, {Sail., Cat., 18, scq.)
VII. C. Calpurnius Prugi, a descendant of the individgratification from the vanity of exclusive possession.
He is said to have been the first person in (ireece who ual mentioned above (No. III.), and son-in-law of CiHe was the first husband of Tullia, and is highcollected a library, and to have earned a still higher cero.
praise by the genuine liberality with which he im- ly praised by Cicero for his virtues and his oratorical
:

parted

its

contents

to

the public.

On

the

whole,

though we cannot approve of the steps by which he
mounted to power, we must own that he made a
and may believe that, though unprincely use of it
der his dynasty Athens could never have risen to the
;

greatness she afterward attained, she was indebted to
his rule for a season of repose, during which she gained much of that strength which she finally unfolded.
Pisistratus retained his sovereignty to the end of his
life, and died at an advanced age, thirty-three years
He was succeedafter his first usurpation, B.C. 527.
ed by his sons, Hippias, Hipparchus, and Thessalus.
vol. 2, p. 55, seqq.)
Piso, the name of a celebrated family at Rome, a
branch of the Calpurnian gens, which house claimed
descent from Calpus, the son of Numa Pompilius. The
family of the Pisones had both a patrician and plebeian
side.
The principal individuals of the name were I.

{ThirlwaWs Greece,

:

C. Calpurnius Piso, city praetor in 212 B.C., and who
had the command of the Capitol and citadel when HanHe was afterward
nibal marched out against Rome.
sent into Etruria as commander of the Roman forces,
at a subsequent period had charge of Capua in
Campania, after which his command in Etruria was

and

{Liv., 25, 41.— Jrf., 26, 10, 15, et 28.—Id.,
H. C. Calpurnius Piso, was prajtor B.C.
27, 6, &c.)
187.
He obtained Farther Spain for his province,

renewed.

—

where he signalized

his valour, and, in conjunction
with L. Quintius Crispinus, praetor of Hither Spain,
gained a decisive victory over the revolted Spaniards.
More than thirty thousand of the enemy fell in the battle.
On his return to Rome he obtained a triumph.

He

subsequently attained to the consulship (B.C. 180),
in which office he died, having been poisoned, as was

—

abilities.

Piso exerted himself strenuously for therebut died a short time before

call of his father-in-law,

—

took place.
Id., Ep.
{Cic, ad Q. post red., 3.
14, i.—Id., Brut, 78, &c.)— VIII. L. Calpurnius Piso, father-in-law of Csesar, and consul B.C.
Before attaining to this office he had been ac58.
cused of extortion, and only escaped condemnation
Cicero was
through the influence of his son-in-law.
allied to Piso by marriage, and the latter had given
him many marks of friendship and confidence; but Clodius eventually gained Piso over to his views, by promising to obtain for him the province of Macedonia, and
he accordingly joined the demagogue in his efiforts to
procure the banishment of Cicero, which event took
place in Piso's consulship.
Having obtained the reward of his perfidy, he set out for his province but
this

ad Fum.,

;

whole conduct there was marked by debauchery,
I'he senate recalled liim, chiefly
rapine, and cruelty.
his

through the exertions of Cicero,

who

in this

way aven-

ged himself on Piso for his previous conduct. On
Piso's return, he had the hardihood to attack Cicero
in open senate, and complain of the treatment he had
received at his hands.
He reproached hiin also with
the disgrace of exile, with excessive vanity, and other
an invecweaknesses.
Cicero replied, on the spot,
tive speech, the severest, perhaps, that ever fell from
the lips of any man, in which the whole life and conduct of Piso are portrayed in the darkest colours,
and which must hand him down as a detestable char-

m

acter

Notwithstanding this, howposterity.
was afterward censor along with Appius

to all

ever, Piso

Claudius (A.U.C. 702); and we find him, at a subone of the three commissequent period, appointed
sioners who were sent by the senate to treat with An-
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PIT

outward deportment, if we be'ieve
tony.
the picture drawn of him by Cicero, affected the mien
and garb of a philosopher but this garb of rigid virtue covered a most lewd and vicious mind.
{Cic. in
IX. L. CalpurniFis.
MiddletoTi's Life of Cicero )
us Piso, son of the preceding, inherited many of the
vices of his father, but redeemed them, in some deHe was at first one of the warmgree, by his talents.
est opponents of the party of Caesar, and took an active part in the war in Africa.
Af{Hirt., Bell. Af.)
ter the death of Caesar, he followed the fortunes of
Brutus and Cassius, until the overthrow of the repubPiso, in his

;

—

—

lican forces.

at length restored to his
country,
he refused all public offices, until Augustus prevailed
upon him to accept the consulship. This was in A.U.C.

Being

He was
731, Augustus himself being his colleague.
afterward named governor of Pamphylia, and conducted himself with great ability in his province.
Having
subsequently received orders to pass into Europe, in
order to oppose the Bessi, a Thracian tribe, he gained
a complete victory over them.
He was appointed,
after this, prefect of the city by Tiberius, whose favour he is said to have gained by drinking with him
for two days and two nights in succession.
{Plin.,
Piso appears to have been a man of pleas14, 28.)
ure, who passed his evenings at table, and slept till
noon but he possessed such capacity for business, that
the remainder of the day sufficed for the despatch of
those important affairs with which he was successiveIt was to this
ly intrusted by Augustus and Tiberius.
individual and his two sons that the epistle of Horace,
"
commonly called the Art of Poetry," was addressed.
iSueton., Vit. Tib.,^2.—Sen€c., Ep.,83.-~VeU. PaX. Cn. Calpurnius Piso, son of the preferc, 2, 92.)
;

—

ceding,

was a man of

violent passions, impatient of

and possessing much of the haughty spirit of
To the pride derived from such a father he
united the insolence of wealth, acquired by his marriage with Plancina, who, besides her high descent,
possessed immoderate riches. Tiberius appointed him
governor of Syria, and was said to have given him secret instructions to thwart the movements of Germanicus.
Plancina, in like manner, had her lesson from
control,
his sire.

Livia, with full instructions to mortify, in every possible way, the pride of Agrippina.
These machinations

Germanicus was cut off,
proved but too successful.
and Piso, accused of having poisoned him by both
his widow Agrippina and the public voice, and
finding
himself deserted by all. even by the emperor, put an
end to his existence, AD. 20.
(Tacit., Ann., 2, 43.
Id. 2, 56.— /<i., 2, 69, seqq.)—Xl. C. Calpurnius Piso,
leader of the celebrated conspiracy against Nero.
His
eloquence and his amiable qualities had conciliated to
such a degree the public esteem, that the majority of
the conspirators intended him as the successor of the
The plot was discovered on the very mornemperor.
ing of the day intended for its execution, and Piso, instead of at once adopting energetic measures, and at-

—

tempting to seize upon the throne by open force, as
him to do, shut himself up in his
mansion and opened his veins. {Tacit., ^?J7i.,15, 48,
XII. C. Piso Licinianus, adopted son of the
scqq.)
Emperor Galba, made himself universally esteemed by
his integrity, his disinterestedness, and by an austerity
of manners that recalled the earlier days of Rome.
He was put to death, by order of Otho, after the fall of
Galba, at the age of 31 years.
{Tacit., Hist., 1, J4.
—Jrf. ib., 3, 68.— Id. ib., 4, 11, 40.)

his friends advised

—

—

after raised the
siege.

{Ovid. Fast., 6, 377, seqq.
Lactam., 1, 20.)
a
town
of
PisTORiA,
Etruria, northeast of Luca,
and at the foot of the Apennines.
Pliny calls it
Pistorium (3, 5), but Ptolemy (p. 64) and others give

it the
The modern name is
appellation of Pistoria.
This town is memorable in the history of
Pistoia.
Rome as having witnessed in its vicinity the close of
Catiline's desperate but short career.
{Sail., Cat.,

The spot on which the action was fought is too
)
imperfectly marked by the concise narrative of Sallust
to be now
recognised.
may conjecture that it
was to the north of Pistoia, and near the modern road
62

We

from that place to Modena.

{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece,
177.)
PiTANE, a town of ^olis, in Asia Minor, to the
northwest of the mouth of the river Ca'icus.
Scylax
vol.

1, p.

makes mention of

it, and Strabo gives it two harbours.
The small
{Scylax, Pertpi, p. 37.— Strab., 614.)
river Evenus flowed near its walls.
Herodotus names
this place among the eleven cities of .^olis.
{Man-

nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 398.)

PiTHEcusA.
Vid. .^naria.
PiTHOLEON, a foolish poet, the author of some silly
epigrams, in which Greek and Latin expressions were
{Schol. ad Hor., Sat., 1, 10,
intermingled together.
Bentley thinks that the individual to whom
refers was the same of whom Suetonius {Vit.
Jul., 76) makes mention, under the name of Pitholaus,
as having been the author of some defamatory verses
against Julius Caesar, and that Horace styles him Pi
tholeon, because Pitholaus would have been unman
22.)

Horace

{Bentl. ad Herat I. c.)
ageable in hexameter verse.
PiTTAcns, a native of Mytilene in Lesbos, and one
of the so-called wise men of Greece, was born aboux
660 B.C.
Having obtained popularity among his
,

countrymen by successfully opposing the tyrant Melanchras, he was intrusted with the command of a
fleet, in a war with the Athenians concerning some
In the
territory which they had seized in the island.
course of this war, the Athenian commander Phryno,
a man of uncommon size and strength, challenged
him to single combat. Providing himself with a net,
which he concealed under his buckler, he took the first
opportunity to throw it over the head of his antagonist, and by this means gained an easy victory.
{Diog.

—

Laert., Vit. Pit.
According to
Polya^n., 1, 25.)
Strabo's account, Pittacus came into the field armed
with a casting-net, a trident, and a dagger {Strab.,

599), and it is said that from this stratagem of the Mytilenean was borrowed the mode of fighting practised

by the
I.

c.

Roman

gladiators called Retiarii.
{Polycen.,
From this time PitRetiarins.)
held in high esteem among the Mytileneans,

— Fcstus,

tacus

was

s. V.

and was intrusted with the supreme power

— Diog.

in the state.

Laert., in Vit.) Among
other valuable presents, his countrymen offered him
as much of the lands which had been recovered from
the Athenians as he chose ; but he only accepted of so
{Aristot., Polit., 3, 16.

much as he could measure by a single cast of a javelin
and one half of this small portion he afterward dedicated
:

to Apollo, saying, concerning the remainder, that the
was better than the whole. {Plut , de Herod.

half

—

Malign., p. 867.
Op., ed. Eeiske, vol. 9, p. 265.—
Cornelius Nepos says, that the
Hes., Op. el.
40.)
Mytileneans offered him many thousand acres, but that
he took only a hundred.
{Vit. Thrasyb., 4, 11.)
Pittacus displayed great moderation in his treatment

D

,

PisTOR {Baker), a surname given to Jupiter by the of his enemies, among whom one of the most violent
Romans, because, when their city was taken by the was the poet Alcaeus, who frequently made him the
Gauls, the god was believed to have inspired them object of his satire.
Finding it necessary to lay sewith the idea of throwing down loaves from the Tar- vere restrictions upon drunkenness, to which the Lespeian Hill where they were besieged, that the enemy
might suppose that they were not in want of provisions,
though, in reality, they were near surrendering through
This deceived the Gauls, and they soon
famire.
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bians were particularly addicted, Pittacus passed a
law which subjected offenders of this class to double
punishment for any crime committed in a state of intoxication.

When

he had established such regulations

PLA

PLA

m
peace and commonly at the court of the latter, and wan prfs^nf
promised
prosperity, he voluntarily resigned his power, which when Rome was first invested by the arms of Alanc,
he had held for ten years, and retired to private life. being then about twenty years of age.
Placidia beThe following maxims and precepts are ascribed to came a hostage in the hands of the victor, accordmg
The first office of prudence is to foresee threat- to some a captive, and her personal attractions won
him.
Power discov- for her the hand of Ataulphus or Adolphus, the brother
ening misfortunes, and prevent them.
Never talk of your schemes before they in-law of Alaric, and king of the Visigoths. After the
ers the man.
are executed, lest, if you fail to accomplish them, you death of Ataulphus, she married Constantios, and bebe exposed to the double mortification of disappoint- came the mother of Valentmian III.
Having lo«t her
"Whatever you do, do it well. second husband, she acted as guardian for her son, and
ment and ridicule.
Do not that to your neighbour which you would take reigned twenty-five years in his name, and the characill from him.
Be watchful of opportunities. {Diog. ter of that unworthy emperor gradually countenanced
Lurcher, ad the suspicion, that Placidia had enervated his youth
Plut., Conviv. Sap.
Laert., in Vit.
27.—
Herod., 1,
by a dissolute education, and studiously diverted his
Enfield, Hist. Phil, vol. 1, p. 144.)
in
a
of
Troezene
PiTTHBOs,
Argolis, son of attention from every manly and honourable pursuit.
king
He gave his daughter .^ihra Amid the decay of military spirit, her armies were
Pelops and Hippodamia.
in marriage to .^geus, king of Athens, and brought commanded by two generals, Aetius and Boniface,
up Theseus at his court. ( Vid. Theseus ) He also who may be deservedly named as the last of the Roreared Hippolytus, the son of Theseus.
(Eunp.,Hip- mans. Placidia died at Rome, A.D. 450. She was
Pittheus was famed for his buried at Ravenna, where her sepulchre, and even her
Schol.,ad loc.)
pol., 11.
wisdom, and Pausanias ascribes to him a work on the corpse, seated in a chair of cypress wood, were preart of speaking, given to the world by a native of Epi- served for ages.
{Ducange, Fam. Byzant., p. 72.
He also Tillemont, Hist, des Emp., vol. 5, p. 260, 386, &c.
daurus, and which he says he himself saw.
states, that Pittheus taught this same art in a temple Id. lb., vol. 6, p. 240.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c.
the island

to secure

as

its

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

of the

Muses

at

Troezene.

The same

writer likewise

31, 33, 35.)

mentions the tomb of Pittheus, which was still seen
in his day, and on which were three thrones or seats
of white stone, on which the monarch and two assistants were accustomed to sit when dispensing justice.
The whole story of this monarch, however, appears to
be mythical in its character. (Pausan., 2, 31.
Plut.,

Planasia, a small island between Corsica and Ilva,
Tacitus relates, that Augustus waa
persuaded by Livia to banish his nephew Agrippa
Posthumus hither. {Ann.,\, 3
This
Ibid., 2, 39.)
island is also noticed bv Strabo (123) and Ptolemy

now Pianosa.

—

—

(p. 67).

Plancina, granddaughter of L. Munatius Plancus,
and wife of Piso, governor of Syria in the reign of
She was supposed to have
Tiberius.
{Vid. Piso X.)
been an accomplice with her husband
shortening
the days of Germanicus, but was saved by the inAs long as Piso,
fluence of Livia, her protectress.
who had been put to his trial, had any hope of acquittal, her language was that of a woman willing to
share all changes with her husband, and, if he was
doomed to fall, determined to perish with him. But,
when she had obtained safety for herself, she left him
to his fate.
At a later period, however, she was about
being proceeded against for her criminal conduct,
in
when,
despair, she laid violent hands on herself, and
suffered at last the slow but just reward of a flagitious

Vit.

Thes.)
PiTYONESCTS, a Small island off the coast of Argolis.
It lay opposite to Epidaurus, and was situate six miles
from the coast, and seventeen from ^Egina. {Plin.,

m

4, 11.)

PiTYiJSA, a small island off the coast of Argolis,
near Aristera.
The modern name is Tulea. {Plin.,
4, 12.)

PiTYus.«;, a group of small islands in the Mediterranean, off the coast of Spain, and lying to the southwest of the Baleares. They derived their name from
the number of pine-trees (mrv^, a pine) which grew
in them.
The largest is Ebusus or Ivica, and next to
it

Ophiusa or

is

las

Columbretes.

{Mela,

2,

7.

—

Plin., 3, 5.)

Placentia, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, at the conIt is now Piacenza.
fluence of the Trebia and Padus.
This place was colonized by the Romans, with Cremona, A.U.C. 535, to serve as a bulwark against the
Gauls, and to oppose the threatened approach of
Hannibal.
terc

,

1,

{Polyb., 3, iO.—Liv., 21,

life.

25.— Veil. Pa-

3, 9,

15; 6, 26.)

—

Its utility in this latter respect was fully
its affording a secure retreat to the

14.)

—

very equivocal part, and frequently changed sides, attaching himself successively to each party according as
Thus we find him, after the vicit became
powerful.
the cause of
tory at Mutina, affecting the utmost zeal for
and subsequently, when he saw
Brutus and freedom
Antony re-established in power, he went over to him
with four
which he had at the time under his
;

legions

He obtained upon this the consulship
Tired at last of Antoalong with Lepidus, B.C. 42.
who received him with
ny, he sided with Octavius,
It was Plancus who proposed
the utmost cordiality.
in the senate that the title of Augustus should be becommand.

The ancient writers reproach
with a total forpethim, besides his political versatility,
fulness on one occasion of all dignity and self-respect.
This was at the court of Cleopatra, in Alcxandrea.
when he appeared on the poblic stage in the character
of a sea-god, having his person painted gret n, and
in a slate of almost complete nadity ; wearing a crown
stowed on Octavius.

it as a
(Hist., 2,
powerful and opulent colony.
Its theatre, situate without the walls, was
17, seqq.)
burned in the civil war between Olho and Vitellius.

extols

9.— Plin., 3, 15.— Cramer's Anc. Italy,
79, seqq.)
a
Placidia,
daughter of Theodosius the Great, and
eister to Arcadius and Honorius.
She resided most

75;

death of Clodius, and, on the expiration of his office,
was accused and condemned, notwithstanding the interest made by Pompey in his behalf.
{Cic, Ep. ad
Fam., 2, 9.) II. L. Munatius, a native of Tibur. was
in early life a pupil of Cicero's, and obtained considHe afterward
erable eminence in the oratorical art.
commanded a legion under Caesar in Gaul. On the
assassination of that individual, Plancus acted at first a

Roman
proved, by
general after the battle of Ticinus, and more especially
after the disaster of Trebia.
Liv.,
{Polyb., 3, 66.
Placentia withstood all the efforts of the
21, 56.)
victorious Hannibal, and also, eleven years after, the
attempts which his brother Hasdrubal made to obtain
The resistance which it offered to
possession of it.
the latter caused a delay that led to his overthrow, and
thus eventually, perhaps, saved the empire.
After the
termination of the second Punic war, it was, however,
taken and burned by the Gauls, headed by Hamilcar
^the Carthaginian {Liv., 31, 10), but soon after was restored by the consul Valerius, 557 A.U.C. {Liv., 34,
Placentia had acquired the rights of a munici2,1 )
Strabo
{Or. in Pis., 1 )
pal city in Cicero's time.
speaks of it as a celebrated town (216), and Tacitus

(Suit., 0th.,
voi.

{Tacit., Ann., 2, 43, 55,

Plancus, I. T. Bursa, a tribune of the commons,
52 B.C. He took part in the troubles excited by the

L, p.

I
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tail of a fish attached
the war, a large
Peloponnesian force, under Archidabody behind. Platicus, however, appears to mus, king of Sparta, arrived under the walls of Plahave been a man of hterary tastes, and we have an teea, and, having summoned the inhabitants to abanode addressed to him by Horace on one occasien, don their alliance with Athens, proceeded, on theil
when he had become suspected of disalTection by Au- refusal, to lay siege to the town. The narrative of
gustus, and was meditating his departure from Italy. these operations, and the heroic defence of the Platae(Plut., Vit. Ant.— Veil. Paterc, 2, 6Z.— Hor at Od., ans, the circumvallation and blockade of the city by
the enemy, with the daring and successful escape of a
1, 7, &c.)
Planudks, Maximus, a Greek monk, commonly part of the garrison, are given with the greatest detail
" of
reason
Constantinople." probably by
by Thucydides, and certainly form one of the most indesignated

of reeds on his head, and with the

j

to

his

,

of his having long resided there ; for he was, in fact, a
He was a man of great learnnative of Nicomedia.
ing and various acquirements, and flourished in the
In 1327, the Emperor Andronifourteenth century.
cus Palaeologus sent him as ambassador to the Venetian republic.

that

He

is

said to have been the

first

Greek

made use

of the Arabic numerals, as they are
collection of
Planudes has given us, 1.

A

called.

fables, together with a very absurd life of the
ancient fabulist himself; 2. An Anthology, selected
3.
from that of Constantine Cephalas
poetical
Eloge on Claudius Ptolemaeus ; 4. Some grammatical
works 5. A Greek translation of Caesar's Commen6.
taries of the Gallic war
prose translation of the
translaMetamorphoses and Heroides of Ovid ; 7.
tion of the Disticha of Caio into Greek verse ; 8.
works.
Lit.
Various unedited
Gr., vol.
{Scholl, Hist.

^sopic

;

A

;

A

;

A

1, p.

252.)

to yield to their
persevering and
relentless foes, who, instigated by the implacable resentment of the Thebans, caused all who surrendered

be put to death, and razed the town to the ground,
with the exception of one building, constructed out of
the ruins of the city, which they consecrated to Juno,
and employed as a house of reception for travellers.
to

From Pausanias we learn, that Platasa was again restored after the peace of Antalcidas ; but when the
Spartans seized on the Cadmean citadel, the Thebans,
suspecting that the Plataeans were privy to the enterprise, took possession of the town by stratagem, and
once more levelled its foundations to the ground (9,
1).
Though it seems to have been the intention of
Philip, and also of Alexander, to restore Plataea (Ar-

—

from that of Thebes.

Dicaearchus, who lived
about that period, represents the town as still existing,
when he says, " The inhabitants of Plataea have no-

{Strabo,
412.) Homer writes the name in the singular {JlXdTULa), but the historians use the plural {R?MTacai).
The Plataeans, animated by a spirit of independence,
had early separated themselves from the Boeotian confederacy, conceiving the objects of this political union
territory

town were compelled

nan, 1, 9.
Plut., Vit. Alex., c. 34), this was not
carried into effect till the reign of Cassander, who is

(gen. -arum), a
(gen. -a) and
Boeotia, of very ancient date, situate at the foot
of Mount Cithaeron, and near the river Asopus, which
its

—

Plat^^

Plat^a

town of

divided

teresting portions of bis history.
(Thucyd., 2, 71,
Worn out at length by hunId., 3, 20, seqq.)
and
those
Plataeans
who
remained in the
ger
fatigue,
seqq.

and had, in conto be hostile to their real interests
sequence of the enmity of the latter city, been induced
to place themselves under the protection of Athens.
Grateful for the services which
(Herod., 6, 108.)
they received on this occasion from that power, they
testified their zeal in its behalf by sending a thousand
;

soldiers to Marathon, who thus shared the glory of
The Plataeans
that memorable day.
(Herod., I. c.)
also manned some of the Athenian vessels at Artemisium, and fought in several battles which took place
off that promontory
though not at Salamis, as they
had returned to their homes after the Greeks withdrew
from the Euripus, in order to place their families and
valuables in safety, and could not, tlierefore, arrive in
time. (Herod., 8, 45.) They also fought most bravely in the great battle which took place near their city
against Mardonius the Persian general, and earned the
thanks of Pausanias and the confederate Greek commanders for their gallant conduct on this as well as
other occasions.
(Herod., 9, 23.
Thucyd., 3, 53,
But it is asserted by Demosthenes that they
seqq.)
the
afterward incurred the hatred of
Lacedaemonians,
and more especially of their kings, for having caused
;

—

the inscription set up by Pausanias, in commemoration of the victory over the Persians, to be altered.
Plataea, which was afterward
[In Nceer., p. 1378.)
burned by the army of Xerxes (Herod., 8, 50), was soon

restored with the assistance of Athens, and the alliance between the two cities was cemented more closely
The attack made upon Plataea by a party
than before.
of Thebans at night was the first act of aggression committed on the Peloponnesian side in the war which

The enterprise failed.
natural enmity of Thebes
republic was now raised to its height

Thebes and

said to have rebuilt both

same

time.

(Pausan.,

Plataea at the

9, 3.)

thing to say for themselves, except that they are colonists of Athens, and that the battle between the Persians and the Greeks took place near their town."

—

The ruins of Plataea, accord(Stat., GrcBc, p. 14.)
ing to Dr. Clarke, are situated upon a promontory

—

Tlie place has
projecting from the base of Cithaeron.
the usual appellation bestowed upon the ruins of

now

Grecian citadels ; it is called Palao Castro.
The
walls are of the earliest kind of military structure^
consisting of very considerable masses, evenly hewn,
and well built.
(Clarke's Travels, vol. 7, p. 106,
Lond. ed.)
The walls of Plataea, according to Sir

—

.W. Gell,

Kockla

may be

traced

near the

village of
a triangle,
the southern anlittle

The whole forms

in their circuit.

having a citadel of the same form in
towards the mountain at the point.
The northwestern angle seems to have been the porgle, with a gate

tion

which was restored

The

after the destruction of the

about 1025 yards in length,
It is about six gethe west 1154, and the east 1120.
ographical miles from the Cadmeia of Thebes. (Itin.,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 212, seqq.)
p. 111.
As the battle of Plataea, between the Greeks and
Persians, forms so important a feature in their history,
some account of it may be here appended. Mardonius,
being informed by the Argives, who were secretly in
his interest, that the Lacedaemonians were in motion,
withdrew his army into BcEOtia, for the sake of engaging near the friendly city of Thebes, and in a more
city.

—

north side

is

—

—

level country, and, therefore,

more favourable

to his

Before leaving Athens he burned and demolcavalry.
The Athenians
ished what remained of the city.
crossed from Salamis, and the confederate army being

assembled

at Eleusis,

der of Boeotia, where
of Mount Cithaeron.

advanced
it

to Erythrae,

on the bor-

took up a position on the roots

The heavy-armed troops of the
Grecian army amounted to 38,700, of whom the LaceOf these 5000 were
daemonians contributed 10,000.
against this little
by this defeat, and pressing solicitations were made Spartans, from the city, each of whom was attended by
in
In the rest of the army it
to the Spartan government to assist
taking signal seven light-armed Helots.
there
vengeance on the Plataeans for their adherence to the is computed that to each heavy-armed soldier
Athenian interests.
Besides, there were
Accordingly, in the third year of was one light-armed attendant.
took place not long
(Thucyd., 2, 1, seqq.)
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1800 light-arm«J Thespians, the remaining strength of
little state, all its heavy-armed troops having fallen
at Thermopylae, and those who remained being probably the poorer citizens, who were unable to purchase
that

the

armour, or to maintain themselves in distant

full

With these the entire numbers were nearly
The army was led by Pausanias, the Spar1 10,000.
tan commander, who was cousin and guardian to the
The
minor-king Pleistarchus, the son of Leonidas.
Athenian force of 8000 heavy-armed men was led by
warfare.

Aristides.
Mardonius's army consisted of 300,000
Asiatics and about 50,000 Macedonian and Greek auxiliaries.
The first attack was made by the Persian

—

cavalry, who, continually riding up in small parties,
discharged their arrows and retired, annoymg the
Greeks without any retaliation. The Megarians being
placed in the most exposed part of the line, sent to
Pausanias to say that they could no longer maintain
their ground, and a picked band of 300 Athenians volunteered to relieve them.
They took with them some
archers, a service which the Athenians cultivated with
an attention and success unusual in Greece; and soon
after their arrival, Masistius, the general of the Persian cavalry, his horse being wounded with an arrow,
was dismounted and killed. All the horse now making a desperate charge, forced back the 300, till the
rest coming up to support the Athenians, they were
repulsed with great slaughter. The army was encouraged by this success, but its present position was inconvenient, particularly for want of water, and it was
resolved to move into the territory of Plataea.
A dispute arose between the Athenians and the Tegeans
for the post of honour at the extremity of the left wing
;

it was
prevented from proceeding to extremity by
the wise moderation of the Athenian commanders,
still
who,
maintaining their claim of right, professed
themselves willing, nevertheless, to take their place
wherever the Lacedaemonians might appoint. The

but

Lacedaemonians decided

in their favour, placing

them

at the extremity of the left wing, and the Tegeans in
the right, next to themselves.
Mardonius now drew

—

his

to the advice of the

Thebans,
opposing the Persians to the Lacedaemonians and Tegeans, the Boeotians and other Greeks in his service
to the Athenians, and to the other bodies that occupied the centre the Medes and the rest of the Asiatics.
The soothsayers on each side predicted success to the
in compliance, probparty which received the attack
ably, with the policy of the commanders, each of whom,
on
being posted
ground advantageous to himself, was
unwilling to leave it and enter on that which had been
Ten days were spent in inchosen by his adversary.
action, except that the Persian horse were harassing

up

army according

;

the Greeks, and, latterly, intercepting their convoys ;
but, on the eleventh, Mardonius, growing impatient,
called a council of war, and resolved, against the opinion of Artabazus, to attack the Greeks on the followThe same night Alexander the Macedonian,
ing day.
riding alone and secretly to the Athenian encampment,
to speak to the commanders, and gave them
notice of the resolution taken
Pausanias, being informed of this by the Athenian generals, proposed a

asked

—

in the order of battle, by which the Athenians
should be opposed to the Persians, of whose mode of
fighting they alone had experience, while in their place
the Lacedaemonians should act against the Boeotian
and other Grecian auxiliaries.
The Athenians readily
consented, and the troops began to move while the
mom was breaking but Mardonius made a countermovement of his Greek and Persian troops, and the
Lacedaemonians desisted from their purpose when they
saw that it was known. Mardonius sent a herald to
reproach them with their fear, and then commenced
the action with his horse, who harassed the Greeks
severely, and filled up the spring from which their water had been
The Greeks now suffered
supplied.

change

;

6U

both from the attacks of the cavalry, and from the
want of water and food, their convoys being cut oflf ;
and it was resolved to proceed at night to a position
nearer Plataa, where water abounded, and the
ground

Accordingly, m the
but the Greeks of the cenhad been so disheartened by the attacks of the cavalry, that, instead of taking up the appointed position,
There remained on
they fled to the city of Plataea.
the one wing the Lacedaemonians (10,000 heavy-armon the other, the Atheed) and the Tegeans (1500)
nians (8000), with the Platieans (600), who always accompanied them, and who had carried their zeal so far,
that, though an inland people, they helped to man the
Athenian ships at Artemisium. Including the lightarmed, those who stood their ground -were, of the Xacedsemonians and Tegeans 53,000, of the Athenians
and Plataeans about 17,200. The march of the Lacedaemonians and Tegeans was delayed by the obstinacy

was

less favourable to

night the

horse.

army was moved

;

tre

;

of

Amompharetus, a Spartan

officer,

who, viewing the

movement as a flight, long refused to join m
The day was dawning, and the Lacedaemonians,

intended
it.

through fear of the horse, proceeded over the roots of
The Athenians, who had waited for the
movement of the allies, went by the plain. Mardonius, on seeing the Greeks, as it seemed, retreating,
was filled with exultation, and immediately led the
Persians after them, while the other Asiatics followed
The Lacedaetumultuously, thinking the day won.
monians, on the approach of the cavalry, sent to the
Athenians for assistance, begging that, if they were
unable to come, they would at least send the archers;
but the Athenians, when preparing to comply with the
Citha;ron.

summons, were prevented by

the attack of the Greeks
The battle was joined on both
Persian service.
sides.
The Persians fought with great bravery ; bat
neither bravery nor vast superiority in numbers could

—

in the

compensate for their inferiority in arms and discipline,
and they were at length defeated with great slaughter,
Mardonius being killed. The other Asiatics fled imOf
mediately, when they saw the Persians broken.
the Grecian auxiliaries opposed to the Athenians,
many were slack in their exertions, as not being hearbut the Boeotians, who formed the
ty in the cause
strongest body, were zealous for the success of Mardonius, and they fought long and hard before they
were defeated. The Boeotians fled towards Thebes,
;

the Asiatics to their intrenched camp, their flight being in some degree protected by the Asiatic and BoeoOn hearing that their friends were victian cavalry.
torious, the Greeks of the centre returned in haste and
disorder to the field and the Megarians and Phliasians,
going by the plain, were charged and broken with con
;

—

some Theban horse. The fugitives
who escaped into the camp were in time to close the
siderable loss by

man

the walls against the Lacedaemonians
and, the assailants being unskilled in
the attack of fortifications, they made a successful defence till the arrival of the Athenians, who went about
the work more skilfully, and soon gained entrance.

gates and

and Tegeans

;

The

passions of the Greeks were inflamed to
by long distress and danger, and no mercy was
Of the 300,000 men who were left with Marshown.
donius, 40,000 had been led from the field by Artabazus when it first became evident that the Persians
were losing the battle but of the others not 3000 are
said to have survived the battle and the subsequent
massacre.
{Herod , 9, 25, seqq. Libr. Us. Knou>i,
the ut-

mo.st

;

—

Hist. Greece, p. 40, seqq.)
Plato, L a celebrated philosopher, by descent «r
was the islanc"
Athenian, but the place of whose birth
of ^gina, where his father, Aristo, resided after that
His origin is traced
island became subject to Athens.
back, on his father's side, to Codrus, and on that of
his mother, Perictione. through five generations, to So
The time of
Ion.
(Proclus, ad Timceum, p. 25.)
^
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tits

birth is

commonly placed

in

PLATO.
the

first

year of the

88th Olympiad (B.C. 428), but, perhaps, maybe more
[Chiton, Fast. Hellen.,
accurately fixed in B.C. 429.
Fable has made Apollo his father, and has
p. 63.)
said that he was born of a virgin.
{Plut., Sympos.,

—Hieron.,

adv. Jov. Op., vol.4, p. 186, ed. Par.)
named Aristocles, from his grandfather, and he received that of Plato (IIAcrwv) from
either the breadth of his shoulders or of his forehead,
8, 1.

He was

originally

the appellation being derived from

name

Tr/lart-f, ''broad.''^

thought to have been given him
in early youth.
Senec, Ep.,
{Diog. Laert., 3, 4.
58.
Apuleius, de dogm. Plat.
Op., cd Oudend.,
vol. 2, p. 180.)
Plutarch relates that he was humpbacked, but this, perhaps, was not a natural defect
it may have first
appeared late in life, as a result of
his severe studies.
[Plut., de Audiewi. Poet., 26,53.)
Other ancient writers, on the contrary, speak in high
terms of his manly and noble mien.
The only authentic bust that we have of him is at
present in the galIt was discovered near Athens in
lery at Florence.
the 15th century, and purchased by Lorenzo de Medici.
In this bust, the forehead of the philosopher is

This

latter

is

—

—

—

;

(Visconti, Icon. Gr., vol. 1, p. 172,
remarkably large.
Plato first learned grammar, that is, reading
and writmg, from Dionysius.
In gymnastics, Ariston
was his teacher and he excelled so niuch in these
physical exercises, that he went, as is said, into a public contest at the Isthmian and
{DiPythian games.
ed. 4to.)

—

;

3,4. — ApiiL,

og. Lacrt.,

Plat.)

He

p. 184.

— Olympiod.,

studied painting and music under the

Vit.
tui-

tion of Draco, a scholar of Damon, and Meiellus of
Agrigentum. But his favourite employment in his

The lively fancy and powyouthful years was poetry.
erful style which his philosophical writings so amply
display, must naturally have impelled him, at an early
period of life, to make some attempts at compositioji,
which were assuredly not without influence on the
beautiful form of his later works.
After he bad made
use of the instruction of the most eminent teachers of
poetry in all its forms, he proceeded to make an essay
but when he compared his
himself in heroic verse
production with the masterpieces of Homer, he conHe next tried lyric poetry,
signed it to the flames.
but with no better success ; and finally turned his attention to dramatic composition.
He elaborated four
pieces, or a tetralogy, consisting of three separate trabut an accident ingedies and one satyric drama
duced him to quit for ever this career, to which he was
not probably destined.
A short time before the festival of Bacchus, when his pieces were to be
brought
upon the stage, he happened to hear Socrates converwas
so
and
the
charms
of
his
mansing,
captivated by
ners as from that moment to abandon poetry, and apply himself earnestly to the study of philosophy.
Val. Max., 1, 6.
l^lian, Var. Hist., 10, 21, seqq.
But, though Plato abandoned his poPlin., 11, 29.)
etic attempts, yet he still attended to the reading of the
poets, particularly Homer, Aristophanes, and Sophron,
;

;

—

—

as his favourite occupation

[Olympiod., Vit. Plat.)-.

and he appears to have derived from them, in part, the
It was then
dramatic arrangement of his dialogues.

customary

for

young men who were preparing

for the

polite world, or to distinguish themselves in any manPlato had alner, to attend a course in philosophy.

ready heard the instructions of Cratylus, a disciple of
the school of Heraclitus.
{Aristot., Metaphys., 1, 6.
Apul, p. 185.) When Diogenes, Olympiodorus, and
other writers assert that he did not become a scholar
of Cratylus till after the death of Socrates, they give
less credit to Aristotle and Apuleius than they deserve
the former a contemporary, the latter drawing his information from Speusippus.
{Tennemanri's Life of
Plato was 20
Plato, Edwards^s transl.. p. 316, sea.)
years of age when he became acquainted with Socrates, and he continued a stated disciple of that philos-

—

;
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opher
space of eight years, until the death o(
the latter.
During all this period, Socrates regarded
him as one of his most faithful pupils. Light as
must have been the task of education in respect to the
mind, smce Plato was quite teachable, and, in addition to his eminent talents, possessed of great
susceptibility for moral studies, still, on the other hand, t
was difficult for Socrates to satisfy the aspiring ai d
In all his conversations,
inquisitive spirit oi his pupil.
for the

he started questions, raised doubts, and always demanded new reasons, without allowing himself to be
satisfied with those already given.
(Vit. Plat., 13.
Bibliothek der Alt en Lit.)
This liveliness and activof
mind
could
not
render Socrates displeased wiih
ity

—

his manner of thinking
so little, indeed, was this the
case, that Plato already, in the lifetime of Socrates,
wrote dialogues, in which he introduced his teacher as
;

the principal person, and carried on the discussions in
method that was not entirely his ov\rn. Many wri-

a

ters think they have discovered that Socrates was by
no means satisfied with the course of Plato, in falsely

imputing to him so many things which he had never
But they can adduce no satisfactory ground or
competent testimony for their conclusion. The single
thing to which they appeal can prove nothing for them,
because it is ambiguous.
It is said, that when Plato
brought forward his Lysis in the presence of Socrates,
"
the latter exclaimed,
By Hercules how many things
does the young man falsely report of me !" {Diog.
Laert 3, 35.) The more probable opinion, however,
is, that the story is incorrectly related, and that Socrates merely alluded to the rich and figurative style of
Plato, as contrasted with his own simple manner of
said.

!

,

{Tennemann, Life of Plato, Edw trans. ,
expression
Plato always cherished a deep affection and
p. 324.)
esteem for his master, and, when the latter was brought
to trial, undertook to plead his cause; but the
partiality and violence of the judges would not permit him to
After
the
he
condemnation,
proceed.
presented hit
master with money sufficient to redeem his life, which,
however, Socrates refused to accept.
During his imprisonment Plato attended him, and was present at a
conversation which he held with his friends concerning the immortality of the soul, the substance of which
he afterward committed to writing in the beautiful dialogue entitled Phaedo, not, however, without interweaving his own opinions and language. (Compare
Cicero, de Nat. Deor., 3, 33.)
Upon the death of his
master he withdrew, with several other friends of Socwhere
were
to
rates,
they
hospitably enterMegara,
tained by Euclid, and remained till the ferment at
Athens subsided. Brucker says, that Plato received
instruction in dialectics from Euclid.
{Hist. Crit.
PUlos., vol. 1, p. 61 1, 633.) But no other writer has
any reference to

it.

It is rather

probable that both, in

their philosophical conversations, sought to enrich and
Hence Cicero reto settle each other's knowledge.
lates, that the Megarean philosopher drew many of his
{Academ. Qwtzs/., 4, 42.) Deopinions from Plato.
sirous of making himself master of all the wisdom and
learning which the age could furnish, Plato, after this,
travelled into every country which was so far enlight-

to promise him any recompense of his labour.
first visited that part of Magna Grascia where a
celebrated school of philosophy had been established
by Pythagoras. According to Cicero, Quintilian, and
Valerius Maximus, the particular object of this visit
was to enrich his theoretical knowledge ; but, accord-

ened as

He

ing to Apuleius,
to moral

it

was with more especial reference
It is commonly believed that

improvement.

Plato became formally a scholar of the Pythagoreans,
and many persons are expressly named as his teachers

But this
in the doctrines of that sect of philosophy.
multitude of teachers is of itself sufficient to excite
suspicion
at

;

and, besides, Plato must then have been
years old, and was undoubtedly ac-

least thirty
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with the Pythagorean system long previous
How long Plato remained in
cannot be determined, since all the accounts rel-

quainted

to his Italian voyage.
Italy

But so much is cerative to this point are deficient.
tain, that he did not leave this country before he had
the entire friendship of the principal Pythago-

gained

reans, of which they subsequently gave most unequivFrom Italy Plato went t<^ Cyrene, a celocal proofs.
It is not certain
ebrated Greek colony in Africa.

whether he visited Sicily

in passing.

According

to

was to learn mathApuleius, the object of his journey
This mathematician, whose
ematics of Theodorus.
fame, perhaps, surpassed his knowledge, had given instruction to the young in Athens in this branch of sci-

and Plato, in all probability, merely wished now
(Tenne
complete his knowledge on this subject.
mann's Life of Plato, Edw. tr., p 336.) From Gyrene he proceeded to Egypt, and, in order to travel
with more safety upon his journey to the last-named
country, he assumed the character of a merchant, and,
as a seller of oil, passed through the kingdom of ArWherever he came, he obtained
taxerxes Mnemon.
information from the Egyptian priests concerning their
It has
astronomical observations and calculations.
been asserted that it was in Egypt that Plato acquired
his opinions concerning the origin of the world, and
learned the doctrines of transmigration and the immor-

ence

;

to

but it is more than probable that
tality of the soul
he learned the latter doctrine from Socrates, and the
It is not likeformer from the school of Pythagoras.
ly that Plato, in the habit of a merchant, could have
obtained access to the sacred mysteries of Egypt for,
in the case of Pythagoras, the Egyptian priests were
;

;

so unwilling to communicate their secrets to strana royal mandate was scarcely sufficient
gers, that even
Little
in a single instance to procure this indulgence.
regard is therefore due to the opinions of those who
assert that Plato derived his system of philosophy from

the Egyptians.
{lamblich , Myst. JEg., 1, 2, p. 3.)
That Plato's stay in Egypt extended to a period of
thirteen years, as some maintain, or even three years, as
others state, is highly incredible ; especially as there is
no trace in his works of Egyptian research. All that
he tells us of Egypt indicates at most a very scanty
and, although he praisacquaintance with the subject
es £he industry of the priests, his estimate of their
;

from favourable.
{Repuh.,
there a better foundation for sup>-

scientific attainments is far
4, p. 435.)
posing that,

Nor

is

during his residence in Egypt, Plato became acquainted with the doctrine of the Hebrews,
and enriched his system with spoils from their sacred
books.
Gale's Court
(Huet, Bern. Pr 4, 2, ^ 15.
of the Gentiles.) This opinion has, it is true, been
maintained by several Jewish and Ghristian writers,
but it has little foundation beyond mere conjecture
and it is not difficult to perceive that it originated in

—

,

;

that injudicious zeal for the honour of revelation, which
led these writers to make the Hebrew scriptures or

the source of all Gentile wisdom.
After
Egyptian travels Plato came to Sicily, and visited
Syracuse when he was about forty years of age, in the
eighty-ninth Olympiad, and in the reign of Dionysius
the Elder.
According to the statement of all the writers who make mention of this tour, his only object
was to see the volcano of Etna but, from the seventh
letter ascribed to him, it would seem that higher objects engaged his attention, and that his wish was to
traditions
his

;

study the character of the inhabitants, their instituAt the court of Dionysius Plato betions and laws.

came acquainted with Dio,

the brother-in-law of the

and Dio endeavoured to produce an influence
upon the mind of Dionysius by the conversation of
Plato.
But the attempt failed, and had nearly cost
the philosopher his life.
Dionysius was highly incensed at the result of an argument in which he was
worsted by Plato, who took occasion also to advance
tyrant,

it some bold and
unpalatable truths,
heat of his passion, he would almost
have punished the hardihood of the philosopher with
death, unless Dio and Aristomenes had together restrained him from it.
They conceived, therefore, that
Plato could no longer stay at Syracuse wirhout hazard,

in the

course of

and, in the

first

and accordingly secured a passage for him in a
ship
which was about to carry home Polis, a Lacedaemonian
to
ambassador, or, according
Olympiodorus, a merchant
of ^gina.
Dionysius heard of it, and bribed Polis
either to throw Plato overboard, or, if his conscience
would not allow him to do that, to sell him as a slave.
He was accordingly sold by the treacherous Polis on
the island of ./Egina, which was then involved in war
with Athens. According to some writers, he was sold
by the yEginetans. A certain Anniceris, from Cyrene,
redeemed him for twenty or thirty minae. Plato's
friends and scholars (according to some, Dio alone)
collected this

sum

in

order to indemnify Anniceris,

who, however, was so noble minded, that with the
money he purchased a garden in the Academy, and
"When Plato had
presented it to the philosopher.
completed his travels, and had reached the end of
their various dangers and calamities, he returned to
Athens, and began publicly to teach philosophy m the
He had here a garden from paternal inheriAcademy
tance, which was purchased for five hundred drachm® ;
so that, if the story of Anniceris be true, Plato must
have had two gardens in this place, which also a pasThis
sage from Diogenes allows us to conjecture.
writer remarks, that Plato taught philosophy first in
the Academy, but afterward in a garden at Colonus.

His Academy soon became celebrated,
and was numerously attended by high-bom and noble
young men for he had before, by means of his travels,
and proliably by some publications, acquired a dis(Tennemann, Life of Plato, Edw.
tinguished name.
{Diog., 3, 5.)
;

342, seq.) Plato taught in the Academy for a
period of twenty-two years prior to his second journey
to Syracuse, which he undertook at the instigation of
Dio, who hoped, by the lessons of the philosopher, to
tra., p.

influence the character of the

new

ruler of Syracuse.

This prince, it is said, had been brought up by his
father wholly destitute of an enlightened education,
and it was now the task of Plato to form his mind by
It seems, at the same time, to have been
philosophy.
the plan of Dio and Plato to bring about, by philosophical instruction, a wholesome reform of the Sicilian
constitution, by giving it a more aristocratic charac-

But, whatever may have been their intentions,
they were all frustrated by the weak and voluptuous
character of Dionysius.
Dio became the object of the
ter.

tvrant's suspicion, and was conveyed away to the
coast of Italy, without, however, forfeiting his possessions.
In this conjuncture of affairs, Plato did not

long remain in Syracuse, where his position would at
best have been ambiguous.
He returned to Athens,
but, in consequence of some fresh disagreement between Dionysius and Dio, with respect to the property
of the latter, he was induced to take a third journey
to Syracuse.
The reconciliation, which it was his object to effect, completely miscarried
to an open rupture with Dionysius,

he himself came
and only obtained
;

a free departure from Sicily through the active interIt
position of his Pythagorean friends at Tarentum.
later condoes not
that he took
part in the

any
appear
duct of Sicilian affairs, though his nephew and discithe Academy, rendered
of
others
and
ple Speusippus,

assistance to Dio, in a wariike expedition
From this time Plato seems to
against Dionysius.
have passed his old age in tranquillity in his garden,
near the Academy, engaged with the instruction of
numerous disciples, and the prosecution of his literarylabours.
He died while yet actively employed about
his philosophical compositions.
Having enjoyed the
and lived all bis
advantage
^ of an athletic constitution,

personal
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days temperately, he arrived at the eighty-first, or, according to some writers, the seventy-ninth, year of his
age, and died, through the mere decay of nature, in
the first year of the 108th Olympiad.
He passed his

whole life in a state ->f celibacy, and therefore left no
natural heirs, but transferred his effects by will to his
The grove and garden, which
friend Adiamantus.
had been the scene of his philosophical labours, at last
afforded him a sepulchre.
Statues and altars were
the day of his birth long conerected to his memory
tinued to be celebrated as a festival by his followers ;
and his portrait is to this day preserved in gems ; but
the most lasting monuments of his genius are his
;

writings, which have been transmitted, without matethe present times.
The personal char-

—

rial injury, to

acter of Plato has been very differently represented.
On the one hand, his encomiasts have not failed to

I

I

lightenment.
152, Eng.

p.

which

j

I

(Ritter, History of Philosophy, vol. 2,
Several anecdotes are preserved,

/r.)

—

honour upon the moral principles and
Such was his command of temcharacter of Plato.
when
he was lifting up his hand to correct
that,
per,
reflect

his servant for some offence, perceiving himself angry,
he kept his arm fixed in that posture, and said to a
friend, who at that moment asked him what he was

—

At andoing, "I am punishing a passionate man."
other time, he said to one of his slaves, " I would
At the Olympic
chastise you if I were not angry."

—

games he happened to pass a day with some strangers,
who were much delighted with his easy and affable
conversation, but were no farther informed concerning
him than that his name was Plato for he had purposely avoided saying anything respecting Socrates or
;

the Academy. At parting, he invited them, when they
adorn him with every excellence, and to express the should visit Athens, to take up their residence at his
most superstitious veneration for his memory. His house. Not long afterward they accepted his invitaenemies, on the other, have not scrupled to load him tion, and were courteously entertained. During their
with reproach, and charge him with practices shame- stay, they requested that he would introduce them to
fully inconsistent with the purity and dignity of the his namesake, the famous philosopher, and show them
" I am the
his Academy.
Plato, smiling, said,
{Athenaus, 11, p. 507.
philosophical character.
person
cannot so implicitly adopt you wish to see." The discovery surprised them exDiog. Laert., 3, 26.)
the panegyrics of the former, as to suppose him to
not
could
for
easily persuade themthey
ceedingly
have been free from human frailties and we have a selves that so eminent a philosopher would condescend
{^lian,
right to require much better proofs than his calumni- to converse so familiariy with strangers,
ators have adduced, before we can suppose him to Var. Hist., 4, 9.)
When Plato was told that his enehave been capable of sinking, from the sublime specu- mies were busily employed in circulating reports to his
" I will live so that none shall
lations of philosophy, into the most infamous vices.
disadvantage, he said,
The reproaches with which Plato has been assailed, as believe them." One of his friends, remarking that he
having boasted that he could supply their master's place seemed as desirous to learn himself as to teach others,
to the bereaved disciples of Socrates, but ill agrees with asked him how long he intended to be a scholar.
ashamed to grow
the pious affection with which he bewailed his death, "As
long," replied he, "as I am not
and ascribed to him, as the fruits of his lessons, his wiser and belter." It is from the writings of Plato
whole philosophy. Nor can we help thinking that there chiefly that we are to form a judgment of his merit as
is much
injustice in the charge brought against him, a philosopher, and of the service which he rendered to
of malice and ill feeling towards his fellow-scholars; science.
No one can be conversant with these with-

—

We

;

;

—

—

—

though, at the same time, we must admit, that, to all
appearances, he did not cultivate a very intimate friendship with any one among them, who afterward became
in philosophy
nay, more, it appears that
he reviewed with some bitterness the doctrines of
To the more
Aristippus, Antisthenes, and Euclid

illustrious

:

soaring flight of his own lofty views, their incomplete
and exclusive notions must unquestionably have appeared unworthy of the school of Socrates, and, as
they began by attacking his own system, it was but
natural that Plato should retaliate with some degree
The by no means exalted
of bitterness and warmth.
opinion entertained by Plato of his philosophical con-

temporaries necessarily became a farther ground for
the charge against him of overweening haughtiness
and it would even appear that other causes existed for
;

the imputation.
A certain contempt for the mass of
the people stands out prominently enough in his writings, while his commendation of philosophy, as op-

posed

to

common

as personal.

sense, might easily have been taken
all this, the splendour of his

Besides

out perceiving that his actions always retained a strong
tincture of that poetical spirit which he discovered in
This is the principal ground of
his first productions.
those lofty encomiums which both ancient and modern
critics have passed upon his style, and particularly of
the high estimation in which it was held by Cicero,
who, treating of the subject of diction, says, "That if
Greek tongue, he would
Jupiter were to speak in the
use the language of Plato." {De Orat., 3, 20.)
middle speThe accurate Stagirite describes it as
cies of diction, between verse and prose."
{Arist.,
are
elevated
Some of his dialogues
by
ap. Laert.)
are
enriched
such sublime and glowing conceptions,
so
harmonious
in
and
flow
with such
diction,

—

"A

a

copious
rhythm, that they

poetical.

Even

may be

truly

pronounced highly

in the discussion of abstract subjects,

the language of Plato is often clear, simple, and full of
harmony. At other times, however, he becomes turin obscurities
gid and swelling, and involves himself
which were either the offspring of a lofty fancy, or borrowed from the Italic school. Several ancient critics

when compared with

have noticed these blemishes in the writings of Plato.
The same inequality which is so apparent in the style
of Plato, may also be observed in his conceptions.
While he adheres to the school of Socrates, and discourses upon moral topics, he is much more pleasing
It cannot be dissembled, that Plato gave to
ters.
himself with Pythagoras, in abphilosophy and to human culture in general a tenden- than when he loses
The dialogues of Plato, which
cy towards ornament and refinement, a splendour of struse speculations.
and were written with differlanguage and form, far removed from the pristine se- treat of various subjects,
classed by the ancients under the two
verity and rigour, and greatly favouring the fast-grow- ent views, are
His school was less a school heads of didactic and inquisitive. The didactic are
ing spirit of effeminacy.
of hardy deeds for all, than of polished culture for the subdivided into speculative (including physical and
and
classes, who had no other object than to en(comprehending ethical and po-

the simplicity
and even poverty of the Socratic, seems to have betokened a degree of pretension and display, which natit the ridicule of the comic wriurally brought upon
school, especially

—

higher

hance the enjoyment of their privileges and wealth.
This remark, however, does not so much apply to
Plato as to the age in which he lived, and to which
nothing else was left than to moderate and retard the
decline of morality by its intellectual progress and en1076

practical
The second class, the inquisitive, is characterized by terms taken from the athletic art, and diviThe dialogues
ded into the gymnastic and agonistic.
were imagined to be similar to the
termed

logical),
litical).

gymnastic
and were subdivided into the maieutic (as re-

exercise,

-
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of the art)
rembling the teaching of the rudiments
and the pcirastic (as represented by a skirmish, or
;

The

of proficiency).

trial

agonistic dialogues, sup-

the combat, were either cndeictic (as
posed to resemble
czhihiting specimens of skill), or anatrcptic (as preInstead of
senting the spectacle of a perfect defeat).
this whimsical classification, they may more properly
be divided into physical, logical, ethical, and political.

— The writings of

Plato were originally collected by

his pupils.
One circumstance
other
particularly necessary to remark : that, among

Hermodorus, one of
is

it

things which Plato received from foreign philosophy,
he was careful to borrow the art of concealing his real
His inclination towards this kind of conopinions.

Physics), and Morals (the Political Science), has been
principally brought about by Plato {Sextos ad. Malh.^
7, 16), who clearly laid down the chief attributes of

each of these sciences, and their mutual dependenand distinguished also between the analytical and
Philosophy, therefore, is under
synthetical methods.
cies,

She is no
great obligation to him, quoad formam.
less indebted to him for the lights he has thrown upon
the above parts considered separately ; though he did
not profess to deliver a system of each, but continually excited the attention of others, in order to farther
Plato considered the soul to be a selfdiscoveries.

—

—

cealment appears from the obscure language which
abounds in his writings, and may indeed be learned
" It is a difficult
from his own express assertions.
'•
to discover the nature of the
thing," he observes,
Creator of the universe
and, being discovered, it is
impossible, and would even be impious, to expose the
This concealed
discovery to vulgar understandings."
method of philosophizing he was induced to adopt from
a regard to personal safety, and from motives of vani-

De Leg., 10, vol.
acting energy {avTo iavro klvovv.
9, p. 88, seqq.) ; and, viewed as combined with the
body, he distinguished in it two parts, the rational
{XoyLOTLKO^ vovg), and the irrational or animal {aloyiariKov or emdvfiTjTiKov), mutually corrected by a
The ansort of middle term {dvfioc or to ^vfioeidig).
imal part has its origiu in the imprisonment of the
still
retains
a conthe
intellectual
soul in the body ;
sciousness of the Ideas, whereby it is capable of reIn Plato
turning to the happy condition of spirits.
we discover also a more complete discrimination of

{Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1 p. 206,
Plato, by his philosophical education, and the
superiority of his natural talents, was placed on an
eminence which gave him a commanding view of the

the faculties of knowledge, sensation, and volition {De
Repub., 4, vol. 6, p. 367, ed. Bip), with admirable
remarks on their operations, and on the different species of perception, of sensation, of motives determin-

systems of his contemporaries, without allowing him
to be involved in their prejudices.
{Sophista, vol. 2,

between thought
ing the will, as well as the relations
{Thecet., ed. Steph., p. 189, E., seqq.
Plato has rendered no less serPhileb., p. 38, D.)
vice to philosophy by affording it the first sketch of the
laws of thought, the rules of propositions, of concluthe disand of the analytic method
sions, and

;

ty.

seqq.)

—

,

He
252, 265, ed. Bip—Cratyl, p. 345, 286.)
always considered theoretical and practical philosophy as forming essential parts of the same whole
and thought it was only by means of true philosophy
that human nature could attain its proper perfection.
p.

;

—

vol. 7, p. 76, ed. Bip.)
His critical acquaintance with preceding systems, and his own adPlato
to
enabled
form
more
adequate novantages,
tions of the proper end, extent, and character of philosophy.
Philosophy he defined to be science, propThe source of knowledge he pronounerly so called.
ced to be, not the evidence of our senses, which are
occupied with contingent matter, nor yet the understanding, but Reason (Phcedo, vol. 1, p. 225, ed.

{De Repub.,

whose object

is that which is invariable and
Phadr., vol. 10, p. 247,
{to ovtoc ov.
He held the doctrine of the existence in
Bip).
soul of certain innate ideas {vorjfiaTa), which form

Bip.),
solute

—

and speech.

—

—

:

proof,

tinction

drawn between the Universal {koivov) and

Substance {ovaia)

;

and the Particular and the Acci-

He

the characteristics
diligently investigated
of Truth, and detected the signs of the phenomenon

dental.

the

To him we owe the first attempt
or apparent Truth.
at the construction of a philosophical language (in the
idea
Cratylus) ; the first development of an abstract
the first logical statement
of knowledge and science
of the properties of Matter, Form, Substance, Accident, Cause and Eflfect, of Natural and Independent
causes of Reality {to 6v), and of Apparent Reality
idea of the Divinity,
{^aivoiiEvov) ; a more adequate
with a more accurate inducas a

the

tion of the Divine Attributes, especially the moral

abed.

;

Being eminently good,

basis of our conceptions, and the elements of our practical resolutions.
To these Ideat, as he termed them

accompanied by remarks on the popular

(the eternal TrapaSeiyfiaTa, types and models of all
things, and the apxai, or principles of our knowledge),

God by

we

refer the infinite variety of individual objects presented to us {to uTTetpov and tu TTO/lXa).
Hence it
follows, that all these details of knowledge are not the
results of experience, but only developed by it.
The
soul recollects the ideas, in proportion as it becomes
acquainted with their copies (ofioiufiaTa), with which

the world

is filled
the process being that of recalling
the circumstances of a state of pre-existence.
Phcedo, vol. 1, p 74, 75.
Phadr., vol. 10, p. 249.)
Inasmuch as the objects thus presented to the mind

to

;

mind

its ideas, they must have some
that principle is the Divinity,
has formed these external objects after the model

correspond

principle in

who

—

in part

of the ideas.

Tim

,

with

common

vol. 9, p.

;

{De Rcpvb..
348 ) Such

6, vol. 7, p. 116, seqq.

—

are the fundamental doc-

trines of the philosophy of Plato

in accordance with
which he placed the principles of identity and contradiction amonjTthe highest laws of philosophy {Pha:dr.,
vol. 10, p 226, 230.
£><;
Repub., 6, vol. 7, p. 122,
&c.), and drew a distinction between Empirical knowledge and Rational ; the one being derived from the
Intellectual, the other from the External world (/cocrftoc aiadrjTo^ and vorjrog)
making the latter the only

—

;

ones ;
and

religion,

an essay towards a demonstration of the existence of
reasonings drawn from Cosmology.

10, vol. 9, p.

68

vol.

12,
— Epinomis.,
;

9,

p.

{De Leg.,

229.— Phileb.,

vol.

He
254, seqq.)
inrepresents the Divinity as the author of the vtorld,
asmuch as he introduced into rude matter {v/^v to
it
after
dfj.op<pov) order and harmony, by moulding
the Ideas, and conferring, together with a rotatory motion, a harmonious body, governed, as in the case of
individual animals, by a rational spirit.
{Tennemann,
Manual of kilos., p. 110, seqq., Johnston's transl)
—In
the fundamental doctrine of Plato, as
4,

p. 224:.

vol. 9, p.

—

P

theology,
of all other ancient philosophers, is, that from nothing
This universal axiom, applied
nothing can proceed.
not only to the infinite efficient, but to the material
of
cause, Plato, in his Timaeus, assumes as the ground
In
his reasoning concerning the origm of the world.
this dialogue, which comprehends his whole doctrine
on the subject of the formation of the universe, matter
with
is so
manifestly spoken of as eternally coexisting
of his doctrine could not have been
God, that this
part

mistaken by so many learned and able writers, had
of establishing a
they not been seduced by the desire
coincidence of doctrine between the writings of Plato
and Moses.
It is ceruin that neither Cicero {Acad.
nor Alcinous
Quast., 1, 6), nor Apuleius (1, p. 184),
true object of
The division of philosophy (c. 12), nor even the later commentator Chalcidius,
philosophy.
other sense than as adinto Logic (Dialectics),
Metaphysics (Physiology or understood their master in any

—
;
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milting two primary and incorruptible principlea, God rived from that Divine Reason which is the seat of
and Matter. Tiie passages quoted by those who main- the Ideal world; herein differing fundamentally from
tain the contrary opinion are by no means sufficient the Stoical doctrine of the soul of the world, which

—

for their purpose.
Matter, according to Plato, is an
His doctrine on this
eternal and infinite principle.
is thus explained by Cicero {Acad. Qucest., 1,
"Matter, from which all things are produced and
formed, is a substance without form or quality, but
capable of receiving all forms and undergoing every
in which, however, it never suffers
kind of change
annihilation, but merely a solution of its parts, which
are in their nature infinitely divisible, and move in
portions of space which are also infinitely indivisible.
When that principle which we call quality is moved,
and acts upon matter, it undergoes an entire change,
and those forms are produced from which arises the
diversified and coherent system of the universe."
This doctrinp Plato unfolds at large in his Timaeus,
and particularly insists on the notion, that matter has
originally no form, but is capable of receiving any.
He calls it the mother and receptacle of forms, by the
union of which with matter the universe becomes perand maintains that the visible
ceptible to the senses
world owes its form to the energy of the divine intel-

head

8)

:

;

;

—

,

It was also a doctrine of Plato, that
lectual nature.
there is in matter a necessary, but blind and refractomatry, force ; and that hence arises a propensity in
ter to disorder and deformity, which is the cause of
all the imperfection that appears in the works of God,
and the origin of evil. On this subject Plato writes
with wonderful obscurity ; but, as far as we are able

he appears to have thought,
that matter, from its nature, resists the will of the Supreme Artificer, so that he cannot perfectly e.\ecute
and that this is the cause of the mixture
his designs
of good and evil which is found in the material world.
The principle opposite to matter, in the system of
He taught that there is an intelligent
Plato, is God.
cause, which is the origin of all spiritual being, and
The nature of this
the former of the material world.
great Being he pronounced it difficult to discover, and,
to trace his conceptions,

;

when

discovered, impossible to divulge.

The

exist-

ence of God he inferred from the marks of intelligence
which appear in the form and arrangement of bodies
in the visible world
and, from the unity of the material system, he concluded that the mind by which it
was formed must be one. God, according to Plato, is
the Supreme Intelligence, incorporeal, without begmning, end, or change, and capable of being perceived
The Divine Reason, the eternal
only by the mind.
;

region of Ideas or forms, Plato speaks of as having always existed, and as the Divine principle which estabHe appears to have
lished the order of the world.
conceived of this principle, as distinct not merely from
and as eternally
from
cause,
the efficient
matter, but
containing within itself Ideas, or intelligible forms,
which, flowing from the fountain of the divine essence,
in themselves a real existence, and which, in the
formation of the visible world, were, by the energy of
the efficient cause, united to matter, to produce sensiIt was another doctrine in the Platonic
ble bodies.
system, that the Deity formed the material world after
a perfect archetype, which had eternally subsisted in
"
his Reason, and endued it with a soul.
God," says
"
he,
produced mind prior in time as well as in excellence to the body, that the latter might be subject to

have

—

—

From that substance, which is indivisible
and always the same, and from that which is corporeal
and divisible, he compounded a third kind of subThis
stance, participating in the nature of both."
substance, which is not eternal, but produced, and
which derives the superior part of its nature from God,
and the inferior from matter, Plato supposed to be the
animating principle in the universe, pervading and
This third principle in nature is,
adorning all things.
the former.

—

in the Platonic system, inferior to the Deity, being de-
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supposed the essence of the Divine nature diffused
It is evident, from this account
through the universe.
of the doctrine of Plato concernmg God and the soul
of tiie world, that it differs materially from the doctrine of the Trinity afterward received into the Christian Church.
Plato did not
three substances

suppose

one divine essence, separate from the visible world ;
but taught that the Xoyog, or Reason of God, is the
seat of the intelligible world or of Ideas, and that the
soul of the world is a third subordinate nature, compounded of intelligence and matter. In the language
of Plato, the universe, being animated by a soul which
in

and several
proceeds from God, is the Son of God
parts of nature, particularly the heavenly bodies, are
;

He

Gods.

probably conceived

many subordinate

di-

vinities to have been produced at the same time with
the soul of the world, and imagined that the Supreme
Being appointed them to the charge of forming animal

and superintending the visible world a docwhich he seems to have borrowed from the Pythagoreans, and particularly from Timaeus the Locrian.
Plato appears to have taught, that the soul of man
is derived by emanation from God
but that this emanation was not immediate, but through the intervention of the soul of the world, which was itself debased by some material admixture and, consequently,
that the human soul, receding farther from the First
bodies,

:

trine

—

;

;

Intelligence, is inferior in perce()tion to the soul of the
world.
He teaches, also, in express terms, the doctrine of the immortality of the rational soul ; but he

has rested the proof of this doctrine upon arguments
fanciful parts of his system.
For
example In nature, all things terminate in their contraries
the state of sleep terminates in that of waso life ends in death, and death
king; and the reverse
in life.
The soul is a simple indivisible substance,

drawn from the more
:

;

:

and therefore incapable of dissolution or corruption.
objects to which it naturally adheres are spiritual
and incorruptible; therefore its nature is so.
All our
knowledge is acquired by the reminiscence of ideas
as the soul must have
contemplated in a prior state
existed before this life, it is probable it will continue

The

:

to exist after it.
Life being the conjunction of the
soul with the body, death is nothing more than their
Whatever is the principle of motion must
separation.
be incapable of destruction.
Such is the substance of

the arguments for the immortality of the soul, contained in the celebrated dialogue of the Ph«do.
It is

happy for mankind that their belief of this important
doctrine rests upon firmer grounds than this futile
{Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1,
reasoning.
The interesting research which Plato
p. 229, seqq.)
carried so far, respecting the Supreme Good, belongs
to the subject of Morals.
Virtue he defined to be the
imitation of God, or the effort of man to attain to a resemblance of his original or, in other terms, a unison
and harmony of all our principles and actions according to reason, whence results the highest degree of
Virtue is one, but compounded of four elhappiness.
ements
Wisdom, Courage or Constancy, Temperance, and Justice which are otherwise termed the
four cardinal virtues.
Such virtues he describes as
arising out of an independence of, and superiority to,
of
In his practical philosothe influence
the senses.
phy Plato blended a right principle of moral obligation
with a spirit of gentleness and humanity ; and education he described as a liberal cultivation and moral disPolitics he defined to be the apcipline of the mind.
plication, on a great scale, of the laws of morality ; a
society being composed of individuals, and therefore

—

;

:

;

under similar obligations and its end to be liberty
and concord. In giving a sketch of his Republic, as
governed according to reason, Plato had particularly
;
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tn eye to the character and the political difficulties of
the Greeks, connecting at the same time the discussion of this subject with his metaphysical opinions reBeauty he considered to be the senspecting the soul.
sible representation of moral and physical perfection

—

;

consequently

it

is

one with Truth and Goodness, and

inspires love which leads to virtue, forming what is
called Platonic love.
(Tennemann, Manual, p. 117.)

L General View

of the Philosophy of Plato.

It requires, indeed, considerable knowledge of the
history of philosophy to appreciate the whole influence
which Plato has exercised upon the human mind;

more, a thorough acquaintance with his works
their real scope and depth.
It is,
therefore, not surprising that such an erroneous estimate of his character should generally prevail so that,
as Schleiermacher well observes (Pref. to Introd. to
Dialogues), his brilliant passages should have dazzled
the eyes of students until they forgot that in the mind
of Plato these were but resiing-stones and reliefs (necessary concessions to human weakness) to enable
the mind to ascend to a far higher range of thought.
and,
to

still

comprehend

;

And yet there are certain eras in
man reason, in which the operation

It
sprung up like a tree in the desert, very beautiful
but very useless, under an atmosphere fixed and changeless, perfect in all its outlines from the absence of anySuch, also, was much of the new
thing to disturb it.
Alexandrean speculations, until Julian brought them
to bear
practically upon the purification of the heathen

Such also was scholasticism, and such
polytheism.
many of the rival theories which have since sprung up
in Germany under the stimulus of a
craving curiosity,
which found nothing to do but to think.
shall,
however, never understand the value of Plato's phi-

We

arrangement and dependance
losophy, and
of its parts, without viewing it in this light, as a pracEven considered as
tical, not a speculative, system.
still

less the

a revival of the modified doctrine of Pythagoras, which,
probably, is the true point of view, it is still practical.

Pythagoras was full of other thoughts than the abstract
numbers, when he organized his wonderful

history of hu-

the

of Platonism

No men have more mistaken
supported corruption.
the nature of Plato's system than those who have regarded it as a speculative fabric, such as men of powerful intellect have wrought out at times in schools and
cloisters, when the tranquillity of society enabled them
to think, without any necessity for action.
Much, ii
not all, of the Eastern philosophy was of this caste.

comes

relation of

out in a form too striking to permit any doubt of its
power or disrespect to its memory. It was something
more than eloquence and fancy which Cicero, perplexed
as he sometimes seems to be with the dialectical manoeuvres of Plato, discovered in those theories through
which he proposed to conduct the spirit of philosophy
It was not mere ingenuity and abstraction
into Rome.
which induced the reformers of heathenism to adopt
his name, so that, in the words of Augustine {De Civil.

society to restore something like right government
and religious subordination in the republics of Magna
Graecia.
He was as far from dreaming away his reason in empty metaphysics, though high and abstract

was a necessary condition of his system, as Loywas from resting in the subtleties of scholastic
theology when he created his singular polity for upPlato's great object was
holding the Romanist faith.
man. He lived with man, felt as a man, held intruth

ola

^'

recentiores quique philosophi nobilissiDei, 8, 10),
mi, quibus Plato scctandus placuif, noluerint se did
Peripatetics aut Academicos, sed Platonicos^ Something more than ordinary reason (and so the wisest
Christians always thought) must have informed that

tercourse with kings, interested himself deeply in the
revolutions of Sicily, was the pupil of one
whose boast it was to have brought down philosophy

political

from heaven to earth, that it might raise man up from
earth to heaven
and, above all, he was a witness and
spirit which, after lying dormant for three centuries, actor in the midst of that ferment of humanity exhibitwas resuscitated in the first age of Christianity, and ed in the democracy of Athens. When states are at
entered into that body of rationalism which, whether peace and proj)erty secure, and the wheels of common
under the name of Gnosticism or the Alexandrean life move on regularly and quietly upon their fixed
School, rose up by the side of the true faith, to wres- lines, men with active minds may sit and speculate
tle with its untried strength, and to
But it is not so in
bring out its full upon the stars, or analyze ideas.
form, in precision, by struggles with an antagonist like
itself.
Once more, at the revival of literature, Plato
was selected as the leader of the new philosophical
spirit, which was to throw off the yoke of Romanism,
and with it the law of Christianity. Wherever Plato
has led, he has elevated and improved the human mind.
He has been followed too far farther than the Christian
may follow him ; and many fatal errors have
been sheltered under his name.
But those which
have really sprung from him have been errors of the
heart; errors which have not degraded human nature,
Even the sceptinor stifled the principle of virtue.
cism of the later academics offers no exception, for it
had no authority whatever in the general principles of
Plato.
Enthusiasm, mysticism, and fanaticism have
been the extravagances of Platonism coldness, materialism, and scepticism the perversions of Aristotle.
Each, when retained in his proper subordination, has
been a useful servant to the cause of Christianity.
But the work which Plato has performed is far higher
than that of Aristotle ; one has drilled the intellect,
the other disciplmed the affections ; one aided in sinking deep the truths of Christianity, and expanding its
form, the other complicated and entangled its parts by

—

;

The object conthe great convulsions of society.
was the incorporated
stantly before the eyes of Plato
of human lawlessness.
(Respirit, the fxiya ^pifi/na

He saw

pub., 6, p. 219.)
state, its

it,

indeed, in an exhausted
its splendour torn off,

power passed away,

and all the sores and ulcers (Gorgias, p. 109) which
other demagogues had pampered and concealed, now
But it was still a spectalaid bare and beyond cure.
cle to absorb the mind of every good and thoughtful
man. The state of the Athenian democracy is the
It would be
real clew to the philosophy of Plato.
proved, if by nothing else, by one little touch in the

The Republic is the summary of his whole
Republic.
are
system, and the keystone of all the other dialogues
But the object of the Republic
uniformly let into it.
is to exhibit the misery of man let loose from law, and
to throw out a general plan for making him subject to
It is exhibited on
law, and thus to perfect his nature.
a large scale in the person of a state, and in the masin the eighth and
terly historical sketch with which,
Havninth books, he draws the changes of society.
the form of a licening painted in the minutest detail
tious democracy, he fixes it by the slightest allusion
could hazard) on the existing
(it was, perhaps, all he
on to a frightful
endeavouring to reduce them to system one supplied state of Athens and then passes
which would inevitably folmaterials, the other lent instruments to shape them
prophecy of that tyranny
one fairly met the enemies of Christianity upon the low.
All the other dialogues bring us to the Repubthis as its end and
ground of reason, the other secretly gave way to lic, and the Republic brings us to
them without deserting the standard of authority one, aim
On this view every part of his system will fall
when it rebelled, rebelled openly, and threw up her- naturally into place. Even questions apparently farthus connected
esies; the other never rebelled, but engendered and thest from any practical intention are
;

;

;

;

;
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with
tion to his end, absolute unity of
purpose inculcated m
most subtle analysis of our notion of being, it is to all his doctrines, and exhibited in the outlines of his
overthrow the fundamental fallacy of that metaphysical work, should have stood before any scene of humanischool which was denying all virtue by confounding ty, least of all before the spectacle of an Athenian
thus poisoning human nature at its democracy, without having his whole soul possessed
all truth, and
source, and justifying the grossest crimes both of the by man and the relations of man, instead of things and
If he returns again and the relations of
state and of its leaders.
that he should have wasted
things
is to fix certain
those powers, so elevated and so pure, m idle subtleagain to his noble theory of Ideas, it
immutable distinctions of right and wrong, good and ties that he should have thrown out his fancies in
evil ; and to raise up the mmd to the contemplation fragments, as one whose life was aimless
or that,
of a being of perfect goodness, prior in existence, su- wrought as they are in every line with a consummate
his plan.

If in the Sophist

he indulges In the

!

I

|

i

I

;

;

;

in its independence to
perior in power, unamenable
those fancies and passions of mankind which had become, before the eyes of Plato, in individuals unbri-

hnked together to the observing eye by ten thousand of the finest reticulations, they were not intended
as a system
and as a system will come out to us
If when the focus is rightly
adjusted, and the whole is
art,

;

dled lusts, and in the state an insanity of tyranny.
in the Parmenides he takes us into the obstrusest
the nature of unity and
mysteries of metaphysics

regarded as a mighty

—

effort to elevate

man

to his per-

and his perfection where only it can be reached,
and political form.
are most anxious
obviate objection to his own theory of ideas, but to fix to fix attention on this point (let it be a fancy
take it
in
as
the great doctrine of unity in a Divine Being
unity
hypothesis, only try it), because, wherever it has
as
action
and
one
truth
in
been
lost
we
cannot
name
the
commentator
who
thought
opposed
(and
goodness
to that polytheism of reason which makes every man's has wholly found it), the whole of Plato's works have
It
conscience his god.
grappled also with a mystery been viewed in inextricable confusion. Even Schleierwhich meets us at the foundation of every deep theory, macher has failed in his clew. Men seem to have
and in the forms of every popular belief, in Christianity wandered about as in a maze here admiring, there
a mystery which, true in perplexed, there completely at a stand.
as well as in heathenism
No order,
no limits, no end. Fragments have been dealt with
Itself, as wholly distinct from man, has yet a corresponding mystery in the constitution of the human as wholes, and wholes as fragments irony mistaken
mind ; and which compelled even the heathen philoso- for earnestness, and earnestness for irony play for the

number

—

this also

was rendered necessary, not only

—

—

fection,

to

We

in a social

—

—

'

;

;

;

;

pher to state the same seeming paradox for the very
foundation of his system, which Christianity lays down
at once as its grand and all- comprehensive doctrine.
all
All unity implies plurality
plurality must end in
So also the inquiry in the Thea;tetus into the
unity.
whatever in its
bore
no
resemblance
nature of science
object to any mere speculative theories of Kant or his

—

fancy gravely dealt with as meditation for the reason,
and exercises for boys treated as the serious occupation of men.
Spurious pieces have been admitted
which destroyed all consistency of thought.
Doubts
raised to remove error or rouse curiosity, have been
carried off as final decisions, until Plato, the very dog-

matist of philosophy, has been made the ringleader of
was a necessary part of that system Pyrrhonists and sceptics. And even the holiest and
which was to become the antagonist of the Sophists, purest of ethics, which never stopped short of its oband to contend for the preservation of truth against ject till man's mind was withdrawn from sense and
a ruinous sensualism and empiricism, which was sap- his heart was fixed upon its God, has been calumniated
Even the seem- and perverted. But take this central position look
ping all the foundations of society.
followers.

It

:

subtleties which
ingly frivolous and often wearisome
occur in the Sophist, the Euthydemus, and the Politicus, are intended as dialectical exercises for the pupil

whom

Plato

is

forming to become the saviour and

Even the philological absurdities
guardian of a state.
of the Cratylus are to be explained in the same way.
He perpetually suggests the fact in the dialogues themAnd in the Republic (lib. 7) he gives at length
selves.
the principles on which they are introduced.
Very
much of the plan of his dialogues, for reasons which he
in
And
himself supplies, is purposely left
obscurity.
the test of the statement here made must lie in a
careful reference to the

works themselves.

But

it

is

" first of
philosoimpossible to believe that Plato, the
phers," who made practical goodness and duty the one
as
well
as his
whose
whole
of
end
life;
history,
great
theories, are full of views, not of speculative fancies, but
of practical improvement to society {Conviv., p. 260) ;
the friend of Dion, the adviser of Dionysius, the pupil
of Socrates, the writer of the Republic and the Laws;
who recognised, indeed, intellect and truth as necesbut made " the
sary conditions of man's perfection,
good and the beautiful," his heart and his affections,
who never looked
the ruling principle of his actions
minds beneath him without thinking of the
down
;

upon

task of education, and never raised his eyes to that
formed from all imimage of the Deity which he had
in it, not merely an
aginable perfection, without seeing

abstraction of intellect, unity, identity, eternity, but
the Maker of the
and love, and justice

goodness,
world, because he delighted in the happiness of his
the Dispenser of rewards beyond the grave,
creatures
the Cause of all good things {Repub., lib. 10), the Fato believe that
it is impossible
ther and King of all
such a man, with strong affections, consummate devo;

;

:
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as a philosopher on man, and on man, in his whole personality, as a living, immortal soul, instinct with affec-

and feeling, which cannot rest except in beings
like himself.
See him vainly struggling to realize that

tion

noble creation for which he was formed at first, and to
up a polity or church in the faculties of his own
nature, and from the members of civil society ; then
raise

contemplate the wreck of such a plan in the contaminated youth and remorseless tyranny of the Athenian
commonwealth all that was noble in its nature, its
" lion heart" and " human reason"
(Repub lib. 9, p.
345), "starved, emaciated, and degraded;" and the
"
many-headed monster of its passions," TroAv/ce^aAor
"
howling round and tearing it to pieces :" and
dpififia,
then a new light will fall upon the meaning and order
of these works, which were intended to do all that
mere philosophy could do to raise a solemn protest
to overthrow the
against the sins which it witnessed
;

,

—

;

which pandered

to
those corruptions
open a nobler scene and to create some yearning for
its attainment in those few untainted minds which na-

sophistries

to

;

;

In this view all
ture had prepared for its enjoyment.
be clear the grand close of all the dialogues in
the Republic and Laws
the striking mode in which
will

:

;

the commencethe rest are worked into these two
ment of them in the Phsedrus, and the perfect consistency of that piece, in any other view so wild and hetall

;

erogeneous the deep, melancholy tone which pervades
the
every allusion of Plato to scenes before his eyes
the sort of prophetic eleanticipation of coming evil
vation as he opens his "dream" of that city wherein
" whether such has ever
all
goodness should dwell
existed in the infinity of days gone by, or even now
exists in the East far from our sight and knowledge,
but " which, though
or will be perchance hereafter"
;

;

;

—

—
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tt oe not on earth, must have a pattern of it laid up in
heaven, for him who wishes to behold it, and, beholding,
resolves to dwell there."
{Kepub., lib. 9, p. 349.)
So also we shall enter into the educational character

of his works

;

their high practical morality, the mode
is carried up into the nature

which every question

ii

of truth, and, through truth, is connected with virtue ;
the position which theology occupies, and the
practical
mode in which it is applied the absence of those ab;

stract metaphysical speculations
Deity, into which human reason

on the nature of the
always

when

falls

it

analyzes mental conceptions beyond what practical
dutv requires ; and into which the Neo-Platonicians
did fall, and, still more, the Gnostics, while they boasted
of their own ingenuity, and ridiculed Plato as one who
had not, like them, penetrated " into the depths of the
Intelligible Essence."
{Porphyr., Vit. Plato, c. 14.)
Even the form of Plato's works will derive new light
and beauty from considering them as instruments of

instruction, not vehicles for speculation.

The mode

So heathens always felt it.
treading on holy ground.
So even Christianity confessed. (CUm. Alex., 1, p
And we may stand among bis venerable
39, 316.)
works as in a vast and consecrated fabric ; vistas and
aisles of thoughts opening on every side ;
high thoughts,
that raise the mind to heaven ; pillars, and niches, and
cells within cells, mixing in seeming confusion, and a
veil of tracery, and foliage, and grotesque
imagery
thrown over

but

all,

all

rich with a light streaming

"dim religious forms ;" all leading up to God ;
blessed with an effluence from Him, though an effluence dimmed and half lost in the contaminated reason
of man.
{British Critic and Quarterly Theological
through
all

Retritw,

No. 47,

p. 3, seqq.)

Works of

II.

We have

Plato.

thirty-five dialogues generally ascribed to

or fifty-six dialogues, if
Plato, and thirteen epistles
of the Republic and Laws sep
These dialogues have somewhat of a draarately.
;

we count each book

roused by the fractured lines of
the dialogue; the arresting the attention by demandthe gradual opening
ing an answer to every position
of difficulties
the carrying of the eye and imagination
to the truth by portions of broken winding-stairs of
argument, leading to dark recesses, and ruinously hung
together in masses, rather than the throwing open before the reader an easy ascending plane^ which requires
no labour and stimulates no thought.
So also the
successive overthrow of opinions
the sudden starting
up of doubts in apparently the most open ground the
skill with which the drama of the
argument is broken
up into scenes and acts, heightened by a stage decoration, and relieved with the solemn or the grotesque;
the rich melo-dramatic myths which so often close
them ; the character of Socrates himself imbodying
the attributes and duties of the Greek chorus
the se-

matic form, and are intended for the more intelligent
class of readers, and those who are habituated to the
The brilliant imagination of
exercise of reflection.
the author has strewed upon them all the flowers of
them
with all the graces of the
eloquence, and adorned
Attic diction
and he has frequently interwoven with
them poetic allegories, and political and theological
fictions.
The analogy between the dialogues of Plato
and dramatic pieces is in many respects so great, that,

of the parties among the young ; the tests
which are applied to ascertain if they possess the qualities of mind which, in the
Republic (lib. 7), are de-

Parmenides, Lysis, Laches, Charmides, and EuIn the dialogues of the second class, these
thyphron.
principles receive their application ; as in the Gorgias, Theaetetus, Menon, Euthydemus, Sophists, PoIn the dialogues of
sticus, Phasdon, and Philebus.
the third class, the investigations are of a more profound character as the Timaeus, Critias, Republic,

which curiosity

in

is

;

;

;

;

;

lection

clared to be necessary for those who make any progifess in
the gradual development of the sysgoodness
tem in exact proportion to the industry and ingenuity
;

and the order of the sceptical dialogue,
all more or less destructive of errors without any declaration of the truth, and forming series of enigmas,
to lead, like an avenue of sphinxes, to the grand, open
all
these and many other
portal of the Republic
points will assume a wholly different character, whether
of the hearer

;

:

we

consider Plato's work as intended to declare his

opinions, or as constructed for the purpose of extricating, by a tried and thoughtful process, the minds which

was

possible to save from the follies, and sins,
and miseries in which the madness of the age and a
it

still

vicious system of education were plunging them.
All
this, to persons who never read Plato, or read him
in
and
as
men
this
carelessly
day do
contemptuously,
read whatever they do not understand, at the first

glimpse vvill appear exaggerated and enthusiastic.
And no answer can be given but a demand that the
trial should be made, and the hypothesis taken as a
If it is false, it will fail.
But none whom wise
clew.
men would wish to follow have ever approached the
name of Plato without reverence and gratitude. All
have been impressed especially with his exquisite skill
as an artist or constructor of his works (Schleierand none have drawn a plan
macher, Introd. Pre/.)
;

which gives harmony and symmetry to them all.
Some plans, however, must exist. If we want to form
a judgment on the grandeur of some vast cathedral,
we do not plant ourselves in a nook, before some disproportioned arch, or out of sight of the central aisle.
seek for that point of view in which the builder
himself beheld it before he commenced the work, and
And the illustration
then the whole fabric comes out.
will bear to be dwelt on.
Whoever studies Plato is

We

6X

;

according to Diogenes Laertius, a certain Thrasyllus
formed the idea of dividing them into so many tetralStill we must not imagine from this that Plato
ogies.
had proposed to himself to treat of the same subject in
a series of works.
Schleiermacher, the celebrated
German translator of Plato, divides these dialogues

—

into four classes

;

those of the

the elements of philosophy

first

class

comprehend

as the Phaedrus, Protago-

;

ras,

;

The fourth class comprehends what he
terms dialogues of circumstance, as the Crito, and the

and Laws.

Defence of Socrates. This distribution is certainly
an ingenious one
but, in order to be of any real value,
the first three classes ought to form also three chronological series, and we ought thus to see the system
of Plato come into existence, develop itself, and attain to maturity
Anthis, however, is not the case.
other German writer {Socher, iibcr Platans Schriflen^
;

—

:

Munchen, 1820, 8vo) proposes to group the dialogues
in the following manner: 1. Dialogues relative to the
trial

and death of Socrates

the Euthyphron, Defence,

:

2. Dialogues which form
Crito, Phaedrus, Cratylus
a kind of continuation to each other
the Theaetetus,
Sophists, Politicus, Republic, Timseus, and Critias :
:

:

3.

Dialogues directed against

false

philosophy

.

the

Ion, Hippias : 4.
the Ph«questions

Euthydemus, Protagoras, Qorgias,

Dialogues treating of speculative
don, Theaetetus, Sophists, Philebus, Timaeus, and Par:

menides

5.

:

Dialogues devoted to politics, or the art
the Politicus, Minos, Republic, Laws,

of government

Epinomis

:

Dialogues treating of rhetorical topics

6.

:

:

Menexenus, Phajdrus, Banquet 7. Diaccustomed to associate
alogues relative to individuals
the Gorgias,

:

with Socrates the Theages, first Alcibiades, Laches,
8. Dialogues in which the question is
Theaetetus
the Euthydiscussed, whether virtue can be taujght
demus, Protagoras, and Menon 9. Dialogues in which
the Theaetetus, Sophfalse opinions are considered
:

:

:

:

:

Euthydemus, Cratylus 10. Dialogues, the titles
as the Charmiof which indicate particular subjects
:

ists,

;

des, or of Moderation

;

the Laches, or of Bravery
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the Lysis, or of Friendship ; the Euthyphron, or of
It will appear from this classification, that
Piety, &.C.
the same dialogue may thus belong to different categories at the same time, according to the point of view

—

in

which we regard

it

which destroys, of course,

— We

;

all

come now to anthe utility of the arrangement.
Indeother question of much greater importance.
pendently of the thirty-five dialogues commonly attributed to Plato, there are eight which the

unanimous

opinions of the grammarians, at the commencement of
In the number,
our era, has rejected as spurious.
however, of the thirty-five, there are several, of the authenticity of which doubts have been entertained from
time to time, until, in our own days, the rigid criticism
of Germany has undertaken to eliminate a large number of these dialogues from the list of the works of
Four writers, in particular, have turned their
Plato.
attention to this subject:

Tennemann, Schleiermacher,
Ast, and Socher.
(Tennemann, System der Platonis'
cken Philosophie, 4 vols. 8vo, 1792.
Schleiermacher,
Plalons Werke, 8 vols. Svo, Berlin, 1817-26—Ast,
Ptatons Leben und Schriften, Leipzig, 1816, Svo.
Socher, itber Platons Schnften, Mimchen, 1820, 8vo.)
To these may be added Thiersch, the author of an able
criticism on the work of Ast {Jahrbuch der Literatur.,

—

—

Wien., 1818, vol. 3, p. 59, seqq). What renders the
decision of this question peculiarly difficult is, that, of
the writers contemporary with Plato, Xenophon alone
remains to us, and he makes no mention of him.
Aristotle, his disciple, refers but seldom to his master's
dialogues: sometimes he mentions his opinions, but
always under the name of Socrates, and that, too, when

which the last-mentionnot one of the interlocutors, as in the
Laws. All the works of the philosophers of the three
following centuries are lost, down to Dionysius of
Haiicarnassus, who is one of the principal authorities
he even refers
ed philosopher

in this

to dialogues in
is

inquiry.

The number of witnesses increases

but they lived at a period
very considerably after this
when that species of criticism which is able to separate the false from the true was as yet completely unknown. The classification of Thrasyllus makes us
acquainted with the opinion of the grammarians of his
time, relative to the authenticity of the dialogues of
Plato
those which he excludes from his categories
were regarded as supposititious, but we are unacquainted with the grounds on which the claim of legitimacy
was allowed to the rest, unless it be that the claim in
their case was never contested.
Amid this array of
negative authorities, Ast, who of all the moderns
has pushed his scepticism on this head the farthest,
;

:

thinks that the only one deserving of being combated
that of Aristotle, and he endeavours to destroy the

is

weight of his testimony by denying Aristotle any auBut can any one for a
thority in matters of criticism.
moment imagine that a man of high intellectual enafter having passed twenty years of his life
with Plato, could be so grossly deceived respecting
the works of his master
Admitting, too, the possibility that one so eminently gifted with discernment
and taste could mistake to such a degree the style of
his master, is it at all probable that he could have been
deceived also as to the fact whether Plato did comAfter having rid himself
pose such or such a work I

dowments,

!

in this unsatisfactory

manner

of the testimony of Aris-

acknowledging the authority of fourteen diatime the remaining twentylogues, attacks at the same
one by arguments deduced from the style in which they
He finds them inferior in this point of
are written.
view to the others, and against some no doubt the
totle, Ast,

but the question may fairly be
charge will hold good
asked in reply, whether a writer, in other respects class;

ic,

ought,

in all his

productions, to attain to that perfec-

which he appears to have reached in some 1 Most
of the arguments advanced by Ast have been refuted
The latter writer, however,
by Thiersch and Socher.
1082
tion

assigning to Plato the greater part of the dialogues

in

which Schleiermacher and Asi consider spurious, is
unwilling himself to acknowledge the legitimacy of the
Another interSophists, Politicus, and Parmenides.
esting question is that which has reference to the
This question
chronological order of the dialogues.

—

has

a-

double aspect:

it

when

regards both the time

the dialogue is supposed to have taken place, and that
when the author is thought to have composec it. It
is often
impossible to fix the former of these periods,
by reason of the numerous anachronisms with which

Plato is justly chargeable.
So numerous, indeed, are
they, that we are tempted to believe that Plato attached no importance whatever to the giving an air of historic probability to his dialogues.
The second period,
that of their composition, is important in a different

point of view ; for, were it possible to fix with certainty the time when each dialogue was written, and
thus to determine the chronological order of the whole
collection,

we would

much

be

better able to

mark the

development of his system. We must bear in mind,
however, that the historical data afforded by any one
dialogue

was

is

often insufficient for fixing the period

written, because Plato

when

very negligent in point
of chronology
The literary life of Plato has been divided into four periods
the first ends with the death
of Socrates, and reaches to the thirtieth year of Plato's life ; the second extends to the
founding of the
it

—

is

:

Academy, or Plato's fortieth year; the third embraces
the maturity of his life, or about twenty years
the
fourth his old age, also of twenty years.
To the first
of these periods belong the four dialogues in which

—

;

reference is made to the trial and death of Socrates,
such as the Euthyphron, Crito, Defence of Socrates,
and Phaedo. Socher is undoubtedly right in conjecturing that this latter was written immediately after
the death of Socrates.
The reasons urged by Schleiermacher for placing it in a later period are purely
speculative, and advanced merely for the purpose of
In the same period, and even
supporting his system.
prior to the four dialogues just named, are ranged the
Theages, one of the first of Plato's productions, the

—

Laches, first Alcibiades, Hipparchus, Minos, Rivals,
Charmides, Lysis, second Hippias, Clitophon, Cratylus, and Meno, supposing all these to be the compositions of Plato.

—Ten dialogues

are placed in the sec-

ond period, either because they contain some chronological particular which enables us to assign them to
the time that intervened between the death of Socrates and the founding of the Academy
or because,
though wanting such an index of their age, they still
;

evidently belong to this period.

In

all

these produc-

Plato appears to have had for his object the continuation of the enterprise which had been interrupted
by the death of Socrates, namely, the war against the
These dialogues are the Ion, Euthydemus,
Sophists.
tions,

the

first
Hippias, the Protagoras, Gorgias, Theaetetus,
All the
Sophist, Politicus, Parmenides, and Philebus.
other dialogues of Plato, excepting the Timaeus and

—

Critias, namely, the Phaedrus, MenRxenus, Banquet,
Republic, were written by him in the prime of his life,
and before age had impaired his mental powers, or
during the twenty years in which he directed the Academy. In the fourth period, Plato wrote the letters that
have come down to us (supposing that these are actuand the two diaally his), his great work on the laws,
will now
logues entitled Timaeus and Critias.
proceed to give a brief sketch of the individual producthat
most
of the
tions of the philosopher, premising
Platonic dialogues have, as will presently be perceived,
The former of these is commonly the
a double title.
name of the individual who bears the most prominent
the second is the addition of
part in the dialogue
some later hand, and has reference to the contents of

— We

;

the dialogue
for the

most

itself.

As

these contents, however, are,

their nature, this
part, very diversified in
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econd class of titles are frequently apt to mislead
ual observer.

ad Rcpub.,

p.

313.

—

The works
pat;,

rj

the cas-

—

ad Sympos., p.d6,se(jq.
Ast,
Morgenstern,ad Repub., p. 29.)

(VVo//,

—

1.
of Plato, then, are as follows
Jlpurayo'*
Frotagoras, or the Sophisls.^^ This
I,o<j>i(TTai,
:

dialogue, a chef-d'osuvre of Plato, is directed against
the sophists, who are described in it as exceedingly
unfit either to impart knowledge of virtue to others, or
Proto mspire them with the desire of practismg it.
tagoras, one of the most celebrated of this class of
philosophers, and who, in the course of the dialogue,
made to appear a model of c/iarlatancrie, had arri-

IS

ved

A

Athens.

certain Hippocrates, unwilling to
lose so favourable an opportunity of receiving instruction, requests Socrates to present him to the sophist.
at

Socrates consents, but first impresses Hippocrates with
the propriety of his ascertaining the true nature of the
science which this stranger has brought with him, before he ventures to become one of his pupils.
They,

Hence the proming witness to all their paradoxes.
inence given in so many of Plato's dialogues to the subject of language ; and especially the unvariable connexion between the practical abuse of rhetoric and
metaphysical discussions on the nature of pleasure and
of truth.
This is also the key to the Cratylus, a dialogue which, by the most singular misconception, has
been searched by Greek

critics for etymologies, but

which is, in reality, a serious extravaganza, to expose
the Horne-'^l'ookism of the day, and its connexion with
the metaphysics of sophistry.
{British Critic and
Quarterly Theological Review,

The Protagoras shows

—

No

47, p 31, seq.)
that Plato, wholly engrossed

with the philosophical topics which he makes Socrates
and his interlocutors discuss, troubles himself but little about
In this diaguarding against anachronisms.
logue Pericles and his two sons are still living, a circumstance which necessarily supposes the era of the
and yet, at the
piece to have been prior to B.C. 429
;

consequence, pay a visit to Protagoras, and find him same time, we see, in the course of this same dialogue,
A that the rich Callias has already lost his father Hipponsurrounded by a numerous and brilliant auditory.
Now we know, from a passage in the orator Ancolloquy thereupon begins between the sophist and icus.
Socrates, in which Prodicus and Hippias, friends of docides, ttiat Hipponicus was killed in the battle of
The object of Protago- Delium, or B.C. 424. Thus Plato makes Pericles to
the former, also bear a part.
ras is to show the possibility of learning virtue as one have died five or six years too late, or Hipponicus five
but the questions put by or six years too early.
/earns an art or exercise
{Journal des Savans, 1820, p
''
2. ^aldpog, ^ rcepi tov Kah}v,
Socrates embarrass him to such a degree, and the an- 678 )
Pheedrus, oi
swers he makes from time to time involve him in so many concerning Beauty.'" This dialogue is a sort of conin

—

;

In the Protagoras, Plato
tinuation of the preceding.
that the sophists were bad guides to conduct one
along the path to virtue, since they were unacquainted

contradictions, that the futility of the pretended science
No little misof the sophists becomes fully apparent.

shows

take has been caused by giving to the term ''sophist"
It does not mean
a wrong etymological signification.
what is denoted by the word in English, artful and ilthe Sophists were the persons who
logical reasoners
They were the great
professed to make others wise.
instructers.
Undoubtedly the office they assumed im-

with it themselves ; and now, in the Phaedrus, he
characterizes their rhetoric as a futile art.
Hsenisch,
however, gives a more general explanation of the object of this dialogue.
{Lysice Amalonus, Greece, ed.

:

own

Hcenisch.

Pramissa

est

Commentatio de auctore oror

and the necessity tionis, utrum Lysice sit an Platonis, Lips., 1827.)
of maintaining appearances without any real stock of This dialogue was composed, according to Stallbaum,
knowledge, coui)led with the principle of pleasing with- in the fourth year of the 98th Olympiad. {Stallb., Dtsout any regard to truth, seduced them into the habits putatio de Platonis vita, &.C., p. 25.) It may be regardof ingenious trickery which have since been known by ed as consisting of two parts, the first of which has a
In the
their name.
But, as Protagoras himself states, it was practical, the other a theoretical tendency.
as the original introducers of a wholly new scheme of first of these Plato proves his thesis by an example,
education that they took their stand, made their money, namely, by a discourse on love or beauty, composed
and incurred, in no few instances, the odium of politi- by Lysias, who had just left the school of the sophists,
cal innovators.
In this light they were regarded by and to which Socrates opposes one on the same subPlato.
Nothing could be more tempting than the con- ject in the second part, the principles and rules of
It is in this dialogue that
dition of the youth of Athens, for clever, conceited, the sophists are examined.
ambitious men. by their own theory discumbered of a we remark for the first time that blending of the Soconscience, and obliged, by a sense of duty, to provide cratic philosophy with the dogmas of the schools of
for their own indulgences, to undertake the task of fit- Ionia, Elea, and Italy, which characterizes the system
of Plato.
These dogmas are, that of a previous state
ting them for those public duties of life which in a
Grecian democracy occupied the whole field of action. of existence, the reminiscences of which are the source
And rhetoric, as the main engine of political eminence, of all our knowledge that of the immortality of the
The habit soul ; that of the three virtues, or energies of the soul
they were thoroughly capable of teaching.
The Phaeof disputation, which sent Hippias every year to the {AoyiOTiKov. QvfiiKov, 'l^mdvuriTLKov).
Olympic games, to challenge a run upon his pantologi- drus is filled with poetry, and the discourse on Love,
a
continual
is
almost
cal budget, and to improvise on all possible questions
put in the mouth of Socrates,
the discourse on Love or
just as scholasticism, in the middle ages, sent scholars parody on Homer. Whether
a
up and down Europe, to post their themes and syllogisms Beauty, mentioned in this dialogue, was actually proat the gates of universities, had given them a thorough duction of Lysias, is a question which Haenisch has
command, not over language alone, but over all the made the subject of a separate dissertation, and for the
arts of concealing ignorance and misleading weakness affirmative of which he gives his suffrage.
(Compare
which were necessary to a popular demagogue. Lan- Bockh, ad Plat. Minoem, p. 182 —Van Heusde, Init.
lan- Platen., vol. 1, p. 101.)— 3. Topylac rj izepi 'Priropi'
guage, as the instrument of power over minds
"
Rhetoric,
Gorgias, or concerning Rhetoric.''^
guage, as the imperfect medium of communicating KTj^,
as an art,
ideas, and, therefore, the readiest means of mixing and which in the Phaedrus has been considered
in a political point of vievw.
embezzling them in the transfer language, as the art is regarded in the Gorgias
plied their

personal

wisdom

;

:

;

;

;

;

of pleasing
language, as the never-failing subject for
language, again,
etymological ingenuity to anatomize
as the natural transcript of the human mind, and the
human mind in that low, vulgar form, in which alone
a popular leader or an expediency-philosopher can see
;

;

it,

or wish to see

it

;

language, in

all

these lights,

m

was

to the sophists everything.
It was their stock
trade ;
the nostrum they offered for sale, the ready, unblush-

Socrates disputes with Gorgias, the rhetor Polus, and
science under this latter
Callicles, on the utility of the
he represents it as dangerous, because, inaspect
stead of proposing to itself, as its only object, the trifor the purpose of
umph of truth, it is mostly employed
In this diaof the multitude.
gaining the suffrages
attacks the sophists, whose po
logue Plato not only
to the repub.
litical influence is depicted as pernicious
:

—
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but also the enemies and calumniators of Socrates,
and even many of the illustrious men whom Athens
had produced, especially Pericles. What most of all,
however, characterizes this production, is, that Socrates does not pursue his ordinary method of question and
answer he pronounces, on the contrary, connected
discourses
and, far from merely stating doubts, he
expresses his sentiments in clear and precise terms.
lie,

;

;

In general, there reigns in this dialogue a more serious
tone than that which pervades the two previous ones,
and less of irony. But the place of the latter is supplied by a caustic kind of manner, which is not found
in the others.

According

to Stallbaum, this dialogue

was written not long after 413 B.C. A writer in the
Jena Review controverts this opinion. (Stallbaum,
ad Phileb., p. xi.—Jena Allgem. Lit. Zeit., 1822, No.

—

—

which they refer. 7. TloliTLKog, ^
" The
Statesman, or concerning the
Art of Governing." The researches commenced in
the Theaetetus and Sophist are applied in this dialogue
to the case of the statesman.
are here made acquainted with Plato's ideas respecting Providence, or
circumstances

to

Tzepl f3aGL?uetac,

We

the

manner

in

which God governs the world,

as well

as respecting the changes which the latter has undersee in it also his opinion on the different
gone.

We

forms of government, among which he gives the preference to that in which the power is vested in the
hands of a single person. This dialogue contains an
Oriental mythus, according to which the Deity takes
rest at certain periods, and during this time abandons
to chance the government of the world.
Such a doctrine being unworthy of Plato, Socher thinks that this
dialogue, as well as the Sophist, cannot be regarded
as his.
And yet they must, in that event, have been

"
4. ^aiScJVf ^ nepl 'i'vxJJCi
Phcedon, or con195.)
This dialogue is one of the most
cerning the Sovl.''^
remarkable of those that bear the name of Plato. The produced by some contemporary, since Aristotle cites
interlocutors are Phaedon, the subsequent founder of the present dialogue, though in truth without assignthe school of Elis, and Echecrates.
The former of ing it to Plato by name. 8. Uapfievidijt:, ij nepl '16these gives the latter an account of all that happened Euv, ^^ Parmenides, or concerning Ideas."
This diatowards the close of Socrates' life, and relates the con- logue is a kind of appendage to the three that precede.
versation of this philosopher with Cebes and Simmias. As in these the false dialectics of the Megaric school
Socrates undertakes to prove the immortality of the had been refuted, so in this Parmenides, the head of
and we have here the first the true dialectic system, comes forward to support his
soul by its spirituality
traces of a demonstration, which modern philosophy, doctrine of absolute unity, and does it with great force
under the guidance of revelation, has carried on to so of reasoning.
The Parmenides is the most difficult
The doctrine which Plato here of all Plato's works, as well from the abstract topics
successful a result.
and metaphysical subtleties discussed in it, as because
puts into the mouth of Socrates is not entirely pure
it is
amalgamated with the Pythagorean hypothesis of the author is driven to the necessity of employing
the metempsychosis, and with all sorts of fables bor- terms either entirely new, or else little used, in treatrowed from the Greek mythology. The Phaedon is ing of matters on which no writer had as yet exerThe Parmenides leads to no positive
regarded by all critics as one of the dialogues of Plato cised his pen.
it has
respecting the authenticity of which not the least result
merely for its end the demonstration of
And yet, if we are to believe certain propositions of a philosophical nature and it
doubt can be raised.
an epigram in the Anthology (Epidict., n. 358, An- tends solely to exercise the mind in metaphysical specPal. ; 1, 44, Anthol. Plan.), the celebrated ulation, and to show, by an example, the true dialectic
thol.
It is most
Panaetius rejected it as supposititious.
method.
It is uncertain, however, whether we have
The Parmenides has a
probable, however, that the author of the epigram the end of this production.
in question mistook the sense of the passage in which form entirely philosophic, and without any dramatic

—

;

;

—

;

;

Panaetius spoke of the Phaedon, and that the philosopher merely meant to say that Plato puts into
the mouth of Socrates a doctrine which he, Panaetius, did not admit ; foi we know from Cicero that
Panaetius differed in this point from the tenets of Pla-

—

5. OealrijTog, fj Trepl ETTia(Tusc. Disp., 1, 32.)
"
The
Theatetus, or concerning Science."
geometer, Theodorus of Cyrene, his pupil Theaetetus,
and Socrates, are the interlocutors in this dialogue
Socrathe subject di.scussed is the nature of science.
to.

r^fiVC'

:

tes,

assuming the character of ignorance, and compa-

ring himself to a midwife, pretends that all his wisdom
is limited to the aiding of others in
giving birth to their
Under this pretext he refuses to define sciideas.

ence

;

and

yet,

at the

same time, he shows the

inad-

missibility of all the definitions given by Theaetetus.
This dialogue is a kind of sportive dialectics, and leads

In it Plato, as usual, combats
no positive result.
he turns his arms, too, against all the
the sophists
schools that had been produced from the Socratic,
to

;

namely, the Megaric, Cynic, and Cyrenaic : he attacks,
6.
in particular, the dualistic system of Heraclitus.

—

" Tkc
Sopkist, or conSo^fCT^f, ^ TTspi Tov ovTog,
This dialogue is a concerning that which exists.^^
After having
tinuation, as it were, of the preceding.
shown, in the Theaetetus, that there exists no science
obtained through the medium of the senses, Plato here
examines the contrary doctrine, maintained by the Eleatic school, namely, that of existence, and shows its
Although the subject of this dialogue
its nature, Plato neverspeculative and abstract
theless has succeeded in imparting to it a pleasing and
varied air, and has sprinkled it with many satirical althe greater part of these last, however, are
lusions
loet for us, from our limited acquaintance with the

inadmissibility.
is

:
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The

movement.

characters of the several interlocumarked as in the other diaSocrates appears in it as a very young perlogues.
son, and as one just beginning to turn his attention to
philosophical subjects, and to whom many of the propIt has been
ositions of the schools are as yet new.
tors are not as distinctly

inferred from this circumstance that Plato wished to
give credit to the tradition that Socrates had seen Parmenides in his youth. Socher rejects this dialogue,
(Contogether with the two that immediately follow.
sult Schmidt, Parmenides als dialektisches Kunstwerk
Goetz, Uebers. des Pardargestellt, Berlin, 1821.

men.,

pt. iv, p.

107.)

—

"

bpBorrjTog,

Cratylus,

—

9.
(rr

KparvAof, ^ Trepl ovofiaTuv
concerning the Correct Use

of Words." This dialogue is written in ridicule of
the etymologies to which the sophists attached so
much importance as to make use of them for demonstrations with which to support their propositions.
They even went so far as to assert that we may learn
the nature of objects from the words by which they
are designated, inasmuch as a perfect accordance prevailed between each thing in nature, and the appellation by which it was known.
Agreeing in the main
of it applications widely different
principle, they made
The adherents of the Eleatic school
in their nature.
that the authors of language, in their inven-

pretended
tion of words, went on the supposition that everything
the followers of Heraclitus
in nature is immutable
maintained directly the reverse.
Setting out from
these two points of view, so diametrically opposed to
each other, these philosophers analyzed the meaning
of words, each in accordance with his favourite the:

ory.

— Of the interlocutors of the Cratylus, one, Herthat

mogenes, a disciple of Parmenides, maintains
there is an inherent force and propriety in words,

in-
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dependent of all conventional arrangement

the other,
;
Cratylus, a disciple of HeraclitUs, regards them as arbitrary signs of our ideas, imposed on the objects
which they designate, either from accident, use, or
some fitness which they possess. Socrates shows the
insufficiency of each of these systems, without, howThis discussion gives
ever, replacing them by a third.

many etymological discussions, which cannot
10. ^IXijCog, ij nepl
be very interesting for us.
*'
This
Philebus, or concerning Pledsure^
jyciovr/f,
dialogue is distinguished from those already mentioned in that it is not limited to the overthrow of false
doctrines, but e.\amines the subject matter itself with
It has an end in view strictly dogmatical,
great care.
that is, to establish a truth and enunciate a positive
rise to

—

now

this proposition is, that good consists
proposition
neither in pleasure nor in knowledge, but in the union
:

and the second with the sovereign good,
which is God. The Philebus is almost entirely devoid of irony
but it is sometimes deficient in clearness.
It is one of the principal sources from which
of the

first

;

to obtain an acquaintance with the moral system of
Plato.
11, I,v(J.Tr6aiov, 7/ rrepi epioroc, " The Banquet,

—

or concerning Love.''''
Plato appears to have had a
double object in view in writing this dialogue
the
first, to discourse upon the nature of love ; and the
other, to defend Socrates against the calumnies to
which he had been exposed. Agathon celebrates by
a banquet a poetical victory which has just been gained
by him. The guests agree that each one, in turn,
shall write a eulogium on love.
Phaedrus, Pausa:

which he professes to treat of it is unequivocally ex
He compares himself to one who, not having
very good eyes, is required to read a text at some distance from him, written in distressingly small letters,
and who prepares himself for his task by conning over
the very same text which he happens to find set forth
for

plained.

somewhere

The justice,

else in larger characters.

the

high and perfect justice, whose nature he is endeavouring to penetrate and unfold, exists not only in individuals, but, on a grander scale, in the more con-

spicuous and palpable image of that artificial being, a
This idea is perpetually recurring.
body politic.
Thus it runs through the whole eighth book, whicn.
it
may be remarked by the way, is a dissertation of

incomparable excellence, and decidedly the most practical part of the work.
In this hook he treats of in-

He again resorts to the larger type, to the
justice.
illustrates the effects of that vice,
capital letters
or, rather, of that vicious and diseased state of the soul.

He

by corresponding distempers and mutations of the
are told that the form of governbody politic.
ment is an image of the character of the citizen that
whatever may be said of the democracy or the oligarchy, applies as strictly to the democrat and the oh-

We

;

that there are as many shapes or species of
garchist
polity, as there are types or varieties of the human
;

soul
that, as the most perfect commonwealth is only
public virtue imbodied in the institutions of a country,
so every vice generates some abuse or corruption in
;

the state, some pernicious disorder, some lawless power incompatible with national liberty.
In running this
parallel between the individual and the corporate ex-

Eryximachus, Aristophanes, and Agathon, speak
each on this subject, according to their respective istence, he unfolds his idea of the to diKaiov, not in a
and in this species of oratorical prologue, as Tiedemann affirms, but throughout the
principles and views
He begins by showing that
encounter, Aristophanes assumes a character most in whole body of his work.
accordance with his peculiar talent, that of satire. there can be no happiness without it here ; and ends
a
of
who
revelation
other
Socrates,
worlds, and a state of beatific
succeeds, paints metaphysical love, that by
is, philosophy, the end of which is to excite the love
perfection, which it fits the soul to enter upon hereafmust take care, however, not to confound
of virtue, the only true and imperishable source of ter.
The Banquet is that one of the productions this sublime justice with the vulgar attribute commonbeauty.
Plato's justice is that so
of Plato on which he would seem to have bestowed ly known by that name.
the greatest care.
He has spread over it all the riches magnificently described by Hooker, that law whose
of his imagination, his eloquence, and his talent for seat is the bosom of God, and whose voice the harThe whole dialogue is a Pytha12. lioTiLTeia, jj xepl 6tKaiov, " A Re- mony of the world.'
composition.
nias,

;

We

'

—

—

The following
public, or concerning what is Justy
able analysis of this celebrated production is deserving
of insertion.
(Southern Review, No. 7, p. 127, seqq.)
*'

To

say of Plato's Republic that it is the idea of a
commonwealth, is not to give by any means an
It is, in
adequate, or even a just description of it.
one sense, to be sure, a dream of social and political
so
its
common
title
is
not altofar.
perfection, and,
gether inapplicable to it but it bears hardly any resemblance to the things that generally pass under that
name ; to the figments, for example, of Harrington and
perfect

;

Sir

Thomas More.

Compared with

it,

Telemachus,

Plato finds the key of the universe
in the doctrine of number and proportion.
He sees
them pervading all nature, moral and physical, holding
together its most distant parts and most heterogene-

gorean mystery.

ous materials, and harmonizing them into order, and
Socrates declares his assent to
beauty, and rhythm.
the Pythagorean tenet, that astronomy is to the eye
what music is to the ear. The spheres, with the Sirens that preside over them, and the sweet melodies
of that eternal diapason, the four elements combined
in the formation of the world, the beautiful vicissitude
of the seasons, light and darkness, height and depth,
all existences and their negations, all antecedents and
consequences, all cause and effect, reveal the same
mystery to the adept. Man is, in like manner, subhis whole nature to this universal law.

though a mere epic in prose, is didactic and practical
the Cyropaedia deserves to be regarded as the manual
of soldiers and statesmen, and as the best scheme of
Plato's is a mere vision, ject throughout
discipline for forming them.
and that vision is altogether characteristic of his ge- Of the four cardinal virtues, take temperance for an exWhat is it but a perfect discipline of the pasnius as his contemporaries conceived of it.
It is ample.
sions by which they are all equally controlled, or, rather,
it is
something between prose and poetry in style
each sounds
something made up both of poetry and philosophy in a perfect concord and symphony in which
the plan and design.
But a very small part of it is its proper note and no other in which no desire is either
o( the presgiven to any topics that can pretend to the character too high or too low in which the enjoyment
of political.
Indeed, Socrates expressly says, that the ent moment is never allowed to hurt that of the future,
reason, nor one passion to
to rebel
institution of a commonwealth is but a subordinate ob- nor
;

;

;

;

His principal aim is to unfold the mysject with him.
Of the title of the work, the
tery of perfect justice.
latter part {irepl dtKaiov) is unquestionably the more
If it were possible to have
appropriate designation.
any doubts, after reading the work, the repeated and
emphatic declarations of the philosopher himself would
remove them. It is in the second book that he first
alludes to the commonwealth, and then the purpose

passion
against
invade the province or to usurp the rights of another.
The TO diKaiov goes somewhat farther. It is that
state of the soul wherein the three parts of which it is
intellectual, the irascible, and the senfunction and influence ;
sual, exercise each its proper

composed, the

in

which the four cardinal virtues are blended together
in such symphonious unison ;
such
proportion,

in

which

in

just
all

the faculties of the mind, while they arc
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hilly developed, are so well disciplined and disposed,
that nothing
jarring or discordant, nothing uneven or
And so in the
irregular, is ever perceived in them.
a
larger type,
perfect polity is that in which the same

children are disobedient to their parents, wives to their
The justice of
husbands, slaves to their masters.

tues, have gone through their preparatory discipline,
and discharged in their day and generation the duties
that were respectively allotted to them,
they (at least
the better sort of them) must, in the calm of
declining
to
the
of
the true philosophy ; not such
life, turn
study
as is taught by mercenary sophists, mere shallow fallacies, mountebank tricks to impose upon ignorance,
vile arts to ingratiate one's self with that
savage beast
(a favourite image with the ancient writers), the wayward and tyrannical demus. Nor such philosophy as
bestows its thoughts upon the depraved manners of
men, or the fluctuating and perishable objects around
us but that deep wisdom, that rapturous and holy contemplation, which abstracts itself from the senses and
the changeable scenes of life and nature, and is wrapped up in the harmony and grandeur of the universe,
in communing with the First Good and the First Fair,
the infinite and unutterable beauty, fountain of all light
to the soul, ' the bright countenance of truth' revealed to the purified mind in the quiet and still air of
By such contemplations the soul
delightful studies.
shall attain to the perfection of virtue, and be prepared
for the great moral change, the glorious transfiguration
that is to crown its aspiring progress to beatitude and

which he speaks
known by

is not, therefore, the
single cardinal
that name.
It is not commutative

13. Tl/naLoc, 7J nepl (pvaecjCj **Timcms,
immortality.'"
or concerning Nature.'''* In this dialogue Critias relates

justice, nor retributive justice, nor (except, perhaps,
in a qualified sense) distributive justice.
It does not
consist in mere outward conformity or specific acts.

the tradition of an ancient Athenian state, anterior to
the deluge of Deucalion, and which was governed by
laws not unlike those of Egypt.
The Athenians, said

proportion and

fitness are

observed

;

in

which the

I

'

dif-

ferent orders of society move in their own sphere, and
do only their appointed work in which intellect govthat is, counerns, and strength and passion submit
sellors advise, soldiers make war, and the
labouring
classes employ themselves in their humble, but necesThe division of labour is
sary and productive calling.
a fundamental principle of Plato's legislation, and is

I

;

I
'

;

enforced by very severe penalties.
He considers it as
in the highest degree absurd, as out of all reason and
proportion, that one man should pretend to be good at
many things. On the other hand, the most fearfullv
depraved condition of society is that which Polybius
calls an ochlocracy/; an anarchy of jacobins and sansculottes, where every passion breaks loose in wild dis-

—

no law is obeyed, no right respected, no decorum observed where young men despise their seniors, and old men affect the manners of youth, and
order, and

;

virtue

Its seat is in

mind its influence is
makes the whole nature of

the inmost

music of the soul

;

it

;

the
the

true philosopher a concert of disciplined affections, a
choir of virtues attuned to the most perfect accord
among themselves, and falling in with the mysterious
and everlasting harmonies of heaven and earth
This
general idea is still farther illustrated by the scheme
of education in Plato's Republic. It is extremely simfor young men it consists only of music and
ple
gymnastics ; for adepts of an advanced age, it is the study
of truth, pure truth, the good, the to bv. the divine

—

;

monad, the one eternal, unchangeable. It is in the
third book that he orders the former division of the

'

;

I

!

;

'

—

made war, at this remote period, against
the inhabitants of Atlantis, an island situate beyond
the Pillars of Hercules.
The inhabitants of Atlantis
this tradition,

over Libya and Western Europe, and would
have subjugated the Greeks also, had not the Athenians made successful opposition to their progress,

ruled

.^fter this fable, the philosopher Timasus, of Locri, develops his system concerning God, the origin and
nature of the world, men, and animals.
Through the
whole of this exposition there prevails the usual tone
of the Pythagorean school.
Plato is commonly sup}X)sed to have followed, in the composition of this diato
work
the
attributed
logue, the
philosopher of Locri,

—

which we still possess.
14. KpLtiac, rj 'krT^avTiKo^,
It is necessary to cultivate with equal care
This dialogue is a conboth the parts of which it is composed, and to allow of " Critias, or the Atlantic
no excess or imperfection in either. They who are tinuation of the preceding. Critias here gives in deaddicted exclusively to music become effeminate and tail what he had only sketched forth in the Timaeus,
slothful
they, on the other hand, who only discipline respecting an island in the Atlantic (riid. Atlantis), intheir nature by the exercises of the gymnasium, be- habited anciently by a civilized and conquering race,
come rude and savage. This music, as Tiedemann and which had been ingulfed by the sea. He gives an
observes, is mystic and mathematical.
Pythagoras account of the laws, manners, and institutions of this
and Plato thought everything musical of divine origin. people. It is easy to perceive that the whole of this
God gave us these great correctives of the soul and recital is a mere fiction, a species of political romance,
of the body, not for the sake of either separately, but by which Plato wished to prove the possibility of such
that all their powers, and functions, and impulses, a republic being established as he had framed in his
And yet it is more than probable
should be fully brought out into action
and, above own imagination.
that the ancients had some obscure tradition among
all, be harmonized into mutual assistance and perfect
Plato's whole method and discipline is di- them relative to the existence of a large continent to
unison.
He banishes from his ideal terri- the west of the Straits of Gibraltar, and of this we find
rected to this end.
ache/ne.

V

;

—

;

tory the Lydian and Ionic measures as 'softly sweet'
and wanton, while he retains, for certain purposes, the
grave Dorian mood, and the spirit-stirring Phrygian.
So, in like manner, lie expels all the poets except the

Homer at their head. The tragic poets
were, in reference to moral education, especially ofIn conformity with the same princifensive to him.
all manner of deliciousness and exple, he proscribes
cess, Sicilian feasts, and Corinthian girls, and Attic
dainties, as leading to corruption of manners, and to
the necessity of laws and penalties, of the judge and
No innovation whatever is to be toleraexecutioner.
ted in this system of discipline, especially in what rethe slightest change in
gards music and gymnastics
which Plato affirms to produce decided, however secret and insidious, effects upon the character and manWhen his citizens, divided
ners of a whole people.
mto four orders, to correspond with the cardinal vir-

didactic, with

;
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—

The Critias of
Plato has given rise to various hypotheses and reveries,
and the writers of the last two centuries have very actively exercised their pens on so attractive a subject.
Some have found the Atlantis of Plato in Palestine,
others in India, and others, again, in the Canaries and
Azores.
(Consult Voss^ Weltkunde der Alten, p. 8,
26.
Latreille, Memoires sur divers sujets, &c., p.
de Flaion, 6cc.,
146.
Bailly, Lettres sur PAtlantide
traces even in the pages of Sirabo.

—
—

—

—

This dialogue is
Vid. Atlantis.)
Lond., 1775, 8vo.
It appears that death prevented
an unfinished one.
the author from putting a finishing hand to it.
have now enumerated the fourteen dialogues which
Ast believes to be undoubtedly authentic. And yet
we have seen that in this number there are three which

—We

We

will now proceed to the twentySocher rejects.
one other dialogues, which, though commonly regarded
as the productions of Plato, have nevertheless become
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the subjects of critical acepticism, since Schleiermasome of them what
cher thought he had discovered
was not characteristic of Plato, and since Ast has re-

m

jected

them

all

indiscriminately.

vojjLodealag (3i6?iia

i6',

N6/zcjv

This work has,

irepl

r/

until

lately,

which

that production of antiquity

by the importance of its suband the richness of the materials connected with
ject,
It ; as that in which the philosopher, abandoning the
itself

paths of imagination, enters into those of real life,
unfolds a part of his system, the putting of which
practice he considered as possible ; for it cannot
be admitted that the Laws are to be viewed as

and
into

but
the

production of Plato's old age. Bockh makes the work
to have been written in Plato's seventy-fourth year {ad
Plato here traces the basis of a legisMin., p. 73).
lation less ideal, and more conformable to the weakness of human nature, than that which he had given
The scene of the dialogue is laid in
in his Republic.
The author criticises the codes
the island of Crete.
of Minos and Lycurgus, as having no other object in
view but the formation of warriors. He shows that
the object of a legislator ought to be to maintain the
freedom and union of the citizens, and to establish a
wise form of government.
Examining the different
forms of government that had existed in Greece or
In
other countries, he exposes their several defects.
the course of these remarks, he traces, in his third
book, a character of Cyrus far different from that
which Xenophon has left. It is commonly supposed
that Plato wished, in so doing, to retaliate, on Xenophon, whose Cyropaedia appeared to him to have been
directed against the first two books of his Republic.
Bockh, however, has written against this opinion.
{De SimuUate, quam Plato cum Xenophonte exerAfter these preliminary
cuisse fertur, Berol., 1811.)
observations, the philosopher enters
his subject in the fourth book.

—

j

15.

''Twelve books of Laws, or con-

cerning Legislation/^

been regarded as
most distinguishes

—

this of the Laws that called oflf the attention of th«
author from his design of writing the Hermogenes?
Diogenes Laertius informs us (3, 37), that Plato died
before publishing his Laws, and that Philip of
Opas,
one of his disciples, gave to the world the
manuscript,
which he found among his master's tablets. This carious account, which leaves no doubt as to the
period
of life when Plato wrote the work in question, has furnished Ast with a new hypothesis.
He thinks that
some disciple of Plato fabricated the Laws to serve as
a supplement to the
The authenticity of
Republic.
the work, on the other hand, has been supported
by
Thiersch, in his critique on the work of Ast {Wien.

1

'

He

more

directly on
treats at first of

.

G

Jahrb.), and in a prize essay by Dilthey,
biting.,
16. 'ETTivOjU/fj ^ WKrepivo^
1820, 4to.
<yvk\oyo^,
"
This diaEpinomis, or the Nocturnal Assembly
It
logue forms a kind of supplement to the Laws.
treats of the establishment of a body of
magistrates,

—

V

who are to act as guardians of the laws and consenralors of the constitution.
Diogenes Laertius (3, 37)
says that Philip of Opus was regarded as the author
of the Epinomis, and it is easy to conceive that the
editor of a posthumous work might be tempted to add
to it something of his own.
(Compare Suidas, s. v.
17. Mevuv, ^ rrepl aper^^, "• Menon, or
(pMaoipog.)
Various questions started in the
concerning Virtue.''''
Protagoras, Phaedrus, Gorgias, and Phaedon, are developed more fully in this piece
they all have refer-

—

:

ence to the fundamental inquiry, " Can virtue be made

a subject of instruction."
The Menon contains mention of a fact (p. 90, A., ed. Steph.) which proves it
to have been written at least six years after the death
of Socrates.
The philosopher just mentioned blames,
in the course of this dialogue, the Theban Ismenias

having enriched himself with the gold of Persian
belongs to the third year of the 96th Olympiad (394 B.C.), and is one with which Socrates
could not have been acquainted.
{Bockh, ad Min., p.
for

this fact

46.

—

—

the worship of the gods, the basis of every well-reguThe fifth book contains the elements
lated state.
of social order, the duties of children towards their
parents, of parents towards their children, the duties

Id., de Simult., &c., p. 24, 26.
Schleiermacher,
Uebersetz. Plat., vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 356, seqq.— On the
consult
side
of
the
Buttmann, ad
opposite
question,
Stallbaum, ad Menon.. p. 103,
Menon., ed. 3, p. 48,
Socher maintains the authenticity of this diaseqq.)

of citizens

logue against Ast.

He then considers
and of strangers.
the political form of the state that is to be founded.
Plato, if he is the author of the work, renounces in it
all the chimeras of his youth, the community of propIn the sixth book
erty, and of women and children.
he treats of magistrates, of the laws of marriage, of
slavery ; in the seventh of the education of children
in
in the eighth of public festivals and of commerce
in the
in the tenth of religion
the ninth of crimes
eleventh of contracts, testaments, &c. ; in the twelfth
of various topics, such as military discipline, oaths,
;

;

;

;

—

&c. Every
right of property, prescription,
the Laws is in contradiction to the Republic.
theless, the

Laws

this philosopher,

existed in

who

cites

page of
Neverthe lime of Aristotle
and
them by name, expresses
;

no doubts whatever as to their authenticity. The difference of style between this work and some other
productions of Plato may be easily explained by the
Ast objects, that Plato himself dedifference of age.
clares the Republic, Timaeus, and Critias to be his
last works, and that after this he will write a dialogue,
in which Hermogenes shall be the speaker.
Now, as
the Critias appears to have been never finished, and as
the Hermogenes was not written, Ast concludes that
Plato did not compose the dialogue of the Laws.
{Ast, Platon's Lehen und Schriften, p. 379, seqq.)
P'.ato, however, does not exactly say what Ast makes
him assert. He merely speaks of the Timasus and
Critias as forming a kind of continuation to the Readd to them
public, and announces that he will one day
the Hermogenes, without, however, assuring us that
this will be his last work.
May we not suppose that
it

was

the composition of a

work

as considerable as

—

On the tendency of the piece, and
the period whence it was written, consult Stallbaum,
in the valuable
Prolegomena to his edition of the Menon

and, on the difficult mathematical passage, Moll" CommetUaliones tres Mathematicoweide, in his
;

Lips., 1813; and also Wex, in his
" Conimenfatio de loco Mathematico in Platonis Me1825.
The student is also referred to
none,''* Lips.,
the Philolog. Litteraturblatt zur AUgcm. Schvhcitung., Jahrg., 1827, 2te Abtheil. No. 5, where the
merits of Kliigel, Wolf, Miiller, Gedike, Schleiermacher, Buttmann, Mollweide, Wex, and other scholars,

Philologica,^^

in

—

elucidating

this

same passage, are

respectively

''

18. 'Evdvd^fxo^, rj IpiartKoq,
Euthydemus,
or the Disputer.'"'
In this dialogue, Socrates relates

weighed.

to Crito the conversation

which he has had with two

sophists of the Eristic school, named Euthydemus and
He ridicules with great spirit the false
Dionysodorus.
syllogisms and captious reasonings of the philoso-

—

As a piece of composition, this
phers of this school.
dialogue is one of the most perfect of Plato's. Schleiermacher admires its vivacity, and Ast, who regards
it is superior to
it as
supposititious, confesses that
many of the productions of Plato. 19. Xapfiidij^, ^

—

rrepl ao)(j>po(TvvTjg,

ance.*'

too

" Charmides, or concerning Temper-

Socrates here refutes, perhaps with

much

a little

which the young
subtlety, the definitions
Alof temperance or moderation.

Charmides gives

without merit, Socher
though this dialogue is not
adds himself to the number of those who c(»nsider it
Schleiermacher is of the opposite
as supposititious.
" Charmides Platonis
(Consult Ochmann,
opinion.
qui fertur dialogus num sit genuinus quctritur,'*
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BresL, 1826.)— 20. Avacg, p rcepl (piAiac, "Lysis,
concerning Friendship^ The author here treats, without coming to any decision, a questi )n which has occupied much of the attention both of ancient and modern philosophers, namely, "What produces friend(Plato's and Aristotle's ideas on
ship and love?'
friendship are finely given by Bouterwek, in the fourth
volume of the " Neuen Vesta.''^) According to Dio-

genes Laertius

(3, 24),

Socrates, on hearing this dia"
Hercules
how

By
many
logue read, exclaimed,
things does this young man falsely report of me !"
Hence it appears to have been the work of Plato's
Schleiermacher regards this dialogue as auyouth.
!

thentic.

Ast and Socher

reject

it.

—

21. 'AXK.L6ca,dijg

"

6 fiEL^cjv, ^ nepl ^VGEug avdpuTzov,
The first (or
greater) Alcibiades, or concerning the Nature of
The second member of this title, added by the comThe dialogue
mentators, does not suit the subject.
has reference merely to Alcibiades, who, young and
presumptuous, without knowledge and without experience, is on the point of presenting himself before the
people to be employed in the government of the state.
Socrates directs him to study first the principles of
law and politics.
The end of this piece is to show
the true nature of the attachment which Socrates had

ManV

for this young man, an attachment which made him
80 desirous of correcting his faults.
As Socrates, in
the course of this dialogue, compares the Deity to
light, certain commentators have discovered in this
expression the germe, as they think, of the system of
emanation, in which God is light and matter is darkness.
Schleiermacher considers this production as

—

—

—

22. PiXKLtuidtjg /?', ^ Tzepl npoaevxvc,
supposititious.
*'
The second Alcibiades, or concerning Prayer. ^^ Socrates shows Alcibiades the emptiness and inconsist-

&c., Socrates proves that this universal genius is not
able to maintain, with any success, a thesis
evidently

The captious reasonings in which he entangles
adversary, extort from the latter a proposition
manifestly false, namely, that a lie is preferable to the
truth.
27. 'E,vBv<ppuv, rj irepl oalov, " Euthyphron,
or concerning Piety."
This dialogue, written after
true.

his

—

the accusation of Socrates, and before his

condemna-

first, to establish
appears to have a double end
by the principles of dialectics the idea of piety, which
Socrates numbered among the cardinal virtues, but
of which only a passing notice is taken in the previous dialogues
and, secondly, that of defending Socrates against the charge of irreligion.
Plato shows
the falsity of the ideas entertained by the vulgar, and

tion,

;

;

priests, in relation to what was agreeable to the Deity, and to the religious duties of men
and he justifies Socrates by showing that it was only

even by the

;

on

ground the philosopher attacked the national reThe interlocutors are Socrates and a certain
Euthyphron, who, from a sense of religious duty, misunderstood by hun, was induced to become the accuser of
this

ligion.

his own father.
Socrates compels him to confess that
he does not even know in what religious duty consists ;
he ridicules the notions which the vulgar entertain of
the Deity
but, unhappily, he is satisfied with throwing down, without thinking of building up again, for he
puts nothing in the place of the system which he has
;

would have been dangerous, however,
under the circumstances of the case.
The light tone in which the process against Socrates
is alluded to, would seem to show that his friends deceived themselves as to the result.
Ast attacks the
authenticity of this dialogue, on the ground principally
of its not containing any one speculative view.
Wig" Comgers, on the contrary, has defended it, in his
prostrated
to

;

have done

it

this,

—

ency of the prayers which mortals address to the divinity, unable as they are to tell whether the things mcntatio in Plalonis Euthyphronem," Rostoch, 1805,
for which they pray will turn to their advantage or 4to.
28. '\uv, rj irepl 'lAidihc, "Jon, or concerning
not.
23. the Iliad'''' (more correctly, of Poetic Enthusiasm). The
Socher declares against this dialogue.
''
Menexenus. or the Funeral interlocutors are Socrates and Ion, the latter a native
Mevi^evoc, 7} £TnTd(pLOQ,
Oration.^'
This funeral oration, in honour of those of Ephesus, and one of those rhapsodists who roamed
Athenians who had died for their country, is put in through Greece, reciting the poems of Homer, Hesithe mouth of Aspasia, and is supposed to have been od, and other great masters of the art.
Much differan extemporaneous production on her part. The end ence of opinion has prevailed in relation both to the
of Plato, in composing this satirical piece, was, with- merit of this dialogue and the object which Plato
out doubt, to show that oratory was not a very diffi- had in view in composing it.
Sydenham {Synopsis,
cult art.
Bockh very acutely maintains, in his com- or General views, of the Works of Plato, Lond., 1759,
on
in
of
his
and
Arnaud
de
des Inscr., &c.,
the
that
diaVAcad.
Plato,
4to)
Minos,
{Mem.
mentary
many

—

logues, comes forth in a polemic attitude
celebrated Lysias, and especially in his

against the

Menexenus.

{Bockh, adMin., p. 182, seqq.) The events connected with the history of Athens, which are alluded to in
the course of this dialogue, reach to the peace of Antalcidas, concluded fourteen years after the death of
Socrates.
This anachronism, which may be pardoned
in a satirical production, has nevertheless induced
Schleiermacher to regard as supposititious the beginSchleiermacher's opin-.
ning and end of the dialogue.
ion, which is also that of Ast, and which was first
started by Schlegel, in Wieland's Attische Museum
(vol. 1, pt. 2, p. 262, seqq.), has found an opponent

—

vol. 37, p. 1, seqq.) consider this production as levelled at the poets, " those eternal enemies of truth."
As Plato, however, was afraid of incurring the resentment of this irascible class of persons, he only
attacked, say the writers just named, the rhapso-

Socher also views this dialogue in the light
of a satire against poets.
Some commentators, on
the other hand, think that there is no necessity for goPlato's object : it was
so
far
in
order
to
discover
ing
to repress the enthusiasm of the blinded admirers of
poetry, which is as distinctly opposed to truth as the
false logic of the sophists.
{Platonis Ion, ed. Nitsch,

dists.

—

29. Sw/cparovf uTzo?i,oyia, "DeLips., 1822, 8vo.)
fence of Socrates.^^ Diogenes Laertius (2, 41) in24. A.dxr]C, v "^^pi- avSpclag, ^'Laches, forms us, that Plato made an attempt to defend SocAgripp., 1824.
^^
The author shows that it is rates before his judges, but that the latter refused to
or concerning Bravery.
The present piece, written after the death
his principal hear him.
difficult to say what bravery properly is
is a monument erected to his memory, and
object, however, is. to enforce the necessity of not of Socrates,
it were, before all Greece
confining the education of the young to mere bodily an iloge pronounced, as
25. 'Imziag fiei^uv, rj irepl tov Ka2,ov, Placed in the mouth of him whom it undertakes to ae-exercises.
" The
and modesty with truth,
greater Hippias, or concerning what is Beauti- fend, it combines simplicity
A piece of banter against the sophist Hippias. and with that dignity which a good man derives from
ful.^^
of
26. 'iTiTTiag 6 £?mtt(jv, rj irepl -ipevdovg, "Hippias the consciousness
innocence, when he is attacked
In order to ridi- by the wicked.
the Less, or concerning Falsehood."
learn, indeed, from Xenophon
cule more effectually the vanity of Hippias, who pre- that this was precisely the tone in which Socrates adtended to a knowledge of all sciences and all arts, so dressed his judges, and that, instead of deigning to reunfolda.s to boast that he carried
nothing about him that was fute the charges alleged against him, he merely
not his own manufacture, is his clothing, his ring, ed to their view the history of his past life.
Dionysiua
in Loers,

in

ms

—

edition of the

Menexenus, Colon.

:

—

—

We
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of Halicarnassus
eulogium under the form of an apology {cd. Reiske, vol. 5, p. 295,
Bockh maintains, that Plato wrote the " De358).
fence of Socrates" in a spirit of rivalry towards the
and he refers to Plutarch
one composed by Lysias

or Eratistratua, or
concerning Wealth." Diogcne«
Laertius already regarded this dialogue as spuriuus
It is the same that is sometimes ascribed
(3, 62).

calls this production a

;

(X

Oral. Vit.—Op., ed. Keiske, vol. 9, p. 324). Ast,
on the contrary, remarks that Plutarch appears rather
to have had in his eye the oration of Lysias mentioned
in the Phaedrus.
{Bockh, ad Min., p. 182.— ^«^ Fla-

tons Leben, &c.,

p.

492. — Compare Beck, Comment.

Ltps., vol. 4, pt. 1, p. 28.)— 30.
"
Crito, or concerning the
Kpircjv, rj rrepi irpaKTcov,
Duty of a Citizen^ The scene of this dialogue between Crito and Socrates is in the prison where the
latter is confined, during the interval between his conSociet. Philolog.

Crito advises him to 6y, and
hints that the
of the prison has been bribed by
keeper
Sochim, and that all things are ready for his escape.
rates, on the other hand, maintains that it is not allowed a citizen to withdraw himself from that authority
which has power over him, nor to break the tacit compact by which he has bound himself to obey the laws
of his country.
Not only Ast, but another writer also,
has attacked the authenticity of this dialogue.
{Delbriick, Sokrates, Koln., 1819, 8vo.) It has found, how-

demnation and death.

ever, vigorous supporters in Thiersch, Socher, and Bre-

Zurich,
( Philologische Bey tr age aus der Sch loeiz
" The1819, 8vo, p. 143.)— 31. Qedyjjg, ij nepl ao<^iaq,
Demodocus having
ages, or concerning Wisdom^
brought to Socrates his son Theages, desirous of learning that kind of wisdom by which one is lilted for governing the state, Socrates declines the proposal, on the
ground that he has not yet heard the voice of his Genius, without whose approbation nothing that he might
undertake would succeed.
The end of the dialogue
is to show that the method of Socrates differs from that
of the sophists, in that the former gives no regular instruction to his disciples, but forms them to virtue in
This dialogue conhis society and by his converse.
tains some very line passages.
Schleiermacher remi.

gards

.

it

Rivals,^''
*'

—

,

'

as supposititious.
32. AvTEpaarai, ^^ The
also entitled 'Epaaral, rj nepl <pLXoao<^iag,

The Lovers, or concerning Philosophy."

A

very

feeble dialogue, the object of which is to show that
Socrates estimated virtue and justice above every-

thing else, and cared very little for purely speculative
researches.
33. 'iTnrapxoc, V (ptT^oKepdrjg, '' Hippar-

—

chus, or the Lover of Gain.'''' This dialogue, which is
It treats
very probably mutilated, is deficient in plan.
of the false ideas that men entertain respecting the acThe author advances in
quisition and love of gain.
the course of it some historical paradoxes.
Socher,
who defends .several dialogues against the attacks of

Schleiermacher and Ast, acknowledges, with them,
and also with Wolf {Prolegom. ad Horn., p. cliv.), that
Valckenaer
this is not one of Plato's productions.
{ad Herod., 5, 55) had already expressed the same
"
34. Mivug, jy nepl vofzov,
Minos, or conopinion.
cerning Lawy Socrates discourses, in this dialogue,
with a certain Minos on the nature of law, which he
takes, in its most extended sense, as the rule of all our
actions.
here find the first elements of the doctrine of modern philosophers respecting the law of nature and the moral law.
The authenticity of this dialogue has been ably attacked by Bockh, with whom
Socher agrees. (Bockh, Comment, in Platonis dialog,

—

We

—

qui vidgo inscribitur Min., &c.. Hales, 1806, 4to.)
35. K?.£iTo</)<Jv,^7rporpe7m/f6f, " Clilophon, or the Exhortation.'"
This discourse, in which the nature of
virtue is investigated, is not entire.
Stephens and
Serranus (De Serres) reject it from the list of Plato's
works.
will now give the titles of eight other
productions, also attributed to this philosopher, but
which bear so openly upon their fronts the stamp of
that the ancients themselves, though
falsification,
sometimes far from scrupulous in matters of criti-

—We

fi

Y

1.
cism, regarded them as strangers to Plato.
'E/n>f"
/af, i] 'EpaaiarpaTog, fj nepi nXovrov,
Eryxiat,

to

iEschines Socraticus.

—

2 'KXkvuv, rj irepl /z«raHalcyon, or concerning MelamorphO'
This dialogue, which is found also among the
"

/jiop(j>uaeu(^,

sis."

works of Lucian, treats of the wonders of nature. Di3. Haogenes attributes it to the academician I.«o.
v<}>og, T) Trepl Tov fiovXeveoBai, "Sisyphus, or concerning
Deliberation."
4. 'AfiOj^of, ^
-nepi -davarov, "AxioThis dialogue is one of
chus, or concerning Death."
those ascribed to -^schines, or Xenocrates of Cbalcedon.
(Bockh, Praf. in Sim. Socrat. dial., p. vi.

—

—

—

Wyttenbach, Philomath., pt.
T] Trepl TOV ovfitov'XeveadaL,

ing

Consultation.^''

—

6.

2, p.
*'

—

37.)— 5.

Arj/iodoKOC,

Demodocus, or concernAs-

'Opoi, '^'Definitions."

cribed also to Speusippus.
7. Ilfpt dper^q, ei dtdax"
TOV,
Concerning Virtue, whether it is a thing to be

This dialogue resembles the Menon ; it
taught."
treats of the same siibject, but less in detail, and with
some difference of manner. Socher regards it as the
first sketch, or else an
imperfect edition, of the Menon, and he therefore places it among the genuine
works of Plato. Le Clerc attributes it to ^Eschines.
(JEschinis Socrat., Dial., Amst.y 1711.)— 8. Ilfpi di"
Kaiov,
Concerning Justice." In 1806, Bockh published a dissertation on the Minos of Plato, tending
to show that the opinion of Schleiermacher, adopted
by Wolf, was correct, which made this production to
be a spurious one.
He advanced also a peculiar hypothesis respecting the author of the work.
Diogenes
Laertius (2, 122) informs us, that Socrates was in the
habit of frequenting the shop of a certain shoemaker
or currier, named Simon, for the purpose of discoursing there with his friends ; that this Simon was accustomed to commit to writing all that he could remenaber of these conversations ; and that he afterward published thirty-three of these dialogues, among which
were four with the following titles : Ilepi vofiov, " Of

Law ;"

"

Ilepl ^ikoKep^ovg,

Ilepi diKuiov,

"

Of Justice

;"

Of

the

and

Line of Gain ;"
"

Ilepi aper^Ct

Of

He

adds, that Simon was the first wha
thought of publishing the Socratic conversations, and
that, from the rank in life of the one who gave them

Virtue."

world, they were called ZkvtikoI AitiAoyot,
" The
Shoemaker-dialogues," and from their contents,
" Socratic."
Ast, however, regards the epithet a/cvrt" low" or " mean.'*
as
to the

Koc, here,

indicating something

(Compare Heindorff, ad Charmid., p. 83.) Bockh,
after having shown that the dialogue entitled Minos
originally bore the appellation Trepi v6/j.ov, and the
Hipparchus that of Trepi diAo/cepdovf, concludes that
these two dialogues, hitherto ascribed to Plato, are of

number of those published by Simon. This hypothesis having met with no opponents during three
years (whether it was that the conclusion seemed a
with
plausible one, or because it was in accordance
the sceptical spirit that distinguishes the literature of
the

Germany), Bockh grew bolder, and in 1810 actually
gave to the world these two dialogues, entitled Trepi
the
dpeTTJc and Trepi diKalov, under the name of Simon
Socratic (" Simonis Socratici, ut videtur, dialogi iv.,
de lege, de lucri cnpidine, de justOf ac de virtute. Ad^
diti sunt incerti auctoris dialogi Eryxia et Axiochus.
Grceca recensuit, et prafationem criticam pr<tmisit A.

Bockh," Hcidelb., 1810, 8vo). His whole theory, how(Journal
ever, has been ablv refuted by Letronne.
There exists also,
des
675,

Savans, 1820, p.
seqq.)—
under the name of Plato, * correspondence which
would be one of great interest if ii really came from the
founder of the Academy, because it conuins particulars of an historical, as well as political and philosophThese Letters, some of which are of
ical, nature.
considerable length, have reference to the visits made
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by Plato to Sicily, and to the intrigues of which this
island was the theatre, in consequence of the tyranny
of the younger Dionysius and the movements of Dion.
The correspondence in question appears to have been
published by some of the followers of Plato with the
view of exculpating their master and themselves from
the charge of fomenting troubles in Syracuse.
Cicero
seems to have entertained no doubt of these letters
*'
being genuine, and he cites one of them as praclara
(Tusc. Disp., 5, 35.) The folepistola Platonis:'
lowing modern scholars have denied their authenticity

—
:

Meiners, Commentat. Soc, Gott., 1783, p. 51, segq.
Groddeck, LiUratur-Geschichte.
Tiedemann, Griechenlands ersle Phtlosophen, p. 476, scqq.
Ast, Pla-

—

und

tons Leben

Schriflen,

—

376, seqq.

p.

— Socker,

Ucber Platons Schriften, Munchen, 1820.— In defence of their genuineness we may name, Schlosser,
Platos Briefe ubersetzt {Schmid und Snell, Philos.

Journ.,
Giessen, 1795). — Tennemann,
Lehren und Meinungen der Sokratiker,
— System der Plat.
106, seqq. — Morgenslern, Entwurf von Platos Leben, &c. — Grimm,
De Epistolis Platonis, an gcnuince
supposititia
of Plato
BeroL, 1816. — We have
vol.

2,

p.

3,

p. 17, seqq.

Id.,

Philos., p.

vel

six lives

sint,

re-

maining, three others by Speusippus, Porphyry, and
Aristoienus being lost.
The most ancient of these

by Apuleius, in the first book of his
habitudine doclnnarum et de nativitate
The other five are written in Greek of

six lives is that

"

work,

De

Platonis.'^

;

these, one is by Diogenes Laertius, and is found in
the third book of his compilation ; another is by Olympiodorus, and is given at the head of his commentary on

the

first

letus

Alcibiades

fifth

is

by Hesychius of Mi-

are anonymous.

and crowded with

lives are scanty

best

the third

;

the fourth and

;

fables.

All these
of the

Two

modem

biographies of the philosopher are those
of Tennemann and Ast.
The former of these has
been translated by the Rev. Mr. Edwards, professor
in the
Theological Seminary at Andover, and forms
" Selections
part of a work, entitled
from German Literature, by B. B. Edxcards and E. A. Park, Professors Theol. Sem. Andover,'' 1839.
V^aluable materials have been obtained
by us, from this, for our bisketch
of
Plato.
The
commentaries
on
ographical
Plato are still numerous, though very many have been
lost.
Platonic Lexicon by Timaeus has come down
to us, of which Ruhnken
published an excellent edi-

A

tion

owe

in

1754; and

A new edition of the Lex1800, 8vo).
icon of TimsEus, by Koch, appeared from the Leipsic
Of the MSS. of Plato, two possess
press in 1828.
(Lugd. Bat

,

—

One of
great value on account of their early date.
these belongs to the tenth century, and is at present in
the Royal Library at Paris, being known among its
collection of MSS. as No. 1807.
The other is the
celebrated one brought over from Greece by Dr.
It is now in the
Clarke, the well-known traveller.
This is the earlier of
Bodleian Library at Oxford.
It contains
the two, having been written in 896 A.D.
the first twenty-four dialogues, with the titles precisely
In the
as they are given in the Basle edition of 1534.
margin are written scholia in a very ancient hand.
The MS. is on vellum. In 1812, Professor Gaisford
"
Cafalogus, sive
published an account of it, in his
Notitia Manuscriptorum, qui a eel. E. D. Clarke comparati, in Bibliotheca Bodleiana adservajitur,'" &c.,
In 1820, the same scholar publishOxon., 1812, 4to.
ed a collation of the
under the title of " Lectio-

same,

—

The works of
nes Platonicce,'" &c., Oxon., 8vo.
Plato were first published, after the invention of printin 1513.
The
ing, by Aldus Manutius, at Venice,
commentaries of Serranus and Ficinus, the former of
which accompany the edition of H. Stephens of 1578,
and the
valuable

latter that printed at Lyons in 1590, are very
but, at the same time, are to be read with
;
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;

;

—

;

;

—

Of separate dialogues numerous ediBerol., 4 vols.
tions have been given by various eminent scholars, for
an account of which consult Schbll, Gesch. der Griech.
and Hoffmann, Lex. Bibli'
Lit., vol. 1, p. 524. seqq

—
,

The best translations of
ograph., vol. 3, p. 285.
Plato are, the German one of Schleiennacher, Berlin,
1817-1828, 3 vols, in 6, 8vo, left uncompleted in consequence of the death of the author; and the French ver13

sion of Victor

vols. 8vo.

Cousin, Paris, 1821-1840,
— For some remarks
called
on the doctrines of what
Alexandrithe New Platonic school, consult the
—
about
who
na Schola.
A comic
is

article

II.
writer,
the period of Socrates's death.

flourished

He composed twenty
comedies.
Suidas, Plutarch, and Aihenajus cite a
a
of
these pieces belong
but
much larger number,
part
to another Plato, a writer of the Middle Comedy, and
who lived about a century after the former. The ancient writers praise him as well as Cratmus for clearHis patriotic feelness or perspicuity ('XafnrpoTTjg).
to attack the corrupt demaings led him frequently
the day, such as Cleon, Hyperbolus, Cleoothers.
He gave his name to a particular
The fragments of this writer are to be
kind of metre.
Consult also
found in the collection of Grotius.

same modern scholar we gogues of
some valuable Platonic scholia phon, and

to the

the publication of

caution
for Ficinus, having formed his
conceptions
of the doctrine of Plato after the model of the Alexandrean school, frequently, in his Arguments, misrepresents the design of his author, and in his version obscures the sense of the original
and Serranus, for
want of an accurate acquaintance with the doctrine of
his author, and through the influence of a
strong predilection for the scholastic system of theology, some
times gives an incorrect and injudicious explanation
of the text.
Among the most useful editions of the
entire works of Plato, the following may be enumerated : The Bipont edition, 12 vols. 8vo, 1781-1786;
that of Bekker, Berol, 1816-1818, 10 vols. 8vo ; that
of Ast, 1819-1840, still in a course of publication, of
which the text and some volumes of the commentary
have appeared, Lips., 12 vols. 8vo
it is
disfigurthe
ed, however, by numerous typographical errors
London variorum edition, containing selections from
thirty-four commentaries, and published under the
care of G. Burges, Land., 1826, 11 vols. 8vo ; and,
what may, perhaps, be regarded as the best, that of
Stallbaum, still in a course of publication, and form" Bibliotheca
Graeca,'*
ing part of Jacobs's and Rost's
Of the select diaLips., 1827-1840, 8 vols. 8vo.
is
of
the
best
edition
that
of
HeindorfF,
Plato,
logues
Berol , 1802-1810, 4 vols. 8vo, a second edition of
which appeared in 1827, under the care of Buttmann,

Mcincke, Cura: Criticce in Comicorum fragmenta ah
Athenceo servata, Berol., 1814.
(Schbll, Hist. Lit.
Gr., vol. 2,

p.

91.)— III.

A

comic poet,

called, for dis-

It is
from the preceding, the younger.
indeed impossible, to separate his remains

tinction' sake
diflRcult,

from those of the elder comic poet of the same name.
He flourished about 300 B.C. {Schbll, Hist. Lit.
Gr., vol. 2, p. 114.)

Plaotianus, Fdlvius, a native of

Africa, and a

according to some, of the Emperor Scplimius
Other accounts, however, made him to have
Severus.
been of obscure origin, and to have been banished for
seditious conduct, as well as many acts of a criminal
relative,

nature.

In his banishment, according to these latter

he became acquainted with Severus, who
after ascended the imperial throne.
{HeWhen Severus attained to the sovrodian, 3, 10.)
to favour
ereignty, Plautianus was rapidly advanced
and power, and became eventually praetorian prefect.
Statues were erected to him both at Rome and in the
authorities,

some years

the senate itprovinces, as well by individuals as by
The soldiers and senators alike swore by his
self.
fortune, as had been formerly done in the case of Se-

but little to be equal in power
janus, and he wanted
with Severus.
{Dio Cass., 75, 15.) Plautianus is
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charged with having made use of his exorbitant power
to oppress the people, and to excite the vindictive
By the marriage of his daughpassions of his master.
ter Plautilla with Caracalla, who had already, for some
years, enjoyed the rank of Augustus, he obtamed admittance into the imperial household where his pride,
and the influence which he possessed over the emperor, rendered him an object of suspicion and dislike.
Being at last accused privately to the emperor of aiming at the succession, he was slain by a soldier, at the
Plauorder of Caracalla, in the presence of Severus.
tilla was banished by Severus, along with her brother
Plautus, to the island of Lipara, where, seven years
after, she was put to death by order of Caracalla, A.D.
211.
{Herodtan, 3, 10.— ZHo Cass., 75, 14, segq.—
;

Spartian., Vit. Set.)

Plactds, M. Accios, a celebrated comic poet, the
80n of a freedman, and born at Sarsina, a town of UmHe was called Plautus from
bria, about 525 A.U.C.
his splay-feet, a defect common to the Umbrians.
Having turned his attention to the stage, he soon
realized a considerable fortune by the popularity of his
;
but, by risking it in trade, or spendmg it, according to others, on the splendid theatrical dresses

dramas

which he wore as an
being

actor, and theatrical
little resorted to on account of the

him
(Aulus Gellius, N. A.,

daily support.

to labour in a mill for his
3, 3.)

Many

of his plays were written in these unfavourable circumstances, and, of course, have not obtained all the
perfection which might otherwise have resulted from
his increased knowledge of life and his long practice
in the dramatic art.
Twenty plays of this writer have

come down

to us.

comedies now

investigations was, that twenty-one were unquestionThese were subseably to be admitted as genuine.
quently termed Varronian, in consequence of having
been separated by Varro from the remainder, as no

way
tus.
still

doubtful, and universally allowed to be by PlauThe twenty-one Varronian plays are the twenty
This comedy appears
extant, and the Vidularia.

to have been
originally subjoined to the Palatine MS.
of the still existing plays of Plautus, but to have been
torn off, since, at the conclusion of the Truculentus,
we find the words " Vidularia incipit.^' {Fairr., Bib.
Lat., 1, 1.
Osann., AnaXect. Crit., c. 8.) And Mai
has recently published some
fragments of it, which be

—

found in the Ambrosian MS.
Such, it would appear,
had been the high authority of Varro, that only those
plays which had received his indubitable sanction were
transcribed in the MSS. as the genuine works of Plautus yet it would seem that Varro himself had, on
:

amusements some occasion, assented

famine then
Rome, he was quickly reduced to such

prevailing at
necessity as forced

Gellius informs us that Lucius ^Elius, a most learned
man, was of opinion that not more than twenty-hve
were his. Varro wrote a work entitled ^ueettionet
Plautina, a considerable portion of which was devoted
to a discussion
concerning the authenticity of the plays
commonly assigned to Plautus ; and the result of his

But, besides these, a number of

have been attributed to him. Aulas Gellius {N. A., 3, 3) mentions that there were
about a hundred and thirty plays which, in his age,
passed under the name of Plautus and of these nearly
forty titles, with a few scattered fragments, still remain.
From the time of Varro to that of Aulus Gellius, it
seems to have been a subject of considerable discussion what plays were genuine
and it appears that the
best-informed critics had come to the conclusion that
a great proportion of those comedies which vulgarly
passed for the productions of Plautus were spurious.
Such a vast number were probably ascribed to him
from his being the head and founder of a great dramatic school; so that those
pieces which he had, perhaps,
lost

;

;

merely retouched, came to be wholly attributed to his
"There is no doubt," says Aulus Gellius, "but
pen.
that those plays, which seem not to have been written
by Plautus, but were ascribed to him, were by certain
ancient poets, and afterward retouched and polished
by him." Even those comedies written in the same
taste with his came to be termed Fabiitcc Plautince. or
PlaiUian(B, in the same way as we still speak of JEso'^
Plautus quidem,"
pian fable and Homeric verse.
" ca re clarus
says Macrobius,
fuit, ut post mortem
ejus com.(zdi<E, qucE incerta ferebantur, PlautincB tamen
jocorvm copia, agnoscerenlur.'"'' {Sat., 2, I.)
It is thus evident, that a suflScient number of
jests
stamped a dramatic piece as a production of Plautus
in the opinion of the multitude.
But Gellius farther

esse, de

mentions, that there was a certain writer of comedies

to the
authenticity of several

others, induced by their style of
to that of Plautus.
The

—

humour corresponding

following remarks may throw
light on the general scope and tenour of the comedies of Plautus.
In each plot there is suflScient ac-

some

movement, and spirit. The incidents never flag,
but rapidly accelerate the catastrophe.
But, if we regard his plays in the mass, there is a considerable, and,
perhaps, too great, uniformity in his fables.
They
hinge, for the most part, on the love of some dissolute
youth for a courtesan, his employment of a slave to
defraud a father of a sum sufl5cient for his
expensive
pleasures, and the final discovery that his mistress is a
Iree-born citizen.
The charge against Plautus of unition,

formity in his characters as well as in his fables has
been echoed without much consideration. The portraits of Plautus, it must be remembered, were drawn
or copied at the time when the division of labour and
progress of refinement had not yet given existence to
those various descriptions of professions and artists,
the doctor, author, attorney
in short, all those charac-

—

whose habits, singularities, and whims have supplied the modern Thalia with such diversified materials, and whose contrasts give to each other such relief,
ters,

that

no caricature

is
required in any individual reprecharacters of Alcmena, Euclio, and
Periplectomenes are sufficiently novel, and are not repeated in any of the other dramas ; but there is ample
range and variety even in those which he most frequently employed, the avaricious old man, the de-

sentation.

The

bauched young fellow, the knavish slave, the braggart
captain, the rapacious courtesan, the obsequious paraThe severe father
site, and the shameless pander.
and thoughtless youth are those in which he has best
succeeded.
The captain is exaggerated, and the
change which has taken place in society and manners
prevents us, perhaps, from entering fully into the charbut
acter of the slave, the parasite, and the pander
in the fathers and sons he has shown his knowledge
of our common nature, and delineated them with the
truest and liveliest touches.
The Latin style of Plau;

—

whose name was Plautius, and whose plays, having tus excels in briskness of dialogue as well as purity
the inscription Plautu were considered as by Plautus, of expression, and has been extolled by the learned

when

they were, in fact, named not Plautinct from
All this sufPlautus, but PlautiancB from Plauttus.
ficiently accounts for the vast number of plays ascribed to Plautus, and which the most learned and in-

have greatly restricted. They have
however, very widely as to the number which
have
admitted
to be genuine.
they
Some, says Servius, maintain that Plautus wrote twenty-one comedies,
others forty, others a hundred {ad
Virg., jEn., init.).

telligent critics
diflFered,

Roman
that

if

grammarians, particularly Varro, who declares
Muses were to speak Latin, they would em-

the

ploy his diction {ap. Qmnct., Inst. Or., 10, 1); but,
as Schlegel has remarked, it is necessary to distinand that of
guish between the opinion of philologers
critics and poets.
Plautus wrote at a period when his
written or literary lancountry as yet possessed no
guage.
Every phrase was drawn from the living
This eariy simplicity seems
source of conversation.
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pleasing and artless to those Romans who lired in an favourite of the stage long after the plays of Caerilias,
age of excessive refinement and cultivation ; but this Afranius, and even Terence were first represented.
apparent merit was rather accidental than the effect {Dunlop's Roman Literature, vol. 1, p. 136, seqq.^
of poetic art.
Making, however, some allowance for Lond. ed.) The best editions of Plautus are, that of
Camerariua. Basil, 1558, 8vo; that of Lambinus, Iju
this, there can be no doubt that Plautus wonderfully
improved and refined the Latin language from the rude tet., 1576, fol.; that of Gruter, Lugd. Bat., 1592, in
form to which it had been moulded by Ennius. That which the division into acts, scenes, and verses first
he should have effected such an alteration is not a little appears; that of Taubmann, Witteb., 1622, ^io; that of
remarkable.
Plautus was nearly contemporary with Miiller, Berol., 1755, 8vo, 2 vols. ; that of Ernesti,
the Father of Roman song; according to most ac- Lips., 1760, Svo, 2 vols,; the Bipont edition, 1779he was condemned, du- 88, Svo, 2 vols., in which the text is corrected by
counts, he was born a slave
ring a great part of his life, to the drudgery of the low- Brunck; that of Schmieder, Gotting., 1804, Svo, 2
est manual labour ; and, as far as we learn, he was vols. that of Bothe, Berol., 1809, 8vo, and that formnot distinguished by the patronage of the great, nor ing part of the collection of Lemaire, Paris, 1830, 4
admitted into patrician society.
Ennius, on the other vols. Svo.
Pleiades (UXetddeg), I. the daughters of Atlas and
hand, if he did not pass his life in affluence, spent it
in the exercise of an honourable profession, and was the ocean-nymph Pleione.
They were seven in numthe chosen and familiar friend of Cato, Scipio Africa- ber, and their names were Maia, Electra,
Taygeta,
The first
nus, Fulvius Nobilior, and Laelius, the most learned Halcyone, Celaeno, Sterope, and Merope.
and polished citizens of the Roman republic, whose three became the mothers, by Jupiter, of Mercury, Darunrestrained conversation and intercourse must have danus, and Laced temon.
Halcyone and Celasno bore
bestowed on him advantages which Plautus never en- to Neptune Hyrieus and Lycus ; Sterope brought
But perhaps the circumstance of his Greek forth CEnomaiis to Mars ; and Merope married Sisyjoyed.
(Schol. ad II., 18, ASQ.—Apollod., 3, \.—Hyoriginal, which contributed so much to his learning phus.
and refinement, and qualified him for such exalted so- gin., Poet. Astron., 2, 21.) These nymphs hunted
been
unfavourable
to
that
have
native
with
Diana
on one of which occasions Orion, hap;
ciety, may
purity of Latin diction, which the Umbrian slave imbibed pening to see them, became enamoured, and pursued
from the unmixed fountains of conversation and na- them. In their distress they prayed to the gods to
ture.
The chief excellence of Plautus is generally change their form, and Jupiter, taking compassion,
reputed to consist in the wit and comic force of his turned them into pigeons, and afterward made them a
Acand, accordingly, the lines in Horace's Art constellation in the sky.
{Schol. ad II., I. c.)
dialogue
of Poetry, in which he derides the ancient Romans for cording to Pindar, the Pleiades were passing through
*'
having foolishly admired the Plautinos sales,^^ have Boeotia with their mother, when they were met by
been the subject of much reprehension among critics. Orion, and his chase of them lasted for five years.
That the wit of Plautus often degenerates into buf- {Etym. Mag., s. v. JIAemc-)
Hyginus (/. c.) says

—

;

;

—

;

—

riment, he too often tries to excite laughter by exag-

seven years.
The
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 464.)
constellation of the Pleiades, rising in the spring,
brought with it the spring-rains, and opened naviga-

jrerated expressions as well as by extravagant actions,
This was partly owing to
cannot, indeed, be denied.

the

name

and

is

foonery, scurrility, and quibbles, sometimes even into
obscenity ; and that, in his constant attempts at mer-

the immensity of the Roman theatres and to the masks
of the actors, which must have rendered caricature
and grotesque inventions essential to the production

of that due effect which, with such scenic apparatus,
could not be created unless by overstepping the modIt must always be recollected, that
esty of nature.
the plays of Plautus were written solely to be repreEven in modern times,
sented, and not to be read.
and subsequent to the invention of printing, the greatest dramatists, Shakspeare, for example, cared little
about the publication of their plays ; and in every age
or country in which dramatic poetry has flourished, it
has been intended for public representation, and adapted to the tastes of a promiscuous audience.
In the
days of Plautus, the smiles of the polite critic were
not enough for a Latin comedian, because in those
days there were few polite critics at Rome ; he required the shouts and laughter of the multitude, who
could be fully gratified only by the broadest grins of
comedy. Accordingly, many of the jests of Plautus
are such as might be expected from a writer anxious
to accommodate himself to the taste of the times, and
naturally catching the spirit of ribaldry which then
It being, then, the great object of Plautus
prevailed.
to excite the merriment of the rabble, he, of course,
was little anxious about the strict preservation of the
dramatic unities and it was a greater object with him
to bring a striking scene into view, than to preserve
In the Aulularia, part of the acthe unities of place.
;

tion is laid in the miser's house, and part in the various places where he goes to conceal his treasure in
the Mostellaria and Truculentus, the scene changes
from the street to apartments in various houses.
But,
notwithstanding these and other irregularities, Plautus
80 enchanted the people by the drollery of his wit and the
buffoonery of his scenes, that he continued the reigning
1092
;

Hence, according to the common etymology,
" to
is derived from Tz'kiu {'K'keiu),
sail,''''

tion.

thought to indicate the stars that are favourable
( Volcker, Mythol. dcs lap. Geschlechtes, p. 77.)
Ideler, however, thinks it more probable
that the appellation is derived from the Greek TrAcfOf,
"/u/Z," denoting a cluster of stars ; whence, perhaps,
the e.\pression of Manilius (4, 523), " glomerabile ndus.^'
Aratus (v. 257) calls the Pleiades eTTTaTTopot,
"
moving in seven paths" (compare Eurip., Iph. in
Aui, V. 6), although one can only discern six stars.
Hence Ovid says of these same stars (Fast., 4, 170),
"
Qua septem did, sex tamen esse solenl.'^ On the
to navigation.

other hand, Hipparchus asserts {ad Arat., Phcen., 1,
The
14), that in a clear night seven stars can be seen.
whole admits of a very easy solution. The group of
the Pleiades consists of one star of the third magnitude, three of the fifth, two of the sixth magnitude, and
It requires, therefore, a very
several smaller ones.
good eye to discern in this constellation more than six
stars.
Hence, among the ancients, since no more than
six could be seen with the naked eye, and yet since,
as with us, a seventh star, a ILletaf ^nrdfrrepo^ {Eraiosth., c. 14), was mentioned, the conclusion was that

one of the cluster was lost. Some thought that it had
been destroyed by lightning {Theon., Schol. ad Arat.,
I. c); others,
making the lost Pleiad to have been Electra, fabled that she withdrew her light in sorrow at the
fall of Ilium, and the misfortunes of her descendants,
Dardanus having been the son of Electra and Jupiter
{Schol. ad Arat., I. c, where for rov rj'kiov we must
read r^q 'Ykiov, and for rbv ^Tnov uAtaKOfiivov must
substitute ttjv 'IXcov

—

dTitaKOfiivijv.
Compare Ovid,
Electra Trojce spectare ruinas ?ton
" lost
to
another
account, the
tulit.^'')
According
Pleiad" was Merope, who withdrew her light because
ashamed of having alone married a mortal. {Ovid,
^^

Fast., 4, 177

:

Fast., 4, 175

)

Others, again, affirmed that the star
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in question moved away from its own constellation,
and became the third or middle one in the tail of the
Greater Bear, where it received the name of 'AXuirij^,
"the Fox." {Idelcr, Sternnamen, p. 145.) From
their rising in the spring, the Pleiades were called by

—

—

the Romans VrrgilicE.
Isidor., Orig., 3,
{Feslus.
This constellation appears to have been one of
70.)
It is
the earliest that were observed by the Greeks.

— Od.,

mentioned by Homer (//., 18, 483, seqq.
5,
and in Hesiod an acquaintance with it is
272, seqg.)
to be so widely spread, that the daily lasupposed
bours of the farmer can be determined by its rising
and setting. {Hes., Op. et I)., 383, 615.) The metrical form of the name is UrfXTjlddec and UeXeLadeg,
and hence some have been led into the erroneous opin;

name

ion, that the

of the constellation

—

;

p.

was

at

Comum,

known by

too, that the

his Letters,

its

members

It

younger Pliny, so well

and the nephew of the natural-

Pliny the Elder came to Rome at an
eariy period, and attended the lectures of Appion, but
it docs not
appear that he saw the Emperor Tiberius,
ist,

was

born.

the latter having already retired to Capree.
From the
account which he gives of the jewels which he saw at
LoUia Paulina's, it has been supposed, that, notwithstanding his youth, he assisted occasionally at the court
of Caligula.
His attention was attracted, even at this
early period, by the interesting productions of nature,
and particularly by the remarkable animals which the
He reemperors exhibited in the public spectacles.
lates in detail, and as an eyewitness, the particulars

a combat in the presence of the Roman people, wkh
a large monster of the deep, which had been taken
alive in the harbour of Ostia.
This event having taken place while Claudius was constructing the port in

was derived of

from irileia, a " pigeorC^ or " dove,'''' in allusion to the
fancied appearance of the cluster. {SchwcnJc, Mythol,
The Pleiades are assigned on the ceSkizz.,p. 2.)
lestial sphere to a position in the rear of Taurus.
{HyProclus and Gerainus, howgin., Poet. Astron.y 20.)
while
ever, place them on the back of the animal
Hipparchus makes them belong, not to Taurus, but to
the foot of Perseus.
{Theon. ad Arat., Phcen., 254.

— Vblcker, Mythol. der lap. Geschl,

covered there relative to several of

78.)— II. The

name

question, that is, in the second year of his reign, Pliny
could not have been at that time more than about
learn from himself, that,
nineteen years of age.
about his twenty-second year, he resided for a time on
the coast of Africa, where he witnessed the change of
sex in the case of Larius Cossicius, who, from having
been, as was supposed, a girl, found himself trans-

We

of Pleiades was also given to seven tragic writers, and the same appellation to seven other poets, of formed, the very day of his marriage, into a boy !
the Alexandrean school.
{Vid. Alexandrina Schola, Some modern writers have supposed, on no very
near the conclusion of the article.)
strong grounds, however, that at this age Pliny served
Pleione, one of the Oceanides, who married Atlas, in the Roman fleet, and that he visited Britain, Egypt,
It appears, on the contrary, from the
king of Mauritania, by whom she had twelve daughters, and Greece.
and a son called Hyas. Seven of the daughters were testimony of his nephew, that he was employed, while
armies in Germany.
changed into a constellation called Pleiades, and the yet quite young, in the Roman
rest into another called Hyades.
{Ovid, Fast., 5, 84.) He there served under Lucius Pomponius, whose
Plemmyridm, a promontory of Sicily, in the imme- friendship he gained, and who intrusted him with the
He must have
diate neighbourhood of Syracuse, and facing the island command of a part of the cavalry.
of Ortygia, forming with this island the entrance to the availed himself very fully of this opportunity to exIts modern name is Mas- plore the country of Germany, since he informs us
great harbour of that city.
of the Danube, and had
sa d'Olivera.
{Dorvill. Sic, p. 191.— Thucyd., 7, 4. that he^ad seen the sources
dwelt on the borWesseling, ad Diod. Sic., vol. 6, p. 555, ed. Bip.) also visited the Chauci, a tribe that

—

It was fortified by Nicias during the siege of Syracuse
by the Athenians, as being well adapted by its situaand here also he
tion for receiving supplies by sea
erected three forts or castles, the largest of which contained all the warlike implements, and the provisions
;

At a subsequent period of the war, the
Athenians were compelled to abandon this post, and
fortified themselves near Dascon, in its vicinity. ( Thu-

of the army.

cyd.,

I.

c.

—

The position of Plemmyrium
as one of the early causes of the failagainst Syracuse ; for, as the

Id., 7, 23.)

may be regarded

ure of the expedition
soldiers had
place was destitute of fresh water, and the
to go to a distance for it, numbers of them were cut
off from day to day by the Syracusans.
{Letronne, ad
Gbller, de situ et origine SyrThucyd., 7, 4, p. 76.
acusarum, p. 76, seqg.)
Plkumoxii, a people of Gallia Belgica, tributary to

—

LeTheir precise situation is unknown.
maire places them in the vicinity of Tornacum, now
Tournay. {Ind. Geogr., ad Cos., p. 339.— Ctz*., B.

the Nervii.

G., 5, 39.)

PlinIus,

Secundus,

C, surnamed

the Elder, and

St. Jerome, in his Chronicle
of Tiberius, A.D. 23.
of Eusebius, and a Life of Pliny ascribed to Suetonius, make him to have been a native of Comum ; but
since, in the dedicatory epistle prefixed to his Natural

he calls Catullus his compatriot {contcrraneum), and since Catullus was born at Verona, this lastmentioned city has disputed with Comum the honour
of having given birth to the naturalist, and writings
without number have been elicited by the controversy.

History,

wa»

Germany

It

was during

the operations in

that he wrote his first work, in

which he

treated of the art of hurling a javelin from on horse-

His second work,
back {De Jaculatione Equestri).
which was a Life of Pomponius, in two books, was
dictated by his strong attachment to that commander,
and by the gratitude which he felt towards him for his
numerous favours. A dream which he had during
this same war, and in which the shade of Drusus apwrite that prince's
peared to him and urged him to
memoirs, induced him to engage in a literary enterthe hisprise of great labour, that of writing, namely,
in Germany by the Rotory of all the wars carried on

mans, and which he executed eventually, in the comHaving returned to Rome
pass of twenty books.
about the age of thirty years, he there pleaded several
causes, according to the custom of the Romans, who
were fond of allying the profession of arms to the practice of the bar.

He

of his time at
passed, also, a part

he superintended the education of his
nephew and it was probably with the view of being
useful to the latter that he composed a work entitled
Studiosus, in which he began with the orator from his
had reachcradle, and conducted him onward until he
of his art.
ed the
Judging from a quota-

Comum, where
;

I.

also the Naturalist, a distinguished Roman writer,
born of a noble family, in the ninth year of the reign

One

ders of the ocean.

thing, however, is certain, that the Plinian family
settled at Comum, and possessed a large property

in the neighbourhood,

and inscriptions have been

dis-

tion

perfection
Quintilian,

made by

we

are led to infer that, in

in which
work, Pliny even pointed out the manner
the orator should regulate his dress, his person, his
It appears, that dudeportment on the tribunal, <&.c.
the reign of Nero, Pliny rering the greater part of
His nephew informs
mained without
this

employment.

of Nero's reign, when the
us, that, towards the close
one from
terror inspired by that monster prevented any
to pursuits a Uttle more liberal
devoting his attention
composed a work
than

and elevated

ordinary, Pliny

in eight
bc.-^ks, entitled
^

Dubii Sermonts, which was,
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without doubt, a grammatical treatise on the precise
And yet it is difficult,
signification and use of words.
if we follow chronological computation, not to believe

duced, and of the most remarkable human inventions.
Four books are then devoted to terrestrial animals, to
The species belongfishes, to birds, and to insects.
ing to each class are arranged according to their size

Nero named him

his procurator in Spain
for it
from the words of his nephew, that he filled
he himself mentions certain observations
this office
made by him in this country, and we find no other
period in his life in which he could have gone thither.
may presume that he continued in Spain during
the civil wars of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, and even

that

;

is certain,

:

We

It
during the first years of the reign of Vespasian.
was during this period that he lost his brother-in-law ;
and, being unable, by reason of his absence abroad, to

become his nephew's guardian, the care of the latter
was intrusted to Virginius Rufus. On his return,
Pliny would seem to have stopped for a time in the
south of Gaul

he describes, with remarkable exactness, the province of Narbonensis, and, in particular,
He informs us that he saw
the fountain of Vaucluse.
in this quarter a stone said to have fallen from heaven.
Vespasian, with whom he had been on intimate terms
during the wars in Germany, gave him a very favourable reception, and was in the habit of calling him to
;

for

him every morning before sunrise; which, according
to Suetonius and Xiphilinus, was a privilege reserved
It
by that emperor only for his particular friends.
cannot be affirmed, with any great degree of certainty,
that Vespasian elevated Pliny to the rank of senator.
Some writers state, moreover, though without any
proof, that Pliny served in the war of Titus against the
Jews.
What he remarks concerning Judaea is not
sufficiently exact to induce us to believe that he speaks
from personal observation ; and, besides, we can hard-

assign to any other part of his life except this, the
composition of his work on the History of his own
Times, in thirty-one books, and forming a continuaIf Pliny, however,
tion of that of Aufidius Bassus.
did not serve in the Jewish war, he was not less the
ly

on that account, having been his comand it was to
panion in the course of other contests
this prince that he dedicated the last and most impor-

friend of Titus

;

tant of his writings, his

The

Natural History,

in thirty-seven

given to Titus in the dedication
work was concluded in the
78th year of our era; and it is evident that it must
have occupied the greater part of his life to collect
books.

show

titles

that this laborious

This great work is the only
together the materials.
one of Pliny's that has come down to us. It forms,
at the same time, one of the most valuable monuments
left us by antiquity, and is a proof of the most astonishing industry in a man whose time was so much oc-

and subsequently by
In order fully to appreciate
this vast and celebrated work, we must regard it units
der three different aspects
plan, its facts, and its
The plan is an immense one. Pliny does not
style.
propose to himself to write merely a natural history, in
the restricted sense in which we employ the phrase
at the present day, that is, a treatise, more or less detailed, respecting animals, plants, and minerals ; he

cupied, first by military
those of a civil nature.

affairs,

;

embraces

in his plan

aorriculture,

astronomy, physics, geography,

commerce, medicine, and the

as natural history properly so called

;

arts, as well

and he contin-

remarks on these subjects a
ually mingles with his
variety of observations relative to the moral constituso that, in
tion of man and the history of nations
many respects, his work may be regarded as having
:

After having
in its day a sort of encyclopaedia.
a kind of table of contents,
given, in his first book,
and the names of the authors who are to supply him
with facts and materials, he treats, in the second, of

been

the world, the elements, the stars, &c.

The

four

fol-

lowing books give a geographical sketch of the then
known world. The seventh treats of the different races of men, and of the distinctive qualities of the human species, of the great characters which it has pro-
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or importance : their habits, their useful or hurtful
properties, and their most remarkable characteristics
are also discussed.
At the end of the book on insects

he speaks of certain substances produced by animals,
and of the parts that compose the human frame. BotTen
any occupies the largest space in the work.
books are devoted to an account of plants, their culture, their uses in domestic economy and the arts, and
five to an enumeration of their medicinal
properties.
Five others treat of the remedies derived from animals and in the last five Pliny treats of metals, mining, earths, stones, and the employment of the latter
for the purposes of life, for the calls of luxury, and for
the arts
while under the head of colours he makes
mention of the most celebrated paintings, and under
the head of stones and marbles treats of the finest pieces of statuary and the most valuable gems.
It is impossible but that, in even rapidly running over this
prodigious number of subjects, Pliny should make us
acquainted with a multitude of remarkable facts, and
which are the more valuable to us as he is the only
author that relates them.
Unhappily, however, the
manner in which he has collected and stated them
;

;

makes them

lose a large portion of their value, as well

from his mingling together the true and the false, in
an almost equal degree, as more particularly from the

some cases, the impossibility, of disPhny
covering exactly to what creatures he alludes.
was not such an observer of nature as Aristotle still
less was he a man of genius sufficient to seize, like
this great philosopher, the laws and the relations by
which nature has regulated her various productions.
He is, in general, nothing more than a mere compiler,
and often, too, a compiler unacquainted himself with
the things about which he collects the opinions of others, and, consequently, unable to appreciate the true
difficulty, and, in

;

force of these opinions, or sometimes even to comIn a word, he is a
prehend their exact meaning.
writer almost entirely devoid of critical acumen, who,
after having passed a large part of his time in making

extracts from the works of others, has arranged them
under certain chapters, adding thereunto, from time to

own reflections, which have nothing to do
with scientific discussion, properly so called, but either
present specimens of the most superstitious belief, or
are the declamations of a chagrined philosopher, who
accuses, without ceasing, men, nature, and the gods
themselves.
must be careful, therefore, not to
regard the facts which he has accumulated in their relations to the opinion which he him.self forms ; but
time, his

We

we must

restore them in thought to the writers from
he has derived them, and then apply to them
the rules of sound criticism, in conformity with what
we know of the writers themselves, and the circumstances in which they found themselves placed.
Studied in this way, the Natural History of Pliny present*
one of the richest mines of learning, since, according
to his own statement, it contains extracts from more
than two thousand volumes, written by authors of ev-

whom

ery description, travellers, historians, geographers, phiauthors, with many of
losophers, physicians, &c.
whom we only become acquainted in the pages of
A comparison of his extracts with the origiPliny.
nals themselves, where the latter have come down to
;

us,

and more particularly with the writmgs of Aris-

totle, will

was

show

that Pliny, in

making

his selections,

from giving the preference, on every occasion,
to what was most important or most exact in the
He appears, in general,
authors whom he consulted.
to have a strong predilection for things of a singular
for
or marvellous nature
such, too, as harmonize
more than others with the contrasts be is fond of insti
far

;

PLINIUS.
tuting, or the reproaches

he is
does

PLINItrS.

in the habit of

making by the ancients

He
not,
true,
against Providence.
an equal degree of credence to everything that he relates, but it is at mere random that he either doubts or
affirms, and the most puerile tales are not always those
which most excite his incredulity. There is not, for
example, a single fable of the Greek travellers, conit

extend

is

cerning men without heads, others without mouths,
concerning men with only one foot, or very long ears,
which he does not place in his seventh book, and that,
too, with so much confidence as to terminate this cat" Hac
alogue of wonders with the following remark

in the arts,

and certain particalart of

an historical and geographical nature, of which «re
would have been ignorant without his aid. That portion of his work which is devoted to the arts is the

one

that merits the

most careful study.

He

traces

he describes their products, he names
the most celebrated artists, he indicates the mannei
in which their labours are conducted, and it cannot b«
their progress,

doubted but

that, if well understood, he would mak«
us acquainted with some of those secrets by means of
which the ancients executed works that we have only

been able imperfectly to imitate.
Here again, howatque talia ex hominum genere, ludibria sibi, nobis ever, the difficulties of his nomenclature present themmiracula, ingcniosa fecit natura."
may without selves he names numerous substances, they are substances that must enter into compositions, or be subdifficulty, therefore, after observing this facility in giving credence to ridiculous stories about the human jected to the operation of the arts, and yet we know
With difficulty are we enabled to
speciec, form an idea of the degree of discernment not what they are.
which Pliny has exercised in his selection of authori- divine the nature of a few, by means of certain rather
ties respecting animals either entirely new or but little
equivocal characteristics that are related of them;
known. Hence the most fabulous creations, marli- and hence it is that we may be said to be in want, even
chori with human heads and the tails of scorpions, at the present day, of a true commentary on Pliny's
winged horses, the catoblepas whose sight alone was Natural History, a work that would require the most
able to kill, play their part in his work by the side of extensive acquaintance with every department of physthe elephant and lion.
And yet all is not false, even ical knowledge. If, however, Pliny has but little merit
in those narratives that are most replete with falsities. for us as a critic and a naturalist, the case is different
may sometimes detect the truth which has served with regard to his talents as a writer, and the immense
them for a basis, by recalling to mmd that these are treasure of Latin terms and forms of expression with
extracts from the works of travellers, and by supposing which the abundance of his materials obliged him to
that ignorance, and the love of the marvellous, on the supply himself, and which make his work one of the
It has been
part of ancient travellers, have led them into these richest depots of the Roman tongue.
exaggerations, and have dictated to them those vague justly remarked, that without Pliny it would be imposand superficial descriptions, of which we find so great sible to re-establish the Latin language and this rea number even in moidern books of travels. Another mark must be understood, not only with regard to
very important defect in Pliny is that he does not al- words, but also their various acceptations, and the turn
ways give the true sense of the authors whom he trans- and movement of sentences. It is certain, also, that
lates, especially when designating different species of wherever he can indulge in general ideas or philoanimals.
Notwithstanding the very limited means sophic views, his language assumes a tone of energy
possessed by us at the present day of judging with any and vivacity, and his thoughts somewhat of unexdegree of certainty respecting this kind of error, it is pected boldness, which make amends for the dryness
easy to prove that on many occasions he has substi- of previous enumerations, and may find favour for
tuted for the Greek word, which in Aristotle desig- him with the generality of his readers, and atone in
nates one kind of animal, a Latin word which belongs some degree for the insufficiency of his scientific into one entirely different.
It is true, indeed, that one dications.
It must be confessed, at the same time,
of the greatest difficulties experienced by the ancient however, that he is too fond of seeking for points and
that he is occasionally harsh
and that, on
naturalists was that of fixing a nomenclature, and their antitheses
vicious and defective method shows itself in Pliny many occasions, his language is marked by an obscuin
other.
The
more than
any
descriptions, or, rather, rity which arises less from the subject-matter than from
imperfect indications, which he gives, are almost al- the desire of appearing sententious and condensed.
insufficient
for
ways
recognising the several species, But he is everywhere dignified and grave, everywhere
when tradition has failed to preserve the particular full of love for justice and of respect for virtue of
name ; and there is even a large number whose names horror for cruelty and baseness, of which he had before
alone are given, without any characteristic mark, or his eyes such fearful examples
and of contempt for
any means of distinguishing them from one another. that unbridled luxury which had so deeply corrupted
If it were possible still to doubt respecting the advan- the spirit of his countrymen.
In this point of view
and, notwithstandtages enjoyed by the modern over the ancient meth- Pliny cannot be too highly praised
ods, these doubts would be completely dispelled, on ing the defects that we are compelled to notice in him
discovering that almost all the ancient writers have when we view him as a naturalist, we may still regard
said relative to the virtues of their plants is com- him among the most distinguished writers, and those
pletely valueless for us, from the impossibility of dis- most worthy of the epithet of classic, that flourished
;

We

;

—

We

;

;

;

;

;

;

tinguishing the individual plants to which they refer.
regret, however, on this account, will be greatly diminished, if we call to mind with how little care
the ancients, and Pliny in particular, have designated the medical virtues of plants.
They attribute so
many false and even absurd properties to those plants

Our

which we know,

we may

be allowed to be very
indifferent respecting the virtues of those which we
that

after the

—

In his religious princiage of Augustus.
Pliny was almost an atheist, or, at least, he acand few phino
other
the world
but
deity
knowledged
losophers have explained the system of Pantheism
more in detail, and with greater spirit and energy, than
The Natural Hishe has done in his second book
ples,

;

—

was

the year
Pliny's last work, for he perished
after its publication.
The particulars of his death are
in a letter of the
Pliny to the historian

tory

do not know. If we believe that part of Pliny's work given
younger
which treats of the materia medica, there is no hu- Tacitus, who was anxious to transmit an account of it
man ailment for which nature has not prepared twen- to jjosterity. The elder Pliny was then at Misenum,
to guard
ty remedies; and, most unfortunately, for the space in command of the fleet which was appointed
of two centuries after the revival of learning, med- all that part of the Mediterranean comprehended beWe will give
ical men took great pleasure in repeating these
pu- tween Italv, Gaul, Spain, and Africa.
erilities.
As regards the facts, therefore, detailed in the rest of the account in the words of his nephew :
" On the 24th of
his work, Pliny possesses at the
August, about one in the afternoon,
present day no real
interest, except as regards certain processes followed my mother desired him to observe a cloud which ap1095

—
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He had just
peared of a very unusual size and shape.
returned from taking the benefit of the sun, and. after
bathing himself in cold water, and taking a slight reHe immediately arose
past, had retired to his study.
and went out upon an eminence, from whence he might
more distinctly view
It was not, at that

this

very

uncommon

appearance.

retired to rest,

and

it is

most certain he was so

littlo

discomposed as to fall into a deep sleep ; for, being
pretty fat, and breathing hard, those who attended
without actually heard him snore.
1 he court which
led to his apartment being now almost filled with stones
and ashes, if he had continued there any time longer,
it would have
been impossible for him to have made

distance, discernible from what
cloud issued, but it was found afterward his way out it was thought proper, therefore, to awato ascend from Vesuvius.
I cannot give you a more
ken him. He got up, and went to Pomponianus and
exact description of its figure than by resembling it to the rest of his company, who were not unconcerned
:hat of a pine-tree, for it shot up to a great height in enough to think of going to bed.
They consulted tothe form of a trunk, which extended itself at the top gether whether it would be most prudent to trust to
into a «ort of branches
occasioned, I imagine, either the houses, which now shook from side to side with
by a sudden gust of air that impelled it, the force of frequent and violent concussions, or fly to the open
which decreased as it advanced upward, or the cloud fields, where the calcined stones and cinders, though
itself, being pressed back again by its own weight,
light indeed, yet fell in large showers, and threatened

mountain

this

:

;

it
expanded in this manner
appeared sometimes destruction. In this distress they resolved for the fields,
and sometimes dark and spotted, as it was either as the less dangerous situation of the two a resolumore or less impregnated with earth and cinders. tion which, while the rest of the company were hurThis extraordinary phaenomenon excited my uncle's ried into it by their fears, my uncle embraced upon
He cool and deliberate consideration. They went out,
philosophical curiosity to take a nearer view of it.
ordered a light vessel to be got ready, and gave me then, having pillows tied upon their heads with napthe liberty, if I thought proper, to attend him.
kins
and this was their whole defence against the
I rather chose to continue my studies, for, as it had hapn storm of stones that fell around them.
It was now
pened, he had given me employment of that kind. day everywhere else, but there a deeper darkness preAs he was coming out of the house, he received a note vailed than in the most obscure night which, howfrom Rectina, the wife of Bassus, who was in the ut- ever, was in some degree dissipated by torches, and
most alarm at the imminent danger which threatened other lights of various kinds. They thought proper to
:

bright,

:

;

;

go down farther upon the shore, to observe if they
might safely put out to sea but they found the waves
still
There
running extremely high and boisterous.
assistance.
He accordingly changed his first design, my uncle, having drunk a draught or two of cold water,
and what he began with a philosophical, he pursued threw himself down upon a cjoth which was spread
with a heroic, turn of mind. He ordered the galleys for him, when immediately the flames, and a strong
to put to sea, and went himself on board with an in- smell of sulphur, which was the forerunner of them,
tention of assisting not only Rectina, but several oth- dispersed the rest of the company, and obliged him to
ers
for the villas stand extremely thick on that beaurise.
He raised himself up with the assistance of two
tiful coast.
When hastening to the place from whence of his servants, and instantly fell down dead suffoothers fled with the utmost terror, he steered his di- cated, as I conjecture, by some gross and noxious varect course to the point of danger, and with so much pour, having always had weak lungs, and being freAs soon
calmness and presence of mind as to be able to make quently subject to a difficulty of breathing.
and dictate his observations upon the motion and as it was light again, which was not till the third day
He was now so nigh after, his body was found entire, and without any
figure of that dreadful scene.
the mountain, that the cinders, which grew thicker and marks of violence upon it, exactly in the same posture
hotter the nearer he approached, fell into the ships, as he fell, and looking more like one asleep than dead."
The eruption
together with pumice-stones, and black pieces of burn- {Plin., Ep., 6, 16, MelmotKs transl.)
They were likewise in danger, not only of here mentioned is evidently the one of which many
ing rock.
being aground by the sudden retreat of the sea, but historians have made mention, and which, occurring in
also from the vast fragments which rolled down from the first year of the reign of Titus, destroyed the cities
the mountain, and obstructed all the shore.
Here he of Herculaneum and Pompeii. The younger Pliny,
stopped to consider whether he should return back in a letter to Macer (3, 5), where he gives a list of
to which the pilot advising him,
Fortune,'' his uncle's works, states, that he died at the age of
again
for the villa being situated at the foot of Mount
Vesuvius, there was no way to escape but by the sea
she earnestly entreated him, therefore, to come co her

her

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

'

;

befriends the brave; carry me to PomponiPomponianus was then at Stabiae, separated
by a gulf, which the sea, after several insensible windHe had already sent his
ings, forms upon the shore.
baggage on board ; for, though he was not at that time
in actual danger, yet, being within the view of it, and,
indeed, extremely near, if it should in the least increase,

said he,
anus.^

We

'^

he was determined to put to sea as soon as the wind
It was favourable, however, for carshould change.
rying my uncle to Pomponianus, whom he found in
the greatest consternation.

He embraced him

with

eagerness, encouraging and exhorting him to keep up
his spirits ; and, the more to dissipate his fears, he ordered the baths to be got ready with an air of comAfter having bathed, he sat down
plete unconcern.
to supper with great cheerfulness, or, at least (what is
of it.
In the
equally heroic), with all the appearance

the eruption from Mount Vesuvius flamed
several places with much violence, which the

mean time

out in
darkness of the night contributed to render still more
But my uncle, in order to sooth
visible and dreadful.
the apprehensions of his friend, assured him it was
only the burning of the villages, which the country
After this he
people had abandoned to the flames.
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fifty-six

years.

how Sammonicus
St.

Jerome, and

cannot, therefore, comprehend
Serenus, and, after him, Macrobius,

St. Prosper,

have made him

live until

the twelfth year of the reign of Trajan, unless they
have confounded together the uncle and nephew.
The younger Pliny gives an interesting account of his

—

.

"You will wonuncle's indefatigable application.
" how a
der," he observes, in another of his letters,
man so engaged as he was could find time to compose such a number of books, and some of them, too,
upon abstruse subjects. But your surprise will rise
still
higher when you hear that for some time he engaged in the profession of an advocate ; that he died in
his fifty-sixth year ; that, from the time of his quitting
the bar to his death, he was employed in the highest
But he had a
posts and in the service of his prince.

quick apprehension, joined to unwearied application.
In summer he always began his studies as soon as it
was night in winter, generally at one in the mornings
No
but never later than two, and often at midnight.
man ever spent less time in bed, insomuch that he
would sometimes, without retiring from his book, take
After a
a short sleep and then pursue his studies.
;

short and light repast at

noon (agreeably

to the

good

PLINIUS.

PLINItJS.

custom of our ancestors), he would frequently, in
the summer, if he was disengaged from business, repose himself in the sun ; during which time some author was read to him, from which he made extracts
and observations, as, indeed, was his constant method,
for it was a maxim of his,
whatever book he read
that ' no book was so bad but something might be
old

:

learned from

When

was

over, he generally
soon as he came out
look
some
it, just
slight refreshment, and then reThus, as if it had
posed himself for a little while.
been a new day, he immediately resumed his studies
till
supper-time, when a book was again read to him,
upon which he would make some hasty remarks. I
remember once, his reader having pronounced some

went

it.'

this

into the cold bath, and, as

of

word wrong, a person at table made him repeat it
again, upon which my uncle asked his friend if he understood

Why,

The

it.

said

then,

We

;

;

teen years of age at the time of his uncle's death.
One year after this he appeared as a pleader at the
bar.
In his twentieth year he served as a tribune in
Syria,

On

and remained eighteen months in that country.
Roihe he was appointed one of the

his return to

The duties of these funcquaestors of the emperor.
tionaries consisted in reading to the senate the rescripts of the prince.

Not long
At the age

after

he became

tri-

of thirty he was apafter this he passed several years
in retirement, in order not to attract the notice of
Domitian.
He would not, however, have escaped the
fate which threattened all the eminent men of the day,

bune of the people.
would yon make him go back pointed praetor and

other acknowledging that he did,
he,

younger Pliny made considerable progress even at an
His uncle had given him a careful educaearly age.
tion
he composed a Greek tragedy when only fourteen, and wrote Latin verses on several occasion*
His principal attention, however,
throughout his life.
was devoted to the study of eloquence and be had
for instructors in this
department the celebrated Quintilian, and others of the most eminent men of the day.
as
we
have
Pliny,
already remarked, was nearly eigh-

;

by this interruption above ten
lines : so covetous was this great man of his time.
In summer he always rose from supper by daylight,
and in winter as soon as it was dark and this was had it not been for the death of Domitian, since there
Such was his manner of was found among the papers of the latter a denunciaan invariable rule with him.
life amid the noise and hurry of the city
but in the tion of Pliny, which had recently been sent to the emNerva and Trajan recalled him to the discountry his whole time was devoted to study without peror.
But in charge of public duties, and the latter prince appointintermission, excepting only when he bathed.
this exception I include no more than the time he was ed him administrator of the public treasury, an office
After atactually in the bath, for all the time he was rubbed which he filled for the space of two years.
and wiped he was employed either in hearing some taining to the high offices of consul and augur, Pliny
book read to him, or in dictating himself. In his was appointed by Trajan to the government of Bithyjourneys he lost no time from his studies but his mind nia, a province in which many abuses existed, and
at those seasons being disengaged from all other which it required a man of ability and integrity to rePliny was then in his fortythoughts, applied itself wholly to that single pursuit. move.
{Epist., 10, 41.)
A secretary constantly attended him in his chariot, first or forty-second year. The trust so honourably
who, in the winter, wore a particular sort of warm committed to him he seems to have discharged with
gloves, that the sharpness of the weather might not great fidelity ; and the attention to every branch of
occasion any interruption to his studies
and, for the his duties, which his letters to Trajan display, is pecusame reason, my uncle always used a chair in Rome. liarly praiseworthy in a man of sedentary habits, and
I remember he once reproved me for walking
You accustomed to the enjoyments of his villas, and the
He remained in
might,' said he, employ those hours to more advan- stimulants of literary glory at Rome.
tage :' for he thought all time lost not given to study. his government for the space of two years, and it was
By this extraordmary application he found time to during this period (A.D. 107) that he wrote his celewrite so many volumes, besides one hundred and sixty brated letter to Trajan respecting the Christians in his
which he left me, consisting of a kind of common- province. {Epist., 10, 97.) This letter, and the emperor's reply, furnish numerous important testimonials
place, written on both sides, in a very small character
so that one might fairly reckon the number consider- to the state of Christianity at that early day, and to
The period of
{Cuvier, Biogr. Univ., vol. 35, p. 67, the purity of Christian principles.
ably more."
The best edition of Pliny is that forming part Pliny's death is quite uncertain he is generally supseqq.)
of the collection of Lemaire, Paris, 1827-32, 11 vols. posed, however, to have ended his days A.D. 110, in
The following editions are also valuable that the forty-ninth year of his age. His character, as a
8vo.
that of Hardouin, husband, a master, and a friend, was affectionate, kind,
of Dalechamp, Paris, 1587, fol.
Pans, 1723, 3 vols, fol (reprinted with additions and and generous. He displayed also a noble liberality toimprovements from the edition of 1685, in 5 vols. wards Comum, his native place, by forming a public
and more particularly that of Franzius, Lips., library there, and devoting a yearly sum of three hun4to)

again

1

ftavc lost

:

;

;

;

'

:

'

;

—

;

—

:

;

;

1778-91, 10

vols. 8vo.

There

is

also a

French

trans-

Paris, 1829-33, by De Grandsagne, with annotations by some of the most eminent
It is an excellent work.
scientific men in France.
lation, in

20

vols. 8vo.,

—

C. Plinius Caecilius Secundus, surnamed, for dis"
tinction' sake, the
Younger," was born at or near
Comum, about the sixth year of the reign of Nero, or
II.

dred thousand sesterces, for ever, to the maintenance
of children, born of free parents, who were citizens of
Comum. A man like Pliny, of considerable talents and
and of an amiable
learning, possessed of great wealth,
and generous disposition, was sure to meet with many
friends, and with still more who would gratify his van-

—

ity

by

for, at the time
personal activity and enterprise
of the famous eruption of Vesuvius, when he was between seventeen and eighteen, he continued his studies at home, and allowed his uncle to set out to the
mountain without him. It was on this occasion that

at the

little

;

the latter lost his

6Z

life.

In

literature,

however, the

and apparent admiration of

his abil-

as a writer he has done nothing to entitle
him to a very high place in the judgment of piisterity.
the time of Cicero,
Still, however, no Roman, from
All his
acquired so high a reputation for eloquence.
discourses, however, are lost, with the single exception of the Panegyric on Trajan.
Pliny, having been
consul, addressed to the emperor a discourse,
ities.

;

their praises

But

His mother was a sister of the elder Pliny
and as he lost his father, Lucius Caecilius, at an early
age, he removed, with his surviving parent, to the
house of his uncle. Here he resided for some years,
and, having been adopted by his uncle, took the name
of the latter in addition to his parental one of Caecilius.
Pliny the younger appears to have been of a delicate
constitution, and even in his youth to have possessed

A.D. 61.

appointed

for the honour bestowed, and,
time, eulogized the character and actions
It was delivered in open senate, and
of the prince.
was then enlarged and published. {Eptsl., 3, 18.)
to a class of compositions, the
This

in

which he thanked him

same

production belongs

whole object of which was to produce a striking effect,
and it must not aspire to any greater reward. It is in1097
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genious and eloquent, but by its very nature affords
no room for the exercise of the higher faculties of the
mind nor will its readers, excepting those who are
fond of historical researches, derive from it any more
substantial benefit than the pleasure which a mere el;

To those, however,
egant composition can impart.
are curious in matters of history, it will certainly
prove interesting, since, although it only covers the
who

early years of Trajan's sway, it nevertheless furnishes
us with a number of facts, of which we sl^ould other-

wise be ignorant for what Suetonius and Tacitus wrote
concerning Trajan is lost, as is the case, also, with this
same portion of the history of Dio Cassius, and with
the different accounts of Trajan'« reign that are cited
by Lampridius, in his life of Alexander Severus.
Pliny is also known to modern times by his Letters.
These consist of ten books, and were published by
himself.
From the first to the ninth book inclusive,
we have letters addressed to individuals of all descriptions.
The tenth book contains the letters and reports
sent by Pliny to Trajan, together with some answers
;

—

of that prince.

The

Letters of Pliny are valuable to
us, as all original letters of other times must be, because they necessarily throw much light on the period
at which they were written.
But many of them are
ridiculously studied, and leave the impression, so fatal
to our interest in the perusal of such compositions,
that they were written for the express purpose of publication.
Among the letters of Pliny that have obtained the greatest celebrity, are the two in which he
gives an account of the elder Pliny's mode of life, and
two
of the circumstances connected with his death
others, which contain a description of villas of his own
and one in which he gives an account of his proceed;

;

ings against the Christians, and to which we have alThe authenticity of this last-mentionready referred.
ed letter has been attacked by Semler, an eminent
German divine {Historia: Ecclesiaslictz Selecta Capi-

—

Neue Versuche die KtrchHal., 1767, 3 vols. 8vo.
en-Historic der ersten Jahrhumlertc mehr aufzukidThis critic maintains that
ren, Leipz., 1787, Svo).
the letter in question was forged by Tertullian ; but
his arguments, if they deserve the name, would mvalta,

idate the authority of almost every literary monument
of ancient times.
This same letter of Pliny's gave
rise to an absurd legend at a later date, according to
which, Pliny having met, in the island of Crete, with

Titus, the disciple of St. Paul, was converted by him,
The design of
and afterward suffered martyrdom.
writing a history, which Pliny at one time entertained,
he never carried into execution. {Epist., 5, 8.) The
work " De Vtris lUustribus^^ has been erroneously
"
ascribed to him, as has also the dialogue
De Causis
Schbll,
{Masson, Vit. Plin.
corruptee eloquentice.''^
Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 408, scqq.
Bdhr, Gesck.
Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 566, seq.) The best edition of
Pliny is that of Lemaire, Paris, 1823, 2 vols. Svo.
It is the edition of Gesner, improved by Schaeffer
{Lips., 1805, 8vo), with additions by Lemaire.
Plisthenes, a son of Aireus, king of Argos, fa-

—

—

—

—

perpetually occupied with profound but extravagant
meditations, labouring to attain the comprehension of
the absolute by contemplation
a notion borrowed
;

from Plato, which became exaggerated in his hands.
Carried away by his enthusiasm, he thought that he
was developing the designs of the philosopher of the
Academy, when, in fact, he exhibited his thoughts only
The impetuous vivacity
partially and incompletely.
of his temper, which caused him perpetually to fall into
extravagances, prevented his reducing his mystical
His various scattered trearationalism to a system.

were collected by Porphyry

tises

in

six

Enneades.

He

died in Campania, A.D. 270, having taught at
Rome, and excited the almost superstitious veneration
An admirable analysis is given of
of his disciples.
the system of Plotinus by Tennemann, though occasionally somewhat obscure in its details.
{Manual

—

of the History of Philosophy,

p. 187, seqq., Joh7ison's
best edition of Plotinus is that of CreuAn edition of the treazer, Qxon., 1835, 3 vols. 4 to.

The

transl.)

tise

De

Pulchritudine was published in 1814, 8vo,
same editor. {Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliogr.,

Lips., by the
vol. 3, p.

336.)

the most generally known and
frequently cited, and hence, if the expression be allowed, one of the most popular, writers of antiquity.
He was a native of Chaeronea in Boeotia, but the period
of his birth is not exactly ascertained.
Plutarch him-

Plutarchus, one of

was studying under Ammoniwhen Nero visited Greece, which would
be the 66th year of our era ; and hence we may conjecture that he was born towards the close of the reign
of Claudius, about the middle of the first century.
Plutarch belonged to an honourable family, in which a
fondness for study and literary pursuits had long been
In his early days he saw at one and the
hereditary.
same time his father, his grandfather, and great grandand he was brought up under this infather in being
fluence of ancient manners, and in this sweet familyconverse, which imparted to his character an air of integrity and goodness, that shows itself in so many of
self informs us, that he
us, at Delphi,

;

his

numerous

writings.

In the school of

Ammonius,

which he attended when still quite young, and where
he formed an intimate friendship with a descendant of
Themistocles, he received instruction in mathematics
and philosophy. Without doubt, he carefully attended
also, under able instructors, to the various departments of belles-lettres, and his works plainly show
that the perusal of the poets had supplied his memory
It appears that, while still quite
with ample materials.
young, he was employed by his fellow-citizens in some
The same monegotiations with neighbouring cities.
tive led him to Rome, whither all the Greeks possessed of any industry or talent had been accustomed
regularly to come for more than a century, to seek
reputation and fortunes, either by attaching themselves

to

some powerful

tures

individuals, or by giving public lec-

on philosophy and eloquence.

Plutarch,

it

may

readily be supposed, did not neglect this latter mode
He himself declares, that duof acquiring celebrity.
his sojourn in Italy, he could not find time to be-

ther of Menelaus and Agamemnon.
{Vid. Agamem- ring
come sufficiently acquainted with the Latin tongue,
non, and Atridae.)
Plotinopolis, a city of Thrace, to the south of by reason of the public business with which he was
Hadrianopolis, founded and named in honour of the charged, and the frequent conferences he had with
Empress Plotina. On its site, at a later period, ap- educated men on matters of a philosophic nature,
him.
He spoke,
peared the city of Didymotichos, now Demotica. {Itin. about which they came to consult
he professed in his own language ; according to the
Ant., 222.—Procop., de Md., 4, 11.)

PlotTnus, a philosopher of the New-Platonic school,
Nature had
born A.D. 205, at Lycopolis in Egypt.
endowed him with superior parts, particularly with an
extraordinary depth of understanding, and a bold and
He early manifested these
vigorous imagination.
abilities in the school of Ammonius at Alexandrea.
Subsequently he determined to accompany the army
of Gordian to the East, in order to study the Oriental
He returned a dreamer,
systems on their native soil.
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which the Greeks had preserved of imposing
idiom on their conquerors, and of making it the

privilege
their

natural

These
language of philosophy and letters.
declamations, were evidently
numerous moral treatises that

public lectures, these
the first germe of the

The philosopher of
Plutarch subsequently composed.
Chaeronea exercised at Rome that profession of sophof which is now become a byist, the very name
word, and the mere existence of which seems to indi

PLUTARCHUS.

PLUTARCHUS.

cate the decline of national literature, but which was
more than once rendered illustrious at Rome by great
It is well
talents and the eflfects of per»ecurion.
known, that, under the bad emperors, and amid the
universal slavery that then prevailed, philosophy was
the only asylum to which liberty fled when banished

:

;

'

j

j

from the forum and the senate.
Philosophy, m earlier
it was
days, had effected the ruin of the republic
then only a vain scepticism, abused to their own bad
Adoptpurposes by the ambitious and the corrupting.

wc

follow

them amid public

afiiius,

accompany them

to the

scenes of private

life,

111

action

;

we

to the

interior of their dwellings, and into the very bosom ol
"
their families.
are not writing histories," ob-

We

serves Plutarch himself, " but lives.

became, at a later period, a
embraced by men of resolute spirit

a better vocation,

;

ly

;

ing

of a piece that he represents his heroes either as com
pletely enslaved by some passion, or as perfectly virtoous, and that he has not been able to depict the almost
infinite variety of shades between vice and virtue.
What renders the perusal of these biographies particularly attractive, is our seeing his personages constant-

it

Neither

is it al-

most distinguished exploits that men's virtues and vices may be best discerned
but frequently

species of religion,
they needed a wisdom that might teach them how to
escape, by death, the cruelty of the oppressor, and they
Plutarch,
called, for this purpose, stoicism to their aid.

in the

ways

;

;

some unimportant

action, some short saying or jest,
distinguishes a person's real character more than fields
of carnage, the greatest battles, or the most important

the most constant and the most contemptuous opposer
As painters, therefore, in their portraits, laof the Epicurean doctrines ; Plutarch, the admirer of sieges.
Plato, and a disciple of his in the belief of the soul's bour the likeness in the face, and particularly about
immortality, of divine justice, and of moral good, the eyes, in which the peculiar turn of mind most aptaught his hearers truths, less pure, indeed, than those pears, and run over the rest with a less careful hand,
of Christianity, but which, nevertheless, in some de- so must we be permitted to strike off the features of
gree adapted themselves to the pressing wants of he- the soul, in order to give a real likeness of these great
It is not known whether men, and leave to others the circumstantial detail of
roic and elevated minds.
Plutarch prolonged his stay in Italy until that period their toils and their achievements." {Vit. Alex., c. 1.)
when Domitian, by a public decree, banished all phi- This reasoning of Plutarch's is no doubt very just, but
Some critics have sup- it supposes that the writer does not go in quest of anlosophers from that country.
posed that he made many visits to Rome, but none ecdotes, and that he exercises a sound and rigid critafter the reign of this emperor.
One thing, however, icism in the selection of those which he actually reSuch, however, is not the case with Pluappears well ascertained, that he returned, when still ceives.
to
and
that he remained tarch.
Another defect with which he may be justly
his native country,
young,
there for the rest of his days.
During this his long charged, is the having entirely neglected the order
sojourn in the land of his fathers, Plutarch was con- of chronology, so that frequently his narrative pretinually occupied with plans for the benefit of his sents only an incoherent mass of facts, and the perucountrymen ; and, to give but a single instance of his sal of his lives leaves behind it, at times, only a
On the other hand, the Lives
zeal
the public service, he not only filled the of- confused impression.
of Plutarch contain a treasure of practical philosophy,
fice of archon, the chief dignity in his native city,
but even discharged with great e.xactness, and without of morality, and of sound and useful maxims, the
the least reluctance, the duties of an inferior office, that fruit of a long experience
indeed, it may be assertof inspector of public works, which compelled him, he ed, that oftentimes these Lives are only so many his-

—

—

I

m

:

measure tile, and keep a register of the
loads of stone that were brought to him.
All this accords but ill with the statement of Suidas, that .Plutarch was honoured with the consulship by Trajan.
Such a supposition is contradicted both by the silence

commentaries on certain maxims.

Notwith-

tells us, to

torical

of history and the usuages of the Romans.
Another
and more recent tradition, which makes Plutarch to
have been the preceptor of Trajan, appears to rest on
no better foundation, and can derive no support whatever from any of the genuine works of the philosopher.
An employment, however, which Plutarch does seem
to have filled, was that of priest of Apollo, which connected him with the sacerdotal corporation at Delphi.

standing all their faults, however, the Lives of Plutarch
are full of instruction for those who wish to become
well acquainted with Greek and Roman history, since
the author has drawn from many sources that are
He cherished an ardent love for libclosed upon us.
which he confounded with
erty, or, rather, democracy,
with allowing himliberty, and he has been reproached
self, on certain occasions, to be so far led away by his
enthusiasm as to mistake for heroism a forgetfulness
For example, though he
of the sentiments of nature.
would seem to state with impartiality the different
sensations produced by the punishment of the sons of
Brutus, and the assassination of the brother of Timoleon, still it is evident, from the manner in which he
acexpresses himself, that he approves of these two
tions, and that, in his eyes, the authors of them were

is not known
but the probahe lived and philosophized until an advanced age, as would appear both from the tone of some
of his writings and various anecdotes that are related
of him.
The several productions of this writer will
now be briefly examined. The work to which he owes

The

period of his death

;

bility is that

—

his chief celebrity is that which bears the title of Bloi
In this he gives biTrapuAAj/Aoi {'^Parallel Lives^'').
ographical sketches of forty-four individuals, distin-

guished
ventures,
in

such a

for their virtues, their talents,

and their ad-

some Greek, others Roman, and gives them
way that a Roman is always compared with

a Greek.
Five other biographies are isolated ones ;
twelve or fourteen are lost.
The five isolated lives
are those of Artaxerxes Mnemon, Aratus, Galba, Otho,

and Homer, though this last is probably not Plutarch's.
The lives that have perished are those of Epaminondas,

Scipio, Augustus, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius,
Nero. Vitellius, Hesiod, Pindar, Crates the Cynic,
De'iphantus, Aristomenes,and Aratus the poet.
Many
regard the Lives of Plutarch as models of biography.

—

The

principal art of the writer consists in the delineation of character ; but it has been objected to him, and,
it

wi uld seem, with

justice, that his characters are all

deserving of commendation, and free from all reproach.
{Sainte- Croix, Examen, &.C., p. 74, 2d ed ) Plutarch, moreover, is not even entitled to the praise of
The desire of showing that
being an impartial writer.
there was a time when the Greeks were superior to
the Romans, pervades all his recitals, and prejudices
him in favour of his Grecian heroes. His ignorance
of the Latin tongue, which he himself avows in his
Lives of Demosthenes and Caio, leads him into vaHis style has
rious errors relative to Roman history.

neither the purity of the Attic, nor the noble simpliciHe is
the classic writers.
ty which distinguishes
overloaded with erudition, and with allusions that are
An able examination of the
often obscure for us.

—

sources whence Plutarch derived the materials for his
el auciontate
lives, is given by Heeren {De fontibxis
vitarum parallelarum Plutarcht Comnuntaitones IV.,
and this inquiry becomes indisGbtUng., 1820. 8vo),
to the professed scholar, who wishes
pensably necessary
to ascertain the degree of confidence that is due to the
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our limits
biogiaphical sketches of Plutarch, though
It may be said, in
forbid our catering on the detail.
a few words, that Plutarch, in the composition of his
Lives, consulted all the existing historians ; that he
did not, however, blindly follow them, but weighed
their respective statements, in the balance of justice,

when their accounts were contradictory, adopted
The other
such as seemed to him most probable.
1. 'Pwhistorical works of Plutarch are the following

—

and,

:

(" Roman Questions'^).
These are researches on certain Roman usages for
example. Why, in the ceremony of marriage, the bride

(iai/cd,

Ainac

if

'PofioiKai.

:

required to touch water and fire 1 Why, in the same
travellers, who,
ceremony, they light five tapers 1
having been considered dead, return eventually home,
cannot enter into their houses by the door, but must
descend through the roof, &c. 2. 'EXXijviko., rj kiGrecian Quesrial 'EXXvviKal (" Hellenica, or
have here similar discourses on points of
tions^').
is

Why

—

We

Grecian antiquity.

—

3.

TLepl

napaTiXriXuv 'EXXrfvi-

Kuv Kal 'Pw/xai/cwv (" Parallels drawn from Grecian
and Roman History'^). In order to show that certain
events in Grecian history, which appear fabulous, are
entitled to full confidence, Plutarch opposes to them
This
certain analogous events from Roman history.
production is unworthy of Plutarch, and very probably
It possesses no other merit than that
supposititious.
of having preserved a large number of fragments of
Greek historians, who are either otherwise unknown,
4. Uepl
or whose works have not come down to us.

—

TT/g

'Pufialuv TVXVC

—

("

Qf

the

Fortune of the Ro-

5. and 6. Two discourses nepl ttj^ 'AXefmans").
dvdpov Tvxv^ V opf^f (*' On the Fortune or Valour
In one of these Plutarch undertakes
of Alexander").
to show that Alexander owed his success to himself,
not to Fortune. In the other, he attempts to prove, that
his virtues were not the offspring of a blind and capricious Fortune, and that his talents and the resources of
his intellect cannot be regarded as favours bestowed

These two discourses are preby this same Fortune.
ceded by one (No. 4) which shows the true object of
Plutarch, in this, endeavours to prove,
the others.
that the

Roman

exploits are less the eflfect of valour
result of the influence of For-

and wisdom, than the

tune ; and, among the favours conferred by this goddess, he enumerates the unexpected death of Alexander, at the very time that he was menacing Italy with
In all this we clearly see the
his victorious arms.
of the Greeks, who, from the time
jealousy and vanity
that they first fell under the Roman yoke, never ceased
detracting from the glory of this republic, and ascribing
its rapid progress to some blind and unknown cause.
One of the motives that induced Polybius, moreover,
to write his history, was to undeceive his countrymen
on this point, and prove to them that the prosperity of
Rome was owing, not to the caprices of Fortune, but

—

good conduct and valour. 7. IloTepov ^Adrjvaloi
Kara iroT^efiov fj Kara ao^iav evdo^orepoi ; (" Whether the Athenians are more renowned for War or for
The commencement and conclusion
the Sciences").
The text of what remains of this piece
are wanting.
to

is

very corrupt.

—

8.

Ilepi 'latdog koI 'Oaipidog ("

Of

This treatise contains a number
of very curious remarks on the Egyptian mythology,
but it is, at the same time, that very one of the works
of Plutarch in which his want of critical skill is most
His object was to give the mythological
apparent.
Isis

and

Osiris").

traditions of the Egyptians a philosophical sense, in
order to justify them before the tribunal of reason.
Hence this treatise can only be employed with great

caution in studying this branch of ancient mythology.
9. 'ETriToixTj TTjg avyKpiaeug Mevdvdpov kcu 'Apiaro6dvovc (" Abridgment of the Comparison between

From a mistaken principle of patriotism, Plutus").
tarch here attacks the veracity of Herodotus as an
The latter has found an able advocate in
Abb^ Geinoz. {Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c.,

historian.

the

vols. 30,
('*

—

11. Biog
36, and 38.
the ten Orators").

Biography of

Phoiius has inserted it in his
dently supposititious.
Bibliotheca, with many omissions and additions, but
without stating that it was written by Plutarch.
Hence some critics have ascribed it to the patriarch
This piece, however, bears the stamp of an
himself.
can only
age much earlier than that of Photius.
glance at the philosophical, or, as they are more comworks
the
of
Plutarch.
He was
moral,
monly called,

— We

He had formed for himnot a profound philosopher.
self a peculiar system, made up from the opinions of
various schools, but particularly from those of Plato and the Academicians, which he has sometimes
He detested the doconly imperfectly understood.
trines of Epicurus and the Porch, and the hatred he
had vowed towards their respective schools renders
him sometimes unjust towards their founders. He
was not free from superstition, and he pushed to exHis
cess his devotion towards the gods of paganism.
philosophical or moral works are more than sixty in
number. They are full of information as regards an
acquaintance with ancient philosohpy ; and they have
the additional merit of preserving for us a number
of passages from authors whose works have perished.
An analysis of these writings is given by SchoU
The best edi(Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 77, seqq.).
tions of the whole works of Plutarch are, that of
Reiske, Lips., 1774-82, 12 vols. 8vo ; that of Hutten,
"

—

Tubing., 1796-98,

that of

8vo, and that forming

Wyttenbach, Ozon., 1795, 6

vols. 4to,

and 12

(ITAovrwv), called also Hades (kLdrj^) and
as well as Orcus and Dis, was
{' kiduvevg),
the brother of Jupiter and Neptune, and lord of the
He is delower world, or the abode of the dead.
scribed as a being inexorable and deaf to supplication
and an object
for from his realms there is no return
of aversion and hatred to both gods and men.
(//., 9,
to
were
sure
All the latter
be, sooner or
158, seq.)

Pluto

Aidoneus

—

—

into his

later, collected

appears to denote
"
"
and

kingdom.

The name Hades
derived from a,

invis^ibility, being
to see," and significatory

of the naeldu,
not,"
The apture of the realm over which he bore sway.
him at a later pepellation of Pluto was received by
riod, and would seem to be connected with the term

"
wealth," as mines within the earlh are the
nXovTog,
This notion Voss
producers of the precious metals.
thinks began to prevail when the Greeks first visited
in gold.
{Mythol.
Spain, the country most abundant
e, vol. 2, p. 175.)
Heyne, on the other hand, is

Brief

of opinion that the name in question was first given
It is emin the mysteries {ad Apollod., 3, 12, 6).
ployed occasionally by the Attic dramatists {Soph.,
Aristoph.,
Eurip., Alcest., 270.
Antig., \200.
one in later
Plut., 727), and it became the prevalent
a
than
rather
to
came
place
times, when Hades
signify

—

—

a person.

— The adventures of Pluto were few,

gloomy nature of himself and

much

The

tale

his realm did

for the
not offer

such legends of the gods as Grecian
yet he too had his love-adventures.
of his carrying off Proserpina is one of the

field

for

fancy delighted

in

;

He
in antiquity.
(Fi<Z. Proserpina.)
are told, and carried off to Erebus the oceanLeuce and, when she died, he caused a tree,

most celebrated

we

Menander and Aristophanes"). An extract, probably,
10. riepl rfj^
irom some lost work of Plutarch's.

in the

Elysian

61.)

Another of

of Herodo-

whom

—

vols.

vols 8vo.

—

Of the Malignity

14

The best edition of
part of the Tauchnitz collection.
the Lives alone is that of Coray, Paris, 1809-15, 6
vols. 8vo ; and the best edition of the Moral works is

loved,

'Uoo^oTov KaKorjddag ("
1100

tuv dsKa fnjropcov
This work is evi-

nymph
named from her
;

{"kevkri,
fields.

" white
poplar"), to spring up
{Servius ad Virg., Eclog., 7,

his loves was the nymph Mentha,
turned into the
Proserpina, out of jealousy,
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(Schol. ad Nicand., Al-

plant which bears her name.

— Opjnan, Hal.,
730.) — Pluto. Homer

ex

,

374.

3,

tells

— Ovtd,

486.

us,

Met., 10,

was once wounded

in

the shoulder by the arrows of Hercules
but, from the
ambiguity of the phrase used by the poet (kv TrvTuf),
II. , 5, 395), it is diflicult to determine the scene of the
;

Some say that it was at the gate of the
nether world, when the hero was sent to drag the dog
of Hades to the realms of day.
{Schol. ad II. I. c.
conflict.

Heyne ad

I.

II.,

c— Schol. ad

,

Od

,

11,605)

—

Others

maintain that it was in Pylos, where the god was aid{Apoling his worshippers against the son of Jupiter.
lad , 2, 7, 3.—Pausan., 6, 25.— Pmi., 01, 9, 50.—
and
Buttmann
Schol. ad Find., I. c.)
Heyne, Miiller,
The region
are in favour of this sense of the phrase.
over which Pluto presided is represented in the Iliad

—

and
3,

in the

Theogony

278.— 76.,

9,

as being within the earth.
(Z/.,
20, 61.— 76., 23, 100.—
In the Odyssey it is placed in

568.— /A.,

Theog., 455, 767.)
the dark region beyond the stream of Ocean.
{Od.,
Its name is Erebus, with which
lb., 11, 1.)
10, 508.
the appellation Hades became afterward synonymous.
The poets everywhere describe it as dreary, dark, and
The dead, without distinction of good or
cheerless.

—

lity

of the Greeks.

latter

believed,

that

For the former asserted, and tb«
Orpheus and Homer had both

wisdom on

the banks of the Nile
and that
Erebus of Greece, and all its parts, personages,
and usages, were but transcripts of the mode of burial
in Egypt.
Here the corpse was, on payment of a piece
of money, conveyed by a ferryman (named Charon in
the language of Egypt) over the Acherusian lake, after

learned

;

the

had received

its sentence from the
judges appointed
Oceanus was but the Egyptian
purpose.
name for the Nile ; the Gates of the Sun were merely
those of Heliopolis; and Hermes, the conductor of
souls, was familiar to the Egyptians ; and thus they
it

for

that

boldly and falsely appropriated to themselves all the
It is worthy of notice, with
mythic ideas of Greece
!

—

what unanimity the early races of men placed the
abode of departed souls either beneath the earth or in
the remote regions of the West.
The former notion

owes

its

origin, in all probability, to the simple cir-

cumstance of the mortal remains of man being deposited by most nations in the bosom of the earth ; and
the habits of thinking and speaking which thence arose,

led to the notion of the soul also being placed in a reThe calmness and stillness of
gion within the earth.
evil, age or rank, wander there, conversing about their evening succeeding the toils of the day, the majesty
as
it
former state on earth they are unhappy, and they feel of the sun sinking,
were, to rest amid the glories
their wretched state acutely.
They have no strength, of the western sky, exert a powerful influence over the
Some few, enemies of human mind, and lead us almost insensibly to picture
or power of mind or body.
The
the gods, such as Sisyphus, Tityus, Tantalus, are pun- the West as a region of bliss and tranquillity.
ished for their crimes, but not apart from the rest of idea of its being the abode of the departed good was
the dead.
Nothing can be more gloomy and com- therefore an obvious one. Finally, the analogy of the
fortless than the whole aspect of the realm of Hades conclusion of the day and the setting of the sun with
In process of time, when the close of life, may have led the Greeks, or, it may
as pictured by Homer.
communication with Egypt and Asia had enlarged the be, the Phoenicians, to place the dwelling of the dead
sphere of the ideas of the Greeks, the nether world in general in the dark land on the western shore of
underwent a total change. It was now divided into Ocean. Hades, we are told by Homer, possessed a
it was
two separate regions
Tartarus, which, in the time helmet which rendered its wearer invisible
:

—

—

:

;

Homer and

Hesiod, was thought to lie far beneath
it, and to be the prison of the Titans, became one of
these regions, and the place of punishment for wickand Elysium, which lay on the shore of
ed men
the stream of Ocean, the retreat of the children and

of

;

relatives of the king of the gods, was moved down
thither to form the place of reward for good men.

A

stream encompassed the domains of Hades, over which
the dead, on paying their passage-money {vavXov),
were ferried by Charon. The three-headed dog Cerberus guarded the entrance and the three judges, Minos, .^acus, and Rhadamanthus, allotted his place of
bliss or of pain to each of the dead who was brought
This idea is probably founded
before their tribunal.
on the passage in the Odyssey (11, 568) where the
hero says he saw Minos judging in Erebus
but, according to the earlier belief, he only judged there as
Orion hunted in other words, he pursued the same
According to the fine myth
occupation as on earth.
in Plato {Gorgias, p. 523), ^acus and Rhadaman;

;

;

mead where the path branchBlessed and to Tartarus (comthe former judging the
pare Virg., Mn., 6, 540)
If any
dead from Europe, the latter those from Asia.
case proves too difficult for them, it is reserved for
The River of Oblivion {6 r^c
the decision of Minos.
thus
es

sit at

oft"

the point in the

to the Islands of the

;

forged for him by Vulcan, the later writers say, in the
Minerva wore it
time of the war against the Titans.
when aiding Diomede against Mars (//., 5, 845).
on
his
went
W^hen Perseus
expedition against the
Gorgons, the helm of invisibility covered his brow.
artists
the god of the lower
By
{Apollod.,\, 6, 2.)

—

world was represented similar to his brothers, but he
was distinguished from them by his gloomy and rigid
Pluto
mien.
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 89, seqq.)
had a temple at Rome under the title of Sumnuimis,
dedicated to him during the war with Pyrrhus.
{Ovid^

The cypress, the narcissus, the adiFast., 6, 731.)
anthus, and the thighs of victims, were sacred to him ;
black animals were sacrificed to him, such as black
His title Sum{TxbulL, 3, 5, 33.)
to him as being summus manium ;
but Ovid questions whether this deity was the same
as Pluto.
{Fuss, Rom. Ant., p. 360.)
Plutus, son of lasion or lasius, by Ceres, the goddess of corn, has been confounded by many of the
oxen and sheep.

manus was given

mythologists with Pluto, though plainly distinguished
He was brought
from him as being the god of riches.
up by the goddess of peace, and, on that account. Pax
was represented at Athens as holding the god of wealth

The ancients represented him as blind,
in her lap.
and bestowing his favours indiscriminately on the good
and bad. He appears as an actor in the comedy of
ATjdrjg 'Korafio^) was added to those of Homer's transOceanic region (Acheron, Pyriphlegethon, and Cocy- Aristophanes called after his name, and also bears a
The Greek form ITAovin the Timon of Lucian.
tus), and the dead were led to drink of its waters

—

pre-

vious to their returning to animate other bodies on
In the sixth book of Virgil's ..Eneid will be
earth.
found the richest and fullest description of the newmodified under-world, and for those who love to trace
the progress and change of ideas, it will not be an uninteresting employment to compare it with that in the
In reading the
seventh book of Homer's Odyssey.
"portentous falsehoods" (LoftccA:, Aglaoph., p. 811)
of the Egyptian priests on this subject, one is at a loss
which most to wonder at, their audacity, or the credu-

—

part

"

The popular belief among the
wealth.'^
Tog means
ancients assigned him a dwelling-place in the subterranean regions of Spain, a country famed for its prePhaedrus relates, in one of his fables,
cious metals.
that when Hercules was received into heaven, and was
who thronged around with their consaluting the gods
he turned away his look when Plutus
gratulations,
drew near, assigning as a reason for this to Jupiter,
who inquired the cause of his strange conduct, that
he hated Plutus because he was the friend of the bad,
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and, besides, corrupted both good and bad with his
The fable is borrowed, with some slight alter-

gifts.

{Phadr., fab., 4, 12.)
ation, from the Greek
Pluvius, a surname of Jupiter, as god of rain. He
was invoked by that name among the Romans, whenever the earth was parched up by continual heat, and
was in want of refreshing showers. {TibulL, 1, 8, 26.)
Pnyi, the place of public assembly at Athens, es-

horses of Achilles by the wind Zephyrus.
(Horn., II.,
16, 150.— Consult Heyne, Excurs., ad loc.)
The
name implies swiftness of feet (from Trot'f, " a foot,^^
and upyo^, '^ swift.")
The son is hence
PcEAS, the father of Philoctetes.
" Pceantia
called
{Met., 13, 45.)
proles'^ by Ovid.
PcEciLE, a celebrated portico at Athens, which received its name from the paintings with which it was

"
arod, from ttoikiXo^,
diversified^^).
is said to have been Peisianac-

so called from the crowds acpecially during elections,
customed to assemble therein (utto tov TrenvKvuadai).

adorned

The Pnyx was situate on a low hill, sloping down to
the north, at the western verge of the city, and at a
It was
quarter of a mile to the west of the Acropolis.
a large semicircular area, of which the southern side,

(Diog. Laert., Vit. Zen.— Plin., Vit. CAm.)
were by Polygnotus, Micon, and Pamphilus, and represented the battle between Theseus
and the Amazons, the contest at Marathon, and other
achievements of the Athenians. {Pavsan., 1, 15.
Diog. Laert., I. c.—Plin., 35, 9 —jElian, Hist. An.,

or diameter, was formed by a long line of limestone
rock, hewn so as to present the appearance of a vertical wall, in the centre of which, and projecting from
it, was a solid pedestal, carved out of the living rock,
ascended by steps, and based upon seats of the same
This was the celebrated Bema, from which
material.
The lowest or most
the orators addressed the people.
northern part of the semicircular curve was supported
by a terrace wall of polygonal blocks. ( Wordsworth's
Jul. Poll.,
Greece, p. 150.
Aristoph., Acham., 20.

—

—

8, 10.)

PodalirTcs, son of ^Esculapius and Epione, and a
of antiquity.
Xenophon calls
pupils of Chiron the
centaur (^Cyneget., 1, 14), an assertion which Aristides takes the unnecessary trouble of refuting.
{Oral,
celebrated

him and

physician

his brother

Machaon

The two
Asclepiad., vol. I, p. 76, ed. Cant.)
brothers were also distinguished for eloquence, and for
their acquaintance with the military art.
{Xen., I c. ]
in

According to Quintus Calaber, Machaon was the elder,
and also instructed Podalirius. {Paralipom., Horn.,
8, 60.)
They were both present at the siege of Troy,
and made themselves so conspicuous by their valour,
that Homer ranks them among the first of the GreTheir skill in the healing art was also
cian heroes.
highly serviceable to the wounded, and they were at
last excused from the fight, and from all the fatigues
of war, in order to have more lime to attend to those
who were injured. On his return from Troy, Poda-

was driven by

a tempest to the coast of Caria,
where he either settled in. or founded, the city of Syrna, called by some Syrus.
{Pauaan 3. 26. Siebelirius

—

,

The more common account is in favour
lis, ad loc.)
of his having founded the place, and he is said to have
called it after Syrna, the daughter of Damcptas, king
He had cured her, it seems, of the
of the country.
effects of a fall from the roof of a mansion, by bleeding
her in both arms at the moment when her life was
despaired of; and he received her in marriage, together with the sovereignty of the Carian Chersonese.
{Steph. Byz., s. v. l.vpva.) This story furnishes the
first instance of a physician's having practised bleedthe Greeks.
{Sprengcl, Hist, de
ing, at least among
Med., vol. 1, p. 131.) Another account makes
Podalirius to have been assassinated on the coast of
Ausonia, in the territory of the Daunians, in Italy, and
to have been worshipped after death under the name
" healer
of voauv uKEGTri^,
of diseases." (Lycophr.,
Strabo, moreover, says, that the tomb
1046, seqq.)
of Podalirius was to be seen at the distance of 100
stadia from the sea, in the country of the Daunians.

la

{Strab., 436.)

PoDARCEs, I. the first name of Priam. When Troy
was taken by Hercules, he was redeemed from slavery
by his sister Hesione, and thence received the name
of Priam.
{Vid. Priamus.)— II. The son of Iphiclus,
He went
of Thessaly, and brother of Protesilaus.
with twenty ships to the Trojan war, and, after his
brother's death, commanded both divisions, amounting
to forty vessels.
Eustath.,
{Horn., H. 2, 698, seqq.

ad

—

—

loc.
Muncker, ad Hygin, fab., 97.)
PoDARGE, one of the Harpies, mother of two of the
1102

Its

{-rcoLKiTirj

more ancient name

tius.

The

pictures

—

Here were suspended also the shields of the
Scioneans of Thrace, and those of the Lacedaemonians
taken in the island of Sphacteria.
{Pausan., 1, 15.)

7, 28.)

It was in this portico that Zeno first
opened his school,
which was hence denominated the " Stoic.'' (The
" school of the
from
No less than 1500
crrou.)
porch,''
citizens of Athens are said to have been destroyed by
the thirty tyrants in the Pcecile.
{Diog. Laert /. c.
Colonel
Isocr., Areop.
jEschin., de Fals. Leg.)
Leake supposes that some walls, which are still to be
seen at the church of Panaghia Fanaromeni, are the
remains of this celebrated portico.
{Topography of
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p.
Athens, p. 118.

—

—

,

—

318.)
PcENi, a

name common

to both the Phoenicians

and

(Consult remarks under the article
Carthaginians.
Phoenicia, page 1049, col. 2, near the end.)
PoGON, a name given to the harbour of Troezene

from its shape, being formed by a curved strip of land
which resembled a beard {nuyuv) hence .arose the
proverbial joke, rrlei'ceiac fif Tpoi^'^va, which was addressed to those whose chins were but scantily provided.
{Adag. Gr<tc. Zenob.) This port was for:

We

merly so capacious as to contain a large fleet.
are told by Herodotus that the Greek ships were ordered to assemble there prior to the battle of Salamis
At present it is shallow, obStrab., 273).
{() 42.
structed by sand, and accessible only to small boats.

—

{Dodwell, vol.

2, p.

26S.— Chandler,

vol. 2,
p.

263.—

Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 266.)
PoLA, a town of Istria, on the western coast, near
the southern extremity, or Promontorium Polaticum.
its name
Tradition reunchanged.
have been founded by the Colchians, whom
.^etes had sent in pursuit of the Argonauts.
It became afterward a Roman colony, and took the name
of Pietas Julia.
{Pliny, 3, \9.—Mela, 2, 4.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 136.)
PoLEMARCHUs. Vid. Archou.
PoLEMON, I. an Athenian of good family, who in
his youth was addicted to infamous pleasures.
The
manner in which he was reclaimed from his licentious
course of life, and brought under the discipline of phi-

It still

ported

preserves

it

to

losophy, affords a memorable example of the power of
eloquence when it is employed in the cause of virtue.
As he was one morning, about the rising of the sun,
returning home from the revels of the night, clad in a
loose robe, crowned with a garland, strongly perfumed
and intoxicated with wine, he passed by the school of

Xenocrates, and saw him surrounded by his disciples.
Unable to resist so fortunate an opportunity of indulging
his sportive humour, he rushed, without ceremony, into
the school, and took his place among the philosophers.
The whole assembly was astonished at this rude and
indecent intrusion, and all but Xenocrates discovered
The philosopher, however, presigns of resentment.
served the perfect command of his countenance
and,
with great presence of mind, turned his discourse fro.m
the subject on which he was lecturing to the topics of
temperance and modesty, which he recommended with
;

POL

POLEMON.
BO much strength of argument and energy o! VmPolemon was constrained to yield to the
guage, that
Instead of turning Xenocrates
force of conviction.
and his doctrine 'to ridicule, he became sensible of
the folly of his former conduct, was heartily ashamed
of the contemptible figure which ho made in so retook his garland from his head,
spectable an assembly,

concealed his naked arm under his cloak, assumed a
sedate and thoughtful aspect, and, in short, resolved
from that hour to relinquish his licentious pleasures,
and to devote himself to the pursuit of wisdom. Thus
was this young man, by the powerful energy of truth
and eloquence, converted from an infamous liberIn such a sudden
tine to a respectable philosopher.
change of character, it is difficult to avoid passing

pleasing than instructive.

The

(Front

we

,

Relig., p,

(JO, ei.

possess of the writing*
of Polemon neither authorizes us to adhere to this
It is true, however, that
opinion nor to contradict it.
the two declamations which have reached us are written in a vigorous style, but are devoid of elegance.
It

Niebuhr.)

little

that

was principally, too, for his strength and vehemence
that the ancients held Polemon in esteem, and called

"Me Trumpet

him

of Olympus" CZakirty^ 'OXvfinio
Gregory Nazianzen studied and imitated
best edition of the two declamations of

St.

KT]).

him.

The

Polemon is that of Orellius, Lt>*., 1819, 8vo. (Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 226, »ey.)— V. Surnamed
Periegetes, lived during the reign of Ptolemy EpipbaHe was a pupil of the Stoic
nes, about 200 B.C.
"
Panaetius, and wrote a
History of Greece'* (Aoyof
'EXXr/vtKog) in eleven books, wherein he carefully ob-

from one extreme to another. Polemon, after his reformation, in order to brace up his mind to the tone of
This work is lost.
the severest austerity served chronology.
Athenaeua
rigid virtue, constantly practised
and most hardy fortitude. From the thirtieth year of cites many other productions of Polemon, " On the
" On the
his age to his death he drank nothing but water. Acropolis of Athens,"
Paintings to he seen
"When he suffered violent pain, he showed no exter- at Sicyon" (Plutarch has borrowed from the latter an
in
his
Life
of Aratus), " On
In order to preserve his mind anecdote, which he gives
nal sign of anguish.
Polemon appears also as a geoundisturbed by passion, he habituated himself to speak Inscriptions,'* &c.
He composed a " Description of
in a uniform tone of voice, without elevation or de- graphical writer.
The austerity of his manners, however, the Earth" (KoafiiKrj Yiepiriyrjat^), whence he obtained
pression.
was tempered with urbanity and generosity. He was the surname of Periegetes (UepcijyijTTJ^). He wrote
"
fond of sohtude, and passed much of his time in a also a
Description of Ilium" (UepiTJyTjatc 'lA/ov),
He died at an advanced and, under the title of Kriaeig, a work on the origin
garden near his school.
Of the tenets of Polemon lit- of the cities of Phocis, Pontus, &c. All these are
age, of consumption.
Strabo and the scholiasts cite another work of
lost.
tle is said by the ancients, because he strictly adhered
The direction of the Acad- Polemon's, written against Eratosthenes, in which the
to the doctrine of Plato.
emy devolved upon him after the death of Xenocrates. latter was accused of never having seen Athens.
He is said to have taught that the world is God but (Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p 223. Id. ib., vol.
VI.
writer on
74. ib., vol. 4, p. 53.)
this was, doubtless, according to the Platonic system, 3, p. 390.
which made the soul of the world an inferior divinity. Physiognomy, supposed to be the same with the pupil of

—

;

— Suid.,

—

s. v.
{Diog. Laert., 4, 16.
de Fin., 4, 6.—Athen(Eus,

—Cic,

Eclog. Phys.,
1, p. 247. seq.)

1,

—

3.
II.

Val.

2, p.

— Enfield's Hist,
A

Max
U.

—

,

6, 9.

Stob.,

P

of kilos., vol.
son of Zeno of Apamea, made

king of Pontus by Antony, after the latter had de(Appian, Bell. Civ.,
posed Darius, son of Pharnaces.
This person, who had the art to ingratiate
•5, 75.)
himself alike with Antony, Augustus, and Agrippa,

was made king of that eastern part of Pontus, named
He was killed in an expePolemoniacus after him
dition against some barbarians of Sindice, near the
Palus Maeotis but his widow, Pythodoris, was reigning in his stead at the time that Strabo wrote his Ge(Strab., 556, 578.— Dio Cass., 53, 25
ography.
III. Son and successor of the preId., 54, 24.)
ceding, was placed on the throne by Caligula, and
had his dominions afterward enlarged by Claudius
Nero eventually converted
with a portion of Cilicia.
Pontus into a Roman province. (Suet., Vit. Ner., 18.
IV. Antonius, a celebrated sophCrusius, ad loc.)
;

—

—

—

—

second century of our
He was a native of Laodicea on the Lycus, and
era.
of a consular family, and was held in high esteem by
Polemon spent
Trajan, Hadrian, and Antoninus Pius.
the greater part of his life in Smyrna, where he opened
a school of rhetoric, and was sent on several occasions
He accumulated a large
as ambassador to Hadrian.
ist

and public speaker,

in the

fortune by his oratorical talents, but made many eneHe became a
mies by his excessive haughtiness.
great sufferer by the gout, and at the age of fifty- six
years, having become disgusted with life on account
of the tortures to which his complaint subjected him,
he returned to his native city, entered the tomb of his
family, which he caused to be closed upon him, and
have remaining of his
there ended his existence.

We

works only two declamations or oratorical exercises,
'•
entitled
Funeral Discourses'' ('ETTira^toi TiOyoL).
They are discourses feigned to have been delivered
in honour of those who fell at Marathon, by their own

The Emperor Marcus Aurelius, in a letter to
Fronto, describes him as a writer of ability, but less

fathers.

—

—

A

Xenocrates mentioned above (No. I.). He composed
a '* Manual of Physiognomy,'" en*Med ^vaioyvufiLKOV,
or

^vaioyvcjfiiKiJv

'^yxtipiitov.

It

was published

by Peruscus at the end of his -^lian, Rom., 1545,
4to, and is also contained in the collection of Franz,
"
Scriplores Physiognomic Veteres,** Altenb., 1780,
8vo.

PoLEMONiuM, a city of Asia Minor, on the coast of
Pontus, situate, according to Pliny (6, 4), one hundred
It derived its name
and twenty miles from Amisus.
from Polemon, the son of Zeno, its founder.
This
place is not mentioned by Strabo, and therefore was
but it is noticed by
probably founded after his time
Ptolemv and in the Table Itinerary it is marked as a
Mannert is inclined to think
place of consequence.
that Polemonium was built on the site of an earlier
;

;

The modern name is said to be
place called Side.
Vatisa or Fatsa, which reminds us of the ancient fortress of Phatisane, that once stood about ten stadia to
Perthe west.
(Arrian, Peripl. Mar. Eux., p. 17.
ipl.

Anon.,

p. 4.

— Mannert,

—

Geogr., vol. 6,

pt.

2, p.

439.)

PoLiAs (UoXidc), a surname of Minerva, as the proThis name was particularly applied
tectress of cities.
to her in Athens, and indicated the original Mmerva
of Athens, the Minerva who had contested the soil of
Attica with Neptune, and had triumphed in the contest.
She wa.s, therefore, the original protectress of
the Acropolis and the city ; to her the embroidered
was dedicaPeplus at the festival of the Panathenaea
ted ; it was to her temple that Orestes came as a sophe fled from the Eumenides,
pliant from Delphi, when
before her statue burned the golden lamp, both night
and day, which was fed with oil only once a year ; the
sacred serpent, the guardian of the Acropolis, dwelt
on which
here; here was the silver-footed throne,
Xerxes sat when he viewed the battle of Salamis;
and here, too, was the sword of Mardonius, the Persian general at Plataea— The temple of Minerva Polias
was under the same roof with the Erechtheum, the two
forming an entire building, of which the eastern divis-

^
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was consecrated to the worship of the goddess
and the western, including the northern and southern
the deified daughter of Ceporticoes, was sacred to
On the same site had
crops, the nymph Pandrosus.
of Erechtheus
and from
previously stood the temple
this circumstance, as well as from the fact that his
ion

;

protestations

was evinced almost

as soon as the letters

which they were contained had reached the capital;
for his old fellow-soldier, Antony, having retreated into
Gaul after his defeat at Modena, Poilio joined him
from Spain with all the troops he commanded.
He
farther contrived to disunite the fickle Plancus from
altar still remained, the entire building retained the his colleague Decimus Brutus, and to bring him over,
name of the Erechtheum. Within the sacred enclo- with his army, to the enemies of the republic. By
these measures he contributed more, perhaps, than
.aure were preserved the holiest objects of Athenian
veneration, among which the most precious were the any other of his contemporaries, to extinguish all hopes
wjive of Minerva and the fountain of Neptune, both of the restoration of the commonwealth, and to throw
of which sprung up at the bidding of those divinities, the whole power of the state into the hands of the triwhen there was contention among the gods concerning umvirate. Having thus been chiefly instrumental in
the guardianship of Athens.
Here, too, was the old- ruining the cause of liberty, that proud spirit of freedom
est and most deeply-venerated of the statues of the or ferocia, as Tacitus calls it, which he afterward asAthenian goddess a figure carved in olive-wood, but sumed, and the restoration of the Atrium libertatis,
of which the legend affirmed that it had fallen from which stood on the Aventine Hill, must have been
Stuart's looked on as a farce by his fellow- citizens, and has been
heaven.
{Wordsworth's Greece, p. 144.
Antiquities of Athens, p. 37, Land., 1827, 12mo.) considered by posterity as little better than imposture.
Miiller has written an interesting work on the Temple Poilio was present at the formation of the triumvirate
and Worship of Minerva Polias, under the following which took place in a small island of the Reno, a
^^
Amid other sacrititle:
Minervoe Poliadis Sacra et JEdem in arce stream that passes near Bologna.
Athenarum illustravit C. 0. Midler,''* Gotting., 1820, fices of friends and relatives then made by the heads
in

;

;

—

4to.

PoLioRCETEs (IIoAtop/cj/r^f), " /Ac besieger of cities," a surname given to Demetrius, son of Antigonus.
{Vid. Demetrius I.)
PoLiTEs, I. a son of

Priam and Hecuba, killed by
Pyrrhus in his father's presence. {Virg., Mn., 2,
n. His son, who bore the same name, fol526.)
lowed iEneas into Italy, and was one of the friends of

—

young Ascanius. {Virg., 5, 564.)
PoLLA Arobntaria, the wife of the poet Lucan.
{Vid. Lucanus.)
PoLLBNTiA, a town of Liguria, southeast of Alba
It was a municipium, and is chietly celPompeia.
ebrated for its wool.
Co/um., 7, 2.
{Plin., 8, 48.

— Sil

—

Ilai, 8, 599.)

A battle

was fought

in its vi-

and the Goths, the success of
which appears to have been very doubtful. {Oros.,
But Claudian speaks of it as the greatest tri7, 37.)

cinity

between

umph

of his hero.

ern village of
cient city.

Stilico

The modBell. Get., 605.)
stands near the site of the an-

{De

Polcma

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 1, p. 28.)
consul in the

time
PoLLio, I. C. Asinius, a Roman
of Augustus, who, though of humble birth, was one
of the most remarkable men and most distinguished
patrons of literature during the age in which he lived;
and when we consider the brilliant part which he acted
as a military commander, politician, and man of letters, it is singular we have so few remains of his wriPoUio
tings, and such brief records of his actions.
was born in the 675th year of the city, and he had,
consequently, reached the age of thirty before the liberties of his country were subverted.
During the times
of the republic, he so well performed the parts of a citizen and patriot, that in one of Cicero's letters he is
classed with Cato for his love of liberty and virtue.
But in pursuing this line of conduct he offended some
of the partisans of Pompey, and was forced, as he afterward alleged, to espouse the part of Caesar, in
order to shield himself from their resentment.
{Cic,
Ep. ad Fam., 10, 31.) He became a favourite officer
of Julius Caesar, whom he served with inviolable fidelfor him the most devoted atity, and ever entertained
A short while before the dictator's death,
tachment.
he was sent to Spain at the head of a considerable
army, to crush the party which Sextus Pompey had
but he was not very
recently formed in that province
successful in his prosecution of this warfare.
(Dio
After the assassination of Caesar, he ofCass., 45.)
fered his army and services to the senate
and, in his
letters to Cicero, made the strongest professions of love
;

;

of political parties, Poilio gave up his own father-inHe is
law to the resentment of his new associates.
said, however, to have repressed by his authority many
disorders of the times, and to have mitigated, so far
In
as was in his power, the cruelty of the triumvirs.
the year 713, which was that of his first consulship, a
quarrel having arisen between Augustus and Lucius
Antonius, the brother of the triumvir, concerning the

settlement of the veterans in the lands allotted them,
Poilio occupied the north of Italy for the Antonian
His spirit and valour had acquired him such
party.
his friend
reputation among the soldiery, that, while
Munatius Plancus, though of higher birth and rank,
was deserted by his troops, Poilio was enabled to
make head against Agrippa and Augustus with not
less than seven legions, and to retain the whole of the
In orVenetian territory in the interests of Antony.
der to subsist his forces, he laid heavy contributions
utmost
with
the
on the towns, and exacted them
rigin particular, who had been alcause of liberty and the republic,
smarted severely under his displeasure and avarice.
He stripped their city of everything valuable, whether
a reward to the
public or private, and proclaimed
slave who should discover the concealment of his
The contest between Lucius Antonius and
master.

our.

The Paduans,

ways attached

to the

Augustus was followed by the treaty of Brundisium,
by which a new division of the empire was made among
and, according to this distribution, the
province of Dalmatia was included in the department
This rugged
of the empire allotted to Marc Antony.
the Romans,
country, not yet completely subdued by
had been constantly in the view of Poilio while he
mascommanded on the northeast coast of Italy.
sacre committed by the natives on a Roman colony
With the consent
formed a pretext for its invasion.
of Antony, if not by his express orders, Poilio led the
army, which he had now commanded for five yearsj
He quickly dispersed the
to quell the insurrection.
assembled
tumultuary bodies of natives which had
to
him took their capital, Salona (now Spathe triumvirs

;

A

oppose
and returned triumphant to Rome. This triumph closed his military and political career. The
cause of Antony, which Poilio had supported both by
his able conduct and the reputation of his name, had
now sunk so low in Italy, that it could no longer be
maintained against his rival with any regard to safety,
He declined however, to folinterest, or character.
low Augustus to the battle of Actium and to the solicitations which were used with the view of inducing
;

latro),

;

of liberty and zeal for the commonwealth, declaring him actually to espouse his interests, Poilio is said to
" Mea in Antonium maiora merita sunt,
that he would neither desert nor survive the republic. have replied,
The hypocrisy of these illius in me beneficia notiora itaque discrimine ves(Cic., Ep. ad Fam., 10, 33.)
;
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"

/f//. Pairo
subtraham, et ero praeda victoris
till his death', .vhich
hapterc.,2,S6.) From this period
at his Tusculan villa in 755 TI.C, when he had

me

pened

;

;

enormous fortune during

and, having amassed an

the proscriptions, he never sought to ingratiate himself
with Augustus.
Accordmgly, though he was respected and esteemed, he was not beloved by the emperor.

several stingA
During the contest with Lucius ntonius,
directed against him by Augustus.
ing epigrams were
did
not choose,
but
he
Pollio was well able to retort,

" in eum scribere
as he himself expressed it,
qui potest
{Macrob., Saturn., 2, 4.) His neutralproscribere."
and
with
war
the
Cleopatra, though
Antony
ity during
would little tend to conciliate
permitted by Augustus,
and that prince saw around him so many
his favour
;

who had

uniformly supported his interthe assistance
ests, that he had no occasion to require
With the exception, therefore, of
or counsel of Pollio.

able ministers

occasionally pleading in the

Forum, Pollio devoted

all

composition and the protection of

his time to literary

No Roman

of that period was more cawith dignity, or relishing it
pable of enjoying retirement
He possessed everything which could ren\vith taste.
der his retreat delightful an excellent education, distinand a splenguished talents, a knowledge of mankind,
To all the strength and solidity of underdid fortune.
in the serious or
standing requisite to give him weight
united the most lively and
important affairs of life, he
His genius and
agreeable vein of wit and pleasantry.
enabled him likewise to shine in the
literary

men.

:

acquirements
noblest branches of polite literature
poetry, eloSeneca
quence, and history, in which last department
:

prefers his style

to'

that of Livy.

He

the

and

;

in the fourth of the

tifully testified his

reached the age of eighty) Pollio withdrew almost entireHe was naturally of a bold, assuaffairs.
ly from public
he affected a stern prediming, and overbearing temper
lection for the forms and manners of the ancient republic

number he has oeau
gratitude for the friendship and protection which had been extended to him.
The odes
of Horace show the familiarity which subsisted between the poet and his patron the former ventures lo
give the latter advice concerning the history of the
Pollio

had, no doubt,
which the times

opportunities
effectually improved
afforded, of enriching himself at the cost of others
and no one had profited more by the forfeited estates
;

but it should
during the period of the proscriptions
not be forgotten, ttiat whatever fortune he agnassed
laudable
was converted to the most
purposes the
formation of a public library, the collection of the most
eminent productions of art, and the encouragement of
and literary men. Pliny, in his Natural His;

:

learning
was the first person who
tory, informs us, that Pollio
It was placed in the
erected a public library at Rome.
which he had convicinity of the Atrium Libertatis,
structed on the Aventine Hill ; and the expense of the
establishment was defrayed from the spoils of conquer-

;

and to
wars, on which he was then engaged
hirn of the danger to which he might be exposed
by treating such a subject.
Timagenes, the rhetorician and historian, spent his old age in the house of

civil

;

warn

Pollio
though he had incurred the displeasure of Augustus by some bitter raillery and sarcasms directed
But, while Pollio proagainst the imperial family.
tected learned men, he seems to have been a severe,
and, according to some, a capricious critic, on the writings both of his own contemporaries and of authors
who had immediately preceded him. He was envious
of the reputation of Cicero, and expressed himself with
severity on the blemishes of his style {Seneca Suas.,
6.
he called in question
Quint., Inst. Orat., 12, 1)
;

—

y

:

the accuracy of the facts related in Caesar's Commentaries (Sueton., de Illust. Grammat.)
and he discovered provincial expressions in the noble history of
His jealous love
{Quint., Inst. Orat., 1, 5.)
Livy.
;

spirit of competition led him to introduce one custom which probably proved injurious to

of praise and
poetry

:

the fashion of an author reading his produc-

tions at private meetings of the most learned and reThese recitations, as
of his contemporaries.
they were called, led to the desire of writing for the

fined

sake of effect, and were less calculated to improve the
purity of taste than to engender ostentatious display.
{Dunlop''s Roman Literature, vol. 3, p. 45, seqq.)—

Vedius.
{Vid. Pausilypus.)
Poi>Lux, I. (in Greek Uo^^vdevKr}^) a son of Jupiter
He was brother to
by Leda, the wife of Tyndarus.
II.

—

II. {or UoTivdevKTic) Julius,
Castor.
{Vid. CasioT.)
a native of Naucratis, in Egypt, who flourished about
175 A.D and died in the reign of the Emperor Commodus. He followed, it would seem, the profession
of sophist at Athens, and acquired so much reputation
there, that the Emperor Marcus Aurelius intrusted him
but the instructions of
with the education of his son
the preceptor were unable to correct the vicious proIt has been supposed that
pensities of the pupil.
I>ucian intended to ridicule Pollux in his Lexiphanes
and Rhetorum PrcBceptor {'PTjTopuv 6tddaKa?.og), but
Hemsterhusius has undertaken to disprove this, in the
The
preface to his edition of the Onomasticon.
,

;

strongest argument adduced by him against this supposition, which rests on the testimony of one of the

From the same author
ed enemies (7, 30
35, 2).
we have an account of his fine collection of statues
which he
by Praxiteles and other masters (34, 5),
was extremely desirous should be publicly seen and

would be unjust. The
principal work of Pollux, and the only one that remains to us, is entitled 'OvofiaariKov (" OnomastiThe following is the explanation which
con'').

the labours of Praxiteles are
mentioned a Silenus, an A polio, a Neptune, and a VeThe specimens of the works of other artists exnus.
hibited the Centaurs carrying off the Nymphs, by Ar-

sterhusius gives of this

;

commended.

chesitas

;

Among

Jupiter,

who shone

Rome

:

of a Plough, those oi
Agriculture, the component parts

Ceesar, Calvus, and Cayears ; and in more ad-

in his earlier

vanced life, he in turn favoured and protected Virgil
and Horace, whose eulogies are still the basis of his
Pollio commanded in the district where the
fame.
farm of Virgil lay ; and at the division of lands among
the soldiery,

was

of service to

restoration of his property.

vomp<«6d7Jiis eclogues,
7 A

i^

Hem
mu

Onomasticorum

by the advice of

Still more useful
the direction of Pollio.
and praiseworthy was the patronage which he extended
In youth, his character and conlo men of genius.
versational talents had rendered him a favourite with

Rhodes by

the master-spirits of

"

him in procuring the
That distinguished poet

;

;

Zethus, Amphion, and Dirce, fastened by a cord to the
and brought from
bull, all formed out of one stone,

tullus,

title.

est commoda rebus nomina imponere,
quibus verbis uberiore quadam et florente elegantia
rem unam designare possimus: non enim in Onomasticis vnquam propria quodam loco de vocum difficUlimorum interpretaticme agebatur, sed quo pacto proverbis."
priis res quavis et pluribvs insigniri posset
Pollux does not, like other lexicographers, follow
the alphabetical arrangement ; he has divided his work
into nine books, according to the matters of which he
work*
treats, or, rather, he has united nine separate
under the general title of " Onomasticon.'' These
nine productions would seem to have been published
consecutive order, from
originally in a separate and
the circumstance of their each having a preface or dedCommodus. The
ication, addressed to the Emperor
1. Of Gods,
are as follows
subjects of the nine books
Commerce
Kings, Swiftness and Slowness, Dyeing,
and the Mechanic Arts, Fertility and Sterility, Seato War, Horses.
sons, Houses, Ships, things relating

surnamed Hospitalis, by Pamphilus,
a sitting Vesta
and, finally,

a scholar of Praxiteles

scholiasts, is that such a satire

is

said,

mis

et

docere

—

:

POL

POLYBIUS.

Bees. —

2. Of the Age of Men ; of what precedes and follows Birth of the Members of the Human
Frame of the External and Internal Parts of the Body.

a Chariot,

;

—

;

ther the lessons of civil and political wisdom.
H#
played a distinguished part in the history of his country
as

ambassador

to the

Roman

generals, and as a

com-

Members of a mander of the Achaean cavalry. At the age of about
Family or a City of Friends, Country, Love of the 15 years he was selected by his father to join an emand
Slave
of
Relation between Master
Metals, Trav- bassy to Egypt, which, however, was not sent. At the
of Happiness
of Gayety and Sadness
els, Roads
age of 40 years he was carried as a hostage to Rome,

Of the various relations between

3.

the

;

;

;

;

;

;

of Rivers ; of the Avaricious, the Industrious, and the
4. Of the Sciences.
Idle; of Buying and Selling, &c.
6. Of Repasts
of
5. Of the Chase, Animals, &,c.
7. Of various Arts and Trades.
various Crimes, &,c.
8. Of Justice, and the public Administration of it.

—

—

—
—

—

—

Of

9.

Cities, Edifices,

—

;

Games, &c.

—

10.

Of Vases,

&c. The value of the work, for acquiring
not only a knowledge of Greek terms, but also of antiUtensils,

conceded by all. The interest, moreover, is
considerably increased by the citations from authors
whose works are lost. Julius Pollux composed many
other works that have not come down to us, such as

for the space of 17 years.
He bethe friend, the adviser, and the companion in arms
of the younger Scipio.
In order to collect materials
for his great historical work, which he now projected,

and continued there

came

he travelled into Gaul, Spain, and even traversed a part
of the Atlantic.
Scipio gave him access to the registers or records known by the name of libri censuales,
which were preserved in the temple of Jupiter Capito-

quities, is

On his
linup, as well as to other historic monuments.
return to Greece, after the decree of the senate which
granted the Achaean hostages permission to return to
their homes, be proved of great service to his coun-

Dissertations (Am/lefttf) and Declamations (MfAeand among these are mentioned a discourse pro;
nounced on the occasion of the marriage of Commodus, an eloge on Rome, and an accusation of Socrates.
The best edition of the Onomasticon is that of Hem-

trymen, and endeavoured, though fruitlessly, to disThe war
suade them from a war with the Romans.
broke out when he was in Africa, whither he had accompanied Scipio, and with whom he was present at the
takmg of Carthage. He hastened home, but appears
to have arrived only after the fall of Corinth.
Greece
having been reduced under the Roman power, he travas
and
ersed the Peloponnesus
commissary,
by his
mild and obliging deportment won the affections of
all.
Some years after he travelled into Egypt in
the year of Rome 620, he accompanied Scipio into
Spain, and finally he returned to Achaia, where he died
at the advanced age of about 82 years, of a fall from
his horse.
Polybius gave to the world various historical writings, which are entirely lost, with the exception of his General History ('laropm Kado7uKTj), in
It embraced a period of 53 years, from
forty books.
the commencement of the second Punic war (A U.C.

rai)

sterhusius, Amst., 1706,

W.

fol.

There

is

a later one by

vols., in 6 parts, containIII.
ecclesiastieditors.

Dmdorf, Lips., 1824, 5

—

An
ing the notes of former
in the ninth century, not to be confounded
He compiled a
with the author of the Onomasticon.
chronology, which commences with the creation. The
author calls it 'laropla ^olkt] (" a physical history'"),
because his work enlarges greatly respecting the creacal writer

tion of the world.

It is rather,

however, an ecclesias-

The best edition is that
than a political history.
Hardt supposed that
of Hardt, Monach , 1792, Svo.
this work was just newly discovered ; but the Abbe
Morelli has proved that this is the same work with that
tical

entitled Historia

num

Sacra ab orhc condilo ad Valcntima-

Vakntcm Imp.

a Biancono, Bonon., 1779, fol.
PoLYiENUs, I. a native of Lampsacus, and one of
He had attended previously
the friends of Epicurus.
el

to mathematical studies.

—
{Cic.,de Fin., 1,6.)

II.

A

native of Sardis, a sophist in the time of Julius Caesar,
and who is thought to have taken his prsnomen (Juhave
lius) from the family that protected him.
III. A native of
four
by him remaining.

—

We

epigrams
Macedonia, a rhetorician or advocate, who flourished
about the middle of the second century of our era. He

published a work entitled ^TparriyijuaTLKa (" Military
sixth and
Stratagems''^), in eight books, of which the
This work, addressed to Marseventh are imperfect.

cus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, during their campaign
is of little value to military men,
against the Parthians,
but not without interest in an historical point of view.
It is well written, though rather affected, and too much
loaded with ornament.
Polyasnus has been justly cen-

sured for admitting into his list of stratagems instances of treachery and perfidy unworthy of warriors, and
He
undeserving of being regarded as ruses de guerre.
he mutilates and disis inexcusable on another point
torts facts; he wishes to convert every military operation into a stratagem, particularly those of Alexander,
who contended openly with his foes, and dea
:

prince
tested stratagems of every kmd. The most useful edition of Polysenus is that of Mursinna, Berol , 1756,
more correct text than the former is given
l-2mo.

A

in the

Bibl.

Hell, Paris, 1809, Svo,

;

—

555) to the reduction of Macedonia into a Roman
province (A. U.C. 587).
Thirty-eight books were dewhile two others
voted to the events of this period
precede them, and serve as an introduction to the work.
;

In these last the historian runs rapidly over the interval which had elapsed between the taking of Rome by
first descent of the Romans on Sicily,
enumerates what had occurred up to the
His object
of
the second Punic war.
commencement

the Gauls and the

and after

was

this

to prove that the Romans did not owe their greata mere blind fatality ; he wished it to be made

ness to

known by what steps, and by favour of what events, they
had become masters, in so short a time, of so extensive
an empire.
(Lucas, Ueber Polybius Darstcllung dea
MtoUschen Bundes, K'dnigsb., 1827, p. 6, seqq.) His
history is of a general nature, because he does not confine himself merely to those events which related to the
Romans, but embraces, at the same time, whatever had
passed during that period among every nation of the
world
Of the 40 books which it originally compreOf
hended, time has spared only the first five entire.
the rest, as far as the 17th. we have merely fragments,
Of the remaining books
though of considerable size.

we have nothing left except what is found in two meager abridgments which the Emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus, in the tenth century, caused to be made
The one of these is entitled " Emof the whole work.
the other
bassies," or the history of treaties of peace
" Virtues and Vices."
is styled
Among the fragments
that remain of Polybius are from the 17th to the 40th
;

Parerga
by Coray
A critical chapters of the sixth book, inclusive, which treat of
of this collection.
farming the first volume
is still a desideratum.
(Scholl, Hist. the Roman art of war, and have often been published
however,
edition,
That part of the history
Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 268, seqq.)—iy. A native of Ath- separately under this title.
which is lost embraced a narrative of those events of
(Euseb Chron., 1, p. 25.)
ens, an historical writer.
an
PoLYBius, an eminent Greek historian, born at Me- which the historian was himself an eyewitness
His father Ly- irreparable loss for us, thoiigh Livy made frequent
in Arcadia, about B.C. 203.
gaiopolis,
The history of Polybius possesses, in one
cortas was praetor of the Achaean republic and the friend use of it.
of Philopoemen, and under the latter Polybius learn- respect, a peculiar character, distinguishing it from
ed the art of war, while he received from his own fa- the works of all the historians who had preceded him.
,

;
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the order in which
relating events in
they had occurred, he goes back to the causes which produced them ; he unfolds their attendant circumstances,
and the consequences they have brought with them.
He judges the actions of men, and pamts the characIn a word, he forms the
ters of the principal actors.

Not content with

PoL?BC8, a king of Corinth, and
(Fto. CEdipus.)

ofCEdipus.
Adrastus,

who had

{Pausan.,

2, 6.)

fled

to

the adoptive lather

He was

succeeded by
Corinth for protection.

judgment of the reader, and causes him to indulge in
reflections which ought to prepare him for the adminis-

PoLYCARPUs, a father and martyr of the church, bom
He was
probably at Smyrna during the reign of Nero.
a disciple of the Apostle John, and was by him apand he is thought lo be
pointed bishop of that city

Hence the title of
tration of public affairs {npuyfiara).
Never has a history
his history, 'laropia TcpayfiatLKri.

the angel of the church of Smyrna, lo whom the epittle in the second chapter of Revelations is addressed.

been written by a man of more good sense, of more
and one more
perspicacity, or of a sounder judgment,
Few writers have
free from all manner of prejudice.
of
a
a
united in
knowledge
military and
greater degree
no one has carried farther a rigid
political affairs
Cicero gives
impartiality, and a respect for virtue.
an animated character of this history in his treatise
De Oratore (2, 15.
Compare the remarks of Ast,
Grundriss dcr Philologie, p. 202) —The style of PoThe period when the
lybius is not free from faults.
Attic dialect was spoken in all its purity had long
passed away, and he wrote in the new dialect which
had arisen after the death of Alexander. A long residence also out of his native country, and sometimes
among barbarian nations, had rendered him, in some lit-

Ignatius also esteemed Polycarp highly, who, when the
former was condemned to die, comforted and encouraOn the event of a controged him in his sufferings.
versy between the Eastern and Western churches, respecting the proper time for celebrating Easter, Polycarp undertook a journey,to Rome to confer with Anicetus
but, though nothing satisfactory took place on
that affair, he violently while at Rome, opposed the
heresies of Marcion and Valentinus, and converted
many of their followers. During the persecution of
the Christians under Marcus Aurelius, Polycarp suffered martyrdom with the most heroic fortitude, A.D.
169.
When he was going to the flames, the proconsul offered him his life if he would blaspheme Christ,
to which the venerable prelate answered, ^'Eighty and
six years have I served him, and he Iuls ever treated
me with kindness ; how, then, can I blaspheme him ?''*
His " Epistles to the Philippians," the only one of his
is contained in Archpieces which has been preserved,
" Genuine
The best ediEpistles."
bishop Wake's
tion of the original is that by Aldrich, Oxon., 8vo, 1708.
Another edition appeared from the same press, by

;

—

Though
degree, a stranger to his mother-tongue
is always noble, yet he occasionally mingles
find
with it foreign terms, and even liStinisms.
in him, too, phrases borrowed from the school of Altle

his diction

We

exandrea, and passages taken from the poets he loves,
he indulges
;

also, occasional digressions; but, whenever
" In
in these, they are always instructive.

—

Polybius,"
" we find neither the art of Herodotus,
says Miiller,
nor the strength of Thucydides, nor the conciseness
of Xenophon, who says all in a few words
Polybius
is a statesman full of his subject, who, caring little for
the approbation of literary men, writes for statesmen
reason is his distinctive character." {Allgemeine Geschichte, 5, 2.)
Dionysius of Halicarnassus {De Comp.
Verb., c. 4) remarks, that no man of taste can endure
It is strange
to read the work of Polybius to the end.
that he did not take into consideration the highly attractive nature of the events, and the spirit with which
:

;

—

—

Besides his general history, Polybwrote " Memoirs of the Life of Philopoemen" (lib.
10, Exc. Pciresc, p. 28), a work on "Tactics" (lib.
9, Exc, c. 20), and a letter "on the situation of Laconia," addressed to Zeno of Rhodes (lib. 16, Exc).
From a passage of Cicero, moreover {Ep. ad Fam., 5,
12), it would appear that Polybius had written a deIt is
tached " History of the Numantine war."
probabl-e that his visit to Spain, during the second consul-

they are narrated.
ius

ship of Scipio, gave him the idea of this last-mentioned
Plutarch
work, and furnished him with the materials.
relates that Marcus Brutus, the assassin of ('aesar,

—

of the history of Polybius, and
this in his tent on the evenCasaubon is
ing preceding the battle of Philippi.
hence led to infer that the abridgment or epitome which
17th
we possess, from the 7th to the
books, may be
the work of Brutus ; but this abridgment is made with

made an abridgment

that he

so

was occupied with

little

judgment

that

we cannot

—

properly ascribe

it

The best edition of Poto that distinguished Roman.
lybius is that of Schweighaeuser, Lips., 1789-95, 9
Orellius published in 1818, from the Leip-

vols. 8vo.

commentary of .Eneas Tacticus, in one
volume 8vo, as a supplement to this edition. The
Excerpta Vaticana of Polybius, which Mai first made
known in his "Scriptorum Veterum nova Collectio*^
(vol. 2, Rom., 1827, 4to, p. 369-464), were afterward published anew, under the title of ^^Polybii Historiarum Excerpta Vaticana,''^ by Geel, Lugd. Bat.,
and " Polyhii et Appiani Historiarum
1829, 8vo
sic press, the

;

Excerpta Vaticana,^' by Lucht, Altonce, 1830, Svo.
{Schbll, Gesch. Griech. Lit., vol. 2, p. 135,
Id. ib., vol. 3,
p. 603.)

seqq.—

;

;

Smith, 1709, 4to.
PoLVCi.ETOs, I. a celebrated sculptor and statuary,
who flourished about 430 B.C. Pausanias (6, 6) calls
him an Argive ; but Pliny (34, 8, 19) introduces his
name with the epithet of "Sicyonian." In order to
reconcile these two conflicting authorities, it has been
descended from Sicyconjectured that the artist was
onian parents, and was born at Sicyon, but was afterward presented by the Argives with the freedom of

Another supposition is, that, when a young
their city.
man, he went to Argos, in order to avail himself of
the instructions of the celebrated Ageladas, that he remained there, and having thus made Argos, as it were,
his second native city, styled himself on his productions, not a Sicyonian, but

—

an Argive.

{Sillig, Diet.

Art., p. 103.)
Polycletus may be said to have perfected that which his predecessor, Phidias, had inHe did not possess the grandeur of imaginvented.
ation which characterized this great artist, nor did

he even attempt, like him, to create the images of the
most powerful deities. It seems, indeed, that he excelled less in representing the robust and manly graces of the human frame, than in the sweet, tender, and
In his works,
unconscious loveliness of childhood.
however, he manifested an equal aspiration after ideal
He seems to have laboured to
beauty with Phidias.
render his statues perfect in their kind, by the most
Hence he is said
scrupulous care in the finishing.
" the work becomes most difto have observed, that
He framed a statue
ficult when it comes to the nail."
of a life-guardsman {^opv<j>6poc, Doryphorus), so m^in its
its proportions, and so exquisite
was called " the Rule'' (Kavuv), and
became the model whence artists derived their canons
of criticism which determined the correctness of a
Luctan, de
Brut., 86.
c.
vellously exact in
symmetry, that it

work.

iPlin.,

Saltat., 75.)

I.

He

—

—

Cic,
executed also a statue of a youth

Diadumenus),o{ so pe5binding a fillet {Aiadovfievog,
the high price
fect a beauty that it was valued at
Another of his celebrated works
of a hundred talents.
at

which was

re-

dice,
represented two boys playing
admiration in after days at
garded with the highest
of the Emperof
the
in
was
possession
Rome, where it
is said to have carried alto-relievc
Titus
Polycletus
'
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to perfection.

He discovered
I

the art of balancing of figures on one leg
and is said
to have been so partial to this mode of
representing
the human form, that he almost invariably adopted it
in his statues.
He is accused by Varro of too great
uniformity in his figures, and the constant repetition of
the same idea.
Nothing could exceed the exactness
of symmetry with which he framed his statues ; but it
seems that they were destitute of passion, sentiment,
;

and expression.

It is singular that,
nolwilhstandmg
the refinement, the extreme polish, and exactness of
finishing with which his works were in general elaborated, he represented the hair in knots, after the fash-

These defects, however,
have derogated but little from his fame, either
his own age or in after times.
(Encycl. Mctropoi,

ion of the ancient sculptors.

seem
in

to

400, seq.) — Polycletus used,

div. 2, vol. 1, p.
of his works, the brass of

^gina.

in

many

{Plin., 34, 2, 5.)

I

^

principal city with vigour, but they were finally forced
to abandon the enterprise, after the lapse of
forty days.
The Samian exiles then re{Herod., 3, 54, seqq.)

—

to Crete, where they founded Cydonia.
Polycwas remarkable for the good fortune which, foi
a long period, constantly attended him.
So extraor
dinary, in fact, was the prosperity which he enjoyed,
tired

I

rates

j

j

that Amasis, king of Egypt, his friend and ally, advised him by letter to break the course of it, by depriving himself of some one of his most valuable possessions.
This advice was in accordance with the
heathen belief, that a long career of uninterrupted felicity was sure to terminate in the greatest misery.
Polycrates, having resolved to follow the counsels ol

Amasis, selected an emerald ring which he was accustomed to use as a signet, and which he regarded
as his rarest treasure
he then embarked on board a
galley, and, when he had reached the open sea, consigned this ring to the waves. Strange to relate, about
;

His highest glory, perhaps, was obtained from a statue
made of ivory and gold, and dedicated in the Heraeum five or six days afterward, while Polycrates was still
The estima- grieving for the loss of the costly jewel, a fisherman
by the citizens of Argos and Mycenae.
tion in which this work was held is evident from Stra- brought to his palace, as a present for the monarch, a
bo (551). The production itself is described in Pau- very large fish which he had caught, and, on opening
sanias (2, 17, 4), whose remarks are admirably illus- it, the ring was found in its belly
Polycrates wrote
trated by Boitiger {Andeut., 122).
Like other statu- word of this to Amasis, who immediately broke off the

—

!

same age, Polycletus was also distinguishes as an architect, and erected a theatre, with a dome,
at Epidaurus, on a piece of ground consecrated to ^Esaries of the

V

This building Pausanias pronounces to be
superior, in respect of symmetry and elegance, to every other theatre, not excepting even those at Rome.
All ancient writers bestow the highest praises on PolCicero pronounces his works absolutely
ycletus.
Quintilian mentions his dili{Brut., 18.)
perfect.
gence and the gracefulness of his productions, but intimates that they were deficient in majestic dignity.
(Quint., 12, 10 )
Dionysiusof Halicarnassus says of
culapius.

his works, conjointly with those of Phidias, that they
were esteemed /card to aefivov Kal fieyaTiorexvov nal

The breasts
u^LCifiaTLKov {de Isocr., p. 95, ed. Sylb.).
of his statues were particularly admired. {Aiut. ad
find also, in other writers, several
Herenn.yA, 6.)
narratives illustrative of his skill, and his accurate

We

judgment of the arts. Consult, in particular, Plutarch
Ha
(Symp., 2, 3) and ^Elian {V. H., 14, 8, 16).
wrote also a treatise on the Symmetry of the Members
of the Human Body, of which Galen makes mention.
{Tlepl Tuv Kad' 'ImroKp. Kal IlAar., 4, 3, vol. 5, p.
449, ed. Kuhn.—Sillig, Diet. Art., p. 104.)— H. A
statuary, a native of Argos, who flourished a little beHe executed, among other works,
fore Olymp. 100.

Hecate

Argos, the Amyclean Venus, and
a statue of Alcibiades.
Dig Chry{Pausan 2, 22.

a figure of

at

,

sost., Orat., 37,

vol. 2,

p. 122,

—

ed. Reiske.

—

Stllig,

Diet. Art., p. 104.)

PoLYCRATEs, L

alliance with him, through fear of sharing the evil fortune with which he was certain that the tyrant of Sa-

mos would
The

(Herod., 3, 40,
ultimately be visited.
prediction of Amasis was at last fatally
verified.
Polycrates fell a victim to the cruel and artful designs of the Persian satrap Orostes, who lured
him on by the temptation of immense wealth ; and,
having induced him to come to Magnesia, on the river
Maeandcr, and thus got him into his power, nailed him
seqq.)

Herodotus alle(Herod., 3, 120, seqq.)
ges two reasons for this conduct on the part of Orcewas
tes
that
he
led
to
the
one,
step by the reproaches
of an acquaintance, the governor of Dascylium, who
upbraided him for not having added Samos to the
Persian dominions, when it lay so near, and had been
seized by a private citizen (Polycrates), with the help
of but fifteen armed men; the other, that a messenger from Oroetes had been disrespectfully treated by
The daughter of Polycrates had dissuaPolycrates.
ded her father from going to Oroetes, on account of liiomened dreams with which she had been visited, but
She dreamed, for examher advice was disregarded.
ple, that she saw her father aloft in "the air, washed
The circumby Jupiter and anointed by the sun.
stance of her father's being suspended on a cross fulto a cross.

;

He was washed by Jupiter, that is.
and anointed by the sun, " which ex" the moisture from his
tracted," says Herodotus,
body." (Herod., 3, 125.) Polycrates, though tainted by many vices, knew how to estimate and reward
merit.
He cultivated a friendship with Anacreon, and
retained the physician Democedes at his court.
Pythagoras was also his contemporary but, unable to witness, as it is said, the dependance of his country, he
quitted Samos, in order to cultivate science in foreign
filled

the vision.

by the

rain,

—

a tyrant of Samos, who raised himpower, from the condition of a private
His
person, by his abilities alone, about 566 B.C.
He shared,
history is narrated at length by Herodotus.
at first, the government of his country with his two
but subsequently countries.
brothers Pantaleon and Syloson
Id., 3, Idl.
Strab.,
(Herod., 3, 121.
he caused the former to be put to death, and expelled G38.) H. An Athenian rhetorician and sophist, who
the latter ; after which he reigned with undivided au- wrote an encomium on Busiris, and another on ClyHis successes were great and rapid, and he temnestra. His object in selecting these as the subthority.
acquired a power which made him dreaded equally by jects of his imaginary declamations appears to have
and his alliance was been to attract public notice.
He
his subjects and neighbours
(Quiniil.,2, 17.)
not the one,
courted by some of the most powerful sovereigns of wrote also an Oration against Socrates
uttered
He conquered the Lesbians and other however, which his accuser
that period.
against that phiIt was
islanders, and had a fleet of 100 ships, a navy superior losopher, but a mere exercise of his skill.
at
so
of
a
after
the
death
recorded
Socrates.
one
state
date.
Isocrates
to that of any
early
composed, too,
{Herod., 3, 29.—Thucyd., 1, \3.—Strab., 637.^ The criticises both the eulogium on Busiris and the speech
Samians attempted to revolt from him ; but, though against Socrates, in his treatise entitled also Busiris.
self to the chief

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

-hey were assisted in the undertaking by the Lacedaemonians, they failed of success, and many were driven
The Spartans landinto exile.
(Herod., 3, 44, seqq.)
ed in the island with a large force, and besieged the
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{Isocr., Busir., 2.

Busir.
I.

c.

—

incert. auct.

ad

Jsocr..

— Perizm. ad Ml,
—Mlian, Var.Argument,
Hist.,U,

—Athenaus,

PoLYDAMAs,

I.

10.

8, p. 335, a.)

a Trojan, son of

Antenor by The-

POL

POL

He married Tiycaste, a
ano, the sister of Hecuba.
natural daughter of Priam.
According to Dares, Powith
in
Antenorand
^Eneas, beconjunction
lydamas.
{Bar., Phryg., 39, scqq.)
trayed Troy to the Greeks.

—

il.

A

son of Panthoiis, and born the same night as

He was distinguished for wisdom and valDictys of Crete makes him to have been slain
Homer, however, is silent about the manby Ajax.
ner of his death.
{Diet. Cret., 2, 7.— Horn., II., 11,
57.— W. lb., 14,458, &c.)— HI. A celebrated athlete
of Scotussa, remarkable for his great size and strength
of body, in both of which respects he is said to have
Hector.

our.

He was conquered,
surpassed all the men of his time.
indeed, according to one account, by Promachus of
Pallene, at the Olympic games, but this was denied
{Pausan 6, 6.
by his countrymen the Tnessalians.
He is said to have killed lions with his
Id., 7, 27.)
hands, tearing them in pieces like so many lambs.
{Dwd. Stc, fragm., 18, p. 640, ed. Wess.) Pausanias, however, merely says that he met a lion on one

—

,

occasion, and, though unarmed, destroyed it in emulation of Hercules (6, 5).
At another time he seized
the largest and fiercest bull in a herd, and held it so

one of

hind legs, that the animal, after
many efforts, only managed to escape at length with
the loss of its hoof.
He could also hold back a chariot, when advancing at full speed, so firmly with one
hand, that the charioteer could not urge it onward in
firmly by

its

the least by the most vigorous application of the lash
to his steeds.
The fame of his exploits obtained for

him an

invitation to the court of Artaxerxes, where he
slew three of the royal body-guard, called the immor-

He lost his life by an
having one day entered a
cave along with some friends for the purpose of carousing in this cool retreat, the roof of the cave became
rent on a sudden, and was on the point of falling.
The
tals,

who

attacked him at once.

act of foolhardiness

;

for,

rest of the party fled ; but Polydamas, endeavouring
to support with his arms the falling mass, was crushed

,

beneath it.
A statue was erected to him at Olympia,
on the pedestal of which was inscribed a narrative of
his exploits.
{Pausan 6, 5.) Lucian says, that the
,

touch of this statue was believed to cure fevers,

12)
PoLvnECTEs, king of the island of Seriphus when
Danae and her son Perseus were wafted thither. ( Vid.
(Deor. Concii,

of antiquity. He was a native of Tbasos, but obtained
the right of citizenship at Athens ; and hence Theophrastus calls him an Athenian {ap. Pint., 7, 56).
The period when he flouri.shed has been made a matter of dispute.
Pliny observes, that he lived before
the 90ih Olympiad
some modern philologists, bow;

ever, conjecture that the period of his fame was about
{Jen. Lit. Journ., 1805, vol. 3, p. 34.)
Olymp, 80.
As Polygnotus was bom at Thasos, and was there

—

instructed by his father Aglaophon, it seems necessawhat period he removed to Athens ;

ry to inquire at

and no time can be fixed on with
greater probability
than that in which Cimon returned to Athens, after
bringing Thasos under the dominion of his countrymen.
{Midler, Nunt. Liter. Gbtting., 1824, scid.
It is a
115.)
very consistent supposition, that Polygnotus accompanied Cimon on his return
and there
existed a powerful reason for Cimon to solicit the artist to remove with him to Athens, that he
might have
his assistance, namely, in
embellishing with paintings
those public buildings which he had either begun to
erect or had in contemplation.
Among the most im;

portant of these buildings was the temple of Theseus,
still
existing, reared on the ashes of the ancient hero,

which were brought by Cimon from Scyros. This last
circumstance took place B.C. 469
and it is highly
;

probable that in the following year the temj)le itself
was commenced. All these particulars concur to support the opinion that Polygnotus flourished about

—

Olymp. 80. This distinguished painter seems to have
contributed more largely to the advancement of his
art than all who had
Before his time,
i)receded him.
the countenance was represented as destitute of animation and fire, and a kind of leaden dulness pervaded its features. His triumph it was to kindle up
expression in the face, and to throw feeling and intellect into the whole frame.
He was the Prometheus
of painting. He also first represented the mouth open,
so that the teeth were displayed, and occasion was
given to use that part of the visage in the expression
of peculiar emotions.
He first clothed his figures in
light, airy, and transparent draperies, which he eleHe was,
gantly threw about the forms of his women.
in short, the author of both delicacy and expression
is
in the
said to
but his style
paintings of Greece
have been hard, and his colouring not equal to his de:

— His great works consisted of those with which

Danae, and Perseus.)
PoLYDORUs, L a son of Cadmus and Harmonia.
He succeeded his father on the throne of Thebes,
and married Nycteis, daughter of Nycteus, by whom
he became the father of Labdacus.
{ApoUod., 3, 4,
2.
Consult Heyne, ad loc.) II. A son
Id., 3, 5, 4.
of Priam and Hecuba, treacherously put to death by

in
adorning another part of the same building, received
a liberal compensation for the exertions of his genius.

Polymnestor, king of Thrace, to whose care his father
had consigned him, on account of his early years, towards the close of the Trojan war. {Vid. Polymnestor.)
According to the legend followed by Euripides,
of the "
the
of the
in his

Polygnotus, however, was not without his reward.
council offered him a public expression of thanks for having also gratuitously embellished the temple at Delphi, and decreed that, whenever he should travel, he was to be entertained at the

—

—

—

sign.

he adorned the Poecile {HocKiTiTj Srod) at Athens.
decoration of this building was. on the part of
wherePolygnotus, gratuitous {Plut., Vit. Cim., 4)

The

;

as

Mycon, a contemporary

artist,

who was employed

The Amphictyonic

Hecuba,"
body
play
young
One of his pictures was preserved at
Trojan prince was thrown into the sea, and, having public expense.
the
on
the
washed
waves
was
been
there Rome, representing a man on a scaling-ladder, with a
beach,
up by
found by Hecuba, then a prisoner to the Greeks. Vir- target in his hand, so contrived that it was impossible
a different version of the fable, to tell whether he was going upward or descending.—
gil, however, following
oM^es him to have been transfixed by many spears, Polygnotus and Mycon were the first who used, in
'*»/."
0Shd these spears to have grown into trees over his painting, the kind of ochre termed Athenian made a
The former likewise
corpse. When ^Eneas visited the Thracian coast, and {Plin., 33, 12, 56.)
"
was preparing to offer a sacrifice in this spot, he en- kind of ink from the husks of grapes, styled
/ryand he left behind htm
deavoured to pull up some of these trees, in order to ginon'' {Plin., 35, 6, 25)
From the root some paintings in enamel. {Plin., 36, 11, 36 ) Ciprocure boughs for shading the altar.
of the first tree thus plucked from the earth, drops of cero mentions him among those who executed paintThe same thing happened when an- ings with only four colours {Cic Brut., 18) and
blood issued.
that his productions were very
other was
until at last the voice of
;
;

;

,

pulled

up

Poly-

dorus was heard from the ground, entreating ^Eneas
to forbear.
Funeral rites were thereupon prepared for
him, and a tomb erected to his memory,
{£n., 3,
19, seqq.)

PoLYGKOTUS, ona of the most distinguished

painters

Quintilian observes,

{Qutntti, 12,
higji^ esteemed even
Aristotle calls him ypa<{>Eic ndiKo^ {Poltt., 8^ 5) ;
10.)
and he elsewhere contrasts the three artists. Polycnothe pamtings of the
tus, Panso, and Dionysius, in that
favourable than tiaiure, those of the
in later periods.

first

were more
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eecond more unfavourable, and those of the
representations.
that

{Arist., Poet., 2, 2.)

last

exact

vmnestor by putting out

Polygnotus likewise gave attention to statuary.

18.— Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v )
Polyhymnia and Polymnia, one of the Muses,
daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne, who presided
over singing and rhetoric, and was deemed the invent-

manu,

loquitur

Polyhymnia gestu.

etymology of the name

(

Idyll., ult

)

The

disputed.
According to the
common acceptation of the term, it comes from tzoav^,
"
" a
"
indimuch,''^ and vfivog,
song'" or
hymn,'''' and
cates one who is much given to singing.
Some, howis

from TroXvf and fj-iela, '' memory,'"
and therefore write the name Pulymncia, making her
fhe Muse that watches over the remembrance of things
ever,

deduce

it

and the establishment of truth. Hence Virgil remarks,
" Nam verum
fatcamur : amat Folymneia verum."
Consult Hcyne, ad loc. in Var. Led.)
{Ciris, 55.

—

PoLYMNESTOR

or PoLVMEsTOR, a king of the Thracian Chersonese, who married Ilione, one of the daughWhen Troy was besieged by the
ters of Priam.
Greeks, Priam sent his youngest son Polydorus, with
amount
of
a large
treasure, to the court of Polymnestor, and consigned him to the care of that monarch.
His object in doing this was to guard the young prince
against the contingencies of war, and, at the same time,
to provide resources for the surviving members of his
As long as the city
family, in case Troy should fall.
withstood the attacks of its foes, Polymtiesior remained faithful to his charge. But when the tidings reached him of the death of Priam and the destruction of
Troy, he murdered Polydorus, and seized upon the
A very short time after this, the Grecian
treasure.
fleet touched at the Chersonese on its return home,
bearing with it the Trojan captives, in the number of
whom was Hecuba, the mother of Polydorus. Here
one of the female Trojans discovered the corpse of the
young prince amid the waves on the shore, Polymnestor having thrown it into the sea.
The dreadful in-

telligence was immediately communicated to Hecuba,
who, calling to mind the fearful dreams which had
visited her during the previous night, immediately conResolvcluded that Polymnestor was the murderer.

ing to avenge the death of her son, and having obtained from Agamemnon a promise that he would not interfere, she enticed Polymnestor within, under a promise of showing him where some treasures were hid, and
then, with the aid of the other female captives, she deprived him of sight, having first murdered before his
eyes his two sons who had accompanied him.
(£uHyginus gives a different version of the
rip., Hec.)

—

According to this writer, when Polydorus
legend.
was sent to Thrace, his sister Ilione, apprehensive of
her husband's cruelty, changed him for her son Diphilus, who was of the same age, so that Polydorus passed for her son, and Diphilus for her brother, the monarch being altogether unacquainted with the imposiAfter the destruction of Troy, the conquerors,
tion.
who wished the house and family of Priam to be exthe daughter of Agamemnon,
tirpated, offered Electra,
in marriage to Polymnestor, if he would destroy Ilione
The ""narch accepted the offer, and
and Polydorus.
immediately murdered his ^ n son i)iphilus. whom he
had been taught to regard as Polydorus.
Polydorus,
who passed as the son of Polymnestor, consulted the
oracle after the murder of Diphilus and when he was
informed that his father was dead, his mother a captive in the hands of the Greeks, and his country in
.

;

ruins,

he communicated the answer of the god

to Ili-

one. whom he had always regarded as his parent. Ilione told him the measures she had pursued to save
hit

life,

and upon

lUO

%3

he avenged the perfidy of Pol-

{Hygin., Jab.,

PoLYNJCEs, a son of OEdipus, king of Thebes, by

He inherited his father's throne v^ith his
brother Eteocles, and it was agreed between the two
brothers that they should reign each a year alternateEteocles first ascended the throne by right of sely.
but, when the year was expired, he refused to
niority
resign the crown to his brother. Polynices thereupon
Jocasta.

{Plin., 34, 8,

She was represented veiled in white,
ress of harmony.
holding a sceptre in her left hand, and with her right
raised up, as if ready to harangue. Ausonius describes
"
her attributes in the following line,
Signat cuncta

his eyes.

109.)

Pliny states,

I

;

where he married Argia, the daughter
of Adrastus, king of the land. Adrastus levied a large
army to enforce the claims of his son in-law to the

fled

to Argos,

The
throne, and laid siege to the city of Thebes.
command of the army was divided among seven chieftains, who were to attack each one of the seven gates
of the city.
All the Argive leaders, with the exception of Adrastus, were slain, and the war ended by a

combat between Eteocles and Polynices, in
which both brothers fell. {Vid. Eteocles.)
Polyphemus, a son of Neptune, and one of the CyHe is represented as of monstrous
clopes in Sicily.
size, with but one eye, and that in the centre of his
forehead, and as leading a pastoral life.
According to
the Homeric fable, Ulysses, on his return from Troy,
was thrown upon that part of the coast of Sicily which
was inhabited by the Cyclopes and having, with twelve
of his companions, entered the cave of Polyphemus
during his absence, they were found therein by him
on his return, and were kept immured for the purpose
single

;

of being devoured.
Four of the companions of the
Grecian chief fell a prey to the voracity of the monster ; and Ulysses would probably have shared the

same

had he not adopted the following expedient.
the Cyclops, he availed himself of
his state of insensibility to deprive hirn of sight, by
means of a large stake which had been discovered in
the cave, and which, after having sharpened it to a
point and heated it in the fire, he plunged into his
eye.
Polyphemus roared so loudly with pain that he
roused the other Cyclopes from their mountain retreats.
On inquiring the cause of his outcries, they
fate,

Having intoxicated

were

told

No man (Oirif), the
applied to himself, had inwhereupon they retired to their
him to supplicate his father Nep-

by Polyphemus that

name which Ulysses had
flicted the calamity,

dens, recommending
tune for aid, since his malady came not, as he himsell
said, from human hands, and must therefore be a visitation from Jove.
The monster then, having removed
the immense stone which blocked up the mouth of the
cave, placed himself at its entrance to prevent the es-

cape of his enemies.
Ulysses, however, eluded his
vigilance by fastening the sheep together, "three and
three," with osier bands, and by tying one of his comIn
panions beneath the middle one of every three.
this way the whole party passed out safely, the hero
himself bringing up the rear, and clinging to the belly
of a thick-fleeced and favourite ram.
{Horn., Od., 9.
172, scqq.)
Virgil has embellished his ^neid by inHe
terweaving the story of Ulysses and the Cyclops.
feigns that the prince of Ithaca, in the hurry of dehad left behind him one of his followers, Achse-

parture,

after supporting a miserable
existence in the woods by the meager fare of roots
and berries, gladly threw himself into the hands of the
Trojans when .^Eneas was coasting along the island

menides by name, who,

Homer re{Virg., JEn., 3, 588, seqq.)
was the wrath of Neptune for the injury
inflicted on his son by Ulysses that induced the god
to destroy his vessel on the Phaeacian coast.
{Od.,

of Sicily.

lates, that it

11. 101,

seqq.—Od.,

5,

286, seqq.)

PoLYSPERCHON, an .iEtolian, a general of Alexander's, who commanded the Stymphaeans in the battle
of Arbela, and afterward subdued Bubacene for the

The freedom of his remarks on a subse
conqueror.
quent occasion, when he saw a Persian prostrating
himself before Alexander, so offended that prince, thai

,

POL

POLYSPERCHON.
'

he threw him into prison, and only pardoned him after
We find Polyspera considerable lime had elapsed.

j

chon, subsequently

to this, again intrusted with a

com-

mand, and sent to besiege the city of Ora, on AlexHe took the place m a short
ander's march to India.
I

After Alexander's death, he passed over into
Europe, and subdued the Thessalians, who had revoked

time.

In B.C. 319, Antipafrom the Macedonian power.
ter, then on his deathbed, bestowed the regency of
the empire on Polysperchon, as ihe oldest of all the
surviving captains of Alexander, and committed to his
care the two kings, who appear to have resided at

Pella ever since the death of Perdiccas.
Cassander,
the son of Antipater, deeply irritated at this prefera
ence of a stranger, endeavoured to form party against

the

new

view engaged Ptolemy
Polysperchon, on his
was necessary to strength-

regent, and with this

and Antigonus on

his

side.

part, neglected nothing that
en his interests ; and he found himself

compelled to
have recourse to measures, of which some were injuThe only wise
dicious, and others positively hurtful.
step which he took during this emergency was an alliance with

Eumenes, whom,

in the

name

of the kings,

he appointed sole general of the army serving in Asia,
and invested, at the same time, with the uncontrolled
disposal of

all the resources of the
eastern empire.
Desirous, too, by all possible means, to increase the
popularity of his cause in Macedon, and to check the
influence of Eurydice, who had still a powerful party
in the army, Polysperchon advised the recall of OlymBut he had soon reapias, the mother of Alexander.
son to repent of this step
for Olympias, still untaught by events, and thirsting for revenge, returned
to the Macedonian capital only to gratify her worst
passions, and to disturb the tranquillity of private life.
But of all the measures into which Polysperchon was
driven by the pressure of affairs, none was more questionable than the following.
Eager to retain the
Greeks in his interest, and to defeat the plans of Cassander, who, before the death of Antipater was known
at Athens, had sent Nicanor thither to succeed Menyllus in the command of the garrison of Munychia,
and had soon after made himself master of the Piraeus,
Polysperchon published an edict for re-establishing
;

democracy in all the states which owned the protection of Macedon.
The policy of this step was not
less wicked than its effects were pernicious
the boon
of democracy created such a degree of contention and
popular licentiousness in most of the states, that the
arms of the citizens were for a time employed against
one another. Almost every individual distinguished
by rank or merit was stripped of his property, ban:

The condition of Athens, conished, or put to death.
trolled by the garrison in the Munychia, prevented the
people of that city from partaking of the benefit held
out to them by Polysperchon.
But when Alexander,
the son of the latter, reached Athens with a body of
forces, the democracy was restored, and Phocion and
others were put to death.
Cassan{Vid. Phocion.)
der, however, soon after made himself master of Athand
on
ens,
Polysperchon,
receiving intelligence of
this, immediately hastened to besiege him in that city
but, as the siege took up much time, he left part of
his troops before the place, and advanced with the
;

rest into the Peloponnesus, to force the city of MegaThe attempt, however, was an
lopolis to surrender.

unsuccessful one
and it was fortunate for the military character of the protector that an apology for his
;

I

ezander ^Egus and his mother Roxana by Cassander,
Polysperchon, who still retained some strongholds lo
the Peloponnesus, invited from Pcrgamus
Hercules,
the son of Alexander by Barcine, four years older than
his brother recently murdered, but from the
illegitimacy of his birth deemed incapable of succession.

On

the arrival of the

,

prince, Polysperchon behe obtained the hearty co-

young

gan hostile movements

:

operation of the yf-^tolians; his standard was joined
by many malcotitcnts from Macedon, and he stood on
the frontiers of that kingdom with an
army

twenty
thousand strong, while the troops which Cassander
sent to oppose him wavered in their affections.
The
danger was imminent ; but Cassander knew the man
with whom he had to deal.
By bribes and promises
he prevailed upon Polysperchon to murder the
youth,
whom he affected to honour as his sovereign. Polysperchon, however, did not obtain the principal object
for which he had been tempted to incur this most

This was the command of the Peloguilt.
ponnesus, towards which country, with the recommendation and aid of Cassander, he now directed his
But the inhabitants of that peninsula, assisted
march.

enormous

his return southward.
He
winter in Locris, and thence returned
to a castle commanding a small district between
Epirus and ^tolia.
The recovery of this stronghold,
which had formerly belonged to him, and of which he

by the Boeotians, opposed

was obliged

to

now rewarded

had been deprived by Cassander,

his

detestable wickedness ; and here probably this veteran in villany, who had once swayed the protectoral
sceptre, ended many years afterward his ignominious
life ; a life deformed by
everything atrocious in cruelty

19,

and detestable in crime. {Diod.
6ic.—Quin/. Curt., 4, 13.— Id,

—Justin,

10,

10.— W.,

13,

6—

Sic., lib. 17, 18,
Id., 8, 5.
5,

A.—

Id., 14,

5,

&c.—

Tzetz. in Lycophr., 801.)
PoLYXENA, a daughter of Priam and Hecuba, celebrated for her beauty and misfortunes.
According to
the account given by Dictys of Crete, Hecuba, accompanied by many Trojan females, and among the rest
by Cassandra and Polyxena, was performing certain
sacred rites to Apollo in the vicinity of Troy, when
Achilles, who was anxious to witness these ceremonies, came suddenly on the party with some companStruck by the beauty of Polyxena, the
ions of his.
warrior, after fruitlessly contending with his passion
for a few days, sent to ask the maiden in marriage
from Hector. The Trojan chief agreed to give his
sister, provided Achilles would betray to him the whole
Grecian army. Achilles returned for answer that be
would bring the whole war to a close if Polyxena
were delivered to him. Hector replied that he must

whole host, or else slay the Atride
This, of course, irritated Achilles, and the
After the death of Hecnegotiation was broken off.

either betray the

and Ajai.

tor, Polyxena, according to the same authority, accompanied her father to the tent of Achilles, in order to
obtain the restoration of her brother's corpse, and the
Grecian chieftain, on beholding her, felt all his former
passion renewed. Some time after this, Priam, taking
advantage of a truce occasioned by a sacrifice to the
Thymbrean Apollo, in which both armies joined, sent
a herald to Achilles with a private message relative to
Polyxena. The Grecian chief received the messenger
in the grove of Apollo, and, having then entered the
Paris and Deiphotemple, was treacherously slain by
bus.
After the capture of Troy, Polyxena was immo-

by Neoptolemus to the manes
shade of Achilles apAccording to one account, the
that part of the kingdom so seriously as to endanger peared on the summit of his tomb, and demanded the
10.— W.,
the life and power of the elder king.
In the contest sacrifice.
(Diet. Cret., 3, 2, seqq.—Id, 4,
Tzetz. ad Lycophr.,
110.
that ensued, Cassander proved ultimately victorious; 5, 13, &c.
Hygin.,fab.,
Eurip., Hcc, 37.
Olympias was taken and put to death, and Polysper- 269.— Ovid, Met., 13, 439, seqq.
chon, driven from Macedon, took refuge among his
Virg., .En., 3, 321.)
PoLvxo, I. a priestess of ApoUo's temple in Leracountrymen the .^tolians. After the murder of Al-

sudden retreat into Macedon was afforded by the violent conduct of Olympias, who had already embroiled

of his father.

lated

—

—

—

—
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She was also nurse to Queen Hypsipyle. It ter of Sextus Pompeius and Scribonia, promised in
was by her advice that the Lemnian women murdered marriage to Metellus, as a pledge of peace between
iheir husbands.
She was wedded, how{Apoll. Rhod., 1, 668.— Fa^. Flacc, her father and the triumvirs.
nos.

316.

— Hijgm.,fab.,

—

—

A

IV. Macrina,
female, a native of ever, eventually to Scribonius Libo.
of Hercules. great-granddaughter of Theophanes of Miletus, who
When her husband was compelled to flee, in conse- had been a firm friend to Pompey. Tiberius put her
quence of the accidental homicide of Licymnius, broth- to death because she belonged to a family that had
er of Alcmena, Polyxo accompanied him to Rhodes, been hostile to Caesar.
{Tacit Ann., 6, 18.)
where the inhabitants chose him for their king. On
PoMPEiA Lex, I. de Parricidio, a law proposed by
the death of Tlepoiemus, who fell in the Trojan war, Pompey when consul, and enacted by the people.
It
Polyxo became sole mistress of the kingdom, and du- gave a wider acceptation to the term "parricide," and
her
to
Helen
came
it
to
the killing of any near relation.
Rhodes, having been made
reign
ring
apply
driven from the Peloponnesus, after the death of Men- {Heinecc, Ant. Rom., ed. Haubold, p. 1^0.
II.
2,

16.)

II.

who married Tlepoiemus, son

Argos,

,

seq.)

elaus, by Nicostratus and Megapenthes.
Polyxo, determined to avenge her husband's fall, caused some of

her female attendants to habit themselves like Furies,
Helen while bathing, and hang her on a tree.
The Rhodians afterward,
memory of the deed, consecrated a temple to Helen, giving her the surname of
Dendritis (^evSptrtg) from the manner of her death.
SiebcUs ad Pausan., I. c.
Bbt{Pausan.,3, 19, 10.
seize

m

—

—

Furienmaske, p. 47, seq.)
PoLYZELUs, I. a poet of the old comedy, who

tiger,

flour-

ished about the time of the battle of Arginusae.
The
titles of some of his pieces have reached us.
{Fabric.,

—

Bibl. Gr., v. 2, p. 488, ed. Hades.
Hemsterhus. ad
II. An historian, a native of Rhodes.
10, 76.)

—

PoUuc,

(Voss, Hist. Gr., 3,

PoMETiA.

Pomona

p.

406.—Alhenczus,

8, p.

361, c.)

Vid. Suessa Pometia.

(from

pomum,

"fruit"), a goddess

among

De

—

by Pompey when sole consul, A.U.C. 701, that
an inquiry should be made into the murder of Clodius
on the Appian Way, the burning of the senate-house,
and the attack made on the house of Lepidus the invi,

{Sigonius, de Judiciis,

terrex.

—

2,

33,

p.

676.

—

Heinecc, ed Haubold, p. 796.) III. De ambitu, by
the same, against bribery and corruption in elections,
with the infliction of new and severe punishments.
{Dio Cass., 39, 37.— Id., 40, 52.)— IV. Jxidicmrta,
by the same

retaining the Aurelian law, but ordaining that the Judices should be chosen from among
those of the highest fortune in the different orders.
{Cic. in Pis., 39.— Id., Phil., 1, 8.)— V. De Comitiis, by the same, that no one should be allowed to
In this
stand candidate for an oflSce in his absence.
law Julius Caesar was e.\pressly excepted.
{Sueton.^
Vit.

Jul, 28

;

—Dio

Cass., 40, 66.)

the Romans, presiding over fruit-trees.
Her worship
Pompeii or Pompeia (the first being the Latin, the
was of long standing at Rome, where there was a second the Greek, form of its name), a city of CampaFlamen Pomonalis, who sacrificed to her every year nia in the immediate vicinity of Mount Vesuvius. Of
for the preservation of the fruit.
The story of Pomo- this city it may be truly said, that it has become far
na and Vertumnus is prettily told by Ovid. This more celebrated in modern times than it ever could
Hamadryad lived in the time of Procas, king of Alba have been in the most flourishing period of its existShe was devoted to the culture of gardens, to which ence. Tradition ascribed the origin of Pompeii, as

she confined

herself, shunning all society with the
male deities.
Vertumnus, among others, was enamoured of her, and under various shapes tried to win
her hand
sometimes he came as a reaper, sometimes
as a haymaker, sometimes as a ploughman or a vinedresser
he was a soldier and a fisherman, but to
At length, under the guise of
equally little purpose.
an old woman, he won the confidence of the goddess
and, by enlarging on the evils of a single life and the
:

:

;

blessings of the wedded state ; by launching out into
the praises of Vertumnus, and relating a tale of the
punishment of female cruelty to a lover, he sought to
move the heart of Pomona : then resuming his real

form, he obtained the hand of the no longer reluctant
{Ovid, Met., 14, 623, scqq.
Keighlleifs
Mythology, p. 539.)
PoMPEiA Gens, an illustrious plebeian family at
Rome, divided into two branches, the Rufi and Strabones.
subdivision of the Rufi bore the surname
of Bithynicus, from a victory gained by one of their
number in Bilhynia. From the line of the Strabones
Pompey the Great was descended. {Veil. Paterc, 2,

—

nymph.

A

21.— Putean. ad

Veil,

I.

c.)

daughter of Q. Pompeius, and third
She was suspected of criminal
wife of Julius Cajsar.
intercourse with Clodius, who introduced himself into
the
festival of the Bona Dea, in
her dwelling, during
the disguise of a female musician.
Caesar divorced
Pompeia but when the trial of Clodius came on for
this act of impiety, he gave no testimony against him
neither did he affirm that he was certain of any injury
done to his bed he only said, " he had divorced Pompeia, because the wife of Cossar ought not only to be
clear from such a crime, but also from the very suspi-

PoMPEiA,

I.

;

;

:

cion of it."

{Plut., Vit

Cas.—U,

Vit.

Cic.)—U..
to Faustus Sylla.
After the battle of Thapsus, she fell into
the hands of Caesar, who generously preserved her life
and property.
{Hirl., Bell. Afr., 95.)— III. A daugh-

Daughter of Pompey the Great, was married

1112

well as that of Herculaneum, to Hercules {Dion. Hal.^
44), and, like that city, it was in turn occupied by

c.

the Oscans, Etruscans, Samnites. and Romans.
At
the instigation of the Samnites, Pompeii and Hercu-

laneum took an active part

in the

Social war, but were

reduced by Sylla. {Veil. Paterc, 2, 16.) In
the general peace which followed, Pompeii obtained
the rights of a municipal town, and became also a military colony, at the head of which was Publius Sylla,
nephew of the dictator. This officer being accused
before the senate of having excited some tumult at
{Orat. pro
Pompeii, was ably defended by Cicero.
Other colonies appear to have been subseSylL, 21.)
under
and
Nero.
In the
sent
hither
quently
Augustus
finally

reign of the latter, a bloody affray occurred at Pompeii,
during the exhibition of a fight of gladiators, between
the inhabitants of that place and those of Nnceria, in

which many lives were lost. The Pompeiani were, in
consequence, deprived of these shows for ten years,
and several individuals were banished. {Tac, Ann.,
14, 17.)
Shortly after, we hear of the destruction of
a considerable portion of the citv bv an earthquake.

—

Senec., Qu'ast. Nat., 6, 1.)
{Tac, Ann., 15, 22.
Of the more complete catastrophe which buried Pom-

we have no positive
peii under the ashes of Vesuvius,
but it is reasonably conjectured that it was
account
m
the reign of Tithe
famous
caused by
eruption
;

The ruins of Pompeii
tus.
{Vid. Herculaneum.)
were accidentally discovered in 1748, consequently
It is curious to
long after the time of Cluverius.
follow that indefatigable geographer in his search of ite
fixes at Scnfati, on the banks
position, which he finally
He would have been more correct if
of the SarTio.
he had removed it about two miles from that river, and
{Craplaced it nearer the base of Mount Vesuvius.

The opinion genmer's
Italy, vol. 2, p. 179.)
of this city were surerally maintained, that the people

Anc

prised

and overwhelmed by the volcanic storm while

in the theatre, is not a

very probable one.

The num-

t

I

POM

POMPEIUS.

ber of skeletOT.s discovered in Pompeii docs not exand ten times this number would be inceed sixty
considerable, when compared with the extent and pop-

Not long after this, however, when a tuccessor bad
come, Pompeius denied the whole affair, and insisted
that the Numantines had surrendered at discretion.

ulation of the city.
Besides, the first agitation and
threatening aspect of the mountain must have filled
every breast with terror, and banished all gayety and
amusement. No doubt the previous intimations were
of such a nature as to have fully apprized the inhabitants of their danger, and induced the great mass of
them to save themselves by flight. The discovery of
Pompeii (vid. Hcrculaneum), after having lain so long
buried and unknown, has furnished us with many cuThe excavarious and valuable remains of antiquity.

The

;

still continued.
Although two thirds are still
covered, it is estimated that the town was three quarters of a mile in length by nearly half a mile in
breadth.
The walls are from eighteen to twenty feet
high, and twelve thick, and contained several main
Twenty
gales, of which six have been uncovered.
streets, fifteen feet wide, paved with lava, and having
footways of three feet broad, have also been excavated.
The houses are joined together, and are generThe
ally only two stories, with terraces for roofs.
fronts are often shops, with inscriptions, frescoes, and
ornaments of every kind. The principal rooms are in
in the centre is a court, which often conthe rear
tains a marble fountain.
In some of the houses the

tions are

:

rooms have been found very richly ornamented. A
forum, surrounded by handsome buildings, two thea-

matter was laid before the Roman senate, and,
notwithstanding the numerous proofs adduced by the
Numantine deputies, it was decided that no such treaty had been made.
Pompeius was afterward accused
of extortion, but his great wealth afforded him the
means of acquittal. He was chosen censor B.C. 130.

Paierc, 2, l.—Jd.,2, 31.— W, 2, 90.— F/onw,
18.)~II. Q Rufus, son of the preceding, was con-

{Veil.
2,

sul with Sylla, B.C. 88, and, together with his colleague, opposed the law by which the tribune Sulpi-

cius sought to extend the rights of citizenship to

all

the

War

having been declared against
Mithradatea, and Asia and Italy being named the provinces of the consuls, the latter fell to the lot of Pompeius.
(Appian, Bell. Milh., 65 ) Before Sylla departed for his command, he endeavoured, together with
Italian

allies.

his colleague, to baffle the projects of Sulpicius by
proclaiming frequent holydays, and ordering, conseBat
quently, a suspension of the public business.
Sulpicius, on one of these occasions, attacked the consuls with an armed force, calling upon them to repeal
their proclamation for the festival ; and,
sal, a riot ensued, in which Pompeius
difficulty to a place of

on

their refu-

escaped with

concealment; but his son

was

tres,

a subsequent period, when Sylla had made
himself master of Rome and re-established his party,
Pompeius was sent to take command of the army, that

of

was

temples, baths, fountains, statues, urns, utensils
Most of the
&c., have been discovered.
objects of curiosity have been deposited in the museums of Naples and Portici among them are a great
number of manuscripts. It is certainly surprising,
all sorts,

:

At

killed.

kept on foot, to oppose the remnants of the
But he was murdered by the
troops as soon as he arrived among them, the soldiers
having been instigated to the deed by Cn. Pompeius,
still

Italian confederacy.

most interesting city should have remained the general whom Quintus was to supersede. {Apundiscovered till so late a period, and that antiquaries pian, Bellr Civ., I, 55, seqq.—Vell. Paterc, 2, 17.—
and learned men should have so long and materially Liv., Epit., 77.) III. Cn. Strabo, father of Pompey
erred about its situation.
In many places, masses the Great, was one of the principal Roman commandHe brought the siege of Ascuof ruins, portions of the buried theatres, temples, and ers in the Social war.
houses, were not two feet below the surface of the lum to a triumphant issue {Liv., Epit 75, 76), an
soil.
The country people were continually digging up event which was peculiarly gratifying to the Romans,
pieces of worked marble and other antique objects. as that town had set the first example of revolt, and
In several spots they had even laid open the outer had accompanied it with the massacre of two Roman
and yet men did not find out what officers and a number of Roman citizens. He also
walls of the town
it was that the
peculiarly isolated mound of cinders and gained a victory over the Marsi, and compelled that
There is an- people, together with the Vestini, Marrucini, and Peashes, earth and pumice-stone covered.
This is the same
other circumstance which increases the wonder of ligni, to make a separate peace.
Pompeii being so long concealed. A subterraneous Cn. Pompeius who is mentioned at the close of the
canal, cut from the river Sarno, traverses the city, and previous article (No. II ), as having instigated his solthe new commander
is seen darkly and silently gliding under the temple
diery to murder Q. Pompeius,
This is said to have been cut towards the sent to supersede him. He retained, after that, the
of Isis.
middle of the fifteenth century, to supply the contiguous command of the army in Umbria, and was applied to
that this

—

,

;

town of Torre delV Annunziata with fresh water it
but, in cutprobably ran anciently in the same channel
ting it or clearing it, workmen must have crossed unFor a more
der Pompeii from one side to the other.
detailed account of the excavations made at this place,
;

;

—

consult Sir

8vo

;

tions

W.

Gell's

"

Pompeiana,'^ Lond., 1832,
Within's Views of Pompeii ; Cooke's Delinea2
vols,
Bibent's
fol., 90 plates)
{London, 1827,
;

but, being
by the senate for aid against Cinna
anxious to make the troubles of his country an
for
remained
sion of his own advancement, he
time in suspense, as if waiting to see which
;

more
occa-

some
party

would purchase his services at the highest price, and
thus allowed Cinna and his faction to consolidate
beyond the possibility of successful resistto march to
last, however, he resolved

their force

ance.

At

A battle
the cause of the senate.
his army and that of Cinna im-

Plan of Pompeii (Paris, 1826), showing the progress
of the excavations from 1763 to 1825
Romanelli,

Rome, and espouse

Viaggio a Pampei ed Ercolano, &c.
PoMPEius, I. Q. Nepos Rufus, was consul B.C.
HI, and the first of the Pompeian family who was elevated to that high ofl!5ce.
He is said to have attained
to it by practising a deception on his friend Laelius,

But, though
mediately under the walls of the capital.
the slaughter was great, the event seems to have been
indecisive
and, soon after, Cn. Pompeius was killed
in his own tent.
{Veil. Paterc, 2, 44.

;

who was

a candidate for the

sing to obtain votes for

same

station,

by promihim, but obtaining them, in

Pompeius was sent into Spain,
where he laid fruitless siege to Numantia: he gained,
some
however,
slight advantages over the Edetani.
fact,

for

himself.

Having been continued in command the ensuing year,
he again besieged Numantia, and by dint of intrigues
induced the inhabitants to solicit a treaty of peace,
which he granted them on very advantageous terms.

7B

was fought between

;

by lightning

to Plutarch,
—Appian, Bell. Civ., 1, 68.)— Accordmg
the Romans never entertained a stronger and more

rancorous hatred for any general than for Pompeius
from the bier on
Strabo.
They dragged his corpse
and treated it with the
to the funeral
the

way

greatest

pile,

indignity.

{Pl"t.,

Vit.

Pomp. tmt.)-lV.
'

was the
or "the Great,
Cneius, surnamed Mairttus,
son of Cn. Pompeius Strabo (No. HI.), and holds a
conspicuous rank

numerous

in

Roman

exploits, and,

more

history, by reason of his
his collision
particularly,

POMPEIUS.

POMPEIUS.

He was

born B.C. 106, the same
As soon as he had assumed the
year with Cicero.
manly gown, he entered the Roman army, and made
his first campaigns with great distinction under the

wuh

Julius Caesar.

The beauty of his person, the
and his wiiming
grace and elegance of his manners,
eloquence, gained him, at an early age, the hearts of
both citizens and soldiers; and he even, on one occasion, possessed sufficient influence to save the life of
his father, when Cinna had gained over some of the
ensued.
After the
soldiery of Strabo, and a mutiny
orders of his parent.

now thirty years
of age, to the support of iMetellus, who was
unequal to
He was invested with
cope with so able an adversary.
The two commanders, who acted
proconsular power.
independently of each other, though with a mutually
good understanding, were both defeated through the
induced the senate to send Pompey,

superior activity and skill of Sertorius.

two

and was personally

Pompey

lost

danger and as long
as Sertorius was alive, the war was continued with
little success.
But Sertorius having been murdered
by his own officers, and succeeded in the command
was
death of his parent, a charge
preferred against the by Perpenna, Pompey and jMetellus soon brought the
latter that he had converted the public money to his struggle to an end.
On his return to Italy the servile
own use and Pompey, as his heir, was obliged to an- war was raging. Crassus had already gained a deciswer it. But he pleaded his own cause with so much sive victory over Spartacus, the leader of the rebels,
so much applause, and
ability and acuteness, and gained
nothing was left for Pompey but to complete the
that Antistius, the praetor, who had the hearing of the destruction of the remnant of the servile forces
yet
cause, conceived a high regard for him, and offered he assumed the merit of this triumph, and displayed
him his daughter in marriage. After the establish- so little moderation in his success, that he was susbattles,

in

;

;

;

ment

of Ciima's power at Rome, Pompey retired to
Picenum, where he possessed some property, and
where his father's memory, hated as it was by the
Romans, was regarded with respect and aflfection.
To account for this, we must suppose that, during the

long period of his military command in that neighbourhood, he had prevented his soldiers from being burdensome to the people, and had found means of obliging or gratifying some of the principal inhabitants.
Be this as it may, the son possessed so much influence
in Picenum as to succeed in raising an army of three
seventeen thousand men.
legions, or about sixteen or
With this force he set out to join Sylla, and, after
successfully repelling several attacks from the adverse
with that commander,
party, he effected a junction

who received him in the most flattering manner, and
saluted him, though a mere youth, only 23 years of
So struck, indeed,
age, with the title of Impeiator.
was Sylla with the merits of the young Roman, that
he persuaded Pompey to divorce the daughter of An.Emilia, the daughter-in-law of Syltistius, and
marry

Three years

Ja.

after this

(B.C. 80),

Pompey

retook

oi^ Marius, and drove them
Sicily from the partisans
The Roman people
also from Africa, in forty days.

were astonished at these rapid successes, but they
served at the same time to excite the jealousy of
to dismiss his forces and
Sylla, who commanded him
On his coming back to the capital,
return to Rome.
Pompey was received with every mark of favour by
According to Plutarch, the latter hastened to
Sylla.

meet him, and, embracing him in the most affectionate
manner, saluted him aloud with the surname of ''Mag-

" the
Great," a title which Pompey thenceThe jealforward was always accustomed to bear.
ousy of the dictator, however, was revived when
Pompey demanded a triumph. Sylla declared to him
that he should oppose this claim with all his power
but Pompey did not hesitate to reply, that the people
were more ready to worship the rising than the setting
sun, and Sylla yielded.
Pompey therefore obtained
the honour of a triumph, though he was the first Roman who had been admitted to it without possessing
a higher dignity than that of knighthood, and was not
be received into the senate.
yet of the legal age to
the dictatorship, and, at the
Sylla soon after abdicated
nus,'" or

;

consular election, had the mortification to

feel

his

After the death of Sylla, Pompey
ascendancy.
be generally considered as chief of the aristocratic party, and as heir of the influence exercised by
New troubles
Sylla over the minds of the soldiery.
soon broke out, occasioned principally by the ambitious
who aimed at supreme
projects of the consul Lepidus,
power but he was soon overpowered by the united
A period of quiet
forces of Catulus and Pompey.

rival's

came

to

;

now

ensued, and Catulus endeavoured to oblige

Pom-

This the latter evaded unto dismiss his troops.
der various pretexts, until the progress of Sertorius

pey

pected of wishing to tread in the footsteps of Sylla.
He triumphed a second time, and was chosen consul
B.C. 70, although he had yet held none of those civil
offices, through which it was customary to pass to the
His colleague was Crassus. Two years
consulship.
after the expiration of ihis office, the pirates, encouraged by the Mithradatic war, had become so powerful
in the Mediterranean, that
they carried on a regular
warfare along a great extent of coast, and were masters of 1000 galleys and 400 towns.
The tribune Gabinius, a man devoted to the interests of Pompey, prothat
an
individual
(whose name he did not menposed
tion) should be invested with extraordinary powers, by
sea and land, for three years, to put an end to the outSeveral friends of the constiturages of the pirates.
tion spoke with warmth against this proposition
but
it
was carried by a large majority, and the power
was conferred on Pompey, with the title of proconsul.
In four months he cleared the sea of the ships
of the pirates, got possession of their fortresses and
towns, set free a great number of prisoners, and took
captive 20,000 pirates, to whom, no less prudently than
humanely, he assigned the coast-towns of Cilicia and
other provinces, which had been abandoned by their
inhabitants, and thus deprived them of an opportunity
of returning to their former course.
Meanwhile the
war against Mithradates had been carried on with various fortune
and although Lucullus had pushed the
enemy hard, yet the latter still found new means to
continue the contest.
The tribune Manilius then
proposed that Pompey should be placed over Lucullus
in the conduct of the war against Mithradates and Tigranes, and likewise over all the other Roman generals in the Asiatic provinces, and that all the armies in
that quarter should be under his control, at the same
time that he retained the supreme command by sea.
This was a greater accumulation of power than had
ever been intrusted to any Roman citizen, and several
distinguished men were resolved to oppose a proposition so dangerous to freedom with their whole influbut Pompey was so high in the popular favour,
ence
that, on the day appointed for considering the proposition, only Hortensius and Catulus had the courage to
speak against it while Cicero, who hoped to obtain
the consulship through the support of the Pompeian
party, advocated it with all his eloquence, and Caesar,
to whom such deviations from the constitution were
Ciacceptable, used all his influence in favour of it.
cero's oration Pro Lege Mamlia contains a sketch of
Pompey's public life, with the most splendid eulogy
that perhaps was ever made on any individual.
The
law was adopted by all the tribes, and Pompey, with
assumed reluctance, yielded to the wishes of his felHe arrived in Asia B.C. 67, and relow-citizens.
ceived the command from Lucullus, who was the less
able to conceal his chagrin, as Pompey industriously
;

;

:

;

abolished

all his

regulations.

The

operations of

Pomr
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m bringing the Milhradatic war to a close, have provoked the enmity of Ciodius by prosecuting him
Af- for intruding, in the disguise of a musician, into a fe
been related elsewhere.
{ Vtd. Miihr&d&tes Vl.)
ter Poinpey had settled the affairs of Asia, he visited
male religious assembly, where he sought an assigna
where
he
his
for
Greece,
respect
Caesar, though
displayed
philosophy tion with Pompeia. tfie wife of Caesar.
a
to
valuable
the
of
Athens.
On
he
divorced the lady, with the observation that " Cae
city
by making
gift
his return to Italy, he dismissed his army as soon as sar's wife should not even be suspected," overlooked
he landed at Brundisium, and entered Rome as a pri- the affront of Ciodius to himself, wiihheld his ov\n evThe whole city met him with acclama- idence against him at the trial, and even furthered his
vate man.
tions
his claim of a triumph was admitted without op- election to the tribuneship.
He was actuated in this
position, and never had Rome yet witnessed such a by resentment towards Cicero, who had termed the
display as on the two days of his triumphal procession. triumvirate a conspiracy against the public liberty and,
Porapey's plan was now, under the appearance of a under a similar feeling, Pompey had at first connived
but, as Ciodius,
private individual, to maintain the first place in the at Cicero's banishment (B.C. 68)
but he found obstacles on every side.
state
Lucul- who had seized Cicero's villas and confiscated his proplus and Crassus were superior to him in wealth
the erty, began to carry himself arrogantly towards Pomzealous republicans looked upon him with suspicion
pey, and conceive himself his equal, Pompey, as has
and Caesar was laying the foundation of his future been said, within two years procured the decree to be
The
last-mentioned
on
his
rereversed.
The sequel of this intrigue was such as to
individual,
greatness.
turn from Spain, aspired to the consulship.
To ef- accelerate his advance to the dictatorship. Ciodius,
fect this purpose, he reconciled Pompey and Crassus as he was returning to Rome on horseback from the
with each other, and united them in forming the co- country, was set upon and murdered by Milo and some
alition which is known in history under the name of attendants, who were
As Milo was
quitting the city.
the First Triumvirate.
He was chosen consul B.C. on his way to his native town, in disgust at the perfidy
59, and, by the marriage of his daughter Julia with of Pompey, who had disappointed him of the consulPompey (iEmilia having died in childbed), seemed ship promised as the price of his services, it should
to have secured his union with the latter.
From this not seem that this affray was the result of Pompey's
time Pompey countenanced measures which, as a good instigation.
The populace, struck with consternation,
citizen, he should have opposed as subversive of free- passed the night in the streets, and, with the dawn of
dom. He allowed his own eulogist, Cicero, to be day, brought in the body of Ciodius. At the suggesdriven into banishment by the tribune Ciodius, whom tion of some tribunes, his friends, it was carried into
he had att&ched to his interest
but, having after- the senate-house, either to intimate suspicion of the
ward himself quarrelled with Ciodius. he had Cicero senate, or in honour of the senatorian rank of the derecalled.
He t=upported the illegal nomination of Cae- ceased. Here the benches were torn up, a pile consar to a five years' command in Gaul
the fatal con- structed, and the body consumed; but the
conflagrasequences of which compliance appeared but too tion caught the senate-house and several adjoining
of
afterward.
The
fall
Crassus
in
Parthia
left
less
of
Milo,
plainly
apprehensive
buildings.
punishment than
but two masters to the Roman world
and, on the irritated at the respect paid to Ciodius, returned to the
death of Julia in childbed, these friends became rivals
ciiy with his colleague CjEcilius, and, distributing
(Encyclop. Americ, vol. 10, p. 239, seqq.)
Pompey's money to a part of the multitude, addressed them from
studied deference to the senate secured his influence the tribunal as if they were a
exregular assembly
with that body
and he gained the good-will of the cusing the affair as an accidental rencounter, and enhe ended
people by his judicious discharge of the duties of com- deavouring to obtain a verdict of acquittal
In the with inveighing against Ciodius.
While he was hamissary of supplies during a time of scarcity.
mean time, he secretly fomented the disorders of the ranguing, the rest of the tribunes, and that part of the
state, and the abuses practised in the filling up the populace which had not been bribed, rushed into the
magistracies, many of which remained vacant for eight forum armed : Milo and Caecilius put on slaves' habits
months, and others were supplied by insufficient and and escaped but a bloody, indiscriminate assault was
ignorant persons, through the disgust of those who made on the other citizens, of which the friends of Milo
were capable of sustaining them with ability and hon- were not alone the objects, but all who passed by or
our.
The friends of Pompey whispered about the ne- fell in the way of the rioters, especially those wiio were
The tumult
cessity of a dictator, and pointed to him as the man splendidly dressed and wore gold rings.
whose great services, and whose devotion to the sen- continued several days, during which there was a susate and the people, entitled him to expect the general
stones were thrown and
pension of all government
while he himself appeared to decline the sta- weapons drawn in the streets, and houses set on fire.
suffrage
tion, and even made a show of being indignant at the The slaves armed themselves, and,
breaking into dwellHis position at Rome, while Caesar was ings under pretence of searching for Milo, carried off
proposal.
absent in his province, was singularly advantageous to everything of value that was
The senate
portable.
his pretensions : he had, in fact, always kept himself
assembled in a state of great terror, and, turning their
in the public eye
and in the triumvirate division of eyes upon Pompey, proposed to him the acceptance of
power, which he had himself planned (B.C. 50), in or- the dictatorship.
But, by the persuasion of CJato, they
der to strengthen his own influence by the rising tal- invested him with the same
power under the title of
ents and activity of Cassar, and the high birth and Sole Consul.
This was probably with the secret unriches of Crassus, he had taken care to reserve to himderstanding of Pompey himself, as the title of dictator
self Rome, where he continued to reside,
Thai
governing had become odious since the tyranny of Sylla.
the Spains by his lieutenants, while he despatched
Pompey and Cato were in agreement, appears from
Crassus to Asia and Caesar to the Gauls.
He had this that the vote of the latter was recompensed by
also acquire^l a
the senate
popularity by rescinding, under one of the appointment of quaestor to Cyprus
his consulships, the law which Sylla, for his own
pur- having decreed the reduction of that island to a Roman
poses, had enacted, to restrain the power of the tri- province, and the confiscation of the treasures of King
bunes of the commons.
At this time he gratified both Ptolemy, on account of the exorbitant ransom demandsenate and people by procuring, through the agency of ed for Ciodius when taken by pirates.
Pompey prothe tribune Milo (B.C. 57), the recall of Cicero from ceeded to restore order and to pass popular acts.
He
the banishment into which he had been driven
a law against
He
framed
murder.
for
Milo
condemned
by
the tribune Ciodius, on a
charge of having executed bribery and corruption, and instigated an inquiry into
Cethegus and Lentulus (implicated in the Catilinarian the acts of administration of all who had held magis
Cicero had trades from the time of his own first consulship
conspiracy) without the forms of law.
pey,

-

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;
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at

what Pompey

justly called the root of the state disorders, seemed' to

be aimed covertly at Caesar
though Pompey appeared
offended at the suggestion, and affected to consider
He
as
Caesar
above suspicion.
presided in the court
during the trials with a guard, that the judges might
not be intimidated.
Several, convicted of intrigue and
With
malversation, were banished, and others fined.
a great appearance of moderation, he declined to hold
the smgle consulship to the extent of the full period,
and for the rest of the year adopted his father-in-law,
;

"

We

with a sword, said,
order you to march against
Caesar and fight for your country."
Curio fled to
Caesar, who had lately returned from Britain, and was

and urged him to draw togethapproaching Ravenna
er his forces and advance upon Rome.
But Caesar
was still apparently anxious for peace ; and sent, bv
letters
to
the
in
which
he
Curio,
senate,
distinctly of;

fered to resign his command, provided
Pompey would
do the same otherwise he would not only retain it, but
would come in person, and revenge the injuries offered
to himself and to the country.
This was received with
Lucius Scipio, as his colleague but, even after the loud cries, as a declaration of war and Lucius Domireturn to the regular consulships, as well as for the tius was appointed as Caesar's successor, and ordered to
months during which Scipio was associated with him- march with four thousand new-raised troops. Neither
self in office, he continued, in reality, to direct the af- the senate nor Pompey seem to have been in the least
The senate gave him two additional prepared. Pompey, with his usual art, had redemanded
fairs of state.
legions, and prolonged his command in his provinces. from Caesar the legion which he had lent him, on preHitherto Pompey had proceeded with infinite address; tence of an expedition to Syria against the Parthians.
but the craftiness of his policy was no match for the Cassar had not only sent back the legion, but added
frankness and directness of that of Caesar, who acted another of his own. They halted at Capua, and spread
in this conjuncture, so critical to the Roman liberty, the report, either from ignorance, or, as they were
with a real moderation and candour that absolutely handsomely paid by Caesar, probably from instructions
;

;

;

rival.
Caesar, indeed, who was made
acquainted, by the exiles that flocked to his camp, with
everything passing at Rome, and who found himself
obliged to stand on the defensive, availed himself of
the means which his acquired wealth placed in his
hands, and which the practice of the age too much
countenanced, to divide the hostile party by buying
off the enmity of some of them newly elected to ofifice.
Aware of the cabals which were forming against him,
Cajsar knew that, in returning to a private station, he
should be placed at the feet of Pompey and his party
he therefore resisted the decree of his recall till he
could assure himself of such conditions as would prevent his obedience from being attended with danger.

disconcerted his

.

His demands were reasonable; his propositions fair
and open, and his desire of effecting a compromise

The unintermitted continuation
apparently sincere.
of a consul's ofl^ce through several years, and even
his creation in his absence, were not unconstitutional :
both had been granted to Marius ; and Caesar himself had been re-elected, while absent, by the ten
tribunes ; Pompey, when he brought in the law against
allowing absent candidates to stand, having made a
special exception in favour of Csesar, and recorded
it.
His requests that he might stand for the conthat he might retain his army
sulship in his absence
;

he might have his command
prolonged in the province of Hither Gaul, should
that of Farther Gaul not be also conceded to him,
were refused. In the irritation of the moment, he
:s said to have grasped the hilt of his sword, and ejactill

chosen consul

;

that

Curio, in the mean
time, loudly protested against Caesar's being recalled,
also
disband
his legions and rewould
unless Pompey
were so satisfied
sign his provinces ; and the people
with the equity of the proposal, that they accompanied
'he tribune to his own door, and strewed flowers in his
way.
Pompey professed that he had received his com-

"This

ulated,

shall give

it

me."

given them, that Caesar's army was disaffected to him,
and, if occasion served, would gladly come over to
Pompey. His credulity and security were such, that
he neglected to make the necessary levies till the opWhile he was at last exerting
portunity was lost.
himself, under the authority of the senate, in collecting
13,000 veterans from Thessaly, and mercenaries from
fereign nations, and in making forced contributions of
money and munitions of war in the cities of Italy,
Caesar, leaving his commanders to concentrate and
hasten the march of the rest of his army, took the field
with some cavalry and a division of 5000 men.
He
sent forward a picked detachment to surprise Arirai-

num, the first Italian city after passing the frontier
of Gaul, and, throwing himself into his chariot while
his friends were sitting at the supper-table, crossed
the Rubicon, with the exclamation, " The die is cast."
When the news reached Rome, the senate repented
their rejection of Caesar's equitable proposals
and
Cicero moved that an embassy should be sent to him
to treat for peace, but was overruled by the consuls.
Pompey had boasted that, if need were, he could raise
an army by stamping with his foot and Favonius reminded him, in a tone of raillery, that " it was high
time for him to stamp." Domitius, who had been sent
;

;

to supersede Caesar, was by him besieged in Corfinium,
taken prisoner, and honourably dismissed, his troops
Pompey, with the consuls, and
going over to Caesar.
the greater part of the senate and the nobility, abandoned Rome and passed over into Greece. On enter-

ing Rome, Caesar was, by the remnant of the senate,
but he held the office only eleven
created dictator
days, exchanging it for that of consul, and taking Servilius as his colleague.
Having seized the treasury,
and secured Sicily and Sardinia, the granaries of Rome,
by appointing his governors, he set out for Spain,
;

where, in the hither province, he reduced, by cutting
off their supplies, the Pompeian army under Petreins
mand against his will, and that he would cheerfully lay and Afranius, consisting of five legions, whom he disand in
thus missed in safety, and allowed to join Pompey
it down,
though the time was not yet expired
the surrender of Varcontrasting his own moderation with the unwillingness the farther province he compelled
It is singular that his lieutenants
of Caesar to relinquish office, even at the termination ro with his legion.
Dolabella and Caius
of the full period.
Curio, however, contended openly were everywhere unsuccessful
that the promise was not to be taken for the perform- Antonius, who had it in charge to secure the Adriatic,
but exclaimed against Pompey's avarice of were surrounded with a superior fleet Ity Pompey's
ance
lost an army in
power and urged with such adroitness the necessity lieutenant, Octavius Libo Domitius
and Curio, in Africa, after his troops had sufeither of both retaining their commands, that the one Pontus
risked a
might be a check on any unconstitutional designs of fered much by drinking of poisoned waters,
the other, or of both alike resigning, that he brought rash action with Varus and Juba, king of Mauritania,
Caesar himself exthe senate over to his opinion, the consul Marcellus the ally of Pompey, and was slain.
" Take
your victory, perienced a reverse in Illyricum, where, his army being
bitterly observing to the majority,
But on a rumour reduced to such straits as to eat bread made with herbs,
and have Caesar for your master."
that Caesar had crossed the Alps and was on his march he assaulted, near Dyrrachium, the intrenched camp
to Romtj, the consul ran to Pompey, and, presenting him of Pompey, whose policy had been to decline a battle,
;

;

:

;

;

;

;
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and was repulsed, with the general panic of his troops
and the loss of many standards and his own camp
would have been taken if Pompey had not drawn off
on which
his forces in apprehension of an ambuscade
" the war could have been at an
Ca?sar remarked that
Caesar
end, if Pompey knew how to use victory."
retreated into Thessaly, and was followed by Pompey.
A general battle was fought on the plains of Pharsa;

;

army of Pompey being greatly superior in
numbers, as it consisted of 40,000 foot and 12,000
horse, composed of the transmarine legions and the
while
auxiliary forces of different kings and tclrarchs
that of Caesar did not e.\ceed 30,000 foot and 1000
lus

;

the

;

horse.

Pompey

was, however, out-manosuvred, his

into total rout, his camp pillaged, and
himself obliged to fly, leaving the field with only his

army thrown

He set sail
son Sextus and a few followers of rank.
from Mytilene, having taken on board his wife Cornelia, and made for Egypt, intending to claim the hos-

pitality of the

young

Kmg

Ptolemy,

ate had appointed him guardian.
Mount Casius, the Egyptian army

to

whom

the sen-

As he came

near

was seen on the
some distance, when,

shore, and their fleet lymg off at
presently, a boat was observed approaching the ship
The persons in the boat invited him
from the land.
to enter, for the purpose of landing
but, as he was
stepping ashore, he was stabbed in the sight of his wife
and
were
sent to Caesar,
and son and his head
ring
who, shedding tears, turned away his face, and ordered
the head to be burned with perfumes in the Roman
method.
{Elton's Roman Emperors, p. 4, seqq., InCornelia and her friends instantly put to sea,
trod.)
and escaped the pursuit of the Egyptian fleet, which
Their feelings,
at first threatened to intercept them.
as is natural, were, for the moment, so engrossed by
their own danger that they could scarcely comprehend the full extent of their loss {Cic, Tusc. Disp ,
3, 27) ; nor was it till they reached the port of Tyre
;

;

—
—

in safety that grief succeeded to apprehension, and
they began to understand what cause they had for sor-

row.
But the tears that were shed for Pompey were
not only those of domestic aflfliction ; his fate called
No
forth a more general and honourable mourning.
man had ever gained, at so early an age, the affections of

countrymen none had enjoyed them so largely, or
and,
preserved them so long with so little interruption
at the distance of eighteen centuries, the feeling of
his contemporaries may be sanctioned by the sober
judgment of history. He entered upon public life
as a distinguished member of an oppressed party,
which was just arriving at its hour of triumph and
he saw his associates plunged in rapine
retaliation
and massacre, but he preserved himself pure from
the contagion of their crimes ; and when the death
of Sylla left him at the head of the aristocraiical
he served them ably and faithfully with his
his

;

;

;

party,

sword, while he endeavoured to mitigate the evils of
their ascendancy, by restoring to the commons of
Rome, on the earliest opportunity, the most important
of those privileges and liberties which they had lost
He received
under the tyranny of their late master.
the due reward of his honest patriotism in the unusual
but
honours and trusts that were conferred upon him
his greatness could not corrupt his virtue; and the
boundless 'powers with which he was repeatedly invested, he wielded with the highest ability and upand then,
rightness to the accomplishment of his task,
;

without any undue attempts to prolong their duration,
At a period of general
he honestly resigned them.
and subcruelly and extortion towards the enemies
of Pompey,
jects of the commonwealth, the character
in his foreign commands, was marked by its humanity
and spotless integrity his conquest of the pirates was
effected with wonderful rapidity, and cemented by a
;

merciful policy, which, instead of taking vengeance
for the past, accomplished the prevention of evil for the

when he conducted the
war wiia Mithradates, was no less a relief to the
provinces from the tyranny of their governors, than it waa
their protection from the arms of the enemy.
It is
true that wounded vanity led him, after his return from
future

his presence in Asia,

.

Asia, to unite himself, for a time, with some unworthy
associates ; and this connexion, as it ultimately led tc

immediately tempt him
and involved
him in a career of difficulty, mortification, and shame.
But after this disgraceful fall, he again returned to his
natural station, and was universally regarded as the fit
protector of the laws and liberty of his country, when
all

the misfortunes, so did

ii

to the wor.^t faults of his
political life,

In the
they were threatened by CjBsar's rebellion.
conduct of the civil war he showed something of
weakness and vacillation
but his abilities, though
considerable, were far from equal to those of his adversary and his inferiority was most seen in that want
of steadiness in the pursuit of his own plans, which
caused him to abandon a system already sanctioned
by success, and to persuade himself that he might
yield with propriety to the ill-judged impatience of his
followers for battle.
His death is one of the few tragical events of those times which may be regarded
with unmixed compassion.
It was not accompanied,
like that of Cato and Brutus, with the rashness and
nor can it be regarded, like that
despair of suicide
;

;

;

of Caesar, as the punishment of crimes, unlawfully inWith a charflicted, indeed, yet suffered deservedly.
acter of rare purity and tenderness in all his domestic
was
before
he
the
relations,
slaughtered
eyes of his
wife and son ; while flying from the ruin of a most
just cause, he was murdered by those whose kindness
he was entitled to claim.
His virtues have not been
transmitted to posterity with their deserved fame
and
while the violent republican writers have exalted the
memory of Cato and Brutus, Pompey's many and rare
merits have been forgotten in the faults of the Triumvirate, and in the weakness of temper which he displayed in the conduct of his last campaign.
(En;

—

V. Cneius,
cycl MelropoL, div. 3, vol. 2, p. 252.)
elder son of Pompey the Great, was sent by his father into Asia, at the commencement of the civil war,
to raise a large naval and land force from all the provinces of the East.
After the death of his parent he
passed into Spain, where two lieutenants of Pompey
had reunited some of the scattered remnants of the
His party soon became powerful,
republican army.
and he saw himself in a few months at the head of
thirteen legions, and in possession of a considerable
fleet.
Cajsar, finding that he must act in person against

him,

left

Rome

for the

Spanish peninsula, and, by a

series of bold manoeuvres, compelled the son of Pompey to engage in battle in the plain of Munda (45

This action, the last that was fought between
B.C.).
the Pompeian party and Caesar, terminated, after the
most desperate efforts, in favour of the latter and the
son of Pompey, having been wounded in the fight, was
;

slain

in

to

make

his escape.

{Auct ,
endeavouring
VI.
Appian, Bell. Civ., 2, 87, seqq.)
Sextus, second son of Pompey the Great, and surnamed sometimes, for distinction' sake, Pompey the
Younger, is celebrated in Roman history for the part
that he played after the death of Caesar, and for the resistance which he made to Antony and Oclavius. AfBell Hisp.

—

—

ter the battle of Pharsalia, he proceeded, with some
senators, to rejoin his father in Pamphylia; but, hearing
thence to Afof the latter's
he fled to

death,
Cyprus,
and finally to Spain, where he joined his brother
Cneius with a few vessels. The disastrous battle of
Munda, however, again compelled him to fly but he
found himself, after some lapse of time, at the head of
a considerable force, composed of the remnants of the
two
army at Munda, and he succeeded in defeating
After the death of the latiM,
lieutenants of Caesar.
rica,

;

Sextus

Pompey

applied to the

Roman

senate for the

IU7

PON

POxM
restitution of his father's property.

Antony supported
and Sextus, without obtaining precisely what
an
as
received
he solicited, still
indemnity a large sum
of money from the public treasury, and with it the title
his claim,

commander

In place, however, of
to enjoy his success, he got together
all the vessels he could find in the harbours of Spain

of

going to

of the seas.

Rome

and Gaul, and, as soon as he saw the second triumvirate formed, he made himself master of Sicily, and
gained over Oclavius the battle of Scylla. While proscription was raging at Rome, Sextus opened an asylum for the fugitives, and promised to any one who
should save the life of a proscribed person twice as
as the triumvirs offered for his head. Many were
saved in consequence by his generous care.
At the
same time, his fleet increased to so large a size in the
as
of
Mediterranean
to intercept the supplies
grain intended for the Roman capital, and tlie people, dreading a famine, compelled Antony and Octavius to neSextus
gotiate for a peace with the son of Pompey.
demanded nothing less than to be admitted into the
triumvirate at the expense of Lepidus, who was to be
displaced ; and he would, in all likelihood, have obtained what he sought, had not his friends compelled
him to hasten the conclusion of the alliance. As it

much

was, however, the terms agreed upon were extremely
favourable to Sextus.
Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, and
he was promised the consulAchaia were given him
;

ship for the ensuing year, and the proscribed persons
whom he had saved were erased from the fatal list.

The

Hostilities
peace, however, proved a hollow one.
soon commenced anew, and Octavius encountered two
defeats, one through his lieutenant Calvisius, and anTwo years after, however, having
other in person.
Agriprepaired his losses, he proved more successful.
pa, his lieutenant, gained an important advantage over
the fleet of Pompey off Mylae, on the coast of Sicily,
and afterward a decisive victory between Mylae and
Naulochus.
Sextus, now without resources, fled with
sixteen vessels to Asia, where he excited new troubles
but, at the end of a few months, he fell into the hands
of Antony's lieutenants, who put him to death B.C.
35. In allusion to his great naval power, Sextus Pompey used to style himself" the son of Neptune" {Neptunius.
Horat. Epod., 9, 7.
Mitsch., ad loc.
;

—

—

—

Dio Cass., 48,

19.

2.—Plut.,

Ant.—Appian,

Vit.

Veil.

Paterc,

2, 72.

—

—

Flor., 4,

Bell. Civ., 2,

105.—

Id. ib., 4,

84, &c.)
PoMPEr.o, a city of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the
of
the Vascones, now Pampeluna.
territory
{Plin.,
1,

^.—Strab., 161)
PoMPiLics NuMA, the second king of Rome.

Numa.)
Po.MPONius,

I.

Atticus.

(Fr(i.

Atticus

)

—

Mela.

II.

Mela.)— III. Festus.

attachment to philosophical purfrom being very useful as a philoHe was a contemporary of M. Antonius Gnipho, who was one of Cicero's instructers.
Finding this latter grammarian, as well as others of
inferior note, preferred to himself, he retired to Cumae,
where he lived in great poverty, and composed several
These were published by Orbilius after the
works.
death of Andronicus.
{Sueton., de Illustr. Gram.,
V. Marcellus, a Latin grammarian in the time
9.)
of Tiberius. Suetonius describes him as a most troubHe oclesome exactor of correctness in Latin style.
casionally pleaded causes, and is said to have been

ft

grammarian, but

his

suits prevented him
logical instructer.

—

originally

{Sueton., de Illustr.

a pugilist.

22.)— V'l. Secundus,

a

Roman

tragic poet,

Gram.,

who

flour-

century of our era, and
died 60 A.D., after having held the office of consul.
ished in the middle of the

first

He is said to have been more relost.
markable for eloquence and brilliancy as a writer, than

His works are
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,

—

,

cording to Livy (9, 38), it received a Roman colony
A.U.C. 441, and it obtained the thanks of the Roms'ii
senate in the second Punic war.
It became afterward the spot to which the victims of Tiberius and
Caligula were secretly conveyed, to be afterward de-

doomed

spatched, or

Tib

,

—

64.

Id.,

Cal.,

to

a perpetual exile.
{Suet.,
Among these might be

15.)

numbered many Christian martyrs.
Italy, vol. 2, p.

Pontine, PometIn^e,
marshy

{Cramer^s Anc.

135.)
or

PomptIn^ PALunEs,

a

tract of country in the territory of the Volsci,

deriving its appellation from the town of Suessa PcThese fens
metia, in whose vicinity it was situate.
are occasioned by the quantity of water carried into
the plain by numberless streams which rise at the foot
of the adjacent mountains, and, for want of a suflScient
declivity, creep sluggishly over the level space, and
sometimes stagnate in pools, or lose themselves in the
sands.
Two rivers principally contributed to the formation of these marshes, the Ufens or Uffenfe, and
the Nymphaeus or Ninfo.
The flat and swampy tract
spread to the foot of the Volscian mountains, and covered an extent of eight miles in breadth and thirty in
are informed by
length with mud and infection.
Mucianus, an ancient writer quoted by Pliny, that
there were at one time no less than twenty-three cities

We

be found in this district (3, 5).
to be inferred that formerly these
to

ist,

Consequently, it is
marshes did not ex-

or that they were confined to a much smaller space
That it was cultivated appears clearly

of ground.

from Livy

(2,

and we are told by the same hisPomptinus ager was once portioned

34)

torian that the

;

out to the Roman people (6, 21).
Indeed, it is evident that the waters must have been gradually increasing from the decline of the Roman empire, until the
successful exertions mad^ by the Roman pontiffs arWhen this district was
rested their baneful progress.
occupied by flourishing cities, and an active and industrious population was ever ready to check the
increase of stagnation, it might easily be kept under but after the ambition of Rome and her system of universal dominion had rendered this tract of
country desolate, these wastes and fens naturally increased, and, in process of time, gained so much
ground as to render any attempt to remedy the evil
;

{Vid.

(F?^. Festus.)— IV. Andronicus, a native of Syria, and a follower of the EpiHe pursued, at Rome, the profession of
curean sect.
(Vzfi.

—

for tragic spirit.
{Did. de cans. corr. clcq., 13.
Lipsius,ad Tac Ann 11, 13.
Bdhr, Gesch.Rbm. Lit.,
VII.
a
Sextus, Roman lawyer, who appears to
p. 88.)
have lived in the time of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius.
He attained to high reputation as a jurist, and wrote
several works on jurisprudence.
{Bdhr, Gesch. Rom.
Ut., p. 749.)
PoMPTiN^ Palxtdes. Vid. Pontinse Paludes.
PontIa, now Ponza, an island off the coast of LaActium, and south of the promontory of Circeii.

only temporary and

inefficient.

It

is

supposed

that,

when Appius Claudius constructed the road named
after him, he made the first attempt to drain these
marshes but this is not certain, as no such work is
;

we have of the formaBut about
{Livy, 9, 29.)
one hundred and thirty years after, there is a positive statement of that object having been partly effected by the consul Corn. Cethegus.
{Liv., Epit.,
Julius Csesar is said to have intended to divert
46.)
the course of the Tiber from Ostia, and carry it through
these marshes toTerracina; but the plan perished with
him, and gave way to the more moderate but more
This emperor endeavpracticable one of Augustus.
oured to carry off the superfluous waters by opening
a canal all along the Via Appia, from Forum Appii
It was customary to emto the grove of Feronia.
bark on the canal in the nighttime, as Strabo relates and Horace practised, because the vapours that
arise from these swamps are less noxious in the cool
This canal
of the night than in the heat of the day.
mentioned

tion of this

in

the accounts

Roman

way.

PON

POP

These marshes but his widow, Pythodoris, was reigning in his stead
remains, and is called Cavata.
were neglected after the time of Augustus until the at the time that Strabo wrote his Geography. {Strab
of
and
the
Nerva
latter
of
whom drained 566, 578.— Dio Cass., 53, 26 —/d., 64, 24.)— PtoleTrajan,
reigns
the country from Treponti and Terracina, and restored my divides Pontus into three districts, which he terms
the Appian Way, which the neglect of the marshes Gala/icus, Cappadocicus, and Polemoniacns ; and,
in the previous reigns had rendered nearly impassable.
under the Byzantine emperors, the two former were
During the convulsions of the following centuries, the included under the name of Hclenopontus, derived
marshes were again overflowed, until again drained from Helena, the mother of Constantine, as they had
in the reign of Theodoric, by Cfficilius Decius, a pub- been
usually comprehended before by the Romans
themselves under that of Pontica Prima.
lic-spirited individual, and apparently with good effect.
{Dio Cass.,
{Cassiod., 2, Epist. 32 and 33.)
They were never, 51, 2.—Sueton., Vit. Ner., \8.—Ptol., p. 126.-Ju*.
however, completely exhausted of their water until the tin., Novell., 28, 1.) Pontus was chiefly a mountainftill

,

—

pontificate of Pius VI., although many preceding popes
had made the experiment. During the French inva-

however, the precautions necessary to keep open
the canals of communication were neglected, and the

sion,

These marshes,
again began to stagnate.
therefore, are again formidable at the present day, and,
in
contracted
their
still
limits,
though
corrupt the atwaters

mosphere

for

many

{Cramer's Anc.

miles around.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 96, seqq.)

PoNTifJs, an able commander of the Samnites, who
entrapped the Roman army in the defile of Samnium
called the '* Caudine Forks" {Furca Caudince), and
compelled them to pass under the yoke. (Lie, 9, 2,
He was afterward defeated in his turn, and
seqq.)

subjected

to

the

same ignominy

by the

Romans.

(Liu., 9, 15.)

PoNTus, I. a country of Asia Minor. The name
implies a political rather than a geographical division
of territory : having been applied, in the first instance,
to the coast of the Euxine, situated between the Colchian territory and the river Halys, it was, in process
of time, extended to the mountainous districts which
lie towards Cappadocia and Armenia
and it even, at
one time, included Paphlagonia and part of Bilhynia.
;

ous country, especially towards the northeast frontier.
Here we have some of the highest table-land in Asia,
whence flow the great streams of the Euphrates and
The climate was conTigris, the Araxes and Phasis.
sequently extremely bleak and severe, the soil rugged
and barren, and the different tribes scattered over its
surface wild and savage to the last degree.
{Xen.,
But the western
Anab., 5, 4.
Strab., 548, seq.)
of
the
around
the
and
the
valportion
country,
Halys,
leys of the Thermodon and Iris, were rich and fertile,
and abounded in produce of every kind, and furni.shed

—

There were also mines
and the coast exhibited
and rock crystal
some large and flourishing Greek cities, possessed of
good harbours, and having an extensive traflRc with
the other parts of the Euxine, the Hellespont, and the
iEgcan. {Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 266, seqq.)
Pontus Euxinus, the ancient name for the Black
the finest flocks and herds.

of

salt, iron,

;

common opinion, its earliest
(" inhospitable'"), in allusion to the
character of the nations along its shores ; and this apSea.

According

to the

name was 'Afevof

was changed to ^v^eivoq (" hospitable"),
when Grecian colonies had settled on these same

pellation

coasts, and had introduced the usages of civilized

life.

The denomination itself was unknown to Herodotus, Some Biblical commentators, however, think they diswho always designated this part of Asia by referring cover the name of Euxine, or rather 'Affvof, in the
to the particular tribes who inhabited it, and who then
{Rosenmuller, Schol. in
Scripture term Aschkenaz.
enjoyed a separate political existence, though tributa- Genes., 10, 3.) The Pontus Euxinus is now probably

—

ry to the Persian

empire.
Xenophon also appears to
have been ignorant of it, since he adheres always to
the same local distinctions of nations and tribes used
by Herodotus; such as the Chalybes, Tibareni, MoIt was not till after the death of Alexsynoeci, &c.
ander that the Pontine dynasty makes any figure in
history ; and an account of it will be found under the
article Mithradates.
After the overthrow of Mithradates the Great, Pompey annexed the greater part of
Pontus to Bithynia, and the rest he assigned to Deiotarus, tetrarch of Galatia, and a zealous ally of Rome
a small portion of Paphlagonia being reserved for some
native chiefs of that country.
{Strab 541, seqq.

—

;

,

—

Appian, Bell. Mithrad., c. 114.) During the civil
wars waged by Csesar and Pompey, Pharnaces made
an attempt to recover his hereditary dominions, and
succeeded in taking Sinope, Amisus, and some other
towns of Pontus. But Julius Caesar, after the defeat
and death of Pompey, marched into Pontus, and, encountering the army of Pharnaces near the city of
the facility with
Zela, gained a complete victory
it was obtained
being expressed by the victor
in those celebrated words," Veni, Vidi, Vici.^' {Hirt.,
Bell. Alex., c. 72.
Plut., Vit. Cas.—Sueton., Vit.
;

which

—

37.— Dio Cass., 42, 47.) After his defeat,
Pharnaces retired to the Bosporus, where he was slain

Jul., c.

by some of his own followers. {Appian, Bell. Mithr.,
120.
Dio Cass I. c.) He left a son named Darius,
who was made king of Pontus for a short time by
Antony, but he was soon deposed, and Polemo, son
of Zeno of Apamea, was appointed in his stead.
This
person, who had the art to ingratiate himself alike with
Antony, Augustus, and Agrippa, was made king of
the eastern portion of Pontus, named from him Polemoniacus.
Polemo was slain in an expedition against
•ome barbarians of Sindice, near the Palus Maeotis

—

,

;

in

the

same

state that

it

was

in the earliest historic

western part is shallow, but the eastern,
which is very deep, has been attempted to be fathomThe water of
ed in some places without success.

age

the

;

that sea

is,

in

many

places, as

fresh

as that of the

The evaporation of the
which flow into it.
fresh water facilitates the formation of ice, which is

rivers

not uncommon ; the congelation is thus occasioned by
the freshness of the water, and that large sea is some
times frozen to a considerable distance from the shore.
The Pontus Euxinus is nothing more than a vast
it bears all the marks of one ; flows, like those
lake

—

;

North America, through a kind of river, which forms
narrow channel of Constantinople, or Thrait then assumes the
cian Bosporus
appearance of a
in

at first the

;

small lake, called the Propontis, or Sea of Marmara,
passes towards the southwest, and takes anew the
form of a large river, which has been termed the HelThese channels resemble
lespont, or Dardanelles
many other outlets of lakes the great body of water
that flows through so narrow an opening need not excite wonder, although it has given rise to various hyMa/te-Bruny
{Vid. Mediterraneum Mare.
potheses.
Geogr.,\o\. 6, p. 121, Am. ed.)
consul B.C.
was
I.
M.
PopiLius,
Popilius Laenas,
3.56, and in that same year defeated the Tiburtines,
who had made a nocturnal incursion into the Roman
;

—

territory,

and had advanced

to the city gates.

(Ltr.,

At a subsequent period he accused C. LicinStolo under his own law, and effected his condem-

7, 12.)

ius

He obtained the consulship
{Liv., 7, 16.)
a second time, B.C. 353 ; and a third time, B.C. 347,
in which year he defeated the Gauls, who had made an
and obtained for this
irruption into the Latin territory,
Two years after this
a triumph.
{Liv., 7, 23, seq.)
he was chosen consul for the fourth time. {Liv., 7,
nation.
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He is said to have been the first of the Popilian
36.)
family that bore the surname of Laenas, and this appellation is said to have been obtained as follows.
Being

She possessed all things, in fine, to borrow the
words of Tacitus, except a virtuous heart.
{" Huic
mulicn cuncta alia fucre, prceler honestum ammum.'"
She was first married to Rufus Crispiat one lime priest of Carmenta (Flamen Carmentalis),
Tactt., I. c.)
and conducting a public sacrifice in his sacerdotal robe, nus, prefect of the praetorian cohorts under Claudius,
or leena, intelligence was brought him that a sedition and bore him a daughter; but, having been seduced
had broken out among the commons he hastened to by Oiho, she left her husband and lived with the laiJN'ero was now on the throne, and Otho was the
the public assembly arrayed in his Imna, and quelled ter.
the tumult by his authority and eloquence.
Either through vani(Cicero, companion of his debaucheries.
II. M. Popilius Laenas,. was consul 173
Brut., 14.)
ty or indiscretion, the charms of Poppaea were made
B.C. Having marched of his own accord, during the a constant theme of eulogium by Otho in the presence
birth.

;

—

war witn the Ligurians, into the territory of the Sawho had committed no sort of hostility against
the Romans, and coming to an engagement with

of the emperor, until the curiosity of the latter was
His
excited, and he became desirous of beholding her.

them, he obtained a complete victory, and sold those
who had survived the battle into slavery. The senate

charms, and the

telliates,

licentious spirit soon acknowledged the
power of her
air of modest reserve assumed
by this

artful

immediately passed a decree, ordering him to restore
the money which he had received from the sale of the
Satelliates, to set the latter at liberty, give them back
their effects and arms, and immediately to quit the
Popilius, however, disobeyed this mandate
and yet, notwithstanding this open contumacy, he proceeded to Rome, inveighed severely against the assembled senate, and then returned to his province.
Being afterward accused for this outrage against the
laws, he was sheltered from punishment by the in-

province.

;

fluence of his brother.

(

Vid. Popilius III.)

41, 14, seq.—Id., 42, 7, seqq.—Id., 44, l.)-III. C.
Popilius Laenas, brother of the preceding, attained to
the consulship B.C. 172, and only signalized his administration of that office by his intrigues in favour of
his brother when charged with official misconduct.
Not long after this he was sent, with
( Vid. Popilius II.)
two other senators, to Egypt, on account of the differ-

ences subsisting between Cleopatra and Ptolemy Euergetes on the one hand, and Antiochus Epiphanes on
the other,
Antiochus was at the gates of Alexandrea,
and preparing to lay siege to the city when the Roman

The decree

ileputies arrived.

of the senate, which

hey communicated to him, was to the following eflfect
.hat Antiochus should make peace with Ptolemy and
retire from Egypt
but, Antiochus wishing to elude it
:

;

by evasive answers, Popilius haughtily drew a circle
round him in the sand with a rod which he held in his
hand, and ordered the monarch to give him an answer
to carry home to the senate before he stirred out of
the circle which had just been traced.
The king was
struck with astonishment, but, after a moment's reflec-

promised to obey, and accordingly evacuated
{Liv., 41, 18.— W., 42, 9, seqq.—Id., 44, 19,
Egypt.
seqq.—Id., 45, 10.— Veil. Paterc, 12, \0.— Justin,
IV. A tribune, who commanded the party
34, 3.)
which slew Cicero. It is said that the orator had
defended him at one time against a charge of parricide.
This, however, some regard as a pure invention of the later grammarians, who
sought for brilliant
themes on which to declaim. {Senec. Rhet., 3, contion,

—

woman

into her toils.

only drew him the more
Otho was put out of the

way by being sent to Lusitania with the title of governor ; and Poppaea now obtained over the emperor
such an irresistible ascendancy, that be no longer listened to the admonitions of Seneca, or to the remonstrances of Burrhus.
Having herself violated all the
bonds oi chastity and connubial faith, the mistress of
the emperor wished to become his wife
but, as she
could not hope to see the Empress Octavia repudiated
while Agrippina lived, she employed every art of intrigue and falsehood upon the mind of her paramour,
with the view of excithig suspicion against his mother.
and thereby paving the way for that act of parricide
which has left so indelible a stain upon his character.
After the destruction of Agrippina, Nero divorced Oc;

He after-

ward accompanied the consul Philippus to Macedonia
»s military tribune, B.C. 169.
(Ljc, 40, 43.— M,

and abandoned

etfectually

.

and the unprincipled Poppaea was raised to the
The schemes of this wicked woman did not.
however, end here. Fearful lest the mild virtues of
Octavia might cause a return of affection on the part
of Nero, she procured her banishment from Rome, on
false testimony of adulterous conduct
and when,
through fear of an insurrection of the people, the emtavia,

throne.

;

peror was compelled to recall the daughter of Claudius, the artful Poppsea alarmed the fears of Nero by
telling him that his former wife was at the head of a
numerous party in the state, and the unfortunate Octavia was deprived of existence.
In the year 63,
Poppaea was delivered of a daughter, an event which

threw Nero into transports of joy.
He named the infant Claudia, and decreed to her and her mother the
title of Augusta.
The child, however, the subject of
so many hopes, died at the end of four months, and
the grief of Nero was as excessive as had been his joy
at its birth.
Poppaea herself survived her offspring
only two years, having expired from a blow which she
received from the foot of her brutal husband, when
many months advanced in her pregnancy, A.D. 65.

On

returning to hhnself, Nero was the more afflicted

at her death, since with her he lost the only hope he
Her body
had entertained of an heir to his dominions.

was embalmed, and placed

in the

tomb of the

Caesars.

The emperor

himself pronounced her funeral eulogy,
and not being able to praise her virtues, contented
trov. 17.)
himself, as Tacitus remarks, with eulogizing her beauVid. PUBLICOLA.
POPLICOLA.
ty, and the favours which fortune had heaped upon
Popp^A Sabina, I. daughter of Poppseus Sabinus, her. No female ever carried to a greater extent the
and wife of T. Ollius. She lived in the time of the refinements and luxuries of the toilet. She is said
Emperor Claudius, and was the most beautiful woman to have been the first Roman lady that wore a mask
of her time, but disgraced herself by her scandalous on her face when going abroad, in order to protect
Whenever
excesses.
Messalina, having become jealous of her, her complexion from the rays of the sun.
{Tacit., Ann., 11, she made any excursion from Rome, she was followcompelled her to destroy herself
2.— 7d. ih., 11, 4.— 7i. tb., 13, 45.)— H. Daughter of ed by a train of 500 asses, whose milk furnished her
the preceding, inherited all her mother's beauty and with a bath for preserving the fairness and softness of
Her father was T. Ollius, who had been in- her skin. She was the inventress also of a species of
frailty.
volved in the disgrace of Sejanus, and she preferred pommade, made of bread soaked in asses' milk, and
J^tttto his name, therefore, that of her maternal grandfa- laid over the face at night.
{Juvenal, 6, 467.
ther Poppaeus Sabinus, who had borne the consulship, ger, Sabina., p. 14.)
Otho, who never ceased to
and had been graced with the insignia of a triumph. cherish an attachment for Poppasa, caused her statues,
The young Poppaea united in which had been thrown down with those of Nero, to
{Tacit.y Ann., 13, 45.)
herself every attraction of wealth, beauty, and noble be replaced on their pedestals during the short period

—

—
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POR
vhai
xb.,

he was in power.
71.—/^. lb., 13,

15,

POR

{Tacit., Ann., 13, 45.

^6— Id.

lb.,

14,

—

60.— Id.

Id.

ib.,

23.— W. tb., 16, 6, &c.)
PoPPiEUs Sabinus, iho maternal grandfather of the

15,

He

Empress Poppaea.

held under Tiberius the gov-

ernment of Moesia, to which were added Achaia and
Macedonia. {Tacit., Ann., 1, 80.) In A.D. 26, he
obtained the insignia of a trhimph for successes over
He also
the Thracian tribes.
{Tacit., Ann., 4, 46 )
attained to the office of consul.
Poppaeus died A.D.
35.

{Tojcit.,

Ann.,

6, 39.)

PopulonTa

(or Populonium), a flourishing city of
It was
Etruria, on the coast, on a line with Vetulona.
the naval arsenal of the Etrurians, and was the only

considerable place which that nation founded immeIn other instances they were
diately on the coast.
prevented from doing this by the want of commodious
havens, and through their fear of being exposed to the
But the harbour of Populonium,
attacks of pirates.

now Porto

it
Baratto, possessed peculiar advantages
was secure and of great extent, and, from its proximity
to the island of Elba, so rich in metals, of the highest
importance ; as the produce of the mines appears never
to have been prepared for use in the island itself, but
;

was always sent over

Populonium for that purpose.
ll^S.—Strabo, 223.) Strabo
has accurately described the site of Populonium from
he tells us that it was placed on
personal inspection
to

{Aristot., de Mirab., p.

«

;

a lofty cliff that ran out into the sea like a peninsula.
On the summit was a tower for watching the approach

of the thunny fish.
The real name of this city, as we
perceive from its numerous coins, was Pupluna,
in which a strong analogy exists with some Etruscan
names, such as Luna, and Vettluna, and probably others
belonging to cities which we know only by their Latin

may

—

mation against Cicero, which has come down to us
which others ascribe to Sallust or to Vibius Crispun.
He killed himself while labouring under a quartan
ague (A.U.C. 750.— B.C. 4).
PoRPHVRioN, son of Coelus and Terra, one of the

1,

557, and was, in

tribune of the commons, A.U.C.
only a renewal of the Valerian

fact,

law, which had been twice renewed previously ; once
by Valerius Publicola and Horatius (A.U.C. 305), and
The Porcian
again by Valerius Corvus (A.U.C. 453).
law strengthened it by increasing the penalty against
infraction.
But even this Porcian law, the existence
of which is attested by a coin, fell into neglect, and is

70

in

{Apollod.,

of
the Platonic school, a learned and zealous supporter of
pagan theology, and an inveterate enemy to the Christian faith.
He was a native of Tyre, and was born

A.D. 233. His father very early introduced him to
the study of literature and philosophy under the Christian preceptor Origen, probably while the latter was
His juvenile eduteaching at Caesarea in Palestine.
cation was completed at Athens by Longinus, whose
high reputation for learning and genius brought him
Under this expupils from many distant countries.
cellent instructer he gained an extensive acquaintance
with antiquity, improved his taste in literature, and enIt
larged his knowledge of the Plotinian philosophy.
is doubtless, in a
great measure, to be ascribed to I^onginus, that we find so many proofs of erudition, and
so much elegance of style, in the writings of
Porphyry.
original name was Melek, which in Syriac signifies king, and hence he was sometimes called
king.
Afterward Longinus changed his name to Porphyrius,
from Tcop<j>vpa, the Greek for purple, a colour usually
worn by kings and princes. From this time we have

at

M. Porcius Leca,

slain.

6, 2.—Horal., Od., 3, 4, 54.)
PoRPHYRius, a celebrated Plotinian philosopher,

secret occasioned him, Porcia, having suspected that

{Val. Max., 3, 2, 15.)
Porcia Lkx, de civitate, ordained that no magistrate
should punish with death, or scourge with rods, a Roman citizen when condemned, but should allow him
the alternative of exile.
It was brought forward by

whom,

against Jupiter, by

conjunction with Hercules, he was

little

have died before her husband. {Plut., Vit. Bruti.)
Valerius Maximus, however, says that she gave herself the wound after the secret had been imparted to
her, and on the night after the assassination of Caesar.

who made war

giants

part in the conspiracy against Caesar, and strove to
conceal from his wife the uneasiness which the fatal

heroic firmness, disclosed to her the conspiracy which
vras forming.
According to one account, she ended
her days, after the overthrow and death of Brutus, by
holding burning coals in her mouth until she was suffocated.
Another statement, however, made her to

—

Ltt>., 10, 9.
Antiq., p. 75, seq.
Sallust, Bel
Cat., 51.)
PoRcius, Latro, a rhetorician, styled by Quintiliai
"
(10, 5)
Imprimis clari nominis professor." He u
supposed by so.me to have been the author of a decla

His

the height of her suffering, she discovered to him the
wound which she had inflicted on her own person, and,
in assigning a motive for the deed, said that her object
was to see whether she was proof against pain, and
whether she had courage to share his most hidden seThe husband, struck with admiration of this
crets.

—

Rom.

names. {Lanzi, Saggio, &c., vol. 2, p. 27.
Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 188, seqq.)
of
the
Cato
a
PoRCiA, daughter
(Uticensis).
younger
She was first married to Bibulus, and, after his death,
When the latter had taken
to her cousin Brutus.

he was revolving in mind some difficult and dangerous
enterprise, gave herself a severe wound in the thigh,
which she concealed from her husband, but which
Brutus was much afbrought on considerable fever.
flicted on her account, and, as he was attending her in
.

supposed, from a passage in*Aulus Gcllius ^10, 3;, in
have been last revived by Sempronms Gracchus.
]k
referred probably to those who had been condemneH
by a magistrate in the first instance, not to such o.*
had been cast in an appeal from his sentence.
{Fhs.»,

information concerning this philosopher,

find him, about the thirteenth year of his age,

we

till

becoming

Rome a disciple of Plotinus, who had before this
time acquired great fame as a teacher of philosophy.
Porphyry was six years a diligent student of the eclectic system, and became so
entirely attached to his
master, and so perfectly acquainted with his doctrine,
that Plotinus esteemed him one of the greatest ornaments of his school, and frequently employed him in
refuting the objections of his opponents, and in ex-

plaining to his younger pupils the more difficult parts
of his writings
he even intrusted him with the charge
of methodising and correcting his works.
The fanat:

of philosophy, to which Porphyry addicted
himself, concurred with his natural propensity towards
melancholy to produce a resolution, which he formed

ical spirit

about the thirty-sixth year of his age, of putting an
end to his life
purposing hereby, according to the
Platonic doctrine, to release his soul from her wretched prison, the body.
From this mad design he was,
however, dissuaded by his master, who advised him
;

melancholy by taking a journey to Sicily,
Probus, an accomplished and excellect man, who lived near Lilybaeum.
Porphyry followed the advice of Plotinus, and recovered the vigour
and tranquillity of his mind. After the death of Ploto divert his

to visit his friend

tinus, Porphyry, still remaining in Sicily, appeared as
an open and implacable adversary to the Christinn reSome have maintained that in his youth he
ligion.
had been a Christian ; but of this there is no sufficient
It is not improbable, that while he was a boy
proof.
under the care of Origen, he gained some acquaintance
He wrote
with the Jewish and Christian scriptures.
fifteen

the

different treatises

against Christianity, which

Emperor Theodosius ordered

to

be destroyed

:

an

injudicious act of zeal, which the real friends of Chria-
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no

less than its enemies, will always regret
and
can never suffer by a fair discussion
falsehood and calumny must always, in the issue, serve
The spirit of
the cause they are designed to injure.
those writings of Porphyry which are lost, may be in
some measure apprehended from the fragments which
tianity,

;

for truth

;

Porsenna, however, retained possession of the Janiculum, and, sending his army across the river in boats,
pillaged the country, cut off all supplies, and reduced
Rome to the utmost distress by famine. In this emergency, Caius Mutius undertook to rid his country of
this dangerous enemy.
He made his way into the
camp of Porsenna, and entered into the very prajtorium, where he slew the king's secretary, mistaking him,
from his appearance, for the monarch himself.
He
was immediately seized and brought before Porsenna.
Here he acknowledged the deed, and told the
king that
his danger was by no means over.
Porsenna threatened him with death by torture unless he
divulged
the plots by which his 'life was threatened.
Mutius

are preserved by ecclesiastical historians.
Many able
advocates for Christianity appeared on this occasion,
the principal of whom were Methodius, Apollinaris, and
So vehement and lasting was the indignaEusebius.
tion which was excited against the memory of Porphyry, that Constantine, in order to cast the severest
possible censure upon the Arian sect, published an
edict ranking them among the professed enemies of
Christianity, and requiring that they should, from that immediately stretched forth his right hand, and thrust
Por- it into the fire of an altar which was
time, be branded with the name of Porphyrians.
burning before
" Behold how
much I regard your
phyry, after remaining many years in Sicily, returned the king, saying,
to Rome, and taught the doctrines of Plotinus
He held it in the flames till it was
pre- threat of torture."
tending to be not only a philosopher, endued with su- consumed, without a feature of his stern countenance
a
with
divine person, favoured
su- indicating that he felt the pain.
perior wisdom, but
Porsenna, struck
He him- with his noble daring and contempt of suffering, compernatural communications from Heaven.
self relates {Vit. Plot., c. 23), that, in the sixty-eighth manded him to be set at liberty
and Mutius then
year of his age, he was in a sacred ecstasy, in which he told him, in requital for his generosity, that he v^'as
;

;

saw

the

Intelligence, the

Supreme

rior to all
gods, without
gustine supposes to have

God who

is

supe-

This vision Auan image.
been an illusion of some evil

it was more
spirit
probably the natural effect of a
heated imagination
unless, indeed, it be added to the
long list of fictions with which the writings of PorphyHe died about 304 A.D. Of his numerry abound.
ous works, the only pieces which have escaped the
depredations of time (except sundry fragments, dis"
Life of Pypersed through various authors) are his
" On the Cave
thagoras'^ {Tivdayopov ^iog), a book
of the Nymphs in the Odyssey^^ ( Uepl tov kv '06v(t:

;

tuv Nv/z^cjv avrpov),

aeigi

" Homeric
"

Questions^*

fragment On the Styx'' {Uepl
Epistle to Aneho, the Egyptian'' (Tlp6(
a treatise " On the Five Pred-

{'OfiTjpLKu ^TjT^fiara), a

An
^rvyog),
'Avf to TOV AiyvTTTiov),
tcables'^ {Uepl tu)v rcivre <(>cjvu)v), commonly prefixed to the logical works of Aristotle, " Thoughts on
Intelligibles'^ (Hpof tu vqtjtu 'A<j>opL(Tfiol), a treatise
**

*'

On

T(Jv

Abstinence
a
"A

from Animal food" {Uept

uttoxvc
Life of Plotinus" {Jlepl TlXurivov
Harmonics
the
on
of Ptolemy"
Commentary
''

e/j.\fjvxiJv),

(3iov),

(Etf TU 'ApfxoviKO. TlToXefiaiov v-Kofivtifm), and a few
other unimportant pieces.
{Enfield's History of PhiScholl, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
losophy, vol. 2, p. 65, seqq.
The best edition of the Life of
vol. 5, p. 131, seqq )
Pythagoras is that given by Kiessling at the end of
his edition of lamblichus's Life of Pythagoras {Lips.,
of the treatise on Abstinence from
1818, 2 vols. 8vo)
Animal Food, the best is that of Rhoer {Lugd. Bat.,
1792, 4to), which contains also in the same volume
Van Goen's edition of the work on the Cave of the
Nymphs. The life of Plotinus is given with the edition of the Enneades of the latter.

—

;

PoRSENNA

or

PoRSENA

(called also

Lars Porsenna),

was Lucumo of Clusium, and the most powerful of all
the Etrurian monarchs of his time.
Tarquinius Sufrom his throne, finding the
perbus, after being driven
Veientians and Tarquinians to replace
inability of the
This monarch raised a
him, applied to Porsenna.

marched towards Rome. He was met
large army and
the Janiculan
by the Romans near the fortress on
Hill ; but almost at the first encounter they took to
Etrurians pursued them impetuously as
flight, and the

Pons Sublicius.
they sought safety by crossing the
It was then that the gallant feat of Codes was performed, who, seeing the danger of the city's being
taken at once if the enemy should enter it along with
the
Romans, posted himself on the bridge, made
flying

head against the pursuers, and, calling on his countrymen to cut down the part of the bridge between him
and the city, plunged into the Tiber when this was
effected, and swam in safety to the opposite side.
1122

only one of three hundred patrician youths who had
vowed to kill the monarch, and that he must prepare
for their attempts, which would be not less
daring than
his own.
From that time Mutius was called Scavola,
or "left-handed," because he had thus lost the use of his
Alarmed by the dangers which threatened
right hand.
him from foes so determined, Porsenna offered terms
of peace to the Romans.
A treaty was at length concluded, according to which Porsenna ceased to maintain the cause of the Tarquins
but demanded the restitution of all the lands which the Romans had at
any
time taken from the states of Etiuria, and that
twenty
hostages, ten youths and ten maidens, of the first
;

houses, should be given up to him for security that the
The legend rehostages, escaped fronr.
the Etrurian camp, swam across the Tiber on horseback, amid showers of darts from her baffled pursuers;
but that the Romans, jealous of their
reputation for
good faith, sent her back to Porsenna. Not to be
treaty would be faithfully observed.
lates that Cloelia, one of the

outdone

he gave to her and her female
and permitted her to take
with her half of the youths
while she, with the deliin generosity,

companions

their freedom,

;

cacy of a Roman maiden, selected those only who
were of tender years. The Romans then, at the final
settlement of the treaty, sent, as a present to Porsenna, an ivory throne and sceptre, a golden crown, and
a triumphal robe, the offerings by which the Etruscan
had once acknowledged the sovereignty of TarPorsenna quitted Rome, he entered
quinius.
the Latin territories, and attacked Aricia, the chief
cities

When

The Aricians, being aided by the
other Latin cities, and also by the Cumaeans, under
the command of Aristodemus, defeated the Etruscans
in a great battle, and
put a stop to their aggressions.
The Romans received the fugitives from Porsenna's
town of Latium.

army, and treated them with great kindness in requital
of which, Porsenna restored to them the lands which he
had conquered beyond the Tiber.
{Liv., 2, 9, &c.
Such is an outline
Plut., Vit. Public.
Florus, 1, 10.)
of the poetical legends respecting the great war with
Porsenna. Niebuhr has examined the subject with great
ability, and has been followed by Arnold and other
writers.
The war with Porsenna was in reality a
great outbreak of the Etruscan power upon the nations
southward of Etruria, in the very front of whom lay
;

—

—

—

Romans. The result of the war is, indeed, as
strangely disguised as Charlemagne's invasion of Spain
is in the Romances.
Rome was completely conquered
all the territory which the kings had won on the
right
the

;

bank of the Tiber was now

lost.

Rome

itself

was

surrendered to the Etrurian conqueror (whence the
" Sedem Jovis
optimi maxtmi.
language of Tacitus:

POT

POS
quam non Porsenna,

dedita urbe, neque Galli
his sovHist., 3, 72)
was fully acknowledged by the offerings of
•reignty
the ivory throne, the sceptre, crown, and tritimphal robe, the usual badges of submission among the
.

.

.

capta, temerare potuissenty

Etrurian
Hal..,

.*>,

—

time sick of the gout, he risited him in his confinement, and expressed great regret that he could not

;

j

I

we have already remarked. {Dion.
The Romans, moreover, gave up their

'

cities, as

34.)

arms, and only recovered their city and territory on
condition of their renouncing the use of iron, except
Hence the language
for implements of husbandry.
" /n
of Pliny (,34, 14)
/oEr/crc, qxi,nd expulsis regihus

;

constructed a kind oi planetarium, by means of which
he exhibited the apparent motions of the sun, moon,
and planets round the earth.
{Cic, N. D., 2,34.)
Cicero says that he himself attended upon this philosopher {N D., 1, 3) ; and a later writer asserts, that
he was brought to Rome by Marcellus, A.U.C. 702.

:

Romano

populo

dedit Porsenna,

nominatim compre-

hensum inventmtiSy ne ferro nisi in agricullura
rentury In this latter statement we have an

uteinci-

dental hint of the Eastern origin and customs of the
in proof of which, reference may be made
Etrurians
;

'
I

which the Philistines tyrannized over
the Israelites during one of their periods of conquest.
Niebuhr, Rom.
(Compare 1 Samuel, x\\\., \9,seqq.
Arnold's History of
Hist., vol. 1, p. 475, seqq.
Rome, vol. 1, p. 125, seq ) The remains of Porsenna
were interrftd in a splendid mausoleum near Clusium,
for some remarks on which consult the article on
Clusium.
to the

way

in

—

—

—

^

{Suid., s. v.— Enfield's Hist. Philos., vol. 1, p. 360,
Posidonius was also known as an historical
seq.)
writer, having composed a continuation of the history
"
of Polybius, under the title of
History of the

A

I

PoRTDMNOs, a

(Vid. Melicerta.)
sea-deity.
king of a part of northern India, between

attend upon his school.
Upon this, Posidonius, forgetting his pain, gratified his guest by delivonng a
discourse in his presence, the object of which was to
prove that nothing is good which is not honourable.
{Cic., Tusc. Quctst., 2, 25.—Plin., EpisL, 6, 30.)
Posidonius studied natural as well as moral science
and, in order to represent the celestial phenomena, he

I

events that have occurred subsequent to Polybius"
It appears to have
{'laropia tuv /xera HoXiiSiov).
extended to B.C. 63, or the close of the Mithradatic
war.
This work is lost, and, though its loss is much
to be regretted, since we have no historians for the
period of which it treated, yet our disappointment is
somewhat diminished by the consideration that Plutarch drew from it a large part of his materials for the
lives of Marius, Sylla, and Sertorius.
{Scholl, Hist.
The fragments of PosidoLit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 76 )

PoRns,
Hydaspes and Acesines, and remarkable for statWhen Alexander
ure, strength, and dignity of mien.
invaded India, Porus collected his forces on the left
bank of the Hydaspes to defend the passage. The nius were collected and edited by Bake, Lugd. Bat.,
II. An astronomer and mathematician of
stream was deep and rapid, and, at the time Alexander 1810, 8vo.
He was the disciple of Zeno, and conreached it, was perhaps little less than a mile broad. Alexandrea.
The Macedonian monarch, however, crossed the river temporary with, or else a short time posterior to, Era260 B.C.
by stratagem, at the distance of a day's march above tosthenes. Hie probably flourished about
his camp, and defeated the son of Porus.
In a sub- He is particularly celebrated on account of his having
to
ascertain
the
sequent action he gained a decisive victory over Porus employed himself in endeavouring
On being brought measure of the circumference of the earth by means
himself, who was taken prisoner.
into the presence of Alexander, all that Porus would of the altitude of a fixed star.
According to Cleorabut,
ask of his conqueror was to be treated as a king
edes, he concluded that it was 240,000 stadia
and when Alexander replied that this was no more according to Strabo, he made it 180,000 only. He is
than a king must do for his own sake, and bade him the reputed author of a treatise on military tactics,
make some request for himself, his reply was still, mentioned in the first chapter of ^Elian's work on the
that all was included in this.
His expectations could same subject. No fragments of his writings remain.
in Biogr. Univ.,
scarcely have equalled the conqueror's munificence. (Consult in relation to him, Delambre,
He was not only reinstated in his royal dignity, but vol. 35, p. 481, and the work of the same writer on
received a large addition of territory.
Yet it was the History of Ancient Astronomy, vol. 1, p. 219, 223,
certainly not pure magnanimity or admiration of his &c.)
character that determined Alexander to this proceedPosTVERTA, a goddess at Rome, who presided over
His object seems to have been, in some de- painful travails of women.
{Ovid, Fast., 1, 633
ing.
Gruter, Inscript ^
gree, to secure the Macedonian ascendancy in the Varro, ap. Gell, N. A., 16, 16.
the

I

I

I

—

i

\

I

I

I

I
'

;

;

—

—

Pendjab by a stroke of policy, and to adjust the balance of power between Porus and Taxiles, who might
have become formidable without a rival. {Plut., Vit.

Alex.—Arnan, Exp.

&.c.-~Curt., 8, 8,

p.

50, n. 9.)

PoTAMiDKs, nymphs who presided over
fountains, as their

name

rivers

and

" a
(derived from 7rora/z6f,

between Mi-

river") implies.
PoTAMON, a philosopher of Alexandrea, whose era
While he selected what he judged
is not determined.

and the lassian Gulf. (Mela, 1, 17.)
II. A
promontory of Chios, nearest the mainland of Ionia.
III. A promontory in the northern
part of Bithynia,
now Tschautsche- Aghisi, &c. The name implies a

most tenable from every system, he pretended to form
of these extracts a separate doctrine of his own conto enable
cerning which we have not sufficient details
us to judge.
Tennemann,
{Diog. Laert., 1, 21.

—

Al.,

5, 8,

&c.
ThirlwaWs Greexe, vol.
PosiDEUM, I. a promontory

7, p. 22.)

in

letus

—

Caria,

—

—

;

—

Manual of Phil., p. 172.)
Neptune {Woaeiduv).
PosinoN {lioaetSCiv), the name of Neptune among
PoTAMOs, a borough of Attica, connected with the
the Greeks.
tribe Leontis, where was the tomb of Ion, the son of
{Vid. Neptunus.)
PosiDoNiA.
Vid. Paestum.
Xanthus. {Pausan., 1,31.) The remains o( Potamos
PosiDONios, I. a Stoic philosopher, a native of are laid down in modem maps at the mouth of a small

promontory sacred

to

in Syria, and the last of that series of Stoics
to the history of the Greek philosophy.
taught at Rhodes with so
reputation, that

Apamea

river to the south of port Raphti.

which belongs

Greece J

He

great
hither, on his return from Syria, after
the close of the Mithradatic war, for the purpose of
When the Roman commandattending his lectures.
er arrived at his house, he forbade his lictor to knock,
as was usual, at the door.
The hero, who had sub-

Pompey came

{Cramer's Ancient

vol. 2, p.

381.)
on the isthPoTiDJEA, a city of Macedonia, situated
mus connecting the peninsula of Pallene with the
mainland.
It was founded by the Corinthians {Thuv. 628), though at what pecyd.. 1, 56.— Scymn., ch.,
riod is not apparent ; it must, however, have existed

some time before

the Persian war, as

we know from

dued the Eastern and Western world, paid homage to Herodotus that it sent troops to Plata»a (9, 28), having
on their march
philosophy by lowering the fasces at the gate of Pos- already surrendered to the Persians
idmius. When he was informed that he was at that into Greece. {Herod., 7, 123.) But, after the battle
1123
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PR^NESTE.
more plainly that it claimed a Greek
and had been named formerly UoXvoridavot;
(238).
Pliny (3, 5) also observes that it was once
called Stephane.
may infer from Dionysius

of Salamis,

ever, tells us

at the

origin,

it closed its
gates against Artabazus, who,
head of a large detachment from the army destined to act under Mardonius, had escorted Xerxes

On his return, this general laid
to the Hellespont.
siege to the place, of which he would probably have
obtained possession, through the treachery of one of
its citizens, had not the plot been actually discovered.

attempt subsequently made against Potidaea by
the Persians proved very disastrous, from a sudden
influx of the sea, which occurred as the troops were

The

crossing the bay to attack the town, and which occasioned the loss of a great part of the Persian forces,
obliging the remainder to make a hasty retreat. (Herod., 8, 127, seqq.) After the termination of this war,
Potidaea appears to have fallen under the subjection of
the Athenians, as it was then termed a tributary city.
learn from Thucydides, that the harsh conduct of
Athens towards the Potidaeans, who were naturally
inclined to the Dorian interest, compelled them to revolt, and to seek the protection of Perdiccas and the
After a severe action, in
Corinthians (1, 56, seqq.).
which the Athenians were finally victorious, the town
was regularly besieged by both sea and land but it
was not until near the conclusion of the second year

We

;

that

it

capitulated,

when

the Athenian troops, greatly

diminished by the plague, which had been convey^d
thither from Athens, entered the place, the inhabitants
It
being allowed to withdraw whither they chose.
was afterward recolonized from Athens. {Thutyd., 2,
On the occupation of Amphipolis, and other
70.)

We

31) that Praeneste was afterward colonized by Alba.
It shared the fate of the other Latin towns, in
(1,

becoming subject
attempts

made

in

to

Rome, upon

the failure of the

common

to assist the family of TarSubsequently we find the Prae-

{Liv., 2, 19.)
quin.
nestini oftener uniting with the Volsci and other ene-

mies

on Rome, than remaining firm
power. {Uv 6, 27.) They
were defeated, however, by T. Quinctius Cincinnatus,
near the river Allia, and eight of their towns and casin their attacks

in their allegiance to that

,

tles fell into the victor's hands, when they thought
{Id., 6, 29.)
proper to submit.
Again they revolted,
and were again conquered by Camillus. {Id., 8, 13.)
The strength of Praeneste rendered it a place of too
great importance to be overlooked by the contending
It was induced to join
parties of Sylla and Marius.
the cause of the latter by Cinna, and, during the short
success which that faction obtained, was its strongest
hold and support.
But, on the return of Sylla from
the war against Mithradates, Praeneste had soon reason

—

it had taken.
The younger Marius,
defeated by that victorious commander, was soon obliged to take refuge within its walls ; and, when all attempts on the part of his confederates failed in raising
the siege, he preferred to die by the sword of one of
his own soldiers than fall into the hands of his adver-

to repent the part

towns of Thrace, by Brasidas, that general attempted
to seize upon the garrison of Potidaea
but the attack having failed, he withdrew his forces from the
walls.
(Thucyd., 4, 135 ) Many years after this
event, Potidaea appears to have revolted from Athens
as we learn from Diodo(Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 216)
ru8 that it was taken by Timotheus, general of that

Praeneste was compelled to yield to the vicnot fail to satisfy their thirst of vengeance
by a bloody massacre of the unfortunate inhabitants,
and the entire plunder of their town, which finally was

It was subsequently occupied by Philip of
Macedon, who allowed the Athenian troops to return
home without ransom. When Oassander ascended
the throne, he founded a new city on the neck of the

from a colony of those very troops which had beeji so
Even Sylla
instrumental in hastening its downfall.
himself, as if to make some atonement for his cruelty,
employed himself in repairing and embellishing one of

;

;

republic.

—

saries.
tors,

who did

—

sold by auction.
Plut.,
{Appian, Bell. Civ., 1, 94.
It survived, however, these
Vit. Syll.
Flor., 3, 21.)
disasters, and, as it would seem, gathered strength

—

public edifices, the famous temple of Fortune, a
goddess whose protection he specially acknowledged.
Praeneste was again threatened in the tumult excited
but, as he himself boasts,
by the seditious Catiline
passed all the Macedonian cities in opulence and was saved by the vigilance and foresight of Cicero.
From Procopius we learn that it fell a {Cat., 1, 3.) In the wars of Antony and Octavianus,
splendour.
prey to the barbarian Huns, who lefi scarcely a ves- it was occupied by Fulvia, wife of the former, and beBut it does not
De. Mdif., came the chief hold of thai party.
{Bell. Pers., 2, 4.
tige of it remaining.
But
Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 244, seqq.)
4, 3.
appear to have suffered much in the contests.
PoTiTius. Vid. Pinarius.
the pride and boast of Praeneste was the temple of
PoTNi^, a city of Bceotia, about ten stadia to the Fortune, which has already been alluded to. Both
It had a sacred grove dedica- historians and poets make mention of its celebrity, as
southwest of Thebes.
Cicero,
ted to Ceres and Proserpina.
{Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, well as of the magnificence of its structure.
451.) It was here that Glaucus was said to have been in his treatise on Divination (2, 41), alludes more than
torn in pieces by his infuriated mares.
(Slrabo, 409. once to the antiquity of the oracle, known by the name
The site of this place, al- of the PranestincB sortcs ; and relates, that when the
Virg., Georg., 3, 267.)
ready in ruins when Pausanius wrote, corresponds celebrated Carneades came to Rome and visited Praenearly with that occupied by the village of Taki. neste, he was heard to declare that he had never seen
{GelVs Itin., p. 110.) Strabo infornvs us, that some a more fortunate Fortune than the goddess of that
From this anecdote, it is evident that this temauthors regarded Potnise as the Hypothebag of Homer. city.
the time of Sylla,
{11, 2, 605.)
ple was much more ancient than
Pr^sneste, now Palestrina, an ancient city of La- who has been erroneously supposed by some to have
Strabo makes the interve- erected it.
The veneration in which this temple was
tium, southeast of Rome.
which it enning distance 25 miles (200 stadia) ; but the Itiner- held is also apparent from the privilege
and fugitives.
Its citadel is dearies give, more correctly, 23 miles.
joyed of affording an asylum to criminals
scribed by Strabo as remarkable for its strength of po- {Polyh., 6, 11.)
Sylla, however, certainly beautified
for Pliny says, the first mosaic pavement
It stood on the brow of a lofty hill which
the edifice
sition.
was made by order
overhung the city, and was cut off from the prolonga- {lithostrata) introduced into Italy,
tion of the chain by a narrow slip of inferior elevation. of that general for the temple of Fortune at Praeneste.
The origin of Praeneste, like that of many of the an- {Flin., 36, 25.) Whether the famous Barberini pavecient towns in Italy, is fabulous.
According to some, ment, which undoubtedly was taken from the ruins of
is verjit was founded
by Caeculus, the son of Vulcan (Fir^., this building, be the same as that of Sylla,
often made
vE«., 7, 678) while others ascribe it to a chief of the doubtful. Suetonius tells us that Augustus
excursions from Rome to Praeneste, but generally em-Tiatne of Pra^nestus, grandson of Ulysses and Circe
27.^
{Zenodot, Troezen.,ap. Sieph. Byz.) Strabo, ho w- ployed two days in journeying thither. {Aug.,

thither he transferred the inpeninsula of Pallene
habitants of several neighbouring towns, and, among
others, those of Potidaea, and the remnant of the popCassandrea is said to have surulation of Olynthus.
;

its

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—
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Among the productions of the territory of Praeneste,
none are so often remarked as its walnuts. {Cat.., R.

indeed, of some Praxiteles of Andros, but the name
Praxiteles was exceedingly common among the Greeks.

Hence
named NuculcCj

The most

R., 8.)

the Praenestini are sometimes nick-

especially by Cicero, who quotes Lucilius as his authority for so doing.
{De Orat., 2, 262.)
But Festus accounts for the name in another manner ;

he says, the Praenestini were so called from their countrymen having subsisted on walnuts when besieged
by Hannibal in Casilinum, the garrison of which they
formed, in the second Punic war. {Liv., 23, 17.
L.,
It may be observed, that the Praenestini
19.)
appear
some
to have had
peculiarities of idioms which distinthem from their neighbours. This is seen from
fuished
'estus {s. V. Tammodo.
Plautus, True, 3. 2.
Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.
Quintil., Inst. Or., 1, 5.

—

—
—

—

2, p. 66, scqq.).

PRiETORi.i, or Augusta PR.aETORiA, a city of CisalIt was built
pine Gaul, in the territory of the Salassi.
on the site occupied by the camp of Terentius Varro,
when that commander was sent by Augustus to repress the plundering movements of the Salassi and to
seize
toria.

Augustus honoured the
name of Augusta Praj-

their country.

upon

rising colony

by giving

(Strabo,

the

it

It

205.)

is

now known

as Aoste,

which gives its name to the fine valley in which it
lies, and where several remains of the ancient city are
be seen.
According to Pliny (5, 10), Augusta
Praetoria was reckoned the extreme point of Italy to
the north.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 50.)
Pratinas, a native of Phlius, contemporary with
jEschylus, and a dramatic poet of considerable talent.
He once obtained a tragic victory. But the manifest
still

to

pre-eminence of the youthful ./Eschylus probably deterred the Phliasian from continuing to cultivate the
graver form of the art, and led him to contrive a novel
and mixed kind of play. Borrowing from tragedy its
external form and mythological materials, Pratinas
added a chorus of Satyrs, with their lively songs, gesThis new composition was
tures, and movements.
called the Satyric Drama, of which he must therefore
be regarded as the inventor.
{Suid., s. v. Uparlvag.

— Casaub.,

Sat. Pocs., p. 122, seqq.)

cording to Suidas, exhibited
thirty-two

were

On

satyric.

Pratinas, ac-

dramas, of which
one occasion, when he
fifty

acting, his wooden stage gave away, and, in consequence of that accident, the Athenians built a stone

was

The

Phliasians seem to have taken great dedramatic performances of their countryman (Schneider, de Orig. Trag., p. 90), and, according to Pausanias (2, 13), erected a monument in their
market-place in honour of "Aristias, the son of Pratinas, who, with his father, excelled all except EschyPratinas wrote also
lus in writing satyric dramas."
Theatre
{Atkenctas, 14, p. 617, c.
Hvporchemes.
^th
the
Greeks, p. 61,
ed.)
of
who
an
flourished
about
Athenian,
Praxagoras,
345 A.D. At the age of nineteen, he published a
History of the Kings of Attica, and, three years after,
the Life of Constantine, in which he speaks favourably
of that prince, a circumstance which would show that
He wrote
Pra.Tagoras was not a very bigoted pagan.
His works are
also a Life of Alexander the Great.
theatre.

light in the

—

lost.

{Sch'oll, Hist. Lit.

Gr., vol. 6,

p.

335.)

probable opinion is, that Praxiteles was a
native of Paros.
In
(Silltg, Diet. Art., p. 107.)
praisitig Praxiteles as an original inventor, as the discoverer of a new style, writers very generally have

—

mistaken the influence exercised by his genius upon
the progress and character of sculpture.
Finding the
highest sublimity in the more masculine graces of
the art already reached
perceiving, also, that the
*,

age tended thitherward, he resolved to
woo extensively the milder and gentler beauties of
In
this
style.
pursuit he attained to eminent success.
None ever more happily succeeded in uniting softness
with force, or elegance and refinement with simplicity
his grace never degenerates into the affected, nor his
taste of his

:

He caught the delightful
the stern majesty which awes, and
the beauty which merely seduces ; between the external allurements of form, and the colder, bot loftier
charm of intellectuality. Over his compositions he
has thrown an expression spiritual at once and sensual ; a voluptuousness and modesty which touch the
delicacy into the

artificial.

medium between

most insensible, yet startle not the most retiring. The
works that remain of this master, either in originals
or in repetitions
the Faun ; the Thespian Cupid, in
the museum of the Capitol; the Apollo with a lizard,

—

one of the most beautiful, as well as

—

diflRcult, speci-

mens of antiquity abundantly justify this character.
Of the works that have utterly perished, the nude and
draped, or Coan and Cnidian Venus of Praxiteles,
fixed each a standard which subsequent invention
dared scarcely to alter.
Indeed, he appears to have
been the first, perhaps the sole master, who attained
to the true ideal on this subject, in the perfect union
of yielding feminine grace with the dignity of intel-

lectual expression.

The Venus

of Cnidus, in her rep-

Medicean, still enchants the world.
{Memcs, History of the Fine Arts, p. 63.) An enuof
works
of Praxiteles may be found in
meration
the
For some remarks
Sillig (Diet. Art., p. 108, seqq.).
relative to the Cnidian Venus, consult the article Cnidus ; and for the story of the Cupid, vid. Phryne.
resentative the

Priamides, a patronymic applied to Paris, as being
son of Priam.
It is also given to Hector, Beiphobus,
and all the other children of the Trojan monarch.
(Ovid, Her.—Virg., JEn., 3, 295, &c.)
Prfamus, the last king of Troy, was son of Laomedon.
W^hen Hercules took the city of Troy (vid.
Laomedon), Priam was in the number of his prisoners ;
but his sister, Hesione, redeemed him from captivity,
and he exchanged his original name of Podarces for
that of Priam, which signifies bought or ransomed.
(Vid. Hesione, towards the close of that article, and
also Podarces.)
He was placed on his father's throne
by Hercules, and employed himself with well-directed
diligence in repairing, fortifying, and embellishing the
He had married, by his father's orders,
Troy.
Arisba, whom now he divorced for Hecuba, the daughter of Dymas the Phrygian (// , 16, 718), or, according
Hecuba
to others, of Cisseus.
(Eurip., Hee., 3.)
bore him nineteen children (II., 24, 496), of whom

city of

the chief were. Hector, Paris or Alexander, Deipho-

Praxiteles, a statuary and sculptor of the greatest

bus, Heleiius, Troilus, Polites, Polydorus, Cassandra,

eminence, who flourished together with Euphranor,
about Olympiad 104, B.C. 364.
The city of his

After he had reigned for some
Creiisa, and Polyxena.
time in the greatest prosperity, Priam expressed a
desire to recover his sister Hesione, whom Hercules
had carried into Greece, and married to Telamon,

Cedrenus (Annal., 265) notices
him as a native of Cnidus but this is evidently a mistake, arising perhaps from the previous mention of the

birth is uncertain.

;

Venus

Cnidus.
Meyer (ad Winck., Op.,
6, 2, 162) contends that he was a native of Andros,
and adduces in support of this opinion an epigram of
But no one
(Anthol. Pal., 7, 355.)
Damagetes.
who peruses the piece in question, free from the influence of preconceived opinion, can view it as estab-

statue of

at

lishing this coijclusion.

Thts writer of the lines speaks,

To carry this plan into execution, Priam
a fleet, of which he gave the command to his
Paris,
son Paris, with orders to bring back Hesione.
of Beauty had promised the fairto whom the

his friend.

manned

goddess
woman in the world (vid. Paris), neglected, in some
measure, his father's injunctions, and, as if to make
he carried away Helen, the
reprisals upon the Greeks,
wife of Menelaiis, king of Sparta, during the absence of

est
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her husband.
This violation of hospitality kindled the
flames of war.
All the suiters of Helen, at the request
of Menelaiis (vid. Menelaiis), assembled to avenge the
abduction of his spouse, and the combined armament
set sail for Troy.
Priam might have averted the impending blow by the restoration of Helen ; but this he
refused to do when the ambassadors of the Greeks

In this universal character
principle of the universe.
he is celebrated by the Greek poets under the title of

Love

or Attraction, the first principle of Animation ;
the father of gods and men ; and the regulator and dis-

of

(Aristoph., Av., 693, ed. Brunch.
things
ap. Stob., c. 12.
Orph., Hymn., 5, 5.)
said to pervade the universe with the motion of
his wings, bringing pure light ; and thence to be called
the splendid, the self-illumined, the ruling Priapus
all

poser
—
Parmenid.,

He

—

is

came to him for that purpose. Troy was accordingly
beleaguered, and frequent skirmishes took place, in
which the success was various. The siege was con- {Orph., Hymn., 5, 5) light being considered, in this
tinued for ten successive years, and Priam had the primitive philosophy, as the great nutritive principle of
misfortune to see the greater part of his sons fall in all things.
{Soph., (Ed. Tyr., 1437.)
Wings are atdefence of their native city.
Hector, the eldest of tributed to him as the emblems of spontaneous motion
these, was the only one upon whom now the Trojans and he is said to have sprung from the egg of night,
but he, too, fell a because the egg was the ancient symbol of
looked for protection and support
organic
sacrifice to his own courage, and was slain by Ach
matter in its inert state.
Class
{Inquiry, &c., () 23.
les.
The father thereupon resolved to go in person to Journ., vol. 23, p. 12.)
The same writer considers
the Grecian camp, and ransom the body of the bravest the name Priapus as equivalent to Briapus (BPIAof his children.
The gods interested themselves in his nOT2), i. e., ^'Clamorous,'''* from the ancient custom
behalf, and Mercury was directed to guide the aged of attaching bells to statues and figures of this deity
monarch in safety amid the dangers of the way, and the ringing of bells and clatter of metals being almost
;

;

—

;

—

;

conduct him to the tent of Achilles. The meeting of universally employed as a means of consecration, and
Priam and Achilles was solemn and affecting. The a charm agzunst the destroying and inert powers.
conqueror paid to the Trojan monarch that attention {Class. Journ., vol. 26, p. 48.) Schwenck makes
and reverence which was due to his dignity, his years, Priapus identical with the Sun, the great source of
and his misfortunes ; and Priam, in a suppliant man- life and fecundity and taking aTTTra, '' father," as a
ner, addressed the prince whose hands had robbed him cognate term, derives IIptaTrof from 'Qpianog {(^pi-> inAchilles was tensive, and OTTOf), "/Ac mighty father,'''' i. e., the
of the greatest and best of his sons.
moved by his tears and entreaties. He restored Hec- great parent of being. {Andeutung., p. 217.) II. A
town of Mysia, not far from Lampsacus, which had a
tor, and permitted Priam a truce of 12 days for the
funeral of his son.
Some time after, Troy was betray- harbour on the Propontis. It derived its name from
ed into the hands of the Greeks by Antenor and .'Ene- the god Priapus, who was worshipped here with pecuand to this place he is said to have reas, and Priam was slain by Neoplolemus, the son of liar honours
The modAchilles, at the foot of the altar of Jupiter Hercaeus, at tired when driven away from Lampsacus.
which that prince had killed the wounded Polites, one ern name is Karaboa. {Plin 5, 31. Mela, 1, 19.)
of the sons of Priam, who, after the example of his fa
Priene, a city of Caria, north of the mouth of the
ther and mother, had fled thither for protection during Masander, and at the foot of Mount Mycale.
It was
not
the burning of the city.
{Horn., II., 24, 139, seqq.
properly a maritime place, and both Strabo and
it
some
distance
inland.
HerodYet
Virg., JSn., 2, 507, &c.—Horat, Od., 10, W.—Hy- Ptolemy remove
otus speaks of the vessels which it furnished for the
gin./fab., 110— Q. Smyrn., 15, 226.)
a
at
it
introduced
and
two
harbours
I.
a
Ionian
fleet
Pkiapds,
(6, 8),
deity
comparatively
Scylax assigns
He was a ru- (37). One of these was probably choked up at a later
late period into the Grecian mythology.
ral god, worshipped by the people of Lampsacus. a
period by the alterations which the Maeander has made
Pri- along this coast.
Priene was an Ionian colony (Paucity on the Hellespont famous for its vineyards.
apus was not, as is supposed, from the employment san., 7, 2), and formed one of the twelve confederate
it
lay, however, according
usually assigned him by the Romans after they had cities of the Ionian league
adopted his worship, merely the god of gardens, but of to Herodotus and all subsequent writers, in Caria.
"
fruitfulness in general.
This god," says Pausanias, {Herod., 1, 142.) It was the native place of Bias, one
" is honoured elsewhere
The ancient city would
by those who keep sheep and of the seven sages of Greece.
goats, or stocks of bees, calling him the son of Bac- seem to have existed as late as A.D. 1280.
{Pachychus and Venus." (Pausan., 9, 31.) Fishermen also mercs, vol. 1, p. 320.) The modern village of jSawmade offerings to him, as the deity presiding over the son-Kalesi now occupies its site. {Mannert, Geogr.,
and m the Anthol- vol. 6, pt. 3, p. 264.)
fisheries (^n/Ao/., 6, 33, 190, 192)
Pkiscianus, one of the most celebrated grammaogy, Priapus of the Jiaven {AifieviTag) is introduced,
a
the
spring, and inviting rians of antiquity, surnamed Ccesariensis, either from
giving pleasing description of
the mariners to put to sea.
It was fabled that Priapus
having been born in Csesarea in Palestine, or from
was the son of Venus by Bacchus, whom she met on having there principally taught his art. He passed a
his return from his Indian expedition at the Lampsa- part of his life at Constantinople, during the reign of
cene town Aparnis.
Owing to the malignity of Juno, the Emperor Justinian as appears, not only from vhe
he was born so deformed that his mother was struck title of the 13th chapter of the Orthography of Ci.ssiwith horror and renounced {(nrjjpveiTo) him.
(^Schol.
odorus, his contemporary, but also from a Hamburg
ad ApolL Rhod., 1, 932.) Others said that he was the manuscript bearing the following inscription " Prisson of Bacchus by Chione, or a Naiad (Schol. ad ciani ars Grammatica viri eloquentissimi, grammatici
Theocr., 1, 21); others, that he had a long-eared fa- CcBsariensis ; scripsi ego Theodorus Dionysii V. D.
ther, Pan or a satyr, perhaps, or it may be his own memorialis sacri scrinii, epistolarum et adjector V. M.
sacred beast, the ass.
{Afran., ap. Macrob., Sat., 6, qucEstoris in urbe Roma Constantinopolitana die Cal.
5.— Ovid, Fast., 1, 391.— Id. ib., 6, 345) others gave Oct. indictione guinta, Olibrio viro clarissimo Cos.'"
him Mercury or Adonis (Hygin., fab., 160. Eudocia, This Olibrius was sole consul in 526, the year in which
{Eudocia, 345.) the manuscript was written, the copyist of which calls
34), or even Jove himself for a sire.
;

—

;

—

,

—

;

;

;

:

;

— Priapus,

like the other rural gods, is of a

His cloak

with

—

ruddy com-

kinds of fruits;
he has a scythe in his hand, and usually a horn of plenty.
Knight takes
{Keighlley'' s Mythology, p. 236.)
a more philosophical view of the character and attributes of this deity.
According to him, Priapus, like
Osiris, is a type of the great generating or productive
plexion.
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is

filled

all

himself the disciple of Priscian.
{Fabr., Bibl, Lat.,
Priscian is the author of
vol. 3, p. 398, ed. Ernesti.)
the most complete grammar that has come down to us
" Commentanorum
It is

from the ancients.

entitled

grammaticorum libri,
orationis earundemque
ed to Julian, a

man

xviii.,"

or

"De

co7istruclio7ie,"

octo parfibns

and

is

address-

of consular and patrician rank.

PRO

PRI
The
•'

first

sixteen books, which are commonly styled
of the eight parts of

Great Priscian," treat

the

two, generally called "the LitiU* Pris{Putsch., p
cian," are occupied with the Syntax.
This is not, however, the only grammatical
592.)
have
also
we
from
him
treatises
of
Priscian
work
;
on accents ; on the declension of nouns ; on cocnic me-

speech; the

tres

last

on numbers,

;

rules,

and measures (" De fi^uris
el de normis ac pondcri-

nomimbus numerorurn,

tt

He is probahly, too, the author of three
iiM"), &c.
poems, erroneously ascribed to Rhamnius Farmius.
One of these is a version of the Itinerary of Dionysius of Charax, the second is on weights and measThe first of these
ures, and the third on the stars.
poems, entitled Pencgesis

i

Dionysio, or

De

situ or-

bis terrct, is an imitation raiher than strict version
of the Greek original, and consists of 1087 verses.
Priscian follows, in general, the author's train of ideas ;
but he makes, at the same time, certain alterations

which he deems necessary, especially
Christian ideas for what related in the

in substituting
original to the

To the description of
worship of the heathen gods.
places he adds various remarkable particulars, generThe object being the inally obtained from Solinus.
struction of the youniT, to whom he wished to present
a general summary of geography, he writes in a very
clear and simple style, wiihout even venturing on any

dom."

The Romans had

the generosity and

good

sense to be pleased with this spirited reply
and, instead of executing farther severity, they admitted tb«
Privernates to the rights of Roman citizens.
{Liv., 8,
;

—

Max

Val.
1, seqq.
,
6, 2.)
Festus, however, mentions It among the prafecturct, or those towns in which
the prrptur at Rome administered justice by deputy.

Frontinus classes Privernum among the military colonies.
{Cramcr^s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 109, seqq.)
Probus, I. M. AuRici.ius Sevbrus, a native of Sirmium in Pannonia. Having been left early an orphan
by his father Maximus, who died a tribune in Egypt,
and having opened a road to distinction by his sword,
he was long regarded as the man upon whom the election to

the

empire was,

at

one time,

when appointing him

likely

to

fall.

command

of the
tenth, his own legion, which had been that of Claudi"
us, says in his letters, that,
by a sort of prerogative of

Aurelian,

to the

good fortune, it had been always commanded by men
who were one day to be princes." Tacitus had recommended Probus to the senate as a fitter person than himself for their sovereign
and, when acquainting Probus
;

own election, wrote to
however, that the weight of the commonwealth rests rather upon your shoulders, and the
senate knows it too." "When the tribunes, on the usurwith the circumstances of his

"You know,

him,

The poem on weivhts and measures
In the first
incomplete; we have only 162 verses.

pation of Florianus, harangued their divisions in different parts of the camp, they confined themselves, on
a concerted plan, to describing what the qualities of

65, the author treats briefly of weights, probably because he had already discussed this branch of his subiect more fully in his prose work already mentioned.

an emperor should be, without directly naming Probus but the cohorts everywhere, as by a unanimous
'*
Probus Auimpulse, broke out into acclamations,

He

enters, however, into very full details respecting
the measures of liquids and fruits, to which the rest of

gustus, the gods preserve thee !"
Snatching a purple
robe from the statue of a neighbouring temple, they

poem is entirely devoted. The third poem of
it is a
Priscian's contains no more than 200 verses
dry nomenclature of the stars and planets, and is en-

it over the shoulders of Probus, and hurried him
along to a tribunal of turf, which had been hastily
raised, that he might deliver to them his inaugural ha-

tiight
is

of poetry.

the

;

"

"

De SideribusV
Epitome pk<Enomendn" or
poems are given in the fifth volume of
Wernsdorflf 's Poetct Latini Minores^ and the third also
titled

These

three

in Burraann's

Anthology

(vol. 2, p. 333).

The gram-

matical works of Priscian are given by Putschius
among the Grammatici Latini, 1605. The latest edition of the Grammatical Commentaries is that of
and of the minor
Kxehl, Lips., 1819, 2 vols. 8vo
works, that of Lindemann, Lugd. Bat., 1818.
(Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Rum., vol 3, p. 113, 329.
BaAr, Gesch.
;

—

Rom.

Lit., p.

541.)

Privernum,

a city of Latium, in the territory of the

the ancient name of which is but partially lost
in that of the modern Piperno, which marks its situation.
Virgil makes it the birthplace of Camilla {Mn.,

Volsci

;

We

have the authority of the same poet
but Strabo (231)
ascribing it to the Volsci
would seem to consider the Privernates as a distinct
people from the Volsci, for he particularizes them
among the petty nations conquered by the Romans
11, 539).

(/.

c.) for

;

and incorporated

in

Latium.

The same geographer

;

threw

On

rangue.
ate,

one of

the receipt of the despatches by the sennumber, Manlius, whose turn it was to

their

speak, enlarged upon the victories of Probus over the
Franks and Alemanni, the Sarmatians and Goths, the
Parthians and Persians ; on his respectable life ; his
justice, in which he resembled Trajan;
but he was interrupted by shouts of "all, all," in attestation of their unanimous assent.
Though the laws
had not consolidated, the grace of Probus confirmed
the privileges which Tacitus had granted to the senate, and the right of appointing proconsuls, bearing

clemency and

appeals from the courts, and ratifying the constitutions
The Franks and Burgundior edicts of the emperor.

ans having overrun Gaul, Probus marched to repel
In the several battles fought 400.000
their invasion.
of the barbarians fell, 70 cities opened their gates,
the spoil which had been taken was restored, contributions were furnished of corn, of cattle, of horses,
and of sheep 16,000 Germans were draughted into
the legions of Rome, and nine princes offered their
Having recovered Gaul,
hostages and their homage.
he carried his arms into the countries beyond the
x\driatic
forced the Getae to submit to his arms or
liberated
court his alliance ; overcame the Sarmatae
Isauria from the oppression of Palfurius, a famous robobtained by his arms peace from
ber, who was slain
;

elsewhere points out the situation of Privernum between the Latin and Appian Ways. {Strabo, 237.)
This apparently insignificant place, trusting, as it would
seem, to its natural strength and remote situation, presumed to brave the vengeance of Rome by making
incursions on the neighbouring colonies of Setia and the Persians
subdued the Blemmyae, a people inhabNorba. {Liv., 7, 15 ) A consul was immediately iting the borders of Egypt and Ethiopia; rescued
despatched to chastise the offenders, and in the sub- Coptos and Ptolemais from the barbarian yoke remission of the town obtained the honours of a triumph. duced Saturninus, Proculus, and Bonosus, the former
The Privernates again, however, renewed their hostile of whom had usurped the sovereignty in Egypt, and
and the offence was repeated so often, the two latter in Gaul and, after various battles, vandepredations
that it was found necessary to demolish their walls and quished the Vandals, many of whom he had transremove their senate to Rome. An assembly was held planted to the Roman soil, and who had broken their
in that city, and a debate ensued on the punishment pledge of fidelity.
Groups of all nations preceded his
to be inflicted on the inhabitants of Privernum.
A triumphal car. Amid the transplanted trees that
deputy of the conquered town being asked what pen- formed a forest in the amphitheatre, thousands of
and goats were turned loose as
ally their rebellious conduct deserved, boldly replied,
stags, wild boars,
" »Such
punishment as they merit who claim their free- prizes for the most dexterous of the people three hun1137
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

PRO
and a hundred bears were exposed to the archers
dred lions, transfixed by the javelins of the hunters,
Isaurian
and
between
robbers
lay stretched
Blemmyan
of the latter tradition tells us, perhaps from
captives
some peculiarity in their armour, that they were headless, and that their eyes and mouths were seated in
;

;

—

It was the favourite maxim of Probus,
he had secured peace by his victories, that in a
With the
short time soldiers would be unnecessary.
wisdom of a statesman and the policy of a general, he

their breasts.
after

employed them, during the intervals of war,
of bridges and aqueducts, and
Mount Alma, at Sirmium, with

construction
planting of

in the
in

the

vines.

The

draining of a marsh, at the latter place, which
the place of his birth, proved fatal to him.
The
soldiers, impatient of their labours, aggravated by a

was

hot sun, rose in mutiny, and, pursuing their emperor
into an iron turret, which he had erected for the more
convenient inspection of the workmen, put him to
death, in the 50th year of his age, after a reign of six
The deed was no
years and four months, A.D. 282.
sooner executed than they repented.
They raised a
monument to his memory, and inscribed on the mar"
Probus, emperor, a man of real probity, the conble,
queror of the barbarians and the usurpers."
weapon
or a piece of armour was the sole share which Probus
could be prevailed upon to receive of the booty of the
field.
On the soldiers pressing upon him an Alan
horse, which was said to run a hundred miles in a day,
he said, " it was fitter for a runaway soldier than for
a fighting one."
The simplicity of his manners strikingly contrasted with the pride and spirit of his bearAn embassy from the Pering as a Roman general.
sians entered his camp with a pompous retinue, bearto
the
Emperor of Rome. They found
ing presents
him seated on the grass at the hour of his repast, hard
pease and coarse bacon forming his only viands. Looking up at the astonished and half-incredulous envoy,
he spoke lightly of their presents, saying •' that all their
king possessed was already his, and that he should
come for the rest whenever he chose." Then, removing the cap which he wore, and exposing the crown
of his head, he added, " Tell your master that, if he
does not submit to Rome, I will make his kingdom as
bare as this head is bald."
The threat was believed,
and the submission was tendered.
(Vopisc, Vit.
Proh.
Elton's Roman EmperZosim., 1,64, *cy^.
II. vEmilius, a
ors, p. 181.)
grammarian in the age
of Theodosius.
The lives of excellent commanders,
written by Cornelius Nepos, have been falsely attributed to him by some authors.
{Vid. Nepos.)
Pbocas, a king of Alba, after his father Aventinus.
He was father of Amulius and Numitor. (Liv., 1, 3.

A

—

—Ovid,

—

—

Met., 14,

Prochyta, an

62'i—Virg,

JEn., 6, 767.)

island off the coast of

Campania, and

It is now Procida.
{Virg.,
adjacent to ^naria.
Si/. Ital, 8, 542.)
The poet last
JEn., 9, 714.
to have been placed on the
makes
Prochyta
quoted
giant Mimas, as Inarime was on lapetus or Typhoeus

—

(12, 147).

Procles, a son of Aristodemus and Argia, and
twin-brother of Eurysihenes.
{Vid. Eurysthenes.)
PROCLiDiE, the descendants of Procles, who sat on
the throne of Sparta together with the Eurysthenidae.
{Vid. Eurysthenes.)
Proclus, a celebrated philosopher of the New-PlaHe
tonic sect, born at Constantinople A.D. 412.
spent his ardent and enthusiastic youth at Xanthus, in

Lycia, a city devoted to Apollo and Minerva, where
and from this circumstance he
his parents resided
was called " the Lycian." From Xanthus he removed
to Alexandrea, where he attended the lectures of
From AlOlympiodorus, a celebrated Pythagorean,
exandrea he went to Athens, and became the disciple
;

of the Platonist Syrianns, and of Asclepigenia, daughAt the age of twenty-eight he wrote
ter of Plutarch.
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PROCLUS.

1
Commentary on

his

Timazus of Plato, which

the

as

\n

masterpiece of erudition.
Syrianus designated him as his successor, and from
this circumstance he obtained the surname of Diadochus {Aiddoxo^, '^ successor^^).
Proclus threw hiirself blindly into the mystic
theology of the day, and
was initiated into the arcana of all the Oriental sects
He united an imaginative temper to great learning,
but was unable to balance his acquirements by any
He looked upon the Orphic
weight of understanding.
Hymns and Chaldaean Oracles, which he had diligent
ly studied, as divine revelations, and capable of becoming instrumental to philosophy by means of an alwhereby, also, he endeavoured
legorical exposition
to make Plato and Aristotle agree.
He called himgenerally regarded

a

;

self the last link of the

Hermeic

chain, that

is,

the last

men

of

consecrated by Hermes, in whom, by perpetual tradition, was preserved the occult knowledge of
the mysteries.
(Marini, Vita Prodi, p. 53, seqq.
Id. ibid., p. 76.)
He elevated faith above science,
as forming a closer bond of union with Good and UniHis sketch of phity.
{Theolog. Plat., 1, 25, 29.)
losophy contains a commentary on the doctrines of
Plotinus, and an attempt to establish this point, that
there is but one real cause and principle of all things,
and that this principle is Unity, which produces all
His obscure
things in one uniform order, by triads.
system was founded on an imperfect analysis and synthesis of the properties of Being, of which it admitted
three grand divisions, Existence, Life, and Reason, or
All these he derived from Unity, and made
Nouf.
He distinthem the source of three other triads.

—

guished the Divinities (making these also descend
from Unity and give birth to triads) into Intelligible
and Intelligent, Supernatural and Natural attributed
a supernatural efficacy to the name of the Supreme
;

predecessors, exalted Theurgy
Being; and,
above Philosophy. Proclus also attacked the Christian religion, being principally offended by the doctrine
likft

his

of the creation of the world.

In his three treatises

on Providence, Fate, and Evil, he states with great
ability his notion that the latter does not spring from
Matter, but from the limitation of power, and labours
to reconcile the system of Plotinus with the concluProclus died A.D. 485, with
sions of sound reason.
a reputation for wisdom and even for miraculous powers approaching adoration, leaving behind him a crowd

{Tennemann, Manual of Philosophy,
200, seqq., Johnson's transl) The best edition of
the entire works of this philosopher is that of Cousin,
have of Proclns,
1820-27, Paris, 6 vols. 8vo.
1.
work on the Theology of Plato (Eff ttjv TVkdIt was published in
Tuvo^ &eo9ioyiav), in six books.

of followers.
p.

—

We

A

—

2. Theological
1618, fol., from the Hamburg press.
Institutes {"Lroixdootc '&eo?ioyiK^), the best edition of
which is that of Creuzer, Francof., 1822, 8vo. 3.
work On Motion {Jlepl KLvrjaeug), also entitled Itoi-

—

A

XeiuGig (j>voikj} (" Phy.sical Institutes'^), the best edi4.
tion of which is that of Wels, Basil., 1545, 8vo.
A Commentary on the Works and Days of Hesiod
rd 'Haiodov 'Epya kol 'Hfxepag), ap{"TTTOfivrj/ja eic
pended as scholia to some of the editions of Hesiod.

—

A

Grammatical Chrestomathy {Xpearo/xaffeia ypautwo books.
It is a sort of treatise on
from the ancient grammastyle, extracted and derived
5.

HaTLKTj), in

and its principal object is to point out the different kinds of poetry, and the writers who have dishave only
themselves in the same.

rians,

We

tinguished

fragments of this work remaining, which lead us to
of the other portions.
regret very deeply the loss
These fragments are of three kinds {a) Notices extracted from the Chrestomathy by Photius, and preserved in his Biblioiheca.
{3) A Life of Homer, which
owes its preservation to its having been placed by
some copyists at the head of certain MSS. of the Iliad.
:

{y)

Arguments of many of the minor

epic poems, ap-

PRO
pertaining

to the

PRO

mythic and Trojan cycles, now lost.
against the Christians

—6. Eighteen Arguments

In this work
ltj Kara XpiffTiavuv).
Proclus attempts to prove the eternity of the world,
The treatise would
that favourite thesis of Platonism.
probably have been lost, had not Johannes Philoponus
in
which
has
he
written a refutation,
literally inserted
7. A Commentary on the
the work which he attacks.
Timceus of Plato (Etf top tov TlldTuvo^ Ti^atov
in five books.
As these five books conVTrofivTifiara),
tain no more than one third of the dialogue, it is possible that this work may not have reached us entire.
It is regarded as the best of the productions of Proclus, and has, moreover, the accidental merit of having
preserved for us the work of Timaeus of Locri, because,
viewing it as the source whence Plato derived his materials, he placed it at the head of his commentary.
8. A Commentary on the First AlcAbiades of Plato
The best
(E/f TOV nXarwvof irpurov 'ATiKtdiddTjv).
9.
edition is that of Creuzer, franco/., 1820, 8vo.
Commentary on the Republic of Plato {Elg t7)v IIAu{'Enrixct-p^fiaTa

—

I

j

—

han de

nr

Recherche*
Ctrbied, and F. Martin.
VHist. ancienne dc VAsie, Paris, 1806, 8vo, p. 294.)
Procopius is the author of a work entitled Anecdota^
or secret history, in which Justinian and his
Emprew
Theodora are represented in the most odious light.
Procopius assigns as a reason for writing this last
work, that in his history ho could not speak of persons and things as he wished.
He was the author of
a third work, "On the edifices erected by the Emperor
Justinian." As an eyewitness of many events which

he describes, Procopius is entitled to great attention.
He writes like one free from all the prejudices of his
when, however, he makes mention of the emage
peror and his court, he appears entitled only to that
degree of credit which is due to one who writes un
der the constraint and eye of his prince.
The works
of Procopius form part of the collection of the Byzantine historians.
(Scholl, vol. 6, p. 349, seqq.)
Procrustks, a famous robber of Attica, killed by
Theseus near the Cephissus. He compelled travellers to lie down on a couch, and, if their length exHist.
Lit.
&c.
vol.
ceeded that of the couch, he lopped oflf as much of
Gr.,
(Scholl,
rcjvof TFoAimav),
was
also
the
Proclus
author
of
six
their limbs as would suffice to make the length equal.
7, p. 104, seqq.)
hymns, one to the Sun, another to the Muses, two to If they were shorter than the couch, he stretched
Venus, one to Hecate and Janus, and one to Minerva. them to the requisite length. Theseus proceeded
They belong properly to the same class with the Or- against and slew him. According to Plutarch, his
The latest edition of the Hymns is that true name was Damastes, and Procrustes was only a
phic hymns.
of Boissonade, Paris, 1824, 32mo.
surname.
Pausanias, on
(Plat., Vit. Thes., 11.)
Procne.
Vid. Philomela.
the other hand, makes it to have been Polypemon.
Proconnesus (or the Isle of Stags), an island and {Pausan., 1, 38.)
It is
Proculeius, a Roman knight, and the intimate
city of Asia Minor to the northeast of Cyzicus.
now Marmara, whence the modern name of the Pro- friend of Augustus, who held him in such high esteem
Proconnesus as to entertain thoughts at one time of making him his
pontis is derived (Sea of Marmara).
was much celebrated for its marble quarries, which son-in-law. He is celebrated by Horace for his framost
the
in
of
supplied
public buildings
Cyzicus with ternal affection towards his brothers L. Licinius and
their materials.
The marble was M. Terentius. They had lost their estates for siding
(Strabo, 588.)
white, with black streaks intermi.xed.
(Blasius, Ca- with the party of Pompey, and Proculeius thereupon
He was the
Aristeas, who wrote a po- generously shared his own with them.
ryoph. de Marm. Antiq.)
em on the Arimaspians, was a native of the city. individual sent by Augustus to Cleopatra to endeavour
;

—

—

—

[Herod., 4, l^.—Strab., 588.)
Procopius, one of the most celebrated historians
of the Eastern empire.
He was born at Csesarea in
Palestine, and exercised at Constantinople the profession of rhetorician and sophist.
It has been disputed
whether he was a Christian or not. The indifference
and silence with which he passes over the religious
disputes that agitated the Church in his day have
caused him to be suspected of paganism, but it is
more than probable that he regarded these miserable
quarrels as unworthy to occupy a place in a political
Justin the elder assigned him to Belisarius
history.
as his secretary and counsellor, with the charge of ac-

companying this general in his several expeditions.
This nomination took place a short time previous to
A.D. 527, the year when Justin died. Belisarius,

whom

he had, in consequence of this appointment,
followed in his campaign in Africa against the Vandals, sent him to Syracuse, on some business relative
to the army.
In 556 he employed him usefully in his

He destroyed
to bring her alive into his presence.
himself when suffering under a severe malady.
{Horat.,

Od., 2, 2, 5.—Plin., 36, 24.)

Proculus, I. JuLiiTs, a Roman, who, after the
death of Romulus, declared that he had seen him in
appearance more than human, and that he had ordered
him to bid the Romans offer him sacrifices under the
name of Quirinus, and to rest assured that Rome was
destined by the gods to become the capital of the
world.
(Plut., Vit. Rom.—Liv., 1, 16.)— II. A Roman elegiac poet, mentioned by Ovid as an imitator of
III. A
{Ep. ex Pont., 4, 16, 33.)
Calljmachus.
Roman lawyer mentioned in the Pandects. He is
supposed by some to have been the same with the
Proculus of whom Tacitus speaks as praetorian praefect in the reign of Otho.
(Tacit Hist., 1, 87.) He

—

,

gave name

legal party termed Proculianx.
(Dig., lib. 1, tit. 2, leg. 2.)
Procyon, a constellation, so called from its rising
to

the

from npo, *' bejust before the dog-star (II/joacvwv,
"
"
campaign against the Goths in Italy. Subsequently fore,'' in front of,''' and kvuv, a dog"") whence its
to 559 he was named a senator, and about 562 prefect Latin name oi Anlecanis ox Ante-Canem.
(Compare
of Constantinople, a place which Justinian afterward Cicero, N. D., 2, W.—Plin, 18, 28, and the remarks
took from him.
He died at an advanced age In his of Ideler on the last-cited authority. Stemnamen,
History of his own times (Twv Kaff avrov iaroptCtv p. 283 )
I3t6?.ca oKTio), in eight books, of which the first four
PRonTcus, a sophist and rhetorician of lulis in the
bear the title of Persica, and the others that of Goth- island of Ceos, contemporary with Deraocritus and
;

—

—

Procopius describes the wars of the Byzantine
the Vandals, the Moors,
and the Goths, adding to the narrative, from time to
time, an account of contemporaneous events.
Ac-

and a" disciple of Protagoras.
flourished in the 86th Olympiad, and had, among

ica,

Gorgias of Leontini,

Empire with the Persians,

He

cording to two modern Oriental scholars, Procopius
derived his materials for an account of Persia and Armenia from the Armenian work of the Bishop Puzunt
Posdus, who was born at Constantinople, of Greek
parents, and who wrote a history of Armenia in six
books, of which the last four have reached us. (Cha-

7D

other disciples, Socrates, Euripides, Theramenes, and
Isocrates.
His countrymen, after bestowing upon
him several public employments, had sent him, it
he was so well
seems, as ambassador to Athens, and
received here as to be induced to open a school of
of him,
rhetoric.
Plato, who makes frequent mention
and even with applause, but not without sometimes
that a desire of gain
employing
^ ^ « irony, insinuates,
1129

PRO

PRCE
prompted Prodicus to open this school, and, indeed,
he amassed considerable wealth by his lectures. Philostratus also declares that Prodicus was fond of monHe used to go from one city to another displayey.
ing his eloquence, and, though he did it in a mercenary way, he nevertheless had great honours paid to
him in Thebes, and still greater in Lacedaemon. His
The style of
charge to a pupil was fifty drachmae.
Prodicus must have been very eloquent, since such
numbers flocked to hear him, although he had a disagreeable voice.
that

{Philostr., Vit.

Xenophon, when a prisoner

Soph)

It is related

being de-

in Boeotia,

sirous of hearing Prodicus, procured the
requisite bail,
and went and gratified his curiosity. (Philostr., I. c)
Few pieces have been ofiener referred to than that in

which Prodicus narrated what is termed " The Choice
of Hercules."
The original is lost; but we have the
substance of it in the Memorabilia of Xenophon (2, 1,
Prodicus was at last put to death by the AtheSexnians, on the charge of corrupting their youth.
tus Empiricus ranks him among ihe atheists, and Cicero remarks that some of his doctrines were subversive of all religion.
(Cic, N. D., 1, ad fin. Bayle,
21).

—

Diet.,

8. V.)

Prostides, the daughters of Proetus, king of Argowere three in number, Lysippe, Iphinoe, and Iphianassa.
They were seized with insanity for contemning, according to one account, the rites of Bacchus.
Eustath. ad Od., 15, p. 1746.)
(Apoilod., 2, 2.
Another legend made them to have been thus punished
for casting ridicule on Juno and her
(Schol.
temple.
ad Od., 15, 225.) While under the influence of their
the
Proetides
roamed over the plains, the
phrensy,
woods, the wastes of Argolis and Arcadia, fancying
themselves changed into cows.
( Virg., Eclog., 5, 48.
lis,

—

—

Serv.,

lampus

ad

Proetus thereupon applied to Medaughters but the soothsayer, who
that exercised the art of medicine, de-

loc.)

to cure his

;

was the first
manded beforehand,

as a recompense, one third of the
Proetus refused.
kingdom.
Thereupon the madness
of the maidens increased, and even extended to the
other women, who killed their children, abandoned
their dwellings, and fled to the wilds.
The reluctance of Proetus was now overcome, and he offered to
comply with the terms of Melampus but the soothsayer would not now employ his art without another
third of the realm being given to his brother Bias.
Proetus, fearing that delay would only make him advance farther in his demand, consented, and MelamHe took a number of the
pus set about the cure.
ablest young men of the place, and made
them.^ith
shouts and a certain inspired kind of dance, chase the
maidens from the mountains to Sicyon. In the chase,
;

Iphinoe, the eldest of the Prcetides, died ; but the others were restored to sanity
and Proetus gave them in
marriage to Melampus and his brother Bias. {Keightleys Mythology, p. 413.)
fragment of Hesiod,
cited by Eustathius {I. c), describes the
complaint of
the Proetides as a species of leprosy, a
malady often
followed by insanity.
The cure appears to have been
eflfected by the cutaneous transpiration
brought about
by the violent exercise to which the daughters of Proe;

A

terward returned to Argolis, and,

by means of

his fa-

made himself master of Tirynthus.
Stenobcea had accompanied her husband to Greece,
and she became by him mother of the Prcetides, and
of a son called Megapenihes, who, after his father's
death, succeeded on the throne of Tirynthus.
( Vid.
Stenoboea.
Apollod., 2, 2 )
Prometheus, a son of lapetus, by Clymene, one of
the Oceanides.
He was brother of Epimetheus, Menoelius, and Atlas, and was fabled to have surpassed
all mankind in sagacity.
In Prometheus and Epimetheus are personified the intellectual vigour and weakIn this myth, however, there is great
ness of man.
confusion, for its original sense seems to have been
lost very early, and Prometheus to have been viewed
as a Titan, and the creator or instructer of men.
In
Homer there is no allusion whatever to Prometheus.
ther-in-law, he

—

Hesiod, however, says, that when the gods and men
had a controversy at Mecone, Prometheus took an ox,
and, dividing it, put the flesh and entrails in the hide,
and, wrapping the bones up in the inside fat, desired
Ttie god, though
Jupiter to take which he would.
aware of the deceit, selected the bones and fat, and in
But Prometheus
revenge he withheld fire from man.
again deceived him, and, stealing the fire in a hollow
staff {vupdt}^, ferula), brought it and gave it to man.
Jupiter then sent Pandora on earth, to deceive man to
his ruin, and he bound Prometheus with chains to a
pillar, and sent an eagle to prey without ceasing on
his liver, which grew every night as much as it had
After a long interval of time, howlost in the day.
ever (according to some, thirty thousand years), Herthe
cules slew
(Blomf.,
eagle and freed the sufferer.

—

In this narrative there
Gloss, ad £sch., P. V., 94.)
a combination of a local myth of Sicyon (anciently
called Mecone) with a doctrine of a much higher nais

ture.
The former legend was manifestly devised to
account for the custom at Sicyon, as at Sparta, of ofbones of the victim
fering to the gods in sacrifice the

in the caul, instead of some of the choicest
{Welcker, Tril., 78.
parts of the flesh as elsewhere.
The latVoss., Myth. Br., vol. 2, p. 353, seqq.)

wrapped

—

ter

The first
be, perhaps, thus explained.
lived in a state of bliss on the abundant produc-

myth may

men

tions of the earth.

which

The

spring

was

perpetual,

and

unfelt, and they therefore needed not fire,
But
from them.
Jupiter, in kindness, withheld

the cold

was

the inquisitive and inventive genius (i. e., Prometheus)
introduced fire, and the arts which result from it, and
man henceforth became a prey to care and anxiety, the
love of gain, and other evil passions which torment

him, and which are personified in the eagle that fed on
the inconsumable liver of Prometheus.
{Midler, ProPetronius, ap. Fulgent., 2, 9.) In a
leg., p. 122.
word, we have here a Grecian myth of the fall of
man, which we shall find carried out in that of Pan-

—

—

The simple narrative of He(Vid. Pandora.)
was, as usual, expanded by later writers, and
Mount Caucasus was fixed upon as the place of Prodora.

siod

metheus' punishment.
ed the myth after their

The pragmatisers also explainown fashion. Prometheus was,

tus were subjected, and also to their having been
made to bathe after this in the waters of the Anigrus,

they say, a king of the Scythians, and his country
was wasted by a river named Eagle ('Aerof), whose
inundations when he was unable to prevent, his sub-

which were long

jects laid

after this

famous

—medical

for their

him

in chains.

But Hercules, coming

thith-

Eagle into the sea, and
thus freed the captive monarch.
{Apoll. Rhod., 2,
The name of Prometheus led to his being
1248.)
viewed as the bestower of all knowledge on mankind.

opened a passage

for the

virtues in healing the leprosy.
(Strabo, 533.
Sprengel. Hist, de la Med., vol. 1, p. 95, seq.)
a
of
son
of
Abas
and
Ocalea.
Prcetus,
king
Argos,
He was twin brother to Acrisius, with whom he quar-

er,

even before their birth. This dissension between the two brothers increased with their years.

Id. ib., 505, seq.)
{Msch., Prom. Vinct., 442. seq.
A philosophical myth, in Plato, says that the gods
formed man and other animals of clay and fire within
the earth, and then committed to Prometheus and his
brother the task of distributing powers and qualities

relled

After their father's death, they both tried to obtain the
but the claims of Acrisius prevailed, and Proetus left Peloponnesus, and retired to
the court of Jobates, king of Lycia, where he married

kingdom of Argos

;

Stenoboea, called by
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some Antea

or Antiope.

He

af-

—

—

to them.

to

make

Epimetheus prayed to be allowed
Prometheus assented but, when he

the distribution.

;

PRO

PROMETHEUS.
came

to survey the work, he found that the silly Epi- and they hurled them both to Tartarus.
Promctheu*
metheus had abundantly furnished the inferior animals, conquered by Jove is thought to be a tradition of a
was
left
naked
and helpless;. As the day similar nature
while man
and an ancient monument at Athens,
for their emerging from the earth was at hand, Pro- at the entrance of a temple of Minerva, in the Acimetheus was at a loss what to do. 4^t length, as the demia, fully testified, if we believe the scholiast to
only remedy, he stole fire, and with it the artist-skill SophoclcB {(Ed. Col 67), the priority of the Titan
of Minerva and Vulcan, and gave it to man.
He was Prometheus to the Homeric Vulcan. Prometheus
also regarded as the creator of the human race.
An- and Vulcan were there represented, and the former,
other legend said, that all mankind havmg perished in as the first and eldest of the two, held a
sceptre in bis
Deucalion's flood, Jupiter directed Prometheus and hand {ofiiv Upofiridevg, TrpuTog sal npeafniTepoq,
de§Minerva to make images of clay, on which he caused i^ aKfjTTTpov ix^^i ^ ^^ 'li<^aiaTOi veof Kai divrtpo^).
the winds to blow, and thus gave them life.
{Etym. Compare Constant, de la Religion, vol. 2, p. 316.
Magi «' Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Ikoviov.) A third said, Kruse adopts the same opinion, and makes the contest
that Prometheus had formed a man of clay, and Mi- in question to have taken place between the
Pelasgi on
nerva, beholding it, offered him her aid in procuring Olympus (the fabled seat of Jove), and hoine primitive
anything in heaven that might contribute to its per- race occupying the region of Mount Othrjs, the latter
fection.
Prometheus said, that he could not tell what of whom were conquered, and compelled to wander
there might be in heaven suitable for his purpose, un- from their previous settlements towards the mountains
less he could go thither and Judge for himself.
The of Caucasus. {Kruse, Hellas, vol. 1, p. 471.)
Pkonapidks, an ancient Greek poet, a native of
goddess then bore him to heaven in her sevenfold
shield, and there, seemg everything animated by the Athens, and the reputed preceptor of Homer.
{Died.
celestial heat, he secretly applied his ferula to the Sic, 3, 6&.— Fabric, Bihl. Gr., vol. 1, p. 27 )
wheel of the sun's chariot, and thus stole some of the
Pronuba, a surname of Juno, because she presided
over marriages.
fire, which he then applied to the breast of his man,
{Vid. Juno.)
and thus animated him.
Pbopertios, Sextus Aurelius, a celebrated Roman
Jupiter, to punish Prometheus, bound him, and appointed a vulture to prey upon elegiac poet, born in Umbria on the confines of Etruhis liver, and the incensed gods sent fevers and oth- ria.
Seven towns of the Umbrian territory disputed
er diseases among men.
Ovid, with each other the honour of being the birthplace of
{Apollod., 1, 7, 1.
Serv. ad Propertius.
From the poet's own account, Mevania
Met., 1, 82.—Horat., Od., 1, 3, 29, seq.
On the story of Prometheus (the modern Bevagna) appears to prefer the strongest
Virg., Eclog., 6, 42.)
founded
the
been
fable
claims
on
this
head (4, 1, 121).
The time of Properhas
following very pretty
When Prometheus had stolen tire from heaven for tins' birth has also been made a subject of controversy,
the good of mankind, they were so ungrateful as to being placed by some writers as early as 696 A.U.C.,
For their treachery, they got and by others as late as 705. J'rom the import of
betray him to Jupiter.
in reward a remedy against the evils of old age
but, eight lines in the fourth book of his elegies (4, 1, 123),
not duly considering the value of the gift, instead of which refer to himself, the year of his birth may be
carrying it themselves, they put it on the back of an most safely placed between these periods, and no great
error will probably be committed if it be fixed in the
It was sumass, and let him trot on before them.
In these verses we are told that his father
mer-time, and the ass, quite overcome by thirst, went year 700.
up to a fountain to drink but a snake forbade all ap- died prematurely, while Propertius was yet young, and
The ass, ready to faint, most earnestly im- that his inheritance, about the same time, was divided
proach.
The cunning snake, who knew the among the soldiery. Propertius was descended of an
plored relief.
value of the burden which the ass bore, demanded it equestrian family of considerable possessions.
But,
The ass was his father having espoused the side of the consul Lucius
as the price of access to the fount.
and
the
of
the
snake
obtained
brother
in
the
triumvir,
forced to comply,
dissensions
possession Antonius,
of the gift of Jupiter, but with it, as a punishment of that arose with Octavius, he was made prisoner on the
Hence it is that capture of Perugia, and slain at the altar erected to
his art, he got the thirst of the ass.
About these statements
the snake, by casting his skin annually, renews his the memory of Julius Caesar.
;

,

h

—

—

—

:

;

;

—

youth, while man is borne down by the weight of the
The malignant snakes, moreover,
evils of old age.
when they have an opportunity, communicate their
thirst to mankind by biting them.
{Mlian, Nat. An.,
Nicandcr, Ther., 340, seq.
SchoL, ad loc.)
6, 51.
The wife of IVometheus was Pandora (Hesiod, ap.
Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod , 3, 1086), or Clymene {Schol.
ad Od., 10, 2), or Hesione {.^Esch., Prom. Vinct.,
His only child was
660), or Asia {Herod., 4, 45).
Deucalion.
(Ketghtley's Mythology, p. 288, seqq.)
fable
in
the
of
a resemsees
Prometheus
Rosenmiiller
blance to the scripture account of the fall
{Rosenm.,

—

—

—

—

7 — SchutZy Excurs.
ad Gen.,
—
Buttmann, Mythologus,
3,

1,

ad Prom. Vinct.

vol. 1, p. 60.)
Others carry this theory still farther, and in the combined fables

there exists, however, a great deal of doubt.
While
Propertius was yet in his boyhood, the chief part of
his inheritance, like that of Tibullus, was divided, as

we have
With

seen, among the soldiers of the triumvirs.
the view of re-establishing his fortune, he went

to Rome in early life, and there commenced those
studies which might qualify him to shine as a patron
in the Forum.
He soon, however, relinquished this

pursuit,

and devoted himself entirely

to the

Muses.

His early proficiency in poetry, hi* learning and agreeable manners, procured for him the friendship of Callus, of the poet Ponticus Bassus, and of Ovid, who
frequently attended the private recital of his elegies.
to have been written about

These productions appear

In the second, third, and fourth books,
the year 730.
of Prometheus, Epimetheus, and Pandora, discover an our poet gives Octavius Cssar the name of Augustus,
In the third
analogy, not only to the fall of Adam, but also to the which was first bestowed on him in 727.
(Compare Home's Intro- book he alludes to the death of Marcellus, who died
promise of a Redeemer.
duction, vol. 1, p 163, Am. ed.)
Farther, in the last elegy of the second book,
Nay, some of the in 730.
and of his JEneid as
early fathers even proceeded to the length of tracing a he speaks of Virgil as still alive,
resemblance between Prometheus and our Saviour. a work which was in progress, and of which the highAnother solution of est expectations had been formed. Now Virgil com{Schiitz, Excurs., ubi supra.)
this myth refers it to the overthrow of some early re- menced his ^neid in 724, and had made considerable
Tzetzes, in his scholia on progress in 730, in which year he read three books of
ligious system in Greece.
and
and his sister Octavia.
it to
Virgil sur(v. 1191), relates, that

Lycophron
Ophion,
EurynAugustus
ome, daughter of Oceanus, reigned over the gods vived till the year 734, and the ..Eneid was published
The first appearance oi
to
Saturn
and
Rhea.
Saturn
overthrew
previous
immediately after his death.
attracted the notice of Maecenas, who asOphion, and Rhea overcame Eurynome in wrestling. the elegies
^
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signed Propertius a

house

in his

own gardens on

the

He also procured for him the patronEsquiline Hill.
age of Volcatius TuUus, who was consul with Augustus in the year 721, and became, after the death of
Maecenas, the general protector of learning and the
It appears that the patrons of those days teased
dependant poets with pressing solicitations* to
accompany them on military expeditions and embassies.
An invitation of this sort from TuUus, requesting Propertius to attend him to Egypt and Asia Minor,
seems to have been declined (lib. 1, el. 6). But it
would appear that he at length undertook a journey
arts.

their

to Athens, probably as a follower of Maecenas, when
he attended Augustus in his progress through Greece
Little farther is known concerning the events
(3, 21).
of his life, and even the precise period of his death
is

uncertain.

He was

alive in

736,

when

the em-

law concerning marriage, in
which severe penalties were imposed on celibacy.
His death is generally placed about the year 740,
when he had not exceeded the age of 40. But there
seems no sufficient proof that he died earlier than 760,
at which time Ovid, during his banishment, wrote an elThe whole
egy, where he speaks of him as deceased.
life of
Propertius was devoted to female attachments.
He was first enticed, in early youth, by Lycinna, an
peror

promulgated

a

—

but subsequently Cynthia became the
more permanent abject of his affections. The lady
he
whom
has celebrated under this name was the
daughter of the poet Hostius, and her real name was
This fascinating object of his ruling
Hostia (3, 13).
and permanent attachment had received an education
equal to that of the most distinguished Roman ladies
of the day.
She was skilled in music, poetry, and
every other accomplishment calculated to make an imBut with
pression on a youthful and su.sceptible mind.
all these advantages, she shared no small portion of the
artifice and extravagance which characterized the domestic manners of the Roman fair in the age of AuHence our poet was the constant sport of the
gustus.
But, notwithstandvarying humours of his Cynthia.
ing occasional jealousies and estrangements of affection, this female, until her death (which happened when
the poet was about thirty years of age), continued to
be his reigning passion, and the chief theme of his elThese productions, which arc nearly one hunegies.
The
dred in number, are divided into four books.
first book is almost exclusively devoted to the celebraIn the second and
tion of the poet*s love for Cynthia.
third books, also, she is still his principal theme, but
He now dehis strain becomes moral and didactic.
claims against the extravagance of his age against that
love of pomp and luxury, which, in his time, dishonoured the Roman fair, and which he beautifully contrasts with the simple manners of a distant period, concluding with a pathetic prediction of the fall of Rome,
accelerated by its own overgrown wealth, and the perThe elegies of the fourth book,
nicious thirst of gold.
which were not made public till after the death of the
poet, are entirely of a different description from those
artful

slave

;

—

;

by which they are preceded. They are chiefly heroical and didactic, comprehending the praises of Augustus, and long narrations drawn from Roman fable and

—

such numerous topics of allusion and illustration, that
it seduced him into what has
justly been considered as
his chief fault.

Whatever

is

pleasing or natural in his

elegies, he destroys by mixing up with it history and
fable ; and it is this injudicious and ill-timed
pedantry
that, pervading, as it does, almost all the elegies of

Propertius, renders

them often

fatiguing, perplexing,
adoption of this style of writing
must, in a great measure, be attributed to Propertius'
None of
study and imitation of the Greek authors.
the Latin poets had so sedulously studied the Alexandrean writers, or so closely formed on them their style
and sentiments. The great objects of his imitation

and obscure.

The

were Callimachus and Philetas, the latter the precepPtolemy Philadelphus. In this respect Propertius is totally different from Tibullus, with whom he
has been so frequently compared.
The writings of Tibullus breathe a native freshness, a simplicity and purity which are remarkably contrasted with the profusion of obscure mythological fables by which the eleIn
gies of Propertius are entangled and darkened.

—

tor of

consequence of this learned imitation of the Greeks,
there is an appearance of labour and display in most of
the elegies of Propertius, and he has always the air of
what has been called an ambitious writer. Tibullus
is a
his successor is more of an aupoet, and in love
thor.
The love of Propertius partook more of temperament and less of sentiment than the passion of
Tibullus.
Propertius often thought what he should
write
Tibullus always wrote what he thought.
Before closing this article, we may remark, that one pe;

—

;

culiarity distinguishes the versification of Propertius
from that of all the other Latin poets ; his pentameters often terminate in a polysyllable, while those of
Tibullus and Ovid end almost always in a word of two

forming at one time an iambus, at another a
Critics are not agreed whether this is the result of accident or design on the part of Propertius.
It is certain, however, that the
plan pursued by Tibullus and Ovid is far more conducive to harmony. (Dunsyllables,

pyrrhic.

—

Scholia
lop's Roman Literature, vol. 3, p. 316, seqq.
The best ediHist. Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. 334, seqq.)
tions of Propertius are, that of Brouckhusius, Amst.,
1727, 4to ; that of Vulpius, Patav., 1755, 2 vols. 4to ;
that of Burmann, Traj. ad Rhen., 1780, 4to
that of

—

;

Lachmann, Lips., 1816, 8vo; and that forming part
of the collection of Lemaire, Paris, 1832, 8vo.
Propontis, a name given by the Greeks to that minor basin which lies between the .^gean and Euxine,
and communicates with those seas by means of two
narrow straits, the Hellespont and Bosporus. Herodotus estimates its breadth at 500 stadia, and its length
at 1400.
Modern navigators reckon
(Herod., 4, 85.)
while its
about 120 miles from one strait to another
greatest breadth, from the European to the Asiatic
coast,does not exceed 40 miles. It received its ancient
name from the circumstance of its lying in front of, or
;

The modbefore the Pontus Euxinus (Trpo TIovtov).
ern appellation is the Sea of Marmara, from the modern name of the island Proconnesus.
{Mela, 1, 19.

— Cramer's Asia Minor,

As regards
vol. 1. p. 34.)
the probable formation of the Propontis, vid. Mediterraneum Mare, and Cyaneae.
Proserpina, a daughter of Ceres by Jupiter, called

In point of general composition,
The legend
the elegies of Propertius are almost perfect. He flour- by the Greeks Persephone (nsp(JE(j>6vT]).
ished at a period and in a capital in which style had connected with her will be found under the article
He lived in the society Ceres. Proserpina, like Diana, presents the double
attained its greatest purity.
of Gallus, Ovid, and Maecenas, and under the sway idea of the creative and destroying power, and hence
of a prince whose greatest boast was the protection of she is styled, in one of the Orphic Hymns (29, 16),
The patronage and society he ^cjTj Kal "^dvuToc povvT} -dvTjToig KO?.vfj.6xBoi^. On
learning and genius.
founded the curious
enjoyed communicated to his writings a degree of taste the same association of ideas was
and politeness, which they might not have attained belief which ranked Venus among the Parcae or Fates.
Herm. und Creuzer,
had he lived at an earlier period, or at a distance from (Compare Pausan., 1, 19
the court of Augustus.
Even a slight acquaintance Briefe iiber Homer, &.c., p. 38.) Wilford endeavours
with his works may convince us that he was an exten- to prove that the name Proserpina (Ilepcre^ov??) is of
But this, like many other of his Orisive reader, and his learning had supplied him with Sanscrit origin.
Italian antiquities.

—

—
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remembered only

to be

condemn-

ental etymologies,
On the
(Asiatic Researches, vol. 5, p. 298.)
was regarded as the daughsupposition that Proserpina
ter of Mother Earth, and a personification of the corn,
is

ed.

her
*'

name

will signify

to feed,''''

and

<^du,

Food-shower (from (p^pcj, <^ip6u,
^^
to show."
V'olcker,
tpaivu,

—

Myth, der lap., p. 201, seq.) Regarded, however, as
the queen of the monarch of Erebus, the appellation
will mean Light-destroyer, the first part of the name
Perse
being akin to vrvp, '^fire,'^ and to the Pers
and Perseus. (Schwenck, Andent., p. 247.) The
common explanation of the term is Death-bearer, from
"
" death.'^
" to
bear," and <^6vog,
destruction,''^
^epw,
The Persephatta of the Dramatists seems to be only
a corruption of Persephone, and the same remark may
be made of the Latin Proserpina. Vossius is right in
" Dicondemning the etymology given by Arnobius
citis quod sata in lucem proserpant, cognominatam
esse Proserpinam."
(Arnob., 3, p. 119.)
According

m

:

to Knight, Proserpina was in reality the personification
of the heat or fire supposed to pervade the earth, which
was held to be at once the cause and effect of fertility
and destruction, as being at once the cause and effect
of fermentation, from which both proceed. {Knights
Class. Joum., vol. 25, p. 39.)
Inquiry, 117.
Protagoras, a Greek philosopher, a native of AbIn his youth, his
and
dera,
disciple of Democritus.
poverty obliged him to perform the servile offices of a
and he was frequently employed in carrying
porter
logs of wood from the neighbouring fields of Abdera.

—

;

It happened, that as he was going on briskly one day
towards the city under one of these loads, he was met
by Democritus, who was particularly struck with the
neatness and regularity of the bundle.
Desiring him
to stop and rest himself, Democritus examined more
closely the structure of the load, and found that it was
On this
put together with mathematical exactness.
he invited the youth to follow him, and, taking him to
at
his own expense
his own house, maintained him
and taught him philosophy. Protagoras afterward acat
Athens, among the sophists, for
quired reputation
his eloquence, and among the philosophers for his wisdom. His public lectures were much frequented, and
he had many disciples, from whom he received the
most liberal rewards, so that, as Plato relates, he became exceedingly rich. At length, however, he brought
upon himself the displeasure of the Athenian state, by

His writeaching doctrines favourable to impiety.
were ordered to be diligently collected by the
common crier, and burned in the market-place, and he
He wrote many
himself was banished from Attica.
tings

pieces upon logic, metaphysics, ethics, and politics,
none of which are at present extant. After having
lived many years in Epirus, he was lost by sea on his
voyage from that country to Sicily. The tenets of
Protagoras, as far as they have been discovered, ap(Enfield's
pear to have leaned towards scepticism.
History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 432, seqq.)
Pbotesilaus, a king of part of Thessaly, son of
called lolaus, grandson of PhylaIphiclus, originally
CU8, and brother to Alcimede, the mother of Jason.
He married Laodamia, the daughter of Acastus, and,
some time after, departed with the rest of the Greeks
war.
He was the first of the Greeks
for the

Trojan
who set foot on the Trojan shore, and was killed as
soon as he had leaped from his ship. Homer has not
His wife Laomentioned the person who slew him.
damia destroyed herself when she heard of his death.
Protesilaus has received the patro{Vid. Laodamia.)
nymic of Phylacides, either because he was descended
from Phylacus, or because he was a native of Phylace,
Ovid, Met., VZ, fab., I.— Her.,
(Horn., 11., 2, 698.

—

l3.—Propert.,

1,

19.— Hygin., fab.,

103.)

He stylco him, like Nercus and Phorcys, •
sea-god.
Sea-elder, and gives him the power of foretelling thtf
future. (Od., 4, 384 ; 5, 561.)
He calls him JEgyptian, and the servant of Neptune (Od., 5, 385), and
says that his task was keeping the seals or scacalves.

When Metielaiis was wind-bound at
(Od., 5, 411.)
the island of Pharos, off the coast of Egypt, and he
and his crew were suffering from want of food, Erdothea, the daughter of Proteus, accosted him, and,
bringing sealskms, directed him to disguise himself
and three of his companions in them ; and when Proteus, at noon, should come up out of the sea and go to
sleep amid his herds, to seize and hold him till he dis
closed some means of relief from their present distress.
Menelaiis obeyed the nymph ; and Proteus came up
and counted his herds, and then lay down to rest.
The hero immediately seized him, and the god turned
himself into a lion, a ser}:)ent, a pard, a boar, water,
and a tree.
At length, finding he could not escape,
he resumed his own form, and revealed to Menelaiis
the remedy for his distress.
He at the same time informed him of the situation of his friends, and particularly notices his having seen Ulysses in the island of
Calypso a clear proof that his own abode was not conHomer does not name
fined to the coast of Egypt.
the parent of this marine deity, and there is no mention of him in the Theogony.
Apollodorus makes him
the son of Neptune, and Euripides would seem to

—

make Nereus
Hei,

15.)

his sire.

—

Eurip.,
(Apollod., 2, 5, 9.
the theory of repre-

Those who embraced

senting the gods as having been originally mere men,
said that Proteus was a king of Egypt ; and the Egyptian priests told how he detained Helen when Paris
was driven to Egypt, and gave him an image or phantom in her stead, and then restored her to Menelaiis.
The name of
(Kcightley's Mythology, p. 246, seq.)
this deity, signifying First (Trpo, Trpurof), has induced
Creuzer to consider him as representing the various
forms and shapes assumed by the primitive matter (fj
iXrj TTpuToyovog), the substance itself

remaining

ways the same. (Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 425.)
Protogenes, a very eminent painter and

al-

statuary,

one of the contemporaries of Apelles.
He appears,
however, to have survived the latter artist, inasmuch
as he was still living in Olvmp. 119, when Rhodes
was besieged by Demetrius. Meyer (Hist. Art., 1,
180) conjectures, with considerable probability, that h«
was born about Olymp. 104. Protogenes was a native of Caunus, a Carian city, subject to the Rhodians.
Suidas alone makes him to have been born at Xanthus in Lycia.
His early efforts were made amid the
Who his maspressure of very contracted means.
ter was is unknown
and necessity for a long time
compelled him to employ his abilities on subjects altogether unworthy of ihem.
Compelled to paint ornaments oti vessels in order to secure a livelihood, he
passed fifty years of his life without the gifts of forHis talents
tune, and without any marked reputation.
and perseverance at length triumphed over every obstacle
and possibly the generous aid of Apelles may
have contributed to hasten this result for the latter,
on perceiving that the paintings of Protogenes were
;

;

;

neither sought after nor held in much estimation by
the Rhodians, is said to have purchased some himself
at the high price of fifty talents, and to have openly
declared that he intended to sell them again for his

own

This friendly stratagem opened at
productions.
and Protogenes
length the eyes of his contemporaries,
rose rapidly in fame.
Pliny tells a very pleasing story
The former having come
of Apelles and Protogenes.
to Rhodes, where Protogenes was residing, paid a visit
to the artist, but, not finding him at home, obtained
in waiting, to enter the
permission, from a domestic
atelier of the
Finding here a piece of canvass

Proteus, a sea-deity, son of Oceanus and Tethys,
painter.
In ready on the frame for the artist's pencil, he drew upon
•r, according to some, of Neptune and Phoenice.
the fourth book of the Odyssey Homer introduces this it a line (according to some, a figure in outline) with
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wonderful precision, and then retired without disclo-

Quintilian mentions as his great characteristic

Protogenes, on returning home, and
sing his name.
that Apeldiscovering what had been done, exclaimed
les alone could have executed such a sketch.
Still,
however, he drew another himself, a line more perfect
than that of Apelles, and left directions with his domestic, that, when the stranger should call again, he
should be shown what had been done by him.
Apel-

Petronius likewise observes, that his outlines vied in
accuracy with the works of nature themselves. (QwmtiL, 12, 10.— Petron., Sat., 84.)
Proxenus, a Boeotian, one of the commanders of
the Greek forces in the army of Cyrus the
younger
He was put to death with his fellow-commanders by
Artaxerxes.
Proxenus was the one who induced

came accordingly, and perceiving that his line had
been excelled by Protogenes, drew a third one still
more perfect than the other two, and cutting both.
he
Protogenes now confessed himself vjfnquished
ran to the harbour, sought for Apelles, and the two ar-

to join in the expedition of Cyrus, and, after
the death of Proxenus, Xenophon was chosen to
supply
his place.
(Anab , 1, 1, 11. Ibid., 2, 6, 1, &c.)

les

;

tists became the warmest friends.
(Consult, as regards the question whether the story refers to a mere
number of separate lines having been drawn on this
occasion, or to entire outlines, the remarks of QuatreJourn.
mere de Quincy, Mem. de V Instil., vol. 7.
des Sav., Avril, 1823, p. 219.
Magasin Encydop.,
The canvass containing
1808, vol, 4, p. 153, 407 )

—

—

this famous trial of skill became highly prized, and at
a later day was placed in the palace of the CaRsars at
Rome. It wacs destroyed by a conflagration, together
with the edifice itself.
Protogenes was employed for
seven years in finishing a picture of lalysus, a celebrated huntsman, supposed to have been the son of
Apollo, and the founder of Rhodes.
During all this
time the painter lived only upon lupines and water,
thinking that such aliments would leave him greater
but all this did not seem to make him
flights of fancy
more successful in the perfection of his picture. He
was to represent in the piece a dog panting, and with
froth at his mouth ; but this he never could do with
satisfaction to himself; and, when all his labours seem;

ed to be without success, he threw his sponge upon
Chance alone brought to
the piece in a fit of anger.
perfection what the labours of art could not accomthe fall of the sponge upon the picture represented the froth at the mouth of the dog in the most

plish

:

perfect and natural manner, and the piece

was univer-

admired.
The same story is told of Nealces
while engaged in painting a horse
and probably one
of these anecdotes has been copied from the other.
sally

;

to Pliny, Protogenes painted this picture
with four layers of colours, in such a way, that, when
one was destroyed by the hand of time, the layer underneath would reproduce the piece in all its original
freshness and beauty.
The account appears a difficult one to comprehend.
Apelles, on seeing this production of the pencil, is said to have broken out into
loud expressions of admiration
but what consoled

According

;

him was the

reflection that his

own

pieces surpassed
those of Protogenes in grace.
When Demetrius besieged Rhodes, he refused to set fire to a part of the
city, which might have made him master of the whole,
because he was informed that this part contained some
of the finest productions of the pencil of the artist. Protogenes himself occupied, during the siege, a house in
the suburbs, in the very midst of the enemy's lines
;

and when Demetrius expressed his astonishment at the
feeling of security which the painter displayed, the lat" I know
ter replied,
very well that Demetrius is making war upon the Rhodians, not upon the arts." The
prince thereupon, for greater safety, posted a guard
around his dwelling.
During the reign of Tiberius,
sketches and designs of Protogenes were to be seen at
Rome, which were regarded as models of the bea2i ideal.
His picture of lalysus was brought from Greece, and

—

placed in the temple of Peace in the Roman capital,
where it perished in a conflagration. Protogenes was
also an excellent modeller, and executed several statues
in bronze.
Suidas states that he wrote two works, on
The
{Plin., 35, 10, 36.)
painting and on figures.
talents of Protogenes were not so fertile as those of
many artists, a circumstance to be ascribed to his minute and scrupulous care.
This is the quality which

—

—
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Prudentius, Aurelius Clembns, a Latin poet,
who flourished about A.D. 392. He was born at (Jalagurris (Calakorra), or, according to a less probable
opinion, at Csesaraugusta (Saiagossa).
{Nic. Anton.,
Bibl. Vet. Hisp
2, 10, p. 218, scqq—Middeldorpf,
de Frudentio, &.C., Wralislav., 1823, 4to, p. 3, scqq.)
Some particulars of his life are given in the poetical
,

appended to one of his works (KadTf/uepivuv
Liber), from which we learn, that, according to the
custom of his time, he first attended the schools of
preface,

rhetoric, and then followed the profession of an advocate, in which he appears to have acquired considerable reputation, as he was twice appointed Prafectus

Urbis, but over what places
was, after this, elected to a

whether military or

civil

not mentioned.

is

He

higher office, but
nature is uncertain,
under the Emperor Thestill

in its

this was
probably the latter
odosius.
Nic. Anton p.
{Middeldorpf, p. 8, seqq.
At last, at the age of fifty-seven {Prcef. ad
221.)
Cath., V. 1, seqq.), he abandoned the world, in order
to pass the remainder of his days in devotion.
From
this period (A.D. 405) to the time of his death (about
A.D. 413), he is supposed to have been occupied with
the composition of the works that have come down to
us.
Prudentius is sometimes styled " the first Christian poet ;" a title, however, which means but little.
In no case can he be compared with the classic writers.
He is even decidedly inferior to Claudian and
Ausonius.
His style is often marked by inaccuracies,
and he offends heavily against the laws of metre.

—

:

,

—

The poem

entitled Apotheosis is directed against the
and we
Patripassians, Sabellians, and other heretics
may regard as a continuation of it the other poem
;

"

On

the

Origin of Sin" {Hamartigenia, 'Afiapriye-

In this latter production the author refutes the
veia).
error of the Marcionites and Manichaeans, who attributed the origin of evil to an evil principle.
The Psychomachia {"^vxofiaxia) describes the combats between our
virtues and vices, of which the heart is the arena.
We

may also regard as didactic the poem of Prudentius
against Symmachus (contra Symmachi Orationem
lihri duo), relative to the restoration of the ahnr of
The poet gives the origin of the gods of
Victoryl
mythology, and narrates their scandalous histories
and he then proceeds to show, that Rome could never
have owed her greatness to such contemptible divinities.
The lyric pieces of Prudentius form two collections
one entitled KaOrjfiepiviJv Liber, containing
twelve hymns for the different parts of the year and
;

;

for certain festivals
(TT€<l>dvuv Liber,

;

the other,

De

Coronis, or Hepl

comprising fourteen hymns

in

honour

These lyric effusions contain
martyrs.
some agreeable and touching passages, and Christian
sentiments expressed with great force, but also a great
many superstitious ideas. Those of them that are
of as

many

written in elegiac measure are distinguished by facilas, for example, the hymn in hon-

ity of versification

:

There is also attributed to
our of St. Hippolytus.
Prudentius a Biblical Manual (Diptychon seu Enchiridium utriusque Tesfamenti), containing an abridgment of Sacred History in forty-nine sections, each
It is doubtful, howsection consisting of four verses.
Some are
ever, whether Prudentius ever wrote it.
of opinion that it is the production of a native of Spain,

who

lived in the fifth century, and

who

is

named Pru-

PRU
dentius

Amanus

in a

10.)

— The

—

Strasburg manuscript.

Comment, ad

\

PSA
(Fabric,

father,

caused him to be assassinated.

(Liv., Epit.,
Hell., vol. 2, p.

50.— Justin, 34, i.— Clinton, Fa.H.
^17.— Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1,

Poet., p. 7.
Leyser, Hist. Poet., p.
best editions of Prudentius are, that of
Hannov., 1613, 8vo ; that of Cellarius,

p.

169.)

king of Egypt, and a member of the Saitic dynasty, the twenty- sixth of the
royal
lines that ruled in this
Julius A fricanus calla
country.
him Psammecherites. He was the son and successor
of Amasis, and ascended the throne at the very mo-

PsammbnItus, the

Weitzius,
Hal., 1703, 1739, 8vo ; and that of Tcollius, Parma,
1788, 2 vols. 4to.
{Schiill, Hist. Lit. Mom., vol. 3,
Bdhr, Gesck. Rom. Lit., vol. 2, p. 41,
p. 72, seqq.

—

seqq.)

last

Prusa, a city of Bithynia, at the foot of Mount ment that Cambyses was marching against Egypt to
Olympus, and hence called Prusa ad Olympum {Upov- dethrone the father. Psammenitus met Cambyses on
ffo im T(^ '07iVfnr(f)).
Pliny asserts, without naming the frontiers, near the Pelusiac branch of the Nile,
his authority, that this town was founded by Hannibal with all his forces, Egyptians, Greeks, and Carians,
By which expression we are probably to un- but was totally defeated in a bloody battle. Shutting
(5, 32).
derstand that it was built at the instigation of this himself up in Memphis, he was besieged here by Canvwhen he resided at the court of Prusias, byses, and, according to Ctesias, was finally betrayed
great general,
All Egypt thereupon fell under
from whom the name of the city seems evidently de- and taken prisoner.
But Strabo, following a still more remote tra- the Persian power, and the reign of Psammenitus endrived.
The greatest
dition, affirms that it was founded by Prusias, who ed after a duration of only six months.
made war against Croesus. (Strab., 564.) In Stepha- outrages were heaped upon the unfortunate monarch
but the firmness with which he ennos, who copies Strabo, the latter name is altered to and his family
Cyrus {s. v. Upovaa). But it is probable that both dured them all touched at last even the ferocious
readings are faulty, though it is not easy to see what Cambyses with compassion. Psammenitus was theresubstitution should be made,
(Consult the French upon retained at court, treated with honour, and finalDio Chrysostom, who ly sent to Susa along with 6000 Egyptian captives.
Strabo, vol. 4, lib. 12, p. 82.)
was a native of Prusa, did not favour the tradition Having been accused, however, subsequently, of atwhich ascribed to it so early an origin as that author- tempting to stir up a revolt, he was compelled to
ized by the reading in Strabo.
{Orat., 43, p. 585.) drink bull's blood, and ended his days.
(Herod., 3,
%.
Cles., Pas
Bdhr, ad Ctes., I. c.
Stephanus informs us that Prusa was but a small 10, seqq.
town.
Strabo, however, states that it enjoyed a good St. Martin, in Biogr. Univ., vol. 36, p. 177, seq.)
It continued to flourish under the RoPsAMMiTicHUs, the fifst king of Egypt who opened
government.
man empire, as may be seen from Pliny the younger that country to strangers, and induced the Greeks to
but under the Greek emperors it suffered come and settle in it.
He was the fourth prince of
(10, 85)
much from the wars carried on against the Turks. the Saitic dynasty, and the son of Necos or Nechao,
It finally rewho had been put to death by the Ethiopians, at that
(Ntcet. Chon., p. 186, D., p. 389, A.)
mained in the hands of the descendants of Osman, time masters of Egypt. Psjjnmitichus, being quite
who made it the capital of their empire, under the cor- young at the time of his father's death, had been car
It is still one of
ried into Syria to avoid a similar fate, and, after the
rupted name of Brusa or Broussa.
the most flourishing towns possessed by the infidels retreat of the conquerors, was recalled to his native
in
in Anatolia.
{Browne^s Travels,
WalpoWs Tur- country by the inhabitants of the Saitic nome. It
Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, would seem that the Ethiopians, on their departure,
key, vol.2, p 108.
had left Egypt a prey to trouble and dissension, and
p. 176.)
Prusi.4S, I. king of Bithynia, son of Zielas, began that the early princes of the Saitic dynasty, also, had
to reign about B C. 228, and was still reigning B.C. never enjoyed sovereign authority over the whole
When Psammitichus, therefore, ascended
190, at the time of the war between the Romans and kingdom.
for Polybius intimates that the Prusias the throne, he was obliged to share his power with
Antiochus
who was solicited by Antiochus had been reigning for eleven other monarchs, and Egypt was thus divided
some time. {Polyb., 21, 9.) In B.C. 216 Prusias into twelve independent sovereignties. This form of
defeated the Gauls in a great battle. {Polyb., 5, 111.) government was like what the Greeks called a duaThe twelve kiiigs regulated
In B.C. 207 he invaded the territories of Attalus I. decarchy (dvoSeKapxia).
He was included in the treaty with Philip in B.C. in common, in a general council, all that related to the
Strabo asserts that it was this, affairs of the kingdom considered as a whole.
This
205.
(Liv., 29, 12.)
;

—

,

—

—

;

—

;

the elder, Prusias with whom Hannibal sought refuge.
And the accounts of other writers
(Strab., 563.)
But if
contain nothing to disprove this testimony.
the elder Prusias received Hannibal, he was still liv(Clinton,
ing at the death of Hannibal in B.C 183.

state of
that

for fifteen

An

kingdom would

years, when it met
oracle had declared
fall

to the lot of that
offer

libation with a brazen cup.
It happened, then, one
day, that the kings were all sacrificmg in common in

the temple of Vulcan at Memphis, and that the high
who distributed the golden cups for libations,
had brought with him, by some accident, only eleven.
priest,

When

it

who was

to the turn of Psammitichus,
the last in order to pour out a libation, he

came, therefore,

unthinkingly employed for this pur[iose his brazen
helmet.
This incident occasioned great disquiet to
j

his colleagues,

ment of the
\

they saw in it the fulfilBeing unable, however, with any

who thought

oracle

appearance of justice, to punish an unpremeditated act,
him to hit
they contented themselves with banishing
own kingdom, which lay on the coast, and with for-

;

in the general
bidding him to take any part thereafter
affairs of the country.
Psammitichus, however, re-

—

stirring up against him his own son Nicomedes, who,
after drawing the troops from their allegiance to his

lasted

a

an. Bell. Milhrad., c. 2.)
yof, or The Hunter, and

563.
Liv., 32, 34), and several advantages gained
But the latover the Byzantines and King Attalus.
ter was finally able to overcome his antagonist, by

the whole

one of the twelve tnonarchs who should one day

Fast. Hell., vol. 2, p. 415, seq.)—U. The second of
the name appears to have ascended the throne of BiThe two
thynia between B.C. 183 and B.C. 179.
a period
reigns of Prusias I. and Prusias II. occupied
Prusias II. marof about 79 years (B.C. 228-150).
ried the sister of Perseus, king of Macedon.
(Appi-

He was surnamed 6 Kvvtjwas long engaged in war
He is commonly
with Attalus, king of Pergamus.
supposed to have been the monarch who abandoned
Hannibal when the latter was sought after by the Romans though Strabo assigns this to Prusias I. This
monarch extended considerably the limits of theBithynian empire, by the accession of some important towns
conceded to him by his ally Philip of Macedon (Strab.,

thmgs

with a sitigular termination.

;

:

[

taliated upon them by calling to his aid some Greek
mercenaries who had landed on the Egyptian shore,
and eventually conquered all his colleagues, and made
himself master of the whole of Egypt, B.C. 652. The

monarch now recompensed

his

Greek

allies,
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not only

PSY

PSO
iy pa>ing them the sums of money which he had prombut also in assigning them lands on the Syrian

.'sed,

where they formed, in fact, a military colony.
Psammitichus showed a great partiality for the Greeks
on all occasions and, in a Syrian expedition, he gave
them the place of honour on the right, while he asfrontier,

;

signed the left to the Egyptians.

The

discontent of

the national troops was so great at this, that a large
number of the military caste, amounting, it is said, to

240,000 men, left Egypt and retired to Ethiopia.
(Consult, on this subject, the learned note of St. MarSo strong
tin, Biogr. Univ., vol. 36, p. 180, seq.)
was the partiality of Psammitichus for everything
Greek, that he caused a number of children to be
trained up after the Grecian manner, and with these
he formed the caste of interpreters, whom Herodotus
found

in his

day existing

embellished

in

Egypt.

Psammitichus

capital with several beautiful
structures, and, among others, with the southern proHe carried on
pylaea of the great temple of Vulcan.

also

his

a long war in Syria, and his forces are said to have
remained 29 years before the city of Azotus. It was
during this period, probably, that he arrested by presents the victorious career of the Scythians, who had
overrun Asia Minor, and were advancing upon Palestine and Egypt.
This event would seem to have
happened 626 B C, or in the 13th year of the reign
of the Jewish king Josiah, when the prophet Isaiah
announced the approaching irruption of the Scythians
into the territories of Israel.
Psammitichus died after

a reign of 54 years, leaving the crown to his son NeC08.
Herodotus relates a very foolish story of Psammitichus, who, it seems, was desirous of ascertaining
what nation was the most ancient in the world ; or,
in other words, what was the primitive language of
men. In or^er to discover this, he took two newlyborn children, and, having caused them to be placed
in a lonely hut, directed a shepherd to nourish them
with the milk of goats, which animals were sent in to
them at stated times, and to take care himself never
to utter a word in their hearing.
The object was to
ascertain what words they would first utter of them-

—

selves.

At

length,

on one occasion, when the shep-

herd went in to them as usual, both the children, running up to him, called out Bckos. Psammitichus, on
being informed of the circumstance, made inquiries
about the word, and found that it was the Phrygian
term for bread.
He therefore concluded that the
The truth
Phrygians were the most ancient of men
!

the cry which the children uttered (supposing the
story to be true) was bek (with the Greek termination
as given by Herodotus, bek-os), and the children had
learned it from the cry of the goats which suckled
is,

—
—

them.

St. Martin, in Biogr.
(Herod., 2, 151, seqq.
II.
descendant of
Univ., vol. 36, p. 178, seqq.)
the preceding, who came to the throne about 400 B.C.,
as a kind of vassal-king to Persia. {St. Martin, in

A

Biogr. Univ., vol. 36, p. 181.)
PsopHis, a very ancient city in the northwestern
Pausanias places it at the foot of the
of Arcadia.
paurt
chain of Erymanthus, i"rom which descended a river
of the same name, which flowed near the city, and, after receiving another small stream called Aroanius,
on the borders of Elis (8, 24).
joined the Alpheus
Psophis itself had previously borne the names of Erymanthus and Phegea. At the time of the Social war,
possession of the Eleans, on whose terwell as on that of the Achaeans ;
ritory it bordered, as
and, as it was a place of considerable strength, proved
it

was

in the

It
source of great annoyance to the latter people.
Philip, king of Macedon, then in alliance
with the Achaeans, and made over by him to the latter
The repeople, who garrisoned it with their troops.
mains of Psophis are to be seen near the Khan of Triof threfe rivers.
potamia, so called from the junction

a

was taken by

—

[.PuoqtuvUle,vo\.6,p. 448
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—

Gell, Itinerary of

rea,

p.

122.

— Cramei^s

Ancient Greece,

vol.

6,

p.

323.)

Psyche

a young maiden beloved by Cupid,
and of whom the following legend is related by Apuleius
She was the daughter of a king and queen, and
the youngest of three sisters.
Her beauty was so remarkable that people crowded from all parts to gaze
her
altars
to her, and she
were
erected
charms,
upon
was worshipped as a second Venus. The Queen of
Love was irritated at seeing her own altars neglected
and her adorers diminishing.
She summoned her son,
and ordered him to inspire Psyche with a passion for
some vile and abject wretch. The goddess then departed, after having conducted her son to the city where
Psyche dwelt, and left him to execute her mandate.
Meantime Psyche, though adored by all, was sought ar
a wife by none.
Her sisters, who were far inferior to
her in charms, were married, but she remained single,
Her father conhating that beauty which all admired.
sulted the oracle of Apollo, and was ordered to expose
her on a rock, whence she would be carried away by
a monster.
The oracle was obeyed, and Psyche, amid
(i'u;^^),

:

the tears of the people, was placed on a lofty crag.
Here, while she sat weeping, a zephyr, sent for the
purpose, gently raised and carried her to a charming
Overcome by grief, she fell asleep, and, on
valley.
awakening, beholds a grove with a fountain in the
midst of It, and near it a stately palace of most splen-

Venturing to enter this palace, she goes
admiration of its magnificence
when,
suddenly, she hears a voice, telling her that all there is
She
hers, and that her commands will be obeyed.
bathes, sits down to a rich repast, and is regaled with
music by invisible performers. At night she retires
to bed
an unseen youth addresses her in the softest
Her sisters,
accents, and she becomes his bride.
meanwhile, had come to console their parents for the
loss of Psyche, whose invisible spouse informs her of
the event, and warns her of the danger likely to arise
from it. Moved by the tears of his bride, however,
he consents that her sisters should come to the palace.
The obedient zephyr conveys them thither. They
grow envious of Psyche's happiness, and try to persuade her that her invisible lord is a serpent, who will
finally devour her.
By their advice she provides herself with a lamp and a razor to destroy the monster.
When her husband was asleep, she arose, took her lamp
from its place of concealment, and approached the
couch : but there she beheld, instead of a dragon, Love
himself.
Filled with amazement at his beauty, she
a drop of oil fell from the
leaned in rapture over him
lamp on the shoulder of the god he awoke and flew
away.
Psyche caught at him as he rose, and was
raised into the air, but fell ; and, as she lay, the god
reproached her from a cypress for her breach of faith.
The abandoned Psyche now roams through the world
did structure.

over

lost in

it,

;

;

:

:

in search of Cupid, and making many fruitless enShe arrives at the kingdeavours to destroy herself
dom of her sisters and, by a false tale of Cupid's love
for them, causes them to cast themselves from the rock
on which she had been exposed, and through their
She still roams on, persecuted
credulity they perish.
and subjected to numerous trials by Venus. This goddess, bent on her destruction, despatches her to Proserpina with a box, to request some of her beauty.
Psyche accomplishes her mission in safety but, a?
she is returning, she thinks she may venture to open
She opens the
the box and take a portion for herself.
box, when, instead of beauty, there issues from it a
the
dense, black exhalation, and
imprudent Psyche
falls to the ground in a deep slumber from its effects.
is
found
she
state
In this
by Cupid, who had escaped
by the window of the chamber where he had been conhe awakens her with the point of
fined by his mother
one of his arrows, reproaches her with her curiosity,

Mo- and

;

;

:

then proceeds to the palace of Jupiter, to interest

PTU

PTOLEMiEUS.

ftim m her favour.
Jupiter takes pity on her and endows her with iniinortality Venus is retonciled, and
the marriage of Psyche with Oupid takes place amid

Ptolemy was not negligent of

The

skies.
great joy in the

was

a child,

whom

his parents

—

He died at the age of eightyhaving governed Egypt as viceroy for seventeen
years, and then ruled over it as monarch for twentyThe date of his death i» B.C 283.
three years.
/i ib., p. 237.
{Clinton, Fast. Hell., vol. 1, p. 184
—Id. ib., vol. 2, p. 379.) He was succeeded by his
son Ptolemy Philadelphus, who had been his partner
Ptoleon the throne the last two years of his reign.
my has been commended for his abilities not only as a
and among the many val
sovereign, but as a writer
uable compositions of antiquity which have been lost,
we have to lament a history of the life and expeditionR
of Alexander the Great by the King of Egypt, greatly
admired and valued for elegance and authenticity, and
from which Arrian obtained important materials for hin

offspring of their union

of literature and the arts.

named Pleasure. {Apu-

four,

Uius, Met., 4, 83, seqq.
Op., ed Oudend., vol. 1, p.
300, seqq.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 148, seqq.
Among the various explanations that have been given
of this beautiful legend, the following appears the

—

—

—

most satisfactory : This fable, it is said, is a representThe soul, which is
ation of the human soul i^pvxn)of divine origin, is here below subjected to error in its
prison-house, the body. Hence trials and purifications
are set before it, that it may become capable of a
Two loves
higher view of things, and of true desire.
meet it : the earthly, a deceiver, who draws it down to

;

earthly things ; the heavenly, who directs its view to
the original, fair and divine, and who, gaining the victory over his rival, leads off the soul as his bride.

{Hirt, Berlin Akad., 1816.

— Creuzer, Symbolik,

work on the same

PsYLLi, a people of Libya near the Syrtes, very exvenomous bite of serpents, which
had no fatal effect upon them. They were destroyed

seems

Son of Ptolemy

the

The sedition, however, was stopped, though
kindled by Antiochus, king of Syria, and the death of
the rebellious prince re-established peace for some
time in the family of Philadelphus.
Antiochus, the
Syrian king, married Berenice, the daughter of PtoleCyrene.

;

—

172.— Pausan.,

II.

bassadors to Italy to solicit the friendship of the Romans, whose name and military reputation had become
universally known for the victories which they had
But
just obtained over Pyrrhus and the Tarentines.
while Ptolemy strengthened himself by alliances with
was
his
of
kingdom
foreign powers, the internal peace
disturbed by the revolt of Magas, his brother, king of

very probable that the Nasamones circulated the idle
story respecting the destruction of the Psylli, which
Herodotus relates, without, however, giving credit to
it.
He states that a south wind had dried up all the
reservoirs of the Psylli, and that the whole country,
as far as the Syrtes, was destitute of water.
They resolved, accordingly, after a public consultation, to
an
south
wind
make
but, havexpedition against the
ing reached the deserts, the south wind overwhelmed
them beneath the sands. (Lucan, 9, 894, 937. He"od., 4,

—

First,

pert in curing the

It

subject.

succeeded his father on the Egyptian throne, and
was called Philadelphus from the affection entertained
He showed
by him for his sister and wife Arsinoe.
himself worthy in every respect to succeed his great
father, and, conscious of the advantages which arise
from an alliance with powerful nations, he sent am-

vol.

3, p. 573.)

by the Nasamones, a neighbouring people.

the interests ol his sut»-

jects at home, and established many wise regulation*
for the improvement of his people, and the cultivation

:

9, 28.)

Ptbria, a small territory, forming part of Cappadocia according to Herodotus (1, 76), or, more prop- my ; and the father, though old and infirm, conducted
and assisted at
erly speaking, of Paphlagonia, and in the vicinity of his daughter to her husband's kingdom,
Here the first battle took place the nuptials. Philadelphus died in the sixty-fourth
the city of Sinope.
Lar- year of his age, two hundred and forty-six years before
between Croesus and Cyrus. (Herod, I. c.
the Christian era.
He left two sons and a daughter
cher, Hist. Herod., vol. 8, p. 468.)
He had
PTOLEM.asos, I. surnamed Soter, and sometimes by Arsinoe, the daughter of Lysimachus.
ZMgi (i. e., son of Lagus), king of Egypt, and son of afterward married his sister Arsinoe, whom he loved
Arsinoe, who, when pregnant by Philip of Macedonia, with uncommon tenderness, and to whose memory
married Lagus.
{Vid. Lagus.)
Ptolemy was edu- he began to erect a celebrated monument. {Vid. DiHe be- nocrates.) During the whole of his reign, Philadelcated in the court of the King of Macedonia.
came one of the friends and associates of Alexander, phus was employed in exciting industry, and in encouraand, when that monarch invaded Asia, the son of Ar- ging the liberal arts and useful knowledge among his
sinoe attended him as one of his generals.
During subjects. The inhabitants of the adjacent countries
were allured by promises and presents to increase thn
the expedition he behaved with uncommon valour
he killed one of the Indian monarchs in single com- number of the Egyptian subjects, and Ptolemy could
bat, and it was to his prudence and courage that Alex- boast of reigning over numerous well- peopled cities.
ander was indebted for the reduction of the rock Aor- He gave every possible encouragement to commerce ;
After the conqueror's death, in the general di- and by keeping two powerful fleets, one in the Medinus.
vision of the Macedonian empire. Ptolemy obtained terranean, and the other in the Red Sea, he made
His army consisted of
as his share the government of Egypt, with Libya, Egypt the mart of the worid.
and part of the neighbouring territories of Arabia. In 200,000 foot, 40,000 horse, besides 300 elephants,
With justice, therefore, he
this appointment the governor soon gained the esteem and 2000 armed chariots.
of the people by acts of kindness, by benevolence and has been called the richest of all the princes and monand, indeed, the remark is not false,
clemency, though he did not assume the title of inde- archs of his age
He made when it is observed that at his death he left in his
pendent monarch till seventeen years after.
himself master of Coelosyria, Phoenicia, and the neigh- treasury 750,000 Egyptian talents, a sum equivalent
and when he had reduced Je- to two hundred millions sterling. His palace was the
bouring coast of Syria
rusalem, he carried above 100,000 prisoners to Egypt, asylum of learned men, whom he admired and patroto people the extensive city of Alexandrea, which be- nised ; and by increasing the library which he himself,
came the capital of his dominions. After he had ren- or, according to others, his father had founded, he
dered these prisoners the most attached and faithful of showed his taste for learning, and his wish to encourand Alexandrina
his subjects by his liberality and the grant of various age genius.
{Vid. Alexandrea,
The whole reign of Philadelphus was 38
privileges, Ptolemy assumed the title of King of Egypt, Schola.)
He years, and from the death of his father 36 years.
•nd soon after reduced Cyprus under his power.
Demetrius and
made war with success
Fast. Hell., vol 2, p. 379.)— HI. The third

—

;

;

;

a<^ainst

nu8,

who

.'Kntigo-

disputed his right to the provinces of Syria

;

•nd from the assistance he gave to the people of
Rhodes against their common enemies, he received
the name of Soter.
While he extended his dominions,

7E

{CUnton,
of the name, succeeded his father Philadelphus on the
He caHy engaged in a
245.
Egyptian throne B.C
war against Antiochus Theos for his unkindness to
whom be bad
Berenfce, the Egyptian king's sister,
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With the
married with the consent of Philadelphus.
most rapid success he conquered Syria and Cilicia,
and advanced as far as Bactriana and the confines of
India; but a sedition at home stopped his progress,
and he returned to Egypt loaded with the spoils of
conquered nations
Among the immense riches
which he brought, he had many statues of the Egyptian gods, which Cambyses had carried away into Persia when he conquered Etiypt.
These were restored
to the temples, and the Egyptians called their sovereigj) EuergeUs (or Benefactor), in acknowledgment
of his attention, beneficence, and religious zeal for the
The last years of Ptolemy's
gods of his country.

reign were passed in peace if we except the refusal
of the Jews to pay the tribute of 20 silver talents
which their ancestors had always paid to the Egyptian
monarchs.
Euergetes died 221 years before Christ,

25 years

and, like his two illustrious
;
the patron of learning.
IV. The
fourth, succeeded his father Euergetes on the throne of
Egypt, and received the surname of Philopator, probafter a reign of

predecessors,

—

was

ably from the regard which he manife>ted for the memory of his father ; though, according to some authori-

He began his reign
ties, he destroyed hmi by poison.
with acts of the greatest cruelty, and he successively
sacrificed to his avarice his own mother, his wife, his

these were twice quelled by the prudence and »!»•
moderation of one Polycrates, the most faithful of his
In the midst of his
corrupt ministers.
extravagance^
Epiphanes did not forget his alliance with the Romans.
Above all others, he showed himself eager to cultivate
friendship v.^ith a nation from whom he could derive so

many advantages, and during their war against Antiochus he offered to assist them with money against a
monarch whose daughter, Cleopatra, he had married,
but whom he hated on account of the seditions he had
raised in the very heart of Egypt.
After a reign of 24
years, Ptolemy was poisoned, 180 years before Christ,
by his ministers, whom he had threatened to rob of
their possessions to carry on a war
against Seleucus,
VI. The sixth, succeeded his father
king of Syria.
Epiphanes on the Egyptian throne, and received the
surname of Fhilometor, probably by antiphrasis, an
account of his hatred against his mother Cleopatra.
He was in the sixth year of his age when he ascended
the tnrone, and during his minority the kingdom was
governed by his mother, and at her death by a euHe made war
nuch, who was one of his favourites.
against Antiochus Epiphanes, king of Syria, to recover the provinces of Palestine and Coelosyria, which

—

were

part of the Egyptain dominions, and, after sevesuccesses, he fell into the hands of his enemy, who
He received, in derision, the detained him in confinement. During the captivity of
sister, and his brother.
name of TypJum, from his evil morals, and that of Philometor, the Egyptians raised to the throne his
Gailus, because he appeared in the streets of Alex- youngnr brother Ptolemy Euergetes, or Physcon, also
andrea with all the gestures of the priests of Cybele. son of Epiphanes ; but he was no sooner established in
In the midst of his pleasures Philopator was called to his power than Antiochus turned his arms against
war against Antiochus, king of Syria, and at the head Egypt, drove out the usurper, and restored Philometor
of a powerful army he soon invaded his enemy's ter- to all his rights and privileges as king of Egypt
This
ritories, and might have added the kingdom of Syria to artful behaviour of .Antiochus was soon comprehended
if he had made a
saw
that
Pelusium, the
Egypt
prudent use of the victories by Philometor; and when he
which attended his arms
In the latter part of his key of Egypt, had remained in the hands of his Syrian
the
a
he
recalled
brother
whom
war
with
Carhis
and
made him
Romans,
ally,
reign,
dangerous
Physron,
thage had weakened, but, at the same time, roused to partner on the throne, and concerted with him how to
superior activity, renewed, for [)olitical reasons, the repel their common enemy. 'J'his union of interest in
he entreaty of alliance which had been made with the the two royal brothers incensed Antiochus
Egyptian monarchs. Philo[)ator at last, weakened and tered Egypt with a large army, but the Romans checkenervated by intemperance and continued debauchery
ed his progress and oliliged him to retire.
No sooner
died in the 37th year of his a^, after a reign of 17 were they delivered from the impending war, than PhilV. The ometor and Physcon, whom the fear of danger had
years, 204 years before the Christian era.
fifth, succeeded his father Philopator as king of Egypt,
united, began with mutual jealousy to oppose each
though only in the fourth year of bis age. During the other's views.
Physcon was at last banished bv the
years of his minority he was under the protection of superior power of his brother, and, as he could find no
Sosicius and of Arisiomenes, by whose prudent ad- support in Egypt, he i.nnmediately repaired to Rome.
ministration .Antiochus was dispossessed of the prov- To excite more effectually the compassion of the Roinces of Coelosyria and Palestine, which he had con
mans, and to gain their assistance, he appeared in
The Komans also renewed their al- the meanest dress, and took his residence in the most
quered in war.
He leceived an audience
liance with him after their victories over Hannibal, obscure corner of the city.
and the conclusion of the se< ond Punic war
This from the senate, and the Romans settled the dispute
two
brothers
flattering embas.«y induced Aristomtnes to offer the between the
royal
by making them incare of the patronage of the young monarch to the dependent of one another, and giving the governRomans; but the regent was confirmed in his honour- ment of Libva and ('yrene to Physcon, and confirmable office, and, by making a treaty of alliance with ing Philometor in the possession of Egypt and the
the people of Achaia, he convinced the Egyptians that island of Cyprus.
These terms of accommodation
but Physcon soon claimed
he was qualified to wield the sce[)lre and to govern were gladly accepted
the nation.
But, now that Ptolemy had reached his the dominion of Cyprus, and in this he was sup14lh year, according to the laws and customs of [)orted by the Romans, who wished to aggrandize
He re themselves by the diminution of the Egvptian powEgypt, the years of his minority had expired.
Philometor refused to give up the island of Cyceived the surname of Epipharies, or IHuslrious, and er.
was crowned at Alexandrta with the greatest solem- prus, and, to call away his brother's attention, he foin Cyrene.
But the
nity, and the faithful Aristomenes resigned into his mented the seeds of rebellion
hands an empire which he had governed with honour death of Philometor, 145 years before the Christian
to himself and with credit to his sovereign.
Young era, left Physcon master of Egypt and all the dependVII. The seventh Ptolemy, surnamed
Ptolemy was no sooner delivered from the shackles of ant provinces.
a superior, than he betrayed the same vices which had Physcon on account of an abdominal protuberance,
The counsels of Aristome- produced by his intemperate habits {rid. Physcon),
characterized his father.
nes were despised, and the minister, who for ten years ascended the throne of Egypt after the death of his
had governed the kingdom with equity and modera- brother Philometor; and, as he had reigned for some
time conjointly with him {vid. Ptolemffus VI.), his
tion, was sacrificed to the caprice of the sovereign,
who abhorred him for the salutary advice which his succession was approved, though the wife and the son
al

:

—

;

—

own

vicious inclinations did not permit

His

cruelties raised seditions
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him

to follow.

his subjects, but

of the deceased monarch laid claims to the crown.
Cleopatra was supported in her claims by the Jews,
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and populous city it was reduced to ruins. In th«
it was at last agreed that Physcon should marry the
should succeed on the throne latter [)art of his reign Soter was called upon to assist
queen, and that her son
were
celethe Romans with a navy for the conquest of Athens ;
The
death.
at his
nuptials
accordingly
brated, but on that very day the tyrant murdered Cle- but Lucullus, who had been sent to obtain the wanted
arms.
He ordered himself to be supply, though received with kingly honours, was disopatra's son in her
called Eucr^etes, hut the Alexaridreaiis refused to do missed with evasive and unsatisfactory answers, and
him with the appellation of Kaker- the monarch refused to part with troops which be
it, and stigmatized
getes, or Evildoer, a surname which he deserved by deemed necessary to preserve the peace of his kingA series of barbarities dom. Soter died 81 years before the Christian era,
his tyranny and oppression.
rendered him odious
but, as no one attempted to rid after a reign of 36 years since the death of his father
Egypt of her tyrant, the Alexandrcans abandoned their Physcon, eleven of which he had passed with his
habitations, and fled from a place which continually mother Cleopatra on the Egyptian throne, eighteen in
This
streamed with the blood of their massacred fellow- Cyprus, and seven after his mother's death.
If their migration proved fatal to the com- monarch is sometimes called Lalhyrus, from an excitizens.
merce and prosperity of Alexandres, it was of the most crescence like a vetch {TM&vpoc) on his nose. IX.
and

;

—

essential service to the countries where they retired ;
and the numbers of Egyptians that sought a safe asylum in Greece and Asia, introduced among the inhabitants of those countries the different professions that

were practised with success in the capital of Egypt.
Physcon endeavoured to repeople the city which his
cruelty had laid desolate ; but the fear of sharing the
fate of its former inhabitants prevailed more than the

The king,
rights, and immunities.
at last, disgusted with Cleopatra, repudiated her, and
married her daughter by Philoineior, called also Cleostill continued to exercise the
greatest crupatra.
promise of riches,

He

elty upon his subjects; but the prudence and vigilance
of his ministers kept the people in tranquillity, till all

Egypt revolted when ihe king had basely murdered all
Without friends or
the young men of Alexandrea.
support in Egypt, he fled to Cyprus, and Cleopatra,
In his banthe divorced queen, ascended the throne.
ishment Physcon dreaded lest the Alexandrcans should
also place the crown on the head of his son, by his sister Cleopatra, who was the governor of Cyrene ; and
under these apprehensions he sent for the young
prince, called Memphitis, to (Jyprus, and murdered him
To make the baras soon as he reached the shore.
barity more complete, he sent the limbs of
to Cleopatra, and they were received as the

Memphitis
queen was

Soon after this he
going to celebrate her birthday.
invaded Egypt with an army, and obtained a victory
over the lorces of Cleopatra, who. being left without
friends or assistance, fled to her eldest daughter Cleopatra, who had married Demetrius king of Syria.
This decisive blow restored Physcon to his throne,
where he continued to reign for some time, hated by
He died at
his subjects and feared by his enemies.
Alexandrea in the 67ih year of his age, after a reign
of 29 years, about 116 years before Christ.
This
prince, notwithstanding his cruel disposition, was a
lover of learning, and received from some the appellation of Philologist. Aristarchus was his preceptor, and

he IS said also to have made important additions to the
Alexatidrean library, as well in original manuscripts
as in copies.
VIII. The eighth, surnamed Soter II
He
succeeded his father Physcon as king of Egypt.
had no sooner ascended the throne than his mother
(vleopatra, who reigned conjointly with him, expelled
him to Cyprus, and placed the crown on the head of
his brother Ptolemy Alexander, her favourite son.
Soter, banished from Egypt, became king of Cyprus
and soon after he appeared at the head of a large army,
to make war against Alexander Jannaeus, king of Judaea, through whose assistance and intrigue he had
been expelled by Cleopatra. The Jewish monarch
was conquered, and 60,000 of his men were left on the
field of battle.
Soter, after he had exercised the
greatest cruelty upon the Jews, and made vain attempts to recover the kingdom of Egypt, retired to
Cyprus till the death of his brother Alexander restored him to his native dominions.
Some of the cit-

—

,

;

ies of

Egypt refused
and Thebes,

ereign,

to

acknowledge him as

for its obstinacy,

sieged for three successive years,

was

their sov-

closely be-

and from a powerful

The

Alexander Ptolemy 1., wa«
raised to the throne by his mother Cleopatra, in preference to his brother, and conjointly with her.
Cleoand Alexpatra expelled, but afterward recalled him
ander, to prevent being expelled a second time, put
her to death
for which unnatural action he was himThe tenth,
self murdered by one of his subjects.
or Alexander Ptolemy II
was son of the preceding.
He was educated in the island of Cos, and, having fallen into the hands of Mithradates, escaped subse
He was murdered by his own subquently to Sylla.
XI. The eleventh, or Alexander Ptolemy HI.,
jects.
ninth, called

also

;

—X

;

,

—

was king of Egypt

after his brother Alexander, the last
After a peaceful reign he was banished
and died at Tyre B.C. 65, leaving
t>y his subjects,
XII. The twplfth, the
his kingdom to the Romans
illegitimate son of Soter IL, ascended the throne of
He received
Egypt at the death of Alexander HI
the surname of Anleles, from the skill with which he
Besides, however, this deriplayed upon the flute.
sory title, he had the surnames of Philopator, Phila-

mentioned.

—

delphus, and Neodionysus (the New Bacchus or Osiris,
these deities being often confounded by the Greeks)
His rise showed great marks of prudence and circum-

and as his predecessor, by his will, had left
spection
the kingdom of Egypt to the Romans, Auleies knew
that he could not be firmly established on his throne
without the approbation of the Roman senate. He was
successful in his applications ; and Ca;sai, who was
then consul and in want of money, established his
succession, and granted him the alliance of the Ro;

But
mans, after he had received a very large sum.
these measures rendered the monarch unpopular at
home and, when he had suffered the Romans quietly
to take possession of Cyprus, the Egyptians revolted,
;

and Auletes was obliged to fly from his kingdom, and
seek protection among the most powerful of his allies.
His complaints were heard at Rome at first with indifference ; and the murder of a hundred noblemen of
Alexandrea, whom the Egyptians had sent to justify
their proceedings before the Roman senate, rendered
him unpopular and suspected.
Pompey, however,
to resupported his cause, and the senators decreed
establish Auletes on his throne
but, as they proceeded
the monarch
slowly in the execution of their plans,
retired from Rome to Ephesus, where he lay concealed for some time in the temple of Diana.
During his
absence from Alexandrea, his daughter Berenice had
made herself absolute, and established herself on the
;

throne by a marriage with Archelaus, a priest of Belbut she was soon driven
at Comana
when Gabinius, at the head of a Roman
from
lona's temple

;

Egypt,
on his throne.
army, approached to replace Auletes
Auletes was no sooner restored to power than he sacand berificed to his ambition his daughter Berenice,
haved with the greatest ingratitude and perfidy to Rahim with money
birius, a Roman who had supplied
when expelled from his kingdom. Auletes died four
about 51 years before the
years after his restoration,
He left two sons and two daughters,
Christian era.
the elder of his sons to marry
and by
^ his will ordered
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the elder of his daughters, and to ascend with her the
As these children were young, the
vacant throne.
monarch recommended them to the protection

dying
and paternal care of the Romans ; and accordingly
Pompey the Great was appointed by the senate to be
Their reign was as
their patron and their guardian.
turbulent as that of their predecessors, and it is remarkable for no uncommon events only we may ob;

serve that the young queen was the Cleopatra who
XIII. The thirsoon after became so celebrated.
teenth, ascended the throne of Egypt conjointly with
his sister Cleopatra, whom he had married according to
the directions of his father Auletes.
{Vid. Cleopatra
TIL) XIV. Apion, king of Cyrene, was the illegitimate son of Ptolemy Physcon. After a reign of twenty
and, as he had no children, he made the
years he died
Romans heirs of his dominions. The Romans preXV.
sented his subjects with their independence.
Ceraunus, a son of Ptolemy Soter by Eurydice, the
Unable to succeed to the
daughter of Antipater.
throne of Egypt, Ceraunus fled to the court of Seleucus, where he was received with friendly marks of atSeleucus was then king of Macedonia, an
tention.
empire which he had lately acquired by the death of
Lysimachus in a battle in Phrygia ; but his reign was

—

—

;

—

and Ceraunus perfidiously murdered him, and
short
ascended his throne 280 B.C. The murderer, hownot be firmly established in Macedonia as
could
ever,
long as Arsinoe the widow, and the children of Lysimachus, were alive, and entitled to claim his kingdom
;

To remove
as the lawful possession of their father.
these obstacles, Ceraunus made offers of marriage to
The queen at first
Arisnoe, who was his own sister.
refused, but the protestations and solemn promises of
the usurper at last prevailed upon her to cousent.
The nuptials, however, were no sooner celebrated than
Ceraunus murdered the two young princes, and conBut now
his usurpation by rapine and cruelty.
three powerful princes claimed the kingdom of Macedonia as their own
Antiochus, the son of Seleucus ;
Antigonus, the son of Demetrius ; and Pyrrhus, the
These enemies, however, were soon
king of Epirus.

6rmed

:

removed

;

Ceraunus conquered Antigonus

in the field

of battle, and stopped the hostilities of his two other
rivals by promises and money.
He did not long remain inactive a barbarian army of Gauls claimed a
tribute from him, and the monarch immediately march:

meet them in the field. The battle was long and
The Macedonians might have obtained the
if Ceraunus had shown more
He
prudence.
was thrown down from his elephant, and taken prison-

ed

to

bloody.
victory

enemy, who immediately tore his body to
Ptolemy had been king of Macedonia only
Pausan., 10,
(Justin, 24, &,c.
eighteen months.
XVI. An illegitimate son of Ptolemy Soter 11.
10.
or Lathyrus, king of Cyprus, of which he was tyranCato was at the
nically dispossessed by the Romans.
head of the forces which were sent against Ptolemy by
the senate, and the Roman general proposed to the
monarch to retire from the throne, and to pass the rest
er by the
pieces.

—

—

,

of his days in the obscure office of high-priest in the
This offer was rejected
temple of Venus at Paphos.
with the indignation which it merited, and the monarch
The
poisoned himself at the approach of the enemy.
treasures found in the island amounted to the enormous sum of £1,356,250 sterlinsr, which were carried
XVII. A son of Pyrto Rome by the conquerors.
rhus, king of Epirus, by Antigone, the daughter of
Berenice.
He was left governor of Epirus when Pyrrhus went to Italy to assist the Tarentines against the
Romans, where he presided with great prudence and
moderation.
He was killed, bravely fighting, in the
expedition which Pyrrhus undertook against Sparta
and Argos.
XVIII. Claudius, a celebrated astronomer, chronologer, musical writer, and geographer of
antiquity, born in Egypt, and who flourished about the

—

—

IliO

middle of the second century of our era, under the Antonines.
.During the middle ages, it was generally supposed that he had reigned m Egypt, and the first edition of his Almagest, that of
Grynaeus, 1538, is dedicated to the King of England as the production of a
This error is thought to have originated with
king.
Albumazar, an Arabian of the ninth century, who was
led into the mistake by the Arabic name of the astron-

omer (Bathalmius), which, according to Herbelot,
means in Arabic "a king of Egypt" {Bibliotheca Orient., s.

were
ever,

V

),

just as the ancient

monarchs of the land

named Feraoun (Pharaohs). Ptolemy, howis
styled King of Alexandrea almost two centu-

ries before

ginum,

Albumazar, by Isidorus of Seville,
(OriAnother opinion, not less generally

3, 25.)

—

received, but probably just as erroneous as the for-

mer, is that which makes Ptolemy to have been born
Pelusium.
Suidas and Eudoxia call him a philosobut it has been said that this
pher of Alexandrea
appellation has only been given him on account of his
No ancient
long sojourn in the capital of Egypt.
writer makes mention of his native country,
though
many manuscripts of the Latin translations of his
works, and also the printed editions of these versions,
style him Pkeludiensis, which many regard as a corRaidel (Comment, in C.
ruption for Pclusiensis.
Ptol. Geogr., Norimb., 1737, 4to, p. 3) cites the Arab
scholiast on the Tetrabiblos, Ali-Ibn-Rednan, named
Holy, to prove that Pelusium was the native place of
our astronomer.
Buttmann, on the other hand, proves
the citation of Raidel to be false.
Haly, or his translator, makes no mention whatever of the native place
of Ptolemy; he only calls this writer al-Feludhi (Pheat

;

ludianus), from the surname which the Arabs have
It is true, in a biography or preface found
given him.
at the head of a Latin version of the
Almagest, made
from the Arabic, we read the following: ''Hie autem
ortus et educatus fuit in Alexandrea majori, terra
Hujus lamen propago de terra Sem, et de
JEgyjpti.
This absurd pasprovincia qua dicitur Phculudia."
sage, however, which does not even say that Ptolemy
was born out of Alexandrea, proves nothing else but
the desire of the Arab translator to represent the astronomer as the descendant of an Arabian or a Syrian
Museum dcr Altcrthums., Wissen(de terra Sem.
Theodorus Meliteniota
schaft, vol. 2, p. 463, scqq.).
states that Ptolemy was born at Ptolema'is, or Herm©i'on, in the Thebaid, and that he was contemporary
This writer does not, it is true,
with Antoninus Pius.
cite his authority ; yet nothing prevents our admitting
the accuracy of his statement, derived, no doubt, from
some ancient writer, provided we can reconcile it with
the surname Al Feludi, which the Arabians have given
This surname has only thus far been
to Ptolemy.
found in the Latin translations in the Arabic books
Ptolemy is sometimes named Bathalmius, al Kaludi
(Abulpharagii Hist., p. 73, I. 5 p. 105, 1. 3
p. 123,
I.
Casiri, Biblioth. Anab. Hist., vol. 1, p. 348.
anlep.
Memoircs sur VEgypte, p. 389, where an extract is
given from Abderaschid el Bakin, who calls Ptolemy

—

—

:

—

—

;

;

Barthalmyous el Qloiidy). Kaludi is expressed by
Claudius in the Latin versions. The change from Kaludi to Faludi is extremely simple, since in Arabic the
is
letter
distinguished from F only by an additional
Thus Pheludianus is merely corrupted from
point.
Claudius, and ought not to be rendered by Pelusianus.
Thus, too, Bathalmius al Kaludi is only an Arabic
version of THroTiefialo^ 6 KXavdiog, as Suidas writes
the name, the prasnomen being mistaken by the ArabiAnother point, of
an translators for an appellative.

K

—

more importance

emy made

is

to ascertain the place

where Ptol-

because on this depends the
degree of precision of which his observations on latiThe astronomer states positude were susceptible.
under the partively that he made these observations
allel

his observations,

of Alexandrea; while, on the other hand, there

PTOLENLEUS.
4m

exists a schc
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of Olympiodorus (in Phccd., Plat.

—

Bouilland, Tistimonia de PtolcnKZo, p. 20-^), which informs us that Ptolemy passed 40 years of his life kv
xrcpolg Tov KavC)6ov (*' in the unngs of Canobus"),
occupied with astronomical observations, and that he
placed columns thereon which he caused to be cut the
An intheorems of which he had been the author.

come down

scription has

to us

remark of Olympiodorus: QeGt

which

'LuTTjpi

illustrates this

KXavdiog UtoI-

apxag kcu vnoOiaug fiadrifiaTiKag, k. t. X.,
Claudius Ftolemy dedicates to the God, the Preserver,
Combihis mathematical principles and theses,''^ &.c.
ning this dedication with the scholium of Olympiodorus,
the Abbe Halma states, that he would be inclined to
believe the deity alluded to in the insciiption to be Caefiatog
**

if the
inscription did not expressly declare, farther on, that the monument containing it was placed
in the city of Canobus (^v Kavoj6(o), whence he infers
that the protecting deity is Serapis, and that Ptolemy

nobus,

made

his observations in the side-buildings

connected

He

thinks that this position is not in contradiction with the passage in which
us
that
he
them under the parinforms
made
Ptolemy
allel of Alexandrea ; for, according to Halma, the city

with the temple of this god.

of Alexandrea was gradually extended to Canopus,
which became a kind of suburbs to it, so that Ptolemy, though residing at Canopus, may nevertheless be
•aid to have observed at Alexandrea, or that, observ:ng at Canopus, he had no need of reducing his observations to the parallel of Alexandrea, by reason of
A difficulty here
the trifling difference of latitude.
presents itself, of which the Abbe Halma is aware, and
which he proposes to remedy by an alteration of the
text.
If Ptolemy had made his observations in the
temple of Serapis at Canopus, Olympiodorus, in place
of saying kv Trrepolq tov KavC)6ov, " in the icings of
(the temple of) Canobus,''^ would have had ev nrepoig
rijq Kav(l)6ov,

nobus.^''

'^

the side-buildings o/(the city of) Catherefore proposes lo substitute the

Halma

latter reading for the former, or else to regard Canobus
as the same divinity with Serapis, and to suppose that
Ptolemy observed in the temple of Canobus at Cano
This reasoning of Halma's has been attacked
pus.

by Letronne, and ably refuted. The latter shows,
Canopus, situate at the distance of 120 stadia, or
more than two and a half geographical miles, northeast
of Alexandrea, never made part of that capital, since
there were several places, such as Nicopolis and Tathat

posiris Parva,

between the two

cities

;

that,

conse-

quently, the Serapeum, in which Ptolemy observed,
could not have belonged to Canopus ; and, finally, that

Ptolemy knew the difference in latitude between Canopus and Alexandrea, and could not confound them
together in one point. It is more provable, as Letronne
remarks {Journal des Savans, 1818, p. 202), that
Olympiodorus was mistaken as to the place where
Ptolemy observed. It is ascertained that there was a
temple of Serapis at Canopus as well as at Alexandrea.
{Strabo, 801.)
Olympiodorus, therefore, must
have supposed that the word Serapeum, in the author
from whom he copied his remark, belonged exclusivethe first of these cities, when it referred, in fact,
ly to
particular instance, to Alexandrea the capital.
error of Olympiodorus, moreover, is the easier to

in this

The

be explained, from the circumstance of the Serapeum
at Canopus having become at one time a celebrated
seat of the New-Platonists, and having acquired great
distinction on this account among the last apostles of
A commentator on Plato, therefore, would
paganism.
be very ready to suppose that this last asylum of true
light, as he believed it, was the place where the great
Ptolemy also made his observations and discoveries.

—We

will

now proceed

to the

works of

this distin-

McyuX?/ ^vvra^cc (" Great ConThis work contains all
the astronomical observations of the ancients, such as

guished writer.

1.

struction'^), in thirteen books.

those of Aristyllus, Timochares, Meton, Euctemon,
After the example of
and, above all, of Hipparchus.
all his
predecessors, excepting Aristarchus, Ptolemy
regards the earth as the centre of the universe, and
makes the stars to revolve around it. Thi» system
was that of all succeeding astronomers until the days
of Copernicus.
Ptolemy is the inventor of epicycles,
as they are called, an erroneous but ingenious system,
and the only one that can explain the irregular revolutions of the planets, if we deny the sun to be the centre of our system.
He inserted into his work, with
additions, the catalogue of the stars made by Hipparchus ; the list, however, contains only 1022 stars, divided into 48 catasterisms.
He corrected the theory of
the lunar revolutions, by determining the equation in
the mean distances between the new and full moon he
reduced to a more regular system the parallax of the
moon, though he has, in fact, traced it too large ; he determined that of the sun by the size of the shadow
which the earth casts on the moon in eclipses ; he taught
the mode of finding the diameter of the moon, and of
"
Ptolemy," says
calculating lunar and solar eclipses.
"
Delambre, was not, indeed, a great astronomer, since
he observed nothing, or, rather, has transmitted to us no
observation on which we can rely with the least confidence ; but he was a learned and laborious man, and a
He has collected todistinguished mathematician.
gether into one body all the learning that lay scattered in the separate works of his predecessors ; though,
at the same time, it must be acknowledged, that he
might have been more sober in his details, and more
communicative respecting certain observations which
The same modern
are now lost to us for ever."
writer, after complaining of the little reliance that
can be placed on the calculations of Ptolemy, praises the trigonometrical portion of the TeTpu6i6?.og, and
the mathematical theory of eclipses; adding, however, the remark, that here Ptolemy would seem only
to have copied from Hipparchus, who had resolved all
;

these problems before him
Indeed, it ought to be
in mind, as a general remark, that Ptolemy
owed a part of his great reputation to the circumstance of the writings of Hipparchus being extremely
rare, and having been, soon after Ptolemy's time,
An analysis of the }A.eyd?,ij 2uvcompletely lost.
ra^iC is given by Halma in the preface of his edition.

borne

—

This work of Ptolemy's was commented upon by
Theon of Alexandrea, Pappus, and Ammonius. Of
these commentaries we have remaining only that of
have, howTheon, and some notes of Pappus.

We

ever, the labours of Nilus (or Nicolaus) Cabasilas, a
mathematician of the thirteenth century, on the third
book.
The
Lvvra^ig of Ptolemy was trans-

MeyuXr}

The Arabians
lated into Arabic in the 9ih century.
it the title of Tahrir al magesthi, the last word

gave

the greatbeing corrupted from the Greek fjiiyLorog ("
est"), and this title is intended to express the admiraFrom
tion with which the work had inspired them.

the Arabic wo'ds just given was formed the appellation of Almage!>t, under which name the work is still
for the knowledge of this production
frequently cited
was brought into Europe by the Arabians, who, duthe sole depositaries of all
ring the middle ages, were
The first Arabic translation was made
the sciences.
about 827 A.D., by Al-Hacer-ben-Jusef awA the ChrisAlmamoun himself also
tian
The
;

Sergius.

Caliph

The second
lent his literary aid to the undertaking.
or Jshac-hen Honain, a Chrisversion is that of Hon
who had fled to the court of the Catian

am

physician,

liph
that

It was on these Arabic translations
made by Isaac ben- Sid- elSpanish one was

Motawakl.
a

Haza.

The Emperor

Frederic

II., a

member

of that

Suabian house under which Germany began to emerge
from barbarism, and to enjoy a dawning of national
of Europe,
literature before any other of the countries
this Spanish
directed JEgidius Tebuldinus to tarn
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Another translation was made

Latin.

into
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from the Arabic text into Latin by Gerard of Cremona, an astronomer of the twelfth century, who established himself for some time at Toledo, in order to
He did not understand it
learn the Arabic language.
perfectly, and was therefore unable to translate certain technical terms, which he was consequently comHis classical
pelled to leave in the original language.
erudition could not have been very profound, since he
was unacquainted with Hi}>parchus, whom he everywhere calls Abrachir, as tiie Arabic translator had

—

«^one.
It was not until the fifteenth
century that a
manuscript of the original Greek was discovered, from
which the astronomer, John Miiller, better known by

name

dered the diatonic octave more conformable to naimony. Some critics, however, are inclined to ascribe this

improvement rather to the New-PythagoDidymus, whom Ptolemy has frequently criti-

rean
cised,

though he obtained from

portion of his own work.
Wallis, Oxon., 1682, 4to.

A

The

—

10.

his writings a
large
best edition is that of
'Otctlktj Trpayfiareia

on Optics"), cited by Heliodorus of Laand frequently also by the Arabians, but now
lost.
A Latin translation, from two Arabian MSS.,
exists in an unedited state in the Royal
Library at
It contains, however, only four books of the
Paris.
five which composed the original.
In this work Ptolemy gives the most complete idea of astronomic re("

treatise

rissa,

—

of Regiomontanus, made his Latin abridgperiod. George of Trebisond
made a Latin translation from this original, but a very
unfaithful one.
The Ale.\andreans called the work of

any writer down to the time of Kt-pler.
Kavojv BaaiXeuv (" Canon, or Table, of Kings"),
a part, properly, of the Upox^i-poi Kavoveg.
This table
contains fifty-five reigns, twenty of which belong to

Ptolemy which we have

kings of Babylon subsequent to Nabonassar, ten to
kings of Persia, thirteen to kings of Egypt of the line of
the Ptolemies, and the remainder to Roman emperors
after the time of Augustus.
This canon was not prepared with an historical view, but was intended for astronomers, to facilitate the calculation of intervals of
time that may have elapsed between different astronomical observations.
As, however, the years of each
monarch's reign are indicated in it with great exactness, it becomes, consequently, of great value and interest in historical chronology.
It must be remarked, at the same time, that all the dates of this canon
are given in Egyptian years, an arrangement very well
adapted to the object in view, but productive of some

the

About the same

ment.

—

just been considering the
Great Astronomer, Miyag iiOTpovo/xo^, in contradiscollection
another
which they called the
Little Astronomer, MiKpog uarpovofiog, and which was
of
of
the
works
Theodosius
of Tripolis
the
composed
the works
Data, Optics, Catoptrics, &c., of Euclid

tinction to

;

—

;

of Autolycus. Aristarchus ofSamos, Hypsicles. &c.
The best and most useful edition of the Almagest is
that of Halma, Pans, 1813-1828, 2 vols. 4to.
It
contains a new French version, and notes by Delambre.
2. The second work of
Ptolemy, as we have

—

This is a colarranged it, is the Upoxeipoi KavovF^.
lection of Manual Tables intended for makers of alfacilitate their calculations, and which
often only extracts from the Almagest
Halma
gave the editio princeps of this work in the first volume of his edition of Theon's Commentary, which he

manacs, to
are

—

3. TeTpuSi^Tiog, r/ ^rJVTa^tg
published in 1822.
fiad(" Tetrahiblus, or Mathematical Si/ntaxis''),
in four books,
consisting of astronomical predictions.

rjfiariKTj
It is

cited under the title of Quadripartitum.
consider this work as unworthy of PtoleProclus has made a para-

commonly

Some

critics

my, and supposititious.

fraction of
1 1.

inconvenience for chronology.
Thus, for example,
the reigns of the Babylonian, Persian, and Roman
monarchs, calculated according to the method of their
respective countries, ought to be in advance of, or behind, the years numbered in Ptolemy's canon, by some
days, or even months. In the case of the Roman emperors, the difference, in Ptolemy's time, amounted
to

forty days,

and the variation must have been

still

The latest edition is that of Melancthon,
phrase of it.
4. Kapirog {'' Fruit'''), that is, one
Basil, 1553, 8vo
hundred astrological propositions collected from the

as regarded the Babylonian and Persian
The only exact parr is that which relates_ to
reigns.
the line of the Ptolemies.
Halma gave the latest
12. Teuedition of this work in 1820, Paris, 4to.

works of Ptolemy.

ypa<j>iKTj

—

of

Centum

pArtitum.

—

usually cited under the title
Dicta.
It is published with the Quadri5. ^uaeig unXavuv uartpuv nai
avvayuy?}
It is

tm(jr]fiaai€)v {"Appearances of the fixed stars, and a
collection of the things indicated by them*').
This is a

species of almanac, giving the rising and setting of
the stars, the prognostics of the principal changes of

The work is intended for all clitemperature, &c.
and, to make it answer this end, and prove
to
useful
all the Greeks
spread over the surface of the
globe, Ptolemy gives the appearance of the stars for
mates

;

once, namely, Syene. Lower Egypt,
Rhodes, the Hellespont, and the Pontus Euxiiius.
The best edition is that of Halma, Paris, 1820, 4to.

five parallels at

—was preceded by

the edition of Ideler, BeroL, 1819.
Of the Analemma'"). The
a species of sundial, and in this work

It

'

6. liepl
kvalrifiiiaTog ("

Analemma was
we have an exposition
of the Greeks.

—

7.

of the whole gnomonic theory
'TTzodemg tuv TrXavuftevuv
Hy-

C

pothesis of the Planets'').
of Halma, Paris, 1820, 4to.

The

—

latest edition is that

8.

'AirXcoatc kTvi^avdag
This work exists only in

o^aipag {''Planisphere ')
an Arabic version, by Maskm, and a Latin translation
made from this. It is a treatise on what is called steThe work is probably one of
reographic projections.
Hipparchus's.
dinus, from the

The

latest edition is that of

Coniman-

press of Paulus Manutius, Venet.,
1558, 4to.
9.
'ApfiovcKO, {^'Elements of Harmony"),
in three books.
Ptolemy has the merit of having reduced the thirteen or fifteen tones of the ancients to
seven.
It is
generally supposed, also, that he determined the true relations of certain intervals, and thus ren-

—

1142

more marked

—

'

k(i)t]yTjaLQ

"

(" Geographical

Narration," or

System of Geography"). I'his work is in eight
books, and during nearly fourteen centuries was the
It still
only known manual of systematic geography.
remains for us one of the principal sources whence

we derive our information respecting the geography
of the ancients.
Pursuing the plan traced out by
Marinus of Tyre, Ptolemy undertook to perfect the
The map of Marinus and
labours of that geographer.
Ptolemy was covered, as it were, with a species of
network the meridians were traced on it for every
;

degrees the degrees of latitude were marked by
passed
running parallel to the equator, and
through the principal cities, such as Syene, Alexanat
were
drea, Rhodes, Byzantium, and, consequently,
In this network
unequal distances from each other.
were marked the points, the height of which had
been taken according to their true latitude but, in order to determine their longitude, and the positions,
also, of other places, which were only known by the
five

;

lines

;

fix the
length
geometric distance, it was necessary to
of a degree on one of the great circles of the globe.
Marinus and Ptolemy, without themselves measuring
any great distances, took the most accurate measurements existing in their day, and gave 500 stadia as
This was one sixth less than
the length of a degree.
the truth, and from this error must necessarily have
resulted many faults and erroneous deductions. Ptolof all
emy determined the length, from west to east,
the known part of the globe, under the parallel of

Rhodes,

at

urements.

72,000

stadia, following geometrical

These 72,000

stadia

make, according

measto his

PTOLEM^US.
talculation, 180 degrees; and

in this

PTOLEMiEUS.
way he believed

he had discovered the extent of one half of the globe.
The fact, however, is, that he was acquainted with
only 135 degrees. His error, consequently, is nearly a
third, namely, one sixth by reason of the mistake he
commits relative to the measurement of a degree as
above mentioned, and about a sixth as the result of

With

errors in geometric distances.

tudes, a large

regard to

number of which were based on

lati-

astro-

nomical determinations, the errors committed by Ptolemy are very unimportant and the latitude, for example, which he gives to the southern point of Spain is
so exact, as to lead us to imagine that observations
had been made in this quarter by some of his predecessors.
Slrabo had limited to 42 degrees the latitude of the known part of the earth (situate between
the 12th and 54th degree of north latitude).
Ptolemy, on the other hand, makes 80 degrees, from 16°
south latitude to 63^^ north
and yet he believed that
he knew only about a quarter more than the earlier
geographers, because these allowed 700 stadia to a
;

—

;

degree, w/hich makes nearly 3l>,000 stadia altogether;
whereas Ptolemy, admitting only 500 stadia, found
the sum total to be 40,000.
Marinus and Ptolemy
derived some information respecting the easternmost
parts of Asia from the Itineraries of a Macedonian
trader, who had sent his factors on overland journeys

—

from Mesopotamia, along Mount Taurus, through Inand even to the distant capital of the Seres.

dia,

These journeys must have been prosecuted very soon
after the time of

Alexander the Great, under the

two inonarchs of

first

They knew the coast, however, only to
the tenth degree of south latitude, that is, to the promontory of Prasum, which is probably the same with
the modern Cape Del Gardo, as his city of Kapta would
this region.

seem

be Meltnda.

Prom

the promontory of i'rasiim,
to the
east for the purpose of joining that of Kattigara.
His
island of Menuthias, placed by him near Cape Prasum,
to

Ptolemy makes the African coast bend round

but which an ancient periplus brings near to Rapta, is
Zanzibar^ or one of the other islands off the coast of
Zanguebar. Ptolemy's acquaintance with the eastern
coast does not extend beyond the modern Madai^ajicar.
After the decline of the commerce of Carthage
and Gades, no new discoveries had been made on the
western coast of Africa, and hence the knowledge of
Ptolemy in this quarter was not extended beyond that
of his predecessors ; he introduces, however, more of
method into the information obtained from Hanno and
Scylax.
Ptolemy is the first who indicates the true
figure of Spain, Gaul, and the southern part of Albion ; but he gives an erroneous description of the
northern part of this island, which, according to him,
extends towards the east.
Ireland, the lerne of Slrabo, and the Juvernia of Ptolemy, ceases to be situated
to the north of Albion, as Eratosthenes and Strabo
thought ; it is placed by Ptolemy to the west, but its
northern point is parallel to the northern extremity of
Albion
To the north of this latter island he places
the Orcades, and a little farther to the north (about
63° N. L.), the isle of Thule, the northernmost exThis
tremity of the geographical system of Ptolemy.

—

—

the dynasty of the SeleucidiB
since
not probable that, after the defection of the Bac-

Thule is probably Mainland, situate about 60° N.,
the same that was seen by the Roman fleet under

trians and Parthians, a route remained open through
these countries to the traffic of the Greeks. Ptolemy
thus could hardly have gained much information respecting these lands from the narratives of overland

{Tacit.,
Agricola, covered with ice and eternal snow.
The description which Ptolemy
Vit. Agr., c. 10.)
of
as
far
as
shores
the
as
of
the
Elbe,
Germany
gives
well as of Scandinavia, extends no farther than the
He
accounts already given by Pliny and Tacitus.

it is

;

The communication by sea, however, between Egypt and India, became frequent in the time
travellers.

of the Pi-olemies.
for India, and, in

Strabo speaks of fleets that sailed
the time of Pliny, the coast of the

—

describes the Cimbric Chersonese, and the German
coast of the Baltic as far as the Dwina, with considerable accuracy, but he is not aware that this sea is a
mediterranean one, for his Gulf of Veneda is only a
The question
part of this sea, from Merael to Dantzic.
has been asked, By what chance Ptolemy was enabled
notions
to obtain more accurate
respecting those coun-

country this side of the Ganges was perfectly well
known. The navigators of the West, however, did
not go beyond this stream.
It was supposed that
from this point thd shore of Asia bent directly to the
and
the
eastern extremity of Taurus. tries than those which Pliny and Tacitus possessed,
north,
joined
At a later period navigators went beyond the mouths and that, too, although the principal depot of amber,
of the Ganges, and, to their gr«at astonishment, found the well-known production of the shores of the Baltic,
The answer is, that if
that the land redescended towards the south, and was in the capital of Italy I
formed a large gulf (Bay of Bengal Sinus Gangeti- the amber was chiefly carried to Rome, the traffic was
cus).
They pushed their adventurous career still far- conducted by merchants from Alexandrea, and it was
ther
taking their departure from the southern part through them that Ptolemy obtained the materials for
In the last book of his geogof the western peninsula of India, they crossed the this portion of his work.
gulf in a straight line, and reached the coast of Siam raphy, Ptolemy teaches the mode of preparing charts
here find the first principles of projecand the peninsula of Malacca this last they called or maps.
the Golden Chersonese, a proof of the profitable trade tion ; but the book itself has reached us in a very corwhich was there carried on by them. Having doubled rupt state through the fault of the copyists. The more
the extremity of this second peninsula, they entered modern maps long preserved traces of those of Ptoleon a new gulf (that of Siam Magnus Sinus).
From my and his successors. The Caspian Sea, for examthe eastern coast of the Golden Chersonese they ple, retained the form traced for it by Ptolemy as late
for a part of the coasts of
passed in a southern direction, and reached a large as the eighteenth century
continent, on the shore of which was situate the city the Black Sea, and of Africa beyond Egypt, our maps
of Katiigara.
This country was probably the Isle of still conform to the general outline of Ptolemy, and
Borneo.
The discoverer of this country was called the substitution of modern for ancient names is the
assertion of
Alexander.
{Plot., Geogr., 2, 14.)
Ptolemy, who, onlv diflference. Such, at least, is the
No goo<l comas well as this adventurer, believed that the coast was Mannert {Geogr., vol. 1, p. 191).
a prolongation of that which formed the Gulf of Siam plete edition of Ptolemy's Geography has ever ap(the coast of Cambodia), founded thereon his hypoth- peared.
One, however, has recently been commenced
He in Germanv, by Wilberg, of which the first /a^cicM/u*,
esis, that the Indian was a mediterranean sea.
Esthus far appeared.
supposed that, after Kattigara, the land extended from containing the first book, has
In 1475, Lichtenstem {Lcrilapu)
east to west as far as the southeast coast of Africa, with sendicB, 1838, 4lo.
Latin
translation
ol
the
which it united, forming one common continent
Ma- printed at Cologne, in folio,
rinus and Ptolemy were well acquainted with the east- this work, made by Angelo, a Florentine scholar ol
ern coast of Africa, and mention is no longer made, in the fifteenth century, or, rather, commenced by ChryIt was revised, foi
their pages, of the fabulous monsters which the credu- solaras and finished by Angelo.
this publication, by Vadius and Picarlity of a previous age had estabhsbed as the dwellers of the purposes o{

—

—

:

We

;

—

;

—

—

PUB

PTOLEMiEUS.
dus.

The

Angelo was reprinted, with
a manuscript of the Greek text,

translation of

made from

corrections

properly the fragment merely of a
also of a Homeric Prosody, a treatise on metres, and a dissertation on Aristarchus's revision of Homer.
The fragment on " the Difference of Wards" is given by FuIt is

of Words").

larger work.

by Calderino, Romce, 1478,

Ptolemy was the author

fol.
Twenty-seven maps
which appears to have been
This is the second work,
printed by Arnold Pannartz.
with a date, that is accompanied with engravings on bricius, Bibl. Gr., vol. 4, p. 515, of the old edition
In 1482, Donis, a German monk, and a good vol. 6, p. 117, of the new.
XX. Surnaraed Chercopper.
astronomer for his time, gave a new edition to the world, nus, flourished under the emperors Trajan and HaIt has fewer misdrian.
Photius has preserved for us some fragments
printed by Holl, at Ulm, in folio.
takes in the figures than those which preceded it, but of his work, Uepl rrj^ sic TToXrfiadiav Kaivjjg iaroas
in
the
names.
Several editions followed, piac (" New History of varied Erudition"), in seven
many
just
but all swarming with errors.
The celebrated Pico books. To give some idea of this compilation, we
de Mirandola sent to Easier, at Strasbourg, a Greek will mention some of the subjects of which it treats
manuscnpt of Ptolemy's work, by the aid of which the death of Protesilaus; that of Sophocles; that of
that scholar gave a new edition, not in the translation Hercules; the history of Croesus; the death of Achilof Angelo, but in another, very literal and somewhat les
the history of Tiresias ; the death
that of Laius
Essler made many changes of Adonis
barbarous, by Philesius.
the origin of several epithets given to the
in this version, and, to justify himself, generally added heroes of the Iliad, and to other
personages of the
the Greek term to the Latin.
He placed in it 46 fabulous times. Ptolemy also wrote a drama entitled
maps cut on wood. Brunet calls this edition one of the Sphinx. He dared even to enter the lists against
little value
in this he is mistaken.
The edition we Homer with a poem in twenty-four books or cantos,
have just spoken of was reprinted at Strasbourg in entitled 'Avdofiripo^ {''The Anti-Homer"). Gale has
A new translation, made by placed the fragments of Ptolemy Chennus in his His1520, and also in 1522.
the celebrated Pirckheymer, appeared in 1525, from t(iri(B Po'etica Scripfores, p. 303, seqq., and to the
on this writhe Strasbourg press, fol.
It contains fifty maps
eighth chapter is prefixed a dissertation
cut on wood.
The first Greek edition was that of ter. The fragments are also given in the edition of
Erasmus, printed from a manuscript which Theobald Conon and Parthenius by Teucher. {SchbU, Hist.
Fettich, a physician, had sent him, and which issued Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 44.)
from the press of Froben, at Bile, 1533, in 4to. The
Ptolemais, I. a seaport town of Phoenicia. {Vid.
manuscript was a very good one. but, through the fault Ace.) II. A city on the coast of Cyrenaica in Afof the printer, a great number of errors were allowed rica, and the port of Barce.
It suffered so severeto creep in among the figures.
Not having a suffi- ly from want of water, that the inhabitants were
and disperse
cient quantity of the peculiar type or mark which inobliged to relinquish their dwellings,
dicated ^, he employed in its place the letter r, which themselvea about the country in different directions.
He made use, also, of the same letter The attempts of Justinian to obviate this evil proved
•signifies -J.
on many occasions to designate |-. The fraction § unavailing.
The ruins are called at the present
is marked by yo, but the
A description of the remains of this
manuscript often places the o day Plolemata.
above the y, and in a smaller character.
The compos- ancient city is given by Captain Beechey and oth-

this edition,

accompany

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

—

not attending to this, contented himself with putits
place y alone, which is equivalent to J.
The confusion resulting from such a course is apparent, and the only mode to remedy the evil is to have
recourse to the Latin editions which appeared previous to 1533.
The B4le edition was reprinted by
Michael Servetus (VilWechel, at Paris, 1546, 4to.
lanovanus) retouched the translation of Pirckheymer, after a manuscript, and published it, with fifty maps cut on
wood, at Lyons, in 1530, and again, with corrections
and additions, in the same city, in 1541. These two
editions of Ptolemy play a conspicuous part in the
Calvin derived from
history of religious fanaticism
them one of his grounds of accusation against ServeHe was charged with having added to the detus.
scription that accompanies the map of Palestine, a
passage which contradicts what Moses says respecting
The interpolated pasthe fertility of that country.
sage does actually exist, but it was added by Phrisius,
The last imwho took charge of the edition of 1522

ers.

ting in

A

in size.
Ptolemais would seem to have
been founded by one of the Ptolemies, or, at all events,
re-established by him on the site of some more ancient

Greek name, JlTO^efiatg ij 'Ep^SLOV {Ptol
emdis, the city of Hermes), would seem to indicate
The city, therefore, was originally consecrated to the
It appears to have received a seEgyptian Hermes.
vere blow to its prosperity, by reason of its resistance
The modern village of Men
Probus.
to the
city, as the

Emperor

;

the iinmediate neighbourhood of Ptolemais.
{Mavnert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 381, seqq.)—lY.
the western coast of
Originally a small promontory, on
It was near the inland sea Mothe Sinus Arabicus.
noleus.
A fortified port was established here by Eurnedes, a commander of Ptolemy Philadelphus and the
forest in the
spot was selected on account of the large
naval timber for the
vicinity, which furnished valuable

sieh

—

Greek

text

was

in

1618 and 1619,

in

vols. 4to, from the Amsterdam press, by Beriius.
Many faults of the previous editions are corrected in

by the

same
ment

In this forest, also, wild elePtolemies.
and, as Ptolemy wanted these aniphants abounded
mals for his armies, a regular hunting establishment
was formed here, and the place received from this circumstance its second name of Orjpofv, and also that

fleets of the

;

Heidelberg manuscript, but the
the figures siill remain, and, to aug-

aid of a

errors in
the confusion, the editor has placed beside them
of
the Latin editions, which often differ widely.
those
The only recent edition of the malheinalical part of

Ptolemy's Geography is that of Halma. containing
only the first book and the latter part of the seventh,
with a French version and notes, Paris, 1828, 4to.
Id. ibid.,
{Scholl, Hisf. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 240, seqq.

—

vol. 5, p.

27\.—Id.

!

&c.— Com-

ibid., vol.

6, p. 312,
Univ., vol. 36, p.

—

263.)
pare Delamhre, in Biosrr.
AlX. A native of .Ascalon, who followed the profession of a grammarian at Rome before the time of HeHe wrote a work on
rodian, bv whom he is cited.

1

\

I

I

I

Synonymes, Tlepl
1144

dia(})opug

Aefewv ("

On

the difference

is in

;

2

this one,

{Modern Traveller,

city

Memphis

—

pression of the

—

III,
pt. 50, p. 114, seqq)
of Egypt, in the northern part of Thebais,
It rose in importance as the
northeast of Abydus.
last-mentioned city declined, and eventually rivalled

itor,

j

In a commercial point of
of 'ETztdTfpag {km -^vpag).
view it was of no great importance, as Arrian merely
mentions among its exports tortoise-shell and ivory ;
but to the ancient astronomers and geographers it was
it as the fitdirectly the reverse, since they regarded
test place for measuring a degree, and thus ascertainThe harbour of
ing the circumference of the globe.
north
Mirza
baiiik, about 15 geographical miles
of Massua, appears to indicate the ancient Ptolemais.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 44, seqq.)
PuBLicoLA. a surname given to Publius Valerius^.
and Plutarch, on account of hit
to

Mom

according

Dionysius

PUB

PUP

the people (populum and colo,
protecting the rights of
Niebuhr dissents from this etyPophcola, Pubhcola).

"
cannot agree
following remarks :
mology
with the Greek Dionysius and Plutarch in translating
the
Publtcola as a compound term by Sti/jIoktj6^^^
of the people ;' but we must recognise thereprotector
in the old Latin form of the adjective with a superfluous termination, which is sometimes mistaken for a
It is equivadiminutive, sometimes for a compound.

We

in the

'

productions, which

man genius.
trite.

pear

seem

to

have been peculiar to Ro-

The sentiments of Publius Syrus now apThey have become familiar to mankind, aiid

have been re-echoed by poets and moralists from
age
All of them are most felicitously expressed,
and few of them seem erroneous, while, at the same
lime, they are perfectly free from the selfish or worldlyminded wisdom of Rochefoucauld or Lord Burleigb.
to age.

{Thmlop's Roman Literature, vol. 1, p. 558, seqg.)
Thus The sentences of Publius Syrus are appended to many
Publicus, in the sense of drjfiOTiKO^.
Sccnola is not the diminutive, but synonymous with of the editions of Phaedrus.
The most useful edition of
Scavus, and ASquicolus is nothing but Mquus or these sentences is perhaps that of Gruter, Lugd. Bat.,
JEquicus ; Fo/^cu/u^ nothing but Ko/jcuj." {Roman 1727, 8vo. The latest and most accurate edition,
however, is that of Orellius, appended to his edition of
Histury, vol. 1, p. 360, Walter's trans.)
PuBLiLiA Lei, I. a law proposed by Publilius the Phaedrus, Turici, 1832, 8vo. It contains, also, thirty
Dictator, A.U.O. 414, ordaining that, before the peo- sentences never before published.
(BaAr, Gesch. Lit.
ple gave their votes, the senate should authorize what- iZwm, vol. 1, p. 776 )
11.
A
ever they might dctermme.
I.
of
sister
Theodosius
the Great, and
PulcherTa,
(Lzry, 8, 12.)
law ordaining that the plebeian magistrates should be celebrated for her piety and virtues.
II. A Roman
rreaied at the comitia tribula.
(Ltp., 2, 56 )
empress, daughter of Arcadius, and sister of TheodoPoBLius SvROs, a celebrated composer and actor of sius the younger. She was created Augusta A.D.
mimes
He was a native of Syria, and was brought 414, and shared the imperial power with her brother.
from .\sia to Italy in early youth in the same vessel After the death of the latter (.\.D. 450), she gave her
with his countryman and kinsman Manlius Antiochus, hand to Marcianus.
( Fi<i. Marcianus
I) Pulcheria
the professor of astrology, and Staberius Eros, the died A.D. 454, and was interred at Ravenna, where
grammarian, who all, by some desert in learning, rose her tomb is still to be seen.
above their original fortune. He received a good edPuLcHRUM Promontorium, the same with Hermaeucation and liberty from his master, in reward for his um Promontorium.
{Vtd. Hermaeum.)
witticisms and his facetious disposition.
He first repPuNicuM Belldm, the name given to the wars bethe provincial towns of Italy, tween Rome and Carthage.
resented his mimes
The Punic wars were
whence, his fame haviiig spread to Rome, he was sum- three in number. The first took its rise from the afmoned to the capital, to assist in those public specta- fair of the Mamertini, an account of which will be
cles which Cajsar offered his countrymen in exchange found under the article Messaua, page 836, col. 1.
for their freedom.
On one oc- This was ended by the naval battle fought off the
{Macrob.. Sat., 2, 7.)
casion he challenged all persons of his own profession iEgates Insulae ; and it was also memorable for the
to contend with him on the stage ; and in this compe- naval victory of Duilius, the first ever gained by the
tition he successfully overcame every one of his rivals.
Romans. {Vxd. Carthago, ^ 4. Duilius. .Agates.)
By his success in the representation of these popular The Second Funic War commenced with the affair of
entertainments, he amassed considerable wealth, and Saguntum, and was terminated by the battle of Zama.
lived with such luxury that he never gave a great sup- During its continuance Hannibal carried on his cele{Vid.
per without having sow's udder at tal)le, a dish which brated campaigns against the Romans in Italy.
was prohibited by the censors as being too great a Carthago, 4. Hannibal. Metaurus. Zama.) The
{Plin., 8, 51.) Third Punic War was the siege and destruction of
luxury even for the table of patricians.
Nothing farther is known of his history, except that Carthage itself. (Fid. Carthago, i) 4.)
he was still continuing to perform his mimes with apPupiENUS, Marcus Clodius Maiimds, a man of
plause at the period of the death of Laberius, which obscure family, who raised himself by his merit to the
after
months
the
assassination
of
Caesar.
ten
happened
highest offices in the Roman armies, and gradually behave not the came a praetor, consul, prefect of Rome, and a govern(Chron. Euseb ad Olymp., 184.)
His father was a blacksmith.
names of any of the mimes of Publius, nor do we pre- or of the provinces.
all that is preAfter the death of the Gordians, Pupienus was elected
cisely know their nature or subject
served from them being a number of detached senti- with Balbinus to the imperial throne, and, to rid the
ments or maxims, to the amount of 800 or 900, seldom world of the usurpation and tyranny of the Maximini,
exceeding a single line, but containing reflections of he immediately marched against these tyrants ; but he
unrivalled force, truth, and beauty, on all the various was soon informed that they had been sacrificed to the
Both fury and resentment of their own soldiers. He preparrelations, situations, and feelings of human life.
the writers and actors of mimes were probably careful ed, after this, to make war against the Persians, who
to have their memory stored with commonplaces and insulted the majesty of Rome, but was massacred, .A.D.
Balbinus shared his
of morality, in order to introduce them appro- 236, by the praetorian guards.
precef)ts
The fate. Pupienus is sometimes called Maximus. In
priately in their e.xtemporaneous performances.
lent

to

—

—

m

—

—

(J*

—

—

—

We

,

;

maxims of Publius were
dramas

;

interspersed

through

his

but, being the only portion of these produc-

now

remaining, they have just the appearance of
thoughts or sentiments, like those of Rochefoucauld.
His mimes must either have been very numerous, or
It is
very thickly loaded with these moral aphorisms.

tions

also surprising that they

seem

raised far above the ordi-

nary tone even of regular comedy, and appear for the
greater part to be almost stoical maxims. Seneca has remarked, that many of his eloquent verses are litter for
How such exthe buskin than the slipper.
{Ep., 8 )
alted precepts should have been grafted on the lowest
farce, and how passages, which would hardly be appropriate in the most serious sentimental comedy, were
adapted to the actions or manners of gross and drunken
buffoons, is a diflSculty which could only be solved had
we fortunately received entire a larger portion of these

7F

his private character he appeared always grave and serious.
was the constant friend of justice, modera-

He

and clemency, and no greater encomium can be
he was inpassed upon his virtues than to say that
vested with the purple without soliciting it, and thai
the Roman senate said they had selected him from
thousands, because they knew no person more worthy
or better qualified to support the dignity of an emVit. Gord.)
peror.
(Capitol, Vit. Maxim.— Id.,
Pupius, a tragic poet at Rome, contemporary with
Caesar.
He was famed for his power in exciting emotion.
Hence the scholiast on Horace remarks ( Ev>st.,
tion,

''
ita affectum
1, I, 67).
Pupius, Trag(tdiographus,
Inde ueos Jlere comptlleret.
spectuntium movU, ut

tum vfrsum fecit
"

'

:

Flchunt amici et bene noti mortem meam ;
"
in me tivo lacrymatu est satis.*
Nam vovulus
^
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tailed from the manufacture of purple dye estaliiished
They answer at the present day to Madeira
and the adjacent isles.
{Plin 6, 32.)

bodies of the lower orders.
These holes were called
puiiculi, from their resemblance to wells, or, more
from
the
stench
which
issued from them, iu
probably,
consequence of this practice. {Varro, L. L., 4, 5.

Campania, now Pozzuoli, on the
Its Greek
from the Lucrine Lake.

J'he Esquiliae seem to have been
Putic.)
considered as unwholesome till this moile of ourial

Purpjrari^,

islands off the coast of Mauritania, so

I

in them.

—

,

PuTKOLi,

a city of

coast, and not far
Rame was Dicaearchia

Fest.,

j

;

but,

when

Romans

the

sent a
I

colony thither, they gave it the name of Puteoli, probably from the number of its walls, or perhaps from the
stench which was emitted by the sulphureous and aluminous springs in the neighbourhood. {Straho, 245.

I

j

j

—

I

Plin., 31, 2.)
Respecting the origin of this place,
we learn from Straho that it was at first the harbour of

Hence we may

Cumae.

that city, without

fairly

calling in the

regard

it

Samians

to assist

m

its

Dium.

The

earliest

who

styles it a Greek
appears at that time to have

nians before the Peloponnesian war (1,61).
It
afterward taken by Archelaiis, king of Maccdon,

removed

was

who

twenty stadia from the sea, as Diobut Thucydides slates, that it had been,

site

its

dorus asserts

;

long before that period, in the possession of Alexander the son of Amyntas, and that Themistocles sailed
thence on his way to Persia (1, 137). After the death
of Archelaiis, Pydna again fell into the hands of the
Athenians; but the circumstances of this change are
not known to us.
It was afterward taken from them
The next fact relby Philip, and given to Olynthus.
ative to Pydna which is recorded in history, is posterior to the reign of Alexander the Great, whose
mother Olympias was here besieged by Cassander ;
and, all hopes of relief being cut off by the intrenchraent having been made round the town from sea to

time became a naval station of considerable icnarmies were sent to Puteoli from thence
(Ltp., 26, 17), and the embassy sent from Carthage,
which was to sue for peace at the close of the second
Punic war, disembarked here, and proceeded to Rome
by land {Liv., 30, 22), as did St. Paul about 250 years
afterward The apostle remained seven days at Puteoli
before he set forward on his journey by the Appian
Way. {Acts, xxviii., 13.) In the time of Strabo, this
city appears to have been a place of very great commerce, and particularly connected with Alexandrea
the imports from that city, which was then the emporium of the East, being much greater than the exports
of Italy.
{Straho, 793 —Suet., Aug., 9S,-Senec.,
The harbour of Puteoli was spacious and
Ep., 77.)
of peculiar construction, being formed of vast piles of
mortar and sand, which, owing to the strongly cementing properties of the latter material, became very solid
this

:

famine

compelled Olympias to surrender,
into prison, and afterward put
{Diod. Sic, 19, 61.)
Pydna is also famous
for the decisive victory gained in its neighbourhood by
Paulus .<4}milius over the Macedonian army under
Perseus, which put an end to that ancient empire
The epitoiniser of Strabo says, that in his time it was
called Kitros {Strah 509)
as likewise the scholiast
to Demo.othenes; and this name is still attached to the
Dr. Clarke observed at Ki'
spot at the present day.
tros a vast tumulus, which he considered, with much
sea,

at length

when she was thrown

—

to death.

;

—

,

and compact masses and these, being sunk in the sea,
afforded secure anchorage for any number of vessels.
{Strab., 245 )
Pliny (35, 13) has remarked this qualof Puteoli, which
ity of the sand in the neighbourhood
now goes by the name of Pozzolana. The same wri;

;

probability, as marking the site of the great battle
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol.
fought in these plains.
1, p. 214, seqq.)
Pygm.i«i, a fabulous nation of dwarfs, placed by
Aristotle near the sources of the Nile {Hist. An , 8,

ter informs us (36, 12), that this harbour possessed
The
also the advantage of a conspicuous lighthouse.
in

of the Sinus Therma'icus, above
mention of this town is in Scylax,

from which it
been independent of the Macedonian princes. Thucydides speaks of an attack made upon it by the Athe-

been frequented hitherto for commercial purposes.
(Lie, 24, 7.) In the following year it was attacked
by Hannibal without success (Lir., 24, 13), and about

remains which are yet to be seen

was discontinued, which change took place in the
reign of Augustus, when the gardens of .Maecenas were
laid out here.
{Hor., Sal., 1, 88.— Id., Ep., 5, 100.)
Pyona, a city of Macedonia, on the western coast

city (p. 26),

as a colony of

foundation, as Stephanus Byzantinus reports, and Hie{Euseh., Chron.^ 2.) The Romans appear
ronymus
to have first directed their attention to this spot in the
second Punic war, when Fabius the consul was ordered to fortify and garrison the town, which had only

portance

s. V.

12.— Milan, H.

A., 2,

1

;

3,

13); by Ctesias, in In-

and by Eustathius, amusingly enough,
in England, over against Thule {evda tu 'ly-y?AKd.
Eustalh., ad 11., 3, 6. p. 372 )
I'hey were of a very
diminutive size, being, according to one account, of
the height merely of a Truyfifj, or 20 fingers' breadth
{Eustath.,l. c), while others made them three oKida-

the harbour of

dia {Ind., 11)

Puteoli are commonly, but erroneously, considered to
be the ruins of Caligula's bridge whereas that emperor is said expressly to have used boats, anchored in
a double line, for the construction of the bridge which
he threw over from Puteoli to Baiae these were covered with earth, after the manner of Xerxes's famous

—

;

—

;

;

[lai,

or

27 inches

mies are said

in size.

{Plin., 7, 2.)

The Pyg-

have lived under a salubrious sky and

Upon the completion
bridge across the Hellespont.
of the work, Caligula is described as appearing there
in great pomp, on horseback or in a chariot, for two
days, followed by the praetorian band and a splendid
It is evident, therefore, that this structure
retinue.

amid a perpetual spring, the northern blasts being kept
off by lofty mocnlains.
{Plin., I. c.) kx\ annual warfare was waged between them and the cranes {Horn.,

temporary purpose, and it is farther
was begun from the piles of Puteoli.

mounted on the backs of
rams and goats, and armed with bows and arrows.

was designed

II., 3,

for a

mentioned that

it

3); and they are fabled to have advanced

to

battle against these birds,

—

—

to

Josephus, Antiq Jud., 19, 1.)
{Suet., Calig., 19.
Puteoli became a Roman colony A.U.C. 55S, was re-

They used

colonized by Augustus, and again, for the third time,
by Nero. {Tacit., Ann., 14, 27.) This place apthe cause of Vespasian with
pears to have espoused
which circumstance, according to an
great zeal, from
the title of Colonia Flavia.
inscription, it obtained
The same memorial informs us, that Antoninus Pius
caused the harbour of Puteoli to be repaired. {Cra-

6.

mer's Anc. Italy,

ever, makes them to have lived in caves, like Troglodytes, and to have come out at harvest-time with hatchets to cut down the corn, as if to fell a forest.
{Eu~

vol. 2, p.

—

loc.
Pli7i., L c.)
Every spring they
warlike array to the seashore, for the
and
the
of
eggs
young of the cranes,
destroying
purpose
since otherwise they would have been overpowered by
the number of their feathered antagonists. {Hecatcbus,
Their dwellings were constructed of
ap. Plin., I. c.)
shells of eggs.
Aristotle, howclay, feathers, and the

a place at

n4Q

also a kind of bells or rattles {Kpdra'ka) to
{Hecataus, ap. Schol. ad II. , 3

them away.

— Heyne,

came down

163, scqq.)

Rome, in the vicinity of the
The Campus Esquilinus was, in the early
Esquiline.
days of Rome, without the walls of the city, and a
oumber of pits were dug in it to receive the dead
PoTicuM,

scare

fell

in

—

Philostratus relates, that Hercules once
I. c.)
after he had conasleep in the deserts of Africa

stath.,
j

{

ad

PYG

PYL

that he was suddenly awakened by
quercd AnlCBus, and
an attack which had been made upon his body by an

army of these

Liliputians,

who

professed to be the

avengers of Antania, since they were his brethren,
A simultaneous onuet
and earthbdrn like himself.
was made upon his head, hands, and feet. Arrows

his own hands.
He btof a beautiful statue of ivory whicb
he had made, and, at his earnest request and prayer*,
according to the mythologists, the goddess of Ueautj

stowed upon the works of

came enamoured

changed this favourite statue into a woman, whom the
artist married, and by whom he had a son called Pawere discharged at him, his hair was ignited, spades phiis, who founded the city of thai name in Cyprus.
were thrust into his eyes, and coverings or doors (i9v- {Ovid, Met., 10, 9 ) Compare the other version of
to his mouth and nostrils to prevent the
pai) were applied
legend, as given from the Cyprian fables of PhiloThe hero awoke in the midst of the war- stephanus, by Clemens of Alexandrea {Prolrept., p.
respiration.
fare, and was so much pleased with the courage dis
50), and by Arnobius {adv. Gent., lib. 6, p. 206).
his tiny foes, that he gathered them all into Consult, also, Philostratus ( Vit. Apollon., 5, 5) and
played by
his lion skin and brought them to Eurystheus.
{Phi- Meursius {Cypr., 2).
lostr., Icon., 2, 22, p. 817, ed. Morell.)—Thc Pygmies
PvLADKs, I. a son of Strophius, king of Phocis, by
of antiquity, like those of more modern times, may be one of the sisters of Agamemnon.
He was educated
safely regarded as mere creatures of the imagination. together with his cousin Orestes, with whom he form"We have had them even placed, by popular belief, in ed a most intimate friendship, and whom he aided io
A number of small graves, two or avenging the murder of Agamemnon by the punishour own country.
He received
three feet in length, were found in the West, contain- ment of Clytaemnestra and if^gisthus.
bones.
The idea of in marriage the hand of Elcctra, the sister of Orestes,
ing fraguients of evidently adult
but it was by whom he had two sons, Medon and Strophius.
a pigmy race was immediately conceived
unknown to the discoverers, thai the Indians, after dis- The friendship of Orestes and Pyladea became proburied them in graves just large verbial.
II. A celebrated actor in
{Vid, Orestes.)
interring their dead,

—

;

—

bones made up into a small bundle for the convenience of transportation.
(M'CulWith respect
lochy Researches on America, p 516.)
to the Pygmies of ancient fable, it may be remarked,
that Homer places them merely in southern lands, withnor does he
out specifying their particular locality
(Heyne,
say a word respecting their diminutive size.
ad Ham., II., 3, 3.) Aristotle, as we have already said,

enough

to hold iMe

—
;

assigns them a residence near the sources of the Nile
{Hfst, An., 8, 1.5), in which he is followed by iElian
15) and others.

Some

3,
agree with
(if. A.,
Ctesias in making India their native country.
Plmy,
in one passage, places them also in India (7, 2). but in
2, 1

;

another in Thrace (4, 2).
Other.-*, again, making the
cranes to wing their way from the northern regions
over the Poiitus Euxinus. regard Scyihia and Thrace
as the Pygniy land.
Many have supposed that the fable of the Pygmies and cranes has a reference to the
As the cranes make iheir ap[)earcountry of Egv[)t.
ance there about the month of November, the lime in
which the waters are subsided, and devour the corn
sown on the lands, the whole fable of the Pygmies may
be explained by supposing them to have been none
other than the Egyptians, and the term pygmy (irvynoi to refer to any diminutiveness of size, but

—

(latog)

Some
to the cubits {irvyfiai, Trr/xet^) of the Nile's rise
scholars suppose ihe germe of the fable to be found in
the remarks of Strabo, respecting the /xtKpo<j)viav rcjv
Barrow, in his
hv A(.6vy (^vniihuv.
{Straho, 820.)
Travels to the Cape of Good Hope (vol. 1, p. 239).
endeavours to identify the Bosjesmans of the Cape
and the Pygmies of the ancients, but with no great

success.

Hecren regards

the

whole

Pygmy

narrative

as fabulous, but assigns it an Indian origin, and makes
it to have spread from the East into the countries of the

Malte-Brun inclines
{Idccn, vol. 1, p. 368.)
in favour of the existence of a pygmy race, from the
who
stale that they
accounts of modern travellers,
ha^e seen in the remote East small and deformed beings

West

not unlike in appearance to the pygmies of fomrT days,
Hence
and for the most part only four feet in size.
bethinks it not unlikely that a diminutive race, resemthe ancient pygmies, may still
bling, in some degree,
be existing among the remote and desert regions of
Thibet! {Malte- Brun, Annales des Voyages, \o\. 1,
p. 3.55, seq({.

—

Pygmalion,

B'dhr, ad Cles., p. 295 )
a king of Tyre, son of Belus,
I.

—

and

II. \
brother to the celebrated Dido.
{Vid. Dido.)
The decelebrated statuary of the island of ('yprus.
bauchery of the females of Amathus, to which he wa.s
a witness, created in him such an aversion for the fair

The affection
he resolved never to marry.
which he had denied to the other sex he liberally be-

ar K. that

the reign of Augustus, banished by that emperor foi
pointing with his finger to one of the audience who had

known

hissed him, and thus making him
Vit.

Aug., ^^.—Macrob., Sat

PvLiE {UvXai),

A manic*,

Pylae

a

all.

{Suet.,

name among the Greeks
The most remarkable were the

Pylse Albaniae.

I.

following.

to

2, 7.)

a general

any narrow pass.

for

,

(

—

FjJ. Caucasus.)

pass through the range of

II.

Mount

Da•Amanus, between Cilicia Campestris and Syria.
marched through this pass to the battle field of

rius

{Quint. Curt., 3, 4.— Ftol., 5, S.—Plin., 6,
( Vid. Caspiae Ports )— IV.
Pylas Caspiae
V. PyljE Cilicie,
(Firf. Caucasus.)
Pylae Caucasiae
a pass of Cilicia, in the range of Mount Taurus,
{Pltn , 5, 27.
through which flows the river Sarus.
—Polyb, 12, 8.)— VI. Pyl« Sarmatiae. (Fid. CauVII. Pyla
casus, towards ihe close of that article.)
Issus.

27

)— III.

—

—

pass leading from Cilicia into Syria, asd
bounded on one side by the sea. {Xen., Anab., 1, 4.
Syriae,

a

Alex., 2. 8 )
an ancient city of Elis, about eighty stadia to the east <tfthe city of Elis, and which disputed
with two other towns of the same name the honoui
of being the caf ital of Nestor's dominions ; these were
This
Pylos of Triphylia, and the Messenian Pylos.

—Arrian, Exp.
Pyi.os,

I.

somewhat

interesting question in Homeric geography
be considered under the head of the last-mentioned city.
Pausrnias informs us (6, 22) that the Eleau
son of Cleson,
city was originilly founded by Pylus,
king of Megar? ; but that, having been destroyed by
Jlercules, it vas afterward restored by the Eleans.
will

(Compare Xen
deserted and
of Elis.

We

was

at

,

in

This town was
Hist. Gr., 7, 4, 16.)
ruins when Pausanias made the tour

collect

the foot of

from Strabo (339) that Pylos

Mount Pholoe. and between

the

This

site

heads of the rivers Peneus and Selleis.

where
agrees sufficiently with a spot named Partes,
there are vesciges of antiquity, under Mount ManrO'
boitni, which mMst be the Pholoe of the ancients. {Gellt
Cramer's Anc. Greece,
Ilin. of the Morca. p. 30, seq.

—

vol.

3",

p

91

)— II. A

in the district of
city of Elis.

as
Triphvlia. regarded bv Strabo, with great probability,
It is placed by
the city of Nestor.
( Vtd Pylos HI.)
that geographer at a distance of thirty stadia from the
coast, and near a small river once called Amathus and
Pamisus, but subsequently Mamaus and .^rcadicus.
The epithet of rjfiaftneig, applied bv Homer to the Pylian terriiorv, was referred to the first of these names.
Notwithstanding its ancient celebrrty,
{Strabo, 344.)
Pauthis city is scarcely mentioned in later times.
been aware of
sanias, even, does not appear to have
Strabo affirms that on the conits existence (6,22).
quest of Triphylia bv the Eleans, they annexed it«

PYR

PYLOS.
lemtory

to

neighbouring town

the

of

LepriEum.

A

book of Thucydides.
spot na«
Pila, and laid down in Lapie's map as nearly in
the centre of the bay, probably answers to the ancient
tailed in the fourth

The vestiges of Pylos are thought by
{Strab., 355.)
Sir
Gell to correspond with a Palaio Castro, situated at Fischine or Piskini, about two miles from
the coast.
Near this is a village called Sarene, per-

med

{^Itin. of the Morea, p.
haps a corruption of Arene.
40.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 117.) III. A
city of Messenia, on the western coast, off which lay
It was situated at the foot
the island of Sphacteria.
of Mount ^galeus, now Geranio or Agio Elia. ( StraThis city was regarded by many as the
Lo, 459.)
capital of Nestor's dominions, and, at a later period,
was celebrated for the brilliant successes obtained
there by the Athenians in the Peloponnesian war.
It
is
necessary, however, to distinguish between the ancient city of Pylos, and the fortress which the Athenian troops under Demosthenes erected on the spot
termed Coryphasium by the Lacedaemonians. {ThuStrabo affirms, that when the town of Pycyd.f 4, 3.)
los was destroyed, part of the inhabitants retired to
Coryphasium; but Pausanias makes no distinction between the old and new town, simply stating that Pylos, founded by Pylus, son of Cleson, was situated on
the promontory of Coryphasium.
To Pylus he has
also attributed the foundation of Pylos in Elis, whither that chief retired on his expulsion from Messenia
He adds, that
by Neleus and the Thessalian Pelasgi.
a temple of Minerva Coryphasia was to be seen near
the town, as well as the house of Nestor, whose monomcnt was likewise to be seen there. Strabo, on the
contrary, has been at considerable pains to prove that
the Pylos of Homer was not in Messenia, but in Tri-

ive masonry, which, from a square base, rise diminishing to a point or vertex when viewed from below.

W.

—

—

From Homer's description, he observes, it is
phylia.
evident that Nestor's dominions were traversed by the
Alpheus ; and, from his account of Telemachus' voyage when returning to Ithaca, it is also clear that the
Pylos of the Odyssey could neither be the Messenian
nor Elean city
since the son of Ulysses is made to
Cruni, Chalcis, Phea, and the coast of Elis, which
Rass
e could not have done if he had set out from the lastmentioned place
if from the former, the
navigation
would have been much longer than from the description we are led to suppose, since we must reckon 400
stadia from the Messenian to the Triphylian Pylos
only, besides which, we may presume, the poet would
in that case have named the Neda, the Acidon, and
the intervening rivers and places.
Again, from Nestor's account of his battle with the Epeans, he must
have been separated from that people by the Alpheus,
a statement which cannot be reconciled with the position of the Elean Pylos.
If, on the other hand, we
suppose him to allude to the Messenian city, it will
appear very improbable that Nestor should make an
incursion into the country of the Epei, and return
from thence with a vast quantity of cattle, which he
had to convey such a distance.
His pursuit of the
enemy as far as Buprasium and the Olenian rock, after
their defeat, is equally incompatible with the supposition that he marched from Messenia.
In fact, it is
not easy to understand how there could have been
any communication between the Epeans and the subjects of Nestor, if they had been so far removed from
But as all the circumstances mentioned
each other.
;

;

by Homer agree satisfactorily with the situation of the
Triphylian city, we are necessarily induced to regard
Such are the chief arguit as the
Pylos of Nestor.
ments adduced by Strabo. According to Thucydides,
the Messenian Pylos had two entrances, one on each
side of the island of Sphacteria, but of unequal
breadth ; the narrowest being capable of admitting
The harbour itself must
only two vessels abreast.
have been verj capacious for two such considerable
fleets as those of Athens and Sparta to engage within

—

These characteristics sufficiently indicate the port
or bay of Navarino as the scene of those most interesting events of the Peloponnesian war which are deit.
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(Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 132, seqq.)
PyramIdes, famous monuments of Egypt, of mass-

Pylos.

—

The pyramids commence immediately

south of Cairo,
but on the opposite side of the Nile, and extend in an
uninterrupted range for many miles in a southerly direction parallel wiih the banks of the river.
The perpendicular height of the first, which is ascribed to
Cheops, is 480 feet 9 inches, that is, 43 feet 9 inches
higher than St. Peter's at Rome, and 136 feet 9 inches higher than St. Paul's in London.
The length of
the former base was 764 feet, that of the present base

746 feet. (Vysc, Operations at the Pyramids of
Gizeh, vol. 2, p. 109.) The following are the dimensions of the second pyramid
the base, 684 feet
the
central line down the front from the apex to the base,
568 the perpendicular, 356 coating from the top to
where it ends, 140. These dimensions, being considerably greater than those usually assigned even to the
first or largest pyramid, are to be accounted for
by
their being taken (by Belzoni) from the base as cleared from sand and rubbish, while the measurements of
is

:

;

;

;

first
pyramid given by others only applied to it as
measured from the level of the surrounding sand
The antiquity of these erections, and the purpose for
which they were formed, have furnished matter for
much ingenious conjecture and dispute in the absence
of certain information.
It has been supposed that
they were intended for scientific purposes, such as

the

—

that of establishing the proper length of the cubit, of
which they contain, in breadth and height, a certain

number of

multiples.
They were, at all events, constructed on scientific principles, and give evidence of
a certain progress in astronomy ; for their sides are
accurately adapted to the four cardinal points. Whether they were applied to sepulchral uses, and intended
as sepulchral monuments, has been doubted ; but the

doubts have in a great measure been dispelled by the
recent discoveries made by means of laborious excavations.
The drifting sand had, in the course of ages,
collected around their base to a considerable height,
and had raised the general surface of the country
above the level which it possessed when they were
The entrance to the chambers had also
constructed.
been, in the finishing, shut up with large stones, and
built round so as to be uniform with the rest of the

The largest, called the Pyramid of Cheops,
had been opened, and some chambers discovered in it,
but not so low as the base, till Mr. Davison, British
consul at Algiers, explored it in 1763, when accomHe dispanying Mr. Wortley Montague to Egypt.
covered a room before unknown, and descended the
three successive wells to a depth of 155 feet.
Captain Caviglia, master of a merchant-vessel, afterward
exterior.

pursued the principal oblique passage 200 feet farther
down than any former explorer, and found it communicate with the bottom of the well. This circumstance creating a circulation of air, he proceeded 28
feet farther, and found a spacious room 66 feet by 27,
but of unequal height, under the centre of the pyramid, supposed by Mr. Salt to have been the place
containing the theca or sarcophagus, though now
The room is 30 feet above the
is found in it.
The upper chamber, 35^ feet by
level of the Nile.
]7i;, and 18* high, still contains a sarcophagus.
for

none

—

Three chambers, hitherto undiscovered, were exposed
The longand opened, in 1836-7, by Colonel Vyse.
est, measuring 38 feet 1 inch, by 17 feet 1 inch, has
been denominated by him the " Wellington Chamber ;" the second (38 feet 9 inches, by 16 feet 8 inch" Nelson's
;" and the third (37 feet 4
es) he named
inches, by 16 feet 4 inches) has been called after
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Lady Arbuthnot, who was present at tho time of the
These chambers vary as to height, and
discovery.
the blocks of granite which form the ceiling of the one
as the pavement of the one abovo it.
serve
below
Colonel Vyse, these three chambers were
According
chieHy intended as voids in that portion of the pyramid above what ia termed the " king's chamber" (the
only one that appears to have had any destination),
and thereby to lessen the superincumbent mass. (Consult the costly and elaborate work of Colonel Vyse,
*'
Operations carried on at the Pyramids of Gizeh tn
1837," &c., London, 1840, 2 vols. 4to.— vol. 1, p 205,
In the course of the work just alluded to
235, 256.)
(vol. 2, p. 105), Colonel Vyse has some remarks on the
question whether the pyramids were connected in any
way with astronomical purposes. It seems that, in six
pyramids which have been opened, the principal pasto

—

sage preserves the same inclination of 26° to the ho" As it had
rizon, being directed to the polar star.
been supposed," remarks the colonel, *' that the inclined passages were intended for astronomical purposes, I mentioned the circumstance to Sir John Herschel, who, with the utmost kindness, entered into various calculations to ascertain the fact.
I also informed Sir John of the allusion in the Quarterly Review' to Mr. Caviglia's remarks respecting the polar
star, and likewise of its having been seen by Captains
Irby and Mangles from the inclined passage in the
Great Pyramid, at the period of its culminating, on
the night of the 2l8t of March, 1817.
It would appear from the remarks of Sir John, which here follow,
that the direction of the passage was determined by
the star which was polar at the time that the pyramid
was constructed, and that the exact aspect of the
building was regulated by it ; but it could not have
been used for celestial observation. The coincidence
of the relative position of a Draconis is at all events
'

very remarkable."
1.

Sir John HerscheVs Observations on the Entrance
Passages in the Pyramids of Gizeh.

" Four thousand
years ago, the present polar

star,

a

Urs(B Minoris, could by no possibility have been seen
at any time in the twenty-four hours through the gallery in the Great Pyramid, on account of the precession of the Equinoxes, which at that time would have
displaced every star in the heavens, from its then apparent position on the sphere, by no less a quantity than
55° 45' of longitude, and would have changed all the
relations of the constellations to the diurnal sphere.
The supposed date of the pyramid, 2123 years B.C.,

added to our present date, 1839, form 3962 years (say
4000), and the effect of the precession on the longitudes of the stars in that interval having been to increase them all by the above-named quantity, it will
follow that the pole of the heavens, at the erection of
the pyramid, must have stood very near to the star a
Draconis, that is, 2° 51' 15" from it to the westward,
as we should now call it
a Draconis was therefore,
and as it is com[)arativeIy
at that time, the polar star
insignificant, and only of the third magnitude, if so
much, it can scarcely be supposed that it could have
been seen in the daytime even in the climate of Gizeh,
or even from so dark a recess as the inclined entrance
of the Great Pyramid.
latitude, however, of 3{»°,
and a polar distance of the star in question of 1° 51'
would
at
its
lower
15",
culmination, to an albring it,
titude of 27° 91', and therefore it would have been directly in view of an observer stationed in the descending passage, the opening of which, as seen from a
;

;

A

sixty-three feet within, would, by calculation,
•ubtend an angle of 7° 7' and even from the bottom, near the sepulchral chamber, would still appear
of at least 2° in breadth.
In short, speaking as in ordinary parlance, the passage may be said to have been
directly pointed at a Draconis, at its inferior culmina-

point

;

which moment its altitude above the h^rtton
(lat. 30) would have been 27° 9'— refraction

tioD, at

of Gizeh

being neglected as too trifling (about
'I'hc present
polar star, a

question.

was

at

this

epoch 23° more or

2') to affect the

Urta MtnorxM,

less in arc

from the

then pole of the heavens, and, of course, at its lower
culmination, it was only 7° above the horizon of
Gizeh." ( Vyte, Operations, &c., vol. 2, p. 107,
9cq.)
2.

fielzoni, after

Operations of Behoni.

some acute observations on

the ap-

pearances connected with the second pyramid, or that
of Chephrenes, succeeded in
The stones
opening it.

which bad constituted the coating (by which the sides
of most of the pyramids, which now rise in
steps, bad
been formed into plain and smooth surfaces) lay in a
compact and ponderous rubbish, presenting a
formidable obstruction
but somewhat looser in the

state of

;

centre of the front, showing traces of operations for exOn the
ploring it in an age posterior to the erection.
east side of the pyramid he discovered the foundation
of a large temple, connected with a
portico appearing

above ground, which had induced him to explore that
Between this and the pyramid, from which it
part.

was fifty feet distant, a way was cleared through rubbish forty feet in height, and a pavement was found at
the bottom, which is supposed to extend quite round
the pyramid ; but there was no appearance of any entrance.
On the north side, notwithstanding the same

general appearance presented itself after the rubbish
was cleared away, one of the stones, though nicely
its
and
place, was observed to be loose
was removed, a hollow passage was found, evforced by some former enterprising explorer,

adapted to

when

it

idently

;

and rendered dangerous by the rubbish which fell from
the roof; it was therefore abandoned.
Reasoning by
analogy from the entrance of the first pyramid, which
is to the east of the centre on the north side, he explored in that situation, and found, at a distance of thirty
feet, the true entrance.

After incredible perseverance

and labour, he found numerous passages, all cut out of
the solid rock, and a chamber forty-six feet three inches
by sixteen feet three inches, and twenty-three feet six
inches high.
It contained a sarcophagus in a corner,
surrounded by large blocks of granite.
When opened,
after great labour, this was iound to contain bones,
which mouldered down when touched, and. from specimens afterward examined, turned out to be the bones
of an ox
Human bones were also found in the same

An

made with charcoal,
" the
place had been
opened by Mohammed Ahmed, lapicide, attended by
tiie master Othman, and the
king Alij Mohammed,"
supposed to be the Ottoman emperor, Mohammed I.,
in the beginning of the fifteenth century.
It was ol>served that the rock surrounding the pyramids, on the
north and west sides, was on a level with the upper
It is evidently cut away all
part of the chamber.
around, and the stones taken from it were most probplace.

was on the

Arabic inscription,
wall, signifying that

'I'here
ably applied to the erection of the pyramid.
are many places in the neighbourhood where the rock
has been evidently quarried, so that there is no found-

ation tor the opinion formerly common, and given by
Herodotus, that the stones had been brought from the
east side of the Nile, which is only probable as ap-

The operaplied to the granite brought from Syene.
tions of Belzoni have thrown light on the manner in
were constructed, as well as the
which the
pyramids
That they
intended.
purposes for which they were
were meant for sepulchres can hardly admit of a doubt.
It is remarkable that no hierogiyphical inscriptions are
found in or about the pyramids as in the other tombs
a circumstance which is supposed to indicate the period of their construction to have been prior to the invention of that mode of writing, though some think
that the variation may be accounted for by a difference
;
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Belzoni,
usages of different places and ages.
however, says that he found some hieroglyphics on one
of the blocks forming a mausoleum to the west of the
in the

The first pyramid seems never to have
pyramid.
been coated, as there is not the slightest mark of any
The second pyramid showed that the coalcovering.
ing had been executed from the summit downward, as
it
appeared that it had not, in this instance, been finished to the bottom.
first

3.

Who

were the labourers employed on the Pyramids 1

A

built, by this name in the hearing of
Herodotus, since they referred them to their kings CheIt would seem, moreover, that
ops and Chephrtnes.
the shepherd Philitis had formerly, and at other times,

pyramids were

The following,
customarily fed his cattle elsewhere.
then, may be regarded as the meaning of the passao-e
in question
they attributed the labour of constructing
the pyramids to a shepherd who came from Philistia,
but who, at that time, fed his cattle in the land of
:

Egypt ; implying that they inore^ readily told the appellation of the workman (the son of Israel, the .shepherd. Gen., 47, 5) employed in the building, than of

very curious inquiry now remains as to the la- the kings by whose commands they were built.
They
bourers employed in erecting these stupendous struc- seem to have pursued the same course in the days of
on
this
and
the
remarks
who
remarks (1,2), "They admit that these
tures,
subject, though Diodorus,
following
they may not be acceded to in their full extent, will works are superior to all which are seen in Egypt, not
it is conceived, not
the
prove unacceptable.
They only by
immensity of their mass and by their proyet,
are from Calmefs Dictionary (vol. 3, p. 217, seq.): digious cost, but still more by the beauty of their
On the supposition that they were native Egyptians, construction and the workmen, who have rendered
Voltaire has founded an argument in proof of the sla- them so perfect, ore much more estimable than the
very of that people ; but that they were really natives kings who paid their cost ; for the former have hereby
The given a proof of their genius and skill, whereas the
is a point which admits of considerable doubt.
uniform practice of the ancient Oriental nations seems kings contributed only the riches left them by their anto have been, to employ captive foreigners in erecting cestors, or extorted from their subjects.
They say
laborious and painful works, and Diodorus (1,2) ex- the first was erected by Armceus ; the second by Am"
Is it mosis ; the third by Inaron
In the common Greek
pressly asserts this of the Egyptian Sesostris.
improbable to suppose that one at least, if not all, of text we read 'kp.aaLg for the second name, but the
the structures in question, were the work of the Israel
best critics decide in favour of 'A////cjCTff
If we make
ites ?
Bondage is expressly attributed to them in the a slight change also in the first name, and, instead of
sacred writings
and that the Israelites did not make Armajus ('Ap/zaiof), read AramsEus {' Apap-aio^), the
brick only, but performed other labours, may be in- result will be a curious one.
On comparing the
Moses took *• ashes of names a Monsis and in Avon with the Hebrew deferred from Exodus, 9, 8, 10.
the furnace,'' no doubt that which was tendered him scription of Moses and Aaron, we find that the prji)per
So Psalm 81, 6, "I removed his appellation is the same, as near as pronunciation by
by his people.
shoulder from the burden, and his hands were deliv- natives of different countries could bring it
a Monsis,
ered from the mortar bash t" not pots, as in our or ha Mousis, is hu Mimseh in Hebrew
and in Aron,
and with this rendering agree the Septu- or hin Aron, is wrftien hu Aaron, which certainly,
translation
Added to when two vowels came together, look a consonant beagint, Vulgate, Symmachus, and others.
;

;

:

;

;

we have the positive testimony of Joscphus that
The
the Israelites were employed on the Pyramids.
space of time allotted for the erection of these im-

this,

mense masses coincides with what

is
usually assigned
Israel is understood
to the slavery of the Israelites
to have been in Egypt 215 years, of which Joseph

nor was it till long after his
ruled seventy years
death that a " new king arose who knew not Joseph."
If we allow about forty years for the extent of the
generation which succeeded Joseph, added to his
seveutv. there remain about 105 years to the Exodus.
According to Herodotus (2, 124, scqq.), Egypt,
until the reign of Rhampsinitus, was remarkable for
;

abundance and excellent laws.
Cheops, who succeeded this prince, degenerated into extreme profliHe barred the avenues of every
gacy of conduct.
temple, and forbade the Egyptians from offering sacHe next proceeded to make them labour serrifices
Chevilely for himself by building the first pyramid.
its

His brother Chephrenes sucops reigned fifty years.
he reigned fiftyceeded, and adopted a similar course
six vears.
Thus, for the space of 106 years, were the
Egvptians exposed to every species of oppression and
not having, during all this period, permiscalamity
:

;

The Egypsion even to worship in their temples.
tians had so strong an aversion to the memory of
these two monarchs, that they would never mention
names, but always attributed their pyramids to
one Philitis, a shepherd who kept his cattle in those
have here very plain traces of a governparts.
ment by foreign family ; and of a worship contrary
to that which had been previously established in Egypt,
their

We
3.

In its conas appears in the prohibition of sacrifices.
tinuance, moreover, of 106 years, it coincides with the
bondage of the Israelites. There appears to be someand menthing mysterious concealed under the name
It is clear that the
tion of the shepherd Philitis.

Egyptians did not
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call the kings,

by whose orders the

tween them, being spoken as if written hun Aaron.
This testimony, therefore, agrees with the supposition
that the Israelites were employed on the pyramids ;
first under the
appellation of the Syrian or Aramaan
(the very title given to Jacob, Deut., 26, 5, "An Aramite ready to perish," &c.), and afterward under the
names of the two most famous leaders of that nation,
Moses and Aaron. {Calmcfs Dictionary, I c.)
4.

Various elymolosies of the word Pyramid
(flupa/ztf).

Some
flic)

name Pyramid {Pyramis, Uvpa-

derive the

from TTVpo^,

*'

wheal,'' on

they were meant for grannrirs

the
!

sujjposition

that

{Steph. Byz.,s. v.

-^Etymol. Mag s. v.) It is surprising that this silly
derivation should have been approved of by Vossius.
Another class of elymologi.«ts deduce the term from
the Greek word irvp, ''fire,"" in allusion to the flamesha[)ed appearance of ihe structure, as it tapers to a
,

—

—

{Etymol. Mag., s. r.
Sylhurg., nd he.
ad H'orat., Od,3. 30, 2 —Amm.MarceJl., 22,
iv.d
These
other derivations proceed upon the
15 )
supposition that the word pyramid is of Greek origin,
than which nothing can be more erroneous.
{Jablonski, Voc. JEgypt
Opusc, vol. 1, p. 221.) Some,
of
where
he
for
their
the
Pliny
guide,
passage
taking
point.

Schol.

—

explains the term ohehscns by '"radius Solis," and,
regarding the obelisk as a species of pyramid, deduce
the latter word from the Coptic Pi ra-mu-e, which
" a
of the sun." (Jnblonski,
they make to signify
Wilkins thinks that pyramis comes from the
p. 222.)

my

'*

rcgia generatio,"
Coptic Poura misi, equivalent to
the pyramids being so called, according to him. because they served as places of sepuliure for lines of
Jablonski, however, well observes, that Poura
^*
dePouro) misi can signify nothing else but

kings.
(or

scended from kings.''^ Finally, De Sacy, the late eminent Oriental scholar of France, favours us with the

VVK
He makes

following.

Greek

tf, in

Hi

lertnination.

is

PYR

the word Uvpafilc, a mere
then the KgypHan article,

for which the Greeks wrote IIv, m their wish to de" 'I'he
duce the term from irvp. ^'Jire
syllable pafi he
refers to the root ram, which, according to him, had

Egyptian tongue the meaning of separating, or
from common use.
Wvpafiic,
seiting anything apart
iherelore, will denote a sacred place or edifice, set
in the

{De Sacy, Obser•part for some religious purpose.
vations sur Vongtne du nom donni par Us Grecs et

Us Arahes

aitx

Jab/onsk.,

Voc. Aigypt., p.

— Pyramus,
A
II.

Taurus,

tyramides

d" Mgypte.

224

— Te

a youth of Babylon.

I.

Water, ad

)

{Vid. Thisbe.)

river of Cilicia Campestris, rising in
and falling into the Sinus Issicus. It

Mount
is now

Ihe Geilioon.
way, by a deep
•nd narrow channel, through the barrier of Taurus
and such was the quantity of soil which it carried down,
that an oracle affirmed that one day it would reach

This river forces

its

;

the sacred isle of Cyprus.
This, how{Strab., 536.)
ever, has not taken place ; but a remarkable change
has occurred with respect to the course of this river,
which now finds its way into the sea, twenty-three

miles more to the east, in the Gulf of Scanderoon.
(Cramer s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 351.)
Pyrbn^i, a well-known range of mountains, separ-

The name was comfrom Hispania.
to be derived from the Greek term
were attempted
irvp, '^Jire," and various explanations
to be given of this etymology.
According to some,
devastated
otice
been
had
mountains
these
by fire, an
deemed not improbable.
opinion which Posidonius
\Diod. Sic, 5, -^5— Strab., l^ii.—Lucret 5. 13, 42.)
Grtllia

ating

monly supposed

,

The

irud derivation, however, is evidently the Celtic
or l*yrn, •' a high mountain," and from this

was cherished !)y his master, who had formerly been a
of a sceptical philosopher, Metrodorus of
Chios.
Every advance which Pyrrho made in the
fresh uncertainty,
study of philosophy involving him
he left the school of the Dogmatists (so those philosophers were called who professed to be possessed of a
certain knowledge), and established a new school, in
which he taught that every object of human knowledge
is involved in
uncertainty, so that it is impossible ever
to arrive at the knowledge of truth,
{uiog. Laert.,
It is related of this philosopher that he
68, seqq.)
acted upon his own principles, and carried his scepticism to so ridiculous an extreme, that his friends were
obliged to accompany him wherever he went, that he
might not be run over by carriages or fall down preciIf this was true, it was not without rea^on that
pices.
he was ranked among those whose intellects were disturbed by intense study.
But, if we pay any attention
to the respect with which he is mentioned by ancient
writers, or give any credit to the general history of his
life, we must conclude these reports to have been calumnies invented by the Dogmatists, whom he opHe spent a great part of his life in .solitude,
posed.
and always preserved a settled composure of counteHe ennance, undisturbed by fear, or joy, or grief.
dured bodily pain with great fortitude, and in the midst
of dangers discovered no signs of apprehension
In
disputation he was celebrated for the subtlety of his
and
the
of
his
perspicuity
Epiarguments
language.
curus, though no friend to scepticism, was an admirer
of Pyrrho, because he recommended and practised that
self-command which produces undisturbed tranquillity,
the great end, in the judgment of Epicurus, of all
So highly was Pyrrho
physical and moral science.
diMciple

m

esteemed by his countrymen, that they honoured him
Pyren
same may in like manner be deduced the name of with the office of chief priest, and, out of respect to
Mount Brenner in the Tyrol that of Pyern, in upper him, passed a decree, by which all philosophers were
He was a
Austria, that of Fernar, in the I'yrol, and many others. indulged with immunity from public taxes.
[Adelung, Muhradates, vol 2, p. 67.) The range of great admirer of the |)oets, particularly of Homer, and
These frequently repeated passages from his poems. Could
the Pyrenees is about 294 miles in length.
;

—

mouniains are steep,

difficult of access,

able at five places: Isl, From
nia; 2d, from Comminge into
rajfa; 4lh, at

Maya

6tn, at Sebastians,
aii.

{Folyb

,

age

seqq.—Mela,

2,

in

Navarre

is

the easiest of

h.—Plin.,

;

3,

and

3

)

engraver on gems in the
He had the exclusive
Alexander the Great.

pyKGOTELEs,
ol

and Pavipeluna,
Biscay, which

m

3, 34,

and only pass-

Languedoc to CataloAragon; 3d, at Ta-

a celebrated

the conqueror, as Lysippus was
privilege of engraving
the only sculptor who was permitted to make statues
Two gems carved by this artist are said to be
of nun.
extant {Bracci, Memorie, tab. 9S, 99); but Winckelmann has, by many powerful arguments, proved them
to be spurious.
{Op., 6, I, p. 107, .vcyy.)
PvKKiiA, I. a daughter of Epimetheus and Pandora,

—

II. A
and wife of Deucalion.
{Vid. Deucalion)
western coast of the
promontory of Thessaly, on the
below
distance
DemetriSinus Paorasaeus, and a short

zs.

It is

other

—

now Cape Ankis/ri. HI. A rock, with annamed Deucalion, near the prom-

in Its vicinity

m

the preceding paragraph.
{Straontory mentioned
bo, 435.)
PvRRHO, a celebrated Greek philosopher, a native
In his youth he practised the art of paintof Elea.

ing

;

but, either through disinclination, or because his
to higher pursuits, he passed over from

mind aspired

He studthe school of painting to that of philosophy.
ied and admired the writings of Detnocritus, and had,
as his first preceptor, Bryson, the son of Stilpo, a disciple of Clinomachiis.

ple of Anaxarchus,

After this he became a disci-

who was contemporary with Alex-

ander, and he accompanied his master, in the train of
Here he conversed with tiie
Alexander, into Asia.

Brahmans and Gymnosophists, imbibing from their
doctrme whatever might seem favourable to his natnnl disposition towards doubting a disposition which
:

such a

man be

tem as

to

so foolishly enslaved by an absurd systo keep him out of danger!

need a guide

Pyrrho flourished about B C. 340, and died about the
C. 228.
ninetieth year of his age, probably about

B

After his death, the Atlienians honoured his ineniory
with a statue, and a monument to him was erecltd in
his
vol.

own

country.
482.)

1, p.

{Enfield, History of Philvsaphy,

Pyrrhus, I. a son of Achilles and Deidaniia, the
daughter of King I.ycomedes, who received this name
from the yeUvumess of his hair.
He was also called
Neoptoletnus, or new warrior, because he rame to the
'i'rojan

war

in the last

years of the celebrated siege of

He was brought up, and recapital of Troas.
mained at the court of his maternal grandfather until

the

The Greeks, then, according
after his father's death.
to an oracle, which had declared that Troy tould not
be taken unless one of the descendants of ^tucus were
among the besiegers, despatched Ulysses and Plioenix
to Scyros for the young prince.
He had no sooner arrived before Troy, than, having paid a visit to the tomb
of Achilles, he was appointed to accompany Ulysses in
his expedition to l.emnos, for the purpose of prevailing
on Philoctetes to repair with the arrows of Hercules
to the sctne of action.
Pyrrhus greatly signaliied
himself during the siege, and was the firs^t, according
He
to some accoujits, that entered the wooden horse.
vvas not inferior to his father in cruel and vindictive
After breaking down the gales of Priam's
feelings
monarch to the altar
the
he

unhappy
palace,
pursued
of Jupiter, and there, according to some accounts, he
while, according to others, he dragslaughtered him
the hair to the tomb of Achilles, where he
him
;

ged

by

sacrificed

also

him

among

manes of his father. Pyrrhus is
number of those to whom the precipiyoung Astyanax from the summit of a
to the

the

tation of the
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was he that immolated

emies reciprocally claimed the victory as their own.
Pyrrhus still continued the war in favour of the TarenAndromache, tines, when he was invited into Sicily by the inhabithe widow of Hector, and Helenas, the brother of the tants, who laboured under the yoke of Carthage and
After some time the cruelty of their own petty tyrants.
His fondness
latter, were assigned to Pyrrhus.
had elapsed, he gave up Andromache to Helenus, and for novelty soon determined him to quit Italy.
He
sought and obtanied the hand of Hermione, daughter left a garrison at Tarentum, and crossed over to Sibut he was slain for this by cily, where he obtained two victories over the Carthaof Menelaus and Helen
He was for a
Orestes, son of Agamemnon. {Eurip.y Androm., 1244, ginians, and took many of their towns.
Virg., Mn.^ 3, 319, seqq.
Hcyne, Excurs., while successful, and formed the project of invading
seqq.
n. A king of Epirus, descended Africa ; but his popularity soon vanished. His troops
12, ad JSw., 3.)
He was saved became insolent, and he behaved with haughtiness,
from Achilles on the mother's side.
when an infant, by the fidelity of his servants, from and showed himself oppressive, so that his return to
the pursuits of the enemies of his father, who had been Italy was deemed a fortunate event for all Sicily.
He
banished from his kingdom, and he was carried to the had no sooner arrived at Tarentum than he renewed
court of Glautiaa, king of Illyricum, who educated him hostilities with the Romans with great acrimony
but
with great tenderness.
Cassander, king of Macedo- when his army of 80,000 men had been defeated bv
not
him
but
Glautias
nia, wished to despatch
only 20,000 of the enemy under Curius, he left Italy with
refused to deliver him up into the hands of his enemy, precipitation, B.C. 274, ashamed of the enterprise, and
but he even went with an army, and placed him on the mortified by the victories which had been obtained over
throne of Epirus, though only twelve years of age. one of the descendants of Achilles.
In Epirus he beAbout five years after, the absence of Pyrrhus to at- gan to repair his military character by attacking Antitend the nuptials of one of the daughters of Glautias gonus, who was then on the Macedonian throne.
He
The monarch was expelled gained some advantages over his enemy, and was at
raised new commotions.
from his throne by Neoptolemus, who had usurped it last restored to the throne of Macedonia. He afterafter the death of iEacides ; and being still without ward marched against Sparta at the request of Cleonyresources, he applied to his brother-in-law Demetrius mus
but, when all his vigorous operations were insufHe accompanied Demetrius at the ficient to take the capital of Laconia, he retired to
for assistance.
battle of Ipsus, and fought there with all the prudence Argos, where the treachery of Aristeus invited him.
and intrepidity of an experienced general. He after- The Argives desired him to *etire, and not to interfere
ward passed into Egypt, where, by his marriage with in the affairs of their republic, which were confounded
He complied
Antigone, the daughter of Berenice, he soon obtained by the ambition of two of their nobles.
a sufficient force to attempt the recovery of his throne. with their wishes; but in the night he marched his
He was successful in the undertaking but, to remove forces into the town, and might have made himself master of the place had he not retarded his progall causes of quarrel, he took the usurper to share with
him the royalty, and some time after he put him to ress by entering it with his elephants. The combat
to
that
he
had
death, under pretence
poison that ensued was obstinate and bloody and the monarch,
attempted
him.
In the subsequent years of his reign Pyrrhus to fight with more boldness, and to encounter dangers
the
which
disturbed
He was atin
the
peace of with more facility, exchanged his dress.
quarrels
engaged
He marched against De- tacked by one of the enemy but, as he was going to
the Macedonian monarchy.
metrius, and gave the Macedonian soldiers fresh proofs run him through in his own defence, the mother of the
of his valour and activity.
By dissimulation he ingra- Argive, who saw her son's danger from the top of a
tiated himself in the minds of his enemy's subjects
house, threw down a tile, and brought Pyrrhus to the
His head was cut oflf and carried to Antiand when Demetrius laboured under a momentary ill- ground.
ness, Pyrrhus made an attempt upon the crown of Ma- gonus, who gave his remains a magnificent funeral,
cedonia, which, if not then successful, soon after ren- and presented his ashes to his son Helenus, 272 years
This he shared before the Christian era.
In person Pyrrhus was athdered him master of the kingdom.
with Lysimachus for seven months, till the jealousy of letic and commanding, and his strength and power of
the Macedonians and the ambition of his colleague bearing the severest fatigue were such as called forth
The turn and
Pyrrhus was meditating new the admiration of all who knew him.
obliged him to retire.
conquests, when the Tareiitines invited him to Italy character of his mind corresponded with such powers
and he seemed to be formed for war as much
to assist them against the encroaching power of Rome. of body
He gladly accepted the invitation, but his passage by his spirit of enterprise and resolution, as by his «kill
reached
in the use of arms and the power of enduring privaacross the Adriatic proved nearly fatal, and he
His patience was not merely the endurance of
the shores of Italy after the loss of the greatest part of tions.
At his entrance into Taren- physical evils it was a moral quality of much higher
his troops in a storm.
tum, B C. 280, he began to reform the manners of the value, which showed that he had not naturally an arand it was admirainhabitants, and, by introducing the strictest discipline bitrary and tyrannical disposition
among their troops, to accustom them to bear fatigue bly exemplified in the calmness with which he bore the
In the first battle which he reproofs of Cineas, and the pleasure he took in listening
and to despise dangers.
but to the rough and homely truths uttered by Fabricius.
fought with the Romans he obtained the victory
for this he was more particularly indebted to his ele- His admiration of the Romans arose as much from
and uncommon appearance aston- his veneration for their probity as from astonishment
phants, whose bulk
The at their resoluteness and though his policy sometimes
ished the Romans, and terrified their cavalry.
number of the slain was equal on both sides, and the partook of the tortuous character of the Greek and
such victory would ruin Asiatic courts, in action he was always magnanimous.
conqueror said that another
He also sent Cineas, his chief minister, to This great quality showed itself even in his domestic
him.
Rome, and, though victorious, he sued for peace. intercourse with his friends, and checked that ardour
These offers of peace were refused and when Pyrrhus and quickness, which, without it, would have made
manners and the charac- him a tyrant as well as a conqueror. The whole of
questioned Cineas about the
ter of the Romans, the sagacious minister replied that his history shows that he was misled by passions not
their senate was a venerable assembly of kings, and sufficiently controlled, but that his understanding was
His rapidity, indeed, in
that to fight against them was to attack another Hydra. powerful, quick, and acute.
A second battle was soon after fought near Asculum, projecting and executing, hurried him into an excess,
but the slaughter was so great, and the valour so con- and he seldom allowed himself time enough for delibon both sides, that the Romans and their en- eration and judgment : hence it was that he might be'
tower

is

Polyxena

attributed

;

it

to his father's shade.

In the division of the

captives after the termination of the war,

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

spicuous
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md to

deserve the sarcastic remark of Antigonus, who
to a gambler, " who makes many good
throws, but never seems to know when he has the best
of the game." {Plut., Vit. Pyrrh.
Encyclop. Metro'

compared him

—

pol, div. 2, vol.

1, p.

667)

Pythagoras, a celebrated philosopher of Samoa.
Great uncertainty exists as to the year when he was
Some, as, for example, La Nauze and Freret,
make it to have been the first year of the 43d Olymborn.

favour of the fourth year of the
for the second of
the 49th, Dodwell for the fourth of the 52d.
There is
a difference of sixty-three years between the extremes
of these dates.
Some authors assert that all which
can be stated with any degree of certainty is, that seventy-five or eighty-five years of the life of Pythagoras
(for even the duration of his life is a subject of controversy) fall within the one hundred and forty-two
years that elapsed between A.C. 608 and A.C. 466.
Visconti gives the preference to Eusebius, who, in
fixing the death of Pythagoras in the 496th year B.C.,

Bentley

piad.

is in

same Olympiad, Meiner contends

expresses his doubts respecting the advanced age to
which the philosopher is said to have attained. By his
mother's side he is said to have been connected with
oue of the oldest families in the island. But his father, Mnesarchus, was generally believed to have been
a foreigner, and not of purely Greek origin, though it
was disputed whether he was a Phoenician, or belonged
to the Tyrrhenian Pelasgians of Leranos or Imbros, and
to a branch, therefore, of the Pelasgian race.
If we
dismiss the tales of lamblichus concerning the early

wisdom, gravity, and temperance of Pythagoras, which
are said to have been such as to have filled

all

men

with admiration, to have commanded respect and reverence from gray hairs, and even to have led many to
assert that he was the son of God {Iamb., Vit. Pyth.,
n. 6), we meet with no other credible particulars of
his childhood and early education, but that he was first
instructed in his own country by Creophilus, and
afterward by Pherecydes in the island of Scyros.
(ThirlwaWs Greece, vol. 2, p. 140, in notis.) When
he had paid the honours to his preceptor, for whom he
appears to have entertained a high respect, he returned
to Samos, and again studied under the direction of
first master.
Much is said by lamblichus and
other later biographers of Pythagoras's early journey

his

and his visits to Thales and Anaximander;
no ancient account of his journey, nor any
traces of its effects on his doctrine, which difiers esOn his way
sentially from that of the Ionic school.
to Egypt, lamblichus asserts that he visited Phoenicia,
and conversed with the descendants of Mochus and
other priests of that country, and was initialed into
into Ionia,

but

we

find

their peculiar mysteries.
tirely improbable that he

And

it

may seem

not en-

lesome preliminary ceremonies, among which wa» that
of circumcision, hoping thereby to
di»co;irage him
from prosecuting his design.
Pythagoras, however,
executed all their injunctions with such wonderful patience and perseverance, that he obtained their entire
confidence, and was instructed in their most recondite

He passed twenty-two years in Egypt.
During this time he made himself perfectly masitr of
the three kinds of writing which were used in that
country, the epistolary, the hieroglyphic, and the symbolical ; and, having obtained access to their most
learned men, in every celebrated college of priests, he
doctrine.

became intimately conversant with their ancient records, and gained an accurate knowledge of their doctrines concerning the origin of things, with their astronomy and geometry, and, in short, with Egyptian
its whole extent.
To his stay in Egypt
he was most likely indebted, not so much for any positive knowledge or definite opinion, as for hints which
roused his curiosity, and impressions which decided
learning in

the bias of his mind.
In the science of the Egyptians
he perhaps found little to borrow but in their political
and religious institutions he saw a mighty engine, such
as he might wish to wield for nobler purposes.
Many
;

who flourished after the commencement of the
Christian era, both pagan and Christian, have related

writers

that Pythagoras, immediately after he left
Egypt, visited the Persian and Chaldaean Magi, and travelled so
far into the

East as

nosophists.

The

to converse with the Indian Gymoccasion of this journey is thus related by lamblichus: "After spending twenty-two
years in Egypt, he was conveyed by the victorious
army of Cambyses, among a numerous train of captives, to Babylon, where he made himself perfectly acquainted with the learning and philosophy of the East;
and, after the expiration of twelve years, when he was
in the sixtieth year of his age, he returned to Samos."
Cicero, Eusebius, Lactantius, and Valerius Maximus,

though they say nothing of the captivity, agree that he
visited the Persian Magi.
Some have even maintained that in this journey he attended upon the instructions of the celebrated Zoroaster ; while others, who
have placed the life of Zoroaster in an earher period
than that of Pythagoras, have asserted that the latter
conversed with certain Jewish priests, who were at
that time in captivity at Babylon, and by this means
become intimately acquainted with the Jewish laws
and customs. After all, however, there is great reason to suspect the truth of the whole narrative of
for the relation is
Pythagoras's journey into the East
encumbered with inextricable chronological difficulties.
The whole proof of the reality of this expedition
rests either upon the evidence of certain Alexandrean
Platonists, who were desirous of exalting as much as
;

might wish to be farther acquainted with the Phoenician philosophy, of which he
had doubtless heard a general report from his father,

or

who was

But it is cerprobably of Phoenician origin.
tainly a fiction of the Alexandrean school that Pythagoras received his doctrines of numbers from the Phoenicians, for their knowledge of numbers extended no
In
farther than to the practical science of arithmetic.

who were

Egypt, Pythagoras was introduced, by the recommendation of Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, to Amasis, king
of Egypt, a great patron of learned men, particularly
those of Greece, that he might the more easily obtain
The king himaccess to the colleges of the priests.
self could scarcely, with all his authority, prevail upon
the priests to admit a stranger to the knowledge of

story of his eastern journey as a mere fiction, and to
conclude that Pythagoras never passed over from

The college of Heliopolis, to
the king's instructions were sent, referred Pythagoras to the college of Memphis, as of greater anti-

their sacred mysteries.

whom

from Memphis he was dismissed, under the
The Theban priests, not
pretence, to Thebes.
daring to reject the royal mandate, yet loth to comply
with it, prescribed Pythagoras many severe and troul>quity

;

same

7G

possible the reputation of those ancient philosophers to
whom they looked back as the first oracles of wisdom ;

Jewish and Christian writers,
willing to credit every tale which might seem
to render it probable that the Pythagorean doctrine

upon

that of certain

was derived from the Oriental philosophers, and ultiIt seems, theremately from the Hebrew Scriptures.
fore,

on the whole, most reasonable

to look

upon the

Egypt to the East, but returned thence immediately
to Samos.
Pythagoras, on his return to his native
island, was desirous that his feliow-citizena should
reap the benefit of his travels and studies, and for this
purpose attempted to institute a school for their instruction in the elements of science, but chose to
and communiadopt the Egyptian mode of teaching,
His atcate his doctrines under a symbolical form.
was unsuccessful. He then visited in succes-

tempt

sion Delos, Crete, Sparta, Elis (being present at the
in the latter district), and
Olympic games celebrated
the residence of I.,eon, king
finally Phlius in Achaia,

PYTHAGORAS.
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of the Phliasians.
Here he first assumed the appellation of philosopher.
Cicero ascribes the invention of
this term to
If this be correct, PythagoPythagoras.
ras probably did not intend, as has been commonly

so far as it implies that he regarded contemplation
as the highest end of human existence.
The story is
as follows : It seems that Leon, charmed with the ingenuity and eloquence with which he discoursed on
various topics, as.ked him in what art he principally
excelled, to which Pythagoras replied, that he did not
profess himself master of any art, but that he was a
Leon, struck with the novelty of the
philosopher.

—

—

an imposture attested by his
contemporary
his character in this
respect
stands much higher than that of Pythagoras, appears
to have treated it in his
elegies with deserved ridicule. XJyiog. Laert
What were the precise
8, 36.)
motives which induced him finally to fix his residence

through

;

,

among

—

the Italian Greeks, and particularly at Crotona^

The peculiar saluonly matter for conjecture.
brity of the air of this place, its aristocratical government, a state of manners which, though falling far
short of his idea, was advantageously contrasted with
the luxury of Sybaris, might suffice to determine his
choice, even if there were no other circumstances in
its condition which
opened a prospect of successful
exertion.
In fact, however, the state of parties in
Crotona, at the time when he arrived there, seems to
have been singularly favourable to the undertaking
Causes of discord were at work
which he meditated
there, as in most of the neighbouring cities, very similar to those which produced the struggle between the

at-

is

tend merely as spectators
so in human life, amid the
arious characters of men, there is a select number
who, despising all other pursuits, assiduously apply
;

themselves to the study of nature and the search after
wisdoni
these, added Pythagoras, are the persons
whom I denominate philosophers.
Pythagoras is
generally believed to have found Polycrates ruling
at Samos, on his return from his travels, and his aver-

—

government was sometimes

seems unquestionabls
genuine merits and

his

Xenophanes, who, as

replied that, as in the public games, while some are
contending for glory, and others are buying and selling

sion to the tyrant's

it

on

Hermes
of preserving a distinct rernemt«-ance of
many states of existence which his soul had passed

term, asked Pythagoras who were f^^ilosophers, and
wherein they differed from other men.
Pythagoras

;

but

which he must have been conscious had no real
ground, and which, we must suspect, were calculated
to attract the veneration of the credulous.
The most
famous of these was the claim he laid to the jiriviconferred on him, as he asserted, by the
lege
god

life,

who

determine;

acquirements, but put forward marvellous [)retensions

which explains the origin of the
name, suggests an entirely false notion of his view of
story,

in pursuit of gain, there is alv/ays a third class,

very

to

difficult

that he did not rely solely

imagined, to deprecate the reputation for wisdom, but
to profess himself devoted to the pursuit of it.
The

well-known

as a person partaking of a
superhunrian nature, ami s«
an especial favourite of Heaven.
How far he excited
a
delusion, is in all ca»es
encoura^d such

or

as-

signed as the motive which led him finally to quit his
If there were any foundation for this
native island.
story, it must probably be sought, not in any personal
enmity between him and Polycrates who is said to
have furnished him with letters of recommendation to
Amasis but in his conviction that the power of Po-

—

patricians and plebeians at Rome. There was a body,
called a senate, composed of a thousand members,
and probably representing the descendants of the more

—

would oppose insuperable objections to his de- ancient settlers, invested with large and irresponsible
For it seems certain that, before he set out for authority, and enjoying privileges which had begun to
The power of
the West, he had already conceived the idea to which excite discontent among the people.
he dedicated the remainder of his life, and only sought the oligarchy was slill preponderant, but apparently
for a fit place and a favourable opportunity for carry- not so secure as to render all assistance superfluous.
We, however, find intimations, that The arrival of a stranger outwardly neutral, who ening it into eflft'ct.
he did not leave Samos until lie had acquired some gaged the veneration of the multitude by his priestly
celebrity among the Asiatic Greeks, by the introduc- character, and by the rumour of his supernatural ention of certain mystic rites, which Herodotus repre- dowments, and who was willing to throw all his influsents as closely allied to the Egyptian, and to those ence into the scale of the government, on condition
which were celebrated in Greece under the name of of exercising some control over its measures, was an
Orpheus as their reputed founder. But as we cannot event which could not but be hailed with great joy by
believe that the establishment of a new form of reli- the privileged class.
And, accordingly, Pythagoras
gion was an object that Pythagoras ever proposed to seems to have found the utmost readiness in the senThe real nahimself apart from his political views, we could only ate of Crotona to favour his designs.
regard these mysteries, supposing the fact ascertained, ture of these designs, and of the means by which he
in the light of an essay or an experiment, by which he endeavoured to carry them into execution, is a quessounded the disposition or the capability of his coun- tion which has exercised the sagacity of many inquitrymen for the reception of other more practical doc- rers, and has been variously solved, according to the
The fame of his travels, his wisdom, and higher degree of importance which Pythagoras has
trines.
sanctity had probably gone before him into Greece, been supposed to have attached to religion, or to phiwhere he appears to have stayed some time, partly, per- losophy, or to government. But it seems clear that
or even predominantly
haps, to enlarge his knowledge, and partly to heighten his object was not exclusively,
of
It was no doubt for the former purhis reputation.
religious, or philosophical, or political, and that none
in the relation of an end to the other
pose that he visited Crete and Sparta, where he found the objects stood
On the other hand, we cannot be
a model of government and discipline more congenial two as its means.
to his habits of thinking than he could have met with satisfied with the opinion of a modern author, that the
anywhere else but in Egypt or India. If, as is highly aim of Pythagoras was to exhibit the ideal of a Dothe same journey at Olympia and rian state. {Mailer, Dorians, Z, 9, 15.) This is, perprobable, he stopped on
at Delphi, it was, perhaps, less from either curiosity or haps, in one sense more, and in another less, than he
devotion, than from the desire of obtaining the sanction really attempted, and the opinion seems to affect the
of the oracles, and of forming a useful connexion with character of the Dorians rather than the views of PyThus we are to'.d that he was in- thagoras, His leading thought appears to have been,
their ministers.
debled for many of his ethical dogmas to Themistoclea that the state and the individual ought, each in its
The legends about way, to reflect the image of that order and harmony
of Delphi, probably the priestess.
where he is said to have by which he believed the universe to be sustained and
his appearing at Olympia
shown a thigh, like the shoulder of Pelops, of gold or regulated. He did not frame a constitution or a code
nor does he appear ever to have assumed
of ivory, and to have fascinated an eagle as it flew of laws
over his head
may very well be connected with this any public office. He instituted a society an orde-r
of which he became the leadjourney, and would indicate that he was looked upon we might now call it
lycrates
signs.

|

—

j

!
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It was composed of
er.
young men carefully selected from the noblest families, not only of Crotona, but
Their number amounted, or
of other Italiot cities.
was confined, to three hundred and if he expected
;

by their co-operation to exercise a sway firmer and
more lasting than that of a lawgiver or a magisover all the
and bold, ought
This
extravagant.
celebrated society, then, was at once a philosophical
school, a religious brotherhood, and a political association; and all these characters appear to have been intrate, first

over Crotona, and,

in the end,

Italiot cities, his project, though new
not to be pronounced visionary or

separably united in the founder's mind. The ambition
of Pythagoras was, assuredly, truly lofty and noble.
He aimed at establishing a dominion which he believed to be that of wisdom and virtue, a rational supremacy of minds, enlightened by philosophy and purified by religion, and of characters fitted to maintain
an ascendant over others by habits of self-command.
At first Pythagoras obtained unbounded influence over
all classes at Crotona, and effected a general reformation in the habits of the people; while in other Italian
cities he gained such a footing as enabled him either
to counteract revolutionary movements, or to restore
aristocratical government where it had given way to
After the celebrated battle in
tyranny or democracy.
which the people of Crotona defeated the Sybarites,
and after which they destroyed the city of the latter,
the senate of Crotona and the Pythagorean associates
seem to have been so elated by this success as to
have fancied that it was the triumph of their cause,
and that they alone were to reap its fruits. When the
question arose as to the distribution of the spoil and
of the conquered land, they insisted on retaining the
whole in the name of the state, and refused to concede any share to those who had earned it all by their
toil and blood.
The commonalty were, of course, ir-

—

ritated

Their fury

was

directed
by
attempt.
against the society, chiefly, it is said, by Cylon, a noble aivd wealthy man, who is believed to have been
the

rejected by Pythagoras when he sought to be admitturn-out took place, in
ted among his followers.
which the populace set fire to Milo's house, where the

A

Many perished, and
Pythagoreans were assembled.
the rest only found safety in exile.
It is not clear
whether Pythagoras himself was at Crotona during
this commotion
the general belief seems to have
been that he died, not long after, at Metapontum. The
at
Croiona
appears to have been followed by
rising
similar scenes in several other Italian cities, as at
Caulonia, Locri, and Tarentum, which would prove
the extensive ramifications of the order, and that it
;

everywhere disclosed the

Many

same

of the fugitives took refuge

political
in

character.

Greece, but con-

fusion and bloodshed continued to prevail for many
years in the cities which had been the seats of the so-

Tranquillity was at length restored by the mediation of the Achaeans of the mother country, and
But their
sixty of the exiles returned to their homes.
ciety.

presence seems to have given rise to fresh troubles,
perhaps through their opposition to the democratical
institutions which Crotona and other cities adopted
from Achaia
and at a later period we find some celebrated Pythagoreans in Greece, who had been driven
out of Italy by their political adversaries, while others remained there, and endeavoured, with partial success, to revive the ancient influence of the order.
:

{Thirltcall's

Greece, vol. 2, p.

145, seqq.

—

—

Rilter's

History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p 327.)
Many tales
are related of Pythagoras which carry with them
their own refutation.
That, by speaking a word,
he tamed a Daunian bear, which had laid waste the
that he prevented an ox from eating beans
country
by whispering in its ear that he was on the same day
present, and discoursed in public, at Metapontum in
that he preItaly, and at Tauroraeniura in Sicily
;

;

;

dicted earthquakes, stormn, and other future events
and that a river, as he passed over it with his
cried out,

*•

,

friend*,

Hail, Pythagoras," are wonders which
clearer and better evidence to

would

much

gain then
the testimony of Apollonius.
Porphyry,
and lamblichuff, or even of Laertius and PItny. It
appears upon the face of the history of this philosopher,

require

credit

than

that he owed much of his celebrity and
authority to
Hie
seeking to excite the veneration of the credulous.
whole manner of life, as far as it is known, confirms
this opinion.
Clothed in a long white robe, with a
flowing beard, and, as some relate, with a golden crown
on his head, he preserved among the people, and in
the presence of his
a
commanding gravity
disciples,
and majesty of aspect.
He made use of music to promote the tranquillity of his mind, frequently singing
for this purpose hymns of Thales, Hesiod, and Homer.
He had such an entire command over himself,
that he was never seen to express in his countenance
He refrained from animal food,
grief, joy, or anger.
and confined himself to a frugal vegetable diet.
By
this artificial

demeanour, Pythagoras passed himself
upon the vulgar as a being of an order superior to
the common condition of humanity, and persuaded
them that he had received his doctrine from heaven.
off

Pythagoras married Theano of Crotona, or, as some
by whom he had two sons, Telauges
and Mnesarchus, who, after his death, took charge of
his school.
Whether Pythagoras left behind him any
relate, of Crete,

—

a point much disputed.
Diogenes I.^ertias
enumerates many pieces which appeared under his
name, and lamblichus and Pliny increase the list. But
Plutarch, Josephus, Lucian, and others, confess that
there were no genuine works of Pythagoras extant
and from the pains which Pythagoras took to confine
writings

is

;

his doctrine to his

own

school during his

it

life,
appears highly probable that he never committed his
to
and
that
those
philosophical system
pieces
writing,
to which his name was early affixed were written by
some of his followers, according to the tenets which
they had learned in his school.
Among the pieces attributed to Pythagoras, no one is more famous than the
Golden Verses {Xpvtrd einj), which Hierocles has il-

lustrated with a

commentary. It is generally agreed
were not written by Pythagoras and perhaps they are to be ascribed to Epicharmus or Em-

that they

;

301. — Fabric,

pedocles.
{Stanley, Hist. Phil., p.
Btbl Gr., vol. 1, p. 794.
Sruci^r, Hist. Phil., vol.
1, p. 1109.)
They may be considered as a brief sumThe method of inof
his
doctrines.
mary
popular
struction adopted by Pythagoras was twofold, exoterThis distincic and esoteric, or public ar.d private.
tion he had seen introduced with great advantage by

—

—

the Egyptian priests, who found it admirably adapted
10 strengthen their authority and increase their emolu-

ment.
He therefore determined, as far as circumstances would admit, to form his school upon the
For the general benefit of the peoEgyptian model.
ple he held public assemblies, in which he delivered

and
discourses in praise of virtue and against vice
in these he gave particular instructions, in diflferent
;

classes, to husbands and wives, parents and children,
and others who filled the several relations of society.

The

auditors who attended these public lectures did
not properly belong to his school, but continued to folBesides these, he had
low their usual mode of living.
a select body of disciples, whom he called his companions and friends, who submitted to a peculiar plan of
a long course of indiscipline, and were admitted by
struction into all the mysteries of his esoteric doctrine.
Before any one could be admitted into this fraternity,
his features and external appearPythagoras examined
ance ; inquired in what manner he had been accustomed to behave towards his parents and friends remarked his manner of conversing, laughing, and keepobserved what passions he was most
ing
^ silence ; and
;
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inclined to indulge, with what kind of company he
chose to associate, how he passed his leisure moments,
and what incidents appeared to excite in him the

number, lived together, as in one family, with thew
wives and children, in a public building called ouaKoiThe whole business of the
ov, the common auditory.

From these
strongest emotions of joy and sorrow.
and other circumstances, Pythagoras formed an accurate judgment of the qualifications of the candidate
and he admitted no one into his society till he was ful-

was conducted with the most perfect regularEvery day was begun with a distinct deliberation upon the manner in which it should be
spent, and
concluded with a careful retrospect of the events which
had occurred, and the business which had been trans-

;

ly

persuaded of

his capacity of

the

becoming a

true philos-

society
ity.

probationary admission, the acted.
They rose before the sun, that they might pay
fortitude and self-command of tlie candidate was put him homage ; after which they repeated select verses
to the trial by a long course of severe abstinence and from Homer and other poets, and made use of music,
The injunction of silence has al- both vocal and instrumental, to enliven their spirits,
rigorous exercise.
This silence, or kxtfivdia, as and fit them for the duties of the day. They then emready been alluded to.
it was termed, is not to be confounded with that saThese
ployed several hours in the study of science.
with
cred reserve
which all the disciples of Pythagoras were succeeded by an interval of leisure, which was
were bound, upon oath, to receive the doctrines of commonly spent in a solitary walk for the purpose of
their master, that they might, from no inducement contemplation.
The next portion of the day was alThe hour immediately before
whatsoever, suffer them to pass beyond the limits of lotted to conversation.
their sect.
Pythagoras, like all other philosophers, dinner was filled up with various kinds of athletic exhad his exoteric, or public, and his esoteric, or private, ercises. Their dinner consisted chiefly of bread, hon-

Upon

opher.

first

The restraint which he put upon the words
of his pupils, by enjoining silence for so long a time,
was certainly, in one point of view, a very judicious
expedient, as it restrained impertinent curiosity, and
Acprevented every inconvenience of contradiction.
doctrines.

cordingly,

we

and refuted

find that his disciples silenced all

doubts,

objections, by appealing to his authorAurof l<pa, ipse dixit (" he himself," i. e., the
ity.
" said
Nor was
master,
so"), decided every dispute.
all

this preparatory discipline

deemed

sufficiently severe

without adding, during the years of initiation, an entire prohibition of seeing their master, or
hearing his
lectures except from behind a curtain.
And even this
was
too
for
great to be commonly allowed
privilege
in this stage of tuition they were usually instructed
inferior
who
some
recited
the
docpreceptor,
barely
by
trine of Pythagoras, without assigning the reasonings or
demonstrations on which they were founded, and required the obedient pupil to receive them as unquestionable truths upon their master's word.
Those who
had sufficient perseverance to pass these several steps
of probation were at last admitted among the Esotertcs, and allowed to see and hear Pythagoras behind the
But if it happened that any one, through imcurtain.
patience of such rigid discipline, chose to withdraw
from the society before the expiration of the term of
trial, he was dismissed with a share of the common
a
stock, the double of that which he had advanced
tomb was erected for him as for a dead man ; and he
was to be, as such, forgotten by the brethren as if he
It was the peculiar
had been actually dead.
privilege of the Esoterics to receive a full explanation
whole
of
the
doctrine
which
to
others
of
Pythagoras,
;

;

was delivered

in brief precepts

and dogmas under

the concealment of symbols.
They were also permitted to take minutes of their masters lectures in
v^nriting,

and to propose questions and

offer

remarks

These disciples
upon every subject of discourse.
were particularly distinguished by the appellation of
the Pythagoreans
they were also called the Mathematicians, from the studies upon which they enter;

initiation.
After they had
progress in geometrical science,
they were conducted to the study of nature, the inand the knowledge
vestigation of primary principles,
Those who pursued these sublime speculaof God.
and
such as nwre partions were called Theorists ;

ed immediately after their

made

a sufficient

and water
for, after they were perfectly initiated,
they wholly denied themselves the use of wine. The
remainder of the day was devoted to civil and domesey,

;

conversation, bathing, and religious cereExoteric disciples of Pythagoras were
taught after the Egyptian manner, by images and symbols, which must have been exceedingly obscure to
those who were not initiated into the mysteries of the
tic

affairs,

monies.

The

And they who were admitted to this privilege
trained, from their first admission, to observe inviolable silence with respect to the recondite doctrines

school.

were

of their master.
That the wisdom of Pythagoras
might not pass into the ears of the vulgar, they committed it chiefly to memory ; and where they found it
necessary to make use of writing, they were careful
not to suffer their minutes to pass beyond the limits ol
the school.
After the dissolution of their assembly by
Cylon's faction, Lysis and Archippus thought it necessary, in order to preserve the Pythagorean doctrine

from

mary

total oblivion, to reduce it to a systematic sumat the same time, however, strongly enjoining
;

their children to preserve these memoirs secret, and to
transmit them in confidence to posterity.
From this
time books began to multiply among the followers of

Pythagoras, till at length, in the time of Plato, Pbilolaus exposed the Pythagorean records to sale, and Archytas of Tarentum gave Plato a copy of his commentaries upon the aphorisms and precepts of his master.
It is sufficiently evident, from this account of the

manner in which Pythagoras taught his followers, that
the sources of information concerning his doctrine
must be very uncertain. Instructions designedly concealed under the veil of symbols, and chiefly transmitted by oral tradition, must always have been liable to
Of the imperfect records of the
misrepresentation.
Pythagorean philosophy

left

by Lysis, Archytas, and

wreck of time, except,
perhaps, sundry fragments collect-ed by the diligence of
Stobasus, concerning the authenticity of which there
and which, if admitare some grounds for suspicion
ted as genuine, will only exhibit an imperfect view of

others, nothing has escaped the

;

the moral and political doctrine of Pythagoras under
the disguise of symbolical and enigmatical language.

The strict injunction of secrecy, which was given by
oath to the initiated Pythagoreans, has effectually prevented any original records of their doctrine concerning nature and God from passing down to posterity.
are entirely to rely for information on this head,
ticularly devoted themselves to theology were styled
reBaariKoL religious.
Others, according to their re- and, indeed, concerning the whole doctrine of PythagPlato himself,
spective abilities and inclinations, were engaged in oras, upon Plato and his followers.
and were while he enriched his system with stores from the
the study of morals, economics, and policy
afterward employed in managing the affairs of the fra- magazine of Pythagoras, accommodated the Pythagoof his master Socternity, or sent into the cities of Greece to instruct rean doctrines, as he did also those
tnem in the principles of government, or assist them rates, to his own system, and thus gave an imperfect,
The brethren of the Py- and, we may suppose, in many particulars, a false repin the institution of laws.
thagorean college at Crotona, who "vere about 600 in resentation of the doctrines of the Samian philosopher.
;
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farther corrupted by ibo followers of Plato, even
Acadctny, and afterward in the Alexati-

the Old

drean school.

The

made no

latter, especially,
scruple
of obtruding their own dogmas upon the world, under
of
or
other
ancient
sanction
the
any
Pythagoras
sage,

and were chiefly employed in attempting to reconcile,
confound the doctrines of the ancient phiIf the unconnected and
losophers with later systems.
doubtful records which remain can enable us to form
or, rather,

—

piece of heated iron upon an anvil, he remarked mat
all the sounds produced by their strokes were harmoThe sounds which he observed to
nious except one.
be chords were the octave, the fifth, and the third ;
but that sound which he perceived to lie between the
third

and the

he found to be discordant.

fifth

Going

workshop, he observed that the diversity of
sounds arose, not from the forms of the hammers, nor
from the force with which they were struck, nor from
the position of the iron, but merely from the difference
into the

any judgment upon ihis subject, the following may
perhaps be considered as a faint delineation of the Py- of weight in the hammers.
Taking, therefore, the exThe end of philosophy is to act weight of the several hammers, he went home, and
thagorean philosophy
free the mind from those encumbrances which hinder suspended four strmgs of the same substance, length,
its progress towards perfection, and to raise it to the
and thickness, and twisted in the same degree, and
contemplation of immutable truth, and the knowledge hung a weight at the lower end of each, respectively,
This effect must be equal to the weight of the hammers ; upon striking
of divine and spiritual objects.
produced by easy steps, lest the mind, hitherto con- the strings, he found that the musical chords of the
:

versant only with sensible things, should revolt at the
The first step towards wisdom is the study
change.
of mathematics, a science which contemplates objects
that lie in the middle way, being corporeal and incorporeal beings, and, as it were, on the confines of both.
and which most advantageously inures the mind to

—

The most probable explanation of the
contemplation.
Pythagorean doctrine of numbers is, that they are
used as symbolical or emblematical representations of
the first principles and forms of nature, and particularly of those eternal and immutable essences to
which Plato afterward gave the appellation of Ideas.
Not being able, or not choosing, to explain in simple language the abstract notions of principles and
forms, Pythagoras seems to have made use of numbers, as geometricians make use of diagrams, to asMore particularly,
sist the conceptions of scholars.

corresponded with those of the hammers.
is said that he proceeded to form a musical
His
scale, and to construct stringed instruments.
scale was, after his death, engraved on brass, and preserved in the temple of Juno at Samos.
Pythagoras
conceived that the celestial spheres in which the planets move, striking upon the ether through which they
pass, must produce a sound, and that this sound must
strings

Hence

it

vary according to the diversity of their magnitude, velocity, and relative distance.
Taking it for granted
that everything respecting the heavenly bodies is adjusted with perfect regularity, he farther imagined that
all the circumstances necessary to render the sounds

produced by their motions harmonious, were fixed in
such exact proportions, that the most perfect harmony
was produced by their revolutions. This fanciful doctrine respecting the music of the spheres gave rise to
conceiving some analogy between numbers and the the names which Pythagoras applied to musical tones.
he called Hyintelligent forms which subsist in the Divine Mind, The last note in the musical octave
he made the former a symbol of the latter. As num- pate (vTraTij), because he supposed the sphere of Satbers proceed from unity, or the Monad, as a simple urn, the highest planet, to give the deepest tone ; and
root, whence they branch out into various combina- the highest note he called Neate {viutij), from the
tions, and assume new properties in their progress, so sphere of the moon, which, being the lowest or nearhe conceived the different forms of nature to recede, est the earth, he imagined produced the shrillest sound.
It was said of Pythagoat different distances, from their common source, the In like manner of the rest.
pure and simple essence of Deity, and at every de- ras by his followers, who hesitated at no assertion,
to exalt their
gree of distance to assume certain properties in some however improbable, which might seem
measure analogous to those of numbers and hence he master's fame, that he was the only mortal so far fato
been
have
concluded that the origin of things, their emanation voured by the gods as
permitted to hear
from the first being, and their subsequent progression the celestial music of the spheres. Besides arithmewhich
through various orders, if not capable of a perfectly tic and music, Pythagoras cultivated geometry,
but he greatly improved it
clear explanation, might, however, be illustrated by he had learned in Egypt
symbols and resemblances borrowed from numbers. by investigating new theorems, and by digesting its
According to some writers, the Pythagorean Monad principles, in an order more perfectly systematical
Several Grecians, about
the than had before been done.
denotes the active principle in nature, or God
Duad, the passive principle, or matter the Triad, the the time of Pythagoras, applied themselves to matheBut
and matical learning, particularly Thales in Ionia.
world formed by the union of the two former
The Tetrac- Pythagoras seems to have done more than any other
the Tetractys, the perfection of nature.
towards reducing geometry
tys, or quadrate, according to the Pythagoreans, was philosopher of this period
the root of the eternally flowing nature.
{Carm., to a regular science. His definition of a point is a
;

;

;

;

;

Aur., M.—Iamblich., Vit. Pythag., 162.) What they
understood by the grand Teiractys, whether the sum
of the first four numbers, that is, ten; or the sum of
the first four odd and the first four even, that is, thiris
unimportant; for the essential is not the
{Plut., de
symbol, but what the symbol represented.
is. et Os., Id —Id., de Awm. Procr., SO.—Ritter,

ty-six,

Next to numbers,
Hist: of Philos., vol. 1. p. 363.)
music had the chief place in the preparatory exercise
of the Pythagorean school, by means of which the
mind was to be raised above the dominion of passion,
and inured to contemplation. Pythagoras considered
music not only as an art to be judged of by the ear,
but as a science to be reduced to mathematical prinThe musical chords are said
ciples and proportions.
to have been discovered by him in the following manner
As he was one day reflecting on this subject,
happening to pass by a smith's forge where several
were successively striking with their hammers a
:

n^

He taught that a geoor unity with position.
metrical point corresponds to unity in arithmetic, a line
Of the
to two, a superficies to three, a solid to four.
to him, the following
geometrical theorems ascribed
That the interior angles of every
are the principal
monad

:

two right angles that
fill up the whole space
only polygons
about a given point are the equilateral triangle, the
the first to be taken six
square, and the hexagon;
third three times ;
times, the second four times, and the
and that, in rectangular triangles, the square of the
side which subtends the right angle is equal to the sum
of the squares of the sides that contain the right angle.
latter proposition (Euclid,
Upon the invention of this
offered an ox,
1, 47), Plutarch says that Pythagoras
But this story is
others, an hecatomb to the gods.
with the institutions of
thought by Cicero inconsistent
as he supposes, did not admit of
Pythagoras, which,
inferred the stature of
animal sacrifices.—
to
triangle are together equal
which will
the

;

Pythagoras
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Hercules from the length of the Olympic course,
which measured six hundred of his feet.
Observing
how much shorter a course six hundred times the
length of an ordinary sized man was than the Olympic
course, he inferred, by the law of proportion, the length
of Hercules' foot ; whence the usual proportion of the
length of the foot to the height of a man enabled him
On Astronomy, the docto determine the problem
trine of Pythagoras, or, at least, of the ancient Pythwas
as
:
follows
The
term Heaven either
agoreans,
denotes the sphere of the fixed stars, or the whole
space between the fixed stars and the moon, or the
whole world, including both the celestial sphere and
the earth.
There are ten celestial spheres, nine of
which are visible to us namely, that of the fixed stars,
those of the seven planets, and those of the earth.
The tenth is the Antichthon, or an invisible sphere
opposite to the earth, which is necessary to complete
the harmony of nature, as the Decad is the completion
of the numerical harmony.
Fire holds the middle
place in the universe ; or in the midst of the four elements is placed the fiery globe of unity; the earth is
not without motion, nor situated in the centre of the
spheres, but is one of those planets which make their

—

;

stain from beans.

—The precept

prohibiting the use of

one of those mysteries which the ancient Pythagoreans never disclosed, and which modern ingebeans

is

Its
nuity has in vain attempted to discover.
meaning
was probably rather dietetic than physical or moral.

The prohibition from beans was an Eg)'ptian custom,
Aristoxenus, on the
according to Herodotus (2, 37).
other hand, says that Pythagoras recommended beans
before all other food.
{Avl Gell., 4, 4.) The abstinence from fish is another resemblance to Egyptian
but
the
tradition
on this point is not very
;

customs

On abstinence from
extensive, and rests on fables.
flesh there is a variety of traditions.
{Eudox., ap.
Porph., V. P., 7.— Iambi, V. P., 85,
Diog.
It is safest to follow Aristotle, acLaert., 8, 20.)
to
the
abstained
whom,
cording
Pythagoreans only
from particular kinds of fish.
{Aul. Gell., I. c
Diog.

108—

—

The statement of Aristoxenus, that
Laert., 8, 19.)
they only abstained from the ploughing ox and the
wether, evidently on account of their usefulness, appears to be a later version.
{Diog. Lar.rt., 8, 20.

—

Compare AthencBus,

10,

418.)

Pythagorean preAbove all things, govcepts of more value are these.
ern your tongue.
Engrave not the image of God in
distance of a ring.
Quit not your station without the command

revolutions about the sphere of fire.
The
the several celestial spheres from the earth corresponds
to the proportion of notes in a musical scale.
The
moon and other planetary globes are habitable. The
earth is a globe, which admits of Antipodes.
From
several of these particulars respecting the astronomical
doctrine of Pythagoras, it has been inferred that he
was possessed of the true idea of the solar system,
which was revived by Copernicus, and fully established

by Newton.

With

of your general.
vol.

1, p.

—

(Enfield's History of Philosophy,
Ritter, Hist. Philos., vol. 1, p.

365, scqq.

326, segq.)
is

PvTHEAS, a native of Massilia {Marseille).
uncertain
some writers place him under
;

Ptolemy Philadelphus, but Bougainville {Mem. de
VAcad. des Inscr., vol. 19, p. 148) has undertaken to

show that he was anterior to Aristotle. Pytheas is
numbered among the Greek geographical writers. He
made many important discoveries in a voyage which
he undertook to the north of Europe, and was the first
geographer who could

substance similar to

his aid.

nature like truth, the first
principle of the universe, incapable of pain, invisible,
incorruptible, and only to be comprehended by the

^ind.

God

to

Cicero also remarks, that Pythagoras conceived
be a soul pervading all nature, of which every

human
the

soul is a portion, which is nothing more tiian
modern system of Pantheism. The doctrine of

the Pythagoreans respecting the nature of brute animals, and fiereitixpvxoxyig, the Transmigration of Souls,
was the foundation of their abstinence from animal
food, and of the exclusion of animal sacrifices from
their religious ceremonies.
This doctrine Pythagoras

probably learned in Egypt, where it was commonly
Nor is there any sufficient reason for undertaught.
standing it, as some have done, symbolically.
will end this article with a few specimens of his St/ttibols, which, though they were at first made use of for
the purpose of concealment, and though their meaning
has always been religiously kept secret by the Pytha-

— We

goreans themselves, have awakened much curiosity,
and given occasion to many ingenious conjectures,
which, however, unless they were more satisfactory,
answer no purpose to repeat.
it would
Among the
Symbols of Pythagoras, recited by lamblichus and

Adore the sound of the
following
Stir not the fire with a sword.
whispering wind.
Turn aside from an edged tool. Pass not over a balance.
Setting out on a journey, turn not back, for the
Breed nothing that has
Furies will return with you.
crooked talons.
Re^^eive not a swallow into your
others,

are the

;

Look not in a mirror by the light of a candle.
a sacrifice pare not your nails.
Eat not the heart
or brain.
Taste not that, which has fallen from the
table
Break not bread.
When
Sleep not at noon.

bouse.

At

Pluck not a crown.
thunders, touch the earth.
Roast not that which has been boiled. Sail not on
the ground.
Plant not a palm.
Breed a cock, but
do not sacrifice it, for it is sacred to the sun and moon.
Plant naelons in thy garden, but eat them not.
Ab-

it
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His era
the reign

of

respect to God, Pythagoras appears to have taught, that he is the universal mind,
diffused through all things, the source of all animal
life, the proper and intrinsic cause of all motion, in
light, in

p.

call astronomical knowledge to
Leaving the harbour of Massilia, and sailing

from cape

to cape, he coasted
along all the eastern
shore of Spain, passed the Straits of Gibraltar, navigated the coasts of Lusitania, Aquilania, and Armorica,
entered the English Channel, followed the eastern
shore of Britain, and, on reaching its northern extrem-

advanced six days' sail farther to the north, until
he reached a country which the inhabitants called
Thule, and where the length of the Solstitial day was
24 hours, which corresponds to 66° 30' N. L., or mod
ern Iceland.
D'Anville {Mem. de VAcad., &c., vol
37, p. 436) maintains that Pytheas did not go farther
than the Shetland Isles.
Schoening, on the other
hand, makes the Thule of this navigator to he a country of Norway, which still bears the name of Thile or
In a second voyage, Pytheas passed
Thilcmark.
ity,

through the English Channel into the German Ocean,
and thence into the Baltic, where he reached the
mouth of a river which he calls the Tanais, but which
is,

the
in

the

In this vicinity
perhaps, the Vistula or Rodaun.
amber of commerce was obtained. Pytheas wrote

Greek two works, one entitled "^ Description of
Ocean," of which Geminus Rhodius makes men-

—

tion

[Elem. Astron., c. 5.
Uranolog. Pelav., p. 22,
and the other a '^ Periplus'' or "Periodus of the Earth,''' mentioned by Marcianus, the
The little that we
scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius.
know of these two productions is obtained from the
pages of Strabo and Pliny, but it is so altered and disPytheas has
figured as to be almost unintelligible.
been generally regarde.d as very mendacious in his
His memory, however, has been successnarratives.
^

ed. Paris, 1630),

vindicated by several modern writers.
{Boucit.
Schoening, Abhandlung. in Allg.
Adclung, Aelteste GeWeltgesck, Halle, vol. 31.
ilfanschichte der Deutschen, Leipz
1806, 8vo.
Schbll, Hisi. Lit.
nert, Geogr , vol. 1, p. 73, scqq.
fully

gainville, loc.

—

—

,

—

—

Gr., vol. 2, p. 198.)
PvTHiA, I. the priestess of Apollo at Delphi.

{Vii

QUA
Oraculum.) —

Delphi, and
honour of Apollo

QUI
Games

in

QuADRiPRONfl or QuApRicBPs, a surname of janof,

They were

first institu-

ted, according to the fabulous opinion, by

Apollo him-

because he was sometimes represented with four faces.
(Vid. remarks under the article Janus.)
QuiNDEciMviKi, an order of priests whom Tarquin

II.

at Delphi.

commemoration of

celebrated

which he had
ebiained over the serpent Python, from which they
self, in

the victory

Proud appointed

the

to

take care of the Sibylline

received their name
but their origin seems, m fact, to
have been a Panegyris {THav^yvpi^), or Festal Communion, in connexion with the Delphic oracle.
With

books.
They were originally two, but afterward the
number was increased to tin, to whom Sylla added
five more, whence their name.
{Vid. Decemviri and

this the Dfclphians combined games for the purposes
of amusement, which originally consisted of a contest
between singers in praise of the Delphian god. This

Duumviri.)

;

assembly was, in its more important capacity, denominated the Amphictyonic council, and was charged
with the superintendence of the games.
( Wachsmuth,
Gr. Ant., vol. 1, p. 163, Eng. iransl.)— The Pythian
at their first institution, only celebrated
nine years, but afterward every fifth year.
The crown was of bay. For an account of the exercises in the public games of the Greeks, consult the

games were,
once

in

—

(Potter, Or. Anl., 2, 23.)
a Syra<;usan, who defrauded C'anius, a
to
whom he had sold his gardens, &c.
knight,
II.
surname of Apollo,
{Cic, de Off., 3, 14.)
which he received for his having conquered the serpent
article

Olympia.

PvTHius,

I.

Roman

—

A

Python, or because he was worshipped at Delphi ;
(Vtd. Pytho.)
PvTHO, the ancient name of the town of Delphi,
which it was said to have received and tov Trvdeadai,
because the serpent which Apollo killed rotted there.
A better derivation, however, is from irvdtadat, " to
inquire,'^ with reference to the oracle that was consulted here. The difference of quantity {Uvdu, 7rv6ta6at)
does not appear to form a material objection, although
called also Pytho.

Passow

thinks otherwise.

(Gr. D. Handwdrt.,

s. v.

QuiNQUATKiA, a

in honour of Minerva at
one day, but afterward for five
The beginning of the
(qvinque), whence the name.
celebration was the 19th of March.
On the days of
the celebration, scholars obtained holyday, and it was
usual for them to ofl'er prayers to Minerva for
learning
and wisdom ; and on iheir return to school, to present
their master with a gift, which received the name of

Rome,

at

first

Minerval.

festival

for

(Ovid, Fast., 3,

810.— Aul.

Gell, 2, 21.)

QuiNTiLTANUs, Marcus Fabius, an eminent Ro-

man
nia

rhetorician, born at Calagurris, a city of HispaThe orthography of
Tarraconensis, A.D. 42.

—

the

name

first

that

Gibson was the
gave the form Quinctiliamis, in which he has
been followed by several
but as this form is only
found in a single inscription and on a single coin, the
varies in difftrent editions.

;

other

mode

of expressing the

established.
p.

xxiii.,

father,

name has become

well

(Compare Spalding, Prof. ad. Quintil.,
Quintilian was still young when his
seqq.)

after

—

the

death of Nero, conveyed

him

to

Rome, and this circumstance appears to be the cause
why some editors have believed that he was born in this
last-mentioned city.
The father of Quintilian was a
professor of rhetoric, and the son, devoting himself to
the same pursuits, opened a school under Vespasian.
He was the first rhetorician that received a regular
salary from the imperial treasury, and his emolument*

Python, a celebrated serpent sprung from the mud
and stagnated waters which remained on the surface of amounted to 100,000 sesterces. Flavia Domitilla,
the earth after the deluge of Deucalion.
This monster niece of Domitian, and Pliny the younger, were
abode in the vicinity of Delphi, and destroyed the among the number of his pupils. He obtained the
people and cattle of the surrounding country.
Apollo, distinction of the laticlave, or senatorian dress, and
on coming to Delphi, slew the serpent with his arrows
under Domitian he was nominated consul.
After
and as it lay expiring, the exulting victor cried, "Now having lost his wife and two sons, he united himself
rot (7rv^£vj there on the man-feeding earth;" and by a second marriage to a daughter of the rhetorician
hence, says the legend, the place and oracle received Tutilius, by whom he had a daughter who espoused
the appellation of Pyiho.
The Pythi- Nonius Celer, governor of Spain. He had professed
(Vid. Pytho.)
an games were fabled to have been established in rhetoric for the space of twenty years, when he retired from active life, and composed, between 92 and
commemoration of this victory. (Vid. Pythia.)
Dodwell supposes that the true explanation of the al- 94 A.D., his Institutes of the Orator. The year of
it was
legorical fiction relating to Apollo and Python is, that his death is unknown
subsequent, however,
the serpent was the river Cephissus, which, after the to 118 A.D.
There exist, under the name of Quinof
Deucalion had overflowed the plains, sur- tilian, nineteen declamations of some length, and fordeluge
rounded Parnassus with its serpentine involutions, and ty-five minor ones.
They are incorrectly, however,
was reduced by the rays of the sun within its due lim- ascribed to him, and are rather the productions of a
vol.
its
It
is
much
more
later
Gerard Vosand
of
several writers.
i, p. 180.)
(DodweWs Tour,
age,
probable, however, that the fable was one of Oriental sius (de Rhet nat. et. const., p. 108) thinks that
origin, and was carried from that quarter of the world they were written by Postumus the younger, one of
to Greece.
those ephemeral emperors called in Roman history the
( Vtd. remarks under the article Apollo.)
;

—

:

QuADi, a German nation on the southeastern borders of the country, in what is now Moravia.
They
were connected with the Marcomanni, and, along with

The Emperor
them, waged war against the Romans.
Marcus Antoninus proceeded against them in person
and repressed their inroads, but they soon after renewed hostilities with increased vigour. Their name
disappears from history about the fifth century. Their
territory was bounded on the south by the Danube, on
the east by the river Gran and the Jazyges, on the north
by the Carpates and Sudetes, and on the west by the

—

Marcomanni. (Tac Germ., 42, seqq. Id., Ann., 2,
63.
Dio Cass, 71, 8, seqq.
Amm. MarcelL, 17,
\^.—Jd., 29, ^.— Wilhelm, Germanien, &c.. p. 223,
Reichard, Germanien, p. 146, seqq.
teqq.
Wersebe,

—
—

itbtr die

,

—

—

Volker des alien Tcutschlands,

p.

1

72, seqq.

)

M

Some

Florus as
manuscripts give
The
personage entirely unknown.
work by which Quintilian has immortalized his name
is entitled Delnstitutione Oratorio, or, rather, Institutiones Oratoriiz.
It is in twelve books, and dedicated
to Marcellus Victorius.
This work is not merely a
it embraces a
complete treatise on the rhetorical art
plan of study for the orator, from the first elements
the
results of
states
of
Quintilian here
thirty tyrants.
their author, a

Q.

—

;

grammar.

He gives signal
long experience and deep reflection.
of a refined
proofs in it of an excellent judgment,
critical spirit, of a pure taste, and of extensive and
varied reading.

This work

is

preferable to

all

tha

Cicero respecting the theory of elothe precepts of
Quintilian has profited by
quence.
this great master, but he does not stop where the othhe adds to his labours the observations
er

we have from

stops

:

which a long course of
He has formed
eested.
^

had sugpractical experience
his style upon that of Cicerc^
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•

QUI

QUINTUS.

and he writes with an elegance which would entitle
him to a rank by the side of the purest models of the
Augustine age, if certain obscure expressions and
some specimens of affected phraseology did not betray
His tenth book, where he
the writer of a later age.
speaks of the Greek and Roman authors of the higher class, is one of the most instructive, and of great

perficially acquainted with the good historians of Alexander, and appears to have given the preference to those
Greek writers who had distorted by fable the. true his-

tory of the Macedonian monarch, such as Clitarchus
and Hegesippus.
His compilation is made without
any judgment he gives himself no trouble to reconcile the contradictions which exist
among the authors
importance in relation to the history of ancient litera- whom he follows, nor does he at all concern himself
ture.
Time has preserved for us only two manu- about testing the truth of their narratives. It would
One, which seem, moreover, that his knowledge of Greek is very
scripts of the Institutes of Quintilian.
is complete, was found, at. the period of the council
So ignorant is he in the military art, that it is
slight.
of Constance, in a tower of the Abbey of St. Gall, difficult to understand his accounts of battles and
he made a sieges ; and oftentimes it is but too apparent that he
by the celebrated Poggio of Florence
copy of this, which is now in England. Nearly at the does not understand himself what he copies mechansame time Leonard Aretin discovered a second man- ically from others. In geography and astronomy his
From these two ignorance is equally great. He confounds Mount
uscript in Italy, but very defective.
original ones are derived all the other manuscripts of Taurus with Caucasus, and makes the Caspian and
It
is
not known what has become of the Hyrcanian seas two different sheets of water.
He obQuintilian.
With regard to the dialogue serves no chronological order, and does not mention
manuscript of St. Gall.
De Claris Oratoribus, commonly ascribed to Quintil- either the years or the seasons in which the events of
ian, some remarks will be offered under the article which he treats took place.
If, however, Quintus
Tacitus.
The best editions of Quintilian are, that of Curtius be refused the name of an historian, we cannot
3
that
of
an amusing and invols.
4to
his
to
considered
claim
Burmann, Lugd. Bat., 1720,
;
Cap- deny
being
His diction is pure and elegant.
peronicr, Paris, 1725, fol. ; that of Gesner, Got ting., teresting writer.
and particularly that of Spalding, Lips., Some of his harangues are master-pieces of their kind.
1766, 4to
1798-1834, 6 vols. 8vo, the fifth volume of which He is rich in beautiful descriptions. His style is too
contains supplementary annotations by Zumpt, and ornamented, and sometimes declamatory
oftener,
the sixth a Lexicon and Indexes by Bonelli.
The however, he happily imitates his model, Livy. In the
edition of Quintilian forming part of Lemaire's collec- beginning of the sixteenth century, an impostor, named
tion is a reprint, for the most part, of Spalding's. Hugo Rugerius or Ruggieri, a native of Rhegio, pub;

;

—

—

;

;

{Schbll, Hist. Lit.

Gesch.

Rom. Lit

Rom.,
,

p.

vol. 2, p.

401, seqq.

seqq.—B'dhr,
—398,
Fuhrmann, Rom..

lished a pretended collection of the letters of Quintus
Curtius, divided into five books, and supposed to contain not only letters written

Lit., vol. 2, p. 168, seqq.)

by the historian himself,

QuiNTUs CuRTius RuFUs, a Latin historical writer, but others also from various distinguished individuals.
with regard to whose era great uncertainty prevails. The fabrication, however, was so clumsily executed,
No ancient writer makes mention of him the first that no one was imposed upon. The best editions of
who speak of him are John of Salisbury and Pierre Quintus Curtius are. that of Snakenburg, Lugd. Bat.j
that of Schmieder, Gbtting., 1804, 2 vols
de Blois, who lived m the 12th century.
Curtius 1724, 4to
;

;

^

himself furnishes no information respecting his own
condition and origin, if we except one passage in
which he speaks of an event which happened in his
He mentions this event, however, in
times (10, 9).
such obscure terms, that the commentators are all at
variance respecting the period when he flourished.
Some, as, for example, Pithou and Bongars, place him
Others, as Ausonius Popma
and Perizonius, under Tiberius.
Others, as Justus
Others, as
Lipsius and Brisson, under Claudius.
Freinsheim, Rutgers, Vossius, and many other ediin

the

Augustan age.

tors, under Vespasian.
Some, following the example
of Pontanus, make him to have flourished under TraCount Bagnolo {Delia gcnte Curzia e delV eta
jan.
di Q. Curzia, &c., Bologna, 1741, 8vo), and one of
the latest editors of Curtius, Cunze, whose edition
appeared at Heltnstadt in 1795, 8vo, have adduced
some specious arguments for fixing the period of this
writer under Constantine the Great.
Finally, Barth
The
brings him down as low as the first Theodosius.
Curtius
of
is
entitled
rebus gcstis
De
Quintus
history
Alcxandri Magni (" Of the exploits of Alexander the
Great"). It was divided originally into ten books, but
the first two, the end of the fifth, and the beginning
Freinsheim has written a supof the sixth are lost.
plement to the work, so as to complete what is thus
defective, and has succeeded in brintring together a
learned collection of facts from the different historians
who have made mention of the operations of Alexander.
The work of Quintus Curtius is rather to be

—

8vo

and that of Lemaire, Parts, 1822-24, 3

;

vols.

8vo.

{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 383, seqg^
II.
B'dhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 441, seqq.)
(or Cointus) Calaber, a Greek poet, a native of Smyrna,
but surnamed Calaber from the circumstance of the

—

—

Cardinal Bessarion's having found a manuscript of his
work in a convent of Calabria, in Lower Italy and
thus a distinguished scholar, a native of Greece, only
became acquainted with one of the poets of his nation^
because chance had conducted him to the convent of
St. Nicholas, in the city of Otranto.
Quintus (or Cointus) lived probably about the beginning of the sixth
He is the author of a poem in fourteen cancentury.
tos, entitled UapaXtnrofieva 'Of^^pcj (" Tktngs omitIt is a continuation of the Iliad
ted by Homer).
down to the destruction of Troy, or, rather, an historical
composition in verse, interspersed with mythological
Vicious
fictions, and adorned with abundant imagery.
in its arrangement, because no unity either of action
;

or of interest prevails in it, this production is, at the
same time, not without merit as regards its ornaments
and diction. The imitation of Homer is everywhere
apparent ; but it shows itself only in details, and the

author did not possess the art of varying his descriptions of combats, in which his model shows himself so
He offends, also, in too frequent an introsuperior.
duction of deities into the combats of the two con-

termed a romance than

is
frequently as
tending parties, and their intervention
Notuncalled for as their departure is unexpected.
withstanding these defects, however, the poem of
Quintus appears so far superior to the other produc-

It is the

tions of the

—

an historical composition.
production of a rhetorician who sacrifices
truth to the desire of brilliancy of expression, and to
The harangues which he
a love of the marvellous.
puts into the mouths of his heroes are mere scholastic
without
declamations,
any regard to the characters of
As a critical historian
those who are to utter them.

Quintus

is

very far below mediocrity.
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He

is

only su-

which he is supposed to have lived,
have regarded these Paralipomcna
as a kind of enlargement or amplification of the Little
Others have viewed
Iliad of Lesches, which is lost.
it as a cento of various passages borrowed from the
that

many

age

cyclic poets.

found

in

in

critics

— Another

MS.

poem, ascribed to Quintus, is
Marc, and in that o!

in the library of St.

%^ etu
RAB

RAV

It is on the twelve
the king of Bavaria at Munich.
The best editions of Quintus
labours of Hercules.
Calaber are, that of Rhodomannus, Hanov., 1604, Hvo ;
and that of
that of De Pauw, Lugd. Bat, 1784, 8vo
Tychsen, Argent., 1807, 8vo. The last, however, has

—

;

never been completed.

{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.

6, p. 91, seqq.)

QuiRiNALis, a hill at Rome, added to the city by
Servius Tuliius.
Numa, indeed, had
(Liv., 1. 44.)
house
a
upon this mountain, but it was not considered
a part of the city until enclosed within the Tullian
The temple of Romulus Quirinus, from which
wall.
it derived its name, was built
by Numa, but afterward
reconstructed with greater magnificence by Papirius

Some vestiges
Cursor, the dictator.
{Liv., 10,46.)
of this edifice are said to exist \i\ the gardens of the
Jesuits, close to the church of S. Andrea., a Monte
The expression MoiUe Cavallo is a corrupCavallo.
tion from Mons Cahatlus, a name applied to the Quirinal at a later day from two marble horses placed there.
The Quirinal is the only one of the Seven Hills at the
It is covered with noble
present day that is populous.

accused and condemned for receiving a very
large siun
money (10,000 talents) for restoring the Egyptian
His estate, however, did not yield, when sold,
king.
sufficient to reimburse this sum, and Rabirius therefore, who was concerned in the affair, was sued for
the balance (causa de residuis).
Rabirius, it seems,
had advised Gabinius to undertake the restoration of
the king, and accompanied him into
Here he
Egypt.
was employed to solicit the payment of the money, and
lived at Alexandrea for that
purpose, in the king's serof

Cicero's device, as the public receiver of his taxes.
fence of Gabinius and Rabirius, especially the former,
excited great surprise, as Gabinius had ever been hi«

most vehement enemy.
by Pompey's influence.

It

was occasioned, however,
Rabirius was acquitted.

Post., c. 8, 12.— Fa/. Max., 4, 2.— III.
epic poet, who flourished during the AugusVelleius Paterculiis names him immediately

(CicproRab.

A Roman

tan age.

Homer (2, 26), but Quintilian speaks of him in a
much more moderate tone. (Inst. Or 10, 1.) The
after

,

grammarians have preserved for us some verses of one
of his poems.
Its subject was the battle of Actium.
(Rome in (Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 1, p. 221.)
palaces, churches, streets, and fountains.
the Nineteeiith Century, vol. 1, p. 206, Am. ed.)
Ramnes or Ramnenses, one of the three centoQuiRiNOs, I. a surname of Mars among the Romans. ries instituted by Romulus. (Vid Roma.)
This name was also given to Romulus after his transRampsinitus, an Egyptian monarch, of whom He" After
lation to the skies.
this, they
{Ovid, Fast., 2, 475.)— II. A sur- rodotus relates the following legend.
name of the god Janus. ( Vid. remarks under the ar- said, Rampsinitus descended alive into those places
ticle Janus.)
which the Grecians call Hades where, playing at dice
QuiRiTKs, (Vid. remarks under the article Roma, with Ceres, he sometimes won, and at other times lost;
that, at his return, he brought with him as a present a
page 1172, col. 2 )
Szathmari applies it to the
napkin of gold" (2, 122).
years of plenty and scarceness which happened under
R.
Pharaoh.
Creuzer, however, refers it to the great
Rabirius, I. C a Roman knight contemporary with principles, pervading all nature, of decay and restoraJulius Cffisar.
The latter had, on one or two occa- tion. (Symbolik, vol. 4, p. 231.)
Raudii Campi, plains about ten miles to the northsions, expressed with some ostentation his attachment
to the party of Marius, and he now attempted to vindi- west of Mediolanum, in Cisalpine Gaul, which were
cate the memory of L. Saturninus, who, having been for rendered memorable by the bloody defeat of the Cim;

a long time the associate of Marius, was afterward opposed by him as the reluctant instrument of the senate,
and. having been taken by him in actual rebellion, had
been murdered by the armed citizens, who broke into
his place of confinement.
Caesar, it is said (Sueton.,
Vit. Jul., 12), instigated Labienus, at this time one
of the tribunes, and afterward distinguished as one of
Caesar's lieutenants in Gaul, to accuse Rabirius, then
advanced in years, as the perpetrator of this murder.
The cause was first tried before L. Caesar and C. Cae-

(Dw Cass , 37, 42), who were appointed by lot to
act as special commissioners in this case, by virtue of
and the accused was arraigned
the praetor's order
sar

;

according to the old law of murder, by which, if he had
been found guilty, he would have been condemned to
be hanged.
But this mode of proceeding was stopped
by Rabirius appealing to the people, or by the interference of Cicero as consul, as his speech seems to
imply (pro Rab., c. 4, seq.), and his procuring the removal of the cause before another tribunal. The peo-

however, it
accused, when

ple,

is

said,

were

likely

to

condemn

the

Q

Metelellus Celer, one of the praetors, obliged the meeting to break up, by tearing down
the ensign which was always flying on the Janiculum
while the people were assembled, and without which,
according to ancient custom, they could not lawfully
In this manner Rabirius
continue their deliberations.
for Labienus or his instigators did not think
whether
proper to bring forward the business again

escaped

;

;

despairing of again finding the people equally disposed
to condemn the accused, or whether the progress of the
conspiracy of Catiline began now to turn men's attention more entirely to a different subject.
(Dio Cass
37,
C?c., Or. pro Rab )— 11 C. Postumus, a
Roman knight, son of C. Curius, and adopted son of
,

42—

the preceding.

He became

implicated

Gabkiius and Ptolemy Auletes.

7H

in the affair

of

Gabinius had been

bri

by Marius.

Oros.,

.5,

16.)

(Flm-., 3, "i.— Vell. Patera., 2,

The

spot,

12.—

however, on which the bat-

took place, seems very uncertain, as no author except Plutarch mentions the situations of these plains.
He describes them as lying in the vicinity of Vercella
but even this designation is very general.
(Vit. Mar.)
The Cimbri are represented as having entered Italy by
the Tridentine Alps or the Tyrol; and we farther
learn, that, after beating back the consul Catulus on
the Athesis or Adige, they forced the
passage of that
river, by which time Marius having come up with considerable re- enforcements, a battle took place in the
tle

;

plains of which we are speaking.
situation des Raudii Campi.

Walckenaer, sur
— Mem.
de VAcad.

la

(

The small place
6, p. 360.)
thought by D'Anville to preserve some
traces of the ancient appellation.
(Cramer's Anc.

des Inscr., &c., vol.
called

Rho

is

Italy, vol. 1, p. 52.)

Ravenna, an important city of Cisalpine Gaul, situate on the coast, a short distance below the Spinetic
mouth of the Padus or Po. It laid claim to an orifor Strabo (214) reports it
gin of remote antiquity
to have been founded by some Thessalians
but they
;

;

subsequently abandoned it to the Umbii, being unable
to resist the
aggressions of the Tyrrheni, or Tuscans.
When Pliny says it was a colony of the Sabines, he
perhaps alludes to an old tradition, which comtidered
that people as descended from the Umbri.
(Pltn 3,
Strabo informs us, that Ravenna was situated
18.)
on
built
wooden
in the midst of marshes, and
entirely
,

piles.

A

communication was established between the
and

different parts of the town by means of bridges
Martial,
boats.
(Compare Sil. Ital , 8, 602.

—

13,

But, as Strabo observes, the noxious ait
&c.)
waiew was so purified by
arising from the stagnant
the tide, that Ravenna was consmered by the Romans
18,

a very healthy place

;

in proof of which, thev sent glad-

,

REG

RAVENNA.
mere

laiors

grew

in ihe

The vine
to be trained and exercised.
marshes wiih the greatest luxuriance, but

{Strabo,
perished in the course of four or five years.
218
Plin„ 14, 2.) Water was scarce at this place,
that
he would rather have
and hence Martial observes
a cistern of water at Ravenna than a vineyard, since

—

he could sell the water for a much higher price than
the wine.
{Ep-, 3, 56.) The same writer sportively
alludes to his having been imposed upon by a tavernon his callmg for a glass of wakeeper at Ravenna
are not informed
ter, he received one of wine!
at what period Ravenna received a Roman colony
but it is not improbable, from a passage
{Slrab., 217)
in Cicero {Oral, pro Balb., 22), that this event took

— We

:

4, >7.)

town on the river Velinus,
modern name is Rieti. fn
the antiquity of its origin this place was equalled
by
place under the consulship of Cn. Pompeius Strabo. few of the cities of Italy, since, at the most remote peRavenna became the great naval station of the Ro- riod to which the records of that country extend, it is
mans on the Adriatic, m the latter times of the re- reported to have been the first seat of the Umbri, who
public, a measure which seems to have originated are regarded by some as the Aborigines of Italy. {ZeIt was from Ravenna that
with Pompey the Great.
It
nod., Troez., ap. Dion. Hal., 2, 49.— /d., 1, 14.)
Cssar held a parley with the senate, when on the was here, likewise, that the Arcadian Pelasgi probably
It was
fixed their abode, and, by intermixing with the earlier
{Bell. Civ., 1, 5.)
point of invading Italy.
from this city, also, that he set forward on that march natives, gave rise to those numerous tribes, known to
to
which brought him
the Rubicon, and involved his the Greeks by the name of Opici, and subsequently to
country and the world in civil war.
{Appian, Bell. the Romans under the various appellations of Latins,
It
is
well
observed by Gibbon {Misc. Oscans, and Campanians
these subsequently drove
Civ., 2, 11.)
''
Caesar had, for good the Siculi from the plains, anfl occupied in their stead
Works, vol. 2. p. 179), that
He wished the shores of the Tyrrhennian sea. If we may credit
reasons, fixed his quarters at Ravenna.
to obtain possession of Picenum, a rich and populous Silius Italicus, Reate derived its name from Rhea, the
From Cicero {in Cat., 3) we
country, and thus deprive Pompey of the resources he Latin Cybele (8, 417).
from
might have found in a province extremely devoted to learn that it was only a prafectura in his time
his family, and from which that general might have Suetonius, on the other hand, we collect that it was a
made legions spring up by merely striking the ground municipal town. {Vesp., I.) Reate was particularly
with his foot.
He wished to turn the capital with his celebrated for its excellent breed of mules {Slrab., 228),
Had he attempted to march straight to Rome, and still more so for that of its asses, which sometimes
army.
Pompey would have made himself master of the diffi- brought the enormous price of 60,000 sestertii, about
cult passes, and stopped his progress, and Italy would £484 sterling.
R., 2, l.—Plin., 8, 43.J
( Varro, R
have become the theatre of war. But, by marching
The valley of the Velinus, in which this city was
towards Ariminum, Ancona, and Corfinium, he made situated, was so delightful as to merit the appellation
and from their
it seem to be his
design to cut off the retreat of his of Tempe {Cic, Ep. ad Alii 4, 15)
enemies, and his boldness threw them into such con- dewy freshness, its meadows obtained the name of
Rosei Campi.
sternation, that they hastened to embark at BrundiPlin., 17, 4.)
{Varro, R. R,\, l.
siuin.
Lastly, he wished to make sure of Ariminum. According to Holstenius {ad Stcph. Byz., p. 110),
This important place was distant from the Rubicon they still bear the name of /e Rose. {Cramer's Anc.
eighteen miles by the .^milian road, and only eleven Italy, vol. 1, p. 414, seqq.)
Caesar could send forward bodRedones, a Gallic nation in the interior of Lugduby that of Ravenna.
ies of troops under twenty diU'erent pretences
but nensis Tertia, north of the Namnetes, and the mouth
of the Liger or Loire.
Their capital was Condate, afthe moment he passed it, his designs were unmasked
Ariminum was therefore to be surprised by a forced terward Redones, now Rennes. {Cces., B. G., 7, 75.
march." The old port of Ravenna was situated at —Plin, 4, 18.)
the mouth of the river Bedesis {il Ronco).
But AuRegill.<e or Regillum, a Sabine town near Eregustus caused a new one to be constructed at the en- tum, which latter place was north of Nomentum and
trance of the little river Candianus into the sea, and northwest of Tibur.
Regillum is only known as the
about three miles from Ravenna.
He established a birthplace of Atta Clausus, who, under the namr of
communication between this harbour and a branch of Appius Claudius, became the founder of the Claulian
the Po, by means of a canal which was called Fossa family at Rome.
{Liv., 2, IQ.—Dion. Hal., 5, 40.)
Regillus, a small lake of Latium, northwest of
Augusti and he also made a causeway to connect
It was the scene
the port and city, which obtained the name of Via Praeneste, and southeast of Gabii.
As the new harbour, from thenceforth, be- of a great battle between the Romans and Latins, after
Caesaris.
came the usual station for the fleet, it received the dis- the expulsion of Tarquin, in which the latter were to{Dion. Hal., 6, 18.)— The lake Retinguishing appellation of Portus Classis, a name which tally defeated.
;

V

thrown up by the tide has formed a tract of land,
which is cultivated, and on which the city itself ha6
been enlarged towards the sea.
The air is insalubrious, but has been somewhat amended by conveying
along the sides of the city the rivers Menlone and Ronco, which carry off the foetid water from the marshy
{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 94, scq.)
grounds.
Rauraci, a people of Belgic Gaul, on the Upper
Their capital was
Rhine, northeast of the Sequani.
Augusta Rauracorum, now Augst. {Cces., B. G.,

Reate, an

old Sabine

a branch of the Nar.

Its

—

;

;

—

,

;

—

P

;

—

;

still

the

subsists in that of a well

known monastery

near

modern town of Ravenna.

flourish as a naval station

Ravenna continued to
long after the reign of Au-

—

—

Tacit., Ann., 4, 5.
Id.,
{Suet., Aug., 49.
gustus.
Hist., 2, 100.— Ptol, p. 63.—Zosim., 5, 28.)— Honorius made this city the place of his residence both be-

fore and after Alaric had captured and burned Rome.
Odoacer made the conquest of Italy, he resided

When

gillus is thought to be
the small town of that

33,

6.— Val.

Max.,

Regium Lepidum

1,

il Laghetto della Colonna, near
name. {Cic, N. D., 2.
Plin.,

—

8.— Floras,

or

4, 2.)

Forum Lepidi,

a city of Cis-

between Parma and Mutina. In Cicero
we find it sometimes under the name of Regium Lepidi {Ep. ad Fam., 12, 5), or simply Regium (11, 9).
This place probably owed its origin to M. vEmilius
Lepidus, who constructed the .^milian road, on which
but when or from what cause it took the
it stood

alpine Gaul,

Ravenna, and sustained here a siege of three years,
which he was taken and slain by
It is farther noticed in
This latter monarch fixed the seat of his name of Regium is unknown
Theodoric.
empire here, and greatly adorned and embellished the history as having witnessed the death of the elder BruHere also resided the exarch or governor ap- tus by order of Pompey, to whom he had surrendered
place.
{Liv., Epit., 90.— 7aZ. Max., 6, 8.—Oros,
pointed by the Emperor of the East when Italy was in himself.
In the tune of the Ro- 5, 22.)
possession of the Lombards.
mans it was seated on a kind of bay. The mud
Rbgulus, M. Attilius, a consul during the first
1162

at

at the termination of

;

REGUI.US.

REGULU8.

Punic war. He reduced Brundisium, and, in his sec- his captivity ; and that the whole story
respecting bw
ond consulship, took G4, and sunk 30, galleys of the punishment was invented by the Roman wnten, or
fleet
off
on
the
coast
of
else
the
wife
of
in
Ecnomus,
order
to
Carthaginian
Sicily.
by
Regulus,
pallial*- the
After this victory, Regulus and his colleage Manlius cruelty of which the latter had been guilty towards the
sailed to Africa, and seized on Clupea, a place situ- Carthaginian captives delivered into her hands.
This
ate to the east of Carthage, not far from the Hermean same opinion has been embraced by
many subsequent
which they made their place of arms, writers.
in
Geaner,
Chreslom.,
Ctr.., p.
(Compare
lanlius was recalled, but Regulus was left to prose- 547.
Kromontory,
Jam, ad Horat.,
Wesseling, ad Ihod I. c.
cute the war and so rapid was his success, that he Od.. 3, 5, A9.—Lefeb., ad Stl. I/al., 6,639.- Toland,
made himself master of about 200 places on the coast, Collection of several pieces, Lond., 1726, vol. 2, p.
in the number of which wasTunetum or Tunis.
The 28.
Foreign Review, vol. 1, p. 305.
BoUicher,
Carthaginians sued for peace, but Regulus would grant Geschichte der Cartfiager, p. 205, <kc.
Beaufort, sur
on
conditions that could not be en- Vincertilude de VHisloire Komaine, 1738, 8vo, sub
them none, except
dured.
His rapid success had rendered him haughty fin.
Rooss, De Siippliciis quibus Regulus Carlhaand intractable, and now it made him rash and impru- gine traditus intcrfectus
Magazin fitr offcnll. Schudent.
A Lacedaemonian leader, named Xanthippus, len, Bremen, 1791, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 50, seqq.) The
arrived at Carthage with a re-enforcement of Greek arguments in favour of this opinion are
strong, and we
Ob- might almost say decisive. In the first place, the Rotroops, and soon changed the aspect of affairs.
to
that
their
overthrows
the
man
writers
are
all
at
variance
Carthaginians
serving
among themselves rewere entirely owing to their having fought on ground, specting the nature of the punishment supposed tc
where their cavalry, in which alone they were superior have been inflicted on Regulus. Cicero {De Fin 2,
to the Romans, had not room to act, he promised to W.
lbid., 5, 27.— Pis., c. 19
Off., 3, 27),
repair this mistake, and accordingly posted his forces Seneca {De Prov., c. 3), Valerius Maximus (9, 3,
in a plain, where the elephants and Carthaginian horse ext. 1), Tuditanus and Tubero
6, 4),
{ap. Aul. Gell
Regulus followed him, imagin- Silius Italicus (6, 539, seqq.), Aurelius Victor (c.
might be of service.
but he was defeated and taken 40), and Zonaras {Ann., vol. 2), make
ing himself invincible
Regulus to
After have had his eyelids cut off, and to have died of want
prisoner, along with 500 of his countrymen.
in
he
was sent to Rome of sleep and of hunger. Seneca {loc. cit., Epist., ^t
prison,
being kept some years
to propose an exchange of prisoners, having been first 98), Silius Italicus (2, 343,
seqq.), and Florus (2, 2),
an
to
bind
himself
oath
that he would re- speak also of the cross as an instrument of his sufferby
compelled
tiirn in case he proved unsuccessful.
When he came ings. And, finally, Seneca {Dc Prov., c. 3. De

—

—

,

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

—Dc

,

;

strongly dissuaded his countrymen against
an exchange of prisoners, arguing that such an exam-

tranq.

ple would be of

Zonaras

to

Rome, he

citizens

consequence to the republic : that
so basely surrendered their arms to

fatal

who had

enemy were unworthy

of the least compassion and
incapable of serving their country "that, with regard
to himself, he was so far advanced in years, that his
the

:

death ought to be considered as a matter of no imporwhereas they had in their hands several Cartance
thaginian generals, in the flower of their age, and ca;

pable of doing their country great services for many
It was with difficulty the senate complied with
years.
so generous and unexampled a counsel.
The illustrious exile therefore left Rome, in order to return to
the
of
unmoved
sorrow
his
friends, or the
Carthage,
by
and was treated on his
tears oi his wife and children
;

return, according to the ordinary account, with the utmost degree of cruelty, the Carthaginians having heard

had been rejected entirely through the
They imprisoned him for a
opposition of Regulus.
long while in a gloomy dungeon, whence, after cutting
off his eyelids, they brought him suddenly into the sun,
that their offer

when

its beams darted their strongest heat.
They
next put him into a kind of chest full of nails, the
points of which did not allow him a moment's ease
Lastly, after having been long tormentday or night.
ed by being kept continually awake in this dreadful
enemies nailed him to a cross,
his
merciless
torture,

their usual

punishment, and

left

him

to die

on

Rome

retaliation for this cruelty, the senate at
to have delivered two captives into the

it.

In

are said

hands of the

widow

of Regulus, to do with them what she pleased ;
but that her cruelty towards them was so great, that
the senate themselves were compelled at length to interfere.
Such is a general outline of the story of

—

The question respecting its truth or falseRegulus.
hood has given rise to considerable discussion.
Palmerius first started an objection to the common narrative {Exercit. in Avct. Grac
p. 151, seqq.), and,
as well from the silence of Polybius on this point as
from a fragment of Diodorus Siculus (lib. 24, p. 273,
seqq., ed. Vales ; vol. 2, p. 566, ed. Wesseling ; vol. 9,
,

p.

524, ed. Bip

),

ingeniously conjectured that Regulus

was never sent from Carthage

to

Rome

;

that he

was

not the victim of toitures, but died of a disease during

15.

— Episl.,

Maximus

(9, 2, ext.

an., c.

Valerius

—

67), Cicero
1),

{Pis.,

19),

Aurelius Victor and

(//., cc), Silius Iialicus (6, 539, seqq.), Oro(4, 8). Augustin {De Civ. Dei, 1, 15). Appian

sius

c. 4.—Exc., 2, ex. lib. 5.—De Reb.
Sic, vol. 1, p. 93, ed. Schweigh.), tell of a narrow
box or barrel, full of nails, in which he was confined ;
and, being compelled to stand continually, perished at
last with exhaustion.
'1 his
discrepance, therefore,

{De Reb. Pun.,

gives the whole story

much

the appearance of a popu-

origin to, and heightened in many
of its features by, national feeling.
Another argoment
against the authenticity of the narrative in question is
lar fable,

owing

its

—

derived from the total silence of Polybius, who treats
fully, in his history, of the events of the first Punic
war, respecting not merely the punishment of Regulus, but even his coming to Rome and his return to

—

A third and still stronger argument is deCarthage.
duced from the language of Diodorus Siculus, who
makes the widow of Regulus to have been urged to
punish the captives in her hands from the persuasion
that her husband had died the victim oi carelessness and
neglect on the part of the Carthaginians {vo/xlaaaa di'
u.fiE'kEiav avTov tK^eXoiirivaL to ^yv, frag., lib. 24;
The natural inference
9, p. 344, ed. Bip.)
from such language is, that the husband had not been
treated with sufficient care while labouring under some
malady, and that this neglect caused his death; it is
impossible to derive from the words of the text any
meaning favourable to the idea of positive and actual
The captives in the hands of the widow
punishment.
of Regulus were two in number, Bostarand Hamilcar,
and they had been delivered up to her, it is said, to
pacify her complaints, and as hostages for the safety
of Regulus.
For five days they were kept without
food
Bostar died of hunger and grief, and Hamilcar
was then shut up with the dead body for five days lonat the same lime
ger, a scanty allowance of food being
The stench from the corpse and other
given him.
vol.

—

:

circumstances caused the affair to become known, and
the sons of Regulus narrowly escaped being condemnHamilcar was taken away
ed to death by the people.
from his cruel keeper, and carefully attended until his
restoration to health.
{Diod. Sic, frag., hb. 24, vol.
Would the Roman senate and
9, p. 346, ed. Bip.)
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people have acted thus, had the story of Regulus and
his cruel suflerings been true ?
If any, notwithstanding what has been here adduced, are inclined to favour
the other side of the question, they will find some plausible arguments in its support in Ruperti's edition of

passed into the Cyclades, where he ruled with justice
and equity. Having committed an accidental homicide, he retired subsequently to Boeotia, where he married Alcmena, the mother of Hercules.
According to

Silius Italicus

Elysian plain,

{Ad Arg.,

lib. 6).

Remi, a people of Gallia Belgica, southwest of the
Their
Treveri, and southeast of the Veromandui.
capital was Durocortorum, now/iAaww. {Cces B. Gr.,
2, 3, 5.—Tac., Hist., 4, 67.— Plin., 4, 17.)
Remus, the brother of Romulus, exposed together with him by the cruelty of his grandfather.
( Vid.
Romulus.)
on
river
in
the
a
northern
Res^ena,
Chaboras,
city
Mesopotamia. {Steph. Byz., s. v. 'Fiaiva.) Its site
was afterward occupied by Theodosiopolis {Chron.,
Edessen., p. 339), which must not be confounded
with another city of the same name in northern Armenia.
The modern name of Resaena is Ras-el-aim.
,

{Niebuhr, vol. 2, p. 394.)
Rha (Td), a large river, now the Wolga.
ter, prior to Ptolemy, mentions either its
course.
tions of

The
Mela

No

wri-

name

or

appellation occurs, it is true, in our edi(3, 5), but it is a mere interpolation.

"£

The

true reading in Mela is,
Cerauniis montibus
uno alveo dcscendit, duobus exit in Caspium [Rha]
The word Rha,
Araxes Tauri latere demissus.^^

which we have enclosed

in brackets, does not belong
acquaintance with this river
he
knew
not only its mouth, but
was
its western bending towards the Tanais, its double
sources (the Wolga and the Kama), the point of their
union, and the course of some streams flowing from
the mountains on the east into the Wolga.
All this
knowledge of the Rha was obtained from the caravan

to the text.

— Ptolemy's

so accurate, that

Homer {Od.,

4, 164),

among

{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 455, seq.)
(Vid. Rhaetia.)
Rh^eti, the inhabitants of Rhaetia.
Rh^tia, a country of Europe, which occupied a
to
of
the
and
was
situate
the
north of Italy
part
Alps,
and east of Helvetia. It is not easy to ascertain its
limits to the north, but we may say that it was bounded in that quarter by Vindelicia, and, in general, that it
corresponded to the country of the Grisons, and to the
cantons of Uri, Glaris, &c., as far as the Lake oj
This
Constance : it extended also over the Tyrol.
country was called western Illyricum, and was subjected to the Romans by Drusus, in the reign of AuSoon afterward Vindelicia was reduced by
gustus.
Tiberius, so that the Roman possessions extended to
This double conquest formed a provthe Danube.
ince called Rhaetia, comprehending Vindelicia, withBut in the
out obliterating altogether the distinction.
multiplication that Dioclesian, and some other emperors after him, made of the provinces, Rhaetia was
divided into two, under the names of Prima and Sea circumstance which caused Rh^tia Propcunda
er and Vindelicia to reassume their primitive distinctions.
{Virg., G., 2, 96.— P/zn., 3, 20; 14, 2, &c.-;

Hor., Od., 4, 4, 14.)
Rhamnus, a town of Attica, situate on the coast,
{Pausan., 1, 32.
sixty stadia northeast of Marathon.
It was so named from the plant
Strabo, 399.)
rhamnus {thornbush), which grew there in abundance.

This demus belonged

in fact,

grow

The plant, it is true, did not,
here, but was brought to this quarter by
As the Romans, however, retrade.

the caravan

ceived their supplies of it from this part of the world,
they associated with it the name of the river, and thus

Jupiter al-

dead.

—

barbarum) of pharmacy.

whom

Pindar {01, 2, 127) seems
to make him a sovereign or judge in the island of the
Latin poets place him with Minos and .^acus
blessed.
in the lower world, where their office is to judge the

Subsequent writers never lost sight of this river.
Agathemerus (2, 30) reckons it among the larger sized
rivers, and calls it, probably by a corrupt name, Rhos

Ammianus Marcellinus (22, 8) speaks of a
plant growing on its banks of great use in medicine.
Every one will see that he alludes to the rhubarb {Rha

the heroes to

lotted that blissful abode.

traders, except, perhaps, a small portion made known
to the world by the Roman conquests in this quarter.

('P(jf).

Rhadamanthus was placed on the

much

to the tribe ^^antis, and was,
celebrated in antiquity for the worship of Nem-

(For an acesis, hence styled Rhamnusia virgo.
count of her temple and statue; vid. Nemesis.) Scylax
speaks of Rhamnus as being fortified. {PeripL, p. 21.)
A mod^It was the birthplace of the orator Antiphon.
ern traveller, who has accurately explored the site of
this ancient town, informs us that it now bears the
name of Vra:o Castro. The ruins of the temple of
Nemesis lie at the head of a narrow glen which leads

be an appellative term, having affinity with Rhea or
Reka, which, in the Sarmatian or Sclavonian language, signifies a river; and from the Russian denomination of Velika Reka, or Great River, appears to
In the Byzantine and
be formed the name of Wolga.
other writers of the middle ages, this stream is called

The building must
to the principal gate of the town.
have been inferior in size to those Doric temples
which still remain in Attica. Its fall seems to have
been occasioned by some violent shock of an earthand broken
quake, the columns being more disjointed
than in any other ruin of the kind.
{Raike's Journal,
Cramer's Anc.
in WalpoWs Memoirs, vol. 1, p. 307.

Atel or Etel, a term, in

Greece, vol. 2,

the

appellation arose.

nifying great

The name Rha

many northern

or illustrious.

The approximation

adel.)

appears to

languages, sig(Compare the German

of the Tanais to this river,

course to the Palus Msotis, is
the occasion of the erroneous opinion of some authors,
that it is only an emanation of the Rha taking a differbefore

it

changes

its

ent route.

{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 4, p. 341.)
Rhacotis, the name o/ a maritime place in Egypt,
on the site of which Alexandres was subsequently erect-

—

389, seqq.)
Vid. Rampsinitus.
Rhampsinitus.
Rhamses or Ramises, a powerful king of Egypt,
the same with Ramses VI., the famed Sesostris. {Vid.
p.

Sesostris.)

Rharius Campus, a part of the Thriasian plain, in
It was in this plain that Ceres
Attica, near Eleusis.
was said to have first sown corn. {Pausan., 1, 38.)

619.)
RiiAUAMANTHUs, a son of Jupiter and Europa, and
These three brethren
brother to Minos and Sarpedon.
fell into discord, says the legend, on account of a
youth named Miletus, the son of Apollo, or of Jupiter.

Dodwell observes, that the soil, though arid, still produces abundant harvests (vol. 1, p. 588).
Rhea, I. a daughter of Ccelus and Terra, who married Saturn, by whom she had Vesta, Ceres, Juno,
Her husband, however, dePluto, Neptune, &c.
voured them all as soon as born, as he had succeeded
to the throne with the solemn promise that he would

The youth

raise

ed.

{Strabo, 792.

— Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 10, pt. 1,

p.

for Sarpedon, Minos
testifying most esteem
Miledrove them out of Crete, their native island.
tus, going to Caria, built a town there, which he named
from himself.
Sarpedon went to Lycia, where he aided Cilix against the people of that country, and ob-

tained the sovereignty of a part of
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it.

Rhadamanthus

no male children, or, according to others, because he had been informed by an oracle that one of
To stop the cruelty of
his sons would dethrone him.
her husband, Rhea consulted her parents, and was
advised to impose upon him
Accordingly, when she
brought forth, the child was immediately concealed,

RHE

RHE

and Saturn devoured a stone which his wife had given
him as her own child. The fears of Saturn were
soon proved to be well founded. A year after, the
child, whose name was Jupiter, became so strong and
powerful, that he drove his father from his throne.
II. or Rhea Silvia, the mother of
(Vid. Saturnus )
Romulus and Remus. (Vid. Ilia.)
RheoIum, one of the most celebrated and flourish-

—

ing cities of Magna Grscia, at the extremity of Italy,
the territory of the Bruttii, and in a southeastern direction from Mcssana on the opposite coast of Sicily.

m

to have been founded nearly 700
years B.C., by a party of Zanclaeans from Sicily, to-

This

city

is

known

gether with some ChaJcidians from Euboea, and Messenians from the Peloponnesus.
{Antwch. Syrac,
Strab., 257.
Herac, Pont, fragm., 25. Pausan., 4,
It may, however, lay claim to a still more re23.)
mote origin, if it be true, as Cato affirmed, that it was
once in the possession of the Aurunci. {Ap. Val.
Prob. ecl.et. Fragm. Hist.)
According to ^Eschylus,
as quoted by Strabo, the name of Rhegium was supposed to refer to the great catastrophe which had once
separated Italy from Sicily (u^' ov drj 'Vrjyiov KiKXija-

—

—

— Compare

That geogKETCt.
Virg., JEn., 3, 414).
rapher suggests as his own opinion, that this term
was derived from the Latin word Regium ; and thus
considers it as only expressive of the importance and
{Strab.,
dignity of the town to which it was attached.
It appears, however, from the more ancient
257.)
coins of Rhegium, that the original name of the place
was RECION. In these the epigraph is REC. RECI.
RECINOS, in characters partaking more of the OsThose of a more recent
can than of the Greek form.
date are decidedly Greek, PHT. PHFINQN, being inscribed on them.
{Sestini, Mon. Vet., p. 18.)

— We

from different passages, that the constitution of Rhegium was at first an oligarchy under the
superior direction of a chief, who was always chosen
from a Messenian family. {Heyne, Opusc. Acad., vol.
Sainte-Croix, sur la Lcgtsl. de la Grande
2, p. 270.
Grece, Mem. des Acad, des Inscr., vol. 42, p. 312.)
the
celebrated lawgiver of Catana in SiciCharondas,
to the Rhegians.
ly, is said also to have given laws

may

collect

—

(Heracl. Pont.,

I.

c.—JElian, V. H.,

3,

usurped the sole authority, and became tyrant of Rhegium about 496 B.C. {Strabo, I. c. Aristot., Polit., 5,
Under this prince, who, though aspiring and
12.)

—

ambitious, appears to have been possessed of considerable talents and many good qualities {Justin, 4, 2),
the prosperity of Rhegium, far from declining, reached
highest elevation.

—

;

jure them by every means in their power.
(Thucyd.,
In the great Sicilian expedition the Rhegians
4, 24.)
observed a strict neutrality for, though the Athenian
;

was long moored in their roads, and its commanders employed all their arts of persuasion to prevail upon them to join their cause, they remained firm
fleet

determination.
{Thucyd., 6, 44.) The same
policy seems to have directed their counsels at the
time that Dionysius the elder was meditating the subin their

jection of Sicily and Magna Graecia.
They constantopposed the designs of that tyrant ; and, had the

ly

other states of Magna Graecia displayed the same energy, the ambitious views of this artful prince would
have been completely frustrated ; but, after the defeat
experienced by their forces on the Elleporus, they offered no farther resistance ; and Rhegium being thus
left unsupported, was compelled, after a gallant defence of nearly ayear, to yield to the Sicilian forces.
The few inhabitants who escaped from famine and the
sword were removed to Sicily, and the place was giv-

Some years after,
en up to pillage and destruction.
it was, however,
partly restored by the younger Dio{Strabo,
nysius, who gave it the name of Phcebia.
268.)
During the war with Pyrrhus, this city was
seized by a body of Campanians, who had been stationed there as a garrison by the Romans, and was, in
consequence, exposed to all the licentiousness and raThe Roman senpacity of those mercenary troops.
ate at length freed the unfortunate citizens from their
the
latter
to the fate which
and
|)ersecutors,
consigned

—

so justly merited.
{Strabo, I. c.
Polyb., 1, 7.
Liv., Epit., 12 et 15.)— The city of Rhegium sustained great injury at a later period from the repeated

they
—

17.— Ansiot., shocks

This form o/ government lasted nearPolit., 2, 10.)
ly 200 years, until Anaxilaus, the second of that name,

its

however, remained long a prey to adverse factions,
and it was not till it had undergone various changes
and revolutions in its internal administration that it
obtained at last a moderate and stable form of gOTernment. {Thucyd., 4, 1.
The conJustin, 4, 3.)
nexion which subsisted between Rhegium and the
Chalcidian colonies in Sicily, induced Rhegium to
take part with the Athenians in their first hostilities
the latter, inagainst the Syracusans and Locrians
deed, proved their constant enemies, and sought to in-

Anaxilaus having succeeded

in

making himself master of Messana,

in conjunction with
a party of Samians, who had quitted their country,
which was then threatened with the Persian yoke {Herod., 6, 23.
Thucyd., 6, 5), confided the sovereignty

—

of an earthquake, which occurred not long be-

90 B.C. It was, in consequence, nearly deserted when Augustus, after having
conquered Sextus Pompeius, established there a considerable body of veteran soldiers for his fleet
and
Strabo affirms, that in his day this colony was in a
fore

the Social war, or

;

Hence also the ap{Strah., 259.)
pellation of Julium, which later authors have applied
to designate this town,
Few cities
{PtoL, p. 62 )

flourishing state.

of
so

Magna Griecia could boast of having given birth to
many distinguished characters as Rhegium, wheth-

er statesman, philosophers, men of literature, or artists
of celebrity. Among the first were many followers of

who

Pythagoras,

are

enumerated by lamblichus

in bis

oi that important town to his son Cleophron.
{Schol.
ad Pivd., Pyth., 2, 34.) His views were next directed against the Locrians ; and it is probable that here
also he would have been successful, having already obtained a decided advantage over them in the field, and

of that philosopher.
Theagenes, Hippys, Lycus,
surnamed Butera, and Glaucus, were historians of
and Lycus, the adoptive
note
Cleomenes,
Ibycus,
father of Lycophron, were poets, whose works were

having proceeded, farther, to lay siege to their town
{Justin, 21, 3), when he was compelled to withdraw
his forces by the influence of Hiero, king of Syracuse,
whose enmity he was unwilling to incur. {Schol.
ad Pind., I. c.) Anaxilaus reigned eighteen years,

are spoken of as statuaries of great reputation ; the
falatter, indeed, is said to have even excelled the

and, on his death, intrusted the sovereignty to Micithus, his minister and chief counsellor, until his sons
should arrive at a proper age to undertake the man-

agement of affairs. He held the power until the young
princes had attained this age, and then resignmg it
to them, retired to Tegea.
About six years after his
resignation, the Rhegians succeeded in recovering
their liberty, and freeing themselves from the tyrannical government of the sons of Anaxilaus.
The city.

life

;

well

known

in

Greece.

Clearchus and Pythagoras

—

Pausan., 6, 4.) The
{Plin., 35, 8.
of the place is Rcggio.
{Cramer's
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 427.)
so
Delos
near
near, in fact,
;
Rhenea, a small island
that Polycrates of Samos is said to have dedicated it
to Apollo, connecting it to the latter island by means
Strabo says the disof a chain.
3, 104)

mous Myron.
modern name

{Thucyd.,
tance which separates them

is

four stadia.

{Strabo,

96 —Plin.. 4, 12.) Its other names
were Celadussa and Artemis. According to modern
is larger than Delos, is also callmaps, Rhenea, which

iSO.— Herod.,

ed Sdili.

3,

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

vol. 3, p.
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Rhenus, I. a celebrated river of Europe, rising in
the Lepontine Alps, a little to the east of Mount St.
It passes
Gothard, in the country of the Grisons.
tnrough Lacus Briganiinus, or the Lake of Constance,
and afterward through Lacus Acronius, or the Lake
of Zell, and continues to run nearly west until it
Here it takes a northern
reaches Basilia or Basle.
direction, and becomes the boundary between Gallia
and Germania, and afterward between the latter and
At Schenck, or Schenken Sckans, the
Belgium.
Rhenus sends off its left-hand branch, the Vahalis or
Waal, which flows west, and joins the Mosa or
Meuse. After parting with the Vahalis, the Rhenus
flows on a few miles farther to the north, and then
divides into two streams, of which the one to the
right hand had the* name of Flevo, or Flevus, or Flevum, now the Yssal, and the other that of Helium,
now the Leek. The latter joins the Meuse above RotThe Yssal was originally unconnected with
terdam.
the Rhine, but was joined to it by the canalof DruBefore it reached the sea, it traversed a small
lake called Flevo, which, by the increase of waters it
received through the Yssal from the Rhine, became
in time expanded, and forms now the Zuyder Zee.
{Vid Flevo.) The whole course of the Rhine is 900
miles, of which 630 are navigable from B&sle to the
The Rhine was long a barrier between the Rosea.
mans and Germans it was first crossed by Julius
sus.

—The word Rhein, which
;

Caesar.

signifies a

"current"

or " stream," appears to be of Celtic or ancient Germanic origin. {Cas., B.
, ^, 20.
Tac, Germ., 1,
28, 29 —Id., Ann., 2, 6
W., Hist, 2, 26.— Mela,
small river of
rim., 4, 15.)— II.
Id, 3, 2.
2,
Cisalpine Gaul, rising in the northern part of Eiruria,
and falling into the Padus or Po.
It is now the
Reno, and is celebrated in history for the meeting of
the second triumvirate, which took place A.U.C. 709,
in an island formed by its stream.
Appian seems to
but his testimony
place the island in the Lavinius
ought not to stand against the authority of Plutarch

—

G

—

—

5—

A

;

{Vit.

Cic. et Anl.),

tonius

(

Vit.

Aug

,

c.

Dio Cassius (46, 55), and Sue96),

who

all

agree in placing the

scene of the event clos^e to Bononia or Bologna.
The spot which witnessed this famous meeting* is
probably that which is now known by the name of
Crocetta del Trebho, where there is an island in the
Rhcno, about half a mile long and one third broad,
and about two miles to the west of Bologna.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 88.)
a
of
son
of
the
Rhesus,
Thrace,
Strymon and
king
the muse Terpsichore, who marched, at a late period
of the Trojan war, to the aid of Priam, with a numerous army. His arrival was expected with great
impatience, as an ancient oracle had declared that
Troy should never be taken if the horses of Rhesus
drank the waters of the Xanthus, and fed upon the

This oracle was well
grass of the Trojan plains.
known to the Greeks, and thereifore two of their best
generals, Diomedes and Ulysses, were commissioned
by the rest to intercept the Thracian prince. The
Greeks entered his camp in the night, slew him, and
carried

away

his horses to their

camp. {Apollod., 1,
1, 473.— Om<Z, Met., 13, 98.)
a
a
Greek
native
of Bena in Crete,
Rhi.\nus,
poet,
who flourished about 230 B.C. He was originally a
Rhianus wrote an Herslave in a school of exercise.

^.— Virg., Mn.,

Thessalica, Messeniaca, Acha'ica, and Eliaca.
Of all these poems we have only about thirty-three
The titles of his productions appear
lines remaining.
to indicate, that if, like ChcErilus of Saraos, he gave

tucleid,

history an epic form, his choice, nevertheless,

fell

on

subjects which lost themselves in remote antiquity, or
which, like the Messenian war, were almost as much

—

within the domain of imagination as of history.
The
fragments of Rhianus are contained in the collections
of Winterton, Brunck, Gaisford, and Boissonade.
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Ten epigrams

of his also remain, which are
given in
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p.

the Anthology.
123.)

Rhinocolura, a town on

the coast of the Mediterassigned at one time to Egypt, at another to
It was an
Syria, and lying on the confines of both.
important commercial place, and the great mart for

ranean

;

The modern El Arish

the Arabian trade

occupies
its name,
according to Sirabo,
from the circumstance of offenders being sent thither
as to a place of exile, after having been first deprived
of their noses {f)iv, the nose, and ku?.vo), to mutilate), a
custom said to have been practised by one of the Ethiits

derives

It

site.

The story is
{Strab., 780 )
opian invaders of Egypt.
evidently untrue; and the name would appear to be,
not of Greek, but Egyptian origin.
Diodorus Sirulus
(1, 60) says that this town was destitute of all the
conveniences of life
that its water was bitter and obnoxious and that it was surrounded with salt marshes.
;

;

was

of this place that the Israelites
Plin.,5,
{Liv., 45, 11.
13.— /<m. Ant., ]5l. —HierocL, p. 726.)
Rhion, or, as the Latins write the word, Rhium, a
promontory of Achaia, opposite Antirrhium in yEtolia.
The strait is seven stadia across. The castle of the
Morea occupies the site of this place at the present
Chandler's Travels,
{Itin. of Morea, p. 6
day.
vol. 2, ch
Strabo makes the strait only five
72.)
but
he
seems
to
stadia,
identify Rhium with Drepanum. (S^rai, 335.
Firf. remarks under Antirrhium.)
It

in the vicinity

were nourished with

—

quails.

—

—

Rhiph.«:i, mountains in the north of Europe, near
the sources of the Tana'is,
according to Ptolemy.
What he designates, however, as such, do not, in reality,

exist there.

more

he marks a chain of mountains

If

to the north, actual observation aflTords nothing

corresponding, except

Russia from Siberia.
3,

382

4,

;

it

be the chain which separates

(P/m.,

418.— Virg., G,

4,
1,

12.— Lwcaw,
240

;

4,

518

3,

272

;

)

Rhodanus or Rhone, a large and rapid river of
Europe, rising among the Lepontine Alps, not more
than two leagues south of the sources of the Rhine.
passes through the Lacus Lematius, or Lake of
Geneva, five leagues below which it disappears between two rocks for a considerable way, rises again,
flows with great rapidity in a southern direction, and
discharges itself by three mouths into the Sinus GalThe
licus, or Gulf of Lyons, in the Mediterranean.
It

of Pliny,
largest of these mouths was, in the days
the other two were much less,
called Massilioticum
;

common name

of Libyca, although each
a distinct appellation.
Hispaniense Ostium denoted the western or the one next to
The
middle.
that
in
the
and
Melapinuin
Hispania,

and had the

was

known by

also

course of the
it

falls

5400

is about 400 miles, during which
In Strabo's time it was navigable
but its mouths are now so full

Rhone
feet.

some distance up

;

rocks, brought down from the mountains by its
impetuous current, that no ship can enter them. The
upward navigation in smaller vessels can only, on ac-

of

count of the rapid current, be performed by draught
or steam.
This river is largest in summer, and is at
This is
its greatest
height soon after the longest day.
most probably occasioned by the heat of the sun meltthe summer
ing part of the snow on the Alps during
months. For some remarks on the origin of the name
Ovid,
Rhodanus, vid. Eridanus. {Mela, 2, 5 ; 3, 3.
Met., 2, 258— Sil. Ital, 3, Ul.-Cces., B. G., 1, 1.

—

6, 475.)
3, 4—Lucan, 1, 433
Rhodope, a mountain range of Thrace, forming,

—Plin,

;

in

a great degree, its western boundary, and evidently
identical with the Scomius of Thucydides (2, 96).
Herodotus gives it the appellation of Rhodope, and
the Thracian river Escius (now Isker)
mountain (4, 49), while Thucydides makes
flow from Scomius.
Again, Herodotus has placed
in the vicinity of the Bisaltae, who were cer-

asserts

that

rises in this
it

Rhodope

RHO
tainly

much

mon.

But
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to the south of the sources of the
Stryall this is

easily explained,

when we

take

for a rose is

none other than the

lotus, and he seekt
connect the early religious
system of
Rhodes with the most ancient worship of the East.

from

this to

vague manner in which these
employ the various names of this great chain.
several
times
has
mentioned Rhodope as a
Virgil
mountain of Thrace. (Georg., 3, 461 ; ibid., 4, 461.
Theocritus
classes it among the
Eclog., 6, 30.)
highest summits of the ancient world (7, TJ.^-Cra-

( Vorhalle, p. 338.)
Bochart, of course, is in favour of
a Phoenician
etymology, and, availing himself of one
of the ancient names of the island mentioned
above,
"
Snake Island," given to it on
namely, Ophiussa or
account of the numerous serpents it contained when

mer's Anc. Greece,

first

into consideration the

writers

—

—

vol. 1, p. 272).

inhabited, says that the Pbnenicians also called

it

Rhodope, a celebrated hetaerist of an- Snake Island, which m their language was GezirathShe wa-s contemporary Rhod.
From this last word, which signifies "a
tiquity, a native of Thrace.
with ^sop, the fabulist, and was a slave under the snake," the Greeks, he thinks, formed the name
'Podoc
•ame roof with him at Samos. Xanthus, a Samian, (Rhodes). The same scholar derives the
appellation
afterward took her to Egypt, where she was purchased Stadia from the Hebrew or Phoenician T*arfja, " desoand manumitted by Charaxus of Mytilene, the brother late." {Geogr. Sacr., 1, 7, c. 369,
seqq.y^ln addition
of Sappho, who became deeply enamoured of her. to the earlier names cited above from
Strabo, it may
(Herod 2, 13A.—Strab., 808.) She settled, after her not be arniss to mention the following as
Rhodopis

or

,

given by

manumission, at Naucratis, in Egypt and, according
to one account, a pyramid was erected in honour of
her by some of the governors of the adjacent nomes,
;

at their

—

common

Stra{Diod. Sic, 1, 64.
expense.
iElian relates, that as Rhodopis was bathon
one
an
occasion,
flown
down,
ing
eagle, having
seized upon one of her sandals, and,
having conveyed
it
air
the
to
it
into
the
bothrough
Memphis, dropped
som of Psammitichus, who was dispensing-'justice at
the time.
The monarch, having admired the beauty
and elegant shape of the sandal, and being struck also
by the singular mode in which he had become possessed of it, caused inquiry to be made for the owner
throughout the land of Egypt and when he discovered
that the sandal
belonged to Rhodopis, he made her his
bo,

I.

c.)

;

Acqueen.
{JElian, V. H., 13, 2^—Strab., I. c.)
cording to this version of the story, the pyramid was
erected to her after death, as a royal tomb.
Herodo-

—

tus, in

arguing against the supposition that the pyramid in question was the tomb of Rhodopis, makes her
to have lived under Amasis (2, 134).
Now, as there

was an

interval of forty-five years between the death
of Psammitichus and the accession of Amasis, Perizo-

no doubt right in thinking that there were two
named Rhodopis, one who became the queen
of Psammitichus, and the other the fellow-slave of
The latter will be the
^Esot), ill the time of Amasis.
one whom Sappho calls Doricha, and of whom her
brother Chara.xus was enamoured. {Perizon ad jEL,
I. c
Achilles Talius
Bayle, Diet., s. v. Rhodope.)
nius

is

hela-nsts

Pliny (5, 31), namely, Asteria, iEthrea, Coryrabia,
As this islPoeessa, Atabyria, Maoris, and Oloessa.
and lay on the dividing line between the
.Egean and
the eastern part of the Mediterranean, it became, at a

—

very early period, a stopping place for navigators, as
well for the Phoenician mariners in their
voyages to
Greece, as for the Greeks in their route to the farther
coast of Asia.
it
became
Hence, too,
very speedily
inhabited.
As its first settlers, we find the Telchines

mentioned,
QoAaaar]^),

who
i.

e.,

are styled " sons of Thalassa" {viol
"
allusion, evidently,
o/ the sea,"

to their having come
55.
Slrabo, 654.)

m

from foreign parts.

(Diod. Sic, 6,
said to have
migrated
originally from Crete to Cyprus, and from the latter
island to Rhodes.
They brought with them the art of
working iron and copper; they were the first, also, to

—

They were

form statues of the gods, and they were, in addition
this, powerful enchanters, who could summon at
pleasure clouds, rain, hail, and snow, and could assume various forms. {Diod. Sic el Strabo, II cc.)
to

In ail this we recognise the wonder
produced among
a barbarous race of men, by a race of
strangers possessed of the elements of useful
knowledge, and

taught by experience to prognosticate the variations
of the atmosphere ( Vid. Telchines).
Tradition goes
on to state, that Neptune, who had now attained to
manhood, became the father of six sons and one daughter by Halia, the sister of the Telchines.
This daugh-

ter's name was Rhodus, and hence,
according to the
The Tellegend, was derived the name of the island.
states, that there was near Tyre a small island which" chines subsequently, made aware, by their skill in divthe Tyrians called the tomb of Rhodope.
This, how- ination, of an approaching deluge, left, nearly all of
ever, may be the mere fiction of the writer.
{Achill. them, the island, and were scattered over various counde
Clit.
et
Leuc.
tries.
Some of their number, however, remained, and,
am., 2, 17.)
Tat.,
Rhodus (T6r5of), a celebrated island in the Mediter- when the deluge came, fled to the higher grounds,
ranean Sea, lying southwest of the coast of Caria, and where they saved themselves.
It was here that the
being about forty-three miles distant from the main- Sun beheld Rhodu^, and became captivated by her
land.
It is longer from north to south than from east
He checkTO the inundation, called the island
beauty.
to west.
Slrabo gives its circuit 900 stadia {Strabo, after her name, and became by her the father of the
651), but Pliny 130 miles, or, according to another Heliadre, seven in number, and of one daughter, called
mea.surement, 103.
{Pliny, 5, 28.)
According to Electryone. The Heliadae are said to have been well

—

,

its greatest
length is about twelve leagues,
breadth six, while its circumference is commonly estimated at forty-four leagues. Its form is
nearly triangular, whence it obtained the name of Tri-

skilled in the sciences, to have invented astrology, to
have taught the art of navigation, and to have divided
the day into hours.
From one of their number the
Egyptians obtained a knowledge of astrology. {Diod.
nacria.
According to Strabo, it was originally called Sic, 5, 57. )^ The island of Rhodes remained from
Ophiussa i^'O^Lovaaa) and Stadia, and subsequently henceforth consecrated to the sun and, according to
Telchinis.
Its latest name, Rhodus, was derived,
Pliny (2, 62), it continued ever after a favourite boast
according to Diodorus Siculus (5, 55), from Rhodus, a on the part of the Rhodians, that not a day passed
of
and
Halia.
Others, however, during which their island was not illumined, for an
daughter
Neptune
have sought for the origin of this appellation in the hour at least, by the solar ravs. The eldest of the
Greek podov, signifying a rose, with which species of Heliadae was succeeded in the government of the islflower the island is said to abound
and, in confirma- and by his three sons, Lindus, lalyssus, and Camirus,
it after his name.
tion of this etymology, it has been
alleged that the who each founded a city, and called
figure of a rose is given on the reverse of many Rho- About this period, Danaiis, flying from Egypt, came
dian coins still extant.
(Rasche, Lex. Rei. Num., to Rhodes, with his daughters, and built a temple to

Sonnini,

and

its

;

;

vol. 7, p.

1027.

492.— Compare
ter,

— Bayer,
Schol.

Diss, de

Nummo

ad Pmd., 0/ymp.,

Rhodio,

7, 24.)

p.

Rit-

however, maintains, that the flower here mistaken

Minerva

;

and, not long after,

Cadmus, with

his Phoe-

came, being in quest of his sister Europa
From these and other mythological legends, it will ap
nicians, also
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pear very plainly that the earliest known inhabitants of
Ithodes were not Greeks, but persons from the neighThe Greeks came in at a later pebouring mainland.
riod, and drove the earlier settlers into the interior of
the island
hence we find all the cities on the coast
with Grecian forms of constitution, and Strabo expressly styles the inhabitants as of Dorian origin.
(Strab, 653.) All that we have thus far related coincides with the period prior to the Trojan war, except
Xhe migration of the Greeks, which took place in the
course of the century next after the fall of Troy.
It
was long before the Rhodians attracted the notice of
the rest of the Greeks, and before their commercial op:

—

erations raised them to any consequence.
They fell
under the power of Persia, and in the war between this
power and the Greeks, and in those between Sparta

and

Athens,

it

always

sided

with

the conquering

party, though without adding any remarkable weight
to the scale.
The execution of a plan subsequently

conceived
portance

the foundation of the political imof Rhodes.
The three cities of Lindus,
first laid

lalyssus, and Camirus came to the conclusion, towards the close of the Peloponnesian war, of uniting to-

This city, sitgether and forming one common city.
uate in the northern quarter of the island, took the
name of Rhodus, and continued ever after the capital.
The three older cities, which had united in its erection, did not actually cease to exist from this period,
though a large portion of their inhabitants migrated to
the new city.
The inhabitants of the new capital were
oligarchically governed when under Lacedaemonian supremacy democratically when under Athenian but
;

;

the state flourished under both.

When

Rhodes com-

bined with Chios and Byzantium in revolt against the
Athenians, the democracy seems to have been still
maintained
but after the termination of that war it
was overthrown by an insurrection of the wealthy few
and their adherents, assisted by Mausohis, the king of
Caria.
Under its new government, Rhodes continued
;

to increase in trade and shipping ; from which it may
be inferred that the administration was not inattentive

and interests of the people for maritime power always strengthened the popular party, and
a jealous and arbitrary oligarchy would therefore have
discouraged rather than favoured the growth of the
are told, indeed, in one fragment of a connavy.
temporary historian (Theopompus, quoted by Athenasus), that there was a lime when all power was in
the hands of a small knot of profligate men, who supported each other in every outrage which their fierce
But, whatpassions or brutal caprices could prompt.
ever chances may have enabled a small faction to exercise for a while so hateful a tyranny, it must have
quickly fallen, and the government have reverted to
to the wishes

We

;

'

This could not

war.

Their habits and
them to close connexion
and though they avoided

last for ever.

interests especially inclined

with Ptolemy and Egypt ;
giving any just cause of offence to Antigonus, his violent spirit would be satisfied with noihmg short of un-

This being refused, he commisqualified support.
sioned officers to seize the Rhodian traders bound for

and when the execution of the order was rehe prepared an armament against the island.
The Rhodians endeavoured to pacify him by compliments and submissions but, finding him inexorable,
In the year which folthey made ready for defence.
lowed the attack of Antigonus on Egypt (B.C. 304),
Demeirius laid siege to Rhodes. The Rhodians sent
to solicit aid of Ptolemy, Lysimachus, and Cassander,
and took measures to increase to the utmost their military force, and to unite the hearts and quicken the
zeal of all who were in the city.
Strangers and foreign

Egypt

;

sisted,

;

—

residents were invited to join in the defence, but all
unserviceable persons were sent away.
It was voted
that slaves, who fought with courage and fidelity,
should be purchased from their masters, emancipated,
and made citizens ; that every citizen who fell in battle should have a public funeral
that his surviving
parents should be supported, and his children educated
by the state ; that marriage portions should be given
;

to his daughters, and a suit of armour publicly presented at the feast of Bacchus to each of his sons on com-

The rich men freely gave their money,
ing of age.
the poor their labour, the artificers their skill ; all strove
The beeach other in zeal and execution.

to surpass

army was numerous and disciplined, well supand well appointed, and provided with every variety of warlike engines which the science of the age
and the mechanical genius of the commander could
furnish.
Assaults were made by land and sea, in vabut no decirious fashions and with various success
sive advantage could be gained over the resolute and
sieging
plied

;

active defenders of the city, who not only kept the
walls, but made several vigorous sallies, in some of
which they succeeded in destroying many ships and en-

Demetrius at length gave up
gines of the besiegers.
the hope of successfully attacking them from the sea,
and turned all his attention to his operations on the

The Rhodians, taking advantage of this to employ their ships in distant cruises,
made prizes of many vessels belonging to Antigonus,
side towards the land.

and intercepted some convoys which were coming to
the enemy's camp.
Meantime the siege was pressed
by land, and the walls were shaken in many places,
all which the Rhodians made good by new defences
and just as they were beginning to be
built within
discouraged by the power and perseverance of their adversary, their confidence was renewed by the arrival
the great body of citizens having certain qualifications of an JEgyptian fleet, with supplies in great abundance.
of birth and property.
In the ordinary state of the
The siege was protracted for a year. A second
Rhodian aristocracy, its conduct was moderate -and fleet was sent by Ptolemy, which brought large supso we are told by ancient writers, and their plies, and a considerable re-enforcement of troops.
upright
testimony is confirmed by the prosperity of the com- Ambassadors came from Athens and from many other
monwealth, and by its continual increase in commer- Grecian states, to entreat that Demetrius would be
cial wealth and naval power.
When all the Grecian reconciled with the Rhodians. He yielded so far as
seas were swarming with pirates, the Rhodians alone to grant a suspension of arms and commence a nebut the terms could not be agreed on, and
for the common good undertook and effected their sup- gotiation
They were highly respected by Alexander, the war was renewed. He then attempted a surprise
pression.
a
in
Under
cover of the darkness, a chosen body
their city, which, on re- by night.
garrison
though he kept
ceiving the news of his death, they immediately ex- of soldiers entered the town through a breach which
As the Macedonian supremacy appears to had been made and the rest of the army supported
pelled.
have been generally favourable to oligarchy, notwith- them at daybreak by a general assault on the walls.
and firm. All who were
standing the patronage which Alexander, in the outset But the Rhodians were cool
of his career, found it expedient to bestow on the dem- defending the ramparts remained at their posts, and
ocratical interest in Asia Minor, it is possible that this made them good against the enemies without ; while
change was accompanied with an increase of power in the rest of the citizens, with the auxiliaries from Egypt,
The Rhodians stood went against those within the city. In the violent
the great body of the people.
aloof from the quarrels of the chiefs who divided the contest which ensued, the townsmen were victorious,
of their
empire of Alexander, and kept friendship with them and few of the storming party escaped out
Letters now came from Antigonus, directing
hands.
all, thus enjoying peace when every other state was at
1166
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son to make peace with the Rhodians on what called upon by law to undertake, on receiving a certAln
and Demetrius accordingly wish- fixed salary. (S/rai., 653.) Rhodes produced manjr
ed for an accommodation on any terms that would distinguished characters in philosophy and literature
The Rhodians were no less anxious among these may be mentioned Pana;tius (whom Cisave his credit.
for peace ; and the more so, as Ptolemy had written cero has so much followed in the Offices), Stratocles,
to them, promising farther aid in case of need, but .\ndronicus, Eudemus, and Hieronymus.
Posidonius
advising them to put an end to the war on any reason- the Stoic resided for a long time in this island, and gave
Peace was soon concluded on the lectures in rhetoric and philosophy. The poet Piaanable conditions.
terms that the Rhodians should be independent, and der, author of the Heracleid, as well as Simmias and
should retain all their revenues
but that they should Aristides, are likewise found in the list of the Rhodian
assist Antigonus in all his wars, excepting against literati.
The serene sky of the island, its soft climate,
and
should
one
hundred
Ptolemy,
give
hostages in fertile soil, and fine fruits, are still praised by modem
" is a
"
Thus re- travellers.
Rhodes," observes Dr. Clarke,
pledge of fidelity to their engagements.
leased from danger, the Rhodians proceeded to fulfil truly delightful spot
the air of the place is healthy,
their promises, and reward those who had served them and its gardens are filled with delicious fruit.
Here,
well.
Fit honours were bestowed upon the bravest as in Cos, every gale is scented with the most powercombatants among the free inhabitants, and freedom, ful fragrance, which is wafted from groves of orange
with citizenship, given to such of the slaves as had and citron trees.
Numberless aromatic herbs exhale
deserved iu
Statues were erected to Ptolemy, Ly- at the same time such profuse odour, that the whole
simachus, and Cassander, all of whom had assisted atmosphere seems lo be impregnated with a spicy perthem largely with provisions. To Ptolemy, whose fume. The present inhabitants of the island confirm
benefits had been by far the most conspicuous, more the ancient history of its climate
maintaining that
The oracle of hardly a day passes throughout the year in which the
extravagant honours were assigned.
Ammon was consulted, to learn whether the Rhodians sun is not visible. The winds are liable to Uttle vamight not be allowed to worship him as a god and, riation they are north or northwest during almost ev{Travels, vol. 3, p. 278, Lond. ed.
permission being given, a temple was actually erected ery month."
Such instances had already occurred in Compare Turner^ s Tour in the Levant, vol. 3, p. 10.)
in his honour.
the case of Alexander, and in that of Antigonus and
Rhoicus, I. one of the Centaurs, slain by Atalanta.
Demetrius at Athens but it must be remembered that {Apollod., 3, 9, 2.)
II. One of the giants, slain by
such a practice would not bear, in Grecian eyes, the Bacchus under the form of a lion, in the conflict besame unnatural and impious character which it does tween the giants and the gods. {Herat., Od.y 2, 19,
in ours, since the step was easy from hero-worship, 23.)
The Greek form most in use is 'Poticof, but, as
which had long formed an important part of their re- Bentley remarks, the Latin writers in general prefer
ligion, to the adoration of distinguished men, even the form Rhoetxis.
(Compare Heyne, ad Apollod., 3,
while alive
Libr. 9,2.)
{Hist, of Greece, p. 161, seqq.
Us. Knowl.) After mingling more or less in the variRhcetkum, a promontory of Troas, on the shore of
ous collisions which ensued between the successors of the Hellespont, in a northeastern direction nearly from
Alexander and their respective descendants, Rhodes Sigaeum. On the sloping side of it the body of Ajax
sided with the Romans, and became a valuable auxili- was buried, and a tumulus still remains on the spot.
In return for the important {Mela, 1, \8.—Plin., 5, 30.— Ltc, 37, 37.) Between
ary to the rising power.
services thus rendered, it received from its new friends this promontory and that of Sigaeum was the position
the territories of Lycia and Caria
but suspicion and of the Grecian camp.
(Consult Rennell, Topography
distrust eventually arose, the Rhodians were deprived of Troy, p. 70 )
According to Leake, Faleo Kastro,
of their possessions in Asia, and at last, in the reign near the Turkish village of It-ghelmes, marks the probof Vespasian, of their freedom, and with it of the right able site of Rhoeteum.
{Tour, p. 275.)
Rhosus, a city of Syria, the southernmost one
they had so long enjoyed of being governed by their
own laws. A new province was formed, consisting the district of Pieria, fifteen miles from Seleucia, and
It was northwest of Anof the islands near the coast, of which Rhodes was the lying on the Sinus Issicus.
When Pliny speaks of it as lying near the
capital, and the island henceforth became an integral tiochia.
part of the Roman empire, and shared in its various Syrian Pass, he must be understood as speaking of the
In a later age, it fell into the hands of southern pass, not the northern one on the confines
vicissitudes.
the knights of St. John, after they had lost possession of Syria.
{Plin, 5, 22.— Cic, Ep. ad Att., C, 1.)
of Palestine. A.D. 1309.
In 1480 they repelled an
Rhoxalam, a Sarmatian race to the north of the
attack of the Turks, but in 1522 were compelled to Palus Moeotis.
From the testimony adduced by Malsurrender the island to Soliman II.
The population te-Brun and others, there is no reason to doubt that
is differently estimated
Savary makes it 36,500, of the appellation of Russians is derived from that of
which about one third arc Greeks, with an archbishop. the Rhoxalani or Rhoxani. This derivation is neither
The capital, Rhodes^ has a population of about 6000 difficult nor improbable. The x, it is supposed, was
Turks.
The suburb, Ncochorio, is inhabited by 3000 substituted by the Greeks for the ss or ih of the barIn the Doric and ^oUc dialects, that charGreeks, who are not permitted to reside within the barians.
The town is surrounded with three walls and a acter was expressed by the simple s. Hence, from
city.
double ditch, and is considered by the Turks as im- Rhoxani to Rhossa^ii, Rossani, Rosi (the proper orIt has two fine harbours, separated only
pregnable.
thography requires the o, not the u, in the first syllaby a mole. Rhodes was celebrated for its Colossus, an ble), the transition is natural and easy. A manuscript
account of which will be found elsewhere. ( Vid. Co- of Jornandes, in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, has
Its maritime laws were also in high repute, Rossomannorum instead of Rhoxolannorum, a reading
lossus.)
and were adopted as the basis of marine law on all the which confirms the identity of sound between the x

m»

conditions he could

;

:

—

;

:

;

:

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

m

:

—

coasts of the Mediterranean.
Their main principles
are still interwoven into the maritime codes of modern
times.
The legislative enactments at Rhodes respecting the condition of the poorer classes were also very
remarkable.
The government, though far from being
a democracy, had a special
They
regard for the poor.
received an allowance of corn from the public stores ;
and the rich were ta.xed for their support. There were
likewise certain works and offices which they were

71

and the ss
The addition by that historian of the
Gothic termination mann to the primitive word will
In the time of Sirabo, the Rhoxalani
surprise no one.
were settled on the vast plains near the source of the
Tanais and Borvsthrnes. Appian tells us that they
were warlike and powerful and we learn from other
;

writers of at least equal weight, that, having joined
their arms to those of a neighbouring nation, they
frequently attacked the Roman confines near the Dan-

^
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ube and the Carpathian Mountains that in A.D. 68 Punic war, and commencing his more circumstantiaf
in 166 carried on war against narrative of the Roman history only at the
tbev surprised Moesia
point where
the Marcoinanni, and in 270 were numbered among its events had begun to be noted by contemporary anthe enemies over whom Aurelian triumphed.
During nalists. Bayle and Beaufort were popular writers, and
the first three centuries they occupied the southern their remarks produced a wide and general effect.
At
and
the
Red
Kiovia,
Russia,
very a somewhat earlier period, Perizoiuus, a scholar of an
parts of Poland,
the
Russians
of
the
ninth
acute
and
had
seats possessed by
criticised the Rocentury.
comprehensive mind,
and the man History with great freedom and originality in his
Jornandes assigns them the same region
" Animadvcrsiones Hisloricce
of
Ravenna
fixes
them
in
Libut
the consequence
;"
anonymous geographer
These au- of his outstrij)ping his age was, that his disquisitions
thuania and the neighbouring countries.
thorities are to us decisive that the Rhoxalani and the remained in obscurity.
Bayle and Beaufort take no
Russians are the same people; but, if any doubt re- notice of him and his inquiries were unknown even
mained, it would be removed by the concurrent tes- to Niebuhr when he published his history (note 678^
Perizonius anticipated Niebuhr m his per
timony of the native chronicles, the Polish traditions, vol. 1).
the Byzantine historians, and the Icelandic sagas, all ception of the poetical origin of the history of the early
of which are unanimous in applying the term Russian ages of Rom.e, and pointed out the evidence for the ex;

;

;

;

to the inhal)itants of the countries formerly possessed
Hence, as they were the most cel-

istence

among

the

Romans

of popular songs in praise
That. Niebuhr should have

by the Rhoxalani.

of the heroes of old time.

ebrated of the original tribes, that term, by synecdoche,
generic.
{Foreign Quarterly Review, No. 5,
p. 151, seqq.)
Rhuteni or RuTHENi, a people of Gallia Aqui-

perceived this truth in an age

became

The territory
tanica, in Narbonensis Prima.
uate on either side of the Tarnis or Tarn.
num, now Rodez, was
1,

7.—Plin.,

their chief

town.

was

sit-

Segodu{Cces., B. G.,

4, 19.)

Rhyndacus, a river of Asia Minor, rising in Mount
Temnus, on the northern borders of Phrygia. Pliny
states, that the Rhyndacus was formerly called Lycus,
source in the lake Antynia, near Miletopreceived the Macestus and other rivers,
and separated the province of Asia from Bithynia.
His account, though quite at variance
{Plin., 5,32.)
with that of Strabo, is confirmed by other writers, and
especially by modern geographers, so that he alone is
to be followed.
{Cramers Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 50 )
RiGODUt.uM, a town of Gallia Belgica, in the territory of the Treveri. and northeast of Augusta TreveroIt lay on the river Mosella, and answers to the
rum.
modern Rtol. ( Tac, Hist., 4, 71 .)
RoBiGO or RoBiacs, a deity of the Romans, worThe Robigalia were cele
shipped to avert mildew.
braied on the 25th of April, just before the Floralia.
(Ovid, Fast., 4, 911.
Pliny, 18, %—Tertxdl. ad

and took
olis;

its

that

it

—

Gent., 16, 25.)
Roma, the celebrated capital of Italy and of the Roman empire, situate on the Tiber, below the junction
The history of the impeof that river with the Anio.
rial city is identified with that of the empire itself, and
may be found scattered under various heads throughout

A much more interesting subject
the present volume.
of inquiry is that which relates to the authenticity
of the earlier Roman history, as it has been handed
down to us by the Romans themselves. The researches of modern scholars have here produced the
most surprising results, and especially those of the
In what may be called, however,
celebrated Niebuhr.
the work of demolition, even Niebuhr himself appears

The sceptical temhave had several predecessors.
not suffer him to acquiesce in a narper of Bayle did
rative so open to a reasonable incredulity as the early
Beaufort's treatise on the " Uncerhistory of Rome.
of the Roman History," though it did not go to
to

tainty

the bottom of the matter, was sufficiently convincing
to all persons who were not unwilling to be convinced.
His views are often false ; but his arguments utterly

Hooke
destroyed the credii of the received stories.
endeavoured to refute him but all that he could make
out was a general presumption that Beaufort pushed
his case too far, when he considered the history of the
;

of the city by the
republic down to the destruction
Gauls as uncertain as the history of the kings. To
this modification of Beaufort's conclusions even Niebuhr assents. Ferguson showed the conviction which

Beaufort's treatise had worked in his mind, by passing
very rapidly over a!' the period anterior to the second
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customed
to form

to

in

which scholars are ac-

comprehend a wide range of objects and

independent judgments, is not extraordinary
Wolf's prolegomena to Homer had
;

especially after
given birth to a

new

school of criticism in

all

that re-

lates to the early literature of nations.
But that Peri
zonius should have discovered it at a time when learn
ed men had scarcely ceased to receive with unquestioning faith everything that was written in Latin or
Greek, gives a high notion of the originality and
Niebuhr, therefore, in
strength of his conceptions.
showing the early history of Rome to be unworthy of
credit, has only followed a path already open, or, rathHe has done more, however, than
er, already beaten.

who have preceded

him, by resolving the vulgar
elements, and showing how it acHe has thus examined the
quired its present siiape.
whole subject thoroughly, and made it impossible for
Still, however,
any one ever to revive the old belief.
though we may now safely withhold our assent from a
large portion of what used to pass current as the early
history of Rome, we must take care not to carry this
scepticism so far as to reject, by one sweeping sentence of condemnation, every portion that has come
down to us on this head. Even allowing a considerable degree of doubt and uncertainty to pervade the
first records of the Roman history, from the alleged
foundation of the city to its capture by the Gauls, for
that is a point which Livy himself does not scruple to
concede (6, 1), we must yet regard even this dubious
thos^e

narrative into

its

period as luminous and authentic, when compared with
ihe times which preceded the foundation of Rome.

Few

sober-minded critics, indeed, will be disposed to
indulge in scepticism, so far as to imagine that everyis fictitious
thing which relates to the kings of Rome
It appears to us that there are cerand apocryphal.
tain facts recorded in the early history of that city,
which rest on too undisputed a basis, too universal a
Where
consent of authorities to be easily set aside.
these are borne out by the succeeding and indubitable
parts of the history, and exhibit a connected account
of the growth and progress of the constitution of this
great city, surely it v^ould be injudicious to reject
them, except in the case of evident contradiction or
Great uncertainty exists, no
striking improbability.
doubt, on many points but, after all, it is more in
matters of detail than of real importance, and especialof those petty events and circumly in the relation
stances with whtch Livy and Dionysius have, perhaps,
without due discrimination, endeavoured to dress up
;

meaner chroniclers who preceded them, and to insome spirit into the dry records of the pontifical
Let us retrench, if it tnust be so, the gaudy
volumes.
decorations and fanciful ornaments with which these
the

fuse

historians have embellished their work, but let us not,
at the same time, overthrow the whole fabric.

We

exuberant or decayed, and weed
but we must beware,
rank and unprofitable

may prune what
what

is

is

;
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in the process, of encroaching upon what is sound, or
Let it
rooting out what is wholesome and nutritious.
be granted that the rape of the Sabine women is a fiction, It may still be true that the Sabines became, at
one time, an element in the population of Rome.
Though it be uncertain, with respect to the Horatii and

which belonged

Curiatii,

we may
more

its

to

Rome

and which to Alba,

believe that the latter city sank beneath
The elder Tarquin*s reign
powerful rival.

still

does not cease to be an historical fact, because we hear
an absurd story of an eagle uncovering his head on his
arrival at the gates of

Rome.

The

constitution said to

have been formed by Servius Tullius may have been
the result of longer experience and more practical wis-

dom

than

falls to

the lot of a single reign ; but it was
Rome did receive, and which it
to bring to a state of greater per-

such a constitution as

was afterward enabled

fection than any ancient form of government that we
are acquainted with.
Suppose the story of Lucrelia

we cannot denv
Rome, and made way

false,

that

monarchy was abolished

at

about the

for consular authority

lime that Livy pretends, though that historian may
be wrong in giving Valerius Publicola, and not HoraBrutus.
(Polyb., 2,
valour of Horatius Codes, and the fortitude of Mutius Scaevola, may be left to the admiration
but the siege of Rome by Porsenija is
of schoolboys
no idle tale invented for their amusement, though it
should be proved that the consequences of that event
were not so honourable to the Romans as Livy has
tius Barbatus, as a colleague to

23.)

The

;

chosen

—

them.
Plin., 34,
{Tacit., 3, 72.
a disputed point whether two or five tribunes
of the people were elected at first ; but does that doubt
14.

)

to represent

It is

invalidate the fact of the secession to the

Mons

Sa-

Cancel three fourths of the Roman victories and
triumphs over the ^'Equi and Volsci, will it be less
true that the former were nearly destroyed, the latter
Say it was gold, and not the
completely subjugated 1
valouT of her dictator and his troops, which delivered
Rome from the Gauls she may surely boast of having
lived to revenge herself on the bari>arian foe, and of
having, by a hundred triumphs, blotted out the stain of
that transaction, and of the shameful rout on the banks
of the Allia.
In short, though we may sometimes
pause when reading the early annals of Rome, and
hesitate what judgment to form on many of the events
which they record, there are landmarks enough to prevent us from straying far from our course, and to lead us
on safely to the terra firma of her history. But v\-e have
not the same assistance for tracing our way, nor the
cer!

;

des

an author mentioned by no one
of
Peparethus,
by Plutarch, in his Life of Romulus, to
have been the first to accredit the received accounts of
the circumstances relative to the origin of Rome
and
it was
upon his authority that Fabius Pictor, the ear-

else, is said

;

liest

Roman

historian,

brought them

into repute with

Now, unless we are informed what
peculiar sources of information were open to this obscure writer, which were not possessed by the othc*
early historians of his nation, to whom the name o.'
Romulus seems to have been known, there can be no
reason why we should give him the preference.
It
will not be enough to say that the approval of FaHus
is a sufllicient
testimony in his favour ; for, as his account of the birth of their founder was most flattering
to the vanity of the Romans, their partiality towards
him would be easily accounted for, and, by a natural
consequence, would tend to lower rather than raise
our opinion of his credibility.
But the most solid objection which can be urged against the popular account of the foundation of Rome by Romulus, is chiefly grounded on the inconsistency of the circumstances under which that city is said to have commenced
its
political career, with the character and condition
which is ascribed to it immediately after.
If it be
true that Romulus was surrounded by so much state
and dignity, and possessed not only the insignia of
royalty, but also a force such as no despicable city
could display, since we are told that he could bring
into the field formidable armies, then we may assert
confidently that Rome did not date its beginning
from a motley assemblage of lawless depredators and
runaway slaves, and that its first walls held within
their circuit something more than the lowly huts of
Noi
shepherds, or the rude palace of a village king.
were there traditions wanting to give strength to such
an hypothesis, by ascribing to this great city an existence anterior to that which it had afterward as a colony
of Alba.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 347, seqq).
But let us now proceed to the question respecting
the real origin of Rome.
his

countrymen.

—

1

.

Origin of Rome.

When we
Rome, we

of the city of
inquire into the real origin
meet with a tradition which carries it back

to the age of the Pelasgians.

{Plut., Vit.

Rom.

init)

in the legend
Pelasgic origin of Rome is implied
of the settlement of the Arcadian Evander on the PalThe religion and the language of Rome
atine Mount.

The

The same opinion was probably
sanction this belief.
same guarantees to certify us that we are treading in the held, at least by the earliest of the many writers who,
to Dionysius, supposed it to be a Tyrrhenian
right path, when we come to explore the truth of the accordinor
accounts on which the origin of Rome, and the actions city. {Dion. Hal, 1, 29.) If any by this expression
of its reputed founder, must mainly depend for their meant that it was Etruscan, we may oppose to this
On the contrary, after reading all that the well-grounded opinion that the Etrurian sway was
credibility.
Plutarch has said
lus,
ject,

and
it

in

the opening of his

life

of

Romu-

that Dionysius has collected on the subimpossible not to feel convinced that the re-

all

is

ceived story of the foundation of Rome rests on very
questionable grounds. Here it is not merely tlie more
undisguised appearance of fiction, or the greater frequency of the marvellous, which is calculated to awaken suspicion but it is the inconsistency and improbability of the whole, as an attempt to explain the first
rise and progress of unquestionably the most interesting city of antiquity, which ought to startle the mind
and revolt the judgment of the philosopher and the
It is not also because these tales are to be
critic.
traced to a Greek source that we would reject them
for we are inclined to think that the early Greek historians who made the antiquities of Italy their study,
and they form a numerous class, were better informed
about what they wrote, and more trustworthy, than
The objecperhaps they are generally allowed to be.
;

;

tion rather lies against the
particular authority on
testimony they seem entirely to rest for support.

whose
Dio-

not extended so far south as the lower part of the Tiber till about the close of the second century of
Rome.
have, however, express testimony that
Rome was a Siculian town. Varro informs us, that
the old annals reported that the Siculi were sprung
and the legend of Antiofrom Rome (L. L, 4, 10)
chus has been preserved, which derived the appellation of the Siceli in CEnotria and Sicily from a mythic

We

;

chief Sicelus, who fled from Rome, and was entertained by Morges, king of CEnotria.
{Dion. Hal., 1,
73 ) It is scarcely necessary to observe, that Sicelu*
and that we have
is a
personification of the nation,
here a record of its original seat, and of its subsequent
The considerations which tend to show
migration.
that the Sicdi or Siculi were a Pelasgian tribe, will

be found under another

article.

(Kirf. Siculi.)

The

from the Opici and the Pdasgians of Latium were overpowered by the Casci, who were probaWhether Rome fell
tribe.
bly an Opican or Osc»n
into the hands of the ^ tnquerors we cannot be certain,
Siceli fled

but

it is

very probable.

;

It is thus

we must

interpret
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the legend preserved by Plutarch, that Romus, king
of the Latins, expelled the Tyrrhenians.
{Plut., Vil.

Rom.)
tion that

Such a conquest would give rise to the tradiRome was founded as a colony from Alba.

Palatium, the settlement on the Palatine Hill, probably
took its name from Palatium, a town of the Oscan
Aborigines, on the declivity of the Apennines. {Dion.
Hal.,
2.

1,

14.)

Original

site,

and subsequent growth of Rome.

All traditions agree, that the original site of Rome
was on the Palatine, whether they ascribe its foundation to Evander or to Romulus.
The steepness of
the sides of the hill would be its natural defence ; and

on one quarter

swamp which

it

lay

was still farther strengthened by a
between the hill and river, which

was afterward drained and

called the Velabrura.

In

the course of time dwellings sprung up around the
hill ; but the Palatine must still have re-

with a foreign woman as his wife ; but, unless the intermarriage were sanctioned by public compact, his
children lost their paternal rank.
Niebuhr has observed, that even the poetic legend did not regard

Rome

and lawful colony from Alba ;
would, from the very beginning, have enof
joyed the right
intermarriage with the mother city
and the other Latin towns ; and there would have
been no consistency in the story of the want of womIn the narrative of the war
en (vol. 1, note 628).
with the Latins, Livy calls Tatius only king of the Sabines
but when he mentions that, at the close of the
war, the Sabine appellation Quintes was extended to
the people of Romulus, he derives it from Cures.
{Liv., 1, 10, 13.)
Dionysius has followed the Anas a genuine

otherwise

it

—

;

nalists,

who

expressly specified Cures as the seat of
Strabo adopted the same
Now, when we consider the exceedingly

kingdom of Tatius.

the

tradition.

foot of the

narrow limits within which

mained the citadel of the growing town; Justus at
Athens that which was the original city {noXig) became eventually the Acropolis (d/fpoTroAif). These
suburbs were enclosed with a line, probably a rude
fortification, which the learning of Tacitus enabled
him to trace, and which he calls the pomarium of
Romulus. {Ann., 12, 24.) It ran under three sides
of the hill the fourth side was occupied by the swamp
just mentioned, where it was neither needful nor pos-

traditions are confined, and even the
historical events of the first years of the repubhc, after

:

to carry a wall.
The ancient city comprised
within this outline, or, possibly, only the city on the
summit of the hill, was called by Roman antiquaries
the " Square Rome" {Roma Quadrata.
Ennius, ap.
Fest., s. V. Quadrata Roma.
Plut., Vit. Rom.

sible

—

—

—

—

Dio Cass., fragm.
Dion. Hal., \, 88).
There is
reason to suppose, that some at least of the adjacent
hills were the seat of similar settlements.
The legend of the twin brothers, Romulus and Remus, appears to have arisen from the proximity to Rome of
a kindred town called Remoria, either on the Avenline, or on an eminence somewhat more distant towards the

sea.

{Dion. Hal.,

—

1,

85.

—Niebuhr, Rom.

The first enlargement of
Hist., vol. 1, note 618.)
to have been effected by the addition of
the Caelian Hill, which, as we shall presently show, was

Rome seems

probably occupied by a different tribe from the people
of the Palatine.
Dionysius speaks of Romulus as
holding both the Palatine and the Caelian Mount (2,
The next addition to the city was the Esqui50).
The festival of Septimontium preserved
line Hill.
the memory of a time when Rome included only Palatium, with its adjacent regions, Velia, Cermalus, and

Fagutal
the

two

the Caelian Hill ; and Oppius and Cispius,
summits of the EsquiHne. {Festus, s. v. Sep;

timontium.

— Niebuhr,

vol. 1, p.

382.)

The

Capitoline, Quirinal, and Viminal Hills were not yet comprehended in the pomoerium the Aventine was always excluded from the hallowed boundary, even when
it was substantially a part of the city.
Thus we see
that the notion that Rome was built on seven hills,
was fitted originally to circumstances different from
The Quirinal
those to which it was afterward applied.
and Capitoline Hills seem to have been the seat of a
Sabine settlement, distinct from the Rome on the
The
Palatine, and in early times even hostile to it.
most poetical incident in the legend of Romulus, the
rape of the Sabine virgins, involves an historical meanIt appears to refer to a time when the Romans
ing.
did not possess the right of intermarriage with some
:

—

the early

all

the other incidents of

Roman

the kingly dominion of the city was reduced, it seems
very unlikely that Rome, in its infancy, could have
come into collision with Cures, which was distant
from it more than twenty miles.
Moreover, nothing
is told of the war before the seizure of the Capitoline
Hill.
This is the point from which all the attacks of
the Sabines proceed.
Again, after the termination of
the war, we hear nothing of the return of Tatius to
Cures.
He apparently deserts his old dominion, and
establishes himself and his Sabines on the Capitoline

The
Hills.
{Dion. Hal, 2, 46, 50.)
senate of the people of Romulus and Tatius met in
conference in the valley between the Palatine and
Capitoline Hills ; and as the Palatine was the proper
seat of the one, so the Capitoline must have been that
of the other.
Cures vanishes from our sight ; and
though the union of the Romans with the Sabine peoand Quirinal

whom

they had warred, endured unbroken,
their possessing a wider territory
than the district immediately adjacent to the hills of
Rome. These considerations are sufficient to expose
but the testithe inconsistency of the vulgar legend
mony to the incorporation of a part of the Sabines
with the Roman people is far too strong to be set
ple,

with

there

is

no trace of

—

:

The most probable supposition is, as has been
before stated, that the Sabines, who in the early period of their national existence extended themselves
down the left bank of the Tiber, had advanced even
to the neighbourhood of Rome, and had established a
aside.

Of

settlement on the Quirinal and Capitoline Hills.

town the Capitoline must have been the citadel.
was likewise the seat of its religious worship for

this
It

:

the pontifical books recorded, that, before the building
of the Capitol, its site was occupied by shrines and

Tatius
fanes consecrated by Tatius.
{Liv., 1, 55.)
we can scarcely regard as a more certainly historical
personage than Romulus, though the story of his death
He is only the
at Lavinium has an historical aspect.
personification of the tribe of the Titienses or Tities,

their name from him.
had a real existence. The name of
their own name was untheir town has been lost
This people lived in close neighdoubtedly Quirites.
bourhood with the Romans on the Palatine but they
were of different, and even hostile races, and no interBetween two petty
course subsisted between them.
states, so situated in immediate neighbourhood, it is
a
neighbouring Sabine states, and sought to extort it by not at all improbable that women may have been
can gather from the tradiforce of arms.
{Niebuhr, vol. I, p. 286.) By the cause of contention.
is meant the mutions that war took place between them, which ended
right of intermarriage {connubium)
tual recognition, that the children of parents, citizens at last in a compact, by which not only the right of
of the two states, were entitled to the full rank of intermarriage, and a community of all other rights,
This right among were granted, but the two nations were combined into
citizens in the state of their father.
the ancient states of both Greece and Italy was es- one.
caja even trace the stages of their union.
A citizen might live It appears at first to have been a federal union. Each
tablished only by express treaty.
117a

who

But

are

said to have taken

his people

:

;

We

We
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own senate and thry
people had its own king and its
only met to confer upon matters of common interest.
Afterward one king was acknowledged as the common
;

chief of the united people

one body, and consulted
state

the national

:

:

the two senates

became

for the welfare of the

whole

names of Romans and Quirites

were extended indifferently to both divisions of the
citizens ; and they were no longer distinguished as
nations, but only as tribes of the same people, under
the denomination of Ramnes and Titienses.
3.

Roman

Early

;

As the disthe daughter of Italus and Luceria.
two former tribes arose from the dif-

tinction of the

ference of their national origin, so we may conclude
that the Luceres were a people of a third race, and
united either by confederacy or subjection with the
The origin of the Titienses is distinctly
other two.
marked : they were Sabines. That of the first tribe,
the Ramnes, the genuine Romans of the Palatine, is
not so clear ; but it seems probable that they belonged
From these cirto the Opican stock of the Latins.
cumstances we might reasonably conjecture that the
third tribe, the Luceres, were the remains of a people
of the Pelasgian race.
They are always enumerated
in the third place, as the Ramnes are in the first, which

accords well with the idea that they were a conquered
and subject class.
But there is evidence that points

more

to

ingenui (Liv., 10,8.

tricios)

cumo, who had fought with Romulus against Tatius.

9.— Czc,

—

Propert.,
Repub., 2, 8.
only a title mistaso
could
be dethat
nothing
proper name,
rived from it, even if the incidents of the legend were
received as historical facts.
Moreover, the Etruscans,
in the infancy of Rome, had not penetrated so far to
But the story becomes clear, if we admit
the south.
that we have here the customary confusion between
the Etruscans and Tyrrhenians, and that the allies of
the Ramnes of the Palatine were a Tyrrhenian or Pelasgian people, a portion of the old inhabitants of Latium.
Dionysius adds a circumstance to the legend
which confirms this hypothesis. He says that Lucumo brought his Tyrrhenians from the city Solonium
No such city is known to have existed but
(2, 37).
the level tract on the seacoast south of the Tiber,
lying between Rome on the one hand, and Laurentum
and Lavinium on the other, was called the Solonian
This region Dionysius probably found menplain.
tioned in some annals
this would assuredly be the
seat of Pelasgian Latins
and in this very direction

"

Lucumo" was

;

:

;

are expressly told that the early dominion of Rome
extended most widely.
{Niebukr, vol. 1, note 739.)
The Tyrrhenian or Pelasgian origin of the Luceres

we

may be deduced

the

PUbetan

jore clearly from the legend
yet
their leader as Lucerus, king of Ar-

;

and

to

— Cincius,ap.

Fest.,

s.

them alone belonged a share

v.

Pa-

in the

state.
The rest of the people were
to the body of the Patricians :
subject to the king and
and each man, with his household, was attached, under the appellation of Client, to the head of some Patrician family, whom he was bound to serve, and from
whom he looked for protection and help. It has already been stated, that after the Sabine war and the
union of the people of Romulus and Tatius, the citi-

zens were distributed into three

tribes, to

which were

and Luceres
given the names of Ramnes, Titienses,
these three primitive tribes were subdivided into thirty
In the national assembly the
curicE, ten in each tribe.
: the votes
people were called together in their curia
of the householders in each curia were taken in the
the greater number
separate curia ; and the votes of
of the thirty curia determined the business before the
This assembly was called the Comitta Cuassembly.
;

Besides this popular assembly, there was a seAt its
and perpetual council, called the senate.
institution it was composed of a hundred chief

riata.

first

Now

and of

;

government of the

was accounted uncertain by the Ro-

historians, so that Livy does not venture to assign
a cause for their name {Liv., 1, 13), yet it was generally supposed to be derived from the Etruscan Lu-

{Varro, L. L., 4,

Patricians and Clients
Order.

the original population of the citj, those
could show a noble or free ancestry constituted
the Patrician Order, the term Patricii being equivalent

lect

Though

man

4, 1. 29.)
ken for a

0/

the origin

directly to this conclusion.

of the Luceres

4.

who

are told that the people of Rome were divided
and, besides the Ramnes and Titienses, a third tribe appears, who are called Luceres.
That they were looked upon as an important element
in the state, is manifest from the legend that Roma

was

—

—

Among

Tribes.

We

into three tribes

the Luceres.
Moreover, there is a tradition,
though a confused one, that the Caelian took its name
from a Tyrrhenian or Tuscan chief, Caelius or Caeles,
an auxiliary of Romulus ; in short, the Lucumo from
whom the Luceres were supposed to deduce their ap(Dion. Hal., 2, 36.— Varro, L. L., 4, 8,
pellation.
9.
Tac., Ann., 4, 65.)
Featus, s. v. Calius Mons.
tribe,

men of the Patrician order. Ten of these were of
the chief of all,
higher rank than the rest ; and to one,
was intrusted the care of the city whenever the king
After the completion of the
should be absent in war.
union with the people of Tatius, the senate was doubled
first
by the addition of a hundred Sabines and the
ancient numTarquinius added a third hundred to the
ber.
The senators admitted by Tarquinius were called " Fathers of the Less Houses or Kins" (Patres
Minorum Gentium) ; and the old senators, " Fathers
;

of the Greater Houses or Kins" {Patres

Majorum

Such is a correct, although imperfect outGe7itium).
The
line of the forms of the primitive constitution.
is the position that the
leading feature in this outline
of Rome was composed only of the
original population
Patrician order and their Clients.
Upon this statement all our authorities are agreed, either by express
But this statement is
assertion or implied consent.
from a false
generally accompanied by another, arising
and embarrassed the
conception, which has obscured
whole course of early Roman history. The Clients

—

are supposed to have been the same with the Plebeians.
as a
They are conceived to have been called Plebeians
in opposition to the Patrician body, but Clients

body,

individually,

in

relation

to

their

particular patrons

Such, at least, is the explicit statement of Dionysius,
and of Plutarch, who has followed his authority and
this view of the matter has been adopted without
This, however, is a posquestion by modern writers.
;

Romulus was supposed

The Plebs, or Commonalty, was of more
and the Plebeians, in their civil rights,
recent origin
held a middle place between the ruling Patricians and
One proof of this, and pertheir dependant clients.
be adduced, is drawn from
haps the strongest that can
This great nathe nature of the Camilia Curiata.

the Caelian,

tional council

which described

If we inquire for
{Festus, s. v. Lucerenses.)
the town or chief settlement of the liUceres, we shall
find reason to conjecture that it was upon the Cselian

dea.

Hill.

We

according to one tradition,
to possess the Palatine and
while Tatius and his Quirites held the

have seen

that,

As
(A'on. //a/., 2, 50.)
the latter hills were the seat of the second tribe, the
Titienses
and the Palatine of the Ramnes, the first
and genuine Romans, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the Caelian wa? *h* s-te of the third and
subject
Quirinaland the Capitoline.
;

itive error.

;

was the most important of all the instiAt its first origin,
tutions connected with the curia.
and as long as it continued to have a real existence,
it was
exclusively of the Patrician order.
composed

It cannot be thought strange
an inferior order of men, personally
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(Dion. Hal, 2, 21.)
that the Clients,
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ROMA.

dependant on individuals of the Patrician body, should
not appear in the supreme council of the state. The
great distinction which demands our attention is this,
that the Plebeians were still more certainly excluded
from it. Even when the Plebeian state had grown up
to such magnitude and importance that it had its pe-

not mean to assert that in no case did such a connexion really exist.
No doubt what were called

Houses were first formed by natural consanguinity.
But it is probable that these natural alliances had

sugartificial arrangement, and that families not
akin to one another had been distributed into houses
by

gested an

and was become a chief element some legislative power.
This will appear certain, if
conunonwcalih, even then we shall be convinced of the existence of the precise
the Comitia Curiata were exclusively Patrician, and numerical divisions which will be explained
presently.
The fact was, that If it be true that originally each curia contained ten
the Plebeians had no part in them.
the distribution of the people into tribes' and curiae, gentes, and each gens ten householders, it is obvious
and the still farther division into Gcntcs, or Houses, that this exact division must have been made arbitrarihad respect only to the original stock of the nation
A precisely similar division exisited among the
ly.
and this original stock kept itself distinct from the ancient Athenians.
The Eupatridae, a body which
body of new citizens, which was added by conquest, corresponds to the Patrician order at Rome, were dior sprung up insensibly from other causes.
The Cli- vided into four Phylae, which correspond to the three
each Phylae into three Phratriaj, which
ents, masmuch as they were attached to individual Roman tribes
and so may correspond to the Curiae and each Phratria into thirPatricians, were attached to the Gentes
be considered, in this sense^as included in the greater ty Genea or Houses
so that the total number of
divisions of curiae and tribes
The Athenian
although it is manifest Houses was three hundred and sixty.
that they could not appear as members of the curiae,
Houses were distinguished by names of a patronymic
when these were called together as the component form, which were derived from some hero or mythic
culiar magistrates,

in the constitution of the

;

;

;

;

;

;

But the
parts of the sovereign popular assembly.
Plebeians grew up as a separate body by the side of
the original Patrician citizens, and were never incor-

They were not
porated in their peculiar divisions.
members of the Gentes, or of the curiffi, or of the three
had
no
share
in the Comitribes
consequently they
tia Curiata ; and this assembly, in which resided the
supreme power of the state, was, as we have already
It is needless to insist
said, exclusively Patrician.
upon the importance of this distinction to a right view
of the constitution, and of its successive changes
and, indeed, to a right notion of the whole internal
history, which, for more than two centuries, is made up
of the struggles of the Patrician and Plebeian orders.
Yet this distinction was overlooked by all the writers
on Roman history and they suffered themselves to
be misled by the superficial theory of Dionysius, who
represented the government of Rome as thoroughly
democratical from the very foundation of the city, and
conceived the public assembly to be composed of the
whole male population of the state, with the exception
of household slaves.
;

;

;

5.

Of the

Patrician Gentes or Houses.

Patrician citizens of Rome were all comprehended in certain bodies which were' called Gentes
(Kins or Houses). The word Kin would be the most
exact translation of Gens ; but as this word is nearly

The

obsolete, except in particular phrases, and as the translators of Niebuhr have rendered Gens by House, the

ancestor.

But, notwithstanding this fictitious kindred,
and though all the terms which expressed the relation
were derived etymologically from the notion of connexion by birth, the authorities from which we draw
our precise knowledge of the institution directly and
pointedly deny the reality of such a connexion, and
ascribe the origin of the Genea to an arbitrary di-

—

vision.
{Pollux, 8, 9, 111.
Harpocration, s. v. yevNiebuhr, vol. 1, note 795 ) The great bond
v^rai.
of union among the members of a House was a
partici-

—

pation in

each

its

common

House had

its

It seems that
religious rites.
peculiar solemnities, which were

There can be
performed at a stated time and place.
no doubt that, at a fitting age, the children of the
Gens were admitted to these solemnities, and publicly
recognised as members of it just as in Attica, at the
feast of Apaturia, Athenian citizens of the pure blood
were admitted and registered in their hereditary Phra;

— We

tri*.
have spoken of the Gentes as pertaining
This is affirmed upon direct
only to the Patricians.
Niebuhr, vol. 1, p. 316,
{Lii\, 10, 8.
testimony.
note 821.)
But, in making this statement, we must
bear in mind that constructions of a similar nature existed among the Plebeians, which had their
origin when
the subject and municipal towns were independent
states.
The Gentile connexions of the Plebeians were
older than their character as Roman citizens.
Thus,
the Caecilii, though Plebeians at Rome, were Patricians of Pra?neste, and claimed as the ancestor of their
house Calculus, the son of Vulcan.
The distinction

—

term is now generally adopted.
{Philol. Muse- between the Patrician and Plebeian Houses was, in the
um, No 2, p. 348.) The members of the same Gc7is first place, that every Patrician was a member of a
were called Gentiles. In each house were contained House, while, among the Plebeians, comparatively but
latter

several distinct

families.

It

is

probable that these

families were originally single households ; but where
their numbers increased, they became families in the
wider acceptation of the term.
From the etymology

of the term Gens, it is evident that a connexion by
and kindred was held to subsist among all the
members of the same house. The name of the house
seems always to have been derived from some mythic
hero ; and in the popular belief, the hero from whom
the house was named was regarded as a common anThus the Julian house was regarded as the
cestor.
progeny of Julus, the son of /Eneas {Dion. Hal., 1, 70.
and the Valerian house was
Virg., JEn., 6, 789)
derived from Volesus, a Sabine warrior, and companEven those
ion of Tatius.
{Dion. Hal., 2, 46.)
whose superior information enabled them to reject
these fabulous genealogies, adhered, to the notion of
an original connexion by birth ; and a fictitious and
conventional kindred was acknowledged by the memIn describing this kindred
bers of the same house.
of the Gentiles as fictitious and conventional, we do
birth

—

;
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few families could claim the honours of hereditary noand, in the second place, that the Patrician
Houses were constituent elements of the Roman state
Their existence affected the constitution of the great
councils of the nation, the Comitia Curiata and the
senate, and their internal laws and usages were part
of the common law of the Roman people
while of
the Plebeian Houses the state took no cognizance.
The nature of the Roman Gentes may be illustrated
bility

:

;

in

some

points by the analogy of the Gaelic clans.

—

All

who belonged to the Gens or to the Clan bore a common name. But as the clan contained not only the
freemen or gentlemen of the clan, the Duinhewasals,
the companions of the chief and the warriors of the clan, but also their dependants, to whom
was left their scanty tillage and the keeping of the
cattle, and who, if ever they were called to follow the
warlike array of the clan, were imperfectly armed, and
so the Roman Gens
placed in the hindmost ranks
consisted of the freeborn Patricans and of their Clients.
our
And
theorv, that, notwithstanding thp conventiona

who were

;

ROM
Gentiles, the Gentes were really, in
families which had no na-

kindred of the

many

cases,

ROMULUS.

composed of

tional consanguinity, but had been arbitrarily arranged
in them, will appear less strange when we remember

that not only the

Duinhewasals, but the meanest

fol-

lowers of a Highland clan, claim kindred WJlh their
chief, although, in many cases, it may he shown, by
the strictest historical evidence, that the chief and his

blood relations are of an entirely different race from
the rest of the clan.

while the chief

is

The clansmen

are Gaels or Celts,
Norman descent.

not unfrequenily of

{Maiden's Roman H:story, p. 123, seqq.)
RoMUMD.<E, a patronymic given to the Roman peoand the founder of
ple from Romulus, their first king,

the wall of the intended city.
This was done by a
plough with a brazen ploughshare, drawn by a bull
and a heifer, and so directed that the furrow should

inward.
'I'ho plough was lifted and carried over
the spaces intended to be left for gates ; and in this
manner a square space was marked out, including the
Palatine Hill, and a small portion of the land at its
fall

This took pUc; on the
base, termed Roma Quadrala.
21st April, on the day of the festival of I'ales, the
While the wall was beginning
goddess of shepherds.
to rise

above the surface, Remus, whose mind was

still

rankling with his discomfiture, leaped over it, scorn" Shall such a wall as that
fully saying,
keep your
city 1"
Immediately Romulus, or, as others say, Cc-

ler, who had charge of erecting that part of the wall,
{Virg., jEn., 8, 638.)
Romulus, according to the old poetic legend, was the struck him dead to the ground with the implement
son of Mars and Iliaor Rea Silvia, daughter of Numitor, which he held in his hand, exclaiming, " So perish
and was born at the same birth with Remus. Amulius, whosoever shall hereafter overleap these ramparts."
who had usurj>ed the throne of Alba, in defiance of the By this event Romulus was left the sole sovereign of

the city.

ordered the infants
right of his elder brother Numitor,
to be thrown into the Tiber, and their mother to be
buried alive, the doom of a vestal virgin who violated
The river happened at that time
her vow of chastity.

the

to have overflowed its banks, so that the two infants
were not carried into the middle of the stream, but
drifted along the margin, till the basket which contain-

brother to the possession of equal power.
To
as speedily as possible the number of his subjects, Romulus set apart, in his new city, a place of

ed them became entangled

refuge, to which any man might flee, and be there protected from his pursuers.
By this device the popula-

in the roots of a wild vine

At

time a shewolf, coming down to the river to drink, suckled the
infants, and carried them to her den among the thickets
hard by. Here they were found by Faustulus, the king's
herdsman, who took them home to his wife Laurentia,

at the foot of the Palatine Hill.

this

whom they

were carefully nursed, and named Romuand Remus. The two youths grew up, employed in
the labours, the sports, and the perils of the pastoral ocBut, like the two sons
cupation of their foster-father.
by

lus

of Cymbeline, their royal blood could not be quite conTheir superior mien, courage, and abilities
soon acquired for them a decided superiority over
their young compeers, and they became leaders of the
youthful herdsmen in their contests with robbers or with
rivals.
Having quarrelled with the herdsmen of Nucealed.

mitor,

whose

flocks

were accustomed

on the
into an am-

to graze

neighbouring hill Aventinus, Remus fell
buscade, and was dragged before Numitor to be punWhile Numitor, struck with the noble bearing
ished.
of the youth, and influenced by the secret stirrings of
nature within, was hesitating what punishment to inflict, Romulus, accompanied by Faustulus, hastened to
On their arrival at Alba, the
the rescue of Remus.
secret of their origin was discovered, and a plan was
speedily organized for the expulsion of Amulius, and
the restoration of their grandfather Numitor to his
This was soon accomplished ; but the twinthrone.
brothers felt little disposition to remain in a subordinate position at Alba, after the enjoyment of the rude
liberty

and power

among

to

which they had been accustomed

their native hills.

They

therefore requested

from their grandfather permission to build a city on
the banks of the Tiber, where their lives had been so
Scarcely had this permission
miraculously preserved.
been granted, when a contest arose between the two
brothers respecting the site, the name, and the sovereignly of the city which they were about to found.
Romulus wished it to be built on the Palatine Hill, and
Remus preferred the Avento be called by his name
To terminate their dispute
line, and his own name.
;

amicably, they agreed to refer it to the decision of the
Romulus took his station on the Palgods by augury.
At sunrise Remus
atine Hill, Remus on the Aventine.

;
yet he felt deep remorse at his brother's
buried him honourably, and, when he sat to administer justice, placed an empty seat by his side, with
a sceptre and crown, as if acknowledging the right of

city

fate,

his

augment

tion increased rapidly in males, but there was a
great
deficiency in females ; for the adjoining states, regardthe
of
followers
Romulus
as
little
better
than
a
ing
horde of brigands, refused to sanction intermarriages.

But the schemes of Romulus were not

to be so frusIn honour of the god Consus. he proclaimed
games, to which he invited the neighbouring states.
Great numbers came, accompanied by their families ;
and, at an appointed signal, the Roman youth, rushing
suddenly into the midst of the spectators, snatched up
trated.

women in their arms, and carried them
This outrage was immediately resented,
and Romulus found himself involved in a war with all
the unmarried
off

by force.

the neighbouring states. Fortunately for Rome, though
those states had sustaine'd a common injury, they did

common cause. They
fought singly, and were each in turn defeated ; Csenina, Crustumerium, and Antemnae fell successively
before the Roman arms.
Romulus slew with his own
hands Acron, king of Caenina, and bore off his spoils,

not unite their forces in the

dedicating them, as spolia opima, to Jupiter Feretrius.
The third part of the lands of the conquered towns was
seized by the victors ; and such of the people of these
towns as were willing to remove to Rome were received as free citizens.
In the mean time, the Sabines, to avenge the insult which they had sustained,
had collected together forces under Titus Tatius, king
The Romans were unable to meet
of the Quirites.
so strong an army in the field, and withdrew within

They had previously placed their flocks
what they thought a place of safety, on the Capitoline Hill, which, strong as it was by nature, they had
their walls.
in

Tarfarther secured by additional fortifications.
of that fortress,
peia, the daughter of the commander
to
having fallen into the hands of the Sabines, agreed
still

the ornaments they
betray the access to the hill for
At their approach she opened
their arms.
the gate, and, as they entered, they crushed her to
From her the cliff of the
death beneath their shields.

wore upon

Capitoline Hill

was

called the Tarpeian

Rock.

The

of

superiority was adjudged to Romulus,
had seen the greater number; against

strength
place
attempt of the Romans to regain
The combat was
brought on a general engagement.
were
Romans
the
time
one
At
long and doubtful.
almost driven into the city, which the Sabines were
on the point of entering along with them, when "fresh

Remus remonstrated indignantly, on
the ground that he had first received an omen.
Romulus then proceeded to mark out the boundaries for

into the fugitives in consequence
courage was infused
of Romulus vowing a temple to Jupiter Stator, and by
a stream of water which rushed out of the temple of

saw

six vultures,

twelve.

and immediately

after

Romulus saw

The

because he
which decision

this
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janus, and

swept away the Sabines from the gate.

The

bloody struggle was renewed during several successive days, with various fortune and great mutual
At length, the Sabine women who had
slaughter.
been carried away, and who were now reconciled to
their fate, rushed with loud outcries between the combatants, imploring their husbands and their fathers to
spare on each side those who were now equally dear.

Both parties paused a conference began, a peace was
concluded, and a treaty framed, by which the two nations were united into one, and Romulus and Tatius
became the jomt sovereigns of the united people. But,
though united, each nation continued to be governed by
its own king and senate.
During the double sway of
Romulus and Tatius, a war was undertaken against
the Latin town of Cameria, which was reduced and
made a Roman colony, and its people were admitted
into the Roman state, as had been done with those
whom Romulus previously subdued. Tatius was soon
afterward slain by the people of Laurentum, because
he had refused to do them justice against his kinsmen,
who had violated the laws of nations by insulting their
The death of Tatius left Romulus sole
ambassadors.
monarch of Rome. He was soon engaged in a war
with Fidenae, a Tuscan settlement on the banks of the
Tiber.
This people he likewise overcame, and placed
in the city a Roman colony.
This war, extending the
Roman frontier, led to a hostile collision with Veii, in
which he was also successful, and deprived Veii, at
that time one of the most powerful cities of Etruria,
of a large portion of its territories, though he found that
the city itself was too strong to be taken.
The reign
of Romulus now drew near its close.
One day,
while holding a military muster or review of his army,
on a plain near the Lake Capra, the sky was suddenly
overcast with thick darkness, and a dreadful tempest
of thunder and lightning arose.
The people fled in
dismay; and, when the storm abated, Romulus, over
;

it had
raged most fiercely, was nowhere
be seen.
A rumour was circulated, that, during the
tempest, he had been carried to heaven by his father,
the god Mars.
This opinion was speedily confirmed

whose head
to

by the report of Julius Proculus, who declared that,
as he was returning by night from Alba to Rome,
Romulus appeared unto him in a form of more than
mortal majesty, and bade him go and tell the Romans
that Rome was destined by the gods to be the chief
city of the earth ; that human power should never be
able to withstand her people ; and that he himself would
be their guardian god Quirinus.

— Dion.

{Flut., Vit.

—

Rom —

So terminates
Hal., &c.)
what may be termed the legend of Romulus, the foundThat such an individual
er and first king of Rome.
never existed is now very generally allowed, and, of
As
course, the whole narrative is entirely fabulous.
to Romulus were ascribed all those civil and'%iilitary
institutions of the Romans which were handed down
by immemorial tradition those customs of the nation
to which no definite origin could be assigned
so to
Numa were attributed all the ordinances and establishments of the national religion. As the idea of the ancient polity was imbodied under the name of Romulus, so was the idea of the national religion under the
name of Numa. The whole story of Romulus, from
Liv.,

1, 4,

seqq.

;

;

the violation of his vestal mother by Mars, till the end
of his life, when he is borne away in clouds and dark-

ness by his divine parent,

is essentially poetical.
In
other cases, the poetical and imaginative
form of the tradition is also the most ancient and genand the variations, by which it is reduced into
uine
something physically possible, are the falsifications of
later writers, who could not understand that, in popular legends, the marvellous circumstances are not the

this, as

in

:

only parts which are not historically true, and that, by
the substitution of commonplace incidents, they were
spoiling a

good poem without making
1176

a

good

history.

Romulus, the founder of Rome, is merely the Romar
It was the fashpeople personified as an individual.
ion in ancient tradition to represent races and nations
as sprung from an ancestor, or composed of the followers of a leader, whose name they continued to
bear; while, in reality, the name of the fictitious chief
was derived from the name of the people
and the
transactions of the nation were not unfrequently de;

scribed as the exploits of the simple hero.

ington's History of
Rome, p. 122, seqq

Rome,
)

{Hether— Maiden's
Hist
—
king of Alba.
Momyl-

p. 4,

seqq.

Romulus Sii-tius, I. a
lus Augustulus, the last of the

II.

emperors of the western empire of Rome.
{Vid Augustulus.)
Ro.Mus, a king of the Latins, who expelled the Tyrrhenians from the city afterward called, from him, Roma.

—

Rom. Consult remarks under
Roma, page 1172, col. 1.)

{Pint., Vit.

article

the

RosciA Lex, de Theatris, by L. Roscius Otho, the
A.U.C. 695. (K?rf. Otho II.)
RosciANUM, a fortified port on the coast of Bruttium,
below Sybaris. It is now Rossaiio. The haven of
the Thurians, by name Roscia, was nearer the sea, at
the mouth of a small river.
{Itin. Ant.
Procop.,
tribune,

—

Rcr. Goth., 3.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 387.)
Roscius, I. Q., a Roman actor, from his surname
Gallus supposed to have been a native of Gaul, north
of the Po, although educated in the vicinity of Lanuviurn and Aricia.
He was so celebrated on the stage
that his name has become, in modern times, a usual
term to designate an actor of extraordinary excellence.
Cicero, in his work on Divination (1, 36), makes his
brother Quinlus say that the young Roscius was found
one night in his cradle enveloped in the folds of a serpent ; that his father, having consulted the auspices
respecting this prodigy, they told him that his child
would attain great celebrity.
Quintus adds, that a
certain Praxiteles had represented this in sculpture,
and that the poet Archias had celebrated it in a song.
Roscius had some defect in his eyes, and is therefore
said to have been the first Roman actor who used the
Greek mask ; the performers, before this, using only

caps or beavers, and having their faces daubed and
disguised with the lees of wine, as at the commencement of the dramatic an in Greece. And yet, as appears from the following passage of Cicero, the mask
was not invariably worn even by Roscius " All,"
"
says Cicero,
depends upon the face, and all the powOf this our old
er of the face is centred in the eyes.
men are the best judges, for they were not lavish of
their applause even to Roscius in a mask."
{De
Valerius Maximus (8, 7) states, that
Orat., 3, .59.)
Roscius studied with the greatest care the most trifling
and Cicero
in public
gesture which he was to make
relates, that though the house of this comedian was a
:

;

kind of school where good actors were formed, yet
Roscius declared that he never had a pupil with whom
If Plutarch be correctly
he was completely satisfied.
informed, Cicero himself studied under this great acMacrohe was certainly his friend and admirer.
tor
bius {Sat., 2, 10) informs us, that Cicero and Roscius
sometimes tried which of the two could express a
;

thought more forcibly, the one by his words, or the
his gestures'., and that these exercises gave
Roscius so high an opinion of his art, that he wrote a
work, in which he made a comparison between it and
The same author mentions that Sylla, the
eloquence.

other by

dictator, to testify his admiration, sent the actor a gold
His daily profits
of equestrian rank.
ring, a symbol
one hundred and eighty dolwere 1000 denarii

(nearly

were about
Roscius died about 62 B.C.
was delivfor, in Cicero's defence of Archias, which
ered A.U. 693, the death of Roscius is alluded to as

lars).

According

twenty thousand

a

recent event.

Vit.

to Pliny, his annual gains

dollars.

;

{Horat., Epist., 2,

Cic.—Dunlofs Rom.

1,

82.— Plut.,

Lit., vol. 1, p.

591.)— IL

RUG

RUB
Sextus, a native of Aineria, defended by Cicero in the
public or criminal trial in which that orator spoke.
The father of Roscius had two mortal enemies, of his
own name and district. During the proscriptions of
Sylla, he was assassinated one evening while returnfirst

home from supper

and on the pretence that he
;
of the proscribed, his estate was purchased for a mere nominal price by Chrysogonua, a
ing

was

in the

whom Sylla had given freedom, and
he had permitted to buy the property of Roscius
Part of the valuable lands thus acas a forfeiture.
quired was made over by Chrysogonus to the Roscii.
These new proprietors, in order to secure themselves
in the possession, hired one Erucius, an informer and
prosecutor by profession, to charge the son with the

whom

his father, and they, at the same lime, subwitnesses, in order to convict him of the parri-

murder of

Cicero succeeded in obtaining his acquittal,
and was highly applauded by the whole city for his
courage in espousing a cause so well calculated to
give offence to Sylla, then in the height of his power.
The oration delivered on this occasion is still extant,
and must not be confounded with another that has
also come down to us in defence of the tragedian
Roscius, and which involved merely a question of
III. Otho.
civil right.
(Cic, pro Rose. Amer.)
cide.

—

{Vid. Otho II.)

RoTOMAGUs,

pt. !, p.

135.— Sue/.,

— Ctc,

Phil., 6,

'i\Z,seqq.

— Appian,

20.— Plut.,

Bell. Civ.

Cas.et Pomp.
3.—Strab., 227.—Plin., 3, 15 )

Ccts.,

RubIgo, a goddess.

(

Vtt.

Vid. Robigo.)

Rhobon, a river of Sarmatia, now the
Windau according to Wilhelm {Germanien,und sexru

RuBO

or

Bewohner, Weimar, 1823); but, according to Gosselthe Niemen.
RuDiiE, I. a city of Italy, in the territory of the CaIt was renlabri, in lapygia, and below Brundisium.
dered famous by being the birthplace of Ennius.
{Sil.
Ital, 12, 393.— i/ora^, Od, 4, 8,
Ovid, A. A.,
The more proper form of the
3, 409.
Strabo, 281 )
name is Rhudiae, the appellation being one of Greek
to
an
antiquarian writer, the reorigin.
According
mains of Rhudiae, still known by the name of Ruge,
were to be seen close to those of the town of Liipiae ;
he also states, that these towns were so near to each
lin,

20—

—

other that they might be said to form but one.
{Ant.
de Ferar. de sit lapyg., p. 77.
Compare D'Anville,
Cramer's Anc. ItAnal Geogr. de V Italic, p. 230
II. A town of Apulia, in Italy,
aly, vol. 2, p. 308.)

—

—

—

placed in the Tabula Theodosiana between Canusium
Rubi.
It is sometimes called, for distinction'
sake, Rudi» (or Rhudiae) Peucetiap, as it lay in the
district of Peucetia
the other Rudise being styled
Rudiae Calabriae.
Romanelli places the site of this
town at Andria (vol. 2, p. 170. Plin., 3, 11. Mela,

and

a city of Gallia Lugdunensis, at a la-

ter period the capital of

Lugdunensis Secunda.

Now

Rouen.

{PtoL)
Roxana, a Bactrian female, remarkable

for

her beau-

She was

the daughter of Oxyartes, commander
of the Sogdian rock for Darius ; and, on the reduction
of this stronghold by Alexander, became the wife of
At the death of the monarch she was
the conqueror.
ty.

Geogr., vol. 9,
2,

list

favourite slave, to

orned

Luaa ; but popular tradition designate* the Piaatell
as the true stream, and this river best suits the account
of the situation of the Rubicon.
{Mannert,

we have

enceinte, and was subsequently delivered of a son,
who received the name of Alexander .-Egus, and who
was acknowledged as kmg along with Philip Aridaeus.
Roxana having become jealous of the authority of
Statira, the other wife of

Alexander, destroyed her by
but she herself was afterward
shut up in Amphipolis, and put to death by Cassander.
{Plut., Vit. Alex.— Quint. Curt 8, A.— Id., 10. 6.—
Justin, 12, 15, &c.)
Vid. Rhoxolani.
RoxoLANi.
Rubeas Promontorium, a promontory mentioned

;

2, 4.

— Cramer's Ancient

RuFiNus,

I.

—

—

Italy, vol. 2, p. 299.)
minister of state to the Emperors

odosius and Arcadius, and a native of Gaul.

The-

He was

naturally vindictive and cruel, and is supposed to have
stimulated Theodosius to the dreadful massacre of

Thessalonica.
succeeded, in

After the death of

this

monarch, he

absolute authority over the EastHe soon, howern empire in the reign of Arcadius.
ever, fell beneath the power of Stilicho, general under
fact, to

by Pytheas (Plin., 4, 13), and supposed by many to
be the same with the North Cape, but shown by Man-

Honorius in the Western empire, and was put to death
He is said to have aspired to the supreme
by the army.
II. A Latin poet, supposed to have flourauthority.
ished about the sixth century.
Cruquius published a
small poem, which he attributed to Rufinus, on the fable of Pasiphae, which he found in an old manuscript.
This poem is composed of verses written in all the different measures employed by Horace, and is, therefore,

nert to correspond rather to the northern extremity of

sometimes prefixed

Curland.

regarded by many as the production of some grammarian, and, probably, of the same Rufinus, a treatise
on metres by whom still remains, as well as a small
poem, in thirty-tA\'o verses, on Love. (Burmann, Anthol. Lat., vol. 1, p. 513, e6S.
Schbll, Hist. Lit.
III. A grammarian of Antioch,
Rom., vol. 3, p. 99.)
Besides the works
alludedlo in the previous article.
there mentioned, he wrote also a commentary on tbo

the aid of Perdiccas

;

,

{Geogr., vol. 3, p. 300, seqq.)
RuBi, a town of Apulia, between Canusium and
The inhabitanU were called
Butunlun, now Ruto.
Rubustini and Rubitini.
{Plin, 3, 11.) It is also
referred to by Horace and Frontinus.
{Horat., Sat.,
For an account of some
Fronlin., de Col.)
1, 5, 94.
interesting discoveries made near Ruvo, consult Ro-

—

—

manelli (vol. 2, p. 172.
Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol.
2, p. 299).
Rubicon, a small stream of Italy, falling into the
Adriatic a little to the north of Ariminum, and formIt
ing, in part, the northern boundary of Italia Propria.
was on this last account that it was forbidden the Ro-

man

generals to pass the Rubicon with an armed force,
under the most dreadful imprecations
for in violating this injunction they would enter on the immediate territory of the republic, and would be, in effect,
Caesar crossed this
declaring war upon their country.
stream with his army at the commencement of the civil
When
war, and harangued his troops at Ariminum.
;

Augustus subsequently included Gallia Cisalpina within the limits of Italy, the Rubicon sank in importance
and in modern times it is difficult to ascertain the position of the true stream.
D'Anville makes it corre;

spond with a current which, formed of three brooks, is
called at its mouth Fiumesino.
A formal papal decree, however, issued in 1756, decided in favour of the

7K

—

to editions of the latter poet.

It

is

—

—

—

IV. An ecclesiastical writer, a
metres of Terence.
native of Concordia, a place near Aquileia.
By some
he is called Toranius. He was the friend of St. Je-

rome, with whom, however, he had at one time a quarHis death occurred A.D.
rel on points of doctrine.
Rufinus translated, from Greek into Latin. Jo408.
of Eusebiue,
sephus, and the Ecclesiastical History
&c. besides which, he left some treatises in defence
His works were
of
and on other subjects.
;

Origen,

printed at Paris in 1580.
of the SiRuGii, a people of Germany, on the coast
nus Codanus, between the Viadrus or Oder and the
of the Gothones.
Vistula, and situate to the west
of Rugia (now RuThey were in possession of the isle
was
Hertha
worshipped with
gen), where the goddess
Ptolemy gives Rhugium as their
peculiar reverence.
At a subsequent period they founded a new
capital.
side of the Danube, named
kingdom on the northern
after

them Rugiland,

in Austria

and Upper Hungary,
1177

RUT

SAB

which was overthrown by Odoacer. (Tac, Germ.,
43 —Joiir. Get., 50, 57 )
RupiLius, a native of Prseneste, surnamed Rex, who,

piae was the port to which the Romans commonly
came, from the opposite coast of Gaul, the harbour on

this latter side,

whence they

usually started, being Gtj-

having been proscribed by Octavianus, then a trium- soriacum. Thus the Itinerarium Maritimum (p. 496)
" A
vir, fled to the army of Rutus, and became a fellowsays,
partu Gesariacensi ad portum Ritupium
soldier of Horace.
It is on
Jealous, however, of the military Stadia CCCCU^
(46 geographical miles).
latter
had
the
which
advancement
obtained, Rupilius this account that the name of the Ritupian harbour
the
meanness
of
his
with
him
and
The Iiiii. Ant.
origin,
frequently occurs in the later writers.
reproached
Horace therefore retaliates in the seventh Satire of (p. 463) gives the same statement as the Ilin. Marit.
the first book, where a description is given of a suit relative to the passage across.
{Mannert, Geogr.,
between this Rupilius and a certain Persius, tried be- vol. 2, pt. 2, p. 160.) As regards the Rutupian oysfore Marcus Brutus, at that time governor of Asia Mi- ters, consult Juvenal (4, 141), and the remarks of the
nor.
(Compare Gesner, ad loc.
Dunlop's Roman commentators, and also Pliny (9, 54 32, 6).
Literature, vol. 3, p. 251.)
RuTENi, a people of Celtic Gaul, whose territory
answered to the modern Rouergue. Their chief city
was Segodunum, now Rhodez. {Cas B. G., 1, 45.
Saba, the capital of the Sabaei, in Arabia Felix,
—Id. ib, 7, 7, (fee.)
situate on a rising ground, in the interior of the counRotilIos, I. Lupus, a rhetorician, a treatise of try, and in a northeastern direction from the harbour
whose, in two books, de Figuris Sentenliarum et Elo- of Pudun {Dsjesan). According to Sirabo (778), it
The period when he flour- was also called Meriaba, and in this he is followed by
cutionis, still remains.
ished is uncertain.
false reading in Quintilian (3, later writers, who, however,
give the more correct
1,21) has given rise to the belief that he was con- form Mariaba. It would seem, that Mariaba is a gentemporary with this writer but Ruhnken has shown eral term for a chief city, and hence we find more than
Accordthat, in this passage of Qniiitilian, we must read Ta- one appearing in the geography of Arabia.
tilius for Rutilius, and that Rutilius was anterior to ing to Mannert, Saba would
appear to correspond with
who
lived
under
The
and
Tiberius.
vol.
the
or
modem Saada
Saade.
Celsus,
6, pt. 1,
Augustus
{Geogr.,
work of Rutilius already alluded to is extracted and p. 66.)
translated from a work by a certain Gorgias, a Greek
Sabachos or Sabacon, a king of ^Ethiopia, who inwriter contemporary with him, and not to be con- vaded Egypt, and reigned there after the expulsion of
founded with the celebrated Gorgias of Leontini. King Amasis.
After a reign of fifty years he was
The best edition is that of Ruhnken, Lugd. Bat., terrified by a dream, and retired into his own kingDiodorus Siculus states (1, 66), that after the
1831, dom.
1768, 8vo, republished by Frotscher, Lips
H. Numatianus, a native of Gaul, born either departure of Sabachus, there was an anarchy of two
8vo.
at Tolosa {Toulouse) or Pictavii {Poitiers), and who years, which was succeeded by the reign of twelve
flourished at the close of the fourth and commence- kings, who, at their joint expense, constructed the labyment of the fifth centuries of our era.
have an rinth. (Consult remarks under the article Psainmiti-

—

;

,

A

;

—

,

We

imperfect poem of his remaining, entitled Itinerarium,
or De Reditu.
It is written in
elegiac verse, and,
from the elegance of its diction, the variety and beauty
of its images, and the tone of feeling which pervades
it, assigns its author a distinguished rank among the
later Roman poets.
Rutilius had been compelled to

make

a journey from

Rome

into Gaul, for the purpose

of visiting his estates in the latter country, which had
been ravaged by the barbarians, and the Itinerary is
intended to e.xpress the route which he took along the

coast of the Mediterranean.

Rutilius

is

supposed by

some to have been prefect at Rome when
was taken by Alaric, A.D. 410. He was not

that city
a Chris-

appears from several passages of his poem,
though the heavy complaints made by him against the
Jewish race ought not, as some editors have imahave regined, to be extended to the Christians.
maining of this poem the first book, and sixty-eight
lines of the second
and perhaps the panicle. .potius,

tian, as

We

;

in the first line of the first book,
the commencement of this book

would indicate that
was also lost. The

remains of the poetry of Rutilius are given by Burmann and Wernsdorff, in their respective editions of
There are also separate
the Poeta Latini Minores.

RuTULi, a people of Latium, along the coast below the mouth of the Tiber. They were a small community, who, though perhaps originally distinct from
the Latins, became subsequently so much a part of
that nation that they do not require a separate notice.

Their capital was Ardea, and Turnus was their prince,
according to the fable of the JEneid, when the Trojans
arrived in Italy.
{Vid. Ardea, Latiuin, Turnus.)
RuTUPiiE (called also Riiupce, Partus Ritupis, and
Partus Ritupius), a harbour on the coast of BritIt is generally
ain, famed for its excellent oysters.
considered as corresponding to Richborough, though
D'Anville is in favour of Sandwich. (Compare Bede,
*^

1,

The name

acters, has

been

of Sabacon, in hieroglyphic charfound amid the ruins of Abydos.

ad Herod., 2, 36.)
SjiBMi, a people of Arabia Felix, represented by
some of the ancient writers, especially the poets, as
one of the richest and happiest nations in the world,
on account of the valuable products of their land.
Another name, viz., that of the Homeritae (thought to
be derived from Himiar, the name of a sovereign, and
which signifies the red king), appears in a later age
confounded with that of the Saboeans.
{Vtd. Saba.)
Sabate, a town of Etruria, northeast of Caere, and

{B'dkr,

It was
not far from the site of the present Bracciano.
in the immediate vicinity of a lake, called from it the
Lacus Sabatinus. The town was said to have been
swallowed up by the waters of the lake, and it was

even asserted, that in calm weather its ruins might
still be seen below the surface of the water.
{Sotion.,
Columella notices the fish of the
de Mirand. Font.)
lake, and Frontinus speaks of its water being conveyed
by an aqueduct to the capital. {CalumelL, 8, 16.
Cramer^ s Anc. Italy, vol. 1,
Front., de Aquced., I.

—

p.

—

235.)

Sabatini, a people of Campania, who derived their
the small river Sabatus that flowed through
their territory.
They are mentioned by Livy (26, 33)
among the Carapanian tribes that revolted to Hannibal.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 247.)
Sabatus, a river rising in Campania, and flowing
into Samnium, where it joined the Calor, near BeneIt is now the Sahbato.
{Cramer's Anc.
ventum.

name from

editions.

I,

chus.)

Rutubi, nunc corrupte Reptacostir."^

1178

Rutu^

Italy, vol. 2, p. 247.)

Sabazius, a surname of Bacchus, given him, acsome, by the Thracians {Schol. ad Arist.,
to others, by the PhrygiVesp., V. 9), or, according
Schol. ad Aristoph., Av., v. 874.
ans.
{Strata, 470.

cordincr to

—

—

De Sacy inclines to the
v. 398.)
,
be found
opinion that the root of this appellation may
in the name of the Arabian city Saba.
{Saintc- Croix,
Schol.

ad Lysist

SAB
Myslires du Paganisme^

SABINI.

De

three thousand years has borne their name.
Out of
this the overflowing population
migrated to ditfereiit

a city of Arabia Felix, the

It was an Italian religious
parts.
usage, in times of
severe pressure from war or pestilence, to vow u s*cred spring {ver sacrum); that is, all the creature*
born in the spring at the end of twenty years the cat

vol.

2,

p.

edit.

95,

Sacy.)

SabbIta

or

Sabbatha,

Most commentators on
capital of the Chatrainalitae.
the Periplus, in which mention is made of it, suppose
to be the same with Schibam or Scebam, which AlEdrisi places in Hadramaut, at four stations, or a
hundred miles, from March. {^VincenCs Periplus, p.
Mannert, however, declares (or Mare b{Geogr.,
334.)

it

The modern name March will
6, pt. 1, p. 83).
a corruption from Mariaba, a name common to
many cities uf Arabia. This place was the great derol.

be

p6t for the incense-trade.

Sabkuli.

{Vtd. Saba.)

Vid. Sabini.

SabIna, Julia, grand-niece of the Emperor Trajan,
and wife of Hadrian, to whom she became united
chiefly

She

own

through the means of the Empress Plotina.

lived unhappily with her husband, partly from her
asperity of temper, and partly, perhaps, from the

Hadrian's unkindness to
gross vices of her consort.
her is said to have been the cause of her death. ( Vid.
Hadrianus.)
SabI-m, a people of Italy, whose territory lay to the
The Sabines appear to be gennortheast of Rome.
erally considered as one of the most ancient indigenous tribes of Italy, and one of the few who preserved

We

pure and unmixed. {Straho, 228.)
expect, however, that fiction should have
been more sparing of its ornaments in setting forth
their origin, than in the case of other nations far less
Dionysius of Halicarinteresting and less celebrated.
their race

are not to

nassus,

among

other traditions respecting the Sabines,

mentions one which supposes them to have been a colony of the Lacedaemonians about the time of Lycurgus
(2, 49), an absurd fable which has been eagerly caught
ap by the Latin poets and mvthologists. {Sil. Ilal
15, b\b.—Omd, Fast., 1, 260.— Hygin., ap. Serv.ad
Their name, accordmg to (3ato, was
jEn., 8, G38 )
derived from the god Sabus, an aboriginal deity, supposed to be the same as the god invoked by the Latins
m the expression Medius Fidius. {Cramer's Anc.
The Romans, observes NieItaly, vol. 1, p. 297.)
buhr, have no common national name for the Sabines,
and the tribes which are supposed to have issued from
them
the latter, whether Maisians and Pelignians. or
That
Samnitcs and Lucanians, they term Sabelliaiis.
these tribes called themselves Savini or Sabini is
on
dethe
Samnite
nearly certain, from the inscription
at least as to the
narius coined in the Social war
Samnites, whose name is in every form manifestly, and
in the Greek ^avvirai directly, derived from Savini
but the usage of a people whose writings have perish-

:

tie

were

sacrificL-d

—

or redeemed, the youth sent out.

—

44
Dion. Hal.^
Festus, s. v. Mamerttrti
Such a v<.-w the Romans made in the becond
1, IC.)
but only as to their
year of the second Punic war
flocks and herds.
Such vows, the tra(Lip., 22, 9.)
(Liv., 33,

;

dition runs, occasioned the sending out of the Sabine
colony : the gods to whom each was dedicated charged

sacred animals to guide them on their way.
One colony was led by a woodpecker, the bird of Mamers,
into Picenum, then peopled by Pclasgians or Liburnians : another multitude by an ox into the land of the
0[)icans ; this became the great Samnite people : a
wolf guided the Hirpini.
I'hat colonies issued from
Samnium is known historically. The Frentani on the
Adriatic were Samnites, who emigrated in the course
of the second Roman war ; Samnites conquered Campania and the country as far as the Silarus; another
host, calling themselves Lucanians, subdued and gave
name to Lucania. The Italian national migrations

—

came down

othf rs from the North ; and (Jato's
opinion, that the origin of all the Sabellians was derived from the neighbourhood of Amiternum. admits
of no other rational meaning than that the most ancient
traditions,

like

whether they may have been Sabine or

Um-

brian, assigned that district as the habitation of the
people that conquered Reatc.
Dionysius. indeed,

seems

to

have understood Cato as having derived

all

the Sabines, and, consequently, through them their colonies, from a single village, Testrina, near Amiter-

as it were from a germe
but so extravagant an
abuse of genealogy oughi not surely to be imputed to
(yato's sound understanding.
He must have known
and remembered how numerous the nation was ai the
time of its utmost greatness, when it counted perhaps
millions of freemen.
At Reate, in the Sabina. in the
country of the Marsians, they found and subdued or
expelled the Aborigines ; about Beneventum, Opicans,
and probably, therefore, in the land of the Hirpini also.
On the left bank of the Tiber they dwelt in the lime of
the Roman kmg.s, low down, intermingled with the Latins, even south of the Anio, not merely at Collatia and
Wars
Regillum, but also on two of the Roman hills.
wiih the Sabines form a great part of the contents in
but with the year 306
the earliest annals of Rome
they totally cease, which evidently coincides with
Towards this
their diffusion in the south of Italy.
ed, like everything that is extinct in fact, has lost its quarter the tide now turned, and the old Sabines on
Strictness of
the Tiber became quite insignificant.
I think myself at liberty to employ the term
rights.
since the tribes which morals and cheerful contentcdness were the peculiar
Sabellians for the whole race
were so named by the Romans are faf more impor- glory of the Sabellian mountaineers, but especially of
this they
tant than the Sabines, and it would clearly have offend- the Sabines and the four northern cantons
ed a Latin ear to have called the Samnites Sabines. preserved long after the ancient virtue had disappeared
When Rome crossed the frontiers of Latium, th^ at Rome from the hearts and the demeanour of men.
Sabellians were the most widely-extended and |rfie Most of the Sabellian tribes, and the Sabines themThe Etruscans had already selves, inhabited open hamlets the Samnites and the
greatest people in Italy.
Bunk, as they had seen the nations of earlier greatness members of the northern confederacy dwelt, like the
As Epirots, around the fortified summits of their hills,
sink, the Tyrrhenians, Umbrians, and Ausonians.
the Dorians were great in their colonies, the mother- where a brave people could defend the approaches
not that they had no fortified
country remaining little; and as it lived in peace, even without walls
The Sabellians
while the tribes it sent forth ditfused themselves widely towns, but the number was small.
of all Italy, had
by conquests and settlements, so, according to Cato, would have made themselves masters
was it with the old Sabine nation. Their original they formed a united or even a firmly-knit federal state,
home is placed by him about Amiternum, in the high- which should have lastingly appropriated its conquests,
them by col»8t Apennines of the Abruzzo, where, on Mount Ma- holding them in dependance, and securing
the snow is said never wholly to disappear, and onies.
But, unlike the Romans, the enjoyment of the
jella,
the
valued
highest ;
where the mountain-pastures in summer receive the greatest freedom was what they
From this district they issued in very more than greatness and power, more than the permaApulian herds.
state.
Hence
the
of
they did hot
ancient times, long before the Trojan war
and, ex- nent preservation
to the motherin one quarter the Aborigines, in another the keep their transplanted tribes attached
forthwith foreign, and frequently
Eelling
they became
Imbrians, took possession of the territory which for country
,

num,

;

—

:

;

;

:

—

;

:

—

;

;

;

:

—

SAC

SAG

had issued from: while Rome,
Sacra Insula, an island in the Tiber, not far from
sending out colonies of small numbers, was sure of its mouth, formed by the separation of the two branchand by means of these, and by imparting es of that river. It received its name from the cirtheir fidelity
dependant civil rights, converted a far greater number cumstance of the snake's having darted on shore here,
of subdued enemies into devoted subjects.
(Niebuhr, which the Romans had brought from Epidaurus, suphostile to the state they

;

vol. 1, p. 71, seqq., Cambridge
fixing the limits of the Sabine terrinot attend so much to those remote

History of Rome,
translation.)

— In

we must

tory,

when they reached

nearly to the gates of Rome,
as to that period in which the boundaries of the different people of Italy were marked out with greater clearness and precision, namely, the reign of Augustus.

times

We shall

then find the Sabines separated from Latium
from Etruria by the Tiber, beginby the river Anio
ning from the point where it receives the former
The
stream, to within a short distance of Otricoli.
;

boundary on the side of Umbria,
and the central ridge of the Apennines will be their
To the south and southeast
limit on that of Picenum.
It
may be stated generally, that they bordered on the
^qui and Vestini. From the Tiber to the frontiers
of the latter people, the length of the Sabine country,
which was its greatest dimensions, might be estimated
at 1000 stadia, or 120 miles, its breadth being much
Cramer's Ancient
less considerable.
(Strabo, 228.

Nar

will

form

their

—

Italy, vol. 1, p. 300.)

Sabinos, Aulus, a Roman poet, the friend and contemporary of Ovid, and to whom the last six of the heroic epistles of that bard are generally ascribed by
commentators. These are, Paris to Helen, Helen to
Paris, Leander to Hero, Hero to Leander, Acontius to
He was the auCydippe, and Cydippe to Acontius.
thor, also, of several answers to the epistles of Ovid, as
Ulysses to Penelope, iEneas to Dido, &c., and likewise of a work on Days, which his death prevented
him from completing. This last-mentioned production is thought by some to have given Ovid the idea
of his Fasti. (Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 291.)
a river of Gallia Belgica, rising in the territory of the Nervii, and falling mto the Mosa {Maese)
at Namurcum (Namur), in the territory of the Aduat-

Sabis,

I.

now

the Sambre.
{Cas., B. G., 2, 16, 18.)
river of Carmania, between the southern promIF.
Manontory of Carmania and the river Andanis.
nert is inclined to identify it with the Anamis, which
runs by the city of Hormuza, and falls into the Persian
ici.

—

It is

A

posing

it

to

be .^sculapius.

Sacra Via,

{Procop., B. G., 1, 26.)
a celebrated street of Rome, where a

and alliance was fabled to have been
made between Romulus and Tatius. It led from the
treaty of peace

Amphitheatre to the Capitol, by the temple of the Goddess of Peace and the temple of Caesar.
The triumphal processions
{Horat,, Od., 4,

passed through

2.— Sat.,

1,

the Capitol.

to

it

9.—Liv.,

2,

13.— Ctc,

Plane, 7.—Att., £;»., 4, 3 )
Sacrum, I. Bellum, a name given to the war
ried

on against the Phocians,

car-

for their sacrilege in re-

lation to the sanctuary at Delphi.

{Vid. Phocis.)

—

Promontorium, a promontory of Spain, now Cape
St. Vincent, called by Strabo the most westerly
part
of the earth.
It was called Sacrum because the ancients believed this to be the place where the sun, at
II.

his setting, plunged his chariot into the sea.
{Mela,
III. Another promontory, on
2, 6.
Plin., 4, 22.)

—

—

the coast of Lycia, near the Chelidonian Islands, and
now Cape Kelidonia. This headland obtained great
celebrity from its being commonly looked upon as the

commencement

of the great chain of Taurus, which
under various names, the
whole continent of Asia. {Plin., 5, 27.) But Strabo observes, that Taurus really began in Caria {Strab.,
666) ; and other geographers even supposed it to commence with Mycale.
{Arrian, Exp. AL, 5, 5, 2.)
The modern name of the Sacred Promontory comes
from the group of the Chelidonian Islands, in its im-

was accounted

to traverse,

mediate vicinity, to which we have already referred
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 256.) IV. Anothei
at the southern extremity of Corsica, now Cape CoT'

—

so.

(Ptol.)

Sadvates, one of the Mermnadae, who reigned in
Lydia 12 years after his father Gyges. He made war
{Herod., 1, 16.)
against the Milesians for six years.
S./i:tabis, I. a river of Spain, between the Iberus
and the Pillars of Hercules.
According to some, it

now the Cennia or Senia ; Ukert, however, makes
the same with the Udubra of Pliny and the Turulis of Ptolemy.
{Mela, 2, 6.)— II. A city of Spain
{Hispania Tarraconensis), in the territory of the Conis

it

Gulf near the promontory of Armozum. {Mela, 3, 8.
III.
It is also called the Saganus.
testani, and situate on a height, just below the river
Plin., 6, 23 )
A river of Cisalpine Gaul, rising in Umbria, and fall- Sucro or Xucar. It was a municipium, and had reis
now
the
Rubicon.
It
ceived a Roman colony, from which latter circuming into the Adriatic north of
the Savio.
At its mouth lay the town of Savis, now stance it took the name of Augusta. Sstabis was
del
Savio.
famed for its linen manufacture. {Plin., 19, 2.
CaTorre
Sabr.Ita, a city of Africa, in the Regio Syrtica, tulL, 12.— Id., 20, U.—Sil. Ital, 3, 373.) The AraIt formed,
west of CEa and east of the Syrtis Minor.
bians changed the name to Xativa.
{Marca, Hisp.,
Since
together with CEa and Leptis Magna, what was called 2, 6, p. \\8.—Laborde, Itin., vol. 1, p. 226.)
fortified it, and it is now the commencement of the present century, however,
Justinian
Africana.
Tripolis
Sabart or Tripoli Vecchio.
{Itin. Anton.
Solin., c. its more usual appellation is S. Phelippe.
(Mannert,

—

—

—

—

27.— Plin.,

5,

A—Procop.,

JEdif., 6, 4.)
Sabriana, now the Severn in

Sabrina, also called
{Plol.—Tac., Ann., 12, 31.)
England.
Sac^, a name given by the Persians to

all

the

more

—

425.
Ukert, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 405.)
Vid. Sangaris.
Sagra or Sagras, a river of Magna Graecia, in the
territory of the Bruttii, falling into the Sinus TarenGeogr., vol.

1, p.

Sagaris.

northern n&tions of Asia, but which, at a subsequent

tinus, a short distance

a particular people, whose territory
period, designated
was bounded on the west by Sogdiana, north and east

ry.

It

above the Zephyrian promonto-

was on the banks of the Sagras

that the

mem-

by Scythia. and south by Bactriana and the chain of
Imaus. Their country, therefore, corresponds in some
the adjacent districts.
degree to Little Bucharey and

orable overthrow of the Crotoniatae took place, when
they were defeated by a force of 10,000 Locrians, with
So extraordinary a result
a small body of Rhegians.
did this appear, that it gave rise to the proverbial ex-

The

pression, akridearepa

SacaB were a wild, uncivilized race, of nomadic
habits, without cities, and dwelling in woods and caves.
(Herod, 7, 9.— Mela, 3, 7.— Plin., 6, 17.— Ammian.
MarcelL, 23, 6.)— As regards the origin of the name
Sacce, which some etymologists deduce from the Persian Ssagh, " a dog," and which they suppose to have
been used as a term of contempt for a people of dif-

ferent race

and

article Scythia.
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religion, consult

remarks under the

tuv

km

Iiuypa.

other

Among

marvellous circumstances connected with this event,
that the issue of the battle was known
Olympia the very day on which it was fought.
Cicero, N. D., 2, 2.— Justin, 20,
{Strab., 261.
2.)
Geographers differ much as to the modern river
which corresponds with this celebrated stream but,
if Romanelli is correct in aflSrming that the mountain
from which the Alaro takes its source is still called
it

at

was reported

—

;

S

SAL

AI

Sugra, we can have no difficulty in recognising that
river as the ancient Sagras ; more especially as its
situation accords perfectly with the topography of Strabo.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 402.)

SiiouNTUM or Saountus, a city of Hispania Tarraconensis, north of Valentia, and some distance below the mouth of the Iberus.
It was situate on a
1000 paces from the shore; Poseven stadia, Pliny (3, 4) three
was said to have been founded by
a colony from Zacynthus {ZuKVvdo^, Idyovvro^, Saguntus), intermingled with Rutulians from Ardea.
It became
(L»r., 21, 7, H.—Sil. IfaL, 1, 291, &c.)
at an early period the ally of the Romans {Polyb., 3,
30), and was besieged and taken by Hannibal previous
rising ground, about

lybius (3, 17) says
This place
miles.

march upon

to his

The

Italy.

siege

lasted

eight

months, and, being an infraction of the treaty with the
Romans, led at once to the second Punic war. Han-

was to prevent the Romans retaining so
important a place of arms, and so powerful an ally in
a country from which he was about to depart.
The
desperate valour of the citizens, who chose to perish
with all their effects rather than fall into the enemy's
hands, deprived the conqueror of a great part of his
the booty, however, which he saved
anticipated spoils
from this wreck, enabled him, by his liberalities, to
gain the affection of his army, and to provide for the
execution of his design against Italy.
{Liv., 21, 8.
nibal's object

;

—

Mela,

6.—Diod. Sic, Eclog., 25, 5.—Stl.
Eight years after it was restored by

2,

673.)

—

—

Hal., 13,
the Ro-

mans. {Liv 24, 42. Plin., 3, 5.) Saguntum was
famous for the cups manufactured there. {Plin., 35,
12.
The modern Murviedro
Martial, 4, 46, &,c.)
(a corruption of Muri veteres) marks the ancient city.
,

—

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol.

1,

p.

428.

—

Vkert, Geogr.,

vol. 2, p. 415.)

Sais, a city of Egypt, situate in the Delta, between
the Sebennytic and Canopic arms of the Nile, and
It was
nearly due west from the city of Sebennytus.
not, indeed, the largest, but certainly the most famous
and important city in its day of all those in the Delta
of Egypt.
This pre-eminence it owed, on the one
hand, to the yearly festival celebrated here in honour
of Neith, the Egyptian Minerva, to which a large concourse of spectators was accustomed to flock {Herod.,
\2, 59) ; and, on the other, to the circumstance of its
lieing the native city, the capital, and the burying-place
of the last dynasty of the Pharaohs. {Herod., 2, 169.)
For the purpose of embellishing it. King Amasis built
a splendid portico to the temple of Neith in this city,

according to Herodotus, in
circumference and elevation, as well as in the dimenhe also adorned the
sions and quality of the stones
building with colossal statues, and the immense figures
of Androsphinx.
Herodotus likewise informs us, that
a large block of stone, intended for a shrine, was
Two thousand men
brought hither from Elephantis.
far surpassing all others,

:

were employed three whole years

in its transportation.

The

exterior length of the stone was twenty-one cubreadth fourteen, and its height eight.
The
inside was eighteen cubits and twenty-eight digits in
bits, its

length, twelve cubits in breadih, and five in height.
This remarkable edifice was placed by the entrance of
the temple, it being found impossible, it would seem,
it within,
although Herodotus assigns a different reason (2, 175).
Egypt had fallen under
to drag

—When

the Persian power, Memphis became the new capital,
and Sais was neglected. It did not, however, fall as
low as the other cities of the Delta. Strabo, even in
his days, acknowledges it to have been the chief city
of Lower Egypt ; he speaks also of a temple of Neith,
and of the tomb of Psammitichus.
In another passage, he remarks, that somewhat to the south of this
city was a very sacred temple of Osiris, in which, ac{Sirab.,
cording to tradition, that deity was buried.
Sais was also famous for its festival of lamps.
802.)

The modern Sa, with its ruins, marks the site of Um
ancient Sais.
This city must not be confounded with
another more easterly, Sais, commonly called Tanis.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 661, teqq.)
SalImis, I. a daughter of the river Asopus by Mcthonc.
Neptune became enamoured of her, and carried her to an island of the i£gean, which afterward
bore her name, and where she gave birth to a son called Cenchreus.
{Diod. Sic., 4, 72.
Compare the re-

—

—

marks of

Siebelis,

ad Pausan.,

1,

—

35, 2.)

II.

An

isl>

land in the Sinus Saronicus, opposite Eleusis and the
coast of Attica, and said to have derived its name
from Salamis, mentioned in the preceding article. It
was also anciently called Scyras and Cychrea, from
the heroes Scyrus and Cychreus, and Pityussa from

aboundmg in firs. {Slrab.,Z22.) It had been already celebrated in the earliest period of Grecian history from the colony of the ./Eacidae, who settled there
its

before the siege of Troy.
The pos{Slrab., I. c.)
session of Salamis, as we learn from Strabo, was once
obstinately contested by the Athenians and Megareans;
and he affirms that both parties interpolated Homer, in
order to prove from his poems that it had belonged to

Having been occupied by Athens, it revolted
Megara, but was again conquered by Solon, or, ac{Plutarch, Vit. Socording to some, by Pisistratus.
From this period it appears to have been allon.)
them.

to

ways subject to the Athenians. On the invasion of
Xerxes, they were induced to remove thither with
their families
in consequence of a prediction of the
oracle, which pointed out this island as the .scene of
the defeat of their enemies {Herodotus, 8, 56) and,
soon after, by the advice of Themistocles, the whole
of the naval force of Greece was assembled in the Bay
of Salamis.
Meanwhile, the Persian fleet stationed at Phalerum held a council, in which it was determined to attack the Greeks, who were said to be planThe Persian fleet acning their flight to the Isthmus.
cordingly were ordered to surround the island during
the night, with a view of preventing their escape.
la
the morning, the Grecian galleys moved on to the attack, the iEginetans leading the van, seconded by the
;

;

Athenians, who were opposed to the Phoenician ships,
while the Peloponnesian squadron was engaged with
the lonians.
The Persians were completely defeated,
and retired in the greatest disorder to Phalerum ; notwithstanding which, Xerxes

is

said to

onstrations of an intention to

renew

have made demthe action, and

with that intent to have given orders for joining the
island of Salamis to the continent by a mole.
The
following night, however, the whole of his fleet aban-

doned the coast of Attica, and withdrew to the HelA trophy was erected to
{Herod., 8, 83.)
lespont.
commemorate this splendid victory on the isle of Salamis, near the temple of Diana, and opposite to Cynowhere the strait is narrowest
Here it was seen

sura,

by Pausanias (1, 30), and some of its vestiges were
observed by Sir VV. Gell, who reports that it consisted
of a column on a circular base. {Itin., p. 303.) Strabo informs us that the island contained two cities ;
the more ancient of the two, which was situated on
the southern side, and opposite to^gina, was deserted
in his time.
The other stood in a bay, formed by a
neck of land which advanced towards Attica. {StraBoth were called by the .same name with
bo, 393.)
the island.
Pausanias remarks, that the city of Sala-

mis was destroyed by the Athenians, in consequence
its
having surrendered to the Macedonians when
there
the former people were ai war with Cassander
still remained, however, some ruins of the agora, and
Chandler states that the
a temple dedicated to Ajax.
walls may still be traced, and appear to have been
of

;

—

about four miles in circumference (vol. 2, ch. 46.
Compare Gell, Itin., p. 303). Salamis, according t9
the Greek geographers, measured seventy or eight^r

—

stadia in length, or

between nine and ten

miles.
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Its

SAL
name

SAL

Colouri, which is that also of the prinpresent
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 364,
cipal town.
seqq ) III. A city in the island of Cyprus, situate
It was founded
about the middle of the eastern side.
by Teucer, son of Telamon, and called by him after
Salatnis, his native place, from which he had been banished by his father.
This city
{Horat., 1, 7, 21.)
was the largest, strongest, and most important one in
the island.
16,42.) Its
{Diod. Sic, 14, 98.— Id
harbour was secure, and protected against every wind,
and sufficiently large to contain an entire fleet. (ScyThe monarchs of Salalax, p ^l.—biod., 20, 21.)
mis exercised a leading influence in the affairs of the
and
the
of
this
island,
conquest
place involved the
is

—

,

fate of

Under

at large.

Cyprus
the

{Diod

I.

,

c.

—

Id.,

12,

3)

Roman dominion

the entire eastern part of
attached to the jurisdiction of Salamis.

the island was
The insurrection of the Jews in Trajan's reign brought
with it the ruin of a great portion of the city {Euseb.,

Chron., ann. 19,

Traj.

— Oros.,

7,

12);

it

did not,

however, cause the entire downfall of Salamis, as it is
still mentioned after this period by Ptolemy and in the

tance from each other, under the name of Salpi, which
confirms this account of Vitruvius (1, 4.
Compare

—

—

—

Cramer'' s
Cicero, de Leg. Agr., 2.
Plin., 3, 11.
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 284).
Sal.issi, a people of Gallia Cisalpina, in the north-

western angle of that country, and

The main

Alps.

part of their

at the foot of the

territory lay chiefly,
reached to the sum-

in a long valley, which
mits of the Graian and Pennine Alps, the Little and
Great St. Bernard. The passages over these mountains into Gaul were too important an object for the
Romans not to make them anxious to secure them by
But these hardy mountthe conquest of the Salassi.
aineers, though attacked as early as 609 U.C., held
out for a long time, and were not finally subdued till
Such was the diflicult nature
the reign of Augustus.
of their country, that they could easily intercept all
communication through the valleys by occui)yiiig the
Strabo represents them as carrying on a
heights.
son of predatory warfare, during which they seized
and ransomed some distinguished Romans, and even
ventured to plunder the baggage and military chest of

however,

In the reign of Constaniine, howPeuiinger Table.
ever, an earthquake and inundation of the sea completed the downfall of the place, and a large portion of
the inhabitants were buried beneath its ruins.
{Cedrenus, ad ann. 29, Constant. Mag.
Malala, Chron.,
Constantius restored
1. xii.. Sub. Constanlio Chloro.)
it, made it the capital of the whole island, and called
from his own name, Constanlia.
it,
{Hierocles, p.
706 ) A few remains of this city still e.xist. {Pa-

Augustus caused their country at last
be occupied permanently by a larae force under
A large number of the Salassi perTerentius Varro.
ished in this last war, and the rest, to the number of
{Strabo,
36,000, were sold and reduced to slavery.

cache, 2, p. 313.

Aosta.

—

— Mannerly Geogr.,

vol. 6, pt.

1, p.

Sai-api.v, a city of Apulia, near the coast, above the
river .^ufidius, and between that river and the Salapi-

According

to Strabo,

it

was the emporium

without such authority, however, we should
of Arpi
have fi.xed upon Sipotiturn as answering that purpose
belter, from its greater proximity.
(S/r«A.,282 ) This
town laid claim to a Grecian origin. The Rhodians,
who early distinguished themselves by a spirit of enterprise in navigation, asserted, that, among other distant colonies, they had founded, in conjunction with
some Coans, a city named Salpia, on the Daunian
This account of Strabo's (654) seems concoast.
firmed by Vitruvius, who attributes the foundation
of this settlement to a Rhodian chief named Elpias
:

(1,4

to

—

—

—Dio Cass., 1, 53
Liv., Epit.,
0/os., 5, ^.
A city was built on the ground occupied by
53.)
Varro's camp, and Augustus honoured the rising colony by giving it the name of Augusta Praetoria, now
205

{Cramer'^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 49, seqq.)
the territory of
peo|)le of Italy, in
They cannot be distinguished with accuMessapia.
racy from the ('alabri, as we find the former appellation used by several writers in a very extensive sense,
and applied, not only to the greater part of Messapia
or lapygia, but even to districts entirely removed from
it.
Strabo himself confesses the difficulty of assignand he coning any exact limits to these two people
tents himself with observing, that the country of the

Salentini, a

672, seqq.)

na Palus.

Julius Caesar.

— Compare Meurs. in Rhod

Salapia was

however, that
upon the more powerful

able,

,

I.

18).

at

first

It is

prob-

dependant

city of Arpi,

and, like that
of the peculiar characsubsequently
city,
ter which belonged to the Greek colonies from its indo not hear of Salatercourse with the natives.
lost

it

much

We

pia in Roman history till the second Punic war, when
it is
represented as falling into the hands of the Carthaginians, after the battle of Cannae {Liv., 24, 20);
but, not long after, it was delivered up to Marcellus
by the party which favoured the Roman interest, to-

gether with the garrison which Hannibal had placed
The Carthaginian general
there.
{Livy, 26, 28.)
seems to have felt the loss of this town severely ; and
it was probably the desire of revenge which prompted
him, after the death and defeat of Marcellus, to adopt
the stratagem of sending letters, sealed with that commander's ring, to the magistrates of the town, in order
The Salapitani,
to obtain admission with his troops.

;

Salentini lay properly around the lapygian promontory.
{Strab 277, 281.) It was asserted that they were a
colony of Cretans, who, under the conduct of Idomeneus their king, had arrived thither in their wanderings
after the capture of Troy.
{Virg., JEn., 3, 400.)
,

The Romans, under

pretence of their having assisted
expedition into Italy, soon after invaded
the territory of this insignificant people, and had no
which they possessdifficulty in taking the few towns
The Salened.
{Florus, 1, 20.— Lb., Epit 15 )
tini subsequently revolted, during the second Punic
were again reduced by the consul Clauwar, but they
'
in his

Pyrrhus

,

—

{Liv, 27, 36.) It is probable that they
derived their name from a town called Salentia, the
existence of which is, however, only attested by Stedius Nero.

phanus Byzantinus, who
V.

^aXevria).

same

— The

calls

it

a

Messapian city (j.
promontory is the
{Cramer's Ancient Italy,

Salentinian

the lapygian.
313.)
Salernum, a city of Campania, southeast of NeapIt
olis, and near the shore of the Sinus Paestanus.
was said to have been built by the Romans as a check
vvith

vol. 2, p.

upon the Picentini. It was not, therefore, like the
modern town of Salerno, close to the sea, but on the
height above, where considerable remains have been

however, being warned of his design, the attempt observed. (Clnv., Ital. Antiq., vol. 2, p. 1189.— i2oApp., Han., 51.) manelli, vol. 3, p. 612.) According to Livy, Saler{Liv., 27, 28.
proved abortive.
The proximity of Salapia to the lake or marsh already num became a Roman colony seven years after the
Veil.
mentioned, is said to have proved so injurious to the conclusion of the second Punic war (34, 45.
Horace tells us, that the air of Sa
health of the inhabitants, that some years after these Paterc, 1, 14).
events they removed nearer the coast, where they lernum was recommended to him by his physician for
built a nev^r town, with the assistance of M. Hostilius, a complaint in his eyes. {Cramefs Anc. Italy, vol. 2,
a Roman praetor, who caused a communication to be p. 214, seqq.)
Considerable
Salii, I. a college of priests at Rome, instituted ia
opened between the lake and the sea.
remains of both towns are still standing, at some dis- honour of Mars, and appointed by Numa to take caxe

—

—
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—

SAL

SALLUSTIUS.

of the sacred shields called Ancilia, B.C. 709.

(

Vid.

thority ol V arro's treatise,

Pius aut de Pace, infonuf

They were twelve in number. Their chief, us that he incurred this disgrace in consequence of an
was called prasul, who seems to have gone foremost intrigue with Fausta, the wife of Milo, who caused
Ancile.)

;

in the procession

their principal musician, votes

;

and
Their
;

he who admitted new members, magister.
number was afterward doubled by Tullus Hoslilius,
after he had obtained a victory over the Fidenatcs, in
consequence of a tow which he had made to Mars.
The Salii were all of patrician families, and the office

j

him
It

to be

has

(iV. A., 17, 18.)
scourged by his slaves.
been doubted, however, by modern critics,

whether

it

was

the historian Sallust

who was

thus

pun-

Sallustius, to whom Horace has addressed the second ode of the second book.

ished, or his

nephew Crispus

It° seems, indeed,
unlikely that, in so corrupt an age,
The 1st of March was the day an amour with a woman of Fausta's abandoned charwhich the Salii observed their festival in honour of acter should have been the real cause of his expulsion
Mars. They were generally dressed in a short scarlet from the senate.
After undergoing this ignominy,
tunic, of which only the edges were seen
they wore which, for the present, baffled all his hopes of prefera large purple-coloured belt above the waist, which ment, he quitted Rome, and joined his patron, Ca>88r,
was fastened with brass buckles. They had on their in Gaul. He continued to follow the fortunes of that
heads round bonnets with two corners standing
in particular, bore a share m the exup, commander, and,
in their right hand they carried a small rod, and m pedition to Africa, where the scattered remains of
their left a small buckler, one of the ancilia, or shields Pompey's party had united.
That region being finally
of Mars.
Lucan says that it hung from the neck. In subdued, Sallust was left by Caesar as praetor of Nuthe observation of iheir solemnity, they first offered midia
and about the same time married Terentia, the
He remained only a year in
sacrifices, and afterward went through the streets dan- divorced wife of Cicero.
cing in measured motions, sometimes all together, or his government, but during that period enriched him-

was very honourable.

in

;

;

other times separately, while musical instruments

at

self

by despoiling the province.

On

return

his

to

were playing before them. Hence their name of Salii, Rome he was accused by the Numidians, whom he
from their moving along in solemn dance {Salii a sali- had plundered, but escaped with impunity by means
cndo).
They placed their body in different attitudes, of the protection of Caesar, and was quietly permitted
and struck with their rods the shields which they held to betake himself to a luxurious retirement with his illin their hands.
They also sung hymns in honour of gotten wealth. He chose for his favourite retreats a
the gods, particularly of Mars, Juno, Venus, and Mi- villa at Tibur, which had belonged to Caesar, and a
nerva, and they were accompanied in the chorus by a magnificent palace, which he built in the suburbs of
certain number of virgins, habited like themselves, and Rome, surrounded by delightful pleasure-grounds, af-

We

have in Varro a few fragments of
the Salian hymns, which, even in the time of that wriThus, for example,
ter, were scarcely intelligible.

called Salicz.

"

Divum

exta cante,

Divum Deo

supplice cante,^^

celebrated by the name of the
In these gardens, or his villa at
Tibur, Sallust passed the concluding years of his life,
dividing his time between literary avocations and the
among whom he numbered Lusociety of his friends
Such being
cullus, Messala, and Cornelius Nepos.

terward well

Gardens of

known and

Sallust.

—

;

exta canite, Deorum Deo {Jano) suppliciter canite ; and also the following :
i.

e.,

Deorum

^'

omnia

dapatilia comisse jani cusiones
duonus ceruses divius janusque

is
proverbially applied to such repasts
Varas are most splendid and costly. (Liv., 1, 20.
ro, L L., 4, 15.— Ovid, Fast., 3, 387.)— 11. A German tribe of Frankish origin, whose original seat is
Wiarda make* it between
not clearly ascertained.
the Silva Carbonaria (part of the forest of Ardennes)

dapes salinrcs

—

and tl)e River Ligeris {Lys, in Brabant) ; Wersebe,
however, in the vicinity of the Sala or Saale. They
first made their appearance on the Insula Batavorum,
where they were conquered by Julian afterward in
the territory of the Chamavi. by the Mosa or Meuse.
;

to identify

{Amm. MarcelL,

them with the Cherusci.

scqq.— Zosim., 3, 6.)
S.\LLUsTius, Crispus, a celebrated Latin historian,
born at Amilernum, in the territory of the Sabines, in
17, 8,

He received his education in
the year of Rome 668.
the latter city, and in his early youth appears to have
been desirous to devote himself to literary pursuits.
But it was not easy for one residing in the capital to
escape the contagious desire of military or political
He obtained the situation of quajstor,
distinction.
which

entitled

him

to a seat in the senate, at the

age

of twenty-seven
end about six years afterward he
was elected tribune of the commons. "While in this
office he attached himself to the fortunes of Caesar,
and, along with one of his colleagues, conducted the
against Milo for the murder of Clodius.
frosecution
n the year of the city 704, he was excluded from the
senate on the pretext of immoral conduct, but more
probably from the violence of the patrician party, to
;

which he was opposed.

was the Sallust mentioned by Horace in
book of his Satires. The subject of Sallust's
character is one which has excited some investigation
and interest, and on which very different opinions have
That he was a man of loose morals is
been formed.
evident and it cannot be denied that he rapaciously
plundered his province, like most Roman governors ol
But it seems doubtful if he was that monthe day.
ster of iniquity he has been sometimes represented.
the

—

Mannert seeks

friends and

tion that he

renit,*''

Boe., Omnia dapalia comedisse Jani Curioncs.
nus creator Divius Janusque venil. Their feasts and
entertainments were uncommonly sumptuous, whence

i.

studies, it seems highly improbable
that he indulged in that excessive libertinism which
has been attributed to him, on the erroneous supposihis

Aulus Gellius, on the au-

first

;

He was

extremely unfortunate

in

the

first

perm«nenl

notice taken of his character by his contemporaries.
The decided enemy of Pf>mpey and his faction, he had
said of that celebrated chief, in his general history,
" oris
that he was a man
probi, animo inverecundo.*^

Lenaeus, the freedman of

Pompey, avenged

his master,

by the most virulent abuse of his enemy (Suetonius,
de Illustr. Gramm., 15), in a work which should rather be rewarded as a frantic satire than an historical
document. Of the injustice which he has done to the
of the historian, we may, in some degree, judge
He calls him,
from what he says of him as an author.
as we farther learn from Suetonius, "Ncbuloncm vita
life

Calonisscnptisque monstrosum ; praterea priscorum
The life of Sallust, by
que i?ierudilissimum fnrnn."
the
Asconius Pedianus, which was written in
age of
at the present day,
Augustus, and might have acted,
unfavourable
the
as a corrective or palliative of
impression produced by this injurious libel, has unfortunately
now
extant
the
on
work
next
and the
subject
perished
declamation against the charIS a
professed rhetorical
acter of Sallust, which was given to the world in the
;

of Cicero, but was not written till long after the
death of that orator, and is now generally assigned by
of Claudius, called
critics to a rhetorician in the reign
The calumnies invented or exaggeraPorcius Latro.

name

ted by Lenaeus, and propagated in the scholastic theme
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of Porcius Latro, have been adopted by Le Clerc, professor of Hebrew at Amsterdam, and by Professor
Meisner, of Prague, in their respective accounts of the

His character has received more jusfrom the prefatory memoir and notes of De Brosses, his French translator, and from the researches of
Wieland in Germany. From what is known of FabiU8 Pictor and his immediate successors, it must be aplife

of Sallust.

tice

—

parent that the art of historic composition at Rome
was in the lowest state, and that Sallust had no model
to imitate among the writers of his own country.
He
therefore naturally recurred to the productions of the
Greek historians. The native exuberance and loquacious familiarity of Herodotus were not adapted to
his taste ; and simplicity, such as that of
Xenophon,
he thereis, of all things, the most difficult to attain
;

fore chiefly emulated Thucydides, and attempted to
transplant into his own language the vigour and con-

ciseness of the Greek historian ; but the strict imitation with which he followed him has
gone far to lessen
the effect of his own original genius.
The first work
of Sallust was the Conspiracy of Catiline.
There ex-

—

however, some doubt as to the precise period of
The general opinion is, that it was
composition.
written immediately after the author went out of office
as tribune of the commons, that is, A.U.C. 703. And
the composition of the Jugurthine War, as well as of
ists,

its

his general history, is fixed by Le Clerc between that
period and his appointment to the praetorship of Numidia.
But others have supposed that they were all

written during the space which intervened between
his return from Numidia in 709, and his death, which
happened in 718, four years previous to the battle of
Actium. It is maintained by the supporters of this
last idea, that he was too much
engaged in politihis administration of Nuso important compositions
that, in the introduction to Catihne's Conspiracy, he
talks of himself as withdrawn from public affairs,
and refutes accusations of his voluptuous life, which
were only applicable to this period and that, while
instituting the comparison between Caesar and Cato,
he speaks of the existence and competition of these
celebrated opponents as things that had passed over.
" Sed mca
memoria, ingenti virlute, diversis moribus, fuerc viri duo, Marcus Cato et Caitis C<Bsar.^^

tumults previous
midia to have leisure

cal

to

for

;

;

—

On

this passage, too. Gibbon, in particular,
argues,
that such a flatterer and party tool as Sallust would

not, during the life of Caesar, have put Cato so much
on a level with him in the comparison. De Brosses

argues with Le Clerc in thinking that the Conspiracy
of Catiline at least must have been written immediately
as he would not, after his marriage with
after 703
Terentia, have commemorated the disgrace of her sis;

who, it seems, was the vestal virgin whose inBut,
trigue with Catiline is recorded by Sallust.
whatever may be the case as to Catiline's Conspiracy,
ter,

quite clear that the Jugurthine War was written
subsequently to the author's residence in Numidia,
which evidently suggested to him this theme, and afforded him the means of collecting the information
The subjects
necessary for completing his work.

it is

—

chosen by Sallust form two of the most important and
prominent topics in the history of Rome. The periods, indeed, which he describes were painful, but they
were interesting. Full of conspiracies, usurpations,
and civil wars, they chiefly exhibit the mutual rage
and iniquity of imbittered factions, furious struggles
between the patricians and plebeians, open corruption
in the senate, venality in the courts of justice, and
This state of things, so forrapine in the provinces.
cibly painted by Sallust, produced the conspiracy, and,
in some degree, the character of Catiline.
But it

was the oppressive debts of individuals, the temper of
Sylla's soldiers, and the absence of Pompey with his
army, which gave a possibility, and even a prospect,
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of success to a plot which aflfected the vital existence
of the commonwealth; and which, although arrested
in its commencement, was one of those violent shocks
which hasten the fall of a state.
The History of the
Jugurthine War, if not so imposing or menacing to
the vital interests or immediate safety of Rome, exhibits a more extensive field of action, and a
greater theatre of war.
No prince, except Mithradates, gave so
much employment to the arms of the Romans. In
the course of no war in which they had ever been engaged, not even the second Carthaginian war, were
the people more desponding, and in none were they
more elated with ultimate success. Nothing can be
more interesting than the accounts of the vicissitudes
of this contest.
The endless resources and hairbreadth escapes of Jugurtha ; his levity ; his fickle and
faithless disposition, contrasted with the perseverance
and prudence of the Roman commander Metellus, are aK
described in a manner the most vivid and picturesque.
Sallust had attained the age of twenty-two wher
the conspiracy of Catiline broke out, and was an eyeHe had, therewitness of the whole proceedings.
fore, sufficient opportunity of recording with accuracy and truth the progress and termination of the conSallust has certainly acquired the praise of
spiracy.
a veracious historian, and we do not know that he has
been detected in falsifying any fact within the sphere
of his knowledge.
Indeed, there are few historical
compOoitions of which the truth can be proved on such
The facts
evidence as the conspiracy of Catiline.
detailed in the orations of Cicero, though differing in
in
coincide
some minute particulars,
everything of importance, and highly contribute to illustrate and verify
But Sallust lived too near
the work of our historian.
the period of which he treated, and was too much engaged in the political tumults of the day, to give a

—

—

account, unbiased by animosity or predileche could not have raised himself above all hopes,
and fears, and prejudices, and therefore could not, in
all their extent, have fulfilled the duties of an impartial
A contemporary historian of such turbulent
writer.
times would be apt to exaggerate through adulation.
faithful

tion

;

or conceal through fear; to instil the precepts, not of
the philosopher, but the partisan ; and colour facts
into harmony with his own system of patriotism or
An obsequious follower of Caesar, he
friendship.

has been accused of a want of candour in varnishing
over the views of his patron ; yet it is hard to believe that Caesar was deeply engaged in the conspiracy of Catiline, or that a person of his prudence
should have leagued with such rash associates, or
But the chief
followed so desperate an adventurer.
is the feeobjection urged against his impartiality
ble and apparently reluctant commendation he bestowed on Cicero, who is now acknowledged to have
been the principal actor in detecting and frustraThough fond of displaying h*
ting the conspiracy.
talents in drawing characters, he exercises none of it

" homo
on Cicero, whom he merely terms
egregius et
optumus consul," which was but cold applause for one
who had saved the commonwealth. It is true, that, in
the early part of the history, praise, though sparingly
The election
bestowed, is not absolutely withheld.
of Cicero to the consulship is fairly attributed to the
and
talents
of
his
capacity,
high opinion entertained
which overcame the disadvantages of obscure birth.
The mode adopted of gaining over one of the accomhis own wavering and disaffected
plices, and for fixing
manifested in seizing the Alcolleague, the dexterity
the letters, and the irresistilobrogian deputies with
ble effect produced by confronting them with the con
It is in
to Cicero.
spirators, are attributed exclusively
the conclusion of the business that the historian withholds from him his due share of applause, and contrives
to eclipse him by always interposing the character of
witness
Cato, though it could not be unknown to any
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of these transactions that Cato himself and other sen-

writer, more especially when he baa been contemporary with the individuals he portrays, and in some deFive or
gree engaged in the transactions he records.

ihe father of his
publicly hailed the consul as
and that a public thanksgiving to the gods
country
was decreed in his name, for having preserved the
fctors

;

»ix of the characters drawn by Sallust have in all
age*
from conflagration, and the citizens from massa- been regarded as master- pieces.
He has seized the
which
have
delicate
as
This omission,
well as the prominent features, and
shades,
may
origmated partthrown over them the most lively and appropriate colly in enmity, and partly in disgust at the ill-disguised
all
times
of
the
has
in
been
as
Those
of
the two principal actors in his traconsul,
vanity
regarded
ouring.
the chief defect, and even stain, in the history of the gic histories are forcibly given, and prepare us for the
Catilinarian Conspiracy.
Although not an eyewitness incidents which follow. The portrait drawn of Catof the war with Jugurtha, Sallust's situation as praetor iline conveys a lively notion of his mind and person,
of Numidia, which suggested the composition, was fa- while the parallel drawn between Cato and Cxsar is
vourable to the authority of the work, by affording op- one of the most celebrated passages in the history of
Of both these famed opponents we
portunity of collecting materials, and procuring infor- the conspiracy.
mation.
He examined into the different accounts, are presented with favourable likenesses. Their dewritten as well as traditionary, concerning the history fects are thrown into the shade
and the bright qualof Africa, particularly the documents preserved in the ities of each different species by which they were
archives of King Hiempsal, which he caused to be distinguished, are contrasted for the purpose of showtranslated for his own use, and which proved peculiar- ing the various qualities by which men arrive at emThe introductory sketch of the genius and
ly serviceable in the detailed account which he has inence.
In this history he manners of Jugurtha is no less able and spirited than
given of the inhabitants of Africa.
has been accused of showing an undue partiality to- the character of Catiline.
The portraits of the other
wards the character of Marius and of giving, for the principal characters who figured in the Jugurthine
sake of his favourite leader, an unfair account of the war are also well brought out.
That of Marius, in
But he appears to do even more particular, is happily touched. His insatiable ambition
massacre at Vacca.
than ample justice to Metellus, since he represents the is artfully disguised under the mask of patriotism bis
war as almost finished by him previous to the arrival cupidity and avarice are concealed under that of marof Marius, though it was, in fact, far from being con- tial simplicity and hardihood
but, though we know,
cluded.
Sallust evidently regarded a fine style as one from his subsequent career, the hypocrisy of his preof the chief merits of an historical work.
The style tensions, the character of Marius is presented to us in
on which he took so much pains was carefully formed a more favourable light than that in which it can be
on that of Thucydides, whose manner of writing was, viewed on a survey of his whole life.
see the
in a great measure, original, and, till the time of Sal- blunt and gallant soldier, and not that
savage whose into
himself.
The Roman has wonderfully nate cruelty of soul was first about to burst forth for the
lust, peculiar
succeeded in imitating the vigour and conciseness of destruction of his countrymen. In drawing the porthe Greek historian, and infusing into his composition trait of Sylla, the memorable rival of Marius, the hissomething of that dignified austerity which distinguishes torian represents him also such as he appeared at that
the work of his great model ; but when we say that period, not such as he afterward proved himself to be.
Sallust has imitated the conciseness of Thucydides, We behold him with pleasure as an accomplished and
we mean the rapid and compressed manner in which subtle commander, eloquent in speech and versatile in
his narrative is conducted
in short, brevity of idea resources ; but there is no trace of the cold-blooded
rather than of language.
For Thucydides, although assassin, the tyrant, and usurper. History, in its orihe brings forward only the principal idea, and discards ginal state, was confined to narrative ; the reader being
what is collateral, yet frequently employs long and in- left to form his own reflections on the deeds or events
The historic art, however, conveys not
volved periods.
Sallust, on the other hand, is abrupt recorded.
and sententious, and is generally considered as having complete satisfaction, unless these actions be connectThe ed with their causes the political springs or private
carried this sort of brevity to a vicious excess.
use of copulatives, either for the purposes of connect- passions in which they originated.
It is the business,
ing his sentences with each other, or uniting the claus- therefore, of the historian, to apply the conclusions
es of the same sentence, is in a great measure reject- of the politician in explaining the causes and effects
ed.
This produces a monotonous effect, and a total of the transactions he relates.
These transactions
want of that flow and variety which is the principal the author must receive from authentic monuments
Seneca accordingly or records, but the remarks deduced from them must
charm of the historic period.
^'
AmputatcB scnlentia, et be the offspring of his own ingenuity. The reflections
(EpisL, 114) talks of the
verba ante expectatum cadentia,^' which the practice with which Sallust introduces his narrative, and those
of Sallust had succeeded in rendering fashionable. It he draws from it, are so just and numerous, that he
was, perhaps, partly in imitation of Thucydides that has by some been considered the father of philosophic
It must always, however, be remembered,
Sallust introduced into his history a number of words history.
almost considered as obsolete, and which were select- that the proper subject of history is the detail of nathat whatever forms not a part of
ed from the works of the older authors of Rome, par- tional transactions
It is on this
point he has the narrative is episodical, and therefore improper,
ticularly Cato the censor.
been chiefly attacked by Pollio, in his letters to Plan- if it be too long, and do not grow naturally out of the
cus.
He has also been taxed with the opposite vice, subject. Now some of the political and moral diof coining new words, and introducing Greek idioms
gressions of Sallust are neither very immediately conbut the severity of judgment which led him to imitate nected with his subject nor very obviously suggested
the ancient and austere dignity of style, made him re- by the narration.
The discursive nature and inordiject those sparkling ornaments of composition which nate length of the introduction to his histories have
were beginning to infect the Roman taste, m conse- been strongly objected to. The first four sections of
quence of the increasing popularity of the rhetorical Catiline's Conspiracy have indeed little relation to the
schools of declamation, and the more frequent inter- topic
They might as well have been prefixed to any
course with Asia.
On the whole, in the style of Sal- other history, and much better to a moral or philosophIn fact, a considerable part of them, des
lust, there is too much appearance of study, and a want ic treatise.
of that graceful ease, which is generally the effect of canting on the fleeting nature of wealth and beauty,
Of all and all such adventitious possessions, are borrowed
an, but in which art is nowhere discovered.
the departments of history, the delineation of character from the second oration of Isocrates.
Perhaps the
i-t the most
are also disproportioned to the
Irving to the temper and impartiality of the eight following sections
7 1/
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city
cre.

—

;

;

;

—

;

We

—

;

—

;

;

—
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length of the history ; but the preliminary essay they
contain on the degradation of Roman manners and
decline of virtue, is not an unsuitable introduction to
the conspiracy, as

which gave

it

birth to

was

it,

this

corruption of morals

and bestowed on

it

a chance

The preface to the Jugurthine War
of success.
has much less relation to the subject which it is
The author discourses at
intended to introduce.
large on his favourite topic, the superiority of mental endowments over corporeal advantages, and the
He contrasts a life of
beauty of virtue and genius.
listless indolence with one of honourable activity
and finally descants on the task of the historian as a
suitable exercise for the highest faculties of the mind.
Besides the Conspiracy of Catiline and the Jugurthine
War, which have been preserved entire, and from
which our estimate of the merits of Sallust must be
chiefly formed, he was the author of a civil and mili;

tary

history

of the republic, in

five

books, entitled

renim in Republica Romana Gestarum.
This work was the mature fruit of the genius of SalHisloria

lust,

having been the

last

he composed, and

is

inscribed

tribune Licinius.
It was an efTorf of that
demagogae
to depress the
patrician and raise the tribunitian power
for which purpose he alternately flatters the
peoThe oration of Marcus
ple and reviles the senate.
Cotta is unquestionably a fine one.
He addressed it to
the people, during the period of his consulship, in order
;

calm

their minds and allay their resentment at the
success of public affairs
which, without any
blame on his part, had lately, in many respects, been
conducted to an unprosperous issue.
Of the two letters which are extant, the one is from
Pompey to the
senate, complaining in very strong terms of the deficiency in the supplies for the army which he commanded in Spain agamst Sertorius the other is supposed to be addressed from Mithradates to Arsaces,
king of Parthia, and to be written when the affairs of
the former monarch were proceeding unsuccessfully.
It exhorts him, nevertheless, with
great eloquence and
power of argument, to join him in an alliance against

to

bad

;

;

the Romans
for this purpose, it places in a strong
point of view their unprincipled policy and ambitious
desire of universal empire : all which could not, with:

to Lucullus, the son of the celebrated commander of
It included, properly
that name.
speaking, only a period of thirteen years, extending from the resignation

out this device of an imaginary letter by a foe, have
been so well urged by a national historian.
It concludes with showing the extreme danger which the
of the dictatorship by Sylla till the promulgation of Parthians would incur Irom the hostility of the Rothe Manilian Law, by which Pompey was invested with mans, should they succeed in finally subjugating PonThe only other fragment of any
authority equal to that which Sylla had relinquished; tus and Armenia.
and obtained, with unlimited power in the East, the length, is the description of a splendid entertainment
command of the army destined to act against Mithrada- given to Metellus on his return, after a year's absence
It appears,
tes.
This period, though short, comprehends some of from his government of Farther Spain.
the most interesting and luminous points which appear from several other fragments, that Sallust had introin the Roman annals.
During this interval, and almost duced, on occasion of the Miihradatic war, a geographat the same moment, the republic was attacked in the ical account of the shores and countries bordering on
East by the most powerful and enterprising of the the Euxine, in the same manner as he enters into a
monarchs with whom it had yet waged war in the topographical description of Africa in his history of the
West by one of the most skilful of its own generals Jugurthine War. This part of his work has been much
and in the bosom of Italy by its gladiators and slaves. applauded by ancient writers for exactness and liveli;

;

The work was

also introduced by two discoiirses, the
one presenting a picture of the government and manners of the Romans, from the origin of their city to

the commencment of the civil wars ; the other containing a general view of the dissensions of Marius and
Sylla ; so that the whole book may be considered as

connecting the termination of the Jugurthine War and
the breaking out of Catiline's conspiracy.
The loss
of this valuable production is the more to be regretted,
as all the accounts of Roman history which have been
written are defective during the interesting period it
comprehended. Nearly seven hundred fragments be-

ness, and

is

frequently referred

as the highest au-

to,

by Strabo, Pornponius Mela, and other geograBesides his historical works, there exist two
phers.
political discourses, concerning the administration of
the government, in the form of letters to Julius Caesar,
which have generally, though not on sufficient grounds,
been attributed to the pen of Sallust. The best editions of Sallust are, that of Cortius, Lips., 1742, 4to ;
that of
that of Havercamp, Amst., 1742, 4to, 2 vols.
that of Gerlach, Basil,
Burnouf, Purw, 1821, 8vo
1823, scqq., 3 vols. 4to and that of Frotscher, Lips.,
1823-30, 2 vols. 8vo. {Dwnlop's Roman Literature,
thority,

;

;

;

longing to it have been amassed, from scholiasts and vol. 2, p. 143, scqq.)
Salmacis, a fountain near Halicarnassus in Caria,
grammarians, by Dc Brosses, the French translator of
but they are so short and unconnected that which was fabled to render effeminate all who drank
Sallust
It was here that Hermaphroditus, acthey merely serve as landmarks, from which we may of its waters.
conjecture what subjects were treated of and what cording to the poets, underwent his strange metamorevents recorded.
The only parts of the history which phosis. The fountain was situate at the foot of a
have been preserved in any degree entire, are four rock, and on the summit of this rock was a very strong
The first is an oration pro- castle, which a Persian garrison long held against
orations and two letters.
nounced against Sylla by the turbulent M. ^Emilius Alexander. {Arrian, Exp. AL, 1, 24.)
Salmantica, a city of Hispania, in the northeastern
Lepidus, who, as is well known, being desirous, at the
It is very probably the same with
expiration of his year, to be appointed a second time angle of Lusitania.
consul, excited for that purpose a civil war, and ren- the Elmantica of Polybius (3, 14) and the Hermandica
dered himself master of great part of Italy.
His of Livy (21, 5), which Hannibal took in his expedition
It is now Salamanca.
{Manspeech, which was prroaratory to these designs, was against the Vaccaei.
delivered after Sylla had abdicated the dictatorship, nert, vol. 1, p. 348.)
of Elis, of great antiquity, northbut was still supposed to retain great influence at
Salmons, a city
'
Rome. He is accordingly treated as being still the west of Olmypia. It is said to have been founded by
7.— Strabo, 356.)
and the people are exhorted to Salmoneus.
tyrant of the state
(Apollod., 1, 9,
throw off the yoke completely, and to follow the
Salmoneus, a king of Elis, son of ^olus and
The Enarete, who married Alcidice, by whom he had
speaker to the bold assertion of their liberties.
second oration is that of Lucius Philippus, which is Tyro.
He wished to be called a god, and to receive
and, therefore, to
an invective against the treasonable attempt of Lep- divine honours from his subjects
idus, and was calculated to rouse the people from the imitate the thunder, he used to drive his chariot over
torches on every
apathy with which they beheld proceedings that were a brazen bridge, and darted burning
This impiety pro
in the total subversion of the gov- side, as if to imitate the lightning.
likely to terminate
The third harangue was delivered by the voked Jupiter. Salmoneus was struck with a tbunernment.
;

;

;

Ud6
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durbolt, and placed

brother Sisyphus.

in

SAM

the infernal regions near his
in explanation of this le-

— Consult,

gend, the article Elicius, p. 467, col. I, near the end.
(Horn., Od., 11,
.4po//o(i , 1, 9.—
gin. Jab.,

235—

60.—

Hy

Virg., JEn., 6, 6, 86.)

Salmydessus

(ZaTifLvdrjaao^), or, as the later

Greek

and the Latin writers give the name, Halmydessus ('AAfivdTjaadc), a city of Thrace, on the coa&t of the Euxme, below the promontory of Thynias. The name
properly belonged to the entire range of coast from
•the Thynian promontory to the mouth of the
Bospo-

And

it was this
portion of the coast in particuobtained for the Euxine its earlier name of
"
The shore was rendered
Axcnos, or
inhospitable."
dangerous by shallows and marshes ; and when any
either
vessels,
through want of skill or the violence
of the wind, became entangled among these, the Thracian inhabitants poured down upon them, plundered
the cargoes, and made the inhabitants slaves.
In
their eagerness to obtain the booty, quarrels often
arose among the petty tribes in this quarter, and hence

rus.

lar that

came

name of Israelites under Jeroboam. The capiof the state of these latter was Samaria, which
also the name of their country. The Samariuns
and the people of Judsa were lasting and bitter enemies.
'I'hc former deviated in several
re8p>ect8 from
the strictnesa of the Mosaic law,
though afterward the
of
the
two
nations
became
more
religion
closely assimilated
and, in the time of Alexander, the Samaritans obtained leave of that conqueror to build a temple on Mount Gerizim, near the city of Samaria, in
imitation of the temple at Jerusalem, where they practised the same forms of worship.
Among the people
of Judea, the name of Samaritan waa a term of bitter reproach, and
a high degree.
The
disgraceful
city of Samaria was situate on Mount Sameron, and
was the residence of the kings of Israel, from Omri ka
founder to the overthrow of the kingdom.
It was
razed to the ground by Hyrcanus, but rebuilt by Hecient
tal

was

;

m

who completed the work begun by Gabinius, proconsul of Syria.
Herod called it Sebaste, in honour
of Augustus.
Ibid, 17, 6.
(1 Kings, 16, 24.
rod,

—

Jos.,

each were to plunder.

11.— Bell.

names
whose

{Xen., Anab.,

the Astae as the inhabitants

7, 6.)
of this

Strabo
region,

—

52.-2 Kings, 17, 6.—Jerem.,
Ant, 8, 7.— Id. ibid., 13, lb. — Id.

eventually the singular custom of marking out
the shore with stones, as so many limits within which

Ibid., 22,

Jud.,

23,

13.—
15,

ihid.,

1, 6.)

Samarobriva, a town of Gaul, now Amieru, the

Its name appears to mean
territory reached to the north as far as Apollo- capital of the Ambiani.
The Thyni, no doubt, are included under this " the city on the Samara," since it lay on this river,
name. The republic of Byzantium put an end to this and since the termination briva in Celtic is
thought to
system of plunder. The modern Midjeh answers to have had, among its other meanings, that of " city" or

nia.

—

the

ancient

of

city

Salmydessus.

{Mela, 2,

2.

—

PUn.,4, II.— Diod. Sic, U,'Sa.—Mannert, Geogr.,
Tol. 7, p. 149.)

Salon, now Salorm, the principal harbour of Dalmatia, and always considered as an important post by
the Romans after their conquest of that
country. Pliny
styles it a colony (3, 22), which is confirmed by various inscriptions.' {Gruter.,Thes.,^2,\2.) The name
is sometimes written Salona and Salonae.
{Cces., B.
It was not the naG., 3, 9.—Hirt, B. Alex., 43.)
tive place of the

"place."

less correctly,

Some,

{Vid. Mesembria.)

" the
*'
bridge" or
passage of the Samara," as, for example, Lemaire, in his Geographical
Index to Caesar. {Amm. MarceU., 15, 27.
C<zs., B.

make

it

signify

—

G,

24; 45, 51.)
Same, the only town in the island of Cephallenia noticed by Homer, from which we may infer that it was
the most ancient and considerable.
I:
(Orf., 2, 249.)
was maintained by ApoUodorus, that the poet used the
word Samos to designate the island, and Same the
5,

Emperor Dioclesian, as is commonly
That monarch was born at Dioclea, in its
and to this quarter he retired after he had
vicinity
abdicated the imperial power.
Here he built a splendid palace, the ruins of which are still to be seen at

town.
It is certain, however, that in another
passage
(Od., 14, 122), the latter name is applied to the island.
When Cephallenia submitted i<y the
{Strabo, 453.)
Romans, Same, with other towns, gave hostages ; but
having afterward revolted, it sustained a vigorous siege

Spala/ro, about three miles from Salona.
{WesselAdam's Antiquities of
tng, ad. Itin. Anton., p. 270.

for four

supposed.
;

— Cramer's Anc.
Spalatro.

—

Greece, vol 1, p. 36.)
Sai.vianus, a native of Colonia Agrippina {Coone
of
the
fathers
of the Christian Church.
logne),
early
He led a religious life at Massilia during the greater
part of the 5th century, and died in that city. Salvian
was the author of several works on devotional sub" on
jects, of which there are yet extant a treatise
the Providence of God" {De gubernatione Dei, &c.),
in
another in four books, written
eight books
"
Against avarice, especially in priests and clerical
His works, as
persons;" and nine pastoral letters.
far as they remain, were collected and
printed to;

months.
At length the citadel Cyatis being
taken, the inhabitants retired into their larger fortress ;
but surrendered the following day, when they were all

reduced

to slavery.
{Liv.,38, 28, seqq.) Strabo reports that some vestiges of this town remained in his
{Strabo, 455.)
day on the eastern side of the island.

This spot retains the name of Samo, which is also that of
the bay at the extremity of which it is situated.
It exhibits still very extensive walls and excavations among
its ruins, which have afforded various specimens of ancient ornaments, medals, vases, and fragments of statues.
vol.

vol.

Travels,
— Cramer's
Anc

{Holland's
1, p.

75.

1,

55.

p.

— DodweU,

Greece, vol. 2,

p.

52.)

Samnites, a people of Italy, whose territory was
to
gether, in two volumes 8vo, by Baluz ins, Pan'*, 1663. bounded on the north by the Peligni and Frentani
Salyks, a people of Gaul, extending from the the west it bordered on the extremity of Latium and
Rhone, along the southern bank of the Druentia or on Campania, being separated from the latter province
Durance, almost to the Alps. They were powerful by the Vulturnus, Mons Callicula, and the chain of
Mount Tifata. To the south a prolongation of the
opponents to the Greeks of Massilia.
{Liv., 5, 34.)
Samara, a river of Gaul, now called the Sommc. same ridge divided the Samnites from the Picentini
The name of this stream in intermediate geography and Lucani. To the east they were contiguous to
was Sumina or Sumena, corrupted into Somona ; Apulia, from the river Tifemus to the source of the
whence the modern appellation. {Vid. Samarobriva.)
Aufidus.
It is usual with geographers to regard the
Samaria, a city and country of Palestine, famous ancient Samnites as divided into three tribes, the Carin sacred
The district of Samaria lay to the aceni, Pentri, and Hirpini to which others have added
history.
north of Judaea.
The origin of the Samaritan nation the Caudini and Frentani but the former classificawas as follows In the reign of Rehoboam, a division tion seems to rest on better authority. Whatever difwas made of the people of Israel into two distinct ference of opinion may prevail among the writers of
;

;

;

:

One of these kingdoms, called Judah,
consisted of such as adhered to Rehoboam and the
house of David, comprising the two tribes of Judah
and Benjamin ; the other ten tribes retained the an-

kmgdoms.

—

of other Italian tribes,
antiquity respecting the origin
that of the Samnite nathey seem agreed in ascribing
under the artiremarks
tion to the Sabines.
(Consult
The Samnites, like the Romans, were an
cle Sabini.)
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ambitious and rising nation, rendered confident by their
successes over the Tuscans and the Oscans of Camand formidable not only from their own repania
sources, but also from the ties of consanguinity which
connected them with the Frentani, Vesiini, Peligni, and
The rich and ferother hardy tribes of Central Italy,
tile territory of Campania was then the nominal object
of the contest which ensued, but in reality they fought
for the dominion of Italy, and consequently that of the
world which was at stake so long as the issue of the
war was doubtful. Livy seems to have formed a just
;

;

idea of the importance of that struggle, and the fierce
obstinacy with which it was carried on, when he pauses
in the midst of his narrative, in order to pomt out the

unwearied constancy with which the Samnites, though
so often defeated, renewed their

efforts, if

not for em-

freedom and independence (10, 32).
historian recounts an endless succession

pire, at least for

But when

that

of reverses sustained by

this

nation, attended

with

must have quickly drained a far greater
population, it is impossible to avoid suspecting him of
considerable exaggeration and repetition ; especially
as several campaigns are mentioned without a single
losses which

distinct fact or topographical mark to give reality and
an appearance of truth to the narrative. Nor is Livy
to point out the danger which not unfrequently threatened Rome on the part of these formidable adversaries.
It is true that he relates with
great beauty and force of description the disaster
which befell the Roman arms at the defiles of Caudi-

always careful

um

that they even invited Mithradates, king of Pontus, to
join his forces to those of the confederates in Italy.
Even though deserted by their
{Diod., Excerpt., 37.)
allies and left to their own resources, they still con-

tinued in arms

till

the fortune of Sylla and the Romans,
to exist as a nation.
It

prevailed, and they ceased

was not
the last

till he had achieved the total destruction of
Samnite army, at the very gates of Rome, that

Sylla at length felt assured of permanent success, and
ventured to assume the title of Felix.
His fear of the

Samnite name, however, led him farther to persecute
unhappy people, thousands of whom were butchered at his command, and the rest proscribed and banHe was said, indeed, to have declared, that
ished.
Rome would enjoy no rest so long as a number of
Samnites could be collected together. {Straho, 249.
—Flor., 3, ^l.—Vell. Paterc, 2, 26.—Ltv., Epit.,
88.
Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 2,
Plut., Vit. Syll.
that

—

p.

—

221, seqq.)

I.
a region of Italy, inhabited by the
II.
{Vid. Samnites.)
city of Samnium.
It was long a matter oi great doubt with antiquaries
and geographers, whether we could admit the existence of a city called Samnium in the province of the
same name, as the evidence of this fact rested only on
an obscure passage of Florus (1, 16), and the still
more uncertain testimony of Paulus Diaconus.
{Rer.
Lang., 2, 20.) But it seemed to acquire additional
confirmation from an inscription discovered in the tomb

Samnium,

—

Samnites.

A

of the Scipios, in which the name of Samnium occurs
as that of a town taken by Scipio Barbatus ; nor can
farther evidence be required on this point, after the
proofs adduced by Romanelli from old ecclesiastical

but has he been equally explicit in laying before
his readers the consequences of that event, which not
only opened to the victorious Samnites the gates of
several Volscian cities, but exposed a great portion of
Latium to be ravaged by their troops, and brought
them nearly to the gates of Rome? (Ljc, 9, 12.
Compare Straho, 232, 249.) In fact, though often attacked in their own territory, we as often find the

chronicles, which speak of a town named Samnia or
Samne, on the site now called Cerro, near the source

Samnile legions opposed

the

;

—

to their inveterate

foes in

Apulia, in the territories of the Volsci and Hernici,
and even in those of the Umbrians and Etruscans.
{Liv., 10.)

Admirably trained and disciplined, they

executed the orders of their commanders with the
and such was the
greatest alacrity and promptitude
warlike spirit of the whole population, that they not
unfrequently brought into the field 80,000 foot and
8000 horse. {Straho, 259.) A victory over such a
foe might well deserve the honours of a triumph; and
when the Romans had at length, by repeated successes,
;

of the Vultumus.

{Cramer's

Aric.

Italy, vol.

2, p.

227.)

SammonIdm

or

Salmonk,

as

we

find

it

written in

Acts of the Apostles (27, 7), a promontory of
Crete, forming the extreme point of the island towards
{Dionys. Perieg., 109.) Strabo says it
Rhodes and Egypt but his assertion
nearly in the same latitude with the Promon-

the coast.

faces the Isle of
that

it is

Sunium

;

erroneous {Strab., 474), since, according to the best maps. Cape Salomone, by which
name it is now distinguished, is more than two degrees
Mannert has ento the east of the Attic headland.
deavoured to prove that Cape Sidero or Sunio, as it is
tory of

sometimes

is

called, is the

Sammonium

of the ancients

;

established their superiority, they could then justly lay
claim to the title of the first troops in the world. But
though the Samnites were often overmatched and

The very
but his reasons are certainly not conclusive.
fact, indeed, of the Periplus allowing 120 stadia from

crushed by the superior conduct and power
of the Romans, it is evident that the spirit of independence still breathed strong in their hearts, and
waited but for an opportunity to display itself.
Thus,
when Pyrrhus raised his standard in the plains of
Apulia, the Samnite bands swelled his ranks, and

is

finally

seemed rather

to strengthen the forces of that
prince
than to derive assistance from his army.
Nor did they

neglect the occasion which presented itself, on the appearance of Hannibal in their country, for shaking off
the Roman yoke, but voluntarily offered to join him in
the field against the common enemy.
(Liv., 23, 42.)

Rome

had already triumphed over Carthage, Macedon,
and Antiochus, and was regarded as mistress of the
world, when a greater danger than any she had before
encountered threatened her dominion in Italy, and
shook the very seat of her power. This was the breaking out of the Social war, which afforded the most convincing proof that the Samnite people were not yet
conquered, in that bloody contest which, in the space
of a few years, is said to have occasioned the loss of

the Dionysiades Insulae to the Sammonian Promontory
decisive against him ; as that distance agrees per-

whereas Cape Sidero is
fectly with Cape Salomone,
{Craonly fifty stadia at most from those islands.
mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 371.
Mannert, Geogr.,

—

vol. 8, p. 706.)

Samos, an island of the iEgean, lying off the lower
and nearly opposite the Tro-

part of the coast of Ionia,
gilian

strait

was not

stadia in the narrowest part.

(Strab.,

Promontory.

more than seven

The

intervening

The first inhabitants were Carians and Lele
whose king Ancaeus, according to the poet Asius,

637.)

ges,
cited by Pausanias, married Samia, daughter of the
The first Ionian colony came into the islMaeander.

and from Epidaurus, having been expelled from the
The leader of this collatter quarter by the Argives.
his son
ony was Procles, a descendant of Ion. Under
invaded by the EpheLeogoras, the settlement was
with
sians, under the pretext that Leogoras had sided
the Carians against Ephesus.
pelled from

Samos,

The

colony being ex-

retired for a time to

Anaea

in

Ca-

whence they again invaded the island, and finally
This people expelled the Ephesians. Samos is early distinguished

300,000 lives. {Veil. Paterc, 2, 15.)
formed the chief strength and nerve of the coalition
such was their determined enmity against the Romans,
1188
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ria,

in the

maritime annals of Greece, fcom the naval as{Vid.
it acquired in the time of Polycrates.

cendancy
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The outside was equaU
Poly crates ) After the death of this ruler, the govern- the several chapels adjoining.
ment was held for some time by Masandrius, his sec- ly decorated with beautiful statues by the most celebut
was
he
the
of
brated
Besides
this
Darius,
retary ;
expelled by
troops
sculptors.
great temple, Herodowho placed on the throne Syloson, the brother of Po- tus describes two other works of the Samians which
on
account
of
some
service
he
had
rendered
were
most
of
admiration
one was a tunnel
lycrates,
worthy
him in Egypt, when as yet he was but a private per- carried through a mountain for the length of seven
son.
Slrabo reports, that the yoke stadia, for the purpose of conveying water to the city
{Herod., 3, 140.)
of this new tyrant pressed more heavily on the Sami- from a distant fountain.
Another was a mole, made
ans than that of Polycrates, and that, in consequence, to add security to the harbour
its
depth was twenty
the island became nearly deserted ; whence arose the fathoms, and its length more than two stadia.
(HeThe circuit of this celebrated island,
{Slrab., 638. rod., 3, 60.)
proverb, 'E/f^n 'S.vaoouvto^ evpvx<^pir)Compare Heraclid., Pont., p. 211.) From Herodo- which retains its ancient name, is 600 stadia, according
tus, however, we learn, that the Samians took an ac- to Strabo.
Agathemerus reckons 630. Pliny, howtive part in the Ionian revolt, and furnished sixty ships ever, 87 miles, which make
upward of 700 stadia.
to the fleet assembled at Lade ; but, by the
It yielded almost every kind of
intrigues (Plin., 5, 31.)
prodof iEaces, son of Syloson, who had been deposed by uce, with the exception of wine, in such abundance,
and
favoured
the
Persian
that
a
used
Aristagoras,
consequently
proverbial expression,
by Menander, was
arms, the greater part of their squadron deserted the applied to it, ^epet koL bpviduv yaka.
(Strab., 637.)
The city of Samos was situate exactly opposite the
confederacy in the battle that ensued, and thus contributed greatly to the defeat of the allies.
The port
(Herod., Trogilian Promontory and Mount Mycale.
On learning the result of the battle, many was secure and convenient for ships, and the town, for
6, 8, seqq.)
of the Samians determined to quit the island rather the most part, stood in a plain, rising gradually from
than submit to the Persian yoke, or that of a tyrant the sea towards a hill situate at some distance from
The citadel, built by Polycrates, was called Astyimposed by them. They accordingly embarked on it.
board their ships, and sailed for Sicily, where they palaea.
Cramer^t
(Steph. Byz., s. v. 'A-arvTrdlata.
first
Dr. Clarke has
occupied Calacte, and soon after, with the assist- Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 402, seqq.)
" As
ance of Anaiilas, tyrant of Rhegium, the important the following remarks concerning this island
lown and harbour of Zancle. iEaces was replaced on we sailed to the northward of the island of Patmos,
the throne of Samos, and, out of consideration for his we were surprised to see Samos so distinctly in view.
After It is hardly possible that the relative situation of Saservices, the town and its temples were spared.
the battle of Salamis, the Samians secretly sent a dep- mos and Patmos can be accurately laid down in
utation to the Greek fleet stationed at Delos, to urge D'Anville's, or any more recent chart ; for, keeping
them to liberate Ionia, they being at that time gov- up to windward, we found ourselves to be so close
erned by a tyrant named Theomestor, appointed by under Samos, that we had a clear view both of the
the Persian king.
This island, the most conIn consequence island and of the town.
(Herod., 9, 90.)
of this invitation, Leotychidas, the Spartan command- spicuous object, not only of the Ionian Sea, but of all
the iEgean, is less visited, and, of course, less known
er, advanced with his fleet to the coast of Ionia, and
The Sami- than any other it is one of the largest and most congained the important victory of Mycale.
ans having regained their independence, joined, to- siderable of them all
and so near to the mainland,
gether with the other Ionian states, the Grecian con- that it has been affirmed persons upon the opposite
Its surprising elefederacy, and with them passed under the protection, coasts may hear each other speak.
The latter power, vation and relative position with regard to the lower
or, rather, the dominion of Athens.
make
it a landmark all
and
to
islands
of
Nicaria
the
constitution
Fuorni
however, having attempted
change
of the island to a democracy, had nearly been expelled over the Archipelago.
According to Constantino Poiby the oligarchical party, aided by Pissuthnes, satrap phyrogenitus, any very lofty place was called Samo?.
of Sardis
Being overpowered, however, finally by The name of KaradaTT} was anciently given to that
the overwhelming force brought against them by the terrible rock which forms the cape and precipice upon
Athenians under Pericles, the Samians were com- its western side, as collecting the clouds and genera:

;

—

—

—

—

:

;

;

pelled to destroy their fortifications, give up their ships,
deliver hostages, and pay the expense of the war by

ting thunder."

This occurred a few years before the
breaking out of the Peloponnesian war.
(Thucyd., 1,

cellinus,

(Travels, vol. 6, p 67, Lond. ed.)

in Aramianus MarSamosaia, -a), a city of Syria, the
capital of the province of Commagene. and the resiAfter this we hear little of Samos till dence of a petty dynasty.
115, seqq.)
(Amm. MarcelL, 18, 4.)
the end of the Sicilian expedition, when the maritime It was not only a strong city itself, but had also a
war was transferred to the Ionian coast and islands. strong citadel, and in its neighbourhood was one of the
At this time Samos became the great point d'appui of ordinary passages of the Euphrates, on the western
Samosthe Athenian fleet, which was stationed there for the bank of which river Samosata was situated.
defence of the colonies and subject states
and there ata was the birthplace of Lucian. The modern name
is little doubt that the
power of Athens was alone pre- is Somaisath or Scempsat. (Abiclfeda, Tab. Syr., p.
served at this time by means of that island.
2ii.— Manner t, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 1, p. 491.)
learn from Polybius (5, 35, 11), that, after the death
Samothbace, an island in the JEgean, off the coast
of Alexander, Samos became for a time subject to the of Thrace.
According to Pliny (4, 12), it lay opposite
kings of Egypt.
Subsequently it fell into the hands to the mouth of the Hebrus, and was twenty-eight
of Antiochus, and, on his defeat, into those of the Ro- miles from the coast of Thrace, and sixty-two from
mans.
It lost the last shadow of
freedom Thasos. The same authority makes it thirty- two miles

instalments.

SamosIta (To ^afioaara, but
14, 8,

;

We

republican

—

under the Emperor Vespasian, A.C. 70. The temple and worship of Juno contributed not a little to the
fame and affluence of Samos. Pausanias asserts that

in

circuit.

Though

insignificant

in

itself,

consider-

able celebrity attaches to it from the mysteries of Cybele and her Corybantes, which are said by some to

was of very great antiquity this, he says, have originated there, and to have been disseminawas apparent from the statue of the goddess, which ted thence over Asia Minor and different parts of
was of wood, and the work of Smilis, an artist con- Greece. It was said that Dardanus, the son of Jupifounder of Troy,
temporary with Daedalus. (Pausan., 7, 4
CcUlim., ter and Electra, who was the imputed
this edifice

;

—

Clem. Alex.,
Epicrr., ap. Eiiseb., Prap. Evang., 3,8.
In Strabo's time, this temple was
Protr., p. 30.)
adorned with a profusion of the finest works of art, especially paintings, both in the

—

—

nave of the building and

had long dwelt
and
into Asia
;

into his

island

in
it

Samothrace before he passed over
afl^rmed, that he first introduced

is

new kingdom

the mysteries practised in the

from which he had migrated (Slrabo, 331),
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and which, by some writers, was from that circumstance

named Dardania.

{Callim., ap. Plin., 4, 12.)

Samothrace was also famous for the worship of the
Cabiri, with which these mysteries were intimately
Various are the names
connected.
{Vid. Cabiri.)
which this island is said to have borne at different periods.
It was called Dardania, as we have already

—

—

also Electris, Melite, ].,eucosia (Strabo, 472.
;
Schol. in ApoU. Rhod., 1, 917), and was said to have

seen

Accordonly so many parts of one main production.
ing to Porphyry, the Phoenician history of Sanchonia
thon was divided into eight books, while we learn, ot
the other hand, from Eusebius, that the version of
Philo consisted of nine.
Hence it has been supposed
that the Greek translator had united two works, and
that thus the treatise on the physical system of Hermes, or that on Egyptian theology, became a kind of
introduction to the Phoenician History, and increased
the number of books in the latter by one.
And it has

been named Samothrace (Thracian Samos) by a col"
ony from the Ionian Samos. though Strabo conceives been farther supposed that the two titles of Egyptian
"
this assertion to have been an invention of the Sami- Theology" and
Physical System of Hermes" belongans.
He deduces the name either from the word ed both to one and the same work. (Compare BoThe long interval of
2d/zof, which implies an elevated spot, or from the chart, Geogr. Sacr., 2, 17.)
Saii, a Thracian people, who at an early period were time between Sanchoniathon and his translator renin possession of the island.
\Strabo, 467.)
Homer, ders it extremely probable that the latter must ofter,
in his frequent allusion to it, sometimes calls it sim- have erred in rendering into Greek the ideas of his

—

ply Samos (7/., 24, 78.—//., 24, 753); at other times
the Thracian Samos.
The Samothra(//., 13, 12.)

—

cians joined the

Xerxes

;

Persian

and one of

in

fleet

the expedition of

their vessels distinguished itself

in the battle of Salamis.

Phoenician original ; and we may suppose,
occasionally Philo may have been tempted to
some of his own. And yet, at the same
fragments of Sanchoniathon contain so many

too,

that

substitute

time, the
things ev-

Samothrace,

idently of Oriental origin, that it is extremely difficult
to believe they were forged by Philo.
difference

and was there seized by the Romans when preparing
to escape from Demetrium, a small harbour near one

of opinion, however, ever has existed, and will continue to exist on this head.
Grotius and other writers

of the promontories of the island.
On this occasion,
Livy asserts that the chief magistrate of Samothrace
was dignified with the title of king (45, 6). Stephanus
Byzantinus informs us there was a town of the same
name with the island. This island was reduced, in
the reign of Vespasian, along with the other isles of
the ./Egean, to the form of a province.
It is now Sam-

highly extol the fragments in question, on account of
the agreement which they discover between them and
the books of the Old Testament.
Cumberland and
Meiners, on the other hand, only see in them an at-

{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 335.)
town of Macedonia, on the Smus SingitiCU8, and situated on a neck of land connecting Athos
with the continent.
On the opposite side was Acanthus, and between the two places was cut the canal

nician names.
{Cumberland, Sanchonia thon' s PhoeniMeiners' Hist. Doctrintt
cian Hist., Lond., 1720, 8vo.
de Vero Deo, vol. 1, p. 6S.
Schbll, Hist. Lit. Grec,
In 1836a work appeared in Germany
vol.4, p. 115.)
with the following title " Sanchomathons Urgeschichte der Ph'dnizter in einem Auszuge aus der wieder
aufgefundencn Handschrifl von Philos vollstdudigcr
Nebst Bemerkungen von Fr. WagenUehersetzung.

after the battle of

(Herod., 8, 90.)

Pydna, took refuge

in

Perseus,

othraki.

Sana,

a

of Xerxes.

(Kjd. Acanthus.)
Sanchoniathon, a Phoenician author, who, if the
fragments of his works that have reached us be genuine, and if such a person ever existed, must be regarded as the most ancient writer of whom we have

A

tempt to prop up the religious system of the Phcenicians and Egyptians, and discover in them no other
principle but those of the Porch concealed under Phoe-

—

—

—

:

Mit einem Vorworte voni Dr. G. F. Grotefend,
Hanover, 1836" (Sanchoniathon's early History of the
Phoenicians, condensed from the lately-found manuscript of Philo's complete translation of that work.
With annotations by Fr. Wagenfeld, and a preface by
This was followed, in 1837, by
Dr. G. F. Grotefend).
another work, purporting to be the Greek version of
feld.

His father's name was
any knowledge after Moses
Thabion, and he himself was chief hierophant of the
Phoenicians.
According to some, he was a native of
Berytus, but Athenseus (3. 37) and Suidas make him
a Tyrian.
As to the period when he flourished, all is
uncertain.
Some accounts carry him back to the era
of Semiramis, others assign him to the period of the
Trojan war. St. Martin, however, endeavours to prove
that he was a contemporary of Gideon, the judge of
Israel, and flourished during the fourteenth century
before the Christian era.
{Biographie Univ., vol. 40,
The titles of the three principal works
p. 305, seqq.)

Philo itself, with a Latin translation by Wagenfeld
" Sanchoniatkonis Historiamm Phcenici<z lihros novem, Greece versos a Philone Byblio, edidit, Latinaque
versione donavit F. Wage7ifcld, BremcE, 1837."
The whole is a mere forgery, very clumsily executed
and the imposture has been very ably exposed in the
37th and 39th numbers of the Foreign Quarterly Re-

of this writer are as follows

view.

1
Ilepl r^q 'Epfiov <j>vatoXoycaq (" Of the Physical System of Hermes").
2. AiyvTTTiaK^ Qeo?.oyia (" Egyptian Theology")
3.
^oivLKu, (" Phoenician History"), cited also under
other titles, one of which is ^oiv'lkcjv Qeo?.oyia (" The.

:

—

—

Phoenicians"). —

All these works were
ology of the
written in Phoenician, and the preceding are their titles in

Greek.

The

history

Greek language by Herennius
lus,

who

lived in the

was

translated into the

Philo, a native of

second century of our

era.

BybIt is

from this translation that we obtain all the fragments
of Sanchoniathon that have reached our times.
Philo
had divided his translation into nine books, of which
Porphyry made use in his diatribe against the Christians.
It is from the fourth book of this last work that
Eusebius took, for an end directly opposite to this, the
passages that have come down to us.
(PrcFp. Evang.,
And thus we have these documents rela1, p 31.)
tive to the mythology and history of the Phoenicians
from the fourth hand.
St. Martin and others are inclined to the opinion that the three works mentioned
above as having been written by Sanchoniathon, were
1190

—

;

—
;

Sancus, a deity of the Sabines, according
identical with Hercules.

The name

is

said

to
to

some,
have

"heaven" in the Sabine tongue. (Lyd., de
Mens., p. 107 ed. Schow., p. 250 ed. Koether.) Sancus at first view would seem to have some connexion
in form with the Sandacus of Cilicia and the Sandon
signified

of Lydia.

which

Another name

Sem

for this deity

was Semo,

Som

of Egypt.
{Creuzer's
493.)
Symbolik, par Guigniaut,
to
Sardinia
from
a
name
its reSandaliotis,
given
semblance to a sandal. (Vid. Ichnusa.)
Sandrocottus, an Indian of mean origin, who, havbeen guilty of insolent conduct
ing on one occasion
towards Alexander, was ordered by that monarch to be
He escaped, however, by a
seized and put to death.
rapid flight, and at length dropped down completely
As he slept on the ground, a lion of imexhausted.
recalls the

or

vol. 3, p.

to him, licked the perspiration from
having awakened him, fawned upon and
The singular tameness of the animal
then left him.
was conappeared preternatural to Sandrocottus, and

mense

size

came up

his face, and,

SAP

SAP
Havstrued b) him into an omen of future success.
a band of robbers, and having
ing collected, therefore,
of
India
to
a
of
roused the people
affairs, he
change
finally attained to sovereign power, and made himself
mailer of a part of the co'siitry which had been previIt is said, that,
ously in the hands of Seleucus.
while waging war, and before commg to the throne, a
wild elepnant of very large size approached him on
one occasion, and with the greatest docility sntTered
him to mount on its back, and used after this to bear
him into the fight. {Jusltn, 15, 4.) The Sandrocottus uf the Greeks is thought to be the same with

Hindu writer-*. And Chanthe moon") is regarded by
mere epithet or surname of the Hindu

the Chandragoupla of

dragoupta

many

(i.

as a

monarch

e.,

monarch, always restless and indefatigable, renewed
hostilities, invaded Armenia, and defeated the Emperor Valens.
Sapor died A.D. 380, after a reign of 70
years, in which he had often been the sport of fortune.

He was
Sapor

{^De Maries, Hist, de Vlnde,

255.— /<i.

ti., vol 1, p. 420.)
Sangarius, a river of Asia Minor, rising near a
called
place
Sangia (Sayym), in Mount Adoreus, a
branch of Mount Dindymus, in Galalia, and falling into
the Euxine on the coast of Bithynia.
Its source was
160 stadia from Pessinns. According to Strabo (543),
it formed the true eastern
boundary of Bithynia, and
his account coincides in this with that of the earlier

writers. {Scylax, p. 34.— ^;?o//. Rhod., 2, 724 ) The
Biihynian kings, however, gradually extended their
dominions farther to the east, and the Romans gave
the country a still farther enlargement on this side.

This river

is called
Sangans by ('onstantine Porphyrogenitus (1, 5), and Sagaris by Ovid (ep. e Pont., 4,
The modern name is the Sakaria. {Mannert^s
10).

succeeded by Artaxerxes, and Artaierxes by

III.,

a prince

who

died after a reign of five

A.D. 389, in the age of Theodosius the Great.
Sappho, I. a celebrated poetess, a native of Myti-

years,

thi'

"saved

V^ischarada.

vol. 3, p.

taking a war against the Romans, he attempted to «0'
large his dominions, and to add the provinces on tba
west of the Euphrates to his empire. Julian marched
Jovian, who
against him, but fell by a mortal wound.
succeeded Julian, made peace with Sapor ; but the

lene in the island of Lesbos, and nearly contempora*
neous with her countryman Alcaeus, although she must
have been younger, since she was still alive in 568

B C. About 596 B.C. she sailed from Mytilene in
order to take refuge in Sicily.
{Marm. Par., ep. 36.)
The cause of her flight appears to have been a political one, and she must at that time have been in the
bloom of her life. At a much later period she produced
the ode mentioned by Herodotus (2, 135), in which she
reproaches her brother Charaxus for having purchased
Rhodopis, and for having been induced by his love
to emancipate her.
{Muller, Hist. Grec. Liter., p.
172 )
Of all the females that ever cultivated the
poetic art, Sappho was certainly the most eminent,
and ancient Greece fully testified its high sense of
her powers by bestowing on her the appellation of the

"Tenth Muse." How great, indeed, was Sappho's
fame among the Greeks, and how rapidly it spread
6, pt. 3, p. 607.)
Geogr
throughout Greece itself, may be seen in. the history
an
Athenian
comic poet, contemporary of Solon, who was contemporary with the Lesbian poSannvrIon,
One of etess. Hearing his nephew recite one of her poems,
with Aristophanes.
Little is known of him.
,

vol

have exclaimed that he would not willinghe had learned it by heart. {Stobatts,
Schol. ad Eurip., Orest., Scrm., 29, 28.)
Indeed, the whole voice of antiquity
Aristoph., Ran, p. 142.
279), appears to have been acted about 407 B.C. has declared that the poetry of Sappho was unrivalled
Another comedy of in grace and sweetness. This decision has been con{Clinton, Fast. Hellen., p. 81.)
firmed by posterity, though we have only a few verhis, entitled Fe/lwf {''Laughter''^), is also mentioned.
for these are of
{Clinton, Fast. Hellen., p. 91.
Bentley's Phalaris, ses remaining of her poetic effusions
vol. 1, p. 261, cd. Dyce.)
a high character, and stamped with the true impress
Santoses, a people of Gallia Aquitanica. north of of genius. The history of Sappho is involved in great
the mouth of the Garumna, on the coast.
Their cap- uncertainty.
It is known that, as we have already
Lesital was Mediolanum Santonum, now Saintes.
{Plin., stated, she was born at Mytilene, in the island of

his plays, entitled Aavuij {Danae), in which he burlesqued a verse of the Orestes of Euripides {Schol. ad

—

he

is

ly

die

said to
till

—

;

—

4,

19.— Car*., B.

G

,

1.

\0.—Id.

15.— Sil.

passion for Phaon and

I.

mere

ltd., 8, 449.— Lucan , 2, 405.)
a king of Persia, who succeeded his father, Artaxerxes, about the 238th year of the Christian
era.
Naturally fierce and ambitious. Sapor wished to
increase his paternal dominions by conquest ; and, as
the indolence of the emperors of Rome seemed favourable to his views, he laid waste the provinces of .Meso-

{Plin., 3,

Sapor,

and he might have bepotamia, Syria, and Cilicia
come master of all Asia if Odenatus had not stopped
;

If Gordian attempted to repel him, his
were weak, and Philip, who succeeded him on
the imperial throne, bought the peace of Sapor with
money. Valerian, who was afterward invested with
the purple, marched against the Persian monarch, but
was defeated and taken prisoner. Odenatus no soon-

his progress.
efforts

er heard that the Roman emperor was a captive in
the hands of Sapor, than he attempted to release him

by force of arms.

The

forces of Persia

were cut

to

pieces, the wives and treasures of the monarch fell
into the hands of the conqueror, and Odenatus penetrated, with little opposition, into the very heart of the
kingdom. Sapor, soon after this defeat, was assassi-

nated by his subjects, A D. 273, after a reign of 32
He was succeeded by his son, called Hormisyears.
das.
II The second of that name, succeeded his father Hormisdas on the throne of Persia.
He was as
great as his ancestor of the same name, and by under-

—

but if we subject to a rigorous criticism the opin;
ion so generally received in relation to her amorous
misfortunes attendant upon these,
propensities, and the
we will come to the conclusion that the story of her

bos

ibid., 3, 11 )

Sapis, a river of Cisalpine Gaul, rising in Umbria,
It is
and falling into the Hadriatic below Ravenna.
now the Savio or Alps. It was also called Isapis.

its

tragical

consequences

is

a

certain that Sappho, in her odes,
made frequent mention of a youth, to whom she gave
her whole heart, while he requited her passion with
But there is no trace whatever of
cold indifference.
fiction.

It is

named the object of her passion, or sought
win his favour by her beautiful verses. The pretended name of this youth, Phaon, although frequentin the Attic comedies, appears not to
ly mentioned
If Phaon had
have occurred in the poetry of Sappho.
been named in her verses, the opinion could not have
arisen that it was the courtesan Sappho, and not the
in love with Phaon.
{AlhermuM,
poetess, who was
Moreover, the marvellous stories of
13, p. 596, e.)
of Phaon have manifestly been borrowed
the

her having
to

beauty
from the myth of Adonis.

(Muller, Hist. Gr. Ltt.,

According to the ordinary account, Sappho,
the leap from the Leucadian
despised by Phaon, took
for the pangs of unrock, in the hope of finding a cure
But even this is rather a poetical imrequited love.
p.

174.)

The Uoin the life of Sappho.
to the excadian leap was a religious rite, belonging
of Apollo, which were celebrated in
piatory festivals
At appointed times,
of Greece.
this as in other
age than a real event

parts
were thrown
criminals, selected as expiatory victims,
from the high overhanging rock into the sea th^
at the bottom, and,
sometimes
:

were, however,

caught
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SAPPHO.

SAPPHO.

saved, were sent away from Leucadia.
(Concern- Sappho did not derogate from her moral worth, when
"
violet-crowned, pure, sweetly-smiling
ing tiie connexion of this custom with the worship of he calls her
Apollo, see Miilter's Dorians, b. 1, ch. 11, ^ 10.) Sappho." {AlccBus,fragm., 38, ed. Blomf.)
Sappho's
This custom was applied in various ways by the poets misfortunes arose not, therefore, from disappointed
of the time to the description of lovers.
Stesichorus, love
they had, on the contrary, a political origin, and
in his poetical novel named Calyce, spoke of the love terminated in exile.
It is probable that,
being drawn
of a virtuous maiden for a youth who despised her into a conspiracy against Pittacus, tyrant of Mytilene,
passion ; and, in despair, she threw herself from the by the persuasions of Alcaeus, she was banished from
Leucadian rock. The effect of the leap in ihe story Lesbos along with that poet and his partisans. {Marm.,
of Sappho (namely, the curing her of her intolerable Oxon., ep. 37.)
She retired, as we have already reknow nothing farther of the
passion) must, therefore, have been unknown to Ste- marked, to Sicily.
sichorus.
Some years later, Anacreon says in an ode, life of Sappho. Her productions, which gained for
from
the
Leucadian
I
a
her
so
exalted
rock,
"Again casting myself
reputation, are almost equally unplunged into the gray sea, drunk with love" {ap. He- known. All that has reached us consists of, 1.
The poet can scarcely, by these beautiful Ode to Venus, in the Sapphic measure, preph(zst.y p. 130).
2.
second
words, be supposed to say that he cures himself of a served by Dionysius of Halicarnassus.
vehement passion, but rather means to describe the ode, in the same measure, still more beautiful, dedelicious intoxication of violent love.
The story of scriptive of the tumultuous emotions of love, and pre3. Various fragments,
Sappho's leap probably originated in some poetical im- served in part by Longinus.
ages and relations of this kind ; a similar story is told all unfortunately very short, found in Aristotle, Pluof Venus in regard to her lament for Adonis.
(PtoL, tarch, Athenagus, Stobaeus, Hephaestion, Macrobius,
ed. Bekk., vol. 1, p.
4. Three epigrams.
Eustathius, and others.
HephcBst., ap. Phot., cod., 191.
SapNevertheless, it is not unlikely that the leap pho also composed hymns to the gods, in which she
153.)
from the Leucadian rock may really have been made, invoked them to come from their favourite abodes in
in ancient times, by desperate and frantic persons. different countries
but there is little information exAnother proof of the fictitious character of the story is, tant rospecting their contents. The poems of Sappho
if

—

;

— We

A

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

;

leaves the principal point in uncertainty, namely, whether Sappho survived the leap or perished in it.
It appears that
{Muller, Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 175.)
Sappho became united in marriage to an individual
named Cercolas, and the fruit of this union was a

are

daughter, named Cleis (KAfif), who is mentioned by
the poetess in one of her fragments.
Having lost her
husband, Sappho turned her attention to literary pursuits, and inspired many of the Lesbian females with

most harmonious character, called after her own name ;
a measure which Catullus and Horace afterward introduced with so much success into the Latin tongue.

that

it

—

susceptible of division into distinct classes.
Hence the ancient critics divided them into books,
merely according to the metre, the first containing the
odes in the Sapphic measure, for the poetess enriched
the melody of the language by a lyric measure of the
little

—

The

best text of Sappho

the

Museum

and

fullest edition,

which she

She composed

left

:

—

:

as that of a divinity.
Sappho had assembled around
her a number of young females, natives of Lesbos,

whom

she instructed in music and poetry.
They revered her as their benefactress, and her attachment to
them was of the most affectionate description. This
intimacy was made a pretext by the licentious spirit of
An
later ages for the most dishonourable calumnies.

m

Horace (" mascula Sappho," Ep., 1,19,
expression
28) has been thought to countenance this charge, but
its meaning has been grossly misunderstood ; and,
what

is still

more

to the purpose,

it

would appear

that

the illustrious poetess has been ignorantly confounded
with a dissolute female of the same name, a native of

Lesbos, though not of Mytileiie.
(Vid. Sappho IL)
Indeed, as the Abb6 Barthelemy has remarked, the accounts that have reached us respecting the licentious
character of Sappho, have come only from writers long
Sappho,
subsequent to the age in which she lived.
the favoured of the Muses, was, as we have just endeavoured to show, never enamoured of Phaon, nor
did she ever make the leap of Leucadia.
Indeed, the
severity with which Sappho censured her brother Chafor
the
courtesan
love
raxus for his
Rhodopis, enables
us to form some judgment of the principles by which
For although, at the
she guided her own conduct.
time when she wrote this ode to him, the fire of youthful passion had been quenched within her breast, yet
she iiever could have reproached her brother with his
love for a courtesan, if she had herself been a courteand Charaxus might have retaliated
san in her youth
upon her with additional strength. Besides, we may

that given by Blomfield, in

The best
Criticum (vol. 1, p. 3, seqq.).
however, is that of Neue, Berol.f

lyric

nine books, elegies, hymns,
&c. The admiration which these productions excited
was universal her contemporaries carried it to the
highest pitch of enthusiasm, and saw in her a superior
being the Lesbians placed her image on their coins,

a taste for similar occupations.
pieces, of

is

1827, 4to.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p. 205.—
Mailer, Hist. Lit. Gr p. \72.—Barnes, Vit. Anacr.,
II. A native of
p. 29.
Bayle, Diet., s. v. Sappho.)
Eresus, in the island of Lesbos, for a long time con-

—

—

,

The distinction
founded with Sappho of Mytilene.
between the two has only been recently drawn, and
the memory of the celebrated poetess has at last been
freed from the dishonourable imputations which had
been so long attached to it. An ancient medal, brought
from Greece in 1822, presents, along with the name
2An<l>i2 {Sappho), a female head, with the letters
EPECI {Eresi), the allusion being to the Lesbian city

of Eresus, where the medal was struck.
(Consu'x De
Hautcroche, Notice sur la courtisane Sappho d^ Eresus,

This settles the question as to there
of the same
having been two Sapphos, both natives
island.
The period when this second Sappho flourThat she
ished is far from being easy to determine.
was a female of some celebrity appears evident from
the inhabitants of Eresus having stamped her image
on their coins but, unfortunately, we have only a few
Paris, 1822.)

;

words, scattered here and there
ative to

The

first

in

ancient authors, rel-

namesake of the Mytilena?an Sappho.
of these authors is the historian Nymphis,

this

cited by Athenaeus (1.3, p. 596, c ), who speaks of
been enamSappho, a courtesan of Eresus. as having
oured of Phaon (Kal i? ef 'Epiaov de tic iTalpalair-

0w, Tov Kalov hduvog kpaadelaa, TzepLtorjTog

— The

h

UepiirXcf) 'kaiac:).
l^vfji^Lg
thority is ^Elian {Var. Hist., 12, 19),

<^r]GL

"

I learn, too, that there

was

rjv,

wf

second auwho remarks,

also another

Sappho

in

the island of Lesbos, a courtesan, not a poetess" {Ylvvkv rrj Aeo6({> kysveTO SaTTc^o),
ddvofxat 6e, otl Kal irepa
A third authority is Suidas,
iralpa, oi) Tzoivrpia).
who distinguishes between Sappho the poetess, and
the feeling of unimpeached honour due Sappho who was enamoured of Phaon, and who leaped
discern
plainly
or other he
to a freeborn and well-educated maiden, in the verses from Leucate
only by some negligence
which refer to the relation of Alcseus and Sappho. makes the poetess a native of Eresus, and the other of
The fact of the existence of two Sapphos
Alcaeus testifies that the attractions and loveliness of Mytilene.

—

;

;
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^ing thus proved by the testimony of three authors,
it remains to examine which of the two was the one

voluptuoufl retreat, and appeared
armies. The rebels were defeated

Phaon, and leaped in de8pair from the
Herodotus, the oldest aupromontory of Leucate.
thor that makes mention of Sappho, only knew the
He is silent respectmg her love
native of Mytilene.
for Phaon, and, considering the discursive nature of
his history, he no doubt would have mentioned it
had the circumstance been true.
Hermesianax, a
piece of whose on the loves of poets is quoted by
Athenaeus (13, p. 598, seqq.), speaks of Sappho's
attachment for Anacreon, but is silent respecting
Phaon, when, in fact, her fatal passion for the latter,
and particularly its sad catastrophe, suited so well
the spirit of his piece, that he could not have avoided mentioning them had they been true.
In an epigram by Antipater of Sidon (Ep., 70. Jacobs's An-

battles

that

loved

—

thologia Gr., vol. 2, p. 25), relative to the death of
Sappho, that poet is not only silent respecting her

end at Leucate, but, according to him, she
the course of nature, and her tomb was in her
native island. In the Bibliotheca of Photius, to which
tragical
fell in

we have already referred (vol. 1, p. 153, ed. Bekker),
an extract is given from a work of Ptolemy, son of
in which is detailed a kind of history of
from Leucate.
It is remarkable that no
made
in this account of the fate of Sappho,
mention
instances
are
cited of those who had
although many
made the hazardous experiment. All these negative
authorities would seem to more than counterbalance
the testimony of Ovid, who, in one of his Hero'ides,
confounds the female who was enamoured of Phaon
with the lyric poetess
According to Strabo (452),
Menander made Sappho to have been the first that

;

at the

head of hi§

in three

auccessiTe
but at last Sardaqapalus was beaten and be-

sieged in the city of

Ninus

two years.

for

When

all

appeared lost, he burned himself in his palace, with
his eunuchs, concubines, and all his treasures, and
the empire of Assyria was divided among the conThis event happened B.C. 820, accordmg
spirators.
to Eusebius
though Justin and others, with less
;

probability, place

— Cic,

Tusc,

it

80 years

earlier.

(Herod., 2, 150.

5, 35.)

Sardi, the inhabitants of

Sardinia.

{Vid.

Sar-

dinia.)

Sardes.

Vtd. Sardis.

SARDiCAor Serdica, and

also

Ulpia SARDiCA,acity

belonging originally to Thrace, but subsequently included within the limits of Dacia Kipensis, and made
the capital of this province.

It

was

situated in a fer-

through which flowed the river CEscus.
The Emperor Maximian was born in its vicinity, and
it is known in the annals of the Church from a council
having been held within its walls. Attila destroyed
the city, but it was rebuilt, and the name changed by
the Bulgarians to Triaditza, under which appellation
tile

plain,

exists.

22.— Nicetas, 3)

Hephasstion,

it still

the

Sardinia, an island in the Mediterranean, south of
Corsica and west of Italy.
The oldest Greek form
for the name was lap6o), undeclined, but of the feminine gender, which the Latins converted into Sardinia.
Herodotus writes if lapSa
Scylax and Scymnus give no inflections of the word and Diodorus, in
most instances, follows the original usage. (Herod.,
1, 170.— Id., 5, W6.— Scylax, p. 2.—Scymn., ch. v ,

leaps

is

—

ever took the leap.
(Menandri, Reliq., ed. Meineke,
Now Menander lived in the fourth century
p. 105.)
before our era, and the existence of the Sappho, therefore, who threw herself from the rock of Leucate, may
be traced up as far at least as three centuries prior to
It does not, however, go back as
the Christian era.
far as the fifth century, since Herodotus, who flourished at thai period, makes no mention of the tragic end
of

the

natural

the Mytilenian poetess
inference,
therefore, is, that Sappho of Mytilene did not leap
from the promontory of Leucate, and that Sappho
of Eresus, who did, was not born when Herodotus
Visconti has the merit of having
wrote his history.
been the first modern writer who suspected that the
episode of Phaon and the catastrophe at Leucate belonged rather to the second than the first Sappho.
His suspicions
{Iconogr. Grcca, vol. 1, p. 81, seqq.)
would have been changed into certainty if he could
have foreseen the discovery of the ancient medal,
brought to light after his decease, and which so fully
establishes the existence of a second Sappho, a native
:

—

(Eutrop., 9,

;

;

204.— Dtorf.,

At a later period the
4, 29, 82, &c.)
form began to be gradually declined, and hence we
have l^apdova in Polybius, though he gives lapdu
(from which others have the genitive Zapdoiif) as the
Strabo writes 2ap6(j, gen.
form of the nominative.
The inhabitants were called Sardoi (2apXapdovo^.
the Romans named
dijot) and Sardonii CEapdovioi)
;

them

—

Sardi, rarely Sardinienses.
Scylax gives
distance between Sardinia and the mainland as

the

one

and a half days' sail, or 750 stadia ; this, however, is
too small, and Artemidorus is more correct when he
makes it 1200 stadia. (Scylax, p. 2.— Strabo, 222.)
That the island can be seen on a clear day from the
coast of Italy,

we

learn from Strabo, and also from

The area of Sardinia is given at
the present day at 9200 miles, and the number of the
The
inhabitants is estimated at about 4,000,000.
Greeks compared the shape of this island to that of
modern

travellers.

—

human

and hence the appellation of Ichnusa
to it ('Ix^ovaa
'^of,
vestigium). Others, from its resemblance to the lower part of the sandal, term it Sandaliotis.
(Vid.
Com- Ichnusa, and compare the remark of Pliny, 3. 7,
of Eresus.
{Biogr. Univ., vol. 40, p. 398.
"
ab
Sardiniam TimoRus Sandaliotim appellamt
fffigie
pare the remarks of Welcker, Sappho von einem herrschenden vorurtheil befreyt, Gbtt., 1816, 8vo.)
solece, Myrsiltis Ichnusam a simtlitudine vestigii.")
a
mountainous
a
first
name
a
island,
more
be
called
Sardinia
S.\RACENi,or,
correctly, Arkaceni,
may
it from north to
belonging to a people in Arabia Felix, and derived chain of mountains running through
most probably from that of the town Arra. The ap- south, though nearer to the eastern than the western
From the northern part of this chain another
plication of the name Saraceni to all the Arabians, coast.
and thence to all Mohammedans, is of comparatively rises, which proceeds from east to west, and which
Ammianus Marcellinus employs the separates the island, as it were, into two parts, from
recent origin.
term in question as having been used by others before the present Capo Comino to Capo Malargin. This
cross range is called by Ptolemy Uaivofieva bprj (Inhim.
{Ammianus Marceli, 14, 4 22, 15 23, 6
"The Mad Mountains") The mountsani Monies
24, 2.)
Sardanapalcjs, the last king of Assyria, infamous ains of Sardinia exercise a very important influence
The greatest part on the character of its coast, on the temperature, and
for his luxury and voluptuousness.
The numerous
of his time was spent in the company of his wives on the productiveness of the island.
and favourites, and the monarch generally appeared in side ranges, rutming down to the very coast, form
the midst of them disguised in the habit of a female, spacious bavs, and, on the southern and western
On the east side of the island,
and spinning wool for his amusement. This effemi- shores, safe harbours.
Belesis and Arsaces con- however, the cliffs are high and steep, and scarcely afnacy irritated his officers
while gusts of
spired against him, and collected a numerous force to ford anywhere a safe anchoring place
blow with very sudden and great fury
dethrone him.
^
Sardanapalus quitted for a while his wind frequently
the

that

foot,

—

was sometimes given

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;
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SARDINIA.
from the

interior of the

SARDINIA.

mountain ranges, and do great

Hence probato vessels along these shores.
" Insani
Monies,''^ and hence,
bly the appellation of

damage

of Claudian {Bell. Gildon., v. 512),
montes.''^
Along the whole

too, the

language
" Insanos
infamat navita

range, therefore, of the eastern coast, although so conveniently situated for intercourse with Italy, the ancients had but one harbour, Olbia, and that far to the
north ; and in modern days, too, no place of any imThe
portance is found along this part of Sardinia.
mountain atmosphere was healthy, but the rugged nature oi the ranges and the wild character of the inhabitants forbade any attempts at cultivation.
In the
western and southern parts, on the other hand, the soil
was fertile and well cultivated, but the climate very
" ut
unhealthy. Thus Mela remarks (2, 7),
fecunda ita
pane pestilens insula.^'' The noxious effects of the
climate were still more sensibly felt by strangers than
by natives. Hence, whenever the Romans wished to
designate a particularly unhealthy region, they named
Sardinia ; and so greatly did they dread the effects of
its climate, that they never ventured to keep a stand{Cic., ep. ad
ing force in it for any length of time.

The principal
Quint., fratrem, 2, 3.—Strabo, 225.)
causes of this unhealthiness were the pools of stagnant water in the hollows of the island, and the want
of northerly winds.
These winds were kept off, as
Pausanias believed (10, 17), by the mountains of Corsica and even of Italy.
The Insani Montes also

the Etrurians and Tyrrhenians, under
Phorcys, a son
of Neptune
these settled on the eastern coast.
{SerAt a subsequent pevius, ad Virg., Mn., 5, 829.)
riod, Sardus, a son of Hercules, led a colony thither.
He introduced among the rude inhabitants, who were
accustomed to dwell in caves, the first rudiments of
:

civilization

;

taught them agriculture, and was

their

earliest lawgiver.
In gratitude to him, they called the
island after his name, Sardinia ; sent, at a later
period,
his statue to Delphi, and worshipped him as a

god

under the appellation of Sardu^s pater, whence arose
the forms Sardipater and Sardopater. {Serv. ad Virg.,
After the Libyans came a colony of
JSn.y 8, 564.)
Iberians under Norax, from Baetica.
He settled in
the southern part of the island, and founded the city
of Nora, which he called after his own name.
Tradition also makes Aristaeus, the father of Actaeon, to
have come to Sardinia with some Grecian followers
after the death of his son.
He
{Sil. Ital , 12, 3(58 )
was the first to plant trees, and to teach the inhabitants how to make oil and cheese.
As regards the
Grecian settlements in this island, it may be remarked,
that, though the date of their first coming cannot be

—

ascertained, it would appear, however, to have taken
The first of these coloplace at a very early period.
nies was that led by lolaus.
He brought with him

many of the Thespiadae or sons of Hercules, together
with a considerable number of Attic families.
The
inhabitants of the part conquered by him were called
from him lolai", and even at the present day a part of
the territory of Cagliari is styled Euradoria di lola.

contributed their share in producing this.
(Claudian,
Bell. Gildanic., v. 512, seqq.)— The fertility of the
island is attested by all the ancient writers ; neither {Diod. Sic, 4, 24, &c.—Id., 5, 15.)
The fertility of
was it infested by any snakes, nor by any beasts of Sardinia soon invited over numerous Grecian settlers
Rome obtained her supplies of grain not only and various petty republics were established, independprey.
from Sicily, but also from Sardinia large quantities ent of each other. All of these engaged with activof salt, too, as in modern times, were manufactured ity in agriculture and commerce, and all rendered dion the western and southern coasts. The ancient vine honours to Sardus, Aristaeus, and loiaus. Traces
writers speak of mines, and Solinus (c. 11) of silver of Grecian customs and attire are said still to remain.
ones the names of various places in the island indi- {Horsckclmann, Geschichte der Sardinien, p. 7.) The
cate a mining country, as Metalla, Insula Plumbaria, (Carthaginians would seem to have obtained a footing
&.C. ; and Ptolemy makes mention of several mineral in Sardinia at a very early period, as the situation of
Two products of the island, how- the island in a commercial point of view was too imsprings and baths.
One of these is its portant to be neglected. Its fertility, moreover, made
ever, deserve particular notice.
wool.
Numerous herds of cattle were reared in the it one of their granaries, and they used every means
Sarisland, as might be expected among a people who paid in their power to promote agricultural labours.
little attention to, and derived little subsistence from
dinia fell into the hands of the Romans 237 B.C., in
and
wars.
first
second
Punic
It
must
be
the
interval
between
the
remarked,
{Diod., 5, 15.)
agriculture.
however, that the animals chiefly killed for food were Its new masters could only, as the Carthaginians had
of a mongrel kind, begotten between a sheep and a done before them, obtain possession, for a long period,
The inhabitants of the
Pausan., of the shores of the island.
{Plin 8. 4U.
goat, and called musmones.
10, 17.)
They were covered with a long and coarse interior defended themselves successfully for nearly
100 years.
Indeed, it may be said that Sardinia was
hair, and their skins served for the common clothing
;

;

:

,

—

of the mountaineers, whom Livy hence styles Pclliti.
In winter they wore the hair inward.
{Mlian, H. A
In war they had small bucklers covered
16, 34.)
with these skins.
They were named from this attire
,

Mastrucati

and the Mastrucati Latrunculi were

;

of-

ten very dangerous antagonists for the Romans.
The
other remarkable product of Sardinia was a species
of wild parsley (apiastrum), called by Solinus herba

Sardonia.

grew very abundantly around

It

Whoever

and wet places.

ate of

it

springs

died, apparently

other words, the nerves became contracted, and the lips of the sufferer assumed the apof
an
Hence
involuntary and painful laugh.
pearance

laughing

;

in

the expression Sardonicus risus.
{Pausan., 10, 17.
It must be remarkSolin., c. 11.
Plin., 20, 11.)
ed, however, that the phrase fiEi6r]ae 'LapSovinv oc-

—

—

in Homer {Od., 20, 302), and that other explanations besides the one just mentioned are given
Whence Sardinia received its first
by Eustathius.
inhabitants we are not informed by any ancient writer.

curs also

—

speak, indeed, of settlements made at various
times in the island, but the new-comers always found
a rude race of inhabitants already in possession.
The
first that migrated to Sardinia were said to have been

They
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never completely subdued by the Roman arms {Slrabo,
225), and the predatory movements of the mountaineers still occasioned trouble in the days of the emperIn the fifth century it fell
ors.
{Tac., A7in., 2, 85.)
into the hands of the Vandals.
{Procop., Bell. Vand.,

The interior of the island, even at the present
the
day, exhibits an astonishing degree of barbarism
peasants are still dressed in leather or skins, and the
The present
mountains are still infested by banditti.
2, 13.)

:

—

island of Sardinia presents many monuments that recall the successive sway of its several conquerors.
The most remarkable, however, of these, are the very
ancient structures called Nurages or Nuraghes, which

The
have exercised the sagacity of various travellers.
number of these monuments is about 600. Those
which are entire are 50 feet high, with a diameter of
90 feet at the base, and terminating at the summit m
a cone.
They are built on little hills, in a plain, of
different sorts of stone, and, in some cases, are surrounded by a wall. The blocks of stone are of large

Some nuraand put together without cement.
from three
ghes are flanked by cones, to the number of
to seven, which are grouped around the principal cone
The encompassing
they form a kind of casemates.
size,

;

S

AR

SAR

surmounted with a parapet. Each nuraghe is
divided into three chambers or stories, the communication to which is effected by a kind of spiral ascent
wall

in

is

the side wall.

—
Paris, 1826. —
Pans, 1825

{Mimant, Histoire de Sardaif^ne,
De la Marmora, Voyage en Sarda^gnc,
Pctxt Radel, Notices aur les Nuraghes

de la Sardaigne, Paris, 1826.)
The author last cited
regards the nuraghes as of Cyclopian or Peiasgin origin, and carries back the period of their construction
to the 15th century before the Christian era.
(Mannert, Geugr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. A66.—Balbi, Abrige de

Geographte,
al

p.

<i 2dpde<f), a city of Lydia, the ancient capital of
the monarchs of the country.
It was situate at the
foot of Mount Tmolus, on the river Pactolus, which
ran through the place ; and on one of the elevations
of the mountain, comprehended withm the circuit of
the city, was the site of a strong citadel.
According
to Herodotus (1, 84), a concubine of Males, king of
Lydia, had brought forth a young lion, and the monarch was informed by the Telmessian diviners, that if

animal were carried by him quite round the works
be for ever impregnable.

of the city, Sardis should

The young

was brought

to every other part of the
place except the steep side of the citadel which faced
Mount Tmolus, this latter part being neglected as allion

and yet by this
together insuperable and inaccessible
This legend,
very part it was subsequently taken.
combined with the statement of Joannes Lydus (de
;

Mens., p. 42), that Sardis was an old Lydian word
" the
Year," has led Creuzer to give an asdenoting
tronomical turn to the whole tradition. (Creuzer und
Hermann, Briefe, p. 106, in ywtis.) Sardis was said
to have been destroyed by the Cimmerians during their
inroad into Asia (Strabo, 627). but to have been soon
after rebuilt and strongly fortified
it is to this latter
period, no doubt, that the legend above mentioned re-

—

:

As

the capital of Croesus, king of Lydia, it is
frequently mentioned in Herodotus, and the historian
relates the manner in which it fell into the hands of

fers.

Cyrus, the citadel having been surprised on the very
side that

was deemed

inaccessible.

The

city retained

and importance under the Persian dominion.
Herodotus (7, 31) names it, by way of distinction,
"the city of the Lydians'' (twv Avdcdv to daw), and
it became the seat of the Persian
satraps, as it had
been of the Lydian kings. The fortifications, however, must have been destroyed by its new masters,
since otherwise the Greeks could not have so easily
penetrated into the place in the expedition which preceded the Persian war. From the account of Herodotus (5, 100), the citadel alone would appear to have
its size

remained.
And yet, with all its greatness, Sardis
could not have been in these early times a well-built
at least the greater part of the houses would
city
seem to have been constructed of reeds, according to
the account of Herodotus, and even those which were
One of
built with bricks were roofed with reeds.
these, on this occasion, was set on fire by a soldier,
and immediately the flame spread from house to house,
;

and consumed the whole

city.

The temple of Cybele

also suffered in the conflagration, and it was this circumstance that gave Xerxes a pretext for destroying

—

The city and acropolis surthe temples of Greece.
rendered, at a later day, on the approach of Alexander
after the battle of the Granicus.
He encamped by the
river Hermus, which was 20 stadia, or two miles and

He

went up to the acropolis, which
by a triple wall, and gave orders to
have erected in it a temple and altar "lo Jupiter Olympus, on the site of the royal palace of the Lydian monarchs.
The place, on account of its importance, was
confided to Pausanias, one of his most trusty generals.
iArrian, Exp. Alex., 1, 18.) After Alexander's death,
a

half, distant.

was then

fortified

be the residence of Achaus, the gpr*
ernor, under the Syrian kings, of the whole Asiatic
find Sardis to

peninsula.

was taken,

It

(Polyb., 577.)

after a

long

Antiochus (Polyb., 7, \ft.—Id., 8, 23), and
At a subsequent period we find
again laid waste.
Sardis in the hands of the Romans, who, in accordsiege, by

ance, probably, with a general rule pursued bv them
in Asia Minor, dismantled the citadel ; at least, neither
Strabo nor any writer after him makes mention of the
castle of Sardis.
The city sank, after this, into a
place of inferior importance, and Us principal ttade

was transferred

294.)

Sardis or Sardes (the Ionic forms of the name are
Supdtf and Zapd^cf, the ordinary Greek form is

this

we

to

icus

The Ro-

Smyrna and Ephesas.

mans, however, made

it

the seat of a eonvenlus juridof Lydia, and its size

for the northeastern part

—

(Strabo, 625
TroXif
In the reign of the Emperor Tiberius. Sarcities
other
of
the
of
with
eleven
dis, along
principal
Lower Asia, was destroyed by an earthquake
The
calamity, according to Tacitus (2, 47), happened in
the night, and was, for that reason, the more disastrous.
still

remained considerable.

fieydTiTj.)

Hills are said to have sunk, and valleys to have risen to
mountains.
The emperor made liberal grants to the
ruined cities; and Sardis was indebted for its restoraIts inhabitants were exempted
tion to his munificence.
from all taxes for five years and received a supply of
one hundred thousand great sesterces. Sardis is remarkable in the annals of Christianity as having been
one of the seven churches of Asia. The Turks made
themselves masters of Sardis in the eleventh century,
but soon lost it again. In the fourteenth century, however, it again fell into their hands, together with its
Timur subsequently took both, and by him
citadel.

—

;

—

was probably destroyed for the last time.
miserable village called Sari is now found on the
For an account of the
site of this once famous city.
the antiquities
present condition of the place, and of
in its neighbourhood, consult .4nmJeW'« Seven Churchthe place

A

es

of Asia,

p.

176, seqq.

— Milncr,

Seven Churches of Asia,
Tour, p. 265, 342.

S A ROUS,

p.

a son of Hercules,

History of the
Leake's
303, seqq.

who

—

led a colony to

(Vid. Sardinia.)
Sardinia, and gave it his name.
Sarepta or Zarephath, now Sarfend, a city

on

the shore of the Mediterranean, between Tyre and Sidon.
It was the scene of one of the miracles of Eli(1 Kings, 17, 9 )
Sarmatia, an extensive country, bounded, accordthe river Vistula,
ing to Mela (3. 4), on the west by
and extending from the Sinus Codanus or Baltic Sea,
to the Tanais or Don.
Ptolemy, on the other hand,
makes it reach from the Vistula to the Rha or Wolga,
and to be separated by the river Tanais into two great

jah.

divisions:

1.

Sarmatia Europa^a, the boundaries of

tract of country were, the Vistula on the west.
Mount Carpaius and the river Tyras (or Dniester) on

which

the south, the Pains Maeotis on the east, and the Sinus Codanus on the north. It corresponded to what is
now part of Russia, Poland, Lithuania, Prussia, LitThis coun2. Sarmatia Asiatica.
tle Tartary, &c.
reached from the Tanais to the mouth of the Rha,

—

try

to uncorresponded, therebanfore, to Astrackhan, Orenburg, &c.— Ptolemy
ished from his map of Europe the name cf Scythia ;
all
the
nabut we must not suppose that he regarded
tions between the Tanais and Vistula as Sarmaiians.

and from the northernmost point of Caucasus

known

regions in the north

On the

It

whom he

calls the

.\lani,
contrary, he expressly
and Tanais, a Scythplaces between the Borysthencs
nations,
Sarmatic
the
of
ian race.— The greater part
confounded
in the strictest sense of this name, were
of Hamaxobii. a term which
together under the name
alludes to their living, like the Scythians, in wagons

Hist, de la Geogr., vol. l.p. 126, scqg.
Bnissels ed)
Sarnds, a river of Campania, now the Samo, fall
Accord
inff into the sea about a mile from Pompeii.
^

(Make Brun,
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SAT

SAR
formed the harbour of that town, which
mg
was also common to the inland cities of Nola, Acerrse,
and Nuceria. The same writer adds, that it was navigable for the space of eighteen miles ; a circumstance
to Strabo,

it

gave

name to a numerous Umbrian tribe. (Polyb.,
From ancient inscriptions we may collect

its

2, 24.)

was

found applicable to the present
led to conclude that a
considerable change has taken place in its course.
The Pelasgi, who occupied this coast
(Strabo, 247.)
at an early period, are said to have derived the name
of Sarrastes from this river.
(Cramer^s Anc. Italy,

a municipal town.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy,
237.)
town
of
a
Saticula,
Samnium, the site of which
has not been precisely determined.
It seems, however, evident from Livy (23, 14), that we must seek for
it
among the mountains south of the Vulturnus and
on the borders of Campania. It is supposed to corre(Cramer'' »
spond to the modern Agata dei Goti.

vol. 2, p. 180.)

Anc. Italy,

which

will scarcely be

stream

whence we should be

;

that

vol.

it

I, p.

vol. 2, p.

237.)

Saron, a king of Trcezene, unusually fond of huntSatureium, a town in the Tarentine territory, freHe was drowned in the sea while pursuing a quently alluded to by the ancient writers. It was
ing.
stag which had taken to the water, and divine hon- famed for the fertility of the surrounding country and
ours were paid him after death. According to one ac- for its breed of horses.
(Horat., Sat., 1, 6, 59.)
Saron
count, he gave name to the Sinus Saronicus.
Saturnalia, a festival in honour of Saturn, and
built a temple to Diana at Trcezene, and instituted the most remarkable one in the whole Roman year.
festivals in honour of her, called from himself Saronia.
It was celebrated in December, and at first lasted but
one day (the 19th) it was then extended to three,
{Pausan., 2, ZQ.—Mela, 2, 3.)
Saronicus Sinus, now the Gulf of Engia, a bay and subsequently, by order of Caligula and Claudius,
;

of the

southwest of Attica,

Sea, lying to the

^gean

and northeast of Argolis, and commencing between
the promontories of Sunium and Scylleum.
Some
suppose that this part of the sea received its name
from Saron, who was drowned there, or from a small

which discharged

on the coast. Pliny,
however, makes the name to have come from the forests of oak which at one time covered the shores of
the gulf, the term aapuvi^, in early Greek, signifying
"an oak." (Pliny, 4, 9.
Compare Schol. ad Calriver

itself

—

H. inJov., 22)
Sarpedon, I. a son of Jupiter by Europa, the daughter of Agenor.
He was driven from Crete by his brother Minos {vid. Rhadamanthus), and thereupon retired to
lim.,

Lycia, where he aided Cilix against the people of that
country, and obtained the sovereignty of a part of it.
Jupiter is said to have bestowed upon him a life of
treble duration.

— n.

A

(Apollod., 3,

1, 2.

— Heyne, ad

loc.)

son of Jupiter and Laodamia the daughter of
He was king of Lycia, and leader with
Bellerophon.
Glaucus of the Lycian auxiliaries of Priam. The character of Sarpedon is represented as the most faultless
and amiable in the Iliad.
He was by birth superior
to all the chiefs of either side, and his valour was not
unworthy of his descent. The account of his conflict
the concern of Jupiter at his perilous
with Patroclus
situation
the deliberation of the god whether he should
avert the hostile decrees of fate
and the subsequent
;

;

;

description of his death, are among the most striking
of all the episodes of the Iliad.
(Horn., II., 16, 419,

—

A

promontory of the same name in Cilicia, beyond which Antiochus was not permitted to sail
by a treaty of peace which he had made with the Romans. {Livy, 38, 38.— Mela, 1, 13.)
Sarra, the earlier Latin name for the city of Tyre.
The Oriental form was Tsor or Sor, for which the
Carthaginians said Tsar or Sar, and the Romans, receiving the term from those, converted it into Sarra,
whence they also formed the adjective Sarranus,
scqq.)

III.

—

{Virg., Georg., 2, 506.
equivalent to "Tyrian."
Servius erroScaliger, ad Paul. Diac, s. v. Sarra.)
neously deduces the appellation from Sar, which, according to him, is the Phoenician name for the murex,

or shellfish that yielded the purple.
I.

c.)

(Serv. ad Virg.,

The Greek name Tvpof proceeds

an Aramaic pronunciation. Tor.

probably from
(Gesenius, Hebr.

Lex., vol. 2, p. 672, ed. Leo.)
Sarrastes, a people of Campania on the Sarnus.
Vid. remarks under the article
{Virg., Mn., 7, 738.

—

Sarnus, at the end.)
Sarsina, a city of Umbria, in the northern part of
the country and on the left bank of the Sapis, towards
It still retains its name.
its source.
This city was
the birthplace of Plautus, the comic writer, a circumstance to which he alludes in his Mostellaria (3, 2).
Sarsina must have been once a place of note, as it
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to seven.
ty

(Macrob., Sat., 1, 10.)
its continuance

prevailed during

festivity

;

friends

made

The utmost
all

:

liber-

was mirth and

presents to each other

;

schools

were closed the senate did not sit no war was proslaves were permitno criminal executed
claimed
ted to jest with their masters, and were even waited
on at table by them.
This last circumstance probably
was founded on the original equality of master and
;

;

;

;

latter having been, in the early times of
usually a captive taken in the war or an insolvent debtor, and, consequently, originally the equal of
his master.
Niebukr, Hist.
(Dion. Hal., 4, 24.
vol. l,p. 319.)
According to some, the Satur-

slave, the

Rome,

—

Rom

,

nalia were emblematic of the freedom enjoyed in the
(Keightgolden age, when Saturn ruled over Italy.
ley^s Mythology, p. 524.)
because
to
Saturn
Saturnia, I. a name given
Italy,
was fabled to have reigned there during the golden
II. A name given to Juno,
(Virg., G., 2, 173.)
age.
III. An ancient
as being the daughter of Saturn.
be seen near the
city of Etruria, whose ruins may
source of the Albinia, and which is mentioned by Di-

—

—

onysius of Halicarnassus (1, 21) as formerly occupied
According to Pliny (3, 6), its more
by the Pelasgi.
Aurinia received a colony
ancient name was Aurinia.
from Rome, A.U.C. 569. (Ltv., 39, 55.)
Saturninus, I. L. Apuleius, a tribune of the commons, who, in A.U.C. 654, B.C. 100, united with
Marius against the patricians, excited a sedition at

Rome, intimidated the senate, caused several popular
laws to be passed, and exercised a sort of usurped and
At
of three years.
tyrannical power for the space
and seizing,
length breaking out into open rebellion,
was
with his adherents, upon the Capitol, he
besieged
there by Marius, who was now compelled, as consul,
Saturninus and his adherents
to act against him.

eventually surrendered themselves

to Marius,
but the

upon

people
promising to save their lives
upon and destroyed them. (Plut., Vit. Mar. Flor.,
of
a
P.
16
II.
Valerian,
3,
general
)
Sempronius,
after he
proclaimed emperor in Egypt by his troops
had rendered himself celebrated by his victories over
His integrity, his complaisance and
the barbarians.

his

;

—

—

fell

had gained him the affection of the people ;
but his fondness of ancient discipline provoked his
soldiers, who wantonly murdered him in the 43d year
III. Sextus Julian, a Gaul, inof his age, A.D. 262.
The emperor esteemed him
timate with Aurelian.
for his private virtues, but for his
greatly, not only
abilities as a general, and for the victories wiiich he
had obtained in different parts of the empire. He was
at Alexandrea, and compelled by the
saluted

affability,

—

emperor
clamorous army to accept of the purple, which he had
and horror.
Probus, who was
rejected with disdain
then emperor, marched his forces against him, and
where he destroyed himseli
besieged him in Alpamea,

SAT

SAT

to make head against his powerfuf adverPompeius, a writer in the reign of Trajan.
He was greatly esteemed by Pliny the younger, who
speaks of hitn with great warmth and approbation as an
historian, a poet, and an orator.
Pliny always con-

when unable

sary.

— IV.

sulted the opinion of Saturninus before he published
his compositions.
(Plin., Epist., \,8.—Id., 1, 16)
Satornus (called by the Greeks Kporof), a son of
Coelus or^Jranus, and Terra, or the goddess of the

Terra bore to Uranus a mighty progeny, the
The yonngesl of
Titans, six males and six females.
the former was Saturn.
These children were hated
by their father, who, as soon as they were born, thrust
them out of his sight into a cavern of Earth. ( Volcker,
earth.

—

Myth, der

lap., 283.
Compare Apollod., 1, 1, 3.)
Earth, grieved at this unnatural conduct, produced
" the substance of
hoary steel," and, forming from it a
sickle, roused her children, the Titans, to rebellion
but fear seized on them all
against their father
except Saturn, who, lying in wait with the sickle with
which his mother had armed him, mutilated his unsus;

The drops which fell on the earth
pecting father.
from the wound gave birth to the Erinnyes, the Giants,
and the Melian nymphs. {Hes., Theog., 156, seqq.)
After this, Saturn obtained his father's kingdom, with
the consent of his brethren, provided he did not bring

—

up any male

*

children.
Pursuant to this agreement,
Saturn always devoured his sons as soon as born, because, as some observe, he dreaded from them a retaliation of his unkindness to his father, till his wife
Rhea, unwilling to see her children perish, concealed
from her husband the birth of Jupiter, Neptune, and
Pluto, and, instead of the children, she gave him large
stones, which he immediately swallowed, without perThe other Titans having been inceiving the deceit.
formed that Saturn had concealed his male children,
made war against him, dethroned and imprisoned him
with Rhea and Jupiter, who was secretly educated
in Crete, was no sooner grown up, than he flew to deliver his father, and to place him on his throne.
Saturn, unmindful of his son's kindness, conspired against
him; but Jupiter banished him from his throne, and the
;

father fled for safety into Italy, where the country retained the name of Latium, as being the place of his
concealment (from laleo, " to lie concealed").
Janus,

who was then King of Italy, received Saturn with
marks of attention. He made him his partner on the
and the King of Heaven employed himself in
throne
civilizing the barbarous manners of the people of Italy,
and in teaching them agriculture, and the useful and
His reign there was so mild and popular,
liberal arts.
so beneficent and virtuous, that mankind have called it
;

the golden age, to intimate the happiness and tranquilSaturn was father
lity which the earth then enjoyed.

of Chiron, the centaur, by Philyra, whom he previously
changed into a mare, to avoid the observation of Rhea.
Hesiod, in his didactic poem, says that Saturn
ruled over the Isles of the Blessed, at the end of the

—

"deep-eddying ocean" {Op. et D., 167,
and Pindar gives a luxuriant description of this
blissful abode, where the departed heroes of Greece
dwelt beneath the mild rule of Saturn and his assessor
Rhadamanthus. (0/., 2, 123, seqq.) At a later period, it was fabled that Saturn lay asleep, guarded by
earth, by the

seq.)

;

a desert island near Britannia, in the
{PhU., de Defect. Orac, \8.—Id.,
de Fac. in Orb. Lun., 26.
Procop., Bell. Goth., 4,
20.
Compare Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 1204.) Saturn
was in after times confounded with the grim deity
Moloch, to whom the Tyrians and Carthaginians offered their children in sacrifice.
The slight analogy
of this practice with the legend of Saturn's devouring
Kriareus,

in

Western Ocean.

—

his children,

may have

—

sufficed for the

Greeks

to infer

an identity of their ancient deity with the object of
Phoenician worship.
It was not
improbably the circumstance of both gods being armed with a sickle,

which led to the inference of the Kpdvo^ of the Greakf
being the same with the Saturnus of the LathM.
(Butfmann, Mythologus, vol. 2, p. 28, seqq.) The
fabled flight of this last from Olympus to
Hesperia or
and his there establishing the golden age, may
have been indebted for its origin to the legend of the
Italy,

Kronus over the Islands of the Blessed in the
western stream of Ocean.
There were no temples of
reign of

Kronus

in

Greece

;

but there

was

a chapel of

Kronus

and Rhea at Athens {Pausan., \, 18, 7). and sacrifices
were made to him on the Kronian Hill at Oiympia.
(Pausan., 6,20, 1.) The Athenians, moreover, had
a festival in his honour, named the Kronia, which was
celebrated on the twelfth day of the month HecatombsRon, or at the end of July, and which, as described,
strongly resembles the Italian Saturnalia.
{Demosth.,
Timocr.,
—
The

p.

708.— Phtloc.,

ap. Macrob., Sat., 1, 10.)

only epithet given to Kronus by the elder poets
is crooked-counselled
Nonnus (25,
{ayKvTMfiijTrj^).
234) calls him broad-bearded {evpvyeveio^)
{Keighi-

—Among

ley's Mythology, p. 68, seqq.)
in the sacrifices the priest always

mony

the

Romans,

performed the cerewith his head uncovered, which was unusual at

The god is generally represented
bent through age and Infirmity.
He
holds a scythe in his right hand, with a serpent which
bites its own tail, which is an emblem of time and of
the revolution of the year.
In his left hand he has
a child, which he raises up as if instantly to devour it.
other solemnities.

as an old

man

Tatius, king of the Sabines, is fabled to have first
a temple to Saturn on the Capitoline Hill ; a
second was afterward added by Tullus Hosiilius, and
a third by the first consuls.
On his statues were generally hung fetters, in commemoration of the chains he
built

had worn when imprisoned by Jupiter.

From

this

circumstance, all slaves that obtained their liberty
generally dedicated their fetters to him.
During the
celebration of the Saturnalia, the chains were taken
from the statues, to intimate the freedom and inde-

pendence which mankind enjoyed during the golden
At Rome the treasury was in his temple, intiage.
mating, it is said, that agriculture is the source of
The Nundina,
wealth.
(Plul., Qucest. Rom., 42.)
or market days, were also sacred to this god.
{Aul.
GclL, 13, 22.—Livy, 8, \.—Id., 45, 33.)— Bochart
considers Saturn to have been the same with Noah ;
and so well convinced of this is he, as to remark,

" Noam esse Saturnum tarn multa
docejil, ul viz sit
"
dubitandi locus
{Geogr. Sacr., I, 1.) This school
of mythology, however, has long ago been succeeded
According to othby one of a more rational nature.
ers, Saturn was the same with Time, the Greek words
which stand for Saturn and Time diflfering only in

one letter (Kpovof, Saturn, xpovog, time); and on this
account Saturn is represented as devouring his children, and casting them up again, as Time devours and
consumes all things which it has produced, which at
:
or
length revive again, and are, as it were, renewed
else days, months, and years are the children of Time,
Nieanew.
which he constantly devours and produces
buhr regards Saturn and Ops as the god and goddew
of the earth, its vivifying and its receptively-productive

(Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 66, Cambr. transl.)
Creuzer makes Saturn the great god of nature, in

powers.

many respects assimilated to Janus. He is the god
who suflJices for himself, the god who is satisfied with
his own comprehensive powers.
( Symbolik, par GuigHence the derivation of the
niaut, vol. 3, p. 499.)
"
"
name from the Latin Saiur, full," satisfied."
Satyri, demigods of the country, whose origin is
Thev are represented like men, but with
the feet and the legs of goats, short horns on the head,
and the whole body covered with thick hair. The
Romans called them indiscriminately fauna. Panes,
and iS»/t>a«t.— Hesiod is the first who mentions tha
that they, the Curetes, and the mount
:
he savs
Satyrs
'
^
1197

unknown.

SCA

SCJE
«m-nymphs, were tl^e offspring of the five daughters of
the union of Hecataeus with the daughter of Phoroneus
The Laconian term for a Satyr was
{ap. Strab., 471).
Tityrus (Schol. ad Theocr., 7, 72), which also signified
the buck-goat, or the ram that led the flock. {Schol. ad
Theocr. 3, 2.) ^schylus calls a Satyr a buck-goal

—

—

y

and soon after consul. He obtained Italy for his prov
V. Publius Mucius Scaevola, son of the prece-

ince.

ding,

—

was

at first tribune of the

commons, then

prae-

maximus.
He was particuHavlarly conspicuous as an opponent of the Gracchi.
obtained
the
of
he
Asia,
ing
province
tor,

and at

last pontifex

distinguished

The Sa- himself so much in that government by his probity and
Fragm., ap. Plut., de Cap., 2).
tyrs were associated with Bacchus, and they formed justice, that the Asiatics celebrated a festival in his
the chorus of the species of drama which derived its honour.
VI. Quintus Mucius ScKvola, .more comname from them. It has been supposed that they monly called by the Roman jurists Quintus Mucius,
were indebted for their deification to the festivals of enjoyed a distinguished reputation as a lawyer. He
this deity, and that they were
originally merely the collected together the opinions of previous lawyers, and
rustics who formed the chorus, and danced at them in he also
gave a better order to the civil code. Mucius
their goatskin dresses.
is the earliest
He
( Welcker, Nachtr. zur TriL,
jurist mentioned in the Pandects.
{.Tpuyog.

—

p. 211, seqq.

— Keightley's MylhoLogy,

SADROM.iT^, a people
{Vid. Sarmatia

ins.

called

p.

233, seq.)
the Lat-

Sarmata by

)

Savus,

was Cicero's

legal instructer.

— VII. Cervidius Scaevo-

one of the most eminent jurists of later times. He
is ranked
by Modestinus alter Paulus and Alpranus.
{Arnold, de Vitis Scavolarum, ed. Arnzen Ultraj.,
la,

a river of Pannonia,
rising in the Alpes CarIt
nicffi, and flowing into the Danube at Singidunum.
1767.)
forms near its mouth the southeastern boundary of
ScALABis, a city of Lusitania, north of the Tagus,
and
is
now
the
Sau
or
Saave.
It formed the third
Pannonia,
{Plin., 3, called by Ptolemy Scalabiscus.
18.
The
after
its
Danube,
Appian, III., 22.)
junc- Convenius Juridicus of the province, and its jurisdiction with the Savus, took the name of Ister.
tion
took
in
all
the
country that lay to the
( Vid.
probably
north of the river.
As a Roman colony it took the
Danubius.)
Saxon Es, a people of Germany, whose original seats name of Praesidium Julium. It answers to the modappear to have been on the neck of the Cimbric Cher- ern Saniarem, a corruption for St. Irene. {Plin., 4,
sonese, from the mouth of the Elbe to the Sinus Co- 22.— liin. Ant., p. 420.)
danus and the river Chalusus {or Travt), correspondScAi.Dis, a river of Gallia Belgica Secunda, rising
ing to modern Holstcin.
They appeared for the first in the territory of the Atrebates, and falling into the
time in history about the beginning of the fourth cen- Mosa or Meuse.
It is now the Scheldt.
{Cas., B.

—

In the
tury, as the chief tribe among the Ingaevones.
eighth century we find them in possession of a large

C,

part of Germany.
portion of the northwestern Saxons, in the fifth century, in connexion with the Angli,
For some remarks on the etyconquered England.
mology of the name of Saxones, vid. the article Scylhia.

and, after receiving the Simois, falling into the Hellespont near the promontory of Sigaeum.
According
to Homer, it was called Xanthus by the gods and

A

Scj^a

{scil.

—
Porta. — "LKaLu,

scil. ttv?.^),

one of the

gates of Troy. It received its name from aKaL6^,*'left^^^
as it was on the left side of the city, facing the sea and
the Grecian camp.
{Vid. Troja.)
SciKVA, I. a centurion in (^aesar's army, who behaved with great courage at Dyrrhachium. {Ccbs., B.

C,
—

—

Fa/ Max., 3, 2.)
5'3.—Sueton., Vit. Jul., 68.
iVtemor, a Latin poet in the reign of Titus and
Domitian.
III. A friend of Horace, to whom the
poet
3,

II.

—

addressed Ep.

1,

17.

Sc^voLA, the surname of the most celebrated branch
of the house of the Mucii, and said to have been derived from that individual of the line who acted with
no much heroic firmness in the presence of Porseniia.
The most distingui.shed of the name
( Vid. Porsenna.)
were the following : I. Caius Mucius Scaevola. ( Vid.
II. Quintus Mucius Scaevola, was
Porsenna.)
praetor
The next year he received Sardinia as a
in 216 B.C.
He died 209 B.C., while holding the ofprovince.
fice of " Decemvir sacrisfaciundis."
III. Publius Mucius Scaevola, the younger son of the preceding, was
of
188
tribune
the
commons 183 B.C.,
B.C.,
quaestor
praetor urbanus 179 B.C., and finally consul with M.
In conjunction with his
..•Emilias Lepidus, 175 B.C.
colleatjue, he carried on the war successfully in Cisalpine Gaul, especially against the Ligurians, and obtained the honours of a three days' thanksgiving and a
This last circumstance is confirmed by the
triumph.
Capitoline fragments, and also by some consular medIV. P. Mucius Scaevola, elder son of the preceals.
He was conspicuous
ding, and a celebrated jurist.
also as a defender of the good old-Roman virtues and
manners against the corruption and license which had
been introduced into Italy from abroad. In 141 B.C.
he was tribune of the commons, and accused the prsetor L. Tubulus of bribery on a certain trial where he
had presided. Tubulus anticipated his sentence by
As aedile (133 B.C.) Scaevola regoing into exile.
store the temple of Hercules, which had fallen in ruins
to the ground.
In 131 B.C. he was praetor urbanus ;
1198

—

—

—

6, d7.—PUn., 4, 13.)
Scamander, a river near Troy,

Scamander by men.

rising in

Mount

Ida,

The name Xanthus would seem

waters {Aav66g, " yellovo'^).
of the Scamander is the river of
Cramer'* s Asia, Minor,
{Vtd. Troja.

to refer to the colour of its

The modern name
Bounarbachi.

—

vol. 1, p. 97.)

Scandinavia, a name given by the ancients to that
which contains the modern Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Lapland, Finland, &c. The ancients had a very imperfect knowledge of Scandinavia,
tract of territory

believing it to be totally encompassed by the sea, or
even composed of many islands. The manner in which
these islands, of the name of Scandiae, are represented in the chart prepared from Ptolemy, has no relation
The southern extremto the real state of the country.
and of which the Danish isles oi Iceland,
ity, however,
Funen, &c., make a part, recall, in the name of Skany
or Scane, the memory of its ancient denomination.
Tacitus, without naming Scandinavia, speaks of this
country as being environed by the ocean, which forms
spacious gulfs, embracing islands of great extent ; he
ascribes it to Suevia, and places two nations thereon.
What he reports of the Suiones, in having a marine,
appears remarkable when we recollect that the ancient

laws concerning navigation had their origin in Wisby,
the isle of Gothland.
{Germ., 44, seqq.) The
country to which Tacitus conducts us retains the name
of Sueonia in the writers of the middle ages, speaking
The other nation, the Sitones,
precisely of Sweden.
whose sovereignly was in the hands of a woman, may
in

have been Norway. According to Pliny, the only
which was known was occupied by
part of Scandinavia
the Hilleviones, a

122, seqq.)
Scaptesyle or

numerous

nation.

{D^Anville,

vol.

1, p.

latter is the

Scapte-Hyle

more correct form,

(2«-a7rr^ vXtj), which
on the coast of

a place

It was
Thrace, over against the island of Thasos.
celebrated for its gold-mines, which, according to Herodotus, belonged to the Thracians, and produced anIn these mines Thucydides the
nually eighty talents.
historian had some property, as he informs us (4, 104).
The author of his life states that he resided there after

SCE

SCI

hit banishment, and employed himself in arranging the
materials for his history.
{Marcellin., Ft/. Thucyd.,

canius the son of .(Eneas.
The city was a strmif
one, and posscs.scd a strong citadel ; and, at a later
period, was the seat of a particular dynasty of Dardan

Bip.—Plut., de Extl., p. 605.)
or ScoRDCs, a ridge of lofty mountains, origin, which acknowledged, however, the Pemian suforming the natural boundary of Illyria on the side of premacy.
(Xen., Hist. Gr lib. 3, p. 285, ed. Steph)
Macedonia. It was connected on the north with the Antigonus, at a later period, transferred its inhabitants
great chain extending from the head of the Adriatic to his new city of Alexandrea
they returned, howto the Euxine, and so well known in ancient times ever, under Lyaimachus, and founded another city, to
under the names of Orbelus, Rhodope, and Haemus
the north of the older Scepsis, which latter place from
while to the south its prolongation assumed the
thenceforth took the name of Palsa Scepsis.
The old
appellation of Pindus
The Turks and Servians call the city was afterward again inhabited
the new one,
of
Scardus
Tchar
Anc.
a
survived
it.
and
is
to
answer
Or., however, long
Dagh. {Cramer
range
supposed
ed.
p. 10,

ScABDus

,

;

;

;

vol.

I, p.

modem

to the

79, seqq.)

Eakiupschi.

{Strabo, 607.

— Plin.,

5,

M. ^MiLius, a Roman consul, who 30.)— Strabo relates that the library of Aristotle, left
distinguished himself by his eloquence at the bar, and by him to Thcophrastus, fell, together with that of
by his successes in Spain in the capacity of command- the latter, into the hands of Neleus, a scholar of Theer.
He was sent against Jugurtha, and was, some ophrastus. Neleus left his books to his descendants,
time after, accused of suflfering himself to be bribed illiterate persons, who kept them locked up and
negby the Numidian prince.
According to Sallust, this lected and, when Attains of Pergamus was seeking
nobleman tarnished the lustre of his splendid talents to enlarge his library, they hid them under ground,
by avarice and other degrading passions while Cice- where they were much injured by the damp and by
ro, on the contrary, speaks of him in the highest terms worms.
They were at last sold for a large sora to
ScAURUs,

I.

;

;

in various parts of his writings.
Sallust's known dislike to the nobility may account, in some degree, for
this discrepance.
Scaurus wrote a work in three

books, recording the principal occurrences and transactions of his own life, which Cicero commends, and
considers equal to Xenophon's Life of Cyrus.
Scaurus conquered the Ligurians, and in his censorship he
built the Milvian bridge at Rome, and began to pave
the road which, from him, was called the iEmilian.
His son, of the same name, made himself known by
the large theatre he built during his sedileship.
This
theatre, which could contain 30,000 spectators, was
supported by 360 columns of marble, 38 feet in height,
aiid adorned with 3000 brazen statues.
This celebrated edifice, according to Pliny, proved more fatal
to the manners and the simplicity of the Romans than
the proscriptions and wars of Sylla had done to the
inhabitants of the city.
Val. Max.,
(Cic, Brut., 29.
4, 4c.— Hlin., 34, 7; 36, 2.)— II. A Roman of consular dignity.
When the Cimbri invaded Italy, the son
of Scaurus behaved with great cowardice, upon which
the father sternly ordered him never to appear again
The severity of the father's rein the field of battle.
proach induced the son to destroy himself.
ScELERATUs, I. CAMPUS, a plain at Rome near the
Colline gate, where the vestal Minucia was buried
alive when convicted of unchastity, and where a similar punishment was afterward accustomed to be inflicted on other similarly offending vestals.
(Liv , 8,
II. One of the gates of Rome was called See14.)
the
300
who
Fabii
were
killed
at the
lerata, because

—

—

river

Cremera had passed through it when they went
enemy. It was before named CarmenIII. There was also a street at Rome which

The whole sub{Strabo, 609.)
Apellicon of Teos.
is discussed by Brandis in the Rheinisches Mu1, p. 236, seqq.).
ScHEDiA, a considerable village of Egypt, on tbe
western side of the Canopic arm of the Nile, and the

ject

seum (No.

place where duties were levied on exports and imports.
{Strabo, 800.)
According to Reichard, its site is now

occupied by Dsjedje.
ScHERiA, an ancient name of Corcyra. {Pausan.,
Plin, 'i, 12.)
SciATHos, an island off the coast of Thessaly, about
four miles to the east of the Magnesian promontory.

2,5—

{Plin , 4, 12.)
nearly fifteen miles in circuit.
once possessed a town of some size, which
was destroyed by Philip, the son of Demetrius, to prevent its falling into the hands of Attains and the RoIt

is

The

island

—

mans.
Strab., 436)
{Liv., 31, 28.- Id., 44, \3.
According to Scymnus (v. 582), its first settlers were
from
who
were
succeeded
Thrace,
by some
Pelasgi
Chalcidians from Eubcea.
It produced
good wine.

—

The modern name is Sciatho. {Cra1, 51.)
Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p 451.)
SciLLus, a town of Elis, below the Alpheus, and
not far from the coast.
Xenophon places it on the
road leading from Lacedapinon to Olympia, about 20
stadia from the temple of Jupiter Olympus.
Tbe
place is rendered interesting from Xenophon's having
fixed his abode there during his exile.
The town itself had been destroyed by the Eleans, in consequence
But
of its uniting against them in the war with Pisa.
the territory being afterward wrested from Elis by the

{Athen.,
mer''s

it over to
Xenophon, when
was banished by his fellowfor having served in the army of the younger
{Pausan., 5, S.) Xenophon has himself giv-

Lacedaemonians, they made

to attack the

that celebrated Athenian

talu.

citizens

—

received the name of the Sceleratus Vicus, because
there Tullia had ordered her charioteer to drive over
the body of her father, Servius Tullius.
{Liv., 1,48.

Cyrus.
en Us,

in the Anabasis, an interesting account of bis
residence at Scillus, where he erected a temple to Diana Ephesia, in performance of a vow made during
—Ovid, lb., 365.)
ScENA or ScENUs, a river of Hibemia, now the the famous retreat which he so ably conducted
{AnShannon. {Oros., 1, 2.)
ab.,5,2, 7.)
Pausanias, who visited the ruins of ScilScEN.«, I. a city of Mesopotamia, on the borders lus, states that the tomb of Xenophon was pointed out
He
II. Mandrae, a city of to him, and over it his statue of Pentelic marble.
of Babylonia
{Strabo, 748.)
Middle Egypt, the seat of a bishopric, between Aph- adds, that when the Eleans recovered Scillus, they
the
{Itin. Ant., p. 163, 169.) brought Xenophon to trial for having accepted
roditopolis and Babylon.
III. Veteranorum, a village in Lower Egypt, on estate at the hands of the Spartans, but that he was
the east side of the Nile, between Heliopolis and Vi- acquitted, and allowed to reside there without molescus Judaeorum.
tation (5, 6.— Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol.3, p. 112).
Ant.,
169.)

—

—

{Ilin.

ScE.NiT.a:,

I.

a

{Plin., 5, 11, 24.)

p.

nomadic tribe
II. A nomadic

—

in

Arabia Felix.

tribe in Ethiopia

(Plin., 6, 26)
according to Strabo, in Mesopotamia.
Scepsis, a city of Troas, situate beyond the river
It was founded
Cebren, near the highest part of Ida.
;

by the .Milesians
place, assigns

its

;

though Demetrius, a native of the
As-

origin to the son of Hector, and

to the boughs
SciNis, a cruel robber, who tied men
of trees which he had forcibly brought together,
and which he afterward allowed to fly back, so that

their limbs

were torn in an instant from

their body.

{Ovid, Met., 7, 440.)
SciPiADvE, a name applied by Virgil to tbe tv»
{^n., 6, 843 )
Africanus Major and Minor,
Scipios,
^
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SciPio, a celebrated family at Rome, whose name
some of the most splendid triumphs
of the Roman arms.
They were a branch of the
Cornelian House, and are said to have derived their
" a
family appellation from the Latin term scipio,
is

!

identified with

etaff," because one of their number, Cornelius, had
guided his blind father, and been to him as a staff;
" Non aliler dicti
as Macrobius

[

!

tacked by the two Hasdrubals and Mago, who commanded the Carthaginian armies. The forces of Publius were too few to resist with success the three Car-

The Romans were cut to pieces,
commander was left on the field of battle.
No sooner had the enemy obtained this victory, than
they immediately marched to meet Cneus Scipio,
thaginian generals.

and

their

whom the revolt of 30,000 Celtiberians had weakened
expresses it,
The general, who was already apprized
Scipiones; nisi quod Cornelius, qui cognominem pa- and alarmed.
trem luminibus carentcm pro baculo regebat, Scipio of his brother's death, secured an eminence, where he
After desperate
cognominatus, nomen ex cognomine posteris dedit." was soon surrounded on all sides.
The most eminent of the name vvere, I. acts of valour he was left among the slain, or, accord(^Sat., 1, 6.)
P. Cornelius Scipio, who served, B.C. 393, under the ing to some, he fled into a tower, where he was
dictator Camillus, and distinguished himself at the burned with some of his friends by the victorious eneIn 392 B.C. he was chosen military my.
VIII. Publius Cornelius, surnamed Africanus,
taking of Veil.
tribune with consular power, and, in conjunction with was son of Publius Scipio, who was killed in Spain.
his colleague Cossus, ravaged the territory of the Fa- He first distinguished himself at the battle of Ticinus,
II. P.
where he saved his father's life. The battle of Canlisci, and compelled them to sue for peace.
Cornelius Scipio, son of the preceding, was curule nae, which proved so fatal to the Roman arms, did not
III. P. Cornelius Scipio, son of the dishearten the
aedile 363 B.C.
young Scipio; and he no sooner heard
preceding, was master of the horse to the dictator that some of his countrymen wished in despair to abanCamillus, 346 B.C.— IV. P. Cornelius Scipio, son of don Italy, than, sword in hand, he obliged them to
or,

—

—

—

—

the preceding, was dictator 305 B.C.
having been
appointed such, not so much with a view to any warlike operations, as for the purpose of holding the consular comitia, the two consuls being absent in the
V. L. Cornelius Scipio, son of the preceding,
field.
;

—

was chosen interrex on the refusal of the dictator
Manlius to hold the election for consuls under the Li-

He softened down the irritated feelings
of the commons by procuring the election of C. MarHe obcius Rutilius, a plebeian, to the consulship.
tained the consulship himself 348 B.C., but, being
prevented by severe illness from conducting the war
against the Gauls, he transferred the command to his
VI. L. Corplebeian colleague, M. Popilius I,.aBnas.
nelius Scipio Barbatus, grandson of the preceding,
was consul 298 B.C. He fought a bloody but indeThe
cisive battle with the Etrurians, near Volaterra.
enemy, however, having abandoned their camp in the
waste
the
adjacent counnight-season, the consul laid
He also reduced Samnium
try with fire and sword.
and Lucania.
His tomb was discovered in 1780, concinian law.

—

taining an epitaph in very early Latin, commemorating
the events of his life and his many virtues.
{Dun-

—

swear eternal fidelity to Rome, and to promise to put
immediate death the first person who attempted to
from his country. In his twenty-first year Scip-

to

retire

was made aedile. Not long after this, the Romans
heard of the defeat and death of the two Scipios in
Spain, and immediately young Scipio was appointed to
avenge the death of his father and of his uncle, and
io

honour of the republic. It was
was to be at the head of an
The various nations of Spain were conquered,
army.
and in four years the Carthaginians were completely
driven out.
The whole province became tributary to
Rome New Carthage submitted in one day and
in a battle 54,000 of the enemy were left dead on
to vindicate the military

soon known

how

able he

;

;

After these signal victories, Scipio was
Rome, which still trembled in continual
dread of Hannibal, who was at her gales.
The conqueror of the Carthaginians in Spain was looked upon
as a proper general to encounter Hannibal in Italy
but Scipio opposed the measures which his countrymen wished to pursue, and he declared in the senate that if Hannibal was to be conquered, he must
be conquered in Africa.
These bold measures were
the field.

recalled to

;

VII. Cn. Corfop's Rom. Lit., vol. 1, p. 52, seq.j
nelius Scipio Asina, so called from his having brought
into the forum, on the back of a she-ass (asina), the

immediately adopted, though opposed by the age and
experience of the great Fabius, and Scipio was empowered to conduct the war on the coast of Africa.
money for a piece of ground which he had purchased, With the dignity of consul he embarked for Carthage.
Success attended his arms ; his conquests were here
or, according to another account, his daughter's marThe Carthaginian armies were
riage-portion, in order to display it before the eyes of as rapid as in Spain.
suiters.
He was the son of the preceding. In 260 routed, the camp of the crafty Asdrubal was set on
B.C. he superintended, with Duilius the consul, the fire during the night, and his troops totally defeated in
These repeated losses alarmed Carbuilding of the first Roman fleet, and subsequently a drawn battle.
sailed with 17 ships, in advance of the main fleet, to thage.
Hannibal, who was victorious at the gates of
Messana in Sicily. He was taken, however, by a Rome, was instantly recalled to defend the walls of
Hav- his country, and the two greatest generals of the age
Carthaginian squadron, and carried to Africa.
Terms of accommodation
ing been at length released from confinement in Car- met each other in the field.
and
but in the parley which the two comhome
obtained
the
returned
consulship; were proposed
thage, he
and he now avenged his former disgrace by taking manders had together, nothing satisfactory was offered
many places in Sicily, and particularly Panormus. and, while the one enlarged on the vicissitudes of huHe conquered also great pan of Sardinia and Corsica. man affairs, the other wished to dictate like a conHe was father to Publius and Cneus Scipio. Publius, queror, and recommended the decision of the controThis celebrated battle was fought
in the beginning of the second Punic war, was sent versy to the sword.
with an army to Spain to oppose Hannibal ; but, when near Zama, and both generals displayed their military
he heard that his enemy had passed over into Italy, he knowledge in drawing up their armies and in choosing
Their courage and intrepidity were not
attempted, by his quick marches and secret evolutions, their ground.
He was conquered by Hannibal less conspicuous in charging the enemy. A thousand
to stop his progress.
near the Ticinus, where he would have lost his life had acts of valour were performed on both sides and though
not his son, afterward surnamed Africanus, courageous- the Carthaginians fought in their own defence, and the
He again passed into Spain, where Romans for fame and glory, yet the conqueror of Italy
ly defended him.
he obtained some memorable victories over the Car- was vanquished. About 20,000 Carthaginians were
of the country.
His slain, and the same number made prisoners of war,
thaginians and the inhabitants
brother Cneus shared the supreme command with him, B.C. 202.
Only 2000 of the Romans were killed.
but their great confidence proved their ruin.
They This battle was decisive the Carthaginians sued for
which Scipio at last granted on the most severe
their armies, and soon after Publius was at;

;

;

:

peace,

separated
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The conqueror

arnd humiliating terms.
lurned to Rome, where

SCIPIO.
after this rc-

of his retreat, about 181 years before Chnst, in lh«

he was received with the most
unbounded applause, honoured with a triumph, and
Here he
dignified with the appellation of Africanua.
enjoyed for some time ihe tranquillity and the honours
which his exploits merited but in him also, as in other
Scipio
great men, fortune showed herself inconstant.

57th year of his aac ; and
strong was his sense of
the ingratitude of nis countrymen, that he directed hb
remains to be interred at Liternum, not to be con-

;

offended the populace in wishing to distuiguish the
senators from the rest of the people at the public ex-

and when he canvassed for the consulship
for two of his friends, Scipio Nasica and Caius I/slius,
be had the mortification to see his application slighted,
and the honours which he claimed bestowed on a man
of no character, and recommended neither by abilities
nor meritorious actions.
He retired from Rome no
longer to be a spectator of the ingratitude of his countrymen, and in the capacity of lieutenant he accomhibitions

;

panied his brother against Antiochus, king of Syria.
In this expedition his arms were attended with his
usual success, and the Asiatic monarch submitted to

m

veyed to Rome.

{Vid. Liternum.)

— Notwithstanding

the displeasure and rancorous feeling that existed
among certain individuals at Rome, the day on which
ail

the news of Scipio's death was known proved a day
of general sorrow
for the very men who refused to
pay him, when alive, the appropriate and usual honours,
could not help mingling their tears with those of the
people at large.
Livy says he saw at Liternum the
monument which was erected to him, and the statue
which had stood on the top of it lying on the ground,
where it had been blown down by a storm (38, 56).
Pliny writes, that in his lime was to be seen a myrtle
of an extraordinary size growing at Liternum, underneath which was a cave, wherein, it was said, a dragon
:

watched the soul of that great man. There were also
be seen some oHve-trees planted by his own hand.

to

the conditions which the conquerors dictated.
At his
return to Rome Africanus found the malevolence of
his enemies still unabated.
Cato, his inveterate rival,
seemed bent on his ruin ; and he urged on the Petilii,
two tribunes of the commons, to move in the senate
that Africanus should be cited to give an account of
all the
money he had received from Antiochus, toAs
gether with such spoil as was taken in that war.
soon as the Petilii had preferred their charge in the
senate, Scipio arose, and, taking a roll of papers out of

{Plin., 16, 43.) All these inconsiderable objects seem
to show how much the idea of greatness i^ attached

bosom, which had been drawn up by his brother,
he said, " In this is contained an accurate statement
of all you wish to know
in it you will find a particular account both of the money and plunder received
from Antiochus."
"Read it aloud," was the cry of the
" and afterward let it be
tribunes,
deposited in the treas-

Furthermore, he was marvellous
grace and majesty.
gentle and courteous unto them that came to him,
and had an eloquent tongue, and a passing gift to

his

;

—

" That I will not
" nor will I
do," said Scipio ;
ury."
so insult myself;" and, without saying a word more,
he tore it in pieces in the presence of all.
It is not
improbable that this tearing of his accounts furnished
his enemies with the chief advantage they subsequentNot long after this, a tribune of
ly had against him.
the name of Najvius cited Scipio to answer before the
same
to
the
charges as those which the Petilii
people
had brouoht forward, and to other additional ones of a

circumstance connected in the most distant
and the reason is, that
illustrious men
each inspires interest, and, in spite of us, claims some
No character has been celebrated
degree of attention.
with more cordial praise than that of the elder Africanus.
Besides the many rare gifts of nature that
Scipio had above all others, there was in him also, aa
to every

manner with

;

—

the old writer of his

life

words

it,

"a

certain princely

win every man. He was very grave in his gesture
and behaviour, and ever wore long hair. In fine, he
was a truly noble captain, worthy of all commendation,
and excelled in all virtues, which did so delight his
mind that he was wont to say that he was never less
idle than when at leisure, nor less alone than when
alone."
Laelius

{Cic,

was

Off., 3, 1.)

— In

his chief assistant,

all

Scipio's campaigns,

and the

man

in

whom

But the friendship
not more conspicuous
subsisting beiween them was
than that which connected afterward the son of the

he placed the greatest confidence.

one with the grandson of the other. Whether Lselius
cheered the hours of Scipio's retirement is not diswriter.
The poet
On
tinctly marked in history by any
unes took their seats at a very early hour. The ac- Ennius is known to have been held in such esteem by
cused soon after arrived, with a numerous train of him, that he ordered the statue of his learned friend to
friends and clients
and, passing through the midst of be placed on his sepulchre by his own, and the rethe assembly to the rostra, ascended without the least mains of the poet to be deposited in the same tomb.
As an instance
emotion, and, with that air of dignity and confidence {Plin., 7, 20.— Ovid, A. A., 3, 409.)
which conscious innocence and superior virtue alone of Scipio's continence, ancient authors state that the
are able to inspire, addressed the assembly as follows
conqueror of Spain refused to see a beautiful princess
" On this
after the taking of New
day, tribunes of the people, and you, Ro- that had fallen into his hands
mans, I conquered Hannibal and the Carthaginians. Carthage, and that he not only restored her inviolate
Is it becoming to spend a day like this in wrangling to her parents, but also added large presents for the
and contention 7 Let us not then, I beseech you, be person to whom she was betrothed. {Berwick's Life
TX. Lucius Corungrateful to the gods, but let us leave ikis man here, of Scipio Africanus, p. 140, seqq.)
and go to the Capitol, to thank them for the many fa- nelius Scipio. surnamed Asxalicus, accompani*^ his
vours they have vouchsafed ««." These words had brother Africanus in his expedition into Spain and Af
The tribes and all the assembly rica. He was rewarded with the consulship .\ U.C.
the desired effect.
the court was deserted, and the trib- 562, for his service to the state, and was empowered
followed Scipio
unes were left alone in the seat of judgment. Yet, to attack Antiochus, king of Syria, who had declared
when this memorable day was past and forgotten, Af- war against the Romans. Lucius was accompanied
and by his
but in this campaign by his brother Africanus
ricanus was a third time summoned to appear
he had fled before the impending storm, and retired to own valour and the counsels of the conqueror of HanThe accusation was nibal, he soon routed the cnemv, and in a battle near
his country-house at Liiernum.
and 4000
therefore stopped, and the accusers silenced, when the city of Sardes he killed 50,000 foot
settled by the submisGracchus, one of the tribunes, formerly distinguished horse. Peace was soon after
at his return
for his opposition to Scipio, rose to defend him, and sion of Antiochus, and the conqueror,
of Asiatideclared in the assembly that it reflected the highest home, obtained a triumph and the surname
He did not, however, long enjoy his prosperity.
disgrace on the Roman people that the conqueror of cus.
Hannibal should become the sport of the populace, Cato, after the death cf Africanus, turned his rancour
and be exposed to the malice and envy of disappointed against Asiaticus, and the two Petilii, his devoted adSome lime after, Scipio died in the place herents, ^presented a petition to the people, in which
ambition.
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The
similar purport.
the diflferent charges.

first

day was spent in hearing
the second day the trib-

;

:

—

;

;

;
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might be made for the pur- man armies under his father, and afterward disfrnpose of ascertaining what money had been received guished himself as a legionary tribune in the Sfiatiush
from Anliochus and from his alhes.
The petition provinces, where he killed a Spaniard of gigantic
was instantly received, and Asialicus, charged with stature, and obtained a mural crown at the sfe^e of
they prayed that an inquiry

having suffered himself to be corrupted by Antiochus,
was summoned to appear before the tribunal of Terentius Culeo, who was on this occasion created praetor.
The judge, who was an inveterate enemy to the
family of the Scipios, soon found Asialicus, with his
two lieutenants and his quaestor, guilty of having received, the Hrst 6000 pounds' weight of gold and 480
pounds' weight of silver, and the others nearly an equal
sum, from the monarch against whom, in the name of
the Roman people, they were enjoined to make war.
They were condemned to pay large fines but, while
the others gave security, Scipio declared that he had
accounted to the public for all the money which he
;

bad brought from Asia, and therefore that he was
innocent.
Notwithstanding this grave protestation,
the officers of justice were ordered to convey him to
but, while they were in the actual discharge
prison
of their duly, Sempronius Gracchus, one of the trib" that he should make
unes, interfered, and declared,
no objection to their raising the money out of his effects, but that he would never suffer a Roman general
to be dragged to the common prison, wherein the leaders of the enemy, dial were taken in battle by him,
jad been confined." When the entire property of
Lucius Scipio was seized and valued, it was found inadequate to the payment of the sum demanded and
vhat redounded to his honour was, that, among all his
;

;

was not found the trace of the smallest
conld be considered Asiatic.
His friends
and relations, indignant at the treatment he had rejffects, there

article that

ceived,

came and

offered to

make compensation

for

but he refused to accept of anything except
what was barely necessary for subsistence. VVhatevcr
was needful, says Livy, for domestic use, was purchased at the sale of his property by his nearest relations ; and the public hatred now recoiled on all who
were concerned in the prosecution. (Livy, 38, 60.)
Some time after he was appointed to settle the disputes between Eumenes and Scleucus and, at his return, the Romans, ashamed of their severity towards
him, rewarded his merit with such uncommon liberalthat Asiaticus was enabled to celebrate games, in
ity,
honour of his victory over Antiochus. for ten successX. P. Cornelius Scipio
ive days at his own expense.
Nasica was son of Cneus Scipio, and cousin to Scipio
Africanus.
He was refused the consulship, though
8U[)ported by the interest and the fame of the conquerof
Hannibal
or
but he afterward obtained it, and in
;
.lis

loss

;

;

—

that honourable office conquered the Boii, and gained
He was also successful in an expedition
a triumph.

which he undertook

Cybele was brought

in Spain.

When

the statue of

Rome

from Phrygia, the Roman senate delegated one of their body, who was the
most remarkable for the purity of his manners and the
innocence of his life, to go and meet the goddess in
Nasica was the object of their
the harbour of Ostia.
choice, and, as such, he was enjoined to bring the
to

statue of the goddess to Rome with the greatest
pomp and solemnity. Nasica also distinguished himself by the active part he took in confuting the accusations laid

Asiaticus.

who

[)assed into Africa to visit

Rome, and he was

King Mas-

the spectator of

a long and bloody battle which was fought between
that monarch and the Carthaginians.
{Yid. MasiiusSome lime after ..^milianus was made aidile,
sa.)

and next appointed consul, though under the age reThe surname which
quired for that important office.
he had received from his grandfather he was destined
He was empowered to
lawfully to claim as his own.
finish the war with Carthage ; and as he was
permuted
by the senate to choose his colleague, he took with

him

his friend Laslius,

whose

father of the

same name

had formerly enjoyed the confidence and shared the
victories of the first Africanus.
The siege of Carthage was already begun, but the operations of the
Romans were not continued with vigour. Scipio had
no sooner appeared before the walls of the enemy than
every communication with the land was cut off, and,
that they might not have the command of the sea, a
stupendous mole was thrown across the harbour with
immense labour and expense. This, which might
have dishearlcned the most active enemy, rendered
the Carthaginians more eager in the cause of freedom
and independence ; all the inhabitants, without distinction of rank, age, or sex, employed themselves
without cessation to dig another harbour, and to build
and equip another fleet.
In a short time, in spite of
the vigilance and activity of .^milianus, the Romans
were astonished to see another harbour formed, and
fifty gallies suddenly issued under sail, ready for the

engagement.

This unexpected

fleet,

by immediately

attacking the Roman ships, might have gained the victory ; but the delay of the Carthaginians proved fatal
to their cause, and the enemy had sufficient time to
prepare themselves.
Scipio soon got the possession
of a small eminence in the harbour, and, by the success of his subsequent operations, he broke open one
of the gates of the city and entered the streets, where

he made his way by

fire

and sword.

The

surrender

of above 50,000 men was followed by a reduction of
the citadel, and the total submission of Carthage, B.C.
147.
The captive city was set on fire ; and, though
Scipio was obliged to demolish its very walls to obey
the orders of the Romans, yet he wept bitterly over
the melancholy and tragical scene ; and, in bewailing
the miseries of Carthage, he expressed his fears lest

Rome,

in

her turn, in

some

future age, should exhibit

such a dreadful conflagration.
The return of .^milianus to Rome was that of another conqueror of Hannibal, and, like him, he was honoured with a magnificent triumph, and received the surname of Africanus-

He was

not long left in the enjoyment of his glory becalled to obtain fresh honours.
He was
chosen consul a second time, and appointed to finish
the war which the Romans had hitherto carried on
without success against Numantia.
The fall of Nufore he

was

mantia was more glorious
of

From

Africa.

for Scipio

than that of the

his

conquests in Spain
iEmilianus was honoured with a second triumph, and
with the surname of Numantmus.
Yet his popularicapital

was short-lived and, by telling the people that the
murder of their favourite, his brother-in-law Gracenmity against the chus, was lawful, since he was turbulent and inimical

against the two Scipios, Africanus and
also another of the same name,

There was

He

Iiitercatia.

inissa, the ally of

distinguished himself by his
Gracchi, to whotn he was nearly related.
{Paterc., 2,
1, &LC.—Flor., 2, Ib.—Liv., 29, 14, &c.)— XI. Publius JEmilianus, son of Paulus ^Emilius, the conqueror of Perseus, was adopted by the son of Scipio Africanus, being already a relation of the Scipio family,
He received
since Africanus had married his aunt.

—

ty

;

to the peace of the republic, Scipio incurred the displeasure of the tribunes, and was received with hisses

His authority for a moment quelled their turbulence, when he reproached
them for their cowardice, and exclaimed. Factious
by the assembled people.

wretches ! do you think that your clamours can intimsame surname as his grandfather, and was called idate me ? me, whom the fury of your enemies never
Africanus Oie Younger on account of his victories daunted ? Is this the gratitude that you owe to my
ver Carthage,
.^milianus first appeared in the Ro- father Paulus, who conquered Macedonia, and to me 7

the

S
Without

SCO

CI

xoere slaves.

Is this the re-

my family you
you owe to your deliverers 1 Is this your affec1
This firmness silenced the murmurs of the as-

them

to wail

upon him and

wash

to

tpect

attacked him, and treated him

tion

self

and, some time after, Scipio retired from the
tembly
clamours of Rome to Caiela, where, with his friend
Lseiius, he passed the rest of his time in innocent
pleasures and amusement, in diversions which had
and these two eminent
pleased them when children
men were often seen on the seashore picking np light
pebbles, and throwing them on the smooth surface of
the waters.
Though fond of retirement and literary
;

;

ease, Scipio often interested himself in the affairs of
stale.
His enemies accused him of aspiring to the
dictatorship, and the clamours were most loud against
him when he had opposed the Sempronian law, and

declared himself the patron of the inhabitants of the
provmces of Iiahy. This active part of Scipio was
•een with pleasure by the friends of the republic and
not only the senate, but also the citizens, the Latins,
;

and the neighbouring states, conducted their illusIt seemed altrious friend and patron to his house.
most the universal wish that the troubles might be
quieted by the election of Scipio to the dictatorship,

and many presumed that that honour would be on the
morrow conferred upon him. In this, however, the
expectations of Rom.e were frustrated
Scipio was
found dead in his bed, to the astonishment of all
and
those who inquired for the causes of this sudden
violent
on
and
marks
his
condeath, perceived
neck,
cluded that he had been strangled, B.C. 128.
This
:

;

assassination, as it was then generally believed, was
committed by the triumvirs, Papirius Carbo, C. Grac-

chus, and Fulvius Flaccus, who supported the Sempronian law, and by his wife Sempronia, who is charged with introducing the murderers into his room. No
inquiries were made after the authors of his death.
Gracchus was the favourite of the mob, and the only

atonement which the populace made for the death of
Scipio was to attend his funeral, and to show their
concern by their loud lamentations.
^-Emilianus, like
his grandfather, was fond of literature, and he is said

was accustomed

his feet.

in the

way

to treat travellers.

Theseot

that he him-

According to

Ovid, the earth, as well as the sea, refused to receive
the bones of Sciron, which remained for some time
suspended in the air, till they were changed into large
rocks, called Scironides Peine, or Sctronia Saza.
Vid. Scironides Peira>.)
(Chnd, Met., 7, 444.— AfcZa,

(

2,

13— P/m 2, 47.— Seneca, N. Q, 5, 17.)
SciRONiDKs PsTRiE orSciRONiA Saza, a Celebrated
,

or defile on the southern coast of Megaris, said to
have been the haunt of the robber Sciron until he was
destroyed by Theseus. {Eurip., HippoL, 979.
Ovid,
This narrow pass was situated, as wc
Met., 7, 444.)
learn from Strabo (391), between
Megara and Cromomyon, a small maritime town belonging to Corinth.

pass

—

The

road followed the shore for the space of several
was shut in on the land side by a lofty mountain, while towards the sea it was lined by dangerous premiles, and

Pausanias reports ( 44), that it was rendered
more accessible by the Emperor Hadrian, so that two
carriages could pass each other.
According to modern travellers, the Scironian Way, now called Kaki
1

cipices.

,

Scala, is difficult and rugged, and only frequented by
The precipices are two hours from Mepassengers.
{Chandler, vol. 2, c. 44.
gara and six from Corinth.
—Dodwell, vol. 2, p. 182.— WalpoWa Collection, vol
I, p. 332.)
ScoDRA, a city of Illyria, the capital of Gentius, situate between the rivers Clausula and Barbana.
From
the position here given to Scodra, which is that assigned by Livy (44, 31), the site of the place does not
Scodra was
precisely correspond to that of Scutari.
a place of great strength, and might easily have defended itself against the Romans in their war with
Gentius ; but, instead of offering any resistance, it
surrendered on the first approach of the enemy's forces.
In the
{Excerpt., 28, 7.)
Polybius calls it Scorda.
division of the territories of Gentius, Scodra retained
its distinction as capital of the Labeates.
{Cramcr^s

Anc. Greece,

vol. 1, p. 41.)

val-

ScoMBRUs, a mountain range of Thrace, near Rho-

uable compositions, written by Phoenician and Punic
In the midst of his greatness he died poor;

dope, and, together with the latter, forming part of the
same great central chain. Thucydides calls the name
Scomius (2, 96), but Aristotle Scombrus. {Meteorol,

to

have saved from the llames of Carthage

many

authors.

nephew, Q. Fabius Maximus, who inherited
found in his house thirty-two pounds'
and two and a half of gold.
His
liberality to his brother and to his sisters deserves the
and, indeed, no higher encogreatest commendations
mium can be passed upon his character, private as
well as public, than the words of his rival Metellus,
who told his sons, at the death of Scipio, to go and

queen of Caria,

attend the funeral of the greatest man that ever lived
XII. Q. Metellus Scipio,
or should live in Rome.
His preadopted son of Quintus Caecilius Metellus.
Metelvious name was P. Cornelius Scipio Nasica.
lus Scipio was consul with Pompey, his son-in-law,
towards the close of the year 52 B.C., the latter hav-

leum, that splendid monument to the memory of her
husband Mausolus. Scopas was employed also to
contribute one of the columns to the temple of Diana
at Ephesus, and the one which he executed was reHe seems, ingarded as the most beautiful of all.
deed, to have been scarcely, if at all, inferior to Poly-

and

his

his estate, scarce
weight of silver

;

—

1,

13.)

ScoPAs, a celebrated architect and sculptor, born in
the island of Paros, and who appears to have flourished chiefly between Olymp. 97 and 107 (B.C. 392
and 352).
It was his fortune to be employed as one
of the four artists

who were engaged

in erecting

by Artemisia,

and adorning the Mauso-

His statues were numerous among
them were, the images of Venus, Pothus, and Phaethon. Many of his compositions
were among the noblest ornaments of Rome in the
After days of Pliny.
An Apollo of his workmanship stood
sided, of course, with Pompey against Cajsar.
A Vesta seated, with two
the battle of Pharsalia he passed into Africa to Juba, on the Palatine Mount.
assembled a body of troops there along with that female attendants reclining on the ground, adorned the
His statues also of Neptune, cf
orince and Cato, and finally engaged with Cassar in Servilian gardens.
the battle of Thapsus, but was totally defeated, 46 Thetis, and of Achilles, of the Nereids riding on the
were highly prized,
B.C.
Having endeavoured to escape to the coast of mightiest monsters of the deep,
of Cneius Domituis in the
Spain, and being driven back by stress of weather to and placed in the chapel
A colossal image of Mars, and an
the African shore, his vessels were overpowered by Flaminian circus.
the fleet of P. Sithius, and he, to avoid falling into the exquisite statue of Venus, were also greatly admired
was preferred to a similar stathands of Caesar, destroyed himself.
(Appian, Bell. at Rome, and the latter
ue by Praxiteles, which has been thought to have furCiv, 2, WO.—Auct., Bell. Afnc, 96.)
Venus de Medicis.
SciRON, a celebrated thief in Attica, who plundered nished the original idea of the
Pausan , 8,
Strab., 604.
the inhabitants of the country, and threw them down {Sillig, Diet. Art., s. v.
from the highest rocks into the sea, after he had obliged 45, 4.—Plin., 36, 5, 4.)
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Metellus and Poming been sole consul previously.
pey re-established the consulship, which had been
completely prostrated by Clodius ; and the former
was afterward sent into Syria as proconsul, having

cletus or

Myron.

;

the most remarkable of

—

—

SCY

SC Y

ScoRDisci, a numerous and powerful tribe of Illythe interior of the country, and reaching as far
as the Danube.
Strabo divides them into the greater
and the less, and places the former between the Noaras
or Gurck, and the river Margus.
The latter adjoined
the Triballi and Mysi of Thrace.
The Scordisci having successively subdued the nations around them,
extended their dominion from the borders of Thrace
ria, in

to the Adriatic.
They were, however, in their turn
conquered by the Romans, though not without numerous struggles and much bloodshed. Though Strabo
classes the Scordisci with the Illyrian nations, he seems

acknowledge them as of Gallic origin: they
were probably of the same race as the Taurisci and
Carni, both Celtic people.
{Strab., 3\2.—Id., 318.—
Cramer^s Anc. Greece,
Flor., 3, 4.
Liv., Epit.y 63.
also to

—

—

and

tells of Scylax of Caryanda
being sent by that
monarch, along with others, to ascertain where the Indus entered the sea.
He makes them to have reached
the Indus, sailed down the river to the sea, and then,
continuing their voyage on the sea towards the west,
to have reached, in the 30th month, the place from
which the Phoenician king despatched the Phoenicians
to circumnavigate Africa.
Suidas
{Herod., 4, 44.)
which he has evigives a brief account of Scylax,
dently confounded different persons of the same name;
"Scylax of Caryanda, a mathematician and musician,
wrote a periplus of the coast beyond the Pillars of
Hercules, a book respecting Heraclides, king of Mylassa, a description of the circuit of the earth, and an
answer to Polybius's history.*' The periplus, which

m

remains, bearing the name of Scylax, is a brief
survey of the countries along the shores of the MediIt is terranean and Euxine, of the western coast of
ScoTi, the ancient inhabitants of Scotland.
Europe,
generally conceded that the earliest inhabitants of together with part of the western coast of Africa, surCaledonia were of Celtic origin.
According to Scot- veyed by Hanno, as far as the island of Cerne. It
tish traditions, the Scoti came from Spain, and were concludes with an account of the passages across the
one people with the Silures, who occupied what now sea, from Greece to Asia, and an enumeration of 20
answers to Wales. They first possessed themselves important islands in the order of their magnitude. A
of Ireland, which from them received the name of Sco- question has been raised as to the date of the periplus
tia, and for some time retained the appellation.
They of Scylax. The subject has been discussed by Nieafterward passed over into what was called from them buhr, in his historical and philological tracts.
{Kleinc
still

vol. 1, p. 46.)

I.— Id.,

Scotland.

MarcelL, 20,
—(Ammian.
Beda, Hht. Eccles.,
84. — Manncrt,
Mithradates,
S.

Id., 27,

1,

vol. 2, p.

1.

26, 4.—
— Adclung,

Geogr., vol. 1,

92, seqq.)
ScHiBONiA, a daughter of Scribonius, who married
Augustus after he had divorced Claudia. He had by
Scribonia was
her a daughter, the celebrated Julia.
pt. 2, p.

some time after repudiated that Augustus might marry
Livia.
She had been married twice before she became the wife of the emperor. {Suet., Vit. Aug., 62.)
Scribonius, I. L. Libo, a Roman historian, author
of Annals cited by Cicero {Ep. ad Att., 13, 31).
II. Largus Designatianus, a physician, born at Rome,
In A.D. 43 he accompanied
or in the island of Sicily.
the Emperor Claudius on his expediton into Britain.
He was a physician of the Eclectic school, and wrote
As this
a treatise De Compositione medicamentorum.

—

work

written in very inferior

is

Latin,

some critics
composed in

have supposed that it was originally
ScriboGreek, and afterward translated into Latin.
nius has copied from Nicander, and has also derived
many absurd and superstitious remedies from other
medical writers.
The best edition of this work is that
of Rhodius, Patav., 1655, 4to.
ScoLTENNA, a river of Cisalpine Gaul, rising on the
northern confines of Etruria, and flowing from the east
It is now the Panaro.
of Muiina into the Padus.

{Strab, 218— Lir., 41, 12)
SuYi.AciuM, a Greek city, on the coast of the Bruttii,
in a southwest direction from Crotona, and communicating

its

name

to the adjacent gulf (Sinus Scylacius).

According to Strabo, it was colonized by the .Athenians under Mnestheus but he neither mentions the
time, nor the circumstances which led to its establishment.
{Strab. ,3Ql.) Servius, however, observes,
that these Athenians were returning from Africa {ad
;

a later period it received a Roman
Scylacium was the
{Veil. Patcrc, 1, 15.)
colony.
It is now Squillacc.
The
birthplace of Cassiodorus.

Myi

,

3, 552).

At

navifragum is applied by Virgil to this place.
Heyne considers the appellation to
{JEn., 3, 553.)
allude to the rocky and dangerous shore in its vicinity,
or else to the frequent storms which prevailed in this
epithet

quarter,

between Tria Promontoria lapygum and CoCramer^s Anc. It{Heyne, ad Virg.,l. c

—

cinthum.

aly, vol. 2, p. 398.)
ScYLAX, a celebrated

geographer and mathematician

He is noticed by Herodotus
Df Caryanda in Caria
in a passage where the latter speaks of various discoveries made in Asia by DariusJ son of Hystaspes,
1204

historische

und

philologische. Schriften, p. 105, seqq.)
stated the opinions of former critics, and
rejected the argument derived from the omission of
the city of Rhodes (which was founded 408 B.C.), on
account of the corruption of the text, Niebuhr re-

Having

first

marks that the proofs of its date are partly positive
and partly negative, viz., derived either from the notice of or a silence respecting certain towns.
By posit is shown that this work was written
itive

arguments,
by negative that

after,
date.

The

it was written
before, a certain
uncertain interval being thus narrowed by

different historical proof,

Niebuhr determines

that this

{Foreign Reperiplus was written about 360 B.C.
Letronne has subsequently
view, vol. 4, p. 193.)
written on the same subject {Journal des Savans,
Fcvr. Avr. et Mai, 1825), and has pronounced the
periplus of Scylax a compilation, in which the materials of different writers and times have been made use
of.
In this opinion Miiller coincides.
{Etrusker,\o\.

Clinton {Fasti Hellenici, pt. 2, p. 664)
1, p. 159.)
thinks that Suidas confounded him with the more ancient Scylax, who wrote, according to him, after Pothe opinion of Voslybius, B.C. 146, and he considers
sius most probable, that the extant work is an epitome

This periplus has reached us
of the ancient Scylax.
The best editions of Scylax are,
in a corrupted state.
that of Hudson, in the Geographi Greed Minores;
and that of Gail, in his edition of the same writers.
Paris, 1826, vol.

1, p.

151, seqq.

ScvLLA, I. a daughter of Nisus, king of Megara,
who became enamoured of Minos as that monarch
IL A
{Vid. Nisus.)
besieged her father's capital.

—

fearful

monster, of

whom

mention

is

made

in

the

Having escaped the Sirens, and shunned
the Wandering Rocks, which Circe had told him lay
Odyssey.

beyond the mead of these songsters, Ulysses came to
the terrific Scylla and Charybdis, between which, the
She said
goddess had informed him, his course lay.
{Od., 12, 73, seqq ) he would come to two lofty cliffs
which
he
must
between
pass.
opposite each other,
One of these cliffs towers to such a height that its
summit is for ever enveloped in clouds, and no man,
even if he had twenty hands and as many feet, could
In the middle of this cliff, she says, is a
ascend it.
cave facing the west, but so high that a man in a ship
to it with a bow.
passing .under it could not shoot up
In this den dwells Scylla {Bitch), whose voice sounds
like that of a young whelp; she has twelve feet and
six long necks, with a terrific head, and three rows of
Evermore she stretches out
close-set teeth on each.

S C

Y

8C Y

these necks and catches the porpoises, scado^'.", and
other large animals of the sea which switn hy, and out
of every ship that passes each mouth lakes a man.

opposite rock, the goddess informs him, is much
A wild fig-tree
lower, lor a nian could shoot over it.
its branches down to the wagrows on it, stretching
"
divine Charybdis" three times each
ter ; but

The

[.lenealh,

It is much
day absorbs and regorges the dark water.
more dang^erous, she adds, to pass Charybdis than Scylla.
.As Llysses sailed by, Scylla took six of his crew
and when, after he had lost his ship and companions,
he was carried by wind and wave, as he floated on a
;

wreck between the monsters, the mast by
which he supported himself was sucked in by Charyband
he
held
dis,
by the wild fig-tree till it was thrown out
Such is the earagain, when he resumed his voyage.
liest account we have of these monsters, in which,
indeed, it may be doubted if Charybdis is to be regarded as an animate being.
The ancients, who were so
anxious to localize all the wonders of Homer, made
the Straits of Messina the abode of Scylla and CharybThe whole fable has been explained by Spallandis.
zani, according to whom Scylla is a lofty rock on the
part of the

—

Calabrian shore, with some caverns at the bottom,
which, by the agitation of the waves, emit sounds resembling the barking of dogs. The only danger is
when the current and wind are in opposition, so that
vessels are impelled towards the rock.
Charybdis is
not a whirlpool or involving vortex, but a spot where
the waves are greatly agitated by pointed rocks, and
the depth does not exceed 500 feet.
{Spallanz., 3,

—

Homer

the mother of Scylla is named Cra124), but her sire is not spoken of.
Stesichorus called her mother Lamia {Eudocia, 377) ;

In
p. 99.)
taeis
{Od., 12,

Hesiod

said she

was the daughter of Phorbas and Hec-

Arcesilaus said,
{Schol. ad Apoll. Rhod., 4, 82S)
of Phorcys and Hecate {Schol. ad Od., 12, 85)
others asserted that Triton was her sire.
{Eudocia, 377.)
ate

;

;

Later poets feigned that Scylla was once a beautiful
maiden, who was fond of associating with the NereThe seagod Glaucus beheld and fell in love with
ids.
her, and, being rejected, applied to Circe to exercise
her magic arts in his favour.
Circe wished him to
transfer his affections to herself
and, filled with rage
at his refusal, she infected with noxious juices the
water in which Scylla was wont to bathe, and thus
transformed her into a monster.
{Ovid, Met., 14, 1,
seqq.
Hygin., fab., 199.) According to another account, the change in Scylla's form was effected by
Amphitrite, in consequence of her intimacy with Nep;

—

tune.

{Tzetz. ad Lycophr.,

said to have been a

650)

woman who

Charybdis was
oxen of Her-

stole the

who was, in consequence, struck with thunder by Jupiter, and turned into a whirlpool.
{Serv.
ad JEn., 3, 420. Keightley's Mythology, p. 271, seqq.)
Scvi.L.«UM, a promontory of Argolis, opposite the
Attic promontory of Sunium, and said to have derived
its name from Scylla, the
It
daughter of Nisus.
formed, together with the promontory of Sunium, the
entrance of the Saronic Gulf, and closed, also, the

cules, and

—

of Hermione.
(Slrab., 373.)
ScYMNOs, a Greek geographer, a native of Chios,
who flourished about 80 B.C., during the reign of
Nicomedes II., king of Bithynia.
He dedicated to
this monarch his work entitled Periegesis
(Tlepi^yijaiq), or Description of the World, written in Greek

Bay

We have remaining of this the first 741
and fragments of 236 others, which together

Iambics.
lines,

form, according to the critics, not more than a fourth
part of the entire work.
Scymnus informs the mon-

arch that he has collected and abridged, for his use,
all the information he found scattered
among various
writers respecting the establishment of colonies, the
of
&c.
He
to
cities,
founding
proposes
give, first, an
account of all that is clear and well ascertained in geographical knowledge

;

while he promises to treat, in

what is obscure, in orhave a concise outline
of the geography of the day.
This work, which has
little mt rit as a poem, is somewhat more valuable at
a geographical treatise
the information it gives respecting the establishment of the Greek colonics is
particularly useful ; but in some other respects it is
not very accurate.
This production, together with
the fragments (which we owe to the labours of Hoia separate part of ^the work, of
der that Nicomcdrs may thus

;

may be found

stenius),
phers, of

Hudson,

Gail,

the minor

in

Greek geogra

<Scc.

ScYRiAS, a name applied to Deidamia as a native of
{Ovxd, A.,

Scyros.

ScYRos, an

\,

682.)

island of the

iCgean Sea, northeast of
Eubosa, and now called Scyro.
Thucydides informs
us that its first inhabitants were Dolopians, who were
afterward expelled by the Athenians (1, 98).
It is to
this early period that wc must assign the advcntnret
of Achilles and the birth of Neoptolemus.
{Strabo,

437.)

Here Theseus was

said to have terminated his

existence, by having fallen, or been pushed down a
Scyros, according to
precipice.
{Lycophr., 1324.)
Strabo, was also celebrated for its breed of goats and
its quarries of varied marble, which vied with those of
In the geographer's time it
Carystus and Synnada.
in great request at Rome for public edifices and
other ornamental purposes.
(Strab., AZ7.
Plin.,36,
26.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 453.)
the
inhabitants
of
ScvTHiE,
( Vid. Scythia.)
Scythia.

was

—

—

ScythTa, a general name given by the ancient
Greeks and Romans to a large portion of Asia, and divided by them into Scythia intra and extra Imcurrt,
that is, on either side of Mount Imaus.
The Scythians have been considered by some writers as the same
people with the Gomerians, and as being the descendTheir name
ants of Gomer, the eldest son of Japhet.
is derived
by some from the Teutonic schetcn or schuten, or the Gothic skiuta, all signifying "to shoot,"
this nation being very expert with the ^ow.
(Compare
Jamieson's Hermes Scythicus, p. 6.) Others make
it
equivalent to the Latin potatores ; others, again,
derive it from shakhaa, "a quiver;" while a fourth
class deduce the term from the Persian Ssagh, "a
dog," and suppose it to have been applied by way of

This last opinion, however, to say nothing
of the others, is decidedly erroneous, since the dog
was held in high estimation among the Persians, and
ranked among the good animals of Ormusd. (Plut.,
contempt.

de Isid.
a

It was
Osir., p. 369. F, p. 514, Wytt.)
also of faith, and especially of the hope of an

et

symbol

immortal existence, and holds a conspicuous place,
therefore, on sepulchral monuments.
(Compare CrcuSir William Jones
zer, Symbolik, vol. 1, p. 752.)
likewise indulges in some speculations on this subject
{Asiatic Researches, vol. 2,
in

his

Erdkuvde

however, appears
nation.

p.

401), as well as Ritter

(vol. 2, p. 729).
to furnish the most

Von Hammer,
ingenious expla-

.According to this learned Orientalist, the wri-

ters of the East, and, more particularly, the work entitled Schahnameh, refer what the Greeks tell us conto the Turks and
cerning the incursion of the Sacae,
and even the very fesSsakalib, as they are styled
tival which the Greeks term to. luKOia is found in the
;

ancient Persian calendar as a day set apart to comHence
memorate a victory gained over the Turks
Von Hammer proposes to read Tot'pyovf for 'Aftovp-

These Turks
yiovc in the text of Herodotus (7, 64).
are the same, according to the German scholar, with
the Turanians, and with the Ssakalib of the Schahnameh ; and this name Ssakalib, from Ssaklab or
with what
Scoklob, presents a remarkable coincidence
Herodotus slates respecting the Scythians (4, 6), that

As in Herodotus,
call themselves 1ko?.6toi.
are said to be the
therefore, the Sacae and Amyrgii
the Turks and the Ssasame, so in the Schahnameh
they

kalib are identical.

This same term Ssakalib
1205

will

SED

SE

turnish also the root of the name Slavi ; and if the theory of another writer be admitted, the Saxones will be

descended from the Saca?.

—The

(Compare Bdhr,ad

Ctes.,

account of the Scythian race
given by Herodotus, who states, as has
already been remarked, that they called themselves by
p. 97.)

earliest detailed

is

The appelthe general name of Scu/oti (IIkoXotoi).
lation of Scythians {I,Kv6ai) originated with the Greeks
Their primitive seats were in the
along the Euxiue.
but, being driven from these
Vicinity of the (Jaspian
by the Massagetae, they migrated to the countries
around the Tana'is and north of the Euxine, and the
;

head settlement of tiie race, according to Herodotus,
was now between the Tana'is and Borysthenes. Only
a few tribes attended to agricultural pursuits and had
fixed abodes
the greater part were of nomadic habits, and roamed about in thtir wagons, which served
them for abodes. These last subsisted on the produce
Herodotus divides them
of their flocks and herds.
;

into

Royal Scythians (BaaMjiot ZKv6ai), the Noma-

dic Scythians (Nofidde^), and the Agricultural {TeupBesides these, there were other tribes living to
yoi).

the west of the Borysthenes, and separated from the
main body of the race, such as the Callipodce and
Alazanes.
Until the time of Ptolemy, but little was
knoAn respecting the Scythians except what had been

J

when he crossed these lofty mountains to ii vadc Italy
Their capital was afterward called civilas Scdunorum,
now Sio7i. They appear to have sent out numerous
colonies, in quest, no doubt, of a milder climate.
Hence we

name

find tribes of this

in various
places.

{CcEs., B. G., 3.)

Sedusii, a
the Rhenus.

German nation on the northeast bank of
They are named in conjunction with the

Marcomanni, and are supposed to have been situate
between the Danube, the Rhine, and the Necker
{Nicer).

Segesta, a town of Sicily. {Vid. ^gesta.)
Segni, a people, with a town of the same name, in
A small town, called Signei, points out
Belgic Gaul.
the place which they once inhabited. {Cces B. G 6.)
,

Segobriga, the

capital of the Celtiberi, in

,

Hispania
Accord-

Tarraconensis, southwest of Ca?saraugusta.
ing to Reichard, it is now Priego ; but the actual position is much disputed.
(Compare Ukerf, Geogr.y
vol. 2, p. 459.)
I.
a town of Hispania TarSego.n'tia or SeguntIa,
raconensis, in the territory of the Celtiberi, and to the

—

west of Caesaraugusta.
Hispania Tarraconensis,

II.

A

city of the Arevaci, in

now Siguenza.

{Itin. Ant.,

436, 438.)
a city of Hispania Tarraconensis, in the

Segovia,
In the farthest part of the territory of the Arevaci, towards
It is now Segovia.
Herodotus, the southwest.
{Plin., 3,4.)
had changed its name to that of Sarmatia (compare
Skjanus, .^Lius, a native of Vulsinii, in Etruria,
His faPlin., 4, 12), and the northern part of Asia above the and prime minister to the Emperor Tiberius.
Saca5 and beyond Sogdiana, with an indefinite extent ther was Seius Strabo, a Roman knight, commander
The of the praetorian guard in the reign of Augustus. His
towards the east, was now denominated Scythia.
range of Mount Imaus was considered as dividing this mother was descended from the Junian family.
Sejaextensive region into two parts, and hence arose the nus was at first one of the train of Caius Caesar, but
two divisions of Scythia intra Imaum and Scyth- he afterward gained so great an ascendancy over Tiia extra Imaum, or Scythia within and without the berius, that the emperor, who was naturally of a susThe former of these, Scythia intra picious temper, was free and open with him, and, while
range of Imaus.
Jniaum, had the following limits assigned to it: on he distrusted others, he communicated his greatest sethe north, unknown lands; on the east, Imaus; on the crets to this fawning favourite.
For eight years did
south, the Sacae. Sogdiana, and Margiana, as far as the this unprincipled man retain an undivided influence
mouth of the Oxus, and the Caspian Sea to the mouth over the mind of the emperor and during that period
of the Rha ; on the west, Asiatic Sarmatia.
Scythia he contrived to procure the death or banishment of alextra Imaum had the following boundaries: on the most every person who might have checked his prognorth, unknown lands ; on the west, Imaus ; on the ress to the possession of imperial power, which was
and on the east, Serica. The the object of his treacherous ambition. The death of
south, a part of India
Scythians made several irruptions into the more south- Drusus, the son of Tiberius, was effected by him and
to him also is
ern provinces of Asia, especially B.(X 624, when they the adulterous Livilla {vid. Drusus II.)
attributed the death of the two eldest sons of Germaniremained in possession of Asia Minor for 28 years.
ScYTHOPOLis, a city of Judaea, belonging to the half cus, and the banishment of their mother, the celebrated
tribe of Manasseh, on the west of and near to the Jor- Agrippina.
The younger son, Caligula, escaped, in all
dan.
Its Hebrew name was Bcthsan, Bethshean, or probability, in consequence of his almost constant resiIt was called Scythopolis, or the city of dence with the army
But the master-stroke of poliBethshan.
the Scythians, as the Septuagint has it (liUvduv TroXif. cy by which Sejanus strove to secure his object, was
Judges, 1, 27). from its having been taken posses- his persuading the emperor to remove from the cares
sion of by a body of Scythians in their invasion of Asia and dangers of Rome, and to indulge his passions in a
Minor and Syria. It is now Bysan or Baisan. {Plin., retirement where he would have none around him but
Ammian. MarcclL, 19, 27. Joseph Ant., 5, the depraved ministers of his vices. Tiberius accord5, 18.
\.—£d ibid., 12, 12.— W., Bell. Jud., 3, 4.)
ingly retired to Capreue, where he abandoned himself to
H. The name was com- the most disgusting and unnatural indulgences, leaving
Sebaste, I. vid. Samaria.
mon to several cities, as it was in honour of Augustus. Sejanus at Rome, in possession of all but the name of
To this base and bloody favourite the
Sebaste {ledaar//, sc. iroXig) is the Greek form for imperial power.
obtained

from the narrative of Herodotus.

days of Ptolemy, Scythia, as

known

to

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

,

—

Ausrusta,

sc.

urbs.

town of the Delta

Egypt, north
of Busiris, and the capital of the Sebennytic nome.
The modern Semenud corresponds to its site. {Plin.,

Skbennytus,

a

in

6, 18.)

Sebetus, a small

river of

Campania, now the Mad-

dalona, falling into the Bay of Naples, whence the epithet Sebelis, given to one of the nymphs who frequented its borders, and became mother of CEbalus by
Telon.
{Virg., JEn., 7, 734.)
Sedktani, a people of Spain, supposed to have been
the same with the Edetani.
{Vtd. Edetani.)
Seduni, a nation of Gaul on the south bank of the
of
Lemanus. They opto
the
east
Lacus
Rhodanus,
posed Hannibal near the very summit of the Alps,
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senate displayed the most degrading servility ; the people gave him honours second only to those of the emand the sceptre itself seemed on the point of
peror
Already were his statues set
{)assing into his grasp.
;

up by the Romans in their dwellings, in public places,
and in temples, along with those of the reigning family,
when Tiberius, in an interval of sobriety (he was now
almost always intoxicated), either of himself perceived
the pass to which matters had come, or was made
aware of the real views of Sejanus by his own suit for
the hand of an imperial princess, the adulterous widow
of Drusus ; or finally, as Josephus states, was informed of his plans by a billet from Antonia, the widow of
the

emperor's brother.

management

of Tiberius,

The whole demeanour and
when he had formed the res-

SEL

SEL

man who had hitherto been
con6danl and all-powerfiil minister, is
After a singuadmirably described by Dio Cassius.
lar course of dissembling, by which he withheld his victo
tim from proceeding
extremities, he sent Macro
with full powers to arrest Sejanus. put him to death,
and take his place. The decree of arrest was accordolution of destroying the

his all-intrii8ted

ingly read in the senate ; Sejanus was enticed into the
senate-house, by the pretext that Macro was the bear-

er of a letter, by virtue of which the nunister was to
receive the dignity of tribune; and, l>eing instantly
condemned, was dragged through the streets, and put
to death with the utmost ignominy, by those who, a
few hours before, had followed him with acclamations.
The execution of Sejanus was followed by that of his
innocent children, relations, and even distant connexions.

The numerous

persons crowded into the

pris-

ons as friends of Sejanus were, without any judicial
proceeding, massacred en masse, and even their bodies

were subjected
Tacit., Ann.^ 4,

to
1,

—

{Suet., Vit. Tib.
indignities.
Id. ib., 5.
Dio Cass., 58,

seqq.

—

—

parture of his army, prevented at this time the tota«
That fate befell it under Vfr*
destruction of the city.
A general of
ru8, the colleague of Marcus Aurelius.

notwithstanding a friendly reception from the in>
habitants, destroyed the city under the pretext of it«
{Eutrop., 8, 5
having violated its faith.
Caploltn.,
his,

Some idea of tlM
may be formed from

)

circumstance that even at this period 400,000
The ruins of
{Oros., 8, 15.)
prisoners were taken.
Seleucia, and those of Ctesiphon on the opposite side
of the river, are called by the Arabs at tne present
day Al Modain (El Madeien). or "the two cities.**
the

{Manner t, Geogr.,

vol. 6. p.

397, *«oy

,

part

2.)— II,

A

Accity of Susiana, in the territory of the Elymaei.
cording to Sirabo, it was subsequently called Solyce
(SoAvKjy), and lay on the river

744— P/m.,

6,

27.)— III. A

Hedyphon.

{Strabo,

city of Cilicia

Trachea,
a short distance to the north of the mouth of the Calywas
founded
Seleucus
It
cadnus.
Nicator, and is
by
sometimes called, for distinction' sake, Seleucia Trachea.

9, seqq.)

—

—

Dio Cass., 71, 2
Verua, c. 8.
size of the place in its best days

(Steph.

Byz

s. v.

,

— Amm. Marceli,

14,

2.)—

Vid. Argyra II.
Sklkmnus.
IV. A city in the northwestern part of Pisidia, south
Sklbng, the sister of Helios, and the same with of Amblada. It was sometimes called Seleiuia FerLuna or the Moon. According to another view of rea, and ad Taurum. {Hieroci, p 673 ) V. A city
the subject, she was the daughter of Helios, the lat- on the coast of Pamphylia, west of Side, and coinci-

—

ter being regarded as the source of light.

{Eurip.,
Phcen., 178, seqq —Nonnus, 44, 191.) A third view
makes her the mother by him of the four Seasons.

Smym.,

(Quint.

In one of the Ho10, 334, seq.)
is called the
daughter of Pallas,

meric hymns Selene
son of Megamedes.

It was said that Selene was enamoured of Endymion, on whom Jupiter had bestowed

the boon of perpetual youth, but united with perpetual sleep ; and that she used to descend to him every
night, on the summit of Mount Latmus, the place of
his repose.
She bore to Jupiter a daughter named
Pandia; and Hersa (Dew) was also the offspring of the
King of Heaven and the Goddess of the Moon. {Horn.

—

32, 15.
Alcman, ap. Plut., Qvccsi. Nat.,
In explanation of this last legend it may be remarked, that the moon was naturally, though incorrect-

Hymn.,
24.)

and nothing, thereregarded as the cause of dew
was more obvious than to say that the dew was
the progeny of the moon and sky personified after the
usual manner of the Greeks.
The name Selene
i^eX^vTj) is plainly derived from treAof, brightness, and
is one of the large family of words of which eXa or
fA?/ {Helle, Germ.), may be regarded as the root.
ly,

;

fore,

—

iKeightley'' s

Mythology, p. 61, seq.)
Selkucia, I. a famous city of Asia, built by Seleurus, one oi Alexander's generals, and situate on the
western bank of the Tigris, about forty-five miles
It was the
north of ancient Babylon.
capital of the
Macedonian conquests in Upper Asia, and is said to
have been the first and principal cause of the destruction of Babylon.
Pliny reports (6, 26) that the inten-

tion of Seleucus was to raise, in opposition to Babylon,
a Greek city with the privilege of being free.
Many
ages after the fall of the Macedonian empire, Seleucia
retained the genuine characteristics of a Grecian col-

ony, arts, military virtue, and the love of freedom.
Its population consisted of 600.000 citizens, governed
by a seriate of 300 nobles. The rise of Ctesiphon,

however, in its immediate vicinity, proved injurious to
but it was fated to receive its death-blow
Seleucia
from the hands of the Romans. The inhabitants had
ever shown themselves friendly to the latter people,
and had yielded them very effectual aid in their expeditions against the Parthians
and yet a general of
the Emperor Trajan's plundered and set fire to the
The cause of this severe treatment is unplace.
known it may have been that the inhabitants, accustomed to self-government, were restless under the
yoke of their new allies. {Dio Cass., 68, 30.) The
»udden death, however, of Trajan, and the rapid de;

;

:

—

A

VI.
probably with the Syllon of Scylax
of Apamene, not far from the city of Apamea.
It was sometimes called Seleucia ad Belum.
{Fliny,
VII.
5, 23.
Hierocles, p. 712.)
city of Syria,
on the seacoast, near the mouth of the Orontes,
and southwest of Antioch. It was called Seleucia
Pieria, from Mount Pierus in its vicinity, and wa»
founded by Seleucus. The city was strongly fortiBrowne
fied, and had a large and secure harbour.
identifies Seleucia with Suadea, the port of Antioch,

ding
city

—

—

about four hours distant from

A

it.
Others give the
{Strabo, 751.
Poly b., 5,
59.— Mela, 1, \2.— Pliny, 5, 18.)
SELEUciDiE. a surname given to the dynasty of Seleucus, comprising the monarchs who reigned over
The first of these
Syria from BO. 312 to B.C. 66.

modern name

as Kepse.

—

dates gives the commencement of the reign of Seleucus Nicator. the founder of the dynasty. The last
date gives the time when Pompey reduced Syria unSome compute the era of the
der the Roman sway.
Seleucidoe from B.C. 301, the date of the battle of

(Consult Vaillant, Seleucidarum Imperium^
1732.
Reineccius, Familra Seleucidarum^
Wittenb., \57l.—Clintim, Fast. HcU., vol. 2, p. 308,

Ipsus.

Horag.,

—

seqq.)

Seleucis, a division of Syria, which received

its

the founder of the Syrian emAlexander the Great. It was
pire, after the death of
called Tetrapolis from the four cities it contained,

name from Seleucus,

called also sister cities

;

Seleucia, Antioch, Laodicea,

and Apamea.

"
Seleucus, I. surnamed Nicator, or the Conquerwas the son of Anliochus, a general of Philip's.
He served from early youth under .\le.tander, accomthe companied him to Asia, and there had commonly
mand of the elephants. After the death of that monarch he was appointed to the command of the cavalry,
or,"

and, on the second division of the provinces, received
He was at first on
the government of Babylonia.
and acknowledged his
friendly terms with Antigonus,
taken offence at some
authority ; but the latter having

Seleucus fled to Ptolemy in Egypt.
which he had collected from
Returning with an army
various quarters, Seleucus recovered the possession of
his departure, fallen into the
Babylon, which had, after
and the citizens of the place
hands of Antigonus
had made
themselves, by whom his mild government
him much beloved, aided him in effecting this (B C.
JNicanor and Evagoras, the governors of Media
312).
and Persia, immediately took up arms in behalf of
1807
slight provocation,

;

SELEUCUS.

SEL

Aritigonus, the latter himself and his son Demetrius
But Seleucus,
person.
being too far distant to act
having planted an ambuscade, surprised the hostile

oeen weakened by the Romans when he became a
monarch, and the yearly tribute of a thousand talents
to these victorious enemies concurred in
lessening hi«
power and consequence among nations. Seleucus
was poisoned after a reign of twelve years, B.C. 17.5.
His son Demetrius had been sent to Rome, there to
receive his education, and he became a
prince of
V. The fifth, succeeded his father
great abilities.
Demetrins Nicator on the throne of Syria, in the

m

the night, and gained a complete victory.
the recovery of Babylon by Seleucus, the historians of all nations, except the Chaldaeans alone,
date the era of the Seleucidae, or dynasty of Seleucus,

camp
Prom

in

in Upper Asia.
A temporary absence of Seleucus in
Media, where he was prosecuting his conquests, left
Babylon at the mercy of the enemy, and Demetrius,
by rapid marches, was enabled to regain possession of
It; but his subsequent departure, and the return of Seleucus, soon restored things to their fortner condition.
Seleucus now carried his victorious arms into Persia,
Bactria, Hyrcania, and many other countries of Upper
Asia, and, on account of the rapidity of his conquests,
assumed the title of NicaCor, and with it that of king,
in imitation of the other successful generals of Alex-

—

twentieth year of his age.
He was put to death in
the first year of his reign by Cleopatra, his mother,
who had also sacrificed her husband to her ambition.
He is not reckoned by many historians in the number
of the Syrian monarchs.
VI. The sixth, one of the
Seleucidae. son of Antiochus Gryphus, killed his uncle

—

Having united subsequently with Ptolemy,
Cassander, and Lysimachus against Aniigonus, and
the latter having lost his life in the defeat at Ipsus,
the kingdom of Syria, Armenia, Mesopotamia, Catalonia, and a part of Asia Minor, were added to the
possessions of Seleucus, and he became the greatest
and most powerful of all the generals of Alexander.

Antiochus Cyzicenus, who wished to obtain the crown
He was some time after banished from his
kingdom by Antiochus Pius, son of Cyzicenus, and
fled to Cilicia, where he was burned in a palace by
VII. A prince of Syria, to
the inhabitants, B.C. 93.
whom the Egyptians oflfered the crown of which they
Seleucus accepted it, but he
had robbed Auletes.
soon disgusted his subjects, and received the surname
of Cybiosactes, for his meanness and avarice.
He
was at last murdered by Berenice, whom he had mar-

He now

ried.

ander.

built Antiochia, calling

his father, and

made

it

name

after the

of

the capital of his dominions.
Many other cities, too, were erected in other quarters.
The great power of Seleucus having caused at first
uneasiness, and afterward having given rise to a conit

monarch sought to draw
Demetrius to his side, by giving him in marriage his
daughter Stratonice, and intrusting him with an army.
But jealousy towards his son-in-law soon induced Seleucus to deprive him of his new command, and hold
him in confinement until his death. Seleucus after
this took up arms against Lysimachus, at the urgent
federacy against-him, this

entreaties of the friends of Agaihoclcs, son of Lysimachus, whom the father had put to death on a false

His
charge brought against him by his stepmother.
real motive, however, was the removal of a dangerous
neighbour aud in this he was completely successful
for, having invaded Asia Minor, he defeated and slew
;

;

Lysimachus in the battle of Coinpedion (B.C. 281).
Ptolemy Soter had died above a year before this battle

took place, and Seleucus

now remained

alone of

of Syria.

—

Ski.ge, the largest and most powerful of the cities
of Pisidia, situate north of the Eurymedon. It is said
by some of the ancient writers to have been founded

—

by a Lacedaemonian colony. {Slrabo, 57t>.
Dionys.
Pericg., v. 960.—Slcph. Byz., s. v.—Folyb., 5, 76.)

The

probability, however, is, that this was a mere supposition, grounded upon the valour of the inhabitants,
since, independent of the difficulty of establishing a

colony in an inland and mountainous country, amid
rude and savage tribes, we find Arrian expressly styling the inhabitants of Selge Barbarians, when making mention of an embassy sent by them to Alexan-

{Exp. Alex I, 28, i.) In a later age, however, we find the people of Sclge laying open claim to
the honour of a Spartan origin, and even adding to

der.

,

—

medals the name of Lacedaemon. The city was
and the inhabitants very warlike.
They could
bring into the field, according to Strabo, an army of
2(),()00 men (Strab
570), and they maintained their
their

large,

,

independence

Macedonian captains, the fellow-soldiers and princes in the
He became ardently desirous quently paid a
friends of Alexander.
all

the

and reigning

in a country
where he had first drawn breath ; but his schemes
assassination.
As
he
was on his
frustrated
were
by

of revisiting Macedonia,

Macedon, he was murdered by Ptolemy Ceexpatriated prince of Egypt, who wished to
himself the Macedonian throne
and he
C. 280, in the 73d year of his age, and the
11. The second of the name, surreign
named Callinicus, succeeded his father Antiochus

march

to

raunus, the
obtain for
thus fell B
32d of his

;

—

taken prisoner by the Parlhians, and retained by
the period of his death, which
fall from his horse in
hunting,
The
HI.
B.C. 226.
third, succeeded his father Sewas
the
in
latter
He was
while
leucus II.,
captivity.
aurnamed Ceraunus (" thunderbolt"), an ostentatious
and unmerited title, as he was a very weak, timid, and
He was murdered by two of his
irresolute monarch.
officers after a reign of three years, B.C. 223, and
bis brother Antiochus, though only fifteen years oid,
ascended the throne, and rendered himself so celebraIV. The
ted that he acquired the name of the Great.
fourth, succeeded his father Antiochus the Great on
He was surnamed Philopator,
the throne of Syria.

them ten years, until
was occasioned by a

—

—

or,

according to Josephus,
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Soter.

His empire had

a

long

period against the petty
the Romans they subse-

To

vicinity.

stipulated

sum

to live

for pci-mission

but under the
under their old republican institutions
weak cm[)erors after the time of the Antonines they
rendered little more than a mere nominal obedience.
At a later period we read of its effectually resisting an
army of the Goths. {Zosimus, 5, 15.) Mr. Fellows
describes some splendid ruins, which he considers to
;

be those of Selge.

—{Asia Minor,

p. 172, seq.)
I'eA/vovf, -ovvro^), I. a large
and flourishing city of Sicily, situate on the southern
shore of the western part of the island, and in a southIt was founded, acwest direction from Lilybseum.

Selinus

He attempted to
Theos on the throne of Syria.
make war against Ptolemy, king of Egypt, but his
fleet was shipwrecked in a violent storm, and his ar- cording
mies soon after conquered by his enemy. He was at Megara
last

for

{-nntis.

Thucydides (6, 4), by a Doric colony from
or Hybla, on the eastern coast of Sicily, a
hundred years after the establishment of the parent
city, which latter event took place about the eighteenth Olympiad.
(Compare, however, the remarks
to

—

Selinus
of Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p 370.)
soon became a rich and powerful city, in consequence
of the fertile territory in which it was situated, and
was engaged in almost continual wars with the neighor Segeste.
The weakness
city of yEgesta

bouring

of the latter place induced its inhabitants to call in
the aid of Carthage, which power gladly availed itself of an opportunity of meddling in'the affairs of the
island.
ly sent,

ance of

A

powerful Carthaginian army was according-

and Selinus, notwithstanding the brave
its

inhabitants,

resist-

was taken, plundered, and

a great measure destroyed.

{Diod. Sic. , 13, 42.

—

in

i<i..

SEM

SEMIRAMIS.

About 10,000 men fell in the sirgo or during
13, 57.)
the slaughter that fullowod the taking of the place,
led away to Carthage into slavery, 2600

5000 were

fled to Agrigentum, and many wandered about the adSelinus would seem, from this acjacent country.
count, to have been a city of more than 30,000 inhabitants.
The Carthaginians afterward allowed the fugitives to return to their ruined city, and again inhabit

—

A

short time before his death,
{Dtoi., 13, 59.)
Dionysius the elder, of Syracuse, made himself master
of Selinus ajid the edjaccnt places, but they all, not
it.

shepherds of Ninus, found her and brought her up it
his own child.
Semiramis, when grown up, married
Mcnones, iho governor of Nmeveh, and was present
at the
siege of Bactra, where, by her advice and di
rections, she hastened the king's operations and look
the city.
The monarch, having seen and become en*
amoured of Semiramis, asked her of her husband, and
offered

nes,

him

his

daughter Sosana instead

;

who

Ninus

Mcnowhen
hung himbut

terjderly loved his wffe, refused, and,
had added threats to entreaties, he

No sooner was Menones dead than Semiramis
The married Ninus, by whom she had a son called Ninyas.
long after, reverted to their former posse.ssors.
Carthaginians at last, during the first Punic war, feel- Not long after this Ninus died, and Semiramis became
Another account, however,
ing the ditrjcuUy of maintaining this post, transferred sole ruler of Assyria.
the few remaining inhabitants to Lilybajum, and Seli- makes her to have put Ninus to death.
Accordmg
nus was destroyed. (Diod. Sic, 24, 1.
Mannert, to this latter statement, Semiramis, having secured
vol.
the
9, pt. 2, p 370, scq(/.) A dcscripiion of the
Gcogr.,
co-operation of the chief men of the state by gifu
ruins of Selinus may be found in Hoare's Classical and promises, solicited the
king to put the sovereign
The ruins exist near what power in her hands for five days. He yielded to her
Tuur, vol. 2, p. 78, seqq.
is called Torre di I'olluce, and,
to
and
Sir
all
the
R.
request,
according
provinces of the empire were comHoare, their modern afipellation is Pilieri del Castcl manded to obey Semiramis.
These orders were exVetrano.
II. A city of Cilicia Trachea, the most
ecuted but too exactly for the unfortunate Ninus, who
westerly place in that province with the exception of was put to death, says this account, either immediateIts site was on a
Laertes, and situated on ihe coast.
ly, or after some years' imprisonment.
Semiramis,
rock surrounded by ihe sea, at the mouth of the river on attaining to sovereign power, resolved to immorSelinus.
The Emperor Trajan died here and from talize her name, and with this view commenced the
him the place took the new name of Trajanopolis. building of the great city of Babylon, in which work
Liv., 33,20.)
The modern name is she is said to have employed two millions of men,
{Strabo, mi.
Selenti.
Its territory was called Selentis.
{Man- who were collected out of all the provinces of her vast
She visited every part of her dominions, and
nert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2. p. 85. j
empire.
a
town
of Laconia, northeast of Sparta, left everywhere monuments of her greatness.
To
SKLL.tsi.^,
and commanding one of the principal passes in the render the roads passable and communication easy,
situate
she
mountains
and
It
was
near
hollowed
filled
the
of
confluence
the
and
wacountry.
up valleys,
CEnus and Gongylus, m a valley contined between ter was conveyed, at a great expense, by large and
two mountains, named Evas and Olympus. {Polyb., convenient aqueducts to barren deserts and unfruitful
It commanded the only road by which an
2, 6.)
army plains. She was not less distinguished for military
could enter Laconia from the north, and was, there- talents, and reduced many neighbouring and also disIndia, in particular, felt
fore, a position of great importance for the defence of tant nations under her sway.
the capital.
At length, being plotted
Thus, when Epaminondas made his at- the power of her arms.
tack on Sparta, his first object, after forcing the passes against by her son Nu)yas, and recalling to mind a
which led from Arcadia into the enemy's country, was response which she had received some time before
to march directly upon Sellasia with all his
of Ammon, she voluntarily abdicated
troops. from the oracle
{Xen., Hist. Or., 5, 5, 17.)
Cleomenes, tyrant of in favour of her son, and immediately disappeared from
Some said that she was changed
Sparta, was attacked in this strong position by Antig- the eyes of men.
onus Doson, and totally defeated after an obstinate into a dove, and that several birds of this species havthe
conflict.
No modern traveller ing alighted upon
palace, she flew away along
{Pohjb., 2, 66, seqq.)
Hence, according to the legend, the dove
appears to have explored the. site of Sellasia.
{Cra- with them.
was held sacred by the Assyrians. Semiramis is said
mer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 221.)
Sklleis, a river of Elis, in the Peloponnesus, rising to have lived 62 years, and to have reigned 42 years.
in Mount Pholoe, and falling into the sea below the {Diod Sic, 2, 4, seqq.— Val. Max., 9, 3.
Herod,
Peneus.
Near its mouth stood the town of Ephyre. 1,
Mela, 1, 3.—Patcrc 1, 6.— Justin, 1, 1,
— For an account of Se&c.
{Strabo, 337 )
Propert., 3, 11. 21.)
Sklvmbria, a city of Thrace, founded by the Me- miramis altogether different from the received one,
garensians at a still earlier period than Byzantium. consult the work of Cirbied and Martin, Recherches
Herodot., 6, 33.) Curieuses sur VHistoire Ancienne, cap. 17, p. 176,
{Scymn c. 714.
Scylax, p 28.
The name of its founder, the leader of the colony, was seqq. The legend of Semiramis serves to connect
self.

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

185—

—

—

,

—

,

—

That
Selys (S^Avf), at least, Strabo explains the name by together the Assyrian and Syrian mythologies.
^7/Xovg TTolig (" the city of Selys"), the term bria be- she was an historical personage seems extremely doubt"
of
so
her
wears
evall
that
is
related
a city."
It became a
ful, inasmuch as
ing the Thracian word for
There appears, indeed, a
flourishing city, of considerable strength, and for a long idently the garb of fiction.
time defended itself against the inroads of the Thra- very striking resemblance between the account given
of Semiramis and the Hindu fable of Mahadevi and
It fell
cians, and the attempts of Philip of Macedon.
at last, however, into the hands of this monarch.
Parvadi as detailed in the Puranas, and both narraIt
sank in importance after this event.
With the com- tives have probably emanated from the same source.
mon people in the Doric dialect, the form Saiambria The very name, too. would seem to favour this idea,
was used
The writers of the middle ages give Se- for Semiramis becomes in Sanscrit Sami-Ranusi or
The hi, ''qua Sami arborem edit.'' Others, however,
lybria. from which comes the modern Selivria.
and make the term Semircity changed its name at a late period to that of Eu- give a different etymology,
" a wild dove" {columbam
feram mondoxiapolis, in honour of the wife of the Emperbr Ar- amis denote
it as
cadius.
equivalent
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 7, p 173, seqq )
tanamque), and a third class regard
"
or
Somtr, the SyrSkmele, a daughter of Cadmus by H^rmione, the to the mother of doves" {Semtr
"
The
and
a dove,"
Arms).
iac for
worship of dovea
{Vid. Bacchus.)
daughter of Mars and Venus.
SkmirXmis, a celebrated queen of Assyria, daughter among the Syrians and Assyrians is well known, and
of the goddess Derceto by a young Assyrian.
She appears to lie at the base of the whole fable. (Conwas exposed in a desert, but her life was preserved sult Voss., Idoloi, 1. 23. Creuzer, Symbo'ik, vol. 8,
bv doves for one whole
Von Hammer, Fundgrubtn des Orient*,
till Simmas, one of the
D 70, seoq.

—

70

year,

^

^^

—

—

J209

SEM
209.— Id., ad

vol. 1, p.

Dalberg, ad Schcik
1

10, seqq.

—

B'dhr,

SEN

Schinn.,

vol. 1, p. 36, n. 4.

—

Mohammed, Fanis Dabislan,

ad Ctes.,

415.)

p.

— Regarded as a
p.

matter of authentic history, the narrative of Semiramis

This is fully
presents many chronologjcal difficulties.
apparent m the discrepance that exists among various
writers relative to the era of her reign.
Thus, for example, if we adopt the traditions which Clesias, Di-

Italians.

—

^VIII.

Another, called

Frumentaria, by C.

Sempronius Gracchus.

It required that corn should
among the people, so much to every individual, for every modius (or peck) of which it was
required that they should only pay the trifling sum of a

be distributed

—

M

semissis and a triens.
IX. Another, de Usura, by
Sempronius, the tribune, A.U.C. 560, long before the
time of the Gracchi.
It ordained that, in
lending
odorus Siculus, Justin, Eusebius, and Georgius Syn- money to the Latins and the allies of Rome, the Rocellus have followed as their guides, Semiramis will man laws should be observed as well as
among the
have been anterior to Augustus at least eighteen cen- citizens. The object of this law was to check the
turies ; while, on the other hand, Larcher makes her fraud of usurers, who lent their money in the name of
to have been the wife of Nabonassar, and to have ex- the allies at higher interest than what was allowed at
ercised sovereign sway during the latter years of that Rome.
X. Another, de Judicibus, by C. Sempronius
It required that the
prince's reign, when he was prevented from ruling by Gracchus, A.U.C. 630.
right of
a severe malady.
Chro- judging, which had been assigned to the senaiorian
{Larcher, Hist, d' Herod.
be
should
transferred
from
them
to
the
Roman
nol., vol. 7, p. 171.)
order,

—

—

Skmnones,

called by Strabo 'Se/nvuveg, by

'LtfivovEg, by Velleius

Semnones.

citus

Ptolemy

Paterculus Senones, and by Ta-

They were

a

German

nation, and,

according to Velleius Paterculus (2, 106), the Albis
or Elbe separated their territories from those of the
Hermunduri
while, from Ptolemy's account, they
would seem to have inhabited what is now Brandenburg.
They originally formed a part of the kingdom
of Maroboduus, but afterward separated from it along
with the Langobardi.
Manneri is of opinion that the
;

name of Semnones was given by the German tribes,
not to a single nation, but to all the nations in the vicinity of the Elbe, from whom the more southern Germans were descended. (Ggo^r., vol. 3, p 334.) The
Semnones must nol be confounded with the Senones,
a Celtic race who settled on the coast of Umbria.
(

Vid. Senones.)

Sbmones, an

inferior class

of divinities, such as

Priapus, Silenus, the Fauns, <Scc.
They were called
Semoncs (i. e., semi- homines) from their holding a
middle kind of rank between gods and men.
Certain
deified heroes were also included under this appellation.

(Ovid, Fast., 6, 213.)
I. a Roman matron,
daughter of Scipio
Africanus the elder, and mother of the two Gracchi.
II. A sister of the Gracchi, and
(Fjrf. Cornelia III.)
wife of the younger Scipio Africanus.
She was suspected of having been privy, along with Carbo, Gracchus, and Flaccus, to the murder of her husband.
The name of Sempronia was common to the females
of the families of the Sempronii, Scipios, and Gracchi.
Skmpro.via Lex, 1. de Magistrattbus, by C. Sempronius Gracchus, the tribune, A.U.C. 630, ordained
that no person who had been legally deprived of a
magistracy for misdemeanours should be capable of
This law was afterward rebearing an office again.
II. Another, dc Civitaie, by the
pealed by the author.
It ordained that no capital judgsame, A.U.C 630.
ment should be passed over a Roman citizen without
III. Another, de Comitiis, by
the order of the people.
It ordained that, in giving
the same, A.U.C. 63.5.
their votes, the centuries should be chosen by lot, and
not give it according to the order of their classes.
IV. Another, de Provinciis, by the same, A.U.C. 630.
It enacted that the senators should appoint provinces
V.
for the consuls every year before their election.

Sbmpkonia,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Another, called agraria prima, by T. Sempronius
Gracchus, the tribune, A U.C. 620. {Vid. Agrariae
VI. Another, called agraria altera, by the
Leges.)
It required that all the ready money which was
same.
found in the treasury of Attains, king of Pergamus,
who had left the Romans his heirs, should be divided

—

—XI. Another,

Mililaris, by the same. All C.
enacted that the soldiers should be clothed at
the public expense, without any diminution of their
usual pay.
It also ordered that no
person should be
obliged to serve in the army before the age of seven-

knights.

630.

It

teen.

{Plut., Vit. Grace.)
father

Sempronius, the
Gracchus )
Sena, I. Julia, a

of the

Gracchi.

(Vid.

city of Etruria, to the east of
designation Julia implies a colony
founded by Julius or Augustus Csesar.
It is mentioned by Tacitus {HtsL, 4, 45) and Pliny (3, 5).
The
modern name is Sie7ina.
II. A city of Umbria in
on
the seacoast, northwest of Ancona, and near
Italy,
It was a settlement
the mouth of the river Misus.
made by the Galli Senones, after their irruption into
The Romans colonized it after
Italy, A.U.C. 396.
they had expelled, or, rather, exterminated the Seno-

Volaterrae.

The

—

A.U.C. 471 {Polyb., 2, 19), but, according to
Livy {Epit., 11), some years before that date.
During
the civil war between Sylla and Marius, Sena, which
sided with the latter, was taken and sacked by Pompey.
{Appian, Civ. Bell., 1,88.) The modern name
is Senigaglia.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, \o\ 1, p. 258.;
Seneca, I. M. Ann^eus, a rhetorician and orator,
born at Corduba, in Spain, of equestrian family, about
58 B.C.
He came to Rome, where he contracted an
intimate friendship with Porcius Latro, and where he
taught rhetoric and oratory until his fifty-second year
He then returned to his native city, and married Helvia, a female distinguished for her beauty and talents,
who made him the father of three sons, L. Annaeus
M. AnnoRus Novatus, who,
Seneca, the philosopher
having been adopted by Junius Gallio, took the name
of Junius Annaeus Gallio, and was, as propraetor of
and
Achaia, the judge of St. Paul (Acts, 18, 12)
AnnaBUs Mela, the father of the poet Lucan.
After
the birth of his three sons, Seneca went back to Rome,
and there passed the remainder of his life.
have
two works of this writer remaining, one entitled Suasoriarum liber i., the other Controversiarum libri x.
Each of these contains passages from discourses which
had been pronounced on various occasions, and from
debates which had taken place in the schools, in his
nes,

;

;

We

presence, between the most celebrated rhetoricians.
subjects of these were fictitious causes or questions, proposed for discussion by the professors, such

The

"Shall Alexander embark on the
Shall the three hundred Spartans at Thermopylae, after being abandoned by the other Greeks,
"Shall Cicero apolobetake themselves to flight 1"
as the following:

ocean T'

—"

—

—

monarch should be farmed
Roman censors, and the money drawn from

Marc Antony 1" "Shall Cicero consent to
burn his works, if Antony insists upon the sacrificed'
&LC.
Seneca addressed these works to his sons. We
discover in them some fine thoughts, and some traits
but they are filled, at the same time,
of eloquence

VII.
people.
Another, de Civifate Ilalis danda, by the same, that
the freedom of the state should be given to all the

with subtle refinements and frigid declamation
Neither of
see plain indications of a declining taste.
these productions is complete.
They have been often

among
with

and

all

the poorer citizens of Rome, to supply them
the various instruments requisite in husbandry,

that the lands of that

out by the
thence should be divided

1210

among

the

—

gize to

—

;

We

,
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printed along with the works of Seneca the philosoand the best of the editions thus given is that of
Heinsius, Amst., 1620, 8vo.
separate edition appeared from the Bipoiit press in 1783, 8vo ; and in
pher,

A

1831, from the Pans press, by Bouillct, forming part
of the collection of Lemaire.
From some researches
of Niebuhr, ho would seem to have been the author
also of a history.
(Niebuhr, ad Cic, Liv. el Senecee,
II. L.,
celebrated
fragm., p. 104, Rom, 1820 )
Roman writer, sun of M. Annaeus Seneca, the rheto*

—

A

and Helvia, born at Corduba.

rician,

in the

He was

third year of the Christian era.
his father removed to

young when

son received his education.

became

>«ion

his choice

The

when he

second or
still

Home, where
oratorical

very
the

profes-

attained to years of

Miaturity, arid he plead in several causes before the
The frantic Caligula, who was jealpublic tribunals.

ous of every species of

talents, sought to destroy him.
but spared his life, it is said, when it was represented
to him that Seneca's health was feeble, and that he
He afterwould, in all probability, be only short lived.
ward attained to the qusstorship. In the first year of
the reign of Claudius, Messalina, who hated him, had
Seneca implicated in the accusation of adultery which

was brought against the paramours of Julia, daughter
of Germanicus, and caused him to be banished to the
island of Corsica, where he passed eight years of seclusion.
Agrippina, the second wife of (Claudius, recalled
to

him from banishment, and appointed him

The

Nero, in conjunction with Burrhus.

tutor

latter

was

prince's instructer in military science, and
endeavoured to communicate his own sedateness and

the

young

Elegant accomplishments, taste
gravity of manners.
for the arts, and polite address were Seneca's provother
ince.
tutorial employment, he comAmong
posed Nero's speeches.
for Claudius,
to Tacitus.

The

was unfortunate

first,

a funeral oration

in its effect,

according
Nero's next harangue,
{Ann., 13, 3 )
does
Tacitus
Seneca,
by
though

probably also written

not say so, gave universal satisfaction.
It was delivered on his first appearance in the senate, and promised a reign of moderation.
Dio Cassius says that
this address was ordered to be engraven on a pillar of
solid silver, and to be publicly read every year when
the consuls entered on their office.
Seneca soon obtained an exclusive influence over his pupil, and engaged Annseus Serenus, who stood high in his esteem
and friendship, to assist him in the means, not very

—

creditable, of preserving his ascendancy, by supplying
Nero with a mistress, and persecuting his patroness

Agrippina, whose indignation rose above all restraint.
Tacitus puts into her mouth a few emphatic words,
said to have been uttered in the emperor's hearing.
They have been finely imitated and expanded by Raand Gray, in his
cine, in his tragedy of Britannicus
short fragment of Agrippina, has done little more than
translate Racine.
Agrippina regained a temporary influence, and succeeded in punishing some of her accusers and rewarding her friends.
Among the promotions obtained by her was that of Balbillus to the
;

It seems strange that a person so
province of Egypt.
highly spoken of by Seneca should have been patronised by Agrippina at this juncture.
It was not till

—

Suillius had too justly upbraided, but, at the same time,
coarsely reviled Seneca, that the latter incurred any
large portion of popular censure.
Among the grounds
on which Suillius attacked him were those of usury,
That he was avaricious is beavarice, and rapacity.
all question
but his practices must have been
exorbitant to justify so violent an invective as that

yond

;

recorded by Tacitus, and where Suillius charges him
with having amassed 300,000,000 sesterces.
{Ann.,
The only historical anlhority on which Sen13, 42.)
eca's memory is loaded with the charge of usury, is
that
Dio, who says that the philoso})her had placed
very large sums out at interest in Britain, and that his

J

vexatioM and unrelenting demands of payment had
been the cause of inxurrections among the Britons.
But Dio's veracity has been suspected un some occasions ; and as for the colour given to the impniation
by the psssage quoted from Tacitus, it must be remembered that it occurs as proceeding from the inoutb
of an enraged enemy.
These imputed faults could
scarcely escape a hint from Juvenal, atihough he had
made use of him before as a contrast to Nero, sod
seems generally favourable to his character. Seneca's share in the death inflicted on Agrippina by hei
son, and a strong suspicion that he drew up ihc palliaThe
tive account of it, bears still harder on his fame.
savage mode of the assassination, and the meanness
of the posthumous honours paid to her, a circumstance

—

of infinitely more importance than modern ideas attach to it, as affecting the future happiness and condition of the departed spirit, reflect incredible disgrace
on all concerned. Retribution soon overtook these
unworthy compliances with the will of a wicked master.
Nero, to whom, in the usual descent from bad to
worse, the slightest infusion of virtue was an offence,
listened to evil counsellors, and with complacency allowed the most respectable of his adherents to be traHe
duced, and among them, in particular, Seneca.
was charged with having exorbitant wealth, above
the condition of a private citizen, and yet, with unappeasable avarice, grasjjing after more ; his rage for
popularity was represented as no less violent ; he was
accused of courting the affections of the people, and,
by the grandeur of his villas and the beauty of his
In
gardens, hoping to vie with imperial splendour.
matters of taste and genius, too. and especially in poetic composition, he had the hardihood to become the
The skill of the pnnce,
rival of his imperial master.
moreover, in the management of chariots, was reported
to be with him a matter of raillery.
{Ann., 14, 52.)

much reason to believe that his numerous
extensive gardens and great riches, whetted
His speech to the emthe edge of these accusations.
his wealth and
peror, in which he offers to resign all
power, and asks permission to retire, is a fine specimen of apologetic eloquence. His admissions confirm Dio's account of his immoderate riches ; but the
historian probably exaggerates when he imputes the
There

is

too

villas, his

insurrection in Britain to his exactions.

From

this

time he avoided the court, and lived an abstemious
His works, however, show
life in constant danger.
that he was more useful in retirement than while fillHe devoted himself to philosophy,
ing high offices.
natural and moral.
Nero now sought his destruction
and Piso's conspiracy, to which he was supposed lo
;

be a party, gave an opportunity.
{Tac, Ann., 15,
Kis death took place in the following
60, seqq.)
manner Sylvanus the tribune, by order of Nero, surrounded Seneca's magnificent villa, near Rome, with
a troop of soldiers, and then sent in a centurion to achim with the emperor's orders, that he should
:

quaint
On the receipt of this command,
put himself to death.
he opened the veins of his arms and legs, and then
was put into a hot bath this was found ineffectual ;
at his time of life, says Tacitus, the blood was slow
and languid. The decay of nature, and the impoverused himself, left him in
ishing diet to which he had
He ordered the vessels of his legs
a feeble condition.
.After that operation be
and joints to be punctured.
Lest his sufbegan to labour with excruciating pains.
the constancy of his wife, oi
should
:

overpower
ferings
the sight of her afflictions prove too much for his sensiinto another room. He
he
bility,
persuaded hor to retire
called for his secretaries, and, as life was ebbing away,
with

pain,
Fatigued at last
and exhausted, he requested his friend Suhe
had
skill
tius Anna;us, who.^e fidelity and medical
often experienced, to administer a draught of hemlock.
was swallowed, but without any immediate
The potion
^
1211

dictated his final discourse.

worn

out.
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He then desired to be placed in a warm bath, particular poison (hemlock) which was given to crimand, the vapour soon overpowering him, there breathed inals at Athens, shows that philosophical ostentation
his last.
Ju- adhered to him even in the agonies of death ; for he
Seneca's wife was permitted to live.
venal bestows high commendation on Seneca, and had thus expressed himself in one of his letters ; "ctother ancient authors as well as Juvenal-, who was a cuta magnum Socralem fecit : Catoni gladium asserdiligent reader of Seneca's works, have been lavish of lorem libertatis cxtorque, magnam partem detraxeru
their praises.
Martial takes many occasions of men- glorice."
{Ep. 13.) His character and love of Stoical paradox are admirably delineated by
tioning him with some commendatory epithet.
Massinger,
did St. Jerome saint him"?
The reason is thus ex- who had considered him well and, though the quamtin
a
to
and
studied
communication
Mr. ness
plained by Dr. Ireland,
point of his manner had rendered him
"The writer to almost indiscriminately acceptable to the readers and
GifFord while translating Juvenal.
whom you refer seems to have used the term without writers of that period, the shrewd old dramatist had
much consideration. In Jerome's time, it was applied thoroughly appreciated him where he was weak as
to Christians at large, as the general distinction from well as where he was strong.
It remains that we
^he pagans.
He
Indeed, it was given to those who had consider Seneca as a philosopher and an author.
not yet received baptism, but who looked forward to was the principal ornament of Stoicism in his day, and
therefore called candidates for the faith. a valuable instructer of mankind.
when comit, and were
If,
[t could be
only a charitable extension of this term manded to die, neither he nor his nephew Lucan mainthat led Jerome to place Seneca
among the sancti ; tained to the utmost the dignity of philosophy, the in<br he still calls him a stoic philosopher.
The case is, firmity of human nature may plead as the excuse.
that in ihe time of St. Jerome certain letters were ex- Some little vanity may appear on the scene of Seneca's
but there was nothing cowardly and notant, which were said to have passed between Seneca dissolution
and St. Paul.
In one of these the former had ex- thing inconsistent.
As a writer, he was exactly made
To say
f)ressed a wish, that he were to the Romans what of that stuff which invites to controversy.
effect.

—

—

Why

;

—

—

;

Paul was to the Christians.
This Jerome seems to
nave interpreted as an evangelical sentiment.
He
therefore placed Seneca among the ecclesiastical wri,ers and saints ;
in other words, he presumptively

him a

Christian, though not born of Christian
sketch of Seneca's life here given,
when checked by the authorities, will not warrant his
Being ranked in any respect with the first Christian
<tyled

parents."

— The

that his style is faulty is to say no more than that he
lived after the Augustan age.
But perhaps our admiration of pure style, and our desire, by constant conto
templation,
impregnate our own with the same spirit,

makes us

is

instructive and valuable

too exclusive.

We shall

if

lose much that
we determine to read

Tacitus and
nothing which is not perfectly written.
Juvenal, as well as Seneca and Lucan, are beyond the
jvorthies.
His early career was confessedly irregular pale of best Latinity. Yet who would relinquish the
Mr. Hodgson thinks that Quinind licentious.
This, if sincerely repented of, might possession of either.
l:e
But his conduct after his recall, ma- tilian's character of Seneca is nothing short of absolute
forgiven.
He asks why he should have been so
king allowance for the calumny and wholesale libel of condemnation.
the times, was, to speak of it in measured and negative scrupulous in omitting Seneca's name, while he examThat his philo- ined every different style of eloquence, if he intended
terms, not altogether commendable.
The
sophical professions had some occasional influence to attack him at the close of his discussion.
on his imperial pupil; that they did a little towards spirited and poetical annotator of Juvenal is right in
stemming the torrent of profligacy with the people for his estimate of Seneca to a certain extent ; but sure'y
a time, we are willing and desirous to concede
but he bears a little hard on Quintilian, as he avers that
that the practice of the preacher too frequently coun- the great critic does on his client.
In various passateracted the tendency of his preaching, it would be ges Quintilian will be found to bestow no faint praise
uncandid to deny.
Of the later political delinquen- upon Seneca. Suetonius, in his Caligula, gives the
cies he was unquestionably innocent.
With respect contradictory opinions of the emperor and the public
fo Piso's conspiracy, it was the current report at rather than his own.
The decision of Aulus Gellius
Rome, that the conspirators, after having employed is unfavourable, but his verdict is comparatively of
Piso to get rid of Nero, meant to destroy Piso him- little importance, though the anecdotes in his miscelbut the lany pleasantly fill up many an hiatus in the small talk
self, and raise Seneca to the vacant throne
{Malkiii's Classical Disquisiconception of such a scheme could have been nothing of classical literature.
short of madness.
Seneca was at the time old and tions, p 286, seqq.) The works of Seneca that have
infirm; and his tampcrings in conduct with the virtue come down to us are the following: 1. De Ira, "On
which he rigidly taught, and with the self-denial he stoi- Anger," in three books. Lipsius concludes, from a
cally enforced in his writings as what the wise man could passage of this treatise, that it was composed in the
whence it would follow that this is
undeniably exemplify, had rendered him too unpopular time of Caligula
to make the tenure of the empire safe in his hands the earliest of the productions of Seneca, since it is asfor the shortest period of time
In respect of this certained with sufficient certainty that all the others
:

;

—

;

But his personal
charge he was shamefully treated.
biography, on the whole, has an unfortunate tendency.
Whatever may be thought of his excellences or defects as a writer, or of the caricature and priggishness
of the Stoic sect, he was in his writings an earnest, a
highly -pretending, and apparently a sincere advocate
of ascetic severity.
When the professions of such

were composed under Claudius and Nero. The inference drawn by liipsius, however, has been disputed.
The work itself is well written, and contains sjme

persons are belied by their lives and conduct, the interests of society cannot fail to suffer.
If his ministry
was corrupt, his behaviour under Nero's frown was
not magnanimous.
It is true, he did not abandon his
but his resignation was lip-deep
literary pursuits
and his exaggerated affectation of sickness under infirmity, his anxiety about diet and fear of poison, show
that his fine reasoning and great calmness when doomed to die, his excellent discourses and ostejitation of
firmness, had more of theatrical exhibition than of nat-

to his mother during his banishment to Corconsole her not only under the misfortune that
had befallen her in his sentence, but under all that had
It is well written, and
ever been experienced by her.
is that one of his works which inspires the reader with
most esteem for the moral character of the author. 3.

;

ural

and self-possessed
1212

;

reality.

His calling

for the

good reasoning, blended, however, with some exaggeration as regards the principles of the porch.

—

2.

Dt

" On
Consolatione, ad Helviam matrem,
Consolation,
Seneca addressed
addressed to his mother Helvia."
this

work

sica, to

—

Consolatione, ad Polybium, "On Consolation, adThis piece was written, acdressed to Polybius."
cording to the generally-received opinion, during the
third year of Seneca's banishment, to a freedman of

De

Claudius named Polybius, who had

lately lost a broth-

SEN
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man

of great promise.
It contains some
but is unworthy of coming from the pen
of
the
account
of Seneca, on
gross flattery with which
,t abounds.
Diderot, in his Essay on the Life of Senthe
attacked
has
eca,
authenticity of the work, and
Kuhkopf, one of the latest editors of Seneca, has foler,

a young

fine passages,

lowed
ciam.

—

same path. 4. De Consolalione, ad MarAnother consolatory epistle to a friend who

in the

It is a
lost her son.
touching and eloquent piece,
and was written under Claudius, after the return of
Seneca from eiile. 5. De Frovidentia, site quare

had

—

"

On
bonis viris viala accidant, cum ait Providentia,
Providence, or why, if there be a superintending ProvIt is not a general
idence, evils happen to the good I"
on Providence, but merely an attempt to
and refute the cavils and murmurs
The piece ends with recomof the discontented.
dissertation

justify Providence,

mending suicide to the unfortunate as their last refIt was written under the reign of Nero, and
uge
!

forms part of a complete treatise on ethics, of which
Seneca speaks in his letters, 6. De Animi Iran" On
This work, writSerenity of Mind."
quillitate,
ten soon after the return of Seneca to Rome, has not
It is preceded by
the usual form of his productions.
a letter of Annaeus Serenus, in which that friend
depicts to Seneca the disquietude, and disgust of life,
which torment him, and requests his advice. Seneca
replies, and shows the mode in which this mental mal7. De Conslantia sapienady may be combated.
" Of
tiSf sive quod in sapientem non cadit injuria,
the firmness of the sage, or proof that the wise man
can suffer no injury." This work is based on the
principles and paradoxes of the porch. It is addressed
" On Clem8. De Clemenlia,
to AnnsBus Serenus.
Addressed to Nero. It was in three books,
ency."
and was composed during the second year of the
The subject is rather the mild adprince's reign.

—

—

—

A

ministration of government.
great part of the secThe diction in this
ond, and the third book, are lost.
work is simpler and nobler than in the other works of
"
On the shortness
9. De Brevitale vita,
Seneca.

—

—

Addressed to Paulinus, the father, or else
of life."
the brother of Seneca's second wife, and who filled
Seneca recomthe station of Prtcfcctus Annonce.

mends him

to

renounce his public employments

in

a

to that in which he urges Sespirit directly contrary
These contradicrenus to engage in public affairs.

of Seneca. —

tions sometimes occur in the works
De Vita Beata. " On a Happy Life."

—

10.

Addressed

11. Dc Olio aut
10 Gallio, the brother of Seneca.
" On the Leisure or Retirement
fccessu sapienlis,

The first twenty-seven chapters are
of the Sage."
Some critics believe that it formed part of
wanting.
" On Benefits."
12. De Benejiciis,
the preceding.
Seneca treats, in this fine work, of
In seven books.
the manner of conferring benefits, and the duty of
him who receives them, and collaterally of gratitude
It was written at the close of Seneand intrratitude.
ca's life, when he had retired from the court of Nero
13. One hundred and
to the solitude of his villa.
twenty- four letters, addressed to Lucilius Junior.
Though Seneca has given to these pieces an epistolary form, they are rather moral treatises on various
find in them many excellent maxims,
subjects.
nnd a real treasure of practical philosophy. They
were written during the later years of Seneca, after

—

—

We

—

14. 'AjroKoTiOKvvduai^,
retirement from court.
'•The Metamorphosis into a Gourd." A Varronian

his

It is
Satire, directed against the Emperor Claudius
unworthy a philosopher like Seneca, and in very bad

—

cases it will be found that they have
anticipated mod*
• The
ern discoveries.
theory of earthquakes," says
" as
Humboldt,
given by Seneca, contains the germe
of all that has been stated in our own times concernthe
action
of elastic vapours enclosed in the inteing

—aux
Wo

rior of the globe."
{Voyage
les, vol. I, p. 313, ed. 4io.)

conlries equinoxiA-

have also, in the
Seneca to St. Paul,
philosopher, which were at

early editions, fourteen letters of
or of the apostle to the

one time received as genuine, but are now regarded
as spurious.
And yet St. Jerome and St. Auguslme
cite them, without
expressing the least doubt as to
their authenticity.
It may be remarked, moreover,
that an old tradition in the church makes an intimate
friendship to have subsisted between St. Paul and
Seneca.
This tradition can scarcely be regarded as
mere fable, and derives considerable support from the
singular resemblance that has been found to exist between many passages from the writings of these dis(Consult Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
tinguished men.
vol. 2, p, 446, seqq.)
Neither is there anything imThe
probable in this tradition as regards the time.

apostle is supposed to have arrived in Rome in the
The praetorian prefect allowed
spring of 61 A.D.
him to occupy a separate dwelling, with a soldier for
a guard.
This prefect was Burrhus, the friend of Seneca
and the latter, it is very natural to suppose,
heard of the new-comer through him.
Seneca, indeed, may have received some information respecting
the apostle at an earlier period ; for the
propraetor of
Achaia, before whom St. Paul was brought at Corinth,
was Seneca's own brother, who, having passed by
adoption into another family, had taken the name of
Junius Annaeus Gallio.
The Roman governor could
;

to

some mention of
—make
There
some

the apostle in his
tragedies ascribed
to Seneca.
Quintilian supposes that the Medea is his
while, according to others, the Troades
composition
and the Hippolj/tus were also written by him. and the

hardly

fail

letters

home.

are also

;

Agamemnon, Hercules Parens,

Tkycstes, and Hercuin (Eta, were composed by his father.
Lipsius
has imagined that the Medea, which he regards as the
best of these tragedies, was written by Seneca the
philosopher, and that the rest were the productions of
another of the same name, who lived in the time of
les

Most critics, following the first part of the
Trajan.
hypothesis of Lipsius, assign the Medea to Seneca,
but they likewise ascribe to him the Hippolytus,
Agamemnon, and Troades ; and some of them give
this latter piece the preference to the Medea.
The
remaining tragedies they consider to be the productions of various writers, appended to the tragedies of
Seneca by editors or copyists.
As to these compositions,

it is

hardly possible to find a really good tragedy
All, even the Medea, are defective in

among them.

plan and in the management of the piece ; they are
full of declamation.
all barren of action and
find in them, it is true, occasional bold thoughts, and
expressions approaching the sublime, but they are often misplaced.
They are modelled after the Greek
tragedies, but are very far from being good copies, and
are generally fatiguing by reason of the exaggeration
and emphatic tone which reign throughout. 'I'he best
editions of Seneca are, that of Lipsius. Anlv
IB.W,
fol. (the best of his five) ; that cum notis variorum,
8vo
that
3
vols.
of
at
Amsterdam, 1672,
printed
Ruhkopf. Lips., 1797-1811. 5 vols. 8vo ; of the phil5
osophical works, that of Bouillet, Paris, 1827-30,
vols. 8vo, forming part of the collection of Lemaire

We

,

;

The

best editions of the trogedies separately are. that

Naturalium Qucestionum libri vii., "Sev- of Gronovius, Lugd. Bat 1661, 8vo; that of Baden«
and that of Pierrot, Paris,
en books of Questions on Nature." Independently of Lips., 1821, 8vo, 2 vols.
the importance of the subjects discussed, the work 1829-32, 3 vols. 8vo, forming part of Lema ire's coltaste.

15.

,

;

has the accidental merit of making us acquainted with

lection.

the point to which the ancients carried their scientific
In some
iveearches without the aid of instruments.

Senones, I. a nation of Gallia Transalpina, who,
under the conduct of Brennus, invaded Italy and pii1S13

SE R

SER

»ged Rome.

They afterward settled in TJmbria, on
the coast of the Adriatic.
After some years of conflict with the Romans they were expelled, or rather
exterminated, A.U.C. 471.
{Polyb., 2, 19.)
Livy,
however, makes the date of this event some years earII.
of
lier.
{Liv., Epit., 11.)
people
Germany.

—

A

{Vid. Semnones.)

Septimius I. orTiTus Skptimius, a Roman knight,
intimate with Horace, and to whom the latter addressHe appears, from the
ed one of his Odes (2, 6).
words of Horace on another occasion {Epist., 1, 3, 9,
seqq.), to have been a votary of the Muses ; and, according to one of the scholiasts, he composed lyric
None of his productions have
pieces and tragedies.
reached us.
II. Aulus Septimius Severus, a Roman

—

who

poet,

He was

flourished under Vespasian.

high-

ly esteemed for his lyric talents, but none of his pieces
have reached us.
One of his poems was entitled
Opuscula Ruralia or Opuscula Runs, consisting of
several books
another was called Falisca, in which
;

he sang the praises of his villa among the Falisci.
The metre of this poem was peculiar in its kind, each
line being composed of three dactyls and a pyrrhic.

Wernsdorff ascribes

to

him the Moretum, a poem

{Burmann,ad Anthol.

to Virgil.

commonly assigned

—

Lat., lib. 1, ep. 27.
Wernsdorff, Poet. Lat. Min.,
vol 2, p. 247, seqq.)
III
Septimius, the translator of the work of Dictys Cretensis into Latin, and

—

who

lived

Q

the time of the

in

Emperor Dioclesian.

(Vid. Dictys I)

now

G,

\.—Id.

ib., 8,

87.)

a people of Gallia Transalpina,

whose

ter-

the Seine.

Sequani,

(Cas., B.

1,

iEdui and Lingones,
»nd was separated from them by the Arar while it
was parted from that of the Helvetii by the range of
Mount Jura. Their country answers to the modern
{Cces., B. G., 1,
Depfirfmens du Doubs et du Jura.
ritory lay to the east of that of the

;

9— Id.

12,

ib., 6,

&c

)

I. a name
given to the
temples of Serapis in Egypt, of which there were a
II. A
(Creuzer, Dionysus, p. 181.)
great number.
celebrated temple of Serapis in .Mexandrea, and one

Serapeum

or Serapion,

—

of the two temples in which the famous library was
III.
(Vul. Serapis, and Alexandrea.)
depn.«iled.
Another temple of Serapis in Egypt, situate to the
south of Heroopolis.
A settlement grew up around it

—

;

and the place was also famous for being the middle
(Mannert,
point in the road from north to south.
Gcogr., vol. 10, pt 1, p. 486.)— IV. A temple of Seat
on
the
Rome,
rapis
Capitoline Hill, erected by Caracalla.

{Vid. Serapis.)
Vid. Serapeum.
I. a
physician of Alexandrea, the successor of Philinus, in what was called the Empiric
school (i.e., the school of observation and experience.)
In consequence of the great extension which he gave

Skrapion.
Serapion,

to this system,

he

{Ccis

p. 3.)

Pr(zf

,

,

is

regarded by some as

Mead

believes

its

inventor.

was

that he

a

Erasistratus, from his having found the
of Serapion on a medal discovered at Smyrna

disciple of

name

;

but this opinion

Med.,

vol.

1,

p.

is

untenable.

483, seqq

)

de
—(Sprengel,
An epigrammatic
Hist,

la

II.

poet, a native of Alexandrea, who lived in the time of
One of his epigrams is preserved in the AnTrajan.

—

III. An
{Jacobs, Catal. Poet. Epig., s. v.)
Alexandrean rhetorician. {Suid., ed. Kust., vol. 3, p.
IV.
A
284 (
philosophical poet of Alexandrea. {Pint..

thology.

—

Op., vol. 2, p. 396, D.F.)
SER.ipis or Sarapis, a celebrated Egyptian deity.
There would appear to have been two of the name,

and a later one.
I. The earlier Serapis,
are assured by Plutarch, was none other than Osiris himself.
{Plut.,de Sid., c. 28.) Diodorus Sicuan

earlier

we
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the

same

" Te
signed to one god :
Serapim Nilus, Memphis
veneratur Osirim.^'
{Hymn, ad Sol.) The same inference may be drawn from the connexion of the
name of Serapis with that of Isis. He is frequently
mentioned by ancient authors as the consort of this
goddess, which shows that they regarded Serapis as
another title of Osiris.
Diogenes Laertius, Clemens
of Alexandrea {Strom., 5, p. 45), and Macrobius {Sat.,
1, 20), to whom we might add many other authors,
speak of Isis and Serapis as the great divinities of the
Yet the same authors make some disEgyptians.
tinction between Osiris and Serapis.
Thus, Plutarch
asserts that Serapis was Osiris after he had changed
his nature, or after he had passed into the subterranean world
and it is apparently in conformity with this
idea that Diodorus calls him the Egyptian Pluto.
;

Jablonski, after having
{Cuper., Harpocr., p. 85.)
regarded Osiris as simply the orb of the sun, obtains
an easy explanation of the nature and distinction of
The latter, according to this author, repreSerapis.
sented the sun in the winter months, after he had
passed the autumnal equinox, and had reached the
latter days of his career
or the solar O.siris, after he
had entered upon the period of his decrepitude in the
month of Alhyr. Osiris then descended to the shades,
and it was at this era that he became Serapis.
{Pri;

89,
chard. Analysis of Egyptian Mythology,
—
whose
Another and
Egyptian
p.

seqq.)

statue
deity,
brought from Sinope to Alexandrea,
later

II.

Sequana (called by Ptolemy ^eKovavea), a river of
Gallia Transalpina, rising in the territory of ihe^Edui,
and flowing by Lutetia or Paris into the Atlantic.
It
!8

I

makes

declaration (1,2); and in a hymn
of Martianus Capella we find both these names aslus

and worship were
A curious pasduring the reign of Ptolemy Soter.
sage in Tacitus {Hist., 4, 83) gives us the legend conThe worship of this
nected with this singular affair.
Serapis had not been confined to Sinope, but had
the
of
the
coasts
Euxine, and the deity
spread along
was regarded by mariners in this quarter as the patron
His fame had even travelled
of maritime traffic.
eastward, and a temple anciently raised to him in BabPtoleylon was repaired and adorned by Alexander.
my's object in bringing the wors^hip of this divinity into
Egypt appears to have been, that the blind superstitions directed in that country against a seafaring life
might be counteracted by other superstitions of a more
In what way his worship was blenduseful Icndencv.
ed with that of the earlier Serapis we are unable to
Possibly there were some general points of resay.
in the attributes of the two deities, and some
Be this as it may, howaccidental similarity in name.
ever, the worship of the latter Serapis soon merged in
itself that of the earlier Osiris, and Jupiter- Serapis
became the great divinity of .Alexandrea. (Compare

semblance

Creuzer, Dionysus, p. 183, seqq )
Serbonis, a lake between Egypt and Palestine, and
near Mount Casius.
Pliny makes it to have been 150
miles long.
Strabo assigns it 200 stadia of length
It had communicated with the
and 50 of breadth.
Mediterranean by an opening which was filled up in
The fable makes Typhon to have
the time of Straba
lain at the bottom of this lake or morass, and the

Egyptians called its opening the breathing-place of
The place has taken the name of SebaketTyphon.
Bardoil, from a king of Jerusalem of that name, who
died at Rhinocolura on his return from an expedition
into Egypt.

Isaac Vossius, in his
Seres, a nation of Asia.
commentary on Pomponius Mela {ad Pomp. Mel 2,
the identity of the
doubts
27), observes, that whoever
Seres, mentioned by the ancient writers, with the mod,

ern Chinese, may as well doubt whether the sun which
now shines be the same with that which formerly imSeres
parted light: "Sinenses hodiernos antiquorum
esse qui dubitat. is qxioque dubitet licet idemne nunc atof more
olim sol luxeril.''^ An eminent

geographer

que

M. Malte-Brun {System of Geography,
462.— Compare the note of the English trans-

recent times,
vol. 2, p.

SERE».

SERES.
say, that, to one who examines the text wiin care
and attention, the Sera uf VuA'iny will appear, if not
actually to coincide with, at least to have been in the
immediate vicinity of, Singan^ the chief city of the mod*
em province of Shen-n in China. {Mannert, Geogr.,
Let us now compare, for a moment,
vol. 4, p. 506 )
with what we have thus far stated, the account given

has ventured, however, in opposition to an opinion so positively exj)re8sed, to consider Serica, or the
country of the Seres, as including merely the western
Litlle Thibet,
parts of Thibet, Serinagury Cashmert,
On
and periiaps a small portion of Little Buckharia.
lator).

—

the other hand, an English writer, Mr. Murray, in a paper inserted in the Transactions of the Royal Society

of Edinburgh (vol. 8, p 171), maintains, in accordance
with Vossius, the perfect identity of the Seres with
This latter production we have
the natives of China.

of Serica by Piolemy himself.
(Ptolem., Geogr., p.
414.) 'H f.TipiKTj ireptopi^trai, Lirb fihf dvceuf ry kK'And 6k dpxruv, uyvuaTtft
Toq 'Ifiaov 5povg 2,Kvdi^.
'And di
y^- dfxoiu^ 61 Kai dir' uvaroXuv &yvu<TTtt> y^.
re
h)iiT<f> fiipei r^f iKtdf Tdyyov 'IvdtliearjfiSpia^ T(f>
" Serica is bounded on the weat
/tjyf Kol In 2(vatf.

It is said,
never had the opportunity of perusing.
however, to be extremely interesting and satisfactory,
and to be based in part upon the narrative of Ptolemy
the geographer, and in part upon various discoveries
made by modern travellers in the mountainous regions
This
of Asia which lie immediately north of India.
subject ha3 likewise been discussed in some of the

numbers of the Classical Journal (vol. 1, p.
295 6, p. 204; 7, p. 32).— As Ptolemy is
;

by Scythia beyond Imaus {Scythia extra Imaum) on
the north by unknown land, as well as on the east; on
the south by the remaining portion of India beyond
The geographer
the Ganges, and also by the Sine."
53; 3, p. then proceeds to state {ibid ) 'Opri 6k 6u^uaev 2jyour chief pLKT/v, Tu re KaXovfxeva 'Awi6a. koI tuv Av^aKiuv rb
;

:

authority in settling this long-agitated question, his
statement is entitled to the first notice, although he is

avaroliKOV fitpo^, Kai ra Kokovfuva 'Aafiipata 6fxtj,
Kai TUV Kaaiuv to uvaro^iKov fifpo^, koi to Quyoth-

from being the earliest writer who makes mention
of the Seres.
According to this geographer {PtoL,

pov 5pof

in <J^ TUV 'H/i(j(5wv Kai ^rjptKuv Ka'kovfiivuv
TO uvaroTi-iKOv fifpoq, Kai to Kakovfievov 'OTTop6Kof>fKic.
"
Mountains inteisect Serica
namely, the range
Geogr., ed. Erasm., p. 25, seqq.), it appears that the
of tb«
agents of a Macedonian merchant, on their way from which is called Anniba, and the eastern part
Hierapolis to Sera, crossed the rivers Euphrates and Auxakian chain, together with those that are denomiand advanced to Ecbatana, nated Asiniraea, the eastern part of the (.''asian range.
Tigris, entered Assyria,
then passing through the Pylae Mount Thaguron, the eastern part of the Montes
the capital of Media
and
Caspiaj, and the chief cities of Parihia, Hyrcania, and Emodi and the Seric chain as they are styled,
of the
Margiana, on the north of Persia, they arrived at Bac- what is called Ottorokorras" The continuation
tra ; thence they proceeded to the mountainous coun- Auxakian chain is in the Russian province of IrktUchk;
reached a place in Scythia the Asmiraean Mountains are those which form the nortry of the Comedes, and
called AiOlvoc irvpyo^, the Stone- Castle or Tower of thern boundary of the desert of Gobi; the Casian range
Stone; from this spot to Sera, the capital of Serica, extends from the country of the Chochotes for the
the norththey were travelling during the space of seven months. most part along the Chinese wall towards
What is meant by the Stone- Castle seems never to east ; Movmt Thaguron is the southern part of the Monhave been satisfactorily explained until very recently. golian Mountains, which stretch from the Hoang-ho
Dr Hager, in his Numisrnaiical History of the Chinese towards the north ; the eastern part of the Montes
{Dcscnptton des Medailles Chinoises dn Cabinet Im- Emodi is the chain which stretches from Northern
of the Chinese provperial de France, precede d'un Essai du Numisma- Thibet towards the southern part
J. Hager.
Compare Class. Jour., ince of Shensi, while Ottorokorras is its continuation,
ti'/ue Ckmoise: par
and giving rise lo
vol. 1, p 54), considers the Stone-Castle to have been
traversing the province of Shen-si,
the same with the Tashkand of modern times, and the numerous tributaries of the Hoang ho. {Mannert, GeThe geographer next proreeds to
of eastern Turkistan.
vol. 4, p. 495 )
This, mdeed, he
far

.

;

;

—

ogr.,

principal ciiy

describe the rivers of Serica. According to him, two
streams in particular flow through the greater part of
the country of the Seres {Aiappeovcri 6k 6vo fiuXurra
ttoAu r^f ^rjpiK^^), the CEchardcs (Oi^uper,"
etymology
irorafioi to
firmed by parallel instances given by Du Halde, in his 6tjc) and the Bautisus (Bai'nao?).
(The Erasmian
The forriver Bavr^g )
description of China, by the Oriental geography of edition of Piolemy calls this
Ebn Haukal. and other works. The route of the car- mer of these springs from three sources one among
5l8t
parallel of
avans, after leaving the Slone-Castle and proceeding the Auxakian Mountains under the
farther to the east, is involved in difficulty and obscu- latitude ; a second farther to the southeast, among the
of 47^ ; and
Ptolemy's only source of information respecting •Asmiraean Mountains, under the parallel
rity.
this part of their journey seems to have been the ver- the third much farther to the west, among the Casian
bal statements of the traders themselves.
They in- Mountains, under the 44th parallel. The CEchardes,
formed him that the time occupied by this part of the from this description of it, appears to be no other than
the second river
undertaking was seven months, and that the direction the modern Selanga. The Bautisus,
on the
aloncf which they proceeded inclined from east a little which is mentioned, rises in the Casian chain,
one of the
to the south.
Mariniis, the geographer, as quoted by borders of Serica, to the southwest of
under the 43d parallel, run*
Ptolemy, computes these seven months' travel at sources of the CEchardes,
36.200 stadia Ptolemy, however, taking into con- towards the southeast lo the Montes Emodi, for the
a
sideration the slow progress which the caravans must distance of about four degrees, and here rrceivea
This last branch rises among the Monnecessarily make in passing over mountains more or second arm.
{Charte de*
less covered with snow, and in slopj)ing at various tes Emodi under the 37ih parallel.

demonstrates, not only from geographical coincidences,
but from the obvious etymology of its Tartar name
Task signifying " a stone," and kand " a castle," "towAnd in this
he is conor " fortress."
;

:

;

places on the route, diminishes this distance by one
half, and makes the space traversed during these seven
months to have been about 18,100 stadia, or 1709geoIt appears unnecessary here to enter
graphical miles.
into thn computation of latitude and longitude as made

by the Greek geographer. {Ptol Geogr., ed. Erasm.,
The computation of Mannert, howet seqq.)
p. 113,
This writer observes, that the dimiever, is followed
,

nution

is

incorrectly printed in the edition of

Erasmus

("In derErasmischen griechischen Ausgabe

Verkleinerung unrichtig ausgedriickt.")

ist

Suffice

:

diese
it

to

From ihii
Ptolemanis, appended to iJkert's Geogr.)
51st parallel nearly coinit will
appear that the
and the 43d
cides with the mouth of the Borvsthenes,
The parallel of 37 i»
nearly with that of Bvzantinm.
one degree north of that of Rhodes by the same map.
of the spot where these lwx>
Eight degrees eastward
arms unite, the Bautisus receives a third branch.
It
the range of Ottorokorras.
which rises

map

among

would be

difficult for

one

at the

had
present day, who
the Hoang-k»
it more accu-

to describe, from mere oral statements,
in the earlier part of its course, to do
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Ptolemy has done for that the Bautisus
are one and the same river hardly admits of a doubt.
Its northern arm, the Olan-Muzen,
rises in the country of the Chochotes, or Calmucks of
Hoho-Nor, among the mountains which bound the

rately than

and

;

Hoangho

desert of Gobi, and to the northeast of

it

rises the

El-

zine, which must therefore be one of the sources of
The Hoang-ho takes its course tothe CEchardes.

wards the southeast, in order to unite with its southern arm, the Hara-Muzen, which rises in the southern
chain of mountains between China and Thibet, and
After this, the
directs its course to the northeast.
united streams take a high northerly direction, crossing the great wall, and then, bending to the south,
pass once more the great wall, and re-enter China
Of the northern part of their course Ptoleproper.
my makes no mention, for a very natural reason, because it passes far beyond the ancient caravan routes.
They make their appearance again near the site of the
ancient capital of Serica, where Ptolemy again mentions them, and where he places the third tributary,
probably the Hori-ho. From all that has been said, it
follows, as an irresistible consequence, that the Serica
of antiquity comprehends the eastern portion of the
country of the Chochotes, the Chinese province of
Shen-si and d\so Mogul Tartary from the northern confines of China as far as the southern limits of Siberia.

{Mannert, ubi supra.)
his

map of

— D'Anville,

it is

true, gives in

somewhat different view
But D'Anville erred in placing too

the ancient world a

of this quarter.

much

reliance on the false representations given by
to the rivers of Serica, in bis maps illustrating
the geography of Ptolemy.
Still, the authority of the

Mercator

French geographer is valuable as far as it goes, since he
so far makes Serica a portion of China as to consider
Sera, its metropolis, identical with Kanlcheon in the
modern province of iSAc^-*i. {D'Anville, Giogr. Atic.
Id., Recherches Giogr. et Hisabreg., vol. 2, p. 326.
Memoires de
toriques sur la Serique des Ancitns.
PAcademie des hiscriptions, vol. 32, p. 573, et seqq)
In pointing out the land of Serica, Ptolemy {Ptolem.,

—

—

—

Geogr.
Compare Mannert, vol. 4, p 506) makes
mention also of two other caravan routes, a northern
and a southern one. The former of these commenced

mouth of the river
modern Don), and ran onward
was
to the farthest east.
by means of this route
that Ptolemy obtained his information respecting what
are now the Volga and Jeik, of which nothing was

at the city of Tanais, situate at the

of the

same name

(the

It

before his time by the Greeks.
He learned also
the existence of the mountainous chains along the southern confines of Siberia, and was enabled to give a tolerably correct account of their situation and direction.
He even pushed his inquiries as far as the Issedones,

known

the most remote people to the east.
All this information he obtained from the traders.
No Greek seems
ever to have undertaken this long and perilous journey.
Unacquainted with the manners and language of the
various predatory tribes which roamed along this vast
tract of country, the attempt would have exposed
themselves to certain destruction, and their merchanThe
dise to the cupidity of the savage Nomades.
traders, therefore, of whom mention has just been

made, must have belonged

to

some one

of the native

tribes in this quarter, perhaps to the same Kirgish Tartars who at the present day carry on the Russia inland

with the countries to the south.

In this way,
for the
knowledge possessed by the Greeks of the countries
mentioned above, and, at the same lime, for the very
The
loose and general nature of their information.
most eastern people with whom the caravan route had
communication appear to have been the Issedones.
They would seem to have been identical with the Issedones of Herodotus, whom that historian names as
the most remote nation of the northeast (lib. 4, c. 13

Traffic

and

in this alone,
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can

we

satisfactorily

account

and 27).
If an opinion may be ventured
respecting
them, it would be that they coincide with the modern
Kalkas of Mongolia in Chinese Tartary. {Mannert,
ubi supra.)
Ptolemy, in one part of his work, considers this nation as a part of Serica, inasmuch as
they
were under the sway of the Seres. In his eighth
book, however, he calls them a Scythian race, and
even their capital bore the name of 'lacrjduv 'LkvOlktj
among the Greeks. {Ptolem., Geogr. Compare ManThese Issedones had cities of their
nert, ubi supra.)
own, and were, of course, some degrees removed from
the barbarism of the Nomadic state.
Their cities
must also have been well known, since Ptolemy gives
us the longest day of two of them.
Thi^nation appears
to have formed the link of communication between the
caravan traders and the country of the Seres, a circumstance which arose from their being in subjection to
the Seres, all immediate access to whom was debarred
Two cities close to the borders of
the merchant.
China seem to have been the marts of this traffic 'Icoi]i^i)v 1,r}pi.Kj], so called from its having among its
inhabitants Seres as well as Issedones, and ^puoaxVi

—

:

It is curious to
to the southeast.
compare
with what has just been stated a passage from Ammianus Marcellinus, in which he makes mention of the
Seres.
According to this writer {Ammianus Marcellinus, 23, 6, p. 299, ed. Ernesti), a high, circular, and
continuous wall surrounds the land of the Seres,
"/n
orbis spcciem consertce celsorum aggerum summitates
Is not this a description of the
arnbiunt Seras.^^
great wall of China which encloses the country of the
When this writer speaks of the western side
north 1
of Serica, and of the route of the caravans beyond the
Stone Castle, he makes no mention whatever of any
wall, which in reality does not exist on this side, but
The second {Mannert, vol. 4, p.
only on the north
5\l.—Ptol., Geogr., 1, 17) of the routes alluded to
above proceeded from Palimbothra, the modern Patna
on the Ganges, in a northeast direction through Thibet,
and from thence along the southern arm of the Bautisus or Hoang-ho, in an eastern direction to Sera.

farther

—

This is precisely the same route which the Jesuits
Gruebner and D'Orville took in the seventeenth cen(Thcvcnot, Divers Voyages, fol., vol. 2.) It
tury.
Bv
moreover, the oldest and most frequented.
is,
it
the people of India obtained the silk and other
productions of China, concealing, at the same time,
from the natives of the west, the true quarter whence
The European?
these commodities were brought.
received the silk of which they were in quest from
the hands of the Indians, and, in answer to their in-

which produced it, they
were calculated to lead
them astray. The truth, however, could not remain
long concealed, and accordingly we find even Ptolemy

quiries res[)ecting the country
only received statements that

The natives of
possession of the true account.
India informed him that Serica and the city of Sera
lay to the north of the Since ; that there was another
route to this quarter besides the one by the Stone Castle
and that this route was through India by the way
in

;

{Mannert, ubi supra) From this
last-mentioned city the route in question led through
India, until, having proceeded eight degrees north of
Palimbothra, it passed over the high mountains in
Northern Thibet. Here was situate the city of Sota,
having on its left the range of Imaus, and on its right
the eastern portion of the chain denominated Montes
of Palimbothra.

Emodi, and which formed the boundary between India
and Serica. Farther on to the northeast was a city

named Chaurana, and then

the way proceeded along the
southern arm of the Bautisus, passing by the city of Orosana. The route then led to the city of Ottorokorra, the
named Ottorokorra?, from whom
capital of a people
the easternmost portion of the Montes Emodi received
now stand on
of Oltorokorras.
the

We

appellation

ground with which,

it is

curious to observe, the Greeks

SERES.

SERES.
have had some acquaintance long before the
In the earlier fables and traditions
time of Ptolemy.
of the West, mention is made of a people named Atlacori, dwelling in a valley which was always warmed
by the genial rays of the sun, and protected by encircling mountains from the rude blasts of the north, a

seem

to

d^ja public cette conjecture {Journal Asiattque, vol.
2, p. 243), j'ai eu Poccaaion d'y joindre I'lndicatioo
d'un fail qui me parati propre a la chauffer en cerii*
lude: c'est qu'en eflet, daua un vocahuTaire coreeu,

people closely assimilated in the peculiarities of their
situation to the fabled Hyperboreans. (Compare Plxn.y

de I'Encyclop^die Japonaise. la soie est
nom dc Sirou (prononcez •Sir), qui est
toutt&fait idcntique avec le l^p (prononcez Str) des
^rivains Grecs.
It has been asserted, from a very

Af6, 17, who quotes an earlier author, Amometus.)
ter leaving the Ottorokorrae, the route led by Solona, in

facturing of Stlk,

—

a northeast direction,
Indicopleustes
Patr., 2, 137,

to the city

of Sera — Konmas

{Kosmas JvlicopL, Monifauc, N.

D„

et

seqq.) states, that the

Coll.

Brahmins

informed him.'^hai if a line were drawn from the country of the Siuae (T^ivir^a) through Persia into the Ro-

man

world, so as to strike Byzantium, it would divide
the earth into two equal parts.
From this account
also, loose as it is, we may obtain very satisfactory
data for the position of Serica, which in the days of
Koamas was confounded with the land of the Sinae,
both of them being known merely as the country of
"
•ilk.
Among modern writers, the author of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire" is decidedly in
favour of identifying the Seres with the people of China {Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the R. E., c. 40), and
his extensive and accurate learning is sufficiently well
known. But the most conclusive authority on the
subject is to be found in the pages of one of the first
Oriental scholars of the present day.
{Klaproth, Tableaux Htstoriqucs de ^Asie, depuis la monarchie de

—

"II n'y a plus de
jours., p. 58.)
"
doute," observes this writer,
que les Seres des ant:iens ne soient les Chinois.
D'apres les auteurs Grecs,

Cyrus jusqu'a nos

ie

mot a^p designe

et le ver

a

soie et les habitants de

Sirique ou les Sires ; or, ce fait d^montre, que le
de ces derniers leur venait de la marchandise
precieuse que les peuples de I'Occident allaient cherEn Armenien, I'insecte qui produit
cher chez eux.
la soie s'appelle cheram, nom qui ressemble assez au
a^p des Grecs. II est naturel de croire que ces deux
mots avaienl ^te empruntes k des peuples plus OrienC'est ce que les Ungues Mogole et Mandchoue
taux.
nousdonnent la facility de ddmontrer. II en resultera
que le nom de la soie, chez les anciens, est veritablement originaire de la partie Orientale de I'Asie. La
soie s'appelle sirkek chez les Mogols, et sirghe chez
Ces deax nations habitaient au nord
les Mandchoui.
Est-il presumable qu'elles
et au nord-est de la Chine.
eussent reiju ces denominations des peuples OccidenD'un autre cote, le mot Chinois sse ou szu,
taux 1
qui designe la soie, montre de la ressemblance avec
Cette
sirghe ou sirkek, et avec le a^p des Grecs.
analogic frappera d'autant plus quand on saura que,
dans la langue mandarine, le r ne se prononce pas,
tandis que cette finale se trouvait vraisemblablement
dans les anciens dialects de la Chine. Mais le mot cor^en sir, qui designe la soie, est tout a fait identique
avec le ffrjp des Grecs, qui devait se prononcer aussi
La soie a done donne son nom au peuple qui la
sir.
fabriquait et qui I'envoyait dans I'Occident, et les Seres
aonl evidemment les Chinois, quoi qu'en puissent dire
les geographes, qui ne savent employer que le compas
pour chercher I'emplacement des nations." Previous
to the appearance of the work from which the above
extract is made, its author had already published a
conjecture on the name of the Seres in one of the peAbelriodicals of the day.
It is to this last that
Remusat, another distinguished Orientalist, alludes in
the following remarks {Melanges Asiatiques, vol. 1,
la

nom

M

290), confirming, at the same time, the opinion of
Ce que Tarlicle consacr^ h la Chine offre
klaproth.
de plus remarquable, c'est I'observation sur I'origine
du nom de Serique, cherch6 par M. Klaproth, dans le
nom mfeme de la soie, sse, en Chinois, qui vraisembla-

p.

blement, dit-il, a pu etre, dans d'autres dialectes du
oord de la Chine, change en str.
M. Klaproth, ayant

7P

qui

fait

partie

designee par

le

respectable Quarter {Documents relative to the Manulaid before the Congress of the United States of America by the secretary of sUte, 1<428),
that the Seres were originally a people of China, driven
into the territories of Little Buckharia by the inroads
of the Huns.
It is difficult to conceive whence the

data could have been obtained for this singular hypothesis, except from the pages of Gibbon or De Guignes.
In the former of these writers {Gtbbvit, Decline
and Fall of the R. E., c. 26), it is asserted, as a mere
" the
hypothesis, without any authority whatever, that
ancient, perhaps the original, seat of the Huns was an
extensive, though dry and barren, tract of country immediately on the north side of the great wall." Of
De Guignes, on the other hand, it may with truth be

words of Klaproth {Tableaux Hisloriques,
Malgre la facility que I'erudition de cet
ecrivain celebre lui procurait de puiser dans les auteurs Chinois, Arabes et Syriens, il lui manquait uoe
chose essenlielle, c'etait une idee juste de la parente
En confondant ensemble lee
des nations de I'Asie.

said, in the
p.

242)

*'

:

nations Turques,

Mongoles, Toungouses, Finnoisee

et autres, il a manque son but, de sorte que son oovrage n'est rfeellement qu'un magasin immense de mat^
It seems
riaux precieux, entassfes sans discernment."
that De Guignes found, both before and after the
Christian era, a powerful Nomadic nation, called Hioung nou by the Chinese, which continually infested

the territories of their neighbours.
They occupied
The
the mountainous country to the north of China.

mere resemblance of names led De Guignes to conclude that these liioung nou were the same people with
the Huns.
Klaproth, however, has shown most confrom the
clusively {Tableaux Hisl , p. 101, et seqq.),
Chinese historians, that the Hioung nou were a branch
of the Turkish race, who were dispersed by the Chinese
near the sources of the Irtysh, about the 91st year of
The remnant of this nation directed
our present era.
their course towards the west, in order to penetrate
into Sogdiana, but they could not reach this country,
and were compelled to stop in the region to the north
Afof Khouei thsu, or the Koutchi of modern days.
ter this thev moved towards the northeast, and occuof Kirghiz, where the annals
pied a part of the Steppe
And yet
of China cease to make mention of them.

what

De Guignes, without giving
authority
" Ce sont les Huns
he advances, observes
qui passerent dans la suite en Europe sous le regne de I'Empebefore
It may not be amiss,
reur Valens.*'
leaving this
a few words in relation to
part of the subject, to say
for

the least

:

the early history of the
more fully the statement

Huns, in order
which has led

to disprove
to these re-

The most
marks.
(Compare Klaproth, ubi supra )
ancient author who makes mention of the Huns is
who wrote

This geographer,
Dionysius Periegetes.
enumerates four nations,
probably about A.D. 160.
the order of this narrative, followed each
which,
to south along
other, as regarded position, from north
the shores of the Caspian, viz., the Scythians, the
Huns (Ovi'VoO, the Caspians, and the Albanians.
v. 730, et Eustath, in Ue.)
{Diomjsii Periegesis,
ed.
Eratosthenes, cited by Strabo (S/raAo,
Tzsch.,jcL
nations in the same order ;
4, p. 4.58), places these
makes mention ef
in place of the Huns, however, he
the most
the Ouitiens {Ovtrwi), who were probably
Ptolemy {Ptol . Geogr,
eastward tribe of the Huns.
who ved about rhc
409, et

m

ed.

Erasmus,

p.

seqq.).

1

middle of the third century, places the Huns (Xu*-
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vol) between the Bastarnes and Roxolani, and, conseThe
quently, on the two banks of ilie Boryslhenes.
Armenian historians make mention of them under the

same

of Hounk, and assign them, for their place of
residence, the country to the north of Caucasus, between the Volga and the Don. For this same reason
they call the pass of Derbend the rampart of the Huns.
In the geography which is incorrectly ascribed to Moses of Khorene, the following passage also occurs :
" 1'he
Massagetae inhabit as far as the Caspian, where
is the branch of Mount Caucasus which contains the
rampart of Tarpant (Derbend), and a wonderful tower
built in the sea : to the north are the Huns, with their
Moses of
city of Varhatchan, and others besides."
Khorene, in his Armenian history, makes mention of
the wars which King Tiridates the Great, who reigned

from A.D. 259 to A D. 312, waged against the northwho had made an irruption into Armenia.
This monarch attacked them in the plains of the Karkeriens, in northern Albania, between Derbend and Terek, defeated them, slew their prince, and pursued them
ern nations

into the country of the

however,

less,

Klaproth,

to

or

Huns.

authorities.

It

were use-

(Compare

Sufficient has been said to prove

235.)

p.

Hounk

multiply

that, in all probability, the original seats of the
in the vicinity of the Caspian.
That they

were

Huns
were

not of the Mongol or Calmuck race, is apparent of itself, if any reliance is to be placed upon the descriptions that are given of their personal deformity by the
ancient writers.
Scarcely a single feature of the wellknown Tartar physiognomy enters into these accounts
of them.
They were probably the same with the eastern
division of the Fins {Klapioth, p. 246), and hence the
theory which makes them to have dispossessed of their
primitive seats the ancient nations of the Seres, errs
in placing the original settlements of the Huns too far

altogether to the east.

— We

will

now proceed

to the

more immediate subject of inquiry, the knowledge
which the Greeks and Romans possessed in relation
manufacture of antiquity.
The first writer
gives any direct information on this head Js Aris-

to the silk

who

totle {Hi.st. Animal., 5, 19).
The surprising accuracy
of his account, considering his imperfect sources of inwell
demand
our
attention.
The pastelligence, may
'Ek 6e rtvog ckMtjkoc fxeyuXov,
sage is as follows
otov
Kai
tuv
6f ^x^i
aAAwv, yivcTai
Kepara
6ta<f)£pei
6e irpCiTov fxev, fXETadalovTog rov aKuT^rjKog, Kufiirrj,
ineira (SouCwTiiog, e/c 6e tovtov veKv6a?i,og- ev t^ de
:

liijai p.ETa()aK7i.£L

ravrag rag

tov rov ^o)ov Koi

fiopi^ug

miaag- £K 6e tov-

hofiCvKia dvaXvovai tuv yvvaiKcjv Tiveg uvaTrT]Vi^6fj.evai KUTzetTa ixpaivovai.
JlpioTT/
ie Xsyerac v(j>uvat hv Koi Ha/Jipl^Tj Aaruov '^vya.TTjp.
TO,

Athenaeus refers to this passage in the following terms
'loTopet ['Apmror^P.jyf] oti kcI €k r;/f ruv (j>6eipuv
bxetag al KovlSeg yevvibvrai, Kal ort ek. rov ckuXtjuoc
:

fieraSdXXovroc ycverai

BofiSvTiibg, a(p' ov

— Dr.k^Vincent
rjq

Kufircr),

unites these
veKvSaXoc bvofia^ofiEvoc.
two passages together, making the one supply what is
defective in the other, and gives the following transla"There is a worm which issues from [an
tion of them
:

egg as small as] the

nit of lice

:

it

is

of a large size,

and has [protuberances, bearing the resemblance of]
horns, [in which respect] it differs from other worms.
The first change which it undergoes is by the conversion of the

worm

into a caterpillar;

it

then becomes a

grub or chrysalis, and at length a moth. The whole
of this transformation is completed in six months.
There are women who wind off a thread from this an-

which it spun while it was in the state of a caterand that is the material from which they afterward form the texture of the web. This invention is

imal,

pillar

;

the present day, and produced by the true silkworm.
considers a link of the chain to be wanting in th^

He

passage under review, inasmuch as the silken thread
IS not wound off from the animal itself, but from the
cocoon.
In the next place, the true silkworm is not
of large size, but small, at its first appearance and be'*
becomes
a caterpillar.
fore it
Neither can it properly be called a worm, as distinguished from the caterA
is
discriminated
from a worm by
pillar.
caterpillar
Its small protuberances which serve for
legs, and is
called KufxTTT] in Greek, from its bending or undulating
motion
these legs of the reptile may be hardly distinguishable at its first production, which may have induced Aristotle to call it a worm. As regards the
;

Coan vestments, no

one, after reading the passage

ci-

ted above, will feel inclined to maintain that they were
of cotton.
They seem to have been entirely of fine,
thin, transparent silk, inferior, however, in softness

and splendour to the Oriental.

Salmasins and Hoff-

man

furnish an additional reason for the inferiority of
the Coan article, which is, that the Coans suffered the

This ruins
of the cocoon.
work, for the thread is then obtained by spinning it from a flock
whereas, to have it
reeled off continuous, the aurelia must be killed by heat,
find
and the cocoon preserved from perforation."
no mention made of the Seres, or their peculiar manufacture, in any Greek author for a long period subseqt;ent to the age of Aristotle, unless it be that the fine
aurelia to cat its

the silk for

way out

all fine

;

We

of Amorgos {B'drkh, Staatshaushaltung dcr
Alhtner, vol 1, p. 115, and the authorities there cited),
which are described as having been almost transparent,
and in point of fineness, as well as of price, ranked
before those made of Byssus and Carpathus, were simThe
ilar to those manufactured in the island of Cos.
Romans appear to have first become acquainted with
the name and product of the Seres about the reign of
Hence, whatever we find on this subject
Augustus.
becomes, of course, a matter of common knowledge
for both.
Virgil appears to be the first Roman writei
who makes mention of the Seres. (Georg 2, 121,
Who are meant in this passage by the .Ethioseqq.)
pians has been a subject of much more controversy,
especially as the geographical situation of the Seres
stuffs

—

,

"Ethiodepend, in a great measure, upon this.
pians" (kWloTrec) was a general name among the
Greeks for every nation of a.dark or swarthy complexion, an effect supposed to be produced by the burning
Their first acquaintance with a race
rays of the sun.
of this description seems to have been derived from
Egypt and Phoenicia, in both of which countries they
would naturally meet with many accounts of the tribes
The name was
that occupied the interior of Africa.
afterward extended to the dark-brown natives of southwill

ern Arabia, who brought their wares to Sidon by the
overland trade, and hence it is that Homer makes
mention of two ^Ethiopian races, the western and
The opinion of Ariseastern
(Odyssey, 1, v 23.)
tarchus (Eustathius. p. 1386), and other of the Grewhich
makes the Nile
on
cian commentators
Homer,
to have been the dividing line between these two
races, is too refined for the age of the poet, and imwith the interior
plies a more accurate acquaintance
of Africa, and the course of the river of Egypt, thar\
he appears to have possessed. Homer's western .Ethi-

opians are

the

natives

of

inland Africa;

ern, those of southern Arabia, who
the earlier Greeks to dwell in the

of light.
ty of the great source
in a subsequent age, was

Xerxes,

the east-

were thought by
immediate vicini-

When

the

army of

poured upon Greece,

the inhabitants of the latter country, perceiving some
dark-coloured nations among the followers of the monin perarch, applied to them the name of ^Ethiopians,
and hence
then enters into a full examination of this passage of fect conformity with its original import
3, 94 and 97), in speaking
Aristotle, for the purpose of ascertaining whether the Herodotus (7, 69 and 70
«ilk mentioned in it be the true silk which we have at of the forces which served on that expedition, enu-

attributed to Pamphila, a woman of the isle of Cos,
The learned translator
and daughter of Latoi'us."

—

;

;
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merates two distinct races, the eastern and western
It is easy to perceive, from his descrip^Ethiopians.
"
tion of the former, and their
long, straight hair,"
thftt none other are meant than the
people of India.
If this deduction be correct, the Seres of Virgil will,
of course, be the people of China.
As to their comb-

disgrace themselves by the use of Seric vestments, or,
" ne
to adopt the strong language of the
Tesoriginal,
tis Serica viros fadaret^^
Lipsius, in an Excursus on
this passage, endeavours to prove that a Seric vestment
means one of cotton that grows
on treca
spontaneously
in the country of the Seres, and that vestis
bombycma,
on the other hand, means one of silk.
But sorely the
use of a cotton garment would hardly have called foi

ing fleeces from the leaves of trces^ the allusion is
manifestly to silk, which many of the ancients believed to be a sort of down gathered from the leaves
Thus Pliny {Plin., 6, 17), in a subsequent
of trees.
" Primi sunt hominum
age, remarks,
qui noscontur
Seres, lanicio syltarum nohiles, perfusam aqua depcctentes

frondium

canicicm.^^

came known among

— The

moment

the western nations,

silk

be-

was

ea-

it

gerly purchased as an article of luxury, and began to
form a conspicuous part of Greek and Roman attire.
At that period of growing corruption, it was no wonder that such an inveniion should be hailed with transport, which, while it supplied the person with a covstill, like our gauze, exposed every limb to the
eye of the beholder in almost perfect nudity. The

ering,

Emperor Heliogabalus, it is true, in a later age, was
first who
disgraced himself by appearing in a dress
wholly of silk yet Seric and Coan vestments are frethe

;

quently mentioned by the Roman writers either contemporary with, or not long subsequent to, the time
of Virgil.
Pro{Tibullus, 2, 4,
Id., 2, 6.

35—

29—

22— Id.,

4,

4, 8, 2'.i.—0vid,

Am.,

1, 4, 16.)
the period of which we are speaking, it would
that
Seric
vestments found their way to Rome
appear
also from foreign nations.
Florus {Floras., A, 12, 16)
that
in
the
stales,
reign of Augustus, an embassy

pert.,

1,

About

Ihe interposition of the Roman senate.
Besides, Sylvester {Forcel., Lex Tot Lat., s. v. Bomhyx), in hi«

remarks on the 2d Satire of Juvenal (v. 66), has conshown that sericum means ^' silk on the
**
raw silk.^^ At a later period
loom,'''' and bombyx
we find Seneca {Sejuca, de. Benff., 7, 9) exclaiming,
•*
Video Sericas vestes, si vestes vocanda sunt, in

clusively

—

quibus nihil est quo defendi aut corpus, aut deniquc
pudor ppssit : quibus sumtis, mulicr purum liquido
nudam se non esse jurabit. Hcec ingenti summa ab
ignotis etiam ad commercium gentibus accersuntur.^
again, in another portion of his works, we have
'*
Posse nos veslitos
following {Id., Ep., 90):
It is in the elder Pliny,
esse sine commercio Scrum."^
however, that we find the strongest authorities on this
The passage of Aristotle, which we have
subject.

And

the

—

cited above, he quotes

once {Plin., 11, 26) expressly
In another {Id.,
20) incidentally.
6, 17) instance, he alludes, in the following expressive words, to the object of the Roman females in
" ut in
publico matrona transliiadopting this dress
ceat.''"'
In the proem to the 12th book, he remarks,
" Cadi montes in
vestes ad Seras
and once

{Id., 6,

:

Among many

marmora,
peti.^
other passages in this author, there is

from the Seres came to Rome, with presents of pre- one too long to quote here, which proves conclusively
cious stones, elephants, and other gifts.
Among that the Coan vestments were of silk, and the produce
these last, Seric vestments, or else raw silk, were no of a particular kind of silkworm bred in the island of
Forcellini {Lex Tot. Lat., s v. Bombyx) cites
doubt included.
If we glance at the Greek writers Cos.
who flourished about this period, we shall be surprised the opinion of Salmasius (Saumaise), who thought
to find Strabo passing over, in almost total silence, that the silkworms of Pliny were the same as those of
both the nation of the Seres as well as their singular our own time, and thai Pliny had, from want of sufmanufacture, the more especially as his contemporary, ficient information on the subject, quoted an incorrect
QuinDionysius Periegetes, makes such full mention of it. description of them from some earlier writer.
Thus we find Diotiysius describing the Seres as a na- lilian also alludes to the toga serica {Quintilian, Inst.
well be imagined,
tiofi of the farthest East, who
paid no attention to cat- Orat., 12, 10), and Juvenal, as may
tle or
{Jusheep, but occupied themselves in combing the finds this an ample theme for indignant satire.
variegated flowers produred from their otherwise neg- venal, Sat.,6, v. 260.— Sat., 8, v. 101, and the comthe
alluIn
lected land, and in making vestments of an ingenious merits of Ruperti.)
Martial, likewise,
and cosily kind, resembling in hue the meadow flow- sions to Seric vestments are more than once met
Id. ib., 9,28.)
with.
comers, and with which even spiders'' webs could not
{Martial, Epistles, 11,
c. 52) only once
(Dionysii Perie- Suetonius {Suetonius, Vit. Calig.,
pare as to the fineness of texture.
Eustathius, archbishop of makes mention of Seric garments, and then very
gesis, V. 752, et seqq.)
"
Sctpi
Thessalonica, who flourished about 1160 A.D., and slightly, in the case of the Emperor Caligula:
wrote a learned commentary on the work whence this depictas, gemmatasque indutus pcenulas, manuleatus^
extract is taken, gives a very curious account of the et arrnillatus in publicum processit, aliquando sericaSeres, which would tend still more strongly to con- tus.''^
They are named, also, once in Plutarch {Plufirm the belief that they were identical with the Chi- tarch, Conjug Prcecep.
Op., ed Rciske, vol. 6, p.
nese.
He describes them {Eustath., in Dionys. Pe- 550), but the allusion is a very general one. A youn^
is admonished not to make use of to. cfTjpiKay
rieg., p 239, ed. Oxon.) as an unsocial nation, refu- female
Pauav- which can only be obtained at great expense.
all intercourse with

—

28—

—

sing

strangers {airpoafj.iyei(
They marked the price on
the articles which they wished to sell, and, having
The traders
left them in a particular place, retired.
then came, and placed by the side of the goods the
amount demanded, or else so much as they were will-

BpunoL Kat

uvoftlXriToi).

ing to give.
Upon this they withdrew in their turn,
and the Seres coming back, either took what was ofor
have here
carried
fered,
away the goods again.

We

is the next writer in the order of time who cha4He gives a long
lenges our attention on this subject.
account of the silkworm, in a very interesting passage,
" There is a
which may be translated as follows

sanias

:

which
Greeks call ser {5v af/pa KaTiovaiv'EMijvec), but
which the natives give a different appellation. It

worm

{i;uv<l>Lov)

in

their (the Seres') country,

the
to
is

twice as large as the largest-sized beetle, but

in

same cautious system of commercial dealing which other respects resembles the spiders which weave
eharacterrzes the Chinese of our own days, only in a their webs under the trees, and, like them, it has eight
the

This peculiarity

£ir stricter degree.

the Seres

in the

traffic

of

noticed also by Pliny, Pomponius Mela,
and Ammianus Marcellinus. {Plin., 6, 17.
Pompois

—

—

nius Mela, 3, 7.
Ammianics Marcellinus, 23, 6, p.
299, ed. Ernesti.) But to return to the order of

—

chronology : in the reign of the Emperor Tiberius,
according to Tacitus {Tacit., Annal, 2, 33), a law
was passed at Rome ordaining that men should not

The Seres, in summer as well as winter, rear
these insects in houses specially adapted to that purwhich is
They work a very slender thread,
pose.
feet.

twined around

their feet.

They

are fed nearly four

in
years on panic {irapexovre^ at^cai rpoifn/v ITivfiov) ;
the fifth (for they know that they will not live longer)
This is the anireed to eat.
they give them a green
mal's favourite food, which it devours until it bursts
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from repletion. The Seres obtain a quantity of thread
from its bowels." What Pausanias adds, however,

and that of Cos, the latter being used to denote the
genuine silk, whether the work of an insect or the

respecting the situation of Serica, that it is "an island
the recess of the Indian Ocean," probably refers to

produce of a plant. Hence we find the distinction r»bserved in St. Jerome {S. Hieron., de Jnstit. puelijt),
"
Next
Spernat Bombycum telas. Serum vellera."
in order is the lexicographer Hesychius {Hesychius,
s. V. S^pffX who makes 2^p to have been the name
of the insect whence the silk was obtained, and the
silk itself to have been named 'OlooTjpiKov, or, to use

m

Ceylon, and

grounded upon the mistaken idea {Rilter^s Vorhalle, p. 113) that the silk, which formed a chief
article of export from that island, was likewise manuis

TerluUian {de Pallio, c. 3) and Cle{in Pctdagog., 2, 10) also speak
of the silkworm, and appear better acquainted with
the several changes which it undergoes than Pausanias.
The principal points in which they differ from the
correct accounts of modern times are, their making the
insect in question resemble the spider in the mode of
forming its thread, and their assigning a different leaf
from that of the mulberry for its food. {Memaires de
factured there.

mens Alexandrinus

VAcademie dcs Inscriptions, vol. 7, p. 342.)
Dio
Cassius and Herodian both make mention of the Seric
manufactures.
The former describes the ancient crjpiKov in the following language {Dio Cassius, ed. ReiToiiro de to v^a^a x^tp. 358, 1. 25)
drjc fiapSdpov earlv ipyorv, koI nap' kKetvuv koX npog
Tuv irdvv yvvaiKuv neptTT^v. " This
ijfiuc, tg Tpv<j>Tjv
species of tissue is a work of barbarian luxury, and

mar, 43, 24,

:

has found its way from that distant quarter even unto
us, in order to furnish our higher class of females with
the materials for excessive extravagance."
Herodian
speaks of Seric vestments as fitter for females than
for

men

{Herodian, ed. Irmisch., 5, 5, 9, vol. 3, p.
Toiavra KaXkumafiara ovk uvdpucLv oXka
^^^.eiaig irpeneiv.
Vopiscus {Vit. Aurel., c 45) in"
Vestem holosericam neque ipse {Aureliaforms us,
nus) in vestiario sua habmt, neque alteri vtcndam dcdit.
Et quum ab eo uxor sua peter et, ut unico pallio blatteo
serico utcretur, ilk respondit : absit ut auro fila pensentur
libra enim auri tunc libra serici fuit.'^
The
extravagant price which is here mentioned, a pound
of gold for a pound of silk, may easily be accounted
for by the circumstance of the overland trade to Serica being rendered more precarious by the rapid rise
of the second Persian Empire.
Passing by the several authors who mention the Seric vestments without
any accompanying circumstances sufficiently important to merit a quotation, we come to Lampridius,
who devotes to infamy the Emperor Heliogabalus
144)

:

Ta

;

{Lampridius, Vit. Heliogab., c. 26) for having first
dared to appear in a dress wholly of silk.
St. Basil
{S. Basil, in exam, homil., 8) makes a curious application of the knowledge that appears to have been
generally diffused, about this period, respecting the
transformations of the silkworm, by exhorting the
rich, who could not be induced to dispense with gar-

ments of

silk, to

remember,

at least, in

putting them

on, that the worm, of whose substance they were
made, is a type of the resurrection. Julius Pollux

(c.384, 31, cap. 17,

lib

7) also alludes to this insect

:

S/cwAjy/c^f eloLV ol l36fi6vKeg, a<p^ o>v ra vijiiara dvvovrai, &anep 6 dpdxvrj^' evioi de Kal Tovg "L^paq utto

^uuv udpoi^etv (ftaai ra v(j)dafiaTa.
Ammianus Marcellinus {Ammian. Marcell., 23, 6) next
TOio-uTuv iripuv

who

gives the following narrative: "They
delicate and tender thread, formed from moistened wool, combining it into a kind of
fleece by frequently sprinkling with water the pods of
the trees ; spinning this into inner garments, they
manufacture that celebrated silk which anciently composed the dress of the (Roman) nobility, but in my
age is the indiscriminate and extravagant clothing of
It is rather surprising to find so
our lower ranks."
much ignorance of the true origin of silk in so late an
and
on
the
part of a writer otherwise so intelliage,

follows,

(the Seres)

weave a

One would imagine that Ammianus was degent.
distinction appears to
scribing the cotton-tree.
have been made, long before this period, between

A

Bombycinum and Sericum

:

the former

appellation

being given to the produce of the Assyrian silkworm
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own words, H^pe?, l^ua vrjOovra fiCTu^av, ij ovofia
And yet, as
edvovg odev epxerac Kot to olocrjpiKov.
if to show how
very fluctuating was all the knowledge
which the ancients possessed on this subject, we find
Achilles Tatius, about this same period, speaking of
silk as a very fine down, deposited by birds on the
leaves of trees, and carefully collected by the Indians.
It remains but to add some passages from Isidorus.
"
Bombycina est a Bombyce, vermiculo, qui longissima ex se fila general, quorum textura bombycinum
Serica a Serico
dicitur, conficiturque in insula Co.
dicta, vel quod etiam Seres primi miserunt ; holoserica
tola serica ; tramoserica stamine lineo, trama ex serico ; holoporphyra tola ex purpura ; byssina Candida,
his

—

{Isidoconfccta ex quodam genere lini grossioris."
And again,
rus, de colortbus, lib. 19, c. 17, p. 1294.)
"
et
candidi
lini
est
nimium
quoddam
Byssum genus

—

Sericum
mollissimi, quod Grseci papatem vocant.
dictum, quia id Seres primi miserunt vermiculi enim
arbores
ibi nasci
perhibentur, a quibus haec circum
fila ducuntur;
vermes autem ipsi Gra?ce j36/j.6vKe^
nominantur." {Id., de nominibus Vestium, c. 22, p.
Before concluding we will take the liberty of
1299.)
adding a few remarks in relation to the high price of
silk in the ancient world, for which we are indebted
to the pen of Dr. Vincent.
{Class. Journ., vol. 7.
" As late as the time of
Aurelian, Vopiscus
p. 35.)
its
mforms us that silk sold for
weight in gold. The
reached
this extravhave
never
to
fabric
seems
Coan
The exagant price, but only the pure Oriental silk.
pense of conveyance undoubtedly, and the difficulty
of obtaining it, were the immediate causes of this enormous value being assigned to the article. The price
seems never to have been depressed until Constantinople became the centre of commerce for the Eastern
and Western world ; and there the depression advanced
till the fifth century, when Ammianus mentions that
:

—

silk,
ity,

which had formerly been worn only by the nobilwas then the common dress of the lower orders."

learned writer then puts the question, why Justinas Procopius {Procopius, Goth., 4, 17) informs
us, should send to China for the true breed, if both
the insect and the manufacture were in existence at
Cos 1 The one was a journey of hazard and difficulthousand miles ; the other a pleasty, of nearly three
He proposes an
ant voyage short of four hundred.
answer to the question, namely, that the manufacture
of Oriental silk had superseded the manufacture at

The
ian,

—

Cos, which could only have happened from the superiority of the material or the

manner of

its

fabrication.

"Silk," as he informs us, "had been woven in the Roman empire long before it was fully understood how
for M^rafa vrji^a ^ripLKoVj
the material was obtained
or silk thread, was an article subject to a duty in the
custom-house of Alexandrea: and whether the web of
from this, or whether women reeved
was
;

Tyre

wrought

out the web, introduced through Media and Assyria,
as Pliny asserts, it makes no difference in point of
time, but it proves that the commodity was so supethat the manufacture of Cos was driven
rior in
quality

out of the market."

— The learned

writer, however, is
that the

wrong in censuring D'Anville for supf osing
monks sent by Justinian went only as far as Sirhend
There is every reain India, and not to China itself.

son to believe that the inhabitants of that part of India
which lies between the Pendjab and the river Jumna
had learned the process of silk manufacture from their

SER
Hence

Eastern neighbours.

SERTORIUS.
and capi-

their territory

name

of Serinda (Ser-Ind), and even at
the present day the name continues to be Serhend, or
"the land where the Hindus nurture the siikworm."
tal

took the

It was to this quarter, very probably, that the monks
of Justinian came.
Gibbon, however, boldly asserts
that these monks were missionaries, who had preto
China, and resided at Nan-kin.
viously penetrated

(Decline and Fall, ch. 40 )
Seriphus, an island of the

^gean,

south of Cyth-

It was celebrated in mytholonus, and now Serpho.
gy as the scene of some of the most remarkable adventures of Perseus, who changed Polydectes, king of
the island, and his subjects, into stones, to
the

avenge

to h:s mother Danae.
{Pind., Pyth.,
Strabo seems to account for this fable from
the rocky nature of the island.
(Strab., 487.)
Pliny
makes its circuit twelve miles. In Juvenal's time

wrongs offered
12, 19.)

state-prisoners were sent there (10, 169).

The

frogs

of this island were said to be mute, but to utter their
usual note when carried elsewhere
and hence the
;

proverbial saying, Burpaxog ek ^epi^ov (Rana SeHphia), applied to dull and silent persons, who on a sudden became loquacious. (Compare, however, the remarks of Erasmus, Chil. 1, cent. 5, ad. 31, ed.

Steph., p. 166.)

Serranus,

I.

a surname given to C. Atilius, from

his having been engaged in
" to
sow") when intelligence

sowing his field (serere,
was brought him of his

having been appointed to the dictatorship.

(Plin., 18,
Liv., 3, 26.
II.
A
in
time
the
of Nero,
,
^n.,
6,
844.)
Virg
poet
to whom Sarpe has ascribed the eclogues that pass un4.

— Perizon.,

der the

Animadv. Hist.,

—

name

2, p. 11, seqq.

c. 1.

—

—

of Calpurnius.
{Qucest. Philolog.,
Bdhr, Gesch. Rom. Lit., vol. 1,

—

c.

p.

303.)

Roman genHe made his first campaign
Nursia.
under Caepio, when the Cimbri and 'I eutones broke
into Gaul ; and he distinguished himself subsequently
ander Marius, when the same enemy made their memorable irruption into Italy.
After the termination of
this war he was sent as a legionary tribune, under Didinto
and
soon
ius,
Spain,
gained for himself a high
On his return to Rome he
reputation in this country.
was appointed quaestor for Cisalpine Gaul and the
Marsian war soon after breaking out, and Sertorius
Sertorius, QuiNTUs, a distinguished

eral,

born at

;

and provide arms, he
being employed
made himself extremely useful in that capacity, and
()n the
performed important services for the state.
ruin of the Marian party, to which he himself belonged, Sertorius hastened back to Spain, and found no
to levy troops

resuming possession of that province. As
soon as Sylla was informed of this act of rebellion, he
sent into Spain a considerable army under Caius AnSernius, with orders to crush the insurgent forces.
difficulty in

compelled to yield to the powerful force thus
brought against him, was induced to seek for safety in
Africa.
Pursued by bad fortune even to the wilds of
Mauritania, he was reduced to the necessity of again
but, being unable to effect a re-landing
putting to sea
in Spain, he strengthened his little fleet by the addition of some of the Cilician pirates, and made a descent upon the island of Ebusus (now Ivica), in which
Annius had placed a small garrison. The lieutenant
of Sylla made haste to succour this insular colony,
and, sailing to Ebusus with a strong squadron, was reA storm preventsolved to bring Sertorius to battle.
ed the engagement
most of the ships were driven
and Sertorius,
ashore, or swallowed up in the waves
who had with difficulty escaped from the fury of the
bore
vessels
for the
with
a
small
few
away
tempest,
Straits of Gibraltar, and, landing near the mouth of
the Baeiis, refreshed his men on the shores of the AtIt was on this occasion that,
lantic Ocean.
fatigued
by the vicissitudes of a hard fortune, and filled with

torius,

;

;

;

gloomy views of the

future, he is said to have listened
rpmantic dtscription of certain sailors, who
charmed his ears with the delights and peaceful security of a group of happy islands lying scattered at a
convenient distance in the Western sea.
He would
have retired to that fabled paradise, had not the Cili<
cian rovers, who preferred a more
enterprising life,
refused to accompany him, and sailed back to the
coast of Africa.
Sertorius in like manner returned
into the Mediterranean, and,
having landed in Africa,
soon came in contact with Pacianus, a lieutenant of
to

the

Sylla's, and, though greatly inferior in number, gained
a decisive victory, and took nearly all the opposite
army prisoners. The reputation acquired by this vicThe Lusitanitory retrieved the affairs of Sertorius.
ans, irritated at the conduct of Annius, resolved to
throw off the yoke; and, inviting the conqueror of Pacianus to assume the command of their army, they
took the field against the deputy of Sylla, and set the
whole power of Rome at defiance.
The most brilliant
success attended the arms of Sertorius.
With 2600
men, whom he called Romans (though of these 700
were Africans), and an addition of 4000 light-armed
Lusitanians and 700 horse, he carried on the war
against four Roman generals, who had 120,000 foot,
6000 horse, 2000 archers and slingers, and cities without number under their command.
Of the oflScers
opposed to him, he beat Cotta at sea, near the modern
who
he
defeated
had the chief
Phidius,
Trafalgar
command in Baetica, and killed 4000 Romans on the
banks of the Baetis.
By his quffistor he vanquished
Domitius, and Lucius Manlius, proconsul of Hither
Spain; he likewise slew Thoranius, one of the officers
sent against him by Metellus, and cut off the whole
army under his command. Even Metellus himself,
one of the most experienced and successful generals
of the age, was not a match for Sertorius in the species of warfare which the Lusitanians waged under his
;

Constantly changing his post, and flying
from one fastness to another with a small body of active men, he cut off the Romans in every quarter,
without allowing them time to make any arrangement
for their defence, or even to see the enemy under
whose hands their numbers were so rapidly reduced.
In short, he combined in his character all the activity
and hardiness of savage life with the policy and milita-

direction.

Nor did Sertorius think
ry skill of a Roman general.
it
enough to fight the battles of the Spaniards; he
also undertook to establish among them the habits and
advantages of civilization.

He

taught their soldiers

useful parts of Roman tactics ; he founded schools for the education of youth ; distinguished
the meritorious by marks of his approbation ; and

all

the

more

even introduced among the higher orders the dress of
Roman citizens. Sertorius possessed unbounded influence over the minds ol the natives, as well from
the high degree of military talent which he displayed,
as from the conviction on the part of the Lusitaniaris
This
that he held secret communion with Heaven.
belief arose principally from the circumstance of his
a tame white
being attended wherever he went by
fawn, which he led the rude natives to believe was a
to him many inaportant
gift from Diana, and disclosed
secrets.
The dangerous state of their affairs in Spain
induced the Romans to send Pompey to the aid of

—

Metellus.

But

this

new commander proved

in

no de-

nay, on one occaof seeing the city
sion, Pompev had the mortification
of Lauron taken and burned by Sertorius, without

old
gree more successful than the

;

near
being able to render it any assistance, though
of an ancient wrienough (to use the strong language

At last,
at the flame.
ter) to have warmed his hands
what the arms of
however, private treachery effected
to accomplish.
Perpenna,
open foes had been unable
one of his officers, who was jealous of his fame and
At a bantired of a superior,
conspired against him.
*^
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their intentions

to

quel ihe conspirators

by
open
began
speaking with freedom and licentiousness in the presence of Sertorius, whose age and character had hitherto claimed deference from others.
Perpenna overturned a glass oi wine as a signal to the rest, and immediately Antonius, one of his officers, stabbed Sertorius, and the example was followed by all the other
No sooner had Perpenna acconspirators (B.C. 73).
complished his nefarious object, than he announced
But he soon
himself as the successor of Sertorius.

—

proved as unfit for the duties as he was unworthy of
ihe honour attached to that high office.
Pompey,
upon hearing that his formidable antagonist was no
more, attacked the traitor, whom he easily defeated.
He was taken prisoner, and afterward executed as an
enemy to his country and in this way ended a war
which at one time threatened the overthrow of the
Of Serwhole fabric of the Roman power in Spain.
torius it has justly been remarked, that his great qualities and military talents would have undoubtedly raised
him to the first rank among the chiefs of his country, had he been, not the leader of a party, but the
;

—

a captive and slave of Tanaquil, the wife of
Tarqum
ius Priscus. by the Lar, or household
Later legod.
made
him
a
son
of
one
of
the king's clients, and
gends
for some time a slave ; or the son of a man of rank
and power in one of the conquered Latin cities, who

being slain in the war, his widow was carried to Rome
in her pregnancy, and she and her infant son were
Another account of the oriprotected by Tanaquil.
gin of Servius has been preserved by a speecii of the
Emperor Claudius, as given in the Etruscan Annals.
This speech was engraved on a brass plate, and was
dug up at Lyons about two centuries ago. It is now
It was
preserved in that city.
printed by Brotier at
the end of his edition of Tacitus, and has been also
Claudius
published in the Collections of Inscriptions.

begins to recount how often the form of government
had been changed, and even the royal dignity bestowed
on foreigners. Then he says of Servius Tullius, "According to our Annals, he was the son of the captive
Ocrisia
but if we follow the Tuscans, he was the
faithful follower of Ca;les Vibenna, and shared all
;

At last, quitting Eiruria with the reWith nothing to support him mains of the army which had served under Caeles, he
own mind, he created a pow- went to Rome, and occupied the Caelian Hill, giving
erful kingdom among strangers, and defended it for it that name after his former commander.
He exmore than ten years against the arms of Rome, al- changed his Tuscan name, Mastama, for a Roman one,
his fortunes.

commander

of a state.
but the resources of his

and
though wielded by the ablest generals of his time
he displayed public and private virtues which would
have rendered a people happy under his rule at a less
;

—

Veil. Palerc,
turbulent period.
{Flut., Vit. Sertor.
30, seqq.—Flor., 3, 21, seqq.)
Skrvilia Lex, I. de Peaniiis repetundis, by C.
It ordained seServilius, the praetor, A.U.C. 653.
2,

verer penalties than formerly against extortion ; and
that the defendant should have a second hearing.
II. Another, de Judicibus, by
{Cic. in Verr., 1, 9.)
It diQ. Servilius Caepio, the consul, A.U.C. 647.
vided the right of judging between the senators and
the equites, a privilege which, though originally belonging to the senators, had been taken from them by
the Sempronian Law, and given to the equites, who

—

had exercised

in

for

seventeen years.

consequence,
III.
Tac., Ann, 12, 60.)
(Cic. Brut, 43, scq.
Another, de Civitatc, by C. Servilius Glaucia, ordained
that if a Latin accused a Roman senator so that he
was condemned, the accuser should be honoured with
the name and the privileges of a Roman citizen.
IV.
it,

—

—

—

Another, Agraria, by P. Servilius Rullus, the tribune,
A.U.C. 690. It ordained that leu commissioners
should be created, with absolute power, for five years,
over all the revenues of the republic
to buy and sell
what lands they saw fit, at what price and from whom
they chose ; to distribute them at pleasure to the citito settle new colonies wherever they judged
zens
But this
proper, and particularly in Campania, &,c.
law was prevented from being passed by the eloquence
of Cicero, who was then consul.
{Cic. in Pis., 2 )
Skrvilius, I. PoBLius Ahala, a master of horse to
;

;

When Maelius refused to
the dictator (^incinnatus.
appear before the dictator to answer the accusations
which were brought against him on suspicion of his
aspiring to tyranny, Ahala slew him in the midst of
Ahala was
the people whose protection he claimed.
but this senaccused of this murder, and banished
He was raised to the
tence was afterward repealed.
II. Publius, a proconsul of Asia
dictatorship.
during
;

—

ihe age of Mithradates.

He conquered

Isauria, for

which service he was surnamed Isauricus, and rewarded with a triumph. (Fi(Z. Isauria.) III. Nonia-

—

nus, a Latin historian,
in the reign of Nero.

who wrote

He

a history of

Rome

obtained the kingly power, and employed it to the
great
advantage of the state." {Nieb Rom. Hist., vol. I, p.

—

,

.\11 accounts, however,
381.)
represent him as enjoying the favour of Tarquin and his queen, as having
married the daughter of that monarch, and obtaining the
throne in a great measure by the judicious
management of the latter. It would seem as if Servius had
in the very beginning of his
reign encountered the
He is said not to have
opposition of the patricians.
allowed any interregnum, or to have permitted the senate to lake the lead in his election to the
sovereignty;
but, as he had already acted as king before the death
of Tarquinius was publicly known, to have made a di-

rect application, without any other
preliminary
cess, to the comilia curiaia, and to have been

pro-

by them

invested with the powers of former kings.
The only
historical conclusion which can be deduced from these
incidental notices is, that a contest had
begun between the kings and the patrician body, in which the

kings deemed

it

their

soundest policy to diminish the

power of the patricians, in order to maintain their own.
But as no direct diminution of their power could have
been attempted without exciting an immediate insurrection, it was deemed expedient by these kings to
raise a counterbalancing power in the state, which,
having received its existence from them, might be expected to lend them aid in repressing the exorbitant
power of the patrician body, combined with their heThat Servius was a friend of the
reditary privileges.
people, and that the patricians hated and plotted against
"
Patricius
him, appears from a passage of Festus
Vicus Roma dictus eo quod ibi patricii habitaverunt,
jubente Servio Tttllio, ut, si quid molirentur adcersus
:

tp.'ium,

ex locis superioribus opprimere7itur

.''"'

Indeed,

might be indirectly gathered from the statement of
Livy (1, 44), that he chose his habitation on the Es-

it

was

the plebeian quarter.
{Dion.
of Servius Tullius
was, from beginning to end, a sort of revolution. The
quiline, for

Hal., 4,

that

The government

13.)

organic changes ascribed to him can hardly be conceived of, as projected under any but republican insti-

At

tutions.

all

events, they

seem

to

have paved the

Servius prepared his constitufor the republic.
tional innovations by a division of land and of buildiqg-

way

praised by Quintilian

ground for habitations to the poor. His constitution,
however, had no resemblance to a pure democracy

ServIus, I. TuLLius, the sixth king of Rome. The
accounts respecting his origin are as obscure as those
of any of his predecessors.
The most ancient and
poetical legend represents him as the son of Ocrisia,

Property was adopted as the standard for apportioning
and on this
the public contributions and franchise

(10,

1,

is

102).
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;

principle his

When

it

is

famous division into classes was based.
considered that out of a hundred and

SE8

SERVIUS.
the first class
eighty-nine (or ninety-three) centuries,
alone contained eighty, to which must be added the
o( equitcs, and that the last class had
eighteen centuries
either only one voice or none at all, it is easy to see
that Servius, if in effect he made this arrangement,
euhsiituted an aristocracy of wealth for the former paAs ni these times
trician preponderance in the curiiz.
the property of land was for the most part in the hands

of the patricians, they of course retained preponder-

ance

in

the

accidental,

But this was
aristocracy likewise.
to be the case.
The war-

new

—

and soon ceased

like undertakings of Servius were principally directed
He is said to have carried on
against the Etrurians.
war, for twenty years, with the citizens of Veii, C«re,
Tarquinii, and, lastly, with the collective force of the
Etruscans, till all allowed the pre-eminence of Rome
Servius enlarged the city, so as to
and her king.
bring within its compass the Viminal and Esquiline
Hills ; he finished the work begun by Tarquinius, by
building the walls oi the city of hewn stone ; and, for
the purpose of consolidating more firmly the union of
the races of which the nation was composed, he erect-

—

ed the temple of Diana on the Aventine Hill, which was
to be the chief abode of the Latin population recently
The horrible tale of the last Tarbrought to Rome.
be regarded as
quin's accession to the throne might
incredible, were it not that Italian history in the midThe nardle ages affords us many similar examples.

—

The two daughters
is as follows
of Servius were married to the two sons of the elder
The one murdered her husband Aruns, and
Tarquin.
her sister, with the aid of the other son of Tarquin,
and paved the way to the throne for herself and her
new husband by the murder of her father. The personal existence of Servius Tullius is regarded by
many recent writers as involved in considerable doubt.
The constitution of the classes and centuries is as
real as Magna Charta, or the Bill of Rights, in Eng.ish history
yet its pretended author seems scarcely
a more historical personage than King Arthur.
do not even know with certainty his name or his race ;
still less can we trust the pretended chronology of the
rative in question

:

—

;

We

The last three reigns, according to
story.
the king,
Livy, occupied a space of 107 years ; yet
who, at the end of this period, is expelled in mature,
but not in declining age, is the son of the king who
ascends the throne a grown man, in the vigour of life,
at the beginning of it ; Servius marries the daughter
of Tarquinius a short time before he is made king, yet
immediately after his accession he is the father of two
grown-up daughters, whom he marries to the brothers
The sons of Ancus Marcius wait paof his own wife.
and then murder Tartiently eight-and-thirty years,
him so
quinius to obtain a throne which they had seen
Still, then, we are, in a manner,
long quietly occupy.
the unreal and the real are
enchanted ground

common

upon

;

some real
strangely mixed up together ; but, although
elements exist, yet the general picture before us is a
mere fantasy : single trees and buildings may be copied from nature, but their grouping is ideal, and they
are placed in the midst of fairy palaces and fairy bethis earth never witnessed. {Lw.,
whose
1,

41, seqq.

— H.
seqq.

—HetheringtoTi's History of Rome,

originals

ings,

—Arnold's Roman History,

eminent
Sulpitius Rufus, an

p. 23,

vol. 1, p. 48, scqq.)

Roman

jurist

and

Roman state, and was consul B.C. 61.
Ca>sar made him governor of Achaia after the battU
of Pharsalia ; but, when that chief was taken off, Sulpitms returned to Rome, and acted with the republican party. He died in the camp of Antony, under ihe
walls of Modena, having been sent on an embassy to
offices of the

that leader from the Roman senate.
Cicero, in hi*
9th Philippic, pleads for a brazen statue to be erected
to Sulpitius, which honour was
granted by the senate.
III. Honoratus Maurus, a learned
grammarian in
the age of Arcadius and Hunorius.
He has left Latin

—

commentaries upon Virgil, still extant. These are,
however, considered rather as a collection of ancient
remarks and criticisms on the poet than as composed
by himself.
They contain many valuable notices of
the geography and arts of antiquity.
These commentaries are found annexed to some of the older editions
of Virgil.
They are most correctly given in the edi-

by Burmann, Amst., 1746, 4 vols. 4to.
Sbsostris, a celebrated king of Egypt, whose era
will be considered in the course of the present article.
According to the common account, his father ordered
all the children in his dominions who were born on the
same day with him to be publicly educated, and to pass
their youth in the company of his son.
This plan succeeded fully, and Sesostris, on attaining to manhood,
saw himself surrounded by a number of faithful ministers and active warriors, whose education ai>d intimacy with their prince rendered them inseparably devoted to his interest.
When Sesostris, after achievtion of Virgil

ing several brilliant conquests as his father's lieutenhad succeeded his parent on the throne, he became
ambitious of military fame, and, after he had divided
his kingdom into 36 different districts or nomes, he
ant,

marched at the head of a numerous army to make the
conquest of the world.
Libya, .Ethiopia, Arabia, with
all the islands of the Red Sea, were
conquered, and
the victorious monarch marched through Asia, and
penetrated farther into the East than the conqueror
of Darius.
He also invaded Europe, and subdued
the Thracians ; and, that the fame of his conquests
survive
him, he placed columns and immight long
and,
ages in the several provinces he had subdued
many ages after, inscriptions were still to be seen
;

commemorating his conquests. At his return home
the monarch employed his time in encouraging the
fine arts, and in improving the revenues of his kingdom.

He

erected one hundred temples to the gods
he had obtained, and mounds of earth
were heaped up in several parts of Egypt, where
cities were built for the reception of the inhabitants
After a long and
during the inundations of the Nile.
for the victories

glorious reign, Sesostris, now grown old and infirm,
is said to have destroyed himself.
{Diod. Sic, 1,
Such is the common legend relative to
53, seqq.)

—

this celebrated

Cham-

Everydynasty as the greatest of the Theban kings.
where this mighty monarch stands forth in prominent
Before and in the temples of the Southern
grandeur.
Ipsambul, no less than in Thebes and in the ruins ol

his colossal statues appear stamped, ChamIn alof portraiture.
pollion asserts, with the reality
most every temple, up to the confines of .Ethiopia,

and poetry.
very early period, especially philosophy
At an early age he appeared as a pleader at the bar.
In consequence of a reproof received from Quintus Mucins, an eminent lawyer, grounded upon his ignorance
of the law, he applied himself with great industry to

his

deeds and triumphs are wrought in relief and
The greater part of the celebrated obelisks
painting.
That
either are inscribed to him or bear his record.
of the Lateran has been long known (from the curious
interpretation of

it

in

Ammianus

Marcellinus) to be-

one side of Cleopatra's Needle is occupied with his deeds; and, besides his legends in the ruins of Luxor and Camac, the immense

became one of the most eminent long

Cicero highly commends his legal
the various civil
Sulpitius passed through

the hero of

Herodotus, the Sesoosis of Diodorus, the
Sethos of Manetho, the Rhamses the Great of the
monuments, he appears at the head of the nineteenth

Memphis,

knowledge.

:

sostris of

He
statesman, descended from an illustrious family.
was contemporary with Cicero, and probably born about
He cultivated polite literature from a
a century B.C.

legal studies, and
lawyers of Rome.

king and conqueror

pollion's system, as of all early Egyptian history, and,
we are to believe Diodorus, of their poetry, the Se-

if

to a

King Rameses

;
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edifice

on the western side of the

river,

which corre-

not perfect, exactness to the
magnificent palace of Osymandyas described by Diodorus, is so covered with his legends as to be named
by ChampoUion, without the least hesitation, the
Rhameseion. The date of the accession of Sesostris,
as the head of the nineteenth dynasty, is of great importance, but, like all such points, involved in much
M. ChampoUion Figeac, by an ingenious
difficulty.
argument deduced from the celebrated Sothic period
©f 1460 years, reckoned according to data furnished
by Censorinus, and a well-known fragment of Theon
Dr.
of Alexandrea, makes out the date of 1473 B.C.
Yonng assumes 1424. Mr. Mure maintains that it
nor
lower
than
than
1410,
cannot be placed higher
1400.
(^Remarks on the Chronology of the Egyptian

sponds with singular,

if

—

M. ChampoUion Figeac's

Dynasties, Lond., 1829.)

unsatisfactory, and chiefly from the uncertainty of fixing the reign of Menophres, which is the
basis of the whole system, and which is altogether a

argument

is

It appears, however, that the
gratuitous assumption.
question may be brought to a short, if not precise, conclusion.
The first date which approximates to certainty is the capture of Jerusalem by Sesac or Se-

sonchosis ; the first of the twenty-second dynasty, in
the year 971, or, at the earliest, 975 B.C.
What,
then, was the intervening time between this event and
The reigns
the accession of the nineteenth dynasty 1
of the three series, as given by Mr. Mure from the various authorities, stand thus :
in the Latin text of Jerome :
Nineteenth Dynasty

Twentieth
Twenty-flrst

.

and

.

.

.

from Euscbius

first

"
"

194

178
130

502

Add

date of capture of Jertmalem

.

.

971

1473

Next from Eusebius, according to the Greek
(Syncellus

—

Scaliger)

Nineteenth Dynasty

Twentieth

Twenty

first

"
"

:

....

text

Nineteenth Dynasty
"
Twentieth
Twenty-flrst

to the

Armenian

....

"

text

:

Twentieth
Twenty-first

Add

.

.

"
"

.

....

lastly,

from the Old Chronicle

Nineteenth Dynasty
"
Twentieth
"
Twenty-first

....

.

.

475
971

:

194
228
121

971

itself into the relative degrees of
weight attached to Africanus, Eusebius, or the Old
Chronicle, as to the reign of the Twentieth Dynasty.
It should be observed, that there may be five years of
error in the date of the capture of Jerusalem, and it
is uncertain at what period in the reign of Sesac that

1224

erally attributed to Sesostris is ./Ethiopia.

indeed,

ters,

make him commence with

Some wria maritime

expedition against Cyprus and Phoenicia ; but the
most probable account states that, either during hi&
father's life or after his own accession, he led the triumphant banners of Eaypt along the whole course of

He conquered, says
Diodorus, the southern ^Ethiopians, and forced thenft
to pay tribute, ebony, gold, and elephants' teeth. Nowhere do the monuments so strikingly illustrate the
In the Nubian temples, representations of
history.
One at
the victories of this great king line the walls.
Kalabsche has been described with great spirit by
It represents a naHeeren, from Gau's engravings.
ked queen with her children imploring the mercy of
the conqueror.
Now, though female sovereigns were
the Nile to the sacred Meroe.

rarely

known in Egypt, in Ethiopia they were comEven at a late period, the Candace of the Acts

occur to every reader.

Besides the queen, there

what seems

notice of Heeren, that the career of Sesostris is led
precisely along the line on which he has traced, with
so much ingenuity and research, the road of ancient
It

might almost seem that the conqueror

track of the caravan or fleet, to plunder
or make himself master of the successive centres or
emporia of commerce, and of the different countries
from which the richest articles of traffic were sent
tlie

forth.
The first step, as stated, was the subjugation
of this,
of .Ethiopia, the next of Africa to the west
it is true, we have but at> indifferent voucher, that of
:

210 (204)
135
130

1514

The question resolves

—

followed

543

\dl

the tribute levied by the Great Rhamses.
{Tacitus^
Ann., 2, 60.) Let us trace this line of conquest,
which appeared so vast, and perhaps romantic, as to
have induced those writers who, towards the end of the
last century, were for resolving all history, mythology^
and religion into astronomy, upon grounds rather more
plausible than usual, to consider the great king of
Egypt no more than a mythological personification of
" the
giant that rejoiceth to run his course from one
end of Heaven to the other." The first conquest gen-

commerce.

1446

And,

the visit of Germanicus to Thebes, the
elder of the priests, interpreting the inscriptions in his
native language, related to the wondering Roman the
forces, the conquests in .Africa, Asia, and Europe, and

130

r

....

the fullest

On

reign.

194
172

971

Nineteenth Dynasty

brief and

Tacitus is at once the most
statement of the glories of his
in

We

1467

Next from Africanus (Syncellus)

!

The memorable passage

be ivory, with golden ingots, and huge logs of ebony.
proceed on our course, first remarking a
fact which, if we remember rightly, has escaped the

Am
Add

:

legends, either poetical, or, if historical, embeUished
by national vanity, or containing substantial truth

to

1481

Next from Eusebius, according

—

are the spoils at the feet of the conqueror,

971

as before

there-

reasons from his own, is as probable
as any other.
Ancient history is full of the triumphs
of this Egyptian Alexander
was it the echo of native

will

202 (194)
178
130

M. ChampoUion Figeac's date,

fore, for different

mon.

510

Add

event took place.

a Latin poet, and one, in general, more to be suspected
of tumid hyperbole than his brethren, namely, Lucan.

{Venit ad oceasxim, micndifjue extrcma Sesostris, 10,
276 ) Still, some extensive subjugation of the Libyan
tribes may be assumed without much hesitation. The
wild animals of the desert are perpetually led in the

—

triumphs of the Egyptians the antelopes, the apes»
Arabia, to the older
the giraffes, and the ostriches.
From
world, was the land of wonder and of wealth.
" the
the Hebrew prophets, who delighted to dwell on
from Arabia and Saba," to the lagifts to be brought

—

test Greek and I^tin poets, the geographer Dionysius
and the luxuriant Nonnus, the riches and marvels of
the land and people are perpetually displayed. Araby

the Blessed, either producing or possessing the carand incenses which
rying trade of those costly spices
were so prodigally used in Egypt in embalming the
dead and worshipping the gods, would naturally be an
Acan Egyptian conqueror.
object of ambition to
the triumphant career of Rhamcordingly, even before
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tes the Great, curious vestiges of Egyptian conquest
in the Arabian peninsula have been brought to light,
and Arabah (the Red Earth) is described as under the
feet of

Rameses Meiamoun,

in

one of those curious

said to line the walls
representations of his conquests
It was on a height overlooking the
at Medinet-Abou.
narrow strait which divides Africa from Arabia that
Scsostris. according to Strabo, erected one of his col-

umns. The wars between the later Abyssinian kings
and the sovereigns of Yemen, in the centuries preceding

Mohammed, may

the existence of one or of a line of
Egyptian conqoei^
••
ors
its
Egypt was as likely to send forth
:

mighty

hunter,

whose game was man," as Assyria, Persia,

Macedonia, Arabia, or Tartary. On the other hand,
we have the uniform testimony of ancient history, ancient tradition, and existing monuments.
Egyptian
is
reported to us by every ancient author,
Herodotus, Diodorus, Manetho, Strabo, and is assu-

history

redly deserving of as much credit as the scattered fragments of the Oriental annals, which bear the name of

The Berosus

illustrate these conquests.

or Sanchoniathon, or the traditions preserved

terror of the sea attributed to the later by more modern antiquaries.
The only history which
Egyptians was either unknown to or disdained, as the approximates to this period is that of the Bible, and
this we shall presently consider.
How far the general
monuments clearly prove, by the great Theban kings
more than one regular naval engagement, as well as tradition may be traced to Egypt as its sole fountainthere is some semblance of a
descents from invading fleets, being represented in head, may be doubted

hatred

or

;

;

On

the sculptures.

the

Red

Sea, Sesosiris, according
but
to history, fitted out a navy of four hundred sail
Did they comwhither did he or his admirals sail 1
;

mit themselves to the trade- winds, and boldly stretch
across towards the land of gold and spice 1 Are some
of the hill-forts represented in the sculptures those of
Did his triumphant arms pass the Ganges 1
India 1
Do the Indian hunches on the cattle, noticed by Mr.
Hamilton, confirm the legend so constantly repeated
of his conquests in that land of ancient, fable ! Or,
according to the modest account of Herodotus, did
they coast cautiously along, and put back when they
Did they folencountered some formidable shoals 1
low the course of the Persian Gulf, assail the rising
monarchies of the Assyrians and Medes, or press on
to that great kingdom of Bactria, which dimly arises
amid the gloom of the earliest ages, the native place
of Zoroaster, and the cradle of the Magian religion 1

Champollion boldly names Assyrians, Medes, and
Bactrians as exhibited on the monuments ; but the
strange and barbarous appellations which he has read,
as far as we remember, bear no resemblance to those
earlier travellers, howof any of the Oriental tribes
ever, have observed that the features, costume, and
arms of the nations with which the Egyptians join
;

battle are clearly Asiatic ; the long, flowing robes, the
line of face, the beards, the shields, in many respects
are remarkably similar to those on the Babylonian cyl-

"The doinders and the sculptures of Persepolis.
minions of Sesostris," our legend proceeds, " spreads
over Armenia and Asia Minor. His images were still
ta be seen in the days of Herodotus, one on the road
between Ephesus and Phocsea, and another between
Smyrna and Sardis. They were five palms high,
armed in the Egyptian and Ethiopian manner, and
held a javelin in one hand and a bow in the other
across the breast ran a line, with an inscription
;

:

*

This region

conquered by my strength {tit. my
shoulders).' They were mistaken for statues of Memnon." This universal conqueror spread his dominion
but Thrace was the limit of his victointo Europe
On the eastern shore of the Euxine he left, acries.
I

:

connexion with Scythian tradition preserved in Justin
and Jornandes in the former we find the name of a
;

But the
Scythian king contemporary with Sesostris.
monuments which cover the walls of the Nubian cities, more particularly of Thebes, aflTord the strongest
confirmation to the extensive conquests of one or more
of the mighty Pharaohs.
These monuments, entirely
independent, it must be remembered, of the interpretations of their legends by Champollion, represent battles and sieges, combats by land and sea, in countries
apparently not African, against nations which have
every character of remote, probably Asiatic races.
There are rivers which cannot be the Nile ; fortresses
which, in their local character, seem totally unlike
those of the districts bordering on Egypt.
But how is
it that the sacred
writings preserve a profound silence

—

on

all the invasions, conquests, and triumphs of this
Egyptian Alexander, or, if Champollion is to be credmust take up the
ited, this race of Alexanders]
question of the connexion between the sacred and
On this interEgyptian history at an earlier period.

We

esting inquiry two writers, M. Coquerel, a Protestant,
and M. Greppo, a Roman Catholic divine, have entered with
riod

in

much candour and

the Egyptian

history

To what peingenuity.
is the Mosaic Exodus

This question seems to have been
so speak, on the scene of action
among the Jewish and Grecian writers in Alexandrea.
The fact was universally admitted, though the chronology was warmly contested ; as to the fact, it may
be fearlessly asserted that the Mosaic record, indeto be assigned

debated,

if

?

we may

its
religious sanction, has generally as high
a claim to the character of authenticity and credibility
as any ancient document ; he who should reject it
would not merely expose his own sincerity as a believer in revealed religion, but his judgment as a philNor can we read the histories of
osophical historian.
Diodorus, or Tacitus, or the treatise of Josephu*
without
clearly seeing that the Egypagainst Apion,

pendent of

however they might disfigure, no doubt
did notice the servitude and the escape of the Israelites from Egypt.
But both this and the chronological
tian historians,

question were carried on with the blinding feelings of
national pride and animosity on each side, and it is far
from likely that we should disentangle the web which
has thus been ravelled, nor can we expect to receive
the monany direct information on this subject from
uments.
One pious writer has taken alarm at this silence
but surely without much reason, f«»r the monuments almost exclusively belong to Uf)per Egypt ;
nor does a proud nation inscribe on its enduring sculptures its losses and calamities ; it is the victorious,
not the discomfited, monarch whose deeds are hewn
Both M. Coquerel and
Are we in stone
Greppo adopt
tempted, the subjugation of the Scythians.
then to dismiss all this long history of triumphs and the common Usherian date, 1491, for the Exodus.
as
as
is
date
this
1
any other, we
or
probable
Now, though
allegoric legend
conquests into the regions of mythic
Are we to consider it ihe pure creation or the monstrous cannot think it certain. The great variation of chrowell known ; nor is any
is
it into the
nologists on this point
exaggeration of national vanity 1 to resolve
audacious mendacity of the priest or the licensed fiction question of biblical criticism more open to fair debate
of the bard 1
A priori, there is nothing improbable in than the authenticity of the text of 1 Kings, 6, I, the

cording to tradition, a part of his army, the ancesBut
tors of the circumcised people, the Colchians.
his most formidable enemies were the redoubted
Pliny and other later writers assert that
Scythians.
But Egyptian
he was vanquished by them, and fled.
reason to deny the defeat
pride either disguised or had
of her hero. There is a striking story in Herodotus, that
when the victorious Darius commanded that his statue
should take the place of that of Sesostris. the priests
of their
boldly interfered, and asserted the superiority
monarch, who had achieved what Darius had in vain at-

—

7Q

;

—

M
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basis of this calculation.

Our authors likewise adopt

M. Chdinpollion Figeac's

date, 1473,

ion of Sesostris, and the

common

dred and

dismembered by the assertion of independence of
some powerful satrap, or the division between the sons

are

for the access-

term of two hun-

fifteen years for the residence of the

on the death of a king.
In the twenty-eighth year of
/Egyptus (the Rameses Meiamoun of the monuinetits),
says Eusfcbius, in the Chroincon iArmtn. Vers.),
" Busiris
in partibus Nili Jluvn lyrunmdem exercC'

Israel-

Egypt. Joseph might thus have been sold under
Jacob and his family entered Egypi under his
successor, Miphre-Thoutmosis, and departed in the
third year of Amenophis Rbamses, father of Sesostris.
Several curious incidental points make in favour of this
ites in

Moeris

;

At a period assigned to the ministry of
seph, clearly, the native princes were on the throne
the priesthood were in honour and power, particularly
The obelisk raised by Moeris Miphra,
those of Phre.
at Heliopolis, will be remembered : his son likewise

system.

dynasty to Upper Egypt, and of their conquests lo the
south and east, account for Herodotus, wiio wrote
from Memphian authority, making Sesostris the immediate successor of Moeris 1
Might not the blow inflicted on the Tanite kingdom by the loss of Us slave
population and its army, enable Sesostris with greater
ease to consolidate the whole realm into one mighty

;

bore the

title

of Miphre.

Now Joseph

was married

to

the daughter of Pet-e-phre, the priest of Phre, at On or
At this period, too, the shepherds were reHeliO[>oiis.
" abomination to the
cently expelled, and, therefore, an
Egyptians," and the land of Goshen was vacant by

We

are not, however, blind lo the obmonarchy ?
jections against this scheme, and rather throw it out
for consideration than urge it with the least posiiiveness.
Yet far be it from ns lo confine the inquisitive

their expulsion.
Diodorus, it may be observed, gives
seven generations between Mceris and Sesostris, which,

amounts nearly to the date of
the residence of the Israelites in Egypt.
Towards
the close of the period the race of Rhamses ascended

reader to a choice between these two hypotheses.
He may consult Mr. Faber, who will inform him that

at three for a century,

the throne

and Raamses

;

is

the

name of one

the Pharaoh who perished in the Red Sea was one
of the shepherd kings.
may turn lo Jo.-ephus,
and find that the shepherds and the Israelites were the

We

of the

Such are the
by the oppressed Israelites.
curious incidental illustrations of this system, the same,
we may observe, with that of Usher and Bishop Cum-

cities built

but

same

but by what strange trausformalion a peaceful
minister and his family of seventy per.^ons became a
horde of conquering savages and a dynasty of kings,
we are at a loss to conceive Perizonius, however,
There
has ably supported this untenable hypothesis.
is another theory, which we are inclined to suspect
was that of Manetho, and, therefore, worthy of con-

we must

not dissemble the difficulties.
The Exodus, according to the dates adopted, took
Feventeen years before the death of Amenophis ;
place
he, therefore, could not have been the Pliaraoh drowned
in the Red Sea; a difficulty rendered still more startling by the very interesting description of the sepulchral cave of this Amenophis V. by ChampoUion, and
which seems clearly to intimate that this Pharaoh reposed with his ancestors in the splendid excavation
of Biban-el-Malook. Here, however, M. Greppo moves
a previous question.
Have we distinct authority in
the Hebrew Scriptures for the death of Pharaoh 1
In the contemporary descriptions it is the host, the
chariots, the horsemen of Pharaoh which are swalberland

—

Have any
transenntesque pcri^rinos spoliabat.'"
monuments been discovered in Lower Egypt between
Maris and Sesostris 1 Would not the restriction of
Jo- the dominions of the latter part of the great Theban
bat,

;

:

sideration

is

so strangely disfigured in Jose-

his son

;

a tradition of a great catrastrophe connected with reThis would throw the Exodus a century later
ligion.
(the Jewish date comes as low as 1312), and would
be somewhat embarrassing to chronology, but it would
settle the question about Sesostris ; and the Jews of
all ages were more likely to exaggerate than depress

the earliest apparently express authority for
arch
the death of the king is a poetic passage in the one
;

thirty-sixth Psalm (v. 15), which is genconsidered to have been written after the captivity, and even this may, perhaps, bear a different
There is a second difficulty still more
construction.
The scene of the Mosaic narrative is unformidable.

hundred and

—

the antiquity of their nation.
If, however, according to
the general view, we place the Exodus before the ac-

erally

cession of Sesostris, in what manner do we account for
the silence of the holy books concerning this universal

—

M

doubtedly laid in Lower Egypt, and seems to fix the
residence of the kings in some part of the northern rebut it seems equally clear that Thebes was the
gion

M. Coquerel and
Greppo answer at
conqueror?
once, and with apparent probability, that the triumphant armies of the Egyptian marched through Palestine during the forty years which the Israelites passed
Yet a prt-limiin the secret and inaccessible desert.
be started— according tc the general
nar)' question may

;

j

accounts, Did the Egyptian pass througti Palestine]
By the line of march which we have drawn out from
what seem the best authorities, he certainly did not,
excepting possibly on his return, and of his return nohe arrived, whether by land
thing is said, excepting that
will not urge
or sea is not stated, at Pelusium.
the words of Justin, that this great conqueror had a
and destrange predilection for remote conquests,
near his own borders ; but it is
spised those which lay
that the comparative insignificance of Pales-

I

Moses was exposed; and the "wonders in the field
of Zoan" indicate the same scenes on much higher auThe LXX. and the Chaldee paraphrast renthority.
are aware that ChampoUion
der Zoan by Tanis.

We

We

" bear a rival near the throne" of his
will not
magnifi-

cent Pharaohs, and other opponents may object the
" all
As to the latter obEirypt" of the Scriptures.
be questioned whether " all
jection, it may certainly
Egypt" included the Thebaid but if ChampoUion
(were we to suggest the possibility of a collateral dy-

possible
tine, or

;
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it

re.senled, either by

;

great Egyptian monarchy, we can only rejoin the frequency with which the great sovereignties of the East

but

Rhamses, yet he is immediately after repManetho or Jo>ephus, as their prehe it was who expelled a second rare of
decessor
leprous shepherds, and his fate was moulded up with
and

lowed up and there is no expression that intimates,
with any degree of clearness, the death of the mon-

nasty and a second kingdom, at this period, in the
northern part of the region) should urge the improblike Horus, Manability that conquering sovereigns
douee, or especially Rameses Meiamoun, would endure the independence of a part, as it were, of the

;

phus, that it is difficult lo know lo whom we are to
ascribe the flagrant contradictions.
By this account,
Amenophis was inserted by Manetho af/er Se-sostris

—

usual dwelling-place of this Ammonian race of soverTradition agrees with the general impression
eigns.
of the narrative ; it hovers between Tanis and Memmanifest predilection for the former.
The
phis, with a
Tanilic branch of the Nile is said to be that on which

;

its

ready submission, might preserve

it

from

actual invasion, if it did not happen to be on the line
It is true that Herodotus sends forth the
of march.
the conquest of
Egyptian to win his first laurels by
and Phoenicia ; but the subjugation of the isl-

!

j

!

Cyprus
The conand clearly denotes a maritime expedition.
a very singular
quest of Phoenicia is confirmed by
monument, a bilinguar inscription in hieroglypnics and
arrow-headed characters the former of which shew the

SES

SEV

This has been found
legend of Rharr.ses the Great.
at Nahar-el kelb, in Syria, near the ancient Berytusj.
In fact, while Phoenicia, already perhaps mercantile,
might attract an Egyptian conqueror, Palestine, only
which Egypt produced in
the utmost abundance, was a conquest which might
flatter the pride, but would offer no advantage to the
rich in the fruits of the soil,

Herodotus, indeed, expressly
sovereign of the Nile.
he had seen one of his obscene trophies of
victory raised among those nations which submitted
without resistance in Syria Pala^stina.
Larcher has
asserts, that

already observed on the loose
aries of Palestine

way in which the boundwere known by the Greeks, and has

urged the improbability that the magnificent sovereigns
of Judaea, David and Solomon, would suifer such a
of national disgrace to stand
he supposes,
therefore, that it might be in the territory of Ascalon.

monument

We

;

somewhat

are

inclined to suspect that matiy of
these pillars might be no more than the symbols of
the worship of Baal-Peor.
Was Herodotus likely to

read a hieroglyphic inscription without the assistance
of his friends, the priests of Egypt 1
Be this as it
may, after all, if we can calmly consider the nature of
the Jewish history in the Bible, ail difficulty, even if
suppose the peaceful submission to the great conThe Book of Judges, in about
queror, ceases at once.

we

fourteen chapters, from the third to the sixteenth, contains the history of between three and four centuries.
Its object appears to be to relate the successive calamities of the nation, and the deliverances
wrought "by
men raised by the Lord." But the rapid march of
Sesostris through the unresisting territory, as it might
exercise no oppression, would demand no deliverance.
particularly, if it took place during one of the
periods of servitude, when masters and slaves bowed
together beneath the yoke, it would have added nothing to the ignominy or burden of slavery.
{Quar-

More

Review, vol. 43, p. 141, seqq)
Skstos, a city of Thrace on the shores of the Hellespont, nearly opposite to .-^bydos, which lay somewhat to the south. From the situation of Sestos it

terly

was always regarded

as a most important city, as it
a great measure the narrow channel on
stood.
{Theopomp., ap Strab., 591.) It

commanded
which

it

in

appears to have been founded

at

an early period by

sels

from thence, the reverse being the case with tbof«

(Slrah., 091.— Po/y6., 16, 29.)
.sailing from Abydos.
Mannert says the site of Sestos is now called Jalowa
193.
vol.
Cramer' » Anc. Grtecct »oL
7, p.
{Gcogr.,

—

1, p.

of

328).

Sgthon, a priest of Vulcan, who made himself king
Egypt after the death of Anysis. He was attacked

by the Assyrians, and delivered from this powerful enemy by an immense number of rats, which in one
night gnawed their bowstrings and thongs, so that oq
the morrow their arms were found to be useless.
From this wonderful circumstance Sethon had a statue
which represented him with a rat in his hand, with the

— "TheWhoever
Babylonian

inscription of

fixes

hi.s

eyes on me,

let

him

be

Talmud," observes Pri" states that the destruction made
deaux,
upon the
army of the Assyrians was executed by lightning, and

pious.

some of

the Targums are quoted for saying the same
thing ; but it seems most likely that it was effected
by bringing on them the hot wind which is frequent in
those parts, and often, when it lights among a multitude, destroys great numbers of them in a moment, as
frequently happens to caravans ; and the words of
Isaiah, that God would send a blast against Senache-

Herodotus gives us
denote also the same thing.
a disguised account of this deliverance
from the .\ssyrians in a fabulous application of it to
the city of Pelusium instead of Jerusalem, and to SeThe learned
thon the Egyptian instead of Hezekiah."
dean then remarks upon the strong confirmation given
to the account in Scripture by ilie statement of Herodotus, and his mentioning the very name of Sen-

rib,

some kind of

acherib.

{Prideauxs Conjiexions,

vol. 1, p. 23, scqq.,

ed.

1831.)
Setia, a (own of Latium, northeast of Antium and
Its situation on a
north of Circii.
It is now Sezza.
steep and lofty hill is marked by a verse of LuciliThe wine of
us, preserved by Aulus Gellius (16, 9).
this town was in considerable repute, and Augustus,

according to Pliny (14, 6), gave it the preference, as
being of all kinds the least calculated to injure the
stomach.
may infer from Statius {Silv., 2, 6),
that it was sometimes poured on the ashes of the weal(Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 107.)
thy dead.

We

Severus,

I.

Ldcius Se?timius, a

Roman

emperor,

some i^olians. {Scymnus, ch. 708.) The story of born at Leptis in Africa, of an equestrian family.
Hero and Leander, and still more the passage of the Upon coming to Rome in early life, he received the
vast armament of Xerxes, have rendered Sestos cele- benefit of a liberal education, and was subsequently
brated in ancient history.

Sestos

is

said by

Herodo-

tus to have been strongly fortified
and, when besieged
by the Greek naval force, after the battle of Mycale,
;

made an obstinate defence the inhabitants being
reduced to the necessity of eating the thongs which fastened their beds. The barbarians at length abandoned
the place, which surrendered to the besiegers. (Herod.,
it

;

—

Thucyd., 1, 89.) The Athenians, when at the
height of their power, justly attached the greatest value
to the possession of Sestos, which enabled them to command the active trade of the Euxiiie hence they were
wont to call it the corn-chest of the Piraeus. (Aristot.,
After the battle of ^Egospotamos,
Rhet., 3, 10, 7.)
Sestos recovered its independence with the rest of
but the .\thenians, many years after,
the Chersonese
having resolved to recover that fertile province, sent
Chares to the Hellespont with a considerable force
to attempt its conquest.
The Seslians were summoned to surrender their town, and, on their refusal,
were speedily besieged
after a short resistance the
place was taken by assault, when Chares barbarously
caused all the male inhabitants capable of bearing arms
to be butchered.
This severe blow probably caused
the ruin of the town, as from this period little mention
of it occurs in history.
Strabo, however, speaks of
Sestos as being a considerable place in his time
he
observes, that the current which flowed from the shore
near Sestos greatly facilitated the navigation of ves9, 115.

;

;

;

;

raised to the dignity of a senator by the favour of

cus Aurelius.

His youth,

it

is

said, did not

Mar-

escape

untainted by the impurities that disgraced the capital ;
and on one occasion he was tried for a flagrant crime
at the tribunal of

Didius Julianus,

whom

he afterward

Having held the usual ofdeposed and put to death.
fices which qualified a candidate for the consular power,
Severus was intrusted with several military appointHe served in
ments of great honour and importance.
and finally obtained
Africa, in Spain, and in Gaul
one of the most desirable commands in the empire,
;

that, namely, of the legions employed in Pannonia, to
defend the banks of the Danube against the inroads of
When the
the barbarian tribes who dwelt beyond it.
news was conveyed to him that Didius Julianus had
vacant
ascended the imperial throne, rendered
by the
assassination of Pertinax, he resolved to seize the opfor gratifying the
portunity which was thereby presented
ambition which had long been lurking in his bosom.
The memory of Pertinax was dear to the legions of
Pannonia, whom he had often led to victory; and
Severus lost no time in taking advantage of this reverence and aflfection for the murdered prince. The ardour of the troops which he addressed on this occasion,
led them to salute their chief on the field by the names of
march soon brought
a
emperor and Augustus, and rapid
him to Rome. Julianus was put to death by a decree of

the senate, Severus ascended the imperial throne, the
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SEVERUS.
Praetorian guards, who had murdered Pertinax and sold
the empire to Didius, were disbanded by the new monarch, and a triumphal pageant witnessed the entrance of
Severus into the Roman capital. Next followed the

whom

he once more exhorted

to union and muexpired at York, A.D. 21 1, in
the sixty-sixth year of his age, having
reigned nearly
It is difficult to obtain from the
eighteen years.
pages of ancient writers a fair or consistent representation of the character of Severus.
One of the authors
of the Augustan history applies to him an expression
which was suggested by the effects which the conduct
of the first Roman emperor (Augustus) had upon the
fortunes of his country, namely, that it would have
been well for the state if he had never been born, or

sons,

I

He

affection.

tual

I

—

overthrows of Niger and Albinus, the two competitors
with Severus for the empire {vid. Niger and Albinus)
and these events were succeeded by the death of many
nobles of Gaul and Spain, and also of twenty-nine senators of Rome, who were accused of having been the
Meanwhile the Parthians, under
abetters of Albinus.
Vologeses, availing themselves of the absence of Severus, had overrun Mesopotamia, and besieged Laetus, one had never died.
;

The emperor resolved
march against them, and it was his intention to establish the power of Rome beyond the Euphrates on
of his lieutenants, in Nisibis.

to

much

firmer foundation than it had enjoyed since the
days of Trajan. The Parthians retired at his approach :
he ascended the Euphrates with his barks, while the

a

army marched along

its banks
and having occupied
Seleucia and Babylon, and sacked Ctesiphon, he carried oflf 100,000 inhabitants alive, with the women and
treasures of the court.
Leading his army, after this,
against the Atreni, through the desert of Arabia, his
foragers were incessantly cut off by the light cavalry
of the Arabs and after lying before Atra twenty days,
and making an ineffectual attempt to storm, he was
;

;

compelled to raise the siege and retire into Palestine.
Hence he made the tour through Egypt, visited MemHis return to Rome was
phis, and explored the Nile.
celebrated by a combat of 400 wild beasts in the amphitheatre, and by the nuptials of his son Bassianus
Caracalla with the daughter of Plautianus.
(Vid.
After a short residence in his capital,
Plautianus.)
a period marked by mcreased severity on the part of
the emperor, and a degree of tyranny rendered the
more odious from its being the result of a naturally
suspicious temper, Severus took refuge from the dis-

sensions between his two sons, Geta and Caracalla,
and from the intrigues of state, in the stirring scenes
of a foreign war.
He passed over into Britam, accompanied by his sons, with the view of securTng the northern boundaries of the Roman province against the incursions of the Cfaledonians, and of the other barbarous tribes who dwelt between the wastes of Northumberland and the Grampian Mountains. He had hoped,
also, that the love of military glory might exalt the
ambition of his sons, and chase from their breasts those
malignant passions, which at once disturbed his domestic repose, and ever and anon threatened to tear
the commonwealth in pieces.
His success against the
foreign enemy was much more complete than his
scheme for restoring fraternal concord. The difficulties which he had to overcome, however, were
very
great, and

mind

less

must have conquered the resolution of a
firm than that of Severus.
He was obliged

down forests, level mountains, construct bridges
over rivers, and form roads through fens and marshes.
His triumph, such as it was, was soon disturbed by
the restless spirit of the Caledonians, and by the inThis young
trigues of his ungrateful son Caracalla.
prince, after failing in an attempt to excite the soldiers
to
have drawn his own sword against
to mutiny, is said
to cut

Irritated by such conduct,
the person of his father.
on the part of his friends as well as of his enemies,
Severus allowed himself to fall a prey to the

corroding

He invited his
feelings of anger and disappointment.
son to complete his act of meditated parricide ; while
in respect to the revolted Britons, who had abused his
clemency, he expressed, in the words of Homer {II.,

6, 57, seqq.), his fixed resolution to exterminate them
But death soon put an
from the face of the earth.

end

to his sufferings

Having returned

and

to all

as far as

his plans for
revenge.

;
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c.

18.)

This remark

followed than directed the general current of events.
He considered the Roman world as his property, and
had no sooner secured the possession, than he bestowed the utmost care on the cultivation and improvement of so valuable an acquisition. Judicious law,
executed with firmness, soon corrected most of the
abuses which, since the time of Marcus Aurelius, had
Yet in his
infected every department of the state.
maxims of government he often displayed, not the le-

mere soldier. Harsh, unpitying, and
suspicious, although generous to those for whom he
had conceived an attachment, it was perhaps fortunate
gislator, but the

for

Rome

that the operations of distant warfare en-

his principal thoughts, and employed the greater part of his reign.
His taste for public buildings

gaged

—

and magnificent spectacles recommended him very
He also showed himgreatly to the Roman people.

The habits of a life spent
doubt, quite incompatible
with any distinguished progress in science or in letters
but his taste, notwithstanding, induced him to
spend his hours of leisure in the study of philosophy.
He was much devoted, however, to that perversion
of natural knowledge which was known by the anself a patron of literature.

chiefly in the

camp were, no

;

name of magic. Astrology also came
of his attention ; and he is said to have
been determined in his choice of a second wife by

cients under the
in for its share

young Syrian lady, whose name
Sehad been born with a royal nativity.
verus wrote Memoirs of his own Life, in Latin a work
of which Aurelius Victor praises the style not less
than the fidelity.
But Dio Cassius, who had better
the discovery that a

was

—

Julia,

;

means

for forming a correct judgment, insinuates that
Severus did not, on all occasions, pay the strictest
regard to truth, and that, in his attempts to vindicate
himself from the charge of cruelty, he laid greater
stress on hidden motives and refined views of policy,
than on the palpable facts which met the eye of the
Id., Vit. Pespublic.
{Spartian., Vit. Did. Jul.

—

—

—

cenn. Nig.
Id., Vit. Sev.—Dio
Id., Vit. Albin.
Cass., lib. 74, seq.—Herodian, 2, 9, 2, &c.)— II. Alexander or Marcus Aurelius Alexander Severus. a native of Syria, and cousin to the Emperor Heliogaba-

Maesa. grandmother of the latter, perceiving his
and grossly vicious disposition, thought of conher dissolute
ciliating the Romans by prevailing upon
with himgrandson to associate Alexander Severus
lus.

folly

But Heliogabalus becoming afthe empire.
terward jealous of him, and wishing to put him out
of the way, spread a false report of Alexander's death,
whereupon the praetorians broke out into open mutiny,
Severus sucHeliogabalus was slain, and Alexander
ceeded to the empire. The new emperor was of a
self in

character diametrically opposite to that of his predecessor.
Among the first acts of his sovereignty, he
banished all the guilty and abandoned creatures of
of the senate, and
Heliogabalus, restored the authority
chose his counsellors and ministers of state of the best

York (Eboracum), he was members

attacked with a disease which he himself foresaw
would, at no distant period, terminate his career and,
in the expectation of this event, he called for both his

{Spartian.,

in it, perhaps, more point than truth ; for,
though
Severus was no ordinary man, he nevertheless rather

has

the

of that body, and revoked, also,
perbeen issued by his predecessecuting edicts that had
merciful
and
This just
sor against the Christians.
been adopted by the adprocedure is thought to have
all
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vice of his mother Mammaea, who maintained an intercourse with some of the most distinguished Christians, among others, the celebrated Origen, and who

was, perhaps, herself a convert.
But, however desirous of peace, that he might prosecute his schemes
of reform, Alexander was soon called to encounter
A revolution in the East,
the perils and toils of war.
which began in the fourth year of his reign, was productive of consequences deeply important to all Asia.
Ardeshir Babegan, or Artaxerxes, who pretended to be
descended from the imperial race of ancient Persia,
raised a rebellion against the Parthian monarchs, the
Arsacidae.
The Parthian dynasty was overturned,
and the ancient Persian restored
and with its restoration was renewed its claims to the sovereignty of
all Asia, which it had formerly
This claim
possessed.
;

gave rise to a war against the Romans, and Alexander
Severus led his troops into the East, to maintain the

already lost their

warmth, and much of

their effictcj,

—

the time of Augustus.
(Ltv Epit., 61,
Strabo,
Marius defeated the Teutone.-^ near this place.
180.)

in

,

{Pint., Vit. Mar.— Floras, 3, 3.)
S1BVLL.1E, certain females supposed to be inspired
by Heaven, who flourished in different parts of the

world.
According to the received opinion, founded
on the authority of Varro, they were ten in number :
the first was the Persian Sibyl, of whom Nicanor,
one of the historians of Alexander the Great, made
mention
the second was the Libyan, alluded to by
Euripides in the prologue of one of his lost plays, the
Lamia the third was the Delphian, mentioned by
Chrysippus in his lost work on Divination ; the fourth
was the Cumaan, in Italy, spoken of by Naevius, and
;

;

other Latin writers, especially Virgil; the fifth was
the ErylhrcBan, whom ApoUodorus ofErythrct claimed
as a native of that city, though some made her to

In the have been born in Babylonia.
She is said to have
imperial sway over the disputed territories.
army he displayed the high qualities of a warrior, and predicted to the Greeks, when they were sailing for
gained a great victory over the Persians, but was pre- Troy, that this city was destined to perish, and that
vented from following up his success in consequence Homer would compose falsities in relation to it
the
of a pestilence breaking out among his troops
The sixth was the Samian, of whom Eratosthenes said he
Persians, however, were willing to renounce hostili- found mention in the ancient annals of the Samians ;
the seventh was of Cytna, in .^olis, and was called
ties for a time, and the emperor returned to Rome in
the eighth was
Scarcely had Alexander tasted repose from Amalthasa, Demophile, or Hcrophile
triumph.
;

;

his Persian war,

Germans

the

when he received

intelligence that
had crossed the Rhine and were inva-

He at once set out to oppose this new
ding Gaul.
enemy, but he encountered another still more formiThe armies in Gaul had sunk into a great redable.
laxation of the rigid discipline necessary for even their
own

Alexander began to restore the
preservation.
ancient military regulations, to enforce discipline, and
to reorganize such an army as might be able to keep
the barbarians in check.

The demoralized

soldiery

A conspiracy was
not endure the change.
formed against him, and the youthful emperor was
murdered in his tent, in his 29th year, after a short
It cannot be debut glorious reign of thirteen years
nied, that much of what rendered the reign of Alexander Severus truly glorious was owing to the counsels
of his mother Mammsea.
Ulpian, too, the friend of
Papinian, the most rigidly upright man of his time, a
could

—

man more

skilled in jurisprudence than any of his contemporaries, was the friend of Alexander, and the only
person with whom he was accustomed to converse in
This alone may be regarded as the
strict confidence.
young emperor's highest praise. The character of
Alexander presented so many points worthy of praise,

that the writer of

the Augustan History
exhausts all his powers of description in the attempt
Dio
to do it justice.
{Lamprid., Vit. Alex. Scv.
Hcrodmn, 5, 3, 7, seqq.) HI. SulCass., lib. 80.
died A.D. 420.
pitiu«, an ecclesiastical historian, who
his life

in

—

—

—

The

best of his works is his Historia Sacra, from the
creation of the world to the consulship of Stilicho, the
style of which is superior to that of the age in which
he lived.
The best edition is in 2 vols. 4to, Pafavn,

—

A

celebrated architect, employed, with
IV.
1741.
another architect named Celer, in erecting Nero's

••Golden House."

{Tacit.,

Annai,

15, A2.

— Vid.

Nero.)
Sevo, a ridge of mountains between Norway and

assumes various names in different parts
as, the Laitirjield Mountains, the DoSome suppose the ridge of
frafield Mountains, &c.
Sevo to have been the Rhiphsean Mountains of anti-

Sweden.

of

its

quity.

It

course

;

(Plin,

4, 15.)

SRiTiiE Aqu^, now Aix, a town of Gallia NarbonIt
ensis, and the metropolis of Narbonensis Secunda.
owed its foundation to Sextius Calvinus, who, in the
first

expedition of the

Salluvii or Salyes, in
It

Romans
whose

into Gaul, reduced the
it was situate.

territory

was founded on account of the warm mineral springs
These springs, however, had

in its neighbourhood.

the HcUespontine, born at Marpessus, in the Trojan
to Heraclides Ponticus, she flour-

territory.
According
ished in the time of Cyrus

and Solon

the ninth

;

was

the Phrygian, who gave oracles at Ancyra ; the tenth
was the Tiburtine, at Tibur, in Italy, and was named
Albunea.
{Varro, ap. Lactant., 1,6.
August., Ctv.
The most celebrated one of the whole
,
18, 23.)

—

D

number was

whom

the Cumaean, the poetic fable relative to

as follows

is

:

Apollo, having

become enam-

to give her whatever she should
Sibyl demanded to live as many years as

oured of her, offered

The

ask.

she had grains of sand in her hand, but unfortunately
forgot to ask for the enjoyment of health and bloom of
which she was then in possession. The god granted
her request, but she refused, in return, to listen to his
suit

;

and the

gift of longevity, therefore,

unaccom-

panied by freshness and beauty, proved a burden rather
than a benefit.
She had already lived about 700 years
when .iEneas came to Italy, and, as some have imagined, she had six centuries more to live before her
years were as numerous as the grains of sand which
At the expiration of this
she had held in her hand.
period she was to wither quite away, and become con-

—

verted into a mere voice.

{Ovid, Met, 14, 104.
This was the Sibyl
Virg., JEn., 6, 321.)
It was
that accompanied iEneas to the lower world.
Serv. ad

usual with her to write her predictions on leaves, and
them at the entrance of her cave : and it required great caution on the part of those who consulted her to take up these leaves before the wind drove
place

them from their places, and, by mingling them together,
broke the connexion, and rendered their meaning unin-

—

According to a well-known Roman legend,
one of the Sibyls came to the palace of Tarqum the
Second with nine volumes, which she offered to sell
The monarch declined the offer,
for a very high price.
and she immediately disappeared, and burned three of
asked the
the volumes.
Returning soon after, she
same price for the remaining six books and, when
refused to buy them, she burned three

telligible.

;

Tarquiii again

more, and still persisted in demanding the same sum
This extraorof money for the three that were left.
the monarch, and, with
dinary behaviour astonished
books upon
the
the advice of the augurs, he bought
;

which the Sibyl immediately disappeared, and was
These books were preserved with
never seen after.
A college
called the Sibylline verses.
great care, and
to have charge of them, and
was
of

appointed
priests
with the greatest solemnity whe«
they were consulted
When the Capitol
the state seemed to be in danger.
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was burned
ses,

in the troubles of Sylla, the Sibylline verthere, perished in the con-

which were deposited

flagration

seemed

and, to repair the loss which the republic
have sustained, commissioners were im-

;

to

mediately sent to different parts of Greece to collect
whatever could be found of the inspired writings of the
Thus far the common account. It is genSibyls.

—

that

what the ancients

erally conceded, however,
us respecting these prophetesses

tell

is all
very obscure,
It appears that
fabulous, and full of contradictions.
the name Sibylla is properly an appellative term, and
denotes "an inspired person;" and the etymology of
the word is commonly sought in the ^olic or Doric

"a
" advice" or
2iof, for ;?c6f,
god,^' and f3ov?,7},
counsel."
As regards the final fate of the Sibylline
verses, some uncertainty prevails. It would seem, however, according to the best authorities, that the Emper-

—

**

or Honorius issued an order, A.D. 399, for destroying
them in pursuance of which, Stilicho burned all these
;

prophetic writings, and demolished the temple of Apollo in which they had been dejwsited.
Nevertheless,
there are still preserved, in eight books of Greek verse,
a collection of oracles pretended to be Sibylline.
Dr.
Cave, who is well satisfied that this collection is a fora
of
it was
that
gery, supposes
large part
composed in
the time of Hadrian, about A.D. 130
that other parts
;

of Lydia.

almost superfluous, moreover, to rewith regard to Rome, at least, this prediction was contradicted by subsequent events.
The
second prophecy preserved for us in Roman history is
the one that was applied to the case of Ptolemy Au-

mark,

It is

that,

—

This prince having

letes.

solicited aid

from the sen-

ate against his rebellious subjects, the Sibylline books
were consulted, and the following answer v^as found
them " If a king of Egypt come to ask aid of

m

:

you, refuse him not your alliance, but give him no
The turbulence and faction of the day rentroops."
der it extremely probable that this prediction was a

What we have remaining under the
forgery.
of Sibylline Oracles were evidently fabricated
by the pious fraud of the early Christians, ever anx
ious to discover traces of their faith in pagan mytholSt. Clement of Rome himself is not free from
ogy.
the suspicion of having participated in the falsification, or else of having attached credit too readily to a
mere
title

corrupted text.
According to St. Justin, this pontifT
had cited, in his Epistle to the Corinthians, the Sibylline predictions, for the purpose of confirming by
their means the truths which he was announcing to

the pagans
{QuoRst. ad Orthod. Resp. ad quccst.,
A contemporary of St. Clement's, the histoIxxiv.)
rian Josephus, refers to passages in these same ora-

were added in the time of the Antoiiines, and the cles, where allusion is made to the tower of Babel
whole completed in the reign of Commodus. Dr. Pri- {Antiq. Jud., 1, 5), a circumstance, by-the-way, which
deaux says that this collection must have been made proves the early falsification of these predictions,
between A.D. 138 and lfi7. Some of the Christian ('elsus, in express terms, accused the Christians of
fathers, not reg^ing the imposition, have often cited forging the Sibylline collection.
{Orig. adv. Cels.,
the books of the Sibyls in favour of the Christian reli
The fathers of the (Church in the second, and,
lib. 7.)
and hence Celsus takes occasion to call the still more frequently, those in the third century, refer
gion
Christians Sibyllists.
Dr. Lardner stales his convic- to passages evidently interpolated, as if they were
tion that the Sybilline oracles quoted by St. Clement genuine. {Thorlacii Ixbri Sibyllistarum, &c., HafnicE,
and others of the Greek fathers are the forgeries of 161.5, 8vo.) The Sibylline collection, as it exis<ts at
In the
some Christian. Bishop Horsley has ably supported the present day, is composed of eight books
the opinion, however, that the Sibylline books con- first book, the subjects are, the Creation, the Fall, and
tained records of prophecies vouchsafed to nations ex- the Deluge.
It is apparent not only that this book is
traneous to the patriarchal families and the Jewish taken from Genesis, but also that its author made use
The
commonwealth, before tho general defection to idola- of the Greek translation of the Septuagint.
try.
Although the books were at last interpolated, subject of tho second book is the Last Judgment. In
of
is announced.
The
to
the
views
taken
fourth
the
the
Antichrist
the
third
yet, according
presubject by
learned bishop, this was too late to throw discredit on dicts the fall of divers monarchies.
The fifth is octhe confident appeal made to them by Justin.
The cupied with the Romans down to Lucius Verus. In
first ancient writer that makes mention of the
Sibyl- the sixth the Baptism of our Saviour by St. John is
line verses appears to have been Heraclitus.
The seventh is devoted to the
{Creu- made the subject.
The leading pas- Deluge, and the fall of various States and Monarchies.
2. 3, p. 221.)
zer, nd Cic, N. D
sage, however, in relation to them, is that of Dionysius The eighth relates to the Last Judgment and the Deof Halicarnassus (4, 62).
The most ancient Sibylline struction of Rome. A manuscript discovered by
prophecy that has been preserved for us is that men- Maio in the Ambrosian Library at Milan, contains a
tioned by Pausanias (10. 9), and which the Athenians fourteenth book, in 334 verses
the books, however,
This last-menapplied to the battle of ^Egospotamos, because it between it and the eigh'h are lost.
;

—

—

,

—

;

speaks of a

through the fault of its
is found

tioned book, the fourteenth, speaks of a destruction of
Rome so complete that the traveller will find no tra-

ed. Reiske, vol. 4,
723), and which relates to a bloody battle on the
the
Thermodon.
banks of
The Athenians applied this
oracle to the battle of Chaeronea.
Plutarch states that
there was no river of this name, in his time, near
Chceronea, and he conjectures that a small brook, falling into the Cephissus, is here meant, and which his

ces of the city remaining, and its very name will dison to enumerate a
appear. The prophetess then goes
whom Rome shall be relong series of princes under
The most complete edition of the Sibylline orbuilt.

commanders.

fleet

destroyed

Another Sibylline prediction

in Plutarch {Vit.

Demosth — Op.,

p.

townsmen

called Alfiuv {H(zmon), or "the
brook.
Pausanias (9, 19) speaks of a small
but he places it
in Boeotia called Thennodon
some distance from Chsronea. The history of Rome
has preserved for us two Sibylline predictions, not, indeed, in their literal form, but yet of a very definite
nature.
One of these forbade the Romans to extend

fellow

\ bloody"
stream

their

—

;

sway beyond Mount Taurus. Were

tained that this prohibition, with which

it

well ascerare made

we

—

that of Gallaeus. which appeared at Amster1688-9, 2 vols. 4to, to which must be added
the 14th book, published by Maio, at Milan, 1817, 8vo.
In relation to the Sibylline oracles generally, con
suit the remarks of Niebuhr {Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p.

acles

dam

is

in

—

441, seqq., Cambridge trans I ).
SiCAMBRi or Syg.\mbri. a powerful German tribe,
whose original seats were around the Rhine, the Sieg,

and the Lippe.

Romans, who

They were dangerous

finally

foes to the

conquered them under the lead-

Tiberius transferred a large part o*"
ing of Drusus.
this people to the left or southern bank of the Rhine,
where thev reappear under the name of Gugerni.

acquainted by Livy (38, 18), actually formed part of
the Sibylline books, it would suffice to show that these (Flor., 42,"'l2.
C«5., B. G., 4, Id.—Dio Cassius,
books were not composed for the Romans a prophecy 54, 32.— Tac, Ann., 2, 26.— 7(i. ibid., 4, 12.)
which fixes Mount Taurus as the eastern limit of an
SiCANi, an ancient nation of Sicily. (Vid. remarkf
pmpire, could only have been made for the monarchs under the article Sicilia.)
1930

—

;

SIC

SICILIA.

SicanIa, an ancient name of Sicily. (Vid. Sicilia.)
Sicca Venerea, a city of Nuinidia, on the banks
of the river Bagradas, and at some distance from the

from it and pursues a southern direction, and out of
this yEtna rears its lofty head.
From the same Montes Nebrodes another chain runs
through the njddle
are first made acquainted wiih the exist- of the island, called Montos Heraei' CHpaio bpr)), and
coast.
ance of this place in the history of the Jugurthine dividmg at one time the territories of the Siculi from
war.
{Sail., Bell. Jug., 3, 56 )
{Diod. Sic, 4, 84.)
Pliny styles it a those of the Sicani.
Sicny has
iho moderate extent of the l^land,
and, though no other writer gives it this no large rivers
colony (5, 3)
and the mountainous character of the country, pre*
title, yet, from the way in which it is represented on
the Peutmger table, as well as from Ptolemy's having venting this.
The only considerable streams arc the
selected it for one of his places of astronomical cal- Syma-thus and the Himera
The former of the?e reculation, we see plainly that it must have been an im- ceives most of the small rivers that flow from the
It received the appellation of Venerea eastern side of the Herxen Mountains
the liimera
portant city.
from a temple of Venus which it contained, and also is swelled by numerous smaller streams
its
A country like Sicily, lywhere, in accordance with a well-known Oriental cus- course through the island
the
maidens
of
the
were
accustomed ing between the 36th and 38th parallels of latitude,
tom,
young
place
to prostitute their persons, and thus obtain a dowry for and, consequently, belonging to the southernmost reBochart
and
De Bros- gions of Europe, and which is well supplied with
2,
6.)
marriage. {Val. Max.,
868 derive the name of Sicca from the Punic Svccoth streams of water from its numerous mountain chains,
Benoth ('* tabernacula puellarum"), and make Benoth must, of course, be a fertile one. Such, indeed, was
(' puella") the origm of the name Venus among the the character of the island throughout all antiquity ;
Romans. Shaw regarded the modern Kaff as near and the Romans, while they regarded it as one of the
the site of the ancient city, having found an inscrip- granaries of the capital, placed it, in point of producttion there with the Ordo Siccensium on it.
But Man- iveness, by the side of Italy itself, or rather regarded
nert thinks the stone was brought to Kaff from some it as a portion of that country.
The staple of Sicily
other quarter, a circumstance by no means uncom
The Romans found it
was its e.\rellent wheat.

We

—

;

;

:

m

—

—

mon
p.

in

these parts.

{Mannert, Geogr.y

vol. 10, pt. 2,

Sicilia, the largest, most fruitful, and populous island of the Mediterranean, lying to the south of Italy,
from which it is separated by the Fretum Siculum,

the strait or faro of Messina, which, in the narrowest
Its short distance from
part, is only two miles wide.
the mainland of Italy gave rise to an hypothesis,
among the ancient writers, that it once formed part

of that country, and was separated from

by a powerful flood.
(Compare the authorities cited by CluThis theory, however, is a very
ver, SicU., 1, I.)
inaprobable one, the
where the mountains

it

more

particularly as the point
commence on the island by no

means corresponds with

the termination of the chain
of the Apennines at the promontory of Leucopetra,
now Capo deir armi, but is many miles to the north.
It is more natural to suppose, therefore, that, in the
first formation of our globe, the waters,
finding a hol-

low

here, poured themselves into

it.

— The island

is

a

three-cornered one, and this shape obtained for it its
earlie>t name among the Grecian mariners, TpivaKia
This natne, and,
{TrinaJiia, i. e ," three-cornered").
consequently, the acquaintance which the Greeks had
with the islar*d, must have been of a very early date.
since Homer was already acquainted with the " island
Thrinakia" {QpivaKir] vTjaog
Od., 12, 135). with the
herds of Helios that pastured upon it, and places in
its vicinity the wonders of Scylla and Charybdis, together with the islands which he terms Playipkia
" the Wanderers." The later Greek
(UTiayKTai), or
writers, and almost all the Latin authors, make a slight

—

calling it Trinacria, and Pliny
the term in question by Triquetra,
a form which frequently appears in the poets.
The

alteration in the
(3, 8)

growing wild

when
grew

322, seqq.)
Vid. Acerbas.
SICH.SUS.

name,

translates

name Trinacria very probably underwent

the change
derivation from

just alluded to, in order to favour its
the Greek rpel^ {three), and uKpa {a promontory), in
allusion to its three promontories ; though, in fact,

only one of them, that of Pachynus namely, is deHomer's name QpivaKia,
serving of the appellation.
on the other hand, or rather that ofTpivaKia, is much

"

more

—

a point."
appropriate, since the root is uk^,
island of Sicily is indebted for its existence to a
chain of mountains, which commences in the vicinity

The

Fretum Siculum. runs towards the west, keeping constantly at only a small distance from the northem coast, and terminating on the northwestern coast,
near the modern Capo di St. Vito.
The name of
this range is Monies Nebrodes.
side chain issues

of the

A

in

the extensive fields of Leoniini, and,

cultivated, it yielded a hundred fold : that which
in the plains of Enna was regarded as decidedly

the best.

It

was natural enough,

early inhabitants of the islaiid

therefore, in the
it as the
pa-

to regard

and they had a deity among
rent-country of grain
them whom they considered as the patroness of frrtility,
of
the
discoverer
and
agriculture to man. In this goddess the Greeks recognised their Ceres, and they made
;

Minerva, Diana, and Proserpina to have spent their
youth here, and the last mentioned of the three to have
been carried off by Pluto from the rich fields of Enna.
It has been already remarked, that the Komans regarded Sicily as one of their granaries. They obtained
from it, even at an ear'y period, the necessary supplies
when their city was suffering from scarcity. King
Hiero II., also, frequently bestowed very acceptable
of his;
presents of grain on these powerful neighbours
and how inanv and extensive demands were made by
the Romans in later days on ihe resources of tiie island,
after it had fallen by right of conquest into their bauds,
will plainly appear from a passage of Cicero {i?i Verr.f
The eariiest inhabitants of Sicily, accord2, 2)
were the Cyclopes and
ing to the Grecian writers,
Homer, it seems, had spoken of these
I,«strygoncs.
wiant races, and subsequent writers could fine' no n.ore
place for their abode than an island where

—

—

probable
the strange

j-rescnted by ^'Etna ^eemed
equallv strange race of n.habiti.nta.
Homer, it is true, had not made these two rates neighbours to each other, nor had he placed th»ni '.ofh in
to

point

phenomenon

to an

the exf>ounders of his myisland of Thrinakia
of geographical difficulthology, however, regardless
ties, considered the point as accurately settled, and
to them, dwelhd ihe Cyhere, therefcre,

his

;

according
clopes and Lajstrygones.

Thucydides alone

(6, 2),

con

mentioning the common tradition, hone.-t!)
fesses that he cannot tell vvhat has become of these
Other writers, however, were better ingiant-races.
formed, it seems, and made the Cyclopes disappear
from view in the bowels of .tltna, and atnid the cavafter

erns of the Eipari isles.- From actual inquiry, the
Greeks became acquainted with the fact of the existence of two early tribes in this island, the Sicani and
former of these
Siculi.
They knew, also, that the
lived at a much earlier period than the latter; but
in their opinions as to the origin of
they were divided
The most of them, with
the more ancient people.
derive the Sicani
Thucydides at their head (6, 2),
from Iberia, and make them to have been driven by
from their original seats in that
the

Ligyes {Ligures)

SICILIA.

SICILIA.
the possession of the island.
This was Carthage, and
the first serious demonstration was made when Xerxes was prosecuting his invasion of Greece.
The
Carthaginians, who, as Diodorus asserts, were in league
with the Persian monarch, landed with a large
at

country, around the river Sicanus, to the island which,
from them, received the name of Sicania. Bat, on a
more intimate acquaintance with Iberia, the Greeks
found no river there of the name of Sicanus ; they
therefore conceived it to be identical with the Sicoris,
No Ligurians, however,
a tributary of the Iberus.
ever settled in Spain, and therefore no Sicani could
ever have been driven by them from that country.
The only solution of this difficulty is, that as the Iberians settled also along the coast of Gaul, the Sicanus
was a river of southern Gaul, which subsequently
changed its name, and could not afterward be identified.
But another difficulty presents itself. In what way
did the Sicani, after being thus expelled, reach the isl
The nearest and readiest route was
and of Sicily 1
by sea but where could these rude children of nature
have obtained a fleet 1 Did they proceed by land 1
This path would be, if possible, still more arduous, as
they would have to cut their way through various
branches of their very conquerors, the Ligures, and
then encounter many valiant tribes in central and
southern Italy.
Virgil seems to have been startled by
the difficulties of this hypothesis, since he makes the
Sicani inhabitants of Latium, or, rather, with the license of a poet, confounds them with the Siculi. {JEn.,
Other writers, however, whom Di7, 795 ; 8, 342 )
odorus Siculus (5, 2) considers most worthy of reliance, declared themselves against this wandering of
the Sicani, and made them an indigenous race in SiciThe chief argument in favour of this position was
ly.
deduced from the traditions of the people themselves,
who laid claim to the title of Autochthones. (ThuThis opinion found a warm supporter in
cyd.f 6, 2.)
To
Timajus, as we are mformed by Diodorus (5, 6).
These
these primitive inhabitants came the Siculi.
were an Italian race from Latium {vid. Siculi), and,
previously to their settlement in Sicily, they had established themselves, for a time, among the Morgetes,
On their crossing
in what is now called Calabria.
over into the island, the Siculi took possession of the
They met with no
country in the vicinity of i^tna.
opposition at first from the Sicani, for that people had
been
driven
an
before
away by
eruption from the
long
mountain, and had fled to the western parts of the islAs the Siculi, however, extendand.
(Diod., 5, 6.)
ed themselves to the west, they could not fail eventuWars enally of coming in contact with the Sicani.

Carthaginian dependencies on the west. The peace
ensued was, however, of short duration, and Carthage sought every opportunity of advancing her power, afforded by the internal dissensions of the Greeks,
From time to time, it is
as often as these occurred.

sued, until they regulated by treaty their respective
limits.
{Diod., 5,6.) According to Thucydides, however, the Siculi defeated in battle the Sicani, and
drove and confined them to the southern and western
Sicily received accessions also to
parts of the island.
1.
the number of its inhabitants from other sources.

Syracuse men of eminent abilities,
such as a Timoleon and an Agathocles, who kept in
check the aspiring power of Carthage ; yet it was but
too apparent that this power was gaining a decided
ascendancy, when the Romans, alarmed at the movements of so powerful a neighbour, were induced to

;

—

—

The Cretans

these, according to traditions half hisand half mythological, came to this island along
After the
with Minos, when in pursuit of Daedalus.
death of their king, they settled in the territories of
;

army
Panormus, and threatened Himera. The pretext for
movement on the part of Carthage was furnished
by a quarrel with Theron, tyrant of Agrigentum and,
this

;

according to the usual practice of the Carthaginians,
the armament had been strengthened from many barbarous nations, the Tuscan fleet being also joined to it
But Gelon, monarch of Syracuse, marched
by treaty.

Theron, leaving ttie command of
Hiero ; and Hiero defeated
the Carthaginian and Tuscan fleet, while, about the
same time, the Carthaginian land force was completely broken at Himera by the united armies of Syracuse
and Acragas. It is said by some authors that Gelon's victory took place on the same day with the battle of Salamis.
No farther conquest was attempted
in Sicily by Carthage for many years after,
though
she still remained in possession of the old Phoenician
settlements, and could therefore make a descent ou
to the assistance of

his fleet to his brother

whenever she might again feel inclined. It
was not till after the termination of the contest between the Athenians and Syracusans, when the latter,
the island

notwithstanding their success, remained greatly enfeebled by the struggle, that Carthage again sought an opThis was soon afportunity of invading the island.
forded by the disputes between Selinus and .^gesta ;
the Carthaginians landed at Motya, took Selinus, and
established themselves over the entire western half of
Sicily.
They would have spread themselves farther,
had it not been for the power of Dionysius of Syracuse and to this man, with all his tyrannical qualities, the Greeks of Sicily were mainly indebted for
their deliverance from the yoke of Carthage.
He was
often defeated, it is true, but as often found the means
;

of withstanding his opponents anew
until at last it
was agreed between the contending parties that the
river Himera should form the limit between the Syracusan and Grecian territories on the east, and the.
;

that

true, there arose at

interfere (vid.

Messana), and,

after a protracted strug-

torical

gle of twenty-four years, succeeded in making themselves masters of the whole of Sicily,
(Vid. P.anicum Bellum,) It must not be supposed, how-

Cocalus, a monarch of the Sicani.
They subsequentwith the Siculi.
2. The Elymi.
ly became blended
a
number
of Trojans esto
Thucydides,
According
caping to Sicily, and settling in the country bordering
on the Sicani, they both together obtained the name of
3. The Phoenicians, too, formed settlements
Elymi.

ever, that, during these contests of the Carthaginians
with the Greeks in the first instance, and afterward
of the former with the Romans, the early inhabitants

around the whole of Sicily, taking in the promontories
and little islands adjacent. These settlements were
not, however, meant as colonies, but only commercial
stations.
After, however, the Greeks had come over
in great numbers, they abandoned the greater part of
their settlements, and drew together the rest, occupying Motya, Soloeis, and Panormus, near the Elymi.
both in reliance on their assistance, and because from
this part of Sicily was the shortest passage to Carthage.
{Thuryd., 6, 2.) An account of the Grecian settlements is given in Thucydides (6, 3), and they had already attained a flourishing maturity before a new power developed itself and entered the lists with them for

1232

In what
of the country were merely idle spectators.
relation the Sicani, in the western part of the island,
stood to the Greeks, we have no means of ascertainWhen the Carthaginians appeared there they
ing.

submitted without a struggle though
acusan leaders penetrated into their
;

at times, as
territories,

Syrthey

The situabrief attitude of independence.
tion of the Siculi, in the eastern quarter of the island,
was different from this. They acknowledged the sway
assumed a

but when, on
of Gelon, and also of his two brothers
the expulsion of the latter of these, intestine dissenof
individual
sions arose in Syracuse, an
commanding
character among the Siculi, by name Duketius, sucof
the
a
union
ceeded in forming
petty states
among
his countrymen, and placed himself at the head of the
;

confederacv.

The

effort

was, however, only short-

SIC

SIC

After some successes he was compelled to
surrender to the Syracusans, who sent him to Corinth
in exile.
Here, however, he soon raised new forces,
returned to Sicily, and, landing on the northern coast,
at a point where the Grecian arms had not reached,
Death frustrated
founded there a city called Calacta.
the schemes which he had again formed for the union
lived.

of

ilie

Siculi,

and the

latter

were reduced once more

beneath the sway of Syracuse but they did not long
continue in this state of forced obedience.
find
them appearing as the enemies of the Syracusans at
of
Athenian
time
the
the
expedition ; and also as the
allies of the Carthaginians when the latter had beto
themselves
in the island.
establish
Dionysius,
gun
however, again reduced them ; and Timoleon after:

We

to them their freedom, and they consome time subsequently either in the en-

ward restored
tinued

for

joyment of a brief independence, or subject to that
power which chanced to have the ascendancy in the
island, whether Syracusan or Carthaginian, until the
whole of Sicily fell into the hands of the Romans.
Under this new power the cities on the coast of the
island were seriously injured, both because the Roman policy was not very favourable to commerce,
and the conquerors were unwilling that the Greek
colonies

in

With some

Sicily should again
exceptions, however,

become powerful.
the

Sicilian cities

nysius of Halicarnassu-s, who calls him Sicciui, it«te«
that he gave great offence
subsequently to Appiua
Claudius, the decemvir, by the freedom of his re-

marks relative to the incapacity of the Roman leader*
who were at that time carrying on war against the enemy and that Appius, pretending to coincide with
;

him
the

in his

views, induced Siccius lo go as legatus to
near Crustumeria.
When the brave

Roman camp

man had reached the camp of his countrymen, the
generals there prevailed upon him to take the command ; and then, upon his objecting to the site of their
camp, as being in their own territory, not that of the
enemy, they begged him to select a new spot for an
encampment. A body of their immediate partisans,
to the number of 100 men, were sent with him, on bis
setting out for this purpose, as a guard for his person,
who

attacked, and, after a valiant resistance on his part,

slew him on the route, in accordance with previous instructions, and then brought back word that he b«d
been slain by the enemy. The falsehood, however,
was soon discovered, and the army gave Siccius a
{Dion. Hal., 11, 37.)
splendid burial.
SicoRis, a river of Spain, now the Segre, rising in
the Pyrenees, and running into the Iberus, after flowIt divided the territories of
ing by the city of Ilerda.
the Ilergetae from those of the Lacetani.
Some writers
regard it as the Sicanus of Thucydides. {Cas., B. C,

were allowed the enjoyment of their civil rights as far
as regarded the form and administration of their governments, and hence the mention so often made by
Cicero of a Senatus Populusque in many cities of the
island.
Hence, too, the power they enjoyed of reguAs, however, collisions
lating their own coinage.
arose between this conceded power and the magistrates sent to govern them from Rome, we read of a
commission of ten individuals, at the head of which

1, ^O.—Plin., 3, 3.)
SicuLi, an ancient nation, who in very early times
dwelt in Latium and about the Tiber, and, indeed, upon
the site of Rome itself.
All this is confirmed by Latin
and CEnotrian traditions. {Dion. Hal., 1, 9.
Id., 2,
1.
Anliochv^, ap. Dion. Hal.,
Varro, L. L., 4, 10.
of
of
A
the
town
Tibur
bore
the
name
1, 73.)
part
of Sicelion {Sicelium) in the time of Dionysius (1,

the prajtor Publius Rutilius, by whom a permanent form of government was devised, which the Sicilians ever after regarded as their palladium against
the tyranny of Roman magistrates.
At a later pe-

sion that these Siculi

was

riod, Julius Caesar

Jus Lain, and, by

extended to the whole island
the last will of the dictator, as

the

An-

—

—

—

The arguments

of Niebuhr lead to the cohclowere the Pelasgians of Latium.
They were eventually driven out by an indigenous
race, highlandi?rs of the Apennines, who descended
upon them from the mountains, and from the basins
of the Nar and Velinus.
Moving south after this dis16).

lodgment, they eventually crossed over into Sicily
then named Sicania, and gave its new and latest ap-

tony pretended, though brought about, in fact, by a
large sum of money paid to the latter, all the inhabitants of Sicily were admitted to the rights of Roman

pellation to that island.

(Cic, £p.arf.4«., 14, 12.) It would seem,
however, to have been a personal privilege, and not to
have extended to their lands, since we find Augustus

SicuLUM Fretum, the straits that separated ancient Italy from Sicily ; now the Straits of Messina,
or Faro di Messina.
The name was applied in strict

citizens.

Roman

(

Maiden's History of Rome,

Vid. Sicilia,
p.

and Roma.

—

109.)

colonies of

ness to that part of the strait which lay between the

Messana, Tauromenium, Catana, Syracusae, and Ther-

Columna Rhegina on the Italian side, and a similar
column or tower on the promontory of Pelorum. The
Columna Rhegina marked the termination of the con-

establishing in the island the five

mae. (P/in., l,38.-Z)io Cas«., 54, 7.)
Strabo names
also as a Roman colony the city of Panormus.
(Strabo, 272.— Mannert, Geogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 235, seqq.)
The Romans remained in possession of Sicily until
Genseric, king of the Vandals, conquered it in the

—

sular road leading to the south of Italy.
The mosl
prevalent and the best grounded opinion seems to be

Belisarius, Justinian's gencentury of our era.
eral, drove out the Vandals, A.D. 535, and it remained
in the hands of the Greek emperors nearly three centuries, when it was taken by the Saracens, A.D. 827.
The Normans, who ruled in Naples, conquered Sicily
A.D. 1072, and received it from the pope as a papal
fief.
Roger, a powerful Norman prince, took the title
of King of Sicily in 1102, and united the island with
the kingdom of Naples, under the name of the King-

tona.

fifth

dom

of the two Sicilies.

SicinTos, Dkntatus L., a tribune of Rome, celebrated for his valour, and the honours he obtained in
the field of battle during the period of 40 years, in
which he was engaged in the Roman armies. He was
present in 120 battles; obtained 14 civic crowns; 3
mural crowns 8 crowns of gold ; 180 gold chains
{torques); 160 bracelets {armtlla) ; 18 spears (hastcB
;

jnira); 25 sets of horse- trappings ; and all as the reward of his extraordinary valour and services. He
could show ihe scars of 40 wounds which he had received,

all in

the breast

7R

(

Va!.

Max.,

3, 2,

24.)

Dio-

that

which

The

identifies this spot with the modern la CaSicilian strait was generally supposed by

the ancients to have been formed by a sudden disrupBut consult
tion of the island from the mainland.

remarks at the commencement of the article Sicilia.
{Mela, 2, A.—Plin., 3, 5.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol.
2, p. 427.)
SiCYON, a city of Greece, in the territory of SicyoFew cities of Greece could
nia, northwest of Corinth.
boast of so high antiquity, since it already existed
under the names of .^gialea and Mecone long before
the arrival of Pelops in the peninsula.

— Hcsiod,

{Strabo, 382.

Homer
Theog., 537.)
of the kingdom of
represents Sicyon as forming part
{lb., 2, 572.)
Mycenae, with the whole of .Achaia.
Pausanias and other genealogists have handed down
to us a long list of the kings of Sicyon, from ^gialus,
its founder, to the conquest of the city by the Dorians

—Pausan,

2,

Q.

and Heraclida-, from which period it became subject
CUm.
to Argos.
{Pausan., 2, 6—Euseb., Chron
Its population was then di1, 321.)
Alex, Strotn
vided into four tribes, named Hyllus, Pamphyli, Dj-

—

,

SID

SICYON.
mantae, and iEgialus, a classification introduced by the
Dorians, and adopted, as we learn from Herodotus (5,
How long a connexion subsisted
68), by the Argives.
between the two states we are not informed but it
appears that when Clisthenes became tyrant of Sicyon,
they were independent of each other, since Herodotus
relates that, while at war witii Argos, he changed the
names of the Sicyonian iriiies, which were Dorian, that
they might not be the same as those of the adverse
and in order to ridicule the Sicyonians, the hiscity
torian adds that he named them afresh, after such animals as pigs and asses
sixty years after his death
the former appellations were, however, restored.
Sicyon continued under the dominion of tyrants for the
such being the mildness
space of one hundred years
of their rule, and their observance of the existing laws,
that the people gladly beheld tl,e crown thus transmitted from one generation to another.
(Aristot., PoliL,
;

;

;

;

—

It appears, however, from Thu5, 12.
Slrab., 382.)
cydides, that, at the time of the Peiopoiinesian war, it
had been changed to an aristocracy.
In that contest,
the Sicyonians, from their Dorian origin, naturally es-

poused the cause of Sparta, and the maritime situation of their country not unfrequenlly exposed it to
the ravages of the naval force of Athens.
(Xen.,
After the battle of Leuctra, we
Gr., 4, 4, 7.)
learn from Xenophon that Sicyon once more became
•object to a des[»otic government, of which Euphron,
one of its principal citizens, had placed himself at the

Hist

head, with the assistance of the Argives and Arcadians.
His reign, howev(Xen.^ Hist Gr., 7, 1, 32 )
er, was not of long duration, he being waylaid at
Thebes, whither he went to conciliate the favour of
that power, by a party of Sicyonian exiles, and murin the

{Xcn., Hist. Gr., 7, 3, 4.)
very citadel.
the death of Alexander the Great, Sicyon fell
into the hands of Alexander, son of Polysperchon but,

dered
—
On

;

on

his being assassinated, a tumult ensued, in which
the inhabitants of the city attempted to regain their

Such, however, was the courage and firmness
displayed by Cratesipolis, his wife, that they were
Not long after this event, Definally overpowered
metrius Poiiorcetes made himself master of Sicyon,
liberty.

and, having persuaded the inhabitants to retire to the
acropolis, he levelled to the ground all the lower part
•of the city

A

which connected the citadel with the port.
then built, to which the name of

new tower was

Demetrius was given.

This, as Strabo reports, was
placed on a fortified hill dedicated to Ceres, and distant about 12 or 20 stadia from the sea.
{Strab., 382.

— Compare Pausan.,

2,

7

to flourish

under

tion of all the finest arts

his auspices in the cultiva-

it
being said, as Plutarch
of the ancient style had there
reports, that the beauty
;

alone been preserved pure and uncorrupted.
(Plut.,
Vit. Arat.
Aratus
Plin., 35, 12)
Strabo, 3S2.
died at an advanced age, after an active and glorious
life, not without suspicion of having been poisoned by
He was interred at
order of Philip, king of Macedon.
Sicyon with great pomp, and a splendid monument
was erected to him as the deliverer of the city.
Pausan., 2, 8.) After the disso{Plut., Vit. Arat.
lution of the Achaean league, little is known of Sicyon;
it is evident, however, that it existed in the time of
Pausanias, from the number of remarkable edifices and
monuments which h^ enumerates within its walls
4hough he allows that it had greatly suffered from va-

—

—

—

;

1234

an earthquake,

The

ruins oi

still to be seen
near the small village of BasUico.
Dr. Clarke informs
us that these remains of ancient magnificence are still
considerable, and in some instances exist in such a
state of preservation, that it is evident the
buildings of
the city must either have survived the earthquake to
which Pausanias alludes, or have been constructed af
some later period. In this number is the theatre,
which that traveller considers as the finest and most
perfect structure of the kind in all Greece,
{darkens
Sir W. Cell reTravels, vol. 6, p. 553, Lond. cd.)
"
Basilica is a village of fifty houses, situports, that
ated in the angle of a little rocky ascent, along which

This city was in shape trianplaced upon a high flat, overlooking the
plain, about an hour from the sea, where is a great tumulus on the shore. On the highest angle of Sicyon
ran the walls of Sicyon.

gular, and

was the

—

Dad'
{Itin. of the Morea, p. 15.
vol. 2, p. 294.
Cramefs Anc. Greece,

citadel."

Tour,

well,

—

— Sicyonian almonds are

mentionp. 349, c), and are supposed to
have been of a softer shell than ordinary. {Casaub.,
ad loc )
read also of the Sicyonian shoes (St/cvuvia), which were very celebrated, and were worn by
the luxurious and effeminate in other countries. {Aihevol. 3, p. 46, seqq.)

ed by Athenaeus (8,

We

nceus, 4, p. 155, c.)
Sicvo.NiA, the territory

of Sicyon, on the Sinus
Corinthiacus, west of Corinthia, and separated from it
Vid. Si{Strabo, 382.
by the small river Neraea.

—

cyon.)
Side,
las,

I. a
city of Pamphylia, west of the river MeIt was foundand lying on the Chelidonian bay.

ed by the Cuinaeans of iEolis.
{Scylax, Pcripl., p.
Arrian relates, that the Sidets,
Strab., 667.)
soon after their settlement, forgot the Greek language,
and spoke a barbarous tongue peculiar to themselves.
40.

It

—

surrendered to Alexander

phylia.

years

in his

march through Pam-

Alex., 1, 26 )
Side, many
the scene of a naval engagement be-

{Aman, Exp.

after,

was

tween the fleet of Antiochus, commanded by Hannibal,
and that of the Rhodians, in which, after a severe
former was defeated.
(Livy, 37, 23,
the pirates of Asia Minor had attained
to that degree of audacity and power which rendered
them so formidable, we learn from Strabo that Side
became their principal hart-our, as well as the marketplace where they disposed of their prisoners by aucSide was still a considerable
tion.
(Strabo, 664.)
contest,

seqg

)

the

When

The change which was town under the emperors; and, when a division was
made of the province into two parts, it became the

)

thus effected in the situation of this city does not appear to have produced any alteration in the character
and political sentiments of the people.
For many
years after they still continued to be governed by a
of
succession
tyrants, until Aratus united it to the
Achasan league. By the great abilities of this its distinguished citizen, Sicyon was raised to a high rank
among the other Achaean states, and, being already
celebrated as the first school of painting in Greece,

continued

rious calamities, but especially from

which nearly reduced it to desolation.
this once great and flourishing city are

—

{HierocL, p. 682.
metropolis of Pamphylia Prima.
Minerva was the deity
Consil. Const., 2, p. 240.)
An
interesting account
principally worshipped here.
of the ruins in this place is to be found in (!)aptaJn
"It
Beaufort's valuable work, with an accurate plan.

—

this writer, "on a low peninsula,
The theatre afipear.'s
and was surrounded by walls.
like a lofty acropolis rising from the centre of the
town, and is by far the largest and best preserved of
any that came under our observation in Asia Minor.
The harbour consisted of two small moles, connected
At the extremwith the quay and principal sea-gate.
were two artificial harbours for
ity of the peninsula
Both are now almost filled with sand
larger craft.
and stones, which have been borne in by the swell."
Mr. Fellows,
(Beaufort's Karamania, p. 146, seqq.)

stands,'' observes

however, says, that the ruins of Side are inferior m
scale, date, and age to any that he had previously
The Greek style is scarcely to be traced m
seen.
in every
any of the ruins but the Roman is visible
In few buildings except the theatre are the
part.
stones even hewn, the cement being wholly trusted to
" The
for their support.
glowing colours," continues
Mr. Fellows, " in which this town is described in the
;

SID

SI D
Modern Traveller,' as tjuoled from Captain Bcauforl'a
admirable survey, show how et<seritial it is to know
upon vvhat standard a description is formed. It would
have given (Captain Beaufort much pleasure to have
gone mland for a few miles, and to have seen the theatres and towns in perfect preservation as compared
with Side, and of so much tiner architecture.
From
the account which he gives, I was led to expect that
this would form the climax of the
many cities of Asia
Minor, but I found its remains among the least inter•

—

um

ot the produce of all nations.
Sidbn, however,
under her own kings, continued to enjoy a cuiis:dcr
able degree of commercial prosperity.
From Josbut
we learn that Sidon was rich and powerful when the
Israelites took possession of Canaan ; and St. Jerome

states that it fell to the lot of the tribe of A^ber.
lo
the year 1015 B.C. Sidon wan dependant on Tyre, but
in 720 it shook off the yoke, and surrendered to Salma-

"When the Ptruians
nazar when he entered Phoenicia.
became masters of this city in the reign of Cyrus,
{Fellows^ Journal of an Excursion in Asia they permitted the Sidonians to have kings of their
esting."
Minor in 1838, p. 203, seq.) In the middle ages the own. Sidon was ruined in the year 351 B.C. by
site of this place bore the name of Scandelor or CanOchus, king of Persia. "When the inhabitants saw
deloro, but it is now commonly called Esky Adalia. the enemy in the city, they shut themselves up in their
(Cramer's Asia Minvr^ vol. 2, p. 283.) II. A town houses with their wives and children, and perished in
of Pontus, to the east of the mouth of the Thermodon, the flames of the place.
According to Diodorus Sicuand giving name to the adjacent plain (Sidene).
The lus, those Sidonians who were absent from the city at
river Sidin, which flows at the present day in this same the time, returned and rebuilt it after the Persian
quarter, recalls the ancient name of the town.
{Cra- forces were withdrawn. Sidon afterward passed mto
mer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 271.)
the hands of the Macedonians, and, lastly, into those
SiDiciNUM, or, more correctly, Teanum Sidicinum, of the Romans. After the Roman it fell under the
town
of
the
a
Saracen power, the Seljukian Turks, and the sultan
Sidicini, in Campania.
( Vid. Teanum.)
The territory of the Sidicini was situate to the east of Egypt who. in A.D. 1289, that they might never
of that of the Aurunci.
They were once apparently more afford shelter to the Christians, destroyed both it
an independent people, but included afterward under and Tyre. But it again revived, and has ever since
the common name of Campani.
This nation was of been in the possession of the Ottoman Turks. Sidon,
Oscan origin, and powerful enough to contend with at present called Saide, is still a considerable trading

—

—

—

,•

the neighbouring Samnites, and even to afford employment to a large Roman force. The period of
their reduction by the Romans is not mentioned.

(Cramer's Ancient

Italy, vol. 2, p. 193.)

.SrnoN, in Scripture Tzidon, the oldest and most
powerful city of Phoenicia, five geographical miles
north of Tyrus, on the seacoa.st.
It is supposed to
have been founded by Sidon, the eldest son of Canaan,
which will carry up its origin to about 2000 years before Christ.
Rosenm. ad Gen., I. c.
(Gen., 10, 15

—

—

But if it was founded
Bochart, Geogr. Sacr.^ 4, 35.)
by Sidon, his descendants were driven out by a body
of Phoenician colonists, most probably, who are supposed either to have given it its name, or to have retained the old one in compliment to their god Siton or
Justin says that the name Sidon had referDagon
ence to the abundance of fish in this quarter (nam piscem Phcenices Sidon vocanl,'^ 68, 3), an opinion in
which Bochart concurs, who understands by " Sidon,
the eldest son of Canaan," merely the progenitor of
the Sidonians and the founder of Sidon, whatever his
individual name may have been.
The inhabitants of
Sidon appear to have early acquired a pre-eminence
in arts, manufactures, and commerce
and from their
superior skill in hewing timber (by which must be understood their cutting it out and preparing it for building, as well as the mere act of felling it), Sidonian
workmen were hired by Solomon to prepare the wood

—

;

for the building of his Temple.
The Sidonians are
{.aid to have been the first manufacturers of glass, and

town, and the chief mart for Damascus and upper
but the port is nearly choked up with sand.
Syria
Though presenting an imposing appearance at a distance, as it rises from the water's edge, it is, like all
Turkish towns, ill-built and dirty, and full of ruins
having still discoverable without the walls some fragments of columns, and other remains of the ancient
Mr. Conner makes the number of inhabitants
city.
;

,

15,000 of whom 2000 are Christians, chiefly Maroand 400 Jews, who have one synagogue. They
which, with
are chiefly employed in spinning cotton
some silk, and boots and shoes, or slippers, or morocco
leather, form their articles of commerce.
(Mansford's
Scripture Gazetteer, p. 438, seqq.)
SiDONioRUM Insul.«, islands in the Persian Gulf,
supposed to be the same with the Sidodona of Arrian.
(Vincent's Commerce of the Ancients, vol. 1, p. 358.
Bischoff und Moller, Worterb. der Geogr., p. 916.)
SiDONios Apollinabis, a Christian poet and writer.
;

nites,

;

—

He was

a native of Gaul, in which country his father
and grandfather had exercised the functions of praetorian prefect, and was born at Lugdunum (Lyons) about
438 A.D. He received a very finished education, and

was well acquainted with all the sciences known in
time
but poetry was his favourite occupation.

his

;

He

married Papianilla, daughter of the consul Fl.
Sidonius
Avitus, who in 455 was named emperor.
accompanied his father-in-law to Rome, and there pronounced, on the first day of the ensuing year, a poetical panegyric in

honour of the new monarch, who rec-

them as excelling in many use- ompensed liis talent by appointing him senator and
ful and ingenious arts, giving them the title of ttoAu- prefect of Rome, and raising a statue to him in the liAdd to this, they were at brary of Trajan's forum. Soon after, Ricimer, that
daiSaloi.
(II., 23, 742.)
a very early period distinguished for their commerce Frank who enjoyed at Rome a much greater power
and their skill in maritime affairs. The natural result than the emperor himself, deposed Avitus, and named
Sidonius was present in the
of these advantages to Sidon was a high degree of r»lajorianus in his stead.
He
wealth and prosperity
and, content with the riches battle in which his father-in-law lost his life.
which their trade and manufactures brought them, then retired to Lyons, and fell with this city into the
so
him
well, that,
they lived in ease and luxury, trusting the defence of hands of the conqueror, who treated
their city and property, like the Tyrians after them, to in the following year, Sidonius pronounced a eulogiwith
the title
honoured
was
hired troops ; so that to live in ease and security is um on this emperor, and
Under the reign of Severus, and
said in Scripture to live after the manner of the Sido- of count (comes).
nians.
In all these respects, however, Sidon was to- during the interregnum which succeeded his death.
Sidonius retired once more to Gaul, and settled in th«»
tally eclipsed by Tyre, at first her colony and afterward her rival. The more enterprising inhabitants of province which afterward bore the name of Auvergne.
for some months on an estate which
this latter city pushed their commercial
dealirig to the Here he lived
Anthemius having obtained
extremities of the known world
raised their city to a belonged to his wife.
in 467, Sidonius went to Rome, and prorank in power and
before unknown, and con- the

Homer

often speaks of

;

;

empire

opulence

verted

it

into a luxurious metropolis,

and the empori-

nounced a panegyric upon him.

The

prince, in r«

1235

SIG
turn,

named him anew

prefect of

SIL
Rome

and senator.

Although Sidonius was not then a priest, his countrymen, notwithstanding this, chose him, in 472, Bishop
After
of Augustunometum {Clermont in Auvergne).
having transferred to his son his honours and his fortune, he entered on the duties of the episcopate, and

When the
acquitted himself with zeal and fidelity.
Visigoths seized upon a portion of Gaul, Sidonius fell
into the power of Euric, their king
but, through the
protection of Leo, the minister of this barbarian monarch, he was re-established in his bishopric, and discharged the episcopal functions until the day of his death,
;

which appears to have taken place in 484. A French
savant traces the pedigree of the Polignac family to
{Mangon de la Lande: Essais historApollinaris.
Compare Revue Frangaise, 1828, n.
iques, &c., 1828.
have remaining of Sidonius a col6, p, 303, seqq )

—

—We

and twenty-four poems, the
lection of letters in prose
principal of which are the three panegyrics pronounced
W^e see in these the
as above, and some epithalamia.
;

productions of a man of talent, not deficient in imagination and poetic fire, and who knows how to interest
and please.
Although marked by the vices which
characterized the literary efforts of the age, namely,
subtle conceits and exaggerated metaphors, he may
still be
regarded as one of the best of the Christian
The best edition of Sidonius Apollinaris is that
poets.
of Labbaeus (Labhe), Paris, 4to, 1652.
{Scfibll, Hist.

—

Lit.

Rom.,

vol. 3, p. 96, seqq.)

SiGA, a city in the western part of Nnmidia, or
what was afterward called Mauritania Caesariensis.
The Itinerary Antoninus makes it three miles distant
from the coast, whereas Ptolemy ranks it among the

had a harbour, probably, on the
inland.
Siga was an
old Tyrian settlement, and is the only one of the many
mentioned by Scylax in this quarter that we can fix
upon with certainty. A river of the same name ran

maritime

cities.

It

sea, while the city itself stood

Syphax, prince of the Massaesyli, selected this
city for his residence, having taken it from the CarHe afterward took up his abode in Cirta.
thaginians.
The modern Ned-Roma, mentioned by Leo Africanus,
is
{Mannert,
thought to answer to the ancient city.

by

it.

Geogr.,

vol.

gaeum, upon the shore of the ./Egean, are yet other
tumuli, of equal if not greater size, to which hardly
and these are visible
any attention has yet been paid
far out at sea."
{Travels, vol. 3, p. 210, seqq.)—U.
A town of Troas, on the sloping side of the promonIt was founded posterior to the
tory.
siege of Troy
by an ^olian colony, headed by Archasanax of Mytilene.
He is said to have employed the stones of ancient Ilium in the construction of his town.
The
Athenians, some years afterward, sent a body of troops
headed
a
victor at the Olympic
there,
by Phrynon,
games, and expelled the Lesbians. This act of aggres;

sion led to a

war between the two

states,

which was

Piltacus, one of
long waged with alternate success.
the seven sages, who commanded the Mytilenians, if
to have slain Phrynon, the Athenian leader, in
The poet Alcaeus was engaged in one
single fight.
of the actions that took place, and had the misfortune
to lose his shield.
At length both parties agreed to

said

refer their dispute to Periander of Corinth,

cided in favour of the Athenians.
rod., 5,

95.—Diog.

or, rather, the

Laert.,

Pisistratidae,

1,

who

{Strab., 599.

74.)

The

de-

—He-

latter people,
in posses-

remained then

sion of Sigaeum, and Hippias, after being expelled from
Athens, is known to have retired there, together with
his family.
{Herod., 5, 65.) The town of Sigaeum
no longer existed when Strabo wrote, having been

of New
destroyed by
—
— Cramer^ Asia
Minor,
the citizens

Plin., 5, 30.

Ilium.

{Strab.,

s

The modern Jeni Schehr marks

vol. 1, p.

600
109 )

the site of the ancient

{Leake's Tour, p. 276.)
Sigaeum.
SiGNiA, a city of Latium, southwest of Anagnia
became a Roman colony as early as the reign of
At first it was only a military
Tarquinius Superbus.
post, which, in process of time, however, became
{Dion. Hal., 4, 63.) When Tarquin was de
city.
throned, he sought the assistance of Signia, but the inIt

-e.

habitants remained faithful to Rome.
{Dion. Hal., 5,
68.)
They appear to have continued in the same sentiments even during the severe trial of the second Pu-

war ; as we find Signia mentioned by Livy among
the colonies of that period most distinguished for their
steady adherence to the Roman power (27, 10).
Sig
nic

10, pt. 2, p. 427.)

SicsuM

or SiGEOM, I. a celebrated promontory of
The modTroas, near the mouth of the Scamander.
ern name is Cape Jenischchr, or, as it is more commonly pronounced, Cape Janissary. Homer does not
mention either the promontory of Sigaeum or of Rhoe-

These names rather referred to cities which
teum.
were built after his time. These two promontories
formed the limits on either side of the station of the
Grecian fleet.
Achilles, Patroclus, and Antilochus
were buried on Sigaeum, and three large tumuli, or

mounds

promontory was that formerly venerated by the inhabSigaeum for containing the ashes of Achilles.
—It should also be observed, that to the south of Siitants of

mark at the present
though, from a passage of Ho-

of earth, are supposed to

is noticed by several writers as producing a wine
of an astringent nature.
{Strabo, 237.
Plin., 14, 6
It was no—Sil. Ital., 8,
Martial, 13, 116.)
of
mode
ted, also, for a particular
flooring with bricks,

nia

—

380—

which was called " opus Signinum.^'

—

Vitruv., 8, in fin.)

{Plin., 15, 12
the

The modern Segni marks

site.
{Cramer^s Anc. It., vol. 2, p. 103.)
Sit>A SiLVA, a forest of vast extent, in the country
It consisted
of the Bruttii, to the south of Consentia.

ancient

chiefly of fir, and was celebrated for the quantity of
mer (Oo!, 24, 75. seqq.), it would seem that one mound pitch which it yielded. {Plin., 15, 7. Columella, 12,
" We visit- 20.—
Strabo describes the Sila
or tomb covered the ashes of all three.
>-DioscorideS, I, 98.)

day the three tombs

;

ed," says Dr. Clarke, "the two ancient tumuli called
the tombs of Achilles and Patroclus.
They are to the
third was
northeast of the village of Yeni-Cher.
discovered by Sir W. Gell near the bridge for passing
the Mender ; so that the three tumuli mentioned by

A

The largest
Strabo are yet entire.
{Strabo, 596.)
was opened by order of M. de Choiseul. Many auto
the existence of the tomb of
thors bear testimony
Achilles, and to its situation on or by the Sigean promof Alexander the Great, that
recorded
It
is
ontory.
it with perfumes, and ran
he anointed the stele
upon
naked around it, according to the custom of honouring
the manes of a hero.
(Mlian, Var. Hist., 12, 7.
Died. Sic, 17, 17.) iElian distinguishes the tomb
of Achilles from that of Patroclus, by relating that AlIt
exander crowned one, and Hephsestion the other.
will not, therefore, be easy to determine, at the present

—

<^ay,

which of the three tombs now standing upon
1236

this

—

as occupying an extent of 700 stadia, or eighty-seven
miles, from the neighbourhood of Rhegium northward
Plin., 3, 11.)
{Strab., 260.
Virgil also alludes to it

—

These im{.^n., 12, 715 )
probably, in ancient times, have
furnished the Tyrrheni with timber for their fleets, as
we know they afterward did to the sovereigns of SiAthen.,
{Thucyd., 6, 90.
cily and to the Athenians.
in a beautiful passage,

mense woods may

—

5,

A3.— Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 437.)

SiLANUs, the name of a Roman family belonging
house of the Junii. The most remarkI. Marcus Siable of the name were the following
lanus, served under Scipio in Spain (B.C. 207), and
was sent, on one occasion, by that commander with
10,.500 men against Mago and the Celtiberians, whom
In the following year
he succeeded in conquering.
he brought to Scipio the auxiliaries from the Spanish
prince Colcha, and aided him in gaining the victory
to the plebeian

:

SIL

SIL

—

near Baecula, over the forces of the Carthaginians.
II. Marcus Junius Silanus, was consul B.C. 109 with
He obtained the command of
Q. Caecilius Metellus.
the forces againsi the Cimbri, but was so unfortunate
as to be more than once defeated, and even to lose

camp. Five years after this, the tribune Domitius
brought him to trial for this ill-success, but only two
tribes condemned him.
III. D. Junius Silanus, son
of the preceding, was consul elect B.C. 63, when Cicero asked him his opinion in the Roman senate as to
the punishment lo be inflicted on the
accomplices of
his

—

He gave his opinion in favour of punishIn the following year he entered on the consular office with L. Licinius Muraena.
IV. M. Junius
Silanus,. son of the preceding, served first under Caesar
as lieutenant in Gaul, and, after the assassination of
that individual, attached himself to the party of
Lepidus.
This party, however, he afterward left, and joined that of Antony. In consequence of this, he was

it
may be remarked in passing, designates various employments it is sometimes synonymous with ijavxoKoiof;, and denotes an officer whose duty it is to pre;

serve quiet in the imperial palace
at other times the
Silentiarius is a private secretary of the prince.
Paul, the Silentiary, has left various poetical producIn the Greek Antions, which are not without merit.

—

;

thology
tion of

we have about eighty epigrams of his, a porwhich are of an erotic character. They are de"We perceive
spirit nor elegance.
was well read in the ancient writers ;
at
the
same
that
his verses
time,
evident,

ficient neither

in

that their author

Catiline.

but

ment.

have not the conciseness so essential to the epigram.
The most celebrated of his productions, however, are,
his poem on the Pythian Baths in
Bithynia {'Hfiia/iSa
eif ra Iv UvBloic depfid), and his description of the

—

He afterproscribed and his property confiscated.
ward, however, was pardoned by Augustus, and, re-

it

is

Church of St. Sophia ('E/c^patxtf r^f /xeyuXjic (:KK?.rjaiwhich was publicly read at the dedication of that

af),

structure, A. D. 562.

We have also a third poem, form-

ing, in fact, a supplement to the second, on the pulpit
placed in the great aisle of the patriarchal palace ('E«r-

luming to Rome, became at last on such good terms ^paaic Tov 'AfiBuvo^, k. t. A). The poem on the Pythwith Augustus, that the latter made him his colleague ian Baths is given in Brunck's Analecta, and in the ediin the consulship, 25 B.C.
V. Junius Silanus Creti- tions of the Anthology. The description of the Church
cus, was consul A.D. 7, and afterward proconsul of of St. Sophia is given at the end of the history of JoTiberius removed him from that province, on hannes Cinnamus, in the edition of Ducange. In 1822,
Syria.
account of the friendship subsisting between him and Groeffe published a critical edition at Leipzig, in 8vo,
Germanicus.
VI. D. Junius Silanus, was banished by lo which is added the Description of the Ambon or
Augustus for adultery with Julia. He obtained his pulpit. Bekker gave an edition of this last-mentioned
recall under Tiberius, through the intercession of his poem, from a Heidelberg manuscript, Berol, 1815, 4to.
brother.
VII. M. Junius Silanus, brother of the pre- {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 46, 115.)
SiLENUs, a demigod, who became the nurse, the
ceding, was a man of great reputation and influence,
on account of his talents as an orator.
His daughter preceptor, and the attendant of Bacchus.
Pindar
Claudia married Caligula, and he himself was after- calls him the Naiad's husband {fragtn. incert., 73).
ward sent as governor into Spain. The tyrant, be- Socrates used to compare himself, on account of his
coming jealous of him, compelled him to destroy him- baldness, his flat nose, and the quiet raillery in which
VIII. L. Junius Silanus, prietor A.D. 49, a he was so fond of indulging, to the Sileni bom of the
self.
brave and illustrious individual, stood so high in the divine Naiads.
(Xenophon, Symp., 5, 7. Compare
favour of the Emperor Claudius that the latter intend- ^lian, V. H., 3, 18.)
Others said that Silenus was
ed to give him his daughter Octavia in marriage. a son of Earth, and sprung from the blood-drops of
Nonnus. 14,
This, however, was prevented by the artful Agrippi- Uranus. {Serv. ad Virg., Eel., 6, 13.
Like
na, who obtained her hand for her own son Nero. 97. —Id. 29, 262.) Marsyas is called a Silenus.
Various false charges were brought against Silanus
Hence
the seagods, Silenus was noted for wisdom.
he was expelled from the senate, and, in his despair, some modern expounders of mythology think that SiIX. Turpilius, an officer of Me- lenus was merely a river-god, and they derive the
destroyed himself.
tellus in the Jugurthine war.
Having been left by name from IXlu, eiliu, to roll, expressive of the mothat commander at the head of the Roman
The connexion between Silenus
garrison in tion of the streams.
Vacca, and having, through want of care, allowed the and Bacchus and the Naiades thus becomes easy of
town to be retaken by the inhabitants, he was tried, explanation in their opinion, all being deities relating
and condemned to death.
{Sallust, Bell. Jug., 66, to water or moisture,
(Keightley's Mythology, p.
The two legends relative to Midas and Silenus
Plutarch, however, makes the accusaion to have 234.)
69.)
been a false one, and Turpilius to have been con- have already been noticed under the former article.
demned through the agency of Marius. (Plutarch, (Vid. Midas.) Silenus was represented as old, bald,
Vit: Mat.)
and flat-nosed, riding on a broad-backed ass, usually
SiLARUs, I. a river of Lucania, in Italy, dividing intoxicated, and carrying his can (cantharus), or totthat province from Campania.
It takes its rise in that
tering along supported by his staflf of fennel {ferula).
For other views of the legend of Silenus, consult
part of the Apennines which belonged to the Hirpini
and, after receiving the Tanager, now Negri, and the Creuzer (Symbolik, vol. 3, p. 207, seqq.), Rolle {Re-

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

;

—

;

—

—

;

now Colore, it empties into the Gulf of Salerno.
waters of this river are stated by ancient wri-

Calor,

The

have possessed the property of incrusting, by
a calcareous deposition, any pieces of wood
or twigs which were thrown into them.
(^Strabo, 251.
Plin., 2, 106.) This fact is confirmed by Baron AntoThe hanks of this
nini, della Lucania, p. 2, disc. I.
river were greatly infested by the
gadfly.
(Virg.,
ters to

means of

The modern name of the
Georg.y 3, 146, seqq.)
stream is the Silaro.
(Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol.

—

II. A river of Cisalpine Gaul, to the east
2, p. 360.)
of Bononia, running into the Padusa, or Spinetic branch
of the Padus.
It is now the Silaro.
(Cramer^s An-

cient Italy, vol.

1, p.

89.)

in the reign of the
the priinarius or chief
of the Silentiarii at the court of that monarch, whence
the second part of his name.
The title of Silentiarius,

SiLKNTiARius, Paulus, a poet

Emperor

Justinian.

He was

—

cherchcs sur

le Culte de Bacchus,
and Welcker (Nach. zur Trii,

vol. 3, p.
p.

354, seqq.),
214. .j^yy.).— Ac-

some wine
cording to another account, Midas mixed
with the waters of a fountain to which Silenus was
accustomed to come, and so inebriated and caught
him.
He detained him for ten days, and afterward
restored him to Bacchus, for which he was rewarded
into gold whatever be
authors assert that Silenus was «
Bacchus in his Indian
philosopher, who accompanied
and assisted him by the soundness of bis

with the
touched.

expedition,
counsels.

power of turning

Some

this circumstance, therefore, he is
all the gravity of a
speaking, with
the formation of the world
philosopher, concerning
The legend of Silenus is
and the nature of

From

often introduced

things.

—

(Symbolik, vol. 3, p.
Consult also Rolle, Recherches sur U
207, scyy.
Culte de Bacchus, vol. 3, p. 354, seqq.)
evidently of Oriental

—

origin.
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SILIUS ITALICUS.

SILIUS ITALICUS.

SiLius Italicds, C. a Latin poet, born about the
He has been sup25th year of the Christian era.
posed to have been a native of Italica, in Spain but
his not being claimed as a fellow-countryman by Martial, who has bestowed upon him the highest praises,
renders this improbable. Some make him to have been
a native of Corfinium, a city of the Peligni, in Italy,
;

which, according to Strabo, was called Italica in the
but Velleius Paterculus intime of the Social war
forms us that Corfinium merely intended to change its
name to Italica, and that the project was never carried into eflfect.
Whether, however, he were a native
of Italica in Spain, or of an Italica elsewhere, his surname certainly does not show it for in that event it
would have been Italicensis. It is most probable that
and it may have been
Italicus was a family name
;

means

for interesting and
but,
pleasing his readers
Lucan, he chose a defective plan, in preferring
the historical method, that makes known all the consequences resulting from any event, to the poetic
mode, that selects from a series of facts some single
circumstance, which it makes the principal action,
and towards which, as a common centre, all things
Had he transported his readers in the
ought lo tend.
;

like

very outset to the later years of the war, he tnight

have taken for his theme Hannibal's attempt
himself master of Rome ; this would have

to

make

aflforded

— Silius

the diflferent parts that are regarded as necessary for
an epic action, namely, a commencement, a plot, and
a catastrophe.
By pursuing a ditFerent plan, by preferring to the epopee the march of history, he ought
to have seen that he was debarred from the employment of mythological fictions, which are entirely out
of place in an historical narrative.
And yet, falling
into the same error as Lucan, he calls these very ficIt is this intermingling of the sober
tions to his aid.
details of history with the flights of mythology that has
given birth to a strange and misshapen ofi'spring, to
which it would be no easy task to assign its proper apIs
Is it an epic poem 1 it wants unity.
pellation.
it an
historical production ? its fictions become so
and
its
machinery is
many revolting improbabilities,
Silius drew the subject of his
altogether out of place.
poem from the histories of Livy and Polybius his pobut he
etic ornaments he chiefly borrowed from Virgil
does not possess the art of borrowing these last in such
way as to conceal their parent source ; his imitations,
on the contrary, are altogether too palpable. Nor are
Silius has pillaged
these imitations limited to Virgil
also Lucretius, Horace, Homer, and Hesiod, a circumstance which imparts a disagreeable inequality to his
Like Valerius, he endeavours to hide his medistyle.
ocrity under an appearance of erudition and affectation of pomp, which imparts an air of coldness to his
To give the character of Silius in a few
composition.
words, we may say that he possessed a portion of those
he
talents, the union of which forms the great poet
was versed in historical, geographical, and physical

sian

knowledge, which imparts

;

;

given to one of his ancestors, when residing in some
province, to show that he was of Italian origin.—^
Silius Italicus applied himself with great ardour to the
study of eloquence and poetry. In the former of these
pursuits he took Cicero for his model, and acquired at
the bar the reputation of an eminent speaker.
In poHis predilecetry he gave the preference to Virgil.
tion for these two great writers led him to purchase
two estates which had belonged to them, that of Cicero at Tusculurn, and that of Virgil near Naples, on
which the poet had been interred. Silius often visited
the tomb of the latter, and celebrated his birthday
Our poet passed
annually with great solemnities.

—

through

all

the public employments which led to the
He is said also to have insinuated him-

consulship.
self into the favour of

of an informer.

Nero by following the

Pliny the

this fact, which, for the

younger,

vile trade

who mentions

honour of

literature, one could
adds, that if it be true that

wish might be impugned,
Silius was thus guilty, he made amends for his fault
by a long course of subsequent virtue, and enjoyed at

Rome

a high degree of consideration.
The first consulship of Silius (for it is thought, on no very sufficient grounds, however, that he thrice held this magistracy) was in the famous year 68, when Nero died.

enjoyed the favour of Vitellius and Vespaunder the latter he was proconsul of Asia.
Loaded with honours, and ha«ving accumulated an ample fortune, he retired in his old age to Campania, and
:

there passed the rest of his days in the society of the
Attacked, at the age of 7.5 years, with an incurable malady, he starved himself to death, in the
Silius, through all his
reign of Trajan, A.D. 100.
life, had a strong attachment for poetry and literature,

Muses.

—

and devoted to them

all

the leisure

his public employments allowed.
ever, in his later years, and

It

—

;

;

:

;

but there is wanting that degree of elevawhich true poetry would have bestowed. He is

toric truth,

tion

most successful

in his description of battles.
;

judgment which Pliny passed upon its author when he said that he wrote with more diligence

linaris

It appears that Silius
than genius.
(Ep., 3, 7, 5.)
was one of those men to whom Nature has granted a

that the

firms the

makes them succeed

some
whatever they undertake, and which, when
in

degree in
it is seconded by learning and

taste, may, to a certain
The subject
degree, occupy the place of genius.
which he chose for his poesn was one that possessed
an unusual share of interest to the Romans.
Three
centuries had passed away since this memorable period, and, though all the details of the war were still

many Greek and Roman

histo-

rians had recorded them in their respective works,
still there remained a wide field for the imagination of

the poet, and he might indulge in the fictions and employ all the machinery of which the epic poem was
Silius disdained not these
naturally susceptible.
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Silius

moments which wants enthusiasm his style consists of borrowed
was only, how- phrases, which he has not known how to appropriate
to himself, or mark, as

well known, because

poem

a character of

greater interest in the eyes of antiquarian critics, from
the circumstance of its containing various facts omitHe chose a subject at once great and
ted by Livy.
interesting ; his personages have a character of his-

during his retreat at Nathat he formed the serious idea of
ples,
aiming at a
He then composed an epic,
place in the list of poets
or, rather, historical poem, in seventeen cantos, the subject of which was the second Punic war. This poem,
entitled Punica, has come down to our times. It con-

certain facility, which

to his

own

zeal.

derness

1

were, with the impress of his
to express anger or tenWhatever
his coldness freezes the reader
it

Does he attempt

—

may have been the reputation which this poet enjoyed
among his contemporaries, he fell soon afterward into
neglect

At

;

no grammarian cites him, and Sidonius Apolnames him among the eminent poets.

alone

the revival of letters, the conviction was so strong
poem was lost, as to inspire the celebrated

Petrarch with the idea of supplying its place by his Afwhich production is also the second
Punic war. This point, however, is contested among
scholars.
During the sittings of the council of Con-

rica, the subject of

stance, Poggio succeeded in finding a manuscript of
copy
Silius, probably at the monastery of St. Gall.
was made of this, which thus became the original of

A

made

use, until
those of which the earlier editors
Carrion discovered, about 1575, at ('ologne, another
from the era
manuscript, which he thought might date

all

A

of Charlemagne.
third, of still more modern date,
was found at Oxford. Villebrune, who published, in
1781, an edition of Silius Italicus. which he pretended
one that had as yet appeared,
was the first

complete

inserted into the sixteenth book, after the iwenly-sev

SIM

SIM

enth verse, thirty-three other verses which he said he
had found in a MS. at Paris, and which exist, with
some slight changes, in the sixth book of Petrarch's
More recent critics, howLatin poem entitled Africa.
ever, and especially Heync, in a review written by
hira on Villebrune's edition, think that the thirty-three
verses in question are rather from the pen of Petrarch
The best editions of Silius
than from that of Silius.
Italicusare, that of Ruperti, GoUing., 1795-99, 2 vols.
8vo, and that of Lemaire, Pans, 1823, 2 vols. 8vo.

—

The

following editions are also valnable: that of Drakenborch, Traject. ad Rhen, 1717, 4to ; that of Villeand that of Emesti, Lips.,
brune, Paris, 1781, 8vo
1791-92, 2 vols. 8vo. {SchoU, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol.
;

2, p. 496, seqq.
vol.

1, p.

— Compare Bdkr,

Gesck.

Rom.

Lit.,

151, scqq.)

SiLVANUs, a deity among the Romans who had the
care of fields and cattle {Virg., Mn., 8, 601), and

who

also presided over boundaries.
{Horat., Epod.,
Groves were consecrated to him, whence per2, 22.)
his
name.
was
He
haps
usually represented as old,

and bearing a cypress plucked up by the roots (^Virg.,
and the legend of Apollo and CypaGeorg., 1, 20)
rissus was transferred to him.
(Serv ad Virg., Geor;

The

usual offering to Silvanus was milk.
(Horat., Epist., 2, 1, 143 )
According to the Agrimensors, every possession should have three Silvani :
one domestic, for the possession itself; one agrestic,

gica,

1,

20.)

—

Mount

Ida, and falls into the Xanthus.

(Consult r»>

marks on the Topography of Troy, under

the artici*

Troja.)

Simon, a shoemaker or currier of Athens, from
the so-called okvtikoI dtaXoyoi, mentioned un-

whom

der the article

Plato, are supposed to have derived
(Vid. Plato, near the conclusion of that

their origin.
article.)

a poet of Amorgus (one of the Cye490 B C. He was grandfather to
the poet of Ceos, from whom he is
distinguished by
the title of 'la^toyputlog, '• writer of Iambics."
have a fragment of his preserved by Siobaeus ; it is a

SiMONiDEs,

ladcs),

who

I.

died

We

satyric piece, remarkable for its simplicity and ele" Of Women."
gance, and is entitled izepi yvvaiKuv,
This fragment is given in the collections of Winterton,
Brunck, Gaisford, and separateley by Koeler, Goetl.,
1781, 8vo, and Welcker, Bonn, 1835, 8vo.— II.
celebrated poet of Ceos, son of Leoprepas, and grandson of the preceding, born at the city of lulis, 556
He attained, in
B.C., and who hved until B.C. 467.
fact, to a very advanced age. so as to become a connot
of
Pittacus
and
the
only
Pisistratidae,
temporary
but also of Pausanias, king of Sparta
and he is
named as the friend of these illustrious men. He was
held in high estimation at the court of Hiero I., king
of Syracuse, and acted as a mediator between this
prince and Theron, king of Agrigentum, reconciling
these two sovereigns at the very moment when the
two armies were on the point of contending. Plato
calls him a wise man (De Repub., 1, p. 411), and
**
Non enim poeta
Cicero, in speaking of him, says,
suavis, verum eliam cateroqmn doctus sapiertsque
traditur."
He was the master of
1, 22.)
(N.
Simonides is regarded as the first who apPindar.

A

:

for the herdsman
a third oriental, for whom there
should be a grove on the boundary.
(Seal, ad Fest.,
s. V. Marspedis.)
The meaning of this obscure passage probably is, that Silvanus was to be worshipped
under three different titles as protector of the family,
for we meet with an inscription Stlvano Larum ; of
the cattle, perhaps those on the public pastures
and
of the boundaries, that is, of the whole possession. plied the alternating hexameter and pentameter, or, in
The Mars Silvanus, to whom Caio directs prayer to be other words, the early elegiac measure to mournful
made for the health of the oxen, is probably the second and plaintive themes. This measure at first was mar{R. R., 80), and the third is the tutor Jinium of Hor- tial in its character, not plaintive, and Cullinus is said
ace.
to have been its inventor.
Neither was it called elegy
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 536.)
SiLUREs, the people of South Wales in Britain, oc- originally, but £7rof, a general term, subsequently conSimonides became so distincupying the counties of Hereford, Monmouth, Rad- fined to heroic verse.
Their capital was Isca guished in elegy (in the later acceptation of the terra)
nor, Brecon, and Glamorgan.
Silurum, now Carleon, on the river Isca or Uske, in that he must be included among the great masters of
He is stated to have been victorious at
Caractacus was a prince of the Si- elegiac song.
Glatnorganshire.
lures.
Athens over .^schylus himself, in an elegy in honour of
{Tac, Ann., 12, 32.— Plin., 4, 16.)
SiMETHus, a river of Sicily, rising in the Heraean those who fell at Marathon, the Athenians having instituted a contest of the chief poets.
The ancient biograIt
Mountains, and falling into the sea below Catana.
receives a number of small tributaries, and is now the pher of .^schylus who gives this account, adds, in exGiaretta.
planation, that the elegy requires a tenderness of feeling
{Thucyd., 2, 65 —Plin., 3, 8.)
To
SiMMiAs, I. a native of Rhodes, who flourished be- which was foreign to the character of iEschylus.
tween the 120th and 170th Olympiad. The period what degree Simonides possessed this quality, and, in
when he existed cannot be ascertained with more pre- general, how great a master he was of the pathetic, is
cision.
He published a collection of poems, in four proved by his celebrated lyric piece, containing the
Athenaus cites lament of Danae, and by other remains of his poetry.
books, entitled Aid(popa rcocrifiaTa.
one of these pieces, entitled Gorgo. which appears to Probably, also, in the elegies upon those who died at
have been of an epic character.
Simmias is perhaps Marathon and Plataea, he did not omit to bewail the
the inventor of a kind of sport, which we do not find death of so many brave men, and to introduce the
to have existed before him, and which could only have sorrows of the widows and orphans, which was quite
been conceived of at a period when the public taste consistent with a lofty, patriotic tone, particularly at
Simonides likewise used the
had become extremely corrupt.
It consisted in so
the end of the poem.
of individuals;
arranging verses of different length as to represent an elegy as a plaintive song for the death
at least the Greek Anthology contains several pieces
altar, an axe, a pair of wings, &.c., the several verses
at the same time making one poem.
A production of of his, which appear not to be entire epigrams, but
this kind, forming a ^vpiy^, or Pandean pipe, has been fragments of longer elegies, lamenting, with heartfelt
to the poet.
often ascribed to Theocritus.
It consists of twenty
Among
pathos, the deaih of persons dear
verses, every two of the same size, and each pair less these are the beautiful and touching verses concerning
in length than the preceding; thus representing an in- Gorgo, who. while dying, utters these words to her
strument lomposed of ten pipes, each shorter than the mother: ''Remain here with my father, and become,
other.
The with a happier fate, the mother of another daughter,
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 126 )
It was Simonides
remains of Simmias are given in the Anthology, and who may tend thee in thy old age.^'
in the Poet® Graeci Minores.
II. A Theban philoswho first gave to the epigram the perfection of which,
He was the author of consistently with its purpose, it was capable. In this
opher, a disciple of Socrates.
of his
twenty-three dialogues, which are lost. (SchoU, Hist. respect he was favoured by the circumstances
Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 367.)
time
for, on account of the high consideration which
SiMois (-entis), a river of Troas, which rises in he enioyed in both Athens and the Peloponnesus, he
;

:

D

;

,

—

—
'

;
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which had fought haeuser, making part of his edition of Epictetus. The
against the Persians, to adorn with inscriptions the commentary on the Physics of Aristotle was published
tombs of their fallen warriors. The best and most at the Aldine press, Ven., 1526, fol., and a Latin ver-

was frequently employed by the

states

celebrated of these epigrams is the inimitable inscripon the Spartans who died at Thermopylae, and
which actually existed on the spot " Stranger, tell
the Lacedcemonians that we are lying here in obedience
Never was heroic courage expressed
to their laws.''''

sion by Lucillus Philalthaeus, Ven., 1543, fol.
The
most correct edition of the commentary on the CatThere is a
egories is that printed at Basle, 1551, fol.

With the
with such calm and unadorned grandeur.
epitaphs are naturally connected the inscriptions on
sacred offerings, especially where both refer to the Perthe former being the discharge of a debt to
sian war
the dead, the latter a thanksgiving of the survivers to
the gods.
Among these, one of the beat refers to the
battle of Marathon, which, from the neatness and ele-

There
published at the Aldine press, Ven., 1526, fol.
is a Latin version
by Morbeke, printed in 1540, and
another by Dorotheus, in 1544, both from the Venice
The commentary on the treatise De Anima
press.
was published at the Aldine press in 1527, and a version by Faseolus, made from a more perfect manuThere is another
script, in 1543, both at Venice.
version by Lutigus, which has been often reprinted at
Venice.
Hist.
vol.
Lit.
7, p. 129, seqq.}
Gr.,
(SchoU,
SiN.*, I. a people of India, called by Ptolemy the
most eastern nation of the world. These Sinae, who
dwelt beyond the river Serus. or Menan, are supposed

tion

:

;

gance of the expression, loses its chief beauty in a
The form
prose translation (fragm., 25, ed. Gaisf.).
of nearly all the epigrams of Simonides is elegiac.
When, however, a name (on account of a short between two long syllables) could not be adapted to the
dactylic metre (as 'Apxivavrijc, 'I;r7rovkof), he em{Miiller, Hist. Lit. Gr.,
ployed trochaic measures.

—

—

Simonides became avaricious and
125, seqq.)
mercenary towards the close of his life; and it is mentioned as a subject of dispraise, that he was the first
who wrote verses for money. Plutarch relates, that
some one having reproached him with his sordid avarice, he returned for answer that age, being deprived
p.

other sources of enjoyment, the love of money
was the only passion left for it to gratify. {Plut., An
seni sit gercnda respubl.
0pp., ed Reiskc, vol. 9, p.
To Simonides the Greek alphabet is indebted
142.)

of

all

—

—

for four of its letters,

E, T, H,

i2

;

and

to

him, also,

attributed the invention of a system of
artificial

(Compare

memory.

is

Mnemonics, or
Cic, de Orat., 2, 84.

—

Plin., 7, 2i.— Quintil., 11,2, 11.)— It was Simonides
that gave the celebrated answer, when Hiero of Syracuse inquired of him concerning the nature of God.

The

poet requested one day for deliberating on the
and when Hiero repeated his question on the
morrow, the poet asked for two days. As he still
went on doubling the number of days, and the mon" Behe did
asked him
lost in
subject

;

Latin version by Dorotheus, Ven., 1541, 1550, 1567,

The commentary on

fol.

the treatise

De

Cvelo

was

—

have occupied what is now Cochin-China.
II.
There was another nation of the same name east of
Serica, who were probably settled in Shen-si, the
most westerly province of China, immediately adjoinIn this province was a kingdom
ing the great wall.
called Tsin, which probably gave name to these Sinae.
SiNDi, a people of Asiatic Sarmatia, below the Cimto

merian Bosporus, and opposite the Tauric Chersonese.
Their name would seem to indicate an Indian origin,
and Ritter has attempted to prove this in his learned
work on the earlier history of some of the ancient nations.

{Ritter, Vorhalle, p. 157, seqq.)
SiNGARA, a strongly fortified city of Mesopotamia,
the southernmost possession of the Romans on the
eastern side of that country, from Trajan to ConstanIt is now Sindschar.
Amm,
tius.
{Plin., 5, 25.

—

Marcell., 18, 5.)
SiNGUs, a town of Macedonia, in the peninsula of
Sithonia, on the lower shore of, and giving name to, the
Sinus Singiticus. The modern name of the gulf is
that of

Monte Santo.

122.— Thucyd.,

{Herod., 7,

5,

18)

SiNON, a Greek, who accompanied his countrymen
Trojan war. When the Greeks had fabricated
the famous wooden horse, Sinon went to Troy, at the
bound behind
instigation of Ulysses, with his hands
his back, and by the most solemn protestations assured
Priam that the Greeks were gone from Asia, and that
that of Schneidewin, Bruns., 1835, 8vo. (Schblt, Hist. they had been ordered to sacrifice one of their soldiers
and that,
vol.
to render the wind favourable to their return
Gr. Lit., vol. 1, p. 242.— 7d tb.,
2, p. 129.—
Compare Bode, Gesch. dcr Lyrischen Dichtkunst, vol. because the lot had fallen upon him, he had fled away
These
III. A son of the daughter of the from their camp, not to be cruelly sacrificed.
2, p. 122, seqq.)
Being also a native of Ceos, he was dis- false assertions were immediately credited by the Tropreceding.
his city
tinguished from the former by the appellation of the jans, and Sinon advised Priam to bring into
He wrote "on Inventions" {Tzepl evprj- the wooden horse which the Greeks had left behind
••Younger."
His aflvice
^laruv), and a work in three books on Genealogies. them, and to consecrate it to Minerva.
{Beurette, Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &,c., vol. 13, was followed, and Sinon, in the night, to complete his
Van Goens, De Simonide Ceo et philosopho, perfidy, opened the side of the horse, from which issued
p. 257.
a number of armed Greeks, who surprised the Trojans
Traj. ad Rhen., 1768, 4to.)
Horn Od.,^
{Darts Phryg.
SiMPLicius, a native of Cilicia, the clearest and noost and pillaged their city.
His 8, A^<2.—Virg., JEn., 2, 79, &ic.—Pausan., 10, 2t'.—
the commentators on Aristotle.
intelligent of
commentaries are extremely valuable, from their con- Q. Smym, 12, &c.)
numerous fragments of the works of previous
SiNOPE, I. a daughter of the Asopus by Methone.

why

wonder,

arch,

so,

on the subject, the more
obscure does it appear to me to be." {Cic, N. D., I,
The remains of the poetry of Simonides are
22.)
given in the collections of Stephens, Brunck, Gaisford,
The latest separate edition is
Boissonade, and others.
cause, the longer

I

reflect

to the

—

;

—

—

—

taining

He flourished in the seventh century
philosophers.
of our era, and was involved in some disputes with
the Christian writers, particularly John Philoponus, on
His comof the eternity of the world.
the

subject

of Epictetiis is
mentary on the Manual or Enchiridion
best moral treatises that has
regarded as one of the
come down to ']s from antiquity, and proves that Simto the tenets of the Perplicius did not confine himself

ipatetic school.

The works

of Aristotle on which

we

have the commentaries of Simplicins are, the eight
books of Physics, the Categories, the four books of the
Heavens, and the three of the Soul. The best edition
of the commentary on Epictetus is that of Schweig-
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,

She was beloved by Apollo, who carried her away to
the borders of the JEuxine Sea, in Asia Minor, where
she gave birth to a son called Syrus.
{Apoll. Rhod.,
Schol, ad loc.)—\\. A city of Paphlagonia,
2, 946.
its
northern exbelow
a
and
little
on the eastern coast,

—

It was the most important commercial place
tremity.
on the shores of the Euxine, and was founded by a
Milesian colony at a very early period, even prioiF to

The particular year
not known the Peripi. Anon.
the Cimmerians
(p 8) says it was at the time when
were ravaging Asia Minor. The leader of the colony
was named Autolycus, and he received from the ktoS
the rise of the Persian empire.

of

its

origin,

however,

is

:

SIN

SIP

the Sinti, who then formed part of that em
were included in the first region, together with
Various accounts, too, are given of the Bisaltae
ions of Jason.
and he expressly states that this part of
the origin of the city's name, one of which traces it to the region was situated west of the Strymon, that ia,
of
the
on
the
Asopus.
(Compare Apoll.
Sinope, daughter
right bank of that river (45, 29).
Ptolemy
Bhod., 2, 946.— ScAo/., adloc.—Plut., Vtt. Lucull.^ gives the name of Sintice to the district in questioD
The situation of Sinope was (p. 83. Cramer's AncierU Greece, vol. 1, p. 304).
Val. Place, 5, 108 )
It was built on the neck of a
extremely well chosen.
Etymologists derive the name of the Sinties from the
•'
to hurt" {aivnj^, " an
peninsula and, as this peninsula was secured frotn any Greek verb aivu,
injurer;" aiv
hostile landing along its outer shores by high cliffs, the TIC, "a pirate"), either because they were
reputed to
city only needed defending on the narrow isthmus have been the inventors of weapons, or from their havconnectmg it with the mamland, while at the same ing been notorious for piracy. Ritter, however, seek*
time it had two convenient harbours, one on either to connect their name, and, consequently, their
origin,

In the niyinhabitants of the place divine honours.
thology of the Greeks he became one of the compan-

Romans,
pire,

;

—

—

—

;

The

side.

outer part of the peninsula afforded

for spacious suburbs, for

gardens and

fields,

room with

on which

m

case of any
the city could easily rely for support
Strascarcity produced by a siege.
{Polyb., 4, 56.

—

Sinope soon increased in wealth and power, and became possessed of a dependant territory
which reached as far as the Halys, and which was inbo, 545.)

habited by the Leucosyrii ; it became also the parent
So flourishmg
city of many colonies along the coast.
a place cauld not but excite the envy of the people in
the interior
and accordingly we find, from scattered
hints, that it was occasionally besieged by the neighbouring satraps of Paphlagonia and Cappadocia ; and
yet at other times, we are mformed by Xenophon {A71ab., lib. 5 et 6), it stood on a very friendly footing with
It encountered more
them.
danger from the monarchs
that arose subsequently to the time of Alexander.
Against open attacks from these, however, it was able
to make a successful stand
{Polyb., 4, 56); but it
could not defend itself against a surprise on the part
of Pharnaces.
It lost its freedom, but
(Strabo, I. c.)
not its commerce and prosperity, and from this time
forward became the residence of the monarchs of Pon;

tus, until Lucullus took it from the last Mithradates.
It suffered severely on this occasion, and the
commander stripped it of many fine statues and valu-

Roman

that of India.

{Vorhalle,

p.

162.)

Sinuessa, a city of Campania, subsequently of
New Latium, on the seacoast, southeast of Mintums
and the mouth of the Liris. It was said to have been
founded on the ruins of Sinope, an ancient Greek

—

{Livy, 10, 21.
Pliny, 3, 5.— Mela, 2, 4.)
Strabo tells us that Sinuessa stood on the shore of
the Sinus Setinus, and derived its name from that

city.

circumstance, or, in other words, from the sinuosity
of the coast {aivoc yap d KoXnog.
Slrab., 234).
The same writer, as well as the Itineraries, informs
us that it was traversed by the Appian Way.
Horace also confirms this.
Sin{Sat., 1, 5, 39, seqq.)
uessa was colonized together with Minturnae, A.U.C.
456 {Liv., 10, 21), and ranked also among the maritime cities of Italy.
{Id., 27, 38.
Polyb., 3, 91.)
Its territory suffered considerable devastation from
Hannibal's troops when opposed to Fabius.
Caesar,
in his, pursuit of Pompey, halted for a few days at
Sinuessa, and wrote from that place a very conciliatory letter to Cicero, which is to be found in the
correspondence with Atticus (9, 16). The epithet of

—

—

—

tepens, which Silius Italicus applies to this city (8,
529), has reference to some warm sources in its neighbourhood, now called Bagni, while Sinuessa itself an-

The Aquae
swers to the rock of Monte Dragone.
Sinuessanae are noticed by Livy (22, 14), Tacitus
this occasion Strabo makes mention of the sphere of {Hist., 1, 77.- Ann., 12, 66), Plutarch {Vtt. Oth.\
Billarus.
From this period Sinope remained subject Pliny (31, 2), Martial (6, 42), and others. {Cramer's
to the Roman power, and received, according to Stra- Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 133.)
bo and Pliny {Plin., 6, 2), a Roman colony.
This
SioN, one of the hills on which Jerusalem was

able works of art.

Among

the articles carried off on

colony was settled there in the year of Julius Caesar's
assassination.
Strabo found the city in his time well
fortified, and adorned with many handsome edifices
both public and private.
The commerce of the place,
indeed, had somewhat declined, having been drawn off
partly to Byzantium, and in part to the cities of the
Still the thunny-fisheries in its
Tauric Chersonese.
immediate vicinity continued to afford a very lucrative branch of trade to Sinope.
The city, however,
had begun to decline in political importance, and we
find, not it, but the city of Amasea the capital of the
In the middle ages
later province of Hellenopontus.
Sinope made part of the petty Greek kingdom of Traand after this it had independent Christian
pezus
;

monarchs of

its

own, who became conspicuous

for their

naval power and their piracies.
{Abul/eda, p. 318.)
The last of this dynasty surrendered his city and powThe modern Srnub is
er to Mohammed II. in 1461.
still one of the most important Turkish cities
along
this coast.
Sinope was the birthplace of the Cynic Di-

—

—

ogenes.
III.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

An

vol. 6, pt. 3.

p

II,

ancient Greek city of Campania.

—

—

ment, Soc.f Gott., a., 1784, vol. 6, p. 53.) Livy informs us that, on the conquest of Macedonia by the

7S

{Vid. Hierosolyma.)
SiPHNOs, an island in the .^gean Sea, one of the
Cyclades, southeast of Seriphus, and northeast of Melos.
Herodotus reports that it was colonized by the
lonians (8, 48), and elsewhere speaks of the Siphnians
as deriving considerable wealth from their gold and
In the age of Polycrates their revenue
silver mines.
surpassed that of all the other islands, and enabled

them to erect a treasury at Delphi equal to those of
and their own principal
the most opulent cities
buildings were sumptuously decorated with Parian
;

Herodotus states, however, that they aftermarble.
ward sustained a heavy loss from a descent of the
Samians, who levied upon the island a contribution of
100 talents (3, 57, seqq.). In Strabo's time it was so
to the proverbs
poor and insignificant as to give rise

uarpdyaXov, and 'Ziipvioc ('ipf>a66v. {Strab.,
AA.—Eustath., ad Dion. Perieg., 525.) Pliny makes
it
Siphnos was
twenty-eight miles in circuit (4, 12).
famed for its excellent fruit, and its pure and whole
is Siphanto.
{Cramer's
seqq.) some air. The modern name
Bondelmonti, Ins. Ar{Vid. Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 405.

Sinuessa.)
SiNTi, a Thracian community, who appear to have
occupied a district on the banks of the Strymon north
of the Siropaeones.
{Thucyd.,2,98.) Strabo affirms
that they once occupied the island of Lemnos, thus
(//., 1,
identifying them with the Sinlies of Homer.
Id., 457.— 7rf.,
593.-0^., 8, 29i.—Strab., 231.
5A9.
Schol. ad Thucyd., 2, 98.
Gatterer, Com-

—

built.

^!.<pviov

—

chipel., p. 82.)

SiPONTUM, or, as the Greeks write it. Inrovc (gen.
district of Daunia,
-ovvToc), a city of Apulia, in the
and to the southwest of the promontory of Garganum.
It lay on the Sinus Urias.
Sipontum was a place of

of Greek origin,
great antiquity, and unquestionably
even though the tradition which ascribes its foundation to Diomede should be regarded as fabulous.
that the name
Strabo, who mentions this story, states
was derived from the circumstance of
of this city
^

1S41

SIR

SIR

great quantities of cuttle-fish (in Greek (jijKia) being
its shore.
(Strab., 284.)
Little is known of the history of Siponlum before its

thrown up by the sea on

We

are told
appears in the annals of Rome.
by Livy that it was occupied by Alexander, king of
into
was
invited
to
aid
the Tawhen
he
Italy
Epirus,

name

rentines against the Brutiii and Lucani (8, 24). Several years after, that is, A.U.C. 558, the same historian informs us that a colony was sent to Sipontum ;
but it does not appear to have prospered
for, after
;

the lapse of a few years, it was reported to the senate
that the town had fallen into a state of complete desolation, upon which a fresh supply of colonists was

sent there (34, 45
39, 22).
Sipontum is said to
have been once dependant upon the city of Arpi.
In
Strabo's time its harbour could still boast of some
trade, particularly in corn, which was conveyed from
the interior by means of a considerable stream, which
formed a lake near its mouth. {Slrah 284.) This
river, which Strabo does not name, is probably the
Cerbalus of Pliny (3, 11), now Cervaro.
The ruins
of Sipontum are said to exist about two miles to the
west of Manfredonin, the foundation of which led to
;

,

final desertion of Sipontum by its inhabitants, as
they were transferred by King Manfred to this modern

the

town, which

is

known

to

have risen imder his au-

{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 279.)
SiPYLu's, I. a mountain in Lydia, rising to the
south of Magnesia, and separated by a small valley
fro-n the chain of Tmolus to the southeast, and by
another from Mount Masiinsia to the south.
Sipylus
spices.

celebrated in Grecian mythology as the residence
of Tantalus and Niobe, and the cradle of Pelops.
is

These

princes, though more commonly referred to by
classical writers as belonging to Phrygia, must, in reality, have reigned in Lydia if they occupied Sipylus
not the mountain merely, but a city of the same name,
;

situate on

its

"

437.)
Arundel), "or

p.

{Cramer s Asia Minor, vol. 1,
was growing dark," observes Mr.

slope.
It

we might have

seen, as the traveller by
daylight may, the abrupt termination of Mount Sipylus at a considerable distance on the left, behind which
lies the town of Magnesia."
It is described by Chis-

stupendous precipice, consisting of a naked
stone, and rising perpendicularly almost a furIt was here, too, that ChishuU saw " a
long high
certain cliff of the rock, representing an exact niche

hull as a

mass of

and statue, with the due shape and proportion of a human body." {ArundcWs Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 18.)
The rock just mentioned as the termination of Sipylus, and also the rock of the Acropolis behind the
town of Magnesia, have been supposed to contain
some magnetic iron and the magnet is said to have
taken its name from this locality.
Mr. Arundell and
;

some

friends

made experiments

in this quarter, to test,

it could be done, the truth of the
story, and
found clear indications of considerable magnetic inAsia
fluence.
I.
in
II.
Minor,
{ArundcWs
c,
not.)
city of Lydia, situate on the slope of Mount Sipy-

as far as

—

A

According to traditions preserved in the country,
it was swallowed up at an early
period by an earthquake, and was plunged into a crater afterward filled

lus.

by

some
if

The existence of this lake, named Sale or
attested by Pausanias, who reports, that for
time the ruins of the town, which he calls Idea,

a lake.

Salce,
the

tom.

is

word be not corrupt, could be seen
{Pausan ,1,'2\. Sicbelis, ad lac.

—

at the bot-

— Cramer^s

Asia Minor, vol. 1. p. 437.)
SiRENES {I.Eiprjveg), two maidens celebrated in
fable, who occupied an island of Ocean, where they

mead close to the seashore, and with their
melodious voices so charmed those that were sailing
by, that they forgot home and everything relating to
till
it, and abode with these maidens
they perished
from the impossibility of taking nourishment, and
their bones lay whitening on the strand.
As Ulysses
sat in a

1243

and his companions were on their homeward voyage
from AS,s:8i, they came first to the island of the Sirens.

But they passed in safety ; for, by the directions of
Circe, Ulysses stopped the ears of his companions with
wax, and had himself tied to the mast; so that, although,
when he heard the song of the Sirens, he made signs
to his companions to unbind him, they only secured
him the more closely and thus he listened to the accents of the Sirens, and yet, notwithstanding, escaped.
Hesiod describes the mead of
{Od., 12, 62, seqq.)
the Sirens as blooming with flowers {avdefioeaaa), and
;

—

their voice, he said, stilled the winds.
{Schol. ad
ApolL Rhod., 4, 892— Schol. ad Od., 12, 169.) Their
names were said to be .'^glaiopheme {Clear-voice) and
Thelxiepea {Magic-speech); and it was feigned that

they threw themselves into the sea with vexation at
the escape of Ulysses, an oracle having predicted that,
as long as they should arrest the attention of all passengers by the sound of their voice, they should live,
but no longer.
The author of the Orphic Argonau-

however, places them on a rock near the shore ol
iEtna, and makes the song of Orpheus end their enchantment, and cause them to fling themselves into
tics,

where they were changed into rocks. {Orph.y
Argon., 1284, seqq.
Compare Nonnus, 13, 312.)
It was afterward fabled that they were the
daughters

the sea,

—

—

of the river-god Acheloiis by the muse Terpsichore
or Calliope, or by Sterope, daughter of Porlhaon.
{Apoll. Rfiod., 4, %9b.—Apollod.,

—

1, 3,

^.—Tzetz. ad

Eiuiocia,d73.) Some said that they
Lycophr., 712.
sprang from the blood which ran from the god of the
.\cheloiis when his horn was lorn off by Hercules.

Sophocles calls them the daughters of Phorcys {ap.
Plut., Sympos., 9, 14); and Euripides terms them the
Their number was
children of Earth.
{Hel., 168.)
also increased to three, and their names are given
with much variety.
One was said to play on the lyre,
another on the pipes, and the third to sing.
{Tzelzes ad Lycophr on. ,7 12.)
Contrary to the usual procharacter
of
of
the
the
Simischievous
the
cess,
part
rens was afterward left out, and they were regarded as
Hence
purely musical beings with entrancing voices.
Plato, in his Republic (10, p. 617), places one of
them on each of the eight celestial spheres, where
their voices form what is called the music of the
and when the Lacedaemonians had laid siege
spheres

—

;

to
in

Athens {01. 94, 1), Bacchus, it is said, appeared
a dream to their general, Lysander, ordering him
,

new

Siren to be celeto be Sophocles,
then just dead.
Plin, 7, 29.)
{Pausan., 1, 21, l.
Eventually, however, the artists laid hold on the Sirens,
and furnished them with the feathers, feet, wings, and
tails of birds.
The ordinary derivation of the word
Siren is from aelpa, "a chain,''"' to signify their atirac*
tive power.
The Semitic shir, "song," appears,
to allow the funeral rites of the

brated,

which was

at

once understood

—

—

however, more likely to be the true root and the
Sirens may be regarded as one of the wonders told of
;

{Keightley's Mythology,
by the Phcsnician mariners.
p. 269, seqq.)
SiRENUs.* iNsuLiE, three small rocks on the south
side of the promontory of Surrentum or Minerva, detached from the island, and celebrated in fable as the
islands of the Sirens.

2,4:.—Plin.,3,

{Strabo,

22.— Id., 2A7.—Mela,

5.)

SiRis, a city of Lucania, on the Sinus Tarentinus, at
the mouth of a river of the same name, now the Sznno.
It was said to have been founded by a Trojan colony,

which was afterward expelled by some lonians, who
of Alyattes,
migrated from Colophon under the reign
and who, having taken the town by
king of Lydia
;

force,

The

264.)
ancient city
us (12, 5).

rounding

name

Polioeum
{Strabo,
has mentioned this
is the poet Archilochus, cited by AthenaeHe speaks with admiration of the surwhich proves thai
country, and in a manner

changed

its

earliest

to that of

writer

who

SIS

SIS

In the pasbe was well acquainted with its beauties.
sage of Atheiiaeus where Archilochus is cited, AtheDseus represents the inhabitants of Siris as rivalling in
all respects the luxury and affluence of the Sybarites.
Siris and Sybaris had reached, about 500 B.C., the
summit of their prosperity and opulence. Shortly afterward, according to Justin (20, 2), the former of the
two w*as almost destroyed in a war with Metapontura
When the Tarentines settled at Heraand Sybaris.
clea they

which

removed all the Sirites to the new
became the harbour. {Diod. Sic

with the title of mother, and often granted lo her latercession what he had tttcrnly denied to his favouritM
and ministers. On the death of Alexander, a most

touching tribute to his memory was offered by SisjShe who had survived the massacre of hei
gambis.
eighty brothers, who had been put to death in one da^f
by Ochus, the loss of all her children, and the entir*
downfall of her house, now, on the decease of the eii'
cmy and conqueror of her line, seated herself on the
town, of ground, covered her head with a veil, and, notwith-

12, 36. standing the entreaties of her grandchildren, refused
vestiges of this ancient colony nourishment, until, on the fifth day after, she expired.
are now apparent; but it stood probably on the left {Qutnt. Curt.,3, 3, 22.— Id., 5, 2,
Id., 10, 5, 24.
bank, and at the mouth of the Sinno.
{Cramer'' s Anc. —ThtrlwaWs Greece, vol. 7, p. 117.)
vol.
2. p. 352.)
StsYPHOs, I. the son of /E.o\\x9, was said to have
Italy,
SiRius (Se/ptof), a name given to the dog-star. been the founder of Ephyra, or ancient Corinth.
He
he
mentions
the
does
married
Homer, though
dog-star twice,
Merope, the daughter uf Atlas, by whom he
not employ the term.
uses
the
had
however,
four
Hesiod,
sons, Glaucus, Ornytion, Thersandrus, and
apSiris

— Slrabo, 263.)

,

No

20—

on several occasions {Op. el D., 417, 587, Halmus. When Jupiter carried off JE,g\m, the daughBut then, in the first of ter of the Asopus, the river-god, in his search, came
619.
Scut. Here, 397.)
these passages, he means by Sirius the sun.
Nor is after her to Corinth. Sisyphus, on his giving him a
In Hesychius, spring for Acrocorinthus, informed him who the ravthis the only instance of such a usage.
for example, we have, Iieipiog, 6 rjTiLog, koX 6 tov kvisher was. The King of the Gods sent Death to punish
"
rof daTTjp,
Sirius, the sun, and also the dogstar.^^ the informer; but Sisyphus contrived to outwit Death,
He then goes on to remark, 'Loij>oK'k7i^ tov aarpdov and even to put fetters on him and there was great
Kvva- 6 6e 'kpxi'koxog tov rjTiLov, '16vkoq 6h ttuvto tu joy among mortals, for no one died.
Pluto, however,
"
doTpa,
Sophocles calls the dog-star so ; Archilochus set Death at liberty, and Sisyphus was given up t«
'^
When dying, he charged his wife to leave hit
thesun; Ibycus,however,all the stars.
Eratosthenes, him.
moreover (c. 33), observes " Such stars (as Sirius) as- body unburied and then, complaining to Pluto of hei
tronomers call leiplovc (Sirios) Sia ttjv T^g <j)Xoy6g unkindness, he obtained permission to return lo the
" 071 account
But, when
KtVTjaLV,
of the tremulous motion of their light, to upbraid her with her conduct.
^^
It would seem, therefore, that oelpiog was
he found himself again in his own house, he refused
light.
in an adjective form, emreduced
to obean
to
it.
him
leave
Mercury, however,
appellative,
originally
ployed to indicate any bright and sparkling star; but dience ; and when he came down, Pluto set him ta
which originally became a proper name for the bright- roll a huge stone up a hill, a never-endmg still-beginThe verb ceipLaeiv, formed ning toil ; for, as soon as it reached the summit, it
est of the fixed stars.
from this, is, according to Proclus, a synonyme of rolled back again down to the plain.
The craft of
^'
to he bright.'''*
{Ideler, Stern- Sisyphus, of which the following is an instance, wa»
XdfiTTCLv, ^'to shine,''''
namen, p. 239, seqq.)
proverbial.
Autolycus, the son of Mercury, the celeSiRMio, a peninsula on the shores of the Lacus brated cattle-stealer, who dwell on Parnassus, used
Benacus {Lugo di Garda), now Sirmione, and the fa- to deface the marks of the cattle which he carried o8
vourite residence, in former days, of the poet Catullus. in such a manner as to render it nearly impossible ta
{Catull, 31.)
Among others, he drove off those of
identify them.
SiRMiuM, an important city of Pannonia Inferior, Sisyphus, and he defaced the marks as usual ; but,
of
the Saavus or Save, between when Sisyphus came in quest of them, he, to the great
on the northern side
Ulmi and Bassiana. Under the Roman sway it was surprise of the thief, selected his own beasts out of
The Emperor Probus the herd for he had marked the initial of his name
the metropolis of Pannonia.
was born here. The ruins of Sirmium may be seen at under their hoof. (The ancient form of the 2 was 0,

—

pellation

;

:

;

;

the present day near the
3, 25.
Zosim., 2, \8

—

town of Mitrowitz.

— Herodian,

7, 2.

— Amm.

{Plin.,

Marc,

21, 10.)
SisIpo, a town, or, rather, village of Hispania, in the
nortl>ern part of Baetica, supposed to answer to Alma-

The
den, on the southwestern limits of La Mancha.
territory around this place not only yielded silver,
but excellent cinnabar ; and even at the present day

which

of the shape of a horse's hoof.)
Autolycus
forthwith cultivated the acquaintance of one who had
thus proved himself too able for him ; and Sisyphus,
it is said, seduced or violated his
daughter Anticlea
(who afterward married liaertes), and thus was the
real father of Ulysses.
{Pherccyd., ap. Schol.ad Od.,
is

^2.— Schol. ad II., 10, 261.—Tzetz. ad Lycophr.,
Homer calls Sisyphus the most crafty of
Hesiod speaks of him in a similar
from men {II., 6, 153)

large quantities of quicksilver are still obtained
The Sisapone of Ptolemy
the mines at Almaden.
(probably the same with the Cissalone of Antoninus)

was a different place, and
of the former,
ogr., vol.

1, p.

among

the

lay

more

to the northwest

Oretani.

316— Ukert,

vol. 2, p.

{Mannert, Gc-

378

)

SisENNA, L., a Roman historian, the friend of PomHe wrote a history, from the taking
ponius Atticus.
of Rome by the Gauls down to the wars of Sylla, of
which some fragments are quoted

in different authors.

He was

considered superior to all the Roman historians that had preceded him, and hence Varro entitled
This same wrihis own treatise on history Sisenna.
ter commented on Plautus.
{Sch'oll, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
vol. 1, p.

164.)

19,

344, &c.)

—

;

ad Find, Pyth., 4, 252) ; Ulys1
rolling his stone in Erebus {Od., 1, 593).
the antiquity of this legend, therefore, there can

manner

{ap. Schol.

ses sees

him

Of

little doubt.
Sisyphus, that is, the Very itise, or
a
perhaps the Over-wise (St'trv^of, quasi 2i-ao<pog, by
common reduplication), seems to have originally bein which we find
longed to that exalted class of myths
the lapotidae, Ixion, Tantalus, and others, where, under the character of persons with significant names,
lessons of wisdom, morality, and religion were sensibly
Sisyphus is, then,
impressed on the minds of men.

be

the representative of the restless desire of knowledge,
which aspires to attain a height it is denied man to
reach ; and, exhausted in the effort, suddenly falls

back into the depths of earthly weakness. This is
of the Odyssey, where
expressed in the fine picture
and where, we may observe,
every word is significant,
rest of the royal family.
The conqueror treated her Sisyphus is spoken of in indefinite terms, and not aswith the greatest kindness and attention, saluted her sianed any earthly locality or parentage.
( WeUktr^

SisiGAMBis or SisYGAMRis, the mothcr of Darius,
the last king of Persia.
She was taken prisoner by
Alexander the Great, at the battle of Issus, with the
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In the legendary history, however, we
TVi/., p. 550.)
find him placed at Corinth, and apparently the representative of the trading spirit of that city.
He is, as
already said, a son of ^Eolus, probably on
"
of
name
or
it
his
account
(AidAof,
cunning")
may
be that the crafty trader is the son of the Windman,

we have

;

him

to import and export his meris married to a
daughter of the symbol

as the wind enables

He
chandise.
of navigation, Atlas, and her name would seem to indicate that he is engaged with men in the active business of life (M^poTTCf, mortals,* frova fiopog, death;
His children are
being a mere adjectival ending).
Glaucus, a name of the sea-god
Ornytion (Quickmover); Thersandrus (Warm-man); and Halmus( Seaman), who apparently denote the fervour and bustle
<n^

;

of commerce.

{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 399, seqq.
550, seqq.
Volcker, Myth, der
II.
dwarf of M. Antony. He
lap., p. 118, not.)
was of very small stature, under two feet, but extremely shrewd and acute, whence he obtained the name
of Sisyphus, in allusion to the cunning and dexterous
chieftain of fabulous times.
{Horat., Sat., 1, 3, 47.

— Welcker,

Tril., p.

—

—

A

—

Compare Heindorf, ad

loc.)

SiTHONiA, the central one of the three promontowhich lie at the southern extremity of Chalcidice
in Macedonia.
As Chalcidice was originally a part
of Thrace, the term Sithonia is often applied by the
hence the epithet Sithonis.
poets to the latter country
The Sithonians are mentioned by more than one
writer as a people of Thrace.
{Lycophr., 1408, et
Schol ad loc.) Elsewhere the same poet alludes obscurely to a people of Italy descended from the Sithories

—

;

,

nian giants

(v.

1354).

SiTONKS, a German tribe in Scandinavia {Tacitus,
Germ., 54), separated by the range of Mount Sevo
from the Suiones.
Reichard places them on the
southern side of Lake Malar, where the old city of
Si-turn or Sig-tuna once lay.
{Bischoff und M'oller,
Wbrterb. der Geogr., p. 923.)
a
Roman
SiTTius, P.,
knight, a native of Nuceria,

and hence called Nucerinus by Sallust {Cat., 21).
Having been prosecuted a short time before the discovery of Catiline's conspiracy, he fled from a trial,
and, being accompanied by a body of followers, betook
himself to Africa, where he afterward proved of service to Julius Caesar, against Scipio and Juba, and
received
Bell.

the city of Cirta as his reward.
55.— Vid. Cirta.)

{Appian,

Civ., 4,

Sl.wi, an ancient and powerful tribe in Sarmatia,
jtretching from the Dniester to the Tana'is, and called
ilso by the name of Antes.
Having united with the
Venedi, they moved onward towards Germany and the
Danube, and became engaged in war with the Franks
In the reign of Justhat dwelt north of the Rhine.
tinian they crossed the Danube, invaded Dalmatia,
settled
in
the
and finally
surrounding territories, espe-

As belonging
cially in what is now called Slavonia.
to them were reckoned the Bohemani or Bohemi {Bothe Maharenses
the Sorabi, between the
hemians)
Elbe and Saale the Silesii, Poloni, Cassubii, Rugii,
(fee.
They did not all live under one common rule,
but in separate communities.
They are represented
as large, strong, and warlike, but very deficient in personal cleanliness.
Among the descendants of the
Slavonic race may be enumerated the Russians, Poles,
;

;

;

Bohemians, Moravians, Carinthians, &c.
(Consult
Hclmond, Chron. Slavorum. Karamsin, Histoire de
^Empire de Russie, trad, par St. Thomas, Paris,
lS\9-26.— Foreign Quarterly, vol. 3, p. 152, seqq.)
Smaraqdus- Mo.vs (2//apay(5o? opo^), a mountain
of Egypt, to the north of Berenice, where emeralds
It appears to have been one
{smaragdi) were dug.
of a group of mountains, and the highest of the numand all of them would seem to have contained
ber
more or less of this valuable material. The modern
name of this mountain is Zubara, and the situation is

—

;

twenty- five miles in a straight line from the

Red

Sea.

These mines were formerly visited by Bruce, whose
account of them is amply confirmed by the latest travellers.

The Smaragdus Mons

appears to have been

a very short distance from the sea
being that called
by the Arabs Maaden Uzzumurud, or the Mine of
;

—

Emeralds.

—

Russelts
{Strab., 225.
Plin., 37, 5.
Egypt, p. 418.)
I.
a
son
of
to
death
Smerdis,
Cyrus, put
by order
of his brother Cambyses.
The latter, it seems, had
jealous of Smerdis, who had succeeded in parbending the bow which the Ichthyophagi had
brought from the King of Ethiopia, a feat which no
other Persian had been able to accomplish.
Cambyses had also subsequently dreamed that a courier had
come to him from Persia (he was at this period in
Egypt) with the intelligence that Smerdis was seated
on his throne, and touched the heavens with his head.
This vision having filled him with alarm, lest Smerdis

become
tially

might destroy him in order to seize upon the crown,
he despatched Prexaspes, a confidential agent, to Persia, with orders to kill Smerdis, which was accordingly done.
According to one account, he led the prince
out on a hunt, and then slew him ; while others said
that he brought him to the borders of the Persian Gulf,
and there threw him headlong from a precipice. {He-

—

30 ) II. One of the Magi, who strongly resembled Smerdis the brother of Cambyses. As the
death of the prince was a state secret, to which, however, some of the Magi appear to have been privy, the
false Smerdis declared himself king on the death of
Cambyses. This usurpation would not, perhaps, have
been known, had he not taken too many precautions
rod., 3,

to

conceal

it.

Otanes, a Persian noble of the

first

rank, suspecting at last that there was some imposture, from the circumstance of Smerdis never quitting
the citadel, and from his never inviting any of the noto his presence, discovered the whole affair
This female had
through his daughter Phaedyma.
been the wife of Cambyses, and, with the other wives
of the late king, had been retained by the usurper.
At her father's request, she felt the head of Smerdis
while he slept, and discovered that he had no ears.
Otanes, on this, was fully convinced that the pretended monarch was no other than the magus Smerdis, he
on account
having been deprived of his ears by Cyrus
of some atrocious conduct.
Upon this discovery, the
the death of
conspiracy ensued which ended with
Smerdis, and the elevation of Darius, son of Hystasbility

A
{Herod., 3, 69, seqq.)
pes, to the vacant throne.
which was
general massacre of the Magi also ensued,
the
commemorated by the annual festival called by
Greeks
(Consult remarks at the beginMagophonia.

ning of the article Magi.)
Smintheus (two syllables), one of the surnames of
He was worshipped under this name in the
Apollo.
also had a temple called
city of Chrysa, where he
Sminthium. The names Smintheus and Sminthium
are said to have been derived from the term a/nlvdoc,
which in the ^olic dialect signifies a rat; and Strathe
bo
legend on the subject, from the
following
gives
old poet Callinus.
According to him, the Teucri,
from
Crete, were told by an oracle to settle
migrating
in that place

where they should

first

be attacked by

the original inhabitants of the land.
Having halted
for the night in this place, a large number of fieldleathern
the
mice came and
straps of
away

gnawed

their

baggage and thongs of

their

armour.

Deeming

the oracle fulfilled, they settled on the spot, and raised
Various other fabua temple to Apollo Smintheus.
lous tales respecting these rats are to be found in
Strabo, who observes that there were numerous spots
on this coast to which the name of Sminthia was attached.

The temple

itself

was

called

Sminthium

The same geographer, however,
{Strab.. 604, 612.)
does not allow, as Scylax does (p. 36), that this edi-
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fice, or the Chrysa here mentioned, were those to
which Horner has aUuded, in the commencement of the
first book of the Jliad, as the abode of Chryses, the

{Travels in Asia Minor, p. 91.) Under the Romas
sway Smyrna still continued a flourishing city, ihougb
not, as some have supposed, the capital of the province
of Asia.
Its schools of eloquence and
philosophy
were in considerable repute
{Aristid., in Smyrn.)
The Christian Church flourished also through the zeal
and care of Polycarp, its first bishop, who is said to
have suffered martyrdom in the stadmm of the citj,
about 166 years after the birth of our Saviour. {Iren.,
There is also an epistle from Ignatius
3, 3, 4, p. 176.)
to the Smyrneans, a^d another addressed to
Polycarp.
Smyrna experienced great vicissitudes under the Greek
emperors. Having been occupied by Tzachas, a Turkish chief, towards the close of the eleventh
century, it

He

priest of Apollo.

places these

more

to the south,

—

and on the Adramytlian Gulf.
The
{Strab., I. c.)
best explanation, however, of the whole fable appears
to be that which makes the rat to have been in Egypt

Hence

a type of primitive night.

this animal,

placed

at the feet of Apollo's statue, indicated the victory of
day over night ; and at a later period it was

regarded

as an emblem of the prophetic power of the god, which
read the events of the future, notwithstanding the dark-

ness that enveloped them.
{Constant, De la Religion, vol 3, p. 394, in notis.)
Smyrna, a celebrated city of Asia Minor, on the
coast of Ionia, and at the head of a bay to which it

gave name. The place was said to have derived its
name from an Amazon so called, who, having conquered Ephesus, had in the first instance transmitted
her appellation to that city.
founded the town, to which

The Ephesians

afterward

has ever since been apand Strabo, who dwells at length on this
propriated
point, cites several poets to prove that the name of
Smyrna was once applied specifically to a spot near
Ephesus, and afterward generally to the whole of its
it

;

The same writer affirms that the Epheprecincts.
sian colonists were afterward expelled from Smyrna
but, being aided by the Colophonians,
by the iEolians
who had received them into their city, they once more
returned to Smyrna and retook it.
{Strabo, 634.)
Herodotus differs from Strabo in some particulars
he states that Smyrna originally belonged to the ..lEoli;

:

who received into the city some Colophonian exThese afterward basely requited the hospitality
of the inhabitants by shutting the gates upon them
while they were without the walls celebrating a festival, and so made themselves masters of the place.

—

was nearly destroyed by a Greek fleet, commanded by
John Ducas. It was, however, restored by the Emperor Comnenus, but suffered again severely from a
siege which it sustained against the forces of Tamer-

Not long

lane.

after this

tained possession of

under

Mohammed

anew,

it

it fell

into the

shortly after obonly again to lose it ; and,

became

the city

I.,

Turkish empire.

to the

(A.D. 1083),

The Greeks

hands of the Turks.

It is

now

finally

attached

called Ismir, and
and is the great

by the Western nations Smyrna,
mart of the Levant trade. {Mannert, Geogr., vol.
Cramer''s Asia Minor, vol. 1,
pt. 3, p. 332, seqq.

—

6,
p.

337, seqq.)

Socrates, a celebrated philosopher, bom at AloHis parents
pece, a village near Athens, B.C. 469.
were of low rank. His father, Sophroniscus, was a
his mother, Phaenarete, a midwife.
phroniscus brought up his son, contrary to bis

statuary

;

in

his

own manual employment;

in

Soincli-

which

ans,

nation,

iles.

Socrates, though his mind was constantly aspiring after
While he was a
higher objects, was not unskilled.
young man, he is said to have made statues of th«
habited Graces, which were allowed a place in the
citadel of Athens.
Upon the death of his father he
was left with no other inheritance than the small sum
of 80 mincB (about 1400 dollars), which, through the

They were besieged by the .Cohno purpose ; and at last it was agreed that
they should remain in possession of the place upon
delivering up to the former inhabitants their private
{Fausan.,

5, 8.)

ans, but to

{Herod., 1, 149.) Smyrna after this ceased
property.
to be an JLolian city, and became a member of the

Ionian confederacy.
It was subsequently taken and
destroyed by x\lyattes, king of Lydia, and the inhabitants were scattered amc'ng the adjacent villages.
{Herod., 1, \Q.
They lived thus
Scylax, p. 37 )
for the space of four hundred years, and the city remained during all this time deserted and in ruins,
until Antigonus, one of Alexander's generals, charmed
with the situation, founded, about twenty stadia from
the site of the old, a new city called Smyrna, on the
southern shore of the gulf.
Lysimachus completed
what Antigonus had begun, and the new city became
one of the most beautiful in Lower Asia. {Strabo,
Another account makes Alexander the founder
646.)
of this city, and Pliny and Pausanias both adopt this
but it is conti%dicted by the simple fact that
opinion
Alexander, in his expedition against Darius, never
came to this spot, but passed on rapidly from Sard is to

—

;

—

—

Pausan., 7, 5.) Smyrna
Ephesus. {Pliny, .5, 29.
was one of the many places that laid claim to being
the birthplace of Homer, and it enjoyed, perhaps, the
In combest title of all to this distinguished honour.

memoration of the bard, a beautiful square structure
was erected, called Homerion, in which his statue was
This same name was given to a brass coin,
placed.
struck
event.

at

Smyrna

{Strabo,

I.

—commemoration
Cic, pro Arch.,

in
c.

of the
c.

8.)

same

The

Smyrneans also showed a cave, where it was said that
Homer composed his verses. Chandler informs us
had searched for this cavern, and succeeded iti
It is
discovering it above the aqueduct of the Meles.
about four feet wide, the roof formed of a huge rock,
cracked and slanting, the sides and bottom sandy.
Beyond it is a passage cut, leading into a kind of well.
that he

dishonesty of a relation, to whom Sophroniscus left
This laid him
the charge of his aflfairs, he soon lost.
under the necessity of supporting himself by labour,
and he continued to practise the art of statuary in

Athens

same

time, however, devoting all the
to the study of philosophy.
Grito, a wealthy Athenian, remarking the strong propensity to study which this young man discovered,
and admiring his ingenious disposition and distin;

at

the

leisure he could

command

took him under his patronage, and
The
the instruction of his children.
opportunities which Socrates by this means enjoyed of
attending the public lectures of the most eminent philosophers, so far increased his thirst after wisdom, that
he determined to relinquish his occupation, and every
in
prospect of emolument which that might afford,
order to devote himself entirely to his favourite pur-

guished

intrusted

abilities,

him with

first preceptor in philosophy was AnaxagAfter this eminent master of the Ionic school
left Athens, Socrates attached himself to Archelaus.
Under these instructors he diligently prosecuted the
the philosostudy of nature, in the usual manner of
with
phers of the age, and became well acquainted
his prewas
their doctrines.
Prodicus, the sophist,

suit.

His

oras.

ceptor in eloquence,

Evenus

in

poetry,

Theodorus

in

Aspasia, a woman
geometry, and Damo in music.
no less celebrated for her intellectual than her personal accomplishments, whose house was frequented
of the day, had also
by the most celebrated characters
some share in the education of Socrates. With these
endowments, both natural and acquired, Socrates apcharacters of
peared in Athens under the respectable
a good citizen and a true philosopher.
Being called

his country to lake up arms in the long and
severe struggle between Athens and Sparta, he signalized himself at the siege of Potidaea by both his valour

upon by
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and the hardihood with which he endured fatigae.
During the severity of a Thracian winter, while others
were clad in furs, he wore only his usual clothing, and
walked barefoot upon the ice. In an engagement, in
which he saw Alcibiades, whom he acconjpanied during this expedition, falling down wounded, he advanced to defend him, and saved both him and his
arms, and then, with the utmost generosity, entreated

deduce the truths of which he wished to convince
him, as a necessary consequence from his own concessions.
He commonly conducted these conferences
with such address as to conceal his design, till the reOn some
spondent had advanced too far to recede.
occasions he made use of ironical 'language, that vain
men might be caught in their own replies, and b,e comHe never assumed
pelled to confess their ignorance.
the air of a morose and rigid preceptor, but communicated useful instruction with ail the ease and pleasanSocrates was not less distry of polite conversation
His distinguished by his modesty than his wisdom.
courses betrayed no marks of arrogance or vanity
He
" to know
professed
only this, that he knew nothing."
In this declaration, which he frequently repealed, he
had no other intention than to convince his hearers of
the narrow limits of the human understanding.
Nothing was farther from his thoughts than to encourage
universal scepticism
on moral subjects he always exbut he
pressed himself with confidence and decision
was desirous of exposing to contemj)t the arrogance of
those pretenders to science who would acknowledge
The moral lessons
themselves ignorant of nothing.
which Socrates taught, he himself diligently practi^ed
and hence he excelled other philosophers in personal
His
merit no less than in his method of instruction.
conduct was uniformly such as became a teacher of
moral wisdom.
Though Socrates was rather unfortunate in his domestic connexion, yet he converted this
infelicity into an occasion of exercising his virtues.
Xanthippe, concerning whose ill humour ancient wri-

the judges to give the prize of valour, although justly
own due, to the young Alcibiades. Several years
afterward, Socrates voluntarily entered upon a military
expedition against the Boeotians, during which, in an unsuccessful engagement at Delium, he retired with great
coolness from the field
when, observing Xenophon
lying wounded on the ground, he took him upon his
out
of the reach of the enemy.
shoulders, and bore him
his

41

;

Soon afterward he went out

a third time, in a military
capacity, in the e.xpedition for the purpose of reducing
Amphipolis; but this proving unsuccessful, he returned to Athens, and remained there until his death.
It
was not until Socrates was upward of sixty years of

he undertook

serve his country in any
age
civil office.
At that age he was chosen to represent
his own district in the senate of five hundred.
In this
office, though he at first exposed himself to some degree of ridicule from want of experience in the forms
of business, he soon convinced his colleagues that he
that

to

was superior to them all
While they, intimidated by

in

wisdom and

integrity.

the clamours of the populace, were willing to put to the vote the illegal proposition relative to the .\thenian commanders who had
at the Arginusse, Socrates, as presiding of-

conquered

day, remained unshaken, and declared
that he would only act as the law permitted to be done.
Under the subsequent tyranny he never ceased to
•condemn the oppressive and cruel proceedings of the
thirty tyrants ; and when his boldness provoked their
resentment, so that his life was in danger, fearing
ficer

the

for

nor violence, he still cojiiinued to
support, with undaunted firmness, the rights of his
fellow-citizens.
The tyrants, that they might create
some new ground of complaint against Socrates, sent
neither treachery

to him to apprehend, along with several oth
the rest executed
wealthy citizen of Salamis
but Socrates refused, saying that he
the commission
would rather himself suffer death than be instrument-

an order
ers, a

:

;

al

HI

inflicting

it

unjustly upon another.
Observing
much the opinions of the Athenian

with regret how
youth were misled, and their principles and taste corrupted by so-called philosophers, who spent all their
time in refined speculations upon nature and the origin
of things
and by mischievous sophists, who taught in
their schools the arts of false eloquence and deceitful
reasoning, Socrates formed the wise and generous design of instituting a new and more useful method of
;

He therefore assumed the character of a
moral philosopher; and, looking upon the whole city of
Athens as his school, and all who were disposed to
lend their attention as his pupils, he seized every occasion of communicating moral wisdom to his fellowHe passed his time chiefly in public. It was
citizens.
instruction.

his

custom

sort,

in the morning
and those set apart

to visit the
places of public refor gymnastic exercises; at

to appear among the crowds in the market-place or
courts of law ; and to spend the rest of the day in those
be likely to meet with
parts of the city where he would
the largest number of persons. The method of instruction which Socrates chiefly made use of was to pro-

noon

to

:

;

—

;

—

ters relate

many amusing

tales,

was

certainly a

wom-

But Socrates,
an of a high and unmanageable spirit.
while he endeavoured to curb the violence of her temAnd. after all, indeed, it is
per, improved his own
very probable that the infirmities of this female have
been greatly exaggerated, and that calumny has had
some hand in finishing the picture. ( Vid. Xanthippe.)
have already alluded to the constant warfare be-

— We

tween Socrates and the Sophists.

It

was

this

same

warfare that brought him, how undeservedly we need
hardly say, under the lash of the comic Aristophanes.
Not that the poet was in this case guilty either of the
foulest motives or of the grossest mistake; but if we
suppose, what is in itself much more consistent with
the opinions and pursuits of the comic bard, that he
observed the philosopher attentively, indeed, but from
a distance, which permitted no more than a su[ierficial
acquaintance, we are then at no loss to understand
how he might have confounded him with a class of

men

with which he had, in reality, so little in common,
He
and why he singled him out to represent them.
the
probably first formed his judgment of Socrates by
him
Aristophanes,
society in which he usually saw
too, might either immediately, or through hearsay, have
become acquajnted with expressions and arguments of
Socrates, apparently contrary to the established reliAnd, indeed, it is exti^mcly difl^cult to determine the precise relation in which the opinions of SocHe not only
rates stood to the Grecian polytheism.
to the
spoke of the gods with reverence, and conformed
rites of ihe national worship, but testified his respect for
the oracles in a manner which seems to imply that he begion.

On
lieved their pretensions to have some just ground
the other hand, he acknowledged one Supreme Being as
the framer and preserver of the universe (6 rov ohrf

—

Mem., 4, 3, 13);
K6a\iov avvTuTTuv TE Koi ovvEX(^v.
used the singular and the plural number indiscrimiof
his
adoration ; and
nately concerning the object

pose a series of questions to the person with whom
he conversed, in order to lead him to some unforeseen when he endeavoured to reclaim one of his friends,
conclusion. He first gained the assent of his respond- who scoffed at sacrifices and divination, it was, acent to some obvious truths, and then obliged him to cording to Xenophon, by an argument drawn excluadmit others, in consequence of their relation or resem- sively from the works of the one Creator. (Mem., 1,
are thus tempted to imagine that he treated
blance to those to which he had already assented. 4.)
Without making use of any direct argument or persua- many points to which the vulgar attached great imporon which it was neision, he chose to lead the person he meant to instruct tance, as matters of indifference,

We
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ther possible nor very desirable to arrive at any certain
conclusion : that he was only careful to exclude from
his notion of the gods all attributes which were incon•isteni with the moral qnaliiies of the Supreme Being ;
that, with this restriction, he considered the popumythology as so harmless that its language and
The motives which
rites might be innocently adopted.
induced Aristophanes to bring Socrates on the stage
in preference to any other of the sophistical teachers,
are much more obvious than the causes through which
he was led to confound them together.
Socrates, from
the time that he abandoned his hereditary art, became
one of the most conspicuous and notorious persons in
There was, perhaps, hardly a mechanic who
Athens.
had not, at some lime or other, been puzzled or diverted by his questions. (Mem., 1, 2,37.) His features
were so formed by nature, as to serve, with scarcely
His
any exaggeration, for a highly laughable mask.
usual mien and gait were no less remarkably adapted
to
of
abwas
fits
comic
He
to the
subject
stage.
sence, which seem now and then to have involved him
in ludicrous mistakes and disasters. Altogether, his exterior was such as might of itself have tempted anIt
other poet to find a place for him in a comedy.
would be wrong, however, to suppose, as some have

and

lar

—

done, that the holding up of Socrates to ridicule in the
in
the " Clouds" was the

comedy of

prelude, and,

cause of

fact, the true

condemnation and death.

his

intervened be**
Clouds" and
representation of the
trial of the philosopher
and, besides, Aristophawas not the only comic poet who traduced him
his disciples on the stage.
Enpolis, for example,
charged him with a sleight of hand like that de-

In the

first

tween the
the

place, twenty-four years

first

;

nes
and
had

" Clouds"
scribed in the
{Schol. ad Nub., 180), and
had also introduced Chaerephon, in his KoAa/cff, as a
{Schol., Plat., Bckker, p. 331.)
parasite of Callias.
The time, in fact, in which Socrates was brought to
was
one
in
which
trial,
great zeal was professed, and

some was undoubtedly

felt, for

the revival of the an-

cient institutions, civil and religious, under which
Athens had attained to her past greatness and it was
;

to be expected that all who traced the public calamilies to the neglect of the old laws and usages should

But there
consider Socrates as a dangerous person.
were also specious reasons, which will presently be
mentioned, for connecting him more immediately with
the tyranny under which the city had lately groaned.
His accusers, however, were neither common sycophants, nor do they appear to have been impelled by
purely patriotic motives.

This, however,

is

a point

which must always remain involved in great uncertainty.
.\nytus, who seems to have taken the lead in
the prosecution, and probably set it on foot, is said to
have been a tanner, and to have acquired great wealth
by his trade {Schol Flat Apol. Socr p. 331, Bek,

but he was also a
and influence, for the

,

,

man

of great political activ'I'hirty thought him considerity
able enough to include him in the same decree of banishment with Thrasybulus and .Mcibiades {Xen., Hist.
Gr 2, 3, 42), and he held the rank of general in the

ker)

;

,

army at Pliyle. {Lysias, Agorat p. 137)
him were associated two persons much inferior
,

With
to

him

poet named
Melitus or Meletus, in whose name the indictment
was brought, and who, if we may judge of him from

in

re|)utation

and popularity

:

a tragic

manner in which he is mentioned by Aristophanes, was not very celebrated or successful in his art.
The other associate was one Lycon, who is described
the

—

an orator {Apol., p. 24.
("ompare Diog. Laert.,
and who probably furnished all the assistance
that could be derived from experience in the proceedAccording to an
ings and temper of the law-courts.
opinion ascribed to Socrates himself {Apol., p. 23),

as

2, 3H),

they were all three instigated by merely personal resentment, which he had innocently provoked by his

—The

indictment charged Socrate*
personal habits.
with three di.stinct offences : with not
believing in the
state
which
the
believed
in ; with
gods
introducing
new divinities ; 'and with corrupting the young. The
case was one of those in which the prosecutor was al-

propose the penalty due to the crime (u^'cjv
Before the cause
Melitus proi)08ed death.
was tried, Lysias composed a speech in defence rf
Socrates, and brought it to him for his use.
declined it as too artificial in its character.
Amang
the works of Plato is an Apology, which purports to
be the defence which he really made
and, if this was
written by Plato, '\t probably contains the substance
at least of his answer to the charge.
The tone is
throughout that of a man who does not expect to be
acquitted. The first head of the indictment be meets
with a direct denial, and observes that he has been
calumniously burdened with the physical doctrines of
Anaxagoras and other philosophers. But that part

lowed

to

TifiTiTo^)

;

But%

;

#

which relates to the introduction of new divinities he
does not positively contradict
he only gets rid of it
by a question which involves his adversary in an apThe charge itself seems to have
parent ai»surdiiy.
been insidiously framed, so as to aggravate and distort
a fact which was universally notorious, but which was
then very little understood, and has continued ever
;

to give rise to a multitude of conjectures.
Socrates, who was accustomed to reflect profoundly on the state of his own mind, had, it seems, grad-

since

ually become convinced that he was favoured by
the gods (who, as he believed, were always willing

communicate such a knowledge of futurity to their
worshippers as was necessary to their welfare) with
an inward sign, which he describes as a voire, by
which, indeed, he was never positively directed, bat
It was by this
was often restrained from action.
inward monitor that he professed to have been proIn
hibited from taking a part in public business.
the latter part of his life its warning had been more
become
frequently repeated, and it had consequently
There was noa matter of more general notoriety.
in such a claim at all inconsistent with any docto

^

thing

But the language of the
Greek theology
indictment was meant to insinuate that in this supernatural voice Socrates pretended to hear some new
His answer
of his peculiar worship.
deity, the object
to the third charge is also som«^what evasive, and seen»
Netto show that he did not understand its real drift.
erthelcss, we have the best evidence that it was on this
turned,
the issue of the trial mainly
^schines, who
had often, probably, heard all the particulars of this
celebrated cause from his father, asserts that Socrates
was put to death because it appeared that he had been
the instructer of Critias {Timarch, p. 24); and that
the orator neither was mistaken, nor laid too much
stress on this fact, seems to be clearly proved by the
trine of the

—

vindicate his masanxiety which Xenophon shows to
But, at the same
ter on this head.
{Mem.., 1. 2.)
did not
time, we learn from him, that the prosecutors
confine themselves to this e.\amplc of the evils which

had arisen from the teaching of Socrates, and that
for the calamitiee
they made him answerable also
which Alcibiades had brought upon his country. It
was, however, no doubt, the case of Critias that supmost efficacious appeals to the
plied them with their
Critias, the bloodthirsty
passions of their hearers.
of the people, had once
tyrant, the deadly enemy
and had introduced
sought the society of Socrates,
his young cousin and ward. Charmides, to the philosIt was true, and probably was
opher's acquaintance.
not disputed by the accusers of Socrates, that Cntia«
had afterward been entirely alienated from him. But
were not likethis fact, and many others along with it,
the impression that he contributed to
ly to counteract
When we
form the mind and character of Critias.
that Socrates, notwithstanding his cob-

consider, too,
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duct during the Anarchy, must have been accounted
one of the party of the city, since he remained there
throughout the whole period, and that the prosecutors
were probably able to give evidence of many expressions apparently unfavourable to democracy, which had
falletj from him in his manifold conversations, we cannot be surprised that the verdict was against him, but
rather, as he himself professed to be, that the voles of
It appears,
the judges were almost equally divided.
indeed, most likely, that if his defence had been conducted in the usual manner, he would have been acand that, even after the conviction, he would
quitted
not have been condemned to death if he had not pro-

I

collection of the acts of councils.
however, are devoid of foundation.

of his history

is

Both reproaches,

— The

best edition

that of

Reading, Cant., 1720, fol.
SoGDiANA, a country of Upper Asia, between the
Jaxartes and Oxus, lying to the west of Scythia extra
Imaum, from which it is separated by the range of
It is bounded on the north
Imaus.
by the Jaxartes,
and on the south by the Oxus, and appears to correspond at the present day to northern Bucharey, the
country of the Usbeck Tartars, a part of the country
of Pelur and of Little Thibet.
The chief range of

mountains in this tract was called the Sogdian, £nd
traversed the whole region between the Oxus and Jaxvoked the anger of the court by a deportment which artes. Among the tribes in this quarter may be enumust have been interpreted as a sign of profound con- merated the Sogdiani, the Paesicae, the latii, the TaWhen the verdict had chori, &c., along the Sogdian Mountains the Mardytempt or of insolent defiance.
been given, the prisoner was entitled to speak in miti- eni in what is now the land of the Usbeck Tartars
the Drepgation of the penally proposed by the prosecutor, and the Oxiani and Chorasmii along the Oxus
to assign another for the court to decide upon.
Soc- siani, at the sources of the Jaxartes, &c. In the midrates is represented as not only disdaining to depre- dle ages, Sogdiana became famous, under the Arabic
cate its severity by such appeals as were usually made name of Soghd, for its great fertility, and was reprein the Athenian tribunals to the feelings of the jurors, sented as a country eight days' journey in length,
but as demanding a reward and honour instead of the full of gardens, groves, cornfields, &c.
The territory
punishment of a malefactor and he was at last only around Samarcand, in particular, the Arabian geograinduced by the persuasions and offers of his friends to phers describe as a terrestrial paradise. The rich valname a trifling pecuniary mulct. The execution of his ley of Soghd presented so great an abundance of exsentence was delayed by the departure of the TheoriSj quisite grapes, melons, pears, and apples, that they
the sacred vessel which carried the yearly offerings of were exported to Persia, and even to Hindustan.
the Athenians to Delos.
From the moment that the Marcanda answers to the modern Samarcand. {BisMalpriest of Apollo had crowned its stern with laurel choff und Moller, Wbrterb. der Geogr., p. 925.
until its return, the law required that the city should te-Hrun, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 37^, Am. ed.)
be kept pure'^from all pollution, and, therefore, that no
a
natural
son
of
Artaxerxes
SoGDiANUs,
Longimacriminal should be put to death.
The opening cere- nus, who murdered his brother Xerxes. He was deafter
a reign
had
taken
in
his
tuni
on
the
before
the
trial
of
throned, however,
mony
day
by Ochus,
place
Socrates, and thirty days elapsed before the Theoris of only six months and fifteen days, and was suffocated
again sailed into the Piraeus.
During this interval in ashes according to the Persian custom. {Diod. Sic.
some of his wealthy friends pressed him to take ad- 12,7\.—Ctes.,4:7,s(qq.)
Sol, the Sun. {Vid. Apollo, Hercules, Mithras,
vantage of the means of escape which they could eaBut he refused to prolong &c.)
sily have procured for him.
a hfe which was so near to its natural close
for he
SoLiNus, C. Julius, a Latin writer, whose period
was little less than seventy years old by a breach of is unknown. Some critics place him in the middle
the laws, which he had never violated, and in defence of the second century
while others make him conof which he had before braved death and his attach- temporary with the Emperor Heliogabalus, because
ment to Athens was so strong that life had no charms they find that this prince had for a colleague, in his
for him in a foreign land.
His imprisonment was first consulship, a certain Adventus, and Solinus dediThis
cheered by the society of his friends, and was probably cates his work to a friend of the same name.
spent chiefly in conversation of a more than usually production is entitled Polykistor, and is divided into
elevated strain.
When the summons came, he drank fifty-six, or, according to olher editions, seventy chapthe fatal cup of hemlock in the midst of his weeping ters.
It is a collection of various notices, principally
as
much composure, and as little regret, geographical, taken from different authors, many of
friends, with
as the last draught of a long and cheerful banquet. whom are now lost, but particularly from Pliny, whose
The sorrow which the Athenians are said to have man- text may perhaps be corrected from this abridgment.
of this nature
ifested for his death, by signs of public
mourning, and Salmasius has proved, as far as things
by the punishments inflicted on his prosecutors, seems are suscepiible of proof, that Solinus published two
not to be so well attested as the alarm it excited editions of his work, the first under ihe title of Collecamong his most eminent disciples, who perhaps con- tanea rerum memorahilium, and the other, re- touched
These two
sidered it as the signal of a general persecution, and and enlarged, under that of Polykistor.
are said to have taken refuge at Megara and other cit- editions have been blended and confounded together
have also twenty- two verses, a
ies.
{Diog. Laert., 2, 19, seqq.— Enfield, Hist. Pki- by the copyists.
;

;

;

;

;

—

,

—

—

;

;

los.,

—
— ThirlwaWs Greece,

vol. 4, p. 164, seqq.

2, p. 1, 16, scqq.

—

We

Ritter, Hist. Philos., vol.
vol. 4, p.

265,

II. Surnamed Scholasticus, an ecclesiastical
seqq.)
historian, who flourished about the middle of the fifth
He was a native of Constantinople, and a
century.

pupil of the grammarians Ammonius and Helladius.
Socrates wrote an ecclesiastical history in seven books,

from 306

to

439 A.D.

He

at first took for his

guide

work of Rufinus but having afterward perceived,
from the works of Athanasius and from the correspondence of other fathers of the church, that Rufinus
had fallen into great errors, he retouched the first two
books of his history. It is an exact and judicious
The sework, and is written with great simplicity.
verely orthodox have charged him with leaning to the
opinions of the Novatians, and at other times with
the

;

being led away by a certain Sabinus.
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who made

a

poem, by Solinus,

entitled Pontica.

—

{Burmann, An-

The best edition of the
383.)
Polykistor is that of Salmasius (Saumaise), Traj.
1689, 2 vols. 8vo.
Sous FoNs, a celebrated fountain in Africa. (F^d,
thol.

Lat., vol. 2,

p.

Ammon.)
SoLOE, I. a city of Cyprus, on the northern shore
of the island, and southwest of the promontory CromThe inhabitants were called Solii, whence
myon.
some later writers give the name of the city as Soli.
It was founded by an Athenian colony {Strabo, 683),
and Solon is mentioned by Herodotus as having visited Philocyprus, the tyrant of the place, and having

Plutarch informs
praised him in his verse (5, 113).
us that, at the time of Solon's arrival, Philocyprus
the river Clarius, in a
reigned over a small city near
in a very indifferent soil
strong situation indeed, but

SOL

SOLON.

As there was an agreeable plain below, Solon persuaded him to raise there a larger and more pleasant
city, and to transfer thither the inhabitants of the other.
He also assisted in laying out the whole, and building
it in the best manner for convenience and defence, so
that Philocyprus shortly had it peopled in such a man-

Even the little state of Megara
powerful neighbours.
was at this time a formidable enemy. It had succeeded in wresting the island of Salamis from the
Athenians, who had been repeatedly baffled in their
attempts to recover what they esteemed their rightful
The losses they had sustained in tbia
possession.
tedious war had broken their spirit, and had driven
them to the resolution of abandoning for ever the assertion of their claims.
A decree had been passed,
which, under penalty of death, forbade any one so
much as to propose the renewal of the desperate unSolon, who was himself a native of Saladertaking.
mis, and 'was, -perhaps, connected by various ties with

ner as to excite the envy of the neighbouring princes
and, therefore, though the former city was called yEpia,
of Solon, he called the new one Soli.
yet, in honour
:

This story, however, appears to want confirmation,
more particularly, as Herodotus, who is fond of
relating such things, makes no mention of the matter.
It is more than probable that the anecdote owed its
the

origin to the accidental similarity between the name
of Solon and that of the city.
Pococke found traces

the island,

of the ancient place, which still bore the name of Solea (vol. 2, p. 324).
The inhabitants of this city, as
well as those of Soloe in Cilicia, were charged with

—

speaking very ungrammatical Greek, whence the term
Solecism CZoTiOiKia/xSg), to denote any gross violation
of the idiom of a language.
{Suidas, s. v. l^oloi.)
n. A city of Cilicia Campestris, near the mouth of
the river Lamus.
It was founded by an Argive col."^ny, strengthened by settlers from the city of Lindus
:n Rhodes.
By intermingling with the rude Cilicians,

and, rushing into the market-place, mounted
;
the stone from which the heralds were used to make
their proclamations,

standers.

we are now considering,
or the one in Cyprus ; the greater number of authorities appear to be in favour of the former.
Soloe suffered severely from Tigranes, king of Armenia, who
belongs properly to the city

of his young kinsman Pisistratus.
The restraining
law was repealed, and it was resolved once more to
Solon not only inspired hia
try the fortune of arms.
countrymen with hope, but led them to victory, aided
in the camp, as in the city, by the genius of Pisistratus.
The stratagem with which he attacked the Megarians is variously related ; but he is said to have finished the campaign by a single blow, and certainly

the place to Tigranocerta, his Armenian capital, in
order to introduce there European culture.
Pompey,

Soloe nearly desolate in his visit to
these parts during the war with the pirates, and established here the remainder of the latter after they were
The city was henceforward known, beconquered.
sides its own name, by that of Pompeiopolis. (Strab.,
671.
This city was
Appian, Bell. Mithrad., 105.)
the birthplace of Chry^ippus, Menander, and Aratus.
therefore, found

We

succeeded in speedily recovering the island.
may
even conclude that the Athenians at the same time
made themselves masters of the port of Megara Nisaea, since it is said to have been soon after reconquerThe reputation which Solon
ed by the Megarians.
acquired by this enterprise was heightened, and more
widely diffused throughout Greece by the part he took
in the Sacred War, which ended with the destruction
But already, before this, he had gained
of Cirrha.
the confidence of his fellow-citizens, and had begun

—

—

Strabo, I. c)
(Mela, I, 13.
Captain Beaufort gives
a detailed account of the topography and remains of
this interesting city.
{Karamania, p. 261 seqq.) Me,

name which most

of the natives give to
the modern site.
Mannert,
{Beaufort, lb , p. 266.
Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 67.)
Soi.CEis, a promontory on the western coast of Mauritania Tingitana, now Cape Cantin.
{Herod., 2, 32.
is

the

—

ions.

bles, prevailed on the party of Megacles to submit
their cause to the decision of an impartial tribunaL

—

Under such circumstances

their

condemnation was

ior

survived went into exile, and
the bones of the deceased were taken out of their
In the
frontier.
graves and transported beyond the
mean while the Megarians had not relinquished their
took advantage of
pretensions to Salamis, and they
the attention of the Athethe troubles which
evitable

ing honourable alliances in foreign countries, and even
of raising themselves to [>rincely rank as the founders
of colonies.
It was, however, undoubtedly not more

7T

The

in the massacre had risen so high, that it became evident that quiet could never be restored until they had
expiated their offence, and had delivered the city from
the curse which they seemed to have brought upon it.
Solon, with the assistance of the most moderate no-

;

We

his inffuence in healing their intestine divisoutcry against Megacles and his associates

to exert

—Id., 4, 43.)
Solon, a celebrated Athenian lawgiver, and one of
the seven sages of Greece.
According to the most
authentic accounts, he was the son of Execestides,
and was sprung from the line of Codrus. His father
had reduced his fortune by his imprudent liberality
and Solon, in his youth, is said to have been compelled,
in order to repair the decay of his patrimony, to embark in commercial adventures a mode of acquiring
wealth which was not disdained by men of the highest
birth, as it frequently afforded them the means of form-

the desire of affluence than the thirst of knowledge
that impelled Solon to seek distant shores ; and the
most valuable fruit of his travels was the experience
he collected of men, manners, and institutions.
are unable to ascertain the precise time at which he
returned to settle in Athens ; but if, as is most probable, it was in the period following (yylon's conspiracy, he found his country in a deplorable condition,
distracted within by the contests of exasperated parties, and scarcely able to resist the attacks of its least

It

the poet's enthusiasm, which was seconded by the applause of his friends, and particularly by the eloquence

wrested the greater part of Syria, and also Cilicia,
from the Seleucidae. He carried the inhabitants of

zetln

and recited his poem to the by-

contained a vehement expostulation on
the disgrace which the Athenian name had incurred,
and a summons to take the field again, and vindicate
The hearers caught
their right to the lovely island.

idiom of a language. ( Vid.
doubtful whether the term in question

violatiori of the

—

pusillanimous policy;

madman

:he inhabitants so far corrupted their own dialect as
to give rise to the terra Solecism
(So/^oi/ctojudf), to
It is

at this

;

—

denote any
Soloe I.)

was indignant

and he devised an extraordinary plan for rousing hia
countrymen from their despondency. He was endowed by nature with a happy poetical talent, of which
some specimens are still extant in the fragments of
his numerous works
which, though they never rise
to a very high degree of beauty, possess the charm of
a vigorous and graceful simplicity.
He now composed a poem on the loss of Salamis, which Plutarch
To
praises as one of his most ingenious productions.
elude the prohibition, he assumed the demeanour of a

:

those

who had

occupied

I

nians to dislodge their garrison from Nisa»a, and to
five hundred Athenian
reconquer the island, where
shared Solon's first excolonists, who had voluntarily
with an allotment of
pedition, had been rewarded
them a predominant influence in
lands, which

gave

It seems probable that it was after
the government.
this event that the two states, seeing no pro.spect of
to such vicissiby arms a warfare subject

terminating

tudes, and equally harassing to both,
j

now

.m9

that iheii

SOLON.
honour had been

SOLON.

by alternate victories, agreed
At their request
the Lacedasinonians appointed five coaimissioners to
Solon, who was the chief spokesman
try the cause.
on the Athenian side, mamtained their title on the
ground of ancient possession, by arguments which,
though they never silenced the Meganans, appear to
The strongest seem
have convinced the arbitrators
to have been derived from the Athenian customs, of
which he pointed out traces \n the mode of interment
observed in Salamis, as well as inscriptions on the
tombs, which attested the Attic origin of the persons
He is said also to have adduced
they commemorated
the authority of the Homeric catalogue of the Grecian
fleet, by forging a line which described Ajax as ranging the ships which he brought from Salamis in the
Athenian station; and he interpreted some oracular
verses, which spoke of Salamis as an Ionian island, in
a similar sense.
Modern criticism would not have
been much better satisfied with the plea, which he
grounded on the Attic tradition, that the sons of the
same hero had settled in Attica, and had been adopted as Athenian citizens, and, in return, had transferred
their hereditary dominion over the island to their new
countrymen. The weight, however, of all these arguments determined the issue in favour of the Athenians ; and it seems more probable that tiie Megarians
acquiesced in a decision to which they had themselves
appealed, than that, as Plutarch represents, they almost immediately renewed hostilities-.
Party feuds
continued to rage with unabated violence at Athens.
removal
of
the
men
whom
The
pul)lic opinion had desatisfied

to refer their claims to arbitration.

nounced as objects of divine wratb, was only a prelimmary step towards the restoration of tranquillity;
but the evil was seated much deeper, and required a
different kind of remedy, which was only to be found

new

I'his, it is probaorganization of the state.
ble, Solon already meditated, as he must long have
Bui he saw that, before it
perceived its necessity.
could be accomplished, the minds of tneii must be

in a

brought into a frame fitted for its reception, and that
Ihis could only be done with the aid of religion.
There were superstitious fears to be stilled, angry passions to be soothed, barbarous usages, hallowed by
and even the aulong prescription, to be abolished
thority of Solon was not of itself sufficient for these
He therefore looked abroad for a coadjupurposes.
tor, and fame directed his view to a man peculiarly
to
meet the extraordinary emergency. This
'qualified
was no other than the famous Epimenides, whom his
;

contemporaries regarded as a being of a superior nature, and who, even to us, appears in a mysterious, or,
at least, an ambiguous light, from our inability to decide how far he himself partook in the general opinion
which ascribed to him an intimate connexion with
This person was publicly invited to
higher powers.
Athens, to exert his marvellous powers on behalf of
and, when his work was accomwas dismissed with tokens of the warmest

the distracted city
plished, he

;

But, though the visit
( Firf. Epimenides.)
of Epimenides was attended with the most salutary
consequences, so far as it applied a suitable remedy to
evils which were entirely seated in the imagination,
gratitude.

and. though it may have wrought still happier effects
by calming, soothing, and opening hearts which had
before only beaten with wild and malignant passions,
still it had not produced any real change in the state
of things, but had, at the utmost, only prepared the

way

for one.

Solon.
of men

This work remained

to

be achieved by

The government had long been in the hands
who appear to have wielded it only as an in-

strument for aggrandizing and enriching themselves.
They had reduced a great part of the class whose industry was employed in the labours of agriculture to
a state of abject dependance, in which they were not
only debarred from all but, perhaps, a merely nominal
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share of political rights, but held even their
personal
freedom by a precarious tenure, and were frequently
reduced to actual slavery. The smaller proprietors,
impoverished by bad times or casual disasters, were
compelled to borrow money at high interest, and to

mortgage their lands to the rich, or to receive them
again as tenants upon the same hard terms as were
imposed upon those who cultivated the estates of the
grtat land-owners.
According to the laws made by
the nobles, the insolvent debtor
might be seized by
and sold into slavery ; or torn from his

his creditor

home and condemned

to

end

his

in

the service

still

harder ne-

days

of a foreign master, or driven to the
cessity of selling his own children.

The eyes of Sohad frequently been struck with the dismal monuments of aristocraticitl oppression scattered over the
fields of Attica, in the stone-posts, which marked that
what was once a property had become a pledge, and
that its former owner had lost his independence, and
was in danger of sinking into a still more degaded and
miseral)le condition
and such spectacles undoubtedly moved him. no less than that which roused the holy
lon

;

indignation of the elder Gracchus against the Romaua
{Plut , Tib. Gracch., c. 8.) Those who
grandees.
groaned under this tyranny were only eager for a
change, and cared little al)Out the means by which it
But the population of Attica was
might be effected.
not simply composed of these two classes.
An ancient geographical division of the country, which, from
time immemorial, had determined the pursuits and the
character of its inhabitants, now separated them into

three distinct parties {Uedielg or tleStaioL, lowland; AtuKptoi,
highlandcrs ; and Tidpa'koi, the men

crs

of the coast), animated each by its peculiar interests,
The possessions of the nobles
views, and feelings.
lay chiefly in the plains.

As

a body, they desired the

continuance of the existing state of things, on which
their power and exclusive privileges depended ; but
there were among them some moderate men, who
were willing to make concessions to prudence, if not
to justice, and to resign a part for the sake of secu-

The inhabitants of the highlands, in the
eastern and northern parts of Attica, do not seem to
have suffered any o( the evils inflicted on the lowland
ring the rest.

were probmost part, poor, and generally wished for
a revolution which should place them on a level with
peasantry

;

but, though independent, they

ably, for the

Uniting their cause with that of the oppressed, they called for a thorough redress of grievances, by reducing, namely, that enormous'inequality
of possessions, which was the source of degradation
the rich.

and misery to them and

their fellows.

{Plut., Sol.,

of the coast, who probably commain part of that class which subsisted by
trade, by the exercise of the mechanical arts, and perhaps by the working of the mines, and now included
a considerable share of affluence and intelligence,
were averse to violent measures, but were desirous of
a reform in the constitution, which should promote the
of
prosperity of the country by removing all grounds
reasonable complaint, and should admit a larger number to the enjoyment of those rights which were now
13, 29.)
posed a

The men

The people in genengrossed and abused by a few.
need of a leader, and would have preferman
to the tyranny
of
one
rule
red even the despotic
As Solon belonged to the nobiP
of their many lords.
and station, and had recommended hin>iiy by birth
self to the people by the proofs he had shown of acand humanity, he was chotivity, prudence, justice,
sen, with the unanimous consent of all parties, to mediate between them, and arbitrate their quarrels, as
eral felt the

the person most capable of remedying the disorders
of the state ; and, under the title of archon, was invested with full authority to frame a new constitution

As
and a new code of laws (01. 46.3, B.C. 594).
such an oflice, under such circumstances, conferred

SOLON.

SOLON.

almost unlimited power, and an ambitious man might
easily have abused it to make himself master of the
slate, Solon's friends exhorted hitn to seize the opportunity of becoming tyrant of Athens ; and they were
not at a loss for fair arguments to colour their foul ad

—

ice. reminding him of recent instances of Tynnondas in Euboea, and Piitacus at Mytilene, who had exercised a sovereignty over their fellow-citizens without

Solon saw through their sophisand was not tempted by it to betray the sacred
trust reposed in him
but, satisfied with the approbation of his own conscience and the esteem of his coun-

forfeiting their love
try,

;

trymen, instead of harbouring schemes of self-aggrandizement, he bent all his ihoughi? and energies to the
execution of the great task which he had undertaken.
This task consisted of two main parts the tirst and
most pressing business was to relieve the present dis:

tress of the commonalty ; the next to provide against
the recurrence of like evils, by regulaiitig the rights
of all the citizens according to equitable pritjciples,

and fixing them on
dle

a

permanent

basis.

In proceeding

part of his undertaking, Solon held a midcourse between the two extremes
those who

to the

wished

first

to

—

keep
erything away.

all.

and those who were

for taking ev-

While he resisted the reckless and
extravagant demands of those who desired all debts to
be cancelled, and the lands of the rich to be confiscated and parcelle<l out among the poor, he met the
reasonable expectations of the public by his disbur-

dening ordinance {Xet(Tu.x0eia), and relieved the debtor, partly by a reduction of the rate of interest, which
was probably made retrospective, and thus, in many
cases, would wipe off a great part of the debt, and
partly by lowering the standard of the silver coinage,
so that the debtor saved more than one fourth in ev-

ery payment.
2, p 360.)

He

—

Vid. Boeckh, Staatsh.,
likewise released the pledged lands

(Plut

,

Sol,

1.5.

encumbrances, and restored them in full
though it does not seem cerproperty to their owners
tain whether this was one of the express objects of
the measure, or only one of the consequences which
it involved.
Finally, he abolished the inhuman law
which enabled the creditor to enslave his debtor, and
restored those who were pining at home in such bondand it would seem that he
age to immediate liberty
compelled those who had sold their debtors into foreign countries to procure their freedom at their own
The debt itself, in such cases, was of
expense.
Solon himself, in a
course held to be extinguished.
poem which he afterward composed on the subject of
from

their

;

;

his legislation, spoke with a becoming pride of the
ha[)py change which this measure had wrought in the
face of .Attica, of the numerous citizens whose lands

he hnd discharged, and whose persons he had emancipated, and brought back from hopeless slavery in
strange lands. He was only unfortunate in bestowing
his confidence on persons who were incapable of imiAt
tating his virtue, and who abused his intimacy.
the time when all men were uncertain as to his intentions, and no kind of properly could be thought secure, he privately informed three of his friends of his
determination not to touch the estates of the land-ownHe had
ers, but only to reduce the amount of debt.
afterward the vexation of discovering, that the men to
whom he had intrusted this secret had been base
enough to take advantage of it, by making large purwhich at such a juncture bore, no
chases of land
with borrowed money. Fordoubt, a very low price
tunately for his fame, the state of his private affairs
was such as to exempt him from all suspicion of having
had any share in this sordid transaction. He had himself a considerable sum out at interest, and was a loser
in proportion by his own enactment.
This seems the
most probable and accurate account of Solon's measures of relief.
There was, however, another, adopted
hf some ancient writers, which represented him as

—

—

having entirely cancelled all debts, and as having only
disguised the violence of this proceeding under a soft
and attractive mien.
It does not
appear that the ancients saw anything to censure in bis conduct accordBut the example of Solon cannot
ing to either view.
fairly be pleaded by those who contend that either
public or private faith may be rightly sacrificed to exHe must be considered as an arbitrator, to
pediency.
whom all the parties interested submitted their claims,
with the avowed intent that they should be decided
by him, not upon the footing of legal right, but accordIt was in
ing to his own view of the public interest.
this
light that he himself regarded his ofHce, and he
appears to have discharged it faithfully and discreetly.
The strongest proof of the wisdom and equity of his
measures is, that they subjected him to obloquy from
the violent spirits of both the extreme
But
parlies.
their murmurs were soon drowned in the
general approbation with which the disburdening ordinance was
received; it was celebrated with a solemn festival;
and Solon was encouraged, by the strongest assurances
of the increased confidence of his fellow-citizens, to
proceed with his work and he now entered on the second and more difficult part of his task.
He began by
repealing all the laws of Draco, except those which
concerned the repression of bloodshed, which were,
in fact, customs hallowed by time and by
religion, and
had been retained, not introduced, by his predecessor.
As a natural consequence, perhaps, of this measure, he published an amnesty, or act of grace, which
restored those citizens who had been deprived of their
;

franchise for lighter offences, and recalled those who
had been forced into exile ; and it seems probable that
this indulgence was extended to the house of Megacles, the Alcma;onids, as they were called from a remote ancestor, the third in descent from Nestor, and
to the partners of his guilt and punishment
the city,
:

now purified and tranquillized, might be supjjosed to
be no longer either polluted or endangered by their
and it was always liable to be disturbed by
presence
their machinations so long as they remained in banishment.
The four ancient tribes were retained, with
all their subdivisions
but it seems probable that Sofor it is said
lon admitted a number of new citizens
that he invited foreigners to Athens by this boon,
though he confined it to such as settled their whole
family and substance, and had dissolved their connexThe distinguishing feature
ion with their native land.
;

;

;

of the

new

constitution

was

ty for birth, as a title to the
state.
(Compare Niebuhr,

the substitution of properhonours and offices of the

Rom Hist., 2, 305, 2d ed.,
This change, though its consequences
importance, would not appear so violent or momentous to the generation which witnessed it, since at this time these two claims generalSolon divided the
ly concurred in the same person.
Camb.

trans.)

were of

infinite

four classes, according to the gradations of their fortunes, and regulated the extent of
their franchise and their contributions to the public

citizens into

The
necessities by the amount of their incomes.
first class, as its name expressed, consisted of persons
whose estates yielded a nett yearly income, or rent,
of 500 measures of dry or liquid produce {JltvraKoaThe qualification of the second class was
lofitdifivoi).

three fifths of this
or,

more probably,

amount

:

that of the third,

half of the latter.

two

thirds,

The members

of

the second class were called kniglUs, being accounted
the name of the third class,
able to keep a warhorse
whom we might call yeomen, was derived from the
which a farm of the exof cattle for the
;

plough,
was supposed to require {Zevylrax).
fourth class comprehended all whose incomes fell
below that of the third, and, according to its name,
consisted of hired labourers in husbandry {QfjTtq).
The first class was exclusively eligible to the highest

yoke

tent described

The

offices, those of the

nine trchons, and probably to
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others which had hitherto been reserved to the nobles
they were also destined to fill the highest comnnands
in the army, as ii iater times, when Athens became a
Some lower
maritime power, they did in the fleet.
offices were undoubtedly left open to the second and
third class, though we are unable to define the extent
of their privileges, or to ascertain whether, in their po;

— anchors, as Plutarch expresses

it,

on which the ves-

sel of state

might ride safely in every storm. These
were the two councils of the Four Hundred and the
Areopagus.

The

institution

of the council of the

Four Hundred was uniformly attributed to Solon and,
if this
opinion be correct, which has, however, been
made the subject of some dispute, then, according to
;

had any advanUge over the other. the theory of Solon's constitution, the
rights, one
assembly of
They were at least distinguished from each other by people will appear to have been little more than
service
the
one furnishing organ of that council, as it could only act upon
the mode of their military
litical

;

the cavalry, the other the heavy-armed infantry.
But,
from the dignities occupied by the
a
received
in
the
compensation
wealthy few, they
comparative lightness of their burdens. They were
for their exclusion

assessed, not in exact proportion to the amount of
their incomes, but at a much lower rate; the nominal

value of their property being for this purpose reduced
below the truth, that of the knights by one sixth, that
The fourth class was
of the third class by one third.
excluded from all share in the magistracy, and from
the honours and duties of the full-armed warrior, the
expense of which would, in general, exceed their means
by land they served only as light troops in later times
In return, they were exemptthey manned the fleets.
ed from all direct contributions, and they were permitted to take a part in the popular assembly, as well as
in the exercise of those judicial powers which were
shall
now placed in the hands of the people.
shortly have occasion to observe how amply this boon
:

;

We

compensated

for the loss of all the privileges that

were

Solon's classification takes no
withheld from them.
notice of any other than landed property
yet, as the
example of Solon himself seems to prove that Attica
must already have carried on some foreign trade, it is
not unlikely that there were fortunes of this kind equal
to those which gave admission to the higher classes.
But it can hardly be supposed that they placed their
it
possessors on a level with the owners of the soil
is more probable that these, together with the newlyadopted citizens, without regard to their various degrees of affluence, were all included in the lowest
Solon's system then made room for all freeclass.
men, but assigned to them different places, varying
His
with their visible means of serving the state.
general aim in the distribution of power, as he himself
which
it in a
Plutarch
has
fragment
preserved
explains
from one of his poems, was to give such a share to the
it to
as
would
enable
protect itself, and to
commonalty
;

;

much

as was necessary for retaining
other words, for ruling the people
He threw his
without the means of oppressing it.
strong shield, he says, over both, and permitted neither
The magistrates, though
to gain an unjust advantage.
elected upon a different qualification, retained their ancient authority ; but they were now responsible for
the exercise of it, not to their own body, but to the
The judicial functions of the archons were
governed.
perhaps preserved nearly in their full extent ; but apfrom their jurisdiction to courts
peals were allowed

the wealthy as
their dignity

in

;

numerously composed, and

filled

indiscriminately from

the
the

the

But the judiby the latter.
cial power which Solon had lodged in the hands of the
was
most
the
instrument
on which
people
powerful
he relied for correcting all abuses and remedying all
mischiefs that might arise out of the working of his
constitution.
body of 6000 citizens was every yeai
created by lot to form a supreme court, called Heliaea
which was divided into several smaller ones, not limited to any precise number of persons. The qualincalions required for this were the same with those which
gave admission into the general assembly, except that
the members of the former might not be under the age
of thirty.
It was therefore, in fact, a .select portion of
the latter, in which the powers of the larger body were
concentrated, and exercised under a judicial form.
Passing over the other features of the Athenian constitution, as settled by Solon, on which our limits will
not allow us to dwell, we proceed at once to the remainder of his history.
Solon was not one of those
reformers who dream that they have put an end to inproposition laid before

it

A

novation, and that the changes they have wrought are
exempt from the general condition of mutability. But
the very provisions which he made for the continual
revision and amendment of his laws, seems to show
the improbabihty of Plutarch's account : that he enacted them to remain in force for no more than a cen-

They were

tury.

inscribed on

wooden

tablets,

ar-

which
ranged in pyramidal blocks turning on an axis
were kept at first in the Acropolis, but were afterward, for more convenient inspection, brought down
;

According to Plutarch, Solon, afcompletion of his work, found himself exposed
to such incessant vexation from the questions of the
curious and the cavils of the discontented, that he
obtained permission to withdraw from Athens for ten
years, and set out on the travels in which he visited
Asia Minor, Cyprus, and Egypt, collecting and difof
fusing knowledge, and everywhere leaving traces
to the

Pryianeum.

ter the

his

presence

ories of

men.

in

visible

But

there

monuments or in
is some difficulty

the

mem-

in reconci-

since it supposes him
ling this story with chronology,
to have found Croesus in Lydia, who did not mount
the throne within twenty or thirty years after and the
;

is very doubtful, though
alleged occasion of the journey
it is in substance the same with that assigned by Herodthat Solon remained for several
otus.
It is

probable
years at Athens, to observe the practical effect of his
institutions, and to second their operation by his perHe was, undoubtedly, well aware
sonal influence.
how little the letter of a political system can avail un-

its practice has become familiar, and its principles
have gained a hold on the opinions and feelings of the
must be a gradual process, and
people, and that this
Hence it
liable to interruption and disturbance.
could not greatly disappoint or afflict him to hear
voices raised from time to time against himself, and
to perceive that his views were not generally or fully
He seems to comprehended. But he may at length have thought
overruled every other power in the state.
have thought that, while he provided suflSciently for the it prudent to retire for a season from the public eye,
his dignity and popularity
and,
security of the commonalty by permitting the lowest of the better to maintain
its members to vote in the popular assembly, and to sit as he himself declared, that age, while it crept upon
in judgment on cases in which the parties were dissatis- him, still found him continually learning, we need not
fied with the ordinary modes of proceeding, he had be surprised if, at an unusually late period of life, he
On his return, he
also ensured the stability of his new order of things set out on a long course of travels.
to perby two institutions, which appeared to be sufficient found that faction had been actively labouring
eventuailv
guards against the sallies of democratical extravagance vert and undo his work, and was compelled

Solon could not foresee the change of circumstances by which this right
of overthrowing the
instrument
the
became
of appeal
to have established on a
equilibrium which he hoped
solid basis, when that which he had designed to exercise an extraordinary jurisdiction became an ordinary
tribunal, which drew almost all causes to itself, and

all

classes.

{Plut., Sol.y 18.)

til

;
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to witness the partial overthrow of his system
{Vtd. Pisistratus.)
usurpation of Pisistratus.

in the

—

It

is

how long he

survived this inroad upon his
jnstituiions ; one account, apparently the most authentic, places his death in the year following that in
The leijvhich the revolution occurred (B.C. 659).
sure of his retirement from public life was to the last
not certain

devoted

to

the

Muses

:

and

if

we might

trust Pla-

to's assertions on such subjects, he was engaged at
the time of his death in the composition of a great po-

which he had designed

em,

in

mg

state of Attica

to describe the flourishbefore the Ogygian flood, and to

celebrate the wars which it waged with the inhabitants
of the vast island which afterward sank in the Atlantic

On

Ocean.

the fragments of this

poem, preserved

in

the family, Plato, himself a descendant of Solon, professes to have founded a work which he left unfinished,

but in which he had meant to e.xhibit his imaginary
It is certainly not improbastate in life and action.
ble that Solon, when the prospect of his country becatne gloomy, and his own political career was closed,
indulged his imagination with excursions into an ideal
world, where he may have raised a social fabric as unl.ke as possible to the reality which he had before his
eyes at home, and perhaps suggested by what he had
It is only important to obseen or heard in Egypt.
serve that the fact, if admitted, can lead to no safe

conclusions as to his abstract political principles, and
still less be allowed to sway our
judgment on the
{TkirlwalV s
design and character of his institutions.

can

Greece, vol. 2,
tinder the

p.

23, seqq)

gnomic

— Solon

poets, and

is

generally ranked

some fragments of

his

productions in this department have been preserved
Of these the finest is his
by the ancient writers.
"
Prayer to the Muses." The fragments of Solon
are found in the collections of H. Stephens, Winterton, Brunck, Gaisford, and Boissonnade.
{Schull,

—

Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 1, p. 238.)
SoLYMi, a people of Lycia, of
given under the head of Lycia.

whom

an account

is

SoMNUs, son of Erebus and Nox, was one of the
and the god of Sleep. The
Latin poet Ovid {Met., 1 1, 592, seqq.), probably after
some Grecian predecessor, as was usually the case,
gives a beautiful description of the Cave of Sleep, near
the land of the Cimmerians, and of the cortege which
deities of the lower world,

there attended on him, as Morpheus, Icelos or Phorthe first of whom takes the form
b6tdr, and Phantasos
;

of

man

to appear in

dreams, the second of animals, the

third of inanimate objects.
p.

{Keightley's Mythology,

200.)

tle

emn assembly around

our, Sophocles, at the age of sixteen, was selected to
lead, with dance and lyre, the chorus of youths who performed the paean of their country's triumph. {Athen.,

into the

Ganges, and

river towards

its ori-

gin is called Ando-nadi, it appears that the name Andomatis (given also in Arrian), or, rather, Ando-natis,
can denote no other than it. {Plm., 6, 18.)

SoPHENE, a country of Armenia, between the prinEuphrates and Mount Masius. It is
{Dio Cass 36, Sd.—Plin., 5, 12 )
,

SoPHocr^ES, a celebrated tragic poet, born at Colonus, a village little more than a mile from Athens,
He was, consequently, thirty years junior
B.C. 495.
to iEschylus, and fifteen senior to Euripides, the former havinor been born B.C. 525. and the latter B.C.
480.
Sophilus, his father, a man of opulence and respectability, bestowed upon his son a careful education in all the literary and personal accomplishments
The powers of the future
of his age and country.
dramatist were developed, strengthened, and refined by
a careful instruction in the principles of music and poe-

—

while the graces of a person eminently handsome
;
derived fresh elegance and ripened into a noble manhood amid the exercises of the palnestra. The garlands which he won attested his attainments in both
these departments of Grecian education.
still more
•triking proof of bis personal beauty and early profitry

A

The commencement

of his dramatic casuccess than by the
singularity of the occasion on which his first tragedy
The bones of Theseus had been solemnly
appeared.
transferred by Cimon from their grave in the isle of
Marm. Arund No.
Scyros to Athens (B.C 468.
An eager contest between the tragedians of the
57).
day ensued.
Sophocles, then in his twenty-fifth year,
ventiTTed to come forward as one of the candidates,
.vhom
was
the veteran iEschylus, now for thiramon^
ty years the undoubted master of the Athenian stage.
Party feelings excited such a tumult among the spectators, that the archon Aphepsion had not balloted
the judges, when Cimon advanced with his nine fel20, e.)

1, p.

reer

was marked not more by

its

—

,

low-generals to offer the customary libations to BacNo sooner were these completed, than, detaining his colleagues, he directed them to take with him
the requisite oath, and then seat themselves as judges
of the performance.
Before this self-constituted tribunal Sophocles exhibited his maiden drama, and by
their decision was proclaimed first victor.
This remarkable triumph was an earnest of the splendid career before him.
From this event, B.C. 468, to bis
death, B.C. 405, during a space of three- and-sixty
to compose and exhibit.
he
continued
Twenty
years,
limes did he obtain the first prize, still more frequentAn
accuto
third.
sank
the
never
the
and
second,
ly
mulation of success which left the victories of his two
.^schylus won but thirteen
great rivals far behind,

chus.

dramatic contests.
Euripides was still less fortunate.
Such a continuation of poetic exertion and triumph
is the more remarkable, from the circumstance that
the powers of Sophocles, so far from becoming dulled
and exhausted by these multitudinous efforts, seem to
have contracted nothing from labour and age save a
mellower tone, a more touching pathos, a sweet and

—

The life
gentle character of thought and expression.
of Sophocles, however, was not altogether devoted to
In his fifty-seventh year he
the service of the Muses.
was one of the ten generals, with Pericles and Thuhis colleagues, and served in the war
cydides
among

But his military talents were probaagainst Samos.
added no
bly of no high order, and his generalship
At a more advanced
brilliancy to his dramatic fame.
anhe was
priest to Alon, one of the
age

Sonus, a river of India, falling
now the Saone or Son. As this

cipal stream of the
now called Zoph.

recorded in the fact that when, after the batof Salatnis, the population of Athens stood in solthe trophy raised by their val-

ciency

is

appointed

cient heroes of his country ; an office more suked to
In the civil duties
the peaceful temper of Sophocles.
of an Athenian citizen he doubtless took a part.

m

extreme age, we find him one of the committee of the np66ov7ioi, appointed, in the progress of the
revolution brought about by Pisander, to investigate
the state of affairs, and report thereon to the people assembled on the hill of Colonus, his native place. {ArisAnd there, as iTp66ov?.o<:, he astot., Rket., 3, 18.)
sented, with characteristic easiness of temper, to the
establishment of oligarchy, under the council of four
hundred, " as a bad thing, but the least pernicious measThe civil dissenure which circumstances allowed."

Nay,

marked the concluwar must have fallen
ding years of the Peloponnesian
whose chief delight was in
heavily on the mind of one
domestic tranquillity, and who remembered that proud
in which he bore so conday of Salaminian triumph
as a patriotic citizen were
spicuous a part. His sorrows
conduct of his own famiagorravated by the unnatural
Jealous at the
de Sen., (f 7.)
ly.*^ (Vit. Anon.— Cic,
old man's affection for a grandchild by a second wife,
an elder son or sons endeavoured to deprive him of
on the ground of doof his
the
sions and extreme reverses which

management

tage and incapacity.

property,

The

only refutation which the

SOPHOCLES.
/kther produced,

was

to

SOPHOCLES.

read before the court his

CEdipus at Colonus, a piece which he had just composed or, according to others, that beautiful chorus
Only in which he celebrates the loveliness of his fa;

1).

The admiring

judges instantly arose, dismissed the
companied the aged poet to his house
honour and respect. Sophocles was
ery of beholding the utter overthrow

cause, and acwith the utmost
spared the misof his declining

vourite residence {Cic.,de Fin., 5,

A kindly and contented dispoly have been a miser.
sition, however blemished by intemperance in pleasure,
was the characteristic of Sophocles a characteristic
which Aristophanes himself so simply and yet so beau
:

tifully depicts in that single line.

'O

6'

It

was Sophocles who gave

evKoXog

fiev

&

hdud", evuoXog

eku.

—Ran.,

83.

the last

improvements to
the form and exhibition of tragedy.
To the two performers of .^schylus he added a third actor
a number which was never afterward increased.
Under his

;
country.
Early in the year 405 B.C., some months
before the defeat of .^gospotamos put the finishing
stroke to the misfortunes of Athens, death came gen- directions the effect of theatric exhibitions was heightened by the illusion of scenery carefully painted and
tly upon the venerable old man, full of years and glory.
The accounts of his death are very diverse, all tending duly arranged. The choral parts were still farther
to the marvellous.
Ister and Neanthes state that he curtailed, and the dialogue carried out to its full dewas choked by a grape ; Satyrus makes him to expire velopment. The odes themselves are distinguished
from excessive exertion, in reading aloud a long para- by their close connexion with the business of the play,
others ascribe his death the correctness of their sentiments, and the beauty of
graph out of the Antigone
to extreme joy at being proclaimed the Tragic victor. their poetry.
His language, though at times marked
Not content with the singularity of his death, the by harsh metaphors and perplexed constructions, is
ancient recorders of his life add prodigy to his funeral pure and majestic, without soaring into the gigantic
also.
He died when the Athenians were cooped up phraseology of ^schylus on the one hand, or sinking
within their walls, and the Lacedaemonians were in into the commonplace diction of Euripides on the
His management of a subject is admirable.
possession of Decelea, the place. of his family sepul- other.
Bacchus twice appeared in a vision to Lysan- No one understood so well the artful envelopment of
chre.
der, the Spartan general, and bid him allow the inter- incident, the secret excitation of the feelings, and the
ment ; which accordingly took place with all due so- gradual heightening of the interest up to the final criPausanias, however, tells the story some- sis, when the catastrophe bursts forth in all the force
lemnity.
what differently (1. 21). Ister states, moreover, that of overwhelming terror or compassion.
Such was
the Athenians passed a decree to appoint an annual Sophocles ; the most perfect in dramatic arrangesacrifice to so admirable a man.
Sev- ments, the most sustained in the even flow of digni{Vit. Anon.)
en tragedies alone remain out of the great number fied thought, word, and tone, among the tragic triumwhich Sophocles composed ; yet among these seven virate.
Longinus, it is true, while bestowing the
we probably possess the most splendid productions of highest praises upon Sophocles, alleges a frequent inhis genius.
Suidas makes the number which he wrote equality ; but this is scarcely borne out by anything
;

—

—

one hundred and twenty-three.
Theatre of the Greeks,
Aristophanes, the in his extant tragedies (^ 33.
Nature, observes Schlegel, had
grammarian, one hundred and thirty, seventeen of 3d ed., p. 43, seqq.).
which he deemed spurious
Bockh considers both refused Sophocles only one gift, a voice for song. He
statements erroneous.
It appears from the
argument could only call forth and guide the harmonious effuto the Antigone, that this play was exhibited a little sions of other voices, and is therefore said to have
before the generalship of Sophocles, B.C. 441, and departed from the established custom that the poet
so that once, only,
that this was his thirty-second drama ; and it is known should act a part in his own play
that Sophocles began to exhibit B.C. 468.
Hence he made his appearance in the character of the blind
Bockh argues that, as during the first twenty-seven songster, Thamyris, playing on the lyre. In so far as
years of his dramatic career he produced thirty-two tra- he had vEschylus for his predecessor, who had fashiongedies, so during the remaining thirty-six years it is not ed tragedy from its original rudeness into the dignity
probable he composed many more than this number. of his Cothurnus, Sophocles stands, in respect to the
He therefore supposes that the true number is seventy, history of his art, in such a relation to that poet, that
To lophon, the son of Sophocles, he re- he could avail himself of the enterprise of that original
or nearly so.
fers many of the plays which bore the father's name
master so that it^schylus appears as the projecting
others he ascribes to the favourite grandson, Sopho- predecessor, Sophocles as the finishing successor.
of
Ariston. by his wife or mistress Theoris. That there is more art in the compositions of the latcles, son
The result of Bockh's investigation is, that of the one ter is evident the restriction of the chorus in proporhundred and six dramas whose titles remain, only twen- tion to the dialogue, the finish of the rhythms and of
ty-six can, with any certainty, be assigned to the elder the pure Attic diction, the introduction of more nuThe merous persons, the richer connexion of the fables,
Sophocles. ( Bockh, ad Trag. Grcec, c. 8, seqq.)
personal character of Sophocles, without rising into the greater multiplicity of incidents, and the complete

—

;

—

;

;

:

—

spotless excellence or exalted heroism, was honouraIn his younger days he seems
ble, calm, and amiable.
to have been addicted to intemperance in love and wine.

AO.—Athen., 13, p. 603.) And a sayrecorded by Plato, Cicero, and AthenaRus,
it confirms the charges just mentioned, would
also imply that years had cooled theturbulentpassions
" I thank old
" for
of his youth.
age," said the poet,
delivering me from the tyranny of my appetites." Yet
even in his later days, the charms of a Theoris and
an Archippe are reported to have been too powerful for
[Cic,

Off., 1,

ing of
while

his,

the

susceptible dramatist.

development, the more quiet sustentation of all momenta of the action, and the more theatrical display
of the decisive ones, the more finished rounding off
of the whole, even in a mere outward point of view.
But there is yet another respect in which he outshines
yEschylus, and deserved the favour of Destiny, which
allowed him such a predecessor, and to compete with
him on the same subjects I mean the inward harmony and completeness of his mind, by virtue of which
he satisfied, from his own inclination, every requisia mind whose free impulse was
tion of the beautiful
accompanied by a self-consciousness clear even to
To surpass .^schylus in daring conceptransparency.
tion might be impossible ; but I maintain that it is
only on account of his wise moderation that Sophocles
seems to be less daring since everywhere he goes
to work with the greatest energy, nay, perhaps with
:

;

Aristophanes, who, in
respect for Sophocles,
then just dead, had, fourteen years before, accused him
of avarice ; an imputation, however, scarcely reconcilable with all that is known or can be inferred re;
The old man,
specting the character of Sophocles.
who was so absorbed in his art as to incur a charge of more sustained severity as a man who is accurately
lunacy from the utter neglect of his affairs, could hard- acquainted with his limits insists the more confidentstill

his Ranae, manifests so

much

:
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As ^Eschylus
his rights within those limits.
ly
delights in carrying ail his fictions into the disturbanon

ces of the old world of Tttanism, Sophocles, on the
seems to avail himself of Divii.e interference

" Pkiloctetes.''
It
^tXoK-njnjCt
having been d»^
creed by fate that Troy could not be taken without
6.

abandoned

He formed human beings, as was
only of necessity.
the general agreement of antiquity, better, that is, not
more moral and unerring, but more beautiful and noble
As characteristic of this poet,
than they are in reality.
the ancients have praised that native sweetness and
gracefulness, on account of which thev called him the
Whoever has penetrated into the feeling
Attic Bee.
of this peculiarity, may flatter himself that the spirit
for antique art has arisen within him ; for modern senaibility, very far from being able to fall in with that

rhus are sent to him to

—

judgment, would be more

likely to find in the

Sopho-

clean tragedy, both in respect of the representation of
bodily suffering and in the sentiments and arrange-

ments,

much

that

is

insufferably austere.

— We

will

now

whom the Greeks had
I^mnos, Ulysses and Pyrinduce him to return to the

presence of Philocteies,

the

contrary,

in the island of

Grecian camp. They succeed with great difficulty in
This tragedy, though
accomplishing their object.
very simple in its plot, is marked by a constantly iiv
creasing interest, and the characters are well support**
ed.
7. OidLTTovg tni KoAwvu,
(Edipus at Colonut.^*
subject is the death of CEdipus, near the temple of

—

The

the Eumenides at Colonus.
CEdipus, blind and driren from his throne, seeks, under the guidance of hit

daughter, for a tomb in a foreign land, where the tale
of his woes had arrived before him. and causes his intended presence to be regarded with dread.
There is
need of manifest proof of Divine protection to enable
him to find an asylum and tomb in this stranger land,
and these proofs are vouchsafed him at the closing
scene of his life.
The best editions of Sophocles are,
that of Brunck, Argent., 1786, 4to, 2 vols., and 17869, 8vo. 3 vols. ; that of Erfurdt, Lips., 1802-1811. 7
vols. 8vo
and that of Hermann, Lond., 1826, 2 vols.
8vo.
The separate editions of the plays are numerous,
and some of them valuable.
SoPHONisBA, a daughter of Asdrubal, the Carthaginian, celebrated for her beauty and anfortunate end.

proceed to give a brief sketch of the tragedies of
I. A.la<;
Sophocles that have come down to us.
fiaa*^
Ajax armed with the lashy The subTiyo^opo^,
ject of this piece is the madness of Ajax, his death,
and the dispute which arises on the subject of his interment.
Many critics have regarded the play as defective, because the action does not terminate with
the death of the hero
but, after this catastrophe, an
incident occurs which forms a second action.
To this
it has been
replied that there is not, in fact, any double {Vid. Masinissa.)
action, since the first is not terminated by the death of
SopHRON, a native of Syracuse, bom about 420
as the deprivation B.C., and celebrated as a writer of mimes.
His
Ajax, to whom burial is refused
of funeral rites was regarded by the ancients in the pieces, composed in the Doric dialect, and not in verae
light of one of the greatest misfortunes, the spectators properly so called, but in a species of cadenced prose
could not have gone away satisfied so long as the {KaTaXoyddriv.
Athen., ed. Schweigh., vol. 11, p.
question of burial remained unsettled in the case of one 315), were great favourites with Plato, who became ac•'
whose death they had mourned. 2. 'HXiKTpa, Elec- quainted with them through Dion of Syracuse, and
tra."
The subject of this piece is the vengeance spread the taste for this species of composition at
which a son, urged on by an oracle, and in obedience Athens.
have only a few titles and fragments
to the decree of Heaven, takes on the murderers of his remaining of the mimes of Sophron, which are altoThe gether insufficient to enable us to form any very defifather, by consigning to death his own mother.
character of Electra, the daughter of Agamemnon, nite opinion of the character of these compositions;
who here plays the principal part, is admirably deline- although we know that the fifteenth Idyl of TheocriBarated, and sustained with exceeding ability throughout tus is an imitation of one of Sophron's mimes.

—

;

;

:

—

—

We

the whole play.

The

recognition between the brother

forms one of the most touching scenes in
the whole compass of the Grecian drama.
3. Oldi^'
novc Tvpavvog,
King (Edipus." It would be difficult to conceive a subject more thoroughly tragical
than that which forms the basis of this play.
The
grand and terrific meaning of the fable, however, as
Schlegel has well remarked, is a circumstance which
to that very CEdipus, who
is
generally overlooked
solved the riddle of human life propounded by the
Sphinx, his own life remained an inexplicable riddle,

and

sister

—

:

thelemy

thinks

that

style of the Fables of

these productions were in the
La Fontaine. Athenaeus cites

two kinds of mimes one called Mifioi avSpeloL {Male
mimes); the other Mifiot yvvaiKeioi {Female mimes).
Apollodorus of Athens wrote a commentary on the
:

—

mimes of Sophron. The fragments of Sophron are
given in the Classical Journal, vol. 4, p. 380, and
with additions and corrections in the Museum Criticum,

340-358, 559-560.

vol. 2, p.

—Blomfield.
Consult

lections are by
vol. 2. p. 117.

Both these

{Schbll, Hist.

col-

Lit. Gr.,

Miiller, Die Dorter, vol. 3»
was cleared up, all too late, in the most dreadful p. 360, seqq.)
was
lost.
a
all
This
is
SoPHRONiscus, the father of Socrates.
manner, when
irrecoverably
SoRACTK, a mountain of Etruria, a little to the
striking image of the arrogant pretensions of human
wisdom, which always proceeds upon generalities, southeast of Falerii, now Monte Santo Silvestro, or,
without teaching its possessor the right application of as it is by modern corruption sometimes termed, Sanf
them to himself. The CEdipus Tyrannus is regarded Oreste. On the summit was a temple and grove dednot merely as the chef-d'oeuvre of Sophocles, but also, icated to Apollo, to whom an annual sacrifice was oftill it

as regards the choice and disposition of the fable, as
And yet we know
the finest tragedy of antiquity.
It has been imithat it failed of obtaining the prize.
4. 'Avtated by Seneca, P. Corneille, and Voltaire.
^^
^^
Creon, king of Thebes, had orriyovq,
Antigone.
dered that no one should bestow the rites of burial on
Polynices, and his object in so doing was to punish
him for having borne arms against his country. Anti-

—

gone, sister to the young prince, listening to the dictates of affection rather than those of fear, ventures to
disregard this mandate, and falls a victim to her pious
" The Trachinian Women,''^ or
act.
5. Tpaxiviat,
the death of Hercules.
The scene is laid at Trachis,
and the chorus is composed of young females of the
Seneca has imitated this piece in his Hercountry.
cuUi Furens, and Rotrou in his Hercule Mourant.

—

—

fered by a people of the country, distinguished by the
name of Hirpii, who were on that account held safrom military service and other
cred, and

exempted

2 ) The sacrifice consisted in their
wnthout being
passing over heaps of red-hot embers
Sj7. //o/.. 6,
(iEn.. 11, 785
injured bv the fire.
exhalations
of
the
A remarkable fountain,
175)
as
is
mentioned
existing ia
which were fatal to birds,

duties.

{Plin., 7,

—

the vicinity of this mountain by Pliny (31. 2) and Viiruvius (8, 2.— Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. I, p. 230).

SosiGENEs, an Egyptian

mathematician,

who

as-

sisted Julius Caesar in regulating the Roman calendar.
The philosopher, by tolerably accurate observations,
discovered that the year was 365 days and 6 hours;
to make allowance for the odd hours, he invent-

and,
ed the intercalation of one day in four vears.
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duplication of the sixth day before the calends of
March was called the intercalary day, and the year in

which this took place was styled Bissextile. This
was the Julian year, the reckoning by which commenced 45 B.C., and continued till it gave place to
something more accurate, and a still farther reformation under Pope Gregory XIII.
Sosigenes was the
author of a commentary upon

book de

Aristotle's

houses were

I

I

{

left in
Sparta after the shock had ceased.
(Var. Hist., 6, 7.— Compare Plut., Vit. Cim.—Cic,
de Divin., 1, bO.—Plin., 2, 79.)
It continued without walls during the most
flourishing period of Spartan history, Lycurgus
having inspired his countrymej:
with the idea that the real defence of a town consisted solely in the valour of its citizens.
When,
however, Sparta became subject to despotic rulers,

fortifications were erected, which rendered the town
age of capable of sustaining a regular siege. By that time it
had increased considerably, being
forty-eight stadia
in circumference, as we are informed
by Polybius,
He was Strabo's preceptor. II. An architect who adds, that it was double the size of Megalopolis
tus.
of Cnidus, B.C. 284, who built the tower of Pharos, in regard to the number of its houses and inhabitants,
III. A
in the Bay of Alexandrea.
{Vid. Pharos.)
though it did not occupy an equal extent of ground,
poet, who wrote a poem on the expedition of Xerxes since the circuit of the Arcadian city was fifty stadia.
into Greece.
The remains of Sparta are about two miles distant
Lemaire, ad loc)
{Juv., 10, 178.
SotIdes, I an Athenian poet of the middle come- from the modern town of Misitra. Sir W. Gell ob•'
the walls are of the lower
{Schdll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 115.)— II. A serves, that
dy.
ages, and
Greek poet, a native of Maronea, whose name has de- consist of fragments and blocks taken from ancient
He was edifices. The whole city appears to have been a mile
scended to posterity covered with infamy.
the author of Cinsedologic strains, which exceeded in long, in which were included five hills; some of
impurity anything that had gone before them. These these have ruins on their summits." {Itin. of the Mopoems, at first called lonica, were subsequently de- rea, p 221.
Compare Dodwell, vol. 2, p. 408.)
nominated Sotadica. Having, before leaving Alexwill now proceed to
give a brief outline of Sparandrea, where he had been livmg some time, written a tan history.
According to fable, Lacedaemon, son of
very gross epigram on Ptolemy Philadelphus, that Jupiter, and of the nymph Taygeta, married Sparta,
Sotades was seiz- daughter of Eurotas, king of the Leleges, succeeded
prince caused him to be pursued.
ed in the island of Caunus, enclosed iti a case of his father-in-law on the ihrone, and gave the country
lead, and cast into the sea.
{Alhcn 14, p. 620, ed. his own name, calling the city by that of his wife.
He was probably a Hellenic prince, and one of the
Schweigh., vol. 5, p. 247.)
a
surname
of
the
first
SoTKR,
{Vid. leaders of the Achtean colony, which Archander and
Ptolemy.
Plolemaeus I.)
.\rchiteles led into Laconia, after their expulsion from
Here Lacedaemon, having persuaded the
SoTHis, the Egyptian name of the star Sirius. Phthioiis.

Calo.

Sosii, celebrated booksellers at

Rome,

in the

Horace. (Ep., 1, 20, 2.—Ep. ad Pis., 345.)
SosTRATUs, I. a grammarian in the age of Augus-

—

—

—

—

—

We

,

{Vid. Sirius.)
SoTiATKs, a people of Gaul conquered by Caesar.
Their country, which formed part of Aquitania, extended along the Garumna or Garonne, and their
chief town was Sotiatum, of which some traces still

remain at the modern Sos. {Cas., B. G., 3, 20.)
SoTiON, a grammarian of Alexandrea, preceptor to
Seneca, B.C. 204.
(Sencc, Ep., 49, 50.)
SozoMEN, an ecclesiastical historian, born, according to some, at Salamis, in the island of Cyprus, but,
according to others, at Gaza or Bethulia. in Palestine.
He died 450 A.D. His history extends from the
year 324 to 439, and is dedicated to Theodosius the
Younger, being written in a style of inelegance and

He is chargeable with several notorious
mediocrity.
errors in the relation of facts, and has incurred censure for his commendations of Theodorus of Mopsuesta, with whom originated the heresy of two persons
His history is usually printed with that of
in Christ.
Socrates and the other ecclesiastical historians.
The
best edition is that of Reading, Cantab , 1720, folio.
work of Sozomen, not now extant, containing, in
two books, a summary account of the aflfairs of the
Church from the ascension of our Saviour to the de-

A

natives to receive a colony, gave his own name to the
united people.
Among the most celebrated of the
early kings was Tyndarus, with whose sons Castor

and Pollux the male line of Lacedaemon became extinct.
Menelaus, between whom and Lacedaemon five
kings had reigned, married Helen, the daughter of
Orestes, son
Tyndarus, and thus acquired the throne.
of Agamemnon, who had married Hermione, the
daughter of Menelaus, united Argos and Mycens
with Lacedaemon.
In the reign of his son and successor Tisamenes, it was conquered by the Heraclidae,
about 1080 B.C., who established a diarchy or double
For, as neither the
dynasty of two kings in Sparta.
mother nor the Delphic oracle could decide which of
the twin sons of Arisiodemus, Eurysihenes and Procles, was first born, the province of Laconia was asand it was determined
signed to them in common
that the descendants of both should succeed them.
The Lacedaemonians, however, had little cause to rejoice at the arrival of the foreigners, whose fierce disputes, under seven rulers of both houses, distracted
;

the country with civil feuds, while it was, at the same
time, involved in constant wars with its neighbours,
The royal authority was
particularly the Argives.

was written before his history.
Sparta, a celebrated city of Greece, the capital of
It was situated in a plain of some extent,
Laconia.
bounded on one side by the chain of Taygetus, on the

continually becoming feebler, and the popular power
was increased by these divisions, until the govern-

other by the less elevated ridge of Mount Thornax,
In the age of
and through which flowed the Euroias.
Thucydides it was an inconsiderable town, without
the
fortifications, presenting rather
appearance of a
collection of villages than of a regularly-planned and

was

feat of Licinius,

The

ment ended in an ochlocracy. At this time LycurHe
gus was born for the healing of the troubles.
the only

man

in

whom

all

parties confided

;

and,

under the auspices of the gods, whose oracle he consulted, he established a new constitution of gevernment in Sparta (about 830 B.C.), and th\]s became
the savioui of his country.

Lacedsemon now acquired

public buildings also were very
few, and these conspicuous neither for their size nor arso that the appearance of Lacedaechitectural beauty

manifested in her wars against
vigour, which was
her neighbours, particularly in the two long Messenian
wars, which resulted in the subjugation of the Messe-

as the historian observes, conveyed a very inadequate idea of the power and resources of the nation
Before the Peloponnesian war, a great por(I, 10).
tion of the city had been destroyed by an earthquake,

The battle of Thermopylae {B.C.
nians (B.C. 668).
480), in which the Spartan king Leonidas successfully
resisted the Persian forces at the head of a small body
of his countrvmen, gave Sparta so much distinction

which also occasioned considerable damage

among

parts of the

to yield the

well-built city.

:

mon,

country.
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land and sea, to the Spartans.
Pausanias, guardian
of the infant son of Lconidas, gained the celebrated
virlory of Plataea over the Persians (B.C. 479), at the
head of the aUies.
On the same day, the Grecian

army and fleet, under the command of the Spartan
king Leotychides, and the Athenian general Xanthippu8, defeated tlie Persians, by land and sea, near My-

With

the rise of the political importance of
Sparta, the social organization of the nation was deThe
veloped.
power of the kings was gradually limitAfter the
ed, vvhile that of the ephori was increased.
Persians had been victoriously repelled, the Grecian
cale.

warlike habits, carried on hosThe jealousy of Sparta
against each other.
towards Athens rose to such a height, that the Lacedtemonians, under pretence that the Persians, in case
of a retiewal of the war, would find a tenable position
Athens, opposed the rebuilding of its walls and the
fortification of the Piraeus.
Themistocles, discerning
the real grounds of this proceeding, balfled the
designs
stales,

havmg acquired

tilities

m

Sparta by a stratagem, and thus contributed to
increase- the ill-will of that state towards Athens.
The tyrannical conduct of Pausanias alienated the
other allies from Sparta
and most of them submitted
to the command of Athens.
But, while Sparta was
of

;

learnmg moderation, Athens became so arrogant towards the confederates, that they again attached themselves to the former power, which now began to

make

preparations in secret for a

new

struggle.

The

Athenians, however, formally renounced the friendship of Sparta, and began hostilities (B.C. 431). This
war, the Peloponnesian, ended in the ascendancy of
Sparta, and the entire humiliation of her rival (405).
The rivalry of the Spartan general Lysander and the

king Pausanias soon after produced a revolution,
which delivered the Athenians from the Spartan yoke.
The Spartans next became involved in a war with
Persia, by joining Cyrus the Younger in his rebellion
The Peragainst his brother Artaxerxes Mnemon.
sian throne was shaken by the victories of Agesi-

but Athens, Thebes, Corinth, and some of
;
the Peloponnesian states were instigated by Persian
to
declare war against the Lacedaemonians, who
gold
laus

found it necessary to recall Agesilaus.
The latter
defeated the Thebans at Coroiia^a ; but, on the other
hand, the Athenian commander, Conon, gained a victory over the Spartan fleet at Cnidus, and took fifty
This war, known as the Boeotian or Cogalleys.
rinthian war, lasted eight years, and increased the reputation and power of Athens by the successes of her
admiral, Conon, and her fortunate expeditions against
the Spartan coasts and the islands of the ..-Egean.
The arrogance of Athens again involved her in hostilities with Persia; and Aiitalcidas (B.C. 388) concluded the peace which bears his name, and which, though
highly advantageous to Persia, delivered Sparta from
The ambitious designs of Sparta in
her enemies.
concluding this peace soon became apparent : she continued to o()press her allies, and to sow dissension in
every quarter, that she might have an opportunity of
Besides other outrages, she occuacting as umpire.
pied, without provocation, the city of Thebes, and introduced an aristocratical constitution there.
Pelopidas delivered Thebes, and the celebrated Theban war
followed, in which .\thens took part, at first against
The latter was
Sparta, bot afterward in her favour.
so much enfeebled by the war that she thenceforward

No
Greece.
and the Mamade himself master of

ceased to act a distinguished part
state

was strong enough

in

to take the lead,

cedonian king Philip at last
all Greece.
Agis, king of Sparta, one of the bravest
and noblest of its princes, ventured to maintain a strugbut he lost his life in
gle for the liberties of Greece
the battle of Megalopolis, against Antipater.
Archidamus IV. was attacked by Demetrius Poliorcetes, and
New troubles soon
Sparta was saved with difficulty.
;

7U

arose

Cleonymus, nephew of the king Areus, intrited
Pyrrhus into the country in aid of his ambitious pro*
jects, which were frustrated, partly by the negligenc*
of Pyrrhus, and partly by the courage of the Spartana.
Luxury and licentiousness were continually growing
more and more prevalent, and, though several tiuc:

ceeding kings attempted to restore the constitution of
Lycurgus, and restram the power of the ephori, it was
without success.
Cleomenes, indeed, accomplished a
After an obstitiatc
reform, but it was not permanent.
war against the Achxans and Antigonus, king of Macedonia, Cleomenes fled to Egypt, where he died.
The state remained three years without a head, and
was then ruled by the tyrants Machanidas and Nabis,
by the

latter of

were committed.

whom

the

most atrocious cruelties

The Romans and

the

Achsan leagao

effected the final fall of the state, which had been upheld for a short time by Nabis.
Sparta was obliged
to join the Achaean
league, with which it afterward

passed under the dominion of the Romans.
{EncyAmeric, vol. 11, p. 529, seqq.) This appears the
proper place to make a f«w remarks relative to the
The first important change
legislation of Lycurgus.
introduced by this lawgiver into the Spartan constitution was the creation of a senate, consisting of twentyeight members, who, being, in all matters of deliberation, possessed of equal authority with the kings,
proved an effectual check against any infringement of
the laws on their part, and preserved a just balance in
the state by supporting the crown against the encroachments of the people, and protecting the latter against

—

clop.

It was also
any undue influence of the regal power.
enacted that the people should be occasionally summoned, and have the power of deciding any question
No measure, however, could origiproposed to them.
nate with them ; they had only the right of approving
or rejecting what was submitted to them by the senata
and two kings.
But, as danger was to be apprehended from various attempts subsequently made by the
people to extend their rights in these meetings, it was
at length ordained that, if the latter endeavoured to
alter any law, the kings and senate should dissolve the
assembly and annul the amendment. With a view of
counterbalancing the great power thus committed to
the legislative assembly, and which might degenerate
into oligarchy, five annual magistrates were appointed,
named ephori, whose oflSce it was, like that of the
tribunes at Rome, to watch over the interests of the
of the
people, and protect them against the influence

—

{Vid. Ephori.)
Lycurgus, in order to
aristocracy.
banish wealth and luxury from the state, made a new
division of lands, by which the income and possessions
He divided the territory
of all were rendered equal.
of Sparta into 9000 portions, and the remainder of
Laconia into 30,000, of which one lot was assigned to
each citizen and inhabitant. These parcels of land
were supposed to produce seventy medimni of grain
for a man and twelve for a woman, besides a sufficient

The more eflfectually
quantity of wine and oil.
banish the love of riches, the Spartan lawgiver prohibited the use of gold and silver, and allowed only iron
money, affixing even to this the lowest value. He
also instituted public repasts termed Phidilia, where
all the citizens partook in common of such frugal fare
The kings even were "not exas the law directed.
with the other
empted from this regulation, but ate
citizens ; the only distinction observed with respect to
double
a
them
that of
portion of food.
to

being

having

The Spartan custom

of eating in

public appears to

have been borrowed from the Cretans, who called
these repasts Andria.
{PluL, Vit. Lycvrg— Ariaof seven, all the Spartot., Polit., 2, 8.)— At the age
tan'children. by the laws of Lycurgus, were enrolled
in companies, and educated agreeably to his rules of
and exercise, which were strictly enforced.
discipline

These varied according

to the ages of the boys, bul
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SPA
were not entirely remitted even after they had attained
to manhood.
For it was a maxim with Lycurgus,
that no
try.

man

should live for himself, but for his coun-

Every Spartan,
and the

was regarded as a
resembled a great camp,

therefore,

city itself
a fixed allowance, and was reIn order that they
quired to perform regular service.
might have more leisure to devote themselves to
soldier,

PE

S

where every one had

march on Rome.
fect,

Rome,

Had

been carried
must have fallen

this plan

in all probability,

into efinto the

hands of the combined forces but the tumultuous followers of Spartacus, longing for the pillage of the capital, compelled their leader to abandon his intention,
and bend his course towards Rome.
He was met and
completely routed by the prsetor Crassus. who thus ac;

quired

some renown

in war, in addition

to the influ-

martial pursuits, they were forbidden to exercise any
mechanical arts or trades, which, together with the
labours of agriculture, devolved upon the Helots.
Till the seventh year the child was kept in the gy-

ence which he possessed from his unequalled wealth.
Spartacus behaved with great valour; when woundod
in the
leg, he fought on his knees, covering himself
with his buckler in one hand, and using his sword with
care
of
under
the
the
women
from that age the other and when at last he fell, it was upon a heap
naeceum,
to the eighteenth year they were called boys {npuri)- of Romans whom he had sacrificed to his fury (B.C.
In this battle no less than 40,000 of the follow71).
/»ef), and thence to the age of thirty youths {k<p^6ot).
In the thirtieth year the Spartan entered the period of ers of Spartacus were slain, and the war was thus
manhood, and enjoyed the full rights of a citizen. At brought to an end. (PluL, Vit. Crass.
Liv.,Epit.y
the age of seven the boy was withdrawn from the pa- 97.— Eulrop., 6, 2.—Paterc., 2, 30 )
ternal care, and educated under the public eye, in comSparti {'LnapToi), a name given to the men who
pany with others of the same age, without distinction sprang from the dragon's teeth which Cadmus sowed.
of rank or fortune.
If any person withheld his son They all destroyed one another except five, who surfrom the care of the state, he forfeited his civil rights. vived, and assisted Cadmus in building Thebes. The
The principal object of attention, during the periods names of the five, as given by the scholiast on Euripof boyhood and youth, was the physical education, ides {Phoemss., 498), are Chthonius, Udaeus, Pelorus,
which consisted in the practice of various gvmnasiic Hyperenor, and Echion.
{Vid. ("admus )

—

;

;

—

exercises

—

running, leaping, throwing the discus, wresThese
boxing, ihe chase, and the pancralium.
exercises were performed naked, in certain buildings
tling,

Besides gymnastics, dancing and
the military exercises were practised.
A singular custom was the flogging of boys {diamastigosis) on the
annual festival of Diana Orihia, for the purpose of incalled

gymnasia.

( Vtd. Bomonuring them to bear pain with firmness.
To teach the youth cunning, vigilance, and
ica.)
activity, they were encouraged to practise theft in certain cases
but if detected, they were flogged, or obliged to go without foo«l, or compelled to dance round
the altar, singmg songs in ridicule of themselves.
The
dread of the shame consequent on being discovered
sometimes led to the most extraordinary acts. Thus
it is related that a
boy who had stolen a young fox,
and concealed it under his clothes, suflTered it to gnaw
out his bowels rather than reveal the theft by sufferModesty of deportment was
ing the fox to escape.
also particularly attended to
and conciseness of lan;

Spartani or SPARTiATiE, the inhabitants of Sparta.
Spartianus .^Lius, a Roman historian in the
In his life of .^lius Verus, he
reign of Dioclesian.
informs us of his intention to give the biographies of
all the emperors and Caesars from the time of Julius.

Whether he ever executed this project is uncertain
we have only from his pen the lives of Hadrian. .^Hus
:

Verus, Didius Julianus, Septimius SeAerus, Pescennius Niger, Caracalla, and Geia, among which the first
part of the life of Hadrian, ilrawn from good sources,
The first part of these biographies is
is the best.
that of Caracalla to no one ;
addressed «o Dioclesian
the life of Geta is dedicated to Constantine.
Heyne,
therefore, is led to conclude that the last mentioned
;

Casaubon had startbiography is not by Spartianus.
ed this opinion before him.
Spartianus is not rehis
markable for historical arrangement and method
of the
style also bears evident marks of the decline
His works form part of the collection
language.
known by the name of " Scriptores Historia Augusguage was so much studied, that the term laconic is ta,''^ the best edition of which is that from the Ijey2 vols. 8vo.—Srh'6ll,
still employed to
signify a short and pithy manner of den press (Lugd. Bat , 1671.
The Spartans were the only people of Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 153. Bdhr, Gesch. Rom.
speaking.
Greece who avowedly despised learning, and excluded Lit., p. 337).
it from the education of
Their whole instrucSperchius i'ZTrepxeioc), a river of Thessaly, flowyouth.
a lofty range forming
tion consisted in learning obedience to their superiors,
ing from Mount Tymphrestus,
the endurance of all hardships, and to conquer or die part of the chain of Pindus, in the country of the
The youth were, however, carefully instruct- JEnianes. {Strabo, 433.) Homer frequently menin war.
ed in a knowledge of the laws, which, not being re- tions this river as belonging to the territory of Achilduced to writing, were taught orally. The education les, around the Malian Gulf. {II., 16, 174.—/*., 23,
of the females was entirely different from that of the 142.) The tragic poets likewise allude to it. {JEsch.,
Instead of remaining at home, as in Ath- Pers., 492.
The ancient
Athenians.
Soph., Phloct., 722.)
ens, spinning, &c.,*they danced in public, wrestled name appears to have reference to its rapid course
^'
The modern apwith each other, ran on the course, threw the discus, {aizepxcadaL,
to move rapidly'^).
The object of this training of the women was to pellation /is the Hellada.
&.C.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece,

—

:

;

—

—

give a vigorous constitution to their children.
{EncyCramer^ s Anc.
clop. Americ, vol. 11, p. 529, seqq.
Greexe, vol. 3, p. 158, seqq.)
Spartacus, a celebrated gladiator, a Thracian by

—

who escaped from the gladiatorial training-school
Capua along with some of his companions, and was
soon followed by great numbers of other gladiators.
Bands of desperate men, slaves, murderers, robbers,
and pirates, flocked to him from all quarters and he
soon found himself at the head of a force able to bid defiance to Rome.
Four consular armies were successively defeated by this daring adventurer, and Rome itself
was considered in imminent danger. But subordination could not be maintained \n an army composed of
such materials.
Spartacus proposed to march into
Gaul, invite Sertorius to join him, and then together
1258

birth,

at

;

vol.

1, p. 438.)
Speusippus, an Athenian

philosopher, nephew to
Plato, who occupied the chair of instruction during
the term of eight years from the death of his master.
Through the interest of Plato, he enjoyed an intimate
was resident at Athfriendship with Dion while he
and it was at his instigation that Dion, encourens
;

the malcontents
aged by the promise of support from
of Syracuse, undertook his expedition against Dionysius the Tyrant, by whom he had been banished.

Contrary to the practice of Plato, Speusippus required
He placed statues
from his pupils a stated gratuity.
of the graces in the school which Plato had built. On
account of his infirm state of health, he was commonOn
the academy in a vehicle.
ly carried to and from
his way thither be one day met Diogenes and saluted

STA

SPI
him

f

the surly philosopher refused to return the sa-

and told him that such a feeble wrelch ought to
be ashamed to live ; to which Speusipfius replied,
At
that he lived, not in his litnbs, but in his mind.
lute,

length,

stroke

being
for the

incapacitated by a paralytic
duties of the chair, he resigned it to

wholly

He is said to have been of a violent
Xenocrates.
temper, fond of pleasure, and exceedingly avaricious.
Speusippus wrote many philosophical works which are
lost, but which Aristotle thought sufficiently valuable to purchase at the expense of three talents.
From the few fragments which remain of his philosophy, it appears that he adhered very strictly to the
doctrines of his master.
{Enfield, History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 243, seqq.)
an
island
off the coast of Mycenae,
Sphact&ria,
and at the entrance of the harbour of Pylos MesseniIt was also known by
acus, which it nearly closed.
the name of Sphagia, which it still retains.
Sphacteria is celebrated in Grecian history for the defeat and
of
a
Lacedaemonian
in
detachment
the sevcapture

now

enth year of the Peloponnesian war.
{Strabo, 359.)
Sphinx, a fabulous monster, an account of which
will be found under the article (Edipus.
The Sphinx
is not mentioned by Homer ; but the
legend is no-

—

ticed in the

Theogony

(v. 326),

where she

is

called

t^. Though this legend is probably older than the
time of the hrst intercourse with Egypt, the Theban
monster bears a great resemblance to the symbolical
statues placed before the temples of that land of mysIn the pragmatizing days it was said {Pausan.,
tery.
9, 26) that the Sphinx was a female pirate, who used
to land at Anthedon, and advance to the Pbicean Hill,
whence she spread her ravages over the country.
CEdipus, according to these expounders of mythology,
a numerous army, and defeated and slew her.
{Keighlley's Mythology, p.
The Sphinx was a favourite emblem
341, not.)
among the ancient Egyptians, and served, according
to some, as a type of the enigmatic nature of the

came from Corinth with

—

Egyptian theology. M. Maillet is of opinion that the
union of the head of a virgin with the body of a lion
is
is

a symbol of what happens in Egypt when the Sun
in the signs of Leo and Virgo, and the Nile over-

Herodotus, however, the Egyptians had also their Androsphinges, with the body of
a lion and the face of a man.
At the present day
there still remains, about 300 paces east of the second
flows.

According

to

pyramid, a celebrated statue of a sphinx, cut in the
solid rock. Formerly, nothing but the head, neck, and
lop of the back were visible, the rest being sunk in the
It was, at an expense of 800/. or 900/ (consand.
tributed by some European gentlemen), cleared from
the accumulated sand in front of it under the superintendence of Captain Caviglia. This monstrous production consists of a virgin's head joined to the body
The body is principally formed out
of a quadruped.
the paws are of masonry, extendof the solid rock
between the paws
ing forward 50 feet from the body
are several sculptured tablets, so arranged as to form
a small temple ; and farther forward a square altar
The length of the statue, from the forewith horns.
The face
part of the neck to the tail, is 125 feet.
has been disfigured by the arrows and lances of the
Arabs, who are taught by their religion to hold all images of men or animals in detestation.
Spina, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, near the entrance
of the most southern branch of the Padus, called from
;

;

it

Ostium Spineticum.

If

who

we

are to believe Dionysius

derives his information appaLesbos {Ant. Rom., 1, 18),
Spina was founded by a numerous band of Pelasgi,
who arrived on this coast from Epirus long before the
Trojan war. The same writer goes on to state that,
in process of time, this colony became very flourishing, and held for many years the dominion of the sea,

of Halicarnassus,

rently from Hellanicus of

fruits of which it was enabled to present t9
the temple of Delphi tithe oflferings more costly than
those of any other city.
Afterward, however, being
attacked by an overwhelming force of the

from the

surrounding

barbarians, the Pelasgi

were forced

to quit their bcttle-

It appears that no
ment, and finally to abandon Italy.
doubt can be entertained of the existence of a Greek
city of this name, near one of the mouths of the Po,
it is noticed in the
Periplus of Scylax (p. 13), and
by the geographers Eudoxus and Artemidorus, as cited
Sirabo
by Stephanos of Byzantium {*. v. Drfva).
also speaks of it as having been once a celebrated city.
The same geographer adds, that Spina was still in existence when he wrote, though reduced to the condi'
tionof a mere village. {Strab., 214.
Plin,t
/d.,42l.

since

—

—

But

the extreme antiquity which is Msigned
to the foundation of this city by Dionysius of Halicar3, 6.)

nassus has been thought by some modern critics to
be liable to dispute.
(Consult, in particular, the di>sertation of Freret, Mem. rf« I'Acad. des Inscr., vol.
18, p. 90.)
Spina would seem to have stood on tha
left bank of the Po di Primaro, not far from the later

—

town

{Cram£r''s Anc.

or village of Argenta.

Italy,

vol. 1, p. 97, seqq.)

SpinthIrus, a Corinthian architect. By the order
of the Amphictyonic council he erected a new temple
at Delphi after the burning of the old one (OKmp.
B.C. 544).
58.1.
Respecting the latter event, consult Philochor. fragm., p. 45.
Clinton, Fast. Hell.,
The age of Spintharus may be very probably
p. 4.

—

—

Olymp. 60. {SilUg, Diet. Art., s. v.)
Spoletium, a city of Umbria, northeast of Interam-

fixed about
na, in

the southwestern section of the country.

was colonized A.IJ.C. 512

{Veil.

Paterc,

1, 14),

It

and

is famous in history for having withstood an attack
from Hannibal after the battle of Thrasymene. {Lit.,
This resistance had the effect of checking the
22. 9.)
advance of the Carthaginian general towards Rome,
and compelled him to draw off his forces to Picenum. It should be observed, however, that Polybius
makes no mention of this attack upon Spoletium but
i

expressly states that

it

to approach Rome
to the seacoast (3, 86).

was not Hannibal's intention
army

at that time, but to lead his

in the civil

tion.

This city suffered severely
wars of Marius and Sylla, from proscrip-

{Flor., 3,

The modern name
vol. 1, p.

2l.—Appian,
is

Spoleio.

Bell.

Ctv.,

5, 33.)

{Cramer's Anc. Italy,

271.)

Sporades, a name given by the Greeks to the numerous islands scattered (like so many seed, OKeipu,
sevspargo) around the Cyclades, with which, in fact,
eral of them are intermixed, and those also which lay
towards Crete and the coast of Asia Minor.
{Strabo,

484.— 5cy/.,

Peripl., p.

IS.— Plin.,

4, 12.)

Spurinna, an astrologer, who told Csesar to beware
As he went to the senate-house
of the ides of March.
on the morning of the ides, Csesar said to Spurinna,
'•
•'
Fm," replied SpuThe ides are at last come.'''
" but not
Caesar was assassinated a
rinna,
short time after.

44,

yet past.''
{Sueton., Vit. Jul,

\8.— Val. Max.,

8,

81.— Dio

Cass.,

11,2.)

about
Stabi.*:, a town of Campania, on the coast,
two miles below the river Sarnus, now Castelamart
It was once a place of some note, bat,
di Stabia.
the civil wars,
having been destroyed by Sylla during
its site was chiefly occupied by villas and pleasureIt was at Stabise, after bar{Plin., 3, 5.)
grounds.

his friend Pomponianus, that
ing just left the villa of
the elder Pliny fell a victim to his ardent curiosity and

knowledge. {Pltn, Ep.,S, \6.) According
Columella {R. R, 10), this spot was celebrated for
and such was the excellence of the pasits fountains
thirst for

to

;

the milk of this district waa
and nutritious than that

its vicinity, that
wholesome
reputed to be more

tures in

of any other country.

(Cramer's AncUnt

Italy,

voL

STE

ST A
Stagira, a city of Macedonia, on the upper shore of
Ihe peninsula of Mount Athos, near its junction with
ihe mainland, and on the coast of the Sinus Strymonicus. It was a colony of Andros, as we learn
from Thucydides (4, 188), and celebrated as the birlh-

Some
{Diog. Laert., 5, 14, seq.)
pldce of Aristotle.
trace of the ancient name is apparent in that of Stauros.
a
Staseas,
peripatetic philosopher, who resided
many years at Rome with M. Piso. {Cic., de Oral.,
22.—
W., Fin., 5, 3, et 25.)
1,
Stasinus, an early poet of Cyprus, the author, according to some, of the Cyprian Epics, which others
ascribe to Hegesias.
This poem, entitled in Greek to.
Kvirpta tiTTj, was in eleven books, and comprehended
for its subject the whole period from the
nuptials of
Peleus and Thetis to the time when Jupiter resolved
to excite the quarrel between Achilles and
Agamemnon.
It would appear from a
passage in Herodotus
(2, 117), that this

The Hymn

mer.

poem was ascribed by some to Hoto Venus is
thought to have formed

We

the Cyprian Epics.
have only a few
verses otherwise remaining of the poem.
{Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. I, p. 166, seq.)
I.
the
sister and wife of Darius, taken
Statira,
captive by Alexander, who treated her with the utmost
She
died
in
childbed, and was buried by the
respect.
conqueror with great magnificence. {Plut., Vit. Alex.
part of

— Consult,

however, the remarks of Bougainville, as

to the accuracy of Plutarch's statement
respecting the
cause of her death, Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., vol.

25,

p.

34, seqq.)

—

II.

The

eldest daughter of

Da-

The nuptials
marriage by Alexander.
at Susa with great
magnificence.
She appears to have changed her name to Arsinoe
•fter this union.
This is Droysen's conjecture, which

rius,

taken

in

were celebrated

seems happily
which we find

explain the variations in the name
in Arrian (7, 4), compared with Pholius (p. 686, seq.) and other authors.
{ThhlwaWs
She was murdered by RoxGreece, vol. 7, p 77.)
ana, who was aided in this by Perdiccas.
{Plul., Vit.
III. A wife of Artaxerxes Mnemon,
Alex., sub fin.)
poisoned by her mother-in-law, Queen Parysatis.
to

—

Artax.)— IV.

A sister of Mithradates the
,
Great, celebrated for the fortitude with which she met
her end, when Mithradates, after his defeat by Lucullus, sent Bacchides, the eunuch, with orders to put his

(Hlut

Vit.

wives and sisters to death.
{Plut., Vit. LucuU.)
StatTus, Publius Papinius, a Latin epic poet, bom
at Neapolis A.D. 61, and descended from a
family
that came originally from Epirus.
His father, who

was distinguished by his talent for poetry, taught at
Neapolis the Greek and Latin languages and literature.
Statius received his education at Rome, his
father having gone with him to this city, where he became one of the preceptors of the young Domitian.
This prince fixed his attention on the son of his instructer, who had been recommended to him by Paris,
a celebrated comedian, and a favourite of Domitian.
Statius, who was very poor, had sold to this actor his
tragedy of Agave, which Paris published as his own
Out of gratitude, he invited the poet to
composition.
a grand imperial banquet.
Statius gained the prize
three times in the Alban games, but was defeated in
At the age of nineteen years he marthe Capitoline.

—

It is divided into five books, and
langes.
coraprehends thirty-two small poems, mostly written in hexEach book has a preface in prose, and is
ameters.
dedicated to one of the friends of the poet.
In the
preface to the first book Statius informs us that these

poems have been composed in haste that no one of
them occupied more than two days, and that some are
the work of merely a single day.
These pieces treat
we find among them a compliof various subjects
;

:

mentary effusion addressed to Domjtian, on the occasion of an equestrian statue being erected to him
an
an ode for Lucan's birthday, &c.
epithalainium
Statius has also left an epic poem in twelve books, entitled Theba'is ("The Thebaid"), and the commencement of another, called Achilleis, which his death preThe Thebaid, addressvented him from completing.
ed to Domitian, is, like the Punica of Silius Italicus,
the Argonautica of Valerius Flaccus, and the Pharsalia of Lucan, rather a historic than an epic
poem. The
principal source whence Statius borrowed was the
poet Anti machos, whose Thebaid has not come down
The subject of the Theto us
his model was Virgil.
baid was well chosen the war between the sons of
GEdipus offered a fable truly epic, and rich in fearful
scenes.
Statius, however, has spoiled it, by giving it
an historical form, adorned merely with episodes and
He is not wanting in imagination, and in
machinery.
in this respect,
bold and daring ideas and sentiments
but he
indeed, he is preferable to Valerius Flaccus
is
ignorant of the sublime art in which Homer surpasses all poets, that of giving each hero an individual
character.
His diction is deficient in simplicity and
native ease; he mistakes exaggeration for grandeur,
and subtle refinements for proofs of talent. These
;

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

defects are the characteristics of his age, as well as
that of making a great display of erudition, a fault
which shows itself in all the epic poets of this period.

Scaliger passes rather a favourable opinion on Statius.
According to this critic, he ranks next to Virgil. {PoOf the Achilleis, Statius finished only
et., 6, p 841.)

—

It is
the second remains imperfect.
probable that this poem, had the author lived to finish
the
same
beauties
the
and
it, would have presented
same defects as the Thebaid. The pran was defective ; the poet had not attended to unity of action, but
proposed to himself to give the entire life of his hero.
The best editions of Statius are, that of Gronovius,
Amst., 1653, 12mo; that of Barth, Cygnce, 1664, 2

the

first

book

;

—

that of Markland (the Sylva merely), Lond.,
;
1728, 4to ; and that of Amar and Lemaire, Paris,
1825, 4 vols. Svo.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2,
p. 303, seqq.)
Stator, a surname of Jupiter, given him by Romulus, because he stopped the flight of the Romans in

vols. 4to

their battle with the Sabines, after the carrying off

by

Romulus erected
of the Sabine virgins.
a temple on the spot where he had stood when he inin prayer, to stay the flight of his forvoked

Romans

the

Jupiter,

The name

is derived a sistendo.
{Liv., 1, 12.)
SxEf-Lio, a youth turned into a kind of lizard by
the
derided
he
{Ovid, Met.,
Ceres, because
goddess.

ces.

5,

461.)

Stentor, a Grecian warrior in the army against
Troy. His voice was louder than the combined voices
her name was Claudia; of fifty men.
He is erroneously regarded by some
ried the widow of a musician
and he extols, in many of his productions, her abilities commentators as a mere herald. {Ham., II., 5, 785,
and virtues. Disgusted at last, as he himself informs seq.
Heyne, ad loc.)
Stentoris Lacus, an estuary which the Hebrjs
us, at the luxury of the Romans, he retired, a year before his death, to a small estate in the vicinity of Na- forms at its mouth.
{Herod., 7, 58.)
Stephancs, a grammarian, who flourished, as is
ples, which the emperor, perhaps, had given him, and
He
there died, still quite young, A.D. 96.
Statius gained conjectured, about the close of the fifth century.
many admirers at Rome by the great facility with was professor in the imperial college at (Constantinowords
dewhich Nature had endowed him for composing verses, ple, and composed a dictionary containing
on the spur of the moment, upon all kinds of subjects. noting the names of places, and designating the inhabHe collected these productions together in a work itants°of those places. Of this work there exists only
which he entitled Sylvce, or, as we would call it, Mi- an abridgment made by Hermclaus, and dedicated to
1260
;

—

—

STH
the

Emperor

Justinian.

STI

This work was known by the

llnXeuv, de Urbibus, but that of the original
hence it has been inferred that the au;
It
intention was to write a geographical work.

title TTepl

was EdvtKu
:)or's

that Stephanus, who is usually quoted by the
of Stephanus Byzantinus, or Stephanus of Byzantium, not only gave in his original work a catalogue
of countries, cities," nations, and colonies, but, as opportunity ofTered, he described the characters of different nations, mentioned the founders of cities, and
related the mythological traditions connected with
each place, mingled with grammatical and etymological remarks.
All this appears not in the meager
have a fragment,
bridgment of Hermolaus.
however, remaining of the original work relative to
Dodona. The best edition of Stephanus is that of

cems

title

We

Berkell, completed by Gronovius, L. Bat, 1688, fol.
There is a very recent edition of the text by Westermann. Lips , 1839, 8vo. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol.
7, p. 36.)

Stesichorus, a Greek lyric poet, born at Himera,
He
Sicily, and who flourished about 570 B.C.
lived in the time of Phalaris, and was contemporary
with Sappho, Alcaeus, and Pittacus.
{Clinton, Fast.
His special business was the training
Hellen., p. 5.)
and directing of choruses, and he assumed the name

m

" leader of
of Stesichorus, or
choruses," his original

name being

Tisias.

This occupation must have

re-

in his family in Himera ; a younger
Himera came, in Olympiad 73.1 (B.C

mained hereditary

Stesichorus of
485), to Greece as a poet {Marm., Par., ep. 50)
and a third Stesichorus of Himera was victor at
;

Athens

in

Olympiad 102.3 (B.C. 370).

The

eldest

of them, Stesichorus-Tisias, made a great change in
He it was who first
the artistical form of the chorus.
broke the monotonous alternation of the strophe and
antistrophe through a whole poem, by the introduc-

measure, and by this
means made the chorus stand still. The chorus of
Stesichorus seems to have consisted of a combination
the
of several rows or members of eight dancers
number eight appears, indeed, from various traditions,
him.
The
to have been, as it were, consecrated by
On his armusical accompaniment was the cithara.
rangement of the strophe, antistrophe, and epode, was
" the three
founded the Greek proverb.
things of SteHis compositions,
sichorus^^ {tu rpla iTTjaixopov).
which consisted of hymns in honour of the gods, odes
in praise of heroes, lyrico-epic poems, such as an 'IXlov
ripoic (" Destruction of Tray''), an Oresfiad, &c.,
were written in the Doric dialect, and are all now lost
Stesichorus possessed, acexcept a few fragments.
cording to Dionysius, all the excellences and graces of
Pindar and Simonides, and surpassed them both in
the grandeur of his subjects, in which he well preserved the characteristics of manners and persons ;
tion of the epode, diflfering in

;

and Quintilian represents him as having displayed the
selection of weighty
sublimity of his genius by the
wars and the actions of
topics, such as important
he sustained with his lyre
greut commanders, in which
the dignity of epic poetry.
Accordingly, Ale.xander
the Great ranks him among those who were the proper
He was the inventor of the fable
study of princes.
of the horse and the stag, which Horace and some
other poets have imitated, and this he wrote to prevent his countrymen from making an alliance with
Phalaris.
The best collections of the fragments of
Stesichorus are given by Blomfield, in the Museum
Crilicum, No. 6. p. 256 ; and by Kleine, Berol, 1828,
8vo.
They are also found in Gaisford's Poeta Minores Grctci, cd. Lips, vol. 3, p. 336-348.
Hist. Lit. Gr, p. 198 )

{Mullcr,

Sthenklus, I. a king of Mycenae, son of Perseus
He married Nicippe, the daughter
and Andromeda.
of Pelops, by whom he had two daughters, and a son
The name of this son is connect*
called Eurystheus.

ed with the legend of Hercules, he
having been hott
before Hercules, and, therefore,
cierciBing a control
over him.
II.
A
son of Capaneoi.
(Vid. Hercules.)
He was one of the Epigoni, and also one- of the soiterc
of Helen.
He went to the Trojan war, and was, ac-

—

cording to Virgil,

up

in the

in the

wooden

number

horee.

of those

who were

{Pausan.,2,

18.

shot
— Virg
,

JEn., 2, 10.)

Sthenobcea, a daughter of Jobatea, king of Lycia,
married Proetus, king of Argoa.
She became enamoured of Bellerophon, who had taken refuge at her
husband^s court after the murder of hia brother ; and
when he refused, she falsely accused him before Prcatus of attempts upon her virtue.
{Vid. Bellerophon )

who

StilIcho, a Vandalic general,

Emperor Theodosius

the Great,

in the service

of the

whose niece Serena he

married.
Theodosius having bequeathed the empire
of the East to his son Arcadius, and that of the Wcat
to his second son Honorius, the former was left under
the care of Rufinus, and the latter under the
guardianNo sooner was Theodosius removed
ship of Stilicho.

by death, than Rufinus stirred up an invasion of the
Goths, in order to procure the sole dominion
but
Stilicho put down this scheme, and effected the destruction of his rival.
After suppressing a revolt in
Africa, he marched against Alaric, whom he signally
defeated at Pollentia.
After this, in A.D. 406, he repelled an invasion of barbarians, who penetrated into
under
Italy
Rhadagasius, a Hun or Vandal leader,
who formerly accompanied Alaric, and effected the
entire destruction of the force and its leader.
Either
from motives of policy or from state necessity, he
then entered into a treaty with Alaric, whose
pretensions upon the Roman treasury for a
subsidy he
warmly supported. This conduct excited a suspicion
of his treachery on the part of Honorius, who massa;

cred

all

his friends during his absence.

intelligence of this fact at the

He

received

camp of Bononia {Bo-

whence he was obliged to flee to Ravenna.
Here he took shelter in a church, from which he was
inveigled by a solemn oath that no harm was intended
him, and was conveyed to immediate execution, which
he endured in a manner worthy his great military character.
Stilicho was charged with the design of deJogna),

throning Honorius, in order to advance his son Eucherius in his place ; and the memory of this distinguished
captain has been treated by the ecclesiastical writers
with great severity.
Zosimus, however, although
otherwise unfavourable to him, acquits him of the
treason which was laid to his charge ; and he will live
in the poetry of Claudian as the most distinguished
commander of his age. {Encyclop. Anuric , vol. 13,
7.
Gibbon, Decline and Fall, c. 29, seq.)
p.
Stilpo, a philosopher of Megara, who flourished
He was not only celebrated for his
about 336 B C.
eloquence and skill in dialectics, but for the success
with which he applied the moral precepts of philosophy to the correction of his natural propensities.
Though in his youth he had been much addicted to
intemperance and licentious pleasures, after he had
ranked himself among philosophers he was never
known to violate the laws of sobriety or chastity.
With respect to riches he exercised a virtuous moderWhen Ptolemy Soter, at the taking of Megaation.
ra, presented him with a large sum of money, and requested him to accompany him to Egypt, he returned
the greater part of the present, and chose to retire, duat Megara, to the island of iEgma.
ritjg Ptolemy's stay
Afterward, when Megara was again taken by Demetrius, son of Antigonus, the conqueror ordered the eoldiers to spare the house of Stilpo ; and, if anything
should be taken from him in the hurry of the plunder,
So great was the fame of Stilpo, that,
to restore it.
when he visited Athens, the people ran out of their

—

and even the most eminent philososhops to see him,
phers of Athens look pleasure in attending upoo him
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On moral topics Stilpo is said to have
taught, that the highest feUcity consists in a mind free
from the dominion of passion, a doctrine similar to
that of the Stoics.
{Enfield" s History of Philosophy^

discourses.

vol. 1, p. 202.)

*

ion of some of the Discourses, made the number of
chapters amount to one hundred and twenty five, or,

one hundred and twenty-seven. Each
chapter
of the Eclogae, and each discourse, has a
pariiculur
title, under which the author has
his
extracts,
arranged
commencing with the poets, and passing from them, in
rather,

Stob^us, Joannes, a native of Stobi, in Macedonia,
whence his name Stobaeus. The particulars of his order, to orators, philosophers, physicians, &c. The
source whence each extract is obtained is indicated
life are unknown, and we are even ignorant of the
age in which he lived. All that can l)e said of his era in the margin. These extracts are drawn from more
than five hundred authors, both poets and
is, that he was subsequent to Hierocles of Alexandrea,
prose wriand as ters, whose works have in a great measure perished.
since he has left us extracts from his works
he cites no more recent writer, it is probable that he We find here, in particular, numerous passages from
Stobaeus had read much; the ancient comic writers
lived not long after him.
The best edition of the
;

—

he had acquired the habit of reading with a pen in his
hand, and of making extracts from whatever seemed
to

him remarkable.

Having made

a large collection

of these extracts, he arranged them in systematic order for the use of his son, whose education seems to

have constituted the father's principal employment.
This was the origin of a collection in four books,
which he published under the title of 'AvOoXoyiov ekuTTo<p6ey[idT(jv, vnodrjKuv {'^ An Anthology of
This work has
Extracts, Sentences, and Precepts'").
come down to us, but under a form somewhat diflierent, and which has consequently embarrassed the comhave three books of extracts made
mentators.
by Stobaeus, but they are given in the manuscripts as
two distinct works one composed of two books, the
The former is entitled ** Physother of a single one.

Aoywv,

We

:

Eclogae

is

that of

Heeren, Gotling., 1792, 2

vols, (in

It contains a
4) 8vo.
very valuable dissertation by
the editor, on the sources whence Stobaeus obtained

his materials.
{Comnientatio de Fonlibus Eclngarum
The best edition of the Discourses
Joanriis Stobczi.)
is that of Gaisford, under the title, Joavnis Stohcn
Florilegium, Oxon., 1822, 4 vols. 8vo.
{Scholl, Hist.
Lit Gr , vol. 7. p. 133, seqq.)
Stobi, a city of Macedonia, in the district of Paeonia,

—

Edessa, and not far from the junction
and Axius.
Uvy informs us that
Philip wished to found a new city in its vicinity, to be
called Perses, after his eldest son (39, .54).
On the
to the north of

of the Erigonus

conquest of Macedonia by the Romans, Stobi was
made the depot of the salt with which the Dardani were
At a later peiiod
supplied from that country (46, 29).

and Moral Selections,"" the latter it became not only a Roman colony, but a Roman
There exists, however, some confu- municipium, a privilege rarely conferred beyond the
sion in this respect in the manuscripts.
Some, which limits of Italy. (P/tn., 4, 10.
Ulp., Dig. de Cons,
In the reign of Constantine, Stobi was concontain merely the Ecloga^ or Extracts, call them the lex ult.)
as
the
town
of
books
of
sidered
chief
and
without
Macedonia
first
second
Stobasus,
Secunda, or
any more
Others give both works the Salutaris, as it was then called. (Hierocl
particular designation
Syn p.
In the Eclogae and Discourses, 64].— Match., Exc Legal., p. 61.)
title of Anthology.
Stobi was the
StobaRus appears to have proposed to himself two dif- birthplace of Joannes Stohajus, the author of the Greek
The Eclogaj form, so to speak, an his- Florilegium which bears his name. The modern htih
ferent objects.
torical work, because ihey make us acquainted with is said to mark the site of the ancient city.
{CraDialectic,

ical,

" Discourses.^"

—

—

the opinions of ancient authors on questions of a physspeculative, and moral nature, whereas the DisIt is on accourses constitute merely a moral work.
count of this diversity that some critics have thought
ical,

that the Eclogas never formed part of the Anthology,
but originally made a separate work, and that the third

and fourth books of the Anthology are lost. This hypothesis, however, seems at variance with the account
that

Pliotius

gives of the Anthology of Stobaeus.
says he, "is entirely physical ; the

The first book,"
commencement of
*•

the second

is

strictly philosophical
is moral.
The third

{XoyiKoc), but the greater part
and fourth books are almost entirely devoted to moral

and
it is

political subjects."

wrong

It

would seem from

this that

to divide the extracts of Stobaeus into

two

we

possess actually, under two titles,
his Anthology in four books, excepting that the copyists have united the third and fourth books into one.
It is from Photius also that we learn the object which
Stob?eus had in view when he made these selections,
for we have not the beginning of the tirst book, where
no doubt it was stated. Stobaeus had devoted this
on philosophy, which was followed
part to a eulogium
by an historical sketch of the ancient schools, and of
their doctrines in relation to geometry, music, and
arithmetic : of this chapter we have only the end, in
which the subject of arithmetic is treated. The object

works,

atid that

,

,

—

of Stobaeus, according to Photius, was to erect a column which might serve as a landmark to his son Septimius during the latter's course through life.
The
first book is subdivided into sixty chapters
the second contained forty-six, but we have only the first
The third book, or the first of the Discourses,
nine.
was, in the time of Photius, composed of forty-two
In the manuchapters, and the second of fifty- eight.
these one hundred chapters form only one
;

scripts

book : the copyists, however, have, by
ions

their subdivis-

—

271.
Bischoff und
9'U.)
Stcechades. islands in the Mediterranean, oflf the
coast of Gaul, and in a southeast direction from Telo
Martins or Toulon, now Isles d"Hieres.
Strabo and
Ptolemy make them five in number, but Pliny only
three.
They are called Prote {Purquerolles), Mesa
{Porto Cros), and Hypsea {dn Levant or TitanX
They are said to have their name from their being

mer's Ancient Greece, vol 1,
Mailer, Worlerh der Geogr.,

p.

p.

ranged on the same line {arolxo^
2,7).

— Plin

,

3, 5.

— MelOf

StoTci. a celebrated sect of philosophers, founded by
of Citium.
They received their name from the
portico {(JTou) where the philosopher delivered his lecThis was the " Poecile," adorned with various
tures.

Zeno

paintings from the pencil of Polygnotus and other eminent masters, and hence was called, by way of emiAn account of the Stoic doctrine
nence, the Porch.
will be found at the end of the article Zeno.

Strabo, I. a Roman cognomen in the Fannian,
Pompeian, and other families. It was first applied to
those whose eyes were distorted, but afterward became
II. A celebrated geographer, bom at
a general name.

—

Pontus. The year of his birth is not exactly known, but it may be placed about fifty-four B.C.
{Clinton, Fasti Hellenici, pt. 2, p. 277.) 'He studied

Amasea

at

in

Nyssa under Aristodemus,

at

Amisus under Tyran-

nion, and at Seleucia under Xenarchus.

He

then pro-

ceeded to Alexandrea, and attached himself first to the
of Sidon but Athenodorus of Tarperipatetic Boethus
sus eventually gained him over to the doctrines of the
He then visited various parts of Asia Minor,
Porch.
and Egypt as far as Syene and the
Syria, Phoenicia,
In this latter country he formed
Cataracts of the Nile.
an intimate acquaintance with iElius Gallus, the Roman governor. In the year 24 B.C. this general
undertook, by order of Augustus, an expediMon into
;

STRABO.

STRABO.

At
Arabia.
subsequent period, Strabo travelled
over Greece, Macedonia, and Italy with the exception
It is important to
of Cisalpine Gaul and Liguria.
determine the extent of Strabo's travels, that we may
know when he speaks as an eyewitness, and when
he merely copies the accounts of his predecessors, or
At an adgives the narratives of other travellers.
vanced period of life he compiled a work on Geography {reuypacjuKd), in seventeen books, which has come
down to us complete, with the exception of the seventh
It is remarkable that, dubook, which is imperfect.
ring a space of near five hundred years, from the time
of Herodotus to that of Strabo, so little should have
been added to the science of geography. The con-

occupied a considerable portion of bis
impossible, indeed, to read any of bis larger descriptions without feeling the advantages possessed by an eyewitness over a mere compiler.
The

quests of the Romans westward did certainly bring
them acquainted with parts of Europe hitherto little
but in the East, neither the Macedonian nor
the Roman expeditions seem to have brought much to
light that was before unknown of the state of Asia
while in Africa, as Rennell justly observes, geography
lost ground.
In the course of this period, indeed,
many writers on this subject appeared ; but, whatever
were their merits (and the merits even of the most
eminent among them seem to be not highly rated by

whole region, marking distinctly its coasts, its towns,
rivers, and mountains ; the produce of the soil, the
condition and manners of the inhabitants, their origin,
language, and traflfic ; and in the more civilized parts
of the world, in the states of Greece especially, we
meet with continual information respecting persons
and events, the memory of which is sacred to every
one at all conversant with the writers of that extraordinary people.- But it is not merely from the number
and authenticity of the facts which it communicates

it is certain that
they are all lost.
may
indeed, from a curious circumstance little
or regarded, that no complete or systematic

work derives its value. Every page bears
evidence of a philosophical and reflecting mind; a
mind disciplined by science, and accustomed to trace
the causes and connexion of things, as well in the
province of physical phenomenon, as in the more
intricate and varying system of human affairs.
In
this respect Strabo bears a strong resemblance to
But with the fondness of that historian
Polybius.
for reflections and his steady love of truth, he has

a

—

known

;

;

Strabo),
dollect,

known

We

work on geography at that time existed for it appears
from two or three of Cicero's letters to Atticus, that he
once entertained thoughts of writing a treatise himself
on the subject. He was deterred, however, he says,
whenever he considered it, by the magnitude of the
undertaking, and by perceiving how severely even
Eratosthenes had been censured by the writers who
succeeded him. In fact, he was probably restrained by
:

king that Strabo engaged in this task, as is sufficiently
How many
proved by his own elaborate introduction.
years were employed upon it is not certain ; but we
are sure, from the incidental mention made in different
passages of historical cvetits widely distant from each
other, that
life.

It

it

is

strong and expressive outlines which he draws conlively idea, not merely of the figure and dimensions, but of the surface and general character, of extensive districts.
These outlines are carefully filled
up by a methodical and often minute survey of the

vey a

that this

not copied the formality of his digressions, which
so often interrupt the flow of the history, and which
would be yet more unsuited in a geographical work.
The reasonings and reflections of Strabo are just those
which would naturally be excited in a mind previously well informed by the scenes over which he
was travelling
but they never tempt him to lose
sight of his main purpose, the collection and arrangement of facts. Tliere is a gravity, a plainness,
a sobriety, and good sense in all his remarks, which
constantly remind us that they are subordinate and in-

a consciousness of his own incompetency in point of
science, of which he makes a pretty broad confession to
his friend
and whoever values the reputation of Cicero cannot regret that it was never risked on a system
of geo2raphy, to be got up, as he himself hints it was
intended to be, during a short summer tour among his
It is not, however, merely
country houses in Italy.
to the respective character of the two individuals that
we must attribute the inferiority of the geography of
Herodotus, in all essential requisites, to that of Strabo. cidental, suggested immediately by the occasion; and
Much undoubtedly is owing to the maimers and com- they are delivered with a tincture of literature, such as
plexion of the times in which they respectively lived. a well educated man cannot fail of imparling to any
The former came to the task with few materials sup- subject. On these accounts Strabo would be entitled
plied to his hands.
Everything was to be collected to the perusal of every scholar, even if the geographiby his own industry, without the aid of previous his- cal information were less abundant and authentic ttiaa
it
Strabo lived prior to any arrangement of
tory, without political documents or political authorireally is.
The taste, moreover, and the habits of the people the distances on the globe by measures taken from dety.
for whom he wrote, which must ever have a powerful grees of longitude and latitude.
But this writer and
influence o\ er the composition of any writer, demanded his predecessor in the same branch of science were
other qualities than rigid authenticity, and a judicious not unacquainted with the practice of measuring the
selection of facts.
It should be remembered that he
distance from the equator as from a fixed line, by
was hardly yet emerged from the story-telling age
which the comparatively northerly or southerly situathe pleasure of wondering had not yet been superse- tions of places might be determined
nor were thaj
ded by the pleasure of knowing and the nine deities ignorant of some methods by which the longitude or
who give name to his books might De allowed to im- distance of places to the east or west of each other
But it was reserved for Pioleray
parl soirte share of their privilege of fiction, when- might be estimated.
ever sober truth has been insufficient to complete or to reduce these observations into a regular system and
adorn his narrative.
Before the age of Augustus, to a tabular form, by which the situation of any one
however, an entire revolution had been effected in the place, if correctly ascertained, might be compared with
intellectual habits and literary purs\iits of men.
The that of any other, and also with its distance from the
world had become in a manner, what it now is, a read- equator and from the first meridian, drawn through
Books of every kind were to be had in Ferro, in the Canary or Fortunate Islands, as being
ing world.
the earth known at that
every place.
Accordingly, it became the chief busi- the most westerly point of
could
ness of writers who
any extensive work, to time.— The ancient astronomers and geographers
;

;

—

—

;

;

;

projected

examine and compare what had been already written;
to weigh probabilities to adjust and reconcile apparent
difliculties; and to decide between contending authori;

ties, as

well as to collect and methodise a multitude

of independent facts, and to mould them into one regular and consistent form.
It was not without a just
tense of the magnitude and difficulty of the underta-

not but be conscious

how

defective were their instru-

and how
bodies
observing the heavenly
much greater dependance might be placed on their
to
the
mechanical measurement of distances,
accuracy
of which we have reason to think they paid great at-

ments

for

;

to ascertention, than on their celestial observations,
tain the truth of which they had so little artificial •»•

STRABO.

STRABO.
The

proportion of the length of the gnomon
meridian shadow at the solstice and the
equinoxes, afforded the principal method of determining the distance of places from the equator, and these
were, indeed, under a clear sky, a bright sun, and continued opportunities of repeating observations, laid

mstance.
to that of

down,

in

its

many

instances,

more nearly

to

the

truth

than could be expected from so simple and so rude an
instrument.
Still, however, they were liable to great
The penumbra at the extremity of the
uncertainty.
shadow made the proportions doubtful. The semi-di
ameter of the sun (although Cleomedes seemed to be
aware that this should be taken into the account)
does not appear to be added to the altitude, and the
circumstances, less important, indeed, though not to
be neglected, of parallax and refraction, were altogethInstances of the incorrectness of gnoer unknown.
monic or sciothenic observations may be given, too
gross to be ascribed to any of these defects, and eviStrabo
dently owing to inaccuracy in the observers.
noeniions, in no less than four places, that the same
proportion of the length of the gnomon to its solstitial

shadow was found

at Byzantium and at Marseilles,
though the former was situated in 41° IT, and the
other in 43° 17' of latitude, a difference of no less
than 136' on the equator, equal to 158 English miles
and this fact is reported on the authority of Hipparchus and Eratosthenes, in a case, too, which was obvious to the senses, and depended neither on hypothesis
nor calculation.
It is more extraordinary that this mis;

take, after being adopted by Ptolemy, should be con-

tinued

A

still

down

to ages not very remote from our
greater error is to be found in Strabo

own.

respecting
the situation of Carthage.
He says that the proportion of the length of the gnomon to that of the equiThis gives by
noctial shadow is as eleven to seven.
plane trigonometry a latitude of 32° 20', which is

The true
very near to the one adopted by Ptolemy.
latitude of Carthage, according to the best observations, is

36°

5'.

The

error, therefore, is 272', or

313

These, and other remarks which might
English miles.
be here made, tend fully to show, that the ancient geographers are more deserving of praise when they express distances by measurements, in the correctness
of which they excelled, than when they give them by
calculations or observations, the principles of which
they understood, but had not the means of reducing to
274, seqq.) —

practice.
{Quarterly Review, vol. 5, p.
But to return more immediately to Strabo.

A

cir-

cumstance which cannot fail to surprise us is the little success with which Strabo's work appears to have
the ancients, as far, at least, as we may
infer from the silence which their writers for the most
Marcianus of
part preserve in relation to his labours.
Heraclea, Athenaeus, and Harpocration are the only
ancient authors that cite him.
Pliny and Pausanias

met among

do not even appear to have been acquainted with him
by name. Josephus and Plutarch make mention of
Strabo, but it is only to speak of his Historical MeThe celebrity of Strabo dates from the middle
moirs.
ages : it was then so universal, that the custom arose

of designating him by the simple title of " the Geographer." The Geography of Sirabo consists of two

—

parts: the first, cosmographical, giving a description
of the world, and comprising the first and second
books ; the second, chorographical, furnishing a de
This latter part
tailed account of particular countries.
the third and ends with the sevenand thus consists of fifteen books, of
which eight are devoted to Europe, six to Asia, and

commences with
teenth book

;

—

to Africa.
The first hook of the Geography of
Strabo contains the general introduction to the work.
In it the author shows the importance and utility of
On this occasion he treats of
studies.
geographical
Uie extent of Homer's geographical knowledge, and defends him against bis detractors, even to such a degree

one

1264

as to support the authority of the fables related
by the
bard.
After Homer, Strabo passes in review the works

of Anaximander, Hecataeus, Democritus, and Eudoxus
of Cnidus : he commends the latter for his mathemaucal

acquirements and for everything he relates concerning
Greece, while he censures him for being fabulous in his
account of the Scythians. He names Dicjearchus among
the writers that have treated of general geography,
whereas we merely know that he wrote the Wtog 'EXAdStrabo ends his list of ancient geographers with
6o<;.
Eratosthenes, Hipparchus, PoEphorus of Cumae
lybius, and Posidonius forming the class of modem
ones.
His criticism on the first two books of Eratosthenes furnishes him with an opportunity of indulging
in some researches relative to the adventures of Ulys;

ses as given by Homer, the degree of acquaintance
which the poet had with Egypt, and also the revolutions which the surface of the earth has undergone.

—

In the second book Strabo continues his criticism on
the work of Eratosthenes, and takes up the third

book of that production. He makes many corrections
on Hipparchus, and defends Eratosthenes against

He then proceeds to an exunjust criticisms.
amination of the works of Posidonius and Polybius.
The remainder of the book treats of the knowledge
many

and particularly

requisite for a geographer,

that of a

he then treats of the figure of
the earth, its general divisions and climates.
He
states that the earth has the form of a globe, or,
The habitable
rather, seems to have such a form.
mathematical nature

:

portion of the earth resembles, according to

him, a

chlamys or military cloak it is contained between
two parallels, one of which passes through lerne or
Ireland, and the other through what is now the island
of Ceylon.
The earth is immoveable and in the cenThe length of the earth from the
tre of the universe.
equator to the north is 38,100 stadia, that of the habThe breadth is about 70,000
itable world 29,000.
The Caspian Sea is a gulf. The Sacrum
stadia.
Promontorium (Cape St. Vincent) is the most westerWith the tldrd book commences
ly point of Europe.
;

—

the chorographical part. Spain is the first country that
occupies Strabo's attention he first describes Baetica,
then Lusitania and the northern coast as far as the
;

Pyrenees, then the southern coast from the Columns
of Hercules to the
in the

same range, and,

finally, the islands

neighbourhood of Spain, the Baleares, Gades,

and the Cassiierides. In giving the description of
this country Strabo follows three writers who had
travelled in

it.

The

first

of these

is

Artemidorus,

who

boasted of having pushed his way as far as
Gades, although the account which he gives of the
phenomena that there attended the setting of the sun
does not seem to indicate one who had observed them
himself; this traveller was very exact in his determiThe second source whence
nation of distances.

Strabo derived his information concerning Spain, and

The
his principal guide in this book, is Posidonius.
third is Polybius.
Strabo, however, notes the changes
which had taken place since the period of the lastmentioned writer.
Independently of these three authorities, our geographer cites Ephorus, Eratosthenes,
Timosthenes, Asclepiades of Myrlea, and AthenodoThe fourth book is taken up with the descriprus
tion of Gaul, Britain, Ireland, Phule, and the Alps.

—

After havmg treated of the four grand divisions of
Gaul, Narbonensis, Aquitania, Lugdunensis. and BeliTJca, Sirabo gives some general details on this counThe Alps afford him an opfry and its inhabitants.
the Ligurians, Salyes, Rhaetii,
portunity of treating of
these
Vindclicii, Taurisci, and other inhabitants of
mountains. For his description of Gaul Strabo could
from persons who had filled
easily obtain information
that country (for in his day this counpublic oflRces in
as well as
was
subject to the Romans),
try

cornpletly

from those who had traded

thither.

In other respect*

STRABO.

STRABO.

was

his principal guide, especially in ihe deand the account of
scription of the Silva Arducnna,
the manners and customs of the Germans in

Caesar

rus, and Hypsicrates of Amisa arc only cited for ia«*
iaicd facts.
The two latter appear to have left histories of the war with Mithradaics.
Illyricum is one of
the countries which Strabo himself traversed.
From
what he says on the subject, we sec that in Aristotle's
work on Governments, the constitutions of Acarnania,
Megaris, i£tolia, and Opuntia were, among others,
considered.
Polybius and Posidonius have supplied
Strabo with his materials for these regions
Theopompus and Ephorus were his guides in Epirus, and
Philochorus in what relates to Dudona. He cites, also,
a certain Cineas but whatever he drew from this otherwise unknown author has perished with the end of the
book.
The eighth book, and the two immediately following, contain Greece in general, and the Peloponne-

—

general
He makes use, also, of the same geographers that had
For example, his deaided him in the third hook.
scription of tlie Rhone and here, of their embouchures, and of the countries lying between these rivers,
In the dcappears to be uken from Artemidorus.
;
Bcription of Gallia Narbonensis, of which Cssar does
In what relates
not treat, Polybius is his authority.
ancient
constitution
to the
of Massilia {Marseille) be
has followed Polybius, or perhaps Aristotle's work on
Governments. Strabo, it is true, does not cite the
latter writer on this occasion, but we see from another
{Strabo,
passage that he had consulted his work.
The other accounts that he gives respecting sus in particular. In the description of Greece, Stra321.)
Massilia are obtained from travellers with whom bo takes the Homeric poems for a basis.
In the cboHe gives the nar- rographical part he consults also Ephorus and PolybStrabo was personally acquainted.
rative of Timagenes, according to whom the treasure ius ; in the physical part, Posidonius and Hipparchus ;
which Caepio found at Tolosa made part of the plun- in the description of bays and harbours, Artemidonie
der which the Tectosages had carried off from Delphi. and Timosthenes ; and, in addition to all this, drawe
With respect to Britain, the description of which fol- largely on his own information as a traveller in this
lows that of Gaul, as this country was not yet sub- country.
Passing on to the description of Elis, be
jected to the Romans, Strabo had no other sources of cites, for the fabulous ages, Homer and his commenof
Commeninformation than the fifth book
Caesar's
tators, Apollodorus, and Demetrius of Scepsis, as well
He as the other early poets ; he relies principally, however,
taries, and the verbal accounts of travellers.
has
but
materials
for
Irethat
he
confesses, also,
scanty
upon Ephorus. The other writers consulted by him
land.
In speaking of Thule, he makes mention of for his account of the Peloponnesus are Philochorus,
Pytheas, whom he unjustly considers as a writer deal- Callislhenes, Hellanicus, Demetrius of Scepsis, TheoFor the description of the pompus, Thucydides, and Aristotle. What he says of
ing altogether in fable.
The di»Alps, and of their inhabitants, which terminates the the Achaean league is taken from Polybius.
The fifth tances between places are obtained from Artemidonie
fourth book, his authority was Polybius.
and sixth books are devoted to Italy. The sixth ends and Eratosthenes.
In the ninth book he describee
With the ex- Megaris, Attica, Bceotia, Phocis, Locris, and Thessawith a survey of the Roman power.
The dimenception of Cisalpine Gaul and Liguria, Strabo knew ly, as well as Hellas, properly so called.
Italy from personal observation.
Polybius is his prin- sions of Attica are taken from Eudoxus, the mathemacipal guide among the writers whom he cites, partic- tician ; its history from the Atthidographi, among whom
He has consulted,
in his description of Ligu- he cites Philochorus and Andron.
ularly for Cisalpine Gaul
What he says also, the memoirs of Demetrius Phalereus, for the purria he quotes also from Posidonius.
of
Attica during the time
respecting the origin of the Etrurians is found in He- pose of learning the condition
For Baeotia, Locris, and Phocis,
his account of the early kings of Rome is of that individual.
rodotus
What
abridged from Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Ephorus and others have been his authorities.
frobably
n treating oi the Etrurians, he makes a digression he gives respecting Thessaly is a kind of commentary
concerning the Pelasgi, and cites Ephorus, Anticlides, on those passages in Homer where mention is made of
and others. For the description of Etruria he has con- the Thessalians. The tenth book is occupied with the
In rest of Greece
sulted Polybius, Eratosthenes, and Artemidorus.
Euboea, Arcarnania, jEtolia, Crete,
For the antiquities of
giving the dimensions of Corsica and Sardinia, he re- the Cyclades, Sporades, &,c.
fers, for the first time, to an author whom he merely
Euboea, Homer and his commentators have been con"
cites under the title of a
Chorographer," but whom sulted ; for its history, Theopompus and Aristotle.
be distinguishes from Eratosthenes, Polybius, and Ar- When he treats of Acarnania and .'Etolia, he follows
This is a Roman writer, for his measure- Homer and another epic poet, probably a Cyclic bard,
temidorus.
ments are not in stadia, but in miles ; and perhaps he is who had composed an Alcmaeonid, which Ephorus had
His other sources of information
the same with the Agrippa who prepared a description under his eyes.
of the Roman empire, which Augustus caused to be were Apollodorus, Demetrius of Scepsis, and Artemicommenced
sister.
his
Before
{Plin , dorus.
by
passing to Crete, Strabo makes a Ions
placed in the portico
Fabius Pic tor and Caecilius are his authorities digression respecting the Curetes. Among the crowd
3, 2.)
for what he says respecting the origin of the Romans; of writers who had treated of the subject, he distinMid for the rest of Central Italy and Magna Grsscia, guishes Demetrius of Scepsis, from whom he appears
he follows Polybius, Artemidorus, Ephorus, Timaeus, to have derived the account that he gives respecting
Apollodorus, but, above all, Antiochus of Syracuse. the religious ceremonies of the Cretans ; he refers, also,
For Sicily he cites Posidonius, Artemidorus, Ephorus, to Archemachus of Euboea, an historian Oi an unknown
The seventh book commences with a epoch, cited frequently by Alhenaeus, to Pherecydes of
and Timaeus.
description of the countries situate along the Ister or Scyros, Acusilas of .Argos, who gave a prose translaDanube, and inhabited by the Germans, Cimbri, Getae, tion of the poetry of Hesiod, and to Stesimbrolus of
to notice the regions be- Thasos.
and Tauri : it then
For the description of Crete his principal au;

—

—

—

:

:

—

;

—

proceeds

tween this river, the Euxine, the Adriatic, Illyricum,
and Epirus. The chapters on Thrace and Macedonia
are lost.
Here Strabo was unable to procure as good
authorities as in the preceding books, and he himself
Strabo
confesses that he was wandering in the dark.

seems

to

have had under his eyes an historian who
between the Romans and Ger-

treated of the wars

mans, and who was subsequent to Caesar. The name
All that
qf this writer appears to have been Asinius.
Strabo relates concerning the Cimbri is taken from
Posidonius

;

for

Ephorus the grammarian, Apollodo-

He names also Eudoxus, Arthority was Sosicrates.
temidorus, Hieronymus of Cardia, and SUphylus of
What relates to the government of Crete
Naucratis.
The account of the islands of
is taken from Ephorus.
the iEgean is the result of Strabo's own observations.
The eleventh book begins the description of Asia.
Strabo bounds this part of the world by the Tanajs,
the Ocean, and what is now the Isthmus of Suei ; but
he believed it to be much less extensive than it is in reHe was unacquainted with the vast regions of
ality.
Asiatic Russia, and with those of Central Asia occii-

—

STRABO.

STRABO.

he knew merely a
pied by Tartar and Mongul tribes
What he s'ates respecting
portion of Southern Asia.
the shores of the Palus Maeotis and E ixine, is drawn,
for the most part, if not altogether, from the narratives of travellers ; perhaps, also, from his own perFor the measurement of distansonal observations.
In relation to Iberia and
ces he follov^s Artemidorus.
Albania, Strabo consulted, besides Artemidorus, the
historians of the Mithradatic war, of whom Theophanes
and Posidonius were the two principal ones. To these
must be added Metrodorus of Scepsis, and Hypsicrates
From the latter is taken the digression reof Amisa.
specting the Amazons. In his description of the Caspian Sea, Strabo has followed very bad guides. His prej:

udice against Herodotus prevented him from following
who knew very well that the Caspian is a
lake, and who gives its dimensions with tolerable accuThe opmion which made it a gulf of the Northracy.
ern Ocean originated very probably with the followers
of Alexander, who were either deceived as to its naThe chief author
ture, or misled by national vanity.
of Strabo's mistake relative to the Caspian appears
to have been Pairoclus, the admiral of Seleucus and
Antiochus.
Pliny states that this navigator entered
that historian,

Ocean by the way of the Caspian
but Strabo corrects Pliny's error, by making
Patroclus merely conjecture that one might sail by this
The description of Hyrcania and
route to India.
the neighbouring countries is taken from Patroclus,
into the Northern

Sea

;

that of
Eratosthenes, Aristobulus, and Polycletus
the MassagetJB from Herodotus
that of Bactriana
from Eratosthenes.
For Parthia, Strabo's authority
was Apollodorus of Artemis, whom we know merely
through the medium of the geographer, but who would
seem to have lived only a short time before him, since
;

;

he had written the history of the war between the Romans and Parthians. An extract from the same historian, on the kingdom of Bactria, is almost all the information that is given us respecting this state.
The
exact ideas which Strabo has in relation to the Oxus
and laxartes are owing to Patroclus the fables re;

specting the Derbices, Caspii, and Hyrcanii are found
For the description of Media he cites
ApoUonides, and especially Q. Dellius, the friend and
of
Marc
Antony, whom Plutarch mentions
companion
In place of Q. Dellius,
in his life of tfie triumvir.
some editions of Strabo have the corrupt reading AdelIn the twelfth book commences the description
phius.
Here Strabo finds himself in the
of Asia Minor.
country of his youth, and relates much that he himin Herodotus.

—

As

self had seen.

regards the earlier periods, he re-

on the authority of Hellanicus, Ephorus, Theopompus, the historians of the Mithradatic wars, and
When treating of the Mysparticularly Theophanes.
lies

ians, to whom some writers join the Lydians, he
speaks of Xanthus the Lydian, and of Menecrates of
Elea, his contemporary, who had written an 'ET^XrjonovTiaKT} Trepiodo^, and a work on the origin of cities
In the thirteenth book Strabo returns
(Trcpi KTiaeov).
towards the Propontis, and describes the seacoast from
Cyzicus to Cumae, comprehending the Troad and ^oTo this he adds an account of Lesbos, which lies
lis.
From thence, turning towards the interior,
opposite.
he stops by the way at the cities of Pergamus, Sardis,
In his description of
Hierapolis, and some others.
the Troad, Homer is Strabo's first and leading authorthe commentators on the poet, namely, Eudoxus
ity

—

;

of Cnidus, Damastes of Sigaeum, Charon of Lampsacus, Scylax, and Ephorus, occupy the second rank.
To these must be added Callisthenes, and a writer
born in this country, Demetrius of Scepsis, who had
written thirty books on sixty verses of the Iliad.
From this author is taken the story about Aristotle's
{Vid. Scepsis.)
Ephorus, Thucydides, and
Artemidorus are cited for distances
Lycurgus the
orator, Hellanicus, and Menecrates are the authorities
library.

;

126fr

for the different theories

among the ancients respectIn the fourteenth book
ing the origin of the Trojans.
Strabo is still occupied with Asia Minor
he describe*
Ionia, with the islands of Sarnos and Chios ; the Isle
of Rhodes, Caria, Lycia, Pamphylia, Cilicia, and the
isle of Cyprus.
The ancient history of Ionia is taken
from Pherecydes of Scyros, and the poets, such as
Mimnermus and Hipponax. On the subject of the
founding of Miletus, our author consulted Ephorus ;
and, as regards the colonies planted by this city, Anaximines of Lampsacus.
The history of Polycrates
is taken from Herodotus ; that of the Athenian
expedition to Samos, from Thucydides.
In the account
of the early history of Ephesus, Artemidorus is followed
in the case of the other cities, Pherecydes of
The hisScyros, and Ephorus, as well as the poets.
tory of the kingdom of Pergamus, and of the attempt
of Aristonicus, is taken, very probably, from Posido-

—

;

;

Strabo had himself visited these countries and
the same was the case with
materials
Rhodes.
For Caria he obtained accounts from the
grammarian Apollodorus but especially from a certain Philip, who had written a history of the early
The authority for Lycia was probatimes of Caria.
bly Artemidorus, whom Strabo cites for distances.
nius.

collected

;

;

What he

respecting Cilicia, and of the great
slaves sent from that country to the slavemarket at Delos, in order to supply the Roman demand for this unfortunate class of beings, appears to
states

number of

It is certain,
have been extracted from Posidonius.
least, that the writer from whom Strabo obtained
these particulars was subsequent to the war of PomStrabo then engages in a dispey with the pirates.
cussion against the grammarian Apollodorus, who, acand
cording to him, had misunderstood both Homer
Ephorus in many things relating to Asia Minor. In
the description of Cyprus he corrects Damastes and
Eratosthenes, on the authority, probably, of ArtemiIn the fifteenth book Strabo commences the
dorus.
or Southern Asia
description of Asia beyond Taurus,
Here our
this book is devoted to India and Persia.
He
author describes regions which he never saw.

at

—

•,

himself acknowledges that all that was known in his
day respecting India was full of obscurity and contraHis own idea, too, concerning the shape of
diction.
he represents it as a
this country, is altogether false
rhomboid, the northern and southern sides of which
measured 3000 stadia (nearly 115 leagues) more than
He had, consequently, no
the eastern and western.
In
knowledge whatever of the peninsula of Decan.
the whole of India he was only acquainted with three
If, however,
cities
Taxila, Patala, and Palibothra.
the geographical information relative to this country
be meager and unsatisfactory, the deficiency is, in
some degree, compensated by the very full account
that is given of the manners and institutions of the
Besides Eratosthenes, who is his principal
people.
much information from the
guide, Strabo has derived
historians of Alexander and his successors, particularwhom he considers
ly Patroclus and Aristobulus,
most worthy of reliance after them' he ranks Megashe gives little credit to Onesicthenes and Nearchus
In treating of the
ritus, Daimachus, and Clitarchus.
course of the Ganges, he gives the opinion of Artemihe cites the account given by Nicolaus Damasdorus
cenus of his interview with the ambassadors sent from
he quotes, also, a certain
Taprobana to Augustus
who had written on the culture of rice.—
;

:

;

:

:

:

Megillus,
After India, Strabo describes the Empire of Persia.
He comprehends, under the name of Ariana, the provinces situate between the Indus and a line drawn

from the Caspian Gates (Pylag Caspiae) to the embouIn his description of the
chure of the Persian Gulf.
coasts of Persia he follows Nearchus and Onesicritus
and with regard to the countries in the interior, he reto say respecting
marks, that°he has nothing more
;

STR

STRABO.
them than Eratosthenes had, who himself derived

his

information from the historians of Alexander.
For the dimensions of the country he cites Baeton
His authorities for the description
and Diognetes.
of Persia Proper (or Persis) are Eratosthenes and
his account of Persepolis and Pasargada
Polyclitus

own

:

borrowed from Aristobulus, and is found also in
In speaking of the worship of fire, he gives
Arrian.
us to understand that he has been an eyewitness of the
ceremony, since he remarks that Cappadocia, a province over which he had travelled, contained many MaThe remainder
of fire {Tvvpaidoi).
gi, or worshippers
of his account of Persian manners is taken from HeThe sixteenth book termirodotus and Xenophon.
it contains a description
nates the account of Asia
of Assyria, a name under which Sirabo, besides Adiabene, comprehends also Babylonia and Mesopotamia
to this succeeds an account of Syria, together with
and last of all comes Arabia.
Phoenicia and Palestine
is

—

:

;

;

known, who had treated of the botany of Libya. Although, in treating of Mauritania, he makes mention of
the two Jubas, he does not seem to have been
acquainted with the work of the younger on Africa
for, had
he known it, he would certainly have furnished us with
;

many interesting selections relative to the interior of
the country.
There exists an abridgment or Chrestomathy of the entire work of Strabo, made subsequent-

—

A.D. 980, by which the text of the main work
has often been corrected, the latter having come to us
in a very corrupt state.
Besides the Chresiomathy,
several collections of extracts from Strabo have reached our time
they are still in manuscript, and to be
found in European libraries.
By the help of these, the

ly to

:

text of the large

— Strabo wrote

work might be

still

farther corrected.

also an historical work, a continuation
of Polybius, which he himself cites under the title of
'YTTOfiv^fiara laroptKu {Historical Memoirs).
memoirs were carried down a little farther,

it

These
would

The

.seem, than the continuation of the

which was

for it appears from Plutarch that the
by Posidonius
death of Ca?sar was mentioned in them.
Among the
most useful editions of Strabo may be mentioned that
of Casaubon, Genev-, L587, fol., reprinted at Paris by
that of
Morel, after the death of Casaubon, 1620, fol.
Almeloveen, Amst., 1708, fol., which is a reprint of
Casaubon's, enriched with notes from various scholars ;
that of Siebenkees, continued by Tzschucke, and after him by Friedemann, but never completed, Lips.,
and that of Coray, Paris,
1796-1818, 7 vols. 8vo
1816-19, 4 vols. 8vo. This last contains the best
Greek text it has no Latin version, hut is accompa-

description of Aturia, or the Assyrian province in
situate the city of Ninus, is taken from an
historian of Alexander, who, together with Herodotus,
and
Eratosthenes, has also been his authorPolyclitus,

What he states concerning the
for Babylonia.
Parthian empire is probably taken from Posidonius
for mention is made, in the course of it, of the war
waged by Pompey against Tigranes. The account
which he gives of the stone dikes, by which the Asis
syrians had fettered the navigation of the Tigris,

ity

;

found also

in Arrian,

and appears to have been bor-

rowed from Aristobulus and Nearchus. The picture
of Babylonian manners is traced after the original
drawn by Herodotus, and also after that of Posidonius.
Strabo had travelled in Syria, and therefore speaks of

He gives the distances accordas an eyewitness.
ing to Eratosthenes and Artemidorus ; in the history
find
of the Seleucidae he follows Posidonius.
here a remarkable passage respecting Moses and the
wrote
after
the
who
some
author
from
Jews, taken
What Strabo mencapture of Jerusalem by Pompey.
tions under the head of Arabia is taken from Eratosit

We

—

:

nied by an excellent commentary and several tables.
The Oxford edition of Strabo, by Falconer, 1507, 2
vols, fol., is a beautiful specimen of typography, but a
it is
very unfortunate model of accurate scholarship
noted also for having given rise to an angry controverof
and
some
the
sy between the Edinburgh Review
The French translation of Strascholars of England.
bo, undertaken at the command of government, and
:

—

executed by

have been drawn from Artemidorus, who had himself
The book concludes
copied it from Agatharchidas.
with accounts derived by Strabo from conversations
with travellers, particularly with the Stoic philosopher,
Athenodorus of Tarsus, the friend and preceptor of Authe chief city of the
gustus, wlw had visited Petra,
Nabathffii, and in company with ..Elius Gallus, with
whom Strabo became acquainted in Egypt. The seventecnth and last hook comprehends Egypt, Ethiopia,
and Libya, which we call Africa, and which comprised
under the name of Libya the countries of Cyrenaica,
The diMauritania, and the territories of Carthage.

and

Roman

empire into provinces terminates

What Strabo relates concerning the Nile
the work.
is obtained from Eratosthenes, Eudoxus, and Ariston.
Strabo, moreover, was personally acquainted with the
His accourse of the stream as far as the Cataracts.

—

;

tation.

vision of the

made

historian

;

thenes, with the exception of the account that is given
of the western part of the country ; this appears to

—

same

;

Du

The

Theil and Coray, enjoys a high repuand histori-

translation, with the critical

was assigned to the two scholars just named ;
Gossellin had charge of the formation of the
and the geographical illustrations. It appeared

cal notes,

M.

maps

5 vols. 4to. An able reduring 1805-20, and is in
view of it is given in the London Quarterly, vol. 5, p.
273, seqq.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Or., vol. 5, p. 278,

seqq )
Str.ito, I. a philosopher of Lampsacus, disciple
and successor in the school of Theophrastus, or the
he took charge B.C. 286,
peripatetic school, of which
and who continued over it for eighteen years, with a

and eloquence.
Ptolemy
high reputation for learning
and repaid his
Philadelphus made him his preceptor,
In
talents.
of
a
with
services
eighty
royal present
his opinion concerning matter, Strato departed essenfrom the system both of Plato and Aristotle,
tially

and he is said to have nearly approached that system
of atheism which excludes the deity from the formacount of the Ptolemies is based upon the testimony of tion of the worid.
Cicero states that this philosopher
in nature,
Polybius, and in part, very probably, upon his contin- conceived all Divine power to be seated
In the narrative of Alexander's which
increase,
uator, Posidonius.
possesses the causes of production,
march across the desert to the oracle of Ammon, Stra- and diminution, but is wholly destitute of sensation
of
the soul
seat
bo follows Callisthenes and the other companions of and figure. He taught, also, that the
the prince.
The recital of Petronius, who, during the is in the middle of the brain, and that it only acts bv
war against the Ethio- means of the senses. {Enfield's History of Philosoreign of Augustus, carried on
and the history of
U. A physician of Berypians, the work of Agatharchidas,
phy, vol. 1, p. 295, seq)
Herodotus, are the sources whence he draws his ma- tus, a pupil of Erasistratus, and, like him, a deterthe head of
terials for an account of the countries lying to the mined
enemy to bleeding. He became
With regard to Libya, and particu- a school. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 408.)—
south of Egypt.
of Sardis.
Many epi
larly the Oases and the temple of Ammon, he takes III. A licentious poet, a native
in the Greek Anthology
Eratosthenes for his guide, and for the distances, Argrams of his are preserved
while for the historical portion, Posido- {Scholl, Hi.«f. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 56.)
temidorus

—

;

He cites
nius, in all likelihood, served as authority.
also Tiraosthenes and Iphicrates, writers otherwise un-

Straton.

Vid. Strato.

STR.»TONicE, wife of Anliochus

I.

(Soter), king cl

»67

STR

STT

(ConSyria, and previously the wife of Seleucus.
remarks at the commencement of the article An-

sult

tiochus.)

Stratonicka, I. a city of Caria, between Alabanda
and Atlinda, and one of the three most important

sons of Boreas turned to Jupiter .^nesius, 'whose altar stood on a
promontory of Cephallenia, and supplicated him for aid to overtake the Harpies.
{Heyne^
ad Apollod., 1, 7, 21 ) These islands are known to

—

city received the name of Hadrianopolis, but did not
Strabo, 660.
(Hierod.
long retain it.
Polyb., 30,
19.
Plin., 5, 29.)
Ptolemy gives the name of the

navigators at the present day under the name of Strivali.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 121.)
Strophios, I. a king of Phocis. He married a sister of Agamemnon, by whom he had
Pylades, celebrated for his friendship with Orestes.
After the
of
murder
Agamemnon by Clytemnestra and .^gisthe
of
Phocis educated at his own house,
thus,
king
with the greatest care, his nephew, whom Electra had
removed
from the dagger of his mother and
secretly
her adulterer.
{Pausan , 2, 29.
Hygin., fab., 1,
II.
son of Pylades by Electra, the sister of
17.)
Orestes.

Chisplace as Stratonice.
{Leakeys Tour, p. 235.
II.
hull, Antiq. Asiat., p. 155.)
city near Mount
Taurus, called Stratonicea ad Taurum {XTpaTovUeia
^ Trpof Tu Tavpu), to distinguish it from the former.

Strymon, a large river of Thrace, forming the boundary of that country on the side of Macedonia,
{Scyl.y
Peripl, p. 27.) It rises in the chain of Mount Scomius, and, after a course of nearly two hundred miles,

(Strabo,

through the territory of the Paeonians, the Maedi, Sinti,

It was founded
cities in the interior of the country.
fortified by Antiochus Soter, and called after his

and

wife Stratonice.
The modern Eskihissar marks the
ancieni site. It would seem from Stephanus of Byzanv.
'KKaTijola), that an earlier city called Irdias,
{s.

tium

and also Hecatesia and Chrysaoris, occupied the spot
where Stratonicea was afterward founded. In consequence of some restorations by Hadrian,

—

—

—

—

I.

—

A

c.)

Stratonis TuBRis, a
called

this latter

of Judaea, afterward
Caesarea by Herod^ in honour of Augustus.
city

{Vid. Caesarea.)
the .£oliae Insulae to

the Lipari isles, or the
the northeast.

It

first

was

of

called

Strongyle (ZrpoyyvAjy) by the Greeks on account of
its round
figure, whence, by corruption, the modern
Slromboli.

It is

celebrated for

its

extraordinary
volcano, which is the only one known whose eruptions are continued and uninterrupted.
The island is,
in fact, merely a single mountain, whose base is about
The crater is supposed
nine miles
circumference.
to have been anciently situated on the summit of the
mountain ; it is now on the side. From various tesimonies collected by Spallanzani, he concludes that
he volcano has burned for more than a century where
it now does, without
any sensible change in its situation.
The same writer is of opinion that the material
origin and increase of Stromboli is to be attributed
to porphyry, which, melted by subterraneous confla-

m

grations, and rarefied by elastic gaseous substances,
arose from the bottom of the sea, and, extending itself

—

A

and Edones, which were Thracian
gulf to which

it

now Golfo

cus,

Stbongyle, one of

name

—

tribes, falls into the

communicated the name of StrymoniContessa.

di

{Strabo, 331.)

Pliny

states, that the Strymon had its source in Mount Hasmus, and that it formed seven lakes before it proceed-

ed on
to a

its

The Strymon gave

course (4, 10).

wind which was prevalent

its

in the gulf into

name
which

that river discharges itself, and blew with great violence from the north.
The Stry{Herod., 8, 118.)
mon was also celebrated for its eels. {Antiph., ap.
Alhen., 7, 54.)
According to Lucas, the modern

name

of this stream

is

"
Karasou, or the Black River ;"

but some maps term it the river of Orphano, from a
small town near its mouth.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece,
vol. 1, p.

289.)

Stymphalis, I. a region of Macedonia, south of
Orestis, and annexed to the former country upon the
{Liv 45,
conquest of that kingdom by the Romans.
II. Palus, a lake of Arcadia, near the town of
30.)
Stymphalus, and once the fabled haunt of birds, thence
called Stymphalides.
Schol. ad
{Apollod., 2, 5, 6.

—

,

—

on the sides

Pausanias imagines that these
Apoll. Rhod., 2, 1054.)
came from Arabia, as there existed some of the same

of

name

in lava and scoriae, has formed an island
The earliest eruptions of Strompresent size.
boli, authenticated by historical accounts, are prior
to the Christian era by about 290 years, the date of
the reign of Agathocles of Syracuse.
(Schol. ad
It burned, likewise, in the
Apoil. Rhod., 4, 761.)
After this latter petime of Augustus and Tiberius.
riod, a long succession of ages ensued, during which,
from the want of historical documents, we are ignorant
In the seventeenth century
of the state of Stromboli.
we again know that it ejected fire, which it has conThe ancients made
tinued to do to the present time.
this island the residence of JSolus, monarch of the
winds ; and Pliny gives us the germe of the whole fable when he states that the inhabitants could tell three
days beforehand, from the smoke of the volcano, what
winds were going to blow. {Plin., 3. 8.) Strongyle
was inhabited as early as the days of Thucydides.
About twenty-five years ago, Stromboli did not contain more than two hundred inhabitants ; but at present more than two thousand are collected in a single
Maltown.
{Mannert, Gcogr., vol. 9, pt. 2, p. 465.
its

—

—

te-Brun, vol. 7,

750.)
Strophades, small islands off the coast of Elis,
the Ionian Sea.
They were two in number, and,
according to Strabo, belonged to the territory of Cypap.

m

(Strab., 359.)
They were first called Plotae,
but took their name of Strophades from the circumstance of Zetes and Calais, the sons of Boreas, having
returned from thence (arpt'^w, " to turn'^) after they
had driven the Harpies thither from the table of Phin-

rissa.

eus.
liast,

According to the scho{Apoll. Rhod., 2, 295.)
however, ttte islands were so called because the

in

that country

(8,

22).

The Stymphalides,

confounded by others with the Harpies, are said to feed
on human flesh, and were fabled to have been de-

The Stymphalian lake was supposed to communicate with the Erasinus, a small river
of Argolis. {Herod., 6, 76.— Strabo, 371.) The Emperor Hadrian caused water to be conveyed from a
fountain in the Stymphalian territory to Connth.
{Cramers Ancient (Greece, vol. 3, p. 309.)
Stymphalus, a town of Arcadia, northeast of Orchomenus, and near the confines of Achaia. In the
time of Pausanias it was annexed to Argolis by the
voluntary choice of its inhabitants but it was an Arcadian town at the epoch of the Trojan war, having
been founded, according to the traditions of the country,
long before that period by Stymphalus, a descendant
of Areas.
{Pausan., 8, 22 ) Its antiquity is also atstroyed by Hercules.

;

tested by Pindar, who calls it the mother of Arcadia.
{Olymp., 6, 167.) The remains of Stymphalus are
about an hour to the west-southwest of Zaraka, and
stand upon a rocky eminence rising from the northeast
side of the lake.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.

309.)

Styx, I. a daughter of Oceanus and Tethys. She
married Pallas, by whom she had Victory, Strength,
Luck (Z^Aof. Heyne ad Apollod., 1, 2, 4, not. crit-h

—

c)—

A

celebrated torr
II.
{Apollod., I.
rent in Arcadia, which precipitated itself over a rocky
to join the river
height in the vicinity of Nonacris,
Crathis.
The waters of the Styx were said to be poi-

and Violence.

sonous, and to possess the property of dissolving inetand other hard substances exposed to their actio>>

als

SUA

SUE

The

only thing in which it could be kept was a mule's
every other kind of vessel split immediately on
Hence, say the ancient writers, it was
receiving it.
in a mule's hoof that some of this water was sent to
Asia by Aniipater, for the purpose of poisoning Alexander.
(P/m., 30, 53.—JEIian, H. A., 10, 40.— Ju*-

hoof

tin,

;

12,

U.— Quint.

QiUBst. Nat., 3,

Curt.,

25.— Vitruv.,

10,
8,

10,

25.— Seme,

3.— Farro, ap.

Solin.,

Hermesianax made her «>«
(Tlei66) by the Greeks.
of the Graces.
{Harmes., ap. Pauaan., 9, 35.)
SuASTUB, a river of India, falling into the Indas
near the modern city oi Attock.
D'Anville makes the
modern name of the Suastus to be the Suvat. Mai>nert supposes this to be the same river with that called
Choaspes by Strabo and Curtius, and the name Suastus, which is used by Ptolemy in speaking of this
stream, to be an error.
{Manrurt, Geogr., vol. 6, pt.

Herodotus relates that Cleomenes,
c. 7.)
king of
Sparta, assembled in this quarter the Arcadian chiefs l,p.30.)
whom he had united in a plot against that city, and
SuBLicius Pons, the most ancient, and also the
made them swear by this " infernal" stream that they first in order, if we ascend the river, of all the bridges
would persevere in their resolutions. The historian thrown over the Tiber at Rome. It was called Stibdescribes the Nonacrian Styx as a scanty rill, distilling licius because constructed of wood, and resting on
from the rock, and falling into a hollow basin surround- piles or stakes {sublicce.
Fesl., s. v. Subliciiu).
ed by a wall (6, 75).
Pausanias, however, represents This bridge was built by Ancus Marcius (Ltv., 1,33),
the Styx as falling from one of the most elevated sum- but was rendered more celebrated for the gallant manmits that he had ever seen (8. 17, 5), and this state- ner in which it was defended by Horaiius Cocles
ment agrees with the accounts of modern travellers. against the forces of Porsenna. For some centuries
{Von Stackelberg-, La Grece, Vues pittoresques, &c., after, this bridge was, through motives of religious feellivrais. xvii., Paris, 1831.
Pouqueville, Voyage de ing, kept constantly in repair with the same materials
la Grf.ce, vol. 5, p. 458.)
On comparing the language of which it had been originally framed, without the adof Herodotus with that of Pausanias in another pas- dition of a single nail for the purpose.
This continsage (8, 18. 2), it would appear that the historian ued, as we learn from Dio Cassius (50, 9), till towards
of
the Styx after it has descended from the end of the republic, when it was rebuilt of stone
merely speaks
the mountain-height.
The modern name of the Styx by the censor Paulus .^milius Lepidus. {Plut., Vit.
" Black
is Mavrovcro, or
Water," an appellation de- Num.) Julius Capitolinus states (c. 8) that it was
rived from the dark colour of the rocks over which it repaired by Antoninus Pius in marble.
{Cramer^s
flows.
(Von Stackelberg, I. c. Pouqueville, I. c.) Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 467.)
Various etymologies are assigned for the ancient name.
and
most
one
of
the
SuBURRA,
busy parts
populous
Servius derives it from the hateful and gloomy nature of ancient Rome.
If, however, the Suburra was one
of the stream (aTro tov arvyepov.
Serv. ad Virg., of the most frequented parts of Rome, it was also the
JEn., 6, 133).
According to another account, when most profligate. {Propert., 4, 7, 15, seq. Horat.,
Ceres, in the course of her wandering to recover her Epod., 5, 57.— Martial, 6, 66.) The term Suburra
lost daughter, was pursued by Neptune, and
compelled is sometimes used synonymously with that of Rome,

—

—

—

—

—

to change herself into a mare, she came to this Arcadian stream, and, having beheld her altered form in it,
was so disgusted at the sight that she
its wa-

regarded

ters with hatred,

and made them black of hue

—

{e<rrv-

Ptol., Hephast.,
yrjae re koc to vdup fi£?Mv knoiTjOE.
ap. Phot., cod., 190 ; vol. 1, p. 148, ed. Bekk.).—in.
fabulous river of the lower world, the idea of which

A

was
dia.

in all probability borrowed from the
Styx of
It was said to
encompass the lower

Arca-

region nine
times in its winding course (Virg., Georg., 4, 480),
and is described by the poets as a broad, dull, and sluggish stream of but little depth, whence the expression
"
"Stygian lake" (^n., 6, 134),
Stygian fen" {JEn.,
Ac6, 323), and the like, so frequently applied to it.
cording to the popular belief, the gods regarded this
stream with so much reverence that they were accus-

tomed to swear by it, and deemed such an oath the
most binding in its nature. (^En., 6, 324.) If, however, any deity ever violated an oath thus taken, the
punishment was believed to be deprivation of nectar
and ambrosia, and the loss of all heavenly privileges
for the space of ten whole years.
Hesiod, in a curious

passage of the Theogony, gives the particulars of this
punishment very minutely, but makes it apply to the
case of celestial perjury in general, not merely to the
violation of an oath taken in the name of the infernal
river.
According to the poet, when any one of the

gods is guilty of perjury, Iris is sent down to Hades,
and brings up thence, in a golden vase, some of the
The offendchilling water of this celebrated stream.
ing deity is compelled to swallow the noxious draught,
and thereupon he lies outstretched for one whole year,
without sense or motion, nor partakes of the nectar
and ambrosia.
At the end of this year other troubles
are in store for him.
For nine whole years is he now
from
the
separated
society of the gods, neither attendat
the
council
of
Jove
nor partaking of the banquet.
ing
In the tenth year his punishment ends, and he is restored to his former privileges.
(Hes., Theog., 783,

5—

3,
lb., 10, 156.)
{Sat
especially by Juvenal.
Julius Caesar is said to have first lived in this part of
,

Rome, and

an humble dwelling. {Sueton.,
Varro gives various etymologies for

in rather

Vit. Jul., 46.)

the

name

(L. L., 4, 8), but they

all

appear unsatisfac-

{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 369.)
SucRo, I. now Xucar, a river of Hispania Tarra-

tory.

It rises in
conensis, in the territory of the Contestani.
Mount Idubeda, and falls into the Mediterranean.
city of Hispania
{Mela, 2, Q.—Plin., 3, 3.)— II.

A

Tarraconensis, in the territory of the Edetani, and at
It lay between Carthago
the mouth of the river Sucro.
Nova and the river Iberus. It was in ruins as early as
The modern Cvllera marks its
the days of Pliny.
site.

{Plin., 3,

3.— Ltr.,

28,

2^— Id.,

29, 19.)

SoEssA, I. Pometia, an ancient Volscian city, the
site of which must ever remain a matter of mere conIt appears to have been in the neighbourhood
jecture.
of the Pomptinae Paludes, to which it gave name.
This town was taken and sacked by Tarquinius Sufurnished him
perbus, and the booty is said to have
with the means for laying the foundation of the Capitol.

{Liv.,

1,

53.)

it

was

again, at a later period,

taken and sacked by the consul Servilius, and from
that period

we

lose

all

traces of

it

in history.

Suessa

Pometia was a colony of Alba, according to Dionysius
(1,4) and Virgil {JEn, 6, 773 —Cramrr'* Anc. Italy
vol. 2, p. 95, seq.).—\\. Aurunca, the capital of the
Aurunci.

{Vid. Aurunci.)
SuEssiONEs, a people of Gallia Belgica, betwee?»
the Remi, Veromandui, Vadocasses, Meldi, and CataTheir capital, Augusta, afterward Suessiones,
launi.
now Soissons, stands on Oxona, now the Aisne.
were subdued by Caesar. {Cos., B. (?., 8, 6.

They

Liv., Epit.,

—

104— P/«n.,

4, 17.)
Paulinus, a

Roman commander,
SuETONiDs, I. C.
made war upon the
who, in the reign of Claudius,
Mauri, and was the first Roman general that crossed
Mount Atlas with an army. He commanded subseCompare Horn., II. 14, 272. Hcyne, ad loc.) quently in Britain, and there crushed a dangerous re$cqq.
^VADA, tliQ goddess of Persuasion, called Pitho bellion. He wrote an account of his campaign m At-

—

,

—

1W9

SUE

SUL

—

II. Tranquillus, a Roman historian, born about
nca.
the beginning of the reign of Vespasian.
His father,
Suetonius Lenis, was tribune of the thirteenth legion
in the war of Otho.
The son followed at Rome the
He beprofession of a grammarian and rhetorician.
came intimately acquainted with the younger Pliny,

who recommended him

to Trajan, and procured for him
the office of tribune, and the Jus trium liberorum,
no
issue.
Under the Emperor
in
fact,
though he had,

Hadrian he was appointed private secretary {MagiMer
Epistolarum), but was degraded from this post for
having been wanting in respect to the Empress SabiThe year of his death is not known. The prinna.
cipal work that remains to us of Suetonius is his BiIn some manuography of the first twelve Caesars.

—

scripts these lives are divided into eight books, an arThe
jjangement most probably made by the copyists.

object of Suetonius was not so much to give a history
of the political and military events that occurred during
the reign of each of these princes, as to delineate their
private characters, their virtues and vices, in a word,
the whole of their private life.
His narratives do not
follow a chronological order : the division is rather one
as, for exresulting directly from the subject matter
ample, the birth of each emperor, his manner of life,
;

Suetonius traces his

occupations, amusements,
characters with remarkable fidelity, and, according to
St. Jerome, with the same freedom with which they
Like Plulived; ''pari libertate ac ipsi vixerunl.'^
tarch, he seems to have collected his materials from
several very different authorities
but he had one
great advantage over the Greek biographer in the superior knowledge which he naturally possessed of the
laws and usages of the Romans ; so that on those sub&.c.

;

is much more
We
trustworthy.
do not see any grounds for the charge of malignity
which has been sometimes brought against him on
the contrary, he appears to have recorded the virtues
and vices of the Capsars with great impartiality and
certainly it is not the fault of Suetonius if their vices
seem to preponderate. He merely gives a plain and
candid account of facts, many of them otherwise unknown, but of the greatest importance for history.
His style is simple, concise, and correct, without either
ornament or affectation.
Besides these biographies,
we have from the pen of Suetonius an account of distinguished grammarians, and a fragment of a similar
work on celebrated rhetoricians. To him also are ascribed lives of Terence, Horace, Lucan, Pliny the

jects his testimony

;

;

—

and Persius. These are probably supSuetonius wrote also other works, on the
Schools of the Greeks, on Rome and its institutions,

elder. Juvenal,

posititious.

— The bestRoman

a genealogy of
lost.

-iscus,

families, &,c., but these are all
editions of Suetonius are, that of Pi-

Leonard., 1714, 2 vols. 8vo

Bat., 1751, 2 vols. 8vo

;

that of

Oudendorp,

of Ernesti, Lips.,
but particularly that of Crusius,
177.5, 3 vols. 8vo
3
vols.
8vo.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit.
Lips., 1816-18,
L.

;

that

;

Rom.,

vol. 2, p.

387.)
SuEvi, a powerful people of Germany, consisting
tribes,
and
inhabiting the eastern section of
many
the country, from the Danube to the Sinus Codanus.

of

Among

the

tribes

composing this nation,
Ptolemy enumerates the Langobardi, Semnones, and
The Catti, Marcomanni, Ubii, Sygambri, dsc,
Anijli.
were often included under the same general appellation.
In process of time, the names of the several
separate

became gradually

moire prevalent, that of Suevi
term became fixed as
a designation of those that had settled in what, at the
(Cas., B. G.,
present dav, is denominated Suabia.
4, 1, seqq'.
Tac, Germ., 38, 4.5.
P/irty, 4, 14.—
LuPertz., Mon. Germ. Hist., 1, 100, 283, 519.)
tribes
less

and less frequent,

until the

—

—

can calls them Flavi, from their having, in general,
reddish hair, which their name is likewise said to signify.

{Lucan,
1270

2, 51.)

SuiDAS, a Greek lexicographer, of

whom

so

little

known that some have doubted whether a person of
this name ever existed.
His name, however, is found
is

in all the MSS. of his Lexicon, and is often mentioned
He
by Eustathius in his commentary on Homer.
seems to have flourished between 900 and 1025 A.D.
He is the author of a Lexicon compiled from various

authors.

It differs

other works of

essentially from

this kind, in giving not only the
explanation of words,
but, at the same time, an historical notice of the most

celebrated authors, and extracts from their works.
On account of the peculiar uniformity of style which
prevails in the biographical notices, it has been con-

jectured that Suidas borrowed them all from some
and, from an expression which he himself uses in the article Hesychius, some have been led
to believe that a work of the latter furnished him with
his chief materials.
In making his compilation, however, Suidas has shown great negligence, and a total

Onomasticon

;

want of judgment and critical talent. He cites from
and corrupt readings he confounds individuals and authors
and oftentimes his citations do not
It is uncertain whether the
prove what he intends.
carelessness of copyists may not have been the cause
vitiated

;

;

of

many of these errors. Notwithstanding its errors
and imperfections, it is a very useful book, and a storehouse of all sons of erudition. It furnishes an account of poets, orators, historians, &.C., with many
passages from ancient authors whose works are lost.
The best edition, until of late, used to be that of KusIn 1834, however,
Cantab., 1705, 3 vols. fol.
edition of Kuster's work appeared from the
Clarendon press, Oxford, in 2 vols, fol., by Gaisford,
which is in every respect far superior to the former.
In the same year, Bernhardy, a German scholar, commenced re-editing Gaisford's labours, in the 4to form,
at the Halle press.
This latter work is still in a course
of publication.
(Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliograph., vol. 3,
p. ebO.—Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 289.)
SuioNEs, a people of Scandinavia, famed for their
skill in navigation as early as the days of Tacitus
{Germ., 44).
They were the earliest inhabitants of
ter,

new

a

what is now called Sweden, which country in early
times was called Sviar.
From them Sweden, in the
middle ages, received the appellation of Sveonland and
Sueonia.
{Bischoff und Mbller, Worterb. der Geogr.,
p.

935 )
Sulla.
SuLMO,

Vid. Sylla.
a city of Latium, which stood on the
It must not
site of the modern Sermonetta Vccchia.
be confounded with the place of the same name situated among the Peligni.
Virgil probably alludes to it
I.

name of Sulmo to a Latin warrior.
In Pliny's time no vestige of it reII. A city of the Peligni, about seven miles
It was the
southeast of Corfinium, now Sulmone.
birthplace of Ovid, who has made us acquainted with
The
than
one
more
that fact in
improbable
passage.
story of its having been founded by Solymus, a
of
of
the
one
.^^Dneas, which
companions
Phrygian,
when he gives

{^n.,

the

10, 517.)

mained. —

we

find in the

same poet

by Silius Italicus

(9, 76).

{Fast., 4, 79), is re-echoed
learn from Florus (3,

We

21) that this city was exposed to all the vengeance of
Sylla for having been attached to the cause of Marius.
It was not, however, destroyed by that general,
since we soon after hear of its having fallen into the
hands of Caesar, together with Corfinium.
{Bell.
Civ.,

1,

16.)

Frontinus stales that

{Cramer's Anc.

it

was

a

Roman

vol. 1, p. 334.)
SuLPiTiA, a poetess in the time of Domitian, who
wrote a poem on the banishment of the philosophers
have remaining a Satire in
by that emperor.
" De edicto Domitiani,
quo
seventy verses, entitled
in many ediPhilosophos urbe ejecerit.'" It is found
tions of Persius and Juvenal, and even of Ausonius.

colony.

Italy,

We

This

is

in
supposed to be,

fact, the

production

of Sul-

SUL
{B'dhr, Gesck.
alluded to

pitia.

pitia

Rom.

here

SUN
The

Lit., p. 181.)

Sul-

must not be confounded with

another in the time of Tibullua. To the latter are ascribed by some critics a portion of the elegies in the
fourth book of Tibuilus, namely, from the 2d to the
12th inclusive.
Brouck{Barthe, Advers., 59, 16.

—

hus, ad TibulL,

p.

SuLPiTiA Lkx,

384.)

VII. Servius Sulpitius Rufui, a
contemporary and
friend of Cicero's, and one of the most eminent lawHe had been a pupil, in judicial
yers of his time.
studies, of F. Balbus and C. Aquilius Gallus
According to the testimony of Cicero, Sulpitius waa the
first that
gave a scientific form to Roman jurisprudence in other words, he carried it back to first
He was consul 50 B.C., with M. Marprinciples.
;

MUitaris, by P. Sulpitius, the tribIt ordained that the
prosecution
of the Mithradatic war should be taken from Sylla and
II. Another, de Senalu,
vested in Marius.
by Servius
It required that
Sulpitius, the tribune, A.U.C. 665.
no senator should contract a debt over 2000 denarii
($300).— III. Another, de Civitate, by P. Sulpitius,
the tribune, A.U.C. 665.
That the Italian allies,
who had obtained the rights of citizenship, and had
been formed into eight new tribes, should be distribuI.

une, A.U.C. 666.

—

Of

cellua.
voice

capita

his legal writings

De

;

{Reprehensa

tcstandis sacris

;

De

M.

Sc<t-

dote, &c.),

and also of his speeches, nothing remains.

(Consult

Otto, "</c Vita, studiis, scriptis, ct honorilms Scrv. S.

Ruji;' Traj. ad Rhen.,

1737.)— VIII. C. Sulpitius
Apollinaris, a native of Carthage, and grammarian,
flourished in the time of the Antonines.
have
nothing from him relative to the branch of knowledge

We

which he professed

The verses, however,
commencement of Terence's

to teach.

ted throughout the thirty-five oW tribes ; and also that
the manumitted slaves, who used formerly to vote only
in the four city tribes, might vote in all the trilies.

plays, as

SuLPiTiA Gkns, a distinguished patrician family at
the two principal branches of which were the
Camerini and Galbse.

the order which Virgil gave to burn the .^neid.
(Burmann, Antkol. Lat., vol. 1, p. 352.
SchoU,
Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 308.)— IX. Sulpitius Se-

Rome,

SoLPiTius,

I.

Servius Sulpitius Rufus, a distin-

patrician, brother-in-law of C. Licinius Stolo.
[e was highly esteemed for his talents and virtues,
fuished

and

that are found

posed

at the

arguments

to be his.

to the
respective pieces, are suphave also an epigram of his on

We

—

verus, an ecclesiastical historian,

bom

We

about 363 A.D.,

have from him a sacred history
Aquitania.
(Historia Sacra), from the creation of the world to
A.D. 410 ; a Life of St. Martin of Tours, and some
in

many important offices in the state. Sulwas four times military tribune with consular dialogues and letters. The latest edition of his united
power the last of these times in 400 B.C. II. Ser- works is that of Prato, Verona, 1741-5, 2 vols. 4to.
vius Sulpitius Paeticus, was consul B.C. 362, with LiSuMMANUs, an Etrurian deity, whose worship was
Scenic exhibitions are said to have adopted, probably very early, at Rome. A temple
cinius Stolo.
been first given during this year, and it was during was erected to him at the Circus Maximus in the time
this same year that Sulpitius drove a nail into the of the war with Pyrrhus (Ovid, Fast., 6, 731), and his
filled

—

pitius

;

side of the temple of Jupiter on account of the ceasIII. Publius Sulpitius Saverio,
ing of a pestilence.
was consul B.C. 279, with P. Decius Mus, aiid deIV. Servius Sulpitius
feated Pyrrhus at Asculura.

—

—

and III.)— V. Caius Sulpitius
Gallus. ( Vtd. Gallus I.)— VI. Publius Sulpitius, a tribune of the commons in 122 B.C., and a person of
Galba.

{Vtd. Galba

II.

As

most turbulent character.

a partisan of Marius,

he brought forward a law to deprive Sylla of the
charge of the war against Mithradates, and to vest it in
He also proposed another law respecting the
Marius.
Italian allies.

(Vid. Sulpitia

Lex

III.)

While these

matters were pending, he paraded the streets, surrounded by armed bands, and a set of ruffians whom
he called hi.s anti-senate the Italians also streamed
in extraordinary numbers to the city, to await the pasOn
sage of the law in which they were interested.
their first insertion into the register of citizens, eight
for
created
whose
tribes
been
new
had
them,
suffrages
were only then demanded when the old five-and- thirty
now
decision.
no
Sulpitius
proposed by his law
gave
:

to distribute

them throughout

all

the tribes.

Rome

became thereupon

a scene of confusion and riot ;
both parties, the old citizens and the Italians, fought
and
with sticks and clubs in the streets and forum
the law was near being passed by force, when Sylla,
who remained at Rome, came to the aid of the
The senate was assembled in the
senatorial party.
temple of Castor, and regularly besieged by the people because it had caused to be announced the measure usual in extreme confusion of an interruption of
In the tumult that arose, Sylla's
all public business.
son-in-law was slain ; his colleague escaped the
hands of the mob with difficulty ; and Sylla himself,
to save his life, was compelled to take off the restriction upon public business merely to be let out of the
He betook himself to his army, while Sulpitius
city.
carried his law, and the appointment also of Marius in
Sylla's stead, as commander-in-chief against Mithradates.
Sylla now marched upon Rome, and the city
was stormed like a hostile town. Sulpitius the trib;

une perished, a price having been set upon his head,
jgod Marius himself narrowly escaped being taken.

—

earthen statue stood on the top of the temple of Jupiter on the CapitoL
{Cic, Div., 1, 10.) Nocturnal
lightnings were ascribed to Summanus, as diurnal ones

—

were

D

to Jupiter {Plin., 2, 53.
4,
August., Civ.
and when trees had been struck with lightning,
the Fratres Arvalcs sacrificed to him black wethers.
He may, therefore, have
{Gruter, Inscrip., p. 121.)
but we are assured that
been only a god of the night
he was Pluto and Dispiter.
{Mart., CapelL, 2, 40.
Arnoh., adv. Gent., 37.) Varro joins him with Vulcanus, as one of the gods worshipped by the Sabine

23)

,

;

—

;

Tatius.

(L.

was probably

As his Roman name
Xr., 4, p. 22.)
a translation, the usual derivation of it,

Summus Manium,

is
His
perhaps founded on truth.
Summanalia, was on the 20th of June,
when cakes shaped like a wheel were offered to him.

festival, the

(Keightley^s Mythology, p. 530, scq.)
SuNiUM, a celebrated promontory of Attica, forming
the extreme point of that province towards the south.
Near the promontory stood the town of the same name,

with a harbour.
(Pausan., 1, 1.) Sunium was held
especially sacred to Minerva as early as the time of
Homer {Od., 3, 278), and here the goddess had a
beautiful temple, whence her appellation of Su7nas.
of Sunium is frequently mentioned in
Grecian history.
Herodotus, in one place (4, 99),
calls it the Suniac angle (tov yovvov tov Soirta^ov).
Thucydides reports that it was fortified by the .Athe-

The promontory

nians after the Sicilian expedition, to protect their
vessels which conveyed corn from Eubtea, and were,
consequently, obliged' to double the promontory (8, 4).
Travellers who have visited Sunium inform us that

—

was originally decorated with six columns
and probably thirteen on each side.
Spohn retime nineteen columns were still
ports, that in his
The whole edifice was of white marble,
this edifice
in front,

—

standing.
and of the most perfect architecture.
According to
Hobhouse (v )l. 1, p. 342, Am. ed.), nine columns,
without their entablatures, front the sea, in a line from
west-northwest to east-southeast; three are standtowards the land, on the north and
ing on the side
two, with a pilaster, next to the corner one of the
northern columns, towards the sea on the east ; and
;
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sus

SY A

This
there is a solitary on > on the southeastern side.
last has obtained for the promontory the name of Cape
The whiteness
Colonni, or the Cape of the Column.
of the marble has been preserved probably by the seaas
manner
Trajan's triumphal
rapour, in the same

palace at Susa, afterward called Memnonium or MemSusa itself is sometimes called Memnonta.
nonia.

The rock on which

arch at Ancona.

the columns

but not inaccessible, nor very
according to Hobhouse, a strong resemblance to the picture in Falconer's " Shipwreck ;"
but the view given in Anacharsis places the temple
Sunium was considered
just in the wrong position.
by the Athenians an important post, and as much a
town as the Piraeus, but could not have been very
tttand

is

precipitous,

It bears,

high.

Hobhouse, who

is of
opinion that,
the rich rock of Sunium in
his Cyclops, he alludes to the wealth of the temple,
The same writer justly
not the fertility of the soil.
considers the assertion of Pausanias to be unworthy

large, according to

when Euripides

styles

it

Memnon I.) Susa was 120 stadia in circumference
accordmg to Polyclitus 200 stadia and the account of the last-mentioned writer, which Strabo quotes,
the
that
city had no walls, deserves full credit, since,
in all the movements of Alexander and his successors
in this quarter, it is constantly represented as an unfor{Vid.

;

tified

;

city.

tion is

made

When, therefore, men{Strabo, 727.)
in other writers of walls, we must refer

what is said to the citadel merely. This citadel was
termed Memnonium, and is represented as a place of
Alexander found great treasures here.
great strength.

We

are informed by Strabo that Susa
{Strabo, 731.)
or Susan meant in Persian *' a lily," and that the city

was so

called from the

abundance of these flowers that

Perhaps the appellation may
have had somewhat more of an Oriental meanmg, and
of belief, when he states that the spear and the crest have denoted the lily (i. e., the fairest) among cities.
of the statue of Minerva in the Acropolis might be
Great difficulty exists in relation to the site of thia
seen from Sunium, a straight line of nearly 30 miles. ancient place. Mannert declares for Toster or SchosckSir W. Gell observes that "nothing can exceed ter, and not for the more northwestern Sus ; hxA
the beauty of this spot, commanding from a portico of consult the remarks of Williams {Geography of Anwhite marble, erected in the happiest period of Gre- cient Asia. p. 12, seqq.).
It was customary with the
cian art, and elevated 300 feet above the sea, a pros- kings of Persia to spend the summer in the cool,
pect of the Gulf of ^gina on one side, and the ^fege- mountainous country of Ecbatana, aiid the winter sA
an on the other." {Itm., p. 82 ) Dodwell states that Susa, the climate being warmer there than elsewhere.
" the
SusARioN, a Greek poet of Megara, who is supposed
temple is supported on its northern side by a
regularly constructed terrace wall, of which seventeen by some to have been the inventor of comedy, on the
The fallen columns are authority of the Arundel marble. If the marble, howlayers of stone still remain.
scattered about below the temple, to which they form ever, be correct, by the term Kw/iwdm, as applied t»
the richest foreground.
The walls of the tower, of him, we can understand nothing beyond a kind of
which there are a few remains, may be traced nearly rough, extemporal farce, performed by the chorus, into
down to the port on the southern side the greater which Susarion might have improved the Phallic song.
{Thepart of the opj)osite side, upon the edge of the preci- His date may be inferred to be about 562 B.C.
in

grew

the

vicinity.

—

—

;

pice, was undefended, except by the natural strength
of the place and the steepness of the rock ; the walls

were
640.

fortified

with

towers."

square
— Cramer's Anc.
Greece,

vol. 1, p.

{Tour,

vol. 2, p.

377.)
SuPERUM M.<RE, a name of the Adriatic Sea, as situate above Italy.
The name of Mare Inferum was
applied for the opposite reason to the sea below Italy.
a
SuRENA,
powerful officer under Orodes, king of
Parthia, and who had aided in raising that monarch to
He distinguished himself at the storming
the throne.
of Seleucia, and was afterward appointed commander
of the Parthian forces against Crassus, whom he overthrew in the memorable victory at Charrae, and afterward entrapped and put to death. Surena himself
was not long after put to death by Orodes. {Plut.,
Vit. Crass.)

SuRRENTUM, a City of Campania, on the lower shore
of the Sinus Crater, and near the Promontorium MiThe place is reported to have been of very
nervae.
ancient date, and was said to have derived its name
from the Sirens, who, as poets sung,

made

this coast their favourite haunt,

days of yore
and had a tem-

in

them here. {Strab.. 247.) Surple consecrated to
rentum appears to have become a Roman colony in

—

atre of the Greeks, Sd ed., p. 70, in notis.
Compare
the remarks of Bentley, Dissertation on Phalaris, vol.
1, p.

249, seqq.,

ed.

Dyce.)

SusiANA or Susis, a province of Persia, to the east
It was a large level tract, shut
of Babylonia proper.
in by lofty mountains on all sides but the south, and
was hence exposed to the hot winds from this quarter,
while the cool winds from the north were kept off by
Hence Susiana was selected as the
the mountains.
winter residence of the Persian king, but suffered
summer. The chief rivers were
much from heat
the Ulasus and Tigris, and, on the confines of Persis,
The modern name of Susiana is Chuthe Oroatis.
The ancient capital was Susa, whence the
sistan.

m

was derived. {Vid. Susa.)
appellation of Susiana
SusiDiB PyL.«:, narrow passes over mountains from
Consult
Susiana into Persia.
{Curt., 5, 3, 17.

—

Diod Sic, 17, &8.)
town of Numidia, of which mention

Schmiedcr,adloc.,

SuTHUL,

a

zx\^

is

Sallust {Bell. Jug., 37) and Priscian
Barbie du Bocage
(5, 2; vol. 1, p. 173, ed. Krehl).
same with that called
suspects that this town is the
The name
Sufetala (now Sbaitla) in the Itin. Ant.
some to signify " the town of eagles,"
Suthul is said

made

only

in

by

Gesenius

The wine of the Surrentine
the reign of Augustus.
hills was held in great estimation by the ancients.
Martial, 13, WO.
Stat.,
{Ovid, Met., 15, 709.

but with what authority

Tiberius
Plmy, however,
Sylv., 3, 5.)
used to say of this wine, that physicians had agreed
to give it a name, but that, in reality, it was only a bet-

ment or colony. {Gesen Phctn. Mon., p. 427.)
SuTRiuM, a city of Etruria, about eight miles to the

—

—

relates

sort of vinegar.

ter

{Plin

14,

,

16.)

that

The modern

of Surrentum is Sorrento, and it is celebrated as the birthplace of Tasso, and admired for the
and the salubrity of
exquisite beauty of its scenery

name

climate.

its

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, p. 183.)
city of Susiana in Per-

SusA {orum), a celebrated
sis,

on the east side of the

Eulaeus

or

Choaspes.

The

founder, according to Herodotus, was Darius; whereas Slrabo gives, from Grecian
traditions, the name of Tithonus, the father of Mem-

{Herod.,

non

;

5, 52.)

and

Memnon
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himself

is

said to

have

built the

more

correctly deduces

and makes

it

it

its

is

hard to say.

meaning from

"
pluntatio.'"
equivalent to

the
i.

Hebrew,
e., settle-

,

northeastern direction from
a city of some note, and was considered bv the Romans as an important acquisition in
furtherance of their designs against Elruria.
Having
it fell into their
been surprised by the latter

west of Nepete, and
Caere.

It

in a

was

power,
recovered by Cahands, but was almost immediately
Sutrium was colonized by the
millus.
{Liv., 6, 3.)
Romans, as Velleius Paterculus reports, seven years
It
after Rome had been taken by the Gauls (1, 14).
is now Sutri.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 234.)

SvIgrus, an
^lian {V. H.y

early Greek poet,
14, 21), lived after

who, according to
Orpheus and Mu

sts

SYE

seus, and was the first that sang of the Trojan war.
Diogenes Laeriius writes the name Sagaris, and makes
him to have been the contemporary and rival of Ho-

(Diog. Laert 2, 46.)
SvBARis, I. a river of Lucania, running by the city
of the same name, and falling into the Sinus TarentiIts waters were said to
It is now the Cochile.
nus.
mer.

,

But this prosperity and excess of luxury wer«
)
not of long duration
and the fall of Sybaris waa haai*
encd with a rapidity only equalled by that of its »udden elevation. The events which led to this cataa*
A demtrophe are thus related by Diodorus Sicolus.
ocratical party, at the head of which was
Telys, hat3

;

ing gained the ascendancy, expelled five hundred ol
the principal citizens, who
sought refuge at Croiona.
city, upon receiving a summons to give up the
or
for
war, by the advice of Pythagfugitives
prepare
was situate between the rivers Sybaris and Crathis, oras made choice of the latter alternative ; and the
and is said to have been founded by the people of hostile armies met near the river Traens, in the CroThe forces of Crotona, headed by
Trcejene, not long after the siege of Troy.
{Aristof., toniat territory.
But these were subsequently the celebrated Milo, amounted to 100,000 men, while
Poht., 5, 3
Solin.., 8.)
joined by a more numerous colony of Achaeans, under those of Sybaris were triple that number; the former,
the conduct of Iseliceus {Sfrab., 263), about 720 B C. however,
gained a complete victory, and but few of
(Euseb., Chron., 2 ) The rise and progress of this the Sybarites escaped from the sword of the enemjTin
celebrated republic must have been wonderfully rapid. the route which ensued.
The victorious Crotoniats,
are told that it held dominion over four different following up their success, advanced
against Sybaris,
people and twenty-five towns and that the city extend- and, finding it in a defenceless state, totally destroyed
ed fifty stadia, or upward of six miles, along the Cra- the town by turning the waters of the Crathis, and
But the number of its inhabitants capable of bear- thus overwhelming it with the inundation. This event
this.
ing arms, which are computed at 300,000 by several is supposed to have happened nearly 510 years B.C.
ancient writers, and which are said to have been actu- {Diod. Sic, 12, 9.
Herod, 5, U.
Strabo, 263.)
ally brought into the field, is so prodigious as to raise The greater part of the Sybarites who escaped from
considerable doubts as to the accuracy of these state- the general destruction retired to their colonies on
The accounts which we have of their luxury the Tyrrhenian Sea ; but a small remnant still adments.
and opulence are not less extraordinary to such a hered to their native soil, and endeavoured, but in
The city of Thurii
degree, indeed, did they indulge their taste for pleas- vain, to restore their fallen city.
ure, that a Sybarite and a voluptuary became synony- was afterward erected in the immediate vicmiiy. ( Vid.
mous terms. Athenaeus, in particular, dwells on their Thurii.)
As Sybaris was utterly destroyed, no ruina
inordinate sensuality and excessive refinement.
His remain to guide us in our search of its position.
details are chiefly drawn from Timaeus, Phylarchus, Swinburne imagined, however, that he had discovered
and Aristotle.
Among other particulars which he some vestiges of this city about three miles from the
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 354, seqq )
gives, upon the authority of these Greek writers, are coast.
It was forbidden by law to exercise in
the following.
Sybakita, an inhabitant of Sybaris. {Vid. Sybathe city any trade or craft, the practice of which was ris )
attended with noise, lest the sleep of its inhabitants
Syene, now Assuan, a town of Theba'is, on the exJuvenal, the poet, was banished
and, for the same reason, an edict tremities of Egypt.
might be disturbed
was enforced against the breeding of cocks. On the there on pretence of commanding a legion stationed in
other hand, great encouragement was held out to all the neighbourhood.
It is famous for being the place
who should discover any new refinement in luxury, where the first attempt was made to ascertain the measthe profits arising from which were secured to the in- ure of the circumference of the earth by Eratosthenes.
ventor by patent for the space of a year.
Fishermen In this town, according to Strabo, a well was sunk,
and dyers of purple were specially exempted from the which marked the summer solstice, and the day waa
payment of taxes and duties. A crown of gold was known when the style of the sundial cast no shade at
awarded to those who distinguished themselves by noon at that instant the vertical sun darted his rays
The observations of the
the sumptuousness of their entertainments, and their to the bottom of the well.
names were proclaimed by heralds, at the solemn festi- FVench astronomers place Assuan in 24° 5' 23" of
To these banquets their north latitude. If this was formerly situated under the
vals, as public benefactors.
women were also invited, and invitations were sent tropic, the position of the earth must be a little alterthat
But
them a year in advance,
they might have suf- ed, and the obliquity of the ecliptic diminished.
ficient time to provide themselves with dresses suita- we should be aware of the vagueness of observations
These were of the most costly made by the ancients, which have conferred so much
ble to the occasion.
The phenomenon of the
description, generally purple or saffron-coloured, and celebrity on these places.
of the finest Milesian wool.
Dionysius of Syracuse, extinction of the shadow, whether within a deep pit or

—

H

render horses shy.
N., 2,
.-B/ian,
{Sirab., 263.
11. A celebrated city of Lucania, on the Sinus
36.)
and
near
confines
the
of
Bruttium.
It
Tarentinus,

—

This

—

We

;

—

—

:

—

;

—

;

having beconie possessed of one of these robes, which
was esteemed a singular rarity from its peculiar magnificence, sold it to the Carthagmians for 120 talents,

upward of 20,000/. When they retired to their villas, the roads were covered with an awning, and the

round a perpendicular gnomon, is not confined to one
exact mathematical position of the sun, but is common
to a certain extent of altitude, corresponding to the visible diameter of that luminary, which is more than half
a
It would be sufficient, therefore, that the

degree.
should reach the zenjourney, which might easily have been accomplished northern margin of the sun's disk
Their cellars were ith of Syene on the day of the summer solstice, to abolin one day, was the work of three.
a
Now,
generally constructed near the seaside, whither the ish all lateral shadow of perpendicular object.
wine was conveyed from the country by means of in the second century, the obliquity of the ecliptic,
of
The Sybarites were also said to have invent- reckoned from the observations
Hipparchus, w«i
pipes.
has recorded the name of 23° 49' 2.5".
baths
ed
If we add the semidiameter of the sun,

—

vapour
History
one individual, famed beyond all his countrymen for
his effeminacy and sensuality.
Smiudrydes, the son
of Hippocrates, is stated by Herodotus to have been
by far the most luxurious man that ever lived (6, 127).
It is reported, that when he went to Sicyon as suiter
to the daughter of Clisthenes, tyrant of that city, he
was accompanied by a train of a thousand cooks and
fowlers, and that he far surpassed that prince and all
his court in magnificence and splendour.
{Athen., 12,

7Y

we find for the northern margin 24° 5'
within a second of the actual latitude of
At present, when the obliquity of the ecliptic is
Syene.
23° 28', the northern limb of the sun comes no nearer
the latitude of Sveno than 21' 3", yet the shadov^ is
which

is

15' 57".

22", which

is

We

have, therefore, no imperiscarcely perceptible.
ous reason for admitting a greater diminution in the
than that which is shown by
obliquity of the ecliptic
real astronomical observation of the most authentic and
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SYL

SYLLA.

That of tho well of Syene is not among
number of these last, and can give us no assistance

and he

said to have exhibited on the occathe first time, it
;

exact kind.

aedile

the

sion no fewer than a hundred lions

in ascertaining the position of the tropic thirty centuries ago, as some respectable men of science seem to

have believed.
around Syene.

— Nature presents
Here

a peculiar spectacle
are the terraces of reddish gran-

a
of a particular character, hence called Syenite
term applied to those rocks which differ from granite
These mighty
in contaming particles of hornblende.
terraces, shaped into peaks, cross the bed of the Nile,
and over them the river rolls majestically its impetuHere are the quarries from
ous and foaming waves.
which the obelisks and colossal statues of the Egypite

;

were dug. An obelisk, partially formed
remaining attached to the native rock, bears
testimony to the laborious and patient efforts of human
art.
{Malte-Brun, vol. 4, p. 89, segq.. Am. ed.)
Sye.vnesis, a satrap, or, rather, tributary monarch

tian temples

and

still

of Cilicia, when Cyrus
his brother Artaxerxes.

Younger made war upon
The name Syennesis appears,

the

in fact, to have been a common appellation for the native princes of this country.
(Consult B'dhr, ad Herod., 1, 64.
Kriiger, ad Xen., Anab., I, 2, 12.

—

—

Slatil., ad JEsch., Pcrs., 326)
Sylla, Lucius Cornelius, was born at Rome
\..U.C.616,B.C. 138, in the consulship of M. ^milius
Lepidus and C. Hostilius Mancinus, four years before
fhe death of Tiberius Gracchus.
Sylla was a patrician

his father, however, did nothing to promote
honour or the wealth of his family, and his
son was born with no very flattering prospects either
We know not by whom his eduof rank or fortune.
but he acquired, either
cation was superintended
from his instructors, or by his own exertions in after
and he had the
life, an unusual portion of knowledge

hy birth

;

either the

;

;

character of being very profoundly versed in the literature of both his own country and Greece.
(Sallust,

is

;

said, that the

is

male

lion

was ever brought forward

the sports of the circus.
{Plin., 8, 16.)
piration of the praBtorship he obtained the

On

in

the ex-

provmce of

and was commissioned to replace on the throne
Ariobarzanes, king of Cappadocia, who had been lateCilicia,

Mithradates.
(Plut., Vit. Syll., c. 6.
This he easily effected for Mithradates was not yet prepared to encounter the power
of Rome ; and it is farther mentioned as a memorable
circumstance in the life of Sylla, that while he was yet
in Cappadocia, he received the first communication
ever made to any Roman officer by the sovereign of
Parthia.
Arsaces, king of that country, perceiving
that the Romans extended their influence into his
neighbourhood, sent an embassy to Sylla to solicit
their alliance.
In the interview between the Roman
praetor and the Parthian ambassador, Sylla claimed the
precedence in rank with the usual arrogance of his
expelled by
— Liv.,Epit.,
70.)
ly

;

countrymen and by this behaviour, in all probability,
left no very friendly feeling in the mind of Arsaces
and rather encouraged than lessened that jealousy of
the Roman power, which the Parthians in the sequel
were often enabled to manifest with more success than
;

;

any other nation since the time of Hannibal. On Sylla's return to Rome, he was threatened with a prosecution on account of corrupt proceedings in his province
but the matter was never brought to a trial.
Soon after this the Social War broke out, in which
Sylla served as lieutenant under the consul Lucius Julius Caesar; and during this same contest the name of
Marius is hardly mentioned, whereas the services of
Towards the
Sylla were of the most eminent kind.
;

close of this war,

A.U.C.

88, Sylla

went

to

Rome

to

stand candidate for the consulship ; and the prospect
of his attaining to that dignity was most galling to the
jealousy of Marius, especially as a war with Mithradates now appeared certain ; and, if a general of Sylla's
reputation filled the office of consul, his claims to the
command of the army employed in the contest would
prevail over all others. Sylla's application for the consulship was a successful one, and Q. Pompeius was
Information soon after was
chosen as his colleague.
received that Mithradates had attacked and overrun

But intellectual superiority affords
Bell. Jug., 95.)
no security for the moral principles of its possessor ;
and Sylla, from his earliest youth, was notorious for
gross sensuality, and for his keen enjoyment of low
He is said to have merely ocand profligate society.
cupied lodgings at Rome, and to have lived in a way
which seems to have been reckoned disgraceful to a
man of patrician family, and to have incurred great inFor his first advancement in life he was in- the Roman dominions in Asia Minor, and war was
digence.
debted to the fondness of a prostitute, who had ac- therefore declared against him at Rome
whereupon
quired a large sum of money, and left it all to him by Asia and Italy being named as the province of the conand he also inherited the property of his suls, the latter fell to the lot of Q. Pompeius, and the
her will
But the turbulent tribune
mother-in-law, who regarded him as her own son. Syl- former to that of Sylla.
la was chosen one of the qusestors A.U.C. 646, and
Publius Sulpitius, the devoted partisan of Marius, was
be carried
joined the army of Marius, who was then in his first determined that this arrangement should not
The army which Sylla was to command
consulship, and carrying on the war against Jugurtha into effect.
as
that city,
Here his services were of great impor- was at this time employed near Nola.
in Africa.
tance, since it was to him that Jugurtha was at last sur- which had revolted ia the Social War, still refused to
rendered by Bocchus, king of Mauritania.
This latter submit to the Romans but he himself remained in
;

;

;

is said, the
jealousy of Mabut Sylla nevertheless served under him as one
of his lieutenants in the war with the Cimbri, where

circumstance excited, as
rius

;

he again greatly distinguished himself.
ever, the

him, and

Finding, how-

will of his general daily
increasing^ he left
served in the army of Lutatius Catulus, the
ill

of Marius

and in

this

situation, being
charged with the duty of supplying the soldiers with
it so well, that the
army of
provisions, he performed
Catulus was in the midst of abundance, while that of

colleague

:

Marius was labouring under severe privations. This
farther inflamed the animosity with which Marius
For some years after this pealready regarded him.
riod Sylla seems to have lived in the mere enjoyment
of his favourite pleasures of intellectual and sensual
excitement.
At length, A.U.C. 657, he became a
still

candidate for the office of praetor, but without success.
In the following year, however, he was more fortunate, having been elected to this same magistracy without the previous step of going through the office of
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the city with his colleague, endeavouring to baffle the
project of Sulpitius by proclaiming frequent holydays,
and ordering, consequently, a suspension of public business.
A violent tumult in consequence ensued ;
of his enemies, was
Sylla, finding himself in the power

compelled to yield, and immediately thereafter left
Rome for his army, and Sulpitius soon caused a law
to be passed depriving Sylla of the command against
Two military
Mithradates, and vesting it in Marius.
tribunes were sent to announce this change to Sylla.
The army of the latter, however, were as indignant
The two milas himself at this new arrangement.
and the whole force,
itary tribunes were murdered,
of six legions, broke uf. from its quarters,
consisting

and began to march upon Rome. The city was asone
saulted and taken
Sulpitius, being betrayed by
of his slaves, was put to death by Sylla's orders, and
while Marius, aftei
his head exposed on the rostra
;

;

a
ca.

of romantic adventures, escaped to Africrushed the opposite factioi\
Sylla having thus

series

'

SYLLA.
his

pioscribed Marius,
rents, re-established the

son,

SYLLA.
and

power of the

bis

chief adhe-

senate, and ap-

pointed his friend Octavius and his enemy Cinna to
The rethe consulship, set out against Mithradates.
and this
lief of Greece was the first object of Sylla
;

he accomplished after taking Athens by storm, and
defeating the armies of Mithradates in two great batWeakened and dispirited by these reverses, the
tles.
King of Pontus readily concluded a treaty with the
Roman general, who, on his part, was equally desirous of a peace, that he might return to Koine, where
the Marian faction had regained the ascendancy. Sylto produce a comparative
la had
probably expected
equilibrium at Rome by the appointment to the consulship of one from each of the contending factions.
Here, however, his policy failed, probably from being
too refined, or from his not taking into consideration
the new element which had been introduced by the
admission of the Italian states to the citizenship. He
had, in a great measure, exterminated the democratic
party in Rome itself, and restored the power of the
but Cinna perceived the means of raising a
senate
;

powerful body of new adherents, by proposing to
throw open all the tribes to the Italian states, which
would have given them a preponderance in evepy popThis the other consul, Octavius, opular assembly.
and Cinna was compelled to withdraw to the
posed
country, where he soon mustered a powerful army of
the disaffected allies. Marius, who had fled to Africa,
being informedof the turn which affairs had taken at
Rome, conceived hopes of recovering his power, and
immediately returned to Italy, joined Cinna, and, at
the head of an immense horde of robbers and semi;

barbarians, the very dregs of the populace of all Italy,
who flocked to his standard from all quarters, advan-

At his approach Rome was
ced against the city.
thrown into consternation and there not being any
forces sufficient to oppose him, the senate offered to
capitulate, on condition that the lives of the opposite
party should be spared. During the progress of these
negotiations, Marius entered the city at the head of
his armed and barbarous adherents, secured the gates
that none might escape, and gave the signal for
On rushed his barbarians like wolves,
slaughter.
sparing neither age nor sex, while Marius gazed on
Duthe horrid scene with grim and savage delight.
ring fiv^e days and five nights the hideous massacre
was continued with relentless ferocity, while the streets
were deluged with blood, and the heads of the murdered victims were exhibited in the forum, or laid before the monster himself for his peculiar gratification.
At length Cinna grew_sick of the protracted butchery
but the barbarians of Marius could not be restrained
till they were themselves surrounded and cut to pieces
;

;

soldiers.
Having gratified his revenge by
bloody biUchery, Marius nominated himself consul
for the seventq, time, and chose Cinna to be his cola publeague. iTiis he did without the formalities of
lic assembly, as if to consummate his triumph over
the liberties of his country, thus trampled upon by an
act at once of violation and of insult. But a short time
In the sevendid he enjoy his triumph and revenge.
teenth day of his seventh consulate, and in the seventieth year of his age, he expired, leaving behind him
the character of having been one of the most suc-

by Cinna^s
this

most pernicious citizens of Rome.
Sylla, having concluded a treaty with Mithradates^retur ned at the head of his victorious army, prepared
and determined to inflict the most signal and ample
vengeance upon the Marian faction, whom he deemed
Before
equally foes to himself and to the republic.
his arrival in Italy, Cinna had been killed in a mutiny
leaders
and none of the other
of his own troops
possessed talent and influence enough to make head

cessful generals and

;

against him.

After a short but severe struggle, Sylla

prevailed, and immediately

commenced

his dreadful,

deliberate, and systematic course of retribution.
who had either taken part directly with Mariu«, or
who were suspected of attachment to the democratic

AD

were put to death without mercy, and, whal
terrible, apparently without wrath.
even
Sylla
produced publicly a list of those he had
doomed to death, and offered a reward for the heads
party,

was almost more

of each.

He

thus

set

the

example of proscription,

which was afterward so
convulsions

fatally imitated in the various
of the state.
His next step was to de-

populate entirely several of those Italian states which
had joined the Marian faction, and to parcel out the
lands among his own veteran troops, whom he thus at
once rewarded and disbanded in tite only manner likely to

reconcile

them

Having thus
next care was to reform and
constitution and government of the
to peaceful habits.

satisfied his revenge, his

reconstruct the
state, shattered to pieces by long and fierce intestine
convulsions.
He caused himself to be appointed dictator for an unlimited time.
He restrained the influence of the tribunes by abolishing their legislative
privileges, reformed and regulated the magistracy,
limited the authority of governors of provinces, enacted police regulations for the maintenance of public
tranquillity, deprived several of the Italian states of
their right of citizenship, and, having supplied the due

number of

the senate by additions from the equestrian

order, he restored to it the possession of the judicative order.
Having at length completed his career as
a political reformer, Sylla voluntarily resigned his dictatorship, which he had held for nearly three years,

declared himself ready to answer any accusation that
could be made against him during his administration,

walked unmolested
and then withdrew

in the streets as a private person,

Cumae, where he
amused himself with hunting and other rural recreations.
Whether his retirement might have remained
long undisturbed by the relatives of bis numerous victims cannot be known, as he died in the year after
to his villa near

his abdication of power, leaving, by his own direction,
the following characteristic inscription to be engraved

on his tomb " Here lies Sylla, who was never outdone in gpod offices by his friend, nor in acts of hosThe civil wars between Marius
tility by his enemy."
and Sylla may be considered even more worthy the
careful study of the historian than those of Caesar and
:

Pompey, for a right understanding of the circumstances which led to the destruction of Roman liberty, as
the latter but concluded what the former had begun.
Indeed, the strife between Marius and Sylla was itself
the natural sequel of that contest between the aristocratic and democratic factions, if they ought not rather to be termed the factions of wealth and poverty,
which gave rise to the sedition of the Gracchi, and
which, being conducted on both sides with no spirit
of mutual concession, none of mutual regard for public welfa're, deepened into the most bitter and rancorous animosity, such as could end in nothing but muOf the worst spirit of democracy,
tual destruction.
we see in Marius what may be called a personification ;
to exfierce, turbulent, sanguinary, relentless ; brave
full of wily stratagems
;
order to gain his object, then dashing from him evOn
ery hard-won advantage by his reckless brutality.

cess, but savagely ferocious
in

the other hand, the aristocratic spirit had its representative in Sylla ; haughty, cautious, and determined,
forming his schemes with deep forethought, prosecuand abandonting them with deliberate perseverance,
when his object was acing them with cold contempt
He held his dictatorial sway till he had
complished.
and re-established, as he thought,
satiated his

revenge,

the government on an aristocratical basis ; then scornand yielded himself up to
fully laid aside his power,
By these means it was made
voluptuous indulgence.
Rome no longer possessed sufllclearly evident that
virtue to maintain her republican
or private
cient public
"^
^
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ihstitutions
that she was tottering on the very brink
of a complete and final revolution, leading with fatal
and the only quescertainty to a military despotism
tion was, whether her despotic ruler should be a
whether he should spring from
Marius or a Sylla
among the democratic populace or the aristocratic noa question not long to be left in doubt.
Many
bility
of the laws enacted by Sylla were of a wise and beneficial character, though their general aim was too man;

;

;

:

ifestly
life

restoration of

the

senate.

been

aristocratic

power

the

to

What

effect his personal influence, had his
prolonged, might have had in consolidating

his political reforms, cannot certainly be known, though
it may very
safely be conjectured that not even his

power could long have prevented new convulsions.

The malady

lay too deep to be reached by any merely
It had its
political measures of a remedial nature.
esscTice in the degeneracy and moral turpitude of the
entire body of the republic, both nobles and people,

which there was nothing in their external circumstances to prevent, or in their national religion to heal.
Besides, as, in the recent wars and revolutions, almost
all property had experienced a change of possessors,
there were vast numbers throughout all Italy eager for
a counter revolution.
Several young men also of abilities and ambition were prepared to emulate the career
of Marius or of Sylla, which could not be done without
a renewal of that contest, the heavings of which had

Of these, the chief were
yet wholly subsided.
Lepidus, Crassus, Pompey, and Sertorius, and perhaps
Lucullus.
{HetheringtorCs Hist. Rome, p. 141, seqq.

not

Encyclop. Metropoi,

div. 3, vol. 3, p. !13.)

SvMMAUHUs, a Roman senator of the fourth century, who became prefect of Rome, pontiff, augur,

was published in 1829, 2 vols. Svo, as part of the
Bonn collection of the Byzantine writers. {Scholl,
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 365.)
SvNEsius, I. a native of Cyrene, and one of the
most remarkable among the literary men of the fifth

He was born A.D. 378, of a distinguished
and studied at Alexandrea under Hypatia and

century.
family,

other celebrated instructers.
So rapid was the progress he made, that, at the age of nineteen years, he

was chosen by the inhabitants of Cyrene to present
to the Emperor Arcadius a
golden crown which had
been voted him. The discourse which he delivered
on this occasion, and which is still preserved, has been
much admired. At this period he was still a pagan
subsequently, however, he was persuaded by Theophilus, bishop of Alexandrea, to embrace Christianity.
He was for a long time, however, very unsettled in
his theological notions, and it was this very uncertainty which induced him for a considerable time to
withstand the solicitations of Synesius, and not ac:

He yielded, however, A.D. 410,
cept a bishopric.
and separating from a wife for whom he cherished a
deep affection, he was consecrated bishop of Ptolema'is
in Cyrenaica.
Synesius appears to have died prior to
431, since, among the members of the council of Ephesus, which was held this same year, we find Euoptius,
the brother of Synesius, and his successor in the dioThe works of Synesius are rather
cese of Ptolema'is.

—

They are
philosophical and literary than theological.
W^hen the subject admits, his
written with elegance.
even
sublime.
He
diction is elevated, and sometimes
possesses the art of rendering abstract subjects agreeable,

by intermingling with them mythological and his-

torical, or else

poetical passages.

His

letters^

which

and proconsul of Africa.
He vigorously resisted the
changes that were made in the national religion by
the triumphs of Christianity, and headed a deputation
from the senate to the Emperor Valentinian II., requesting the re -establishment of priests and vestals,
and of the altar of Victory. This application was re-

are

sisted by St. Ambrose, bishop of Milan, who composed
an answer to the petition of Symmachus, as did also
the poet Prudentius.
Symmachus lost his cause, and
for some reason was banished by Valentinian or Theodosius, the latter of whom recalled him, and raised
him to the consulship, A.D. 391. The petition above
mentioned is preserved in the ten books of Symmachus's epistles, still extant.
His oratory was of that
kind which characterized the decline of Roman literature.
"The luxuriance of Symmachus," says Gib" consists of barren leaves without
bon,
fruit, and even
without flowers.
Few facts and few sentiments can
be extracted from his verbose correspondence." Of

is. that of Petavius (Petau), Paris, 1613,
{SchoU, Hist. Lit.
reprinted in 1631 and 1640.
II.
Gr., vol. 7, p. 91.)
philosopher, who wrote a
commentary on the work of Democritus respecting
It is found
things of a physical and mystical nature.
in the Bibliotheca Graca of Fabricius (vol. 8, p. 233).
of Phrytown
SvNNAs(-arfo*),or SvNNADA(-oruni),a

these epistles, the best edition is that of Scioppius,
Mogunt., 1608, 4to. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3,
p. 200, ser/q.)
Sv.MPLEG.vDEs, two islands or rocks at the entrance
of the Etixine Sea.
( Vid. Cyaneae.)
SvNCELLUs, one of the Byzantine historians, who
derived his name from his being Syncellus, or Constant Resident, with Tarasius, patriarch of Constantinople.
Syncellus lived in the time of Charlemagne,
and began to write his history in 792, but was prevented by death from extending it beyond the times
of Maximian and Maximin.
Notwithstanding its many
defects, the work of Syncellus forms a valuable addition to the study of ancient chronology.
Since the
first book of the Chronicle of Eusebius was discovered, it has been ascertained that this work was one
of the principal sources whence Syncellus drew his
'

materials.

He

has, in fact, copied

Eusebius

to

such a

degree, that, by reuniting the scattered passages which
he has culled from him, we might almost re-establish
The only edition, until lately,
the text of the former.
was that of Goar, Paris, 1652. fol. A new edition,
however, corrected from two valuable Paris MSS.,
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number, afford varied, amusing, and inHis Hymns, in iambics of four or
structive reading.

154

in

present a singular mixture of poetic images.
Christian truths, and Platonic reveries, for it was to
the school of Plato that he always continued to be
more or less attached. The most complete edition of
five feet,

his

works

fol.

;

—

A

northwest of the plain of Ipsus.
Ptolemy gives
as Synade, probably through an error of the
is
the
form
customary with
Synnas {-ados)
copyists
gia,

the

name

:

According to
{Stat., Sylv., 1, 5, 36 )
Stephanus Byzantinus, the name arose from the circumstance of many Grecian colonists settling here,
the city being originally called Syncsa {'EvvaZa), and
this term being corrupted by the neighbouring inhabitants into Synnada {IiVvaia,from avv and vaiu, to live).
the poets.

Strabo calls

it

a small place (ov fiEyukrj

iroTit.^.

— Stra-

we know nothing very important in relawnth the Romans, however, it was a Contion to it
ventus Juridicus.
{Pliny, 5, 29, where the name apbo,

577), and
:

—

Between this place
pears as a feminine, Synnada.)
and Docimseum, which lay to the northwest, were famous marble quarries, whence a beautiful kind ot
This
white marble, with red spots, was obtained.
was held in very high repute by the Romans, and was

much used

in buildings.

The Romans named

this

marble, after the town of Synnada, lapis Synnadicus ;
whereas the inhabitants of the country called it Tiido^
Strabo
from Docimaeum.
diOKifiirng or AoKi/ialog,
attached to it. and
speaks of the high degree of value
of slabs and columns of it having been transported to
Rome at a great expense. The site of Synnada apthe neighbourhood of the modpears to have been in
ern Bulteudun, where extensive quarries are still to be

—

(Leake's Tour, p. 54 )
Syphax, a king of the Masaesyli

seen.

in

Libya.

whQ

SYR

SYRACUSE.

married Sophonisba, the daughter of Asdnibal, and
forsook the alliance of the Romans to join himself to
the interest of his father-in-law and of Carthage.
Encamping his army apart from that of Asdrubal, both
camps were in the night surprised and burned by

Afterward, in a general engagement, the
Scipio.
united Carthaginian and Numidian armies were de-

Syphax, upon this, hastened back to his own
country but, being pursued by La^lius and Masinissa,
he, together with his son Vermina, was taken prisThe conqueror
oner, and brought back to Scipio.
carried him to Rome, where he adorned his triumph.
died
at
was honoured
B
C.
and
201,
Tibur,
Syphax
with a public funeral.
His possessions were given to
feated.

;

Masinissa.

—

—

Id., 29, 23, scqq.
{Liv., 24, 48, scgq.
This proper name
Id., 30, 5, seqq.
Id., 30, 4.'>.)
has the penult in the oblique cases always long, except in a single instance in Claudian (15, 91), where
wo find Syphdcem.
The context (haurire venena

—

—

compulimus) cannot by any possibility apply to Syphax, and therefore Barthe conjectures Hannibalem
for Syphacem, in the passage of Claudian just referred
to, an emendation which is now very generally received.
Artaud, however (in Lemaire's edition), retains the old reading.

SvKACusiE, a celebrated city of Sicily, founded
about 732 years before the Christian era, by Archias,
a Corinthian, and one of the Heraclidae.
(Thucyd., 6,
The parts of the city were five in number Or3.)

—

:

The
Achradina, Tyca, Neapolis, and Epipolae.
first was that
originally colonized and fortified by the
Corinthians under Archias
and being then an island,
and most of it rocky and of difficult approach, it must
have been very strong.
It is now about two miles in
circumference, and probably obtained its name from
the abundance of quails there {oprv^, " a quail").
In
process of time the city extended to the continent,
and a suburb was added, called Achradina, probably
from the rockiness of the ground. This, in time, occupied all the lower part of that peninsula between the
Portus Laccius and the Portus Trogiliorum, and was,
next to Ortygia, the best peopled, though not, perhaps,
wall was then drawn in
proportion to its extent.
a straight line from the Portus Trogiliorum to the
docks at Syracuse, and this was for some litne the limits of the city.
Afterward, however, were added no
less than three suburbs, Tyca. Temenites (subsequentTemenites and Tyca were
ly Neapolis), and Epipolae.
80 called from the temples of Apollo and of Fortune situated there, and of which the t^/xcvt/, or sacred closes,
tygia,

;

m

A

no doubt,

originally occupied a great part of their sites.

craticai.

rants,
ity to

It

subsequently

fell

under the power of tyits power and
prosper-

some of whom advanced
a

very high pitch.
( Vid. Gelon, Hiero, DiIt occupies also a conspicuous
onysius.)
place io
the Peloponnesian war, on account of the unfortunate
expedition sent hither by the Athenians.
{Vid. Pelo-

—

After a long period of alternate fortune, Syracuse at last fell into the hands of the
Romans under Marcellus, after a siege of about three
years, B C. 312.— Of the five ancient divisions of Syracuse, Ortygia alone is now remaining ; it is about
two miles round, and supposed to contain about 17,000

ponnesiacum Bellum.)

inhabitants.

There are some remains, however,

still

visible of the ancient Syracuse, in the ruins of
porti-

The famous fountain of
coes, temples, and palaces.
Arethusa rose in the island of Ortygia but, though
still a
striking object from its discharge of waters, it
;

—

now

serves merely as a resort for washerwomen.
" If
mighty names and events," observes a modern
" crowd
writer,
upon the mind when we barely read
the name of Syracuse, what vivid historic associations
must be awakened by the soil itself
The city of
'
The Fane of
Syracuse was invoked by Pindar as
Mars,'' and extolled by Cicero as the most beautiful
in the Grecian world.
It was the scene of some of
the greatest beings and events of antiquity
of Gelon's patriotism, of Harmocrates's valour, and of Ditranscendant
It
baffled
onysius's
genius.
Carthage ;
!

;

crushed and captured the proudest armada equipped
by Athens in the plenitude of her power and, after
opposing the science of Archimedes to the strength of
Rome, it was lost only by the inebriety of its guards
Its fate stirred
during the night of Diana's festival.
compassion even in the heart of its rugged conqueror.
When Marcellus looked down at morning from its
heights on the whole expanse of Syracuse, the sight of
it

;

palaces and temples glittering in the sun, of its
harbours so lately impregnable, and its fleets so lately
invincible, the recollection of its ancient glory, the
knowledge of its impending fate, and the importance
of his own victory impressed him with such emotions
that he burst into tears.
After a lapse of two thousand
years, the traveller who looks down from the same
Groves,
spot sees the scene of desolation completed.
palaces, and temples have all disappeared, and the
arid rock alone remains, where the serpent basks, a..
the solitary wild-flower is unbent by human footsteps.
From the Roman conquest the city dated its decay
its treasures plundered, its
pictures and statues torn
away, and its liberties crushed, arts, commerce, agriculture, and population simultaneously declined. Some
its

;

was probably Syracusan for Tvxr} {''^ fortune'''). vestiges ot the grandeur of .Syracuse undoubtedly reNeapolis was of later foundation, and occupied the site mained, even under the oppression of Rome and the
These several parts were all gradual- degeneracy of the Byzantine empire but the convulof Temenites.
VvKT]

;

and
surrounded by walls, and included in the city
thus, in the end, Syracuse became one of the most extensive cities in Europe.
Ortygia, being the original
ly

city,

;

was

called the citadel, or the city, kut^ Hoxrjv.

The

Epipolae, which was north of Temenites and Tyca,
and of a triangular figure, derived its name from its

elevated site, now called Belvedere ; the highest parts
of which were occupied by the Syracusan castles of
Euryalus and Labdalum.
(Compare Goiier, dc situ
Bloomft arigine Syracusarum, Lips, 1818, 8vo.

—

—

sion of earthquakes and the fanatic fury of Saracenic
invaders at last effaced it from the catalogue of large

and now, under the feeblest branch of the
Bourbons, it has only a squalid, superstitious, and idle
The portion of its land
population of 17,000 souls
that was once most fertile is at present become a pesfctilent marsh
But though at this day there are so few
remains of the numerous and vast buildings of Syracuse that it is difliicult to guess how their materials
have disappeared, there are still some noble traces of
its ancient architecture.
In the island of the harbour
called Ortygia, some foundations have been discovered which apparently belonged to the stupendous

cities

;

ad Thucyd., 6, 75; vol. 3, p. 119, m noiis.)
Syracuse had two harbours, formed by the island of
one called the smaller harbour, and also
Ortygia
Portus Laccius, between the upper side of Ortygia granaries built amid the fortifications of the place by
and the mainland
the other on the southern side, be- the great Dionysius.
The modem cathedral, dedicatween Ortygia and the Plemmyrian promontory, and ted to Our Lady of Columns.* is so called from its
this was called the great enclosing within its walls the celebrated temple of Mirunning up far like a bay
harbour, and was not only extremely capacious, but nerva, with twenty-four of its noble pillars, twentyalso perfectly secure against storms and the violence eight feet in height, and six feel six inches in dtameof the sea.
The original constitution of Syracuse, ter. The nave of the modern church is formed oot
like that of so
many Dorian settlements, was aristo- of the ancient cella, the walls haying been perfomtcd
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field

:

;

'

;

—

SYR

SYRIA.

to admit of passages into the side aisles, which consist
of the north and south porticoes of the ancient periCicero is diffuse in his description of this anstyle.

the
the

kingdom of Damascus was the principal. After
fall of the
Assyrian monarchy it came under the

Chaldean yoke it shared the fate of Babylonia when
and was again subdued
conquered by the Persians
At his death, B.C. 323, it
by Alexander the Great.
was erected into an independent monarchy under the
there was elevated an enormous gilded shield, that Seleucidae, and continued to be governed by its own
was consecrated to Minerva. This object, which was sovereigns till, weakened and devastated by civil wars
visible a great way off in the reflection of the sun, between competitors for the throne, it was finally rewas beheld with religious respect and the mariner at duced by Pompey to a Roman province, about 55
sea made an offering when he took leave of its last B.C., after the monarchy had subsisted two hundred
In that quarter of the city which was and fifty seven years.
The Saracens, in the decline
glimmerings.
called Achradina there are also vestiges of the walls of the Roman empire, next became the masters of
Here Syria, about A.D. 622. When the crusading armies
once defended by the genius of Archimedes.
and there the rock itself is chiselled into battlements; poured into Asia, this country became the grand theaand, wherever there are remains of gateways, they are tre of the contest between the armies of the cross and
found so placed that they must have obliged the as- the crescent, and its plains were deluged with Chrissailant to approach them for a great length of way with tian and Moslem blood.
Antioch, under the Roman
The Hexapy- empire the magnificent and luxurious capital of the
his unshielded right side unprotected.
was
as
commentators
on
lon of Syracuse
not,
East, and, next to Rome and Alexandrea, the greatest
many
Livy have supposed, a mere part of the wall, but a city in the empire, was the first object of the invaders.
noble fortress, constructed with such consummate It sustained, in 1098, a protracted siege uninjured,
skill as to have excited the admiration of the best during which the Christian camp experienced all the
modern judges of military architecture. Its ruins still horrors of famine: carrion was openly dressed, and huIt fell
exhibit the size and extent of its subterranean passa- man flesh is said to have been eaten in secret.
and cavalry might make at length through treachery
in the silence of the
ges, whence both infantry
their sallies, and retreat again under protection of the night, the crosses commenced their indiscriminate
the huge, square towers of its solid masonry are butchery of its sleeping inhabitants.
The dignity of
fort
and the ground is strewn with the age, the helplessness of infancy, and the beauty of the
still to be traced
vast blocks of parapets, which are bored with grooves weaker sex, were, say the historians, alike disregarded
and Greeks and Armenians
for pouring melted pitch and lead on the heads of the by the Latin savages
Such was ancient Syracuse. The fullest were for some time, equally with the Mussulmans, exassailants.
sympathy need not prevent our repeating a doubt as posed to their fury. More than ten thousand victims
to the vast population of old ascribed to it.
In the following spring
True, perished in this massacre.
and Jerusalem shared the same fate.
On the erection of
the circuit of its walls was twenty-two miles
Thucydides, long before its era of prosperity under the transitory Latin kingdom of Jerusalem, the counto
Athens; but try of Tripoli formed a distinct but dependant princiDionysius, allows that it was equal
;

cient edifice, which, though spared by iMarcellus, was
of ail its splendid ornaments
stripped to the bare walls
by the infamous Verres. Upon the summit of its roof

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

its population after Thucydides' time
merely conjectured, and the inhabitants of all Attica scarcely exceeded half a million."
Syria, a country of Asia, bounded on the east by
the Euphrates and a small portion of Arabia, north by
the range of Taurus, west by the Mediterranean, and
The name Si/ria has been transsouth by Arabia.
Pococke conjectures
mitted to us from the Greeks.
that it might possibly come from Sur, the ancient name
It is
of Tyre, the chief city of the whole country.

the increase of

is

however, to suppose that the name
a corruption or abridgment of Assyria, and
that the form in question was first adopted by the
lonians, who frequented these coasts after the Assyrians of Nineveh had made this country a part of their
empire, about 750 B.C. (Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt.
It was divided into several districts
1, p. 432, scqq.)
and provinces, including, besides Syria Proper, Phoeni-

more

Syria

natural,
is

—

In the ecclesiastical division, Berytus, Sidon,
Acre, and Panias were episcopal sees in the province
of Tyre.
Tyre itself was a royal domain. The bat~
tie of Tiberias, in 1186, made the illustrious Saladin
Jerusalem capitulated the
the master of these places
following year, and Antioch submitted to the Moslem
conqueror, who thus became lord of both Syria and
Syria remained subject to the sultans of
Egypt.
Egypt till, in 1517, Selim I. overthrew the Mamalouk dynasty, and Syria and Egypt became absorbed
pality.

;

—

The situation of Syria, its
the Ottoman empire.
distance from the seat of government, and the nature
of the country, have rendered it difficult to keep it in
in this
regular subjection ; and the power of the Porte
country has been for some time on the decline, espenumber
of
cially since the time of Djezzar Pacha.
in

A

who have set
petty independent chiefs have sprung up,
Burckhardt states
the power of the sultan at defiance.

according to Pliny, Mesopotamia that Badjazze, Alexandretta, and Antakia (Antioch)
and Babylonia. Syria is called in Scripture Aram, had each an independent aga. Berber, a formidable
and the inhabitants Aramaeans, a name derived from rebel who had fixed his seat at Tripoli, where he had
Aram, the fifth son of Shem, the father of the Syrians maintained himself for six years, had been but recently
subdued (in 1812) by the Pacha of Damascus. AinMesopotamia is also called Aram in the sacred text
but the appellation Naharim, i. e., between the rivers, tab (to the north of Aleppo), as well as Edlip and
is always added, for distinction' sake, to the latter.
Shogre (between Aleppo and Latikia), had also their
The name transmitted to us by the Greeks is, as own chiefs. Throughout Syria, as is the case, inabove stated, a corruption or abridgment of Assyria. deed, with respect to the whole of Asiatic Turkey,
The Greeks, however, were not unacquainted with the the Turks do not form more than two fifths of the popterm Aramaeans, but they gave it a wide appellation, ulation. All civil and military employments, however,
making it comprehend the Syrians, the inhabitants of are in their hands. Besides Turks, and those natives
as of genuine Syrian
Mesopotamia, the Assyrians, and the White Syrians, who may claim to be considered
or Leuco-Syrii, as far as Pontus, because they saw extraction, the country is inhabited by Kourds, Turand other nocommon
that all these nations used a
language, the comans, Bedouin Arabs, Chinganes,
same customs, and the same religious faith. The his- made hordes by Druses, Enzairies, and Motoualis ;
of its conquerors.
It by Maronites, Armenians, Greek Christians, and Jews.
tory of Syria is included in that
exhibits a greater variety in the
appears to have been first reduced by Tiglath Pileser, No country, perhaps,
The old Syrian language
to whose character of its population.
king of Assyria, about 750 B.C. previously
iitvasion it was divided into petty territories, of which is said to be spoken in a few districts, chiefly in the
1278

cia, Palestine, and,

;

;

;

TAB

T

neighbourhood of Damascus and Mount Libanus. The
Arabic predominates both in the country and the
towns.
A corrupt mixture of Syriac and Chaldee is
spoken in some parts by the peasantry, while the Turkish is spoken by the Osmanhs and the nomade hordes
These various nations and tribes will
of the north.
come more particularly under our notice in describing
The
the districts to which they respectively belong.
most natural division of the country is that which corpresent political distribution into paThe
shall accordingly adhere.
coast from Akka to Djebail, with the mountains inhabited by the Druses, is comprehended under the
Near Djebail, the papashalic of Seide and Akka.

responds to
shalics, to

its

which we

Tarabolos (Tripoli) begins, and extends along
The north of Syria, from the
the coast to Latikia.
Levant to the Euphrates, is included within that of
Haleb (Aleppo). The remainder of the country, inshalic of

{Amm. Marccll,

16, 2

AC

)— II. A

city of Gallia Belgict,

between Argcntoratum {Strasburp) and Divodurum
The modern name is Berg-Zabern.
III.
{Mctz).
Triboccorum, a town in the territory of the Tribocci,

—

now Elsass- Zabern. { Bischoff und Moller, W&rterh.
der Geogr., p. 942.)
Tabor, a mountain of Galilee. {Vid. Itabyrias.)
Tabrace, a city on the coast of Numidia, and near
the limits of the Provincia Zeugitana, now Tabarca.
{Polyb., 12, 11.)
Ptolemy writes the name Thabraca; and Pliny, Tabracha.
{Plin., 5, 3.)
Taburnus, a lofty mountain in Samnium,the southern declivities of which were covered with olive
It closed in the Caudine Pass on the southgrounds.
ern side.
The modern name is Taburno or Tabor.
It derives celebrity from
(jEn., 12, 715.
Virgil.

—

Georg., 2, 307.)

cluding by far the largest territory, is the viceroyalty
of the Pacha of Sham (Damascus).
{Mod. Trav., pt.

Tacape, a town of Africa, at the head of the Syrtis
Near it were some
Minor.
It is now Cabes or Gaps.
medicinal waters, called Aqua Tacapina, now El-

3, p. 1.)

Hamma.

—

{Plin., 5, 4.

Itin.

Anton., 50, 59, 74,

Syrinx, a nymph of Arcadia, daughter of the river <kc.)
Laden. {Vid. Pan, page 967, col. 2.)
Tacfarinas, a Numidian by birth, and the leader
Syros, an island in the ^gean Sea, one of the Cyc- of a revolt in Africa against the Roman power, in the
It was reign of Tiberius.
He had served among the Roman
lades, situate between Cythnus and Rhenea.
celebrated for having given birth to Pherecydes, the auxiliaries, and acquired in this way some knowledge
{Diog. Laert., 1,
philosopher, a disciple of Pittacus.
It is singular that Strabo should
119.
Strabo, 487.)
affirm that the first syllable of the word Syros is pronounced long, whereas Homer, in the passage which

—

he quotes, has made it short. {Od., 15, 402.)
Syros,
now Syra, is said by Pliny to be twenty miles in cirCramer^s Anc. Chrccce,
cumference.
{Pliny, 4, 12.

—

vol. 3, p.

409.)

Syrtes, two gulfs on the northern coast of Africa,
one called Syrtis Minor, on the coast of Byzacium, and
now the Gulf of Cubes; the other called Syrtis Major, on the coast of Cyrena'ica, now the Gulf of Sidra.
The former is supposed to derive its modern name
from the city of Tacape, which was at the head of it.
The latter is called by the natives Syrte-al-Kibber, i.
e., "The great Syrtis," which the sailors have corThe Syrtis Minor is about 45
rupted into Sidra.
geographical miles in breadth, and runs up into the
It is still an object of apcontinent about 75 miles.
sailors, in consequence of the variations
and uncertainties of the tides on a flat and shelvy
The Syrtis Major is about 180 geographical
coast.
miles between the two capes, and penetrates 100 miles

prehension to

The name

Syrtis is generally derived
from the Greek (rvpcj, " to drag," in allusion to the agitation of the sand by the force of the tides.
(Comis more than
probpare Sallust, Bell. Jug., c. 78.) It
into the land.

however, that the appellation is to be deduced
from the term Sert, which still exists in Arabic as the
name for a desert tract or region : for the term Syrtis
does not appear to have been confined to the mere
been extended also to
gulfs themselves, but to have
the desert country adjacent, which is still, at the presable,

ent day, called
929. 2d ed.)

Sert.

{Ritler,

Erdkunde,

vol.

1,

p.

of military discipline.
Deserting, subsequently, from
the forces among which he had been enrolled, he collected together

customed

some predatory bands, whom he
and

ac-

appeared as the leader of the Musulani, a powerful nation on the borders
to discipline,

finally

of the desert.
The Mauri also were drawn into the
confederacy, and the Cinithii too were forced to join
it.
Furius Camillus, the proconsul of Africa, marched
He afterward, however,
against and defeated him.
renewed the war, and was again defeated by Apronias,

and driven into the desert. Still unsubdued in spirit,
he appeared a third time as an enemy, and was deHe again carried on the war, after
feated by Blaeus.
this, with renewed strength and vigour, but was again
overcome by Dolabella, and fell fighting bravely.
{Tacit., Ann., 2, 52.

—

—

Id. ib., 3,

20.— .W.

ib., 3,

74.

Id. ib., 4, 23, seqq.)

Tachampso, an island in the Nile, near Philae. The
Egyptians held one half of this island, and the rest was
in the hands of the Ethiopians.
(Consult Herod., 2,
The name Tachampso is thought to signify " the
29.)
island of crocodiles," the Egyptian term for these animals being x^Pl>(^i-> according to Herodotus (2, 70.
JablonConsult Creuzer, Comment. Herod., p. 83.

—

Voc.
les

1,

—

Champollion, VEgyptc
Mgypt., p. 388.
Pharaons, vol. 1, p. 152). Mannert makes
answer to the modern Der ar {Geogr., vol. 10, pt.

ski,

sous
it

—

—

p.

231); but Heeren

in

is

—

favour of Calaplscht

Consult Bdhr, ad Herod.,
{Ideen, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 359.
2, 29).
Tachos, a king of Egypt in the time of Artaxerxes Ochus.
Having revolted against the Persians, be

drew the Greeks over

into his interests, especially the

Athenians and Spartans.

The former

sent Chabrias

A

misunderstandthe latter, Agesilaus.
leader and Taing soon arose between the Spartan
chos, on account of
having offered advice
to his aid

;

Agesilaus

TabellarTje Leges, laws passed
for the purpose of enabling the

at various

times

Roman commons

to

The object of
vote by ballot, and no longer viva voce.
these laws was to diminish the power of the nobility.
Voting by ballot was allowed by the Gabinian law,
in conferring honours; two years after,
in
except for treason, by the Cassian law
and,
passing laws, by the Papirian law, A.U.C. 622
Coelian law,
lastly, in trials for treason, also by the
A.U.C. 630.
Tabkrn.«, I. Rhenanae, a city of Gallia Belgica, in
the territory of the Nemetes, now Rhein- Zabern.

A.U.C. 614,
at all trials

;

;

which was rejected by Tachos, and also because the
former had merely the command of the mercenaries,
whereas Chabrias had charge of the fleet, while Tachos exercised supreme control over all the forces.
of this, espoused the interAgesilaus, in consequence
ests of Nectanebis, cousin to Tachos, and had him
was absent in Phoenicia
proclaimed king while Tachos
Tachos, upon this, fled to
with the Egyptian forces.
He reigned about two years.
the Persians, B.C. 361.
Diod. Sic, 15, 92.
Id.,
{Cam. Nep., Vxt. Ages.

—

—

16, 48, seqq.)

Tacitus, C. Cornelius, a celebrated Latin
an, born in the reign of Nero.

The

histori-

exact year cannot

i279

TACITUS.

TACITUS.

be ascertained but as Pliny the Younger informs us
that he and Tacitus were nearly of the same age, it is
supposed that Tacitus was born A.U.C. 809 or 810,

and, consequently, that the road of honour was laid
to him.
The death of Vespasian did not check
him in his progress. Titus was the friend of virtue.
The office of quaestor was, in the regular course, the
next public honour ; and it qualified the person who
Titus reigned
discharged it for a seat in the senate.
little more than two years.
Domitian succeeded to

;

about the sixth year of Nero's reign.
The place of his
nativity is nowhere mentioned, but it is generally
thought to have been Interamna (now Terni), in Umbria.
He was the son of Cornelius Tacitus, a procu-

open

manage the imperial the imperial dignity. Suspicious, dark, and sullen, he
revenue and govern a province in Belgic Gaul. The made the policy of Tiberius the model of his governvirtue
of his office, of ment.
He saw public virtue, and he destroyed it ;
so
employed was, by
person
The place where Tacitus received and yet, in that disastrous period, Tacitus rose to prefequestrian rank.
rator appointed by the prince to

his education, Massilia, now Marseille, was at that
the seat of literature and polished manners.
Agricola was trained up there ; but there is no reason

time

to think that Tacitus

formed and enlarged

his

mind

at

place, since, when he relates the fact about
bis father-in-law, he is silent respecting himself.
If
he was educated at Rome, we may be sure that it

same

the

was a method very

different

from the fashion then in

evident, did not imbibe the
smallest tincture of that frivolous science and that

vegue.

Tacitus,

it

is

that debased the Roman genius.
probably had the good fortune to be formed
upon the plan adopted in the time of the republic and
with the help of a sound scheme of home discipline,
and the best domestic example, he grew up, in a course
of virtue, to that vigour of mind which gives such animation to his writings.
It is reasonable to suppose
that he attended the lectures of Quintilian, who, in opposition to the sophists of Greece, taught for more
than twenty years the rules of that manly eloquence
which is so nobly displayed in his Institutes. Some

vicious eloquence

He most

;

have applied to Tacitus the passage in which
Quintilian, after enumerating the writers who flourished in that period, says, "There is another person who
a man who will degives additional lustre to the age
critics

;

I do not mention
serve the admiration of posterity.
him at present his name will be known hereafter" ( 1 0,
If this passage relates to Tacitus, the prediction
1).
When Quintilian published his
has been fully verified.
great work, in the reign of Domitian, Tacitus had not
then written his Annals or his History.
Those immortal compositions were published in the time of TraThe infancy of Tacitus kept him untainted by
jan.
He was about twelve
the vices of Nero's court.
years old when that emperor finished his career of guilt
and folly ; and in the tempestuous times that ensued, he
was still secured by his tender years. Vespasian restored the public tranquillity, revived the liberal arts,
and gave encouragement to men of genius
Our auUior's first ambition was to distinguish himself at the
bar.
Agricolawas joint consul with Domitian, A.U.C.
Tacitus, though
830, for the latter part of the year.
not quite twenty, had given such an earnest of his fu-

—

:

—

—

ture fame, that Agricola chose him for his son-in-law.
Thus distinguished, our author began the career of
civil preferment.
Vespasian had a just discernment of men, and was the friend of rising merit.

Rome

at length was governed by a prince who had
the good sense and virtue to consider himself as the
chief magistrate, whose duty it was to redress all
grievances, restore good order, and give energy to the
In such times, the early genius of Tacitus atlaws.
'i he foundation of
tracted the notice of the emperor,

his fortune

was

laid

by Vespasian.

Tacitus does not

the particulars, but it is probable that he began
with the functions of the Vigintivirate ; a body of
tell

twenty men commissioned to execute an inferior jurisdiction for the better regulation of the city.
That
office, according to the system established by Augus-

was a preliminary step

to the gradations of the
senate had power to dispense with
it in
particular cases, and accordingly we find Tiberius applying to the fathers for that indulgence in faIt is probvour of Drusus, the son of Germanicus.
able that Tacitus became one of the Vigtnttviraiey
tus,

magistracy.

The

iS80

erment.
The historian himself furnishes a solution
of this enigma.
Agricola, he tells us, had the address
to restrain the headlong violence of the tyrant by his
prudence and moderation. Tacitus imitated this line
of conduct, and, instead of giving umbrage to the
prince and provoking the tools of power, he was content to display his eloquence at the bar.
Tacitus had
a talent for poetry, and his verses, most probably,
served to ingratiate him with the tyrant, who affected
to be a votary of the Muses.
If, in addition to this,
he was the author of a book of apophthegms called Facetia, that very amusement could not fail to prove
successful in gaining for him the notice of Domitian.

By this emperor Tacitus was made praetor, A.D. 88 ;
he was also appointed one of the college of QuindeIn A.D. 78 he married the daughter of Jucimviri.
lius Agricola.
On the death of his father-in-law, A.D.
93, he quitted Rome, but returned to it in the year 97,
when Nerva was on the throne. This prince named
him successor in the consulship to Virginius Rufus,
who had just died. In honour of Virginius, the senate decreed that the rites of sepulture should be performed at the public expense. Tacitus delivered the
Praise from such an
funeral oration from the rostra.
orator, Pliny says,
ry of a well-spent

was

sufficient

to

crown the

glo-

Nerva died
{Epist., 2, 1.)
A.U.C. 851, having about three months before adoptIn that short interval
ed Trajan for his successor.
life.

the critics have agreed to place the publication of the
and their reason is, because Tacitus
life of Agricola
;

mentions Nerva Ccesar, but does not style him Divus,
the deified Nerva, which, they say, would have been
but they
the case if the emperor was then deceased
;

forget that, in the

same

tract (c. 44), our author tells
wished to see the elevation

us how ardently Agricola
of Trajan to the seat of empire, and that wish would
have been an awkward compliment to the reigning
It seems therefore probable that the Life of

—

prince.

The
Agricola was published in the reign of Trajan.
production just mentioned is one of the most perfect
specimens of biography that any language can show,
and the noblest monument ever erected by any writer
know not, on perusing it,
to any individual.
which most to admire, the exalted and amiable character of the hero, or the truth, sensibility, and tone of

We

calmness that prevail throughout the piece. The misfortunes of the times had imparted an air of melanthe work in
choly to the style of Tacitus, which gives
His friendquestion a sombre and touching character.
renders him uiw
ship towards his father-in-law never
failhful to the truth, nor does he attempt to conceal

Roman government, of which Agricola was sometimes compelled to
the Manners, of
on
The Treatise
be the instrument.
the Germans {De situ, moribus, et populis Germania),
its appearance in the year
it is
generally agreed, made
The new emperor, whose adoption
of Rome 851.
and succession had been confirmed by a decree of the
senate, was at the head of the legions of Germany
when he received the intelligence of the death of
his indignation at the policy of the

—

his own accession to the empire.
Being
of a warlike disposition, he was not in haste to leave
the army, but remained there during the entire year.
In such a juncture, a picture of German manners could
Th«
not fail to excite the curiosity of the public.

Nerva and

TACITUS.
second cor.sulship of Trajan

is

TACITUS.

mentioned

in the tract

and that was A.U.C. 851, in conjunction with
It is
Nerva, who died before the end of January

(c. 37),

isfaction of the house.
The cause wa» tried A.U.C.
853, in the third year of Trajan's reign.
From thtt
time TaciloB dedicated himself altogether to his Hisinforms
us
tory.
Pliny
{Ep., 4, 13), that our author

therefore certain that the description of Germany saw
In this treatise
the light in the course of that year.
but little reliance can be placed on the geographical
notices of Tacitus, which are very dcfpctive.
Ilis re-

lev6e.

marks on the manners, usages, and

could not

—

political

institu-

tions of this people are, on the other hand, peculiarly
The historian is supposed by the best critvaluable.

have derived his principal information relative
Germans from persons who had served against
them, and, in particular, from Virginius Rufus, who,
as we learn from the Letters of Pliny, was the friend
The great work, also, of the elder Pliny
of Tacitus.
on Germany, now lost, must have been an important
ics to

to the

As

aid.

this

that

to the object of the historian in

composing

work, some have even gone so far as to suppose
his sole intention was to satirize the corrupt mor-

by holding forth to view an
and highly-coloured picture of barbarian virtue.
According to these same writers, his object was to bring
back his countrymen to their ancient simplicity of manners, and thus oppose an effectual barrier to those enemies who menaced the safety of their descendants.
als of his contemporaries,

ideal

But a perusal of

the

work

The

fanciful hypothesis.

in question destroys all this

analogy between

many of

the rude manners of the early Germans and those of
the aborigines of North America at once stamps the

was frequented by
his genius,

sent a

and

From
full

fail

a

number of

for that

visiters,

who admired

reason went in crowds to his
men of letters Tacitus

that conflux of

to gain the best

detail of all the

information.

Pliny

circumstances attending the

death of his uncle, the elder Pliny, who lost his life in
the eruption of Vesuvius, in order that an exact relation of that event might be transmitted to
posterity.
He died suddenly
Trajan reigned nineteen years.
in Cilicia, A.U.C. 870, A.D. 117.
The exact time
when Tacitus published his History is uncertain, bat
it was
some period of Trajan's reign. He was resolved to send his work into the world in that
happy
when
he could think with freedom, and what
age
he thought he could publish with perfect
security.
He began from the accession of Galba,
{Hist., 1,1.)
A.U.C. 822, and followed down the thread of his narrative to the death of Domitian, in the
the
year 849
whole comprising a period of seven-and-twenty years,
full of
important events and sudden revolutions, in
which the pnetorian bands, the armies in Germany,
and the legions in Syria claimed a right to raise

—

m

;

whom they thought proper to the imperial seat, without any regard for the authority of the senate.
Such
was the subject Tacitus had before him. The summary view which he has given of those disastrous
times is the most awful picture of civil commotion
and the wild distraction of a frantic people.
It is not

work with the seal of truth. What if Tacitus dwells
with a certain predilection upon the simple manners
of Germany 1 It surely is natural in one who had become disgusted with the excesses of Italy.
are exactly known into how many books the work was dinot to suppose, however, that this work of Tacitus is vided.
Vossius makes the number no less than thirfree from errors.
The very manner in which he ac- ty but, to the great loss of the literary world, we
this
must
hia
information
on
have
have
led
quired
only the first four books, and the commencement
subject
to misconceptions and mistakes.
The work must have been a large one,
Religious prejudi- of the fifth.
ces also served occasionally to mislead the historian, if we may judge from the portion that has reached us,
who beheld the traces of Greek and Roman mytholo- since this contains the transactions of little more than
" the
gy even in the North. The friendship that subsisted a single year. The reign of Titus,
delight of
between Tacitus and the younger Pliny is well known. human kind," is totally lost, and Domitian has escaIt was founded on the consonance of their studies and ped the vengeance of the historian's pen.
The Histheir virtues.
They were both convinced that a stri- tory being finished, Tacitus did not think that he had
He went back
king picture of former tyranny ought to be placed in completed his portraiture of slavery.
contrast to the felicity of the times that succeeded. to Tiberius, who left a model of tyranny for his sucThis second work he called by the name of
Pliny acted up to his own idea of this in the panegyric cessors.
on Trajan, where we find a vein of satire against Domi- Annals. It included a period of four-and-fifty years,
tian running throughout the whole piece.
from the year 767 to the death of Nero in 821. DuIt appears
in his letters that he had some thoughts of writing a ring the period embraced by the History the whole
history on the same principle ; but he had not resolu- empire was convulsed, and the author had to arrange
Tacitus had the operations of armies in Germany, Batavia, Gaol,
tion to undertake that arduous task.
more vigour of mind he thought more intensely, and Italy, and Judaea, all in motion almost at the same
This was not the case in the Annals. The
with deeper penetration than his friend.
find time.
that he had formed, at an early period, the plan of his Roman world was in a state of general tranquillity,
History, and resolved to execute it in order to show and the history of domestic transactions was to supthe horrors of slavery, and the debasement of the Ro- ply Tacitus with materials. The author has given us,
man people through the whole of Domitian's reign. with his usual brevity, the true characters of this part of
He did not, however, though em- his work. •' The detail," he says, "into which he was
(Vit. Agr., c. 3.)
ployed in a great and important work, renounce im- obliged to enter, while it gave lessons of prudence, was
In other
mediately all his practice in the forum, but continued in danger of being dry and unentertaining.
to be employed there until the trial of Marius Prisons, histories, the operations of armies, the situation of
who had been proconsul of Africa, and stood im- countries, the events of war, and the exploits of illustrithe imaginapeached before the senate at the suit of the province. ous generals awaken curiosity and expand
have nothing before us but acts of despoPriscus had presented a memorial, praying to be tried tion.
the
treachery of friends,
by a commission of select judges. Tacitus and Pliny, tism, continual accusations,
by the special appointment of the fathers, were advo- the ruin of innocence, and trial after trial, always endcates on the part of the Africans.
They thought it ing in the same catastrophe. Events like these will
their duty to inform the house that the crimes alleged give to the work a tedious uniformity, without an obwithout an incident to prevent
against Priscus were of too atrocious a nature to fall ject to enliven attention,
The case satiety." {Ann 4, 33.) But the genius of Tacitas
within the cognizance of an inferior court.
was therefore heard at an adjourned meeting of the surmounted every difficulty. He was able to keep atsenate, and the eloquence of Pliny and Tacitus, but tention awake, to please the imagination, and enlighten
more particularly of the latter, succeeded in establish- the understanding. The style of the Annals differs
The senate concluded from that of the History, which required stalely periing the guilt of the accused.
the business with a declaration that Tacitus and Pliny ods, pomp of expression, and harmonious sentences.
had executed the trust reoosed in them to the full sat- The Annals are written in a strain more siibdued and

We

;

—

;

We

We

,

7

Z
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the r^arfaevery phrase is a maxim
temperate
tive goes on with rapidity
the author is sparing of
the
characters
of
sentiment
are
words, and prodigal
drawn with a profound knowledge of human nature
and when we see them figuring on the stage of public
:

in quick vicissitude
they mix and blend in varioaf
combinations we glow with indignation, we melt into
tears.
The Annals, in fact, may be called an histori-

;

;

;

;

;

cal picture-gallery.
It is by this magic power that Tacitus has been able to animate the dry regnlariiy of

;

we perceive the internal spring of their ac- the chronologic order, and to spread a charm over the
we see their motives at work, and, of course, whole that awakens curiosity and unchains attention.
The Annals, How different from the gazette-style of Suetonius,
are prepared to judge of their conduct.
as well as the History, have suffered by the barbarous who relates bis facts in a calm and unimpassioned
business,
tions

;

rage and more barbarous ignorance of the tribes that
Of the sixteen books
overturned the Roman empire.
which originally composed the Annals, the following
a part of the fifth, from the seventh to the
are lost
tenth both inclusive, the beginning of the eleventh, and
the end of the sixteenth.
miss, therefore, three
years of Tiberius, the entire four years of Caligula, the
first six of Claudius, and the last two of Nero.
And,
on the other hand, we have the history of the reign of
with
the
of
the
three
Tiberius,
exception
years just
mentioned, the latter years of Claudius, and the hisof
down
to
find
Nero
AD.
67.
that Tacitory
tus intended, if his life and health continued, to review the reign of Augustus {Ann., 3, 24), in order to
detect the arts by which the old constitution was over-

tone, unmoved by the distress of injured virtue, and
never rising to indignation. Tacitus, on the contrary,
sits in judgment on the prince, the senate, the consuls^
and the people
and he finds eloquence to affect the
heart, and through the imagination to inform the unTacitus has been called the Father of
derstanding.
and the title is well bestowed
Philosophical History
if it be considered as confined to his acute and forcible
criticisms on individual character, and the moral digbut of Political philosnity and pathos of his manner
ophy we discover in this excellent writer but few

:

;

—

We

;

;

— We

couW tell him, were fatally unpropitions. They
exhibited a frame of society (if we may disgrace that
expression by so applying it) suffering a course of experiments too frightfully violent to issue in fine results
In a nation thus tried with extremes, we could hardly
expect to meet with the refinements of political sci-

turned, to make way for the government of a single
This, in the hands of such a writer, would have
been a curious portion of history ; but it is probable he
The
did not live to carry his design into execution.
time of his death is not mentioned by any ancient auIt seems, however, highly probable that he died
thor.

ence ; and supposing them there to exist, an bistoricaT
account of such a nation affords little scope for thf
It may be expected that some nodisplay of them.
tice should be taken of the objections which have beei»
urged against Tacitus by the various writers who have
thought proper to place themselves in the chair of
criticism.
The first charge exhibited against our au
This shall bo
thor is, that he has written bad Latin.
answered by a writer who was master of as mucfe
elegance as can be attained in a dead language
"Who," exclaims Muretus, "are we moderns, eve*
if all who have acquired great skill in the Latin language were assembled in a body who are we, that
presume to pronounce against an author (Tacitus)

—

in the reign of Trajan, and we may reasonably conclude
Those two writers
that he survived his friend Pliny.

were the ornaments of the age both men of genius
the friends of liberty
both encouragers of literature
The esteem and affection which Pliny
and virtue.
is
author
evident in many of
cherished towards our
his letters, but nowhere more than in the following pas*'
I never was touched with a more sensible
sage
pleasure than by an account which I received lately
from Cornelius Tacitus. He informed me that, at the
last Circensian games, he sat next to a stranger, who,
after much discourse on various topics of learning,
asked him if he was an Italian or a Provincial. Tacitus replied, 'Your acquaintance with literature must
*
have informed you who I am.'
Ay !' said the man
*
pray, then, is it Tacitus or Pliny I am talking withT
I cannot express how highly I am pleased to find that
our names are not so much the proper appellations of
men as a kind of distinction for learning itself." {Ep.,
Had Pliny been the surviver, he, who la10, 23.)
mented the loss of all his friends, would not have failed to pay the last tribute to the memory of Tacitus.
;

;

:

;

who, when the Roman language still flourished in all
its
splendour (and it flourished to the time of Hadrian), was deemed the most eloquent orator of his
time 1
When we reflect on the number of ancient
authors whose works have been destroyed, which of
us can pretend to say that the words which appear
new in Tacitus were not known and used by the ancients ? and yet, at the distance of ages, when the productions of genius have been wellnigh extinguished,

;

The commentators assume

it

as a certain fact

this

fathers

ruler.

;

To

department of wisdom, the times^
both those which Tacitus saw and those of which his
traces.

we of
demn

this day take upon us a decisive tone to conthe most celebrated writers, whose cooks and
mule-drivers understood the Latin language, and spoke
scholar of the presit, better than the most confident

that

our author must have left issue ; and their reason is,
because they find that M. Claudius Tacitus, who was
created emperor A.D. 276, deduced his pedigree from

ent age."

— The

next allegation against Tacitus

is

obgrounded upon the conciseness and consequent
The love of brevity, which disscurity of his style.
other writers, was proba
tinguishes Tacitus from all
months, having crowded into that short reign a num- biy the result of his early admiration of Seneca and,
ber of virtues.
Vopiscus tells us that he ordered the perhaps, was carried farther by that constant habit ot
image of Tacitus, and a complete collection of his close thinking, which could seize the principal idea,
Tacitus was
works, to be placed in the public archives, with a spe- and discard all unnecessary appendages.
Montescial direction that ten copies should be made every sparing of words and lavish of sentiment.
But, when the mutilated quieu says he knew everything, and therefore abridgeo
year at the public expense.
and
moral
re
In the political maxims
state in which our author has come down to posterity everything.
dart a sud
is considered, there is good reason to believe that the
flections, which, where we least expect it,
of
the
narra
the
never
executed.
were
Tacitus den light, yet never interrupt
orders of the prince
rapidity
has well deserved the appellation that has been be- tive, the comprehensive energy of the sentence gives
stowed upon him of " the greatest historian of antiqui- all the pleasure of surprise, while it conveys a deep
To the generous and noble principle which gui- reflection. The observations which Quintilian calls
ty."
ded his pen throughout his work, he united a fund of lumina sententiarum crowded fast upon the author's
in words;
knowledge and the colours of eloquence. Every short mind, and he scorned to waste his strength
we see the per- he gave the image in profile, and left the reader to
description is a picture in miniature

the great historian.
{Vopisc, Vit. Tae.) That exHe was
cellent prince was only shown to the world.
snatched away by a fit of illness at the end of six

;

—

|
'

:

j

our passions are
sons acting, speaking, or suffering
kept in a tumult of emotion ; they succeed each other
;
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It may be asked. Is Tacitake a round-about view.
He certainly is his own laconic
tus never obscure
'^

1

:
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may be added, the omissions of the
occasioned some difficulties
but he
who has made himself familiar with the peculiarities
of his style will not be much embarrassed.
But still
it
may be said that, in so long a work, one continued
stram of studied brevity fatigues the ear, and tires the
reader by an unvaried and disgusting monotony.
Variety, it must be admitted, would give new graces to
the narrative, and prevent too much uniformity.
The
celebrated Montaigne observes, that Tacitus abounds
with strong and vigorous sentences, often constructed
with point and subtlety, agreeably to the taste of the
•ge, which delighted in the gay and brilliant ; and
when those were not in the thought, the writer was
sure to find an antithesis in the expression.
And yet
it is remarkable that the same writer, who owns that
for twenty years together he read by fits and starts,
tells us himself that he read Tacitus a second time in
A third alleone regular train, without interruption.
gation of the critics is, that Tacitus was a misanthrope,
who beheld human nature with a malignant eye, and,
always suspecting the worst, falsified facts, in order
to paint men worse than they were
The answer is
Tacitus was fallen on evil times he says,
obvious
" A black and evil
lies
before me.
The age
period
was sunk to the lowest depth of sordid adulation, insomuch that not only the most illustrious citizens, in
order to secure themselves, were obliged to crouch in
but even men of consular and praetorian
bondage
rank, and the whole senate, tried, with emulation, who
should be the most obsequious of slaves."
{Ann.,
^ 65.) In such times, who could live free from suspiTacitus knew the character of Tiberias
he
cion 1
was an accurate observer of mankind but he must
have been credulous indeed, or the willing dupe of a
profligate court, if he had hot laid open the secret motives of all, and traced their actions to their first prinAt the head of the critics who have endeavciples.
oured to enforce the charge of falsehood and malevolence stands Famianus Strada, the elegant author of
the well-known Prolusiones AcadcmiccB, and the wars
in Holland, entitled De Bello Belgico: but it will be
sufficient, in answer to his laboured declamations, to
say with Lord Bolingbroke, "He was a rhetor, who
condemned Tacitus, and presumed to write history
The imputation of atheism, which has been
himself."
manner, and,

it

copyists, have

;

—

:

;

;

;

:

—

urged by

concerning

fate,

when he wrote

that, as far as chronology is concerned, nothing prevents our regarding Tacitus as the author of the dia
It is true, we find a marked diflferlogue in question.
ence between the style of the writer of this dialogue
and that of the historian ; but would not the interve-

ning period of forty years sufficiently account for this
discrepance, and the language of the man be different
from the tone of early youth 1
Might not, too, the
same writer have varied his style in order to adapt
it to different
subjects'!
Ought he not to assimilate
it to the various characters who bear a
part in the
Induced by these and other reasons, Pidialogue 1
thou, Dodwell, Schulze, and many others, have given their opinion in favour of our adhering to the titles of the manuscripts, and have ascribed the diaRhenanus was the first who enlogue to Tacitus.
tertained doubts respecting the claim of Tacitus to
the authorship of this production, and since his time,
Dousa, Stephens, Freinshemius, and others no less
celebrated, have contended that Quintilian, not Tacitus, must be regarded as the true writer of the work.
They place great reliance on two passages of Quintilian, where that writer says expressly that he had
composed a separate treatise on the causes of the cor-

ruption of eloquence {Inst. Or., 6, 8, 6), as well as on
other passages in which this same work is cited,
How can
without the authoj's indicating the title.
we suppose, it is asked, that either Tacitus or Pliny
would be inclined to treat of a subject which had al-

many

been discussed by Quintilian 1 These same
moreover, that there appears to be a
the matters treated of
great analogy, not only between
in this dialogue and those which form the subject of
his style and
between
Quintilian's writings, but also

ready

critics observe,

free-will,

and the influence of the

work

that of the

in

But
question.
the time

in the first place, that, at

written, Quintilian was already thirty-three years
of age, a period of life to which the expression juveni*
admodum can with no propriety whatever be made to
In the next place, the argument deduced from
apply.
is not the most conclusive, since those
of
style

or Tacitus adassign the work to Pliny
in support of their claims.
On the other hand, the argument which has been
drawn from identity of title" would be a very strong
critics

who

the fine apostrophe to the departed spirit
planets,
of Agricola be perused with attention, and every sentiment will discover a mind impressed with the idea

duce a similar argument

There are many pasof an overruling Providence.
sages in the Annals and the History to the same efNor
fect : but more on this head is unnecessary.
does the paradox suggested by Boccalini deserve a
That author gives it as his opinlonger discussion.
ion, that the whole design of the Annals was to teach
it
the art of despotism
may, with as good reason, be
said, that Lord Clarendon wrote the history of the
Grand Rebellion with intent to tea^h schismatics,

one,

let

:

Puritans, and Republicans how to murder the king.
{Murphy, Essay on the Life and Genius of Tacitus,
There has come down to us a dialogue
p. 10, seqq.)

—

entitled

De

eloquentice.

Claris oratoribus, sivc de causis corrupta
The manuscripts and old editions name

a great
Tacitus as the author of this production
number of commentators, however, ascribe it to Quintilian, and some to Pliny the Younger.
They who
argue from the language of manuscripts allege in their
favour Pomponius Sabinus, a grammarian, who states
that Tacitus had given to the works of Maecenas the
Now the passage to which the
epithet of calamistri.
grammarian alludes is actually found in the 26th chapThe author
ter of the dialogue under consideration.
of the dialogue, moreover, informs us, in the first chap;

it
may be replied,
when the dialogue

was

more piety than discernment, is
Whatever were our author's doubts analogy

critics of

easily refuted.

be was a very young roan (juvenis admodum)
it, or, at least, when he supposes it to
have been held in his presence.
This point of time
is
clearly determined in the 1 7th chapter; it wan the
sixth year of the reign of Vespasian, A.D. 75.
Tacitus at this period would be about sixteen years of age.
From what has been said then, it will be perceived
ter, that

were not a fact that the second title, which
in modern editions, De causis corrupta eloto Lipsius, who
quentia, owes its existence entirely
which he had found
thought fit to add this second title,
is

if it

found

All the manuscripts and the early ediDe claris oratoribus, or els«
this one, Dialogus an sui sceculi oratores et quare conAnother circumstance very much agarnsi the
cedant.
idea of Quintilian's being the author of the piece, is
the fact of his more than once referring the reader to
in Quintilian

tions merely have the title

his other

work

for matters of

which the dialogue

we

such,
are considering makes not the slightest mention
of
for example, are the hyperbole and exaggeration,
The
in the third book, ch. 3 and 6.
which he
;

speaks

collatest editor of Quintilian, Spalding, has carefully
which, in his opinion, show
lected all these

—

passages,
the author of the dialogue.
On the introduction of printing, the manuscript of the
Annals had become so scarce, that, when Vmdelmus
of Spires published his edition, in 1468 or 1469, of
the last six
the works of Tacitus, it contained merely
that Quintilian

was not

books of the Annals, four books of the History, with
of the fifth, the Treatise on the Manners of the
part

Germans, and the Dialogue concerning

Orator)-.

Tbp
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first

six

books of the Annals had not then been found.

thor's works,

and

that, to

render this object more prac-

LeoX. promised a pecuniary recompense and indulgen- ticable, ten copies of them should be transcribed every
ces to any one who should find the lost portions of year in one of the public oflfices.
His short reign,
the work.
One of his agents, Angelo Arcomboldi, however, prevented any good results from being prodiscovered in the monastery of Corvey, in Westphalia, a manuscript which had belonged to Anschaire,
the founder of the convent, and a bishop of the church.
It contained the first five books of the Annals, the last
book imperfect. Beroaldus published them at Rome,
in 1515, by order of the pope.
Among the numerous

duced by

this decree.

— Having obtained

the approba-

tion of the citizens, Tacitus departed from the capital
to show himself to the army in Thrace.
The usual

that of Brotier, Paris, 1776, 7 vols. 12mo (rethat of
printed by Valpy, Lond., 1823, 4 vols. 8vo)

largesses secured his popularity among the soldiers ;
and the reverence which he found still subsisting for
the memory of Aurelian, dictated the punishment of
certain chiefs of the conspiracy which had taken away
his life.
But his attention was soon withdrawn from
the investigation of past delinquencies to meet an urWhen the late emperor was making
gent danger.

Ernesti, Lips., 1760, 2 vols. 8vo ; that of Oberlinus,
Lips., 1801, 2 vols. 8vo, in four parts, reprinted at Oxford in 1813, 4 vols. 8vo ; that of Walther, Hal. Sax..

preparations to invade Persia, he had negotiated with
a Scythian tribe, the Alani, to re-enforce his ranks with
a detachment of their best troops.
The barbarians,

—

editions of Tacitus, the following
as the best: that of Gronovius, L.

4to

may be mentioned
Bat, 1721, 2

vols.

;

;

1831-3, 4 vols. 8vo ; and that of Naudet, forming part
of Lemaire's collection, Paris, 1819-20, 5 vols. 8vo.
{Sch'dll, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 2, p. 366, seqq.—B'dhr,
Gesch. Rom. Lit., p. 311, seqq.)
II. M. Claudius, a
Roman, elected emperor by the senate after the death
of Aurelian.
The assassination of Aurelian had so
much enraged the army, that the soldiers were more
a
for
intent,
time, on bringing his murderers to condign
Even
punishment than on providing a successor.
after they had recovered from the first paroxysm of
wrath, they hesitated whether they should immediately
exercise the right which long custom had placed in
their hands, or wait for the advice and concurrence of
the senate in choosing a head for the empire.
Upon a
short deliberation, they adopted the latter alternative,
and resolved to write, or else to send a deputation to

—

faithful to

their

Roman

engagement, arrived on the

frontiers with a strong body of cavalry ; but, before
they made their appearance, Aurelian was dead, and

the Persian war suspended.
In these circumstances,
the Alani, impatient of repose, and disappointed of
their prey, soon turned their arms against the unfortunate provinces.
They overran Pontus, Cappadocia,

and Cilicia before Tacitus could show his readiness
claims or punish their aggressions.
recovering, however, the stipulated reward, the
greater number retired peaceably to their deserts :
while those who refused to listen to terms were subdued at the point of the sword. {Vopisc, Vit. Ta~
to

satisfy their

Upon

citxis, c. 13.

— Zosim.,

1,

63, seqq.

— Zokar.,

12, 27.)

But the triumphs and reign of this venerable sovereign
were not of long duration. It is said that he fell a

Rome. The senators, long unused to such deference, victim to the jealousy of certain officers of rank, who
knew not how to act when the message came and, were offended at the undue promotion of his brother
;

unwilling to incur responsibility, referred the matter
back to the legions.
But the army, actuated by a very
uncommon degree of moderation, renewed their request to the civil authorities to supply them with a
and it was not until this reciprocal
general and ruler
compliment was urged and rejected three times that
the senators agreed to assemble and discharge their
;

duty to the empire. Meanwhile, six or seven months
had insensibly passed away ; an amazing period, it has

or to the angry passions of the soldiery,
despised his pacific genius and literary habits.
But it is no less probable that he sank under the fatigues of the campaign, and the severity of the climate, to both of which the pursuits of his later years
had rendered him a stranger. It is clear, at all events,
that he died at Tyana, in Cappadocia, after having
swayed the sceptre of the Roman empire about two

Florianus

;

who

—

hundred days. {Vopisc, Vit. Tacit., c. 13.
Zosim.,
been remarked, of tranquil anarchy, during which the I, 63. Encyclop. Metropol, div. 3, vol. 3, p. 57.)
Roman world remained without a sovereign, without
of
near
New
a
river
Tader,
Spain,
Carthage, called
a usurper, and without a sedition.
{Vopisc, Vit. by Ptolemy the Terebris. It is now the Segura.
On the 25th of September, A.D, 275, {Plin., 3, 4.—PtoL, 2, 6.)
Tacit., c. 1.)
the senate was convoked to exercise once more the
T.^ENARUS, a promontory of Laconia, forming the
valuable prerogative with which the constitution of southernmost point of the Peloponnesus.
It is now
Rome had invested their order. The individual whom called Cape Matapan, which is a modern Greek corthey elected inherited the name and the virtues of ruption from the ancient fiiruTTOv, a front, the promAnTacitus, the celebrated historian, and was, besides, re- ontory boldly projecting into the Mediterranean.
spected for his wisdom, his experience in business, and cient geographers reckoned thence to Cape Phycus
his mild benevolence.
This venerable legislator had in Africa 3000 stadia, to Cape Pachynus in Sicily
already attained his 75th year, a circumstance which 4600 or 4000, and to the promontory of Malea 670.
a
with
he urged,
Near it was a cave, said to be the engreat show of reason, for declining the (^Strabo, 363.)
honour which was now assigned him. But his objec- trance to Orcus, by which Hercules dragged Cerberus
tions were repelled by the most flattering encomiums, to the upper regions.
Pausanias cites another version
and his election was confirmed by acclamation among of the fable from Hecatseus of Miletus, which makes
both citizens and soldiers.
It was the wisdom not
the cavern to have been the haunt of a large and deadless than the inclination of the aged emperor that in- ly serpent, conquered by Hercules, and brought to Euduced him to leave much of the supreme power in the rystheus (3, 25.
Creuzer, Hist. Gr. Fragm., p. 46).
hands from which he received it. He encouraged the There was a temple on the promontory sacred to Nepsenate to resume their wonted authority
to appoint tune, and which was accounted an inviolable asylum.
On the
proconsuls in all the provinces, and to exercise all the It seems to have been a species of cavern.
other privileges which had been conferred upon them promontory, also, was a statue of Arion seated on a
by Augustus. His moderation and simplicity were dolphin. Tsenarus became subsequently famous for
rot affected by the change of his condition
the only the beautiful marble of its quarries, which the Romans
expense which he permitted to himself was the en- held in the highest estimation. It was a species of
couragement which he bestowed on the fine arts, and Verd Antique. About forty stadia from the pronjiopthe only personal indulgences which he would not re- tory stood the city of Taenarus, afterward called Qaepe
Mr. Morritt, in his journey through
sign were reading and conversation with literary men. or Csenepolis.
He took great pains to preserve the writings of his Laconia {Walpole's Memoirs, vol. 1, p. 66), was inancestor the historian
for which purpose he gave or- formed that there were considerable remains of an J>nders that every public library should possess that au- cient city on Cape Grosso, agreeing, as far as the dis1284

—

—

;

;

;

TAM
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tancea could be ascertained, with Pausanias's description of Caenepolis.
{Cramer^s Anc, Greece, vol. 3, p.

188)
Tages, an Etrurian

divinity or Genius, said to have
from a clod of earth, an infant in form, but
with all the wisdom and experience of an aged person.
He first appeared, according to the legend, unto a
husbandman near the city of Tarquinii, while the lat-

come

ter

forth

was engaged

in ploughing.

—

{Cic, Div.,

2, 23.

—

Creuzer, et Moscr, ad loc.
Isidor., Orig., 8, 9, p.
374, ed. Arcvall.
Lydus, de Ostenlis, p. 6, scqq..,
ed. Hase.)
According to the last of the authorities

—

just cited, the individual labouring in the field when
the founder of Tarquinii, and the principal hero of Etrurian mythology.

Tages appeared was Tarchon,

(Compare MuUer, Elrusk., vol. 2, p. 26 ) Another
account made Tages the son of Genius, and grandson
and it was he that instructed the twelve

of Jupiter

;

communities of Etruria

in the art of predicting future

events by the inspection of victims.
{Festus, p. 557,
ed. Dacier.)
The form of this infant deity, his birth,
and his attributes, all carry us back to the telluric di-

—

vinities of

Samothrace and Lemnos, and the mystic

The books, or, rather, oracles
religion of the Pelasgi.
of Tages are frequently mentioned by the ancient
writers,

and were originally

in verse.

The Romans

are said to have translated a part of them into prose.
[Lydus, de Mens., p. 130, ed. Schow. ; de Ostent., p.

—

190, ed. Hase.
Guigniant, vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 459, seq.)
Tagus, a river of Spain, rising among the Celtiberi
in Mons Idubeda.
It pursues a course nearly due

west, verging slightly to the south, and traverses the
territories of the Celtiberi, Carpetani, Vettones, and
The
Lusitani, until it reaches the Atlantic Ocean.
Tagus is the largest river in Spain, though Strabo
considers the Minius as such, an evident error.
The
sands of this stream produced grains of gold, and, acIt is now called by
cording to Mela, precious stones.
the Portuguese the Tajo, though its ancient name still
remains in general use.
At the mouth of this river
stood Olisipo, now Lisbon.
Ovid, Met.,
{Mela, 3, 1.
2, 251.— Sz7., 4, 23i.—Ltican, 7, 755.— Martial, 4,
55, &c.)
Talus, called otherwise Perdix, a nephew of Daed-

—

alus.

{Vid. Perdix.)

I. a river of Hispania Tarraconensis, on
the northwestern or Atlantic coast, and a short distance below the Promontorium Artabrum, now the

Tamara,

A

town
Tambre. {Mela, 3, \.— Pliny, 31, 2.)— II.
of Britain, on the river Tamarus, in the territory of
to
now
7amthe Damnonii, and, according
Cambden,
erton, near Plymouth.
{Cambden, Britann., p. 158,

—

the

race.
{Ovid, Met., 10, 644, ttqq.
Cramtr't
Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 388.)
Tamesis, a river of Britain, now the Thames. Cesar is generally supposed to have crossed this river at
Coway Stakes, seven or eight miles above Kingston ;
but Horsley seems to be of opinion that he forded it
near that town.
{Ccts., B. G., 5, 11.)
Tamos, a native of Memphis, and a faithful adherent
of Cyrus the younger, whose fleet he commanded
{Xen., Anab., 1, 2, 21.— /d. ib., 1, 4, 2.) After the

death of Cyrus, he fled with his vessels,
through fear
of Tissaphernes, to Egypt, unto King Psammitichus,
but was put to death by the latter, together with bis

The object of the Egyptian kir.»g, in thus
violating the rights of hospitality, was to get possession of the fleet and treasures of Tamos.
{Diod. Sic,

children.

14,

19.— Id.,

14, 35.)

Tanagra, a city of Boeotia, situate on an eminence,
on the north bank of the Asopus, and near the mouth
more ancient

of that river.

Its

{Horn.,

i98.

battle

II., 2,

was fought

— Lycophr.,

appellation

was

An

644.)

Graea.
obstinate

neighbourhood, between the
Athenians and Lacedaemonians, prior to the Peloponnesian war, when the former were defeated.
The ruins
of Tanagra were first discovered by Cockerell, at Gramada or Grimathi. This place was famed among the
in this

—

ancients for

breed of fighting-cocks.
{Cramer'g
Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 269.)
Tanagrus or Tanager, a river of Lucania, rising
in the central chain of the Apennines, between Cased
Nuovo and Lago Negro, and, after flowing thirty
miles through the valley of Diano, loses itself under
ground for the space of two miles, and not twenty
as it is stated in Pliny (2, 103).
It reappears beyond La Polla, at a place called Pertosa, and falls into
the Silanus below Contursi.
The modem name of
the river

is

its

Negro.

{Cramer's Anc.

Italy, vol. 2, d.

377.)
I. now the Don, a
large river of Europe,
according to Herodotus, in the territory of the
Thyssagetes, from a large lake, and falling mto the
Palus Maeotis. Herodotus appears to have confounded
the Tanais in the upper part of its course with the
Rha or Wolga. Of the course of the latter, and its
the Caspian, he appears to have known
falling into
The Tanais rises in the Valdai hills, in the
nothing.
government of Tula, and is about 800 miles in length.
This river separated in ancient times European and
In voyages written more than
Asiatic Sarmatia.

Tanais,

rising,

half a century ago,

it is

called the

time communicating this
the

modern name Don

is

name

Tane

;

at the

same

to the Palus Maeotis

;

only a corrupt abbreviation

A

city named Tanais,
TamIrus, I. a river of Britain, now the Tamar. situate at its mouth, and which was the emporium of
II or, ac- the commerce of the country, is celebrated in tradi{Cambden, Britann, p. 158, ed. 1600.)
cording to the Itin. Ant. (103), Thamarus, a river of tion by the Slavons under the name of Aas-grad, or
Samnium, rising in the Apennines, and falling into the the city of Aas ; and it is remarkable to find the name
It may, moreCalore.
It is now the Tamaro.
{Cramer's Ancient of Azof subsisting on the same site.
over, be remarked, that this name contributes to comItaly, vo\.2,p.2Q\.)
Tamasus or Tamaseus {Tafidaeog, Steph. Byz), pose that of Tanais, formed of two members, the first
The
a city of Cyprus, southeast of Soloe, and to the north- of which expresses the actual name of the river.
The adjacent territory was Greeks in the age of Alexander confounded the Tanwest of Mount Olympus.

of the

ed. 1600.)

ancient appellation.

—

celebrated for its rich mines of copper, and for the
metallic composition prepared on the spot, and called

chalcanthum.
{Slrab 683.) These mines appear to
have been known as early as the days of Homer, for
It has
they are referred to in the Odyssey (1, 183).
been disputed, however, among commentators, wheth,

er the poet alludes to the Cyprian Tamasus, or the
Italian Temesa or Tempsa, also famous for its cop-

—

(Compare Steph. Byz., s. v- Tofiaaeo^.
per mines.
P/m., 5, 31.) In the viNonn., Dionys., 13, 445.
cinity of Tamasus was a celebrated plain, sacred to

—

Venus, and where the goddess is said to have gathered
the golden apples by which Hippomanes, to whom
•he gave them, was eoabled to conquer Atalanta in

{Vid. laxartes.)— Dr. Clarke
{Travels in Russia, &c., vol. 1, p. 337, Lond. ed.)
found the Cossack pronunciation of the name of this
river to be Danaetz, Tdanaetz, or Tanaetz, and when
sounded with quickness and volubility, it appeared to
Hence the ancient name of
be the same as Tanais.
for.
Accordthe river
satisfactorily be accounted
ais with the laxartcs.

may

same intelligent traveller, when the word
Tanais was introduced into the Greek language, it had
reference, not to the Don, but to another river, which
ing to the

enters that stream about ninety-nine miles from its
mouth, and which, according to a notion entertained
from time immemorial by the people in this quarter,
it

leaves again, taking a northwesterly direction, and
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falling into the Palus McBotis to the north of all the
other mouths of the Don.
This northernmost mouth
of the Don, owing to the river whose waters its channel is supposed peculiarly to contain, is called Danaetz also, and, to express either its sluggish current
or its lapse into the sea. Dead Danae/.z.
The Greeks,
steering from the Crimea towards the months of the
Don, and, as their custom was, keeping close to the
shore, entered first this northernmost mouth of the
river, and gave it the name of Tanais, from its native

appellation.

As regards

the

etymology of the name,

—

ants of Tantalus, such as Niobe, Hermione, &c.
and Menelaiis, as grandsons of Tantalus,
are called
Tantalida fratres'^ by Ovid. {Her., 8,

Agamemnon
"

45, 122.)

Tantalus,

a king of Lydia,

son of Jupiter by a

called Pluto {Wealth), was the father of Pe
lops, and of Niobe the wife of Arnphion.
Ulysses,
when relating to the Phaeacians what he had be-

nymph

—

held in the lower world, describes Tantalus as standing up to the chii in water, which constantly eludes
his lip as often as he attempts to quench the thirst

on which head Dr. Clarke is silent, it may be remark- that torments him. Over his head grow all kinds of
ed that Bayer {Commt. Acad. Petr., vol. 9, p. 375) fruits
but, whenever he reaches forth his hands to
supposes an early European people to have once ex- take them, the wind scatters them to the clouds. {Od.,
The passage of Homer, however, on
isted, in whose language a word like Tan, Ton, Don,
11, 581, seqq.)
or Dunai may have signified " water," from which which this account rests, was
regarded by Aristarwere gradually derived such names of rivers as Tan- chus as spurious, according to the scholiast on Pindar
If we reject the verses of the Odysais, Danapcris, Danasler, Danubius (^Tunowc in the {Olymp., 1,97).
AdvovSig in Procopius), sey which have just been referred to, and the authenNiebelungenlied, v, 6116.
Don, Diina, 'PovSov (in Ptolemy), Endan, Ro-dan, ticity of which has been farther invalidated by an un&LC.
It is a curious confirmation, in
part at least, of edited scholiast whom Person cites {ad Eurip., Orest.,
this hypothesis, that the Ossetes, a Caucasian tribe, 5), we then come, in the order of time, to the account
have the word Don in their language as a general term given first by ArcTiilochus {Pausan., 10, 21, 12), and
"
"
for
water,"
river," &,c., and designate all mount- after him by Pindar.
According to this poet, Jupiter
ain streams by this appellation.
(Compare Lchrberg, hung a vast rock in the air over the head of Tantalus,
Ritter, Vor- which, always menacing to descend and crush him,
tJntersuchungen, &LC Petcrsb., p. 400.
" a wanderer
II. A city in Asiatic Sarmatia, at deprives him of all
hallc, 6i.c., p. 304.)
joy, and makes him
the mouth of the Tanais, which soon became suffi- from happiness."
{01., 1, 57, scqq., ed. Bockh.
Pindar does not mention the place
ciently powerful, by reason of its extensive commerce, Bdckh, ad loc.)
to withdraw itself from the sway of the
kings of the of his punishment, but Euripides says it was the air
and
its
establish
One
of
between
heaven
and
earth, and that the rock was susBosporus,
independence.
these same monarchs, however, by name Polemo, sub- pended over him by golden chains.
{Eurip., Orest.,
It was afterward
The offence of Tantalus, which call6, 7,972, scq.)
sequently look and destroyed it.
The ed down upon him this severe infliction, is variously
rebuilt, but never attained its former eminence.
ruins of the place are to the west of the modern
Azof. stated. The common account makes him to have
killed and dressed his son Pelops, and to have placed
{Plin., 6, T.—Sleph Byz., s. v.)
TA.N.iQurL, in Etrurian Tanchufil (MuUer, Elrusker, his remains as food before the gods, whom he had invited to a banquet, in order to test their divinity.
1, p. 72), called .also Caia Cctcilia, was the wife of
( Vid.
Pindar, however, rejects this legend as unTarquinius Priscus, the fifth king of Rome.
{Vid. Pelops.)
Tarquinius I.) iSiebuhr makes the Tarquin family of becoming the majesty of the gods, and says, that if
and thinks that the ever mortal man was honoured by the dwellers of
Latin, not of Etrurian origin
name Caia Cctcilia belongs to a legend concerning Olympus, it was Tantalus; but that he could not diTarquinius entirely different from that which became gest his happiness.
They admitted him, he adds, to
" In the latter
prevalent.
legend," observes this em- feast at their table on nectar and ambrosia, which made
;

—

—

—

,

—

—

;

inent writer, " Tanaquil comes to Rome with Tarquin,
and outlives him it is not even pretended anywhere
that she, too, changed her Etruscan name.
Caecilia
had a statue in a temple, so intimately was she associated with the older tradition
and her name implies
a connexion with Praeneste, said to have been built
by
Caeculus {Serv. ad Virg., JEn., 7, 681), the hero after
whom the Cascilii were called. In this point the
feigned Etruscan Tarquinius has not quite obliterated
the traces of the Latin Priscus
the historians throw
aside altogether what they cannot bring into unison
with their accounts."
{Nicbuhr''s Rom. Hist., vol.
;

;

:

1,

p.

324, Cambr. transl.)

—Tanaquil was

represent-

ed in the Roman traditions as a woman of high spirit,
and accustomed to rule her husband hence the name
?s used
by the Latin poets to indicate generally any
Juve{Anson., Epist., 23, 31.
imperious consort.
She was also celebrated in the
nal, Sat., 6, 564.)
same legends as an excellent spinster {lanifica) and
housewife
and her distaff and spindle were preserved
in the temple of Sancus or Hercules.
{Cic, proMur.,
;

—

;

was Tanaquil that, after
murder of Tarquinius Priscus, managed adroitly to

12.— Plin.,

8, 48.)

It

the
se-

cure the succession to ServiusTullius, her son-in-law.
{Vid. Tarquinius I., near the close of that article.)
Tanis, a city of Egypt, at the entrance of, and giving name to, the Tanitic mouth of the Nile, between
the*

This city is the Zoan
remains are still called San.

Mendesian and Pelusiac.

of the Scriptures, and

its

The Ostium Taniticum is now the Omm-Faredje
mouth.
{Numbers, 13, 22.— Isaiah, 19, 11, 13.)
Tantalides, a patronymic applied
1386

to the descend-

him immortal ; but he stole some of the divine food,
and gave it to his friends on earth. This, according
to Pindar, was the crime for which he was punished.
{Pind., I. c.)
Euripides, on the other hand, says that
the offence of Tantalus was his not restraining his
the secrets of
is, probably, his divulging
The residence of
{Eurip., Orest., 10.)
Tantalus was placed at the foot of Mount Sipylus in
Hence, according to another legend, Jupiter
Lydia.

tongue

;

that

—

the gods.

for Pandareus having
cast this mountain upon him
stolen the golden dog which had guarded the goat that
;

reared the god, gave it to Tantalus to keep.
Mercury
being sent to reclaim the dog, Tantalus denied all
knowledge of it, and, for his falsehood, the mountain
was thrown upon him. {Schal. ad Pind., 01., 1, 97.
Anton., lib. 36.) This last trifling legend is, as we

—

may easily see, one of the many attempts at localizing
the ancient myths; for Sipylus, it is plain, was designThe name
ed to take the place of the mythic rock.
Tantalus is, like Sisyphus, a reduplication, and his

—

down from grave
evidently one of those handed
The root of Tantalus is probably
man who is flourishing
&u2,?iu), and he represents the
and abounding in wealth, but whose desires are insatiable {Qd?i6a?.og, for euphony made TarraXoc, the
myth

is

old Pelasgic times.

—

commuted.
6, r, A, and v being frequently
Volcker,
Welcker, ap. Schwenck, Andeut., p. 265.
The Homeric picMyth, der lap. GeschL, p. 355).
of such a
ture, exhibits in lively colouvs the misery
The other form of the legend represents, perstate.
riches
or,
and fears attendant upon
haps, the cares
an imit
may be, as has ingeniously been conjectured,

letters

—

;

TAP
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the inordinate pursuit
age of the evils of ambition and
of honours ; for when Tantalus, it was said, had atand
was admitted to the
ultimate
tained his
desire,
table of the gods, his joy was converted into terror by
his fancying a rock suspended over his head, and ready
and he sought permission to resign his
to crtish him

low

seat at the celestial table.
{Alcman, ap. Schol. ad
Nic. Damasc, ap. Slob., 14, 7.
WelckFind., I. c.

some, was the founder of Tarcntum, called in
Greek Tupof. {Vid. Tarentum ) II. A small river
to the west of Tarentum, now the Tara.
{Steph.

—

—

das Epische Cyclus, p 280, seqq.) It was probably the idea of the great wealth of fvydia that caused the myth of Tantalus to he localized at Sipylus.
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 442, seq.)
Taphi^, islands in the Ionian Sea, on the north
coast of Ithaca, or, rather, between Leucadia and the
east of Acarnania.
They form a considerable group,
and are often mentioned by Homer and other classical
of notorious pirates.
the
haunt
writers as
{Od., 1»
417.) The principal island is that which is called by
Homer Taphos, but by later writers Taphius and Taphiussa {Strabo, 458), and is probably the one known
to modern geographers by the name of Meganisi.
Mr. Dodwell informs us that Calamn, another of the

Taphian group, produces perhaps the finest flour in the
world, which is sent to Corfu, and sold as a luxury
The Taphias were also called Tela(vol. I, p 61).
boaf.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 55.)
They
were fabled to have received these names from Taphius and Telebous, the sons of Neptune, who reigned
The Taphians made war against Electryon,
there.
upon
king of Mycenae, and murdered all his sons
which the monarch promised his kingdom and his
to
whoever
could
avenge the
daughter in marriage
;

sepelio.

It lay off

Hybl*.

of land connecting it with the mam island
of Sicily was so low that Servius calls the
promontorj
Itself an island ; and it is even now styled Isola deux

Manghisi.

Tar AS

;

er,

from ^uktu,

situation,

The neck

{Vtrg., jEn., 3, 689.)
I. a son of
Neptune, who, according

{-antis),

to

—

s. V.

Tapaf.)
city of Gaul, on the eastern side of the
Rhone, and north of Arelale. It is now Tarascon^
{Biachoff und MolUrf
lying opposite to Beaucaire.
W6rt€rb. der Geogr., p 947.)
Tarbklli, a people of Aquitanic Gaul, at the foot
Byz.,

Tarasco, a

of the Pyrenees,

now Aqs,

or,

whose chief

city

was Aqus Augustae,

according to some, Dax.

{Cas., B. G.,

3, 27.)

Tarentum

(in

Greek Tapcf), now Taranto, a

cele-

brated city of Lower Italy, situated in the northeastern
angle of the Sinus Tarentinus, and in the territory of
It was founded,
Messapia or lapygia.
accordmg to
some, by a Cretan colony before the Trojan war, and
received its name from the leader of the colony,
Taras, a reputed son of Neptune (i. e., a powerful
In the 21st Olympiad, a strong body
naval chieftain).
of emigrants arrived under Philanthus from Laconia,
The new colony
so that it seemed to be refounded.
established themselves upon an aristocratical plan, enlarged the fortifications of the city, and formed it into a
near resemblance of Sparta. Most of the nobles having
subsequently perished in a war with the lapyges, democThe favourable situation of the
racy was introduced.

death of his children upon the Taphians.
Amphitryon
Placed in
did it with success, and obtained the hand of the place contributed to its rapid prosperity.
maiden.
the centre, as it were, it obtained the whole commerce
{Apollod., 2, 4.)
TxPHRiE, a city in the Taurio Chersonese, on the of the Adriatic, Ionian, and Tyrrhenian Seas. The adnarrowest part of the isthmus.
The ancient name is jacent country was fertile in grain and fruit the pasture*
derived from Ta<^p6g, a ditch or trench, one having were excellent, and the flocks afforded a very fine wool.
been cut close to the town to defend the entrance into At this most prosperous period of the republic, which
the Chersonese.
The modern Prekop marks the site may be supposed to date about 400 B.C., when Rome
of the ancient city.
was engaged in the siege of Veii, and Greece was enPlin., 4, 12.)
{Mela, 2, 1.
Taphros, the strait between Corsica and Sardinia, joying some tranquillity after the long struggle of the
now the straits of St. Bonifacio. {Plin , 3, 6.)
Peloponnesian war, Archytas, a distinguished philosoTaprobane, an island in the Indian Ocean, now pher of the school of Pythagoras, and an able statesman,
called Ceylon.
The Greeks first learned the exist- presided over her counsels as strategos. Her navy
ence of this island after the expedition of Alexander, was far superior to that of any other Italian colony.
when ambassadors were sent by them to the court of Nor were her military establishments less formidable
Palimbothra.
The account then received was ampli- and efficient, since she could bring into the field a
fied so much, that this island was deemed the comforce of 30,-000 foot and 5000 horse, exclusive of a
mencement of another world, inhabited by antichthqnes, select body of cavalry called Hipparchi. {Heyne,
or men in a position opposite to those in the known Opusc. Acad vol. 2, p. 223.) The Tarentines were
Ptolemy, better informed, makes it an long held in great estimation as auxiliary troops, and
hemisphere.
island, five times greater, however, than it really is. were frequently employed in the armies of foreign
Strabo speaks of it as though it lay off the hither coast princes and states.
JElian, Var.
{Strabo, 280.
of India, looking towards the continent of Africa. Hist., 7, \.—Polyb., 11, 12.— /i, 16, 15.)— Nor wa»
The name of Saiice, which we learn from Ptolemy to the cultivation of the arts and of literature forgotten
have been the native denomination of the island, is in the advancement of political strength and civilizaThe Pythagorean sect, which in other parts of
preserved in that of Selen-dive, compounded of the tion.
proper name Selcn and the appellative for an island in Magna Graicia had been so barbarously oppressed,
the Indian language, and it is apparent that the name here found encouragement and refuge through the inof Ceilan or Ceylon, according to the European usage, fluence of Archytas, who was said to have entertained
is only an alteration in orthography.
Ptolemy calls it Plato during his residence in this city. {Cicde Sen.,
a very fertile island, and mentions as its produce rice, 12.)
And the first sculptors and painters of Greece
with several splenhoney (or rather, perhaps, sugar), ginger, and also contributed to embellish Tarentum
he
did mouments, which ancient authors have dwelt
stones, with all sorts of metals
;

—

,

—

precious

;

speaks,

It is surprising, howtoe, of its elephants and tigers.
ever, that neither Ptolemy nor those who preceded

him say anything of the cinnamon, which now forms

The ancients could
the chief produce of the island.
not be ignorant of the nature of this article, especially
as they called a portion of the eastern coast of Africa
by the name of Regio Cinnamomifera. {Strabo, 72.
—Id (j90.— Mela, 3, 7.— Plin., 6, 22.—Cosmas In,

11, p. 336 )
Tapsus, a small and lowly situated peninsula on the

dicopl

,

•astern coast of Sicily.

Its

name has

reference to

its

upon

with admiration, and which, at a later period, when
transferred to Rome, served to decorate the Capitol.
But their grandeur was not of long duration; for
wealth and abundance soon engendered a love of ease

and luxurv, the consequences of which proved fatal to
the interests of Tarentum, by sapping the vigour of
her institutions, enervating the minds and corrupting
Effeminacy and volupthe morals of her inhabitants.
tuousness gradually usurped the place of energy and
became the abandoned
courage, and the Tarentines
To such excess,
slaves'' of licentiousness and vice.
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indeed, was the love of pleasure carried, that the number of their annual festivals is said to have exceeded
Hence the expressions
that of the days of the year.

ing said to have nearly equalled in number those of
Syracuse.
Livy commends, on this occasion, the
moderation of Fabius, and intimates that he allowed
these works of art to remain undisturbed (27,
16) ;
but Strabo asserts that many articles were removed

Tarentum."

by that general, and, among others, a colossal bronze
statue of Hercules, the work of the celebrated
LysipFrom this period the prosperity and political expus.
istence of Tarentum may date its decline, which was

80 ofte.1 applied to it by Horace, of "mo/Ze" and "m" Athelle Tarentum,'' and by Juvenal (6, 297), of

que coronatum
{Slrabo, 280.

petulans madidumque
— Thcvpomp.,
Athen.,
et

ap.

4, 19.

— Cle-

Eund., 12, ^.—jElia7i, V. if., 12, 30.) Enfeebled and degraded by this system of demoralization
and corruption, the Tarentines soon found themselves
arch., ap.

unable, as heretofore, to overawe and keep in subjection the neighbouring barbarians of lapygia, who had
always hated and feared, but now learned to despise
them.
These, leagued with the still more warlike
Lucanians, who had already become the terror of
Magna Graecia, now made constant inroads into their
territory, and even threatened the safety of the city.
Incapable of exertion, and having no leaders possessed of any military talent or energy, the Tarentines

were compelled

to

call in to their

aid experienced
or

commanders from Greece, whom ambition, perhaps,

the desire of gain, might induce to quit their native
more genersoil in search of wealth and renown.
ous motive, perhaps, influenced Archidamus, king of
Sparta, who was the first to engage in their defence,
for he might regard Tarentum as having just claims to

A

But this valiant
his protection as a Spartan colony.
prince fell in the first engagement with the enemy.
Alexander of Epirus, who was the next ally of the
Tarentines, was soon disgusted with their feeble and
irresolute conduct, and abandoned their cause to
his

own ambitious

{Strab., I. c.
designs.
followed by the Spartan Cleomenes, and afterward by Agathocles ; but the services of these adventurers were productive of little

prosecute
—
Lie,

8, 17.)

He was

benefit to the republic, they being more intent on their
own interests than those of the people which sought
their aid. Tarentum, in consequence of these failures,
might have been induced to depend upon her own resources, had the barbarians of lapygia or Lucania refoes.
But a more formidable enemy
This was Rome, who, by conentered the lists.
tinued successes over the Samnites, and the subjection of Apulia, had now extended her dominion nearly
A pretext for war was
to the walls of Tarentum.
An insult
soon found by these powerful invaders.
said to have been publicly offered one of the Roman

mained her only

now

ambassadors was here the plea assigned for the declaration of war, and the Tarentines again had recourse,
in this emergency, to foreign aid.
The valour and
forces of Pyrrhus for a time averted the storm
but,
when that prince withdrew from Italy, Tarentum could
no longer withstand her powerful enemies, and soon
after fell into their hands
the surrender of the town
being hastened by the treachery of the Epirot force
which Pyrrhus had left there. The Tarentines were
compelled by the Romans to surrender their arms and
their walls were dismantled, and
their ships of war
;

;

;

a heavy fine was imposed as the condition of peace.
To this harsh treatment may just{Liv., Epit., 15.)
the subsequent conduct of the Tarenly be ascribed
tines during the second Punic war, in declaring for
Hannibal, whom they must have regarded more in the
from a state of oppression than as
light of a deliverer
an invader of their country. They opened their gates

and warmly seconded his efforts to reduce the Roman garrison, which still held out in the citadel.
Such, however,
Liv., 25, 9.)
{Polyb., 8, 26.
to his forces,

—

was

the strength of their fortress, that it effectually
all the attacks made upon it ; and when the

withstood

attention of the Carthaginian general was drawn off
to other parts of Italy, Tarentum was surprised and
recaptured by the Romans, under the command of

Fabius Maximus, who treated it as a city taken from
The plunder obtained by them on this
the enemy.
the pictures and statues beoccasion was immense
;
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farther accelerated by the preference shown
by the
to the port of Brundisiiim for the
fitting out
of their naval armaments, as well as for commercial

Romans

The

purposes.
fertility of

salubrity of its climate, the singular

purple dye, and its advantageous situation on the sea, as well as on the Appian
Way, still rendered it, however, a city of consequence
in the
Augustan age. Strabo reports that, though a
great portion of its extent was deserted in his time,
the inhabited part still constituted a
large town.
That geographer describes the inner harbour as being
100 stadia, or 12^ miles in circuit a computation,
however, which does not agree with modern measurements, which represent the circuit of the harbour at
16 miles.
Strabo makes the site of the town very
low, but the ground to rise, however, a little towards
its territory, its

;

the citadel.

— The modern town now occupies the

of the ancient citadel.
p.

318.)
Tariche.v,

{Cramer's Anc.

site

Italy, vol. 3,

a strong city of Palestine, south of Tiat the southern
extremity of the
Lake of Genesareth. or Sea of Tiberias. Its situation was well adapted for fisheries ; and from the
pro-

berias,

I.

and lying

cess of pickling fish {Tapt;^evo), " to pickle"), which
was carried on here upon a very extensive scale, the
town derived its name. {Plin., 5, 6. Joseph., B.
II. Several towns on the coast of
J., 3, 17.)
Egypt
bore this name from a similar cause.

—

—

Tarpa, Spukhis M^cius

or Mecius, a critic at
the age of Augustus.
He was appointed,
with four others, to examine into the merits of every
it
was
dramatic production before
allowed to be repre-

Rome

in

sented on the stage
and he is said to have discharthis ofl5ce with the greatest impartiality. (Horat.,
Sat., 1, 10, 38.— Compare Ep. ad Pis., 387.)
;

ged

the daughter of Tarpeius, the governor
Rome. She promised to open the
gates of the city to the Sabines, provided they gave
her their gold bracelets, or, as she expressed it, what

Tarpkia,

I.

of the citadel of

Tatius, the king of
they carried on their left arms.
the Sabines, consented; and, as he entered the gates,
to punish her perfidy, he threw, not his bracelet, but
His followers imitated his
his shield upon Tarpeia.

example, and Tarpeia was crushed under the weight
of the shields of the Sabine army.
{Liv., 1, 11.)
This version of the story represents Tarpeia as a venal
traitress.
Piso, however, one of the earlier annalists,
endeavours to exalt the daughter of Tarpeius to a he-

who meant to sacrifice herself for her country.
She was described by him as having planned to make

roine,

the Sabines, by virtue of their agreement, ratified as it
was by oath, deliver up to her their arms and armour,
and so to consign them, disarmed, to the Romans: the

was to lake place on the Caplaying down of the arms
itol, a spot where not a Roman, except perhaps prisoners, would have been to be found !
Livy alludes to
this version of the tale, but makes no remark about

—

utter absurdity.
(Liv., I. c.
Compare Niebuhr,
Rom. Bist., vol. 1, p. 199, Camhr. transl.) Tarpeia
was buried on the hill, and from her one of the two
summits of the Capitoline Mount took the name oi the
its

Tarpeian rock {Tarpeia Rupes, called also Tarpeius
Mons), and from it state criminals were afterward accustomed to be thrown. ( Vid. Tarpeius Mons.) Niebuhr, who very properly rejects the whole story about

—

Tarpeia as purely fabulous, observes, that the Roman
" conceived the
poot
poet who invented the legend

TAR

TAR

Sabines covered with gold, as, Fauriel remarks, the
bards of modern Greece do their Clephts.
Here is
popular poetry unequivocally obvious for one who has
to
see
it.
The fiction of Propertius (4, 4) seems
eyes
to be a transfer, warranted by no tradition, from the
the
of
history
Mcgarian Scylla." (Rom. Hist., vol. 1,

The same

writer informs us, that the reof Tarpcia's guilt still lives in a
popular
" The whole of the
legend at the present day.
CapitoTine Hill," ho observes, " is pierced with
quarries,
passages of remote antiquity worked through the loose
tufo ; many of these have been walled
up but near
the houses erected upon the rubbish which covers the
Hundred Steps, on the side of the Tarpeian rock that
looks towards the forum, beside some ruinous buildings known by the name of the Palazzacio, several are
accessible.
A report of a well of extraordinary depth,
p. 192.)

membrance

;

which must have been older than the aqueducts, since
no one would have spent the labour on it afterward,
and which, no doubt, secured a supply of water to the
garrison during the Gallic siege, attracted me into this
we were conducted by girls from the adlabyrinth
joining houses, who related, as we went, that in the
heart of the hill the fair Tarpeia sits, covered with
:

he who endeavours to
gold and jewels, enchanted
reach her never finds out the way
once only she had
been seen by the brother of one of our guides. The
inhabitants of this quarter are smiths and low victuallers, without the slightest touch of that seemingly living knowledge of antiquity which other classes have
drawn from the most turbid sources of vulgar books.
Real oral tradition, therefore, has kept Tarpeia for fiveand-twenty hundred years in the mouth of the common people, who for many centuries have been strangers to the names of Cloelia and Cornelia." (Niebuhr,
Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 193.)— II. One of the female
attendants of Camilla in the Rutulian war.
{Virg.,
:

;

^n.,

II, 656.)

Tarpeius, Sp., the governor of the citadel of Rome
under Romulus. {Vid. Romulus, Tarpeia, and Capit-

TarquinIi, one of the most powerful cities of Etro»
and celebrated in history for its early connexion

ria,

with Rome.
It was situate in the lower
part of Etruto the northwest of Cxre.
ria, near the coast, and
Strabo ascribes the foundation of the place to Tarcbon,
the famous Etruscan chief, who is so often mentioned
by the poets. Justin makes it to have been founded
by some Thessalians and Spinumbri, meaning, doubtless, the Pelasgi and Umbri, who came from Spina oo
the Adriatic.
According to the common account, the
progenitor of the Tarquinian family, Demaratus, settled here, and from this city the Tarquinian family
came to Rome. Niebuhr, however, holds a different
and makes the Tarquinian family of Latin, not
opinion,
(Consult remarks under the articles
Etruscan, origin.

Tanaquil, and Tarquinius

I.)

Some

ruins, to

which

the name of Turchina is attached, point out the ancient site of Tarquinii.
{Cramer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 1,
The Etrurians regarded Tarquinii as the
p. 197.)
a strong
metropolis, or parent of all their other cities
:

proof in favour of civilization having come to this coun{Muller, Etruskcr, vol. 1, p. 72.)
try from the sea.
Tarquinia, a daughter of Tarquinius, who married
When her husband was murdered
Servius TuUius.
by Tarquinius Superbus, and public rites of sepulture
were denied to his remains by the usurper, she, together with a few friends, conveyed away the corpse by
night, and gave it a private burial. Tarquinia survived
her consort only one day, having died either through
grief, which caused her to commit suicide, or else haTing been put to death secretly by Tarquinius Superbus
and his wife. {Dion. Hal., 4, 40.)
Tarquinius, I. Priscus, the fifth king of Rome,
According to the common account, as found in the

Latin writers (for Niebuhr's theory will be given at
the end of this article), he was a noble and wealthy
Tuscan, son of Demaratus, a native of Corinth, who
had come from Greece and settled in Etruria.
{Vxd.
Demaratus II.) Demaratus having married an Etrus-

can female of high rank, his son, whose original name
was Lucumo, belonged, on the mother's side, to the
Takpeius Mons, or, more correctly, Tarpeia Ru- Lucumones, or ruling caste of Etruria. {Vid. LuBut the pride of that caste would not permit
PEs, a celebrated rock at Rome, forming a part of the cumo.)
Mons Capitolinus, and on the steepest side, where it them to suffer a person of mixed descent to participate
olinus III.)

From this rock state criminals
overhung the Tiber.
were accustomed to be thrown in the earlier Roman
times.
It received its name in commemoration of the
treachery of Tarpeia, and of her having been killed
here by the Sabines.
Vasi gives the present height
at fifty-five feet.
modern tourist remarks as follows " Though it is certain that the Tarpeian rock
was on the western side of the Capitoline Mount, it
would be in vain to inquire where was the precise spot
of execution
whether Manlius was hurled down that
part of the precipice at the extremity of Monte Caprino, or that behind the Palazzo de' Conscrvatori.

—

A

:

;

There

in their hereditary

honours.

He

married an Etruscan

who could
lady of the noblest birth, Tanaquil by name,
not brook that her husband should be disparaged by
her haughty kindred.
They left Tarquinii and journeyed to Rome, in the hope of being received by
Ancus in a manner more suited to their dignity. They
had reached the brow of the Janiculum, and were in
over them,
sight of Rome, when an eagle hovering
aloft with
stooped, snatched his cap, and, after soaring
and placed it on
it to a
great height, again descended
his head.
Tanaquil, versed in the lore of Tuscan auher husgury, understood the omen, and embracing

loftiest foris still
height enough in either to make ihe pun- band, bade him proceed joyfully, for the
ishment both tremendous and fatal ; although not only tunes awaited him.
He was received as a Roman
have the assaults of time, war, and violence, but the citizen, and assumed the name of Lucius Tarquinius.
His courage, his wisdom, and his wealth, soon recom'Very convulsions of nature, contributed to lower it
for repeated earthquakes have shattered the friable tufo mended him to the favourable notice of the king, ami
of which it is composed, and large fragments of it fell made him greatly esteemed also by the people generas late as the middle of the fifteenth century.
The ally. On the death of Ancus he was chosen king, and
fall of these masses has diminished the elevation in
received from the assembly the customary sanction tQ
two ways by lowering the actual height, and filling his assumption of sovereignty. Scarcely wasTarquin
broke the
up the base, to which the ruins of the overthrown build- seated on the throne, when the Latin stales
and began to
ings that once stood upon it have materially contribu- treaty which they had made with Ancus,
ted.
Still the
Tarquinius
average of various measurements and make inroads upon the Roman territory.
them in battle, and took
computations of its present elevation make it above marched against them, defeated
60 feet ; nor do I think it overrated. Certainly those and plundered Apiolae, where he obtained an immense
he made
who have mamtained that there would be no danger in booty.
Prosecuting his victorious career,
Crustumerium. MeduUia,
leaping from its summit, would not, I imagine, be bold himself master of Cameria,
Nomentum.
and
The
enough to try the experiment themselves. The en- Ameriola, Ficulnea, Corniculum,
trance to it is through a mean, filthy passage, which iEqui also felt the power of his arms, and were obliged
While he was enleads to an old wooden door."
(Rome in the Nine- to humble themselves before him.
teenth Century, vol. I, p. 179, Am. ed.)
eaged with the Latina, the Sabines availed themselves
8 A
12^
;

:

TARQUINIUS.
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of his absence, mustered their forces, crossed the Anio,
and ravaged the country up to the very walls of Rome.

own pretensions anj hopes,
pretend a quarrel, and to apWhile he was
pear before the king seeking redress.
listening to the complaint of one, the other struck him
on the head with an axe, and then they both made their
The conspirators did not, however, obtain
escape.
the fruit of their treachery.
Tanaquil gave out that
the king was not dead, but only stunned by the blow,
and had appointed Servius Tullius to rule in his name
till he should recover.
Servius immediately assumed
the ensigns and exercised the powers of royally.
The
murderers were seized and punished, and the Marcii
When the death of
fled, disappointed, from the city.
Tarquinius could no longer be concealed, the power
of Servius was so well established, that the people
were perfectly ready to grant him the usual confirmation in the powers of the sovereignty.
(HelheringSuch is a sketch
toTi's Hist, of Rome p. 19, seqq.)
of the first Tarquin, as given by the ancient writers.
Niebuhr, however, insists that the Grecian origin of

Tarquinius returned from his Latin wars, encountered
the Sabines, and, after a desperate conflict, drove them
fjom the Roman territories. Next year they again
fassed the Anio by a bridge of boats, and advanced
towards Rome.
Tarquinius met them in battle, and,
by the superiority of his cavalry, gained a complete

During the battle, a party of Romans, sent
victory.
for that purpose, burned the bridge of boats, so that the
routed Sabines were cut off from their retreat and

where great nutnbers of them
Their bodies and arms, floating down the
Tiber, brought the first intelligence of the victory to
Rome. He then crossed the river, inflicted upon them
a second defeat, and compelled them to surrender the
town and lands of Collatia, which they had previously
taken from the Latins.
Tarquinius placed a strong
garrison in the town, and assigned the capture to his
into the river,

driven

perished.

brother's son, who thence took the name of CoUatinus.
In this war, the king's son, a youth of fourteen, slew a
foe with his own hand, and received as a reward of

honour

robe bordered with purple, and a hollow ball
of gold to be suspended round his neck
and these
continued to be the distinctive dress and ornament of
Roman youth of patrician rank, till they assumed the
toga virilis, or manly gown.
Tarquinius is likewise
said to have engaged \n war with the Etruscan nations,
to have taken several of their cities, and to have overthrown them, notwithstanding a confederacy of all their
In token of their submistwelve states against him.
sion to his power, the Etruscans at length sent him a
golden crown, an ivory throne and sceptre, a purple
tunic and robe figured with gold, and twelve axes
bound up in bundles of rods, to be borne before him,
such as they used when their twelve cities chose a
common leader in war. These, by the permission of
the people, Tarquinius adopted as the insignia of kingand, with the exception of the crown and
ly power
of the embroidered robe, they remained as such both
to his successors on the throne and to the consuls, una

;

;

on the days when they went in public triumph to
Such were the military exploits ascribed
to Tarquinius
and there is nothing so improbable in
them as to startle our belief. It is, indeed, manifest
from other indications, that about the period assumed
as the reign of Tarquinius Priscus, as he is called for
sake of distinction, the dominions of Rome must have
comprised nearly all the territory which he is said
to have conquered, and also that the city must have
The latter point is
risen to great wealth and power.
proved by the great public works which all accounts
less

the Capitol.

;

agree

in ascribing to

him.

He

built the cloaca

maxi-

ma, or great sewers, to drain off the water from between the Palatine and Capitoline, and the Palatine
This vast drain was constructed
and Aveniine Hills.
of huge blocks of hewn stone, triply arched, and of
such dimensions that a barge could float along in it
beneath the very streets of the city.
Earthquakes
have shaken the city and the adjacent hills but the
;

to the

hired

exclusion of their

two countrymen

to

—

the Tarquinian family is a mere and very clumsy invention of the Roman annalists, and utterly at variance
with the received chronology.
{Rom. Hist vol. 1, p.
The notion that Tarquinius was an
319, seqq.)
Etruscan, arose, as he conceives, from the circumstance of his name having been deduced from that of
so that he seemed, moreover, a
the Etruscan city
suitable person for the Tuscan epoch of Rome to be
" Far from
referred to.
regarding Tarquinii as the
birthplace of his race, I hold that race," observes Nie" of Latin
The account which makes
buhr,
origin.
him and CoUatinus members of nothing more than a
,

;

a whole
single family, is disproved by the fact that
Tarquinian house existed at Rome, which was banishalso find mention of
ed along with the last king.

We

Tarquins of Laurentum {Dion., Hal.y 5, 54) these
may be supposed to have been exiles of that house ;
but, even assuming this, yet the legend or tradition
must have made them turn their steps thither, as it
made CoUatinus settle at Lavinium. W^hen such a
belief was current, assuredly Tarquinii was not looked
upon as their home. The Latin origin of the Tarquins
is
pointed out by the surname of the first king, in the
same way in which the names of other patricians
Thus we
pointed out from what people they sprang.
have Aurunculus, Siculus, Tuscus, Sabinus, &c. The
name Priscus has the exact form and character of the
:

The same
national names, Tuscus, Cascus, Opscus.
is the
meaning of Priscus as a surname of the Servilii,
and as the original one of the censor Marcus Porcius.
who was born in the land of the Sabines, and descended from Latin ancestors.
{Plut., Vit. Cat., c. 1.)
Supposing the house of Tarquinius to have sprung
from one of the Tyrrhenian cities on the coast, this accounts for that worship of the Grecian gods at the Roman games, which in an Etruscan is quite incomprehensible.
Lucumo, too, would have been just such a
name for an Etruscan, as Patricius for a Roman. That
no such ever occurred among the Tuscans is a matter

on which the gravestones, were

it

needed, might serve

maxima remains to this day unimpaired, an en- as witnesses. If the legends of the Romans give it to
nobleman of
during monument of the power and skill of the king individuals, to the ally of Romulus, to the
and the people by whom it was constructed. The Clusium {Dion. Hal 2, 37.—Liv., 5, 33), and to TarCircus Maximus, or great racecourse, was also a work quinius, it is a proof how utterly uninformed they were
cloaca

\

of this monarch, intended for the display of what were on everything that concerned a nation so close to them ;
The forum, with a natural consequence of their not understanding a
called the great, or Roman games.
its rows of shops, was also the work of Tarquinius
word of its language." {Niebuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 1,
and he began to surround the city with a wall of p. 323, seqq.)—U. Superbus, the seventh and last
the
massy hewn stones. He likewise made preparation king of Rome. All the Roman annalists, with
to fulfil a vow to build a great temple on the Cap- exception of Piso, who adulterated what he found,
To con- followed Fabius in calling Tarquinius Superbus the
itoline Hill to the chief deities of Rome.
clude the legendary history of Tarquinius, he is said son of Priscus; and this account was adopted by CiOn the other hand, Piso the annalist,
to have been murdered by the treachery of the sons cero and Livy.
;

of his predecessor Ancus Marcius.
They, perceiving
the favour with which the king regarded Servius
Tullius, and fearing an attempt to make him king,
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and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, make Superbus the
to
grandson of Priscus, a refinement which, according
"
all manner of connexion in the
Niebuhr,
destroys

TARQUINIUS.

TARQUINIUS.

«tory of the Tarquins, and necessitates still more falsifications than they themselves had any notion of, in
order to restore even a scantling of sense and unity."
(Nubuhr, Rom. Hist., vol. 1, p. 320.
Compare, in

jection almost as deep as that into which they had
assisted him to reduce the plebeians.
Being now
possessed of nearly despotic power, he turned his at*
tention to the enlargement of his kingdom.
He gav«
his daughter in marriage to Octavius Mamilius of
Tusculum, the most powerful of the Latin chiefs;
and partly by intrigues, partly by force, he procured
Rome to be acknowledged the head of the Latm conHerdonius, the only man who dared to opfederacy.
pose his proud demeanour, he caused to be put to
death by false accusations, and completely incorporated the Latin troops with those of Rome.
The Hernici were also included in this confederacy.
One
Latin city, Gabii, refused to join this league, and was

—

opposition to this, however, the dissertation of Valla,
Praf., not. in Liv.)
According to the ordinary ac-

—

count, Servins Tullius had yiven his two daughters in
Now
marriage to Tarquinius and his brother Arun%
it happened that these
daughters were of very unlike
The elder
tempers, as were also their husbands.

was of a gentle

disposition ; her younger sister
Aruns Tarquinius
imperious, and ambitious.
a mild and quiet character ; his brother Lucius
To
and
counteract these
proud, restless,
domineering.
tempers, Servius had given the gentle princess to the
ambitious prince, and made the haughty damsel wife
to the mild husband.
But this dissimilarity of temper
did not produce the effect which he had expected.
The fiery tempered of each couple became dissatisfied
with the one of gentler nature ; the milder wife and
husband perished by the crimes of their aspiring mates,
who were speedily united in a second shameless marThen did the aspiring temper of the one urge
riage.
on the haughty and ambitious heart of the other, till
they resolved to make way to the throne by the murder of the good old man, their king and father.
To
this attempt Lucius was encouraged by the unconcealed dissatisfaction of the patricians with the influence
obtained by the plebeians in the new constitution.
Their dissatisfaction was increased by a rumour that
Servius intended to abolish the monarchical form altogether, and divide the sway between the two consuls,
one to be chosen from the patrician, and one from the
plebeian body.
Having formed a strong faction among
the patricians, Tarquinius went to the senate-house,
seated himself in the royal chair, and summoned the
senators to meet King Tarquinius.
Servius, having
heard the rumour, hastened to the senate-house, accused Tarquinius of treason, and laid hold of him to
remove him from the royal chair. The usurper instantly seized the old man, dragged him to the door,
and threw him with great force down the steps. There
he lay for a few moments, stunned and bleeding with
the fall ; then, rising slowly, staggered away towards

Tullia
fierce,

was of

Some ruffians employed by Tarquinius
palace.
pursued, overtook, and killed him, leaving the body
Meantime, tidings of
lying bleeding in the street.
what was going on had reached Tullia, who immediately mounted her chariot, drove to the senate-house,
and saluted Tarquinius as king. He bade her withdraw from such a tumult and she, on her return, drove
her chariot over the body of her newly-murdered father.
(FiVi. Tullia.)
Tarquinius, having thus obtained the forcible possession of the throne, declined to
submit to the form of an election, or to make the customary appeals to the comitia curiata for the ratificaHe seized the crown as if
tion of his kingly power.
it were hereditary, and seemed resolved to rule without
But
the concurrence of any of the great assemblies.
as he had been raised to the throne by the aid of the

his

;

was to gratify them by
ing the privileges which Servius had granted
patricians, his first act

repealto the

He suppressed the institution of the comiplebeians.
tia centuriata, and even prohibited the meetings of the
But this was only the
country tribes at the paganalia.
He depressed the commons
beginning of his tyranny.
or plebeians ; but he had no intention to permit the
power of the patricians to become too strong, espeof their
cially as he was himself but too well aware
He therefore surroundtreachery to the former king.
ed himself with a body-guard, the ready instruments
of his oppression, and, under colour of justice, banish-

ed or put to death, on false accusations, all who were
either too powerful or too wealthy to be trusted, or
whom he suspected of disaffection to himself. In this
manner he reduced the patricians into a state of sub-

The struggle was long and
by Tarquinius.
severe, but at length he obtained possession of it by
means of a stratagem, conducted by his son Sextus,
similar to that by which Zopyrus gained the city of

assailed"

for Darius Hystaspis.
(Fid. Tarquinius IV.)
next turned his arms against the Volsci, and took
Suessa Pometia, where he obtained a very great booty,
the tithe of which he retained for his own share.
Thus
powerful and enriched, he next proceeded to finish

Babylon

He

the great works left incomplete by his predecessors.
He finished the cloaca maxima, and prepared to build
the temple which Tarquinius Priscus, during the Sabine war, had vowed to the three great deities, Jupiter,

This edifice is the famous CapitoJuno, and Minerva.
About this same time, too,
lium.
(Vid. Capitolium.)
the strange story of the Sibyl is told, which we have noThe sway
ticed under another article. (Vid. Sibyllae.)
of Tarquinius, however, had now nearly reached its
limits, and various portents foreshowed its approaching
overthrow.
According to the legend, the first indications of the coming doom were seen in an unnatural viA huge snake crawled out
olation of the sacred rites.
from an altar in the court of the palace at the time
of sacrifice
the fire suddenly died out, and the snake

—

;

To ascertain what this prodigy
portended, the king sent two of his sons to consult the
oracle at Delphi, and the princes took with them their
The
cousin Lucius Junius Brutus.
{Vid. Brutus I.)
answer of the oracle was, that the king should fall
when a dog should speak with human voice. This
response was of course intended secretly to apply to
Brutus, and his unexpected display of mental ability.
devoured the victim.

The young princes also asked
Brutus I.)
and
which of the king's sons should succeed him
were answered in general terms, that the regal power
should be enjoyed by the person who should first salute his mother.
Brutus, as they were departing, purthus
posely stumbled and fell, and, kissing the earth,
fulfilled, unobserved by his companions, the meaning
of the oracle.
Soon after this event, Tarquinius wa{Vid.

;

a
ged war against Ardea, the capital of the Rutuli,
and while his army
people on the coast of Latium
;

encamped before

lay

the place, the affair of Lucretia

occurred, which has been detailed under another article {vid. Lucretia), and which hurled him from his

In vain did the cities of Tarquinii and Veii
take up arms to effect his restoration ; in vain, acdid Porsenna, the
cording to the common account,
Lucumo of Clusium, endeavour to effect the same end
did the Latins exert
{vid. Porsenna) ; in vain, too,
throne.

In a bloody battle fought
his behalf
two sons of Tarquinius were
Regillus, the
and the father at length gave up the contest

themselves
at the

slain

;

in

Lake

with his former subjects, and retired to Cumae, where
(Ltr.,
he ended his days in 259 A.U.C., or 495 B.C.
1,

\^,scqq.—Di(m. Hal,

Hist. Rom.,

p.

26, .y^yy.

41, segq.—Hethenngion,
— Compare
Nicbuhr, Rom.
4,

a very mgenious
Hist., vol. 1. p. 448, seqq.)^ToT
the Tarquin dominion in Rome, diftheory respecting
from that of Niebuhr, and tracing it
fering essentially
to E^ruria, consult the remarks of Miiller {Etrvsker,
III. CoUatinus, the husband of
vol l.D
^
^ UB,seqq.).
^

—
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{Vid. Collatinus.) — IV.

Lucretia.
Sextus, eldest son
of Tarquinius Superbus according to Dionysius of
Halicarnassus (4, 55), but, according to Livy (1, 53),
the youngest.
His name is celebrated in the old legend for the stratagem by which he placed the city of
Gabii in the power of his father.
Having played the
part of an insurgent against his parent, the king, for
whose anger his wanton insolence afforded a specious

provocation, condemned him to a disgraceful punishment, as if he had been the meanest of his subjects.
Sextus thereupon came to the Gabines, to all appearance a fugitive the bloody marks of his ill-treatment,
and, above all, the infatuation which comes over such
as are doomed to perish, gained him belief and good:

he led volunteers, then troops were intrusted to his charge ; every enterprise succeeded ; for
booty and soldiers were thrown into his way at certain
the deluded citizens raised the man,
appointed places
under whose command they promised themselves the
pleasures of a successful war, to the dictatorship.
will

:

at first

:

The last step of his treachery was yet to come where
the troops were not hirelings, it was a hazardous venture to open a gate.
Sextus sent a confidential slave
:

demand

of his father in what way he should deliver
up Gabii into his hands. Tarquinius was in his garden when he admitted the messenger into his presence :
he walked along in silence, striking oflf the heads of
the tallest poppies with his staff, and dismissed the man
without an answer.
On this hint Sextus put to death,
or, by means of false charges, banished such of the Gabines as were able to oppose him the distribution of
their fortunes purchased him partisans among the lowest class ; and, possessing himself of the uncontested
rule, he brought the city to acknowledge his father's
Dion. Hd., A, 55.) This
supremacy. (Lir., 1, 53.
story, as Niebuhr well observes, is patched up from
the well-known two in Herodotus (3, 154 ; 5, 92.
Vid. Zopyrus, and Periander).
Besides, it is quite
impossible that Gabii should have fallen into the hands
of the Roman king by treachery
had such been the
case, no one would have granted the Roman franchise
to the Gabines, and have spared them all chastisement
by the scourge of war, as Tarquinius is said to have
done by Dionysius himself (4, 58. Niebuhr, Rom.
The violence which, some time
Hist., vol. 1, p. 450).
to

:

—

—

:

—

—

after this, Sextus offered to Lucretia, was the cause
of his father's banishment, and the downfall of the

He

himself retired to Gabii, of which his
father had before this made him king {Dion. Hal., 4,
58), and was assassinated here by certain persons
whom his acts of bloodshed and rapine had roused to
{Liv 1, 60.) V. Aruns, a brother of
vengeance.
VI. Aruns,
Tarquinius Superbus.
(Vtd. Aruns I.)
a son of Tarquinius Superbus.
( Vid. Aruns II.)
Tarraco, now Tarragona, a town of the Cosetani
in Hispania Citerior, on the coast of the MediterraneThis
an, and northeast of the mouth of the Iberus.
was the first place where the Scipios landed in the

whole

line.

—

,

second Punic war, and which,

made

—

after

having

fortified

it,

Roman

their place of arms, and a
colony.
Solin., c. 23, 26.)
Tarraco, in conse{Plin., 3, 4.
soon
rose
to
of
and
in
time
this,
importance,
quence

they

—

became the rival of Carthago Nova. It was the usual
On the diplace of residence for the Roman praetors.
vision of Spain, which took place in the reign of Augustus {vid. Hispania), this city gave the name of Tarraconensis to what had been previously called Hispania
Citerior.
Mela, 2, 6.
{Plin., I. c.
Compare Ukert,
Geogr., vol. 2, p. 420.)
TarsIus, a river of Troas, near Zeleia, which, according to Strabo, had to be crossed, on account of its
meandering route, twenty times by those who followed
Homer styles it Heptaporus,
the road along its banks.
{Strabo,
referring to its being crossed seven times.

—

—

587.)

Taesds, a celebrated
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the river Cydnus, not far from its mouth.
Xenophon
gives its name a plural form, Tapaoc {rjlaae
eic
.

on

.

.

;

during the Persian dominion, was the resiThe people of Tarsus ascribed the origin of their city to Sardanapalus, who is
said to 'have built it, together with Anchiale, in one
{Vid. Anchiale.)
When, however, the Greeks
day.
established themselves here after the conquest of Alexander, they discarded the old account of the origin
of Tarsus, and in its stead adopted one of a more
poCilicia, and,

dence of a dependant king.

Tarsus {Tapaog) in their language signified
and also a hoof. This name they connected
with the old legend, that Bellerophon had been conetic cast.

a

heel,

veyed, in the course of his wanderings, by the winged
horse Pegasus to the country of Cilicia.
Upon this
they founded the fable that the horse Pegasus had
stumbled here, and left behind a deep impression of
one of his feet. According to another account, he lost
a hoof in this quarter ; while a third made Bellerophon

have been unhorsed in this place, and, in falling, to
have struck the earth violently with his heel. {Dionys.
Eustath. ad Dionys., I. c.
Pcrieg., v. 869.
Steph.
to

—

—

Strabo, however, makes the city
Byz., s. V. Tapo-of.)
to have been founded by Triptolemus and his
Argive
followers, who, in sending for information about the
the
here
found
traces
of
her
hoofs.
lo,
wandering

The Greeks, upon their first coming
found Tarsus a large and flourishing city, traversed by the Cydnus, a stream 200 feet broad.
{Xen.,
Anab., 1, 2, 23.) It continued to flourish for a long
period after, and became so celebrated for learning and
refinement as to be the rival of Athens and Alexan{Strab., 673.)
hither,

Alexander nearly lost his life by bathing, when
overheated, in the cold stream of the Cydnus, and it
was here that Cleopatra paid her celebrated visit to Antony in all the pomp and pageantry of Eastern luxury,
herself attired like Venus, and her attendants like Cupids, in a galley covered with gold, .whose sails were
of purple, the oars of silver, and cordage of silk ; a
fine description of which may be seen in Shakspeare's
In the
play of Antony and Cleopatra {act 2, sc. 2).
civil wars Tarsus sided with Caesar, and the inhabK
tants called their city, out of compliment to him, Julidrea.

This, though it exposed them at first to many
annoyances from the opposite party, secured for them,
eventually, both freedom and exemption from tribute,
after Caesar had become master of the Roman world.
Tarsus was the
Id., 5, 7.)
{Appian, B. C, 4, 64.

opolis.

—

It still survives,
birthplace of St. Paul. {Acts, 22, 3.)
but only as the shadow of its former self
It is now

and is in subjection to Adana, an adJulian the
{Pococke, vol. 2, p. 256.)
Apostate was buried in the suburbs of this city. {Ammian. Marcell., 23, 3.
Mannert, Geogr., vol. 6, pt.
called Tarsous,

—

jacent city.

—

2, p. 96, segq.)

Tartarus (in the plural -a, -orum), the fabled place
of punishment in the lower world.
According to the
ideas of the Homeric and Hesiodic ages, it would
seem that the "World or Universe was a hollow globe,
divided into two equal portions by the flat disk of the
earth.

{II.

,

8,

\^.—Hes., Theog., 720.)

nal shell of this globe

is

The

exter-

called by the poets brazen

and iron, probably only to express its solidity. The
the inferior
superior hemisphere was named Heaven,
one Tartarus. The length of the diameter of the hollow sphere is given thus by Hesiod. It would take,
he says, nine days for an anvil to fall from Heaven to
Earth and an equal space of time would be occupied
by its fall from Earth to the bottom of Tartarus. {Thewhich gave light to gods and
og., 722.) The luminaries
;

men

shed their radiance through all the interior of the
while that of the inferior one was
upper hemisphere
filled with eternal gloom and darkness, and its still air
;

city of Cicilia Campestris,

.

Tapaovg, Anab., 1, 2, 23) later writers, however, adopt
the singular, Tapoog.
This city was, from the earliest authentic records that we have of it, the
capital of

TAT
was unmoved by any wind.

TAU

Tartarus was regarded,

Strabo, it produced salt in such abundance, that any
substance immersed in it was very soon entirely covered with the crystal
and birds were unable to fly if
they once dipped their wings in it.
{Strab., 568.)
The lake still furnishes all the surrounding country
with salt, and its produce is a valuable royal-farm in
the hands of the Pacha of Kir-S/iehr.
In 1638, Sultan Murad IV. made a causeway across the lake,
upon
the occasion of his army marching to take
Bagdad
from the Persians. (Leake's Tour, p. 70.)
Taunus, a mountain range of Germany, lying in a
northwest direction from Frankfort on the Mayne, be-

at this period, as the prison of the gods, and not as the
of torment for wicked men, being to the gods

place

what Erebus was

to

;

men, the abode of those who were

The Titans, when
driven from the supernal world.
conquered, were shut up in it, and in the Iliad (8, 13)
the
with
banishment to its murgods
Jupiter menaces

ky regions. The Oceanus of Homer encompassed iho
whole earth, and beyond it was a region unvisited by
the sun, and therefore shrouded in perpetual darkness,
the abode of a people whom ho names Cimmerians.
Here the poet of the Odyssey also places Erebus, the
••ealm of Pluto and Proserpina, the final dwelling of all tween Wiesbaden and Homberg.
It is now called
the race of men, a place which the poet of the Iliad the Hohe or Heyrich.
(Bischoff und Mbller, Wordescribes as lying within the bosom of the earth.
At terb. der Geogr., p. 950 )
a later period, the change of religious ideas gradually
Tauri, a people of European Sarmatia, who inhabaflfected Erebus, the abode of the dead.
Elysium was ited Taurica Chersonesus, and sacrificed all strangers
moved down to it, as the place of reward for the good
to Diana.
The statue of this goddess, which they beand Tartarus was raised up to it, to form the prison in lieved to have fallen down from heaven, was fabled to
which the wicked suffered the punishment due to their have been carried away to Sparta by Iphigenia and Ores*
crimes.
tes.
(Keight ley's Mythology, p. 32, 39, 43.)
(Herod., 4, 99.— 3fe/a, 2, \.—Pausan., 3, 16.—
Tartessus, a town of Spain, situate, according to Eurip., Iphig.)
the most general, though not the most correct opinion,
Tadrica Chersonesus. Vid. Chersonesus III.
in an island of the same name at the mouth of the Baetis,
Taurica, a surname of Diana, because worshipped
formed by the two branches of the river. No traces of by the inhabitants of Taurica Chersonesus. {Vid.
this island now remain, as one of the arms of the riv- Tauri.)
With regard to the actual position
er has disappeared.
TaurIni, a people of Liguria, occupying both banks
of the town itself, much difference of opinion exists of the Padus, in the earlier part of its course, but esboth in ancient and modern writers.
Mannert is in fa- pecially the country situated between that river and
vour of making Hispalis the Tartessus of Herodotus, the Alps. The river Orcus (now Orca) marked the
and opposes the idea of its being the same either with extent of their territory towards the east. The TaoCarteia or Gades, as many ancient writers maintain. rini are first mentioned in history as having opposed
Hannibal soon after his descent from the Alps (Polyb.,
It could not, according to him, correspond with Carteia, since Tartessus lay without the Straits of Hercu- 3, 60); and their capital, which Appian calls Taurales
nor could it be the same as Gades, since Herodo- sia (Bell. Hann., c. 5), was taken and plundered by
tus speaks of both Gades and Tartessus by their re- that general, after an ineffectual resistance of three
As a Roman colony, it subsequently received
spective names, and the latter was not subject to the days.
Phoenicians, but had a king of its own.
(Mannert, the name of Augusta Taurinorum, now Turino (Turin)
in
Piedmont.
(Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 32.)
Geogr.y vol. 1, p. 294.) According to Strabo, the
Baetis itself was anciently called Tartessus, and the adTauromenTum, now Taormino, a town of Sicily,
jacent country Tartessis. (Sfraio, 148). Bochart, how- between Messana and Catana, but nearer the latter
An ancient city named Naxos previever, makes Tartessus to have been the Tarshish of than the former.
(Geogr. Sacr., ously occupied the site of Tauromenium. There were,
Scripture, and the same with Gades.
in fact, two cities of the name of Naxos, both erected
3, 7, coll. 170.)
Taruanna, a city of Gallia Belgica Secunda, in the in succession on the same spot. The first was destroyed by Dionysius the tyrant, and the inhabitants
territory of the Morini, now Terouenne.
{Ptolemy.
;

j

I

j
'

;

—

Itin. Ant., 376.)

Tarvisium, an ancient

At

Silis.

opric,
It

is

a later period

city of Venetia,

it

became

on the

river

the seat of a bish-

and only a town of note about the middle ages.
Paul.
now Treviso. (Procop., B. G., 3, 1.

—

Diac., 2, 12.)

Tatianus, a Syrian

rhetorician, converted to Chris-

Rome

whom

in
he followed to
tianity by Justin Martyr,
After the death
the latter part of the second century.
of Justin, the opinions of his proselyte took a turn to-

scattered over Sicily.
The
(Diod. Sic, 14, 15.)
Siculi, instigated by the Carthaginians, 3ub?equently

reduced it.
Instead of destroying, however, he colonized it with a
number of his mercenary soldiers. (Ihod. Sic., 14,
59 et 96.) In process of time Syracuse regained her
rebuilt the city, but Dionysius again

freedom, and Andromachus, a rich inhabitant of Naxhaving invited the old inhabitants of the latter city

os,

home, they accepted the offer. The
now changed its name to Tauromenium, from
whom he was contem- Taurus, the name of an adjacent mountain, and fiov^,

wards those of Marcion, with
porary ; but, differing from that heresiarch in some
material points, he became the head of a sect of followers of his own, who acquired the appellation of Eucratitae and Hydroparastatae, from the abstinence which
they enjoined from wine and animal food, and their
substitution of water for the former in the administra-

The editio princeps by Gesner,
contains merely the Greek text.
The best edition is that of Worth (G'r. ei Lat), Oxon.,
Tatian's work is sometimes appended to
1700, 8vo.
editions of Justin Martyr. ( Clarke, Bibliograph. Diet.,

to return to their

city

a place of abode, the appellation being selected as designating more particularly their new place of residence.

—

The hills in the neighbourhood
were famous for the fine grapes which they produced,
and they surpassed almost the whole world for the extent and beauty of their prospects.
(Mannert, Geogr.,
(Diod. Sic, 16, 7.)

tion of the Eucharist.

vol. 9, pt. 2, p.

Tigur., 1546,

the mountains of Taurus, according to
extended from the
all the
descriptions of the ancients,
Their principal
frontiers of India to the ^gean Sea.

fol.,

vol. 6, p. 150.)

Tatienses or Titienses, the name of one of
three original
col.

Roman

tribes.

{Vid.

Roma,

p.

the

1173,

1.)

Tatius. Titus, king of the Sabines, reigned con{Vid. Romulus.)
jointly with Romulus.

Tatta, a salt lake
now Tuslag (i.

gia,

in the northeastern part of Phrye., "the Salt")According to

Taurus,

282.)

I.

Mount Imaus towards the
it shot out from
sources of the Indus, wound, like an immense serpent,
between the Caspian Sea and the Euxine on the one
on the other.
side, and the sources of the Euphrates
Caucasus seems to have formed part of this line, ac-

chain, as

but accordmg to Strabo, who was
;
better informed, the principal chain of Taurus runs between the basis of the Euphrates and the .\raxe6 ; and
the eeoffrapher obsenos that a detached chain of Oau-

cording to Pliny

^

^

^
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TEA

TAURUS.

casus, that of the Moschian mountains, runs in a south- tilius Taurus, a friend of Agrippa's, conquered Lepi«
Modern accounts dus in Sicily, and gained also many victories in Afriern direction and joins the Taurus.
Strabo, ca, for which he obtained triumphal honours (B.C. 26).
represent this junction as not very marked.
who was born on the spot, and who had travelled as He was twice consul and is said also to have built
far as Armenia, considers the entire centre of Asia the first durable amphitheatre of stone, at the desire of
IV. Statilius Taurus, was proconsul of
Minor, together with all Armenia, Media, and Gordy- Augustus.
On his reene, or Koordistan, as a very elevated country, crowned Africa A.D. 53, in the reign of Claudius.
with several chains of mountains, all of which are so turn, Agrippina, who was anxious to get possession of
closely joined together that they may be regarded as one. his fine gardens, induced Tarquitius, who had been his
" are situated
" Armenia and
Media," says he,
upon lieutenant in Africa, to accuse him of extortion, and
This plateau seems also to comprehend also of having practised magic rites. Taurus, indigTaurus."
Koordistan. and the branches which it sends out ex- nant at the charge, would not wait for the decision of
tend into Persia as far as the great desert of Kerman the senate, but destroyed himself.
on one side, and towards the sources of the Gihon and
Tavgetus, or, in the plural form, Tavgeta {-orum),
the Indus on the other.
By thus considering the vast part of a lofty ridge of mountains, which, traversing
of
ancients
as
an
Taurus
the
upland plain, and not as the whole of Laconia from the Arcadian frontier, tera chain, the testimonies of Strabo and Pliny may be minates in the sea at the Promontory of Tasnarus.
reconciled with the accounts of modern travellers. Its elevation was said to be so great as to command
Two chains of mountains are detached from the pla- a view of the whole Peloponnesus, as may be seen
teau of Armenia to enter the peninsula of Asia; the from a fragment of the Cyprian verses preserved by
one first confines and then crosses the channel of the the scholiast on Pindar.
{Nem., 10, 113.) This
Euphrates near Samosata the other borders the Pon- great mountain abounded with various kinds of beasts
tus Euxinus, leaving only narrow plains between it and for the chase, and supplied also the celebrated race of
that sea.
These two chains, one of which is in part hounds, so much valued by the ancients on account
the Anti-Taurus, and the other the Paryadres of the of their sagacity and keenness of scent.
It also furancients, or the mountain Tcheldir or Keldir of the nished a beautiful green marble much esteemed bv the
moderns, are united to the west of the Euphrates, be- Romans. {Strabo, 367.— P/m., 37, 18.) In the tertween the towns of Siicas, Tocas, and Kaisarieh, by rible earthquake which desolated Laconia before the
means of the chain of Argaeus, now named Argeh- Peloponnesian war, it is related that immense masses
Dag^ whose summit is covered with perpetual snows, of rock, detaching themselves from the mountain,
a circumstance which, under so low a latitude, shows caused dreadful devastation in their fall, which is said
an elevation of from 9 to 10,000 feet. The centre of to have been foretold by Anaximander'of Miletus.
Asia resembles a terrace supported on all sides by {Plin., 2, 79.— Strabo, 367.) The principal summit
chains of mountains.
The chain which, breaking off of Taygetus, named Taletum, rose above Bryseae. It
at once from Mount Argaeus and from Anti-Taurus, was dedicated to the sun, and sacrifices of horses
bounds the ancient Cilicia to the north, is more par- were there offered to that planet. This point is prob{Cramer'' s Anc.
ticularly known by the name of Taurus, a name which ably the same now called St. Elias.
" From the western side of
in several languages appears to have one common root,
Greece, vol. 3, p. 216.)
and simply signifies mountain.
The elevation of this the plain," observes Mr. Dodwell, " rise the grand and
chain must be considerable, since Cicero affirms that abrupt precipices of Taygetus, which is broken into
it was
The bases also of the mountain are
impassable to armies before the month of June, many summits.
on account of the snow. Diodorus details the fright- formed by several projections distinct from each othful ravines and precipices which it was necessary to er, which branch into the plain, and hence produce
cross in going from Cilicia into Cappadocia.
Modern that rich assemblage and luxuriant multiplicity of
travellers, who have crossed more to the west of this lines, and tints, and shades, which render it the finest
All the plains and mountains that
chain, now called Alah-Dag, represent it as similar to locality in Greece.
that of the Apeninnes and Mount Hsmus.
It sends I have seen are surpassed in the variety of their comoff to the west several branches, some of which termi- binations and in the beauty of their appearance by
nate on the shores of the Mediterranean, as the Cra- the plain of Lacedaemon and Mount Taygetus.
The
gus, and the Masicystes of the ancients, in Lycia
landscape may be exceeded in the dimensions of its
the others, greatly inferior in elevation, extend to objects, but what can exceed it in beauty of form and
the coasts of the Archipelago opposite the islands of richness of colouring 1
The mountain chain runs in
Cos and Rhodes. To the east. Mount Amanus, now a direction nearly north and south, uniting towards
the Alma- Dag, a detached branch of the Taurus, the north with the chain of Lycaeon. Its western side
;

—

;

;

—

from the Messenian Gulf, and its eastern foot
level plain of Amyclae, from which it rises
abruptly. It is visible from Zante, which, in a straight
The
line, is distant from it at least eighty-four miles.
northern crevices are covered with snow during the
whole of the year. Its outline, particularly as seen
from the north, is of a more serrated form than the
Tmolus, the Messogis, and the Sipylus of the an- other Grecian mountains. It has five principal sumcients, and which terminates towards the islands of mits, whence it derived the modern name of PenteSamos and Chios the other, extending in a north- dactylus, as it was designated by Constantine Porphywest direction, presents more elevated summits, among rogenitus. In winter it is covered with snow, which
which are the celebrated Ida and the Mysian Olympus. renders the vicinity extremely cold. In summer it
Lastly, the northern side of the plateau is propelled reflects a powerful heat upon the Spartan plain, from
towards the Euxine, and gives rise to the chain of the which it keeps the salubrious visits of the western
in
Olgassus, now Elkas-Dag, a chain which fills with its winds, and thus makes it one of the hottest places
branches all the chain between the Sangarius and the Greece, and subjects the inhabitants to fevers." {DodHalys.
Throughout the range of mountains just welVs Tour, vol. 2, p. 410.)— Compare the account
described, limestone rocks appear to predominate. of Colonel Leake {Travels in the Morea, vol. 1, p.
separates Cilicia from Syria, having only two narpasses, the one towards the Euphrates, the other close by the sea ; the first answers to the Pylae
Amanicae of the ancients, the other to the Pyla3 Syriae.
Two other chains of mountains are sent off from
the western part of the central plateau.
The one
is the Baba-Dag of the moderns, which formed the

row

rises

bounds the

;

—

II. A
(Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 64, segq.)
mountain and promontory on the eastern coast of SiciIt is now
ly, near which Tauromenium was built.

Capo

di S. Croce.
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{Vid. Tauromenium.)

—

III.

Sta-

84, 191, &c.).

Teanum,
bank of the

Apulicum, a city of Apulia, on the right
The appellation
river Frento {Fortore).
was added to distinguish it from the

I.

of Apulicum

TEG

TEL

town of the.Sidicini. Sirabo, speaking of the Apulian Teanum, says it was situate at some distance
from the coast, and at the head of a lake formed by
the sea, which here encroaches so considerably upon
the land, that the breadth of Italy between this point
and Puteoli did not exceed 1000 stadia. {Sirabo,
285.) The ruins of this place are said to exist on the
site of CivitcUe, about a mile from the righi bank of
the Fortore, and ten miles from the sea.
{Cramer^ 8
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 272.)— II. Sidicinum, the only
It
city ascribed to the Sidicini, a Campanian tribe.
is now Teano, and was distant about fifteen miles from
Capua, in a northwest direction. Strabo informs us
that it stood on the Latin Way, being the most considerable of all the towns so situated, and inferior to
Capua only in extent and importance among the CamThis fact seems
cities.
{Strab., 237, 248.)
to derive additional confirmation from the numerous
remains of walls and public buildings said to be still

panian

on its ancient site. Teanum became a Roman
Plin., 3,
{Front., de Col.
colony under Augustus.
Some cold acidulous springs are noticed in its vi5.)
they are now called Acqua delle
cinity by Vitruvius

visible

—

:

slain in single

—

{Herod., 1, 66.
Pausan., 3, 3.) It was not
the latter had, in compliance with the injunctions
of an oracle, gained possession of the bones of Orestes,
and conveyed them from the Arcadian terniory, that
tans.

till

they were enabled to vanquish their antagonists, and
compel them to acknowledge their supremacy (1, 65).
In the battle of Plataea, the Tegeatae furnished 3000
soldiers, and disputed the post of honour with the

Athenians, to whom it was, however, adjudged by the
Lacedaemonians.
In the Peloponnesian war they remained firm in their adherence to Sparta. After the
battle of Leuctra, however, the Tegeatse united with
the rest of the Arcadians in forming a league independent of Sparta, which involved them in hostilities
with that power. {Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 5, 16.) Tegea,
having subsequently entered into the Achaean confederacy, was taken by Cleomenes, from whom it was re-

— Cramer^s
same rock

ever, reconquered by Philopoemen (11, 18, 7 ; 16, 36).
Tegea was the only town in Arcadia which in Strabo'i

{Pratilli, Via Appia, 2, 9.
Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 194.)
Tearus, a river of Thrace, rising in the

from 38 different sources, some of which are hot, and
Its sources, according to Herodotus,
others cold.
were equidistant from Heraeum, a city near Perinthus, and from ApoUonia on the Euxine, being two
It emptied into the Contadays' journey from each.
desdus, this last into the Agrianes, and the Agrianes
waters
were esteemed of serIts
Hebrus,
into the
Darius raised a
vice in curing cutaneous disorders.
column there when he marched against the Scythians,
to denote the sweetness and salubrity of the waters of
that river.
{Herod., 4, 90, &,c.—Plin., 4, U.)
Tecmessa, the daughter of a Phrygian prince, called by some Teuthras, and by Sophocles Teleutas.
When her father was killed by Ajax, son of Telamon,
at the time the Greeks sacked the towns in the neighbourhood of Troy, the young princess became the
him she had a son
property of the conqueror, and by
called Eurysaces.
Sophocles introduces her as one
of the characters in his play of the Ajax.
{Schol. ad
Soph., Aj., 200.)
Tectosages, a Gallic tribe, belonging to the stem
of the Volcae, and whose territory lay between the
Sinus Gallicus and the Ausci, and in the immediate
They appear to have been
vicinity of the Pyrenees.
a numerous and powerful race.
part of them were
led off by Sigovesus in quest of olher settlements, and,

A

the Hercynian forest, spread thempassing through
selves over Pannonia and Illyricum, and subsequently
made an inroad into Macedonia. From Europe a portion of them then passed into Asia Minor, and at last

occupied the central portion of what was called, from
Their towns in this
its Gallic settlements, Gallatia.
country were less numerous than those of their fellow-tribes
but, on the other hand, they could boast
of having for their capital the largest and most celebrated city of the whole province, namely, Ancyra.
;

—
—

Thierry, Hist, dcs Ganlois, vol. 1,
{Vid. Ancyra.
Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 91.)
p. 131, seqq.
Tegea or Teg.(Ea, a city of Arcadia, next to Mantinea, the most ancient and important in the country.
It lay in an eastern direction from the southern part of

;

time preserved some degree of consequence and prosperity {Strabo, 388); and, if we may judge from the
description of Pausanias, it still continued to flourish
more than a century later. The vestiges of this ancient city are to be seen on the site now called Ptali,
about an hour east of Tripolizza ; but they consist
only of scattered fragments, and broken tiles and stones,
which cover the fields. Other ruins are to be seen on
the site of Palaio Episkopi, some hundred yards from
the village of Piali.
{Cramefs Anc. Greece, vol, 3,
p.

350, seqq.)
Vid. Teos.
Teios.

Telamon,

a king of the island of Salamis, son of

.^acus and Endeis. He was brother to Peleus, and
father to Teucer and Ajax, the latter of whom is, on
*'
Telamonius heros.'^ Telthat account, often called
amon was banished, with Peleus, from his father's
court, for the accidenul murder of their step-brother
Phocus and, embarking on board a vessel, he was
thrown upon the island of Salamis. Here he was not
;

only hospitably entertained by its king Cychreus, but
received from him his daughter Glauce in marriage,
After
with the promise of succession to the throne.
the death of Glauce he married Peribcea, the daughter
of Alcathovis
and, on the conquest of Troy by Hercules, whom he accompanied and aided, he received
from that hero the hand of Hesione, daughter of Laomedon, and sister of Priam, from which last-men;

tioned union sprang Teucer, who was, therefore, the
Telamon distinguished himself
half-brother of Ajax.
at the Calydonian boar-hunt, and also in the Argonautic expedition ; and, when the Trojan war broke
to susout, he despatched his sons Ajax and Teucer
tain that glory, to which the feebleness of age precluded him from any longer aspiring. Ajax slew himself
in the course of the war, on account of the arms of

and

Achilles, which had been awarded to Ulysses ;
the indignation of Telamon at the supineness of Teucer in not having avenged his brother's death, caused
him to banish the young prince from his native island.

the Maenalian ridge.

Teucer.— Soph., Aj.—ApoUod.,
—Hygin., fab., 97.)

been founded
Lycaon. At

ants of Telamon.

at

This place was said to have
a remote period by Tegeus, son of

this early period the republic consisted

of several small townships, enumerated by Pausanias,
which were probably all united by Aleus, an Arcadian
chief, who was thus regarded as the real founder of
the ci*y.
{Pausan., 8, 4:5.— Strabo, 337.) The Tefor their bravery among
geatae were early distinguished
the Peloponnesian states
they could boast that their
:

combat

Hyllus, chief of the HtraclidaB {Herod., 9, 26), aod
many victories obtained over the warlike Spax-

also of

It
captured by Antigonus Doson.
{Polyb., 2, 46.)
successfully resisted, some time after, the attack of
Lycurgus, tyrant of Sparta (5, 17, 1), but yielded to
Machanidas after his defeat and death it was, how-

—

Caldarelle.

kinff,

Echemus, had engaged and

{Vid.

Telamoniadks,

3,

12, 6,

&c.

a patronymic given to the descend-

Telchines, an ancient race

in

the island of Rhodes,

They were
said to have been originally from Crete.
the inventors of many useful arts, and, according to
{Dtod. Sic.,
Diodorus, passed for the sons of the Sea.

Hence Siminias the Rhodian made Zdyp (s
word meaning ''sea") their mother. (Compare B<h
1295

5, 55.)

TEL
where the

thart, PJidl:, p. 371,

TEL
line

from Clemens of

Alexandrea, Strom., 5, p. 374, is corrected.) With
respect to their names and number, the ancient writers
differ.
Nonnus applies to them the two Dactyli-names

Kelmis And Damhameneus. (Dzonys., 14, 36.) Tzeton the other hand, names five Telchines, AcIcbus,
{Chil.,7,
Megalesius, Ormenus, Nikon, and Simon.
The Telchines are also represented as power1"25.)
ful enchanters, who hold in control the elements, and
could bring clouds, rain, hail, and snow at pleasure.
zes,

—
—

—

Suid., s. v. TE?i,xtvE^.
(Hcsych., s. V. Qe7^,yLveQ.
Zenobius, Proverb., 5, 131.
Hock, Kreta, vol. 1, p.
vol.
Id.
ih.,
1, p. 354.— Consult remarks
345, seqq.
at the commencement of the article Rhodus.)
Telebo^ or Teleboes, a people of ..Etolia, called

—

also Taphians.

TeleboIdes,

{Vid. Taphiae.)
islands

between Leacadia and Acar-

nania.

(Vid. Taphiae.)
Telegonus, a son of Ulysses and Circe, 1)orn in
the island of ^Eaea, where he was educated.
When
arrived at the years of manhood, he went to Ithaca to
make himself known to his father, but he was shipwrecked on the coast, and, being destitute of provisions, he plundered some of the inhabitants of the islalid.

Ulysses and Telemachus came to defend the

property of their subjects against this unknown invader ; a quarrel arose, and Telegonus killed his father
without knowing who he was.
He afterward returned
to his native country, and, according to Hyginus, he
carried thither his father's body, where it was buried.
Telemachus and Penelope also accompanied him in
his return, and soon after the nuptials of Telegonus
with Penelope were celebrated by order of Minerva.
Penelope had by Telegonus a son called Italus.
Telegonus was said to have founded Tusculnm in
Italy, and, according to some, he left one daughter

called Mamilia, from

whom

married one of the daughters of
King Priam, and,
as the son-in-law of that monarch,
prepared to assist
Priam against the Greeks, and with heroic valour attacked them when they had landed on the
Mysian
this,

coast.
The carnage was great, and Telephus would
have been victorious had not Bacchus, who
protected
the Greeks, suddenly raised a vine from the
earth,
which entangled the feet of the monarch, and laid him
flat on the
Achilles immediately rushed
ground.
upon
him, and wounded him so severely that he was carried away from the battle.
The wound was mortal,
and Telephus was informed by the oracle that he
alone who had inflicted it could totally cure it.
this,

Upon
was made to Achilles, but in vain
who knew that Troy could not be taken

application

till

;

Ulysses,
without the assistance of one of the sons of Hercules,
and who wished to make Telephus the friend of the
Greeks, persuaded Achilles to obey the directions of the
oracle. Achilles consented and as the
weapon which
had given the wound could alone cure it, the hero
scraped the rust from the point of his spear, and, by
;

applying

it

to the sore, gave

immediate

it

relief.

It

Telephus showed himself so grateful to
the Greeks, that he accompanied them to the
Trojan
war, and fought with them against his father-in-law.
For other versions of the legend of Telephus, especially his exposure in infancy, consult the remarks of
is

said that

Heyne {ad

Euripides, in his play

Apollod., 3, 9, 1).

Telephus, adopted that form of the narrative
which made Telephus and his mother to have been
shut up in ail ark or coffer, and cast into the sea, the
waves of which bore them to the mouth of the river
Caicus.
{Heyne, I. c.) The wanderings and poverty of Telephus, while in quest of his parents, are
often alluded to by the poets.
{Aristoph., Nub., 918.
—Id., Ran., 866.— Horat., Epist. ad Pis., 96.—Hyentitled

the patrician family of the
{Herat., Od., 3,

gin.,fab., 101.)
Tellus, the goddess of the Earth.
{Vid. Ops,
l.—Hygin.,fab., and Terra.)
Telmessds or TelmissOs, I. the last city of Lycia
127.)
Telemachus, a son of Ulysses and Penelope. He towards the west, and at the head of the Glaucus Siwas still in the cradle when his father went with the nus. It was famous for the skill possessed by its inrest of the Greeks to the Trojan war.
At the end of habitants in the art of divination {Arrian, Exp. Alex.,
this celebrated contest, Telemachus, anxious to see 2, 3), and they were consulted at an early period by
The ruins
his father, went in quest of him ; and, as the place of Croesus, king of Lydia.
{Herod., 1, 78.)
his residence and the cause of his long absence were of Telmissus are found at Mei, the port of Makri.
then unknown, he visited the court of Menelaus and The theatre, and the porticoes and sepulchral chamNestor to obtain information. He afterward returned bers excavated in the rocks at this place, are some
to Ithaca, where the suiters of his mother Penelope the most remarkable remains of antiquity in Asia Mf
had conspired to destroy him ; but he avoided their nor.
{Leakeys Tour, p. 128.
Compare Clarke'
snares, and by means of Minerva he discovered his Travels, vol. 3, p. 292, seqq., Lond. ed. ; and Fellows,
II. A city
father, who had arrived in the island two days before Excursion in Asia Minor, p. 244, seq.)
With of Caria, about sixty stadia to the southeast of Halihim, and was then in the house of Eumaeus.
this faithful servant and Ulysses, Telemachus con- carnassus, and on the Sinus Ceramicus.
{Suid., s. v.
certed how to deliver his mother from the importuni- Te?./X€aetg.
Larcher, Herod., Tabl. Geogr., s. v.)
ties of her suiters, and his efforts were crowned with III.
city of Pisidia, on the confines of the Solymi,
After the death of his father, Telemachus southeast of Themisoninm. Its more usual name was
success.
Termissus.
is said to have gone to the island of .-Eaea, where he
{Arrian, Exp. Alex., 1, 27.)
married Circe, or, according to others, Cassiphone, the
Telo Martius, a city and harbour on the coast of
It apdaughter of Circe, by whom he had a son called La- Gallia Narbonensis Secunda, now Toulon.
tinos.
{Horn., Od.—Hygin., fab., 95, 125.)
pears to have been an obscure place among the an-

Mamilii at

Rome

29,8.— Ovid,

were descended.

Fast., 3,

4.— Tm^,

1,

—

—

—

—

A

Telephus, I. a king of Mysia, son of Hercules and
Aoge, the daughter of Aleus. He was exposed as
soon as born on Mount Parthenius, on the confines of
but the babe was protected by
Argolis and Arcadia
for a hind, which had just calved,
the care of the gods
came and suckled him and the shepherds, finding him,
named him Telephus from that circumstance {T77AAleus gave his daughter
£(/>of, from l%a^og, a hind.)
;

;

;

Auge

to Nauplius, the son of

Neptune,

to sell

her out

of the country ; and he disposed of her to Teuthras,
king of Teuthrania, on the Cayster, in Mysia, who
made her his wife. Telephus having, when grown up,
consulted the oracle respecting his parents, came to
Mysia, where he was kindly received by Teuthras,

whom

he succeeded in
1296

his

kingdom.

Telephus, after

cients,

and

to

have grown into a

our establishment
the fifth century.

city

from a large col-

commenced here by the Romans in
The Iti7i. Ant. (566) alone makes

it.
{Bischoff und Moller, W'drterb. der
953.)
Telphusa, a city of Arcadia, forty stadia from Caiis,
Pausanand in a northeastern direction from Heraea.
but in
ias found it in ruins and nearly deserted

mention of
Geogr.,

p.

;

of some
appears to have been a place
note, and celebrated for the worship of the goddess
were to
Erinnys and Apollo Oncaeus, whose temples
be seen at a place called Oncaeum, on the banks of
earlier times

it

—

Ladon. {Pausan., 8, 25.
Steph. Byz., s. v.
The city derived its name from Telphusa,
'OyKetov.)
There was a fountain
a daughter of the river Ladon.
the

TEN

TEN

waters of which were so extremely cold,
here,
that Tiresias was fabled to have died of drinking of
them.
The site of this place is supposed by Sir W.
Gell to correspond with the kalybea of Vanina (Itinerary of the Morca, p. 120) ; but Miiller is inclined to
identify it with Katzioula, which is described by Gell
aa a miserable place in the neighbourhood of a large
ruined city.
{Dorians, vol. 2, p. 448, Oxford transl.
Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 323.)
Temenus, son of Aristomachus, and one of the Her-

TenSdos, an island of the .Egean, off the coast of
Troas, about 66 miles to the north of I.«sbos, wbith«f
the Greeks retired, as Virgil relates, in order to surprise the Trojans, (^«., 2, 21.— lb., 254.) Thjs island was at an earlier period called Leucophrys, from
its white cliffs
{Eustath. ad II., p. 33.
Lycophr.,
346) ; and it took the name of Tenedos from Tenes,
son of Cycnus. {Vid. Tenes.) Tenedos received a
colony of iEolians {Herod., 1, H9.—Thueyd., 7, 57),

aclidse.

brated for the

the

—

(Vid. Heraclidx.)

—

which flourished

for many years, and became celewisdom of its laws and civil institutions.

Temerinda, according to Pliny (6, 7), the Scythian This we collect from an ode of Pindar, inscribed to
name for the Palus Macolis. Compare the remarks of Aristagoras, prytanis or chief magistrate of the island.
Ri tter ( ForAa//e, p. 161, seqq).
{Nem., 11.) Aristotle is known to have written on
Temesa, I. a town of the Bruttii, southwest of the polity of Tenedos. {Steph. Byz., s. v. Tcvedof.)
and
was
near
the
coast.
It
a
of
Terina,
place
great Apollo was the principal deity worshipped in the islantiquity, and celebrated for its copper-mines, to which and, as we know from Homer (//., 1, 37).
According
Homer is supposed to have referred in the Odyssey (1, to the same poet, Tenedos was taken by Achilles

—

This circumstance, however,

is doubtful, as
Wlien the
{II, 11, 624.)
during the siege of Troy.
Cyprus (Strabo, prosperity of Tenedos was on the decline, the inhab255) while others, again, considered the Homeric itants placed themselves under the protection of the
Temesa as identical with Brundisium. {Eustath. ad flourishing city of Alexandrea Troas. At a still later
In Slrabo's time these mines ap- period, it derived again some importance from the
Horn., Od., I. c.)
The situation of Tem- granaries which Justinian caused to be erected there,
pear to have been exhausted.
esa is not fully ascertained.
Opinions vary between for the purpose of housing the cargoes of corn brought
Malvito, San Lucito, Torre Loppa, and Torre del pi- from Egypt and intended for Constantinople, bat
ano del Casale.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. which were frequently delayed by contrary winds blowII. According to some, the same with Brundis418.)
ing from the Hellespont. {Procop., .£d. Justin., 5, 1.)
III. A place in the There were several proverbs connected with the hisium.
{Vid. preceding article.)
Temesa
island of Cyprus.
I.)
{Vid.
tory of Tenedos, which may be found in Stephanus of
Tempe (plur. neut), a valley in Thessaly, between Byzantium {s. v. Tfvcdof). It may be worth while to
Mount Olympus at the north and Ossa at the south, remark, that Nymphiodorus, a geographical writer quothrough which the river Peneus flowed into the ^ge- ted by Athenaeus, afiirmed, that the women of Tenean.
The poets have described it as a most delightful dos were of surpassing beauty (13, p. 60). When
Chandler visited this island, which retains its ancient
spot, with cool shades and verdant walks, which the
" but few remains of
antiquity
warbling of birds rendered more pleasing and attract- name, he found there
ive.
Tempe extended about five miles in length, but worthy of notice in the streets, the walls, and buryvaried in its breadth so as to be in some places only a ing-grounds were pieces of marble and fragments of pilplethrum (about 100 feet) or a little more. .^lian has lars, with a few inscriptions." {Travels tn Asia MiThe position of Tenedos, so near the
left a very animated and picturesque description of its
nor, p. 22 )
It appears to have been mouth of the Hellespont, has always rendered it a place
scenery {Var. Hist., 3, 1).
Boa generally received notion among the ancients, that of importance in both ancient and modern times.
the gorge of Tempe was caused by some great convul- chart derives the name from the Phoenician word Tineused
for
earthand
found
here
was
red
which
sion in nature, which, bursting asunder the mountain- dum,
clay,
barrier by which the waters of Thessaly were pent up, enware. {Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. Ill, seqq.)
Tenes
Modern
travelto
the
sea.
an
aflforded them
(or, more correctly, Tennes), son of Cycegress
lers diflFer in their accounts of this celebrated vale. nus, king of Colonap, a town of Troas, and of Proclea

182).
there

was a town of the same name

in

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

Hawkins {Walpole's

Collect., vol. 1, p.

517) states

" the
scenery by no means corresponds with the
idea that has been generally conceived of it, and that
the eloquence of iElian has given rise to expectations
that

the daughter of Clytius.

After the death of Proclea,

Cycnus married Philonome, daughter of Craugasus,
who became enamoured of Tennes but, finding it im;

possible to shake his principles of duty, she accused
him to her husband of a dishonourable act of violence.

which the traveller will not find realized." He would
seem, however, to have confounded the Vale of Tempe The father believed the charge, and, confining Tennes
with the narrow defile which the Peneus traverses be- and his sister in an ark or coffer {h^ Xapvana). cast
tween Mount Olympus and Mount Ossa. near its en- them into the sea. They both, however, came safe to
Professor Palmer, of Cambridge, Tenedos, then called Leucophrys, the name of which
trance into the sea.
Tennes changed to Tenedos after himself, and became
appears to have been more successful in the search.
" After
Some time after, Cycnus disto the bay in which, monarch of the island.
riding nearly an hour close
the Peneus discharges itself, we turned," says this covered the guilt of his wife Philonome, and, as he
whom he had so
traveller, "south, through a delightful plain, which, af- wished to be reconciled to his son,
but, when he
ter a quarter of an hour, brought us to an opening be- grossly injured, he went to Tenedos
tween Ossa and Olympus the entrance to a vale, that, had secured his ship to the shore, Tennes cut the fastfather's ship
in situation, extent, and beauty, amply satisfies what- enings with a hatchet, and suffered his
From this circumto be tossed about in the sea.
ever the poets have said of Tempe."
( Walpole's MS.
to intiJmrnal, Clarke's Travels, pt. 2, s. 3. p. 274.— Con- stance, the hatchet of Tennes became proverbial
Some,
sult Cramers Description of Ancient Greece, vol. 1, mate a resentment that could not be pacified.
the
from
searose
however, suppose that the proverb
p. 378.)
of
Tenedos
against
Tenchtheri, a nation of Germany, who, in con- verity of a law made by a king
which the guilty were both decapitated
junction with the Usipetes, crossed the Rhine, were adultery, by
own son sufdefeated by the Romans, and found protection and with a hatchet, and under which law his
new settlements among the Sicambri. In their most fered death. {Suid., s. v. Teviiuf ^'vyopoc.) Tenin the southern nes, as some suppose, was killed by Achilles as h«
flourishing period, the Tenchtheri dwelt
of Berg; defended his island against the Greeks, a d he receiv.
part of the Duchy of Cleve, and also in that
honours after death.
{Pausan 10. 4 -they also took part in the confederacy of the Chcrusci. ed divine
W9.—Sfrabo,
3S0, 604
Polit,
Herad.
Pont.,
56.—
10.—
B.
p
Id., Hist.,
{C(Bs,
G.A,
Tac, Ann., 13,
Conon, Narrat., p. 24, 130.)
4, 2\.—Id., Germ, 32.)
;

;

,

8B

i»»7

-

TER
m

a small island

Tenos,

TE R

the JBgean, near Andros,

Hydrussa, from the number of its springs.
was very mountainous, but produced excellent
Tenos
wines, universally esteemed by the ancients.
was about 15 miles in extent. The capital was also
called Tenos.
Near the town was situate a temple of
called also

It

Neptune, held in great veneration, and much frequented by the inhabitants of the surrounding isles, who

came

thither to offer sacrifices to the god.

487.— i¥e/a,
Tentyra

2,

7.— Ovid,

Met.,

7,

469

(Strabo,

This city was at variance with Ombos, the
Koptos.
former killing, the latter adoring, the crocodile
a hor;

which took place in consequence of this quarrel, forms the subject of the fifteenth satire of Juvenal.
About half a league from

rid instance of religious fury,

the ruins of this city stands the modern
village of
Denderah. Among the remains of Tentyra is a temof
of
one
the
in
the TheIsis,
ple
largest structures
far the

most

beautiful, and

the best

in

It contained, until
preservation.
lately, the famous zodiac, which was framed in the ceiling of the temple.
This interesting monument of former ages was taken
down by a French traveller, M. Lclorrain, after the
most persevering exertions for twenty days, and trans-

ported down the Nile to Aleiandrea, whence it was
The King of France purchased it
shipped to France.
for 150,000 francs.
The dimensions of the stone are

twelve feet in length by eight
some ornaments, which were two
side.

In thickness

it

is

in breadth,

including

feet in length

three feet.

The

on each

planisphere

and the square in which it was contained were alone
removed, the side ornaments being allowed to remain.
To obtain this relic of former ages proved a work of
immense labour, as it had actually to be cut out of
the ceiling and lowered to the ground.
Many conjectures have been advanced by the learned, especially
of France, on the antiquity of this zodiac ; but recent
discoveries have shown the folly of these speculations
the temple having been, in fact, erected under the Roman sway, and the name of the Emperor Nero appear;

ing upon

it.

{Am. Quarterly,

vol. 4, p.

lived to her 103d, or, according to
Pliny, to her
117th year.
{Pint., Vit. Cic.— Val. Max., %, 13.—
Ep. ad Attic, II, 16, &c.)

Terentianus,
cated

his

I.

treatise

a

Roman,

on

Teos

whom

dedi—Longinus
Maurus, a
II.

grammarian.
Tere.ntius PublIus, a Latin comic poet, a native
of Carthage, born about the 560th year of Rome.
In
what manner he came or was brought to the latter city

He was

uncertain.

in his

of one Terentius Lucanus at

earliest

youth the slave

Rome, whose name has

been perpetuated only by the glory of

his slave.

Hav-

ing obtained his freedom, he became the friend of Laelius and the younger Africanus, and it is both
probable in itself, and appears to have been credited as &
fact by the ancients, that he was assisted in the composition of his dramas by Lselius and Scipio, as amaAfter he had given six comedies to the
teur critics.
stage, Terence left Rome for Greece, whence he never
returned.
According to one account he perished at

sea while on his voyage from Greece to Italy, bringing with him a hundred and eight comedies, which he

had translated from Menander. According to others[
he died in Arcadia for grief at the loss of those comedies, which he had sent before him by sea to Rome.
In whatever way it was occasioned, his death happened at the early age of thirty-four, and A.U C. 694

—

The

of his six plays are as follows
the Andria,
Eunuchus, Heautontimoroumenos, Adelphi, Phormzo,
His Andria was not acted till the year
and Hecyra.
587; two years, according to the Eusebian Chronicle,
titles

:

—

which unfortunately
the death of Caecilius
throws some doubt on the agreeable anecdote recorded by Donatus, of his introduction, in a wretched garb,
into the house of Caecilius. in order to read his comedy to that poet, by whom, as a mean person, he was
seated on a low stool, till he astonished hi.m with the
matchless grace and elegance of the Andria, when he
was placed on the couch, and invited to partake the
Several writers have
supper of the veteran dramatist.
conjectured that it might be to some other than Caeafter

;

cilius that

Terence read

certain that the Andria

43.)

to

the Sublime.

{Vid. Maurus Terentianus.)

is

)

(plur.) and Tentyris, a city of Egypt in
the Thebai'd, situate on the Nile, to the northwest of

baid, and by

She

his

comedy;

was

his first

or, as

it

comedy,

is

not

that

it

the literary history of Greece for having
ebrated
given birth to Anacreon, and also to Hecataeus the
bietcwian, though the latter is more frequently known
by the surname of the Abderite. {Strab., I. c.) This

might be some of the others which he read to Caecilius.
Supposing the Eusebian Chronicle to be accurate
in the date which it fixes for the death of Caecilius, it
is
just possible that Terence may have written and
read to him his Andria, two years previous to its representation.
Most, if not all, of Terence's plots were
He has given
taken by him from the Greek stage.
proof, however, of his taste and judgment in the additions and alterations made on those borrowed suband, had he lived an age later, when all the arts
jects
were in full glory at Rome, and the empire at its height
of power and splendour, he would have found domestic subjects sufficient to supply his scene with interest
and variety, and would no longer have accounted it a

town produced

greater merit

upon

or Teios, a city on the east of Ionia, situated
a peninsula southwest of Smyrna.
It belonged

to the Ionian confederacy, and had a harbour which
Livy calls Geraesticus (37, 27).
During the Persian
•way we learn that the inhabitants, despairing of being

able to resist the power of that great empire, abandoned nearly all of them their native city, and retired
This colony became so flourto Abdera in Thrace.
ishing in consequence, that
state.

{Herod.,

1,

it

quite eclipsed the parent

\69.—Strab., 633.)

Teos

is

cel-

in

also

Protagoras the sophist, Scylhpoet, Andron a geographical writer,
and Apellicon the great book-collector, to whom literature is mdebted for the preservation of the works of
reAristotle.
Though deserted, as we have

mus an Iambic

already

marked, by the greater part of its inhabitants, Teos
still continued to exht as an Ionian city, as may be
The chief produce of
seen from Thucydides (3, 32).
the Teian territory was wine {Liv. 37, 27), and Bacchns was the deity principally revered by the inhabitants.

It

is

Teos among

singular that Pliny (5, 38) should rank
the islands of Ionia ; at most, it could

The site once occuonly be reckoned as a peninsula.
is now called Boudroun.
pied by this ancient city
{Cramer^ s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 353.)
TerentIa, I. the wife of Cicero. She became
mother of M. Cicero, and of a daughter called Tulliola.
Cicero repudiated her, and she married Sallust,
Cicero's enemy, and afterward Messala Corvinus.
1398
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Grcecas transferre

—Terence

was

quam

proprias scri-

more

rigid observer than his
predecessors of the unities of time and place ; but in
none of his dramas, with a single exception, has that
here.''''

a

The simplicity, and exact
of plot been adhered to.
would have been
unity of fable in the Greek comedies
instructed in the
insipid to a people not thoroughly
Such plays were of
genuine beauties of the drama.
too thin contexture to satisfy the somewhat gross and
The Latin polumpish taste of a Roman audience.
ets, therefore, bethought themselves of combining two
stories into one ; and this junction, which we call the
double plot, affording the opportunity of more incidents, and a greater variety of action, was better suited
Of all the
to the tastes of those they had to please.
Latin comedians, Terence appears to have practised
Plautus has very frethis art the most assiduously.
to support
quentlv single plots, which he was enabled
by

the' force of drollery.

Terence, whose genius led

TERENTIUS.

TER

another way, or whose taste was abhorrent from all
sort of buffoonery, had recourse to the other expediand this probably gained him the
ent of double plots

different species of verse, that,
according to Westerhovius, in order to reduce the lines to their original

;

bemg the most artful writer for
The Hecyra is the only one of his comethe stage.
dies of the true ancient cast ; hence the want of sucpopular reputation of

cess with which
sentations.

it

met on

When

first

its

first

and second reprein

brought forward,

589,

it

was

interrupted by the spectators leaving the theatre,
attracted by the superior interest of a boxing- match

and rope-dancers.

A

like unfortunate effect

combat of gladiators had the
when it was attempted to be

The

•gain exhibited in 594.

Am-

celebrated actor, L.

encouraged by the success which he had expe-

bivius,

rienced in reviving the

condemned

plays of CsBcilius,
time on the stage, when
it recived a
patient hearing, and was frequently repeated.
Still, however, most of the old critics and commentators speak of it as greatly inferior to the other
On the whole, however, the plots
plays of Terence.
of Terence are, in most respects, judiciously laid
the
incidents are selected with taste, arranged and connected with inimitable art, and painted with exquisite
In the representation of characters
grace and beauty.
and manners, Terence was considered by the ancients
as surpassing all their comic poets.
In this departn>ent of his art, he shows that comprehensive knowledge of the humours and inclinations of mankind,
which enabled him to delineate characters as well as
manners with a genuine and apparently unstudied simAll the inferior passions which form the
plicity.
range of comedy are so nicely observed and accurately

ventured to produce

it

a third

:

—

expressed, that we nowhere find a truer or more lively
Erasmus, one of the
representation of human nature.
best judges of classical literature at the revival of
learning, says that there is no author from whom we
can better learn the pure Roman style than from the
It has been farther remarked of him,
poet Terence.
that the Romans thought themselves in conversation
when they heard his comedies. Terence, in fact, gave
to the Roman tongue its highest perfection in point of

—

elegance and grace. For this ineffabilis amanitas, as
it is called
by Heinsius, he was equally admired by his

own

contemporaries and the writers

in the

golden peby Caesar ptfri
sermonis amator, and Cicero characterizes him as
riod of

"

Roman

literature.

He

is

called

Quicquid come loquens, ac omnia didcia

dicens.''^

were the apparent number of licenses and mixture of

accuracy, it would be necessary to evoke Laelius and
As regards the respective
Scipio from the shades.
merits of Terence and Plautus, it may be observed
that the former was chiefly desirous of
recommendir.g
himself to the approbation of a select few, who were
of
wit
true
and
and
the dread of
possessed
judgment,

—

whose censure always
him within the bounds of
kept
while the sole object of Plautus, on the
was to excite the merriment of an audience endued with little refinement.
we
If, then,
merely consider the intrinsic merit of their productions, without reference to the circumstances or situation of the authors, still Plautus will be accounted superior in that vivacity of action and variety of incident which inflame curiosity and hurry on the mind to
the conclusion.
delight, on the contrary, to
dwell on every scene, almost on every sentence of
Terence.
Sometimes there are chasms in Plautus's
fables, and the incidents do not properly adhere ; in
Terence all the links of the action depend on each
other.
Plautus has more variety in his exhibition of
characters and manners, and more art in working up

good

taste,

other hand,

We

materials from the different employments and pursuits
of men ; but his pictures are often overcharged,
while those of Terence are never more highly coloured than becomes the modesty of nature.
The language of Plautus is more rich and luxuriant than that
of Terence, but is far from being so equal, uniform,
and chaste. It is often btained with vulgarity, and
sometimes swells beyond the limits of comic dialogue,
while that of Terence is jmro simillimus amni. The
verses of Plautus are, as he himself calls them, 7111meri innumeri ; and Hermann declares that, at least
as now printed, they are full of every kind of error.
Terence attends more to elegance and delicacy in the
expression of passion, Plautus to comic expression.
In fact, the great object of Plautus seems to have
been to excite laughter among his audience, and io
this object he completely succeeded ; but for its attainment he has sacrificed many graces and beauties
of the drama. The humour of Plautus consists chiefly in words and actions, that of Terence in matter.
The pleasantries of Plautus, which were so often flat,
low, or extravagant, finally drew down the censure of
Horace, while Terence was extolled by that poetical
critic as the most consummate master of dramatic art.
In short, Plautus was more gay, Terence more chaste ;
the first has more genius and fire, the latter more manPlautus excels in low comedy and
ner and solidity.

age of Latin poetry, and when his
pure simplicity was so different from the style affected
by the writers of the day, he continued to be regarded
as the model of correct composition.
Ausonius, in
his beautiful poem addressed to his grandson, hails ridicule,. Terence in drawing just characters, and in
The plots of both are
him, on account of his style, as the ornament of La- maintaining them to the last.
tium.
Among all the Latin writers, indeed, from En- artful, but Terence's are more apt to languish, while
nius to Ausonius, we meet with nothing so simple, so 'Plautus's spirit maintains the action with vigour.
in fine, nothing that can His invention was greatest
Terence's art and manr
full of grace and delicacy
Plautus gives the stronger, Terence a
be compared to his comedies for elegance of dialogue, agement
Plautus appears the better copresenting a constant flow of easy, genteel, unaf- more elegant delight.
fected conversation, which never subsides into vulgar- median of the two, Terence the better poet. Plautoa
ity or grossness, and never rises higher than the ordi- shone most on the stage, Terence pleases best in the
Of this, indeed, he closet. {Dunlofs Roman Literature, vol. 1, p. 279,
nary level of polite conversation.
was so careful, that when he employed any sentence seqq., Lond. ed. Malkin's Classical Disquisitional
which he had found in the «ragic poets, he stripped it p. 5, scqq.)—The best editions of Terence are, that
of that air of grandeur and majesty which rendered it of Bentley, Cantab., 1726, and Amst., 1727, 4to
The narra- (that of Amsterdam being the better of the two) ;
unsuitable for common life and comedy.
tives in particular possess a beautiful and picturesque that of Westerhovius, Hag. Com., 1726, 2 vols. 4to ;
As to what may be called the poetical and that of Zeune, Ups., 1774, 2 vols. 8vo beautisimplicity.
at the London
style of Terence, it has been generally allowed that fully, but not very accurately, reprinted
he has used very great license in his versification. press in 1820, 2 vols. 8vo.— II. Varro. ( Vid. Varro I.)
Politian is thought to have been the first who at all
Terkcs (two syllables), I. a king of Thrace. He
divided his plays into lines
but a separation was af- married Progne, the daughter of Pandion, king of
Pris- Athens, whom he had assisted in a war against Meterward more correctly executed by Erasmus.
cian says that Terence uses more licenses than any gara ; and he offered violence to his sister-in-law Phiwas conducting to Thrace by desire
other writer.
Bentley, after Priscian, admitted every lomela, whom he
iVid. Philomela, and Progne.)
and such of Progne.
ariety of iambic and trochaic measure
^
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in the last

—

;

—

;

;

;
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Tergkste, a city of Venetia, in the territory of the
It was situate at the northeastCarni, now Trieste.
In Strabo
ern extremity of the Sinus Tergestinus.
we find it sometimes called Tergesta, or Tergestae
The Greeks knew it
.n the plural.
{Strab., 314.)
by the name of Tergestrum. {Artemid., ap. Sfeph.
Byz. Dionvs. Perieg., v. 384.) It suffered severefrom a sudden incursion of the
ly, on one occasion,

—

{Appian, B.

lapydes.

18.— Strabo,

III.,

207.)

Terina, a town of the Bruttii, on the coast of the
Mare Tyrrhenum. It is now St. Euphemia. The adThe earliest
jacent bay was called Sinus Terinaeus.
writers who have noticed this place are Scylax (PeriStrabo informs us that it
plus, p. 5) and Lycophron.

the Greek musical scale
generally, consult Mutter^
Hist. Gr. Lit., p. 151, seqq.)
Terpsichore, one of the Muses, daughter of Jupiter and Mnemosyne.
She presided over dancing, of
which she was reckoned the inventress, and in which,
as her name intimates, she took
delight (from ripnu,

" to
To her
delight,'' and x^poc a chorus or dance).
was sometimes ascribed the invention of the
cithara,
and not to Mercury.
She is represented like a
young
virgin crowned with laurel, and holding in her hand a
musical instrument.
{Juv., Sat., 7, 35.)
Terra, one of the most ancient deities in classical
mythology, wife of Uranus, and mother of Oceanus,
the Titans, Cyclopes, Giants, Thea, Rhea,
Themis,

was destroyed by Hannibal, when he found that he Phoebe, Tethys, and Mnemosyne.
{Vid. Ops, and
It was probably restored at Tellus.)
could no longer retain it.
a later period, as we find it named by Pliny and PtolTerracina, a city of Latium, called also Anxur,
situate on the seacoast, in a northeastern direction from
emy. {Cramers Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 416.)
the
Circeian Promontory.
Termil.<5e.
Vid. Lycia.
Anxur was probably it8
Terminalia, an annual festival at Rome, observed Volscian name. (Fid. Anxur.) We learn from Horin honour of the god Terminus, in the month of Feb- ace {Sat., 1, 6, 25) that this
city stood on the lofty
It was then usual for peasants to assemble near rock at the foot of which the modern Terracina is sitruary.
the principal landmarks which separated their fields, uated.
to
Strabo
(233), it was first named
According
and, after they had crowned them with garlands and Trachina, a Greek appellation indicative of the ruggedflowers, to

make

sacrifice a

lamb or a young

and wine, and to
This festival was
and though at first

libations of milk
pig.

originally established by Numa;
was forbidden to shed the blood of victims, yet, in

its situation.
Ovid calls it Trachas. {Met., 15,
In Dionysius it is written Tapf)aK^va.
With
717.)
the generality of Latin writers it is, however, called

ness of

it

Tarracina {Mela,

process of time, landmarks were plentifully sprinkled
with it.
{Ovid, Fast., 2, 641.)
Terminus, a divinity at Rome, who was supposed
to preside over boundaries.
His worship was first introduced at Rome by Numa, who persuaded his subjects that the limits of their lands were under the immediate care and superintendence of Heaven.
His
temple was on the Tarpeian rock, and he was represented with a human head, without feet or arms, to intimate that he never moved, wherever he was.
It is

The Romans took this
{Liv., 4, 59.)
place after a siege of short duration, when it was given
up to plunder. {Ltv., I. c.) It was, however, retaken

said that

when Tarquin

the

Proud wished

to build a

2, 4),

and sometimes,

in the plural,

Tarracinae.

by the Volsci, who surprised the garrison. {Liv., 5, 8.)
It subsequently fell
again into the hands of the Romans, and became of consequence as a naval station.
Its port is noticed by Livy (27, 4), and it is classed
by that historian with those colonies which were required to furnish sailors and stores for the Roman fleet
(27, 38).

It is styled

Maximus, who

"

splendidus locus'' by Valerius
which took

relates a remarkable trial

temple on the Tarpeian rock to Jupiter, the god Terminus alone refused to give way. {Ovid, Fast., 2,

From Tacitus we learn that it
place there (8, 1, 13).
was a municipium {Hist., 4, 5) and the efforts made

641.— P/u/.,

by the parties of Vitellius and Vespasian

Vit.

Num.)

Terpander, a lyric poet and musician of Lesbos,
670 B.C., whose date is determined by his appearance
in the mother-country of Greece : of his early life in
Lesbos nothing is known. The first account of him
describes him in Peloponnesus, which at that time
surpassed the rest of Greece in political power, in wellordered governments, and probably also in mental cultivation.
It is one of the most certain dates of an-

Olympiad ( B.C. 676),
introduced at the feast of

cient chronology, that, in the 26th

musical contests were

first

;

to obtain possession of this place, sufficiently prove that it was then
looked upon as a very important post.
{Hist., 3, 76,

seqq.)

The Emperor Galba was

born at a village neat

{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 100.)
TertullijLnus, J. Septimius Florens, a celebra-

Terracina.

ted Christian writer, born at Carthage about the middle of the second century, and considered the most
He was originally a pagan,
early Latin father extant.

but afterward embraced Christianity, of which he be-

came an able advocate by his writings, which showed
Terpan- that he was possessed of a lively imagination, impet-

Apollo Carneius, and at their

first celebration
He was also victor four sucder was crowned victor.
times
in
the
musical
contest at the Pythian
cessive
In Lacedaemon, whose citizens,
temple of Delphi.

uous eloquence, elevated
It is not
soning.
came a Christian.

known

style, and strength of reaat what period of life he be-

He himself informs us that he was
and of corrupt morals ; but the latter phrase must necessarily be taken in a mild sensC;
with reference to one who practised such rigid moral-

from the earliest times, had been distinguished for their
love of music and dancing, the first scientific cultivation of music was ascribed to Terpander {Plut., de
and a record of the precise time had been
Mus., c. 9)

originally a pagan,

preserved, probably in the registers of public games.
Hence it appears that Terpander was a younger conso that the
temporary of Callinus and Archilochus
dispute among the ancients, whether Terpander or Archilochus were the older, must probably be decided by

that before his conversion he taught rhetoric,

;

;

supposing them to have lived about the same time. At
the head of all the inventions of Terpander stands the

The only accompaniment for
seven-stringed cithara.
the voice used by the early Greeks was a four- stringed
this instrument had been
and
cithara, the tetrachord ;
so generally used, and held in such repute, that the
whole system of music was founded upon the tetrachord.
Terpander was the first who added three
as he himself testifies in
strings to this instrument,
two extant

verses.

Introd.

Harm

19.

— For some remarks on{Euclid,
Terpander's invention, and on
1300

,

p.

ity

as Tertullian subsequently did.

It

is

probable

and followed the profession of an advocate ; at least, his
works show a great acquaintance with the principles

He became priest at Carthage, or, accordHe soon, howing to the vulgar opinion, at Rome.
ever, separated from the Catholic Church to throve
himself into the errors of the Montanists, who, exaggerating Christian purity, regarded as a sin all partiof the world, all communicipation in the pleasures
cation with individuals attached to idolatry, and even
St. Jerome says
the study of the sciences of the day.
of law.

that the envy and the calumnies of the Roman clergy
on his
against Tertullian was the occasion of this step
part ; and from this remark some have concluded,
though without suflicient grounds, that he was ex-

pelled from the

Church of

Rome

by the intolerant

TEU

TEU

of his clerical brethren.
However this may have
spirit
been, a distinction is carefully observed between the
works which TertuIIian wrote previous to his separation from the Catholic Church and those which he

composed afterward, when he had ranged himself

among
four

the followers of Montanus.

in

number,

his Apologeticus,

The

former are

and those which

treat of baptism, of penitence, and
The last
prayer.
of these is regarded as his first production.
Some
authors add a work in two volumes, addressed to his
wife, in which he gives her directions as to the course
of conduct which she should pursue in the state of
widowhood. Most critics consider this to have been
composed by him at an advanced age. The works
written by TertuIIian after he had become a Montanist arc, Apologies
for Christianity, Treatises on Ecclesiastical Discipline, and two species of
polemical
works, the one directed against heretics, and the other

The latter are four in number, De
against Catholics.
Pudicitia, De Fuga in Persecutione, De Jejunio, De
Monogamia. His principal work is the Apologeticus
Adversus Gentes mentioned above.

It is

addressed

lo the

governors of the provinces ; it refutes the calumnies which had been uttered against the religion of
the gospel, and shows that its professors were faithful
and obedient subjects.
It is the best work written in
favour of Christianity during the early ages of the
It contains a number of
Church.
very curious historical passages on the ceremonies of the Christian

Church

example, a description of the agapce
TertuIIian remoulded this work, and
it
In its
appeared under the new title Ad Nationes.
altered state it possesses more method, but less fire
than the first.
The writings of TertuIIian show an
ardent and impassioned spirit, a brilliant imagination,
;

as, for

nalized himself by his valour and
It it
intrepidity.
said that his father refused to receive him into his

kingdom, because he had left the death of bis brother
Ajax unavenged. This severity of the father did not
dishearten the son ; he left Salamis and retired to
Cyprus, where, with the assistance of Belus, k:ng of Sidon, be built a town which he called Salamis, after
his native country.
Tedcri, a name given to the Trojans, from Teucer,
their king.
According to a passage in Virgil {JEn., 3,
108), the Teucri were a colony from Crete, who settled
in Troas previous to the
founding of Troy, and were
the founders of the Trojan race.
Apollodorus, however, following, probably, the current Grecian fables

on this subject, makes the Teucri to have been descended from Teucris, a son of the Scamander. Heyne,
in an excursus to the
passage of Virgil mentioned
above, gives the preference to the latter account.
is
probable that the Teucri were only a branch of
inhabitants of Troas, and originally of Thracian
scent.
Such, at least, is the opinion of Mannert,
with him agrees Cramer {Asia Minor, vol. 1, p.

act of violence gave rise to a war, which ended in her
overthrow.
{Vid. Illyricum.)
Teutas or TeutItes, a name of Mercury among

who
human victims
— HeGauls,
was worshipped by
Britons
the

Caicus.

The name

of Tethys [TtjOvc) is thought
Hermann renders
Surse, the Rearer.

{Keightley^s Mythology,

Tetrapoms,

I.

a

p.

;

to
it

mean

the

Alumnia.

51.)

name given

to the city of Antioch,

the capital of Syria, because divided, as it were, into
four cities, each having its separate wall, besides a
common one enclosing all. (Twf. Antiochia I.) II.
name applied lo Doris, in Greece {Dorica Tetrapolis), from its four cities.
(Vid. Doris.)

—

A

Tkuckr,
mander by

I.

a king of part of Troas, son of the ScaHis subjects were called Teucri,

Idaea.

from his name ; and his daughter Batea married Dardanus, a Samothracian prince, who succeeded him in
the government.
Dardanus founded the city of the

same name, and also gave to the whole adjacent country the name of Dardania.
Virg.,
{Apollod.,2, 12, 1
JEn., 3, 108.)— II. A son of Telamon, king of Salathe
of
Laomedon.
He
mis, by Hesione,
daughter
was one of Helen's suiters, and, accordingly, accompanied the Greeks to the Trojan war, where he sig.

—

offered

the

a high degree of natural talent and profound erudition.
His style, however, is obscure, though animated, and
The pebetrays the foreign extraction of the writer.
rusal of TertuIIian is very important for the student of
ecclesiastical history.
He informs us, more correctly
than any other writer, respecting the Christian doctrines of his time, the constitution of the Church, its
ceremonies, and the attacks of heretics against Chris-

,

77,

Teuta, a queen of Illyricum B.C. 231, who ordered
some Roman ambassadors to be put to death. This

rive the

read his works incessantly, and used to call him, by
way of eminence. The Master. Vincent of Lerius
used to say " that every word of TertuIIian was a sentence, and every sentence a triumph over error."
The best edition of the entire works of TertuIIian is
1770
that of Semler, 4 vols. 8vo, Hal
and of his
Apology, that of Havercamp, 8vo, L. Bat., 1718.
Tethys, the wife of Oceanus, and daughter of Ura:ius and Terra.
Their offspring were the rivers of
the earth, and three thousand daughters, named Oceanides or Ocean-nymphs.
{Hes., Thcog., 337, scqq.)

de-

and

seqq.).

ox love-feasts.

TertuIIian was held in very high esteem by
tianity.
the subsequent fathers of the Church.
St. Cyprian

It

the

to this deity.

also.

Some

de-

name from two

British words, dcu-tatt, whioh
signify God, the parent or creator ; a name properly
due only to the Supreme Being, who was originally
intended by that name.
{Lucan, 1, 445.)

Teuthras,

a king of Mysia,

on the borders of the

{Vid. Telephus.)

Teutoburgiensis Saltus, a forest of Germany, lying in an eastern direction from Paderbom, and reachIt is famous
ing as far as the territory of Osnabruck.
for the slaughter of Varus and his three legions, by
the Germans under Arminius.
{Tac., Ann 1, 60.)
For a more particular idea of the locality, consult the
remarks of Tappes {Die wahre Gegend und Linic
der Hermannusschlacht, Essen., 1820, 8vo).
Teutoni and Teutones, a name given to several
,

united tribes of Germany, who, together with the Cimmade a memorable inroad into southern Europe.
The most erudite inquiries as to the origin and causes
of this migration from the north have led to no definite results, owing to the almost entire ignorance, on
the part of the Greeks and Romans, of the nature of
the northern population and languages.
That the migration was neither purely Scandinavian or German,
nor purely Celtic or Gallic, clearly appears from the
accounts of the order of march of the Cimbri and Teutones, as well as of their bodily stature and mode of
The barbarian torrent seems to have origifighting.
nally been loosed from the farther side of the Elbe ;
whence a mongrel horde of Germans and Scandmavi
ans, of gigantic stature, savage valour, and singular acbri,

On theii
coutrements, descended towards the south.
route, a number of Celtic tribes, of which the Tigurini and Tectosagae are distinguished by name above
the others, joined them
and, in conjunction with
;

them, threatened to pour upon the Romans, who }vsi
then were pressing farther and farther on the side of
what is now Carinthia towards modern Austria^ and
on the west from Provence towards Toulouse. On
the side of Carinthia, the Romans took the whole of
Noricum under their protection and Carbo was de;

endeavouring to keep off the
On the other, they had
extended their sway from the Alps to the Pyrenees,
and had forced the native tribes as far as Lugdunum
stroyed with his army

Teutones from

in

that territory.

The barbarians,
(Lwo«»»^ to accept their protection.
howevo. instead of pouring upon Italy after the dc1301

THA

TH A

feat of Carbo, turned back and spread desolation in
Gaul and the Romans despatched an army against
them under Spurius Cassius. This army was annihi-

affairs.
Like the rest of the ancients, he travelled in
quest of knowledge, and for some time resided in
Under the priests of
Crete, Phoenicia, and Egypt.
lated by the Celtic hordes, who had associated them- Memphis he is said to have been
taught geometry, asselves with the Cimbri and Teuiones.
The barbarians tronomy, and philosophy. It is probable, however,
enormous
terrified the Romans by their
stature, by that he was more indebted to his own ingenuity than
their firmness in order of battle, and by their mode of to their instructions
for, while he was among them,
of
which
the
consisted
in extend- he taught them, to their great astonishment, how to
peculiarity
fighting,
so
as
to
enclose
tracts
of
their
lines
measure
the
of
their pyramids.
It cannot b«
ing
large
ground,
height
and in forming barriers around them with their wagons supposed that Thales could acquire much mathematiand chariots. The danger to the Romans from the cal knowledge from a people incapable of solving so
i

;

[

;

combined German and Celtic populations seemed the
greater, as the Jugurthine wars, in the beginning of
the contest, engaged their best generals.
They therefore sent into Gaul L. Servilius C^pio, a consul, with

a consular army.
Caf^pio, quite in the spirit of the
senatorial party of his times, plundered the Gauls, and
seized their sacred treasures instead of preserving disThis was in A.U.C. 647. The next year,
cipline.
Cajpio was declared proconsul of Gallia Narbonensis,
and Cneius Manlius, the consul, was appointed his
These two generals, neither of whom poscolleague.
sessed any merit, happening not to agree, separated
their forces, but were both attacked at the same time,
one by the Gaub, the other by the Cimbri, and their
armies were cut to pieces.
The consternation which
this occasioned at Rome was increased by the spreading of a report that the enemy were preparing to pass
the Alps.
But the barbarians, instead of concentrating their force for a descent upon Italy, wasted Spain
and scoured the Gallic territories. Marius was now
chosen consul ; and, while the foe were plundering

Spain and Gaul, he was actively employed in exerciAt length, in the third
sing and disciplining his army.
year of his command in Gaul, in his fourth consulship,
the Teutones and Ambrones made their appearance
south of Gaul

while the Cimbri, and all the
them, attempted to break into Italy
from the northeast. Marius defeated the Teutones
and Ambrones near Aqua; Sextite (now Aix), in Gaul
and, in the following year, uniting his forces with
those of Catulus, he entirely defeated the Cimbri in
the plain of Vercellse, to the north of the Po, near the
Sessites.
In these two battles the Teutones and Ambrones aje said to have lost the incredible number of
290,000 men (200,000 slain, and 90,000 taken prisoners), and the Cimbri 200,000 men (140,000 slain,
and 60,000 taken prisoners.
Vid.
Liv., Epit., 68.
in the

:

tribes united with

;

—

—

Marius.)

Thais, a celebrated Greek hetaerist, who accompanied Alexander on his expedition into Asia, and instigated him, while under the influence of wine, to set
fire to
lis )

the royal palace at Persepolis.
{Vid. PersepoAfter the death of Alexander she attached her-

Ptolemy, son of Lagus, by whom she had two
and a daughter. This daughter was named
Irene, and became the wife of Ennostus, king of Soli,
in the island of Cyprus.
There is no good reason for

self to

sons

the opinion that she lived with the poet Menander beThis supfore accompanying the army of Alexander.
position arose from Menander's having composed a
{Athenaus, 13, p. 576, D.
piece entitled Thais.

Bayle, Diet.,
p. 230.)

s.

v.

— Michaud, Biogr.

—

Univ., vol. 45,

a city of Africa, in the dominions of JuIt is supposed by some to be the same with

Thala,
gurtha.

now

Fcrreanach, though this seems doubtful.
Mannert, however, inclines to this opinion.
(Consult
Shau-'s Travels in Barbary, vol. 1, pt. 2, c. 5.)
the
founder of
Thales, a celebrated philosopher,
the Ionic sect, born at Miletus in the first year of the
35th Olympiad.
He was descended from Phoenician
and settled at Miparents, who had left their country
The wealth which he inherited, and his own
'etus.

Telepte,

his
superior abilities, raised him to distinction among
countrymen, so that he was earlv employed in public
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The method pursued by Thales was
easy a problem.
this
at the termination of the shadow of the pyramid,
he erected a staff perpendicular to the surface of the
earth, and thus obtained two right-angled triangles,
which enabled him to infer the ratio of the height of
the pyramid to the length of its shadow, from the ratio
of the height of the staff to the length of its shadow.
In mathematics, Thales is said to have invented several fundamental propositions, which were afterward
incorporated into the elements of Euclid, particularly
the following theorems
that a circle is bisected by
its diameter
that the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal
that the vertical angles of two
:

:

;

;

intersecting lines are equal ; that if two angles and
one side of one triangle be equal to two angles and
one side of another triangle, the remaining angles and

and that the angle in a
Astronomical as well as
mathematical science seems to have received considerable improvements from Thales. He was so well acquainted with the celestial motions as to be able to
predict an eclipse, though probably with no great defor Herodotus, who regree of accuracy as to lime
lates this fact, only says that he foretold the year in
which it would happen. He taught the Greeks the
division of the heaven into five zones, and the solstitial and equinoctial
points, and approached so near to
sides are respectively equal
semicircle is a right angle.

;

;

the

knowledge of the true length of the

solar revolu-

he corrected their calendar, and made their
Thales held that the first prinyear contain 365 days.
ciple of natural bodies, or the first simple substance
from which all things in the world are formed, is wation, that

ter.

It

—

is

probable that by the term water, Thales

same idea which the cosmogonists
expressed by the word chaos, the notion annexed to
which was, a turbid and muddy mass, from which all
His most celebrated pupils
things were produced.
and successors in the Ionic school were Anaximander.
Anaximenes, Anaxagoras, and Archelaus, the master
Thales died at the age of 90, in the 58th
of Socrates.
meant

to express the

Olympiad.
ton, Fast.

{Sosicr., ap.

Hellen

los., vol. 1, p.

,

—

ClinDiog. Laert^, 1, 38.
2
Enfield, Hist. Phi-

vol. 1, p.

—

149, seqq.)

Thalestris, otherwise called Minithya {Justin, 2,
4), a queen of the Amazons, who, accompanied by
300 women, came 25 days' journey, through the most
hostile nations, to meet Alexander, in his Asiatic con{Justin, 12, 3.
quests, and raise offspring by him.

—

Quint. Curt., 6, 5.)

Thalia {Qaltia, " the Blooming one""), I. one of the
Muses, generally regarded as the patroness of comedy.
She was supposed by some, also, to preside over husII. One of the Graces.
{Vid.
bandry and planting.

—

Gratiae

)

Thamyris, an

early Thracian bard, son of Philam-

remarkaHe is said
Argiope.
ble for beauty of person and skill on the lyre, and to
a
contest
of
to
skill.
He
have challenged the Muses
was conquered, and the Muses deprived him of sight
Consult the
for his presumption.
{Apollod., 1, 3, 3.)
remarks of Heyne {ad Apollod., I. c.) on the nature of

mon and

to

have been

—

the stipulation between the contending parties.
II., 2,

595, seqq.

Thapsacus,
tes.

The

citY

— Heyne, ad

a city

was

{Horn.,

loc.)

and famous ford on the Euphraon the western bank of the

situate

THA

THE

river, nearly opposite to the modern
phers are wrong in removing it to

Raeca.
Ul-Deer.

Geogra{Wil-

This ford was
liams, Geogr. of Asia, p. 129, seqq.)
passed by Cyrus the Younger in his expedition against
Artaxerxes; afterward by Darius after his defeat by
Alexander at Issus ; and near three years after
Alexander

in pursuit

Arbela.

Byz.,

by
of Darius, previous to the battle of

{Xen., Anab.,

1,

i.—PUn.,

6,

Z^—Steph.

s. ».)

now Demsas^

town of Africa Propria,
on the coast, southeast of Hadrumetiim, where Scipio
and Juba were defeated by Caesar. It was otherwise
Thapsus,

a place of

I.

little

—

a

{Mannert, Geogr.,

consequence.

A

vol.

II.
town of Sicily, on the east10, pt. 2, p. 241.)
ern coast, not far to the north of Syracuse.
It was
situate on a peninsula, which was sometimes called an

and which now bears the name of Macronisi.
place probably obtained its name from the peninsula producing the ^uxf^o^, a sort of plant or shrub

island,

The

used

for

dyeing yellow.

ad Thucyd., I.
Thasus, an

{Thuci/d.j 6, 4.

— Bloomjield,

c.)

as placed on the great road leading from
Thermopj*
lae
by Lamia to the north of Thessaly, speaks of it ia
the following terms: "You arrive,"
says the historian, "after a very difficult and rugged route over hill

it

and dale, when you suddenly open on an immense
plain like a vast sea, which stretches below as far as the
eye can reach." The town was situate on a very lofty
and perpendicular rock, which rendered it a place of
The modern name is Thaumacos.
great strength.
Dodwcll describes the view from this place as the
most wonderful and extensive he ever beheld. Sir
W. Gell gives Tkaumakon as the modem name.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 414.)
to Iris, the godThaumantias, an appellation

given
dess of the rainbow, as the daughter of

{Wonder.— Hes, Theog.,
Thkano, I. daughter of

HecShe married Antenor, and, being priestess also
of Minerva, was prevailed upon by her husband to deliver up to him the Palladium, which he
treacherously
uba.

gave into the hands of the Greeks. {Horn., 11., 6,
Diet. Cret., 5, 8)
II.
PaMsan., 10, 27.
The wife of Pythagoras. She was a native of Crotona, and the first female, it is said, that turned her

—

island in the .Egean, off the coast of
It
Thrace, and opposite the mouth of the Nestus,
received, at a very remote period, a colony of Phoenithe
conduct
of
under
Thasus
47.
cians,
(Herod., 6,

Z98.

v. 660), that
enterprising people having
already formed settlements in several islands of the
1,
8.)
They were induced to
iEgean. {Thucyd.,
possess themselves of The^sus, from the valuable silver-mines which it contained, and which, it appears,

{Suid.,

— Scymn., Ch.,

afterward worked with unremitting assiduity.
Herodotus, who visited this island, reports that a large
mountain on the side of Samothrace had been turned

they

down

(dvecTTpafifiEvov) in search of the precious
Thasus, at a later period, was recolonized by

upside

metal.
a party of Parians, pursuant to the command of an oracle to the father of the poet Archilochus.
From this

document, quoted by Stephanus, we learn that the
ancient

name of

the island

was

.^ria.

{Pliny, 4,

by others to have been also named
His{Eustath., ad Dion. Perieg., p. 97.)
tiaeus the Milesian, during the disturbances occasioned
by the Ionian revolt, fruitlessly endeavoured to make
himself master of this island, which was subsequently
12.)

It is said

Chryse.

conquered by Mardonius, when the Thasians were
commanded to pull down their fortifications, and remove their ships to Abdera. {Herod., 6,44.) On the
expulsion of the Persians from Greece, Thasus, together with the other islands on this coast, became
tributary to Athens
disputes, however, having arisen
between the islanders and that power on the subject of
the mines on the Thracian coast, a war ensued, and
On their
the Thasians were besieged for three years.
surrender their fortifications were destroyed, and their
to Athens.
war
removed
of
{Thucyd., 1, 101.)
ships
Thasus once more revolted, after the great failure of
the Athenians in Sicily, at which lime a change was
effected in the government of the island from democ;

{Thucyd, 8, 64.) According to
Herodotus, the revenues of Thasus amounted to two
hundred, and sometimes three hundred, talents annuThese funds were principally derived from the
ally.
racy to oligarchy.

—

mines of Scapte-hyle, in Thrace (6, 48). The capital
Thasus furnished, besides
of the island was Thasus.
gold and silver, marbles and wine, which were much
esteemed.
Senec., Epist., 86.—
{Plin., 35, 6.

—

—

Athen.,
rieg., V.

1,

The soil was excellent. {Dion. PeThe modern name of the island is

51.)

523

)

Thaso or Tasso.

{Cramer's Anc. Greece^

vol. 1, p.

ThaumIci, a
Phthiotis, and

—

attention

to

s. V.

ad Diog.,

—philosophy.
Diog.
— A

city of Thessaly, in the district of
in a northwest direction from the head

—

She was

a poetess.

also

Laert., 8, 42, seqq.

— Menag,

c.)
daughter of Pythagoras.
{Auct., Vit. Pythag., ap. Plut.
Menag., ad Diod.,
IV. The mother of Pausanias.
She was the
8, 42.)
first, as it is reported, who brought a stone to the entrance of Minerva's temple to shut up her son. when
she heard of his perfidy to his country.
( Vid. PausaI.

III.

—

—

nias I.)

Thkatrum under this head it is proposed to give
a brief sketch of the ancient drama, arranged undei
proper heads
:

:

1.

History of Tragedy from its rise
JEschylus.

to the

time of

The drama owes

its
origin to that principle of imiHence its
inherent in human nature.
invention, like that of painting, sculpture, and the
other imitative arts, cannot properly be restricted to
In fact, scenical repany one specific age or people.
resentations are found among nations so totally sep-

tation

which

is

arated by situation and circumstances, as to make it
impossible for any one to have borrowed the idea from
In Greece and Hindustan the drama was at
another.
the same period in high repute and perfection, while

Arabia and Persia, the intervening countries, were
The
utter strangers to this kind of entertainment.
Chinese, again, have from time immemorial possessed
Peruvians
had
The
ancient
their
a regular theatre.
and even among
and interludes
tragedies, comedies,
the savace and solitary islanders of the South Sea, a
rude kind of play was observed by the navigators who
Each of these people must have indiscovered them.
The only point of
vented the drama for themselves.
connexion was the sameness of the cause which led
;

to these several

independent inventions

;

the instinct-

ive propensity to imitation, and the pleasure arising
The elements of
from it when successfully exerted.
the Grecian Drama are to be sought in an age far anIn those rehistoric record.
tecedent to all

—

regular

mote times, the several seasons of the year had among
That religion,
the Greeks their respective festivals.
which peopled with divinities wood, and hill, and
to every art and event of ordinary
stream, and
gave

life its

entered largely into the feelings
peculiar deity,

and customs of these annual

333)

Thaumas

265).
Cisseus, and sitter of

festivities.

Among

an

like that of early Greece, Diotime soever his name and worship had

agricultural population

nysus, at what

It is said to have dewaters of the Sinus Maliacus.
been introduced, as the inventor of wine and god of
rived its name from the singularity of its situation, and the vineyard, possessed, of necessity, a distinguished
the astonishment {^avfia) produced on the minds of sacrifice and feast.— Music and poetry, wherever they
in the services o,
travellers upon first reaching it.
Livy, who describes exist, are almost invariably employed
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In Greece, pre-eminently the land of
divine worship.
ihe song and the lyre, this practice prevailed from the
most ancient times. At the periodic festivals of their

odes and splendour of the accompaniments, became one of the most imposing shows
rus, in the sublimity of its

—

the public spectacles of Greece.
In the mean
time, the representation of the laughter- loving Satyrs
had been moulded into a more regular body, and continued to delight the populace with their grotesque ap-

among

several deities, bands of choristers, accompanied by
the pipe, the lute, or the harp, sang the general praises
of the god, or episodic narrations of his various achievements.
The feasts of Bacchus had, of course, their
and these choruses, from the cirsacred choruses

It is here that we firs!
pearance and merry pranks.
discover something of a dramatic nature.
The sing-

cumstances of the festival, naturally fell into two
The hymns adclasses of very different character.
dressed immediately to the divinity, round the hallowed altar during the solemnity of the service, were

characters, and exhibited no imitation. The
performers in the Satyric chorus had a part to sustain ;
they were actors in the strictest sense of the word.

;

The songs inspired by
grave, lofty, and restrained.
the carousals of the banquet, and uttered amid the revelries of the Phallic procession, were coarse, ludicrous, and satirical, interspersed with mutual jest and

ers of the

Dithyramb were mere choristers

;

they as-

sumed no

Moreover, in their extemporaneous bursts of descripremark, jest, and repartee, a kind of dialogue
was introduced irregular, no doubt, and wild, yet
still a
Here, then, in this acting and this
dialogue.
The hymn which accompanied the opening sac- dialogue, we have, at once, the elements and the esgibe.
of
a
term
doubtful
rifice was called didvpafj.6o^,
The Satyric chorus, like the
ety- sence of the drama.
mology and import. Perhaps, like the repulsive sym- Dithyramb, had found an early entrance into the Dobol of the Phallic rites, its origin must be referred to rian cities, and was particularly cultivated at Phlius,
Besides the chanters of the Dithy- a town of Sicyon.
an Eastern clime.
In Attica, the future scene of the
ramb and the singers of the Phallic, there was, proba- perfected drama, there remains no direct record of
bly from the first introduction of Bacchic worship, a these Dionysian representations until the middle of
third class of performers in these annual festivals. the sixth century before our era.
At that time ThesFauns and Satyrs were, in popular belief, the regular pis, a native of Icaria, an Athenian village, was
and the received character of struck with the possibility of introducing various imattendants of the deity
He saw that an
these singular beings was in admirable harmony with provements into the Satyric chorus.
The goat, as an animal espe- incessant round of jest, and gambol, and grimace bethe merry Dionysia.
cially injurious to the vines, and, therefore, peculiarly came, in the end, exhausting to the performers and
obnoxious to the god of the vineyard, was the appro- wearisome even to the spectators.
Accordingly, the
In the horns Icarian contrived a break in the representation (Diog.
sacrifices.
priate offering in the Bacchic
and hide of the victim, all that was requisite to furnish Laert.,Plat.,G6), by coming forward in person {Plut.,
and thus a band of mum- Vit. Sol., c. 29), and, from an elevated stand, descrisatyric guise was at hand
mers was easily formed, whose wit, waggery, and gri- bing in gesticulated narration some mythological story.
mace would prove no insignificant addition to the When this was ended the chorus again commenced
amusements of the village carnival. In these rude their peformances. The next step was to add life and
festivities the splendid drama of the Greeks found its spirit to these monologues, by making the chorus take
The lofty poetry of the Dithyramb, combined part in the narrative through an occasional exclamaorigm.
with the lively exhibition of the Satyric chorus, was at tion, question, or remark. This was readily suggested
tion,

;

—

—

—

;

;

—

length wrought out into the majestic tragedy of Soph-

by the practice of interchanging observations already

into

was expanded and improved established among the members of the chorus. And
In the thus was the germe of the dialogue still farther dethe wonderful comedy of Aristophanes.

first

rise of the

ocles.

The

Phallic song

Bacchic

—

festivals,

the rustic singers

used to pour forth their own unpolished and extemporaneous strains.
By degrees, these rude choruses assumed a more artificial form. Emulation was excited,
and contests between neighbouring districts led to the
successive introduction of such improvements as might
tend to add interest and effect to the rival exhibitions.
It was probably now that a distinction in prizes was
made. Heretofore a goat appears to have been the
and the
ordinary reward of the victorious choristers
term TpayuSia {rpuyov ud^), or goat-song, to have
;

comprehended the several choral chantings in the DiTo the Dithyramb a bull was now assigned,
onysia.
as a nobler meed for its sacred ode ; the successful
received a basket of figs and a
singers of the Phallic
vessel of wine ; while the goat was left to the Satyric
chorus.
Subsequently, when the Dithyramb and the
drama had become established in all their perfection
the cities of Greece, the general prize was

throughout
a tripod, which was commonly dedicated by the victor
to Bacchus, with a tablet, bearing the names of the
The Dithysuccessful composer, choragus, and tribe.
ramb was at a very early period admitted into the
Doric cities, and there cherished with peculiar atten-

—

tion by a succession of poets

;

among whom

Archilo-

chus of Paros, Arion of Methymue, Simonides of
Ceos, and Lasus of Hermione were especially distinUnder their hands the rude extemporaneous
guished.
hymn of a peasant chorus was gradually refined into a
laboured composition, lofty in sentiment, studied in dicwhich music,
tion, and adorned with all the graces
Thus fostered by
rhythm, and the dance could supply.
the patronage of city communities, and so improved by
the skill and talent of rival poets, the Dithyrambic cho-
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In order to disguise his features, and so
produce a certain degree of histrionic illusion, Thesis said first to have smeared his face with vermilion,
pi.s
then with a pigment prepared from the herb purslain,
and lastly to have contrived a kind of rude mask made
of linen.
(Suid s. v. QsaTnc) Besides the addition
veloped.

—

,

of the actor, Thespis did much for the improvement
He invented dances, which
of the chorus itself.
were handed down through four generations to the

time of Aristophanes.
They were,
{Vesp., 1470.)
as might be expected from the chorus for which they
more
of
a
nature
were devised,
energetic than graceful.
Yet their protracted existence proves them to

have possessed popularity and comparative excellence.
In these dances he assiduously trained his choristers.
Whatever advantages could be derived from the sister
art of music were no doubt added, and care extended to the general organization and equipment of the
The metre of his recitative was apparently
chorus.
trochaic the measure in which, amid frolic and dance,
the Satyric chorus gave vent to its ebullitions of joke
and merriment. {AristoL, Poet, 4, 17.)
Indeed,
from its formation, the trochee is peculiarly adapted to
(Aristot., Rhet., 3,
lively and sportive movements.
whole performance
7.) Thespis probably reduced the
;

some kind of unity, by causing this intermixture
of song and recitative, as a whole, to tend, however
of some one passage in
loosely, to the setting forth
Bacchic history. But the language of both actor and
choristers was of a light and ludicrous cast ; the subof the short episodes were handled in a jocose
into

jects

and the whole performance,
with its dance, song, story, and buffoonery, resembled
The introduction of an
a wild kind of ballet-farce.

and humorous manner

;

—
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actor with his episodic recitations was so important
an advance, as leading directly to the formation of
and the other improvedramatic plot and dialogue
;

ments, which imparted
the

movements

skill,

of the chorus,

description, that

regularity, and unity to
were of so influential a

Thespis
generally considered the
Of tragedy, properly so callinventor of the drama.
not
does
to
he
have
had any idea. Stories,
ed,
appear
more or less ludicrous, generally turning upon Bacchus and his followers, interwoven with the dance and
the song of a well-trained chorus, formed the drama
of Thespis.
The Satync chorus had by this time
is

—

been admitted into Athens; contests were set on foot;
and the success which attended the novelties of Thespis sharpened, no doubt, the talents of his competiThis emulation would naturally produce imtors.
but we discover no
upon improvement
:

f)rovement
eading change in the line of the incipient drama until
the appearance of Phrynichus, the son of Polyphradmon and the pupil of Thespis. At the close of the
sixth century before Christ, the elements of tragedy,

though still in a separate state, were individually so
fitted and prepared as to require
nothing but a master
hand to unite them into one whole of life and beauty.
The Dithyramb presented in its solemn tone and lofty

mine of choral poetry the regular narand mimetic character of the Thespian chorus
furnished the form and materials of dramatic exhibi-

strains a rich

;

rative

To

upon the theme of the interwoven dis
correspondence with these alterations ii
tone and composition, the actor and the chonstert
must have assumed a different aspect. The perform
ers were now the representatives, not of Silenus %n4
the Satyrs, but of heroes, princes, and their attendants.
The goatskin guise and obstreperous sportivenes*
less directly

— In

logue.

were

laid aside for the staid deportment of
persons
engaged in matters of serious business or deep afflicand
a
tion,
garb befitting the rank and state of the sev-

eral individuals

employed

Nor

in the piece.

are

we

suppose that, as the actor was still bat one, so
never more than one personage was introduced.
For
it is
very probable that this one actor, changing his
dress, appeared in different characters during the course
to

of the play ; a device
frequently employed in later
times, when the increased number of actors made such
a contrivance less
This actor sometimes
necessary.

represented female personages ; for Phrynichus is slated to have first
brought a female character on the
Thus, from the midst of the coarse buffoonerstage.
ies and rude imitations of the
Satyric chorus, did tragedy start up at once in her proper, though not her perform.
as
had been the stride tofect,
For, mighty
wards the establishment of the Serious Drama, yet in
the exhibitions of Phrynichus we find the
infancy, not
the maturity, of tragedy.
There was still many an excrescence to be removed ; many a chasm to be filled

—

Phrynichus belongs the chief merit of this
Dropping the light and farcical cast of
the Tliespian drama, and dismissing altogether Bacchus with his satyrs, he sought for the subjects of his
pieces in the grave and striking events registered in the

up

;

ity

;

mythology or history of

thologic or historical, on which the chorus sang and
the actor recited in a connected but
desultory succession.
There was no interweaving or development of

tion.

combination.

his country.

This, however,
practice altogether original or unexampled.
The fact, casually mentioned by Herodotus (5, 67),
that the tragic choruses at Sicyon
sung, not the adventures of Bacchus, but the woes of Adrastus, shows
that, in the Cyclic chorus at least, melancholy incident
and mortal personages had long before been intro-

was not a

There is also some reason for supposing that
young tragedian was deeply indebted to Homer in

duced.
the

the formation of his drama.
Aristotle distinctly attributes to the author of the Iliad and Odys.sey the
primary suggestion of tragedy, as in his Margites was
given the first idea of comedy. (Poet., 4, 12.) Now
it is an historical fact, that, a few
years before Phrynichus began to exhibit, the Homeric poems had been
collected, revised, arranged, and published by the care
of Pisistratus.
Such an
{Cic, de Orat., 3, 34.)
event would naturally attract attention, and add a
interest
to
the
of
this
deeper
study
mighty master ;
and it is easy to conceive how his /ni/iijaeig dpofxariKai, as Aristotle terms them, would strike and operate
upon a mind acute, ready, and ingenious, as that of
Phrynichus must have been. At any rate, these two
facts stand in close chronological connexion
the first
edition of Homer, and the birth of tragedy properly so

—

— Taking,

called.
then, the ode and the tone of the
Dithyramb, the mimetic personifications of Homer and
the themes which additional tradition or even recent

events supplied, Phrynichus combined these several
materials together, and so brought them forward under
the dramatic form of the Thespian exhibition.
Thus,
at length, does tragedy dawn upon us.
These changes
in the character of the drama necessarily produced
corresponding alterations in its form and manner. The
recitative was no longer a set of disjointed, rambling
episodes of humorous legend, separated by the wild
dance and noisy song of a Satyr choir, but a connected
succession of serious narrative or grave conversation,
with a chorus composed of personages involved in the

—

story, all relating to one subject, and all tending to
one result. This recitative again alternated with a

series of choral odes,

composed in a spirit of deep
thought and lofty poetry, themselves turning more or

80

its

many a rugged point to be smoothed into regularand many an embryo part to be expanded into
full and
The management
legitimate dimensions.

of the piece
ness.

was simple and

inartificial

even

The argument was some naked

to rude-

incident,

my-

plot ; no studied arrangement of fact and catastrophe ;
no skilful contrivance to heighten the natural interest
tale, and work up the feelings of the audience
into a climax of terror or of pity.
The odes ol the
chorus were sweet and beautiful ; the dances scien-

of the

tific and
dexterously given but then these odes and
dances still composed the principal part of the perform;

ance.

(Aristot., Prohl, 19, 31.)
They contracted
the episodes of the actor, and threw them into comparative insignificance.
Nay, not unfrequently, while
the actor appeared in a posture of thought, wo, or consternation, the chorus would prolong its dance and chantings, and leave to the performer little more than the part
of a speechless image.
In short, the drama of Phrynichus was a serious opera of lyric song and skilful
dance, and not a tragedy of artful plot and interesting
Such was Phrynichus as an inventor. Still
dialogue.
we must remember, in tracing the inventive improvers
of tragedy, that the real claims of Phrynichus are not
to be measured by what he finally achieved through
imitation of others, but by the productions of his own
In this view, those
unassisted ingenuity and talent.
claims must almost entirely be restricted to the combination of the poetry of the Cyclic with the acting of
the conversion of Satyric gayethe Thespian chorus
ty into the solemnity and pathos of what was thenceIn all succeeding
forth peculiarly styled Tragedy.

—

;

and additions, Phrynichus seems to have
Between
been simply the follower of JEschylus.
Phrynichus and ^Eschylus two other tragedians, Choerilus and Pratinas, intervened, of whom very little is
known. The dramas of Choerilus appear originally to
have been of a Satyric character, like those of Thespis.
In his later days he naturally copied the improvements
and we find him, accordingly, contendof Phrynichus
and
ing for the tragic prize against Phrynichus, Pratinas,
alterations

—

;

B

C. 499; the time when JEbHis pieces are said to have
and
s. ».); not a
amounted to a hundred
fifty (Suid
and, if we may tnwt
fragment, however, remains

^schylus, Olymp. 70.
chylus

first

exhibited.

,

;
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Proclus, the commentators on Plato,
not very great.
Pratinas was a native of
He too attemptPhlius, and a poet of higher talent.
ed the new style of dramatic composition, and once
But the manifest pre-emiobtained a tragic victory.
nence of the youthful -^schylus probably deterred the
Phliasian from continuing to cultivate the graver form
of the art, and led him to contrive a novel and mixed
kind of play.
Borrowing from tragedy its external
form and mythological materials, Pratinas added a
chorus of Satyrs, with their lively songs, gestures, and

countryman himself comes last, chanting the Phalsong, while the wife, stationed upon the house-top,
looks on as spectatress.
The number of actors is
here, of course, limited to one family, as Dicaeapolis
had purchased the truce for himself alone.
In times
of peace and quiet the whole population of the
(J^yuof
"
2. The
Festival of the
joined in the solemnities.
wine •press'''' {ra Arjvala) was held in the month Gamelion, which corresponded to the Ionian month LeIt was,
naeon, and to part of January and February.

This new composition was called the
The novelty was exceedingly wellSatyric Drama.
The innovations of Thespis and Phrynichus
timed.
had banished the Satyric chorus, with its wild pranks
and merriment, to the great displeasure of the com-

from

Hermeas and

the loss

—

is

movements.

monalty, who retained a strong regret for their old
amusement amid the new and more refined exhibitions.
The Satyric drama gave them back, under an improved

and was
form, the favourite diversion of former times
received with such universal applause, that the tragic
poets, in compliance with the humour of their auditors,
deemed it advisable to combine this ludicrous exhibiOne Satyric drama was
tion with their graver pieces.
;

added to each tragic trilogy, as long as the custom
of contending with a series of plays, and not with sinJEschylus, Sophocles, and Eugle pieces, continued.
ripides were all distinguished Satyric composers ; and
in the Cyclops of the latter we possess the only extant

As regards
specimen of this singular composition.
the changes produced by iEschylus in the drama, vid.
iEschylus.
2.

Dramatic Contests.

The precise time at which the contests of the drama commenced is uncertain. The Arundel Marble
would make them coeval with the first inventions of
Thespis.

On

the other hand, Plutarch assures us that

no scenic contests were established
after the early Thespian exhibitions.
The true account appears to be this

until

some years

{Vit. Sol., 29.)
:

The

contests of

theDithyrambic and Satyric choruses were almost contemporaneous with their origin. Those of the Dithyramb continued without interruption to the latest peand alriod of theatric spectacle in ancient Greece
;

though the great improvements of Thespis might,
the

for

excite admiration rather than competidoubtless his distinguished success soon

moment,

tion, yet

stimulated others to attempt this new and popular
Unkind of entertainment, and rival the originator.
der iEschylus and his immediate successors the theatrical contests advanced to a high degree of importance.
They were placed under the superintendence
the representations were given
of the magistracy
with every advantage of stage decoration, and the exThese contests
penses defrayed as a public concern.
were maintained at Athens with more or less splendour and talent for several centuries, long surviving
In accordance with
her independence and grandeur.
;

—

the origin of the drama, its contests were confined to
the Dionysia, or festivals of Bacchus, the patron deity
These festivals were four
of scenic entertainments.
in number, and occurred in the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th
the Attic year.
{Donaldson,
Theatre of the Greeks, p. 132. and the authorities quo"
The
I.
ted by him, in notis.)
Country-Dionysia"
(Ta Kar' dypovg Acovvaia) were held in all the counand
towns
villages throughout Attica, in Poseitry
deon, the sixth Athenian month, corresponding to the
latter part of December and the beginning of January.
Aristophanes has left us a picture of this festival in

months respectively of

—

the Acharnians

(v. 23.5,

&c.).

About

to offer a sac-

Bacchus, Dicaeapolis appears on the stage,
with his household marshalled in regular procession.

rifice

to

His young daughter

carries the sacred basket

bears aloft the mystic symbol of the god ;
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a slave
the honest
;

old
lic

—

like the rural Dionysia, a vintage-festival, but differed
it in
being confined to a particular spot in the

Athens, called the Lenaeon, where the first
3. The *' Anthes(krjvog) was erected.
teria'^ {ra 'Avdecr^pia, or ra kv Aljuvaig) were held
on the 11th, 12th, and 13th days of the month Anthesterion.
This was not a vintage-festival like the other
two.
The new wine was drawn from the cask on the
first day of the feast, which was called
YLcdo/'.yia, or
" the
It was tasted on the second day,
Broachings.^^
"
which was called Xoej-, or the drinking-cups ;" while
the third day was called Xvrpoi, on account of the
At the Cho'es, each
banqueting which went on then.
of the citizens had a separate cup, a custom which
arose, according to tradition, from the presence of
Orestes at the feast before he had been duly purified
it has been
{Miiller^s Eumeniden, i) 50)
thought,
city of

—

winepress

:

however,

to refer to a difference of castes

among

the

worshippers at the time of the adoption of the Dionys" Great
4. The
ian rites in the city.
Dionysia^'' {ra
ev darei, ra Kar' uarv, or rd dariKu) were celebrated
between the 8th and 18lh of Elaphebolion. {JEschin.,
This festival is always to
irepl TrapmrpeaTT., p. 36.)
be understood when the Dionysia are mentioned withAt the first, second, and
out any qualifying epithet.
fourth of these festivals, it is known that theatrical exThe exhibitions at the country
hibitions took place.

—

—

Indeed, there
Dionysia were generally of old pieces.
no instance of a play being acted on those occasions

is

for the first time, at least after the

At

arrived at perfection.

Greek drama had

the Lenaea and the great

Dionysia, both tragedies and comedies were performed ; at the latter, the tragedies at least were always
At the time of the greater Dionysia
new pieces.
there was always a great concourse of strangers in
Athens
deputations bringing the tribute from the

—

:

several dependant states, visitants from the cities in
alliance, and foreigners from all parts of the civilized
world for these Aiovvaia were the dramatic Olympia

— We

:

of Greece.
may es{Aristoph., Acharn., 474.)
timate the importance attached to these scenic exhibitions from the care manifested in providing by pubfor their due regulation and support.
placed under the immediate superintendence of the first magistrates in the state the representations at the great Dionysia under that of the
chief archon, those at the Lenaa under that of him
lic

enactment

They were

:

the king-archon.

{Jul. Pollux, 8, 89, seqq.)
presiding archon the candidates presented
He selected the most deserving compotheir pieces.
sitions, and assigned to every poet thus deemed worthree actors by lot,
thy of admission to the contest
The equipment of these chotogether with a chorus.
ruses was considered a public concern, and, as such,
like the fitting out of triremes and the other Tieirovpor stale duties, was imposed upon the wealthier

called

To

this

yiai,

members of

the

The

community.

eTrifielTjrai

of

each tribe selected one of their body to bear the cost
and superintend the training of a chorus. This individual was termed 'Koprjyog, his office XopTjjia.
The Choragus was considered as the religious repreHence his person and
sentative of the whole people.
the ornaments which he procured for the occasion

were sacred.
said to do ti.e

{Demosth. in Mid.,
state's

sult Valckenaer

work

ad Ammon.,

p.

519.)

He was

—

Con{2.ELrovpy€iv.
2, 16. —Ruhnk., Epist.

for

it
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The

Choragia, the Gymnasiarchy,
the Feasting of t'ae Tribes, and the Architheoria, belonged to the class of regularly-recurring state burdens
Crt/., 1, p. 54.)

{iyKVuXioc XeiTovpyiai), to which all persons whose
It was
property exceeded three talents were liable.
the business of the Choragus to provide the chorus in

I

I

on which it was placed.
(Ly$iaa, ub. tupr., p. 208
Wordsworth's Athens and Attica, p. 153,
segg.'

—

Thus

monument

the beautiful
choragic

j

which

j

of Lysicrates,

standing at Athens, was undoubtedly sur^
mounted by a tripod.
The merits of the candidate*
were decided by judges appointed by lot, and these
were generally, but not always, five in number. The
archon administered an oath to them, and in the case
of the Cyclian choruses, any
or
was
is still

—

whether tragic or comic, and also for the
lyric choruses of men and boys, Pyrrhichists, Cyclian
and
others.
His first duty, after collecting
dancers,
injustice
partiality
bis chorus, was to provide and pay a teacher
No prize drama was allowed to
(xopodi- punishable by fine.
who
instructed
them
in
the
da<T/taAof),
songs and dan- be exhibited a second time ; but an unsuccessful piece,
ces which they had to perform and it appears that Cho- after
being altered and retouched, might be again preThe sented. The plays of iEschylus were exempted
ragi drew lots for the first choice of teachers.
by a
also
to
had
the
musicians
and
Choragus
pay
Afterward {Aul.
singers special decree from this regulation.
who composed the chorus, and was allowed to press Gell., 7, 5) the same
privilege was extended to those
children, if their parents did not give them up of their of Sophocles and
but as the superiority of
Euripides
own accord. He was obliged to lodge and maintain these great masters was so decided, few
candidates
the chorus till the time of performance, and to supply could be found to enter the lists
against their produced
the singers with such aliments as conduce to strengthA
law
was
tragedies.
consequently passed, forbidding
en the voice. In the laws of Solon, the age prescribed the future exhibition of these three
dramatists, and difor the Choragus was forty years
but this law does
recting that they should be read in public every year.
not appear to have been long in force.
The relative —The whole time of representation was portioned out
expense of the different choruses in the time of Lysias in equal spaces to the several competitors by means of
is given in a speech of that orator.
('AttoA. dupoS., a clepsydra, and seems to have been dependant
upon
learn from this that the tragic chorus the number of
p. 698.)
all

plays,

I

;

;

;

We

cost nearly twice as much as the comic, though neither of the dramatic choruses was so expensive as the
chorus of men or the chorus of tlute- players.
(Dg-

(Arislot., Poet.,
pieces represented.
the poet's business, therefore, so to limit
the length of his play as not to
occupy in the acting
more than the time allowed
It is impossible now to
ascertain the average number of pieces produced at one
7.)

It

was

No foreigner was allowed
mosth. in Mid., p. 565.)
to dance in the choruses of the great Dionysia.
{Pe- representation.
Perhaps from ten to twelve dramas
If any Choragus was convicted of emtit, p. 353.)
might be exhibited in the course of the day. {Donaldhe
was
one
in
his
liable
to
a
fine
of
chorus,
Theatre
the
ploying
son,
Greeks, p. 138.)
of
a thousand drachmae.
This law did not extend to the
3. The Theatre.
Lenaa
there the MiTotKOi also

(Petit, p. 353)
might
be Choragi. The rival Choragi were termed uvrcxopijthe contending dramatic poets, and the compoyoi
sers for the Cyclian or other choruses, uvTididdaKaTiOC
;

;

—

;

the performers, avTirexvoi.
Du{Alciphron, 3, 48 )
ring one period in the history of the Athenian stage,
to
the tragic candidates were each
produce three serious and one Satyric drama, together entitled a rerpathe
Satyric drama, the three
7ioyLa\ otherwise, omitting

In the first stage of the art no building was required
or provided for its representations.
In the country,
the Dionysian performances were
generally held at
some central point, where several roads met; as a

rendezvous most easy of access, and convenient in
distance to all the neighbourhood.
{Virg., Georg.,
In the city the public place was the ordi2, 382.)
site
of
exhibition.
But
when, at Athens, tragedy
nary

by themselves, were called a TpiXoyia. began to assume her proper dignity, and dramatic
on record is that one of ..Es- contests were becoming matter of national pride and
chylus which contained the Persa, and was exhibited attention, the need of a suitable building was soon
B.C. 472. From that date down to B.C. 415, a space felt. A theatre of wood was erected. (Phottus, s. v.
of fifty-seven years, we have frequent notices of tetral- "iKpca.)
Through the weakness of the material or
In B.C. 415, Euripides represented a tetralo- some defect in the construction, this edifice fell beogies.
Af- neath the weight of the crowds assembled to witness
gy, one of the dramas in which was the Troades.
ter this time it does not appear from any ancient testi- a representation, in which iEschylus and Pratinas were
Suidas, s. v.
mony whether the custom was continued or not. In- rivals. {Liban._ Arg. in Olynth., 1.
It was then that the noble theatre of
deed, it is matter of great doubt whether the practice Uparivag.)
was at any time regular and indispensable. Some- stone was erected, within the Ar/valov, or enclosure
times, as in the Oresteiad of ^Eschylus, and the Pan- dedicated to Bacchus. The building was commenced
dionid of Philocles, the three tragedies were on a com- in the year 500 B.C., but not finished till about 381
mon and connected subject in general we find the B.C., when Lycurgus was manager of the treasury.
tragedies, taken

The

earliest TerpaTioyca

—

;

case otherwise.

Ran., 1122.

—

Av.,
{Aristoph.,
280.) — The prize of tragedy was, as has already been
Id.,

noticed, originally a goat ; of comedy, a jar of wine
and a basket of figs : but of these we have no intimation after the first stage in the history of the drama.

In later times the successful poet was simply rewardHis
ed with a wreath of ivy.
{Athen., 5, p. 217 )
name was also proclaimed before the audience. His
Choragus and performers were adorned in like manner.
The poet used also, with his actors, to sacrifice the
iiTiviKia, and provide an entertainment, to which his
The victorious Choragus in a
friends were invited.
tragic contest dedicated a tablet to Bacchus, inscribed
of
with the names
himself, his poet, and the archon.
In comedy the Choragus likewise consecrated to the
same god the dress and ornaments of his actors. The
Choragus who had exhibited the best musical or theatrical entertainment generally received a tripod as a
This he was at the expense of conrevi'ard or prize.
and in some case.s he built the monument
secrating
;

The

student who wishes to form an adequate notion
of the Greek theatre must not forget that it was
only an improvement upon the mode of representation

adopted by Thespis, which it resembled in its general
The two necessary parts were the dvfu^t
features.
or altar of Bacchus, round which the Cyclian choras
danced, and the Xoyelov, or stage, from which the acIt was the representative of
tor or exarchus spoke.
the wooden table from which the earliest actor addressed his chorus, and was also called dKptCac{Jul.
Pollux, 4. 123.)— To form an accurate conception sf
as
it
stood
all
its
in
minutiae,
the Athenian theatre in

The only
the days of Pericles, is now impracticable.
detailed accounts left us on this subject are two, that
of Vitruvius, the architect of .Augustus, and that of
From the
Julius Pollux, his junior by two centuries.
aided and explained by indescriptions of these writers,
cidental hint« in other ancient authors, and a reference
to the several theatric remains in Greece, Asia Minor,
Sicily, and Italy, Genelli, an able scholar and architec
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of Berlin, nas drawn up a statement, in the main satisfac(Genelli, Das Theater zu Athen, Berlin, 1818.)
tory.
The theatre of Bacchus at Athens stood on the southeastern side of the eminence crowned by the noble
From the level of the plain
buildings of the Acropolis.
a semicircular excavation gradually ascended up the
Round the
slope of a hill to a considerable height.
concavity, seats for an audience of thirty thousand perand the whole was topsons arose range above range
ped ind enclosed by a lofty portico, adorned with statues and surmounted by a balustraded terrace.
The
tieis of benches were divided into two or three broad

from without, commur.icating on the one hand with the stage and its
on the other, through two
contiguous apartments
halls, with the Ylapodoi of the orchestra, and with the
portico which ran round the topmost range of the
seats.
Behind the whole mass of stage buildings was

—

;

by passages termed dia^ufiara (called in the
theatres pracinctiones), and again transverseinto
ly
wedge-like masses, called KepKiSeg (in Latin
cunei), by several flights of steps, radiating upward
from the level below to the portico above. The lower
seats, as being the better adapted for hearing and seeing, were considered the most honourable, and therefore appropriated to the high magistrates, the priests,
and the senate.
This space was named Bov^cvtlkov.
belts,

Roman

The body of the
{Aristopk., Av., 29i.—Eq., 669.)
citizens were probably arranged according to their
tribes.
The young men sat apart in a division, entitled 'E(j)7j6ik6v.
The sojourners and strangers had
also their places allotted them.
Twelve feet beneath

—

the lowest range of seats lay a level space, partly enclosed by the sweep of the excavation, and partly extending outward right and left in a long parallelo-

This was the 'Opp^T^arpa. In the middle of
gram.
this open flat stood a small platform, square and slightly
elevated, called QvfitX^, which served both as an altar
for the sacrifices, that preceded the exhibition, and as
the central point to which the choral movements were
all referred.
That part of the orchestra which lay
without the concavity of the seats, and ran along on
either

hand to the boundary wall of the theatre, was

called Ap6//of (the Roman Iter).
might be termed, of this Apofio^,

The

wings, as they

were named Ilap66oi,
and the entrances which led into them through the
boundary wall, were entitled Eiaodot (the Roman
Aditus).

— On

the side of the orchestra opposite the

amphitheatre of benches, and exactly on a level with
the lowest range, stood the platform of the ^ktjvv or
stage, in breadth nearly equal to the diameter of the
semicircular part of the orchestra, and communicating
with the Apo/iOf by a double flight of steps.
The
The
stage was cut breadthwise into two divisions.
one in front, called Aoyelov (the Latin pulpitum), was
a narrow parallelogram projecting into the orchestra.
This was generally the station of the actors when

speaking, and therefore was constructed of wood, the
better to reverberate the voice.
The front and sides
of the Aoyelov, twelve feet in height, adorned with
columns and statues between them, were called to,
iiToaKrjvta.

yelov was

—The

part of the platform behind the Aocalled the UpocKT^vtov, and was built of

stone, in order to support the heavy scenery and. decThe proscenium
orations, which there were placed.

was backed and flanked by

buildings of stonework, representing externally a palace-like mansion,
and containing within, withdrawing-rooms for the acIn the
tors and receptacles for the stage machinery.
lofty

central edifice were three entrances upon the proscenium, which, by established practice, were made to designate the rank of the characters as they came on ; the

highly ornamented portal in the middle, with the altar
of Apollo on the right, being assigned to royalty, the
two side entrances to inferior personages. {Pollux,
In a similar way, all the personages who made
4, 9.)
their appearance by the Wcaodo^ on the right of the
stage, were understood to come from the country ;

while such as came in from the left were supposed to
On each side of the prosceapproach from the town.
nium and its erections ran the TiapaaKrjvia, high lines
of building with architectural front, which contained

—
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spacious passages into the theatre
;

—

an open space, covered with turf and planted with
trees.
Around this ran a portico, called the eumenic,

which was the place of rehearsal

for the chorus, and,
with the upper portico, afforded a ready shelter to the
audience during a sudden storm.
There, too, the servants of the wealthier spectators awaited the departure of their masters.
Such was the construction and
arrangement of the great Athenian theatre. Its di-

—

mensions must have been immense. If, as we are assured, 30,000 persons could be seated on its benches,
the length of the Apo/zof could not have been less than
400 feet, and a spectator in the central point of the
topmost range must have been 300 feet from the ac-

—

tor in the Aoyelov.
The scenery
{Genelli, p. 52.)
of the Athenian stage was doubtless corresponding to
the magnificence of the theatre.
The catalogue which

Julius Pollux has left us bespeaks great variety of devices and much ingenuity of contrivance, although we
may not altogether be able to comprehend his obscure

We

descriptions.
may, however, safely conclude that
the age and city which witnessed the dramas of a
Sophocles, the statues of a Phidias, and the paintings

of a Zeuxis, possessed too much taste and too much
talent to allow of aught mean and clumsy in the scenery of an exhibition, which national pride, individual

wealth, and the sanctity of religion conspired to exalt
into the most splendid of solemnities.
The massive
buildings of the proscenium were well adapted for the
characof
where
the
chief
generality
tragic dramas,
ters were usually princes, and the front of their palace
the place of action.
But not unfrequently the locality
of the play was very diflferent.
Out of the seven extant pieces of Sophocles, there are but four which
could be performed without a change of proscenium.
The CEdipus Coloneus requires a grove, the
Ajax a camp, and the Philoctetes an island solitude
In comedy, which was exhibited on the same stage,
the necessity of alteration was still more common.
To produce the requisite transformations various means
were employed. Decorations were introduced before
the proscenic buildings, which masked them from the
view, and substituted a prospect suitable to the play.
These decorations were formed of woodwork below ;

—

paintings on canvass, resembling our
scenes, and, like them, so arranged on perspective principles as to produce the proper illusion. {Pollux, 4,
No expense or skill seems to have been spared
19.)
in the preparation of these scenic representations ;

above were

nay, it is not improbable that even living trees were
occasionally introduced, ^to produce the better effect.
The stage-machinery appears to have comprehended
As the interall that modern ingenuity has devised.

course between earth and heaven is very frequent in
the mythologic dramas of the Greeks, the number of
Were
aerial contrivances was proportionably great.
the deities to be shown in converse aloft 1 there was
the QeoXoyelvo, a platform surrounded and concealed
Were gods or heroes to be seen passing
by clouds.
the Alupai, a
through the void of the sky, there were
set of ropes, which, suspended from the upper part of
to
the proscenic building, served
support and convey

—

The lArjxavrj, again, was
the celestial being along.
a sort of crane turning on a pivot, with a suspender at
the
tached, placed on the right, or country side of
and
suddenly to dart out a god or hero
stage,

employed

before the eyes of the spectators, and there keep him
and then as
hovering in air till his part was performed,
suddenly withdraw him. The Tepavo^ {Pollux, 4,
a grapple
19) was something of the same sort, with
from the
used to catch
from

hanging

it,

up persons
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earth, and rapidly whirl them within the circle of scenic clouds; Aurora was thus made to carry off the
dead body of her son Memnon. There was, more-

—

over, the Bpovrelov, a contrivance in the 'TnoaKTfviov,
or room beneath the Aoyelov, where bladders full of
pebbles were rolled over sheets of copper, to produce

a noise like the rumbling of thunder.
The KepavvoOKonuov was a place on the top of the atage buildings,
whence the artificial lightning was made to play

through
— When

the clouds, which concealed the operator.
the
action was simply on earth, there were certain pieces
the
of framework,
2/co7r^, Telxoq, Tivpyo^, and *pv/cTupiov, representing, as their names import, a looka
These
out,
fortress-wall, a tower, and a beacon.

were either

set apart from the stationary erections of
the proscenium, or connected so as to give them, with
the assistance of the canvass scene, the proper aspect.

of the public funds these two oboli to
any or« w1m»
might choose to apply for it, provided bis name
in
of
the
book
the
citizens (?iij^tapxiK^
registered

wu

The entrance-money was

paid to the
(^earpuvric, i9eaTpo7r6Xrj{, or
the
and
made
the necesrent,
paid
The sum obtainsary repairs out of the proceeds.
ed for this purpose from the public funds was drawn
from the contributions originally paid by the allies toypofi/iaTeiov).

lessee of the

ipXtTCKTuv),

theatre

who

wards carrying on war against the Persians.
By dethe expenses of the festivals
engrossed the
whole of this fund and that money, which
ought to
have been employed in supporting a military force for

grees,

;

the

common

defence of Greece, was scandalously lavaway upon the idle pleasure of the Athenian
This
measure proved most ruinous to the
people.
ished

republic

;

yet so jealous were the multitude of any in-

was introduced, or a spectator, sup- fringement upon their theoric expenses, that, when an
posed to be viewing some distant object. The 'H/ut- orator had ventured to propose the restoration of the
kvkXiov was a semicircular machine, placed, when sums then squandered upon spectacles
foreign to their
wanted, on the country side of the stage, which en- original purpose, a decree was instantly framed, maclosed a representation of the sea or a city in the dis- king it death to offer any such scheme to the
general
Demosthenes twice cautiously endeavourtance, towards which the eye looked through a pas- assembly.

Here

a sentinel

sage between
the

cliffs

'S,Tpo<l>eiov

and

or an opening

among trees.

'HfiiaTpo(j)eiov

were,

it

to make out.
It would seem that they
structed something like the 'HfiiKVKlcov,
a pivot, so that, by a sudden whirl, the
presented might be shown or withdrawn in

on

What

is difficult

ed to convince the people of their

were con- constrained reluctantly
but

moved

object they

an instant.

and injustice ;
ill-received, he was
to acquiesce in the common

but, finding his exhortations

—

folly

were

The lessee sometimes gave a gratuitous exhibition, in which case tickets of admission
were distributed. {Thecphrast., Charact., l\.)
resolution.

Any

They were employed to exhibit heroes transported to citizen might buy tickets for a stranger residing at
the company of deities, and men perishing in the waves Athens.
(Theophrast., Charact., 9.) We have no
of the sea or the tumult of battle.
In some cases one doubt that women were admitted to the dramatic exor more stories of the front wall in a temporary house hibitions.
Julius Pollux uses the term ^earpia (2,
were made to turn upon hinges, so that when this 55-, 4, 121), which is alone some evidence of the
front was drawn back, the interior of a room could be fact.
It is stated, however,
expressly by Plato {Gor-

—

wheeled out and exposed to view, as in the Acharni- gias, p. 502, D—Leg., 2, p. 658, D.—Ib., 7, p. 817,
This C.) and by Aristophanes {Ecclcs., 21, seqq.).
The
ans, where Euripides is so brought forward.
contrivance was called 'EKKVK?.ijfia.
{Pollux, 4, 19.) spectators hastened to the theatre at the dawn of day
Such were some of the devices for the scenes of to secure the best places, as the performances comAfter the first exhibition was
heaven and earth ; but as the ancient dramatists fetch- menced very early.
ed their personages not unfrequently from Tartarus, over, the audience retired for a while, until the second
other provisions were required for their due appear- was about to commence.
There were three or four
Beneath the lowest range of seats, under the such representations in the course of the day, thus
ance.
short
to
intervals.
them from the orchestra, was separated by
stairs, which led up
During the performance
fixed a door, which opened into the orchestra from a the people regaled themselves with wine and sweetThe number of spectators in the Athenian
vault beneath it by a flight of steps called Xapiovioi meats.
Through this passage entered and disap- theatre amounted occasionally to thirty thousand.
KXifiaKcg.
Somewhat in {Plato, Symp., p. 13.) This immense assembly were
peared the shades of the departed.
front of this door and steps was another communica- wont to express in no gentle terms their opinion of the
tion by a trap-door with the vault below, called 'Ava- piece and actors.
Murmurs, jeers, hootirgs, and
irieaua ; by means of which, any sudden appearance, angry cries were directed in turn against the offending
A second 'Ava- performer. They not unfrequently proceeded still farlike that of the Furies, was effected.
was contained in the floor of the Aoyelov on ther sometimes compelling the unfortunate object of
TTtetT/xa
the right or country side, whence particularly marine their dissatisfaction to pull off his mask and expose
In his face, that they might enjoy his disgrace
someor river-gods ascended, when occasion required.
In comedy, times, assailing him with every species of missile at
tragedy the scene was rarely changed.
drove
him from the stage, and ordered the
To conceal the hand, they
however, this was frequently done.

—

—

—

;

—

stage during this operation, a curtain, called avAaia,
wound round a roller beneath the floor, was drawn up
through a slit between the Aoyelov and proscenium.
4.

Audience.

Originally no admission money was demanded.

—

s. v. QeupiKa.
Liban.,
{Heysck., Suid. et Harpocr.,
The theatre was built at the
Arg. in Olynth., 1.)
public expense, and, therefore, was open to every in-

dividual.
for places

The consequent crowding and quarrelling
among so vast a multitude was the cause of

a law being passed, which fixed the entrance price at
one drachma each person. This regulation, debarring,
as it did, the poorer classes from their favourite entertainment, was too unpopular to continue long unrePericles, anxious to ingratiate himself with
pealed.
the commonalty, brought in a decree which enacted
that the price should be reduced to two oboli ; and,
farther, that one of the magistrates should furnish out

;

summon another actor to supply his place,
not in readiness, was liable to a fine.
In the
time of Machon it was even customary to pelt a bad
{Athcnaut, 6, p. 245.) On
performer with stones.
the other hand, where the impetuous spectators happened to be gratified, the clapping of hands and shouts
of applause were as loud as the expression of their
In much the same manner the dramatic
displeasure.
candidates themselves were treated.
herald to

who,

if

5.

Actors.

In the origin of the drama the members of the chorus were the only performers.
Thespis first introduced an actor distinct from that body, .^schylus added a second, and Sophocles a third actor ; and this
continued ever after to be the legitimate number.
Hence, when three characters happened to be already
and a fourth was to come on, one cf tfaa
on the
stage,

three

was obliged

ts retire,

change bis dress, and ••
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eturn as the fourth personage.
The poet, however,
might introduce any number of mutes, as guards, atThe actors were called vnoKpiTac or
tetadants, &c.
dyoyviaral.
'TrroKpiveadai was originally to answer
{Herodot.y I, 78, et passim) ; hence, when a locutor
was introduced who answered the chorus, he was called
vnoKpLTT]^, or the answerer ; a name which descended to the more numerous and refined aciors in

Subsequently vrcoKpiTTJ^, from its being
of a performer assuming a feigned character
on the stage, came to signify a man who assumes a
feigned character in his intercourse with others, a
The three actors were termed irpurayuvhypocrite.
after days.

the

name

—

toT^f, devTEpayuvLGTTjg, TpcTayuviaT^^, respectively,
according as each performed the principal or one of
the two inferior characters. They took every pains to
attain perfection in their art
to acquire muscular energy and pliancy they frequented the patestra, and to
give strength and clearness to their voice they observed a rigid diet.
An eminent performer was eaThe celegerly sought after and liberally rewarded.
brated Polus would sometimes
gain a talent (or nearly
81060) in the course of two days. The other states
of Greece were always anxious to secure the best At:

performers for their own festivals.
They engaged
them long beforehand, and the agreement was genera
that
the actor, in
ally accompanied by
stipulation,
tic

case he failed to
tain

sum.

fulfil

the contract, should pay a certhe other

The Athenian government, on

hand, punished their performers with a heavy fine if
they absented themselves during the city's festivals.

Eminence

the duties of the chorus (Ep. ad Pis., 193.)
times, again, the chorus was divided into two

each with a coryphseus stationed
narrated

some

their fears, or their

hopes

in

the centre,

communicated

event, or
;

Somegroups,

their

and sometimes, on

who
plan,

critical

occasions, several members, in short sentences, gave
vent to their feelings.
Between the acts, the chorus
poured forth hymns of supplication or thanksgiving to
the gods, didactic odes upon the misfortunes of life,
the instability of human affairs, and the excellence f*^
virtue, or dirges upon the unhappy fate of some unthe whole
fortunate personage
the course of action.
;

woven with

more or less interWhile engaged in

singing these choral strains to the accompaniment of
flutes, the performers were also moving through dances in accordance with the measure of the music ;
passing, during the strophe, across the orchestra, from
right to left ; during the antistrophe, back, from left
to right ; and stopping, at the epode, in front of the

Each department of the drama had a pespectators.
That of
culiar style of dance suited to its character.
tragedy was called efj.fj.e2.eia that of comedy, Kopda^;

—

;

The music ot
that of the Satyric drama, aiKivvig.
the chorus was of a varied kind, according to the naThe
ture of the occasion or the taste of the poet.
mood seems

have been originally preferred
624) it was sometimes
combined with the Mixo-Lydian {Plut., de Mus., p.
1136), a pathetic mood, and therefore adapted to
mournful subjects. The Ionic mood, also, was, from
its austere and elevated character, well suited to traDoric

to

for tragedy (Athencetts, 14, p.

;

seems to have gedy. {Athen., 14, p. 625.) Sophocles was the first
in Athens at who set choral odes to the Phrygian mood.
Euripileast.
Players were not unfrequently sent, as the des introduced the innovations of Timotheus, for
representatives of the republic, on embassies and dep- which he is severely attacked by Aristophanes in the
utations.
Hence they became in old, as not unfre- Ranee. The choruses were all trained with the greatquently in modern times, self-conceited and domineer- est care during a length of time before the day of
Each tribe felt intensely interested
ing, fiEi^ov dvvavrai, says Aristotle, rwv jtoitjtcjv ol contest arrived.
been held

in the histrionic profession
in considerable estimation

—

(Rhet., 3, 1.) They were, however, as a
VKOKptrai.
body, men of loose and dissipated character, and, as
such, were regarded with an unfavourable eye by the
uaoralists and philosophers of that age.
6.

The

Chorus.

chorus, once the sole

matter of exhibition,
though successively diminished by Thespis and .^schylus, was yet a very essential part of the drama du-

The splenring the best days of the Greek theatre.
dour of the dresses, the music, the dancing, combined
with the loftiest poetry, formed a spectacle peculiarly
gratifying to the eye, ear, and intellect of an Attic audience.
The number of the tragic chorus for the
whole trilogy appears to have been 50
the comic
chorus consisted of 24.
The chorus of the tetralogy
was broken into four sub-choruses, two of 15, one of
When the chorus of
12, and a Satyric chorus of 8.
15 entered in ranks three abreast, it was said to be
divided Kara C,vyd when it was distributed into three
files of five, it was said to be Kara
The
aroixovg.
situation assigned to the chorus was the orchestra,
whence it always took a part in the action of the dra;

in the success of the one furnished by its Choragus
and the Choragi themselves, animated with all the energies of rivalry, spared no expense in the instruction
and equipment of their respective choruses. They
engaged the most celebrated choral performers, eraployed the ablest xopodiddaKaWoL to perfect the choristers in their music and dancing, and provided sumptuous dresses and ornaments for their decoration.
;

The

first

tragic poets

were

their

own

;topo<Ji(Ja(T/ca^*

.^schylus taught his chorus figure-dances.
7.

Scenic Dresses and Ornaments

age of the drama, the rude performers
a species of
disguised their faces with wine-lees, or
{Schol. . ad Aristoph.,
pigment called f^arpaxeiov.
iEschylus, among his many improveEq., 320.)
ments, introduced the mask, first termed npoauizov,
In the

first

and subsequently npocroirelov. The mask was made
of bronze or copper, and was so constructed as te
give greater power to the voice, and enable the actor
to make himself heard by the most distant spectators.
This was eflfected by connecting it with a tire or periwig {TCTjVLKri, ^evuKT}), which covered the head, and
ma, joining in the dialogue through the medium of left only one passage for the voice, which was genits Kopv^alog, or leader.
The choristers entered the erally circular, converging inward, and from its shape,
orchestra preceded by a player on the flute, who reg- and its being lined with brass, resembled the opening
ulated their steps, sometimes in single file, more fre- of a speaking trumpet.
The voice, therefore, might
quently three in front and five in depth {Kara croi- be said to sound through this opening, and hence the
(Aul.
Xovq), or vice versa {Kara l^vyd), in tragedy and four Latin name for a mask, persona, apersonando.
in front by six in depth, or inversely, in comedy.
These masks were of various kinds, to
Its GelL, 5, 7.)
and comfirst entrance was called
its occasional deTzapoSog
express every age, sex, country, condition,
to which they were assimilated with the
its
parture, liiTavdaraaic ; its return, eTindpoSog
plexion
With
final exit, d^odog.
(Jul. Pol, 4, 15.)
According greatest skill and nicety. {Jul. Poll, 4, 133.)
actors were adapted to
to the rules of the drama, the chorus was to be conequal care, the dresses of the
sidered as one of the actors
Kal rbv ;^opdi' 61 Iva the characters represented.
Gods, heroes, satyrs,
del VKoXa6etv ruv VTroKpirdv Kal /xdptov elvat tov kings, soothsayers, soldiers, hunters, peasants, slaves,
and
Kal
old, the prosperous
BXov,
{Aristotle, Po'etica, 18, pimps, and parasites, young
awayuvi^ecydai.
Horace lays down the same law in describing and the unfortunate, were all arrayed in their approoh21.)
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vestments ; each of which Julius Pollux has separately and minutely described in a chapter devoted
This writer divides the tragic masks
to the subject.
ftte

•lone into

The

twenty-six classes (4, 133, seqq.).

comic masks were much more numerous.

He

speci-

fics only four or five kinds of Satyric masks.
Most
of the male wigs were collected into a foretop (^y«of),
which was an angular projection above the forehead,
shaped like a A, and was probably borrowed from the
(Jul. Poll., 4, 133.
Kp<j)6vXov of the old Athenians.
Thucyd., 1, 6.) The female masks, however, were

—

often surmounted in a similar manner.
The object
of this projection was to give the actor a height proto
the
size
of
the
an
theatre,
portioned
object for which
the cothurnus was also intended.
It appears from
Pollux (4, 141) that the masks were coloured ; and
the art of enamelling or painting bronze seems to have
been one of great esteem in the time of ^schylua.

—

Welcker, Nachlrag.,
{Mschyl, Agam., 623.
—
Another
which

p.

42.)

distinguished the Greek
manner of acting from our own, was the probable neglect of everything like hy-play and making points,
which are so effective on the modern stage. The
distance at which the spectators were placed would
prevent them from seeing those little movements, and
hearing those low tones, which have made the fortune
of many a modern actor.
The mask, too, precluded
peculiarity

all

attempts at varied expression

;

and

it

is

probable

that nothing more was expected from the performer
than good recitation
The buskin, or cothurnus (/c6-

—

was

I

that assigned to Juno, decked with
golden stars
fastened behind the diadem.
The dress of the

was

Bacchus,

particularly splendid.

for instance,

and

god*

was

represented in a saffron-coloured inner vest, rich with
purple figures and glittering with golden stars, and
The vest was
falling in many folds to the ground.
girt, female fashion, high up under the breast and
shoulders, with a broad girdle of dark purple set with
Over this inner robe was thrown
gold and jewels.
the palla, of purple also, and such was the colour of
his buskins.
The comic dresses were, of course,
chiefly those of ordinary life, except during an occasional burlesque upon the
{Theatragic equipment.
tre of the Greeks,
Dor.aldson^
p. 1, seqq., 3d ed
Theatre of the Greeks, p. 132, seqq.)

—

TmuM

{-arum.),

I.

(or,

more conectly, Tfaebe,

a city of Mysia, north of Adramy ttium, and callThis name it reed, for distinction' sake, Hypoplakia.
QTj6r)),

ceived from the adjacent district, which was styled
Hypoplakia, because lying a< the foot of Mount Plakos
(vTzb

and

IIAd/cof).

As

ever, of such a mountain,

regards the existence, how-

some doubt

exists.

(Com-

Thebe is said to have
pare Heyne, ad II., 6, 396.)
derived its name from a daughter of Cilix.
{Diod.
Sic, 5, 49.) It was the native city of Andromache,
and was taken and destroyed by Achilles during the
It never rose from its ruins; but the
Trojan war.

name remained throughout

antiquity attached to the
surrounding plains, famed for their fertility, and often
and
plundered by the different armies whom
ravaged
the events of war brought into this part of Asia.
(Xen., Anab., 7, 8, A.—Polyb., 16, 1, 7.—Id., 21, 8,
13.
II. (and
Lir, 37, 19.— Pomp. Mel., 1, 18.)

the ancient Cretic hunting boot.
For
was soled with several layers of cork, to
the thickness of three inches.
It was laced
up in front
as high as the calf, which kept the whole tight and Thebe, 0^6ai and 0^6ij, more
frequently the former),
It was not worn
one of the most ancient and celebrated of the Grecian
firm, in spite of the enormous sole.
by all tragic characters, nor on all occasions. Aga- cities, the capital of Boeotia, situated near the river
memnon IS introduced by -^schylus in sandals. The Ismenus, and in a northeastern direction from Platsa.
sandal raised by a cork sole was called k/iBariJc.
The It was said to have been originally founded by Cadladies and the chorus had also the buskin, but that of mus, who gave it the name of Cadmcia, which in after
the latter had only an ordinary sole.
These buskins times was confined to the citadel only. Lycophron,
were of various colours. White was commonly the however, who terms it the city of Calydmus, from one
colour for ladies, red for warriors.
Those of Bacchus of its ancient kings, leads us to suppose that it already ^
were purple. Slaves wore the low shoe called the existed before the time of Cadmus (v. 1209). Nonwas
which
also
the
sock,
ordinary covering for the nus affirms that Cadmus called this city Thebes, after
foot of the comic actor.
As the cork sole of the co- the Egyptian one of the same name. {Dionys., 5, 85.)
thurnus gave elevation to the stature, so the KoXiru/ia, He also reports that it was at first destitute of walls
dopvoq),

tragic use

it

—

—

—

—

or stuffings, swelled out the person to heroic dimensions. Judiciously managed, it added expansion to the
chest and shoulders, muscular fulness to arm and limb.
The dresses were very various. There was the
XiTuv iroiijpTJc for gods, heroes, and old men. That

—

and young nobles and warriors
when unarmed, was shorter, and sat close to the neck.
for hunters, travellers,

The

girdle for heroes was that called the Persian.
was very broad, made of scarlet stuff, and fringed

It

at

Goddesses and ladies wore one broad
the lower edge.
and plain, of purple and gold. The avpfxa was a long
purple robe for queens and princesses, with a train

which swept the ground.

was broidered with

white.

The lower part of the sleeve
The Xvariij was a short

—

train with short sleeves drawn over the x''T(^v KodrjSlaves wore the Ifidriov, a kind of short shirt,
p^g.
or the t^cjfii<:, a shirt with only one sleeve for the right
arm ; the left was bare to the shoulder. Herdsmen
in the di<l>dipa, a kind of goatHunters had the Ijudriov,
skin tunic without sleeves.
and a short horseman's cloak of a dark colour. If
they were great personages, they were dressed in a

and shepherds were clad

tunic of deep scarlet, with a rich and embroidered
mantle. Warriors were arrayed in every variety of

The palarmour, with helmets adorned with plumes.
la or mantle for heroes was ample enough to cover
ladies'
the
Ilewas
So large, also,
the whole person.
Matrons wore this
irXov, of fine cloth, embroidered.
peplum fastened veil-like on the head virgins, clasped
;

on the shoulder.

The peplum

of a queen

was

like

and ramparts

(5, 50), and this is in unison with the accounts transmitted to us by Homer and other writers,
who all agree in ascribing the erection of the walls of
the city to Amphion and Zethus. (Horn., Od., 1 1, 262.
—Eurip., Phoen., 8i2. Horn., Hymnin Apol, 225.)
Having already mentioned much of what is common to
Thebes, in the general history of Boeotia, it will be here
sufficient to notice briefly those events which have
peculiar reference to that city.
Besieged by the Argive chiefs, the allies of Polynices, the Thebans successfully resisted their attacks, and finally obtained a
but the Epigoni, or descendants of the
signal victory
seven warriors, having raised an army to avenge the
defeat and death of their fathers, the city was on this
occasion taken by assault and sacked,
{^usan., 9,
It was invested & third time by the Grecian army
9.)
under Pausanias, after the battle of Plat«a but, on
the surrender of those who had proved themselves

—

—

—

;

;

most zealous partisans of the Persians, the siege was
raised, and the confederates withdrew from the Theban

territory.

Cadmeia was

{Herod., 9, 88.) Many years after, the
held by a division of Lasurprised, and

cedaemonian troops until they were compelled to evacuate the place by Pelopidas and his associates.
Philip
at Chaeronea, placed a
having defeated the Thebans
on
the
accession
of
Alcitadel
but,
garrison in their
exander, they revolted against that prince, who stormed their city, and razed it to the ground, B.C. 335.

—

;

{Arrian, Exp. Alex., 1, 7, seqq.—Plut., Vii. Alex.,
5, 11.)
Twenty years afterward it was restored by
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Athenians are said to have genan

exoobij^ contributed their aid in rebuilding the walls,

{Pauex«hrrp'>o which \vas followed by other places.
Subsan., 9, 'T.—Plut., Polit. Prctcep., p. 814, B.)
Thebes
was
twice
taken
we
that
find
sequently
by
Demetrius Poliorcetes. (Plut.., Vit. Demetr., c. 39.)
Dic^archus has given a very detailed and interesting
account of this great city about this period. (Stat.,
At a later period Thebes was greatly
Gr., p. 14.)
reduced and impoverished by the rapacious Sylla.
(Pausan.,

was

little

9, 7.)

Strabo affirms, that

more than a

in

his time

it

403.) Thebes,
though nearly deserted towards the decline of the Roman empire, appears to have been of some note in the
village.

(iS/rai.,

—

middle ages (Nicct., Ann., 2, p. 50.
Leunc, Ann.,
p. 267), and it is still one of the most populous towns
of northern Greece.
The natives call it Thiva. It

however, according to Dodwell, scarcely any
its former
magnificence. Of the walls of the
Cadmeia a few fragments remain, which are regularly
constructed.
These were probably erected by the
Athenians when Cassander restored the town. {Tour,
vol. 1, p. 264.— Cramer 'jr Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 223,

retains,

traces of

—

III. Phthioticae, a city of Thessaly, in the disscqq.)
trict of Phthiotis, situate, according to Polybius, about
300 stadia from Larissa, and not far from the sea. In

a military point of view its importance was great, as
the avenues of Magnesia and Thessaly,
from its vicinity to Demetrius, Pherae, and Pharsalus.
Sir W. Gell describes some ruins between Armiro
and Volo, which he suspects to be those of this town.
Cramer's Anc. Greece., vol. 1, p. 402.)
(/flin., p. 258.
IV.
celebrated city of Upper Egypt, the capital
of Thebais.
The name is corrupted from the Tapi of
the Coptic, which, in the Memphitic dialect of that

U commanded

—

—

A

Pliny in one place
language, is pronounced Theba.
writes the name of Thebes in the singular : " Thebe

portarum centum

nobilis

jartuC

(5, 9).

The

appella-

tion of Diospolis, often applied to it
« a translation of Amunei, or " the

by the Greeks,
abode of Amwho
the
•non,"
Egyptian Jupiter. Another
represents
name given to it by the Greeks was Hecatompylos,
which Will be considered below. The origin of this
is lost amid the obscurity of
was ascribed to Osiris, by others

great city

some

fable.

By

to one of
The probability
the earliest of the Egyptian kings.
is, that it was at first a sacerdotal establishment, connected with commercial operations, like so many of
the early cities of Egypt, and that it gradually attained
to its vast dimensions in consequence of the additions
it

made by

The

successive monarchs.

Egyptians, how-

ever, according to Diodorus (1, 50), believed Thebes
to have been the first city founded upon the earth ;
and, in truth, we have no account at the present day
Its most flourishing period
of any of earlier origin.
appears to have been prior to the building of Memphis,
was
the capital of all Egypt, the royal
when Thebes
residence, and abode of the highest sacerdotal college
It must, from its very situation, have
in the land.
been the middle point for the caravan trade to the
south, and through it passed, very probably, all the productions and wares of Asia.
Homer, therefore, who
describes it as a powerful city, containing a hundred
his information from the Phoegates, most have derived
It is idle to
nicians engaged in the overland trade.
that the poet himself had been there in person,

suppose

of the rest of Egypt he knew nothing but
mere name, and had but a confused idea even of

when

the

the

Mediterranean coast. The poet informs us that out
of each these 100 gates, Thebes could send forth 200
an evident exaggerachariots to oppose an enemy
:

own fancy, or received
It
the Phoenician traders.

tion, either originating in his

from, and characteristic

of,

to its numerous portals that the epithet of HecatomAs the city, howpylos (" hundred-gated") refers.
ever, contrary to the usual belief, was never surrounded

is

'

by

must

walls, these gates or portals

either be those ol

numerous

palaces, or else, and what is more probable, the openings in the great circus or hippodrome,
that was in the neighbourhood of the
This circus
city.
enclosed a space of 2000 metres in length and 1000
its

in breadth,

and was surrounded with triumphal

struc-

tures that gloriously announced the approach to the ancient capital of Egypt.
Thebes sank in

importance
when Lower Egypt began to be more thickly inhabited,
and the new capital Memphis arose. A second and a
third sacerdotal college were established in the same
quarter ; hither, too, trade and commercial intercourse
of all kinds directed their course, and Thebes, in conse-

quence, became almost a deserted city compared with
its former splendour.
It still remained, however, the
chief seat of the religion of Egypt
a circumstance
which enabled it to retain a tolerable population, until
the fury of Cambyses, or, more correctly
speaking,
;

most of its priestFrom
proudest structures.

his religious fanaticism, destroyed

hood, and overthrew

its

Herodotus visited the
rapidly declined.
city during the Persian government of Egypt, and
of
the
of
Zeus
but his silence re;
speaks
temple
this period

it

specting the condition of the rest of the city must always remain an enigma. Diodorus, who speaks of
Thebes as of a city already in ruins, takes particular
notice of four principal temples. He mentions sphinxes, colossal figures decorating the entrances, porticoes,
pyramidal gateways, and stones of astonishing magnitude which entered into their structure.
In the descriptions given by modern travellers, these monuments are still recognised.
Browne tells us that
" there remain four immense
temples, yet not so magnificent nor in so good a state of preservation as
those of Denderah."
Norden remarks, " It is surprising how well the gilding, the ultra-marine, and various other colours still preserve their brilliancy."
He speaks also of a colonnade, of which thirty-two columns are still standing; of platforms, preserved galleries, and other remains of antiquity, which he has
represented in his plates, and which he thinks the
more worthy of attention as they appear to be the
same that are mentioned by Philostratus in his acNo description can
count of the temple of Memnon.
give an adequate idea of these wonders of antiquity,
both in regard to their incredible number and their giTheir form, proportions, and construcgantic size.
tion are almost as astonishing as their magnitude.
The mind is lost in a mass of colossal objects, every
one of which is more than sufficient to absorb its
whole attention. On the western side of the river
here also are numberstood the famed Memnonium
less tombs in the form of subterraneous excavations,
and containing many human bodies in the state of
mummies, sometimes accompanied with pieces of papyrus and other ancient curiosities. These have been
and the trade of digthe subject of ardent research
ging for tombs and mummies being found gainful, has
;

;

by numerous Arabs belonging to the
some are found
place. With respect to the mummies,
These
in wooden cases shaped like the human body.

been resorted

to

belonged to persons superior to the lower rank, but
differing from one another in the quantity and qualitj
of the linen in which the body had been wrapped.
The mummies of the poorest classes are found without any wooden covering, and wrapped in the coarsest
These differ from the former also in being oftlinen.
en accompanied with pieces of papyrus, on which
Belzoni supposes that an account of the lives of the
deceased had been written, while a similar account
was carved on the cases of the more opulent. These
cases are generally of Egyptian sycamore, but very
different from one another with respect to plainness or
Sometimes there are one or two inner
ornament.
Leaves and flowers of
cases besides the outer one.
acacia are often found round the body, and sometimes
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lamps of asphaltum about two pounds in weight.
The case is covered wilh a cement resembling j)la8ter of Paris, in which various figures are cast.
The
whole is painted, generally with a yellow ground, on
which are hieroglyphics and figures of green. But to
return to the ruin of Thebes
on the east side of the
Nile, at Kamac and Luxor, amid a multitude of temthese are confined to the
ples, there are no tombs
west bank. An iron sickle was lately found under
of
the buried statues, nearly of the shape of those
one
which are now in use, though thicker it is supposed
to have lain there since the invasion of
Cambyses,
when the idols were concealed by the superstitious to
save them from destruction.
Belzoni and others uncovered and carried away many specimens of these
antique remains, such as sphinxes, obelisks, and statues.
On this same side of the river, no palaces or

—

:

;

;

have

on the Thermodon (2, 44). In the
plains of Themiscyra the Amazons were said to have
founded a powerful kingdom.
Here they were conquered by Hercules, and many slain. The followers
of Hercules, on retiring from their
country, took with
them on hoard their vessels as many Amazons as they
built this city

could find alive

;
these, however, when at sea, rose
upon the Greeks, as is said, slew them to a man, and,
being ignorant themselves of navigation, were carried
by the winds and the waves to Cremni on the Palus
Maeotis, and their name still lingered in fable for many
ages, in connexion with the regions of Caucasus.
(Herod., 4, 110.
Mannert, Oeogr., vol. 6, pt. 2, p.

—

443.)
a celebrated physician,
the pupil of Asclepiades.

Themison,
cea, and

bom at LaodiHe established

himself at Rome about 90 B.C.
Themison wished to
traces of ancient human habitations are met with ; find a middle course between the
empiric system and
whereas, on the western side, at Medina Abou, there dogmatism.
This middle course, or method, he be»re not only propylaea and temples highly valued by lieved he had discovered in the
theory of his master.
he antiquarian, but dwelling-houses, which seem to He became, therefore, the founder of the school of
point out that place as having been once a royal resi- Methodists, which introduced a greater degree of predence.
{Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 1, p. 334, cision into the system of Asclepiades.
Themison
Wilkinson, Topography of Thebes, London, taught that there exists not only in the vessels, but,
seqq.
1835, 8vo.)
generally speaking, in all parts of the human frame, a
Thebais, I. the southernmost division of Egypt, of disproportion which is the source of all maladies. He
which Thebes was the capital. {Vid. .(Egyptus, page was the first practitioner, also, that made use of leech37, col. 1, ^ 4.)— II. The title of a poem by Statius. es, which he applied to the temples in disorders of the
head.
(Vid. Statius.)
(Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 338.
SprenThebe. Vzd. ThebsB.
gel, Hist, de la Med., vol. 2, p. 20, seqq.)
a
celebrated
These, the wife of Alexander, tyrant of Pherje.
orator
and
Themistios,
philosopher in
She assassinated him. (Vid. Alexander I., page 109, the fourth century of the Christian era. He was a nacol. 2, ^ 6.)
tive of Paphlagonia, but passed the
greater part of his
Themis, the goddess of Justice or Law. This days at Constantinople, where he enjoyed the highest
deity appears in the Iliad among the inhabitants of favour with the Emperor Constantius, who elevated
Olympus (//., 15, 87.— lb., 20, 4); and in the Odys- him to the rank of senator. He stood high also in the
sey (2, 68) she is named as presiding over the~ assem- estimation of Julian, who made him prefect of Conblies of men, but nothing is said respecting her rank stantinople, and kept up an
epistolary correspondence
or (wigin.
By Hesiod (Theog., 135, 901, seqq.), she with him. He was highly regarded, too, by the sucis said to be a Titaness, one of the
daughters of cessors of this prince down to Theodosius the Great,
Heaven and Earth, and to have borne to Jupiter the who confided to Themistius, although the latter was a
He wa«
Fates, and the Seasons, Peace, Order, Justice, the pagan, the education of his son Arcadius.
natural progeny of Law (0£/zff ), and all deities benefi- employed, also, in various public matters, and on sevIn Pindar and the Homeridan eral embassies.
cial to mankind.
Themistius was the master of Libahymns, Themis sits by Jupiter, on his throne, to give nius and St. Augustin, and, what was of rare occurhim counsel. Themis is said to have succeeded her rence in his day, presented a model of religious tolermother Earth in the possession of the Delphic oracle, ation and forbearance : hence we find an intimate
and to have voluntarily resigned it to her sister Phoebe, friendship subsisting between him and Gregory of
•'
who gave it as a natal-gift unto Phoebus Apollo.
the king of elNazianzus, and the latter styling him
Welcker says that Themis is merely an epithet of oquence" (Baac^evg Idyuv). Themistius resided for
Hermann also makes Themis some time also at Rome, and, both in this city as well
Earth.
(Tri^, p. 39.)
Ji
physical being, rendering her name Statina ; while as in Constantinople, he lectured on the systems of
" She is
Bottiger, with apparently more justice, says,
Pythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle, but more particularly
the oldest purely allegorical personification of a vir- the latter.
He received no fees from his auditors ; on
tue." (Kunst-Mythol, 2, \ 10. —Keightlefs Mytholo- the contrary, though not rich himself, he was liberal in
ministering to the necessities of his less wealthy folgy, p. 198.)
Themiscyra, a city of Pontus, capital of a district lowers. The public discourses which remain to us of
The
town
of
of the same name.
Themiscyra appears this orator, as well as his philosophical works, justify
to have been one of very early origin.
Scylax men- the high opinion which his contemporaries entertained
His style, formed by an attentive perusal of
tions it as a Grecian state, and Herodotus also speaks of him.
Both of Plato, is marked by great perspicuity, elegance, and
of it.
(Scylax, p. 33.— Herod., 4, 86.)
these writers, however, place, it at the mouth of the sweetness ; nor is it, at the same time, at all wanting
Thermodon ; whereas Ptolemy locates it in the centre in strength and energy. Although the greater part oi
of the district Themiscyra, that is, more inland.
This his discourses have for their subject the praises of emplace appears to have beep destroyed in the course of perors, and although this kind of writing is in itself
the Mithradatic war.
(Appian, B. Mithrad., c. 78.) both arid and devoid of interest, yet Themistius bar
Hence Strabo makes no mention of it and Mela succeeded in attracting the attention of his readers by
merely states, that, in the territory around the Ther- the numerous allusions which he makes both to the
modon, there once stood an ancient city named The- mythology and the history of the Greeks, and by the
It is rather surprising that many of
instructive examples which he draws from the worka
miscyra (1, 19).

—

—

—

—

;

the ancient writers,
fcever use the name

—

and among them even JEschylus, of the ancient philosophers. A memorable instance
Themiscyra as that of a city, but of the liberal spirit of Themistius is related by eccle-

(JEsch., Prom. V.,
always as designating a plain.
749. —Compare Steph. Byz., s. v. XdSLtri.a.
ApolDiodorus, howlod., 2, b.—Apoll. Rhod., 2, 370.)
ever, makes the founder of the Amazonian nation to

—

ai)

The Emperor Valens, who fahistorians.
voured the Arian party, inflicted many hardships and
the Trinitarians, and daily threatened
sufferings upon
them with still greater severities.
Tliemistius, to

siastical
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whom these measures were exceedingly displeasing,
addressed the emperor upon the subject in an eloquent speech, in which he represented the diversity of
opinions among the Christians as inconsiderable compared with that of the pagan philosophers, and pleaded that this diversity could not be displeasing to God,
since it did not prevent men from worshipping him
with true piety.
By these and other arguments Themistius prevailed upon the emperor to treat the Trinitarians with greater lenity.
Themistius illustrated
several of the works of Aristotle, particularly the AnaOf
lytics, the Physics, and the Book on the Soul.
his discourses Photiua enumerates thirty-six
we have

—

—

:

only, at the present day, thirty-three,
thirty-third, in a Latin translation.

and one other, the

An

edition of the
entire remains of Themistius appeared from the Aldine press in 1534, fol.
Of the orations, the best edition used to be that of Petavius (Petau), Paris, 1684,

must take up a new position, and rise (o a nexv
Greece and this it was evident she could
only
do by cultivating the capacity she had received from
nature, and of becoming a great maritime power.
Early in the interval between tiie first and second
or else

rank

in

:

Persian invasion, he had dexterously prevailed on the
people to appropriate the profits of the silver-mines at
Laurium (which they had hitherto shared among them-

Yet it wa*
selves) to the enlargement of their navy.
not by holding out the danger of a new Persian invasion that he gained their consent, but by
appealing to
their hatred and jealousy of iEgina, which was still at
war with them, and was mistress of the sea. To be
able to cope with this formidable rival, they built a
hundred new galleys, and thus increased their naval
two hundred ships and it was probably at
same time that they were persuaded to pass a de-

force to

the

;

cree, which directed twenty triremes to be built every
but now, for the text of Themistius, the best year.
{Bockh, Staatshaushalt. der Ath., 2, c. 19.)
edition is that of Dindorf, Cnobloch, 1832, 8vo.
While the storm of the Persian invasion was slowly
Themistocles, a celebrated Athenian statesman approaching, Themistocles was busied in allaying aniand leader.
His father Neocles was a man of high mosity and silencing disputes among the Grecian citbirth after the Athenian standard, but his mother was ies
and when, not long after this, the Athenians,
not a citizen, and, according to most accounts, not alarmed for their safety, had sent to Delphi for advice,
even a Greek. His patrimony seems to have been he is supposed, on very good grounds, to have influample for a man of less aspiring temper. The anec- enced the well-known answer of the oracle, "that Jove
dotes related of his youthful wilfulness and wayward- had granted the prayer of his daughter Minerva, and
ness ; of his earnest application to the pursuit of use- that, when all beside was lost, a wooden wall should
of his neglect of the elegant arts, which still shelter the citizens of Athens." This wooden wall,
ful knowledge
already formed part of the Athenian education ; of his which was to afford the only refuge in the hour of
profusion and his avarice ; of the sleepless nights in danger, seemed best explained by the fleet, which,
which he meditated on the trophies of Miltiades, all since it had been increased according to the advice of
point, with more or less of particular truth, the same Themistocles, might well be deemed the surest bulway ; to a soul early bent on great objects, and form- wark of Athens. The elder citizens, however, thought
ed to pursue them with steady resolution, incapable it incredible that jMinerva should abandon her ancient
of being diverted by trifles, embarrassed by scruples, citadel, and resign her charge to the rival deity, with
The end he aimed at whom she had anciently contended for the possession
or deterred by difficulties.
was not mereJy the good of his country, still less of Attica. To them it seemed clear that the oracle
The pur- must have spoken of the hedge of thorns, which once
was it any petty mark of selfish cupidity.
pose of his life was to make Athens great and pow- fenced in the rock of Pallas, and that this, if repaired
erful, that he himself might move and command in a and strengthened with the same materials, would be
The genius with which nature had en- an impregnable barrier against all assaults. The exlarge sphere.
dowed him warranted this noble ambition, and it was istence of Athens hung on the issue of these deliberamarvellously suited to the critical circumstances in tions. The people, in their uncertainty, looked to Thewhich he was placed by fortune. The peculiar faculty mistocles for advice. His keen eye had probably
of his mind, which Thucydides contemplated with ad- caught a prophetic glimpse of the events that were to
miration, was the quickness with which it seized every hallow the shores of Salamis ; and he now reminded
that a Grecian oracle would not have called
object that came in its way, perceived the course of his hearers
action required by new situations and sudden junc- the island the divine (this term had been used in the
tures, and penetrated into remote consequences. response just alluded to) if it was to be afflicted with
Such were the abilities which, at the period when he the triumph of the barbarians, and was not rather to
came forward, were most needed for the service of be the scene of their destruction. He therefore exAthens. At the time when Themistocles was be- horted them, if all other safeguards should fail them,
their safety and their hopes of victory to
ginning to rise into credit with his fellow-citizens, an- to commit
This counsel prevailother man of very different character already possessed their newly-strengthened navy.
When intelligence of the capture of Athens was
This was Aristides, son ed.
their respect and confidence.
Like Themisto- brought to the Greeks assembled with their vessels at
of Lysiinachus.
{Vid. Aristides.)
cles, he too had the welfare of Athens at heart, but Salamis, and, amid the consternation that ensued, it
in council to retire from Salamis and
•imply and singly, not as an instrument, but as an was resolved
On this he kept his eye, without looking to any give battle near the shore of the Isthmus, it was owing
end.
mark beyond it, or stooping to any private advantage to the bold deportment of Themistocles alone that the
determination and
It is not
that lay on his road.
surprising that a man allies were induced to change their
of such a mould should have come into frequent con- give battle in the straits.
According to the accounts
fol.

;

;

;

—

flict

with a statesman like Themistocles, though their

immediate object was the same, and though there was
no great discordance between their general views of

When Aristides, without having
the public interest.
incurred accusation or reproach, without being suswas sent by the ospected of any ambitious designs,
tracism into honourable banishment, because he had
in the highest virtue, his removal left Themistocles in almost undivided possession of the popuHis thoughts had long been turned tolar favour.

no equal

wards the struggle that was now approaching. He
had seen that Athens could not remain stationary ; that
she must either cease to exist as an independent state,
13)4

Themistofrom the council in
which it had been resolved to sail away from Salamis,
he was met by Mnesiphilus, an Athenian officer, who,
on hearing the issue of the conference, exclaimed that
Greece was lost if such a counsel were adopted for
the allies, if now allowed to retreat, could no longer
be kept together, but would be scattered to their sevThis suggestion falling in with the opineral cities.
ion of Themistocles, induced him to return to the Spartan Eurybiades who commanded in chief, and pressing
on him, with many additions, the arguments of Mnehe persuaded him to reconvene the council.
that

cles

have been given of

was returning

to

this transaction, as

his

^hip

;

siphilus,
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Themistoclcs now urged the commanders to remain, foreigners that had ever entered
Sparta, they sent toe
both on account of the advantage which the narrow three hundred
knights to escort him as far as the bor*
straits of Salamis gave to the Greeks, inferior as well ders of
on
his
return.
He
himself subsequently
Tegea
in the speed as in the number of their
ships, and also dedicated a temple to Diana, as the goddess of good
because, by so doing, they would preserve Megara, counsel.
Immediately after the battle of Plataea, the
Salamis, and ^Egina, with the Athenian women and Athenian people had begun to bring back their famichildren deposited in the latter places.
When he lies, and to rebuild their city and ramparts. But the
found them still obstinate, he declared that the Athe- jealousy excited in the
Peloponnesians by the power
if
their
and
nians,
interests, after all they had and spirit which Athens had displayed was far stronger
feelings
so
little
were
would
abandon the arma- than their gratitude for what it had done and suffered
done,
regarded,
ment, and, taking on board their families, would seek in the common cause.
An embassy arrived from Pea settlement elsewhere.
This threat prevailed, and it loponnesus to
urge the Athenians not to go on with
was agreed to remain but at the approach of the en- their fortifications, but rather, as far as in them lay, to
emy the Peloponnesians again were eager to depart and demolish the walls of all other cities out of the Peloponon nesus, that the enemy, if he again returned, might have
provide for the defence of their own territories
which Themistoclcs, to prevent the mischiefs he fore- no strong place to fix his
headquarters in, as recently
If this demand had been
saw, and partly, also, with the double policy which in Thebes.
complied with,
marked his character, to secure to himself, in case of Athens would have become
entirely subject to Lacedefeat, an interest with the conquerors, sent private daemon.
At the same time, it was dangerous to refuse,
information to the Persian admiral of the flight which since from the past conduct of Lacedaemon there was
was meditated by the Greeks, and advised him to little ground to expect that gratitude would prevent it
guard against it by occupying both ends of the strait from any action prompted by jealousy or ambition ;
between Salamis and the main-land. After the glori- while it was vain to hope, that the military force of
ous day of Salamis, when the remnant of the Persian Athens, weakened by the number of citizens absent
fleet had been pursued as far as the island of Andros,
with the fleet, would be able to maintain itself without
Themistoclcs proposed to continue the chase, and then the aid of walls against the united strength of Peloto sail to the Hellespont and break down the
In this difficulty Themistocles advised
bridge. ponnesus.
Eurybiades opposed him, on the ground that there was them immediately to send away the Lacedaemonian
danger lest the Persians, being rendered desperate, ambassadors, to raise up the walls with the ytmost
might yet be successful ; and the Peloponnesians gen- possible celerity, men, women, and children joining in
erally agreeing with Eurybiades, the proposal was re- the work, and, choosing himself and some others as
On this, Themistocles persuaded the Atheni- ambassadors to Sparta, to send him thither at once, but
jected.
ans, who had been most eager for pursuit, to acqui- to detain his colleagues until the walls had attained a
esce
He was accordingly
while, if w^e believe in the motives commonly sufficient height for defence.
ascribed to him, he took advantage of the incident to sent to Lacedaemon, where he put oflf his audience
secure for himself, in case of banishment, a refuge in from day to day, excusing himself by saying that he
Persia, by sending a secret messenger to Xerxes, to waited for his colleagues, who were daily expected, and
inform him of the plan which had been proposed, and wondered that they were not come.
But when resay that Themistocles, through friendship to him, had ports arrived that the walls were gaining height, he
its
This view of the case, howev- bade the magistrates not to trust to rumour, but to send
procured
rejection.
some competent persons to examine for themselves.
It may be easily
er, can hardly be the correct one.
conceived that a man like Themistocles loved the arts They sent accordingly, and, at the same time, Themisin which he excelled for their own sake, and might ex- tocles secretly directed the Athenians to detam the
ercise the faculties with which he was pre-eminently Lacedaemonian commissioners, but with the least posIn devising a plan, sible show of compulsion, till himself and his colgifted upon very slight occasions.
conductmg an intrigue, surmounting a difficulty, in leagues should return. The latter were now arrived,
leadmg men to his ends without their knowledge and and brought news that the walls had gained the height
against their will, he might find a delight which might required : and Themistocles declared to the Lacedaemonians that Athens was already sufficiently fortified,
often be in itself a sufficient motive of action.
should be led, therefore, to suppose that this was the and that henceforth, if the Lacedaemonians and their
inducement which caused him to send this other secret allies had anything to do, they must do it as to persons
message to Xerxes. For that, in the very moment of able to judge both of the common interest and their own.
victory, when he had just risen to the highest degree The Spartans were secretly mortified at their failure,
of reputation and influence among his countrymen, he and probably not the less so from the consciousness
should have foreseen the changes which fortune had in that the attempt had been an unhandsome one but
store for him, and have conceived the thought of pro- their discontent did not break out openly, and the amNo
viding a place of refuge among the barbarians, to which bassadors on each part went home unquestioned
he might fly if he should be driven out of Greece, is a Greek had yet rendered services such as those of Theno Athenian except
conjecture that might very naturally be formed after mistocles to the common cause
the event, but would scarcely have been thought prob- Solon had conferred equal benefits upon Athens.
All Greece now resounded with the Themistocles was not unconscious of his own merit,
able before it.
fame of Themistocles. The deliverance just effected nor careful to suppress his sense of it. He was
was universally ascribed, next to the favour of the thought to indicate it too plainly when he dedicated
and when his temple above mentioned to Diana, and the offence
gods, to his foresight and presence of mind
the Grecian commanders met in the temple of Neptune was aggravated if he himself placed his statue there,
on the Isthmus, to award the palm of individual merit, where it was still seen in the days -of Plutarch, who
no one was generous enough to resign the first place pronounces the form no less heroic than the soul of the
to another, but most were just enough to award the man.
In the same spirit are several stories related by
second to Themistocles
Still higher honours, howPlutarch, of the indiscretion with which he sometimes
ever, awaited him from Sparta, a severe judge of Athe- alluded to the magnitude of the debt which his counnian merit.
He went thither, according to Plutarch, trymen owed him. He would seem, indeed, not to
till it was too late, that there are obliinvited
wishing, Herodotus says, to be honoured. have discovered,
The Spartans gave him a chaplet of olive leaves it gations which neither princes nor nations can endure,
was the reward they had bestowed on their own admi- and which are forfeited if they are not discharged.
while the teirors of
ral
Eurybiades.
They added a chariot, the best the After the battle of Salamis, and
still fresh, his influence at Athens
city possessed ; and, to distinguish him above all other the invasion were
1315
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was predominant, and his power consequently great
wherever the ascendancy of Athens was acknowledged and he did not always scrapie to convert the glory
with which he ought to have been satisfied into a
:

ostracism which he had himself before directed
against
He took up his abode at Argos, which he
had served in his prosperity, and which welcomed, if
not the saviour of Greece, at least the enemy of Sparta.
Here he was still residing, though he occasionally
visited other cities of the Peloponnesus, when Pausanias was convicted of his treason.
In searching for
Aristides.

source of petty profit.
Immediately after the retreat
of Xerxes, he exacted contributions from the islanders
who had sided with the barbarians, as the price of diAn- farther traces of his plot, the ephori found some parts
verting from them the resentment of the Greeks.
other opportunity for enriching himself he found in the of a correspondence between him and Themistocles,
factions by which many of the maritime states were which appeared to afford sufficient ground for
charging
divided.
Almost everywhere there was a party or in- the Athenian with having shared his friend's crime.

who needed the aid of his authority, and were They immediately sent ambassadors to Athens to acThemistocles, in cuse him, and to insist that he should be punished in
accumulated
have
short,
extraordinary wealth on a less than like manner with the partner of his guilt.
moderate fortune. When his troubles had commen- no reason to believe that there was any more solid
a
of
his
was
what
Plutarch relates ;
ced,
great part
property
secretly conveyed foundation for the charge than
mto Asia by his friends ; but that part which was dis- that Pausanias, when he saw Themistocles banished,
tovered and confiscated is estimated by Theopompus believing that he would embrace any opportunity of
At a hundred talents,
by Theophrastus at eighty; avenging himself on his ungrateful country, opened his
Themistocles thought it
though, before he engaged in public affairs, all he pos- project to him in a letter.
sessed did not amount to so much as three talents. the scheme of a madman, but one which he was not
He may
{Plut., Vit. Themist.y c. 25.)— But if he made some bound, and had no inducement, to reveal.
enemies by his selfishness, he provoked others, whose have written, though his prudence renders it improbaresentment proved more formidable, by his firm and ble, something that implied his knowledge of the seBut his cause was never submitted to an imparenlightened patriotism.
Sparta never forgave him the cret.
shame he brought upon her by thwarting her insidious tial tribunal his enemies were in possession of the
attempt to suppress the independence of her rival, and public mind at Athens, and officers were sent with the
he farther exasperated her animosity by detectmg and Spartans, who tendered their assistance, to arresi him
The Spar- and bring him to Athens, where, in the prevailing disbaffling another stroke of her artful policy.
tans proposed to punish the states which had aided the position of the
people, almost inevitable death awaited
This he foresaw, and determined to avoid. In
barbarians, or had abandoned the cause of Greece, by him.
depriving them of the right of being represented in the the Peloponnesus he could no longer hope to find a safe
Amphictyonic congress. By this measure, Argos, refuge. He sought it first in Corcyra, which was inThebes, and the northern states, which had hitherto debted to him for his friendly mediation in a dispute
composed the majority in that assembly, would have with Corinth about the Leucadian peninsula, and had,
been excluded from it, and the effect would probably by his means, obtained the object it contended for.
have been that Spartan infiuence would have prepon- The Corcyreans, however willing, were unable to shelderated there.
Themistocles frustrated this attempt ter him from the united power of Athens and Sparta,
by throwing the weight of Athens into the opposite and he crossed over to the opposite coast of Epirus.
scale, and by pointing out the danger of reducing the The Molossians, the most powerful people of this councouncil to an instrument in the hands of two or three try, were now ruled by a king named Admetus, whom
of its most powerful members.
The enmity which he Themistocles, in the day of his power, had thwarted in
thus drew upon himself would have been less honour- a suit which he had occasion to make to the AtheniTheable to him, if there had been any ground for a story, ans, and had added insult to disappointment.
which apparently was never heard of till it became mistocles adopted the desperate resolution of throwing
dividuals

willing to purchase his mediation.

We

:

current

among some

late

collectors of anecdotes,

from whom Plutarch received it it has been popular
because it seemed to illustrate the contrast between
the characters of Themistocles and Aristides, and to
Themisdisplay the magnanimity of the Athenians.
tocles is made to tell the Athenians that he has something to propose which will be highly beneficial to the
commonwealth, but which must not be divulged. The
people depute Aristides to hear the secret, and to judge
of the merit of the proposal.
Themistocles discloses
:

a plan for firing the allied fleet at Pagasae, or, according to another form of the story adopted by Cicero
{Off., 3, 11), the Lacedaemonian fleet at Gythium.
Upon this, Aristides reports to the assembled people
that nothing could

be more advantageous

to

Athens

than the counsel of Themistocles, but nothing more
The generous people redishonourable and unjust.
ject the proffered advantage, without even being

—

to inquire in what it consisted.
Themistowas gradually supplanted in public favour by men

tempted
cles

worthy indeed

to

be his

rivals,

but

who owed

their

victory less to their own merit than to the towering
He himself, as we have
pre-eminence of his deserts.
observed, seconded them by his indiscretion in their

endeavours to persuade the people that he had risen
too high above the common level to remain a harmless
that his was a case which callcitizen in a free state
ed for the extraordinary remedy prescribed by the laws
against the power and greatness of an individual which
:

threatened to overlay the young democracy.

condemned

to
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himself upon the mercy of this his personal enemy.
The king was fortunately absent from home when the
stranger arrived at his gate, and his queen Phthia, in
whom no vindictive feelings stifled her womanly compassion, received him with kindness, and instructed
him in the most effectual manner of disarming her hus-

band's resentment and securing his protection. When
Admetus returned, he found Themistocles seated at
his hearth, holding the young prince whom Phthia had

This among the iMolossians was
most solemn form of supplication, more powerful

placed in his hands.
the

among the Greeks. The king
he raised the suppliant with an assurance of protection, which he fulfilled, when the Athenian and Lacedaemonian commissioners dogged their
than the olive-branch

was touched

;

prey to his mansion, by refusing to surrender his guest.
Themistocles, however, would seem not to have intended to fix his abode among the Molossians, and he
had probably very early conceived the design of seekHe is said to
ing his fortune at the court of Persia.
have consulted the oracle at Dodona, perhaps less for
the answer seemed to
a direction than for a pretext
:

and Admetus, practising the
point to the great king
his guest with
hospitality of the heroic ages, supplied
the means of crossing over to the coast of the iEgean.
At the Macedonian port of Pydna he found a mer;

a narrow escape
chant-ship bound for Ionia, and, after
from the Athenian fleet, which was then besieging
Naxos, and to the coast of which island he had been
carried by a storm, Themistocles was safely landed in

temporary exile bv the same process of the harbour of Ephesus.

It

was by

letter that

he

first

THE

THEMISTOCLES.
to Artaxerxes, who was then on
In his cocnmunication ho acthrone.

made himself knowTi
the

Persian

knowledged the

evil

he had

inflicted

on the royal house

in the defence of his country, but claimed the merit of

having sent the timely warning by which Xerxes was
enabled to effect his retreat from Salamis in safety,
and of having diverted the Greeks from the design of
He ventured to add, that his perseintercepting him.
cution and exile were owing to his zeal for the interests of the King of Persia, and that he had the power
of proving his attachment by still greater services but
he desired that a year might be allowed him to acquire
the means of disclosing his plans in person.
His request was granted, and he assiduously applied himself
to study the language and manners of the country, with
which he became sufficiently familiar to conciliate the
favour of Artaxerxes by his conversation and address,
no less than by the promises which he held out, and
the prudence of which he gave proofs.
If we may believe Plutarch, he even excited the jealousy of the
Persian courtiers by the superior success with which
he cultivated their arts he was continually by the
king's side at the chase and in the palace, and was admitted to the presence of the king's mother, who honoured him with especial marks of condescension.
He
was at length sent down to the maritime provinces,
perhaps to wait for an opportunity of striking the blow,
by which he was to raise the power of Persia upon the
;

:

ruin of his country.
In the mean time, a pension was
conferred upon him in the Oriental form
three flour;

ishing towns were assigned to him for his maintenance,
of which Magnesia was to supply him with bread, Myus
with viands, and Lampsacus with the growth of her
celebrated vineyards.
He fixed his residence at Magnesia, in the vale of the Maeander, where the royal
grant invested him with a kind of princely rank.
There death overtook him, hastened, as it was commonly supposed, by his consciousness of being unable

1722.
Bremer's edition is little more
republished
than a reprint of this, Lemgov., 1776, 8vo.
(Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliograph., vol. 3, p. 661.)
a
celebrated
Greek
Bucolic
TheocrItos,
poet, a
native of Syracuse, who flourished under Ptolemy
Philadelphus, king of Egypt, and Hicro II. of SyraHe was instructed, in his earlier
cuse, B.C. 270.
years, by Asclepiades of Samos, and Philetas of Cos ;
subsequently he became the friend of Aratus, and passed a part of his days at Alexandrca, and the remainder in Sicily.
It has been supposed that he was stran*
gled by order of Hiero, king of Sicily, in revenge for
some satirical invectives ; but the passage of Ovid, on
in

which the supposition rests, mentions only " the Syracusan poet,*' and it does not follow that this was our
bard.
Theocritus distingnisbod
{Ovid, lb., 561.)
himself by hispoetical compositions, and has carried
Bucolic verse to its highest perfection.
No one of
those who have endeavoured to surpass him, whether
among the ancients or moderns, has been able to equal
his simplicity, his naivete, and his grace.
He is not,
however, free from the faults of his age, in which the
dechne of pure taste had already become apparent.
His Bucolics are written in the Doric dialect. They
consist of thirty poems, which bear the title of Idyls
(ElSvXXia), and twenty one other smaller pieces under the name of epigrams.
The thirty Idyls, howIt appears that they
by Theocritus.
had been composed by different poets, and united into
one body by some grammarians. These thirty pieces
are not all, strictly speaking, of the Bucolic order

ever, are not all

;

some appear to be fragments of epic poems two of
them would seem to resemble mimes several belong
;

—

;

to lyric poetry.
Theocritus has sometimes been censured for the rusticity, and even indelicacy, of some of
his expressions.
The latter charge admits of no deWith regard to the former, it must be observfence.
ed, that they who conceive that the manners and sentito perform the promises which he had made to the ments of shepherds should always be represented, not
king.
Thucydides, however, evidently did not believe as they are or have been in any age or country, but
the story that he put an end to his own life by poison. greatly embellished or refined, do not seem to have a
That fear of disappointing the Persian king should just idea of the nature of pastoral poetry. The Idyls
have urged him to such an act is indeed scarcely cred- of Theocritus are, in general, faithful copies of nature,
ible.
Yet we can easily conceive that the man who and his characters hold a proper medium between rude"
had been kept awake by the trophies of Miltiades, ness and refinement. The Epiihalamium of Helen,''
must have felt some bitter pangs when he heard of the one of the thirty, has been supposed to bear a resemrising glory of Cimon.
Though his character was not blance to the Song of Solomon. Some have conclu80 strong as his mind, it was great enough to be above ded from this that Theocritus was acquainted with the
The discussion is a very interesting one
the wretched satisfaction implied in one of Plutarch's latter piece.
anecdotes
since, if it can be shown that Thethat, amid the splendour of his luxurious for biblical critics
" How much we should ocritus knew of the
Song of Solomon, the commonly
table, he one day exclaimed,
have lost, my children, if we had not been ruined." received opinion, according to which this poem did not
It must have been with a far different feeling that he exist in Greek at the time of Theocritus (Ptolemy
to Attica, Philadelphus having only caused the Pentateuch to be
desired his bones to be

—

;

:

secretly conveyed
though the uncertainty which hangs over so many ac-

tions of his

life

extends to the fate of his remains.

A

monument was raised to him in the public
place at Magnesia ; but a tomb was also pointed out
by the seaside, within the port of Piraeus, which was
His descendgenerally believed to contain his bones.
splendid

ants continued to enjoy some peculiar privileges at
Magnesia in the time of Plutarch; but neither they
nor his posterity at Athens ever revived the lustre of
Themistocles died In his 65th year, about
his name.

449 B.C.
265, seqq)

History of
—{ThirlwaWs
There are certain

Greece, vol. 2,

letters

p.

which go under

of Themistocles, and which have come down
to our times.
These letters have been ascribed to the
Athenian commander of the same name, but without
sufficient evidence.
They are the production of some
one who has amused himself with this species of lit-

the

name

erary imposture, and has placed himself, in imagination, in the position occupied by the conqueror of Salamis, after he had experienced the ingratitude of his
countrymen. The deception is well kept up. The

bett edition

i*

that of Schoettgen, Lips.^ 1710, 8vo,

translated

into Greek),' is completely refuted.

Our

any investigation of this subject. It is
believed, however, that an examination of the point
will end in the conviction that Theocritus never saw
" The
the composition in question.
poetry of Theoc'*
is marked by the strength
ritus," observes Elton,
and vivacity of original genius. Everything is distinct
and peculiar ; everything is i.ndividuahzed ; and is
the eye and underbrought strongly and closely to
as to stamp the impression
standing of the reader, so
of reality.
His scenes of nature, and his men and
women, are equally striking for circumstance and manthe epithet picners, and may equally be described by
His humour is chiefly shown in the porturesque.
traiture of middle-rank city-life, where it abounds with

limits forbid

—

strokes of character that are not confined to ancient
times or national peculiarities, but suit all ages and all
He is not limited to rustic or comic diaclimates.
or incident, but passes with equal facility to re-

logue

and they who have heard
fined and elevated subjects
of Theocritus, will be unexpectonly of the rusticity
the delicacy of his thoughts, and tne
edly
'
^ struck bv
;
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richness and elegance of his fancy.

While some have

made coarseness an

objeciion to Theocritus, others
have affected to talk of his assigning to his goatherds
as if Theocritus were
sentiments above their station
not the best judge of the manners of his own country;

men.

If the allusion to tales of

mythology be meant,

these were doubtless familiar in the mouths, and current in the improvisi songs, of the peasants of Sicily.
They who, in conformity with the mawkish modern
theory of pastorals, sit in judgment to decide what idyls
are, and what are not,legitimate pastorals, may be told,
in the words of Pope on his own pastorals, while ironically depreciating them in comparison of those of
Philips, to which they are, in fact, inferior, that if certain idyls be not pastorals, they are something better.

the term idyl, among the Greeks, was miscellaneous and general.
It designated what we call Fugitive Poetry : and such also among the Latins are the
Thus, in TheocriEidyllia of Claudian and Ausonius.
tus, besides the country eclogue, we find under the title
of idyl the dramatic town eclogue, the epithalamium, the panegyric, and the tale of heroic mythology.

But

The
may

coarse indecency of allusion in some passages
be objected to with better reason
not as unsuitable to that innocence of an ideal golden age which
has been foolishly thought essential to pastoral
for
the only pastoral that has either value or intelligible
;

;

yet it contains many valuable documents, and some remarkable circumstances
which other ecclesiastical historians have omitted. He
wrote, besides his history, commentaries on the Scriptures, epistles, lives of famous anchorites, dialogues,
in chronological exactness,

books on heresy, and discourses on Providence and
His works have been edited by
against the pagans.
Sirmond and Gamier, Pans, 1642-84, 5 vols, fol.,
and also published at Halle, 1769-74, 5 vols. fol.

—

Theodorus,

I.

a philosopher, disciple of Anicerris,

and a native of Cyrene. For the freedom with which
he spoke concerning the gods, he was stigmatized with
the name of atheist, and banished from Cyrene.
He
took refuge in Athens
but his impiety would have
proved fatal to him, had not Demetrius Phalereus inUnder his protection he gained
terposed in his favour.
access to the court of Ptolemy Lagi.
Venturing,
;

after a long interval, to return to

Athens,

related

it is

hemlock; but whether his offence was, in reality, atheism, or whether it was merely contempt for the Grecian superstitions, has been
that he suffered death by

much
196.)

Hist.

vol.

Philos.,
{Enfield,
—disputed.
as he
A rhetorician of Gadara,
II.

or,

is

1,

p.

more

commonly called, of Rhodes. He was the preceptor
of Tiberius, who was afterward emperor, and hit off
his character so well when he described him as a mixture of mud and blood {tttjIov aifiart 7r£<jwpa/ievov).

properly, a representation of common life,
meaning
rural manners, and rural scenes as they are; but these
They show
passages are objectionable in every sense.

Suidas, however, ascribes these words to Alexander
ofiEgae when speaking of Nero. {Sueton., Vil. Tib.,
c. 57.)
According to Qumtilian, Theodorus wrote
but it is character that were better several works (3, 1, 18).
His writings, which have
character, indeed
hidden the depraved grossness of manners corrupted, perished, were recommended by Dio Chrysostomus
and of human nature degenerated." {Specimens of as models of style. {Dio Chrys., nep} "koy. ugk.
is,

;

:

—

—

The best editions
the Classic Poets, vol. 1, p. 241.)
of Theocritus are, that of Wharton, Oxon., 1770, 2
that of Valckenaer, L. Bat., 1773, &c., 8vo ;
that of Gaisford, in the Poetae Minores {Oxon., 181620, 4 vols. 8vo), and that of Kiessling, Lips., 1819,
vols. 4to

;

8vo, republished, along with Heindorf's Bionand MosII. An
chus, by Valpy, Lond.^ 1829, 2 vols. 8vo.
epigraminaiic poet, a native of Chios, who flourished
in the time of Alexander.
(Consult Alhenctus, 6, p.
231, cd. Schweigh vol. 2, p. 386, and Scholly Hist.

—

,

Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 125.)
Thkooectks, I. a Greek orator

and poet of Phaselis in Pamphylia, son of Aristander, and disciple of
He wrote 50 tragedies, besides other works,
Isocrates.
He was one of those
of which some fragments exist.
selected by Queen Artemisia to deliver funeral euloand, accordgies on her deceased husband Mausolus
ing to one account, he gained the prize in a dramatic
contest connected with the funeral obsequies of the
He died at Athens, at the age of 41. {Suid.,
prince.
II. A son of the
s. V. QeodtKTTjc)
preceding, and a
He wrote a eulogy on Alexander of Epirhetorician.
rus, and also historical commentaries, as well as other
works.
{Suid., s. v.)
;

—

Theodora, wife

of the

Emperor

Justinian.

{Vid.

Justinianus.)

Theouoretus, one of the Greek fathers, a native
He was
of Antioch, and a disciple of Chrysostom.
made bishop of Cyrrhus, in Syria, A.D. 420, and, after
having favoured the opinions of Nesiorius, he wrote
His zeal for the Catholic faith
against thai heresiarch.
rendered him obnoxious to the Eutychians, by whom

Gesch. Gr. Lit., vol. 2, p. 529.)— III. A writer on architecture.
(Consult the remarks of Pinder ii{
Scholl, Gesch. Gr. Lit, yo\. 3, p. 601.)— IV. A Greek

Schm,

monk, surnamed Prodromus, who
part of the 12th century.
only a part of which have

He

has

lived in the early
left

been edited.

various poems,
He is the au-

thor, also, of a very poor romance, entitled "The Loves
of Rhodanthe and Dosicles."
There is only one edition of this work, that of Gaulman, Paris, 1625, 8vo.
Theodosia, a town on the southeast side of the

Tauric Chersonese, called also Capha, now Caffa or
Feodosia.
{Mela, 2, 1.)
Theodosiopolis, I. a town of Armenia, built by
It was situate east of Arze, on the rivTheodosius.
er Araxes, and was a frontier town of the lower emIt is now called Hassan-Cala, and otherwise
pire.
Cali-cala, or the Beautiful Castle.
{Procop., Pers.,
1, \0.—Id., de jEdif, 3, 5.)— II. Another in MesoIts previous name
potamia, on the river Chaboras.
was Resaina, and it was founded by a colony in the
Hence it was sometimes
reign of Septimius Severus.
The modcalled Colonia Seplimia Resainesiorum.
ern name Ras-ain is one of Arabic origin, and signifies the fountain of a river, in allusion to the numerThe ancient name Reous springs which are here.
saina was in all probability of similar origin, and was

merely retained when the
'

here.

{Amm.

Roman

Marcell., 23, 14.

Worterh. der Geogr.,

Theodosius,

I.

p.

made
— Bischoff und Mbller,
settlement was

344.)

a distinguished officer in the reign

of Valentinian I., whose brave and skilful conduct
He was unpreserved Britain and recovered Africa.
after the latjustly put to death by Gratian, shortly

in the synod which they held at EpheII. Flavins, surnamed
sus ; but he was restored to his diocese by the council ter's accession to the throne
" the
of Chalcedon, A.D. 421.
Great," a celebrated Roman emperor, son of the
Nothing is known of his
He was invested with the imperial purple
farther history, except that he was alive till after A.D. preceding.
He is the author of a history commencing A.D. by Gratian, who made him his colleague, and gave
460.
324, where that of Eusebius ends, and continued down him the eastern empire, with the addition of Illyricum.
The best edition is that of Reading, Theodosius, thus raised to a share of the sovereign
to A.D. 429.
Theodoret bears a high rank among authority, speedily showed himself worthy of the high
Cant., 1720, fol.
the commentators on the Scriptures for the purity of trust committed to him, that of restoring the fortunes
The courage of the Romans had
his style.
Occasionally, however, he abounds too of a falling empire.
much with metaphors. His work is rather deficient been so much shaken by a recent defeat near Adrian-

he was deposed
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opolis, in which the Emperor Valens and ahnost two
thirds of his army were slain by the Goths, that The-

deem

odosius did not

engagement with

the

it

gradually

restored to

hazard a general
Faforces, harassed the enemy,

prudent

same

own

bius, he saved
taught his men that the
his

foe

;

to

but, like another

Goths were not invincible, and
them their courage, perfected by

improved discipline and temperate caution. At length
Fritigern, the hostile leader, died, and the Goths, having no longer a chief capable of controlling the haughof their ill-compacted confederty subordinate leaders
acy, became disunited, and one by one submitted to
the superior skill, policy, and authority of Theodosius.
Great numbers of them received the pay and were incorporated into the armies of that empire which they
had recently been on the brink of destroying, and the

dominion.

But, being perfectly persuaded of the ne
emperor in each of the imperial cities, he
assigned to his younger son Honorius the
of

cessity of an

sceptre

the Western empire, and associated Arcadius the elder with himself in the East.
Scarcely had be com
pleted this arrangement, when his constitution, which
had always been feeble, overtasked with the ezertions
of this
campaign and the cares of state, yielded to tho
shock, and he expired, to the universal regret of the
empire, which beheld the splendour of the Roman
name passing away with him, its last great emperor.
This event took place A.D. 395. Theodosius, at the
time of his death, was 60 years of
age, and had reigiied
16 years.
Few of the Roman emperors, indeed, died
more lamented than Theodosius the Great. His sincere attachment to Christianity, and the efTorts which
he made to farther its
contributed, it is

remainder voluntarily engaged to defend the Danube
progress,
true,
Thus, in about four years, the very materially to the advancement of his fame among
Eastern Empire was rescued from the most formida- a large and influential class of his subjects ; but hia
ble danger by which it had ever been assailed, and character, on other accounts, exhibited so
many points
seemed once more in a state of security. While The- deserving of applause, that even the most determined
thus
another
of
his enemies
odosius was
employed,
calamity befell the
among pagan writers are compelled to
Western Empire. Maximus revolted against Gratian, acknowledge his merits, and to praise the mild and imand the latter, who was then in Gaul, having fled to- partial spirit in which he conducted his government.
wards Italy, was overtaken and put death at Lugdu- The welfare of his people seems to have supplied the
num. The death of this prince left his young brother, ruling motive of his policy in peace and in war ; and,
Valentinian II., nominal emperor of the West, though although bred a soldier and desirous of military glory,
Theodosius he on all occasions appeared more willing to sacrifice
the usurper Maximus assumed that title.
was obliged to conceal his resentment against the his reputation for courage than to earn the renown of
murderer of his benefactor, not being yet in a condition a hero at the expense of life and property. The greatto quit his own dominions; and he even entered into a est stain, perhaps, which attaches to his character, is
treaty with him, leaving him in undisputed possession the severity which he employed in punishing a popular
But Maximus, encouraged by insurrection which had taken place at Thessalonica.
of Gaul and Britain.
the success with which his rebellion had been attended, This event occurred A.D. 390.
The origin of the caresolved to deprive Valentinian of even the nominal tastrophe was in itself very trivial, being simply the
power which he enjoyed in Italy. Unable to defend imprisonment of a favourite charioteer of the circus.
his territories, the latter fled to Theodosius and be- This provocation, added to some former disputes, S9
sought his aid. Theodosius, thereupon, having com- inflamed the populace, that they murdered their governpleted the pacification of his own dominions, immedi- or and several of his oflficers, and dragged their manThe resentment of
ately marched against the usurper, defeated him in two gled bodies through the mire.
successive engagements, and, his own troops having Theodosius was natural and merited, but the manner
Valentinian II. in which he displayed it was in the highest degree inyielded him up, put him to death.
human. An invitation was given, in the emperor's
was thus restored to the throne of the Western empire
a throne which his weak character did not enable him name, to the people of Thessalonica, to an exhibition
to fill and to defend.
Theodosius, after his triumph at the circus; and, when a great concourse had assemover Maximus, resolved to visit Rome, and aid his im- bled, they were massacred by a body of barbarian solthe abuses prevalent in that diery, to the number, according to the lowest compuperial pupil in reforming
This visit is mentioned on account of the de- tation, of 7000, and to the highest, of 15,000. For
city.
crees published by Theodosius for the complete sup- this atrocious proceeding, Ambrose, with great courand propriety, refused him communion for eight
pression of idolatrous worship at Rome. All sacrifices age
were prohibited under heavy penalties, the idols were months, a sentence to which the repentant emperor
It ought, however, in jusdefaced, and the temples of the gods were abandoned was compelled to submit.
These decrees met but a fee- tice to be remembered, that the resentment of Theoto ruin and contempt.
dosius
time
dated
was
inflamed by the misrepresentations of hia
the
ble resistance, and from that
may be
complete and final overthrow of pagan idolatry in minister Rufinus and also that, after the first burst of
of
the
which
thus
ChrisRome. Having
passion
completed
triumph
accompanied the fatal order had been allowed to subside, he sent a messenger to countermand
tianity over paganism, Theodosius returned to the
East, and employed himself in the kindred task of put- it, who unfortunately did not arrive until the repentance
heresies of the Church, and estab- of his master could be of no possible avail.
(Hetkting an end to the
of the orthodox over the Arian eringtons History of Rome, p. 254, seqq.
Encyclop.
lishing the predominance
Valentinian II. had but a short time recovered Metropol., div. 3, vol. 3, p. 238.)— III. The second
party.
possession of the empire of the West, when he was emperor of the name, was the son of Arcadius, emperor
murdered by Arbogastes, a Frank of a bold and war- of the West, and grandson of the preceding. His falike character, who had obtained a great ascendancy ther died when he was only eight years of age but the
over him.
Arbogastes did not himself assume the minority of the prince was faithfully directed by the
whose excellent
purple, but gave it to Eugenius, deeming it more safe wisdom of Anthemius, the praefect,
to possess the power than the name of emperor.
The- abilities were not unequal to the arduous task commitit
But he found
odosius once more prepared to avenge the murder of a ted to his care.
expedient, either
He raised a powerful army, forced the with the view of removing jealousy, or of gratifymg
colleague.
the sister of the young empasses of the Alps, encountered the army of the usurp- the ambition of Pulcheria,
Eu- peror, to associate her in the management of aflairs ;
er, and inflicted on him a decisive overthrow.
two years older than Theodogenius was killed by his own defeated troops and Ar- for, though she was only
the
resentment of the victor, died sius, her mind was much more mature and vigorous,
against the Huns.

;

;

—

;

;

bogastes, fearing
by his own hand.

just

The whole Roman empire might and

in all

take a share in the
respects better fitted to

have been once more reunited under one imperial duties of government. At the age of sixteen, accordPulshe was saluted with the title of Augusta.
sovereign, had TheodosiusMeen ambitious of that sole ingly,
*
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arrayed in female attire,

in fact,

was

the

chena,
though
only individual among the descendants of Theodosius
who exhibited any tokens of his manly spirit. She superintended at the same time the education of her
brother, whose mind she soon discovered to be incapable of rising above the mere forms of polished life
and for this reason alone, it has been candidly supposed,
she limited her instructions to those external observances which might quaUfy him to represent the majesty of the East, while the real authority and patronage of office might still be retained in her own hands.
She even chose a wife for him in the person of Eudo;

an Athenian maid, who first presented herself at
court as a suppliant, and who, as the consort of Theodosius, was destined to experience a great variety of
The reign of Theodofortune.
{Vid. Eudocia I.)
sius, therefore, was virtually that of Anthemius and
Pulcheria.
The principal event during its continuance was the invasion of the Huns under the celebrated Attila, who carried fire and sword to the very
gates of Constantinople, and only granted peace on
conditions most favourable to himself and humiliaTheodosius met his death by a
ting to the empire.
fall from his horse in hunting,
450.
In the
reign of this emperor was compiled the Theodosian
Code, consisting of all the constitutions of the Christian emperors, from Constantine the Great to his own
cia,

—

AD.

— IV.
32.)

lime.
A
(Heinecc, Antiq. Rom., poosm.
mathematician of Tripolis, in Lydia, who flourished
under
the
about
A.D. 100.
Emperor Trajan,
probably
He wrote three books on the doctrine of the sphere, of
which Ptolemy and succeeding writers availed themselves.
They were translated by the Arabians into
their language from the Greek, and afterward transThe best edition is
lated from the Arabic into Latin.
that of

Hunt, 8vo, Oxon., 1707.

Theognis, a native of Megara,

in

Greece, born B.C.

who attained to the age of eighty-eight years.
one of the Greek Gnomic poets. Theognis was
exiled from Megara for his political sentiments, and retired in consequence to Thebes, where he took up his
583, and

He

is

He was a

considerable traveller for those days,
man of the world, and, as it should
seem, of pleasure too ; and his pithy maxims upoti public factions and private quarrels, debtors and creditors,
drinking, dressing, and spending, seem the fruits of personal experience, the details of which other parts of his

abode.
a

warm

politician, a

If we understand
poetry very sufficiently celebrate.
"Suidas correctly, there existed in his time three col1. Miscellaneous Gnolections of Theognidean verse
:

there has been an utter confusion, and we must nov»
take it as it is, without vainly endeavouring to pick out
and sort the different ingredients which enter into its

{Quarterly Review, No. 95, p. 89, seqq.)
ancient authors accuse Theognis of disseminating immoral voluptuousness in the guise of mora!
precept.
Nothing of this kind appears in those relics
of his poetry which have reached us,
though little can

composition.
—
Some

be said

for

many

His ver-

of his notions of morality.

ses, indeed, like those of Hesiod, were learned by rote
in the schools ; but with this application of thern a

modern moralist would

readily dispense.

The

versi^

Theognis is marked in general by rhythmical fluency and metrical neatness.
The best edi-

fication of

tions of

—

are, that of Brunck, in the Poeta
Bekker, JJps., 1815, 8vo and esWelcker, Franco/., 1826, 8vo. {Hoff

Theognis

Gnomici

that of

;

pecially that of

;

mann. Lex. Bibliogr., vol. 3, p. 705.)
Theon, I. a native of Smyrna, who probably lived
about the

commencement

of the second century of our
a Platonist in his tenets, and wrote a
treatise on the works of Plato, so far as they related

He was

era.

to four branches of

mathematical science; namely, ge-

We

have
ometr)', arithmetic, music, and astronomy.
only remaining the part that relates to arithmetic and
It was lirst
pubUshed in 1644, with notes by
Another edition appeared in
Bouillaud, Paris, 4to.
1827, with annotations by De Gelder, Liigd. Bat.,
8vo.
II. A native of Alexandrea,
contemporary with
Pappus, taught mathematics in the capital of Egypt,
and flourished towards the end of the fourth century of
our era.
Theon observed a solar and lunar eclipse
365.
have from his pen a "Commentary
on the Elements of Euclid," under the title of 2vvovaiai {Conferences), unless, indeed, this work is by

music.

—

We

AD.

Euclid himself, in which case Theon will only have
He afterward composed
given a revised edition of it.
Commentaries {'E^TjyTJaei^) on the manual tables of
Ptolemy, on the Almagest of the same writer, and on
the poems of Aratus.
As to the Commentary on
the Almagest, it must be remarked that the labours of
Theon do not extend farther than the first two books,
on the fourth, on a. part of the fifth, on books 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10, and on the 13th. The commentary on the third
book is by Nilus Cabasilas
the commencement of
;

that on the fifth by Pappus.
The commentary of Theon on Euclid is found in the editions of the latter.
That on the Almagest has only been printed twice
;

namely, in the edition of the latter work by Grynaeus
and Camerarius, Basil., 1538", fol., and separately,
with a French translation, by the Abbe Halma, Paris,
The scholia on Aratus, which have come
1821. 4to.
down to us in a very interpolated state, are found in
the editions of that poet.
The commentary on the ta-

mic elegies, to the number of 2900 lines. 2. A Gnomology of the same sort, addressed to Cyrnus. 3.
The total
Other didactic and admonitory poems.
number of lines constituting the mixed mass which
we now have under the name of Theognis, inclusive of bles of Ptolemy was first given entire by Halma, Paris,
Before this only two fragments had been pubthe 159 new verses discovered by Bekker, in 1815, in 1821.
a Modena manuscript, amounts to 1392 or thereabout. lished.
{Schbll, Hist.' Lit. Gr., vol. 7, p. 49.)
Theophanes, I. a Greek historian, born at MytiThey are all exclusively in elegiac metre, but are eviHe was very intimate with Pompey, and from
dently a farrago huddled together from the voluminous lene.
and also, in numerous in- his friendship with the Roman general his countryoriginals anciently existing,
stances, ignorantly interpolated with passages from the men derived many advantages.
Theophanes wrote a
"
It must, indeed,
and Mimnermns.
History of the wars of the Romans in various counelegies of Solon
that
to
the
under
of
obvious
the
command
be immediately
reader,
poems, or, tries,
Pompey." Of this work

—

rather, verses consisting of so many hundreds of gnomic couplets like these, could no more be expected to
down the stream of time entire than a ship without

go

;
quotation alone would infallibly break the conof the lines ; and intentinuity, or, rather, collocation
tional compilations of passages, having a generally sim-

bolts

the loss of such
tendency, would almost ensure
were not included in any of the larger selecIn the now existing Theognis, Cyrnus is certions.
addressed but Polypaetainly the person principally

ilar

parts as

;

des is also not unfrequently named, and Simonides,
Onomacritus, Clearistus, Dernocles, Academus, and
Timagoras are mentioned ; it is clear, therefore, that
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there remain only a few fragments, quoted by Strabo,
Plutarch, and Stobaeus. Plutarch gives him a very unfavourable character for historic veracity.
{Plut., Vit.
He was of a rich
II.
Byzantine historian.
Pomj). )

—

A

and noble family, and turned monk.

When

Nicepho-

exiled by the Emperor Leo the Arminian, Theophanes paid him extraordinary honours, and was himself banished to the isle of

rus, patriarch of Constantinople,

was

His Chronicle,
Samothrace, where he died in 818.
exbeginning where that of Syncellus terminated, was
It is valtended to the reign of Michael Curopalata.
weak
and
but
the
uable for its facts,
credulity
displays
judgment of a superstitioi^ mind. It was printed at
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THE0PHRASTU8.

Paris with a Latin version, and the notes of F. Goar,
under the care of Combefis, in 1685, fol.
Theoi'Hilus, I. the associate of Tribonian and Dorotheus
compiling the Institutes, of which work he
has left a Paraphrase in Greek, a production of great
of Roman law.
He also
utility for the knowledge
wrote a commentary, in the same language, on the
The best
Pandects, of which some fragments remain.
edition of Theophilus is that of Reilz, Hag. Com.,

m

ly appeared, as Aristotle had done, in an elegant dreat,
and was very attentive to the graces of elocution.
He lived to the advanced age of eighty-five. To-

wards the close of his life he grew exceedingly infirm,
and was carried to the school on a couch.
He expressed great regret on account of the shortness of
life
and complained that nature had given long life to
stags and crows, to whom it is of so little value, and
had denied it to man, who, in a longer duration, might
II. A piiysician who flourished under have been able to attain the summit of science ; but
1751, 4to.
630.
He wrote a treatise -rzeftl now, as soon as he arrives in sight of it, is taken
Heraclius about A.D.
ovpuv (De Unnis), the best edition of which is that away.
Theophrastus wrote many valuable works,
The some of which have come down to us. His principal
of Guidot, Lugd. Bat., 1703, 8vo, and 1731.
best edition of another work of his, on the Human work of a philosophical, or, rather, ethical character, la
Frame, is that of Morel), Paris, 1556, Svo.— III. A entitled 'KdiKoi XapaKrijpeg {*' Moral Characters''*)^
We rnu.st take care not to be misbishop of Antioch, ordained to that see in 168 or 170 in thirty chapters.
A.D. In his zeal for orthodoxy, he wrote against led by this title ; no moral characters appear in the
Marcion, and also against Hermogenes, and he com- work, but the author merely traces such as are of a
Hence Schneider, one of the ediposed other tracts, some of which are preserved. ridiculous stamp.
We have extant also three books against Autolycus. tors of Theophrastus, has been led to the opinion, that
These works display, it is said, the earliest example the Characters of Theophrastus, as we now have them,
of the use of the term " Trinity," as applied to the are only extracts from different moral works pubbshed
His work against Au- by the philosopher extracts made at diflferent times
three persons of the Godhead.
He founds this supposition
tolycus was published by Conrad Gesner, at Zurich, and by diflferent persons.
" CharIt was annexed, also, to the Supplement of on the unconnected style so prevalent in the
in 1546.
1624.
on
forms
of
Patrum
in
the
the Biblioiheca
acters,"
expression which often occur
Thkophrastus, a Greek philosopher, a native of there, and on the following inscription or title of a
He was born B.C. manuscript 'Y.k rdv QEO<f>pdcrrov XapaKv^puv (" EjEresos in the island of Lesbos.
Thia
382, and received the first rudiments of education un- tracts from the Characters of Theophrastus^^).
3er Alcippus, in his own country, after which he was opinion, however, of Schneider has found many opMore unanimity prevails among critics relsenJt by his father, who was a wealthy man, to Athens,
ponents.
and there became a disciple of Plato, and, after his ative to the spuriousness of the preface. Its style,
Under these eminent masters, totally different from that of the rest of the work and
death, of Aristotle.
;

—

—

;

:

blessed by nature with a genius capable of excelling in
every liberal accomplishment, he made great progress
It was on account
both in philosophy and eloquence.
of his high attainments in the latter that, instead of
Tyrtamus, his original name, he was called, as some
say, by his master, but more probably by his own followers, Euphrastus (" the fine speaker"), and subseWhen
quently Theophrastus (" the divine speaker").
he undertook the charge of the Peripatetic school, he

conducted it with such high reputation that he had
about two thousand scholars
among whom were
Nicomachus, the son of Aristotle, whom his father had
;

intrusted by will to his charge

;

Erasistratus, a cele-

and Demetrius Phalereus, who rebrated physician
His erudition and
sided with him in the same house.
eloquence, united with engaging manners, recommended him to the notice of Cassander, and also of
;

who invited him to visit Eg)'pt. So great a
was he among the Athenians, that, when one
enemies accused him of teaching impious doc-

Ptolemy,
favourite

of his

trines, the accuser himself escaped with difficulty the
punishment which he endeavoured to bring upon TheoUnder the archonship of Xenippus, B.C.
phrastus.

—

305, Sophocles, the son of Amphiclides. obtained a
decree (upon what grounds we are not informed), making it a capital offence for any philosopher to 0})en a
from the senpublic school without an express license
ate.

Upon

this all the philosophers left the city.

But

the next year, the person who had proposed the law
was himself fined five talents, and the philosophers re-

turned with great public applause to their respective
schools.
Theophrastus, who had suffered, with his
brethren, the persecution inflicted by this oppressive
decree, shared the honour of the restoration, and continued his debates and instructions in the Lyceum.
Theophrastus is highly celebrated for his industry,

—

learning, and eloquence, and for his generosity and
He is said twice to have freed his counpublic spirit.

from the oppression of tyrants. He contributed
towards defraying the expenses attending the
public meetings of the philosophers, which were held,
not for the sake of show, but for learned and ingenious conversation.
In the public schools he common-

try

liberally

8E

of the other writings of Theophrastus ; the errors in
dates ; the mention made of his children ; in fine, the

passage where Theophrastus is made to say that, after having carefully compared the good and the bad,
he has believed it to be his duty to commit to writing
an account of the mode of life accustomed to be
pursued by each, and to arrange them into classes
(whereas he merely gives ridiculous characters, and
his portraits oflfer neither vices nor their opposite virtues), all these circumstances combined make a very
of the preface in
strong case against the authenticity
The " Characters" of Theophrastus stand
question.
This rank is due to them
very high as a classic work.
for the purity of the style and its great precision, as
well as from the exactness and fidelity of the portraits.
Theophrastus has sketched with admirable art the various figures which he had proposed to represent on hia
moral canvass his designs are executed with a perand his numerous imitators, among whom
fect finish
La Bruyere stands most conspicuous, will never conceal from view and produce a forgetfulness of the
must not, however,
beauties of their original.
work that delicacy of taste,
bring to the perusal of this
and that general tone of feeling which result from the
:

;

We

present relations of society

;

we must remember

that

amid a licenTheophrastus selects his portraits from
have also, under the name of
tious democracy.
Theophrastus, "^ book or fragment of Mctaphysic*^
(Twv /ieru ra dvaiKa airoairaafiuriov ^ fiiBXiov a).

— We

—

author of a trea-

Theophrastus is also regarded as the
of
tise, Uepl Aiadrjaeuc (" On Perception'*), treating
the senses, the imagination, and the understanding.
This work has come down to us, and also a commenform of a paraphrase, by Priscian
tary upon it, in the
of Lydia, who lived in the sixth century.— Porphyry,
in his commentary on the Harmonica of Ptolemy, has
of the second
preserved for us an interesting fragment
book of Theophrastus' treatise on Music. A loss
which we have much to regret is that of three works
kind of
of Theophrastus on Laws, which made a
The
treatise on Politics.
appendage to Aristotle's
of those productions was entitled Uepl Jiofium
first
the second, Nofiuv Kara Groixdov nif
(" Of
^ Laws**) ;
1331
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(" Twenty -four books of Laws, in Alphabetical order''); and the third, Hepl ^o/ioderuv {'" Of LegislaStobaeus cites a fragment of
tors''''), in four books.
Athenaeus nnentions other works also
the first work.
of Theophrastus, on Flattery, Pleasure, Happiness,

'

which are now

lost.

— Independently,

6cc.,
however,
of his metaphysical, ethical, and political speculations,
turned
his
attention
to
also
Theophrastus
Mineralogy
and Botany. As the philosopher of Stagira is the
father of Zoology, so is Theophrastus to be regarded
His vegetable physiology
as the parent of Botany.
he had even a
contains some very just arrangements
Of the nuglimpse of the sexual system in plants.
merous works on natural history written by Theophras1. Hepl
tus, the following alone remain
<f>VT(Jv lgto:

—

:

and even wished to put him to death. It was in accordance with the advice of Isocrates that
Theopompus undertook to write a continuation of the history of

He added, in the first place, according
Thucydides.
some, an eighth book to the work, which the histohad left incomplete.
After this he composed a
History of Greece ('EA/l7?vi«d) in eleven books, and
an abridgment of Herodotus in two books.
He also
wrote a history of Philip, father of Alexander the
Of these 58 there were still exGreat, in 58 books.
The patriarch,
isting 53 in the time of Photius.
however, makes us acquainted with the contents merely of the twelfth book, which embraced the history of
He informs us that the HisPacorus, king of Egypt.
tory of Philip contained very many digressions, and that
to

rian

pia^ (" On the History of Plants^^), in ten, or, rather, Philip, the king of Macedon, who was defeated by the
in nine books, for the ancients knew only nine, and the Romans, having caused all that did not relate to the
pretended fragment of a tenth book, as found in the father of Alexander to be thrown out, there remained
manuscripts, is only a repetition of a passage in the merely what would amount in the whole to 16 books.
This history of plants is a complete system of The ancient writers blame Theopompus for a certain
ninth.
2. Ilepl (^vrLKuv ahtiov {''• Of the harshness and illiberality in his remarks
ancient botany.
but Dionyscauses of Plants"), in ten books, of which only six ius of Halicarnassus, on the other hand, praises the
have come down to us. It is a system of botanical order and perspicuity that appeared in his works and
3. Ilepl Aiduv {'^ Of Stoncs^^).
This he commends, too, the long preparatory toil through
physiology.
work proves that, after the time of Theophrastus, which he went before entering on the composition of
have also other treatises his work, and the researches which he made, and the
mineralogy retrograded.
of his, on Odours, Winds, Prognostics of the Weather, pains he took to confer with those who had been eyedec, and various fragments of works in natural his- witnesses of some of the events that he described.
In speaking afterward of the History of Philip, Diotory, on Animals that change Colour, on Bees, &c.
All these fragments have been preserved for us by nysius also makes the following remarks in relation to
Photius.
The best edition of the works of Theo- his general manner, which may serve in some degree,
phrastus is that of Schneider, Lips., 1818-1821, 5 perhaps, to explain the charge of harshness and of ilThe treatise on Stones has been translated liberal feeling accustomed to be brought against this
vols. 8vo.
" Not content with
into English by Sir John Hill, and is accompanied by historian
relating whatever has
The best edi- passed before the eyes of the world, Theopompus penvery useful notes, Land., 1777, 8vo.
tions of the "Characters" are, that of Casaubon, L. etrates to the inmost souls of his principal actors, scruthat of Fischer, Coburg, 1763, 8vo ; tinizes narrowly their most secret intentions, removes
Bat., 1592, 8vo
and that of Ast, Lips., 1816, 8vo. This last, criti- the mask from them, and brings forward into open day
those vices which their hypocrisy had hoped to concally speaking, is perhaps the best.
Theoi'hvl ACTUS, I. SiMOCATTA, a Byzantino histo- ceal. Hence some have charged him with calumniaHis history of the reign of the Emperor Mau- ting, because he has blamed boldly what deserved to
rian.
rice is comprehended in eight books, and terminates be blamed, and has lessened the glory which surIn my opinion, however,
with the massacre of this prince and his children by rounded some individuals.
Casaubon considers this writer one of the he has merely done what physicians do, who apply the
Phocas.
He wrote also steel and the fire to those parts that are diseased and
best of the later Greek historians.
other works, some of which have reached us.
The gangrenous, in order to save those that are healthy
best edition of his history is that of Fabrotti, Paris, and sound.
As for his diction, it is altogether like

—

;

—

;

— We

—

—

:

;

—

.

The

best edition of his Physical Questions
and Epistles is that of Boissonade, Paris, 1835, 8vo.
n. One of the Greek fathers, who flourished A.D.

1648.

fol.

—

1070.
Dupin observes that his Commentaries are
very useful for the literal explanation of the Scripand Dr. Lardner remarks that he quotes no
tures
forged writings or apocryphal books of the New Testament, many of which he excludes by his observa;

tions

on John,

1754

to

31-34, that Christ wrought no miracle in his infancy, or before the time of his public
His works were edited at Venice, 4 vols.,
rainisiry.
1,

1763.

a name given to Antioch because the
received their name there.
Theopompus, I. a king of Sparta, of the family of the
Proclidae, who distinguished himself by the many new
He died after a long and
regulations he introduced.
H.
Greek historian, a napeaceful reign, B.C. 723.
360.
about
B.C.
His father, Damtive of Chios, born
of
an
became
asistratus,
strong dislike to his felobject

Theopoms,

Christians

first

—

A

that of Isocrates, pure, clear, noble, elevated, flowing,
full of sweetness and harmony."
(Dion. Hal, Ep.
ad On. Pomp.— Op., ed. Reiske, vol. 6, p. 783.)— It
to
the latter part of
would be wrong in us to oppose

eulogium the criticism of Longinus (^ 42) on a
passage of Theopompus, because there is a wide difference between blaming an isolated phrase employed
this

The reby a writer, and censuring his general style.
proach uttered by Longinus agrees rather with what
the rhetorician Hermogenes also condemned, namely,
too great a fondness for digressions, and a relating,
sometimes, of things actually silly in their nature.
Vet. Script. Censura, ed. Reiske, vol. 5, p. 429.)
Cornelius Nepos has made much use of Theopompus,
of the most
although he calls him and Timaeus two
" duo maledicentissimi."
( Vit.
calumniating of men,
From an observation, moreover, made
Alcib., 11, 1.)
a
been
to
have
very vain
by Photius, he would appear
writer, and to have regarded those who had gone before him as not worthy even of the second rank.

{De

low-citizens on account of his attachment to Sparta, {Phot., Cod, 176; vol. l,p. 121, ed. Bekk.)—]n 1803,
and was eventually exiled, together with his son. The Koch announced a critical edition of the fragments of
latter came to Athens, and there had for an instructer Theopompus as about to appear, in a dissertation enAt the age of 45, Theo- titled " Prolegomena ad Theopompum Chium,'" Stetthe celebrated Isocrates.
pompus returned to his native city, on the recommend- tini, 4to. The promised edition, however, has never
but after the death of appeared.
Frommel subsequently reunited the fragation of Alexander the Great
He then retired ments of the Abridgment of Herodotus in a dissertathat prince he was again driven out.
" De
to Egypt, but was badly received by Ptolemy I., who tion bearing the title
Thcopompi Chii Epitomaand trouble-making man, Herodotea" It is found in Creuzer's Meletemata
regarded him as an
;

intriguing
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vol. 3, p.

tion of

135-170.

THE

In 1829, the

first

complete edi-

the fragments appeared from the Leyden
a life of
press, with notes,
Theopompus, &.C., by
8vo.
Wichers.
179,
{SchoU, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2,
ail

— Hoffmann, Lex. Bibliograph.,

p.
vol. 3, p. 743.)

most celebrated of the Sporades, situThera,
ate, according to Strabo, about seven hundred stadia
the

from the Cretan coast, in a northeast direction, and
nearly two hundred stadia in circumference.
(Strah.,
The modern name is Santorin. This island
484.)
was said by mythologists to have been formed in the
sea by a clod of earth thrown from the ship Argo, and
on its first appearance obtained the name of Callisle.

was

occupied by some Phoenicians, but subsequently colonized by the Lacedaemonians, who settled there the descendants of the Minyae,
after they had been expelled from Lemnos
by the PeThe colony was headed by Theras, a descendlasgi.
ant of Cadmus, and maternal uncle of Euryslhenes
and Proclus; he gave his name to the island. {He{Plin., 4, 12.)

147.

rod., 4,

It

first

— Pausan.,

1.

—

3,
Callim., ap. Strab.,
Several generations after this event, a colony
347.)
was led into Afnca, by Battus, a descendant of the
Minyae, who there founded the city of Cyrene.
{He-

rod., 4,
to have

150.— Find.,

Thera appears
Pyth., 4, 10.)
been produced by the action of submarine

{Cramer^s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p 412, seqq.)
" Abundant
proofs are not wanting," observes Malte" as to the existence of an ancient
Brun,
volcano, the
crater of which occupied all the basin between Santorin and the smaller islands of the group
the mouth
of the crater has been partly overthrown, and the aperture enclosed by the accumulation of dust and ashes.
fires.

:

TherasIa, a small rocky island in the iEgean, se}r
arated from the northwest coast of Thera
by a narrow
channel.
According to FMiuy (4, 12), it wai detached
from Thera by a convulsion of nature. Theravia still
its name,
{Bondelmont, Int. ArchipeL, p. 78,

retains

De Sinner.)

ed.

a town of Macedonia, afterward called
Theasalonlca, in honour of the wife of Cassandcr, and
{Vtd. Thessalonica.)
Sinus, a large bay setting up between
the coast of Pieria and that uf Chalcidice, and deriving
its name from the
city of Therma at its northeastero

Therma,

now Salomki.
Thermaicus

e.\tremity.

from

its

was

It

far into the

The modern name

nia.

Macedonicus Sinua,
country of Macedothe Gulf of Saloniki.

also called

advancing so

is

{Vid. Thessalonica.)

Therm.£ {warm baths). This term
in

nuntiae are the
linus,

now

jacent to

warm

Sciacca

;

Himera on

is

frequently used

thus, Therma; Selibaths adjacent to the ancient Se-

connexion with an adjective

:

Thermae Himerenses, those adthe northern coast of Sicily,

now

Termini, which has also become the modern name for
the remains of the ancient city.
So, also, in speaking

warm baths constructed at Rome by various
we read of the Thermae of Dioclesian, &c.
Thermodon, a river of Pontus, rising in the mount-

of the

emperors,

ains on the confines of Armenia Minor, and
pursuing
a course nearly due west until it reaches the plain of
Themiscyra, when it turns to the north and empties
into the Sinus

Amisenus.

According

to

Strabo (548),

was formed by the junction of several minor streams.
Apollonius Rhodius makes these rivulets not less than
{Arg., 2, 972.) Xenophon
ninety-six m number.
also describes the Thermodon as a considerable river,
it

The lava, the ashes, and pumice-stone discharged
from that volcano have covered part of Thera {Mem. not less than three plethra in width, and not easy fof
de Trevoux, 1715), but the greater portion, which con- an enemy to cross.
{Anah., 5, 6, 3.)
Dionysius
were found
sists of a large bed of fine marble, has never been in
Periegetes affirms that crystal and jasper
which
retains
This
the
action
of
volcanic
fire.
on
its
banks
Tour773-182).
river,
any way changed by
(
(v.
Thera is not now, however, the name of Thermeh, is frequently mentioned in the
nefort, vol. 1, p 321.)
of the Amazons having
covered with ashes and pumice-stones
it is fertile in
poets, from the circumstance
corn, and produces strong wine and cotton, the latter been fabled to have dwelt at one time on its banks.
Heof which is not, as in the other islands, planted every {Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 269, seqq.
The population amounts to about 10,000, and rod., 9, 27.—Virg., ^n., 11, 659.—Proper t., 3, 14.
year.
all the inhabitants are Greeks."
{Malte-Brun, Geogr., -Pltn., 6, 3.)
vol. 6, p. 169.)
Thermopylae, a celebrated pass leading from ThesTheramenes, a pupil of Socrates, and afterward saly into Locris and southern Greece. The word
one of the Athenian generals along with Alcibiades Thermopylae {eepfxal Tlvlac, " Warm Gates or Pass'')
and Thrasybulus.
He was appointed by the Lacedae- denotes both the narrowness of the defile, which is
monians one of the thirty tyrants ; but the moderation formed by the sea on one side and the cliffs of Mount
of his views giving offence to his colleagues, he was QEta on the other, and also the vicinity of certain
condemned to drink hemlock. From the readiness warm springs, still called Thermae, and which are seen
with which Theramenes attached himself to whatever to issue principally from two mouths at the foot of
The following description of
party chanced to be uppermost, he was nicknamed 6 the precipices of QEta.
" On the westKodopvog, this being an appellation for a sort of san- Thermopylae is given by Herodotus
so steep as
dal, not made right and left, as sandals usually were, ern side of the pass is a lofty mountain,
on the eastern side are the sea
but being equally adapted to both feet.
{Suid., s. v. to be inaccessible
and some marshes. In this defile is a warm spring
Kodopvog.—Blomf. in Mus. Crit., vol. 2, p. 212.)
Therapn.<e, I. a town of Laconia, southeast of called Chytri {Xvrpoi) by the inhabitants, where stands
A wall has been conIt received its name an altar dedicated to Hercules.
and near the Eurotas.
;

—

:

;

Sparta,

from Therapnae, daughter of Lelex. Here were to be
seen the temple of Menelaus, and his tomb, as well as
Here also was the temple of Pollux,
that of Helen.
and both this deity and his brother were said to have
Pindar has often connected Therapbeen born here.
nae with the mention of the Tyndaridae.
{Pind., Isth.,
1, 42.
/</., Nem.,
10, 106.)
7^., Pyth., 11, 95.
with
the
Therapnae probably corresponds
village of
to
the
southeast
of the
about
two
miles
Chrysapha,
ruins of Sparta.
{Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p.
II. A town of Boeotia, between Thebes and
212.)
the river Asopus, and in a line nearly with Potniae.

—

—

—

{Strabo, 409.)
Theras, a son of Autesion of Lacedaemon, who
conducted a colony to Calliste, to which he gave the
name of Thera. {Vid. Thera.) He received divine

honours after death.

{Pausan.,

3, 1, 15.)

structed by the Phocians to defend the pass against
the Thessalians, who came from Thesprotia to take
Near
then named -^Eolis.
possession of Thessaly,
Trachis the defile is not broader than half a plethrum
but it is narrower still both before and after

(50 feet);
Thermopylae,

the river Phoenix, near Anthele, and
It was
Alpeni." {Herod., 7, 176.)
here that Leonidas and his band of heroes withstood
and nobly
the attack of the immense Persian host,
Here, too, was fought,
died in defending the pass.
unat a later day, a battle between the Roman army
Acilius Glabrio and the forces of Antiochus, in
at

at the village of

der

which the

latter

dromus.— Lir,

were

36,

entirely

15.— Pltn,

(Tirf. Calli-

routed.

7.)— The history of
At the time
follows

4,

the affair at Thermopylae is as
when the congress at the Isthmus resolved on defendin question, the Olympic festival wat
ing the pass
:

THERMOPYL^.

THERMOPYL^.

near at hand, and also one little less respected among
many of the Dorian states, especially at Sparta, that
The
of the Carnean Apollo, which lasted nine days.

danger of Greece did not seem so pressing as to require that these sacred games, so intimately connected with so many purposes of pleasure, business, and

And it was thought
should be suspended.
send forward a small force, to bar the
progress of the enemy until they should leave the GreThat the northern
cian world at leisure for action.
Greeks might be assured that, notwithstanding this
delay, Sparta did not mean to abandon them, the little
band that was to precede the whole force of the confederates was placed under the command of her king
It was composed of only 300 Spartans, atLeonidas.
tended by a body of Helots whose numbers are not
reliorion,

sufficient to

men from Tegea, and as many from
Mantinea, 120 from the Arcadian Orchomenus, and
1000 from the rest of Arcadia. Corinth armed 400,
Phlius 200, and Mycena; 80.
Messengers were sent
to summon Phocis and the Locrians, whose territory
lay nearest to the post which was to be maintained,
recorded, 500

the sea

was once guarded no

less securely than
by the
runs along the edge of a deep morass,
which the mud, brought down by the rivers from the
vale of the Sperchius, is now continually
carrying forward into the gulf, while the part next the road gradhardens
into
firm
ually
ground, and widens the pass.
In very early times the Phocians were in possession of
to
Thermopylae, and,
protect themselves from the inroads of the Thessalians, had, as already stated, built
a wall across the northern entrance, and had discharged the water of the springs to hollow out a natural trench in the road.
They were in safety behind
this bulwark till the Thessalians discovered a
path,
which, beginning in a chasm through which a torrent,
called the Asopus, descends on the north side of the
mountain, winds up a laborious ascent to the summit
of Callidromus, and then, by a shorter and steeper
track, comes down near the southern end of the pass,
where ihe village of Alpenus once stood. After this
cliffs

;

it

for

it

discovery the fortification became comparatively use-

It seems wonless, and was suffered to go to ruin.
derful, and would be scarcely credible, if it was not
were
reminded
to raise their whole force.
"They
positively asserted by Herodotus, that when the conthat the invader was not a god, but a mortal, liable, as gress at the Isthmus determined to defend Thermopyto
a
fall
and
were
bidden
all human
lae, there was not a man among them who knew of this
they
greatness,
to take courage, for the sea was guarded by Athens circuitous track.
They ordered the old wall to be
and .^gina, and the other maritime states, and the repaired but, when Leonidas arrived, he was informed
troops now sent were only the forerunners of the of the danger which threatened him from the Anopaea,
Peloponnesian army, which would speedily follow." so the mountain pass was named, if it should come to
Hearing this, the Phocians marched to Thermopylee the knowledge of the barbarians; and, on the arrival
with 1000 men, and the Locrians of Opus with all the of the enemy, he posted the Phocians, by their own
On his arrival in Boeotia desire, on the summit of the ridge to guard against a
force they could muster.
Leonidas was joined by 700 Thespians, who were surprise. The first sight of the Persian host, coverbut the disposition of Thebes ing the Trachinian plains, is said to have struck some
zealous in the cause
was strongly suspected her leading men were known of the followers of Leonidas with no less terror than
and Leonidas probably their brethren of Artemisium felt at the approach of
to be friendly to the Persians
the Peloponnesians would have
believed that he should be counteracting their in- the hostile armada
take part in the retreated, and reserved their strength for the defence
trigues if he engaged the Thebans to
contest.
He therefore called upon them for assist- of their own isthmus. But the Phocians and Locriance, and they sent 400 men with him
but, in the ans, who were most interested in checking the progopinion of Herodotus, this was a forced compliance, ress of the invader, were indignant at the proposal,
would
which, if they had dared, they
willingly have and Leonidas prevailed on the other allies to stay, and
With this army Leonidas marched to defend soothed them by despatching messengers to the confedrefused.
Thermopylae against two millions of men. It was a erate cities to call for speedy re-enforcement. Xerxes
one, perhaps, that be- had heard that a handful of men, under the command of
prevailing belief in later ages
came current immediately after the death of Leonidas a Spartan king, were stationed at this part of the road
that when he sat out on his expedition he distinctly but he imagined, it is said, that his presence would have
And Herodotus gives some scared them away. He was surprised by the report
foresaw its fatal issue.
colour to the opinion by recording that he selected of a horseman whom he had sent forward to observe
his Spartan followers from among those who had sons their motions, and who, on riding up, perceived the
But Plutarch imagined ''
to leave behind them.
Spartans before the wall, some quietly seated combHe could
before his departure, he and his little band solem
ing their flowing hair, others at exercise.
their own obsequies by funeral games in the presence not believe Demaratus, who assured him that the Sparof their parents, and that it was on this occasion he tans, at least, were come to dispute the pass with him,
spoke of them as a small number to fight, but enough and that it was their custom to trim their hair on the
One fact destroys this fiction. Before his eve of a combat. Four days passed before he could
to die.
arrival at Thermopylae he did not know of the path be convinced that his army must do more than show
On the fifth day he orover the mountam by which he might be attacked in itself to clear a way for him.
the only danger he had before his eyes was dered a body of Median and Cissian troops to fall
the rear
one which could not have shaken the courage of any upon the rash and insolent enemy, and to lead them
He was seated on a lofty
brave warrior, that of making a stand for a few days captive into his presence.
but from small bodies, in a throne, from which he could survey the narrow enagainst incessant attacks,
narrow space, where he would be favoured by the trance of the pass, which, in obedience to his comThe whole pass shut in between the east- mands, his warriors endeavoured to force. But they
ground.
ern promontory of (Eta, called Callidromus, which fought on ground where their numbers were of no
towers above it in rugged precipices, and the shore avail, except to increase their confusion when their
their short spears could not
it
of the Malian Gulf, is four or five miles in length
attack was repulsed
the foremost fell, the hinder advanced
is narrowest at either end, where the mountain is reach the foe
their repeated onsets
said once to have left room only for a single carriage. over their bodies to the charge
But between these points the pass first widens and broke upon the Greeks idly, as waves upon the rock.
then is again contracted, though not into quite so nar- At length, as the day wore on, the Medians and Cisrow a space, by the cliffs of Callidromus. At the foot sians, spent with their efforts, and greatly thinned in
of these rocks, as has already been remarked, a hot their ranks, were recalled from the contest, which the
of
sulphureous spring gushes up in a copious stream, and king now thought worthy of the superior prowess
This is his own guards, the ten thousand Immortals. They
other slenderer veins trickle across the road.
On the side of were led as to a certain and easy victory ; the Greeks,
the pass properly called Thermopylae.
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however, stood their ground as before, or, if ever they
gave way and turned their backs, it was only to face
suddenly about and deal tenfold destruction on their
Thrice during these fruitless assaults the
pursuers.
king was seen to start up from his throne in a transThe combat lasted the whole
port of fear or rage.
the slaughter of the barbarians was great ; on
day
the side of the Greeks, a few Spartan lives were lost
as to the rest, nothing is said.
The next day the
attack was renewed with no better success : the bands
of the several cities that made up the Grecian army,
except the Phocians, who were employed as we have
all
seen, relieved each other at the post of honour
stood equally firm, and repelled the charge not less
The confidence of Xerxes
vigorously than before.
was now changed to despondence and perplexity.
The secret of the Anopeea could not long remain concealed after it had become valuable.
Many tongues,
two Greeks, a Caperhaps, would have revealed it
rystian, and Corydallus of Anticyra, shared the re-

and that of Leonidas as an inscrutable mjstenr.-— If^
gistias, an Acarnanian soothsayer, who traced his lio>

;

;

;

—

;

eage to the ancient seer Melampua, is said to bare
read the approaching fate of his companions in the eD>
trails of the victims before
any tidings had arrived
of their danger.
When the presage was confirmed,
Leonidas pressed him to retire a proof, Herodotat
thinks, that the Spartan king did not wish to keep any
one who desired to go. Megistias, imitating the ex:

ample of the heroic prophet Theoclus, who,

after pre'

dieting the fall of Ira to Aristomenes, refused to sur*
vive the ruin of his country, would not
quit the sid«
of Leonidas ; but he sent away his son, an

only one,
him, that the line of Melampu*
not
end
with
him.
Leonidas
would
also, it u
might
said, have saved two of his kinsmen, by sending them
with letters and messages to Sparta ; but the one said
he had come to bear arms, not to carry letters ; and the

who had accompanied

other, that his deeds would tell all that SparU wished
to know.
Before Hydarnes began his march, Ephialtes had reckoned the time he would take to reach

—

proach of this foul treachery ; but, by the general opinion, confirmed by the solemn sentence of the Am- the southern foot of the mountain, and Xerxes had,
pbictyonic council, which set a price upon his head, accordingly, fixed the hour when he would attack
It was early in the forenoon
Ephialtes, a Malian, was branded with the infamy of the Greeks in front.
having guided the barbarians round the fatal path. when the Ten Thousand had near finished their round,
Xerxes, overjoyed at the discovery, ordered Hydarnes, and the preconcerted onset began.
Leonidas, now
the commander of the Ten Thousand, with his troops, less careful to husband the lives of his men than to
to follow the traitor.
They set out at nightfall as make havoc among the barbarians, no longer confined
:

day was beginning

gained the brow of himself, as before, within the pass, but, leaving a guard
the at the wall, sallied forth and charged the advancing
Callidromus, were the Phocians were posted
His little band, reckless of everything but
night was still, and the universal silence was first enemy.
broken by the tramphng of the invaders on the leaves honour and vengeance, made deep and bloody breaches
with which the face of the woody mountain was in the ranks of the Persians, who, according to an
The Phocians started from their Oriental custom, were driven into the conflict by the
thickly strewed.
couches and ran to their arms. The Persians, who lash of their commanders
Many perished in the sea,
had not expected to find an enemy on their way, many were trampled under foot by the throng that
were equally surprised at the sight of an armed band, pressed on them from behind yet the Spartans too
and feared lest they might be Spartans
but when were thinned, and Leonidas himself died early.
The
Ephialtes had informed them of the truth, they pre- fight was hottest over his body, which was rescued
four
a
and
the
Greeks
times
to
after
hard
turned
force
a
Their arrows showered
pared
struggle,
passage.
upon the Phocians, who, believing themselves the sole the enemy. At length, when most of their spears
of
were
retreated
to
the
of
the
attack,
broken, and their swords blunted with slaughter,
object
highest peak
The word came that the band of Hydarnes was about to
ridge, to sell their lives as dearly as they could.
Then they retreated to the wall, and
Persians, without turning aside to pursue them, kept enter the pass,
on their way, and descended towards Alpenus. Mean- pressed on to a knoll on the other side, where they
The Thebans, however, did
while, deserters had brought intelligence of the ene- took up their last stand.
my's motions to the Grecian camp during the night, not return with them, but threw down their arms and
to break, they

:

:

;

and

was confirmed

at daybreak by the
stationed on the heights, and
the news that the barbarians
were crossing the ridge. Little time was left for deliberation : opinions were divided as to the course that

their report

who had been
now came down with
sentinels

prudence prescribed or honour permitted. Leonidas
did not restrain, perhaps encouraged, those of the allies who wished to save themselves from the impendbut for himself and his Spartans he declared
ing fate
his resolution of maintaining the post which Sparta
had assigned them to the last. All withdrew except
The Thespians rethe Thespians and the Thebans.
mained from choice, bent on sharing his glory and his
;

We

should willingly believe the same of the
the event did not seem to prove that their
Herodotus says
stay was the effect of compulsion.
that Leonidas, though he dismissed the rest because
their spirit shrank from danger, detained the Thebans
death.

Thebans,

if

as hostages, because he knew them to be disaffected
to the cause of freedom; yet, as he was himself certain of perishing, it is equally difficult to understand

why and how he put
tarch, who observes

on them; and Pluthe inconsistency of the reason

this violence

assigned by Herodotus, would have triumphantly vindicated the honour of the Thebans, if he could have
Unless we
denied that they alone survived the day.
suppose that their first choice was on the side of honour, their last, when death stared them in the face, on
the side of prudence, we must give up their conduct

said, the greater part
story, about which Plutarch is, with good reason, incredulous, that they were
afterward all branded like runaway slaves ; but it is

begged

for quarter.

obtained

:

This,

it is

Herodotus heard a

not denied that they placed themselves at the mercy
of the barbarians.
The Persians rushed forward unresisted, broke down the wall, and surrounded the hillock where the little remnant of the Greeks^ armed
only with a few swords, stood a butt for the arrows,
the javelins, and the stones of the enemy, which at

Where they fell they
overwhelmed them.
were afterward buried their tomb, as Simonides sang,
was an altar; a sanctuary, in which Greece revered
the memory of her second founders.
{Diod. Sic, 11,

lei>gth

;

The inscription of the monument raised over
11.)
the slain, who died from first to last in defence of the
men from Pelopon
pass, recorded that four thousand
at Thermopylse with three hundred
nesus had

fought
in these
ought not to expect accuracy
list in Herodotus, if the Locrian force
is only supposed equal to the Phocian, exceeds six
thousand men the Phocians, it must be remembered,
were not engaged. But it is not easy to reconcile
either account with the historian's statement, that the
Grecian dead amounted to four thousand, unless we

We

myriads.

numbers

:

the

:

not numbered, formed
suppose that the Helots, though
The lustre of
a large part of the army of Leonidas.
his achievement is not diminished by their presence.
considered
theii
no
doubt
He himself and his Spartans
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persevering stand in the post intrusted to them, not
as an act of high and heroic devotion, but of simple
and indispensable duty. Their spirit spoke in the lines

monument, which bade the passing
countrymen that they had fallen in
How their action was viewobedience to their laws.
ed at Sparta may be collected from a story which cannot be separated from the recollection of this memoraWhen the band of Leonidas was nearly enble day.
closed, two Spartans, Eurytus and Aristodemus, were
staying at Alpenus, having been forced to quit their
post by a disorder which nearly deprived them of sight.
When they heard the tidings, the one called for his
ajcms, and made his helot guide him to the place of
combat, where he was left, and fell. But the other's
When he reheart failed him, and he saved his life.
turned to Sparta he was shunned like a pestilence
no
man would share the fire of his hearth with him, or
speak to him and he was branded with the name of
" the trembler Aristodemus''^
inscribed upon their

traveller tell their

:

;

Accordmg

(6 rp^aag 'ApicrrodTj/iog).
to another account, both these Spartans had

been despatched from the camp as messengers, and
there being sufficient time for both to return, Eurytus
did so, but Aristodemus lingered on the way.
The
Persians are said to have lost at Thermopylae 20,000
men among them were several of royal blood. To
console himself for this loss, and to reap the utmost
advantage from his victory, Xerxes sent over to the

—

:

which, having heard of the departure of the
Greeks, was now stationed on the northern coast of
Eubcea, and by public notice invited all who were
curious to see the chastisement he had inflicted on
That he
the men who had dared to defy his power.
fleet,

had previously buried the greater part of his own
dead seems natural enough and such an artifice, so
slightly differing from the universal practice of both
ancient and modern belligerents, scarcely deserved
He is said also to have
the name of a stratagem.
mutilated the body of Leonidas; and, as this was one
of the foremost which he found on a field that had
cost him 80 dear, we are not at liberty to reject the
tradition, because such ferocity was not consistent
with the respect usually paid by the Persians to a galTo cut off the head and right arm of
lant enemy.
slain rebels was a Persian usage.
(Plut., Vit. Artax.,
c. IS.—Strab., ISS.— Herod.. 7, 206, seqq.— ThirltoaWs Hist, of Gr., vol. 2, p. 282, seqq.) According
to modern travellers, the warm springs at Thermopylae
are about half way between Bodomtza and Zeitoun.
They issue principally from two mouths at the foot of
;

—

The temperature,
the limestone precipices of OEia.
in the month of December, was found to be 111° of
Dr. Holland found it to be 103° or 104°
Fahrenheit.
at the mouth of the fissures. The water is very transparent, but deposites a calcareous concretion (carbonate
of lime), which adheres to reeds and sticks, like the
waters of the Anio at Tivoli, and the sulphureous lake
between that place and Rome. A large extent of surIt is impregnated
face is covered with this deposite.
with carbonic acid, lime, muriate of soda, and sulphur.
The ground about the springs yields 'a hollow sound
like that within the crater of the Solfaterra near NaIn some places Dr. Clarke observed cracks and
ples.
fissures filled with stagnant water, through which a
gaseous fluid was rising in large bubbles to the surface, its foetid smell bespeaking it to be sulphureted
The springs are very copious, and immehydrogen.
diately form several rapid streams running into the
is
sea, which
apparently about a mile from the pass.
Baths were built here by Herodes Atticus. The defile or strait continues for some distance beyond the
hot springs, and then the road, which is still paved in
many places, bears off all at once across the plain to
Near
Zeitoun, distant three hours from Thermopylae.

the springs there are faint traces of a wall and circular
tower, composed of a thick mass of small stones, and

i3a«

apparently not of high antiquity.

The

foot of th«

mountain, however, Mr. Dodwell says, is so covered with trees and impenetrable bushes as to hide any

The
vestiges which may exist of early fortifications.
wall, of which mention has more than once been made
by us. was, at a later day, renewed and fortified

by
Antiochus when defending himself against the Romans and was afterward restored by Justinian, when
;

that

monarch thought

to secure the tottering
empire
he is stated also to have conby fortresses and walls
structed cisterns here for the
reception of rain-water.
The question is, whether this be the site of the ancient
as
Dr.
Holland
and
Mr. Dodwell suppose, or
wall,
:

whether the spring referred to by Herodotus be not
the fountain mentioned by Dr. Clarke, who describes
the wall, not as traversing the marsh, but as

extending
along ihe mountainous chain of CEta from sea to sea.
The cisterns built by Justinian would hardly be in the
marshy plain, but must be looked for withm the forti-

Formidable, however, as the defile of Therit has never
opposed an effectual
barrier to an invading army
the strength of these
gates of Greece being rendered vain by the other
" The
mountain routes which avoid them.
Persians,"
says Procopius, "found only one path over the mountains ; now there are many, and large enough to admit
a cart or chariot."
A path was pointed out to Dr.
Clarke to the north of the hot springs, which is still
used by the inhabitants in journeying to Salona. After
following this path to a certain distance, another road
branches from it towards the southeast, according to
the route pursued by the Persians.
Dr. Holland ascended Mount CEta by " a route equally singular and
but
and
not
free
from danger.*'
difficult,
interesting,
When the Gauls under Brennus invaded Greece, the
treacherous discovery made to him of a path through
fied pass.

mopylae

may seem,

;

the mountains compelled the Greeks to retreat, to
Antiochus was in
prevent their being taken in rear.
like manner forced to retreat with precipitation, on

seeing the heights above the pass occupied by Roman
soldiers, who, under the command of M. Porcius Cato,
had been sent round to seize these positions.
In the
reign of Justinian the army of the Huns advanced to
Thermopylae, and discovered the path over the mountains.
When Bajazet entered Greece towards the
close of the fourteenth century, there appears to have
been little need of these artifices a Greek bishop is
:

stated to have conducted the

Mohammedan

conquerors
through the pass to enslave his country.
During the
late revolution, Thermopylae never opposed any serious
barrier against the Turkish forces.
The passes of Callidromus and Cnemis were disputed on one occasion
with success by a body of Armatoles under Odysseus; but the foe were afterward repeatedly suffered to
cross the ridges of Othrys and CEta without opposition.

Thermus

or Thermum, an unwalled city of ^tonortheast of Stratos, regarded as the capital of the
It is supposed by Mannert to have derived
country.
its name from some warm springs in the neighbourhood, and Polybius (5, 7) speaks of it as ronov ev rol^
Its situation among the mountains rendered
\^epiiol^.
it, notwithstanding the want of walls, a place very difficult of access, and hence it was regarded as a kind
lia,

It was here that the assemthe elections of magistrates were
held, as well as the most splendid festival and comHence the place was stored, not
mercial meetings.
only with abundance of provisions and the necessaries

of citadel for

all

.^tolia.

blies for deciding

but with the most costly furniture, and with
every kind adapted for entertainments.
a rapid
Philip III. of Macedon surprised the place by
march, and obtained, great booty, although many of the

of

life,

utensils of

articles were either carried off or de
In the
{Polyb., 5, 9.)
stroyed by the inhabitants.
did not spare
pillage of the town, the Macedonians

more valuable

THE
even the temples
committed by the

THESEUS.

but, in revenge for the excesses
;
^fitolians at Dium and Dodona, de-

faced the statues, which amounted to more than two
thousand, set fire to the porches, and finally razed the
to the ground.
They found also
buildings themselves
in Thcnnus a quantity of arms, of which they selected
but
to
the
the most costly
carry away,
greater part they
destroyed, to the number of 15,000 complete suits of
In like manner, whatever was not worthy of
in heaps before the camp.
All

armour.

r'moval, was consumed

these facts attest the size and opulence of the place
of which, however, so little is known, that, with the
exception of Strabo and Polybius, its name occurs in
no ancient author. Philip subsequently made another
attack upon the town, and destroyed all that had been
Un{Polyb., de virt. et vit., c. 11.)
spared before.
der the Roman sway, when the national assemblies of
the iEtolians had ceased to be held, Thermus became
;

—

{Mannert, Geogr., vol.
speedily forgotten in history.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 2, p. 87.)
8, p. Ill
Thersander, a son of Polynices and Argia. He was

—

one of the Epigoni, and, after the capture of Thebes,
received the city from the hands of his victorious fellow-chieftains.

At

3, 7, 4.)

(Pausan.,

9, 8.

— Heyne, ad Apollod.,

a subsequent period,

when

already ad-

accompanied the Greeks to the
Trojan war, but was slain on the shores of Mysia by
Telephus. (Diet. Cret., 2, 2.— Heyne, ad Virg., jEn.,
2, 261.— Find., 01., 2, 7Q.—SchoL ad Find., I. c.)
Thersites, one of the Greeks in the army before
Homer describes him as equally deformed in
Troy.
Such was his propensity to inperson and in mind.
vanced

dulge

in

in

years, he

contumelious language, that he could not ab-

stain from directing

it
against not only the chiefs of
He ultithe army, but even Agamemnon himself.
mately fell by the hand of Achilles, while he was ridi-

culing the sorrow of that hero for the slain Penthesilea.
{Horn., II., 2, 212, seqq.)
Theseid.®, a patronymic given to the Athenians
383 )
from Theseus, one of their kings.
( Virg., G., 2,
Theseus (two syllables), king of Athens, and son
of ^Egens by .^Ethra, the daughter of Pittheus, monarch of Troezene, was one of the most celebrated heHe was reared in the palace of his
roes of antiquity.
grandfather ; and, when grown to the proper age, his
mother led kim to the rock under which his father had

deposited his sword and sandals, and he removed it
He was now to prowith ease and took them out.
ceed to Athens, and present himself to .^geus. As,
however, the roads were infested by robbers, his grandfather Pittheus pressed him earnestly to take the
shorter and safer way over the Saronic Gulf; but the
youth, feeling in himself the spirit and the soul of a
hero, resolved to signalize himself like Hercules, with

ceeded that .^geus was on the point of
son,, when he recognised him, and then

him

sacrificing bia

acknowledged

in the presence of all the
The Pallanitds
people.
had recourse to arms, but Theseus defeated and slew
them.
Medea, it is also said, who was married to

iEgeus, fearing the loss of her influence when Theseus should have been acknowledged by his father, re*
solved to anticipate that event
and, moved by her
;

calumnies, yEgeus was presenting a cup of poison to
his son, when the
sight of the sword left with ./Eibra
discovered to him who he was.
The bull which Hercules had brought from Crete was now at Marathon,
and the country was in terror of his ravages. Theseus
went in quest of him, overcame, and exhibited him in
chains to the astonished Athenians, and then sacrificed
the animal to Apollo Delphinius. The Athenians were
at this period in deep affliction on account of the tribute which they were forced to
to Minos, king of
pay
Crete.
Tbeseos
{Vid. Androgens and Minotaurus.)
resolved to deliver them from this calamity, or die in
the attempt.
Accordingly, when the third time of

sending off this tribute came, and the youths and
maidens were, according to custom, drawn by lot to be
sent, in spite of the entreaties of his father to the contrary he voluntarily offered himself as one of the victims.
The ship departed, as usual, under black sails,
which Theseus promised his father to change for white
ones in case of his reluming victorious.
When they
arrived in Crete, the youths and maidens were exhibited before Minos
and Ariadne, the daughter of the
;

who was

became deeply enamoured of
her love was speedily returned.
She furnished him with a clew of thread, which enabled him to penetrate in safety the windings of the
king,

Theseus, by

present,

whom

till he came to where the Minotaur lay, whom
He then got on board
he caught by the hair and slew.
Ariadne
with his companions, and sailed for Athens.
but
was
abandoned
his
by him on
accompanied
flight,
Before
the isle of Dia or Naxos.
(Vid. Ariadne.)
Theseus returned to Athens, he sailed to Delos to pay
his vow
for, ere setting out on his perilous expedition,
he had made a vow to send annually, if successful, to
the sacred island a ship with gifts and sacrifices.
He also consecrated in Delos a
{Vid. Delia H.)
statue of Venus, made by Daedalus, on account of the
aid she had given him.
He, moreover, to commemorate his victory, established there a dance, the evolu-

labyrinth

;

tions of

which imitated the windings of the labyrinth.

(Compare Horn.,

II.,

18, 590, seqq.)

On

approaching

Theseus forgot the signal apthe same
pointed by his father, and returned under
and the old king,
sails with which he had departed
found
of
his
son, denewlythinking he was deprived
the coast of Attica,

;

stroyed himself.

(Vtd. JEgeus.)

The

hero

now

turn-

Greece now rang, by destroying the ed his thoughts to legislation. The Attic territory
evil-doers and the monsters that oppressed and ravaged had been divided by Cecrops into twelve demi or borand he determined on the more perilous oughs, each of which had its own government and
the country
and adventurous journey by land. On his way to chief magistrate, and was almost wholly independent.
Athens he met with many adventures, and destroyed The consequence was, frequent and sanguinary wars
arose among them.
Nothing but pressing external
Periphates, Sinis, Sciron, Procrustes, and also the
monstrous sow Phaea, which ravaged the country in danger forced them to union, which was again dissolrTheseus therethe neighbourhood of Croramyon.
Having overcome ed as soon as the storm was over.
fore invited not merely the people of Attica, but even
all the perils of the road, Theseus at length reached
He found strangers, to come and establish themselves at Athens,
Athens, where new dangers awaited him.

whose fame

all

;

his father's court all in confusion.

The

Pallantidae, or

sons and grandsons of Pallas, the brother of .^geus,
had long seen with jealousy the sceptre in the hands
of an old man, and now meditated wresting it from his
feeble grasp. Thinking, however, that his death could
not be very remote, they resolved to wait for that
event ; but they made no secret of their intentions.
The arrival of Theseus threatened to disconcert their
They feared that if this young stranger should
plan.
be received as a son of the old king, he might find in
him a protector and avenger and they resolved to
Their plot so far sucpoison his mind against him.
;

then nothing but a small settlement on a rock.
By
and his authority he induced the heads

his

prudence

of boroughs to resign their independent power, and intrust the administration of justice to a court, which
should sit constantly at Athens, and exercise jurisdicHe abolished
tion over all the inhabitants of Attica.
the previous division of the people of Attica into four
that of a distribution into
tribes, and substituted
the Nobles, the Husbandmen, and the
three
classes,

Artisans

Vtufiopot, and dnjfitovpyoi).
said to have accomplished partly by
With the lower classes,

{EvirarplSai,

This object he
force, partly

is

by persuasion.

THE

THESEUS.
but the powerful men
read, he found no difSculty
were only induced to comply with his proposals by his
promise that all should be admitted to an equal share
of the government, and that he would resign all his
of commanding in war
royal prerogatives except those
and of watching over the laws. To the nobles, therefore, he reserved all the offices of slate, with the priviaffairs of religion, and of interlege of ordering the
The result
preting the laws both human and divine.
of these and other regulations was the increase of the
in general.
Thucydides
city and of the population
fixes on this as the epoch when the lower city was
which
had
'added to the ancient one,
covered, as we
have remarked, little more than the rock that afterward
became the citadel. And hence there may seem to
have been some foundation for Plutarch's statement,
that Theseus called the city Athens, if this name properly signified the whole enclosure of the Old and New

we

;

—

Town.
As a farther means of uniting
Theseus established numerous festivals,

the people,
particularly

and at a

day obtained his bones from'the island
of Scyros, and interred them beneath. the soil of Attica.
Plut.y
{Keightley^s Mythology, p. 387, seqq.
Vit. Thes.)
Theseus, whose name signifies the Orderer or Regulator {Qrjcevg, from ^io), -tjccj, ^* to place"
later

—

—

or ''establish'^),

seems rather

to indicate a period than

an individual, though it is very possible that the name
may have been borne by one who contributed the largest share, or put the finishing hand, to the change
which is commonly considered as his work. Theseus,
indeed, is represented by the ancients in quite an ambiguous light ; as, on the one hand, the founder of a
government which was, for many centuries after him,
rigidly aristocratical ; and, on the other hand, as the
If we make due
parent of the Athenian demo'cracy.
allowance for the exaggerations of poets or rhetoricians, who adorn him with the latter of these titles in
order to exalt the antiquity of the popular institutions of later times, we shall perhaps find that neither description is entirely groundless, though the for-

the Panathenaea, solemnized with great splendour ev- mer is more simply and evidently true.
His instiery fifth year, in commemoration of this union of the tutions were aristocratical, because none were then
Theseus firinly established the known of any other kind. The effect of the union
inhabitants of Attica.
boundaries of the Attic territory, in which he inclu- would even be, in the first instance, to increase the
ded Megaris, and set up a pillar on the Isthmus of influence of the noble class, by concentrating it in one
Corinth to mark the limits of Attica and the Pelopon- spot and hence it proved too powerful for both the king
nesus.
These civic cares did not prevent Theseus and the people. In this sense we may say with Plufrom takmg part in military enterprises he accompa- tarch, that Theseus gained the assent of the great men
nied Hercules in his expedition against the Amazons, to his plan by surrendering his royal prerogatives,
who then dwelt on the banks of the Thermodon ; and which they shared equally among them. The king
he distinguished himself so much in the conflict, that was no more than the first of the nobles ; the four
Hercules, after the victory, bestowed on him, as the kings of the tribes {^v?io6aGi?ieic.
Pollvx, 8, 111),
reward of his valour, the hand of the vanquished queen. all chosen from the privileged class, were his constant
the
When
Amazons
in
and
acted
as
rather
afterward,
assessors,
{Vid. Anliope.)
colleagues than as counThe principal difference between them and
revenge, invaded the Attic territory, they met with a sellors.
;

:

—

{Vid. Ama- him appears to have consisted in the duration of their
signal defeat from the Athenian prince.
Theseus was also a sharer in the dangers of office, which was probably never long enough to^ leave
zones.)
the Calydonian hunt ; he was one of the adventurous them independent of the body from which they were
band who° sailed in the Argo to Colchis ; and he aided taken and to which they returned. But there was
his friend Pirithoiis and the Lapithae in their conflict also a sense in which Theseus might, without impro-

—

The friendship between him and
with the Centaurs.
Pirithoiis was of a most intimate nature, yet it had oriLike
ginated in the midst of arms. (Vid. Pirithoiis.)
faithful comrades, they aided each other in every proEach was ambitious in love, and would possess
ject.
a daughter of the gods.
Theseus, in whose favour,
the lot had fallen, carried off, with the assistance of
his friend, the celebrated Helen, daughter of Leda,
then a child of but nine years, though already of surpassing loveliness, and placed her under the care of his
mother JElthia, at Aphidnae, whence she was subsequently rescued by her brothers Castor and Pollux.
He then prepared to aid his friend in a bolder and more
perilous attempt, the abduction of Proserpina from the
an attempt which resulted in the impalace of Pluto
From
prisonment of both by the monarch of Hades.
this confinement Theseus was released by Hercules
but Pirithoiis remained ever a captive.
{Vid. PiriAfter the death of Antiope, who had borne
thoiis.)
him a son named Hippolytus, Theseus married Phaedra, the daughter of Minos, and sister of Ariadne.
;

;

consequence of a false charge
his stepmother
Phaedra endpreferred against him by
ed her days by her own hand and Theseus, when too
{Vid. Hiplate, learned the innocence of his son.
The invasion of Attica by Castor and Polpolytus.)
sister
their
and an inof
the
for
Helen,
lux,
recovery
surrection of the Pallantidae, brought on Theseus the
exile.
He volunusual fate of all great Athenians
Hippolytus lost his

life in

;

;

—

—

Lycomed€s, king of the island of Scyand there he met with his death, either by acci-

tarily retired to

ros,

for, ascending,
dent or by the treachery of his host
with Lycomedes, a lofty rock, to take a view of the island, he fell or was pushed off by his companion, and lost
The Athenians honoured his memhis life by the fall.
;

ory by feasts and temples, placed
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him among

the gods,

be regarded as the founder of the Athenian democracy, both with respect to the tendency and remote consequences, and to the immediate effect, of

priety,

the institutions ascribed to him.
The incorporation
of several scattered townships in one city, such as
took place in Attica, was in many, perhaps in most,
parts of Greece the first stage in the growth of a free
commonalty, which, thus enabled to feel its own
strength,

was gradually encouraged

successfully

to

resist the authority of the nobles.
And hence, in later times, the dismemberment of a capital, and its repartition into a number of rural communities, was es-

teemed the surest expedient for establishing an aristocratical government.
{ThirlwaWs Hist, of Greece,
vol. 2. p. 9, seqq.)
Regarded as the patron-hero of
that people of Greece among whom literature flourished most, Theseus is presented to us under a more

—

aspect than the other heroes of mythology.
his'adventures are evidently founded on those
of Hercules, whom he is said to have emulated, we
are struck by the absence of the marvellous in them
indeed, the exploits of Theseus are generally such effects as would be produced in historical times by the
course of events in the formation of a polity such,
historic

Though

:

:

achievements in and about Attica.
Theseus yielded few subjects, therefore, to the Attic
dramatists.
When they brought him on the stage, it
at

least, are

his

as the principal character of the piece.
always, however, appears as the model of a just
and moderate ruler, the example of a strict obedience
to the dictates of law and equity, the protector of the
the scourge of the evil-doer, and the author

was hardly ever

He

suppliant,

of wise and good regulations.
{Keightley, I. c)
Thesmothet^, a name given to the six remaining
archons at Athens, after the chief archon, the Basileus
or King- Archon, and the Poleraarch. ( Vid. Archontes.">

THE

THE

or TuESPi.t, a town of Bccotia, forty
from Ascra, according to Strabo, and near tlie
foot of Helicon, looking towards-'ihe south and the
Its antiquity is attested by Horner,
Crisssan Gulf.
who names it in the catalogue of Boeotian towns. (//

father of the The*'
{Apollod, 2, 4, 10.) The name is sometime*
erroneously written Thcslius.
(Consult the remark*
of Hcyne, not. crii., ad Apollod., 2, 7, 8.)

ThespTa

stadia

,

8,

The Thespians

498.)

tory for their brave

are worthy of a place in hisand generous conduct during the

When the rest of Bceotia basely subPersian war.
mitted to Xerxes, they alone refused to tender earth
and water to his deputies. The troops also under Leonidas, whom they sent to aid the Spartans at Thermopylae, chose rather to die at their posts than desert
their

commander and

his heroic followers.

{Herod.,
Their city was, in consequence, burn7, 132 et 222.)
ed by the Persians after it had been evacuated by the
inhabitants, who retired to the Peloponnesus.
(HeA small body of these, however, fought
rod., R, 50.)
Pausanias.
at Plataea under
{Herod., 9, 31.) The
Thespians distinguished themselves also in the battle

Delium against the Athenians, being nearly all slain
{Thucyd., 4, 96.) The Thebans afterward basely took advantage of this heavy loss to pull

of

at their post.

down the walls of their city and bring it under subjection, on pretext of their having favoured the Athenians.
They subsequently made
(TAucyrf., 4, 133.)
an attempt to recover their indej)endence ; but, failing
many of them sought refuge at Ath{Thucyd., 6, 9.5.) Thespise was occupied by
the Lacedaemonians at the same time that they seized
upon the citadel of Thebes. (Xen., Hist. Gr., 5, 4,
The celebrated courtesan Phryne was born at
42.)
It is mentioned, that on her having received,
Thespias.
as a present from Praxiteles, a beautiful statue of Cuto be erected in her native city,
pid, she caused it
which added greatly to its prosperity, from the influx
of strangers who came to view this masterpiece of
Pausanias afart.
Athen., 13, 59.)
{Strabo, 410.
in this enterprise,

ens.

—

—

was sent to Rome by
Caligula, but was afterward restored to Thespiae by
Claudius.
Nero again removed it to Rome, where it

firms, that this celebrated statue

was destroyed by
ever, asserts

fire.

that

it

9, 26.)
Pliny, howexisted in his day in the

{Pausan.,
still

—

It is now pretty
schools of Octavia.
{Plin., 36, 5.)
well ascertained, by the researches of recent travellers,
that the ruins of Thespiae are occupied by the modern
Eremo Castro. Sir W. Gell remarks, that " the plan
It seems a regular
of the city is distinctly visible.
hexagon, and the mound occasioned by the fall of the

wall

is

{Itin., p.

perfect."

Greece, vol. 2,

119. — Cramer^s Ancient

208, seqq.)
Thespiad.e, the offspring of Hercules by the fifty
of
On attaining to manhood,
Thespius.
daughters
some of them were sent, by their father's directions, to
Thebes in Boeotia. but the greater part as a colony to
Sardinia.

p.

{Apollod., 2, 7, 6.

c.—Diod. Sic,
Thespiades,

4,

— Heyne

29.— Pausan.

ad Apollod.,

I.

10, 17.)

I.
the fifty (laughters of Thespius,
mothers of the Thespiadae by Hercules.
{Apollod., 2,
II. An appellation given to the Muses from
4, 10.)
Thespiae, near which was Helicon, one of the mountains sacred to them.
(^Vid. Musae.)
Thespis, an early Greek dramatic poet, generally
He. was born at
regarded as the inventor of tragedy.
at the beginIcaria, a Diacrian demus or borough,
His birthplace dening of the sixth century B.C.
the father
from
rived its name, according to tradition,

—

ThbspIus, king of Thespiaj, and

piadcs.

Thesprotia, a district of Epirus, along the coast
opposite to Corcyra, and extending also some distance
inland.
Of all the Epirolic nations, the Thesproti
may be considered as the most ancient. This is evident from the circumstance of their
being alone noticed
by Homer, while he omits all mention of the Molossians and

Chaonians.

(Od.,

14,

315

)

Herodotus

also affirms (7, 176) that they were the
parent slock
whence descended the Thessalians, who expelled the
.(Eolians from the country afterward known
the

name of Thessaly.
have been

by

Thesprotia,

indeed, appears to

remote times the great scat of the Pelasgic nation, whence they disseminated themselves OTei
several parts of Greece, and sent colonies to
Italy.
Even after the Pe{Herod., 2, 56.— Strabo, 327.)
lasgic name had become extinct in these two countries, the oracle and temple of Dodona, which they
had established in Thesprotia, still remained to attest
in

their former existence in that district.

from the passage of

Homer which

— We must

infet

has been referred

government of Thessaly was at first monHow long this continued is not apparent.
Some change must have taken place prior to the time
of Thucydides, who assures us that neither the Thesto, that the
archical.

proti nor Chaones were subject to kings.
{Thucyd.,
2, 80. )
Subsequently we may, however, suppose them

have been included under the dominion of the Molossian princes.
It were as needless to
attempt to
define the limits of ancient Thessaly as those of Chato

onia

:

we must

therefore be content with
ascertaining

was mainly situated between the rivers Thya{Calama) and Acheron {Souli), while it extended
beyond the source of the former to the banks of the
that

it

inis

{Cr<imer''s Anc. Greece, vol. 1,

Aoiis.

p.

107.)

ThessalTa, a country of Greece, bounded on the
north by the Cambunian Mountains, extending from
Pindus to Olympus, and separating it from Macedonia
on the west by the chain of Pindus, dividing it from
Epirus on the south by Mount CCta, and on the east
It seems to have been the
by the JEgean Sea.
gen;

;

eral opinion of antiquity, founded on very early traditions, that the great basin of Thessaly formed by the
mountains
specified was at some remote

period

just

covered by the waters of the Peneus and its tributary
rivers, until some great revolution of nature had rent
asunder the gorge of Tempe, and thus afforded a pas-

This opinion, which
sage to the pent-up streams.
was first reported by Herodotus, in his account of the
celebrated march of Xerxes (7, 129), is again repeated
by Strabo, who observes, in confirmation of it, that the

Peneus

is

still

exposed to frequent inundations, and

also that the land in Thessaly is higher towards the
sea than towards the more central parts.
{Strabo,

—

ince

According to the same geographer, this provwas divided into four districts, distinguished by

the

name

450.)

Pelasgiotis.

of Phthiotis, Estiseotis, Thcssaliotis, and
In his description, however, of these, he

which is, in
appears to have no room for Thcssaliotis,
fact, rarely acknowledged by the writers of antiquity ,
of
Strabo'd
dithe
propriety
though we cannot doubt
vision into tetrarchies, as it derives confirmation from

to
Harpocration {s. v. Terpapxia) and
{Argon, 3. 1089.)—There is
Apollonius Rhodius.
for which nature seems
hardly any district in Greece
It may with
to have done, so much as for Thessaly.
comedy has been confidently referred to the drunken justice be called the land of the Peneus, which, defestivals of the place {Athenaus, 2, p. 40): indeed, it scending from Pindus, flowed through it from west to
east.
A multitude of tributary streams poured from
is not improbable that the name itself may point to the
No other disold mimetic exhibitions which were common there. the north and the south into this river.
An account of the im- trict had so extensive an internal navigation ; which,
{Welcker, Nachtrag, p. 222.)
have
from
been carart, might
provements introduced by Thespis will be found under with a little assistance

the scholiast

—

of Erigone {Steph. Byz., s. v. 'luapia.
Hygin., fab.,
130), and had always been a seat of the religion of
the
Athenian
of
and
the
Bacchus;
tragedy and
origin

another

article.

8F

{Vid. Theatruin.)

ried to all its parts.

Its

fruitful soil

was fitted
1329

alike

THESSALIA.

THESSALIA.

for pasturing and the cultivation of corn ; its coasts,
especially the Sinus PagassBus, afforded the best har-

bours for shipping
nature seemed hardly to have left
a wish ungratified.
It was in Thessaly that the tribe
of the Hellenes, according to tradition, first applied themselves to agriculture and thence its several
branches spread over the more southern lands.
( Vid.

;

'

;

'

!

;

Almost

Hellas.)

the

all

names of

its

towns

—

more ancient names of Pyrrha, .-Emo{Rhian ap. Schol. in Apoll. Rhod.,
3, 1039.— Steph. Byz., s. v. Ai/wvia —Herod., 7,
176.)
Passing over the two former appellations, which
to Thessaly the
nia,

and

.-Eolis.

,

belong rather to the age of mythology, the latter may
afford us matter for historical reflections, as
referring
to that remote period when the plains of Thessaly

were occupied by the

whom

^-Eolian Pelasgi, to
Greece
for the first dawnings of civili-

was probably indebted

zation, and the earliest cultivation of her language.
This people originally came, as He{St7-aho, 220.)
rodotus informs us, from Thesproiia (Herod., 7, 176.
but how long they remained in posSirab., 444)
session of the country, and at what precise period it

—

;

assumed

the

name

of Thessaly, cannot, perhaps, now
In the poems of Homer it never oc-

be determined.

curs, although the several principalities and kingdoms
of which it is composed are there distinctly enumerated and described, together with the different chiefs to
whom they were subject thus Hellas and Phthia are
the Melian and Pagasean terriassigned to Achilles
:

;

tories to Protesilaus

loctetes and

and Eumclus

Eurypylus

;

;

Estiaeotis

Magnesia to Phiand Pelasgia to

Medon and

the sons of .^sculapius, with other petty
from Homer, therefore, that we derive
the earliest information relative to the history of this
leaders.

It is

fairest portion of

ever,

Greece.

This

state of things, howand a new consti;

was not of long continuance

tution, dating probably from the period of the Trojan
expedition, seems to have been adopted by the common

consent of the Thessalian states
They agreed to
unite themselves into one confederate body, under the
direction of one supreme magistrate or chief, distinguished by the title of Tagus (Toyof), and elected by
The details of this
the consent of the whole republic.
but Strabo assures us
federal system are little known
that the Thessalian confederacy was the most consider;

able, as well as the earliest, society of the kind establish-

ed

in

Greece.

{Slrab.,^29.)

How far its constitution

was connected with the celebrated Amphictyonic council, it seems impossible to determine, since we are so

enemy, from the impossibility of making any effectual
resistance to the north of Thermopylae, the Thessalians were left to their own resources, and
consequently
submitted to the Persian arms (Herod., 7, 172,

seqq.),

j

I

recall

some association connected with the primitive history
and heroic age of the nation.
Early traditions, preserved by the Greek poets and other writers, ascribe

emergency to the rest of Greece but, as it was not
deemed expedient to join forces against the common

'

j

j

j
'

which Herodotus insinuates they did the more readily, that they might thus profit by foreign aid in avenging themselves on the Phocians, with whom they had
been engaged in frequent but unsuccessful hostilities.
(Herod., 8, 27 )— Little notice is taken by the Greek
historians of the affairs of Thessaly, from the Persian
invasion to the battle of Leuctra, except the fact mentioned by Thucydides of an expedition
having been

undertaken by the Athenians, under the command of
Myronides, with a view of reinstating Orestes, son of
Echecratidas, prince of Thessaly, who had been banished from his country.
The Athenian general, on
that occasion, advanced as far as Pharsalus
but his
progress being checked by the superiority of the Thessalian cavalry, he was forced to retire without
having
;

accomplished any of the objects of the expedition.
The Thessalians appear to have
(Thucyd., 1, 111.)
taken no part in the Peloponnesian war, though they
might naturally be inclined to favour the Athenian
Hence
cause, from their early alliance with that slate.
it was that Brasidas felt it
necessary to use such secrecy and despatch in traversing their territory on his
march towards Thrace.
Some
(Thucyd., 4, 78.)

—

which were afterward sent by the Lacedaemonians in order tore-enforce their army in that quarter,
met with a more determined opposition, and were
compelled to retrace their steps.
(Thucyd., 5, 13.)
On another occasion we find the Thessalians in league
with the Boeotians, endeavouring to harass and intercept the march of Agesilaus through their country, on
This attempt, however,
his return from Asia Minor.
was rendered abortive by the skilful manoeuvres of the
troops,

and the cavalry of Thessaly, notwithSpartan prince
standing its boasted superiority, met with a decided
the
Lacedaemonian horse. (Xen., Hist.
repulse from
Gr 4, 3, 2.) While Sparta, however, was struggling
to make head against the formidable coalition, of which
Bceotia had taken the lead, Thessaly was acquiring a
;

,

—

degree of importance and weight among the states of
Greece which it had never possessed in any former
This was effected, apparently,
period of its history.
solely by the energy and ability of Jason, who, from
being chief or tyrant of Phers, had risen to the rank
of Tagus, or commander of the Thessalian states. By
his influence and talents, the confederacy received the
and an imposing
accession of several important cities
;

acquainted with the origin and history of that an- military force, amounting to 8000 cavalry, more than
There can be little doubt, however, 20,000 heavy-armed infantry, and light troops sufficient assembly.
that this singular coalition, which embraced matters of cient to oppose the world, had been raised and fitted
a political as well as a religious nature, first rose by him for the service of the commonwealth.
(Xen.,
among the states of Thessaly, as we find that the ma- Hist. Gr., 6, 1, 6.) His other resources being equally
nation who had votes in the council were effective, Thessaly seemed destined, under his direcjority of the
either actually Thessalians, or connected in some way tion, to become the leading power in Greece.
This mode of government, may estimate the influence that he had already acthat
with
part of Greece.
however, seems to have succeeded as little in Thessaly quired, from the circumstance of his having been callas in the other Hellenic republics where it was adopt- ed upon to act as mediator between the Boeotians and
(Xen Hist.
ed; and that province, which, from its local advanta- Spartans after the battle of Leuctra.
the most powerful Gr., 6, 4, 22.)— This brilliant period of political influges, ought to have ranked among
and leading states of Greece, we find, if we except a pe- ence and power was, however, of short duration, as
riod of brilliant but momentary splendour, to have been Jason not long after lost his life by the hand of an aslearn from sassin, during the celebration of some games which he
one of the most weak and insignificant.
and Thessaly, on his death, relapsed
Herodotus, that when Xerxes meditated the invasion of had instituted
Greece, he was encouraged in the design by the Aleua- into that state of weakness and insignificance from
which it had so lately emerged. (Xen., Hist. Gr., 6,
dae, whom the historian terms kings of Thessaly, but
who, probably, like the Pisistratidae, had only usurped 4, 32.) The Thessalians, finding themselves unable
the regal power, and, upon being deprived of their au- to defend their liberties, continually threatened by the
of Jason, first nought the
thority, sought the aid of the Pejsian monarch to re- tyrants of Pherae, successors
cover their lost dominion. {Herod. ,7, 6.) It is evident protection of the Boeotians, who sent to their aid a
that the Thessalian nation did not concur in their
body of troops commanded by the brave Pelopidas.
little

We

,

We

;

pro-

jects, as

we

find
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thev applied

for

assistance in

this

They next

of Macedor.,
applied for assistance to Philip

THE

THE

who succeeded in defeating, and finally expelling these
and, by the important
oppressors of their country
services thus rendered to the Thessalians, secured
their lasting attachment to his interests, and finally obtained the presidency of the Amphictyonic council.
;

Under his skilful management,
(Polyb., Exc, 9, 28.)
the troops of Thessaly became a most important addition to the resources he already possessed
and to this
;

powerful re-enforcement may probably be attributed
the success which attended his campaign
against the
On the death of Philip, the
Boeotians and Athenians.
states of Thessaly, in order to testify their veneration
for his memory, issued a decree, by which they confirmed to his son Alexander the supreme station which
he had held in their councils and also signified their
intention of supporting his claims to the title of commander-in-chief of the whole Grecian confederacy.
The long absence of that enterprising prince, while
;

was Halia, and quotes a
passage from
work written by Lucillus of Tarrha on this place, to
account for the reason which induced Philip to call hia
Cassander is said to have
daughter Thessalonica.
of Thessalonica

a

collected together the inhabitants of several
neigbbooring towns for the aggrandizement of the new
city,

which thus became one of the most important and
It surrendered
flourishing ports of northern Greece.
to the Ro.mans after the battle of
Pydna (Lir., 44, 10),
and was made the capital of the second region of Macedonia.
Situated on the fi;reat Egnatian
{Id., 45, 29.)
Way, 227 miles from Dyrrhachium, and possessed of
an excellent harbour, well placed for commercial intercourse with the Hellespont and Asia Minor, it could
not fail of becoming a very populous and
flourishing

The

Christian will dwell with peculiar interest
that connect the name of St.
Paul with the history of this place.
It will be seen,

city.

on the circumstances

engaged in distant conquests, subsequently afforded from the epistles which he addressed to his converts
his enemies an opportunity of detaching the Thessa- here, how successful his exertions had been, notwithlians from his interests
and the Lamiac war, which standing the opposition and enmity he had to encounwas chiefly sustained by that people against his gener- ter from his misguided countrymen. Pliny (4, 10)
als Antipater and Craterus, had nearly proved fatal to decribes Thessalonica as a free
and Lucian as
city
the Macedonian influence, not only in Thessaly, but the largest of the Macedonian towns.
{Asin., 46.
the
over the whole continent of Greece.
conduct
84.
I.Aier hisHierocL, p. 638.)
By
Compare Ptol., p.
and ability of Antipater, however, the contest was torians name it as the residence of the prefect, and the
{Theodoret, Hist. Eccles., 6,
brought to a successful issue, and Thessaly was pre- capital of Illyricum.
served to the Macedonian crown {Polyb 4, 76) un- 17.
For an account
Socrat., Hist. Eccles., c. 11.)
til the
reign of Philip, son of Demetrius, from whom of the dreadful massacre that once took place here,
it was wrested
by the Romans after the victory of consult the article Theodosius II. The modem name
AH Thessaly was then declared free of the place is Saloniki. {Cramer^ s Anc. Greece,
Cynoscephalae.
by a decree of the senate and people (Lzr., 33, 32), but vol. 1, p. 236, seqq. Compare Clarke's Travels, vol.
from that time it may be fairly considered as having 7, p 443, seqq.)—\l. A daughter of Philip, married
passed under the dominion of Rome, though its pos- to Cassander, and from whom the city of Thessalonica
session was still disputed by Antiochus {Liv.-, 36, 9, is said to have received its name.
{Vid. preceding arThes- ticle.)
seqq.), and again by Perseus, the son of Philip.
Thestor, a son of Idmon and Laothoe, father to
saly vvas already a Roman province, when the fate of
From him Calchas is often called Tkestorvthe empire of the world was decided in the plains of Calchas.

—

;

—

;

—

—

.,

—

—

Pharsalia.

— With

the exception, perhaps, of Bceotia,

have been the most fertile and productive
part of Greece, in wine, oil, and corn, but more especially the latter, of which it exported a considerable
this

seems

to

(Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, I,
quantity to foreign countries.
4.
Hence, as
Theophr., Hist. Plant., 8, 7, et 10.)
might be expected, the Thessalians were the wealthiest people of Greece
nor were they exempt from
those vices which riches and luxury generally bring in
their train.
(Atken., 12, 5, p. 624.
Tkeopomp., ap.

—

;

—

eund., 6, 17, p.

260.— Plat.,

Crit., p.

50.)— Like

the

Lacedaemonians, they employed slaves, who were
named Penestae these probably were a remnant of
the first tribes that inhabited the country, and that had
been reduced to a state of servitude by their invaders.
The Penestae formed no inconsiderable part of the population, and not unfrequently endeavoured to free
themselves from the state of oppression under which
;

—

Arislot.,
(Xen., Hist. Gr., 6, 1, 4.
they groaned.
de Repub., 2, 9.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p.
343, seqq.)
THEss.iLioTis, a part of Thessaly lying below the
Peneus, and to the west of Magnesia and Phthiotis.
{Vid. Thessalia, near the beginning of the article.)
Thessalonica, L a city of Macedonia, at the northIt was
eastern extremity of the Sinus Thermaicus.
at first an inconsiderable place, under the name of
Therme, by which it was known in the times of Herod-

—

^schines {Fals. Legat., 29), and
The latter speaks also of the Thermaean
Scylax.
Gulf.
Therme was occupied by the Athenians prior
to the Peloponnesian war, but was restored by them
to Perdiccas shortly after.
(Thucyd., 1, 51 —Id., 2,
are informed by Strabo that Cassander
29.)
changed the name of Therme to Thessalonica, in hon-

otus, Thucydides,

We

who was daughter of Philip.
330.— Scymn Ch., v. 625.— Zonar.,

our of his wife,
7, p.

,

{Epit.,
12, 26.)

Stepbaaus of Byzantium asserts that the former

name

des.

{Ovid, Met., 12,

19.— Stat.,

Ack.,

I,

497.)

Thetis, one of the sea-deities, daughter of Nereus
and Doris. To reward the virtue of Peleus {vid. Peleus), the king of the gods resolved to give him a god
The spouse selected for him was
dess in marriage.
Thetis, who had been wooed by Jupiter himself and hi«
brother Neptune ; but Themis having declared that the
child of Thetis would be greater than his sire, the

[Pind., Istkm., 8, 58, seqq.) According to another account, she was courted by Jupitei
alone till he was informed by Prometheus that her son
Schol. ad
would dethrone him.
{ApoUod., 3, 13, 1.
Others, again, maintain that Thetis, who
II., 1, 519.)
to
suit
not
listen
the
of Juwas reared by Juno, would
the god, in his anger, condemned her to
piter, and that
espouse a mortal {ApoUod., I. c), or that Juno herself
selected Peleus for her spouse.
(//., 24, 59.
ApoU
Chiron, being made aware of
Rhod., 4, 793, seq.)
the will of the gods, advised Peleus to aspire to the
hand of the nymph of the sea, and instructed him how
Peleus therefore lay in wait, and held
to win her.
her fast, though she changed herself into every variety
of form, becoming fire, water, a serpent, and a lion.
was solemnized on Mount Pelion all
The

gods withdrew.

—

—

:

wedding

the gods, except Discord {vid. Discordia), were invited,
and they all, with this single exception, honoured it
with their presence {II, 24, 62), and bestowed armour
on the bridegroom. (// , 17, 195. --7A., 18. 84.)
and Neptune the imhim an ashen
Chiron
spear,

gave

The
mortal Harpy-born steeds Balms and Xanthus.
muses sang, the Nereides danced, to celebrate the
and
poured out nectar for the
wedding,
guests.
lus,

Ganymedes

.—CtUul"
{Eurip., Iph. in Aul., 1036, seqq
The ofl'spring of this
Pel. et Thcl)

Nuptta

When the goddess
union was the celebrated Achilles.
wished to make this her child immortal, the indiscreet
frustrated her design, and, leaving
curiosity of Peleus
her babe, she abandoned for ever the mansion of her
1331
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husband, and returned to her sister Nereides.
Achilles, where a full account is given.)

{Vid.

THiRMinx, a town in the interior of Numidia, where
Hiempsal was slain by the soldiers of Jugurtha. (Sail.,
The site is unknown. {Mannert,
Jug., c. 12, 41.)
Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 372 )
Thisbe, I. a beautiful female of Babylon, between
whom and a youth named Pyramus, a native of the
same place, a strong attachment subsisted. Their pahowever, being averse to their union, they adopted the expedient of receiving each other's addresses
through the chink of a wall which separated their
In the sequel, they arranged a meeting at
dwelhngs.
the tomb of Ninus, under a white mulberry-tree.
Thisbe, enveloped in a veil, arrived first at the appointed place but, terrified at the appearance of a lioness,
she fled precipitately, and in her flight dropped her
rents,

;

which, lying in the animal's path, was rent by it,
and smeared with the blood that stained the jaws of
the lioness from the recent destruction of some cattle.
Pyramus, coming soon after to the appointed place, beheld the torn and bloody veil, and, concluding that
Thisbe had been destroyed by some savage beast,
slew himself in despair.
Thisbe, returning after a
short interval to the spot where she had encountered
the lioness, beheld the bleeding form of Pyramus, and
threw herself upon the fatal sword, still warm, as it
was, with the blood of her lover.
According to the
poets, the mulberry that overhung the fatal scene
changed the hue of its fruit from snow-white to a
blood -red colour.
II. A
{Ovid, Met., 4, 55, scqq.)
town of BoBotia, northwest of A sera, and near the
It was famed for its
confines of Phocis.
abounding
in wild pigeons.
{Horn., II, 2, 502.
Strabo, 411.)
veil,

—

—

Xenophon

writes

the

cannot doubt that this was a tradition handed down
from a very early period. Now if we are to understand it to mean that Eumolpus, Orpheus, Musaeus,
and Thamyris were the fellow-countrymen of those
Edonians, Odrysians, and Odomantians who, in the
historical ages, occupied the Thracian territory, and
who spoke a barbarian language, that is, one unintelli-

we must despair of being able to
comprehend these accounts of the ancient Thracian
minstrels, and of assigning them a place in the history

gible to the Greeks,

of Grecian civilization
this early period,

;

when

since

it

is

manifest that at

was scarcely any internations, or knowledge of

there

course between different

foreign tongues, poets who sang in an unijT^telligible
language could not have had more influence on the
mental development of the people than the twittering
of birds. Nothing but the dumb language of mimicry
and dancing, and musical strains independent of articulate speech, can at such a period pass from nation
to nation, as, for example, the Phrygian music passed
over to Greece; whereas the Thracian minstrels are
constantly represented as the fathers of poetry, which,
of course, is necessarily combined with language.

When we come

to trace more precisely the country
of these Thracian bards, we find that the traditions
refer to Pieria^ the district to the east of the Olympus
range, to the north of Thessaly, and the south of Ema-

Macedonia. In Pieria, likewise, was Libewhere the Muses are said to have sung the lament over the tomb of Orpheus the ancient poets,
ihia or
thra,

:

name in the plural, Thisbae. moreover, always make Pieria, not Thrace, the native
The modern Kakosia marks its place of the Muses, which last Homer clearly distin-

{Hist. Gr., 6, 4, 3.)
Sir W. Gell remarks, that the place is remarkable for the immense number of rock-pigeons still
found here.
This circumstance, he observes, is the
site.

more

striking, as neither the birds, nor rocks so full of
perforations, in which they build their nests, are found
in any other part of the country.
{Itin., p. 115.)

a king of the Tauric Chersonese when
Orestes and Pylades, in concert with Iphigenia, carried off from that country the statue of the Tauric
Diana.
II.
{Vid. Orestes and Iphigenia.)
King of
Lemnos, and father of Hypsipyle. {Vid. Hypsipyle.)
Thorax, I. a mountain near Magnesia ad Maeandrum, in Lydia, on which the poet Daphidas was crucified for having written some satirical lines against
Hence the proverb, ^uAttalus, king of Pergamus.
" Take care
"kdrrov tov

Thoas,

inconceivable that, in the later historic times, when
the Thracians were contemned as a barbarian race,
a notion should have sprung up that the first civilization of Greece was due to them ; consequently we

I.

—

(//., 14, 226.)
guishes from Pieria.
til the Pierians were
pressed in their

It

was not un-

own

territory

by

the early Macedonian princes, that some of them crossed the Strymon into Thrace proper, where Herodotus mentions the castles of the Pierians in the expe-

Xerxes (7, 112). It is, however, quite conceivable that, in early times, either on account of their
close vicinity or because all the north was comprehended under one name, the Pierians might, in southThese Piern Greece, have been called Thracians.

dition of

from the intellectual relations which they maintained with the Greeks, appear to have been a Grecian
raceT which supposition is also confirmed by the
Greek names of their places, rivers, fountains, &c.,
it is
that, situated on the limits of

erians,

although

probable

the Greek nation, they may have borrowed largely
Chil. %urU. 4, from neighbouring tribes.
6'i7.—Cic.,de Fat.,
(Midler'' s Dorians, vol. 1,
n. 52.)
A branch of the Phrygian nation,
p. 472, 488, 501.)
Thornax, a mountain of Laconia, north of Sparta, so devoted to an enthusiastic worship, once dwelt
and forming part of the range called Menclaium.
It close to Pieria, at the foot of Mount Bermius, where
On this mountain was a temple of King Midas was said to have taken the drunken SileIS now Thornika.
In the whole of this region
Apollo, with a statue of the god, to which a quantity nus in his rose-gardens.
but a wild and enthusiastic worship of Bacchus was difof gold was presented by Croesus {Herod., 1, 69)
It may be easily
the Lacedaemonians made use of it afterward to adorn fused among both men and women.
the more revered image of the Amy clean Apollo. conceived, that the excitement which the mind thus reCramer-s Ancient Greece, vol. 3, ceived contributed to prepare it for poetic enthusiasm.
{Pausan., 3, 10.
These same Thracians or Pierians lived, up to the time
219.)

^upaKa,

of

c.

Thorax.''''

{Strab.,

3.—Erasmus,

;

—

p.

Thoth, an Egyptian deity, corresponding in some
degree to the Grecian Hermes and the Latin Mercurius.
{Vid. remarks under the article Mercurius.)
Thraces, the inhabitants of Thrace. {Vid. Thra-

of the Doric and JEo\\c migrations, in certain districts
of Boeotia and Phocis. That they had dwelt about
the Boeotian mountain of Helicon, in the district of
the ancient histoThespiae and Acra, was evident to
as well from the traditions of the cities as from
rians,

cia.)

Thracia,

I.

a

name

of frequent occurrence in the

earliest history of Greek civilization, and designating,
in all probability, not the country called Thracia in a
later age, but the district subsequently known by the
By far the most remarkable
appellation of Pieria.
circumstance in the accounts that have come down to
us respecting the earliest minstrels of Greece is, that
It is utterly
several of them are called Thracians.

—
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the agreement of many names of places in the country
near Olympus (Libethrion, Pimpleis, Helicon, &c.).
At the foot of Parnassus, too, in Phocis, was said to
of Daulis, the seat of the
have been situate the
city

Thracian king Tereus, who is known by his connexion with the Athenian king Pandion, and by the fable of the metamorphosis of his wife Procne into a
it appears sufnightingale.—From what has been said,

THR

THRACIA.
ficiently clear that these Pierians or

Thracians, dwelling about Helicon and Parnassus, in the vicinity of
Attica, arc chiefly signified when a Thracian origin is
ascribed to the mythic bards of Attica. (Mullcr, Hist.
II.
Gr. Lit., p. 26, seqq )
large tract of country
between the Strymon and the Euxine front) west to
the
and
between
chain
of
Mount Hsemus and the
east,
shores of the ^gean and Propontis from north to

—

A

Such, at least, are the limits assigned to it by
Herodotus and Thucydides, though great changes took
That the
place in ages posterior to these historians.
Thracians, however, were at one period much more
south.

widely disseminated than the confines here assigned
them would lead us to infer, is evident from the facts
recorded in the earliest annals of Grecian history relative to their migrations to the southern
provinces of
that country.
have the authority of Thucydides
for their
in Phocis (2, 49).
Strabo (p.
CjStablishment

;

i

Tkucyd., 2, 29), whose son Sitalces, at the instjgv
tion of the Athenians, with whom he was allied, undertook an expedition into Macedonia
Havins raised
a powerful army of Thracians and Pseonians, toe sot>
creign of the Odrysse penetrated into the territory of
Perdiccas, who, unable to oppose in the field so formidable an antagonist, confined his resistance to the defence of the fortified towns ; and by this mode of warfare he at length wearied out the Thracian prince,

who was

his nephew Seuthes to abandon
persuaded by

the expedition and return to his dominions.
In return for this service, Seuihcs, we are told, received in
(Thumarriage Stratonice, the sister of Perdiccas.
cyd., 2, 97, scqq.)

been defeated and

Sitalces, some years after, having
slain in a battle with the Triballi,

401, 4l0)*certifies their occupation of Boeotia. And
numerous writers attest their settlement in Eleusis of
Attica, under Eumolpus, whose early wars with Erechtheus are related by Thucydides (2, 15), Pausanias

another considerable Thracian clan, was succeeded by
Seuthes, who carried the power of the Odrysian enoId., 2,
pire to its highest pitch.
(Thucyd., 4, 101.
The splendour of this monarchy was, however,
97.)
of short duration, as on the death of Seuthes it
began
and we learn from Xenopoon
gradually to decline
that, on the arrival of the ten thousand in Thrace, the

and others.
But these, in all probability, are
the Thracians alluded to under No. I.
Nor were

power of Medocus, or Amadocus, the reigning prince
of the Odrysae, was very inconsiderable.
(Anab., 7,

We

1. 38),

colonies

confined to the European continent
alone ; for, allured by the richness and beauty of the
Asiatic soil and clime, they crossed in numerous bodtheir

narrow strait which parted them from Asia Miand occupied the shores of Bithynia, and the fer(Herod., 7, 73.
plains of Mysia and Phrygia.

ies the

nor,
tile

—

On

the other hand, a great revolution
seems to have been subsequently effected in Thrace
by a vast migration of the Teucri and Mysi, who, as

Strabo, 303.)

Herodotus asserts, conquered the whole of Thrace,
and penetrated as far as the Adriatic to the west, and
to the river Peneus towards the south, before the TroWhence and at what period the name of
jan war.
Thracians was first applied to the numerous hordes
which inhabited this portion of the European continent,
is left
open to conjecture. Bochart and others have
supposed that it was derived from Tiraz, the son of

—

we

find the

name

already exrepresents the Thracians as joining the forces of Priam in the siege of
Troy, under the conduct of Rhesus, their chief (//., 10.
435), said to be the son of the river Strymon. {Eurip ,
Rhes. Arg.)
Herodotus affirms that the Thracians
were, next to the Indians, the most numerous and powerful people in the world ; and that, if all the tribes had
been united under one monarch or under the same govbut from
ernment, they would have been invincible

Japheth

;

certain

it is,

time of Homer,

isting in the

who

—

;

their subdivision into petty clans, distinct

other, they
3.)

been

They
first

were rendered

insignificant.

from each

(Herod

,

5,

said by the same historian to have
subjugated by Sesostris (2, 103), and, after

are

the lapse of many centuries, they were reduced under
the subjection of the Persian monarchy, by MegabaBut, on the
2us, general of Darius.
(Herod., 5, 2.)
failure of the several expeditions undertaken by that
sovereign and his son Xerxes against the Greeks, the
Thracians apparently recovered their independence,
and a new empire was formed in that extensive counof the Odrytry, under the dominion of Sitalces, king
sae, one of the most numerous and warlike of their
tribes.
Thucydides, who has entered into considerable detail on this subject, observes, that of all the emthe Euxpires situated between the Ionian Gulf and
ine, this was the most considerable both in revenue

and opulence

:

its

military force was, however, very

inferior to that of Scythia, both in strength and numThe empire of Sitalces extended along the
bers.
coast, from Abdera to the mouths of the Danube, a

distance of four days' and nights' sail ; and in the interior, from the sources of the Strymon to Byzantium,
a journey of thirteen days.
The founder of this empire appears

to

have been Teres (Herod.,

7, 137.

—

—

;

2,

n.—Id.

ibid., 3, 7.)

— When

Philip, the son of

Amyntas, ascended the throne of Macedon, the Thracians were governed by Cotys, a weak prince, whose
territories became an easy prey to his artful and enterThe whole of that part of Thrace
prising neighbour.
situate between the Strymon and the Nestus was thus
added to Macedonia, whence some geographical writers term it Macedonia Adjecta.
Cotys having been
assassinated not long after, was succeeded by his son
Chersobleptes, whose possessions were limited to the
Thracian Chersonese and even of this he was event-

—

;

ually stripped by the Athenians (Died Sic., 16, 34.
Dcmosth. in Aristocr., p. 678), while Philip seized on
all the maritime towns between the Nestus and that

On Alexander's accession to the throne,
peninsula.
the Triballi were by far the most numerous and powerful people of Thrace
and, as they bordered on the
Pseonians and extended to the Danube, they were foron this the most accessible fronmidable
;

neighbours
Alexander commenced his reign
of Macedonia.
of their territory ; and, having defeated
an
invasion
by
them in a general engagement, pursued them across
the Danube, whither they had retreated, and compelled them to sue for peace. After his death, Thrace
fell to the portion of Lysimachus, one of his generals,
tier

by

whom

it

was erected

into a

monarchy.

On

his de-

cease, however, it revolted to Macedonia, and remained under the dominion of its sovereigns until the conThe divisions
quest of that country by the Romans.
of Thrace under the Roman sway were as follows : 1.

Thracia, a name applied, in a limited sense, to the
of its
country around the Hebrus in the earlier part
2. Hamimonthe capital was Philippopolis.
course

—

:

tus or JEmimontus, including the country along the
Hebrus in the eastern part of its course, and extendit stretched oflT also to the
ing northward to Haemus ;
northeast until it struck the coast ; the capital was Ha3. Europa, the coast along the Propon
drianopolis.
lis and Hellespont, including the Thracian Cherso4. Rhodopa, the
nese : the capital was Perinthus.
southern coast from the Sinus Melas to the mouth of
6.
5. Masia Secunda, north of Harmus.
the Nestus.

—

—

—

—

near its mouth.
(CraScythia, below the Danube,
mer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 28A.—Manncrt, Gcogr.,
vol. 7, p. 69.)

Thraseas,

Paetus, a

Roman

senator in the reign ol

and patriotism.
a native of Patavium, educated in stoical tenof Cato of Utica, whose life
ets, and a great admirer
His contempt of the base adulation of the
he wrote.
Nero, distinguished

for his integrity

He was

animadversions on the
senate, and his open and manly
enormities of the emperor, were the occasion of his
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THR
being condemned to death.
13th year of Nero's reign.

endeavoured
tion of Partus

He

died

A.D. 66,

and Soranus.

in the

Tacitus says that Nero
by the destrucMartial,
(Juv., 5, 36.

to extirpate virtue itself

19.—Tac., Ann.,

1,

THU

—

15, 16.)

the

He

subsequently headed the party from Phyla which
overthrew the government of the thirty tyrants. Tlirasybulus was afterward sent with an Athenian fleet to
the coast of Asia, where he gained some considerable
advantages.
Having, after this, proceeded to the collection of tribute from the towns, and having, in the
course of this, come to the city of Aspendus, the inhabitants of this place were so exasperated by some
irregularity of his soldiers, that they attacked his camp
at night, and he was killed in his tent.
Thrasybulus
was a man of tried honesty and patriotism, and had
in

ability

some very

tryii^g

situa-

tions.
The only cloud that rests upon his memory is
an appearance of having concurred with Theramenes
in the accusation of their six
colleagues at Arginusae,
not actively, at least by withholding the testimony

if

might have saved them

;
but the evidence which
not sufficient to warrant us in decidedly
fixing so dark a stain on a character otherwise so
pure. {Corn. Nep., Vit. Thrasyb.—Diod. Sic, 13, 98.
W., 13, 101.—/(i., 14, 33; 94, 99.)
Thrasvllds, one of the Athenian commanders at
the battle of Arginusae, condemned to death with his

that

we have

Athenians during the Peloponnesian war
{Thucyd 2,
and several years after it fell into the hands of
Onomarchus, the Phocian general, who enslaved the
inhabitants.
{Diod. Sic., 12,44.
JEsch., de Fals.
,

Thrasybulus, an Athenian general, one of
commanders in the naval battle of Arginusae.

shown uncommon

Greece, noticed by Homet as being near the river
(//., 2, 533.) ""^t was thirty stadia from
Boagrius.
Scarphea, and at some distance from the coast, as apThronium was taken by tho
pears from Strabo (426).

is

—

colleagues for omitting to collect and bury the dead
after the action.
(FiJ. Arginusae.)

26),

—

^Q.—Liv

32, 36.—Polyb., 17, 9, 3.)
Dr.
Clarke conjectured that Thronium was situated at
Bodonitza, a small town on the chain of Mount CEta;
but Sir
Gell is of opinion that this point is too far
distant from the sea, and that it accords rather with an
ancient ruin above Lorigachi {Itin., p. 235); and this

Legat.,

p.

W.

is

in

unison also with the statement of Meletias the

Greek geographer, who cites an inscription discovered
there, in which the name of Thronium occurs (vol. 2,
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol.2, p. 114). 11.
p. 323.
A town of Illyricum, at some distance from the coast

—

—

above Oricum, and near another place called Amantia.
Both these places are said to have been founded here
by the Abantes, in conjunction with the Locrians, they
having been driven hither by adverse winds on their
return from Troy.
{Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p.
65.)

a celebrated Greek historian, born
of Halinusia, and in the tribe of
His father's name was Olorus,
Leontium, B.C. 471.
or, as some write the name, Orolus, and on the mother's side he was descended from Cimon, son of Miltiades.
Of the boyhood and education of the historian
we have little information. The first remarkable circumstance of his early youth is one which the biograIt is stated,
phers of Thucydides never fail to relate.
on the authority of Lucian {de conscrib. Hist., c. 16),

Thucvdides,

I.

in Attica, in the village

Thrasymenus Lacus. Vid. Trasymenus Lacus.
Thriamhus, one of the surnames of Bacchus.
Thrinakia, an island mentioned in the Odyssey, on
which the flocks and herds of the Sun-god fed, under Suidas, and Photius,
the care of his daughters Phaeihusa and Lampetia,

which Ulysses came immediately after escaping
On reaching this sacred island,
Sylla and Charybdis.
his companions, in defiance of the
warning of Ulysses,
The
slaughtered some of the oxen while he slept.
hero, on awaking, was filled with horror and despair at
what they had done
and the displeasure of the gods
and

to

;

was manifested by prodigies ; for the hides crept along
the ground, and the flesh lowed on the spits.
They fed
for six days on the sacred cattle
on the seventh the
storm which had driven them to Thrinakia fell, and they
left the island ; but, as soon as they had lost
sight of land,
;

a terrible west wind,

accompanied by thunder, lightning, and pitchy darkness, came on. Jupiter struck the
it went to
ship with a thunderbolt
pieces, and all the
The resemblance
sacrilegious crew were drowned.
between Thrinakia and Trinacria, a name of Sicily,
has induced both ancients and moderns to acquiesce
in the opinion of the two islands
identical.

—

:

being

this opinion it has been observed, that Thriwas a desert isle (vrjaoc; tpfjiij}.
Od., 12, 351),

Against
nakia

—

an uninhabited
time that Ulysses and

,

that Thucydides,

when

a

youth

of fifteen, stood with his father near Herodotus when
the latter was reciting his history at the Olympic festival ; and was so much interested with the work, and
affected at the applause with which it was received,
that he shed tears.
On observing which, Herodotus

exclaimed to his father, 'Opya rj ^vaic tov viov aov
ru (iaOrifiaTa, " Your son burns with ardour for
This recitation is proved by Dodwell to
learning."
have taken place at the 81st Olympiad, B.C. 456.
Now, if what is said by Pamphila, a female author of the
age of Nero, be true, the age of Thucydides at the period of this recitation was fifteen. The grounds on which
the whole account rests have been carefully examined
by Poppo, Dahlmann, Goller, and other German critics,
and the story has been pronounced fabulous.
(ComMarcellipare remarks under the article Herodotus.)
nus informs us that the preceptor of Thucydides, in
oratory and rhetoric in general, was Antipho, on whom
TTpbg

—

the historian has passed a short but significant encomium in a part of his work (8, 68). In philosophy,
and the art of thinking and reasoning, he was instructed by Anaxagoras.
Of the manner in which he spent

and that, during the whole
his men were in it,
they did not his early manhood we have no certain information.
meet with any one, and co-jld procure no food but That he served the usual time in the 7repi7ro?.oi, or
"
that it is called
How he spent the period
birds and fish
the excellent isle of militia, we cannot doubt.
the God^' {Odyss., 12, 261), whose peculiar property from his militia-service to that of his appointment to
it therefore must have been
that, according to the anal- command the fleet in Thrace we have no way of asogy of the Odyssey, it must have been a small island, certaining. An ancient anonymous biographer of the
for such were .^aea, Ogygia, and all we meet ; not historian says that he had participated in the AtheniBut if he had by inheritone of which circumstances agrees with Sicily.
It an colony sent to Thurium.
seems, therefore, the more probable supposition, that ance any considerable property in Thrace, which is
he poet regarded Thrinakia as an islet, about the highly probable, no reason can be imagined why he
same size as those of Circe and Calypso, belonging to should have taken part in this colony. If, however,
the Sun-god, and tenanted only by his flocks and that statement be correct, Dodwell seems to have
He must proved the circumstance must have taken place in his
herds, and his two daughters their keepers.
also have conceived it to lie much more to the west twenty-seventh year.
Why he went, or how long
If he went at all, he
than Sicily, for it could not have been more than the he stayed, we are not informed.
and there is no
third day after leaving .^aea that Ulysses arrived at probably did not remain very long
doubt that he had returned to his country long beit.
{Keightley's Mythology, p. 273, seq.)
that

is,

isle

;

;

;

;

Thkonium, I.
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a

town of the Locri Epicnemidii,

in

fore

the

commencement

of the Peloponnesiaii war,

THUCYDIDES.
olherwise

would make

it

THUCYDIDES.

his marriage wiih the

Thra-

cian lady of Scaptesylo (by which
in

properly

mines,

&c.)

an

he obtained rich
improbably late one.

and Pisistratus show no sort of
affinity), relates that
Thucydides was assassinated immediately on his return.

And

Zopyrus, referred to by Marcellinus,

re-

Whether he was employed in military service in the lates that such an event took place, but some
years tfseven years of the war is uncertain it is prob- terward.
Had, however, that really been the case, it
that
he
was.
In
the
of
the
would
have
been
able, however,
eighth year
perfectly known, and could scarcely
war and the forty-seventh of his age, B C. 4j(l, he was but have been alluded to by Cicero, or »ome other
first

;

appointed to the command of the Athenian fleet off the
coast of Thrace, which included the direction of affairs
He occupied
in the various Athenian colonies there.

great writer of antiquity.

a station at Thasus, and, being suddenly
summoned to the defence of Amphipolis, he hastened

tory into order)

with bis

fleet

but, owing to unavoidable circumstances, was
;
too late by only half a day.
He, however, succeeded
in saving Eion, though, had he not arrived at the time
he did, the place would have been occupied by Brasidas the very next morning. It is plain, that to save
Amphipolis was a physical impossibility, and great acthither

was used in saving Eion. He therefore merited praise rather than censure. And yet the Athenian
people, out of humour with the turn which things were
taking in Thrace, condemned him to banishment
tivity

;

though, with a magnanimity scarcely paralleled, he

makes no mention of it in his history of that period,
and only touches upon it incidentally afterward, in order to show his advantages for arriving at the truth,
and then without a word of complaint. Discharged
from all duties, and freed from all public avocations,
he was left without any attachments but to simple
truth, and proceeded to qualify himself for commemoOn
rating exploits in which he could have no share.
his banishment he retired to Scaptesyle, the property
to
the
and
his
forthus dedicated
leisure
of his wife,
mation of his great work, and (as Marcellinus, the ancient biograplver, says) employed his wealth liberally in
procuring the best information of the events of the
How he
war, both from Athens and Lacedaemon.
passed the period of his exile may, then, be very well

Poppo, indeed, maintains
many years after his return but his reason (namely, that after his return he
digested his histhat he lived

;

not convincing.
For it surely would
not require many years to do that,
especially as the
last

book was,

is

in a
all,
rough and undigested
Besides, the probability is rather that a man of
The strongest
sixty-seven should not live many years.
proof adduced is, that the historian (3, 116) makes
mention of the third eruption of i£tna, which is said to
have taken place B.C. 395.
But this argument depends upon the interpretation of the words of that paewhich
a
countenance to the above
sage,
probably gave
It seems, therefore, to be uncertain how
opinion.

after

left

state.

many years he lived after his recall from banishment
The manner in which he speaks of the conclusion of
the war, and his
having lived throughout the whole
it in the full
enjoyment of his faculties, stronglr
confirms the statement of Pamphila, from which it fol-

of

lows that he was sixty-seven years old at its conclusion.
And as it seems probable that he would not arrange the work before the conclusion of the war, so the
moulding of the whole into its present form might consume some years of the life of an aged man. Yet its
being at last left incomplete is unfavourable to the opinion of Dodwell, that Thucydides lived
beyond his
s

16, seqq.)

vol.

Thucydides,
—The {Bloomfield'
of the work
as follows

eightieth year.

title

is

:

1,

p.

'Lvy-

ypatprj nepl tov no7.iu.ov ruv lit'koTzovvrjaiuv koI 'k&ti'
vaiuv {''History of the war between the PeloponneIt is in
stans and Athenians'^).
eight books, and exnor is it necessary to fill up that space, as tends to near the close of the twenty-first year of the
imagined
"
Dodwell does, with such events as the death of Per- war but the eighth book is not so finished as the rest,
the accession of Archelaus, and, indeed, there is a gradual decline of vigour and
diccas, king of Macedon
the end of the t/XikIu crparevaLfio^ of finished execution after the first five books.
his successor
This fallThucydides ;" for his military life had virtually been ing off and abrupt termination of his history may
As to the period of his best be explained by a gradual deprivation of health,
defunct eighteen years before.
With respect to the
exile, it was, as he himself tells us (5, 26), twenty terminating in a sudden death.
and his return is, by some, fixed at 403 B.C., temper and disposition of Thucydides, it was grave,
years
'•
He seems," Smith observes, " to
at the time when an amnesty was passed for all offen- cool, and candid.
ces against the state
by others, to the year before, have been all judgment and no passion." He evidentwhen Athens was taken by Lysander, and the exiles ly had nothing choleric or resentful in his constitution.
mostly returned. The former opinion has been shown His notions in philosophy and religion being above the
"
for," argues conception of the vulgar, procured him, as in the case
by Krueger to be alone the correct one
" since
Pericles, and others, the
he,
Thucydides says that he was banished for of Anaxagoras, Socrates,
"
"
which," says Hobbes,
they betwenty years in the eighth year of the war, which also, name of an atheist,
he affirms, lasted twenty-one years, it follows that bis stowed upon all men that thought not as they did of
As regards the merits of
recall must have been in the year after Athens was ta- their ridiculous religion."
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

ken." To which it may be added, that the high-mind- Thucydides as an historian, we may copy the words
**
For the faith of this history I
ed historian would have disdained to avail himself of of the same writer.
such an unauthorized way of returning to his country shall have the less to say, in respect that no man hath
Nor, indeed, could
as that eagerly snatched at by the bulk of the exiles, but ever yet called it into question.
would wait until the public amnesty should give him any man justly doubt of the truth of thai writer, in
at
all
to
truth
whom
had
a full right to do so. Perhaps, however, the real
suspect of those thing*
nothing
they
of the matter is what Pausanias relates, who mentions that could have caused him either voluntarily to lie or
He overtasked not
among the antiquities a statue to the memory of one ignorantly to deliver an untruth.
of things long beCEnobius, for being the mover of a separate decree of his strength by undertaking a history
It fore his time, and of which be was not able to inform
the assembly for the recall of Thucydides (1, 23).
which himself. He was a man that bad as much means, in
IS
probable that, besides the general amnesty by
the former exiles were permitted to return, a particu- regard both of his dignity and his wealth, to find the
lar decree was made for Thucydides
and, considering truth of what he relateth, as was needful for a man to
He used as much diligence in search of the
of his banishment, this was no more have.
the
;

gross injustice
It is not necessary to
than he had a right to expect.
notice all those many improbable, and sometimes conof Thucydides
tradictory accounts concerning the life
which are found in some of the later Greek writers ;
as, for instance, Pausanias, who, besides making Thucydides descended from Pisistratus (which is incontistent with
facts, for the genealogies of Miltiades
plain

truth (noting everything while it was fresh in his memand laying out his wealth upon intelligence) as wis
He affected, least of any
to use.
possible for a man
man, the acclamations of popular authorities, and wrote
not his history to win applause, as was the use of that

—

ory,

age, but for a

monument

to instruct the

v^ich he professeth himself, and

ages to come,

entitleth his
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THU

THUCYDIDES.
He was
KrTjfia £f aei, a possession for everlasting.
far from the necessity of servile writers, either to fear
or to flatter.
In fine, if the truth of a history did ever
appear by the manner of relating, it doth so in this hisSmith also has a discourse on the qualifications
tory."
of Thucydides as an historian which merits perusal.
He therein shows him to have had all the qualifica" to be
tions that can be thought necessary
namely,
abstracted from every kind of connexion with persons
or things that are the subject matter to be of no counclear of all passion, independent in evtry, no party
entirely unconcerned who is pleased or disery light
the servant only of reapleased with what he writes
He was wholly unconcerned about the
son and truth.
He wrote
opinion of the generation in which he lived.
for posterity.
He appealed to the future world for
the value of the present he had made them.
The
judgment of succeeding ages has approved the comSo
pliment he thus made to their understandings.

—

;

;

;

;

;

long as there are truly great princes, able statesmen,
sound politicians politicians that do not rend asunder politics from good order and the general happiness,
he will meet with candid and grateful acknowledgments of his merits." Thucydides has been sometimes
censured for the introduction of harangues into his history, and this has been made an argument, by some,
The truth
against his general veracity as an historian.
IS, however, that the writer never meant them to be regarded by the reader as having been actually pronounced by the speakers in question : they serve merely
as vehicles for conveying his own sentiments on passing events, for painting more distinctly the characters
of those whom he brings forward in the course of his
narrative, and for relating circumstances to which he
could not well refer in the main body of his history.
The harangues of Thucydides impart frequently to
his work a kind of dramatic character, and agreeably
interrupt the monotony occasioned by his peculiar arrangement of events. Demosthenes was so ardent an
admirer of them, that he is said to have copied them
over ten times, in order to appropriate to himself the
The finest is the funeral
style of this great writer.
oration of Pericles, in honour of those who had fallen

—

—

I

icles, already referred to, and the description of the
plague which ravaged Athens during the summer of
01. 87.4, B.C. 429.
The fearful picture which Thucydides here traces has been imitated by Lucretius and

Virgil, particularly the former.

—'the

best editions of

Thucydides are, that of Hudson, Oxon., 1696, fol.
that of Dbker, Amst., 1731, 2 vols. fol.
that of Gotleber and Bauer, Lips., 1790-1804, 2 vols. 4to
that
of Haack, Stend., 1819, 2 vols. 8vo, reprinted
by Valthat of Bekker, Oxon.,
py, Lond., 1823, 3 vols. 8vo
1821, 4 vols. 8vo; that of Arnold, Oxford, 1830-5,
3 vols. 8vo
and especially that of Poppo, Lips.,
Dr. Bloomfield, vicar of
1821-37, 12 vols. 8vo.
;

;

;

;

—

;

Bisbrooke, Rutland, England, has published a small
edition with English notes, in 3 vols. 12mo, and also
a new English version of the historian, with copious
and valuable notes, in 3 vols. 8vo, Lond., 1819.
II.

—

A

poet, mentioned by Marcellinus, the biographer of
Thucydides. (Compare Poppo, Prolog. , 1, p. 27.

—

Goeller, Vit. Thucyd.)
Thule, an island in the

most northern parts of the
called ultima, " farthest," on account
and
its
situation,
being regarded as the

German Ocean,
of

its

remote

limit of geographical knowledge in this quarter.
The
Thule mentioned by Tacitus in his life of Agricola (c.
10), and which that commander discovered in circumnavigating Britain, coincides with Mainland, one of
the Shetland Isles.
The Thule spoken of by Pytheas,
the ancient Greek navigator, was different from this.
The relation of Pytheas is rather romantic in some of
its features
as, for example, when he states that its
climate was neither earth, air, nor sea, but a chaotic
confusion of these three elements
from other parts
of his narrative, however, many have been led to sup;

:

that this Thule was modern Iceland or Norway.
Mannert declares himself in favour of the former

pose

;

D'Anville opposes

Ptolemy places the middle of

it.

this Thule in 63° of latitude, and says that at the time
of the equinoxes the days were twenty-four hours,
which could not have been true at the equinoxes, but

must have referred

in the service of their country.
Another charge made
against Thucydides is the division of his work into

to the solstices, and therefore this
supposed to have been in 66° 30' latitude,
under
the
The Thule of which
is,
polar circle.
Procopius speaks, D'Anville makes to correspond with
the modern canton of Tylemark, in Norway.
The

years, and even into seasons, for he divides each year
into two seasons, summer and winter.
This arrange-

details of Procopius, however, seem to agree rather
with the accounts that have been given of the state of

ment, which Dionysius of Halicarnassus has severely
blamed, imparts to the work a kind of monotonous
character
and yet, on the other hand, it must be confessed, that if this plan be in some respects a defective
one, it is less so for the history of a single war, which
naturally divides itself into campaigns, than it would
be for a work intended to embrace the history of a
people, or of some extended period of time.
Thucydides wrote in the Attic dialect
after him no historian ventured to employ any other, and his work is reHis
garded as the canon, or perfection of Atticism.
his concisestyle, however, is not without its faults
ness sometimes degenerates into obscurity, particularly
nor does he seem to be always very
in his harangues
solicitous about the elegance of his diction, but more
ambitious to communicate information than to please
the ear.
Against these and similar charges, of careless collocation, embarrassed periods, and solecistic
phraseology, which Dionysius, in particular, is most
active in adducing, the historian has been very successfully defended by one of his recent editors. Poppo.
Two among the Roman writers have taken Thucydides for their model, namely, Sallust and Tacitus
but they have imitated him each in a diflferent manner.
Tacitus has appropriated to himself the general manner of the Greek historian, his conciseness, his depth
of thought
Sallust has conformed to him in his senThe most
tences and phrases more than in his ideas.

ancient Lapland.

—

;

—

:

:

;

;

;

—

celebrated parts of Thucydides are the oration of Per-

island

is

that

Some modern geographers think
by Thule the ancients mean merely Scandinavia,
of which their knowledge was very limited.
{Manthat

nert, Gcogr., vol.

1,

p 78.)

Thurit, a city of Lucania, in Lower Italy, near the
site of the more ancient Sybaris, and which was founded by a colony from Athens about fifty-five years after
Two celebrated
the overthrow of the latter city.
characters are

named among

those

who

joined this ex-

which was collected from different parts of
Greece these were Herodotus, and Lysias the orator.
Dion. Hal., de Lys.,
(Arisfot., de RheL, 3, 9.
Diodorus
Snid., s. v. 'Hpodoroc ct Aiaia^.)
p. 452.
pedition,

—

;

—

gives us a very full account of the foundation of thic
town, the form and manner in which it was built, and
the constitution it adopted: its laws were framed
chieflv after the code of the celebrated legislators Za-

leucus and Charondas.

(Diod. Sic, 12, 10

)

The

government of Thurii seems to have excited the attention of Aristotle on more than one occasion.
{P»This Athenian colony attained a
lit., .5, 4, seqq.)
it enconsiderable degree of prosperity and power
tered into an alliance with Crotona, and engaged in
hostilities with Tarentum, in order to obtain posses:

sion of the territory v^-hich formerly belonged to Siris.
In the Peloponnesian war, the Thti(Strabo, 264.)
rians are

mentioned as

furnishing them with
Sicilian expedition.

allied to the

Athenians, and as

ships and men
{Thucyd., 7, 35.) Subsequent-

some few

for iheij

THY

TIB

of the Lucani, from whom they susly, the attacks
tained a severe defeat, and, at a still later period, the
enmity of the Tarentines, so reduced the power and

and was

prosperity of the Thurians, that they were compelled
to seek the aid of Rome, which was thus involved in

Semele after she had
been translated to the skies. The appellation comet
either from ^vu, to sacrifice, or i?vu, "/o
ragt, to be

About eighty-eight years afa war with Tarentum.
terward, Thurii, being nearly deserted, received a Roman colony, and took the name of Copia. {Strab.^
263.
Liv., 35, 9.)
Cassar, however, calls it Thurii,
and designates it a municipal town. {Bell. Civ., 3,
22 ) The remains of ancient Thurii must be placed
between the site of ancient Sybaris and Terra Nova.

—

killed

by Tumus.

{Virg.^ JEn., 10,

133.—

Id. lb., 12, 364.)

Thyni, a people of Bithynia.
THvdNE, a name given to

{Vid. Bilhynia.)

The latter is the more probable deriva{Apdlod., 3, 6, Z.—Diod. Sie., 4, 25.— i/eyiu

agitated.''''

tion.

ad Apollod.,

I.

Thyoneus

c.)

(three syllables), a

from his mother Semele,
{Vid. Thyone.)

surname of Bacchus,

who was

called

Thyone.

Thyrea, the principal town of Cynuria, in Argolit,
(Cramer s Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p. 359.)
Thubinus, a name given to Augustus when he was near which the celebrated battle was fought between
either
because
some
of
his
were
the
Spartans and an equal number of Argives.
{Vid.
young,
progenitors
natives of Thurii, or because his father Oclavius had Othryades.)
It was probably situate not far from the
been successful in some military operations near Thu- modern town of Astro. {Herod., 1, 82.) The Spar-

—

a short time after the birth of Augustus.
{SueConsult Oudendorp, ad loc.)
ion., Vit. Aug., 7.

rii

—

a river of Epirus, anciently dividing
Thresprotia from the district of Cestrine.
{Thucyd.,
The historian Phylarchus, as Athenaeus re1, 46.)

Thyamis,

I.

ports (3, 3), affirmed that the Egyptian bean was never
known to grow out of Egypt except in a marsh close

—

It apto this river, and then only for a short period.
pears from Cicero that Atticus had an estate on the
banks of the Thyamis. {Ad. Att., 7, 7.
Compare
Pausan., 1, 11.) The modern name of this stream is
the Calama.
{Cramefs Anc. Greece, \o]. 1, p. 108.)
II. A promotory of Epirus, near the river of the
now
same name,
Cape Nissi.
ThvatIra {tu Qvareipa), a city of Lydia, near the
northern confines, situate on the small river Lycus,
not far from its source.
According to Pliny (5, 29),
its original name was Pelopia ; and Strabo (625) makes
it to have been founded by a colony of Macedonians.

—

—

It was enlarged by Seleucus Nicator, and was selected as a place of arms by Andronicus, who declared
himself heir to the kingdom of Pergamus after the
death of Attalus.
Thyatira, according to Strabo, befrom the time of Pliny,
longed originally to Mysia
however, we find it ascribed to Lydia. Its ruins are
now called Ak-Hisar, or the white castle. This was
one of the churches mentioned in the Revelations.
For an interesting account of the church in Thyatira,
consult Milner^s History of the Seven Churches of
Asia, p. 277, seqq Lond.. 1832.
Thvestes, a son of Pelops and Hippodamia, and
grandson of Tantalus ; for the legend relating to whom,
;

—

,

tans established the iEginetae here upon the expulsion
of that people from their island by the Athenians.
{Thucyd 2, 27.) During the Peloponnesian war,
however, the latter, having landed on the Cynunan
,

on
— Cramer^s

coast, captured the town, and, setting
off all the inhabitants.
{Id., 4, 56.

it

fire,

carried

Ane.

Greece, vol. 3, p. 235.)

Thyrsagbt.^,
hunting.
territory.

who lived by
the Tanais rise in their

a people of Sarmatia,

makes
—Herodotus
Thyssagetae,
II.

or

a nation of European

Sarmatia, dwelling on the banks of the Tanais, where
the same river approaches nearest to the Wolga, and
in the neighbourhood of the lyrcae.
{Hardouin ad
Plin., 6, 7.)

Tiberias, a town of Galilee, built by Herod Agripand named in honour of the Emperor Tiberius.
was situate on the western shore, and near the
This piece
southern extremity of the Sea of Tiberias.
of water or lake was previously called by the name of
Gennesareth, from a pleasant district called Gennesar,

pa,
It

Tiberias was
taken and destroyed by Vespasian
but, after the fall
It is
of Jerusalem, it gradually rose again into notice.
often mentioned by the Jewish writers, because, after
the taking of Jerusalem, there was at Tiberias a succession of Hebrew judges and doctors till the fourth
at the northern extremity of the lake.
;

Epiphanius says that a Hebrew translation
century.
of St. John and the Acts of the Apostles was kept in
this

city.

Jud., 2, 8.
Tabaria.

—{Joseph.,

Ant. Jud.,

Id. ibid., 3, 16.)

18,

3.

— Id,

BcU.

The modern name

is

TiBERiNus, son of Capetus and king of Alba, wa«
drowned in the river Albula, which on that account
Thymbra. a plain in Troas, through which a small assumed his name, and was called Tiberis. {Liv., 1,
20.— Karro, dt L. L., 4, 5, &c.
river, called Thymbrius, flows in its course to the 3.—Cic.,N. D., 2,
389 4, 47.)
Scamander.
According to some, the river Thymbrius —Ovid, Fast., 2,
Tjberis, Tyberis, Tyber, or Tibris, a river of
is now the Kamar-sou.
{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol.
on whose banks the city of Rome was built. It
1, p. 102.)
Apollo had a temple here, whence he Italy,
called Albula, from the
was surnamed ThymbrcEus. {II., 10, 430.
Virg., is said to have been originally
It was in this whiteness of its waters, and afterward Tiberis when
JEn., 3, 8b.—Eurip., Rhes., 224.)
of Alba, had been drowned there; but
temple that Achilles is said to have been mortally Tiberinus, king
that Albula was the Latin name of the
wounded by Paris.
{Eustath. ad II., 10, 433.— it is probable
one.
Varro
river, and Tiberis or Ttbris the Tuscan
Serv. ad Mn., I. c.)
of the Veientes. named Dtkt'
Thymbr.«;us, a surname of Apollo. {Vid. Thym- informs us that a prince
consult the article Atreus.

;

—

his name to the stream, and that out of this
It
time the appellations Tiberis and Tibris.
is often called by the Greeks Thymbris {6 BvfiSptc).
With respect to its source, Pliny informs us (3, 5)
meet Xanthus, the Boeotian monarch, in single com- that it rises in the Apennines above Arreiium. and
course of nearly one hundred
bat. Melanthus the Messenian accepted the challenge, that it is joined, during a
slew Xanthus, and was rewarded with the kingdom of and fifty miles, by upward of forty tributary streams.
of receiving vessels of considAttica.
Trojan prince, The Tiber was capable
{Vid. Melanthus.)— II.
boats to withm a
whose wife and son were put to death by order of erable burden at Rome, and small
source.
(Dion. Hal 3. 44.
Priam. {Tzctz. ad Lycophr., 22i.—Burmami, ad short distance of its
He is said, on this account, to Strab., 218.) Virgil is the only author who applies
Virg., JEn 2, 32.)
to the waters of the Tiber.
have used his best endeavours to persuade his coun- the epithet of ccerulean
That of /art**, "yellow," is well
their walls. {^n., 8, 62.)
trymen to admit the wooden horse within
known to be much more general. {Ovid, Trist.. 5,
(Virg.,Mn., 2, Z'i.—Servius ad £n„ I. c.)— III.
This stream is also called
Horat., Od., 1. 2, 13.)
son of Hicetaon, who accompanied ^neas into Italy, 1
bris,

bra.)

a king of Athens, son of Oxinthas,
the last of the descendants of Theseus who reigned
at Athens.
He was deposed because he refused to

Thymcetes,

I.

grew

gave
in

—

A

,

,

A

8G
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" the Tuscan
river," from its waTyrrkenus an.nis,
tering Etruria on one side in its course, and also Lyd" tiie
iicSy
Lydian" stream or Tiber, on account of the
popular tradition which traced the arts and civilization
of Etruria to Lydia in Asia Minor.
{Vid. Hetruria.)

Tiberius, Claudius Drusus Nero, a

He was the son of a father of
13. C. 42.
the same name, of the ancient Claudian family, and of
Livia Drusilla, afterward the celebrated wife of AuRapidly raised to authority by the influence
gustus.
of his mother, he displayed no inconsiderable ability in
an expedition against certain revolted Alpine tribes, in
consequence of which he was raised to the consulship
On the death of Agrippa,
in his twenty-eighth year.
the gravity and austerity of Tiberius having gained the
emperor's confidence, he chose him to supply the place
of that minister, obliging hmi, at the same time, to divorce Vipsania, the daughter of Agrippa, and wed Juthe daughter of Augustus, whose flagitious conduct
at length so disgusted him that he retired in a private
lia,

of Rhodes.

After experiencing
the deaths of
the two Caesars, Caius and Lucius, induced the emperor to take him again into favour and adopt him.
During the remainder of the life of Augustus he behaved with great prudence and ability, concluding a
war with the Germans in such a manner as to merit a
On the death of Augustus he succeeded
triumph.
without opposition to the empire.
The first act of the
new reign was the murder of young Postumus Agrippa, the only surviving son of M. Vipsanius Agrippa,
and whom Augustus had banished during his lifetime
isle

much discountenance from Augustus,

—

to the island of Planasia.

From

his bodily strength,

although taken by surprise and defenceless, he was
with difficulty overcome by the centurion employed.
Like Elizabeth of England, Tiberius disavowed his
own order. Surmise hesitated between himself and
Livia; and an incredible pretext was set up of a com-

mand

of the late emperor to the tribune who had the
custody of the youth, that he was not to be suffered to
While Tiberius proceeded immediately
survive him.
to the actual exercise of several of the imperial functions, such as delivering their standard to the praetorian guard, having them in attendance on his person,
and despatching letters to the armies to announce his

accession, he affected to depend on the pleasure of
the senate, and to consider himself unequal to the
In the confused, dilaweight of the whole empire.
tory, and ambiguous mode of his expressing, or rather
hinting, his sentiments, wliich he often designed to
be understood in a contrary sense to what they seemed
to bear, he strongly resembled Cromwell.-^The servility of the senate ran before his ambition.
They

had afterward leisure

Tiberius soon

for repentance.

practise the dark, crooked, and sanguinary
policy which marks the jealousy, distrust, and terror

began

—

Roman em- While

peror, born

capacity to the

share which the people had retained of the
right of
election was entirely taken from them ; the nomination of the consuls assumed by the
emperor ; and the
choice of the other magistrates, though ostensibly referred to the senate, determined really by himself.

to

of a conscious and suspicious tyrant.
Those who had
formerly offended him, as Asinius Gallus, who had
married his divorced wife Vipsania, and even those
who had been pointed out by Augustus as men likely,

by their talents or aspiring minds, to supply princes to
the empire, should the road be open to them, were
watched, circumvented, immured, and destroyed. The
law of high treason was made an instrument of punbut looks, words, and
ishing, not actions merely,
gestures, which were construed as offences against the

A

Tiberius, by abolishing the comitia or assemblies, swept away the last vestige of popular liberty,
and while he weakened the internal strength of the
empire by shedding the best blood of Rome, and cre-

ating around him the solitude of death, he sacrificed
her external glory to the same sleepless and devourThis sentiment was not excited by
ing jealousy.
those only who were aliens from his name, for those
connected with him by the nearest ties were the
objects of his most feverish dread and his most imHis own mother, who had sullied
placable malice.
herself with crime to secure his elevation, was the
first to attract his
gloomy envy
kened by her having been named

which was awa-

;

in the will of

Au-

gustus as co-heiress with himself, and adopted into
the Julian family by the name of Julia Augusta ; and
by the flatteries of the senate, who bestowed on
Livia the surname of Mother of the Country, and
who received from Tiberius the reproof, that " moderate honours were suitable to women."
His forbidding her the state of a lictor to walk before her, and*
his irritation on her addressing the soldiery to animate
their exertions in extinguishing a fire, may be traced
to the same feeling.
That another should divide with

him the attributes of sovereignty was intolerable to his
mind but he was equally unable to endure that an;

other should be popular in the city or successful in the
field
and in his son and his nephew he beheld only
;

rivals of his own past renown in arms,
supplanters of his power, and pretenders to his throne.
Weighed against this sentiment of egotism, the secuof the Roman eagles
rity of the empire and the glory
were as dust in the balance.
Resting on his former
laurels, he no longer led the armies in person, but substituted for open war the cunning of a mean, perfidIt was thus that he detained in his doious policy.
minions, after inviting them with the fair words of a
specious hospitality, Marboduus, king of the Suevi, and
Archelaus, king of Cappadocia, whose kingdom was
reduced to a Roman province ; and in the latter part
of his life he fell into a total apathy and indifference
respecting the state of the legions or of the foreign
departments : left Spain and Syria for several years
without governors, and allowed Armenia to be overrun

presumptuous

by the Dacians, and Gaul by the neighbouring GerBut the ancient fame of the Roman discipline
mans.
and valour was supported in the beginning of his
and Germanic us, whom
reign by the second Drusus
he therefore envied, detested, and destroyed.
By
both the son and the nephew, the most essential and
faithful services were rendered to Tiberius before his
The
authority could well be said to be established.
Roman legions in Pannonia, either discontented with

—

their stipend, or making that a pretence for expressing
their dissatisfaction with the person of the new emper-

The
a mutiny, which Drusus suppressed.
was acted by the legions in Lower Germany,
whom Germanicus harangued from the camp tribunal
and on their persisting to choose him emperor, pointed

or, raised

same

part

;

" he
a sword at his breast, with the exclamation that
soldier auhad rather die than forfeit his fidelity."
him that
daciously offered him another sword, telling
" it was
was in danger, and he
sharper :" his person

A

spy-system was organized,
which embraced informers and agitators of plots, who,
while they enriched themselves, brought money to the was carried to his tent by his friends but, determining
the shame of the
treasury ; and as a man's slaves, and the guests at his on the expedient of awakening
table, might themselves be secret pensioners of this troops by expressing his distrust of their attachment
new police of inspection, social confidence and domes- and honour, he sent his wife Agrippina, the grandThose who daughter of Augustus, from the camp, which she passtic security were at once destroyed.
were .suspected were presumed to be guilty judges ed through, accompanied by her infant son Caius, and
The soldiers, struck with
were easily found to condemn them
and confisca- a retinue of weeping ladies.
tions and executions succeeded each other.
The compunction, crowded around her, imploring 'icr lemajesty of the prince.

;

;

;
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made

their submission,
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and demanded to be led

bore to show themselves in public.
The people wro(«
on the walls of the palace, " Restore Gcrmanicoa.''
Piso and his wife Plancina entered Rome amid th«
popular indignation, which was increased by the fcstir*
ity apparent in their house, which was situated near
the forum.
mouldering
Piso, however, was accused of treason
by
were
still visible, and the
strewn
with Fulcinius was neglected by Tiberius, who,
camp
ground
affecting
the whitened bones of his followers, collected them the coolest
impartiality, referred the cause to the senwith funeral honours.
Arminius, however, at the head ate and stabbed himself in prison. His wife, who Iiad
of the Cherusci, by retiring into the forests,
posting also deserted him, enjoyed afterward the favour of Livambuscades, and inveigling the Romans into woody ia and the emperor, to whom she was useful in calumand marshy defiles, gained some advantages over the
but was at last herself
niating Agrippina
exposed to
CsBsar himself, as well as his lieutenant Caecina,
though criminal accusations, and died also by her own hand.
The widow of Germanicus remained at Rome, and
they were retrieved by extraordinary efforts of courage.
Agrippina displayed a high spirit, and the most persisted with a lofty determination to assert her
active devotion to the service of the troops, not
On her cousin Claudia Pulchra being accused
only rights.
tending the wounded, but preventing, by her intrepid- of nuptial infidelity and treason, she sought an audithe
ity,
breaking of a bridge on the Rhine, on a ru- ence, and, finding the emperor sacrificing at the altar
mour of the advance of the Germans. Her conduct of Augustus, reproached him with the
inconsistency
in these circumstances, as well as her
previous share of persecuting the Augustan posterity, to which he rein the suppression of the mutiny, and even the
fondling plied by catching her hand, and quoting a line from a
name of Caligula, bestowed by the camp on her young Greek tragedy
son, from the circumstance of his wearing the nailed "
Child ! if thou canst not reign, deevCat tt a
buskin of the legionary soldiers, were each a source of
lerong!"
and
in
the
resentment
He
contrived an excuse for not
deep suspicion
long-concealed
inviting her to his tabreast of Tiberius, which were fostered by the arts of ble by
were
having it suggested that some
turn,

Germanicus carried devastation
against the enemy.
into the fields and cities of the Marsi, the
Usipetes,
and the Catti, whom he everywhere overthrew ; recovered the standard of Varus, and, coming to a spot
in the woods where the
trenches of his

;

;

;

—

:

insinuation familiar to his worthless minister Sejanus.
of commotions in the East, where

—The appearance

apples
poisoned, and then resenting her suspicions when she declined to accept them from his hand ; and at last, on
the plea that she had threatened to
appeal to the army,
and to take sanctuary at the statue of
be

Vonones, the king set over Parthia by the Romans,
had been expelled by Artabanus, and had taken refuge
Augustus,
in Armenia, afforded a pretext to the
emperor for the banished her to the isle of Pandataria. On this, she
recall of the Caesar from the command of the legions in addressed him with
spirited reproaches, when the dasGermany. Obeying the mandate with dilatory haste, tardly tyrant had one of her eyes thrust out with rods
Germanicus signalized his departure by a final cam- by the hand of a centurion, Agrippina resolved to put
paign with the Cherusci, whom he attacked on the an end to her life by abstinence from food (A.C. 26).
Weser, and, surrounding their rear and flanks with his Viands were forced into her mouth by the emperor^s
cavalry, defeated with prodigious slaughter (A. C. 16); order, but his fear or his malice was disappointed by
Arminius himself owing his escape to the fleetness of her unconquerable resolution. In the senate he
maghis horse and the concealment of his visage, which nified his own clemency in not
having sentenced the
was bathed in blood. After pushing his success as wife of Grrinanicus to be strangled in the dungeon,
far as the Elbe, and
sending to Rome the spoils and exposed likt a felon on the prison steps, and dragged
Drusus, the surviving heir,
captives of his victories, and the painted representa- by a hook into the Tiber.
tions of the rivers, mountains, and battles, Germani- and the son of Tiberius by Agrippina Vipsania, who
cus, as a mark of dissembled favour, was chosen by had been decreed a triumph for his services in IllyriTiberius his colleague in the consulate ; and the prov- cum and in Germany, and had been admitted to a
ince of Syria was assigned to him
by a decree of the share of the tribunician power, was poisoned by Sejasenate.
But, previously to this appointment, his kins- nus (A.C. 23), who had long cherished a sentiment of
man Silanus had been reinoved from the Syrian pre- revenge for a blow received from Drusus, and had cor-

Cneus Piso, a man of a violent disposiin his room.
After agreeing to a
with
Artabanus, by virtue of which Vonones
treaty
was made to retire into Cilicia, and after placing Zonones on the throne of Armenia, Germanicus set out
on a tour of curiosity and science to Egypt, where he
sailed up the Nile and inspected the ruins of Thebes,
the Pyramids, and the statue of Memnon, which emitted a sound when touched by the rays of the rising
sun.
Returning from Egypt, and finding that Piso
had reversed many of his orders, he issued a mandate
for him to quit the province, and enforced it, on being
detained at Antioch by an illness, which he suspected
had been produced by poison. After urging on Agrippina resignation and an absence from Rome, an advice
which her proud courage forbade her to follow, he expired at a little more than thirty years of age (A.C.
After his body had been burned in the forum of
19).
Antioch, Agrippina went on board a vessel and sailed
for Italy.
She landed at Brundisium amid the mingled sobs and tears of women and men, and advanced
slowly, with downcast eyes, attended by two of her
children, and bearing in her arms the urn which conThe praetorian
tained the ashes of her husband.
bands sent to escort the remains were followed by the
whole senate and innumerable people, who beset the
roads, and with audible condolence and sympathy atThe emperor and Livia fortended her to the city.
fecture, and
tion,

substituted

—

—

The emperor entered the senrupted his wife Livia.
ate-house with an air of indifference before the body
was interred, and shortened the time of public mournto be opened as usual.
His
ing, directing the shops
own mother, Livia Augusta, afforded him, by her death
(A.C. 29), a similar occasion of evincing his superiority
to the feelings of human nature; as he not only absented himself from her sick-bed, but, on a pretence
of modesty, curtailed the funeral honours decreed to
The deadly favour of 'fiberius was
her by the senate.
next extended to the eldest sons of Germanicus and
as if in atoneAgrippina, who were adopted as heirs,
ment for the savage injuries committed on their admi-

—

rable parents.
But, as adopted princes, vows for their
health and safety were offered up by the pontiffs ; and

proved the signal of informations of^ treason, the
usual prelude of the emperor's judicial murders. They
were accused of having aspersed his character, and the
accusation was followed by the sentence and its exethis

to death in the isle of

Ponchamber of the palace.
The daughters of Germanicus were spared by the tyAgrippina to Cneus
rant, and disposed of in marriage
cution.
tia,

Nero was starved

and Drusus

in

a secret

—

:

Domitius, the grandson of Oclavia, sister of Augustus ;
and Julia to Marcus ViDrusilla to Lucius Cassius
The presumptive heirs of the imperial family
nicius.
the empire within his
being removed, Sejanus thought
On pretence of discipline, he had removed the

—

grasp.

;

TIB

TIB

prsBtorian bands, of which he was prefect, to a fortified
camp without the city, between the Viminal and Esin the senate he secured to himself
quiline gates
partisans by the distribution of provinces and honours,
and gained entire ascendancy over the emperor by relieving him of the labours of state as well as admin-

sica

A

dissembler to

all

others, Tiberius

was open

to

Se-

and easily yielding to him entire and unsuspijanus
cious confidence, was persuaded to withdraw from the
cares of state.
The plot was detected, and Antonia,
the mother of Germanicus, was the accuser of Sejanus.
Impeached by letters from the emperor, condemned by the senate, and deserted by the praetorian
guards, he was strangled by the public executioner,

—

pled with the partners of his impure orgies, dressed in fantastic disguises of wood-nymphs and satyrs.
But the time approached when the world was to be
rid of this monster of his species.
His sick-bed was
attended by that Caligula, the only surviving son of

Germanicus, whose cunning had baffled the insidiousness of his agitators of treason, and whose obsequiousness imposed upon himself but who had not
been always able to elude his penetration, and of
whom, when his life was begged, which had been
three times threatened, he had predicted, with the tact
of a connatural mind, that " Caius would prove a serpent to swallow Rome, and a Phaethon to set the world
on fire." For the purpose of ascertaining whether the
lethargy in which the emperor lay was actually death,
Caius approached and attempted to draw the ring from
it resisted
his finger
and on the bold suggestion of
Macro, the new praitorian prefect, pillows were pressed upon him, and the hand of her son avenged, though
;

;

;

—

the manes of Agrippina (A.D 31, aged 78).
Tiberius was a crafty speaker, was literary, addicted
to astrology, and, like Augustus, apprehensive of thunder, as a preservative against which he wore a laurel
crown. In his person he was tall and robust, broad in
the shoulders, and so strong in the muscles that he
could bore a hard apple with his finger, and wound the
His face was fair comscalp of a boy with a fillip.
plexioned, and would have been handsome if it had
been
not
disfigured by carbuncles, for which he used
His eyes were prodigiously large, and
cosmetics.
could discern objects in the dark.
He wore his hair
walklong in the neck, contrary to the Roman usage
ed erect, with a stiff neck ; seldom accosted any one
and, when he spoke, used a wave of the hand as in
The news of the tyrant's death was
condescension.
received at Rome with popular cries of " Tiberius to
His body was, however, borne to the
the Tiber!"
In
city by the soldiers, and burned with funeral rites.
his will, Caius, and Tiberius the son of the younger
Drusus, were named as his heirs, with a reversion to
late,

it

became

a usual landing-place.

Sardo.

—

It is

brated for his poetical compositions.
There exists
some doubt respecting the period of his birth. Petrus
Crinitus and Lylius Gyraldus, the ancient but inaccurate biographers of the Roman poets, relying on two
lines erroneously ascribed to TibuUus, and inserted
in the fifth
elegy of the third book,

;

and his body was torn piecemeal by the populace
(A.D. 31). The vengeance of Tiberius pursued his
friends and adherents, and even wreaked its rage on
the innocent childhood of his son and his daughter.
Tiberius continued to hide himself from the gaze
of Rome and from the light of day, among the groves
and grottoes of the island of Capreae, which he peo-

hence

Itin. Ant., 72.)
(PtoL
TiBULLus, AuLus Albius, a Roman knight, cele-

;

istering to his luxury ; by studying his humours, and
breathing into his ear the whispers of a state informer.

;

now Longo

Natalem

Quum

nostri

cecidit

primum videre parentes
fato consul uterque pari,

had maintained that he was born A. U.C. 711, in which
year the two consuls Hirtius and Pansa were mortalJulius Scaliger
ly wounded at the battle of Mutina.

was the first commentator who suspected that these
verses were interpolated, and his opinion has been
confirmed by Janus Dousa, who has shown, at great
length, that the chronology they would establish could
by no means be reconciled with dates which must be
He
assigned to various events in the life of the poet.
conjectures that the lines which had occasioned the
common error with regard to the birth of Tibullus
were interpolated in his elegies from the works of

Dousa
Ovid, in whose Tristia they occur (4, 10).
was followed by Broukhusius and Vulpius, who all
seem right in placing the birth of Tibullus earlier than
A. U.C. 711
but it would not appear that they had
;

adduced sufficient authority for carrying it quite so far
back as 690, which they have fixed on for the epoch
of his birth.
It appears from an epigram of Domitius
Marsus, a contemporary of Tibullus, that he ceased

But Virgil
to live about the same time with Virgil.
died in 734, and, had Tibullus been bom so early as
690, he must have reached the age of forty -four at the
time of his decease, which is scarcely consistent with
the premature death deplored by his contemporaries,
or the epithet Juvenis applied to him in this very epOn the whole, his birth
igram of Domitius Marsus.
safely conjectured to have occurred between
A. U.C. 695 and 700.
It has been remarked, that few
of the great Latin poets, orators, or historians were
born at Rome, and that, if the capital had always con-

may be

fined the distinction of

Romans

to the ancient families

within the walls, her name would have been deprived
of some of its noblest ornaments.
Tibullus, however,
is one of the exceptions, as his birth, in whatever year
it
may have happened, unquestionably took place in
the capital.
He was descended of an equestrian famof considerable wealth and possessions, though little
or mentioned in the history of their country.
His father had been engaged on the side of Pompey

ily

known

47, segq.)
TiBiscus, now the Teisse, a river of Dacia, called
also Pathyssus, falling into the Danube, and forming

and died soon after Caesar had finally
It is said, but
triumphed over the liberties of Rome.
without any sufficient authority, that Tibullus himself
was present at Philippi, along with his friend Messala,
He retired in
in the ranks of the republican army.
In his
early life to his paternal villa near Pedum.
youth he had tasted the sweets of affluence and fortune, but the ample patrimony he had inheriled from
his ancestors was greatly diminished by the partitions
Dacier
of land made to the soldiery of the triumvirs.
and other French critics have alleged that he was
ruined by his own dissipation and extravagance, which
has been denied by Vulpius and Broukhusius, the
learned editors and commentators of Tibullus, with
the same eagerness as if their own fame and fortune

the western limit of Dacia.

depended upon the question.

;

;

—

Tib. —
{Sueton.,
— Elton's
Roman Emperors,
Vit.

the surviver.
1, 2, 3,

&c.

MarcelL, 17. 3.)

—

II. (or

Tacit.,

Ann.,

lib.

p.

{Plin., 4, 12.

—Ammian.

Tibiscum), a city of Dacia,

on the river Temes, one of the tributaries of the Danube, and near the junction of the Bistra with the former stream. It is now the Cavaran. {Bischoff und MaiWbrterb. der Geogr.,
Vid. Tiberis.
TiBRis.

ler,

p.

970.)

in the civil wars,

The

partition of the

the chief cause of his inthat his own extravadigence ; but it is not unlikely
gance may have contributed to his early difficulties.
He utters his complaints of the venality of his mis-

lands in Italy

was probably

tresses and favourites in terms which show that he
Neverthehad already suffered from their rapacity.
less, he expresses himself as if prepared to part with
It seems probable
their cupidity.
to

TiBiJLA, a town of Sardinia, on the northern coast,
and on the strait which separates that island from Cor- everything
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that no part of the land of which Tibullus had been
deprived was restored to hiin, as we find not in his elegies a single expression of gratitude or compliment,
from which it might be conjectured that Augustus had
atoned to him for the wrongs of Octavius.
It is evident, however, that he was not reduced to extreme
want.
It might even be inferred, from a distich in one
of his elegies (2, 4), that his chief paternal seat had

been preserved
"

to

him

:

Quinetiam sedes jubeat si vender e avitas
he sub imperium, sub titulumque, Lares.**

in a
complimentary epistle (I, 4), written
long after the partition of the lands, says that the gods
had bestowed on him wealth, and the art of enjoying

Horace, too,

it:

—

The events and circumstances of tb«
elegiac poem.
of Tibullus have exercised a remarkable influence

life

wm

Those occurrences to which be
on his writings.
exposed tended to give a peculiar turn to his thoughts,
The Roand a peculiar colouring to his language.
man fair of the highest rank had become alike licenof those ancient
tious and venal
and the
property
possessors of the Italian soil, who had adhered to the
;

republican party, was divided by unprincipled usurpers among their rapacious soldiery.
Unhappy in love,
and less prosperous in fortune than in early youth be
had reason to anticipate, all that be utters on these
topics is stamped with such reality, that no reader can

moment cither that his complaints were
borrowed from Greek sources, or were the mere creations of fancy.
His feelings seem to have been loo

suspect for a

" Di tibi divitias
acute to permit him the possession of that perfect re*
dederunt, artemque fruendi.'*
pose and equanimity of spirit which he justly acHis own idea of the enjoyment of such wealth as he counted the chief
That indifference
blessing of life.
seems
to
have
been
at
from
least,
possessed
to eminence and wealth, which Horace perhaps co(judging,
his poems) a rural life of tranquillity and
of
to
have been so earnestly derepose,
joyed, and which seems
which the sole employment should consist in the sired
by Tibullus, was rather pretended by him than
peaceful avocations of husbandry, and the leisure actually felt
and his inabihty to procure either the
hours should be devoted to the Muses or to pleasure.
advantages of fortune or delights of contentment is
His friendship, however, for Messala, and, perhaps, the source of constant
struggle and disappointment.
some hope of improving his moderate and diminished Hence the
irritability, melancholy, and changeable*
fortune, induced him to attend that celebrated com- ness of his
Such circumstances in the life,
temper.
mander in various military expeditions. It would ap- and such features in the character of Tibullus, will be
pear that he had accompanied him in not less than found explanatory and illustrative of much which we
But the precise periods at which they were find in his
three.
These elegies have been divided
elegies.
undertaken, and the order in which they succeeded by German writers into Erotic, Rural, Devotional, and
each other, are subjects involved in much uncertainty
The chief ingredients in his poems are
Panegyrical.
and contradiction. The first was commenced in 719, no doubt derived from such topics ; but many of his
the
a
and
fierce
warlike
who
these qualities, and there are
Sallassi,
against
people,
elegies partake of all
inhabited the Pennine or Graian Alps, and from their few of them which can be accounted as
purely belongfastnesses had long bid defiance to every effort made
classes.
The elegies, howabove
ing to any of the
a
for
their
His
next
exsentiments
in
which
by
regular army
subjugation.
ever,
predominate, are
amatory
That by far the most numerous. One can scarcely be a
pedition with Messala was to Aquitanic Gaul.
province having revolted in 724, Messala was intrust- poet and in love, it has been said, without also lovmg
ed with the task of reducing it to obedience and he the
Its scenes supply the sweetest images ;
country.
proceeded on this service immediately after the battle there the shepherds have their cool retreats, and loveof Actium.
Several sharp actions took place, in which
songs have their echoes. Accordingly, the pastoral
Tibullus signalized his courage
and the success of delineations which occur in the elegies of Tibulkis are
this campaign, if we may believe himself, was in no
and
closely interwoven with the erotic sentiments;
small degree attributable to his bravery and exertions. there are few, indeed, of his amorous verses which are
In the following season, Messala, being intrusted by the not beautified by that reference to rural feelings which
emperor with an extraordinary command in the East, forms the great and characteristic charm of ihe works
and to this of the Latin poets. Again, as rural pictures are interrequested Tibullus to accompany him
proposal our poet, though, it would appear, with some mixed, m the elegies of Tibullus, with amatory senat
consented.
He
had
reluctance,
not, how- timents and feelings, so his poems, which have been
length
ever, been long at sea, when his health suffered so classed together as devotional, are closely connected
severely that he was obliged to be put on shore at an with his pastoral verses.
They are full of images of
island, which Tibullus names by its poetical appella- rural theology, and it is to the rustic and domestic
He renders
tion of Phgeacia, but which was then commonly called
gods ihat his devotion is chiefly paid.
He soon recovered from this thanks to these deities for the prosperity of his little
Corcyra, now Corfu.
dangerous sickness, and, as soon as he was able to farm, or piously prepares a festival to their honour.
renew his voyage, he joined Messala, and travelled His panegyrics on his friends form the least pleasing
with him through Syria, Cilicia, and Egypt.
Having and least valuable part of the writings of Tibullus.
returned to Italy, he again retired to his farm at Pe- This subject was not suited to the elegiac strain, or
dum, where, though he occasionally visited the capi- to the soft and tender genius of the poet. When
he assumes the tone of familiar friendship, as in the
tal, he chiefly resided for the remainder of his life.
Tibullus was endued with elegant manners and a poems on the birthdays of Messsia and of his friend
handsome person, which involved him in many licen- Cornutus, his compliments ar. easy and graceful.
tious connexions.
But, though devoted to pleasure, But his long and laboured pa. jrvric on Messala, in
he at the same time drew closer his connexion with the fourth book, written on occasion of his patron obthe most learned and polished of his countrymen, as taining the consulship, shows how little he was qualiHe continued, likewise, fied to excel in this species of composition. The
Valgius, Macer, and Horace.
an uninterrupted friendship with Messala, who was now compositions evidently most adapted to the genius of
;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

at the height of his reputation, his home being the resort of the learned, and his patronage the surest pass-

port to the gates of fame. Tibullus' enjoyment of this
sort of life was considerably impaired by the state of his
health, which had continued to be delicate ever since
the illness with which he was attacked at Corcyra. His

existence

happened

was protracted till 734, and his death, which
was deplored by Ovid in a long

in that year,

Tibullus are poems not merely written in elegiac
our undersUnding of the
verse, but which answer to
word Elegy in the subject and sentiments. The
He
tone of complaint best accords with his soul.
to have been possessed of extreme
seems

naturally
at that period of life when the mind
sensibility ; and
of ideas for the future voyage, he had
lays in its store
been subjected to much suffering and disappointment,
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Hence, though his fortune afterward improved, he
had acquired the habit of viewing obejcts as surrounded with a continual gloom nor does any other

kings, Ticinum assumed the name of Papia, which, in
process of time, has been changed to Pavia.
{Paul.
Cramer's Anc. Italy ^
Diacon., Rer. Lang., 2, 15.

poet so often introduce the dismal images of death.
Even to the most joyous thoughts of TibuUus, some
mournful or plaintive sentiment is generally united,

vol. 1, p. 53.)

;

—

Ticinus,

now

the Tesino, a river of Gallia
Cisalpi-

na, rising in the

Leopontine Alps, near the sources oi
the Rhodanus, and falling into the Po near Ticinum.
It traversed in its course the Lacus
Verbanus, or Logo
Maggiore. At the mouth of this river, the Romans,
under Cornelius Scipio, the father of Scipio Africanus

and his most gay and smiling figures wear chaplets of
It has already been said, that
cypress on their brows.
Tibullus was no imitator of the Greeks, and he is
His
certainly the most original of the Latin poets.
elegies were the overflowings of his sorrows, his mis- the Elder, were defeated by Hannibal.
Consult, in
tress alone was tho Muse that inspired him.
In the relation to this battle, the remarks of Cramer {^Anc.
few instances in which he has followed the Greeks, he Italy, vol. 1, p. 54, seqq.).
has imitated them with much good taste, and someTifat.\, a mountain range of Campania, about a
times even with improvements on the original.
The mile to the east of Capua. It was a branch of the
of
Tibullus
are
divided
into
four
books.
elegies
Apennines, and now takes its name from the village
These poems are commonly printed along with those of Maddaloni, near Caseria. The original significaof Catullus and Propertius.
Of the editions of Tibul- tion of the word Tifata, according to Festus, answered
lus separately, the best are, that of Brouckhusius, to that of the Latin tliceta.
This ridge is often nothat of Vulpius, Patav., 1749, ticed by Livy as a favourite position of Hannibal
Amstelod., 1708, 4to
4to
that of Heyne, Lips., 1755-77-98, 8vo
that of when in the vicinity of Capua (23, 36 et 39
26, 5).
Wunderlich, Lips., 1817, 8vo that of Lachmann, Here also were two celebrated temples consecrated
Berol, 1829, 8vo ; and that of Dissen, Gotting., 1835, to Diana and Jove.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.
8 vols. 8vo. {Dunlop's Roman Lit., vol. 3, p. 283, 205.)

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

ieqq.)

TiBUR, an ancient town of Latium, northeast of
Rome, on the banks of the Anio. According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, it was originally a town of the
Siculi, the most ancient inhabitants of Latium
and,
as a proof of this fact, he mentions that the name of
Siceiion was still attached to a portion of the place.
;

Tibur, however, lays claim to a
illustrious, though a later origin, having been
to
some authors, by Catillus, an
founded, according
oflicer of Evander, while others
pretend that this Catillus was a son of
Amphiaraus, who, with his two

{Dion. Hal.,

1,

16.)

more

brothers, migrated to Italy, and, having conquered the
Siculi, gave to one of their towns the name of Tibur,

from his brother Tiburtus.

From

this

account of So-

linus (c. 8), as well as that of Dionysius, we may collect that Catillus was one of the
Pelasgic chiefs, who,
with the assistance of the Aborigines, formed settle-

—

TiPERNUM, I. a town of Umbria, near the Metaurus,
called hence, for distinction' sake, Metaurensc.
It is
now St. Angela in Vado. {Pliny, 3, 18.) II.
town of Umbria, towards the sources of the Tiber,

—

A

and on the left bank of that river, distinguished from
that circumstance by the
Its
epithet of Tiberinum.
supposed to be occupied by the modern Citta
Tifernum is chiefly known to us from
its
having been situated near the
villa of the
{Cramer's Anc. Italy ^
younger Pliny.
vol. 1, p. 263.)
HI. A town of Samnium, supposed
to have stood near the Ponte di Limosano, on the
The
right bank of the river Tifernus (now Biferno).
site is

di

Cas telle.

the circumstance of

—

Mons

Tifernus was near the source of the same

riv-

above Boiano, and is now called Monte Matese.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 231.)
Tifernus, a mountain of Campania. {Vid. Tiferer,

num

III.)

ments in Italy. Tibur is one of the places that appear most frequently to have afforded an asylum to
Roman fugitives. From what period it enjoyed the
rights of a Roman city is not precisely known, but it
was, in all probability, anterior to the civil wars of
Marius and Sylla. The latter, indeed, is said to have

TiGELLiNcs, Sophonius, an infamous character in
the reign of Nero, whose vices secured to him the favour of that corrupt emperor.
He was praefect of the
prastorian guards when the conspiracy against Nero was
discovered, and for his services on that occasion the
emperor bestowed upon him triumphal honours. Hav-

deprived the Tiburtini of these privileges, but they
regained them upon his abdication, and they were
confirmed by the Emperor Claudius.
Hercules was
the deity held in the greatest veneration at Tibur
and his temple, on the foundations of which the present cathedral is said to be built, was famous throughout Italy.
Hence the epithet of Her{Strabo,2Z8.)
culanean given by the poets to this city.
The modern
name of Tibur is Tivoli. As regards the Sibyl of Tibur, vid. Albunea.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p.

ing gained, according to Tacitus, an entire ascendant
over the affections of Nero, he was, in some instances,
the adviser of some of the worst acts of that prince,
and in others the chief actor, without the knowledge
of his master.
He corrupted Nero at first, and then
and at last, to the great joy of all, he
deserted him
was compelled to'put an end to his existence by order
Id. ib., 15,
of Otho.
{Tacit., Ann., 14, 51, seqq.

66.)

who

;

—

Tiburtus, a brother of the founder of Tibur, which
hence often called Tihurtia Mcenia. (Vid. Tibur.)
He was one of the sons of Amphiaraus. ( Virg., Mn.,

is

7,

670.)

city of Cisalpine Gaul, situate on the
river Ticinus, near its junction with the Padus.
It
was founded, according to Pliny (3. 17), by the Laevi
and Marici, but, being placed on the left bank of the

TiciNUM, a

Ticinus, it would, of course, belong to the Insubres ;
and, in fact, Ptolemy (p. 64) ascribes it to that people.
Tacitus is the first historian that makes mention of it.

;

—

72.— Id.,

Hist.,

1,

72.)

TiGELLius, M. Hermogenes, a singer and musician,
stood high in the favour of Julius Caesar, and afHe seems to have been
terward in that of Augustus.
indebted for his elevation to a fine voice, and a courtly
and insinuating address. His moral character may be
inferred from those who are said in Horace (Sat., 1, 2,
3) to have deplored his death, and on whom he would
Ciappear to have squandered much of his wealth.
cero, in a letter to a friend, numbers Tigelliu^s among
''
describes
and
as
him
the familiar is simi" of Caesar,

"kominem

pestilentiorem patria sua,"

in

allusion to

unwholesome atmosphere of Sardinia, of which
island this individual was a native.
{Cic, Ep. ad
Fam., 7, 24) The scholiast informs us that Horace

the

According to that historian {Ann., 3, 5), Augustus advanced as far as Ticinum to meet the corpse of Dru- attacked Tigellius because the latter derided his ver
8US, the father of Germanicus, in the depth of winter, ses.
{Schd. ad Horat., I. c.)
and from thence escorted it to Rome. It is also freTiGRANEs, king of Armenia, the son-in-law and
Ancient inscriptions ally of Mithradates. He rendered himself master of
quently noticed in his Histories.
Under the Lombard Armenia Minor, Cappadocia, and Syria, but lost all
give it the title of municipium.
1342
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these conquests after the defeat of Mithradaies.
LuRoman commander, invaded Armenia, and
defeated, near Tigranocerta, the mixed and numerous
army of Tigranes. (Vid. Lucullus.) The peace concullus, the

whose territory is snpposcd to havo answered to the
modern Zurich. Considerable doubt, however, ba*

him only Armenia.

been thrown upon the correctness of this
opinion.
(Consult Leinatre, Ind. Geogr. ad Cos., 9. v.
OberUn. ad Ccta., B. G., I, 27.)

capital of Armenia, built by
It was situate
Tigranes during the Mithradatic war.
to the east of the
on the river Niccphorius,
Tijgris,
and, according to Tacitus, stood on a hill nearly surrounded by the latter river.
It was a
rich, and

the Ttmok, a river of Moesta falling
(P/in 3, 26.)
TiMiEos,
Pythagorean philosopher, a native of
bom
about
B.C
380.
He was a preceptor of
Locri,
Plato's.
have remaining of his productions
only
a single work (if indeed this be
his), written in the

cluded in the year 63 B.C.
{Vid. Mithradates VII.)

left

Tmicus, now

Tigranocerta, the

large,

powerful

—

was

into the

Danube.
I.

,

a

We

inhabited not only by Orientals, Doric dialect, and
treating "0/ the Soul of the World
many Grecian colonists, and likewise by and of Nature** {Trepi infx&c Kotrfiu xal ^oiof).
who had been carried off by Tigranes from There exists, however, much
uncertainty as to it«
the Greek cities of Syria which had been
Tennemann (Syst.
being the work of Trrnsuus or not.
It

city.

but also by
captives

some of

conquered by him from the Seleucid».
Lucullus,
during the Mithradatic war, took it with difficulty, and
found in it immense riches, and no less than 8,000
talents in ready money.
The
the greater part of the

Roman commander

sent

home

foreign inhabitants, but
the city remained, after this, no unimportant place.
The remains of Tigranocerta are at Seredonihe Bitlis-

still

Soo.

(Tac, Ann.,

12,

50.— Id.

ibid., 14,

24.— P/in.,

6, 9.)

Tigris, a large river of Asia, rising in the mountains of Armenia Major, in the district of Sophene, and
A rising ground prevents
falling into the Euphrates.
it from
proceeding to the Euphrates in the early part
of its course.
A deep ravine in the mountains above

der Plat. Phil., vol

1, p. 93) attempts to
prove that
merely an extract from the Timcas of Plato.
Other critics, on the contrary, charge Plato with
copowe the
ying from this work into his dialogue.
it

is

We

preservation of this piece of TimKus* to Proclus, who
has placed it at the head of his
commentary on Ptaro'a
Timaeus.
{Schbll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 2, p. 313.)
II.
native of Tauromenium, in Sicily, who flourish-

—

A

ed about 260 B.C.
Having been driven into exile
by Agathocles, he repaired to Athens, where he occupied himself with the composition of a great historical
work on the affairs of Greece, on those of Sicily, the
wars of Pyrrhus, of Agathocles, &c.
It bore the title

Amida, or Diarbekir, opens

a passage for it, and it
takes its speedy course across a territory which is very

of 'E?i?.ijvcKa Kal ^iKeXiKa, or, rather, TraP.f/ca koI
'EiKeliKa, and was divided into more than 40 books.
It
appears, from a passage in Polybius (3, 32), that

Its extreme
unequal, and has a powerful declivity.
the natural effect of local circumstances,
has procured for it the name of Tigr in the Median
language, Diglito with the Syrians, Delkat or Didhi-

this work did not contain a synchronistic relation of
events, but consisted rather of detached portions of
history, in each of which the author treated separately
of some important event.
Cicero cites Timaeus as a

rapidity,

and Hiddekel in Hebrew ; all which
terms denote the flight of an arrow. ( Wahl, Vorder
und Miltel Asien, 1, p. 710. Compare Rosenmuller,
ad Gen., 2, 14.) Besides this branch, which is best
known to the moderns, Pliny has described to us, in
detail, another, which issues from a chain of mountains, now the mountains of Kurdistan, to the west of
the Arsissa Palus or Lake of Van.
It passes by the
Lake Arethusa. Its course being checked by a part
of Mount Taurus, it falls into a subterranean cavern
called Zoroander, and appears again at the bottom of
the mountain.
The identity of its waters is shown by
the reappearance of light bodies at its issue that have
been thrown up into it above the place where it enters the mountains.
It passes also by the Lake Thospitis, near Arzanene or Erzen, buries itself again in
subterranean caverns, and reappears at the distance
of twenty- five miles below, near Nymphaeum.
This
branch joins the western Tigris.
As the Tigris and
Euphrates approach, the intermediate land loses its
elevation, and is occupied by meadows and morasses.
Several artificial communications, perhaps two or three
of which are natural, form a prelude to the approachlat in Arabic,

—

ing junction of the rivers, which finally takes place
near the modern Koma.
The river formed by their

junction

was

called Pasitigris, now Shat-el-Arah, or
It has three principal mouths,
these occupy a space of thirty-

river of Arabia.
besides a small outlet
the

:

For

farther particulars, vid. Euphrates.
The Tigris, though a far less noble stream than the
Euphrates, is one of the most celebrated rivers in hissix

miles.

and many famous cities, at various periods, have
decorated its banks among these may be mentioned
tory,

:

—

2.— Id.,

13.— i\fela,

103— Id.,

9.—Malte-Brun, Geogr.,

Am.

6,

1,

3, 8.

—

vol.

—

style.

(Brut,

De Orat., 2, 13.) Polybius, and, after him, Diodorus Siculus, have charged Timaeus with
credulitj
and unfairness.
Naturally gloomy and morose, he wa«
the
treatment
which
he
had
exasperated by
experienced
from Agathocles.
His ill-humour, however (if it may
be so termed), never degenerated into misanthropy ;
he was even open at times to kindly affections.
Timoleon was the hero whom he admired and Cicero
says that the former owed a part of his glory to the
circumstance of his having had such an historian of
his exploits as Timaeus.
(Ep ad Fam.,4, \2) The
ancients praised his geographical knowledge, and his
care in indicating the chronology of the events which
he describes.
He appears also to have composed another work, on the " Olympiads," and it is said he
;

was the

first

historical writer that

employed

this era.

Longinus, after speaking of Timaeus as in general an
able, well-informed, and sensible writer, charges him
with frequent puerilities and frigid e.xpressions, which
he ascribes to an over-eagerness for novelty of ideas
and language. (Long., ^ 4.)
have only some
These
fragments remaining of the historical work.
have been collected by Goller, in his treatise **De
Situ et Origine Syracusarum,'' p. 209. seoq. (Scholl,

— We

—

III. A sophist
Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 3, p. 219, seqq.)
of the third century of our era. who wrote a book callIt was edited with
ed Lexicon vorum PIatonic arum.
Bat 17.54. 8vo.
great ability by Ruhnken. Lugd.

—

,

A

later edition of this

same, containing

all

Ruhnken's

notes, appeared from the Leipsic press in 1828. 8to,
As regards the peunder the editorial care of Koch.
riod when he is supposed to have flourished, consult

—

Ruhnken (Praf p x\\.\
TiMAGENBs, anativeof Alexandrea. son of the banker of Ptolemy A ulctes
Having been reduced to slavewas taken by Gabinius (65 B.C.). he
ry when the citv
Plin., 2, was brought to Rome, and sold to Faustus, the son of
He exercised, after
2, p. 191, Svlla, who gave him his freedom.

Nineveh, Seleucia, Ctesiphon, and, in modern times,
Bagdad, Mousul, Diarbekr. The length of the TiId., 6,
(Herod., 1, 89.
gris is eight hundred milds.
62.— Id., 6, 20.—Polyb., 5, 46.— Tac, Ann., 6, 37
Id. ibid., 12,

model of what was called the " Asiatic"
c. 95.

the remarks of

,

—

ed.)

TigubIni, a warlike people among the Helvetii,

the profession of a cook, and then that of a litterbearer (lecticarius).
Abandon'ng, subsequently, this
this,
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TIM

TIM

humble employmen:, he set up as t teacher of rheto- jected the painter, with the majority of his judges, tc
His society was the imputation of insensibility.
He must either have
ric, and met with brilliant success.
much sought after on account of his agreeable manners represented him in tears, or convulsed at the flash of
and intellectual qualities but his passion for uttering the uplifted steel, forgetting the chief in the father, and
hons mots ruined all his prospects. Augustus, it seems, in that state of stupefaction which levels all features
had appointed him his historiographer, and extended and deadens expression.
He might, indeed, have
his favour to him in a marked degree, until, oflFended chosen a fourth mode
he might have exhibited him
of
forbade
him
his
by a witty speech
Timagenes, he
fainting and palsied in the arms of his attendants,
In the resentment of the moment, Timag- and, by this confusion of male and female character,
presence.
enes burned the history which he had composed of the merited the applause of every theatre in Paris.
But
reign of Augustus, and retired to Tusculum, where he Timanthes had too true a sense of nature to expose a
of
the
and
Asinius
father's
or
to
Poltear
a
to
nor
had
enjoyed
patronage
protection
feelings
passion
rags
In this retreat he wrote a History of Alexander the Greeks yet learned of Rome to steel the face.
lio.
If
;

;

;

-Kept iSaacXiuv (" Of he made Agamemnon bear his calamity as a man, he
This work formed one of the principal made him also feel it as a man.
It became the leader
Kings'^).
sources whence Quintus Curtius drew the materials of Greece to sanction the ceremony with his presence ;
of his historical romance.
Timagenes, after this, fixed it did not become the father to see the daughter behis residence at the very extremity of the empire, in neath the dagger's point ; the same nature that threw
Drapanum, a city of Osrhoene, where he ended his a real mantle over the face of Timoleon, when he asIt is on account of his residence in this part of sisted at the punishment of his brother,
days.
taught Timanthe East that some authors give him the epithet of thes to throw an imaginary one over the face of
Aga" the
Besides his History of Alexander, memnon ; neither height nor depth, but propriety o*
Syrian."
Timagenes also published a work on the Gauls, which expression, was his aim." {Fuseli, Lecture on Anc
is
cited by Ammianus Marcellinus and Plutarch. Art.
Works, vol. 2, p. 49.) This celebrated piece
was painted, as Quintilian informs us, in contest with
{Bonamy, Recherckcs sur Vhistorien Timagene.
Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., &c., vol. 13, p. 35.) Coloies of Teos, a painter and sculptor from the school
Vossius distinguishes between Timagenes the Alexan- of Phidias, and it was crowned with victory at the
drean and Timagenes the Syrian, but in this he is rival exhibition.
Cic, Oral., 22,
{Quintil., 2, 13.
74.
On another occasion, having
()
Eustath., I. c.)
wrong. {Scholl, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 4, p. 75.)
said
a
I.
a
in
an
Eustathius
TiMANTHEs,
{ad 11., painted
by
painter,
sleeping Cyclops
exceedingly small
24, 163) to have been a native of Sicyon, but by Quin- compass, yet wishing to convey the idea of his giganHe was a contemporary tic size, he introduced a group of Satyrs, measuring
tilian (2, 13), of Cythnus.
of Zeuxis and Parrhasius {Plin., 35, 9, 36), and must, his thumb with a thyrsus.
deep meaning was to
The most be discovered in every work of his pencil : yet the
consequently, have lived about Olymp. 96.

and

his

successors,

entitled

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

important passage relating to him is in Pliny (35, 10,
Timanthes has not been so much brought forward in the annals of art as Zeuxis and Parrhasius ;
but, as far as we have means given us of judging, he
He seems
was, at least, inferior to neither in genius.
to have thrown a large share of intellect and thought
He appears to have been uneinto his productions.
qualled both in ingenuity and feeling, of which we
have some remarkable examples. One of these was
displayed in the picture on the noble subject of the
sacrifice of Iphigenia, in which he represented the
tender and beautiful virgin standing before the altar
awaiting her doom, and surrounded by her afflicted
relatives.
All these last he depicted as moved by various degrees of sorrow, and grief seemed to have
reached its utmost expression in the face of Menelaus
out that of Agamemnon was left
and the painter,
heightening the interest of the piece by a forbearance
of judgment, often erroneously regarded as a confession of the inadequacy of his art, covered the head of
the father with his mantle, and left his agony to the
In Fuseli's Lecture on
imagination of the spectators.
Ancient Art, this painting of Timanthes is made the
subject of a full and very able criticism, in the course
of which he dissents expressly from the opinion of Sir
Joshua Reynolds, who agreed with M. Falconet in regarding the circumstance of the mantle-enveloped face
of Agamemnon as little better than a mere trick on
The remarks of Fuseli, in
the part of the artist.
36).

to expression and significant delineation did
not detract from the beauty of the forms which he created ; for his figure of a prince was so perfect in its
proportion and so majestic in its air, that it appears
to have reached the utmost height of the ideal.
This
picture was preserved in the temple of Peace at Rome.
Sillzg,
{Encyclop. Metropol, div. 2, vol. 1, p. 407.

tendency

—

—

—

A

II.
Diet. Art., s. V.)
painter, who flourished in
the age of Aratus, and made a picture representing
the battle between this general and the yEtolians, near

Pellene.

{Flut., Vit. Aral., c. 32—Sill.ig, Diet. Art.,

s. V.)

TiMAVus,

a celebrated stream of Italy, in the terri-

tory of Venetia, northeast of Aquiieia, and falling into
Few streams have been more celebrathe Hadriatic.

more sung by the poets than the
numerous sources, its lake and subterranean passage, which have been the theme of the
ted in antiquity or

;

Timavus.

;

Latin
,

—

'

now

Its

muse from
so

little

Virgil to Claudian and Ausonius, are
that their existence has even

known,

been questioned, and ascribed to poetical invention.
It has, however, been well ascertained, that the name
of Timao is still preserved by some springs which
rise near iS. Giovano di Carso and the castle of Duino,
and form a river, which, after a course of little more

j

j

i

j

'

The number
than a mile, falls into the Hadriatic.
of these sources seems to vary according to the difference of the seasons, which circumstance will account
for the various statements made by ancient writers reStrabo, who appears to derive his inspecting them.
formation from Polybius, reckoned seven, all of which,

and similar animadversions, are worthy
answer
" Neither the French nor the
of being quoted
English critic appears to me to have comprehended the with the exception of one, were salt.
According to
ascribe
to
real motive of Timanthes
they
impotence Posidonius, the river really rose in the mountains at
what was the forbearance of judgment. Timanthes some distance from the sea, and disappeared under
felt like a father
he did not hide the face of Aga- ground for the space of fourteen miles, when it issued
memnon because it was beyond the power of his art, forth again near the sea at the springs above mentionThis account
nor because it was beyond the possibility, but because ed.
{Strabo, ^15.
Pliny, 2, 106.)
because the seems also verified by actual observation.
it was beyond the
{Cramers
dignity of expression
inspiring feature of paternal affection at that moment, Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 130.)
and the action which, of necessity, must have accomTimoleon, a Corinthian of noble birth and distinHis brothpanied it, would either have destroyed the grandeur of guished ability as a warrior and statesman.
the character and the solemnity of the scene, or sub- er Timophanes having, partly by popularity and partU
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to this

:

I

;

;

—

;

TIMOLEON

TIM

by the aid of a mercenary force, made himself tyrant of
Corinth, Timoleon, after vain remonstrance, came to
him with a kinsman of his, brother to the wife of Timophanes, and a friend named Theopompus, and, covering his own face, stood by while the others slew him.
When the Syracusan ambassadors arrived to seek aid
from Corinth against their tyrants, the deed was recent,
and all Corinth was in a ferment some extolling Timoleon as the most magnanimous of patriots, others
;

execrating

him

as a fratricide.

The

request of the

Syracusans offered to the Corinthians the means of
calming their dissensions by the removal of the obnoxious individual, and to Timoleon a field of honourable action, in which he might escape from the
misgivings of his own mind and the reproaches of his mothTimoleon proceeded to
er, who never forgave him.
Sicily with a small band of mercenaries, principally
raised by his own credit.
On arriving he received
considerable re-enforcements, and soon gained a footin
The
Syracuse.
ing
greater part of the city had already been taken by Hicetes from Dionysius, and the
whole was divided between three parties, each hostile
to both the others.
Timoleon was, in the end, successful.
Hicetes withdrew to Leontini, and Dionysius
surrendered, himself and his friends retiring to Corinth
while two thousand mercenaries of the garrison
engaged in the service of Timoleon. This final ex;

pulsion of Dionysius took place fifty years after the rise
of his father, and four years after the landing of Ti-

moleon in Sicily (B.C. 343). Timoleon remained master of a city, the largest of all in the Grecian settle-

ments

but almost a desert, through the multitudes
banishment in successive revolutions.
So great, it is said, was the desolation, that
the horses of the cavalry grazed in the market-place,
while the grooms slept at their ease on the luxuriant
The winter was passed in assigning desertherbage.
ed lands and houses as a provision to the few remaining Syracusans of the Corinthian party and to the mercenaries instead of pay, which the general had not to
In winter, when Grecian warfare was slackened
give.
or interrupted, the possession of good houses would
doubtless be gratifying
but to men unused to peaceful labour, lands without slaves and cattle were of little worth ; and it was necessary, in the spring, to find
;

slain or driven into

;

them some

profitable

Unable

employment.

sufficient-

supply the wants of his soldiers from any Grecian enemy, Timoleon sent one thousand men into the
territory belonging to Carthage, and gathered thence
ly to

abundance of spoil. The measure may seem rash,
but he probably knew that an invasion was preparing,
and that quiescence would not avert the storm, while
a rich booty would make his soldiers meet it better.
The Carthaginians landed in Sicily. Their force is
stated at seventy thousand foot and ten thousand horse ;
while Timoleon could only muster three thousand
NeverSyracusans and nine thousand mercenaries.
he advanced to meet them in their own possessions and, by the union of admirable conduct with
which
singular good fortune, won a glorious victory,
was soon followed by an honourable peace. Timoleon,
professing to be the liberator of Sicily, next directed
theless,

;

arms against the various chiefs or tyrants who held
dominion in the towns. In this he may probably have
been actuated by a sincere hatred of such governments
but he frequently seems to have little consulted the
wishes of the people, whose deliverer he declared himself.
Most of the smaller chiefs withdrew the more
and, being given
powerful, resisting, were conquered
up to their political adversaries, were put to death in
his

;

;

;

—

some cases with studied cruelty. Among the victims
was Hicetes, who was submitted, with his whole family,

ed

to the

There
'ate

judgment of that mixed multitude now calland all were put death.

the Syracusan people,
;

much appearance
but what shall we say
is

8H

that Hicetes deserved his

of the people which

doom-

cd to death bis tmoffcnding wife and
daughters! tad
what of the general, who, holdmg little less than ab«o>
lute authority over his followers, referred such a
m«U
ter to the decision of •uch a
body 1

Having every*
where established for Syracuse and for himself a soperinlending authority, which rested on the support oft
prevailing party, like the control of Athens or Laced«mon over their allies, Timoleon sought to restore
good order, abundance, and population to the long-afflicted island.
Syracuse was still very thinly peopled,
and it was torn by mutual jetlouiy between the remnant of the ancient Syracusans, and the numerous mercenaries and foreigi) adventurers who bad been rewarded for their services with land* aiMl houses, and admission to all the rights of citizens.
At one time the
struggle ripened to a civil war, of which we know not
the circumstances or the issue

but probably it was
;
suppressed without the ruin of either party. At once
to supply the void in the
city and to strengthen his aorernment by a body of adherents who owed their all to
him, Timoleon invited colonists from Greece, and settled at one time four thousand families on the
Syracusan territory, and on a neighbouring plain of
great
extent and fertility no less than ten thousand.
Similar measures were adopted in many of the other cities
under his control.
He revised the ancient laws of Syracuse, and restored them with amendn>ents skilfuUj
adapted to the altered state of the commonwealth. Bat
to amalgamate into a united people so
many bodies of
men of various interests, and mostly trained to war
and violence, was a work only to be accomplished by
the energy of one able man ; and in
accomplishing that
work, Timoleon was both enabled and obliged, by the
lawless habits of his followers, to exercise an authority
not less arbitrary than that of any tyrant he had overthrown.
In one most important particular he is superior, not only to those chiefs, to Gelon and Dionysius,
and to all who ever held like power in Sicily, but perhaps to all, with the single exception of Washington,
who have ever risen to the highest power in times of
tumult ; for he appears to have directed his efforts
honestly and wisely to the object, not of establishing a
dynasty of princes, but of so settling the goveniment
and training the people that they should be able, after
his death, to govern themselves without an arbitrary
He died highly honoured and generally bcs
leader.
loved and, for many years after his death, the w hole
of Sicily continued in unusual quiet and growing prosYet, in doing justice to the great qualities of
perity.
Timoleon, and the sincerity of his zeal for the public
good, we cannot but own that he was unscrupulous in
the choice of means, even beyond the ordinary laxity of
;

Greece, and that his fame is tarnished by some acts of atrocious cruelty and of gross inpolitical morality in

Timol.—Plut.,
— History{Com.Nep.,
of Greece {Lib. Us. Knoicl.),

justice.

Vit.

TiMOMACHUs, a painter of Byzantium,
ed

m

Vit.

TimoL

p. 119, teq.)
who flourish-

the age of Caesar the Dictator, and executed for

him pictures of Ajax and Medea, which were placed
For these paintings
in the temple of Venus Genetrii.
the artist received 80 talents.
(Plm., 35, 11, 40.

—

the subject of an epigram in the Anthology. {Anfhol. Palat., P. 2, p. 667.)
This epigram has been imitated by Ausonius, in the
22d of his collection. For an account of other pieeea
Id., 85, 4, 9.)

The Medea

is

Timomachus, consult Sillig (Z>ir/. Art., $. ».).
TiMON, I. a disciple of Pyrrho, who flourished in the
time of Ptolemv Philadelphus, and lived to the age of
90 years. He first professed philosophy at Chalcedon,
and afterward at Athens, where he remained till his
of

death.
He took little pains to invite disciples to his
school, and seems to have treated the opinions and diswith contempt ; for he wrote
putes of the philosophers

with bitter
poem called Silli, in which he inveighs
He was addicted to
sarcasms against the whole body.
the
terminated
succession
With him
intemperance
a

TIM

TIMON.
0} the public professors in the

fragments of

Timon were

school of Pyrrho.

edited, in 1820, by

The

small

—

II.
Varsav., 8vo, and in 1821, by Paul, Beroi, 8vo.
Surnatned the Misanthrope, was a native of the borough of Colyttus in Attica, and remarliable for the
whimsical' severity of his temper, and his hatred of
mankind.
Born some time before the commencement

come

and

in this field

a fig-tree, on which

man/

before the fig-tree is cut down."
{Diog. Laert ,
Suid., s. V.
Leclerc, in Biogr. Univ., vol.
46, p. 83, seqq.)
TiMOPHANEs, a Corinthian, brother to Timoleon.
He attempted to make himself tyrant of his country
9,

of the Peloponnesian war, it is possible that the vices
and crimes of which he was an eyewitness during this
period of trouble may have contributed to the development of that morose spirit which procured for him the
surname by which he is always known. It appears
from the ancient writers, and indirectly from the testimony of Plato himself {Phcedon, p. 67, ed. 1602), that
this hatred towards his fellow-men was originally excited by the false and ungrateful conduct of others.
He
lavished upon- those around him a large fortune in
presents and in services of all kinds, and, when bis

wealth was

field,

I intend now
citizens have already hung themselves.
to build a house on this spot, and wish to give
you
notice before I begin, in order that if there be any
more of you who intend to hang yourselves, you may

Wolke,

112.

—

—

by means of the mercenary soldiers with whom he had
Timofought against the Argives and Cleomenes.
leon wished to convince him of the impropriety of his
him
he
causwhen
he
measures and,
found
unmoved,
ed him to be assassinated.
{Vid. Timoleon, at the
;

commencement

of the article.)

TiMOTHEUs, I. a poet and musician of Miletus, born
446 B.C. He was received with hisses the first time

expended, he found that he had lost not
Misanthropy then
succeeded to unbounded liberality and, shunning the
society of his fellow-men, and retiring to a small spot
of ground in the suburbs, he gave himself up to the
workings of an irritated and deeply disappointed spirit
or, if ever he did mix on any occasion with the busy
world at Athens, it was only to applaud, with cruel
irony, the errors and follies of his fellow-citizens.
Cold and repulsive to all others, he appeared to take
a livejy interest in the y^ung Alcibiades
but it was
only because he saw in him the future author of eyil
He even publicly declared the moto his country.
tives that prompted him to this singular attachment
for, happening one day to meet Alcibiades returning
from the place of assembly, accompanied by a large
concourse, in place of turning away and avoiding him
as he avoided others, he came directly up, and, grasp'•
Go on, my son you do
ing his hand, exclaimed,

he exhibited in public at Athens, and farther applications would have been totally abandoned, had not Euripides discovered his abilities, and encouraged him
to follow a profession in which he afterward gained so
much applause. According to Pausanias, he perfected the cithara, by the addition of four new strings to
the seven which it had before.
Suidas, however,
states that it had nine before, and that Timotheu&
The truth appears to be this the
only added two.
that of Phrynis, a
lyre of Terpander had seven strings
and that
musical opponent of Timotheus, nine strings
of Timotheus, eleven.
Hence, no doubt, the remark
added
individual
of Suidas, that the last-mentioned

all

only his property, but his friends.

;

;

;

;

;

;

As, however, the two strings added
only two strings.
by Phrynis were ordered to be removed by a public
decree, Pausanias might say, without impropriety, that
Timotheus had added four strings. This innovation

;

was not well received by the Lacedaemonians, and it
was condemned by a decree, which has been preserved
well to au2ment your own power, for you are only for us in Boethius ((Ze Musica, 1, 1, p. 1372, cd. Baaugmenting it to the lasting injury of these." One si7., 1570), and which furnishes, also, a good specimen
account says that Timon, having subsequently become of Doric prose.
{Maittaire, Dialectic, p. 385, ed.
;

possessed of a new fortune, probably by agriculture,
changed to a complete miser, and shut himself up, together with his riches, in a kind of tower, which was
called, for a long time afterward, the tower of Timon.
This tradition is not, it is true, very consistent with the
rank which Pliny ( 7, 19) assigns him among the " auctores inaximcB sapicn/icz,^^ nor with the apophthegm
ascribed to him by Slobasus {Serm., 7, p. 107), that
'*
cupidity and avarice are the cause of all human ills ;"
but nothing ought to surprise us in so whimsical a
and besides, if in the folly of avarice we
character
see nothing of the sage, we certainly see enough of
The end of Timon was worthy of
the misanthrope.
his life.
Having broken a limb by a fall, and having,

The decree concludes with ordering that the
Sturz.)
kings and the ephori do publicly reprimand Timotheus,
and compel him to cut off the newly-added strings ot
his lyre, and come back to the old number of seven.
Athenaeus relates, that when this decree was on the
Timotheus showpoint of being carried into execution,
ed the Lacedaemonians that they had in their own city
a small image of Apollo holding a lyre which had ex-

same number of strings as his own, and that,
he was acquitted.
{Athcnceus, 14, p. 636,
His new system of music met with numerous
e. f.)
and Plutarch and
adversaries throughout Greece

actly the

upon

;

;

Athenaeus have preserved many of the sarcasms that
were launched at him in consequence by the comic
All these attacks, however, only
poets of the day.
served to confirm the reputation of the musician. After having distinguished himself in most of the Grecian cities, Timotheus retired to Macedonia, to the
court of King Archelaiis, where he died at a very ad-

in his aversion for his fellow-men, refused all assistBut this was
ance, a gangrene set in and he died.

not

Nature herself seems

all.

to

have seconded the

intentions of Timon, by separating him, even after
death, from the habitable world for his tomb having
been erected near the seashore, the ground around, it
;

was gradually covered by
rendered inaccessible.

vanced age, two years before the

the water, and the
spot thus
The character of Timon is

the Great.

The two

following are

the

best

:

having renounced the society of his fellow-men, still kept up a kind of intimacy with another
During a repast In
misanthrope named Agimantus.
wTiTcTi they were celebrating the second day of the
Anthesteria (xo£^), Apimantus, charmed with the tete"
Oh, Timon what an agreeable
i-tele, exclaimed,
after

replied the other, "were you only
another occasion, the people of Athens

"Ay,"

On
av/ay !"
were surprised to

see him ascend the tribune, and
waited in profound silence to hear what he would say.
" I
have a
"Athenians," exclaimed the new orator,
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in

almost

honour of

-one Hymns, two Poems,
eighteen Dithyrambics, twenty
entitled Dana'e and Semele ; four Tragedies, «tc.
have merely a few fragments of his productions reThey are given by Grotius, in his Excerpt.:,
maining.
ex tragcediis et comoediis Grcecis, 4"C., Paris, 1626,
Bu4to.
{Recherches sur la Vte de Timnthee, par
rette.— Mem. de VAcad. des Inscr., vol. 10.— Wem,
A celebrated
Biogr. Univ., vol. 46, p. 92, seqq.)—U.
He was one
musician, a native of Thebes in Bceotia.
of those who were invited to attend at the celebration
He excelled
of Alexander the Great.
of the

We

!

supper!"

Alexander

A hymn
every department of poetry.
Diana obtained for him a" very large sum of monej
he had composed it.
whom
for
from the Ephesians,
The ancients cite his Nomes, his Proems or preludes,

a frequent subject for epigrams in the Greek
Anthology, and many sayings of his are quoted by the

Timon,

birth of

Timotheus composed pieces
in

made

ancient writers.

this,

1

nuptials

TIR

TIR

playing on the flute ; and his performparticularly
ance is said to have animated the monarch in so powerful a degree, that he started up and seized his arms;
ati incident which Dryden has so
beautifully introduced into English poetry. (Burette, Rccherchea, 6^.
Weiss, Biogr. Untv., vol. 46, p. 93.)— III. An Athenian commander, son of Conon, inherited the valour
and abilities of his father.
In 375 B.C. he gained a
signal victory over the Lacedaemonian fleet off Cormade
and
himself
master
of this island.
Then
cyra,
directing his course towards Thrace, he took several
cities
this
in
and
afterward
delivimportant
quarter,
ered Cyzicus from the foe.
He subsequently shared
the command of the fleet with Iphicrales.
The latter,
having wished to attack the enemy during a violent
tempest, and not obtaining the consent of Timotheus
to so hazardous a step, caused him to be brought to
trial at Athens.
Timotheus was condemned to pay
a fine of 100 talents
but, being unable to raise so
large a sum, he retired to Chalcis, where he ended his
His disinterestedness equalled his courage and
days.
He never appropriated to himself
military talents.
any portion of the booty taken from the foe. On one
occasion he paid into the public treasury 1200 talents.
in

—

;

There existed a very close intimacy between Timotheus and Plato
Mlian, V.
(Corn. Nep., in Vtt.
H., 2, 10.— ^.9cAm., vol. 1, p. 247, ed. Reiske.—Cic,

—

32—

Id., de Orat., 3,34.)
TiNGis, the capital of Mauritania Tingitana, on the
northwestern coast of Africa, and a short distance to
Off., 1,

the east of the Ampelusian promontory.
It was fabled to have been built by the giant Antaeus.
Sertorius took it
and as the tomb of the founder was near
the place, he caused it to be opened, and found in it a
skeleton six cubits long.
Some editions of Plutarch
read ^^rJKOPTa (60) instead of i^ (6) ; the latter, howPlutarch copies
ever, is decidedly the true reading.
here, according to Strabo, the fable of Gabinius rethe
stature
of
Antaeus.
The
modern name
specting
of the place is Tangier.
Id., 2, 6.
(Mela, 1, 5.
;

—

—

—

Plin., 5, 1.)
TiPHYs, the pilot of the ship of the Argonauts, was
son of Hagnius, or, according to some, of Phorbas.

He died before the Argonauts reached Colchis, at the
court of Lycus, in the Propontis, and Erginus was
chosen

in his

place.

(Apollod.,

I, 9.

— Hygin.,fab.,

14, 18.)

TiREsi.^s, a celebrated prophet of Thebes, son of
Eneres and the nymph Chariclo, of the race of Udaeus,
one of the Sparti. (Vid. Sparti.) Various accounts
are given as to the cause of his blindness : one ascribes it to his having seen Minerva bathing (Phere-

—

Callim., Lav. Pall., 75,
cyd., ap. Apollod., 3, 6, 7.
another to his having divulged to mankind the
seqq.)
;

The Melamsecrets of the gods.
(Apollod., I. c)
podia related that Tiresias, happening to see two serpents together on Mount Cithaeron, killed the female,
and was suddenly changed into a woman. In this
at the end of
stale he continued for seven years
which period, observing two serpents similarly circumstanced, he killed the male, and thus returned to
his pristine state.
On some occasion, Jupiter and Juno fell into a dispute as to which derived more pleasure from the conjugal state, the male or female. Un;

it to their satisfaction, they agreed to
matter to Tiresias, who had known both
states.
His answer was, that of ten parts but one
falls to man.
Juno, incensed at this, deprived the

able

to settle

refer

the

power of vision. Jupiter
thereupon, as one god cannot undo the acts of another,
gave him, in compensation, an extent of life for seven
events.
generations, and the power of foreseeing coming
Tiresias lived at Thebes, where he was contemporary with all the events of the times of Laius and
At the conclu(Edipus, and the two Theban wars.
sion of the last he recommended the Thebans to aban-

guiltless arbitrator of the

—

don

their city,

j

and he was the companion of their

It was still
night when they arrived at the
fountain of Tilphussa.
Tiresias, whose period of life
was fated to be coextensive with that of the
city of
the Cadmeans, drank of its waters, and

flight.

immediately
The victorious Argives sent bis daughter Manalong with a portion ofthe spoil, to Delphi, accordIn obedience
ing to the vow which they had made.
to the command of the oracle, Manto afterward went
thence, and, marrying Rhakios of Mycens or Crete,
founded the town and oracle of Clams.
She bore to
Rhakios (or, as others said, to Apollo) a son named
died.
to,

Mopsus, a celebrated prophet. (Schol. ad ApoUon.
Mod., 1, 308— Pa«*an 7, 3 —Tzets ad Lycophr.,
,

980.)— The name Tiresias (Teipeaiac) is apparently
derived from rtpaf (old form mpof), a
prodigy, and
that of his
daughter from fiuvru;. (KeightUy't
thology, p. 344, seq.)
TiRiOATBs, a monarch of Parthia, raised to the
throne after Phraates had been expelled for his cruel-

My

ty and oppression.
that Phraates was

Tiridates, however, upon learning
marching against him with a namerous army of Scythians, fled with the infant son of
Phraates to Augustus.
Augustus restored bis son to

Phraates, but refused to deliver ap Tiridates.

(

Vid.

Parthia.)

Tiro, M.

Tullius, a freedman of Cicero's, held in
by his master, and made eventoally his

high esteem
private secretary

and the superintendent of all his
performed many important services for
Cicero, and received from the liberality of his grateful
master a small rural domain, where he passed the rest
of his days in retirement.
Tiro wrote a Biography of
and made a collection of his bona
Cicero, now lost
mots (joci) in three books. This has shared the fate
of his other work.
He was the author, likewise, of
and a passage in one of Cicero's
several other works
letters (Ep. ad. Fam., 16, 18) gives Os reason to suppose that he had attempted, among other things, even
It is to the care of Tiro that we
tragic composition.
are indebted for the preservation of the letters of Ci-

He

affairs.

;

;

To him, likewise, is attributed the invention of
stenography or short-hand writing. This is hardly correct.
He would merely seem to have reduced to a
more perfect system an art which had existed long
before.
The poet Ennius was the first who used this
cero.

manner of writing. Isidorus ascribes to him the inin all likelihood, however, be
vention of the art
merely borrowed it from the Greeks. (Isid , Orig.,
;

1,

21,'

1.—

Weiss, in Biogr. Untv.,

vol. 46,

p.

128,

seq.)

TiRYNs
TiRYKTHOs, a city of Argolis, southeast
It
of Ar^os, and about twelve stadia from Nauplia.
was celebrated for its massive walls, and is said to hare
been founded by King Proetus, brother of Acrisiua,
who, as Strabo reports, employed for the construction
These are the
of his citadel workmen from Lycia.
or

callCyclopes, or Chirogasteres as they are sometimes
who built the treasury at Athens, and the great
doorway, which is still to be seen at Mycena. The
poets have also ascribed to them the construction of

ed,

the walls of Argos.

(Strab.,

373.— ApoUod., «,«,!.

)— Proetus was

raceeeded
by Perseus, who transmitted Tiryns to his descendant
Alcmena, the daughter of this prince, was
Electryon.
married to Amphitryon, on whom the crown would
have devolved had he not been expelled by Sihenelus
His son Hercules, however, afterward reof Argos.
whence he degained possession of his inheritance,
Eustath. ad

rived the

II., 2,

name

p.

286

of Tirynthius.

(Hes., Here Scut., 81.

31.—

Id, Jslkm.,
-Apollod., 2, 4, a.—Ptnd., 01., 10,
This hero, after the murder of Iphitus, fled
6, 39.)
Trachinian
from Tiryns, and retired into the
country.
Homer represents the city of Tiryns as subject to the
war.
of
the
time
at
the
(//.,
Trojan
kings of Argoi
2 559 ) But it was afterward destroyed by the Ar
1347

TIT
gives, probably about the

same time with

TIT
the city of

Strabo reports that, on abandoning their
homes, the Tirynthians retired to the neighbouring
town of Epidaurus. {Strab., 373.) But Pausanias
affirms that the greater part were removed to Argos.
The last-mentioned writer describes the remains of the
walls of Tiryns as exhibiting a specimen of remarkably

Mycenae.

solid masonry.

(Compare Dodwell, Tour, vol. 2, p.
250.
Gell, Itin. of the Morea and Argolis.)— Sir W.
Gell {Itin. of Argolis, p. 169) corrects an error of
'•
A mistake,"
D'Anville with regard to this place.
he observes, " occurs on the subject of Tiryns, and a
place named by him Vathia, but of which nothing can
It is possible that Vathi, or the
be understood.
profound valley, may be a name sometimes used for the
Valley of Barbitsa, and that the place named Claustra
by D'Anville may be the outlet of that valley, called
Kleisour, which has a corresponding signification."
TiRVNTHiA, a name given to Alcmena, as being a
native of Tiryns.
{Vid. Tiryns.)
TisAMENUs, a son of Orestes and Hermione the
of
who succeeded on the throne of
Menelaus,
daughter
Argos and Lacedaemon. The Heraclidae entered his
kingdom in the third year of his reign, and he was
He was
obliged to retire with his family into Achaia.
some time after killed in a battle against the lonians
near Helice.
Pausan., 3, 1.)
{Apollod., 2, 7.
TisiPHONE, one of the Furies. {Vid. Furiae.)
TissAPHBRNBs, a satrap of Persia, commander of
part of the forces of Artaxerxes at the battle of Cu-

—

—

naxa against Cyrus, and the one who first gave information to Artaxerxes of the designs of his brother.
He afterward obtained a daughter of Artaxerxes in
marriage, and all the provmces over which Cyrus had
been governor. This was the same Tissaphemes who
seized Alcibiades, and sent him prisoner to Sardis, after the naval victory which the latter had gained over
the Lacedsemonians.
Tissaphemes was afterward defeated by Agesilaus, upon which the King of Persia
sent Tithraustes, another satrap, against him, who cut
off his head.
{Pint., Vit. Alcib.—Id., Vit. Ages.—

When Saturn succeeded his father he, married Rhea
but he devoured all his male children, as
he had been informed by an oracle that he should be
dethroned by them as a punishment for his cruelty to
his father.
The wars of the Titans against the gods
beauty.

;

are very celebrated

in
mythology.
They are often
confounded with that of the Giants ; but it is to be observed that the war of the Titans was
against Saturn,
and that of the Giants against Jupiter.
Pezron {Antiquite des Celtes) indulges in some whimsical remarks
on the subject, and makes the Celtae to be the same
with the Titans, and their princes the same with the
Giants in Scripture.
According to him, the Titans
were the descendants of Gomer, the son of Japhet.
He adds that the word Titan is perfect Celtic, and he
derives it from tit, earth, and den or ten, man ; and
hence, he says, the reason of the Greek appellation of
yTj-yeveic, or earth-bom, which was applied to them.
The Titans, according to Bryant, were those Cushites,
or sons of Chus, called Giants, who built the Tower of
Constant reBabel, and were afterward dispersed.
gards the legend of the gods and the Titans as the
tradition of a warfare between two rival religious sects,
the Titans being considered by him as
having wor( Constant, de la Reshipped the elements and stars.

—

—

—

The best solution, however,
ligion, vol. 2, p. 315.)
appears to be that which makes the Titans mere personifications of the elements, and their warfare with
the gods an allegorical picture of the angry collisions

of the

elements

the earliest ages of the world.
p. 158.)
TiTANiDKs, the daughters of Coelus and Terra.
{Vid. Titanes, where their names are given.)
TiTAREsius, a river of Thessaly, called also Eurotas, flowing into the Peneus a little above the vale of
Tempe. The waters of the two rivers did not, however, mingle ; as those of the Peneus were clear and
limpid, while those of the Titaresius were impregnated
with a thick unctuous substance, which floated like oil
upon the surface. {Strabo, 441.) Hence the fabulous account of its being a branch of the infernal Styx.
{Horn., //., 2, 751.
Lucan, 6, 375.) It is now the
in

(Compare Hermann und Creuzer, Briefe,

—

Xen., Anab., 1, 2.)
TiTAX or TiTANDs, I. a son of Coelus (or Uranus) Saranta Poros. {Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p.
and Vesta (or Terra), brother to Saturn and Hyperion. 369.)
He was the eldest of the children of Coelus but he
TiTHdNus, a son of Laomedon, king of Troy, by
He was so
gave his brother Saturn the kingdom of the world, pro- Strymo, the daughter of the Scamander.
When the births beautiful that Aurora became enamoured of him and
vided he raised no male children.
She now besought Jove to bestow
of Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto were concealed from carried him away.
The sovereign of Olympus ashim, Titan, on discovering the deception, made war on him immortality.
but
against Saturn, and imprisoned him till he was replaced sented, and Tithonus became exempt from death
on his throne by his son Jupiter. {Lactantius, de Feds. the love-sick goddess, having forgotten to have youth
Rei, 1, 14.) This legend differs, it will be perceived, joined in the gift, began, with time, to discern old age
from the ordinary one, as given under the article Ti- creeping over the visage and limbs of her beautiful
;

;

tanes.

—

II.

A

name

applied to the sun, as the offspring

—

of Hyperion, one of the Titans.
{TibulL, 4, 1, 60.
III. An epithet sometimes apVirg., JEn., 4, 118.)
plied to Prometheus by the poets.
{Soph., (Ed. Col.,
Vid. Prometheus.)
56.
Juvenal, 14, 34.
TiTANEs, a name given to the sons of Coelus (or
Uranus) and Terra. They were six males, Oceanus,
Coios, Crios, Hyperion, lapetus, and the youngest of

—
—

—

and six females, Theia, Rheia (or
them Cronus
Rhea), Themis, Mnemosyne, Phoebe, and Tethys.
These children, according to the commonly-received
legend, were hated by their father, who, as soon as
they were born, thrust them out of sight into a cavern
of Earth, who, grieved at his unnatural conduct, produced the " substance of hoary steel," and, forming
from it a sickle, roused her children, the Titans, to rebut fear seized on them all exbellion against him
cept Saturn (Cronus), who, lying in wait with the sickle
with which his mother had armed him, mutilated his
The drops which fell on the earth
unsuspecting sire.
from the wound gave birth to the Erinnyes, the Giants,
and the Melian nymphs
from what fell into the sea
sprung Aphrodite or Venus, the goddess of love and
1348
;

;

:

When she saw his hairs blanching, she abstained from his bed, but still kept him, and treated
him with fond attention, in her palace on the eastern
margin of the Ocean stream, "giving him ambrosial
consort.

But when he was no longer
food and fair garments."
able to move his limbs, she deemed it the wisest course
to shut him up in his chamber, whence his feeble voice
was incessantly heard. {Horn., Hymn, in Ven., 218,
Later poets say that, out of compassion, she
seqq.)
turned him into a cicada {tstti^).
{Schol. ad II., 11,
Memnon and .5^ma1.
Tzetz. ad Lycophr., 18.)
thion were the children whom Aurora bore to Titho-

—

nus.

(Keightley's Mythology, p 63.)

TiTHOREA, a city on Mount Parnassus, called also
Neon, for the name of Tithorea was only properly apof Parnassus.
{Herod., 8,
plied to one of the peaks
This place, as we learn from
32.
Strabo, 439.)

—

Herodotus, was taken and burned by the army of
Xerxes (8, 33). In its vicinity, Philomelus, the Phocian general, was defeated and slain by the Thebans.
{Pausan., 10, 2.)— Delphi and Tithorea, on different

were the halting- places of those
of 80 stadia
passing over Parnassus, at the distance

sides of the mountain,

TIT

TITUS.

from each other
being situate as the towns of AosU
in Piedmont, and Martinach in the Vallais, are with
The whole district on
regard to Mont St. Bernard.
the southern side was the Delphic
while all the country on the northern side received its name from TithoThe olives of this city were so highly esteemed
rea.
;

;

that they were conveyed as presents to the Roman
emperors they still maintain their ancient reputation,
being sent as an acceptable offering to the pashas and
The ruins of Tithorea
other grandees of Turkey,
were first observed by Dr. Clarke, near the modern
"
of Vilitza.
that
;

We arrived," says

village

traveller,

"at the walls of Tithorea, extending in a surprising
manner up the prodigious precipice of Parnassus,
which rises behind the village of Velilza. These remains are visible to a considerable height upon the
rocks."

Tour,

(Travels, vol. 7,

vol. 2, p.

p.

139.— GeWs

274.

— Compare Dodwell,

214.)
TiTHRAUSTEs, a Persian satrap, B.C. 395, ordered
to
to
Artaxerxes
death
put
by
Tissaphemes. (Vid.
Tissaphernes.)
TiTiANus, Julianus, a Latin geographical writer,
who flourished about the commencement of the third
Julius Capitolinus informs us that he was
century.
" the
called
ape of his time," from his possessing, in a
From a passage
high degree, the talent of imitation.
in Sidonius Apollinaris (1, 1) we learn in what this
Titianus imitated the style of the
imitation consisted.
Thus he took Cicero for his
writers of antiquity.
in
the
letters
which he published under the
model
names of certain illustrious females. {Scholl, Hist.
Ittn., p.

when his situation drew down
upon him all tb« m*
vidiousness of power, without supplying him with the
means of securing popular affection, lie is acctised
of having acted in some cases hastily and
sererely ;
and oven of having gratified bis personal resentment
of
rank
to
officers
an
by condemning
ignominious
death.
He is, moreover, charged with avarice and
bribery on the authority of Suetonius, who ass«rtSf
that those who had causes before the emperor knew
how to obtain a favourable hearing, by placing a stim
of money in the hands of the Cesar.
He had given
offence, too, by an imwise attachment to Berenice,
the sister of King Agrippa.
In
( Vid. Berenice VH.)
a word, so seriously did the people regard these frailties
in the character of their prince, that they anticipated in
his reign a renewal of the
flagitious, tyrannical, and
ity,

sanguinary deeds which had condemned to infamy the
of Nero.
But from the hour
that Titus ascended the throne of his father, a total
change took place in all that was previously vicious
and objectionable in his character.
He discarded all

name and government

the ministers of his loose days, and, being resolved to
reform the state of public morals, began by reforming
himself.
Although still strongly attached to the beantiful Berenice, he dismissed her to her own
country,
because he knew that such a connexion was disaHe abolished
greeable to the senate and people.
also the law of treason, under the sanction of which
so many acts of tyranny had been committed ; and
he not only discountenanced, but severely punished,
all
His whole time was now
spies and informers.
devoted to the duties of his high station, and bis

Rom., vol. 3, p. 246.)
TiTORMUs, a herdsman remarkable for his strength, chief pleasure consisted in rendering services and
His liekindnesses to his friends and to his people.
in which he is said to have far surpassed even Milo,
The latter having met him on one occasion, and having nevolence and goodness of heart would doubtless find
observed his great size of body, wished to make trial of ample scope
yet it is recorded of him, that one evenbut Titorrnus declined at first, saying ing, recalling to mind the events of the day, and
his strength
At not finding that he had done anything during its
that he was not possessed of much power of body.
he exclaimed in accents
length, however, descending into the river Evenus, he course beneficial to mankind,
"
selected a stone of enormous size, and for three or four of regret,
My friends, I hare lost a day .'" This
times in succession drew it towards him and then well-known exclamation, and the course of benevolent
for him
pushed it back again. After this he raised it up as deeds by which it was accredited, procured
Lit.

;

;

high as his knees, and finally took it up on his shoulders and carried it for some distance; at last he flung
it from him.
Milo, on the other hand, could with difTitorrnus gave a
ficulty even roll the same stone.
second proof of his vast strength by going to a herd
of cattle, seizing a bull, the largest of the whole numand fierce withal, by the foot, and holding it so
Having then grasped
firmly that it could not escape.
another one, while in the act of passing, with the other
Milo, on seeing
hand, he held it in a similar manner.
this, raised his hands to the heavens and exclaimed,
**
Oh, Jupiter hast thou begotten in this man another
Hercules for us 1" Hence, says .^lian, came the
common expression, " This is another Hercules."
(Mian, Var. Hist., 23, 22.— Herod., 6, 127. Luber,

!

—

cian, de conscrib. Hist., p. Q90. —Eiistath.

Od,

ad Horn.,

206.)

5, p.

Titus Flavius Vespasianus, son of Vespasian,
Previous
succeeded his father on the imperial throne.
to his accession, his military talents had been proved
the
by the successful issue to which he had brought
was waged with
sanguinary and protracted war which
the Jews, and which ended in the destruction of Jerusalem.
At the close of the Jewish war he was received at Rome with the title of Caesar, and admitted

honour of a joint triumph with his father the
He soon became the depositary of all powemperor.
er, and the source of the executive authority in all its
branches discharging the office of censor, which Vesover the dupasian had assumed, and even watching
ties of praetorian prefect, never before administered
The only stain which was
but by a Roman knight.
ever attached to the life of Titus belongs to this i^eriod
of his history, before bis accession to sovereign authorto the

:

the truly glorious

Race"

title

of the " Delight of the

Human

humani generis).— A fresh war which
Britain was the occasion of drawing forth

{Delicice

broke out

in

the extraordinary qualities of Cnaeus Julius Agricola,
who pushed his conquests far into the country ; and

from the circumstance of some soldiers, who had been
worsted in a skirmish, taking to their bark, and being
driven by the wind and tide to a Roman camp on a
distant coast, he conceived the idea, and completed
But the
the discovery, that Britain was an island.
a terrible convulsion
public prosperity was clouded by
After
Vesuvius.
the eruption of Mount
of Nature
an interval of extreme heat and drought, the whole
as m an earthquake, with a sound
plain was shaken,
of subterranean thunder, and a roaring agitation of tbe
at the same time, a torrent of smoke and
air and sea
flame, accompanied by showers of stones, bursting from
Suddenthe crater, darkened the sun like an eclipse.
ashes rose perpendicularly into
ly a column of black
and in its fall
the air, hovered like a cloud, and fell
overwhelmed the towns of Herculaneum and Pompeii.

—
;

;

This memorable event took place in AD. 79, and
serves to give a melancholy interest to the first year
The dark cloud of smoke and
of Titus's
sovereignty.

dust carried dismay even to the walls of the capital
The darkness which sank down upon the city terrified the inhabitants of Rome to such a degree, that
with their families,
many of them threw themselves,
into ships bound for Africa and Eg^pt ; imagining that
to atone for its sins by enduring tbe
Italy was about
A pestilence soon afuttermost wrath of the gods.
that not
ter succeeded at Rome, of which it is said
fewer than 10,000 persons died daily during a conThis malady is ascribed by hintorisiderable period.

^
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ans to the pollution which was supposed to have infected the air in consequence of the eruption of the

mountain

;

but

it is

more probable

that

it

originated

in the poverty and filth occasioned by the sudden inmade to the population of the capital, when the

crease

fugitives from the ruined towns and villages of CamSuch mispania sought an asylum within its walls.
fortunes wounded deeply the compassionate heart of

Titus.
He fell, says Suetonius, not only like a prince,
but as a father, for the sufferings of his people, and
spared neither labour nor expense to relieve their distress.
Hastening in person to Campania for the purpose of assisting the sufferers in that quarter, Titus
was recalled to his capital by another frightful calamfire broke out at Rome, which
ity.
raged three
days and nights with the greatest violence, destroying
an immense number of buildings both public and private.
Among the former were the Pantheon, the Octavian Library, and the Capitol, which last had been
but recently rebuilt after the demolition which it had
sustained at the hands of the infuriated Germans duNo sooner had this afring the reign of Vitellius.
flicting event reached the ears of the emperor, than he
made known his determination to indemnify, out of his
own coffers, all the losses which had accrued either to

A

the slate or individuals.

So unwilling,

in

fact,

was

he that any one besides himself should have a share in
the honour of relieving the fortunes of Rome, that he
is said to have refused the contributions which were
ofiered by some of his royal allies, by other cities of
the empire, and by certain of the richest among the
nobility.

Such was now

Roman

the constitution of

society, that attention to the amusements of the lower
class of citizens in lime of peace had become no less
essential to the tranquillity of the empire than military

with love, he attempted violence ; but the goddess
called her children to her aid, and he soon lay slain by
their arrows.
His punishment, however, did not end

He lay extended in Erebus, covering with
frame nine entire jugera, while a vulture kept
feeding upon his liver and entrails, which were con{Od., 11, 576, seqq.
tinually reproduced.
Apollod.,
with

life.

his vast

— Virg., ^n.,

—

—

ad Apollon.
Rhod., I, 761.) Heyne makes Tityus to have been
an ancient hero, and supposes that part of the fable
which relates to the nine acres to have been founded
on the circumstance of his having had, after death, a
tumulus of vast size covering his remains. {Antigua1,

4, l.

6,

595.

Schol.

rischer Aufsdtze, vol. 1, p. 56.)
Tmolus, I. a broad and elevated mass of mountains in Lydia, which sends several tributary torrents
into the Hermus on the one side, and into the Cays-

on the other, and divides, in fact, the valleys
It was said to
through which those two rivers flow.
derive its name from Timolus or Tmolus, a Lydian
king, having been previously called Carmanorius.
This mountain was
{Auct. de Fluv. in Pactol.)
much celebrated for its wine. {Plin., 5, 29. Virg.,
ter

—

—

Senec, Phcen., 602.) Hence the freGeorg., 2, 97.
quent reference to it in the Bacchae of Euripides (v.
It appears also to have abounded with
64, 55, &c.).
nor was
shrubs and evergreens {Callim., fragm 93)
It yielded
it less noted for its mineral productions.
tin
and the Pactolus washed from its cavities a rich
Strabo
{Strab., 610, 625.)
supply of golden ore.
reports, that on the top of Tmolus there was a watchtower erected by the Persians it was of white marble, and commanded an extensive view of the sur,

;

;

;

Tmolus is now called Bouz Dagh
rounding country.
(Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 441,
by the Turks.

—

talents during the pressure of war.
With this view
Titus proceeded to finish the amphitheatre, of which
his father had laid the foundation
adding to it baths
and other comforts for the gratification of the popuThis
was
the
famous
lace.
Colosseum, or Flavian
Amphitheatre, the remains of which, at the present

seqq.
Compare ArundeU's Asia Mmor, vol. 1, p. 25,
n. A city of Lydia, in the vicinity of Mount
34, 54.)

present so striking a feature among the anRome. The dedication of this superb edifice was celebrated by games of the most magnificent
The sports lasted a hundred days, during
character.
which invention was racked to discover new modes of
pleasing the eye, and of stimulating the depraved fanIt was observed that, on the
cy of the multitude.
last day of the games, the emperor appeared greatly
Hoping that his nerves
dejected, and even shed tears.
would be strengthened by the purer air of the country,
he retired to the neighbourhood of Reate, whence his

the inhabitants

;

day,

still

tiquities of

—

According to Tacitus, it was destroyed by
Coman earthquake under Tiberius. {Ann., 2, 47.
pare iVj«;?A. Call, 1, 17.)
to
ToGATA, an epithet applied
Cisalpine Gaul, where

Tmolus.

—

pine Gaul

wore the

Roman

toga,

i.

e.,

enjoyed

The cities of Cisalcitizenship.
obtained the privilege of Latin cities, and,

the rights of

Roman

consequently, the right of wearing the Roman toga,
by a law of Pompeius Strabo, about A.U.C. 665. (^5Vid. Gallia Cisalcon., Comm. in Ptson., p. 490.

—

pina.)

ToLETUM, now Toledo, a town of Hispania Tarraconensis, on the river Tagus, and the capital of the
According to Sylva and other Spanish hisCarpetani.
torians, this city was founded by a considerable body

family originally sprang, and whither he was accomA fever with which
panied by his brother Domitian.
he was seized was unduly checked by the use of the
and it
bath, to which he had become much addicted

of Jews, who, on their emancipation from captivity
540 years before the vulgar era, established themselves here, and called the place Toledoth or Toledath,
This is all a mere fa
the people.
that is, mother

added by Suetonius, that the symptoms of the disease were greatly aggravated by adopting a suggestion
of Domitian's, that the patient should be put into a
Thus died, on the 13th day of
tub filled with snow.
September, A.D. 81, Titus, in the same house where
his father had expired, after a pacific reign of two
The character of this
years and nearly three months.
the history of his actions
prince has been given in
and his name, even at the present day, conveys to the
reader all those ideas of justice, clemency, wisdom,
and benevolence, which enter into the conception of a
good sovereign ; and his virtues were prized still more
violent and ungovernhighly when contrasted with the
able temper of his brother, who succeeded him on the

this city a place of arms, and Augustus rendered it one of the seats of justice in Spain
Modern Toledo was formerly celebrated for the e«
for which, accordquisite temper of its sword-blades,
was also
ing to some of the ancient writers, Toletum
famous.
{Plin., 3, ^.—Itin. Ant., 438, 446 —Gra^

;

is

;

—

Dio Cass., 66, 15, seqq.
Metropol., div. 3, vol. 2, p. 607, seqq.)
TiTYUs, a celebrated giant, son of Terra or, according to others, of Jupiter, by Elara, the daughter
of Orchomenus.
Tityus happened to see Latona, on

throne.

{Sueton., Vit. Tit.

— Encyclop.

;

one occasion, as she was going
1350

to Delphi.

Inflamed

of

ble.

Caesar

made

Falisc., Cyneg., 351.)

ToLTSTOBOH, One of the Celtic tribes in Galatia, in
Asia Minor. They occupied that portion of the country
which extended along the left bank of the Sangarius
from its junction with the Thymbris to its source, and
was separated from Bithynia by that river. The prins Asia
cipal town of this tribe was Pessinus. {Cramer'
Minor, vol. 2, p. 85.)
NaroonenGallia
ToLOSA, now Toulouse, a town of
under Augustus.
sis, which became a Roman colony
The situation of Tolosa was very favourable for trade,
and under the Romans it became the centre of the
traffic which was carried on between the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts of this part of Gaul. Minerva

TOM

TRA

bad a rich temple there, which Cappio the consul plunand as he was never after fortunate, the words
dered

{Herod.,

1,

205. —Consult

remarks under the

article

Cyrus.)
proverbial.
ToK.izos, an island on the western side of the Sinoa
Caepio
to have plundered 15,000 talents.
This wealth seems Arabicus, in what was called the Sinus
Immundus,
to have belonged, for the most part, to private individand not far to the south of Berenice.
It was called
uals, who had placed it in the temple for safe keep- also Ophiodes, from its
containing many serpents.
{Mela, 2, b.— Cic, N. D., 3, 20.— C«»., B. G., Ptolemy gives it the name of Agathonis Insula.
ing.
Th«
stone topazug was found here, whence the
3, 20.)
appellation
ToLUMNius.
Vid. Lars Tolumnius.
given to the island.
(Agatharch. in Hud*. Ge^.
Toji.iRus, a mountain of Epirus, on the declivity Min., 1, 5A.—Diod. Ste., 3, iO.—Plin., 37, 8.)— The
foot
of
the
or at
which stood the celebrated Dodo- topaz of the Romans was the modern
chrysolite, a
Callimachus {Hymn,
na.
Cer., 62) calls it Tma- stone which has always an admixture of
green with the
on
the
rus.
of
Pliny (4, 1),
authority
Theopompus, yellow. This probably proceeds from particles of copCramer per dissolved in an acid, and taken up with those of
assigns it a hundred springs around its base.
makes it the same with the modern Mount Chamouri. the lead into the matter of the
gem at the time of its
(Consult remarks under the article Dodona, page 461, original concretion. (//i7/'» Theophrastus, p. 73.)
col. 1, and also Cramer'' s Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p. 115,
a
I.
haven
of
ToRONE,
Epirus, below the river ThyIt appears to have been
amis, and opposite Corcyra.
seqq.)
ToMos or ToMi, a town situate on the western shores in the vicinity of the modem Parga. Ptolemy
gives
of the Euxine Sea, about 36 miles below the mouths Torone as the form of the name
(p. 85), but Pluof the Danube. The name was fabled by the Greek tarch calls it Toryne {Topvvt]). This last writer remythologists to have been derived from rofio^, "a cut- ports that the fleet of Augustus was moored here for
^^
ting"^ or
separation.''' because Medea had here, as a short time previous to the battle of Actium.
{Vit.
II. A town of Macedonia, situate towards
they maintained, cut to pieces her brother Absyrtus, Anton )
and strewed his remains along the road in order to the southern extremity of the Sithonian
peninsula, and
{Vid. Ovidius, page 949, giving name to the Sinus Toronacius, or Gulf of Catstop her father's pursuit.
col. 2.)
Tomi is still called Tomeswar, though some- sandria. The harbour of Torone was called Cophos
times otherwise styled Baba.
It is celebrated as be(Kcj^df, mute, silent), from the circumstance that the
hence the
ing the place where Ovid was banished bv Augustus. noise of the waves was never heard there
col.
949,
(Vid. Ovidius, page
1.)
proverb /cw^orfpof rod Topovvalov Aifiivo^.
{Prov.
T0.MYRIS, a queen of the Massagetse in the time of Grac. Schott., p. iOI.— S/raio, 330.— Cramer'* Anc.
the
Great.
The
Persian
sent
ambasmonarch
vol.
Greece,
Cyrus
1, p. 256.)
sadors to her, asking her hand in marriage
but the
ToBQUATus. Vid. Manlius II.
;

aurum Tolosanum became

I

is said

\

'

m

—

;

;

Scythian queen, well aware that the king was more
anxious for the crown of the Massagetae than the possession of her

own

person, interdicted

his entrance

Cyrus thereupon marched openly
against the Massagetas, and began to construct a
While he was thus embridge over the river A raxes.
into her territories.

ployed,

him

Tomyris sent an ambassador, recommending

from his enterprise; but adding that, if
he still persisted in his design, the Scythian forces
would retire for three days' march from the river, and
would thus allow him an opportunity of crossing without the aid of a bridge when once on the opposite side
of the river, he could then try his strength with her
Or, if he did not like this plan, he might
subjects.
withdraw his own army a similar distance from the
river, and the Massagetae would then cross over into
the Persian territories, and contend with him there.
Cyrus, by the advice of Croesus, accepted the former
part of the offer, and, having crossed the Araxes, planned the following stratagem, suggested to him by CrceHe advanced one day's march into the territo8US.
ries of the Massagetae, and then, leaving his camp full
of provisions and wine, and his worst troops in charge
of it, he returned with his best to the banks of the
What he had foreseen took place. The
Araxes.
to desist

:

Massagetas came with the third part of their entire
force, under the command of Spargapises, the son of
Tomyris, attacked the Persian camp, cut to pieces the
troops stationed there, and then banqueted on the
abundant stores which they found in the camp, and
drank to excess of the wine. Cyrus, returning on a
sudden, surprised the whole number, slew many, and
took a much larger number prisoners ; among the latter,
This prince, on recover».he son of Tomyris himself.
slew
ing from the intoxication into which he had fallen,

and Tomyris,
himself through a feeling of shame
soon after, assembling all her forces, engaged in battle
The Persian
with Cyrus, whom she totally defeated.
monarch himself was numbered among the slain and
the queen, having searched for and found his dead body,
cut off the head, and plunged it into a skin-bag full of
human blood, exclaiming at the same time, " I will
give thee thy fill of blood" {ae aifiaro^ Koptau).
;

;

Tr.4Bea, Q., a Roman comic poet, who flourished
about A.U.C. 622, or 132 B C.
{Gronov. ad Avl.
GelL, 15, 24.)
{Tusc. Qucest.,

Some of his verses are cited by Cicero.
dl.— Id^de Fin., 2, 4.) As re-

4,

deception played off on Joseph
Scaliger by Murctus with some pretended line* of
Trabea, consult Fabricius {Bibt. Lat., 4, 1, 3.

gards the amusing

— BayU^

Diet., vol. 4, p.
p.

392.Sch6U,

Hist. Lit. Rom., vol 1,

139.)

Trachis, or Trachin, a town of Thessaly, in the
Melian district, and near the shore of the Sinus Maliacus.
It was to this place that Hercules retired after having committed an involuntary murder, as we
learn from Sophocles, who has made it the scene of
one of his deepest tragedies. {Track., 39.) Trachis,
so called, according to Herodotus, from the mountainous character of the country, forms the approach to
Thermopylae on the side of Thessaly. {Herod., 7,
176.)
Thucydides states, that in the sixth year of the
Peloponnesian war, B.C. 426, the Laccdasraonians, at
the request of the Trachinians, who were harassed by
the mountaineers of CEta, sent a colony into their
These, jointly with the Trachinians, built a
country.
town, to which the name of Heraclea was given (T^distant about sixty stadia from Thermopcijd., 3, 92),
Its distance from Traylae, and twenty from the sea.
II.
chis was only six stadia.
{Vid. Heraclea VI.)
A town of Phocis, east of Panopeus, and close to the

—

Boeotian frontier.

It

was surnamed Phocica,

for dis-

from the city of Thessaly.
Pausanias,
who calls it Thracis (epa/r/f). speaks of it as having
been destroyed in the Sacred war. {Pmumh., 10, 3.
Cramer's Ancient Greece, vol. 2, p. 18S.)
Trachonitis, a part of Judaea, on the other side of
tinction' sake

—

Its
the Jordan, on the northern confines of Palestine.
name is derived from the Greek rpaxvc, roughs and
has reference to its being a rugged and stony country.
{Plin., 5, \8.—Josephu3, Ant., 15, 13.)
Trajanopolis, I. a city of Cilicia, the same as Se-

{Vid. Selinus.)— II. A city of Thrace, on the
It beHebrus. below its confluence with the Zerna.
came the capital of the Roman province of Rhodope,

linus.

and, according to Reichard,

is

now

Arichoro.
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Ant, 222.— Itin.

-Itin.

Hierosol.,

TRAJAiNUS.
602.— Hierocl,

the course of which no fewer than 10,000 gladiator*
amusement of the mulIt was in commemoration, also, of the contitude.
quest of Dacia, that the famous pillar in the forum of
are said to have fought for the

631.)

Trajanus, M. Ulpius Crinitus, a Roman emper-

The latter, towards the
successor of Nerva.
close of his short reign, feeling his inabihty to control
the seditious troops of the capital, resolved to adopt
Trajan as his colleague and successor in the empire, by
or, the

Trajan was erected, although it was not completed
till the seventeenth
The deepest
year of his reign.
stain which rests on the memory of Trajan is the
bands
whose firmness and decision the praetorian
might sanction which he gave to the persecutions of the
The result proved the wisdom of his Christians.
This persecution raged chiefly in the
be kept in awe.
of
that
no Asiatic provinces, where Christianity was most prevawas
the
character
So
choice.
Trajan,
high
lent ; and when Pliny the younger, at that time properson could be named equally worthy of the empire
and even the seditious soldiery of the praRlorian camp consul of Bithynia, wrote to Trajan for instructions
The selection of Tra- respecting a matter which was causing the death ot
submitted without a murmur.
jan prevented any contests for imperial power at the so many men, who could not be convicted of any pubso that the new emperor entered lic crimes, the emperor returned an ambiguous answer,
death of Nerva
without the necessity of bloodshed upon the discharge the purport of which was, " that the Christians should
of his high functions.
He was by birth a Spaniard, not be sought for, nor indicted on anonymous inhaving been born at Italica, but he was of Italian ex- formation, but that, on conviction, they ought to be
Such an answer was contrary to every
traction, and had been early inured to the discipline of punished."
the army under his father, a commander of considera- principle of justice ; for, if criminal, they ought to
When he himself became a general, have been sent for if not criminal, they ought not to
ble reputation.
he continued to practise the simple habits of a soldier, have been punished. The persecution, being someexcelling his troops, not in personal indulgences, but in what discouraged, was gradually suffered to abate.
On the throne he continued to Trajan's passion for military fame had been but excicourage and virtue.
exhibit the same excellences, only enhanced by the ted, not satiated, by his Dacian conquests.
He next
acquisition of a wider scope for their full develop- directed his attention to the East, and resolved to
it
was
natural
that
he
to
most
ment.
wrest
from
the
formidable
foes of
the
fear,
Parthians,
Being superior
He there- Rome, the empire of Central Asia. The first scene
should also be above harbouring suspicion.
fore abolished the law of treason (judtcia majcstatis), of his glory was Armenia, which he speedily reduced
which had been re-established by Domilian after hav- to a Roman province. Hence he advanced into Mesing been abrogated by Titus, and prepared to restore opotamia, throwing across the rapid Tigris a bridge
as much of the free Roman constitution as was com- not less remarkable than that which spanned the DanHe restored ube. The greater part of what had been the Assyrian
patible with the existence of a monarchy.

—

;

;

;

—

power to the comitia, complete liberty of empire was overrun by his victorious arms. Seleucia
Ctesiphon, the capital of the
speech to the senate, and to the magistrates their former yielded to his might
and yet he ruled the empire wiih unrivalled Parthian kingdom, could not resist his prowess
all
authority
firmness, holding the reins of power with a strong and opposition appeared fruitless, and victory seemed the
Of him it has been said, not in the lan- companion of his march. Elated with these successsteady hand.
guage of panegyric, but of simple sincerity, that he es, and emulating the glory of Alexander while he
was equally great as a ruler, a general, and a man
traversed the countries which had been the scene of
and only such a man could with safety, as emperor, his exploits, he descended the Tigris to behold the
a
Persian Gulf; and it is said, that, seeing a vessel there
have used those remarkable words, when, giving
sword to the prefect of the pr«torian guards, he said, ready to sail for India, he exclaimed, that if he were
•*
Take this sword, and use it if I have merit, for me a younger man. he would carry his arms against the
Soon after the accession inhabitants of India. While he had been dreaming
if otherwise, against me."
of Trajan, the Dacian monarch, Decebalus, sent to de- of the invasion of India, his conquests of the precemand the tribute with which Domitian had purchased ding year were vanishing from his grasp. As soon
This Trajan indignantly refused
as the immediate terror of his army was withdrawn,
a disgraceful peace.
the countries which he had overrun began to shake ofT
and, levying an army, marched against the Dacians
who had already resumed their predatory incursions. the yoke, and the emperor enjoyed the empty glory
The hostile armies soon came to an engagement, for of giving away the crown of Parihia to a prince whom
both were equally eager
and, after a desperate strug- Dio Cassius calls Parthamaspates, and whose reign
with dreadful carnage. was likely to last no longer than while the Romans
gle, the Dacians were routed
But so great was the loss of the Romans that for were at hand to protect him. Not long after this,
some time they were unable to follow up their victory. Maximus, a man of consular rank, on whom Trajan
It was, however, decisive ; and the Dacians were comhad bestowed the command of a separate army, was
and Trajan, at the
to forego their demands, but even to defeated and slain in Mesopotamia
pelled, not only
to
unaccustomed
to
Rome.
tributaries
become
end of the season, fell back with his forces into Syria,
But,
servitude, and led by their gallant King Decebalus, with the hope of renewing the invasion in the followBut he was seized with a lingering illthey mustered fresh forces as soon as they had some- ing spring.
what recovered from their overthrow, and prepared for ness, which obliged him to resign all thoughts of taThe warlike emperor was equally king the command in person and he wished, thereanother contest.
ready for the shock of arms. Not satisfied with expell- fore, to return himself to Rome, leaving the care of
to carry the war. the
army to Hadrian, who had married his niece. A»
ing the invaders, he now determined
For this purpose he Trajan had no children, his wife Plotina is said to
into the country of the enemy.
erected a stupendous bridge over the Danube, with a have used all her intiuence to persuade him to adopJ
but it was generally believed that she never
strong fortification at each end, defeated the Dacians Hadrian
in every battle, marched into the heart of their coun- could prevail upon her husband to take this step, and
of their chief town.
De- that the instrument which she produced, and sent
try, and made himself master
cebalus, despairing of success, killed himself, and Da- to Hadrian at Aniioch immediately before the death
Traand
of her own.
secured
in of
cia was restored to a Roman province,
Trajan, was, in reality, a forgery
On his jan died at Selinus, in Cilicia, in A.D. 117, after a
subjection by colonies and standing camps.
return from the Dacian war, Trajan gratified the peo- reign of nineteen years and a little more than six
on the most magnificent months.
In addition to what has already been said
ple by rejoicings celebrated
of his character, we may remark that Trajan was
scale
for, according to Dio Cassius, the different
As a sovershows that were exhibited lasted for four months, in an affectionate husband and brother.

the elective

;

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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eign, his popularity during his lifetime was equalled
by the regard entertained for his memory by posterity ;
and his claim to the title of Oplitnua, which the senate

by the

solemnly bestowed upon him, was fully confirmed by
the voice of succeeding tmies
inasmuch as for two
hundred years after his death, the senate, in pouring
forth their prayers for the happiness of a new
emperor,
were accustomed to wish that he rnight surpass Augustus in prosperity and Trajan in goodness of charac-

the time of Julius Csssar and
Auguatus, and a man
well known for his wit.
Both Ca-sar and
Augustus
held him in high estimation, and Cicero, on one oc

;

ter.

{PliJi.,

— Aurel.
—
—Hcthering
History of
—'Encyclop.
Metropol.,
— MosiS,
Rheni, now

Paneg.

Victor.,

Vio Cass.:, 68, 4, seqq.
Rome, p. 195, seqq.
vol. 2, p.

V^it.

Traj.

ton's

div. 3,

649, seqq.)

Trajectus,

UlrecfU.
II.
Mcestricht.
a
town
of
a
short
distance north
Tralles,
Lydia,
of Magnesia ad Maeandrum.
In Strabo's time it was
one of the most flourishing cities of Asia Minor, and
was noted for the opulence of its inhabitants. It was
1.

now

said to have been founded by

some Argives, together

with a body of Thracians, from whom it took the name
of Tralles.
i^Strab., %\\).—Hesych., s. v. Tpd'k7ieL(:.
Diod. Sic, 17, 65.) It had previously borne those
of Anthea or Enanthea, Erymna, Charax, &c.
The
shape of the town was that of a trapezium, and it was
defended by a citadel and other forts. The river Eudon or Eudonus flowed near the walls. The citizens
of Tralles, on account of their great wealth, were

—

generally elected to the office of asiarchs, or presidents
of the games celebrated in the province.
The country around Tralles was much subject to earthquakes.
Chandler mistook the ruins of Tralles for those of
Magnesia, as M. Barbier du Bocage has well proved
in his notes to the French translation of his work.

—

They

are situated above the

—

Com{Cramer'' s Asia Minor, vol. 1, p. 464, seqq.
pare Fellows^ Asia Minor, p. 276.)
Trapezus, a city on the northeastern coast of PonIts ancient
tus, founded by a colony from Sinope.
name was derived from the square form in which the

lawyer

casion, eulogizes him highly when
recommending hint
to the former of these, at that time
in Gaul.

proconsul

The correspondence between Cicero and Trebatius
himself occurs in the Ep. ad Fam., 7, 6.
Trebatius
stood highly also as a
{Schd. ad Horat , Sat.,
poet.
2, 1, 4.
the
dissertation
of
(Compare
Gundling: "C.
Trebatius Testa, ICtus, ab injunis velerum et rectntiorum liberatus," Hal. Sax., 1710, and
Menage,
Amanit. Jut. Civ., c. 14.)

—

Trbbbllius Pollio, one

of the ''Historic

August*

He lived under Consiantioe the Gre«t,
Scriptores."
and, according to Vopiscus ( Vit. Aurel.), wrote tbe
lives of the Roman
emperors from Philip to Claudius
II.
have remaining, however, at the
present day,
a
of
the life of Valerian I., the Htcs
merely
fragment
of the two Gallieni, and of the so-called
thirty tyranU.
It was Trebellius who first made use of this
expression " thirty tyrants," as
to
a
applicable
period when
the empire was torn in
pieces by competitors for tbe
throne.
Although the style of Trebellius Pollio it
somewhat less vicious than that of the other writers of

We

his time, still his cannot be ranked even
among tbe
The remams of
ordinary class of historical writers.
"
Trebellius are given in the Historia Augusta
Scriptores."
(Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 155 )
a
TrebIa, river of Gallia Cisalpina, which ran from
south to north, commencing in Liguria, south of the

—

Both the consuls, Scipio and Sempro20,000 men.
were present at the fight. This victory
preceded by that of the Ticinus, and followed by thoee
of Trasymenus and Cannae.
The early defeat of tbe
Roman cavalry at the Trebia occasioned the loss of

WM

nius,

was

laid out, resembling a table (rpaTre^a).
Tracelebrated for the hospitable reception which
its inhabitants
gave to the ten thousand Greeks on
their retreat, this being the first Greek colony ivbich
the latter had reached after the battle of Cunaxa.
It
fell
subsequently into the hands of the Romans, and
was embellished and improved by the Emperor Hadrian.
It was taken from the Romans, however, by the
The
Scythians or Tartars in the reign of Valerian.
Greek emperors became afterward masters of it.

pezus

;

valley inhabited by the Friniates, and falling, after a
course of about fifty miles, into the Po near Placentia.
At the mouth of this river Hannibal obtained a victory
over the Romans, and defeated them with the loss of

modern Ghiuzel-hissars,

in a position corresponding with Strabo's description.

city

n«me of Augusta but after which
emperor ft
wa» 80 called is uncertain. {Front., de
Aaved., 2.)
Trebatius Testa, C, a disiinguithed
In

66—

the day.

is

L?r., 21, 48, seqq.)
{Polyb., 3,
de Proviitciis, by L. Trebonins,
It assigned provinces to
tribune, A.U.C. 698.

Trebonia Lkx,
the

the consuls for five years

Spain to Porapey
Syria
Crassus and prolonging for
had
which
been
bestowGaul,
ed on Cassar by the Vatinian law.
Calo, for opposmg
this law, was led to prison.
to
Dio, howAccording
A ever, he was only dragged from the assembly.
Trks Tabern.<e, a station on the Appian Way,
separate dynasty was here established, commencing
with Alexis Comnenes, in 1204, which ended with about seven miles from Aricia, and where it was
It is mentioned
the capture of the city by Mohammed II. in 1462. joined by a cross-road from Antium.
The princes who reigned in this city are the Greek by St. Paul in his journey to Rome {Acts, 28, 15),
emperors of whom so much mention is made in ro- and likewise by Cicero when proceeding thither from
mance and so little in history they must not be con- Antium. {Ep. ad Att., 2. 12 )
founded with the imperial line at Constantinople.
Trkveri, a nation of Gallia Belgica, between the
Trapezus is now called Trebisond, or, as the Turks Mosella or Moselle, and Silva Arduenna. Their chief
{Arrian, Peripl. Pont. city, Augusta I'reverorum, called afterward, from ila
pronounce it, Terabezoun.
Eux. in Huds. G. M., 1, \7—Mela, I, 19— Plin., inhabitants, Treveri, now Treves, stands on the eaal
bank of the Moselle. ( Cos., B. G., 5, 3.
Id. ibid,,
II. A city of Arcadia, in the southwestern
6, 4.)
2 —Tac., Ann., 1, 41.— jW. ibid., 3, 48.
/(rf.,
angle of the country, and between the Achelous and 6,
The inhabitants of this place, in conse- Germ., 28.--Mela, 3, 2 )
Alpheus.
a Thracian people, by far the most nucolonization
in
the
to
of
refused
Triballi,
join
quence
having
As they
of Megalopolis, were forced to quit the Peloponnesus, merous and powerful tribe in that country.
and retire to the city of Trapezus, on the Euxine, bordered on the Pvonians. and extended to the Danwhere they were received as a kindred people. (Pau- ube, they were formidable neighbours on this the moat
Alexander comaccessible frontier of Macedonia.
san., 8, 27, seqq.)
Tkasimenus Lacos, a lake of Eiruria, a few miles menced his reign by an invasion of their temtorr, and,
in
a
to the south of Cortona, on whose shores Hannibal having defeated them
general ei^^ment, purhis third victory over the forces of the Romans. sued them across the Danube, whither they had reto sue forpeece.
them
and
treated,
fained
{Tkut is now Lago di Perugia.
compelle<I
{Vid. Hannibal )
Treba, a town of the Sabines, near the source of cyd, 2,96.Slrabo. 318.)
on
tbe
left
German
tribe
bank
of
a
the
TatBocci,
the Anio, now Trevi.
{Phn., 3, \i.—Ptol., p. 65.)
This place appears to have been farther distinguished Rhine, and between that liver and tbe Mediomatrici

and the Parthian war
a time the

command

to

;

;

;

in

:

—

—

,

81
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and Leuci.
Strasbourg.

51.— Plin.,

TRIBONIANUS.

Their chief city was Argentoratum, now
Cas., B. G., 1,
{Tacit, Germ., ^S.

—

4,

17.)

Tribonianus, a celebrated jurist, who was mainly
instrumental in the compilation of Justinian, was a
native of Pamphylia, and his father was from Macedonia.
His learning was most extensive he wrote
upon a great variety of subjects, was well versed both
in Latin and Greek literature, and had deeply studied
the Roman civilians, of which he had a valuable colHe practised first at the bar of
lection in his library.
;

prcetorian prefects at Constantinople, became afterward quaestor, master of the impenal household,
and consul, and possessed for about twenty years the
His manners are
favour and confidence of Justinian.
said to have been remarkably mild and conciliating
he was a courtier, and fond of money, but in other respects he appears to have been calumniated by his enHis death took place A.D. 645.
He was a
emies.
This apsuperior man, and most valuable to Justinian.
some
be
a
to
account
of Justo
proper place
give
pears

the

;

—

tinian's legislation.
Soon after ascending the throne,
this monarch gave orders (Feb., 528 A.D ) to a com-

mission, consisting of Joannes and nine other persons,

among whom were Tribonian or Tribunian and Theophilus, to make a general compilation of the best and
most

useful

laws

or constitutions which

been

had

promulgated by the emperors his predecessors, beginning from Hadrian's perpetual edict down to his own
Partial compilations had been made in the time
time.
of Constantine by private individuals, Gregory and
Hermogenes, of which only fragments remain, and a
more complete one was effected under Theodosius H.
All these were now merged in the new Code of Justinian.
A remarkable difference of style and manner is
observable between the older constitutions issued before Constantine and those promulgated afterward.
The former, being issued at Rome, and framed upon
the decisions or " responsa" of learned jurists, are
the latter, which were
clear, sententious, and elegant
promulgated chiefly at Constantinople, in the decay of
the Roman language, are verbose and rhetorical.
Joannes and his nine associates completed their task
;

in fourteen

months, and the

new Code, having

receiv-

ed the imperial sanction, was published in April, A.D.
A few years after, Justinian, by the advice of
529.
Tribonian, ordered a revision of his Code to be made
These commissioners
by Tribonian and four others.
suppressed several laws as either useless or inconsistent with present usage, and added many constitutions
which the emperor had been promulgating in the mean
time, as well as fifty decisions on intricate points of
jurisprudence. The Code, thus revised, was published
*'
Coin December of the year 534, under the title of

dex Justinianeus

repetitaj praelectionis,"

forth had the force of law.

The Code

is

and thencedivided into

twelve books every book is subdivided into titles,
and each title into laws. The learned Gothofredus, in
;

prolegomena attached to his edition of the Theodosian Code, observes that Tribonian and his associates have been guilty of several faults in the compila-

his

tion of the Code ; that the order observed in the sucthat some of the laws
cession of the titles is confused
have been mutilated and have been rendered obscure ;
that sometimes a law has been divided into two, and
;

two have been reduced into one that
laws have been attributed to emperors who were not
the authors of them, or who had given quite contrary
all which would be still more injurious to
decisions
the study of the Roman law, if we had not the Theodosian Code, which is of great use towards rightly unIn
derstanding many laws in the Code of Justinian.
at other times

;

;

In the course of centions, of the Roman civilians.
turies, under the republic and the empire, many thousand volumes had accumulated, filled with the learned
lucubrations of the jurisconsults, but which no fortune
could purchase and no capacity could digest.
The
jurisconsults, eyer since the time of Augustus, had been
divided into opposite schools, and thus
conflicting
opinions were often produced, which only served to
those
who
had
to
decide
what
was
law.
To
puzzle
put order into this chaos was the object of Justinian.
In December, 530, he commissioned seventeen lawyers, with Tribonian at their head, with full authority
to use their discretion as to the works of their
predecessors, by making a choice of those whom they considered as the best authorities.
They chose about
forty out of Tribonian's library, most of them jurisconsults who had lived during that period of the empire
which has been sometimes called the age of the Antonines, from Hadrian to the death of Alexander Severus.
From the works of these writers, said to have
amounted to two thousand treatises, the commission
appointed by Justinian was to extract and compress
all that was suited to form a methodical,
complete, and
never-failing book of reference for the student of law
and the magistrate. Justinian gave Tribonian and his
associates ten years' time to perform their task
but
;

The work was
they completed it in three years.
'*
" Pandecta?"
styled
Digesta," and also
{embracing
It was
all), and was published in December, 533.
declared by the emperor that it should have the force
of law all over the empire, and should supersede all
the text-books of the old jurists, which, in future, were
to be of no authority.
If the whole
"Digest" is divided into three equal parts, the contributions of Ulpian are somewhat more than one third.
The '• Digesta" is divided into fifty books, each book being also
divided into titles, and subdivided into sections.
Of
the merits and imperfections of the " Digest," Cujas,
Hotomannus, Heineccius, Gravina, Schulting, Bynmany others, have amply spoken. With

kershoek, and

all its faults, it is a

the

Code

noble work, and

in its style, matter,

much

superior to

and arrangement

;

it

has,

measure, imbodied the wisdom of the most

in great

men

of the best age of the empire ; men who
grounded their opinions on the principles of reason and
equity, and who, for the mo>!t part, were personally un
concerned and disinterested in the subjects on which
learned

Tribonian and his col
they gave their responsa.
leagues are charged with making many interpolations,
with altering many passages in the writings of their
predecessors, with substituting their own opinions,
and passing them off to the world under the name of
the ancient jurists.
Justinian himself acknowledged
that he was obliged to accommodate the old jurisprudence to the altered state of the times, and to " make
Another charge, which is, howev
the laws his own."
er, unsupported by evidence or probability, is, that Jus-

and his civilians purposely destroyed the old
had served them for the compilation
of the " Pandects."
Long, however, before Justinian's time, the works of the ancient jurists were partly
lost, and the vicissitudes of the ages that followed may
While the Digest
easily have obliterated the rest.
was being compiled, Justinian commissioned Tribonian and two other civilians, Theophilus and Dorotheus, to make an abridgment of the first principles
tinian

text- books that

of the law, for the use of

wish

to

apply

young students who should

themselves

to

that

science.

This

new work, being completed, was published under the
name of " Institutiones," about one month before
The Institutiones
the appearance of the Digest.

were mainly based on an older work of the same de
and title. They are arranged in four books,
and subdivided into titles. As the law has three oband actions, the first book treats
jects, persons, things,
decisions and conjectures, the questions and disputa- of persons or status the second and third, and first
1354

the year following the publication of his Code, Justinian undertook a much greater and more important
work to extract the spirit of jurisprudence from the
:

scription

J
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of the fourth, treat of things ; and the reBemaining titles of the fourth book treat of actions.
sides these three compilations, the Code, the Instifive titles

tutes, and the Digest, Justinian, after the publication
of the second edition of his Code, continued to issue
new laws or constitutions, chiefly in Greek, upon particular occasions, which were collected and published
after his death, under the name of Neapa2

\

i

I

I

\

\

together,
Aian'i^eic, or Novae, or Conslitutiones Novellas, or AuThe Novelise are divided into nine CollathenticiE.

_jiones and 168 Constitutiones, or, as they are now ofThe Novelise, together with the
ten called. Novels.
thirteen Edicts of Justinian, made up the fourth part
There are four Latin translations
of his legislation.
of the Novellae, two of which were made soon after
Justinian's death ; the third is by Halvander, printed
at Niirnberg in 1531 ; and the fourth was printed at
This last translation is
Basle, by Hervagius, in 1561.
that which is printed in the editions of the Corpus Juris opposite to the Greek text, and is very valuable,
notwithstanding it has been stigmatized by some with
" barbarous
the name
;" it is sometimes called Authentica Interpretatio, or Vulgata. The version of Halvander is also printed in some editions of the Corpus
,

Novella) made many changes in the law
as estabUshed by Justinian's prior compilations, and
are an evidence that the emperor was seized with a
passion for legislating a circumstance which enables
us to form a more correct judgment of his real merits,

The

Juris.

;

and lowers

his character as a philosophic jurist. Among
the numerous editions of the Corpus Juris Civilis, the
best is that of Gothofredus, Col. Munat., 1756, 2 vols,

Pothier's edition of the Digest, reprinted at
Paris, in 5 vols. 4to, 1818-1820, is a useful edition
there is a very cheap edition of the Corpus Juris refolio.

:

3 vols, small
cently published in Germany by Beck,
folio, Leipsig, 1829.
(Encyd. Us. KnowL, vol. 13,

—

163-5.
Ludewig, Vit. Justin. Mag. et Theod., nee
non Trehon., Halle, 1731.
Zimmern, Geschichte des

—

Rom. Privatrechts

1826.

bis Justinian, Heidelb.,

—

Hugo, Lehrbuch der Gesch. des Rom. Rechts, Berlin,
1832.
History of the Roman or Civil Law, by Fer-

—

1724.

London,
—Beaver,
Brinkmannus,
Palingenesia.
—
1822.
Romani,
System
riere, transl.

by

J.

— Homme-

Instilutiones Juris

lii,

des PandektcnSchlestcig,
Das Corpus
Reckts, by Thibaut, 7th ed., Jena, 1828.
Juris ill's Deutsche iibersetzt von einem vereine Rechts-

—

gelehrter und herausgegeben von Otto, Schilling, und
Les cinquanles livres du
Sintenis, Leipzig, 1831.
Digeste, &c., traduits en Frangais par feu Henri HesPandectes de Justinien mises dans
lot, Paris, 1805.
un nouvel ordre, &c., par J. R. Pothier, traduites par

—

—

Br^ard Neuville, revues et corrigies par M. Moreau de
Montalin, Avocat, Paris, 1810.)
Tricala, a mountain fortress and town in Sicily,
near the lower coast, east of Selinus, and north of the
mouth of the Crimisus. It was also called Triocala
and Triocla. This place came into notice during the
of the
being the residence
Facellus places its site near the
modern Calata Bellota, but Reichard by Colatrast

Servile

war

in

Sicily, as

slave-king Tryphon.
Castello.

(Sleph. Byz.,

s.

v.—Ptol.—Sil.

Jtal., 14,

271.)

Tricassks, a people of Gaul, northeast of the Senones, and through whose territories flows the Sequana,
Their chief
or Seine, in the earlier part of its course.
city

was Augusta Bona, now Troyes.

{Ptol.

— Amm.

From

the Byzantine historians

we tee that the
already been corrupted in their time to tb«
form
of
Tricala.
present
{Procop JEdif., 4, 3,
HterocL, p. 643.
Cramer'* Anc. Greece, vol. 1, p
*^
357, *«yy.)
Tricokii, a Gallic tribe in Gaiha Narbonentia, in
the territory of Massilia and
Aqu» Sexiie. {Livy,

city.

name had

—

21,

31— P/in.,

4.— Amm.

3,

—

,

Tbidintom, now Trent

Marc., 16, 10, seqq.)

(or, as

the

Italrans write

name, Trento), a city of Rhatia, on the river A thesis or Adige, and a short distance from the northern
confines of Venetia.
It was built
by the Cenomani,
who were dispossessed by the Romana. {Justin, 20,
5
Iitn. Ant.
Paul
de Gest.
5,
the

—

—

Some

36, 6cc.)

Wamefr.,

authors affirm that the

Lang.,
Tri-

name

dentum is derived from Neptune's sceptre or trident,
to which god
they say the city was once consecrated ;
took its rise from an ancient marble
being
found there, on which was
Neptune holding a trident.
Others derive the name from three rivers that fall into
the Adige near the city
while others, again, ascribe
this opinion

;

name

the

the circumstance of there
being three
high rocks in the neighbourhood which appear like
three teeth {tres dentes).
All these
are
false

the

—Trent
;

to

name

etymologies

is

most probably one of Celtic

origin.

famous in modern history for the council of
ecclesiastics which sat there for the
purpose of reguthe
affairs
of the church.
It was assembled
lating
by
Paul HI. in 1545, and continued by twenty-five »e»sions till the year 1563, under Julius'lII. and Pins IV.
It had been removed in 1547 to
Bologna, in consequence of a false rumour of a pestilence in Trent, bat
was reassembled at the latter city in 1551.
Trigaboli, a town of Italy, in the territory of Venetia, where the Padusa, or southern arm of the Po, separates itself from the main stream.
Its site is near
that of the modern Ferrara.
{Polyh., 2, 16.)
TrinacrIa, one of the ancient names of Sicily, from
its

is

three promontories {rpelg CKpai).

Trinobantes, a people of Britain, in modem Essex
and Middlesex.
{Tac, Ann., 14, 31.— Cits., B. (?.,
5, 20.)

Triopas

or Triops, a son of

Neptune by Canacc

the daughter of .^olus.
He was father of Erisichthon, who is called on that account Triopeius, and his

{Grid, Met., 8, 754.

—

ApoUod.,
ad Apollod., I. c)
Triopium, a city of Caria, founded by Triopas. son
of Erisichthon, and situate near the promontory of TriOn the promontory,
opium, at the extremity of Doris.
which took its name from the city, was a temple of
Apollo, known under the name of the Triopsean temThe Dorians here celebrated games in honour
ple.

—Hcyne,

daughter Triope'is.
1, 7, 4.

not. crit.

here also was held a general assembly of
upon the model of that of Tlier{Vid. Doris )
mopylae.
Triphyua, the southern portion of Elis. It took
its name, according to Straho, from the union of three
different tribes {rpelc ifnO.al), the Epei, or original in-

of Apollo

;

the Dorians in Asia,

who migrated

and the
however, defrom Triphylos, an Arcadian
77, 8 )
prince.
{Polyb., 4,
Tripoms, I. now Taraholus, a city of Syria, on the
The Greek name of this
scacoast below Aradus.
habitants, the Minyse,
Elei.
{Strabo, 387).
duce the appellation

Some

thither,

authors,

three cities {rptt^ xoP.wf), is
place, Tripolis, denoting
Diod. Sic, IS,
explained by Scylax (p 42.— Compare
sUtes that the
41
P/tn., 5, 5tO.— Strabo, 754).

—

He
15, 11.— W., 16,2.)
Tricca, a city of Thessaly, southeast of Gomphi, cities of Tyrus, Sidon, and Aradus sent each a coland near the junction of the Peneus and Lethaeus. It ony to this place, who at first inhabited three separate
became united into one.
cities, but in process of time
is mentioned as early as the time of Homer, and placed
of iEsculapius. Diodorus Siculus, however, gives a somewhat different
by him under the dominion of the sons
Strabo informs us that Tricca account.
According to him, the three cities above
4, 202.)
{II., 2, 729
which was held in mentioned, which were the parent states of all the
possessed a temple of .^sculapius,
The modern Trtc- other Phoenician cities, wishing to establish some
{Strabo, 437 .)
great veneration.
place of •
general assembly, sent each a colony hither,
ala appears to correspond to the site of the ancient ^
Marc,

;
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and founded this city (16, 41).
bour and extensive commerce.

—

had a good harPhocas, c. 4.
The town was taken and
It

—

(/.

Wesseling, Itin., p. 149.)
destroyed in 1289 by the sultan of Egypt, but was afterward rebuilt, though at some distance from the
ancient site.
At the
{Abulfeda, Tab. Syr., p. 101.)
present day the sand has so accumulated that the city
is
sea
a
small triangular plain,
by
separated from the
half a league in breadth, at the point of which is the

where the vessels land their goods. The commerce of the place consists almost entirely of coarse
village

—

A

region of Africa, on the coast of the Medtw^o Syrtes.
It received this
name from its containing three principal cities ; Leptis
Magna, CEa, and Sabrata. The second of these
is the modern city of Tripoli.
III.
city of Pontus,
on the coast, at the mouth of the river Tripolis, and
northeast of Cerasus, now Triboli. {Mannert, Geogr..
vol. 6, pt. 2, p. 384.)
IV.
city of Lydia, on the
western bank of the Maeander, northwest of Hierapolis, and near the confluence of the Maeander and CIudrus.
Ptolemy and Stephanus ascribe it to Caria,
Mannert considers it
Pliny and Hierocles to Lydia.
to have been a Phrygian city.
{Geogr., vol. 6, pt. 3,
silks.

II.

iterranean,

between the

—

—

A

A

p. 137.)

Triptolemts, son of Celeus, king of Eleusis, and
same with Demophobn. ( Vid. Ceres, page 330,
col. 1 )
The vanity of the people of Attica made them
pretend that corn was first known and agriculture
the

.

Ceres, according to
them, taught Triptolemus agriculture, and rendered
him serviceable to mankind by instructing him how
to sow corn and make bread.
She also, it was fabled,
gave him her chariot, which was drawn by two dragons, and in this celestial vehicle he travelled over the
whole earth, and distributed corn to all the inhabitants
of the world.
At his return to Eleusis, Triptolemus
restored Ceres her chariot, and is said to have established festivals and mysteries in honour of that deity.
He reigned for some time, and after death received
divine honours.
There seems to be an allusion in the
first

practised in their country.

—

name Triptolemus

(derived probably from rpelg and
7ro?Ju) to an improvement introduced in early agriculture by treble ploughing.
{Hygin., fab., 147.

—

14; 8, A.— Justin, 2, 6.—Apollod., 1, 5.
Callim., H. in Cer., 22.— Ovid, Met., 5, 646.)
Triquetra, a name given to Sicily by the Latins,
from its triangular form.
Trismegistos, a celebrated Egyptian priest and
philosopher, of whom some mention has been already

Pausan.,

—

made

2,

Mercurius TrismeIt remains but to give here a brief sketch
gistus.)
of his works, or, rather, of the productions that have
come down to us in his name. 1. The most celein a previous article.

(

Vid.

—

brated of these

(from

TTOifiijv,

is

entitled "

^'pastor^^),

Poemander," HoLfidvdprjg
and treating "of the nature

It is
things, and of the creation of the world."
This work is also somein the form of a dialogue.
"
Of the Divine
times cited under the following title,

of

all

Power and Wisdom."
'koKlijino^,

—

2.

A

"
.Msculapius.''^

second work
It is

Hermes (Mercurius) Trismegistus and

name

of

Koyoq

entitled

his disciple,

and treats of God, man, and the universe.
also the

is

a dialogue between

TiXeioc, but

it

It

bears

exists only in

the shape of a Latin translation, which some critics
3. The third work has the folascribe to Apuleius.
lowing title: 'larpofiadTJuaTtica rj nepl KaraKHotuc
voaovvTov UpoyvuaTCKu. ek riic fiaSrjfiaTtKTjg etzlottj-

—

"

fiTj^,

Trpof 'K^ficiva klyvnTtov,

latromathematica, or

Art of presaging the Issue of Maladies by means
or astrology), a
of Mathematics (i. e., by the planets
work addressed to Ammon the Egyptian." As Julius
Firmicus, a great admirer of Egyptian astrology, and
who speaks of Hermes, makes no mention of this

the

work, the probability is that it did not exist in the
year 340 B.C., the period when Firmicus wrote.— 4.
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A

"
treatise

De Revolutionibus Nativitatum,'" which
It is in two
merely in a Latin translation.
books, and treats of the mode of drawing horoscopes.
exists

Some

phrases in this work would seem to indicate
is translated rather from the Arabic than the
5. The Aphorisms of Hermes or Mercurius,
also in a Latin version.
The work consists of astrological sentences or propositions, translated from the
Arabian about the time of Manfred, king of Sicily.
that

it

Greek. —

sometimes cited under the title of Centiloquium.
"
Kvpavidec,
Cyranides," a work, the title of
which has given rise to much speculation. Some authors derive the term from the Arabic, and make it
equivalent to the French expression melanges, while
others pretend that it is Greek, and that it is used in
It is

— 6.

astrology to denote the power of the stars (froni kvBe this as it may, the Cyranides of Trisme-

ptog).

gistus treat of the magic powers and medical virtues
of precious stones, of plants, and of animals.
The
Greek text of this work exists in manuscript in some

of the European libraries, but it is only known, thus
far, to the public through the medium of a Latin translation.
Besides these, astrological works, there are
others connected with chemistry, or, more correctly
speaking, alchemy, of which the following are the titles
1. A chemical treatise on the secret of pro-

—

:

This work is cited
ducing the philosopher's stone.
"
among adepts under the pompous appellation of the
Seven Seals of Hermes Trismegistus." 7. ' The Em-

—

erald Tablet."
for

this title the receipt of Hermes
is known.
According to the adepts,

Under

making gold
Sara, the wife of Abraham, found this emerald tablet
tomb of Hermes, on Mount Hebron. The two

—

in the

works of which we have

A

Latin.

third, entitled

Tinctures," exists,

—

is

it

We have
" Precious Stones."

libraries.

just spoken exist only in
^vcriKal (3a(pai, " Chemical

said, in

also

a

in some
Hermes on

manuscript

treatise of

— Stobaeus

has also preserved
following works of Trismegistus: 1. Ilpof vlov, or Ilpdc Tar, or Upoc 'KokItj" To
" To JEscula" To his
son," or
Tat," or
TTtov,
2. npof 'A/ifiovv Trepl r^f oAj^f OlKovofitTjc,
pius."
" On the
Economy of the Universe, a work addressed

fragments of the

five

—

to

Ammon."

tion.

—

—

The Virgin of the
named. The work is a dialogue
Isis and her son Horus, on the Origin of the
"
4. 'AippodiTTj,
Venus," a work on Genera" on
5. Hepl 'Elfiapij.ivTjc, a hexameter poem

World."
between
World.

3.

'*

KopTj Koofiov,

Isis is thus

—

—

Destiny." The latest edition of the Poemander is that
The JEsculapius is
of 1630, Col.Agripp., 6 vols. fol.
found united to most editions of the Poemander.
The latromathematica are found in the astronomical
collection of Camerarius, and were also published sep-

—

—

by Hoeschel, Argent., 1597, 8vo. The treade Revolutionibus Nativitatum was edited by

arately
tise

—

Wolf, Basil, 1559,

fol.

—The Aphorisms were

printed

at Venice, 1493, fol, with the Tetrabiblon of Ptolemy, and at Ulm, in 1651 and 1674, in 12mo.— The

Cyranides were edited by Rivinus (Bachmann), Ltps.,
The Chem1638, 8vo, and Francof, 1681, 12mo.
ical Treatise was printed at Leipsic, 1610, in 8vo.
It is found, also, in the 4th volume of the Theatmm

—

Chimicum, Argent., 1613, 8vo.
Gr., vol. 6,

p.

(Schbll, Hist. Lit.

118.)

TRiTiEA, a city of Achaia, southwesi of Mg\\xva^
and near the confines of Elis. It was said to have
been founded by Callidas, who came from Cumae in
to other accounts, by Menalippus,
Italy, or, according
It was made dependant on
son of Mars and Tritasa.
Its remains are generPatrae by order of Augustus.
to correspond with those observed by
ally supposed
modern travellers at Goumenitza. These ruins, which
are very extensive, are sometimes called St. Andrea,
from a church dedicated to that apostle in the imme13ft.
diate vicinity.
(Gell, Itin. of the Morea, p.
Cramer's Anc. Greece, vol. 3, p. 75.)

—

TRO

TRO

TRiTOOENiA, a sarname of Pallas.
page 849,

(Vid. Minerva,

Triton, I. a sea-deity, the son, according to Hesiod, of Neptune and Amphitrite.
{Theog., 930.)
Later poets made him his father's trumpeter.
He was
and
we
read
of
Tritons in the plural
also multiplied,
the
Like
the
Tritons
number.
were <legra.
Nereides,
the fish-form.
Pausanias tells us, that the
of Tanagra, in Boeotia, going into the sea to
themselves for the orgies of Bacchus, were,
purify
while there, assailed by Triton
but, on praying to

ded

to

women

;

he vanquished their persecutor.
Others,
he adds, said that Triton used to carry off the cattle
which were driven down to the sea, and to seize all
small vessels, till the Tanagrians placing bowls of
wine on the shore, he drank of them, and, becoming
intoxicated, threw himself down on the shore to sleep,
where, as he lay, a Tanagrian cut off his head with an
He relates these legends to account for the
axe.
statue of Triton at Tanagria being headless.
He then
" I have seen another Triton
subjoins
among the curiosities of the Romans, but it is not so large as this
The form of the Tritons is this
of the Tanagrians.
the hair of their head resembles the parsley that grows
in marshes, both in colour and in the perfect likeness
the rest of their body is rough,
of one hair to another
with small scales, and is of about the same hardness as
the skin of a fish : they have fish-gills under their
ears
their nostrils are those of a man, but their teeth
are broader, and like those of a wild beast
their eyes
seem to me azure, and their hands, fingers, and nails
are of the form of the shells of shellfish
they have,
instead of feet, fins under their breasts and belly, like
their god,

:

:

:

;

:

;

those of the porpoise."

—

{Pausan., 9, 20, 21.
KeightIL
river of Africa,
246, seq.)
after
ising in Mount Usalelon, and,
forming in its
course the two lakes of Tritonis and Libya, dischargits waters into the Syrtis Minor, near Tacape.
It
ing
is now the Gabs.
Tritonis or Triton, a lake and river of Africa, inland from the Syrtis Minor.
Minerva is said to have
been called Tntonia because she first revealed herself
in the vicinity of this lake.
(But consult remarks
'ey^s

Mythology,

—

p.

A

Near
article Minerva, page 849, col. 2.)
Modern
Tritonis Palus was the Libya Palus.
travellers speak of a long and narrow lake in this quarter, divided in two by a ford ; D'Anville considers
The modthese to be the Tritonis and Libya Palus.
ern name of the former is Faraun, and of the latter,

under the
the

(Herod., 4, 178.— Pausan., 9, 33.—
Mela, 1, 7.)— H. An appellaVirg.,JEn., 2, 111.
tion given to Minerva by the poets.
{Virg., ^n., 2,
226.— Ocid, Met., 3, 127.)— IIL An epithet sometimes given to the sacred olive at Athens.
{Stat.,

El-Loudeatk.

—

Sylv., 2, 7, 28.)

Trivia, a surname given to Diana, because she presided over places where three rOads met.
{Vid. Diana, and Hecate.)
Trivicum, a place situate among the mountains

The little town
that separate Samnium from Apulia.
of Trivico, which appears on a height above the course
of the ancient Appian Way, indicates the site of this
{Horat., Sat.,

79.)
island in the small river
Rhenus, one of the tributaries of the Po, where the
triumvirs Antony, Lepidus, and Augustus,. met to di-

place.

1, 5,

Triumvirorum Insula, an

Roman empire after the
{Dto C^s., 46, 55.)

vide the

Priam's kingdom, and makes it to have
compriaed th»
countnr on the coast of the
Ur as Um
Propontis
river iCsepua, near Cyzicus.
Homer, however, mium
many expressly as allies of the Trojans whom Stiabo
would wish to consider as the tuhjectt of Prism. Th«
northern part of Troas was termed Dsrdsnis, frooi
Dardanus, a city founded by Dardanos, one of the ancestors of Priam
The Troiaos were very ftrobablj

m

col. 2.)

battle of Mutina.

Troades, the inhabitants of Troas.
Troas, a district on the .^gean coast of Mysia, in
Asia Minor, extending as far south as the promontory
of Lectum, now Cape Baba, of which Troy was the

of Thracian
( Vid. 1 roja.)
origin.
Trocmi, a people of Galatia, on the side of Cappaand
between
the
docia,
Halys and the last-mentioned

country.
32.)

{Polyb., 31,

13.— Lw.,

38, 16.

—

P/in., 6,

Tr(xzenb, a

city of Argolis, situate on the Sinot
Saronicus, near the southeastern extremity of that
The Trcezeni>
country, and northeast of Hermione.
ans prided themselves
upon the great antiquity of then
city, which had borne the several names of Orta, Althepia, and Posidonia, before it received that of Trcezene from Trcezen, the son of Pelops, one of the earliest
He was succeeded by
sovereigns of the country.

Pitthens, whose daughter, marrying .^geus, became
the mother of Theseus.
This hero was bom at Trtrzene, where he long resided.
Many oi his adventures,
as well as those of Phaedra and
Hippolylus, are referred to this city by the
The Trcczenitragic poets.

ans could also boast of
having colonized Myndus and
Halicarnassus in Caria, and likewise the borough of

Sphettus and Anaphlystus
—
On the
Pausan.,

in Attica.

(Herod., 7, 99.

Heraclids
and Dorians, Troezene was occupied by their forces,
and became a republic independent of Argos, to which
it had been
subject at the time of the Trojan expedi2, 30.)

arrival of the

—

Herod., 8, A2.) In the Per{Pausan., I. c.
sian war, the Trcezenians received most of the Athenian families who were forced to abandon their city.
tion.

(Herod., 8, 41.)
They sent five ships to Artemisium
and Salamis, and 1000 heavy-armed soldiers to Platea
1.
(Herod., 8,
Id., 9, 28);
they are also named
among the confederates who fought at Mycale. (HeThe harbour of Troezene obtained the
rod., 9, 102.)
name of Pogon from its shape, being bounded by a
curved strip of land which resembled a beard (Kuyuv).
The ruins of this ancient city are to be seen near the
village of Damala, in a plain situate at the foot of a
lofty range of mountains, which runs from the Saronic
Gulf to that of Hermione. (Cramer's Anc. Greece,
•'
vol. 3, p. 262, seqq.)
This place," observes Sir
Gell, in speaking of Troezene, "now represented
by a mean village of only forty-five habitations, was
anciently of considerable extent, the longest side of
It
the city having been at least one mile in length.
was probably, like most of the Grecian cities, of a form
approaching to a triangle, having a wall on the plain,
from the extremities of which other fortifications ran

—

—

Wm.

up the mountain to the Acropolis, on a craggy and
detached summit, now very prettily spotted with wild
olives."
(Compare Leake's Morea, vol. 2, p. 44$,
seqq.)

TROoiLiiE, three small islands near Samos, osmed
(Plin., 6, 31.)
Argennon, and Sandalion.
Strabo names only one, which ho calls Trogilium,
of the Aposprobably the same alluded to in the Acts
Psilon,

tles (20, 15).

Trogiliom Promontoriow, a bold proroontorr of
Capo Posidium, in the island
from it by a strait not more
of Samos, and
Ionia, nearly opposite to

sepjfrated

than seven stadia wide.

(Strab.,

636
the

)

The

m

Trogilthe ac-

Acts,
promontory is mentioned in
count of St. Paul's voyage from Troas to Miletus, by
From the latter island
Mytilene, Chios, and Samos.
and afier remaining
they crossed over to Trogilium.
one night, they reached Miletas the
there, it
ian

The kingdom of Priam, if we form our ideas
appears,
from the poems of Homer, must have been of following day. (Acts, 20, 16.) The modern naoe
SatUa Maria. ( Crawur'a
Strabo, indeed, through partiali- of this promontory is Cape
very limited extent.
ty for his favourite poet, seeks to enlarge the limits of Asia Minor, vol. l,p. 378.)
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capital.

of

it

TRO

TROJA.

Troglodyte, an appellation denoting a people who
dwelt in caves {jpuylrj, a cave, and dvvu, to enter).
The ancients found Troglodytes in various parts of
the world, but the name remained peculiarly appropriated to the inhabitants of the western coast of the Sinus Arabicus in -Ethiopia and from them the entire
coast took, with the Greeks, the name of Troglodytice
It commenced to the south of Beri^puy'kodvTLKTj).
enice, and reached to the southernmosi extremity of
;

the gulf.

{Plin., 6,

29.— M,

Trogcs Pompeius,
in the

2,

10.— Id., 6, 19.)
who flourished

a Latin historian,

time of Augustus.

He was

descended from a

Gallic family, to which Pompey the Great had extended the rights of Roman citizenship, and from him, in
probability, the name Pompeius was derived, the
The father of the
family name having been Trogus.
historian was secretary to Julius Caesar.
{Justin, 43,
all

5, 11.)
Trogus Pompeius wrote
in forty-four books, compiled from

an historical work

of the ancient historical writers.

An

came

to the banquet of the gods at the
nuptials of
Peleus and Thetis, and flung down a golden apple, in-

"The

Apple for the Fair One" (T^ na'ky to
Juno, Minerva, and Venus, claiming it, Jupiter directed Mercury to conduct them to Mount Ida,
for the question to be determined
by Paris, the son of
Priam. The prize was awarded to Venus, who had
scribed

fiijXov).

promised the judge the beautiful Helen in marriage,
Venus then directed him to build a ship, and desired
her son ^Eneas to be the companion of his adventure.
The soothsaying Helenus and Cassandra announced
in vain the woes that were to follow
the vessel put
to sea, and Paris arrived at Lacedaemon, where he
shared the hospitality of Menelaiis, the husband of
Helen.
The Trojan, at the banquet, bestowed gifts on
his fair hostess, and shortly after Menelaiis sailed to
;

Crete, directing his wife to entertain the guests while
But Venus caused Helen and Paris to
they stayed.

some of

the best become mutually enamoured
and the guilty pair, fillabridgment of ing the ship with the property of Menelaiis, embark and
this work was made by Justin, and has come down to depart, accompanied by the son of Anchises.
Menebut the original work itself is lost.
us
(Consult re- laiis, returning to his home, consulted with his brother
marks under the article Justinus I.)
Agamemnon about an expedition against Troy. He
Troja, I. a celebrated city, the capital of Troas, which then repaired to Nestor at Pylos, and, going through
Homer
to
stood
in
the
from
have
immediate
The genHellas, they assembled chiefs for the war.
appears
From
vicinity of the sources of the Scamander, on a rising eral place of rendezvous was Aulis in Boeotia.
between
that
river
the
Trothis port the combined Grecian fleet proceeded to
and
Simois.
The
ground
jans or Teucri appear to have been of Thracian origin, Troy but, reaching Teuthrania, in Mysia, on the coast
and their first monarch is said to have been Teucer. of Asia, and taking it for the Trojan territory, they
In the reign of this king Troy was not as yet built. landed and ravaged the country.
Telephus, the monDardanus, prohably a Pelasgic chief, came from the arch of the land, came to oppose them, and killed
island of Samothrace to the Teucrian territory, re- Thersander, the son of Polynices, but was himself
ceived from Teucer his daughter Baticia in marriage, severely wounded by Achilles.
As they were sailing
Teletogether with the cession of part of his kingdom, thence, their fleet was dispersed by a storm.
founded the city of Dardanus, and called the adjacent phus, after this, having, by direction of an oracle, come
Dardanus had two sons, Ilus and to Argos in search of a cure for his wound, is healed
region Dardania.
Erichthonius.
Ilus died without issue, and was suc- by Achilles, and undertakes to conduct the Greeks to
ceeded by Erichthonius, who married Asyoche, daugh- Troy. The fleet again assembled at Aulis, where the
The
ter of the Simois, and became by her the father of affair of Iphigenia occurred.
(FitZ. Iphigenia.)
Tros.
This last, on succeeding to the throne, called wind, after the anger of Diana had been appeased, no
the country Troas or Troja, and had three sons, Ilus, longer proving adverse, the fleet made sail, and reached
Ilus, having come off the isle of Tenedos, where Philoctetes received a
Assaracus, and Ganymedes.
victorious in certain games at the court of a neigh- wound from a water-snake, and the smell from this
bouring monarch of Phrygia, received from the latter, proving very offensive, they carried him to the isle of
among other rewards, a dappled heifer, and permission Lemnos and left him there. ( Vid. Philoctetes. ) When
to fooind a city wherever the heifer should lie down. the Achsean host appeared off the coast of Troy, the
The animal, having come to a place called the ** hill Trojans came down to oppose their landing, and Probut Achilles, havof Ale" ('Ar;7f Ao^of), lay down thereon, and here, tesilaus fell by the hand of Hector
accordingly, Ilus founded his city, which he called ing slain Cycnus, the son of Neptune, put the enemy
An assault on the city having failed, the
Ilium, and which afterward obtained also the name of to flight.
This place, the Greeks turned to ravaging the surrounding country,
Troy.
{Apollod., 3, 12, 1, seqq)
Then followed a war of ten
citadel of which was called Pergamus, became now and took several towns.
the capital of all Troas, and, during the reign of La- long years, the principal events of which have been
omedon, the successor of Ilus, was surrounded with given elsewhere. {Vid. Achilles, Chryses, Briseis,
In the last
walls, which the poets fabled were the work of Apollo Agamemnon, Penthesilea, Memnon, &c.)
and Neptune. {Vid. Laomedon.) During the reign year of the war, Ulysses took Helenus by stratagem,
of this last-mentioned monarch, Troy was taken by and, having learned from him how Troy might be
Hercules, assisted by Telamon, son of .^^acus, but captured, Diomede was sent to Lemnos to fetch Phiwas restored by the victor to Priam, the son of its loctetes, who, being cured by Machaon, killed Paris.
{Vid. Laomedon, and Priamus.) Minerva then directed Epeus to construct a huge horse
conquered king.
Priam reigned'here in peace and prosperity for many of wood and, the horse being completed, the bravest
in it, and the rest set fire
years, having a number of adjacent tribes under his warriors conceal themselves
The Trosway, until his son Paris, attracted to Laconia by the to their tents and sail away to Tenedos.
their toils and dangers all over, break
fame of Helen's beauty, abused the hospitality of Men;

;

;

;

;

jans, thinking

a part of their walls, and, drawing the horse into
There was a debate
the city, indulge in festivity.
what to do with the horse ; some were for throwing it
from the rock, others for burning it, others for con-

elaijs

down

to Troy, and,
outrage, sailed with a great armament
after a siege of ten years, took and razed it to the
ground (B.C. 1184).

secrating it to Minerva.
and the banquets were

All
by carrying off his queen in his absence.
the chiefs of Greece, thereupon combined their forces,
under the command of Agamemnon, to avenge this

1.

Legend of the Trojan War.

Jupiter, seeing the earth overstocked with inhabitants, consulted with Themis how to remedy the evil.
The best course seemed to be a war between Hellas

and Troy

and Discord thereupon, by
1358

;

his direction,

The

last

opinion prevailed,
vast serpents
now appeared, and destroyed Laocoon and his sons ;
retired
dismayed by which prodigy, ^neas forthwith
to Mount Ida.
Sinon, then, who had got into the
as a
torches
raised
city by means of a forged tale,
They return, the warsignal to those at Tenedos.
riors descend from the horse, and the city is taken.
spread.

Two

TROJA.

TROJA.

the narrative of the
Such
Trojan war as it appeared
in the Iliad of Homer, in the Little Iliad, and in the
Destruction of Troy, by the bard Arctinus.
It was
is

a subject, however, of all others open to variation and
addition, as may be seen, in particular, from the^Eneid
of Virgil, and also in the other form of the story, which
made ^neas and Antenor to have betrayed Troy to
the Greeks.
{Keightlcy's Mythology, p. 485, scqq.)

Hoxc far the story of the Trojan War is credible.
of Homer have made the
story of the
Trojan war familiar to most readers long before they
are tempted to inquire into its historical basis.
It is,
consequently, difficult to enter upon the present inquiwithout
some
prepossessions unfavourable to an
ry
Here, however, we must not be
impartial judgment.
deterred from stating our view of the subject, by the
2.

The poems

certainty that it will appear to some paradoxical, while
others will think that it savours of excessive credulity.
The reality of the siege of Troy has sometimes been

questioned, we conceive, without sufficient ground,
and against some strong evidence. According to the
rules of sound criticism, very cogent arguments

ought

to be required to induce us to reject as a mere fiction
a tradition so ancient, so universally received, so definite, and so interwoven with the whole mass of the national recollections as that of the Trojan war.
Even
if unfotanded, it must still have had some
adequate occasion and motive ; and it is difficult to imagine what

could have been, unless it arose out of the Greek
and in this case, its universal reception in Greece itself is not easily
The
explained.
this

colonies in Asia

;

of the earliest

leaders

were planted

among

these colonies, which

in the

neighbourhood of Troy, claimed
Agamemnon as their ancestor but if this had suggested the story of his victories in Asia, their scene
would probably have been fixed in the very region occupied by his descendants, not in an adjacent land.
On the other hand, the course taken by this first (^o;

tributcd to Theseus.
This adventare of the Attk
hero seems to have been known to Homer ; for he ii»>
troduces ^thra, the mother of Theseus, whom th«
Dioscuri were said to have carried off from Attica

when they invaded it to recover their sister, in Helen'*
at Troy.
Theseus, when he came lo beu
her away, is ssid to have found her
dancing in the
of
the
temple
goddess, whose image Iphigenia was believed to have
home
brought
subsequently from Scytbia ; a feature of the
legend which perhaps marks the
branch of the Lacedaemonian
to which she beworship
longed.
According to another tradition, Helen was
carried off by Idas and
Lynceus, the Messenian pair
of heroes who answer to the
Spartan twins; Yariations which seem to show that ner abduction was a
theme for poetry originally
of the Trojan
independent
war, but which might easily and naturally be associated with that event.
{Thirlwall's History of Greectj
vol. 1, p. 151,
seqq.)
company

3.

Connexion between

the

Trojan

War and

the

Ar-

gonautic Expedition.
If we reject the traditional occasion of the
Trojan
war, we are driven to conjecture in order to explain
the real connexion of the events ;
yet not so as to

be wholly without traces to direct us. It has been
elsewhere observed {vid. Argonautae, p. 188, col. 2),
that the Argonautic expedition was sometimes
represented as connected with the first conflict between
Greece and Troy. This was according to the
legend
which numbered Hercules among the Argonauts, and
on
the
to
have
rendered a service
supposed him,
voyage,
to the Trojan king Laomedon, who afterward defrauded
him of his recompense. The main fact, however, that
Troy was taken and sacked by Hercules, is recognised
by Homer ; and thus we see it already provoking the
enmity, or tempting the cupidity of the Greeks in the
generation before the celebrated war ; and it may easily be conceived, that if its power and opulence re-

falls in naturally with a
previous tradi- vived after this blow, it might again excite the same
conquest achieved by Greeks in this part of feelings. The expedition of Hercules may indeed
Asia.
therefore conceive it necessary to admit the suggest a doubt whether it was not an earlier and simreality of the Trojan war as a general fact, but beyond pler form of the same tradition, which grew, at length,
this wc scarcely venture to
for there is a
Its into the argument of the Iliad
proceed a single step.
striking
cause and its issue, the manner in which it was con- resemblance between the two wars, not only in the
but
and
the
in
the
actors.
As
in
are
involved
the
all
ducted,
events,
it,
parties engaged
principal
promiin an obscurity which we cannot
pretend to penetrate. nent figures in the second siege are Agamemnon and
find it impossible to adopt the poetical story of Achilles, who represent the royal house of Mycene
Helen, partly on account of its inherent improbability, and that of the ^acidae, so, in the first, the Argive
and partly because we are convinced that Helen is Hercules is accompanied by the .^acid Telamon ;
a merely mythological person.
{Vid. Helena.) The and even the quarrel and reconciliation of the allied
common account of the origin of the war has indeed chiefs are features common to both traditions. Nor
been defended, on the ground that it is perfectly con- perhaps should it be overlooked, that, according to
a legend which was early celebrated in the epic poetry
sistent with the manners of the age
just as if a popular tale, whether true or false, could be at variance of Greece, the Greek fleet sailed twice from Aulis to
with them.
The feature in the narrative which ap- the coast of Asia. In the first voyage it reached the
pears in the highest degree improbable, setting the mouth of the Caicus, where the army landed, and
character of the persons out of the question, is the in- gained a victory over Telephus, king of Mysia ; but,
tercourse implied in it between Troy and Sparta.
As on leaving the Mysian coast, the fleet was dispersed
to the heroine, it would be sufficient to raise a
strong by a storm, and compelled to reassemble at Aulia.
suspicion of her fabulous nature to observe that she is There seems to be no reason for treating this either as
classed by Herodotus with lo, and Europa, and Me- a fictitious episode, or as a fart really belonging to the
It may have been origidea, all of them persons who, on distinct grounds, history of the Trojan war.
must clearly be referred to the domain of mythology. nally a distinct legend, grounded, like that of HercuThis suspicion is confirmed by all the particulars of her les, on a series of attacks made by the Greeks on the
legend
by her birth ; by her relation to the Divine coast of Asia, whether merely for the sake of plunder,
Twins, whose worship seems to have been one of the or with a view to permanent settlements. (Thirl'
most ancient forms of religion in Peloponnesus, and loall's History of Greece, vol. 1, p. 163, seq.)
and by the divine honours paid
especially in Laconia
4. Historical Ftor, anJ Consequences^ of the Trojan
to her at Sparta and elsewhere.
{Herod., 6, 61.
War.
Pausan., 3, 19, \0.—Id., 2, 22, 6.— W., 2, 32, 7.—
ended in the fall of
Vit.
the
c.
still
to
a
As
But
Plut,
Thes.,
20, seq.)
expedition which
stronger
reason for doubting the reality of the motive assigned Ilium, while the leading facts are so uncertain, it must
by Homer for the Trojan war is, that the same incident clearly be hopeless to form any distinct conception ol
It seems scarcely necessary to observe,
recurs in another circle of fictions, and that, in the ab- its details.
duction of Helen, Paris only repeats an exploit also at- that no more reliance can be placed on the enumera1359

lian)

migration

tion of a

We

;

We

;

;

;

—

TROJA.
Greek forces in the
of the poem which have

tion of the

TROJA.
Iliad, than on the other

a

more

poetical aspect,
especially as it appears to be a compilation adapted to
That the numbers of the ara later state of things.

parts

mamenr.

are, as Thucydides observed, exaggerated by
the poet, may easily be believed; and perhaps we may
very well dispense with the historian's supposition,
that a detachment was employed in the cultivation of

"My

tors

had

left

as conquerors

:

it

seemed

as if the
jeal-

ousy of the gods had been roused by the greatest
achievement of the Achseans to afflict and humble
them.
The changes and suflFerings of several generations were naturally crowded into a short
period following the event which was viewed as their cause,
and were represented in the adverse fortune of the
principal chiefs of the nation.

{ThirlwalVs History

father," says the
son of Hercules, in the Iliad, "came hither with no
more than six ships and a few men yet he laid Ilium
waste, and made her streets desolate."
surprising

of Greece,

and success of Agamemnon, who, with his 1200 ships and 100,000 men,
headed by the flower of the Grecian chivalry, lay ten
years before the town, often ready to abandon the enat last, was indebted for
terprise in despair, and who,
victory to an unexpected favourable turn of affairs.
It has been conjectured, that, after the first calamity,
the city was more strongly fortified, and rose rapidly

teresting to the classical reader, has been so much
discussed and minutely inquired into by modern trav-

Thracian

the

Chersonese.

vol. 1, p. 154, seqq.)

5,

:

A

contrast, indeed, to the efforts

in

power during the reign of Priam

sition

but this suppoimagination to the
;

can hardly reconcile the
from the six ships of Hercules

transition

host of

Agamemnon.

On

to the vast

no
whatever may have been

the other hand, there

is

Topography of Ancient Troy.

The topography

of Troy, which will always be

m-

and antiquaries, that no additional light can be
expected to be derived from subsequent researches.
A brief summary of what has been collected from the
different authors who have expressly written on the
subject will be here presented to the reader, referring
ellers

the student, who is desirous of investigating it more
deeply, to the list of works at the end of this article.
This, the most classical of all lands, has been so completely trodden and examined, that it may be truly said
that the ancient writers who wrote on the
subject

were much

whose

less acquainted with the actual topography
of the Trojan plain than our best-informed modem
travellers.
The researches of these intelligent men
have not only confirmed the great historical facts connected with the fate of Troy, which few persons, indeed, either in ancient or modern times, have ventured
to question, and those evidently for the purpose of
maintaining a paradox ; but they have served beautifully to illustrate the noblest poem of antiquity, and
to bear witness, with due allowance for poetical exaggeration, to the truth and accuracy of Homer's local
descriptions. They have proved, that as in every other
point he was the most close and happy delineator of
nature, so here he has still copied her most faithfully,
and has taken his description from scenes actually ex-

tified

isting,

difficulty in believing that,

the motives of the expedition, the spirit of adventure
may have drawn warriors together from most parts of
Greece, among whom the southern and northern Achaeans, under Pelopid and -.-Eacid princes, took the lead,
and that it may thus have deserved the character,
which is uniformly ascribed to it, of a national enterThe presence of several distinguished chiefs,
prise.
each attended by a small band, would be sufficient
both to explain the celebrity of the achievement and
If it were not trespassing
to account for the event.
too far on the domain of poetry, one might imagine
that the plan of the Greeks was the same which we
find frequently adopted in later times, by invaders
force was comparatively weak : that they forthemselves in a post, from which they continued
to annoy and distress the enemy till stratagem or
Though
treachery gave them possession of the town.
there can be no doubt that the expedition accomits immediate object, it seems to be also clear
plished
that a Trojan state survived for a time the fall of Ilium for an historian of great antiquity on this subject,
both from his age and his country, Xanthus the Lydian, related that such a state was finally destroyed by
the invasion of the Phrygians, a Thracian tribe, which
crossed over from Europe to Asia after the Trojan
war.* (S/ra6., 572, 680.) And this is indirectly confirmed by the testimony of Homer, who introduces
Neptune predicting that the posterity of ^Eneas should
long continue to reign over the Trojans after the race
To the conquerors the
of Priam should be extinct.
war is represented as no less disastrous in its remote
consequences than it was glorious in its immediate
The returns of the heroes formed a distinct
issue.
circle of epic poetry, of which the Odyssey included
were generally full of tragionly a small part, and they
This calamitous result of a successcal adventures.
ful enterprise seems to have been an essential feature
for Hercules also, on his rein the legend of Troy
turn, was persecuted by the wrath of Juno, and driven

—

;

;

out of his course by a furious tempest.
If, as many
traces indicate, the legend of Troy grew up and spread
among the Asiatic Greeks, when newly settled in the
land where their forefathers, the heroes of a better
it would
generation, had won so many glorious fields,
not be difficult to conceive how it might take this mellast
was
the
event
The siege .of Troy
ancholy turn.

to

which the emigrants could look back with joy and
But it was a bright spot, seen through a long

pride.
vista,

checkered with manifold vicissitudes, laborious
and fatal revolutions. They had come as

struggles,
exiles and outcasts to the shores
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which

their ances-

and which must have been familiar to

In order that this

may be proved

his eyes.

to the reader's satis-

it is
possible, without an actual inspection of the country, we purpose first to lay before
him all the general and most striking features in the
Homeric chorography, and then to illustrate them by
a continued reference to modern travellers and antiIt will be seen, then, from the Iliad, that the
quarians.
Greeks, having arrived on the coast of the Hellespont,
and effected a landing, drew up their vessels in several rows on the shore of a small bay confined between

faction, as far as

two promontories.
that Achilles

and Ajax

(//., 14,

was posted

at the other.

at

30.) Elsewhere he states
one extremity of the line,

(7Z., 8,

224

11, 7.)

;

He

no-

where names the two promontories which enclosed the
bay and the armament of the Greeks but all writers,
both ancient and modern, agree in the supposition that
these are the capes Rhoeteum and Sigeum, between
which tradition attached to different spots the names
of Naustathmus, the port of the Greeks, and the camp
;

of the Greeks.

{Strabo, 595.)
According to Pliny,
the distance from headland to headland was thirty sta-

dia (5, 33).
Strabo reckoned sixty stadia from Rhceteuin to Sigeum, and the tomb of Achilles close to
(Z. c.) ; and these distances agree suflliciently
well with actual measurements.
{French Strabo, 4,

the latter

Considerable changes, however, have
170, in not.)
taken place during the lapse of so many ages in the
The promontories remain,
appearance of the coast.
but the bay has been completely filled up by the deof sand and soil,
accumulation
of
rivers
and
the
posite
and the shore now presents scarcely any indenture between the headlands but we are assured by Choiseul
;

Gouffier, and others who have explored the ground,
that there is satisfactory proof of the sea having adinto the land in this direcsome
vanced
tion.

fonnerly
way
Asia Mi(Voy. Pittoresque, 2, 2\6.—-Leake's

'
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The

next great feature to be examined
nor, p. 273.)
in the Homeric chorography is the poet's account of
the rivers which flowed in the vicinity of Troy, and
These
discharged their waters into the Hellespont.
are

Xanthus or Scamander, and the

the

whose junction

Sitnois,

especially alluded to.
(//., 5, 774.)
And again (6, 2), where it is said that the conflict between the Greeks and Trojans took place in the plain
between the two rivers. One of the first questions,
is

then, to be considered, in reconciling the topography
of ancient Troy with the existing stale of the country,
18

this

Are there two streams answering

:

to

Homer's

description, which unite in a plain at a short distance
from the sea, and fall into it between the Rhcetean
and Sigean promontories'! To this question it certainly appears, from recent observations, that we must
There are two streams which
reply in the negative.

water the plain, supposed to be that of Troy, but they
do not meet, except in some marshes formed principally by the Meniere, the larger of the two, which
seems to have no exit into the Hellespont, while the
smaller river partly flows into these stagnant pools,
and partly into the sea near the Sigean cape. (ChoiIt appears, however, from Strabo, or,
seul Goufficr.)

from Demetrius, whom he quotes, that when he
•'
for he says,
The
wrote the junction did take place
Scamander and Simois advance, the one towards
towards
after
Rhoeteum, and,
uniting
Sigeum, the other
their streams a little above New Ilium, fall into the
sea near Sigeum, where they form what is called the
rather,

;

Stomalimne" (597.

— Compare 595).

Pliny, also,

when

he speaks of the Palasscamander, evidently leads to
the notion that the channel of that river had undergone a material alteration (5, 32). The observations
of travellers afford likewise evidences of great changes
having taken place in regard to the course of these
streams and it is said that the ancient common channel is yet to be traced, under the name of Mendere,
The ancients themnear the point of Kum-Kale.
selves were aware of considerable alteration having
for Histaken place along the whole line of coast
tiaea of Alexandrea Troas, a lady who had written
bedistance
much on the Iliad, affirmed that the whole
tween New Ilium and the sea, which Strabo estimates
at twelve stadia, had been formed by alluvial deposite
and recent researches prove that their distance
(598)
is now nearly double.
{Leakeys Asia Minor, p. 295.)
;

;

;

The

great question, however, after

all,

respecting the

rivers alluded to, and on which the whole inquiry
may be said to turn, is, Which is the Scamander, and
which the Simois of Homer 1 If we refer for the so-

two

lution of this question to Demetrius of Scepsis, who,
from his knowledge of the Trojan district, appears to

have been best qualified to decide upon it, we shall
find that he looked upon the river now called Mendere
a
corresponding with the Scamander of Homer,
the
supposition which certainly derives support from
while he considered the Simois
similarity of names
to be the stream now called Giumbrek-sou, which
unites with the Mcndcrc near the site of Paleo Aktshi,
as

;

supposed to represent the Pagus Iliensium, and which
Demetrius himself ideiitified with ancient Troy. But
modern writers
it has been
rightly observed by those
who have bestowed their attention on the subject, that
the similarity of names is not a convincing reason in
have often been known to vary and
itself, since
;

they

that, after all, we must refer to the original account,
where we find the characteristics of the two rivers de-

scribed in a

manner which must eventually

settle the

m

that the Simois, according to Homer, had itt aource
Mount Ida (//., 4, 475 ; 12, 22) ; and though,
the

m

latter

passage, the

mandcr,

will

it

affirmed of th« Se«>
be seen elsewhere that the loarcee of

described as situated cloae to
the city of Troy, that they never could he amid to rise
in the main chain, unlets
Troy itself was placed there

likewise.
When speaking of the pursuit of Hector
by Achilles beneath its walls (// 22, 143), he mentions certain marks, which point out the double source*
of the Scamander, ut so peculiar and
striking a omih
ner, that the discovery of tbcm would, it seems, be
decisive of the question, not only aa far as regards the
Trojan rivers, but also, in all probability, as to the situation of Troy itself, which, according to the
poet,
must have stood in the immediate vicinity of the
sources.
It is in tracing this remarkable and most die>
,

tinguishing feature of the Homeric description, that
modern research and industry have been particularly
conspicuous, and have enabled us to solve a question
which the ancients, from the want of similar informaIt is to Monsieur Choition, could never understand.
seul GoufHer that the merit of first
discovering the
springs of the Scamander undoubtedly belongs ; and

though the phenomena of heat and cold, described by
Homer, have not been so convincingly observed by
subsequent travellers as by himself, yet, by taking the
positive testimony of the natives themselves, who repeatedly corroborated the statement made by the poet,
as well as the several experiments made by Choiseol
Gouffier, and subsequently by Dubois (Koy. Pitt.t
267-8.
Leake's Asia Minor, p. 283), we cannot re-

—

fuse to acknowledge, at least, that there is very suflicient foundation for the poetical picture formed of the

M. Choiseul describes the hot source
spot by Homer.
" as one abundant
stream, which gushes out from different chinks and apertures formed in an ancient strucAbout 400 yards higher up are
be seen some more springs, which fall together into
a square stone basin, supported by some long blocks
These limpid rills, after traversing a
of granite.
charming little wood, unite with the first sources, and
{Voy. Pitt, 228.)
together form the Scamander."
The latter, which are the cold springs of Homer, are
ture of stonework.

to

Kirk Guezler, or the Forty Fountains, by the

called

If we, besides, look to the' gen{Ibid., 268.)
eral features which ought to belong to the Scamander

Turks.

and the Simois of Homer, we

mer agrees remarkably with

river of

21,350.) According to Mr. Chevalier, the river of Bou*'
is never subject to any increase or diminution
its waters are as pure and peUiicid aa crystal ;
its borders are covered with flowers ; the same sort of
trees and plants which grew near it when it was atwillows, lote-trees,
tacked by Vulcan, grow there still
ash trees, and reeds are yet to be seen on its banks,
it."
in
and eels are still caught
[Deter, of PUin of

iiarbachi
:

;

83—

Compare Voy Pitt, 2, p. 288.) It
Tray, p.
was doubtless on account of the beauty and copiooeness of

its

stream that divine honour* v»ere paid to the

Scamander by the Trojans.

sistless force.

8K

little

mer is described as a copious, rapid, and clear stream,
whose banks are spread with flowers and shaded with
467 ;
various sorts of trees.
(//., 21, l.—Jb., 124 ; 2,

and difllcullies
plained, even to himself, certain doubts

which naturally arose from comparing his system of
of the
topography with that suggested by the perusal
Now it appears from more than one passage
poet.

shall find tKit the for-

the beautiful

Bminarbachi, which is formed by the sources above mentioned, while the rapid Simois finds a fit representative
in the impetuous Mcnderc-sou. which descends from
the summits of Gargara, and fills its bed with trees torn
from their roots, and huge fragments of rock. The for-

Epist., 10.
all thtrary, bears
down from the v

far as

is

that river arc so
plainly

A
regards their identity.
reference to the Iliad itself is the more necessary, as
Demetrius does not appear to have satisfactorily exwhole question as

same thing

JEsch

,

Scamander
Achilles

p.

680.)
-^' -^

(11.,

The
"

77.— Compare

""irhty torrent rushing
rio«a haste and re-

m

I

5.

Simois, on the con-

the address of the

to his brother gtwl, invoking his aid agamst
21. 309) ; and all modern travellers and

{11.,

topographers

concur

in

allowing that this

is

1361

precisely
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the character of the Mendere, which takes its rise in a
deep cave below the highest summit of Mount Ida,
and, after a tortuous course, between steep and craggy
banks, of nearly thirty miles, in a rugged bed, which
nearly dry in summer, finds its way into the plain
of Bounarbachi.
It is true, that when Demetrius of
Scepsis wrote, which is some years after the defeat of
Antiochus by the Romans {Strab., p. 593), the Mendere certainly bore the name of Scamander, for he describes the source of that river in Mount Ida very acI should admit, also,
curately {ap. Strabo, p. 602).
is

that the

Scamander, which, according to Herodotus,
was drained by the army of Xerxes (42), is the MenHellanicus likewise was of this opinion (ap.
dere
Schol. II., 21, 242); but this objection may be fairly
disposed of by supposing that the name of Scamander,
:

which

is

certainly

much

oftener mentioned in

whose course was
siderable

Homer,

been transferred to the river
body of water more con-

had, in process of lime,

longer, and

whereas

conceive, to get
impossible,
over the difficulty presented by Homer's description of
the double sources of the Scamander.
The question
may be fairly summed up in this way either we must
allow that Homer drew his local descriptions from real
scenes, or that he only applied historical names to fanciful and ideal localities
in the latter case, all our interest in the comparative topography of Troy ceases,
and it is a fruitless task to look for an application of
the imagery traced by the poet to the actual face of
But if a striking resemblance does present itthings.
self, we are bound, in justice to the poet, to take our
stand on that ground, and, without regarding any hypothesis or system which may have been advanced
or framed
ancient times, to seek for an application
of the remaining local features traced in the Iliad in
the immediate vicinity of the sources of Bounarbachi.
;

it is

I

:

;

m

Here, then, travellers have observed, a little above
these springs and the village of the same name, a hill
rising from the plain, generally well calculated for the
site of a large town, and, in particular, satisfying many
of the local requisites which the Homeric Troy must
have possessed ; such as a sufficient distance from the
This
sea, and an elevated and commanding situation.
is evident from the epithets ijveiiotaaa, al-ewt}, and
If
bijtpvoeaaa, which are so constantly applied to it.
we, besides, have a rock behind the town answering
the purpose of such a citadel as the Pergamus of Troy
'*
is describefl to have been,
Hipya/xo^ uKprj,^^ rising
precipitously above the city, and presenting a situation
of great strength, we shall have all that the nature of
the poem, even in its historical character, ought to lead
us to expect. (Compare Voy. Pitt., 2, 238, and the
With respect to minor objects alplan there given.)
luded to by Homer in the course of his poem, such as
the tombs or mounds of Ilus, .^syetes, and Myrina,
the Scopie and Erineus, or grove of wild fig-trees, it
is, perhaps, too much to seek to identify, as the French
topographers have somewhat fancifully done, with presIt is certain that such indications
ent appearances.
cannot be relied upon, since the inhabitants of New
Ilium, who also pretended that their town stood on the
site of ancient Troy, boasted that they could show,
close to their walls, these dubious vestiges of antiquity.

{Strabo, 599.)

With

respect to

the

objection

which may be brought against the situation here assigned to ancient Troy, that it would not have been
possible for the flight of Hector to have taken place
round the walls, as the poet has represented it, since
the heights of Bounarbachi are skirted to the northeast
by the deep and narrow gorge of the Mendere, which
leaves no room even for a narrow footpath along its
is undoubtedly correct of those
commentators and critics who think that we ought not
to take the words of the poet in the sense which has
commonly been assigned to them, but that it is better
o suppose that Hector and Achilles ran only round
1^62

banks, the opinion

that portion of the city which fronts the
plain froro
the Scsean gates to the sources of the Scamander and

back again.

{Voy.

Pitt., 2, p.

238-40.

— Le Cheva—

Leake's
Description of Plain of Troy, p. 135.
Asia Minor, p. 304.) The difficulty in that case will
be satisfactorily removed, and there will then remain,
lier's

we

conceive, no valid objection to the system which
recognises the hill of Bounarbachi as the representative of the ancient city of Priam, and which has been
almost universally embraced by modern travellers and

{Cramer's Asia Minor,

scholars.

vol. 1, p. 89,
seqq.)
desirous of investigating the
Trojan question more deeply, is referred to the following works on this subject : A comparative Vicic of the
ancient and present State of the Troad, by Robert

— The

who

student

Wood, subjoined
Homer.

tings of

by

M.

is

essay on
—Description
of

the Genius and

to his

Chevalier,

Paris,

8\'o,

Wri-

Plain of Troy^
1791 (Dalzell's

Edinburgh,
—The same
work
by Heyne,
— Le Chevalier, VoyageGerman,
dans
Troade,
1802. — Observations on
Topography
4to,

in

translation).

with notes.

the

la

the

of the Plain of Troy, by James Rennell, London, 1814,
4to.
Chayidler's History of Ilium or Troy, London,
1802, 4to.
Voyage Pittorcsque de la Grcce, par

—

—

—

Choiseul Gouffier.
GcWs Topography of Troy, fol.,
Clarke's Travels, vol. 3, p. '234t,seqq ,
London, 1804.
ed. London.
Leake's Geography of Asia Minor, ch.
6.
Hobhouse's Journey, vol. 2, p. 128, seqq.
Edin-

—

—

—

burgh Review,
view, vol. 9,

p.

—

—

257, seqq.
Quarterly ReMaclaren's Dissertation
170, seqq.

vol. 6, p.

—

Topography of the Plain of Troy, London^
Turner's Tuur to the Levant, vol. 3, p.
1822, 8vo

on.

the

—

—

II. A small town, or rather
village, in
The name
Egypt, to the east of, and near Memphis.
probably owed its origin to a corruption, on the part
of the Greeks, of some Egyptian appellation.
The
Greeks, however, had a fabulous tradition that it was
founded by some Trojan captives, settled here by

222, seqq.

In its vicinity was the
{Strabo, 808.)
Troicus, where were quarries whence the stones

Menelaiis.

Mons

Pyramids were obtained.
Tkoilus, a son of Priam and Hecuba, slain by
Achilles during the Trojan war.
According to another
legend, he was the son of Apollo and Ht^cuba. {Tzetz.
ad Lycophr., 307.
Eudocia, p. 404, in the latter of
whom TTUidu^ must he supplied, and the arrangement of
Troilus was remarkable for youththe text altered.)
ful beauty.
The manner of his death is differently refor the

—

Diet. Cret., 4, 9.

writers.

ancient
— Annaby Fabr.,
ad
lated

loc.

(Consult
— Virg.,
Mn.,

478.)
account, a
celebrated architect, son of Erginus, king of Orchomenus in Boeotia. The legend relating to him is as

TrophonIus, according

follows

;

When

to

the

1,

common

Erginus had been overcome by Her-

cules, his affairs fell into so reduced a state, that, in order to retrieve them, he abstained from matrimony.
As he grew rich and old, he wished to have a family ;

and, going to Delphi, he consulted the god, who gave
him, in oracular phrase, the prudent advice to marry a
young wife. {Pausan., 9, 37, 3.) Erginus accordingly, following the counsel of the Pythia, married

and had two sons, Trophonius and Agamedes, though
some said Apollo was the father of the former. They
became distinguished architects, and built the temple
of Apollo at Delphi, and a treasury for King Hyrieus.
In the wall of this last
{Horn., H. in Apollo, 118.)
they placed a stone in such a manner that it could be
taken out and they, by this means, from time to time
;

This amazed Hyrieus for his
purloined the treasure.
locks and seals were untouched, and yet his wealth
At length he set a trap for
continually diminished.
the thief, and Agamedes was caught
Trophonius, unable to extricate him, and fearing that, when found, he
would be compelled by torture to discover his accom:

plice, cut off his

himself

is

head and carried it off. Trophonius
been shortly afterward swal-

said to have

TUB
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lowed up by the

earth.

{Pausan.,

I.

c.)

According

—

when

thoy had finished the temple of Delasked a reward of the god.
He promised to
phi, they
give U on the seventh day, desiring them, meanwhile,
to live cheerful and happy
On the seventh day they
died in their sleep.
{Pind., ap. IHut.^dc Cons.
Op y
to Pindar,

—

150, scqq., 242.
Orchom., p
5rr«Ao, 421.—
The lame trick related kbove in Um
Liv.y 45, 27.)
ca»e of Hyrieus, is said to have been played off on

198.

Augeas, king of

Trophonius, the stepson of
{Charax, ap.
also formed an
and there is likewise a very

Elis, by

Agamedes, the Arcadian architect.
Schol. ad Arutoph Nub., 5U9 )
It

—

,

There was a celebrated episode m the Telegonia
Lebadeu in Bceotia. Durmg strong similarity between it and the legend related by
Trophonius
a great drought, the Boeotians were, it is said, directed Herodotus of the
Egyptian king Rhamjpsinilas (2, 121).
by the god at Delphi to seek aid of Trophonius in Leb- Valckenaer thinks that the story was oi Egyptian origin,
came
but
adea.
could
find
oracle
no
and
that
some
Greek
transferred it from the
thither,
They
pages of
one of them, however, happening to see a swarm of Herodotus to Trophonius and Agamedes. ( Valck. ad
bees, they followed them to a chasm in the earth, which Herod., I. c.) Ilgen adopts the same opinion {ad Horn.,
Bihr also coincides in this view of
{Pausan 9, 40.) Hymn., p. 304)
proved to be the place sought.
vol. 7, p.

335, ed. Hulten.)

oracle of

;

at

,

;

.,

The writer just quoted gives a detailed account of the
mode of consulting this oracle, from bis own personal
After going through certain cereobservation (9, 39).
monies, the individual who sougtit to inquire into futurity

was conducted

bling an oven, and a

chasm in the earth resemladder was furnished hun by which
to a

After reaching the bottom of the chasm,
he lay down on the ground in a certain posture, and
was untnediately drawn within a cavern, as if hurried
away by the vorie.x of a most rapid. river. Then he obtained the knowledge of which he was in quest.
In
some cases this was given to the applicants through
the medium of the sight ; at others through the hearbut all returned through the same opening, and
ing
walked backward as they returned.
It is a common
notion, which we meet with in many modern works,
that a visiter to the cave of Trophonius never smiled
to descend.

;

The language of Pausanias, however,
expressly disproves this ; for he observes that afterward the person recovers the use of his reason, and
laughs just the same as before {vaTepov fiivroi to. rt

after his return.

ovdsv Ti (ppovrjaei fielov fj irpdrepov, Kal yeAuf
It is probable that the gloom, the meeTTuveiaiv ol).
phitic vapours, and perhaps some violence from the
which
the
applicant encountered in his descent,
priests,
might seriously affect his constitution, and render
uX?i.a

him melancholy ; and thus Aristophanes strongly expresses terror by an observation in the Clouds (v. 607),
which became proverbial, u^ dedotK' kycj 'Eicr<o kuta6atvo)v ojarrep ej- Tpocpuvlai).
One man, indeed, is
noticed by Alhenaeus (14, p. 614, a), who did not recover his power of smiling until assisted by another
oracle.
Parmeniscus of Metapontum, finding himself
thus wofully dispirited, went to Delphi for a remedy,
and Apollo answered that he would find a cure if he
resorted to his (Apollo's) mother.
The hypochondriac
interpreted this response as relating to his own native
country but, on being disappointed in his. hope there,
he sought relief in travelling. Touching by accident at
Deles, he entered a temple of Latona and, unexpected;

;

\

'

97) considers the fable as of Grecian origin, arid makes
to have been borrowed by the
priests of Egypt at a
later day.
der tU(Compare Butlmann, Dxe

it

!

Mmya

— Myihotog.,

208, seqq.) The
opinion of Valckenaer, however, is undoubtedly the
testcn Zeil.

vol. 2, p.

true one.

Tros, son of Erichthonius and grandson of DardaHe married Callirhoe, daughter of the Seaman-

nus.
der,
des.

whom he had Ilus, Assaracus, and GanymeHe gave the name of Troja to the adjacent coun-

by

{Apollod., 3, 12, 2.—Vid. Troja.)
Trossulum, a town of Eiruria, to the west of Ferentinum, some remains of which have been discovered
at a place which bears the name of Trosso.
Pliny

try.

us that this town, having been taken by cavalry
Roman horse or equites, obtained, from that
circumstance, the name of Trossuli.
{Plm., 33, 2.—
tells

alone, the

Compare Festus, s. v. Trossuli.)
Trvphiodorus, a Greek poet supposed

to

hav»

fifth century of our era.
He was
a native of Egypt, but of his history nothing is known.
wrote
a
title
of
Mara'
poem under the
Tryphiodorus
thoniaca {MapaduviaKii), another styled Kaff 'Inirodda
and
a
poem oo
fxeiav ;
Lipogrammaiic Odyssey ;
the destruction of Troy, styled 'IXiov uXuai^.
The
last is the only one of his productions which has
It is in 681 verses, and appears rather
reached us.
to be the argument of some larger poem, which the
The
poet had perhaps intended at one time to write.

flourished about the

Lipogrammatic Odyssey had this name given to it
from a peculiar piece of affectation by which it waa
The poet, according to some, interdicted
marked.
himself, in each of his twenty- four books, the use ol
a particular letter of the alphabet.
EusUthius, bowever, states that the letter £ was banished from the
The
best
of
edition
the poem on the
entire poem.
of Troy

destruction

is

perhaps that of Wernicke,

The edition of Northmore is also
Lips., 1819, 8vo.
a good one, Cantab., 1791, 8vo, and Lond,, 1804, 8vo.

Of other recorded
into an involuntary fit of laughter.
descents into the cave of Trophonius, that of Timarchus, described by Plutarch (De Socratis Genio.
Op., vol. 8, p. 332, cd. Retske), is dismissed by the
writer himself as a mere fable (o fj.Ev Tifiupxov fivdoq

{Sch'oU, Hist Lit. Gr., vol. 6, p. 112)
Trypho, a grammarian of Alexandrea in the age

casting his eyes

—

—

I

|

upon a statue of that goddess
(Apollo's mother) most grotesquely sculptured, he burst

ly

|.

the subject, and refers the legend at once to
early
{B'dhr, Excurs., 7, ad Herod., I. c, vol
On the other hand, Miiller {Orchom., p.
1, p. 912)

agriculture.

We have

of Augustus.

some works of

his remaining,

and another Tlepi Tpoiruv.
The best edition of these two is given m the Museum
Criticum (vol. 1, p. 32, seqq).
That of Apollonius of Tyana {Philostrat
ovToq).
Vit. Apollon., 4, 8) was an irruption, not a legitimate
TuBERo, Q. .^Elius, a Roman consul, son-in-law
visit.
The impostor appears to have bullied the priests, of Paulus, the conqueror of Perseus. He ia celebrated
and to have done exactly according to his pleasure both for his integrity. Sixteen of the Tuberoa, with their
above and below ground. {Encycl. Melropol., pt. 35, wives and children, lived in a small bouse, and mamwith the produce of a little field,
p. 664.)
Trophonius was named Zeus-Trophonius, tained themselves
The first
that is, the Nourishing or Sustaining Zeus or Jupiter which they cultivated with their own hands.
" to
He is probably a deity piece of silver plate that entered the house of Tubero
(from Tp^tpu,
nourish'').
of the Pelasgian times, a giver of food from the bosom was a small cup which his father-in-law presented to
the king of Macedonia.
of the earth, and hence worshipped in a cavern.
Ag- him after ho had conquered
TuBORBO, two towns of Africa, called .Major and
amedes (the Thoughtful or Provident) is, perhaps,
and as corn was Minor. The first was situate directly to the sooth o(
only another title of the same being
be now Tubernok ; the latter
preserved in under- ground treasuries or granaries, the Tunis, and appearsfto
brothers may in one sense have been the builders, in was southwest of Carthage, on the Bagradas. and is
the ancient name.
{Pliu., 5. 4 )
another the plunderers of these receptacles.
{Miiller, said to retain
1363
,

—

;

one entitled

Tludrj Tu^euv,

TUL

TUL

TuccA, Plautius, a friend of Horace and
and Varius were ordered by Augustus to

He

Virgil.

revise

the iEneid after Virgil's death.
{Vid. Virgilius.)
TuDER, a town of Umbria, northwest of iSpoletium,
It was originally one of the most
and near the Tiber

important cities of Umbria, and famous for its worship
of Mars.
Its situation on a lofty hill rendered it a
It is now Todi.
(^Sil. Ital.,
place of great strength.
Cramcr^s Anc Italy, vol. 1, p.
4, 222.
Id., 464.

—

—

273.)

Tdlingi, a people of Gaul, reckoned among the
by some, but more correctly their neighbours, and of Germanic origin.
{Cczs., B. G., 1, 5.)
Helvetii

The modem Sluhlingen
of their name.

TuLLiA,

I.

is
thought to preserve traces
(Oberlin. ad Cos., I. c)
a daughter of Servius Tullius, king of
married Tarquin the Proud after she had

Rome. She
made away vyith

her first husband, Aruns Tarquinius.
II.
{Vid. Servius Tullius.)
daughter of Cicero by
Terentia.
She was three times married. Her first
short
died
a
time before Cicero's
husband, Caius'Piso,
At the end of about a year, she
return from exile.
was married to a second husband, Furius Crassipes,
who appears to have been a patrician of rank and digShe was afterward divorced from this second
nity.
The
husband, and united to P. Cornelius Dolabella.
life and character, however, of this last-mentioned individual proved so contrary to the manners and temper both of Cicero and his daughter, that a divorce
ensued in this case also. Cicero entertained the deepest affection for this his favourite child, and her death,
at the age of 32, proved to him a source of the bitterest sorrow.
(Vid. remarks under the article Cicero,
page 345, column 2.) Cnelius Rhodiginus tells us,
that in the time of Sixtus IV. there was found near
Rome, on the Appian Way, over against the tomb of
Cicero, the body of a woman whose hair was dressed
up in network of gold, and which, from the inscripIt was
tion, was thought to be the body of TuUia.
quite entire, and so well preserved by spices as to
have suffered no injury from time ; yet, when it was

—

A

—

removed into the city, it mouldered away in three days.
But this was only the hasty conjecture of some learned men of the time, which, for want of authority to
support

it,

soon vanished of itself for no inscription
to confirm it, nor has it been men;

was ever produced

tioned by any other author that there was any sepulchre of Cicero on the Appian Way.
{Cal. Rhod.,
Led. A)itiq., 3, 24. Middletoris Life of Cicero, vol.
2, p. 149, 171 not.)
TuLLiA Lex, I. de Senatu, by M. Tullius Cicero,
A.U.C. 690, enacted that those who had a libera legatio granted them by the senate should hold it no
more than one year. Such senators as had a libera
legatio travelled through the provinces without any
expense, as if they were employed in the affairs of
II. Another, de Ambitu, by the same, the
the state.
same year. It forbade any person, two years before
he canvassed for an office, to exhibit a show of gladiators, unless that task had devolved upon him by will.
of the crime of Ambitus were punished
Senators

—

—

guilty

ignis interdictio for ten years, and
the penalty inflicted on the commons was more severe
than that of the Calpurnian law.
{Dio Cass., 37, 29.
Cic, fro Mur., 32, seqq.)
TuLLiANUM, a name given to part of the public

with the aqucR

ct

—

Its only entrance,
posed to have been confined there.
when a dungeon, was through the arched roof; now,
" Notwithhowever, there is a door in the side wall.
" it has still
standing the change," observes Eustace,

a
p.

most appalling appearance." {Class. Tour, vol. 1,
365, Land, ed.)
TuLLus HosTiLius, the third king of Rome, and suc-

cessor of Numa.
An interregnum followed the death
of the last-mentioned monarch.
At length Tullus
Hostilius, a man of Latin extraction, was chosen by
the curia ; and his election having been sanctioned by
the

the

auspices, he, like his predecessor, submitted to
comitia curiata the laws which conferred upon

full
The new king was more desiregal power.
rous of military renown than of the less dazzling fame
which may be gained by cultivating the arts of peace.
An opportunity was soon offered for indulging his warlike disposition.
Plundering incursions had been made
into each other's territories by the borderers of the
two states of Rome and Alba. Both nations sent

him

ambassadors

at

the

same time

to

demand

redress.

The Roman ambassadors had

private orders from Tullus to be peremptory in their demands, and to limit
their stay within the stated period of thirty days.
They did so, and, receiving no immediate satisfaction,

returned to Rome.
In the mean time, Tullus amused
the Alban embassy by shows and banquets, till, when
they opened their commission, he had it in his power
to answer that they had already in vain sought redress
from Alba, and that now they must prepare for the
events of a war, the blame of originating which was
Under the command of Cluchargeable upon them.
the Albans sent a powerful army against Rome,
and encamped about five miles from the city. There
Cluihus died, and the Albans elected Mettius Fufetius
in his stead.
Tullus Hostilius, at the head of the RoBut, when the two
mans, now drew near the Albans.
armies were ready for a general engagement, Mettius,
the Alban general, proposed to save the effusion of
ilius,

blood by committing the fortune of the war to the
valour of certain champions selected from either side.
To this proposition Tullus agreed and the affair of
the Horatii and Curiatii took place.
{Vid. Horatius
After the termination of this memorable combat,
II.)
notwithstanding the agreement which had been entered into between the Romans and Albans, the latter
;

were unwilling to forfeit their national independence
without an additional struggle.
This, however, they
were desirous to avoid provoking single-handed. They
to reaccordingly encouraged the people of Fidenae
volt, by giving them secret promises of assistance.
Tullus Hostilius immediately levied a Roman army^

and summoned the Albans to his aid. A battle ensued, in which Mettius Fufetius endeavoured to act a
treacherous part, but wanted courage and decision to
the morrow,
fulfil his own
perfidious pledge, and, on
was put to a cruel death by the Roman king. ( Vid.
Mettius Fufetius.) After the punishment of Mettius,
it was decreed that Alba should be razed to the ground,
and the whole Alban people removed to Rome, to pre-

Not only the
vent the possibility of future strife.
walls of Alba, but every human habitation, was totally
demolished, and the temples of the gods alone left
ruins.
But,
standing in solitary majesty amid the
though Tullus had thus put an end to the separate
existence of Alba, he did not reduce its inhabitants to

Rome. The prison was originally built by slavery. He assigned ihem habitations on the Caelian
Ancus Marcius, and was afterward enlarged by Servius Hill, which had formerly, so said the legend, been
Soon
Tullius, whence that part of it which was under possessed by the followers of Cseles Vibenna.
the name of Tul- after these events, Tullus made war upon the Sabines,
ground, and built by him, received
encoundoubtful
time
The full expression is Tidliamim robur, from and in a bloody, and for some
lianum.

prison at

Us walls having been originally of oak afterward,
however, they were built of stone. {Sail., Cat., 55.)
This dungeon now serves as a subterranean chapel to
a small church built on the spot, called San Pieiro in
;

commemoration of
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Carcere, in

St. Peter,

who

is

sup-

i

war arose

Another
again obtained the victory.
with the confederate towns of Latium, who began to
dread the growing power of Rome after the destruction of Alba.
The Latin war terminated without any
decided reverses sustained by either party ; and an
ter,

TUR
alliance
ins.

was formed between

Tullus had

.

now

TY A
Romans and

the

the Lat^

leisure to direct his attention to

the arts of peace, in which, however, he did not equalThe only public works ascribed to him
ly excel.
were the enclosing of a space for the Comitia, or as-

sembly of the people, and the building of a Curia, or
Towards the end of his reign his mind
senate-house.
was disturbed by prodigies, indicating the wrath of
the gods for religion neglected and temples left desA shower of stones fell from heaven on the
olate.
Alban Mount, and the awful accents of a supernatural voice were heard to issue from the consecrated

summit of the
of the

Roman

hill.

people.

A

plague swept away numbers
king himself sickened

The

;

and, from having been neglectful of religion, became
In vain did he supthe slave of superstitious terrors.
He had disregarded them in the
plicate the gods.
and
in his adversity no deity
days of his prosperity,
In his despair he
regarded his prayers or sent relief.
the
divinations
of Numa, by the rites
to
use
presumed
of Jupiter Elicius (vid. Elicius) but the only answer
returned was the lightning of the offended gods, by
which Tullus himself and his whole household were
;

Another account, however,
smitten and consumed.
ascribed his death to an act of treachery and assassination on the part of Ancus Marcius, who could not
brook that he, a descendant of Numa, should be kept
from the throne by a man of private origin. Such is
This monarch is said
the legend of Tullus Hostilius.
two and-thirty years.

to have

reigned
— Dion.
Hal.,

—

{Liv.,

1,

22,

3, 1, seqq.
Hetheringtoii's HisAs the reigns of Romutory of Rome, p. 13, seqq.)
lus and Numa represent the establishment of two of
the tribes or constituent elements of the Roman peo-

seqq.

—

of Tullus Hostilius seems to compreple, so the reign
hend the development of the third tribe, or Luceres.
To him, as to Romulus and Numa, is ascribed a di-

vision of lands, by which portions were assigned to
the needy citizens, who, as yet, possessed no property
in the soil.
It has been conjectured that the Luceres
had hitherto held their lands, not in absolute property,

and not as common proprietors of the public domain,
but as vassals or tenants of the state, which would
be represented in the person of the king. That the
distribution of Tullus Hostilius effected the third tribe
is rendered probable by its being connected with the

assignment of ground for building on the Crelian
Mount, and the enclosure of that part of the city within one line of fortification with the older town, if
there is any weight in the arguments that are adduced
that the town on the Caelian was the settle^From the circumstance that
of the Luceres.
Hostilius himself dwelt there, and that he derived his

show

to

noient

town Medullia {Dion. Hal., 3,
conjectured that he himself was considered to belong to the Luceres, as Romulus to the
origin from the Latin
1),

it

may be

Ramnes, and Numa to
History of Rome, p. 127,

Tunes

the

Titienses.

(^Maiden's

seq.)

of
(Tvvt/^, rjrog), a city of Africa, southwest

to Carthage, being, according to Polybius
The
(14, 10), only 120 stadia from the latter place.
more
table, however, gives the distance

and near

Peutinger

It
correctly at ten miles.
after the fall of Carthage.

first

rose into consequence

now Tunis. Diodo" White Tunis,'*
perhaps from the
when viewed from the
chalky cliffs that lie around it
sea.
{Manncrt, Geogr., vol. 10, pt. 2, p. 262.)
TuNGRi, a German tribe, probably the same with
the Aduatici of Caesar, and the first that crossed the
Rhine.
They became subsequently a powerful peorus Siculus calls

ple in

Germania

It is

it

Inferior.

{Tac., Germ., 2.

—Amm.

the ancient writers was considered the most faroored
on the whole earth.
Here, too, Stcabo places lb«
I'his district, besides
Llysian fields of Homer.

spot

be^

very productive, was enabled to carry on an exteoalTS
and lucrative commerce with the nations of the tnt«
rior,
by means of the Bsstis, which traversed H
{Folyb., 34,

d.—Uv,

21,

6.— Id.,

24, 42.)

TuRDt;Li, a people of Betica in Spain, situate to
the north and northeast of the Turdeiani.
{MeUi, 3,
l.—Pltn., 3, l.~/rf. tbid., 4, 20.)
TuHiAs, a river of Spain, in the territory of the Edetoni, near Valontia ; now the Guadalamar.
(Mela.
2, \%.—Fltn., 3, 3.)
TuKNDs, king of the Rutuli, son of Daunus, king
of Apulia, and Venilia, a
nymph who was sister to
Amata, the wife of Latinus. Lavinia, the daughter of
Latinus, was betrothed to him, but the arrival of i£neas deprived him of his intended bride, and in the war
which took place between the Latins and the
Trojans
Turnus vfas slain by iEneas. {Vtrg., Mn., 7, 66,
seqq.).

TuBoNBs, I. a people in the interior of Gallia Lugdunensis, whose territory answers to the modern Towraine.

—

II.

— Tac, Ann.,

{Amm. Marc, 15, 11.
German tribe, settled

A

in

what

is

3, 41.)

now

the

southern part of Hesse, according to Mannert.
TuRRis, I. Hannibalis, a small place on the coast
of Africa, below Thapsus.
From this Hannibal took
his departure for Asia, when be was banished
factious and ungrateful countrymen from

by his

now Mahdia. —

Carthage.
It is
II. Stratonis, the
previous name
of Caesarea, on the coast of Palestine.
{Vid. C««area.)

Tusci, the inhabitants of Etruria.

ToscuLANUM,

the

name

{Vid. Hetruria.)
of Cicero's villa near Tus-

culum, and where the scene of

his Tusculan
Disputa{Vtd. Cicero, p. 347, col. 2.)
ToscuLDM, a town of Latium, on the sumnrut of
the ridge of hills which forms the continuation of the
Alban Mount, and above the modern town of Frascati.
The numerous remains of the ancient place still bear
the name of tl Tosculo.
Accoi'ding toDionysius (lU,

tions is laid.

20) and Josephus {Bell. Jud., 18, 8), it was distant
about one hundred stadia from Rome, or twelve miles
and a half. The foundation of Tusculuin is ascribed
to Telegonus, the son of Circe and Ulysses.
{Ovid,
Fast.,

3,91.— Id.,

4,

91.— Fropert,

It must have been
691.)
erable of the Latin cities in
Tarquin, «ince that prince is
alliance of Octavius Manlius,
7,

to

have given him

I,

49.)

By

this

2,

35.— 5i7.

Ital.,

one of the most considthe time of the second
said to have sought the
chief of Tusculum, and

his daughter in marriage.
{Lh.^
measure Tarquin secured the co-

operation of almost all the Latin cities in his subsequent attempts to recover the throne he had lost.—
In the second Punic war Tusculum successfulljr resisted the attack of Hannibal.
This place could boast
of having given birth to M. Porcius Cato, several of
Its
the Fabii, &c.
proximity to Rome, the beauty of
Its situation, as well as the salubrity of its climate,
made it a favourite summer residence with the wealthy
Romans. Strabo, who has given us a very accurate
description of its position, says that, on the side towards Rome, the hills of Tusculum were covered with
of which was most
plantations and palaces, the effect
Of these villas none can be
{Strab., 239.)
striking.
more interesting to us than that of Cicero. {Vid,
Tusculanum.) Lucullus also had a celebrated villa
Horace likewise alludes
at this place.
and

—

gardens

to a villa of

Ma?cena8 here.

{Cramer^s Anc.

Italy,

vol. 2, p. 47.)

ToscuM Mare, a part of the Meditmranean, on the
coast of Etruria, called also Tyrrkenmm Mare and

Marc, 15, 11.)
TuRDETANi, a people of Baetica in Spain, in the
southeastern part.
They extended along the coast, Mare Inferum.
Tyana, a city of Cappadocia, strongly
from the Anas to the Bastuli Pceni, and their territory
was famed for its beauty and fertility, and by some of nature and art, lying on the main road to

forti6ed b)
Cilicia and
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Mount Taurus.

Strabo says
was built on what was called the causeway of Semir-

Syria, and

ai the foot of

of opinion that
{Strabo, 537.)
the town called Dana by Xenophon, in the Anabasis
(1, 2, 20), should be identified with Tyana {Geogr.
Antiq.y vol. 2, p. 291), and this supposition has great
Cellarius

anais.

is

—

it.
The Greeks, always led
probability to recommend
by a similarity of name to connect the origin of cities
with their fables, pretended that it owed its foundation
to Thoas, the king of the Tauric Chersonese, in his
{Arrian,
pursuit thither of Py lades and Orestes.
From him it was called Thoana,
Peripl. Eux., p. 6 )
and afterward Tuana. (Steph. Byz., s. v. Tvava.)
Tyana was the native city of the impostor ApoUonius.
At a later period it became the see of a Christian
bishop, and the metropolis of Cappadocia Secunda.

—

Id, Orat., 20, p. 355.)
{Greg. Naz., EpisL, S3.
Its capture
This took place in the reign of Valens.
is recorded by Cedrenus
the
Saracens
by
(p. 477).

The modern Ketch-hissar, near the foot of the central
chain of Taurus and the Cilician Pass, is thought to
Captain Kinneir, in
correspond to the ancient city.
one of his journeys, found considerable ruins here.
{Cramer's Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 128, seqq.)
Tyanitis, a district in the southern part of CappaIts capital was
docia, near the range of Taurus.
Tyana, from which it derived its name. ( Vid. Tyana.)
Tybris.
Vid. Tiberis.
TvcHK, I. one of the Oceanides. {Hesiod, Tk.,
360.)— II. A part of the town of Syracuse. It contained a temple of Fortune (Tv;^;?^), whence the name.
{Cic

,

Verr., 4, 53.)

Tydkus (two

He

Calydon.

syllables), a son of CEneus, king of
fled from his country after the accidental

murder of one of

his friends,

and found a safe asylum

in

the court of Adrastus, king of Argos, whose daughWhen Adrastus wished to
ter, De'iphyle, he married.
his son-in-law Polyniceson the throne of Thebes,
place
Tydeus undertook to announce the war to Eteocles,
who usurped the crown. The reception he met with

provoked his resentment he challenged Eteocles and
his principal chieftains, and worsted them in conflict.
On leaving Thebes and entering upon his way home,
he fell into an ambuscade of fifty of the foe, purposely
planted to destroy him, and he slew all but one, who
was permitted to return to Thebes, to bear the tidings
He was one of the
of the fate of his companions.
seven chiefs of the army of Adrastus, and during the
Theban war he signalized his valour in a marked dethe foe, till he was
gree, and made great slaughter of
As he lay
at last mortally wounded by Melanippus.
to him with a medicine
expiring, Minerva hastened
which she had obtained from Jupiter, and which would
make him immortal {Bacchyi, ap. Schol. ad Avisas
toph.,Av., 153G); but Amphiaraus, who- hated him
a chief cause of the war, perceiving what the goddess
was about, cut off the head of Melanippus, whom Tydeus, though wounded, had slain, and brought it to
The savage warrior opened it and devoured the
him.
His
brain, and Minerva, in disgust, withheld her aid.
remains were interred at Argos, where a monument,
said to be his, was still seen in the age of Pausanias.
;

A

of Tyndarus.
town ol
{Virg., JEn., 2, 569.)— II.
Sicily, on the northern coast, southwest of Messana.
It was founded by the elder
and
becartie in
Dionysius,

A

time an important city.
part of the ancient site has
been inundated by the sea. {Liv., 36, 2.)
Tyndarus, a son of CEbalus and Gorgophone. He
was king of Lacedsemon. and married the celebrated
Leda, who bore him Timandra, Philonoe, &c., and

who

also

became mother of Pollux and Helen by Ju-

Vid. Leda, Castor, Pollux, Clytemnestra,
&c.)
Typhoeus (three syllables), a monstrous giant, who
warred against the gods. {Vjd. Typhon.)

piter.

(

Typhon

or

Typhaon,

a

monstrous giant,

whom

Earth, enraged at the destruction of her previous giantThe
progeny, brought forth to contend with the.gods.
stature of this being reached the sky ; fire flashed from
his eyes ; he hurled glowing rocks, with loud cries
and hissing, against heaven, and flame and storm rushed from his mouth.
The gods, in dismay, fled to
Egypt, and concealed themselves under the form of
diflferent animals.
Jupiter at last, after a severe conflict,

overcame him, and placed him beneath ^tna,

or,

as others said, in the Palus Serboiiis. or " Serbonian
Id., fragm. Epinik.,
bog." ( Pind., Pyth. 1 29, seq.
b.—JEsch, Prom. V., 351, seqq.—ApoU. Rhod., 2,
1215.)
Typhon is the same apparently with Typhoeus,
,

—

,

—

though Hesiod makesadiff"erence between them. Their
names come from Tv<pu), " to smoke,'''' and they are evidently personifications ofstorms and volcanic eruptions,
Typhon is made the sire of the Chimaera, Echidna, and
The Greeks gave his name to the
other monsters.

—

The
Egyptian demon Baby, the opponent of Osiris.
of the gods into Egypt is a
flight
bungling attempt at
connecting the Greek mythology with the animal worThis change of form on theii
ship of that country.
part

was

related

by Pindar.

{Porph., dc Abst., 3,

p

2b\.—Keighlhys Mythology, p. 263.)
Tyrannion, a grammarian of Pontus, intimate
His original name was Theophrastus,
with Cicero,
and he received that of Tyrannion from his austerity to
was taken by Lucullus, and restored
his pupils.
to his liberty by Mursena.
Tyrannion opened a school

He

considerable success.
He
the library of Apeliicon of Teos when
brought to Rome, and from him copies of Aristotle's
works were obtained by Andronicus of Rhodes. ( Vid.

at

Rome, and taught with

had access

to

Apeliicon.)

TvRAS.
Vid. Danastus.
Tyros, a city of Phoenicia,
Tyrrhe.m. Vid. Etruria.

{Vid. Tyrus.)

Tyrrhenum Mare, that part of the Mediterranean
which lies on the coast of Etruria. It is also callecf
Inferum, as washing the lower shore of the peninsula.
{Vid. Italia.)
is

Tyrt.(EUs, a celebrated poet of antiquity.
determined by the second xMessenian war,

His age
which

in

he bore a part.
If, with Pausanias, this war is
placed
between 685 and 608 B.C Tyrtaeus would fall at the
same time as, or even earlier than, the circumstances
of the Cimmerian invasion mentioned by Cailinus
and we should then expect to find that Tyrtsus, and
,

;

—
— Pausan.,

not Cailinus, was considered by the ancients as the
As, however, the reverse is
originator of the elegy.
the fact, this reason may be added to others for thinking that the second Messenian war did not take place

Tydides, a patronymic of Diomedes, as son of Ty{Virg., Mn., 1, U)\.—Horat., Oti, 1, 15, 20.)
Tylos, an island in the Sinus Persicus, on the
Arabian coast, the pearl fishery on whose coasts has
and the same circumrendered it famous in antiquity
stance still contributes to its renown under the name
of Bahraim, which in Arabic signifies two seas. (Ptol.
Hist. Plant., 4, 9.— Id. ibid., 5, 6.)
a patronymic of the children of Tyn-

must he considered as the
till after 660 B.C., which
certainly do
period at which Cailinus flourished.
not give implicit credit to the story of later writers,
that Tyrtaeus was a lame schoolmaster at Athens, sent
out of insolence by the Athenians to the Spartans,
who at the command of an oracle had applied to them
So much of this
for a leader in the Messenian war.
account, however, may be received as true, that Tyrthe
taeus came from Attica to the Lacedaemonians

darus, as Castor, Pollux, Helen, &c.
Tyndaris, I. a patronymic of Helen, as daughter

place of his abode being, according to a precise statement, Aphidnae, an Athenian town, which is placed by

—

365, seqq.
Apollod., 1, 8,
ed. Scholef.
Sept. C. Theb., 372, seqq.,

{Horn.,

II.

,

4,

3.

JEsch.,

9, 18.)

deus.

;

— Theophrast.,

TyndarTd^,
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We

;

TYR

TYRUS.

the legend* about the Dioscuri in very early connexion
with Lacjia.
In all probability, his lameness was
only a satirical allusion to his use of the elegiac measure, or alternating hexameter and pentameter, the latter being shorter by a foot than the former.
Tyrt.Tua

—

came

Lacedaemonians

lime when they were
not only brought into great straits from without by
the boldness of Aristomenes and the desperate courage of the Mepsenians, but when the state was also
rent with internal discord.
In this condition of the
Spartan coinraonwealth Tyrtseus composed the most
celebrated of his elegies, which, from its subject,
was called Eunomia, that is, " Justice" or " Good
to the

Government" (also Pdlteia,
But the Eunomia was neither

at a

or

,

deed, first be
and the fortified city mention'
occupied,
ed in the book of Joshua was in all
probability on the
Continent
but, as the commercial importance and
wealth of the port increased, the island would
naturally
be inhabited, and it must have been considered ta the
;

place of the greatest secarity.
Volney supposes thtt
the Tynans retired to their isle when
compelled to

abandon the ancient

•'

the Constitution").
the only nor yet the first

which Tyrtaeus stimulated the Lacedaemonians to a bold defence against the Messenians.
Exhortations to bravery was the theme which this poet
took for many elegies, and wrote on it with unceasing
Never was the duty
spirit and ever new invention.
and the honour of bravery impressed on the youth of
a nation with so much beauty and force pf language,
Tliat these
by such natural and touching motives.
poems breathed a truly Spartan spirit, and that the
elegy

the prophets Isaiah and Ezfkicl, who both aeem to
ipetk
of Tyre as an isle. (Jsaiah, 23, 2, S.—Ezek
26, 17.
Nor is it probable that ibetdU
Id., 27, 3.— Id., 28, 2 )
vantageous position of the iaie would be tltogetlm iMf>
lected by a maritime people.
The coast woold, is*

in

till

city to Nebuchadnezzar, and that,
that time, the dearth of water had
prevented its be>

much

built upon.
Certain it is, that when, at
Nebuchadnezzar took the city, he found it so
impoverished as to afford him no compensation for his
labour.
(Ezek., 29, 18, seqq) The chief edifices
were at all events on the mainland, and to these the

ing

length,

denunciations of total ruin strictly apply.
Palc-Tyms
never rose from its overthrow by the Chaldean conqueror, and the Macedonian completed its destruction

;

same
Tyre were

at the

Insular

time, the wealth and commerce of
for the time destroyed,
though it

—

Spartans knew how to value them, is proved by the afterward recovered from the effects of its invasion.
constant use made of them in the military expeditions. Ancient Tyre, then, probably consisted of the fortified
When the Spartans were on a campaign, it was their city, which commanded a considerable territory on the
custom, after the evening meal, when the paean had coast, and of the port which was " strong in the sea."

On these occasions the whole mass did not join
gies.
in the chant, but individuals vied with each other in
repeating tlie verses in a manner worthy of their sub-

On that side it had little to fear from invaders, as the
Tyrians were lords of the sea; and, accordingly, it
does not appear that its Chaldean conqueror ventured
upon a maritime assault. Josephus, indeed, states

The successful competitor then received from
the polemarch or commander a larger portion of meat
than the others, a distinction suitable to the simple
taste of the Spartans.
This kind of recitation was so

made war against
the Tyrians with a fleet of sixty ships, manned by 800
rowers.
The Tyrians had but twelve ships, yet they
obtained the victory, dispersing the Assyrian fleet, and

well adapted to the elegy, that it is highly probable that
Tyrtaeus himself first published his elegies in this manner.
The elegies of Tyrtaeus, however, were never
sung on the march of the army, and in the battle itself;
for these occasions a strain of another kind was com-

Salmaneser then returned to
taking 500 prisoners.
Nineveh, leaving his land-forces before Tyre, where
remained
for
five
they
years, but were unable to take
the city.
This expedition is
{Joseph., Ant., 9, 14.)
supposed to have taken place in the reign of Hezekiah,
It must
kingofJudah, about A.M. 3287, or 717 B.C.
have been about this period, or a few years earlier, that
Isaiah delivered his oracle against Tyre, in which he
specifically declared that it should be destroyed, not
by the power which then threatened it, but by the Chaldeans, a people "formerly of no account."
(/latoA,

been sung

in

honour of the gods,

to recite these ele-

ject.

posed by the same poet, namely, the anapaestic marchhave
es.
(3TuUer, Hist. Gr. Lit, p. 110, seqq.)

— We

several fragments remaining of the elegies of Tyrtaeus.
They are written in the Ionic dialect, though addressed to Dorians, and are full of enthusiastic and patriotic
The anapaestic marches, on the other hand
feeling.
(jiieXij

TrolefuoTTjpia),

were written

in Doric.

Of these

—

The
only a single fragment has come down to us.
best editions of Tyrtaeus are that of Klotz, BrerruB,
1764, 8vo, and that contained in Gaisford's Poetcc Minores Greed, vol. 1, p. 429, seqq.)
TvRUs or Tyros, a very ancient city of Phoenicia,
" The
strong city of Tzor" is
by the Sidonians.
mentioned in the book of Joshua (19, 29), and its situa"
tion is specified as being between
great Zidon" and
Achzib.
Yet learned men have contended that in
Joshua's time Tyre was not built.
Homer, it has been
remarked, never speaks of Tyre, but only of Sidon
and Josephus states that Tyre was built not above 240
which would be
years before the temple of Solomon,
AM. 2760, two hundred years after Joshua. That
built

;

that Salmaneser, king of
Assyria,

The more detailed predictions of the prophet
Ezekiel wore delivered a hundred and twenty years
B.C.
588, almost immediately before the Chalafter,
dean invasion. The army of Nebuchadnezzar is said
to have lain before Tyre thirteen years, and it was not
taken till the fifteenth year after the captivity, B.C.
573, more than seventeen hundred years, according
23, 13.)

to Josephus, after

its

foundation.

Its

destruction,

must have been entire all the inhabitants were
put to the sword or led into captivity, the walls were
razed to the ground, and it was made " a terror" and
a desolation.
It is remarkable, that one reason asthen,

;

signed by the prophet Ezekiel for the punishment of
this proud city is its exultation at the destruction of
" I shall be
Jerusalem
replenished, now she is laid
This clearly indicates that its overthere was\ such a city as Tyre, however, in the days waste" (26, 2).
of Homer, is quite certain, seeing that, m the reign of throw was posterior to that event ; and if we take the
which it was predicted by Tsaiah
Solomon, there was a king of Tyre and we appre- seventy years during
hend that the Scripture text will be held a sufficient (23, 15) that Tyre should be forgotten, to denote •
before the land of definite term (which seems the most natural senseX
proof of its having had an existence
Canaan was conquered by the Israelites. Nor is Jo- we may conclude that it was not rebuilt till the same
as to render his au- number of years after the return of the Jews from
sephus's chronology so accurate
There was Babylon. Old Tyre, the continental city, remained,
thority on such a point very important
to the period of the Macedonian
Insular Tyre, and Tyrus on the Continent, or Palae- however, in ruins up
Insular Tyre had then risen to be a city of
writers invasion.
Tyrus and it is supposed by some learned
and political importance;
wealth
that the island was not inhabited till after the invasion very considerable
Bui this last supposition is not and by sea her fleets were triumphant. According to
of Nebuchadnezzar.
of Jose- Pliny (9. 36), it was 19 miles in circumference, inmerely at variance with the doubtful authority
It was
of cluding Old Tvre. but without it about four.
phus, but is scarcely reconcilable with the language
:

;

;
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the rubbish of Old Tyre, thirty furlongs off, that supthe gigantic mole constructed by

plied materials for

Alexander, of 200 feet

in breadth, extending all the
the continent to the island, a distance of three
The sea that formerly separated
quarters of a mile.
them was shallow near the shore, but towards the isl-

way from

and

is

it

said to have been three fathoms in depth.
has probably been enlarged by the sand

The causeway

thrown up by the sea, which now covers the surface
of the isthmus.
Tyre was taken by the Macedonian
conqueror after a siege of eight months, B.C. 332,
two hundred and forty-one years after its destruction
by Nebuchadnezzar, and, consequently, about one hundred and seventy after it had been rebuilt.
Though
now subjugated, it was not, however, totally destroyed,
since, only thirty years after, it was an object of contention to Alexander's successors.
The fleet of Antigonus invested and blockaded it for thirteen months,
at the expiration of which it was compelled to surrender, and received a garrison of his troops for its defence.
About three years after it was invested by
in person, and, owing to a mutiny in the garrison, fell into his hands. Its history is, after this period,
identified with that of Syria.
In the apostolic age it

Pompey

seems to have regained some measure of its ancient
character as a trading town ; and St. Paul, in touching
here on one occasion, in his way back from Macedonia,
found a number of Christian believers, with whom he
spent a week ; so that the gospel must early have been
{Actst 21, 3.)
preached to the Tyrians.
Josephus,
in speaking of the city of Zabulon as of admirable
beauty, says that its houses were built like those in
Strabo also speaks of
Tyre, and Sidon, and Berytus.
the loftiness and beauty of the buildings.
In ecclesiastical history

it is

distinguished as the

first

archbishop-

under the patriarchate of Jerusalem.
It shared the
fate of the country in the Saracen invasion in the beIt was reconquered
ginning of the seventh century.
by the crusaders in the twelfth, and formed a royal
domain of the kingdom of Jerusalem, as well as an
William of Tyre, the well-known
archiepiscopal see.
historian, an Englishman, was the first archbishop.
In 1289 it was retaken by the Saracens, the Christians

ric

When
being permitted to remove with their etfects.
the sultan Selim divided Syria into pachalics. Tyre,
which had probably gone to decay with the depression
»f commerce, was merged in the territory of Sidon.
In 1766 it was taken possession of by the Motoualies,
who repaired the port, and enclosed it, on the land
The wall was
eide, with a wall twenty feet high.
standing, but the repairs had gone to ruin, at the time
He noticed, however, the
of Volney's visit (1784).
choir of the ancient church mentioned by Mauudrell,
together with

some columns of

red granite, of a spe-

Vacuna, a goddess worshipped principally by the
Sabines, but also by the Latins.
According to some
authorities she was identical with Victoria, and the
Lake Cutiliae was sacred to her. (Arnob., 3, p. 112,
Stewech.

ed.

— Spangenberg,

De

Lat. Ret.

Vet.

Do-

Others made her analogous to Diana,
mest., p. 47.)
This last was the opinion of
Ceres, or Minerva.
Varro.
Her
{Schol. ad Horat., Epist., 1, 10, 49.)
name apparently comes from vaco, the reason of
which etymology is given as follows by Varro ''quod
:

ea

maxime

hi

ap. Schol.,

I.

gaudent qui sapientict vacant.^'

{Varro,

c.)

Vadimoms Lacus,

whose waters
formerly existed close to Bas-

a lake of Etruria,

were sulphureous. It
sano, but is now filled up with peat and rushes. {SenThis
Plin., 2, 95.)
eca, Nat. Hist. QucEst , 3, 25.
lake is celebrated in the history of Rome for having
witnessed the total defeat of the Etruscans by the Romans, A.U.C. 444, a defeat so decisive that they never

—

could recover from its effects. {Ldvy, 9, 39.) Another battle was again fought here by the Etruscans,
in conjunction with the Gauls, against the Romans,
with the same ill success.
Flor., I,
{Polyh., 2, 20.

—

12.)

Vaga, sometimes, but improperly, written Vacca, a
town of Africa, west of Carthage, on the river Rubricatns, and celebrated among the African and Numidian cities for its extensive traffic.
D'Anville and
Barbie du Bocage recognise traces of the ancient name
in the modern Vegja or Beja, in the district of Tunis.
{Sail, Jvg., ^l.—Sil. Ital, 3, 259.)
Vagen'i, or, more correctly, Vagienni, a people of
Liguria, in the interior of the country, and near the
angle formed by the separation of the Apennines
and Alps. Their name, as D'Anville observes, is still
Their capital was Auapparent in that of Viozcna.
gusta Vagiennorum, now Vico, according to D'Anville, but more correctly Bene, according to Durandi.
(5?/. Jtal, 8, mi.—Plin., 3, 5.
vol. 1, p. 27.)
Italy,

— Cramer's Ancient

VAHALis, the western arm of the Ilhine, now the
Waal. {CcEs., 4, 10.— Tac Ann., 2, 6.)
Valens, Flavius, an emperor of the East. His
,

biography will be given in conjunction with that of his
brother Valentinian I.
{Vid. Valentinianus I.)
Valentia, I. a secret and hallowed name of Rome.

—

/(/. ibid., 28, 2.-—Serv. ad JEn.,
1,
3, 5.
II. A
280.)
city of the Segovellauni or Segalauni, in
It
Gallia Narbonensis, now Valence.
{Plin., 3, 4.)
Alba
lay on the eastern side of the Rhodanus, above
III. A city of Mauritania Tingitana, north
Augusta.
of Volubile Oppidum, and south of Lixum, situate on

{Pli7i.,

—

—

the river Subur.

now Mamora.

It

was

{Plin

,

5,

also called
1.)

— IV.

Banasa, and

A

is

province of

what is now Scotland, conquered in the
time of Valentinian from the Picts and Scots, and
formed by Theodosius into a province. {Anwi. Marc,
its exports consisted of a few sacks of corn and of 28, 3.)
V. A city of the Edetani or Contestani, in
lage
of
which
it
the
merchant
could
and
boast Hispania Tarraconensis, near the mouth of the Tusia.
cotton
only
was a solitary Greek, in the service ot the French fac- It WHS taken and sacked by Pompey, but was afterIt
ward colonized and became an important place. It is
tory at Sidon, who could hardly gain a livelihood.
the past half century that it has now Valentia.
VI. or Vibo Valentia.
is only within
{Vid. Hippoonce more begun to lift up its head from the dust. nium.)
a man of
of
the
the
first
I.
46,
name,
3,
Valentinianus,
Traveller,
p.
segq.)
{Modern
pt.
Tysdrus, a city of Africa Propria, not far from the moderate rank, and born at Cibalae in Hungary, was
It is
coast, below Turris Hannibalis.
supposed to made emperor by the army, being, at the time of Jovicoincide as to position with the modern el- Jem. (Pfol. an's death, the commander of the body-guard. He associated with himself Valens, his brother, and, after
P/zn., 5, 4.)
—AucL, Hist. Bell. Afr c. 36,

unknown

in Syria, which Djezzar Pacha wanted
to Acre, but could find no engineers able to
It was at that time a miserable vilaccomplish it.

cies

to

Britain, in

remove
:

—

;

*

—

,

76—

some time, Gratian, his son, who, at eight years old,
was presented to the army wearing a purple robe.
Valens fixing his court at Constantinople, Valentinian
Soon after the accession
himself repaired to Milan.
the north of Spain, occupying, of these emperors, both the West and East were disthe former by an
according to Mannert. what is now the greater part of turbed nearly at the same time
Valladolid, Leon, Palencia, and the province of Toro. irruption of the Alemanni into Gaul, the latter by the
insurrection of Procopius, who, pretending a proinisa
Id., 35, 7.)
{Liv., 21,
Vid. Vaga.
Vacca.
Vaccsi, a people at

;

5—
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VALENTINIANUS.
of Jv'lian that he

VALENTINIANUS.

would leave

biaj heir of the empire,
was saluted Augustus by tl^Mrnuililude at Constantinople ; and, having been )0»f)ett hy the legions sent

against him by Valens, redu<;fi|||Thrace, Bilhynia, and
the Hellespont. Deserted by his followers in Phrygia,
he fled into the mountains, was taken alive,

brought

bound before Valens, and, being sentenced to be tied
by the legs to two trees that were forcibly bent to the
ground, was torn asunder by their recoil (A.D. 366).
The Alemanni defeated the Roman armies in Gaul,
killing the commanders, the counts Charietto and Sebut were, in their turn, routed by Jovinus, the
verian
master of the horse, with the loss of six thousand slain
and four thousand wounded. Valens marched against
the Goths, who had assisted Procopius, and in three
He also reyears reduced them to terms of peace.
;

pressed the predatory incursions of the Isaurians, a
sort of mountain robbers, and exacted hostages.
The
Picts and Scots, who had ravaged Britain, were defeated by Count Theodosius, and their spoil retaken.
Valentinian crossed the Rhine, gained a bloody victory over the Alemanni, and fortified the Gallic frontier

with camps and castles.

The Saxons, who had

burst into Gaul, were subdued by treachery.
After
their proposition of retiring from the country had been

acceded

to,

they were set upon, while passing through

a valley, by troops planted in ambuscade, and cut to
similar act of perfidy was committed against
pieces.

A

the Quadi, who had been irritated by the placing of an
Their king, Gabinius,
intrenched camp on their soil.
who was invited by the Roman general Maximin to a

banquet, was waylaid on his retiring, and murdered.
The result was a general insurrection of the Quadi,
who overran both Pannonias, and cut to pieces two
Valentinian crossing the Danube, and
entire legions.
wasting the country of the Quadi with fire and sword,
Valenthe latter sent ambassadors to sue for peace.
preparing to answer their address, in a paroxof rage burst a vessel, and expired of the effusion
The choleric and implacable
of blood (A.D. 375).
temper of Valentinian, urging him frequently to acts
tinian,

ysm

of the most atrocious injustice, is singularly irreconIt is said that
cilable with his religious moderation.
he was about to issue an order for the magistrates of
three towns to be put to death, because one of the
judges had directed the execution of a sentence legally
passed on a Hungarian, and only desisted from his
purpose on the expostulation of his quaestor Eupraxius, who reminded the "most pious of princes" that
persons, if slain, would by Christians be worguiltless

It is also related, that, on a cershipped as martyrs.
complaining to him of a civil action, he sent
to execution not only the plaintiff, but the very clerks
and that the
of the court who served the notice
Christians of Milan gave the place of their interment
"
Tomb of the Innocents." That he
the name of the
refused to admit the challenges of judges by defend-

tain count

;

ants in a cause, when preferred on the ground of private enmity, and that he condemned insolvent debtors
Not destitute
to death, are scarcely credible charges.

of ingenuity, he invented some new weapons, and had
a turn for painting and modelling.
Report describes
him as tall and muscular, with a florid complexion,
hair of a fiery colour, and gray eyes, which had a pefrom his always looking
culiarly fierce expression
The body of Valentinian was conveyed to
askance.
In the East, another violation of that
Constantinople.
barbarians is held sacred, took
which

among
hospitality
Inviof Armenia.
place in the person of Para, king
ted by Valens to Tarsus, and detained there specioushorseback by night to his
ly as a guest, he escaped on
own kingdom, but was then inveigled to an entertainment by Duke Trajan, and, in the midst of wine and
a hired barbarian as he reclined on
music, stabbed
by

vain endeavourthe supper-couch.
Sapor, who had in
ed to bring Valens into his terms respecting Armenia,

8L

over which he desired to olace a
king of bis own eitetion, pressed forward with his army, hot was
repuUad
and
Vadomair, the allied king of the Al»>
by Trajan
manni. In the mean time, a plot,
having for H« obMct
to place Theodorus, a
secretary and an McompIiMiad
character, on the throne, was betrayed to Valens
umI
the conspirators,
together with Theodoms, consigned
;

to the executioner.

The

plot,

it

is said,

originated in

an oracle, divulged in Asia, which
that one
predicted
whose name began with Theo should be emperor, and
this was afterward
interpreted to mean Tbeodosine.
A new enemy had now rolled its congregated numbers on the Roman world, with terror
darkening in

The Goths were displaced by the Hune,
and urged forward by the impulsion,
obtained
Tbejr
of
Valens to make a settlement m Thrace,
permission
and swore fealty to him, but afterward revolted under
their general Fridigern.
Surprised, as they were laden
their van.

with spoil, by the Roman general Sebastian, they were
routed, and the booty was retaken.
Gratian, who had
defeated another body of Goths by his general Frigeridus, near Strasburg, and permitted the remnant to
settle on the Po, advanced to the assistance of Valens ; but the latter, eager to distinguish himself and
jealous of his nephew, risked a battle with all the confederated Goths, in which the Roman army, after a

brave struggle, the band of lancers, in particular, standing firm to the last around their emperor, was put to
total rout, and the field heaped with its dead.
Valens
taking refuge in a country-house with only a few folwho
resisted
from
roof
the
the
lowers,
attempt of the
Goths to break the door, the latter set fire to the building, and he perished with the rest in the flames {\ D.
Valens was of a middle height, with legs rather
378).
bowed, somewhat corpulent, and of a high-coloured
One of his eyes was obstructed by a
complexion.
cataract, but it was not discernible at a little distance.
Ignorant of art and literature, he was but imperfectly

With a sluggish and proversed in military tactics.
crastinating habit of mind he united a dogmatical impatience of temper, and in the courts of law, without
caring for the merits of the case, was offended by anv
decision which counteracted his own wishes.
Though
bitter against those who withstood his will or differed
from him in sentiment, he was not incapable of friend-

—

II. Valentinian II. was proclaimed Augustus
ship.
at four years old, as the colleague of Gratian, and re-

sided with his mother, the Empress Justina, at the
court of Milan.
Maximus, having established himself
in Britain and Gaul, drove Valentinian out of Italy.

The youth

stood as a suppliant before the throne of
Constantinople with the empress- mother and his siaThe hand of the latter became a pledge of
ter Galla.
the hospitality and aid of the enamoured Theodosioe.
Valentinian was thus restored, through the aid of Theodosius, to the throne of the Western empire a throne
which his weak character did not enable him to fill and
The new reign of this young prince was not
defend.
He removed the seat of the court
of long duration.
to Vienna (now Vienne), on the Rhone, where be wee:

A.D. 392, by order of Arbogastcs, genFranks, whose'authorily had long predomThis prince waa •
inated over that of his master.
end
youth of excellent qualities, temperate, stodiotta,
wae the eon ei
III.
III. Valentinian
affectionate.
of
Tbeodoeius
the
Constantins and Placidia, daughter
He was only six years of age when he wee
Great.
of the West, Al). 423; but he
proclaimed Emperor
until 425, after
was not
recognised as such
assassinated,

eral of the

—

actually
the defeat of John the Notary, who had seiaell upon
Placidia, who possessed at first all the
the empire.

with

much wisdom.

Aetio*. wor-

authority, governed
valour and military ulenta, of the faireet
thy, by his
of the Roman republic, preserved for the em-

period

of Gaul, continually invaded by
pire the territory

new

enemies, and forced the Franks, the Goiha, the Bai<-
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gundlans, and the Alani to sue for peace. Count Boniface, however, was less fortunate in Africa, and could
not prevent Genseric, king of the Vandals, from foundValentinian was by this
ing an empire there in 442.

time of an age to govern for himself; but the only use
he made of his power was to commit crimes and to
Aetius subdisgrace himself by acts of debauchery.
sequently (A.D. 451) gained a complete victory over

Duro-Catalaunum (Chalons),
Valentinian, jealous of his glory, had him sent
He
and, on a sudden, stabbed him to the heart.

Attila, in the plains of

when
for,

did not, however, long survive this cowardly act.
The following year, having violated the wife of Petronius Maximus, a man of consular rank, the outraged
husband slew him (A.D. 455), in the thirty-sixth year
of his age and thirty-first of his reign, and then ascend-

ed his throne.
260, seqq.

s

{Hetherington' History of Rome,
— Elton's
Hist. Roman Emperors^
217,
p.

p.

he was

of a design to make himself
suspected
being informed, however, of the dissatisfaction felt on this feubj&ct by the
people, he immediately caused the edifice to be razed to the ground,
took from the fasces the axe, the emblem of
capital
punishment, caused the same fasces to be lowered before the people at their next general
and
alassembly,
ways afterward on similar occasions, and finally had
the celebrated law of appeal {lex Provocationis)
passed,
which protected the rights and persons of Roman citliberties,

absolute.

On

izens against the tyranny of magistrates.
{Vid. Valeria Lex I.)
This conduct rendered Valerius the idol
of the populace, and obtained for him the surname of
Publicola, in allusion to his great popularity.
{Vid.
He was also continued in the consulship
Publicola.)
for the two succeeding years, B.C. 508 and 507.
He

was chosen consul anew
died not long after.
lustrious citizen

teqq.)

Valeria Lei,

de Provocatione, by P. Valerius
It
Publicola.
{Vid. Valerius I.)
granted to every
one the liberty of appealing from the consuls to the
I.

people, and that no magistrate should be permitted to
punish a Roman citizen who thus appealed. This law

was afterward once and again renewed, and always
Dion.
by persons of the Valerian family. {Liv., 2, 8.
Heinecc, Rom. Ant., p. 246, seqq., ed.
H<d., 5, 19.
Hauhold.) II. Another, de Dcbitoribus, by L. Valerius Flaccus, consul A.U.C. 667.
It enacted that
debtors should be discharged on paving one fourth of
debts.
their
{Veil. Paterc, 2. 23.)— III. Another,
by M. Valerius Corvinus, A.U.C. 453, which confirmed the first Valerian law enacted by Publicola.
IV. Another, called also Horatia, by L. Valerius and
M. Horatius, the consuls, A.U.C. 304. It revived
the first Valerian law, which under the triumvirate had

—

—
—

—

— V.

Another, de Magistratibus, by P.
It created two
Valerius Publicola, A.U.C. 243.
quasstors to take care of the public treasure, which
was for the future to be kept in the temple of Saturn.
lost its force.

iPlut, VtL Publ.)

was so

504.
He appears to have
disinterestedness of this il-

in

The

great, that, after having

been

four times consul, he died a poor man, and the expense
of his funeral had to be borne by the state.
The Ro-

man matrons mourned for him a whole vear. {Liv.^
1, bS—Id., 2, S.—Id., 3, 55.
7rf,, 10, 9.
Dim.
Hal., 5, 19.— F/or., 1, 9.—Plut., Vit. Public— He-

—

—

—

II. Corvus Corvinus, a tribune
Sat., 1, 6, 12.)
of the soldiers under Camillus.
When the Roman
army was challenged by one of the Senones, remark-

rat.,

able for his strength and stature, Valerius undertook
to engage him, and obtained an easy
victory by means
of a crow or raven {corvus) that assisted him, and attacked the face of the Gaul, whence his surname of
Valerius triumphed over the
Corvus or Corvinus.

Etrurians and the neighbouring states that

made war

against Rome, and was six times honoured with the
He died in the 100th year of his age, adconsulship.

mired and regretted
tues.
{Val. Max.,
as. a

many private and public vir\3.—Liv, 7, 27.)— III. AntiRoman historian, who nourished about A.U.C.
for

8,

Aulus
670, B.C. 84.
Pliny often refers to him.
Gellius quotes the 12th, 24th, 45th, and 75th books
of his annals.
{Aid. Geli, 7, 9.— Id., 1 7, &c.)— IV.
V. Maximus, a Roman
Messala.
{Vid. Messala.)
writer, born at Rome during the reign of Augustus,

—

,

Valerianus, Pubmos LiciNius, a Roman, proclaimed emperor by the army in Rhaetia, of which he
was commander, A.D. 254. He had been distinguish- of a patrician family. According to his own account,
ed by his virtues while in a private station, and great he served in Asia under Sextus Pompey, who was
On his
expectations were consequently formed of him when consul the year that Augustus died (2, 6, 8).
he ascended the throne.
Having appointed his son return to Rome he abstained entirely from public affairs,
time
of
the
until
the
of
Gallienus to be his as.sociate in the empire, he left him and lived
conspiracy
Sejanus,
to defend it against the incursions of the Goths and A.D. 31. We have no other particulars of his life. The
ancient
author
of
his
but
life
makes
and
to
east
to
anonvmous
him to
marched
the
the
PerGermans,
oppose
sian king Sapor.
Valerian was defeated and taken have been descended from the Valerian family on the
prisoner by the Persians, who treated him with great father's side, and from the Fabian on the mother's side.
His degenerate son Galli- His surname Maximus indicates the latter part of his
and contemptuous cruelty.
enus made no effort to obtain his release, being appa- genealogy. In a work composed originally of ten books,
For many years but of which only nine remain, and entitled Dictorum
rently more satisfied to reign alone.
the Roman emperor bowed himself down, that his factorumque mcmorabiUnm libri, he has collected tobody might serve as a stepping-stone to the Persian gether the sayings and actions of individuals of various
king when he mounted on horseback he was at last eras and nations, which he found scattered over hisof being transmitted
flayed alive, and his skin, stuffed in the form of a hu- torical works, and deemed worthy
man figure and dyed with scarlet, was preserved in a to posterity. The collection is dedicated to Tiberius.
:

classifies the individuals of whom he treats, according to some peculiar virtue or vice, of which they
He first confines himself to
are cited as examples.
Romans, and then passes to other nations, especially
The titles of his chapters are the work
the Greeks.
of the grammarians or copyists, as appears very clearof words which were unknown during
ly from the use
Valerius displays
the best age of Roman literature.
consequence of his relationship to the Tarquin family, neither judgment in his choice of anecdotes, nor skill
Valerius was chosen consul along with Sp. Lucretius in their arrangement, nor good taste in the use of exThis last died during the earlier part of pressions, and in the transitions which he frequently
Tricipitinus.
As he makes from the natural order of things. No one ever
his year, and Valerius remained sole consul.
his preface, ada greater extent
appeared in no haste to have a new colleague, and carried flattery to
His manwas, at, the same time, engaged in erecting a mansion dressed to Tiberius is perfectly disgusting.
on a lofty eminence, which, to the jealous vision of ner of narrating is far from pleasing, and his style is
bis countrymen, looked like a fortress against their cold, declamatory, and affected.
Notwithstanding its

temple in Persia. {Treb. Poll., Valerian. Vit.)
Valerius Publius, I. a celebrated Roman, surnamed Publicola {vid. Publicola), and who shared
with Junius Brutus the glory of having driven out the
Tarquins and of founding the Roman commonwealth,
B.C. 569. Brutus having fallen on the field of battle, and CoUatinus, the colleague of the former, having
been compelled eventually to retire from Rome in

He

:
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however, the work is interesting both for the
history and the study of antiquity, and contains a number of little facts taken from authors whose works
have not reached us. Some critics believe, though on
faults,

no very sure grounds, that the work in question is a
compilation from a larger one by the same author, and
was executed by C. Titus Probus or Julius Paris.
Others, in like manner, ascribe it to Januarius Nepo-

commended.

{Sat., 1, 10,

82

)

Quintilisn

makes no

mention of him. (Schbll, Ht$t Lu. Rom., v.
l,p. 257.)
VandaiJi, a people of Oermany. The Vi
seem to have been of Gothic origin. Pliny and Piocopius agree m makim; them such, and the latter wiv

more especially affirms, in express terms, that the
Goths and Vandals, though distinguished by name,
were the same people, sgreeing in their manners, and
These three individuals are equally unknown. speaking the same
tianus.
language.
They were called Va»of
best
editions
Valerius
The
Maximus are, that of dals from the Teutonic term toenden, which
signifies
8vo
that
of
Vorstius, BeroL, 1672,
Torrenius, Lugd. to vsander.
They began to be troublesome to the
4to
that
of
1726,
Bat.,
Kappius, Lip.i., 1782, 8vo; Romans A.D. 160, in the reign of Aurelius and Verus;
and that of Hase, Paris, 1822, 3 vols. 8vo (including in the year 410 they made thems<lves roasters of
de
Prodigiis), which last forms part of the Spain, in conjunction with the Alani and Suevi, and
Obsequens
VI. Flaccus, a Latin poet received for their share what from them was termed
collection of Lemaire.
who flourished under Vespasian. He wrote a poem in Vandalitia, now Andalusia. In 429 they crossed into
eight books on the Argonautic expedition, but it re- Africa under Genseric, who not only made bimeelf
mained unfinished on account of his premature death. master there of Byzacium, Gxtulia, and part of NoThe manuscripts of this poem add to the name of Va- midia, but crossed over into Italy, A.D. 455, and
ter

—

;

;

—

lerius

Flaccus that of Setinus Balbus.
It has been
supposed by some critics that this last was the name

plundered Rome.

of a grammarian who made a revision of the text, or
who, perhaps, was the possessor of a remarkable manThe birthplace of the writer is also involved
uscript.
It is believed by many that his native
in some doubt.

—

place was Patavium, and this opinion is founded on
Others suppose that he
various passages of Martial.
was born at Setia Campania, and allege the name Setinus in favour of this position. The latter name, howThere has come
ever, has been explained above.
down to us, among the epigrams of Martial, one ad-

dressed to Valerius Flaccus, in which the former advises him to renounce poetry, and apply himself to the
studies of the bar, as aflfording a better means for ac-

From

cumulating a fortune.

this

some have been

to believe that his poetical talents

were not held

led
in

Quintilian,
very high esteem by his contemporaries.
however, speaks of his death as a great loss to literaof
Domitian.
He died A.D. 88, in the reign
ture.
The " Argonautics" of Valerius Flaccus are in eight
been
comthe
Had
last
books, the
imperfect.
poem
ten or
pleted, it is thought that it would have occupied
It is an imitation of the work of Apoltwelve books.

Rhodes on the same subject. The critics
some rank
are far from being agreed as to its merits
while others, who regard beauty
it next to the ^Eneid
of diction as less essential than invention, assign it a
much lower rank, and give the preference to the polonius of

:

;

ems

In
of Statius, Lucan, and even Silius Italicus.
"
truth, the
Argonautics" are clearly deficient in oriThe principal fault of the poem is, that the
ginality.

forms the chief inenterprise of the Argonauts, which
terest of the fable, is continually lost sight of amid numerous digressions and episodes. Hence the poem
wears in general a cold and monotonous appearance.
It is not, however, without beauties; it contains de-

some very ingenious
highly poetical, and
It is remarkable that in the passages
comparisons.
where Valerius does not imitate Apollonius, he is far
more elegant than in those where he copies him. His
but oftentimes obscure
style is concise and energetic,
and affected. Frequently, loo, he sacrifices nature to
scriptions

of his
displaying the stores
The best editions of Valerius Flaccus are,
erudition.
of
Harles,
thatof Biinnann, L. Bat., 1724, 4to ; that

art,

and

to

an anxiety

—

for

that of Wagner, GdUtng., 1805,
Altenb., 1781, 8vo
8vo; that of Weichert, Mis. ap. Goed., 1818, 8vo ;
and that of Lemaire (forming part of his collection),
Paris, 1824-5, 2 vols. 8vo.
{Sckbll, Hist. Lit. Rom.,
;

After the death of Genseric th«
Vandal power declined. {Dio Cass., 71, 12.
Ewtrap., 8, \Z.—Procop., B. G., I, 2.— Toe., Germ., %.

—

Jornand., 22, 27.)

Vanojones, a German tribe along the Rhine. Tbetr
capital was Augusta Vangionum, called also Borbetoniagus, now Worms. {Tac., Hist., 4, 70.
Id, Germ.,

—

28.—Plin., 4, 17.)
Vabdanus or Vardanios,

a river of Asia, called
otherwise Hypanis, which rises in the central part of
Caucasus, and falls into the Palus Maeotis by several
mouths.
It receives in its course all the water of the
western branch of the Caucasian chain. The sandy
plain, which extends to the north of this river, furnishes it with more>
Its two principal mouths embrace
the island of Taman, in which the town of Fanegoria,
the ancient Phanagoria, attracts a little trade.
The

modern name Kuban of

the river Hypanis preserves

traces of the ancient appellation, since, according to
the pronunciaton of the dialects of the north of Asia,
the h, uttered from the throat,

becomes

k.

(Ptol.

—

Malte-Brun, Geogr., vol. 2, p. 43, Am. ed.)
Varius, L. a contemporary of Virgil and Horace,
and one of the best tragic poets of his time. He composed a drama entitled Thyestes, which, in the judgment of Quintilian, deserved to be ranked with the
finest chefs d'auvre of the Greeks.
He also distinguished himself in the department of epic verse, and
Horace places him at the head of the epic poets of bis
time.
The -.'Eneid of Virgil, however, had not yei
been published.
Varius sung the exploits of Augustus and his son-in-law .^grippa, so that his poem apto
have
been
rather historical than epic in its
pears
character.

It is entirely

lost.

Macrobius, however,

has preserved for us a few fine lines from another poem
of Varius', on Death.
(So/ , 6, 1, 2.)—The scholiast
on Horace, commonly known by the name of the
Scholiast of Cruquius, accuses Varius of having stolen the tragedy referred to above from Cassius Severua
of Parma, a poet of the same period, mentioned with

eulogium by Horace. {Epist , \,4,3) This cha^
has been since reiterated by several of the learbed*

among others, by Vossius {de Poet. Lai., p. 23),
by Gesner, and Baxter, in their respective editions ol
Wieland, howeveft
Horace, and also by Burmann.
has shown the inaccuracy of the scholiast, who, in
the poet with
Vsrius
confounds
his
accusation,
making
Quintus Atius Varus, who put Caasius to death at

and,

Athens.

(

Vol. Max., 1,7,

7.— 5cA«/,i/«/. Lit. Rom.,

vol. 1, p. 211.)

Varro, I. M. TBBBNTms, a Roman consul of i^
noble origin, colleague with L .(£milius Paulus the
of Canns waa fought
on whom Tibullus (4, 1,
year in which the battle
rashness and presumption hastened that memorable
(" Valgius, cEtcrno propiar non alter Homerd"'), which,
and
Hannibal.) After the bat( r«i. Canna^„
in all probability, comes rather from the warm friend conflict.
Horace speaks of him as one of tle he retreated to Venusia. and put himself in a po»>
than the sober critic.
till he could receive i»those by whom he would wish his productions to be ture for resistimr the enemy
137'
vol. 2, p.

294, seqq.)

Valgius Rufus,

a

Roman poet in

the Augustan age,
80) passes a high eulogium

Hm

VARRO.

VARRO.

slruclions and re-enforcements from Rome.
On his
subsequent return to Rome he was honourably received, notwithstanding his defeat; and the senate returned him thanks for his undaunted aspect after defeat, and for not having despaired of the common-

wealth.

(LtP., 22, 25, seqq.

—

Id.,

22, ^\, seqq.

—

He was afterward appointed, as
Id., 22, 61, seqq.)
proconsul, to defend Picenum, and raise levies therein ; and his proconsular authority was continued to him
year after year. He appears to have filled, at a later
period, the office of ambassador to Philip, as well as
other public employments.
Id., 25,
(Lie, 23, 32.
Latin writer, celebrated
%.—Id., 30, 26, &c.)— n.
He is said to have written no
for his great learning.
less than 500 different volumes, which are all now
lost except a treatise dc Re Rustica, and part of another de Lingua Latina, dedicated to the orator Cicero.
He was born in the 637th year of Rome, and
was descended of an ancient senatorial family. It
IS probable that his youth, and even the greater part
of his manhood, were spent in literary pursuits, and in
the acquisition of that stupendous knowledge which
has procured him the appellation of "/Ac most learned
of the Romans." In A.U.C. 686 he served under
Pompey in his war against the pirates, in which he
commanded the Greek ships. To the fortunes of that
commander he continued firmly attached, and was appointed one of his lieutenants in Spain, along with
Afranius and Petreius, at the commencement of the

—

A

war with Caesar. Hispania Ulterior was especially
confided to his protection, and two legions were placed
After the surrender of his colunder his command.
leagues in Hither Spain, Caesar proceeded in person
Varro appears to have been little qualiagainst him.
fied to cope with such an adversary.
One of the legions deserted before his own eyes and his retreat to
Cadiz, where he had meant to retire,' having been cut
off, he surrendered at discretion with the other, in the
vicinity of Corduba. From that period he despaired of
the salvation of the republic, and, receiving his free;

dom

cepts of agriculture which had been the result of long
experience, and which need only reminiscence to inIt was some time after the loss of his
culcate.
books,
and when he had nearly reached the age of eighty, that

Varro composed the work on husbandry, as he himself
"
testifies in the introduction.
Varro," observes Mar-

" writes more like a scholar
than a man practicalacquainted with agricultural pursuits." This work,
together with that de Lingua Latina, are the only two
of Varro's productions that have reached us
and the
tyn,

ly

;

on account of this philological production that Aulus Gellius ranks him among
the grammarians, who form a numerous and
important
class in the history of Latin literature.
This work
consisted
of
and
was dioriginally
twenty-four books,
vided into three great parts.
The first six books were
devoted to etymological researches. The second division, which extended from the commencement of the
seventh to the end of the twelfth book, comprehended
the accidents of verbs, and the different changes which
they undergo from declension, conjugation, and comThe author admits of but two kinds of
parison.
words, nouns and verbs, to which he refers all the other
He distinguishes also two sorts of
parts of speech.
declension, of which he calls the one arbitrary, and
the other natural or necessary.
^With the ninth book
latter is incomplete.

It is

terminates the fragment we poss'ess of Varro's treatise.
third part of the work, which contained twelve
It also contained a sort of
books, treated of syntax.
glossary, which explained the true meaning of Latin
terms.
This may be considered as one of the chief
works of Varro, and was certainly a laborious and ingenious production ; but the author is evidently too
fond of deriving words from the ancient dialects of
Italy instead of recurring to the Greek, which, after
the capture of Tarentum, became a great source of
Latin terms.
There was also a distinct treatise, de
Sermone Latino, addressed to Marcellus, of which a

The

very few fragments are preserved by Aulus Gellius.
critical works of Varro were also numerous, but
His mythalmost nothing is known of their contents.
ological or theological productions were much studied,
and very frequently cited by the ancient fathers, parThis part
ticularly by St. Augustine and Lactantius.
of his works chiefly contributed to the splendid reputation of Varro, and was extant as late as the beginPetrarch had seen it in his
ning of the 14lh century.

The

from Ca3sar, he proceeded to Dyrrhachium, to give
a detail of what had passed.
This latter
place he left almost immediately thereafter for Rome.
After his return to Itaiy, he withdrew from all political concerns, and indulged himself, during the remainder of his life, in the enjoyment of literary leisure.
The only service which he performed for Caesar was
In
It subsequently, however, disappeared.
that of arranging the books which the dictator had youth.
himself procured, or which had been acquired by history Varro was also conspicuous, and Plutarch, in
those who had preceded him in the management of his life of Romulus, speaks of him as a man of all the
'
He lived, during the reign of Caesar, Romans most versed in this department of knowledge.
public affairs.
The The philosophical writings of Varro are not numerous.
in habits of the closest intimacy with Cicero.
greater part of his time was passed at the various His chief work of this description, entitled de PhiloAfter the assassi- sophia liber, appears to have been very comprehensive.
villas which he possessed in Italy.
nation of Caesar, Varro's principal villa, situate near the St. Augustine informs us that Varro examined in it all
town of Casinum, in the territory of the Volsci, was the various sects of philosophers, of which he enumerThe sect of the Old Academy
forcibly seized by Marc Antony, along with almost all ated upward of 280.
Nor was this all. His name was also was that which he himself followed, and its tenets he
his wealth.
Varro derived
placed in the list of the proscribed, although he was at maintained in opposition to all others.
His friends, however, much notoriety from his satirical compositions. His
the advanced age of 70 years.
secreted him, and he remained in a place of safety Tricarenus or Tricipitina was a satiric history of the
Much
until a special edict was passed by the consul, M. Plan- triumvirate of Caesar, Pompey, and Crassus.
cus, under the triumviral seal, excepting him and Mes- pleasantry and sarcasm were also interspersed in his
sala Corvinus from the general slaughter. But, though books, entitled Legistorici ; but his most celebrated
Varro thus escaped, he was unable to save his library, production in that line was the satire which he himself
which was placed in the garden of one of his villas, entitled Menippean. It was so called from the cynic
and fell into the hands of an illiterate soldiery. After Menippus of Gadara, who was in the habit of expressthe battle of Actium, Varro resided at Rome until his ing himself jocularly upon the most grave and imporThe appellation of Menippean was
decease, which happened A.U.C. 727, when he was tant subjects.
90 years of age. Hi.s wealth was restored by Augus- given to his satires by Varro, because he imitated the
of humour.
In its external
It is not
tus, but his books could not be supplied.
philosopher's general style
a
of literary anomaly.
improbable that the loss of his books, which impeded form it appears to have been sort
the prosecution of his studies, and prevented the com- Greek words and phrases were interspersed with Latmeasreference in
prose was mingled with verses of various
position of such works as may have required
and consultation, may have induced Varro to employ ures
and pleasantry with serious remark. Many frag-

Pompey

;

;

the remaining part of his
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delivering those pre-

ments of

this

Menippean

satire remain, but they are
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The heads of the differcorrupted.
ent subjects or chapters contained in it, amounting to
nearly 150, have been given by f'abriciua in alphabetSome of them are in Latin, others in
ical order.
much broken and

Greek.
Many minor productions of Varro might be
also mentioned did our limits permit.
A suHicient
number, however, have been cited to justify the pane"
His works brought us home, as it
Cicero
gyric of
were, while we were foreigners in our own city, and
:

wandering
and where

like strangers, so that we might know
we were ; for in them are laid

who

open the

chronology of his country, a description of the seasons,
the laws of religion, the ordinances of the priests, domestic and military occurrences, the situations of
countries and places, the names of all things, divine
and human, the breed of animals, moral duties, and
the origin of things."
{Dunlop's Roman Literature,

—

St. Augustine says that it cannot
vol. 2, p. 34, seqq.)
but be wondered how Varro, who read such a number
of books, could find time to compose so many volumes
and how he who composed so many volumes could
;

at leisure to peruse such a variety of books, and to
The best edition
gain so much literary information.
of the treatise de Re Rustica is that contained in the
of
Gesner, Lips., 1735, 2
Scripfores Rei RusticcB
or in the same edited by Schneider, Lips.,
vols. 4to
1794-97, 7 vols. 8vo. The best editions of the treatise
de Lingua Latina are the Bipont, 1788, 2 vols. 8vo,
III. Attacinus,
and that of Miiller, Lips., 1833, 8vo.
a poet of Attace in (Jallia Narbonensis, or, as some
He was born about 82 B.C.,
suppose, of Narbo itself
and died about 37 B.C. Varro translated freely into
Latin verse the Argonautics of Apollonius Rhodius.

be

—

rounded by the

mans made

foe, led

on by Arminn.

a valiant resintancc fur lhr<

J
>

..f

Roi,c

>

.

days, but were compelled at last to yield lu tmiuitcia.
Throe legions were cut to pieces ; arKl Vanw, mv
wounded and unwilling to survive the ignominv of de-

His example was followed by bie
the tribunes and chief centurion*
were immolated as victims by the barbarians. (Tact/.,
Ann., 1, 61.) This disastrous event took place B.C.
9.
The Romans had not experienced so severe a defeat since the overthrow of Crasaus by the Parthians.
slew himself.

feat,

principal ofTicere

:

—

Augustus was in despair, and (or several months allowed his beard and hair to remain neglected, and,
striking his head against the door of hi* apartmeot,

Varus, gtvt me back my Ufrequently exclaimed,
Great alarm, too, was felt by the emperor,
lest the victorious Germans, uniting with other tribe*
••

gions."

on the frontiers, should make a descent upon Italjr ;
and an extraordinary levy was therefore made to meet
the emergency.
The scene of the defeat of Vam*
was the Teutobergiensis Saltus, lying in an eastern
direction from the modem Paderbom, and reaching a*
far as the territory of Osnabrnck.
23,
/d., Vit. Tib., 17,

49.—

{Suet., Vit

seq— Tacit.,

17.— Id.

Aug.,
Ann., 1, 3,

9.— Ao

Cass., 56,
6cc.—Id., Hist., 4,
tb., 5,
The remains of the vanquished, that lay whitenafter
the
were
interred
six
by the
years
ing
ground,
victorious Germanicus.
{Tacit., Ann., 1,61, seq.)—
U. Quintilius, an acute and rigid critic, mentioned by
Horace in his Epistle to the Pisos (v. 437), and whose
death is mourned by the same pott in one of his ode*
St. Jerome calls him a native of Creroooe
(I, 24).
Heyne,
{Chron. Euseb.—Olymp. 189.1, B.C. 24).
He composed also an historical poem on Caesar's war however, doubts the propriety of giving him the surwith the Sequani {De Bello Sequanico). Varro like- name of Varus.
{Excurs 2, ad Virg., Eclog.) \\\.
wise appears as a writer of elegies.
Lucius, an Epicurean, and a friend of Julius Cesar.
( Wernsdorff,
He is mentioned by Quintilian (6, 3, 78). IV. A
Poet. Lat. Min.,vo\. 5, pt. 3, p. 1394, seqq.
Id.,
Excurs. de Varrone Atacino, &c., p. 1385, seqq.
tragic poet, mentioned by Ovid {Ep. ex. Pont., 4,
;

23.)

—

—

,

—

Ruhnken, Epist.

Vards,

I.

16,

Crit., 2, p. 199.)

QuiNTiLius, a

—

—

Roman commander,

31).

— V.

Alfenus,

a

barber of Cremona, who,

growing out of conceit with his profession, quitted it
for achievements and came to Rome, where, attending the lectures of
had fought under Servius Sulpicius, a celebrated lawyer, he made so
be-

longing to a family more illustrious
His father
than antiquity of origin.
the standard of Brutus at Philippi, and, not wishing to
survive the destruction of liberty, had caused himself
The son, neverto be slain by one of his freedmen.
theless, gained the favour of Augustus, who named
him consul along with Tiberius, B.C. 13. He was
afterward appointed proconsul of Syia, and, on the
death of Herod, supported the claim of Archelaiis, the
son of that monarch, to the vacant throne, and chastised severely all who resisted the authority of this
Flav. Jo{Joscphus, Ant. Jud., 17, 9, 3.
prince.

—

—

According
seph., Vit., p. 6, seqq., cd. Havcrcamp.)
to Velleius Paterculus, a contemporary writer, Varus

eventogreat proficiency in his studies as to become
His name often ocally the ablest lawyer of his time.
curs in the Pandects.
{Hor., Sat., 1, 3, 130.)— VI.
river which falls into the Mediterranean, to the we*t
The modern name of the Varus t*
of Nic»a or Nice.
At a somewhat late period it formed the
the Var.

A

western limit of Italy, which in the time of Augustus
had been marked by the stone trophy of that emperor
{Cramcr^s Anc. Italy,
placed on the Maritime Alps.
vol. 1, p. 2, not.)

between the Iberos
what is now the kingdom of Nachief town was Pompelo, now Pampehi'

Vascones,

a people of Spain,

and the Pyrenees,

in

was a man of mild disposition and retiring manners varre : their
'vir ingenio mitis, moribus quietus), but still very ra- na.
{PUny, 3, 3.)
it a
Vaticanus, Mons, a hill at Rome, forming the propacious, who entered Syria a poor man and left
and supsubbeen
rich one.
longation of the Janiculura towards the north,
{Veil. Paicrc, 2, 117.)
Having
to derive its name from, the Latin word rates
sequently appointed commander of the forces in Ger- posed
or rtt'icimMin (•' divination"), a* it
many, he employed himself not so much in watching ("a soothsayer")
*. ».
the movements of warlike communities jealous of their was once the scat of Etruscan divination. ( Festus^
included all the
freedom, as in the foolish attempt to bend them to new Vaticanus.) The Campus Vaticanus
A space between the foot of this range and the Tiber.
institutions, based upon those of the Romans.
of which Arminius, According to Tacitus, the air of this part of Rome
strong feeling of discontent arose,
{Hist.. 2, 93.)
a German leader, secretly took advantage to free his was considered very unwholesome.
Varus was ap- Here Caligula erected a Circus, in which he placed
from the yoke of the Romans.

country
of the conspiracy the great Egyptian obelisk that now sunds in front of
prized by Segestes, king of the Catti,
" Arrest me and Arminius, to- St. Peter's.
{Burton's Antiquities of Ronu, p. 233.)
that had been formed
said this The ground now covered by St. Peter's, the papd
gether with the other leading chieftains,"
" the
was anciently destsnated
and
faithful ally of the Romans
people will not ven- palace, museum, " gardens,
to the Vatican
places belonging
ture to attempt anything, and you yourself will have by Vaticani loci,
Martial, 2, 68.— Bi»rHill."
{Tacit, Hist., I
full time allowed you to distinguish between the innocent and guilty." {Tacit., Ann., 1, 55.) The rash gess, Antiquities of Rome, vol. 3, p. 266.)
VatinTa l«i, de Promncxis, bv the tribune P Vatinthis salupresumption of Varus led him to disregard
Cesar governor of
It
694.
He advanced with his army into the in- ius,
appointed
tary advice.
for five years, with the
terior of the country, where he was surprised and sur- Gallia Cisalpina and Illyncam
:

;

c—

AUG.

.

VEL

VEJ
command

of three legions.

{Vid. Caesar, page 282,

odhe first column.)
a Roman of most impure

Marcell, 17,

The temple

10, 2.)

of Vejovis at Rome
the Capitol

and
— Ovid, Fast.,Arx430).

stood in the hollow between the

towards the end

Vatinius, I.
Having
been brought forward on one occasion as a witness
was
Cicero
whom
defending, the
against an mdividual
orator inveighed against him with so much bitterness
of reproach, and excited so much odium against him
by the picture which he drew of his vices, that odium
Vatinianum became proverbial for bitter and implaca-

His stat{"inter duos lucos.''
3,
ue was that of a youth with darts in his hand
a shestood
beside
it, and a she-goat was the victim to
goat
I. c.
him.
Aul.
Hence some
{Ovid,
GelL, 5, 12.)

(Compare Seneca, dc Constant. Sap.,
shoemaker of Beneventum, deformed in

{Mart., Capell., 2, 9.— Id., 2, 7.
His name is said to have
Sat., 3, 9.)
{Aul. GelL, I. c.
signified ^'Injurious God.'^
Keight-

ble

hatred.

17.)

—

A

II.

life.

;

—

viewed him as Young Jupiter, while others saw in him
the avenging Apollo of the Greeks.
{Ovtd, I. c.
Aul. GelL, I. c.)
He was, however, certainly a god

—

of the under-world.

— Macroh.,

body, and addicted to scurrilous invective against the
members of the higher class. He lived in the reign of ley^s Mythology,
Velabrum, a
Nero, and exhibited a show of gladiators when that

—

p.

531.)

name

generally applied

to

all

the

emperor passed through Beneventum. He is said to ground lying on the left bank of the Tiber, between
have invented a peculiar species of cup, called after his the base of the Capitol and the Aventine. According
to Varro, the term was derived from the Latin verb vename. {Tacit., Ann., 15, 3^.— Martial, 14, 96.)
Ubii, a people of Germany, near the Rhine, trans- here, because this part was originally swampy and
Their chief town,
ported across the river by Agrippa.
Ubiorum oppidum, or Ara, called after this Agrippina
of
the
circumstance
Colouia, from
Agrippina (the
daughter of Germanicus, and mother of Nero) having
been born there, is now Cologne or Koln.
{Tacit.,

subject to floods, when it was necessary to employ
boats to pass from one hill to the other (L. L., 4,
find the name subsequently restricted to two
4).
streets, distinguished from each other by the titles of

Ann., 12, 27.— Pltn., 4, 17.— Ccbs., 4, 30.)
Vectis Insula, the Isle of Wight, south of Britain.
{Suet., Vit. Vesp., 4.— P/m., 3, 4.)

they ran parallel to each other from the Circus Maximus to the foot of the Capitol, intersecting the Vicus
Tuscu.s, the Vicus Juganus, and the other streets
which led from the forum to the Tiber. In this quarter were the shops of the oil-venders, &c.
{Horat.,

G., 28

;

Vegetius, a Latin writer, who flourished A.D. 386,
he
in the reign of the Emperor Valentinian, to
dedicated his treatise dc Re Militari.
Although prob-

whom

ably a military

which he

man,

lived.

this writer

his Lalinity is pure for the

Modern

art.
The best edition of
Re Militari, is that of Siewechius, Vesal,
The best edition of the work of the other

the veterinary

and Posidium, and situate about three miles from the
left bank of the river Heles or Elees.
It was founded
by the Phocaeans after their abandonment of Alalia in
Corsica.
The Phocseans called the
{Vid. Phocaea.)
town Hyele (TeA;;), which the Latins afterward chan-

Vegetius, on

many

long wars against the Romans, and was at last taken
and destroyed by Camillus, after a siege of ten years.
At the time of its destruction Veii was larger and far
more magnificent than the city of Rome. Its situation was so eligible that the Romans, after the burning
of their own city by the Gauls, were inclined to migrate thither, and totally abandon their native

home

;

would have been carried into execution if not
opposed by the authority and eloquence of Camillus.
{Odd, Fast., 2, I9b.—Cic.,de Div., 1, U.—Horat.,
and

this

Sat., 2, 3,

143.— L?r.,

5,

21.)

The

site

of ancient

Veii answers to the spot known by the name of Pinsola Farnesc, and situated about a mile and a half to
the northeast of the modern posthouse of la Storta.

The numerous rem.ains of antiquity found there very
After
recently have placed this fact beyond dispute.
the capture of Rome by the Gauls, and the attempt
seat
of
the
Roman
to
transfer
to
made
Veii, we
power

—

scarcely

from

a'

We

collect only
hear of the latter city.
passage in Frontinus {de Col.) that Veii be-

Roman

colony under Julius (Caesar, who dihis soldiers, but in the civil wars
which ensued after his death it was nearly destroyed,
and left in a most desolate state, a fact which is confirmed by Lucan (7, 392) and Propertius (4, 10, 27).
It is certain, however, that Veii again rose from its
ruins, and was raised to municipal rank, probably under Tiberius, whose statue, with several other monuments relating to his reign, were discovered on the site
It existed in the time of PHny (3, 5), and
of the city.
even much later, under the emperors Constantine and

came

a

vided

its

lands

among

{Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 236, seq.)
Vejovis or VedIus, an Etruscan divinity worshipped at Rome. He was believed to cast lightnings,
and these had the property of causing previous deafness in those whom they were to strike.
{Amm.

Theodosia.
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Italy, vol. 1, p. 419,

Vegetius, dc
1670, 12mo.

sustained

It

229.— Cramer's Anc.

Sat., 2, 3,

scqq.)

Velia, a city of Lucania, on the coast of the Mare
Tyrrhenum, between the promontories of Palinurum

a treatise

the veterinary art, is that by Gesner, in the writer's de
Re Ricstica.
Veientes, the inhabitants of Veii. {Vid. Veii.)
Veii, a powerful city of Etruria, at the distance of

about twelve miles from Rome.

Nardini conceives that

between
on

critics distinguish

and Vegetius who composed

age in

We

Velabrum Majus and Minus.

ged

Strabo asserts, that

to Velia.

time the city

in his

was

called Elea ('E/lca), and so Stephanus Byzantinue
gives the form of the name. The more correct mode of

writing the word, however, is Helia, which the Latins,
employing the iEolic digamma for the asperate, enun"
ciated by Velia.
(Compare Plin., 3, 5
Oppidum
Strabo informs us, that
Helia, qua nunc Velta.'")
from the constitution adopted by its founders being so
excellent a one, the new colony was enabled to resist
with success the aggressions both of the Posidoniatie
and the Lucani, though very inferior to these adversaries both in population and fertility of soil.
{Strab.,

—

252.)

Velia

is

:

particularly celebrated in the annals of

Grecian science for the school of philosophy which
was formed within its walls, under the auspices of
Zeno and Parmenides, and which is commonly known
by the name of the Eleatic sect. This sect was after-

ward transplanted

into Greece, where it degenerated
and false dialectic. {Bruck-

into a school of sophistry
er,

Hist. Phil, vol.

1, p.

1142.)

— Scylax

infer that Velia afterward received

leads us to

a colony of

Thu-

which we may suppose to have occurred about 440 A.C.
When
{Scylax, PeripL, p. 4.)
the Romans formed the design of erecting a temple to
Ceres, they sought a priestess from Velia, where that
goddess was held in great veneration, to instruct them
in the riles and ceremonies to be observed in her wor{Cic.,pro Balb., 24.— Fa/. Max 1, 1.)— This
ship.
rians, an event

,

place

became subsequently

a

Roman

maritime colony,

may be inferred from Livy but the period at
which this change in its condition took place is not
it was
mentioned
probably not long after the colonization of Paestum.
Mention of Velia frequently ocas

;

;

curs in the letters of Cicero, who occasionally resided
there with his friends Trebatius and Talna.
{Ep. ad
Fam., 7, 20 ad Att., 16, 7.) The situation of the
town seems to have been considered very healthy as
Plutarch says that Paulus ^milius was ordered there
by his physicians, and that he derived considerable
;

;

VEL

VELLEIUS PATERCULUS.

Horace was also
benefit from the air.
to visit Velia for a disorder in his eyes.

We

recommended same year

in which Virgil died.
have t to)
few particulars respecting his life, and these we oblaib
from the writer himself; for, what is very einguUr, no
other ancient author makes mention of'^him,
excepi>
ing perhaps Priscian, who cites a Marcus Velleius, and
Tacitus {Ann., 3, 39), who speaks of Publius Vrlletoe
as commander of an army in Thrace.
In bis youth
mare delta Bruca. {Cramer's Anc. Italy vol. 2, p. Paterculus traversed, along with Caius Cesar, a part
of
the
East.
370.)
Augustus named him, at the age of
Velina, the name of one of the Roman tribes, de- twenty years, a prefect of horse ; and io this capacity,
its appellation, as is said, from the lake Velinus
and
afterward
as qusstor and lieutenant, he accomriving
It was added to the other
in the Sabine territory.
panied Tiberius on his campaigns in Germany, Pantribes, together with the one termed C^inina, A.U.C.
nonia, and Dalmatia, and was thus, for the space of
The locality of this tribe was in the vicinity of nineteen years, his companion in arms and the wit513.
Mount Palatine. {Horal., Ep., 1, 6, 62.)
ness of his exploits.
He returned to Rome with TiVelinus, a river in the Sabine territory, rising in berius, and held the office of prctor the year that Authe Apennines and falling into the Nar.
It occasionSixteen years after, during the consulgustus died.
ally overflowed its banks, and formed some small lakes ship of M. Vincius, he composed or else completed
before it entered the Nar.
One of the lakes, and the his historical work. The following year, A.D. 31,
chief of the number, was called the Lacus Velinus, he was involved in the disgrace of Sejanos, who had
now Logo di Pie di Lugo. The drainage of the stag- been his patron, and was put to death along with the
nant waters produced by the occasional overflow of other friends of that aspiring minister. The work
the lakes and of the river was first attempted by Cu- of Paterculus is entitled liiatoria Romana, but it

{Ep., 1, 15 )
In Sirabo's time this ancient town was greatly reduced,
its inhabitants being forced, from the
poorness of their
soil, to betake themselves to fishing and other seafaThe
ruins
of
Velia stand about half
ring occupations.
a mile from the sea, on the site now called Castela-

'

—

^

—

—

rius Dentatus, the conqueror of the Sabines.
He
caused a channel to be made for the Velinus, through
which the waters of that river were carried into the
This
Nar, over a precipice of several hundred feet.
is

the celebrated

name

fall

of Caduta delle

of Terni,

Marmore.

known in Italy by the
The Velinus is now

{Cramer''s Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 316.)
VfiLiTRiE, an ancient town of Latium, southeast of
Aricia, and on the road between Rome and Tarracina.
It was always reckoned one of the most important and
The inhabitants
considerable cities of the Volsci.
were engaged in frequent hostilities with the Romans,
and revolted so often that it became necessary to punThe walls of their
ish them with unusual severity.
town were razed, and its senators were removed to
to
reside
in
the Transtiberine
Rome, and compelled
part of the city ; a severe fine being imposed upon any
individual of their number who should be found on the
The colony,
other side of the river.
{Liv., 8, 14.)
however, planted by the Romans at Velitrae still subsisted in the reign of Claudius, as mention is made of
Its chief boast
it at that
{Front., de Col.)
period.
the Vclino.

was

the honour of having given birth to Augustus.
Suetonius states, that the house in which he was said
to have been born was still shown in his time near

Aug., 6.) The modern name of this
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 83.)
place is Vdletri.
Vellaunodunum, a city of the Senones, between
Agendicum and Genabum. According to D'Anville,
the modern Beaune {en Galinois) answers to the ancient place.
Lemaire, however, thinks the opinion of
Goduin preferable, who makes Genabum to have been
situate near Sceneviere, in the neighbourhood of which
Velitraj.

some
7, 11.

{Vit.

city still exist.

— Lemaire,ruined
Index Geogr., ad
traces of a

{Cces., B. G.,

Cces., p. 395.)

is

may be owing to the
work was pre*
Murbach in AUace, where

possible that this appellation

A

copyists.

single manuscript of the

served at the convent of
Beatus Rhenanus found it. This manuscript, which
was in a very bad condition, was subeequently lost.
Its place is supplied by the edition of Rhenanus, published in 1520, and by a collation of the manuscript,
made by Burer before Rhenanus returned it to the conThis collation is
vent from which he had borrowed it.
added to the edition of 1546. The beginning of the

—

we

are ignorant of the plan which
the author had proposed to himself to follow. It would
had
intended to give a summaseem, however, that he

work

is lost,

so that

in particular, what
ry of Universal History, containing,
In the first
interesting to the Romans.

might prove
fragment he treats of Greece, the Assyrian empire, and
the

kingdom of Macedonia

—

merely

which combined to produce them. He loves, howevof the princier, to develop and draw the characters
pal actors, and

his

work

— Com-

65—

From

Statins it apcaptive by the
Romans. {Sylv., 1, 4, 89.) The more correct form
of the name, and the one more nearly approaching the

Gcrwi., 8.)
pare Hist., 4,
pears that she was subsequently

made

ad Tacit., Germ., 8.—
Dio Cassius writes the name, in
Oberlin., ad loc.)
Greek, BeX^da, which fixes the quantity of the penult.

German,

is

Welda.

{Dio Cass., fragm.,

{Lips.,

xlix., 67, 5.)

Vblleius Patkrculus,

a

Roman

historian,

de-

scended from an equestrian family of Campania. The
19 B.C., the
year of his birth is commonly fixed at

with delineations

We

which shows
ever, being wholly free from affectation,
itself in the search for archaisms or antiquated forma
and in the too frequent use of moral
of

expression,
Velleda, a female of ancient Germany, belonging
She was believed to be sentences and figures of

conseof her
divine
her in

filled

is

find in him, also,
traced by the hand of a master.
a great many political and moral observations, the
In his style
fruit of experience and foreign travel.
he imitates the concise and energetic manner of SalHis diction is pure and elegant, without, bowlust.

to the tribe of the Bructeri.

and exercised, in
gifted with prophetic powers,
minds
quence, very great influence over the
countrymen, who ascribed to her a species of
Tacitus first makes mention of
«haracter.
B.C. 71, the era of Vespasian. {Hist., 4, 61.

after this there is a la-

;

The
cuna, embracing the first 582 years of Rome.
remainder of the first book, and the second, which we
have entire, or with the loss, perhaps, of only a few
30.
lines, give the history of Rome down to A.D.
The history of Paterculus docs not enter into details.
It is a general picture of the times rather than a narThe historian states
rative of individual events.
results, and is silent respecting the causes

rhetoric.

Some Hellenisms

The charge of adulation to
are also found in him.
his prince, which is so often brought agsinst this hiein the fact that it was
torian, may find some palliation
that the tyrannical
not until after the death of
Sejanus
Tiberius began openly and fully to develop
were involved in the fate
Velleius
if
of
and
this,
itself;
been a witof Sejanus, he could not, of course, have
chief
ness.
Besides, Tiberius had been the miliUry
spirit of

and the benefactor of Paterculus. The latter praites
his mwthe good deeds he performed he exaggerates
bis faolu; hut he doM
it ; he treats with indulgence
,

the truth,
not push flatterv so far as blindly to alter
It is unjust, therefore,
or assert things that are false.
Paterculus
on account of this venial failing, to rank
are undeserving of confidence.
among historians who
in the reciul of events of which be
is

He

impartial
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was not himself a witness. As
ed under his own eyes, where

which passthe historian who,

for those
is

writing the history of his own times, is wholly exempt from the charge of partiality 1 The best editions of Paterculus are, that of Burraann, Lugd. Bat.,
1744, 2 vols. 8vo; that of Ruhnken, 1779, L. Bat., 2
vols. 8vo
that of Krause, Lips., 1800, 8vo ; and that
of Lemaire, Paris, 1822, 8vo, which last is, for the
most part, a republication of Ruhnken's.
{SchoU,
in

—

;

Hist. Lit.

Rom.,

vol. 2, p.

367.)

or Belocasses, a people of Gallia Belgica, along the northern bank of the Sequana, west of
the Bellovaci, and north of the Aulerci Eburovices.
B. G., 7,

75.— Plin.,

now Rouen.

{Cas.,

4, 18.)

Vknafrum, a

city of Campania, in the northeast
angle of the country, and near the river Vulturnus.
It is much celebrated in antiquity for
{Strabo, 258.)
the excellence of the oil which its territory produced.

(Horat., Od., 2, 6, 16.— Id., Sat., 2, 4, 68.-^Mart.,
13, 93.— Colo, R. R., 135.— Plin., 16, 2.)
Venedi or VENEDiE,a German tribe, on the eastern
bank of the Vistula, near its mouth. They gave name
to the Venedicus Sinus, off this coast, and to the

Montes Venedici, or the low range of mountains between East Pmssia and Poland. {Tac., Germ., 49,
—Plin., 4, 27.)
VexNkti,

I.

a people of Italy, in Cisalpine Gaul, near

mouths of the Po, fabled

have come from Paphlagonia, under the guidance of Antenor, after the Trothe

to

On the invasion of Italy
{Vid. Heneti.)
century by the Huns, under their king Attila, and the general desolation that everywhere appeared, great numbers of the people who lived near
the Adriatic took shelter in the islands in this quarter,
where now stands the city of Venice. These islands
jan war.

m

the

—

stud of race-horses in their country.
{Strab., 212.)
writer asserts, that even in his
day there
was an annual sacrifice of a white horse to Diomed.

The same

When

the Gauls had been subjugated, and their counhad been reduced to a state of dependance, the
Veneti do not appear to have manifested any unwillingness to constitute part of the new province, an
event which we may suppose to have happened not
Their territory
long after the second Punic war.
from that time was included under the general denomination of Cisalpine Gaul, and they were admitted
to all the privileges which that province
successively
obtained.
In the reign of Augustus Venetia was contry

Velocasses

Their capital was Rotomagus,

Their horses were especially noted for
their fleelness, and are known to have often
gained
prizes in the games of Greece.
{Eurip., Hipp., v.
s.t).
231, e^ SchoL, ad loc.
And
'Evertdff.)
Hesych.,
Strabo affirms that Dionysius, tyrant of Sicily, kept a
in the year.

sidered as a separate district, constituting the tenth
region in the division made by that emperor.
(Plin.,
Its boundaries, if, for the sake of
3, 18.)
amplification, we include within them the Tridentini, Meduaci.
Carni, and other smaller nations, may be considered
to be the Athesis, and a line drawn from that river to
the Padus, to the west ; the Alps to the north ; the
Adriatic, as far as the river Formio (Risano), to the
east ; and the main branch of the Padus to the south.

—

{Cramer^s Anc.

A

II.
nation
Italy, vol. I, p. 113.)
of Gaul, at the south of Armorica, on the western
sea.
Their
chief
coast, powerful by
city is now called

Vannes.

(Cces., B. G., 3, 8.)

Venetia, the country of the Veneti,

fifth

alpina.

in Gallia CisVid. remarks at the end of the article Ven-

(

eti I.)

Venetus Lachs,

had previously, in A.D. 421, been built upon by the
inhabitants of Patavium for the purposes of commerce.

the same with the Lacus BriganLake of Constance. {Mela, 3, 2.)
Venilia, a nymph, sister to Amata, and mother of
Turnus by Daunus. {Virg., Mn., 10, 76.
Ovid,

The

arrival of fresh hordes of barbarians in
Italy increased their population, until a commercial state was

Met., 14,

formed, which gradually rose to power and opulence.
As regards the origin of the ancient Veneti, the

Silurum, a town of Britain, now CaerIII. Icenorum, now Caster,
went, in Monmouthshire.
south of Norwich, according to Mannert
but Reichard is in favour of Lynn.
Ventidius Bassus, a native of Picenum, was
brought captive to Rome, while yet an infant, along
with his mother.
When he had grown up, he followed for some time the humble employment of hiring out
horses and mules.
He afterward accompanied Caesar

—

tradition

which makes them of Paphlagonian origin

is,

we have

Manalready remarked, purely fabulous.
nert, on the other hand, has started a learned and
plausible theory, in which he maintains, with great abilas

ity, their

Northern

origin.

According

to this writer,

His
they were a branch of the great Sclavonic race.
grounds for this opinion are, 1, the fact of the Veneti
being not an aboriginal people of Italy ; 2, the analogy of their name with that of the Vandals, both being
derived fiom the old Teutonic word wenden, and deand, 3,
noting a roving and unsteady mode of life
from the existence of the amber- trade among them,
and the proof which this furnishes of a communication by an overland trade between them and the nations inhabiting the shores of the Baltic and the countries of the north.
(Mannert, Geogr., vol. 10, p. 54,
The history of the Veneti contains little that
seqq.)
is worthy of notice, if we except the remarkable feature of their being the sole people of Italy who not
only offered no resistance to the ambitious projects of
Rome, but even, at a very early period, rendered that
power an essential service ; if it be true, as Polybius
reports, that the Gauls who had taken Rome were
suddenly -calhd away from that city by an irruption of
;

—

The same authe Veneti into their territory (2, 18).
thor elsewhere expressly states that an alliance was
afterward formed between the Romans and Veneti
confirmed by Strabo (216).—
This state of security and peace would seem to have
been very favourable to the prosperity of the Venetian
nation.
According to an old geographer, they counted within their territory fifty cities, and a population
of a million and a half.
The soil and climate were
excellent, and their cattle were reported to breed twice
(2, 23), a fact
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which

is

tinus, or

—

334.— Farro, L.

Venta,
chester.

I.

—

Belqarum,

II.

L., 4, l0.^
a town of Britain,

now Wm-

—

;

Gaul, and, by hi.s punctual discharge of the various
tasks confided to him, rose so high in Casar's favour
to

bestowed upon him several important
After Caesar's death he attached himself to
Antony, to whose aid he brought three legions at Mutina.
He subsequently obtained the consulship, an elevation which exposed him to many pasquinades. Antony sent him afterward against the Parthians, whom
he defeated in three battles, B.C. 39, and was the first
Roman honoured with a triumph over this formidable
that the latter
stations.

enemy.

{Appian, Bell. Civ

,

3, 66, seqq.

—

Id., Bell.

Parth., 71, seqq.)

Venus, Roman or Latin deity, generally regarded
as identical with the Greek Aphrodite {'A(f>podiTi]),
The
though perhaps with but little correctness.
Aphrodite of the Iliad is the daughter of Jupiter ar.d
Dione, and by the Alexandrean and the Latin poets
she is sometimes called by the same name as her mother.
(Theocr., 7, 116.— Bwn, 1, 93.— Ovid, A. A., 3,
a

—

i61.— Stat., Sylv., 2, 7, 2.)
that she sprang from the foam (a(l>p6g) of
the sea, into which the mutilated part of Uranus had
been thrown by his son Saturn. She first, he adds,
3,

769.

Id., Fast., 2,

Hesiod says

and
approached the land at the island of Cythera,
thence proceeded to Cyprus, where grass grew beneath
her feet, and Love and Desire attended her.
^Hes.,
One of the Homeridae sin^as
Theog., 188, seqq.)

VEN

VER

Hymn.., 6), thai the moisi-blowiiig west-wind wafted
foam along the wav£a of the sea, and that
'he gold- filleted Seasons received her on the shore of
Cyprus, clothed her in immortal garments, placed a
goldtn wreath on her head, rings of orichalcum and
gold in her pierced ears, and golden chains about her
neck, and then led her to the assembly of the immortals, every one of whom admired, saluted, and loved
The
her, and each god desired her for his spouse.
:cr in soft

husband assigned to this charming goddess is usually
the lame artist Vulcan or Hephaestus, but her legend
IS also interwoven with those of Mars, Adonis, and

—

Anchises.
According to Homer, Aphrodite had an
embroidered girdle (/cearoj- Ifidg), which possessed the
power of inspiring love and desire for the person who
wore it and Juno, on one occasion, borrowed the
magic girdle from the goddess, in order to try its influence upon Jove.
(//., 14, 214.)— The animals sacred to Aphrodite were swans, doves, and sparrows.
Horace places her in a chariot drawn by swans (Orf.,
;

—

one whose

lb., 4, 1, 10), and Sappho
team were sparrows. The bird called lynx or Fritil80 much use u'as made in amatory magic,
of
which
lu^,
was also sacred to this goddess, as was likewise the

3, 28, 15.

in

swallow, the herald of spring.

were the rose and

the

myrtle.

the south of Aufidus.
Roman colony of

a

against PyrrhuB.

This place appears

some importance

to

have been

before the wtr

{Dion. Hal., Excerpt. Leg.

—

Veil.

After the disaster at Cannae it af14.)
forded a retreat to the consal Varro and the handful

Paterc,

1,

o( men who escaped from that bloody field.
The services rendered by the Vcnusirri on that occasion obtained for them afterward the special thanks of the

Roman

senate.

(Lip., 22,

bi.—Id., 27, 10.)

Venu-

deserves our attention stdl more, from the associawhich connect it with the name of Horace, who
was born there A.U.C. 688.
may infer from
Strabo (250), that this town was in a flourishing sUtc
sia

tions

We

Mention of

it is also made
by Cicero
Appian {BeU. Civ, 1, 39), Pliny
The modern Venosa occupies
(3, 11), and others.
the ancient site.
{Cramer's Ancient Italy, vol. 2, p.

in his day.

{Ep. ad Att.,

5, 6),

288, seqq.)

Veragri, an Alpine tribe, living among the Graiaa
and Pennine Alps.
Cellarius, however, reckons them
as belonging to Gallia Narbonensis.
{Plin., 3, 20.)
Vbrbanus Lacus, now Lago Maggiore, a lake of
Gallia Cisalpina, through which flows the river Tici-

nus.
The Lago Maggiore lies partly in Switzerland,
Her favourite plants but principally m Italy. It is twenty-seven miles
long,
She was chiefly wor- and, on an average, eight broad. It contains the Bor-

shipped at Cythera and Cyprus, in which latter island
her favourite places were Paphos, Golgi, Idalium, and
Amathus and also at Cnidus, Miletus, Cos, Corinth,
In the more ancient temples of
Athens, Sparca, &c.
this goddess in Cyprus, she was represented under the
form of a rude conical stone. But the Grecian sculp;

tors and painters, particularly Praxiteles and Apelles,
vied Ailh each other in forming her image the ideal of

She appears sometimes
female beauty and attraction.
somerising out of the sea and wringing her locks
times drawn in a conch by Tritons, or riding on some
She is usually nude, or but slightly
marine animal.
The Venus de' Medici remains to us a noble
clad.
specimen of ancient art and perception of the beautiful.
There is none of the Olympians of whom the
foreign origin is so probable as this goddess, and she
IS
generally regarded as being the same with the Astarte of the Phoenicians : the tale of Adonis, indeed,
sufficiently proves the identification of this last-mentioned goddess with the Aphrodite of the Greeks ; and
;

—

yet, at the same time, the name of the latter (if we reject the common Greek derivation) appears singularly

romean

islands,

which are the admiration of every

trav-

{Plin., 3, \9.— Strab., 209.)
Vercell.*:, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, to the northwest of Ticinum, and the capital of the Libicii. It
was situate on the river Sessites, now la Seria, and its

eller.

corresponds with that of the modem Borgo VerTacitus styles this place a municipium {Hi*tory, 1, 70), and Strabo mentions some gold mines in
the neighbourhood, near a place called Ictymulorum
Vicus.
{Strab ,219.) A mmianus MarceUinus writes
the name Vercellum.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1,
site

celli.

p.

47.)

Vercingetorix, a young nobleman of the Arvemi,
distinguished for his abilities, and for his enmity to the
Romans. He was chosen commander-in-chief of the
confederate army raised by the stales of Gaul, when
the great insurrection broke out in that country against
the Roman power ; and he used every endeavour to
free his native land from the Roman yoke.
His efforts, however, were unsuccessful ; he was besieged
Alesia, compelled to surrender, and, after being
led in triumph to Rome, was put to death in prison.
in

—

for {Ca:s., B. G., 7, 4, seqq.
Dio Cass., 40, 41.) The
connected with the mythology of Scandinavia
there one of the names of the goddess of love is Frid-a, name Vercingetorix appears to be nothing more than
and we see the same root lurking in a-(j>pn6-lTrj. (Com- a title of command.
Ver-cinn-cido-righ, "great cap" dies
Veneris.") tain" or "generalissimo."
pare the English name Friday, the
{Thierry, Hist, des GauWhen we turn to the Roman Venus, we find her so lois, vol. 3, p. 97.)
a
small
with
the
Grecian
near Cannae, falling into
confounded
river
Vergellus,
Aphrodite,
thoroughly
It is said to have been choked with the
that almost everything peculiar to her has disappeared. the Aufidus.
And yet Venus cannot have been one of the original dead bodies of the Romans on the day of their disasdeities of Rome, as her name did not occur in the Sa- trous overthrow.
{Flor., 2, 6.—Val. Max., 9, 2.)
lian hymns, and we are assured that she was unknown
Vergili^, a name given to the Pleiades from their
m the time of the kings. {Macrob., Sat., 1, 12.) She rising in the spring {rcre. Vid. Pleiades).
seems to have been a deity presiding over birth and
Vergobretus, a term used among the ancient Gauls
growth in general, for, as Venus Hortensis, she was the as a judicial appellation, and a title of office, Ver-gogoddess of gardens. She was held to be the same breith, "a man for judging," or "a judge.*' {Cces.,
as Libitina, the goddess of funerals, because, says Plu- B. G., 1, \%.— Thierry, Hist, des Gaulou, vol. 2. p.
tarch {Quasi. Rom., 23), the one and the same god- 115.)
There was at
dess superintends birth and death.
Veromandoi, a people of Gallia Belgica Secunda,
Rome a temple of Venus Fruti {Feslus, s. v. Frutinal), below the Nervii and Atrebates. Their capital was
which latter term seems to be merely a corruption of Augusta Veromariduorum, now 5/. Qucntin. {Cas.,
It may, however, be connected with /rucB.G.,2,4.—Plin,^,\7.)
Aphrodite.
Verona, a city of Gallia Cisalpina, in the territory
tus, and refer to her rural character.
Perhaps it may
form a presumption in favour of the original rural char- of the Cenomanni, and situate on the river Athesis, in
acter of Venus, that, like Pales, her name is of both an eastern direction from the southern extremity of the
Thus we meet with Deics and Dea Venus
Lacus Benacus. The modern name is the saine with
genders.
and with Venus almus and Venus alma. (Kcigktley^s the ancient. The history of its foundation is somewhat uncertain, for Pliny (3, 19) ascribes it to the
Mythology, p. 515, seqq.)
V^ENusiA, a city of Apulia, on the great Appian Rhaeti and Euganei, while Livy as positively attribWay, leading to Tarentum, and about fifteen miles to utes it to the Cenomanni (5, 35). It will be easy to
i3r/
8
;

—

—

—

;

M

VER

VES

two opinions by admitting

reconcile these

that the

Cenomanni made this settlement in the territory preUnder
viously possessed by the Rhceti and Euganei.
the dominion of the Romans it soon became a large

Ceres and Pomona were associaieci!
2, p. 51, seq.)
The Vortnmnalia were in October. ( Vaf
with him.
ro, L. L., 5, p. 57.
Keightley's Mythology, p. 534.)

—

Verus, L. iEtius, father of the Emperor Verus,
and flourishing city. {Strab., 212.) It is supposed was adopted by the Emperor Hadrian, and received
Tacitus from him the title of Caesar, A.D. 136.
to have been colonized by Pompeius Strabo.
He died, howspeaks of it in later times as a most opulent and im- ever, a few months before Hadrian. Verus appears to

portant colony, the possession of which enabled Vespasian's party to begin offensive operations against the
forces of Vitellius, and to strike a decisive blow.
The celebrity of Verona is still
UTacit., Hist., 3, 8.)
farther established as being the birthplace of Catullus
Martial, 14, 193) and of Pliny
(Ov., Am., 3, U.
the naturalist, who, in his preface, calls himself the
countryman of Catullus. It was in the neighbourhood of Verona that the famous Rhaetic wine, so high-

—

ly commended
94.
Cramer's

—

Verres, C,

by Virgil, was grown. {Georg.,
Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 7Q.)
a

2,

defence.

Of

Cicero's

six

orations

against

Verres that have come down to us, only one was proDriven to despair by the depositions of the
nounced.
witnesses after the first oration, he submitted, without

The
awaiting his sentence, to a voluntary exile.
other five orations of Cicero, forming the series of
which
to deliver after the proof
he
intended
harangues
was completed, were subsequently published in the
same shape as if Verres had actually stood his trial,
and had made a regular defence. He perished afterward in the proscription of Antony, whom he had
offended by refusing to share with him his Corinthian
Verres appears during his exile to have lived
vases.
in great affluence on his ill-gotten gains.
(^Cic. in
Verr.)

Verrius Flaccus,
famous

for his

was adopted by Antoninus Pius, along with Marcus
Aurelius, in accordance with the express wish of HaAt the time of his adoption he was only in the
seventh year of his age, and he afterward married Lu-

drian.

the daughter of his
After the
adoptive parent.
death of Antoninus Pius, the senate declared Marcus
Aurelius sole emperor but this good prince hastened
to share the throne with his
adopted brother Verus.

cilla,

;

which he was guilty while in office were of the most
flagrant description, and he was accused by the SicilCiians of extortion on the expiration of his office.
cero managed the prosecution, Hortensius appeared
the

—

Roman who governed the province
The oppression and rapine of The

of Sicily as praetor.

for

abilities, and too much addicted to the pleasures of the table, as well as other
II. L. JEVius,
indulgences.
{Spartian., Vit. Ver.)
Aurelius, Ceionius, Commodus, son of the preceding,

have been of but moderate

a
in

powers

freedman and grammarian,
instructing.

He was

ap-

pointed tutor to the grandchildren of Augustus, and
also distinguished himself by his writings, which were
Suetonius also informs
historical and grammatical.
us that he caused to be incrusted on a semicircular
building at Prseneste twelve tablets of marble, on
which was cut a Roman calendar, which Suetonius
and Macrobius often cite. Four of these tablets, or,
rather, fragments of them, were discovered in 1770,
and published by Foggini in 1779.
They contain the

dissimilarity between the characters of these two
emperors, Aurelius all puriiy and excellence, and Verus most profligate and licentious, was,
perhaps, the
cause of the cordial harmony which subsisted between
them during the course of their common reign. Verus
took the command of the army which was sent
against
the Parlhians, over whom, by the skill and valour of
his generals, he obtained

several considerable victo-

and captured several towns, while he himself was
At the conclurevelling in debaucheries at Antioch.
sion of this war, Verus returned to enjoy the honours
of a triumph which he had no share in obtaining.
Not long after this, when the war of the Mat<;omanni
and other tribes of similar origin broke out, the two
ries,

emperors left Rome to take the field in person against
Verus died, howeter,
these dangerous antagonists.
of apoplexy soon after the commencement of the war,
In licentiousness and debauchery,
at the age of 39.
Verus equalled the worst Roman emperors, but he was
altogether free from the charge of cruel or tyrannical
acts.

{Capitol., Vit. Ver.)
Vid. Vesuvius.

Vesevus.

VESP.tstANUs, Titus Flavius, a Roman emperor,
His valdescended from an obscure family at Reate
our and prudence, but, above all, the influence of Narcissus, the freedman of Claudius, obtained him the conof the year.
sulship, A.D. 52, for the last three months
Some years after this, during the reign of Nero, he fell

into disgrace with that emperor for having suffered
himself to be overcome by sleep during the reading of
some of that prince's poetry. The Jews having revoltmonths of January, March, April, and December, and ed towards the close of the year 64, Nero, who did not
throw great light on the Fasti of Ovid. Verrius wish to place at the head of his forces a man whose
Flaccus was at the head of a celebrated school of birth or talents might win the favour of the soldiery,

His principal work

grammarians.

in this line

was

en-

dc Verborum Significatione.
It was abridged by
The
Festus, a grammarian of the fourth century.
abridgment has reached us, but the original work is
Aul. GelL, 4, 5.
lost.
Sueton., II{Vid. Festus.
titled

—

—

Gram 17.)
Vertumnus or Vortumnus,

lustr.

mans.

to

a deity

among

the

Ro-

some, he was, like Mercury, a

{Ascon. ad Cic.
deity presiding over merchandise.
in Verr., 2, 1, 59.—Schol. ad Horat., Epist., 1, 20,
was
he
a Tuscan god,
Varro, in one place, says
1.)

was in the Tuscan street
(L. L., 4, 4, p.l4) ; in another, he sets him
among the gods worshipped by the Sabine king TaHorace uses Vertumni in the
tius.
(L. L., p. 22.)
and the scholiast obplural number {Epist., 2, 7, 14),
serves that his statues were in almost all the munici-

and
at

that, therefore, his statue

Rome

— Vertumnus

(from verto, "to
probably the translation of a
Tuscan name and the most rational hypothesis respecting this god is, that he was a deity presiding over
the seasons, and their manifold productions in the veMuller, Etrusk., vol.
getable world. {Propert., 4, 2.

towns of Italy.
turn" or " change")

pal

is

;

—
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While the latter
war with great success, and was
the siege of Jerusalem, Nero was cut off;

command

was prosecuting

to Vespasian.

the

engaged in
Galba hardly reached the capital before he lost his
crown and life Otho, his successor, slew himself after the defeat at Bcdriacum
and, amid the I'erment
and agitation that everywhere prevailed, the ardour of
his troops, and the wishes of a large portion of the
East, induced Vespasian to contest the crown with
He was proclaimed emperor by his legions,
Vitellius.
of the
July 1st, A.D. 69, and on the 20ih December
same year, his general Antonius Primus made himself
master of Rome. Vespasian obtained possession of
the throne in his fifty-ninth year, and became the founder of a dynasty which gave three emperors to Rome.
He was a man of rare and excellent virtues, thoroughin the exercise of public duly matured by a life spent
to that of promoting
ties, and with no object superior
the public welfare.
Being well aware of the glaring
abuses which had long been perpetrated with impuni;

;

,

According

gave the

branches of the administration, he set himself
task of effecting a thor
vigorously to the dangerous
of the sen
ough reform. He restored the privileges
ty in all

VE8

VESPASIANUS.
once more an actual power in the govate,
Th; courts of law were also subjected to a
eniinetit.
most salutary refornti, and rendered again, what they
had long ceased to be, courts of justice. The insubordination of the army, which had been the cause of
80 many bloody revolutions, he repressed with a firm
and restored, in a great measure,
and steady hand
the discipline which had made it so powerful in its betand gave

it

;

He

directed his attention also to the treasbeen quite exhausted by the prodigal
ury, which had
and corrupt expenditure of his predecessors ; and,
ter days.

in order to replenish its coffers, he regulated anew the
tribute and custom-dues of the provinces, and imposed

a number
by which means, though he was
accused of avarice, he placed once more the revenues
of the empire on a stable basis, and restored them to a

of taxes

;

flourishing condition.

The

large

sums thus

raised

Vespasian did not ex[)end in revelry, neither did he
He rebuilt the temple
hoard up in useless masses.
of Jupiter Capitolinus, which had been destroyed duthat accompanied the fall of Vitellius ;
ring the tumults
and adorned the city with many other public buildings
of great elegance and splendour ; thus evincing, that,
of amassing
though rigorous and exact in his methods
treasure, he knew, on proper occasions, how to use it
Under him the empire
with no parsimonious haml
to breathe with fresh life, and to exhibit signs of

began

such as it had not known
prosperity and happiness,
His son Titus being
since the reign of Augustus.
raised to the dignity of Csesar, by which name the successor to the throne was designated, the peace and
welfare of the empire seemed secured on a stable basis.
During the reign of Vespasian, the arms of Rome
were prosperous in various parts of the world. Several states bordering on the Roman dominions were
reduced by his generals to the condition of provinces.
But the most celebrated, though not the most formidable war which distinguished his reign, was that in
which he was engaged when he was called to the
This was conductthrone, the war against the Jews.
ed by his son Titus after his departure to Rome to
enter on the possession of imperial power. The events
of this memorable war are so well known that they

need not here be detailed. Suffice it to state, that after Jerusalem had been closely invested, the Jews refused all terms of capitulation, blindly trusted in some
terrible interposition of divine power to save them and

'

dued by this distinguished commander, but even the
more remote regions of Caledonia, hitherto impervious
to the Roman legions, were laid open.
The gallant
resisunce of the brave Caledonians, under their leader
Galgacus, was ineffectual their untaught valour coald
not withstand the steady discipline of the Roman
army,
and they sustained a severe overthrow at the base of
;

the Grampians.
The Roman fleet, coasting the shore,
ascertained the insular character of Britain ; but so
formidable were the mountain- fastnesses of Caledonia,
that Agricola did not attempt to penetrate farther into

the country, contenting himself with constructing a
chain of forts between the Friths of Clyde and Forth,
defend the southern diatricls, and to restrain therecoil and assaults of the unconquered Caledonians.
Thus glorious abroad and beloved at home, Vespasian's life began to draw near its termination.
Feeling the effects of age and weakness, he retired to Campania, to enjoy the benefits of a purer air than that of
Rome, together with some relaxation from the cares
of state.
There he was seized with a malady which
his own sensations told him would speedily prove morto

His anticipations proved true ; and he expired
arms of his attendants, in the seventieth year of
his age and the tenth of his reign.
It is worthy of
remark, that Vespasian was the second of the Roman
a
that
died
natural
and
the first that
death,
emperors
was succeeded by his son. {Hetkerington's History
tal.

in the

of Rome,

187, seqq

p.

)

Vesta, a goddess among the Romans, the same
with the Greek Hestia {'Eoria).
An idea of the sanctity of the domestic hearth {^arla), the point of assembly of the family, and the symbol of the social union,
gave the Greeks occasion to fancy it to be under the
guardianship of a peculiar deity, whom they named,
This goddess does not appear in the
from it, Hestia.
poems of Homer, though he had abundant opportunities of noticing her.
By Hesiod {Theog., 454) she is
said to have been the daughter of Saturn and Rhea.
to Venus relates that Hestia, Diana, and
iMinerva were the only goddesses that escaped the
power of the queen of love. When wooed by Neptune and Apollo, Hestia, placing her hand on the head
of Jupiter, vowed perpetual virginity. Jupiter, in place
"
of marriage, gave her to sit in the middle of the mansion, receiving the choicest portions of the sacrifice,
and to be honoured in all the temples of the gods.**
in Ven., 23, seqq.) In the Prytaneum of ev-

The hymn

their enemies, butchered each other with in- [Hymn,
conceivable barbarity during every temporary cessation ery Grecian city stood the hearth^ on which the sacred
of warfare, enduring the wildest extremes of famine, fire flamed, and where the offerings were made to HesIn that of Athens
(Find., Nem., 11, 1, seqq )
and, after suffering every form and kind of misery, to tia.
The same obscua degree unparalleled in the world's history, their city there was a statue of the goddess.
was taken, and, together with their celebrated temple, rity involves the Vesta of the Romans as the correwas reduced to heaps of shapeless ruins; and such of sponding Hestia of the Greeks, with whom she is identhem as survived these awful calamities were scatter- tical in name and oflScc {'Earia, Fetrr/a, Vesta).
ed over the face of the earth, and rendered a mockery, There is every reason to believe her worship to have
In conse- formed part of the religion of the ancient Pelasgiau
a proverb, and a reproach among nations.
and the population of Latium {Dion. Hal., 2, 66), as it is by
quence of this victory over the Jews, Titus
of a splenrfid all testimony carried back to the earliest days of the
emperor enjoyed together the honours
(Ltt>.,
the temple of /eru- state, and its introduction is ascribed to Numa.
triumph, while the rich vessels of
salem were in gorgeous procession borne in the train 1, 20.— Plut., Vit. Num., 9, seqq.) Like Hestia, she
Soon after this trimph, u'le Bata- was a deity presiding over the public and private hearth :
of the conquerors.
six virgin-priestesses, called
vian war broke out, caused by the civil wars for the a sacred fire, tended by
As the safethe loss of a prov- Vestals, flamed in her temple at Rome.
empire, and threatening Rome with
be connected with its conto
of
the
was
held
conclu- ty
city
ince.
It was at length brought to a propitious
of the virgins, if they let it go
sion by Cerealis, after several sharp encounters, and servation, the neglect
The Roman arms out, was severely punished, and the fire was rekindled
by a treaty rather than a conquest.
The temple of Vesta was
were more successful in Britain during the reign of from the rays of the sun.
it contained no statue of the goddess.
than they had round
{Ovid^
Vespasian and his immediate successor
Her festival, celebrated in June,
In his younger days, the emperor Fast., 6, 295, scq )
previously been.
of meat were sent to the
had himself been engaged in British wars ; and, being was called Vestatia plates
offered up ; the millstones were wreathed
desirous of reducing the island completely under the Vestals to be
Roman yoke, he gave the command to Cneius Julius with garlands of flowers, and the mill-asses, also crownwith cakes strung round
merit, a general ed with violets, went about
Agricola, a man of extraordinary
{Ovtd, Fast., 6, 311, seqq.
Proper t.,
of the best days of Rome. their necks.
and a statesman

consume

—

—

:

:

—

worthy

Not only

the southern division of the island

was sub-

4, 1, 23.)

In the

foram

at

Rome

was
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there

a statae

VES

VIB

of the Stata Mater, placed there that she might protect the

used to

their

{Plut., Vit.

513, seq.)

Vestales, priestesses among the Romans conseto the service of Vesta.

crated

have been

first

established ky

They are said to
Numa, who appointed volved

;

{Vid. Vesta.)
Vestini, a mountaineer race of Italy, whose territory was bounded on the south and southwest by the
Peligni and Marsi, on the east by the Adriatic, and on
the north and northwest by the Praetutii and Sabines.
The history of the Vestini offers no circumstances of
peculiar interest
they are first introduced to our notice in the Roman annals as allies of the Samnites, to
whom they are said not to have been inferior in valour ;
but, being separately attacked by the Romans, the
Vestini, too weak to make any effectual resistance,
Id.,

behind-hand

to submit,

A U.C.

461.

{Liv.,

this

then appeared to become nearly

fragment.

Vettones, a nation of Lusitania, lying along the
The city of Augusta Emerila (now
Merida) took from them the name of Vettoniana Co{Cces., Bell. Civ., 1, 38.—Plin., 4, 20.)
Vetulonii, one of the most powerful and distinguished of the twelve cities of Etruria, a few miles'to
Its position was long a
the southwest of Veterna.
lonia.

matter of uncertainty, until an Italian antiquary, Ximenes, proved the ruins of the place to exist in a forest
If we may believe Silius
still called Selva di Vetleta.
Italicus (8, 488), it was Vetulonii that first used the
and
insignia of magistracy common to the Etruscans,
with which Rome afterward decorated her consuls and
dictators.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 187.)

—

Vesulus, now Monte

Viso, a mountain at the tercommencement of the
celebrated in antiquity as

It is
Cottian, Alps.
rise to the Padus or Po.

giving
Pliny (3, 16) mentions the
source as being a remarkable sight.
The Po flows
from two small lakes, the one situate immediately below the highest peak of Monte Viso, the other still
higher up, between that peak and the lesser one called
The waters of this second lake find vent
Visolctto.
and this, probably, is the source to
in a great cavern

Veturia, the mother of Coriolanus.

{Vid. Coriola-

nus.)

Ufens, I. the Aufenle, a river of Lalium, rising in the
Volscian Mountains, above Setia and Privernum, and,
in consequence of the want of a sufficient fall in the
Pontine plains, through which it passed, contributing,
It
with other streams, to form the Pontine marshes.

;

Italy, tol. 1,

p. 28.)

name, which was

Vesuvius, a mountain of Campania, about six miles
It
southeast of Naples, celebrated for its volcano.
appears to have been first known under the name of Vesevus {Lucr., 6, l^l.—Virg., Gcorg., 2, 22i.— Stat.,
Sylv., 4, 8, 4) ; but the appellations of Vesvius and

communicated

Vesbius are no

.^Eneas, and was slain by Gyas.
the Nursian forces.
{Virg., JEn., 7. 745.

less

frequently applied to

it.

ill

p.

594.— Fa/.

sluggish character.
II.
prince

97.)

—

A

{Cramer's Anc.

who

Italy, vol. 2,

Turnus against
He was leader of

assisted

—

Id. ib.,

Ufentina,

or,

more correctly, Oufentina, a Roman
A. U.C. 435, with the tribe Faleri-

tribe, first created
j

I

I

whence Strabo was

led to conclude that the volcano,
though once in a stale of activity, had been extin-
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originally written

10, 518, &c.)

;

Diodorus
{Strabo, 246.)
guished from want of fuel.
Siculus (4, 21) represents it also as being in a quiescent state, since he argues, from its appearance at the
time he was writing, that it must have been on fire at
some remote period. The volcano was likewise apparently extinct, when, as Plutarch and Florus relate,
Spartacus, with some of his followers, sought refuge
in the cavities of the mountain from the pursuit of

its

Oufens, to the tribe Oufentina, according to Lucilius,
as quoted by Festus {s. v. Oufens).
Virgil alludes to

{Sil.

Flacc, 3, 208.— 3/ari., 4, 44.)
Strabo describes this mountain as extremely fertile at
its base, an account in which many ancient writers
towards the summit,
agree, but as entirely barren
which was mostly level, and full of apertures and
cracks, seemingly produced by the action of fire
Ilal, 17,

.

fire

eastern boundary.

Vid. Vesuvius.

{Cramefs Anc.

The

it has remained
bumnig to the present time,
Vesuwith eruptions of lava and ashes at intervals.
vius rises to the height of 3600 feet above the sea.
It has two summits, the more northern one of which
is called Somma, the other is
properly called Vesuvius.
Somma is supposed to have been part of the cone of a
larger volcano, nearly concentric with its present cone,
which, in some great eruption, has destroyed all but

This people, however, were not
10, 3.)
with their neighbours in taking up arms

alludes.

;

of 1.506,

mination of the Maritime, and

which Pliny

darkness

extinct, and continued so from the beginning of the
12th to that of the 16th century.
Since the eruption

on the breaking out of the Social war. They bore an
active part in the exertions and perils of that fierce
and sanguinary contest, and received their share of the
rights and privileges which, on its termination, were
granted to the confederates. Their chief city was Pinna, now Civita, di Pernia.
{Cramer* s Anc. Italy, vol.
l,p. 335.)
VEsvius.

in pitchy
fell in

at intervals.

:

—

eluding their search,

—

Forum.

were soon compelled

in

20.~Cramer's Ancient

the ashes

;

virgins were bound to their ministry for thirty years.
After thirty years' service they might leave the temple
and marry which, however, w^as seldom done, and
was always reckoned ominous. {Dion. Hal., 2, 67.)
These priestesses were bound to observe the strictest
If any one of them violated her vow
purity of morals.
of chastity, she was buried alive in the Campus Sceleratus, and her paramour was scourged to death in the

8, 29.

3,

and, according to Dion,
Egypt, Syria, and various parts of
Asia Minor. This eruption proved fatal to the elder
He had the command of the Roman fleet on
Pliny.
the coast of Campania, and, wishing to succour those
persons who might want to escape by sea, and also to
observe this grand phenomenon more nearly, he left
the Cape of Misenum, and approached the side of the
He landed, and advanced
bay nearest to Vesuvius.
towards it, but was suffocated by the sulphureous vaAfter this, Vesuvius continued a burning
pour.
mountain for nearly a thousand years, having eruptions

and the
Tarquinius Priscus added two more
number continued to be six ever after. The Vestal
four.

—

first great eruption on recItaly, vol.
ord took place on the 24th of August, A.D. 79, and
on the same day the towns of Herculaneum, Pompeii,
and Stabise were buried under showers of volcanic
Such was the immense
sand, stones, and scoriae.
quantity of volcanic sand (called ashes) thrown out
during this eruption, that the whole country was in-

followed the example, and set up similar statues in
several of the streets.
Stata Mater is generally supposed to have been Vesta. {Keightlcy''s Mythology,
p. 95,

enemies, and succeeded

Crass.— Flor.,
The
2, p. 176.)

pavement from the effect of the fires which
The people
be made on it in the nighttime.

na, in consequence of the great increase of population
Vid.
at Rome.
Festus, s. v. Oufens.
{Lw., 9, 20.

—

Ufens.)
Via,

I

I

—

Emilia, {Vid. Emilia V. and VI.)— 11.
{Vid. Appia Via, &c.)
ViADRUs or ViADUis, a river of Germany, generally
Reiregarded as answering to the modern Oder.
chard, however, considers the Viadus as the same with
the Wipper.
{Bischoff und Moller, Wortcrb. der
I.

Appia.

Geogr., p. 1005.)
ViBius, I. Crispus, a Latin rhetorician, to whom
some ascribe the declamation against Cicero which has

VIC

VIN

—

come down

to us.
II. Sequester, a
{Vid. Porcius.)
Latin writer, who has left a geographical work, containing a kind of nomenclature of rivers, fountains,

lakes, forests, marshes, mountains, and nations mentioned by the poets.
The work was
for the

compiled

use of Virgilianus, the author's son.
As no ancient
makes mention of this writer, and as his production contains no account either of himself, his
country, or the period when he wrote, his era can only
be fixed by conjecture.
Oberlinus believes that he
lived after the fall of the Western
empire, in the fifth,
The same critic regards
sixth, or seventh century.
the work as a hasty performance, and as
containing,
besides numerous errors attributable to the copyists,
some which must be ascribed to the author himself.
Still the work is not without its value, from its conwriter

The
taining several names nowhere else mentioned.
celebrated Boccacio compiled a production of a similar nature in the fourteenth
century, and made great
use of the work of Sequester, without ever citing it.

The

best edition of Vibius Sequester is that of Oberlinus, Argent., 1778, 8vo.
Vid. Hipponium.
ViBO, Valentia.
Vic A PoTA, a goddess at Rome, who presided over
victory {'^ potis vinccndi aique potiundi.'"
Cic., de
Consult Goerenz, ad loc.
Leg., 2, II.
Senec, Apo-

colocynth.

—
—

—

—

Lav., 2, 7.)

VicENTiA, a town of Gallia Cisalpina, in the territory of Venetia, and situate between Patavium and
Verona.
The name is sometimes written Vicelia.
{Strah, ^U.—JElmn, V. H., 14, 8.) It is now Vicenza.

Victor, Sext. Aurelius, I. a Latin historian, born
in Africa of very humble parents, but who raised himself by his merit to some of the highest offices in the
state.
The Emperor Julian, who became acquainted
with him at Sirmium, A.D. 360, gave him the government of the second Pannonia, and erected in honour
of him a statue of bronze.
Ammianus Marcellinus,
who states this fact, informs us also that AureliusV ictor was conspicuous for the purity of his moral character (21, 10).
Sixteen years after this, Theodosius
the Great appointed him prefect of
riod of his death is not ascertained.

Rome. The peThe manner in

are that of Pitiscus, c. n. variorum, Traj. ad
Rh.,
1696, 8vo, and that of Arntzenius, Amst., 1733, 4to.

—

II. Surnamed, for distinction' sake, the
Younger, •
contemporary of Orosius, who made an abridgment of
one of the works of the elder Victor (the third above
"
mentioned), which he entitled
Epitome de Casari'

' De Vita et Moribu*
according to others,
Imperatorum Romanorum,** and which he continued
down to the death of Theodosius the Great. He
made some changes also in the original work, and
added some new facts and circumstances. (Schbll,
Hist. Lit. Rom., vol. 3, p. 171.)
Victoria, one of the deities of the Romans, called
The goddess of Victory was
by the Greeks 'SIkt].
sister to
Strength and Valour, and was one of the atbus,''^ or,

tendants of Jupiter.

Sylla raised

Rome, and

festivals in her

her a temple at
honour.
She
was represented with wings, crowned with laurel, and
holding the branch of a palm-tree in her hand.
instituted

A

golden statue of this goddess, weighing 320 pounds,
was presented to the Romans by Hiero,
king of Syracuse, and deposited in the temple of Jupiter on the
{Varro, de L. L.
Capitoline Hill.
Hygin., pr<tf.

—

fab.)

ViCTORiNus, an African philosopher, who became a
convert to Christianity, and flourished in the fourth
He gained such a degree of reputation by
century.
teaching rhetoric at Rome, that a statue was erected
to him in one of the
He was led to the
public places.
perusal of the Scriptures by the study of Plato's works.
He was the author of several works of no great value
contained in the Bibliotheca Patrum.
ViDucASSEs, a people of Gallia Lugdunensis Secunda, on both sides of the river Olina or Ome.
Their chief city was Araegenus,

now Bayeux.

{Plin.,

4, 18.)

Vienna, a city of the Allobroges, in Gallia Transalpina, on the banks of the Rhone, famed for its wealth
and the civilization of its inhabitants.
At a later period

it

nesis,

became

and

the capital of the province of Viencentury the residence of the Bur-

in the fifth

gundian kings.

It is

now

Vienne.

The

classical

name

of this place must not be confounded with the modern
appellation of the ancient Vindobona, on the Danube.

which he speaks of the apotheosis of Antinoiis, the fa- (CcEs., B. G., 7, 9—Tac., Ann., 11, I.— Mela, 2, 5.
vourite of Hadrian, shows that he was not a Christian. —Pliny, 3, A.—Amm. Marc, 15, 11.)
Three works are ascribed to this writer. The first
ViLLiA Lex, Annalis or Annaria, by L. Villius, the
bears the title of Ongo gentis Roman<E, to which a tribune, A.U.C. 674, defined the proper age required
There seems, however, to have
long additional title has been given by the copyists. for holding offices.
What we have remaining of this work comprises only been some regulation of the kind even before this.
43.—
the first year of Rome
it contains extracts from works
/rf., 2.5, 2)
(L7t7y, 40,
now lost, and makes us acquainted with several cirViMiNALis, one of the seven hills on which Rome
cumstances of which no other writer speaks. The was built, so called from the number of osiers {rimina)
Servius Tullius first made it part
opinion which assigns this work to Aurelius Victor, which grew there.
however, has no historical fact whatever to serve as a of the city.
Jupiter had a temple there, whence he
basis it is contrarj', also, to the conviction of the gram- was called Viminalis.
Varro, L. JL.,
(Liry, 1,44
:

;

marians, to whom
ready mentioned.

work

The

we owe

the long additional

title al-

These grammarians regard

the

—

as subsequent to the time of Aurelius Victor.
second work is entitled " De Viris illustribus

J?orn«," and contains the lives of various illustrious
Romans, commencing with the seven kings of Rome,
and also biographies of some eminent foreigners, such
as Hannibal, Antiochus, and Mithradates. This work,
inferior in style to the former, has been sometimes ascribed to Cornelius Nepos, to Suetonius, or to Pliny
the Younger.
It is possible that it is an abridgment
merely of Cornelius Nepos, whose work bears a similar title.

The

third

work

is

entitled

"

De

Cccsaribus,

sire historicB abbreviate pars altera, ab Augusto Octaviano, id est, a fine Titi Livii usque ad Consulatum

decimum Constantii Augusti

et Juliani Casaris terThis production is written in a concise and
easy style, and the author has had access to good
sources of information, of which he avails himself with

tium."

impartiality,

—The

best editions of Aurelius Victor

4, 8.

— Festus,

—

s. v.

Viminal.)
ViNPELici, a people of Germany, whose territory,
called Vindelicia, extended from the city of Brigantia,
on the Lacus Brigantinus, or Lake of Constance, to
the Danube ; while the lower part of the CEnus or

Inn separated

it from Noricum.
Their country answered, therefore, to part of Wirtemberg and Barana.
from
the two rivers
This nation derived their name
which water their territory, viz the Vindo and Licos,
now the Weriach and the Lech. In the angle formed
,

was situate
Vindelicorum. now Augsburg.

by the

two

rivers

—

their capital.

Augusta

{Cluver., vol.

1,

—
p.

Mannert, Geogr.j vol. 3, p. 618, se^q.
412, seqq.
Horat., Od., 4, 4, 18.)
ViNDKX, Julius, a governor of Gaul, who revolted
to deliver the Roman
against Nero, and determined
He wrote to Galha. then in
empire from his tyranny.
aid him in efSpain, to take the chief command, and
but, before any junction could be
fecting his purpose
effected, he was defeated by the forces of Virginius
;
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Ru/u8, and destroyed himself.
(Sueton., Vit. Galh.,
V%t. Galb., 4.—Dio Cass.,
ib., n.-^Plut.,

9.— Id.

63, 23, seqq.)

ViNDicius, a slave

who

discovered the conspiracy to

restore Tarquin to his throne.
{Vid. Brutus I.)
ViNius, T., a friend of Galba's, who, on the accession of the latter to the imperial throne, became consul, commander of the praetorian guards, and principal

shines so conspicuously in the .^neid, and which h«
richly to merit
Macrobius,
eulogy
Virgilius quem nullius un-

employed with so much judgment as
"
of
the

quam disciphnae error involvit." {In Somn., Scip.,2,
During his residence in this city he perused the
most celebrated Greek writers, being instructed in
their language and literature by Parihenius Nicenus
8.)

{Macrob., Sat.,

5, 17), well

known

as the author of a

He

new monarch.

employed his new- collection of amatory tales, which he wrote for the use
ly-acquired power, however, in criminal and oppress- of Cornelius Gallus, in order to furnish him with maive acts, plundermg others to enrich himself.
Vin- terials for elegies and other poems.
Virgil likewise
ius advised Galba to adopt Otho for his successor
carefully read the Greek historians, particularly Thubut, Galba having nominated Piso, Otho revolted, de- cydides (Mureti Opera, vol. 2, p. 312, ed. Ruhnk.),
throned Galba, and Vinius perished along with the and he studied the Epicurean system of
philosophy
under Syro, a celebrated teacher of that sent.
But
latter, notwithstanding his vehement protestations to
the soldiery that Otho had not ordered his death.
It medicine and mathematics were the sciences to which
is
and to this early tincture of
probable that Vinius was implicated in the conspir- he was chiefly addicted
acy of Otho itself against his friend and protector. geometrical knowledge may, perhaps, in some degree,
be ascribed his ideas of luminous order and masterly
{Tacit.. Hist., 1, 11, &c.)
VirbIus (qui vir bis fuit), a name given to Hippol- arrangement, and that regularity of thought, as well
after
been
he had
ytus
brought back to life by ^Escu- as exactness of expression, by which all his writings
lapius, at the instance of Diana, who pitied his unfor- were distinguished.
Virgil, it is well known, was retunate end.
makes
him son of Hippolytus. garded as a wizard during the dark ages. His charVirgil
acter as an adept in magic probably originated in his
(.««., 7, lQ2.—0vid, Met., 15, 544.)
in the Pharmaceutria of
ViKOiLius, Maro PuBLius, a celebrated Latin poet, knowledge of mathematics
born at the village of Andes, a few miles distant from his eighth eclogue
in his revelation of the secrets of
Mantua, about 70 B.C. It has been disputed whether the unknown world in the sixth book of the ^Eneid
" Dc
his name should be Vergilius or Virgilius.
and in the report that he had ordered his books to be
scriptura nominis,^^ says Heyne, '* digladiali sunt inter se burned, which naturally created a suspicion that he had
cum veteres turn reccntiores grammatici." The let- disclosed in them the mysteries of the black art. In
ters e and i were frequently convertible in the old Lat- whatever way it may huve originated, the belief in his
in language
and sanction may be found for either magic powers appears to have prevailed as soon as manmode of spelling, both in MSS. and inscriptions. At kind lost the refinement of taste which enabled them
the revival of letters, Politian contended strenuous- to appreciate his exquisite productions.
The current
but even his authority was not suffi- fictions concerning the magical operations of
ly for Vergilius
Virgil
cient to bring this orthography into general practice. were first incorporated about the beginning of the thir"
There eiist but few authentic materials from which teenth century, in the
Otia Impcrialia''' of Gervase
we can collect any circumstances concerning the life of Tilbury, chancellor of the Emperor Otho IV., to
of the poet. We possess only some scattered remarks whom he presented his extravagant compilation. The
of ancient commentators or grammarians, and a life fables of Gervase were transcribed by Helinandus the
"
-"^
It bears the
and similar tales
monk, in his Universal Chronicle
by Donatus, of very dubious authority.
name of Tiberius Claudius Donatus, who lived in the were related in the work of Neckham, " De Naturis
fifth century, some time after .^lius Donatus, so well
Rerum,'* and in ''The Seven Wise Masters.'^ Such
known as a commentator on Terence. Heyne thinks books supplied materials for the old French romances
that the basis of the Life was laid by Donatus, but that of " Vergilius," and the English '* Lyfe of Vergilius,"
it was altered and interpolated from time to time
by in which stories are told of miraculous palaces, wonthe grammarians, and librarians of the convents.
It derful lamps, and magical statues which he constructnnnister of the

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

is

thus apparently written without any arrangement in

the series of events, and many things are recorded
which are manifestly fictitious.
The monks, indeed,

of the middle ages

seem

to

have conspired

—

to

accumu-

Vergilius, the sorcerer of the middle ages, is
and connected with the author of the ^neid,

ed.

identified

from several circumstances being related of the forin the romances which actually occurred in the

mer

life of the
It appears that
concerning Virgil.
poet, particularly his residence at Naples,
Virgil's
a man of low birth, and that, at one
period and the loss of his inheritance, which he recovered
It was also
of his life, he was engaged in the meanest employ- by the favour of the emperor of Rome.
ments.
According to some authorities he was a pot- a common opinion in the fourteenth and fifteenth cenas
from
the
of
that
ter or brickmaker
to
and, according
others, the hire- turies,
writings
age, that
appears
ling of a travelling merchant, called Magus or Maius. the Mantuan bard and the sorcerer were one and
He so ingratiated himself, however, with his master, the same person. It is somewhat in the same spirthat he received his daughter Maia in marriage, and it that a learned and ingenious writer of our own
was intrusted with the charge of a farm which his days seeks to convert the bard into a member of the
father-in-law had acquired in the vicinity of Mantua. Druid priesthood
{Higgins* Celtic Druids, p. 32.)
Donatus affirms, that, after Virgil had finished his
Our poet was the offspring of these humble parents.
The cradle of illustrious men, like the origin of cele- education at Naples, he went to Rome, where his
brated nations, has been frequently surrounded by the skill in the diseases of all sorts of animals procured him
Hence the dream of his mother Maia, an appointment in the stables of the emperor. Stories
marvellous.
that she had brought forth a branch of laurel, and the are related concerning his prediction as to the defects
prodigy of the swarm of bees which lighted on the lips of a colt, which, to all the jockeys of the Augustan
of the infant.
The studies of Virgil commenced at age, appeared to promise remarkable swiftness and
Cremona, where he remained till he assumed the toga spirit and concerning a query propounded to him, as
and to this day the inhabitants of Cremona if he had been a sorcerer, with regard to the parentage
virilis

late fables

was

father

;

—

!

;

;

show a house,

the street of St. Bartholpretend
omew, in which Virgil resided when a youth. {Cremona Liter ata, 2, p. 401, ap. Fabr., Btbl. Lat., lib. 1,
c. 12.)
At the age of sixteen he removed to Medioto

lanurn,

in

and shortly afterward

to

Neapolis, where he

laid the foundation of that multifarious learning
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which

of Augustus

;

all

which are evidently inventions of the

middle ages, and bear, indeed, much resemblance to
a tale in the Cento Novellc Antiche, as also to the
stories of the "Three Sharpers," and the "Sultan of
Yemen with his three Sons," published some years
aero in Mr. Scott's additional volume to the Arabian

^
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does not seem certain, or even probable,
that Virgil went at all to Rome from
It rathNa[)le3.
er appears that he returned to hia native
country, and
to the charge of his paternal farm ; and if, as is
generally supposed, he intended to describe his own life
and character under the person of Tiiyrus, in the first
eclogue, it is evident that he did not visit Rome until
after the battle of Philippi, and
consequent division of
Tales.

It

the lauds among the soldiery.
Some poems which
are still extant, as the Culex and Ciris, were at one
time believed to have been the fruits of his
genius at
this early period.
are also told, that, in the
warmth of his earliest youth, he had formed the bold
design of writing, in imitation of Ennius, a poem on the
wars of Rome, but that he was deterred from
proceeding
by the ruggedness of the ancient Italian names, which
wounded tlie delicacy of his ear. It seems certain, at

We

district to the north of the

Po wm,

in

consequence,

chiefly affected by the partition.

Crennona had, unfortunately, espoused the cause of Brutus, and thus
incurred
the
peculiarly
vengeance of the vicioriooa
But as its territory was not found adequate to
party.
contain the veteran soldiers of the triumvirs,

among

whom

It had been divided, the
deficiency was supplied
from the neighbouring district of Mantua, in which the
farm of Virgil lay.
The discontent which this op-

pressive measure created in Italy, being augraented
by the artifices of Fulvia and Lucius Antony, the
wife and brother of the triumvir,
gave rise to the war
which terminated favourably for Augustus with the
of
capture
Pollio, being a zealous partisan
Perugia.
of Antony, and
supporting the party of his brother

and Fulvia, who unsuccessfully
op{)Osed the division
it
probably no longer in his powleast, that, previous to the composition of his Eclogues, er to
from
the
protect Virgil
aggressions of the solhe had made imperfect attempts in the higher depart- diers.
He was dispossessed under circumstances of
ments of heroic poetry. {Eclog., 6, 3.)
The battle peculiar violence, and which even threatened danof Mutiua {Modena) was fought in 711 A.U.C., and
ger to his personal safety
being compelled on one
the triumvirate having been shortly afterward formed, occasion to
escape the fury of the centurion Arrios
Asinus PoUio was appointed, on the part of Antony, by swimming over the Mincius. He had the
good
to the command of the district in which the farm of fortune, however, to obtain the favour of
Alphenus
Pollio, who was a noted extortioner, levVirgil lay.
Varus, with whpm he had studied philosophy at Naied enormous contributions from the inhabitants of the
ples, under Syro the Epicurean, and who now eiterritory intrusted to his care; and, in some instances, ther succeeded Pollio in the command of the district,
when the pecuniary supplies failed, he drove the an- or was appointed by Augustus to superintend in that
cient colonists from their lands, and settled his veterans
Under his protecquarter the division of the lands.
in their place.
He was fond, however, of poetry, and tion Virgil twice repaired to Rome, where he was
was a generous protector of literary man. The rising received, not only by Maecenas, but by
Augustus himgenius of Virgil had now begun to manifest itself. His self, from whom he procured the restoration of the
and
talents
amiable
manners
recommended
him
of
which
he
had
been
This happoetic
patrimony
deprived.
to the favour of Pollio
and, so long as that chief pened in the commencement of the year 714; and ducontinued in command of the Mantuan district, he was ring the course of that season, in
gratitude for the farelieved from all exaction, and protected in the peace- vours he had received, he
composed his eclogue entiable possession of his property.
Residing constantly tled Tityrus, in which he introduces two shepherds,
in the country, and captivated with the rural beauties one of whom laments the distraction of the times, and
of the Idyllia of Theocritus, Virgil early became ambi- complains of the aggressions of the soldiery, while
tious of introducing this new species of poetry into his the other rejoices over the recovery of his farm, and
native land
and, accordingly, he seems to have bent vows ever to honour as a god the youth who had rehis chief endeavours at this time to imitate and rival stored it.
The remaining eclogues, with the excepthe sweet Sicilian.
The eclogue entitled ".4/cxt*," tion, perhaps, of the tenth, called " Gallus" were prowhich is usually placed second in the editions of his duced in the course of this and the following year.
works, is supposed to have been his first pastoral pro- Virgil had now spent three years in the composition
duction, and to have been written in 711, the year in of pastoral poetry and in constant residence on his
which Pollio came to assume the military command farm, except during the two journeys to Rome which
of the territory where our poet resided.
It was quickhe was compelled to undertake for its preservation.
^'
"
»Si/cwu5," as also In his pastorals, however, though written in his native
ly followed by the
Daphnis'^ and
''
by the PoLtzmon,'''' in which he boasts of the favour fields, we do not find many delineations of Mantuan
of Pollio, and expresses his gratitude for the favour scenery, or very frequent allusions to the Mincius and
that leader had extended to him.
But the tranquillity its borders. His great object was to enrich his nahe enjoyed under the protection of Pollio was of short tive language with a species of poetry unknown in
duration.
Previously to the battle of Philippi, the tri- Latium, and, to ))romote his success, he chose TheocWith few attempts at invention,
umvirs had promised to their soldiers the lands be- ritus as his model.
longing to some of the richest towns in the empire. he pretended to little more than the merit of being the
Augustus returned to Italy in 712, after his victory first Roman who had imitated the Sicilian poet, and
at Philippi, and found it necessary, in order to satisfy hence he did not hesitate to borrow, not only the sentheir claims, to commence a division of lands in Italy timents and images, but even the rural descriptions of
on a more extensive scale even than he had intended. his master. The situation of Virgil's residence was
In that country there were considerable territories low and humid, and the climate chill at certain sea^
which had been originally and legally the patrimony of sons of the year. His delicate constitution, and the
the state.
But extensive tracts of this species of pub- pulmonary complaint with which he was affected, induced him, about the year 714 or 715, when he had
lic property had, from time to time, been appropriated
by corporations and individuals, who were unwilling reached the age of thirty, to seek a warmer sky. To
Julius Caesar this change, it may be conjectured, he was farther into be disturbed in their possessions.
had set the example of reclaiming these farms and stigated by his increasing celebrity and the extension
His countrymen were captivated
His successor now of his poetic fame.
colonizing them with his soldiers.
undertook a similar but more extensive distribution. by the perfect novelty of pastoral composition, and by
In the middle and south of Italy, however, the lands the successful boldness with which Virgil had transwere chiefly private inheritance, or had been so long ferred the sweet SiciUan strains to a language which,
retained by individuals that a claim had been acquired before his attempt, must have appeared, from its hardbut in the north of ness and severity, but little adapted to be a vehicle for
to them by length of possession
or the delicacy of amItaly they were for the most part public property, on the softness of rural description
which colonists had been more recently settled. Those orous sentiment, and which had scarcely yet been
weie the lands first assigned to the soldiers and the polished or refined to the susceptibility of such smooth
of the lands, had

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;
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numbers as the pastoral muse demanded.
colics accordingly were relished and admired by all
classes of his contemporaries.
So universal was their
popularity, that the philosophic eclogue of Silenus,
soon after its composition, was publicly recited in the
theatre by Cytheris, a celebrated actress of mimes.

—

On

quitting his paternal fields, Virgil first proceeded
to the capital.
Here his private fortune was considerably augmented by the liberality of Maecenas {Mar-

and such was the favour he possessed
with his patron, that we find him, soon after his arritial, 8,

56)

;

Rome, introducing Horace

val at

to the notice of the

minister {Hor., Sat., 1, 6), and attending him, along
with that poet, on a political mission to Brundisium.
Nor did Virgil enjoy less favour with the emperor himIt is said that he never
self than with his minister.

asked anything of Augustus that was refused and Donatus even affirms, though, it must be confessed, without the least probability, that Augustus consulted him
with regard to his resignation of the government, as a
sort of umpire between Agrippa and Maecenas.
It
was probably during this period of favour with the
emperor and his minister that Virgil contributed the
verses in celebration of the deity who presided over
and wrote, though without
the gardens of Maecenas
;

;

acknowledging
of Augustus,
"

it,

that

well-known distich

m

honour

Node pluit tota ; redcunt spectacula mane ;
Divisum imperium cum Jove Ceesar habety

rewarded.

Vexed

im-

at the

posture, Virgil again wrote the verses in question near
the palace, and under them,

"

Hos ego

versictdos feci, tulit alter honor es

Thither Virgil retired about
year of his age ;

in the thirty-third

life, to

dwell chiefly in that city, or at a delightful villa which
he possessed in the Campania Felix, in the
neighbourhood of Nola, ten miles east of Naples, leading a life
which may be considered as happy when compared
with the fate of the other great epic poets, Homer,

Tasso, and Milton, in

was darkened.
reside at

whom

the

mind or the vision

when he first went to
Naples, he commenced his Georgics by orAbout

the time

der of Mascenas, and continued, for the seven following years, closely occupied with the composition of
that inimitable poem.
During this long period he was
accustomed to dictate a number of verses in the morning, and to spend the rest of the day in revising and
correcting them, or reducing them to a smaller number, comparing himself in this respect to a she-bear,
which licks her misshapen offspring into proper form

and proportion. {Aul. GclL, N. A., 17, 10.) Little
is known
concerning the other circumstances of Virgil's life during the years in which he was employed in
He had a dispute, it is said,
perfecting his Georgics.
with his neighbours, the inhabitants of Nola, from
whom he requested permission to convey a small
stream of water into his villa, which was adjacent to
their town.
The citizens would not grant the favour,
and the offended poet expunged the name of Nola from
the following lines of his Georgics,

story goes on lo relate, that Ba thy 11 us, a contemptible poet of the day, claimed these verses as his
liberally

men.

literary

and he continued, during the remainder of his

" Talcm dives arat
Capua,
"

The

own, and was

and

trious

A.U.C. 717, when

;

with the beginning of another line in these words,

Nola jugo

—

et

Vicina Vesevo

and substitued the word ora instead of the obnoxious
city.

{Aul. Gell.,

N. A.,

7,

20.)

The

story,

—

howev-

The genius
er, is entitled to no credit.
{Vtd. Nola.)
of Virgil, being attended with some degree of diffiseems
to
have
slow
dence,
gained, by
steps, the measure of confidence which at length imboldened him to

He had begun his experience in
attempt epic poetry.
verse with humble efforts in the pastoral line
though
even there we behold his ardent Muse frequently
she
the
barriers
which
by
bursting
ought naturally to
have been restrained.
He next undertook the bolder
and wider topic of husbandry and it was not till he
had finished this subject with unrivalled success that
he presumed to write the ^'Eneid.
This poem, which
;

" Sic vos nan
four times repeated.

vobis,^*

Augustus wished the

lines to

Bathyllus seemed unable ; and Virgil at
by completing the stanza in the following order,
finished

;

" Sic vos non
Sic vos non
Sic vos non
Sic vos non

vobis nidificatis aves ;
vobis vcllera fcrtis oves

be

last,

occupied him till his death, was commenced in 724,
the same year in which he had completed his GeorAfter he had been engaged for some time in
gics.
its
composition, the greatest curiosity and interest
A work, ic
concerning it began to be felt at Rome.

;

vobis mellificatis apes ;
vobis fertts aratra loves,''*

proved himself to be the author of the distich, and the
poetical usurper became the sport and ridicule of

Rome.

During his residence at Rome, Virgil inhabhouse on the Esquiline Hill, which was furnished with an excellent library, and was pleasantly
ited a

situated near the gardens of Maecenas.
The supposed
site, and even ruins of this mansion, were long shown
to

modern

travellers.

— Yet,

Virgil's present lot, the bustle

however enviable was
and luxury of an im-

mense

capital were little suited to his taste, to his
early habits, or to the delicacy of his constitution,
while the observance and attention he met with were

strongly repugnant to the retiring modesty of his disSuch was the popularity which he derived
position.
from his general character and talents, that, on one
some of his verses were recited in the
when
occasion,
theatre, the

whole audience rose

to salute Virgil,

who

was

present, with the same respect which they would
have paid to the emperor.
{De Cans. corr. eloq., c.

And

was

the annoyance which he felt
on being gazed at and followed in the streets of Rome,
that he sought shelter, it is said, in the nearest shops
13.)

so great

—

At the period
from public observation.
Virgil enjoyed so much honour and popularity
in the capital, Naples was a favourite retreat of illus-

or

alleys

when

1384

;

was generally believed, was in progress, which would
eclipse the fame of the Iliad ( Propert, 2, 34, 66);
and the passage which describes the shield of .'Eneas
appears to have been seen by Propertius.
Augustus
himself at length became desirous of reading the
so
far
as
it had been carried
in
the year
and,
poem
729, while absent from Rome on a military expedition
against the Cantabrians, he wrote to the author from
the extremity of his empire, entreating him to be allowed a perusal of it.
Macrobius has preserved one
of Virgil's answers to Augustus: "I have of late reWith regard to my
ceived from vou frequent letters.
;

by Hercules, it were worth your listening
But so vast is the unwillingly send it.
dertaking, that I almost appear to myself to have commenced sucli a work from some defect in judgment or
especially since, as you know, other
understanding
and far higher studies are required for such a performiEneas,

to, I

if,

would

;

—

Prevailed on, at length, by
ance."
(Sat., 1, 24.)
these importunities, Virgil, about a year after the return of Augustus, recited to him the sixth book, in
presence of his sjster Octavia, who had recently lost
her only son Marcellus, the darling of Rome, and the

The poet, probably, in
the prospect of this recitation, had inserted the affeci-

adopted child of Augustus.
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ing passage in which he alludes to the premature
death of the beloved youth
:

"

O

nate,

ingentem luctum ne quare tuorum" &c.

But he had
till

he came

"Tw
It

skilfully suppressed the
to the line,

may

Marcellus eris

liltajplenis.'^

be believed that the widowed mother

well

Virgil

is

at

away

which no one, even

moved.

of Marcellus

said

the pathos of

have

these

can read unfrom the

at this day,

to

received

afflicted parent 10,000 sesterces {dena seslertia) for
each verse of this celebrated passage.
It was much

—

the practice

among

the

Roman

poets to read their

and Virgil is said to have recited
productions aloud
with wonderful sweetness and propriety of
articulation.
During the composition of the ^rieid,
he occasionally repeated portions of it to those friends
whose criticisms he thought might improve the pasEros, his librarian and freedman,
sage he rehearsed.
;

his verses

used

to relate,

when

far

advanced

in life, that, in

a change, which still subsists, in the
arrangement of
two of the books, by transposing the order of the second and third, the latter having stood first in the ori-

poetic inspiration,
subjoined,
Martemque
dcre cantu ;" and he immediately ordered his amanuensis to insert these additions in their
proper places in
the manuscript of his poem.
the
Havmg

—

ginal manuscript.
According to some accounts, the
four lines "///c ego quondam,'^ &c., which are still

prefixed to the -t^neid in many editions, were expun
ged by Varius and Tucca but, according to others,
they never were written by Virgil, and are no better
than an interpolation of the middle ages.
Virgil beqn.a'h. d the greater part of his wealth, which was con
The remainder was divided
sidrtiiiile, to a brother.
among his patron Maecenas, and his friends Varius and
Tucca. Before his death, he had also commanded
that his bones should be carried to Naples, where he
had lived so long and so happily. This order was fulAccordfilled, under charge of Augustus himself.
ing to the most ancient tradition and the most com-

brought

^neid

to a conclusion, but not the
perfection which
he wi.shed to bestow upon it, Virgil, contrary to the
advice and wish of his friends, resolved to travel into

;

—

Greece, that he might correct and polish this great
production at leisure in that land of poetic imagination.
It was on
undertaking this voyage that Horace addressed to him the affectionate ode beginning,

Diva potens

Cypri,''

&c.

(1, 3).

Athens, where he commenced the revisal of his epic poem, and added the
Virgil

proceeded directly

;

de l^Eneide, note 10.)
These lines, accordingly, were
wanting in many of the ancient manuscripts, but tbej
have been subsequently restored to their place. There
was also a report long current, that Varius had made

the

;

te

he committed it to them for revisal and correction.
Moreri relates the story as it is told by Macrobius,
Aulas Gelltus, and Pliny and Bayle, as usual,
reprehends him because he has not given it according to the version of Donatus.
Augustus, however,
interposed to save a work which he no doubt saw
would at once confer immortality on the poet and on
the prince who patronised him.
It was
accordingly
intrusted to Varius and Tucca, with a power to revise
and retrench, but with a charge that they should make
no additions a command which they so
strictly observed as not to complete even the hemistichs which
had been left imperfect. They are said, however, to
have struck out twenty- two verses from the second
book, where .^iieas, perceiving Helen amid the smoking ruins of Troy, intends to slay her, till his design
is
prevented by his goddess mother.
(Consult CaIrou, (Euvres dc Virgile ; Dissert, sur le 2d livrt

course of his reciting, his master had extemporarily
filled up two hemistichs
the one was " Misenum
"
^oliden,'' to which he immediately added,
quo non
piiBstantior alter,"' and the other the half verse fol" Mre ciere
to
as
if
struck
which,
viros,^^
lowing,
by
"
he
acccn-

" Sic

had ordered it to be burned, Dot
adds, that on Varius and Tucca representing to him
that Augustus would not permit it to be
destroyed,
that he

;

— manibus date

of Marcellus swooned
verses,

name

Donatus says

to

monly received opinion, the tomb of Virgil lies about
two miles to the north of Naples, on the slope of the
of Pausilippo, and over the entrance to the grotto
or subterraneous passage which has been cut
through

magnificent introduction to the third book of the
Georgics. He had been thus engaged for some months
at Athens, when
Augustus arrived at that city, on his
return to Italy, from a progress through his eastern dominions.
When he embarked ior Greece, it had been
the intention of Virgil to have spent three years in that
after which he
country in the correction of his poem

hill

ridge, on the road leading from Naples to Puteoli.
Cluverius and Addison, indeed, have placed the tomb
on the other side of Naples, near the foot of Mount
Vesuvius but the other opinion is based upon the
proposed to pass his days in his native country of Man- common tradition of the country, and accords with the
it
tua, and devote the rest of his life to the study of philoso- belief of Petrarch, Sannazarius, and Bembo
may
phy, or to the composition of some great historical poem. still be cherished, therefore, by the traveller who climbs
The arrival of Augustus, however, induced him to short- the hill of Pausilippo, and he may still think that he
en his stay, and to embrace the opportunity of returning hails the shade of Virgil on the spot where his ashes
to Italy in the retinue of the emperor.
But the hand of repose. Notwithstanding, however, the veneration
death was already upon him.
From his youth he had which the Romans entertained for the works of Virgil,
been of a delicate constitution and, as age advanced, his sepulchre was neglected before the time of Martial,
he was afflicted with frequent headaches, asthma, and who declares that Silius Italicus first restored its longEven the climate of Naples could forgoiten honours. What is at present called the
spitting of blood.
not preserve him from frequent attacks of these mala- tomb, is in the form of a small, square, fiat-roofed
dies, and their worst symptoms had increased during building, placed on a sort of platform, near the brow
his residence in Greece.
The vessel in which he of a precipice, on one side, and on the other sheltered
embarked with the emperor touched at Megara, where by a superincumbent rock. Half a century ago, when
When More travelled in Italy, an ancient laurel (a shoot, perhe was seized with great debility and languor
he again went on board, his distemper was so increased haps, of the same which Petrarch had planted) overof the vessel, that he ex- hung the simple edifice.
{Mare's Travels, Letter 66 )
by the .motion and
its

;

;

:

;

I

i

agitation

|

pired a few days after he had landed at Brundisium,
on the southeastern coast of Italy. His death happened A.U.C. 734, when he was in the 51st year of his

When he felt its near approach, he ordered his
age.
friends Varius and Plotius Tucca, who were then with
him, to burn the ^neid as an imperfect poem. The
ancient classical authorities only say that Virgil commanded the /l^neid to be burned. {Plin., 7, 30.
Aul. Geli, N. A., 17, 10.— Macrob., Sat., 1, 24.)

—

8N

cell was once placed the um
Pietro Slesupposed to contain the ashes of Virgil.
fano, who lived in the thirteenth century, mentions
with
the
that he had seen the urn,
epitaph inscribed on
have been written by the poet himit, which is said to
before
his
death
moments
self a few

Within the low vaulted
j

:

" Mantua me
genuil ; Calal/ri rapuere ; tenet
Cecini pascva, rura, duces."
Parthenope.
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was a common

write their

own

practice among the Latin poets to
epitaphs ; and, if the above distich be

'

py.

—Thus

We

much

come next

for

the pastoral poetry

of Virgil.

This poem, which is
the production of Virgil himself, it is eminently ex- in four books, derives its title from the Greek
Veuoyi" the
pressive of that modesty which is universally allowed Ka, which last is compounded of yea (y^),
earth,-^
to have been one of the many amiable features of his and Ipyov, " labour^
The subject is husbandry in
The poem of the Georgics is as remarkable
character, and which is by no means observable in the general.
epitaphs composed for themselves by Ennius and Nae- for majesty and magnificence of diction, as the EcThe Italian writer just cited also remarks, logues are for sweetness and harmony of versification.
vius.
that Rooert of Anjou, apprehensive for the safety of It is the most complete, elaborate, and finished
poem
such a relic during the civil wars, had the urn conveyed in the Latin, or perhaps in any language and,
though
It
seems
that
so
to Caslel Nuovo.
much care was the choice of subject and the situations afforded less
taken, that it was concealed too well to be ever after- expectation of success than the pastorals, so much has
have seen that, at Rome, Vir- been achieved by art and genius, that the author has
ward discovered.
gil avoided all public honours, and was disconcerted
chiefly exhibited himself as a poet on topics where it
But, though he was difficult to appear as such.
by marks of general admiration.
Rome, from its local
loved retirement and contemplation though he was of situation, was not well adapted for commerce
and,
a thoughtful and somewhat melancholy temper
and from the time of Romulus to that of Ctesar, agriculhe
felt not that
for
distinctions
ture
had
been
the
chief
of
the
care
Romans.
Its
anxiety
paltry
though
opor trivial testimonies of honour which harassed the erations were conducted by the greatest statesmen,
morbid mind of Tasso, it seems to be a mistaken idea and its precepts inculcated by the profoundest scholars.
that he was indifferent to glory, as Donatus and As- The
long continuance, however, and fatal ravages of
conius Pedianus have asserted.
He was evidently the civil wars, had now occasioned an almost general
fond of fame, and desirous to obtain the applause of desolation.
Italy was, in a great measure, depopulaAnd while he shunned the vul- ted of its husbandmen. The soldiers, by whom the
his contemporaries.
gar gaze and shrunk from the pressure of the multi- lands were newly occupied, had too long ravished the
:

to the
Georgics.

j

j

i

;

I

—We

I

I

I

;

;

;

tude, he was not, in the hours of retirement, without
that proud exultation of spirit, that consciousness of

high intellectual endowments
powers, which announced to
to immortality, and destined
It has already
his country.

—

and strong imaginative
him that he was called
immortality on
been remarked, that, in

to confer

his pastoral poetry, Virgil was the professed imitator
of Theocritus : his images, indeed, are all Greek, and
his scenery such as he found painted in the pages of

to think of cultivating them
and, in consequence of the farms lying waste, a famine and insurrection had nearly ensued. {Georg., 1, 505.) In these
circumstances, Maecenas resolved, if possible, to revive
fields

;

the decayed spirit of agriculture, to recall the lost
habits of peaceful industry, and to make rural improvement, as it had been in former times, the prevailing
amusement among the great and he wisely judged,
:

the Sicilian poet, and not what he had himself observed on the banks of the Mincius. Yet, with all this im-

no method was so likely to contribute to these
important objects as a recommendation of agriculture
At his sugby all the insinuating charms of poetry.

itation and resemblance, the productions of the two
Thus, the delineations of
poets are widely different.
character in Theocritus are more varied and lively.

gestion, accordingly, Virgil commenced his Georgics,
which were thus, in some degree, undertaken from a
political motive, and with a view to promote the wel-

His Idyls exhibit a gallery of

fare of his country
and, as in the eclogue which announces the return of the golden age, he strove to
render his woods worthy of a consul, so, in his Georgics, he studied to make his fields deserving of Mcecenas and Augustus.
But, though written with a patriotic object, by order of a Roman statesman, and on

portraits which entervariety or delights by its truth ; and in
which every rural figure is so distinctly drawn, that it
stands out, as it were, from the canvass, in a defined

tains by

its

and certain form. But that want of discrimination of
character, which has been so frequently remarked in
the ^Eneid, is also observable in the pastorals of VirHis Thyrsis, Daphnis, and Menalcas resemble
each other.
No shepherd is distinguished by any peculiar disposition or humour ; they all speak from the
lips of the poet, and their dialogue is modelled by the
gil.

A difference is
standard of his own elegant mind.
likewise observable in the scenes and descriptions.
Those of Theocritus possess that minuteness and accuracy so conducive to poetic truth and reality
Virgil's
;

representations are more general, and bring only vague
images before the fancy. In the Idyls of Theocritus
we find a rural, romantic wildness of thought, and the
most pleasing descriptions of simple, unadorned nature,
But
by the charm of the Doric dialect.

heightened
borrowing his images and sentiments, has
seldom drawn an idea from his Sicilian master without

Virgil, in

of his language. The chief
beautifying it by the lustre
merit, however, of Virgil's imitations lies in his judicious selections. Theocritus's sketches of manners are
and his most beautiful
often coarse and unpleasing
too crowded.
But Virdescriptions are almost always
refined whatever was gross, and threw aside all that
;

gil

that

;

Roman, the imitative spirit of
Latin poetry still prevailed, and the author could not
avoid recurring, even in his Georgics, to a Grecian
A few verses on the signs and prognostics of
model.
the weather have been translated from the Phcenomena
of Aratus.
But the Works and Days of Hesiod is the
In referpattern which he has chiefly held in view.
ence to his imitation of this model, he himself styles
and he appears, inhis Georgics an Ascraean poem
deed, to have beei) a sincere admirer of the ancient
bard.
In the Works and Days, Hesiod, after a description of the successive ages of the world, points
out the means for procuring an honest livelihood. Of
these the proper exercise of agriculture is one of the
a subject peculiarly

;

He accordingly gives directions for the labours of the field, and enumerates those days on which
the various operations of husbandry ought to be performed.
It is chiefly, then, in the first and second
books of the Georgics (where Virgil discourses on tilthe Works and
lage and planting) that he has imitated
Hesiod has not treated of the breeding of catDays.
principal.

tle or

care of bees, which form the subjects of the third

was overloaded or superfluous. He made his shep- and fourth books of the Roman poet. But in the forherds more cultivated than even those of his own time. mer books he has copied his predecessor in some of
He represented them with some of the features which his most minute precepts of agriculture, as well as in
are supposed to have belonged to the swains in the
were possessed of
early ages of the world, when they
and had acquired a knowledge
great flocks and herds,
when the pasof astronomy, cosmogony, and music
toral life, in short, appeared perfection, and nature
;

had lavished all her stores to render the shepherd hap1386

his injunctions with regard to the superstitious observance of days. Virgil's arrangement of his topics is
at once the most natural, and that which best carries

He begins with the prephis reader along with him.
aration of the inert mass of earth and the sowing of
grain,

which form the most intractable part of

his sub-
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Then he discloses to our view a more open
ject.
prospect and a wider horizon, leading us among the
rich and diversified scenes of nature, the shades of
He next previneyards, and blossoms of orchards.
sents us with pictures of joyous and animated exist-

The
ence.
Nomades of

useful herds, the courageous horse, the
Africa and Scythia pass before us, and

excited by images of the whole moving
at length concludes with those insects
which have formed themselves into a well-ordered comthe fancy
creation.

is

He

munity, and which, in their nature, laws, and government, seem most nearly to approach the human species.
Many of Virgil's rules, particularly those concerning the care of cattle, have been taken from the

works of the ancient agricultural writers of his own
Seneca, indeed, talks lightly of the accuracy
country.
and value of his precepts. But Columella speaks of
him as an agricultural oracle (" verisstmo vati velut
oraculo credidcrimus") and all modern travellers, who
have had occasion to examine the mode of agriculture
even at this day practised in Italy, bear testimony to
His prehis exactness in the minutest particulars.
cepts of the most sordid and trivial descriptions are delivered with dignity, and the most common observations have received novelty or importance by poetic
embellishment.
It is thus that he contrives, by con;

verting rules into images, to give a picturesque colouring or illustration to the most unpromising topics,
to

scatter roses

amid

his fields,

and

to cover, as

it

were, with verdure the thorns and briers of agricultural
discussion.
This talent of expressing with elegance
what is trifling and in itself little attractive, is one of
the most difficult arts of poetry, and no one was better
But, though he has
acquainted with it than Virgil.
mculcated his precepts with as much clearness, eleof
the subject admits,
gance, and dignity as the nature
and even in this respect has greatly improved on Hesiod, still it is not on these precepts that the chief beauty of the

With

Georgics depends.

the various discus-

sions on corn, vines, cattle, and bees, he has interwoven every philosophical, moral, or mythological episode
on which he could with propiiety seize. In all didacthe episodes are the chief embellishments.
noblest passages of Lucretius are those in which
he so sincerely paints the charms of virtue, and the
like mandelights of moderation and contentment. In
ner, the finest verses of Virgil are his invocations to
the gods, his addresses to Augustus, his account of the
his descripprodigies before the death of Cassar, and
tion of
How beautiful and refreshing are his
tic

poems

The

Italy.

abridgment of the subject of that poem, and several

Of other modpassages are nearly copied from it.
ern Latin poems which have been written in imitation of the Georgics, Vaniere's Pradium Rusticum
but it is •
nearest to it in the subject
approaches
tedious and languid production
The Italian poem
of Alamanni, in six books, entitled ^* Delia Colitvazione,''^ enlarges on the various topics discussed in the
first three books of
while Rucellai, the counVirgil
tryman and contemporary of Alamanni, has, in hi*
poem Le Ajn, nearly translated the fourth book, omitBoth these poting, however, the fable of Aristaeus.
ems, in versi sciolti, are written with much elegance
and purity of style, and contain many passages which
might bear a comparison with the most celebrated part«
of that immortal work on which they were modelled.
A few lines in the fourth book have also given to Rapin the hint for his Latin poem, Horli ; but, as Addison has remarked, " there is more pleasantness in the
little platform of a garden which
Virgil gives us, than
in all the spacious walks and waterworks of Rapin."
The same subject has been enlarged on by Delille,
who was a translator and enthusiastic admirer of Virhas borrowed from him some of the finest
gil, and
passages, both in Les Jardins, and his other poem,
UHomme des Champs, which may be considered as
a continuation of the Georgics, by adding a moral part
to the Latin poem.
St. Lambert, in his SaitonSy and
Roucher, in his Mois, have also frequently availed
It is impossible here to
themselves of the Georgics.
but it may be observed
point out particular imitations
;

;

;

general, that they are vague and
diffuse, and never reach that pregnant brevity of style

of these

poems

in

It haa
by which their great original is distinguished.
been remarked by Wharton, that, of all our English
'•
Philip's Cider, which is a close imitation of
the Georgics, conveys to us the fullest idea of Virgil's

poems,

manner, whom he has exactly followed in conciseness
of style, in throwing in frequent moral reflections, in
varying the method of giving his precepts, in his digressions, and in his happy address in returning again
to his subject; in his knowledge, and love of philosoin a cerphy, medicine, agriculture, and antiquity, and
tain
simplicity of manners, which is so con-

primeval
But no English poet has been so
spicuous in both."
much indebted to Virgil for his fame as Thomson.
In his Seasons he sometimes assembles together different passages from the Georgics, and sometimes
scatters verses belonging to the same passage through
different parts of his own production, but at other
In his Spring,
times he translates straightforward.

how solemn and majestic his
who had triumphed, as it were, though Lucretius has contributed a share, he has closely
who had shut his ears to imitated from Virgil the description of the golden age,
over the powers of destiny
the murmurs of Acheron, and dispelled from his ima- and of the desires which the early season excites among
which the brute creation. From the same source he has borgination those invisible and inaudible phantoms
In these and rowed, in his Summer, many circumstances of the thunwander on the other side of death
and the panegyric on Great Britain, which is
many other passages, it is evident that Virgil contends der-storm,
The eulogy which
with Lucretius, and strives hard to surpass him. parodied from the praises of Italy.
There is a close resemblance in the topics on which he introduces in his Autumn on a philosophical life
these two poets descant, but a wide difference between may be cited as an example of the closeness with
them in tone and manner. Lucretius is more bold and which, on some occasions, he imitates the Latin poet.

praises of a country life
encomiums on the sage

!

;

!

more of the
simple than his successor, and displays
outlines are harder, and we
; but his
never find in Virgil any of those rugged verses or unwe so frequently encounpolished expressions which
In the theological parts, and those
ter in Lucretius.
which relate to a state of future existence, Lucretius
assumes, as it were, a tone of defiance, while Virgil

vjvida vis animi

more calm, contemplative, and resigned. As the
works of Virgil were never completely forgotten duat all events, were the first
ring the dark ages, or,
classical productions which were brought to light or

is

studied at the revival of literature, we find imitations
of the Georgics in the earliest poets who appeared afThe '' Rusticus'' of Politian, " in
ter that period.
Virgilii

Georgicon enanaJionc pronunciata"

is

an

—The iEneis next claims our attention.

It

has for

its

in Italy.
This
subject the settlement of the Trojans
of poetry than
production belongs to a nobler class

the Georgics, and is, perhaps, equally perfect in its
It ranks, indeed, in the very highest order, and
it was in this exalted species that Virgil was most fit-

kind.

Undisturbed by excess of passion, and
ted to excel.
never hurried away by the current of ideas, he calmly
verso the scenes which his
consigned to immortal
had first painted as lovely, and which his underfancy
The extent, too,
standing had afterward approved.
and depth of the design proposed in the ..-Eneid, rendered this subjection to the judgment indispensable.
It would be absurd to suppose, with some critics, that
instruction to princes in the art
Virgil intended to give

1887
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of settling rolonies {Calrou, CEuvres de Virgile, vol.
3, p. 486), or to supply Augustus with political rules
for the government and legislation of a great empire
but he evidently designed, not merely to deduce the
descent of Augustus and the Romans from ^neas and
his companions, but, by creating a perfect character in
his hero, to shadow out the eminent qualities of his imto recommend his virtues to his counperial patron
trymen, who would readily apply to him the amiable
;

;

ity, that a sense of injury (easily communicated to the
reader) existed among the Greeks ; and in the Odys-

sey, we feel, as it were, the hero's desire of returning
to his native country.
But both these ruling princi-

ples of action are wanting in the .^neid, where the
Trojans rather inflict than sustain injury, and reluctantly seek a settlement in new and unknown lands.

— Besides the well-known and authentic works of Vir-

and perhaps to suggest, that he was the ruof the world announced of old by the prophecies and

have now been enumerated, several poems
which are very generally ascribed to him,
but which, from their inferiority, are supposed to be

oracles of the Satumian land.
(^En., 6, 789, seqq.)
has read the ^Eneid, and studied the historor
the
ical character of Augustus,
early events of his

the productions of his early youth.
Of these, the longest is the Culex, which has been translated by Spenser under the title of Virgii^s Gnat.
There can be

^neas is
The

no doubt, from two epigrams of Martial (8, 56; 14,
185), that there was a poem called Culex which had
been written by Virgil. But it may be questioned if
the Culex to which Martial alludes be the same with
the poem under that name which we now possess.
The Culex, which still appears in some of the editions
of Virgil, is not without passages of considerable merit ; but it exhibits few marks of the taste and
judgment
of the Mantuan bard.
A compressed and pregnant
is one of the chief characteristics of that great
brevity
but the Culex, as we now have
poet's genuine works
it, is overloaded and diffuse, every thought and descrip-

portrait
ler

;

No one who

can doubt that

an allegorical reprechief objection which
critics in all ages have urged against the ^neid, or, at
least, against the poetical character of its author, is the
what forms the most essential quality of a
defect
It has
poet, originality and the power of invention.
reign,

sentation of that emperor.

—

m

never, indeed, been denied that he possessed a species
of invention, if it may be so called, which consists in
placing ideas that have been preoccupied in a new

that

gil

still

exist

light, or presenting assemblages, which have been alNor has it
ready exhibited, in a new point of view.
been disputed that he often succeeds in bestowing on
them the charm of novelty, by the power of more perfect diction, and by that poetic touch which transmutes

Those

on into gold. But it is alleged that
few incidents, and opened up no
new veins of thought. It is well known that the Ro-

illustrious author.

whatever

it

lights

he has contrived

man
their

dramatic writers, instead of contriving plots of
own, translated the master-pieces of Sophocles,

The same imitative spirit
Euripides, and Menander.
enough prevailed in the first attempts at Epic
When any beautiful model e.iists in an art,
poetry.
it so
engrosses and intimidates the mind, that we are
apt to think that, in order to execute succe.ssfully any
work of a similar description, the approved prototype
naturally

must be imitated. It is supposed that what had pleasand circumstances, in
ed once must please always
;

themselves unimportant, or perhaps accidental, are
It was
converted into general and immutable rules.
natural, then, for the Komaiis, struck with admiration
at the sublime and beautiful productions of the epic
muse of Greece, to follow her lessons with servility.
The mind of Virgil also led him to imitation. His
excellence lay in the propriety, beauty, and majesty of
his poetical character, in his judicious contrivance of
composition, his correctness of drawing, his purity of
taste, his artful adaptation of the conceptions of others
to his own purposes, and his skill in the combination of
materials.
Accordingly, when Virgil first applied himself to frame a poem, which might celebrate his im-

and emulate the productions of Greece,
wherein she was as yet unrivalled, he first naturally bent a reverent eye on Homer and, though he differed widely from his Grecian
master in the qualities of his mind and genius, he became his most strict and devoted disciple. The Latperial master,
in a department of poetry

;

in dramatists, in preparing their pieces for the stage,

had frequently compounded them of the plots of two
Greek plays, melted, as it were, into one and thus
compensated for the want of invention and severe sim;

of composition by greater richness and variety
From their example, Virgil comprehended in his plan the arguments both of the Iliad and
Odyssey the one serving him as a guide for the wanand adventures of his hero previous to the land-

plicity

of incident.

;

derings
as a model for the wars
ing in Latium, and the other
which he sustained in Italy, to gain his destined bride
He had thus before him all the beauties and
Lavinia.
defects of Homer, as lights to gaze at and as rocks to
be shunned, with the judgment of ages on both, as a
chart which might conduct him to yet greater perfecIn the Iliad, however, there was this superiortion.

;

spun out through as many lines as possible.
who contend for the authenticity of the
Culex, account for this redundancy by supposing that

tion being

was

critics

and, indeed, a boyish production of its
The Culex, however, which Virgil
For Statins
wrote, had no claim to such an excuse.
mentions, in his Genelhliacon of Lucan, that the Pharsalia of that poet had been completed by him before
Now the
the age at which Virgil wrote the Culex.
it

the

first,

Pharsalia was finished when Lucan was twenty-six;
so that, according to Statius, the Culex could not
have been written till after Virgil had attained that
as perfect
age, and ought, consequently, to have been
The
in point of composition as his earliest eclogues.
of Virprobability therefore is, that the subject was
invention, and that some of the verses are truly
gil's

out
Virgilian, but that the poem had been lengthened
and interpolated by the transcribers of the middle
The subject of the Culex may be considered
ages.
but the
as partly pastoral and partly mock-heroic
mockery is of a gentle and delicate description, and
much real beauty and tenderness break out amid the
assumed solemnity. A goatherd leads out his flocks
;

to

feed

upon the

pastures

near

Mount

Cithaeron.

fallen asleep, he is suddenly roused from his
slumbers by the bite of a gnat ; and, while awakening,

Having

he crushes to death the insect which had inflicted the
wound. He then perceives a huge serpent approachbeen broken, would
ing, which, if his sleep had not
The shade of the gnat
inevitably have destroyed him.
and
appears to the shepherd on the following night,
at the
reproaches him with having occasioned its death
moment when it had saved his life. The insect describes all that it had seen in the infernal regions during
its wanderings, having as yet obtained no fixed habitation.

Next day the^hepherd prepares

a tomb, in order

to procure repose for the ghost of his benefactor,

and

celebrates in due form its funeral obsequies.
By far
the finest, and probably the most genuine, passage of the
the
author
which
poem is that near the beginning, in
describes the goatherd leading out his flocks to their
on the pleasures of a
pasture, and in which he descants
and cleared from
country life. As amended by Heyne,
the interpolations of the scholiasts, we may find in it the
afterward expandgerme of those flowers of song which
ed to such maturity and perfection in the Georgics.The Ciris, a poem of the same doubtful authenticity

—

with the Culex, and which some commentators have
attributed to Cornelius Gallus, records the well-known
of Nisus, and hei
mythological fable of Scylla, daughter

VIT

VIR
transformation into the bird called Ciris, from which the
poem derives its title. That part which is introductory
to the complaint of Scylla is not very clear in language
or lofty in point of conception.
The lamentation itself is as good as might be expected, considering the

gates,

vengeance.

;

one in which that poet has also been closely imitated,
describing the effects of ungovernable love in the
breast of Scylla.
From the Ciris, Spenser, who had
translated the Culex, imitated a long passage, which
constitutes part of the Legend of Brilomart, in the
third book of the Faery Queen.
The Moretum would
certainly be a curious and interesting production, could
it be authenticated as the work of
Virgil or Septimius
Serenus, to whom Wernsdorff has ascribed it, and who
flourished at Rome during the reigns of the Flavian

mation of the bloody tragedy from Icilius. They, in
manner, threw off the authority of their commanders, chose military tribunes to lead them, and, hastening to Rome, joined their brethren on the Aventine
The deHill.
In the city all was tumult and terror.
cemvirs were unable to make head against the excited
multitude, and the senate itself felt its power ineffectual to allay the tempest.
They began to treat with
the people and the army, yet with dilatoriness, hoping
the ferment would soon abate, and they might still reBut the people were in earnest.
tain their power.
Aventine for the
.Leaving a strong body to defend the

like

—

Its subject is one concerning which few relIt gives
have descended to us from antiquity.
an account of the occupations and daily life of an Ital-

family.

ics

marched in military array through the
and once more posted themselves on the sacred
mount, followed by vast numbers of the plebeian party,
men, women, and children. Then were the patricians
compelled to yield, and the decemvirs resigned. ( Vid.
Appius, and Decemviri.)
ViRGiNius, the father of Virginia, made tribune of

ian peasant ; and, so far as it goes, everything is related with the greatest minuteness ; but the employ-

present, they
city,

ments only of the morning are recorded. The peasant
Simulus rises with the dawn. He gathers together
He then bakes some
the ashes of the yesterday's fire.
and, with the assistance of an African freedCybale, he prepares a sort of food call-

woman named

ed Moretum, which gives name to the poem, and was
composed of herbs culled from his garden.
This introduces a curious description of a peasant's
kitchen-garden, and the sort of plants which were rearThe poem concludes with the peasant's
ed in it.
his oxen, and beginning to plough his field.
probable, however, that what is now extant is
only a fragment at the commencement of the Moretum,
or the first of a series of rustic eclogues, in which the

but, superior to them, he
try
guide a troop and to marshal an
and
he maintain the contest
in
CtBpio, unable to subdue him
;

;

into the German Ocean.
105.— Ta£., Ann., 1, 70.)

of Forbiger, Lips., 1826-9, 3 vols.
also a very useful one.
{Dunlop's Roman

8vo, is
Literature, vol. 3, p. 68, seqq )
ViBGiNi.*, a daughter of the centurion L. Virginius.
The maiden had been betrothed to L. Icilius, one of the
tribunes, and the author of the law known by his name.
Her beauty, however, inflamed the passions of Appius
Claudius, the decemvir, and he caused one of his cli-

i

the

I

3,

ViTELLios,
after Otho.

I.

{Mela,

~^mm.

AuLUs, a

He was

illustrious familips of

Roman

emperor, who came

descended from one of the most
and, as such, he gained an

Rome,

The
the emperors.
easy admission to the palace of
was spent at Capreae, where
greatest part of his youth
his willingness to gratify the most vicious propensities
of Tiberius raised his father to the dignity of consnl
and governor of Syria. The applause he gained in
this school of debauchery was too great and flattering
to induce Vitellius to alter his conduct, and no longer

j

I

!

one of the votaries of vice.
Caligula was pleasClaudius loved
ed with his skill in driving a chariot
him because he was a great gamester and he recommended himself to the favours of Nero by wishing him
With such
to sing publicly in the crowded theatre.
an insinuating disposition, it is not to be wondered that
He did not fall with his
Vitellius became so great.
but the death of an
other favourites
patrons, like the
seemed to raise him to greater honours, and

to be

;

;

j

;

j

;

j

;

he burst through the multitude, flew to the

4,

'

:

knife,

write the word, the Wcichsel.
12
Marc, 32. 8.)

Germans

4.— P/in.,

I

in this

address himself to the
pathy of the people in vain
The decemvir, blind to evbetter mind of Appuis.
and deaf to all but
erything but the beauty of Virginia,
the impulse of his own passion, passed sentence, assigning the maiden to Claudius. Upon this, Virginius,
" This is
snatching up a butcher's knife, exclaimed,
the only way left, my child, to keep thee free and unthen, turning
stained !" and plunged it into her heart
" On thee and on
lo Appius, he cried,
thy head be the
curse of this innocent blood !"
Appius ordered him
to be seized, but in vain.
Waving aloft the bloody

Paferc, 2,

Vistula, a river falling into the Baltic, the eastern
boundary of ancient Germany, now the Vistula, or. as

I

M. Claudius, to
manner to get

seize her as his slave, intending
the person of the damsel within
sent to the
his power.
Intelligence was immediately
camp to Virginius, who, obtaining leave of absence,
But in
hastened to Rome to protect his daughter.
vain did he claim his child in vain appeal to the sym-

ents,

{Veil.

falling

:

that with the additions of W'^agner, Lips.,

to

Six years did
at length the consul

the field, procured his
Lusitanians, deprived of their
brave leader, were soon afterward completely subdued, B.C. 40
{Flor., 2, 17,— Fa/. Max., 6. 4.)
VisuRGis, a river of Germany, now the Weser, and

—

is

was equally able
army.

The

assassination.

The best edition of Virgil is that of Heyne,
which first appeared from the Leipsic press in 1767the most
It has been often reprinted
68, 4 vols. 8vo.
The edition

{Vid.

the guerilla leaders of modern times, he knew how to
avail himself of the wild chivalry of his countrymen,
and the almost impenetrable fastnesses of his coun-

avocations of a peasant were described in succession
The Copa merely contains
through the whole day.
an invitation from an hostess, who was a native of
Syria, to pass the hours merrily in a place of entertainment which she kept beyond the gates of Rome ;
but a good-humoured drinking-song by the majestic
author of the Gcorgics and ^neid is in itself a curi-

1831.

of his daughter.

ViRiATHUs, a shepherd of Lusitania, a hunter, a
robber, and finally a military hero, almost unrivalled in
under defeat, skill in the conduct
fertility of resources
Like
of his forces, and courage in the hour of battle.

is

complete

affair

Virginia.)

yoking

osity.

people after the

the

chiefly

it

and spurred headlong to fbe
The wild and frantic aspect
stained with blood, and the

bosom they called
pathizing indignation filled every
to arms, plucked up their standards, and, marching to
Rome, seized upon the Aventine. The army near
Fidenaa caught a similar spirit, having received infor-

of the lines are palpable imitations of the soliloquy of
Ariadne in Catullus.
Perhaps the best passage is

;

a horse,

of Virginius, his attire
bloody knife still held convulsively in his grasp, inaround him.
In
stantly drew a crowd of the soldiery
brief but burning terms he told his tale, and called
One thrilling sentiment of symaloud for

position in which it was uttered, Minos having, on his
voyage home, fastened her to the sido of his vessel,
and thus dragged her along through the sea.
Some

bread

mounted

camp near Tuaculum.

i

emperor

He

to procure him fresh applause.
passed through all
the oflSces of the sUte, and gained the soldiery by do-

He was at the head of
nations and liberal promises.
the Roman legions in Germanv when Otho was pro1389

ULU
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claimed emperor, and the exaltation of
in the camp, than he
invested with the purple by his soldiers.
ed with pleasure the dangerous office,
marched against Otho. Three battles

no sooner heard

and

was
was likewise
his rival

He

accept-

and instantly
were fought,

was conquered. A fourth, howbetween Mantua and Cremona, left

in all Vitellius

ever, in the plains
of the field

him master

and of the

Roman

empire.

Vitellius began his reign by endeavouring to conciliate the favour of the populace and the troops by large

donations and expensive amusements.
He then gave
a loose rein to his own debasing appetites, of which
the chief was absolute gluttony of the very grossest
It is almost incredible,
kind.
though stated by historians, that in less than four months he expended on
the mere luxuries of the table a sum
equal to about
seven millions sterling. This bloated and pampered
was
ruler
soon regarded by all his subjects with contempt and disgust. The unrestrained licentiousness
of the soldiery tended equally to make his reign hated

and feared by all who were exposed to the insults and
To supply the funds
outrages in which they indulged.
necessary for the maintenance of his excessive luxury,
he resorted to the too prevalent custom of
listening to
the accusations of spies, and putting to death all such
accused persons, that he might seize upon their propWhile thus wallowing in the indulgence of the
erty.
most debasing appetites, Vitellius was startled by ti-

Under Augustus, who, du2, p. 189, seqq., in notis.)
ring the civil contest, had employed him in the construction of military engines, he was appointed
inspector of public buildings
and it was at the req-uest of
this prince, and availing himself as well of the Greek
works already written on that subject, as of the re;

sult of his

own

experience, that Vitruvius published
It is in ten books.
The
first seven treat of architecture, in its
proper sense ;
the last three of hydraulic architecture, gnomonics, and
mechanics.
The style of Vitruvius is unostentatious,
Its obscurity, howconcise, and sometimes obscure.
ever, is owing to the fact of Vitruvius having been the
first Roman who wrote on the subject of architecture,

work on Architecture.

his

and

his using, in

consequence,

new terms and forms

of

expression to convey the meaning which he intends.
The best edition is that of Schneider, Lips., 1807, in
3 vols. 8vo.
It is to be regretted that the plans which
originally accompanied the work of Vitruvius are lost
to us.
(The following works may be consulted with
Hirt, Geschichie,
advantage in relation to Vitruvius

&c., already referred

—
1801. —
to.

:

Stieglitz, ArchcBologie der

Baukunst, Weimar,
Geyielli, Bnefe iibcr ViBraunschw. und Berlin, 1802. Rosch, Erl'duterungen zu Viiruv^s Baukunst, Stutig., 1802.
Steiglitz archaolog. unterhalt., 1 AUh., Leipz., 1820.)

—

truv.,

—

Ulpia Trajana, a city of Dacia, the residence of
It was taken by Trajan, and called by his
Its previous appellation appears to have been
dings of a very alarming nature.
Vespasian, who had name.
been sent to take the command of the army in Syria Sarmizegetusa.
The modern name is Varhely or
in the Jewish war, and had been detained there
Inscript., ap. Zamos.
by the Varhel.
(Inscript., ap. Grut.
Decebalus.

—

desperate resistance of the Jews, had sent his own son
Titus to offer his allegiance to Galba.
But, before
his arrival, Galba was dead, and Otho and Vitellius
were contending for the empire. Titus returned to
his father for instructions
and, though Vespasian appeared ready to acknowledge Vitellius, his own troops
were eager to raise him to the sovereignty. Being at
length prevailed on to comply with the wishes of the
army, he commenced his march towards Europe. The
Illyrian and Pannonian armies immediately declared
in his favour
and that of Illyricum, under the command" of Antonius Primus, crossed the Alps and
marched towards Rome to dethrone Vitellius. The
Vitellian army, commanded by Cscina, encountered
that of Antonius near Cremona, but was defeated with
Antonius congreat loss, and the city was taken.
tinued to advance on Rome, and crossed the passes
;

Analect., 5.)

Ulpianum, I. a town of upper Moesia, said by Procopius to have been repaired and embellished by JusIt is now Gitinian, and called Justiniana Secunda.
II. One of the
ustendil.
{Procop., B. G., 4, 25.)
principal towns of Dacia, now perhaps Kolsovar.
Ulpianus Domitius, one of those who have con-

—

honour on Roman jurisprudence,
Under Septimius Severus he beTyre.
came the colleague of Sextus Pomponius in the judiHe continued to discial stations which he filled.
ferred the greatest

was born

;

charge these same official duties under Caracalla and
Macrinus, but was sent into exile after the death of
Alexander Severus recalled him, made
Heliogabalus.
him one of his council, and treated him with the great-

He appointed him, also, praetorian preIn this post he rendered himself odious to the
he wished to abridge
soldiery, who complained that
the privileges which they had enjoyed under HelioThey frequently demanded his death ; and
gabalus.
on one occasion, the emperor, to save him, covered
est regard.
fect.

of the Apennines while the emperor was
hastening to
secure them.
Vitellius fled to Rome, which was soon
invested by the victorious army of Antonius.
An insurrectionary tumult arose in the city itself, during
which the Capitol was burned to the ground, and SaThe
binus, the brother of Vespasian, was killed.
troops of Antonius at length forced an entrance into

his purple.
Ulpian, however, was at last
massacred by them, almost in the very arms of the
The peoemperor, to whom he had fled for refuge.
defend him, and a violent contest
ple took up arms to
arose, which lasted during three days.
Ulpian wrote
we have the
the most works of any Roman jurist

him with

the city, stormed the quarters of the praetorian guards,
and put those turbulent bands to the sword. Vitel-

endeavoured to conceal himself, but was discovered, dragged through the streets to the place of punishment for common malefactors, put to death in the
most ignominious manner, and his mangled carcass

lius

:

more than thirty of his productions, among
which was a digest in forty-eight books a commentand
ary on the Edictum Perpetuum, in eighty-three
Of all
another on the Lex Julia Papia, in twenty.
titles

minion,
his

seemed

;

when

sway

debauchery and crimes.

of Rome,

p.

these works there remain twenty-nine chapters of that
entitled Regulce Juris, and which consisted of seven
were inserted in the abridgment of
books.

the sceptre of supreme dothus overtaken by the due reward of
to

They

We have
law made by order of Alaric.
commentaries in Greek on Demosthenes.
The heathen writers have concurred in their eulogy
of Ulpian, but the Christians have reproached him for

the

{Hetherington's History

also

185, seqq.)

ViTRUvius PoLLio, M., a Celebrated writer on

ar-

chitecture, born at Verona, and contemporary with Ju-

CsEsar and Augustus,

as, for example,
have placed him in the
reign of Titus, but they have been refuted by Hirt,
the author of an elaborate history of ancient architecture {Geschichte der Baukunst bei den alien, Berlin,
1822, 2 vols. 4to), at the end of his dissertation on
he Pantheon. (Compare Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom.j vol.

lius

Newton,

Roman
his

to a persecution of their sect.
inciting the emperor
vol. 3, p. 286, seqq.—B'dhr,
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. Rom.,

Some,

his English translator,

1890

of

;

cast into the Tiber amid the execrations of the multitude.
Eight months and five days had this despicable wretch

at

Rom. Lit., p. 560.)
Ulubr^, a small town of Latium,

Gesch. der

at no great disIts marshy situation
tance, probably, from Velitras.
to by Cicero, who calls the inhabis
plainly alluded
,

itants little frogs.

{Ep. ad Fam.,

7, 18.)

Horace

uLy

UMB

and Juvenal give us but a wretched idea of the place.
Jut;., 10, 1 1 .— Cramer'*
{Horat., Ep., 1, 11,

.£cDa rather late in the day, as it would ftppe«i, and^
impelled by a favouring north wind, their ship reached
coast of ocean, the land of perby sunset the

30—

Atic. Italy, vol. 2, p. 85.)
Ulvssbs, a king of Ithaca, son of Aniiclea

opposite

and Lasome, of Sisyphus. {Vid. SisHe became, like the other
yphus, and Anticlea.)
but,
princes of Greece, one of the suiters of Helen
success
in his application on acas he despaired of
of
the
number
of
his
count
great
competitors, he solicited the hand of Penelope, the daughter of Icarius.

petual gloom.
Ulysses obeyed the directions of the
goddess in digging a small pit, into which he poured
mulsc, wine, water, 6our, ana the blood of the victims.
The dead came troopmff out of the abode of Hades,
and Ulysses there saw the heromcs of former days, and
conversed with the shades of Agamemnon and Acbil*
les.
Tenor at length camo over him ; he haeteneil
back to his ship
the stream carried it along, and
Leaving
they reached i£sea while it was yet night.
Mdii. on their homeward voyage, Ulysses and hi*

ertes, or, according to

;

Tyndarus, the father of Helen, favoured the addresses
of Ulysses, as by him he was directed to choose one
of his daughter's suiters without offending the others,
and to bind them all by a solemn oath that they would
unite together in protecting Helen if any violence were
ever offered to her person.
Ulysses had no sooner
obtained the hand of Penelope than he returned to
Ithaca, where his father resigned him the crown, and
The abduction
retired to peace and rural solitude.

;

companions came

and Cha( Vid. Scylla
he sailed by Scylla, Ulysses saw six of
seized and devoured by the monster,
after which he came to Thriuakia, the island of the
terrific

Here his companions
{Vid. Thrinakia.)
upon the sacred herds, and were
No soonafter
their
departure.
punished immediately
er had they lost sight of land than a violent storm
arose ; their vessel was struck by a thunderbolt ; it
sacrilegiously fed

and all were drowned except Ulysses.
had been thus destroyed, he fastened
the mast and keel together, and placed himself upon

went

where he

;

wind, changing to the south, carried him
and Charybdis. As he came by the
but the hero
latter, she absorbed the mast and keel
the rock
caught hold of a wild fig-tree that grew on
above, and held by it till they were thrown out again.
the
tenth
on
He then floated along for nine days, and
After eight
reached Ogygia, the isle of Calypso.
years' residence with this ocean-nymph {vid. Calypso),
his own
Ulysses resumed his wanderings on a raft of
and he had already come in sight of the
construction

them.

the plough of Ulysses his infant son Telemachus, convinced the world that the father was not insane, who
had the foresight to turn away the plough from the

back

The

to Scylla

;

furrow, not to hurt his child.
Ulysses was therefore
obliged to go to the war ; but he did not forget him
who had exposed his pretended insanity. {Vid. Palamedes ) During the Trojan war, the King of Ithaca
distinguished himself by his prudence and sagacity
as well as by his valour.
By his means Achilles was
discovered among the daughters of Lycomedes, king
of Scyros {vid. Achilles) ; and Philoctetes was in-

;

island of the Pheeacians {md. Phaeacia), when Neptune,
mindful that his son Polyphemus had been deprived

duced to abandon Lemnos, and to come to the Tro{Vid. Philocjan war with the arrows of Hercules.
With the assistance of Diomedes he slew
tetes.)
Rhesus, and destroyed many of the sleeping Thracians in the midst of their camp {vid. Rhesus, and
Dolon) and, in conjunction with the same warrior,
he carried off the Palladium of Troy. {Vid. Palladium, where, however, other accounts are given.)
These, as well as other services, obtained for him the
armour of Achilles, which Ajax had disputed with
him.
After the Trojan war Ulysses embarked on
board his ships to return to Greece, but he was ex-

still

of sight by

means

of the

King of

Ithaca, raised a storm

He was carried along, after this, as
and sunk his raft.
he swam, by a strong northerly wind for two days and
landed on the island of
nights, and on the third day
Phaeacia, where he was kindly received by King AlciHere he recited the
noiis and his daughter Nausicaa.
narrative of his adventures, and after this he was con-

;

to a

to pieces,
his ship

When

sowed salt instead of grain. The artifice, however,
was soon detected and Palamedes, by placing before

posed

Scylla and Charybdis.

sungod.

;

together, and ploughed the seashore,

{md.

As
ry bdis.)
his followers

of Helen, however, by Paris, did not long permit him
and as he was bound, in
to remain in his kingdom
common with the rest, to defend her against every into
was
summoned
the war with the other
he
truder,
princes of Greece.
Pretending to be insane, not to
leave his beloved Penelope, he yoked a horse and a
bull

to the islands of the Sirens

Sirenes), and, after having escaped from these, and
shunned the Wandering Rocks, they reached the

of Ithaca.
veyed in a Phaeacian vessel to the shore
He had been absent twenty years, and he found, on

by numerous suiters for the
hand of Penelope, who were indulging day after day in
riotous carousals, and wasting the resources of the mon-

his return, his palace beset

number of misfortunes before he reached
was thrown by the winds upon

he
his native country
the coasts of Africa,
:

and visited the country of the
of the
Lotophagi {vid. Lotophagi), and afterward that
of PolyCyclopes, where his adventure in the cave
phemus occurred. ( Vid. Cyclopes, and Polyphemus.)

He came

nexk, in the course of his wanderings, to ihe
of iEolus, monarch of the winds, who gave
him, tied up in a bag of ox-hide, all the winds which
could obstruct his return to Ithaca ; but the curito know what the bag conof his
island

companions
osity
tained proved nearly fatal.

The winds rushed out,
and hurried them back to .Eolia the king of which,
that they were
judging, from what had befallen them,
hated by the gods, drove them with reproaches from
;

arch of Ithaca.
ses

Disguising himself as a beggar, Ulysto his son Telema-

made himself known merely

With them
chus and his faithful herdsman Eumaeus.
he concerted measures to re-establish himself on his
throne.
These measures were crowned with success.
The suiters were all slain, and Ulysses was restored
to the bosom of his family.
{Vid. Uertes, Penelope,
Telemachus, Eumaeus.) He lived about sixteen years
after his return, and was at last killed by his son Telwith the hope of
egonus, who had landed m Ithaca

This unfortumaking himself known to his father.
nate event had been foretold to him by Tiresias, who
assured him that he should die by the violence of
the bosom of the
something that was to issue from
The adventures of Ulysses,
sea.
{Vid. Telegonus.)
war, form the subject
on his return from the

Thence he was carried to the land of the
where he lost all
Trojan
LsBstrygonians {vid. Leestrygones),
of Homer's Odyssey.
{Ketghiley's Mythology, p.
his vessels except the one in which he himself was
and, on escaping from this gigantic and cannibal race, 259. seqq.)
Umbria, a country of Italy, to the east of Etruna
he came to the island of .Eaea, the abode of Circe.
The I^atin writers
After dwelling here for an entire year, the warrior and north of the Sabine territory.
of Italy
and his companions were anxious to depart ; but the were evidently acquainted with no people
ancient than the Umbri (compare Florus, 1, 17.
goddess told the hero that he must previously cross more
of Halicamassus asPlin., 3, 14), and Dionysius
the ocean, and enter the abode of Hades, to consult
were one of the oldest and most nu
the blind prophet Tiresias.
Accordingly, they left sures us that they

his isle.

;
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the land (1, 19).
From his account,
as well as from Herodotus (1, 94), it would
appear

merous naiiona of
that the

extinction of opulent families.
On account of its se(Cz'c, de Fin., 2
verity, however, it fell into disuse.

Umbri were

fore the

17.— Aul.

already settled in Italy long bearrival of the Tyrrhenian colony.
To the

—

—

Dionysius has farther acquainted us with some particulars respecting the Umbri, which he derived from
Zenodotus, a Greek of Troezene, who had written a
This author appears to have
history of this people.
considered the IJmbri an indigenous race, whose primary seat was the country around Reate, a district
which, according to Dionysius, was formerly occupied

Zenodotus was also of opinion
by the Aborigines.
the Sabmes were descended from the Umbri.
Connected with the origin of the ancient Umbri,
there is another question not unworthy our attention.
It was confidently stated by Cornelius Bocchus, a Roman writer quoted by Solinus (c. 8. Serv. ad JBn.,
12, 753) and Isidorus {Ong., 8, 2), that the Umbri
were of the same race with the ancient Gauls. This
opinion has been rejected, on the one hand, by Cluverius and Maffei, while it has served, on the other, as a
foundation for the systems of Freret and Bardetti, who
contend for the Celtic origin of the Urabn.
On the
that

and northeast of Yetulonii. It stood nearly fifteen
miles inland, on the right bank of the river Caecina.
The modern name is Volterra ; its Etrurian appellation, as appears on numerous coins, was Velathri.

—

•

Even if we had not the express authority of Dionysius
of Halicarnassus (3, 51) for assigning to Volaterrffi a
plaqe among the twelve principal cities of ancient
Etruria, the extent of its remains, its massive walls,
vast sepulchral

—

rise of the Etrurian nation, the

They were forced to withdraw from the
bank of the Tiber, while nearly the whole of
northern Italy fell under the power of their more enterprising and warlike neighbours, though an ancient
Greek historian makes honourable mention of the valour of the Umbri.
{Nic. Damasc, ap. Stob., 7, 89.)
to decline.

right

It

art,

would alone

The citadel was
of between three and four miles.
built, as Strabo reports, on a hill, the ascent to which
fifteen stadia {Strab., 223) and it is supposed that
the Tyrrhenian city of which Aristotle (De Mirab., p.
1158) speaks, under the name of CEnarrea, as being

was

;

;

on a hill thirty stadia high, is Volaterrae. The
mention of Volaterrae in the Roman history occurs
in Livy (10, 12), where an engagement of no great
tiear this city,
importance is stated to have taken place
at the close of a war, in which the Etruscans were
the Romans, A.U.C.
leagtled with the Samnites against
In the second Punic war we find V^olaterrae
454.
among the other cities of Etruria that were zealous m
built

first

;

—

chambers, and numerous objects of

suffice to show its antique
splendour and importance, and claim for it that rank.
From the monuments alone which have been discovered within its walls and in the immediate vicinity,
no small idea is raised of the power, civilization, and
Its walls were formtaste of the ancient Etruscans.
ed, as may yet be seen, of huge massive stones, piled
on each other without cement ; and their circuit, which
is still distinctly marked, embraced a circumference

Etruscan

Umbrian name began

was then, probably, that the Tuscans, as we are told,
possessed themselves of three hundred towns previously occupied by the Umbri.
{Plin.f'S,5.) A spiritof rivalry was still kept up, however, between the two nations
as we are assured by Slrabo that, when either
made an expedition into a neighbouring district, the
other immediately directed its efforts to the same
Both nations, however, had
{Strab., 226.)
quarter.
soon to contend with a formidable foe in the Gauls
who invaded Italy and, after vanquishing and expelling the Tuscans from the Padus, penetrated still farther, and drove the Umbri from the shores of the
Adriatic into the mountains.
These were the Senoiies, who afterward defeated the Romans on the banks
of the -\llia, and sacked their city.
The Umbri, thus
reduced, appear to have offered but little resistance to
the Romans ; nor is it improbable that this politic
people took advantage of their differences with the
Etruscans to induce them to remain neuter while
The
they were contending with the latter power.
submission of Southern Umbria appears to have taken
The northern and
place A.U.C. 446 (Liv., 9, 41).
maritime parts were reduced after the total extirpation
of tiie Senones, about twenty-five years afterward.
{Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p.- 251, seqq.
Compare

Gell., 20, 1.)

VocoNTii, a people of Gallia Narbonensis, in the
immediate vicinity of the Alps, on the banks of the
Druma or Drome. Their principal cities were Vasio,
now Vaison; Lucus Augusti, now Luc; and Dea
LeVocontiorum, now Die. {Cces., B. G., 1, 10.
maire, Index Geogr. ad Cces., p. 401.)
a
now
la
mountain
of
VoGEsus,
Vosge,
Belgic Gaul,
a branch of the chain of Jura, stretching in a northern
•direction; and in which are the sources of the Arar
(now Sad7ie), the Mosa (now Meuse), and the Mosella
(now Moselle). Its greatest height, Donnon, is about
400 toises above the level of the sea, and its length 50
{Lucan, 1, 397.— Ccc^., B. G., 4, 10.)
leagues.
VoLATERR.<E, a city of Etruria, northwest of Sena,

Greeks they were known under the name of '0/j.6piKoi,
a word which they supposed to be derived irom ofi6pog, under the idea that they were a people saved
from an unusual deluge. {Plin., I. c.
Solin., 5.)

i

their offers of naval stores to the

Romans.

{Liv., 28.

years afterward Volaterrse sustained a
two years, against Sylla the besiege, which lasted
whom that dicsieged consisting principally of persons
On its surrender Italy is said to
tator had proscribed.
have enjoyed peace for the first time after so much
bloodshed.
Finally, we hear of Volaterras as a colony
somewhat prior to the reign of Augustus. {Front., de
Cramer'' s Anc. Italy,
Col.
Compare PHn., 3, 5.
45.)

Many

.;

—

—

}

vol.
}

186.)

1, p.

VoLATERRANA Vada, 3 harbour on the coast of EtruNiebuhrs Roman History, vol. 1, p. 119, seqq., ria, deriving its name from the city of Volaterrae,
which lay inland. It is still known by the name of
Cambridge transl.)
Unelli, a people of Gallia Lugdunensis Secunda, Vada. {Cic.,pro Quinct., 6.—Plin., 3, 5.~Ruttl.,
whose country formed part of the Tractus Arraoncus, Itin., 1, 453.)
and answers to that part of modern Normandy in which
VoLc^, a numerous and powerful nation of southern
are Valognes, Coutances, and Cherbourg, in the de- Gaul, divided into two great branches, the Arecomici
Their capital, at first, was and Tectosages. I. The Volcae Arecomici occupied the
partmeiit de la Manche.
Crociaionum, answering to the modern Valognes. southwestern angle of the Roman province in Gaul,
—
Afterward, however, their chief city was Constantini and had for their chief city Nemausus, now Nismes
Castra.

now Coutances.

i

{Lemaire, Index Geogr. ad

VoconIa Lex, de Tesfamentis, by Q. Voconius
Saxa, the tribune, A.U.C. 584, enacted that no one
should make a woman his heiress {Cic. in Verr., 1,
42), nor leave to any one, by way of legacy, more than
to his heir or heirs.
This law is supposed to have re-

II. The Volcae Tectosages lay without the Roman
direction from the Arecomici..
province, in a southwest
The nation
Their capital was Tolosa, now Toulouse.
of the Volcae would appear from their name to have
been of German origin. Compare the German volk,
&c., whence comes the English "folk."

—

Cces., p. 373.)

j

j

|

"people,"

ferred chieflv lo those
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who were

wapronunciation of Volcae, moreover,
(Cces., B. G., 7, 74, seqq.)

The Roman
j

rich, to prevent the

VolkcB.
j

UR

UTI

A

name common to many of the kings brother of Caasander {A then., 3, 54), and the site ol
of Parihia, who made war against the Roman emper- which is called CaUitxt.
{Cramer's Anc. (ireece,
vol. 1, p. 260.)
ors.
Gail, however, mamtama that no such
{Vid. Parthia.)
VoLoOESKs, a

VoLsct, a people of Latium, along the coatt below
No notice appears to be taken by any Latin
writer of the origin of this people.
According to Ca-

Antium.

they occupied the country of the Aborigines {ap.
Priscian., 5), and were at one time subject to the
Etruscans.
{Id., ap. Serv., JEn., II, 567.)
learn from Titinnius, an old comic writer quoted by
Festus {s. V. Oscum), that the Volsci had a peculiar
idiom distinct from the Oscan and Latin dialects.
They used the Latin characters, however, both in their
Notwithstandmg. the
inscriptions and on their coin.
small extent of country which they occupied, reaching
to
from
Antium
Terracina, a line of coast of
only
to,

We

about fifty miles, and little more than half that distance from the sea to the mountains, it swarmed with
cities filled with a hardy race, destined, ^ays the Ro-

man
man

historian, as it were by fortune, to train the Rosoldier to arms by their perpetual hostility.
( Liv.,
The Volsci were first attacked by the second
6, 21.)
Tarquin, and war was carried on afterward between

the two nations, with short intervals, for upward of
two hundred years {Liv., 1, 53); and though this ac-

cour t is no doubt greatly exaggerated by Livy, and
the numbers much overrated, enough will remain to
prove that this part of Italy was at that time far more
populous and better cultivated than at present. {Cra-

mer^s Anc. Italy, vol. 2,

p. 82.)
a spot in Etruria where the
on solemn
general assembly of the Etrurians was held
Some trace of
occasions.
Id., 5, 17.)
{Liv., 4, 23.
the ancient name is preserved in that of a church

VoLTOMN^ Fanum,

—

Santa Maria in Volturno. {Lanzi, vol. 2, p.
liiT.— Cramer'' s Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 223.)
Vid. Vulsinii.
VoLsiNiUM.
VolubTlis, a city in Mauritania Tingitana, between
Tocolosida and Aquae Dacicae, in a fruitful part of the
It is now Walili.
{Itin. Ant., 2"^.— Mela,
country.
called

3, 10.)

VoLUMNiA, the wife of Coriolanus.

{Liv., 2, 40.)

Vopiscus, one of the writers of the Augustan HisHe was a native of Syracuse, and contemporary
tory.
with Trebellius Pollio, having flourished towards the
close of the third and in the early part of the fourth
His father and grandfather lived on terms
century.
In the year
of intimacy with the Emperor Dioclesian.
291 or 292, the prefect of Rome, Junius Tiberianus,
a
life of Aurelian,
to
write
prevailed upon Vopiscus
He
,which no Latin historian had as yet taken up.

from the private
supplied him with various materials
the Ulpian library.
papers of that prince, and also from
Among the books consulted by him, Vopiscus names
some Greek works. This biography was followed by
the lives of Tacitus, Florian, Probus, Firmus, Satur-

city ever existed, and that the^name was a general appellation for the whole peninsula of Athos, with its five
cities.

{Gail, Atlas, p. 21.)

Uranus (Ovpavof,
the

He

**

Heaven" or

**sky''), a deity,

same as

Ccelus, the most ancient of all the gods.
married Terra, or the Earth, by whom be had the

Tiians.

{Vtd. Titanes.)

UrcinIum, a town on the western coast of Corsica,
cast of the Rhium Promontorium.
It was fabled to
have been founded by Eurysaces, the son of Ajaz,
and is now Ajaccto.
Uria (Ureium or Hyreium), a town on the coast of
Apulia, giving name to the Sinus Urias, or Gulf of
man/redonia. The position of this town has never
been very clearly ascertained, partly from the circumstance of there being another town of the same name
in Messapia, and partly from the situation
assigned to
it
by Pliny, to the south of the promontory of GargaBus, not agreeing with the topography of Strabo.
Hence Cluverius and
Strabo, 284.)
{Pltn., 3, II.
Cellarius were led to imagine that there were two
distinct towns named Uria and Hyrium ; the former
situated to the south, the latter to the north of Garganus.
{Ital. ArUiq., vol. 2, p. 1212.— Gcogr. ArU., lib.

—

It must be observed, however, that
DionysPeriegetes and Ptolemy (p. 62) mention only
Hyrium, and therefore it is probable that the error has
At any rate, we may safety
originated with Pliny.
{Cramer^s
place the Hyreium of Strabo at Rodi.

2, c. 9.)

ius

Anc. Italy, vol. 2, p. 273, seqq.)
UsiPETEs or Usipii, a German tribe. Driven by the
Suevi from the interior of Germany, the Usipetes presented themselves on the banks of the Lower Rhine,
crossed that stream, and passed through the territories
of the Menapii into Gaul.
Caesar defeated them and
drove them back over the Rhine, and we then find
them settling to the north of the Luppia or Lippe,
and reaching to the eastern mouth of the Rhine. At
a subsequent period they had their settlement between
the Sieg and Lahn, but gradually merged into the
name of Allemanni. {Mannert, Geogr., vol. 3, p.
153, 239.)

UsTiCA, a mountam and valley in the Sabine terrinear Horace's farm.
{Horat., Od., 1, 17, 11.)
Utica, a city of Africa, on the seacoast, northwest
of Carthage, and separated from its immediate district
by the river Bagradas. The Greeks called the name
tory,

Utica was
Ityke {'Itvkt)), probably by a corruption.
the earliest, or one of the earliest colonies planted by
Tyre on the African coast, and Bochart deduces the
name from the Phoenician Atica, i. e., " ancient."

{Geogr. Sacr.,

1,

24, col. 474,

I.

1.)

Velleios Pa-

makes it to have been founded about the time
that Codrus was king at Athens, about 1150 B.C.,
ninus, Proculus, Bonosus, Carus, Numerian, and CaFlavius Vopiscus is distinguished from his consequently in the period when the Greeks were berinus.
brethren in the Augustan collection by possessing more ginning to make their settlements along the coast of
Justin asserts that Utica was
the letters and official papers, Asia Minor (1, 2).
of order and method
It was
origimoreover, which he has inserted in his history, impart more ancient than Carthage (18, 4, 5).
terculus

:

As to style, howa considerable value to the work.
ever, he is on a level with the other writers in the Auof Aurelian, his
life
his
in
He states,
gustan Histor\'.
intention of writing the life of Apollonius of Tyana, a
His works are givnever executed.
project which he
en in the Historia Augusta Scripwres. {Schbll,
Hist. Lit. R&m., vol. 3, p. 156.)
Urania, the muse of Astronomy, usually represented as holding in one hand a globe, in the other a rod,
with which she is employed in tracing out some figure.
By some she was said to be the
{Vid. MusjB.)
mother of Hymenaeus.

{Catullus, 61, 2.

— Nonmts,

83, 67.)

Uranopolis, according
>n

to

most geographers, a

the peninsula of Athos, founded

80

city

by Ale.xandcr,

nally a free and independent city, like all the other
and bad a senate
large settlements of the Phoenicians,

and

suflfetes,

or presiding magistrates, of

its

own.

A?

Carthage, however, rose gradually into power, it assumed a kind of protection over Utica, as would apof the second
pear in particular Jrom the language
and Carthage, where the latter
treaty between Rome
state speaks not only for itself, but also for the people
At a subsequent period
of Utica.
{Polyb., 3. 24.)
we find Utica, it is true, still with a separate constitu-

own, but, in reality, more or less dependant
Hence the disaffection
upon the power of Carthage.
the inhabitants to the Carthaginfrequently shown by
ian cause, the case with which Agathocles made himself master of the place, and its sidmg with the rction of its
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volted mercenaries after the

first

Punic war.

(Diod.

Sic, 20, b\.—Polyb., 1, 82, 88.) The punishment
by the Carthaginians on the people of Utica,
on the quelling of this rebellion, probably drew more
at least
closely the connexion between the two cities
Scipio besieged Utica in vain during the second Punic
war.
At the beginning of the third Punic contest,
however, the inhabitants of Utica regarded it as the
safer course to separate their interests from those of
They gave themselves up, therefore, volCarthage.
untarily to the power of Rome, and this latter state
had now a firm foothold for the prosecution of all her
inflicted

;

ambitious plans

in relation to Africa.

As some recompense

to the

{Polyb.,36, 1.)
Uticenses for the valuable

aid they had afforded during the war, the Romans, at
its close, bestowed upon them a large portion of the
territory immediately adjacent to Carthage (Appian,
Bell. Pun., c. 135) ; and Utica was now, and remain-

ed as long as Carthage continued in ruins, the first city
of Africa
point of importance, and the seat of the
And yet it never became a very flourishproconsul.
ing city, since in all the civil wars of the Romans detachments of one party or the other invariably landed
near this place, and fought many of tl.eir battles here.
Thus, it was near Utica that Pompey defeated the opponents of Sylla (Orosius, 5, 21); here, too, Curio
contended for Caesar, and, not long after, Caesar's opponents selected Utica as the chief seat of the war.
The issue was an unfortunate one for the republican
party, and Cato (hence called Uticensis) found here a
Hitherto Utica had remained
death by his own hand.
and hence Hira free city, with its old constitution
tius speaks of its senate.
{Auct., Bell. Afr., c. 87,
the
a
declared
Roman colony.
90.)
place
Augustus

m

;

{Dio Cass., 49, IQ.—Plin., 5, 4.) It still, however,
retained, in some measure, its early constitution, and
hence is styled by Aulus Gellius a municipium (16, 13).

At a later period, Utica was regarded, after Carthage,
the latter having been rebuilt, as the second in Africa.
Utica had no harbour, but safe roads in front of the
Its ruins are to be seen at the present day near
town.

The

(IL, 8, 195.)

of Harmonia was the

fatal collar

work of

his hands.
The brass{Apollod., 3, 4, 3.)
footed, brass- throated, fire-breathing bulls of JEeles,
of
were
the
of
Colchis,
king
gift
Hephaestus to J^etes'

father Helius.

He

(Apollon. Rhod., 3, 230.)

also

made

for Alcinoiis,
king of the Phaeacian.s, the gold
silver dogs which guarded his house.
{Od., 7,

and

For himself he formed the golden maidens, who
waited on him, and whom he endowed with reason
and speech.
He gave to Minos, king
18, 419.)
{II.
of Crete, the brazen man Talus, who each day com
passed his island three times to guard it from the in91.)

,

vasion of strangers.
{Apollod 1, 9, 26.) The brazen cup, in which the Sun-god and his horses and chariot are carried round the earth
every night, was also
,

the work of this god.
The only instances we meet
of Hephaestus' working in any other substance than
metal are in Hesiod, where, at the command of Jupiter, he forms Pandora of earth and water {Op. et Z).,
60), and where he uses gypsum and ivory in the formation of the shield which h^ makes for Hercules.

That framed by him for Achilles
{Scut., Here, 141.)
in the Iliad is all of metal.
In the Iliad (18, 382),
the wife of Hephaestus is named Charis ; in Hesiod

—

{Theog., 945), Aglaia, the youngest of the Graces ; in
the interpolated tale in ti.e Odyssey (8, 266, seqq.).
The favourite haunt
Aphrodite, the goddess of beauty.

—

of Hephaestus on earth was the isle of Lemnos.
It
was here that he fell when flung from Heaven by Jupi-

attempting to aid his mother Juno, whom Jususpended in the air with anvils fastened to
her feet.
As knowledge of the earth increased, .Etna
and all other places where there was subterranean fire
ter

for

piter had

were regarded as the forges of Hephaestus and the
Cyclopes were associated with him as his assistants.
In Homer, when Thetis wants Hephsestian armour for
her son, she seeks Olympus, and the armour is fash;

ioned

by the artist-god with

his

own

hand.

In the

Augustan age Venus

prevails on her husband, the
master-smith, to furnish her son iEneas with arms ;
and he goes down from Heaven to Hiera (one of the

festivals in honour of Vulcan, brought
from Praeneste, and observed in the month of
August. The streets were illuminated, fires kindled
everywhere, and animals thrown into the flames, as a
sacrifice to the deity.
Plin.,
{Varro, L. L., 5, 3.

Liparean isles), and directs his men, the Cyclopes, to
It is thus
execute the order.
(JSn., 8, 407, seqq.)
that mythology changes with modes of life.
Hephaestus and Minerva are frequently joined together as the
communicators unto men of the arts which embellish
The philosophy of this
life and promote civilization.
view of the two deities is correct and elegant.
{Od.,

18, 13.)

6,

Porto Farina.

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 10, pt. 2,

p.

288, stqq.)

VuLCANALiA,

to

Rome

—

VuLCANi iNsuLiS.

Vid. ^oliae (Insulae), and Li-

para.

the god of fire, the same with the HeHephaestus, the
phaestus ('H^aidroc) of the Greeks.
Olympian artist, is in Homer the son of Jupiter and
Juno.
{II., 1, 572, 578.)
According to Hesiod, however, he was the son of Juno alone, who was unwill-

VuLCANOs,

ing to be outdone by Jupiter when he had given birth
He was born lame, and
to Minerva.
{Theog., 927 )
his mother was so shocked at the sight of him that

The Ocean-nymph Eushe flung him from Olympus.
rynome and the Nereid Thetis saved and concealed
him in a cavern beneath the Ocean, where, during
nine years, he employed himself in manufacturing for
them various ornaments and trinkets. {IL, 18, 394,
are not informed how his return to Olymseqq.)
pus was effected but we find him, in the Iliad, firmly

We

;

233.-/6.,

Polit., p. 177.

}60. —
Hymn.,
— Volcker, Hom.,
Myth, der
23,

20.

— Plato,

lap., p. 21, seq.)
The artist-god is usually represented as of ripe age,
with a serious countenance and muscular form ; bis

—

He generally
tongs at his anviF, in a short
tunic, and his right arm bare; sometimes with a pointThe Cyclopes are occasionally
ed cap on his head.
Hephaestus njust have been regardplaced with him.
ed originally as simply the fire-god, a view of his charhair

hangs

in curls

appears with

on

his shoulders.

hammer and

—

acter which" we find even in the Iliad (20, 73; 21,330,
Fire being the great agent in reducing and

seqq.).

working the metals, the fire-god naturally became an

The

artist.

former was probably Hephaestus' Pelasgi-

—

The Vulcan of
an, the latter his Achaean character.
the Latins was also, like Hephaestus, the god of fire,
but he

is

not represented as an

artist.

He was

said, in

one legend, to be the father of Servius Tullius, whose
wooden statue was, in consequence, spared by the
flames when they consumed the temple of Fortune in
which it stood. {Ovid, Fast., 6, 627.— Dion. Hal., 4,

and all the mansions, furniture, ornaments,
and arms'of the Olympians were the work of his hands.
an alrnost endless task to enumerate all
be
would
It
the
the articles formed by Hephaestus.
Only the chief of 40.) He was also the reputed father of Caeculus,
them will here be noticed. One thing is remarkable founder of Praeneste, the legend of whose birth is nearly
vari- similar to that of Servius.
( Virg., Mn., 7, 678, seqq.
concerning them, that they were all made of the
Vulcan was united with a female
no wood, or stone, or any other substance
ous metals
Servius, ad loc.)
fixed there

;

;

entering into their composition : they were, moreover,
Hephaestus
frequently endowed with automatism.
made armour for Achilles and other mortal heroes.
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power named Maia.

{Keightley^s Mythology,

p.

107,

518.)

VoLCATius,

Gallicanus, one of the writers of the

XAN

XAN

He

has the title of Vir ClarisaiAugustan History.
mus, which indicates that he was a senator. Vulcatius lived under Dioclesian, and proposed to himself
to write a history of all the Roman
emperors ; we
have from him, however, only the life of Avidius Cas-

Some manuscripts even

«ius.

to Spartianus.
VuLSiNii or

assign this biography

band during his
She must have been
imprisonment.
as deficient in understand
mg as she was froward in
disposition if she had not profited by the daily lessons
which, for twenty years, she received from such a
master.
vol. I,
(Enfield's
of

— Compare

History
Philosophy,
p.
the remarks of Mendelsohn, in bis
of Socrates, prefixed to bis German version of
Plato's Phadon, p. 17, seqq.)
Xanthippus, I. a Spartan leader, who fought on the
side of tbc Carthaginians in the first Punic war, and
defeated Regulus.
He is said to have left
171.

life

VoL8iNit,and also Vulsinium or Vol-

siNiUM, a city of Etruria, situate on the northern shore
of the Lacus Vulsiniensis.
It is
generally allowed to
rank among the tirst cities of the country
An account
of its early contest with Rome is to be found in Livy
About the time of the war against Pyrrhus,
(5, 31).

Carthage
soon after this success,
spprehending evil consequences
to himself from the
jealousy of the inhabitants. .( Vid.
Vulsinii, which the Roman writers represent as a most Regulus.)
II. An Athenian commander, who led the
opulent and flourishing place, becomes so enervated by forces of Athens at the battle of Mvcale.
He was faits wealth and luxury as to allow its slaves to overther of the celebrated Pericles.
( Vid
Mycale.)
throw the constitution, and give way to the most unXanthus or Xanthos, I. a river of Troas in Asia
bridled licentiousness and excess, till at last the citi- Minor, the same as the
Scamander, and, according to
zens were forced to seek for that protection from Rome Homer, called Xanthus
by the gods and Scamander by
"
which they could not derive from their own resources. men. ( Vid. remarks under the article
Troja,
TopogThe rebels were speedily reduced, and brought to con- raphy of Troy.")— II. A river of Lycia,
falling into
1.
21.
the
sea
8,
above
(VcU.
Patara.
Max.,
1,
It
was
Flor.,
the
most
dign punishment.
considerable
As a proof of the ancient prosperity of of the Lycian streams, and at an early period bore the
Oros., 4, 5.)
Vulsinii, it is stated by Pliny, on the authority of Me- name of Sirbes, as Strabo writes it, but Sibrus actrodorus Scepsius, that it possessed, when taken by cording to
Panyasis {ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. Tpefii?.^).
the Romans, no less than 2000 statues.
{Plin., 34, This stream was navigable for small vessels
and at
From Livy we learn that the Etruscan goddess the distance of seventy stadia from its mouth was
7.)
Nortia was worshipped there, and that it was custom- Xanthus, the
principal city of the Lycians.
{Cramer's
ary to mark the years by fixing nails in her temples Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 247 ) Bochart, with great probVulsinii, at a later period, is noted as the ability on his side, regards the name Xanthus as a
(7, 3).
{Tac, Ann., 4, 1.) It is now mere translation into Greek of the Oriental and earlier
birthplace of Sejanus.
BoUena. {Cramer's Anc. Italy, vol. 1, p. 221, seqq.) name, since the term Zirba, both in Arabic and Phoe-

—

—

—

;

Vdlturnum, a town of Campania, at the mouth of
the river Vulturnus, and on the left hank.
It is now
Caste! di VoUurno.
The origin of this city was probably Etruscan, but we do not find it mentioned in his-

Italy, vol.

nician, is equivalent to the Greek ^avBo^, "yellow."
1, 6, col. 363.)— III. The chief city
of Lycia, situate on the river of the same name, at the
distance of seventy stadia from its mouth.
Pliny says
it was fifteen miles from the sea
but that distance is
too considerable, there
no
doubt
that
the
being
Lycian
capital occupied the site of Aksenide, which occurs in
the situation described by Strabo (666.

I. a river of
Campania, now Voliurno,
the Apennines, in the territory of Samniand discharging its waters into the lower sea.

Hecataus,ap. Steph. Byz., s. v. ^dvdo^). The Xanthians have twice been recorded in
history for the
dauntless courage and perseverance with which
they
defended their city
a hostile army.
The first

tory until it became a Roman colony, A.U.C. 558.
(Liv., 34, 45.)
According to Frontinus, a second colony was sent thither by Caesar. Festus includes it

among

the

{Cramer^s Anc.

praefecturae.

145.)

2, p

VuLTURNOs,
rising

among

{Geogr. Sa^r.,

;

— Compare

um,
against
At its mouth stood the town of Vulturnum.
The occasion occurred in the invasion of Lycia by the army
modern name is the Voliurno. A magnificent bridge, of Cyrus under Harpagus. after the conquest of
with a triumphal arch, was thrown over this river by Lydia, when they buried themselves under the ruins
Dornitian when he caused a road to be constructed
from Sinuessa to Puteoli a work which Statins has
undertaken to eulogize in some hundred lines of indifferent poetry.
{Sylv., 4, 3.i— Cramer's Anc. Italy,
vol. 2, p. 144.)
II. A name applied by the Latin
writers to the southeast wind, and answering to the
Greek Evpovoroc. (Aul. GelL, 2, 22.— Vitruv, 1, 6.)
TJxANTis, an island off the coast of Gaul, now
Ushant.
(Itin. Hieros., 509 )
UxEr.r.oDUNDM, a city in Aquitanic Gaul, in the territory of the Cadurci
now Pueche d'Issolon. (Cas.,
B. G., 8, 32.)
Uxii, a mountaineer race occupying the ranges that
run on each side of the river Orontes, and separate
Persis from Susiana.
They were predatory in their
;

—

;

habits.

Ind., 3,

18.— Plin.,

{^av6iir:rv), less correctly

Xantipp^

(Diod., 27,

Q7.—Arrian,

6, 27.)

the wife of Socrates, represented by
cient writers as a perfect termagant.

many
It is

of the anmore than

probable, however, that the infirmities of this good
woman have been
and that calumny has

exaggerated,

their gates to the republican army commanded
by
Brutus, that general invested the town, and, after remade
the
citizens
to
break
pelling every attempt
by
through his lines, finally entered it by force. The

open

Xanthians are said to have resisted still, and even t*
have perished in the flames, with their wives and children, rather than fall into the hands of the Roman gen-

who made many attempts to turn them away
from their desperate purpose. {Plut., Vit. Brut.-^
Appian, Bell. Civ., 4, \8—Dio Cass., 47, 34.)— Mr.
Fellows describes the remains at Xanthus as ail of the
same date, and that a very early one. " The walls are
many of them Cyclopean. The language of the innumerable and very perfect inscriptions is like the Phoenician or Etruscan
and the beautiful tombs in the
rocks are also of very early date.
The city has not
the appearance of having been very large, but its remains show that it was highly ornamented, particularly
the tombs." A detailed account of several of these
tombs, and of the sculptures upon them, is also given
{Felloics* Asia Minor, p.
by the same traveller.
IV. An ancient historian of Lydia.
225, seqq.)
learn from Suidas (*. r. Hav^of) that his father's name
was Candaules that he flourished at the time of the
and that he
capture of Sardis by the lonians (01. 69)
eral,

;

X.

Xanthippe

of their walls and houses.
The
{Herod., 1, 176.)
second event here alluded to took place many centu*
ries later,
the
civil
wars
during
consequent on the
death of Caesar.
The Xanthians having refused to

had some hand in finisning her picture ; for Socrates
himself, in a dialogue with his son Lamprocles {Mem.,
2, 2), allows her many domestic virtues ; and we find
her afterward expressing great affection for her hus-

—

We

;

;
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Suidas cites
wrote a History of Lydia in four books.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus also quotes
this work, and
speaks of the author in terms of high
the second.

commendation.

{Ant. Rom., vol. 1, p. 22, ed Reiske.)
are quoted by Parthenius, in Stephanus
of Byzantium, and probably by the scholiast on Apollonius Rhodius by Hephaesiion also (p. 14, cd. Gaisf.).

The Lydiaca

:

The fragments
"
his

tay

of Xanthus are given by Creuzer in
Historicorum GrcECorum Anliqidss. FragmenHeidelb
1806, 8vo, p. 148, seqq.
{Mus. Crit.,
,

vol. 2, p. 109, seqq.)

Xknocles, an Athenian tragic poet, ridiculed by
Aristophanes, and yet the conqueror of Euripides on
one occasion (Olym. 91.2, B.C. 415).
He was of
dwarfish stature, and son of the tragic poet Carcinus.
In the Pax, Aristophanes applies the term /j.TJX(ivodi(pag

From

appears that Xeuocles was celebrated for introducing machinery and
stage-shows, especially in the ascent or descent of his
to the family.

the scholiast

it

(Theatre of the Greeks, 3d ed., p. 66.)
I.
an ancient philosopher, born at
Chalcedon in the 95th Olympiad, B.C. 400.
first
attached himself to iEschines, but afterward became
a disciple of Plato, who took much pains in cultivating

gods.

Xenocrates,

H

!

'

pleasing to Antipater that he immediately released the
It may be mentioned as another
example
of moderation in Xenocrates, that when Alexander, to

prisoners.

mortify Aristotle, against whom he had an accidental
pique, sent Xenocrates a magnificent present of fifty
talents, he accepted only thirty mince, reluming the

Alexander with

rest to

this

message that the large
sent was more than he
spend during his whole life.
:

sum which Alexander had

should have been able to
So abstemious was he with respect to food, that his
provision was frequently spoiled before it was con-

sumed.
His chastity was invincible. Lais, a celebrated Athenian courtesan, attempted, without sucto
Of his humanity, no other proof
seduce
him.
cess,
can be necessary than the following pathetic incident.
sparrow, which was pursued by a hawk, flew into
his bosom
he afforded it shelter and protection till
its
enemy was out of sight, and then let it go, saying

A

;

that he

would never betray a suppliant. {2E11., V. H.,
He was fond of retirement, and was seldom
13, 31.)
seen in the city.
He was discreet in the use of his
time, and carefully allotted a certain portion of each
day to its proper business. One of these he employ-

ed in silent meditation.
He was an admirer of the
mathematical sciences, and was so fully convinced of
paring him with Aristotle, who was also one of his their utility, that, when a young man who was unacpupils, called the former a dull ass, who needed the quainted with geometry and astronomy desired adspur, and the latter a mettlesome horse, who required mission, he refused his request, saying that he was
the curb.
His temper was gloomy, his aspect severe, not yet possessed of the handles of philosophy. In
and his manners little tinctured with urbanity. These fine, Xenocrates was eminent both for the purity of
material defects his master took great pains to cor- his morals and for his acquaintance with science, and
rect, frequently advising him to sacrifice to the Gra- supported the credit of the Platonic school by his lecces ; and the pupil was patient of instruction, and tures, his writings, and his conduct.
{Plut., de Virt.
knew how to value the kindness of his preceptor. He Mor., 2, p. 399.) He lived to the first year of the
to
a
vessel
a
116th
of his age,
himself
with
narrow
B.C.
or
the
82d
316,
orifice,
compared
Olympiad,
which receives with difficulty, but firmly retains what- when he lost his life by accidentally falling, in the
So affectionately was Xenocrates dark, into a reservoir of water. The philosophical
ever is put into it.
attached to his master, that when Dionysius, in a vio- tenets of Xenocrates were truly Platonic, but in his
lent fit of anger, threatened to find one who should cut method of teaching he made use of the language of
" Not before he has cut off
He made Unity and Diversity prinoff his head, he said,
this," the Pythagoreans.
As long as Plato lived, Xenoc- ciples in nature, or gods the former of whom he reppointing to his own.
rates was one of his most esteemed disciples; after resented as the father, and the latter as the mother
He taught that the heavens are dihis death he closely adhered to his doctrine
and, in of the universe.
and that, besides
the second year of the hundred and tenth Olympiad, vine, and the stars celestial gods
B C. 339, he took the chair in the Academy as the these divinities, there are terrestrial demons of a midsuccessor of Speusippus.
Aristotle, who, about this dle order, between the gods and man, which partake
time, returned from Macedonia, in expectation, as it of the nature both of mind and body, and are there-

which was naturally heavy.

his genius,

Plato,

com-

;

;

;

should seem, of filling the chair, was greatly disappointed and chagrined at this nomination, and immediately instituted a school in the Lyceum, in opposition to that of the Academy where Xenocrates continued to preside till his death.
Xenocrates was celebrated among the Athenians, not only for his wisdom,
but also for his virtues.
{Val. Max., 2, 10.
Cic, ad
Att., 2, 16.

— Diog. Laerf.,

—

So eminent was
when he was called

4, 7.)

his reputation for integrity, that
upon to give evidence in a judicial

transaction, in

which an oath was usually required, the judges unanimously agreed that his simple asseveration should be
taken,

a public testimony to his merit.
Even
Macedon found it impossible to corrupt
When he was sent, with several others, upon

as

fore, like

human

beings, capable of passions and liable
{Diog. Laert., 4, 9, 10.
551.— Fa/. Max., 4,

to diversity of character.
Flut. in Alex., vol. 5, p.

—

157.
II.

whose

—
— Enfield's Hist.

Plut., dels. et. Os , vol. 2,
Philos., vol. 1, p. 244, seqq.)
physician of Aphrodisias, a work of

Ed. Phys.,

Stob.,
p.

A

Greek

—

3.—

1, ^.

remaining, on the aliment afforded by
best edition is that published at Naples
in 1794, 8vo, and which is based upon the edition of
Franzius, which last appeared in 1774, Lips., 8vo.
fishes.

is

still

The

la Med , vol. 2, p. 57.)
the founder of the Eleatic sect, was
a native of Colophon, and born, according to Eusebi-

{Sprengel, Hist, de

Xenophanks,

From some cause which is not
us, about B.C. 556.
him.
related, Xenophanes early left his country and took
an embassy to that prince, he declined all private in- refuge in Sicily, where he supported himself by retercourse with him, that he might escape the tempta- citing, at the court of Hiero, elegiac and iambic vertion of a bribe.
Philip afterward said, that of all those ses, which he had written in reprehension of the Thewho had come to him on embassies from foreign ogonies of Hesiod and Homer. From Sicily he passstates, Xenocrates was the only one whose friendship ed over into Magna Graecia, where he took up the
he had not been able to purchase.
{Diog. Laert., 4, profession of philosophy, and became a celebrated pre8 )
During the time of the Lamiac war, being sent ceptor in the Pythagorean school. Indulging, howan ambassador to the court of Antipater for the re- ever, a greater freedom of thought than was usual
to indemption of several Athenian captives, he was invited among the disciples of Pythagoras, he ventured
bv the prince to sit down with him at supper, but de- troduce new opinions of his own, and in many parclined the invitation in the words of Ulysses to Circe. ticulars to oppose the doctrines of Epimenides, Thathe Pythagorean
{Odyss 10, 383.) This pertinent and ingenious ap- les, and Pythagoras. He possessed
about 70 years, and lived to the
plication of a passage in Homer, or, rather, the gen- chair of philosophy
In metaphysics, Xenopherous and patriotic spirit which it expressed, was so extreme age of 100 years.
Philip

of

,
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anes taught that if there ever had been a time when
nothing existed, nothing could ever have existed.
That whatever is, always has been from eternity, without deriving its existence fronn any prior principle
that nature is one and without limit
that what is one
is similar in all its parts, else it would be
many that
and
one
the
infinite, eternal,
homogeneous universe
;

;

;

immutable and incapable of change that God is
one incorporeal eternal being, and, like the universe,
that he is of the same nature with
spherical m form
is

;

;

the universe, comprehending
is intelligent,

and pervades

semblance

human

to

ail

things within himself;

things, but bears no renature either in body or mind.
all

{Enfield's History of Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 414.)
Xenophon, I. a celebrated Athenian, son of Gryllus, distinguished as an historian, philosopher, and

commander, born
yEgeis, B.C. 445.

at Ercheia, a

borough of the

tribe

{Letronne, Biogr. Univ., vol. 51,
Xenophon was unquestionably one of the
p. 370.)
most respectable characters among the disciples of
He strictly adhered to the principles of his
Socrates.
master in action as well as opinion, and employed philosophy, not to furnish him with the means of ostentation, but to qualify him for the offices of public and
While he was a youth, Socrates, struck
private life.
with the comeliness of his person (for he regarded a
fair form as a probable indication of a well-proportioned mind), determined to admit him into the number of his pupils.
Meeting him by accident in a narrow passage, the philosopher put forth his staff across
the path, and, stopping him, asked where those things
were to be purchased which are necessary to human
life.

Xenophon appearing

at a loss for a reply to this

unexpected salutation, Socrates proceeded to ask him
where honest and good men were to he found. Xen" Follow
ophon still hesitating, Socrates said to him,
me, and learn." From that time Xenophon became a
in that
disciple of Socrates, and made a rapid progress
moral wisdom for which his master was so eminent.
in the Peloponnesian
war, and fought courageously in defence of his counIt was at the battle of Deliuni., in the early part
try.
of this war, that Socrates, according to some accounts,
In another battle, also
saved the life of His pupil
Ibught in Bceotia, but of which history has preserved

Xenophon accompanied Socrates

no

trace,

Xenophon would seem

to

have been made

prisoner by the enemy ; for Philostratus {Vit. Soph.,
1, 12) informs us that he attended the instructions of
Prodicus of Ceos while he was a prisoner in Boeotia.
How his time was employed during the period which
is not aspreceded his serving in the army of Cyrus
that he
it is more than
certained
probable, however,
was engaged during the interval in several campaigns,

The

prince promised,

send him

if

he would enter into hit tr-

home

in safety after his
expedition
Xeno<
against the Pisidians i>hould have terminated.
phon, believing the intended expedition to have no
other end than this, consented to take part in >t,

vice, to

being

equally deceived with Proxenus himself ; for, of all
the Greeks who accompanied Cyrus, Clearchus alone
was from the beginning in the secret. The army of

Cyrus marched from Sardis, through Lydia, Phrygia,
Lycaonia, and Cappadocia, crossed the mountams of
Cilicia, passed through Cilicia and Syria to the Euphrates, forded this river, passed through a part of
Arabia and Babylonia, until they reached the plain of
Cunaxa.
After the fatal battle of Cunaxa and the
fall

of Cyrus,

Xenophon advised

his

fellow-soldiers

own

bravery than surrender
themselves to the victor, and to attempt a retreat into
their own country.
They listened to bis advice ; and,
having had many proofs of his wisdom as well as coar*
age, they elected him one of the five new commanders,
chosen to supply the place of their former leaders,
who had been entrapped and slain by Tissaphernes.

rather to trust to their

Xenophon was appointed in the room of Proxenus, and
soon became the soul of all the movements of the
Greeks in their memorable retreat, acquiring great
glory by the prudence and firmness with which he conducted them back, through the midst of innumerable
The particulars of this memorable advendangers.
ture are related by Xenophon himself, in his Anabasis,
or Retreat of the Ten Thousand.
In retreating, the
object of the Greeks was to strike the Euxine ; but
the error they committed was in making that sea ex-

tend too far to the east.
From Cunaxa they turned
their course to the Tigris, crossed that river, marched
through Media, northward, still following the conrse
of the Tigris.
They then crossed the mountains of
the Carduchi, and, after great exertions, reached the
sources of the river just mentioned. After this they
traversed Armenia, crossed the Euphrates not far from
its source, lost many of their number in the marshes
through the cold and snow, and came to the Phasis.
Leaving this stream, they passed through the countries
of the Taochi, Chalybes, Macrones, Colchians, and at
last reached the Greek colony of Trapezus on the
coast of the Euxine Sea.
As there were not ships
enough there to receive them all, they determined to
return home by land, and, marching along the coast of

came to Chrysopolis opposite Byzantium.
After having crossed over to the latter city, and been
deceived by the promises of Anaxibius, the Spartan
admiral, they entered into the service of Seuihes, king
the Euxine,

who had

This prince,
and paying them only »
since the skill and experience displayed in conducting part of their stipulated recompense, they finally enthe retreat of the Ten Thousand presuppose a familiar tered into the service of Thymbron, who had been diAt the age of forty- rected by the Spartans to raise an army and make war
acquaintance with the art of war.
Acthree or forty-four years, he was invited byj'roxenus upon the satraps Pharnabazus and Tissaphernes.
the Boeotian, formerly a disciple of Gorgias of Leon- cording to Xenophon, the whole distance traversed by
to en- the Greeks, both in going and returning, was 1 1.'>5
tini, and one of Xenophon's intimate friends,
The whole time taken
ter into the service of Cyrus the younger, the brother parasangs, or 34,650 stadia.
of Artaxerxes Mnemon of Persia.
Xenophon consult- up was fifteen months, of which the retreat itself oced Socrates in relation to this step, and the philoso- cupied less than eight.
Having returned to Greece,
lest his old
Xenophon, after an interval of four or five years, joined
pher disapproved of it, being apprehensive
of the Athenians by Agesilaus, king of Sparta, and fought with him, not
pupil might incur the displeasure
a prince who had shown himself disposed to only in .^sia, but also against the Thebans at home,
joining
The Athenians, displeased
aid the Lacedaemonians in their war against Athens. in the battle of Coronea.
He advised him, however, to visit Delphi, and consult at this alliance, brought a public accusation against
the god about his intended scheme. Xenophon obey- him for his former conduct in engaging in the service
condemned him to exile. The Spared, but merely asked the oracle to which one of the of Cyrus, and
vows in order tans, upon this, took Xenophon, as an injured man. ungods he ought to sacrifice and offer up
to ensure the success of what he was then meditating. der their protection, and provided him with a comfortFor this Socrates blamed him, but, nevertheless, ad- able retreat at Scilluns m Elis, making him a present
vised him to do what the god had enjoined, and then of a dwelling there, with considerable land attached
At Sardis, Xenophon met his to it. According to Pausanias (5, 6), they gave him
to take his departure.
Here he remained, if we
friend Proxcnus, and obtained, through him, an intro- the entire town of Scilluns.
duction to Cyrus, by whona he was well received. believe the same Pausanias, for the remainder of his
;

of Thrace,

however, proving

solicited their aid.

faithless,

—
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dedicated his time to literary
pursuits.
Xenophon himself has given us, in the Anabasis (5, 3,7), an interesting account of his residence at
days, and

in this retreat

where he erected

temple to the Ephesian Diana, in performance of a vow made during the famous
In this place he
retreat which he so ably conducted.
Pausanias, who visdied, in the 90th year of his age.
Scilluns,

a

ited the ruins of Scilluns, states that the tomb of Xento him, and over it his statue of

ophon was pointed out
Pentelic marble.

He

adds, that

when

the Eleans took

Scilluns, they brought Xenophon to trial for having accepted the estate at the hands of the Spartans, but that

—

and commerce.

Plato (de Leg., 3.
Op., vol. 8, p
142, ed. Bip.) denies that Cyrus opdrj^ iraideiag rj^dai,

and this statement is considered by Valckenaer to have
been directed against the representations of Xenophon and hence we need feel no surprise at the opposition between the Banquet of Xenophon and that
From Aulus Gellius {N. A., 14, 3)
written by Plato.
;

we

discern

some

traces of this personal hostility be-

tween these great philosophers. {Barker, de Xen.,
Compare remarks under the article
Cyrop., I, 1.
As regards the more received accounts relaPlato.)

—

—

tive to the elder Cyrus, the student is referred to that
he was acquitted, and allowed to reside there without article itself
Some modern critics have thought that
molestation.
The common account, however, makes Xenophon, in this work, is not as romantic in his dehim to have retired to Corinth when a war had bro- tails as he is commonly supposed to be, but that he
ken out between the Spartans and Eleans, and to gives us the mode of education adopted in the case of
The integrity, the piety, the young Persians that belonged to a privileged caste,
have ended his days there.
and the moderation of Xenophon rendered him an that of the warriors namely, and not the manner of
ornament to the Socratic School, and proved how rearing which was common to the people at large.
much he had profited by the precepts of his master. One thing at least is certain, that nothing in the CyroHis whole military conduct discovered an admirable paedia indicates the intention of its author to produce
union of wisdom and valour.
And his writings, at the a work of the imagination. Others have supposed
same time that they have afforded, to all succeed- that Xenophon's object in writing the treatise in quesing ages, one of the most perfect models of purity, tion was to criticise the first two books of Plato's Resimplicity, and harmony of language, abound with sen- public, and that the latter retaliated in his third book
timents truly Socratic.
By his wife Phitesia Xeno- of laws by drawing a character of Cyrus quite different
phon had two sons, Gryllus and Diodoriis the for- from that which Xenophon had depicted. (Consult
mer of whom fell with glory in the battle of Manti- Aid. Gell., I. c, and, in relation to the Cyropaedia gennea, after having inflicted a mortal wound on Epam- erally, the Dissertation of Fraguier, Mem. de PAcad.

—

—

;

Theban commander.
inondas,
—
The works
Xenophon, who
the

(Vid. Gryllus.)
has been styled,
from the sweetness and graceful simplicity of his lan" Attic
1. '^XkrjviKu,
bee," are as follows
guage, the
In this work
(" Grecian History'''*), in seven books.
Xenophon gives a continuation of the history of Thuto
the battle of Mantinea.
It was uncydides, down
dertaken at an advanced age, amid the retirement of
of

:

Scilluns,

and completed either there or at Corinth.
is full of lacunae and falsified
passages.
of the battle of Leuctra is not given with
and
it is evident that Xenodevelopment,

The work
The recital
sufficient

relates with regret the victory of Epaminondas
over his adopted country.
Xenophon does not imitate

phon

in this production the

manner of Thucydides.

That

of Herodotus accorded better with his general character as a writer, and had more analogy to the style
of eloquence that marked the school of Isocrates,
2. 'Avdtaof which Xenophon had been a disciple.

—

cff ("The Expedition into t/pj^cr Asia"), otherwise
" the Retreat of the Ten Thousand."
Xenocalled
phon, as has already been remarked, bore a large share

His narrative, written
glorious expedition.
with great clearness and singular modesty, forms one
in

this

of the most interesting works bequeathed to us by an3. Kvpov Ilaidem (" The Education of
tiquity.
CyThis work not only gives a view of the earlier
rus^^).
but
also
the
of
of
his
whole
Great,
life,
Cyrus
years
and of the laws, institutions, and government employed by him at home and abroad, in peace and in war.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus {^Ep. ad Cn. Pomp.
Op., vol. 6, p. 777, ed. Reiske) characterizes the work
as the cLKova jiaaikiug uyadov koI evdai/novoc, and
Cicero {Ep. ad Q. Fr., 1, 1, 8) warns us not to consider this treatise as constructed with historic faith,

—

—

In fact,
but as a mere pattern of just government.
the Cyropaedia is less a history than a species of historical romance.
Cyrus is represented to us as a wise
and magnanimous, a just, generous, and patriotic king ;
as a great and experienced, a prudent and invincible
a bright exemplar to those who are called
;
to wield the military energies of nations, to defend
father-land
from hostile aggression, to conquer
their
on a foreign soil the enemies of their country, to en-

commander

large the boundaries of their empire, and to diffuse
over subject millions the blessings of civil order and
peaceful industry, of extended manufactures, trade,
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—

des Inscr., &c., vol. 2, p. 48.
Sainte- Croix, Ohserva'
tions, &c.. ibid., vol. 46, p. 399.
Baden, Opuscula
Latina, Havn., 1763, 8vo, n. 2.
Damm, Berliner
Monatschrift, 1796, vol. 1, p. 69.) Though the Cyropaedia be certainly the work of Xenophon, some doubts
have nevertheless arisen with respect to the latter part
of the history, and which Valckenaer, Schneider, F.
A. Wolfe, and many other modern scholars regard as
the addition of some later writer, who wished to weaken the favourable impression towards the Persians
which the perusal of the main work could not fail to

—
—

(Compare Schulz, De Cyropcedia. epilogo,
produce.
&-C. Hal., 1806, 8vo.
Borncmann, Epilog, dcr Cyro4. Aoyof elc Ayijaipcedie, &c., Leipz., 1819. 8vo.)

—

—

Eloge on Agesilaus^^).

Xenophon had followed this prince in his expedition into Asia, and had
been an eyewitness of his victories in that country.
He had accompanied him also in his Grecian campaigns, and his attachment to this eminent commander
was the secret cause of his banishment from Athens.
No one, therefore, was better qualified to write the biTiaov

{'^

this celebrated Spartan.
Cicero, in speaking of this work of Xenophon's, says that it surpasses
to the Lacedaemonian
all the statues ever erected

ography of

and yet some modem
5, 12)
with Valckenaer at their head, have regarded
as
below
of
the standard of Xenbiography
piece

monarch {Ep. ad Fam.,

;

critics,

this

ophon's acknowledged abilities as a writer, and the
production of some sophist or rhetorician of a subse5. 'ATrofj.V7]iJ.ovevfj,aTa liUKpurovg {^^ Mequent age.
moirs of Socrates^''), the best of Xenophon's philoIt gives, first, a justification of Socsophical works.
rates against the charge of having introduced strange
deities instead of worshipping the national ones, and

—

of having corrupted the young by his example and
maxims. It then goes on to adduce various conversations between Socrates and his disciples on topics of
a moral and religious nature. (Consult Dissen, De philosophia morali in Xenophontis 4e Socrate commenta'

This work, written with
tradita, G'ott., 1812 )
singular grace and elegance, offends in many instances
of the dialogue, and beform
and
the
the
rules
against
comes, on these occasions, an actual monologue. It is

"iis

divided into four books, but

is

—

thought to have been

6. 'Luapdrov^ 'AttoXoanciently more voluminous.
yla Trpof rovg dtKaardc (" Defence of Socrates beThis piece is not, as the title
fore his Judges'").

XER

XENOPHON.
indicates, a pleading

delivered in the presence of
neither is it a defence of himself, on the
his judges
of Socrates, against the vices and crimes laid to

the revenues of Attica, if well regulated, are
cient for its population, without the need of the Athenians rendering themselves odious by exactions from

rather a development of the motives
to prefer death to the humili-

their allies or subjects.
14. AoKedaifioviuv noXireia
15. Adr/vai(" Government of the Laccdamonians').

;

part
his charge

it is

;

which induced the sage

of addressing entreaties and supplications to
prejudiced judges. Valckenaer and Schneider consider
The former of these
the work unworthy of Xenophon.
critics sees in this the production of the same individual who fabricated the latter part of the Cyropajdia;
while Schneider thinks that it once formed a portion
of the Memoirs of Socrates, and that the grammariation

ans, after detaching

corrupted

it

in

it

many

from

places.

this

—

7.

work,

falsified

and

l,vfiT:6aiov <pcXoo6-

The object which

(" Banquet of Philosophers^').
in view in writing this piece, which is
a chef d'ozuvre in point of style, was to place in the
clearest light the purity of his master's principles relative to friendship and love, and to render a just homage to the innocence of his moral character. Some of
<po)v

Xenophon had

the ancients were persuaded that Xenophon had an*'
Banother and secondary object, that of opposing his
bears
the
same
which
to
Plato's
title,
dialogue
quet"
and in which Socrates had not been depicted, as Xen-

ophon thought, with all the simplicity that marked his
Schneider and Weiske, two celebrated
character.
commentators on Xenophon, as well as an excellent
matters of taste, the distinguished Wieland
Museum, vol. 4, p. 76), have adopted this
same opinion but it has been attacked by two other
The former believes that
scholars, Boeckh and Ast.
Plato wrote his dialogue after having read the Banquet
of Xenophon, and that, in place of Socrates as he realin

judge

{Attische

;

founder of the Academy wished to trace,
ly was, the
under the name of this philosopher, the beau ideal of
a true sage, such as he had conceived the character
to be.
{CommenCatio Academica de simultate qua

Platoni

cum Xenophonte
Ast goes

1811, 4to.)
find in the

intercessisse fcrtur, Berol ,
still farther, and pretends to

Banquet of Xenophon vsure indications of
its having been one of the works of his youth.
(^Ast,
Platans Leben und Schriffen, p. 314.)— 8. 'Upuv rj
Tvpavvog {"• Micro"), a dialogue between the Syracusan monarch and Simonides, in which Xenophon comwith the ttanpares the troublesome life of a prince
quil existence of a private individual, intermingling
from time to time observations on the art of govern9. OiKovo/itKog Xoyog (^'Discourse on Econoing.
This piece is in the form of a dialogue between
my'').
Socrates and Critobulus, son of Crito, and one of his
Some critics have regarded it as the fifth
disciples.
book of the Memoirs. It is less a theory of, than a
other words, a
eulogium on, rural economy, or, in
treatise on morality as applied to rural and domestic
life.
It contains also some interesting and instructive

—

details relative to the state of agriculture among the
Greeks ; we find in it, likewise, some anecdotes reCicero translated this
the

younger Cyrus.
and Virgil has drawn from

specting

work

into Latin,

it

—

the

ma-

—

uv

—

Government of the Athenians"). These
two small works are very probably not Xenophon's
We have also seven letters of this same writer. The
best editions of the works of Xenophon are, that of
Schneider, Lips., 1800, reprinted at Oxford, 1812, 6
vols. 8vo, and that of Weiske, Lips., 1798-1802, 6
vols. 8vo.
There are numerous editions also of the
II. A Greek roseparate works, some very useful.
mance writer, a native of Ephesus, whose era and hisWith the exception of
tory are equally unknown.
Suidas, no ancient writer makes any mention of hun,
not even Photius, who has recorded the names of so
many writers of the middling class. The Baron di
Lacella places him in the age of the Antonincs, and
others in the fourth and fifth centuries.
Peerlkamp,
on the other hand, one of his editors, considers him
to be the earliest of the Greek romancers, and fancies
Ko'kiTeia

('*

—

—

—

that he is able to detect the imitations of the

The same

rest.

Xenophon is an assumed
no Greek romancer, with the

author affirms that

name, and, farther, that
exception of Heliodorus, has written in his real name.
Mr. Dunlop, in his History of Fiction, mentions three
Xenophons, who lived about the time of Chariton ;
but Chariton must have lived in or after the fifth century, at a distance of no less than 300 years from the
time in which we have placed Xenophon, on the best

we can

authorities

find.

The

three Xenophons, ac-

cording to Mr. Dunlop, were Antiochus, Cyprius, and
"
Ephesius, and their works, Babylonica," "Cypriaca,"
and " Ephesiaca." Of these, only the last has been
It is entitled 'E^ecio/ca to. /caret 'Avdiav
published.
Kol AtpOKOfiriv (" Ephesiacs, or the Loves of AbroThe story is commonplace,
comes and Anlhia").
and yet improbable ; but the style is simple, and the
action busy without confusion.
For a long time the
In the fifteenth
existence of this work was denied.
century, Angelo Poliziano quoted a passage from this
romance but the incredulity of the learned was still
At length, in 1726,
manifested two centuries after.
an Italian translation was published by Antonio Maria
'

;

same year

the Greek text appeared
however, was insufficient; for,
eight years after, we find Lenglet du Fresnoy, in his
pseudonymous work on the customs of the Romans,
" neither the
original Greek, nor any
asserting that
Salvini,

in

and

print.

in the

Even

this,

The best edition of
other version," was known.
Xenophon of Ephesus is that of Peerlkamp, Harlem^
There is also a good edition by Passow,
1818, 4to.
Lips., 1833, 12mo.

{Foreign Quarterly Revinc,

vol.

5, p. 124, seqq.)

son and successor of Darius Hystaspis on
He was, in fact, the second son
of that monarch, but the first born unto him o( Atossa,
the daughter of Cyrus, whom Darius had married after
he came to the throne. The elder son was Artabanua,

Xerxes,

I.

the throne of Persia.

some passages in his Georgics. 11. Hepl
A very born unto Darius while yet in a private station. The
iTTTTiKTic <" On Ike Knoickdgc of Horses'').
useful treatise, in which Xenophon makes known the two princes contended for the empire, Artabanus
marks bv which a good horse may be discovered. grounding his claim on the common law of inheritance,
He cites^ abridges, and comjjleles the work of a cer- Xerxes, the younger, on his descent from the founder
terials for

the exiled king of
Simon, who had written on this subject before him. of the monarchy. Demaratus,
the duties of an Sparta, aided Xerxes with his counsels, and suggest'Innapx'Ko^ (" Hipparchicus, or
After having said something re- ed to him another argument, drawn from the Spartan
officer of cavalry").
of horses necessary for an of- rule of succession, by which a son bom after the acspecting the knowledge
tain

—

11.

of cavalry to have, Xenophon lays down the
rules that ought to guide in the selection of the officer
himself, and then traces the general duties appertain12.
KvvTjyeTiKoc {''Of the
ing to the station.
chase").
eulogium on the exercise of hunting,
unfolds the theory of the sport.
after which
ficer

—

A

—

Xenophon

13.

Ucpoi

Attica*').

Tj

The

npoffoduv (" On the revenues of
is to show that
object of this treatise

TTtpi

cession of a king was preferred to his elder brother.
Darius decided in his favour, and declared him his
heir ; swayed, perhaps, much more by the influence of
Atossa, which was always great with him, than by

In the following year (B.C. 48ft),
reason or usage.
before he had ended his preparations against Eg)pt
and Attica, he died, and Xerxes ascended the throne.
Thus the Persian sceptre passed from the hands of a
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pnnce who had acquired

it
by his boldness and prudence, to one born in the palace, the favourite son of
the favourite queen, who had been accustomed, from
his infancy, to regard the kingdom as his inheritance,
perhaps to think that the blood of Cyrus which flowed
Bred up in
in his veins raised him above his father.
the pompous luxury of the Persian court, among slaves
and women, a mark for their flattery and intrigues, he
had none of the experience which Darius had gained
in that period of his life when Syloson's cloak was a

welcome present. He was probably inferior to his
father in ability ; but the diflference between them in
fortune and education seems to have left more traces

Ambiin their history than any disparity of nature.
tion was not the prominent feature in the character of
and, had he followed his unbiased inclinahe would, perhaps, have been content to turn the
preparations of Darius against the revolted Egyptians,
and have abandoned the expedition agaijjst Greece, to
which he was not spurred by any personal motives.
But he was surrounded by men who were led by various passions and interests to desire that he should
prosecute his father's plans of conquest and revenge.
Mardonius was eager to renew an enterprise in which
he had been foiled through unavoidable mischance, not
He had reputation to rethrough his own incapacity.
trieve, and might look forward to the possession of a
great European satrapy, at such a distance from the
court as would make him almost an absolute soverHe was warmly seconded by the Greeks, who
eign.
had been drawn to Susa by the report of the approaching invasion of their country, and who wanted foreign
The Thessalian
aid to accomplish their designs.
house of the Aleuads, either because they thought

Xerxes

;

tion,

their power insecure, or expected to increase it by becoming vassals of the Persian king, sent their emissaries to invite him to the conquest of Greece.
The ex-

had no other chance

iled Pisistratids

for the

recovery

doubled activity, to raise an armament worthy of the
presence of the king. His aim was not merely to collect a force sufficient to ensure the success of his undertaking, and to scare away all opposition, but also,
and perhaps principally, to set his whole enormous
power in magnificent array, that he might enjoy the
sight of it himself, and display it to the admiration of
the world. For four years longer Asia was still kept in
restless turmoil
no less time was needed to provide
:

the

means

was about

of subsistence for the countless host that
to

be poured out upon Europe.

Besides

the stores that were to be carried in the fleet

was

to

accompany the army,

which
was necessary that

it

magazines should be formed along the whole line of
march as far as the confines of Greece. But, in addition to these prudent precautions, two works were begun, which scarcely served any other purpose than that
of showing the power and majesty of Xerxes, and proving that he would suflTer no obstacles to bar his progress.
It would have been easy to transport his troops

m ships over the Hellespont ; but it was better suited
monarch, who was about to unite
both continents under his dominion, to join them by a
bridge laid upon the subject channel, and to march
across as along a royal road.
The storm that had destroyed the fleet which accompanied Mardonius in his
unfortunate expedition, had made the coast of Athos
terrible to the Persians.
The simplest mode of avoidto the dignity of the

ing this formidable cape would have been to draw
their ships over the narrow, low neck that connects the
mountain with the mainland. But Xerxes preferred
to leave a monument of his greatness and of his ena distance
terprise, in a canal cut through the isthmus,
of about a mile and a half.
This work employed a

The construction
multitude of men for three years.
of the two bridges which were thrown across the Hellespont was intrusted to the skill of the Phoenicians
and Egyptians.
When these preparations were draw-

They had brought a man named Onomac- ing to a close, Xerxes set forth for Sardis, where he
ritus with them to court, who was one of the first designed to spend the following winter, and to receive
among the Greeks to practise an art, afterward very the re-enforcements which he had appointed there to
of Athens.

common, that of
While their family

forging prophecies and oracles.
ruled at Athens, he had been de-

tected in fabricating verses, which he had interpolated
work ascribed to the ancient seer Musaeus, and
Hipparchus, before his patron, had banished him from

in a

the city.

But

the use they might make
taken him into their service.

the exiles

of his talents, and had

saw

They now recommended him

to

Xerxes as

a

man who

possessed a treasure of prophetical knowledge, and the
listened with unsuspecting confidence to

young king

the encouraging predictions which Onomacritus drew
from his inexhaustible stores. These various engines
The imagination of Xerxes was
at length prevailed.
inflamed with the prospect of rivalling or surpassing the
of
his
achievements
glorious predecessors, and of extending his dominion to the ends of the earth. {Herod.,
He resolved on the invasion of Greece. First,
7,8.)
however, in the second year of his reign, he led an army

During his stay at
join the main army (B.C. 481).
Sardis, the Phoenician and Egyptian engineers completed their bridges on the Hellespont ; but the work

was not strong enough
broke

it

to pieces

this disaster

to resist a violent storm,

soon after

was owing

it

was

finished

which

How

far

to defects in its construction,

which might have been avoided by ordinary skill and
But Xerxes is said to
foresight, does not appear.
have been so much angered by the accident that he
Such a burst of passion
put the architects to death.
would be credible enough in itself, and is only rendered doubtful by the extravagant fables that gained credm the bridgit on the
subject among the Greeks, who,
the beginning of a
ing of the sacred Hellespont, saw
translong career of audacious impiety, and gradually
formed the fastenings with which the passage was finalwith which the
ly secured into fetters and scourges,
barbarian, in his madness, had thought to chastise the

The construcaggression of the rebellious stream.
tion of new bridges was committed to other engineers,
but their names have not passed
perhaps to Greeks
down, like that of Mandrocles. By their art two firm
bent all his thoughts towards the West.
Only one of and broad causeways were made to stretch from the
his counsellors, his uncle Artabanus, is said to have neighbourhood of Abydus to a projecting point in the
been wise and honest enough to endeavour to divert him opposite shore of the Chersonesus, resting each on a
from the enterprise, and especially to dissuade him from row of ships, which were stayed against the strong curIf any reliance could be rent that bore upon them from the north by anchors
risking his own person in it.
sides of the channel ;
placed on the story told by Herodotus about the de- and by cables fastened to both
When all was
liberations held on this question in the Persian cabinet, the length was not far short of a mile.
we might suspect that the influence and arts of the in readiness, the mighty armament was set in motion.
his march
Magian priesthood, which we find in this reign rising Early in the spring (B.C. 480), Xerxes began
The
in credit, had been set at work by the adversaries of from Sardis, in all the pomp of a royal progress.
it was followed by the first diArtabanus to counteract his influence over the mind baggage led the way

against Egypt, and brought it again under the Persian
yoke, which was purposely made more burdens=ome and
He intrusted it to the care of his
galling than before.
brother Achsemenes, and then returned to Persia, and

;

:

of his nephew, and to confirm Xerxes in his martial
mood. The vast preparations were continued with re-
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vision of the

armed crowd

that

gether from the tributary nations

had been brought
a motley throng,
;

toin-

XERXES.

XERXES.

varieties ofcomplcxion, dress, and
though it was probably nerer utt«red, ezpresMd
language, commanded by Thessalian generals, but re- thoughts which could scarcely fail lo occur to tb«
taining each tribe its national armour and mode of fight- Spartan.
Poverty, he is made to observe, was th«
An interval was then left, after which came 1000 endowment which Greece had received from nature
ing.
;
picked Persian cavalry, followed by an equal number of but law and reason had armed her with insirumr/.w)
spearmen, whose lances, which tney carried with the with which she had cultivated her barren inheritance,
points turn'id downward, ended in knobs of gold. and might still hope to repel the invasion even of
Next, ten sacred horses, of the Nisaean breed, were led Xerxes and his host. ( Thtrlwair$ Htstory of Greece,
m gorgeous caparisons, preceding the chariot of the vol. 2, p. 249, teqq.)—0\ix limits will not allow us to
Persian Jove, drawn by eight white horses, the dri- enter here into a deUil of the movements of

cludmg many strange

ver following on
also

f^'^t.

Then came

drawn by Nisaean horses,

state

i

in

the royal chariot,

which Xer.\c8 sat

but from time to time he exchanged

for

it

easier carriage, which sheltered him from the sun
He was followed by
the changes of the weather.

bands of horse and

foot, like those

in

an

and
two

which went imme-

diately before him, and by a body of 10,000 Persian
infantry, the flower of the whole army, who were called

the Immortals, because their number was kept conthousand of them, who occupied the

A

stantly full.

those of
outer ranks, bore lances knobbed with gold
the rest were similarly ornamented with silver.
They
were followed by an equal number of Persian cavalry.
The remainder of the host brought up the rear. In
;

this order the army reached Abydus, and Xerxes, from
a lofty throne, surveyed the crowded sides and bosom
a
of the Hellespont, and the image of a seafight
spectacle which Herodotus might well think sufficient

and, besides,

we have

cles, a brief

summary

Xerxes;

already given, under other artiof the
{Vtd. Artecampaign.

—

misium, Thermopylse, Salamis, Ac.)

After the disastrous defeat at Salamis, Xerxes felt desirous of escaping from a state of things which was now becoming troublesome and dangerous, and Mardonius saw
that he would
gladly listen to any proposal that would
facilitate his return.
He was aware, that, without a
fleet, the war might probably be tedious, in which case
the immense bulk of the
present army would be only
an encumbrance, from the
difficulty of subsisting it.
Besides, the ambition of Mardonius was flattered with
the idea of his
becoming the conqueror of Greece,
while he feared that, if he now returned, he
be

made answerable

might

for the

ill

success of the expedition

which he had advised.
He therefore proposed to
Xerxes to return into Asia with the
body of the army,
leaving himself, with 300,000 of the best troops, to
to have moved him with a touch of human sympathy. complete the conquest of Greece.
Xerxes assented,
The passage did not begin before the king had prayed to and the army having retired into Bceotia, Mardonius
the rising sun, and had tried to propitiate the Helles- made his selection, and then,
accompanying the king
pont itself by libations, and by casting into it golden into Thessaly, there parted from him, leaving him lo purAfter the bridges had been sue his march towards Asia, while he himself
vessels and a sword.
prepared
strewed with myrtle and purified with incense, the Ten to winter in Thessaly and Macedonia.
Widely diflerled
the ent from the appearance of the
Thousand Immortals, crowned with chaplets,
glittering host, which a
The army crossed by one bridge, the baggage few months before had advanced over the plains of
way.
tide
flowed
without
interMacedonia
the
the
other
and
Thrace to the conquest of Greece,
by
yet
living
mission for seven days and seven nights before the was the aspect of the crowd which was now
hurrying
last man, as Herodotus heard, the king himself, the back along the same road.
The splendour, the pomp,
tallest and most majestic person in the host, had ar- the luxury, the waste, were
for
disaster
exchanged
In the great plain of and distress, want and disease.
rived on the European shore.
The magazines bad
Doriscus, on the banks of the Hebrus, an attempt was been emptied by the careless profusion or peculation
made to number the land force. A space was en- of those who had the charge of them ; the granaries of
into the countries traversed by the
closed large enough to contain 10,000 men
retreating multitude were
unable to supply its demands
this the myriads were successively poured and disordinary food was ofcharged, till the whole mass had been rudely counted, ten not to be found and it was compelled to draw a
lliey were then drawn up according to their natural di- scanty and unwholesome nourishment from the herbvisions, and Xerxes rode in his chariot along the ranks, age of the plains, the bark and leaves of the trees.
while the royal scribes recorded the names, and most Sickness soon began to spread its ravages among
It is an
races.
them, and Xerxes was compelled to consign numbers
likely the equipments, of the diflTerent
to the care of the cities that
lay on his road, already
ingenious and probable conjecture of Hceren's {Ideen,
;

—

;

;

;

;

1, p. 137), that this authentic document was the oriminute
ginal source from which Herodotus drew his
The real mildescription of their dress and weapons.
lost among
itary strength of the armament was almost

the undisciplined herds which could only impede its
movements as well as consume its stores. The Persians were the core of both the land and sea force none
of the other troops are said to have equalled them in disthouscipline or in courage ; and the four-and-twenty
the royal person were the flower
and men who
;

guarded

of the whole nation.
Yet these, as we see from their
as from their performances,
glittering armour, as well
were much better fitted for show than for action ; and

of the rest, we hear that they were distinguished
the mass of the army, not only by their superior order
and valour, but also by the abundance of gold they
and serdisplayed, by the train of carriages, women,
vants that followed them, and by the provisions set
Though Xerxes himself was elaapart for their use.
ted by the spectacle he viewed on the plains and
the shores of Doriscus, it must have filled the clear.''rom

who accompanied him with misgivings
sighted Greeks

The language of
as to the issue of the enterprise.
Pemaratus, in the conversation which Herodotus suphim to have had with Xerxes after the review,
poses

8P

impoverished by the cost of his first visit, in the hope
that they would tend their
guests, and would not sell
them into slavery if they recovered. The
of
the

The

passage
is said to have been
peculiarly disastrous.
had been frozen in the night hard enoujrh

Sirymon
river

to bear those who arrived first.
But the ice suddenly
gave way under the heat of the morning sun, and

numbers perished in the waters. It is a little surprising that Herodotus, when he is describing the miseries of the retreat, does not notice this disaster,
which is so prominent in the narrative of the Persian
messenger in .^schylus. There can, however, be no
doubt as to the fact
and perhaps it may furnish a
useful warning not to lay too much stress on the silence of Herodotus, as a
ground for rejecting even
important and interesting ^cts which are only mentioned by later writers, though such as he must have
heard of, and might have been expected to relate.
It
seems possible that the story he mentions of Xerxes
embarking at Eion (8, 1 18) may have arisen out of the
;

—

of the Sirymon.
In forty-five days aftragical passage
ter he had left Mardonius in Thessaly, he reached the

Hellespont ; the bridges had been broken up by foul
weather, but the fleet was there to carry the army over
Here it rested from its fatigues, and found
to Abydus.
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but intemperate indulgence ren;
dered the sudden change from scarcity to abundance
almost as pernicious as the previous famine.
The
remnant that Xerxes brought back to Sardis was a
wreck, a fragment, rather than a part of his huge host.
The history of Xerxes, after the termination of his
Grecian campaign, may be comprised in a brief comHe gave himself up to a life of dissolute pleaspass.
ure, and was slain by Artabanus, a captain of the royal
ThirlwalVs
(Vid. Artabanus II.
guards, B.C. 464.
son of
History of Greece, vol. 2, p. 315, seq.) II.
Artaxerxes Mnemon, who succeeded his father, but
plentiful quarters

—

—

—

A

,vds slain, after a reign of forty-five days, by his brother Sogdianus.
(Fwf. Sogdianus.)
Xois, a city of Egypt, situate on an island in the
Phatnetic branch of the Nile, below Sebennytus.

Mannert takes it to be the same with the Papremis of
Herodotus {Geogr., vol. 10, p, 571).

XuTHUs,

a son of Hellen, grandson of Deucalion.

{Vid. Hellas, ^

Zabatus, a

1).

river in the northern part of Assyria,

rising in Mount Zagrus, and falling into the Tigris.
It is called Zabatus by Xenophon, but otherwise Za-

bus or Zerbis, and traverses a large portion of Assyria.
This stream was also termed Lycus (Au/cof), or " the
but it has resumed its primitive
wolf,'" by the Greeks
denomination of Zah, or, according to some modern
;

travellers,

Zarb.

{Polyb., 5, 51.

—

U.—Xen.,

— Amm. Marc,

23,

Farther
Anah., 2, 5.
Plin., 6, 26.)
down, another river, named Zabus Minor, and called
"
the Macedonians
or
the

by

boar,''''
Caprus (Kan-pof),
also received by the Tigris, and is now called by
the Turks Altonson, or the river of gold.
{Polyb., 6,

is

51.)

Zabdicenb, a

district in

Mesopotamia,

in

which was

situated a city named Zabda or Bezabda.
{Amm.
yielded to the Persians by Jovian.

It

was

Marc,

25, 7.)

Zabus, a river of Assyria, falling into the Tigris.
{Vid. Zabatus.)
Zacynthus {ZaKVvdog), an island in the Ionian Sea,
to the west of the Peloponnesus, and below Cephallenia.
Pliny affirms that it was once called Hyrie ; but
this fact is not recorded by Homer, who constantly
uses the former name {II, 2, 634.
Od., 1, 246),
which was said to be derived from Zacynthus, the son

—

of Dardanus, an Arcadian chief.
{Pausan., 8, 24.)
very ancient tradition ascribed to Zacynthus the
foundation of Saguntum in Spain, in conjunction
with the Rutuli of Ardea.
{Liv., 21, 7.)
Thucydides informs us that, at a later period, this island received a colony of Achaeans from Peloponnesus (2,
Not long before the Peloponnesian war, the isl66.)

A

and was reduced by Tolmides, the Athenian general,
from which period we find Zacynthus allied to, or,
It
rather, dependant upon, Athens.
subsequently fell
into the hands of Philip III., king of Macedon {Polyb.,
was
afterward
5, 4), and
occupied by the Romans,
under Val. Laevinus, during the second Punic war.
On this occasion, the chief city of the island, which
bore the same name, was captured, with the exception
of its citadel.
Zacynthus, however,
{Liv., 26, 24).
was subsequently restored to Philip. It was afterward

name

is

Zante.

in

Magna

Graecia,

in his

youth lived

But

in servitude, in the
capa-

his extraordinary abilities

and

merit obtained him his freedom, and at
length raised
him to the chief magistracy. The laws which he
framed were severe ; but they were so well
adapted
to the situation and manners of the Locrians, that their
constitution was, for several ages,
So vigorous was the discipline of
prohibited the use of wine except
was prescribed as a medicine ; and

highly celebrated.

Zaleucus, that he
in cases where it
he ordained that

adulterers should be punished with the loss of their
When his own son had subjected himself to
eyes.
this penalty, Zaleucus, in order, at the same time, to
preserve the authority of the laws, and show some de-

gree of paternal lenity, shared the punishment with the
offender, and, that he might only be deprived of one
eye, submitted to lose one of his own.
{Clem. Alex
Strom., 1, p. 309.— FaZ. Max., 1, 2, 4:.— Id., 6, 5, 3
,

—

—Diog.

Laert., 8, 16.
Stob., Serm., 39.)— Bentley
throws doubt on the existence of such a person as
Zaleucus, and regards his code of laws as the forgery

of a sophist.
{Diss, en Phalaris, vol. 1, p. 378, ed.
Dyce.) Against this opinion, however, see Fabricius,
Biblioth. Gr., lib. 2, c. 14, and Warburton, Div.
Leg.
of Moses, vol. 1, book, 2, ^ 3.
{Dyce ad Bend., I. c)
Zamolxis, a celebrated personage among the Scythians, whom many represent not only as the father of
wisdom with respect to the Scythians, but as the
teacher of the doctrines of immortality and transmigration to the Celtic Druids and to Pythagoras. {Origen.^
Others suppose
Philos., c. 25, p. 170.
Suid., s. v.)
him to have been a slave of Pythagoras, who, after
having attended him into Egypt, obtained his manumission, and taught his master's doctrine among the
Getae.
But there can be no doubt that the doctrine of
immortality was known to the northern nations long
before the time of Pythagoras ; and Herodotus, mentioning a common tradition, that Zamolxis was a Pythagorean, expressly says (4, 95), that he flourished at a
much earlier period than Pythagoras.
The whole
story of the connexion of Zamolxis with Pythagoras
seems to have been invented by the Pythagoreans, to
advance the fame of their master.
{Enfield, Hist.

—

Philos., vol.

1, p.

118.)

Zama, I. a city of Africa, called Zama Regia, and
lying some distance to the southwest of Carthage, and
Sallust describes
to the northwest of Hadrumetum.
It became
it as a
large place, and strongly fortified.
the residence subsequently of Juba, and the deposite
for his treasures.
Strabo
{Auct., Bell. Afr., 91.)
speaks of it as being in his days a ruined city ; it probIt apably met with this fate during the civil wars.

pears to have been afterward rebuilt, and to have beThe modern Zowarin
the seat of a bishopric.
marks the ancient site. {Mannert, vol. 10, pt. 2, p.
II.
355.)
city of Numidia, five days' journey west
of Carthage, according to Polybius (15, 5). Near this
place was fought the famous battle between the elder

come

—

A

Africanus and Hannibal.
366.)
Zancle, the earlier

{Mannert, Geogr.,

vol. 10,

pt, 2, p.

name

of Messana

in

Sicily.

{Vid. Messana.)
Zarang^i or DrangjE, a nation of Upper Asia»
southeast of Aria, having for their capital Prophthasia,
now Zarang. {Plin., 6, 23. Arrian, Exp. Alex., 3,
Some authorities, however, make the Zarangaei
2.)

—

vol. 2,

and the

river Bactrus. now Balkh.
{Plin., 6, 16.)
Zela, a city of Pontus, southeast of, and not far

{Cramer's Anc. Greece,

p. 56, seqq.)

Zaleucus, a lawgiver

and

city of a shepherd.

{Bischoff und Mbller,
only a part of the Drangae.
Worterb. der Geogr., p. 1013.)
Zariaspa Bactra, the capital of Bactriana, on the

sold to the Achaeans, and given up by them to the
Romans on its being claimed by the latter. The mod-

ern

birth,

founder of the Locrian state in that quarter of

Italy.

from, Amasea.

It

was

originally a village, but

Pom-

Eusebius places him in Olymp. 29, which is 40 years pey increased it, and raised it to the rank of a city.
before Draco, and 60 before Pythagoras was born. Here Mithradates defeated the Romans under TriariIt was
Caesar defeated Pharnaces.
{Bentley, on Phalaris, vol. 1, p. 380, ed. Dyce.) Ac- us and here, too,
made
cording to the ordinary account, he was of obscure in writing home word of this victory that Caesar
1402
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use of the well-known expressions, "Vent, vidi, ri«."
—The modern village of Zile or Ztel occupies the
Bite of the ancient city.
{Flin., 63.
Hirtiwi, B.

The Stoic sect, in fact,wM a
cipline in his own life.
branch of the Cynic, and, as far as respected
moral*,
differed from it more in words than in
Its

A., 72.)

founder, while he avoided the singularities of the Cyn*
ic8, retained the spirit of their moral doctrine : at the
same time, from a diligent comparison of the tenets
of other masters, he framed a new system of
specula-

—

the founder of the sect of the Stoics, born
at Citiuin, in the island of Cyprus.
His father was by

Zbno,

I.

profession a merchant, but, discovering in his son a
strong propensity towards learning, he early devoted
him to the study of philosophy. In his mercantile capacity, the former had frequent occasions to visit Athens, where he purchased for the young Zeno several of
the writings of the most eminent Socratic
philosophers.
These he read with great avidity ; and, when he was
about thirty years of age, he determined to take a voyage to a city which was so celebrated both as a mart
of trade and of science.
Whether this voyage was in

reality.

tive philosophy.

It is

not at

all

surprising, therefore,

that he obtained the
applause and affection of numerous followers, and even enjoyed the favour of the
great.
Antigonus Gonatas, king of Macedon, while
he was resident at Athens, attended his lectures, and,

upon

He

his return, earnestly invited

him

to

his court.

possessed so large a share of esteem among the
Athenians, that, on account of bis approved integrity,
they deposited the keys of their citadel in bis bands
part mercantile, or wholly undertaken for the sake of They also honoured him with a golden crown, and s
conversing with those philosophers whose writings statue of brass.
Among his countrymen, the inhabZeno had long admired, is uncertain. If it be true, itants of Cyprus, and with the Sidonians, from whom
as some writers relate, that he brought with him a val- his
family was derived, he was likewise highly esteemuable cargo of Phoenician purple, which was lost by ed.
In his person Zeno was tall and slender ; his
the
of
coast
this
circumstance aspect was severe, and his brow contracted.
Attica,
His conshipwreck upon
will account for the facility with which he at first at- stitution was feeble, but he
preserved bis health by
tached himself to a sect whose leading principle was great abstemiousness.
The supplies of his table concontempt of riches. Upon his first arrival in Athens, sisted of figs, bread, and honey ; notwithstanding
into
the
of
a
he
took
he
was
bookseller,
which,
shop
going accidentally
frequently honoured with the company
up a volume of the commentaries of Xenophon, and, of great men. He paid more attention to neatness

few passages, was so much delighted and decorum in his personal
appearance than the Cynwith the work, and formed so high an idea of its author, ic philosophers.
In his dress, indeed, he was pl<iin,
that he asked the bookseller where he might meet with and in his
expenses frugal ; but this is not to be imsuch men.
Crates, the Cynic philosopher, happening puted to avarice, but to a contempt of external magat that instant to be passing by, the bookseller pointed nificence.
He showed as much respect to the poor
'*
Follow that man." Zeno soon as to the rich, and conversed freely with persons of
to him, and said,
found an opportunity of attending upon the instruc- the meanest occupations.
He had only one servant,
tions of Crates, and was so well pleased with his doc- or, according to Seneca, none.
Although Zeno's sotrine that he became one of his disciples.
But, though briety and continence were even proverbial, he was
he highly admired the general principles and spirit of not without enemies. Among his contemporaries, sevthe Cynic school, he could not easily reconcile him- eral philosophers of great ability and eloquence emself to their peculiar manners.
Arcesilaus and CarBesides, his inquisi- ployed their talents against him.
tive turn of mind would not allow him to adopt that neades, the founders of the Middle Academy, were bis
indifference to every scientific inquiry which was one professed opponents.
Towards the close of his life
of the characteristic distinctions of the sect. He there- he found another powerful antagonist in Epicurus,
fore attended upon other masters, who professed to whose temper and doctrines were alike inimical to the
instruct their disciples in the nature and causes of severe gravity and philosophical pride of the Stoic
When Crates, displeased at his following sect. Hence mutual invectives passed between the
things.
other philosophers, attempted to drag him by force Stoics and other sects, to which little credit is due.
" You
Zeno
out of the school of Stilpo, Zeno said to him,
{Vid. remarks under the article Epicurus)
may seize my body, but Stilpo has laid hold of my lived to the extreme age of 98, and at last, in consemind." After continuing to attend upon the lectures quence of an accident, put an end to his life. As be
of Stilpo for several years, he passed over to other was walking out of his school, he fell down, and in
He was so affected,
schools, particularly those of Xenocrates and Diodo- the fall broke one of his fingers.
rus Chronus.
By the latter he was instructed in dia- upon this, with a consciousness of infirmity, that,
lectics.
At last, after attending almost every other striking the earth, he exclaimed, 'Ep;j^o^at, ri ftavti^;
" / am
master, he offered himself as a disciple of Poleino.
coming, why callcst thou me .'" and immediThis philosopher appears to have been aware that Ze- ately went home and strangled himself. He died B.C.
The Athenians, at the request of Antigonus,
no's intention in thus removing from one school to 264.
another was to collect materials from various quarters erected a monument to his memory in the Ceramicus.
From the particulars that have been related concernfor a new system of his own
for, when he came into
Polemo's school, the latter said to him, "I am no ing Zeno, it will not be difficult to perceive what kind
I perceive
of influence his circumstances and character must
Zeno
stranger to your Phoenician arts,
If his docthat your design is to creep slyly into my garden and have had upon his philosophical system.
Polemo was not mistaken in trines be diligently compared with the history of bis
steal away my fruit."
attended
his opinion.
upon many
Having made himself master of the ten- life, it will appear that, having
ets of others, Zeno determined to become the found- eminent preceptors, and been intimately conversant
out
of
their
various
he
made
choice
with
their
he
which
The place
er of a new sect.
compiled
opinions,
of for his school was called the Pcccile (UoLKi'krj 2rod), tenets a heterogeneous system, on the credit of which
or Painted Porch; a public portico, so called from he assumed to himself the title of a founder of a new
When he resolved, for the sake of establishing
the pictures of Polygnotus, and other eminent mas- sect.
This portico, being a new school, to desert the philosophy of P)thagorss
ters, with which it was adorned.
the most famous in Athens, was called, by way of dis- and Plato, in which he had been perfectly instructed
It was from this circumtinction, 2roa, the Porch.
by Xenocrates and Polemo, it became necessary eistance that the followers of Zeno were called Stoics, ther to invent opinions entirely new, or to give an air
Zeno excelled in that of novelty to old systems by the introduction of new
i. e., the men
of the Porch.
At terms and definitions. Of these two undertakings,
kind of subtle reasoning which was then popular.
Cicero
the same time, he taught a strict system of moral doc- Zeno prudently made choice of the easier.
be had little reason for detrine, and exhibited a pleasing picture of moral di8< says concerning him, that
after reading a

;

;
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serting his masters, especially those of the Platonic
school, and that he was not so much an inventor of
new opinions as of new terms. That this was the
real character of the Porch will fully appear from an
attentive perusal of the clear and accurate comparison
which Cicero has drawn between the doctrines of the

Old Academy and those of the Stoics, in his AcademAs to the moral doctrine of the Cynic
Questions.
sect, to which Zeno adhered to the last, there can be
no doubt that he transferred it almost without alloy
ic

into his

own

school.

In morals, the principal differ-

ence between the Cynics and the Stoics was, that
the former disdained the cultivation of nature, the
On the subject of
latter affected to rise above it.
physics, Zeno received his doctrine from Pythagoras
and Heraclitus through the channel of the Platonic
school, as will fully appear from a careful comparison of their respective systems.
The moral part of
the Stoical philosophy partook of the defects of

its

It may as justly be objected
origin.
against the Stoics as the Cynics, that they assumed an artificial se-

verity of manners and a tone of virtue above the
condition of man.
Their doctrine of moral wisdom
was an ostentatious display of words, in which little

regard was paid

to nature

and reason.

It

professed

human nature to a degree of perfection before
unknown but its real effect was merely to amuse the
to raise

;

ear and captivate the fancy with fictions that can never
be realized.
The Stoical doctrine concerning nature
is as follows
according to Zeno and his followers,
there existed from eternity a dark and confused chaos,
in which were contained the first principles of all fu:

ture beings.
This chaos being at length arranged,
and emerging into variable forms, became the world

as

it

now

subsists.

The

world, or nature,

is

that

whole which comprehends all things, and of which all
The universe, though
things are parts and members.
one whole, contains two principles, distinct from eleThe passive
ments, one passive and the other active.
principle is pure matter without qualities ; the active
This is the fundamental
principle is reason, or God.

doctrine of the Stoics concerning nature.

If the doc-

trine of Plato, which derives the human mind from the
soul of the world, has a tendency towards enthusiasm,
much more must this be the case with the Stoical doc-

which supposes that all human sonls have immediately proceeded from, and will at last return into,

trine,

As

regards a divine providence, if
we compare the popular language of the Stoics upon
this head with their general system, and explain the
former with the fundamental principles of the latter,
we shall find that the agency of deity is, accordmg to
them, nothing more than the active motion of a celestial ether, or fire, possessed of intelligence, which at
first gave form to the shapeless mass of gross matter,
and being always essentially united to the visible world,
by the same necessary agency, preserves its order and
Providence, in the Stoic creed, is only anharmony.
other name for absolute necessity, or fate, to which
God and matter, or the universe, which consists of
The Stoic doctrine of
both, is immutably subject.
the resurrection of the body, upon which Seneca has
written with so much elegance, must not be confounded with the Christian doctrine ; for, according to the
Stoics, men return to life, not by the voluntary appointment of a wise and merciful God, but by the law
of fate ; and are not renewed for the enjoyment of a
better and happier condition, but drawn back into their
the divine nature.

former state of imperfection and misery.

Accordingly,

Seneca says, "This restoration many would reject,
were it not that their renovated life is accompanied
with a total oblivion of past events."
Upon the principles of physics depends the whole Stoic doctrine of
morals.
Conceiving God to be the principal part of
nature, by whose energy all bodies are formed, moved,
and arranged, and human reason to be a portion of the
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fundamental doctrine in ethics,
one ultimate end ought for its own
be pursued and that this end is to live agreeably to nature, that is, to be conformed to the law of
fate by which the world is
governed, and to the reason
of that divine and celestial fire which animates all
Since man is himself a microcosm, composed,
things.
like the world, of matter and a rational
principle, it
becomes him to live as a part of the great whole, and
to accommodate all his desires and
pursuits to the
Divinity,
that, in
sake to

it

human

their

life,

;

Thus, to live accordgeneral arrangement of nature.
ing to nature, as the Stoics teach, is virtue, and virtue
is itself
for
the
happiness ;
supreme good is to live
according to a just conception of the real nature of
things, choosing that which is itself eligible, and rejecting the contrary.
Every man, having within himself a capacity of
discerning and following the law of
nature, has his happiness in his own power, and is a
Wisdom consists in distinguishdivinity to himself.

Good is that which produces haping good from evil.
piness according to the nature of a rational being.
Since those things only are truly good which are becoming and

virtuous, and virtue,

which is seated in
alone sufficient for happiness, external
things contribute nothing towards happiness, and,
The wise man
therefore, are not in themselves good.
will only value riches, honour, beauty, and other external enjoyments as means and instruments of virtue ; for, in every condition, he is happy in the possession of a mind accommodated to nature.
Pain,
which does not belong to the mind, is no evil. The
wise man will be happy in the midst of torture.
All
external things are mdifferent, since they cannot affect the happiness of man.
Every virtue being a
conformity to nature, and every vice a deviation from
One act of benefiit, all virtues and vices are equal.
cence or justice is not more truly so than another one
fraud is not more a fraud than another ; therefore
there is no difference in the essential nature of moral
actions, except that some are vicious and others virtuous.
This is the doctrine which Horace ridicules in
the 4th satire, 1st book.
The Stoics advanced many
the

mind,

is

;

for
extravagant assertions concerning their wise man
that
example, that he feels neither pam nor pleasure
that he is free from faults ; that
he exercises no pity
he is divine
that he does all things well
that he
alone is great, noble, ingenuous
that he is a prophet,
a priest, a king, and the like. These paradoxical vauntIn order to
ings are humorously ridiculed by Horace.
understand all this, we must bear in mind that the Stoics did not suppose such a man actually to exist, but
that they framed in their imagination an image of
perfection, towards which every man should continuAll the extravagant notions which are to
ally aspire.
be found in their writings on this subject may be re;

;

;

;

;

;

ferred to their general principle of the entire sufficiency
of virtue to happiness, and the consequent indifferThe sum of
ence of all external circumstances.
man's duty, according to the Stoics, with respect to
himself, is to subdue his passions of joy and sorrow,

hope and

fear,

and even

He who

pity.

is,

in this re-

spect, perfectly master of himself, is a wise man ;
and, in proportion as we approach a state of apathy,

we advance towards perfection. A wise man, moremay justly and reasonably withdraw from life

over,

whenever he finds it expedient not only because life
and death are among those things which are in their nature indifferent, but also because life may be less consistent with virtue than death.
Concerning the whole
moral system of the Stoics, it must be remarked, that,
;

although deserving of high encomium for the purity,
extent, and variety of its doctrines, and although it
must be confessed that, in many select passages of the
Stoic writings, it appears exceedingly brilliant, it is
nevertheless founded in false notions of nature and of

man, and

is

raised to a degree of refinement which

is

ZEN

ZEN
The

extravagant and impracticable.
teaches

piety which

nothing more than a quiet submission to

is

it

ir-

the self-command which it enjoins annihilates the best affections of the human heart ; the

resistible fate

;

indulgence which it grants to suicitle is inconsistent,
not only with the general principles of piety, but even
with that constancy which was the height of Stoical
perfection ; and even its moral doctrine of benevolence
is tinctured with the fanciful
principle, which lay at the
foundation of the whole Stoical system, that every
being is a portion of one great whole, from which it
would be unnatural and impious to attempt a separation

vol.

History of Philosophy,
—{Enfield's
A philosopher, a native of Tarsus,
1

,

p.

315,

II.

or, acsome, of Sidon. and the immediate succescording
sor of Chrysippus in the Stoic school.
He does not

seqq.)

to

appear

to

have receded

in

any respect from the Stoic

tenets, except that he withheld his assent to the doctrine of the final conflagration.
{Diog. Laert., 7, 38.
III.
Euseb., Prcep. Ev., 15, 18.)
philosopher of
Eiea, called the Eleatic, to distinguish him from Ze-

—

—

no the

was

He

Stoic.

A

flourished about

444 B.C.

Zcno

and is celebrated
courageous and successful opposition to tyrants;
but the inconsistency of the stories related by different
writers concerning him in a great measure destroys
a zealous friend of civil liberty,

for his

an, and had compiled the Annals of Alexandrea ami
the East.
Her authority was acknowledged by a large
portion of Asia Minor when Aurclian succeeded to tM

F^nvious of her f)ower, and determined to
empire.
dispossess her of some of the rich provinces comprehended in her dominions, he marched at the head of a
|)Owerful army to Asia.
Having defeated the queen's
near Antioch, he compelled her to retreat to
feneral
Imesa.
Under the walls of this city another engage-

ment was

which the emperor was again victo Palmyra, determined to
Aurelian followed her, and, on masupport a siege.
king his approaches to the walls, found them mounted
in every part with mural
engines, which plied the beTo the
siegers with stones, darts, and missile fires.
summons for a surrender of the city and kingdom, on
the condition of her life being spared, Zenobia replied
in a proud and spirited letter, written in Greek
by her
fought, in

The queen 6ed

torious.

Her hopes
secretary, the celebrated Longinus.
victory soon vanished ; and, though she harassed
Romans night and day by continual sallies from
walls and the working of her military engines, she
of success

spaired

when she heard

which were marching
sia, and the East had

of
the

her
de-

that the armies

to her relief from

invention of the dialectic art has

Armenia, Perbeen intercepted or gained over by the foe.
She fled from Palmyra in the
night on her dromedaries, but was overtaken by the

been improperly ascribed to him
but there can be no
doubt that this philosopher, and other metaphysical

and was brought into the presence of Aurelian, and

their credit.

— The

;

disputants in the

much

Eleatic seat, employed

ingenuity and subtlety in exhibiting examples of most of
the logical arts which were afterward reduced to rule

by Aristotle and others.
According to Aristotle, Zeno of Elea taught that nothing can be produced either
from that which is similar or dissimilar that there is
that this being is
only one being, and that is God
eternal, homogeneous, and spherical, neither finite nor
that there
infinite, neither quiescent nor moveable
are many worlds
that there is in nature no vacuum,
&c. If Seneca's account of this philosopher deserves
;

;

;

;

he reached the highest point of scepticism, and
denied the real existence of external objects. {Sen-

credit,

eca, Ep.y 58.

— Enfield, Hist.

Philos., vol.

1, p.

419,

acq.)
a celebrated princess, wife of

Odenatus,
Zenobia,
and after his death queen of Palmyra. {Vid. OdenaWith equal talents for jurisprutus, and Palmyra.)
dence and finance, thoroughly skilled in the arts and
duties of government, and adapting severity and clem-

ency with nice discernment to the exigency of the
circumstances, her agile and elastic frame enabled her
to direct and share the labours and enterprises of war.
Disdaining the female litter, she was continually on
horseback, and could even keep pace on foot with the
march of her soldiery. History has preserved some
reminiscences of her personal appearance, her dress,
and her habits, which represent this apparent amazon
as a woman of the most engaging beauty, gifted with
the versatile graces of a court, and accomplished in

Roman

either

horse while attempting to cross the Euphrates,

before a tribunal at Emesa, Aurclian himself
The soldiers were clamorous for her death ;
presiding.
but she, in a manner unworthy of her former fame,
saved her own life by throwing the blame on her
tried

counsellors, especially on Longinus, who was, in consequence, put to death. Zenobia was carried to Rome,
to grace the emperor's triumph, and was led
along in
chains of gold.
She is said to have almost sunk beneath the weight of jewels with which she was adonv
ed on that occasion.
She was treated with great humanity, and Aurelian gave her large possessions neai
Tibur, where she was permitted to pass the remainder of her days.
Her two sons afterward married into

distinguished families at Rome.
Treb. Pollio, Trigint.
Aurel.

—

{Flav. Vopisc, Vit.

Tyrann.— Vit. He-

rennian.)
statuary, whose native country is unexercised his art in Cisalpine Gaul, and
also in
Pliny speaks
during the reign of Nero.
of a Mercury of his, and also of a colossal statue of
Nero, afterward dedicated to the sun on the downfall
of that
{Thiersch, Epoch. 3, Adnot. lOS.
emperor.

Zbnodoros, a

certain.

He
Rome

—Sillig, Did. Art., s. v.)
Zbphvrium, I. a promontory of Magna Gr«cia, on
the eastern coast of the lower extremity of Bruttium,
whence the Locrians derived the appellation of EpiIt is now Capo di Bruzzano.
{Slraho,
zephyrii.
II. A promontory on the western coasi of the
259.)
island of Cyprus, and closing the Bay of Ba/o to the

—

west.

{Strab., 683.)
Zbphyrus, one of the winds, son of Astrsos and
He
Aurora, the same as the Favonius of the Latins.
had a son named Carpus (Kaprrof, /n*i7) by one of
the Seasons. {Serv. ad Virg., Eclog 5, 48.) Zephvas a strong-blowing wind
wearing a purple mantle fringed with gems and clasp- rus is described by Homer
ed with a buckle at the waist, so as to leave one of her but he was afterward regarded as gentle and softarms bare to the shoulder, she presented herself at the breathing. In the days of Homer, the idea of darkness
council of war ; and affecting, from the policy of her was also associated with the western regions of the
wind Zephyrus derived its name
country, a regal pomp, she was worshipped with Per- world, and hence the
sian prostration.
Pure in her manners to the utmost from C"«Aof. ''darkness,"" "gloom.*' In a succeeding
refinement of delicacy, and temperate in her habits, age, when the west wind began to be regarded as
she would nevertheless challenge in their cups her genial in its influence both on man and all nature, the
Persian and Armenian guests, and retire the victor name was considered as synonymous with C"'7^pof
without ebriety.
{Hesiod, Theog., ^11.— Virgil, JEn.
Chiefly versed in the languages of Ixfe-bearinsrSyria and Egypt, her modesty restrained her from 1, 135.— Grid, Met., 1, 64; \b,lWi.— Propertxus, 1,
conversing freely in Latin but she had read the Ro- 16, 34, &c.)
man history in Greek, was herself an elegant historiZktes, a son of Boreas, king of Thrace, and OritL

endowments. In complexion a brunette, her
teeth were of a pearly whiteness, and her eyes black
and sparkling her mien was animated, and her voice
With a helmet on her head, and
clear and powerful.
literary

;

,

;

;
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ZEU

ZEUXIS.

who accompanied

maidens

the Argonauts to Colchis along
yia,
with his brother Calais.
In Bithynia, the two brothers, who are represented with wings, delivered Ph in-

having selected five
of the fairest, copied all that was most beautiful and
in
the
form
of
and
thus
his
each,
perfect

cus from the persecution of the Harpies, and drove
these monsters as far as the islands called Strophades.

Helen.

—
Strophades, and Harpyiae
— Hygin.,
— Ovid, Met.,
[Vtd.

Apollod.,
8, 716.

fab.., 14.

9

3, 15.

—Paitsan.,
1,

;

beautiful

in the city, and,

completed

Pliny, in his relation of the same circumstance, omits to give the particular subject of the
painting, or the terms of the original contract, and
states that the whole occurred, not
the

among

people

of Crotona, but those of Agrigentum, for whom, he
Zbthus, a son of Jupiter and Antiope, brother to says, the piece was executed, to fulfil a vow made by
them to the goddess. This great artist, on several
Amphion. (Vid. Amphion.)
Zeugis or Zeugitana, a district of Africa in which occasions, painted pictures for cities and states. He
It extended from the river gave his Alcraena,
Carthage was situated.
representing Hercules strangling
Tusca to the Hermaean promontory, and from the the serpents in his cradle, in the sight of his parents,
coast to the mountains that separated it from Byzaci- to the Agrigentines, and a figure of Pan to his patron
um. {hid., Hist., 14, 5.—Plin., 5, 4.)
Archelaiis of Macedon.
The most celebrated of the
Zeugma, or the Bridge, the name of the principal pictures of Zeuxis, besides the Helen and the Alcme3, 16.)

passage of the river Euphrates, southwest of Edessa.
ancient fortress by which it was commanded is
still called Roum-Cala, or the Roman Castle ;
to
which may be added, that on the opposite shore there

An

is a

place called

7.— Tacit.,

Ann.,

{Plin., 5, 24.

Zeugme.
12,

— Curl.,

3,

12.)

Zeus, the name of Jupiter among the Greeks.
{Vid. remarks under the article Jupiter.)
Zeuxis, a celebrated painter, born at Heraclea, in
Magna Graecia, and who flourished about B.C. 400.
{Plin., 35, 9, 36.— JS/iaw, V. H., 4, 12.— Hardouin,

ad Plin., I. c.—Sillig, Diet. Art., p. 130, not.) He
studied under either hemophilus or Neseas, artists respecting whom nothing is known but that one of them
was his master. Soon, however, he far outstripped
his instructer, as Apollodorus intimated in verses expressive of his indignation that Zeuxis should have
moulded to his own use all previous inventions, and
stolen the graces of the best masters
thus paying a
;

high though involuntary compliment to his gifted rival.
Apollodorus having first practised chiaro-oscuro, could
not endure that his glory should be eclipsed by a
younger artist, who availed himself of his improvements to rise to a higher degree of excellence, Zeuxis seems to have
rapidly risen to the highest distinction in Greece, and acquired by the exercise of his
Of the latter adart, not only renown, but riches.
vantage he was more vain than became a man of ex-

He appeared at the Olympic games
mantle on which his name was embroidered
of gold, a piece of most absurd display in

alted genius.
attired in a
in

letters

one whose name was deeply impressed on the hearts
and imaginations of those by whom he was surrounded.
He does not, however, seem to have been chargeable
with avarice
or, at least, this passion, if it existed,
was subservient to his pride for, when he had attained
of
his
the height
fame, he refused any longer to re;

;

ceive

money

for his pictures, but

made

presents of

them, because he regarded them as above all pecuniIn the earlier part of his career he was
ary value.
accustomed, however, to exhibit his productions for
money, especially his most celebrated painting of HelThe truth seems to have been, that the ruling pasen.
sion of Zeuxis was the love of pomp, an ever-restless
vanity, a constant desire and craving after every kind
of distinction.
Very little is known respecting the
He was
events of the life of this celebrated painter.
not only successful in securing wealth and the applause
of the multitude, but was honoured with the friend-

—

For the palace
ship of Archelaiis, king of Macedon.
of this monarch he executed numerous pictures.
Cicero informs us, that the inhabitants of Crotona prevailed on Zeuxis to come to their city, and to paint
there a number of pieces, which were intended to
adorn the temple of Juno, for which he was to receive
On his arrival, he ina large «nd stipulated sum.
formed them that he intended only to paint the picture
of Helen, with which they were satisfied, because he
was regarded as peculiarly excellent in the delineation
of women.
He accordingly desired to see the most
1406

na, were, a Penelope, in which Pliny assures us that
not only form, but character, was vividly expressed; a
representation of Jupiter seated on his throne, with
all the
a Marsyas
gods around doing him homage
bound to a tree, which was preserved at Rome ; and
a wrestler, beneath which was inscribed a verse, to the
;

was

easier to envy than to imitate

effect that

it

cellence.

Lucian has

its exus an admirable description
of another painting of his, representing the Centaurs,
in which he particularly applauds the
delicacy of the
drawing, the harmony of the colouring, the softness of
the blending shades, and the excellence of the pro-

left

He

left many
draughts in a single colour
Pliny censures him for the too great size
of the heads and joints, in comparison with the rest
of the figures.
Aristotle complains that he was a
painter of forms rather than of manners, which seems
contrary to the eulogium passed by Pliny on the
The story respecting
representation of Penelope.
the contest between Zeuxis and Parrhasius has been

portions.
on white.

—

It is said that the former
frequently related.
painted a cluster of grapes with such perfect skill that
the birds came and pecked at them.
Elated with so
unequivocal a testimony of his excellence, he called
to his rival to draw back the curtain, which he supposed concealed his work, anticipating a certain triumph. Now, however, he found himself entrapped,
for what he took for a curtain was only a painting of
one by Parrhasius upon which he ingenuously confessed himself defeated, since he had only deceived
birds, but his antagonist had beguiled the senses of an
Another story is related of a simiexperienced artist.
lar kind, in which he overcame himself, or, rather, one
to have excelled at the expart of his work was shown
He painted a boy with a basket of
pense of the other.
as
birds
before resorted
on which
grapes, to which the
he acknowledged that the boy could not be well painted,
been
in
both
cases
similitude
had
the
since,
equal, the
birds would have been deterred from approaching.
From these stories, if they may be credited, it would
appear that Zeuxis excelled more in depicting fruit than
;

;

If this were the case, it is
in painting the human form.
strange that all his greater efforts, of which any accounts have reached us, were portraits, or groups of
men or deities. The readiness which Zeuxis has, in

these instances, been represented as manifesting to achis weakness, is scarcely consistent with the
At all events, the victory
usual tenour of his spirit.
of Parrhasius proved very little respecting the merit of
The man who could represent a curthe two artists.
tain to perfection would not necessarily be the greatEven were exactness of imiest painter in Greece.

knowledge

tation the sole excellence in the picture, regard must
be had to the cast of the objects imitated, in reference
to the skill of the artists

— Zeuxis

is

by

whom

they were chosen.

said to have taken a long time to finish his
observing, when reproached for his

chief productions,
Festua
slowness, that he was painting for eternity.
relates that Zeuxis died with laughter at the picture
So
of an old woman which he himself had painted.

—

ZON
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extraordinary a circumstance, however, would surely
nave been alluded to by some other writer, had it been

There seems good reason, therefore,
fictitious.
{Encydop. Metropoi, div. 2,

true.

to believe

It

vol.

1, p.

405, scqq.)
ZoIlcs, a sophist and grammarian of Amphipolis,
who rendered himself known by his severe criticisms

by Tiittnan, in 1808, .'t tiiu Leipzig preu, along with
the Lexicon of Photiu.>. in 3 vols. 4to, the first two
volumes being devoted '.o the Lexicoa of Zonans.
{Scholl, Hist. Lit. (Jr., vol. 6, p. 288.)
ZoPYRUs, a Persian, son of Mesabyzus,

who gained
Darius flystaspis by a »irat>
which
Sextus Tarqumius
by
father.
{Vid. Tarquinius HI.

possession of Babylon

agcm

similar

to

for

that

—

on the poems of Homer, for which he received the gained Gabii for his
of Homer vmasdx, or the chastiscr of Homer, Herod., 3, 164,
segq.)
and also on the productions of Plato and other writers.
ZoROASTBB, a celebrated reformer of the Magian
.^lian ( V. H., 11, 10) draws a very unfavourable
whose
era
is
In what
pic- religion,
altogether unccrtam.
ture of both his character and personal
appearance. points his doctrines may have diflfered from those of
In all his, however, there is very probably much of the
preceding period is an obscure and ditficuit ques*
It seems certain, however, that the code of saDionysius of Halicarnassus (Ep. ad tion.
exaggeration.
Pomp ) appears, on the other hand, to praise the man cred laws which he introduced, founded, or at least
he ranks him, at least, among those who have censured enlarged, the
authority and influence of the Magian
Plato, not from a feeling of envy or enmity, but a de- caste.
Its members became the
keepers and expoundsire for the truth.
The age of Zoilus iq uncertain. ers of the holy books, the teachers and counsellurt of
Vitruvius (Prcef., ad lib. 7) refers him to the time of the king, the oracles from whom he learned the Divine
Ptolemy Philadelphus, and is followed by Vossius. will and the secrets of futurity, the mediators who obReinesius, however {Var. Lect., 3, 2), and lonsius tained for him the favour of Heaven, or propitiated ita
(de Script. Hist. Phil., c. 9) are opposed to this, be- anger.
According to Hyde, Prideaux, and many othcause Zoilus is said to have been a hearer of Polyc- ers of the learned, Zoroaster was the same with the
rates, who lived in the time of Socrates.
(Consult Zerdusht of the Persians, who was a great patriarch of
the remarks of Perizonius on this subject, ad Mlian., the Magi, and lived between the
beginning of the reign
V. H., I. c)
Some say that Zoilus was stoned to of Cyrus and the latter end of that of Darius HysThe
death, or exposed on a cross, by order of Ptolemy, taspis.
This, however, seems too late a date.
while others maintain that he was burned alive at so-called " Oracles of Zoroaster^' have been frequently
Smyrna. According to another account, he recited published. (Consult, on this whole subject, the very
his invectives against Homer at the Olympic
games, learned and able remarks of Parisot, Btogr. Umv.t
and was thrown from a rock for his offence. {JSlian, vol. 52, p. 434, seqq., and also Rhode, die hetlige Sage^
V. H, I. c.—Longin., 9, 4.)
&c., der Baktrer, Meder, <Scc., p. 112, seqq)
Zona or Zone, a city on the yEgean coast of
ZosiMUs, I. a Greek historian, who appears to have
flourished
near
the
He was a pubof
Serrhium.
between A.D. 430 and 591.
It is menThrace,
promontory
tioned by Herodotus (7, 59) and by Hecataeus (ap. lic functionary at Constantinople.
Zosimus wrote a
Here Orpheus sang, and by his strains history of the Roman emperors from the age of AuSteph. Byz.).
drew after him both the woods and the beasts that gustus down to his own lime. His object in writing
this was to trace the causes which led to the downfal
tenanted them.
1, 28.)
(Apollon. Rhod
ZoNARAS, a Byzantine historian, who flourished to- of the Roman empire, and among these he ranks the
wards the close of the eleventh and the commence- introduction of Christianity. There are many reasons
ment of the twelfth centuries. He held the offices which induce the belief that the work of Zosiraos
was not published in his lifetime, one of the strongest
originally of Grand Dungarius (commander of the fleet)
and chief secretary of the imperial cabinet but he of which is the boldness with which he speaks of the
It is probable that he intended
afterward became a monk, and attached himself to a Christian emperors.
to continue the work to his own times, a design which
religious house on Mount Athos, where he died suO.A certain
His Annals, or Chronicle, his death prevented.
negligence of style,
sequently to A.D. 1118.
extend from the creation of the world down to 1118 which indicates the absence of a revision on the part
of
the
this supposition.
countenances
author, strongly
A.D., the period of the death of Alexis I. They possess a double interest
for more ancient times, he has The best editions of Zosimus have been that of Celavailed himself, independently of Eutropius and Dio larius, 8vo, Jeruz, 1728, and that of Reitemier. 8vo,
The best edition now, however, is that
and at a Lips., 1784.
Cassius, of other authors that are lost to us
later period he details events of which he himself was by Bekker in the Corpus Byz. Hist., Bonn, 1837, 8vo.
II. A native of Panopolis, in Egypt, who wrote, aca witness.
Though deficient in critical spirit, he has
to Suidas, a work on Chemistry {Xv^€vtik6,\
still
displayed great good sense in adding nothing of cording
The Paris and Vienna MSS contain
his own to the extracts which he has inserted in his in 28 books.
various detached treatises of this writer, which, form*
history, except what might serve to unite them toThere results from this, it is ed part, in all likelihood, of this voluminous producgether in regular order.
such as a dissertation on the sacred and divine
true, a great variety of style in his work, but this is tion
There exist also
art of forming gold and silver, <Stc.
easily pardoned, and the only regret is, that Zonaras
" On
th$
had not indicated with more exactness the authors five other works of this same writer, such as
whence he drew his materials. The impartiality of Art of making Beer'* {irepi Cv^uv noi^aectc)' ^c. An
was
work
this
last-mentioned
This work is found in edition of
the writer is worthy of praise.
published in
Zonaras 1814, by Griiner, SoHsbac 8vo. {Hoffman, Lex Bikthe collections of the Byzantine Historians.

name

I

;

—

,

;

:

;

—

;

—

was the author also of a Glossary
manner of Hesychius and Suidas.

or Lexicon, in the
It

was published

,

liogr., vol. 3, p.
p.

830.— Schbll, Hut.

Lit. Gr., vol. 7,

210.)
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SUPPLEMENT.
Abas,

III.

Mn

He was

the twelfth king of Argos.

the

of Lynceus and Hypermnestra, and grandson
He married Ocaleia, who bore him
of Danaus.
twin sons, Acrisius and Prcetus. {Apollod., 2, 2,
1.
When he informed his
Hygin., Fab., 170.)
father of the death of Danaus, he was rewarded
with the shield of his grandfather, which was sacred to Juno. He is described as a successful conqueror, and as the founder of the town of Abae in
Phocis (Paus.y 10, 35, 1), and of the Pelasgic Argos

—

The fame of

in

Thessaly. {Strab., 9, p. 431.)
his warlike spirit was so great, that

even

after his

people revolted whom he had subdued,
they were put to flight by the simple act of showing
them his shield. {Virg., JEn., 3, 286. Scrv., ad loc.)
It was from this Abas that the kings of
Argos were
called by the patronymic Abantiades.
Abascantus ('A6dCT«avT0f), a physician of Lugdunum (Lyons), who probably lived in the second cenHe is several times mentioned
tury after Christ.
death,

when

—

by Galen {De Compos. Medicam. secund. Locos, 9,
13, p. 278), who has also preserved an antidote invented by him against the bite of serpents.
4, vol.

The name is
(De Antid., 2, 12, vol. 14, p. 177.)
to be met with in numerous Latin inscriptions in
Gruter's collection, five of which refer to a freedmian of Augustus, who is supposed by Kiihn {Additam. ad Elench. Medic. Vet. a J. A. Fabricio in
'•
Bibl. Gry Exhib.) to he the same person that is
mentioned by Galen. This, however, is quite uncertain, as also whether ITapaKA^riOf kSdaKavdoq in
Galen {De Compos. Medicam. secund. Locos., 7, 3,
vol. 13, p. 71) reliers to the subject of this article.
Abdias {'ktdiag), the pretended author of an
'

Apocryphal book, entitled The History of the AposThis work claims to have been written in Hebrew, to have been translated into Greek
by Eutropius, and thence into Latin by Julius Africanus. It was, however, originally written in Latin,
about A.D. 910. It is printed in Fabricius, Codex
ApocrT/phus Novi Test., p. 402, 8vo, Hamb., 1703.
Abdias was called, too, the first Bishop of Babylon.
Abellio is the name of a divinity found in inscriptions which were discovered at Comminges in
tolical contest.

—

J. Scaliger, Lec(Gruter, Inscr., p. 37, 4.
tiones Ausoniance, 1, 9.)
Buttmann {Mylhologus, I,

France.

p. 167, &c.) considers Abellio to be the same name
as Apollo, who in Crete and elsewhere was called
'A(5eAiOf, and by the Italians and some Dorians
Emtath. ad IL, 2,
Apello {Fest., s. v. Apelltnem.
99), and that the deity is the same as the Gallic
Caesar
(Bell. Gall., 6, 17), and
Apollo mentioned by
also the same as Belis or Belenus mentioned by

—

—

TertuUian (Apologet., 23) and Herodian (8, 3.
Comp. Capitol., Maximin., 22). As the root of the
word he recognises the Spartan BeXa, i. c., the sun
{Hesych., s. v.), which appears in the Syriac and
Chaldaic Belus or Baal.
Abisares or Abissares ('A6iadpTjg), called Embisarus ('Efidiaapo^) by Diodorus (17, 90), an In-

dian king beyond the river Hydaspes, whose territory lay in the mountains, sent embassies to Alexander the Great, both before and after the conquest
of Porus, although inclined to espouse the side of
Alexander not only allowed him to rethe latter.
tain his kingdom, but increased it, and on his death

8Q

,

:

appointed his son as his successor. (Arrian, Anab
5, 8, 20, 29.— Curt., 8, 12, 13, 14
9, 1
10, 1.)
Abitianus ('A^trCtavof), the author of a Greek
treatise De Urims inserted in the second volume
of Ideler's Phystct et Medici Grcux Mtnores, Berol
8vo, 1842, with the title Ilepl Oipuv Upayfiareia
'A-piartj rov ^o<j>uTdTov irapa fuv 'Ivdoic 'AAX77 'Efirrvi,
Tov livd rjTot 'klXtj vlov tov Itvd,
napd di 'IraXoi^
He is the same person as the celebra'ASiT^iavoy.
ted Arabic physician Avicenna, whose real name
was Abu 'AH Ibn Sink, A. H. 370 or 376-^28
(A.D. 980 or 985-1038), and from whose great
work Ketab al-Kanunji H-Tebb, Liber Canonit Medi,

;

;

,

ciruB, this

treatise

Ablabius
death there

is

probably translated.
I. a physician on

{'\6Xd6ioc),

whose

an epigram by Theosebia in the
Greek Anthology (7, 559,) in which he is considered as inferior only to Hippocrates and Galen.
With respect to his date, it is only known that he
must have lived after Galen, that is, some time
later than the second century after Christ.
II. The
illustrious ('I/lAovarptof), the author of an epigram
in the Greek Anthology (9, 762) " on the
quoit of
Asclepiades." Nothing more is known of him, unless he be the same person as Ablabius, the Novatian bishop of Nicsa, who was a disciple of the
rhetorician Troilus, and himself eminent in the
same profession, and who lived under Honorius and
Theodosius II., at the end of the fourth and the beginning of the fifth centuries after Christ. (Soaates. Hist. Ecc, 7, 12.)
Abrocomas ('ASpoKOfiac), II. one of the satraps
of Artaxerxes Mnemon, wzis sent with an army of
300,000 men to oppose Cyrus on his march into
is

—

Upper Asia. On the arrival of Cyrus at Tarsus,
Abrocomas was said to be on the Euphrates and
at Issus four hundred heavy-armed Greeks, who had
deserted Abrocomas, joined Cyrus. Abrocomas did
;

not defend the Syrian passes, as

was

expected, but

marched to join the king. He burned some boats to
prevent Cyrus from crossing the Euphrates, but did
not arrive in time for the battle of Cunaxa. {Xm.,
Anab., 1, 3, ^ 20 4, ^ 3, 5, 18 ; 7, ^ 12.—Harpocr at.
and Suidas, s. v.)
Abron or Habron ('ASpov or 'A6puv), I. son of
the Attic orator Lycurgus.
(Plut., Vit. dec. Orat..
The son of Callias, of the deme of
p. 843.)— n.
wrote
on
the
festivals and sacriBate in Attica,
He
fices of the Greeks.
(Steph. Byz., s. v. Barrj.)
also wrote a work Trepl rrapuvvfiuv, which is frequently referred to by Stephanus Byz. (s. v. 'Aydft/, 'Apyof.
III. A grammarian, a Phry&c.) and other writers.
gian or Rhodian, a pupil of Tryphon, and originally
a slave, taught at Rome under the first Caesars.
IV. A rich person at Argos,
(Suidas, s. v. 'A6puv.)
from whom the proverb 'A6puvo( fSioc, which was
;

—

—

applied to extravagant persons, is said to have been
derived.
(Sutdas, s. v)
Abronychus (' A6p6wxoc), the son of Lysicles,
an Athenian, was stationed at Thermopylae with a

communicate between Leonidas and the
Artemisium. He was subsequently sent as
ambassador to Sparta with Themistocles and Aristides respecting the fortifications of Athens after
the Persian war.
(Herod.. 9, 2l.—Thuc., 1, 91.)
Abulites (' A6ox>7itTTir), tlie satrap of Susiana»
1409
vessel to

fleet at
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surrendered Susa to Alexander when the latter approached the city. The satrapy was restored to
him by Alexander, but he and his son Oxyathres
were afterward executed by Alexander for the
crimes they had committed in the government of

by the ancient writers. He is particularly praised
for the strength and vigour of his language and the
sublimity of his thoughts.
{Cic., Pro Plane., 24;
Pro Scst., 56, &LQ.~-Hor., Ep., 2, 1, 56.—Qmntil.,
Besides these tragedies,
10, 1, ^ 97.— GelL, 13, 2.)
the satrapy. (Curt., 5, 2. Arrian, Anab., 3, 16; 7, he also wrote Annalcs in verse, containing the his4.—Diod., 17, 65.)
tory of Rome, like those of Ennius and three prose
On the coins of this works, " Libri Didascalion," which seems to have
Aburia Gens, plebeian.
"
gens we find the cognomen Gem., which is perhaps been a history of poetry, Libri Pragmaticon," and
an abbreviation of Geminus. The coins have no " Parerga :" of the two latter no fragments are preheads of persons on them. The most distinguished served. The fragments of his tragedies have been
members of this gens were I. C. Aburius, one of collected by Stephanus in "Frag. vet. Poet. Lat.,"
the ambassadors sent to Masinissa and the Cartha- Paris, 1564 Maittaire, " Opera et Frag. vet. Poet.
"
II. M. Aburius,
(L?B., 42, 35.)
Lat.," I^nd., 1713 and Bothe, Poet. Scenici Latginians, B.C. 171.
tribune of the plebs, B.C. 187, opposed M. Fulvius, in.," vol. v.. Lips., 1834 and the fragments of the
the proconsul, in his petition for a triumph, but with- Didascalia by Madvig, " De L. Attii Didascaliis Comdrew his opposition chiefly through the influence of ment.," Hafniae, 1831.
his colleague Ti. Gracchus.
He
AcESANDER ('A/ifCTcv^pof) wrotc B history of Gy(Lir., 39, 4, 5.)
was prajtor peregrinus, B.C. 176. {Liv., 41, 18, 19.) rene. {Schol. ad ApolL, 4, 1561, 1750; ad Pind.,
Aburnus Valens, a Roman lawyer, probably the Pyth., 4, init., 57.)
Plutarch {Symp., 5, 2,
8)
same with the Valens who formed one of the con- speaks of a work of his respecting Libya {Trepl
silium of the Emperor Antoninus Pius.
{Capitoli- Ai6vijg), which may, probably, be the same work as
The time at which he lived
have, in the Pandects, the history of Cyrene.
nus, Ant. Pius, 12.)
"
Fideicommis- is unknown.
selections from his seven books of
sa.''^
AcESAs ('A/c£(7df), a native of Salamis in Cyprus,
cZimmern, Gesch. d. Rom. Frivatrechts, 1, 1,
famed for his skill in weaving cloth with variegated
334.)
Acacallis ('A/ca/taX^tf). daughter of Minos, by patterns {polymitarius). He and his son Helicon,
whom, according to a Cretan tradition, Hermes who distinguished himself in the same art, are menwhile, according to a tradition of the tioned by Athenaeus (2, p. 48, b). Zenobius speaks
begot Cydon
Tegeatans, Cydon was a son of Tegeates, and im- of both artists, but says that Acesas (or, as he calls
to
from Tegea. {Pans., 8, 53, if 2.) him, Aceseus, 'AKeaevc) was a native of Patara, and
Crete
migrated
He tells us, also, that they
Apollo begot by her a son, Miletus, whom, for fear Helicon of Carystus.
of her father, Acacallis exposed in a forest, where were the first who made a peplus for Athena Polias.
wolves watched and suckled the child until he was When they lived, we are not informed but it must
found by shepherds, who brought him up. {Antonin. have been before the time of Euripides and Plato,
Lib., 30.) Other sons of her and Apollo are Amphi- who mention this peplus.
Plat.,
{Eur., Hec, 468.
themis and Garamas. {Apollon., 4, 1490, &.c.) Apol- Euthyphr., ^ 6.) A specimen of the workmanship of
lodorus (3, 1, ^ 2) calls this daughter of Minos Acalle these two artists was preserved in the temple at
{'AkuXXtj), but does not mention Miletus as her son. Delphi, bearing an inscription to the effect that PalAcacallis was in Crete a common name for a nar- las had imparted marvellous skill to their hands.
AcEsiAs {'AKeaiac) an ancient Greek physician,
•cissus.
{Athen., 15, p. 681.
Hesych., s. v )
AcACus ('AKCKOf), a son of Lycaon and king of whose age and country are both unknown. It is
Acaeesium in Acadia, of which he was believed to ascertained, however, that he lived at least four
be the founder. {Patis., 8, 3, 1.
Steph. Byz., s. v. hundred years before Christ, as the proverb kataiar
idaaro, Acesias cured him, is quoted on the author*AKaKr/aLov.)
AcARNAN ('A/capvur), one of the Epigones, was ity of Aristophanes. This saying (by which only
a son of Alcmaeon and Calirrhoe, and brother of Acesias is known to us) was used when any perAmphoterus. Their father was murdered by Phe- son's disease became worse instead of better under
geus when they were yet very young, and Calirrhoe medical treatment, and is mentioned by Suidas {s. v.
prayed to Zeus to make her sons grow quickly, that 'AACfcr/uf), Zenobius {Proverb., Cent., 1, ^52), Diogethey might be able to avenge the death of their fa- nidinus {Proverb., 2, 3), Michael Apostolius {Proverb.,
ther. The prayer was granted, and Acarnan, with his 2, 23), and Plutarch {Proverb, guibus Alexandr. usi
See also Proverb, e Cod. Bodi, <^82, in
brother, slew Phegeus, his wife, and his two sons. sunt, ^98).
The inhabitants of Psophis, where the sons had been Gaisford's Paro^miographi Grceci, 8vo, Oxon., 1836.
slain, pursued the murderers as far as Tegea, where, It is possible that an author bearing this name, and
however, they were received and rescued. At the mentioned by Athenaeus (12, p. 516, c.) as having
request of Achelous, they carried the necklace and written a treatise on the Art of Cooking (oT/'oprvpeplus of Harmonia to Delphi, and from thence they TLKo), maybe one and the same person, but of this
went to Epirus, where Acarnan founded the state we have no certain information. (J. J. Baier, Adag.
called after him Acarnania.
{Apollod., 3, 7, § 5-7. Medic. Cent., 4to, Lips., 1718.)
AcEsius ('A/ceo-iOf), II. a bishop of the Novatians
—Ov., Met., 9, 413, 6cc.—Thucyd., 2, 102.— Strab.,
in the reign of the Emperor Constantine, A.D. 325,
10, p. 462.)
Roman
tragic who was present at the Council of Nice, and advoAccius, I. or Attius, L., an early
poet and the son of a freedman, was born, according cated the exclusion from the communion of those
to Jerome, B.C. 170, and was fifty years younger who were found guilty of gross sin after baptism.
than Pacuvius. He lived to a great age Cicero, {Socrat., Hist., 1, 10.— Sozom., 1, 2.)
AcESTODoRus ('A/cfOTOfJwpof), a Greek historical
when a young man, frequently conversed with him.
His tragedies were chiefly imitated writer, who is cited by Plutarch {Them., 13), and
(Brut., 28.)
from the Greeks, especially from ^Eschylus, but he whose work contained, as it appears, an account of
The
also wrote some on Roman subjects {Prcztextata); the battle of Salamis among other things.
one of which, entitled Brutus, was probably in hon- time at which he lived is unknown. Stephanus
of
our of his patron D. Brutus. (Ctc, De Leg., 2, 21
{s. V. Meydlri TTolig) speaks of an Acestodorus
Pro Arch., 11.) We possess only fragments of his Megalopolis, who wrote a work on cities {Kepi irothis is the same as the abovetragedies, of which the most important have been Tiicjv), but whether
preserved by Cicero, but sufficient remains to justi- mentioned writer is not clear.
AcESTOR {'AKeoTcjp), II. a surname of Apollo
fy the terms of admiration in which he is spoken of

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

<J

We

;

;

—

—

—

'

;

;
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wnich chaiacterizes him as the god of the healing author of a work on the Interpretatkni of
as the averter of evil, hke 'A«fc<Ttof. 'OveipoKfuriKu, is probably the same person as Abii
III. surnamed Sacas
(Btinp.y Androm., 901.)
(2d- Bekr Mohammed Ben Sirin, whose work on the
^cf), on account of his foreign origin, was a tragic same subject is still extant in Arabic in the Royal
a
and
of
at
Athens,
poet
contemporary
Aristophanes. Library at Paris {Catalog. Cod. Manuscr. Btbtwth.
He seems to have been either of Thracian <ir Mys- Reg. Paris., vol. 1, p. 230, cod. mccx.), and who was
lan origin.
born AH. 33 (A. D. 653-4), and died AH. 110(A.D.
Schol.,ad loc.
{Aristoph., Avcs^ 31.
Phot, and Suid., s. v. 728-9). (See Nicoll and Pusey, CataL Cod. Mantucr.
Schol.,ad loc.
Vcspa, 1216.

Dmm,

art, or, in general,

—

—

—

luKag.

— Wctcker,Die Gricch.

AcH^us

—

Tragiid

—

p.

,

Arab. Biblioth. Bodi.,

1032.)

son of Andromachus,
whose sister Laodice married Seleucus Calhnicus,
the father of Antiochus the Great.
Achaeus himself married Laodice, the daughter of Mithradates,
8, 22, ^ 11.)
king of Pontus.
(Polyb., 4, 51, <J4
He accompanied Seleucus Ceraunus, the son of
{'Axaio^y,

V.

;

across Mount Taurus
against Attains, and after the assassination of Seand though he might
leucus, avenged his death
easily have assumed the royal power, he remained
Antiochus the
faithful to the family of Seleucus.
Great, the successor of Seleucus, appointed him to
the command of all Asia on this side of Mount TauAchasus recovered for the Syrian
rus, B.C. 223.
empire all the districts which Attalus had gained
but having been falsely accused by Hermeias, the
minister of Antiochus, of intending to revolt, he did
so in self-defence, assumed the title of king, and
ruled over the whole of Asia on this side of the
Taurus. As long as Antiochus was engaged in the
war with Ptolemy, he could not march against
but alter a peace had been concluded
Achaius
with Ptolemy, he crossed the Taurus, united his
Callinicus, in his expedition
;

;

;

p.

616.)

This conjecture

will

seem the more probable when it is recollected that
the two names Ahmed or Achmet and Mohammed,
however unlike each other they may appear in English,

consist in Arabic of four letters each, and differ

first.
There must, however, be some
between Achmet's work, in the form in
which we have it, and that of Ibn Sirfn, as the writer of the former (or the translator) appears from internal evidence to have been certainly a Christian

only in the
difference

It exists only in Greek, or, rather
150, &c.).
the above conjecture as to its author be correct),
it has only been published in that
It conlanguage.
sists of three hundred and four chapters, and professes to be derived from what has hneen written on
the same subject by the Indians, Persians, and
Egyptians. It was translated out of Greek into
Latin about the year 1160, by I^oTuscus, of which
work two specimens are to be found in Casp. Barthii Adversaria (31,
14, ed. Francof, 1624, fol.).
(c. 2,

(if

It was first published at Frankfort, 1577, 8vo, in a
Latin translation, made by Leunclavius, from a very
"
imperfect Greek manuscript, with the title
Apomasaris Apotelesmata, sive de Significatis et Eventis

forces with Attalus, deprived Acheeus in one campaign of all his dominions, and took Sard is, with the
exception of the citadel. Achaeus, after sustaining
a siege of two years in the citadel, at last fell into
the hands of Antiochus, B.C. 214, through the treach-

Insomniorum, ex Indorum, Persarum, ^gyptiorumque Disciplina." The word Apomasares is a corruption of the name of the famous Albomasar, or
Abu Ma'shar, and Leunclavius afterward acknowl-

ery of Bolis, who had been employed by Sosibius,
the minister of Ptolemy, to deliver him from his
danger, but betrayed him to Antiochus, who ordered
him to be put to death immediately.
{Polyh., 4, 2,
8, 175, 40, ^ 7, 42, 57; 7, 15-18
^ 6
4, 48

It

edged his mistake

was published

attributing the work to him.
Greek and Latin by Rigaltius,

in

in

to his edition of the Oneirocrttica of
Artemidorus, Lutet., Paris, 1603, 4to, and some
Greek various readings are inserted by Jac. De
Rhoer in his Otium Daventriense, p. 338, &c., DaIt has also been translated into
ventr., 1762, 8vo.
23.)
AcHiLT.\s {'kxiXka^), III. one of the guardians of Italian, French, and German.
office of Magister Admissiocommandthe
Acholics held
the Egyptian king Ptolemy Dionysus, and
er of the troops when Pompey fled to Egypt, B.C. num in the reign of Valerian (B.C. 253-260). One
He is called by Caesar a man of extraordinary of his works was entitled Acta, and contained an
48.
who killed account of the history of Aurelian. It was in nine
daring, and it was he and L. Septimius
He also wrote
Pompey. {Cczs., B. C, 3, 104.— Li»., Epit., 104.— books at least. {Vopisc, Aurel.,\2.)
He subsequently joined the the life of Alexander Severus. {Lamprid., Alex. Sev.,
Dion Cass., 42, 4.)
;

;

;

resisting Caesar, and having had
of the whole army intrusted to him
with
by Pothinus, he marched against Alexandrea
Caesar, who was at
20,000 foot and 2000 horse.
Alexandrea, had not sufficient forces to oppose him,
and sent ambassadors to treat with him, but these
Achillas murdered to remove all hopes of reconcilHe then marched into Alexandrea, and obiation.
tained possession of the greatest part of the city.
of
Meanwhile, however, Arsinog, the younger sister
Achillas ;
Ptolemy, escaped from Caesar and joined
but dissensions breaking out between them, she had
Achillas put to death by Ganymedes, a eunuch, B.C.
command of
47, to whom she then intrusted the

eunuch Pothinusin
the

and appended

command

B.

liie forces.

C,

3,

108-112

B. Alex., 4.

— Dion Cass.,{Cas.,36-40.— Lwcan., 10,519-523.)
;

42,

AcHLYs i'Ax^v^)^ according to some ancient cosand the first created
mogonies, the eternal night,
Chaos. According
being which existed even before
to Hesiod, she was the personification of misery and
on the
sadness, and as such she was represented
pale,
shield of Hercules {Scut., Here, 264, &c.)
swolemaciated, and weeping, with chattering teeth,
len knees, long nails on her fingers, bloody cheeks,
and her shoulders thickly covered with dust.
the
AcHMET, son of Seirim ('Aa/^et v/of leipei/x),
:

14, 48, 68.)

AciDiNDs, a family name of the Manila gens.
Cicero speaks of the Acidini as among the first men
of a former age.
{De leg. agr., 2, 24.) I. L. M.tNLius, prajtor urbanus in the year B.C. 210, was
sent by the senate into Sicily to bring back the
consul Valerius to Rome to hold the elections.
In B.C. 207, he was with
{Liv., 26, 23; 27, 4.)
the troops stationed at Narnia to oppose Hasdrubal, and was the first to send to Rome intelligence of the defeat of the latter. (Lir., 27, 50.)
In B.C. 206, he and L. Cornelius Lentulus had the
province of Spain intrusted to them, with proconsuIn the following year he conquered the
lar power.
Ausetani and Ilergetes, who had rebelled against the
Romans in consequence of the absence of Scipio.
He did not return to Rome till the year B.C. 199,
but was prevented by the tribune P. Porcius L«ca
from entering the city in an ovation, which lliC sen29, 1-3, 13 ;
ate had granted him.
(Livy, 28, 38

—

;

32,

7.)— II.

L.

Manlius Fulvianub,

originally be-

was adopted into
longed to the Fulvia gens, but
the Manlia gens, probably by the above-mentioned
He was praetor B.C.
Acidinus.
{Veil. Pat., 2, 8.)
Citerior al188, and had the province of Hispania
In
lotted to him, where he remained till B.C. 186.
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the latter year he defeated the Celtiberi, and had it
not been for the arrival of his successor, would have
reduced the whole people to subjection. He applied
for a triumph in consequence, but obtained only an
In B.C. 183,
ovation.
(Liv., 38, 36; 39, 21, 29.)
he was one of the ambassadors sent into Gallia
Transalpina, and was also appointed one of the
triumvirs for founding the Latin colony of Aquileia, which was, however, not founded till B.C. 181.
He was consul B.C.
(Liv., 39, 54, 65; 40, 34.)
179 {Liv., 40, 43), with his ovvti brother, Q. Fulvius
Flaccus, which is the only instance of two brothers
{Fast.
holding the consulship at the same time.
Cajntol.—Vell. Pat., 2, 8.) At the election of Acidvirum
to
be
him
M.
declared
bonum,
inus,
Scipio

—

ras, B.C. 376, the

Persians directed their forces
Acoris collected a large army to
and
them,
oppose
engaged many Greek mercenaries,
of whom he appointed Chabrias
general. Chabrias,
however, was recalled by the Athenians on the complaint of Pharnabazus, who was appointed by Artaxerxes to conduct the war. When the Persian
army entered Egypt, which was not till B.C. 373,
Acoris was already dead.
{Diod., 15, 2-4, 8, 9, 29,
against Egypt.

41, 42.

—

Theopom. ap Phot., cod. 176.) Syncellus
76, a., p. 257, a.) assigns thirteen years to his
reign.
(p.

Acnu^A {'kKpaia), I. a daughter of the river-god
Asterion, near Mycenas, who, together with her
Eubcea and Prosymna, acted as nurses to
Juno.
hill, Acraea, opposite the temple of Juno,
near Mycenag, derived its name from her. {Pans.,
sisters

A
egregiumque civem. {Cic, De Or., 2, 64.) HL L.
Manlius, who was quiestor in B.C. 168 {Liv., 45,
II. Acraea and Acraeus are also attri13), is probably one of the two Manlii Acidini, who 2, 17, ^ 2.)
are mentioned two years before as illustrious youths, butes given to various goddesses and gods whose
and of whom one was the son of M. Manlius, the temples were situated upon hills, such as Jupiter,
The latter is Juno, Venus, Minerva, Diana, and others. {Pans.,
other of L. Manlius.
{Liv., 42, 49.)
28.— Fr^rwa;
probably the same as the quaestor, and the son of No. 1, 1, ^ 3; 2, 24, ^ l.—Apollod., 1, 9,
II.
IV. A young man who was going to pursue his 1, 7.
Spanheim, ad Callim., Hymn. inJov.,82.)
studies at Athens at the same time as young Cicero,
AcROPOLiTA, Georsius {Teupyio^ 'AKp-proMTTjclr
B.C. 45. ( Cic. ad Att., 12, 32.) He is, perhaps, the the son of the great logotheta Constantinus Acroposame Acidinus who sent intelligence to Cicero re- lita the elder, belonged to a noble Byzantine family
specting the death of Marcellus. {Cic. ad Fam., 4, which stood in relationship to the imperial family of
the Ducas.
He was born at Con12.)
{Acropolita, 97.)
AciNDYNUs, Grkgorius {TpjjyopLO^ 'AKtvdwog), a stantinople in 1220 {ib., 39), but accompanied his faGreek monk, A.D. 1341, distinguished in the con- ther in his sixteenth year to Nicaea, the residence
troversy with the Hesychast or Quietist monks of of the Greek emperor John Vatatzes Ducas, There
Mount Athos. He supported and succeeded Bar- he continued and finished his studies under Theolaam in his opposition to their notion that the light dorus Exapterigus and Nicephorus Blemmida. {Ib.,
which appeared on the Mount of the Transfiguration 32.) The emperor employed him afterward in dipwas uncreated. The emperor, John Cantacuzenus, lomatic affairs, and Acropolita showed himself a very
took part (A.D. 1347) with Palamas, the leader of discreet and skilful negotiator. In 1255 he comthe Quietists, and obtained the condemnation of manded the Nicsean army in the war between MiAcindynus by several councils at Constantinople, at chael, despot of Epirus, and the Emperor Theodore
one especially in A.D. 1351. Remains of Acindy- II., the son and successor of John. But he was
nus are, De Essentia et Operatione Dei adversus im- made prisoner, and was only delivered in .260 b}
" Variorum Pon- the mediation of Michael
Previousi>
peritiam Gregorii Palama, dfC., in
Palaeologus.
tificum ad Petrum Gnapbeum Eutychianum Epis- to this he had been appointed great logotheta, either
tol.," p. 77, Gretser., 4to, Ingolst., 1616, and Car- by John or by Theodore, whom he had instructed
men lambicum de Hceresibus Palatna, " Graeciae Or- in logic. Meanwhile, Michael Palaeologus was prothodoxae Scriptores," by Leo. Allatius, p. 765, vol. 1, claimed Emperor of Nicaea in 1260, and in 1261 he
4to, Rom., 1652.
expelled the Latins from Constantinople, and beAc(ETEs {'AKoi-njc), according to Ovid {Met., 3, came emperor of the whole East and from this
582, &c.), the son of a poor fisherman in Maeonia, moment Georgius Acropolita becomes known in the
who served as pilot in a ship. After landing at the history of the Eastern empire as one of the greatest
island of Naxos, some of the sailors brought with diplomatists.
After having discharged the function
them on board a beautiful sleeping boy, whom they of ambassador at the court of Constantine, king of
had found in the island, and whom they wished to the Bulgarians, he retired for some years from pubtake with them but Accetes, who recognised in the lic affairs, and made the instruction of youth his sole
boy the god Bacchus, dissuaded them from it, but occupation. But he was soon employed in a very
When the ship had reached the open sea, important negotiation. Michael, afraid of a new^
in vain.
the boy awoke, and desired to be carried back to Latin invasion, proposed to Pope Clemens IV. to reNaxos. The sailors promised to do so, but did not unite the Greek and the I^tin churches and negokeep their word. Hereupon the god showed him- tiations ensued, which were carried on during the
vines began to reign of five popes, Clemens IV., Gregory X., John
self to them in his own majesty
twine around the vessel, tigers appeared, and the XXI., Nicolaus III., and Martin IV., and the happy
sailors, seized with madness, jumped into the sea result of which was almost entirely owing to the
and perished. AccBtes alone was saved and con- skill of Acropolita. As early as 1273, Acropolita
veyed back to Naxos, where he was initiated in was sent to Pope Gregory X., and in 1274, at the
the Bacchic mysteries, and became a priest of the Council of Lyons, he confirmed, by an oath in the
god.
Hyginus {Fab., 134), whose story, on the emperor's name, that that confession of faith which
whole, agrees with that of Ovid, and all the other had been previously sent to Constantinople by the
writers who mention this adventure of Bacchus, pope had been adopted by the Greeks. The reunion
call the crew of the ship Tyrrhenian pirates, and of the two churches was afterward broken off, but
derive the name of the Tyrrhenian Sea from them. not through the fault of Acropolita. In 1282, Acropolita was once more sent to Bulgaria, and shortly
(Comp. Horn., Hymn, in Bach. Apollod., 3, 5, ^ 3.
after his return he died, in the month of December
Seneca, (Ed., 449.)
AcoRis ('A/copif), king of Egypt, entered into al- of the same year, in his 62d year.
liance with Evagoras, king of Cyprus, against their
Acropolita is the author of several works the
common enemy Artaxerxes, king of Persia, about most important of which is a history of the ByzanB.C. 385, and assisted Evagoras with ships and tine Empire, under the title XpoviKov <!)( h avvofpei
On the conclusion of the war with Evago- Tiov kv varepoig, that is, from the taking of Coi Stanin-jney.

—

—

—

(J

,

;

;

;

:

—

—

:
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tinople by the Latins in 1204, down to the year of this tract is by no means impure, and has a great
1261, when Michael Palaeologns delivered the city hiixturc of the old Attic in it, which is very rarely
from the foreign yoke. The MS. of this work was to be met with in the later Greek writers. A loler
Ibund in the library of Georgius Cantacuzenus at ably full abstract of it is given by Barchtisen, Hist.
Constantinople, and afterward broiigla to Europe. Medic, Dial. 14, p. 338, Ac. It was first
published,

'J'he first
(Fabricius, Btbl. Grctc, vol. 7, p. 768.)
edition of this work, with a Latin translation and

was published by Theodorus Douza, Lugd.
Batav., 1614, 8vo but a more critical one by I^o
Allatius, who used a Vatican MS., and divided the
It has the title
text into chapters.
Teupylov rnv
A.KpOTTO?,cTov Tov fieyaXovTioyoBeTov xpovLKT] avyypa^^,
notes,

;

"*

Georgii Acropolitct, magni Logothetct, Histona, &c.,
This edition is reprinted in the
Paris, 1651, fol.
Corpus Byzantinorum Scriptorum," Venice, 1729,
This chronicle contains one of the most
vol. 12.
remarkable periods of Byzantine history, but it is
so short that it seems to be only an abridgment of
another work of the same author, which is lost.
Acropolita perhaps composed it with the view of
giving it as a compendium to those young men
whose scientific education he superintended, after
his return from his first embassy to Bulgaria.
The
history of Michael Palasologus by Pachy meres may
as
a
continuation of the work of Acrobe considered
Besides this work, Acropolita wrote several
polita.
which
he
delivered in his capacity as great
orations,
logotheta, and as director of the negotiations with
the pope but these orations have not been publishFabricius (vol. 7, p. 471) speaks of a MS. which
ed.
has the title Hepl tuv airo KtiaeuQ noofiov kruv kcu

"

;

TTfpt

Tuv ^aoiXevadvTuv

fiEXP'- "'^t^o'ctJf

Kuvaravn-

Georgius, or Gregorius Cyprius, who
has written a short encomium of Acropolita, calls
him the Plato and the Aristotle of his time. This
"encomium" is printed, with a Latin translation, at
the head of the edition of Acropolita by Th. Douza
it contains useful information concerning Acropolita,
although it is full of adulation. Farther information
is contained in Acropolita's history, especially in the
latter part of it, and in Pachymeres, 4, 28 ; 6, 26, 34,

vovKdXecjg.

:

seq.

AcTORius Naso, M., seems to have written a life
of Julius Caesar, or a history of his times, which
The tune at
is quoted by Suetonius (JmZ., 9, 52).
which he lived is uncertain, but from the way in
which he is referred to by Suetonius, he would almost seem to have been a contemporary of Caesar.
AcTUARius {'AKTovdpio^), the surname by which
an ancient Greek physician, whose real name was
His father's name
Joannes, is commonly known.
was Zacharias he himself practised at Constan;

tinople, and, as it
credit, as he was

appears, with

some degree of

honoured with the

title

of Actu-

arius, a dignity frequently conferred at that court
upon physicians. (Diet, of Ant., p. 631, b.) Very
little is known of the events of his life, and his date
is rather uncertain, as some persons reckon him to

have

lived in the eleventh century,

and others bring

him down as low as the beginning of the

He

fourteenth.

Venet., 1547, 8vo, in a Latin translation by Jol.
Alexandrinus de Neustain. The first edition of the

was published. Parts, 1667, 8vo, edited.
without notes or preface, by Jac. Goupyl. A second
Greek edition appeared in 1774, 8vo, Lips., undei
the care of J. F. Fischer.
Ideler has also inserted
it in the first volume of his
Physici et Medici Graci
and the first part of
Minores, Berol 8vo, 1841
J. S. Bernardi
Reliquta Medico- Criticct, ed. Gmner,
contains
some Greek scholia on
Jenae, 1795, 8vo,
the work.
Another of his extant works is entitled Oepa" De Methodo
in aix
Me6o6oc,
original

,

;

Medendi,"

irevTtKT]

books, which have hitherto appeared complete only
in a Latin translation, though Dietz had, before his
death, collected materials for a Greek edition of
this and his other works.
(See his preface to Galen, De Dissect. Muse.) In these books, says Freind,
though he chiefly follows Galen, and very often

Aetius and Paulus iEgineta without naming him,
yet he makes use of whatever he finds to his purpose, both in the old and modem writers, as well
barbarians as Greeks and, indeed, we find in him
several things that are not to be met with elsewhere.
The work was written extempore, and designed for
the use of Apocauchus during his embassy to the
north.
(Prtf/, 1, p. 139.) A I^atin translation of
this work by Corn. H. Mathisius was first published,
Venet., 1554, 4to. The first four books appear sometimes to have been considered to form a complete
work, of which the first and second have been inserted by Ideler in the second volume of his Phys.
et Med. Gr. Min., Berol., 1842, under the title Uepi
" De Morborum
Dignotione,"
Aiayvcimtjc TladCtv,
and from which the Greek extracts in H. Stepliens's
Dictionarium Mediaim, Par., 1564, 8vo, are probably
taken.
The fifth and sixth books have also been
taken for a separate work, and were published by
themselves. Par., 1539, 8vo, and Basil., 1540, 8vo,
in a Latin translation by J. Ruellius, with the title
;

"

An extract
inserted in Fernel's collection of

De Medicamentorum Compositione."

from this work
writers,

De

is

Febribvs, Venet., 1676,

fol.

His other extant work is Uepl Ovpdv, " De Urinis," in seven books. He has treated of this subject
very fully and distinctly, and, though he goes upon
the plan which Theophilus Protospatharius had
marked out, yet he has added a great deal of origiIt is the most complete and systematic
nal matter.
work on the subject that remains from antiquity so
much so that, till the chemical improvements of the
last hundred years, he had left hardly anything new
to be said by the moderns, many of whom, says
This
Freind, transcribed it almost word for word.
work was first published in a Latin translation by
Ambrose Leo, which appeared in 1519, Venet., 4lo,
and has been several times reprinted the Greek
original has been published for the first time in the
second volume of Ideler's work quoted above. Two
Latin editions of his collected works are said by
Choulant {Handbvuh der Biicherkundc fur ite JEltert
Medicin, Leipzig, 1841) to have been published in
the same year, 1556, one at Paris, and the other at
Lyons, both in 8vo. His three works are also inserted in the Medica Artis Principe* of H. Stephens,
;

probably lived towards the end of the thirteenth
century, as one of his works is dedicated to his tuof
tor, Joseph Racendytes, who lived in the reign
Andronicus H. Palseologus, A.D. 1281-1328. One
been
to
have
of his schoolfellows is supposed
Apocauchus, whom he describes (though without nato
the
north.
an
embassy
ming him) as going upon
{De Meth. Med., Pratf. in 1, 2, p. 139, 169.)
One of his works is entitled liepl 'Evepyeiuv kcu
UadiLv Tov "^vxtKov Uvevfiaroi, kcu r^f kot' avro
" De Actionibus et AfTectibus
(Freind's Hist, of Physic— SorenSpirilus Ani- Par., 1567, fol.
AtaiTTjg,
malis, ejusque Nutritione." This is a psychological gel. Hist, de la Med.— Holler, BiUioth. Medic Pract,
and physiological work in two books, in which all his
Barckusen, Hist. Medic.)
AcuLBO occurs as a surname of C. Furius, who
reasoning, says Freind, seems to be founded upon
the principles laid down by Aristotle, Galen, and was quaestor of L. Scipio, and was condemned of
others, with relation to the same subject. The style peculatus. (Lit> 38, 66.) Aculeo, however.
;

—

,
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not to have been a regular family-name of the Furia
gens, but only a surname given to this person, of
vs^hich a shnilar example occurs in the following
article.

C. AcoLEo, a

Roman

sister of Helvia, the

knight,

who married the
He was

mother of Cicero.

surpassed by no one in his day in his knowledge of
the Roman law, and possessed great acuteness of
mind, but was not distinguished for other attainments. He was a friend of L. Licinius Crassus,
and was defended by him upon one occasion. The
son of Aculeo was C. Visellius Varro whence it
would appear that Aculeo was only a surname given
to the father from his acuteness, and that his full
name was C. Visellius Varro Aculeo. (Cic, De Or.,
1,43; 2, 1, 65; Brut., 76.)
AcuMENus {'Akov/^evoc), & physiciau of Athens,
who lived in the fifth century before Christ, and is
mentioned as the friend and companion of Socrates.
He
{Plat., Pfuedr., init.—Xen., Memor., 3, 13, ^ 2.)
was the father of Eryximachus, who was also a
as
who
introduced
one
of
and
is
the
physician,
;

speakers in Plato's Symposium. {Plat., Protag.,
p. 315, c.
Symp., p. 176, c.) He is also mentioned
in the collection of letters first published by Leo
AUatius, Paris, 1637, 4to, with the title Epist. So;

a

Socraticorum, and again by Orellius, Lips.,
1815, 8vo, ep. 14, p. 31.
Ad.(Eus or Add^us {'ASalo^ or 'AdSaiog), a Greek

cratis

epigrammatic poet, a native, most probably, of MaThe epithet MaKcdovog is appended to
his name before the third epigram in the Vat. MS.
and the subjects of the second,
{Anth. Gr., 6, 228)
with this
(.'igbtli, ninth, and tenth epigrams agree
account of his origin. He lived in the time of Alexander the Great, to whose death he alludes. {Anth.
cedonia.

;

The fifth epigram {Anth. Gr., 7, 305)
inscribed 'ASdaiov MtrvXrjvaiov, and there was a

Gr., 7, 240.)
is

quoted by the scholiast to Hesiod, and an extract
it
is given by Aetius {tetrab. 1, serm.
3, c
it is said to be still in existence in manu163)
Several of
script in the Royal Library at Paris.
his medical prescriptions are preserved by Oribais

from

;

and Aetius.
Adiatorix {' kdiUTopL^), son of a tetrarch
latia, belonged to Antony's party, who killed
sius

in

Ga-

all the
Heracleia shortly before the battle of
Actium. After this battle he was led as prisoner in
the triumph of Augustus, and put to death with his

Romans

in

younger son.
quently

made

Comana.
Fam.,

His elder son, Dyteutus, was subsegoddess in

priest of the celebrated

{Strab.,

12, p.

559.— Czc. ad

543, 558,

2, 12.)

Adimantus CASdfiavTog),

the son of Ocytus,
of Greece
Before the battle of Artemisium he
by Xerxes.
threatened to sail away, but was bribed by Themistocles to remain.
He opposed Themistocles with
great insolence in the council which the commanders held before the battle of Salamis.
According
to the Athenians, he took to flight at the very commencement of the battle, but this was denied by
the Corinthians and the other Greeks.
{Herodotus,

the Corinthian

8, 5,

56, 61,

commander

I.

in the invasion

9i.— Plutarch,

11.)—II.

Themistocles,

The son

of Leucolophides, an Athenian, was one of
the commanders with Alcibiades in the expedition
against Andros, B.C. 407. {Xcnophon, Hell, 1, 4,
He was again appointed one of the Athe<J
21.)
nian generals after the battle of .'\rginusae, B.C.
406, and continued in ofiice till the battle of .^Egospotami, B.C. 405, where he was one of the commanders, and was taken prisoner. He was the
only one of the Athenian prisoners who was not
put to death, because he had opposed the decree for
cutting off the right hands of the Lacedemonians
who might be taken in the battle. He was accused
by many of treachery in this battle, and was after-

Mitylenzean of this name, who wrote two prose
works, Uepl XyakfiaTOTzoLuv and Hepl AtaOeaeug. ward impeached by Conon. {Xen., Hell., 1, 7,
The time 2, 1, i) 30-32.— faw*., 4, 17, ^ 2 10, 9, ^ b.—Dem.,
{Atkcn., 13, p. 606, A; 11, p. 471, F.)
when he lived cannot be fixed with certainty. Defals. leg., p. 401. Lys., c. Ale, p. 143, 21.) Aris"
Reiske, though on insufficient grounds, believes tophanes speaks of Adimantus in the
Frogs"
these two to be the same person.
{Anth. Grac, (1513), which was acted in the year of the battle,
and he also
6, 228, 258
10, 2Q.—Brunck, as one whose death was wished for
7, 51, 238, 240, 305
calls him, apparently out of jest, the son of LeucolAnal, 2, p. 224.—Jacobs, 13, p. 831.)
'•
White Crest." In the " ProtagAd.^mantius {' AdafjLdvTLog), an ancient physician, ophus, that is,
bearing the title of latrosophista {larpiKtJv Xoyuv oras" of Plato, Adimantus is also spoken of as
III. The brothSocrates, Hist. Ecclcs., 7, 13), for the present on that occasion (p. 315, e).
<jo(piaT/jg
meaning of which see Diet, of Ant., p. 528. Little er of Plato, who is frequently mentioned by the latter.
is known of his personal history, except that he
{ApoL, Socr., p. 34, a; De Rep., 2, p. 367, e, p.
was by birth a Jew, and that he was one of those 548, d, e.)
Admete {'A6fi7/TT}), I. a daughter of Eurystheus
who fled from Alexandrea at the time of the expulHercules was obliged
sion of the Jews from that city by the Patriarch St. and Antimache or Admete.
He went to Constantinople, was by her father to fetch for her the girdle of Mars,
Cyril, AD. 415.

^

'

,

—

;

;

;

—

:

persuaded to embrace Christianity, apparently by
Atticus. the patriarch of that city, and then returnHe is the aued to Alexandrea.
{Socrates, I. c.)
thor of a Greek treatise on physiognomy, *bvawyvuwhich is still extant, and
fioviKu, in two books,
which is borrowed, in a great measure (as he himself confesses, 1, Praam., p. 314, ed. Franz.), from
It is dediPolemo's work on the same subject.
cated to Constantius, who is supposed by Fabricius
{Biblioth.

171; 13, 34, ed. vet.) to
married Placidia, the daughter

GrcBca, vol.

1, p.

be the person who
of Theodosius the Great, and who reigned for seven
months in conjunction with the Emperor Honorius.
It was first published in Greek at Paris, 1540, 8vo,
then in Greek and Latin at Basle, 1544, 8vo, and
afterward in Greek, together with iElian, Polemo,
the
and some other writers, at Rome, 1545, 4lo
last and best edition is that by J. G. Franzius, who
has inserted it in his collection of the Scnptorcs
;

Physiocrnomicp.

8vo.

;

Veteres, Gr. et Lat., Altenb..

Another of his works, Uepl

'Avf/^wr,

De

1780,
Ventis.

which was worn by Hippolyte, queen of the Amazons. {Apollodorus, 2, 5, ^ 9.) According to Tzetzes {ad Lycophron., 1327), she accompanied Hercules on this expedition.
There was a tradition
{Alhen., 15, p. 447), according to which Admete
was originally a priestess of Juno at Argos, but fled
with the image of the goddess to Samos. Pirates
were engaged by the Argives to fetch the image
for the
back, but the enterprise did not succeed
;

when

with the image, could not be
made to move. The men then took the image back
to the coast of Samos and sailed away.
When the
Samians found it, they tied it to a tree, but Admete
it
to
the
it
and
restored
purified
temple of Samos.
In commemoration of this event, the Samians celebrated an annual festival called Tonea.
This story
seems to be an invention of the Argives, by which
they intended to prove that the worship of Juno in
their place was older than in Samos.
Adrantus, Arcrantus or Adrastus, a contemporary of Athenaius, who wrote a commentary in
ship,

laden

;
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books upon the work of Theophrastus, entitled
Uepi 'Uduv, to which he added a sixth book upon the
Nicornaehian Ethics of Aristotle. (Athen.^ 16, p.
673, e, with Schweighauser's note.)
five

Adbanus
worshipped

('Adpavof), a Sicilian divinity who was
in all the island, but especially at Adra-

nus, a town near Mount .^tna.

—

{Plut., Timol., 12.

lAU

celebrated in ancieflt ilflty as the war of the
Epigoni {'Eniyovoi).
Thebet Was taken and razi-d to
the ground, after the greater part of its inhabitants
had left the city on the advice of Tiresia.s.
(Apollod., 3, 7, <f 2-4.— Herod., 5,
Strab., 7, p. 3J6.)
The only Argive hero that fell in this war was
igiAfter having built a
aleus, the son of Adrastus.
temple of Nemesis, in the neighbourhood of Thebes
(vid. Adrastku), he set out on his return home. But,
weighed down by old age and grief at the death of
his son, he died at Megara, and was buried there.
(Pans 1, 43, <) 1.) After his death he was worshipped in several parts of Greece as at Megara (Paiu.,

61—

Diodor., 14, 37.)
Hesychius (». v. UaXiKoi) represents the god as the father of the Palici. According to .^lian (Hist. Anim., 11, 20), about 1000 sacred dogs were kept near his temple. Some modern
critics consider this divinity to be of Eastern
origin,
and connect the name Adranus with the Persian
Adar (fire,) and regard him as the same as the I. c); at Sicyon, where his memory was celebrated
Phoenician Adramelech, and as a personification of in tragic choruses
(Herod., 6, 67), and in Attica
the sun, or of fire in general. (Bochart, Geogravh. (Pans., I, 30, () 4).
The legends about Adrastus
and the two wars against Thebes have furnished
Sacra, p. 530.)
Adrastus {'AdpacTo^), I. a son of Talaus, king of most ample materials for the
epic as well as tragic
Argos, and of Lysimache.
{Apollod., 1, 9, ^ 13.) poets of Greece (Paus., 9, 9, ^ 3), and some works
Pausanias (2, 6, <J 3) calls his mother I.ysianassa, of art relating to the stories about Adrastus are
and Hyginus {Fab 69) Eurynome. {Comp. Schol. ad mentioned in Pausanius (3, 18, ^ 7 10, 10,
^ 2).
From Adrastus the female patronymic Adrastine
Eurip., Phan., 423.) During a feud between the
most powerful houses in Argos, Talaus was slain was formed. (Horn., II., 5, 412.)
Adrianus ('Adpmvof), I. a Greek rhetorician,
by Amphiaraus, and Adrastus, being expelled from
his dominions, fled to Polybus, then king of Sicyon. born at Tyre in Phoenicia, who flourished under the
When Polybus died, without heirs, Adrastus suc- Emperors M. Antoninus and Commodus. He was
ceeded him on the throne of Sicyon, and during his the pupil of the celebrated Herodes Atticus, and obreign he is said to have instituted the Nemean tained the chair of philosophy at Athens during the
games {Horn., II., 2, 572.—Find., Nem., 9, 30, &c. lifetime of his master. His advancement does not
Herod., 5, G7.
Faus., 2, 6, ^ 3.) Afterward, seem to have impaired their mutual regard
Herohowever, Adrastus became reconciled to Amphiara- des declared that the unfinished speeches of his
"
us, gave him his sister Eriphyle in marriage, and scholar were the
fragments of a colossus," and
returned to his kingdom of Argos. During the time Adrianus showed his gratitude by a funeral oration
he reigned there, it happened that Tydeus of Caly- which he pronounced over the ashes of his master.
don, and Polynices of Thebes, both fugitives from Among a people who rivalled one another in their
their native countries, met at Argos, near the pal- zeal to do him honour, Adrianus did not show much
ace of Adrastus, and came to words, and from words of the discretion of a philosopher. His first lecture
to blows. On hearing the noise, Adrastus hastened commenced with the modest encomium on himself
to them and separated the combatants, in whom he TTukiv €K ^oLvUij^ jpufifiaTa, while, in the magnifiimmediately recognised the two men that had been cence of his dress and equipage, he affected the
promised to him by an oracle as the future husbands style of the hierophant of philosophy. A story may
of two of his daughters for one bore on his shield be seen in Philostratus of his trial and acquittal for
the figure of a boar, and the other that of a lion, and the murder of a begging sophist who had insulted
the oracle was, that one of his daughters was to him Adrianus had retorted by styling such insults
marry a boar, and the other a lion. Adrastus, driyfiara Kopeuv, but his pupils were not content
The visit of M. Antonitherefore, gave his daughter Deipyle to Tydeus, and with weapons of ridicule.
Argeia to Polynices, and at the same time promised nus to Athens made him acquainted with Adrianus,
to lead each of these princes back to his own coun- whom he invited to Rome and honoured with his
the emperor even condescended to set
try. Adrastus now prepared for war against Thebes, friendship
although Amphiaraus foretold that all who should the thesis of a declamation for him. After the death
of
the
of
Antoninus, he became the private secretary of
exception
engage in it should perish, with
Adrastus. {Apollod., 3, 6, ^ 1, &c. Hygin., Fab., Commodus. His death took place at Rome in the
69, 70.)
eightieth year of his age, not later than AD. 19S,
Thus arose the celebrated war of the " Seven if it be true that Commodus (who was assassinated
against Thebes," in which Adrastus was joined by at the end of this year) sent him a letter on his
six other heroes, viz., Polynices, Tydeus, .Amphia- deathbed, which he is represented as kissing with
raus, Capaneus, Hippomedon, and Parthenopaeus. devout earnestness in his last moments. (Phtlostr.,
Instead of Tydeus and Polynices, other legends Vit. Adrian.
Suidas,8. v. 'Adpiavo^.) Of the works
mention Eteoclos and Mecisteus. This war ended attributed to him by Suidas, three declamations only
as unfortunately as Amphiaraus had predicted, and are extant. These have been cited by Leo AUatius
Adrastus alone was saved by the swiftness of his in the Excerpta Varia Gracorum Scvhistamm ac
horse Areion, the gift of Hercules. (Horn., II., 23, Rhetoricorum, Romae, 1641, and by Wall in the
346, «fcc.— Paus., 8, 25, f) b.—Apollod., 3, 6.) Creon first volume of the Rkttores Graci, 1832—11.
of Thebes refusing to allow the bodies of the six Greek poet, who wrote an epic poem on the hisheroes to be buried, Adrastus went to Athens and tory of Alexander the Great, which was calle<l
implored the assistance of the Athenians. Theseus 'AXe^avdptdf. Of this poem the seventh book is
was persuaded to undertake an expedition against mentioned (Stcph. Byz., x. v. Idveia), but we po»>
Thebes he took the city, and delivered up the bod- sess only a fragment consisting of one line (Ste^
,

,

;

—

—

:

;

:

:

—

—

A

:

of the fallen heroes to their friends for burial.
)
(Apollod., 3, 7, () I.— Pans., 9, 9,
Ten years after this, Adrastus persuaded the seven sons of the heroes who had fallen in the war
against Thebes, to make a new attack upon that
city, and Amphiaraus now declared that the gods
approved of the undertaking, and promised success.
ies

iPaus.,

M

9, 9, ^

2.—Apollod.,

3, 7, ^ 2.)

This war

is

Byz., s.v. 'Aarpaia.) Suidas (». r. 'A^tavo^) menamong other poems of Arrianus, one called
'AXffov(5pt<»f, and there can be no doubt that this is
the work of Adrianus, which he by mistake attributes
to his Arrianus. (Meineke, in the Ahhandl. der BerHI. Flourished, aclin. Akadcmie, 1832, p. 124.)
cording to Archbishop Usher, AD. 433. There is
tions,

—

extant of

his, in

Greek, Uagoge Sacrarum LUerm-
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rum, recommended by Photius (No. 2.) to beginners,
edited by Dav. Hoeschel, 4to, Aug. Vindel., 1602,
and among the Crittci Sacri, fol., Lond., 1660.
^Acus (AZa/cof), a son of Jupiter and ^gina, a
daughter of the river-god Asopus. He was born in
the island of CEnone or CEnopia, whither jEgina
had been carried by Jupiter to secure her from the
anger of her parents, and whence this island was
afterward called JEgina. {Apollod., 3, 12, ^ 6.—

for the shades of Europeans.
In works of art,
he was represented bearing a sceptre and the kevs
of Hades. {Apollod., 3, 12,
B.—Pirtd., Istkm.,'s,
.Eacus had sanctuaries both at Athena
47, &c.)
and in .E^gina {Pa?is., 2, 29, ^ 6. Hesych., s. v.
Schol. ad Pind.y Nem., 13, 155), and the
JSginetans
regarded him as the tutelary deity of their island.
{Pind., Nem., 8, 22.)
^Edesia {AiSecla), a female philosopher of the new
i)

—

—

52.—Pans., 2, 29, $ 2.— Comp. Nonn. Platonic school lived in the fifth century after Christ,
212.
Ovid, Met., 6, 113; 7, 472, &c.) at Alexandrea. She was a relative of Syrianus and
According to some accounts, -^acus was a son of the wife of Hermeias, and was equally celebrated
Some traditions related that, for her beauty and her virtues. After the death of
Jupiter and Europa.
at the time when ^acus was born, ^gina was not her husband, she devoted herself to
relieving the
yet inhabited, and that Jupiter changed the ants wants of the distressed and the education of her
children.
She accompanied the latter to Athens,
IfivpfirjKeg) of the island into men (Myrmidones),
over whom yEacus ruled, or that he made men where they went to study philosophy, and was regrow up out of the earth. {Hes., Fragm., 67, ed. ceived with great distinction by all the philosophers
Hygin., Fab.,
Dionys.,

—

6,

Ovid
G'dttling.-Apollod., 3, 12, () 6.— Pans., I. c.)
{Met., 7, 520.— Comp. Hygin., Fab., 52.—Strab., 8,
on
the
other
that
the
islhand, supposes
p. 375),
and was not uninhabited at the time of the birth
of iEacus, and states that, in the reign of ^acus,
Juno, jealous of ^gina, ravaged the island bearing
the name of the latter, by sending a plague or a
fiearful dragon into it, by which nearly^ll its inhabitants were carried off, and that Jupiter restored the
These
population by changing the ants into men.
legends, as Miiiler justly remarks {Mginetica), are
nothing but a mythical account of the colonization
of ^gina, which seems to have been originally inhabited by Pelasgians, and afterward received colonists from Fhthiotis, the seat of the Myrmidones,
and from Phlius on the Asopus. ^acus, while he

reigned in ^gina,

was renowned

m

all

Greece

for

his justice and piety, and was frequently called upon
to settle disputes, not only among men, but even
Isth., 8, 48, &c.
such a favourite

themselves. {Pind.,

the

among
gods
—
Pausan.,
39,
1,

(}

5.)

He was

and especially by Proclus, to whom she had
been betrothed by Syrianus when she was quite
She lived to a considerable age, and her
young.
funeral oration was pronounced by Damascius, who
was then a young man, in hexameter verses. The
names of her sons were Ammonius and Heliodorus.
{Suidas, s. v.
Damascius, ap. Phot., cod. 242, p. 341,
there,

—

b, ed.

Bekker.

)

/Ega

{Alyr/), according to Hyginus {Poet. Astr.,
a daughter of Olenus, who was a descendant
of Hephaestus,
^ga and her sister Heliee nursed
the infant Jupiter in Crete, and the former was afterward changed by the god into the constellation called Capella. According to other traditions mentioned by Hyginus, iEga was a daughter of Melisseus,
king of Crete, and was chosen to suckle the infant
Jupiter; but, as she was found unable to do it, the
service was performed by the goat Amalthea.
According to others, again, ^Ega was a daughter of
and
of
such
Helios,
dazzling brightness, that the
Titans, in their attack on Olympus, became frighttheir
mother Gaea to conceal
and
ened,
requested
her in the earth. She was accordingly confined in
a cave in Crete, where she became the nurse of JuIn the fight with the Titans, Jupiter was compiter.
manded by an oracle to cover h4mself with her skin
He obeyed the command, and raised ^ga
{(Bgis).
among the stars. Similar, though somewhat different accounts, were given by Euemerus and others.
Antonin. Lib., 36.
Lac{Eratosth., Catast., 13.
It is clear that in some of
tant., Instit., 1, 22, ^ 19.)
these stories JSga is regarded as a nymph, and in
others as a goat, though the two ideas are not kept
2, 13),

with the latter, that, when Greece was visited by
a drought, in consequence of a murder whicli had
been committed {Diod., 4, 60, 61. Apollod 3, 12,
6), the oracle of Delphi declared that the calamity would not cease unless ^acus prayed to the
gods that it might which he accordingly did, and
^acus himself showed
it ceased in consequence,
his gratittide by erecting a temple to Zeus Panhellenius on Mount Panhellenion {Pans., 2, 30, ^4), and
the ^ginetans afterward built a sanctuary in their
island called .^aceum, which was a square place en/Eacus was beclosed by walls of white marble.
heved, in later times, to be buried under the altar in clearly distinct from each other. Her name is either
this sacred enclosure. (Paus., 2, 29, ^ 6.) A legend connected with al^, which signifies goat, or with ul^y
and this circumstance has led some
preserved in Pindar ( 01., 8, 39,»fec. ) relates that Apollo a gale of wind
and Neptune took JSacus as their assistant in build- critics to consider the myth about her as made up of
When the work was comple- two distinct ones, one being of an astronomical naing the walls of Troy.
ted, three dragons rushed against the wall, and while ture, and derived from the constellation Capella, the
the two of them which attacked those parts of the rise of which brings storms and tempests {Arat ,
wall built by the gods fell down dead, the third Phcen., 150), and the other referring to the goat
forced its way into the city through the part built which was believed to have suckled the infant Jupiby JEacus. Hereupon Apollo prophesied that Troy ter in Crete. (Com. Bnttmarm in Meier's Ursprung
would fall through the hands of the /Eacids. .^Ea- and Bedeutung der Sternnamen, p. 309. Bottigcr.,
Creuzer, Symbol., 4, p. 458,
cus was also believed by the ^ginetans to have sur- Amalthea, 1, p. 16, &c.
rounded their island with high cliffs to protect it &c.)
Several other
.-Eg^on II. {Aiyaiuv), a son of Uranus by Gaea.
against pirates. {Paus., 2, 29, ^ 5.)
incidents connected with the story of ^Eacus are vEgaeon, and his brothers Gyges and Cottus, are
mentioned by Ovid {Metam 7, 506, &c. 9, 435, known under the name of the Vranids {Hes., Theog.,
described as huge monsters, with
&c.). By Endeis ^Eacus had two sons, Telamon 502, &c.), and are
and Peleus, and by Psamathe a son, Phocus, whom a hundred arms {kKaroyxeipsr) and fifty heads. {ApolI.— Hes., Theog., 149, &c.) Most wrihe preferred to the two others, who contrived to lod., 1, 1,
kill Phocus during a contest, and then fled from ters mention the third Uranid under the name of
which is explained in
their native island.
{Vid. Peleus, Telamon.) Af- Briareus instead of ^gaeon,
ter his death .Eacus became one of the three judges a passage of Homer (7/., 1, 403, &c.), who says that
in Hades {Ov
Met., 13, 25— /for., Carm., 2, 13, men called him .^gaeon, but the gods Briareus. On
Com- one occasion, when the Olympian gods were about to
22), and, according to Plato {Gorg., p. 523.
assistance
Isocrat.y Evag., 5), especially put Jupiter in chains > Thetis called in the
p. 41.

—

,

()

;

—

—

;

—

,

;
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,
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who compelled

the gods to desist from 4,484— Comp.
Hkupkrides.)— IV. Anymph,dautb.
their intention.
Accord- ter of Panopeua, who was beloved by Theseus
{Horn., II., 1, 398, &c.)
ing to Hesiod (Theog., 154, dec, 617, &c.), iEgseon for whom he forsook Ariadne.
{Plut., Thes 30
and his brothers were hated by Uranus from the ^4M«n., 13, p. 667).— V One ofthe daii^hteniof^

£d

—

time of their birth, in consequence of which they cuJapiusc/'/tn., H. JV.,36, 40, ^31) b, '
,,, the
were concealed in the depth of the earth, where they daughter of the Sun,
according to
(«•,
remained until the Titans began their war against schol.
or
.„
Plut.,
«;ord701),
Anstoph.,
by !.,,.;>;.*,,
On the advice of Gaea, Jupiter delivered ing to Suidas («. v. 'Hiriovri). She ia aaid to ha*c
Jupiter.
"
••
the Uranids from their prison, that they might assist derived her name
iEgle,
Brightness," or
Splenhim.
The hundred-armed giants conquered the Ti- dour," either from the beauty of the human
body
tans by hurling at them three hundred rocks at once, when in
good health, or from the honour paid to the
and secured the victory to Jupiter, who thrust the Ti- medical profession. {J. H. Metbom., Comment, tn
tans into Tartarus, and placed the Hecatoncheires Htppocr.,
'"Jusjur.," Lugd. Bat., 1643, 4to, c. 6, ^ 7,
at its gates, or, according to others, in the depth of p. 65.)
the ocean, to guard them.
iEoLiis
{Hes., Theog., 616, &c.,
{AiyXrjiO a daughter of Hyacinthoa who
815, &c.) According to a legend in Pausanius (2, had emigrated from Lacedsmon to Athens.
During
1,^6; 2, 4, ^ 7), Briareus was chosen as arbitra- the siege of Athens by Minos, in the reign of Mgtor in the dispute between Neptune and Helios, and eus, she,
with
her
sisters
together
Antheis, Lyt«:a,
adjudged the Isthmus to the former, and the Aero- and Orthaea, were sacrificed on the tomb of Ger»8corinthus to the latter.
The scholiast on Apollo- tus the Cyclops, for the purpose of averting a pestinius Rhodius (1, 1165) represents .^gaeon as a son lence then raging at Athens.
{Apollod., 3, 15, ^ 8.)
of Gaea and Pontus, and as living as a marine god
-^LIA^fus, III. Lucius, one of the thirty tyrants
in the .^gean Sea.
Ovid {Met., 2, 10) and Philos- (A.D. 259-268) under the Roman Empire. He astratus {Vtt. Apollon., 4, 6) likewise regard him as sumed the purple in Gaul after the death of Postaa marine god, while Virgil (^n., 10, 565) reckons mus, and was killed by his own soldiers, because
him among the giants who stormed Olympus, and he would not allow them to plunder Moguntiacum.
CaUimachus {Hymn, in Del 141, &c.), regarding him Trebellius PoUio and others call him Lollianus Eck
in the same light, places him under Mount .^tna. hel {Doctr. Num., 7, p. 448) thinks that his true name
The scholiast on Theocritus {Idyll., 1, 65) calls Bri- was Laelianus but there seems most authority in
areus one of the Cyclopes. The opinion which re- favour of L. .^hanus. (Eutrop., 9, 7.
Trebrll. Poll ,
^.
AureL Vict., De Cas., 33 Epii ,
gards iEgaeon and his brothers as only personifica- Trig. Tyr
tions of the extraordinary powers of nature, such as 32.)— IV. Meccius (AtAtavof MeKKiog), an ancient
are manifested in the violent commotions of the physician, who must have lived in the second centuearth, as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and the ry after Christ, as he is mentioned by Galen {De
Theriaca ad PamphiL, init., vol. 14, p. 299) as the
like, seems to explain best the various accounts
about them.
oldest of his tutors. His father is supposed to have
^GEus II. {Xiyevg), the eponymic hero of the phyle also been a physician, as ^lianus is said by Galen
called the ^geidae at Sparta, was a son of GEolycus, {De Dissect. Muscul., c. 1, p. 2, ed. Ihetz) to have
and grandson of Theras, the founder of the colony in made an epitome of his father's anatomical writings
Thera. {Herod., 4, 149.) All thCiEgeids were be- Galen speaks of that part of his work which treat
lieved to be Cadmeans, who formed a settlement at ed of the Dissection of the Muscles as being held in
Sparta previous to the Dorian conquest. There is some repute in his time {ibid.), and he always menonly this difference in the accounts, that, according tions his tutor with respect.
{Ihid c. 7, 22, p. 11,
to some, .^geus was the leader of the Cadmean 57.) During the prevalence of an epidemic in Italy,
colonists at Sparta, while, according to Herodotus, ^lianus is said by Galen {De Thenacaad PampkU.,
they received their name of ..'Egeids from the later ibid.) to have used the Theriaca {Diet, of Ant., art.
Theriaca) with great success, both as a means of
.^geus, the son of CEolycus. {Ptnd., Pyth., 5, 101
There was at cure, and also as a preservative against the disease.
Isth., 1, 18, &c., with the schol.)
He must have been a person of some celebrity, as
Sparta a heroum of JCgeus. {Paus., 3, 15, ^ 6.
this same anecdote is mentioned by the Arabic hisCompare 4, 7, ^ 3.)
iEoiMus or .^GiMius {Myifioc or Aiyiuio^), one torian Abu '1-Faraj {Histor. Compend. Dynast., p.
of the most ancient of the Greek physicians, who is 77) with exactly the same circumstances, except
vol. that he makes the epidemic to have broken out at
said by Galen {De Differ. Puis., 1, 2; 4, 2, 11
None of his works (as
8, p. 498, 716, 752) to have been the first person Antioch instead of in Italy.
who wrote a treatise on the pulse. He was a na- far as the writer is aware) are now extant.
tive of Velia in Lucania, and is supposed to have
./Elius, VIII. Promotus (AIAzof ITpo/zurof ), an anlived before the time of Hippocrates, that is, in the cient physician of Alexandrea, of whose personal hisHis work was entitled tory no particulars are known, and whose date is unfifth century before Christ.
certain.
He is supposed by Villoison lAnecd. Grac.,
Jlept Ila/.fio)v, De Palpitationibus (a name which
alone sufficiently indicates its antiquity), and is not vol. 2, p. 179, note 1) to have lived after the time of
now in existence. CaUimachus {up. Athcn., 14, p. Pompey the Great, that is, in the first century be643, e) mentions an author named ^gimius, who fore Christ by others he is considered to be much
wrote a work on the art of making cheesecakes more ancient and by Choulant {Handbuch der Bih
die Ailtere Medtcin, ed. 2, Leipzig,
{Tr?>,aKovvTOTr«uKdv avyypanfia), and Pliny mentions a cherkunde fur
person of the same name {H. N., 7, 49), who was 1840, 8vo), on the other hand, he is i^aced as late
but whether as the second half of the first century after Christ.
said to have lived two hundred years
those are the same or different individuals is quite He is most probably the same person who is quoted
uncertain.
by Galen {De Compos. Medtcam. secund. Locos, 4,
^GLE {AlyXn), I- the most beautiful of the Nai- 7, vol. 12, p. 730) simply by the name of JClivj.
ads, daughter of Jupiter and Neeera {Virg., Eclog., He wrote several Greek medical works, which are
{Paus., still to be found in manuscript in different libraries
6, 20), by whom Helios begot the Charites.
9,35,^ 1.) II. AsisterofPhaethon, and daughter of in Europe, but of which none (as far as the WTiter is
Helios and Clymene. {Hygtn., Fab., 154, 166.) In aware) have ever been published, though Kiihn inher grief at the death of her brother she and her sis- tended his works to have been included in his colSome extracts
III. One of the lection of Greek medical writers.
ters were changed into poplars
Serv. ad jEn., from one of his works entitled ^woftepov, MediciHesperides.
{Apollod., 2, 5, ^ 11.
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nalium Formulai-um Collectio, are inserted by C. G.
Kiihn in his Additam. ad Elench. Med. Vet. a J. A.
Fabncio in " Bibl. Gr."" Exhib., and by Bona in his
Tractatus de Scorbuto, Verona, 1781, 4to.
Avvafupov is a word used by the later Greek writers, and
is explained by Du Cange {Gloss Med. et hifim. Grcecit.)

used

to

mean

in the

vis, virtus.

It is,

sense given to

Conspect. Medic, 4,

11, ap.

1,

however, frequently
See Leo,
above.
Ermerin., Anecd. Med.
it

Two other of his works are
153, 157.
quoted or mentioned by Hieron. Mercurialis in his
and his work De Venenis et
Varice Lectiones, 3, 4
Mar bis Venenosis, 1, 16; 2, 2 and also by Schneider in his Prefaces to Nicander's Theriaca, p. 1 1, and
Grac,

p.

;

moon were

in a particular relative position, and to
be baked alive.
{Gai, De Simpl. Medic. Facult.^
11,34, vol. 12, p. 356— C. G. Kiihn, addit. ad. Elench.
Med. Vet. a J. A. Fabric, in Bibl. Gr. Exhibit.)

iEscHYLus, II. an epic poet, a native of Alexandrea, who must have lived previous to the end of
the second century of our era. and whom Athenaeus
calls a well-informed man.
One of his poems bore
the title of "Amphitryon," and another that of
" Messeniaca."
fragment of the former is preserved in Athenaeus (12, p. 599). According to
Zenobius (5, 85), he had also written a work on

A

Proverbs

{Ylepl tlapoifiiuv
compare Schncnlcwin,
III. A native of Rhodes,
Prafat. Parcemiogr., p. 11).
19.
Alexander
the
Great
one of the inspectAlexipharmaca, p.
appointed by
-Emilia Gens, originally written Aimilia, one of ors of the governors of that country, after its conIts quest, in B.C. 332. He is next mentioned, B.C. 319,
the most ancient patrician houses at Rome.
origin is referred to the time of Numa, and it is as conveying, in four ships, 600 talents of silver from
said to have been descended from Mamercus, who Cihcia to Macedonia, which were detained at Ephereceived tlie name of ^milius on account of the sus by Antigonus, to pay his foreign mercenaries.
.^sioN, an Athenian orator, was a contemporary
persuasiveness of his language {6C alfivXlav Xoyov).
This Mamercus is represented by some as the son of Demosthenes, with whom he was educated. {Suiof Pythagoras, and by others as the son of Numa, das, s. v. Arifioa.) To what party he belonged duwhile a third account traces his origin to Ascanius, ring the Macedonian time is uncertain. When he
who had two sons, Julius and yEmylos. {Plut., was asked what he thought of the orators of his
Festus, s. v. JEmil.) Amu- time, he said that, when he heard the other orators,
JEviiL, 2 Num., 8. 21.
lius is also mentioned as one of the ancestors of the he admired their beautiful and sublime conversaIt seems pretty clear tions with the people, but the speeches of DemosiEmilii.
{Sil. ltd., 8, 297.)
and Festus thenes, when read, excelled all others by their skilthat the ifimilii were of Sabine origin
derives the name Mamercus from the Oscan, Ma- ful construction and their power.
Aristotle {Rhet.,
mers in that language being the same as Mars. 3, 10) mentions a beautiful expression of .-Esion.
The Sabines spoke Oscan. Since, then, the iEmilii
IV.
a
Greek
who
wrote a life of
^sopus,
historian,
were supposed to have come to Rome in the time Alexander the Great. The original is lost, but there
of Numa, and Numa was said to have been intimate is a Latin translation of it by Julius Valerius, of
with Pythagoras-, we can see the origin of the le- which Franciscus Juretus had, he says {ad Symgend which makes the ancestor of the house the mach., Ep., 10, 54), a manuscript. It was first pubson of Pythagoras. The first member of the house lished, however, by Mai from a manuscript in the
who obtained the consulship was L. ^milius Ma- Ambrosian Library, Milan, 1817, 4to reprinted,
The title is " I/incrarium ad
mercus, in B.C. 484.
Frank., 1818, 8vo.
The family names of this gens are Barbula, Constantinum Augustum, etc., accedunt JuJii Valerii
The time
BucA, Lepiuus, Mamercus or Mamercinus, Papus, Res GestcB Alexandri Macedonis, etc.''^
Paullus, Regillus, Scaurus. Of these names, when ^sopus lived is uncertain, and even bis exBuca. Lepidus, Paullus, and Scaurus are the only istence has been doubled. {Barlh., Advcrsar., 2,
ones that occur on coins.
Mai, in the preface to his edition, contended
10.)
^MiLiANUs, IV. (who is also called JEmilius) that the work was written before 389 A.D beis
known
and
cause the temple of Serapis at Alexandrea, which
lived in the fifth century after Christ,
as a physician, confessor, and martyr. In the reign was destroyed by order of Theodosius, is spoken of
duBut serious obHunneric
in the translation as still standing.
of the Vandal King
(A.D. 477-^84),
ring the Arian persecution in Africa, he was most jections to this inference have been raised by LeThe Romish Church cele- tronne {Journ. des Savans, 1818, p. 617), who refers
cruelly put to death.
the it to the seventh or eighth century, which the weight
brates his memory on the sixth of December
Greek Church on the seventh. {Martyrol. Rom., ed. of internal evidence would rather point to. The
Victor Vitensis, De Persecut. Vandal., 5, 1, book is full of the most extravagant stories and
Baron.
Bzovius, glaring mistakes, and is a work of no credit.
with Ruinarfs notes, Paris, 8vo, 1694.
^symnetes {AicrvpvTJTTjc), a surname of Bacchus,
Numenclator Sanctorum Profcssione Medicorum.)
^SARA (Aiffrtpa) of Lucania, a female Pythago- which signifies the Lord, or Ruler, and under which
rean philosopher, said to be a daughter of Pythago- he was worshipped at Aroe in Achaia. The story
She wrote a work " about Human Nature," about the introduction of his worship there is as
ras.
There was at Troy an ancient image of
of which a fragment is preserved by Stobaeus. follows
Some editors attribute this fragment to Aresas, one Bacchus, the work of Vulcan, which Jupiter
of the successors of Pythagoras but Bentley pre- had once given as a present to Dardanus. It was
She is also mentioned in kept in a chest, and Cassandra, or, according to
fers reading -^sara.
the life of Pythagoras {ap. Phot., cod. 249, p. 438, others, ./Eneas, left this chest behind when she
reads Aiadpa instead quitted the city, because she knew that it would do
b., ed. Bekkcr), where Bentley
W^hen the Greeks
of I.dpa {Dissertation upon Pkalaris, p. 277).
injury to him who possessed it.
.-EscHRioN, III. a native of Pergamus, and a phy- divided the spoils of Troy among themselves, this
He was chest fell to the share of the Thessalian Eurypylus,
sician in the second century after Christ.
one of Galen's tutors, who says that he belonged to who, on opening it, suddenly fell into a state of madthe sect of the Empirici, and that he had a great ness. The oracle of Delphi, when consulted about
" Where thou shalt see
knowledge of Pharmacy and Materia Medica. JEs- his_ recovery, answered,
chrion was the inventor of a celebrated supersti- men performing a strange sacrifice, there shalt thou
tious remedy for the bite of a mad dog, which is dedicate the chest, and there shalt thou settle."
mentioned with approbation by Galen and Oriba- When Eurypylus came to Aroe in Achaia, it was
sius {Synops., 3, p. 55), and of which the most im- just the season at which its inhabitants offered
These every year to Artemis Triclaria a human sacrifice,
crawfish.
portant ingredient was powdered
he directed to be caught at a time when the sun and consisting of the fairest youth and tlie fairest maid;

;
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en of the place. This sacrifice was offered as an
atonement for a crime which had once been committed in the temple of the goddess. But an oracle
had declared to them that they should be released
from the necessity of making this sacrifice, if a
foreign divinity should be brought to them by a

This oracle was now fulfilled. Euforeign king.
rypylus, on seeing the victims led to the altar, was
cured of his madness, and perceived that this was
the place pointed out to him by the oracle ; and the
Aroeans also, on seeing the god in the chest, remembered the old prophecy, stopped the sacrifice,
and instituted a festival of Dionysus ^symnetes,
for this was the name of the god in the chest.

Nine men and nine
tend to his worship.

women were

appointed to

During one night of

at-

this fes-

tival a priest carried the chest outside the

town,

and all the children of the place, adorned, as formerly the victims used to be, with garlands of cornears, went down to the banks of the river Meilichius,
which had before been called Ameilichius, hung up
their garlands, purified themselves, and then put on
other garlands of ivy, after which they returned to
the sanctuary of Dionysus ^symnetes. {Pans., 7,
19 and 20.) This tradition, though otherwise very
obscure, evidently points to a time when human
sacrifices were abolished at Aroe by the introducAt Patrae, in Achaia, there
tion of a new worship.
was likewise a temple dedicated to Dionysus ^Esymnetes.

(Pans.,

7, 21, (} 12.)
{kidnp), a personified idea of the mythical
cosmogonies. According to that of Hyginus {Fab.

.^THER

Slaver en), he was, together with
Night, Day, and Erebus, begotten by Chaos and
Caligo (Darkness). According to that of Hesiod
{Theog., 124), .-^Ether was the son of Erebus and
his sister Night, and a brother of Day.
(Comp.
The children of
Phornut., De Nat. Deor., 16.)
Pref.,

1,

p.

ed.

JEther and Day were Land, Heaven, and Sea, and
from his connexion with the Earth there sprang all
the vices which destroy the human race, and also
the Giants and Titans. {Hygin., Fab. Pre/., p. 2,
&c.) These accounts show that, in the Greek cosmogonies, iEther was considered as one of the elementary substances out of which the Universe was
formed. In the Orphic Hymns (4), .^ther appears
as the soul of the world, from which all life emanates: an idea which was also adopted by some of the
early philosophers of Greece. In later times, ^ther
was regarded as the wide space of Heaven, the residence of the gods, and Jupiter as the Lord of the
iEther, or ^ther itself personified. (Pacuv., ap. Cic,
De Nat. Deor., 2, 36, AO.—Lucret., 5, A99.— Virg.,
JEn., 12,

UO.—Georg.,

2, 325.)
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contained was laid before the senate
So it stands in the edd., but the numbers are erithe contradictoriness of
dently much corrupted
Polyclitu.'i's share taking more than 32 years, and
the whole measurement being made in leas than
{intra) 32 years, is obvious.
It is to be observed that, in this
introductory
statement, no mention is made of the western part
(which in the work itself comes next to the eastern), except in the Vatican MS , where the eastern
part is given to Nicodomus, and the western to
port of

all it

:

Didymus.
A census of all the people

in the

Roman snhjection

was held under Augustus. {Suidas, *. r. ACyovarof.)
By two late writers {Casnodorus, Var 3, 62, by an
,

emendation of Huschke, p. 6, uber den zur Zeit dei
Geburt Jesu Christi gehaltenen Centwf, BretUm,
1840 and hidorus, Orxg., 5, 36, 4), this numbering of the people is spoken of as connected with
the measurement of the land.
This work, in fact,
;

consists of two separate pieces.
The first begins
with a short introduction, the substance of which
has been given, and then proceeds with an account
of the measurement of the Roman world under foui
heads, Orientalis, Occidentalis, Septentrionalis, Meridiana pars.
Then conje series of lists of names,
arranged under heads, Maria, Insulae, Monies, Provinciae, Oppida, Flumina, and Gentes.
These are
bare lists, excepting that the rivers have an account
of their rise, course, and length annexed. This is
the end of the first part, the Expositio. The second
sists

cum
&c.

Alia totius orbis Descriptio, and conof four divisions: (1.) Asiae Provincia; situs

is called

part

;

limitibus et populis suis
(3.) Africae situs, &c.

Europae situs,
Insulae Nostri
This part, the Descriptio, occurs, with
;

;

(2.)

(4.)

Maris.
slight variations, in Orosius, 1, 2. In .Ethicus, what
looks like the original commencement, Majores nostri, &c., is tacked on to the preceding part, the Expositio, by the words Hanc quadripariuam totius terra continentiam hi qui dimensi iU7it. From this it
would appear that Ethicus borrowed it from Orosius.

The work abounds in errors. Sometimes the
same name occurs in diflferent lists as, for example, Cyprus and Rhodes both in the north and in
;

Corsica both in the west and in the
east
or a country is put as a town, as Arabia
Noricum is put among the islands. Mistakes of
the

south

;

;

;

would easily be made in copying lists,
if in double columns.
But from other
from quotations given by Dicuil, a
and
reasons,
writer of the 9th century, from the Cosmograpliia,
differing from the text as we have it. the whole
this kind

especially

^THicDs, HisTER or IsTER, 3 Roman writer of appears to be very corrupt. The work is a very
the fourth century, a native of Istria according to meager production, but presents a few valuable
his surname, or, according to Rabanus Maurus, of points.
Many successful emendations have been
Scythia, the author of a geographical work called made by Salmasius in his Exercitationes PhiloloiEthici Cosmographia.
learn, from the preface, gicae, and there is a very valuable essay on the
that a measurement of the whole Roman world was whole subject by Ritschl in the Rkdnuchcs Museum
ordered by Julius Caesar to be made by the most (1842), 1, 4.
The sources of the Cosmographia appear to hare
able men
that this measurement was begun in the
consulship of Julius Caesar and M. Antonius, i. e., been the measurements above described, other
official
lists and documents, and also, in all probaB.C. 44 that three Greeks were appointed for the
bility. Agrippa's Commentarii, which are constantly
purpose, Zenodoxus, Theodotus, and Polyclitus
that Zenodoxus measured all the eastern part, referred to by Pliny {Hist. Nat., 3, 4, 5, 6) as an
which occupied him twenty-one years, five months, authority, and his Chart of the World, which was
and nine days, on to the third consulship of Augus- founded on his Commentarii. {Pltn., Hist. Not.., 3,
tus and Crassus
that Theodotus measured the 2.)
Cassiodorus {De Insttt. Divtn., 25) describes a
northern part, which occupied him twenty- nine
years, eight months, and ten days, on to the tenth cosmographical work by Julius Honorius Crator in
consulship of Augustus; and that Polyclitus meas- terms which suit exactly the work of ^Ethicus
ured the southern part, which occupied him thirty- and Salmasius regards Julius Honoriu>
s
two years, one month, and ten days that thus the author of this work, to which opinion i;
c, ^ud
whole (Roman) world was gone over by the meas- to lean, reading Ethnicus instead of ,L
In
it
as
a
mere
some
MSS.
urers within thirty-two ("?) years; and that a re- considering
appellative.

We

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

m)
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the appellatives Sophista and Philosophus are found.
One of the oldest MSS., if not the oldest, is the
Vatican one. This is the only one which speaks of
the west in the introduction.
But it is carelessly
written consulihus {e. g.) is several times put for
consulatum.
Suis is found as a contraction (1) for
The introduction is very different in
suprascriptis.
this and in the other MSS.
The first edition of the Cosmographia was by
Simler, Basel, 1575, together with the Itinerarium
There is an edition by Henry Stephens,
Antonini.
1577, with Simler's notes, which also contains DioThe last
nysius, Pomponius Mela, and Solinus.
edition is by Gronovius, in his edition of Pomponius
Mela, Ley den, 1722.
:

it is evident that he was
intimately acquainted with
the opinions of Julianus, who is the person alluded
to when, without any expressed nominative, he
uses the words ait, cxistimavit, negavit, putavit, in-

This is proved by Cufrom a comparison of some Greek scholia on the
Basilica with parallel extracts from Africanus in
the Digest.
Paullus and Ulpian have done Africanus the honour of citing his authority. He was
quit, respondit, placet, notat.

jas,

fond of antiquarian lore {Dig.,

where the true reading

7,

tit.

is S. Ccecilius,

7, s.

not

<S.

1, pr.,

jElius),

and his " Libri IX. Quaestionum," from the concise-

ness of the style, the great subtlety of the reasonand the knottiness of the points discussed, so
puzzled the old glossators, that, when they came to
Aethlius {' kid'X.iog), the author of a work entitled an extract from Africanus, they were wont to ex"Samian Annals" ("Qpoi J^d/iioi), the fifth book of claim Africani lex, id est difficilis. (Heinecc, Hist.,
which is quoted by Athenaeus, although he expresses Jur. Rom., ^ 306, n.) Mascovius (De Sectis Jur., 4,
a doubt about the genuineness of the work (14, p. ^ 3) supposes that Africanus belonged to the legal
JEthlius is also referred to by sect of the Sabiniani, and as our author was a
650, d, 653, f).
Clemens Alexandrinus {Protr., p. 30, a), Eusta- steady follower of Salvius Juhanus, who was a Sathius (ad Od., 7, 120, p. 1573), and in the Etymo- binian {Caius, 2, 217, 218,) this supposition maybe
logicum Magnum (*. v. vhuraC), where the name regarded as established. In the time of Antoninus
is written Athlius.
Pius, the distinction of schools or sects had not yet
Afrania, Caia or Gaia, the wife of the senator worn out.
Licinius Buccio, a very litigious woman, who alAmong the writers of the Uves of ancient lawways pleaded her own causes before the praetor, yers (Pancirollus, Jo. Bertrandus, Grotius, &c.),
and thus gave occasion to the publishing of the much dispute has arisen as to the time when Africaedict which forbade all women to postulate.
She nus wrote, in consequence of a corrupt or erroneous
was, perhaps, the sister of L. Afranius, consul in passage in Lampridius {Lamp., Alex. Sev., 68), which
B.C 60. She died B.C. 48. (Fa/. Max., 8, 3, () 1.— would make him a friend of Severus Alexander and
a disciple of Papinian.
Dig., 3, lit. 1, s. 1, ^ 5.
Cujas ingeniously and satAfrania Gens, plebeian, is first mentioned in the isfactorily disposes of this anachronism by referring
second century B.C. The only cognomen of this to the internal evidence of an extract from Africanus {Dig., 30, tit. 1, s. 109), which assumes the vagens, which occurs under the republic, is Stellio
those names which have no cognomen are given lidity of a legal maxim that was no longer in force
under Afranius. Some persons of this name ev- when Papinian wrote.
On
For reasons which it would be tedious to detail,
idently did not belong to the Afrania gens.
coins we find only S. Afranius and M. Afranius, we hold, contrary to the opinion of Menage {AmcRn.
of whom nothing is known. {Eckhel, 5, p. 132, &,c.) Jur., c. 23), that our Sextus Caecilius Africanus is
Africanus {'A(l)ptKav6c), III. a writer on veteri- identical with the jurist sometimes mentioned in
nary surgery, whose date is not certainly known, the Digest by the name Caecilius or S. Caecilius,
but who may, very probably, be the same person as and also with- that S. Caecilius whose dispute with
Sex. Julius Africanus, whose work entitled KeaTol Favorinus forms an amusing and interesting chapcontained information upon medical subjects. (Vid ter in the Noctes Atticae. {GelL, 20, 1.) GeUius,
Africanus, Sex. Julius.) His remains were publish- perhaps, draws to some extent upon his own invened in the Collection of Writers on Veterinary Medi- tion, but, at all events, the lawyer's defence of the
cine, first in a Latin translation by J. Ruellius, Par., XII. Tables against the attacks of the philosopher is
*'
There is something humorously
ben trovato."
1530, fol, and afterward in Greek, Bas., 1537, 4to,
edited by Grynaeus.
IV. Sex. CiEciLius, a classi- cruel in the concluding stroke of the conversation,
cal Roman jurisconsult, who lived under Antoninus in the pedantic way in which our jurisconsult vinHe was probably a pupil of Salvius Julianus, dicates the decemviral law against debtors partis
Pius.
the celebrated reformer of the Edict under Hadrian. secanto, &c.
by the example of Metius Fufetius.
He consulted Julian on legal subjects (Dig., 25, tit. and the harsh sentiment of Virgil
3, s 3, <^ 4), and there is a controverted passage in
" At tu
dictis, Albane, maneres.^^
the Digest {Africanus libra vicesimo Epistolarum apud
The remains of Africanus have been admirably
Julianum qucBrit, &c. Dig., 30, tit. 1, s. 39), which
has been explained in various ways either that he expounded by Cujas {ad Africanum tractatus IX., in
published a legal correspondence which passed be- Cujac., 0pp., vol. 1), and have also been annotated
tween him and Julianus, or that he commented by Scipio Gentili. {Scip. Gentilis, Diss. I.-IX. ad
Strauchius, Viupon the epistolary opinions given by Julianus in Africanum, 4to, Altdorf 1602-7.
answer to the letters of clients, or that he wrote a ta aliquot veterum jurisconsultorum, 8vo, Jen., 1723.
V.
I. Zimmern, Rom.
94.)
Rechtsgeschichte,
commentary upon Julianus in the form of letters.
On the other hand, Julianus " ex Sexto" is quoted Julius, a celebrated orator in the reign of Nero,
by Gains (2, 218), which shows that Julianus an- seems to have been the son of Julius Africanus, of
notated Sextus, the formula "ex Sexto" being sy- the Gallic state of the Santoni, who was condemn"
nonymous with ad Sextum." {Neuber, Die Jurist. ed by Tiberius, A.D. 32. (^Tac., Ann., 6, 7.) QuinKlassiker, 8, 9.) Who was Sextus but Africanus 1 tilian, who had heard Julius Africanus, speaks of
Africanus was the author of " Libri IX. Quaestio- him and Domitius Afer as the best orators of their
The eloquence of Africanus was chiefly
num," from which many pure extracts are made in time.
the Digest, as may be seen in Hommel's " Palinge- characterized by vehemence and energy. {Quintil ,
from
each
nesia Pandectarum," where the extracts
12, 10, 6
comp, 8, 5, ^ 15.— Dial,
10, 1, ^ 118
Pliny mentions a grandson of this
jurist are brought together, and those that are de Orat., 15.)
taken from Africanus occupy 26 out of about 1800 Julius Africanus, who was also an advocate, and
was opposed to him upon one occasion. {Ep., 7, 6.)
pages.
From his remains, thus preserved in the Digest, He was consul suffectus in A.D. 108.
ing,
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—

—
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Aqaclytus ('Aya/cAvTof), the author of a work
about Olympia {Uepl 'OXvfxnlag), which is referred
to by Suidas and Photius (*. v. Kv^ptXiduv).
Agallis {'AyaXXif), of Corcyra, a female grammarian, who wrote upon Homer. {Athen., 1, p. 14,

Some have

supposed, from two passages in
'AvdyaAAtf and 'Opxijoti), that we
ought to read Anagallis in this passage of AthenaeThe scholiast upon Homer and Eustathius {ad
us.
II., 18, 491) mention a grammarian of the name of
Agallias, a pupil of Aristophanes the grammarian,
also a Corcyraean and a commentator upon Homer, who may be the same as Agalhs, or, perhaps,
her father.
Agamede (Aya/i^dri), I. a daughter of Augeias
and wife of Mulius, who, according to Homer (//.,
11, 739), was acquainted with the healing powers
of all the plants that grow upon the earth.
Hyginus {Fab., 157) makes her the mother of Belus,
H. A daughter of
Actor, and Dictys, by Poseidon.
Macaria, from whom Agamede, a place in Lesbos,
was believed to have derived its name. {Steph.
d.)

Suidas

V.

(*.

—

Byz.,

s. V.

'Ayafi^dij.)

Agapktus

lau.

14fll

n of

.

tnii

<

Bandurius (Benedictine). It waa
French byLoui« XIII., 8vo, I*ir
,

Paynell mlo English, 12mo, Lond.,
An ancient Greek physician, whote
for
the gout is mentioned with approbation
remedy
by Alexander Trallianus (11, p. 303) and Paulw
16 U,
1550.

.lii.i

— IV.

i,y

i li.

(3, 78, p. 497; 7, 11, p. 661).
He probably lived between the third and sixth centuries after Christ, or certainly not later, as Alexander Tralis
lianus, by whom he
supposed to have
flourished about the
the sixth century.

iEgineta

*

'

:

(

Agapius

physician of Altaught and practised medicine at
Byzantium with great success and reputation, and
acquired immense riches. Of his date it can only
be determined, that he must have lived before the
end of the fifth century after Christ, as Damascicd
(from whom Photius, Bibttoth., cod. 242, and Suidas have taken their account of him) lived about

exandrea,

('AyaTTto'.;.

_:.

..;.

:'jnt

who

that time.

Agarista ('Ayaplanj,) U. the daughter of Cleisthenes, tyrant of Sicyon, whom her father promised
to give in marriage to the best of the Greeks. Suiters came to Sicyon from all parts of Greece, and
among others Megacles, the son of Alcmaeon, from
Athens.
After they had been detained at Sicyon

{'AyaiTTiTog), I. Metropolitan Bishop
of Rhodes, A.D. 457. When the Emperor Leo
wrote to him for the opinion of his suffragans and
himself on the council of Chalcedon, he defended if for a whole year, during which time Cleisthenes
against Timotheus iElurus, in a letter still extant in made trial of them in various ways, he gave Agaa Latin translation, Conciliorum Nova CoUectio h rista to Alcmaeon. From this marriage came the
Mansi, vol. 7, p. 580. H. St., bom at Rome, was Cleisthenes who divided the Athenians into ten
archdeacon, and raised to the Holy See, A.D. 535. tribes, and Hippocrates. {Herodotus, 6, 126-130.
He was no sooner consecrated than he took off the
Compare Athenaus, 6, p. 273, b, c 12, 541, b,
anathemas pronounced by Pope Boniface H. against c.)
his deceased rival Dioscorus on a false charge of
Agathemerusj n. Cl.*udics (KXaveJtof 'Ayad^fusimony. He received an appeal from the Catholics pog), an ancient Greek physician, who lived in the
of Constantinople, when Anthimus, the Monophy- first century after Christ. He was born at Lacedaesite, was made their bishop by Theodora. The fear mon, and was a pupil of the philosopher Comutus.
of an invasion of Italy by Justinian led the Goth in whose house he became acquainted with the poet
Theodatus to oblige St. Agapetus to go himself to Persius, about A.D. 50. {Psctido-Sueton., vita PerConstantinople, in hope that Justinian might be di- sii.) In the old editions of Suetonius he is called
verted from his purpose. ( Vid. Breviarium S. Lite- Agaternus, a mistake which was first corrected by
As to this Reinesius {Syntagma Inscript. Antiq., p. 610), from
rati, ap. Mansi, Concilia, vol. 9, p. 695.)
last object, he could make no impression on the em- the epitaph upon him and his wife, Myrtale, which
peror, but he succeeded in persuading him to depose is preserved in the Marmora (honunsia and the
Anthimus and when Mennas was chosen to suc- Greek Anthology, vol. 3, p. 381, i) 224, cd. Tauchn.
ceed him, Agapetus laid his own hands upon him. The apparent anomaly of a Roman praenomen being
Tlie council and the Synodal (interpreted into Greek) given to a Greek, may be accounted for by the fact,
sent by Agapetus relating to these affairs may be which we learn from Suetonius {Tiber., 6), that the
found ap. Mansi, vol. 8, p. 869, 921. Complaints Spartans w ere the hereditary clients of the Claudia
were sent him from various quarters against the gens. (C G. Kiihn, Additam. ad Elenck. Medic. Vet.
"
Monophysite Acephali but he died suddenly, A.D. a J. A. Fabricio, in Biblioth. Greeca," exhibit.)
Agathinos {'Ayadivoc), an eminent ancient Greek
536, April 22, and they were read in a council held
on 2d May, by Mennas.
{Mansi, ibid., p. 874.) physician, the founder of a new medical sect, to
There are two letters from St. Agapetus to Justin- which he gave the name of Episynthctici. {Diet, of
ian in reply to a letter from the emperor, in the Ant., s. V. Epi SYNTH ETici.) Hc was born at Sparta,
latter of which he refuses to acknowledge the Or- and must have lived in the first century after Christ,
ders of the Arians
and there are two others 1 as he was the pupil of Athenoeus, and the tutor of
To the bishops of Africa, on the same subject 2. Archigenes. {Galen, Definit. Med., c. 14, vol. 19,
To Reparatus, bishop of Carthage, in answer to a p. 353. Suidas, s. v. 'Apxiyh'rjg. Eudoc , Vioiar.,
He is said
letter of congratulation on his elevation to the pon- ap. Vtlloison, Anecd. Gr, vol. 1, p. 65)
HI. to have been once seized with an attack of delirium,
tificate.
{Mansi, Concilia, 8, p. 846-850.)
Deacon of the Church of St. Sophia, A.D. 527. brought on by want of sleep, from which he was deThere are two other Agapeti mentioned in a coun- livered by his pupil Archigenes, who ordered his
head to be fomented with a great quantity of warm
cil held by Mennas at this time at Constantinople,
who were archimandrites, or abbots. Agapetus oil. ( A'etius, tetr. 1 serm. 3, 1 72, p. 156 ) He is frewas tutor to Justinian, and, on the accession of the quently quoted by Galen, who mentions him among
latter to the empire, addressed to him Admonitions the Pneumatici.
{De Dignose. Puis 1, 3. vol. 8, p.
on the duty of a Prince, in 72 sections, the initial 787.) None of his writings are now extant, but a
letters of which form the dedication (iKdtai^ Kt^ few fragments are contained in Matthaei's Collection,
aXaiuv irapacvETLKuv axediaadelaa). The repute in entitled A'AT Veterum et Clarorum Medicorum Grawhich this work was held appears from its common corum Varia Opuscula, Mosqua, 1808, 4to. See, also.
•*
De Morb. Popul.t
It
Palladius, Comment, in Hippocr ,
title, viz., the Royal Sections {ax^^rj fiaci'XiKd).
was published, with a Latin version, by Zach. Cai- lib. 6," ap. Dictz, Scholia in Hippocr. et Galen., voL
The particular opinions of his sect are not
lierg., 8vo, Ven., 1509, afterward by J. Brunon.Svo, 2, p. 56.
Grdbcl, 8vo, Lips., 1733, and in Gal- exactly known, but they were probably nearly the
Lips., 1669
landi's Bibliolheca, vol. 11, p. 256, &c., Ven., 1676, same as those of the Eclectici.
{Diet, of Ant., s. v.

—

—

;

;

;
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EcLECTici. —

Vid. J. C. Oslerhausen, Histor. Sectx
Pneumatic. Med., Altorf., 1791, 8vo.— C. G. Kiikn,
Additam. ad Elench. Medic. Vet. a J. A. Fabricio, in
" Biblioth.
Graeca,^'' exhibit.)

Agathoclea {'AyadoKleia), a mistress

of the prof-

ligate Ptolemy Philopator, king of Egypt, and sister of his no less profligate minister Agathocles.

She and her brother, who both exercised the most
unbounded influence over the king, were introduced
to him by their ambitious and avaricious mother,
CEnanthe. After Ptolemy had put to death his wife
and sister Eurydice, Agathoclea became his favourite. On the death of Ptolemy (B.C. 205), Agathoclea and her friends kept the event secret, that
they might have an opportunity of plundering the
royal treasury.
They also formed a conspiracy for
He managed for
setting Agathocles on the throne.

some time, in conjunction with Sosibius, to act as
guardian to the young king Ptolemy Epiphanes. At
last, the Egyptians and the Macedonians of Alexandrea, exasperated at his outrages, rose against him,
and Tlepolemus placed himself at their head. They
surrounded the palace in the night, and forced their
Agathocles and his sister implored in the
most abject manner that their lives might be spared,
The former was killed by his friends,
but in vain.
that he might not be exposed to a more cruel fate.
Agathoclea, with her sisters, and CEnanthe, who
had taken refuge in a temple, were dragged forth,
and in a state of nakedness exposed to the fury of
the multitude, who literally tore them limb from
limb.
All their relatives, and those who had any
share in the murder of Eurydice, were likewise put
to death. (Po/y6., 5, 63
14,11; 15, 25-M.— Justin.,
30, 1, 2.—Athen., 6, p. 251 13, p. 57^.— Pint., Cleom.,
There was another Agathoclea, the daughter
33.)
of a man named Aristomenes, who was by birth an
Acarnanian, and rose to great power in Egypt.

way

in.

;

;

{Polyb.,

I.

c.)

Agathocles

('Aya^o/c^^f), VI. a Greek historian,
history of Cyzicus {nepl Kvs^Ikov). He
called by Athenasus both a Babylonian (1, p. 30,
He
9, p. 375, a) and a Cyzican (14, p. 649, f).

who wrote the
is

a

;

originally have
settled at Cyzicus.

may

come from Babylon, and have
The first and third books are

referred to by Athenaeus (9, p. 375, f

;

12, p. 515,

The

time at which Agathocles lived is unknown, and his work is now lost but it seems to
have been extensively read in antiquity, as it is referred to by Cicero {De Div., I, 24), Pliny {Hist Nat.,
Elenchus of books 4, 5, 6), and other ancient writers.
Agathocles also spoke of the origin of Rome.
a).

;

(Festus, s. V. Romam.
scholiast on Apollonius

—

Soli7ius, Polyh.,

(4,

1.)

761) cites Memoirs

The
(vtto-

by an Agathocles, who is usually supposed
to be the same as the above-mentioned one.
(Compare Schol. ad Hes., Theog., 485.
Steph. Byz., s. v.
BictiKO^.
Etymol. M., s. v. Aiktij.)
avTifxaTa)

—

TTufjE (Agathodaemon of Alexandrea delineated Ine
whole inhabited world according to the eight books
on Geography of CI. Ptolemaeus). The Vienna MS.
of Ptolemy is one of the most beautiful extant. The
maps attached to it, 27 in number, comprising 1 general map, 10 maps of Europe, 4 of Africa, and 12 ot
Asia, are coloured, the water being green, the mountains red or dark yellow, and the land white.
The
climates, parallels, and the hours of the longest day,
are marked on the east margin of the maps, and the
meridians on the north and south. W^e have no
evidence as to when Agathodaemon Uved, as the
only notice preserved respecting him is that quoted
above. There was a grammarian of the same name,
to whom some extant letters of Isidore of Pelusium
Some have thought him to be the
are addressed.
Agathodaemon in question. Heeren, however, considers the delineator of the maps to have been a contemporary of Ptolemy, v^ho (8, 1, 2) mentions certain
maps or tables, {KtvaKeg), which agree in number
and arrangement with those of Agathodaemon in the

MSS.
Various errors having,

in

the course of time, crept

maps of Agathodaemon, NicoDonis, a Benedictine monk, who flourished

into the copies of the

laus

about A.D. 1470, restored and corrected them, subHis maps are apstituting Latin for Greek names.
pended to the Ebnerian MS. of Ptolemy. They are
the same in number and nearly the same in order
with those of Agathodaemon. {Heeren, Commentatio
de Fontibus Geograph. Ptolcmcei Tabularumque lis
annexarum.
Raidel, Commentatio critico-literaria de

—

CL Ptolcmm Geographia cjusque codicibus, p. 7.)
Agathon {'Aydduv), II. the son of the Macedonian Philotas, and the brother of
Asander, was given as a hostage
B.C. 313, by his brother Asander,
of Caria, but was taken back again
few days. (Z^od., 19, 75.) Agathon

Asander,

who

is

mentioned

Parmenion and
to Antigonus, in

who was

— a Greek
in

satrap

by Asander in a
had a son named
inscription.

III. Of Samos, who
{Bockh, Corp. Inscrip., 105.)
wrote a work upon Scythia and another upon Rivers.
{Plutarch, De Fluv., p. 1156, e, 1159, a.
Stobceus^
Serm., tit. 100, 10, ed Gaisford.)
Agathotychus {'Ayadorvxog), an ancient veterinary surgeon, whose date and history are unknown,
but who probably lived in the fourth or fifth century
Some fragments of his writings are
after Christ.
to be found in the collection of works on this subject first published in a Latin translation by Jo.
Ruellius, VeterinaricB Medicince Libri duo, Paris,

—

1530, fol

,

and afterward

in

Greek by Grynaeus,

Basil., 1537, 4to.

Agraulos, II. a daughter of Cecrops and Agrauand mother of Alcippe by Mars. This Agrau-

los,

los is an important

personage

in the stories of

At-

and there were three different legends about
1. According to Pausanias (1, 18, ^2) and
her.
other
writers of the same Hyginus {Fab., 166), Athena gave to her and her
There are several
of
who
wTOte
a
work
sisters Erichthonius in a chest, with the express
name. I. Agathocles
Atrax,
on Fishing (dXievrt/cd Suidas, s. v.KtKt?uog). H. Of command not to open it. But Agraulos and Herse
Varro could not control their curiosity, and opened it
Chios, who wrote a work on Agriculture.
(
and Colum., De Re Rust., 1, l.—Plin., H. N., 22, whereupon they were seized with madness at the
in. Of Miletus, who wrote a work on Rivers. sight of Erichthonius, and threw themselves from
44.)
to Hy(Plut., De Fluv., p. 1153, c.)— IV. Of Samos, who the steep rock of the Acropolis, or, according
wrote a work on the Constitution of Pessinus. ginus, into the sea. 2. According to Ovid (Met., 2,
710, &c.), Agraulos and her sister survived their
{Pint, ibid., p. 1159, a.)
AoATHODiEMON {' AjadoSaifiuv), ni.anativeof Alex- opening the chest, and the former, who had instiAll that is known of him is, that he was gated her sister to open it, was punished in this
andrea.
Hermes came to Athens during the celthe designer of some maps to accompany Ptolemy's manner.
Geography. Copies of these maps are found ap- ebration of the Panathenaea, and fell in love with
of
One
these
Herse. Athena made Agraulos so jealous of her
pended to several MSS. of Ptolemy.
At the end of sister, that she even attempted to prevent the god
is at Vienna, another at Venice.
But, indignant at
each of these MSS. is the following notice 'E/c tuv entering the house of Herse.
KAavdiov TlToXeuaiov Teuypa^LKuv j3L6?Ji>)v vktu ttjv such presumption, he changed Agraulos into a
vtcetv- stone.
3. The third legend represents Agraulos in
oiKOVfievTiv ndaav AyadoSaifiuv 'A'Af^^avSpcvc

—

tica,

—

:

;

—

:

'
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one time

and thus was sprang from two tyrannicides. (Comp.
Cic. ad Alt., 13, 40.)— III. C. Skrviuu» Q. r. O. n.
Structus, consul BC. 427. (Liu, 4, 30 ) IV. C.
Servilius P. r. Q. n. Structus, consular tribune
B.C. 408, and magister equitum in the same year
her which latter dignity he obtained in consequence of

involved in a long- protracted war, and an oracle declared that it would cease if some one would sacrifice himself for the good of his country.
Agraulos
came forward and threw herself down the Acropo-

—

;

The Athenians, in gratitude for this, built
a temple on the Acropolis, in which it subsequently supporting the senate
against his colleagues, who
became customary for the young Athenians, on re- did not wish a dictator to be appointed. For the
ceiving their first suit of armour, to take an oath same reason, he was elected consular tribune a secthat they would always defend their country to the ond time in the
He was a
(ollowing year, 407.
last.
{Suid. and Hcsych , s. v. 'Aypavh}^.
Ulpian, consular tribune a third time in 402, when he assistad Demosth., Defals. leg— Herod., 8, 53.—Plut., Al- ed the senate in compelling his
colleagues to resign,
cib., 15.
Philochorus, Fragm., p. 18, ed. Siebelts.) who had been defeated by the enemy. {Liv., 4, 56,
of
the
Attic
One
V. C. Sbrvilius, magister equitum
d^fioL (Agraule) derived its name 57
6, 8, 9.)
from this heroine, and a festival and mysteries were B.C. 389, when Camillus was appointed dictator a
celebrated at Athens in honour of her.
Ahala is spoken of as
{Steph. third time.
(Liv., 6, 2.)
Lobeck, Aglaoph., p. 89.
Byzant., s. v. 'AypavXyj.
magister equitum in 385, on occasion of the trial of
Diet, of Ant., s. v. Agraulia) According to Porphyry Manlius.
Manlius summoned him to bear witness
(De Abstin. ab animal., 1, 2), she was also worship- in his favour, as one of those whose lives he had
ped in Cyprus, where human sacrifices were offer- saved in battle, but Ahala did not appear. (4, 20.)
ed to her down to a very late time.
Pliny, who mentions this circumstance, calls Ahala
Agyrrhius ('Ayt;/3j6tof), a native of Collytus in P. Servilius. (if. N., 7, 39.)— VI. Q. Servilius
Attica, whom Andocides ironically calls rov kuXov Q. F. Q. N., consul B.C. 366, and again B.C. 362, in
Kayadov {De Myst., p. 65, ed. Reiske), after being the latter of which years he appointed Ap. Claudius
in prison many years for embezzlement of public dictator, after his plebeian colleague L. Genucius
money, obtained, about B.C. 395, the restoration of had been slain in battle. In 360 he was himself apthe Theoricon, and also tripled the pay for attend- pointed dictator in consequence of a Gallic tumuUus,
He
ing the assembly, though he reduced the allowance and defeated the Gauls near the Colline Gate.
previously given to the comic writers. {Harpocrat., held the comitia as interrex in 355. {Liv, 7, 1,4,
s. V. QeupiKu, 'Ayvp/iiOf.
Suidas, s. v. eKKTirjaiaaTL- 6, 11, 17.)— VII. Q. Servilius Q. f. Q. n., magister
Kov.
Schol. ad Aristaph., EccL, 102.
Dem., c. Ti- equitum B.C. 351, when M. Fabius was appointed
this
mocr., p. 742.)
By
expenditure of the public dictator to frustrate the Licinian law, and consul
revenue Agyrrhius became so popular, that he was B.C. 342, at the beginning of the first Samnite war.
his colleague had the
appointed general in B.C. 389. {Xen., Hell., 4, 8. He remained in the city
^ 21.— Died., 14, 99.—B6ckh, Publ. Eton, of Athens. charge of the war.
{Liv., 7, 22, 38.)
SchoAhenobarbus. I. Cn. Domitius L. f. L. n., plep. 223, 224, 316, &c., 2d ed., Engl, transl.
beian aedile B.C. 196, prosecuted, in conjunction
mann, De Comitiis, p. 65, &c.)
Ahala, the name of a patrician family of the with his colleague C. Curio, many pecuarii, and
Servilia gens.
There were also several persons of with the fines raised therefrom built a temple of
this gens with the name of Structus Ahala, who Faunus in the island of the Tiber, which he dedimay have formed a different family from the Aha- cated in his praetorship, B.C. 194. {Liv., 33, 42 ;
He was consul in 192, and was
but as the Ahalae and Structi Ahalai are fre- 34, 42, 43, 53.)
lae
quently confounded, all the persons of these names sent against the Boii, who submitted to him
but he remained in their country till the followmg
are given here.
I. C. Servilius Structus, consul
B.C. 478, died in his year of office, as appears from year, when he was succeeded by the Consul Scipio
the Fasti. (Liv., 2,49.) II. C. Servilius Structus, Nasica. (Ltv., 35, 10, 20, 22, 40 36, 37.) In 190,
magister equitum B.C. 439, when L. Cincinnatus he was legate of the Consul L. Scipio, in the war
was appointed dictator on the pretence that Sp. against Antiochus the Great. {Liv., 37,39. Ptui.,
In the night Apophth. Rom. Cn. Domit.) In his consulship one
Maelius was plotting against the state.
in which the dictator was appointed, the Capitol and of his oxen is said to have uttered the warning
"
all the strong posts were garrisoned by the partiRoma, cave tibi." {Liv., 36, 2\.— Val. Max., 1, 6,
sans of the patricians. In the morning, when the
6, who falsely says, Bello Punico secundo.y—U.
people assembled in the forum, and Sp. Maelius Cn. Domitius Cn. f. L. n., son of the prece<ling,
among them, Ahala summoned the latter to appear was chosen pontifex in B.C. 172, when a young
and upon Maelius disobeying man (Livy, 42, 28), and in 169 was sent with
before the dictator
and taking refuge in the crowd, Ahala rushed into two others as commissioner into Macedonia (44,
Zona- 18). In 167 he was one of the ten commissionthe throng and killed him. {Liv., 4, 13, 14.
This act ers for arranging the affairs of Macedonia in conras, 7, 20.
Dionys., Exc. Mai, 1, p. 3.)
and when
is mentioned by later writers as an example of an- junction with .-Emilius Paullus (46, 17)
cient heroism, and is frequently referred to by Ci- the consuls of 162 abdicated on account of some
cero in terms of the highest admiration (in Catil, fault in the auspices in their election, he and
but it was, in reality, Cornelius Lentulus were chosen consuls m their
Cato, 16)
\,\, Pro Mil, 3
a case of murder, and was so regarded at the time. stead. {Cic , De Nat. Deor., 2, 4 D« Dtv,, 2. 35.—Ahala was brought to trial, and only escaped con- Val. Max., 1, 1, fj 3 )— III. Cn. Domitius Cn. f. Cn.
demnation by a voluntary exile. ( Vol. Max., 5, 3, N., son of the preceding, was sent in his consuls^hip,
2.—Cic., De Rep., 1,3; Pro Dom., 32.) Livy pass- B.C. 122, against the Allobroges in Gaul, b< cause
es over this, and only mentions (4, 21) that a bill they had received Teutomalius, the king of the Sal*
was brought in three years afterward, B.C. 436, by luvii and the enemy of the Romans, and had laid
another Sp. Maelius, a tribune, for confiscating the waste the territory of the .€dui, the friends of the
Romans. In 121 he conquered the Allobmges and
property of Ahala, but that it failed.
A representation of Ahala is given on a coin of their ally Vituitus, king of the Arverni, near VindaM. Brutus, the murderer of Caesar, but we cannot lium, at the confluence of the Sulga and the Rhoand he gained the battle mainly through
suppose it to be anything more than an imaginary danus
M. Brutus pretended that he was de- the terror caused by his elephants. He commemlikeness.
scended from L. Brutus, the first consul, on his orated his victory by the erection of trophies, and
father's side, and from C. Ahala on his mother's, went in procession through the province, carried by
lis.

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

()

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

i)

;
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He triumphed
—
— Florus,
191.— Czc, Pro
39.—
Font., 12; Bmt., 26.—
— Suet Ner., who confounds him with
in 120.

an elephant.
Bl.

3, 2.

{Liv., Epit.,

had done so. (Dion Cass., 37, 46.— Plin., H. N., 8,
54 this pause in the games was called diludium,

Oros., 5,
his

He married Porcia, the sisHor., Ep., 1, 19, 47.)
ter of M. Cato, and in his aedileship supported the
latter in his proposals against bribery at elections,
which were directed against Pompey, who was purchasing votes for Afranius. The political opinions
of Ahenobarbus coincided with those of Cato he
was, throughout his life, one of the strongest supHe took an acporters of the aristocratical party.
tive part in opposing the measures of Caesar and

Strah., 4, p.

Vellei., 2, 10,

13.

2,

,

He was

son.)

censor

in

115 with Caecihus Metel-

and expelled twenty-two persons from the senPro Cluent., 42.) He
(Liv., Epit., 62.— Cic,
was also pontifex. {Suet., I. c.) The Via Domitia
in Gaul was made by him.
{Cic, Pro Font., 8.)
IV. Cn. Domitius Cn. f. Cv. n., son of the precelus,
ate.

—

was

tribune of the plebs B.C. 104, in the sec{Ascon., in Cornel., p.
When the college of pontiffs did
81, cd. Orelli.)
not elect him in place of his father, he brought forward the law {Lex Domitia), by which the right of
election was transferred from the priestly colleges
b
to the people.
791, a.)
( Diet, of Ant., p. 790,
The people afterward elected him Pontifex Maximus out of gratitude. {Liv., Epit., 67. Cic., Pro
ding,

ond consulship of Marius.

;

—

—

Val.
Deiot., 11.
in his tribunate

Max.,

6, 5, ^ 5.)

He

prosecuted,

and afterward, several of his private enemies, as ^milius Scaurus and Junius Sila-

Cass., Fr., 100.— Cic,
47 Cornel., 2
Pro
B.C. 96 with C. Casconsul
Scaur., 1.)
sias, and censor B.C. 92 with Licinius Crassus, the
In his censorship he and his colleague shut
orator.
up the schools of the Latin rhetoricians (Ctc, De
Oral., 3, 24.
Gell., 15, 11), but this was the only
Their centhing in which they acted in concert.
sorship was long celebrated for their disputes. Domitius was of a violent temper, and was, moreover,
in favour of the ancient simplicity of living, while
Crassus loved luxury and encouraged art. Among
the many sayings recorded of both, we are told that
Crassus observed, " that it was no wonder that a
man had a beard of brass, who had a mouth of iron
and a heart of lead." (P/in., H. N., 18, l.—Suet.t

nus. (Val. Max., I.
Div. in Cacil., 20

c.—Dion

;

Verr., 2,

;

;

He was

—

I

c.—Val. Max.,

9,

1, ()A.

— Macrob.,

Sat., 2, 11.)

Cicero says that Domitius was
the orators, but that he spoke well enough,
and had sufficient talent to maintain his high rank.
{Cic., Brut.,A^.)—Y. L. Domitius Cn. f. Cn. n., son
of No. HI. and brother of No. IV., was praetor in
Sicily, probably in B.C. 96, shortly after the Servile war, when slaves had been forbidden to carry
He ordered a slave to be crucified for killarms.
(Cic., Verr.,
ing a wild boar with a hunting-spear.
Val. Max., 6, 3, ^ 5.) He was consul in 94.
5, 3.
In the civil war between Marius and Sulla, he espoused the side of the latter, and was murdered at
Rome, by order of the younger Marius, by the praeVellei.. 2,
tor Damasippus.
(Appian, B. C, 1, 88.
26.—Oros., 5, 20 —VI. Cn. Domitius Cn. f. Cn. n.,
apparently a son of No. IV., married Cornelia, daughter of L. Cornelius Cinna, consul in B.C. 87, and in
the civil war between Marius and Sulla espoused
the side of the former. When Sulla obtained the
not to be reckoned

among

—

—

supreme power in 82, Ahenobarbus was proscribed,
and fled to Africa, where he was joined by many
who were in the same condition as himself. With
the assistance of the Numidian king, Hiarbas, he

was defeated near Utica by
Cn. Pompeius, whom Sulla had sent against him,
and was afterward killed in the storming of his
camp, B.C. 81. According to some accounts, he
was killed after the battle by command of Pompey.
(Ltv., Epit., 89.— Plut., Pomp., 10, 12.— Zonaras, 10,

collected an army, but

2.

— Pros.,

5,

21.— FaZ. Max.,

6, 2,

i)

8.)—VII.

L.

Cn. n., son of No. IV., is first mentioned in B.C. 70 by Cicero, as a witness against
In 61 he was curule aedile, when he exVerres.
hibited a hundred Numidian lions, and continued

Domitius Cn.

f.

the games so long, that the people were obliged to
leave the circus before the exhibition was over in
order to take food, which was the first time they

:

;

Pompey after their coalition, and in 59 was accused
by Vettius, at the instigation of Caesar, of being an
accomplice to the pretended conspiracy against the
of Pompey.
Ahenobarbus was praetor in B.C. 58, and proposed
an investigation into the validity of the Julian laws

life

of the preceding year, but the senate dared not entertain his propositions.
He was candidate for the
consulship of 55, and threatened that he would, in
his consulship, carry into execution the measures he
had proposed in his praetorship, and deprive Caesar
of his province.
He was defeated, however, by

Pompey and Crassus, who also became candidates,
and was driven from the Campus Martins, on the
day of election, by force of arms. He became a
candidate again in the following year, and Caesar
and Pompey, whose power was firmly established,
did not oppose him.
He was, accordingly, elected
consul for 54 with Ap. Claudius Pulcher, a relative
of Pompey, but was not able to effect anything
He did not go to a
against Caesar and Pompey.
province at the expiration of his consulship and
as the friendship between Caesar and Pompey coolIn
ed, he became closely allied with the latter.
B.C. 52, he was chosen by Pompey to preside, as
For
quaesitor, in the court for the trial of Clodius.
;

two or three

the next

years, during Cicero's abour information about Ahenobarbus
is principally derived from the letters of his enemy
Coelius to Cicero.
In B.C. 50, he was a candidate
for the place in the college of augurs, vacant by the
death of Hortensius, but was defeated by Antony
through the influence of Caesar.
The senate appointed him to succeed Caesar in
the province of farther Gaul, and on the march of
the latter into Italy (49), he was the only one of the

sence in

Cilicia,

who showed any energy or courhimself into Corfinium with about
twenty cohorts, expecting to be supported by Pompey but as the latter did nothing to assist him, he
was compelled by his own troops to surrender to
Caesar.
His ow^n soldiers were incorporated into
Caesar's army, but Ahenobarbus was dismissed by
Caesar uninjured an act of clemency which he did
not expect, and which he would certainly not have
showed if he had been the conqueror. Despairing
of life, he had ordered his physician to administer
to him poison, but the latter gave him only a sleeping draught. Ahenobarbus's feelings against Caesar
remained unaltered, but he was too deeply offended
by the conduct of Pompey to join him immediately.
He retired for a short time to Cosa in Etruria, and
afterward sailed to Massilia, of which the inhabiaristocratical party

He threw

age.

;

:

He prosecuted the
tants appointed him governor.
vigorously against Caesar but the town was
eventually taken, and Ahenobarbus escaped in a
vessel, which was the only one that got off.
Ahenobarbus now went to Pompey in Thessaly,
and proposed that after the war all senators should
be brought to trial who had remained neutral in it.
Cicero, whom he branded as a coward, was not a
He fell in the battle of Pharlittle afraid of him.
war

;

where he commanded the left wing, and,
according to Cicero's assertion in the second PhilipAhenobarbns was a
pic, by the hand of Antony.
salia (48).

SUPPLEMENT.
man

of great energy of character he remained firm
to his political principles, but was little scrupulous
in the means he employed to maintain them.
(The
passages of Cicero in which Ahenobarhus is mentioned are given in Orelli's Onumasticon TuUianum.
;

—Suetonius, Ner.,

2.

—
— Dion

Ctusius,

lib.

39, 41.

tins, 64,

59.— Vellcius,

2,

72.)— X. Ck. Domitius

L. r. Cn. n., son of the preceding, and father of
the V'u]^'"--" Nero.
He married Agrippina, the
imanicus.
He was consul AD. 32,
daii;j
and
He died at
proconsul in Sicily.
His life was stained
Pyrgi, in Ltruria, of dropsy.
with crimes of every kind. He was accused, as
the accomplice of Albucilla, of t'
of adnl.is sistei
tery and murder, and also of in'
;

Bell. Cir.)
VIII. Cn. Domitius L. f.
son of the preceding, was taken with his
father at Corfinium (B.C. 49), and was present at
the battle of Pharsalia (48), but did not take any Domitia Lepida, and only escap*
.... ..;.*;n by the
farther part in the war. He did not, however, return death of Tiberius.
When congratulated on the
he
till
when
was
to Italy
46,
pardoned by Caesar. birth of his son, afterward Nero, he replied that
He probably had no share in the murder of Caesar whatever was sprung from him and Agrippina
writers
some
expressly assert that he could only bring ruin to the state. {Siutoniut, Ne(44), though
was one of the conspirators but he followed Bru- ro, 5, 6.—TacUus, Ann., 4, 75; 6, 1, 47; 12, 64.
tus into Macedonia after Caesar's death, and was —Velleius, 2, 72.—Dion Cassius, 58, 17.)— XI. Cw.
condemned by the Lex Pedia, in 43, as one of the Domitius, praetor in the year B.C. 64, presided at
murderers of Caesar. In 42 he commanded a fleet the second trial of M. Coelius. {Cicero, ad Quin.
of fifty ships in the Ionian Sea, and completely de- Fr., 2, 13.) He may have been the son of No. V.
feated Domitius Calvinus on the day of the first XII. L. Domitius, praetor B.C. 80, commanded the
battle of Philippi, as the latter attempted to sail out province of nearer Spain, with the title of proconof Brundisium. He was saluted imperator in con- sul. In 79, he was summoned into farther Spain
sequence, and a record of this victory is preserved by Q. Metellus Pius, who was in want of assistance
in a coin, which represents a trophy placed upon the against Sertorius, but he was defeated and killed bT
prow of a vessel. The head on the other side of Hirtuleius, quaestor of Sertorius, near the Anas
the coin has a beard, in reference to the reputed {Plut., Sert., 12— Liv., Epit., 90.— Eutrop., 6, i.

—Casar,
On.

n.,

..

<

;

—

origin of the family.
After the battle of Philippi (42),

22— Oro*.,

Florus, 3,

Ahenobarhus

conducted the war independently of Sex. Pompeius,
and with a fleet of seventy ships and two legions
plundered the coasts of the Ionian Sea.
In 40, Ahenobarhus became reconciled to Antony,
which gave great offence to Octavianus, and was
placed over Bithynia by Antony. In the peace concluded with Sex. Pompeius in 39, Antony provided
for the safety of Ahenobarhus, and obtained for him
the promise of the consulship for 32. Ahenobarhus
remained a considerable time in Asia, and accompanied Antony in his unfortunate campaign against
He became consul, according
the Parthians in 36.
to agreement, in 32, in which year the open rupture
took place between Antony and Augustus. Ahenobarhus fled from Rome to Antony at Ephesus, where
he found Cleopatra with him, and endeavoured, in
Many
vain, to obtain her removal from the army.
of the soldiers, disgusted with the conduct of Antony, offered the command to him but he preferred
;

5, 23.)

Alalcomenu

('AAaA/co/if I'm), one of the daughters
of Ogyges, who, as well as her two sisters, Thelxioncea and Aulis, were regarded as supernatural beings, who watched over oaths and saw that they
were not taken rashly or thoughtlessly.
Their
name was Upa^idiKai, and they had a temple in
common at the foot of the Telphusian Mount in
Bceotia.
The representations of these divinities
consisted of mere heads, and no parts of animals
were sacrificed to them except heads. {Paus., 9,

33, § 2,

—

s. v.
Tpefu?.rj.
ap. Stcph. By:: ,
Midler,' Orehom., p. 128,
Upa^idiKii.

A.—Panyasis,

Suid.,

s.

V.

—

&c.)

Albinovanus, m. P. TcLLirs, belonged to the party
of Marius in the first civil war, and was one of the
twelve who were declared enemies of the state in
B.C. 87.
He thereupon fled to Hiempsal in NuAfter the defeat of Carbo and Norbanus in
midia.
B.C. 81, he obtained the pardon of Sulla by treacherously putting to death many of the principal officers of Norbanus, whom he had invited to a banrevolted to Sulla,
quet. Ariminium, in consequence,
whence the Pseudo-Asconius {in Cic, Verr.,p. 168.
of
Albinovanus
ed. Oretli) speaks
betraying it. {Af-

deserting the party altogether, and accordingly went
over to Augustus, shortly before the battle of Actium. He was not, however, present at the battle,
as he died a few days after joining Augustus. Suetonius says that he was the best of his family. (Cic, pian, B. C, 1, 60, 62, 91.— Florus, 3, 21, ^ 7.)
Albinus or Albus, the name of the principal famPhil., 2, 11
10, 6; Brut., 25; ad Fam., 6, 22.—
The original
71.
ily of the patrician Postumia gens.
Appian, B. C, 5, 55, 63, 65.—Plut., Anion., 70,
—Dion Cassius, hb. 47, l.— Velleius, 2, 76, 84.— name was Albus, as appears from the Fasti, which
L. was afterward lengthened into Albinus.
find,
Tacitus, Ann., 4, 44.) IXSuetotiius, Ner., 3.
Domitius Cn. f. L. n., son of the preceding, was in proper names in Latin, derivatives in anus, enus,
betrothed in B.C. 39, at the meeting of Octavianus and inus, used, without any additional meaning, in
and Antony at Tarentum, to Antonia, the daughter the same sense as the simple forms. (Comp. iVi>of the latter by Octavia. He was sedile in B.C. 22, buhr. Hist, of Rome, I, n, 219.)— I. A. Postcmics P.
and consul in B.C. 16. After his consulship, and F. Albus Regillensis, was, according to Livy, diche command- tator B.C. 498, when he conquered the Latins in
probably as the successor of Tiberius,
ed the Roman army in Germany, crossed the Elbe, the great battle near Lake Regillus. Roman story
and penetrated farther into the country than any of related that Castor and Pollux were seen fighting in
He received, conse- this battle on the side of the Romans, whence the
his predecessors had done.
He died A.D. 25. dictator afterAvard dedicated a temple to Castor and
quence, the insignia of a triumph.
He was consul B.C. 496^ in
Suetonius describes him as haughty, prodigal, and Pollux in the forum.
he com- which year some of the annals, according to Livy,
cruel, and relates that in his aedileship
manded the censor L. Plancus to make way for placed the battle of the Lake Regillus and it is to
it.
{Liv, 2, 19, 20.
him and that in his praetorship and consulship he this year that Dionysius assigns
Cic,
matrons on the stage. 2l.—Dion}/s., 6, 2, 6iC.— Val. Max, 1, 8, ^
brought Roman knights and
surname
The
2
3, 6.)
Regillensis
He exhibited shows of wild beasts in every quarter De Nat. Dcor.,2,
derived
from
been
this
to
have
of the city, and his gladiatorial combats were con- is usually supposed
thinks that it was taken from a
ducted with so much bloodshed, that Augustus was battle but Niebuhr
bore the same
them.
(Su- place of residence, just as the Claudii
obliged to put some restraint upon
Dion Cas- name, and that the later annalists only spoke of
Tacitus, Ann., 4, 44.
etonius. Ner., 4.
8 S
;

—

—

We

m

;

1—

;

;

;

—

—
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Postumius as commander

consequence of the

in

name. Livy (30, 45) states expressly, that Scipio
Africanus was the first Roman who obtained a sur-

name from

his conquests,
{Niebuhr, Hist, of Rome,
II. Sp. Postumius A. f. P. n. Albus Re1, p. 556.)
GiLLENsis, apparently, according to the Fasti, the

—

to an end.
Albinus was kept in the city, against
his will, by the Pontifex Maximus, because he was
Martialis.
{Liv, Epit., 19; 23, 13. Eu-

—

Flamen

27.— Fa/. Max.,

He was

censor
{Fasti Capitol.y--Xl. L. Postumius A. f.
A. n., apparently a son of the preceding, was consul B.C. 234, and again in 229.
In his second controp , 2,
in 234.

1, 1,

ij

2.)

son of the preceding (though it must be observed,
that in these early times no dependance can be pla- sulship he made war upon the Illyrians.
{Eutrop.,
ced upon these genealogies), was consul B.C. 466. 3, 4.— 0r05., 4, \Z.—Dion Cass., Frag., 151.— Powas
one
of
He
the
who
calls
him
Aulus
&c.,
9,
60.)
2,
11,
{Liv., 3, 2.
erroneously
lyb.,
Dionys.,
three commissioners sent into Greece to collect in- instead of Lucius.) In 216, the third year of the
formation about the laws of that country, and was second Punic war, he was made praetor, and sent
a member of the first decemvirate in 451. {Liv., 3, into Cisalpine Gaul, and while absent was elected

—

—

He commanded, as
31, 33.
Dionys., 10, 52, 56.)
legatus, the centre of the Roman army in the battle
in which the Jiiquians and Volscians were defeated
in 446.
{Lie, 3, 70.)— III. A. Postumius A. f. P. n.
Albus Regillensis, apparently son of No. I, was
consul B.C. 464, and carried on war against the
^quians. He was sent as ambassador to the
.^quians in 458, on which occasion he was insulted
by their

—

commander.

9, 62, 65.)

—

{Liv., 3, 4, 5, 25.
Dionys.,
IV. Sp. Postumius Sp. f. A. n. Albus

Regillensis, apparently son of No. II., was consular tribune B.C. 432, and served as legatus in the
war in the following year. {Liv., 4, 25, 27.) V. P.
Postumius A. f. A. n. Albinus Regillensis, whom
Livy calls Marcus, was consular tribune B.C. 414,
and was killed in an insurrection of the soldiers,
whom he had deprived of the plunder of the JEquian town of Bolae, which he had promised them.
{Liv., 4, 49, dO.y—Vl. M. Postumius A. f. A. n.
Albinus Regillensis, is mentioned by Livy (5, 1)
as consular tribune in B.C. 403, but was, in reality,
censor in that year with M. Furius C2miillus. {Fasti
In their censorship a fine was imposed
Capitol.)
upon all men who remained single up to old age.
(Vol. Max., 2, 9, ^ l.—Plut., Cam., 5.— Diet, of Ant.,
VII. A. Postumius Albinus Regil». V. Uxoiium.)
lensis, consular tribune B.C. 397, collected, with
his colleague L. Julius, an army of volunteers, since
the tribunes prevented ihem from making a regular
ievy^and cut off a body of Tarquinienses, who were

—

—

after plundering the Roman territoVIII. Sp. Postumius Albinus
{Liv., 5, 16.)

returning
ry.

home

—

Regillensis, consular tribune B.C. 394, carried on
the war against the ^Equians he at first suffered
a defeat, but afterward conquered them completeIX. Sp. Postumius, was con{Liv., 5, 26, 28.)
ly.
sul B.C. 334, and invaded, with his colleague T.
Veturius Calvinus, the country of the Sidicini but,
on account of the great forces which the enemy had
collected, and the report that the Samnites were
coming to their assistance, a dictator was appointHe was censor in 332 and
ed.
{Liv., 8, 16, 17.)
magister equitum in 327, when M. Claudius Marcellus was appointed dictator to hold the comitia (8,
In 321, he was consul a second time with
17, 23).
T. Veturius Calvinus, and marched against the
Samnites, but was defeated near Caudium, and obliged to surrender with his whole arrny, who were
As the price of his deliversent under the yoke.
ance and that of the army, he and his colleague and
the other commanders swore, in the name of the
The consuls, on
Republic, to a humiliating peace.
;

—

;

their return to

Rome,

laid

down

their office after

appointing a dictator and the senate, on the advice of Postumius, resolved that all persons who
had sworn to the peace should be given up to the
Samnites.
Postumius, with the other prisoners,
accordingly went to the Samnites, but they refused
to accept them.
Appian, De Reb.
{Liv., 9, 1-10.
Samn., 2-6.— Cic, De Off., 3, 30; Cato, 12.)— X.
A. Postumius A. f. L. n., was consul B.C. 242 with
Lutatius Catulus, who defeated the Carthaginians off
the iEgates, and thus brought the first Punic war
;

—

consul the third time for the following year, 215.
But he did not live to enter upon his consulship ;
for he and his army were destroyed by the Boii, in
the wood Litana, in Cisalpine Gaul. His head was
cut off, and, after being lined with gold, was dedicated
to the gods by the Boii, and used as a sacred drink23, ^i.—Polyb., 3, 106,
{Lit., 22, 35
ing-vessel.
118.— Czc, Tusc, 1, 37.)— XII. Sp. Postumius L.
F. A. n., was praetor peregrinus in B.C. 189 {Liv.,
In his consulship
37, 47, 50), and consul in 186.
the senatus consultum was passed, which is still extant, suppressing the worship of Bacchus in Rome,
in consequence of the abominable crimes which
were committed in connexion with it. {Liv., 39, 6,
;

11,
10.

&c.— Val.

Max.,
— Diet, of Ant.,
366.)
6,

p.

3,

^

7.—Plin., H. N., 33,
also augur, and

He was

—

died in 179, at an advanced age.
{Liv., 40, 42.
Cic, Cato, 3 )—XIII. A. Postumius A. f. A. n.,
was curule aedile B.C. 187, when he exhibited the
Great Games, praetor 185, and consul 180. {Liv
In his consulship he conducted
40, 35.)
39, 7, 23
He was
the war against the Ligurians (40, 41).
censor in 174 with Q. Fulvius. Their censorship
was a severe one they expelled nine members from
the senate, and degraded many of equestrian rank.
,

;

:

They executed, however, many public works. {Liv.,
42, 10.— Comp. Cic., Verr., 1, 41.) He was

41, 32

;

elected, in his censorship, one of the decemviri sacrorum, in the place of L. Cornelius Lentulus. {Liv.,

Albinus was engaged in many public mis42, 10.)
sions. In 175, he was sent into Northern Greece to
inquire into the truth of the representations of the

Dardanians and Thessalians about the Bastarnae and
In 171, he was sent as
Perseus.
{Polyb., 26, 9.)
one of the ambassadors to Crete {Liv., 42, 35) and
after the conquest of Macedonia in 168, he was one
of the ten commissioners appointed to settle the affairs of the country with iEmilius Paullus (45, 17).
Livy not unfrequently calls him Luscus, from which
XIV.
it would seem that he was blind of one eye.
Sp. Postumius A. f. A. n. Albinus Paullulus, probobtainably a brother of Nos. XIII. and XV., perhaps
ed the surname of Paullulus, as being small of stature, to distinguish him more accurately from his two
brothers. He was praetor in Sicily B.C. 183, and consul 174. {Liv., 39, 45 41, 26 43, 2.)—XV. L. Postumius A. F. A. N., probably a brother of Nos. XIII.
and XIV., was praetor B.C. 180, and obtained the
His command was proprovince of farther Spain.
longed in the following year. After conquering the
Vaccaei and Lusitani, he returned to Rome in 178,
and obtained a triumph on account of his victories;

—

;

;

{Liv., 40, 35, 44, 47, 48, 50; 41, 3, 11.)
consul in 173, with M. Popillius Laenas

He was
;

and the

war in Liguria was assigned to both consuls. Albinus, however, was first sent into Campania to
separate the land of the state from that of private
persons

;

and

this business occupied

him

all

the

that he was unable to go into his provHe was the first Roman magistrate who put
ince.
the allies to any expense in travelling through their

summer, so

territories.

{Liv., 41,

33; 42,

1, 9.)

The

festival

of the Floralia, which had been discontinued,

was
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restored
(Oo., Fast., 6, 329.) In
171, he was one of the ambassadors sent to Masinissa and the Carthaginians in order to raise trcjops
for the war against Perseus. (Ltp., 42, 35.)
In 169,
he was an unsuccessful candidate for the censorHe served under iEmilius Pauilus in
ship (43, 16).
Macedonia in 168, and commanded the second legion in the battle with Perseus (45, 41). The last
in his cunsulsliip.

time he is mentioned is in this war, when he was
sent to plunder the town of the iEnii (45, 27).
XVI.
A. PosTUMios, one of the officers in the army of
JEmilius PauIIus in Macedonia, B.C. 168. He was
sent by Pauilus to treat with Perseus and afterward Perseus and his son Philip were committed
to his care by Pauilus.
{Liv., 45, 4, 28.)— XVII.
L. PosTUMius Sp. f. L. n., apparently son of No. XII.,
was curule aedile B.C. 161, and exhibited the Ludi
Megalenses, at which the Eunuch of Terence was
acted.
He was consul in 154, and died seven days
after he had set out from Rome in order to go to his
It was supposed that he was poisoned by
province.
his wife.
(Obseq., 76.— Vol. Max., 6, 3, ^ 8.)—
XVIII. A. PosTUMius A. F. A. N., apparently son of
No. XIII., was praetor B.C. 155 (Ctc, Acad., 2, 45.—
PoJyb., 33, 1), and consul in 151 with L. Licinius

—

;

He and his colleague were thrown into
prison by the tribunes for conducting the levies with
too much severity.
{Liv., Epit., 48.
Polyb., 35,
3.
Or OS., 4, 21.) He was one of the ambassadors
sent in 153 to make peace between Attains and Prusias {Polyb., 33, 11), and accompanied L. Mummius
Achaicus into Greece, in 146, as one of his legates.
There was a statue erected to his honour on the
Lucullus.

—

—

Isthmus. {Cic. ad Att., 13, 30, 32.) Albinus was
well acquainted with Greek literature, and wrote in
that language a poem and a Roman history, the latter of which is mentioned by several ancient writers.
Polybius (40, 6) speaks of him as a vain and
lightheaded man, who disparaged his own people,
and was sillily devoted to the study of Greek literature.
He relates a tale of him and the elder Cato,
who reproved Albinus sharply because, in the preface to his history, he begged the pardon of his readers if he should make any mistakes in writing in a

Cato reminded him that he was
foreign language
not compelled to write at all, but that, if he chose to
write, he had no business to ask for the indulgence
of his readers. This tale is also related by Gellius
(11, 8), Macrobius (Preface to Saturn.), Plutarch
{Cato, 12), and Suidas {s. v. AuAoj- llooTofiLog).
Polybius also says that Albinus imitated the worst
parts of the Greek character, that he was entirely
devoted to pleasure, and shirked all labour and dan;

relates that he retired to Thebes, when
the battle was fought at Phocis, on the plea of in-

ger.

He

of it
disposition, but afterward wrote an account
Cicero
to the senate as if he had been present.
speaks with rather more respect of his literary merits

:

he

calls

him

doctus

homo and

litteratus et diser-

Macrobius
Brut., 21.)
(Ctc, Acad., 2, 45
from the first book of the
(2, 16) quotes a passage
Annals of Albinus respecting Brutus, and as he uses
the words of Albinus, it has been supposed that the
tus.

;

Greek history may have been translated into Latin.
A work of Albinus, on the arrival of iEneas in Italy,
is referred to by Servius {ad Virg., ^n., 9, 710), and
" De
the author of the work
Origine Gentis Romanas," c. 15. {Krause, Vita et Fragnu Vetcrum Historicorum Romanorum,]^. 127, &c.) XIX. Sp. PostuMius Albinus Magnus, was consul B.C. 148, in

—

which year a great

fire

happened

at

Rome.

{Obseq.,

whom

Cicero speaks
78.) It is this Sp. Albinus of
in the Brutus (c. 25), and says that there were many
Sp. f. Sp. n.,
Postumius
XX. Sp.
orations of his.

—

B.C. 110, and
probably son of No. XIX., was consul
obtained the province of Numidia to carry on the
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war against Jugurtha. He made Tigorow preparations fur war, but when he reached the )m>Tinoe,
he did not adopt any active measures, bat aUow^
himself to be deceived by the artifices x>f JugurtJMf
who constantly promised to surrender. Many persons supposed that his inactivity was intentional,
and that Jugurtha had bought him over. When Albinus departed from Africa, he left his brother .\ulus
in command.
{Vtd. No. XXI ) After the defeat of
the latter he returned to Numidia, but, in consequence of the disorganized state of his army, h« did
not prosecute the war, and handed over the arrny in
this condition, in the following year, to the Consul
Metellus.
{Sail., Jug., 36, 36, 39, 44.— Oro«., 4,

—

15.
He was condemned by the
Eutrop., 4, 26.)
Mamilia Lex, which was passed to punish all those
who had been guilty of treasonable practices with

Jugurtha. (Ctc, Brut., 34.— Comp. Sail., Jug., 40.)
XXI. A. Postumius, brother of No.
and
probably son of No. XIX., was left by his brother
as pro-praetor, in command of the army in Africa, in
B.C. no. {Vid. No. XX.) He marched to besiege
Suthul, where the treasures of Jugurtha were debut Jugurtha, under the promise of giving
posited
him a large sum of money, induced him to lead his
army into a retired place, where he was suddenly
attacked by the Numidian king, and only saved his
troops from total destruction by allowing them to
pass under the yoke, and undertaking to leave Numidia in ten days. {Sail., Jug., 36-38.)— XXII. A.
Postumius A. f. Sp. n., grandson of No. XIX., and
probably son of No. XXI., was consul B.C. 99, with
M. Antonius. {Plin., H. N., 8, 1.— Obseq, 106.)
Gellius (4, 6) quotes the words of a senatus consulturn passed in their consulship in consequence of
the spears of Mars having moved. Cicero says that
he was a good speaker. {Brut., 35 post Red. ud
XXIII A. Postumius, a person of pr«Quir., 5.)
torian rank, commanded the fleet, B.C. 89, in the
Marsic war, and was killed by his own soldiers rider the plea that he meditated treachery, but, in reSulla, who was
ality, on account of his cruelty.
then a legate of the Consul Porcius Cato, incorporabut
did not punish the
ted his troops with his own,
offenders.
{Liv., Epit., tb.—Plut., Sulla, 6 )—
XXIV. A. Postumius, was placed by Caesar over
Sicily, B.C. 48.
{Appian, B C, 2, 48.)—XXV. D.

—

XX

,

;

—

;

—

XXVL
Junius Brutus, adopted by No. XXIL
Procurator of Judaea in the reign of Nero, about
A.D. 63 and 64, succeeded Festus, and was guilty
of almost every kind of crime in his government.
He pardoned the vilest criminals for money, and

He was
shamelessly plundered the provincials.
succeeded by Florus. {Joseph., Ant. Jud., 20, 8,
The Ldceios Albinus
Bell. Jud., 2, 14, ^ 1.)
^ 1
mentioned below may possibly have been the same
XXVII. Luceius, was made by Nero properson.
curator of Mauretania Caesariensis, to which Galba
added the province of Tingitana. After the death
of Galba, A.D. 69, he espoused the side of Otho, and
prepared to invade Spain. Cluvius Rufus, who con>manded in Spain, being alarmed at this, sent centurions into Mauretania to induce tbe Mauri to revolt
this without
against Albinus. They accompJishcd
much difficulty, and Albinus was murdered, with
;

—

his wife.

{Tac, Htst, 2,
Albutius or Albuciu*,

a physician at
the
or

IV'.

Rome,

middle
beginning
lived, probably, about
the first century after Christ, and who is men-

who
of

5S. 59.)

tioned bv Pliny (If N., 29, 6) as having gained by
income of two hundred and
his practice t!
about £1953 2». 6</.). This
fifty thousan.i
<> be
a very large sum, and
is considered ... 1 ...
may, therefore, give us some notion of the fortunes
made by physicians at Rome about the beginning
'

of the Empire.
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AlCwEus ('AA/ca?of), II. of Messene, the author of 3, 1, ^ 10, with Spalding's note.) He was a popil
number of epigrams in the Greek Anthology, from of Gorgias, and resided at Athens between the
some of which his date may be easily fixed. He years B.C. 432 and 411. Here he gave instrucwas contemporary with Philip III., king of Mace- tions in eloquence, according to Eudocia (p. 100),
donia, and son of Demetrius, against whom several as the successor of his master, and was the last of
a

of his epigrams are pointed, apparently from patriOne of these epigrams, however,
feelings.

otic

to the Roman general,
Flaraininus, than to Philip, on account of the author's
ascribing the victory of Cynoscephalae to the iEtolians as much as to the Romans. Philip contented
himself with writing an epigram in reply to that of

gave even more offence

Alcaeus, in which he gave the Messenian a very
broad hint of the fate he might expect if he fell into

that sophistical school, with which the only
object
was to please the hearers by the pomp
and brilliancy of words. That the works of Alcidamas bore the strongest marks of this character
of his school, is stated by Aristotle {Rhet., 3, ^ 8),
who censures his pompous diction and extravagant

of eloquence

use of poetical epithets and phrases, and by Dionysius {De Isceo, 19), who calls his style
vulgar and
inflated.
He is said to have been an opponent of

This reply has Isocrates (Tzetz., Chil, 11, 672), but whether this
{Plut., Flamin., 9.)
enough led Salmasius (Dc Cruce, p. 449, statement refers to real personal enmity, or whether
to suppose that it is merely an inference, from the fact that Alcidap. Fabric, Biblioth. Grac, 2, p. 88)
Alcaeus was actually crucified. In another epigram, amas condemned the practice of writing orations for
of the Roman the purpose of delivering them, is uncertain.
the
mention
in praise of Flamininus,
The ancients mention several works of Alcidgeneral's name, Titus, led Tzetzes {Proleg. in Lycophron.) into the error of imagining the existence of amas, such as a Eulogy on Death, in which he
an epigrammatist named Alcaeus under the Emperor enumerated the evils of human life, and of which
Those epigrams of Alcaeus which bear in- Cicero seems to speak with great praise {Tusc, 1,
Titus.
ternal evidence of their date, were written between 48) a show -speech, called "koyog ^eaaijvLaKoq {Arthe years 219 and 196 B.C.
istot., Rhet., 1, 13, ^ 5); a work on music {Suidas,
Of the twenty-two epigrams in the Greek An- s. V. 'ATiKiddfiac) and some scientific works, viz.,
thology which bear the name of "Alcaeus," two one on rhetoric {rexv-n (iriropiKf] Plut., Demosth.,
have the word " Mytilenaeus" added to it; but 5), and another called loyoc; (l)voiK6g {Diog. La'trt., 8,
Jacobs seems to be perfectly right in taking this to 56) but all of them are now lost. Tzetzes {Chil,
be the addition of some ignorant copyist. Others 11, 752) had still before him several orations of Albear the name " Alcaeus Messenius," and some of cidamaS, but we now possess only two declamaAlcaeus alone. But in the last class there are tions which go under his name. 1. '06vaGa}g, ij Kara
several which must, from internal evidence, have Ua?Mfi^6ovc TTpo6oGiag, in which Ulysses is made
been written by Alcaeus of Messene and» in fact, to accuse Palamedes of treachery to the cause of
there seems no reason to doubt his being the author the Greeks during the siege of Troy.
2. litpl aoof the whole twenty-two.
<j>c<jtCjv, in which the author sets forth the advanof
Alas
of
There are mentioned,
contemporaries
tages
delivering extempore speeches over those
These
caeus, two other persons of the same name, one of which have been previously written out.
them an Epicurean philosopher, who was expelled two orations, the second of which is the better one,
from Rome by a decree of the senate about 173 or both in form and thought, bear scarcely any traces
154 B.C. {Perizon. ad Mian., V. H., 9, 22.—Athen., of the faults which Aristotle and Dionysius censure
Suidas, s. v. 'EmKovpoc) the other is in the works of Alcidamas their fault is rather be12, p. 547, A.
incidentally spoken of by Polybius as being accus- ing frigid and insipid. It has, therefore, been maintomed to ridicule the grammarian Isocrates. {Po- tained by several critics, that these orations are
B.C. 160.) It is just possible that these not the works of Alcidamas and, with regard to
lyb., 32, 6,
two persons, of whom nothing farther is known, the first of them, the supposition is supported by
may have been identical with each other, and with strong probability the second may have been writthe epigrammatist.
{Jacobs, Antkol. Grac, 13, p. ten by Alcidamas, with a view to counteract the in836-838 there is a reference to Alcaeus of Messene fluence of Isocrates. The first edition of them is
III. The son that in the collection of Greek orators published by
in Eusebius, Prczpar. Evang., 10, 2.)
of Miccus, was a native of Mytilene, according to Aldus, Venice, 1513, fol. The best modern editions
Suidas, who may, however, have confounded him are those in Reiske's Oratores Grccci, vol. 8, p. 64,
He is found ex- &c. and in Bekker's Oratores Attici, vol. 7 (Oxin this point with the lyric poet.
hibiting at Athens as a poet of the old comedy, or, ford).
Alcimachus, a painter mentioned by Pliny {H.
rather, of that mixed comedy which formed the
He is not spoken of by any other
transition between the old and the middle. In B.C. N., 35, 11, s. 40).
388, he brought forward a play entitled Ilaai<pdT3, in writer, and all that is known about him is, that he
the same contest in which Aristophanes exhibited painted a picture of Dioxippus, a victor in the panhis second Plutus
but, if the meaning of Suidas is cratium at Olympia.
Dioxippus lived in the time
{Mlian, V. H., 10, 22.—
rightly understood, he obtained only the fifth place. of Alexander the Great.
He left ten plays, of which some fragments remain, Diod., 17, 100. Athen., 6, p. 251, a.) Alcimachus,
and the following titles are known 'A^eA^ai fioixev- therefore, probably lived about the same time.
Alcimedon {' AlKLfiiduv), I. an Arcadian hero, from
OfievuL, Tavvix^drj^, Evdv/itwv, 'lepog yaaoQ, KaA/licrrw,
whom the Arcadian plain Alcimedon derived its
Ko)ii(f)6oTpay(!)6La, Ua?MioTpa. Alcaeus, a tragic poet,
mentioned by Fabricius {Biblioth. Grcec, 2, 282), does name. He was the father of Phillo, by whom Hernot appear to be a different person from Alcaeus the cules begat a son, ^Echmagoras, whom Alcimedon
comedian. The mistake of calling him a tragic poet exposed, but Hercules saved. {Pausanias., 8, 12,
arose simply from an erroneous reading of the title ^2).
of his " Comcedo-tragoedia." (The Greek Argument
Alcimenes {'A?^KLiiievT}^), I. a son of Glaucus, who
to the Plutus.
was unintentionally killed by his brother BelleroSuidas, sub voce.
Pollux, 10, 1.
Casaubon on Athen., 3, p. 206.
Meineke, Fragm. phon. According to some traditions, this brother of
his

hands.

singularly

;

;

:

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

—

:

—

—
—

—

—

Bellerophon was called Deliades, or Peiren. (ApolII. One of the sons of Jason and
lod., 2, 3,
1.)
Medeia. When Jason subsequently wanted to marp. 386.)
Alcidamas ('A?./ci(5a/faf ), a Greek rhetorician, was ry Glance, his sons Alcimenes and Tisander were
a native of Elaea in JEolis, in Asia Minor. {Quintil., murdered by Medeia, and were afterward buried by
Bode, Gep. 1, 244; 2, p. 824:.
Dramatischen Dichtkunst der Hellenen, 2,

Comic. GrcEC,

achichle der

«^

—
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in the sanctuary of Juno, at Corinth. {Diod.,
55.)— III. An Athenian comic poet, apparenta
contemporary of ^schylus. One of his pieces
ly
is supposed to have been the
KoXvfi6u<Tai (the Fe-

Jason

and turned towards himself, that it might look oat
upon intellectual thing.s (c. 14), and receive formt
and ideas from the divine mind." It was the first
of a succession of intermediate beings between God
male Swimmers). His works were greatly admired and man. The lAcac proceeded
immediately from
by Tynnichus, a younger contemporary of ^Cschy- the mind of God, and were the highest object of cor
There was a tragic writer of the same name, intellect the " form'* of matter, the types of 8ensi>
lus.
a native of Megara, mentioned by Suidas. {Mei- ble things, having a real being in themselves (c. 9).
neke, Hist. Crit. Comicorttm Grac, p. 481.
Suid.y He diflfered from the earlier Platonists in confining
s. V. 'A.?iKi(iivTic and 'AX/c^dv.)
the lAiaL to general laws it seemed an
unworthy
AlcTmus CATiKifioi), I. also called Jacimus, or Jo- notion that God could conceive an /df'a of things arachim ('Itt/cft^of ), one of the Jewish priests who es- tificial or unnatural, or of individuals or particulars,
poused the Syrian cause. He was made high-priest or of anything relative. He seems to have aimed
by Demetrius, about B.C. 161, and was installed in at harmonizing the views of Plato and Aristotle on
his office by the help of a Syrian army.
In conse- the liiai, as he distinguished them from the eUti,
quence of his cruelties he was expelled by the Jews, forms of things which, he allowed, were inseparand obliged to fly to Antioch, but was restored by able a view which seems necessarily connected
the help of another Syrian army. He continued in with the doctrine of the eternity and self-existence
his office, under the protection of the Syrians, till of matter.
God, the first founder of the i6eai, could
his death, which happened suddenly (B.C. 159), while not be known as he is
it is but a faint notion of
he was pulling down the wall of the temple that him we obtain from negations and analogies bis
divided the court of the Gentiles from that of the nature is equally beyond our power of expression or
1 MacIsraelites.
conception. Below him are a series of beings {6ai(Joseph., Ant. Jud., 12, 9, ^ 7.
II. A Greek rhetorician, whom Diogenes fiovec), who superintend the production of all
cab., 7, 9.)
living
Laertius (2, 114) calls the most distinguished of all things, and hold intercourse with men. The human
Greek rhetoricians, flourished about B.C. 300. It soul passes through various transmigrations, thus
is not certain whether he is the same as the Alci- connecting the series with the lower classes of bemus to whom Diogenes, in another passage (3, 9), ing, until it is finally purified and rendered acceptIt will be seen that his system was
ascribes a work Trpof 'AfxvvTav. Athenasus in several able to God.
places speaks of a Sicilian Alcimus, who appears a compound of Plato and Aristotle, with some parts
to have been the author of a great historical work, borrowed from the East, and perhaps derived from
parts of which are referred to under the names of a study of the Pythagorean system.
( Ritter, Ge'IraXtKo, and l,tKe2.iKd. But whether he was the same schichte der Philosophic, 4, p. 243.)
Alcinous first
as the rhetorician Alcimus, cannot be determined. appeared in the Latin version of Pietro Balhi. which
(Athen., 10, p. 441
12, p. 519 7, p. 322.)—III. (Avi- was published at Rome, with Apuleius, 1469, fol.
Tus) Alethius, the writer of seven short poems in The Greek text was printed in the Aldine edition of
Another edition is that of
the Latin Anthology, whom Wernsdorf has shown Apuleius, 1521, 8vo.
The best, however, is that of
{Poet. Lat. Min., vol. 6, p. 26, &c.) to be the same Fell, Oxford, 1667.
person as Alcimus, the rhetorician in Aquitania in J. H. Fischer, Leipzig, 1783, 8vo. It was translaGaul, who is spoken of in terms of high praise by ted into French by J. J. Combes- Dounous, Paris,
Sidonius Apollinaris {Epist., 8, 11
1800, 8vo, and into English by Stanley, in his His5, 10) and Ausonius {Profess. Burdigal, 2). His date is determin- tory of Philosophy.
Alois ('AA/cff), that is, the Strong, I. a surname
ed by Hieronymus in his Chronicon, who says that
Alcimus and Delphidius taught in Aquitania in A.D. of Athena, under which she was worshipped in
360.
His poems are superior to most of his time. Macedonia. {Liv., 42, 61.) II. A deity among the
"
They are printed by Meier in his Anthologia Lat- Naharvali, an ancient German tribe. ( Tacit., Germ.,
ina," ep. 254-260, and by Wernsdorf, vol. 6, p. 194, 43.) Grimm {Deutsche Mythol, p. 39) considers Alcis in the passage of Tacitus to be the genitive of
Ac.
ALCINO0S {'K7iKivov(:), II. a Platonic philosopher, Alx, which, according to him, signifies a sacred
who probably lived under the Caesars. Nothing is grove, and is connected with the Greek u/^rof.
known of his personal history, but a work entitled Another Alcis occurs in Apollodorus, 2, 1, § 5.
Alcm.«:on {' A?.Kfialuv) V. one of the most emiTuv UMruvog doy/naTuv, containing an
**

4, 54,

;

—

:

:

:

:

—

—

;

;

;

—

'EmTOfiTj
analysis of the Platonic philosophy, as it was set
The
forth by late writers, has been preserved.
treatise is written rather in the manner of Aristotle than of Plato, and the author has not hesitated
to introduce any of the views of other philosophers
which seemed to add to the completeness of the
system. Thus the parts of the syllogism (c. 6), the
doctrine of the mean and of the l^ecc and evepyeiai
as well as the
(c. 2, 8), are attributed to Plato,
division of philosophy which was common to the
It was impossible from
Peripatetics and Stoics.
the writings of Plato to get a system complete in
Its parts, and hence the temptation of later writers,
who sought for system, to join Plato and Aristotle,
without perceiving the inconsistency of the union,
while everything which puited their purpose was
of their own sect.
fearlessly ascribed to the founder
In the treatise of Alcinous, however, there are still
traces of the spirit of Plato, however low an idea
he gives of his own philosophical talent. He held
the world and its animating soul to be eternal. This
soul of the universe (^ tpvxv "/"ov Koafiov) was not
created by God, but, to use the image of Alcinous,
it

was awakened by him as from a profound

sleep,

nent natural philosophers of antiquity, was a native
His father's name
of Crotona, in Magna Grsecia.
was Pirithus, and he is said to have been a pupil
of Pythagoras, and must, therefore, have hved in the
latter half of the sixth century- before Christ. {Diog.
La'drt., 8, 83.) Nothing more is known of the events
His most celebrated anatomical discovof his life.
ery has been noticed in the Diet, of Ant., p. 7T2, a ;
but whether his knowledge in this branch of science
was derived from the dissection of animals or of human bodies is a disputed question, which it is difficult to decide.
Chalcidius, on whose authority the
" Tfm.."
fact rests, merely says {Commtnt. in Plat.,

p. 368, ed. Fabr.), "qui primus exsectionem aggredi
est ausus," and the word exstctio would apply
He is said also (Diog.
equally well to either case.
Clemens AUxanir., Strom., 1, p. 308) to
Laert., I. c.

—

first person who wrote on natural
philosophy {<pwTtKdv Xoyov), and to have invented fa-

have been the

He also wrote
bles {fahulas: Itti., Orig., 1, 39).
several other medical and philosophical works, of
which nothing but the titles and a few fragments
have been preserved by Stobsus {Eclog. Phys.\
Plutarch {De Pftys. Pktlos. Deer.), and Galen {UiM-
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tor.

A

Philosoph.)

ical opinions

Diogenes Laertius,

Med.

farther account of his philosophbe found in Menage's Notes to

may

— Alfons.

8, 83, p. 387.

—Le

Clerc, Hist, de

Ciacconius, ap. Fabric, Biblioth.
Grcec, vol. 13, p. 48, ed. vet.
Sprengel, Hist, de la
Mid., vol. 1, p. 239.— C. G. Kiihn, De PhUosoph.
ante Hippocr. Mcdicince Cultor., Lips., 1781, 4to,
reprinted in Ackermanri' s Opusc. ad Histor. Medic.
Pertinentia, Norimb., 1797, 8vo, and in Kuhri's
la

—

Opusc. Acad. Med. et PhiloL, Lips., 1827-8, 2 vols.
8vo.
Isensee, Gesch. der Medicin.
Although Alcmaeon is termed a pupil of Pythagoras, there is great reason to doubt whether he was

—

a Pythagorean at

all

;

his

name seems

to

have crept

into the lists of supposititious Pjrthagoreans given us
by later writers. {Brandis, Geschichte der Philosophic, vol.

1,

507.)

p.

Aristotle {Metaphys.,

a.,

5)

mentions him as nearly contemporary with Pythagoras, but distinguishes between the aroLxela of opposites, under which the Pythagoreans included all
things, and the double principle of Alcmaeon, according to Aristotle, less extended, although he
does not explain the precise difference. Other doctrines of Alcmaeon have been preserved to us.
He
said that the human soul was immortal, and partook
of the divine nature, because, \\ke the heavenly bodcontained in itself a principle of motion.
De Anima, 1, 2, p. 405. Cic, De Nat.
Deor., 1, 11.) The eclipse of tlfe moon, which was
also eternal, he supposed to arise from its shape,
which, he said, was like a boat. All his doctrines
which have come down to us relate to physics or
medicine, and seem to have arisen partly out of the
speculations of the Ionian school, with which, rather
than the Pythagorean, Aristotle appears to connect
Alcmaeon, partly from the traditionary lore of the
earliest medical science.
{Brandis, vol. 1, p. 508.)
Alcman ('AA/c/idv), called by the Attic and later
Greek writers Alcmaeon {' klKfiaiuv), the chief lyric
poet of Sparta, was by birth a Lydian of Sardis.
ies,

it

—

{Arist.,

His father's name was Damas or Titarus. He was
brought into Laconia as a slave, evidently when
very young. His master, whose name was Agesidas, discovered his genius, and emancipated him
and he then began to distinguish himself as a lyric
HeracUd. Pont., Polit., p. 206.
poet.
{Suidas, s. v.
Veil Pat., 1, IS.— Alcman, fr. 11, Welcker.— Epigrams by Alexander JEtolus, Leonidas, and Antipater
Thess., in Jacobs' s Anthol. Grcec, 1, p. 207, No. 3
p. 175, No. 80; 2, p. 110, No. 56; in the Anthol.
In the epigram last cited it
Palat., 7, 709, 19, 18.)
;

—

—

;

is said that the two continents strove for the honour of his birth and Suidas (/. c.) calls him a Laconian of Messoa, which may mean, however, that
he was enrolled as a citizen of Messoa after his
emancipation. The above statements seem to be
more in accordance with the authorities than the
opinion of Bode, that Alcman's father was brought
from Sardis to Sparta as a slave, and that Alcman
himself was born at Messoa. It is not known to
what extent he obtained the rights of citizenship.
The time at which Alcman lived is rendered
somewhat doubtful by the different statements of
the Greek and Armenian copies of Eusebius, and
On the
of the chronographers who followed him.
whole, however, the Greek copy of Eusebius appears to be right in placing him at the second year
of the twenty-seventh Olympiad (B.C. 671).
He
was contemporary with Ardys, king of Lydia, who
reigned from 678 to 629 B.C., with Lesches, the
author of the " Little Iliad," and with Terpander,
during the later years of these two poets he was
older than Stesichorus, and he is said to have been
the teacher of Arion. From these circumstances,
and from the fact which we learn from himself
{Fr., 29), that he lived to a great age, we may con;

;

clude, with Clinton, that he flourished from about
671 to about 631 B.C. {Clinton, Fast., 1, p, 189,
191, 365.
Hermann, Antiq. Lacon., p. 76, 77.) He
is said to have died, like Sulla, of the morbus
pedicularis.
{Aristot., Hist. Anim., 5, 31 or 25.
Plut.^
Svlla, 36.—Plin., H. N., 11, 33, § 39 )
The period during which most of Alcman's poems
were composed was that which followed the conclusion of the second Messenian war.
this

—

—

During

period of quiet, the Spartans began to cherish that
taste for the spiritual enjoyments of poetry which,

though felt by them long before, had never attained
to a high state of cultivation while their attention
was absorbed in war. In this process of improve-

ment Alcman was immediately preceded by Terpander, an .^olian poet, who, before the year 676
B.C., had removed from Lesbos to the mainland of
Greece, and had introduced the ^olian lyric into
the Peloponnesus. This new style of poetry was
speedily adapted to the choral form, in which the
Doric poetry had hitherto been cast, and gradually
supplanted that earlier style which was nearer to
the epic.
In the 33d or 34th Olympiad, Terpander
made his great improvements in music. {Vid.
Terpander) Hence arose the peculiar character
of the poetry of his younger contemporary, Alcman,
which presented the choral lyric in the highest excellence which the music of Terpander enabled it
to reach.
But Alcman had also an intimate acquaintance with the Phrygian and Lydian styles of
music, and he was himself the inventor of new
forms of rhythm, some of which bore his name.
large portion of Alcman's poetry was erotic.
In fact, he is said by some ancient writers to have
been the inventor of erotic poetry. {Athen., 13, p.
600.
Suidas, s. v.) From his poems of this class,
which are marked by a freedom bordering on licen**
tiousness, he obtained the epithets of sweet" and
"
pleasant" (yXvKvg, xo-pi-^k)- Among these poems
were many hymeneal pieces. But the Parthenia,
which form a branch of Alcman's poems, must not
be confounded with the erotic. They were so called
because they were composed for the purpose of being sung by choruses of virgins, and not on account
of their subjects, which were very various sometimes, indeed, erotic, but often religious. Alcman's
other poems embrace hymns to the gods, Paeans,

A

—

:

Prosodia, songs adapted to different religious festiand short ethical or philosophical pieces. It
is disputed whether he wrote any of those anapaestic war-songs, or marches, which were called k/nSabut it seems very unlikely that he should
TTJpia
have neglected a kind of composition which had
been rendered so popular by Tyrtaeus.
His metres are very various. He is said by Suidas
to have been the first poet who composed any verses
This statement is incorbut dactylic hexameters.
but Suidas seems to refer to the shorter dac
rect
tylic lines into which Alcman broke up the Homeric
hexameter. In this practice, however, he had been
vals,

;

;

preceded by Archilochus, from whom he borrowed
several others of his peculiar metres others he invented himself Among his metres we find various
forms of the dactylic, anapaestic, trochaic, and iambic, as well as lines composed of different metres
The Cretic
for example, iambic and anapaestic.
hexameter was named Alcmanic, from his being its
:

;

The poems of Alcman were chiefly in
composed of lines sometimes of the same
metre throughout the strophe, sometimes of differinventor.

strophes,

From their choral character, we might
conclude that they sometimes had an antistrophic
form and this seems to be confirmed by the statement of Hephaestion (p. 134, Gaisf.), that he composed odes of fourteen strophes, in which there
was a change of metre after the seventh strophe.

ent metres.

;
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no trace of an epode following the strophe and the age of
in his

dialect of

poems.

Alcman was

the Spartan Doric,
with an intermixture of the iEolic. The popular
idioms of Laconia appear most frequently in his
more familiar poems.

The Alexandrean grammarians placed Alcman at
the head of their canon of the nine lyric poets.
Among the proofs of his popularity may be mentioned the tradition that his songs were sung, with
those of Terpander, at the first performance of the

But even <arlit>r than
the time of Pisislratus the family of the Alcuad«
to
have
become
divided
into two branches,
appears
the Aleuadae and the Scopada*, called after
Scopai,
probably a son of Aleuas.
(Op., Ilnj, 512 ) The
Scopadae inhabited Crannon, and perhaps Pharsalut
also, while the main branch, the Aleuadae, remained
at Larissa.
The influence of the families, howcTer,
was not confined to these towns, but extended more
or less over the greater part of Thessaly.
They
formed, in reality, a powerful aristocratic party (fiaain
iXelc)
opposition to the great body of the TbestaPisistralus.

gymnopaedia at Sparta (B.C. 665 ^lian, V. H., 12,
60), and the ascertained fact, that they were fre- lians.
(Herod., 7. 172 )
The earliest historical person who probably bequently afterward used at that festival. (Athen.,
The few fragments which remain longs to the Aleuadae is Eurylochus, wl.
15, p. 678.)
scarcely allow us to judge how far he deserved his ted the war of Cirrha about B.C. 590.
:

reputation, but

some of them

display a true poetical

Alcman's poems comprised six hooks, the extant
fragments of which are included in the collections
of Neander, H. Stephens, and Fulvius Ursinus. The
latest and best edition is that of Welcker, Giessen,
1815.

.

A LOON,

(vulnerum medicus) at Rome
in the reign of Claudius, A.D. 41-54, who is said
by Pliny (ff. iV., 29, 8) to have been banished to
Gaul, and to have been fined ten millions of sester-

ces

:

418.

—

Vid.

Eurylochus.) In the time i.. ...^ ^,.,^:
find a second Aleuas, who was a
friend of the poet.
He is called a son of Echecratides and Syris {Schol. ad Theocrit 16, 34) but, besides the suggestion of Ovid {Ibis, 226) that he had
a tragic end, nothing is known about him. At the
time when Xerxes invaded Greece, three sons of
this Aleuas, Thorax, Eurypylus, and Thrasydsos,
came to him as ambassadors, to request him to gp
on with the war, and to promise him their assistance.
{Herod., 7, %—Vid. Thorax.) When, after
the Persian war, Leoty chides was sent to Thessaly
to chastise those vjho had acted as traitors to their
country, he allowed himself to be bribed by the
Aleuadae, although he might have subdued all ThesThia fact
saly. {Herod., 6, 12.—Paus.,^, 7, if 8.)
p.

Simonides

spirit.

II.

H. S.

a^rgeon

centies cent. mill, (about £78,125).
from banishment, he is said to

Af-

we

,

;

have
gained by his practice an equal sum within a few
years, which, however, seems so enormous (compare Albdtius and Arruntius), that there must
probably be some mistake in the text. A surgeon shows that the power of the Aleuadie was then still
of the same name, who is mentioned by Martial as great as before. About the year B.C. 460, we
{Epigr., 11, 84) as a contemporary, may possibly be find an Aleuad Orestes, son of Echecratides, who
the same person.
came to Athens as a fugitive, and persuaded the
Alectoe CAXeKTop), I. the father of Leitus, the Athenians to exert themselves for his restoration.
Homer
16.)
(//., 17,
{Thuc, 1, 111.) He had been expelled either by
Argonaut. {Apollod., 1, 9,
II. A son of Anaxagothe Thessalians, or, more probably, by a faction of
602) calls him Alectryon.
ras, and father of Iphis, king of Argos. He was con- his own family, who wished to exclude him from the
sulted by Polyneices as to the manner in which dignity of ^aaikevQ (i. e., probably Tagus), for such
Amphiaraus might be compelled to take part in the feuds among the Aleuadae themselves are frequent2.
{Xen., Anab., 1, 1, ^ 10.)
expedition against Thebes.
ly mentioned.
{Apollod., 3, 6,
After the end of the Peloponnesian war, another
Paus., 2, 18, ^ 4.) Two others of the same name
are mentioned in Homer. {Od., 4, 10. Eusftuh. ad Thessalian family, the dynasts of Pherae, gradually
rose to power and influence, and gave a great shock
Horn., p. 303 and 1598.)
Aleuadje and Aleuas (^klevadai and 'AXevof.) to the power of the Aleuadae. As early as B.C.
Aleuas is the ancestorial hero of the Thessalian, or, 375, Jason of Pherae, after various struggles, sucmore particularly, of the Larissaean family of the ceeded in raising himself to the dignity of Tagus.
Aleuadae. {Find., Pyth., 10, 8, with the Schol.) {Xai., HclUn., 2, 3, ^ A.—Diod., 14, 82
15, 00.)
The Aleuadae were the noblest and most powerful When the dynasts of Pherae became tyrannical,
of
Aleuadae
Herodosome
the
Larissaean
whence
all
of
families
the
conspired to put
Thessaly,
among
tus (7, 6) calls its members jSaauelc. (Comp. Died., an end to their rule, and for this purpose they inri«
The first Aleuas, who bore the ted Alexander, king of Macedonia, the son of .Amyn15, 61
16, 14.)
1
surname ofUvppoc, that is, the red-haired, is called tas. {Diod. 15, 61.) Alexander took I.
king (here synonymous with Tagus vid. Diet, of Crannon, but kept them to himself.
Ant., p. 945) of Thessaly, and a descendant of Her- Pelopidas restored the original state o:
but the dynasts of Pherae so
cules through Thessalus, one of tiie many sons of 'Jlhessaly
c
Hercules.
Ulpian ad ed their power, and the Aleuadae again s.>
{Suida.^, s. v. 'A?^evu6ai.
Dem., Olyntk., I.— Schol. odApollon. Rhod., 3, 1090. assistance of Macedonia against them. l*hiUip w dl—Vcllei., 1, 3.) Plutarch {De Am. Frat., in Jin.) ingly complied with the request, broke the power
states that he was hated by his father, on account of the tyrants of Pherae, restored the towns to aa
of his haughty and savage character but his uncle, appearance of freedom, and made the Aleuadae his
'i^ ''i what
nevertheless, contrived to get him elected king and faithful friends and allies. (DioJ., K'
how
His reign was manner Philip used them for his pu
sanctioned by the god of Delphi.
to do
more glorious than that of any of his ancestors, and little he spared them when it was In
the nation rose in power and importance. Tliis so, is sufficiently attested. {Dcm„ De Cor., p. 24U
Ulpian, i c.)
Among the
Aleuas, who belongs to the mythical period of Greek
Polyan., 4, 2, ^ 11.
he intrusted with
nstrahistory, is in all probability the same as the one tetrarchs whom
rkeowho, according to Hegemon (ap. £1., Anim., 8, 11), tion of Thessaly, there is one Th
v bewas beloved by a dragon. According to Aristotle pomp. ap. Atkm., 6, p. 249), who
ter his return

—

<J

<J

—

—

;

;

:

i

—

;

;

—

—

'

Terpapxla), the division of
which traces remained
down to the latest times, took plac« in the reign of
Buttmann
the first Aleuas.
places this hero in the
period between the so-called return of the Heraclids

(ap.

Harpocrat.,

s.

Thessaly into four

v.

parts, of

'

'ledilonged to the Aleuadae, just as the
us of
who is mentioned as one of th*
De
Great.
the
Alexander
{Plut.,
Trauquii., 13.—
1

us,

Comp.

Strab., 11, p. 530.) The family now fell into
and the last certain trace of an .\leu-

insignificance,

S
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Pyth., 10

Thorax, a friend of Antigonus.

{Flut., Dcmctr.,
the sculptors Aleuas, mentioned by
Pliny (if. N., 34, 8), and Scopas of Paros, were in
any way connected with the Aleuadae, cannot be
ascertained.
See Boeckh's Commentary on Find..,
is

Aleuas

;

Schneider on

9 ; Dnt
Geschlechl der

Aristot., Polit., 5, 5,

more particularly Buttmann, Von dem

Whether

29.)

Aleuadcn, in his MythoL, 2, p. 246, &c., who has
the following genealogical table of the
Aleuadae.

made out

Jlvf)^oc,

King, or Tagus, of Thessaly.

Mother Archedice.
01.

"
•

40. Echecratides,
45.
50.

Scopas

I.

Euryloehus.
Creon. Diactorides.

65.

Sinius.

Echecratides.
wife Dyseris.

Scopas IL
Aleuas

70.

^^

Antiochus, Tagus.

11.
-

Thorax, Eurypylus, Thrasyda^us.
80.

Orestes.

85.
90.
95.

Euryloehus.
Medius.

100.
105.

110.

" 115.

Aristippus.

Hellanocrates.
Endicus. Simus.

Euryloehus.
Medius.

505,

b,

c.—Diog.

La'crt., 3, 48.)

{'AXe^avi^wg), the Paphlagonian,
a celebrated impostor, who flourished about the be-

Alexander, IV.

ginning of the second century (LMcian, Alex., 6), a
native of Abonoteichos on the Euxine, and the pupil
His history,
of a friend of Apollonius Tyanaeus.
which is told by Lucian with great naivete, is chiefly
an account of the various contrivances by which he
established and maintained the credit of an oracle.
Being, according to Lucian's account, at his wit's
end for the means of life, with many natural advantages of manner and person, he determined on
the following imposture. After raising the expectations of the Paphlagonians with a reported visit of
the god JEsculapius, and giving himself out, under
the sanction of an oracle, as a descendant of Perseus, he gratified the expectation which he had
himself raised, by finding a serpent, which he juggled out of an egg, in the foundations of the new
A larger serpent, which
temple of ^sculapius.
he brought with him from Pella, was disguised with
a human head, until the dull Paphlagonians really
believed that a new god Glycon had appeared among
them, and gave oracles in the likeness of a serpent.
Dark and crowded rooms, juggling tricks, and the
other arts of more vulgar magicians, were the chief
means used to impose on a credulous populace,
which Lucian detects with as much zest as any
modern skeptic in the marvels of animal magnetism.
Every one who attempted to expose the impostor was accused of being a Christian or Epicurean and even Lucian, who amused himself with
;

his contradictory oracles, hardly escaped the effects
He had his spies at Rome, and
of his malignity.
busied himself with the affairs of the whole world
:

at the time

when a

pestilence

was

raging, 1?iany

this calamity.

at his instigation, as the authors of
He said that the soul of Pythagoras

had migrated

into his body, and prophesied that he

were executed

III.,

Tagus.

Thrasydseus.

AlexamenusI. ('AAefa^cvof), of Teos, was, according to Aristotle, in his work upon poets {Kept ttoi7]TU)v), the first person who wrote dialogues in the
Socratic style before the time of Plato {Alhen., 11,
p.

Scopas

should live a hundred and fifty years, and then die
fall of a thunderbolt
unfortunately, an
ulcer in the leg put an end to his imposture in the
seventieth year of his age, just as he was in the
height of his glory, and had requested the emperor
to have a medal struck in honour of himself and the
new god. The influence he attained over the populace seems incredible
indeed, the narrative of Lucian would appear to be a mere romance, were it
not confirmed by some medals of Antoninus and M.
VII. An Acarnanl-vn, who had orwe been
Aurelius.
a friend of Philip III. of Macedonia, but forsook him,
and insinuated himself so much into the favour of
Antiochus the Great, that he was admitted to his
most secret deliberations. He advised the king to
invade Greece, holding out to him the most brilliant
prospects of victory over the Romans, B.C. 192.
In
{Liv 35, 18.) Antiochus followed his advice.
the battle of Cynoscephalas, in which Antiochus was
defeated by the Romans, Alexander was covered
with wounds, and in this state he carried the news
of the defeat to his king, who was staying at Thronium, on the Maliac Gulf. When the king, on his
retreat from Greece, had reached Cenaeum in EubcBa, Alexander died and was buried there, B.C.
191.
{Liv., 36, 20.)— VIII. ^tolus ('AAf|av(5pof 6
AiToMg), a Greek poet and grammarian, who lived
in the reign of Ptolemasus Philadelphus.
He was
the son of Satyrus and Stratocleia, and a native of
Pleuron in ^Etolia, but spent the greater part of his

from the

:

;

—

,

life

at

Alexandrea, where he was reckoned one of

the seven tragic poets
pleiad.
(}

Y.—Schol.

who

constituted the tragic
Paus., 2, 22,
p. 62.
ad Horn., IL, 16, 233.) He had an

{Suid.,

s.

v.—Eudoc.,

—

Alexandrea, and was commissioned by the king to make a collection of all the
tragedies and satyric dramas that were extant. He
spent some time, together with Antagoras and Aratus, at the court of Antigonas Gonatas.
(Aralus,
Phcenomena et Diosem., 2, p. 431, 443, &c., 446, ed.
Buhle.) Notwithstanding the distinction he enjoyed
as a tragic poet, he appears to have had greater
merit as a writer of epic poems, elegies, epigrams,
office in the library at

STJPPLEMEKT.
i%vO

and

Among

cynaedi.

his epic

poems,

we

possess
the titles and some fragments of three pieces the
Fisherman {d2.ievc: Athcn., 7, p. 296), Kirka or
Krika {Athen., 7, p. 283), which, however, is designated by Athenaeus as doubtful, and Helena. {BckOf his elegies, some beautiful
ker, Anccd., p. 96.)
fragments are still extant. (Athen., 4, p. 170; 11,
:

496;
— Parthen.,

899.— Slrab.,

15, p.

p.

—

12, p.

656;

14, p. 681.

—

andcr Aphrodisiensis, there art? exiain two
others,
of which the author is not certainly
known, but
which are by som
to
supposed
belong to
under his name. The
him, and which coi
first

of these

^aiKa

is

•

iimir,.

"

iarpixa 'Airop^futra

Koi

QiuttHones Meiica et Vroblemata Physica,'* which there are strong reasons for
believing to be the work of some other writer. In
the first place, it is not mentioned in the list of his
works given by the Arabic author quoted by Ca«iri
UpoBX^fuiTa,

Tzctz. ad
Lycophr., 266.
and Eustath. ad li, 3, 314.) His Cyneedi, or
'IcjvcKu TToiTJfiaTa, are mentioned by Strabo
(14, p. {Bibltoth. Arabico-Hitp. Eacurial., vol. 1, p. 243);
Some anapaes- secondly, it appears to have been written by a per648) and Athenaeus (14, p. 620).
tic verses in praise of Euripides are preserved in son who
belonged to the medical profession (2, yrrtf.
Gellius (15, 20).
All the fragments of Alexander «/ ^ 11), which was not the case with
Alexander
Erot., 4.

Schol.

-^tolus are collected

^^Alexandri ^toli frag-

in

Bonn, 1829, 8vo.
— Comp. Welcker,A.DieCapellmann,"Tragodien,
1263,
—
Die Fragm. der Episch. Poesie der
&c.
Griechen, von Alexand. dem Grossen, &c.,
&c. — IX. Commander of the horse
the army of
vienta

coll.

et

ill.

Griech.

p.

Dicntzer,

p.

7,

in

Antigonus Doson during the war against Cleomenes HI., of Sparta. {Polyb., 2, 66.) He fought
against Philopcemen, then a young man, whose prudence and valour forced him to a disadvantageous

engagement

at Sellasia (2, 68).

This Alexander

is

probably the same person as the one whom Antigonus, as the guardian of Philip, had appointed commander of Philip's body-guard, and who was calumniated by Apelles (4, 87). Subsequently he was sent
by Philip as ambassador to Thebes, to persecute
Megaleas (5, 28). Polybius states, that at all times
he manifested a most extraordinary attachment to
X. Son of Antcnius, the triumvir,
his king (7, 12).
and Cleopatra, queen of Egypt. He and his twinwere
born B.C. 40. Antonius besister Cleopatra
on him the titles of " Helios" and "

—

stowed

King

of Kings," and called his sister *' Selene." He also
destined for him, as an independent kingdom, Armenia, and such countries as might yet be conquered between the Euphrates and Indus, and wrote to
the senate to have his grants confirmed but his letter was not suffered to be read in public (B C. 34).
After the conquest of Armenia, Antonius betrothed
Jolape, the daughter of the Median king Artavasdes,
to his son Alexander. When Octavianus made himself master of Alexandrea, he spared Alexander, but
took him and his sister to Rome, to adorn his triumph. They were generously received by Octavia,
the wife of Antonius, who educated them with her
own children. {Dion Cassius, 49, 32, 40, 41, 44;
;

—

Plutarch, Anto7iiiis, 36, 54, 87.
51, 2\.
XI. Brother of Mold.
Livy, Epit., 131, 132.)
On the accession of Antiochus III., afterward called the Great, in B.C. 224, he intrusted Alexanof the satrapy of Persis,
der with the
50, 25;

—

—

government

and Molo received Media. Antiochus was then
only fifteen years of age and this circumstance,
a base flattogether with the fact that Hermeias,
terer and crafty intriguer, whom every one had to
the two
fear, was all-powerful at his court, induced
brothers to form the plan of causing the upper satthe
secret
It
was
rapies of the kingdom to revolt.
wish of Hermeias to see the king involved in as
many difficulties as possible, and it was on his advice that the war against the rebels was intrusted
In B.C. 220,
to men without courage and ability.
however, Antiochus liimself undertook the command. Molo was deserted by his troops, and to
avoid falling into the hands of the king, put an end
to his own life. All the leaders of the rebellion followed his example, and one of them, who escaped
to Persis, killed Molo's mother and children, per;

suaded Alexander to put an end to his life, and at
upon the bodies of his friends.

last killed himself

54.)— XIV. Aphrodisibnsis.
Besides the works universally attributed to Alex(Polyb., 5, 40, 41, 43,

8T

Aphrodisiensis thirdly, the writer refers (1, 87) to
a work by himself, entitled 'A.X?.rryopial ruv el^ Geovf
"
'AvanXaTTOfiivuv Uidavuv 'laropiCtv, AUegoria Hittoriarum Credibilium de Diis Fabricalarum,** which
we do not find mentioned among Alexander's works;
fourthly, he more than once speaks of the soal as
immortal (2, prof, et (f 63, 67), which doctrine Alexander Aphrodisiensis denied and, fifthly, the style
and language of the work seem to belong to a later
Several eminent critics suppose it to belonf
age.
to Alexander Trallianus, but it does not seem
likely
that a Christian writer would have composed the
work
mentioned
above.
It
consists
mythological
of two books, and contains several interesting medical observations, along with much that is frivolous
and trifling. It was first published in a Latin translation by George Valla, Venet., 1488, fol.
The
Greek text is to be found in the Aldine edition of
Aristotle's works, Venet., fol., 1495, and in that by
Sylburgius, Francof, 1585, 8vo; it was published
with a Latin translation by J. Davion, Paris, 1540,
and it is inserted in the first volume
1541, 16mo
of Ideler's Physici et Medici Graci Minores, Berol.^
The other work is a short treatise,
1841, 8vo.
Utpl Uvperuv, De Febrilnis, which is addressed to a
medical pupil whom the author offers to instruct in
any other branch of medicine it also is omitted in
the Arabic list of Alexander's works mentioned
above. For these reasons it does not seem likely
to be the work of Alexander Aphrodisiensis, while
the whole of the twelfth book of the great medical
work of Alexander Trallianus (to whom it has also
been attributed) is taken up with the subject of
Fever, and he would hardly have written two treatises on the same disease without making in either
It m?
the slightest allusion to the other.
belong to one of the other numerous
It was first pmni.siud
of the name of Alexander.
in a Latin translation by George Valla, Venet.,
The
1498, fol., which was several times reprinted.
Greek text first appeared in the Cambridge Mwseum Criticum, vol. 2, p. 359-389, transcribed by Demetrius Schinas, from a manuscript at Florence ; it
was published, together with Valla's translation, by
;

;

;

;

\

Franz Passow, Vralislav., 1822, 4to, and also io
Passow's Opusc. Academ., Lips., 1835, 8vo, p. 621.

The Greek

text alone is contained in the first volof Ideler's Phys. et Med. Graci Minores, BeroL,
XVII. Sumamed Isics, the chief com1841, 8vo
mander of the .^tolians, was a man of considerable
(Ltp.. 32, 33.
ability and eloquence for an iEtolian.
-^ent
—Polyb., 17, 3, &c.) In B.C. 198. hand
at a colloquy held at Nicaea on the >
; ihat
spoke against Philip III, of Macedoi
the king ought to be compelled to quit Gre. » and
to restore to the .f^tolians the towns whi.-h had
r,t at
Phi"
formerly been subject to them.
versuch a demand being made by an A
- -H )
ed him in a speech from his ship,
Soon after this meeting, he was sent as ambassador
of the .^toliansto Rome, where, together with other
envoys, he was to treat with the senate about peace,

ume

—

'—

'

.

,

v

.
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1434
^"* at ihe

same time

^a*

bring accusations against

In B,C. 197, Alexander
{Poi^v., 17, 10.)
a^^ain took part in a meetir.g, at which T. Quinctius
avuu
his aliiCS, and King Philip were
Flamininus,
Philip.

which peace with Philip was discussAlexander dissuaded his friends from any peaceful arrangement with Philip.
(^Polyb., 18, 19, &,c.
Appian, Maced., 7, 1.) In B.C. 195, when a congress of all the Greek states that were allied with
Rome was convoked by T. Quinctius Flamininus at
Corinth, for the purpose of considering the war that
was to be undertaken against Nabis, Alexander
spoke against the Athenians, and also insinuated
that the Romans were acting fraudulently towards
present, and at

ed.

—

Greece. {Liv., 34, 23.) When, in B.C. 189, M. Fulvius Nobilior, after his victory over Antiochus, was
expected to march into iEtolia, the ^EtoUans sent

envoys to Athens and Rhodes and Alexander Isius,
together with Phaneas and Lycopus, were sent to
Rome to sue for peace. Alexander, now an old
man, was at the head of the embassy but he and
his colleagues were made prisoners in Cephalenia
by the Epirots, for the purpose of extorting a heavy
ransom.
Alexander, however, although he was
very wealthy, refused to pay it, and was, accordingly, kept in captivity for some days, after which he
;

1

I
'

which Athenaeus (9, p. 392) likewise quotes the
second book. The work on Birds {Uepl Uttjvuv
:

17.— Athen., 9, p. 387, 388, 390, &c.)
was a separate work, and the second book of it is
Plut., Mar.,

quoted by Athenaeus. Diogenes Laertius (1, 29)
mentions one Alexon of Myndus as the author of a
work on myths, of which he quotes the ninth book.
This author being otherwise unknown, Menage proposed to read 'A7J^av6pog 6 Mvvdiog instead of 'Als^But everything is uncertain, and the conjee
uv.
XX. Numenius
ture, at least, is not very probable.

—

{'AXi^avdpog '^ovfiTjvLo^ or 6 '^ovfiTjv'iov, as Suidas
calls him), a Greek rhetorician, who lived in the
reign of Hadrian or that of the Antonines. About his

nothing is known. We possess two works
which are ascribed to him. The one which cer-

life

tainly is his work bears the title Uepl ruv r?}f Aiav" De
oiag Kal Acfewf 2;j;;7/zdrwv, i. e.,
Figuris Senten-

tiarum et Elocutionis." J. Rufinianus, in his work
on the same subject (p. 195, cd. Ruhnken), expressly
states that Aquila Romanus, in his treatise "De
Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis," took his materials from Alexander Nurnenius's work mentioned
above. The second work bearing the name of Alexander Numenius, entitled Ilep^ ''EiTL6eLKrLKuv, i. e.,
" On
Show-speeches," is admitted on all hands not
was liberated, at the command of the Romans, with- to be his work, but of a later grammarian of the
out any ransom. {Polybius, 22, 9.)—XVIII. Sur- name of Alexander it is, to speak more correctly,
named Lychnus (Av^vof), a Greek rhetorician and made up very clumsily from two distinct ones, one
He was a native of Ephesus, whence he is of which was written by one Alexander, and the
poet.
sometimes called Alexander Ephesius, and must other by Menander. (Vales, ad Euseb., Hist. Echave lived shortly before the time of Strabo (14, p. cles., p. 28.) The first edition of these two works is
642), who mentions him among the more recent that of Aldus, in his collection of the Rhetores Grceci,
Ephesian authors, and also states that he took a Venice, 1508, foL, vol. 1, p. 574, &c. They are
part in the political afl'airs of his native city. Strabo also contained in Walz's Rhetores Graci, vol. 8.
ascribes to him a history, and poems of a didactic The genuine work of Alexander Numenius has also
kind, viz., one on astronomy and another on geogra- been edited, together with Minucianus and Phoebamphy, in which he describes the great continents of mon, by L. Normann, with a Latin translation and
the world, treating of each in a separate work or useful notes, Upsala, 1690, 8vo.
(Vid. Ruhnken,
book, which, as we learn from other sources, bore the ad AquiL, Rom., p. 139, &c.
Westermaym, Gcsch.
acof
which
it
contained
an
n.
of
the
continent
der
Griech.
name
13, ^ 104, n. 7.)
Beredtsamkcit, ^ 95,
count.
What kind of history it was that Strabo XXI. Surnamed Peloplaton (II^AoTrAarwv), a Greek
The so-called Aurelius Vic- rhetorician of the age of the Antonines, was a son
alludes to is uncertain.
tor {Dc Orig. Gent. Rom., 9) quotes, it is true, the of Alexander of Seleucia, in Cilicia, and of Seleucis.
first book of a history of the Marsic war by Alexan- {Philostr., Vit. Soph., 2, 5, ^ 1, compared with Epist.
der the Ephesian, but this authority is more than Apollon. Tyan., 13, where the father of Alexander
Some writers have supposed that this Peloplaton is called Straton, which, however, may
doubtful.
Alexander is the author of the history of the suc- be a mere surname.) His father was distinguished
cession of Greek phdosophers {ai tuv <l>cXoa6<j>uv as a pleader in the courts of justice, by which he
diadoxai) which is so often referred to by Diogenes acquired considerable properly, but he died at an
Laertius(l, 116; 2,19,106; 3,4,5; 4,62; 7,179; age when his son yet wanted the care of a father.
8, 24; 9, 61), but this work belonged, probably, to His place, however, was supplied by his friends,
Alexander Polyhistor. His geographical poem, of especially by ApoUonius of Tyana, who is said to
which several fragments are still extant, is frequent- have been in love with Seleucis on account of her
ly referred to by Stephanus Byzantius and others. extraordinary beauty, in which she was equalled by
His education was intrusted, at first, to
(Stcph. Byz., s. vv. KunT]do^, TaiTpo6uvT], Awpof, 'Yp- her son.
navol, MeXiTaia, &.c.
Comp. Eustath. ad Dionys. Phavorinus, and afterward to Dionysius. He spent
Of
his
a
astronomical poem
the property which his father had left him upon
Perieg., 388, 591.)
fragment is still extant, which has been erroneously pleasures, but, says Philostratus, not contemptible
When he had attained the age of manattributed by Gale (Addend, ad Parihen., p. 49) and pleasures.
Schneider (ad Vitruv., 2, p. 23, &c.) to Alexander hood, the town of Seleucia, for some reason now
iEtolus. (Vid. Nakc, Scheda Critica, p. 7, &c.) It unknown, sent Alexander as ambassador to the Emis highly probable that Cicero (ad Att., 2, 20, 22) peror Antoninus Pius, who is said to have ridiculed
is speaking of Alexander Lychnus when he says the young man for the extravagant care he bestowHe spent the greatthat Alexander is not a good poet, a careless wri- ed on his outward appearance.
XIX. Of er part of his life away from his native place, at
ter, but yet possesses some information.
Myndus in Caria, a Greek writer on zoology, of Antiochia, Rome, Tarsus, and travelled through all
His works, which are now lost, Egypt, as far as the country of the Vvfivoi (Ethiopiuncertain date.
must have been considered very valuable by the an- ans). It seems to have been during his stay at Ancients, since they refer to them very frequently. tiochia that he was appointed Greek secretary to
The titles of his works are, Kttjvcjv 'laropia, a long the Emperor M. Antoninus, who was carrying on a
fragment of which, belonging to the second book, is war in Pannonia, about A.D. 174. On his journey
to the emperor he made a short stay at Athens,
comp. 2, p. 65.
quoted by Athenaeus (5, p. 221
10, 34). where he met the celebrated rhetorician Herodes
5, 27
4, 33
JElian, Hist. An., 3, 23
This work is probably the same as that which in Atticus. He had a rhetorical contest with him, in
other passages is simply called Ilepl Zuuv, and of which he not only conquered his famous adversary,
;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

SUPPLEMENT.
but gained his esteem and admiration to such a degree, that Herodes honoured him with a munificent
present. One Corinthian, however, of the name of
Sceptes, when asked what he thought of Alexander,
expressed his disappointment by saying that he had
found " the clay (Il^Aof ), but not Plato." This saying is a pun on the surname of Peloplaton. The
Philosplace and time of his death are not known.
tratus gives the various statements which he found

about these points. Alexander was one of the greatest rhetoricians of his age, and he is especially
praised for the sublimity of his style and the boldness of his thoughts but he is not known to have
written anything. An account of his life is given by
Philostratus {Vit. Soph., 2, 5), who has also preserved some of his sayings, and some of the sub;

lOft

~
straDgled.

(Zosimus,

'.:

C«M., 40 ; Epit., 40.)—
'AXi^av6po(\ was born at AiCAauuicof oi jcwuqjnirents.
His father held the office of Akbarckt in
Alexandrea, and his uncle was Pfailo, ihe wall*
^

known

writer.
Alexander, however, did not coo*
tinue in the faith of his ancestors, and was rewarded for his apostacy by various public appointments.
In the reign of Claudius he succeeded Fadius as

procurator of Judaea, about A.D. 46, and was proto the eauestrian order.
He was subsequently appointed by Nero procurator of Egypt;
and by his orders 60,000 Jews were slain on one
occasion at Alexandrea, in a tumult in the city. It
was apparently during his government in
that
he accompanied Corbulo in his expedition into Ar-

moted

E|^

jects on which he made speeches.

and he was, in this camiwign,
(Comp. Suidas, menia, A.D. 64
g. V. 'AXi^avdpoc Aiyaloc, in fin.
Eudoc., p. 62.)— given as one of the hostages to secure the salei^ of
XXII. Philalethes {'A.ie^avdpo( *i/layl^0J7f), an an- Tiridates, when the latter visited the Roman camp.
cient Greek physician, who is called by Octavius Alexander was the first Roman governor who deHoratianus (4, p. 102, d, ed. Argent., 1532), Alexan- clared in favour of Vespasian ; and the day on which
der Amator Veri, and who is probably the same per- he administered the oath to the legions in the name
son who is quoted by Caelius Aurelianus (De Morb. of Vespasian, the Kalends of July, A.D. 69, is reAcut., 2, 1, p. 74) under the name of Alexander La- garded as the beginning of that emperor's reign.
He lived, probably, towards the end of Alexander afterward accompanied Titus in the war
odicensis.
the first century before Christ, as Strabo speaks of against Judaea, and was present at the taking of
him (12, p. 580) as a contemporary; he was a pu- Jerusalem. (Joseph., Ant. Jud., 20, 4, ^ 2 Beli.
4, 10,
18, ^ 7, 8
;
6,
Jud., 2, 11, ^ 6
15,
pil of Asclepiades (Octav. Horat., I. c), succeeded
Zeuxis as head of a celebrated Herophilean school 4, 3.— Toe., Ann., 16, 28 Hist. 1, 11 2, 74, 79.
of medicine, established in Phrygia between Laodi- —Suet., Vesp., 6.)
Alexarchus ('kXi^apxo^), a Greek historian, who
ceaand Carura {Strab., I. c), and was tutor to Aristoxenus and Demosthenes Philalethes. (Galen, De wrote a work on the history of Italy (IraXiKa), of

—

;

;

(J

Differ. Puis., 4, 4, 10, vol. 8, p. 727, 746.)

He

is

several times mentioned by Galen, and also by Soranus (De Arte Obstetr., c. 93, p. 210), and appears
to have written some medical works, which are no
XXIII. Assumed the title of Emlonger extant.
peror OF Rome in A.D. 311 he was, according to
some accounts, a Phrygian, and according to others

—

;

a Pannonian. He was appointed by Maxentius governor of Africa, but discovering that Maxentius was
plotting against his life, he assumed the purple,
though he was of an advanced age and a timid nature.
Maxentius sent some troops against him under Rufius Volusianus, who put down the insurrecAlexander was taken and
tion without difficulty.

which Plutarch

M

M
;

;

;

;

;

(Parallel., 7) quotes the third book.
Servius (ad JEn., 3, 334) mentions an opinion ot
his respecting the origin of the names Epirus and
Campania, which unquestionably belonged to his
work on Italy. The writer of this name whom
Plutarch mentions in another passage (De Is. et
Os., p. 365), is probably a different person.
Alexias ('AXeftaf), an ancient Greek physician,
who was a pupil of Thrasyas of Mantinea, and lived,
probably, about the middle of the fourth century before Christ.
Theophrastus mentions him as having
lived shortly before his time (Hist. Plant., 9, 16, ^
8), and speaks highly of his abilities and acquirements.
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THE

MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND MONEYS

GREEKS AND ROMANS
The metrological systems of the Greeks and Romans, and the methods pursued in the determination
of their standards, have been regarded with interest

the

in antiquarian researches.
While
the relations of the various parts of each system have
been satisfactorily ascertained, the values which have
been assigned to their units, whether of length, capacity, or weight, when referred to those of modem
times, exhibit considerable discrepance. This may not

spatiumin quantum utraque extenditur manus." Scrvius ad Vtrg., Eel., 3, 105.) Pes sestertiMS=2^ ped,
is rendered
by Boethius and Frontinos gradus or

by those curious

excite surprise

when

it

is

considered that these values

have been deduced from observations, made with different degrees of nicety, upon models possessing conflict-

A

learned professor of Stuting claims to perfection.
gard* has reviewed the labours of his predecessors in
these inquiries with masterly skill, and has imparted
to his investigations a precision which entitles them to
His results have been adopted, and his mode

reliance.

In
of procedure exhibited in the following pages.
conformity with his plan, and for the reason that we
possess more numerous specimens of the Roman
standards than of those of the Greeks, which furnish
more accurate data for the estimate of both, the former
will

be

treated

first

^

I.

Greek tr^x^c- I* >« sometime* improperly coofounded with Ulna.
Ulna is the Greek 6pyvia {"<lirta ulna anb twv wA.ev(jv,irf est a brachns; fnpri '-st

—

*'

term, however, not found

step,'* a

aoy classicsl

Actus

is the
length of a furrow, or the distance a plough
sped before it turns, and corresponds to oar Furlong :
it
The Itinerary unit, by which the
equalled 120 ped.
Romans assigned the length of their own roads, was
milliare {mille pa**wwm)=5000 ped. ; that by which
they expressed the valuation of maritime distance, or
that between places situated in Greece, was the stadiis

passus=Hb ped. ; and that employed in
measuring the roads of the Gauls was the laua or
leuga (whence our League is derived, though more than
doable in value )=:1^ milliaria.
UT7i=125

^ 2.

of.

ROMAN MEAS0RE8 OF LENGTH.

in

Passus ("a passis pedtbus") wat a pace, equal
to five pedes.
Decempeda or Pertica (nM)dem Perch)
was employed in measuring roads, buildings, land, &.c.

writer.

The

ROMAN MEASDRBS Of KXTENT.

unit of extent

was Jugerum

(nearly

^

of

otar

which was also distributed into uneia: Columella describes it as being 240 pedes in length and
their measures
length
120 in bread th=28, 800 pedes quadrati ; and, conseof the human body, the unit of which was the foot.
uncta=2400, Sinliqvus=MOt 5«zht/«=400,
Their Pes was divided both into 12 uncia and 16 di- quently,
and Scrupulum=\00 ped. quad. ; which last is eriThe first division, by which it was recognised
giti.
These were used by
a decempeda quadrata.
as the til* or unit, and its parts expressed by uncia, dently
but those more commonly mentioned by
was generally adopted. Thus, when authors make surveyors
were
writers on husbandry
Clima, Actus, Jugtrum,
mention oi pes uncialis, they understand the ji of pes;
Clima is a squan
Heredium, Centuria, and Saitus.
thus, also, pes dodrantalis means |, bessalis f quin- whose side is 60
(Columella, 6, 1.) Actus
ped.
and semiuncunqualis i^, trientalis J, quadrantalis i,
quadratus (" in quo hoves agerentur cum aratro, cum
The second division, into 16 digiti, xmpetu jtisto.^'—Plin., 18, 3) is thus explained by Colcialis Yf of pes.
* Actus
is the more natural, and was principally used by archiumella
quadratus undique Jinitur fediimM
and, though it latterly came 120, et hoc
tects and land surveyors
duplicatum facit jugerum, et ab <o. fuod
in
the
L
speci- erat
into more general use, is seldom found
junctum, nomen jugeri usurpitvii." (CoImr.,
mens of ihe pes, unaccompanied by the first. Palmus, c. ) Actus minimus or simplex was ISO pei. in leastli
of
is
the
nakaLorri
the palm, or the width of the hand,
and four in breadth. Varro (R. R., 1, 10) tbos de**
the Greeks, and was invariably received by the Ro- scribes the Heredium, Centuria, and S«Uiu :
in
his
combut
St.
Jerome,
of
mans as the fourth
pes ;
Jugera, qua a Romulo pnmum diviss
ments on Ezechiel {cap. 40), has assumed it as the tim, quod keredem sequerentur, heredium
Ha pano
three fourths, by which admeasurement it nearly an- Heredia centum centuria dicta.
swers to the Greek anidafiri, and the modem Italian centuria conjuncta, ut sint in ntramfu* fterttm Mui»
ssltet.**
Cubitus is sesquipes or 1^ pedes, and is sel
Palm.
appeUatur in agris viritim iivisi* ftMe*
dom met with except when it is used in translating Versu*=lO,(m ped. quad answers to Um Ovaek vAi^

The Romans,

like other nations of antiquity, derived
from the different members
of

acre),

;

,

:

;

pov.

* J. r Warm. His determinations are giren in the old
Freiicb meu-^ures, weights, Sec , and have been reduced **to the
of the ManEnj^U^h a^A meric atandards by a comparison
ual des Piids et Mesures" of M. Tarl)*. and Mr. Hajwler's able
Other works have
in 1835.
:he
to
Treasury
Department
report
been consulted, of which maybe mentioned those of Greaves,
in the PhilosophiHooper, and Arbuthnot, the papers of Raper
cal Transactions of the Royal Society of London fiir the years
1760 and 1771, and the profound report of President Adams to
the Senate of the United States in 1821.
t See the section on Roman Weights.
.'

^ 3.

ROMAN MBASORSS Of CAPAOtTT.

.

The standard measure of capacity
1. For liquids.
was the Quadrantd or Amphora (derived from the
Greek im^pti'^), being a cubic ressel each of whose
sides was a Roman foot and, according to an old de;

cree of the people preser%ed by Festup, it contained
80 libra (Roman pounds) of wine. Columella fre-

1439

1440
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WEIGHTS, AND MONEYS

and by the

^^jj^fiiov, aftfopivg, and/ieT/i>7/r^f

greatest liquid

measure was the Cu-

The

divisions of the

leus or Culleus=:20 amphora'-.
amphorae are easily inferred from the plebiscitum just
mentioned, and from the following passage of Volusius
Maecianus: '' Quadrantal, quod, nunc plerique amphoram vacant, hdbet urnas 3, modios 3, semimodios 6,

coigios 8, sextarios 48, hcminas 96, quartarios 192,
cyathos .576." The Urna was so called, according
to Varro, "ai urinando, quod in aqua hauriendd, urinal, hoc est mergitur, ut urinatory
Congius was the
cube of half a pes ; one of Vespasian's is still extant,
marked with the letters P. X., which denote pondo
decern, ten being the number of pounds it contained by
law.
Congii of wine or oil were given to the people by
the emperors and chief magistrates on holydays, which

found

it

.972

feet,

which measurement, however accu-

determined, can now be of
inasmuch as the present standard foot ia
that
than
greater
employed by him, by an excess not
easily ascertained, though it has been estimated by
at
Raper
-^, which, applied as a correction, would
A uzout, according
give the Statilian foot .970056 ft.
to Raper, found it .96996 ft., and Revillas .96979 ft.
The mean value of the Statilian foot deduced from
these observations is then 11.639224 inch.
2. The
Cossutian foot was found on the tombstone of Cn.
Cossulius (probably the same with a celebrated archirately
little

it

may have been

use,

—

mentioned by Vitruvius), and dug up about the
Statilian, in the gardens of Angelo
Colozzi, from whom it has taken the name of Colotian ;
the divisions are scarcely perceptible
Greaves found
it .967 ft., which, corrected, is .965066 ft.
3. The
^butian foot was discovered on the monument of M.
tect

same time with the

;

—

were hence called congiarii, and persons frequently derived surnames from the number of congii of wine ^butius, in the Villa Mattaei ; it is but rudely divided
hence into palmi, and its mean length is 11.6483 inch.
4.
they were in the habit of drinking at a draught
Cicero's son was called Bicongius, and Novellus Tor- The Capponian foot was found on a marble without
a
in
the Via Aurelia, and presented by the
Milanese, Tricongius.
(Plin., 14, 22.)
quatus,
inscription
Sexiarius was ^ of the congius=2 hcmincE=^4: quar- Marquis Capponi to the Capitoline Museum, where it
is
with
the three others.
Revillas found it
hence
the
from
tarii=l2 cyathi ;
the fact
sextarius,
preserved
The value of the pes, if considered as
of its containing 12 cyathi, was regarded as the as or 11.625 inch.
unit of liquid measures, and its uncios or cyathi were the mean of these four feet, is 11.623326 inch.
gifts

—

;

cyathi as there were letters in
mistresses.
{Martial, Epig., 9, 93; 1, 72.)
There were two kinds of sextarii, the castrensis and

as

From

the foot-rules

we might

expect to d^.rive a
were constructed for the direct purpose of measurement, those
the names of on the marble being probably intended to explain the

denominated, according to their numbers, sextans,
It may be remarked that the ancients,
quadrans, &c.
at their entertainments, were in the habit of drinking

many

their

urbicus, the former being double of the latter, or comAcetabulum was half the quartarius,
sextarius.
and was so called, in imitation of the Greeks (to whose

mon

(b)

result

more worthy of

reliance, since they

profession of the individuals to whose memory they
were erected.
The foot-rules were bars of iron or
Those most celebrated
brass, of the length of a pes.
are the three discovered by Poeius, equal in length, of
which a model, cut in marble, was placed by him in
the Capitol, whence the foot has been styled the Cap-

corresponded), from acetum, since it was
holding sauce for meat.
Ligula or lin- itoline, and has been generally considered as the true
gula at tirst simply signified a spoon, but was after- Roman foot. From the numerous measurements it
ward regarded by the Latin physicians as a fourth of has undergone, it has sensibly increased, so that its
the cyathus
Pliny and Columella make cochlear or value must be assumed=128.695 Par. lin., its original determination by Poetus, reduced to the French
cochleare synonymous with it.
The unit of this measure was standard by Wurm. Now the Paris line being (ac2. For things dry.
the modius, which contained two semimodii, and was cording to the mean value of the toises of Canivet and
6^v6a((>ov
first

used

it

for

;

i of the amphora, as is apparent from the passage of Lenoir, as given by Mr. Hassler) equal to .007401829
Volusius Maecianus above quoted. The remaining English feet, the Capitoline foot equalled .95258 feet.
measures, sexiarius, hemina, &c., bear the same re- Besides the Paetian, other foot-rules remain, not, howlation to the amphora in the dry as in the liquid ever, celebrated; their values are mostly between .967
and .97 ft.
measure.

^ 4.

DETERMINATION OP THE ROHAN MEASURES.

The measures of Length, Extent, and Capacity are
80 intimately connected that the determination of their
va'jes will easily be deduced from that of the pes.
Various measurements have been made, and various
modes of investigation been pursued, for the purpose
of assigning the value of the Roman foot, which, from

(c) The distances between the milestones might furnish a correct determination of the Roman foot, were
it not that none are now
standing within 30 miles of
Rome, and, therefore, none to be much relied on as

having been originally measured off with accuracy.
Bianchinus, however, a celebrated Italian philosopher
and mathematician of the 17th century, from the distances of the milestones on the Appian road, deduced
the imperfection of instruments, the want of accuracy the Roman foot=130.6 Par. lin.=l 1.60015 inch.
of observation, and of attention paid to the degree of
{d) The measures of the public roads recorded in
injury which the specimens examined may have suf- the Itinerary of Antoninus and in the Peutinger Table,
shall can be of little assistance in our inquiry, since those
fered, differ considerably in their results.
of these observations, and, records not only omit fractions, which must have exgive a brief account of most
as far as possible, assign to each its proper degree of isted, but are frequently at variance with each other.
All that has served as a means of calcula- Besides; it is not known whether the distances are
credence.
foot may be arranged un- reckoned from the
market-places or from the gates
ting the value of the Roman
der the following classes
(a) Specimens of the pes and an error of half a mile in sixty, being equivalent
found on tombstones, (b) Foot-rules, (c) Milestones. to an error of the tenth part of an inch in a foot, no
(e) Congii.
(/) Dimensions exact value of the Roman foot could be hence derived,
(d) Distances of places,
of ancient buildings at Rome.
even though the mensurations of Cassini, Riccioli, and
(a) There remain four celebrated specimens of the others were totally unexceptionable.
of capacity,
Roman foot represented on tombstones, which have
(e) In the description of the measures
been respectively named the Statilian, Cossutian, ^'Ebu- it was stated that the congius, in accordance with a
ten Roman
contained
foot
1. The Statilian
was plebiscitum (the Silian law),
tian, and Capponian feet.
discovered in the 16th century in the Vatican Gar- pounds of wine or water.
By the determination of
dens at Rome, on the tombstone of a certain Statilius: the libra, which is given in section v., the congius

We

;

:

though in a state of good preservation, it is of clumsy
Greaves
workmanship, and carelessly subdivided.

weighed 60495.3064
distilled water, at

grs.

;

maximum

now

as a cubic inch of
density, weighs 252.632

OF THE GREEKS AND ROMANS.
the congius contains 199.876921 cubic inches,
grs.,
But the
and, consequently, its side is 5.8468 inch.
side of the congius was half the Roman foot ; hence
the value of the Roman foot, as deduced from the conis 11.6936 inch.
Though this result is very
near the correct one, much reUance cannot be placed

gius,

on this mode of arriving at it, in consequence of the
weight of the ancient wine (80 librae of which were
contained in the congius) being unknown.
But, as
Rhemnius Fannius informs us that the ancients accounted no difference to exist in the specific gravities
of wine and water, we have considered them equal, and
supposed distilled water of maximum density to be of

same specific gravity with that employed by them,
which was very probably pure rain-water. There remain two congii, of which the most celebrated was
in the Capitol, as its inscription
placed by Vespasian
Farnesian
the
imports, and is commonly called the
These have been filled
other is preserved at Paris.
with water and weighed by Psetus, Villalpandus, Auzout, and others, who have hence sought to determine
the libra and pes but the results of their experiments
are so much at variance as to render any mferences
drawn from them objectionable.
(/) The last method we shall notice, and which
leads to the most satisfactory conclusion, consists in
the measurement of the ancient buildings now standand though many have ascertained the
ing at Rome
no one has
length of some single parts of them, yet
compared the measures of the principal parts with so
much assiduity and success as Mr. Raper. Having
" Les
Edifices
carefully examined the work entitled
he very ingeantiques de Rome,'' by M. Desgodetz,
foot from
the
Roman
of
value
the
deduced
niously
65 dimensions=.97075 ft. From this value of the
now generally adopted in Gerpes, which is the one
many and France, are easily deduced all the measures
of length.
(See Tables I. and II.) The jugerum
27139 sq. ft.=2 roods,
being 28800 ped. quad., equals
whence the superficial measures
19 poles, and 187 ft.
in Tables III., IV., and V. have been calculated. The
1580.75
amphora being the cube of the pes, equals

the

;

;

;

;

but as a cubic inch of distilled water at
and a gallon
density weighs 252.632 grs.,
10 lbs. avoirdupoise or 70,000 grs., the amphora equals
5 galls., 2 qts., 1.64 pts. ; whence the Capacious measures in Tables VI. and VII. have been computed.

cub. inch.

;

maximum

^ 5.

ROMAN WEIGHTS.

was originally denominated As,
and subsequently Libra or As Libralis. It corresponded nearly with our Troy pound. Its multiples were

The

unit of weight

Sestertius (2i asses),
(2 pondo or librae),
and so
Tressis (3 asses), Quatrussis, Quinquessis,
on till Centussis. The term as, though properly apof copper of the weight of a Roman
plied to a piece
not only to all the Roman measpound, was extended
the entire
ures expressing their units, but also denoted
amount of inheritances, interest, houses, farms, and all

Dupondius

divide ; and referit was customary to
things which
and its
ence beincr constantly made by authors to it
should be thorsubdivisions, it is important that they
The following table exhibits the
oughly understood.
and Us several
relations subsisting between the as
parts.

IMI

MEASURES, WEIGHTS, AND MONEYS

144!^

The entire mint was under the general
assaymasters.
superintendence of three men, appointed by the people
at the Comitia Tributa, denominated Triumviri Monetales.
The Romans counted by asses, sestertii,
The as (originally assis, from
denarii, and aurei.
aes), or assipondium, was at first libralis, and bore
the impression of Janus geminus, or bifrons, on one
side ; on the reverse, the rostrum of a ship, and was at
but in the first Punic
first, as we have noticed, libralis ;
war, in consequence of the scarcity of money, the republic ordered asses to be struck weighing 2 unciae,
by which, as Pliny informs us, it gained |. and dis-

charged its debt ;
Hannibal invaded

drachm, prescribed by it it was then considered, at
we are informed by Corn. Celsus, as the i of an uncia.
But it gradually diminished in weight under the Caesars
and having subsequently regained
(see Table XII.)
;

;

weight, though with a considerable abasepurity, it continued to be the current silver
money of the empire till Constantine substituted the
miliarensis in its stead.
Letronne having carefully
weighed 1350 consular denarii, deduced the weight
of the denarius=7Z Par. grs.=r59.84
its original
ment of its

mint-pound

Now

grs.

calculated

its

=8d. 2.17 far.=15

value is easily
4.7 mills.
(See

its

purity being .97,

cts.,

was subsequently reduced, when Tables X. and XI.)

it

The golden coins of Aurei were issued A.U.C.
and
Italy, to the weight of an uncia,
by the Papirian law to that of a semiuncia and 546, weighing 1 or more scrupula, the scrupulum of
though this rapid diminution of its weight was required gold passing for 20 sestertii. Some few remain with
by the necessities of the commonwealth, it would the numerals XX. and XXXX., which indicate their
eventually have been accomplished by the increasing values to be respectively 20 and 40 sesterces.
They
abundance of silver and gold. The as thus reduced have the head of Mars and the numerals denoting
their
value
on
one
and
on
the
in
denominated
reverse
an
reference
to
its
side,
was,
eagle
original weight,
Afterward it was thought
libella, and the older coins are distinguished from it standing on a thunderbolt.
to
40
coin
aurei
out
of
the
later
of
Beeach
valued
writers
<es
when
proper
by
grave.
pound,
they speak
The
sides the as, its subdivisions, viz., semisses, trientes, at 25 denarii ; their mean weight is 125.62 grs.
aureus
in
diminished
and
semiuncice,
gradually
weight during the time
quadrantes, sextantes, stipes unciales,
sextula (the smallest of the Roman coins according to of the emperors (see Tab. XII.), till in Pliny's time 45
The Emperor Severus
Varro), and its multiples, dupondii, quatrusses, and were struck out of the pound.
decusses, were coined
specimens of which remain at coined semisses and tremisses of gold, whence the
the present day, and are to be found in the most valu- aureus, being considered the integer, was denominated
lastly

;

;

But those pieces Solidus. Soon after, the coinage, becoming irregular,
which were most frequently coined, was entirely remodelled by Constantine, who coined
were the semissis and quadrans, bearing the impress 72 solidi out of the pound, each weighing then 4
of a boat instead of the rostrum of a ship the former scrupula or 70.13 grs., and made the pound of gold
was also named sembella {quasi semilibeUa), the lat- equal to 1000 miliar enses ; so that the solidus equalter teruncius.
The sestertius, quinarius, and dena- led 13^ miliarenses, though it passed for 14.
rius were silver coins, and called bigati or quadThe ratio of gold to silver during the republic and
rigati, from the impression of a chariot drawn by two the twelve Caesars is given in Tab. XII.
or four horses, which they bore on one side, that on
the reverse being the head of Roma with a helmet.
The sestertius (or semistertius) was so called by a
The Grecian measures, weights, and coins, bemg
figure borrowed from the Greeks, and equalled 2]^ well known to the Romans, were mostly determined
asses ; its symbol is H. S., abbreviated from L. L. S.,
by them to have some definite relation to their own ;
able collections of ancient coins.
less than the as

;

the initials of libra, libra, semis.

The

sestertium,

or 1000 sestertii, was expressed by the symbol HS
it was not a coin, but was
employed by the Romans,
together with the sestertius, in computing large sums
of money.
Their method of notation was effected by
combining the symbols with their numeral characters
thus HS. MC. indicates 1100 sestertii; but if the
numerals have a line over them, centena millia or

so that they will oppose less diflSculties in assigning
their values.

;

(j

was

;

100,000

is

When

the numerals are separor three orders, the 1st on
denotes units, the 2d, thousands, the

two

the right hand
3d, hundred thousands

;
thus. III. XII. DC. HS. denotes 300,000-f 12,000-1-600=312600 sestertii. The
illustration
may be also added. Pliny says,
following
tliat seven years before the first Punic war there were
"
in the Roman Treasury
auri pondo XVI. DCCCX. ;

XXII. LXX.

et in numcrato LXII.
;
3); that is, 16,810 pounds
«f gold, 22,070 pounds of silver, and 6,275,400 sesThe quinarius was equal to 5
tertii of ready money.

argenti pondo

LXXY. CCCC."

(33,

V

marked
;
by the Clodian law it was impressed with the figure of Victory, and hence called
The denarius, at its first institution,
Victoriatus.
equalled 10 asses, and was stamped with the numeral

X

or -.

nibal,

But when the Romans were pressed by Hati-

A.U.C. 537, the as having been made

uncialis,

breadth,
latter

dcjpov, which properly signifies a gift ; the application
of the latter term to this measure is commonly explained by the fact, that the palm of the hand is natu-

extended in receiving a gift,
^indaixri, or span,
equals 12 daKTvlot, and is defined by Hesychius to
be the distance from the extremity of the thumb to
that of the little finger, when the hand is opened with
a view of grasping or measuring any object.
The divisions of the TTOUf, more rarely employed, are k6v6vrally

the first being 2
^-i-xdg, and bpdodcjpov
and the second i irovc, hence entitled by
The
"kixd^ was 10 SuktvTheophrastus i]finr66iov.
?yOi, and the opdoSupov, being the length of the hand
from the wrist to the extremity of the middle finger,
"ko^,

Sixac,

Pollux (lib. 2), from whom the
equalled 11 duKrvXoi.
previous definitions have been derived, informs us that
from the elbow
7rvy/i7}^=\8 ddKTv2,oi, was the distance
to the extremity of the metacarpal bone of the middle
the extremity of its first
finger, while that reckoned to
phalanx was

came

of distance,

;

Rome, who,

finding

it

nearly equal to their

;

6dKTv9ioi,,

denarius passed for 16 asses, the quinarius for
and when the as was
8, and the sestertius for 4
made semiuncialis the same proportion was retained,
except in the payment of the soldiers, with whom the
denarius preserved its original value.
The denarius
was not used as a weight until the Greek physicians
thfe

to

GRECIAN MEASURES OF LENGTH.

unit of linear measure adopted by the Greeks
the foot {Tiovq), of which the 6aKrv7M^, or finger's

was yg-, and the TraTiaLaTri, or palm, \. The
was also understood by doxfiT], from dixof^i, *' to
the compound term daKTvlodoxfiJf, and by
understood; thus HS. MC. means 110 receive,^'' by

millions of sestertii.
ated by points into

a^ses, and

7.

The

bow

=24

duKTv'koL, and that 7r^;{;vf
the cubit, or the distance from the elThe 7r^;t'Uf
to the extremity of the middle finger.

iuKTv7i.0L,

TTvyuv=W

was

then contained 1^ rcoSeq. The /S^/za was 2^ rcodeg, and
thus corresponded to the pes sestertius of the Romans.
It was employed by the people at large as the unit

whence

(SrifiaTiaTal

mean measurers of

OP THE GK£EKS AND ROMANS.
or fathom, from bpiyu, " to extend,"
is the distance from the hands, when the arms are
raised and extended, measured along the breast, and

oads.

'Opyvm,

hence it has received from Herodoequals 6 nodec
tus the epithets TerpdTVJXvc and i^airo&ij^.
The
measure from which the Romans probably borrowed
their decempeda was aKatva or
/cdAa/uof=lO nodec ;
;

six of these constituted the 'Afifia, which,
with the 7r/le^pov=100 Trodef, and the

used principally

les,

It is

whose

r}

;

{idarof arofiviov,** Heaychius.)

From

the

veraM of

Rbemnius Fanotas,
" Atliea
prctterea dicenda
Sen caatu ; hunc faeiety

est

amphora nobis

n nostra addideris vniAm,**

/caAo/uof, was it appeara that the /irrpi^r^fsl | amphong=:8 galb., 3
measurement of lands. The qta., 0.46 pts. It conUined I2x^> 73 ^iarat^ and 144
measure of the Greeks was the KorvXai and, by comparing the Kocnao and Greek ca-

in the

most ancient itinerary
ardSioVf which appears
gin.

together

lUa

and 6/tfop€^(, from
iftfifoptvf, rac«t%uig iu
name from tbo two haadlM by which u waa esmod.
Another synonytnewaa arauviov {'* Ktpuftiov rodo2»o»

of horn

;

have had a very rude orisaid to have been the invention of Hercuto

athletic exertion

it

exhibited, since

prehended the distance which he was able

it

com-

run withIsidorus informs us that it took
out taking breath.
"
its name from Icttj/h,
to stand,^^ and assigns as a
to

reason, ^'guod in fine respirassei simulque stetisset."
It was established as the measure of the length of the
aiAof , or foot-course, at the Olympic games ; and from
the respect in which these exercises were held, it be-

came an itinerary measure. This
who instituted it measured by the

distance, the hero
length of his foot,

which he found equal to one six hundredth part of the
Censorinus and M. Gossellin have endeavoured to show that there were different stadia employed among the Greeks, but their remarks have
been completely refuted by Wurm. 'Itttcikov, or the
distance a horse could run, " sub uno spiritu,''^ equals 4
ardSia, and A6?^ixo^ has been variously assumed as 6,
7, 8, and even 24 arddia, but more correctly as 12.
Those linear measures which were known to the
Greeks by their intercourse with other nations, were
MlTiLov, or the Roman mile=:8 cTudia
Tlapaadyyj7f=30 arddia, according to Herodotus (2, 6) and
eourse.

;

though Strabo makes it, in
different places, 40 and 60 (rrddta ; and 2;j;ofvof, an
Egyptian measure, whose value is diflferently assigned
to be 60, 40, and 32 arddia.

Xenophon {Anab.,

6, 7),

pacious measures, we will perceive that the j^otTf corr»>
sponded in value to the congius, iearn^ to SiXtarimSt and
Certain feattvab at Athooo wero
KOTV^ij to hemina.
called xo^Ct because, according to Suidaa, every 1
'

wine given him, and, as Atbenaoa
;^oi){- of
because Demopbobn, king of Athens, offered a
cake, and Dionysius the tyrant a crown of gold, as a [
to the first person who drank a ;tovf of wine.
Kor^Af
derived its name from its cavity, and Galen mentione,
that the kotu'Ktj and hemina were applied by the
physicians to the same use with the modem grads
glasses of our apothecaries, being vesaels of bom, of
rectangular or cylindrical shape, divided on the outside, by means of lines, into 12 parts, which they
called ounces of measure (oiyyiai. fterpuai), and corresponded to a certain number of ounces by weight
a

i

{ovyyiai aradfiiKai).

Now

the hemina, being

^m

of

the amphora, weighed, when filled with wine, 10
cicB, so that the account of Galen is involved
'

inasmuch as the ounce by measure was hence f of
Tiraprov, b^6a<^; and xvaffof were
respectively equal to the quartarius, acetabulum, and
cyathus of the Romans. The remamifig measures are
that by weight.

KoyxTj, fivarpov, XW^> and *co;fA/uptov, concerning
which authors are slightly at variance.
Cleopatra
the greater
the
and less
makes a

Koyx'h
being
greater
the 6^6a<jto^; the fess i KvaOo^ ; while Pliny
»
determinate
measure.
the
ko-^xV
(12, 25) makes
Mvarpov or /xvar^ov was borrowed, as its name imfrom the shell o( the sea-mouse, and was of two

same with

^ 8. DETERMINATION OF THE GREEK FOOT.
ports,
There are two methods of investigating the value of kinds the less and more common being i Kvado^, ibe
the first consists in its dethe novg proposed to us
Xrifnj, derived also from
greater |^ of the kotvXt].
the sec- some
termination by its ratio to the Roman foot
shellfish, was divided into the greater or rustic,
and the less, or that used by phyai>
ond, by means of the public edifices of the Greeks
=Jjj. KorCTiTj :
which are yet standing.
KorvXij.
Kox^idpiov was equal to i
cians,
:

:

;

1.

=^

All authors agree that the ratio subsisting be-

24 25, as might XWVThe largest measure employed
2. fo' things dry.
also be inferred from the value the Greeks assigned
in the measurement of grain was Mcd</n'0f=6 nuNftt.
to fxiliov, which we have mentioned was 8 ard6ia=
Its divisions were rpiroq, Iktoc, and ^fiieKrov ; and
4800 7r6(yef=5000 pedes. Now the Roman foot hav- it contained 48
so that the ;t<Mvt^ equalled
xoiviKcg
the
of
value
the
ing been determined=.97075 ft.,
4 KOfv?iai. The remaining measures were the same
Greek foot hence deduced is 1.0111812 ft.
with the liquid measures. (See Tab. XVI. and XVII.)
2. Mr, Stuart, who examined the temples remain^ 11. GRECIAN WEIGHTS.
ratio of the Greek
at
found the
tween the Roman and Greek

foot

is

—

:

;

ing

to the

Athens,

Roman

view, No. 10,

=1.0128168
The mean

foot to be
p.

280.)

average
25.04 : 24.

The Greek

{Quarterly Rewould hence

foot

ft.

of these two values

is

1.011999

ft.

We

however, adopting Wurm's determination, who
has examined Mr. Stuart's measurements with great
/bot to 136.65
accuracy, and has equalled the Greek
Par. lin.=1.01146 ft.
(See Tab. XIII. and XIV.)
prefer,

^ 9.

The

GRECIAN MEASURES OF EXTENT.

unit of extent

was 'kpovpa, being

a square

into sixths and
Tzddeg ; it was divided
The
twelfths, respectively called kKroi and fifiiEKroi.
is
the measure
and
irTiiOpov contained 4 upovpai,
most frequently mentioned in the superficial measurements of lands. The values and relations of the oth-

whose

side

is

50

ers are exhibited in Table

XV.

unit of weight was dpaxftn or drachm=6 66o'06oX6c equalled, according to Pollux, 8 ^oAjcoI,
^hrra ;
and the ;ta^«of, on the authority of Suidas
though Pliny makes the 6foAof=I0, and Suidas

The

?ioi

—7

=«

XoXkoi.

The Romans

translated

;t«^^ areolns, and

Xiirrov minuta or minutia.
Though Rhemnius Faonius asserts that the Greeks used no weights less than
the b6o26g, the physicians employed some
viz., Ktpdriov, equal to the siliqua of the

=^

uncia, and airdpiov, or grain,
siliqoa.
or the weighu
multiples of the ponderal unit,
were the ftva or mina=100,
greater than the dpaxftfij
From libra, the later
and rdXavTov=6000 dpaxnai.
their
Greeks derived
"^rpa, which, in imitation of the
Romans, they divided into 18 ovyyiai ; the ra>.avTop

=jij

The

to Livy (38, 38), 80 librw, the libeing, according
bra=75 dpaxnal, and the 6paxftfr=^ libra=67.337

CAPACITV.
which result differs very little from that assigned
^ 10. GRECIAN MEASURES OF
grs.
For Liquids.— The greatest liquid measure was by Wurm. Considering that a more correct value o(
called Kudoq, horn ;<;a(Jctv, the SpaxM^ might be obtained from the coins extant,
lAerpriTTjg, which was also
"to contain ;" Kepdfiiov, probably from its being made he has followed the determinations of Letronne, and
;

1.
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assumed it=83i Par. grs.=67.3349 grs. The values fiov, which, were it a coin, must have been very large.
of the remaining weights are easily calculated, and Apaxfiv q>iasi dpay/j,^, is interpreted a handful of 6
it was em660X0I, which were equal to it in value
may be seen in Tables XVIII. and XIX.
ployed in the computations of the Greeks, as the sesGRECIAN
COINS.
12.
^
tertius was by the Romans, Plutarch
affording us
The dpaxfi?] varied in different counIt is a matter of doubt when the Greeks commenced many examples.
The Oxonian marbles tries determining the rdXavTov of corresponding varithe coinage of metallic ores.
render it apparent that Phido, king of the Argives, ation; that of .^gina was called iraxela, since it
some
struck
silver
about 700 B.C.
pieces, and there equalled 1§ Attic drachms, in contradistinction to the
yet remain many Macedonian coins purporting to be Attic, called /Icttt^.
Of all the Greek cities,
There is mention made of the fiovg, a coin so called
struck five centuries B.C.
Athens was most celebrated for the fineness of her sil- from the stamp of an ox with which it was impressed,
and Xenophon reputed equal to the diSpaxfiov, and coined of gold
ver, and the justness of its weight
This was perhaps one of the most ancient
mentions, that wherever Attic silver was carried, it and silver.
sold to advantage.
Indeed, their money deserves our Greek coins, being known to Homer, if we credit the
particular attention, since we have unexceptionable testimony of Julius Pollux, and to it that immortal
evidence of its standard weight, and since it furnishes bard is supposed to allude when be sings of Glaucus
us with the knowledge we possess of the moneys of changing his golden armour, worth 100 jSdef, for the
the other Greek cities.
Copper was not coined till brazen one of Diomede. The TerpaSpaxiJ-ov, or silver
the 26th year of the Peloponaesian war, when Callias ararrip, appears to have been the coin most generally
was a second time archon. It was soon after publicly in use among the Greeks. Livy informs us, that becried down by a proclamation, which declared silver tween the years 564 and 566 A.U.C. there were
the lawful money of Athens
it, however, was shortly
brought to Rome by M. Fulvius 118,000, by M. AcilThe common opinion, that ius 113,000, by L. A. Regillus 34,700, and by Scipio
after again introduced.
So many specimens
the Athenians coined gold, is considered by some to Asiaticus 22,400 rerpaSpaxfia.
be without sufficient authority. That they had no of them remain, that they are to be found at the presof
almost
Letroune having
the
in
collection.
coin
at
the
ent
Peloponnesian war,
every
gold
day
beginning
appears from the account given by Pliny of the treas- accurately examined 500 of them, and arranged them
ure amassed in the Acropolis, which consisted of sil- according to the centuries in which they were struck,
ver in coin, and gold and silver in bullion.
Athenajus deduced the mean weight of the old Attic dpaxjJ-Vi
tells us that
gold was very sparingly circulated in coined two centuries and more B.C., =82 y Par.
and its purity being .97, its value
Greece, until the Phocians despoiled and plundered grs. =67. 3349 grs.
the temple at Delphi.
But the gold-mines in the is 9d. 2.85 far., or 17 cts. 5.93 mills Federal currenneighbourhood of Philippi were so improved by Philip cy. The latter Attic dpaxft^ was also found=:77^
of Macedon as to yield 1000 talents yearly, from Par.
grs.=63.236 grs. and its value thereby deterwhich were struck the Pliilippics. When Greece be- mined is 9d. 0.487 far., or 16 cts. 5.22 mills. The
came subject to the Romans, the standard of the con- Xpi»(Tot/f, or golden orar^p, weighed 2, and was valquerors was introduced, ^nd there remain some gold ued at 20 dpaxfiai ; golden pieces were coined of
coins which were struck Bubsec^uently to this event, double and half its
weight and though no Attic staters
one of these is preserved remain at the
of the weight of the aureus
present day, there hare been preserved
in the British Museum, which, though a little worn, some darics and
rePhilippics, whose purity is very
its imbears the evidence of elegant workmanship
The ratio of gold and silver
markable, being .979.
of
head
the
side
is
Minerva, and on the varied at different periods.
Herodotus estimates it as
press on one
other an owl and oil-bottje, with tht inscription A9H, 13 to 1 ; in the
dialogue of Hipparchus, commonly astwo
letters
last
under
the
oilthe
being placed
NH,
cribed to Plato, it is 12 to 1 ; and Lysias, the orator,
The Persian daric seems to have been the assumes it as 10 to 1, which last ratio was preserved
bottle.
at Athens when in l/;r lofty state without alteration.
known
best
coin
gold
of independence, and was called ararfip, probably beThe Mina (Mvd), according to Plutarch, equalled 75
cause it was originally the standard by wbich the
of Solon, who made it contain
dpaxfiai, till the time
and subsequently the Philippics 100. The Attic talent of silver
dpaxfJ-V was adjusted
equalled 60 minae ;
were standarded by means of the daric or the drachma. that of
at Corinth, was
.^gina, which was current
The Greeks counted by means of Tokavra, fivoZ, tet- 100 ; and the Attic talent of gold was 600 minae, actheir method of standardpddpax^ci, and 6paxfia.it and
cording to the proportion of gold and silver just prethe Roman in point of ease and conve- mised.
For the values of the different coins, see Taing excelled
bles XX. and XXI.
nience, since their coins were weights also.
The brazen coins were y^a'kK.ovq^=^l otokbq and
The 66oA6f was so called, be'KiT:TOv^=\ XalKOvg.
Note.—The method of calculating the value of the old Attic
cause, previously to the introduction of coined monThe silver drachm is aa follows Its weight being 67.3349 mint-pound grs.,,
in the form of a small spit.
,ey, it was
or 67.3631 Troughton's grs., and its purity being .97, it contains
coins referring to the bto'kot: are, re-poSolov, rptSSo- 65.3148 ml. pd.
of pure silver. Now
grs., or 65.3422 Tr. grs.
but those 371.25 mi. pd. grs. of
Xov, di66olov, rjjXLoColiov, and dixaTiKOV ;
pure silver being coined into 100 cts., and
into 792d. (see Pres.
coined
Tr.
of
5323
silver
to
the
refer
which
grs.
being
pure
are most celebrated
SpaxfJ-V, viz.,
Report), the value of the old Attic drachm is hence deRome de I'lsle Adams's
didpaxfJi-ov, rpiSpaxfiov, TerpaSpaxfiOv.
termined in the Federal and Sterling currencies. In a similar
mentions a Greek coin of silver, =11 dpaxfiai, and manner, the values of the less Attic drachm and of the denarius
Plato and Julius PoUux speak of the TrsvTTjKovrddpax- have been calculated
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

\

:
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1

.
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TABLE L
ROMAN MEASURES OF LENGTH.

Measures below

the foot.

(UnU: Pes=:

1 1

i

inch

)

Sextnla.

H

Siciliquus
.24

Semiuncia.

4i

3

H

U
18

12

6

72

48

24

AH

Digitus.

.73

Uncia.

3
16

12

.97

Palmus.

2 91

Pes.
10.
100.
1000.

11.69

9
97
970

8.49

09

UG

Uncia

ROMAN MEASURES OF EXTENT AND CAPACITY.

ROMAN MEASURES OF CAPACITy.-ROMAN WLiom
TABLE
2.

VII.-III.

ROMAN MEASURES OP CAPACITY.

For things

dry.

(.Unit

:

Modiiu=7
cob.

ft.

Ligula.

H

Acetabulum

4.12

0.12

8.23

0.24

Hemina

16.47

0.48

2

32.93

0.95

263.46

1.61

Quartarius

2

(Tra

2.74

,

2

12

.

24

6

48

12

384

96

64

32

16

8

768

192

128

64

32

16

Sextarius

Semimodius

MoDios
10.
100.
1000.

3

1 pt.)

cflb. inc

0.69

Cyathus

Siliqua

qtt.,

l\Vi

526.92

3
30
304

85.17
851.69
1684.89

1.21

2
23

237

o.ia
1.38
1.26
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ROMAN. MONEYS.

TABLE

X.

Unit
1.

The moneys

:

-V.

ROMAN MONEYS.

Denarius-=15^ cents.
which the As and Sestertius had

referred to the value

£
Teruncius.

Sembella
As, Libella, Assipondium.

Dupondius
10

2i

20

10

40

20

10

1000

500

250

u

Sestertius ..

2

Quinarius, or Victoriatus

Denarius
125

100

50

25

Aureus, or Solidus
10.

8

100.

88
889

1000.

before A.U.C. 636
d.

GRECiAM MEASURES OF LE.XOTH AND EXTENT
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TABLE XVI.— III. GRECIAN MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
1.

„

T

For Liquids.

{Unit: METp7)Tric=8i gallons.)
cub.

.

KoxAiaotov

_

.

.

ft.

cub. in.
f\ iyr,

